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Question.
19. Special G-bants

io

Municipalities

Mr. Chapman ashed The Secretary

Public Works,—

eos

amoun^
money granted as special grants to municipalities since 1st January,
1895 r
47 ’
(2.) The name of each municipality that has received a special grant or subsidy, and amount of
83.U16 r

(3.) For what purpose granted, and whether expended in daywork or by contract labour?

Answer.
Return of money granted as special grants to municipalities from the 1st January, 1895, to 30th June)
1896
s

1st January to 30th June, 1895
1st July, 1895, to 30th June, 1896

........................................
7,095 12
.....................................11 11

,
,
,
Amount issued ...

...

Not issued

...

...

...

...

,,,

.............................................................................

11,023
9,724

d

9

4 8
7 2

£1,293 17

6

The Councils were not restricted as to the method of expenditure either on day or contract work.
Statement of Special Amounts granted to Municipalities from 1st January, 1895, to 30th June, 1893.

Auburn ............
Adamstown ....
Aberdeen ........
Bathurst............
Elnyney............
Berry .............. .
Broughton Vale
Bnlranald ........
Bourke ...........
Bowral ............
Braidwood........
Balmain...........
Cooma................
Canterbury ....
Coonnmbla........
Carrington.........
Denihquin.........

£
Main Northern Road ..................................... 300
Old Canterbury Road ...................................... 25G
From Albury-Cookardina Road to railway
line. Council to perform work to value
of £60.
Roada within Municipal limits of Auburn ...
C5
Road, Glebe to Adamstown ..........................
36
Road, Aberdeen to St, Hilliera. Council to
66
perform work to value of £100.
'
Main West Road to Cemetery. Council tol
perform work to value of £44.
1
Mam West Road to Cemcteiy, Council to
expend £30 in addition.
Main South Coast Road, £120 8s. 7d. Roma-i 120
dery Station to Nowra Bridge, £55 9s.
Kangaroo Valley to Woodhill ......................
Roads withm Municipal limits ......................
J00
Bourke to North Bourke. Council to take 2,000
control of road.
Centennial Road. Council to expend a like
amount.
Culvert, North Creek, Ncrriga Road, Coun
cil to construct approaches.
Alteration in approach to wharf foot of Covcatrect.
Roads within Municipal limits to afford relief
to unemployed.
Improving grades, old Canterbury Road, at
Proutt's Bridge.
Repairs to roads within Municipal limits ...
Carrington to Wickham Bridge ..................
50
Hcriot's Bridge, moiety of cost not to exceed
£450.

327—■

s> d.
0 0
14 ft

£ 8, d.
25 0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0

8

7

Total Grant.

£
300
256
25

8.
0
14
0

Amount Issued.

d.
0
2
0

£
300
256
25

s. d.
0
14
0

K? O

Armiclalo
Ashfield .
Albury .

Grant from
1895,
1 January, lt-95* 1 Julv,
to
to
20
June,
3800.
30 Juno, 1S95.

©

Municipality.

55 0 0
36 0 0
66 0 0

55 0 0
3fi 0 0
60 0 0

22 0 0

22 0 0

22 0 0

15 0 0

15 0 0

55

9 0

181 17

7

15 0 0
126 8

7

ISO 0 0

180 0 0
100 0 0
2,000 0 0

180 0 0
100 0 0
2,000 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0 0

100 0 0

100 0 0

100 0 0

3 0

116 3 0

134 18 4

134 18 4
50 0 0
450 0 0

0 0
0 0

116
0 0

450 0 0

134 18 4
50 0 0

2
Grant from
1805,
1 January, ISftft, 1 Julj-,
to
SO June! ISO.1',. 30 ,1une' 1SW'

Municipality.

Five Dock..............

Bay-street to Lyons Road, £1 for £1 up to
£100.

£ s. d.
100 0 0

9. d

100 0 0

£ s. d.
100 0 0

0

172 12 0

75 0 0

100 0 0

200 0 0

100 0 0

in 0

115 10 0
25 0 0
222 0 0

1)5 10 0
25 0 0
222 0 0

50 0 0
00 0 0
150 0 0

50 0 0
50 0 0
150 0 0

115

25 0 0
72 0 0

150 0 0

50 0 0
50 0 0

Central Illawarra... Marshall’s Mount to Yallah Platform, £50,
as an act of grace. Hoods ■within Municipal limits, £100.
Jamberoo .............. Repairs to roads within Municipal limits,
£5S; farther sum, £42. Main South
Coast Road, £71 0s. 6d.
Main South Coast Road.................................

150 0 0
58

0 0

fAmount. issued.

£ B. d.
100 0 0

£

172 12
carry out work to value of £345 4s.
Grafton .................. Bridge, Christopher Creek, £100. Flood
Embankment, Carr’s Creek, £100.
'Main South Coast Road..................................
Cudgegong to Home Rule .............................
Granville .............. Repairs to roads, Municipal limits, £72.
Woodville Road, Council to expend like
amount, £150.
Forest Ro«vd ....................................................

Total Grout.

113

6

0

171

r> 6.

27 3 0
250 0 0
25 0 0

180 0 0

350 0 0
36 0 0
ISO 0 0

350 0 0
30 0 0
ISO 0 0

100 0 0

50 0 0

150 0 0

150 0 0

150 0 0

27

25 0 0
350 0 0
36 0 o

amount.
Moruya .................. Repairs to bridge, Aralucn and Moruya
Road, via Kiora, to Moruya.
Moree to Mungindi, £152.
Temporary
crossing, Broadwater Creek, Moree, £25.
Moss Vale.............. Repairs to roads. Council to expend a like
amount.

'*

5 0

177 5

0

50 0 0

50 0 0

50 0

0

12 0 0

12 0 0

12 0 0

0 0

134 2 0

60 0 0

50 0 0

SO 0 0

SO 0 0

5

0

0 0
50 0 0.

SO 0 0

Ferry.
Tar-metalhng Walker-street.
Council to take over control of road.
Orange .................. Mam Western Road........................................

120
700
ISO
450

0
0
0
0

Petersham..............
Rockdale ..............
Redfcm..................
Raymond Terrace...

Old Cfttifccrbury Road ...... ■;............................
Forest Road, £75. West Botany Street, £100
Sydney to Hanks Meadow*, Botany Road ...
Stroud Road, Deviation Road. Raymond
Terrace to Stroud.
Rookwood.............. Roads within Municipal limits, £50. Bridge
' at Platform-street, £100. Auburn Park
Road, £100. Auburn and Rookwood
Council to each contribute £50,
Shellharbour...... .
Culvert, Pnltcney-sfcreet..................................

120
700
150
450

0
0
0
0

50 0 0
50 0 0

reagh.- Council to expend £100.
Prospect and Sher- Metalling Park Road, Council to carry out
wood.
work to like amount, £1UU, Metalling
south approach, Wentworthville Station.
£35.

135 0 0

75 0 0

177

177

£30. Lowering culvert, Berrmgha-street,]
£50.
Roads, Field nf Mars ....................................

6 6

27 3 6
250 0 0
25 0 0

27 3 6
250 0 0

and diverting drain.
Lane Cove.............. Bums Bay Boad, Council to carry out work
to value £360.
Morpeth.................. Roads within Municipal limits, to provide
employment, £100. Morpeth to Fourmile Creek, £1 for £1.
Maitland, East...... Maitland, towards Waratah, £50. Pitnacree
Bridge to Dunmore Bridge, £100. Pitnacree Bridge to Dunmore Bridge, £27 5s.

171

150
172
100
200

0
4
0
0

0
7
0
0

150 0 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

120
700
150
450

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

50 0 0
50 0 0

50 0 0
50 0 0

135 0 0

135 0 0

150
172
175
200
150

0
4
0
0
0

0
7
0
0
0

143
172
175
200
150

4
4
0
0
0

6
7
0
0
0

200 0 0

250 0 0

50 6 0

100 0 0

100 0 0
100 0 0
300 0 0

100 0 0
100 0 0
300 0 0

130 0 0

25 0 0
130 0 0
65 0 0

65 0 0

200 0 0

200 0 0

0 o

25 0 0

25 0 0

222 10 0

222 10 0

222 10 0

44 0 0

44 0 0

44 0 0

7,095 12 9 3,927 11 11

11,023 4 s

9,724 7 2

50 0 0

100 0 0
300 0 0

Temora, £100.
Uralla.....................
Wagga Wagga...... Metalling approaches, Hampden Bridge......
Wingliam .............. .Wowendoc Koadto W ingham (Jemetery, £3lh
Wingham Ferry approaches, £35.
Wollongong .......... Repairs to marls, Municipal limits, Gipps
Road. Council to perform work to like
amount.

25 0 0
65 0 0
10Q 0 0
25

provide like sum.
Wcntivorth .......... Alteration to approach, bridge, Sandwychstreet, Wentworth, £72 10s. Repairs to
roads, Municipal limits, £150.
Young..................... Footway to Burrangong Creek Bridge, Humestreet.

100 0 0

25

0 0

THOMAS K, STEEL,
Accountant, Public Works.
Sydney: Charles Potter, Governtnent Printer,—189(5.
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a.

To The Hon. J. H. Carruthers, Esq., M.P., Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Department of Lands, Sydney, 12th October, 1896.
I have the honor to submit, for your information, the Annual Report of
the Department, relating to the business transacted during the year 1895.
The chief event of the year was the addition to the Statute Book of the
Crown Lands Act of 1895, which came into operation on the 1st June. This is not
a mere Amending Act, but a comprehensive measure, which, in addition to providing
remedies for anomalies in the existing law, lias introduced new systems of tenure,
accommodated to the necessities of the times, and aiming more particularly at
providing land for the land fide settler on terms and conditions of the most liberal
character.
A reference in detail to its many provisions is not perhaps necessary here, but
a brief mention of some of its salient features should not be omitted. Prominent
among these is the provision for the classification, survey, and valuation of land
before selection, which is designed to afford protection to the public estate, and at
the same time promote the interests of the settlers themselves, and of the Colony at
large, by the concentration of settlement upon specially chosen areas.
In connection with these classified areas, two forms of tenure have been
created, viz., Homestead Selection and Settlement Lease. The first may be briefly
described as a freehold tenure, with condition of perpetual residence and perpetual
rent. The second is a leasehold, with a term of 28 years, and a condition of residence
during the whole period. Both of these systems offer special advantages to the
small capitalist, inasmuch as the rate of rental is low, being limited, in the case of
homestead selection, to 1^ per cent, of the capital value of the land for the first
five years, with a subsequent increase to 2-} per cent., while in the case of settlement
lease a uniform charge of 1-j- per cent, is maintained during the whole period of
lease. . The right of transfer exists in connection with both these tenures, and the
conditions are few in number and capable of easy fulfilment. Homestead selection
is confined to lands that arc classified as suitable for agriculture, whilst a settlement
lease may not only bo granted over lands of that description, but also over farms,
the greater proportion ot which could only be classed as suitable for grazing purposes.
Grazing farms may contain an area of 10,240 acres; but where agricultural lands
are concerned the maximum limit of area in both classes is 1,280 acres.
Notwithstanding that it was only during the last quarter of the year that
land was made available for application, the transactions during that period soon
rendered it evident that all the resources of the Department would be severely
taxed to keep pace with the demand.
Another
69—A

'

8
2
Another class of holding created by the Act of 1895 is that Ol Improvement
Lease, which, although somewhat similar to the already existing tenures known as
scrub leases and leases of inferior lands, is at the same time free from several
restrictions which prevented those holdings from being applied for to any extent.
The provisions attached to improvement leases offer encouragement to persons
possessed of sufficient enterprise to bring under control lands overgrown with scrub;
and it is confidently expected that under this tenure much of what are now “ waste
lands” will be brought under profitable occupation, and ultimately rendered suitable
for closer settlement.
Amongst other features of the Act which deserve mention is the power of
withdrawing land in the Central and Western Divisions from pastoral lease where
the demand is such as to render it necessary that some provision should be made for
satisfying the requirements of persons wishing to establish homes for themselves.
The Act extends the term of residence attached to conditional purchases from five
to ten years. It also confers upon the Minister power to refuse applications for
annual leases where public interests render it advisable to do so. The extension
to twenty-eight years of the terms of pastoral leases in the Western Division, and
conditional, special, and homestead leases, and the provision for the sale of town,
suburban, or population-area lands at the original upset price, when such lands have
been passed at auction, are other matters of considerable importance.
In connection with many of the lease tenures tenant right in improvements
is conferred; as, for instance, in the case of pastoral leases in the Western Division,
and conditional, settlement, residential, improvement, and homestead leases. In the
case of scrub leases and leases of inferior lands it is optional with the Minister to
grant tenant right. The holders of homestead selections are allowed tenant right in
improvements, and are permitted in addition to protect themselves by a simple
process of registration against the loss of their holdings through bankruptcy or other
process of law. The definition of trespass and of the circumstances under which the
impounding of stock can be enforced is another useful provision of the Act of 1895 ;
and, further, the concessions in the shape ol! reappraisement of capital values which
have been made to holders of conditional purchases within special areas, and of
rental values to pastoral and homestead lessees in the W estern Division, will serve to
show that the interests of all classes have been considered.
The extension of the provisions relating to the surrender and exchange of
lands has also rendered it possible to entertain proposals that would previously have
had to be declined—apart from any question as to their merits, simply on account of
their being outside the somewhat limited scope of the then existing laws.
It is fitting that mention should be made of the initiation during the'year
of an Information Bureau for the purpose of distributing information respecting
the Crown lands of the Colony available for settlement and assisting people to obtain
lands suitable for their requirements. Its establishment proved most opportune in
view of the passing of the Act of 1895, and the lines laid down for its working by
the Board appointed for that purpose have been found to answer satisfactorily. The
volume of business transacted during the comparatively short period it has been in
existence affords strong evidence of the usefulness of this new branch of the
Department.
Another matter to which some reference should perhaps be made is the
abolition during 1895 of what had been for so many years known as the Temporary
Staff. The anomaly of having a staff of so-called temporary officers, many of whom
could point to lengthy periods of continuous service, had long been recognised. The
Board appointed to consider and report upon the matter, consisting of the Secretary
to the Civil Service Board and two senior officers of the Department, after a very
careful consideration of the claims of each officer, found themselves in a position
to make recommendations which led eventually to the transfer of 158 officers to
the permanent staff.
Judicial
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Judicial Decisions.

Following hereunder is a brief epitome of cases decided by the Supreme
Court and Privy Council during the year 1895, affecting the administration of
Land Acts:—
Improvements upon forfeited Conditional Pureliase and Conditional Lease become vested
,
in Crown.

_
De T. H. Mate & Co., Limited (Bank of New South Wales, respondents)—
This case was one in which the ownership of certain improvements upon forfeited
conditional purchases and a conditional lease was the point at issue. The facts are
as follow:—One T. H. Mate (now represented by the appellants) was the lessee
from the Crown of a pastoral property upon which he had made certain improve
ments, Part of the land so improved was taken up by one Louisa Dennis by way
of conditional purchase, additional conditional purchase, and conditional lease, and
subsequently T. H. Mate erected a dividing fence between bis land and that selected
by Dennis. Tbe improvements on the additional conditional purchase only were
duly appraised by the Local Land Board, and Dennis was directed to pay Mate their
value. These selections and tbe conditional lease afterwards became forfeited to
the Crown before Dennis bad completed her payments to Mate with respect to the
improvements on tbe additional conditional purchase, and tbe lands so forfeited were
taken up by the respondents under conditional purchase. All the improvements
on the land were then appraised by tbe Local Land Board, and the respondents were
directed to pay their value to the Crown. Against this direction by tbe Local Land
Board an appeal to the Land Appeal Court was lodged which, however, was dismissed,
the Court holding that under the 44th section of the Crown Lands Act ot 1889
all improvements which were on the lands at the time that Louisa Dennis5 interest
became forfeited passed to the Crown. The Supreme Court held that the Land
Appeal Court was correct in its decision, and the appeal was therefore dismissed.
The Court, however, regarded it as unfortunate that Mr. Mate did not obtain either
an appraisement or an agreement with respect to the improvements, and on the
whole considered the case to be hard, and one which had not been contemplated by
the Legislature. (It may ho here mentioned that section 52 of the Crown Lands
Act of 1895 in a measure provides a remedy for any similar cases which may arise
in future.)
•
Claim for contribution towards cost of Rabbit-proof Renee on a common boundary sustained.

De C. P. Davis (London Bank of Australia, respondent)—The question in this
case turned upon the interpretation of the 20th section of the Babbit Act of 1890,
under which a claim for contribution towards the cost of making the common
boundary of their pastoral holdings rabbit-proof had been made upon C. P. Davis by
the respondent Bank. Tbe amount of such contribution was duly assessed by the
Land Board which, however, rejected certain evidence as to the depreciation of the
wire netting between 1889, when it was first erected, and 1893, when the claim was
made;_ and also as to the fence not being perfectly rabbit-proof in consequence of
the existence of certain holes left as traps. The Land Appeal Court refused to remit
the ease back to the Land Board, and dismissed the appeal lodged by Davis, who
thereupon brought the matter before the Supreme Court. The decision of the Land
Court was, however, upheld by the Supreme Court, and the appeal against that
decision was consequently dismissed.
Waiver of objection to Appeal.

lie Fanny Barbour and the Crown Lands Act (Henry Bickctson, respondent)—
This was an appeal against a decision of the Land Appeal Court on a point of practice.
Ihe Local Land Board had duly assessed the value of some improvements placed by
Bicketson on certain land within the Aratula Pastoral Holding, taken up by Fanny
Barbour by way of conditional purchase and conditional lease. Miss Barbour
appealed against the sum assessed, and the Land Court dismissed the appeal on the
ground that notice of the appeal against the Land Board’s decision was not received by
Bickctson within twenty-eight days of the date of that decision. The Land Court stated
a special case setting out the facts, and the questions submitted for the decision of the
Supreme Court were whether the notice required by section 17 of the Act of 1884
was properly given if it was posted within twenty-eight days, although it had not
reached
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reached the respondent until the twenty-eight days had expired, and whether, even
if there had not been sufficient notice, it had been waived by Ricketson appearing
and pleading.
The matter was decided on the question of waiver, the Supreme Court holding
that it was shown that the respondent, Ricketson, had waived his objection to the
appeal being heard, not under the case as stated, but by the fact of his having had.
the hearing of the appeal transferred from Sydney to Hay, and that it was, therefore,
competent for the Land Court to hear the appeal.
An Additional Conditional Purchase cannot bo made in virtue of an Original Conditional Purchase
converted into fee-simple.

Re Mary Ann and Samuel Clift and the Land Acts of 1884 and 1889—This
was an appeal from the decision of the Land Appeal Court dismissing an appeal
against the disallowance by the Local Land Board of an application for a conditional
purchase made by Mary Ann and Samuel Clift, as the executrix and executor of one
William Clift. The facts necessary for statement are simple:—A conditional
purchase, made by one Peter Duff, in 1871, wras duly transferred in 1874 to William
Clift, who thereupon paid to the Government the balance of purchase money due
upon tbe land, and obtained a deed of grant. William Clift having died in 1889,
Mary Ann and Samuel Clift, as executrix and executor, applied, in 1893, for 137
acres of land as an additional conditional purchase to the original conditional
purchase made by Peter Duff.

This application was disallowed by the Land Board on the ground that the
original conditional purchase of Peter LulT had. been converted into a freehold prior
to the date of the application. An appeal against this decision was subsequently
dismissed by the Land Appeal Court, and the case was then taken to the Supreme
Court, the principal question stated for determination being,—whether, under the
circumstances hereinbefore set forth, Mary Ann Clift and Samuel Clift, on the 12th
day of January, 1893, wore the holders of a conditional pureliase within the meaning
of section 42 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, so as to be enabled by virtue thereof
to make the additional conditional purchase applied for on the said date.
The Supreme Court, in delivering judgment, traversed all the sections of the
various Crown Lands Acts w'hich bore upon the point at issue, which might tend to
elucidate the construction that it wras intended by the Legislature the particular
section under review7 should hear ; and the Court finally bold that the words “ any
bolder of a conditional purchase” in section 42 of the Act of 1884 meant anyone
still fulfilling the conditions attaching to a conditional purchase as such, and did not
apply to a person who had obtained his grant on their fulfilment. Tire decision of
the Land Appeal Court being therefore held to be correct the appeal was dismissed.
The above decision covered the case of re T. H. Mate & Co. (Limited) and
the Crown Lands Acts, and also that of William Kiddle and the Crown Lands Acts
(Pierce Murphy, respondent).
This decision led to the introduction of section 31 into the Crown Lands Act
of 1895, wrhich has the effect of validating all confirmed conditional purchases and
conditional leases made in virtue of freeholds, and also permits applications for
additional conditional purchases to be made in virtue of conditional purchases wThich
have been converted into holdings in fee-simple.
A person having no interest in the land has no right to lodge a complaint questioning validity of
Conditional Purchase.

Re William Mitcham and the Crown Lands Acts (Ida Plora Plood,
respondent)—One William Mitcham had lodged a complaint against an application
for a conditional purchase by Ida PI ora Plood, on the ground that at the date of the
application the lands in question were not Crown lands available for conditional
purchase. The complaint was duly investigated by the Local Land Board and
dismissed, and the same result was arrived at on Mitcham’s appeal to the Land
Appeal Court. The matter wras then brought before tbe Supreme Court, the question
for determination being whether the Land Appeal Court was right in holding that
William Mitcham could not raise the question as to whether the lands were available
for conditional purchase by means of a complaint purporting to he made under the
Crown Lands Act of 1884. *
The
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The Court held that the Act never contemplated that a person—a mere
stranger—having no interest in the matter of any sort or description could come in
and put a person who had been holding a conditional purchase, presumably taken up
on Crown lands, to the proof of his title, and that therefore the Local Land Board
and the Land Appeal Court had come to a proper determination in the case.
The question submitted to the Court was therefore answered in the affirma
tive, and the appeal dismissed.
An Additional Conditional Purchase cannot be taken up in virtue of au Additional Conditional Purchase
made in virtue of a freehold—and no accrued rights to make Additional Conditional Purchases are
contained in section 2, Act of 1884.

In re W, E. Abbott.—This was an appeal to the Privy Council from a decision
of the Supreme Court. The main, facts were these : Abbott was the holder in fee-,
simple of 4i0 acres in the Eastern Division acquired under section 25 of the Crown
Lands Alienation Act of 18G1, after havin'^ been offered for sale bv auction and not
sold.
Prior to the commencement of the Act of 1884 he had also acquired, under
the provisions of section 22 of the CroAvn Lands Alienation Act of 1861, by virtue
of the freehold above mentioned, certain conditional purchases, the aggregate area of
which, together with the freehold, amounted to 240 acres. In March, 1892, Abbott
applied for an additional conditional purchase of 150 acres, and also for a conditional
lease of 440 acres.
His applications were refused by the Laud Board on the ground that he was
not the holder of a conditional purchase within the meaning of the section 42 of the
Act of 1884, and a subsequent appeal to the Land Court was dismissed.
The Supreme Court held that the question in the case was whether the right
of selection which existed prior to the commencement of the Act of 1884, in the
then holders of land in fee-simple, was preserved to them by any provision of the
Act of 1884, and on a consideration of section 2 (suh-section b) of that Act the
Court by majority held that such right of selection was not a “ light accrued ”
within the meaning of that sub-section. Their Honors were further of opinion that
whatever might be the true construction of the words “ right accrued ” section 3 of
the Act of 1884 was a complete answer to the appellants’ contention.
Upon the case coming before the Privy Council their Lordships concurred
witli the Supremo Court in thinking that the appellant was not the holder of a con
ditional purchase within the meaning of section 42 and could not claim the benefit
of that section.
With regard to the alleged accrued right under section 2, Act of 1884, their
Lordships thought it fallacious to say that the section in question conferred on the
fee-simple holder the right to make conditional purchases, and were of opinion
that even if the language of section 2 was sufficient to reserve to appellant the right
for which he contended the express provision in section 3 of that Act would be fatal
to his claim.
Their Lordships accordingly advised that the judgment of the Supreme
Court should be affirmed.
Information Bureau.

In accordance with the Minister’s directions as to the necessity of some
systematic method being adopted for affording prompt and reliable information to
intending settlers respecting the vacant Crown lands of the Colony, an Information
Bureau was established during the year with the object of circulating as widely as
possible full particulars respecting Crown lands about to be made available for
settlement or occupation.
Owing to survey and classification preceding selection under the Crown Lands
Act of 1895, plans and printed details respecting the areas about to be made available
can nowr be provided some time before the land is actually open to application, thus
avoiding the uncertainty which existed under the policy of selection before survey.
By the end of June, 1895, details had been collated and maps prepared
indicating the character and position of the vacant Crown lands of the Colony;
and the value of this information being considerable, separate pamphlets were
published of each of the fourteen Land Board Districts into which the Colony is

divided
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divided for the purposes of land administration. In these pamphlets the Department
is enabled to furnish full particulars respecting the character of the land, distance
from railways, ports of shipment, &c., capital value, rentals, &c.
Pamphlets are also issued every month containing particulars of the areas to
become available in the immediate future, and these are exhibited at eighty of the
principal railway stations, at a large number of the Post Offices, at the District
Survey Offices, and at the office of every Crown Land Agent in the Colony. The
demand for pamphlets and lithographic plans is such as to show that they are
much appreciated by those in search of land. It may he mentioned that the Railway
Commissioners and the Post Office authorities have rendered material assistance to
this Department by exhibiting in public places pamphlets, advertisement sheets, and
maps relating to available land. To still further meet the demand for information
respecting lands to he made available, a weekly issue of the Government Gazette,
containing full particulars of the week’s notifications relating to Crown land matters,
is published under the designation of the Lands Department Weekly Gazette, and
sold for a nominal price. To the same end preliminary notices of areas about to
be set apart for settlement are published every week in two of the daily and one of
the weekly newspapers.
All written communications meet with prompt attention, and all information
possible is furnished to persons inquiring.
That the public have taken every advantage of the Information Bureau is
evidenced by the fact that from 1st April to the end of the year, no less than 2,4128
personal inquiries were made, and 1,388 letters despatched in reply to written
communications. 16,500 pamphlets and lithographs were circulated in connection
with the areas notified for settlement since the 13th July, 1895.
Rabbit Branch.

During the past year the spread of the rabbit pest was checked in various
parts of the Colony by the extreme heat and the severity of the drought.
The area of infested country, however, continues to increase, and rabbits are
known to exist in localities so far cast as to render it easy of belief that the pest can
exist, and indeed thrive, in any part of this Colony, irrespective of the climatic con
ditions or the character of the soil. However, there is the pleasing fact to note,
that the owners or occupiers of infested lands, after continuous efforts, have at
length been rewarded by the discovery of a cheap and efficacious remedy, which has
been instrumental in the destruction of a countless number of rabbits.
Beference is of course made to the phosphoi’ized pollard, which apparently can
be used at all periods of the year, and is readily consumed by rabbits, irrespective of
the condition of the country in which it is laid. This poison, used in conjunction
with wire-netting fences, is now regarded as the best means of coping with the pest.
Nevertheless, 'when everything is admitted, the fact remains that the presence of
the rabbit is the cause of an annual recurring expenditure of a more or less serious
character in the management of the pastoral and agricultural estates of which this
Colony is so largely composed.
During the year the work of erecting additional rabbit-proof fencing by private
owners has been proceeded with to a considerable extent, and the number of miles
previously known to have been erected has been increased by 390 miles, making the
total quantity erected about 16,300 miles.
The prevalence of the pest in Queensland is of course -well known, and the
fear of its spreading has led landowners in that Colony to erect numerous lines of
harrier fences. It also led to negotiations being entered into, which are now
practically completed, for the erection in tins Colony of an additional barrier fence,
extending from a point on the Namoi Liver, below Narrabrx, to Mungindi, on the
Queensland Border, a distance of over 100 miles, the cost of which will probably he
in excess of £6,000.
The area of country “ declared ” rabbit-infested has been hut little increased
during this year, although applications for action of this kind have been numerous.
Local objections, however, have invariably been found to exist, and following the
policy of the past such objections have generally been respected.
■
Complaints
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Complaints and agitations of various kinds, regarding the best means of
keeping the rabbit -within bounds, induced the Minister to summon a conference
for the purpose of securing an expression of opinion as to the best methods by
which the eradication of the rabbit pest might be brought about. Upwards of fifty
delegates attended, and a series of resolutions was adopted, upon which a Bill to
make better provisions for the checking and suppression of the rabbit pest has been
drafted, which it is anticipated will receive Parliamentary sanction at an early date.
Parther schemes having for their object the extermination of the rabbit pest
have been received in the department, hut after examination it was found that in no
case were they of such a nature as to warrant expenditure, in submitting any of
them to a practical test.
In this year, and for the first time, were the provisions relating to the com
pulsory destruction of rabbits brought into operation, a number of the owners of
small holdings in the Land District of Urana being at their own request called upon
to adopt this course.
Several persons applied for licenses to keep live rabbits in their possession,
and particulars of those granted are given below.
Licenses

Name.
Baker and Cobb ...
..
J. M'Q-arvic Smith
..
Charles Martin
...............
Bobert Hudson
...
...
J. L. Thompson ...
...

to keei* live

Babhith.

PlllCP.

Period.

Agricultural Society's Grounds, Moore Park
...
... 6 weeks.
Denison-strcet, Woollahra ...
...
...
...
... 12 months.
Svdney University
...
...
...
...
...
... 12 months.
Winehcombe. Carson, and Co’s. Wool Ktore, Pyrraont ... 1 week.
Agricultural College, Bichmond
...............
............... 6 months.

Animals Infectious Diseases Act.

This Act (assented to on the 16th March, 1888) was designed to prevent the
indiscriminate introduction of noxious and infectious microbes, wherewith to cause
the spread of disease with the object of exterminating the rabbit pest, but has not
been resorted to much of late.
"Various applications under the 6th and 7th sections of the Act in question,
were made, in order that certain persons might obtain permits to introduce and keep
microbes, as also permits to inoculate animals therewith.
Seven such licenses were issued during the year, and it may he as well to
state that in each case the advice of the Board of Health lias been obtained as to
the desirableness of issuing the licenses.
Labour Settlements.

The Labour Settlements referred to in my report for last year still continue
to exist, but the results attending each of them have been of a somewhat varied
character.
Lilt Town.—The settlement at Pitt Town, which at the start was regarded
as the most important, lias practically been in a state of collapse for some months
past, and although at the present time about 120 men, women, and children are
located upon the place, dependent for their existence entirely upon the sale of
firewood, it is beyond question that the so-called settlement must be closed.
Area of settlement...................................................
Cost of settlement to tlie State
...
...
...
Value of improvements at date of last appraisement
Population at initiation
...
...
...
...
Present population....................................................

2,140 acres.
£7,705
5,254
480
129

Wilberforce Settlement.—This settlement which originally consisted of 37
enrolled members, with an area of 1,630 acres, has recently been reduced to 20
members, with an area of 882 acres. Matters here have progressed more favorably
than at. Pitt Town, and the settlers resident are confident of their ability to make
permanent homes upon the place. Fruit trees have been planted, and tbe place
presents a favorable aspect.
The
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The total sum advanced to the Board of Control amounts to £1,940, whilst
the improvements, including live stock and plant, were recently valued at £2,532.
Bega Labour Settlement.—The area set apart for a settlement at this place
is 1,360 acres, and as the rental has been appraised at 3s. per acre per annum, the
land may be regarded as good, and it is thought that in this instance the experiment
may develop into a permanent home for a limited number of settlers.

The settlement now consists of 20 enrolled members (103 souls), but arrange
ments are being made to subdivide a further portion of the area, when it is
anticipated that the population will be increased by the addition of 7 families.
The Board of Control of the Settlement has been aided by the Government
to the extent of £1,300, of which over £300 remains unexpended. Agistment fees
have also been received for depasturing stock upon the unallotted portion of the
settlement area. The improvements upon the place were at the last appraisement
valued at £1,253, but the value has been considerably increased of late by the
erection of post and wire fencing.
The settlers are well housed, and work under the individualistic system. A
considerable area is under cultivation, and quite recently much attention has been
devoted to the growth of fruit trees.
Expenditure,

1895.

The total expenditure for all Services, in 1895 amounts to £320,308 7s. 9d.,
being £16,527 11s. 5d. less than that for 1894. Comparing it with 1886 expenses—
the year just' prior to the reorganisation of the Head Office—which then amounted
to £555,873 5s. 10d., a saving is shown to the extent of £235,564 18s. Id.
The salaries paid in the year, exclusive of the Land Appeal Court (£5,058
3s. 4d.), amounted to £175,759 7s. 4d., being £196 11s. 8d. more than in 1894, but
£85,441 12s. 8d. less than those paid in 1.886, the decrease being mainly duo to
the Departmental inquiries in 1887 and 1889.
A comparison of the figures under each head of Service is shown on Schedule
III, from which it will be observed that a reduction in expenditure has been
general. Of the few items showing an increase the only one calling for explanation
is that for survey fees, viz., £1,840 7s. lid.; but this is owing to the surveys
necessitated by the provisions of the Land Act of 1895 in anticipation of homestead
selection, settlement lease, &c.
The expenditure in 1895, for the Services of the year only, and from all
sources, was £305,529 5s. 6d. Included in these figures, however, are expenses
' amounting to £8,897 10s. 9d., which were not met from the appropriations of the
Department, and being deducted shows that the 1895 expenditure above referred to
from such appropriations to be £296,631 14s. 9d. It is estimated that the unpaid
claims on the 31st December, 1895, for the Services of the year alone, amounted to
£14,400, and therefore the estimated expenditure for the Services of 1895 from the
Votes of the Department is, in round numbers, £311,000.
Keferring to the salaries of Crown Lands Agents and assistants, 27 were paid
wholly by this Department; 49 were paid jointly by this Department and the
Departments of Justice and Mines and Agriculture; while 21 received no remunera
tion whatever from the Department.
The number of accounts registered during the year was 10,276; and the
separate payments made on account of them by cheques drawn in the Account
Branch numbered 18,333.
Schedules I to VII show respectively Revenue and Receipts for 1895;
Expenditure for all Services during 1895 ; Comparative Statement of the Expendi
ture in 1894 and 1895 respectively ; Salaries paid in the year 1895; Statement
showing the strength of the Staff, and the annual rate of Salaries as on the 31st
December, 1894 and 1895, respectively; Statement of Travelling Expenses and Eees
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paid in connection with Local Land Board Meetings during the year 1895 ; State
ment of Revenue and Expenditure for the years 1886 to 1895 inclusive, showing
the percentage of the latter to Revenue.
The Land Appeal Court,

Luring the year 1895 the Court heard and disposed of 266 cases, comprising
179 appeals, 80 references, and 7 motions. Of these cases, 184 were heard and
disposed of in Sydney, and 82 at the various sittings in the country. The Court
held sittings in Sydney on 11 different occasions, and in the country as follows:—
Bourke, 1; Dubbo, 2; Hay, 2; Tamwortb, 2 ; Wagga Wagga, 1. In 7 instances
the Court was asked to state a special case for the decision of the Supreme Court,
and all were proceeded with. Of these, the Supreme Court confirmed the Land
Appeal Court’s ruling in 8 cases; the remaining 4 arc still pending.
' Auction Sales.
Toicn Lands.—During the year an area of 1,017 acres 21^ perches was
offered for sale, comprised in 2,564 lots. The area sold amounted to 289 acres 36£
perches, the number of lots represented in that area being 745, and the amount
realised reached a total of £9,926 17s., or an average price per acre of £34 6s. 5d.
Suburban Lands.—The area offered during 1895 amounted to 5,114 acres
3 roods 26f perches, embraced in 1,149 lots. The area sold was 868 acres 2 roods
25f perches, comprising 261 lots, and the amount realised £1,863 9s. The average
price per acre obtained was therefore £5 12s.
Country Lands.—The lots offered in the case of these lands amounted to
1,403, representing an area of 57,342 acres 2 roods 1 perch. The lots and area sold
during the year were respectively 485 and 19,989 acres 3 roods 25f perches, while
the amount realised therefrom was £42,217 9s. 4d., being an average price per
acre of £2 2s. 3d.
‘
It will thus be seen from the figures given above that the total area of all
classes offered for sale during 1895 amounted to 63,474 acres 2 roods 9^ perches,
comprised in 5,116 lots, and that the total area sold was 21,147 acres 3 roods 7f
perches, embracing 1,491 lots, the amount realised reaching a total of £57,007 15s. 4d.
The following Schedule admits of a ready comparison between the transactions
under this class of sales for the years 1894 and 1895 :—
1
f Year.

No.
of lots !
offered. |
(

1894
1895
1894
Suburban .
*1 1895
1894
Country .
1895

Town

. "1f

2,805
2,504
1,299
1,149
h,885
1,403

1
'
'
i
,

Area offered.

a.
1,192
1,017
5,659
5,114
102,563
57.342

r.
2
0
2
3
3
2

P25 fr
2U
It?
26?
4?
1

No,
IoLh
sold.

Of

806
745
404
261
699
485

Arun bold.

a. r. p.
335 2 22p
289 0 361
1,485 0 30*
868 2 25?
42,973 1 Si
19,989 3 25?

Amount realised.

£
10,599
9,926
8,519
4,863
86,042
42,217

B.
17
17
16
9
7
9

d.
9
0
2
0
0
4

Average price pet

£ s. d.
31 ii 7*
34 6 5
5 14 8?
5 12 0
2 0 0*
2 2 3

It will be noticed from the particulars supplied above that both in the area
offered and sold during 1895 there has been a decrease, but the average price per
acre obtained from the lands sold has been well maintained when compared with the
results of similar sales in the previous year. It will also be seen that about 28 per
cent, of town lands, 17 per cent, of suburban lands, and 35 per cent, of country
lands offered were sold, as compared with 28 per cent., 26 per cent., and 42 per cent,
respectively in 1894. Eurthcr details will be found in Schedule XXX.
The provisions relating to the sale of land by auction have been extended
during the year by the passing of the Land Act of 1895. Section 50 of that Act
provides that any town or suburban Crown lands, or lands within population areas,
which might have been offered and not sold, may be granted at the original upset
price to any person applying for them.
Since the Act came into force, on 1st June, 1895, 399 applications have been
received, 68 of which it was thought advisable to refuse, while 210 applications,
comprising 251 lots, were granted.
The
59—B
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The area, and the amount realised in connection with the lands thus sold were
respectively 738 acres 1 rood
perches, and £4,170 2s. 6d., the average price per
acre obtained being—for town land, £20 16s. 7d.; for suburban land, £7 Os. lid.;
and for country land within population areas £2 8s. further details will be found
in Schedule XXXI.
Consequent upon the non-payment of the balance of the purchase money
within the required tune, 492 lots were forfeited during the year, representing an
area of 6S2 acres 2 roods 9-|- perches, and the sum of £5,009 13s. 10d., which had
been paid as deposits in connection therewith, wras accordingly forfeited to the Crown.
Further particulars will be found in Schedule XXXII.
The value of improvements (£553 14s. 3d.), which had been added to the
upset price of certain portions, was refunded to persons whose claims to consideration
had been admitted as justifiable ; and certain other payments which had been made
in excess, to the amount of £64 16s. Gd., were also authorised for refund during the
year.
,
•
Home&lcad Selections.
This is a new class of holding brought into existence by the Land Act of
1895, and as the leading characteristics and conditions of the tenure under which
Crown lands are made available for this particular form of selection have already been
explained, it will only be necessary here to give in brief the results obtained during
the latter part of 1895, when the alienation of lands under this system first became
possible. Further details can be obtained from Schedule XXII.
The blocks made available for homestead selection were 964 in number,
representing an area, of 164,620 acres 1 rood 30 perches, and the annual rent, which
the Act provides shall be for the first five years at the rate of l-j- per cent, of the
capital value of the land, amounted in the aggregate to £2,795 11s. Id. Appli
cations wrere received for 202 of these blocks, and the area and rental of the land
thus selected were respectively 62,576 acres 1 rood 21 perches and £1,331 2s. 9d.
The Local Land Boards confirmed 63 of these applications, for an area of
24,624 acres 3 roods 5 perches, to which an annual rent of £572 8s. is attached.
Thirteen applications "were disallowed or withdrawn, thus leaving applications for
131 blocks which had not been finally dealt with prior to tbe close of tbe year.
Under section 20 of tbe Act of 1895 it, wTas made possible for any holder of
land under conditional purchase, with its attached conditional leases, who had
obtained his certificate of conformity, to convert his holding into a homestead
selection. In only three instances, however, up to the close of the year, was
advantage taken of these provisions, the area held by the applicants being 1,327
acres. Schedule XXIII gives further details as to locality, &c.
From Schedule LXXV it will be seen that tbe blocks notified in the Gazette
during 1895 as being set apart for homestead selection were 1,357 in number, and
comprised an area of 267,159 acres 12 perches. Many of these blocks, however, did
not become available for selection during 1895, as it is the practice of the Depart
ment to allow sufficient time to elapse between the date of notification and the date
of the land becoming available, to enable intending settlers to satisfy themselves as
to the blocks being suited to their requirements.
Conditional Purchases.

There were 1,751 applications lodged during 1895, covering an area of 253,431
acres 12 perches, and these results, when compared with those of the preceding year,
will show a decrease both in the number received and in the area selected, the
applications lodged in 1894 being 2,617, and the area embraced therein, 414,355
acres L0f perches. Now that new legislation has increased the term of residence
from five to ten years, and has also opened up other channels by means of which,
people can obtain the land they require, it cannot be expected that this particular
form of purchase will he as largely availed of as in the past. It wrill he seen, from
Schedules VIII and IX and from the summary appended below, that 959 of the
applications received during 1895 were for original conditional purchases—773
for additional and 19 for non-residential conditional purchases—or taking these
applications according to the Division of the Colony in which they are situated, the
results wall be as follows:—Eastern Division, 1,165 applications for 109,976 acres
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1 rood 20 perches; Central Division, 585 applications for 143,414 acres 2 roods 32
perches; and Western Division, 1 application for 40 acres. In Schedule XI will he
found particulars as to the number of applications received during the year for
land within special areas and for ordinary lands, and also as to the number and area
of conditional purchases applied for from 1862 up to the present time.
Section 26.
(O.C.P.)
5
u

®

Section 42.
(A.CUh;

Section 47.
(N.K.dP.)

Total.

Special Arens.
No.|

No;

Aren.

Deposit

No,

Deposit.

Area.

Ko.

Deposit.

Area.

Deposit.

Area.

>

1B8&
im
1837
1SSS
1889
ISM
1801
1892
ms

mi
JSPi

No.

Area.

Deposit.

1
r.
£
0, iL
ft.
2430 772,718 3 0 77,272 17 0
200(1 571),639 2 28 57,054
0 1
2;kh] 529,628 2 14 52,062 17 5
2474 600,109 S 23 50,010 10 11
2722 533,213 0 0 53,321
3 0
3252 879,053 3 3 87,907 18 8
2243 586,570 1 30 58,656 10 5
o 9
1535 314,920 1 24 31,492
nr>£ 197,092 2 15 19,700
7 2
83C 132,73d 3 30 13,223 18 4
,2)0
031 ItH.iStiS 0 9
0

10

10

ft.

r.
3
3
2
0
0
o
;i

358 ito.soi

1>
20
2
5
16
20
16
38
0 26
1 32
0 24

043 j

3

2631
2087
2135
233^
208*
400*
2541
152
1101

344,058
330,270
231,912
247,089
283,215
000,839
430,069
323,557
174,108
94,218

0

£
34,405
33,028
2J,li)l
24,763
28,320
60,119
43,007
32,355
17,416
17,080
9,421

8. d.
10 4
0 4
5 8
18 4
15 3
2
11 5
10 1
11 7

2

302
353
180
2S3
271

2:30
127

io;

4

i

57
49

13

0

19

a.
47,806
43,0SG
20,078
20,139
26,660
28,163
12,887
0,284
4,536
3,424
1,253

r. 1>*
3
0
M 87
3 12
0 22
3
0
1 33
0 18
1
3
0
(J

0
2

0
9

£
3. d.
a.
9,251 1 0
742
U
8,8M fi 0
78
9,(100
93j 11,3®
4,014 Id 0
273* 81,311
5,227 17 0
5,532 3 0 f.2h 00,079
5,035 10 0 930' 205,615
2,571 9 11 124:1 273,880
1,922 o & 928 108,637
912 2 01079 153,012
034 10 0 syj, 107,389
250 14
4M| 55,593

0

r. P
0 0
2 0

0
0 17
2 29
28
3 1
2 6
3 37

3 363
3 73

£
140
2,121
2,501
7,155
12,680
40,310
54,948
32,037
31,320
21,450
10,322

£
n.
s. d.
d.
r. p.
8 0 5377 1,166,351 i 20 121,009 16 4
2
2 11
27 101,794
17 0 0080 903,100
12 3 4709 793,004 0 31 82,670 10 11
4 3
9 0'63(14 805,109 0 38 93,158
6 3
5 0 0205 903,159 o 9 09.354
i
0 103,978 12 3
1 4 8520 1,71 a,1577
17 9 6154 1,303,414 i 2 159,184 IB 6
19 97,857 11 9
15 3 4300 816,390
2 10 3333 533,805 2 4 69,358 3 7
62,489 2 OJ
41
2617
414,355
0103
8
19 6 1751 263,431
0 12 80,231 10 0

S.

Prom Schedule XI it will he seen that, of the applications made during the
year under review, 819 were confirmed for 107,290 acres 1 rood 24 perches, and 295
were disallowed, but talcing into account those applications outstanding from previous
years the total number confirmed during 1895 was 1,627, representing an area of
208,761 acres 3 roods 17 perches, and 446 were disallowed.
At the close of the year there were 147,883 incomplete conditional purchases
current, embracing an area of 20,266,046 acres 3 roods 13 perches, and the number of
conditional purchases, for which deeds of grant had been issued, was 22,610, the area
thereby alienated being 2,648,329 acres 2 roods 23 perches. Further details will be
found in Schedule XXL
The forfeitures of conditional purchases during the year were 513, as compared
with 659 during the preceding year. The following details are taken from Schedules
XVII and XVIII'
Ko.

Aten.

Reasons of Forfeiture.

1S1
332

a.
r. p,
16,365 2 IS)
46,867 1 16

513

03,532

Non-payment of balanoe, interest, or instalment of purchase money.
Non-fulfilment of conditions.

3 35

It may here be mentioned in connection with the forfeitures of conditional
purchases that in accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands Act Amend
ment Act of 1891, forfeiture, incurred principally for technical ZicAes, was condition
ally waived in 479 instances, and in 647 was absolutely waived. In addition to the
foregoing the holders of 5,338 conditional purchases, representing an area of 770,632
acres, were granted extensions of time for the payment of their instalments.
Under the provisions of the 28th section nf the Land Act of 1895, applications
affecting 1,250 conditional purchases, which contained 282,863 acres, were granted,
and 462 were refused. By virtue of that section resident selectors, who may be
unable to pay their instalments, are enabled to obtain a suspension of payment for
twelve months, and it therefore follows that applications, such as are mentioned in
the latter part of the preceding paragraph, can now he made and dealt with on fixed
fines, thus avoiding the informality that was previously attached to the granting of
such requests, owing to the absence of any special provision in tbe Land laws.
From Schedule XIV it will he seen that 952 certificates of conformity were
issued in connection witli conditional purchases under the repealed Acts.
8,591 transfers were received and 8,243 dealt with during 1895. The condi
tional purchases transferred were 16,099 in number, but, deducting those transferred
more than once during the year, the actual number of conditional purchases affected
by these transfers was 11,617. Stamp duty to the amount of £4,473 12s. was paid
in connection with 3,292 transfers, the inference to he drawn from these figures is
that only about 40 per cent, of the transfers represent actual sales. Further details
will be found in Schedules XV and XVI,
During
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During the year 2 conditional purchases and 8 conditional leases, containing
an aggregate area of 4,469 acres 2 roods, were validated under the provisions of
section 138 of the Act of 1884, and 23 conditional purchases, containing an area
of 3,870 acres 3 roods 2 perches, which came within the provisions of section 44 of
the Act of 1895, were also validated in accordance with that section. Vide
Schedule XIX.
Particulars of the work carried out by Conditional Purchase Inspectors will
he found in Schedule LXXIX. The total number of instructions issued during the
year amounted to 15,704, and the reports received were 15,694 in number.
No resumptions from either conditional purchases and conditional leases on
account of the land being auriferous were found to be necessary during 1895.
Special Areas.

The number of special areas proclaimed during the year was 212, representing
an area of 62,294 acres, as compared with 332 proclaimed in 1894, and covering an
area of 151,537 acres. 156 of these special areas included 54,951 acres of country
lands, and the remainder, 56, embracing an area of 7,343 acres, represented lands
within population or suburban areas. Further details will be found in Schedule
LXXIV.
Full particulars with respect to special areas proclaimed from 1885 to the
end of 1895 will be found in Schedule XII. From the details there given it will be
seen that 91,151 acres 3 roods 33 perches of suburban or population area lands have
been selected out of a total available area of 140,284 acres 2 roods 27-i perches, and
that of country lands the selected area amounts to 762,076 acres 20 perches, the
area available for selection being 1,010,780 acres 1 rood 17 perches. In connection
with these alienations the amount of deposit money received has reached a total of
£165,871 3s. 7^d., the price placed upon the land selected being £1,637,696 5s. lOd.
The area still remaining available for selection on the 31st December, 1895, was
297,836 acres 3 roods 3T£- perches.
The following figures, which have been taken from Schedule XII, previously
mentioned, will serve to show the transactions in each of the several Land Board
Districts:—
Land Board District.

Class of Land.

Quantity of Land
Available,

a.
... Country ...
...
...
35,977
Suburban or Population...
6,0S9
Bourke ...............
... Country ...
...
...
14,040
Suburban or Population...
120
Cooinn, ...............
. Country
...
...
29,099
Suburban orPopuIatiou...
11,711
Dubbo
...
...
... Country...........................
20,976
Suburban or Population...
5.981
Porbes ...
...
... Country ...
...
...
133.686
Suburban or Population...
18,043
Goulburn
...
... Country ,.
...............
47,148
Suburban or Population...
39,813
Grafton........................... Country ...
...
..
49,653
Suburban or Population...
1,777
Hay
........................... Country........................... ■ 161,272
Suburban or Population...
.10,193
Maitland ...
...
... Country ...
...
..
17,613
9,S23
Suburban orPopulation...
Moree
...
,,,
... Country ...
...
...
45,996
Orange ...
...
Country...........................
55,373
13,530
Suburban or Population...
Sydney .......................... Country ...
...
...
11,307
Suburban or Population...
5,316
Tamwortb
...
... Country ...
...
...
98,941
Suburban or Population...
15,351
Wagga Wagga............... Country ...
...
...
289,662
2,530
Suburban orPopulation...
Armidalc...

Total

...

Grand Total

r.
2
0
2
0
3
0
2
2
3
3
0
2
1
3
1
3
2
3
3
2
1
2
1
0
3
1
3

Area selected.

a.
P0 22,680
28
1.845
0
2,309
0
80
20 22,997
33
6,406
o 16,302
29
4,705
23 117,668
5 16,145
28 35,128
30 s 28,888
20 34,893
30
556
0 121,380
0
8,139
18
10,885
37
6,259
13
5,178
30 47,518
12
8,329
0
5,242
22
1,804
34 71,203
10
6,769
31 248,680
1,222
31

r.
3
2
3
0
1
3
2
0
3
0
3
0
1
0
1
1
1
2
i
i
0
1
0
1
3
2
3

P'
0
18
0
0
0
15
0
39
28
35
18
20
20
2
0
0
18
14
20
30
27
0
30
la
16
31
17

Area ttnsclcctcd.
a.
13,296
4,243
11,730
40
6,102
5,304
4,674
1,276
16,017
1,898
12,019
10,925
14,760
1,221
39,886
2,054
6,758
3,564
40,818
7,855
5,201
6,065
3,512
27,737
8,581
40,981
1,308

r.
3
2
3
0
2
1
0
1
3
2
1
2
0
3
0
2
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
3
3
3
0

p.
0
10
0
0
20
18
0
30
35
10
10
10
0
28
0
0
0
23
33
0
25
0
32
19
34
0
14

... Country ........................... 1,010,780 1 17 762,076
140,284 2 27i 91,151
Suburban or Population...

0 20 248,704 0 37
3 33 49,132 2 34£

...

0 13 297,836

............ -...........

1,151,065

0 4^ 853,228

3 31*
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Witli reference, however, to the value of the land selected, which has heen
previously stated to he £1,637,696 5s. lOd., it should be mentioned that, in accord
ance with the provisions of section 36 of the Act of 1895, an opportunity of
obtaining a re-appraisemcnt of the value was afforded the holders of these lands by
lodging an application within three months after the commencement of that Act on
(June 1st, 1895). These selectors have availed themselves of this privilege to a large
extent, but the appraisements by the Local Land Boards have not yet been carried
out in the majority of cases owing to the limited time available between the date of
receipt of the applications and the close of the year. Schedule XIII shows that 2,716
applications were lodged, and that 517 have been dealt with. In 358 cases reduc
tions have been recommended to the amount of £25,637 11s. 4d.; in 8 instances the
original values were increased to the extent of £261 8s. 6d.; and in 130 cases the
Boards did not feel justified in recommending any alteration. It appears probable,
therefore, that the total value originally placed upon these conditional purchases
within special areas, viz., £1,637,696 5s. 10d., will be reduced to some considerable
extent as the result of the re-appraisements.
Improvement Purchases.

The demand for the purchase of lands on gold-fields, under section 46 of the
Act of 1884, by virtue of improvements, is still small, and has varied but little for
tiro last three years. The applications received during 1895 amounted to 125; and
those approved to 96; those refused were 66 in number; and in addition 15 were
allowed to lapse. The land alienated during the year included 79 lots, and covered
an area of 27 acres 2 roods 29£ perches, the amount realised being £1,263 6s. 6d.
Further detaOs will be found in Schedule XXXIII.
There was also one application approved under section 2 of the Lands Act
Amendment Act of 1875, for a country lot of 120 acres, the price paid for which
was £240.
Special Purchases.

,
The transactions in connection with this class of alienation embrace applica
tions for rescission of wTater frontage reservations (section 63, Act of 1884), for
permission to reclaim and purchase land (section 4, Act of 1884), for the purchase
of small, isolated areas, &c. (section 66, Act of 1884), and for permission to close
and purchase unnecessary roads (section 67, Act of 1884).
The applications received during the year were 85, of which 4 Avere under
section 63, 17 under section 64, 20 under section 66, and 44 under section 67.
The land alienated during 1895 amounted to 538 acres 28£ perches, and the
purchase money received was £4,720 12s. 7d.
In addition to the foregoing, 26 cases under section 42 of the Act of 1889
were completed during the year, and the area granted in connection therewith
reached a total of 84 acres. This section, it may be mentioned, provides that where
it is found necessary to resume land for the opening of a neAV road, or for the
diversion of an existing one, any unnecessary existing road passing through the land
from which the resumption is made may be granted in lieu of the land so taken.
Schedule XXXIV gives further details in connection Avith the above, and, in
addition, the figures quoted below present the transactions of the year in a conve
nient form for reference:—
Area Bold.

Section 63,
„
64
„
66
„
67
„
42

Act
„
„
„
„

1884...
„ ...
„ ...
„ ...
1889...

...

...

...

a.
0
4
142
391
84

r,
2
0
1
0
0

14i
m
121
28
30

622

1

181

Purchaec money.
£
567
2,401
700
1,050

s. d.
10 8
13 3
18 4
10 4

4,720 12

7
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Surrenders and Exchanges.

It will be seen, on reference to Schedule XXXV, that 131 fresh applications
were received during the year, and that in 56 cases the final stage of acceptance
by the Governor-in-Council was readied. The area comprised in these latter
amounted to 139,797 acres 2 roods 14 perches, as compared with 87,038 acres
22 perches included in the 27 applications completed during 1894. The applications
refused or withdrawn during 1895 amounted to 40, and the number of cases
outstanding at the close of the year reached a total of 239; the necessary action,
however, in many instances was well advanced.
'
The increase in the number of exchanges completed during the year was in a
large measure attributable to the desire of holders of expiring leaseholds in the Central
Division to consolidate their estates while the opportunity remained. Under the pro
visions of the Act of 1895 exchanges may embrace land held under conditional
purchase and may extend beyond the limits of a particular pastoral holding. The
advantageous disposal to surrounding selectors of surrendered areas too small in extent
for new settlement is also now possible. Provision has in addition been made to
enable the completion of certain Pastern Division exchange proposals which lapsed
in consequence of the expiry of the pastoral leases in virtue of which they were
originally made.
Deeds of Grant.

The number of deeds of grant prepared during the year show a decrease when
compared with those issued in 1894, but the area granted "was greater in 1895. In
the latter year the number of deeds prepared reached a total of 2,634, representing
an area of 299,788 acres 1 rood 84- perches, whilst in 1894 3,302 deeds were issued,
which included an area of 273,651 acres 23 perches. Schedule XXXVI gives further
details as to the nature of the grants, and also as to the area comprised under the
different classes of alienation.
Volunteer Land Order Applications.

These applications have not altogether ceased, three having been received
during the year for land in the Tamwortb district, and one in the Wagga Wagga
district. One application for land in the former district was granted.
Settlement Leases.

These leases owe their origin to the Land Act of 1895, and the creation of
this form of tenure, together with that of homestead selection, may legitimately he
considered to he the leading feature of that Act, but as a general outline of the
objects of leases of this description, and of the conditions upon which they are
granted has already been given in a previous part of this Deport, it will not be
necessary to enter into similar details here.
The time that elapsed between the commencement of the Act on June 1st, 1895,
and the close of the year, was not sufficient to admit of much being done, hut the
results which have so far been obtained cannot be considered otherwise than satis
factory.
Prom Schedule LXXVI it will he seen that settlement lease areas, containing
172 farms, of which the aggregate area was 526,621 acres 3 roods, were notified
during 1895. In several instances, however, these farms did not become available
for leasing until 1896, and the actual number that were therefore open for applica
tion prior to the close of 1895 was 103, comprising an area of 293,986 acres 1 rood.
The annual rent at which those farms were offered amounted in the aggregate
to £3,400 13s.
.
Applications were received for 75 farms, the total area and rental of which
were respectively 206,913 acres and £2,712 Is. 6d.
The applications confirmed were 19 in number, the area being 46,512 acres
3 roods and the rental £632 3s. 7d. The next step that will require to be taken in
connection with these applications is the formal execution of the lease by the
Governor, but no applications were advanced to this stage during the year.
In seven instances the applications were disallowed or withdrawn, hut in two
cases fresh applications were lodged forthwith, and the number of farms comprised
in the applications remaining undealt with at the close of the year was 51. Further
details will he found in Schedule LIII.
, .
Annual Leases.
The leases in existence at the end of 1895 avere 8,924 in number, and included
an area of 5,564,303 acres 1 rood 27 perches, the annual revenue derived therefrom
being £39,510 14s. 6d.
1,214

T
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1,214 leases lapsed during the year, the area and rental being respectively
759,752 acres and £5,583 2s. Id. The cancellations numbered 34, and the area
covered by these was 28,951 acres 3 roods, to which a rental of £255 5s. Id. was
attacdied. Further details will be found in Schedules LXIV and LXV.
The following table shows the number, area, and rental of the leases in
existence in each division of the Colony at the close of 1895:—

Eastern
Central
Western

Aren.

Ilent.

7,818
1,037
69

a.
r. p.
4,676,669 2 31
806,786 h 36
80,847 0 0

£
s. d.
31,112 15 9
7,898 16 7
499 2 2

8,924

5,564,303

39,5ld 14

Number.

Division.

....................................................
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

1 27

,
;

6

These figures show an increase when compared with those for 1894, the leases
current at the end of that year being 8,343, covering an area of 5,428,383 acres 3
roods 26£ porches, and producing an annual revenue of £38,359 3s. lid.1
'
The applications received during the year have been more numerous than in
either of the two preceding years, as will be seen from the following figures. The
area offered at auction during 1895 as annual leases was 13,184^ acres, of which
0,929£ acres were sold at an annual rental of £95 18s. lOd.:—
Tear.

1892
1893
1894
1895

..........................
...........................
...........................
..........................

Applications made.

Area applied for.

Area leMed by auction.

-

a,.
r. p.
1,768,807 0 O
1,390.212 1 13
1,018,615 0 0
1,458,627 2 0

a.
r. p.
3,357 2 0
10,709 0 0
11,042 0 0
6,929 3 0

'

2,578
2,130
1,779
2,444

.

The number of applications disposed of during the year amounted to 2,071;
of these, 1,725 were granted and 340 were disallowed or withdrawn. Some of these
applications were lodged prior to 1895. The area leased in satisfaction of the appli
cations granted was 1,030,941 acres 38 perches, and the rental attached to that area
, reached a total of £6,459 14s, 5d. Further details will he found in Schedules
LXII and LXIII.
Conditional Leases.

Although the decrease in the number of applications received during 1895,
when compared with the number received during 1894, is not so marked as in
similar comparisons between previous years, it may fairly be assumed that the
prospects of any increase in applications for leases of land under this particular
class of tenure are somewhat remote, the principal causes of this, no doubt, being
the steadily decreasing quantity of land capable of profitable occupation, and the
opening up by recent legislation of other more popular systems of tenure. Schedule
XXIV gives full details" with reference to the applications received during 1895, and
a summary of similar transactions for the last eleven years is appended below :—
Tear.
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................
...........................

Number.

Area.

3,816*
2,500
2.228
2,623
3,470
5,466
3,952
2,692
1,800
1,338
1,120

ft.
2.547,04-5
1,207,953
1,242,380
1,424,753
1,569,949
3,056,774
2,177,810
1,171,971
715.61]
528,612
478,361

Deposits.
r.
0
0
0
1
3
2
0
1
0
2
3

p.
15*
8
0
25
30
26
15
18
34
30
20

£
21,225
10,066
10,353
11,872
13,082
25,489
18.140
9,769
5,943
4,409
3,985

s.
7
5
3
18
18
7
17
5
8
9
1

d.
6
6
4
11
4
2
10
1
4
10
8

■

• This includes ],0l)4 applications, made undor 54th section ol the Act of 1884, representing an area of 1,188,517 acres 30 perohes.

1,265

T
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1,265 applications were dealt with during the year, 921 being confirmed for
an area of 363,880 acres 10 perches, and 341 disallowed. Of the applications
confirmed, 362 were made during 1895, and embraced an area of 138,213 acres
3 roods 20 perches, and of the applications disallowed 239 were lodged during the
year under review. Schedule XXV gives further details.
2,865 transfers were passed during 1895, the actual number of leases included
therein being 2,134, representing an aggregate area of 1,486,564 acres 33 perches.
(Schedule XXVI.)
366 leases were gazetted as forfeited during the year. These embraced an
area of 140,072 acres 3 roods, and the rental attached thereto was £1,547 15s. 9d.
(Schedule XXVII.)
The conversions of conditional leases into additional conditional purchases
under the provisions of section 25 of the Crown Lands Act of 1889 were 286 in
number. In 159 instances the conversion covered the whole of the lease, and in
127 cases there was only partial conversion. The total area converted amounted to
98,657 acres 2 roods, and the rental that had been attached to that area was
£1,518 16s. 7d.
The rents fixed bv tbe local Land Boards were in 1,027 instances submitted
for the Minister’s approval, and no references to the Land Appeal Court in connec
tion with any such rents were found to be necessary during the year.
In 470 instances extension of time for the payment of rent was granted, the
amount thus deferred being £3,699 0s. 6d. In 348 cases forfeiture was provisionally,
and in 422 cases absolutely, waived during the year.
The number of leases gazetted as approved during the year was 968, com
prising an area of 377,823 acres 1 rood 6 perches, the rental attached thereto being
£4,109 15s. lid. The total number of gazetted leases in existence at the close of
the year was 21,551, covering an area of 12,338,191 acres 3 roods 27 perches, and
producing a rental of £149,079 17s. 4d. If, however, there are added to these the
applications which have so far not been dealt with, the number in existence on the
31st December, 1895, becomes 22,483, with an area of 12,953,202 acres 2 roods 20
perches, and representing a rental of £154,204 19s. 2d. Further details will be
found in Schedule XXIX.
Pastoral Leases,

The pastoral leases in existence on the 31st December, 1895, were 798, in
number being 227 less than in the previous year, but this was due to the fact that
a considerable number of leases in the Central Division expired during the year by
effluxion of time, these being, however, in most instances subsequently converted into
occupation licenses. The area of the leases current on tbe date above mentioned was
53,426,693 acres, and the annual revenue derived therefrom was £341,178 15s. lid.
Of these leases, 491 were in the Central and 307 in the Western Division. Further
details are supplied in the subjoined Schedule, and also in Schedule XXXVII.
Xo, of Looses.

491
307
798

Division of Colony.

Central
Western

...
...
...
...........................

Area.

Kent.

Acres.
14,814,475
38,612,218

£
s. d.
161,910 3 10
179,268 12 1

53,426,693

341,173 15 11

Two leases in the Western Division were forfeited during the year. (Schedule
XLIV.)
The area withdrawn from pastoral lease during the year amounted to 97,858
acres ; the number of leaseholds affected was 107, and £3,610 Is. 7d. was refunded
to the lessees on account of rent paid in advance upon the area so withdrawn.
(Schedule XXXVIII.)
The number of pastoral leases transferred during the year amounted to 115;
of these, 80 were in the Central and 35 in the Western Division. (Schedule
XXXIX.)
■
Several
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Several changes in the laws relating to pastoral leases have heen brought
about by the Land Act of 1895 ; but as these have already formed the subject of
comment in the introductory paragraphs of this Keport, it will only be necessary here
to make some direct reference to the results of those changes.
In Schedule XLII will be found particulars of the applications lodged, in
accordance with the provisions of section 9 of the Act of 1895, for the reappraisement
of the rents of pastoral leases in the Western Division. It will be seen that in 2G3
instances the applications have been accepted, while 6 had to bo declined on account
of certain informalities.
Nineteen applications were lodged for the attachment of resumed areas to their
respective leasehold areas under the provisions of section S of the Act of 1895. One
of these applications has been refused, and in the others action is proceeding.
Schedule XL gives further details as to the names, numbers, &c., of the resumed
areas comprised in the above applications.
In Schedule XLV will be found full information as to the name and number
of every pastoral lease still in existence in tbe Central Division, and also as to the
date when each lease wall expire.
In Schedule XLYI will be found details as to tbe pastoral leases which expired
during the year, and also as to whether the lessees have availed themselves of their
right to take a preferential occupation license over the land formerly hold by them
under pastoral lease.
Occupation Licenses.

The licenses held during 1895 wrere 1,626 in number, as compared with 1,454
during the previous year. The increase is, however, mainly due to the expiration
of pastoral leases in the Central Division, and tbe consequent change of tenure into
that of occupation license. Tbe licenses in force covered an area of 40,817,284
acres, and the annual rental derived therefrom was £123,728 8s. 8d. (Schedule
XXXVII.)
The figures appended below afford the means of comparison between the
years 1894 and 1895 :—
Currant on 31st Decemlxir, 189*.
Division.

j No

A rea.

330
310
5S0
210

Acres.
4,042,61 (i
3,620,788
6,078,339
24,256,773

Total ................ l,4o4

33,90-1,516

Eastern (preferential)...
J1
..........................
Central ..........................
Western ......................

Current on 31st December, 1S95

Kent.
£
21,722
11,036
36,232
48,601

s. rl.
17 0
15 1
11 11
11 G

118,193 16 4

Division.

Eastern (preferential)..
*>
..«»«.**•
...
Central (preferential)..
»
......................
Western ......................

No.

313
315
21S
508
212

Total ................. 1,626

1

Arm.

Acres.
3,580,773
3.671,019
3.733,890
0,399,972
23,426,621

Kent.
£
18,673
10,567
18,850
33,530
42,097

40,817,284 123,728

s.
11
2
15
6
12

d.
8
1
6
8
0

S 8

The sales of occupation licenses over vacant Crown lands show somewhat
better results than in tbe previous year, when the area offered is compared with that
sold. Tbe total number offered was 100, and these included an area of 1,226,905
acres ; 26 were sold, containing an area of 361,773 acres. Tbe area offered in 1894
was 3,036,765 acres, of which 486,504 acres were sold. Eurthcr details will be
found in Schedule XLI.
Twenty-seven preferential occupation licenses in tbe Eastern Division w-ere
not renewed for 1895, in addition to 45 ordinary occupation licenses; 25 of the
latter being in the Eastern, 12 in the Central, and 8 in the Western Division.
(Schedule XLIV.)
Nineteen preferential occupation licenses and 95 occupation licenses were
transferred during the year. Further details are given in Schedule XXXIX.
The sum of £5,890 18s. Sd. was refunded to licensees on account of rent paid
in advance on 1,085,652 acres withdrawn from 387 occupation licenses by various
processes of alienation or by reservation. (Schedule XXXVIII.)
From
C9-C
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From Schedule XLIII it will he seen that in 32 instances reappraisements
of license fees were made and gazetted during 1895. The names of the resumed
areas are given in the Schedules mentioned, and also other details.
The applications received during 1895 for the attachment of resumed areas
to leasehold areas unde]’ section 8 of the Act of 1895 have been already referred to
when dealing with the subject of Pastoral Leases. All details wall be found in
Schedule XL.
Homestead Leases.

At the close of 1895 the Homestead Leases in existence numbered 1,227,
embracing an area of 3.0,250,437 acres, and producing a rental of £68,974 18s.
These leases are confined to the Western Division of the Colony, and lie within the
Land Board Districts of Bourke, Hay, and Moree. The numbers within each of
those Districts are respectively 808, 298, and 121. Further details will be found in
Schedule LII. 106 applications were lodged during 1895, being a slight decrease
when compared with the number received during 1894. The following figures will
probably be of some interest for purposes of comparison:—
Y ear.

No. of Applications.

Area applied for.

Deposits lodged.

Acres.

£

s. d.
2 11

1885

391

3,823,235

15,880

1886

121

1,141,963

4,758

3

1

1887

128

1,198,286

4,992 17

2

1888

141

1,332,691

5,511 15

7

1889

238

2,187,837

9,113 19

9

1890

310

2,620,959

10,920 13

3

1891

391

1,515,629

6,278

2

1

3892

176

1,214,447

5,648 16

6

1893

135

870,044

3,582 10

4

1894

110

692,515

2,885

9

7

1895

106

613,723

2,557

3

7

.

The Homestead Leases granted during the year numbered 76, representing an
area of 516,821 acres, and a rental of £2,340 35s. 3d. The applications refused or
permitted to be withdrawn were 45 in number, leaving 93, in respect of wTtich the
necessary action had not been finally completed when the year closed. Schedules
XLVII and XLVTII give further details.
Twenty-three leases were forfeited during the year, the area embraced therein
being 158,034 acres, and the annual rental £766 15s. Id. Particulars as lo the
localities in which these leases were situated wall be found in Schedule L.
With reference to the rental obtained from the leases in existence, which has
been previously stated to he £68,974 18s., it may here be mentioned that under
the provisions of section 9 of the Act of 1895 the lessees ■were offered a new appraise
ment of the rents of their holdings, where devastation by rabbits, deterioration of
values, Ac., had rendered the original rental excessive. The section further provided
that the applications for new appraisements must he lodged within three months
from the commencement of the Act, on 1st J unc, 1895, and from Schedule LI it
will he seen that a great majority of the lessees have applied accordingly. 740
• applications were lodged, but of these 11 had to .ho refused on account of various
informalities, leaving 729 cases in which it will be necessary to proceed with the
appraisement of a newr rental; and it is not, therefore, anticipated that the revenue
obtained in 1896 will equal the amount received iu 1895.
Special
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Special Leases.

The applications received during 1895 for this particular form of lease were
more numerous than in 1894, being 269 as compared with 175. The number
requiring action, including those outstanding at the close of 1894, was 478, and in
214 instances the applications were duly disposed of, 74 being declined, withdrawn,
&c„ and 140 granted, representing an area of 3,680 acres 1 rood 11T perches, and an
annual rental of £2,807 17s. 8d. Further details will be found in Schedule LIV.
The leases forfeited during the year were 33 in number, embracing an
area of 872 acres 1 rood 31 perches, with an annual rental of £489 12s. ‘8d.
(Schedule LV.)
The leases current on the 31st of December, 1895, were 575 in number,
representing an area of 14,344 acres and 38f perches, and producing an annual
rental of £14,628' 6s. Sd. Fifty-three leases, covering an area of 311 acres 3 roods
Ilf perches, with a rental of £1,225, wrhicli terminated by effluxion of time on
31st December, 1895, are, however, included amongst the leases current at the close
of the year. Schedules LYI and LYII supply further details.
.
These leases are granted under the provisions of sections 89, 90, and 92 of
the Crown Lands Act of 1884 for the various purposes specified hereunder.
Under section 89—

'

Moating docks, jetties, piers, and wharfs below high-water mark.

Under section 90—
Skin-drying and packing.
Guano (to obtain).
Accommodation house.
Slaughter-houses.
Accommodation paddock.
Inn.
Smelting works.
Bakery.
Irrigation.
Smithy.
Landing-places.
Ballast (to obtain).
Lime-kilns.
Stables and accommodation
Bathing places.
paddocks.
Limestone (to obtain).
Boats (building and repairing).
Loam (to obtain).
Store.
Boiling-down works.
Sugar-cane growing.
Machinery (erection of).
Brick earth (to obtain).
Mail stations in sparsely-populated Storage purposes.
Brick-kiln.
districts.
Tanks.
Bridges.
Tanneries.
Dams.
Pipe-line.
Punt-houses.
Tobacco growing.
Drainage.
Quarries.
Vegetable garden,
Eucalyptus (cultivation of).
Village settlement.
Explosives (Sites for storage of). Bailway station and depot.
Wattle growing.
Eecreation.
Factory.
Saw-mills.
Well.
Ferries.
Sericulture.
Wharfs (above high-water mark)
Fisheries.
Shells (to obtain).
Wool-washing establishments.
Freezing works.
Ships (building or repairing).
Working mineral springs.
Gravel (to obtain).
Grazing.

Under section 92—
Irrigation works and tramway purposes.

Artesian Well Leases.

No transactions in connection with this particular form of lease took place
during 1895.
Scrub Leases.

The applications for scrub leases received during the year were 12 in number,
aud covered an area of 54,702 acres, and, in addition to these, there were 7 applica
tions, embracing 59,120 acres, outstanding at the close of 1894, making a total of 19
that required consideration during 1895. Of these 5 were disallowed or withdrawn,
and 4 were granted, the area and. rental of the latter being, respectively, 19,210 acres
2 roods and £18 0s. 8d.
One
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One lease was forfeited during the year, representing an area of 10,240 acres
and a rentarof £8 10s. 8d. ■
Ten leases expired during 1895, the area and rental being, respectively, 74,957
acres and £16 7s. 6d. In nine instances, however, the lessees have applied, under
the provisions of section 26 of the Act of 1895, for extensions of their leases.
The number of leases current at the close of the year was 21, the area under
lease being 121,357 acres 2 roods, and the annual rental derived therefrom
£272 19s. I0d. Further details will be found in Schedule LVIII.
Leases of Inferior Lands.

The leases granted during 1895 were 8 in number, representing an area of
19,900 acres and a rental of £14 12s. 6d. Two leases were declared forfeited, the
area and rental being respectively 68,000 acres and £42 13s. 4d.
The number of leases current at the close of the year was 41, covering an
area of 488,475 acres 3 roods, and producing an annual revenue of £421 16s. lOd.
(Schedule LIX;)
JResidential Leases.

The maximum area which may be granted in connection with leases of this
character lias been extended by the provisions of section 50 of the Act of 1895
from 10 acres to 20 acres, and that section also secures to lessees tenant-right in
improvements; in other respects .the law remains unaltered. The applications
received during the year were 68 in number, and these, added to 44 outstanding at
the close of 1894, gave a total of 112 requiring action in 1895. Of these, 37 were
disallowed or withdrawn, and 33 were granted for an area of 273 acres and -1 perch,
the rental attached thereto being £42 8s. od.
Eight leases were forfeited during the year, representing an area of 58 acres
10 perches and a rental of £13 10s.
There 'were 169 leases current at the close of the year covering an area of
1,583 acres 1 rood 10^ perches, and producing an annual revenue of £256 0s. 5d.
(Further particulars are given in Schedule LX.)
Snow Leases.

Those leases, which are practically confined to the Land Board Districts of
Cooma and Wagga Wagga, are granted over Crown lands which arc usually covered
with snow for a part of each year, and are therefore unfit for continuous use and
occupation.
Four of these leases Containing 17,210 acres were granted during 1895 at a
rental of £144 16s. 10d., and 11 were forfeited or cancelled. These latter included
an area of 42,120 acres, to which a rental of £617 0s. Sd. was attached.
Eighteen leases were current on 31st December, 1895 ; these contained an area
of 82,980 acres, and the rental derived therefrom was £618 Is. od. (Schedule LXI.)
Dedications—Reserves—Resumptions.

Reserves from sale to the number of 1,011, and representing an area of
1,978,326 acres, were notified during the year, while 2,332 reserves from sale, com
prising 2,243,430 acres, were revoked during the year. (Schedules LX1X and LXX.)
The reserves from lease and license, annual lease, &c., notified during 1895
were 222 in number, and contained an area of 554,355 acres. The revocations of
similar reserves during the year reached a total of 765, the area comprised therein
being 656,010 acres. (Schedules LXXI and LXXII.)
The
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The dedications for public purposes during the year were 136 in number, and
the area thus dedicated amounted to 7,590 acres 1 rood 30J perches, further details
as to the respective purposes for which these lands were dedicated will be found in
Schedule LXXIII.
The area resumed during 1895 under the provisions of the 105th section of
the Act of 1884, and of the 41st section of the Act of 1889, reached a total of
1,961 acres 11 perches. Further particulars as to the locality, and ultimate disposal
of the land so resumed, will be found in Schedule LXVTII.

Newcastle Pasturage Reserve.

Full details with respect to applications to purchase under the Newcastle
Pasturage lleserve Act will be found in Schedule LXYII. There are 660 cases
in which the payment of the purchase money is still proceeding, and the total
amount paid prior to the close of 1895 was £18,655, leaving a balance of £22,726
still due on account of these sales.

Cases of Trespass on Crown Lands.

The number of trespassers on Crown lands, and particulars relating thereto,
are set out in Schedule LXXYII, and these, inclusive of 375 which had not been
dealt with prior to the close of 1894, numbered 1,112. During the year 671 eases
were dealt with in various ways detailed in the Schedule previously mentioned, thus
leaving 441 which had not been disposed of when the year closed.

'

Appliealions for permission to JUngbark.

One hundred and twenty-five applications were received during the year,
comprising an area of 780,248 acres 3 roods, and the fees lodged in connection there
with amounted to £371. Fifty-four applications received prior to 1895 were
allowed, and also fifty-eight of those received during the year, the total number
allowed being therefore 112, covering an area of 677,453 acres. Eight applications
were disallowed during 1895, and at the close of the year sixty-.I our were out
standing. Schedule LXXX gives further details in reference to these transactions.

Cases dealt with by Land Boards.

The cases that came under the consideration of the Land Boards during
1895 'were 21,436 in number, of which 1,970 were adjourned. A comparison is
instituted in the following figures between similar transactions for the past four
years, and further details as to the places at which meetings arc held, and the
respective number of cases dealt with by each Land Board, will be found in Sche
dule LXXYIII:—
1802. 35,316 cases considered; 2,567 cases adjourned; 1,7.31 days occupied.
2,830

„

„

2,055

„

„

1,970

„

1893 . 30,910

„

1804. 25,988
1895. 21,436

>1

77

iy

1,4494 „

77

1,438

„

7)

1,2364 „

77

Correspondence.

During the vear 118,226 doenments were received and registered in the Head
Office, representing an increase of 7,149 as compared with 1894.
The
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The number of printed and manuscript letters, schedules, parcels, &c.,
despatched during 1895 amounted to 147,817, and in addition to these 2,006
telegrams were sent and 145 circulars were issued. (Schedules LXXXI and
LXXXIL)
The letters received at the various Local Land Board Offices during the year
w'ere 120,362 in number, as compared with 124,797 received in 1894. The manu
script and printed letters, parcels, &c., despatched amounted to 114,483. Further
details will be found in Schedule LXXXIII.

,

Cost of Survey.

Particulars as to the cost of the various classes of measurements carried out
during 1895 by licensed surveyors paid by fees will be found in Schedule LXXXV.

Chief Surveyor.

The report of the Chief Surveyor and Director of Trigonometrical Survey is •
appended hereto.

H. CTJEEY,
Acting Under Secretary.

SCHEDULE
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SCHEDULE I.
Ekveitue

and Receipts for 1895

Sales—
Auction Sales (including payments on account of sales in previous years) ......................
Newcastle Pasturage Reserve, Sales.........................................................................................
Improvement Purchases, &c......................................................................................................
Deposits, Ac., on Conditional Purchases...............................................................................
Instalments (including interest) on Conditional Purchases..................................................
Balances on Conditional Purchases ..... . ............................................................................
Homestead Selections (Improvements) ..................................................................................

Do

(Rents) ..........................................................................................

Miscellaneous Purchases ........................................................................... .............................
■

s.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£

70,279
1,954
1,797
36,276
855,447
90,225
29
715
4,736

£

i.

d.

1,061,458 0

0

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Total, Land Sales................................................................................

80,867 0 0

Interest on Land Conditionally Purchased
Pastoral Occupation—
Pastoral Leases (Runs) .....................
Conditional Leases..............................
Annual Leases......................................
Occupation Licenses ........................ .
Homestead Leases..............................
Snow Leases ......................................
Inferior Leases ..................................
Scrub Leases ................................. ....
Improvement Leases (Rents) ...........
Settlement Leases ..............................
Quit Rents ............. ............................

345,992
152,538
41,694
130,094
74,829
334
321
478
3
2,119
767

0
0
0
0
0
0
O
O'
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
749,169 0 0

Total, Pastoral Occupation
Miscellaneous—
Fees on Transfer of Runs, Ac.....................................
Fees on Preparation and Enrolment of Title Deeds
Survey Foes under Land Act of 1889......................
Special Leases..............................................................
All other Receipts ......................................................

1,038
2,269
19,878
18,410
27,516

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Total, Miscellaneous

69,111 0 0

Total.........

£1,960,605 0 0

SCHEDULE II.
ExiENnrninE for all Services during 1895.
1SSS
Service.

Heads of Service, to.

,

1890

1B89

I Service

Service.

£
Sciatica—Permanent Staff..........................................................
Ro
Emergency StafT, from 1st May, 1895 ..
Do
Temporary Staff, lo 30th April, 1895
Travelling- Expenses (including Equipment and Forago
Allowance)...................................................................................
General Expenses
Appraisement and Inspection Fees
Fees for attendance at I^ocal Land Hoards
Rent...........................................................................................
Legal Expenses................................................................
Public Cemeteries—Fencing, clearing, and acquisition
of sites for......................................................................................
Public Parks and Recreation Reserves— For acquisition
of sites for, and improvements, &e.
Rabbit-proof Fencing ..........................................
Compensation Claims (excluding payments for Parks,
Recreation Reserves, Cemeteries, and Minor Roads)
Minor Roads—Compensation for Land taken, amt cost

s.

1891
Service.

1892
Service.
£ s. d.

d.

Cr. 3 0 0
Cr. 30

Cr.

£

13 2 6

2 3 4

2 14 0
30 18 9

8

4

Cr 16 13

0

4

1895
Sendee.

£

Total.

e. d.

2,774
910
179
843
625
479

U
15
0
4
0
15

j

3
10
0
8
9

27,337
4.796
547
3,458
1,185
213

3
9
7
4
U
0

1,365 3 1

1,365 3 1

3,054 14

2,907

76G 10
8 8 0

Surrey Fees .............................................

3SG 17 1

89

19
5
0
3

0,100 11

7 15
79 11

Photo-xlucography
—
....................... _............
*
Land Appeal Court—Salaides and Conlingcndcs
Plioto-lithngrapliy (performed at Government Printing
Office)................................................................................
Foes to Commissioners of Courts of Claims
Labour Suttlpinents.........................
.................... ............
Duhbo Land Ruavcl OJtice building—Erection of
Cooma
do
do
Repairs to
Information fturcau—Kxpcnsesof, not including Salaries
Fees for Reports on improvements—leasehold areas ..

£. Cr. 30

791
3,201
362
18,547
3,100
518
553
30,427
564
0,495

046 1ft

1,148
218
Cr. 105
30

7
13
19
5
15
0
16
1
0
18

479 15 0
16 13

3

4,079 8
350 0
200

15
0

0, 0 Hi

0

0 10 f-1 Cr. 1 Ifl 0

177

3

3

343

1

2

9

0

14,489 15 10

* Includes salaries of a number of otlioors transferred from Temporapr to Permanent Staff,
t Includes £8,897 10s. 9d. met from other sources than the appropriations for the Department.

948 10 2
13,750 15 0
270 S S

18,797
269

62 12
763 18

G

s. d.

4 30,116 15 7
10 6,803 3 10
720 11 1
8
0 3,801 8 0
10 1,811 1 1
1
722 15 10

£>00 18 6
Cr. 0 0 11

Cr. 57 4 10

0 13

t

152 18 7 152,463 17 7 152,042 8 S*
8.796 18 1 8,700 18 1
"ia'is
14,306 2 0 14,320 0 7

7 3

of fencing ............................
Gratuities for loss of office
Preparation of Deeds...........
Postages and Stamp Duties...................................................
Advertising
......................................................................................
Wages and Provibions for Survcj’ors’ labourers,
Plans and Tracings
..................................................................
Lithography.........................................................................................
Instruments, Materials, and Rooks
.........................

Totals........

1894

Service.

s, d.

12 10 0

TY 0

0 10 G

0 10

1893
Service

9

7W 10
SM 0
3,905 11
1,018 17
14,000 4
3,319 0

352 10
627
42,803
571
0,570

19
12
15
10

479 15

4,090

0

1

350 0

0

200 0

873 10

873 10
15 0

305,529 5 6» 320,308 7 9

',•1
■?

30
24,

Compahatite

SCHEDULE III.
Statement of the Expenditure in ISftdi and 1895 respectively.

Hoads of Service.

3395.

1894.

Increase.

Decrease.

f

£ s. d.
£
s. d.
£
s. d.
Salaries {less charges to other Departments for work done) .............................. 175,021 8 5* 175,759 7 4
737 18 11
Travelling Expenses, Equipment and Eorage Allowances.................................. 33,250 15 0 30,116 15 7
General Expenses.....................................................................................................
6,527 0 2
5,803 3 10
Appraisement and Inspection Fees .....................................................................
1,308 0 0
729 11 1
Fees for Attendance at Local Land Boards .............................. ..........................
S.Sl't 8 0
3,801 8 6
Rent .................................................................................... ....................................
2,198 15 11
1,811 1 1
Legal Expenses........................................................................................................
2,081 1 3
722 15 10
Public Cemeteries—Acquisition of sites for, fencing, clearing, &c............ .........
2,290 17 5
948 10 2
Public Porks and Recreation Reserves—Acquisition of sites for, improving,
maintaining, &c................................................................................................ 14,759 2 2 13,750 15 0
Rabbit-proof Fencing .............................................................................................
493 13 7
276 8 3
Compensation Claims (excluding payments for Public Parks, Recreation
Reserves, Cemeteries, and Minor Ronds) .................................................... .
1,813 15 7
1,365 3 l
Minor Roads—Compensation for land and for fencing, Ac...........................
2,562 0 11
2,997 9 6
445 8 7
Gratuities under the Civil Service Act, Bonuses, &c............ .........................
183 15 0
766 10 0
582 15 0
Abatement on Pensions ...................................................................................
Preparation of Deeds .......................................................................................
1,069 16 8
854 0 1
Postage, Stamp Duties, Ac................................................................................
8,574 19 0
3,965 11 6
Advertising ......................................................................................................
2,254 14 6
1,018 17 0
Wages and Provisions for Surveyors' Labourers...........................................
14,406 e
14,69$ 4 6
289 19 2
Plans and Tracings by Contract.......................................................................
3,090 14
3,319 0 9
228 6 0
Lithography .................................. ...................................................................
203 3 11
352 10 0
149 6 7
Instruments, Materials, and Books ...............................................................
249 18
627 19 7
378 1 0
Survey Foes ........................................................................ ................. ...........
41,023 4
42,803 12 1 1,840 7 11
Photo-zincography ........................ ..................................................................
433 10
571 16 5
138 4 10
Photo-lithography by the Government Printer ...........................................
1,494 10
479 15 0
Land Appeal Court (including Salaries, Travelling Expenses, Ac.)............
7,084 12 9
6,575 10 1
Fees to Commissioners of Courts of Claims......................... ............ ...........
1C 12 0
Labour Settlements ..........................................................................................
4,880 4 3
4,696 1 8
Moree Land Board Office—Erection of...........................................................
1,908 2 5
Dnbbo
do
do
...........................................................
350 O 0
350 0 0
Cooma
do
Repairs to..........................................................
200 0 0
200 0 0
Fees for Reports on Improvements, Leasehold Areas....................................
2,384 10 10
IS 0 0
Information Bureau—Expenses of (not including salaries) .......................
873 10 4
S73 10 4

£

3,133
733
578
1,512
387
1,358
1,348

Eet Decrease..................

19
1C
8
10
14
5
7

5
4
11
6
10
5
3

1,008 7 2
217 6 4
448 12 6

2L6 16 7
4,609 7 6
1,235 17 6

1,015
509
10
184
1,868

1 O
2 8
12 0
2 7
2 5

2,309 10 10

; 336,835 1.9 2 320,308 7 9 6,213 18 4 22,741
Deduct Increase......................

s. d.

9 0

6,213 18 4
£

10,527 11

* diaries to oilier Departments, 1314, foil 7s. lit

SCHEDULE IT.
Salaetics paid in the year 1895.
Temporary,
'
Emergency,
to 30th April, 1S05. j from 1st May, 1835.

Permanent.
AdSTINISTRATIVB BRANCH.
Head Oflice Staff*.......................................................................
Local Land Boards ......................................................................
Land Agents and .Assistants .......................................................
Inspectors of Conditional Purchases ............................................
Messengers and others..................................................................
Scrvt.t Branch.
Read Office Staff ..........................................................................
District Survev Offices..................................................................
Salaried Surveyors.........................................................................
Assistant Surveyors .............................................................. ......
Field Assistants............................................................................
Messengers and others..................................................................
TatGONOMEiitioAn Survey Branch.
Field Staff.....................................................................................

Detail Survey Branch.
Field Staff.....................................................................................
Office Staff....................................................................................
Land Appeal Court,
The Commissioners ........ ...........................................................
Registrar, Clerks, and Messenger ...............................................

Grand Totals ................................................£
* Includes Clciks Rabbit JJranpb.

£
31,457
20.967
12,335
5,619
3,053

s.
13
0
1
19
3

d.
3
10
5
2
8

£ s. d.
2,174 16 2
1,550 19 6
1,265 8 0
202 1 9

£
476
1,096
66
2,727
110

73,432 18 4

5,193 5 5

4,477 3 6

83,103 7 3

27,523
33,307
10,933
837

3,670
3,184
258
720
288
73

1,336
881
416
569
551
99

32,530
37,373
11,607
2,126
839
774

30
It
8
12

3
2
0
11

G01 11 4

11
C
0
0
0
1

11
11
3
0
0
4

s.
7
8
13
2
11

10
11
7
0
8
10

d.
9
5
4
2
10

Totals.

4
9
8
0
0
2

£
34,108
23,614
12,401
9,612
3,365

s.
17
8
14
9
17

12
9
15
12
8
2

d.
2
9
9
4
3

6
10
11
11
0
IP

73,203 13 8

8,194 O 5

3,854 7 11

85,252 2 0

753 6 8
910 0 0

133 6 8

133 6 8

1,020 0 0
910 0 0

1,663 6 8

133 6 8

133 6 8

1,930 0 0

2,340 0 0
2,002 10 0

290 0 0
509 8 1

332 0 0

2,630 0 0
2,843 18 1

4,342 10 0

799 8 1

332 0 0

5,473 18 1

14,000 O 0
1,058 3 4

*4,000 0 0
1,058 3 4

5,038 3 4

5,058 3 4

157,700 12

0

14,320

0 7

8,796 18 1

f Paid under Special Appropriation, r>"j Vic, No, 2G,

180,817 10 8

5
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SCHEDULE Y.
Statement sbowiug the Strength of tho Staff and the Annual Eate of Salaries as on the 31st December, 1894 and
Numbers.

Salaries.

Branches, &c.
Slst Dec., tSOf.

31st Dec., 1S05.

100
159
7
22
124
74
194
3
7

1168
153
7
22
§135
71
192

Totals..................................................

31st »ss.. IS01.

,e
3 f.,024
34,133
1,880
5,507
34,054
12,356
61,50G
062
5,019

||...................

7 30

7
3

£

35,172
32,654
1,880
5,744
34,053
12,280
51,139

*

5,019
770
173,711___

179,201

758

31st Dm., 1S95.

J Includes clerhs llalihit P.ranoh.
§ Fncludin
fl Kntcred under Administrative Branch.
mcsscjigefs and office cleaners, who rendered \ ouchors for 'raises in ISOf (12), who were not meliuled in that year,

r Evdudiiic five puirt ns derks in Local Land Boards.

t Exclmliiift tho salarv nf counsel for tins Crown. £S33.

SCHEDULE YL
Statement of Travelling Expenses and Decs paid iii connoetion with Local Land Board Meetings during 1895.
Amount.

Particulars,

Board District.

s.
0
2
7
15
17
5
6
7
IS
o
2
4
6
17
11
5
0
15
18
7
16
9
1
3
3
15
13
19
0
19
1
10
3
l
10
5
IS
16
9
17
19
16
14
4
0
IS
IS
4
0
10
13
10
10
19
19
10

9
6
G
3
0
n
0
0
5
0
G
S
4
0
0
8
9
8
6
10
9
7
0
7
10
9
G
3
0
2
G
5

£
4,892
1,473
3,780
1,202
£11, 149

s.
17
IG
10
6
11

£

Armidale

Bourke

Cooma.,

Dubbo.,

T?orbcs,

Goulburn

Grafton

Hay

Maitland..... .......

Moree.

Orange

Sydney

Tamavortb

Wagga Wagga

493
220
490
154
424
72
300
66
449
US
32 S
102
301
40
158
23
•289
IS
ISO
21
403
116
30G
154
3b3
56
192
54
332
34
211
78
307
152
189
152
271
Go
177
27
3oo
130
340
65
97
49
105
60
350
1S1
305
79
453
184
360
16)

Chairman’s and clerk's travelling expenses ................................................
Members’ travelling expenses .......................................................................
Members’ fees .......................................................................................... ..
1’eos and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman’s and clerk’s travelling expenses ................................................
Members' travelling e^icnscs .......................................................................
Members’fees .............................................. ...................... ;........................Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman's and clerk's travelling expenses .......................................................
Members' travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Members’ fees .............................................. - ........................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others..
Cbainnan's and clerk's travelling expenses .......................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Membeis’ fees..............................................._■.....................; .................................
Foes and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and ethers ,
Chairman’s and clerk's travelling expenses .......................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Members’fees ................................................,......... »......... ;..................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others..
Chairman's and clerk’s travelling expenses .......................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Members’ fees .......................................................................................... . -........
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others .
Chairman's and clerk’s travelling expenses .......................................................
Members' travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Members’ fees ........................................................................................... • ■ • ..........
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others..
Chairman's and clerk's travelling expenses .................... ...................................
Members’ travelling expenses ..............................................................................
Members’ fees...............................................*......................................... ■ • ■ • •
F’ees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others,.
Chairman’s and clerk’s travelling expenses .......................................................
Members' travelling expenses ...............................................................................
Members’ foes.........................................................................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman’s and clerk's travelling expenses .........................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ................................................................................
Members’ fees .............................................. .................... ;..................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman’s and clerk’s travelling expenses .......................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ................................................................................
Membeis’ fees...........................................................................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman's and clerk’s travelling expenses .........................................................
Members’ travelling expenses ................................................................................
Members’ fees.......................................................................................... .............
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others...
Chairman's and clerk’s travelling expenses ........................................'................
Members’ travelling expenses ................................................................................
Members'fees .................................................................... _...................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and others ..
Chairman’s and clerk’s travelling expenses ..................................... ..................
Members' travelling expenses ................................................................................
Members’ fees ...........................................................................................................
Fees and travelling expenses of surveyors, inspectors, witnesses, and otbeis...

Total.

d.
7
0
0
9
11
G
0
O
0
0
6
0
9
9
0
9
3
9
0
0
3
HI
0
a

£

1,358 G 1

SC3 1G 10

908 G 11

■SUMMARY.

59—D

....
...
....
. ..

524 1

3

51G

1

0

1,010 11

4

GG7 12 0

G5G 10 6

801

0 7

543

1 0

892 15 9

373 1 11

977

S 4

___1,100 19 1
£11,349 11 7

Total
Chairmen’s and clerks’ travelling expenses
Members’ travelling expenses .....................
Members'fees .............................................

s. d.

d
G
9
G
10
7

*

32
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SCHEDULE VII.
Statement of Revenue and Expenditure for the years 18S6 to 1895 inclusive, showing the percentage of the latter
to Revenue.
Year.

ISSfi
1SS7
1S8S
18S0
ISflO

*
V-

Total Expenditure.

£

....................................
.....................................
....................................
....................................
.....................................

yod,873
084.312
472,330
399,704
421,242
435,150
410,842
379,531
336,835
320.308

)sni ......................................

1S92 .....................................
3S93 .....................................
•ism ........................................

1S95 .....................................
£

s.
5
1
S
10
14
2
0
10
19
7

d.
10
7
2
49
9
S
11
2
0

4,410,193 1 11

^Extraordinary 1
Expenses deducted. 1

£
a. d.
................................

175,209
90,355
41,407
33,719
20,778
43,023
57,340
34,806
30,397

13
14
19
17
1
17
2
19
S

8
4
1
3
6
5
0
11
4 |

539,165 13 S

v. ~
^...
^ et Expenditure.

Decrease
os cominred tilth
ISSti.

£
a. d.
555,8735 10
509,042 7 11
375,980 13 10
358,340 11 3
387,522 17 4
408,378 1 3
307,818 3 3
322,185 S 11
301,908 10 3
289,910 19 5
3,877,027

s, d.

£

4G;*S30
179,892
197,526
168,350
147,495
138,055
233,687
253,904
205,962

Z7
12
14
8
4
2
10
6
G

Percentage of
Net Expenditure
to Revenue.

Revenue.

per cent.
34
21
17
17
17
18
17
14
14
14

£

1,599,714
2,323,681
2,154,409
2,067,335
2,165,528
2,107,090
2,154,717
2,147,144
2,075,885
1,960,605

11
0
7
6
7
7
11
7
8

8 3

20,846,158

ti ^
ct>.T£ndiUire mainly in connection with tho administration of the Porest Branch dneo 1SSG (now under thc/Departincnt of Minos and Agriculture),
the uaubifc Lrancli, Minor Roads, 1'ublic Parks and Recreation Reserves, Labour Settlements, and Land Appeal Court, &C.,' not incurred in 18S0.
it

SCHEDULE TIIL
Rettjdn

showing the Humber and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for during 1895, with the amount of
Deposits and Survey Eees received.

Local
Land Board
District and Land
District.

Armidale—
Armidale................
Glen Inncs........... ..
Invcrdl

....................

Tenterfleld..............
Walcha,......................

Section 20.

Section 47.

Section 42.

Class of Land.
j

Area.

No.

Ordinary lands
Sjvedal areas -.
Ordinary lands
Special arena ..
Ordinary lands
Special areas
OMinarv lands
Special areas ,,
Ordinary lands
Total ..............

17
(i
7
4
24
U
23

Dojiosik

a
2,330
259
4:i8
230
3,233
731
2,100

r. p.
0 0
3 0
0 0
3 0
1
0
3 0
0 0

j

Survey Fee

No.

s. d.
0 0
7 0

2G
1

2,704
’ 52

r. i).
1 O
0 0

£
s. d.
270 S 0
7 10 0

o

352
3,118
958

0
O
3

0
0
0

fifi 2
311 10
391) 1(5

fl
o
5

1,478

3

0

147 17

0

£
230
67
40
51
323
155
210

R.
0
IS
0
13
16
IS
12

d.
0
G
o
0
0
0
0

55

fi

G

34

2

6

i.ufl in n

488

fl

n

£

05
26

17 17
131 17
41 2
US ifj

G
G
G
n

7

552

1

0

UG

10.012

3

0

8
1

4,000
40

0
0

0
0

4 GO
4

0
0

U
fl

80 15
4 0

0
0

no
S
2D
0

Area,

114 ■ 12,972

Deiwsit.

1 2S

Survey Fee No.

1,327

4

23

3

0

43 14
l>3 5
34 b

0

£ 9,
97 18
o

9
iss
82

a

fl
in

9

0

15 l(>

1

397 17

6

Rreivarrina Eas;
Cobar.........................

Ordinary lands
Special areas ..
Total ..............

9

MJQ

0

It

464

0

0

84

0

0

iiega.........................

Ordinary land?
Special areas .
Ordinary lands
Special areas
Ordinary lands
Special areas

4
1
12
6
10

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

40 2
20 16
15S 2
72 13
00 10
SO 0

0
fl
0
0
0
0

20 In
4 7
00 12
26 5
45 7
10 10

0
fl
0
0
fl
0

4

231

7
3
5

487
055
3i3

1
1
0

1
1
4
29
■1
13
1

401
R2
1,581
411
C0'»
200
1,370
1,G7S
ir.o
C9
196
l.SST
18G
02 R
21

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

322
15
10

9
0
7

0
0
fl

72 0
5 17

fl
0
o

4
4

381
200

0 31
fl fl

153 14
35 IG
92 10
G «

0
8
0
0

125 17
IG 17
&3 17
3 1

c

14
3
17

640
149
1,158

fl
O
fl

no

9,402

3

0

1.1S5 18

fl

052 13

G

52

6,004

22
21
7
0
18
1

0,441
G,832
330
S.T'JO
4,17'
47

0
0
0
0
o
0

0
0
0
0
o
0

544 2
053 4
71 0
273 W

0
0
0
0

152 12
100 7
25 10
54 7

fl
fi
0
0

38
12
1
4

11 In

0

0

4

Tut-.il ..............

75

10,5b4

0

0

9

0

514 12

Ordinary lands
Special areas .
Uanncdiuan East Ordinary lands
Special areas
Condobolin . ..
Ordinary lauds
Spuria! areas .
Forbes ........................
Special areas ..

3
S
8
1

CTjO
2,283
1,004
320
640

GO 0
342 U
109 0
43 0
04 0
16 S

0
3
6
0
0
0

0
n
0

2

0

0

1,544

2

fl

9

30

4
8
l6!

58 1
2/; 0
134 16
17G 17
SG3 5

9

Special areas
Ordinary lands
Special areas ..

0 19
0 o
2 0
2 0
3 0

19 10
58 12
45 0
S 0
20 0
5 2
TS 7
21
*>

6
16
3

601
173
260
839
1,763
2,263

0
0
0
0
0
0
A

fl
fl
fl

1
a
31

0
3
3
0
0
0

3
0
3

22
53
73

7
2
S

G
6
2

2
0
3

1^0
870
3f)T

fl

0

27

0

fl

7

3

0

G2

7

3

650

8

n

51

10,272

1,273

5

3

52 17
10 0
8 5
13 (i
30 0
14 5
8 0
10 fi
10 15
5 2
Sfi 12

6

9

fl
O
0
0
0
4
0
0
G

1

GO

5
3
4
2
4

281
ia:t
491
173
250

2

SO

9 10

23

1,634

Jlombala.................
Braidwood..............

15

Cooma.........................
Eden..............................
Milton.........................
lloniya .................
Queanbcyan

Special areas ..
Ordinary' lands
Special areas ..
Ordinary lands
Ordinary lands
Special areas .
Ordinary lands
Special ureas r.
Total ..............

Coonnmblc..............
Dubba......................
Nyngan
Warren

*.................
...................

Ordinary landc
Ordinary lands
Special areas
Ordinary lands
Special areas .

Rarmedman

...

Parkcs ........................

....

Casino........................
Grafton ....................
Kcmpsey..................
Lismore ....................
^[urwillumhah ..
Port Macquarie.

o

B'l

2,001

03

10,326

2 19

1,449

Ordinary lauds
Special areas .
Ordinary land:,
Special areas .
Ordinary lands
Ordinary lands
Ordinary ianus
Special arces ..
Ordinary huuR
Special areas .
Ordinary lands

12
2
2
f)

0 0
9 0
0 0
n 19
0 0
0 0
0
9 20
0 0
0
0 0

60
29

4
2
1
8

G92
19,R
!*0
82
370
210
SO
02
2.7)
82
527

Total ..............

48

2f047

Total
Bcllingcn

1.1

...........

S
2

0

fl

1

8

S

0

62
87
21
S
35
25
1C
52

4 0
5 0
0 fl
11 10
0 fl
12 0
0 fl
H 0
0 G
8 0
14 0

366

5 10

9

4

■

199

5

6
G
0

2

O
0
0
0

d.
6
s

3

7

0

5

S

24
1R
17

0

0
0

13 4
12 16

0

G4 12
22 7
ns i6

fl
0
0

41 10
9 11
44 13

0
3
3

0 61

T23

9

9

277 18

7,005
2.7K4
40
1,150

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

709 10
27S 8
32 fl
IT 5 fl

fl

s

0
0
u

175 2
47 0
8 0
12 IG

*211

1

0

09 16

0

12 10

2

18,210

0

0

3,873 12

0

393
2/151
700

0
3
0

0
0
0

39 10
352 15
70 fl

0
3
U

12

co r>
14 10

7
9
3

451

0

0

0

10

fl
0
O

(ifl 10
20

45

2

£

s.

d.

Survey
Fee.

£ fl.

d.

...............

i

220

0

0

44

0

0

10

fi

0

1

40

0

0

8

0

0

4

0

0

100

0‘

0

32

0

0

0

0

0

420

0

0

81

0

0

20

5

0

5 8
0 0
6 11

0

9

Deposit.

Area,

7

4

i

G

s
0
9

r
O

fl

350

0

0

0

0

2

0

0 0
0 0
2 0
2 11
fl 0
0

0

2 11

250 H

3 10
6

ib is

237 13

1

0

9

fi 19

fl

3 11

3

28 2'
13 18
40 3
£9 13
25 0

fl

12 7
9 7
IG 10
5 19
13 10

0

S

fl
4
0

0

0

195 15

4

5

8
2

8

....

6
0

0

0

2

100

0

0

20

0

0

7 10

0

70 11

4

2!

100

0

0

20

0

0

7 10

0

0

V
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SCHEDULE
Loenl lAnd Hoard
District and
Land District,
C oiil burn —
Booiwa ............
Coulluim...........

Class of Land.

Ordinary lands
Sliecial areas
Ordinary lands

Gunning............ Ordinary lands
Sixseial areas .,
Moss Vale ......... Ordinary Inndst
Yass................... Ordinary lands
Special areas ..

Hay—
Balrannlrt South.

No.
4
0
8
1
4
•>
8
0
2

Ar ;a.
r.
0
1
0

p.
0
0
0

100
254
820
US3
300

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0

Survey Fee No.

Deposit.

a.
]70
450
020

s. (L
17 0 0
103 4 11
52 0 0

£ P. (1
10 5 0
29 2 b
35 17 G

£

16
29
82
9S
70

0 0
10 C
12 0
fl 0
n 0

ic
0
40
as
12

o
12
12
7
0

3
0
8
1

26
0
o
0

3S
43
15
20

1
8
1
I
1
8
2
3

100
1,163
78
291
320
670
07
120

0
0
o
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
o 0
S 0

Ifl
116
7
2fl
43
67
14
42

Total.........

C2

5,420 O 28

Bingara ............ Ordinary lands
M 01*00 ................ Ordmar} lands
Special mvas ..
^nrialda............ Ordinary lands
Special areas ..
Wnlgctl ............ Ordinary lands

V
13
r»
8
7
S

2,131
ti,Dlf>
2,142
1,280
461
3,430

Total .........
Ordinary lands
Onlinary lands
Special areas..
Ordinary lands

Molong..............

Ordinary lands
Special areas..
Mudgec ............ Ordinary lands;
Sperm! areas..
Oi'artgo ........... Ordinary lands
Rylgtono............ Ordinary lauds
Wellington......... Ordinary lands
Special areas..

0
n
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

17
n

3
2
8

S
17
fi

1
13
?
7
1

470
8,078
704
260
86
1,208
734
1,0(10
536
80
870
320
1,630
320

0 0
0 0
G 0
0 0
2
0 0
M 30
3 0
2 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

009 17 9

66 17 2

0
0
C
0

Ifl
*2
1

1,239 3 fl
100 0 0
40 0 0

123 2 0*
J6 0 fl
4 0 0

47 10 5
7 0 3
3 0 0

13 10
0 0
5
13 0

10 15 c
35 2 G

2
18

’id’ T T
363 2 0

12 18 10
56 7 0

4 19 0
52 19 5

o

0
16
7
2
0
0
12
0

5
45
4
7
8
S3
S
12

110 3 fl

12
0
0
4

0
0
0
3

05
4
11
3

fl
fl
12
18

S 12 G

li
1
1
2
4
1
1

1,176
40
76
140
170
45
60

fift't 12 7

292 10 0

fl5

4,157 0 0

213
010
3*21
123
12(1
348

51
141
43
47
31
7(1

fl
0

0
0
6
6

fl
0
0
9
0
6
0

0
16
6
O

0
0
0
0

17
106
00
14

129
132
ICC
80
8
S7
04
163
48

16
7
13
0
0
10
O
0
0

0
S
0

45
3fl
85
25
ft
59
12
43
8

9

12
5
0
7
7
10

6
fl
fl
6
6
O

335 2 6

47
307
202
26
U

5
5
17
15
0
0
10
0

0

c

0
0
o
0
0

10 0
fi 0
9 fl
15 fl

Special areas ..
Narrandora....... Oidiuarv lauds
Special areas ,,
Tumbarumba ,. Ordinary lands
do
North Ordinary lands
Tuinut .......... Ordinaiy lands
Special areas .
Wacca Wacrya .. Oi dinar}' lands
Special areas ..
Total ..........

4S0
1,047
30
190

0
n
I
0

3,GflS
168
2,001
147
800
470

"i
3
0
0
0
0

9
S3
3
10

IG
0
16
2

11
5

27
0

43 0 O
104 14 1)
fl 2 fl
19 0 0

0
10
0
0
fl
0

3(S6
30
200
25
30
47

61
7
05
9
5
26

3
3
G
13
10
8

S
3
11
2
3

0
fl

2 15 6
2(1 4 3

57 14 0

2S 19 0

11

~

2 'o
470 fl 0

583 2 0

15
16
1
14
*2

3,337
4,018
135
2,312
295

422 15 8
399 10 O
210 fl 0

64 8 rt
162 7 fl
51 15 0

2
29
14

710 2 0
3,426
0
1,112 2 10

111 18,547 1 18 2,247 17 7

G0L 10 0

20 16 ‘o
05 4 0
151 6 0

11 13 0
20 17 ll
53 10 n

11
4

0

1
1
1

3

9
8

118 1 10
(152 0 fl
641 2 13
3,255
825 0
144 0
245 0
180 0
f.0 0
200 0

Ifi
0
6
10
17

0

735 r»

fl

84 15 O

0
0
0

177
14
40
18
6
26

9
0
0
0
0
0

26
0
7
6
4
14
3

7
7
2
5
5
15
0

01
59
X3
393

12
fi
5
0

fl
0
0

o

2,378 8 0
384
140
1,460 fl 0
n
0
280
1,617
GQ 11,607 3 28 2,087

1
8
0
0
0
0
18
1
10
10

o
3

(5

S
0

’

0

fl

0
0
0
0

o

0
0
0
8

&.

£ s d.

2 0
f) 0
0 0
9[ 0
3 0

'

338
4G1
27
231
63

IG
17
0
G
18

G
11
0
0
1)
0

ot
0
0
0
f>

74
68
4
53
S

G
19
G
13
16

153 2 0

30 14 0

# 12 G

i

411 fl 0

8 0 0

4 0 0

:i

193 2 0

3S 14 O

13 32 G

...

18 0 0

8 5 0

6

200 6 o

40 fl 0

20 6 0

7

200 0 0

58 ft 0

28 fi 0

11
7
3
2
3
1

250 D 0

100 19,0013 n 10 2,140 S 3

432 14 8

1

250 O 0

2S0

714 0 0

*4
3
7
0
1
2
2
5
4
1
4
(1

51

791)
1,307
909
302
70S
450

0

Q
o
3 <1
0 fl
3 0
0 0

Cj (1
097 a o
979

201
475
850
B,51G

28 0 0
75 I
47
144
I3fi
Hil
30

5
17
14
12
4

IS 16 1

o
9
G
0

IG
36
25
20
5
12
10

0

27 5 0

15 6
1*2 0
11 fi
10 !i
0 0
3 0 ]}lfifi C 8
o n
3 0

C9
30
47
200

f

50 0 0

7 2 0

fiO 6 0

7 2 G

S 32 6

cb

no ic 3
45 0 fl

....
....
••■-

90 0 fl

12 9 5
93 1 fi
48 17 2

4

|
J
j

2

306 11 (i
SB! 12 6
216 17 0

■2

....
..........
..........

.......... f
----.............................

0

fl 14 0
43 0 OS

i
8

0
0
10
0
G

3
5
15

IG
13
8
16
(l
0

3 0 fl
3 0 0

5!
09
38
39
10

S.

2

fl

4 0 0
4 0 0

211 1 0

Special areas

2
8
o
3

40 0 0

610 1 8

Special areas
Cootamundra .. Ordinary lands
Special areas ..

1,147 2 fl

1
1

4,-112 0 20

Total .......

22 6 4
248 11 8

4

2^8 3 0

08 1,1 G

2.434 3 0
3,005 0 0
767 1 5

114 15 0

55 13,004 0 0 1,414 IS fl

905 4 H

205 Ifl 2

£

7
6
1
2

9.342 1 37

11 16 fl
50 15 0

0
29
10

7
1C
30
11

73

20 11 6
314 O 0

Special areas
Tamworth ......... Ordinary lands
Special arest},,

20
113
13
AS

fl

118 ■3 0
1,140 0 0
n
'009 1 20

10
13
5
2

203 O 4

534 5

3
11
J]
17

0
0
li
0
0

0
0
0
0

25 S 2

Penrith ............ Stwelai 'arraw
Picton............... Ordinary lands
Windsor ..............
Special areas .

0
4
10
12
15

in
609 7
73 10
625 Ifl
01

S3 U 0

17 2 6
13 0 6

15G
256
120
174
30

4 <11 0 1

0
0
fl
0

SS7 0 0

20 17 0
34 13 0

£l r. p
.

Survey
Fee.

Deposit,

6 10 11
51 2 lit
6 0 0
'A 11 3
6 IS 9
32 5 8
3 3 9
.t

G

208 o 0
0
210

0 0
0
2 13
(i 0
0 0

’6

25

0
2
0
0

6
0
0
0
6
0
0

20
2
18
3
3
8

4
y

1,6*10
2,552
f.7l
1,746
265

13

Sil 5
fi,0A3
490
5,2nS

0
fl
fl
0
0
0
0 0

0
0
u
3

10
0
0
0
1
1
0

0
fl
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

!) 15 0

0

r,

17 10 3
117
4
7
21
17
9
5

10
3
15
5
0
7
0
0
0

28 0 0

Area.

.

0
0
G
0
O
0
O
0

2
10
0
0
1
0

0

ICO 0 0

62

0
8
0
0

■
2,059 0 0

2

..,,

5
5
0
0

14

Total ......... 102 12,154 0 30 1,477 10 6

Total

14
3
2
0

240 17 6

15
12
7
12
0
IO
U

Caiupbclltown ,. Special areas..
Kianift............
Novra .............. Ordinary lauds

Coonakirrabran.. Ordinary lands
Gunnedah ....
Ordinary lands
Special areas.
Murrurundl __ Onlinary lands
Special arciuj,.

0
2
0*
0

23 & 10
37 6 1
20 3 3

0
0
6
fl
0
fl
0

03 15,080 1 0 1,766 0 3
3

Ifl
8
4
0

89 14 0
lOD 6 9
119 IS 0

0
2
1
13
0
0
2

77 IS 8

30 11,032 0 0 1,605 IS (1

102
450
152
103

28
9
18
8

0
3
.3
0

897 0 0
5li4 2 0
Lino fl 0

16
10
CO
101
43
0
8

6
6
3
2

0
0
0
0

2SS
53
131
so

5
4
5

so
i)5
202
856
207
15
47

Special areas .,
Mu swell brook .. Onlinary lands
Newcastle .........
Special areas ..
Paterson............
Raymond Terrace Ordinary lands
Scone ................ Ordinary lands
Singleton,,........ Ordinary lands
Stroud ................ Ordinaiy lands
Special areas .
Tarcc ............... Ordinary lands
Special areas ..
Wollombi ......... Ordinary lands

<1.
1
11
s

0
0
0
0
0
fl
0

800
634
2,620
6T34d
2,070
160
:tu

14(5
4
14
4

s
0
10
10

12 9 0

a
1
8
n
r,
a
1

0
0
0
s

£
2G
38
23

12G 1 4

PSl 6

0
fi
6
0

d
0
3
0

37 0 3

742 3 0,

1,40(1
40
143
21

B.
10
u
9

31)1 IS fi

4,702 2 S

12
1
y
2

£
50
1(12
52

140 0 16

cr>

OassiUb............... Ordinan lands
BuusroE ............ Ordinaiy lands
Goiford ........... Onlinary lands
Social areas ..

a. r. P505 n 0
m i 0
m <2 0

2,0*9 1 IG

2C0 0 11

Total ..

Total .........

4
1
9
2

Survey Fee. No.

Deposit

7

nn 3 S

0 0
0 0
3 fl
0
0 0
6 0
0 fl

0
G
G
0
O

8
10
0

Area.

<13

2S

.

Section 47.

Section 42.

Special areas .

Ordinary lands
Special areas
Dcniliquin ........ Ordinary lands
SjKxrinl areas .
Hay ................. Ordinary lands
Hiliston .........
Ordinary luudi
Sliccial areas

Bathurst..............
Carconr .............
Cowra ..................
Litlsffow ..............

\rm—continued.

Section 26.

2
7
0
G
38
0
4

7
G
8

n
g

0
5

H IO 8
IS
r.
12
25
214

11
u
6
0
1C

3
6
3
4
2

..........

Grand Total . 050 111,857 3 3017,097 7 0 5,183 1 10 778 110,81# 2 13 1 12,2b3 IT 0 2,#21 16 8 10 1,253 2 0 260 14 fl
* Sixpence deposit ixiid in excess
t Ono shilling pnid in exixss.
t No survey fee paid, but aincc called for.
$ £4 deposit not lodged.
L £313s, Cd, j>aid in excess.

S*2 15 0

34
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SCHEDULE IX.
Conditional Pubchases (Ordinary and within Special Areas) applied for in each Division, Land Board, and

Land District, during the year 1895.
Local Ijfind Board
District.

Section 20,
(O.C.P.)

Land District,

No.

Section 47,
(N.R.C.R)

Section 42.
(A.C ]>.)
No.

Aren,

A'o,

Area.

Hi

Area.

HO £

Total Area applied
for

1
EASTERN DIVISION.
Armidale

Cooma

Goulburn

C/rafLon

Slaitlond

i

Orange

Sydney

Tamworiii ......
Wngga "Wagga

Forbes.

Armidale ..........................
Glen I nnes ......................
Inverell..............................
Tenterfield .......................
Wniclm..............................
Bcga..................................
Botnbala............................
Braidwooi.........................
Cooma................................
Eden..................................
Wilton ...............................
Morni a.............................
Queanbcyim......................
Kin'rowa ..........................
Goulburn..........................
Gunning...........................
Mossvale ..........................
Yass...................................
Young...............................
Bellingen ............... . .....
Casino ...............................
Grafton................'.............
Kcnipsey...........................
Lismore ............................
Murwillumbah..................
Port, Maequario ..............
Cassilis ..............................
Dungog..............................
Gosford..............................
Mail land............................
Muswellbrook...................
Newcastle..........................
Paterson ...........................
"Raymond Terrace ...........
Scone ................................
Singleton ........ .................
Stroud ..............................
Tarofl.................................
Wollombi .........................
Bathurst ...........................
Carconr .........................
Cowra ...............................
Lithgoiv............................
Molong..............................
Mudgee.............................
Orange ...........................
HyEtonc............................
Wellington......................
Campbelltown..................
Eiama...............................
Eowra ...............................
Parramatta
.................
Penrith..............................
Picton ...............................
Windsor...........................
Murrurundi.......................
Tam worth..........................
A1 bury....................... .......
Coofcamundro.....................
Gundagni.......... ...............
Tumbarumba....................
Tumut................................
Burmedman East..............

Total Eastuhv...

a.

Y,

3
3
O
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
i
0
1
1
1
0
o
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

o

o

6
8
5

2,G49
6S3
4,020
2,106
553
453
1,992
SG5
3,048
219
KIG
1,773
9 ft;
629
568
314
S26
1,343
L021
8S7
172
370
21G
142
332
527
1,466
40
1G4
212
450
25G

1
S
1
2
10
3
3
17
15
5
IG
22
i
15
8
2

100
1,168
73
dill
7C7
120
470
3,078
794
346
2,032
2,201
80
1,199
1,950
1G0

23
11
32
23
7
5
is12
28
2
4
33
14
10
!>

0
8
8
21
14,
7

7
3
u

3
8
12
1

7
1
3

11
28
7
48
3

20
4
1
4
9
G37

419
40
118
1.140
2,43*
2,011
4,792
118
1,293
825
ISO
2S0
1,414

a

8

19
0 0
0

n

2
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

29
0
0
0
0
8
20
0
0

0
0
2
0
3
0
O
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0

2

3
1
0
2
0
0

a.

P
27
10
47
21
9
4
10
5
34
4
1
17
17
IS
9
5
2
2
7
2
1
5
3
6
4
2
16
2
i

2
13
2
14
1
3
5
1
2
8
2
3
22
21
1
S
G
1
1

2,816
1,837
4,076
1,763
1,478
231
1,142
313
2,873
200
GL
795
1,161
1,431
524
311
131
so
140
350
GO
231
139
065
250
SO
1,230
160
40
51
S6J
no

1,173
40
210
216
50
430
1,047
30
190
3,837
2,151
300
470
887

I

r. !>■
0
O
0
2S
0
0
0
0
31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
n 0
0 16
0 o
i
0
3
2
3
2
2
O
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
3

2

o

0
O
0
0
0
3
0

0

•

'
...........

...

!

...

1 ...........

4

220 O 0

i

40 O 0

]

160 (J 0

f

n

11
0
0
0
0
o 0
3 o
2 0

2

ioo

6

0

i

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
o
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
27
0

r>
O
2

153 2 0

i

40 O 0

..

509

49,037 0 13

1
24
2
5
15
&
5

............

40 0 0
40 0 0

50,665 3 7

12
7
12

s

0
0
0
0

16
43
2
4
13
2
5
3

50
21
79
44
36
33
28
17
62
7
5
50
32
21
18
11
10
10
31
19
s
12
6

26

10

2 0
470 0 0
..........
2,608 1 0
4.538 3 10
280 0 0
714 0 0
2,290 0 0
450 0 0
272 2 0
750 0 0

a.

23
3
6

3 o

0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
1 20
0 0
1 5
1 10
n 18
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 0

23
17
8
38
43
2
23
14
2
1

s

2
1
8

a, r. P-

90 0 0

3

4
19

33

5

200 0 0

1

250 0 0

19

33

23
92
5
24
17
3
9
12

6,466
2,520
8,096
3,869
2,032
904,
3,134
1,203
5,721
459
257
2,568
2,264
2,060
1,092
656
G57
1,423
El 61
1,237
242
651
355
807
582
707
2,696
200
204
204
1,313
236
110
100
2,496
113
821
983
210
900
4,125
824
536
5,870
4,354
3S0
1,669
2,837
ICO
40
459
130
152
1,610
2,634
4,619
9,581
398
2,007
3,115
630
552
2,174

r. p.
0
3
3
2
0
3
2
0
0
I
0
1
0
2
3
0
3

0
0
O
23
0
O
0
0
31
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
O
0 0
3 24
0 0
0 19
0

0

0
3
0
0
3
0
O
2

0
O
0
0
O
O
8
20

2
0

0
0

3 0
0
3
2
0
3
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
2
0
1

27
0
0
0

0
2
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
2
0
0
2
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
15
10
18
0
0
0
O

1,253 2 0 1,165 109,976 1 20

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Bourke
Dubbo.

Forbes

Browarrina East
Dubbo...............
Coonamblo..........
Nyngan..............
AVnrren..............
Barmedman......
Condobolin.......
Forbes................
Grenfell.............
Paries................

s

28
22

6
19
11
4

14
7

23

4,600
7jl63
5,441
2,739
4,222
2,883
722
674
1,099
4,032

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19

13
33
4
20
16
2

2 0

15
6

1 0

9

2,824
7,095
1,150
7,150
2,746
451
3,752
1,300
1,261

0
0
0
0
3

0
2
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

s
41
60
10
39
27
6

29
13
32

4,600
iiioss
12,536
3,889
11,372
5,030
1,173
4,426
2,399
6,294

0
0
0
0
0
2
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
O
19

2

0

0

0 0

35
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SCHEDULE IX—continued,
N
Local Land Board
district.

Area.

CENTEAL DIVISION—cot*'s«erf.

23
27

7,964
1,434
2,070
464
2.131
8,337
3,480
1,741
1,560
3,123
7,060

11
3
1
9
13

3,285 1 0
88!) 0 0
50 0 0
2,378 3 0
3.103 0 0

321

82,152 0 32

Bourke ............... ] Cobar ...............

1

40 0 0

Total Wbstjskn............

1

40 0 0

19
3
5
3
7
23
8
15

Huy..................

JliUston ... ............. .
Sloree
Bingara .......................
Moree..........................
Wnlgctt........................
Wavmlcia......................
Tnmworth .......... Counnbnriibriui............
G-umicdah...................
Nnrrobri.......................
Wagga Wagga ... Cuotaimmdry Contra],
Coroivu ........................
Narrandera ................
Tumbarumba NortJi
ITrami..........................
Wagga Wagga...........

9

Total Cbstiial

Area.

No,

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
0

r. P'

9

1,461

2 0

5

1,199 0 0

5“
21
4
25
15
16
16

915
6,583
1,147
5,258
3,387
4,753
4,315

3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,272 0
1.010 3

0
0

5
10

90 L
1,325

3

0

264,

61,262

2

7
3

,9
^ oj
fi ac
_
&.o Total Area applio
for.
HO J

No.

n.

r. P-

Or,

Deniliquin..................
Bnlraiinld South........

Section 4?.

(A C-T1.)

(O.C.P.)

No.

11117..

Section 42.

Section 20.

Land District.

0
2
2
0
2
2

a. r. p,

3 0

a.
25
3
10
3
12
44
12
40
24
39
43

9,425
1,434
3,269
464
3,046
14,920
4,627
6.999
4,947
7,877
11,376

IS
fi
1
14

4,551
1,399
50
3,2S0
4,433

23

0

r. p.
2
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
0

1 0
3 0
0 0
2 0
3 0

535 143,4.14 2 32

WESTERN DIVISION.
40 0 0

.....................

\

40

0 0

SunniARY.

Eastern Division ..............................
Central Division .................................
Western Division...............................

G37
321
1

49,057
61,262

0 13
g 0

1,253

0 32
0 0

509
264
■ i-

19

82,152
40

Total........................................

959

141,857

3 39

773

110,319

2 13

19

1,253 2 0

3

7

2 0 1,165 109,976 1 20
5S5 143,414 2 32
1
40 0 O
1,751

253,431 0 12

SCHEDULE 5.
Ketubn

showing the Number and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for during 1SQ3, and the amount of Deposits
received.

Onlinary Conditional Pm chases.
No.

Area.
a.

fi31
643
19
1,293

Special Area Conditional Purchases.

Deport.
r. p.

T

.Section.

10,236 10 0
9,421 13 0
250 14 0

197,837

19,908 17

0

A rea.

R. fl.

102,365 0 0
94,218 3 0
1,253 2 0
1

No.

a.

26
42
47

0

328
130

Deposit.

Section.

£
s. d.
7,460 17 9
2,862 2 0

r. p.

39,492 3 39
16,100 3 13

26
47

458

55,593 3 12

10,322 19 9

SuMMAiir of Number and Area of Conditional Purchases applied for from the year 18G2 to 1895 inclusive.
Applied for.

Applied for.

Years.

Years.

No.

1862 to 1869
1870 .............
1871.............
1872 .............
1873 .............
1874 .............
1875 .............
3876 .............
JS77.......... .
1878 .............
1879 .............
3SS0 ...........
1SS1............
1882 .............
1SS3.............

27,994
4,471
4,751
8,281
13,417
14,510
14,517
12,664
12,009
12,602
7,540
8,583
14,220
14,606
10,674

Area.

2,101,390
329,318
358,632
749,586
1,391,719
1,586,282
1,756,078
1,984,212
1,699,816
1,588,247
924,130
1,147,001
2.329,202
2,392,217
1,617,712

No.

1 2

2 8

3
0
0
0
0

O
0
0
0
0

3
1
2
0
2
0

IS
0
39
15
35
7

0 0

Area.

1894 .....................................
1S95.................................

10,657
5,377
6,080
4,769
5,364
6,205
8,526
6,! 53
4,396
3,393
2,617
1,751

a.
1,453,037
1,165,351
963,196
793,004
865,199
903,159
1,713,577
1,303,094
816,399
533,805
414,355
253,431

Total..................

246,117

33,194,713

1SS4.....................................
1885 .....................................
1886 ....................................
1SS7.....................................
18SS ......................................
1889 ....................................
1399 .......... ..........................
1891.....................................
1892 ......................................

r.
0
1
2
0
0
2
1
0
1
2
0
0

p.
33
20
27
31
38
9
0
12
19
4
10J
12

1 21£

36
30

'

SCHEDULE

XJ.

Retum showing the Number and Area of Conditional Purchase Applications Confirmed or Disallowed during 1805*

Applications made prior to
1st January, 1S95.

Applications made during ISO5.
Local Land Board
and Land District.

Confirmed.

No

ARMIDALE.
Armidale ....
Do

................

QJen Inncs

_____

Do

....

Inverell....................
Do

....................

Tenterfield

,

Do

...

....

Wulcha.............
Do

....

Total.

Class ot Application.

Ordinary land £ Original ..
Additional
Special area . -j Original ..
Additional
Ordinary land £ Original ..
Additional
Special area.... Original ..
Original ..
Ordinary land
Additional
Original ..
Special area..
Additional
Ordinary land -j Original .
Additional
.
Special area.. ■) Original
Additional!
Ordinary land ^ Original

r.

G
!)
4
1
&
4
3
3

12
2
8
J>
3

p.

No.

729

0 0

540

m

221 2 0

740
519

179
' 62
878
5G0
203
132
74G

Special area____ Additional

No,

212

3

0

443
34J
213

0
0

0
0

1,250*
361
453
420
7C0
328

0 0

10

230

40

0

0

1,923
1,816

2
2

0
0

AID

a.

0
0

1,502
1,734
699
258
C9;l
702
248
1,765

0

0

i.lio V o
40

O

0

90
40

0
0

r.

p.

AGO
2G1

40
440

0
0

0
0

2

2,390
GDI
463
420
Sfitl
368

0
0
1
3
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0
0

435
1,058
2,916
1,197

1
O
0
1

0
2

0
0

20 0 0

0
0

100 fl
10

Hll) 0 0

112 To

No.

0
3
2
1
0
2
1

2,668

0

Disallowed.

r.

0

2 0

2,ri73
979
109

0 28

p.

0
0

’46' 6”o

142

222

r,

Confirmed,

20 0 0

320

0”0
0 0
1 O
3 0
0 0
0 0

a,
240
40

200
210 0 O

2 0
1,000 2 0

Additional

Disallowed.

a.

nrt2

1GG

..

Confirmed,

Disallowed.

0 28

200 2 0
0

1,200 0

103
137

2
1

0
0

45

0

6,166
3,788

5
O

0
0

1,510
395

0
0

0
0

8,944

2

0

1,905

0

fl

20 0

0

0

167

1

0

137

1

0

7,132
7,897

0
2

0
0

4,240
1,917

0
3

0
0

14,529

2

0

6,157

S

0

1,483
1.463

0
2

0
0

473
430

1 0
8 23

2,930

2

0

004

0 28

17,400

0

0

7,061

3 28

Sumhaly.

Onllnars-landl 0ri?in!l1

Additional

1,976
3,003

r

2
2

O
0

2,730
1,522

0
3

0
0

.6,686 0 0

Total ..............................

€00 3 0
600 0 0

SS2 1 0
953 2 0

453 1 0
430 3 28

Total ..............................................

13

1,100

3

0

Cram! Total—Ordinary land
and Special area
....................

GS

3,685

3

0

3,807 0

0

G40

0

0

3,897

0

640

fl

1> I

37

17

134

884

0 28

16

1,835

3

0

5,136

3 28

94

10,780

I

0

1.280

0

0

5,177

0

0

040

0

0

lf2S0

0

0

5,177

0

0

040

I)

0

40

0

0

5,217

O

0

0
0
2
O
3

0
0
0
0
0
u

0

0

0
0
0

0
0

1G2

18

55

BOURKE.
Brcwarririii East.

Ordinary land.

Original

Total ............................

Cobar.

Special area ..

Original

0

2

40 0 0

Total ..............................
Grand Total—Ordinary land
and Special area.........................|

C40 0 0

3,937 fl 0

1,230

0

0

00

0

0

70
40
340
993
13a

0
«>

0

0
2

0
0

0

0

495
989
10 U

8
0
0

0
0

640

0

0

COOMA,

IJCftt ......
Do

Ordinary land

.................

Bombala

...

Do

...

Braidwood
Do

.
.

Special area .
Ordinary land |
Special area.. |
Ordinary land j
Special area..

Cooma

............

Ordinary land |

Do

...........

Special area,. -j

lidcn .................

Milton

..

.

Moruya...........
Do

............

Queanbcyan.
Do

.

Original ..............
Additional , -.
Ncm-rcsidential
Additional
..
Original .
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original .
Additional
Original .
Original .
Additional

Original .
Additional
f Original
01
.
A,
Ordinary land J Additional
t N.
Noit'rcbideiitial
Ordinary land £ Original .
Additional
Original .
Ordinary land
Additional
Original
Special area
Additional
Original .
Ordinary land
Additional
Ongina] .
Special area.
Additional

311
40

3
1

i

55
259
GO
312
80
250
100
057
904
1,213
Cl

3
2
1
2
3
1
s

13
11

1
3
1
9
G
2
1
9
7
1

1
0

6

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3 0
0 31
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

CO

o

i65

3

GL
561
322
95
6Q
65fl
623
21

0
0

0

0
0 0
o 0
2 0
o- 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
0 0

~

i

4
1

i

1
50

060
60

50

0

0
0

0

0

0
0

O

i
1
4
6
3
5
a
4

1
1
5

1
2
1

8
3
i

2
5

100
100
215.
464

0
0
0
0

0
0

150
100
40

0
0
0

0
0
0

440
130
40
200
250

6

fl
0

4

i

60

0

0

0

1
1
1

2

ISO

0

0

5
9
5
6
10

0
1

4
24
7
1

211
2,035
981
40

0
3
2
0

0
0
D
0

1
2
1
1
1

1
1

40
120

0
0

0
0

1

0

0
0

fi
3

315
132

0
0
0

0
0
0

2
1
5
2
2

80
40
330
367
181

6

fl

I

0

1 0
0 0
0 0
3 10
2 10

1

1

100
285
1G0
134
40
ISO

40

13

0

0
0
2

fl

0

fl
0
0

0

0

0

0

2 10

12
37
18
a
2
1
8
1
14
9
2
3
10
12
3
2

371
40
70
40
3!)o
1,262
194
80S
1,069
410
100
SUB
3,030
2,195
101
100
120
155
01
876
454
95
130
696
S53
IBS

181

50
60

O
0

0
0

3

660
240

0
0

0
0

I

50

0

0

0
0
0
0 31

2
7
3
1

200
450
(124
134

1
0
0
2

0
0
0
0

0
0
2

3
1

280
40

O
0

(1
0

S
3

440
130

0
0

0
0

1
3
5

40
2iO
£50

0
0

0
0
0

fl
ft

1
1
'4

0
0

1

0
0

0

0
0
3 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
2 0
S 10
2 10
0

0

1

13

0

2 10

—

Summary
Ordinary land

..............
{Original
Additional ____

2,475
2,510

3
3

1,600 0 fl

0
0

805
40

0
O

0
0

3,9*55
3,691
190

2
2
0

0
0
0

ISO
595
50

1
0
0

0
0
0

2,445

0

fl

5,837

0

0

S25

1

0

564 0 0
41) 0 0

1,283
338

1 10
0 10

4,431

1

0

190

9

0

1,780
1,400
90

1
0
0

0
0
0

10,823

2

0

3,270

1

O

2,773
1,270

O 10
2 1

724
188

0 0
0 10

4,043

2 11

912

0 10

14,867

0 II

4,182

1 10

6,202 1 0

Noil-residential
Total

Special area.

( Original ................

t Additional

Total ..
Grand Total

....

4,930

2

0

35

1,489
432

S 0
1 31

3
1

1,922

0 31

604

0

0

23

2.121

1 20

2 31

3,049

0

0

91

7,958

1 20

138

1G0 0 0
12

143

0 10

308

0 10

1,133

1 10

182

31
SCHEDULE XI—continued.

anti

Applications made prior to
1st January* 1895.

Applications made during 1895.

Local Land Board

Total.

Class of Application.

Land District.
Confirmed.

Disallowed.

Confirmed.

Disallowed.

Confirmed.

Disallowed,

DUBBO.
Coonamblc

..............

Do

..............

Dubbo

.........................

Do

.........................

Nyngan .........
Warren.........................
Do

.........................

Ordinaiy land -j Original ..
Additional
Special area.... Orisriiwl ..
Original ..
Ordinal*}' land
Addititmal
Special area . £ Original ..
Additional
Ordinary land f Oriirmal
Additional
Noil-residential
Original ............
Ordinary land
Additional , .
Original .....
Special area..
Additional ...

-j

No.
2
5
S
i

fi

a.

r.

ZM

;?

Oil

2

r>.
0
0

300
055
270
40

O
0
(1
0

0
0
0
0

No.
a.
3,507
14
11 1,324

r. P.
0 0
0 0

6
2

1,551
5G0

0
0

0
0

1
n

538
C4Q

0
0

0
0

No.
11
10
1
7
2
1
1

r.
z
1
O
ft
fi
o
0
0

!>•

4

a.
2,039
5,364
40G
1*205
380
50
100
C32

1

40

o

o

0
o

0
0
0

2

0
fi
0
0
0
0
0
0

No.
a.
r. p*
4 1,800 0 0
610 0 0
5
2

320

0

0

I

40

0

0

1

No.
13
24
1
10
G
7
2
4

a.
2*300
5,975
406
1,555
1,335
320
140
032

*1

40

0

0

12
5
3

3,507
201
753

0
1
1

0
0
0

r. p.
1 0
8 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 o
0 0

No
18
IG

r. Pa.
5,301 0 0
2,484 0 0

7
2

1,871
600

0
0

0
0

2
2

578
640

0
o

0
o

8
2

1,528
'm

0

o
0

1

49

0

0

fi

7
2

1,468
6C0

0
0

0
O

8

1

49

0

0

3
1

974
160
631

0
0

27
17

7,058
3,584

0
0

0
0

22
29
1

3,376
6,718
40

0
0
0

s

1
o

6

2,220
U10

0

0
0

27
42
1

4>4ft7
10,377
40

1
3
0

0
0
0

35
22

9,278
4*104

0
0

0
0

1

0

44

10,642

0

0

62

10,034

3

0

IS

2,830

0

0

70

15,416

0

0

57

13,472

0

0

401
102

1

o
0

5
1

49

0

0

2

C16
731

o
0

o

1

0

IS
6

1 017
893

i
1

n
0

1

49

0

0

n

503

2

0

i

49

0

0

7

1,347

0

0

18

1,910

2

0

1

49

0

0

29

5,343

3

0

40

0

0

59

11,981

s

0

S3

17,325

2

0

58

13*521

0

0

1
4

40
1,323
1,223
075
720
320

0
3
1
3
0
0

o
o
0
0
0
o

2

365

o

o

o

o

0

0

2

400

0

0

430
451
82

0
0
0

0
fi

1

<>
i

1
1

]G0
200

0
0

0
0

8
1

42
03

40
1*408
1,223
915
720
320
240
480
651
82
400
2,580
' 42

355

400

1
5
6
5
2
1

2

2

S
1
1
1
3

501
56
fi
578
200

2
o
1
3
0

o
o
o
0
0

3
2
2
3

1,005
* CO

1

40

0

0

1
5
1

109
830
3
16

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4
2

2,503
131
122

0
0
1

0
0
0

5
13

020
4,109

3
2

IS

4,730

S
3

Total
Grand Total.

2

0

60

o

o

SuitAlARY.
f
Ordinary land \
l

Original ...
Origi
Addil
Additional ....
Non-:lesiilential

Total

Villi':...

10,691

13

2,830

ft

0

0

FORBES.
narmcdinan..............

Ordinary land . Additional
Original
Special area,.
Additional
Original ,,
Barmedman Bast., Ordinary land
Additional
Original ..
Do
.............. Special area..
Additional
Do

..............

Condobolin
Do

..............

Forbes

*......................

Do

.........................

Grenfell.........................
Do .........................
Parkes

.........................

Do

Original ,,
Additional
Special area... Original ..
Ordinary land £ Original ,.
Additional
Original ..
Special mea..
Add Ltional

...... Ordinary land

.........................

Ordinary land £ Original .,
Additional
Special area . £ Original ..
Additional
Ordinary laud | Original ..
Additional
Special area. | Original ..
Additional

fi
4
2
1

2

1

100

0

0

3
1
1
1
3

501
5
578
200

o
1
3
0

o
0
0
0
0

o

o

1

240

o

ft

1

240

o

0

i

fi

2 19
j
0

80

1

£00

6

0

4

400
2,580

0
o

0
o

7
1

2,770
200

2
0

0
0

i

200

0

0

2

2,833
200
1,005
‘ 00

2
4

180
1,204

0 0
3 0
1 0
S O
0 0
0 0
0 o
O 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
O 0
2 19
3 0
0 0
2 O
0 O
0 0
0 0

2
3
1
1
4
a
8
1

s

ISO
1,004

2
0
O
0

0
0
0
0

12
3

1,534
301

1
3

0
0

0
8

2,150
2,27<i

3
2

0
0

8
7

i,osj

920

2
0

IT

4,43fi

0

15

2,001

23
12

3,302
1,858

2 19
I 0

2
3

40

5,220

3 19

57

9,057

0 19

1
1

4

40
160
510

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

200

0

0

i

1

150

0

0
0

i
3

320
S
10

0
0
0

0
0
0

19
4

2,644
Ml

2
3

0
0

0
0

4
5

1,040
2,780

0
0

0
0

620

0

0

13
13

3,109
5,056

3
2

0
0

s

2

9

1,081
1*440

2
0

0
0

2

0

9

3,820

0

0

2

520

0

0

2G

S,250

1

0

17

2,621

2

0

46
97B

1
3

0
0

8
0

1,100
3,160

1
2

0
0

1
3

3
16

0
0

0
0

36
21

4,262
5*018

3 10
3 0

3
6

43
994

1
3

0
0

6

1,024

0

0

17

4,850

3

0

4

19

0

0

67

9,571

2 19

9

1,043

0

0

20

3,025

n

0

20

3,170

3

0

G

539 0

0

S3

17,827

3 19

26

3,6(54

2

0

1

40

0

0

1
1
1

70
68
111

0
0
o

0
o
o

1
7

40

0

0

115
100
60

2
0
0

0
0
0

838
205

0
0

0
0

5
1
2

525
100
00

2
0
0

0
0
0

1
1

00
104

0
1

0
0

1

274
40

0
0

0
0

1
1
1

40
00
104

0
0
1

0
0
0

39

6

0

2
3
1
1
4
1
1
13
s

1

30

0

0

1
2

so
243

0
0

0
0

1

SOS

n

0 0
0 0
2 O
3 0
0 0
2 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
3 0
ft 0
3 0
O 0
fi 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 23
2 3

1

2
1
1

70
493
377
810
1,258
079
48
354
1G3
50
53
671
32G
40
30
200
360
90
1,009
933

1

IG
fi

7

i,iio

a

Summary.
Ordinary land | ^dfulSnal"

Total ....................................

S^iaUrea..!
Total ....................................
Grand Total...........................

GOULBURN.
Boorowa
Do

..............
....

Goulburn..............
Do

..............

Gunning
Do

..............
......

Moss Vale..............

Yass

.........................

Do .........................
Young ....................
DO

....................

Original ..............
Additional ....
Original ......
Additional .. .

Ordinary land
Special area..

Original ......
Additional ....
Special area.... Original ....
Ordinary land | Original ..............
Additional ....
Original .
.
Special area..
Additional
.
Original ..............
Additional
..
.
Ordinary land
Non-residcntial
Original ____
Ordinary land
Additional ....
Special area.... Original ....
Ordinary laud.. Original ____
Original ......
Special area., <
Additional ....
Oi dinary land

{

fi
3
8

fi

S
1
2
2
1
3
5
1
i

425
266
810
370
474
48
80
123
50
5^
301
81

0
2
3
O
2
1
0

u
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
0
3

0
0
0
0

fi

io
4
2

i

2S0
245
40
40
250
320
40

6
o
0
0
o
o
o
9

3

410

1

40

1

40

0

0

4
3
1
1
7

1
1

80
40

0
0

0
0

1
2
fi

1

10

0
6

0
0

0
0
0
ft
Cl
o

S
16
12
1

6
0
ft 0
0 0
O 0
1 18
1 5

i

i

5

931
1,144

0
2

0
0

4
o

3S2

0

no

0

0
0

17
13
1

3,592
803
40

0
0
0

ft
0
0

2
1
1

SO
40
30

0
0
0

0
0
0

32
31
1

2,528
1,962
40

0
2
0

0
0
0

6
3
1

462
160
SO

0
0
0

0
0
0

S3

2,075

2

0

fi

492

0

0

31

2,440

0

0

4

200

0

0

04

4,615

2

0

10

692

0

0

25
15

1,270

0 18
2 5

1
3

104
120

1

ft

3 33

14
10

875
1,120

2 fi
0 8S

1
3

JG
410

3 10
0 0

S!7

1,031

25

2,146
2,168

2 23
0 3

2
G

121
539

0 10
3 33

Total .................................

40

2,301

S 23

4

225

0 S3

24

2,001

3

3

4

42G

S 10

04

4,303

2 2G

e

G52

0

3

Grand Total............................

73

4,377

1 23

10

717

0 33

55

4,441

3

3

a

m

3 10

12S

8,819

0 20

18

1,344

0

3

{

1
1
1
20
r>

40
40
40
50
905
127

15
18

203

0

0

1 33

33

0 38

8 10
1 33

SUMMARY.
Ordinary Land

{

Original

.............

Additional ....
Non-rcsidential

Total

Special area.. | “jfcj

38
32
SCHEDULE XI—continued.
Local Land iJoard
and
Land District.

Confirmed.

GRAFTON.

No.

Bellingen..................
Do
Casino

....................
.........................

Grafton.........................
Kempscy ...................
Lismore........................
Do

.........................

Murwillumbah____
Do

....

Port Macquarie ..

Applications made prior to
1st January, 18!).">.

Applications made during 1895.

Total.

Class Of Application.

Ordinary laud j Original ..
Additional
Special area____. Original ..
Ordinary land j Original .
Additional
Ordinary land j Original ..
Additional
Ordinary land j Original
Additional
Ordinary land j Original .,
Additional
Special area
j Original ..
Additional
Ordinaiy land j Original ,.
Additional
Original ..
Special area..
Original ..
Ordinary land- Additional
Non-residential

7
2
2
1
1
8
3
3
1
2
4
3
2
1
4
1
7

1

a.
390
300
195
40
69
130
140
210
57
SO
491
47
172
200
205
82
406
go'

Confirmed.

Disallowed.

r. V- No
l
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
1
0 0
0 0
0 0 __ *
0 0
2 0
1 3

fl

3 11
0 0
2 0
0 0
0

i

a.
50

a.
4S3

p
0

No.

102 0 0

2

a.
340

r.
0

r.
()

SO
101
IK>

0
0

0

0

0

0
2

1,522
l.STS
flO

0
2
0

fl
0
0

2,fl5ft

2

0 I

1
3
3
4
1

130
140
27G
287

0
0

0
0

89
401
47
172
200
265
216

4
134
172

3
0

!)

p,
O

a.
r. p.
390 0 0
102 0 0

0 fi
0
2

O
0

0 fl
2 fl
1 3
3 11
0 0

2 0
0 fl

SO
101

0
0

0
O

99

0

0

50

0

O

100 O 0

3

0

60

0
0

0
0

2,305
1,804
GO

0
0
0

0
fl
fl

f>20
4U2

0
0

O
0

4,1(10

0

l>

922

0

0

m

200

1
1

■ *

r.
0

fi!)

4
3
2
I

200 0
0

2

2

fl

0

X

873
350
282
10S

13

0
60
230

Disallowed.

Confirmed.

3

SO
100

i

r. pCl y

Disallowed,

SuiiJfAH7.
( Original
....
Ordinary land- Additional ....
( Non residential

Total

40

100

0

0

10

300 0 0
fi

400 0 0

12

783
430

n
2

0
0

1,213

2

0

221

3

0

221

3

0

824
172

1 3
3 11

Grand Total..............................

8.452

2 14

400

0

0

1.435 1 0

Onlinao-tand-JS"^-;:;;

2,400

fl

100

I)

? Original
...........
Specin] area.. -j Additionai
..
( Nori-ro«tdcntial

100

0

2,213
4fl7

40
07

0
0

0
fl
fi
0

flr.S
1,7S6

200
357

0
0

0
0

M — { S!ai'
Total....................................

420

0

0

102 0 0
62
I

522

0

fl

640
172

0 3
3 n

4,857

3 14

2,460
5J6
3,999
912

3
0
0
1

12

922 0 0

HAY.

Deniliquin
Do

Ordmaiy landj

Hay...................

477

0
0
fl

i.sr.a ’s' 0

;

307

Hiliston..
Do
..

0
O
3

0

i)

ino o fi
329 3 0

Ordinary land
Original ____
Six^cial area
. Additional
.,

3
0

0
0

fifii 2

0

fl
1

0
0

4
10
1,197
2 0
C
3JU
00 1
..
...................
!
o

0
0
fl
0

I

2
1

2,lGfi
2.59(1
150
329

2,6SS O 0

310

0

0

...................
j
280 0 0

15
10

4,777
3,432

1
fl

0
0

2,893

0

0

280

25

8,209

1

0

1,786
504

0
2

fl
0

10

.1,999
1,242

fl
0

0
0

'.YIO

2,229

280 0 0 6
...................
.
. ..

1(!0
100
40

0
0
O

0
0
0

320
200
037

I)
0
0

0
O
fl

300
737

0
0

fi
I)

1,007

0

0

40
1,261
320

0
2
0

O
0
0

1,2W 2 ft

SimutLv,

sial
Total

300 0 0
457 O 0

2,213 0 r>
737 2 0

40 fl 0

1
0

IS
Oijginal

Special area

0
0

4,467
S44

..............

Additional ..
Non-residcntial

Total..............
Grand Total....

2,9.V)
20

2

0

2

<17

0

0

107

0

0

2.2S0 2 0

8,201 3 0

16

6,188

2

0

7

0

0

0

1,107
320

2
fl

0
0

1,517

2

0

6,241

0

0

7

1,024

2

0

1,707

2

0

13,450

1

0

33

2,721

2

fl

200
390

0
U

0
0

MAITLAND.
Cassilis ....................
Dun jog...................

Gosfonl ,.
Do
Maitland
Do
Muswellbrook .

..

Newcastle...................
Do
...................
Paterson ...................
Do
...................
Raymond Terrace
Scone.............................
Singleton ...........
Stroud
DO
Tarcc
Do

.................
.................
.......
.................

Wollombi...........

Ordinaiy landj Original ..............
Additional ____
.
Ordinary landj Original . .
Additional ....
....
Ordinary Iand| Original
Additional
..
Noti-residcnl.ini
Special area
.. Original ..............
Original .
...
Ordinary land
Special area
-j Original ..............
Additional , ..
Ordinary land j Oiigmal ..............
Additional . ..
Ordinary land. Onginal ..............
Special area.
Original ..............
Ordinary land.. Original ...........
Special area____ Additional ....
Original ...........
Ordinary land
Ordinary land j Original ____
Additional ____
Ordinary land j Original ..............
Additional ....
Ordinary Jam! j Original ..............
Additional ....
Special area., j Original ...........
Additional ____
Ordinary' land j Original ..............
Additional ...
Special area.. j Original
,...
Additional ____
...........
Ordinary land j Original
Noivresidcntial

1,340
93G
40
40
IDS

0
0
0
0
0

0

100
190

0
O
ft
0

CD

0
0
0

68
80
40
17

■.0 00 8fl

51
330
451

2 10

70 1 10

3
0
3

40 o**n

0
0
fl

1,680
2,421
40
40
17(5
SO
40
38
50
92
51
420
595

0

21

02

100 fl D
200 fl 0

240 3 IS
1,485 2 0

0
0

40
143

245 fl 0

ICO

3 0
0 0
0 fl
0 37

0
2

0

0

0
0

3 IS

2 0
0

0
0
1
O
2
3
0
1

0
O
0
0
0
5
0
10
0
0
O

60 0 0
ICO

70

102 3 0
103

1

0

100 0 fl
130
545
73

2
0
2

291

6

0

70
32ft
166

O
0
3

fl
0
0

40

0

0
3

2,227
(155

0
fl

100
40

3
0

103
40
319
175
2,407
3,20ft
73
I00
&31
296
320
1GG
422
320
40

76 2

0
0
0

30A
IfiO

0
0

0
0

0
0

220 0 0

200 0 0
120 3

40
110

SSfi
50

0

1
0

0
0

0

iso'o^o
40

fi

0

f Original
...........
Ordinary land j Additional ____
( Non-residential

2,889
2,163
40

0
2
0

0
0
0

Total ..............................................

6,092

40

0

1
ft
3
2
2
0
2
3

0
0
0
0
fl
fl
0
0

0
0
3
0
3
0

fl
0
0
O
O
0

40

O

1 10

40
246

O
fl

102

3 0

0
n

413
ICO

2
O

0
0

■ 3S0
50

1
0

0
O

45

1

0

1,206
905

2
0

0
0

2,201

2

0

fl 0

ico'Y'o

0

0

0

0

Sl'mmahv.

Sir:.:

570
21S

3 18
2 O

&,SS7

3 18

Total ...
Grand Total.

983 0 fl
705

22

1,658

1
1

70
45
lift

24 11,303

0

0

2,994
2,690
40

0 18
3 0
0 fi

0

0

5,721

3 IS

1 10
1 fl

17
119

0 37
3 0

1 10
2 10 [

50 |

136

3 37 |

G,S01

3 15 |

6

313
200

2
0

0
0

513

2

ft

113

j
C j

513

2

18 1

6,883
4,354
80

0 18
1 0
0 O

10,817

1 18

55)1
338

fl 15
1
0

932

1 15

0 J 131 j 11,749

28

2 33 | 3

70
45

1 10
1 0

116

2 10

2,317

0 1C

33
SCHEDULE XI—continued.

No.

Disallnwed.

a.

r. p-

400
f>05

fl
fl

MOIlEa

t)o
Moree
J>0

f Original ..............
Ordinary land - Additional ..

..............
..............

Ordinary land

..............

j Original
,
Special area..
\ Adi htiunal

Do

. Additional
j Original
"t Additional

s Ongnml
\ Additional

...»

Ordinary land

....

Special area.. .. Oiiynial
f Oii|;mul
,
Ordinaiy land
I Additiojinl

WalifoU...............

1

( Ntm'ru.'-idontial

Special are*..

AVarialda

Total.

Class of Applied ion.
Conriniipfl.

Bingtira..............

Applications made prior to
1st January, lyjfl.

AppliaUinns made duntig IbOC!.

Local Land Board
and
I/ind IHstricL

No,

0
0

3

a

Coiilinncd.

0

0

0
0

31
27
1

10,023
0,890
320

0

62

21.136

n
n

3,257
55 U

12

1,833

3 20

74

22,056

0 20

O
1
U

0
0
0

2

3

440
1,9.0

1
5

1

3.0

2

0

fi
fi

1,650
1,307

fl
2

2,957

.1

1
6
a

93

0
fl
2

764

1
fl

0
0
0
(1
0

22
23

8,662
7,42.5

1
1

0
0

0
fl

150
315

fl
0

r- p.

I)
7
6
r.
5

4,S19
4,16!)
(ito

320
6 S3

a.
488
D10
320
171
7,742
6,652
SSfl
385
],2U4
757
371
1,4(11
3,561

12
11
1

1

No.

r. P

1,180

Disallowed.

2
r>
1
1
IS
10
3

0
0

0
0

D

0

2

0

fl

0

0
1

0
0

0

0

Xo.
4

a.

Cenfirnicd.

r. ]>•

475
605

0
0

840
(If)
1,280
63
IGj

0
0
0
0
0

0

fl fl
3 0
0 0
0 0
0 20
6 0
3 0

2
3
2
3
2

3

S40

No.

fl
fl
0
fl
0
0

fl

S8S
l,4Si
320

29
19
4
2

8

12,505
10,387
1,526
3S5
1,734
2,712
461
4,405
2,293

12
14
7

11

0

a.

3
7
1

Dihallowcd.

r. 1>-

0
2

fl
fl

0
0
0

0
3 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
0 0
2 20
0 fl
3 fl

No.
7

2

*4

a,
1,055
605

r. r0
O

fl

0

O

0

0

0
fl
fl
1)

3

1,160
743
1,260
03
315
315

3
1

840
300

0

0
0

3
2
1
&

0
0

0
0

0

0

0
fl

Slmjiaiii.

( Original

Oidmaryland^
i '

Aditaional
t .>.7.. t^.v.

**..

( Non residential
Total

45

16,0:5

2

0

2

73:5

2

0

2

733

2

0

47

16,819

0

0

470

()

3n'o

0

u
n

‘JU3
»40

o
0

l)
0

•
Tolal ..............
Oiand Total...........

12

**

1

...
12

2,957

2

0

fl
2

1,000
230

0
0

0
0

3
2
0

0
6
0

11
3

2 320
06.5

fl
fl

0
0

56
50
1

19.583
17,313
3*20

0
3
0

0

17
9

3,070

fl

3

0

14

2,085

0

0

107

37,221

3

0

*2(1

5,042

0

0

0 20
3 l)

2

0
O

0

n

1 fiOfl
fiofi

2 20

1

1,280
03

3

2
1

1.280
03

0
0

fl
0

S

1,343

0

0

14

■2,547

1 20

s

1,343

0

0

17

4,32S

0

0

121

39,769

0 ‘10

2!)

7,235

2

0

150

0

1,240
236

0
0

0
0

0

fl
fl

1,1172

0
0

OnANGJi
Bathui’fit:

0lrtinar-'-tall',|

aSLi

CarcOar ..
Cowra....

Ordhiarvland.. A<!iliMonal
•11)0

Do
Ongliial ..
A<I(iitional

{

Lithgow..
Do

,,

Molong ..

Do

..

Social urea

..

Oraugii ..

WclliJigLon

50

SpcwU,-,

0

Wmi

.

...

(I

120 0

0

4i)8

3

0

0
0
2
0
2
0
3
3

0
0
0
fl
fl
0
0
30
10

0
0

A
0

3

69

0
3

0
0

3 30 |
3 HI
3 0
3 0

0

8SQ

0

n
0

2;fi
050

li
U

0
0

.

50

U

0

mm
fd4
■irm

0

0

2
n

0

320

0

520
7S7

0
0

40

0

0

0
o
0
0

170
40
3

900

(I
0
n

10

10
0
0

D

0
0

0

176
69
46
l.oOO
3,781
177
967
168
2,283
1,404
30
56

0 0

1,420
1,209
177
443

I)
3
0
0

0
0
0
0

400

1,871
77)
30

2
0
0

0
n
0

120 D

017
357

2 0
1

3
0
0
0

0
0
0
U

20 O 0
10 O 0

0

0

iss“6 *0

Orfliuarj ]a7id| "^na, -

Social area
Ongmal
OrdinaryInml^

U

0

*40

MLi

]

0

120

126

40

0
O

:«o

0

;-21
Did
411
025

"ai--

10 0 0
10 0 0

0

3
0

052
503
463
575

40* 2*0
tsi)
2,571

{

Ilj ^t01lCl
Do

.

Non-rcfjidentia!
Original ..
.,
Original
...
Additional ..
Nfm-residential

Special area....
f
Ordinaiy land J
C

llmlgco .
Do

1B2
143

200 U ()

0

3
537
C I 1,002

0
1

0
0

56

0
0

0
6

3D5
050

0
0

46

0

366
96

0
0

AGO

D 0

0

you 0 fl

100 0

0

46
1,2S0

1,402
813
320
1,(157
1,780

0

7,643
9,462
216

0
3
0

0
0
0

143

17,351

3

0

20

1,863
218

0 80
3 10

2,682

6

0

19,433

3

0

1
1
4
1

IOO
40
20S
40

0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0

2

181
20
40

0
1
fl

0
0
0

0

0

0
0
1

Sr.MMAUV.

(Original
Ordinary land2 Additional

____
.

2,360
5,390

3,331
026

0
0

0
0

5,353
4,072
240

3
1
1

0
0
0

11)

4,307

0

0

9,672

0

0

16 1,3a I 3 39 j 2

50

0

0

41:1

1

0

2

50

0 0

(. ^ion-residentJal

Total...............................................

53

Spmttl»«,■...{ ^di'unlmi

3 I
Total ...
Grand Total .

7,070

213

3

0

3 10

19 j 1,600

3

fl

77

0,286

0

6

23

4,413

0

0

1
1

300
■10
128
4<J

0
0

fl

1

66

0

6

0

isi

6

1
1

29
40

1
0

0
0
0

a

113

3

0

10

SflO
50

0
0

0
0

91G

0

0

10

0 0

.

....................

88

10,153

1

0

1,600

0

0

a

30

0

0 !

11

920

0

0

i

40

1)

0

6

0

106

29

4,241
9S2

0
fl

0
0

5,223

fl

0

00

D

0

66 fl 6
110

0

0

34

5,339

fl

0

1
1
1

60
41)
40

0
0

0
0
0

40

0

0

SYDNEY.
Caui]>R*lito«n
.
■fJ0
Kkiitia ......
Nowra

Do

..............

..............

Parranmlta ,.
VcnriUi ..............
Picton

..............

Wind&or..............
Do

..............

Ordinary land
Special area .
Ordinary .... ..
f
Ordinary land •
(.

Additional
Original ..........
Additional . ..
Original „ . ,
Additional
Nan-residciitinl

1

Original ,.
Sjicdal area.,
( Nrui-reisidciitial
f Oiiginal
..
Onlinaiy land
"t NotMcMdcntial
i

Special area

f Original

.

( Original

,

Original
...
1[ Nmi-rcfndenttal
1
Special area.. .. Original

7

\ Additional
S

■?

1

40

80

0

fl

0

0
i

4

16

417
260
342
160
647

33
150
120
1,320
40
50

0
fl

5
li
1

0

0
0
1 18
0 0
.1 10

150

0

2

0
6
2

0
0
0
0
0
10

1,510
120
46

fl
0
0

0

1,670

0

2
1

116
33

0

5

i

0

fl

150

3
1
1
3
3
L
1

fl

40

1
1

2
1

7
4

Onlinary land

fl

\ Adilitional

.
1

Oitlmary land

\i

0
0

0
0

6
8
7
IS

987
490
3S2
280
716

0 0
fl 0
1 IS
0 u
0 16

1
1
4
3
2
2

0
0

25
10
7

1,618
2,170
236

0 18
0 fl
0 fl

5
a
5

ii

0

a

^

lid

153
150
J6U
1.320
90
£2

0

0

0
O
0
0

0
0

1,510
200
230

0
0
0

0
fl
0

0

0

1
3
2

orn
210
40
320
OS

0
0
0

S
4
3

COO
1,840
120

fl

15

2,1150

0

0

6

320

a

0

42

4,063

0 IS

15

1,900

2 10
2 0

2

os

1

0

1

32

0

0

24

1,115

3 10

3

142
D3

0

1

29

fl

2

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

1
1

0
6

0
0
0

0

0

32

0
fl

2
4

SO
240

0
0

1

40
kl

fl
0

" Ifl

Sun many.
( Otiginal . ..
Additional .
I Non re.virlenlial

IT
6
4

f>2S

0 is

160

0
0

Total...............................................

2r

1,413

0 18

( Original

22

1,047

0 10

1

29

28

3,076

3 If)

3

144

0 10

2

68

50

3,491

3 23

12

1,314

0 30

17

2,718

Onlinary land

S| iecial area.. 4

..............
Additional

( Nou-residenlial
Total............

C it act Totals

59—E

1

fl

0
1

1

2 10

0

0

1

32

0

0

25

1,145

0 10

4

170

fl 10

0

T

352

0

0

67

5,213

0 ss

19

2,166

0 10

40
34
SCHEDULE XI—continued.
Applications made prior to
1st January, 1&5.

Applications made during- ISOS,
Local kmd Board
and Land District.

Conftrrned.

Ko

TA3IW0RTIT.
Coonabnrrabran
Cuntictlah,,
Do

OtJb,err land {

’

OHlinrtrj'land.;

--

SiKdalaiea..! St’!n!mi" '!.

..

3
4
S
P

2
Murrurundi

Ordinary land

Siicciau™

Do
Narraliri
Do

2
o
it

Special men

1

Tanvworfh

"

1 Aiuhtioiiai ..

Qi dinary land

.

{

/ Onipmal ..
.
AdiJitioual
, .
{ Jv'on-ivMdcntml.

Special area .{

.

■

-

fi.■>
n
is
i
17
C

Disallowed.

a.

r.

P-

No

200

0
0

0
0

3
o
ii

033
3,058
•2f>7

M0
&>5
2fil
2t)j
2,033

7

..

Do

4

{ AffiL'""

Ordinary land |

►►

Total

Class of A])]>hcatlon.

7«i
710
1,4 10
2,0!ll
2rm
7dl
315

2
1
0
0
0
:j

1
2
3

0
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
1

a.
AiO
757
2.270
520
3

r.

P-

No.

0
2
1
0
1

0
0
0
0
0

4
rj

fi
ft

2
1
2

a.

0

m

O
y

1,173
(iOti

1

12
0
1
0
0
0

2
0
0

0
0
0

17
29

2

1,030
1,203
440

1
2

45
(JOO

0
0

0
0

9r>
23

10
12

1,000

0

3 10

2,733

3

0
0

G3
73

14,153
30,734

0

1
H

40
GUiJ

0
3

0
0

5

2
2
ft

5

1
o

ll
l>

0

0

4

277

3,975
3,744

Disallowed.

r. P-

1,07ft

83
250
G18
300
2 40
5,441
39,754
4!!0
f>:i3
0,243
4,:!S3

2
0
0
(1

0

Confirmed.

9

1
0
3

2
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

No

a.

No.

r. P-

a.

7

2

()(i5
150

0
0
0

0
0
0

23
30
G
4
40
40

1

49

0

0

27
18

1,30.5
006
1,178
3,754
SOP
SS
790
1.503
024
535
7,524
82,870
1,1CS
1,244
7,082
0.HS4
260
1.767
3,018

12

1,172
1,757

3

0
0

85
114
l

0

3

940
50

1
1

00

0
0
0

0
0
0

i>

ft
13

11
1
1

67

0

3

4

10
..

4
i

4

39 f|

0

(l

2

007

I

0

i

100

li

1

D
5

Disallowed,

Confirmed.

r. P*
O

0
3
;l
3

0
1
0
0
3
S
3

3
■>
T

0

No.

a.

r

p.

640
],(j(17
2,320
680
3

0
2
1
0
1

0
0
0

2

107
603

3
3

O
O

0

1,4711
2,81(1
44ft

2
1
0
0

U
ft

0
0
0
0

3
5
7
3

7

1

0
0
0
0
0
1)
0
0
0
0
n

ft
7
*>
i

100

O

0

0

0
0
0

7
4

710
810

O

:l 10

0

0

3 Hi
3

0

0

326

18,536
45,-lS*!
250

3

0
0
0

28
25

6,148
5,501

2
2

200

04,271

0

3,830
4,91ft

3

Slmm^ry,
/ Orifrinal ....
Onlinary landAdditional
.
( Kon’roskicntial.

22

4,353
8,700
2j0

0

0
0
0

10

0

1

Total ...............................................

Gi

IS.SO.i

1

0

33

7,720

0

9

13ft

50,907

3

0

S3

S 12

440
277

1

0
3 10

15
17

1.S3S
3,695

v>

5

41

17

3

1

3

0
0

S

20

2,09i>

10

1,991
1,321

0

3
4

2

0

Total ...

43

3,313

P 12

7

727

0 IG

32

5,134

0

fi

Grand Tout .

107

lG,0T{i

1 12

40

8,447

0 10

103

60,401

3

ft

1

40
1,715

0
0

0
0

1

40

$ 20
i

1
1

29(1
320

w—SLr:::

1

1

0

0

0
0

(1

63

10,650

0

0

17

3

1

6

2

149

0

0

48
27

0

6

449
420

2

149

0

0

75

8,747

0 17

0

870

0 10

22

3,079

0

0

275

73,018

0 17

G2

11,520

0 16

0 30

1

40
1,095
719
13ft
048

0
0 0
0 30
1 30
3 0

1

40

0 30

1
1
1

206
320
50
GU
50

3 10

WAGOA Ti'AGGA.
ADmry

..

Do

| Spedal area

..

Cootamuudia
Do

...

Corov/a..............
Do

...........

Gimda^ai ....

Do

....

Narr.mdera .,
Do

Ordimm land |

..

Tunibaruiiiba
Do

Original
Orduiwland
Additional
, S]>ecialaren..
Oii’^inal ..
Ordinary land { Oi yfinal
Additional
Oriemal
Special area.
Adrlitional
Unjrmal ..
Ordinary land
Additional
Non-rebidential.
Original ..
.
Special area
Additional ...
Ordinary land. Additional ..
Oriymal
.
Special area,
Additional ...
...........
Ordinary land j Onqnnal
A<ldilional ..
Special area.. -J Oii^mal .. .
Additional
..

Tumbarumba
North,. .

Ordinary land

Tumut

Ordinary land

.............

Do
Urana.
Do

\

Qr'ginnl
Additional
Original ..
Additional

i

it
Special area
..
Ordinary land ..
(
$]>ociai area.. it

Original
Orleiiial
Additional
Original
AditilionM
Oiitrinal
.
Addttiorml

o

2b"

3

118

3

501

3

Vi

580

3

0

0
10
0
•io

4
4
n;

1
3
2
1

71

2

0

i

0
0
0

1

100

0

0

3

330

s

0

3

947

0

0

2

31S
7.52

y

0
0

4
i

i
i

l>

«>

240
400

2

0
0

1

130

0

0

2
1
3

i
5

7b
302

0

i
i

140
60

0
0

o
a

2

277

3

0

2

4
14

OOfi
1,040

0
2

0
0

14

.........................................

lb

2,215

2

0

HI

„
. .
f Onyirial ..............
biraialarca ^ AdaHiona,

31
II

3.S30
l,4b:>

39
3 0

2

40

5.322

0 33

i

5b

7,5B7

2 39

247
£82
7

37,77:1
41,501)
51(1

3 13
ft 0
0 0

1
1
;;

3
0
1
3

2
i

0
GSb"

I)

300
387
07

7

2

O

fi

3 20

15
J
4
n

0

1
2

0
n

0
0

0
0
0

3

2S1

1
1

0

O

0

(li?

b

1

U

i

1
S

30
398
3S7

1(1

0
0

4

1
s
1
*2
(1

13U
S7

3

0
0

u
u

4
5

1

Do

‘2

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I OriK-iual ..
Special area ,
t Additional

0
O 0
2 20

0
0
1

2
0
•>

i Original ..
Ordinary land Ij Additional

014
:>U

0

40
040
50

1
0

182
20
405
940
204
43
17 o
837
09

Wa£p,ra Wagira

*0

‘m

9
3
1

1,00"

0

l.ftOD

f>

0
0

60

0

0

iso

0

0

1,624
1 210
' no

0
o

040

3
0
0
0
0
3
O

ioo
160
M24

0
0
0
0
u

O

1
1
1

ISO
40
ISO

O

0

0

5

l,5t0

u

0

i

0
0

*2

2

ft
fi

1,130
1,660

O
s>

9

1

50

0

0

462
£0

2
0

0

3
0
1
3
O
2

0

2

2,160
254
313
325
2,312
709

12
35
1

],BS0
7,185
07

1

0

G

147

o

0

3
10
2
3

2

2,020

4

(1

0

07
393
7:2

0
0
0
0
(1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

n

9

1
2
0
1
0
1

O

80

(140

1

3
3

398
427
M0
59
300
724

245
400

1

2

U

2

0

0
0
0 0
0 l)
2 29
O

i

71

2

0

1

11)0

ft

0

G

1,228

ft

0

1
1

78
302

1
0

0

i

isu
40
ISO

0

1
1

0

0
0
0

5

1,500

2

0

1

140
330

0

0

0
u

i

0

0
0

0
0

ft

ft

0

0
0

4

425

0
0
0

3
1

GSS
U40

0
u
0

4
L>1

270
3,638

0

£,7

0
0

SUMilAllY.
f Original .. , ,
OnJinary land* Additional
.
( Aon-rusidential

2

■
Total

Total............................................
Grand Total.........................................

2

IflO
2,050

1

0
a

8
21
1

076
6,444
07

1
3
1

0
0
0

£
7

SO
fob

0 CO
y 0

1

0

30

(l,4S7

1

0

9

7fH

a 30

48 r s,7,i2

4,83(1
bs:<i

0 0
1 10

19
13

0

■
3,140
50
17S

2 2!)
1 0

IS
4

22S

3 20

22

5,(102

3,309

0 2J

52

12,149

.

2
7

S40
2,009

0
o

1 10

9

2,015

2

2 10

13

3,024

1 IS
1 0
1 0

*

(1
0
0
0 3t

1

8 672 l 30
£,£12 0 10

0 30
3 0

3,111)8

;i 30

4
D

SPG
2,247

2 ll)
3 ft

ft*2 |]0,164

2

0

13

;;,H4

1 £‘)

19,717

I

w

38

7,053

1 19

193
ft 36ft
8
0

34,797
23,440
450

3 30
2 0
0 0

367

fiB.OBd

1 30

31
47
1

4,305
0,33ft
320

1 25
2 1
0 0

79

10,955

3 £0

446

09,044

1 111

110

SUMMARY.
( Original

..............
Ordinary land- Additional
I, Noii-jeKidential

127
120

25,041 I
17, Jfil 3
30 ft

0
(1
ft

2DS
324
12

51,115
8],fi27
1,663

OG
4ft
0

9,150 2 30
5,983 a 0
370 0 0

249 43,173 0

133,705 3 IS HIS

15,515 1 30

0

Total for the whole Colony..

630

79.S31 SlS

0

634

/ Original ..............
Adrlitirmal
,
( Non-residential

213
ft!)
1

19,211!)
8,131)
29

3 29
1 17
1 0

21
25

1,‘J37 2 16
2,277 1 31’

106
63

15,353
12,412

1 .17
0 18

Total for the whole Colony..

283

27,433

2

40

4,215 0

171

27,7tS

2 35

Special area

Grand Total foi the whole Colony

819

ft

107,290 1 24

295

47,333 0

f.
0

SOS

161,471

1 33

513
ft 06
19

J

SS.S^l 0 3G
128,093 1
1,573 1

1,170 218,557 £ 30

1(1
22
1

2,367 3 1ft
4,053 0 10
320 ft 0

33

0,740 .7 20

47.7 , 55,204 0 21

jfil 122,250 1 10

l,(l27j 268,7(11 3 17

1

519
137
1

34,623 1 2G
20,651 1 35
2ft 1 0

SCHEDULE m.
Special Aheas.

Eetuhn giving particulars as to proclamation and disposal of Special Areas from 1st January, 1S85, to 31st December, 1895.
Laml Board District.

Armidale

Land District.

Class of Land.

Av.-nirlfilo
fi Suburban and Populnlion Ar«a.
1
................ \ \ Cjuntrr............... .......................
Population Area .........................
Q-len Innes
Oountrv.........................................
Population Area T........................
Inverell..........
Count-y........................................
( | Population Area ......................... .
Tenterfield

{
{

| 1 Country........................ ..............

Walcha.....

(J Population Area ........ ___

11 Country........................................

(
Suburban and Popidation
............... 11 Country...............................

Bourke .....
Cobar.........
Brcwarrina

{

Bombala ...
Braidwood
Cooma .......
Eden .........
Hi!ton ... ..
Horn j a.......
Queanbcyan
Totals ...
Grand Totals ..

a.
r. p. 1
1,254 0 0 ,
11,872 0 0
.......
10,363 0 0
247 2 30
7,569 3 0
1 395 2 SS ,
931 0 0
3,191 3 0
5,2 41 3^ 0

Area Unselectcd
on
31 Dcuember, 1S95

Area Selected

r. p.
a.
480 2 20
7,432 2 0

Price represented
,
by
Land Selected.

a. r. p.
773 1 20
4,439 2 0

£
s.
2,017 18
13,271 5

cl.
9
0

2 0
2 30
1 0
1 8
0 0
0 0
2 0

5,064

2

2,509
724
426
2,745
857

2 0
1 30
0 0
3 0
1 0

9,954 16
57a 4
11,606 2
1,716 11
77 L 0
1,338 0
8,403 5

3
4
3 ,
3 i
0
0
0

972 1 2
57 4 fi
1.206 14 2
163 9 10
in 11 0
133 10 0
036 18 6

4
6

561 c
4,559 15

3
4

30
63

5,121

1

7

68

ot

0

3.317
13.871

3 10
2 10

6,089
35,977

0 £8
2 0

1,845
22,080

2 18
3 0

4,243
13,296

2 10
3 0

5,Gl4 14
41,006 8

57,256

0

8

15,139

1 20

42,066

2 28

24,526

1 18

17,540

1 10

49,651

40
10,767
2,060
5,188
] ,907

0
2
1
0

0
0
0
0
0

1,573
1,980
2,308

2,100
17,923

2
2

0
0

1,980
3,882

2
0

20,023

0

0

5,862

2

Suburban or Population Ai ea ..........
Comilr3r .......... ................................
Subiirban or Population Area ..........
Country ...............................................
Country ........................................ .
Suburban or Population Area .......
Country ..............................................
Suburban or Fopuiatsou Area ..........
Country ........................................ .....
Suburban or Population Area ........ .
Conntry ............ ..................................
Suburban or Population Area ..........
Country ........ ......................................
Suburban or Population Area ..........
Country ...............................................

I,SOD
1,025
2,344
6,786
713
5,542
17,661
1.012
1,342
1,178
2,695
756
2,455
2,903
2,291

2
3
3
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
0
2
3
0
2

37
0
0
0
0
10
20
30
0
21
0
25
30
0
0

Suburban or Population Area
Country ......................... .....................

16,047
35,001
51,019

Suburban

___

Country .............

Area
{ Population
Country .........

Country...............

3

3
2
1

40
9,193
80
2.SS0
1,967

0
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

120
14,040

0
2

0

14,160

0
0
0

ITercentage
j of Area
Amount received -Selected to
for
|
Area
Deposit Money. * available
I
for
| Selection.
£,
d. For cent.
£
201 15 11
38
1,332 10 6
63

5,298
247
5,060
071
605
446
4,334

3 39
10

Grand Totals ..

Bega.........

.
.
.

a.
!’■ P95 0 0
0,291 0 10
150 0 0
2.9S0 0 0
411 3 0
1,369 2 0
53 0 10
1,516 1 0
603 0 0
1,711 3 0

Area available
for
Selection.

q

C Suburban or Population
i Conntry...........................

Cooma

.

a.
1\ P1,349 0 O
18.166 0 10
150 0 0
13,313 0 0
G59 1 30
8,939 i 0
1,44S 3 s
2,417 1 0
3,799 3 0
6,953 2 0

Area thereof since
included m Bcserves
or othenvi.se
rendered unavailable
for Conditional
Purchase.

7.406
49,849

GTand Totals ...
Bourke

Total -Acreage in
Special Arean when
proclaimed.

1,609
80

3
0

0
0

£00

0

0

0
0

SO
2,309

o

o

3

2

0

2.389

3

2
3
3
2
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
2
0
1
1

17
0
0
0
0
10
30
20
0
21
0
25
30
20
0

1,803
880
1,440
5,277
205
1,409
12,171
443
363

40
7,683

0
3

0
0

2 10

3,110 13
100 0

6*
0

425
10

2

1,200

0

0

120

0

16
109

0

0

40

0

2,880
ljl67

0
0

0
0

40
11,730

o

o

0

3

0

100 0
4,310 13

0
0

10
54.5

0
2

0
0

67
16

0

11,770

3

0

4,410 13

6

555

2

0

17

2 17
0 ’0
0 0
3 0
0 0
1 0
1 0
2 30
1 0

3 0
3 0
3 0
2 0
3 10
0 30
1 30

5 S
15 0
2 6
5 0
15 0
3 11
17 6
12 1
2 6

890
196
325
155
33
317
2,046
119
90

C
15
13
0
7

7
0
3

100

145
779
760
207
2,134
3.5641
89

0
0
0
8
0

1,178
' 75
632
660
183
GS9

2
0
3
1
3
0

C25
747
331
1,698
1,925
479
979

0 0
3 0
1 0
1 0
3 30
2 !0
0 0

1,730

0

99
1,533
83

3 0
2 30
1 0

1,809
1,025
2,219
6,038
412
3,844
15>735
533
363
1,178
'965
756
2,356
1,369
2,203

2 53
3 10

4,336
6,901

2 0
3 30

11,711
29,099

0 33
3 20

6,406
22,997

3 15
1 0

5,304
6,102

1 18
2 20

20,854 10 ll
32,069 1 8

2.095 9
3,200 L6

3

10,238

1 30

40,811

0 13

29,404

0 15

11,406

3 33

52,922 12

5,292

2

* Does not include two Conditional Purchases forfeited.

0

£90
123
1,695
1,1 SO
1 514

61
inn
67
48
54
14
83

0
3
3
2
1

21
0
25
30
12
0

„

8,903
1,967
3,259
1,550
333
3.172
20,469
1,196
90S

1,510 5
199 10
2,81 L 9
4,123 16
2,486 12

0
0
2
9
6

7

Sfi

8
19 10
13 5
16 3

65
87
49
37
77
83
100

151 0 6
19 19 0
281 2 11
412 7 9
243 13 3

92
10
72
86
68

fi
U

A

CO
C7T

8
3

54

5 Ll

72

79

t Includes deposit on two Conditional Purchases forfeited.

4^
M

4^
SCHEDTJXiE XII—continued.

Lard Hoard District,

Class of Land.

Land District.

a.

Dubbo .......................... .

Coonamblc

..............

n

Total ................... |

s

Grenfell

............... j

Parltcs ........................

Total ...................

........................

T,Boorowa

Gunning

................... i

C

Yass .............................

'

p-

0 0
1 10
1 0
1 10

294
504
1,132

0

640
771
2,603

0 0

0
0

0 0

13,405

0 39
2 0

1,276
4,674

1 30

'19,651

2 29

22,693

2

0

26.958

0 29

21,007

2 39

31,559
32,433

0
0

6,533
13,358
209

0
2
0
2

0
0
0
0

0 0
2 0

9

0

19,811
18,127
633
10,576
8,519
26,876
4,041
11,923
2,943
30,354

Country

...................................... *...................

..

_

Suburban or Population Area ....... . .

Suburban or Population

Aren

..............

ioung .........................<

............... |

Suburban or Population Area ..............
Country................................................................

0
0
10
0
l 0
3

3

3
0

0
0
0

861
16,330

0
2
2

0
0
0

4,453

3

0

14,140

1

0

3,682
11,832

3 253
'444.
1,746

3
1
1
0

0

0
0

3

l’090

g. (1.
£
542 15 11

ft-.

4,705
16,302

(.

Grand Totals ..

0
1

r.

0
0

0

2 30

0 0

Percentage
of Area
Amount received, Selected, to
Area
for
Deposit Money*
available
for
Selection

Price represented
fiy
Land Selected.

!>■
2 19

2 29
2 0

Suburban or Population Aren ..............
Couni ry..................................................................

Total

J-.

5.981
20,976

(
(

4,860
267
610

0 0
0 0
1 0
1 10
0 0

a.
170
742
5S5
3,728
267

0
0

•

* <(.
r
Goulburn................... ■{
(s

1,0110

p.

1
1

[)

...................

2 19

1,309
21,381

Grand Totals

Goulburn

r.

J70

0

Suburban or To illation Area ..............
Country .......................................... r

<

a.

3 29

Suburban or Papulation Area ..............

/■
|

p.

7.290
42,300

Contilry ......................................................
Suburban or Population Area ..............

Forbes ......................... j

r.

Area Selected,.

Suburban or Population Area ..............
Country ............................................................

Grand Totals ...

Condobolin ............ ]

a.

Area Unselectcd
on
31 December, 1805.

Suburban or Population Area ..............
Country .............................................................

Suburban or Population Area ..............

Kjngan.......... ............. ■
^
i.
f
\Varren......... .............^

r. p.
2 19
3 0

Area available
for
Scle< Lion.

170
4.283
Ij534
0,(106
2G7
005
6,313
30,770

(.

Dubbo ........................ j

Area thereof since
included in Ke^ervrs
or otherwise
rendered urmailablo
for Conditional
Purchase.

Total Acreage in
Special Area*, ulien
proclaimed.

2,001

d. Tor emit.
9
100
266
72
0*
170 12 0
54
611 1 9
77
119 10 10
100
B.

54

0 0

1,705 IS
5,110 17
1,195 8

9

6
6

12,202 13

9

3

11

15,646 16
26,177 1

11

0

5

5,950

1 30

41,823 18

4

4,182

5,214
947
173
3,267
.465
1,829
453
516
805
4,242

2
1
2

35,824 7
35,819 0
1,842 0
16,805 4
24,208 1
41,225 0
8,303 19
19,992 9
7.028 15
46,651 16

6
0
0
2
0
2
11
10
8

3,582
3,581
184
1,080
2,420
4.122
830
,999
702

3

0

0

0
0
0

5
2

1,220 5
1,840 10

6
5

.83
82

] ,564
2,617 11

14.

1
2

79
78

8

3

78

79
95
79
76
95
91,
90
90
78
83

8

9

13
4,

0
0

10

5

10
10
17
5
17

2
0
11
0

0

1.210

3 12
1 28
1 37
3 0
1 30

3 37
0 5

0

147
2,065
903
1,320
81
393

0

25,026
19,074
Sll
13,814
8,931
28,706
4,197
12,140
3,7 i 9
34,596

19.394
158,567

1 3i>
3 2S

1,350
24,SSI

2 30
0 5

18 043
133,686

3 5
3 23

16,145
117,668

0 35

1,898
16,017

2 10

3 28

3 35

41,387 10
196,317 18

4
3

4,138 15
19,631 15

10

89
83

177,962

1 23

26,231

2 35

151)7HO

2 23

133,814

0 23

17,916

2

5

237,705 14.

7

23,770 11

6

8S

14.473
14 959
1 233
087
5.432
y 99s
1,143
3,793
sAcio
15*322

3 30
3 30

89
GS3

0 1 14,386
0 I 14 276

2 30

11,080
11,364
1,136

3 30
3 20

3,305
2,912
96
765
3,633
1,015
901
2,457
105
1,3S2
6,318

3

0

11

2,364 12
2,403 H
235 16
41 9
337 7

11
6

77

3 20
2 20
3 20

23,646 8
24,034 5
2,358 0
414 10
3,373 17
2,615 17
431
2,163
4,061
34.175 7
43,609 11

12,019

2 10
1 10

65.717
75,200

3 38 | 22,944

3 20

140,917

1,020
13,051
9,132
30,771
5,400
13,760
3,834
34,1)89

2 36

2

1

3 37
3 0
2 36

1

1
0

010
1 0

1 £0
3

0

3
0

0
0

9

n

2

7\

1,920

1

0 0

25f>
S33
2,819

0 20
3 37 !
0 2

1,233
'987
5.432
2,078
1,113
3,793
2 240
14.963
26,421

2 36

0

0

3 15
1 23

2 0
0 0
2 34

0

3 30

0 10

1 0
1 20
3
3

0
0

0 0

1 20

2 10‘
0 13

20,102

13,583

4 £0

40,756
52,359

3 274
1 10

941
5,711

0 37 I 39,813
0 22 1 47,148

2 o0£
0 28

28,388
35,123

93,616

0 376,651

1 19 j 86,961

3 181

64,016

1
* This is exclusive of

0 36

1 0
1 8
2 28
3 6
1 0
3 26

0

2

222 1
0
0
212 0
1,335 3
2,134 2

1,749
1,063

29,260

j

1

ICs. ilepoait received on forfeited Conditional Purchase 01-124.

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

I

3 30 1
0 33 |
1
10,925
0 20
3 18

3

0
7
2 35
2 3o

2

3

0
8
0 0
3

0 10
2 10

0 0

1 20

3
3

0
0

1 0

4

3
5

0
6
6
0

0
12 6
IS 9

1

7

8

201

n

S

9
9

SO
92
23
32
51,

0

21

Oi

0

IfU

2
8

43 S
216 7
400 3
3,417 10
4,360 19

0

6

6
2

12

8

3

s

95
91

5

70

6,571 14
7,520 0

7
01

73
75

14,091 15

11

74

SCHEDULE XII—continued.

I

Land Board District.

Grafton

Hay

Area thereof since
in Reserves
Total Acreage in included
or otherwise
Land District.
Class of Land.
Special Areas when rendered
unavailable
pioclaimed.
for Conditional
Purchase.
r. p.
a.
a.
r. PArea .........
593 3 0
509 3 0
Bellingm ................ ^
Country..........................
32,291 0 0
20,475 i 0
34> *> 21 |
Casino ......
|
2
Country ........................
6,131
3,8*12 0 0
0
276 0 18
Grafton .................. ^
Oountrv..........................
6,158 i 0
1,69 4 2 0
7,OSS 3 o
2,053 2 o
Kctnpsey ...................
l’072 0 28
Lismoro....................|
Country..........................
Bfi'291 2 0
38,0 M. 0 0
16,059 2 20
]\I urwilluinbah.......... Country.........................
8,621 0 0
360 0 0
Port Mnciiuavic ....... Country..........................
2,237 a 30
509 3 0
Totals............... J Suburban or Population Area ..........
Country.........................
124,383 2 20
74,730 1 0
Grand Totals...
126,671 i 10
75,243 0 0
Balionakl South ... ^ Suburban or Population Area .........

Country.........................
Deniliquin .......
^ Suburban or Population Area ...... '...
Country .........................
Hay ...................................
Conntry .........................
A ren. ..... «...

HilUtou ....................^

Country.........................
Totals.................| Suburban or Population Area .........
Count rv..... .....................
Grand Totals...

Unit land

Cttssilis ....................... Country.............. ........
Diragog...................... Country..........................
Gosford.....................^

Population Area ..........

Huiilauct ................. |

Country.........................

ItfuswellbrooU ....... ^ Country .........................

Population Avon..........

NcD'castlo...................
Paterson ..................
Raymond Terrace,.. £
Scone .........................
Singleton ............... |
Stroud ....................... Country..........................
Tarec......................... ^

Population Area ..........
"Wollombi................... Country................. *.......
Totals.................| Suburban or Population Area ..........
Country.....................
Grand Totals...

3,045 2 0
32,761 2 0
5,763 3 0
112,903 3 0
71,581
1,384
b'Gll
10,103
225,890
236,083
2,710
2,818
90G
161
313
2,177
1,900
1,295
4,185
5,660
977
150
273
934
1 109
liBOG
7'00S
So2
1,671
202
9,903
26,831
36,733

0
2
3
3
0
3

0
0
0
0
0

0

3 0
0 0
o 20
3 10
3 17
3 0
3 20
3 0
3 0
3 0
1 0
0 0
3 10
2 33
0 o
3 0
3 0
3 o
0 20
2 0
3 37
0 18
0 15

2,631

i

0

16,779
45,154

i
i

0
0

61,6)7
'61,017

3
3

0
0

290
778

2
*>

0
0

10

0

0

1,4i8

3

0

1,016
25
5,197

0
3
0

0
0
0

503

3

0

44

1

0

80 0
9,240 2
9,320 2

0
0
0

Area available
for
Selection.

Area Selected.

a

i'. p81- 0 0
11,815 3 0
345 2 24
2,292 2 0
0 IS
4,463 3 0

a.

1

0

0
2
2
0
1,777 3
49,653 1
51,431 1

28
0
20
0
30
20
10

9,160
82
1,665
229
2,574
5,035
24112,456
3,f61
100
55G
34,893
35,4-19

3,015
30,077
5 7C3

2 0
1 0
3 0

2,394
3 7.153
4,755

96,126
29,426
] 3*4
.1^41
10,193
161,272

2 0
3 0
2 0

80,412
22,353
959
1,436
8,139
121,386
129,525

1 072
18^2 47
7,433
360

i713dGt>
2,441
2,039
flCfi
151
313
729
3.9&0
'279
4,160
403
977
150
273
981
1 109
1 3C6
fL506
$52
1,626
202
9,^23
17,643
27,467

a

o

3 0
1 0
0 u
1
2
0
3
3
0
8
3
0
3
1
0
3
2
0
3
0
3
3
2
3
2
2

Area Unselectcd
on
ll December, ISPo.

0
0
20
10
17
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
10
38
0
0
0
0
20
0
37
18
15

r. p.
3
2
2
1
2
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1

1 0
3 0
1 0
2
1
3
3
1
1
2

0
19
0
IS
0
0
5
0
20
0
2
20
22

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a.
r. p*
81 0 0
2,715 0 0
2G3 0
627 0 0
46 3 0
1,889 1 0
828
5,791
3,477
2G0
1,221
14,760
15,981

0

23

2 0
1 0
0 0
3 28
0 0
3 28

651 1 0
12,923 2 0
1,008 2 0
15,684
7,073
4.205
2,054
39,886
41,910

2,OGO 1 0
3S4
1,675 3 0
363
101
714 2 20
67 3 0
84
]29 0 21
181
360 2 0
368
1,210 X 30
771
I9
230 0 0
2,907 3 0
1,252
4G3 3 0
852 1 0 .
125
j
150
07 2 20
206
984 2 38 1
140
069 0 0
1,306 3 0 !
l]803 3 0 j 4.098
] gg
686 3 0
561 0 20
1,065
81 0 0
121
6,259 2 14,
3,564
10,885 1 18
6.758
17,144 3 32
10,322

Price represented
by
Land Selected.
£

15,038
625
4,054
001
5,011
7 F»78

1 122
33,235
7,325
160
2,34-9
73,01-3
75,302

s. d.
12 0
10 1
0 0
12 G
5

17
0
17
2
0
2
]5
17

0

fi
1
6
6
0

S

0
8

3,937 0 0
26,567 6 8
] 4,787 7 6

0
2
3
0
2
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

14*5,074
36,526
1 4*0
2i522
20,204
211,290
231,654

8
12
12
7
0
15
15

4
6

0
3
0
0
2
2
1
3
1

0
0
n
10
33
0
cjn
0
0

3,435
3,012
2 72(1
135
258
057
2,178
675
6,7SO
947
1,392

10
15
<>
10
C
15
7
0
2
7
7

0
0
8
0
0
0
8
0

169
1,678
2'2 28
2,348
3^335
1 351
870
162
12,740
21,502
34,243

5
4,
10
17
2
16
8
0
17
15
12

0

0 0
0 0
0 30
0

0

1

0
0
0
0
23
0
23

0

3
2
1
1

2

(',

6
6
0
0

6
6

G

6
0

6
6
8
9
0
5
4
9

t'ercentago
of Area
Amount received Selected to
for
Area
Deposit Money. available
for
Selection.
B, d. Per cent.
£
1,869 7
fi2 11
405 8
3
602 1
786 1
112 3
3,502 6
746 11
15 0
224 18
7,926 16
8,151 15

6
9

77

0

73

3

11
3
2

80
58
IOO
23
63
63
28
31
70
68

393 14 0
2,656 14 8
1,473 14 9

78
57
82

14,567 8 10
3.652 13 3
3
118
252 4 9
2,026 8 U
21,129 1 G
23,155 y 6

83
76
71
25
80
75
76

343
301
272
13
25
65
217
57
678
94.
139

n
5
L2

ie
167
222
234
333
135
87
16
1,274
2,150
3,424

IS
16
17
17
10

u

LG
35

9
0

11
9
3
0

0
6
8
0

8
6

L6

9
10 0
0 3
14 9
4, 9

6

5

5
0
9
3
8
u
0
10
6

7

4

a

0
4

1

24.

05
-'j

84
80
79
45
41
49
GL
82
70
100
87
26
100
S7
100
23
81
34
40
64
62
62

00

SCHEDULE Xll—coniinued.

Land Board District.

Moree .

Land District.

Class of Land.

a.

Ryhtonc
WcUington ...........^
Totals...........

|

Canipbelltown.......
Liverpool ...............
Metropolitan .......
^owra ...................
Parramatta ...........
Penrith...................
Picton ...................
Windsor .
Totals..... .........£
Grand Totals...

a.

d.
6
6
9

1 20

40,818

1 33

10,812 19

9

1,158

7

6

11

1 20

40,818

1 33

10,812 19

9

1,158

7

G

11

757
544

2 10
1 0

120 0
2,515 0
151 o
4,573 4
41,377 10
2,740 0
4,967 2
34,668 0
2,498 2
3,449 0

0
0
IS
4.
1
0
G
0
6
0

r. p.
3 0
3 0
1 13
0 0

294
3,145
1,439

r. p.
1 0
0 0
0 20

50.0G4

1 13

4,007

2

0

45,936

3 13

5, ITS

60,001

1 13

4,067

2

0

45,996

3 13

5,178

Suburban or Population Area
Country .................................
Country ..................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country .................. ............
Country ..................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country ..................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country ........... ........ ............
Country ..................................
Suburban or Popidation Area
Country......................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country ............................. .

837
2,033
]00
1,783
24,942
4,4 Ifi
4,443
23,434
2,120
3,320
408
48G
2,6/8
370

2 10
3 0
2 30
3 0
1 0
2 0
0 39
1 0
3 0
3 0
2 o
2 0
3 0
1 0
3 0

0
0

837
2,088
100
1,7G1
24,015
4,015
4,413
£0,612
2,126
3,207
468
1,688
43 6
2,673
378

2 10
3 0
2 30
1 35
1 0
3 0
0 7
1 0
3 0
3 0
2 0
2 0
3 0
0 0
0 0

80 0
1,544 2
100 2
1,365 1
22,235 3
966 3
2,570 3
19,205 1
1,200 0
2,264 0
463 2
1,097 1
355 0
2,015 2
378 0

Suburban or Population Area
Country ..................................

13,603
59,683

0 !)
0 30

32
4,314

2 37
2 0

13,530
55,373

1 12
2 30

8,329
47,518

0 27
1 30

73,251

0 39

4,347

0 37

63,904

0

2

55,817

2 17

0
2
2

2,020

3

7,350
96
40

1
2
0

0
0
0

2,497
96
298
48
100
118
609
11
1,579
1,625
61

0 0
2 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
3 20
2 0
0 10
2 0

Country........ .............................
Country............... '........ .............
Country..............................
Suburban or Population Area
Country......................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country ....................... .............
Suburban or Population Area
Country......................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country.....................................
Suburban or Population Area
Country................................... .
Suburban or Population Area
Country...................... ..........

1,CSS

9,371
96
93
271
471
552
262
1,430
1,008
137
2,5G5
4,632
140

0

0

1
3

0

0

o
0

y 20
0

r.
i

1 5
0 0
3 0
0 32
0 0

271
59

2 0
3 20
0 0

412

Percentage
of Area Amount recciicd Selected to
for
Area
Deposit Money.
available
for
Selection,

£
a.
564 2
7.555 14
2,693 2

1,350
26,779
32,155
5,711

27
927
400
0
2,872
.................
113

a.

Price ropresenied
by
Land Selected.

r. P2 0
3 0
0 33
0 0

p.
0
0
0
0

.

Area Unselectcd
|
on
(31 December, 1805

1,056
23,334
10.716
6,711

r.
0
0
2
0

Grand Totals,..
Sydney

a.

Area Selected.

n.
483
1,221
1,723
G10

Orvand Totals,

Mudgee ..
Orange ...

Area available
for
Selection.

r. P
3 0
3 0
3 13
0 0

.................. ...............
..............................
.................................
.................................

' Country .................................

JJathurst
Carcoar...
Cowra ...
Lithgow
Molong ...

Area, thereof since
included in Reserves
or otherwise
rendered unavailable
for Conditional
Purchase.

1,833
28,000
13,878
6,351

Country
Country
Country
Country

JBingswa...
Movec ...
Wariulda
"Walgcti...
Totals...............

Orongo

ToIrI Acreage in
Special Areas when
proclaimed.

4^

3
2

0
0
30
28
0
0
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

£
56 9
825 3
276 15

396
1,779
3,049
1,872
1,407
926
943

0
2
0
0
0
3
3

7
0
0
8
0
0
0

l.SOi

o

o

591
131
657

1

0
0
0

2,195
621
3,551
567

0
5
0
0

0
0
0
0

12
273
15
457
5,155
274
496
3,546
249
244,
202
219
62
355
56

5,201
7,855

0 25
1 0

17,901
87,893

9
4

4
9

1,790
9,931

13,056

1 25

105,797 14

4,852

3

2

2

0

d. Per cent..
3
21
3
13
0
10

0

0
0
2 \
6 6
3 11
0 0
14 3
14 0
16 3
18 0
18 o
10 b
2 6
2 0
14 0

ll

9
74

’inn
78
S3
24
58
93
56
70
Tnn
65
73
76
100

9
3

0

62

6

SB

1

11,721 12

6

81

4,019 10
193 o

0

401 19
19 c>

0
0

34
100

12
10
0
10
5
10
0
10
0

6
0

7
10
10
9
0
15
14
19
6

3

”72

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

69
33
22
29
384
4
411
531
12

0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0

9
71
100
62
100
74
85
44

40

0

0

114
504
40

0

0

0

0

373

1

0

566
3,007
79

1
3
1

0
0
0

593
339
225
294
3,840
47
4,117
5,319
123

o

0 0
1 10
3 0
2 13
1 0
3 10
3 0

123
1,311
8G
123
419

0 0
2 10
2 0
2 33
2 0

140
118
982
11
2,145
4,632
140

0 0
3 32
0 0
3 0
1 0
3 20
3 0
3 10
3 0

7,025
14,003

2
3

5
0

1,709
2,761

0 23
1 0

5,316
11,307

1 22
2 0

1,804
5,242

0 30
1 0

3,512
6,065

0 32
1 0

6,001
13,111

0

0

7

6

600
1,311

2
2

0
9

34
46

21,094

1

5

4,470

1 23

16,623

3 22

7,046

1 30

9,577

1 32

19,112

7

6

1,011

4

9

42

0

3 32

552

1 32

CO

00

SCHEDULE Xll—continued.

Land Board District.

Class of Land.

T^and District.

Area thereof since
in Kesen es
Total Auroago in included
or otherwise
Special Areas when rendered
unavailable
proclaimed.
for Conditional
Purchase.
n.

Tam wort] i

fl Suburban or Population Aren
!. Country
H Suburban or Population Area

Coonci barm bra n
G-urmcdah..........

Count ry

fi
iluminmdi .....
t.
fI
“■
............... ^
I'
Tamworth
rjY,tflic
J ........

/
t,

Suburban
Country
Suburban
Country
Suburban
Country

or Population Area
....................................
Or Population Area
or Population Area

Suburban or Population Area
Country ....................................

Grand Totals..,

Albury ................... ^ Suburban Area
Country......... ..
Cjotamundry .........| Population Area
Country ..............
Cootiiinxuidry} Central* Count ry...............
Corona ...................... | Country ............
Gundagai .................... Country................
Narrandora ................. Country...............
Tumbarumba ........... Country...............
Suburban Area
.........{ Population
Tumut
Area
Country...............
ITrana ..............*... £ Population Aren .
Country ..............
Wagga Wagga........ Country.,,..... .

Woggft TYngga

Totals ......... .

£ Suburban or Population Area.
Country.....................................

Grand Totals..

26 i
1,697
4,028
13,566
581
JLV'jJSo
39
36,316
11,140
60,372

r.
0

p.
O

0
0 26
1 O
2 0
0 0
1 23
3 0
0 38
0 21
0

a.

V.

3 10
0 31

2 2
3 so

143,780

31,487

1 32

0
1
l
3
1
3
2
1
2
1
2
3
2
3
0

0
3
17
10
0
10
0
0
10
34
10
0
30
23
10

4,708 0 0
7,704 2

0

2

0
0
0
0

10,770
819 i
14,342 2
1,874 2

Area Selected.

Area Undetected
on
31 December, ISSa.

iPercentago
| of Area
Price represented • Amount received Selected to
by
,
for
Area
Land Selected. | Deposit Money. 1 available
for
j Selection.

15,351
98,941

701
30,785

630
2 1,254
1,032
00,895
2,167
88,976
17,910
43,582
13,684
307
226
7,451
994
66,347
79,307

Selection.

20

0
0

16,053 1 12
129,727 0 24
1 36

available
for

r.
0
0
0
1
2
1
1
2
2
0

2 10

19,569 1
378 2
4,703 0

Area

261160
3,705
10,761
581
15,600
39
16.717
10,761
b5,6C9

P-

1.537 0 0
323 0 2
2,792 0 0
2,181

f

it.

p0

0.

0

160
3,371
8,131
12510,203
24
- 11,497
3,243
41,210

21
0
0
30
28
0
38
4

114,293 0 4

630
19,546
1,032
58,191
2,167
2S,2C6
17,141
23,739
11,810
307
226
2,903
334
48,769
72,187

0
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
0
1
2
2
2
2
0

0
3
17
10
0
10
0
0
10
34
10
0
10
28
10

r. p.
0
0
2
2
1
2
2
1
3

i
B.

264

r.

o P*o

£

E.

a.

£

0
13
14
0
11
8
11
1
19

0
4
2
0
s
4
3
8
9

24
S23
1,420
25
1.996
19
1,893
1,301
8,639

6-

a. Per Cent.

ioo

0
37
36
0
10
32
0
27
9

333
2,632
456
5,397
14
5,250
7,513
14,453

3 £7
2 4
0 0
0 20
2 30
0 0
1 11
0 35

6,769 3 16
71,203 ilS

3,581
27,737

3 31
3 19

21,727 3 4
139,727 16 10

2,172 14 4
13,072 15 0

44
72

77,973

0 31

36,319

3 13

161,455

10,145 10

1

68

175
16,649
566
51.574
1.842
25,752
16,817
17,237
9,218
20
166
2,743
294
41,642
65,204

2
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
2
0
2
2
2
1
0

454
2,897
466
6,617
325
2,454
324
11,502
2.591
2S7
60
160
40
7.127
6,982

1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
3

343
44,942
22,064
76.289
4,103
73.072
34,420
45,958
20,946
45
62
4,836
1,003
3,915
139,887

12
17
19
5
0
15
8
4
10
0
16
0
34
7
12

34
4,491.
2,206
7.623
410
7,307
3,412
4,595
2,094
4
6
4S3
100
391
13,988

•>
tJ

9
11
7
0
7
10
5
0
0
8
0
5
9
3

28
85
65
89
85
91
08
59
78
7
74
94
88
89
90

G

i

8

2,352 10 3
44,837 2 2

48
86

4-7,189 12

85

30
3
9
20
0
36
0
0
30
0
8•
0
10
0
22

10
0
8
30
0
34
0
0
20
34
2
0
0
28
28

240
8,235
14,202
251
19,964
198
18,921
13,042
86,393

0 2

6
C
2

10
0
10
4
2
0
0
8
0
2
0

0 0
li 4

5 5

2
9
16
3
4
18

17
5
9
13
4
5
0
16
13

10
5
12
7

0
2
10 .
2
2
0

91
75

21

65

61
69
30
74

4,3 JB
660
17,578
7,120

1
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

3,190 3 31
359,658 0 31

660
69,995

0
3

0
2,530
0 239.662

3 31
1 31

1,222 3 17
213,650 2 31

1,308 0 14
40,981 3 0

23,625
448,371

2

362,819

70,655

3

0 292,193

1 22

219,003

42.289

471.896

4 2

3 33 49,132 2 34J
253,863
20 218,701 0 37 1,383,833

0 3
5 7

25,373 4 7
140,497 19 01

65
75

3

5 10

165,871

3 74

74

0 22

2 8

3 14

G

10

15

5

CO

O

SUMMARY.
,

Totals

...

Grand totals for the,
Colony...............

Suburban or Population Area
Country........................................

155,215
1,346,925

3 CJ
2 11

14,931
336,145

0 19
1 17

1,502,141

2

351,076

1 36

0i

140,284
1,010,780

2 27-1
91,151
1 17 762,076

l.l&l ,0G5

0

■a

0

853,228 0 13 297,835

3li

1,637,696

Ol
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SCHEDULE 21H.
.
Rktujin giviug particulars with reference to applications received for Appraisement of Conditional Purchases in
Special Areas, under Section 30, C.L. Act of 1805.
Applications received.

Applications dealt with by L. L Hoard rhirina 1SB5.

I
Land Board District.

Land District.

No.

Z V -

l§=3

Total
number
dealt

Area,

i i?^. ■*?--5e

Area.

it

r||a

with,

1=4 a
Armidale

Bourko

Armidale...
Glen Inncs
Inveiell ..
Tenterfield
Walcha ...

2S
27
24
12
10

Total

lilt

15
0
t)
IS

1,917
613
3,857
425
890
647
I,077

3
2
0
1
0
0
2

102

9,458

1 13

Cocmamble
Dubbo ......
Warren ...

1
6
3!)

1,111

0

9,393

2 0

Total

46

11.305 2 0

30
5S
17

1
0
3
2
1
1

2 19

Maitland ....

2G
2
23

3 i
01
ft I
30 I
0
0
20

57
S3

Total . .

339

90,707

Booroa a . ,
G oulbum...
Gunning ..
Moss Vale
Yass ........
Young......

76
0
20
2
li!

150

2,512 1 20
26,321 2 7

Total

276

44,491

Bellingen..........
Casino..............
Grafton ..........
Kempscy..........
Lismore ..........
Murwillumbah

12,697 0 0
778 3 0
2,031 2 0

100 0 0

Total

191

20,320 2 20

Deniliquin
Hay ..........
Hiliston ...

219
47
6

SO,OS6 3 0
21,202 0 0
1,339 2 0

Total

272

102,028

0

24
1
12
l
1

1,817
1,358
170
216
2,572
150
2,072
223
84

67

8,660 0 0

Total
■ Refused, C.P. not having been confirmed.

13

■5.

r">

6

ss £
E^g,

3 3 j

60

20

3,458 0 33 I

=£o
g£

Total
Amount of
Increases.

0

£
1,215
2,Sll
3,139
785

s.
10
14
1
13

d.
6
3
0
6

£

s. d.

203 "6" 0

2

7,951 19 3

203 0 0

116 10 0
3

23

902 4 7
" 224’ie"il

1

/

""65’i’7
101 4

5 0 4

6
9

9

4
6

13

40

1,294 3 9

J4

19

1,001 10 0
371 10 0
507 15 0

4

821

^ y> P

. V CJ 2

io
25
19
1:

'425 V'so

15

Roducliuus.

iAS"

0

’"263 " 2 "0 |

5 0 4

40 0 0
40 0 0

7Gt 12,697
778
9
2,081
20
2
100
2,512
13
]f)5 26,303

1

0
0
0
0
20
0

i

8

7
13

13
2
5
142

345 16 10
13,031 3 9

S3

1S9

15,357 15

"s

ICO

0 0
7

0

2 0
3
2
0
2
3
2
0
1

0
3
2
0
1
2

44,473 0 20

0 27

7
24
96
12

7

15

1,917

■5 a)”®

0
0
0
30
30
30

4,917 0 0
839 O 0
898 2 0
3,231 3 0
9.319 1 ■20
1,115 0 0

Cassilis.......... .
Dungog .........
Gosford .........
Maitland.........
Muswellbrook
Scone ............
Singleton........
Strond............
Taree ............

45

26

1

of

y<Zu

p.
0
0
0
30

1,202

0

Parkes..............................

So

r.
3
3
2
2

Amount,

296 0 0

............

...............................

a.
2, SSI
3,961
3,750
1,263

Total

%

11,857 2 30

14,665
17,427
4,938
20,544
11,720
27,405

Barmedman..........
Barmcdinun East
Condobolin ..........
Grenfell

Hay.

12

1 0

Eorbes

Grafton

24

1,202

Bourke

Total.....

ioulbnrn

25

1 0

Bombala .....
Cooma.........
Kden .........
Milton.........
Moruya . .
Queanbcyan

LTorbes

IS

IS 051

Hega ........

IJubbo

r, p.
4/200 2 10
4,313 3 0
3.750 2 0
1,263 •2 30
4,432 3 0

'ZMS

■Sgi

0
20
0
0
0
20
0
0

0T
13

1,817 2 0
1,358 3 0

"e?
24i| I

’

216 "0 "o
2,572 2 0

4S 0 0
189 0 0
S

12

2,072 2 20

10

61

8,037

25

1 20

t Three applications disallowed.
i Four applications Mere withdrawn.
U One application was withdmwr' and one disallowed.

231 16

7 1

5

53 S 2

"432 " 9" 2

901

5 0

5

53 S 2

§ Two applications were disallowed.
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SCHEDULE Xm—continued.
Applications rtealfc with by L. L. Tloarri during 181)5-

Applications received.

I'“go
c.
Total
munber!

Land District.

Land Bo^rd District,

No.

dealt
with.

Area.

Hi!
IIs *1 SB

Total Amount of
Reductions.
|

3

Bathurst ................
Cowra ..........................
Lithgow ......................
Molong..^ a.....................
Mudgee ......................
Orange..........................
Rylstone.....................
Wellington.................
Total .........

Sydney .

59

15,737 2 20

11

Total
Orange

46

a. r. p.
640 0 0
2,817 1 20
12,280 1 0

2

Bingara .
Warialda.
Moree ....

Moree,

Campbelltown ..........
Penrith ......................
Windsor

7 1,092
78 16,667
3
157
83 17,237
2,253
15
186
3
1,034
S
1,695
6
203 40,323
19
6

Gumicdah ..................
Murrurundi.................
Narrabri.....................i
Tumwortli .................. |
Total .

Wagga Wagga ..

Albury..........................
Cootanumdra.............
Cootannmdra, Central.
Corowa......................... i
Gundagai.......................'
Karrandera...................*
Tumbarumba..............
Tumut...........................1
Urana ............. ...........
Wagga Wagga .........
Total ........... ,

0
1
o
2
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0

1,652
238

0 0
0 0
132
30

i — c

Total
Amount of
Increases.

£ b. d.

102 2 0
108 2 0
117 0 0

in
5
3

1,652 0 0 |
238 0 0
132 1 30

19

2,022 1 30

22

3

10 2 0

’ Tis

o

15 17 0

1,672 3 10
4,530 2 0
20,S9S

106

27,356 0 30

03
199
5
102
04
47
32

11,949
40,321
1,842
16,684
13,034
15,017
8,136
2,021
32,429
53,245

107
221

s -s «

328 0 0

1 30

12
30
1
123

13

r
i+
2+

0 20

2,022

Total ......
Tftmworth ,

0 0
1 20

£ b. d.

r. p.

2 Sc
= $1
sis

2

254

0

1 20

3 10
2 0

1 0

0 25
3 0
31

0
0
UJ
12

4+

693 3 0

It

90 0 0

S53 194,682 3 12i

Grand Total ..... 2,7)6 592,953 0 314 517
" Application refused, the C.P. having been confirmed after passing of Act of 1895.

783 3 0
72,202 3 13

130

358

25,637 11

4

261

8 0

t Applications refused, not having been lodged within prescribed i

SCHEDULE XIY.
Return showing tho ^Number o£ Ccrtiftciitcs issuod during tho your 1805 (in connection with Conditional Pmclntsos

under the Kcpenlod Acte) with the Number of Amended Certificates issued on account of alterations.
Number of Certificates .......................................... ......................... ....................
Number of Amended Certificates ...... ...............................................................

960
2

Total ............................................................................

952

SCHEDULE XV.
Return showing Number of Transfers of Conditional Purchases received from 1st January to 31st December, 1895,
and the Number dealt with, inclusive of those on hand, during that period.
Number of Transfers received ............................................................................................................. 8,501
,,
„
intimated to Treasury ................................ ..................................................... 8,243
„
Conditional Purchases thereby transferred .................................................................... 10,009*
„
„
„
actually transferred ..................................................................... 11,517
„
Transfers upon which stamp duty was paid ...................................................................... 3,202
Amount of stamp duty paid thereon—
Paid through Lands Department...................................................... £3,717 16 01 n. ,.,,
0
Pa.d pr,or io lodgment ......... ....................... .................................. £755 16 0 j
^
Number of Transfers registered in Registrar-General's office .......... ............................................... 8,247
,,
,, ■
in Registrar-General's office awaiting registration ................... . .................
Nil
„
Crown Solicitor's certificates received ..... . ..........................................;.......................
450
„
Notices despatched, informing parties, Crown Land Agents, and Chairmen of Local
Land Boards of registration of transfers..........................................
.............. 12,729
" Include! Conditional Purchases transferred more than once during the year.
ciroTT-ni'iTrr -ci

_jp

SGHxjDULE
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SCHEDULE XVI.

Ketubs showing the Number of Transfers intimated to the Treasury, the Number of C.P’s. included therein, and the
actual Number of C.P’s. and area thereof transferred during the year ending the 31st December, 1895.
Land Dutrict and Land
Hoard District.

Armidnle—
Armidale.....................
Glen Inncs.................
Inverell ...................
Tenterfield.................
Walcha .....................
Tofnl.................

No. of
of
Tm in No.
fers. C.P's.

ft.
408
92
243
42
91

992
184
477
SS
209

876 1,950
13
11
3
5
2

15
14
5
11

Total.................

34

47

71
70
48
189
32
39
39
353

2

174
153
153
412
77
43
87
430

103,684
23,149
41,213
9,618
28,773

1
2
1
1
0

9
7
20
27
6

70S
161
299
78
]7G

206,438 2 29

1,512

0
0
0
0
0

13
13
4
11
2

12,915 3 0

43

4,726
6,202
418
1,399
80

89,350 2 33

1,114

Dubbo—
Coonamble
Dubbo ...
Kjngan ...
Warren .

223
365
76
30!)

339
246
95
142

81,854
41,565
34,070
49,312

Total

573

822

Forbes—
Barmedman
Condobolin .
Eorbes ......
Grenfell ....
Parkes ......

. 73
70
152
76
135

107
110
245
143
202

Total .

506

807

186
155
304
63
108

456
340
2S9
89
259
399

Total
Grafton—
Bellingen ................
Casino.........................
Grafton .....................
Kcmpsev....................
Lismore .................... .
Mnriviilumbah ........ .
Port Macquarie........ .
Total.............

798 1,832

57

8,387
9,445
7,611
31,024
3,078
1,769
3,566
24.466

1
0
0
2
0

3
l
2
1
1
3
1
2

1
1
3
1

32
31
24
0

212
IOC
70
117

206,803 0 7

505

0
O
14
0
20

145
66
175
87
151

173,529 3 34

624

27,980
26,914
46,33 6
14,931
55,387

34,893
17,259
14,979
4,453
14,845
40,501

0
2
0
3
2

2
0
2
2
3
0

33
21
5
22
12
18

294
24 L
172
65
187
316

126,932 3 31

1,275

1
0
3
2
2
2
0

71
68
169
56
32

79
98
121
118
247
83
48

5,439
17,382
0,210
8,495
15,350
7,962
8,307

10
0
O
10
8
4
0

67
91
104
96
171
64
37

507

794

67,147 2 32

630

Hay—
Balranald ................ .
Dcniliqmu ................ .

Hny..........................
Hiliston ................... .
Wcntuoi'lh ........... .
Tctal ..............

347
MS
7
21

6
459
190
11
31

527

697

4

180
78,426
55,359
3,501
5,683

0
2
2
1
3

Cassilis

........................................

Dungog .....................
Costord ......................
Maitland......................
Muswellbrook...............

Newcastle ..................

621 3,520

Young .....

No.

of

C-Vb.

0
26
0
0
0

3
278
‘ 123
9
21

143,151 0 26

434

Paterson............. ........
Kinmnnd Terraoe .....
Scone ..........................
Singleton......................
Strond..........................
Taree ...........................
Wollombi
.........
Total......... .

95
25
22
9
79
4
6
1
167
68
15
99
11

207
61
37
11
243
5
10
1
496
138
34
169
24

601 1,436

of C.P’s.
actually
transferred.

No.

Area actually
transferred.
n.

133
99
115
284
51
SO
67
335

Goulburn—
Boorown ..
Goulburn
Gunnins, ,
Moss Vale
Toss..........

No. of
Trans
fers.

r. p

36
35
18
33
28
35
10
23

Total.................

Land District and Land
iioard District.

Mnitlnml —

Bourko—
Bourke .....................
Brewnrrinn.................
Cobar .........................
Wilermnia .................
Willyamfl .................

Cooma—
Bcga ..... ..................
Bombala......... ...........
Braidwood........ ........
Cooma.............. ..........
Eden .........................
Milton ...... ................
Moruva .....................
Queanbcyan ..... .......

Xo. of C.P's
actually
transferred.

Area actually
transferred.

19,793
2,981
1,2-10
251
11,603
238
548
500
31,503
9,908
4,090
9,219
827

r. Pi
2
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
2
3
0

0
20
0
0
25
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
0

137
47
20
5
174
4
6
1
384
117
28
122
18

92,704 1 25

1,063

Morse —
Bingara ..
Moree ......
Wnlgctt ..
Wanalda...

53
92
26
55

103
130
36
81

10,969
39,023
16,778
16,331

0
3
0
2

0
0
0
0

68
104
28
65

Total

224

349

82,101

1

0

255

85
115
78
42
417
107
54
32
100

199
267
188
99
929
212
120
69
209

9,902
18,817
14,140
4,135
69,724
12,449
4,766
4,617
13,388

0
2
1
1
3
3
2
2
0

31
33
28
0
21
0
11
2
33

Orange—
Bathurst.....................
Carcoar ......................
Cowra..........................
Lltligow.......................
Molong .....................
Mudgee .......................
Orange .................
Btltiono ............................

’Wellington..................

Total.................. 1,030 2,292

Sydney—
Campbelltown ..........
Kiama.........................
Xowra .....................
Parramatta.................
Penrith ......................
Pielon..........................
Windsor .......................
Wollongong..................

8
S
46
11
1
34
14
6

13
14
73
12
1
43
17
10

Total..................

123

Tam worth—
Coonabarabran ... .....
Gumicdah ................. :
Murrurundi ..............
Narrabri......................
Tamwortb ..................

89
129
50
115
330

Total

Wagga Wagga—
Albury.............. ;..........
Oootamnndra .............
Cootamilndra Central..

Corowa ...... .............
Gundagai...................
Narrandora.................
Tumbarumba.............
Tumut.........................
Urana.........................
Wagga Wngea ..........
Total............
Guam) Total.

151.842 1 39

1,458

0 0
0 0
3 20
1
0
0 0
2
0
0
0
0 0

4
9
49
11
1
39
16
6

1S3

11,541 2 20

135

163
228
138
164
677

22,391
36,397
13,925
35,038
45,943

VIA 1,870

1,443
382
4,317
631
640
2,906
916
305

130
187
122
72
519
101
76
64 •
127

3
0
1
3
1

22
10
28
0
15

101
161
126
131
410

153,716 1 35

929

302
223
46
285
327
121
66
198
181
242

35,853
19,772
7,285
40,1 ft
30,120
2S,32S
6,953
16,459
37,838
46,068

3 1
1 29
0 0

211

1 0

79

2 10

4a
145
137
192

3,099 1,991

268,835

0 15

3,480

8,243 10,099 1,785,011

1 11

11,537

176
96
13
178
115
95
36
94
127
169

3 23
0 36

2 36
3 0
2

0

148
46
382
295

49
43
SCHEDULE XVII.
JfexintN showing Number and Area of Conditional Purchases declared forfeited during the year 1895 for
non-fulfilment of the required conditions.
Ordinary Lands.

Special Areas,

Laud Board Disti lot
and
Land District.

Original.

No.

970
200
570
8
G95
9 . 1.270

Total

24

Cooma—
Brga ........
Jiombala.....
Cooma.........
Eden .........
Milton.........
Moruya ......
Qupnnbeysm

No.

14

Dubbo—
Coonatnblc .
Dnbbo........
Eyngan ....

Area.

No.

r. p,

72G 2

0

3,711

0

826 2

0

190
100
400
571

0
0
0
2

No.

Area.

a.

r. p.

8
2I
1
1
3,
15

3,089

2

GOO
2,590

241 0
192 2

.......

1

433

........

| -

3,940 0

G-onlburn—
Burrmvn..............
T
Groulburn ......... i 4
Gunning............... 1
Moss Vnlo ........... 3
Yass....................... 5
Young.................. | 2
t
16

Grafton—
,
Bollingcn ...........
Casino...................
Grafton ...............
Lismore ...............
Mnrwithimbah ...
Port Macquarie ...
33

1

50
232
130
330
1,150
140

0 , 7
3
9
0 ..
0 j 2
0 I 6
0 ...

2,032

3 | 24

0
0
0
O
0

34

4,971

0

0

2
2
15
5
1
1
6

190
135
1,280
837
84
291
798

0
0
0
0
0
1
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

32

3,665

3

0

0

0
2
0

1,113
320
1,950

3
O
0

0
0
0

0

13

3,383

3

0

3
9
1
2
3

700
2,671
2
207
754

0
0
0
0
0

0
O
0
O
0

1

4,334

0

0

1 12

8
13
1
7
11
3

663
1,044
130
970
1,645
14-5

3 0
2 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 13

0

1 12

43

4,508

2 12

40 0

170 2 0

300 "o

'Vi'o "o

9
10
10

S
2

1
12

790
3,112
1,570
750
380
200
1,667

0
0
0
0

0
O
O
0

50

8,470

1

0

2

2

0

35

0 0

2

»*« ...

.....

35 O 0

315 2 0
84 0 0
291
450
2

74

74

0

...j
. .
...j

.......
........
.......

-j

........

-1

........

0

294

81
2

0 0
0

0

...........

207 O 0
4i 0 0

100

294 0 0

0 0

C13 3 0
811 3 0
270 0
5

2,290 2

459
346
260
340

0
1
0
0

0

0
O
O
0

270

2,000

1

0

.......

...

.......
........

| 1 ...
1
i

...

...!

........

•••1

........

...... .

4
4

595 O 0
12

294

100 0 0

370 0 ”o
495 0 O

r. ]>.
0
O
0
2
2

i

ii

5,825

ft.
970
300
811
837
2,002

x

580 0
2,653 2
790 O
490 0 i
40 0 ,
200 0
1,072 0

Kempsey..........

r»

........

1

Area.

6
3
5
4
16

'

Tolal ...........' 10

No

Are*.

n.
i ...
j ...
j ..

3

760 0

i

r.

1

oo

12

No.

.......
......
.......

740 0 0

1,886 3

resi'loniiaL

Aren.

ft.

Total.

Non-

Additional.

ioo o ”o

1,670 0

2

Total

No.

Original.

5
819 3
2
320 0
5 I 1,950 0

Total

Total

Area.

0
0
0
0
0

31-8 2

Total

Eorbos—
Barmedmnn, East
Condobolin.......... j
Eorbns..................
Grenfell
Partes...................

Area.

ft.

Armidale—
Armidalc....
O-lon 1 nncs.
Jnvcvcll ....
Tent crfirl ri ,
Waleha ....

Non-rrsidentlal.

Additional.

400 0

244 2

0

■

1

0
0
0

50
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SCHEDULE XYII—continued.

Land Board District
and
Land District.

Special Areas.

Ordinary L&nds.

I

Total.

1

Original.
No.

Additional.

Area.

No.

1

Area,

1

No. |

Area,

No.

Additional.

Original.

Non- resUlenti il.

^No.

Area.

j

|

Non*
residential.
No.

Area.

No.

Area.

Area.

r. j
a.

Hay—
3)emliqum
Hay.........

i
2
i

HillBtOE ..

Total

4

47
99G
450

1,493

a.

r. P-

a.

3
0*
0 ...

,

r.
3

a.
993

r. p3

t

' ' 1
1
3 |

3*

a.

r.

r.

a.

1
1
-j.......

0

...
1
j

a.

•
993

3

0

r. p.

4
2
1

1,041
996
450

2
0
0

0
0
0

7

2,487

2

0

l
2
1
1
2
8
2

150
128
72
270
410
480
664
280

0 0
0 0
0 30
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

21

2,454

0 30

6
4
1
10
6
2
6

682
563
320
835
1,193
398
122
479

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

39

4,593

1

0

5
2
7
3
6
12

285
82
475
140
690
620

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

35

2,292

0

0

21

0
2
0
0

0
4
0
0

4

1
j

Maitland—
Dungog ..............
G-oaford ..............
Muswellbrook......
Kavninrid Terrace
Scone ..................
Strond..................
Tarec ..................
Wollombi ..........

1
!

1

50

i
1

o

2

80

o

1
2

60
280

o
0

0

470

0

1

72

2
2
G

330
4£0
524

ii

1,406

150
78

0
0
1

0 30 o
n
0

0
o
o

i

270

0

1

80

o

4

578

0

i

.

i

Total

0 30

■

1

Orange—
Bathurst.
Careoar
Cowra ....
Lithgow .
Molong ,
Mudgee .
Orange ,
Bylstone .

1
3
1
6
3
2
2
3

53
363
320
505
1 000
' 90
122
209

2t

Total

21

2,663

3
1
2
1
4
5

190
40
184
40
470
260

0
o
0
0
0
0

16

1,184

0

2

100

0

Sydney—
Campbell to™ ...

Nowra ......... :

Parramatta..........
Penrith .............
Picton..................
Windsor...............
Total

Tnmworth—
Coonabarobran ...
Gunnedab ..........
Barrabri..............
Tamv.’ortli ..........

4
1

395
200

1
0

0
0

4 ,
2
i

330
103
102

o
1
1

0
o
0

2

270

0

0

It 14

1,490

3

0

0
o
1
o
0
2
0

1

1
1
233

...

0

1
.

!

1

46

0

2

160

0

0

1

46

0

3

393

1

0

2

95

0

1
1

2

42

220

o

0

o

212
450

0
0

1

3

7

762

0

1

262

100

0

0

4
i

211
GO

0
0

7

360

0

12

631

0

0

...
3

o 1 ...

0

i
i

80
40

0
0

2

120

0

_

2

95

0

0

1

7

2

4

.......

0

3

!

9

869

2

4

780
438
408
787

3

0

...
100

i

100
7
312
450

I

1

Total

5

........

0

....

...

1

7

2

4

........

...

!

Wagga Wftgga—
Albury ..............
Cootamundra......
G-undagai ..........
Narrandora..........
Tumbarumbn......
Do
Nortli
Tumut..................
Wagga Wagga ...

1
3
1

320
340
150

0
0
0

2
1

6

886

o

1

80
505

0

2

2

2

I
180
320

4
i

709
152

Total .

14

2,281

2

8

1,361

Total

177

29,123

2

97

11,724

0

o

0
0

2

o

0

0

4
1

1

310
08
78

0 0 1 150
2 10
1 0 1 ...
1 467

0

,
:
<

3

|

2 0

7

486 3 10

2

617

3

4

691

3

1
6
1

80
1,215
152

0 0
2 10
1 0
3 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

31

4,747

2 10

46,867

1 16

7
4
2
6

886

j 27
1 30 1 24

2,358

2

2,565

0 26

3

414

0 j332

*i
* Includes one C.P., WO acrosj made under C.L.A. Act ot 1861.

t Includes one C.i’., 531 acres, under C.L. A. Act Ot 1801.

SCHEDULE XVIII.
Retuhjj showing Number and Area of Conditional Purchases declared forfeited during the year 1S95 for non-payment of balance, interest, or instalment of purchase money.
(Jrowi) Tiftnds Act of ISStCrown Lands Alienation Act ot 1501.
Ordinary Lands.
Land floarrl District
and
Land DislricL

Section 15.

No. 1
1

Section 14.

No. |

ArCft.

No,

i
a.

Tot nl

180

r.

p.

a.

227
0 0 i ,,, 1
0

0

1,370 2 27

Bourie—
Wilcaonia.
'VYillyama .

80

Totul

0

80 0

3 1

0

No.

No.

Area.

|
ft,

!

^ No.
No

Area.

No

Area.

|

Area.

No

Area.

f

r. p.

870
320

Area.

Total.

Section 47.

Section 42

Section 20.

Total

Sect Lon 22.

Section 21.

Area.

Annidalc-—

Armidalc ...................... 3
Glen Innes
...............
1
Invcrell .................................
TenterJieM ................... ! 3

Sect ion If).

r.

40
276

6 0
0 0

316

0 0

120

0

0

120

0

0

r. p.

220

0

0

220

0

0

a.
r. p.
1,390 2 27
400 0 0
276 0 0
280 0 0

ioo "o'’o

410 0 0

...

02

0

a.

a, r, p.
300 0 0
40 0 0

p.

2

02

0
0

0

16 2,316

!

0

2 27

172

0

0

120

0

0

292

0

0

a.
r. p
460 0 0
300 0 0

760

a.

0 0

r,

a.

p,

150
40
156
40

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

386

0

610

r. p.
0

0

340 0 0
156 0 9
40 0 0
1,146

9

0

9

Ot
Cooma—
BegaV.............................. , 4
Braidwood....................... j ..
Eden ...............................i ...
Milton ,,,

'I

220

0 0

1

40

0

0

260

0

0 ,

40

0

0

80 0 0

1

212

0

0

40 0 0

10
2

472

0

0

120

0

0

40

0

0

632 0

0

1 1

50

0

0

1 t

50

0 0

50 0

0

50

0

I - 1"

Total

.1

5

Qonl burnBurrow a ..............................
Q-oulburn .......................
2
Gunning ..............................
Total ....................... |

Grafton—
Bellingen ..................
Casino ....................... '
Kcmpscy ...................
Port Macquarie ...........
Total

2

744 2

1 1

H —I

0

40

0 0 '

1

80

0

0

6

252

0

0

13

-I-

0

i

...

744

744 2 0

2

744 2

0
0

40

0

0

210

0

0

627

1

0

907

1

0

40 0
80 0
120

0

0
0

100 0 0

0

100 0 0 I 0

3
4 ,

180
320
027
1,127

0 0
0 0
1 0
1

0

I
..
230 0
239

0

0
0

0 0

617

378 0 0

617

878

0
0

0
0

46
640
139
610
1,465

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0

0

1

50 0

0

■' i ..........
50

0

0

46
640
189
640
1,515

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0

0

Ol

SCHEDULE XYIII—continued.

to
CrOM'Ti Lamia Act of 1684.

Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1801.
Ordinary Lands.
Jjftitd Ooftrd Disttict
and
Land District.

Section 1ft.

Area.

Xo.

it. r. p.
130 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0

Matiliiiid—
Cnssilis ..........................
3) lingo".................................

G-osford..........................
Mnitlund ......................
Mu'iivcllbrook ..............

v.

ii.

No.

r.

p.

320

«

0

0

40

6

0

I.

Section 20.

Total.

Area.

No.

No.

r. p.

Section 22.

Section 21.

p.

Section 42.

Area.

Area.

a. r. p,
40 0 0
................

a. r. p.
250 O 0
40 0 0
80 0 0

2

87

0

0

ICO

0

0

0

40 0
140 f
216 0

0
0

120

0

Orar ge—

176

Bat.liurhl,
Cai’COnr ..

159
80

2
0

O
0

Muilgpi;..

101 0 0

Orange

102

2

0

Inl.bgoiv..
Llolong ..

..

Hyhtone
13

Total ....

75

2 2G

57S

2 26

0

0

100 0 0
47

0

0

...

4

860

0 0

1
1
5
3

0

0

40 0 O
40*" 0***0
210

6

0

370

0 0

282

3

4

21G

0

393

0 0

2

240 0
821 2

14

5

9

371

0

102

2

4

152

1 23

40

2,143

1 23

2

323

0

0

"i

40

0

5

400

0

0

i

16

2 37

0

li

551

2 37

!

290

0 0

2no 0

O'

4

............

2

1,140 0 0
60 0 0
...............

10
...

9 11,693

0

fl. r; p.
279 0 0

6

a. r.
413 1

2

135

2

135

0

r0
0

SO

0

0

0

0

0

0

87 0 0
44 2 0
56 3 0

44
56

2
3

f9

2

0

405

0

0

291
139
640

0
3
0

0
0
0

40

0

0

100 b

0

100 0

40 O O
115 3 0
210

0

2

0

NcivcueIIo.........................................

Sboynioiitl Terrace...,,.,.
Strond ..........................
Tnree..............................
Wollombi ......................

No.

a. r. p.
94 1 0
SO

'I'otjil

Section 47,

1

100 0 0

18 1,113

3

0

200

0

0

40

b

o

249 0

40
375

414 0

16

1,101 3

0

40 0 0
...............

7
£
IS
1
1
1
1

6S7
139
1,680
60
40
40
103

0
3
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

0

1

0

............
...............
..........................

40

0

0

28

2,746

320 0

0

.'•.20
200

619

2

0

62

2

0

1
1
10
l

175

1

0

6

659
62
371

0

14 1,177

1

0 ’ 19

1,613

9

20 ,1,731

1

0

Sydney—

OamjibelHoivn .
Jiiiimn ............
ParmiuaUii.

40 0

..

Penritb............
Windsor ........

. .
i

196

Total
Tamwortli—
Gunnedah .
Niiri’abri .
Total .....
Total.

0

156 bo

38

180

0

0

180

0

0

3,062

3 13

Gbaud Total

363 O

0 , 11 .

01G

0

0

30

40 0

0

40 0

0

1,913 2 37

40 0

0

0

0
0

0

... 1

1
•

0
1

0

180 0 0
220

510

0 0

181 Conditional Purchases.

93 7,365
Area

0

0

2 10

33

5,204 0 0

35 2,364

3

16,665 acres 2 roods 19 perches.

88 9,300 0 9

o

47
SCHEDULE XIX.
Hkturn’ for the year 1SS)5, showing tlic number and area of Conditional Purchases and Conditional Leases validated
under Iho 138th section of the Crown Lands Act of 1881, and of Conditional Purchases validated under the 44th
section of the Crown Lands Act of 1895.
Crown lands Act of 1SS4.
Conditional Purchases.
Land District.

yo. or
Conditional
Piu-diascs.

Crown Lands Act of 1895.
Conditional Lease.

Area.

No of
Conditional
Leases.

Land District.

•Armirliilo ...... .
Uomlobaliu ..........
Dungog.................

Area.

Coroffn .....................
Wagga Wajuni..........

1
i

]30
aoo

Miliou

.. .

Total..................

2

TS9

Tumiit

................

Total ..............

8

No. of
Conditional
Purchaser

Land District.

acrcH.
i
i
i
1
0
1
i

ncic*.

Conditional Purchases.

mo

coo
80
ISO
160
1 920
’l8ul
3,730*

Albury .................
Arinidrtle .............
Comlobulin .........
CooUuntmdra ......

a.
115
320
600
320
93
40

T.

0
0
0
0
f>
o
40 0
85 2

i
i
i
2
2
1
1x

Q-unctngni ..............

Area.

l

P*
0
0
0
0
o
o
0
0

Monivu..................
PnrkcB ..................

i
2
<■>

40 0 0
1,088 1 0
548 o o

Vr algcU,..................
Soung ..................

1
6

226 0
274 2

0
2

Total..............

23

3,870 3

2

SCHEDULE XX.
EiCTunrr (showing Increases and Decreases in Areas of Conditional Purchases during 1895.
The Crow n Lands Alienation Act
of 1881.

The Crown Lands Act of 13S4.
Land Uoarx] District,

Land District.
Incrcaso in Areas.

Ai'juidale.

Bourto
Cooma

Dubbo

Porbes

Goulburn

Grntf1<m

j^rinklalo ........................................
GJcn bmps......................... .. , ,
[nvurplj .......................................
Tenicriicld...................................
"Wnlrha ....................................
hrcwurrinii. Enst.............................
Cobnr ...... .....................................
Wilcnnnia ...................................

Begii...... ..........................

Eombala........................................
ii raid wood .................................... ■
Cooniu .............................................
Milton...... ............*......................
Moruya ........................................
Queiinbeyan .................................
Coomunbie ....................................
Dubbo............... ..........................
Nynguti .......................................
\V arren ........................................
Dsinnedman East .........................
Eorbcs ..................... ...................
GronfeH .......................................
Parkcs ...........................................
Poorowfi ....................................
Goulburn....................................
G’niminir ....................................
Moss Vale ...................................
Ya«P..................................... ........
^'oung...........................................

11. r.
152 3
22 ]
83 0
37 0

V0
0
0
0

Decrease in Arcub.

11.
7
30
242
5
115

r.

0
2
2
3
n

]>•
0
0
0
0
0

MaiBniid

a.

3

r,

p.

0 0

e 3 2i
23 2 0

0 i o
2 0 0

10
8
22
So

0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0

32 3
77 2
36 1
0 3

0
0
0
0

11
5

0 0
3 0

16

2 0

10 0 0
30 0 0
5
12

o

0 1 4
6 0 0
0 3 0
94
G
49
0

2 0
0 0
2 0
£ o

17

1
160

0

74

0
3
3
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

5
50

0
2

0
0

1

15

26

3

....
...

o
272
350
68
4

0
0

0 o
0 0
0 0
1 0
2 o

104 0 0
3 2 0
4

3

124

2

2

2

3 0

7

0

0 0 29
2 0 0
2 1 IS
8 3 20

0

6
12
9
5
2
4

3 32
1
2
2

21

1

0
0
0
0

23
13

3
2

0
0

2
60
5
3
2

3 22
0 0
1 0
1 0
2 0

0
3

16
0
0
38
0
10
10
15
0

0

2
0
1

0

2
2
1
2
3
1
0
3
0

____ ^

o

2 10

0

5
2
1
31
0
4
0
36
2

....
no 0
52 2

OllSLIIO .a...................................................................

U»y.......

U-. i'. p.
2 3 0

0 0

HfOlingpu.........................................

Grafton ......................................
Kcmpscy..................................... .
Lismoro ........................................
M urwillumbali .............................
Porb Macquarie ............................
Dcniliquin ....................................
Hny...............................................
UiliEtan ......... .......... .......*........
Cassitis...........................................
Dnnpog ......................................
Gosford .....................................
Mnsw cllbrook................................
Scone ............................................
Singleton.......................... .............
Stroud...........................................
Tarco ............................................

Decrease iii Areas.

Increase In Arens.

0

22
1

0

0 30

2

1
25
1G
i

2
3
2

0
0
0
1 21

1

0

0
0
17
25
0
0

36 2 1H
29 2 8

0

2

1

2
0
2
1
0
1

3 20

2 10
12 0
|

19 0 0
0 2 0

|

0 3 0

54
48
.SCHEDULE
The Crown Lands Alienation Act
of 1861.

Tho Crown Ijmths Act of 1SS4.

1

Land Board District.

Land District.
Increase in Areas.

Increase in Areas.

Decrease in Arras,

Decrease in Area*.

,
a.
Morcc..........................................
Moree .................. .........................
Warialda ... .....................................
Walgett ................. .
. .. .. 4...

2
1
0
2
3
0
2
0
1
3
0

233
23
104
2
15
2
9
49

Mudgae ........................................
Orange...........................................

n.

r. P4

18,'.
35
68
33

0
0
0
0
0

Coonabarabran . . . ...................
G-utmedah .....................................
Murrurundi......................................
Narrabn .....................................

0

n

0

0

Atbury ........................................

0

22

n

3
23 3
117 3
0 2
7
95

2

3
.

r. P-

a.

0 20

0
10

.

49 3
9 0

r. p.

....

7

1

0

2
8

0 12
0 0
2 0
3 0
0 20
0 0

1

0

2

3

0
0

4

2

i>
7

3

0

0 0
2 22

2
0

3
3

0
0
0
0

0

1

0

0

0 0
0 30

0

0

1

0

100

3

0
0
0

3

1

0

i

120

4.
3 0
3 3 0
46 0 0

308
232

0

69

1
1
2

0
0
0

0

2 38
3 0

30

2 18

16
8

3

0
2
11

1 0
0 0

..

0

3 0

3

0

.

6

G-RAXB TOTALS
Crown Lands Act of IflSA
Increase in Area. .....................................................................................................................
Decrease
..............................................................................................................................

0

14 1 O
1 1 0
3 0 20

0

86
16
376

0

1 0
3 0

16

0 0
2 0
1 20
1 0
0 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
33

Tnmworth .................................

a.

r. p-

2S0
218
118
122
1

0 0

a. r. p.
2,04-7 3 10
3,86" 2 16

Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861.
Increase in Area ............. .................... .................... ........... ....... ....................................
Decrease
it
.......... ...................... ....... *............................................... .......................

a* r. p.
IS-t 0 25
511 2 12fc

Total Increase in Area ............. ....... .......................*..........................*............... ...............
Total Decrease
„
.........................................................................................................

S.lVl 3 35
4^379 0 28J

SCHEDULE XXL
Summary of particulars relating to the number and area of Conditional Purchases in existence on the
31st December, 18954

a.

dumber and area selected up to Slst December, 1894, after deducting
number and area cancelled, forfeited, lapsed, disallowed, and for
which deeds have issued.......................................................................... 147,965
1,761
Number and urea applied for during 1895 ..................................................
Leas net decrease due to disallowances forfeitures, &.C., as below ...............
„ number and area for which deeds were issued during 1895 .............

No.

Area,

Particulars.

857

790

20,316,606
253,431

t,

Area.

p

a.

3 28
0 12

20,570,038 0

140,716
125,960 3 4
178,015 2 23

0

t

1

Number and area in existence on Blsfc December, 1895 ..............................

1,647

303,976

1 27

14-8,069

20,266,061

2 13

22,610

2,648,329

2 23

Number and area of conditional purchases for which deeds hare been
issued up to 31flt December, 1895 ................ ...................................

-

!

Area..

Particulars.

P-

r.

Area,

I
Disallowed during I89f»................................................................................................ .........................................................................................
Declared forfeited during 1895
..................................................................................................................................................................
Decrease In area {Schedule XXX) ............................................
.............................................................
............
Converted into homestead selections
..................................
.......................................
. . •
Reversals
Reversals
Reversals
Reversals

of
of
of
of

forfeiture
forfeiture
forfeiture
forfeiture

for non-payment—Crown Lands Alienation Act, 1881............................................
for non-payment—Crown Lands Act, 18S4
....................
.........................
for reasons other than non-payment—Crown Lands Alienation Act, 1861
for reasons other than non-jiaymeiit—Crown I^ands Act of 18S4
..

Reversals of 'Oidaticc
...
.
............
...................................................................................................
increase in area (Schedule XXX).............................................................................
.............................................................

Net decrease in number and area due to disallowances, forfeitures, &c.

446
513

68
1
28

a.

r. p1 16
2 8 35
4,379
1,327

U37

0 2$
0 0
1 10
O 0
0] 360

2,171

3 35

5,424
3,814
515

902

r

p.

138,833

X 39

12,922

2 35

123,1)00

3

4

49
SCHEDULE XXII.
Return giving particulars with reference to Applications received for Homestead Selections during 1895.
Blocks applied for during
1395.

Blocks made available during
1895.
Land Board
District,

Land District.

Aunuot rent. No.

No.

Annidalc.

Bourko

Bourko.
Cobar .

.,

Total

Cooma

fiO

d.

a.

r, p.

592

2

0

11 2 2

278

2 20

40S
5,204

1
2

0
0

204
1)60

0 20
0 0

5.602

1

0

l,fl91

3

0

Duhho

0
3

!)
7

10

7 | 12

04 15

0 j

1

30

0

0

21

9

2

ft

423

3

0

Total

3,247

0 20

SG

4 11 |

0

453

30

Coonamblc
I)ublH>............
Warren ,..

196
4B9
0&5

3 11
O 24
2 9

0
15
20

4
0
9

7
0
2

2

42 19

9

Total............

1,341

4

S

£

s.

d.

5

4

C

50

O

0

1,280
489

0 0
0 24 .

1,769

0 24

Annual
rent.

Area.

a.

r.

p.

10

204

0 20

10

204

0 20

£

b.

No.

O

1 10
10

0

0

50

0

IIS

Area.

d.

12 ft 0
62

lp2ftft 1 20

Cooma.
Kdcn...

....

Annual rent. No.

£

300
OR

8.

Area.

r. p.

ru
Artnldale

Applications
di&alloved or
withdrawn
during 1895.

Applications confirmed
during ISftft.

O

a.

r.

p.

640

0

0

640

0

0

1,280

0

0

1,280

0

0

78

O

0

0

0

0
2

11 10

2

10 O 0
15

O

0

97

0 10

8 0 8

31

ft

0

97

0 10

3 0 3

1
I

Coulbum

Goulhum

Ynunft

Total

IS

BcIlSngeti..............
Casino...................
Grafton ..............

Grafton

Kcmj)scy..........

Usiuore .....
Total

240

Dcniliquin

Hay .

Day .......
llillston

..

Total

39

flosfnrd ..
Newcfistlo
Singleton
Turee ....

MMtlnnd

116

1 27

87

1

69,88ft

2

0

7 (id

19,084
1,093
3,346

2
2
0

0
0
0

438 10
27 fi
31 7

ft
fl
6

1MS4 2 O | 433 10

23,524

0

0

497

3 | 37

22,533

2

9 1C !J
46 ft 11
22 15 11
304 14 ft

90
7ft
300

1

39 1 0
30 it 8
53 4 10
432 9 10
GS 10 0

2 30
0 0

lf21ft 3

0

8,205

0

2

ft

4

1
1

1

6

SS
259

8,97S

3 39

Tamworth

2,312

3

Cootamundra...................... 3S i
Cootamundra Control' 5
Corov-a ...............................j 13

Total

7

S

57 10

8,260

2 0

2,439
4,406

2 0
1 0

12 . 12,94ft

3 0

152 4
43 9
92 13
167 11
86 7
211 8

ft
5
ft
5
6
7

0

753 14

1 30

2,795 II

3,440
8,774

.'14ft

40,260
164,520

1 0
1 0
2

0

2

0

1 10
0 ft

54

8

7

11 |3,202

1 15

67

0

9 J ..

793

0

0

10 IS

0

798

0

0

16 IS

O

12,390 1
505 0
1.667 1

0 230 C
O
14 2
0
15 10

ft
6
9

3,294

14,621 2

O 309 10

8

3,934

0

0

640

0

O

6
:t
8

Of)
0 0

6
9

0

479 14

8

0
1
0

0
0
0

4 5
18
6 15

0
3
0

525

1

0

12

8

3

100

3 20

2

7

1

*6 1ft

7

0 10

1,093

1

0

6,278
2,172
4,400
ft,603
644
8,774

02
11
2
1

00
ft0
0
0

4 | 82

27,878

3

1

62,576

14
27

i>

2
1

4G2

2fl2

3 18
18 7
18 10

2,20ft 1! 0 |

‘acTVSo

Cf) 12 2
144

0

705

566
2,38ft

3 12 10

0

Grand Total ,, 064

I

21

628

376 0 U

:i | 13 |

47 14
2 7

Urana .................................... 46
WnggtiWagga .............. ] 31

12 12 2

G72
2,630

4

t6 S 11

1 8
3 20
2 21
1 0
3 30

ft'

55 19

0
2
2
0
2

2t53S
100
1,311
G97
4,330

117
3
46

12 12 2

0,07(1
3,125
6,330
3,437
85,044

183 13

h'arrandcra.......................

22

640 V o

9 6 8
49 10

8

118
37
92
83
16
211

18 10
12 5
13 0
12 10
2 3
3 7

0

560

7 11

1 21

1,331

2

9

ft

1,993

8

49 1G

8

0

C 2 7

0S3”3 0

li ii*ii

303

63

10

0

2,4ft7
324

1
2

0
0

46 15
8 2

6
3

3,703

2

0

76 12

3

24,624

3 ft

24
4

11
3
1
31

640

0

O

74

6,672

0

O

131

I

■
Kktuhn

3,243

1 17 |

3 30

Total

Tamworth...........

rt I 12

4,229

14,536

CanipbdUown
Nowra....................
Penrith ..............
Picton....................
Windsor..............

Sjdncy

1 10
0 17

31 1 11
55 19 4

216
4,b08

Totnl

672
2,571

1 0
0 17

6,282 O

Alurwlllumbfth

4
8

1,658
2,571

SCHEDULE XXJIL
showing Number and Area of Conditional Purckanes converted into liomeatead Selections during the Tear
1895.
Land Board District.

Land District.

No. of C.Fs. Converted.

Area.
acres.

Total .................................

59—G-

1

47

2

1,280

3

1,327

56
50
SCHEDULE XXIV.

Return showing the Number and Area of Conditional Leases applied for during 1S95, with amount of Deposits and
Survey Fees received.
Local Land Board Dintrict.

Armidftlc

......................................
•

Bourie ..........................................

LanA District.

No.

Area
a.
1 fi i as
1,756
18,046
12,400
3,394

*

r.
1
0
2
3
3

p.
2f)
0
0
0
0

Deposits.
£

ipfi
14
150
103
28

Survey Fees.

i
12
7
6
5

d.
a
10
9
11
11

b.

£
2SP,
45
346
252
64

B.
1
3
17
11
2

d.
5
11
7
10
9

970 17

6

Gien Innos ......................................
Inverell ..........................................
Tcnterfield ... ........ ....................
Wdiclia ..........................................

4£
10
G6
49
12

Total .................................

182

50,724 1 20

422 14

7

Brewarrina East.............................

9

13,800 0 0

115

0

0

Brnidwood ......................................
Coointt.............. .............................
Eden .............................................
Milton.................. .......................
Morava ..........................................
Queanbevan ..................................

IS
10
41
3
1
31
39

5 649
T420
7,449
630
120
3,902
7,606

0
1
3
*0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4S 4
13 18
62 1
5 5
10
32 10
63 7

in
3
10
0
0
6
8

Total..................................

143

26,686

1

0

Dubbo..............................................
Nvngan ..........................................
Warren .........................................

G4
38
10
30

40 207 1
28^801 3
3 0,247 1
25,425 O

■Total..................................

142

304,681

Banncdman East .........................
Condoboiin ......................................
Eorbcs ..............................................
Grenfell ..........................................
Purltcs..............................................

33
13
10
15
7
16

5,928
41260
4,800
9,983
1,028
8,565

Total ..................................

■74

35,466

Goulburn.........................................
Gunningr .........................................
Moss Vale ......................................
Yass..................................................

9
10
5
S
5

2,406
1,592
1,612
2,390
2,222

Total..................................

37

Casino ..............................................
Kempsev .................. ...................
Port M'acqnarie ..............................

6
1
1
2

3,100
400
50
175

3
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

9 3
3 6
0 8
19

6
8
4
2

27 5
6 11
3 3
_ 7 6

Total..................................

30

3,725

3 0

14 7

8

U

Balrnnald South..............................
Demliquin ......................................
Hay..................................................
Hillston ..........................................

2
13
12
3

2,400
9,694
10,760
CIO

0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0

20 0 0
80 15 8
89 14 7
5 1 8

19
100
106
14

Total..................................

30

23,464

3

0

195 11 11

Dungog ..........................................
Musn’ellbruok ..............................
Paterson ..........................................
Raymond Terrace ......................
Scone ..............................................
Singleton..........................................
Stroud..............................................
Taree ... .........................................
Wollombi ......................................

29
10
14
3
]
15
1
2
2
3

6,479
2,298
1,310
222
240
4,638
100
100
220
2-40

1
3
0
0
0
0
O
-O
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

54
19
30
1
2
38
0
0
1
2

Total ..................................

80

15,843 O 0

132

Cooma.............................................

Dubbo ........ ....................................

98 18 3

101
41
189
14
4
126
180

11
18
9
6
2
13
11

1
3
10
11
6
4
7

222 8 1

668 13

6

0
0
0
0

335
240
85
211

1
0
7
17

4
4
11
6

475
301
90
253

1

0

872 7

1

3
0
2
0
3
3

0
0
0
0
O
0

1 11
2 10
15 3
3 0

1,120 3

0

s

Hav

......................... ....................

,

3 0

3
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

30,223 1 0

49
35
40
83
16
71

8
10
0
4
1
7

2
0
4
3
6
8

84
75
68
115
37
112

9
2
16
15
17
19

7
2
7
11
8
8

295 11 11

495

1

7

46
43
28
43
31

15
11
4
10
15

8
11
5
2
9

20 1
13 5
13 8
39 18
18 10

2
5
8
4
4

85 3 11

0
3
18
17
0
13
10
16
16
0

193 17 11

8
3
9
3

6 11

11
15
0
14

11
10
10
5

241 3 0

1
2
4
O
0
2
8
8
8
0

143
47
52
10
5
82
3
6
8
10

18 6
12 8
2 6
19 5
5 0
11 7
15 9
7 6
13
10 0

1 9

•371

7 2

SCHEDULE XXIV—»»*««**.
Local Land Board District

No.

Land District.

Moi'eo ,

Sydney

Tnmworth

a.
10,587
28,388
12,938
21,782

r. P0 0
1 0
2 0
2 0

£ s. d.
88 4 6
236 7 10
107 16 1
181 10 6

£ 9, d.
111 ii .6
280 3 0
109 4 7
268 1 3

Total

95

73,672

1

0

613 18 11

769

Bathurst..... .
Cnreoar .....
Cowra...........
Lithgow ... .
Molong ......
Mudgcc ......
Orange..........
Kylstone .....
Wellington ..

6
20
2
8
22
39
2
13
13

1,791
10,414
90
1,679
6,267
10,145
280
2,431
6,070

1
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

14
86
0
13
52
84
2
20
50

Total

125

39,169

1

0

326

Nowra .........
Picton ..........
Windsor......

2
15
1

460
4,174
80

0
2
0

Total

18

4,714

Coonabarrahran
Q-nnnedoh .....
Murrurundi ,,,
Nnrrabri ..........
Tam worth ......

28
18
5
32
58

14,995
11,816
2,933
15,630
19,311

Total ...

137

18 8
15 8
15 0
19 11
4 7
11 0
6 8
5 2
ii 9
8

5

0
0
0

3 16
33 15
0 13

8
9
4

2

0

38

6

2

4

0

32 8 10
139 15 4
6 3 9
39 5 9
117 13 6
206 5 7
8 5 0
61 4 7
85 4 6
696

6 10

9 18
75 17
3 15

0 •

9

89 10

9

3
2

0
0
0
0
0

124 19 4
98 9 5
24 8 11
130 5 3
160 18 9

178 14
136 14
38 8
215 3
327 12

1 '
0
9
9
2

64,687

1

0

539

896 12

9

1
9
3
3
2
8
1
11

640
2,394
958
2,875
520
1,623
U-0
4.347

0
0
3
O
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6
19
7
23
4
13
1
36

Total.................................

38

13,438

1

0

112

0

0

220

Grand Totals .........

1,130

478,301

3 20

3,985

1

8

0,872

.Albury..........................
Cootamundra..............
G-nndagai..................... .
Narrandera..................
Tumbarumba.............
Tumut.........................
Urana .........................
Wagga Wagga ..........

Wagga Waggi

Survey Keifs.

14
32
11
38

Bingara
Moree ...
Walgctt
Warialda

Orange

DcpOElt-0.

Area

i
i

1

.

8

6 8
2 5
19 10
19 2
6 8
10 6
10 0
4 9

8
48
17
28
10
37
4
71

9
0

1 3
0 0
3 2
n 11
15 8
17 8
13 9
1 6
4 10
4

4

SCHEDULE XXV.
Keturjt

showing the Xumber and Area of Conditional Lease Applications confirmed or disallowed during 1895.
Applications made prior to
1st January, 1895.

Applications made during 1895.
Local
Land Board District.

Confirmed.

Armidale ..............................

Total.

Land District.

Armidale
...................
Glen Innes.........................
Inverell ..............................
Tenterfield.........................
\\ alcha
....................
Total ...................

Disallowed.

Confirmed.

No,
1G
2
10
10
4

a.
4,076
527
1.339
2,100
454

r. p
3 20
3 9
2 0
3 0
1 0

No
5

a.
2,632

r P0 0

15
<]
3

4,S32
2,842
1,280

0
0
0

42

0,404

0 20

£9

11,480

0

Disallowed.

Confirmed,

(1
0
0

No.
23
7
33
31
3

a
5,285
1>930
10,140
3,<386
1,235

r p.
2 30
0 0
1 0
1 0
3
0

No.
5
3
6
2

£,080
790
1,328
250

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0

97

27.283

3 30

1(1

6,048

0

0

Disallowed.

No.

fl

30
0
43
41

10,201
2,463
11,479
10,793
1,090

2 10
3 0
3 0
0 0
0 0

10
3
21
s
3

5,212
790
6,160
3,002
1,280

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

139

30.(155

0 10

45

10,534

fl

0

9

14,175

0

0

1

1,1120

O

0

10
12

2,4(70
1>S78
8,102

2
0
0

0
0
0

6
2
0

2,560
144
1)44
450

o

39

o
0
0
0

120
2,107
4,621

0
2
2

n
0
0

9
10

1,100
2JJQ4

10,850

2

0

34

7,362

|
Dourke ....................................

BrewarrinA East ..

Cootna

Beya............... ......................
HoinhaJa..............................

.................................

7

IMOd

0

0

1

1,920

0

0

2

2,712

0

li

»

508

0

0

G
1

0
G
0

a
i

X
12
25

1,892
1,378
fiOOt

2
<1
S

0
0
0

o

0

.................

1
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
o

ir>
22

2,100
189
120
1,950
3.517

2>1C0
99
94-1
400

0
J

14

0

9
9

1,100
2,020

0
0

0
0

1
5

101
0
1 004 fl

0
0

1

84

0

0

10
27

Total...................

GG

8,382

1

0

31

7,333

2

0

62

0

3

629

0

0

10S

Bialdwood
...................
Cooma.................................
Kden
................................
Milton
...................
Mornya ..............................
Qucanbet an

2
1

10 977

1

.........................

1
1

400
45

0
0

0
0

1

1

0

fl
0

0
0

2

0

58
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SCHEDULE XXV—continued.
Applications made prior to
1st January, 1895.

Applications made during 1S95.
Local
Land Board District.

Dubbo

Confirmed,

Earmcdman ...........
Barmedman East.
Condoboiin .............
Forbes ...........................
Grenfell .. ..............
Parkes...................... *.
Total

Goulburn .

20

15

Bellingen
Casino____
Grafton .
Kempsey.
Total

Hay.

Denfliquin
Fay..............

Hiltgrton ...
Total

Maitland

Morcc...........

Sjdncy

0

2,386
2,274
3,533

1
1
3

0
0
0

53

2,070

0

0

10,928

1

0

159
944
610
894
42

3

0

2,651

0

921
400

0
0

25

36,114

0

3

0

15,861

0

0
2

568
2,993
730
2,131
506
46

1

0

600
434
640

0
2
0

0
0
0

409
2,053

200 0 0

0

0
0

100

150
S80

0
0

0
fl

530

0

0

3,330
912

2
0

O
0

15,992

1

0

5,034
1,424
610

2

0

0 0

1,001 0 0

690
54U
290

0 0
0 0

U
0
0

0

0
0

0
0

1,319

100 0 0
40

HO
40

6

O

*

0
0
0

0

(I

flfl '6

i)

2,800

0

0

Bingnm ...
Moree ...........
Walgett ..
Warialda *..

3,402
17,405
8,81)0
7,691

3
3
fl
0

0
0
fl
0

COO
4,675
1,23S
975

0
0
2
0

0
U
0
0

37,299

2

0

7,548

2

0

545
615

1
0

0
0

280
3,202
90
151
1,680
1,264

0
0

0
0

O
2

0
0

60
2,830

0
0

0
0

9,613

3

0

400
734

0
2

0
0

Bathurst..,
Careoar . .
Cowra ....
Lithgow . .
Molong...........
Mudgce . .
Orange..
.
Kylston© .. *
Wellington,

150

0

0

2,713
40
2,230
2,140

9
0

0
0

Total

8,975

1

0

1,313
80

0
0

0
U

1,393

0

0

1,703
1,170
784
3,422
7,807

0
0
2
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

14,892

1

0

640
876
358
635
400
169

0
2
3
0
0
0

0
0
0
O
0
0

Coonabarrahran ....
Ounuedah ................
Narrabri................... ..
Tamworth.................
Total ..............

Albury............
Cootamundra..
Gundagai ....
Narrandem....
Tumbarumba..
Tumut...................
Urana ...................
Wagga Wagga
Total ..

40

20 00
0

37

6
1

3,480
7.416

28

3,079

1

0

32

67

0 0
1 0

0
3
3
0

0
0

16,173

2

0

600
2,240

0
0

fl
l)

0

0

120 0

0

803
130

3
fl

0
0

11,844

1

0 !

10,641
25,478
4,301
6,684

2
3
1
fl

47,105

32

116

3,240

0

fl

1,320

0

fl

3,840
1,573
2,528
532

6
3
O
fl

0
0
0
0

2

0

8,473

3

0

1)13
1,321

2
1

0
0

450

0

0

0,552
7,516
1,232
3,980
3,179

2
1
3
l
0

0
0
0
fl
0

24,825

2

0

2,632

0

6

100 0 0

2,632

0

0

100 0 6

7,111
4,127
1,997
21,733
25,032

3
3
2
2
2

0
fl
0
0
0

"i2fl *6"o

66,653

0

fl

900

0

0

905

2

0

928
360

236

3

0

5

1,036

1

0

4,170

0

15

5,440

1

0

0

28

0

ISO

0

6,975

3

0

2,114

2

921
400
150
430

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

fl
l)

2,296

0

2,120 0 fl

fl

100 0 0
274

0

0

0

374

0

O

0
3
0

0
0
fl

1,001
5,064

0
1

fl
0

20,234

3

0

6,065

1

0

1,424
650

0
0

0
0

9,696
Iflfl
843
270
40

2
0
3
2
0

26,731

1

0

14,044
42,884
13,101
14,375

1
2
1
0

0
0
0
0

84.405

0

0

1,458
1,936

3
1

342
210 00

81

104

250
7,093
10,259
1,272

0
0

0

fl

2,010 0 O

'509* 6* 0

13

21

28

3
2

33,800

3

fl

3,945
80

0
0

0
fl

4,025

0

0

3
3

0
0

1

1,345
4,135

0
0

0
0

7,720

0

O

74,945

700
1,280
1,380
142

2
0
0
2

fl
fl

1,264
635

0

1,210

fl
0

1,510

0

fl

4,530

0

0

4,500
6,248
3,766
1,507

0
3
2
0

0
0
0
0

16,022

1

0

286
3,652
Ofl

0
0
0

200

1

2,608
1,624

O
2

’flflW

5,319

8,819
6,297
2,782
25,206
32,839

0
0

”fl0’ 6’ fl

6,210 2
123

540
410

31

2,880

fl

11,009

3

0

400
834

O
2

0
0

6,000

0
3

0
O

7,416

120 0 0
6,146
4,010
23,893

fl

3 O
0 O
2

0

0

0

1,600 0 0
1,767 2 0

‘sio’ 3 'o

0

200

8,036
10,676
1,522

0
0
0
0

0

0
2
0

0

0

0

COO
494
640

1,901

fl

1,000 9

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

fifll 0 0
‘IfiO* o'o

3
1
2
3
2
0

274 1 0

1,031

18

1

0

'l20’6"0

7

8,640

0

0

1,109 1

0

274

0

48,675 3 O

fl
3
1
0
0

fl

'ViTo

0
0

4,801
475

180

40 I

69

148
1,266
1,810
1,380
2,920

0

3,240

a. r. p.
27,109 2 0
11,654 1 0
2,080 0 0
7,832 0 0

3
0
3
0

Ofl

0 0

222 0 6
249
1,036

60 0 0

12t) 0
3

0

Nowra ...
Picton . .
Windsor ..

12

4,324

1

0

4,932

8,640

1,824

I

0
0

0

0
(J
0

0

3

0 0

2

0
1
0

1

0

0

2,054

8,080
7,290
610

22,203

2,386
2,935
4,493
1,612
663
k 3,720

0

100

0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

2
3
0

0
0

3
2
0

0

r. p.

6,225
3,295
1,687

731
960
1,612
599
1,050

1,109
148
1,266
1,816
1,380
2,920

1,237
464
40

0

15
6
g

0

0

0

8

a.

28 11,009 0 D

2

0

50

12,561

No.

18,712

180

1,871

a.
r. p.
9,060 2 0
3,601 1 0

16

Disallowed.

Confirmed.

0

8,SS7

Murrurundi .......

Wagga Wagga

3

Total

Total

Tam worth.

19

Cassilis...........................
Dungog ........... ..
Muswellhrook ...
Paterson
. .
.
Raymond Terrace
Scone ............................
Smglcton...................
Stroud.........................
Taree ...........................
Wollombi ........... ..

Total

Orange

3,495

Disallowed.

a.
r. *p.
9,947 0 0
3,782 3 0
3,295 3 0
1,687 0 0

a.
r. p,
18,049 0 0
8,153 0 0
2,080 0 0
7,832 0 0

"*64 Vo

Boorowa ..
Goulburn
Gunning .
Moss Vale
Yass..............
Young
,
Total,.

Grafton ,

13

Confirmed.

Disallowed.

a.
r. p.
1,053 0 0
2.442 3 0

Coonamblc .
Dubbo ............
Nvngan .. Warren ...

Total
Forbes

Total.

Land District.

10

Grand Totals .... 362 j 135,213 3 20 23!) 112.012 3 0 562 225,600 0 30 102

3,563

0

fl

0

45,496 i 0

1,360
3,520
1,380
292
180

405

S

1,036

1

0

3,519

2

0

1,000
17 |

7,733

303,880 fl 10 341 | 157,509 1 O
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SCHEDULE XXVI.

Retuhn showing the Number and Area of Conditional Leases Transferred and the Number of Transfers passed
during the year 1895.
No, of
Leases
Trans
ferred.

No. of
Transfers
passed.

Armidale—
Armidale............................
Glen Innes..........................
Inverell ...................... .......
Tenterfield..........................
Walcha ..............................

108
15
5G
Ifi
40

141
17
75
IS
55

a.
47,013
6,026
28,013
4,3SL
16,055

liutd Board und Land District,

Area.

Land Board and Land District.

r.
2
1
0
2
0

t>.
30
0
0
0
0

Total ..........................

2,35

306

100,089

Bourko—
Bourke ..............................
Brewarrina..........................
Do
East ..............
Wilcannia .........................

8
1
3
1

8
1
11
1

8,072
1,238
13,276
1,920

Total ..........................

IS

21

25,100 2 0

4

4
7
D
50
2

4
49

315
1,919
1,748
12,745
85
545
14,005

1
3
0
3
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31,364

1

0

Cooma—
Boga.....................................
Bombala..............................
Braidwood........................
Cooma.......... ......................
Eden ................................
Moruya ..............................
Queanbeyan ......................

i

7
46
2

4
42.

1 30
0
0
2
0

0
0
0
0

Total ..........................

1)2

125

Dubbo—
Coonamble............. ............
Dubbo..................................
Nyngau ..............................
Wurren ..............................

144
S3
45
GS

199
122
58
92

171,441 1 0
60,943 3 0
64,880 2 0
79,630 1 0

Total ..........................

340

471

382,901

3 0

52
S

41,923
3,471
68,247
18,833
14,814
102,825

1 0
3 0
3 0
0 0
0 0
3 0

250,115

2 0

Forbes—
Barmedman ......................
Do
East ..............
Condoboiin..........................
Eorbea ...............................
Orotifel] ..............................
Pnrkes.................................

54
31
2S
04

64
12
93
42
■ 37
12S

Total ..........................

2G7

370

Goulburn—
Boorwa .............................
Goulbuiu............................
Gunning ............................
Mosa Vale ..........................
Yass ..................................
Y'onng.................................

52
23
17
3
14
13

70
27
19
3
Hi
19

17,508
3,S42
3,809
649
2,907
5,033

3
3
1
0
3
2

Total ..........................

122

154

33,871

0 0

Grafton—
Bellingeu..............................
Casino................................
Grafton ..............................
Kempsey.............................
Liflmorc ..............................
Munvillumbab ..................
Port Macquarie..................

o
2?
11
S
3
2
3

4
23
14
12
3
2

Total ..........................
Hay—
Dcniliquin ..........................
Hay.....................................
,, North .........................
Hillston ..............................
,,
North..................
Wentworth..........................

50

61

14
71

31
123

3

3

6
1

6
1

3

5

Total ..........................

OS

1G9

3

2S9 2
10,230 2
2,445 1
1,838 0
895 1
43S fl
373 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

16,509 O 0
9,04S
104,035
4,506
3,043
1,170
4,555

3 0
o 0
i 0
2 0
0 0
0 0

Grand Total

No. of
Transfers
passed.

Area.

Maitland—
Casailis .............................
Dungog ..............................
Muswellbrook ..................
Paterson........................... .
Kaymond Terraco ...... .
Scone .................................
Singleton..............................
Stroud.................................
Taree .................................
Wollombi ..........................

42
6
3
2
1
48
16
3
13
4

56
7
3
5
2
61
17
3
]5
4

Total ..........................

133

173

54,080 0 0

Moree—
Uingara- .............................
Moree ................................
Walgett ............ .
Do
North..................
Warialda..............................

13
75
23
1
17

14
112
25
3
20

0,788
77,109
30,730
300
7,707

Total ..........................

129

174

Orange—
Bathurst..............................
Carcoar ..............................
Cowra..................................
Lithgow ............................
Molong ..............................
Mndgec ................... A.......
Orange..................................
Rylstone.............................
Wellington..........................

23
41
IS
15
40
26
11
16
37

36
54
25
18
49
34
15
17
51

Total ...........................

227

299

70,195 3 0

Sydney—
Campbeiltown ..................
Penrith ..............................
Picton..................................

1
1

2
1

7

7

189 0 0
490 0 0
2,023 0 0

Total ■ .........................

9

10

3,302 0 0

Tam worth—
Coonabfirraliran..................
Gunnodfvh ..........................
M urrnrundi ......................
Narrabri..............................
Tamworth ..........................

'38
20
29
104
82

43
27
33
133
143

10,709 2 0
103,424 1 0
39,403 3 0

279

379

213,352

1

0

10
18
7

22
21
9

7
17

27

»5 q] 5
8,897
3,540
1,473
10,020
1,791
2,108
5,471
4,309
0,182

2
3
2
0
2
0
3
3
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0

Total .........................

Wagga Wagga—
Albury................................
Cootamundra......................
Do
Central .......
Gundagai.............. .............
Narranderu ........................
Tumbarumba......................
Do
North..........
Tumut.................................
Urana ..................................
Wagga Wagga ..................

4

3
22
5

7
7

17,439
1,101
525
613
273
24,048
4,912
1,644
3,048
472

1
3
0
1
3
2
2
3
3
2

2
0
1
0
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

122,695 2 0

6,734
16,453
4,410
3,689
10,397
6,415
3,650
5,109
13,275

25,551

2
2
3
1
0
3
1
3
0

1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

ii

3
32
6
13

Total .........................

no

147

55,715 3 3

Grand Total ......

2,134

2,865

1,486,564 0 33

127,205 0 0

Total No ot
C. Leases Triuisforroil.

Eastern Division
Central
,,
Western „

NO. of
Leases
Trans
ferred.

Total No. nf
Transfers Passed.

Area.

1,079
1,037
IS

1,405
1,438
22

a.
392,005
1,071,591
22,307

r. p.
1 33
2 0
1 0

2,134

2,865

1,486,564 0 33

60
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SCHEDULE XXVII.
Retl'k>' showing the Total Humber, Area, and Rent of Conditional Leases notified as .Forfeited during the year 1895.
Lund Hoard District mid Laud
District.

No.

Armidale— ’
Armidale ......................
Glen Innes ...................
] nverell..........................
Tonterfield ..................
Walcha...........................

:

13
4
5
3
18

Cooma—
Bega ..............................
Bombata ......................
Braidwood ..................
Cooma ..........................
Eden..............................
Milton ............. ............
Queanbeyan..................
Dubbo—
Coonamble ..................
Dubbo ..........................
Nyngan..........................
Forbes—
Barmedman..................
Barmndman East..........
Condoboiin ..................
Forbes .........................
Parkes ..........................

Area.

.
1

43

18,326.

1
3
4
27
3
]
7

50
780
1,2971
6,4G4i
130
227
2,001

£
57
29
20
19
98

Land Hoard District an cl Land
DiatricL

s.
19
9
19
11
14

d.
4
2
9
8
0

226 13 11
0
6
14
68
2
2
26

12
3
9
6
4
16
10

6
9
11
7
2
9
4

46

10,950

120 4 0

3
2
4

1,373
823
3,771

IS 13 4
10 3 3
37 8 6

9

5,967

66 5

4
1
8

2,193
131
8,720

21 3 7
14 7
60 3 7
I 8 1
14 15 0

1121

2

Grafton—
Beliingen .......................
Casino ...........................
Grafton..........................
Kempsey .......................
Listnore ..........................
Murwillumbah.............
Port Macquarie ..........

Rent

acres.
5,0161
1,830
1,9881
1,870
7,5911

1

Goulburn—
Boorcuva ......................
Goulburn ......................
Gunning ......................
Moss Vale......................
YnSS ..............................
Young . .........................

1
t

2,250

16

13,4061

12
26
6
4
14
3

2,1241
4,7G8J
* 1,2431
1,311
5,9641
666

<35

16,0771

6

2,0951
7,450
2,4801
120
tio
2.3121
2,226

45

16,7491

8
16
S

Hay—
Balranald.....................
Hillslon ......................

Retubn

* i
2

1,920
3,270

3

5,190

Area.
1
'

Heat.

2
1
2
1
1
1
2
4
6
3

aerea.
1,000
2541
330
240
150
150
SIO
8091
l.SOSf
240

£ s.
10 8
4 4
2 12
2 10
1 11
15
8 18
11 8
19 16
2 3

d.
4
10
6
d
3
0
2
8
6
4,

23

5,4891

64 IS

6

Bingara................. ........

2

1,160

10

Orange—
Bafchur&l ....................
Carcoar..........................
Cowra ......................
Ditligow ......................
Molong..........................
Mudgee..........................
Orange.........................
Rylstono ........ ..............
Wcllinglon ..................

G
11
1
10
5
4
3
7
2

2,17014,0S7i
100
1,4451
2,7891
1,1331
660
1,790
16“

25
45
0
IS
20
13
7
19
2

48

14,239}

Sydney—
Campbeiltown...............
Picton ..........................

22
61
16
IS
63
5

7
12
16
11
6
16

4
9
6
10
3
6

178 11

2

25
129
28
3
2
48
29

15
2
6
0
0
8
13

Coonabarrahran ...........
Gunned ah......................
Narrabri .................. .
Tnmwoi’tii.................

Atbtirv ...........................
Cootamundra ..............
Gunilagni......................
Nurrandcra ..................
Tumbarumba ..............
Tumut ..........................
Wagga Wagga...............

6
7
10
0
0
0
0
—

to

I *

Summary.

— Eastern Division .............
16 0 0
Central
„
.............
16 8 9
W estem
„
.............
32 8 9

Grand Total..............

3 4
3
17
16
5
15
9
6
6
8

7
1
8
S
8
1
11
3
11

153 9 10

1
2

561

69

0 17
6 9

3
5

3

630

7 6

8

1
1
3
6

150
565
760
1,896}

0
8
8
20

11

3,371}

38 3 10

13
2
10
2
13
11
1

7,176}
540
5,613}
1,860
8,296
4,904}
125

52

28,515}

286 9 11

329
36
1

111,020}
27,132}
1,920

1,310 16 3
220 19 C
16 0 0

366

140,072}

1,547 15 9

98 14 10

1

1
1
5

1

Maitland—
Cassilis .........................
Uungog..........................
Gosford..........................
Muswellbrook ..............
Pulerson ......................
Raymond Terrace .......
Scone..............................
Stroud ..........................
Taree.............................
Wollombi......................

No.

71
6
57
11
S3
64
1

18
4
12
7

12
5
12
15
8
15
0

9
10
8
7

10
0
4
0
4
7
10

SCHEDULE XXVIII.
showing the total number of Conditional Leases converted under section 25, Act of 1889, during 1895.
Division.

Wholly converted.

Partly converted.

Total nuinliei*.

Area converted,

Rent of area converted.

Central........................................
Eastern .....................................

82
77

51
76

133
153

a.
r. ]i.
?5,Q0(> 2 0
23,651 0 0

■ £ B. (1.
1,144 1 0
374 15 7

Total.........................

159

127

286

98,657 2 0

1,518 16 7

Rktukv

SCHEDULE XXIX.
showing the Conditional Leases Gazetted during tho year 1895, and the Conditional Leases' in existence
on the 3lst December, 1895.

Division of the
Colony.

Conditional LrnscH (lazetted in ]d!)5.
No. |

Area.

|

Rent.

Gazetted Conditionpl Leasee in existence on
Slut December, ISyj.
No.

Area,

|

Central ..............
Eastern. ,
..
Western ..............

27r>
693

a.
r, p
£ s. d.
ft.
r. p.
181,055 3 0 1,950 6 3 7,402 7,330,353 3 12
196,767 2 6 2,159 10 8 13,943 4,764,030 1 36
206
243,807 2 19

Total..........

968

377,823 1

6

4,109 15 11 21,551 12,338,191

Kent.

£
88,597
57,940
2,541

s.
13
19
4

Conditional Leases in existence on Jllst
December, IBOfi, inclusive of those applied
foi undei the Act. or
and not yet omit
with
No. |

Aicii.

d.
ftr.
3 7,783 7,589,603 3
3 14,^94 6,119,791 0
10
206 243,807 2

Rent.
p.
£
s. d.
12 90,758 2 8
29 60,905 11 8
19 2,541 4 10

3 27 149,079 17 4 22,483jl 2,953,202 2 20 154,204 19 2

SCHEDULE XXX.
X-ESULT of Sales bj Auction during the year 1S95.
Town Land,
Land Board and
Land District.

Suburban Land.

Sold.

Offered.

Offered.

Country Land.

Sold.

Offered.

Amount Realised.
Lota.

Lots.

Area.

Area.

Sold.

Amount Realised.
Lota.

Area.

Lots

Area.

Amount Realised.
Lota.

Area.

Lota.

Area.

i
Armidale—
Armidale"..........

Bourke—
Bourto ..............
■Cobar.............
"Wtlcannia.........
Willyama.........
Cooma—
Bcga.................
Bombala ...........
XUooma ..............
Eden.............:,.
iforuya.............
Queanbejan......
Dubbo—
Coonamble
Dubbo ..............
Nvngan.,,,.........
Warren .............
T’orbos—
Barmecluiim .....
Condoboiin ......
Forbes ............. .
Grenfell .. ....
Parkes ..............

a.

r. P'

6*

30

19
4

8
2

3 37*
2 74

98

27

10
1
11

2
0

9

2

S
1

1
0

*9o

24

3

0

0

35
0

3 Ui
2

0

0

32*

44

3 10
2 104
19 3 17

30

15

1

0

91

45

6
6

2
2

13
28

5
13

20

8

78

23

0
1
1

21

9

5

1

r

p.

l 14a
3 20j

0
0
8

39

30

2

0

e.

d.

569
84

10
0

0

a

0

2

0

5

0

0

4

1

0

0

29

0

0

2

0

1 38*

22 10

0

91
40
33

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

22
20

2
0

603

5

0
0
0

20
6

5

0

1*

2
1
2

3 10
2 294
0 32

1

2
0

15

7

2
1
2

4
5

5

0
0
0

13

5

2

1
9

0

1 35
3 10*

0 29*

0

0

0

0 21

837

1

3 35

2

£

a.

r. p.

47
29

451

2

2

4

40

11

16
3 m
1

a.
12

3

r. p-

24 3 32*
1 o 20

s.

a.

244 6
44. o

0

£

o

0

3 3
2 24
2
1
1

a.

27

3
8

0

1 39*

10

242
50
142
416

10
0
0
6

0
0
0
0

4
31
39

0

0

1

1

15

0

0

1 24

9 0 15

i

3

f) ft
2 30

in

13
49

71
187

o "o

8

0

40

0

0

2 11
0 37

77
196

0
10

o

1

0

a.
16
4
G
7
2

933 0
678 0
550 '>
nm n
102 n

4
5

IS
33G

]

20

2

30

12

188

*3

o

G
15
15
38
1

41
2 22*

1

0

1

101

1 21

2

1

207

0 30

24

2
101

4

1

48
46

20

137
45

2

5

14

15

34
0 35
1 s
2 35*
1

13
10
2

45
24
1

0

37
0 38

0 Id1 38
1

0

6 10

11

610

127
165
137

0
0

o
2

0

0
o

0
6

6

0

158
006
391
1,965

20

o
n
17
o

3 4
3 o
n j>0
2 12

12 3 o
077 3 £7
235 i 24

'

13
3
5
1

3

A.

r. P-

715

i 15

84 n n
563 i 17
51 0 0

13

1 20

<.

66

ti

f

107

0

(

5

2

1,035 3 o
147 3 18

2
12
1
22

2

o

7

1,370

1

0

2

7

0

0

18

1,248
153
61

3

22

14
1
10

040
147
34

0
0

35

36
15

8

179 !*>
726 16

1,209
388

7

1,995

0

1,096

93 1 4
277 o 30
16 i 24
263 2 2
12 3 o
171 0 5
55 i 24

4,

3 o
3 18

24

e. d.

£

0<
m

3,012
147

11
2

2

10

r. P*

n

3 24*

0 (
11 11

15
3
5

(
f

1,299
326

1R
10

r

14

1

c

1,497 13

6
r
c

37

418
44
838
106

(
10 ]]
2 (

227 17
132 5

c

h—1

<Ji
SCHEDULE TOL'X-—continued.
I
Land Hoard and
Land District.

1.

Amount Realised.
Lota.

Lots.

Area,

a.

r. p.

Lots.

Area.

a.

r.

p-

£

s.

Lota,

Area.

ti.

r. p.

17
32

107
123

2 5
1 38

d.

j

9

0 10

14

5

1 29|

p.

a.

r.

3
4

18
14

1 37
1 24

9.

d.

55 10
58 0

0
0

£

127

35

2 261

”3

3

2

106

33

1 25

23

7

2

Vasa
Grafton—
BeVlingcii ...........

"26

12

8

3 161

Munvillumbah...
Port Macquarie.,.

3

0

0

0

279 15

0

70

269

3 14*

19

119

1 34

627

3

0

6

254 10

0

25
1
52

98
O
220

3 39
3 10|
3 38

4
1
29

3
0
126

3 29
3 10!
0 32

23
15
524

0
0
1

0
0
0

24

29

1 13

10

17

0 25

159 15

30

0

3

Amount Realised.
Lota.

Area.

Goulburn—

20

18

12

130 0

0

0

...

Ha> —
.

"is
12
79

44
f;
36

Wentworth .......

1 18

4

0

63 10
19 0

0

30

34 10

0

1 36
0

92 0
399 0

0

2 10
0 0
3 4
0 0

69

33

”9

3

2 11

2

0

3

IS
1

8

2 171
0

0

2S8

0

—

1

0

2 13

_3

3

0 0

1

1

0 0

G

0

0

2

4

0 0

2

4

0 0

41

0

0

Maitland

Muswc]lbroolc

...

is

8

"41
1

19
0

9

fl

1

0

1

0

0 19

143

70

3 23

0

l

0

65

31

0

19

4 0

Sold.

Offered.

Solil.

Offered.

Sold.

Offered,

Country Land.

Suburban Land.

Town Land,

0

0

Lota.

Area.

a.

r.

p.

337

1
1
3
1
0
1

0
30
O
32
0
0

6
23
4
5
7
20

2,302
495
509
568
146

18

122

a.
2

£

2
3

149 16 11
335 0 8

45
212

12

69

2 31

2

11

3 28

22
20
20
30
0

"'7

225
5
26
83

1 16
0 0
1 20
1 30

1
6
10

11
26
2
2
7

CIS
341
26
83
421

1
13
18

2
2,336
5,405

0 0
1 0
0 0

5
3
1
4
12
8
4
18
13

202
77
50
97
40
662
174
2,747
512

0
1
0
2
0
3
2
1
0

4
4
1

606
831
40

10
0
0
0
38i
30
0
0
20

1
a
2

•

2
724
3,354

d.

r, p.

8

2 11
1
1
1
1
3

Area.

0
1
2

0
0

s.

232 lo

4

6

0

29

0
0
52 15 11
no 10 8

393 14

10

0

0
0
0

20 0
1,179 17
5,137 19

0
6
9

3

120

3 20

202 16

3

4

97
15
105

2 0
3 21
3 0

285 3
23 16
162 7

8
9
6

2

457
16

3
2

0
0

857
25

l
4

442
831

2
1

0
0

2
3
3

5 10
7 7

Moree—

77

32

2 31J

-

52

6
"

3 23
2

11

854
767

1
3

8

2 38

0

8

2 38

137

7

0

2 4
1 20

1

1
30

2 4
1 37

20
306

0

0
0

6
0

1
68

1
94

,
1

1G

5

0 39
1 0
0 0

554 12
1,039 1

6
3

CT

SCHEDULE XXX—con tinucd.
Suburban Land.

Town Lands
J>antl Board and
Land District.

Offered.
Area,

Lots.

Lots

Area.

Area.

Lots.

Ol

M

35*
36

5
14
8
13
ii
1

a. r, ]>.
i 3 0J
3 a as*
3 2 20"
F. i n
2 0 34*
o 0 30

£
d.
Sp
22 10 O
S7 9 0
243 10 0
120 0 0
05 10 0
10 0 0

0 2J31
3 26

20
2

10 0 G£
0 2 0

99A

Molong..............

1P0
57
1

a.
11
7
10
61
ii
0

Wellington .......

51
G

13
i

47

12 0 80

32
25

Cowra ..............

23

r.

0
1
1
O
1
0

10
Plfty
34*

9
8 10

‘ 33

8

........

0 14

185

0

33

11
23
00
9
8

a. r. P
40 2 7i
151 2 30
142 3 7
899 1 25
39

39

0 27

14
6
1

ArcrV.
a. r. p8 2 13*
35
3

0
0

2 25

15
0

£
77

0

2

4

0

30 2 17

6

0

2

4

0

7
41

95

15
77
76

0

0

0

9

173 17

0

4

2 1 7
89 0 n
10 1 201

8

2

1

Windsor ..........

8
105
43

8

i

'Tamworth—
Coonabarabran ...

42

10 0 9

5

1

Tamworth......................
Wagga Wagga—
Alburv ..............
Cootamundra ...

14
53
95
73
84
ns
21

Tumut ...............

Wagga Wagga...

6
22
41

20 2 0
29 3 18
53 2 22
10

2

2 0

0 2

20

Total .......... 2,SOI

2 10*
2 34
1 37

8

1,017

409

0

0

3 27*

171

0

0

2 23

3i

0

0

7

G
52
10

2
21
6

2 374
0 34
3 38

197 0 0
GS7 10 G
82 0 0

40
11
31

10
3
15

1 0
2 36
0 34

172 10 0
260 0 0
417 10 0

4

2

0

0

18

0

13

O

0

20

0

a 17
19

71 0
76 10

0
0

0 2U

745

i

127

2S9 O 36*

31
3
13
1
61
58
60
303
50
111

10
6

0

63
522
422

3 39
2 0
1 8

7

24

1

23

137 10

0

8

S

0

14

166 0

0

9
0

25
35

1 20
0 23

4

10
27

2

3

2

6
11

50 12
87

0

4

32

2 20

4

32

2 20

. 82 0

0

20

11

62
40

u

0

62
9

1
0

183 0 0
36 15 0

6
71
4
11
3
4
16

i

33
4

9

33
30

6

0

216
3

10
a

2

0

2 2

3

2

36

2

7i

i

6 0 0

36

0

0

1
7
11
7

9
4

60 10 0
9,926 17

0 1,149

5,114 3 26*

Ifot-e?.—Town land—Average price per aci-D, realised........... £31 G o
Suburban laud
„
,,
...........
5 12 0
Country land
„
,
...........
2 2 3

261

863

2

25*

u.
95
41
480
114
167
IGA
89
120

20

0

0

Area.

3. a.

...
Pnmmtatta .......

Amount Realised.
Lots.

0

•Sydnej-—■

Sold.

Amount Realised.

Amount Realised.
Lots.

Orange—
Bathurst ..........

Offered.

Sold-

Offered.

Sold.

Country Land.

4,863

9

0

1,403

117

r. p1 184
0 3
0
3 39
1 20
2 ir,
0

2 20*
0 0
1 25

] 28 0 0
125 0 10
487 3 19*
880 1 8
626 2 2
2,593 1 11
1,766 1 15
114 2
8fi5 s
1 519 2
2,808 2
3>92 0
871
284
254

2
2
0

0

57,342

2

6
1
3
11
3
2
18
3
4

28
8
5
90
4
41.

0
0
0

1
1
4
5

0

11

0
22
1

1- 0
4GI
318 0 0
210 0 0
1 003 2 28
712 2 0
192 2 10

Percentage of land sold to Hint offered
II

Lots.

1

Area.
a. r. V51 3 3
2 1 23
360 0 0
80 1 17
E0 3 10
10 1 32
62 3 324
120 0 0
30 1 12

59 1
49 0
in 0

21
0*
0

354
93

26*
29
17

401

0
3
3

114 2 0
4 0 0
716 0 0
2,216 1 0
21419 3 0

4

201 2 0
23 2 17
163 3 1
30 1 0
30 0 0

1
1

19
G82
30

483

19,989

24
3
6
2
8

2S'43
)6'93
34-8G

1 30
2 0
3 10
3 25*

£

106
22
720

s* d.
0 8
0
0

376 13
59 17
43 2
206 2
156 6
307 10

0
9
8
6
0
8
7

926 10 0
2,934 18 9
165 4 6
3,748 10 0
196 11 0
1,595 1 0
171
24
1,240
3,369
3^263

14
0
11
7
19

4
0
4
6
10

695 17 6
268 10 6
374 1 10
180 10 0
4-7 0 0
30

0

0

1,420 6
' 38 10

4

42,217 9

4

3

64
58
SCHEDULE XXXI.

Return of After Auction Sales, under Section 56 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, for the period 1st Juno to 31st
December, 1895.
m

o
d
Loud Board District.

Land District.

.

!
10

December, 1803.

o_j

z: o

11

^o
< V
Ck?
<H U

<!3

— C- ;y
&« S

sf a

o

6
&

©

a.

r. p.

4

•)

n

0

4

2

0

0

i

4
1
0

1
2

«
1
1

No.
ci

Amount
Realised.

Area.

of
Lou

'A °

1
(]

No.

Country Lands within
Population Areas.

Suburban.

Town.

& - <3

o

Braidwood...................

Applications, appro\al 0/ which was Gazetted during the period tat Juno to 31st

5
7?

AmOtn t
Henlbc* 1.

Area.

lAt

L

a.

d.

S£>
70
8

0
0
n

0
0

4

a.

r.

p.

£

R.

d.

4

8

0 Itt

34

fl

0

40
Gl
27

3 30
1 10
2 0
2 20

150 0
103 10
150 0
24 10

0

4

0

3 24

35 10

0

No.
of
Lot.

Amount
Realised.

Area.

a.

r,

p.

£

B.

d.

10

0

0

20

0

0

3G

1 20

SCO

i

77

0

1

rt

l
Dublin

14
27
11

..............

10

*>

0
1
4
2

Cunning..............................

37
“

10

4
2

8

3

2

0

Maitland............................................

&
<
rf

39
10

3
1

33

r>
2b
5
1

1
2fi
f,

11
(i
2

0

0

Ha

0

1
10
3tl
52

fj

0

0
fl

24

0

’n
Kempsey.........................
fjsmmxt..............................
Port Macquarie , ...

0

0
0

0

o'

1
2
2

m

0
0

15
52
20

0
0
0

0

0

0

23

0

0

0
0

6 31

203

0

fl

0

19

fl

0

4

5

J

1

1

1

2 2fi

13 10

0

1

fi
22

13

4

0 2
0 12
3 3G

0
0
0

1ft

2 26

1
(I

a

r>

0

Sydney....................................................

Tamworth

5
3

14

... .

Cowra................... ...
..
Lithgow..............................

1

Mudgcc..............................
KiNtone ............................
\\ ellijigton.........................
Campbeiltown ..
..
Metropolitan....................
Nowm ...
.
..
Parramatta.......................
Windsor ...............................

2
74
1ft
o

Gunricdah .........................
Mummuidi
..

4
4

1

1

ol

2

1

fl

n
to;
2 17*

9
0

0
10
2G

0

1
<7

4
14

4
o

12
10
1
ft
1
C
4

12
3
1
2
1

0
0
0
0

1}
I

5

1
4

4

0
1

0010

•2 2J}
3 0
1 r,

3
2

f)
10
32
20

0

3 37
2 0

Total

.

4
1

13
30
8
o

3
IS
S

1

C
IS
8
1

es

210

104

3

1
r)
3

1 1
0 0
0 30

0
0
0
0

fl
fl
0

0

r>

0
0

92 ID

0

1C
187
72

fl

fl
0
0

4

fl
jog i»
2ft 0

123

0
0

0

IS
7
104

3 21
1 23

Gundagai............................
Narraridcra. .
.
,
Tunihammba...................
Tumut.................................
Wagga Wagga..............

(1

1

7
1
22

.........................

0

7

0
0
0

n
1

20
7

2

fi

6

in

1

Cl

1

(}

6
fii 10

0

s

G3

0

0

0

2

0

5 171

fl

0

1

6

0

;'{fl

0

0

3

27

2

ft

70

0

0
0

1
3

203

0

0

14 5
304 10

0
0

3

123

3

0

ISft 12

0

403

1

307 12

ti

0

0

i

ft

3

3

1
0

ft
0

29 0
34 10

0
0

»>

0

0

C3

0

0

274

0

iu

1,931 10

0

i

ii

107

2

,

SOU

Gl

1,271

0

0

fl

oi)

Grand Total (Town, Sulwrixin, and Country lands alienated) l—251 lots * area, 7H8a. Ir. 30£ji. ; amount realised, £4,170 2s. Od.
Notes —Town laud—Average price jicr acre realised
...................
.............................................— £30 10 7
Suburban Jaud—
tt
,,
,r
.................................................................................................
7 0 11
Countiy land—
,,
,,
„
.....................................................................................
2 8 0

SCHEDULE XXX1T.
Return of Deposits and Instalments forfeited during 1S95, under the 02nd Section of the Crown Lands Act of 1884,
and 1st Section of the Crown Lands (Auction Sales Balances) Act of 1887, on account of non-payment of
balance of purchase money within the required time.*

Land District.
No of
I/fltS.

a. r. p.
Tenterfield..........
l>uurkc ..............
Itomhala.............
Cooma .................

G

X 3‘H
2
2

s

8
2

9
0

9
1

{) X TO
0 2 u

1
n
0

llornya .............
Qneanheynn . .
Dubbo.................. Cooaainlde . ...
Dubbo...............................
Nyngan .....................

i

4
1

27
8

0

0

x n

1 9<U

4 0 22j
2 X 10
i

3
0 2
10 3
0
2

No. of
LoUl

Amount
Forfeited

Area.

12

Bourke .............

Country.

Subuihau

Town.
Land Board District.

2S£
0
344
0

£

s.

37
40
17
O
2

'T1

cX
G
12
1
.)«

2

3

17
1

31
3

A.

28 S 2
13 »
9 0
17
fl 0
(1 0

c
1
1

7

1

3 0 0
0 1 n§

r. j).
X
0 20 ‘
0

0

2 15

£
B. d.
1G 0 0
!) 10
0
9 0 0
r>fi 0 0

No, of
Lets.

Amount

Area.

Koj felted.

a. r. p.

£ s. d.

4

18

1 20

07 2 G

9

12

1

23 <S 1

0 17 fi
15 10 0

10 0

0

3 15 fi
1 5 0
44 17 7
44 1 3

]

IVivbes...............................
Parkes..................

Amount
Foifeitpd.

A1 t*a

14 0
1 12

0

2

6

0

3
4
2

1

2!)

2 3
1 38
0

30
2S

0

0

0

0 12

G

48 is 2
3 10 ii

3
4

0

G
10 1G 3
7

0

59
SCHEDULE XXXII—continued.
Suburban.

Town.
Land Hoard District,

Goulburn

Grafton

Hay........
Maitland .

Moree ..
Orange

Sydney

Tamworth

Wagga Wagga

Land District.

Nix oi
Lots.

Boorowa ..............
Goulburn ..........
Gunning ..............
Mosa Vale .........
Nowra..................
Young.................
Beliingen..............
Casino ..................
Grafton ..............
Kempsey.............
Lismore ..............
Port Macquarie ,,
Hay ..... ,•...............
Hillston ..............
Gosford ..............
Muswellbrook.....
Newcastle ...........
Scone ..................
Singleton..............
Stroud.................
Taree ...... ...........
Moree ..................
Walgett ..............
Warialda..............
Bathurst..............
Cowra .................
Lithgow ..............
Molong..................
Mudgee ..............
Rylstone..............
Liverpool..............
Parramatta..........
Picton ..................
Sydney..................
Windsor ..... .
.
Coonabarabran .,
Gunncdali ..........
Murrurundi..........
Narrabri..............
Albury..................
Contamundry......
Corowa..................
Narrandera .........
Tumbarumba......
Tumut..................
Urana ..................
Wagga Wagga ...

Area,

J

Amount
foi feitod.

No. of
Lobb.

0
y

fl.
2
0
3
0
0
1
2
0
4
1
0
0
2
2
1

r. p.
2 22
2 0
0 0
2 0
2 27
0 20
0 29
1 35
0 3G±
2 S
2 lOJ
2 0
0 0
0 38+
0 5+

£ B. d.
7 0 0
1 5 0
0 0 0
4 0 0
0 17 G
40 17 6
14 15 0
6 10 0
19 y 0
4 1 9
5 12 6
1 1 G
9 12 G
19 5 3
12 0 0

2
4

0 3 11
J 2 18+

3 5 0
8 14 8

8
1
0
1
3
4
0
1
10
4
2
2
4

(i

14
5
4
1
1

0

33
36
0
0
0

14
9
14
5
2

11
0
5
0
10

0
0
6
0
0

0
4
0
1
2

2
1
3
1
0

22?
39+
4
20
16+

8 11
37 5
7 0
9 10
7 17

3
0
0
0
9

2

id

Area,

£ s. d.
15 7 C

a, r, p.

10

1 33

28 2 9

13 0 51

12 4 3

3 7J

44 0 0

25 0 0

0

1

3 1 8

2 7 G
10 12 6

i

4 "2 31

13 15 0

i

7 1 21

1

7 0 32
0 3 3

2G 5 0
9 0 0
14 0 0

7
1

3 2 12
17 0 33
2 1 12

10 0 0
05 2 0
1 17 0

1
2
1
1

0
20
1
1

7
79
6
1

2

Amount
forfeited.

Area.

a. r. p.
22 1 3u

3

i

1
0
0
2
2

2
6

3

Counti-}.
No. of
Lots.

Amount
forfeited.

1

3 15|

325 0 0

12 10 0

8 2 18
4
11
2
3
5

G 3

13

0

0 5

5
3
5

1
1
0
A>

0 38
1 20
2 0

22 1 3
6 5 0
20 10 3

io

3
0
0
1
3
3
0
1
2

1 25
3 0
0 39f
2 0
0 18+
1 30
1 31
2 0
1 32

"ii’ 2 G
2 5 0
72 4 s
4 17
6
25 S 2
12 15 0
1 0 0
3 5 0
142 l 3

3

18
3
7
8
1
3
8

113

0
3
3
0

0
20
0
0

10
15
0
5

i

1 0 0

3
9

10 1 29
32 0 30

1

0 3 10

9

7

G 12

i

2" 2

45 3 15+

161

1

0

80 ’ 0 38 2,71113” 2

0 0
0

010 "0

0

11

3 "’o’ i?

1

0
0
0
0

5 0 ”0
29 17 0
70 14 3

0 23

s. d.

£

2 0

10 0 33

17 19 8

0

..
7
1

9

2 151

2 1 0'

51 3 0
2 17 0

Total ......... 303
119 1 29+ 1,020 3 3
117
Grand total, Town, Suburban, and Country : 492 lots, 0S2 a. 2 r. 9| p., £5,009 13s. lOd.
* The sales nnmilkd, hut iho annulling of which has Ikcu reversed, arc not included in this Return.

SCHEDULE XXXIII.
EETUTtif of Improvement Purchase .Applications under Section 4G of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Applications received
prior to 1335.

Land alienated ( uring the year.

Applications received during
ISOfi.

Tott’ii,

Suburban.

f

Land District.

Number
Number Number
Numl>er Number Number Number
declared
received refused
lapsed. approvee
refused approved
lapsed.

L o ts-

Land hoard.

Area.

1
|

2
I

5

a. r. P

0

G

1

0

ft

3

0

3

Amount
realised
exclusive
of fines.

S

Amount
realised
exclusive
of fines

Area.

0

-

5
|)G

0

d.

0

Od

3

C

a

r

p.

;t

1

2

0

1

0

1

0

2

1

0 27

35

0

0

2 0 0
010

7
5

0
0

0
0

7
180

0
3

0
0

3

0

0

268

3

0

£ s. d.
19 10 0

i

1

....

3

4

2

2

2
<1

2
Collar

...............................

Willyanua

...................

12
1

9

3

e>

i

Uraidwooii....................

1
1

0

...................

•2

1
4

i

0

1

I

1

1
3!oru}fl.

£ 10

i

U

u

12

6

0

1
Dubbo .........................

2

12

1

12
1

Grenfell
....................
Parkes...............................

7

1
{J

4
69
I

ft

i

10
1

2

1

Wagga Wagga

____
Tumut...............................

1

Totals....................

47

1
1

0
0
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

0

1

0

CO

14

1

1

<>

1

2

1

1
1

1

51

13

125

10

3
1
7
3
5

1
C

1

s
1

24

1
S

2
Cowra...............................

20

4

1
1

4

O
0
1
0
j
0
0
0

2
13

Hav....................................

1

•1

45

Noth.—No country land was alienated during the j ear.

0
0

0
0
2 33
g 1G
0
2 O
I O
O

0
1

0

2 381

70 0
806 ID

0
0

20
26
uo
15
40
10
5
125

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7 10

O

0
0

0

15

0

0

D95

3

G

a

100
5 3 jj

1

10

1

io

1-2

3

0

31J

SCHEDULE XXXIY*
KETuire of Applications received and Land? alienated during tlic year 1895 under tlio Special Purchase Clauses of the Crown Lands Acts of 1884 and 1889.
Section 03.

Section 04

3

3
O rt

o u
Z ^

Land District,

Land Boa^l District.

n <->

Applications
completed
during the year.

<3 +*
Z it.

s —

No.

1

g 1
Purchase
Money,
exclusive
of
Fines.

u

Area.

|

_

No.

Purchase
Money,
CXtlllSl'C
of
Pines.

k.
m

<y

z &

Applications
completed
during the year.

O’D

1 S cl
5"3

A rea.

<

Purchase
Money,
exclusive
of
Fines.

r.

ii.

£

s.

d.

a.

r.

p.

L

8.

Aron.

*

tl

a.

r.

p.

£

s.

Dubbo

....

I

| g |

1

No,

(1.
1
2

Inverell..................................................................................................

1

, S^
O

<

1

Milton....................................................................................................
Quwxnbejan
................................................................................

Applications
j
completed
during tlic year.

£ >■

Cases completed
during the year.

Purehaao
Motiej,
exclusive
of
r Fines.

Total
amount
received
For each
Land
District.

U

No. |

<

a.

1

.

is

u

Applications
completed
during the >eat.

Section 42 of Act
1S?9.

Section 07

Section GO.

No.

Area.

1

a.
1

1
1

7
35

£ s.
d.
n 13 o

r p.
0 24
2
U

IS 12
183 4

0
0

Area.

a

r.
p,
2 30

1

1

3

0

3

0

1

0

2

0

£.
s.
d.
11 13 6
18 12
183 4

6
0

6
Q

!
1
2

.................................................................................................

1

15

1

3

1 22

SI

1

9

0

10

0

0

84

1

9

10

0

0

]
1
2
1

Goulburn............................................................... ..... ...................

0

3

3

0

Cl

1

Kempsey..............................................................................................
1
Munvillumbah
Hillston

____

.......................

....

4
1

..................

..........................................................................
.

O

1
1
2
t

■

..

1

83

i

7

2 33

100 13

8

51 14

0

13
3

2 20
3 0
109 13

H

1
l

Muswellbrook...........................................

.

1

......................
2

Taree

i

....................................................................................................

0

1 12

110

7

S
1

0

0 11

8 18

7

Wellington......................................................................................
1

0

3 23

3

0 30!

107

7

3

13

2

0

G

23

0

0

1
1

9

............................................................... ...........................

0

3
1

Lithgow ...................................* - ■
■ - -.............................
Molong.................................................................................................

Nowra

1

i
i
i

20
4
0
10

2 35
2 30
3 3
3 38

c.i e
20 11
10 2
53 13

a
3
9
9

1
2

7
3

1

13

0

1

1

0

0

0
8
7

G3 8
20 11
ll> 2
5S 18
107 7

9
3
0
9
9

0 0
0 *0

9

,

51 14
110 7
8 18

3

1
0

1

21

457

3

0

10

17

2,294

5

G

ft

4

12
130

0 26$
0 15

354 19
337 0

3
6

1
1
10
2
1

1
Corowa.................................................................................................
Gundagai............................................................................................

..

0 2 Hi

567 10 8

29fl

1

2

3,100
337
2fl0

7
0
1

9
6
2

3

0 1G

60

0

0

6(1

0

0

5

2 22

39 18

6

39 IS

6

6

0

23 10

0

23 10

O

i

180

i
i

1

1
2

Totals

0

1

4 0 13£

2,401 13 3

20

10

142 1 32$

700 18 4

i

0

391 0 2S

1,050 10 4

26

84 0 30

4t720 12 7

61
SCHEDULE XXXV
showing the number of applications to surrender lands in exchange for other lands under the provisions of
the Crown Lands Acts, received during the year 1895 and previous years, and the number disposed of and
outstanding on 31st December, 1895.
.

Eeturn

Division of Colony.

Local Land Board District.

Number
of Applications
outstanding
on
31 Due., 18U4.

Number and area accepted
by the
Gove mor-in-Cowicd

Number
of Applications
received
during J80fi.

<luring latlQ.

Number.

Armidale ......
Cooma ........,...
Forbes..............
Goulburn .....
Grafton .........
Maitland ....
Orange .........
Sydney ..........
Tnmworth.....
Wagga Wagga
Dubbo.............
Forbes ..........
Hny..................
Morcc.............
Tnmworth......
Wagga Wagga
Bourke .........
Hay..................
Moree..............

Central

Western

Totals

i
i
i

1
1
10
6
6
15

3

i

2
1
4
16
21
30
21
11
56
9
7
i
*203

10
14
19
4
5

2
7
3
9
3
25
3
3

7,706
14,511
26,677
32,180
12,224
39,580
2,426
4,490

2
0
2
3
3
3

0
0
0
0
24
30
D
0
0 0

4
8
4
5
13

131

55

139,797

2 14

40

16

on
HI J>cc.» IS05.

r. p.

8
5
I
4
2

14
4

Number
of Applications
outstanding

Area.

a.
Eastern

Number
of Applications
refused
or withdrawn
dnmi^ 180[i.

22
8
1
8
4
4
2
t
7
10
20
25
35
IS

17
37
10
9
1
239

* Includes applications for exchange for lands in the Eastern Division revived under the section 47 ot the Crown Lands Act Of ISOo

SCHEDULE XXXVI.
Eetuhn showing the number, area, and nature of Deeds of Grant prepared during the year 1895.
No, of Deeds
of Urant.

1
1,422
50
26
1
5
82
22
692
98
4
63
8
137
7
13
3
2,634

Nature of Urant.

Area.

a.
255
33,783
189
5
43
489
30
4
152,483
25,531
0
502
85
84,706
SI 2
375

r.
0
2
3
1
0
0
3
3
3
3
3
3
1
0
0
1

p.
0
29
35
32i
0
0
30J
25
0
17
23J
24
4
25
23J
13J

482 0 0
299,788

1

S3

lSale by Auction, under clause 23 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1S61.
Do
do
Gl
do
Act of 1884.
Do
"Field of Mars,’' 38 Vie. No. 3.
Do
“Newcastle Pasturage,'' 53 Vic. No. 1.
Purchases in virtue of Improvements under the 8th clause of Crown Lands Alienation Act of 18G1.
Do
do
2nd clause of Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1875.
Do
do
4Gth clause of Crown Lands Act of 1.384.
Do
do
“ Newcastle Pasturage,” 53 Vic. No. 1.
Conditional Purchases under clauses 13, 14, 19, 2), and 22 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861
Do
do
24, 26, 42, and 47 of the Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Purchases under the 9th and 11th clauses of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861,
Do
clauses 63, 64, 66, 67, and 69 of tlic Crown Lands Act of 1884.
Alienation under the 42nd clauso of the Crown Lands Act of 1889.
Do
part 1 of the JOth clause of the Crown Lands Act of 1889,
Do
2
do
do
Dedications under clauses 5 of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861, 32 of Crown Lands Alienation
Act of 1875, and 104 of Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1884.
Miscellaneous.
Total.

. SCHEDULE XXXVII.
Eetubn' showing the number, .area, and rental of Pastoral Leases and Occupation Licenses current during 1895.
Pastoral Leases.

Occupation Licenses.

Number
of
Lcasos.

491
307

798

Division of Colony.

Ofint.ral .........................
Western
......................................

Area.

Annual Rental.

Acres.
14,814,475
38,612,218

£
s. d.
161,910 3 10
179,268 12 1

53,426,693

341,173 15 11

Number
of
Licenses,

315
313
568
218
212
1,620

Division of Colon>.

Eaatem (Preferential)..
Centra! ..........................
Central (Preferential)...
'Western .................. .

Area.

Acres.
3,671,019
3,580,773
6,399,972
3,738,899
23,426,621
40,817,284

Annual License Fee.

£

10,567
18,673
33,539
18,850
42,097

8.

2
11
6
16
12

d.
1
8
8
6
9

123,728 8 8

68
62
SCHEDULE XXXVIII.

Retuutt gi™g particulars as to Refunds granted during tho year 18D5 on account of land withdrawn from Pastoral
Lease and Occupation License.
Pastoral Leases.

GccujwitioT]

Number of
Pastoral Area withdrawn.
Leases.

Division.

Amount
of
refund granted

Totals ..............

67,098
30,760

107

97,858

03

si
26

Number of
Area withdrawn.
Licenses.

Division.

Occupation

Eastern..........................
Eastern (Preferential).,

58
89

nd

Acres.
Central ......................
Western ......................

Licenses.

3,282 7 11
327 13 8
3,610 1

Amount
of
refund granted.

Acres.

Western ......................

60

39,442
71,193
970 73n
702*282

Totals..............

387

1,085,652

7

IRft

£

s. d.

252 16
686 2
1 QK5 R
2,966 H

1
2
Q
8

5,890 IS 8

Grand Totals.
Cases ...............................................................................
494
Area withdrawn ................................. ................ ......... 1,183,510 acres.
Amount refunded............................................................ £9,001 Os. 3d.

SCHEDULE XXXIX.
Heturtt showing the number of transfers of Pastoral Leases, Preferential Occupation Licenses, and Occupation

.

Licenses, completed during the year 1895.

Division.

Preferential Occupation
Licenses.

Pastoral Leases.

Eastern ..............................
Central ..........................
Western................................

16
3

80
35

Totals.....................................................

Occupation Licenses.

115

10

62
23

19

05

SCHEDULE XL.
Eetuen showing Applications received during 1895, under Section 8 of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, for the

attachment of Resumed Areas to Leasehold Areas.
Wustkbn Division.

Area to be attached
to Leasehold.

No. and Name of Resumed Area.

'22.
45.
54.
53.
71.
84.
142.
15S.
'"175.
181.

Acres.
488,716
39,520
137,050
17,420
39,940
63,475
16,100
29,960
33,700
48,900

Kallara............................................................
Mootwingic....................... ...........................
Trida .............................................. \...........
Redan ....................... 1...................................
Moira Plains ................................................
Baden Park.....................................................
Wangarou .....................................................
Centre Block C ....................... .....................
Torrens Creek Road to Mount Wood L.A.
Belford .......................................

Area to be attached
to Leasehold.

No. and Name of Resumed Area.

196.
211.
217.
220,
240.
251.
257259.
316.

Murtee..................
Wiltagoona.w.................................................
MenaMurtcu.............................
Olive Downs ................................
Dunlop .......................
MulgaNo. 1 ...........................
.
Toorale ..............
, .
Warratta..........................
.
Boundary.........................................

Acres.
75,546

99,583

-

214,796
45,700

304,9.80

13,258
322,066
31,881
2,247

* Application refused.

SCHEDULE XL!'.
Return of Occupation Licenses offered for sale by Auction or by Tender, showing the number and area offered; the

number of times offered; and the number and area sold during the year 1893.
By Auction.

Division.

Eastern ..............
Do (Preferential)
Central ..................
Western ..............
Total..........

oltorpd
during 1805,

1 1 2

Bv Tender,

6

,
2e

P

Area

O

offered,

Area sold.

Division.

d
K ‘

45
1
1
7

45
1
1
7

Acres.
604,615
37,840
3,640
31,470

54

54

577,565

6
1
i

8

No 0 times
off red
■lurin [MS35
J

Acres.
74,900
37,840

T o ta l N o .
o ffe r o t).

bn oflimm

0

Area
offered.

C
!/?

Area sold.

d

Eastern ..............

45

1

46

Acres.
649,340

18

Acres.
245,200

Total..........

45

1

46

649,340

18

245,200

3,833
110,573

Grand Totals.
Total number offered 100 ; area 1,220,905 acre*.
a
n
sold 20 ; area 381,773 acres.

69
63
SCHEDULE XLII.

Eetuhn

showing number of applications lodged under section 9 of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1895 ” for reappraisomont of Pastoral Leases and Occupation Incenses, Western Division.
Occupation Licenses.

i'astoral Leases.
Land Board District.
No applications
refused*

No- applications
accepted*

Bourko..............................................................

Totals ..........................................

No. applications
accepted.

Total

No. applications
refused.

Total.

i

118

200

o

202

117

50

2

52

ID

19

13

2

15

s

3

263

6

269

141

i

145

SCHEDULE XLIII.
Eetuuk giving particulars of new Appraisements of License Eees determined under the 81st section of the Crown

Lands Act of 188-1, and gazetted during 1895.
Resumed Area.

Rate per
Previous rate
suction, as
per section. determined after
appraisement.

Division of Colony.
No.

Eastern......... *...........................

Eastern (Preferential)

..........

78
310
347
419
514

Name.

Tooma ...............................

Jjiiura .............................
Harry .............................
Wundno Wondong..........

78a

189 a

JDnmorc

310a
314a

Stony Batter ..................

347a
409a
419 a
480a
490a

497a
622a
Central .................................... 435
437
515

.........................
Toomn ........... ................
Bnura .............................
Winsccmabe ....................
Barry ............................
Burraivong .....................
ClorknosB .......................
Stonv Greek ....................
.Abinglon ........................

22
72
88
90
184
185

206
214
229
240
250

s.
()
0
6
0
0

d.
o
0
8
0
0

£
3
i
3
1
1

fi.
10
13
10
16
12

d.
o
4
0
0
0

7
5
4
6
fi
7
3

6
6
0
13
13
6
6

8
8
0
4
4
8
8
4
4
4
0

3
3
2
4
2
3
2
1
4

0
5
0
10
13
10
10

0
0
0
0
4
0
0

4 13
6 13
6 13
S 0

fi

0 0
1 6 8
4 0 0

liucktmbce ....................
Knllam............... .............
Wiliam.............................

2 o o
2 13 4
1 16 9
1 14 0
1 14 0
1 6 8

o
0
0
0
0

Liaaington........................
Curranyolpa .................

Nocolccbc.........................
Bela lie .............................
Cuthro ..............................
Billillu .......-......................
Dunlop.......... ...................
Wrinnuring ......................

2
1
2
1
1
2
1

0
17
0
5
13
O
14

0

0
0
<H

4
0
0

number rcappniijcd, R ■ arm,
nc.; aumml license fee,
£235 5s. 2(1.

Total numbdr reappraised, 11; area,
133,305 ac. ; annual license fee,
£623 16s. lOd.

8

2 13 4
2 0 0
5 fi 8

Talyealo .........................

Totnl

0 0
3 10 0
4 0 0

West Bogan, Mas, 2 and 3
Cationbar.........................
Hungary West ..............

D
9

£
4
3
3
2
4

1

5
9
14
11
9
0 9
0 9

Total number reappraised, 3; area,
238,638 ao. ; animal license fee,
£521 Ids. 6d.

G
0
0
0
0

0
0

0 9 0
7 2
0 8 0

Total number reappraised, 13; area,
2,173,513 an.; annual license fee,
£1,992 18s. 7d.

0

0 12 3
0 10 6
0 9 0

SCHEDULE XLIV.
Betuhn

showing the number of Pastoral Leases forfeited or surrendered during 1895, and also the number of
Preferential Occupation Licenses and Occupation Licenses not renewed for that year.
Loral Leases,

l1 referential Occupation Licenses.

Western Division ............................

t

Totnl ........ ........

Eastern Division ....................................

2

Total............. . .. 27

Occupation Licenses.
Eastern Division ............................
Central
„
............................
Western
„
..................... .
Total ........ ........ 45

70

64
SCHEDULE XLY.
Betubs showing Enstora] Leaaes in the Central Division extended under the provisions of the 43rd Section of tho
Crown Lands Act of 1889, which will expire during 1896 and succeeding years,
No.

Name of Pastoral Lease-

Date of
KNjnration of
Lease.

Term of Extension.

Pastgijal Leases that will expire
Gurley ................................................. 10 July, 1896,
Bland.............................. 10 Dee.,
„
Tyreel .......................... 10 April, ,, |
Gralgumhone ............................. 10 July,
„
Sandy Creek and Wagga 10 „
„
Wagga.
1
Carinrln.................................................... j 10 Jam,
,,
Perricoota............................................ i 10 July,
,, ]
Cowl Cowl......................1 10 „
„
Aevertire ...................... 10 „
„
Mundawaddera .......... 30 „
„
Moira..............................1 80 „
„
Bunarbra ............................................ 80 „
„
Tongainl);*...................... J 4 Aug., ,,
„ |
Willie .................................................... 1 4 „

in

i>' 189/.
1 year G months.
2 years.
1 year 9 months.
2 years.
0
2 ,,
4 months.
2 „
2 „
2 „
>»
0" , > G montlis.
1 year 9 months,
2 years,
2 „
1 year G months.
1 „ G
„
1 „ 10
„
2 years
1 year 9 months.
2 years.
1 year 6 months.
2 years.
r>
2 „

527
562
5G9
589
079
681
714
724
752

Pastoral Leases that will expire
Wagmgoberemby ............. 10 Jan., 1S97
Kunopia.................................................... 10 July,
„
Oregon .................................................... 10 April, ,,
Guudare ...................... 10 July,
,,
Blue Nobby .................................... 10 „
„
Brogan Plains ............................. 10 Nov,, ,,
Garmvilla............................................ 10 July,
,,
Buddabadah .................. 10 „
„
Bugilbonc............................................ 10 „
„
Uolomljo Greek.............. 10 „
„
Drildool.......................... 10 Jan,,
„
Boolooroo ...................... 10 July,
„
Worriua.......................... 10 Apiil, „
North Goouambil.......... 10 July,
„
W ecmabah .................. 10 ,,
„
Oreel .............................. 10 Jan.,
„
Gennaren ............................................ 10 „
„
Coolah .................................................... 10 May,
„
Murgah................................................. 10 July,
,,
Bunarba.................................................... 10 April, ,,
Uardry ..................................................... 10 July,
,,
Brewarrina ..................................... 10 Jan.,
,,
Gogeldrie ............................................ 10 J uly,
,,
U'Jinen's Greek ..................... 10
„
Cumbooglecumboug........... 10 „
„
Midkin .................................................... 10 „
„
Mimgiebundie............................. 10 Oct.,
,,
Taiwer Mithul Crock ... 10.1ul\,
„
Hermitage Plains
10 „
„
Block M.
The Springs .................................... 10 „
„
W Hal an................................................. 80 „
„
Trinkey.................................................... 30 „
„
Merriwa.......................... 30 Jan.,
,,
Trignmon ............................................ 4 May,
„
4 Keli.,
„
Gragiu and Graman
.
Eurombedah.................................... 7 Sept., ,,
Borambola............................................ 13 April, „
Tarawinda............................................ 10 July,
„

39
44
51
62
70
108
130
131
132
136
141
165
JG7
176
200
201
214
228
231
235
243
249
263
279

I'astoral Leases that will exitri
Puekawidgee.................................. 10 Jan., 18981
Gorian .................................................... 10 July,
„
Coradgery............................................ 10 Oct.,
„
Yarringerry .................................. 10 July,
„
Ji
North Malonga............................ ^
Nyaug .................................................... 10 „
„
flagstone Greek ..................... 10 „
.,
Moroeo .................................................... 10 ,,
Egan Creek .................................... io
„
Upper Merry Merry
10 Jan.,
,,
Bogewong..................... 10 „
„
Coeketgcdong .......................... 10 July,
„
U'ala ............................................................ 10 „
„
Pomingalarna ............................. 10 Jan.,
,,
Widgiewa............................................ 10 „
Caidmtimi............................................ 10 July,
„
Bando........................................................... 10 „
„
Gelam......................................................... 10 „
„
Singoramba Block A ... 10 „
„
Beremegad .................................. JO Jim. >
,,
„
Coolatai.................................................... 10 July,
Spring Creek ........................... 10 „
„
Momalong.......................................... 10 „
„
Merrybone..........................................
>i
JJ

6
48
52
59
241
276
343
420
447
G01
G19
639
074
700

3
12
30
50
06
84
95
98
106
154
172
1S6
197
238
248
251
271
293
294
305
315
329
339
346
423
458
516
517
520

1S9G.
1 year.
1 year 5 months.
S) months.
1 year.
1 „
6 months.
1 year.
1 „
1 „
1 „
1

n

1
1

„
,,

1

„

o

fS

2 „ 3 months.
2 years.
2 „
2 „
0*" »1
1 year G months.
1

„

0

„

1 „ G
„
2 years.
1 year G months.

is 1898.

2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

j'cars 6i months.
years.
„ 3I months,
years.
„
„
„
„

2

0 montlis.
2
0
„
3 j'cars.
3 ,,
2 years G months.

2 ,, G

„

3 years.
3 „
3 „
3 „
2 „ 6 months.
3 years.
3 „
3 „
3 „

No.

Name of Pastoral Lease.

Date of
Expiration of
I/case.

Term ot Extension,

Pastoral Leases that will expire in 1898—coniinued.
289 Wentwrorth Gully ............. 10 April, 1898 2 years 9 months.
3 years.
,,
303 Mourabie ...................... 10 July,
G months.
,, 2 ,,
317 W elbon........................ 10 Jan.,
3 years.
„
347 Burrabogio .................. 10 July,
}J
3SS Buekingbong.................. ^0 })
3 „
400 Old Harbour.................. 10 IT
3 „
JJ
2 „ 6 months.
„
409 Hartwood...................... 10 Jan.,
„
.3 years.
414 Tulloona ............................................ 10 July,
10 Nov.,
,,
3 ,,
4 months.
469 Albert Waterhole
„
3 years.
490 -The Meadows ............................. 10 July,
532 More Devil ................. 10 „
„
3 „
9 montlis.
Edgeroi..................................................... 30 April, „ 2 ,,
,,
3 years.
577 Grubben Plains ..................... 30 July,
,,
2 ,, 6 months.
C22 Groug Grong..................................... 30 Jan.,
„
2 „
6
„
625 Eenaw’ccna .................................... 30 „
,,
2 ,,
G
„
651 Barham .................................................... 4 lfeb.,
2 „
6
„
658 Pulhtop.................................................
4 „
„
„ 3 years.
659 Howlong ...................... 4 Aug.,
., 2 ,, G months.
662 North Juuce.................. 4 Neb.,
667 Merool Baale Creek...... 4 Aug., „ 3 years.
,, 2 ,, 6 months.
672 Gobran .......................... 4 Peb.,
4 Aug.,
,, 3 years.
676 Bumbaldry (Upper) ..
,, 2 ,, G months.
694 Bald Hills JcWarradorrv 4 Feb.,
2 >i
G
„
695 Wanganella .......... .
4 }j
if
744 Wbeoga.............. ........... 10 Sept., ,, 3 „
2 „
,, 3 „
4
„
745 Bocro Bogolong.............. 10 Nov.,
,, 2
6
„
751 Bomera .......................... 10 Jan.,

13
24
43
46

GS

GG
G9
74
75
SO
87

SS

113
110
121
13,7
155
156
204
215
219
222
236
252
253
277
295
3)9
325
331
379
403
413
422
446
448
467
473
4SS
494
49G
501
549
550
566
570
581
593

G13

G20
627
630
634

I
I
i
:

Pastoral Leases that will expire
lienerembah.................. 10 July, 1899
South Condoublin......... 10 ,,
.
Nyingay........................ 10 „
.
Eli Elwali...................... 10 ,,
.
llohitm.......................... 10 „
;
Weelotig........................ 10 ,,
;
Spicer’s Crcclf .............. 10 „
Boyd ...........................
10 ,,
,
Tregalana ...................... 10 Mar.,
.
West Gungalman.......... 10 July,
Tugland ....................... 10 „
Goonal ........................... 10 Jan,,
Yarraldool...................... 10 July,
Tonderburine. ............. ! 10
Willowa............................|
10Jan,,
Belgorccn......... ............. 10 July,
11 erkailool...................... 10 ,,
Murrulebale ................... 10 Jan.,
Borrembcd...................... | 10July,
10
Yamma
Goangra..............
10 „
10
Couhail ..............
10 „
Neinby (Upper)
10 „
Buttabnnc ........
10
Warran Downs...
10 -Tan.,
Cobbadah ..........
10 July,
Uhunbarella.....
10
Gillmghall ......
10 Jan.,
Sandholes.........
10 July,
Yarrow ah.........
Cowel Murryau
10 „
Mooubria .........
10 „
10 April,
Curralnirrama ^
Berry Jerry and Arajoel 10 July,
Bundaburvab............... 10 „
Cumignndi ................. 10
Burburgate ................. 10 Jan.,
Brookong ..................
10 „
Buie Plains ................. 10 July,
Morago ........................ 10 „•
Burma doon ................. 10 „
Bungle Gully............... 10 Jan.,
Bocabigal ..................... 30 July,
Biamble ....................... 30 „
Tchelery ...................... 30 April,
Walla Walla and Caran 30 July,
gatoll.
Millie ........................... 30 „
Nanima........................ 30 „
Opposite Derribong..... 30 „
Tnbbo........................... 30 „
Ariah............................ 30 „
Y'arrabee ...................... 30 Jan.,
Kooba......... ................. 30 April,

„

„
„

„

1899.
4 years.
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „
3
8
4 years.
4 „
3
6
4 years.
4 „
3
6
4 years.
4
3
6
4 years.
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „
4 „

in

mouths,
months.
months.
months.

4 „

G months.
3
4 years.
4 „
3 „ 6 months.
4 years.
4 „
4 „
3 „ 9 months.
4 years.
4 „
4 „
6 months.
3 „

3 „

6

„

4
4
4
4
4
3
3

6 months.
9 „

4 years.
4 „
4 „
3 „ 6 months.
4 years.
4 „
3 „ 9 months.
4 years.
„
„
„
„

65
SCHEDULE XLY—eoniinued.
Ko.

Date of
ICxpiration of
Lease.

Nnmc of Pastoral Lease.

Term of Extension,

663
663
692
743

that will expire in 1803—con^'jDwrf.
Bourke’s Creek...... ....... 30 July, 1S99 4 years,
Morangarell and Narra- 4 Fcli,,
,, 3 years 6 months.
burra Creek.
Tnleumbah .................. i jj
i
s » e „
Billabong, West ..........
^ JJ
jt
3 u 6 ,,
Wallandoon .................. 4 j,
^ 3 „
6 „
Euroka, South ............. 30 Nov,,
,, 4
4 j)

Pastoral Leases

4
7
a

io

15
16
17
IS
20
22

28
27
20
38
34

3G
37
38
41
49
54
05
57

Gl
04
05
71
72
73
76
77
79

50

S3
85
91
92
93
90
97

99

101
105
107
109
110
112
114
117
118
119
120
122
123
124
125
326
127
128
129
133
134
138
139
140
144
148
149
150
153
158
159
100
101
162
166

59—1

will Expire in 1900.
10 July, 1900 5 years,

that

Uotlieroe ......................
Poor Boon.....................
Coinbadcllo and K’c;>ickalina.
Goimiama......................
Calga..............................
Caragabivl......................
Marrar .........................
Wotnboin ......................
Uelaringar......................
Knratha .........................
Peter Duffity..................
Bonduck ......................
llenykyminc..................
Kcri Keri ......................
Kiacatoo ......................
Bogamildi ...................
Caigan ..........................
Upper Wyalong, No, 3
Kialgara ......................
Balgay'..........................
Gumin Oumin .............
West Mandamah..........
East Billaboug..............
Polly lirewan ..............
Billabong ......................
Native Dog .................
Nap Nap .....................
Bcrida .............. ...........
Pevenscy ......................
Uabba .......................
Yanga ................. .......
Cliab Sing......................
Utimambri......................
Weebollabnlla .........
Wollongough ..............
Mumblcbonc...................<
Burdenda ......................
Gillcndoon.....................
Nebea...............................I
(Innmain ................. .
Therribri ......................
Mungranby k Bourbeeul
Kildary..................
'
Cocopara, East..............
Welbendungah..............
Boonook ......................... |
North Gogelderie..........
Collibnrl ......................
Bundilla.........................
Toogimbie......................
Killarncy ......................
Warry ..........................
Uliliwa ...................
j
Wingcnbah ..................
Moolpa ..........................
Booabula ......................
Barmedman ................... \
Bolagainy......................
Bnlgandramine ..........
Wolla Wolla ..............
Quambone .................
Ungaiee .....................
Borambil ......................
Warragan......................
Uuddon Rigg ..............
Giueroi ..........................
Lie wait ............
i
Gunuiugbland ..............
Geeron or Derangibal...
EUengcrah .................
Colane ..........................
South Yathong ..........
The Brigalows..............
Tuppal ..........................
Quambone ..................
Lake Cowal ..................
Crcmorne ......................

^0

11

!!

10

5 ,,

„

„

5

„
„

„
„

10
10

10 Feb.,
10 July,
10 „

,,
,,

„

„
„

10

„

„

10

,,

„

10

„

„

10
10
10

„
„
„

„
„
„

10

,,

„

10

,,

„

io ,,

„

10 ,,
10 ..
10 „

,,

10

,,

5 ,,

5 ,,
4 years 7 months.
5 years.

„
„
„
10 March, ,,

10

10 July,
10 i,

10
10

„„

„
,,

„

„

„

„

„

„

10

»,

,,

10

„

„

10

,,

„

10

,,

,,

10

„

„

10

,,

„

10
10
10
10

„
„

„
„

10

10 ,,
„
10 „
„
10
„
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 ,,
,,
30 January ,,
10 July
„
10 „
„
10 „
„

4 years G mouths.
5 years.

10

,,

„

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

„
„
„
„
„

„
„
„
„
„

o >.

,,

,,

„
„

„
„

io

„

„

10
10
10

„

„

,,

10

„

„

10
,,
10 ,,
10 „
10 January
10 July
10 „
10 „
10
„
10 ,,
10
>,
10 „
10 ,,
10 „
10 April
10 July

5

„
j,
„

5

„

5
5

„
,,

5

„

5
5

„
,,

„

5

„

,,

„

5 ,,
5 „
5 „
5 „
5 „
4 years 6 months,
5 years.
J „

„

5

„

o

,,

,,
„
,,
„

,,

5

5

5

„

„

j,
„
,»

„
,,
,,

Expiration of

Term of Extension.

Lease.

Pastoral Leases

633
649

Name of Pastoral Lease.

No.

■7 t>
5 „

4 years 9 months.
5 years.

Pastoral JjEases that
169
170
173
174
175
177
178
181
182
184
187
1SS
190
191
192
193
193
196
199
202
205
206
207
20S
209
211
213
217
218
221
223
226
229
230
232
233
234
246
247
250
254
256
257
258
2G0
261
264
265
266
272
273
274
278
281
2S2
283
234
285
288
291
298
300
301
304
307
312
313
314
316
318
320
321
324
326
327
330
332
335
337
341
342
345
350
352
353

will kxpjee in

Huddon Riggs..............
Gorman's Hill West ...
Harwell..........................
Wingadee......................
Panjee .........................
Nclgowrie.....................
Y'ankoBlockA ..........
Ford’s Creek..................
Boronga .....................
Tiie Overflow .. ...... .
Centre Block, No. 3 ...
liurran ..........................
Malaraway and Millie
North.
■
Burbigal .....................
Dcrri Derri ...............
Urawilkcy.....................
Conapaira......................
Wallamgambone.........
Tyric.........
Woodlands .................
Kucargo or Tory Wee
Waa.
Bomely..........................
Goonanawa .................
Nanah .........................
Me roe..............................
G curie ..........................
Oxley.............................
The Trofifs......................
Bnndalla ......................
New Myregall..............
Orange Plains ..............
Gillenbine or Golxmdry
Carlginda .....................
Berembod, North..........
UJinda ..........................
Bokemcr .....................
Melrose Block D............
Terraniungamiiie..........
Coonimbia .....................
Cunoon Point ..............
Caroonboon ..................
Puckyinguy..................
Tabratong......................
Waterloo ......................
Blowclcar, West..........
Mowablaa.....................
Tharambone..................
Merrigal Back ............
Mount Karris ..............
Toorawandi ..................
Dcrra Derra..................
Werai..............................
Burren ..........................
Thellangering, East ...
Trialgara .....................
Fbnu lOains ..................
Mimosa, West.............. 1
Ballandi'y.....................
Woollandool..................
liolaro ... ...................
Goobang..........................
Quecnsboroiigh..............
Bnoua, West..................
Calimo ..........................
New Babindu ................
Pullingawarina.............
New Kirban...... ...........
Upper Boomley ..........
Sandy Camp..................
Gunningbar .................
Glen Quin......................
Binigny..........................
Burrongong ..................
Gunnibong......................
M arthaguy Creek..........
Coonong..........................
Aratnla..........................
Pier Pier ......................
Beanbah..........................

1900—coiiiiiiKerf,

10 July, 1900
10 ,,
,,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
30 „
„
10 April
,,
30 July
„
10 January ,,

5
6
u
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5
4

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

5 years.
5 ,,
5 „
5 ,,
5 „
5 ,,
fi M
4 years 9 montlis.

July
„
„
„
„
„
„
April

„
„
„
„
„
„
„

10 July
„
io „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 January ,,
10 July
„
10 „
„
io „
„
10 January,,
10 July
,,
10 „
„
10 ,,
„
10 „
„
10 ,,
,,
10 „
„
10 ..
„
io „
„
10 January ,,
1(1 July
„
10 ,,
,,
io „
„
10 ,,
,,
10 „
„
10 „
„
io ,,
„
io „
,,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
,,
10 ,,
,,
10
„
10 „
„
io „
,,
10 ti
j,
10 January ,,
10 July
,,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 .,
„
10 ,,
,,
10 „
„
io „
,,
10
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
io „
„
30 „
„
10 „
„
10 ,,
,,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
io „
„
10' „
„
io „
„
10 „
„

years.
,,
>.
,,
,,
„
,,
,,
,,
,,
„
years 9 months.
years.
years G months.

5 years.
5 ,,
5 „
5 „
5 „
n >!
5 ,,
4 years 6
5 years.
5 ,,
n ,,
4 years 6
5 years.
5 „
5 „
5 .>
5 ,,
5 „
5 ,,
5 „
4 years 6
o years.
5 „
5 ,,
5 ,,
5,,
5 „
5 ,,
5 ,,
5 ,,
5 „
5 ,,
5 „
5 „
5 „
5 ,,
5 ,,
5 „
5 „
5 „
4 years 6
5 years.
5 jj
5 ,,
5 ,,
5 >.
5 ,,
5 j.
5 ..
5 jj.
5 ,,
0 jj
5 u
5 „
5 „
5 ,,
5 >,
5 ,,
5 „
5 >,
5 ,,
5 jj
G

months.

months.

months.

•

months.
'
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SCHEDULE XLV—continued.
Date of
Expiration of
LeabC.

Name of Pastoral Lease,

Pa stomal

354 1
35G
35S
350
360
362
364
365
366
367
368
373
374
3S0
3S2
3S3
3S5
3SG
3S7
301
393
39+
395
393
399
401
404
405
406
407
410
412
418
424
432
433
435
437
440
444
445
449
459
464
465
46S
470
471
472
474
475
477
478
470
4S0
431
484
4S5
486
489
402
403
498
490
500
502
504
508
509
510
511
512
513
515
518
510
522
525
526
529
530
533
534
536
538

Llapes

that

wile,

North Wakool.............
Cobra..............................
South Urana..................
Kimble ......................
Malonga........................
Merrigal..........................
G raw)icy ..................
Englo.............................
Quabathoo......................
Bundy ........................
Kerriwah .....................
Samlridgc......................
The Bocbunc Swamp ,,
MumnnboHie ..............
Kugeidry ......................
Narroimne ...................
Thomilale......................
Merryanhone ..............
Pallal..............................
Cullencally ..................
Zara .............................
RodaiiEjora .....................
Bang'll cub ...................
Bartley's Creek ..........
Varui id man ..................
Comal la.........................
Tnreeiari .....................
Hiuitawang .................
Barratta ......................
Burma Bnnna ..............
Upper Wyalong ..........
Mnrrill Creek ..............
Yamma.........................
South Thononga........
Willan ..........................
Middle Field ..............
West Bogan, Nos. 2*3
Canonha ......................
Quandary, North..........
Geweroo .......................
Minoru ..........................
Yovilhung .....................
Nangervbone ..............
Gandymungyde! .........
Dcmliqniu.....................
Merrigal, Marthaguy ...
Jiutidyulumblah .........
West Bogan, No 7......
Pilliga ..........................
Fast Brooking ............
Bourbah........................
Ca.lhd>i'i................. .
.
Derribong......................
M ittagong.....................
Tabratong, West.........
Yome.............................
Success .........................
Burcllan.......................
Gunning, East..............
Ooma..............................
Warree ..........................
Booloola......................
BiLiTawn-iig ..................
Palistbou ......................
Colli .............................
Mimosa. ...*..................
Terambone ..................
Kookaburragoit^..........
Arramagong. W’est .....
New Geraigiimbone... .
Gunnegaldra................
Momiiiiunt KJats .........
Cenauagie......................
Mungavy, We?t ..........
Moombooldool ............
Mulga or Glcnariff,
Block B.
Old Biainblc..................
Goolgimibla ..................
Quinmong.....................
Ynlgogrin, South.........
Narraway......................
Wnngrewally .............

expire

Term of Extension.

in

1900—continued.

1 July, 1900
10 „
„
1° .>
>.
10
„
io „
;;
i« „
,,
10 „
„
io „
„
10 „
„
10 ,,
„
io „
„
10 „
„
io „
„
10 „
„
10 ,
„
io ,,
„
10 „
,,
io „
„
io „
„
10 „
,,
io ,,
„
io „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
io „
,,
io „
„
io „
„
io ,,
„
io
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
io „
,.
10 „
„
10 „
„
io „
„
io „
„
io ,,
„
10 „
„
io „
„
10 „
.,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 ..
„
io „
„
10 „
„
10 January „
10 July,
„
10 ,,
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 Ja-minry n
10 July,
,.
10 „
„
10 „
.,
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 .,
„
io .,
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
„
10
io „
„
io „
10 „
„
10 „
„
10 „
io „
„
10 „
„
10 „
,,
10 „
„
io „
„

10
10
10
10
10
io
10
Yidcogrin ...................... io
Ginghet........................ 10

„
„
„
„
,,
"

„
„
„
„
,.

„
„

„

5 years

0
13
5
5
li
o
5
r>

„
„
„
,,
»
11
„

5 „
5

,,

6
o
0
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
B
0
5

..
»
i,
>.
»
„
..
,,
»
,,
..

5
5
5
6
S
5
fi
■*>
O
S
fi
5

„
„
„
„
,,
„
,,
>>
„
„
„

»
,t

•>

5 „
5 „

M

4 years (5 months.
13 years.

4 years 0 months,
o years.

No,

Pastoral Leases

530
540
541
543
5(4
546
548
551
552
553
555
556
564
571
i>72
574
576
578
586
587
588
590
591
594
596
597
508
099
600
602
605
066
609
61!
612
615
618
623
626
628
631
636
637
64S
602
{}{)<_>
656
607
660
061
664
675
677

Date of
Expiration of
Lease,

Name of Pastoral Lease.

that will

expire in

Term of Extension

1300—coftimiwtf.

678
6S0
683
684
685
637
639
691
696
69S
701
702
706
710
712
719
722
736
737
739
740
741
742

Nat’adhfiii.....................
Gunyer Warildi ..........
Mandamah .................
Youngara Creek ..........
Tarrinro........................
Bnrra Burra.................
Boree Crook.................
Dnndaloo .....................
Lower Willie, East......
Nocky Creek .............
Loir! ev jSalitbla............
Balladoian.....................
Bindn ...........................
Gabu'uga.mbonc .........
Kgelabrii .....................
Bnn^c&ljong................
Timberrybungan.........
Canonba........................
Gulgo...........................
Buddigower.................
Cogbill .........................
Quandary, South..........
Towrul ......................
KuiToWfty.....................
Terrangau.....................
Bygaloree ....................
Bundemar.....................
Wronliobbie .................
Wanibungalang ..........
Cooma ........................
Warrant ....................
Buddabudah.................
BoolCJUTol.....................
Teimitdra ..................
Wyabra.......................
Mellool .......................
Cuvra and CutTawinnia
Merringreon ................
Woorooma...................
Baan Baa, Smith..........
Euroka ........................
Bumbaldry .............
Ghooleuduadi .............
Condoboiin .................
Mungerbumbonc.........
Mumimbidgcrie ..........
Bngowra .....................
Lindsay .........................
Narran ......................
Mullah .........................
Ulonga .........................
Gunbar ......................
Hermitage Plains, Block
A 2.
Narrawin...................
^rummgimdy .............
Mahonga ...................
Yalgottoring, North... ,
JvolUibertoo, North .....
VcrrinAn ....................
Melrose .......................
Mrall&ngra.....................
Gownng........................
Budgery........................
Lake Cowal ................
Wilga Downs ...........
Myall Creek ................
Wandao Wondong......
Upper W'yalong, No. 2
Cobrauraguy...............
Piedmont ....................
Combogolong .............
Culmier.........................
Brundah, North .........
Walinnbillan, Eo&t.....
Wallaubillnn................
Euroka, Noith ............

723
729

Pastorai, Leased that will exi'Irf. in 1901.
Goim...........................
4 Mar., 190! 6 years.
Noorong ....................
)»
M fl

730

Pastoral Leases that will expire in 1962.
Mogoug .....................
4 July, 1902 5 years.

10 July, 1900
10 January ,,
30 July,
,,
so „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 ,,
,,
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 April, ,,
30 July,
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 j,
,i
H
ii
30 „
„
30 , i
,,
30 „
.,
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 .,
„
30 „
„
30 „
.,
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 ,,
,,
30 ,,
,,
30 „
„
30 „
,,
30 „
„
30 „
„
30 „
„
4 August, ,,
4 ,,
,,
4 „
„
4
„
+ ,,
„
4
„
4 „
„
4 „
„
4~ 17

>>

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
7
"

„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
,,

5 years.
4 years 6 months.
5 years.
5 „
0 „
5
'r>
s „
5 „
5 „
4 years 9 months.
5 years.
A „
A „
■r> >,
A „
A „
fl »
fl „
fl „
A „
A h
5 J>
5 „
5
fl M
fl „
fl „
5 ...
A „
A „
A „
A „
fl „
fl „
A „
A ,,
5
,,
5 ,,
&
u
r> a
r> t j
6 „
A „
fl „
5 jy
fl „
fl „
fl „
ii ,,
5
fl
fl
5

10
10
30
30
30
30

„
„
i,
„
„
.,
Feb.,
August,
,,
„
„
Sept.,
..
July,
„
„
,,
„
„

„
,,
„
,,
,,
„
„
„
„
„

a
a
a

„
„

5 ,,
a „
fl ,,
4 years 6 months.
5 years.
6 J?
A „
5
J1
5 j,
A n
A „
A „
A
5 ,,
5
A
„
A
„
fl „
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SCHEDULE XLVL
Retuen

No.

1
5
S
*11

14
19
21

25
2G
28
31
82
35
*40
42
*45
47
*53
50
60
63
67

*S1

82
*89
90
94
100
102
•103
104
111
*115
142
143
145
146
147
152
157
163
164
168
171
179
*180
183
189
194
193
203
*210
212
216
220

224
225
227
237
230
240
242
244
245
255
259
262
267
260
275
•280
286
237
290
292
296
297
299
302
306
*308
309
310
311

showing Pastoral Leases that expired during the year 1895.
Area (aj>praYiinate).

Name of Pastoral Lease.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
U rombong .............................................
Bimim .....................................................
Wcetaliba ..........................................
Eurio Kurio.............................................
MuhvnJa and Savernakc ......................
Coonabarabran .....................................
Wandary........................................ ........
Campbell’s Island ..................................
Narrandcra.............................................
Cadow ....................................................
lioomanooinana ......................................
Bulleubong.............................................
Himdulla.................................................
TcUernga ...............................................
MuHengndgery .....................................
Youngue Plain ....................................
1 Jallarce ................................................
Yarragrin................................................
South Ualladoran ................................
Hone and Premer ................................
Pour Bob Camp....................................
Belubnla ................................................
Wondoobar............................................
Merool Crock........................................
Mooloomoon ........................................
Wargaui ................................................
Weelab or Gradgery...........................
Esperauco ............................................
Tootal ....................................................
Mem Morrigal ....................................
Wangamnng Plains ............................
Wargambegal ............. .........................
Milby _.................................................
North Yanco .......................................
Back Esperauco ....................................
Nyngan East ........................... . .........
Minna Minane.......................................
J linen ....................................................
Bull Plain................................................
Tregalana East ..................................
North Yatbong ....................................
'J'arramia ................................................
Warrowrie ............................................
Toganinaiu ............................................
Mercboup ...............................................
Milbny West ........................................
Yallaroi ................................................
Book Book ............................................
Oakey Creek ........................................
Caraliost ................................................
Gibbiqan ................................................
Jerilderie................................................
Mitkengowrie........................................
Gulgo South...........................................
Bygoo ....................................................
Colombo Plain........................................
Balagula ...............................................
Hanging Rock ..................................
Armatrcc ............................................
Boyong ............. '..... .........................
Wanaberry and St. Giles .................
Barooga ................................................
Nowlcy ................................................
Quilbono ...............................................
Mmigyer................................................
Cryon ....................................................
Tucklnn and Yarrow Creek.................
Yaddra...................................................
Wardry ................................................
Butherwah ............................................
Monlmaiti ............................................
Upper Daroohalgie .............................
West Bland Plain ................................
K iambi r ................................................
Bent's Hill ............................................
Yagaba....................................................
Come-by-Chancc and dimalong Joscy
Murray Downs ....................................
Crown Camp ........................................
Billcroy ................................................
Coppymurrumbil ................................
Tourable ...............................................
Burrel or Gunnible ............................
Mickygunnegal ........................... .......

Acres.
10,360
8,002

26,144
40,182
9,140
3,740
4,340
2,440
32,380
10,459
10,505
8,571
4,878
16,771
8,602
12,700
12,800
72,098
8,664
17,505
11,000

6,581
20,678
17,180
0,778
13,849
8,067
5,630
2,350
110,905
1,677
12,750
17,515
22,120
8,100

5,640
6,560
2,670
3,804
4,448
2,011

9,307
1,918
41,852
6,258
18,200
54,030
3,680
4,007
20.550
9,600
8,733
5,775
4,826
22,363
5,501
5,097
3,281
9,353
2,529
9,920
3,546
21,876
18,363
] 12,034
26,740
17,720
15,360
13,283
10,580
18,900
2,197
5,915
13,760
2,800
18,082
11.776
17,112
9,980
6,883
48,407
12,917
5,457
8,200

Date of Expiration

Kemarks.

of Lease.

10 July, 1895
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
*
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
tin
do
do
tin
do
do
do
do
do
'
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

...

...
...

Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
rto
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

E\tcnsion of lease granted, but subsequently withdrawn by lessee,
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SCHEDUI/e xml-continued.
No.

323
333
334
*336
335
340
*344
34S
349
351
355
357
301
369
370
*371
372
375
370
377
•37S
381
3S4
3S9
•390
392
396
397
402
40S
411
415
*410
417
419
421
425
420
42S
429
431
434
436
435
439
*441
442
443
451
452
453
454
455
456
457
400
461
462
403
•406
470
4S2
*483
*487
495
*497
503
506
507
514
521
524
531
035
537
*542
*545
*047
554
557
*500
561
565
567
568
*573
*575

Name o! Pastoral Lcaae.

CENTRAL DIVISIO K-continued.
Armitreo......................................................
Gidgenlioyne .............................................
Pullannung ................................................
Terry Hie Hie..............................................
Myall TMains ..............................................
Wowingragong ..........................................
Collymoiigool..............................................
Bingara ......................................................
Bitlgandia ..................................................
Murray..........................................................
South Merrowie..........................................
Collitnlina ....................... ..........................
Geramy .......................................................
Ringwood .................................................
Wangan ....................................................
Warbreccan.................................................
Molly ................................ .........................
Howlong ......................................................
Coree.............................................................
Half-moon Plain ......................................
Medway and flaniber Gamber West.......
Buraja .........................................................
Rack Tcnandra .........................................
New Rreelong..... ........................................
Youenrlah ................................................
Wee Waa South...................'......................
Wongagong.................................................
Rearbong.....................................................
Ganbcr Ganber Hast...................................
Toole's Creek ...........................................
Grahweed .................................................
Moonagee.....................................................
Bulbodney ................................................
Cooopara................................................. ..
Houlaghan’s Crook North ......................
Yanko .........................................................
Toolonn ....................................................
Opposite Ooonamble or Eurainie..............
Quonmoona and Geanmoney .................
Lalalteo South.............................................
Kulki .........................................................
Catbundnl No. 2 .....................................
Lower Ningear .........................................
Umutbce and Toonga ..............................
Back Run ....................................................
Rullerawa.....................................................
Yerra Y'crra.................................................
Grccnbab Creek..........................................
Warregul.....................................................
Kentucky.....................................................
North-east Maugoplah..............................
Goree .........................................................
Willurali .....................................................
Kycamba....................................................
Tin Pot Alley.............................................
Back Gilgandra .........................................
Honeylmgle.................................................
Maugoplah .................................................
Gunambil....................................................
Hiinonybareenyba...................................
Upper Bugaldi .........................................
Bnndidgcry.................................................
Micabil .......................................................
Buck W.vrdiy.............................................
Gregadoo.....................................................
West Bogan No. 1 ..................................
Sandy Creek .............................................
Slaughter-house Plain ..............................
Coreen .........................................................
Rhnble.........................................................
Back Yomma............................................
Uiumbie .....................................................
New Wyregal.............................................
Gobbagombalin and Tooya!......................
Carroll .........................................................
Moonbi or Bogamlillon...... ..................... .
Trowell Creek Station ..............................
Bolero Block A North ..............................
Walla Walla ..............................................
Oura.............................................................
Tncka Tucka .............................................
Mungadal.....................................................
Carnemey .................................................
Carbucky.....................................................
Lower Droubalgie.................................... .
Bald Ridge..... ...........................................
Cowabee .....................................................

Area, (appi'Oiimato).

| Dftte

of Expiration
of Lease.

ItcmnrkB*

Acres,
GsOoO

5,400
20,503
126,721
$80
3,050
69,729
23,859
1,684
5,250
0,425
4,952
825
790
66,887
3,833
21,724
500
17,183
1,674
11,424
2,925
6,300
17,000
48,916
34,070
3,718
22,500
4,5)3
1,435
43,379
19,407
. 34,480
8,587
6,46!
'
6,030
18,912
8,706
7,655
814
1,800
10,410
9,520
21,127
15,200
132,280
1,907
10,206
10,549
1,825
3,237
7,913
19,057
5,838
16,069
7,600
24,500
1,739
13,288
1,420
6,200

4,570
17,208
19,100
1,100
25,355
18,760
7,810
6,258
25,400
7,901
17,080
11,000
24,270
6,077
37,592
28,033
14,500
5,108
3,498
17,776
11,500
2,463
45,640
1,849
8,600
13,897

10 July, 1895
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
*
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do

do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
. do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
30 July, 1895
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Preferential Occupation License applied for.
No Preferential Occupation License applied for.
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
No Preferential Occupation License applied for.
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
•
do
do
do
'
do
dn
dn
No application for Preferential Occupation License,
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
No application for Preferential Occupation License,
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
dn
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

* Extension of lease granted, but subsequently vrithdrami by lessee.
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SCHEDULE XLYI—continued.
Name of PostOral Lease,

j

No.

679
*530
582
583
584
535
603
604
607
610
616
617
621
624
629
632
633
635
640
641
642
643
044
645
640
647
653
654
665
660
669
671
073
682
686
688
•690
693
699
707
708
709
715
*718
721
723
725
726
727
733
746
747
748
750

Area (npproMsimte).

Date of Expiration
of Lease.

Remarks

Acres.
5,000 '30 July, 1895...
do
..
33,967 '
do
...
16,506
2,746
do
...
do
...
9,100
do
...
4,597
6,600
do
...
do
7,936
do
...
25,440
6,562
do
...
18,398
do
...
8,105
do
...
do
...
3,031
25,142
do
...
12,266
do
..
do
...
9,300
do
...
4,369
1,161
do
do
.
.37,747
4 Aug., 1895
432
3,640
do
...
do
. ,
2,445
10,092
do
...
5.080
do
...
do
...
48,767
1,834
do
..
7,168
do
...
do
...
154,319
do
. .
4,947
2,484
do
...
dd
...
960
do
...
20,639
18,167
do
...
do
713
99,069
do
..
8,895
do
...
do
09,737
35,083
do
...
7,942
do
. .
do
...
28,347
78,072
do
...
do
26,046
7 Sept., 1895...
1,880
22,285
do
,.
39,200
do
..
24,252
do
...
32,800 13 Oct., 1895...
do
„.
5,156
17,513
do
...
3,525 30 July, 1895...
6,400 10 do
...
do
...
4,800
do
...
9,800
12,400
4 Aug., 1895...

CENTRAL DIVISION—cmtiinu&d,
Bomnda ........................................ ........................
Bolar ......................................................................
Kcrtirbury .............................................................
Quat Quatta .........................................................
Diuby .....................................................................
landrn .....................................................................
Matboura .............................................................
Buuduro .................................................................
Wallcnamne ...... ..................................................
Emliio .....................................................................
Boonal .....................................................................
Tycaimah,...............................................................
Wathagar.............. .............................. ..................
Humnla .................................................................
Myall Downs ........................................ ■................
Back Daroubalgie .................................................
Milton Vale............................................................
Nangunia and Warmatta.....................................
Breeza ...................................................................
Triangular Elam....................................................
West Breelong .....................................................
Gnnncdah Station.................................................
Houlaghans Creek, South ..................................
Illnnuirgalia, East..................................................
Bengalla .................................................................
Baud on....................................................................
Tomanbil................................................................
Wooyeo .................................................................
Dundullamel .........................................................
Mcreynla..... ...........................................................
New Gradgery .....................................................
Big River ............................................................
Noweronie ..........................................................
South Mahouga Forest ........................................
Merab .....................................................................
Warwillah .............................................................
Willeroon.................................................................
Goolhi .....................................................................
Kindro. Creek.........................................................
Oberne................................................................
KeCra .....................................................................
Obella .....................................................................
Elong Elong ........................................................
Back Creek and Nobby’s Lagoon .....................
Borah .......................... .........................................
West Bogan No. 6................................... ...........
Dundoo Hills ........................................................
Neluugaloo ............................................................
Pinnacle ................................................................
Brundah ................................................................
Groongal ................................................................
Wyvcrn ..... .........................................................
Bnngagee............................ ..................................
Dttmvcrinn ............................................................

Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
No Preferential Occupation License applied for
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
No Preferential Occupation License applied for,
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
(to
do
do
do
do
do
do
‘
do
do
No Preferential Occupation License applied for.
Preferential Occupation License applied for.
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

do
do
do
do

do
do,
do
do
do
do

do

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

4 Extension of lease granted but subsequently withdrawn by lessee.

SCHEDULE XLVII
Eeturn showing the number and area embraced in Applications for Homestead Leases made in 1805, and the action

thereon.
No. of

m 5 Applicati OHS.

Applications received and

Land Board District.

Land District,

the urea embraced by
Applications.
No.

auuh

Hav.....................................................
Wentworth ..............................
Walgett, North ......................

12
3
9
.37
13
10
1
12
9
106

No.
granted.

No.

refused.

No.

out
standing.

Area.

acres.
Bourko .....................................
Brewarrina ..............................
Cobar.........................................
Wilcannia..................................

Deposits lodged
with
Applications for
Homestead Leasee

93,861
20,934
61,175
219,840
67,425
55,520
-

a^soo

64,763
26,405
613,723

£ a. d.

9
6
11
0
9
3
8
11
5

2
1
4

2,557 3 7

8

391
87
254
916
280
231
15
269
110

1
4
17
0
18
6
16
16
0

1

5
i
3
5
2
3
1
0
3

5
i
2
32

25

73

n

6
10
6

76
70
SCHEDULE XLVII I.
R'£TUE77 showing the number and area of Applications for Homestead Leases granted, refused, and permitted to
be withdrawn, during 1895, and also number outstanding at the end of that year.
Land Board DiEtrict.

No.
granted

Land District.

Bourke ..................... Bourkc ............................... .
Brewarrina............................
Cobar.....................................
Wilcaniiia .............................
Willvama .............................
Hillston North .....................
"Wentworth ........................
Moree......................... Woigett North .....................

Tinxhen

Area.

H
5
It)
12
7
2
G
5

Acres.
34 27ft
93,303
40,403
44,041
87,014
40 095
oys3
38,430
30,748

70

515,821

\

Annual RentaL
cl.
2
3
5
3
3
A
11
11
5

H
3
3
7
4
5
i
6

e

30
15
g
2
10
8

2,340 15 3

45

03

£

filn
548
1G5
199
263
102
35
91
258

s.
1ft
6
If.
9
4
A
19
8
8

Number refused Number outstand
amt perm itted to bo hiy; at the end
withdrawn.
of 1805.
G
i
2

SCHEDULE XLIX.
showing the number of Transfers of Homestead Leases completed during tbe year 1895, and number
outstanding at the end of that year,

It umber completed

I8t

Number outstanding,

104

SCHEDULE L.
Retuen showing the number, area, and rent of Homestead Leases forfeited during 1895.
Forfeited.
Laud Hoard District.

Laud District.
No. Of
Leaucs.

Nourke ..................................................................

Hay.................................................................. .

Bourke....................................................
Nrorrarrimi ..............................................................
Cobar ...............................................................
Wilcamiiu ............................................................
"WillTama..................................................................
Hiilftiion North . .
.
Wentworth .............................................................

Area embraced in
such l/cascs.
acres.
ttf) flQfi
27!o77

10
3

Annual Rental.
£ e. d.
qQfl in fj

i

10,240
12,798
10,323
5 7fin
10^240

163 10
42 13
90 13
33 2
1 22 ?
34 2

7
4
1
1
6
3

23

158,034

760 16

1

1
2
4

2

SCHEDULE LI.
Retubn showing number of Applications lodged for re-appraisement of Homestead Leases under Section 9 of the
Crown Lands Act of 1895.
Land Board District.

Laud District.

Bourko ..........................................................
Brewarrina .....................................................
Cobar ............. ...............................................
NVilcarmitt .....................................................
Willyatna..................... ....................................
Hav.............. .................................................

Morcc..............................................................

Hav North ......................................................
Hillston North ...........................................
Wentworth .......................... ...........................

No. of
Applications
accepted.

No. of
Applications
icfused.

Totals.

1

315
121
21
40
31
37
45
SO
9
60

?1*>
123
21
41
33
39
45
50
10
62

2

i
2
2

1
2

729

ii

740

SCHEDULE L1I.
Eetuen showing the number, area, and rent of Homestead Leases in existence at- the end of 1895.
Laud Board District.

Land District.

Cobar .............................................................

Morco ..............................................................

Area embraced In
such Leases.

acres.

Bourke ............................................................

Hay ..................................................................

No.
of Leases.

Willyama ......................................................
Hav North......................................................
Hillston North .... ........... ........................ .
Wentworth.....................................................

371
159
67
319
102
88
62
70
69
121

3,389,304
1,433,217
492,527
893,232
640,746
725,111
570,555
606,514
505,035
1,014,196

1,227

10,250,437

Rent determined.
£
20,980
15,396
2,415
5,040
1,731
4,190
4,602
3,684
2,044
8,889

s. d.
11 9
11 2
3 5
0 4
.2

0

17 1
0 3
1 2 0"
2 10
17 2

08,974 18

0

71
SCHEDULE LIII.
Eeturn giving particulars with reference to Applications received for Settlement Leases during 1S95.
Farms made available rturintr
1895.
Land Board District.

Farms applied for during:
1895.

^
Applications .L'S
= c 2
disallowed, ‘rtis 3
withdrawn, S.3*;
&c.» during
1895.
^ C Do

Applications confirmed
during 1895.

IBI

Land District.

No.

A mi vial
Iteut.

Area.

£

acres,
fl m

s. (l

acres

1 G
9 11

I0i726

No.

Rent.

£

e. d.

Annual
Rent,

Area

10,726
7,007

Total ...............................................

0

27,800

SIB 39

17

599 U
OS 16
281 35
211 12

3
6
5

1
2
6

3,11)9
9,600
14,937

S’l 10
99 19
211 12

8
2
5

1

5

62,215
3,105
25,045
14,037

1,117 IS

G3.39G

791 36

!)

1

3,105

8,330 i|
49,271 A

62 13
581 9

1
6

6

21,7721

1

134
42

4
2

4

134
42

7,0(17

0

27,308

318 19

:io

VKi,2U2

3

21

3
10

13,501)?
47,1241
20,820

94 13
603 lo 2
102 7 10

2
10

Total ...............................................

22

81,469

750 16

I

18

67,601 i

g

g

4

4

1

4,149

llu 14 11

o

7,191

3,105

38 10

4

3
2
5

33 16

3

20

2
200

3 11

2

5,735}

6

290

S 31

2

5,73'i}

S

0,030}

2

7

8

2l,?72t

117 13

0

1

d;722S

r.fl o

s

'1

3

2

6,414$

¥7

8

2

0 412
17,250$

117 13
101 14

0
7

2

o.'naf

Total ...............................................

12

SO,700}

25S 17 10

5

13,4493

197

3

220

a

n

0

15,630

220

S 11

241) 19

2

G

15,680

220

8 11

Walgett .....................................................

0

1 004
16,680

Total ...............................................

3

10,774

o

13 953

Murrunincii .........................................
Narrabri...............................................
Tuimvorth ...............................................

1
ID
3

(NO
21,022^

Total...............................................

20

39,892

Uraim...........................................................

2

1,163

...

s

20 17

2

04 4

7

..

acres.
3,042

94 17

3,318
fl.SSD

s. d.

t5 dfG

mrj

2

Grand Total.

3

Area.

.----

Hay ;..........................................................
Hillston .....................................................

2

1

No,

13

Barmnlman.........................................
Coiulolwlin
.........................................
Parkes ..........................................................

Total ..........................................

1 6
9 U

£

acres.
0,071

i
2

Dubbo ..........................................................
Nynirnn ....................................................
W arrcn ....................................................

Wagga Wajfifa....................................

Annual

Area.

Brewarrina East ...............................
Cobar ..........................................................

Dubbo.................................................... .....

Forbes.......................................................

No.

24
460

103

0
8

27 7

1,070^

684 IS
1!)

0
6
(1
0

1
10
2

G46 ’
24,022*
1,321j

450 8

14

Ut4WI 13

0

75

20 13

2,736*
040

63 IS
10 13

9
4

«

4

4

4,7!!fiJ

91

5

5

..

4

4

l

filiSj

a is

5

1

017}

1

1

6

19

7

7

19,574*

61

4

27,207

620

1,15:1

19
2,712

6
1,280

1

0

19

200,913

“fi

0
G
G

24

4

4

4

1

io.&isi

032

3

8
1
1

.

.

1

10

* Applied for ajrnin.

SCHEDULE LIV.
of Applications for Special Leases, and action taken thereon during the year 1893.

Browarrma ..............
Cobur.........................
Wilcanma..................
Witi van in ...................
Cooma ......................
Coomn ..................
Eden..........................
Millon ......................
Moray a......................
Dubbo .......................
Dubbo ......................
Nyngfm.....................
Warron ..................
Forbos ...................... Biirmcdman East.....
Condobolin ...............
Forbes .......................
Parkes .....................
Qoulbiim ................ Goulburn ..................
Mobs Vnlo.................
Grafton......................

Brlliugeu .................
Casino ......................
Grafton......................
Kempsey ..................
Jjisiuore.....................
Murwillumbnh..........
Port Macquarie .......

2

3
1
o
1
1
2
2

2
2
1

•>

1
2
2
LG
i
i
4
J
1
2

]
1
3
1

7
4
11
1
1

4
i
1
2

2
u
1
10
4
1

P=i01

Armidale .................. Armidale ..................
Grlen limes ...............
} nvurull......................
'Tentcrfiold ...............

opujtf

i3c
p—
o

2
4
4
1
16
7
6
1

Declined, lapsed, Ac,

Applications grim ted.
Number.

Land District.

rstjsi Auijnp

Land Board District.

if
r da

1
5
3
22
2
1
3
G
3
3
1
2
1
1
10
ll1
1
J
4
2
4
1
I
6
3
19
1
17
10
2

2
i
x
i
1
i
i

Area.

a.
r V’
337 0 0

J6 s. d.
30 o 0

200
20
fiQp
10
320
10
250

10
10
42
10
10
10
10

0
0
o
0
o
0
0

10
10
10

0

10

0 0

0
0
0
0
o
0
0

i
1
2
1

10 0
o
G o
0
0

i

25

2

1
2
0
2
r>

Kent-

0
0
0
o
0
0
30
o
G
41

0 10

10 0

0

10 0 0
60 o o
80 3 10
20 1 20
130 Q 15i

O
0
o
0
o
0
0

0
o
0 o
o o

Area.

ii.

i
i

;l.

10 0 0
13 0 0
324 2 11

1
25
3
380
1
GO
14 2 7^3
‘ 1
i

80
165
30
5

1
4
1

3?n o o
45 0 0
10 o o

330 0 o
5 0 n
& 0 30
1 o 0
10 0 0

21

5

0

10
60
117
25
72

0
o
2
0
0

0

1
i

0 0
0 0
0 n
0 0

n

8
0
0

Area,

r. p*

i
2
2
i

3
1
i

Ponding.
Number.

Number of
Applications.

Number.

Eeturn

3

377

0 0

5
3

141
262

0
0

...

*

0
o

i
3
1
1

r.

n
0
0
Q
O

O
o
o
o
o
o
o
0
o

16
1
23

0

7
7
2

0
0
0
0

320 0 0
35 0 0
(1
5 6 0

5
814
4
205
11 3,288
1
100
1
320
1
209
1
5
2
14
1
68
4
1
11

p.

0
o
o
o
n
o
o
0
o

0
0
0 201
9

293 O 0
466 0 o
0 0 0

78
72
SCHEDULE IA\—continued.
Number of
Applications
"S s
S2
2£
p
o

L->
C3

O

jjj St

&
B
s
14

Total.

'CS,

Laud District

Area.

a.
2
5
2

Hay ..........................
Hny .................... .
Maitland ..................

Gosford......................

2
10
4
2
3
0
1
24
1
3
8
7

^5
2
2
3

2
Newcastle................. -

ii

1
13
1

lirtiyinond Terrace ...
Stroud ......................
Taree.........................

3
2
3
1

c

Moree ......................
Walgett ...................
Widgctt North.........
Wnrialda .................

i

3
3
B
2

2
1
21

1
3
60
1
17

............ j.

Parramatta ..............

47

3
107

7

24

71
7
1

0 1 37
0 0 38£
37

0 1G*

0 0 Si
5 O 0
6 2 12

£
s. d.
10 0 0
20 0 o

2
2
1

80
3
1

1

4

2 15
0 0
2 0

a.

T.

i

0

i

183

2

0

3 27i

20 30 0
15 0 0
40 0 0
43
20
10

s

0
0 0
0 0

2

0 0
5 0 0

o

4
2
1

r.
0
2
1
0
0

p.
O
0
17
0
0

1
10
1
1
G
2

0
30
2
0
628
4

2
1
1
0
2
0

0
9£
24
4i
0
0

20 5,370
1
1
3
GOG
3
97
1
0

0
2
0
0
2

0
4
0
0
0

i
8

30 0 0
115 o o
0 0

1
2
I
4

2

163 0 0
G 0 0
2 0
135 0 0

2

50

1

8

1

83

0 0

o

20 0 0

1
1
47

13
0

2 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
1 25
6 3 3H 1,545 0 0

9

13

9

6

3

0

0

0

2
2
5
3

2

74 2

2

i m

51

63

0 0

Hi

13

i

9

2

7
7

7
7

G
1

G

1

11

0 0

4 0 0

u

12

Tj

1,039

2 0

50 0 0

3

205

10
4
35
40

1
2

5 0 0
322 0 0
4 0 0

in

1
2

1
4

4

6

2
2
1
1

7

0 0

3
3

0
0 1
53 0
20 0

i

10

i
i

3

0
36
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

1

o

]

2

2

1
4

Total ............... 209

269

478

Wnggn Wagga...........

69

140* 3.630

* Six leases granted were by purchase at miction.

0 0

1G 10 0

1 111 2,807 17

8

1
3
74

3 29
30 0 0

0 0

5

Cootamundra .........
Corowa..................... .
Gundagui ............ .

«
9

l

2 li

Area.

a.
10
717
857
12
150

P-

]

2

Narmbri ..................

2
1
3

1 16
32 0 0

£
£

1

in
9

Wellington ...............
Metropolitan

12

r- !>■

2

v!a

Area.

3

1
1

i
2

24
3
6

x

Lithgow .................
Mud^cc................................

9

Rent.

J

21
3
3

1

rending,

Declined, lapsed, Ac.
'jaqiutiH

Land Board District

Applications ranted.

2 3
10 1

5
1
4.
5
1
2
3
3
2
1

O

123 0 0
15 2 m
so 0 0
2 O 32:J
78 0 0
50 0 0
G4 0 0
55 0 0
13 0 0
382 2 0
589 0 0
2 0 0
103 0 0
13 0 1
273 0 0
4 0 0
30 0 0

0
H

3,148 0 23£ 270 19,457 1 39£

No preliminary applications.

SCHEDULE LV.
Eetubj?

Land Jtoard District and Land
District.

showing Number, Aren, and Rental of Special Leases forfeited during 1895.
No. of
Leases,

Area.

a.
Armidale—
i
Bourke—
Bourke .........................

4
3

r. P*

3 0
770
19

Land Board District and Land
District.

Rent.

£

S.

d.

0

IS 0 0

3 0
1 18

75 1G 0
35 0 o

Dubbo-

Goulburn ..........................
Grafton —
Grafton..............................

Newcastle ......................
Mores—

Area.

Kent.

i
i
i

a. r. pi 0 0
0 2 0
3 1 14

£ s. d.
15 0 0
27 0 0
60 0 0

i

3

0 0

15 0 0

0 3 33
15 0 0

10 0 0
25 0 0

Orange—'

1
Forbes—
Forbes ..............................

Maitland—
Gosford ...........................

No. of
Leases.

i
1

2 0

0

20 O 0
1 0 0

10 0 0
10 0 0
10 o Q

i

7

i
1

O 0 3
o 3 14
3 2 0

0 0
32 o o
5 o o

i

x

10 0

2

Hay—

0 0

x

0

20 0

0

5

Lithgow .................. .
Sydney—

i
i
3
2

Tnmworth—
Tamworth........................
"Wagga Wagga—

1

0 1 35i
0 0 7i

45 1G 8
7 0 0

10 0 0

10 0 0

0 0
0 0
6 1 26

10 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0

2

Narrandera......................

1
1
2

Total......................

33

872

1

0
1 31

489 12

8

73
SCHEDULE LVI.
Nuiieee, Area, and Kent of Special Leases which terminated during 1893.
Laml Hoard District uiul Land
District.

Avmickle—
Armidale ........
Bourse—
Brewarrina ....
Coomn.—
Bdon................
Moruya,............
Dubbo—
Warren............
.Forbes—
Dorbes ............
Grafton—
Port Macquarie
Hay—
Deniliquiti ....
Hay ................
Maitland—

No. of
Leases.

Area.

u.

Land Board District and Land
District.

Rent.

2

e

r. Pi 0

£ s. d.
20 0 0

1

3

0

0

10 0 0

1
1

0
2

1 0
3 0

10 0 0
10 0 0

1

6

0 0

10 0 0

Gosford...........

10

0 0
0 0

1

1

0 19

12

5
1

58
7

2 0
1 17

80 0 0
10 0 0

Tam worth—
Narratm...........................
Wacga Wagga—
Cuotannindra..................
Corcmu. .........................
Narrnn rleru.......................

4. 2 16
6 2 32
5 0 0

12 0 n
ie 0 0
32 10 0

Totals...............

1
2
2

Newcastle........
Turee................

40 0 0

Area.

a.
Mbree—
Walgett ..........................
Walgett North ...............
Orange—
liithgcm*................. ........
Sydney—
Metropolitan ..................
Kowm..............................
Parramatta..........................................

1

No. of
Leases.

Rent.

p.

£

s. d.

]
i

5 0 0
i 0 0

10
10

0 0
0 0

i

20 0 0

24
1
2

4 3 39*
14 0 0
0 0 8*

SSO 0 0
10 0 0
25 0 0

1

20 0 0

10 0 0

r.

1
1
1

300
3
2

0 0
1
0
0 0

53

311

3 ni

12 10

0

15 0 0
10 0 0
10 0 0

1,225

0 0

SCHEDULE LV1I.
Ketuen of Special Leases current on 31st December, 1895, inclusive of Special Leases which terminated on

31st December, 1895.
Land Board Dist-riet and Land
District.

No. of
Leases.

Armidale—
Armidale ...................
4
Invercll..............................
4
Xontfirlioid ....................
2
Bourke—
Bourke ..............................
2S
Prcmirrim ......................
9
Collar.........................
5
Wilcannia..........................
8
Willyaum......................
23
Coomn—
Buga ..................................
2
Cooma .......................
1
Ed on..... ........... .
......
6
M illon ..............................
7
Moruya..............................
5
Dubbo—
Coommblo .......................
1
Dubbo ..............................
4
Nyngnn...... .......................
1
Warren................ ..............
3
Eorbc?—
o
Forbes ...........................
Pnrhes ..............................
4
Goulburn—
Burrowa ..........................
1
Croulbum.......................
2
Young ..............................
2
Grafton—
Boltingen
....................
4
Casino ..........................
4
G rafton..................
34
Kempsey ..........................
2
Lismore...........................
34
Murwillumbnh...............
2
Port Macquarie ..............
4
Hav—
Balranald.......................... . 2
Deniliquin ......................
19
Huy ........................ .......... 12
Hillston ....................
1
Wentworth .............
1
Maitland—
Dungog..............................
1
Gosford...............
5
Maitland .....................
3
Musvfcllbrook .........
1

Land Bonirt District and Land
District

Area,

Heat.* 10 * * * * * 16 * * * 20

a. r. p.
343 1 O
402 0 0
23 2 0
2,123
439
014
438
1,920

0
3
0
2
1

12
20
0
16
5

£
50
42
20

p.
0
0
0

(T.
0
0
0

346 0 0
110 0 0
57 10 0
102

0

0

329 0 0

5 0 0
10 0 30
335 2 13*
41 0 G
192 1 3

81 5 0
82 0 0
(50 0 0

8
238
4
7fi

2 3
3 10
2 0
0 0

10
45
10
40

0
o
0
0

0
0
0
0

4!
40

3 0
0 0

20

0

0

46 0

0

80 0 0
10 0 0
232 1 0
30
100
213
20
343
a
12

1
0
0
1
0
i
0

11
2
4i
20
7*
6
38*

5 3 0
3,357 2 32
3,277 0 17
6 0 0
2 0 0
0 0 14
5 13$
0 1 2
10 0

13

0 0

10

0

0

It 0 0
21 5 0
16 0 0
40
75
246
25
195

0
0
2
0
8

0
0
8
0
0

20

0

0

42

0 0

20 0 O
281 10 0
152 5 0
10 0 0
10 0 0
10
82
117
15

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

NO. Of

Leases.

Miiithmcl—cottfinntd.
flettcnstlc .....................
25
Pnterson..........................
1
KovinociL 'lorrnce...........
4
Scone ..............................
1
Singleton ...... ...............
4
Stroud.......................... .
4
Turee .................... .......... 13
Morec—
Binguru .........................
I
Moree.............................
s
Walgett.......... ...............
3
Walgett. North ..............
5
Orange—
'
Carcour ..........................
1
2
Cowra..............................
Lithgow .. . ...............
12
Molong .........................
1
Mudgee .........................
1
Bvlstone..........................
2
Wellington......................
2
Sydney—
Canipbelltown ...............
5
K iain a............................
4
Liyerpool .....................
4
Metropolitan .................. 384
Nowru.............................
2
Pnrmmnttn....................... 30
Wollongong ..................
3
'Tuimvorth—
Coon aba raban .............
2
Gnnncdah ......................
4
Narrabri........................... 12
Tuimvorth ...................
1
Wagga Wagga—
Albury ..........................
1
Cootamundra..................
3
Corowa ......... .............
3
Gamclagai .......... ...........
3
Narrandcra.....................
4
Tumufc.............................
3
Tumberuniba .................
1
Urana.............................
2
Wagga Wagga ..............
1
Total..............

575

Three leases standi ig forfeited in ISM return were afterwards restored in IS55.

59—K

Area.

r.
0
O
0
O
1
0
0

Rent.

s.
10
0
10
0
0
10
5

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0 0
362 0 15
8 0 0
40 2 O

10 0
123 5
30 0
65 0

0
0
0
0

20
67
119
•1
20
27
18

0
1
2
3
0
0
2

0
0
7
28
0
u
0

10
35
10 L
10
10
20
20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

227
0
0
101
14
18
1

2
1
3
0
O
3
0

24
13
4
261
0
39
331

67
32
22
9,807
12
245
37

IS
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

a.

53
0
40
10
253
45
93

52
02
1,485
O
2
153
4
53
22
0
2
6
10

P.
33
241
121
0
0
0
13 v

0 0
2 12
2 0
2 0
O
0
0
0
0
3
0
1
O

0
0
35
0
0
38
0
25
0

£

304
10
37
10
47
45
191

22 0 0
34 0 0
136 0 0
10 0 0
10
37
34
35
50
5
10
20
16

14,344 0 38$ 14,028

0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

6 8

SCHEDULE LVIII.
Eetuhw of Scrub Leases under section 35 of tbe Crown Lands Act of 1880 current on 31st December, 1895, and of applications received, leases granted, forfeited, and expired
1
during 1895.

Land Board District and Land District.

1

No. of
Amihcutions.
be
it.
03
ll —*
s^
3
i = -S bL
o
H
s e

1

Aroa
Area
of
applied 1
out
Total area.
standing
1
appli- | during
1S95.
|
cations.

Applications declined
or withdrawn.
li £
L£
to 1
c
sS 1
!§
■SiJ
>^
'3 tA
o
J a
<j a
O 'U
£ 1
H
a-g
s*

3

No.

Area.

Leases expired during 1895.

Leases forfeited during 1895.

Lease* granted during 1606.

Annual
rent.

No.

Area.

Annual
Rent.

No.

Area.

Leases current on 31st Dec., 181)5.

Annual
Kent.

No.

Annual
Rent.

Area.

i
acrea.

Hay—

acres.

acres.

acres.

s.

£

acres.

(1,

£

s.

acres.

d.

£

s.

d.

Deniliqiiin.................................................
Bay

2

..............................................

i

i«

3

14,430

1

19,200

10,232

i

24,712

i

i

19,200

i

2,6304

2

3 10

i

5,000

4

3

i

10,240

8 10

8

4

£

acres,
i

640

i

2,6304

ft.

a.

0 18
2

2

3 10

2

15,240

42 11

4

2+

10,040

88

3

4

1

1,391

1

9

C

1

560

1

0

2

1,072

1

3,910

4

03^059

2

5,500

1

1,920

1 10

2

9,220

1 10

1

175

0 6

Maitland—
30 0 ' C

Morcc—

7

2
Wftrialda

4

...................................

5

13,000
3,000

19,090
9,580

2

32,090

i
i

12,580

3
1

4
3

io:

i

3,000

10

0

74,957

10

7

6

0

;

3

1

89

1

10 19

Sydney—

Tamworth—
Karrabri...................................?

i

* -

|

21|

3

9,440

15,800

2

25,240

i

8,580

1 13

0

"Wagga Wagga—

Totals ........................

1

7

12

I19

59,120

04,702

113,822

i

2

3

5

10

4

19,210^

IS

0 8

i

10,240

8 10

S

10

74,957

IG

7

6

21

121,3574

272 19 1

t iti nine of these coses applications have been inode for extension of term of
* Included in Hav District return in 1804 report.
t One of these leases rvns forfeited whoii report for 1S04 was compiled, but forfeiture was afterwards reversed,
lease under the provisious of Sec. 20 (Subsec. Yf), C.L. Act, of 1S95.
f Induded in Jtoree Land District return m 1S04 report.
i One of these applications is partly in the >'arrabrl Land District and partly in the Coonabarobrau Land District.
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SCHEDULE LIX.
Retuen allowing Number, Area, and Rent of Leases of Inferior Crown Lands current on Slat December, 1895, and
of Leases granted and forfeited during 1895.

Rent.

No.

Area.

Cobar .....................................
Will) a mn..............................
Cooma—
llega....................................
llombala ....
1 ...
Urauhvood......................
Moruva....................................
Q.ucanbcyan .................
Dubbo—
Dubbo
.........................
Foibcs—
'
Forbes ....................................
Crenfcll ..............................
Farkcs x.................................
Goulhum—
iioorowa ............................
Oouibum..............................
Young ....................................
Grafton—
Hcllingeu..............................
Gnxfton....................................
Murwillumbah ..............
Moroc—•
Hingara....................................
Okuibc—
Rathurst
......................
Carcoar....................................
Molong....................................
3ludgee....................................
Orange ....................................
Wellington......................
Tamworth—
Tamworth .........................
Wngi-a Wagga—
Cootamundrj'
____
flundagoj'......................
Tumbarumba...................
Tumbammba North..
Turout.....................................
Wajjga Wagga ..............
Totals

Return

2,000

3

15

1

0

1
7

17,BOO

10 17

0

8

19,900

14 12

6

4,000

2

16

68,000

of

42

13

13

s.

£
ittfi nciQ

d.

2Rr* 17

fi

1

in

6 gfiig

2
1

Rent,

Area.

d.
0

9

93 fiOrt

43 IS

O

i

45,450

17

15

0

1

141,000

27 10

0

23

106,165

70 17

6

41

48S,476f

4

4

421

16 10

Residential Leases.'

Leases declared forfeited
during 1395.

Iveaecs current on
31st December, 1895.

|

Area

m d
S w

3 1 /1 2 /9 4 .

O u ts ta n d in g o n

0

No.

12

Number of
Applications.

V

s.

£
26

64,000

SCHEDULE LX.
showing tbe action taken during 1895 in respect

‘S to
Si s
Si

Rent.

s. d.
i

Totals............

Hetuen

Area.

£

Bourke ...................... Wilcannia ..........................
Cooma ...................... Bo mb ala ...............
Forbes ...................... Parkes ...................
Hay............................. Balranald...............
Hillston North . ...
Wentworth ...........
Sydney ...................... Nowra ..................
Wagga Wagga............ Narandera
........

Armidale—
Armidale......................
Jnverell.................................
Tenlorfield
......................
WaJcha....................................
Bon rl» c—

1895.

Land District.
No.

Land Hoard District and
Land District.

Leases current on 31st December,

Leases declared forfeited and
cancelled during 1895.

Leases granted during 1895.
Land Heal'd District.

applied for

No.

Annual
Rent.

Area.

No.

Annual
Rent.

Area,

c <v

E-i -3

1

4
S

1

3

1

3

3
4

!)

1
0

1
2

1
1
i

a
130

11
10
1

7

2

r. p.
fl 0 4

100 0
10 0
30

0

0

4

0

3

1

lo

1
1

1
1

20 0 0
20 0 0
10 0 0

1

1
a

20 0 0

1
2

.■»

o

20 0 0

1

"io'Vo

30

0

0

3
3

5
5

29

0

0

1

13
3
1

2

2

1
2

1
10
4

2
12

3
1

9
1

5
5
1

GS

I 112

44

■2

I

i io

7
14

3 21
1 6

r

p.

£

s,

d.

"l Vo 2 0 *0

o

10 0 0 3 0 0

3i>0

2 5 0

2

1

20

0

f)

3 15

0

2 0 10 10 0

10 0 0 , 2 0 C

0

19 5
11 0
0 10
3 0

d.
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

1 10
26 fi

0
0

HI
10
7
in
10

0

0

0

0

1 0
2 0
3 0
3 10
1 10

41
0
0
0
0

1

111

0

0

2 10

0

5
5
4

50
50
40

0
0
0

0
0
0

11 15
11 5
8 10

0
0
0

10

0

4)

a.
120

r. p.
0 6

6

100
00

0
0

0

1

10

0

1
15

10
150

1
1
1
3
1

12
10

10 0 0
9
0

102* 6 o
40

0

41

1

l6Vo

3 15

1

10 0 0 1 0 0

2 10 0

2 21
3 17

3

1 1GJ

7 13

0

l>

10 0
5

1
i

10

5

0 0

1

o

i'*6"o

o

0 0

0

0

£

0

3 21
1 n
0 0

s.

200

3* (i

39 15

0

10

0

0

1

0

0

5

34

O

0

7

0

0

8
9
3
27
1
2

59
8G
30
244
10
20

8 5
9 15
3 10
33 3
10
2 0

0
0
0
5
0
0

2

20

0

12
6
2
4

98
00
2l>
40

0

0

0
0

0
0

m

1,583

0

10 0 0
20 0

132

19

00 O 0 i

2 21
3 17
O 0
1 37*
0 0
0 0
0

4

0

0

19 7
6 10
2 0
4 0

0
0
0
0

2 0 0
103

1

0

00 0 0
GO 0 0

4

4

e :

a

1

10 0 0

2

1

7

o

£ a. d.
0 0 0|
7 10 0

o

1

0
1

r. p.
0 0
0 O |

0

1
1

<>

io

45 0 0
00 0 0
30 0 0

1

a.
40
70

0
0

90 0 0
20 0 0
11,225

1

10

13

1
1

9

0

0

10 0 0
20 O 0

2

42

33

273

0

Oi

2 0 0

100 00

2

42

S

6 |

s

58 0 10

13 30

0

1 23

1 IDi

25C

0

5

SCHEDULE LXL
showing Number, Area, and Rent of Snow Leases current on the 31st December, 1895, and of Snow Leases
■
granted and forfeited during 1895.
Leases granted durinff 1S£K>.

Laud Hoard District.

Leases declared forfeited and can
celled during 189o.

Leases current on December 31st, 1895.

Land District.
No.

Area.

Rent.

Cooma .................. Cooma ..................
Wagga Wagga..... Tuirmt ..............

4

17,210

£
s. d.
144 16 10

Total ..............

4

17,210

144 16 10

Tumbarumba .....

No.

Area.

10
1

38,070
4,050

£ s. d.
608 11 11
8 8 9

u

42,120

617 0

Rent.

...........
8

No.

Aren.

13
3
2

47,340
24,100
11,540

£ s. d.
512 15 11
50 4 3
55 1 3

18

82,980

618

Rent.

1

5

82
76
SCHEDULE EXIT.
Betuhit

showing Number and Area of Annual Leases applied for and granted under Section 33 of Crown Lands
Act of 1889, and the number disallowed and withdrawn during 1893.
Xu nf Application*

Nn. of * split .iliona njiiirnsCU, nnd til 1

I

Arm k! ate

Land District.

icccived dur
ing 1S95.

Armidale
Glen Imics
Invcrell
Tenterfiekl
'Walcha
Total.

Bourke

Bourke ..............
Brewarrina..........
Brewarrina East
Willyama ..........

Diilibo.............. Coonamble.
Dubbo ,, ,
Nyngan ....
Warren ....

Forbes.............

Barmedman ........
Banned man East
Condobolin..........
Forbes ................
Grenfell...............
Parkes ..................

Goulburn ...

a.
45,873
24,785
35,019
161,036
5,038

454

335,582 3 0

67

405

271,753 0 0

o

960 0 0

1

4
1
0
6

Booroowa .
Goulburn ,
Gunning ,,
Moss Vale
Yass ......
Young.. . .

4,790
12,631
26,330
128,790
2,345
Qfifl
2|S30
28,951

0
2
1
0
0
o
0
0

324

215,633

3 0

10
36

9,456
36,103
7,010
320

Belliugcn ..........
Casino ................
Giafton ..............
Kempsey ..........
Lismore .............
Port Macquarie..

1

16

20,955 0 0

1
4
3
6
4

13
10
28
69

4,355 2 0
5,096 1 0
14,092 3 0
43,713 2 0 .
2,352 2 22

.........
3

15
19

3,875
9,245

1 28
2 0

2!

161

83,331

2 10

i

n
6
..............
i

s.
13
6
IS
1
16

d.
11
3
6
2
0

1,540 15 10
17
18
46
16

11
13
10
4

8
4
0
0

98 19 0
40
44
89
283
15

8
15
19
18
1

4
4
10
5
S

58 2 1
52 19 10
585 5

6

6
28
4
9

4,511 0 0 .
30,994 0 0
6,690 0 0
U,iU(
3 0

57
153
27
86

47,772

0

324 IS 11

3

0 0
16 4
17 6
5 1

IS

47

5

1,736 3 0

5

2,610 0 0

8 113

6
6
1

1.742 0 0
1,336 3 5
350 0 0

38 5 0
38 1 0
3 0 0

IS

6,068

3

O

87 17

0
0
0
0
0
0

*

f>40
S05
4,058
1,600

o
0
0
0

o
0
0
0

2
1
1
i
5
1

8,839

3 0

11

3

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
6
2
1
2
7

22
54
-29
9
17
35

7.912
26,036
15,360
6,760
10,508
6,323

o
3
2
0
3
1

232

97,470 3 0

22

166

72,901

.3 0

11
62
88
13
2
18

fijfifiO
0 o
38,460 1 0
43,035 0 0
8,458 0 0
27Q o o
9,665 6 b

2
4
1

3
66
46
13

1,780 0 0
45,228 0 0
21,887 3 0
7,995 0 0

6

14

9,784 0 0

39 13 4

13

142

3 0

400 2 10

3
9

2,261 2 0
4,863 0 0

25 10 7
33 12 0

3
13
9

Total.............

Total

0
0
0
0

£
336
177
249
745
31

52,889 0 0

North.
Hay and Hay North

Cassilis .........
Dungog ..........
Gosford ......... .
Muswellbrook
Maitland.........
Newcastle ... .
Paterson......
Scone ..............
Singleton .. ..
Stroud............
Taree ..............
Wollombi .....

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

52

194

Deniliquiti.

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0

1

2,000
1,200
6,235
11,520

V-

12,805
25,607
21,177
7,500
22,167
8,213

106,548

2

0
0
0
2
3

i

0

1,593 0 0
7,S96 0 0

86,674

29
167
101
39
77
107

15
15
11
1
8
13

3
3
4
5
0
11

523 o' 2
9 2
227 15
90 9
39 2

6
7
1
4

0 0

6

2

1,010 0 0

ha
CO

Maitland

960 0 0

S 1
24 1
42
165
10
io
14
5!

30
60
42
10
43
41

Total.
Hay

0
3
2
0

r.
2
0
3
3
0

Rent.

67
39
52
240
7

24

Total.
Grafton ......

dunnc pretmu^

Area of T^eases
Grantuil,

14
16
10
25
o

1*
5
12
i

Total

1895, inLluilmi!
apiiliCatlOnw Jniulf
during jirftiom

L>.
0
0
0
0
0

1
. .

pr.mthl during

ipplintlonK innde

............

Total.

Total

during iciio.

a.
5,9047
44,917
92,311
1-25,576
13,730

2

Bcga ..........
Bombala ,..
Braiduood
Cooma..........
Eden ..........
Milton ......
Moruya . .,
Qucanbeyan

virtue of u hitL

J.pa<es hntf bvon

nithdnvn during
I&95, including ~

Area applied for

9;")
64
97
1S3
15

Total...
Cooma ,

difsftSlcw’cd end

23

14,150 0 0

6

14

8,134 2 0

82 4 11

48
6
6
13

44

6
3
1

1
8

.

2 0
o
6 b
0 0
n
o 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
0 0
0 0

6

2
i
29
S
25
18
3

21,050
1 fifift
3^840
5,074
16
90
640
17,873
5,078
22.035
9,502
952

3
1
8
2
i

13
IS
5
5
S
9

.

160

88,415

2 0

30

111

.
.

1

,
.
.

4,661

to

Land Hoard
District.

No. of
Applications

0

156 12.10

1,000 0 0
1,682 0 0

6 5 0
13 1 11

24,017

1,600
7.690
4,608
2,032
5,137
3,860

1

0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

51,676 2 0

S
52
35
11
28
20

13
5
18
15
2
3

4
4
11
0
0
4

332 17

8

77
SCHEDULE LXII—continued.

Laud Board
District.

Numbur of
Applications
received dur
ing- ISM.

Land District.

Of Ajipli- iVllOTlt
tlih iltowi'd und
willnlr.iU'M diirmj:
IS'l.'i, includicp
&|i|ilieatioiw nude
diming pro\mu?
yekf?

Area applied for
during 1S9&

1

a.

No. of ApphcftliOTii
ftpprfiWiI, nnd iu
\ irlue of whick
Leases have b«en
pranted during
]p&o, including
npplicaliouH nude
dnrinp previous
jenrt'.

Area

of Leases
granted.

a.

r. V-

Kent.

£

r. P-

s. d.

Moree.............. Bingara .........................
Morcc..............................
Walgett..........................
Wanalcta ......................

10
17
5
31

3,250
12,133
2,293
21,901

0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0

6
3
4
S

n
HI
3
22

2,497
7,011
399
13,349

i
2
0
0

0
0
0
0

25 11 11
45 C 4
24 9 6
128 9 7

Total..................

63

39,037

2

0

21

46

23,250

3

0

223 17

40
52
14

23,104
28^605

1
1
0
2

0
0
0

4
2

4H

27 000
20J35

2

6

2,986

161 2 5
112 6 ii
31 19 9

0

1

12,175

3 0

5

0
2
0
0

0
0
0
0

4
6
0
1

28
34
82
21

8,573

0 o
3 0
0 0
0 0
3 0
2 23
2 0
0 0
1 0

55 3

1
1
1
9
9

31

311

133,951

3 23

898 15

3

1 10
10 0
2 10
00 6

o
0
0
0

0

Orange ..........
Carcoar ..........................
Cowra.............................
LHhgow..........................
Molong ..........................
Mudgcu ..........................
Orange ..........................
Rylatone.........................................

Wellington

..................

2S
28
7S
30 .
43
13

1,985
14,080
12,136
30,709
0,578
15,772
5,743

43

12,828
34,136
5,731
10.3S5

33
10

4

65 0 5
179 14
102 7
72 5
58 15

Total..................

337

139,440

1

0

4
IS
2
22
2

2,581

o

0

1

1

Nowra............................
Penrith ........................
Picton ..............................
Windsor..........................

7;512 0 0

3

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
1

150
1,495
100
19,485

o
6

1,880
15,998
690

7
i
21

0
0

o
0
0
0

Total 1.................

48

28,061

0

0

9

30

21,230

0

0

74

Tamworth ...... Cdonabarabran ..............

21,102
18,858
2,425
56,644
54,166

0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0
0
0

0
6
S
4

17
21
5
03
84

15,662
18,570
1,925
51,748
68,858

i
0
0
2
1

0
0
0
0

...... ...........

31
27
5
71
72

84
135
30
224
328

Total ...............

200

153,195

2 0

26

190

150,764

0 0

804 6 0

28
16

4

11
7
2
0

5,895
2,635

0 0
2 0
3 0
3 0
0 0
2 0
0 0
0 0

45 12
66 2
31 2
18 16
122 6
22 6

4
2
8
4
8
4

76 17
69 14

Sydney ..........

Guimedftli ......................................

Murrunmdi

...............

Nurraljvi.............................................

Tuimvorth

Warn Waaca

Albury .........................
Cootamundra...............
Corowa ........................
Gundagai .....................
! Narrandcra ................
Tumult ........................
Ttimbarnniba,
.......
Tumbarumba North.....
Urana.............................
Wagga Wagga ,............

1
3
0
0
0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
2

0
0

a

13,031
8,418
454

10.',

21,SSO

15
02
65
9
1
17

14,952
28,209

Total.................

323

177,203

2

0

Grand Total ,

2,444

1,458,027

2

0

71,800
10,540
354
6,903

2

2
2
32

831

1
4

1,417
5,750
3,030
15,950
9,005
280
108

70

OS

40,470

346

1,725

1,030,941

o
20
2

5
10

13
9

l

.. .
,

SCHEDULE LXIII.

0

0

2

0
0

0

0

I

1

6

17 1
2 6
13 4
19 10
13 3

16

4

6
7
0
0

476

3

1

6,459 14

5

7 0

J

0 38

*

Rimniy showing Arens offered by Auction ns Annual Leases under 85th Section of tbe Crown Lands Act of ISS^,
and Aroa and Kent of such Leases granted.
Land Heard District
uiid Laud District.

No, Of

1*0 ts

Area
offered.

Area
of Leases
granted.

5
1

neves.
1,183
'330

1,039
330

s.
6 10
2 15

d.
0
O

1
2

1,200
1,100

1,209

18 13

4

offered.

Armidale—
Bourlre—
Brewarrina ..............

acres.

Land Ibim-d Distnet
and Land District.

Kent

Hay ........................
Maitland—

Area
offered.

Area
of Leases
fnimtod.

Kent.

d.

'l7o

& h.
3 13
58 0
15 0

1,130

12 15

0

13S

9 15

0

10 10

0

4
2
3

acres.
1,300
846
8671

acres.
820
1,017

1

1,130

0
0
0

Orange—

Cnoma—

Coonamble .............
Warren......................

Hay—
Balranald...............

No. of
Lots
offered

1
2
1

260
68
210

200

2

670
484

490

2

3

0

5

2

0
1
2

335J
3,200"

335J

30

13,1841

6,929 i

0

Totals ..................

95 18 10

84
78
Retden

SCHEDULE LXIV.
showing Humber, Aren, and Rental of Annual Leases notified as lapsed and cancelled during 1895.
Lapsed*

No.

1

(
1,214

OanccSletl.

Area,

Rent. '

acres.
?59,752

Area.

£
8. d.
5,5S3 2 1

Rent.

ocres.
28,951J

34

s. d.
5 1

£
256

SCHEDULE LXY.
REirrEir showing Number, Area, and Rental of Annual Leases current on 31st December, 1895.
Land Ito&rd District and
Land Instinct.

Number.

Area.

Land Board District and
Land District.

[lent

Number.

Area.

Rent.

t
Easteen Division.

CiNTitAr, Division.
a.

Armidale—
Armidale...............
Q-len limes ...........
Invcrell ..............
Tenterfield ..........
Wnlcha..................
Cooma—
Bcga......................
Bombala ..............
Bniidwood ...........
Cooma ..... ............
Eden.................
Milton ..................
Moruya..................
Qucanbeyan...........
Goulburn—
Goulburn..............
Boorowa ...... .
Gunning ...............
Moss Yule .........
Yass......................
Young ................
Grafton—
Belliugcn .............
Grafton ..............
Kempsey..............
Ijismorc ...............
Port Macquarie
Maitland—
CutsSilis..................
Dungog..................
Gosford ..............
Maitland ..............
Musu'dlbrook ... .
Newcastle........,.,,
Paterson ...............
Jiaymond Terrace..
Seoae ..................
Singleton
Stroud...................
Taree ..................
Wollombi.............
Orange—
Bathurst...............
Carcoar...... ...........
Cowra ..................
liitbgoTv ...............
Molong..................
Mudgee ..............
Orange.................
Rvletone .............
'VYcllingkm ...........
Sydney—
Campbelltown.......
Nowra ..................
Penrith..................
Pictou ..................
Windsor .............
Tamworth—
M urrurundi .........
Tamworth ..........
Wagga Wagga—
Albury ..................
Cootamundra .......
Guudagai..............
Totals..............

r. p.

£

B. d.

209
118
172
344
69

119,310 0 0
89,828 2 0
177,679 0 0
239,905 3 0
57,816 0 0

1,130
600
1,085
1,368
331

2
14
0
6
5

0
2
0
7
9

25
70
123
251
11
10
41
75

6,997
41,044
73,088
157,765
3,161
4,597
17,426
49,135

6
0
10
0
22
0
28
14

123
293
390
1,048
25
33
138
272

0
2
16
1
1
6
0
17

G
1
1
4
8
0
3
2

234
121
130
31
89
61

127,809 2 0
60,332 1 0
49,477 2 38
24.,602 0 0
45,759 3 0
15,678 2 13

791
483
417
123
307
193

16
11
0
6
13
11

S
0
7
10
9
2

20
290
312
31
6
45

14,860
167,120
187,730
19,796
355
36,483

0 0

96
1,664
885
81
36
141

15
4
11
0
7
0

10
0
11
3
6
8

415
2
4
4
74
1
34
1
206
29
SO
49
19

232,674
776
1,120
530
37,036
4S
15,766
195
146,563
17,137
58,756
29,241
12,632

0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,360
6
9
24
236
1
93
1
866
115
356
179
66

19
17
5
13
16
0
15
12
6
12
2
16
0

8
8
0
0
8
7
5
6
5
9
3
0
8

746
576
85
270
170
555
210
369
4.50

436,068
381,125
38,310
150,974
88,444
282,175
93,099
190,422
285,169

1
1
2
1
3
0
1
3
0

33
19
10

2,956
2,293
547
7S8
783
1,662
691
1,140
2,088

10
13
15
0
6
16
3
11
12

3
0
30
2
10
8
1
10
7

1
53
14
84
5

150
25,723
7,020
49,363
3,090

50
228

29,867
175,071

33
64
49
7,818

n.

r. P-

£

8. d.

329
1,166
235
284

0 7
18 7
3 4
14 6

Dubbo—

0
1
2
3
2
0
2
0

0
2
2
1

0
17
36
0

I'BS

0

9
23
7
0
0

0 0
o

o

0 0
0 0
0

0

1
179
40
247
17

10 0
9.2
10 0
4 0
9 3

Kyugan .............
Forbes—
Barmedman ......
Condobolin ..........
Forbes ..................

18
28

33,131 0 0
148F38 2 0
18,870 0 0
18,356 2 0

13
11
20
41
9

11,983
7,260
8,742
23,861
6,083

4
40
21
53

1,423 0 0
22,154 3 0
13,932 1 0
41,165 3 0

Moree ..................
Walgett ..............
Wimalda.............

29
52
13
52

18,813
43,786
8,659
39,947

Tamworth—
Coonabarabran ... .
Gimnedah ..........
Narrabri ............

88
5G
144

73,228
40,551
135,381

Parkes ..................
Hay—
Balranald South .
Doniliqum ..........
Hillston .............

2
0
1
1
2

0
0
31
13
0

40
188
96
251
29

7
9
19
0
4

2
C
3
5
9

27 9 9
870 10 3
125 16 6
536 11 n

Moree—
3
1
0
0

20
0
0
0

103 7 10
389 17 9
136 1 7
319 9 5

1 0
1 0
1 32

420 14 7
406 2 8
734 13 4

Wagga Wagga ■
1,666 0
17,929 0
30,202 4>
10,935 0
18,932 2
6,74S 2
4,203 2

Tutnbanimba ......
TumburumbaN orth
Tumul..................
Urana ..................
Wagga Wagga......

8
44
30
10
37
9
11

Totals ..............

1,037

806,786

Bourke—~
Bourke..................
Brewarrina .........
Cobar
..............
Wileannia..............
Willyama..............

14
13
11
2
6

12,681
12,714
21,120
2,780
11,520

Hav—
Balranald........ . .
Hay Yorth ..........
Wentworth .........

2
10
2

0
20
0
0
0
0
0

2 36

4t
603
103
80
141
112
54

9
12
7
9
3
7
13

11
2
9
2
2
6
3

7,898 16 7

Western Division.

Moreo—
Walgett Korth

0
0
0
0
0

59 2 6
143 1 4
66 0 0
26 19 2
16 4 0

820 0 0
5,160 0 0
2,307 0 0

3 13 0
81 8 0
8 0 0

0
0
0
0
0

. ,

9

11,745

0

0

Totals ..............

69

80,847

0

0

94 14 2
499 2

2

2 0
3 1

264 11 4
1,045 15 6

12,535 1 0
37,758 2 0
19,364 2 27

122 10 5
373 16 3
486 6 4

Eastern Division
Central Division ......
W estern Division ......

7,818
1,037
69

4,G76,GG9 2 31
806,786 2 36
80,847 0 0

31,112 15 9
7,898 16 7
499 2 2

2 31

31,112 15 9

Grand Totals...

8,924

5,564,303 1 27

39,510 14

,676,669

6
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SCHEDULE LXVI.
liETurtN showing the Number, Area, and Eental of Permissive Occupancies current on 31st December, 1S95,
Land Board Distriot.

No.

10
7
19
6
7
8C
Id
153

Bourke ............ ....................

Grafton...................................
Huy

...............................................

Maitland ...............................

Area,
a,
15
214
32
182
8
42
47
55

r.
2
3
1
o

p.
o
0
5
o
n 3
0 1341 11
3 124

s d.
0 10 o
28 0 0
15 6 0
li 9 fi
r
4- 18 0
SI 15 0
10 5 0
153 1 0

Total...........................

s. d.

2
4
176
8
15

u.
2
15
192
64
13

r. p.
3 0
1 0
2 35}
0 0
0 0

20 0
2 0
1,161 8
13 0
26 10

0
0
0
0
0

507

885

2

1,538

6

£

Orange ...............................

Annual Rental.

Area.

No

Land Board District.

Annual llental.

£

01

1

SCHEDULE LXYII.
Newcastle Pastuitage Eefjeevk.
Eetubn showing, up to 31st December. 1395, the state of Applications to Purchase under the Newcastle Pasturage

Reserve Act.

Total number
of Applications
received.

Number of Applications
in which sale has been
gasetletl or disallowed,

..................
Sale

gazetted.

■-

Disallowed.

964

213

immey,

226

r.

]>,

1 m

'

No.

Pm chose
monej.

64

3,891 17

£

£

61,314

Applications
now current.

^
j
1

ft.
1,169

Applioatioim
Applications to
declared forfeited f pm chus-o in which
for noii-recdpu
i purelmse money
of imUjilment
has been paid in full.

Total area
Total
of Applications amount of
prazeUed
purchase

No.

Purchase
1

tnonuk.

£

s.

240

16,041

No

money,

Original
Act.

Amendment
Act.

£

ft.

8

Purchase

Number of applications
now current, under
Original and Amend’
menu Acts.

660

41,381

126

534

SCHEDULE LXVIII.
Return of Lands resumed during 1895 under the 105th section of the Crown Lands Act of 18S4 and the dlst
section of the Crown Lands Act of 1889.
Originally dedicated nr rosened tor—

Place.

Permanent Common..................................

Orange ..................

JTow disposed of.

Area.

V-

n.
508

r.
0

Permanent Common and Public R ccreotion Bathurst ..............
Racecourse............................. .................... Bathurst .............
Public Recreation..... . ............................ . Young ..................
Narramino ...........
Tempo ..................
Moruya..................
*>
North Willoughly...

762
193
30
3
1
97
140

0 0
2 O
0 0
3 35
2 14
3 O
0 0

1
1
5
22
8
14
6
13
7
S
14
O

Access lo Wiitor.....................
Guolsito ................................

Rnndwiek...............
Jtandmick.............
Robertson............... [
Young ................... i
Orange ................... ]
Boga.....................
Heuljorribong Pitt Town...............
East Kempsey......
Orango ................
Orange ..................
Armidalo .... .
Jingcllic East........
Porouso ........... '
Bull Plain............. I
Craigie .................
Bournda North ...
Bnngoniii ............
Severn ..................
Native ‘Dog ..........
Brogo River (Bega)
Willyama .............

Police Paddock .....................

Tenterfield ...........

31 2

Show Ground......
P
......
Cricket Ground...
General Cemetery
>i

.............
.................
„
(extension)
Burial Ground .......................
Public School site..................
ii

y>

ti

......................

>i

............... .

!J

..........................

Total

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
53
16

1,961

2
0
1
3
0
1
1
1
2
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
2

0

24
12
6
30
0
23
24
17
39
0
26
0
0
O
0
0
0
19
0
0
0
22

278 acres rededioatoil, the remainder reseived for hospital for
the Insane, recreation, &r.
■ "| 503 acres dedicated for an experimental farm, the remainder
j
reserved for recreation, rifle range, <fcc.
Bedieated for show ground.
To he included in temporary common.
Included in new dedication.
Dedicated for permanent common.
Parts to ho rededicatod, the remainder to bo sold or otherwise
appropriated under the Crown Lands Acts.
7 To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown Lands
t Acts.
To,be sold by auction.
Dedicated for athletic sports.
Reserved for extension to temporary common.
To be included in a travelling stock reserve.
^ Rededicated in an amended form.

Dedicated for addition to public school site.
To be sold by way of exchange.
Reserved for public recreation.
i To be sold by auction.
, i To be sold or otherwise appropriated under the Crown Lands
f Acts,
.

. To he sold by auction.
Redcdicated, exclusive of 1 acre and 6 perches and 1 aero
2 roods 80 perches set apart for recreation and roadway.
0 j Reserved for police purposes.

0 11

SlJMWARY.

Year.

Number of Resumptions.

Area resumed.

1894..................................................................................................

59

ft.
r. p.
3,545 „ 5J 14}

1895.........................................................................:.......................

31

1,961

0 11

SCHEDULE LXIX.

00

Eetuks of Ecserves from Sale notified during 1895.
Access.

0p
Gold-licld.

Conditional
Sale.

Mining.

Preservation
ami growth
of Timber.

Pending'
Sulidiuslon.

Land Hoard District.
No.l Area.

Xo.[

Area.

No

|

Area.

No.

j Area.

j

No

Area.

No.

Public
Hui]dings.

No.

Area.

Recreation.

No. Area.

Area.

Railway.

No.

No

Travelling
Stock ana
Camping.

Temporary
Common-

School.

Area.

a

No 1

Area

Area.

1

No

Village and
Suburban
Settlement,

Area,

No

Area.

Water
Supply.

Ai ea.

No

Other
than
Auction
Sale onlv.

Other rubll'Purposes.

No

No.

Area.

Totals.

Area,

No.

Area.

j
i

Armidale............................
Bourke ...................
Cooma

............................. ..

JJubbo..........................................

Forbes ............................
Ooulburn ...............
Grafton ...................

aero*.
5
449
2
23
6

14

185.045

ii

21,780

6

47,750

i;?85

.................|

4 5,03a

84,500

1
200
1
3

]

1

n

5,000
9,600
91,000

1

6,200

6
9

i

77 16,819 33 306,375 21 108,814

xi

95,475
29,440
2,580
80,230
37,097

acres.

5

135

1
3
3
1
3

27,600
2,909
7,710
862
21,460

2
18

i
4

18
21
8

592
4
10 ,103,522
2,GS9
190 8

8
6

11

6 9,326
3 224
2
0
s.s

1
1

2
8

c
1
4
18
8 670
9 1,317

31,200
8,460

1

6

3

7,143 109 719,901 64 344.923

S

36

142

acres.

ftCi'OS

i

t*.

4
2
1

...

i

1,016
7 163,140
£
17,700
10 61,832

2,800
5,292
10,703

2

2

3
37 164,841 9
20 2
7,611 16

5,319
3

acres.

acre4*.

9

8 109,710
11 87,218

190

1 1,560

3

acres.

acres.

acres.

i
i

e.fiss

84
liny..................................................
]
148
Maitland................... 4
273
Morcc...................................
2,336
Oracgc
............................
i
140
Sydney
............................
3
38
Tnmworth ...................... 20 4,570
Wagga Wagga .......... 4 1,299
Total a

acres.

7

1

15

...

2

12

4
1
2

£7

acres.

2
1
2
3

8

1
1
1
1

2
4
1
2

9,606 14

74

21

40

Acres.

acres.

acres.

acres.

acres.

acres.

45
17
18
38
20
3

32,015
33,692
10,096
33,957
50,930
765

14.
11
23
11
1
30
20

12,380
828
26,998
1,957
600
41,907
7,191

1
2

5 3,531 17
304 3 270
1
2 5
4
502 28
990 3 175
1,648 24 7,953 5
110 1 800
6 1,622 13
570 5 504
200 2
11 6
289 3 426
14 3,853
581 4 1,933
6
25 13 2,045 12
296 1
91
1
14 20 77,445 1 423
562;
17 1,530 8
914 2 411
846 23
17
263 13 4,612 14
785 11 2,699
685 9 2,379 3
69 23 2,148

24.,042 251

253,216

7

2,821jll2 25,047 174 87,351 57 9,910 1,011 1,978,326

5,840
6,700
526
2,900

8
10
3
3
1
1
3
1
1

55

37 2,248

i
_

2,208
4,030
1,C00
130
1,025
43
640

2

1
1

113
37
78
154
87
18
22
41
52
6S
60
64
124
93

522,388
156,505
36,883
307,670
148,172
1,705
34,023
188,618
38,004
183,328
117,635
5,785
194,894
42,716

co

o

SCHEDULE LXX.
Betuhx of Deserves from Sale revoked during 1S95.
Access.

C.P.
Oold-0eld,

Mining.

Land Hoard District.

No | Area.

1 No j

Area.

No.

Area.

C(>ndlLi<Ji.Al
Preseivation
Court 1Pending
tlon.il
ISubdU liiion. and growth
huC Amiual
of Tim be r,
Lpa'p,
No.

Aroa.

No.

Aicu

No

Area

Public
Uulldings,

No.

Recreation.

No

Area.

Railway.

No.

Area,

Area

Temporary
Common.*

School.

No.

Aroa.

Travelling
Stock and
Camping.

No.

Village and
Suburban
Settlement.

No.

No.

Area.

acres.

acres.

8
8
5
2

11,981
8,936
681
1,5/6
78

1

3

4,097
2,682
452
915

68 49,941
40 172,559
23
9,894
55 80,114
30
59,009
426
8
497
3
15,032
15
10
1,868
29,443
23
8
1,348
3
855
86 90,513
3,476
19

77

40,192

386 514,964

Area.

Area.

Water Supply*

No.

Area.

Other Public
Purposes.

No.

Totals.

'*0

Area.

Area.

|
acres.

acres.
Armidalo .............................. ....

7

2

Baurko ..........................................

679
1,280

Cooma .........................*____

Dubbo ......................
Forbes ........ ........... .
Goulburn ............ .

1

513

5

713

3

2,364

5

20.666

Grafton ........................................

Hav ............ .............
Maitland ..................
Morco .......................
Orange''.......................

acres

2

3
i

acres

6 188628
50 21,162
£ 10,975
135 69,352
1,681 50, 25,039

107

a

310
140
2,000
4,164
2,952

1
1
21

Sydney ..........................................

............. .
"Wagga Wagga...........
Tamworth

9

...........

48 12,205

Totals

1

1
1

,

33,250

|

4
27
1
2

10,880
71 43,365

3

5'

i1
2

280
28,014
317
5,558
5,810

10 23,725
2 11,120
f 5,495
50
1
10 19,273
4,466

77 174383

8,035

1,002

3

2,375

2

400

17i
50!

l

1

1

...

10,646
9,757
9

53 110,780 ■14 19,063 565 480S52 129129565

4

3

16
2
2i

7

2

9
2

2
2
1

153

4

14
2
12
37

12

1

3
j
1

6

fi

...

acres.

acres.

100

2

i

S

21,924
1
2,300
4 38,020
16 27,607

34

78 54,020
7
2,306
7,970
1
67 33,719
98 24,280

acres.

1

i
5

8,856
16,661
100
2,850
14,919
13,000

340
10,880
67,782

acres.

acres.

acres.

2,725

5

2
2

2,529
400
2,946
23,260
871
506
994

no
5

21,060

i

112
0

1

4

570

6

1,768

5
4

2
1

e
1

2

26

13
15

8

23

22

2,341

78

i
i

2

38
£6

4

...

15
1

...

3
5

1

26,565 ...
13,485
6,856| ...
101,042

iio

■

5

17
3

3
...
189

2,260
150
1,408
4,976

acres.

acres.

360

2

13,400

3
2
2
2

89 G
32
294
510

2
2
1
3

5
745
2,000
1,135

20

19,407

62
15
45
51
41
7
10

29,152
34,435
10,279
96,162
51,026
917

1,614
25,885
1,936
11
59,303
62
6,226
19
2
61
118,105,116
117
72,128
31

59l| 494,260

acres.

36
4
48
10
14
f
8

12
12
25
4
23
28
30
259

acres.

5,550
24,901
51,082
6,120
3,705
242
1,253
12,027
7,445
11,445
1,276
1,795
8,954
8,3G9

215
129
139
274
194
39
38
144
61
210
110
48
363
368

144-, W 2,332

1

316.083
308,045
93,979
290.348
209,922
6,612
25,482
114,577
56,997
182,071
106,785
49,591
213,753
171,185
2,243,430

87
81
SCHEDULE LXXI.
Return of Reserves from Lease and License, Annual Lease, (fee., notified during 1895.
Access. Cemetery

Travelling
Schools. Stock and
Camping,

Koads.

Land Board District.
6 Area.

to

Area.

'to

acres
Armidale......... .
Uourtc .................
Cooma...............
Dubbo.....................
Forbes.....................
Goulburn ............
Grafton .................
Hay..........................
Maitland................
Moree ....................
Orange ......... .
Sydney ................
Tamwortli ............
Wagga Wagga ..

acrc&.
3

u

2

7

i
GO
3
G3
1 102

...

Total .....

5 225

5

d Area.

c Area.

to

d

to.

Water
Supply.
6

Area.

toi

acres
acres
acres.
4 3G3 i
10 i
40
G 1,490
24 13,022
i
8
3 307 i 20
2
17 2 IG 2 4.200
3
543
i 10
2 201
9 9,322
13 1,513
4
1
52
1,228
i
2 12 3,120
0 2,034
1
5
]
11
2
95S

18 10 2,450 7

Area,

Annual
and
Homestead
Lease,
d

Annual
Tillage Other than
Other
and
Lease for
Annual
Public
Temporary Suburban
Purposes.
Common. Settlement. Lease.
d

Area.

to

to

acre*.
acres.
i
IG 2
2,74.8
i 10,240 7 79,039
2 OGjfitiO
2
725 2 48,921
1
9 3 14,817
1
17
5

J
7

3
3

1
3S3 4
2G
G
Go 6

Area.

to

acres.

2

i
2
77,492 1
31,521 3

d Area.

tod

'to

i
2

3 17,440
2
536
<J 2,700

3
2

d Area.

Area.

acres.
acre*.
acres.
380
182 13 41,162 2 10,265
1 2,385
i 570
i 285
14G
2
1
40
i
610
1
204 2
35
3
1G0
2 10,102

2 5,840

50,114
250
18,349
1,315

Area.

Total.

2,203
3,280
1,030
130
475
4,905
640

3

1
3

Gfi 77 30,185 15 11,479 39 391,810 21 39,231

acres.
15
9,408
58 173,449
G G9,5G9
11 53,243
13 19,490
5
GOO
4
G27
22 02,284
18
5,203
13 30,824
26
5,050
2,542
7 10
150 9 82,612
199 12 33,394

G 2,027 15 43,751 13 27,104 222 554,355

SCHEDULE LXXIL
Return

Access.

Lease.

of Reserves from Lease and License revoked during 1SS15.

Ixuitl Board
District.

d

&

Area,

acres.
Anniflaio ...........
Bodirkc ........... 1 "l
Cooma...................
Dubbo...................
Forbes............... 2 1,289
Goulburn ...........
Grafton ................
Hay..................................

1

Maitland......... 1
Moree ............ 2
Orange..,, ............
Sydney...................
Tanw orth ...........
Wagga Wagga......
Total ..... 7

870
40

22
»■*

3

Area

4

iicre$
C,8!jS

to

tod

d Area. d

Area.

to

acres.

to

aoi es

7 3!),297

2

1' 1,570

2 197
1
25

11

2

2,

52

5
5

670
6,190
16,000

1
2

24

Area.

d

"to

"ico

1

60

5
i

5.745 4
1
450

]

222 30 70,001

Area.

87 30
Ll

Water
Supiil}'.

Village.

or
OcCiip.iLmn
Lin nhi

for

Toniputary
(JoUllliOJi'

d

| Area,

to

acres.
acres.
acres.
i
10 0 2,722 2 3,805
. .
6 24,431 4 1,962
2
549
i
11,800 1
140 1 1,485

22

3

Anrm il Lean

Roads
Travelling
and
Suburban
Stock
Cross Settlement
and
ing.
Camping.

Mining-.

2,240 3
73

200

J

200

5,881
2,475 3

580

tod

Area.

0

No.

Area.

acres.
acres.
30 5 9,752
2,268 8 7,321 53
3
9
1
1 1,570 135
I
42 47
3
40
1
205
3
360
71
3 1,180
78
3 1,200 1
3
3
1 2,000
3
7 9,085
67
3
383 3
210 92

acres.

to

Area.

Conditional
Other
Lease and
Public
Annua! Lease. Purposes.

i
6

d

to

Total.

Area.

No.

Area.

acres.
acres.
4,585 26 27,798
3 10,330 SS 118,107
15
20 29,938
3
392 145 80,506
5 1,311 58 21,038
7 31,551
8 31,591
2
23
3
288
L0 6,374 100 59,824
8
7,483
1
800 83 71,292
1
3 11
3,546
2
9,970
6 4,404 92 53,366
8 1,023 121 35,203
7

32,423
13
09,352
18,319

43,3G5
54,020
2,320
7,970
33,749
24,286

5 24G 15 42,573 39 16,042 6 6,270 25 13,637 20 22,085 54G 285,617 GS 90,163 765 556,010

SCHEDULE LXXIII.
Return of Dedications for Public Purposes during the year 1895.
Purpose of Dedication.

Permanent Commons .......'................
Public Hecreatkm..........................
Experiment'll Farm.................................
Racecourses ..........................................
General Cemeteries.................................
Hospital for Insane..............................
Refuge in Time of Flood ..
Show Grounds .........................................
Quarantine Ground and Contacious
Diseases Hospital Site......................
Water Supply ........................................ .
Athletic Sports..........................................
Hospital Sites ........................................

59—L

No. of
Dedications.

Area dedicated.

6

a.
4,560
978
595
537
318
192
121
87

1
1
3
4

SO
26
23
21

5
41
1
29
1
1

r- p.
1 0
0 25J
0
tf
0 0
0 21i
3 0’
0 0
3 30

Purpose of Dedication.

0
9
0
29

Area dedicated.

a.

r. p,
13 3
in ^ n11

1
3
18
1

Benevolent Asylum Site ......................
Railway Purposes ...... ..........................

0
0
3
3

No. of
Dedications.

4
i
1
2
i
1
i
136

1

2 0 0
1 9 3fl
0 2 0
n n pqi
0 0 8

7,590 1 30f

88
82
SCHEDULE LXXIV.
Eetuhs of Special .Areas proclaimed during 189,
I
Land Board.

Within Population
Or Suburban Area.

Within Population
or Suburban Arc*.

Country Lands.

Number.

1

Area.

Number.

Acres.
ann

1

InvcroU ....

llombala........
Bmiriwood ...
Cooma............

i
1

94
10

2

321

2

70

Kvngan ........
42

1

Acres.
<m
Moree

6

1,493

1
4
1
4
4
1
i
13
10

62
90S
100
883
390
258
G40
8,2n0
2,018
212
1,4 42
' 91

i

GrcuMl .

4
Goulburn ........ Gunning........
Young.............

6

683

Lismore ........

2
7
2

346
368

Number

Area.

3
3

i
i

Wnrialda ......
Cowra.............
Lithcow ........
Molong ........
Mud geo ........
Rylsknic ......
Jflowm ..............

Knrrnbi'i ........
X:iuiworth . .
Wagga IVugga Corowa ........
Cootamundra.
Gundugai ...
Narrandcra...

Tuinbcrumba.
2

o

AeroH.
261

7
3

1,761
189

■ 2

114

7

1,429

Acres.

5

107

J

10

1

210

3

704

Total .............
Grand Total..............

dumber.

Acres.

212

62,294

2
1
2
2
3
1
2
2

1,820
170
772
445
718
802
131
269

4
i
3
14

428
658
2,460
1,628
7,664
431
1,165
5,881

18
3
2

8

2,442
3,4*Jd

6

Urana .............
Wagga Wagga

1,032
2 036
L4L8

Area,

Number.

Tiunworl.h ... Garmadal] ...

84

Huy U............

Area in
Acre?.

............

Sydney.............

319

4

Country Lands.

Ijand District.

Land Board.

Land District

13
—
56

7,343

—
156

54,951

SCHEDULE LXXV.
Homestead Selection Areas notified in 1895.
Land Board.

No. of
Blocks

Ijand District.

'A

Cooma ......................
Eden ..................
Quciudiuyan ............. ■
Dubbo ..................... Coonamble ..............
Dubbo ....................
"Warren...................
Forbes...................... Barmedman .............

15
26
20
36
13
SI
15
5
ii*
10
11
9

Goulburn .............. Goulburn ...............
Young .....................
Grafton .................. Belliugcn ..................
Casino .......... ...........
Grafton......................
Kempaoy ..................
Lismore......................
Munvillumbah..........
Port Macquarie ... .
Hay ........................ Denilinuin..................
Hay ........................
1 Hillston.....................

10
15
46
14
9
19
123
27
16
65+
1C
6

Tontorfiold ..............
Cobar..........................

* The uolilicatioii of fli c blocks of

592
1,161
4 OS
5,204
625
1,991
1,255
267
5.S75
4,294
655
3,740
0}6S4
1,659
2,675
6,670
3,125
5,330
3,437
35,044
6,2S2
4,993
30,358
9,242
3,346

Land District.

Land Dom’d.

Aiea
r.
2
3
1
2
a

3
1
1
1
0
0
3
o
1
3
0
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

90 Maitland .........
10
0
ll
0
0
20
20 Moree ...........
11 Sydney.............
24
17
0
0
0
9
0
0 Wagga Wagga
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

acres has been cancellcel.

NO of
Blocks.

Wagga Waega ........

29
6
35
12
53
14
55
5
117
3
46
5
S3
43
In
L
G
74
15
33
71
56

Total ..............

1,357

Cassilis.....................
Dungog...................
Gosforii.....................
Mo.jtIa.nd .................
Newcastle..................
Singleton ..................
Tareo..........................
Wartalda..................
Campbelltown..........
Penrith...................
Picton .....................
Windsor ..................
Gunnedab.................
MuiTuniiidi..............
Narrabri ..................
Tamworth..................
Cootamundra ..........
Corowa.....................
Narrandera ..............

Area.
Lb.
1,553
498
4,350
1,248
4,308
1,215
9,433
6,400
2,536
100
1,311
697
4,330
12,424
642
977
2,312
20,514
4.406
14,116
12,180
16,176

r.
a
3
0
0
0
3
1
0
0
3
2
1
3
2
2
1
3
0
1
1
0
1

p.
10
10
33
0
0
0
20
0
8
20
30
0
20
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0

267,159 0 12

1* The notification of 1,144 acres has Injcn withdraw ii,

SCHEDULE LXXYI.
Setteemekt Lease Areas notified in 1895.
Land Board.

No. of
Farms.

Land District.

Laud District.

Land Bomd.

Area

No. of
Farms.

Area.
a

Nyngan..........................

20
3
1
17
1
7

Barmedman..................
Condobolin
...............

3
02

10,240
52,215
3,105
25,945
14,937
13,509
79,161

Forbes .....................
Grenfell...................
Parkes ....................

3
4
3

5,SS3
9.519
20,825

Cobar ............................
Wilcannia.....................
.
Dubbo............................ Coouainblo ...

Forbes .........................

Lt.
70,122
35! 329

Dcmliquin......................
Hay .............................
Hillston..........................
Wariakla ...................
Walgett ........................
Coonabarabran ..........
Gunnedab.....................
Murrurrundi
...........
Narrabri ......................
Tamworth.....................
... Urana ..........................

1. p. Hay................................
0 0
0 0
0 0 Morcu .......................
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
3
*2
1
1
0

0

0
0
0
0

• The notification of one farm of

Wagga Wagga

3
2

7

4
6
22
12
*2
15
3

2
172

arres has been cancelled,

r. p-

4,02s 2
9,412 1
17,250 3
5,377 3
15,630 0
60,600 1
22,770 0
1,944 2
36,636 0
1,976

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1,153 0 0
526,621

3

0

83

Hetuen

SCHEDULE LXXVII.
allowing numlier of Trespasses on Crown Lands reported during 1895, and action taken thereon under the
provisions of the Crown Lands Acts.
Number of cases not disposed of at end of 1894 ............................................................................................ 375
Number of cases of trespass reported by the Crown Lands Bailiffs during 1895 ..................................... 737
1,112
Number of prosecutions on which convictions wore obtained .....................................................................
1 respasaes abated after notice, without legal proceedings by the Department.........................................
Cases of reported trespass in which, after investigation, it was found that no nroceedincs were
necessary ....................................................................................................
Number of cases referred to other Departments for action............................................................................
Cases in which action was suspended by the Department pending investigation of application to be
placed m legal occupation.............. ................................................................................. ..........................
Cases not disposed of at end of year ...............................................................................................................

10
451
42
139

20
441
----- 1,112

SCHEDULE LXXVIII.
Betprk showing number of Meetings, duration of Sittings, and Cases dealt with by Local Land Boards during 1895,
Land Hoard District.

Armidale......... .

Land District.

Number of
Duration of
Sittings.
Courts holtt. |

1’Jbco of Meeting

Number of
Cases dealt
with.

Number
of Casca
adjourned.

days.

Armidale,

Armidale ..............
Bendemoer ..........
Bundarra..............
Ifillgrovo ..............
Uralla ..................
Walcha Itoad ......
Wandsworth..........
Wollomombi,,,..__
Glen Innns.
Emmavilli! ..........
Glen Tones ..........
Invcrell ..
Ashford..................
Hundarm..............
TnvorcO .............
Tinglia ..................
Wandsworth..........
Tenterfield.............
Einmaville ...........
Tenterfield ......
Wi Don's Downfall
Walcha ...................
Walcha .................
Bourke .........................
Bourke...................
Brewarrina and Brewarrina Brewarrina .........
Fast.
Cobar .....................
Cobar.......................
Wilcannia ........................... Wilcannia..............
Willvama ..................
Broken Hill..........
Cooma................................... .
Bega.......................
Cohargo..................
Bombala..........................
Bombala ...............
Dclegete ...............
Braidwood...... ...........
Braidwood .
Cooma...............................
Adominaby ..........
Buckley’s Crossing
Cooma ....................
Eden .................................. ISdcu......................
Wyndham..............
Milton ..................
Moruva ............................. Boda]] a ..................
Moruya.................. .
Qucanbeyan ...................... Queaubeynn............
Dubbo.....................................
Coonamble ............
Gilgandra................
Dubbo.................................. Dubbo ....................
Nyngan ............................. Nyngan....................
"Wuitoh ......... .............................
Warren.................. .
Forbes .....................
.. Barmedman and JJarmcd- Burincdman............
111 an East.
Condobolin.......................... Condobolin .....
Eorbcs................................... Doibes .............
Grenfell .......................
Grenfell .........
Parkes.................................. I’arkes .............
G oulburn ..............................
Binalong .........
Boorowa .........
Goulburn ..................... .
Crookwell.........
Goulburn.........
Taralga.............
Crookweli.........
■
Gunning ........
Moss Yale .......................... Moss Vale.........
Yass .................
Young ................................. M urrmuburrah
Youog .............

.
.
.
.
.

11
2
4

2
2
3
3

3
1
10
4

4
8
1
4
1
8
2
7
8
G

4
3
1
4
1
4
3
4
5
G

11
3
4
3
4
4.
0
6
3
10
G
5
5
G
5

fi

5
11
ll
4
13
4
4
11
10
12
1
12

25
2
4
1
2
2
2i
3
1
in

4
5

18
i

4
4
194
2

10

71 J334
IGi
lfi4
74
G4
4
44
2
54
fi
74
18
2
2‘
X*

34
3
104
17
n

£1
54
Gt
12

17
04
04
8
11
104
4
lo

04

fi

334

7
11
2
224

497

39

36
97
31
41
73
C4
99
31
283
]2fi
93
348
17
128

3
5

1
3
1
5
7
23
5
10
32
G

9

596
63
267
326
178
Cl

80
5G
75

7
35
37
34
1C
13
2
2

11

115
52
155
132
188
392
31
GG
36
71
SG
357
684
3G
530
128
300
282
262
140
124
216
175
252
80
304
87
52
223
114
237
36
33G

2
1
3

10
6
17
4

2
1
10
1
15
171
2G
99
55
45
22

29
11
11
13
21
89
12
52
16
12
38
9
44
30

90
84
SCHEDULE
Lanil Board District.

Land District.

LTXNII1—continued.

Vlacc of Mooting.

1
Number of
Number of Duration of j Cases
dealt
Courts held,
Sittings. 1
vtiLh.

4
4

days.
Oi
10
10*
10
0*
3
G
8
21
32*
8
6
5*
7
4
3*
3*
3
4*
2
e*
21
1
1
1*
10*
0*
31
1*
It
1*
3
2*
H
o*
io*
!)*
0
4
10
2
5*
7
6*
11
8.>

3

3*

i
5
4
2
3
1
4
6

1
G
Hi
4,
5*
4
14
5
8
11*
3
H
11
12
dir
4
2*
7*

4

Grafton ..................................

5
4
3
3
4
3
4
6
3
3
3
4
4
4
3
3
5
2
4
3
1
2
3
4
4
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
G
4
3
3
4
3
4
4
3

Port Macquarie ......................
Hay............. ............................
Hay .!.......................................
Lake Cndgellico ......................
beacis'illc .................................
Merriwa ..................................
nungofr .............................. J)ungog......................................

Muswellbrook ..........................
Vatcrson ..................................

Glouconter *......... *...................
Stroud ..............................
Taree .................................. Coopornook ............................
Forster ......................................
Turee..... ....................................
Wmplnun..................................

Wariuldu .........................-.......
Witigett and Walgett Nortli "Walgett ..................................
Collarondabri ..........................
Obcrcm......................................
Trunkcv ..................................
Tnenu ............................. ........
Cowra ............................. ........

Molong .....................................
Cumnock ................. -...............
Canowindra..............................

Kyi stone

Metropolitan.....................

..................................

4

4
5
2
2
7
6
6
6
7
7
5
4,
6
1
3

Sydney ....................................

Coonalairobron.........................
Boecnbri .................................

4
7
3

2*
2

5

5

3

G
10
4

.
Gundagai .........................

Gundngai.................................

8
10
4
■J*
1
3
4
14

r>
291
7

174
2fi4
290
178
123
58
122
105
339
470
90
112
73
170
107
77
65
G7
r>2
32
108
34
19
20
22
2G3
97
87
35
20
34
51
Hfi
45
183
412
2fiE)
255
103
208
30
91
111
119
151
139
G5
13
111
222
50
100

22
12
12
18
1
3
17
G
30
33
17
10
5
2
G
3
1
2
3
1
1
12
2
10
5
3
3
20
54
34
63
13
.......
i
6
3
4
4

■ ■ till
4
2
2

8

.....

371
70
205
221
48
5
4
74
Td-

2
4
3

3

G

38

3

21
234
138
244
63
141
24
37
125
348
93

2
12
20

55

3
3

125
137
693
04

4

5

4

4

12
12

4

5

83
139
138
23

7
19

267

4 ,
4

Number
of Cases
adjourned.

53

3
2

11

2
2
24

8
18
11
4
17
15
3
5
49

85
SCHEDULE

'L&.XVIII—continued.

Number of
Courts field.

Place of Sleeting,

Land Dtatriut.

Land Hoard District.

Sittings.

Number
of Cases
adjourned.

Number of
Gises dealt
with.

5

dnvs.
173

135

4

IS

196

8

17
14

183
117

Wagga Wngga.................................

4
4
5

21

100

30
15
25

Total......................................

(568

21,430

1,970

Wagga Wuggu—conihtved
Tumbarumba and Turn- (
barumba Nortli ............. 3
Tunmt ...............................................
Wagga Wagga .......................

Duration of

1,2363

27

k
SUMMAKV.

Hoy

„

Maitland
Moree
Orange

,,
„

Sydney

„

Tamworth

„

Wagga Wagga

„

483
1245
433
893
1543

2,899
701
1,767
1,578
1,024.
1,816
1,169
1,195
1,437
1,208
2.297
636
2,085
1,594

188
102
74
396
86
323
85
107
54
180
38
52
76
209

1,2363

21,436

1,970

so
22
65
29
27
(13
26
22
64.
19
63
46
62
50

1273
1443
803
513
49
115
55£
so

60S

jb'iuidalo Land Board District
Bourke
„
Cooma
„
Dubbo
„
Forbes
,,
G-oulburn
,,
Qratlon
,,

„

723

SCHEDULE LXXIX.
EitTunK showing tiie Xumhcr of Instructions issued to, nnd Reports received from, Inspectors regarding Conditional
Purchases, Conditional Leases, Homestead Lenses, or Miscellaneous Leases during the year 1S95.
No. of inatnictions issued to Inspectors to
report on C lvs., C.L’s., H.L’s., or Misc. L’s.
Land Hoard
District.

Armidale ...

Tin

Under ‘
Itopealed
Acts.
C.Fs.

Name nf Inspects.

Land District.

^

.

/

>J.B. Wisdom ...5
)
(

25
0
5

C. L's.

C.P'S.

3

12

2
27

143
7
32

22

"W. G\ Erans

Do
Do

...............
...............

W. A. Manton........

*4.

i

1

.....
3

33

1
2

1

36
10S
58
233
43
64
42
23
89
128
43

13

867

6

1
1

do
Quennbejau..........
Dn
.........

........

1

175

5

5

18

6

2
24

20
24

32

2

do
.......
W. Webster...........
do
...........
Willyama............

654

180

li. B. Bmton ..........

rln

948

. 25
7

.

East...

49
123
1

18
35
61
37
2
3

19
35
77
16
3
3
...

Do

57
128

54
123
23
31
124
647

9

1
1

.4.

.....

12
1

18
60
55

4
11

57

315

43

i

1
,, ,

IS

410

21
38
34

4
15
14

292

48

1

57
139
85
290
57
67
61
31
107
152

67
46
206
37
5U
18
5
16
103

11

1,046

555

1
1
3

»4f
6

6
8

1
2
5

18

7

76

3

79

157
6
36

31

4

17

4

J

G

33
33
128
31
46
15

ILL’S. Misc. L’s.

£9

27

z

C.L’3

C.P’S.

£92

290

962

.

Under Existing Acts.

379
1
101
176
7
107
175
2

379
1
97
183
72
58
163
4

39

Tin

■

Under
Re
pealed
Acts.
ILL’S. Misc. I/s. CP’s.

Under Kxisting Acts.

... Bishop Lync..............
Wfi.lclifl...............
G\ Silcock............
Port Macquarie
(Grafton L.B.D.)
Total ...........
Do

No. of C.]vs,f C.L’s, lI.L’s., or Misc. L's
viMted ami reported on by Inspector.

...

8

1

7

4

...

.44...
di

___
9

92
86
SCHEDULE L5XIX— con tinned.
No, of instructions issued to Inspectors to
report on C P’s., C.L's., if.L's., or Miac. L's.
Lund Board
Distriot.

Dubbo

Niudg of Inspector.

Land Distriot.

Coonninblc
Dubbo __
Nyugnn ...
Warren....
Do ...

Unftcr
Itcpealc<]
Acts.
C.P’s.

E. H. Tavlnr ..........
1
j 1 K. Sim, junr....... 1
fJ
E. H, Taylor .....

Hay

Maitland

... Bellingen ..............
Casino ..................
Grafton..................
Kempsey ..............
Lismore.............
Murwillumbah
Port Macquarie ...

Balranald..............
Do South ...
Deniliquin..............
Hay ......................
Do ......................
Do North..........
Hillston..................
Do North......
Wentworth ..........

Cassilis ..................
Do ..................
Hungog..................
Gosford.................
Maitland .............
Muswellbrook ......
Newcastle.............
Paterson ..............
Do
..............
Kaymond Terrace..
Do
...
Scone......................
Singleton ..............
Stroud .................
Taree......................
Wollombi..............

H.L's-

YP's.

C.L'8.

H.L’s. Misc. L’S.

3
15
2

Ill
92
05
61
3

os
69
65
31
6

3
12
3

459

378

20

332

269

18

207

96

14

172

111

82
Idfi
217
64
15
129

63
104
17
19
5
40

14
19
19
10
3
14

106
108
179
73
8
133

96
59
10
31
4
53

860

350

93

779

370

Gr. Harrison.........
J. 0. Page.............

162
164
42
80
5i)
64
211

61
SO
22
49
17
37
23

18

213
Til
38
126
61
91
239

107
55
15
69
12
61
32

18

Total .....

782

298

IS

879

351

18

16
22
13
14
"g
6

7

59
18
i

116
188
no
131
109
75
56

18
30
14
25
1
7
3

2
27
22
1

T. H. Wilslure.....

is
24
2

122
158
103
115
97
75
67

Total .........

96

737

77

62

96

785

107

68

12
181
87
34

2
19
44
19

11
228
100
36

4
18
52
35

40

19

9
12
16
2

30

28

49

Total .....

Grafton

C.L's.

Under Existing Acts,

137
11G
73
39
13

Barmedman, Barmedman East. ! > H. E. Yindin..... 1
Condobolin ..........
Do
.......... )
(
Forbes .............
> K. W, Gadcn.....
)
Grenfell ...............
c
Do .................. li. Jij. Vinrfin .....
Parkes .................. R, W. Gaden ..........

Goulburn... Boorowa
Goulburn
Do
Gunning
Moss Yale.
Yass ........
Young

C-P's.

Under
liepealed.
Acts,
Misc. I/e. C.P’s.

139
151
77
78
14

Total .....

Forbes

Under Existing Acts.

No. of C.P's , C-L’s., H L's,. or Ml sc. L's,
visited nnd rqxjrtcd on hy Inspector.

J. C. Pape.............
C. Cromier ............
f

l

T. H. Wilshire.....
| T. H. Wilshirc .

n
(

(
| G. W. West ... . {

n

32

j E. S, Russom..... \f
]• M. T. Day ......... f
l
r
'J
?- E. S. R-iiEsom.....
)
D, A.

2
25
27
. 1

3

j
c.

Morgan.....

5

R

15
26

Total .....

359

108

76

.1. B. Combes .....
S. C. Y. North.........
T. Miller ___ _____

4
a

J. B. Combes .....

4
4
1

107
17
40
8
39
10
9
29
11
24
117
37
65
148
17

Total .....

19

083

1
|-J. B. Combes.....
1
J
T. Miller
.......

r

i
<!
i
i

T. Miller ..................
S. C. Y. North...........
J- R. Combes _____
(
j T. Miller

i
2

"i

1
3
6

)

ii

•-•

3
i
2

io
19
1

14
1
»'»
'

59
14
35
40
4
271

..

*•

5
IO
8
10
44

G

«.*

1
6
1

6

ii
...
29
25

(J

414

143

101

13

0
177
19
49
7
58
11
5
23

3
105
8
1
1
10

i

8
5

17
144
81
64
170
39

9

53

870

2
1

t

36

7

4
67
4
i
i
12

11

"l7

1

2

6
13
72
44
37
49
8
366

***

2
1
i

...

7

93
87
SCHEDULE LXXIX—continued.
No. of Instructions issued to Inspectors
to report on C.P's., C.L's., H L's., or Misc. L's.
Ln»d Board
District,

I>aml District,

Name of Inspector.

.

Moree ......

Under
Re
pealed
Acts.
C.l’s.

Bingnra ............... 35. C. MTherson......
Moree ...................
G-. W. Walker...........
'WBlgett.................
„
North......
J>
ti
....... C. J. M'Farland ......
Wnrinhla ............... ]£. C, M'Phcrson......

Orange....... Bathurst..................
Carcoar .................
Cowra ..................
Lithgow ...............
Molong...................

C.L’3.

C P’s.

47

64
105

32
83
41
94

6

J. S. 0'ITara..........
B. Leighton..............

2
2

J. S. O’Hara..............
0. H. llutti'e..............

2

G. H. Lnnclev..........

2

103
133
139
141
228
&3

38
72
13
52

8
12

66

C

01

,i,
Total..........

10

H L's,

Misc. L'a.

37
SO
GG
08

4
3

i
43

40

293

2

93

70

124

451

328

95
148

36
,74
13
44
89
7
g

i

2

i

1?5>

2

£22
20

30
131

33
x

17

it

2

GG
82

425

]

Mudgee..... .............
Orange .... ..............

C.L’s.

59

43

27
30
42

C.P'e.

1*1

711

38

Under Existing Acts.

3
32
81

38

9

Wellington ...........

Under
Re
pealed
Acts.
H.L's. Misc. L’s. C.Ps.

Under Existing Acts

j

Total...........

No. of C.P’$ , C-L’s II L's., or AUsc. L's,
visited and reported on by Inspector.

1

1

4
K<J
74

x
32
44

2

1,281

433

69

4

1

40

52

8

9
8

35

AA

x

x

95

48

3

1,118

394

70
|

Sjduey......

CampbclUo^n
James L. Brown......
Metropolitan .....
;J
......
Nowia .................
9]
......
ii
.
S. F. von Aruheim ...
Barrmnatla ......... Jumes B. Brown ......
Penrith..................
Pjeton ..................
)i
... i.■
Windsor ...............
J>
......
Total..............

Twnworth... Coonabarrabran ,.. J. W. C. Cox ..........
B. Lvne......................
Q-unnedah.............. J. W. O. Cox ..........
U. Lvnc .....................
li
*......... Sir Win. Broun, Barf..
• * *..... W. H. lietkens ... .
Narrabri ............... J. W. Q-. Cox ..........
............... B Lirnc......................
Sir Win. Broun, Bart.
Scone....................... W. H. Tiotkins.........
Sir Wm. Broun, Bart.
Taiuwoith.............
11
■■•
W. IT. Tietkins.........
Walgett................
Sir Wm. Broun, Bart.

19
2
10

1

'1

Total............

WflffKd Wafl-fia

J g MThillnmv*
Corowa..................
Cootamondra ...... W. J. Barnes ...........
,,
Central
Gundagai.............
F. B. Mulligan
Narrandcra .......... Wi II, Tietkins.........
Tumbarumba ...... J. S. M'Phillainv......
,,
North
Tumui.....................
11
.....
A. K, Mackenzie ....
Urmjfl ...... ........... W. ILTirtkiu- ....

4

88

105

£0
1

36
25
19
138
137

295

26

384

35

26
&3
25

25
28
26
15
29

23

23

56
3
37

4
27

65
36
126
81

1

1
1

33
19
IS

20
1

28

14G
3
i

1
6

...

...................

22

76
69
93
3

1

i
4
G

1

4
30
1

107
19
98
3
i

70

380
79

22eT

11

10

917

541

7

22

1
1

07

4

2

1

3
2

8

415
132

£39
77

11

10

1,142

719

16
4

1

39

2

56

3
2
6

222

4
i
11 *
5
52
92
8

1

92

Wagga Wagga...... T, B, Muliigun .........

20

3
73
157

Total ..........

53

053

Grand Total ......

240

4

25
276
g
i

i

9

7
5

76

19
38
4
i
55

9,838 4,388

1
1

69
3
i

42 U

|

14S

14,

15
30

20

G

Id
15

...

4

r>7

8

L
89
7
40
27

8

1
1

321

26

66

X3
63
4
73
3
ii

2

w) 1,

24
r.

47

97

3

951

397

809

202

9,905

4,586

433

568

94
88

SCHEDULE LXSX.
Retuhn of Applications for Permission to Ringliark for the Year 1895.
Applications made prior to 1695*

Applications made during 1S93.
Land Board
District,

Land District.

No.
Area ap
rcoeivnrl. plied for.

Fees iodged.

Acres.
3 840
H920
1 JPO
1,920
12 son
46,080
1,920
88,310
3,S40
354J

s. d.
4 o ft
ft o
2
9,
n o
2 0 o
7 o o
10 o o
2
0 0
19 0 0
3 0 0
2 o o

9

Glrn 1 nnes..............

i
1
i

Walciiti ................
Bourljc..........

2

5
1
6
1
1

„
East......
Cobar .....................
'Wilcannia ..............
DruitUvood..............
Qucanbcvan
Lubbo.....................
Uvnpm ..............
Warren .................
Condobolin..............

Goulburn......
Goulburn ..............
Gunning............... .
Grafton ........ Port Slacquarie ......
Hav ...... .......

Hillston If orth .....

No.
allowed.

Area
allowed*

2

Acres.
3,S40

1

1,920

2
5

12 Ron
46j0S0

3
1

75,280
2,560

£

300
7 040
53,045
72,823
!),fl20
92 n<»2
74,092
8,921

2 0 0
ft o
33 0 0
13 0 0
8 o o
L3 n o
19 0 6
13 o 0

3
1
2
1
1
2
2
4
1

15 3G0
"llfi
1,540
780
d40
2,560
30 240
5ft'l40
2ft OOf)
6t4fi4-}

10 ft o
O ft ft
4
0 0
2 0 0
2 ft o
5 0 6
ft ft o
16 6 d
o o
9 o o
4 0 0

" 2
1
1
2
1
2

1,540
780
410
2,240
20,000
15,100

1
1

1 750
1,920

1

2fib0'

2
1

640

9 0 0

2
13

33,000
107,820
16,713
7,340
12,470

9 0 0
45 0 0
8 o (J
6 0
10 0 0

1,020
H900
972
1,613
2 970
26,312
5,558
5,000

2 0 o
4 0 0
4 0 0
0 o o
3 0 0
16 0 0
8 0 0
3 0 0

Acres.
i
i

'

2

Cnrcour .................

2
4

Molong ................
Mudgco .................

1
2
2
3

Tamworth

... Coonabarrabrun......
Narrabri................

1
6
4

1
ynrnuicScm............
Urana ........... .........

1
1
1

352
3,02"
082 J

2 0 o
3 0 0
2 0 0

Total.................

125

780,248]

371 0 0

4
i

168,720
1,380

3

52 480

2

580

1
3
2

T !>2f)
18,160
38,323

]

1.920
s! 560 1

1
1
4

1 9^0
14,000
5,124

1

5,000

i

2

i

2,112 1

......
2

1
1

2,680
ioiooo

1

1

8,320

3

1

640

1
1
11

1.920
40,000
71,079

4
1

3,490
800

2

391
2,712 ,
1,320

2

1

i

1

......

2

3
6
1
1
1

1,320
1

2

1
2
......
1
6
3
1
1

15,600
1,850
1,000
320

1

1
382,890

5S

6

54

394,883

3

Compaeatite Statement of Letters Registered at Head Office during the Years 1894 and 1895.
Documents Registered.
Increase.

Branch.

Babbit and Labour Settlement..........................

2
2
3
1

1
1

SCHEDULE LXXXI.

-

7

......

072
],0l8

2
3

1
......

1

640
92,640
3,593
640
10,240

3

1
3
3
4.
2
3

0
1
1
2

2

1

Morcc ..........
Wnlgctt .................
Walgett ^orth ... ..

NO,
allowed.

i

1
2
10
3
3
4
s
G

4

No* dis
allowed.

No. out
standing
on
31 Dee,,
Area
No.
allowed. disallowed. 1895.

1894.

1895.

12,439
35,888
12.767
12,384
14,853
9,757
10.767
2,222

11,270
36,672
9,724
15,192
16,090
11,854
14,616
2,808

2,SOS
1,237
2,097
3,849
586

111,077

118,226

11,361

Decrease.

1,169
784
3,043

4,212

Net Increase, 7,149.

64

89
SCHEDUI/E LXXXII.
Comparative Statement o£ Manuscript Letters, Pormal Documents, and Parcels despatched from Head Office

during Tears 1891 and 1895.

Year.

Manuscript Loiters.

Formal Documents, including Printed Letters,
Schedules, Executive Council Minutes, Gazette
Notices, Books of Reference, and Plans of
Ko&ds to Benches of Magistrates.
Printed Letters, Executive
Council Minutes, &c.

1894
1395

..................................
..................................

20,643
21,185

Increase..................
Decrease ..............

542

Parcels.

Totals.

15,271
13,775

145,063
147,817

3,504

2,754

Schedules.

108,313
107,064

831
793

1,254

38

Telegrams sent during 189+ ............................................................................................................
Telegrams sent during 1S95 ...............................................................................................................

1,300
2,00G
2,000

Increase...........................................................................................................................

64G

Circulars sent during 1S94 . ................................................................................................................
Circulars sent during 1390...................................................................................................................

126
145

Increase...........................................................................................................................

19

SCHEDULE LXXXIII.
Showing number of Letters and Documents received at nud despatched from the Head Offices of the Local Land
Boards during the year ending 31st December, 1895.
■
i

Despatched.

llcccivi il

1

i

Laud Board District.
No of Letters ami
i
Circular?.

Manuscript
Letters.

1

|
'
Formal Documents
Parcels
(Fuitlyprinkd amil (Ini'ludilJtf Map?,
part!^ niaimsCript)j
&c.)
,

Total No.
Despatched.

9C0
360
1,932
976
813
r>5G
1,230
807
974
771
1,334
339
2,369
1,403

6,585
2,255
7,543
5,089
0,025
6,173
4,950
3,572
9,913
4,535
15,967
2,086
1G239
8,602

JfiO
146
284
128
631
500

Tamworth.................................................................................
Wagga Wagga........................................................................

13,073
4,691
8,765
8,551
7,384
6,374
7,552
6,347
10,351
5,980
13,538
3,018
11345
12,884

554
688

7,045
2,761
0,759
6,193
7,460
7,238
(1,756
4,714
11,459
5,602
17,602
2,425
14,162
10,698

Totals .......................................................................

120,362

14,879

94,539

5,065

114,483

Armidale ...............................................................................
liourke ........................................ ............................................
Cooma........................................................................................
Dubbo .....................................................................................
Forbes ...................................................................................
Goulburn ................................................................................
Grafton .....................................................................................
Hay .................................................... ....................................
Maitland ..............................................................................
Moree........................................................................................
Orange ....................................................................................

r>76

275
567
206
251

SCHEDULE LXXXIV.
Approximate Statement of Area of Laud Alienated and Unalienated in the Colony on 31st December, 1895.
acres.
7,146,579

1. Area alienated in all forms .prior to 1362...................................................................................................
2. Area alienated Ijy auction and after auction selection from 1st January, 1S02, to 31st
December, 1395 ...........................................................................................................................................
3. Area alienated by improvement and special purchase during the some period ..........................
+, Area alienated hy conditional purchase during same period for which deeds have issued.................
5. Area alienated hy all other forms during same period, including lands dedicated .............................

11,011,-133
2,797,083
2,648,330
955,388

Area alienated up to 31st December, 1895..............................
G. Estimated area of unalionated land in the Colony on 31st December, 1395 .........................................

24,559,418
171,322,733

Estimated area of Colony ........................................................ 195,882,151
Area under incomplete conditional purchase up to 31st December, 1395, exclusive of forfeitures,
'
lapsings, cancellations, disallowances, and voidances............................................................................. 20,266,062
Area comprised in homestead selections confirmed prior to 31st December, 1395.....................................
24,625

SCHEDULE
59—M

I

96
90
"

SCHEDULE

Betukk showing Areas under Several Classifications measured by Licensed
CJjASS op
Land Board District,

Con
ditional
Purchases.

Con*
ditional
Loases.

123
iS39
Is. old.

126
32,636ac.
£1,279105.
Old.

7
n,360ac,
iWO 5s.
4}a

8
12,130 uc
ilOl 10s.
Ifd.

39
ISs,
Is. 11jd.

Sl>cdal
Areas?.

Anticipa
tion,

Country
Auction.

Suburban
Auction.

Home
stead
Leases.

Town
Auction.

Resi
dential
Leases.

Special
Leases.

1
j Area ...
Armidale..................

1 Cost .........
l,Averago.
(-No................
) Area ........
"iCost
V Average.
fNo.

CoOma ........................

") Cost

.

.
. ,

^Average.

Dubbn

......... .

.

.

/'No............
) Aroa
..
1 Cost
.
1. Average

Syauey

11

£481 J5s.
Is. 3d.

l.OGlac.
£77
Is. 5]d.

40
114,8G9ac.
£593
IJd.

32
20 vc.
£TG 5s.
32ft. 6d.

25

1

15s.
Is. 3M.

£11 10b,
Is. 0|d.

0
I,2l0:i e.
£101 5s.
ls.8}d

176
443/WS3C
£3,780 10s.
2d.

1

61

£20 10s.
51s. 3d.
31
ignT791ac
£515 15s.
{■I-

40
2,fi7Gae.
£157 5a
Is. 2d.

2
247iu:.
£5b
4s. 81d.

11
l,G13oo.
i-262 15s
Sid.

22
9,9S7oo.
£18410s.
■4}d.

99
205,730 .tc.
£1,916 19?.
2td.

34,G53ac
£410 5s
2’iL

15
3,239ac.
£90
yjd.

32
71ac.
£45
12s. Rd.

37
29'ic.
JLnG
08s. 7^d.

(No............
1 Area
,.
J Cost ...
LAvom^c..

51
3,5!)7ac.
i;902 15s.
2s. Ofrd

20
3,LiG0ae,
£224 10s.
le lAd.

13
5,472nc.
£72 5s.
■na.

1
752ac,
£70 10s
Is. Hid.

15
168 ac.
£48
5s. Bid.

5
£10 10s.
10s. 3|d.

10
4.ve.
£12
60s.

(No................
j Area
.
1 Cost
..

SG
2,53Iac.
.e.;23 Ids.
i!d. 7%d

8
l,201se.
£97
Is. Tfd.

53
7,G91ac.
£.507
Is. 3»d.

070
£80 153.
2s 4;d.

IS
IGae,
£3S 10s
48s. Ikl.

^nc.
£4 15s.
IOOh.

('No, .
.
) Area . .

17
:j.73S,tc.

") Cost

£0'.i 15;,

7

13
9,521ac.
JCISS

21
38,H.>4ac.
£429 lOs.
2|d.

29
B,42iac.
£1.71
4Jd

.>,3
0,0!9ic.
£448153
md.

200
2>,274ac.
£1,280 103.
Is Oid.

2
41‘Jac.
£12 15s.
7id.

lOOac.
£35 5s.
TB.Oid

9
l.oa'lac.
£37
Sjd.

3

13jvc.

t)

5
232ac.
£19 108.
2b. 10(1.

97
2S.827&C
jcsro i0s.
7}d.

100
92
271,3 ;0ac.
0C,197ac
£1,214 10s. £2,71110s.
4}ii.
2Jd

(No..................
’Aroa ... .
^ Cost .
.
(.Average..

T50
tt.USac.
f9D0 15s.
Is. 4^d.

Ill
SS.KKbo.
£1,208 15s.
Sjd.

53
G,781ac.
£382 153
Is. lid.

8 Ktac,
£G5 10a.
is.0;d.

I8?

116
S,177ac
£563
Is. Stl.

£354
Is OJ.l.

£iSil5s.
Js.4Jd.

£114
4s.8sd.

22
3iae.
£29 5s.
167s. 14d

183
249,60 tac.
£2,820 10s.
2Jd

10
478.1::,
£4S
2s.

13
l,587ac.
£95 15s.
ls.2£d.

2
21ic.
£7 5s.
0s. 7d.

37
18ac.
£24 5s.
2U3.11td.

6
l,070ac.
£57 5s.
is o;d.

8
fi54«iC.
£49
la. bid.

10
3Rac£21
10p Sid.

so
Sliwj.
£47 oh.
30s, o^d.

6Sac.
£10
2s. Hid.

401

117

415

35

"J Cost
. .
(.Average,.

30
2,2i55a(?.
tioc lea.
2s. 8M.

£272
Is 0M.

f No.
\ Area

1«8
154
... . 35,007ac.
TO.oOCiac.
■J Cost .... A1^9110s, £1,706 15s.
(.Ai orago..
S^d.
5-d

-r

w-

9
3,«3ao.
£75 5g
5»d.

256
77,5t9ne.
£1,81515s.
Std.

B67

087

1,0

Total Aroa .........

127,B75ac.

272,«ftie.

1,454,397

Total Cost

£6fflS210s.

£7,517 5s.

£16,922

lOJd.

OJd

Wussa "VVnjfgTi

/"No..................
J Area
.. 1 Cost ... .
(.Average..

Total Xo.......................

...............

Average per Acre

37
5r977ac.
£A5? 15s.

2fd.

41

195

143
2,643ac. ‘

2£vc.
£3 103.
28s

1
Gac.
£1 5a.
4b. 2d.

2
lOac.
£4 15s.
9s- 6d,

7
792ac.
£33 5b.
10d.

8
20ac.
£25 Es.
33s. Ud.

2
-jOjc.
£S 15s.
2b, 9d.

6
2Gac.
£21 5b.
1Gb. Ud.

8ac.
£6 15a,
16s. lOJd.

OOnc.
£43 5s.
22s 2id.

7

i
lOac.
£1
8a.

3
lOac.
£6 15s.
13s. Gd.

(No.................
1 Area
...
........................ ~) Cost .........
^Average..

....................

1
2ac.
£2
20s.

1
5,7'J5a e.
£57 15s.
2 Id.

73
5,37-Iie.
£52115s
la. Hid.

83
l.OOBoc.
£195 10s
8s. 10jd.

10ac,
£5 5s.
lOs.GO.
1
10ac.
£4 5s.
B-i. Ud.

o’d.

7

24 ae.
£8 10s.
7s. Id,

o
517,10.
£18 5s.
Sjd,

L Average,,

5
1,05511c.
£H
Od,

4
20,73210.
£79 10s.
Jd.

SB

4
21ac.
£23
21s. lOfd.

(No.
...
i Area
j Cost
, ,
^ Average..

1
427AC
£10 10s.
5}a.

7s. 6d.

5
IGue,
£13 5b.
16s.fd.

2
IGae,

2
loac.
£6 5s.
8s 4U.

lOid.

21

320ac.
£15 359,
llfd.

37
Ifliu1.
£29 5s.
5Ss.Gd,

("No.
j Area . ..
^ Cost ..
(.Averago*.

5,123ae.
£22o 25t.
lOJd.

4
lac.
£b 15s.
135s.

liac.
£2
26^. 8d.
170
78.tc.
£125
32s. OJd
0
i3.i e.
£14 lus.
42s. 3td
4'J

School
Sites.

10

1

31
10/.Olac.
x-asa
esa.

^Average.

TIT
JUuldt-

5‘1
Cr81Sac.

110

Special
Purcliasos, Reserves.
&c.

3
3,65311c
£35
2id.

5
l%ac.
£5 5s
70b,

10
615 oc.
£32 15s.
2s. BJd

4
4ac.
£G
30a.
4
l4ae.
£10
14s. Sjd.
6
21ac.
£18 10s.
17b.7jd.

5
527ac.
£34 10s,
Is. 31d.

1
lOac.
£4
bs.

G
3,38100.
£82 15s.
fijd.

1
SJac.
£3 5s.
20s.

3
71ac
£39 10s.
Us. Ud.

3
C3ac.
£11 10s.
8a.7fd.

'

o

37

1

4

1

£9
Gs. 5d.

£21 5b.
5s. Sjd.

£3 10a.
:S5s.

1
llac.
£3 10a.
33s 4d

9
530ac.
£36 5s.
)s. lid

4ac.
£1 10s.
22a. Gd.

2
lilac.
£7 10s.
1K.4H1.

8
3tao.
£23 10s.
11s. OJd.

1]
53.10.
£17 5s.
Gs, 6d.
31

3

GO

fi

G1

54,400ac.

25,4G.5ac.

OlOac.

ISloc.

190,149ac.

0,755ac.

2SSsc.

;i2ac.

26,4l7ac.

223ac,

£1,701 10s.

£1,5745.3,

£310 I5d.

£353 10s.

£003 10s.

£207 10a.

£118

£15

£375 10s.

£205 10b,

7;a.

ls.2Jd.

Ss.9 id

£1 ISs. ad.

id.

is.ua.

8s. 2;d.

Ps.Ud.

o Jd.

ISs. 5Jd.

1
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LXXXV.
Surveyors on Fees during the year 1895 in New South Wales.
MEASUKHMENT.

Come'

tones.

Wjscel*
lauooua.

•HoinC'
Eiclimigo
ArOtiS.

fitorvl
Selection. 1

*Sotttc- l

Totol

inont f
Loaso.

fi'r
1805.

\

I

Totnl

Roads,

for
1894.

4 Wm. IV.
No. 11.

Align-

juents.

Bonndories.
Pastoral
Holdings.

Feature*
Geogrophical.

Total

Miscellaueous*

Total
For
18^5.

2
437clis.
£13 5s.
74d-

17
]0,n2IchB.
£.598 5b*
85d.

R,503chB.
£378 15h.

8
R,427clis*
£86 15b.
w.

IS
17*035chK.
4IC5110s.
7f&d.

8,851cIib.
£2!W 15h.

2

3
446chs.
15ft.
Is.Old.

for
1894*

I

1
lilac.
£16
ais. 7jd.

2
32ac.
£13
8s.lid.
7
£94
5K

1
7ac.
£2 5s.
6s. 5d,
■ i
4,830(lc.
£23 108.
IJd.

G9
2,G93ilc.
£254«r'5
Is. 10jd.
22
Ift.EWSfUJ*
£203 4s,
3d.

400
.......

,

28
100,:171.1c.

£392/11,5
id.

£8 10fi.
IDs. ajd.

2
£2
32s,
f)
4iae.
£9 15s.
45s. lOJd.

24
§,102110.
£239
7d.
4
!)33ao.
£58
Is. 2{d.

2
IGae.
£21 10b.
23!, Ki(d.
2

21fLO,
rinos.
Ids. 8d.

,

1
lac.
£2 5s*
45s.

8
679ac.
£20
7d.

........

5
ai.ODSae.
£74 5s.
.d-

38
45,433an.
£471 15s.
Sjd.

£4
15,731nc.
£891 15s.
DJd.

£.1 10s.
l?s Gd*
1
Lie.
C17
340s,
11
RSac.
,C103
£] 3s. Old.

6
D3ac.
£15 10b.
os. 4d,
4
OJafl.
£7 15b.
47s. 8id.
53
ss.aiyac.
£435
lid.

5
5,229ivC.
£166 7/10
iid.

29
5,507ac.
£40,8,4
10id.

1512

331
378,:fia«j.
£1,823 5s.

Id.

02
28,3L3ac.
£055 15s.
Did239

46
34,67.an.
£356 10b.
&K
125
29,374rLC.
£747,11/8
Od.
G53

514

fi3,}W3ftc.
£2,010 10s.
7\d,

317
88,1 HOaa.
£2,108 5s.

u.otlac.
1844

22,302a c.
£1,577 11}&.
Is. 4^dr

Is. 2gd.

202

10.195IW.
11,365

is.did.

2s. Sjd.

114
13f,290ac.
11,425 5s.

100
73,108ac.
£051 5s,

•SOD

3ld.
030

Is. Hd.

50,200nc.
18*738 5s.
is.ata.

GOO

325

41G,f)24ac.
15.729
aid.

IPS.^-iOae.

£3,48015s.
4Sd.

424
527
,)G,221ac. 7n,267ac.
£2,000 5s. £3,520 15s
U’.OW.
410

.
...

j 23,432iic.
. | £2,151 5s.
.. | Is. lOd.

1)7
217,7!)Gac.
£i:l0J5
Sid.

056

882,4i0ac.
£C,GS5 5^.
4Jd.
j

Ud.
252

17,H74ac.

12,233

2s.&Jd.

593
177,:ei0ac.
£1,900 IQs
ajd.

772
■JP5
2
o.&jnnc. HO/J.VJae. 12V02ac,
£4611/7 £3,02415s. £3,014 10s.
Old.
6?d.
Id.
I
523

4,G44
2,33G,lSGac.

£2,409 J5s £4,417/11/6 £10,142,1/2 £39,54910s
OJd.

£1,210 10s.
Is. 5d.

Gd.

•11,5jniip.
£2):107 5s.

126,10300* 154*79800. 1,216*722110*

4id.

417
45,610hC.

2(H

1:1,150

ion
43
27,093((c. 251,573m.
£422/11/8 £.2,SSO,'19, S
a^d*
2»d.

Ud.

na

2id.

44
I.DDiuc.
£180/17,2
2s. S'd.
C5
22,754!ie.
£562 15,s.
5id.

25G
2o7rG28iic.

139
12,0S7Jic.

G1
4.!197ac.
£256'18/11
Is. 2d.

5
Hoc.
£7 5s.
sfis.aa.
1
10a rs.
£7
Us.

1

39
127
22.B50M. 20e,0£Wiui.
£382/10/4 J6I,G71:2,3
4(1,
lid.

bum

342*2 42ac.

£lt530 5s,

H90
S+
158
8,53900* 42.L224ac. 47fi.8l5ac.
£270/13/11 £3,656/8/0 J:5t0-57 5s.
2\±
2d,
7id.

17R
20,908ac.
£1,022/8/2
IHd-

3
ITOai1.
£S 10s.
llfd.
4
25?070ac*
£101 10s.
lid.

Ifi. Oi-d.

•

13
752n c.
£73/9/8
Is. lOJd.

1
lac.
£415s.
1
21 ae.
£16 15B.
IDs. lUd.

1b. Otd.

.i'2,709 5a.

8,007iie.
.tU94 5b.
1B.8M.

£9 IDs.
97s. Od, .
q

57,51Gac.

310

4

Vo...................

s:i,:MXkc.

2d.

4d.

5,754
1,391,170^0.

£37,540
Gid.

Length .
Coat
.
Average .
!Na.
l/CXlgtli
Cost. .
.
Avenge .
2?To...............
Lcngtli
Ci^t
. .
Average .
No. ..
Length. .
Cost . .
Average .
No...............
Length .
Ootvt. .
Average .

6
8,6SSch«i.
£274 10a.
7/d.

9

IJOfinhs.
£110 10b.

Is. Sjd.

2
2,80Schs.
£102
$K

8

S,700chs.
£3G2 15s.
m
1

353chB.
^15 59.
iDid.

93chs.
£7 10s.
Is. 71d.

lid.

Is. 4d.
G

3,lG0e]iR.
£173
Is. Id.

No. .
.
Length .
Cost.........
Average ,
No.
. .
Length
Cost.
.
Average .
No.
Length
Cost ... .
Average .
No...............
Length .
Cost
Average .
No...................
Tjongtli
Cost . ...
Average ...

2

29
1,21 Ochs.
£470 10s,
2s.3id.

97chs,
£4 5s.
luJil.
l,215chfi.
£40
;jd.

..

..

........

No.
.
Length
.
Cost. .
..
Average
No.
.
.
Length
(JoKt
.. ..
Average ...

12
n55c2i8.
£87 15s.
1b. lOd.

No,
.
Length ...
Cost
........
Average ...

5
l,013chs.
£00 5s
Is, 3 Jd.

No.
.
.
Length
Cost...............
Average . .

B

5
1,00 Ochs.
£105 16b.
os.2Ll.

1
Q7chs.
£6 10s.

Is. Uid,

M

If. Old.

10
3,94tohfl,
£251 Lih.

1b.SK
12

0
B.lGRchfl.
£173
Is. Id.

fl,GUchR.
£474 15h.
Hid.

1
127chs,
£5 IOh.
10RL

102chH.
£11 10s.
Is. 5d.

31
4,313chs.
£480 15s,
2s.2;d.

3,951 rlifl*
£435 5^,
2s. 2id,

1

I,2l5chs.
£40

3
178eliP.

£8 15s.

• £095 15s.
Is. IK

537chs,
£28 10s.
Is.Osd.

3
4l)7chs.
£16 10s.
Sjd.

4
llolchs.
£10 5s.

2

1

lid.

Olcha.

lD2dis.
£1.1
Is. Bd.

£7 103.
Is. 7 }d*
2

TOSchs,
£27 10b,
Sid.

lO,7J4ehs.

£70 Os.

Is.

821 chs.
£32 15b.

4G
8,^9i‘1ib,
£453 15h.
Is.

£273 ISs,

£09 ]5h.

SB.S’d.

1b. 7K

91d,
2)
^.If-Sche.

12

PGlch*.

18

12

38

5Pr>i;;ehs.
£300 L'h.
le 3 id.

Is. Ud.

3,092chfi.
£134 10a.

Is, lid.

23

UK

2,370olm.
£11915b.

5
£4015s.
7|d.

4.54 5m.

11

1,270011 b,
l

l.lSSrlis,

29

l*2SlcbR.

1
54elifl.

5

£21 5s.

0

1
200ch$.
£4 10m.
5K

LIBUcLb.
£64
Is. Sjd.

Total No. ..

6

;

ll§d.

8J.

4\13clis,

7fd.

1

...

533chs.
£37 5s.
le.4}d.

'

9
H,fll5cliB.
£146 15b. 1
OK

10
G,584ohs.
££50 15s.
1b. 3M.

10K

10
3,3 Webs.
£S0 5s.
55d

S
2,405c1ib.
£17 5s.

OlO'-llB.
£03

23

10 K
9

3,3R.3i‘]is,
£190 5s.
Is.lid.

15
l,213c]is. i l,0f>5r1ifi.
'
£123
£87
Is. DM.
Is. 5K
171)

riD
5r,39.DnliB.

Total Length

29,135ehs.

l,000cbs.

14,761011?,

3j7o3chH,

ll,214i:ha.

riG^flGcIiB.

£165 10s,

£503 15s.

£130

£241 10b.

,£2,916

£3,133

Total Cost. ..

£1,899 5s.

3a. 3|d.

8gd.

Sid.

Sjd.

llfd.

Is.lM-

A-verage ^ chain!

Is. Sjd.

* Included 'u [Liiticipatiijn.

Report
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Report of The Chief Surveyor to The Under Secretary for Lands.
Sir,

Permanent Field

Staff.

Surveyors tem
porarily on
salary.
Assistant Sur
veyors.
Contract Sur
veyors,

Inspection of
contract surveys.

Investigations
for RegistrarGeneral,
Licenses under
the Rea] Pro
perty Act,

Department of Lands, Survey Brand), Sydney, 15 January, 1896.
I have the honor to submit the Annual Eeport of the services performed in this branch of
the Department of Lands during the year 1895.
The permanent field staff numbered' 68 officers, who were classified as follows, viz., 14 district
surveyors, J2 first-dass surveyors, 3 second-class surveyors, 15 third-class surveyors, 11 fourth-class
surveyors, and 8 assistant surveyors. Of this staff, 3 surveyors and 8 assistant surveyors who had
previously been temporarily employed, were appointed to the permanent staff during the year.
Lour licensed surveyors have been employed temporarily on salary, 2 of whom were appointed
for specific periods only.
*
"
Twelve junior licensed surveyors have1 been employed as assistant surveyors, 4 of them on
temporary service.
Ninety-one licensed surveyors have been employed on fees in carrying out surveys under contract;
to many this employment was not of continuous character, a small number only having been fully
engaged. The number of qualified surveyors for Now South Wales is 633.
.
.
There have been 66 examinations of surveys performed under contract; and it is gratifying
to report that in 4 cases only were surveys found to bo not up to the standard of accuracy insisted
upon.
Thirteen applications for certificates of title under the Ileal Property Act were referred to this
office by the Registrar-General; in 3 cases field inspection was found necessary. After the requisite
investigations bad been made in each ease, the results were communicated to the Registrar-General.
The Board appointed for license to survey under the 100th section of the Real Property Act held
4 meetings, and 103 licenses were granted. Three first licenses were issued by myself, acting as
Surveyor-General; making a total of 106 issued for the year. The fee of £1 Is. was received in each
case, excepting one where a license was asked for by the Public Works Department for a surveyor duly
qualified, who was employed on railway surveys.
Boabd or ExAiriyEMS roit License to Survey Crown Lands.

_ During the year a system of concurrent and identical examination for qualification to survey has
been initiated in several of the Australasian Colonies. This is one of the steps towards reciprocity in the
professional status of surveyors which was recommended by the Conference of Surveyors (Melbourne,
1892). A system of ideniical examination, so as to ensure uniformity in the standard of qualification, has
been given effect to by collaboration of the representatives of each Board, the Secretary of the Board of
this Department, Mr. T. F. Furbcr, acting as correspondent with the other delegates. The co-operation
of those concerned enabled satisfactory arrangements to be made, and on 3rd September examinations,
precisely the same in respect to the papers set, the mode of awarding marks, <fcc,, were held at Perth
(Western Australia), Adelaide (South Australia), Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (New South Wales),
and Brisbane (Queensland).
*
Two meetings of this Board were hold in July for consideration of certain questions arising in the
matter of concurrent examinations.
At the Board meeting held in September 12 candidates presented themselves for examination, of
whom 4 passed, viz.:—
Mr. George Laurence Wilkins, .
Mr. Robert Derrinall Speed,

Mr. Octavius Lloyd,
Mr. Edmund Woodliouse Hcdgcland.

TlltGONOMEXElCAU SURYEV.

Mr. Brooks, F.R.A.S., F.R.G.S., the surveyor in charge of field operations, reports that the
weather has been much less favourable for observing than during any previous year; bush-fires were very
numerous during first and last quarters, and the consequent haze and smoke hung about the mountains
for weeks at a time, and then it was only hy patient watching and waiting up to sunset that, by slow
degrees, any progress was made. Mr. Surveyor Gregson appears to have experienced even worse weather
than Mr. Brooks, for, using the same-sized instrument, he obtained during the last quarter less than half
the number of observations recorded by the latter.
The 18-inch altazimuth was used at 3 primary stations, viz., Warden Head, Durras, and Newstcad,
and 1,190 horizontal observations were made. Astronomical observations were made at those stations,
and 215 stars were observed for azimuth, 31 stars for time, and 348 stars for latitude.
, ®ie 10-inch theodolite was used at 5 stations, viz., Ourrowan, Burrewarra, Moruya astronomical
station, Wandera, and Comerong, the number of horizontal observations being 938. Vertical angles were
also measured at these stations, 404 observations being noted. The magnetic declination, as indicated by
compass of 6-ineh theodolite No. 143, was also determined at these stations. Surveys connecting
with neighbouring portions were made at 9 stations, and trigonometrical reserves were measured at 5 of
them.
Moruya longitude station having been incorporated with the trigonometrical survey, there are now
means for a comparison between the position as determined by astronomical observations and the position
resulting from the trigonometrical operations. During the year 1896 a trigonometrical, as well as an
astronomical, connection will also be established between Tathra longitude station and Sydney
Observatory.
.
^r- Surveyor F. J. Gregson has been employed with a 10-inch theodolite observing at 5 stations,
viz., Ettrema, Coolumburra, Meangora, Tomboye, and Jillamatong. He measured 2,068 horizontal, 450
vertical, and 802 magnetic observations. He surveyed 14 reserves to include trigonometrical stations,
and made 15 surveys connecting stations with adjoining portions, i.e., alienation survey.
The piling overseers, Messrs. J. Healy and R. C. Gordon, formed 20 and 14 new stations
respectively in the counties of Auckland and Dampier. Connection surveys were made at each of them ;
and in addition Mr. Gordon measured 19 reserves; together with 0 conneclion surveys at stations formed
previously to the year 1895.
.
Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous Mattkes.

By request of the Government of Queensland, and with approval of the Minister of this Depart
ment, careful comparisons have been made between the standard 10-ft. bar used for triangulation in
Queensland and the 10-ft. bars which have been provided for like purposes in New South 'Wales. The
matter was the subject of special report, which with full particulars of comparisons was. duly communi
cated through the proper official channel to the Colonial Secretary. Mr. D. M. Maitland, with .the
assistance of Mr. II. Shiite, carried out this duty in a satisfactory manner ; and inasmuch as this is a
matter of some public interest 1 have attached m brief form a statement of the results. [Appendix A,]
It may be mentioned that advantage was taken of the opportunity to measure and mark on a steel hand
lengths of Gii feet and 100 feet, which will be used for defining a convenient standard for ready reference
in tins building, for the adjustment of surveyors’ measuring apparatus.
During the year I attended the meetings of the Commission appointed by His Excellency the J;“^rn|lient
Governor to divide the unincorporated area of the Colony into municipal districts and shires, with a view commission,
to legislation for District Government; and the Commission duly made their report.
In the month of August a Board, comprising seven district surveyors, assembled, by direction of the
Minister, to consider and report upon the more expedient course of procedure to be taken in respect of
certain provisions in the Crown Lands Act of 1895.
TunJONOilEIKICAL COMPUTING BbaNCH.
Eield-books of angle observations at the following stations have been received, vim., Warden
Head, Durras, and Newstcad, taken with 18-inch theodolite ; and at Ettrema, Coolumburra, Meangqra,
Pigeon House, Currowan, Burrewarra, Moruya, Wandera, and Tomboye, taken with 10-ineh theodolite.
The details of these observations have been reduced and entered in the record books, and the computations
generally have been carried as far forward as the progress of the field work would permit.
The rigorous computation of the meridian scries of triangles extending southerly from the Lake
George base to the border of Victoria, which in the last report was mentioned as having been entered on,
has been completed ; and examination has been made of the data afforded by the whole triangulation in
determining the form of the surface of the area which the triangulation covers. Compulation of the
spheroid of revolution best conforming to the observed data lias been made by the chief computer, and a
detailed report on the subject has been prepared.,
_
Eield-books of observations of the astronomelrical latitudes of stations Bherwerre (part), Tianjara,
Warden Head, Durras, and Newstead, have been received, as well as of astronomical observations for
azimuth at the last four-mentioned stations. The observations of latitude and azimuth at Sutton Eorest
and Bherwerre, notes of which were received in the preceding year, were reduced, and the calculations ot
the astronomical work at the other stations are in a forward state.
Proofs of the register of stations of the country triangulation have been revised in this branch
in respect to the reference bearings, co-ordinates, and. geographical, positions of stations.
The usual diagram is attached which shows the scheme of the main triangulation to date.
.
The large stock of surveying and scientific instruments belonging to the Department was, during
the year, removed to a suitable room in the dome, owing to the space in which it had been stored being ^“rn''t®y instru'
required for occupation by the Department of Mines, and all repairs necessary to maintaining the
'
instruments in good and serviceable condition have been from time to time effected.
Detail Suhvilv roit Sewerage op Srnsts and Environs and Country Towns.
Seven surveyors have been engaged on the work throughout the year.
The greater portion of the new work carried out was at Newcastle and neighbourhood; the
. surveys of that city and suburban municipalities, viz., Hamilton, Wickham, and Carrington, also of the
town of Liverpool, and the suburban municipalities of North Sydney and Mosman, have been completed ;
and the surveys of the town of West Maitland and the municipalities of Merewcther and Waratali
(Newcastle environs) have been commenced.
The rate of progress of past years lias been maintained, a larger number of tenements having been
fixed than in the preceding year; but in consequence of the population being more scattered, involving
longer traverse surveys, the cost per tenement is somewhat higher.
There have been about 12 miles of standard traverse through 'Waratali and Lambton, at a lower
cost than any preceding survey of similar character. ■
.
The area covered by new work has been 2,633 acres, against 1,341 acres in 1891 and 1,975 acres in
1893, while the revision work has embraced 903 acres, against 703 acres in 1894 and G19 acres in 1893.
Estimated on an area basis, the cost of the new work was Ids. lOjd. per acre, against £1 5s. 2d.
per acre for .1894 and £1 Is. 8d. in 1893.
In those parts of Sydney and neighbourhood where such extensive building operations have been
effected that the published sheets have become obsolete, re-surveys for second editions of the lithographs
have been effected. In addition to the new tenements fixed iu these revisional surveys, alterations and
additions numbering 4,17G have been fixed.
The surveys of 146 sheets of new work have been carried out, in addition to the revision for second
edition of G9 sheets, and of 50 sheets prior to the publication of first editions.
The number of separate tenements fixed are: New work, 3,170 ; in surveys for second editions,
1,1GG; and in revisions prior to first editions, 305 ; making a total of 4.G41, against 4,290 in 1S94, 4,364 in
1893, 3,946 in 1892, &c.
' _
The average number of tenements to each sheet surveyed during the year was: In new work,
21'71; in second edition revision surveys, 1G'90; and in revision surveys prior to first publication, GT0 ;
the averages for 1894 in the same classes of survey being respectively 39'50, 2t'G7, and 3'62.
Incidental to the surveys during the year, about G-4 miles of streets, 17 miles of railways, 3f miles
of tramways, 4f miles of watercourses, G£- miles of shore line, &e., have been accurately determined.
Numerous details which cannot be included as tenements have also been fixed; amongst them may
be enumerated 7 railway stations, several bridges, a railway viaduct, 3 coal-pits, gas-works at Liverpool
and West Maitland, as well as numerous public buildings at both those towns, show-ground with pavilions,
General Post Office, &c.
Standard
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Standard levels have been taken at Waratali, Lambton, and Liverpool, the latter series being also
connected with the Parramatta levels, and consequently with the “ plug ” at the Lands Office and
sea-level in Port Jackson.
Levels have been taken over 71 sheets ; they show all important changes in the contour of the
surface, the heights of the ground-floor and basement of all tenements, and the altitudes of bench-marks,
relatively to mean high-tide ; the average cost has been Is. 7d. per acre, as against 4s. 4d. per .acre for
similar service in 1894.
’
By direction of the Under Secretary, assistance has been rendered to the officials employed in the
preliminary arrangements for assessment under the Land Tax Act.
With regard to the duties carried out in the office, 2 plans of standard and 104 sheets or plans of
detail surveys have been drawn and completed ; 5f plans have been revised preparatorv to the publication
of second editions, and 24 plans have had extra particulars placed upon them prior to first publication.
Tracings of 44 sheets of Sydney and suburbs, and 34 sheets of Newcastle, have been made for
lithography; 59 have been brought up to date, and 129 examined.
The plans drawn in 1894 showed 3,548 tenements, with an average of 29'3 per sheet; the work
for 1895 showed 3,237, with an average of 31 per sheet. The majority of the Sydney suburban plans
show a very considerable proportion of large detached residences, with extensive grounds, the plotting of
which occupies much longer time per tenement than in more densely populated localities.
The public, especially surveyors in private practice, have largely availed themselves of the
information in the branch, reference having been made by them to 1,600 plans and 318 field-books during
the year.
Herewith is a tabular statement \ Appendix B] showing the comparative cost of detail surveys
from 1886 to 1895 inclusive, and 4 maps showing its progress during the year.
Miscellaneous Charting BEAycH.

Business incidental to the new forms of tenure under the Crown Lands Act of 1895, yiz., home
stead selection, settlement lease, and improvement lease, has demanded much attention.
Proposed subdivision in anticipation of demand of the leaseholds iu tho Central Division have
formed an important item in the work done ; all leases with extensions up to two years have been reviewed
at different stages, and 90 of them have been finally dealt with by notification for various classes of settle
ment. Action on the remainder is in an advanced stage.
The provision for consolidation of holdings has been applied, under the direction of the Minister,
to several of the expiring Central Division leaseholds, and proposals have been formulated in 75 cases ;
formal applications for surrender and exchange of lands have been lodged in 20 cases.
Applications for surrender and exchange under the Crown Lands Acts of 1889 and 1895 show an
increase. Altogether 755 registered papers passed through the branch relating to this class of work.
There has been a slight decrease in the new surveys charted, via., 3,410 against 3,772 in 1894. The
cost to the Department amounted to £200.
Auction work showrs a further falKng off during 1890. The area scheduled in 1393 being 411,221
acres ; 1894, 86,922 acres; and 1895, 51,105 acres.
Progress in connection with the new register of reserves to replace the old books has been some
what retarded, owing to other more urgent business; however, several of the books have been put into
use.
CoiIlTLTATr BHANClt,
Miscellaneous Division.—This Division is charged with the compilation and drawing of town,
county, Colony, and miscellaneous maps; and the charting of feature surveys, connection surveys, new
railways, &c.
The preparation of maps for starting the Information Bureau has .needed a large amount of service
in this branch, and has consequently diminished the usual production of new maps.
The new map of the Colony is nearly completed; the revision of the sheets is now proceeding.'
A map illustrating progress of tho work is herewith.
.
There arc ten new county maps iu hand; of most of these the compilation was begun in 1894, viz.,
Ashbumham, Bathurst, Narromine, Roxburgh, Forbes, Harden, Pinch, Leichhardt, Gregory, Dampier.
It is expected that several of these maps may be ready for publication in the course of a few months.
There has been but little done in the way of new' town maps,
Pive Land Board District maps have been completed during the year, viz., Goulburn, P’orbes,
Wagga Wagga, Hay, and Bourke ; and new editions of three other maps, viz., Grafton, Cooma, and
Annidale, have been issued ; these maps facilitate business in tho way of promoting settlement.
Sixty-six plans, comprising 536 miles of feature and couneclion surveys, and 36 plans of
connections to trigonometrical stations, have been charted upon parish and county maps.
There has been a considerable quantity of miscellaneous wmrk done, the list of which is too lengthy
to introduce here.
Parish Map Division.—This Division is engaged in compiling new maps of parishes for publication ;
and in adding to maps already compiled the recent information for new editions. The work for the year
comprises 245 new compilations, and standard maps charted for new editions 66.
It may hero be mentioned that the whole strength of the Compiling Branches and the Occupation
Drafting Branch was applied simultaneously to the colouring of parish maps in office use, in a certain
manner, to illustrate lands alienated and Crown lands available for settlement, for the better information
of the public ; the number of parish maps thus coloured was 4,800.
’
LiTHoammiic Branch.
The publication of plans of areas for settlement under the new forms of tenure authorised by the
Crown Lands Act of 1895 has been promptly effected ; 177 separate lithographs have been prepared and
printed for simultaneous issue with the proclamations.
The bi-chromate gelatine process of lithography has been utilised to advantage ; the process
dispenses both with the drawing of a special plan on the stone and with a photo-lithographic copy for
transfer, thereby saving time and expense.
.
The following returns show the details of lithographic operations for the year:—
1.
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1. Counties.
County maps show measured areas, roads, reserves, features, and all other information which is
capable of delineation on a scale of 2 miles to an inch; they are published at 5s. per copy.
Sixteen county maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 2,800 printed copies
Hawes*
Macquarie
Macquarie*
Harromino
St. Yincent.

Gfpps
G-ipps*
Gloucester
Gloucester*
Hawes

Bourke
Bourke*
Camden
Camden*
Cumberland*
Cumberlandf (1 mile to an inch)

f Publiahcd nt 10?. per copy.

Of these maps, those indicated by the asterisk are on tho scale of S miles to an inch, which are
printed for nse in this office.
2. Towns.
Town maps show the general design, measured lands and names of purchasers thereof, reserves and
dedications within town and suburban limits. They are usually photo-lithographed from compilations
prepared at this office to the scales of 4 or S chains to an inch, and sold at Is. per copy.
Twenty-eight town maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 2,025 printed copies
Armidale
Barmedman
Bombala
Boonoo Boonoo
Bycrock
Condoublin
Coreen

Cudal
Dandaloo
Delegete
Drysdale West
Enngonia
Galargambone
Grong Grong

Tnverell
Morec
Mount Drysdale
Murrurundi
Narrabri
Yiangala
Peak Hill

Tenterlield
Tomingley
TJrunga
W aleha
Warialda
Wy along
Yalgogrin.

3. Parishes.
Parish maps are compiled to a scale of 20 chains to an inch for office use, and then with few
exceptions reduced to 40 chains scale for publication and sale at Is. per copy.
Three hundred and fourteen parishes were lithographed during the year, comprising 25,508 printed
copies.
4. Auction Sale Plans.
Lithographs of all lauds measured for auction are printed for use at auction sales.
Two hundred and sixty-two plans were lithographed during the year, comprising 25,305 printed
copies.
5, Miscellaneous.
This class of work principally comprised the following items, viz,, 124 sheets of detail survey for
sewerage purposes, including the Parramatta survey (68 sheets) : maps of the Land Board Districts of
Bourke, Hay' Maitland, Moree. and Orange; travelling stock routes (8 maps) ; map of Yew South
Wales railways, showing coach routes, Ac.; map of Yew South Wales, showing stock routes, wells,
trucking stations, &c.; map of Yew South Wales, showing Land Districts. &c., for new edition of Crown
Lands Acts ; map of the country between Hornsby and George’s Bivcr, for military purposes ; maps (8)
to illustrate Annual Beport of Department of Lands for 1894; Woronora Cemetery subdivision, tl
maps; 3 sketch maps, showing trigonometrical stations ; 2 sketch maps in connection with scrub lands ;
76 homestead selection areas ; 22 settlement lease areas; 5 improvement lease areas; and 74 leasehold
areas in Central Division.
Three hundred and fifty miscellaneous maps were lithographed during the year, comprising 50,095
printed copies.
G. Other Departments,
Maps, plans, and diagrams have been printed for tho Departments of Chief Secretary, Public
Instruction, Public Works, and Treasury, principally comprising maps of Yow South Wales and ^ Port
Jackson for Imperial Institute Year Book, and for the American Consul's report on the wood-blocking of
the streets of Sydney ; chart of circumpolar stars ; 219 Local Government sketch maps ; maps showing
Yew South Wales railways and railway systems of A ustralia; sheet of level-bridge drawings ; and map of
the City of Sydney or. 12-chains scale.
Two hundred and thirty-one maps, plans, and diagrams for other Departments were lithographed
during the year, comprising 54,702 printed copies.
7. Official Dorms.
These forms comprise circulars, decisions, forms, and memoranda required for use at head-quarters
and at country offices.
One hundred and twelve official forms were lithographed during the year, comprising 62,850
printed copies.
Comparative
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Comparative Summary for

18£)t

and

1895.

1894.

iso;.

Map, Plan, or Document,
No. of Separate
ilajjti.

Counties ...........................................................
Towns ....................................................................
Parishes.........................................................
Auction sale plans ............................................
Miscellaneous .........................................................
Other Departments.................................
Official forms .....................................................

12
39
34$
261
106
40
122

Totals.........................................................

92S

No. of Copies
printed.

lNo.

of Separate
Maps.

90 3S7

19,797
48,796
64,641
67,492
235,306

23L

No. of Copies
printed.

2,800
2,625
25,508
25,305
60,095
54,702
62,850

T Q1Q

The employment of contract draftsmen, on the drawing of sheets of the detail survey for sewerage,
is found to be economical, the printing being done in this office.
Lithographic contracts have been completed during the year to the amount of £1,097 Os. Id.
E.oai>s Branch.

The Roads Branch investigates all applications for survey and opening of roads through alienated
land and Crown land held under lease, and considers and advises upon all correspondence relating to
roads and streets matters in general, including complaints of obstruction of roads, objections to roads
projected, and claims to compensation advanced in consequence of their establishment. When survey
has been effected the plans of roads are examined, aud all necessary action taken to establish them under
the Roads Act, 4th William IY Ko. 11, or the 42nd section of the Crown Lands Act, 53 Victoria No. 21,
and thereafter to chart them upon office plans and maps, and to forward fully noted copies of the plans
of survey to the Department of Public Works and to the Registrar-General.
Land Boards’ appraisements of compensation consequent on the opening of roads arc dealt with,
and action taken to grant Crown land or unnecessary roads in lieu of land resumed.
. Phms of streets surveyed for alignment in response to the applications of Municipal Councils arc
examined, _ and the cases _ prepared to conform with the requirements of the 128th section of tho
Municipalities Act. Applications for permission to erect public gates under Act 39 Victoria No. 10 are
considered and dealt with ; also applications under section 67 of tho Crown Lunds Act, 48 Victoria No.
18, for purchase of unnecessary roads, receive preliminary consideration, and when purchase has been
completed all maps and office plans are noted.
'
Luring the year 315 applications for survey of roads and streets were received and dealt with;
also 363 surveyors’ reports (exclusive of reports transmitting plans of survey) ; 274 road plans, showing 648
miles of road surveyed; 12 alignment plans, showing G7 streets as marked for alignment of carriage-ways
and footways; 32 applications for permission to erect 72 public gates; 53 applications for purchase of
94 unnecessary roads ; and 398 objections and claims with regard to road and street surveys.
Three thousand one hundred and fifty-three letters, based upon information afforded by the branch,
were written and forwarded in reply to communications aud inquiries from members of tho public, with
regard to roads and street matters. In 128 cases action has been taken to grant Crown land or
unnecessary roads in compensation for land resumed under 42nd section of the Crown Lands Act of
1889. There were 6,954 papers registered during the year, which, together with 567 papers relating to
roads registered in other branches, make a total of 7,521 papers received and dealt with.
Occupation Lbaptestg Branch.

,
The work of this branch has been similar to that of previous years, to which may be added extra
miscellaneous work iu connection with the Land Bill of 1895. Such work consisted principally in dealing
with applications under section 3 for withdrawal of land within leasehold areas for settlement purposes,
and in preparing tracings and heliographs of occupation licenses, pastoral leases, and homestead leases
for re-appraisement. Applications were received for ro-appraisement of fully 90 per cent, of the home
stead leases in force in the Colony.
'
, The branch assisted in colouring the parish and county maps in office use in order to more clearly
show intending purchasers the land available for settlement.
A map has been prepared for the "Public "Works Committee showing the tenure of lands within
20 miles on each side of the proposed railway from Parkes to Condobolin. Particulars wore also suplied
with regard to any conditional purchases or conditional leases within 20 miles on each sido of the pro
posed railway from Temora to Wyalong which have been transferred to the pastoral tenant.
In 1,095 cases the areas of occupation licenses and pastoral leases have been affected by with
drawals or reversions, and the necessary adjustments have been made; in 252 cases it was found expedient
to carry out a thorough investigation of the areas under review.
Surveys of pastoral holding boundaries show a considerable falling off, 5 cases only having been
dealt with during the year. Thirty-nine miles were surveyed at a cost of £126, of which £39 was col
lected from the pastoral lessees ; and 11 miles common to homestead lease boundaries were surveyed, on
account of which the pastoral lessee contributed £11.
^
Plans of 80 abandoned resumed areas were charted up and forwarded to the respective District
Surveyors for report as to the best means of disposal of the vacant lands.
Miscellaneous Contract Branch.

The year has been one of active service in this branch. The drawings issued exceed by 1,340 the
number issued in the preceding year.
The work of drawing maps for lithographic printing, vi/.., maps to show lands set apart for settle
ment under the new forms of tenure of tho Crown Lands Act of 1895, was assigned to this branch. To
prepare these maps with the requisite expedition, in addition to tho ordinary current work, demanded
unremitting attention.
x.
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considerable amount of business was involved in receiving, checking, and recording 6,510 maps,
forwarded to this office by direction of tho Minister from the several district survey offices, for use in
preliminary arrangements for assessment for land taxation.
Tho work of the branch lias at all times been well up to date, and at the close of the year all
applications that had been received more than a week had been disposed of.
_
The total number of drawings prepared is 4,100, and tho total number of applications dealt with
is 1,161.
CojiiiEsroynENOE and lliiconi) BitAycH.
The work performed in this branch is shown hereunder ;—
Papers received from other branches and dealt with
..
Papers, plans, tracings, &c.: received by post
,,,
..
Instructions issued to surveyors
...
...
...
..
Letters written and despatched
...
..........................
Memoranda, tracings, plans, &c., sent to surveyors ..
Minutes written to the Under Secretary ...
...
Ministerial decisions noted ...
...
...
...
..
Telegrams written and despatched ...
...
...
..

14,522
2,600
1,346
860
9.554
850
530
103

Registers, in which is recorded all leave taken by the survey staff (field and office), are kept in
this branch.
_
The number of clerks employed is three, one having been transferred to a country office during the
year.
Pi an Record Branch.
.Approximate number of plans entered in books at end of year
...
...
Approximate number issued to and returned from officers in Head Office,
Metropolitan District Office, and Mines Department........................ .
Cancelled maps received ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Sent to plan-mounter
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Issued to Inquiry Branch
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Exhibited at counter
........................................................................................
Surveyors’ field-books in custody
...
...
...
...
...
...
Auction sale plans received
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Plans despatched to District Survey Offices ...
...
...
...
...
Returned from District Survey Offices ...
...
...
...
...
...
Applications from District Survey Offices (registered)
...........................
Memoranda returning plans from District Survey Offices (registered)
...
Draftsmen’s memoranda to District Survey Offices for plans...
...
...
Certified copies received from District Survey Offices ...
...
...
...

271,168
163,000
742
4,985
600
6,000
6,600
Ill
35,012
15,292
3,790
1,240
1,056
3,448

Mat Sales Branch.
Maps received.
Description.

Number.

_

V&lttc.

Copies.

Counties..........................................................................................................
Cities, towns, and villages.......... .................................................................
Parishes..........................................................................................................
Colony maps (small}.................................................................................... ..
Photo-lithographs of surveyors’ plans.......................................................
Detail surveys ...............................................................................................
Land Board diatricta ................. .. .................................................................
Miscellaneous ................................................................................................

9
34
297
2
Ki5
lol
S
8

1,397
3,063
23,329
305
14,607
1,162
2,015

£
419
191
1,166
19
y rii)
1,362
145
277

Totals....................................................................................................................................

674

54,961

4,311

UjUticf

s.
2
8
9
1
/
9
5
1

d.
0
9
0
3
u
0
0
3

3 3

Maps, Sfc., issued.
Description.

Counties.............................................
Cities, towns, and villages ..............
City of Sydney and onvirona
(coloured) .................................
City of Sydney and environs
(uneolourcd) ..............................
Parishes ............................ ................
Colony maps (large) ......................
„
(small).........................

Copies,

j

Value.

1,606
2,307

£ s. d.
481 16 0
144 3 9

153

133 17 C

77
20,822
156
177

57 15 0
1,041 2 0
117 0 ()
11 1 3

Description.

Copies

Value.
£

Photo-lithographs of surveyors’
plans .........................................
Detail surveys.................................
Calculation books ..........................
Land Board districts......................
Miscellaneous ..................................

6,684
3,960
55
815
2,094

Totals ..................................

38,906

334
594
5
101
287

s. d.
4
0
0
17
18

0
0
10
6
6

3,309 16 4

Auction sale, special area, homestead selection, improvement lease, settlement lease, and other
plans, altogether numbering 268, and consisting of 30.568 copies, were received to be issued gratis; the
number of copies so disposed of was 19,230.
*
Lithographs sold, 3,327 ; value, £244 18s. 3d. Letters dealt with, 968 ; maps cancelled, 2,355.
Plan-mounting
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'

Pl/AN-JI OUSTING' BlU.SCn.

The work performed comprises tho following :—PI an-mounting, 15,471 pieces; rollers, varnishing,
corners, lists, and miscellaneous, 915 pieces ; binding, 530 pieces ; parcels post, 1.0G1 pieces. The binding
included twelve large atlases of the counties for use in the Information Bureau, the covers half-bound in
morocco 46 inches x 33 inches. This branch has been removed from the second floor to the dome, and
the transport of the apparatus and rearrangement of the same occupied nearly three weeks, thus causing
delay and consequent accumulation of work.
.
B. TWYNAM,
Thief Surveyor.

APPENDIX A.

'

statement by Mr. 13. M. Maitland of the result of comparison of the Queensland 10-ft. Standard
Bar with the New South Wales Standard Burs.
_ 'I'hc Queensland bar, which is composed of steel, is octagonal in section, aud when in use is kept
floating in a trough of mercury. It was compared separately with the twn standard bars of this Colony,
known respectively as 0 1 No. 4 and A2.
*
0 1 No. 4, which was prepared under tlie direction of Sir Henry James, of the Ordnance Survey of
Great Britain, and imported in 1S59, is composed of cast-iron, and is supported on double rockers.
Its
length at a temperature of 62° Fahrenheit is authenticated as 9'99992L feet, or 119 999054 inches.
A- is also composed of cast-iron, and is supported m a manner similar to 0 1 No. 4. It was
prepared by Messrs. Tronghton and Simms’, and sent to this Colony in 1831. Its length in the year 1885,
according to a careful comparison with 0 1 No. 4, was 120'000907 inches at 62° Fahrenheit.
In the comparisons of the Queensland bar with 0 l No. 4, there were 1,680 separate micrometrical
readings, divided for convenience salio into 42 sets, taken under varying conditions of temperature and
position, and they indicate that the Queensland bar is '000963 inch shorter, making its length
119'99S091 inches.
_
Thirty-nine sets comprising 1,560 micrometrical readings, also under varying conditions, were made
with bar AJ, the result being that the Queensland bar was found to be '002793 inch the shorter, making
its length by this comparison 119'99S114 inches.
As the difference between the two results was so small, '000023 inch, which in ICO miles
would only amount to, rather less than 1-} inches, a mean of the two values obtained, viz., 1L9 998102
indies, may be regarded as the true length between the terminals of the Queensland bar at a temperature
of 62° Fahrenheit.
A comparison of these tests with those made in 1879 and 1883 is of interest as indicating that the
Queensland bar has been slowly shortening. During the four years 1879 to 1884 its contraction was
•0001/8 inch, and in the eleven years following '000206 inch. The total difference, '000384, since it was
first sent to Queensland would amount to 10 SS7 inches in 100 miles.
Brief

Standard lengths for the use of Surveyors.

1 he opportunity was taken to define on a steel baud 66-ft. aud 100-ft. lengths for laying down
lived standards in this office for reference in adjusting surveyors’ measuring apparatus ; these lengths
wTere marked by very fine lines inscribed on silver bosses inserted in a steel band, Tho lengths wore
marked oft by means of the “Comparator” from bar O 1 No. 4, the test comparisons being also made
with that bar. Three sets of comparisons were made ot the 100-ft. and five of the OG-ft. length.
The moan of the readings of the 100-ft length make it 1199-99824 inches, or 99'0998 feet, the
range being from '00166 inch above to '00261 inch below the mean. The 100 feet as marked is therefore
about
of a foot too short.
The mean of the 66-ft. length comparisons places it as 792'00051 inches, or 66'OOOOi feet, that is
about
of a foot too long.

APPENDIX D.
Taupe showing Comparative Amount and Cost of Detail Survevs from 1886 to 1895.
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Name of Holding.

No.

Name of Holding.

No.

Name of Holding.

No.

9
36
41
45
4S
62
91
105
115
124
15C
162
182
197
199
202
204
21S
218

Bang Bang
Nanima
Narraburra
Grogan Creek
Neila
Berthong
Nanogal
Walla Walla
Little BurranKone
BrytnedurA
Memagong
Bound Hill
Bolubula
Brown’* Springs
Stockisbinga!
Milong
Tambleton Station
Narralkn
Moonbuoca

224
225
228
262
265
298
311
330
337
345
351
356
374
378
397
424
431
433
434

Marengo
Gerald ra
lllunie
Crowther
Gerogery
Davy’s Plains
Cowra Rocks
Dananbilk
Brou!*
Oheeseman's Creek
Diiga
Mogong and Tilga
Loombah
Ganoo
Gundibtndya!
Canomodine
Bulderudgwa
Carambi
Burramanda Troy

437
438
440
444
446
449
453
455
460
479
480
487

Temora
Dudal Comer
Combanning
Wattamadara
Toogong
Bockinbah
Merrigaoowry
Canimbla
Upper Balabla
Gonimbla
Burrawong
Gundibindya!
North
Keepit
Kangarooby
Newrea or Noory
Head of Bribaroe
Yuilnndry

508 Kikiamah (resumed
area see 704 C.D.)
509 Moura (resumed
area see 705 C.D.)
513 Obella (leasehold
area see 709 C.D.)
615 Walbundrio (leasehold area see 711
C.D.)
524 Bangaroo
633 Moppity
535 Arrantagong East
(resumed area see
713 C.D.)
560 Oardington
561 Baker’s Swamp
665 Kangaroo Flat

492
495
496
501
504

Name of Holding.
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1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
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12
13
14
16
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2S
30
31
32
33
34
35
S6
37
38
S£
40
41
42
4£
44
45
4b
47
48
49

tetko

k

y

A

'X-

7
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Name of Holding.

Wangaroa
Tarella
Weilmoringle
Innesowen
Beemery
Wilga

Moolah
Ticehuret
Meadows
Nelyambo
Turlee
Noonthorungee
Conlpataro
Dumble
Tiltagara
Mount Gipps
Cobham Lake
Kallara
Mallara
Coan Downs
Kilfera
Mt. King East
Pan Ban
Teryawynia
Moquilamba
Corel la
Mulga, No. 4
Laagawirra
Wapwella
Culpaulin
Restdown
Gurrera
Til Til
Frome’s Creek
Wyuna Downs
Magenta
Elsinore
Quantnmbono
Mootwingee.
Fort Bourke
Lachlan Downs
Delalah Downs
Outhowarra

No.

Name of Holding.

Na

97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
Tolarno
105
106
Gunniguidrie
Boomiaricocl
107
Manna
108
Marenoa
109
Roden
110
Tinapagee
111
Conulpie Downs
112
Gnomery
113
Buckalow
114
Neckarboo
115
Molten Plains
116
117
Nullawa
118
Moira Plains
Willara
119
Wilgha Downs
121
The Priory
122
East Bogan, No. 15 123
Collywarry
124
Budda
125
Moothumbi)
126
Keewong
127
Brindingabba
128
Springfield
12£
Bulla
13C
Yarrawin
131
Baden Park
132
Gidgee
133
Bulgoo
Mokely
13<
Talyeale
135
Weinteriga
136
137
Lisaington
Maliea Cliffs
I3f
131
Salisbury Downs
s; Yantara
14(
94 Kenilworth
14!
95 Mundi Mundi
14!
96 Paddington
14!

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
6S
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
7S
8C
81
82
e;
at
8:
86
87
88
89
90
91
92

Bogeire East
Clare
Tareoon
Pirillie
Trida
Momba

iDi-vxsioisr.

Name of Holding.

Na

Name of Holding.

Burtundy
Mullingawarxina
Wallandre
Wyarira
Bundabulla
Tapio

144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
169
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
16?
!6«
170
171
172
17;
17-!
175
176
177
178
17!
180
18!
182

Urena way
Yallook
Roto, North East
Booroomugga
Gol Gol
Mem Merriwa

Miirca
Tapalin
Wilkie Plains
Marooba
Bogeira Back
Bangheet
Sussex
Boondarm
Glenlyon
Bootra
Roto
Murrin
Mondadoo
Brenda
Tupra
Muck ewerewa
Balov/ra
Bumieringee
Milroy
Boulka
Delalah
Toulby
Wilgaroon
Burtn
Grasmere
Nillera or Canyonboon
Rookery
Florida
Wonominta
Arutupo
Boorooms.
Alma
Waverley Downs
Wirchilleba
Sturt’s Meadows
Wangaron
Mount Monara

18!
18*
186
18fr
187
181
I8S

Na

196
191
192
193
194
195
196
Mount Arrowsmitb 197
198
Angledool
Booroondare Downs 199
200
Marfield
201
Goonelgaa
202
Yancannia
203
Garnpung
204
Central Block C.
205
Mount Wood
206
Crisino
207
Fncks&ddle
208
Dine Dine
Coombie
210
Yandama
211
North Abbotsford
212
Taring© Downs
213
Kaleno
214
Outer Netallie
Kajuligah
215
216
T^ike Y ictoria
Doredilla
217
218
Tongo
219
Poolamacca
220
Avoca
Torrens Creek
221
222
Teltagoonah
223
Gundabooka
22<
Cultowa
225
Booberoi
226
Dungalear
Belford
227
Mount Grenfell,
228
229
No. 2
Wangs, Mr.na
230
Curranyal|)tt
23!
232
Nocoleche
233
Gnalta
23*
Merungle
Talawanta
231
Keribree
236

Name of Holding.

Na

Name of Holding.

No.

Thackaringa
Topar
Fulham
Amphitheatre
Moorare
Corona
Murtee
Urella Downs
Lower Lila
Yeranbah
Nundoro
Tindayrey
Moorna
Netley
Monolon, No. 5
Meryula
Belalie
Thurloo Downs
Gingie
Curraweena
Coronga Peak
Wiltagoona
Conoble
Morden
Cnthro
Byrock
Bundinbarrina
Menamurteo
Mulgah
Moolbong
Olive Downs
Boston
Eremeran
Onejmr
North Merrowie
Berawinnia Downs
Goondublut
Tintinal logy
Multagoona
Billilla
Wirlong
Boolegal
Bedooba
Yathong
Jandra
Leri da
Charlton

237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252

Manfred
Hartwood
Mount Poole
Dunlop
Paika
Llanillo
Thule
Kinchega
Willandra
Mosagiel
Lila Springs
Glenariff
Boulka Lake
Wanaaring, R.A.
Mulga, No. 1
Albemarle and Victoria Lake
Mtmawombio
Watnell
Mourebilla
Tara
Toorale and Dunlop
Corrong
Waretfca
Winbar
Para
Whittabranah
Canally, R.A.
Cool itbah
Coolebah
Rillybingbono
East Bogan, Na 17
Mogil Mogil
Eribendery
Toms Lake
Burrandown
Wills willingbah
Denman
Kayrunnere
Arlington Plains
Mulga Downs
Wirra Warns
Rerawinia Downs,
Na S
Opbare
Murrain an A Dure
Lower Weeli West

282 East Bogan, Na 16
283 Mount Stuart
284 Caryapundy
Swamp, No. 1
285 North Euabalong
286 Huaba
Darling
Block D
287
288 Osaca
289 Newfoundland Na 1
290 Nardoo
291 Tankerook North
292 Coobung
293 Willoh
294 Willybingbone
295 Pinegobla
296 Gumanaldry
297 Kew
298 Turkey Creek
299 Olive Downs
300 Waverley, No. 1
301 Yandembah
302 Lower Nilgie
303 Grewin South
304 East Bogan, No. 14
305 Oberwells
306 Upper Bundabulla
East
307 Mount Boorithumb!**.
308 Moongulla West
309 Mount Sturt
310 Mulurulu
311 Euabalong
312 North Peak
313 Caryapundy
Swamp, No. 2
314 Caryapundy West
315 Mooculta
316 Boundary
317 Wanaaring Block A,
LA.
318 WanaaringBlook B,
LA.
Wanaaring
Block C,
318
LA.
32C Canallv, L.A.
321 Upper Lette, LA.

253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
27!
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
27!
.SC
281

Name'of Holding.

M
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Name of Holding.

No.

Name of Holding.

No.

No.

Name of Holding.
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No.

Name of Holding.

Na

Name of Holding.

260 Tabretong
S48
251 Waterloo
14!
262 Tucklan and Yar350
row Creek
351
263 Momalong
352
264 Binya
353
265 Blowclear West
35!
266 Mowablta
355
267 Yaddra
356
268 Narrow Plains
355
269 Wardry
356
! 351
270 Dubbo
271 Gennaren
360
272 Tharambone
361
Bom era, R.A.
Br-oiooroo
273 Merrigal Back
362
The Overflow
274 Mount Harris
363
Centre Block, No. 3 275 Butherwah
364
366
278 Canada
Burvan
Malareway & Millie 277 Cobbadah
366
North
278 Toorawandi
337
279 Merry bone
Barbigftl
S68
280 Mouhnain
388
Derri Derri
28
i
Derr*
Derr*
37C
Oakey Creek
282 Werei
Urewilkey
371
283 Burren
372
Conapaira
284 Theilangering(East)l 37S
Werrina
W allamgambone
285 Trisigara
374
Widgiewa
266 Upper Daroobalgie
Caidmurre
287 West Bland Plains 375
288 Emu Plaint
Tyrie
376
289 Wentworth Gully
Gibbican
377
290 Kiambir
Bon-emlied
378
291 Mimosa West
Woodlands
Kucargo or Tory- 292 Bent’o Hill
379
293 Coolah
Wee-Waa
330
294 Murgah
Bomely
381
Goorianawa
295 Ulumbarella
382
296 Yagaha
Nariah
383
Jerilderie
297 Comeby-CAjjioe,
384
tic.
Meres
385
Mil kengowrio
298 Ballandiy
38$
299 Murrey Downs
Geurie
387
300
Wooloondool
Bando
3«3
Ya.mma
SOI Wirreh
389
Gulgo Soutl:
302 Crown Comp
390
303 Mourahio
Oxley
391
304 Bolaro
The Trofifc
392
305 Bonarba
Goangra
393
Bygoo
306 Billeroy
394
BnndalU
307 Goobaug
395
308 Coppymumstnbil
Coubail
396
New Myregall
309 Tourable
397
Colombo Plain
310 Burrell or GunnibU 398
Bulogule
311 Miokygunnegal
399
312 Queenabotough
Orange Plains
400
313 Bootia Wuet
Hanging Rock
401
814 Caiimo
Gelam
402
316 UMdljr
Gomli
403
316 New Bobukla
Gdlenbine and
404
Gobondry
317 Welbon
405
Singonunba, Bl’k A 318 Pullingawarina
406
CsrTginda
319 Gillingheil
407
320 New Kirbttn
Berembed North
409
Ulinda
321 Upper Boomley
410
Beremegad
322 Kringacering
411
S2S Annitree
Neinby (Upper)
412
324 Sandy Camp
413
Armatree
North Goonambil
326 Sandnolm
414
328 Gunningbar
415
Boyong
827 Glen QuEn
Warraberry and
416
St. Gilee
328 Pine Ridge
417
329 Brewanrina
418
Borooga
CooUtai
330,
419
Nowiey
3S1 YiMtwwah
Qsilbone
332 Oftriiale
420
Bokemcsr
431
333 Gidgonboyim
Melrose, Biook D
334 FulLmming
422
Weemalnh
335 Burrongoiig
Spring Creek
336 Ttary-lnr-hie
423
TerramungtAJoine
3S7 Gunnibong
424
Creel
338 Myall Plains
425
Buttabone
339 Gogeldrie
426
Warron Dowiif
340 Wowingregong
427
Cooninibia
341 Martluiguy Creek
428
Mungyer
342 Coonong
429
Cauoon Point
343 Perricoota
430
Caroonboon
344 Collyuiongool *
431
Buckyiuguy
345 Brewon
432
347 Burrabogie
Cryon
433

Bingnre
Bulgandra
Aratula
Murray
Pier PieV
Beanbah
North Wakoo!
South Merrowie
Cobra
Colli.idimt.
South Urena
Bimble
Malonga
Geremy
Merrigal
Cunibil
Gr&whey
Englo
Qunbothoo
Bundy
Kerriwah
Sandy Ridger
Wangen
Warbreooau
Molly
Sandridge
The Boebung
Swamp
Howlong
Coree
Half-moon Plain
Medway & Gam bar
Gam her West
Cowel Murryan
Murrumbogie
Buraja
Eugeldry
Narromine
Back Tenandre
Thorndale
Merryanbone
Fallal
Buckingbong
New Brndong
Youendah
Cullengally
Wee Waa South
Zara
Bodangom
Bonghoet
Wocgagong
Bearbong
Bartley’s Creak
Parmidman
Old Harbour
Cornalla
Gamber Gambsr E.
Moonbria
Tarselari
Huntawang
Barretta
Bunnu Bunna
Hartwood
Upper Wyalong
Gr&hweed
Morrill Creek
Ciirmburrema
Tulioona
Moonagee
Bulbodney
Coco para
Yaroma
lioulaghan’s Creak
North
Cowl Cowl
Yanko
Berry Jerry and
Arajoel
Cum booglecu m bon l
South Thononga
Tooloon
OppositeCoonamble
Tbinawindis
Quonmoona
Lalaltie South
Groongal, R.A.
Kulki
Willan
Middiefield

434
436

Cathundril, No. 2
West Bogan, Nos.
2 and 3
Lower Ningear
Canonbar
Back Run
Quandary North
Builerawa
Yerra Terra
Greonbar Creek
Geweroo
Minore
Bundaburrah
Nevertire
Currugur.di
Youlbung
Cam bare •
Wa?regal
Kentucky
Qoree
Willurah
Tinpot Alley
Midkin
Nangerylione
Back Gilgandra
Honeybugle
Gunambil
Gundymungydel
Deniliquin
Eunonyharoonyha
Burburgate
Merrigal Martha8")'
Albert Waterhoio
Bundyulumbiah
West Bogan, Na 7
Pilliga
Brookong
East Breelong
Bourbah
Upper Bugaldi
Callubri
Derribong
Mittagong
Tubratong Woat
Youie
Bundidgery
Micabil
Success
Barellan
Gunning East
Back Wardry
Brue Plains
Ootna
The Meadows
Wsrree
Booloola
Morugo
Burrandoon
West Bogan No. 1
Barmwang
Palisthcn
Colli
Bungle Gully
Mimosa
Sandy Creek
Terembone
Bogoljogojpug, R.A
Skngiitor-houw)
Fbins
Coreen
Kookaburragong
Arramagoug West
New Geralgurabone
Gunnegaldra
Monument Flats
Genanagie
Bimble
Hungary Went
Mungiebundic
Lower Mithul
Creek
Moonbooldool
Mulga or Glenariff
B.
Hermitage Plains,
Block M
Back Y aroma
Old Biauibla

Name of Holding.

0

No.

Name of Holding.

No.

Arrownie
Ulumbie
Goolgumbla
Quiamong
The Springs
Coombogolong,R. A
Yalgogrin South
Narrewuy
New Wy regall
More Devil
Wangrewally
Merri Merri
Gobbagombalin
Yalcogrin
Carroll
Ginghet
Narad ban
Gunyerwarildi
Mandamab
Moonbi or Bogan
dillon
Youngara Creek
Tsiriaro
Trowel! Creek
Burm Burra
Bolero, Block A
North
Boree Creek
Botsabigal
Biambi)
Dandaloo
Lower Willie East
Rocky Creek
Walla Walla
Lower Balabla
Bali&doran
Oura
Eureka, R.A.
Brundah, R.A.
Tucka Tucka
Mungadal
Whalan
Edgeroi
Binda
Carnemey
Tchelery
Carbucky
Lower Droubalgie
Trinkey
Walla Walls and
Carer,gatell
Gakragambone
Egelabre
Bald Rid go
Bongeabong
Cowabee
Timberrybu ngan
Grubbsn Plains
Canonba
Borenda
Belar
Millie
Kererbury
Quat Quatt*
Dinby
landrs
Gulgo
Buddigowei
Coghill
Merriwa
Quandary South
Towyal
Budgeon
Nanima
Burrow ay
Hobliugrah
Terrangan
Bygaloreo
Bundomar
Wonbobhiu
Wambangalang
Munds”. adders,
Cooma
Mathoura
Bundure
Warrenc.
Buddabudnh
WolIOnnninn
Bobemh or Morbi

60S
61C
61
612
01;
61*
615
616
617
618

Name of Holding.

No.

Name of Holding.

^Wollongong
1
2 Botheroe
3
4
5
6
7

Kiama

8 Weetaliba
9
10
11
13
13 Bonerembah
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
37

Braidwood

Araluen

Won, bom

Benduck
South Condoublin
Campbell's Island
Dennykymine

Oregon
Boom anoomema
Bnllunbong
Kiawtoo
Bogamiidi
Bund alia

No. 3

1

88
39
40
41
42
48
44
46
46
47
48
49
50
51
62
63
54
86
56
57
58
59
60
61
62

>
£

IF

es

NOTES-

a

Rabbit proof netting located from information supplied bp the
Lessees, Rabbit, Sheep and Conditional Purchase Inspectors
37 _

64
35
66
67

es

69
7C
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
7*
79
8C
81
85
8.'
84
85
86

A

Rabbit proof netting as erected and fn course of erection shewn thus
Eastern Boundary of Proclaimed Babbit Infested District
do.
do.

\

___ Ip

Land upon which the Destruction of Rabbits has been Proclaimed compulsory shewn thus

zw:

J-KL

1HI

lo2"

Pucbawidgee
Tolleraga
Mullengndgery
Gorian
Youngoe 'Plain
Balisree
Bland
Gumin Gutnic
Gundare
Comdgory
TywwJ.
Yarragrin
West Maad&meh
Bast Billabong
South Belkdoraa
Polly Brewfin
Dolnkin
Gralgumbone
Tione and Premer
Billobong
Yarringuny
Four Bob Camp
Native Deg
Weelong
Blue Nobby
Bolubula
Nap Nap
Spicer’s Creek
North Malonga
Boridu
Pevenaey
Uabba
Boyd
Tregalana
Tonga
Chah Sing
Denobollie
Ulimarnbri
Weebollabolla
Wondoobar
Merool Creek
Wollougongfa
Brogan Plains
Muiiiblehoiin
West Gungalwan

87
88
8£ Hooloomoon
90 Wargam
91 Burdenda
92
93
94
95
96
97
98 Bnddebadah
99 Mungranby and
Bourbeen
100 Esperance
101 Kildary
102 Tootal
102 Merri Merrigal
104 Wangamong Plains
105 Cooopara East
106 Bugilbone
107
108
109 Boonook
110 North Gogelderie
111 Wargambegal
112 Colliburl
112 Yarr&ldool
114 Bund ilia
115 Milby
116 Tondurburane
117 Toogimbie
118 Killamey
119 Worry
12C llliliwa
121 Willewa
122 Wingonbah
122 Meolprt
124 Boeabula
125 Bannodmun
m Bolagamy
127 Bulgendnunine
128 WoUti WolJa
128 Quambono
(M'Qu-ide)
ISO Fkgstene Creek
131 Moroeo
Ungauve
133
134 Borambil
135 Bolgoreen
188 Upper Merry Merry
137 Cumblo
138 Warrag»\n
138 Haddon Rigg
(Richmond's)
14C Gineroi
141 Bogewnng
142 North Yanco
14S Back Espcranoe
144 Liewah
145 Nyngar. East
146 Minna Minane
147 Junee
148 Gnnningbland
149 Goeron or Deraagibal
1BC BJlesigerah
151
Ruh
#lam
152
153 Cdano
154 Oalwnbo Creek
156 Merkadool
!B8 Morrulubnlu
167 Tregalana East
158 South Yathong
151 Tho Brigelows
ISC Tupjirtl
16! Quainbone (Flood’s)
162 Lake Oowal
is; North Yathong
164 Tarmmia
165 Cookoigedong
166 Cremorne
167 Tale
168 Waurowrie
16£ Haddtia Rigg*
17( Goi inuit s Hill
171 TogaiuiiMn

~I55~

172
17;
17 <
175
176
177
178
179
18C
181
162
is;
184
18f
186
1ST
188
190
191
192
192
194
195
196
197
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
21!1
213
214
215
216
217
218
219
220
221
222
22S
224
225
226
227
328
229
230
231
232
2SS
234
236
236
237
238
239
240
242
243
244
245
240
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

Drildool
Carwe!!
Wingadee
Panjee
Pomingalarna
Nelgowrie
Yanko, Block A
Merebone
Milbsy West
Warroo
Ford’s Creek
Yallaroi

lj>'L

436
437
439
44(
44!
442
44!
44<
445
446
447
448
449
450
451
452
454
455
467
458
459
48C
461
463
461
465
466
467
468
489
47C
471
472
473
474
475
478
477
478
479
480
481

m
483
484
486
486
487
488

m
490
492
495
494
496
497
498!
499
500
501
502
503
504
808
506
507
508
509
510
511
513
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522

52
526
527
523
529
53(
53!
532
53!
53‘
535
536
537
538
539
540
541
542
643
54*1
54:
546
547
548
549
55C
551
553
553
554
565
556
557
558
559
560
561
562
563
56*
565
566
567

m
56!
57(
571
572
57J
57f
571
576
577
67t
579
580
581
582
683
584
585
586
587
588
589
59(1
591
592
593
594
695
596
597
598
599
600
601
802
803
604
605
606
607
608

Boolcarrol
Em Lie
Tenandre
Wy&brey
Opposite DerribonWalknbillan, R. A
Mellool
Boonal
Tycannah
Curra and Currawinnia
619 Moira
Tubbo
620
621 Wathagar
G22 Grong Grong
623 Merringreen
625 Eenaweena
326 Woorooma
627 Ariah
628 Baan Baa South
62! Myall Downs
630 Yarrabee
631 Eureka
632 Back Daroubalgie
63J Milton Vale
634 Kooba
635 Nangunia .aid Warrantta
636 Bumbaldry
637 Ghoolendaadi
G3S Bunarbre
64C Brwza
641 Triangular Plain
642 West Breelong
643 Gunnedah Station
644 Houlaghan's Creek
South
645 Hiumurgalia East
646 Bengalla
647 Bundon
648 Condobolin
049 Morangarell and
Narraburra Creek
850 Cubbo and Dunwftrian, R.A.
651 Barham
652 Mungerbumbone
653 Toman bil
654 Wooyeo
655 Murrain bidgerie
656 Eugoura
657 Lindsay
659 Howlong
660 Narraii
661 Mullah
662 North Junee
663 Tulcumbah
664 Ulonga
665 Dundullamei
666 Mereyula
667 Merool Baale Creek
668 Billabong West
669 New Gredgery
G70 Mangle and Wallah
671 Big River
672 Co bran
673 Nov/eronio
674 Tiingamhu
675 Guultar
676 Bumb&hlry Upper
677 Hermitage Plains,
Block A 2
678 Narrewin
670 Trigninon
680 Murrungnndy
681 Gragenand G reman
682 South Mahonga
Forest
683 Mahonga
684 Yalgogoring North
685 Kolkibertoo North
686 Mereh
687 Yerrin&n
688 Warwillah
689 Melrose
690 Willeroon
691 Wsllangre
692 Wallaudoon
693 Goolhi

69

Bald Hilk and
Wan-aderry
69. Wanganella
69f Gowang
69 Willylaw
69? Budgery
698 Kindra Creek
TOC Willie
70 Lake Cowal
702 Wilgar Downs
70! Texas (leasehold
S07 Rf>.)
704 Kikiamah (leasehold area 508
E.D.,
705 Moure (leasehold
area 509 E.D.)
706 Myall Creek (resnmed area 510
E.D.)
708 Keere (resumed
area 512 ED.)
Obella
(resumed
70!
area 513 E.D.)
71( Wondao Wondong
(resumed area 514
E.D.)
711 Waibundrie (resumed area 515
E.D.)
712 Upper Wvalons,
No. 2
713 Amtmagong East
(leasehold area
535 E.D.)
714 Eurombedah
715 Eioug Elong
716 Four-mile Creek
717 Norfolk
718 Beck Creek and
Nobby’s Lagoon
719 Cobr&uraguy
720 Porfcadown
722 Piedmont
723 West Bogan, No. 6
724 Borerabola
725 Dundoo Hills
726 Nelungaloo
737 Pinnacle
728 Gonn
729 Noorong
730 Tannabar
731 Bungebar
732 Ban-aba Detached
(leasehold area
see 562 E.D.)
734 Bundybundally
735 Mogong
736 Coombogolong L.A.
737 Culmier LA.
737 R.A
738 Braadah LA.
739 Brundah North
LA
740 Walknbillan East
LA.
741 Wallanbilian. I .A.
T4S Eureka North LA.
743 Eureka South LA.
743 R.A.
744 Wheogu LA
746 Bogo BogoiongL A
741 Groongal LA
74? Wvvem LA.
7*481 Bringagoo LA
749 Cubbo LA.
7M Dunworian L.A
751 Boroera L.A.
752 Tarawinda LA.
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A BILL
To Consolidate the Laws relating to Crown Lands.
a

E it enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with
the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and Legislative
Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled, and by the
authority of the same, as follows:—
1. This Act may be cited as the “ Crown Lands Consolidation Short title.
Act, 1896.”
2. On and after the day when this Act tabes effect, the following H*peai.
Acts are hereby repealed to the extent to which the same are expressed
to be repealed :
'

B

<

Year and Number
of the Act.

■

Eitent of Repeal.

Title of Act.

48 Vic. No. 18 ... The Crown Lands Act of 1884 ...........................
50 Vic. No. 39... The Crown Lands (Auction Sales Balances)
Act of 1887.
'
.
51 Vic. No. 11... The Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1887
51 Vic. No. 29 ... The Conversion into Mining Conditional Pur
chases Validation Act of 1888.
52 Vic. No. 7... The Crown Lands Act Portlier Amendment Act
...
...
53 Vic. No. 21... The Crown Lands Act of 1889 ...
...
...
54 Vic. No. 11... The Crown Kents Act of 1890 ...
55 Vic. No. 1 ... The Crown Lauds Act Amendment Act of 1891
...
...
58 Vic. No. 16... The Reserves Declaratory Act ...
...
...
58 Vic. No. 18 ... The Crown Lands Act of 1895 ...
59 Vic. No. 26 ... The Crown Lands (Homestead Selections and
Settloment: Leasts) Act, 1895.

60 Vic. No. 2 ... The Conditional Purchaser's Relief Act

32—A

r..

The whole.
The whole.
Section 4.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
The whole.
Tho whole.
Section 6.
The whole.
So far as it would
apply to applica
tions made after
thecommoneement
of this Act.
The whole.

Provided

106
2
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Provided that such repeal shall not—
{a) revive anything not in force or existing at the time at which
the repeal takes effect; or
{p) affect the previous operation of any enactment so repealed or
anything duly done, suffered, or commenced to he done
under any enactment so repealed; or
(c) affect any right, privilege, obligation, liability or disability
acquired, accrued, or incurred under any enactment so
repealed; or
(Vi) affect any penalty, forfeiture, or punishment incurred in
respect of any offence committed against an enactment so
repealed; or
(c) affect any investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy in
respect of any such right,- privilege, obligation, liability,
penalty, forfeiture, or punishment as aforesaid; or
(/) affect any appointment, order, rule, application, affidavit^ or
award made, or any summons or writ issued, or any warrant
granted, or any notice or certificate given under the said
Acts or any of them before the commencement of this Act;
and any such investigation, legal proceeding, or remedy may be
instituted, continued, or enforced, and any such penalty, forfeiture, or
punishment may be imposed and enforced, as if this repealing enact
ment had not been passed.
And all regulations made and forms prescribed under any Act
in force on the day when this Act takes effect and hereby repealed
shall be and continue in force and shall be deemed to have been made
under this Act.
3. In this Act, unless the context necessarily requires a different
meaning, the expression—
“ Board ” or “ Land Board ” means the Local Land Board of the
District in question, and includes Land Appeal Court in any case where an appeal or reference to that Court shall have
been made.
“ Conditional purchase ” excludes special purchase, or purchase
by auction, or purchase by virtue of improvements.
“ Crown Lands ” means lands vested in Her Majesty and not per
manently dedicated to any public purpose or granted or
lawfully contracted to be granted in fee simple under tins
Act or the previous Acts or any repealed Act.
“ City, Town, or Village ”—A city, town, or village shall be such
as shall have been declared to be so by proclamation of the
Governor in the Gazette.
•
“ frontage ” means abuttal on or frontage to the sea-coast or to
any lake, inlet, river, creek, stream, watercourse, road or
intended or designed road prescribed as a boundary.
“ Governor ” means the Governor with the advice of the Executive
Council.
“ Land Agent ” means any person duly appointed to the office of
Crown Land Agent or Acting Crown Land Agent.
“Land Appeal Court” means the Land Appeal Court as con
stituted under the previous Acts or this Act.
“ Land office day ” means any day notified as such in the Gazette
upon which Land Agents are required to attend at their Land
Offices for the purpose of receiving applications for sale or
lease of Crown Lands.
“ Lease ” includes any unexpired engagement, contract, or promise
of a lease.
“ Local newspaper ” means a newspaper published or circulating
in’the particular district or place in reference to which the
expression is used.
“ Leasehold area ” means that portion of a pastoral holding for
which a pastoral lease may have been granted under the
previous Acts or which may be granted under this Act.
“Minerals”
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“Minerals” means and includes coal, kerosene shale, and any
of the following metals, or any ore containing the same,
namely :—Gold, silver, copper, tin, iron, antimony, cinnabar,
galena, nickel, cobalt, platinum, bismuth and manganese, and
any other substance which may from time to time he declared
a mineral within the meaning of this Act by proclamation of
the Governor published in the Gazette.
“Minister” means thb Minister for Lands or other Minister
charged with the administration of this Act or any part
thereof.
“ Oath ” means affirmation, promise, and declaration in every
case where an affirmation, promise, or declaration is by law
allowed instead of an oath.
“ Population boundaries or area ” includes lands within areas as
defined by proclamation in the Gazette, with boundaries
distant not more than ten miles from the nearest boundary
of any city, town, or village.
. “Prescribed” means prescribed by this Act, or any regulation
made thereunder.
“ Previous Acts ” mean and include the Crown Lands Act of
1884, the Crown Lands Titles and Reservations Validation
Act of 1886, the Conditional Purchases and Leases Validation
Act of 1887, the Crown Lands [Auction Sales Balances] Act
of 1887, the Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1887, the
Crown Lands Act Purther Amendment Act, the Crown Lands
Act of 1889, the Crown Lands Act Amendment Act of 1891,
the Crown .Lands Act of 1895.
“ Public purpose ” means and includes, in addition to any purpose
specified in any section of this Act, any purpose declared by
the Governor, by notification in the Gazette, to be a public
purpose within the meaning of such section.
“ Regulations ” means the Regulations made under the authority
of this Act.
“ Repealed Acts ” or any repealed Act includes the following Acts,
or portions of Acts, which were repealed by the Crown Lands
Act of 1884 :—
Tear and number
of Act.

22 Yic. No. 17

23 Vie. No. 4
25 Vie. No. 1
25 Vie. No. 2
3f> Vic. No. 13
42 Vie. No. 2(5
43 Vic. No. 29
43 Vic. No. 33

45 Vie. No. 3

45 Vie. No. 9

Title ot Act.

An Act to impose on Assessment on linns in the Un
settled and Intermediate Districts, and to increase
the Kent of Lands leased for Pastoral purposes
within the Settled Districts of New South Wales.
An Act to include the Intermediate with the Settled
Districts.
An Act for regulating' the Alienation of Crown Lands.
An A.et for regulating the Occupation of Crown Lands.
An Act to declare and amend the Laws relating to
Crown Lands.
An Act to declare the Law as (o tho effect of Transfers
before grant of Lands conditionally purchased under
the Acts regulating the Alienation of Crown Lands,
An Act further to amend the Lands Acts of 18G1, and
the Act of 1875.
'
An Act to declare the Law in respect to Lands forfeited
or reverting to Her Majesty by reason of non-com
pliance with the conditions of purchase by the
conditional purchaser.
An Act to regulate Eingharking on Crown Lands, and
to limit claims for compensation under the fifteenth
section of the Lands Acts Purther Amendment Act
of 1880.
i
i
An Act to extend the power of correcting designs or
plans of towns and villages, and the limits of
Suhurhan Lands.

“ Representatives ”
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No dealing with
Crown landa
except under tliis
Act.
Sec. 5, Act 1884.

Proristons ns to
grante, leases, &c.
Sec. G, Act 1884.

Minerals reserved in
all grants.
Sec. 7, Act 1884.

Proceeding by way
of tcirefaaut.
See. 137, Act 1884.

Establishment of
Divisions.
Sec. 8, Act 1884.

Schedule.
Sec. 8, Act 1884.

“ Representatives ” means the executors or administrators of the
person with reference to whom the word is used, and includes
all persons in whom the estate or interest of such person is
vested.
“ Resumed area ” means that portion of a pastoral holding for
which a pastoral lease may not have been granted under the
previous Acts.
'
“ Scrub ” means any tree, undergrowth, plant, which the G overnor
may, by notification in the Gazette, declare to be scrub within
the meaning of this Act.
“ Series ” or “ the same series,” when used in connection with
conditional purchases, means an original conditional purchase
(whether taken up before or after the commencement of this
Act, under any repealed Act, or the previous Acts, or this
Act), and any additional conditional purchases, which may
have been or may lie made by virtue thereof.
“ Vacant land ” means land not alienated by or held under any
.
lease or promise of lease or license from the Crown.
.
4. Crown lands shall not be sold, leased, dedicated, reserved,
or dealt with except under and subject to the provisions of this Act,
and nothing in this Act shall affect the provisions of any Act regulating
mining on Crown lands, or shall affect the prerogative of the Crown in
respect to any lands reverting by escheat or forfeiture to Her Majesty
otherwise than under the provisions of this Act or any repealed Act.
5. The Governor on behalf of Her Majesty may grant, dedicate,
reserve, lease, or make any other disposition of Crown lands but only
for some estate, interest, or purpose authorised by this Act and subject
in every case to its provisions.
No Crown grant issued after the commencement of this Act
shall be expressed or purport to be in trust for private persons or
purposes.
6. All grants of land issued under the authority of this Act
shall contain a reservation of all minerals in such land and shall contain
such other reservations and exceptions as may by the Governor be
deemed expedient in the public interest: Provided that whenever it
shall be found that land alienated under this or under the previous Acts
or under any repealed Act contains any mineral, and such land has been
alienated subject to the minerals being reserved to the Crown, the
Governor may permit the owner of such land to remove such mineral
upon payment of such royalty and upon such conditions as may be
prescribed.
7. Every grant and registration copy of such grant issued under
this Act or under the previous Acts or under any repealed Act shall, for
the purpose of enabling the Crown to proceed by way of scire facias for
the repeal of any such grant issued improvidently or inadvertently or in
violation of the provisions of any such Act as aforesaid, be doomed to be
a record of the Supreme Court notwithstanding anything in the Real
Property Act or any Act amending the same to the contrary.
Divisions.
8. Eor the purposes of this Act and the previous Acts New
South Wales shall consist of Three Divisions, namely:—The Eastern
Division—the Central Division—and the Western Division—and the
boundaries of each Division shall, subject to the provisions of this Act,
be as set forth in the Eirst Schedule hereto.
9. The Governor may from time to time, by proclamation in
the Gazette, alter the boundary of any division—
(«) so as to avoid the severance of any existing conditional pur
chase or lease or other lawful holding whatsoever;
(6)

5
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by declaring lands held under lease or license, cities, towns, See. 40, Act issa.
villages, and suburban lands attached thereto, or measured
portions, wdiich may be situated within any division or partly
within two divisions, to be -wholly within any one division.
And upon the publication of such proclamation the boundary as
altered thereby shall be deemed to be the time boundary of the division
referred to in such proclamation.
(h)

Land Districts.
10. The Governor may, within each division, by proclamation in Lunti districts,
the Gazette—■
(a) establish, and define the boundaries of, land districts;
Sbc' 9’Act 1884'
disestablish, or alter the boundaries of, land districts ;
Sw- Actl 1S84'•
(0 declare lands held under lease or license, cities, towns,See- ^Act 1839villages, and suburban lands attached thereto, or measured
portions, which may be situated within any land district, or
partly within two or more land districts, to be wholly within
any one land district; and upon such proclamation the
boundaries of such land districts shall be deemed to be
sufficiently altered and defined for the purposes of this Act.
Land Agents.
11. The Governor may appoint a land agent cither for eachLflnd Jut
land district or for several adjoining land districts, who shall perform3cc-in’Act 1881
the duties imposed on him by this Act or the regulations.
The Minister may at any time in the absence of any such agent
appoint a person to act for him.
All things done by an acting land agent within the scope of his
authority shall be of the same efficacy as if done by the land agent.
It shall be the duty of every land agent to forward to the nutie* of land
Colonial Treasure!" all moneys received by him by virtue of this Act, or ai='cnt9the previous Acts, or any repealed Act, or the regulations in the
prescribed manner, and in all other respects to conform to the regula
tions, and to carry out the instructions given by or by direction of the
Minister.
Any land agent shall, by virtue, and during his tenure of office Sec. 22
issa
be deemed for the purposes of this Act, or the “ Registration of
Deeds Act” to be a Commissioner of the Supreme Court for taking
affidavits ; but any declarations required by this Act or by the regula
tions may be made before the land agent or any justice of the peace or
commissioner for taking affidavits for the Colony of New South Wales.
, Act

District surveyors.
12. Dor every land district the Governor may appoint a district Appointment, &e.,
surveyor and such other officers as he may think necessary for tho
of
purposes of this Act : Provided always that whenever required by Scc 16j Aot lg84_
the Minister such officers shall perform the duties connected with their
respective offices in and for any land district, in addition to that for
which they have been appointed.
Local Land Boards.
13. There shall be a local land board for every land district or Local land boards,
for several land districts, provided that it shall be lawful for theseo. 11, ActissA.
Minister from time to time to direct any local land board to deal with Land boards may be
any matter, question, or inquiry that has arisen, or shall arise, without
regard to tho land hoard district or land district in which the land their own district.
forming

Sec, 6, Act 1889.
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forming the subject of such matter, question, or inquiry may be
situated. And the said land board shall have as full power and
jurisdiction to deal with the matter as if the land aforesaid were
situated within that hoard’s proper land board district or land district.
14. The members of a local land board shall not exceed three in
number, and shall be appointed by the Governor. One of such members
shall he the chairman who shall he appointed in like manner, and shall
ho paid such salary as Parliament may sanction. Every other
member of the board shall be paid such fee for each sitting as may be
prescribed.
The Governor may suspend or remove the chairman of any
Suspension, removal,
&c., of chairman of local land board and appoint some other person in his place, or in
local land board.
the event of any chairman being suspended or being finable to act
S;c. 4,
61 Tic. No. 11.
from any cause whatever, the Governor may appoint some other person
as acting chairman, who while so acting shall have and exercise all the
Acting cb airman.
powers and authority and be subject to all the obligations applicable
to the office of chairman.
Any member of a local land hoard who sits or acts in any way
as a member of such hoard in any ease in which he is or has been
directly or indirectly interested shall be liable to a penalty not
exceeding five hundred pounds.
Quorum.
15. A. majority of the members of any local land hoard shall
Chairman’s votes.
constitute a quorum, and the chairman shall, if present, preside at all
Sec. 12, Act 1884.
meetings of the hoard, and have an original vote on any question
brought before or referred to such hoard : Provided always that the
chairman shall have a casting vote on any question on which the votes
are equal.
Acting chairman
In the absence of the chairman the members present at any
in absence of
meeting
of the hoard shall appoint one of their number to act as
chairman.
chairman at such meeting, or any adjournment thereof, who shall,
while so acting, have all the powers and authority of the chairman.
The resignation, removal from office, insolvency, or absence from
Tacancies.
three consecutive meetings of the hoard of any member of the hoard
without leave of the Minister shall cause a vacancy therein, and the
Governor may appoint a person to supply such vacancy.
Duties and powers of
18. In addition to the matters hereinafter required, or permitted
local land boards
to
be
made the subject of adjudication, appraisement, valuation,
under repealed
Acts.
inquiry, or report by local land boards, it shall be the duty of every
Sec. 13, Act 1884.
such hoard, and it shall have full power and authority to hear, examine,
and report to the Minister or the land appeal court upon—
(t) any matter referred for report to such board by the Minister
or the land appeal court, which under the provisions of the
repealed Acts 1861-1881 might have been the subject of any
claim for compensation, or of arbitration, appraisement,
inquiry, or complaint.
(n) any complaint or question as to the non-fulfilment of any
condition of residence or improvement by a conditional
purchaser under any of the said repealed Acts.
(in) any allegation or complaint that land conditionally pur
chased under any of the said repealed Acts has been so
purchased by the applicant in violation of any of the
provisions thereof: Provided that nothing herein contained
shall refer to any land for which a certificate of completion
of the conditions of residence and improvements or grant
has already issued.
17. Any question of lapse, voidance, or forfeiture, whether
As to lapse,
voidance, and
arising
under this Act or under the previous Acts, or under any repealed
forfeiture.
Act,
may
be by the Minister referred to the local land board, and the
See. 20, Act 1884.
decision thereon of the said hoard after due investigation in open
court shall, unless appealed from in the prescribed manner, he final.
Procedure
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Procedure of Land Boards.
18. Por the purpose of regulating the procedure of local land ^enci-ai powers imd
boards under this Act, or under the previous Acts, and of empowering f^jb'oaKif local
such hoards to give full effect to the meaning and intent thereof, thesoc. u, Actiest
following provisions shall he applicable to and be carried out by such
hoards—
(i) Every such board shall have power to hear and determine all Local land board to
complain!s and other matters brought before it, and spapSlfcasm °Pcn Court'
conduct all inquiries sitting as in open Court, and shall take
evidence on oath, and its procedure while so sitting shall he
the same as the procedure before a court of petty sessions.
(it) The chairman of every such hoard shall he a justice of the Power to compel
peace by virtue of his office, and shall have and may exerciseof
the like powers and authorities as-are possessed by a court of
petty sessions to summon and compel the attendance of
witnesses to give evidence on any matter before the board,
and to produce all deeds and documents in their possession or
under their control relating to such matter. And all witnesses
so summoned to attend shall ho entitled to the like allowances Kipmses of
for attendance and travelling expenses as witnesses attending Wlt'nesscsa district court are by law entitled to.
(m) Every party to a proceeding before such board shall have Parties may bo
the same right to be heard by counsel, attorney, or agent,
coun9e\
and to enforce the attendance of witnesses before such hoard,
’
’
and to examine such witnesses as upon summary proceedings
before justices.
(rv) The chairman shall give the decision of the hoard (when Decision of board,
unanimous) in open court, but if not unanimous the Board ho'T givcn'
shall decide by vote (retiring for that purpose if it thinks
fit). The decision shall then he given by tho chairman as
aforesaid, and no member shall comment upon or question
such decision. Upon an appeal to the land appeal court as
hereinafter provided any member of tho hoard may assign in
writing such reasons for his opinion as he may deem necessary,
which shall he transmitted through the chairman to such court.
(v) Any person not authorised in that behalf by the Minister Complaint by other
desirous of prosecuting any complaint before such board shall ^’l0*“t,horised
do so by lodging with the land agent a notice in the pro- *
'
scribed form verified by a statutory declaration setting forth
tho grounds of such complaint, and shall at the same time
deposit with such land agent the sum of ten pounds as
security for any costs which may ho awarded against him by
such board: Provided that should the hoard be of opinion
that the sum of ten pounds will be insufficient to meet the
probable expenses in any case, it may demand such further
sum as may he deemed necessary, and should such sum not
be deposited with the land agent within such time as the
hoard may specify such complaint shall not be proceeded
with. When the hoard gives a decision in favour of the
complainant, he shall he entitled to a refund of the sum so
deposited, and it may awrard such expenses for witnesses and
such costs to the successful party as to it may seem reasonable,
and such expenses and costs shall be recoverable in the maimer
proscribed by the Acts regulating the procedure in courts of
petty sessions.
•
(vi) The local land board, instead of giving any decision or Reference to land
adjudication in any case within the jurisdiction of such board, l'0lirtmay after taking evidence refer such case with tho evidence
for
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for decision by the land appeal court, which shall have power to
deal with the case so referred in all respects as if it had been
brought before it in the first instance.
(vn) Any member of the board may sign summonses, and the
chairman shall sign certificates and other documents given
or issued by the.board, and immediately after adjudication or
decision upon any case shall (if required) forward all papers
connected with the case, together with any report required
thereon, to the Minister or the land appeal court.
Chairman may deal with certain matters not sitting in open court.

Attendance before
Board not required
for formal
application.
Sec. 37, Act 1805.

19. The chairman shall have power, on behalf of a local land
hoard, to deal with applications (whether made under this Act or
under the previous Acts) for—
_
(«) permission to inclose a road or water-course wholly or in
part;
.
_
(ft) suspension of the condition of fencing attaching to a condi
tional pmchase, conditional lease, or homestead lease, or
extension of the period within which the condition shall be
fulfilled;
.
<
(c) exemption from fencing any portion of the boundary of a
conditional purchase, condition lease, or homestead lease;
((£) exemption to the members of one family in pursuance of
section seventeen of the Crown Lands Act of 1889 or
section eighty of this Act, from any condition of fencing or
improvement, other than the erection of a ring fence; and
for prescribing the character of such fence and fixing or
extending the term within winch the fence shall be erected;
(e) such other formal orders as may from time to time be pre
scribed.
The chairman may deal with any such application as aforesaid, not
sitting in open court, and after having given notice to the parties
concerned; and where he does not grant the application the same
shall afterwards he dealt with in due course by the local land board;
and he may in any ease, instead of dealing with an application as
aforesaid, bring the same before the local land board.
Enforcement of orders of board.

Orders o£ local
land board how
enforced. .
Sec. 15, Act 1884.

20. In any case where a local land board, pursuant to the
provisions of this Act or the previous Acts, and subject to the provision
for appeal hereinafter provided for, shall make any adjudication or
award, and to give effect to such adjudication or award shall make
any order for the payment of money, whether as compensation, costs,
appraised value, or otherwise howsoever, such order shall be under
the hand of the chairman, and may be enforced by distress and sale
of the goods and chattels of the person ordered to pay such money in
manner prescribed by the regulations, or the same may be recovered
in a summary way before any two justices of the peace by the person
to whom such money is ordered to lie paid.

Parties may appeal.
Procedure on appeal
21. Either party to any proceeding, dispute, or claim before
Se^n Acfissd a ^oca,l ^an(l i)oar(b and any caveator as hereinafter provided, may
Sec! 7, Act less. ’
appeal from the adjudication, decision, recommendation, determinasec. 39, Act 1895.
or award of such board to the land appeal court at any time
within twenty-eight days after the same lias been given by giving
written
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written notice of such appeal to the chairman of the board, and to
the other party to the proceeding (if any), and depositing with such
chairman the sum of: five pounds as security for the costs of the
appeal. And every such notice shall state the grounds of appeal.
Land appeal court.
22. The land appeal court shall be as constituted by the previous Appeals.
Acts.
It shall be lawful for the Governor to remove any member of Limd appeal court
such land appeal court for inability or misbehaviour, provided that
of thrco
twenty-one days at least before the removal of such member of the Sec 8j Ael. 188£)
land appeal court be shall have notice of the intention to remove him,
and lie shall thereafter and before removal have the opportunity of
being heard before the Governor and the Executive Council in his
defence.
The president and each member appointed after the commence
ment pf this Act shall he appointed by the Governor.
(i) The president shall preside at all meetings of the court, hut
in his absence, through illness or other sufficient reason, any
member may be authorised by the Governor to temporarily
act as president, who, while so acting, shall have aud exercise
all the powers and authorities, and be subject to all the
obligations applicable to the office of president. In the
absence, through illness or otherwise, of any member, the
Governor may appoint any person to temporarily act as
member.
(n) Any member who sits or acts in. any case in which he is
or has been directly or indirectly interested shall be liable
to a penalty not exceeding;/?©;? hundred pounds.
_
(in) The land appeal court shall have power to hear and deter
mine all appeals, and all matters referred to such court by the
Minister, or by a local land board under the provisions of
subsection (vi) of section eighteen of this Act, and to make
•
such orders for payment of costs incurred in such appeals or
proceedings as such court mAy think-fit; and such appeals
and matters shall, after the prescribed notice has been given
to the parties, and at such times and places as the land appeal
court may appoint, be heard and determined in open court;
and the Crown may without having lodged a caveat, appeared
before the local land board, given notice of appeal, or
'
taken any preliminary step other than may be prescribed by
.
the regulations or by rules of the land appeal court appear as
a party in all proceedings in which its rights, interests, or
revenues may be concerned, and all parties may be beard
by counsel, attorney, or agent, but no fresh evidence shall
be adduced before such court, except with the sanction of
such court. In all cases in which, the said land appeal court
makes any order or- award for the payment of money,
whether as costs or otherwise, the said order or award shall,
save as hereinbefore provided, be conclusive upon the parties,
.
and have the force of a judgment of the Supreme Court at
common law; and the party in whose favour any sneb order
or award may have been finally or ultimately made may obtain
a certificate of the amount due thereunder, which certificate
shall he conclusive evidence of the facts therein stated, and
he shall, upon production thereof to the prothonotary, be
entitled to have judgment entered up thereon, without any
judge’s order to that effect, and to have execution for such
amount and costs issued and enforced in the same way as mav
£2—13
‘
be
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be done upon judgments at common law; provided that, in
any case in which a deposit has been made by an appellant,
the same shall be available in payment or part payment of
any sum which he may be ordered to pay, and the surplus, if
any, shall be returned.
(iv) 11 in any case it appears, to the land appeal court that any
evidence tendered before such court, or that further evidence,
ought to be taken before the local land board, or that the
case is incomplete, it may be remitted to the board for such
action as the land appeal court may direct; and the board shall
take such action,'and may uphold, reverse, alter, or amend
its previous decision in any way that may be considered
necessary. The land appeal court shall haVc power to remit
to the board any case in which an order has been made by
the land appeal court with directions to the board to enforce
,
or carry out such order, and in any such case the board shall
be empowered and bound to act accordingly.
(v) Tire land appeal court may return to the local land board for
revision, rehearing, or further consideration any case or
matter which to such land appeal court may appear to
have been improperly or insufficiently considered or deter
mined by such board.
(vi) A majority of the members of the laird appeal court shall
constitute a quorum. The decision of the land appeal court
upon any appeal shall, subject to the provisions of section
twenty-five of this Act, be final and conclusive.
(vn) "Whenever any question of law arises in a case before the
land appeal court, the laud appeal court shall, if required in
writing by any of the parties within the prescribed time and
upon the prescribed conditions, or may of its own motion,
state and submit a ease for decision by the Supreme Court
thereon, which decision shall be conclusive. Every such case
shall purport to be stated under this section, and shall state
the names of the persons who are parties to the appeal,
reference, or other proceeding, and shall be transmitted to the
prothonotary of the Supreme Court to be dealt with as to the
setting down of the case for argument, and the hearing of the
same, and its return with the decision ot the Supreme Court
thereon, as the judges, or any two of them, may direct. The
Supreme Court, for the purposes of tins section, may consist
. of two judges only, and shall have power to deal with the
costs of, and incidental to, any case stated under this section
as it may think tit.
(vm) Any subpoena, summons, or other process issuing out of the
land appeal court shall have the same force and effect as if
issued out of the Supreme Court in any matter pending therein;
and the land appeal court shall have the same powers of dealing
with witnesses who fail to appear when called, or refuse to
answer questions, or otherwise misconduct themselves, and
for repressing disorders, or punishing contempts committed in
in the face of the said court, as arc possessed by the Supreme
Court or any judge thereof upon the bearing of any cause or
matter within the jurisdiction of the said court. Any warrant
to apprehend and to detain and bring before the land appeal
court, or to keep in any gaol, prison, lock-up, or other place of
detention, any person liable upon the order of the land appeal
court to be so dealt with, shall be valid and sufficient if it be
. in the form appropriate thereto contained in the Second
Schedule to this Act or the effect thereof; and the sheriff, his
deputy
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deputy and assistants, and all officers of the police force, and
gaolers to whom the same is addressed shall obey the same :
Provided that no such warrant shall he issued against a
person who fails to appear as a witness when called, unless it
ho proved to the satisfaction of the land appeal court that he
has been duly served with a summons or subpoena, and that
, payment or tender of his reasonable expenses have been made
to him.
■
(ix) It shall he lawful for the Governor to appoint a registrar of
the laud appeal court and other necessary officers, who shall he
paid such, salaries as may from time to time he approved. The
registrar shall have the custody of the official seal of the court •
and of its records, and shall sit in the court, and keep and
sign minutes of tin: court’s proceedings, and make reports of
the court’s decision in each ease to the Minister. The
registrar shall have power to seal with the official seal, and
to sign and issue in the name of the court, subpoenas, sum•
monses, certificates, orders, notices, and other documents;
and the registrar shall perform the various matters and
things in respect of.which powers are hereinbefore conferred
upon him, or which by any regulation in that behalf made as
hereinafter provided he may he ordered to do. Any duties
imposed or powers conferred upon the registrar as aforesaid
niay, in his absence or inability to act, he discharged or
exercised by any person provisionally appointed as deputy
registrar by the president or acting president of the land appeal
court.
(x) All courts of law and equity shall take judicial notice of
the seal of the land appeal court, and of the signature of the
president, acting president, registrar, or deputy registrar,
when attached to any document issuing out of the said court. ■

.

References, by Minister to land appeal court.
23. The Minister may refer to the land appeal court any Kefereneee by
decision or recommendation ot a local land board (whether made
uourt,
before or after the commencement of this Act), whereby the rights, sec. so, Act 18%.
interests, or revenues of the Crown may have been, or may hereafter
he injuriously affected, and may likewise refer any case where it may
appear that a local land hoard has failed or neglected to duly discharge
its duty according to law, or that a local land hoard lias exceeded such
duty.
'
Any such reference shall he duly made, if and when a notice in
writing that the Minister has referred the case to the land appeal
court is given to the registrar of the said court, and no provision of
this Act in respeef; of the lodging of appeals shall apply to the giving
of such notice ; hut the land appeal court shall deal with the matter
of such reference in the same way, and the rights and liabilities of the
Crown in respect of such reference shall he the same as if such
reference were an appeal by the Crown.
Nothing in this section contained shall affect any remedy by
writ of prohibition, or mandamus, or in the nature of a mandamus/
which the law now allows to the Crown or any person against a local
land hoard.
.

Summonses to witnesses.

24. In any case it shall be Lawful for the president or in his witness mny be
absence any member of the land appeal court or the chairman of any ^1I1I™“°<]'d0“0dl(lL
land hoard to summon and compel the attendance of any person whose Scc. 9) Act 18S9.
evidence
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evidence such court or hoard may desire to hear, and to examine him,
or allow him to ho examined, upon oath, and to cause his examination
to he reduced to writing and signed hy him, and require him to produce
any document relating to the matter in question in his possession or
control.
iso question put to any witness before the land appeal court
or any land hoard shall be deemed to he unlawful hy reason only
that the answer thereto may expose him to any forfeiture or penalty
under this or any repealed Act: Provided that no examination,
or any answer thereto, shall he admissible in evidence against the
witness in any criminal proceeding other than a proseention against him
for perjury, or for giving false answers, or making false declarations.
If any person who has been summoned as aforesaid by the
chairman of the local land hoard, or subpoenaed as a witness in any
proceeding before such hoard, and who has had payment or tender
of his reasonable expenses made to him neglects to appear; or if
any person summoned, subpoenaed, or examined as a witness in any
such proceeding refuses to he sworn, or to make affirmation, promise,
or declaration in lieu of an oath, or prevaricates in his evidence, or
refuses to answer any lawful question, or to produce any document in
his possession or control relating to the matter in question, which he
has been summoned or subpoenaed to produce, or which is then in his
possession or control, or to sign his examination when reduced into
writing, it shall he lawful, for the chairman to commit such offender
to gaol for any time not exceeding three months, or to impose on any
such offender a, line not exceeding one hundred pounds; and in default
of immediate payment thereof to commit the offender to gaol for any
time not exceeding three months unless the fine be sooner paid.
In any of the cases aforesaid a -warrant in the form contained in
the Third Schedule (A) hereto shall and may he issued by such chairman,
and shall be good and valid in law without any other warrant, order,
or process whatsoever; and the sheriff, his deputy, and all officers of
the police force, and gaolers, to whom the same shall he addressed,
shall obey the same.
Where any person who has been-duly summoned or subpoenaed
to attend as a witness before the local laud hoard, and who has had.
payment or tender of his reasonable expenses made to him, fails to
appear in obedience to his summons or subpoena, the chairman, upon
proof of such person having been duly served with such summons or
subpoena, and upon proof also that such person’s non-appearance was
without just cause or reasonable excuse, may issue a .warrant in the
form or to the effect of the Third Schedule (B) hereto to bring such
person before the local" land board to give evidence.
Rents and values.
Determintition of
rents, toIucs, &c.

Scc. 6, Act 1889.

25. Whenever any rent or license fee, or the price of any
Crown land (other than of land to he sold or leased hy auction, by
tender, or hy conditional purchase) is to he determined, or whenever
this section is expressly referred to in connection with the deter
mination of any value, an appraisement of the same shall he made
'by the local land board, and any such appraisement may he appealed
against in the prescribed manner.
On receipt of any appraisement not so appealed against, the
Minister shall cither accept the same or, within one calendar month,
refer it to the land appeal court with a statement of his reasons for so
doing.
The land appeal court shall, both in cases of appeal and
reference, determine the amount of such rent, fee, or price, and the
amount
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amount so determined shall he final and conclusive: Provided,
however, that, if it appears to the Minister that further consideration
or inquiry is necessary, he may return the case to such land appeal
'
court for such purpose, and the determination of the land appeal court
thereupon shall be final and conclusive.
In any appraisement or re appraisement under this Act or Appraisement or
under the previous Acts, the rent or license fee of the holding in wnt^iicouB^fcc
respect of which such appraisement or reappraisement is made shall he holding,
assessed, irrespective of the unexhausted value of improvements thenSuc* &3>Aot 1895'
existing on such holding, and effected or owned hy the lessee.
The unexhausted value means the fair cost of making the
improvement, less depreciation in value from use or otherwise.
‘

Classification and Survey of Crown Lands.

26. Por the purpose of effecting a proper classification of Crown Power io dnssify
lauds, the Governor shall have power, after such inquiry and report as
may he deemed expedient, to declare hy notification in the Gazelle LC' ,lQ' ' '
that the Crown lands comprised within any tract or area to he described
in the notification shall be set apart for holdings (whether hy way of
purchase, lease, or otherwise) of the kinds which arc specified in the
notification; and thereupon the Crown lands comprised within the
tract or area so described shall cease to he available, and any lands
within the tract or area which may thereafter become Crown lands
shall not become available for the purpose of any application for a
holding of a kind not specified in the notification, except as hereinafter
provided.
For the purpose of effecting a proper survey and subdivision of rowei' t,o wiiwioid
Crown lands, the Governor shall have power to declare hy notification Bl™^“ Jiicctcd!'
in the Gazelle that the Crown lands comprised within any tract or
area to he described in the notification shall not ho available for the
purposes of any application until a further notification has been
published in the Gazette ; and thereupon the Crown lands comprised
within the tract, or urea so described shall cease to be available, and
anv lands within the tract or area which may thereafter become Crown
,
lands shall not become available for the purposes of any application,
until such further notification lias been published, or, if such further
notification specify a future date, then until such date.
Any notification under this section (or any notification under
the previous Acts) may in the like manner he corrected, amended,
modified, or revoked, whether as to the whole or any part thereof;
and it shall he sufficient for the purposes of any such notification if
the description of lands is in any form of general description :
Provided always that no such notification shall affect—
(a) the reservation or dedication for public purposes of any Crown
lands; or
(b) the granting or renewing of occupation licenses and annual
leases, unless the same he expressly excluded ; or
(c) any lease in existence at the date thereof.
is

*

What deemed Crown Lands under ,e Mining Act of 1874.”
27. All Crown lands comprised in any tracts or areas which crown
may be set apart for certain specified kinds of holdings, under sections
for specified
twenty-six, forty-one, and one hundred and fitty-mne ol this Act, shall deemed Crown lends
he and be deemed Crown lands for the purposes of the “Mining Act,
of
1874,” and any Act amen din" the same.
L. 12
Qualifications,
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Qualifications, disqualifications, and limitation as to selecting,
leasing, &c.
Cases in which a
28. No person who, on or after the first day of January, one
second selection may thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, and before the first day of
Sec. 22,1884., and
Jhh^j one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live, has made a conai, Act 1880,40, Act, ditional purchase shall make another, except hy way of additional
1895.
1DQC
conditional purchase in virtue of an original purchase as hereinafter
provided, unless he has first received a certificate from the local land
board of fulfilment of all the required conditions (except payment of
balance of purchase money), or that having made' such conditional
purchase bond fide and solely in his own interest he had been com
pelled through adverse circumstances to vacate or abandon the same,
or unless (notwithstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate) the
Minister shall approve of such person making another conditional
purchase as aforesaid.
The mere fact that forfeiture of a conditional purchase has
before or after the commencement of this Act been notified shall not
bar the issue of the certificate of abandonment referred to.
29. No person who, on or after the first day of June, one
The privilege of
Bclectingj ike-, when thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, has applied, whether before
exhausted.
or after the commencement of this Act, for an original conditional
Sec. 40, Act 1805.
purchase, or a homestead selection, or a settlement lease, or an original
homestead lease, and has obtained a title thereto in pursuance of such
application, shall he qualified to apply for another holding of that
class whether of the same kind as, or of a different kind from, the.
holding first applied for, unless he has previously obtained a. certificate
as prescribed that be was compelled by adverse circumstances to
abandon or to surrender the holding first applied for, or unless (not
withstanding the non-obtaining of such certificate) the Minister shall
approve of such person making another holding as aforesaid.
Tor the purposes of this section title in pursuance of an
application shall be taken to have been obtained—in the case of a
homestead selection, settlement lease, and original conditional purchase
—when the application has been confirmed by the local land board,
and in the case of a homestead iease when the approval of the issue of
the lease has been notified in the Gazette, and a valid notice of non
acceptance has not been duly given :
Provided always that if the holding first applied for were a
settlement lease or an original homestead lease, the disqualification
enacted by this section shall cease to operate upon the expiration of
the term of the lease by effluxion of time, or if the lease liave been
forfeited, surrendered, or otherwise sooner determined, then upon the
expiration of the period which the term of the lease would have had to
run, but for such forfeiture, surrender, or other sooner determination:
Limitations as to non-residential conditional purchases.
Non-rcsidential
selections.
Sec. 47, Act 1884.

30. No person shall make more than one original non-residential conditional purchase.
No person who has made or shall make an original nonrcsidential conditional purchase shall he permitted to make any other
conditional purchase whatsoever, except by vny of additional purchase
by virtue of an original non-residential conditional purchase.
No person who has made any conditional purchase at any time,
whether before or after the commencement of tins Act, shall be
permitted to make or to hold a non-re sidential conditional purchase.
Limitations
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Limitations based on area already held.
31. Xo person shall he competent to apply for an original disqualifications b.v
conditional purchase or a homestead selection, or an original homestead aircad/hcid!1
lease, or a settlement lease, who—
.
Sm. 41, Act isos.
•
(a) at the date of application owns; or
■
(b) owned at any time previous to the date of application, and
fraudulently divested himself of the ownership thereof hy
transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or purported
so to do, in order to evade the foregoing provision;
an area of land (and for the purposes of the foregoing provision
lands granted in fee simple, or conditionally purchased, or
conditionally leased, from the Crown shall alone he taken into
account), which area, added to the area of the holding applied for,
exceeds as a total area the maximum area permitted by law to '
the class of holding applied for.
*
Persons not natural-born or not naturalised.
32. A person who is not a natural-horn, or naturalised subject Persons not natnraiof Her Majesty siiall not he qualified to apply for an original COndi-bnm or
tional purchase, or a homestead selection, or an original homestead Sec'41’Act 1895,
lease, or a settlement lease unless he lias resided in Xew South Wales
for one year,mid at the time of making such application has lodged a
declaration of his intention to become naturalised within five years from the time of making such declaration.
< If such person shall, fail to become so naturalised within the
period aforesaid, he shall absolutely forfeit all land the subject of his
application, together with all the improvements thereon.

Married women.
33. Any married woman who is, under an order for judicial Mamed ■n-omcn.
separation made hy any court of competent jurisdiction, living apart See. 47, Act isso;
from her husband, may, out of moneys belonging to her for ]ier Act isos,
separate use, select, purchase, or lease land, conditionally or otherwise;
and such land shall form part of her separate estate, and she shall have
■
the same powers of dealing with and disposing of the same, both at
■ law and in equity, as if she wore a femme sole, and her husband shall not he entitled to any interest in such land as tenant hy the courtesy
or jure mariti,
’
Except as aforesaid, a married woman shall not he entitled to
lease or conditionally purchase Crown land under this Act:
Provided that nothing herein contained shall disentitle a married
Avoman from holding any purchase or lease which may have devolved
upon her under the will or intestacy of any deceased holder;
And further provided that it any conditional purchase has been ’
made by an unmarried woman before or after the commencement of
tliis Act, and she afterwards marry, she may continue to hold the same,
and may make any additional conditional purchase or conditional lease
during her coverture hy virtue of any such conditional purchase or
purchases.
‘

Minors.

*

>
3d«. Xo person under the age of sixteen, years shall he a condi- Minors.
■ tional purchaser or homestead' selector of Crown lauds, but any person 3«s. 23, 47, amirn,
of or above that age (if under no legal disability except that of age) Act/sssYi* aJt
may be a conditional purchaser or homestead selector of such lands, 1895- ’ ’
provided that no person under the age of twenty-one years shall make
a non-residential conditional purchase.
’
No
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No minor shall be capable of accepting or holding any lease or
license under this Aet or under the previous Acts except by way of
inheritance, or except in so far as a minor, not less than sixteen,
years of age, is permitted to hold a conditional lease by -virtue of a
conditional purchase : Provided that a minor of or above the age of
,
sixteen years (if of the male sex) may be a homestead lessee :
Minor may enter
Any person between the ages of sixteen and twenty-one
tncnts?rtain BS™C' years who”after the commencement of this Act, becomes the owner of a
See. 123, Art 1884; conditional purchase or homestead selection or conditional or home22 Act is95.
stead lease, and during his ownership either personally or by an agent
enters into any agreement for or in relation to the performance of any
work or rendering of any services on such purchase, selection, or
lease, or in relation thereto, or to the loan of money or the sale or
purchase of goods and chattels of any description whatsoever, or
in like manner enters into any agreement connected with the occupa
tion, management, or general purposes of such purchase, selection,
or lease not being in violation of the provisions of this Act, shall be
subject to the same liabilities and have the same rights in respect ol:
such agreement as if he were of the full age of twenty-one years.
Applications shall be made in good faith.
Good faith in

ZfITTct 1895
' ° °*

35, Every application for a homestead selection or conditional
Purc^ase °1‘ for a settlement, conditional, or homestead lease, is hereby
required to he made in good faith ; and an application shall he taken
to he made in good faith when the sole object of the applicant in making
the application is to obtain the land ora lease thereof, as the case may
he, in order that he may hold and use the land for his own exclusive
benefit, according to law.
,
The local land board shall disallow an application for any
such holding as aforesaid, or in the case of a homestead lease shall
recommend that the application he refused, unless it he satisfied that
the application is made in good faith.
In any case where the local land board is satisfied that an
application for any such holding as aforesaid has been made otherAviso
than in good faith, it shall have poAver to declare that any moneys
lodged Avith such application shall be forfeited to the CrOAvn, and the
same shall be forfeited accordingly :

Provided always that the local land hoard shall not disallow an
application for an additional conditional purchase or for an additional
homestead lease as not having been made in good faith, merely because
tbc original conditional purchase or original homestead lease is subject
to a mortgage.
Every application for a conditional purchase or conditional or
homestead lease, which Avas pending on the first day of dune in the
■ year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, shall he deemed to
he AA'ithin the provisions of this section.

Forfeiture for want of good faith.
Forfeituro fur ivant
3f). In any case Avhcre an application for a homestead selection,
of good faith, ^
or a conditional purchase, or for a settlement or conditional lease has
43, Aet i£9d.
-|)ccn c0rLg_rrn0(j) or an application for a homestead lease has been recom
mended Cor approval after the first day of June, in the year one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the commencement
of this Act, and it appears to the satisfaction of the local land board—
(a) that the application Avas not made in good faith ; or
1
(b) that the land is not held or used for the exclusive benefit of
the selector, purchaser, lessee, or apparent owner thereof,
the
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the Governor shall have power to forfeit, hy notification in the Gazette,
the selection, purchase, or lease in question, together with all moneys
paid thereon.
Nothing in this section contained shall affect any person
acquiring any interest in a homestead selection, conditional purchase,
settlement lease, conditional lease, or homestead lease after the same
becomes capable of being transferred, unless he has, before acquiring
such interest, had notice of a violation of the provisions of the last
preceding section, or of section forty-two of the Crown Lands Act,
1895, or of the intention to institute an inquiry as to such violation.
Any person who, before the issue of a certificate of conformity
in respect of a conditional purchase, whether made at any time before
or after the commencement of this Act, under this Act or the previous
Acts, takes a transfer or conveyance thereof, or of any interest therein,
shall be held to have taken the same with notice and knowledge of
all facts and matters by reason of which such conditional purchase may
be liable to be forfeited or declared void.
*
Certain contracts void.
37. Every devise, contract, lease, agreement, or security made, neviee, coni,met,
entered into, or given before, at, or after the date of any application to jn^rtTin'cases7 T°1<'
make a conditional purchase, or a homestead selection, or a conditional g"c< joi, Zt, isstlease, or a homestead lease, with the intent or having the effect of 22, Act isss.
’
enabling any person other than the applicant to acquire by purchase
or otherwise the land applied for, shall be illegal and absolutely void
both at law and in equity.
The provisions of this section, so far as they apply to homestead
selections, shall apply to those selections only until the grant thereof.
Illegal contracts a misdemeanour.
38. If any person knowingly and with intent to defeat or evade jhcr«i contract a.
or commit any fraud upon the provisions or purposes of this Act shall m'adeinpfaicnir
induce or make use of any other person to make any conditional pur- s^AcTim.1884i
chase or homestead selection, or to execute any will, or to enter into ’
any contract, lease, or agreement declared by this Act to be illegal, or to
become the purchaser, selector, lessee, or licensee of any land otherwise
than for the use, benefit, and advantage of such purchaser, selector,
lessee, or licensee, the person so offending shall be guilty of a mis
demeanour, and shall bo liable to be imprisoned and kept to hard labour
for any term not exceeding two years and not less than three months.
The provisions of this section, so far as they apply to homestead
selections, shall apply only until the grant thereof.
Penalty for false declarations, &c.
39. If it be proved hy inquiry before the local land board Liability to forfeiture
that any statement in writing or any statutory declaration or evidence
d&ce
on oath lias been made or given for the purpose of rnisleading any Sec 135 ^ct'1884.
officer, authority, or person in the exercise of his duty or office under 22. Act issa.
’
this Aet, or under the previous Ads, or that any such statement,
declaration, or evidence wilfully misrepresents facts, or that any
fraudulent attempt has been made to prove that the conditions of this
Act or the previous Acts have been complied with, then and in any
such case the Minister may declare any conditional purchase or
homestead selection or leasehold in connection with which such state
ment, declaration, or evidence was made or given to he forfeited,
together with all moneys paid on account of or in connection with such
32—G
conditional
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conditional purchase, homestead selection, or lease: Provided that in
the case of a conditional purchase no forfeiture si i all he held to affect
any transferee unless declared within twelve months after the local
hoard has issued a certificate in accordance with the provisions of this
Act.or the previous Act that the conditions attaching to such con
ditional purchase have been fulfilled.
The provisions of this section, so far as they apply to homestead
selections, shall apply to those selections only until the grant thereof.
Conflicting Applications—Ballot.
Priority of conflicting
40. When any applications lodged with the land agent at the
dotermhieTbyMiot same ^me are (or aPPeaL' f° fhc land agent to he) conflicting (whether
Sec. n, Act 1883; 7 severally or collectively), he shall determine hy ballot in the prescribed
of Vie. 35 No.!; and manner the priority of the applications.
3 ’ ct
Where the land agent has omitted to hold a ballot, or has held
a ballot hut not in the prescribed manner, the local land hoard may
direct the land agent to hold a ballot or a fresh ballot as the case
may he.
Conflicting applications shall be dealt with hy the local land
hoard in the order of their priority as determined by ballot.
’
Applications for conditional purchases and conditional leases of
the same series shall, for the purposes of any ballot, ho deemed to form
together a single application for the whole of the land comprised
within the said applications taken conjointly.
s«c. is, Act 1835.
In the ease of homestead selections a conflicting application
from a person intending to personally perforin the obligation of
residence shall in all eases have priority over any application for a
homestead selection without residence before grant.
Any applicant shall be at liberty, either before or immediately
after the ballot, to withdraw his application, and thereupon to receive
from the land agent a refund of any moneys paid to such agent in
connection therewith; but an application for a conditional purchase
or conditional lease, which upon a ballot being had, lias been or shall
be determined to have priority over all other application s included in
such ballot, shall not he withdrawn without the approval of the local
land board in accordance with section sixty-eight of this Act.
The fact that two or more applications for conditional purchases
or conditional leases included in any ballot for priority have been or
shall be made hy different applicants for the benefit of one and the
same person shall ho primdfacie evidence that none of such applications
has been made bond fide and for the applicant’s sole use and benefit.
HOMESTEAD SETTLEMENT PEOVISIONS.
Subdivision for Homestead Selections.
Homestead selection
fphc Governor may, subject to the provisions of and under
Se<fi3 Act 1805
^ie P0’VVCi' conferred hy section twenty-six of this Act, set apart any
’ '
’ tract of Crown lands for disposal hy way of homestead selection; and
any tract of Crown lands so sot apart shall he dealt with as follows
(i) A subdivision shall he made thereof into blocks, no one of
which shall he more than one thousand two hundred and
eighty acres in area, and the standard to ho adopted in regu
lating the area of each such block shall he that the selector
thereof may, hy agriculture or by agriculture combined with
any other ordinary pursuits, he enabled to establish and
maintain, his home thereon.
(n) A valuation of the said blocks shall he made according to the
capabilities and situation of the land, and in making such
valuation
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valuation due regard shall he paid to the tenure of the holding
and to the intention of these provisions that the selector may
he enabled to establish and maintain his home thereon.
(m) The value to an incoming tenant of any improvements on
any such block may he appraised by the Minister after
inquiry and report hy the local land hoard in the pre
scribed manner, and such appraisement shall, as between the
Crown or the owner of the improvements, as the case may
he, and any person selecting the said block, be conclusive
evidence of the value of the improvements at the date of the
appraisement.
(iv) A notification by the Minister shall bo published in the
Gazette, and in a local newspaper, giving particulars of the
* said blocks and of their respective areas and values, and of
appraised value of any improvements thereon, and specifying
a date from and after winch the said blocks shall be available
for selection; the value and area specified in the said notifi
cation, in respect of any block, shall be taken to be the capital
value and area thereof for all purposes of the rent hereinafter
provided.
(v) The Minister may also notify that special conditions as to
drainage, irrigation, the clearing, cutting, preservation, or
planting of timber, or such other matters as require to be
regulated in the public interest, will be made conditions of a
homestead selection of any such block, and will be inserted
in the grant of any such block when issued. Any such
notification under this or the preceding subsection may he
corrected, amended, modified, or revoked by notice in the
Gazette.

(vi) The setting apart of any tract of Crown, lands for disposal
by way of homestead selection and the notification required
by this section may, wdienevcr it shall be deemed expedient,
be effectuated hy one and the same notification in the
Gazette, and in any such case any preliminary notification
shall be deemed to have been unnecessary. Any subdivision
whether made before or after any notification under this
section or section twenty-six of this Act may be taken to be a
subdivision within the meaning of this section, and one or
more measured portions may hy notification under this
section constitute a block.
Applications for Homestead Selections.
42. From and after the date specified in the aforesaid notifi- Application and
cation, any person, vrho is not disqualified, may apply for any block c'>nlirmat":,nso notified as a homestead selection. The application shall he made See'14, Act'189S'
and lodged in the prescribed manner, and shall be accompanied by a
half year’s rent in advance and a survey fee according to the prescribed
scale; or if the applicant desires to defer the payment of the survey
fee, then by onc-third of the total amount thereof.
The applicant for a homestead selection shall, upon the day
'
appointed, satisfy the local land hoard that lie or she is qualified,
and that the application has been made in accordance with the
provisions of this Act. Tire local land board shall confirm the
application if so satisfied, unless it permits the applicant to withdraw
the same. The local land board shall disallow7 any application if
not so satisfied.
The title to any homestead selection applied for after the Commencement of
commencement of this Act shall commence from the date of application seiMtllns!
therefor, settlement Lenses.
69 Vic. No. 26.
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therefor, if valid, and any such application shall withdraw such of the
land therein described as may he available for the purpose from any
annual lease or occupation license under which it may be held: Pro
vided that the land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any
such application, notify the same through the post to the holder of
any annual lease or occupation license within which the land applied
for, or any part thereof, may be situated.
Except as against the Crown, any land which shall be
applied for as a homestead selection, and for which the application is
valid, shall be deemed to be land contracted to be granted, and, except
as aforesaid the receipt of the said application shall be deemed to be a
sale of the said land.
Trespass and Impounding on Homestead Selections.

Trespass by stock
on unfencod lands.
Scc. 55) Act 1895.

43. No person occupying land under a homestead selection
shall—
bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the said
land, whether before or after the commencement of this Act;
or
.
(A) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land,
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to
keep out stock:
Provided always that nothing in tliis section contained shall
apply to any trespass wilfully caused, or refer to any homestead
selection for which a grant has been issued at the date of such trespass.
(a)

Conditions precedent to a grant.
Conditions to be
performed.
See. 15, Aet 1895.

See. HO, Act 1895.

44. The applicant shall perform, to the satisfaction of the local
land board, the following conditions, which shall be taken to be
conditions precedent to the right to a grant:—■
(a) He shall within the prescribed time pay the balance (if any)
of survev fee; and
(A) He shall pay the value of the improvements as appraised,
and interest on such value at the rate of four per centum
per annum, the payment being made in four equal yearly
instalments, at the dates and in the manner prescribed ; and
(e) He shall, within three months after the confirmation of his
application, commence to live upon the homestead selection,
and shall continue to have his home and place of abode there
until the issue of the grant: Provided always that if the
applicant die or be declared a lunatic, or become an insane
patient within the meaning of the Lunacy Act of 1S78, and
the Acts amending the same, this condition may be performed
by any member of his family or any other person to be
approved by the local land board. The local land board
shall have power to grant leave to the applicant to cease
living upon the selection for such necessary causes as may
be prescribed, and for such period as may be determined;
and
(d) He shall within eighteen months after the confirmation of
his application erect upon the homestead selection and
thereafter maintain a dwelling house of not less than twenty
pounds in value; and
(e) He shall at the prescribed date or dates pay an annual rent
which shall be computed from the date of application and
shall amount to one and a quarter per centum of the capital
value of the block; the said rent shall be paid in two equal
lialf-yearly instalments in advance; and
(/)
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(/) Ho shall perform and observe the special conditions (if any)
which have been notified by the Minister as hereinbefore
provided.
Inquiry by Local Land Board.
45. The local land board may at any time inquire as to ^heLocannnd board to
performance of any condition; and at the expiration of five years from performance,
the confirmation of the application the local land board shall hold sec. io, Act isss.
an inquiry whether the applicant lias, up to the date of the inquiry,
duly performed all conditions as aforesaid.
If, upon the final inquiry, the applicant satisfies the local
land board that lie has, up to the date of the inquiry, duly performed
all the said conditions, it shall issue to him a certificate to that effect.
■If at any time the local land board is not satisfied that the
applicant is duly performing any condition, or if upon the final inquiry
the board is not satisfied that he has duly performed all conditions as
aforesaid, the Governor may, by notification in the (razette, forfeit the
applicant’s interest in the homestead selection, and thereupon the
applicant’s right to continue in occupation shall wholly cease and
determine. The like notification may be made in any case where the
applicant fails to duly pay the aforesaid rent or the balance (if any)
of survey fee.
Homestead Grants.
46. The Governor shall issue a grant of the homestead selection The gi ant of a
(to be termed a homestead grant) to an applicant who has duly g™
obtained a certificate from the local land board; and the Governor
’
may, upon the expiration of five years from the date of the confirma
tion of the application, issue a grant to an applicant who has failed to
obtain the said certificate in any case where the local land board
reports that the applicant is nevertheless deserving of the grant.
The grant of a homestead selection shall contain provisions for— The obligations
(a) The annual payment by the grantee, his heirs and assigns un or 1IC gra“t‘
for c\ or of a perpetual rent, the yearly amount of which shall
be two and one-half per centum of the capital value of the
homestead selection as fixed under this Act; and
(b) The performance by the grantee, his heirs, and assigns for
ever of an obligation to live upon the homestead selection,
having his or their home and place of abode there ; and
(<?) Torfeiture to the Crown of the lands granted in case the
obligation to live thereon or to pay any sums due as rent be
not duly performed.
The obligations to live on the lands granted and to pay rent
shall he incidents in perpetuity of the tenure of the lands held under
a homestead grant; and the provisions to be inserted in a homestead
grant for the purpose of defining the said incidents of tenure and
securing the due performance thereof shall be in such form as may be
prescribed.
_
The value of the homestead selection shall for the first period
of ten years after the issuing of the grant thereof he the value, as
notified in accordance with the provisions hereinbefore contained, and
for every succeeding period of ten years shall be determined, irrespective
of improvements, in accordance with the provisions of section twentyfive of this Act.
The Governor may from time to time by regulations define the Regulations ns tu the
minimum period of living on the land in each year which shall be |JbH^™on"to ™side.
taken to satisfy the aforesaid obligation, being not less than seven
months in every year; and may in the like manner provide for the
granting
O
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granting of exemptions from the performance of the aforesaid obliga
tion or for the relaxation thereof in such cases of inability, difficulty,
or hardship as are likely to arise, and may attach such conditions to
the granting of an exemption or relaxation as may appear desirable to
secure the proper user of the land and to carry out the policy of this
Act, but no such exemption or relaxation shall be granted for more
than one year either retrospectively or in advance.
_
In any case where, in pursuance of the regulations for the time
being in force, an exemption or relaxation has been granted, and the
conditions, if any, of such exemption or relaxation fulfilled, a
forfeiture shall not be enforced for the non-performance of the obliga
tion to live on the lands granted during the period of such exemption
or relaxation.
The Governor shall not have power to discharge, release, or
abrogate the obligation to live upon the lands held under any such
grant or to pay the rent, and the acceptance of rent shall not of itself
constitute a waiver of any forfeiture which may have accrued.
The grant of a homestead selection may contain provisions to
secure the creation and maintenance of channels for drainage or
irrigation purposes, and the preservation or planting of trees for
timber and shade, and such reservations of rights, powers, minerals,
and materials as may appear to the Governor necessary in the public
interest.
Upon the forfeiture to the Crown of any lands held under a
homestead grant, the Kegistrar-Gencral shall make an entry of such
forfeiture upon the folium of the register containing such grant, and
the holder of the duplicate copy of such grant shall deliver up the
same to the Ucgistrar-General for the purpose of being cancelled.
No transfer of the lands described in a homestead grant shall
be registered by the Registrar-General unless the Minister certifies, in
the prescribed form, that all the obligations of the grant have hcen
duly fulfilled up to the date of such certificate, and the registration of
such transfer shall be evidence of the fulfilment of all the obligations
under the grant up to the date of the aforesaid certificate.
Homestead Selections with residence by deputy before grant.
Homestead selections
without residence
before grant.
Sec, 18, Act 1895.

47. In any case where the applicant for a homestead selection
is debarred hy his calling from living on the selection, the condition
precedent may, until issue of a grant, he performed hy a deputy, to he
approved hy the local land hoard; hut in every such case—
(a) The application shall he expressed to he made under the pro
visions of this section, and the full amount of survey fee shall
be paid therewith; and the applicant shall, before his appli
cation is confirmed, satisfy the local land board that his
calling prevents him living on the selection, and that he
.
ultimately intends to establish his home thereon; and
(l>) A deputy to be approved hy the local land board shall
perform the condition of living on the selection; and
(c) The annual rent, until issue of fire grant, shall be three and
one half per centum of the capital value; and
(d) The dwelling house to be erected and maintained shall he not
less than forty pounds in value ; and
(e) The applicant shall, within three years after tire confirmation
of the application, have not less than one-tenth of the area
of the homestead selection in full tillage, and shall during
the fourth and fifth years after the confirmation have onefifth of such area in full tillage, to the satisfaction of the
local land hoard.
Save
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Save as aforesaid, all provisions as to homestead selections shall apply
to a homestead selection under' this section, and the grant thereof when
issued shall be in the same terms as the grant of a homestead selection
in other cases: Provided always that a conflicting application from a
person intending to personally perform the obligation of residence
shall in all cases liave priority over any application under this section
lodged at the same time.
Dispensation of requirements of residence in certain cases.
48. If a number of homestead selectors, embracing at least Dispensation of
twenty families, with a view to greater convenience in the establish- re‘iuirein™t’s .
meat ol schools and churches, and to the attainment of social caaos.
advantages of like character, ask to be allowed to settle together in a Soc. 19, Act isos,
hamlet or village adjacent to their selections, the Governor may, in
his discretion, vary or dispense noth the requirements as to residence
upon the homestead selection and substitute residence in such hamlet
or village, subject to such conditions as he may prescribe.
Surrender, &e., of Homestead Selections.
49. The holder of an estate in fee-simple in possession in any Surrender, &c., of™
lands granted under a homestead grant may, with the consent of the
an<i
Governor, surrender the said lands to the Crown by an instrument in sITs/Id isos
tbc proscribed form; the surrenderor shall he entitled to tenant right
’
(as the same is hereinafter defined) in improvements existing at the
date of such surrender upon the surrendered lands.
Upon the forfeiture to the Crmra of lands granted under a
homestead grant the Governor ■ (upon application in the prescribed
manner) may, by notification in the Gazette, grant the last owner of
such lands tenant right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in improve
ments existing at the date of such forfeiture upon the forfeited lands.
Protection of Homestead Selections.
50. The owner for the time being of a holding consisting of a Protection of Lomehomestead selection, whether granted or ungranted (and whetherEtcafi Ecioc:tionsapplied for before or after the commencement of this Act) may, in any Scc'23, Act 1805,
case where his home is established upon such holding, obtain for such
holding protection under this Act hy registering with the land agent
for the district, or any other prescribed authority, an instrument in the
prescribed form; and the land agent or other prescribed authority
shall enter such particulars as may be prescribed in a book to be kept
by him for the purpose, and such hook shall be open to inspection by
the public at such times and subject to such conditions as to payment
of fees or otherwise as may ho proscribed.
Any holding protected under this Act—
(a) Shall not be sold under any writ of execution issuing out of
any Court; and
>
(b) Shall not vest in any official assignee or trustee, or be ordered
to be conveyed upon the bankruptcy of the owner thereof, or
pass by any assignment for the benefit of his creditors; and
(c) Shall not in any other way be taken from the owner thereof
for the satisfaction of any debt or liability under process or
constraint of law.
■
Any transfer, assignment, alienation, conveyance, charge, or
incumbrance of a holding protected under this Aet (or under the
Crown Lands Act, 1895) shall be absolutely void, but nothing heroin
or therein contained shall affect the validity of any such charge or
incumbrance created before tire holding, which is the subject thereof,
was registered.
Bcgistration
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Registration shall not have the foregoing effect, if the owner is
in insolvent circumstances at the date thereof; and the protection shall
cease as to any holding—
(a) When the owner ceases to live thereon as his home; or
(S) When he obtains for another holding protection under this
Act; or
(c) When the owner transfers the holding :
Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall
(a) Exempt the holding, or part thereof, or interest therein, from
levy or sale for rates or taxes hereafter to be legally imposed;
or
•
.
(b) Affect any remedy for any cause of action accruing before the
registration, or for any breach of trust, or for any debt for
rent, instalments of purchase money, or interest due to the
Crown, or any power of forfeiture.
Conditional purchases and conditional leases.
what knd open to
51. All Crown lands if not within any of the classes of exemption
conditional ieL?nd specified in section fifty-three of this Act shall be open to conditional sale,
See. 22, Act 1884.
and. all Crown lands if not within any of the classes of exemption
specified in section fifty-four of tliis Act shall bo open to conditional
lease under and subject to the provisions and conditions of this Act.
conditional purchase
52. A conditional purchase may be made subject to a condition
residence.
ot residence or exempt from a condition ox residence ; but m the case
secs. 47, Act 18S4; of a non-residcutial conditional purchase the deposit price and annual
29, Act 1895.
instalments shall be double such as would be required in the case of a
residential conditional purchase, and such non-residential conditional
purchase shall be subject to the special provisions and conditions here
inafter set forth.
Classes of exemption from conditional purchase.
what lands exempt
53. Crown lands belonging to any of the classes hereinafter
purchase, '°na
specified shall be exempt from conditional sale under this part. And
Sees. 21, Act 1834; for the purposes of this section it shall be immaterial whether the
io, 19,25, Act 1889. proclamation, dedication, reservation, setting apart, notification, lease,
or application herein mentioned in connection with any such lands was
made under tliis Act, or under the previous Acts, or under any repealed
Act1—■
(i) Lands held under conditional lease except by the conditional
leaseholder having a preferent right of purchase as specially
provided hy this Act, or the previous Acts, or to which a
right of conditional lease is attached; provided that no right
to conditionally lease land shall ho held to attach to land
until application for the conditional lease shall he made.
(n) Lands within the Western Division unless within special
areas, or unless held hy the conditional purchaser under
conditional lease and not otherwise exempt from conditional
sale.
(m) Lands comprised within leasehold areas.
(iv) Lands reserved or set apart for town or suburban lands or for
village sites, except as provided in section fifty-seven of tliis Act
(v) Lands reserved from sale or dedicated, reserved, or set apart
for any public purpose other than as aforesaid.
(vi) Lands in proclaimed gold-fields within areas reserved from
conditional sale.
(yii) Lands within population areas except as provided in section
fifty-seven of this Act.
(vni)
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(yiii) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes
and lands of which a lease under any Act in force for the
time being relating to mining lias been applied for.
(ix) Lands held under any lease, other than annual lease, or than
occupation license.
(x) Lands sot apart for holdings other than conditional purchase Additional condior lands set apart for the purpose of effecting a proper survey ekssified
and subdivision thereof under the provisions of section ten see, n, Act isde.
of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or section twenty-six of
this Act, provided tli at a notification that Crown lands are set
apart for holdings of any kind shall not operate to prevent
the lands situated within the tract or area so set apart being
or becoming available for the purpose of an application for
an additional conditional purchase, or a conditional lease of
a series of which the original conditional purchase wras made
before the date of the notification in any case where—
(«) The application is made not later than forty days after
the date of the notification—and
(b) The applicant has been for six months previously and still
is in bond fide residence on some conditional purchase or
conditional lease of the same series at the date of the
notification:
Provided always that—
(c) The area which may be added to any scries by all such
additional conditional purchases and conditional leases
shall not exceed the area sufficient, in the opinion of the
Local Land Board, to enable the,holder thereof by agricul
ture or by agriculture combined with any other ordinary
pursuits to maintain his home thereon, and shall not, in
any case, exceed the area which may be taken under this
Act; and
{d) that such additional conditional purchases and conditional
leases shall be taken so as to conform to the general design
of the subdivision, if any, of such tract or area.
Classes of exemption from conditional lease.
54. Crown lands belonging to any of the classes hereinafter What lands oiempt
specified shall be exempt from conditional lease—
colldltional
(j) Any land exempt from conditional purchase.
Secs."4a Act last;
(n) Any land reserved from conditional lease specifically, or 10 an<139, isss.
reserved from lease generally.
(in) Lands within any special area.
Original conditional purchases not within Special Areas.
55. IntheEasternDivisionnoapplicationforanoriginalresidcntial What'lrw*smay b0
conditional purchase shall be received for less than forty or for more conditionally,
than six hundred and forty acres, and in that Division no application S cc 24 and 47, Act
for an original non-residential conditional purchase shall be received 1S84’
for less than forty or more than three hundred and twenty acres.
’
_ _ the Central Division no application for an original residential
conditional purchase shall be received for less than forty or more than
two ^thousand five hundred and sixty acres, and in that Division no
application for an original non-residential conditional purchase shall he
received for less than forty or more than three hundred and twenty acres.
32—D
Additional
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Additional conditional purchases not within Special Areas.
56. Any holder of any original conditional purchase may (by appli
cation before, at, or after the confirmation of the application relating
to such original conditional purchase or any additional conditional
purchase of the series) make additional conditional purchases of Crown
lands adjoining the original or any prior additional conditional purchase
or each other, and for the purposes of this section it shall be immaterial
whether the original or prior additional conditional purchase were
made under tliis Act, or under the previous Acts, or under any
repealed Act, or partly under one and partly under any other,
provided that—
(a) No additional residential or non-residential conditional pur
chase in any Division shall be of a less area than forty acres;
(&) In the Eastern Division an original residential and additional
'
residential conditional purchases shall not exceed in the whole
six hundred and forty acres unless such additional conditional
purchases shall he made of land held under conditional lease,
in winch case the original and additional purchases shall not
exceed in the whole one thousand two hundred and eighty
acres; and in that Division an original non-residential and
additional non-rcsidential conditional purchases shall not
exceed in the whole three hundred and twenty acres.
(c) In the Central Division an original residential and additional
residential conditional purchases shall not exceed in the whole
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres; and in that
Division an original non-residential and additional nonresidential conditional purchases shall not exceed three
hundred and twenty acres.
Payment of balance
(d) The payment to the Crown of the balance of purchase money
of purchase money,
due upon any conditional purchase or the issue of a grant in
or issue of grant, not
to affect power to
respect thereof shall not prevent additional conditional
eitend series.
purchases being made, and conditional leases being granted,
See, 31, Act 189E.
in the same way as if the said balance had not been paid, or
the said grant had not issued; and it shall be immaterial
whether the payment of the said balance or the issue of the
said grant took place before or shall take place after the
commencement of this Act.
Sec. 3, Act 1884.
(e) No application to make any additional conditional purchase of
Crown lands whatever hy virtue of any holding under the
previous Acts or under any repealed Act shall he entertained
or dealt with otherwise than in accordance with the provisions
of this Act.
(/) No conditional purchase made under the provisions of section
twenty-twro of the Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1861 shall
he deemed to (be an original conditional purchase within the
meaning of this section.

What areas available
for additional
conditional purchase.
Secs. 42, 47, 48, Act
1884; 19 and 25,
Act 1889.

Conditional purchases within special areas.
57. It shall he lawful for the Governor, hy proclamation in
purchases m Bpeciai ^ Qazette, to set apart from time to time, in tlie Eastern and
Secs.'24 and 42, Act Central and Western Divisions any areas of Crown lands (not being
1884, is, Act 1889.
pastoral or homestead lenses) to be called special areas, which
it shall be lawful to conditionally purchase in such areas not exceeding
three hundred and twenty acres in the Eastern, or six hundred and
forty acres in the Central or Western Division, or in the case of nonresidential conditional purchases not exceeding three hundred and
twenty acres in any Division, and at such prices (not being less than
thirty shillings per acre), deposits, and instalments as may he notified
in the proclamation.
It
Conditional
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.
sliall also be lawful for the G-ovcmor, by proclamation Special areas within
m the Gazette, to set apart as special areas any lands within the
suburban or population boundaries or population areas of any cities, boundario".
towns, or villages, and such lands (without cancellation or revocation
of such boundaries or areas) shall be open to conditional purchase on
or after such dates, and in such areas, and subject to the payment of
such prices, deposits, and instalments, and subject to the fulfilment of
Such conditions as to residence, improvements,"fencing, or otherwise as
may be specified in the proclamation. Any conditions so set forth
shall have the force of law, and any breach "thereof shall render the
conditional purchase liable to forfeiture in accordance with this Act.
A conditional purchase may include land within a special area
and adjoining land not within a special area.
‘
An additional conditional purchase of land within a special area
'
may be made by virtue of an original conditional purchase within a
special area or by virtue of an original conditional purchase not within
a special area.
An additional conditional purchase may be made of land not
within a special area by virtue of an original conditional purchase
within a special area:
Provided that in all cases—
'
{(t) the maximum area notified in the proclamation of the special
area shall not bo exceeded so far as regards such special area;
{b) where conditional purchases of the same series include land
within two or more special areas, the total area of special
area land shall not exceed three hundred and twenty acres in
the Eastern Division or six hundred and forty acres in the
Central or Western Division or in the case of non-residential
conditional purchases three hundred and twenty acres within
any Division;
(c) where conditional purchases of the same series include land
within a special area and land not within a special area the
aforesaid limitations shall apply with respect to the area of
special area land, and the total area of the series shall not
exceed the maximum areas limited by sections fifty-five and
fifty-six of this Act;
{d) the privilege of making additional conditional purchases
within suburban or population boundaries or population
areas may be barred by the terms of the proclamation of the
special area.
.
^1C Governor may at any time revoke or modify any proclama
tion, before or after the commencement of this Act, of any special
area, or of any conditions applicable thereto, and any such revocation
or modification shall take effect on proclamation in the Gazette.
Before any special areas arc declared to be open for conditional
purchase the same shall be surveyed, and shall, subject to the provisions
of section sixty-nine of this Act, he taken in portions as measured.
Conditional leases.
o8; Any applicant for an original or additional conditional Application for
purchase in the Eastern of Central Division, or any holder of an original00aditional
or additional conditional purchase applied for after the first day of fec A^’issa1884 ’
January, one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, or after the ’
commencement of this Act, in the Eastern or Central Division (not
being a non-rcsidential conditional purchase within either Division or
a conditional purchase within a special area within the Eastern
Division) may obtain a conditional lease, or additional conditional
leases, to comprise (unless the Board shall allot a less area not being
less
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Inquiry in the matter of application for provisional reversal of C.P. 90-49, and conditional lease held in
virtue of it, by the Assets Realization and G-eneral Finance Company,
The decisions of the Local Land Board, at Nyngan, on 23rd October, 1894, 14th December, 1894, and
7th March, 1895, were tendered and received in evidence, and also the decision of the Land Appeal
Court, bfo. 3,035, dated 2nd July, 1894,
"W. C, CARDEW, Chairman.
,
DAKIEL SOANE, J.P.} Members
J. 0. MACHATTIE.
j MemDersDubbo, 18th December, 1895.
Inquiry as to the matter of reversal of forfeiture re C.P, 90-49, Dubbo, now Nyngan, held hy the Assets
Realization and General Finance Company (Limited.)
Mr. Booth, solicitor, appeared for the Company.
Me, Bukxs, of Nyngan, solicitor, applied to appear on behalf of one Jones, a subsequent applicant, on
25th September, 1895, for the land under inquiry.
[Mr. Booth objected to any appearance on behalf of Jones, on the grounds that he was no party to
the proceedings.
Board sustained the ohiectionj.
■
C. CARBEIT, Chairman.
DANIEL SOANE, J.P. ] w , n„a
Dubbo, ISth December, 1895.
J. 0. MACHATTIE.
j lucmncrs.
Office Memorandum.

Forfeiture
gazetted,
31/7/&&.

.
4 April, 1895.
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49; GJ.*0 acres; 20th Eebruary, 1890; confirmed 7th October, 1890;
Henry Newell; transferred by the Sheriff to Adam Rae, 19th December, LS93.
The facts in this case are set out in the precis, 94-5,729 Dep.
The Land Appeal Court, on 27th June last, recommended waiver of forfeiture of the conditional
purchase.
_
The Minister, on 24th August last (vide 94-18,875 Dep.), expressed an opinion that he could not
see any features in the case to warrant waiver of forfeiture, but before coming to a decision in the matter
he desired that the Land Board should hold an inquiry as to Rae’s bonajides.
The ease was set down for hearing before the Board on three occasions, but Rae did not appear,
owing, it is stated, to sickness.
On the last occasion the Board refused to grant a further adjournment, and took the evidence of
Conditional-Purchase Inspector R. Sims, junr., and the Sheriff’s officer, J. T. Steel, who sold Newell's
right, title, and interest in the land.
The Board expressed no opinion as to Rae’s bonafidcs, but forwarded the evidence for the informa'tion of the Minister.
In view of the evidence of Mr. Steel, and the letter from Mr. "W. B. "Wilkinson, which was read at
the sale, there seems little reason to doubt that Rae or his agent (for Rae did not attend the Sheriff’s
sale) was aware of the fact that the original selector—Newell—did not comply with the conditions in
connection with the conditional purchase.
Under the circumstances, it is submitted that there are no grounds for accepting the recommenda
tion of the Laud Appeal Court as to waiver of forfeiture, and that forfeiture be now notified.
ALFRED SALWEY,
’
--------Acting in Charge Division.
F. H. Wilson,"Acting U.S., 5/4/95.
Forfeiture may he notified,—J.H.C., 8/4/95,
Alienee
informed, 18/4/95.
Office Memorandum.
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49; G40 acres, 20th February, 1890; confirmed 7th October, 1890 ’
Henry Newell; transferred by the Sheriff to Adam Rae, 19th December, 1893.
Ox 22nd March, 1894, the Board held an inquiry subject to the 20th section, and found that the condi
tions of residence and fencing were not complied with hy the original selector, Henry Newell, and recom
mended forfeiture of the conditional purchase.
Notice of appeal was lodged, and the matter came before the Land Appeal Court on 27th June,
1894, when the appeal was dismissed, hut the Minister was recommended by the Court to waive the forfei
ture incurred.
This recommendation was not, however, approved, as the Minister having gone through the papers
could not see any features in the ease to warrant waiver of the forfeiture incurred, hut decided that
before coming to a final decision an inquiry should be held by the Land Board as to Rae’s bonafidcs, and
as to the manner in which he had fulfilled the conditions since the date of the transfer to him (vide con
ditional sales 94-18,875 Dep.)
The case was set down for hearing before the Board on three occasions, but Rae did not appear
owing, it is stated, to sickness. On tbe last occasion the Board refused to grant any further adjournment,
and took the evidence of Conditional-Purchase Inspector R. Sims, junr., and the Sheriff’s officer, J. T.
Steel, who sold Newell’s right, title, and interest in the land.
No decision was given by the Board as to Rae’s bonafidcs, but the evidence taken, was forwarded
for the information of the Minister, who, on the 8th April, 1895, decided that forfeiture should he notified
(vide conditional sales 95-7,878 Dep.), and, in accordance with this forfeiture, was gazetted on 31st July,
1895.
’
On the 4th September, 1895, a letter was received from the Assets Realization and General Finance
Company (conditional sales 95-6,031 Cor.), asking for withdrawal of the forfeiture pending further
inquiry in the matter, and pointing out that in their position as mortgagees they had advanced about
£500 to Rae.
.
On
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Provided that the land so purchased shall not, with any condi
tional purchases of the same series, exceed one thousand two hundred
and eighty acres in the Eastern or two thousand five hundred and sixty
acres in the Central or Western Division.
And in all such cases the remaining area of such conditional
lease may he held at a proportionate part of the rental thereof, although
such lease may, when taken with the land conditionally purchased,
exceed one thousand two hundred and eighty acres in the Eastern, and
two thousand five hundred and sixty acres in the Central or Western
Division.
_
A refund of the renial shall not be granted, until after confirma
tion of the application for the additional conditional purchase, but,
when granted, shall be calculated from the date of such application.
Unmeasured land to he marked prior to application, land and improve
ments to be described.
60. When the land to be applied for as a conditional purchase is rjaritl to t>e marked
unmeasured land the intending applicant shall before lodging hisappli- ^forc_aPPlica^oncation mark some corner of such land in the prescribed manner, and cei2a’ ctl 4'
shall in his application describe such land in such manner as to permit
of its identification by the description.
If the land applied for has not a frontage it must be situated
at a reasonable distance from a frontage.
When such land is measured land the applicant shall so Description of
describe it.
measured and
Ail
j.iTi
improved him!.
Ana whenever the Jana so applied for contains improvements
the applicant shall state that fact in his application and shall describe
the nature and position of such improvements.
Tender of applications for Conditional Purchases and Conditional
Leases.
61. Every application for an original conditional purchase sliall Tender of
be tendered by the applicant in person, and every application for an <lpr’,lcaUon'
additional conditional purchase may he tendered by the applicant in issi, n'^is,to, and
person, or by any duly authorised agent to the land agent on some 2B> ^ct i®8®- ’
land office day.
With the application there shall he lodged with the land Deposit to be lodge
agent a declaration made hy the applicant in the prescribed form, a wit!l °PPliMtionfee in accordance with the prescribed scale for tbe survey of the area
applied for, and a deposit at the rate of—
two shillings per acre in the ease of a conditional purchase other
than a non-residential conditional purchase, or other than a
conditional purchase within a special area;
four shillings per acre in the case of a non-residential conditional
purchase not being within a special area..
Such deposit in the case of a conditional purchase within a,
special area, as may have been notified in the proclamation of the
special area, provided that the deposit in connection with a nonresidential conditional purchase shall be double such as would be
required in connection with a residential conditional purchase.
With any application for a conditional lease a deposit of two
pence per acre of the area applied for, and a survey fee according to a
prescribed scale, shall he paid to the land agent. Applications for
conditional leases or additional conditional leases shall be made in the
prescribed manner.
If
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applicant.

If any person shall make a false statement in any suck
declaration as aforesaid as to any of tlie matters contained therein, he
shall forfeit all moneys paid hy him in respect of the land applied for,
and all right and title to such land. And any conveyance, transfer,
mortgage, or disposition of such land made by such person shall
he null and void if taken with notice or knowledge of such false
statement.
See. 20, Act 1889.
The declaration in connection with an additional conditional
purchase may he made, in such form as sliall be prescribed, by a duly
authorised agent of the applicant; but if such agent shall wilfully
make a false statement in such declaration, he shall be liable to the
penalties in that behalf made and provided; and the forfeitures provided
in this section shall be held to have been incurred by the person for
whom such agent shall have acted.
Where a conditional purchase is held absolutely by a corporation,.
company, or partnership, any application for an additional conditional
purchase or for any conditional lease or any prescribed declaration in
respect thereof may be made by any officer of such corporation or com
pany or officer or member of such company or partnership duly
authorised for the purpose.
Application for
When the transferee of any land conditionally purchased
additional
conditional purchase before or after the commencement of this Act (or in the case of a
may be made by
corporation, company, or partnership, being such transferee, any officer
mortgagor.
of such corporation or company, or any officer or member of such com
pany or partnership) has made, or shall make, a statutory declaration
showing that the transferee holds such land hy way of mortgage or
security only, the owner (subject to such mortgage or security) of the
said land, or such transferee, may make an application in the prescribed
manner for an additional conditional purchase or conditional lease to
be registered in the name of the transferee, subject to the conditions of
the additional conditional purchase or conditional lease being fulfilled by
the aforesaid owner. With any such application by the owner as afore
said the written consent of the transferee shall he tendered to the land
agent. Any land purchased or leased under this provision shall be
subject to the same equity of redemption as the land hy virtue of
which the same may he purchased or leased.
Duties of Land Agent.

Receipt fer deposit.
Sees. 27 and 28, Act
1884.
Applications to be
transmitted to local
Und board.

62. The applicant who shall have duly complied with all pre
scribed requirements shall he entitled to a receipt from the land agent
for the deposit paid hy him.
The land agent shall enter the particulars of all such
applications, deposits, and declarations in a register to be kept hy him
in the prescribed manner, and shall thereupon transmit such applications
to the local land hoard, together with all documents relating thereto,
to be dealt with as hereinafter provided.
A list of all such applications so transmitted to the local land
hoard shall be kept by such land agent in the prescribed manner, and
be exhibited by him for public inspection in some conspicuous part of
his office.
All applications so transmitted shall be dealt with by the said
hoard sitting as in open Court on a day of which at least fourteen
days notice shall be given in the prescribed manner.
Caveats against applications.

Caveats against
applications.
Secs, SO and 31, Act
1884,

63. Any person claiming a right to land applied for under
conditional purchase may in the prescribed manner and within the
prescribed
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prescribed time lodge a caveat with tlie local land board setting forth
objections against tlie confirmation of any such application, and
'shall at the time of lodging the same, deposit with the board tlie sum
of ten pounds, to be dealt with by the board as hereinafter provided.
All applications in respect of which caveats have been so lodged
shall be dealt with at a meeting of the board, holdcn after the pre
scribed notice thereof shall have been given to the applicant and the1
caveator, at which meeting the board sitting as in open Court shall'
hear and determine the grounds of objection set forth in the caveat,
and if the caveator be not present, or if the board shall consider that
the objections are not sustained, it may order the deposit of the caveator
or any part thereof to be paid to tbe applicant by way of compensation,
or may make such other order in the premises as it may deem just.
Tlie board may upon such terms as it may deem fit postpone
the hearing of any application under caveat to some day of which the
prescribed notice shall be given lo the applicant and the caveator.
Unless the caveator sliall give theprcscribed notice of appeal
to the land appeal court, and with such notice deposit the sum of five
pounds with the local land hoard, the adjudication of such board
sliall be final and conclusive, but if such notice sliall have been duly
given and such deposit made, the appeal shall bo heard and determined
hy the land appeal court.
Commencement of title.

Effect of valid application on annual lease
or occupation license.

64. The title to any conditional purchase or conditional lease Commencement, of
applied for after the commencement of this Act shall commence from ('itlo1t‘° conditional
Hie date of application therefor, if valid.
_ Any such application shall withdraw such of the lands therein
’
described as may be available for the purpose from any annual lease or
occupation license under which they may he hold.
’
■
The land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any such
. ., , ;
application, notify the same through the post to the holder of any ‘ , " '
annual lease or occupation license within which the land applied for
or any part thereof may he situated.
If land he allotted in satisfaction thereof of a less area than, or
in a different position from, that applied fpr, such of the land described
as may not be allotted shall, at tbe date of confirmation of the
application, revert to tbe lease or license.
Action by Chairman and Board.
65. Upon receipt from the land agent of any application for a
conditional purchase or conditional lease, the chairman of the land disallowance of
board may refer the same to tbe district surveyor.
application.
If the land therein described is unmeasured, and appears to be Scc‘13, Act 1889,
available, and to be capable, as applied for, of being measured in a
proper form, the district surveyor shall cause the same to be measured.
But if the land is not, or is only partly, available, or if any
other objection appears to exist, tbe district surveyor shall so report.
The board sliall thereafter deal with the application, either by
refusing it, or permitting its withdrawal, or directing tlie survey of
such land as may he proposed to bo allotted, and for this purpose may,
subject to the provisions of this Act, allot land in a modified or different
position from that applied for.
Any allotted lands which arc not described in the original
application shall, so far as the withdrawal of the same is concerned, be
deemed to have been applied for on tbe date of the confirmation.
When
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"When the land has been measured, if no sufficient objection
exist, and the local land board be satisfied that the applicant has,
bond fide, applied for the land for his own sole use and benefit, either
wholly or subject to the provisions of section sixty-one of this Act, the
board shall, in open court, confirm such application as made or
modified, subject to payment as prescribed of any necessary extra
deposit.
The chairman shall, within the prescribed time thereafter, issue
a certificate of such confirmation.
The board, in open court, may, for sufficient reason, with or
without a report from the district surveyor, and either before or after
measurement of the land, disallow any application, wholly or in part.
Trespass and Impounding.
Trespass by stock on
66. No person occupying land under a conditional purchase or
unfenced lands. ^ conditional lease, or in virtue of an application for a conditional
Sec. 55, Act i8fc>.
purchase or for a conditional lease shall—
(a) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the said
land, whether before or after the commencement of this Act;
or
(b) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land,
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to keep
out stock:
Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall
apply to any trespass wilfully caused, or refer to any conditional
purchase for which a grant has been issued at the date of such trespass.
Errors of description, &c.
nottoinvalid"to**011

purchase'**1 a °
Soc. 67, Act 1884,
14, Act rasa

®7. No error or uncertainty in the description of land conditionally purchased either before or after the passing of this Act shall
invalidate the purchase in any case where the local land board is
satisfied that tlie land occupied by the conditional purchaser is the
land intended to be described in his application.
And if the board shall notify to a conditional purchaser
the description of the land purchased by him as finally approved hy
the hoard such notification shall be conclusive evidence that the land
therein described is the land conditionally purchased.
No error, uncertainty, omission, or misdescription in any
application for a conditional purchase or conditional lease, made before
or after the commencement of this Act, or in any declaration made in
connection with any such application, sliall invalidate the application
in any case where the local land hoard is satisfied that such error,
omission, uncertainty, or misdescription was not wilful, and made with
intent to deceive.
Tlie board shall have full power to authorise the correction
of any error or omission in any application or declaration, so as to
bring the same into conformity with the statutory requirements.

Withdrawal of application.
wirtliref01»fte7 b°
6S3. If an application for a conditional purchase or conditional
eli month's.* r
lease shall not have been confirmed within six months from the date
Spcs. 12 and 15, Act of such application, tlie applicant shall on giving, within one month
1830'
after the expiration of such six months, the prescribed notice of with
drawal to the chairman, he entitled to withdraw the same and to
receive a refund of moneys paid hy him in respect thereof, unless the
land board shall he of opinion that the application was not bond fide,
or that the delay in obtaining confirmation was improperly caused or
contributed to hy the applicant.
*
"Whore
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"Where an application cannot he gi’antcd, except subject to
modification, or where other sufficient reason may, in the opinion oi‘
the hoard, exist, the.applicant may before or within twenty-eight days
after confirmation withdraw his application, subject to the approval of
such board.
In any case of withdrawal the board may deduct from the
moneys deposited such amount as may be deemed necessary to defray
the cost of survey and the expenses of dealing with such application.
Tlie whole of the lands described in the application shall,
at the date of approval of its withdrawal, revert to tlie lease or license
from which tlie land may liave been taken.
On the withdrawal, refusal, or modification of any applica
tion for a conditional purchase or conditional lease, the land ceasing to
be affected thereby shall be held to have been available from the date
of such application.
Any application made and not disposed of before such
withdrawal, refusal, or modification as aforesaid, shall be dealt with as
if the prior application had not been made.
■

Rules of measurement, &c.

69. Measured Crown land, upon being applied for as a con-Measurement of land
ditional purchase or conditional lease, shall he taken in portions
measured, and if the area applied for, or any part thereof, is part of 3, or conditional lease,
measured portion, such portion may on approval by the local landSoe-Actim
hoard he subdivided, and the applicant shall pay the cost of survey for
such subdivision, provided that in either case the limitations and pro
visions as to form of measurement of unmeasured land hereinafter
contained shall, as far as practicable, he held to apply to applications
for measured land. Por the purposes of tliis section land measured
originally for conditional lease under the fifty-second section of the
£rown Lands Act, 1884, may he held by the local land board to he
measured or unmeasured—
(i) No land shall he considered to he measured until the plan of
the measurement shall have been approved hy the district
surveyor, or an officer duly authorised hy the Minister in
that behalf, of which approval the signature of the district
surveyor, or such duly authorised officer on such plan shall
be prirna facie evidence: Provided that, where lands have
been measured in pursuance of the provisions of the Crown
Lands Act 1884, or any Act repealed thereby, and the plan
of such measurement has been approved or accepted by the .
then surveyor-general, or some other officer, such lands shall,
for the purpose of any of such Acts, or this Act, be considered
measured lands.
(n) Any land applied for as an original conditional purchase if
•
unmeasured and having no frontage shall be measured in the
form of a rectangle, the length of which shall not exceed
twice the width ; and if having frontage shall ho measured
with a breadth of frontage not exceeding one-half of the depth,
and all such measurements shall have the boundaries, other
than the frontage directed to the cardinal points. And any
additional conditional purchase or conditional lease shall not,
together or in combination with any original or previous
additional conditional purchase or lease, have a greater breadth
of frontage or length than as hereinbefore provided for an
original conditional purchase of an area equal to the aggregate
area of such original and additional conditional purchases or
32—E
conditional
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Modification of

' ’

‘

conditional leases; but whenever it shall appear necessary or
desirable, the local land board may alter or modify the
boundaries of any land applied for, or direct a measurement of
theland as applied for, notwithstanding that such measurement
may exceed the limitations or provisions of this section.
(in) The intervention of any road, not being a frontage or intended
frontage road, between an original conditional purchase and
any additional conditional purchase or conditional lease shall
not be an objection to tbe measurement of the land applied
for, and in every such ease the additional purchase or purchases
or conditional lease shall be measured as herein provided.
But no additional conditional purchase or conditional lease
shall be allowed of land not on the same side of anv frontage
road or water-course or other prescribed frontage as the
purchase or purchases, by virtue of which such additional
conditional purchase or conditional lease is applied for, unless
all the available land on that side has been exhausted. In the
latter case such additional conditional purchase or purchases
or conditional lease may be measured on the opposite side of
such frontage as hereinbefore provided.
Notwithstanding any of the provisions of this Act whenever
^ s^a^- aPPeav‘ desirable to the local land board or the Minister,
Crown lands may be measured across any frontage road, or intended
or designed frontage road, and the boundaries of portions having
frontages may be made approximately at right angles with the frontage
and may he so applied for, and may he otherwise modified, although
such modification may have the effect of altering the frontage or depth
of any portion or the direction of any other boundaries thereof as
hereinbefore prescribed, and tlie boundaries of portions having no
frontages may he modified in lihc manner, and necessary roadways,
trigonometrical stations, and sites for and sources of water supply may
he excluded from any measurement.
Encroachments.

Power
of adjustment
70. In anv case where anv
of
to encroach
where encroachmcnta
^ portion
^
^ land is found
a
^
made on exempt
upon or he included within an area reserved or exempt from sale, or to
laDds'
encroach upon or he included within other land purchased, the title of
Sec. 58, Act last, {.pg ]10piej. 0f or the claim of the applicant for any such purchase shall not
be prejudiced or affected further than to the extent of the encroach
ment on or inclusion within such area if the residue he not less than
forty acres.
Conditions to be fulfilled.
Residence to mean

Residence on original conditional purchases.

continuous and
,
jide living on land.
Itcshlence for the purpose of this Bart shall he taken to
See. 29, Act 189a. mcan continuous and bona fide living on the land as the usual home,
without anv other habitual residence, of the holder of the conditional
purchase.
bona

Original purchases.

Term of residence.
see. , ct .o.

72, The holder of any original conditional purchase (other than
a non.resi(]ential conditional purchase) applied for after the first day
of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the
commencement of tliis Act, shall hold tlie same, subject to a condition
of residence, unf.il the expiration of ten years from the date of the
application for the conditional purchase, and tlie conditional purchaser
shall, within three months from the date of confirmation of his
application
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application by the local land board, commence and thereafter continue
to reside on his conditionally purchased land for the prescribed term :
Provided always that—
(а) when a conditional purchase has been transferred bond fide
by way of mortgage, the condition of residence may be per
formed by the owner subject to such mortgage ; and
(б) when*the beneficial owner of a conditional purchase dies, or
is declared a lunatic, or becomes an insane patient within
tlie meaning of the Lunacy Act of 1878, and the Acts
amending the same, the condition of residence shall be
suspended until tlie conditional purchase has been transferred
or conveyed, and no longer.
(c) When a conditional purchase has been transferred other than
by way of mortgage after issue of a certificate by the land
board that tire conditions which attached to the conditional
purchase during the first five years from the date of applica
tion have been fulfilled, the condition of residence shall be
performed by each successive holder during such portion of
the balance of tbc ten year period aforesaid as the con
ditional purchase may be held by such holder.
Residence on additional conditional purchases and leases.
73. The condition of residence defined in the preceding section Breidmcc on
shall attach to every additional conditional purchase or conditional lease p^cimses nndlUonnl
applied for after the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and conditional imh».
ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, and it shall he Sec';i0’Act 189i,‘
immaterial whether the original conditional purchase of the scries was
made under this Act, or under the previous Acts, or under any
repealed Act. The said condition shall not he taken to have been
performed hy the performance of the condition of residence which
attached to the original conditional purchase, or any prior additional
*
conditional purchase of the same series :
Provided always that—
■
(a) if the person fulfilling the condition of residence has, before
the commencement of the term of such residence, con
tinuously resided upon some purchase or lease of the same
series, the term of residence shall be reduced by the period
during which residence was previously carried on, but not so
as in any case to be be reduced to less than five years ; and ■
(5) conditions of residence attaching to any number of purchases
or leases of the same series may he performed concurrently;
and
(e) a person residing upon any purchase or lease of a series shall,
for the purposes of any conditions of residence, he taken to
he residing upon every purchase or lease of the series;
(d) an additional conditional purchase if made out of a con-Sec. so, Aoussis.
ditional lease, and if such conditional lease was applied for
before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-five, shall not he subject to any condition of residence.
The performance of the aforesaid condition of residence in
respect of an additional conditional purchase or a conditional lease
shall be waived so long as the person, upon whom the performance of
'
the said condition would for the time being devolve, is the person who
applied for the original conditional purchase of the series and for the
said additional conditional purchase or conditional lease. But this
provision as to waiver shall not operate where the applicant for the
additional conditional purchase or conditional lease—
(a) has taken up a fall area; or
(b) is the owner of a full area; or
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(<?) has owned a full area at any time previous to tlie date of
application, and has divested himself of the ownership thereof
hy transfer, conveyance, assignment, or otherwise, or pur
ported so to do in order to obtain the benefit of the foregoing
provision.
In the construction of the foregoing provision a full .area shall he
taken to mean an aggregate area of conditional purchases and con
ditional leases, whether of the same or different series, amounting to
two thousand five hundred and sixty or more acres in the Central
Division, or one thousand two hundred and eighty or more acres in
the Eastern Division, or one thousand nine hundred and twenty or
more acres if the said conditional purchases and conditional leases arc
some in one Division and some in another Division.
Residence by married women.
Kesidenccbjmamed
SeTr? Act 1889

’

-

/4. If any conditional purchase has been or shall he made by
woman, and she shall have married, or shall marry, prior
'to the completion of the term of residence required for her conditional
purchase, it shall be a sufficient compliance with the previous Acts,
or this Act (so far as residence is concerned) if she shall have resided
or shall reside for the remainder of such term, either upon her con
ditional purchase or upon any conditional purchase held by her
husband, for which his term of residence may not at the time have
been completed.
Or the husband may complete any term of residence required
for his conditional purchase upon any conditional purchase held by his
wife for ■which her term of residence may not at the time have been
completed.
In either case notice as prescribed shall he forwarded to the
chairman of the land hoard on the conditional purchaser’s intention
so to reside.
ai11111111 ari’iefl

Residence by minors with their parents.
Residence by minors.
*75, In all cases where a minor shall have conditionally purSec. 47, Act 1889.
chased land adjoining land held as a conditional purchase or conditional
lease by the parent or parents of such minor, such minor may, up to
the age of twenty-one years if a male, or twenty-four years if a female
and unmarried, continue to reside with his or her parents on such
adjoining land on making a declaration in the prescribed form to the
local land hoard of the intention of such minor so to reside.
Such residence, if continuous anti-bond fide, shall be deemed to
be a fulfilment of the conditions of residence within the meaning of
this Act.
Eor the purposes of this section the word “ adjoining ” shall be
deemed to include lands separated by roads or creeks or by conditional
purchases or leases held by any child of the same parent.
Condition of fencing or improvements.
Condition of fencing
76. Every conditional purchase (other than a non-rcsidcntial
Act purchase) and every conditional lease applied for after the first day of
1884; 9, ii, is, 14, June, 1895, or after the commencement of this Act (or the application
16ti73 23C240Act ^ ^or which shall have been confirmed within two years before the date
1889;’33,Act 1895. of passing of this Act) shall he subject, at the option of the purchaser
or lessee, and ■without any application in that behalf to a condition of
fencing, or in the alternative, to a condition of improvement.
77.
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77. Every non-rcsidcntial conditional purcliasc shall be subject
to a condition of fencing, and in addition to a condition of improve
ments, but the condition of fencing may be superseded by a condition
of extra improvements on application (witliin two years from the date
of confirmation of the application for the land) to and with the per
mission of the Land Board.
78. The following provisions shall apply with respect to the
condition of fencing in connection with conditional purchases and
conditional leases:—
{a) The fence shall be erected'on the exterior boundaries of each Originni and
conditional purchase and conditional lease; or on the exterior
boundaries of the conditional lease and the conditional pur- one holding,
chase by virtue of which it shall have been granted; but all
conditional purchases of the same series, and all conditional
leases granted by virtue thereof, shall, for all purposes of
fencing, be deemed to be one holding, and it shall be sufficient
for the fence to be erected on the exterior boundaries of such
holding so as to enclose the whole area.
{b) Where the conditional purchaser or conditional lessee elects Local Land Board to
to fence, the fence shall be a substantial one, and prescribed j^mine hnd of
by tire Land Board ; but such Board shall not prescribe any
fence likely to be a harbour or shelter for rabbits or such
other animals as may, by the Minister, be declared by notice
in the Gazette to be vermin.
fcj Subject to the provisions of the next succeeding subsection
the fence shall in the case of a non-rcsidential conditional
purchase be erected within one year from the date of con
firmation of the application for such purchase, and in the case
of any other conditional purchase or any conditional lease the
fence shall he erected witliin three years from the date of
confirmation of the application for the purchase or lease.
(dj Upon sufficient cause the Chairman or Board may on applica- ■Extension of period
tion extend the period within'which the condition of fencingfor fencin?‘
shall be fulfilled.
_
(e) Where a condition of residence attaches to the conditional
purchase or conditional lease the holder of the conditional
purchase or lease shall maintain the fence in good repair and
condition during the entire period of the term of residence.
(/) The Chairman or the Board on the application of the Eiomption from
purchaser or lessee may grant him an exemption from ^n0r)in^r^^at|®c 10
fencing any part of his land which has frontage to a SeCi 33 Ac[ 1884
permanent river, creek, or other natural boundary held by
’
the Chairman or Board to be sufficient, or
Any boundary line fenced by the holder or occupant sec. n,
of adjoining land with a fence, which in the opinion of the53 Vic- No-7Chairman or Board is of a sufficiently useful and substantial
kind, or
Any boundary line in any case where a fence although Sec. 23, Act issa
not erected upon the actual boundary line is, in the opinion
of the Chairman or Board, a sufficient boundary fence.
79. Where in any case the unfenced sides of lands, whether
and Tvni,erhcld by different persons and under different conditions or not, are
tofenres.
separated by a road or watercourse, the Chairman or the Board, on see, m,
application being made to the Chairman in the prescribed form and52 Yic'Xowuthin the prescribed time, may grant permission for such road or
watercourse to be wholly or in part inclosed, provided that gates or
■
suitable substitut.es such as the Chairman or Board may consider
necessary and direct, shall be erected or made so as not to unnecessarily
interfere with any traffic, or, to any large extent, divert the natural
- flow of water.
Any
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Any such gate in ay on application to, and approval of, the
Minister who may administer the “Public Gates Act” he made a
public gate witliin the meaning, and subject to the provisions of that
Act. And nothing in the Public Gates Act shall be held to have
prevented or to prevent the foregoing provision from having its full
effect and operation.
Upon complaint being made in the prescribed form to the
Chairman of the local land board, such hoard may, for any sufficient
reason, cancel any permission granted under this section, and may
order any fence, gate, or other structure on any road or watercourse
to be removed by such persons, and within such periods as such board
shall determine.
The holder of any conditional purchase or conditional
lease who shall obtain permission under this section shall be deemed
to have elected to make improvements in lieu of fencing, but the
Land Board, on application as prescribed, may exempt the holder of
the land from making improvements in addition to the fencing erected
or to he erected.
Ring-fences.
SO. Where conditional purchases (other than non-residential
muy bo enclosed by conditional purchases) or conditional leases adjoin so as to form
ring-fence.
one block, or arc separated only by road or creeks, and such conSec. 17, Act. i88n.
ditional purchases or conditional leases are held by members of one
ec. 3/, ct 80a.
fa];n-Qy5 standing in the relation of parents and children, it shall he
lawful for the land hoard, or the chairman of such hoard, upon a joint
application made within the prescribed time and in the preserihed
manner by the holders of the land, to exempt such holders from any
condition of fencing or improvements in connection therewith further
than the erection of a ring-fence of a character to he prescribed by such
board on the external boundaries of the lands so as to enclose them as
one holding.
The chairman or the hoard may, notwithstanding anything
to the contrary in this Act, accept any such application, wholly or in
part, and the board may disallow any such application, wholly or in
part;
Provided that such chairman or hoard shall, in connection
with any accepted application, fix the term, (and may upon application
as prescribed extend the term) within which the fence shall he erected,
such term being determined as far as practicable with due regard to
the respective dates of commencement of the purchases or leases.
If the ring fence he not erected within the term allowed,
each and every purchase or lease shall be liable to forfeiture by notice
in the Gazette,
One or more

Alternative Condition of Improvements.
Alternative condition
81. Where the holder of a conditional purcliasc or conditional
of improvements.
iease elects to perform a condition of improvement instead of a
fheAct’Bzvie^oir condition of fencing, the following provisions shall apply :—
Sece. i6 and 26, Act
The area embraced by any original conditional purchase, and any
'
additional conditional purchases made by virtue thereof, and
any conditional leases whatsoever granted by virtue of such
conditional purchases, may, for all purposes of improvements,
be held to be one holding, notwithstanding that one, or more,
of sucli conditional purchases or leases may have been made
or granted under the previous Acts or under any repealed
Act.
The
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The improvements, including any fencing, shall he of a fixed,
permanent, and substantial character, and necessary for the
beneficial occupation of the land.
'
Such improvements (including any fencing) shall within, and
at the expiration of, three years from the date of confirmation of
the application, be oi the value of at least six shillings per acre, but
shall not be required to be of a greater value than three hundred
and eighty-four pounds; and within, and at the expiration of, five
years from the date of confirmation of the application shall be of
the value of, at least, ten shillings per acre, but shall not be
required to be of a greater value than six hundred and forty pounds.
In the case of a non-residontial conditional purchase where the
Land Board shall have granted permission to substitute improvements
in lieu of fencing, such improvements (including any fencing) shall be
of the value of thirty shillings per acre within five years from the date
of confirmation of the conditional purchase.
Suspension of conditions.
82. If the holder of any conditional purchase or conditional Suspension of
lease applied for before or after the commencement of this Act shall ™ntlitio"i! in 0,190 of
through illness, drought, flood, or other sufficient cause be prevented
oth£t’
from fulfilling any conditions of residence, fencing, or improvements
cm,scattaching thereto, the board or the chairman in the case of fencing may,
^ Jg®?;
on application as prescribed, and after inquiry in open Court, suspend
’
for a specified period not exceeding six months any or all of such
conditions, or the Board may refuse the application for suspension.
On the expiration of such specified period the holder shall (if a con
dition of residence attaches to the purchase or lease) commence and
continue to reside thereon for a period which (when taken with the
period during which he may have resided thereon since the date of
his obligation to do so) shall complete the full term prescribed by
the Act under which the conditional purchase or conditional lease was
made, and shall, during the term extended as aforesaid or otherwise,
complete any other conditions, subject upon default in either case to
forfeiture.
Payment of purchase money.
83. Every holder of a conditional purchase, the application Conditions for
for which shall be made after the commencement of this Act, shall at
of
the end of the third year after the date of his application pay to the 1^35 Ts wTS
land agent an instalment on his purchase and
Act
22, Act ’
_ Thereafter shall pay in like manner a like instalment annually ^fi8yH6 and 481
during a period until the balance together with interest at the rate of
’
four per centum per annum thereon shall have been paid :
Three months grace shall bo allowed for the payment of
the first and for each and every instalment, provided that in the case
of any moneys not being duly paid the provisions of section ciffhtv-four
of this Act shall apply.
‘
& ^
In the case of a conditional purchase (other than a nonlesidential conditional purchase or a conditional purchase within a
special area), each instalment shall be one shilling per acre, and the
balance, after payment of the first instalment, seventeen shillings per
acre,
. . In the ease of a non-residential conditional purchase (if not
witliin a special area) each instalment shall be Wo shillings per acre,
and the balance, after payment of the first instalment, thirty-four
shillings per acre.
In
'isk,
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In the case of a conditional purchase within a special area, each
instalment shall lie at such rate as has heen or shall he notified in
the proclamation of the special area, provided that the instalment in
the case of a non-rcsidcntial conditional purchase shall he double the
instalment which would be payable in the case of a residential condi
tional purchase.
After the last payment of such instalments and interest the
conditions of payment shall he deemed to have been duly fulfilled :
It shall he lawful for the conditional purchaser to pay off the
whole or any portion of such instalments at any time after the final
certificate mentioned in section ninety shall have heen granted to him.
Overdue moneys to
81. Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown as
benr interest neoruiug
purchase
money or interest, shall from and after the due date for the
day br day.
payment thereof hear interest at the rate of ten per centum per annum,
and such interest shall be considered as accruing due day by day.
Nothing in this section contained shall he construed so as to prevent
or to compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or the acceptance of
any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid, and the acceptance
by or on behalf of the Crown of any purchase money or part thereof
in respect of any conditional purchase or of interest shall not he hold
to operate as a waiver by the Crown of any forfeiture accruing by
reason of the breach of any condition annexed by law to the estate
or interest of a conditional purchaser.
Forfeiture on
85. In default of payment of any instalment after the day when
default of payments.
such payment shall have fallen due, the conditional purchase may be
declared by the Minister to he forfeited, and upon such declaration
being published in the Gazette, the conditionally purchased land in
respect of which such payment is due shall revert to Her Majesty
and become Crown lands for the purposes of this Act. And any
payment made in respect of such purchase shall iu such case he
forfeited to Her Majesty.
Conversion of
86. Any holder of a conditional purchase made before the first
holdinj under
day
of
January,
in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
repealed Act as
regards unpaid
and not brought under the instalment system, may, by writing addressed
balance.
to the land agent, apply to convert his holding so far as regards the
balance unpaid of his purchase money into a holding under the
conditions of payment prescribed by the previous Acts.
Reduction in the
87. The rate of interest payable on the balance of purchase
rate of interest on
money
for the time being unpaid upon conditional purchases applied
repealed Act con
ditional purchases. for before the first day of January, in the year one thousand eight
Sec. 5, Conditional
hundred and eighty-five, and subject to the profusions of section eight
Purchasers Relief
Act.
of the Lands Acts Amendment Act, 1875, hut not brought under the
provisions of section thirty-five of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, shall
be reduced to four per centum per annum,. such reduction talcing
effect as from the first day of January, in tho year one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-six.
Provided always that—
<") the aforesaid reduction in the rate of interest shall not
operate in respect of any interest which may have accrued
before the date hereinbefore mentioned for the talcing effect
thereof in any ease;
(») nothing in this section contained shall affect the provisions
of section forty-eight of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, or
section eighty-four of this Act.
Reduction of payments.

Reduction of annual
88. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, the Minister
diUonaipurchatos may reduce the rate of one shilling per acre per annum payable in
so vie. No. "
respect of a conditional purchase (whether applied for before or after
’ '
the
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the commencement of this Act) to ninepence per acre per annum, or
(if the case so admit) to sixpence per acre per annum, and where the
rate shall have been reduced under this Act to ninepence per acre per
annum, may further reduce the rate to sixpence per acre per annum;
and in any such case any annual payments in respect of the said con
ditional purchase accruing due after the date fixed for the operation of
the reduction may be made at the reduced rate as determined by the
Minister.
The rate of annual payments in respect of a conditional purchase The like within
within a special area (whether the value of such conditional purchase special ureas.
has been determined by appraisement or not) may, subject to the
provisions hereinafter contained, be reduced to three-fourths or one-half
of the rate payable previous to the first reduction under thisAct:
Provided always that the Minister shall in every such case so
determine the rate that the annual payments, as reduced, will ex
tinguish the balance of purchase money, together with the interest
thereon within the period of sixty-six years from the date when the
instalment of purchase money first succeeding the deposit became due.
Before any reduction is made by the Minister in respect of Conditions precedent
airy conditional purchase, an application for such reduction shall be to a reduction.
made in the prescribed manner by the holder of the conditional
purchase, or if the same is held by way of mortgage, then by tile
person who holds subject to the mortgage, and shall be accompanied
by a declaration and fee as prescribed;
And a reduction shall not be made to any applicant whose home
and place of abode is not established on a holding of which the condi
tional purcliasc in respect of which the reduction is applied for forms
part.
A holding for tho purposes of this section shall inean a continuous
block, or portions separated by roads or watercourses, and may include
land held in fee simple and conditional purchases or conditional leases
of the same or different scries.
Provided that the conditional purchases (included in such
holding) in respect to which the reduction may be made shall not
exceed an area of one thousand two hundred and eighty acres in the
Eastern Division, or two thousand five hundred and sixty acres in the
Central or Western Division :
Provided that nothing herein shall prevent the Minister from
making a reduction (subject to such conditions as he may deem
expedient) in any case where he is satisfied that the applicant, although
not resident as hereinbefore required, holds the land bond fide for his
sole use and benefit, and is not in a position to pay the instalments
at the original rate, and is not the holder under any tenure of a greater
total area in this Colony than is necessary for the maintenance of a
family, such total area not exceeding in any case one thousand two
hundred and eighty acres in the Eastern Division, or two thousand
five hundred and sixty acres in the Central or Western Divisions :
Provided further that this reduction under the last proviso
shall not run with the land, but shall attach only as a concession to
the applicant personally.
■
In any case where the Minister is satisfied, with or without Reductions may be
in certain
a report from the Local Land Board, that the holder for the time being cancelled
crcnts.
of the conditional purchase, in respect of which a reduction has been
granted (or, if the same is held by way of mortgage, then that the
person who holds, subject to the mortgage) has ceased to keep his
home and place of abode thereon, or that the declaration accompany
ing the application for the reduction contains any false statement, the
Minister may direct that payments at the rate obtaining previous to
any reduction shall bo resumed; and iu any such case payments at the
said rate shall be resumed from and after such date as the Minister
may specify for that purpose.
Suspension
32—P
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Suspension of payment of instalments upon Conditional Purchaaae.
Suspension of
payment of
instalments.
See. 28, Act 1895.

89. The holder of a conditional purchase (whether applied for
before or after the commencement of this Act), may, in case of
temporary inability to pay the instalments of purchase money thereon
as they fall due, apply to the Minister in the prescribed manner that
the condition of payment attaching thereto may he suspended; and
the Minister may, cither with or without reference to the local land
board, upon the conditional purchaser paying the prescribed fee to
cover expenses incurred by the Crown in consequence of the aforesaid
application, suspend the said condition for one year under any one
suspension.
"
During the period of any such suspension, interest on the
balance of purchase money, calculated at the rate of four per centum
per annum, shall be added to the balance of the purchase money
owing, unless the conditional purchaser pays such interest on the date
at which an instalment of purchase money would otherwise be payable.
The Minister shall not grant suspension of the condition of
payment unless he is satisfied that the holder of the said conditional
purchase, or if the same has heen transferred by way of mortgage,
that the owner thereof subject to such mortgage, is in residence upon
the said conditional purchase, or upon some purchase or lease of the
same series, and is the holder of owner thereof (as the case may he),
bond fide for his sole use and benefit.
'
Suspension of the condition of payment shall be deemed to be
determined:—
(a) Upon the conditional purchase being transferred ; or
(b) Upon the holder or owner ceasing to reside upon the series;
or
.
(c) Upon an instalment of the purchase money being paid.
Upon the expiration of the period of suspension, payment of
instalments, as prescribed by the Crown Lands Acts, shall be resumed,
and no sums paid by way of interest as aforesaid shall he talccn to
form part of the balance of purchase money.
Issue of certificate of fulfilment of conditions of a conditional purchase.

Certificate of Board
of fulfilment of
certain conditions.
Sec. 36, 37, Act
1884, 22, Act 1889,
29, Act 1895.

90, In connection with original residential conditional purchases
applied for since the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-five, or after the commencement of this Act, the local land
board shall hold inquiries, after the expiration of five and ten years
from the date of the application, whether all conditions applicable to
the conditional purchase except payment of balance of instalments
have so far been duly complied with, and if the board he satisfied of
such compliance it shall issue certificates to that effect; and such certi
ficates shall he designated the first and final certificate respectively.
And like certificates shall he granted by such board with respect
to any additional conditional purchase when such hoard shall he satisfied
after like inquiry that all conditions applicable thereto except that of
payment of balance of instalments have been duly complied with :
Provided that the hoard may issue a final (and if necessary dispense
with the first) certificate before the expiration of ten years from the
date of application for an additional conditional purchase if the
condition of residence shall have expired before the expiration of such
ten vears.
v
In connection with a non-rcsidcntial conditional purcliasc a
certificate shall he granted by the hoard upon fulfilment of the condition
of improvements, and may he granted before or after the expiration of
five years from the date of confirmation of the application relating to
the conditional purchase.
Any such certificate shall lie transferable subject to the prescribed
conditions and shall be primd facie evidence of the title of the holder
thereof to the land therein described subject to the fulfilment of the
prescribed conditions of payment.
'
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No such certificate shall he issued by -the hoard before the
expiration of thirty days from the date of publication in the Gazette
.
of notice of its intention to issue the same. within which period any
person may lodge in the prescribed form and manner a caveat against
such issue, and every such caveat shall be disposed of by the board
before issuing such certificate in manner hereinbefore provided for
dealing with caveats :
Upon satisfactory proof being adduced that the original
certificate issued has been lost or destroyed, the board may after the
prescribed notice in the Gazette and in the prescribed manner, issue
to the person entitled thereto a fresh certificate.
Subject to the issue of the final certificate and upon payment
of the balance of instalments, stamp duty, and deed fee, a grant in foe
simple of the land shall be issued upon application; but the grant
'
shall not be issued before the issue of the final certificate.
91. The conditions and obligations imposed by, and all other Applicability of
the provisions relating to, conditional purchasers contained in this Act
of
shall be equally applicable and attach to persons deriving title through conditional
or under such conditional purchasers, and to all persons upon whom imi,ehll3crstitle shall devolve or be cast by operation of law; but this section shall Scc‘40, Aet 188i'
bo read subject to the provisions contained in sections seventy-two,
ninety-two, and one hundred and one of this Act relative to cases of ■
death, lunacy, insolvency, or judgment debt of a conditional purchaser.
92. If any conditional purchaser shall die or be declared a Cases of death or
lunatic, or become an insane patient within the meaning of the luu,1r^iyas0efreondlUon“1
Lunacy Act of 1878, or the Acts amending the same, before the
1884
fulfilment of the prescribed conditions of residence and fencing his
’
’
conditional purchase may, together with any conditional lease or
right of conditional lease attached thereto (if any), be held by his
representatives or their assigns, subject to the fulfilment by them of all
unfilled conditions, except the condition of residence (which condition
shall, in accordance with subsection (b) of section seventy-two of this
Act, be suspended until the land has been transferred or conveyed, and
no longer), but hi trust for and for the benefit of the persons rightfully
entitled.
Forfeiture for breach of conditions.

93. If the local land board or the land appeal court shall repo# Provisions ns to
to the Minister that after due inquiry held by such board the prescribed
of
conditions of residence or fencing have not in the opinion of such conditions of fencing
board been or are not being duly fulfilled by any conditional purchaserani1 )'esideilccor lessee or his representatives, it shall be lawful for such Minister to Sl'c'39'Act 1884‘
declare the conditional purchase or lease to be forfeited, and any
payment made in respect of such purchase or lease shall in such case
lie forfeited to Her Majesty.
■
Effect of forfeiture.—When forfeiture takes effect.

94. Every forfeiture of land conditionally purchased, whether Forfeited lands,
under this Act or the previous Acts or any repealed Act, shall bo deemed Sec-136>Aet'18H4to operate as a forfeiture of all additional conditional purchases held in
virtue of such first-mentioned lands as well as of all conditional leases
or rights attached to the lands so forfeited, and whenever any land shall
he forfeited under this Act such land shall become Crown Land and
may be dealt with as sucli; but no forfeiture of any purchase or lease
under this Act or the previous Acts or any repealed Act shall take
effect until the expiration of thirty clear days after notification of such
forfeiture in the Gazette,
,
Transfers of conditional purchases and conditional leases.

95. An original conditional purchase, together with any Transfer to be in
additional conditional purchases made in virtue thereof before the first Preseribe(J
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, may i5e Sec-11?>Aet 188i*
transferred
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transferred in the prescribed manner after completion of residence (if
any) required: Provided that the original conditional purchase and
additional conditional purchases made in virtue thereof shall not be
transferred separately until all the conditions applicable to the whole
area, except that of payment of balance of purchase money or of
instalments thereof, shall have been duly fulfilled.
Sac. 29, Act 1895.
96. An original conditional purchase applied for after the first
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-live, or after the
commencement of this Act, may be transferred at any time after, and
shall not be transferred before the issue of a certificate by the local land
board, after the expiration of five years from the date of the application
for the purchase that all conditions applicable to the conditional
purchase, except payment of balance of instalments, have so far been
duly complied with : Provided that an additional conditional purchase
made after the first day of -1 une, one thousand eight hundred and ninetyfive (or after the commenecment of this Act), whether by virtue of an
original conditional purchase made before or since that date, shall not
be transferred separately from the original or any prior additional
conditional purchases until after issue of the first certificate of fulfil
ment of conditions in connection with the last additional conditional
purchase of the series.
See. 47, Act 1884.
97. The estate or interest of a non-residential conditional pur
chaser shall be incapable of being transferred, alienated, mortgaged,
encumbered, or pledged until after the issue of the certificate of con
formity by the local land board, but subject to the payment of instal
ments due on the land purchased may devolve or be transferred by
operation of law.
Sec. 117, Act 18S4.
98. All transfers of conditional purchases shall be notified to
the land agent in such form as may be prescribed.
Sec. ub, Act 1884.
99, The holder of a conditional lease may transfer his right of
lease in the prescribed manner ; but a conditional lease shall not be
transferred except with the land in virtue of which it was granted.
Sec. 119,

Act

100. Every transfer of land conditionally purchased, if made by
a person not under legal disability, shall, subject to tho provisions and
conditions of this Act, be deemed to pass to the transferee the whole
estate and interest, whether at law or in equity, of the transferor of
siich land as effectually to all intents and purposes as if a conveyance
or'assignment under seal of such estate and interest to such transferee
had been duly executed by such transferor ; but this enactment shall
he subject to the conditions following, namely:—
(i) The equities of all persons claiming any estate or interest in
any such land by matter prior to the date of execution of any
such transfer shall not be affected by this section, but shall
be capable of assertion and enforcement as if this Act had
not been passed.
(ir) No transfer shall have the effect hereinhefore expressed, unless
such transfer has heen made, executed, and lodged in accord
ance with the regulations.
(in) No such transfer shall prejudice or affect any conveyance or
assignment, or any other assurance under seal relating to
land conditionally purchased, if such conveyance, assignment,
or assurance shall have been previously registered, as by law
required, in the office of the general registry of deeds in
Sydney.
Cases of doall),
101. Any sale, transfer, or other disposition whatsoever of the
n^fudgment'dcbT’ estate, right, title, or interest of any conditional purchaser by an
Sec. 125, Act, 1884. official assignee or other lawful authority upon the insolvency of such
purchaser, or by a Sheriff or Registrar of a District Court, or any
other person by virtue of or under the authority of any writ of
execution or other process of any Court, or by the trustees of any deed
of
1881

.
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of assignment for the benefit of creditors, or by any person under any
decree or order of any Court shall pass to a purchaser or to any other
person only such estate, right, title, or interest as the conditional pur
chaser himself was entitled to at the date of sequestration, writ,
process, decree, order, or assignment respectively, and subject to all
conditions remaining unfulfilled at such date.
102. The effect given to duly registered deeds and instruments Sec. 120, Act 1884.
affecting lands, hereditaments, and other property by the eleventh
section of the Registration Act, seventh Victoria number sixteen, shall
be deemed to be annexed and to be incident to all transfers within the
meaning of this Act, if: duly registered under the said Registration Act,
after the prescribed registration or record thereof in tho books of the
Department of Lands shall have been duly effected.
Subdivision of Conditional Purchases.

103. Any conditional piirchase (whether made before or after Subdivision of
the commencement of this Act) of not less than one hundred acres
may, upon application by the holder at any time after the issue of a see. 34, Act isss.
certificate of conformity in respect thereof, be subdivided into portions
which shall in no case be less than forty acres each.
The application shall he accompanied by the prescribed deposit
which shall be available for the payment of the costs of any survey
and report which may be required; and the applicant shall surrender
such land as may be necessary for providing roads of access to the
subdivided portions, which land shall thereupon become Crown land
free from any claim of the conditional purchaser thereto.
The local land board shall settle the line or lines of subdivision
so as to conform to any regulations which may be made in that behalf,
and shall determine the portion of the subdivided conditional purchase,
to which any conditional lease acquired in virtue of the conditional
purchase before the subdivision thereof shall be attached, but so that
tlie conditional lease shall he attached to such portion thereof as the
applicant proposes not to transfer.
After subdivision the balance of purchase money payable in
respect of any portion of the subdivided conditional purchase may be
paid up and a grant thereof issued, as if such portion were a separate
conditional purchase.
No portion measured off in any such subdivision as aforesaid
shall be capable of being separated by transfer, devolution, or otherwise
from the residue of such portions, until a grant of such first-mentioned
portion has been issued.
Conversion of conditional purchases and leases into homestead
selections.

104. Any conditional purchase, together with any conditional ^o0r‘’d"[j|™ 0urclmseB
lease held by virtue thereof, or any conditional purchases or conditional and lease* mtT mseB
purchases and conditional leases (whether of tho same or differenthomeatGad selcctionsscries, and although including more than one block) held by the same c^tionai .
person (whether such conditional purchases or leases were applied for Pureimsers’ Relief
wholly or partly before or after the commencement of this Act), may Act*
he converted into a homestead selection, subject to the general pro
visions of this Act in that behalf, and to the following provisions :—
(a) Application for conversion shall he made to the Minister in
the prescribed form, and the conversion shall be subject to
the approval of the Minister.
(b) If the land included in the application is the subject of any.
mortgage or charge, an application by the mortgagor shall
not be valid without the' consent in writing of the person
having the mortgage or charge.
(c)

.

■
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(<?) The applicant shall be at the date of application, and shall
have been for at least six months preceding that date in
bond fide residence, 'within the meaning of section seventy-one
of this Act, on the land included in Ins application.
{d) No conditional purchase or conditional lease in respect of
which a liability to forfeiture has been incurred shall be
converted into a homestead selection while that liability to
forfeiture continues.
(<?) It shall be immaterial whether the land was wholly or in part
applied for before, or shall be applied for after, the com
mencement of this Act, or whether in the case of a conditional
purchase a certificate of due compliance with the conditions
applicable has or has not been issued: Provided that no
purchase or lease applied for since the first day of January,
one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five, shall be con
verted into a homestead selection unless or until the appli
cation for such purchase or lease has been confirmed.
(/) An application for conversion shall not be approved unless
payment has been made for such improvements on the land
as are by any enactment directed to be paid for.
{g) The fact that the area may exceed one thousand two hundred
and eighty acres shall not be a bar to conversion, provided
that the area shall not exceed one thousand two hundred and
eighty acres in the Eastern or two thousand five hundred and
sixty acres in any other Division, unless the Minister (who
may refer to the Local Land Board for report) shall be
satisfied that a larger area is necessary for the maintenance
of a family.
.
[h) After approval of conversion, the Governor may issue a home
stead grant of the land.
(i) All moneys paid as interest on land held under conditional
purchase, or as rent on land held under conditional lease,
shall be taken to have been paid for the occupation or use of
the land while the land was held under conditional purchase
or conditional lease; but all moneys paid by way of purchase
money on land hold under conditional purchase, and not
applied, as in the next subsection mentioned, towards the
payment of interest as aforesaid, shall be credited towards
the rent of the homestead selection.
(,/) In respect of any conditional purchase converted into a
homestead selection, interest on the balance of purchase
money owing on such conditional purchase shall be paid up
to the date of the issue of the homestead grant, but may be
taken (wholly or in part) out of any moneys paid by way of
purchase money as aforesaid.
'
(£) Notwithstanding anything in section forty-six of this Act,
the Governor shall have power from time to time to waive
the condition of residence attaching to any homestead selection
converted into such under the provisions of this Act in any
case where the land is, at the date of commencement of this
Act, held bond fide by way of mortgage or security : Provided
that no one waiver shall operate over a longer period than
one year, and during the period of waiver the annual rent
shall be tlirce-and-a-half instead of two-and-a-half per centum
per annum of the capital value of the land.
fi) Upon tlie forfeiture to the Crown of any land held under a
homestead grant issued under the provisions of this section
in any case where at the date of application for conversion
the land was held by way of mortgage or security, the
Governor may, for any reason which lie may deem sufficient,
grant tenant rights in the improvements on such land to the
last holder of the mortgage or security.
(i)
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(i) The annual rent of the homestead selection from the B<,nt oE homestead
date of issue of the grant shall be two and one-half per centum of the 1° “‘L10!!,6,
.
capital value or the homestead selection.
Purchaaem' Belief
(n) Such capital value for the first ten years period, which AcL
shall commence from the date of issue of the grant shall be taken
to be—
(«■) in the case of a conditional purchase (whether a residential
or a non-residential conditional purchase not being within a
special area), one pound per acre ;
(&') in the case of a conditional purchase within a special area, at
the price of the conditional purchase;
(c) in the case of a conditional lease, the sum represented by
capitalising the annual rent of the lease on a two-and-a-half
per centum basis ;
'
or, if the applicant make request in his application for an appraisement,
or at the direction of the Minister, the capital value of the whole land
included in the application shall be determined by appraisement; and
,any such appraisement shall, so far as procedure is concerned, be
subject to the provisions of section twenty-five of this Act:
Provided that no appraisement shall be made of land which has
been appraised within the previous two years.
Conversion of Conditional Purchases into Mining Conditional
Purchases.
105. The right of any holder of a conditional purchase made Conversion of cminm
under sections thirteen;twenty-one, or twenty-two of the “OrownLands
Alienation Act of 1861 ” to convert such purchase into a conditional conditional
purchase for mining purposes, in accordance with any regulations in Pttrcha6esforce for the time being made under the said Act, may be exercised Sec‘Aet 188+'
subject to the terms and conditions contained in such regulations as if
this Act or the previous Acts had not heen passed.
And all regulations made prior to the commencement of this The Act 6i Vic. No.
Act, purporting to authorise such conversion, shall be deemed to have 29’
had the force of law, and any conversion effected or sanctioned in
pursuance, or purporting to he in pursuance thereof, or any conversion
approved or permitted by any Secretary for Lands or other person on
his behalf, shall be deemed to have been and to be valid.
Improvement Purchases in gold-field.
106. Upon application (accompanied by the prescribed deposit improvement
and survey fee) by the owner of improvements, in authorised occupation ^™ehaaea in e°ld'
by residence under any Act in force for the regulation of mining on sc0.4G, Act 1884:
Crown lands of land within a proclaimed gold-field, the Governor may ftnd 11.Aet 188Etsell and grant such land to such owner without competition, at a price
to be fixed by the local land board not being less than at the rate of
eight pounds per acre for town lands, or
two pounds ten shillings per aero for suburban and other lands, or
two pounds ten shillings for any area less than one acre:
Provided that such sales ,he made in accordance with the
general subdivision of the land, and
embrace only allotments or portions on which the improvements
may be, and
that the areas to bo sold shall not exceed—
one quarter of an acre for town, lands, and
one acre for suburban or other lands :
'
Such price shall be exclusive of the value of the improvements.
Por the purposes of this section improvements of value equal
to the respective minimum rates hereinbefore provided for shall he
sufficient,
’
JTq
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No person shall he permitted to make a subsequent purchase
within three miles of a prior purchase by him.
Any sums which shall be payable to the Crown in connection
with any improvement purchase shall, from and after the due date
for the payment thereof, bear interest at the rate of ten per centum
per annum, and such interest shall be considered as accruing due
day by day; but nothing in this section shall be construed so as to
prevent or to compel tlie enforcement of any forfeiture, or the accept
ance of any overdue sums, together with interest, as aforesaid.
Any forfeiture of an improvement purchase shall be notified
by the Minister in the Gazette, and shall take effect on the expiration
of thirty clear days after the date of notification of forfeiture.
Auction sales.
Sale by auction c f
lands.

Secs. 61, (iZ, Act
1881; Sec. 41 Act
1889.
'

Auction Sales
Balances Act 1887.
50 Vic. No. 30.

107. Crown lands, not exceeding in the aggregate for the whole
Colony two hundred thousand acres in any one year, may he sold by
public auction, at any place which may appear to the Minister to
be most convenient for the purpose (whether sucli place he within or
outside the land district in which the lands to be sold arc situate), and
at such times as the Minister shall direct and -notify in the Gazette,
not less than two months before the day of sale, and the upset prices
per acre shall not he lower than—■
For town lands eight pounds.
Suburban lands two pounds ten shillings,
yOther lands one pound five shillings.
But such upset prices may be respectively fixed at any higher
amounts.
The value of any improvements (within the meaning of section
one hundred and seventy-nine of this Act) shall he added thereto, and
when not the property of the Crown shall be refunded to the owner, or
if it should appear that such improvements -were made under mis
apprehension, or for other sufficient reason, the Governor (or the
Minister, after report by the Land Board), may remit or refund tho
value thereof to the improver or 'bis representatives.
Town lands shall not be sold under this section in areas
exceeding one-half acre.
Suburban lands shall not be sold in areas exceeding twenty
acres.
Country lands shall not he sold in areas exceeding six hundred
and forty acres.
_
A deposit of not less than onc-fourth of the purchase money
shall be paid by the purchaser at the time of sale, and in case the
purchaser fails to pay the deposit the land may be again offered by
the land agent, who shall not accept any bid by the person so failing
to pay.
The balance of purchase money shall bo paid ■within three
months after the date of sale, provided that the Minister may make
special terms of payment on auction sales of
Town lands,
Suburban lands, and
Lands which may have heen or may hereafter he subdivided
into areas not exceeding twenty acres :
Provided that in every case a deposit of one fourth of tho pur
chase money shall be paid at the time of sale, and the time allowed
for any deferred payments shall in no case exceed five years from the
day of sale.
And that all such deferred payments shall bear interest at the
rate of five pounds per centum per annum.
After
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After Auction Sales, &c.
108. The Governor may grant any town or suburban Crown Provision m to sales
lands or Crown lands witliin-population areas which have been offered ^r “uc^’
for sale at auction and not sold (whether such offering for sale was
'
'
before or after the commencement of this Act) at tlie last upset price
thereof to any person who shall duly apply for the same.
'
The applicant shall, with his application, lodge a deposit of
one fourth of the said upset price, and if the application be approved
by the Minister shall pay the balance of the said price, subject to such
terms and conditions as were notified in the Gazette in connection
with the aforesaid offering at auction.
Auction sales or after auction sales may be annulled.
109. On dcfaultof payment of any instalment forthirty daysafter Acuiion enK or
the day when the same shall have fallen due, or on default of payment
t
of any balance of purchase money, when the same shall have fallen be annulled,
due, in connection with any land sold at or after auction, the Ministers™. 02, Aeti884;
may, by notice in the Gazette, annul the sale.
Bnbvnces au; wiAct
On tlie expiration of thirty clear days after the date of notice i895; Act&svic.
in the Gazette as aforesaid, the land, the subject of such sale, shall bc1^0' L
forfeited to the Crown and become Crown lands within the meaning
and for the pmrposes of this Act, and all payments made in respect of
such land be forfeited to Her Majesty:
Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown shall, Sec. 48, Aot 1895.
from and after the due date for the payment thereof, bear interest at
the rate of ten per centum per annum, and such interest shall be
considered as accruing due day by day.
Nothing in this section contained shall be construed so as to
prevent or to compel the enforcement of any forfeiture, or the
acceptance of any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid.
Special sales without competition.

Rescission of reservation.

110. The Governor may authorise the rescission of any reservation
of reservaof water frontage on the sea-coast, or to any bay, inlet, harbour, or t”fs”’atcr
navigable river, or of land adjoining such frontage contained in any Secs, es, es, and es,
Crown grant either wholly or to such extent and subject to such con- Act 18841ditions and restrictions as lie shall think fit.
The land the subject of such rescission may be granted to the
owner of the land contained in such Crown grant on payment in the
prescribed manner of the fair value thereof to be determined in accor
dance with section twenty-five of this Act, being not less than for—town
lands, eight pounds per acre; suburban lands, two pounds teu shillings
per acre; other lands, one pound five shillings per acre :
Provided that nothing in this section shall empower the
Governor to grant any land used as a public thoroughfare, or any land
sot apart and dedicated for any public purpose:
Provided also that notice for four consecutive weeks shall be
given in the Gazette and some local newspaper if any before the issuing
of such grant, and that the applicant shall pay all costs of survey,
'
reports, notification, and deed fee incurred in dealing with any
application under this section.
At any time before the expiration of tho four weeks referred
to, any person feeling aggrieved may in the prescribed manner lodge a
caveat with the local land board setting forth objections against the
authorisation of any such rescission as aforesaid, and shall at the time
32—G
.
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ef lodging the same deposit therewith the prescribed sum, and all such
applications shall ho dealt with as provided in section sixty-three of
this Act in reference to other caveats.
On the approval of any application to purchase made under
this section such approval shall he notified in tlie Gazette. And
if within three months after such notification the applicant shall
fail to pay the full amount of purchase money, together with the
deed fee and all costs as hereinbefore provided for, the right to
purchase such land may he treated by the Minister as having lapsed,
and the land itself may be sold by auction, or reserved, or otherwise
disposed of pursuant to the provisions of this Act.
Any sums which shall he payable to the Crown shall from and
after the due date for the payment thereof bear interest at the rate of
ten per centum per annum, and such interest shall he considered as
accruing day by day, hut nothing in this provision shall be construed
so as to prevent or compel the enforcement of any forfeiture or the
acceptance of any overdue sums together with interest as aforesaid.
Keclamations.
Reclamation of lands
by proprietor of
adjoining lands.
Sec. 64*, 65, and 68,
Act 1884-, and 54,
Act 1895*

111. The G-overnor may on the application of any proprietor
in fee simple of land having frontage to the sea, or to any tidal water,
or to any lake authorise such proprietor to reclaim any land adjoining
thereto and lying beyond or below high-water mark :
Provided always that no such reclamation shall he authorised
which may interrupt or interfere with navigation:
Provided also that notice of the application to reclaim such land
shall he published in the Gazette and some local newspaper, if any, for
four consecutive weeks before such authority for reclamation shall bo
given.
And that the applicant shall pay all costs of survey, reports,
notification, and deed fee incurred in dealing with his application. ’
At any time before the expiration of the four weeks
aforesaid, any person feeling aggrieved may in tho prescribed manner
lodge a caveat with the local land hoard setting forth objections
against the authorisation of any such reclamation as aforesaid, and
shall at the time of lodging the same deposit therewith the prescribed
sum, and all such applications shall he dealt with as provided in
section sixty-three of this Act in reference to other caveats.
In anv
*> case where after the commencement of this Act
the Governor shall authorise the reclamation of any land (whether
application for such reclamation has heen made under the previous
Acts or shall be made under this Act) the local land hoard shall
appraise—
(a) the amount by which the value of tho whole holding will he
enhanced, by reason of the land to be reclaimed having heen
reclaimed and being held and enjoyed with the land held in
fee simple, and
(5) the amount of the estimated cost of the reclamation;
and the excess (if any) of such first-named amount over such lastmentioned amount shall, within three months after the notice in
the Gazette calling for the same, be paid by the applicant to the
Colonial Treasurer; and in default of such payment tlie authority to
reclaim may he declared to have lapsed, and the same shall thereupon
become void and of no effect.
The applicant shall, within such period as may be allowed for the
purpose, complete the reclamation to tho satisfaction of the Minister,
and upon the due completion thereof a grant of tho land so reclaimed
shall he issued.
If the reclamation he not completed to the satisfaction of the
Minister, or ho not so completed within the aforesaid period, tlie
'
Mmistep
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Minister may, by notification in the Gazette, declare the right to
purchase the land, together with all moneys paid thereon to he
forfeited, and the same shall become forfeit accordingly; and upon
such forfeiture the said authority to reclaim shall become void and
of no effect, and any land which may have previously been reclaimed
under such authority shall revert to the Crown, freed and discharged
from any right or claim of the applicant or any other person in or to
the same.
Any sums 'which shall become payable to the Crown shall,
from and after the due date for the payment thereof, bear interest at
the rate of ten per centum per annum, and such interest shall be con
sidered as accruing due day by day; but nothing in this provision
contained shall be construed so as to prevent or to compel the enforce
ment of any forfeiture or the acceptance of any overdue sums, together
with interest as aforesaid.
, The Governor in giving authority to reclaim (in pursuance of
any application whether made under tlie previous Acts or under this
Act) may give the same subject to such terms and conditions as may
appear desirable in the public interest, and in particular to the condi
tions—
.
(«) that the reclaimed lands or any portions thereof may be
resumed for public purposes by notification in the Gazette,
and that upon resumption the lands shall vest in the Crown,
freed and discharged from all private rights, interests, titles,
and estates in and to the same; and
{b) that no other compensation shall be payable than tho value of
any improvements upon the lands resumed, effected vrith the
written approval of the Minister first had and obtained,
together with a repayment of the purchase money, and of the
cost of reclamation, or if the land resumed be a portion only
of the land reclaimed, of a fair proportion of such purchase
money and cost as aforesaid ;
and the grant of any land to be reclaimed under any such authority as
aforesaid shall embody the terms and conditions subject to which the
authority vras given, or such of them as require to be so embodied.
Lands insufficient in area for Conditional Purchase.
112. Crown lands to which no way of access is attainable, or
Sales in Bpeoial cases,
which arc insufficient in area for conditional sale, or
Secs, ec and gs, Act
arc situated between granted land and a street or road which1884forms or should form tho way of approach to such granted
land, or
are encroached on by buildings erected on granted land
may be sold after recommendation by the Minister or the local land
hoard as the case may be to the proprietor or proprietors in fee
simple of adjacent lands at a price to he determined in accordance with
section twenty-five of this Act, being not less than—for town lands,
eight pounds per acre; for suburban lands, two pounds ten shillings
per acre; for other lands, one pound five shillings per acre. Purchasers
under this section shall, in addition to the price of the land applied for
pay the cost of survey report and deed fee incurred in dealing with
such applications.
On the approval of any application to purchase made under
this section sucli approval shall he notified in the Gazette. And if
within three months after such notification the applicant shall fail to
pay the full amount of purchase money, together with the deed fee and
all costs demanded for survey and reports incurred in connection with
the land applied for, the right to purchase such land may be treated
by the Minister as having lapsed, and the land itself may be sold by
auction, or reserved, or otherwise disposed of pursuant to the provisions
of this Act.
Any
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Any sums which shall become payable to the Crown shall,
from and after the due date for the payment thereof, bear interest at
the rate of ten per centum per annum, and such interest shall be
considered as accruing due day by day, but nothing in this section
contained shall be construed so as to prevent or to compel tlie enforce
ment of any forfeiture, or the acceptance of any overdue sums, together
with interest as aforesaid.
Exchange and
surrender.
Sec. 46, Act 1889;
47, Act 1896.

Exchanges and Surrenders.
113. It shall be lawful for the Governor, on behalf of the Crown,
with the consent of the owner, to exchange any Crown lands for any
other lands of which a grant in fee-simple has been issued or may be
called for, and to accept such surrenders and issue such grants as may
be necessary for effectuating an exchange.
The surrenderor shall pay all costs and fees incurred in respect
of the surrender and exchange of such land:
Provided that, if the land applied for by way of exchange is
measured land, and is, in the aggregate, less than forty acres in excess
of the land surrendered, such excess area may be granted to the lessee
at a price to be determined in accordance with section twenty-five of
this Act.
'
It shall be lawful for the Governor to accept a surrender of
lands, in respect of which a balance of purchase money remains
unpaid, if upon payment of such balance, with or without interest
thereon, the right to a grant of tlie said lands in fee-simple will become
absolute, and to grant Crown lands in exchange therefor; but in any
such case the acceptance of the surrender shall not be taken to affect
the aforesaid balance of purchase money, or any right, remedy, or
liability in respect thereof, and a grant of the Crown lands allotted in
exchange shall not be issued until the aforesaid balance of purchase
money, together with interest, lias been duly paid.
When auy lands have been surrendered as aforesaid, and Crown
lands have been allotted in exchange therefor, snch provisions of such
Act in respect of the payment of the balance of purchase money,
together with interest, and of forfeiture upon default as applied to
the surrendered lands, shall be deemed to apply to the lands so allotted
in the same way as if the lands so allotted were the lands originally
purchased.
The Governor may reserve from sale and lease any lands
included in an application or proposal for an exchange.
The local land hoard shall inquire into and report upon any
application or proposal referred to such board by the Minister, and the
values of any lands included therein shall be determined in accordance
with the provisions of section twenty-five of this Act, before the
exchange is carried out.
In any such exchange the lands exchanged shall as nearly as
practicable be of equal value, or if the Crown lands to be granted be
of greater valne the difference of value shall be paid before any grant
is issued.
A surrender of lands to the Crown shall he evidenced by an
instrument in the prescribed form, which shall, without enrolment in
the Supreme Court, revest the surrendered lands in Her Majesty, Her
heirs and successors according to law; and an entry of any such
instrument shall be made in the register under the Heal Property Act
in all cases where it may be necessary.
Lands so surrendered shall become Crown lands for the
purposes of this Act, but shall not be available for the purposes
of any application until a notification to that effect has been published
in the Gazette. And such surrendered lands may by notice in the
Gazette be added to any adjoining lease or license or conditional
purchase or homestead selection (notwithstanding that such lease,
license, purchase, or selection may or may not already contain the
maximum
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maximum area prescribed by law), subject to sucli conditions as to
payment of purchase money or rental as may be determined by the
Governor and consented to by the lessee, licensee, purchaser, or
selector.
Any improvements on the surrendered land shall, notwith
standing the surrender, remain the property of the surrenderor, subject
to the provisions of section one hundred and seventy-nine of this Act,
but it shall be lawful for the Governor, in any case in which the public
interest seems so to demand, to require that any surrender shall be a
surrender of the land together with any improvements thereon; and
upon the surrenderor consenting in uniting thereto, the said improve
ments shall, upon the acceptance of the surrender, become the property
of tho Crown.
Any application or proposal for exchange of land lawfully
made before the first day of June, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-five, and not refused on its merits or withdrawn, may be
completed, subject to all the conditions agreed upon under the original
application or proposal, notwilhstanding the expiration of tho pastoral
lease, in virtue of which such application was made.
Every proposal for surrender and exchange shall be notified in
the Gazette and in a local newspaper.
114. The Governor may acquire, for the purpose of access or
approaches to any natural water, tank, or dam, or for a road, or
travelling stock route, or camping reserve, or watering place, or for
any like purpose, any land of any tenure, cither by way of purchase
or by granting in fee-simple, or for any less estate, any Crown land of
equal value in exchange for such land. And any land so acquired
shall thereupon be deemed to be reserved from sale and lease, and may,
on revocation of the reserve, be dealt with in accordance with this Act.
Volunteer land order selections.
land order
115. Wherein any Act relating to the Volunteer Eorco reference Volunteer
selections.
is made to the thirteenth section of the “ Crown Lands Alienation Act Sec. 22, Act 1881.
of 1861 ” such reference shall, in respect to all claims to free grants of
land unsatisfied at the commencement of this Act, be deemed and
taken to refer to Crown lands open to conditional sale under this Act.

Authority to search for gold in alienated land within gold-fields.
116. Any Crown land within a proclaimed gold-field which, Crown land within
gold-field.
after the twenty-fifth day of Way, one thousand eight hundred and proclaimed
Sec. 43, Act 1884.
eighty, has been sold conditionally, or by auction, or in virtue of
improvements, or otherwise, as well as any such land alienated under
this Act, shall he subject to the following condition, namely :—Any
person specially authorised in the prescribed manner by the Minister
shall be at liberty to dig and search for gold within such land, and
should it be found to be auriferous the Governor may cancel, wholly
or in part, the sale of such land; and upon the notification thereof
in the Gazette, the proprietor shall bo entitled to compensation for the
value of the land as if it were not auriferous, and of the improvements
thereon as appraised by the local board, and such land shall thereupon
become Crown land within the meaning of the Mining Act, 1874, or
any Aet amending tho same, and shall be reserved from sale until such
reservation be revoked by the Governor: Provided that the person
so specially authorised by the Minister to dig and search for gold shall,
on the appearance of such notification in the Gazette, be deemed to be
the first applicant for a claim or lease of such land, or a portion thereof;
and the date of such application shall he reckoned from the day of
publication of such notification in the Gazette, hut iu all other respects
as to area, labour conditions, and other matters, such application shall
ho dealt with subject to the regulations iu force for the time being
authorising the occupation of Crown lands for gold-mining purposes.
"
CHAPTER
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CHAPTEE II.
Leases

and

Licenses.

General provisions as to Leases, &c.
GeneralproTisions

Sec. as. Act 1884.

117. The following provisions shall govern all leases and licenses
an(^ ^lc holders of such leases or licenses, namely:—
W

iease or license other than special lease shall confer any
right to remove material from the leased land, or to sublet
such land for other than grazing purposes, or to prevent the
entry and removal of material by authorised persons.
(n) Lessees and licensees may take from land under lease or
license to them, not comprised within a timber or forest
reserve, such timber and other material for building and
other purposes upon the land under lease or license as may be
required by them as tenants or licensees respectively.
(ill) No lessee or licensee shall prevent other persons duly autho
rised in that behalf either from cutting or removing timber
or material for building or other purposes, or from searching
for any mineral within the land under lease or license :
Provided that nothing in this subsection shall apply to a
conditional lease as regards the taking or removal or timber
or other material for building purposes.
Sufficiency of
118. Lor the purposes of any lease or license granted under
general descriptions, this Act except a conditional or settlement lease it shall be sufficient
Soc. 142. Act 1884, jj? y ie ]a;nq and the boundaries thereof be defined by a general descrip
tion and no such lease or license shall be void by reason of the
imperfection of any such description if the land therein described is
defined with reasonable certainty.
Certification of
119. It shall be lawiul for any authorised person who may have
boundaries.
marked on the ground any boundary of a leasehold that has been
sec. 144, Act 1884. accepj;e(j |:)y the Minister, to certify by signature to any plan repre
senting such boundary, that such representation is accurate, and such
plan shall thereupon be primd facie evidence of such boundary.

Liability to Forfeiture.
Liability of lessees on
120. Every lease shall he liable to forfeiture if any rent be not
non-payment of rent pajj_ witliin the prescribed period or upon breach of any condition
im*.9G !md 136’Aet annexed to such lease; but no forfeiture of any lease (other than an
■
annual lease or occupation license) under this Act or the previous Acts
or any repealed Act shall take effect until the expiration of thirty clear
days after notification of such forfeiture in the Gazette. And whenever
any land shall be forfeited under this Act, such land shall become
Crown land, and may be dealt with as such.

Overdue Rents.
Sec. 48, Act 1895.
Sec. 126, Act 1884.

Acceptance of
interest or other
payment no waiyer,

121. Any sums which shall hereafter become payable to the
Crown, whether as rent or license fee or interest, shall from and after
the due date for the payment thereof bear interest at the rate of ten
per centum per annum, and such interest shall be considered as
accruing due day by day. Nothing in this section contained shall he
construed so as to prevent or to compel the enforcement of any
forfeiture, or tho acceptance of any overdue sums, together with
interest as aforesaid. And tlie acceptance by or on behalf of the Crown
of any interest or rent or other payment under any lease or license
shall not be held to operate hereafter as a waiver by the Crown of any
forfeiture accruing by reason of the breach of any condition annexed
by law to the estate or interest of a lessee or licensee.

Withdrawals.
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Withdrawals.
122. The Governor may withdraw from any lease or license any Sec. ios nndsubwe.
land required for the purposes of settlement for towns and villages, 'j* •Acfc 1884‘
or as sites for towns and villages, or for any public purpose, and upon
publication in the Cazelte of withdrawal from any pastoral lease for
towns and villages the lessee shall be entitled to such compensation,
for the unexpired term, of such lease, and for improvements lawfully
made by such lessee upon the land so withdrawn from lease as may
be determined by appraisement.
Eeserve from Sale not a Withdrawal.
123. Crown lands within any leasehold now or hereafter tem- Besoms from sale
porarily reserved from sale under the provisions of the previous Acts ^ kMc.tho hnd
or any repealed Act, or this Act shall not be deemed to have been or to gBC> ios, ^ct, ibs4,
be withdrawn thereby from such leasehold in respect of the ordinary
use of such lands for the purposes of the lease, or to be exempted
from reletting on the termination of the existing lease.
Ringbarking by Lessees.
124. Every lessee or licensee of Crown lands desiring to ring- permission
bark trees upon his leasehold land or land hold under license shall ringbwt. ^
obtain a permission to do so from the local land hoard, and in Ms
os. os, Act
application in the prescribed form addressed to the land agent shall
describe the boundaries and area of the land upon which he proposes
to ringbark.
.
In regard to any land not comprised wuthin a timber or forest
reserve tlie board may, in their discretion, refuse or grant permission
for the same, after snch inquiry and upon such conditions as to them
may seem necessary.
_
_
Any lessee or licensee wdio shall without such permission ring- penalty for
baric trees on a leasehold, or shall cause or knowingly permit or suffer ^klngbywi?’
the same to be done shall, on conviction before any two justices of the
peace at the Court of Petty Sessions nearest to such leasehold, be
liable for the first offence to a penalty of not less than one shilling nor
more than ten shillings for each tree so ringbarked, and for a second
or subsequent offence be liable to a like penalty and to the forfeiture
of his lease.
Whosoever shall ringbark trees or strip hark from trees on Unauthorised ringCrown lands without holding such permission, or in violation of any J^hoHjian Ee"8
condition thereof, or without a written authority under the hand of the
lessee or licensee of such Crown lands shall, on conviction as aforesaid,
be liable to a penalty for each tree ringbarked or stripped of not less
than one shilling nor more than ten shillings.
Every information for an offence under this section shall unauthorised ringbe laid by some officer of police or person specially authorised by the
'
Minister. And if at tho hearing of such information any question
shall arise whether any person holds a valid permission to ringbark
the burden of proof thereof shall be on the person who claims to
hold sucli permission.
,
Promise of lease.
125. In any action or suit brought to recover possession or to Rigia of lease may
recover damages for trespass upon or otherwise in relation to ai|y |>tl0®!t™“3moTldcilC0
Crown Lands of which no lease from the Crown shall have issued, it gec_ 128j Act 1884
shall be lawful for any party thereto to plead and put in evidence any
promise, engagement, or contract from or with the Crown, or its
agents,
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agents, lawfully authorised in that behalf, and such promise, engage
ment, or contract shall as between tlie parties, and subject to the
provisions of this Act have the same effect as if a lease from the
Crown of such lands had been duly issued in pursuance of such
promise, engagement, or contract to the party entitled thereunder, and
any receipt by or on behalf of the Colonial Treasurer for rent of such
lands for the year then current shall, according to the tenor thereof, be
primd facie evidence that the party therein named is the holder of the
lease or promise of lease thereof for the time being.
Annual Leases for Pastoral purposes.

Annual leases for
12o. The Governor may lease by auction, or tender, or by
ScTss* let isst virtue of an application made in the prescribed manner for grazing
34 nnd'as, Act issa purposes, in areas not exceeding one thousand nine hundred and twenty
49, Act 1895.
acres, any Crown lands not held under any lease or license, or not
reserved from lease generally, or not reserved from annual lease
specifically, or not reserved from license. Such leases shall be subject
to the provisions following:—
(i) Every such lease shall be for the then current year, and shall
expire on the thirty-first day of December.
(ii) Tho right to occupy the land shall commence
In the case of a lease bought at auction, from the date of sale.
In the case of a lease for which tenders shall have been invited,
from tlie date of notification in the Gazette of the accept
ance of the tender.
In the case of a lease the subject of an application, from the
date on whch the Land Board (which Board shall have the
power of modifying the land applied for) shall allot land
in satisfaction of such application.
(m) Such leases may be renewed subject to tho payment of the
annual rent. The Minister may at any time, upon giving
three months’ notice prior to the expiration of any year for
'
which rent has been paid in advance, increase such rent by
any sum not exceeding twenty-five per cent.
(iv) The rent of all renewed leases shall lie paid on or before the
thirty-first day of December in each year tor the ensuing year,
and in the prescribed manner and time, to the Colonial
Treasurer or land agent. And if such rent be not paid the
lease will be liable to forfeiture and sale at auction or by
tender.
(v) Any lease offered at auction and bid for, but the price of which
shall not bo forthwith paid, may bo again offered for sale at
auction.
(vi) A lease of any land which may have been offered for sale at
auction and not bid for maybe obtained on application to the
land agent of the district and payment of the upset price, or
may be again submitted to auction, unless the land shall
have been previously otherwise dealt with.
(vn) Crown lands may be put up to lease at auction at the* lands
office of the district or let by tender, either on application or
otherwise, bat no such sale of leases or letting by tender
shall take place without one month’s notice thereof having
been given in the Gazette.
(vtii) A lease under this section shall not exempt the land leased
from sale or homestead selection or special or conditional or
other lease.
No application for an annual lease made after any of the land
applied for shall have been notified hi the Gazette for lease by auction
or tender shall prevent the land from being let as so notified.
Any
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Any application under tins section for an annual lease Amendment of the
may be refused by the Minister in any case where the granting of such
^0111111,1
lease appears to him to be contrary to the public or general interest.
The rent for an annual lease shall commence' from the first day
of the month succeeding the date of the notification in tho Gazette.
Of the Minister’s approval thereof, or.
Acceptance of the tender for the same, or.
>
In the case of an annual lease sold at auction, from the first day
of the month succeeding the date of such sale.
■
The first year of the lease shall expire on the thirty-first day of
December then, succeeding; and the rent for the first year shall he
proportionate to the number of months between the commencement
of the lease and the said thirty-first day of December.
_
The Mimster may at any time cancel any annual lease by Annual leases,
giving not less than three months’ notice in the Gazette or otherwise
of his intention to do so, such notice to terminate at the end of the
then current year.
Trespass and Impounding on Annual Leases.
127. No person occupying land under annual lease shall—
Trespasa by stock
{a) bring an action for trepass committed by stock upon the said s“cll65CXt isae"'
land, whether before or after the commencement of this Act;
’
or
(£) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land—
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to keep
out stock:
Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall
apply to any trespass wilfully caused.
Artesian Well Leases.
128. Upon application in the prescribed manner (accompanied Protection of
by a deposit of ten pounds to cover the expenses in dealing therewith)ortesian '',ellFi'
lor permission to bore and search ior water m any land m the Western
Division, held by the applicant under occupation license or annual
lease, the Minister may, by notice in the Gazette, set apart an area not
exceeding ten thousand two hundred and forty acres in one block on
the resumed area.
Upon publication of such notice the land therein described shall
be hold to be temporarily exempt from sale or lease under this Act to
other than the applicant, but shall not be withdrawn from the occupa
tion license or annual lease.
Within sixty days after such notice the applicant shall com
mence to bore and search for water on such land, and shall forward to
the Chairman of the land board by registered letter notice verified by
statutory declaration of his having done so.
The work of boring and searching as aforesaid shall be continued
until water be found, or until it appear to the Minister that the work
cannot be pursued with reasonable hope of success or profit.
Within fourteen days after tlie discovery of water, the licensee
or lessee shall, by registered letter, notify the fact to tlie Chairman of
the local land board, and the said licensee or lessee shall, on approval
by the Governor, become entitled to a lease for such a term as may be
determined, not exceeding the unexpired term of the current pastoral
lease of the leasehold area of the pastoral holding.
' 32—H
The
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The rental of such area shall be at the rate then payable upon
the land held under such occupation license or annual lease.
If the applicant shall fail to forward any prescribed notice, or
If the Minister shall consider that the application lias not been
■
made bond fide, or
That reasonable efforts have not been or are not being made to
discover water, or
That any water discovered is not sufficiently permanent, or
That the quantity of water is not sufficiently great,
he may withdraw the notice aforesaid, or the Governor may cancel
the lease, and upon publication in the Gazette of notice of such with
drawal, or cancellation, the temporary exemption from sale or lease of
such land, and the lease thereof, shall be held to be annulled.

Tcnnntright,
Soc. 7, Act 1895,

Not more than one such area as aforesaid shall be leased under ■
the provision of this section out of each sixty-four thousand acres of
an occupation license, and not more than tliree such areas shall be
leased hereunder in respect of one and the same occupation license.
Upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term of any
artesian well lease the last holder of the lease shall have tenant-right
as the same is hereinafter defined in improvements upon the lands
theretofore held under the lease.

'

Homestead Leases.

Homestead leases in
129. In the Western Division the Governor may grant homothe Western Division stead leases within resumed areas or vacant lands subject to the
i23S"audm9^18’ Provisi°ns following:—
issCsecs.iiao.si,
The following classes of lands shall be exempt from
sccd ^^and889, homestead lease:—
Act 1895.’
’
(«) Lands within proclaimed cities, towns, and villages, and the
defined limits of suburban lands to be attached thereto.
(&) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes.
(c) Lands dedicated to any public purpose.
:
(d) Lands temporarily reserved from sale for commonage.
(e) Lands reserved from lease under any repealed Act until the
reservation thereof shall have been revoked under the provi
sions of this Act.
(/) Lands reserved from lease generally or reserved specifically
from homestead lease.
mat lensca not to be
130. No holder of a pastoral lease shall during the currency
held in combination, thereof hold or cause to be held on his behalf or in his interest a home
stead lease, nor shall the bolder of a homestead lease during the
currency thereof hold or cause to he held on his behalf or in his interest
a pastoral lease, nor shall any person hold or cause to he held on his
behalf or in his interest more than one homestead lease, under penalty
in every snch case of forfeiture of every lease held by him or on his
behalf or in Ms interest and any rent paid thereon. And for the
purpose of this section every owner or part owner of any lease shall
he deemed to ho a holder thereof: Provided that any bond fide
mortgagee for value may, on application to the Minister, be registered
as the holder of more than one homestead lease, subject to such
regulations as may be made in that behalf, although snch mortgagee
is the registered holder of one or more pastoral leases.
.

Applications for homestead leases.

131. Applications for homestead leases may be made in the pre
scribed manner upon any land office day, and with such application
there shall he lodged a sum equal to one penny per acre for the area
proposed to he leased.
’
Area
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Area of homestead leases.

132. The area which may be granted and held under a home- Area which may be
stead lease shall not, except as provided in section one hundred and ^moBtead loose
eighty-two hereof, exceed ten thousand two hundred and forty acres,
and shall not, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, he Jess
than two thousand five hundred and sixty acres.
Any applicant for or holder of a homestead lease, whether
applied for before or after the commencement of this Act, may, in
virtue thereof, obtain additional homestead leases adjoining the land
comprised in the original or any prior additional homestead lease,
provided that the total area of such original and additional leases shall
not exceed ten thousand two hundred and forty acres.
An application for an additional homestead lease shall not be
received for less than two thousand five hundred and sixty acres, unless
such an area is not available, or cannot be taken up without causing
the aforesaid maximum area of ten thousand two hundred and forty
acres to be exceeded; but in no case, shall an application for an
additional homestead lease be received for an area less than six hundred
and forty acres.
No additional homestead lease shall be granted in virtue of an
original homestead lease which, if applied for before the commence
ment of this Act, has not been granted subject to or brought under
the provisions of the Crown Lands Act of 1889.
Where more than one applicant shall apply for the same land,
or for any portion thereof, on the same day, the right of lease shall
be determined in the manner prescribed by section forty of this Act.
Term of homestead lease.

133. Every homestead lease granted before or after the com- Term o£ lease,
mencement of this Act shall have a term of twenty-eight years, and
tho term shall be divided for the purpose of the appraisement of the rate
of rent into four periods each of seven years, and a separate appraise
ment shall be made of the rate of rent payable for each of such
periods, if the same be a period commencing after the first day of
June, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five or after
the commencement of this Act.
Provided always that—
(®) In the case of a homestead lease granted before the first day
of December, in tho year one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-nine, and not brought under the provisions of section
twenty-nine of the Crown Lands Act of 1889, the rate of
rent from time to time payable under the Crown Lands
Act of 1884 shall be paid until the expiration of such
seven-year period of the term of the lease as may have been
current on the first day of June, in the year one thousand
eight hundred and ninety-five.
{b) Nothing contained in this section shall prevent or affect the
reappraisenlent of the rent of a homestead lease in pursuance
of section nine of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1895,” or the
coming into operation of any rent so reappraised.
•
Effect of homestead lease application, Sfc.

134. The title to any homestead lease applied for after the com- Applications for
mencement of this Act shall commence from the date of application conditional
mf’
therefor, if valid, and any such application shall withdraw such of the homestead lease.’
lands therein described as may be available for the purpose from any
annual lease or occupation license under which they may be held.
The
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The land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any
such application, notify the same through the post to the holder of
any annual lease or occupation license within which the land applied
for, or any part thereof, may he situated.
Any application for a homestead lease may, after report by the
land board, be refused or the position and boundaries of tho land may
be altered, varied, or modified.
If land be allotted in satisfaction thereof of a less area than, or
in a different position from, that applied for, such of the land described
as may not be allotted, or if the application be withdrawn, the whole
of the lands described therein, shall revert to the lease or license on
notification in the Gazette of the approval of such lease, or of the
acceptance of the applicant’s refusal thereof.
Any allotted lands which are not described in the original
application shall, for the purposes of withdrawal from lease or license,
be deemed to have been applied for on the date of notification in the
Gazette of approval of the lease.
Non-acceptance of homestead lease.
Non-occeptanee of
lease,

135. Should the Minister recommend the issue of a lease in a form
other than as applied for, tlie applicant may, within ninety days after
the notification in the Gazette of the approval of the issue of a lease,
notify in writing to the local land board his intention of not accepting
it, and he shall thereupon be entitled to a refund of the deposit paid;
but in default of any notice of such intention, or of occupation within
the time specified for either purpose, the deposit shall be forfeited.
Notice by an applicant of his non-acceptance of any homestead
lease applied for before or after the commencement of this Act shall
not entitle him to a refund of deposit, unless, in the opinion of the
Minister, the land approved to be leased differs materially in form or
situation from that applied for.
If the applicant shall have occupied or made use of any land
by virtue of his application, the Minister may refuse to accept any such
notice of non-acceptance.
Tlie acceptance by the Minister of any such notice of non
acceptance shall take effect on notification in the Gazette.
In the event of the hon-acccptance of the lease, the land shall
revert to the holding from which it was taken.
Survey of homestead lease.
136. The Minister may direct a survey of the boundaries of any
homestead lease, and upon such survey being made may demand from
the lessee towards defraying the cost of such survey, payment of any
sum not exceeding twenty shillings for each linear mile of the boundary
so surveyed, and in default of payment of such sum within sixty days
after notification of the demand in the Gazette, the lease shall be liable
to forfeiture.

'
Sec. 65, Act i&GB.

Trespass and impounding on homestead lease.

'

137. No person occupying land under a homestead lease, or in
virtue of an application for a homestead lease shall—■
(a) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the
said land, whether before or after the commencement of this
Act; or
(J) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land—
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to
keep out stock:
Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall
apply to any trespass wilfully caused.
Conditions
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Conditions of homestead leases.

138. Every applicant for a homestead lease shall, after the
survey of the land subject to the provisions of section one hundred and
thirty-six, and to the payment in the prescribed manner of the value
of the improvements upon the land to be determined by the local land
board, enter into occupation thereof within ninety days after the
notification in the Gazette of the approval of the issue of a lease, and
shall reside continuously on the leased land for six months of each year
of the prescribed term of residence, and such term shall expire five
years after the date of application for the lease.
Prior to the date of commencement of residence during any
year the lessee shall notify the local land board to that effect; and
such notice shall specify the date from which he intends to reside.
Within two years after such entry into occupation the lessee
shall fence .the outside boundaries of such land with a fence of such a
character as may be prescribed by the land board. But for sufficient
cause shown the time for completing such fencing may be extended
by the land board or Chairman of such board.
The land board or Chairman may grant an exemption from
fencing any natural or other boundary of the land held under lease.
Any original and additional homestead leases may, for all
purposes of residence and fencing, be held to be one homestead lease.
The rente of homestead leases shall be paid annually in advance
not later than one day prior to a date corresponding to the date of
application. Bent shall be charged from the date of application, and
pending determination a provisional rent of one penny per acre shall
be payable.
Any homestead lease may be surrendered on giving the Minister
not less than twelve months notice.
•
The term and periods of any additional homestead lease shall
determine at the same respective dates as the term and periods of the
original homestead lease, and the surrender or the forfeiture (other
wise than for non-payment of rent) of the original homestead lease
shall involve the forfeiture or surrender of all additional leases.
The provisions of section eighty-two of this Act with respect to
the suspension of conditions of a conditional purchase or conditional
lease shall apply also to homestead leases.
Upon the application of any homestead lessee the Minister shall
cause to be issued to him a lease for the land held by him, which lease
shall be in the form prescribed and shall be subject to a fee of twenty
shillings.
Transfer and subletting of homestead leases.
139. The holder of a homestead lease may transfer his right of
lease in the prescribed manner, but shall have no power to transfer
the same until he shall have fulfilled the condition of residence, but
no additional homestead lease shall be transferred apart from the
original, or vice versa, unless and until the prescribed condition of
residence has been fulfilled. Nothing in this or the previous Acts
shall prevent any homestead lease being tranferred by way of mortgage
or security, at the risk of the transferee, before the expiration of the
prescribed term of residence subject to the conditions of the lease being
fulfilled by the owner, subject to such mortgage or security.
140. All agreements for the subletting of a homestead lease shall
he in writing, and a copy of every such agreement shall be verified and
sent to the chairman of the local land board in the prescribed manner.
Any subletting which is not effected by an agreement in writing, or
in respect of which a copy of the agreement is not verified and sent as
aforesaid, may, in the absence of any sufficient explanation, be taken
to be evidence that the homestead lease is not held or used for the
exclusive benefit of the lessee or apparent owner thereof.
Miscellaneous
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Miscellaneous provisions re Homestead leases.
_
141. If any rent due on a homestead lease he not paid within the
prescribed time, or if any condition attaching thereto he not fulfilled,
the lease shall be liable to forfeiture, and forfeiture shall take effect
thirty days after notification thereof in the Gazette.
Tenant right in
142. Up on the expiration by effluxion of time of the term of
improvements.
any homestead lease, the last holder of the lease shall have tenant
right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in improvements upon the
lands theretofore held under tire lease
143. On any determination of any homestead lease, the land
comprised therein may be leased as a homestead lease by auction or
tender, or otherwise disposed of, in accordance with the provisions of
this Act.
•
Cases of death,
144. If the holder of any homestead lease applied before or after
SmennebTof,ortbe comme]ltcement of
^ slia11 die or be declared a lunatic, or
conditional
become an insane patient within the meaning of the Lunacy Act of
purchaser.
1878 and the Acts amending the same, before the fulfilment of the
prescribed conditions of residence and fencing his lease, may be held
by his representatives or their assigns subject to the fulfi lment by them
of all unfulfilled conditions except the condition of residence, but in
trust for and for the benefit of the persons rightfully entitled. And
any sale, transfer', or other disposition whatsoever of the estate, right,
title, or interest of any homestead leaseholder by an official assignee or
other lawful authority upon the insolvency of such •lessee, or by a
sheriff or registrar of a district court or any other person by virtue of
or under the authority of any writ of execution or other process of any
court, or by the trustees of any deed of assignment for the benefit of
creditors, or by any person under any decree or order of any court
shall pass to a purchaser or to any other person only such estate, right,
title, or interest as the lessee himself was entitled to at the date of
sequestration, writ, process, decree, order, or assignment respectively,
and subject to all conditions remaining unfulfilled at such date.
145. The holder of any homestead lease whether granted before
or after the commencement of this Act may, subject to the provisions
of section one hundred and sixty-seven of this Act, apply during the
last year of the term of the lease for a portion of the leasehold as a
homestead selection, such portion not exceeding six hundred and forty
acres in area.
Improvement Leases.
improvement leases.
146. The Governor may, under this section, grant leases of
See. 26, Act 1895. Crown lands, which, by reason of inferior quality, heavy timber, scrub,
noxious animals, undergrowth, marshes, swamps, or other similar cause,
are not suitable for settlement until improved, and can only be
rendered suitable by the expenditure of large sums in the improvement
thereof. The granting of the leases shall be subject to the provisions
hereunder contained:—
(i) The term of the lease shall not exceed twenty-eight years,
and shall commence from the date of the execution of the
lease.
(n) The area included in the lease shall not exceed twenty
thousand four hundred and eighty acres.
(m) The amount bid at a sale by public auction of the lease, or
offered by an accepted tender, shall be the yearly rent of the
lease; but an upset rent may be placed upon any such lease
if offered by auction, and the Governor shall not be bound to
accept any tender.
(iv) The lease may contain such covenants and provisions as to
the Governor may seem expedient according to the circum
stances of each case, and all such covenants and provisions
shall
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shall be notified in the Gazette and in a local newspaper
before the lease is offered for sale or tenders called for. The
lease shall contain covenants and provisions for the improve
ment of the land leased and for the expenditure of money
thereon, for the payment of rent, and for the determination
of the lease upon any breach by the lessee of the covenants
and provisions thereof.
(v) Upon the expiration of the term of the lease by effluxion of
time the lessee shall have tenant-right (as the same is herein
after defined) in improvements.
(vi) The holder of the lease may, subject to the provisions of
section one hundred and sixty-seven of this Act, apply
during the last year of the term of the lease for a portion of
the leasehold as a homestead .selection, such portion not
exceeding an area of six hundred and forty acres.
Inferior Lands.
. 147. The Minister may, after report by the local land board, Leases of inferior
lease by auction or tender for a period not exceeding twenty years suchlauds'
vacant lands in the Eastern, Western, or Central Division as in Seo'37, Aet 1889‘
consequence of their inferior character, or isolated positions may not
have been hold under any tenure, or having been held have been
abandoned, subject to the following provisions—■
(i) Such leases shall be subject to such conditions as may bo
specified in the Gazette notice offering the land on lease.
(n) No such lease shall be sold by auction, nor shall any tender
be accepted until after the expiration of thirty days from the
date of such notice, but when sold or granted shall commence
from the date of sale or notification of acceptance of tender
as the case may be.
(m) The upset rental shall be determined by the Minister after
report by the local land board.
(iv) The amount bid at auction, or offered by an accepted tender,
shall be the annual rental of the lease; and shall be paid, if
the lease be sold at auction at the time of such sale, but if
upon tender, within sixty days after the notification in the
Gazette requiring payment thereof. If the rent be not paid
within the time allowed, the lease and any amounts paid may
bo forfeited by notice in the Gazette. And any lease sold at
auction, the price bid for which shall not forthwith be paid,
may there and then be reoffered for sale.
(v) Tenders shall be made in tire form prcsciubod; and shall
.
describe the land applied for in terms of the notice calling
for tenders ; and shall be accompanied by a receipt showing
that a sum of two pounds has been paid to the land agent
or Treasury as- a deposit thereon. Such deposit paid by a
person, whose tender may be accepted, shall be credited on
account of the first vear’s rent, and the rent for the ensuing
year shall in all cases be paid on or before a date correspond
ing to the date of commencement of the lease.
(vi) A lease of any such land which may have been offered at
auction, and not bid for, may be obtained on application to
the land agent, and upon payment of the required upset rent,
in accordance with subsection (in) of this section; or the
1
lease may be again submitted to auction unless the land shall
have been previously otherwise dealt with.
(vn) Upon application being made by any person for the sub
mission of land to lease under tins section the Minister may
demand such amounts as may seem necessary to cover the
expenses of report in connection therewith.
(vm)
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(yin) If the Minister shall he satisfied, after inspection by an
authorised officer and report by the local land board, that
the holder of any such lease has failed, or is failing to fulfil
any condition of his lease, such lease, together with any
amounts paid, may, by notification in the Gazette, be forfeited.
(ix) The Governor may, on application as prescribed, extend the
term of any inferior land lease granted under the previous
Acts to a term not exceeding twenty-eight years, on such
terms and conditions as he may think fit, but such term
shall be computed from the commencement of such lease
under those Acts, and may grant to the last holder thereof
tenant-right as defined in this Act.
(x) The holder of any lease of inferior lands may, subject to the
provisions of section one hundred and sixty-seven of this
Act, apply during the last year of the term of the lease for a
portion of the leasehold as a homestead selection, such portion
not exceeding an area of six hundred and forty acres.
Lands exempt from Pastoral Lease in Central or Western Bivision.
Exemption from
pastoral or homestead
Stx%9,

Act 1884;

so, Act 1889.

Pastoral leases in
Central Division.

S. 80, Act 1884,

S. 31, Act 1889.

S. 43, Act 1889,

148. The following classes of lands shall continue to be exempt
from any pastoral lease in the Central or Western Division :—
(«) Lands within proclaimed cities, towns, and villages, or within
the defined limits of suburban lands to bo attached thereto.
(b) Lands under lease or lawful occupation for mining purposes.
(c) Lands dedicated to any public purpose.
(d) Lands temporarily reserved from sale for commonage.
(e) Lands reserved from lease under any repealed Act, until the
reservation thereof shall have been revoked under the pro
visions of this Act.
Pastoral Leases in the Central Division.
149. Every pastoral lease of a leasehold area in the Central
Division in existence at the commencement of this Act may be held
for the balance of such term or extended term as may have been
approved or granted before or for any extended period which may he
granted after the commencement of this Act, subject to the following
provisions :—
(i) Eent at the rate per acre as determined and payable before
the commencement of this Act shall continue to be payable
annually in advance on or before the recurring date of com
mencement of the lease.
(n) A pastoral lease in the Central Division may he subdivided
upon application by the lessee to the Minister, who may
approve of the line of subdivision, or may himself determine
such line: Provided that the provisions of this subsection
shall not conflict or intei’fere with the provisions of section
one hundred and fifty of this Act.
(in) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Central Division may
surrender his lease after having given the Minister not less
than twelve months notice of his intention so to do, and
such notice shall specify the date on which the surrender is
intended to take effect.
(iv) Lands held under any pastoral lease in the Central Division
which may have been or which may he forfeited or sur
rendered may be relet under pastoral lease by auction or
tender, for the unexpired portion of the forfeited or sur
rendered term, upon such conditions as to the periods of
appraisement
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appraisement of rent or otherwise as may he determined, by
the Minister, or may be offered by auction or tender under
occupation license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.
After forfeiture or surrender of any pastoral lease as afore
said, the land shall not he deemed to he Crown Lands, and
shall not he available as such until after notification in the
Gazette that the same may he so dealt with.
(v) After the expiration of the term or extended term of a s. 6, Act isas.
pastoral lease in the Central Division the lands theretofore
subject to such lease shall become a resumed area on notifica- ■
tion in the Gazette to that effect, and on such notification,
and not before, shall cease to be a leasehold area within the
meaning of this Act.
Upon the expiration of the term, or extended term, of any pas
toral lease in the Central Division, the lands comprised there
under, if not subject to and applied for under preferential
occupation license, may be offered by auction or tender under
occupation license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.
(vi) Upon the determination, by effluxion of time, of the extended Convmkm of
term of a pastoral lease in the Central Division, and of allp^toraii™;ehuo
periods (if any) added thereto, the holder of the lease shall, if
not less than two months prior to such determination he shall J
’
have paid a license fee as prescribed, be entitled to occupy
the lands theretofore held under such lease under a preferen
tial occupation license, which shall be subject to all the
provisions of this Act in respect of occupation licenses,
qualified as hereunder:—
(«) The license fee payable in respect of the land held under
the preferential occupation license shall he at the same rate
as is payable in respect of the resumed area, unless the
Minister shall direct an appraisement thereof to be made;
or, if there be no resumed area, or if the resumed area be
not held under occupation license, then at a rate to be
appraised, and, until such appraisement, and subject to an
adjustment of accounts thereupon, at a provisional rate of
two pounds per section of six hundred and forty acres.
(b) The Governor may, giving not loss than throe months’ notice
in the Gazette, refuse a renewal of the preferential occu
pation license ; and in such case the preferential occupation
license shall determine at tire end of the then current year.
The provisions of these subsections (a) and (6) shall
.
apply to the preferential occupation license of any lands
withdrawn from pastoral lease under the power conferred by
section one hundred and fifty of this Act.
(vh) Improvements made after the first day of June, in the year s. 5, Act isos,
one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the
commencement of this Act, being made with the consent of
the Crown, upon any lands within the Central Division, which,
at the date of the making of the said improvements, are held
under pastoral lease, shall upon the said lands ceasing to be
the subject of the pastoral lease, and becoming the subject
of a preferential occupation license, he taken to be the
property of the licensee for all purposes of section one
hundred and seventy-nine of this Aet, but if made without
the consent of the Crown shall be the property of the Crown.
The consent of the Crown to the making of improvements
may be given by such authorities, and shall be evidenced in
such manner as may be prescribed.
(vm) Upon the application of any pastoral lessee the Minister shall
cause to be issued to him a lease for the land held by him,
which lease shall be in the form prescribed and shall be
subject to a fee of twenty shillings.
32—1
‘
Power
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Power of withdrawal from Central Division Pastoral Leases.
Withdrawal from
pastoral leases for
settlement purposes
'
S. 3, Act 1895,

150. The Governor shall have power to withdraw from pastoral
lease in the Central Division any lands held thereunder, whenever he
shall deem it expedient so to do for the purpose of providing for settle
ment by other holdings:
_
_
Provided that prior to any such withdrawal being notified as
hereinafter provided, the local land board shall make inquiry and
report to the Minister with respect to the expediency of the proposed
withdrawal, and the portion of the lease to be withdrawn, and, upon
such inquiry, the lessee may be a party, without any right of appeal
to the Land Court:
#
Provided further that the leasehold area shall be divided by the
Minister into two parts as nearly equal in area as practicable, and the
part from which withdrawals may be made shall be defined, and notice
thereof given to the lessee.
_
The area withdrawn under one exercise of this power shall be
in as compact a form as practicable, and the first withdrawal shall
not be less than one-fourth, and the aggregate areas to be withdrawn
under this power shall not exceed one-half of the area held under such
lease at the commencement of this Act.
Every such withdrawal shall be notified in the Gazette and
some newspaper published in the district, and shall take effect four
months after the date thereof or at such later date as may be specified
for that purpose in the notification ; and copies of such notifications,
together with the masons for the withdrawals therein notified, shall he
laid upon the tables of both Houses of Parliament forthwith if Parlia
ment be sitting, and if not, then within eight days after the com
mencement of,the next sesson.
Upon any such withdrawal taking effect the pastoral lease shall
cease to include the lands so withdrawn, hut shall otherwise continue
in full force and effect except as hereinafter provided.
_
The power of withdrawal conferred by this section shall he in
addition to, and not in substitution for, the power of withdrawal con
ferred by section one hundred and twenty-two of this Act.
'
In compensation for a withdrawal under the power conferred
by this section ;—
(a) a period shall he added to the term of the pastoral lease; and
(b) the lands withdrawn may, upon payment of the license fee as
■
prescribed, continue to he occupied in virtue of a preferential
occupation license; and
(c) the rent for the succeeding years of the pastoral lease shall be
reduced in proportion to the area withdrawn ; and
(d) a proportionate amount of any rent paid in advance shall he
credited on account of the first year’s license fee for the
withdrawn area, or refunded at the request of the lessee.
The period to he added to the term of a pastoral lease in con
sideration of a withdrawal shall ho computed so that the added period
shall hear the same ratio to the unexpired period as the area with
drawer hears to the area left.
Tire method of ascertaining the added period shall he by
multiplying together the unexpired period and the area withdrawn,
and diriding the product by the area left. And in the foregoing
formula —
,
‘'Unexpired period” means the number of months winch the
lease has to run, reckoning from the date of the withdrawal
up to the date at which the lease (including all periods pre
viously added) wrould have expired.
“ Added
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{< Added period ” means the number of months by which the term
of a pastoral lease is to he extended in consideration for such
withdrawal.
“ Area withdrawn ” means the number of acres included in such
withdrawal.
“ Area left51 means the number of acres left under the pastoral
lease at the date of withdrawal.
For the purposes of computation any fractional part of a month
shall be reckoned as one month, and any fractional part of an acre
shall be disregarded:
Provided always that upon application by the lessee within the
time and in the manner prescribed, the rent of the area left shall be
reappraised.
The Governor shall notify in the Gazette the length of the
period to be added to the term of a pastoral lease in consideration of a
withdrawal, and the date at which such added period will expire; and
the added period shall determine upon the date so notified; and the
Governor shall likewise notify the rate of the rent of the pastoral
lease in any case where the rate lias been varied, and the rate so
notified shall he deemed to have been payable as from the date of
withdrawal.
The period added to the term of a pastoral lease in consideration
of a withdrawal shall he affixed to the extension (if any) of such lease
under section forty-three of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1889,” and the
conditions of the lease during any such added period shall be the same
as immediately prior to the commencement of such period.
Pastoral Leases in the Western Division.
161, Every pastoral lease in the Western Division shall have a pastoraUnd hometerm of twenty-eight years, and such term (which shall be deemed toIc»sea. ’.n,t,hc
have commenced when the term, as existing before the first day of s^acuseis10"'
-Tune, in the year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, com- ’ ’
menccd) shall be divided for the purpose of the appraisement of the
rate of rent into four periods each of seven years and a separate
appraisement shall he made of the rate of rent payable for each of
such periods as may have commenced after the first day of June, in the,
year one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or may commence
after the commencement of this Act:
Provided always that—
(«■) In the case of a pastoral lease granted before the first day of
December, in the year one thousand eight hundred and
eighty-nine, and not brought under the provisions of section
twenty-nine of the “Crown Lands Act of 1889,” the rate of
rent from time to time payable under the “Crown Lands Act
of 1881” shall be paid until the expiration of such seven-year
period of the term of the lease as may have been current on
the first day of Juno, one thousand eight hundred and
ninety-five.
'
{b) Nothing contained in this section shall prevent or affect the
reappraisement of the rent of a pastoral lease in pursuance of
section nine of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1895,” or the
coming into operation of any rent so reappraised.
(n) A pastoral lease in the Western Division may he subdivided s. so, Act im.'
upon application by the lessee to the Minister, who may
approve of the lino of subdivision, or may himself determine
such line: Provided that such subdivision shall not confiict
or interfere with the provisions of section one hundred and
fifty-three of this Act.
(m)
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(in) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Western Division may
surrender his lease after having given the Minister not less
than twelve months notice of his intention so to do, and such
notice shall specify the date on which the surrender is intended
to take effect.
(iv) Lands held under any pastoral lease in the Western Division
wdiich may have hcen or which may be forfeited or surrendered
may bo relet under pastoral lease by auction or tender, for the
unexpired portion of the forfeited or surrendered term, upon
such conditions as to the periods of appraisement of rent or
otherwise as may be determined by the Minister, or may be
offered by auction or tender under occupation license, or
otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.
After forfeiture or surrender of any pastoral lease as
aforesaid, the land shall not be deemed to be Crown Lands,
and shall not be available as such until after notification in
the Gazette that the same may be so dealt with.
Upon the expiration of the term, or extended term, of
any pastoral lease in the Western Division, the lands com
prised thereunder may be offered by auction or tender under
occupation license, or otherwise dealt with as vacant lands.
(v) Upon the expiration by effluxion of time of the term of any
pastoral lease in the Western Division the last holder of the
lease shall have tenant right (as the same is hereinafter
defined) in improvements upon the lands theretofore held
under the lease.
(vi) The holder of a pastoral lease in the Western Division may,
subject to the provisions of section one hundred and sixtyseven of this Act, apply during the last year of the term of the
lease for a portion of the leasehold as a homstead selection,
such portion not exceeding six hundred and forty acres.
(vn) Upon the application of any pastoral lessee the Minister
shall cause to be issued to him a lease for the land held by
him, which lease shall be in the form prescribed and shall be
subject to a fee of twenty shillings.
Attachment of Resumed Area to Leasehold Area in Western Division,

Attachment of
resumed area, to
leasehold area.
S. 8, Act 1895.

152. In any case in which—
(«) the Minister, after inquiry hy the local land hoard, is
satisfied that any resumed area in the Western Division (not
being within the land districts of Brewarrina, Hay North, or
Walgctfc North) is not, and is not likely to he, required for
purposes of settlement before the expiration of the pastoral
lease of the leasehold area; and
•
(5) the occupation license or annual lease, if any, of the resumed
area is not held hy a person other than the holder of the
pastoral lease of the household area
the Minister may, with the consent of the holder of the pastoral lease
hy notification in the Gazette, declare that the resumed area shall
thenceforward he held under pastoral lease; and the occupation license
or annual lease, as the case may be, of the resumed area shall there
upon expire, and any artesian well lease on the resumed area, held
concurrently with the pastoral lease, shall be deemed to ho surrendered,
hut not so as in either case to thereby render the improvements on the
resumed area the property of the Crown.
• The resumed area, or so much thereof as may he available, shall
be added to the area hold under the existing pastoral lease; and the
rent of the area so added shall be fixed in accordance with the
following provisions:—
(i) If the Minister and the lessee so agree, such rent shall be, at
the rate per acre, payable for the leasehold area.
(n)
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(ii) If the Minister and the lessee do not agree, the rent for the
area so added shall he appraised by the local land hoard in
accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands Acts as
if it were the rent for a pastoral lease of the resumed area.
(in) Any reappraisement of the rent of the pastoral lease shall he
of the rent of the lease as including the whole area.
(tv) Upon default in the due payment for the whole area of any
sum due as rent, or added to the rent, the lease of the whole
area may be forfeited in accordance with the provisions of
tins Act.
(v) The accounts between the lessee and the Crown shall be
adjusted, and for the purposes of such adjustment any rent
and license fee shall he considered as accruing due day by day.
Any resumed area added to land' under pastoral lease in
accordance with, the provisions of this section shall be deemed to be
added subject to the provision that the Governor may (by notice in
the Gazette) withdraw, without compensation, the whole or any part
or parts thereof from pastoral lease whenever lie shall deem it necessary
or expedient to make the land available under any provisions of this
Act. Upon such withdrawal (which shall not take effect until tbe
expiration of six months from the date of notice thereof) the lessee
shall (on application within the prescribed time and. payment of
license fee as prescribed) be entitled to hold the withdrawn area under
preferential occupation license; and any improvements upon the
withdrawn area (not forfeited or forfeitable to or vested in the Crown)
shall be taken to be tbe property of the lessee for all purposes and
subject to the provisions of section one hundred and seventy-nine of
this Act.
Power of Withdrawal from Western Division Pastoral Leases,
153. The Governor shall have the same power of withdrawing Withdrawal for
land from a pastoral lease in the Western Division as by this Act is mintinoleWeitern
conferred upon him in respect of pastoral leases in the Central Division, Division,
except that:—
s. c, Act. isos.
{a) The area withdrawn under one exercise ■ of tbe power shall
not be less than one-sixteenth, and the aggregate areas to be
withdrawn under this power shall not exceed one-eighth of
the area held under the lease, and this power shall only he
exercised to withdraw land within ten miles of the boundary
of a town containing at least fifty inhabitants; and
(b) Any period to bo added to the term of a pastoral lease in
consideration of a withdrawal shall he affixed to the term of
the lease as extended hy this Act.
The lessee shall have compensation upon any such withdrawal
in the like manner as is hereinbefore provided upon a withdrawal
from a pastoral lease in the Central Division, and shall have tenant
right in improvements as the same is .hereinafter defined upon the
land so withdrawn.
Transfers of Pastoral Leases.
154. The holder of any pastoral lease may transfer his right of s. m, Actiss*.
lease in the prescribed manner.
Occupation Licenses.
155. Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained the Governor Occupation Licrases.
may issue Occupation Licenses. And snch licenses shall entitle the s- S1>Act 188ilicensees to occupy for grazing purposes a resumed area or vacant lands
or any portion thereof:—
(i) The light to occupation licenses for any portions of resumed
areas or vacant lands which were not applied for hy the
runholder under the previous Acts, or which have been
forfeited
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forfeited or surrendered, may be disposed of by auction or
tender in tbe prescribed manner.
(h) All occupation licenses or preferential occupation licenses in
existence at the commencement of this Act may remain in
force up to the thirty-first day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and ninety. And the rate of license fee
payable at such commencement shall, subject to the pro
visions here following, remain unaltered;
(in) nothing in this section shall prevent the taking eifect of any
appraisement directed or applied for before the commencement
of this Act;
(iv) the Minister may at any time direct a fresh appraisement to
be made of any occupation license or preferential occupation
license in any Division, and may require the licensee to pay
his annual license fee on the basis of such fresh appraisement
after the expiration of any current year during the continu
ance of the license;
(v) licenses shall be in force from the first day of January to the
thirty-first day of December in each year, and the rates of
license fee shall be published in the Gazette, and if within
sixty days thereafter such fees be not paid into the Treasury
by the licensee, the license shall after the thirty-first day of
December be treated as forfeited (without any notification to
that effect) unless the Minister shall renew such license.
(vi) Where on the expiration of the term or extended term of any
pastoral lease in the Central Division, or where on the with
drawal of land from pastoral lease in the Central or Western
Division the land shall be held under preferential occupation
license, the license fee payable in respect of the land held
under the preferential occupation license shall beat the same
rate as is payable in respect of the resumed area, unless the
Minister shall direct an appraisement thereof to 1 >e made; or,
if there be no resumed area, or if the resumed area be not
held under occupation license, then at a rate to be appraised,
and, until such appraisement, and subject to an adjustment
of accounts thereupon, at a provisional rate of two pounds per
section of six hundred and forty acres.
(vn) Improvements made with the consent of the Crown upon any
lands within the Central Division which, at the date of the
making of the said improvements arc held under preferential
occupation license, shall be taken to be the property of the
licensee for all purposes of section one hundred and seventynine of this Act. Improvements made after the first day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after
the commencement of this Act upon lands within the Central
Division, which, at the date of the making of the said
improvements are* held under preferential occupation license,
shall, if made without the consent of the Crown, be the
property of the Crown. The consent of the Crown to the
making of improvements may be given by such authorities,
and shall be evidenced in such manner as may bo prescribed,
(vm) The Governor may, giving not less than three months’ notice
in the Gazette, refuse a renewal of any preferential occupa
tion license in the Central or Western Division, and in such
case the preferential occupation license shall determine at
the end of the then current year, and if the Governor refuse
to renew any such preferential occupation license of lands
containing improvements, the last holder of the license shall
have tenant right (as the same is hereinafter defined) in such
of the improvements as were made with the consent of the
Crown after the first day of June one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-five or after the commencement of this Act.
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(ix) Upon the granting of any lease or the sale of any land under
occupation license the licensee’s right of occupation to the
extent of such portion shall thereupon cease, hut he shall be
entitled to a refund of so much of the license fee paid in
advance and to reduction in future rent as shall be propor
tionate to the area so withdrawn and from the date of with
drawal, and shall be entitled to be paid such compensation
for improvements on any portion so withdrawn as may be
determined after appraisement by the Local Land Board.
Survey of Leasehold and Resumed Areas, &c.
150. The Minister may direct the survey of the boundaries or g uirey of leasehold
portions of the boundaries of any land held under pastoral lease or ^Mtthmtntof
Occupation license.
disputed boundaries.
If such survey be made at the request of the lessee or licensee sec, 143, Act 18S4;
the Minister may demand from the lessee or licensee the whole or any 52, Act 1S89,
part of the cost thereof, but if otherwise, any sum not exceeding twenty
shillings for each linear mile of the boundary so surveyed, and, in
default of payment of such sum within sixty days after notification of
the demand in the Gazette, such lessee or licensee shall become liable
to the same penalties as attach to non-payment of bis rent or license
fee.
If at any inquiry or proceeding before a local land board con
cerning any application to purchase or lease Crown Lands, any question
or dispute shall arise as to the extent or boundary or boundaries of
any land comprised in any lease or license, it shall be competent for
such board thereupon to inquire into the matter and recommend for
the approval of Ihe Minister (subject to appeal) any adjustment of
such boundary or boundaries which may appear reasonable; or such
adjustment of boundaries may, subject to the ultimate approval of the
Minister, be determined by agreement between tbe parties; and for
this purpose the description of any land applied for as aforesaid may
be modified to conform with the boundary or boundaries so determined;
and any such boundary or boundaries approved by the Minister as
aforesaid shall, for the purposes of the previous Acts or this Act or
any repealed Act, be held to be the boundary or boundaries of such
pastoral lease or occupation license or other lands applied for.
The Minister may refer to the local land board for inquiry any
question or dispute which may have arisen or may arise in respect of
the boundaries of any land held under lease or license, and the hoard
shall in due course deal therewith : Provided that in any case the
hoard make such order as it may deem fit touching the cost of such
inquiry, and of any survey which may he deemed necessary, which
shall he borne by such persons and in snch proportions as the board
may direct.
Residential Leases.
.

157. It shall be lawful for the Governor, on the recommendation Koskientini lease may
of the "Warden of any gold-field, to grant leases for periods not „£
Lr
exceeding fifteen years of areas not exceeding twenty acres of Crown mineral license.
Land within gold and mineral fields to any holder of a miner’s right
or mineral license for the purpose of bond jido residence, upon such 1
'
terms and conditions as to rent, cost of survey, term of lease, erection
of fences and buildings, and upon sucli other provisions for the pro
tection of, the public interest as may be prescribed.
All holders of residential leases, whether granted before or after
the commencement of this Act, shall have tenant right in improve
ments as herein defined.
Scrub
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Scrub Leases.
Scrub-lands may be
declared and leased.
Secs. 35, Act 1880;
26, Act 1895.

158. The Minister may, upon the recommendation of the local
land hoard, declare hy notification in the Gazette, any Crown lands
wholly or partly covered hy scrub or noxious undergrowth to he
scrub-lands; and may, on the recommendation of the local land
hoard (and notwithstanding anything in the “Prickly-pcar Act”
contained), grant leases of such lands on application, or sell the same
hy auction or tender at such times and places and under such conditions
and for such terms not exceeding twenty-one years as ho may deem
desirable.
Lands so declared to he scrub-lands shall not until leased in
accordance with this section ho withdrawn from any lease or license
under which they may at the time bo held.
No scrub-lease of lands within the outside boundaries of land
hold under pastoral lease or homestead lease shall he granted to any
person hut the holder of such pastoral or homestead lease, in winch
case such scrub-lease shall not he for a longer term than the unexpired
term of such pastoral or homestead lease.
.
The term of a scrub-lease may he divided into such periods as
the Minister shall fix, and the rent for the second or any succeeding
period shall ho determined in accordance with section twenty-five of
this Act.
Notwithstanding anything in this Act or in the previous Acts
contained, the Minister may, on the recommendation of the local land
hoard, either before or after granting any such scrub-lease, cause the
rental of the remainder of the land held under pastoral or homestead
lease to he reappraised and redetermined.
No pastoral or homestead lessee shall hold or cause to ho held
on his behalf, or in his interest, any scrub-lease, except within the
land held under lease hy himself.
The applicant for any scrub-lease shall pay the cost of survey
thereof, or in the event of his withdrawing his application, all costs of
survey, reports, or inquiry incurred in dealing therewith.
And all such leases of scrub-lands and any scrub-leases granted
after the commencement of this Act in pursuance of applications
made under the previous Acts shall he subject to the general pro
visions here following—
(i) Every such lease shall, if granted in pursuance of an applica
tion or by tender, commence from the date of the notification
in the Gazette of the Minister’s approval of the application
or acceptance of the tender; and, if sold at auction, shall
commence from the date of sale. And the land held there
under shall (subject to the provision for withdrawal contained
in section one hundred and twenty-two of this Act, during the
whole currency thereof be unavailable for purchase or lease,
(n) Eent for the first year of the lease shall together with the
cost of survey, be paid within one month from the date of the
notice in the Gazette specifying the amount thereof; and the
rent shall for succeeding years he paid annually in advance
on or before the last day of the current year of the lease.
(in) Every holder of a scrub-lease shall, as conditions of his lease,
he required to take all such steps as the local land hoard
shall from time to time, subject to appeal, direct, for the
purpose of destroying such scrub as may he specified in Ins
lease or promise of lease, in and upon the land under scrublease, or in and upon any land within the boundaries of the
lease, or in and upon any reserves or roads within such
boundaries; and when so destroyed to keep such land free
from the same; and shall commence to destroy the same
within three months after the commencement of the lease.
And
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And if rent thereon shall not be paid witliin the time allowed,
or if in the opinion of the Minister, after report hy the local
land board, subject to appeal, the holder shall have failed
to comply with any condition of his lease, the Minister may,
by notification in the Gazette, declare such lease to be for
feited ; and all improvements on such lands shall be the
property of the Crown.
(iv) Any land held under scrub-lease shall, on the forfeiture or
surrender thereof, be added to the lands held under lease or
license within the boundaries of which it may be situated,
and rent therefor shall be payable at such rate per acre as
may be determined by the local land board, and shall form
part of the rent payable for such lease or license, which shall
be liable to forfeiture if the rent for the added lands be not
paid as prescribed.
(v) If a pastoral lease or homestead lease he held in conjunction
with a scrub-lease, neither of such leases shall be transferred
separately.
(vi) The Governor may, on application as prescribed, extend the
term of any scrub-lease granted under the previous Acts or
this Act to a term not exceeding twenty-eight years on such
terms and conditions as he may think fit, but such term shall
be computed from the commencement of such lease under
those Acts.
(vn) The Governor may grant to the last holder of any scrublease tenant-right as defined in this Act.
The holder of any scrub-lease not being within a pastoral
or homestead lease, whether granted before or after the commence
ment of this Act, may, at any time during the last year of the term
of the lease, apply, subject to the provisions of section one hundred
and sixty-seven of this Act for a portion of the leasehold as a homestead
selection, such portion not exceeding six hundred and forty acres in
area.
Settlement Leases.
Settlement Leases for Agriculture and Grazing.

159. The Governor may, subject to the provisions of and under seuiement lease
the power conferred by section twenty-six of this Act set apart anyareas'
tract of Crown lands to be disposed of by leases under the provisions Sec-24t’Act 1805'
hereinafter contained.
Any tract which has been so set apart shall be dealt with as
follows:—
(i) A subdivision shall be made thereof into farms, which in cases ■
■ where the land appears suitable for agriculture, shall not con
tain more than one thousand two hundred and eighty acres;
and in cases where the land appears suitable chiefly for
grazing shall not be more than ten thousand two hundred and
forty acres in area; and the standard to be adopted in regu
lating the extent of each such farm shall be that the lessee
thereof may be able to establish and maintain a home thereon
hy the use of the land.
(n) A valuation of the said farms shall he made according to the
capabilities and situation of the farm, and in making such
valuation, due regard shall be paid to the term and condi
tions of a settlement lease, and to the intention of these
provisions that the lessee may be enabled to establish and
maintain his home thereon.
32—K
(m)
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(in) The value, to an incoming tenant, of any improvements on
any such farm may he appraised by the Minister after inquiry
and report hy the Local Land Board in the prescribed manner,
and such appraisement shall, as between the Crown or the
owner of the improvements, as the case may be, and any
person talcing such farm, be conclusive evidence of the value
of the improvements at the date of the appraisement.
(iv) A notification shall be published in the Gazette and in a
local newspaper, giving particulars of the areas, values and
qualities of the said farms, and of the appraised value of any
improvements thereon, and specifying a date from and after
which leases of the said farms may be applied for; the area
and value of any farm as stated in the said notification shall
bo taken to be the area and capital value thereof for the
purposes of the provisions hereinafter contained.
Application for
(v) Prom and after the date so specified, any person not dis
settlement lease.
qualified by this Act may apply to the Land Agent for any
farm notified as aforesaid. The application shall be made in
the prescribed manner, and shall be accompanied by one half
years rent in advance, and by a survey fee upon the prescribed
scale.
(vi) The applicant shall satisfy the Local Land Board that he
is qualified to make the application, and that the same has
been made in accordance with the provisions of this Act.
The Local Land Board shall confirm the application, if so
satisfied, unless it permits the applicant to withdraw the
same; if not so satisfied, it shall disallow the application.
Seo. 2, so vie. No. 2c.
(vn) The title to any settlement lease applied for after the com
mencement of this Act shall commence from the date of
application therefor, if valid, and any such application shall
withdraw such of the land therein described as may be
available for the purpose from any annual lease or occupa
tion license under which it may be held : Provided that the
land agent shall, within one week of the receipt of any such
application, notify the same through the post to the holder
of any annual lease or occupation license within which the
land applied for, or any part thereof, may be situated.
160. The concluding part of subsection (v) and the whole of
subsection (vi) of section forty-one of this Act shall, as far as applicable
apply to this section.
Settlement Leases.

161. The Governor may grant to an applicant whose application
isoo. has been confirmed by the Local Land Board a settlement lease of the
See. 2,59 Vic. No.26. farm applied for.
.
The term of the lease shall be twenty-eight years, and the lease
shall be in the prescribed form, and shall contain provisions to secure:—
(a) That the lessee shall pay an annual rent of one and one
quarter per centum on the capital value of the farm as fixed
under this Act, and such rent shall be charged from the date
of the application for the lease;
(bj that the lessee shall pay the value of the improvements as
appraised, and interest on such value at the rate of four
pounds per centum per annum, the payment being made in
one instalment, or, at his option, in three equal yearly instal
ments, at the dates and in the manner proscribed ;
(c) that the lessee shall commence to reside on the farm within
three months after the date of issue of the lease and shall
thereafter continue to reside on the farm and make it his bond
Settlement leases.
See. 25, Act

fide
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fide residence during the whole term, or if the lease have
been transferred by way of bond fide mortgage, then that
the owner, subject to such mortgage shall so reside;
(cZ) that the lessee shall fence the farm within live years from the
date of issue of the lease;
(e) That the lessee shall conform to any regulations made by the
Minister relating to keeping the farm clear of rabbits and
other noxious animals, and also to clearing the farm of scrub
and noxious weeds;
(/) that the lessee shall not assign or sublet without the
Minister’s consent;
(g) that the Governor may forfeit the lease upon breach of any
of the conditions, covenants, and provisions therein contained.
The lease may also contain such additional provisions, con
ditions, and covenants as to the Governor may seem
expedient in the public interest.
162. Upon the expiration of the full term of a settlement lease
the last holder thereof shall have tenant right (as the same is herein
after defined) in the improvements thereon.
163. The holder of a settlement lease may, subject to the provi
sions of section one hundred and sixty-seven of this Act apply during
the last year of the term of the lease for a portion of the leasehold as a
homestead selection, such portion not exceeding an area of one thousand
two hundred and eighty acres.
Trespass and Impounding on Settlement Leases.
3 64;. No person occupying land under a settlement lease shall— Trespass hy stock on
(a) bring an action for trespass committed by stock upon the nnfen<:ed kn',ssaid land, whether before or after the commencement of this Sec‘55, Act -1895'
Act; or
(b) impound any stock trespassing upon the said land— .
unless the said land or the portion thereof trespassed upon was, at the
date of the trespass, enclosed with a fence reasonably sufficient to
keep out stock :
Provided always that nothing in this section contained shall
apply to any trespass wilfully caused.
Snow Leases.
165. The Minister may, upon the recommendation of the local Leasing of snow
land board, lease by auction any Crown lands not being under
pastoral or conditional lease, which may be usually covered with snow SeCl 3f!’Act 1889‘
for a part of each year and unfit for continuous use or occupation.
Such land shall be leased in areas of not less than one thousand
two hundred and eighty or more than ten thousand two hundred and
forty acres, and during the currency of the lease shall be exempt from
sale or other lease under the provisions of this Act.
Every such lease shall commence from the day of sale, and shall
withdraw the land from any annual lease or license under which it may
be held, and rent therefor shall be paid annually in advance not later
than the last day of each year of the lease, subject in default to for
feiture, by notice in the Gazette.
No right of impounding any stock of the outgoing licensee or
lessee shall vest in the holder of a lease under this section until one
month after the commencement of such lease.
The prescribed fee for the survey of the land and the first year’s
rent shall be paid by the purchaser at the time of sale, and upon default
the lease may there and then be reoffered for sale.
The
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The lease shall have a term of seven years, and at the expiration
thereof the lessee shall have a right of extension for a term of three
years, subject to the payment of such annual rental as may be deter
mined in accordance with the provisions of this Act, provided that lie
shall have notified to the Minister at least twelve months prior to the
expiration of such term his intention of claiming such extension.
The Minister may determine any such lease by giving the lessee
notice to that effect not later than one year prior to the date on which
the term shall expire.
Not more than two of any such leases shall be held by, or in
the interest of, one person.
Special Leases.
Lenses may be
granted for special
purposes.
Sec. 90, Act 1884.

Leases for whnrfe,
jetties, &e.
Sees. 89, 90, 92, Act
1884, 46, Act 1895.

Leases for tramway
and irrigation
purposes.
Sec. 92, Act L884.

166. The Governor may lease Crown Lands by auction or other
wise for a term not exceeding twenty-eight years, in areas not
exceeding in any case three hundred and twenty acres, and subject to
such conditions and provisions and witli such reservations as he may
think fit.
Land situated under the sea or under the waters of any harbour,
bay, lake, river, creek, estuary, or navigable stream, shall be deemed
to be Crown Lands for tbe purposes of this section.
Crown Lands may be leased under this section for any of tbe
purposes hereinafter specified, that is to say for dams, tanks, irriga
tion works, wharfs, jetties, piers, floating docks, bridges, punt-houscs,
ferries, bathing-places, landing-places, saw-mills, brick-kilns, lime
kilns, slaughter-houses, tanneries, wool-washing establishments,
quarries, fisheries, building or repairing ships or boats, tramway
purposes, obtaining guano, shells, limestone, loam, brickearth, gravel
or ballast, or for an inn, store, smithy, bakery, or mail station in
sparsely populated districts, or for business purposes, or for the erection
of buildings, or for any purpose declai'ed by tbe Governor by proclama
tion in the Gazette to be a purpose within this section.
No such lease of land situated wider the sea or under the waters
of any harbour, bay, lake, river, creek, estuary, or navigable stream,
and fronting any land held in fee-simple, shall be made, except to or
with the consent of the proprietor of snch land held in fee-simple.
No lease shall he made for the erection of any wharf, jetty, pier,
or floating dock, which would interfere with navigation or with the
rights of adjoining proprietors, and the intention to make a lease for
any such purpose, or of land situated under the sea. or under the
■waters of any harbour, hay, lake, river, creek, estuary, or navigable
stream, shall be notified in the Gazeite for four consecutive weeks, and
not less than four times in some local newspaper, if any, before the
lease is issued.
The Governor may determine the upset rent of any special
lease if let at auction, or if let otherwise the annual rent shall he
determined in accordance with section twenty-five of this Act.
If it should appear to the satisfaction of the Governor that the
land comprised in any special lease, whether granted before or after
the commencement of tins Act, is not used and occupied bond fide for
the purpose for which the same has been made, or that default has
been made in any condition, he may declare snch lease forfeited,
together with any improvements erected on the land and any rent paid
in respect thereof.
Subject to such conditions as may he prescribed, the
Governor may make leases of Crown Lands, not exceeding three chains
in width hut without limit of length, for irrigation works, or for
forming and maintaining tramways and crossing, and other necessary
,
approaches
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approaches and works in connection therewith. And notice of every
1
application for a lease of; this class, and of the purposes for which it is
proposed to he made, shall be published in the Gazette for at least four
consecutive weeks before the issue of such lease.
The term of any special lease (whether applied for before or sec. 4r>, Act 1.895.
after the commencement of this Act) may be fixed for or extended to
any term not exceeding twenty-eight years.
"With any application for a special lease a fee in accordance
with the prescribed scale shall be tendered for the survey of the land.
Homestead Grants out of Leases.
167. The holder of any pastoral or homestead lease in the Homestead grnnts
Western Division, or of any scrub lease not being within a pastoral or
isgc.0"'
homestead lease, or of any lease of inferior lands, whether granted ’ ' ’
'
before or after the commencement of this Act, or of any improvement
lease, whose dwelling-house may be erected on Crown lands, may, at
any time during the last year of the term of the lease, apply for the
portion of the leasehold which contains such dwelling-house not
exceeding six hundred and forty acres in area, as a homestead selection,
subject to the provisions hereunder contained:—
(i) The area which may be so applied for shall, before the date of
tbe application for the same, have been improved by the
holder of the lease or his predecessors in title with permanent,
fixed, and substantial improvements to the value of one pound
per acre, and the improvements shall at the date of the
application be on the land and be the property of the applicant.
(n) The application shall be made in tbe prescribed manner, and
.
the applicant shall, before the grant is issued, pay the full
cost of survey.
(in) The land shall be measured in the same form as if it were
an original conditional purchase, and the measurement shall
be completed before the application is confirmed, and the
Local Land Board shall have the same powers of modification,
alloting land, and otherwise, in respect of any such applica
tion as it has in the case of applications for conditional
purchases.
(iv) The Governor may thereafter grant to the applicant the land
for which the application has been confirmed as a homestead
selection, the value of which shall be determined in accordance
with the provisions of section twenty-five of this Act, and be
subject to reappraisement as also hereinbefore provided.
(v) Upon the issuing of the grant the land granted shall be with
drawn from the lease, but the lease shall otherwise continue
in full force and effect.
_
The holder of a settlement lease may make the like application
for a homestead selection out of the land leased, and the foregoing
provisions (other than that requiring improvements to the value of one
pound per acre) shall apply in any such case, except that the maximum
area which may be applied for and grant shall be one thousand two
hundred and eighty acres.
Proclamation of cities/jtowns, villages, &c.
168. The Governor may proclaim in the Gazette—
See. ^Antiss*.
(a) any city, town, or village;
Scc- 40>Acfc 1889(fi) the suburban lands, or any extension of snch suburban lands,
to he attached to any such city, town, or village, or to any
existing city, town, or village;
(c) population areas; and such population areas may he defined
with lines directed to the cardinal points ; or with boundaries
other than lines directed to the cardinal points; hut in any
case
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case such boundaries or lines shall he distant not more than
ten miles from the nearest boundary of the city, town, or
village.
Lands in any proclaimed city, town, village, suburban
boundaries, or population areas, shall be deemed to have been and to be
set apart within the meaning of this Act.
Alteration of designs of cities, towns, &c.
Alteration of plan of
169. It shall be lawful for the Governor by notice in the Gazette
9eo'ni071 Actn884
c01‘rec^ or alter the name, design, or plan of any city, town, or village.
See. 57, Ad, 1805. ’ arL(l Ihe limits of any suburban lands attached thereto, or to wholly
.
cancel any such design or plan or limits, and whether such city, town,
village, or lands were dedicated or set apart under this Act or the
previous Acts or any repealed Act or Orders in Council; and an
abstract thereof shall be laid before Parliament within thirty days after
such notification if Parliament be then in session, and if not then
within thirty days after the commencement of the then next session.
Alteration of designs
When it is intended to alter or cancel the design or plan
of wties, toivns, &c. or
of any city, town, or village, or suburban lands in which
allotments or portions have been sold, notice of the intention and of
the nature of the proposed alteration or cancellation shall.be published
in the Gazette and in some newspaper circulating in the district, and
no such correction, alteration, or cancellation shall be carried into effect
until the expiration of three months from the notification in the Gazette
of such intention.
After notice in the Gazette of such intention as aforesaid the
Local Land Board shall assess the loss (if any) of value which may
be suffered by the holder of any allotment or portion if the proposed
alteration or cancellation is carried into effect.
If the intention to alter or cancel the design or plan is after
wards carried into effect, the sum assessed by the Local Land Board
shall be the total sum payable by way of compensation to the said
holder, and all persons claiming under or through him; and such
holder and all persons claiming under or through him shall be barred
of any action or suit in respect of the alteration or cancellation of the
design or plan or limits or the carrying out thereof other than an
action for the sum so assessed as aforesaid: Provided however that
compensation for loss of value shall be assessed only in cases wrherc
the alteration or cancellation of design or plan if carried into effect
will deprive the said holder of access from his allotment or portion to
the nearest street or road.
Reserves.
H«serves.
170. The Governor may, by notice in the Gazette, temporarily
i™'let 1884.109’ res<?rve Crown lands, whether previously reserved or not and whether
as Act 1889. ’
under'any lease or license or not—
(a) from sale generally ;
(b) from sale in (or except in) such particular manner or manners
as may he specified in the notification ;
(c) from lease generally;
{d) from lease in (or except in) such particular manner or
manners as may bo specified in the notification;
.
(e) from occupation license;
(/) from conditional sale any Crown lands within a gold-field
under the meaning and operation of any Act in force for the
regulation of mining on Crown lands.
Crown lands may be reserved for such public purposes as—
{g) for commonage;
(/()
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(A) for the passage of any stock travelling pursuant to the pro
visions contained in the fifteenth section of the Act forty-first
Victoria number nineteen, or any Act amending the same;
(i) for camping places for travelling stock;
(J) for the reservation of land within one mile on either side of
any railway now or hereafter to be made or projected;
(it) for the preservation and growth of timber ;
(/) as the site for any future city, town, or village;
(m) for any other public purpose.
Public purpose means and includes, in addition to any purpose specified sco. 4, Act 1884.
in this section, any purpose for mining tor or removal of minerals, and
any purpose declared by the Governor by notification in the Gazette to
be a public purpose within the meaning of this section or the previous
Acts : Provided that it shall not be necessary for the validity of any
reservation under this section that any purpose should be specified in
the notice thereof.
Upon notice under this section the lands therein mentioned or
described shall be, and remain, reserved accordingly until the reserva
tion shall bo modified or revoked in accordance with the provisions of
section one hundred and seventy-one of this Act.
Within one month after such notice should Parliament be
then in session, and otherwise within one month after the commence
ment of the next ensuing session of Parliament, there shall be laid
before both houses of Parliament an abstract of all such reservations.
No reservation from lease under this section shall of itself
operate as a withdrawal from any lease current at tbe date of notice of
reservation, nor shall any reservation from occupation license under
this section of itself operate as a withdrawal from any occupation
license current at the date of notice of reservation.
No travelling stock route shall exceed one mile in width,
and no camping place for travelling stock shall exceed one square mile.
Any such route or camping place (if within any land held under pastoral
lease or occupation license) shall be determined in the first instance '
by the Local Land Hoard, and the lessee or licensee of any lands
within which such routes or camping places arc situate shall not
be entitled to impound any travelling stock as defined in subsection (A)
aforesaid, or to maintain any action for trespass in respect thereof while
such stock shall keep within the boundaries of the said routes or
camping places. And a reduction of the rent or license fee by reason
of setting apart such routes or camping places may be made by the
Minister upon the recommendation of the Local Land Board in the
prescribed manner.
Revocation of reserves.
171. The Governor may, by notice in tbe G-azotic, revoke wholly invocation of
or in part, any population area or any reserve, of any kind what- rc3ur'rL'ssoever which has been made at any time before or which may he
103, Aot
made after the commencement of this Act, whether the setting apart sec. 39, Act isso.
or reservation has been effected by notice or proclamation in theSoc'C>5svic. Xo.
Gazette. Revocation shall not, in any case, take.eifect until the10'
expiration of sixty days after tbe date of notice of such revocation,
and if the revocation bo of a reserve from sale the land shall not be
sold until the revocation shall have taken eifect.
In any notice revoking the reservation of any land reserved
within one mile of any railway line, or the reservation of any land
within similar limits made under the repealed Acts, the Governor may
prescribe the price, terms, and conditions on which such land may
thereafter he sold, and the areas of the portions, and if deemed
necessary may hy notice vary such price, terms, conditions, and areas,
the price not being less in any case than tbe minimum nor the area
more than the maximum as fixed by this Act for town, suburban, or
country land as the case may bo,
State
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State Forests—Timber Reserves—Licenses—Permits.
State forests and
timber reserves.
Sec. 112, Acfc 1884,

Subdivision of State
forests.
See, 113, Act 1884.

Eoserves for timber
conservation.
Sec. 114, Acfc 1834.

Jicgulutions for
State forests and
timber reserves.
Sec. 115, Act 1884.

172* It shall he lawful for the Governor, hy notification in the
Gazette, to proclaim any areas of Crown Lands therein described to he
State Forests, and in like manner to reserve from sale any such areas
as timber reserves, for the purpose in each ease of preserving under
regulations in that behalf to he made hy the Governor the growth and
succession of timber trees, and of preventing as far as practicable the
destruction and exhaustion of such State forests.
173. State forests may he subdivided into such blocks-as the
Minister may think lit. For the purpose of carrying out such sub
division all existing forest and timber reserves may he reserved from
sale, lease, or otherwise as the Minister may think proper until so
subdivided.
174. Any State forest or any portion thereof may hy notification
in the Gazette he dedicated or reserved for a specified period by the
Governor for the conservation of timber, and upon publication of such
notification such forest or portion thereof shall not during the term of
reservation ho open to timber or other licenses or permits under the
provisions of this Act.
,
175. It shall ho laivful for the Governor to frame regulations
for the issue of licenses or rights or permits to cut and remove live or
dead timber on State forests or timber or other reserves or Crown
lands whether held under lease or license or not, and of licenses and
permits to dig for and remove from State forests, timber reserves, or
Crown lands, whether under lease or not, any gravel, stone, clay, shells,
or other materials subject to the following provisions:—
(i) The rights or licenses to cut timber on a State forest shall he
for one or more specified blocks in such forest, and may be
sold hy auction at such place as may ho determined hy the
Minister, or hy tender as the Minister may think fit.
(u) Such rights or licenses in State forests shall he for a term not
exceeding one year, unless in special cases the Minister may
think fit to extend such term, hut no sucli extended term
shall exceed three years.
(m) The upset rent shall he not less than ten pounds per annum
for each block of six hundred and forty acres, and a propor
tionate amount for each one hundred and sixty acres in excess
of that area. And every holder of a right to cut timber
shall, in addition to his rent, pay such royalty according to
the class of timber cut at such times and places and subject
to such conditions as may ho fixed hy the regulations.
(tv) Permits to cut and remove timber on timber reserves may
he issued for a year or any less term, not being less than one
month, at an annual fee of not less than six pounds, and a
proportionate fee for shorter terms. Such permits may also
be issued for any specified number of trees at a rate to he
fixed hy regulations for each tree. General permits may also
he issued for the supply of saw-mills for any term not
exceeding one year at an annual rate of six pounds, and
subject to a royalty according to the scale fixed hy the
regulations.
(v) Licenses may he issued to cut piles or props to be used for
mining purposes, for the erection of jetties, wharfs, and for
other purposes, on such terms and conditions as may he fixed
by the regulations.
(vi) All fees or sums of money, except royalty, payable in, respect
of any rights to cut timber or in respect of licenses or permits
shall be payable in advance.
And
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And such regulations may prescribe the forms and conditions to be
contained in any sucli right, license, or permit, and may fix the rents
or fees to be payable by the holder of any license or permit where
soever the same shall not have been fixed by this Act, and may provide
for the forfeiture of any rights, licenses, or permits for the enforce
ment of rents, royalties, or fees, for the removal of felled timber, for
the licensing of sites for saw-mills and the agistment of stock, for the
limitation of girth of trees to be felled, for the issue of wattle bark
permits, for the marking of logs of felled trees, for the seizure and
sale of timber cut without authority or upon which the royalty has
not been paid, and for defining the power and privileges conferred by
rights, licenses, and permits. And such regulations may also provide
for the imposition of penalties and fines for the infringement or viola
tion of any such regulation made under the authority of this Act,
but no such penalty shall exceed the sum of twenty pounds exclusive
of the value of the material taken or destroyed.
176. The breach of any condition or obligation, or the failure Forfeitures may bo
to perform any act or matter specified in any such right, license, or
Act iss*
permit issued under the authority of this Act, shall have the effect of ' '
‘
forfeiting such right, license, or permit upon a declaration of forfeiture
by the Minister.
Crown lands may be dedicated.
177. The Governor may, by notice in the Gazette, dedicate Dedication of Crown
Crown hands (whether previously reserved or not) in such manner as Llinds to ruW1°
may seem best for the public interest for any railway or railway station— gl-urn "arid 105
public road, canal, or other means of internal communication—public Act issi, and « Act
(juay or landing place—public reservoir, aqueduct, or watercourse— ls89•
the preservation of water supply—any purpose of defence—hospital,
asylum, or infirmary, public market, or slaughter-house—college,
school, mechanics’ institute, public library, museum, or other institution
for public instruction or amusement—town-ball, court-house, or gaol—
permanent common—public health or recreation convenience or enjoy
ment—cricket ground—or racecourse—interment of the dead—-use
and general purposes of pastoral and agricultural associations—public
baths—or for any other public purpose.
Upon any such notice being published in the Gazette such''
lands shall become and he dedicated accordingly, and may at any time
thereafter he granted for such purposes in fee-simple.
An abstract of any intended dedication under this section shall
bo laid before both Houses of Parliament one calendar month before
such dedication is made.
All lands heretofore permanently reserved or dedicated or here
after dedicated for any of the purposes aforesaid shall he deemed to
he dedicated accordingly, and every conveyance, alienation, or disposi
tion thereof, except for the purpose for which such reservation or
dedication shall have been made shall he absolutely void as well against
Her Majesty as all persons whomsoever; provided that in any case in
which the Governor shall be of opinion that the purposes for which
any permanent reservation or dedication of Crown lands heretofore or
dedication of Crown lands hereafter made have failed wholly or
in part, or
That there is any doubt or uncertainty as to such purposes, or
/That the trusts annexed to any land dedicated or reserved
under this Act or the previous Acts or any repealed Act have failed or
cannot reasonably bo carried out, or
■
That it is expedient in the public interest to resume the whole
or part of the land so dedicated or reserved, or
32—L
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To make an exchange of any portion of any such land for
other land of equivalent value or nearly so to he dedicated or reserved
on 'similar trusts or for like purposes,
Then and in every such case the Governor may direct a notice
under the hand of the Minister to he published in the Gazette, which
notice shall set forth the mode in which it is proposed to deal with,
the dedication, reservation, or land in question (hereinafter termed
t[ Proposals”), a copy of which notice shall be laid before both Houses
of Parliament within ten days of the publication thereof in tire Gazette
if Parliament be sitting, and
If not, then within ten days after the beginning of the next
ensuing session. If Parliament shall within one month declare by
resolution that it does not assent to the proposals set forth in such
notice no further action shall be taken in tire matter.
If no such resolution be passed, then after the termination of
thirty clear days from the date when the notice was laid before
Parliament, it shall be lawful for the Governor to direct the pro
posals so notified to be carried out, and the same shall be carried out
accordingly, and for that purpose the Governor may revoke hy
proclamation in the Gazette any such dedication or reservation wiiolly
or in part, and make any new dedication or reservation sanctioned by
such proposals, and issue such grants and execute such exchanges,
deeds, assurances, and instruments as the circumstances of each case
may require.
The provisions of this section shall be held to apply and to have
applied to Crown Lands which have been or shall be dedicated and
granted hy the Crown, and to any lands which, after grant by the
Crown, shall have been or shall be resumed, purchased, or otherwise
acquired by the Crown, and dedicated or granted for any purpose.
,
Upon revocation under the provisions of this section of any
dedication, or grant and dedication, the lands shall forthwith be vested
in Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, and shall become Crown
Lands within the meaning of this Act.
Trustees may be appointed.
Appointment of
trustees.
Sec. 106, Act 1884.

178. The Governor may appoint trustees, not being less in any
case than three in number, to he charged with the care and manage
ment of—■
lands already or hereafter dedicated, ■
lands already or hereafter reserved, or
lands already or hereafter resumed under the provisions of the
Lands for Public Purposes Acquisition Act,
lands already or hereafter purchased or acquired by the Govern
ment
_
_
for the recreation, convenience, health, or enjoyment of the inhabitants
of any city, town, or district, or for any other public purpose whatso
ever, and may confer such estate in such lands, and accompanied by
such powers and with such conditions as ho may think fit. and as
may be included in any grant issued to such trustees.
The Governor may from time to time remove any trustee or
trustees, whether appointed under this Act or otherwise, and fill an
vacancies which may occur by reason of snch removal, or by death
or resignation.
Every such appointment shall only take effect upon notification
in the Gazette.
The Governor may make rules and regulations enforceable by
penalties not to exceed in any case twenty pounds for the management
and control of any land reserved or dedicated or resumed for any of the
i
public
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public -purposes hereinbefore mentioned without placing such land in
trust, which rules and regulations, upon notification in the Gazette,
shall have the full force of law.
Ownership of Improvements.
179. Any improvements made upon any lands, the purchase or No improvements to
lease or license of which has become forfeited, surrendered, ’ or has
^
expired, before or after the commencement of this Act, or have been subject to payment ’
made under colour of any application which may have been or whichof their valuc'
may he forfeited, disallowed, or withdrawn, shall (except as provided ^cc'
in section one hundred and thirteen of this Act) be the property of a^' 22 'Actie95 ‘
the Crown; but no lease or license which may be renewed or extended
’
'
shall, whilst any renewal or extension continues, be deemed to have
expired within the meaning of this section.
Improvements effected subsequently to the first day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and seventy-six on any land reserved
from sale shall, on the revocation of such reservation or withdrawal of
the land from lease, become the property of the Crown.
_ Improvements within the meaning of this section may include
fencing, but shall be such as in the opinion of the Board are of a
permanent, fixed, and substantial character, and necessary for the
profitable occupation of the land.
No Crown lands shall be exempt from conditional or other
purchase, or from homestead selection, or from any lease or license, by
reason only that it contains improvements, but the purchaser or lessee
shall pay for such improvements at their value.
Provided that when any land containing improvements shall bo
let under annual lease or occupation license the lessee or licensee shall
not be called upon to purchase such improvements, but may be charged
rent or license fee for tbe use thereof, to be ascertained by auction or
tender, or in manner herein provided for the determination of their
value.
Where the improvements belong to the Crown, their value shall
ho appraised hy the Land .Board, subject to appeal, and shall be paid
for within such periods and in such amounts as such Board or the Land
Appeal Court shall determine.
_ Where the improvements do not belong to the Crown their
capital or annual value shall he paid by agreement between the parties,
or failing such agreement (and on application by either party in the
prescribed manner, accompanied by a deposit of ten pounds to cover
the cost of dealing therewith), as appraised by the Land Board, and
within such periods and in such amounts as the Board shall determine,
subject to appeal under this Act.
Any appraisement of improvements made after the first day of
June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, or after the com
mencement of this Act, with the consent of the Crown, on land held
under pastoral lease in the Central Division, or on land held under
preferential occupation license in that division, shall be made on the
bases of their valuc to tbe land taken and to an incoming tenant.
Before tbe determination of the value of improvements, such
of them as are of a removable nature, may, with tbe permission of the
Board, be removed by the owner, who, upon permission being granted,
shall have full power by himself or bis agents to enter upon the land
within such period as the Board may allow, and to do all things
necessary to effect their removal.
The value of any improvements on land sold at auction shall be
added to the upset price, and when not the property of the Crown
shall be refunded to the owner.
In
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In cases where improvements may have been, or may be made
through misapprehension as to the boundaries of land, or for any
sufficiently reasonable cause, and the land containing them has been,
or shall be purchased or held under lease or license by the owner of
such improvements, it shall be lawful for the Minister, after report by
the Land Board, to remit the value to such owner.
In any case in which the purchaser or lessee of land containing
improvements has failed, or shall fail, to pay for them within the period
allowed, his purchase or lease shall (together with all moneys paid in
connection therewith) be liable to forfeiture by notice in the Gazette.
Nothing in this Act shall be construed to vest in the Crown
any improvements upon land held under a pastoral lease in the Bastern
Division, which having expired by effiuxion of time has, under the
provisions of section thirty-three of the Crown Lands Act of 1889,
been converted into an occupation license if the said improvements
shall not at the date of such expiration have been forfeited or
forfeitable to or vested in the Crown.
Tenant Right in Improvements.
Tenant right in
improvements,

^
See. si, Act i89o.

1

180. Tenant right shall accrue upon the determination of the
or other holding by reason of v7hich the tenant right is expressed
^ ^ C0nfei.1.0(^ an(-[ siia]i entitle the person in whom for the time
being the tenant right is vested to receive the value to an incoming
tenant of the improvements from any persons wlio make a purchase,
or take a lease (not being an annual lease) of the land containing the
improvements. And in the event of sucli persons not paying tlie
amount then due and unpaid for the value of such improvements, sucli
amount or so much thereof as remains unpaid for the time being shall
be and remain a charge upon the land containing snch improvements
while in the hands of a purchaser or lessee until payment thereof. The
value of the improvements to an incoming tenant shall he appraised
by tbe local land board in tbe manner prescribed by section twenty-five
of this Act, but shall be calculated on tbe basis of the value of snch
improvements to the land purchased or leased, and the payment of
tbe value shall be made by such instalments, and at such dates, as may
he prescribed.
The improvements, in respect of which tenant right is conferred
hy this Act, shall in all cases be—
(а) of a permanent, fixed, and substantial character, and necessary
for the profitable occupation of the land; and
(б) the property of the person claiming to have tenant right in
respect thereof;
and improvements which were forfeited or forfeitable to, or vested in,
the Crown immediately prior to the accruing of the tenant right shall
not be included:
Provided always that—•
(a) tbe tenant right shall lapse after the expiration of twelve
years from the date of its first accruing, and thereafter the
improvements shall he the property of the Crown; but such
lapsing shall not affect any agreement, appraisement, or order
for payment previously made ; and
(It) the holder of the purchase or lease of the land containing
the improvements shall be liable to pay any instalments of
the value thereof, as appraised by the local land board,
wliich shall accrue due during his holding; and
,
(c) the value of any successful and useful well or bore for artesian
water shall not he taken to exceed the first cost thereof, and
no allowance shall he made for any unsuccessful or useless
well or bore.
Forfeited
iease
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Forfeited Lands containing improvements subject to tenant right or
ownership.
181. Where a purchaser or lessee of land shall have paid to the Forfeited
person having tenant right or ownership in improvements part of the
to™
value of the improvements, and the purchase or lease is forfeited, tenant right or
such share of the value of the improvements as is represented by the
18:)5
amount so paid at the time of the forfeiture shall vest in the Crown, ’ 1
‘
and the remaining share of the improvements, or in the case of no sucli
payment having been made, then the whole of the impovements shall
continue to belong to the person having tenant right or ownership,
and shall be subject to tenant right or ownership as defined by this
Act; Provided that if the land he purchased or leased after the
forfeiture fresh appraisement shall thereupon be made of such share
of the value of the improvements as are vested in the person having
tenant right or ownership.
Reverters.
182. Upon the forfeiture of any conditional or other purchase, Hcverters.
or forfeiture or surrender of any homestead selection or of any con-Sec-3^>Act 1889ditional or other lease, or upon the revocation of any reserve from lease ^ ^ J®®®'
or license situated wholly or in part within the external boundaries of
’ c
‘
any pastoral or homestead lease or occupation license, so much of
the forfeited or surrendered land comprised ’within such external
boundaries shall (subject to the power of the Governor or the Minister
to waive or reverse such forfeiture, or to cancel or modify such revoca
tion) he added to the land under lease or license, and he included under
sucli lease or license, and from the date of forfeiture taking ■
eifect or the notification in the Gazette of the revocation of the reserve,
rent or license fee shall be payable for such unimproved lands at the
same rate per acre as for the rest of the lease or license; and in respect
of any land which may contain improvements the rent or license fee
shall he determined in accordance with the provisions of section
twenty-five of this Act.
So much of any such forfeited or surrendered lands, situated
within the external boundaries of any reserve from sale, or lease
or license, or reserve from conditional purchase, or of any population
area, or special area, or suburban lands, or gold-field, or area set apart
or classified under the provisions of section twenty-six of this Act or
section ten of the Crown Lands Act of 1895, shall ho added to and
form part of the same whether held under lease or license or not; and
no specific notification of such reservation or addition as aforesaid
shall be held to be necessary under this Act: Provided that where
lands reserved or set apart as aforesaid are held under lease or license,
any lands so added shall he also included under the lease or license,
subject to payment as hereinbefore provided. The non-payment
within the prescribed time of any sums due as aforesaid shall involve
the forfeiture of the lease or license.
For the purposes of section thirty-two of the “ Crown Lands
Act of 1889,” and of this section :—
[a) The external boundaries of any pastoral lease or occupation
license are hereby declared to he and to have been so much of
the external boundaries of the pastoral holding duly defined
under authority or recognised by the Lands department as
together with the dividing line determined under section
seventy-six of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884 ” form the
ambit within which the pastoral lease or occupation license is
situated:
(h) The external boundaries of ahy reserve from sale or lease, or
license, or reserve from conditional purchase, or of any
population area, or special area, or homestead selection area,
or
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or settlement lease area, or suburban lands or gold-field, are
hereby declared to have been and to be the boundaries as
described in the Gazette :
Provided always that nothing contained in this section shall affect
any conditional purchase or conditional or other lease for which the
application has been confirmed, approved, or granted before the first
day of June, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.

ProTieion for
validation or
voidance of
porchasee and leases
generally.
Sec. 44, Act 1895.

Validity and effect
of reversals of
forfeiture,

fid Vic, No, 1.
Sec, 22, Act 1895.

Validation of Purchases and Leases.
183. Any purchase, homestead selection, or lease of Crown
lands purporting to have been heretofore made or granted under the
provisions of this Act or the previous Acts, or any repealed Act shall
not he held to be void by reason of any breach or non-observance of
the provisions of the said Acts, but every such breach or non-observance
as aforesaid (if of a nature to affect the validity of the purchase,
selection, or lease) shall render the same voidable only at the instance
of the Crown.
If any such purchase, selection, or lease as aforesaid appears to
be voidable at the instance of the Crown, the Minister may, in
pursuance of section seventeen of this Act, refer the case to the
Local Land Board, which shall investigate the matter and find whether
or not the said purchase, selection, or lease be voidable; and where
the said purchase, selection, or lease is found to be voidable, the
Governor may, by notification in the Gazette, declare the same to be
void, and the same shall thereupon become void to all intents and
purposes : Provided always that if the application for such purchase
or lease has been confirmed by a Local Land Board, the Minister
may, in manner provided in section twenty-three of this Act, refer to
the Land Appeal Court the decision of the Local Land Board con
firming the same.
If the Crown elects to sustain any such purchase, selection,
or lease as aforesaid, the Governor may, by notification in the Gazette,
declare that the purchase or lease shall cease to be voidable by reason
of any breach or non-observance of: statutory provisions which may be
specified in such notification, and the same shall become valid so far as
regards the ground of objection so specified.
Nothing in this section contained shall affect—
(a) any right accrued prior to the date of such purchase, selection,
or lease;
(&) any application for a conditional purchase or lease made
before the thirteenth day of September, one thousand eight
hundred and ninety-four, in reliance on the fact that the
questioned purchase or lease was void;
(c) any proceedings pending on the heforementioned day;
{d) any remedy by writ of seire facias where a grant has been
or shall have been issued for any such purpose as aforesaid.
The provisions of this section shall apply in like manner to
purchases, selections, or leases purporting to be made or granted after
the commencement of this Act; but the Governor shall not, in any
such case, declare that the purchase, selection, or lease shall cease to be
voidable, unless notice of the intention to make such declaration shall
have lain before both Houses of Parliament for not less than ninety
days, without being objected to by specific resolution.
Reversal of Forfeitures.
_ _ 184. Subject to the provisions’ hereinafter contained, the
Minister shall have power to reverse, whether provisionally or other
wise, any forfeiture which has heretofore been, or may hereafter
be
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be notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, under this
Act or the previous Acts or any repealed Act, and for the purposes of
this section and the three next succeeding sections, “ forfeiturefS
includes the lapse or voidance of any contract with the Crown under any
of such Acts for the purchase, selection, or leasing of Crown lands:—
C1) A provisional reversal hereafter to be made of a forfeiture
' shall be deemed to have suspended, or shall suspend, as the
case may be, the operation of the forfeiture, as from the date
when such forfeiture has been or shall be notified, declared,
or otherwise asserted or enforced; in any case, where such
provisional reversal shall afterwards be revoked, such revoca
tion shall have the same effect as if the provisional reversal
so revoked had never been made.
(11) Any absolute reversal of a forfeiture shall be deemed to
have related back or shall relate back, as the case may be, to
the date when such forfeiture lias been or shall be notified, declared, or otherwise asserted or enforced, and shall be
deemed to have had or shall have the same effect as if the
forfeiture so reversed had never been notified, declared, or
otherwise asserted or enforced.
(hi) In any case where a forfeiture has been or may hereafter be
duly notified or declared for any cause other than the non
payment of money the Minister shall, before absolutely
reversing such forfeiture, refer to the Local Land Board for .
inquiry and report as to any fact or circumstance in virtue
ofAvhieh he proposes to make such absolute reversal as afore
said. And such Board, or the Land Appeal Court, upon an
appeal or reference shall inquire into such fact or circumstance
and. make a report and recommendation thereon to the
Minister : Provided that should the Minister decide in any
'
case contrary to the recommendation of the Land Board or
Land Appeal Court, as the case may he, he shall, on the day
of so deciding, record in writing in the Lands Department
his reasons for so doing; and the Minister shall, as soon as
practicable, lay upon the table of the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly a copy of his decision, together
with such reasons as aforesaid.
(iv) Any reversal of a forfeiture hereafter to he made shall, as
soon as practicable, be notified in the Gazette, hut the date of
such reversal shall bo the date of the Ministers approval
thereof.
And no provisional or absolute reversal hereafter to be made of
any forfeiture shall defeat any valid application for a conditional pur
chase, homestead selection, or conditional or homestead lease, which
shall have been lodged before the receipt by, or on behalf of, the
Minister of a request in writing for such reversal, unless the applicant
shall consent1 in writing to such reversal.
Waiver of forfeiture.
.
any case in which a purchase, homestead selection, lease, Waiver of
or license lias or shall become liable to forfeiture by reason of the non- forf-ifcurC9fulfilment of any condition annexed by law to such purchase, selection, seoTsil’ Act i89S
lease, or license, but in which the Minister shall be satisfied that such '
’
non-fulfilment has been caused by accident, error, mistake, inadvertence,
or other innocent cause, and that such forfeiture ought therefore to he
waived, it shall be lawful for the Minister to declare that such forfeiture
is waived, cither absolutely or upon such conditions as he may see fit
to declare, and the forfeiture shall thereupon he waived accordingly;
and
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and when the forfeiture of any conditional purchase, homestead selec
tion, or conditional lease shall have been waived, and the conditions, if
any, of such waiver shall have been performed, the holder of any such
conditional purchase or homestead selection shall, if otherwise entitled
thereto, be entitled to receive a certificate of conformity in respect of
the same, notwithstanding that such certificate may have previously
been applied for and refused, and the holder of any such conditional
lease shall be entitled to make additional conditional purchases of the
land comprised within such lease as if no forfeiture thereof had been
incurred.
Boundary Fences.
Contributories to
186. Fencing within the meaning of this Act shall be deemed
maintenance!^ani1 an improvement common to the land on either side of the line of such
Sec. 141, Act 1384. fencing.
Sec. 22, Act 1893.
The side of a reserved, intended, proclaimed, or other road shall
not be held to form or be a common boundary-lino within the meaning
of this section.
Owners of fences
For the purposes of this section fencing shall he held to
mencement ofhthe0m' mean or include fencing, whether erected before or after the first day
Principal Act may of January, in the year one thousand eight hundred and eighty-five,
ina^p“ci1'wto? or after the commencement of this Act, and_ whether prescribed by
sec. io, 52 Vic. No. the local land board or not, provided it is, in the opinion of such
7. ’
hoard, of a sufficiently useful and substantial kind, and to fences which
may under sections eleven or fourteen of the “ Crown Lands Act
Further Amendment Act ” or section seventy-eight of this Act have
been or may he made or treated as boundary fences.
_ _
Whenever land adjoining that which forms a conditional pur
chase or lease, or a homestead selection (before issue of the grant of
such homestead selection), or a homestead lease, has been or shall be •
alienated or leased by the Crown, conditionally or otherwise, the person
who shall fence his land may demand and enforce from the purchaser
or homestead selector or lessee of such adjoining land or his alienee a
contribution towards the cost of such fencing to the extent of one half
of the appraised value thereof, but so far only as such fencing marks
a common boundary-line.
And while such fencing is maintained in good repair and
condition by such person, every owner, lessee, or occupant of adjoining
lands shall "be and remain liable as a contributory towards the cost of
so maintaining such fence to the extent of one half of the estimated
cost thereof.
No holder of an annual lease under this Act, and no holder
of any lease having less than five years to run, shall bo liable as a
contributory under this section towards the original cost of fencing,
hut shall be liable as a contributory towards the cost of maintaining
such fencing.
_
_
Pcporng between
And in all cases of dispute in reference to the erection,
Elding"? °radjaCeilt completion, or repair of fencing, or to contributions towards the cost
Sec, 23, Act 1889. or maintenance of fencing upon or between adjoining lands or lands
on opposite sides of roads or creeks, the board shall on application as
prescribed by any party concerned, determine, subject to appeal, all
questions in dispute, appraise all values, estimate all costs, determine
the kinds of fencing to be erected within the meaning and for the
purposes of this section, and make any order necessary or incident to the
settlement thereof; and any such order shall be a sufficient authority
and justification for entering upon any of the said lands, and doing
such acts as may be necessary for carrying the same into effect.
.
. Removal
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Hemoval of Trespassers.
187. On information in writing preferred in that behalf by any See. 131, Act 1884.
person duly authorised to any justice of the peace, setting forth that
any person is in the unlawful occupation or use of any Crown land, or
in the occupation or use of any Crown land in virtue or under colour
of any purchase, lease, or license, although such purchase, lease, or
license shall have been forfeited or otherwise made void, or although
the conditions thereof shall have been broken or unfulfilled, or although
such lease or license shall have expired, such justice shall issue his
summons for the appearance of the person so informed against before
'
two or more justices of the peace, at the nearest court of petty sessions
to such Crown land, at a time to he specified in such summons. And
at such time and place such Court, on the appearance of such person,
or on due proof of the service of such summons on him, or at his usual
or last known place of abode or business, shall hear and inquire into
the subject matter of such information. And on being satisfied of
the truth thereof, either by the admission of the person informed
against, or on other sufficient evidence, such justices shall issue their
warrant addressed to any officer duly authorised in that behalf,
.
requiring him forthwith to dispossess and remove such person or any
buildings from such land, and to take possession of the same on behalf
of Her Majesty, and the person to whom such warrant is addressed
shall for tilwith carry the same into execution.
’
Penalties for destroying Improvements.
188. If any person wilfully destroys or damages any dam, tank, Penalties on
well, excavation, boring, or other work lawfully constructed, sunk, or f^proTomonts
made, or in course of lawful construction, sinking, or making for the sec. 132, Act W
purpose of impounding or supplying wrater on any land, whether
alienated by or under lease or license from the Crown under this Act
,
or the previous Acts or any repealed Act, such person shall he guilty
.
of felony and he liable to penal servitude for any term not exceeding
■ ■1
ten years, or to imprisonment with or without hard labour for any
term not exceeding three years. And if any person wilfully destroys
or damages any fencing or improvement other than those before men
tioned, lawfully constructed, or made by any holder of a conditional
purchase, lease, or license, vrhether under this Act or the previous
Acts, or any repealed Act (which lawfulness the Court shall have
power to determine), such person shall he liable to a penalty not
exceeding fifty pounds, or to he imprisoned with or without haril
labour for any term not exceeding six months, and to pay in addition
such fine by wray of compensation to the person injured as the Court
may order.
Penalties for Trespass.
189. Any person unless lawfully claiming under any subsisting Penalties for trespass
lease or license, or otherwise under this Act, or the previous Acts, or any “utalg “r"tapping
repealed Act, or under any Act in force for the regulation of mining, bwk on Crown lands,
who shall he found occupying or using any Crown land or land granted,See-133’Act 1884
reserved, or dedicated for public purposes, either by residing, or by Sec'68, Act 1835‘
erecting any hut or building or other structure thereon, or depasturing
stock thereon, or by clearing, digging up, or enclosing or cultivating
any part thereof, or by cutting.or removing timber other than firewood
not for sale thereon, or by obtaining stone therefrom, or driving piles
or otherwise, or who shall strip or remove or cause to he stripped or
removed the bark of any tree thereon, shall he liable on conviction to
a penalty not exceeding five pounds for the first offence, and not
exceeding ten pounds for the second offence, and not exceeding tioentu
32—M
- pounds
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pounds for the third or any subsequent offence: Provided that it
shall not be lawful for the holder of any leasehold under this Act or
the previous Acts to obstruct any Government surveyor or other
authorised person from entering upon sucli leasehold whenever such
surveyor or other authorised person may require to do so.
Eemoval of Boundary Marks.
Kemovttl of
190, If any person shall unlawfully and wilfully obliterate,
a mUdemeanoS/0 be rljmovc> or deface any boundary or survey mark, or any land mark or
See. 134, Act°i8s4. beacon, made or erected by the authority of the Surveyor-General, or
by or under the direction of any authorised Government officer, such
person shall he guilty of a misdemeanour.
'
Procedure for
recovery of
penalties, &e.
See. 139, Act 1884.

Recovery of Penalties.

191. Whenever by any section of this Act, or by any regulation
made thereunder, any person is made liable to a penalty or to pay any
sum of money, whether as compensation or in any other way, and the
mode of recovering such penalty or sum is not therein described, such
penalty or sum may be recovered before any two or more justices of
the peace in petty sessions in accordance with the Acts in force for
the time being regulating summary proceedings before justices. And
all sums of money ordered by any such Court to be paid, and all costs
and expenses awarded by such Court, may he recovered and enforced
by distress and sale of tire goods and chattels of the person ordered to
pay .the same; and in default of sufficient distress, such person shall
be liable to be imprisoned with or without hard labour for any term
not exceeding three months, unless such money, costs, or expenses be
sooner paid.
Resumption for Canal, &c.

Besumption for
Scc42 Act 1880
cc- ’
'

.

192. If at any time it shall be deemed expedient to open a
cana'^ 01‘ cutting for irrigation purposes, through any land conditionally
purchased or conditionally or otherwise leased or held in fee simple,
or under homestead selection, it shall be lawful for the Governor by
notification in the Gazette to resume so much of the land as may be
required for the purpose, and in the like manner to at any time
proclaim the same.
No such resumption shall he made until the expiration of one
month from notice in the Gazette and in one or more newspapers
published or circulated in the Land District wherein is situated the
land as well as notice by letter to the reputed proprietors or occupiers
of the said land, addressed to their last known abode or place of
business of the intention to resume, during which time any person
feeling aggrieved may address to the Minister any objection he may
have thereto.
"
Subject to the provisions herein contained, a refund shall he
granted of any moneys paid on account of the land so resumed; hut
in any case where the resumed land shall have been held in fee simple,
or be a conditional purchase or conditional lease, the value thereof shall
be appraised by the local land board, subject to appeal and the provisions
of the twenty-fifth section hereof; and such value, or if any land
shall he granted in part satisfaction as herein provided, the difference
between such value and the value of the granted land to be appraised
in the like manner shall be paid by the Crown.
_
_ An area of adjoining Crown land equivalent to the area resumed,
if available, may he leased or granted to such owner in lieu of the area
resumed.
1
No
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No land shall be resumed under the provisions of this section
which may he situated within two hundred yards of any dwellinghouse if attached thereto and used in connection therewith, as a yard,
garden, orchard, plantation, park, or avenue, unless the owner of such
lands consent to the same being so resumed, or the purposes of the
resumption cannot be otherwise secured. Any surveyor or other
person duly authorised in that behalf may, for all purposes of this
section, enter upon any lands proposed or liable to be resumed there
under, and do all things necessary thereon without obstruction or
resistance.
Roads of Access.
193. Every purchaser of Crown lands and every holder of a Rosa of access
lease or license shall be entitled to a road of access, and also to free1Act'issi"1
ingress and egress thereby to and from the lands held by him to the ' ’
‘
nearest reserved or proclaimed road through and over any Crown lands
whether under lease or not if no access to the lands held by him by
*
means of a reserved or proclaimed road or track shall be provided And
such road shall not interfere with any buildings, garden, stock, or drafting
yards belonging to such lessee or licensee, and shall in every case follow
such a direction, and be so marked as to occasion as little damage or
.
inconvenience to the lessee as may be possible. And the Minister shall
have power to close any such road upon giving three months notice to
that effect in the Gazette.
Acts of Surveyor-General,
194. When in this or the previous Acts or any other Act it is Act? of Surveyorprovided that certain acts or things shall or may be done, or directionsbySerauthorised
shall or may he given by the Surveyor-General, such acts or things in that behalf,
may be done and such directions may be given by any officer dulySf!0-50’Act imauthorised by the Minister in that behalf.
Copies of Documents to be evidence.
195. A copy of any application, letter, document, or instrument Copies of documents
of any kind whatsoever relating to any purchase, reservation, dedica- ^
tion, lease, plan, or right to or disposition of land under any repealed ac' ’ c'
'
Act, or this Act, or the previous Acts, and whether of the original or
of any press copy thereof, and of any indorsement or memorandum
upon the same certified by the officer having the custody thereof to
he correct, shall be admissible in evidence in every ease in which the
original would be admissible, and without proof that the person so
certifying is the officer having the custody thereof if he shall state in
his certificate that he has such custody.
Limitation of Actions.
196. All actions or other proceedings against any officer acting Limitation of
under the provisions of this Act for anything wrongfully done under ®ctlon9or against the provisions ot tins Act, or the previous Acts, or any
repealed Act, shall be commenced within twelve months after the
matter complained of was committed, and not otherwise. And notice
in writing of any such action and of the cause thereof shall be given
to the defendant one month at least before the commencement of the
proceeding. And in every such proceeding the defendant may plead
the general issue, and give this Act and the special matter in evidence
at any trial to he had thereupon. And no plaintiff shall recover in
any such proceeding if tender of sufficient amends shall have been
made
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made before the same was commenced, or if a sufficient sum of money
shall have been paid into court after such commencement by or on
behalf of the defendant, together with costs incurred up to that time.
And if a verdict shall pass for the defendant, or the plaintiff shall
become nonsuit or discontinue such proceeding, or if upon demurrer
or otherwise judgment shall be given against the plaintiff, the
defendant shall recover his costs and have the like remedy for the
same as any defendant has by law in other cases.
Royalty on Coal from Mineral Leases.
ProTtnjon for
197. The Governor shall, notwithstanding the provisions of the
coal from mineralon “Mining Act of 1874,” impose a royalty of not less than sixpence
le"aeoaper ton on coal raised from land which may be hereafter leased. And
Seo. 9i, Act 1884.
such royalty shall be in addition to or in substitution of any rent
payable by such lessee under the said Act, but shall not affect or
prejudice any other condition of the lease. And for the purpose of
giving effect to the provisions of this section the Governor may make
regulations prescribing the time and manner of payment of such
royalty, and the manner of enforcing such payment.
Suits by the Crown.
Suite by the Crown
198. It shall be lawful for the Minister for Lands to bring
^or recovery o ren e, u;nf]er tliat name, and as nominal plaintiff on behalf of the Crown, any
Sec. 49, Act 1889.
suit or action for the recovery of arrears of rent or of any other sums
which, under any repealed Act or the previous Acts or this Act, may
be due to the Crown. And no such suit or action shall be prejudiced,
or abate, or require amendment merely because after the commence
ment thereof the Minister who brought the same may have gone out
of office,-or because another Minister may have been appointed, or the
office may for the time being bo vacant: Provided that costs may be
given for or against such plaintiff in the same way as in any ordinary
suit or action. And it shall be lawful for the Minister, for the purpose
of recovering arrears of rent due to the Crown, to exercise by any
duly authorised agent such powers of distress as are now given by law
■to any landlord.
Regulations.
Power to male
199. Whenever in this Act tbc word “ prescribed” is used in
SocI'h^Acuss^3 connection with any matter referred to in tlie context, and whenever,
&3, Act 1889; si, ’ in any section of tins Act, “regulations” arc mentioned in connection
Act 1895'
with any such matter the Governor may in every such case frame
regulations for the purpose of giving effect to the provisions of such
section. And, for the purpose of carrying this Act into full effect
generally, the Governor may make regulations, which shall, upon being
published in the Gazette, he good and valid in law; and for the
purpose of regulating proceedings before the Land Appeal Court, it
shall be lawful for the Governor to make rules for the time and mode
of procedure, and for the general practice of such Court, which shall,
upon being published in the Gazette, be binding upon such Court, and
upon the parties to any proceedings therein as the rulfes of the Court
of Equity are binding upon that Court and the parties suing therein :
Provided that a copy of all such regulations and rules shall he laid
before both Houses of Parliament within fourteen days from the
publication thereof if Parliament be then in Session, or otherwise
within fourteen days after the commencement of the next ensuing
Session.
SCHEDULES.
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SCHEDULES.
FIRST SCHEDULE.
BOUNDARIES OF DIVISIONS.
Eastern Division.

That portion of the Colony of New South Wales within the following boundaries :—
Commencing at Point Danger; and bounded on the east by the waters of the South
Pacific Ocean southerly to Cape Howe; thence on the south by the boundary dividing
the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria westerly to a point on the Murray or
Hume River at the eastern boundary of the Land District of Corowa, as proclaimed in
the Supplement to the New South Wales Government Gazette of the 2nd of January,
1SS5, No. 4 ; thence on the west by the boundary dividing the Land District of Corowa
aforesaid and the amended boundaries of the Land Districts of Urana, Wagga Wagga,
Grenfell, Forbes, Parkes, and Dubbo, as proclaimed this day in Government Gazette; the
Land District of Coonabarabran, as proclaimed 2nd January, 1885, and the amended
boundaries of the Land Districts of Gunnedah, Narrabri, Bingera, and Warialda, as
proclaimed this day, from the amended boundaries of the Land District of Albury, as
proclaimed this day ; the Land Districts of Tumut and Gundagai, as proclaimed 2nd
January, 1885 ; the amended boundaries of the Land Districts of Cootainundry, Young,
Cowra, and Molong, as proclaimed this day; the Land Districts of Wellington and
Cassilis, as proclaimed 2nd January, 1885; and the amended boundaries of the Land
Districts of Murrurundi, Tamworth, and Invercll, as proclaimed this day, northerly to
the Dumaresq River; thence on the north by the boundary dividing the Colonies of
Now South Wales and Queensland easterly to Point Danger aforesaid at the point of
commencement.
Central Division.

That portion of the Colony of New South Wales within the following boundaries :_
Commencing on the boundary between the Colonies of New South Wales and Queensland,
at a point on the Dumaresq River where the eastern boundary of the Land District of
Warialda, as amended by proclamation in the Government Gazette this day, meets that
river; and bounded thence on the east by the boundary dividing the Land District of
Warialda aforesaid, the amended boundaries of the Land Districts of Bingera, Narrabri,
and Gunnedah, as proclaimed this day ; the Land District of Coonabarabran, as proclaimed
in Supplement to the New South Wales Government Gazette of 2nd January, 1885, No.
4, and the amended boundaries of the Land Districts of Dubbo, Parkes, Forbes, Grenfell,
Wagga Wagga, and Urana, as proclaimed this day; and the Land District of Corowa, as
proclaimed 2nd January, 1885, from the amended boundaries of the Land Districts of
Jjiverell, Tamworth, and Murrurundi, as proclaimed this day; the Land Districts of
Cassilis and Wellington, as proclaimed 2nd January, 1885, and the amended boundaries
of the Land Districts of Molong, Cowra, Young, and Cootamundry, as proclaimed this
day; the Land Districts of Gundagai and Tumut, as proclaimed 2nd January, 1885, and
the amended boundaries of the Land District of Albury, as proclaimed this day, southerly
to the Murray or Hume River; thence on the south by the boundary dividing the
Colonics of New South Wales and Victoria westerly to the confluence of the Murray
or Hume and Wakool Rivers, and by that river upwards to the south-west corner of
portion No. 5, parish of Tararie, county of Caira; thence by the south boundary of that
portion bearing east to its south-east comer; thence by the east boundaries of that portion
and portions Nos. 3 and 4 bearing north to the north-east corner.of the latter portion;
thence by part of the north boundary of that portion bearing west to a point south of the
south-east corner of Canally Pastoral Holding; thence by a line bearing north to that
corner; thence by the fenced Ixmndary dividing Canally and Yanga Pastoral Holdings,
being lines bearing northerly to the south boundary of Yanga South Run; thence westerly
to the south-west corner of that run, and thence northerly to the Murrumbidgee River ;
thence by that river upwards to the Lachlan River; and thence by that river upwards to
its eastern and western branches at the north-east comer of J, Tyson’s portion. No. 15, of
236 acres, parish of Tyson, county of Caira; thence by the boundary dividing the
Juanbung and Moon-mooncurra Runs, bearing north 33 degrees east to the Lachlan
River, and thence again by that river upwards to the confluence of the Kalingalungaguy
Creek; thence on the west by a marked line bearing north 20 degrees west, being the
western boundaries of the Kyargathur, North Kyargathur, Flanagan’s Swamp, East
Palisthan No. 2, Mombill, Wicklow block K, Wicklow block II, New Babinda, Hermitage
Plains block A2, and Hermitage Plains block M Runs, to the western corner of the lastnamed run; thence again on the north-west by a marked line bearing north 28 degrees
east, being the north-western boundaries of Hermitage Plains block M, Hermitage Plains
block K, and Hermitage Plains block 1 Runs to the most northern corner of the lastmentioned run ; thence by the south-western, south-eastern, and north-eastern boundaries
of Glenariff block C Run bearing respectively south 46 degrees east, north 28 degrees east,
and
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and noi'th 46 degrees 'west, to the most southern corner of West Bogan No. 10 Run ; thence
by the south-western and north-western boundaries of that run bearing respectively north
22 degrees 30 minutes west 5 miles and north 70 degrees east 15 miles to the Bogan River;
thence by that river upwards to the fenced boundary dividing Colonel and Duck Creek
No. 16 Runs : thence by that boundary bearing easterly to Duck Creek; thence by that
creek upwards to the most southerly corner of Colonel Run ; thence by the soutli-eastern
boundary of that run bearing north-easterly to the southernmost corner of Morbella West
Run; thence by the south-western and north-western boundaries of that run bearing
north-westerly and north-easterly to the most easterly corner of Cookamimboin Run;
thence by the north-eastern boundaries of that run and East Bogan, No. 6 Run, bearing
north-westerly to the south-western corner of Rcrmidon Run ; thence by the western and
northern boundaries of that run bearing respectively north 10 degrees west about of miles
and east about 5 miles to Marra Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to the south-east
corner of Thuara West Run; thence by the south, the south-western, and the north
boundaries of that run, bearing respectively west, north-westerly, and east to Marra Creek
aforesaid ; thence by that creek downwards to the Darling or Barwon River, and again
on the north-west by that river and the Macintyre River upwards, to the point of com
mencement.
Westkkn Division.

That portion of the Colony of New South Wales within tbc following boundaries:—•
Commencing on the boundary between the Colonies of New South Wales and Queens
land at the intersection of the twenty-ninth parallel of south latitude with the Macintyre
River ; and bounded thence on the south-east by that river and the Darling or Barwon
River downwards to the confluence of the Marra Creek ; thence on the east by that
creek upwards to the north-east corner of Thuara West Run ; thence by the north, the
south-western, and the south boundaries of that run bearing respectively west, south
easterly, and east to Marra Creek aforesaid ; thence by that creek u pwards to the north
eastern corner of Hermidon Run ; thence by the northern and the western boundaries
of that run bearing respectively west about 5 miles and south 10 degrees east about 5f
miles to the north-eastern corner of East Bogan No. 9 Run; thence by the north-eastern
boundaries of that run and Cookamunboin Run bearing south-easterly to the most
easterly corner of the latter run ; thence by the south-eastern boundaries of that run and
Eulagitma Run bearing south-westerly to the most western comer of Morbella West
Run ; thence by the south-west boundary of that run bearing south-easterly to the most
eastern corner of Colonel Run; thence by the south-east boundary of that run bearing
south-westerly to Duck Creek ; thence by that creek downwards to the fenced boundary
dividing Colonel and Duck Creek No, 10 Runs ; thence by that run boundary westerly
to the Bogan River; thence by that river downwards to the north-eastern corner of
West Bogan No. 10 Run; thence by the north-western boundary of that run bearing
south 70 degrees west 15 miles to the north-west corner of the run; thence by the south
western boundary of that run bearing south 22 degrees 30 minutes east 5 miles to the
most northern corner of Glenariff block C Run : thence by the eastern, south eastern,
and western boundaries of that run bearing respectively south-easterly, south-westerly,
and north-westerly to the most western corner of the run ; thence again on the south-east
by a marked line bearing soutli 28 degrees west, being the north-western boundaries of
Hermitage Plains block I, Hermitage Plains block K, and Hermitage Plains block M
Runs to the western corner of the lust-mentioned run; thence again on the east by a
marked line bearing south 20 degrees east being the western boundaries of Hermitage
Plains M, Hermitage Plains-block A2, New Babinda, Wicklow block H, Wicklow block K,
Mombill, Palisthan No. 2, Elanagan’s Swamp East, North Kyargathur, and Kyargathur
Runs to the confluence of Kalingalungaguy Creek with the Lachlan River; thence by
that river downwards to the boundary dividing Juanbung and Moon-mooncurra Runs;
thence by that boundary bearing south 33 degrees west to the junction of the eastern and
western branches of the Lachlan River, at the north-east corner of J. Tyson’s portion
No. 15 of 236 acres, parish of Tyson, county of Caira; thence again by the Lachlan
River to the Murrumbidgee River; and again on the south-east by that river downwards
to the north-eastern corner of Benongal Run ; thence by the fenced boundary dividing
the Canally and Yanga Pastoral Holdings, being lines bearing southerly to the south-west
corner of South Yanga Run easterly to the north-west corner of Burrawang Run ; ami
again southerly to the north boundary of portion No. 4, parish of Tararie, county of
Caira; thence by part of the north boundary of that portion bearing east to its north
east corner ; thence by the eastern boundaries of that portion and portions Nos. 3 and 5
bearing south to the south-east corner of the latter portion ; thence by the soutli boundary
of the last-named portion bearing west to the Wakool River ; thence by that river down
wards to its confluence with the Murray or Hume River; thence on the south by the
boundary dividing the Colonies of New South Wales and Victoria to its intersection with
the one hundred and forty-first meridian of east longitude, being the boundary between
the Colonies of New Soutli Wales and South Australia; thence on the west by that
boundary northerly to its intersection with the twenty-ninth parallel of soutli latitude,
being part of the boundary between the Colonies of New South Wales and Queensland ;
thence on the north by that boundary easterly to the Macintyre River, at the point of
commencement
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SECOND SCHEDULE.
'
In the Land Court of New South Wales.
To the Sheriff of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of the
Police force of New South Wales [and to the keeper of the gaol, prison, or lock-up
at
].
■
It having this day appeared to the Land Court sitting at
that A.B. of
having been duly served with a subpoiua or summons to attend and give evidence before
the said Court in the matter of [Acre stale, the nature of the ^yroceedings^ and having had
tender or payment of his reasonable expenses duly made to him has failed to appear when
called. These are therefore to comnmndyou forthwith to apprehend the said A.B., and
to detain him in custody, and to bring him before the said Court to abide the further
order of the said Court.
Given under my hand this
day of
at
aforesaid.
C.D., President.
{or) E.F., Acting-President.

(or) It having this day appeared to the Land Court sitting at
that A.B. of
has on the hearing of a certain matter \here state the nature of the ^roceeEin^.s]
icfused to make oath or affirmation before the said Court (or) to answer a certain question
(or) to produce a certain document within his possession or control (or) to sign his
examination reduced into wilting (or) the., ifcc., being lawfully required by the said Court
so to do, and such refusal being without lawful cause or excuse (or) that A.B. of
has obstructed the business of the said Court (or) has committed a contempt in face of
the said Court (or) d-.c., ifcc. These are therefore to command you the said Sheriff and all
the said officers as aforesaid to apprehend the said A.B., and to detain and convey him to
tho said gaol, ike., and to deliver him to the said keeper thereof, together with this
warrant: and you the said keeper to receive him into your custody in the said gaol, &c.,
and him there safely to keep until the said A.B. shall have signified to the Land Court
his submission to make the said oath or affirmation (or) &c., and the further order of the
said Court in the premises shall have been made known to you under my hand (or) until
the term of
days from the date hereof shall have expired (or) until a fine of £
shall have been paid (or) unt.il the said A.B, shall have been otherwise discharged in due
course of law.
Given under my hand this

day of

at

aforesaid.
C.D., President.
(or) E.E., Acting-President.

THIRD SCHEDULE.
(A.)
In the matter of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884 ” and the “ Crown Lands Act of 1889.”
To the Sheri0 of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of the
Police Force of New South Wales, and to the keeper of the gaol, prison, or lock-up
at
.
Til nsk are to command you the said Sheriff and all officers as aforesaid to apprehend
-A-P- of
and to convoy him to the said gaol, ifec., and to deliver him to the said
keeper, together with this warrant; and you the said keeper to receive him into your
custody in the said gaol, itc., and him there safely to keep for the term of
[or unless
tho sum of_
shall be sooner paid], 1, the undersigned, Chairman of the Local Land
Board, sitting at
, having now here adjudged the said A.B. [to pay a fine of
and in default of immediate payment thereof] to be imprisoned for the said term, for that
he the said A.B. [Acre state the offence to the folloiovn/j effect as the eaee may require)
having been duly served with a summons or subpruna to attend and give evidence before
tho said Board in the matter of [here state the nature of the proceedings), and having had
payment or tender of bis reasonable expenses duly made to him has neglected to appear,
such neglect having been without just cause or reasonable excuse (or) having been duly
summoned or subpoenaed (or) examined as a witness on tho hearing of a certain matter
[here state the nature of the proceedings) has refused to make oath, affirmation, promise,
or declaration in lieu of an oath before the said Board (or) has refused to answer a certain
lawful question, that is to say [here state the •nature of the qucsli(m) (or) lias refused to
produce a certain document within his possession or control, that is to say [Imre state the
nature of the document) (or) to sign his examination reduced into writing, ifcc., &c., being
lawfully required by me the said Chairman so to do, and such refusal being without
lawful cause or excuse (or) has prevaricated in his evidence.
Given under my hand this
day of
18
at
aforesaid.
■
Q.D., Chairman of the
Local Land Board.
(B.)
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(B.)

.

In the matter of the “ Crown Lands Act of 1884” and the “ Crown Lands Act of 1889.”
To the Sheriff of New South Wales, his deputy and assistants, and to all officers of tho
Police Force of New South Wales.
Whereas it has this day appeared to me, the Chairman of the Local Land Board, sitting
at
that A.B. of
having been duly served with a subpoena or summons to
attend and give evidence before the said Board in the matter of \Jicre slate the nature of
the proceedmffs], and having had tender or payment of his reasonable expenses duly made
to him has failed to appear when called, these are to command you forthwith to apprehend
the said A.B. and to detain him in custody and bring him before the said Board to give
evidence in the said matter.
Given under my hand this
day of
at
aforesaid.
C.D., Chairman of the
Local Land Board.

Sydney: William Applegate Qullick, Government Printer.-—ISM.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

CROWN LANDS.
(DECISION' OF MINISTER FOR LANDS IN THE MATTER OF THE FORFEITURE OF CONDITIONAL PUR
CHASE S10-49, DUBBO, NOW NYNGAN, CONDITIONAL LEASE 15,333, BY HENRY NEWELL, AND THE
REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE LOCAL LAND BOARD AND LAND APPEAL COURT
THEREONJ

Printed under No.

20

Report from Printing Committee,

1

October,

1896.

Copy of principal documents relative to the forfeiture of the conditional purchase
No. 90-49 Dubbo, now Nyngan, and conditional lease No. 15,833, by H. Newell,
and transferred to Adam Erie, together with the Minister’s reasons for not carrying
out the recommendations of the Land Board and Land Appeal Court, as required by
sub-section (v) of section 3 of the Act 55 Victoria No. 1.

Decision of Minister for Lands in the matter of the forfeiture of conditional purchase 90-19, Dubbo, now
Nyngan. conditional lease 15,833, by Henry Newell, afterwards transferred to Adam Rae, and the
reports and recommendations ot the Local Land Board and Land Appeal Court thereon.
I
no sufficient evidence to support the reports and recommendations of the Land Board and Land
Appeal Court, or to remove the grave doubts created in my mind as to tho bonafides of the selectors, and
for those reasons, and for other reasons disclosed on the papers, 1 decide that the forfeiture incurred be
not reversed.
J.H.C., 27/7/96.
see

.

Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part IT, section 14, sub-section 4.)
Decision of Local Land Board,
Inquiry under section 20, C.P. 90-49, and C.L. 15,833; Dubbo, now Nyngan.
New South Wales, \
to wit.
)
W
on the 19th, 20th, and 22nd days of March, 1894, it became a matter for investigation before us
whether the conditions had been fulfilled in connection with conditional purchase 90-49, of 640 acres, and
conditional lease 15,833, of 1,920 acres, county Gregory, parish G-erar, Henry Newell now Adam Rae; and
having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, we And that Mr. Booth, solicitor, acting under
instructions from Messrs. Creagh and Williams, solicitors, of Sydney, appears on behalf of the alienee,
Adam Rae, who is not present. He has, therefore, not afforded us the opportunity of hearing him in
evidence, but as the complaint is that the condition of residence and fencing has not been complied with,
it appears to us that by the transfer only the right, title, or interest of the original conditional purchaser
has passed to the alienee, and that section 26 of tho Act of 1884, referring to notice or knowledge, does
not apply, as thoro is no allegation of false declaration.
That tho conditional purchase was confirmed to Henry Nowell on 7th October, 1890; that Mr.
Inspector Sim visited the land on 21st June, 1892, and again on the 1st August, 1893, on which latter
date Newell was not residing, and had made default in the condition of fencing. By tho evidence of tho
witness Davies, Newell left the conditional purchase about the end of 1892, and has not been on the land
since.
That a writ of summons was issued against Newell on 13th January, 1893, when he could not be
found.
That a writ of foreign attachment was issued by the Supreme Court on the iSth October. 1893, and
that in pursuance of that writ the land was sold by the Sheriff to Adam Rae on the 19th December, 1893.
hereas
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That on and before the date of the writ of attachment the conditions of residence and fencing were
not complied with, therefore, we are of opinion the attachment does not protect the land from forfeiture,
and we recommend that the conditional purchase with its dependent conditional lease be forfeited for that
the conditions of residence and fencing have not been complied with.
Given under our hands at the Court-house, at Nyngan, this 22nd March, 1894!,—
•
IV. C. CAR DEV7, J.P., Chairman.
DAVID BELL. J.P.
| Members of Local
DANIEL SOANE, J.P. j
Land Board.
Now forwarded to the Dnder Secretary for Lands, in view of Board’s recommendation hereon.—
AY. C. Camiew, Chairman, 5/4/94.
Official Memorandum.
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49, 040 acres, 20th Eebrnary, 1890 ; confirmed 7th October, 1890;
Henry Newell; transferred by the Sheriff to Adam Bae, 19th December, 1898.
The facts in connection with this case are to a certain date set out in t\inprecis of 14th March, 1894,
94-5,729, Dep.
_
On' the 22nd March last the Board, at an inquiry held subject to the 20th section, found that the
conditions of residence and fencing were not complied with by the original selector—Henry- Newell—and
recommended forfeiture of the conditional purchase.
Notice of appeal was lodged against the Board’s decision, and the matter came before the Land
Appeal Court on 27th June last, when the appeal was dismissed, but the Minister was recommended under
the circumstances to waive the forfeiture incurred.
The recommendation of the Land A.ppeal Court is submitted for consideration.
'
--------A.S., 9/8/94.
The case is submitted for consideration by the Minister as the Land Appeal Court has recom
mended w'aiver of forfeiture.—JY.H.C., 15/8/94. JT.ll.W. (for U.S.), 16/8/94.
I have carefully gone through these papers, and I cannot see any features in the case which would
warrant me in waiving the forfeiture incurred. The residential conditions vTero not fulfilled by Newell,
nor does Bae appear to show7 any circumstances warranting a special consideration of his position. But,
before coming to a final decision, I should like to have an inquiry held by the Land Board as to Bae’s
Iona files, and as to the manner in which he has fulfilled the conditions since the date of the transfer to
him on 19th December, 1893.—J.H.C., 24/8/94.
Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, sub-section 4).
Decision of Local Land Board.
New South 'Wales, 1
Inquiry—C.P. 90-49; C.L. 15,833.
to wit.
J
'
Whereas on the 7th day of March, 1895, it became a matter for ns to receive evidence as to the hona
fdes of Adam Bae, and as to the manner in which he has fulfilled the conditions since the date of the
transfer to the said Adam Bae of conditional purchase 90-49, of 640 acres, and conditional lease 15,833, of
1,920 acres, county Gregory, parish Gerar : and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter,
we find that Mr. Booth appears for the selector, and produces a medical certificate as to illness of selector,
and applied for an adjournment, which we refuse, seeing that we have twice granted adjournments,in this
matter.
Having taken evidence, we forward the same for the information of the Honorable Mr. Carruthers,
Minister for Lands.
Given under our hands, at the Court-house, Nyngan, this 7th day of March, 1895,—
'
W. 0. CABDEW, J.P., Chairman.
DANIEL SOANE, .J.P. ] ^ ,
HENBT O. CEEBICK j
Forwarded for the Minister’s information, in view of Board’s decision hereon,—C.J. (for Chair
man), 11/3/95. The Dnder Secretary for Lands.
Crown Lands Act of 1884—(Part II, section 14, sub-section 4).
Decision of Local Land Board.
New South Wales.) Inquiry, section 3, sub-section (y), 55 Vic. No. 1, C.P. 90—49, and C.L. 15,833:
to wit.
j
Dubbo, now Nyngan.
W
on the 18th and 19th days of December, 1895, it became a matter for investigation before ns
under section 3, sub-section (v), of 55 Vic. No. 1, to inquire into the circumstances and merits of an
application made by the Assets Kealization and General Finance Company for the absolute reversal of
forfeiture of conditional purchase 90-49, of 640 acres, and conditional lease 15,833, of 1,920 acres,
county Gregory, parish Gerar ; and having taken evidence and inquired into the said matter, we find that
Mr. Booth appears for the company, who sent a former clerk, whose present whereabouts is not known,
to Dubbo with instructions to purchase at Sheriff’s sale this conditional purchase and lease for the late
Adam Bae, at or under a certain price; that they were wholly unprepared for any objections, and
apparently gave no instructions to the clerk as to how to act in the event of such being raised at the sale.
We allow what Mr. Booth urges that when the letter of the witness Wilkinson was read, setting forth
that there had been a default in the residence of the previous holder, there was no time for the clerk to
inquire into the truth of the allegation, and that he had no time to come to any other decision than to
implicitly carry out hia instructions to purchase. We believe the company, who were then the mort
gagees, are legally involved in the action of their clerk, hut, as a matter of fact, it appears that the
company, in the person of their secretary, Mr. Bobcrts, knew nothing of the objection raised until long
after the land was purchased, and in view of this circumstance, and of their being induced to advance a
further
hereas
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furlarge sum of money for fencing the land, on the Land Appeal Court's recommendation of
’waiver of forfeiture, together with the long delay in finally dealing with this matter, also in view of
the whole evidence generally, we believe it would be very serious to enforce forfeiture at this stage, for
the company have no doubt bona jtde expended a large sum of money on the land.
Wo therefore recommend that tho reversal of forfeiture he made absolute.
Given under our bauds at Dubbo, in the Colony of New tlouth Wales, this 19th day of
December, 1895,—
“
W. C. CAEDEW, J.P., Chairman.
DANIEL SOANE, J.P.'
Members.
J. 0. MACHATTJE.
Now forwarded for action.—II. E
(for Chairman), B.C., 20/12/95.
The Dnder Secretary
for Jjands.
________
Notice of A.ppeal to the Land Appeal Court from decision of Local Land Board.
Wheheas on the ISth and 19th days of December, 1895, a certain matter, wherein an inquiry directed by
tho Honorable the Minister for Lands as to whether the A ssets .Realisation and General Einance Company
(Limited) had notice directly, or through Adam llae or otherwise, of Henry Newell’s default in fulfilment
of conditions in respect of conditional purchase of 610 acres, No. 90—49, county of Gregory, parish of
Gerar, district of Nyngan, together with conditional lease of 1,920 acres, No. 15,833, taken up in virtue
thorcot, forfeited 31st July, 1895, and as to the truth of the statements contained in a letter written by
the secretary of the said company to the said Honorable tho Minister for Lands on or about the 27th
day of September last, and generally in respect to the said conditional purchase and conditional lease,
came before the Local Land Board at Dubbo, in New South Wales for recommendation. And whereas
tho said Board on the said 19th day of December, 1895, recommended that the reversal of forfeiture he
made absolute, as more fully appears by the decision of the Board hereunto annexed. And whereas I am
aggrieved by such decision, and desire to appeal therefrom to the Jjand Appeal Court: these are, there
fore, to give you notice that 1 appeal as aforesaid, and that I deposit the sum of £5 as security fnr the
costs of such appeal. Tho grounds of such appeal are set out below. I desire that this appeal shall be
heard in Sydney.
Signed this 15th day of January, 1896,—
E. D. JONES,
To the Chairman. Local Land Board, Dubbo.
Nyngan.
oxeuugh

Deceived the sum of £5 referred to above.
10-30 a.m.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

Laud Board Office, Dubbo, 16th January, 1896
•>>
>

C. Jonssox,
-----------(For Chairman),
Grounds of Appeal.
That the Board should have allowed me to be a party to the inquiry.
That the recommendation of the Board was against the evidence and the weight of evidence.
That the Board refused to accept certain documentary evidence of previous transactions between
Adam Ilao and the Assets Realization and General Finance Company (Limited) (referred to in their
,Secretary’s, Jeremiah Roberts’, evidence), tendered by witness D. E. Bums.
That the Board reiused to hoar the evidence of one Henry Freeman with regard to the fencing of the
selection.
That the Assets Realization and General Finance Company (Limited) advanced moneys to Adam Rae
to purchase the selection under inquiry before taking any security from him, and that the security
taken was given for £500 and further advances, whereas the amount advanced at the time was only
■lS'’
*rj ^self 'was suspicious and proof that the sale and mortgage wore not bona fide.
Jhat the provisional reversal of forfeiture was in itself an act beyond the power of the Minister at
tho date the said provisional reversal was made and notified.
”
That the subsequent advances made by the said company were made by it with the knowledge that
the title was bad.
That the inquiry was-directed by the Crown, but the Crown was not represented, neither were the
witnesses examined in any way by the Crown, nor any facts brought out except what were tendered
voluntarily,
That Rae had at the time of the Sheriff’s sale actual notice that the conditions required by him had
not been fulfilled by Newell.
■
That Rae had at the time of sale by the Sheriff constructive notice that the conditions required by
law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
That the said Assets Company at the time of fhe sale by the Sheriff had actual notice that the
^conditions required by law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
that the said Assets Company at the time of the sale by the Sheriff had constructive notice that the
conditions required by law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
That the evidence all leads to the conclusion that Rae was not seeking to acquire the land bona fide
and for bis own use and benefit, but was merely to occupy the land and fulfil the necessary conditions
so that the same might be secured by the station holder.

deponent, Jeremiah Roberts, of Sydney, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saifch as follows :—
. .
^■r- Sooth: I am the Secretary of the Assets Realization and General Finance Company
(Limited); I knew Adam Rae in his lifetime ; the forfeiture of conditional purchase 90-49 and conditional
lease held in virtue of it was provisionally reversed on my application, which provisional reversal was
gazetted on 24th September, 1895; the letter of 27th September, 1895, to the Minister for Lands, Bshiim
applying for provisional reversal, was written by me, now produced on the paper handed to me ; I notice
the Minister's minute referring my application to Board for inquiry; I first had business with Adam Exhibit n
Rae on 7th September, 1892 ; on 16th December, 1893, we first had dealings with him in connection with
,
conditional
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Exhibit C*

Exhibit I).

Exhibit E.

Marked A.

conditional purchase 90-49; we advanced him £206 5s. for the purpose of buying the selection in
question; £200 purchase money, 4s, exchange, and £G Is. travelling expenses to onr clerk, who purchased ;
he had paid off a previous debt, and with this money conditional purchase 90-40 and conditional lease15,833 were purchased at the Sheriff’s sale about 16th December, 1893 ; inquiries had been made by me
just previous to this about this conditional purchase; the inquiries were satisfactory in pursuance of this
sale; the Sheriff transferred the land to Adana E-ae ; when Rae purchased a mortgage was prepared
between Eae and the company; it is dated 29th December, 1893, and is from Eae to the company to
secure £500 and further advances ; it is registered 18th January, 1894, Jfo. 748, book 529; there is a
promissory note attached; further advances were made to Eae from this up to June last; at this latter
date Eae was indebted to the company to the amount of £651 9s. 3d,; the ledger account produced shows
the whole of the transactions between Eae and the Company in connection with this conditional purchase,
and one held previously by him; this amount of £651 Us. 3d. is still owing to us under the mortgage;
some of the further advances were made for fencing purposes; to the best of my knowledge the two
amounts of £129 13s. Gd. and £69 7s. 6d. were advanced for fencing purposes ; they are dated respectively
23rd April and 4th June, 1895; after the sale by the Sheriff, and after the mortgage, from hearsay, I
heard that Eae had been ill; to the best of my knowledge he never informed us ; I heard from a^Government official from inquiries made that Eae was dead ; at the time Eae bought the land from the Sheriff I
was secretary to the company, and have been since its inception ; at the date of the advance of £200 to
Eae 1 had no knowledge of the alleged non-fulfilment of conditions by iNewell; after the transfer to Eac
I was aware of the inquiry by the Board as to fulfilment of conditions by Newell; I knew of the appeal
against Board’s decision to the Appeal Court; I was aware the Appeal Court recommended the forfeiture
of the conditional purchase, as against Eae, should be waived ; it was after this recommendation we made
further advances to Eao ; I am quite sure these further advances would not have been made to Rae but
for the recommendation of the Appeal Court; the delay by the company in preventing forfeiture was
owing to my absence in Queensland ; on my return my attention was drawn to the Gazette ; I have paid
the instalments on conditional purchase and rents on conditional lease; the last payment wras made in
February Last; all the statements contained in my letter of the 27th September, 1895, to the Minister are
true and correct.
By Chairman : The Sheriff’s sale was held at Dubbo ; tve sent an officer from Sydney to purchase
for Adam Eae.
_
By Mr. Booth : We sent an officer to purchase at Eae’s request; the officer was the accountant in
our office at that time ; I do not know where he is now; his instructions were to purchase, provided he'
secured it for £600 or under ; £500 was the amount we agreed to advance him in the first instance ; our
instructions to the clerk were to bid to that amount.
J. EOBEETS.
Sworn at Dubbo, this 18th December, 1895,—
"W. C. Caudew, Chairmau.
Daniel Soane, J-P-] MemW
J. O. Machattie.

\

This deponent, John Thomas Steel, of Dubbo, Sheriff’s officer, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as

follows :—

,
_
On 14th December, 1893, at the Court-house, Dubbo, I sold, by virtue of a warrant
of
at the suit of one "William Alison versus Henry Newell; I sold all the defendant
Henry Newell’s right, title, and interest in conditional purchase of 640 acres, situated in parish of Gerar,
county of Gregory, No. 90-49, and conditional lease 90-42, of 1,920 acres, same parish and county, to
Herbert Stapley, of 70, Pitt-street, Sydney, accountant, as agent for Adam Eae. of 70, Pitt-sireet, Sydney,
grazier, for the sum of £200 ; before offering the land I read a letter signed 11XV". B. Wilkinson.”
[Mr. Booth objected to the production of this letter, on the grounds that it was not evidence as
against the Assets Realization Company on their statements contained in the letter of the 27th
September, 1895 (Exhibit A), as the clerk, Stapley, had no opportunity of inquiring into the
truth of the allegations contained in Wilkinson’s letter.
Board, by majorit3r, overruled the objection. Mr. Soane dissenting.]
Witness continuing : Wilkinson’s letter was addressed to the Sheriff, and I read it at the sale for
what it was worth, not answering for its correctness or otherwise, that being a matter for consideration of
intending purchasers; I produce the letter.
_
■
By Mr. Booth .- At the sale I read the note in the margin ; a Sheriff’s sale always takes place at
noon ; 1 am bound to sell on that day at noon ; Sheriff’s sales are also for cash, which the purchaser has
to pav on the fall of the hammer ; the sale lasted from three to five minutes, including the reading of
that document and the advertisement; I read the advertisement first, then the terms of conditions and
sale, then the letter, and then offered the land immediately afterwards, about one minute elapsing from
time of reading letter to knocking down the land; the purchase money was paid about hve minutes after ;
Stapley had no time between my reading the letter to knocking down the land to inquire into truth or
otherwise of alienations in the letter.
JOHN T. STEEL.
Sworn by John T. Steel, at Dubbo, this 18th December, 1895,—
.
XV". C. Cabdew, Chairman.
DAIflEL SoATTE, J.P. j
Members.
J. O. Machattie.
To the Board :
fieri facias, issued

Exhibit F-

This deponent,
follows:—

of Dubbo, agent, being duly sworn, maketh oath and saith as
'
To the Board: A sale was advertised by the Sheriff to take place on 14th December, 1893, of
some land known as Newell’s selection, in parish Gerar; on the 11th December, I wrote to the Sheriff of
New South XYales ; I was present at the sale on the 14th ; the Sheriff’s officer (Mr, Steel) offered this
selection for sale; prior to offering it he read a notice, which was a notice from me to the Sheriff; I there
and then made a statement which I nrepared before, and read from the written statement at the sale
’
(now
William Boyce Wilkinson,
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On the 19th September, 1S95, the' Minister decided the matters should stand over for fourteen
days, to enable the Company to furnish any further information on the merits of the case, and on the
same date, 19th September, to prevent conflicting application, he decided to provisionally reverse the
forfeiture. (Vide conditional sales 95-21,204 Dep.)
This provisional reversal of forfeiture was gazetted on 24th September, 1S95.
On the 27th September, 1895 (vide conditional sales 95-6,441 Cor.), the Assets Realization Com
pany wrote giving their reasons fully for claiming absolute reversal of forfeiture, and oil the 2nd October
the Minister approved of an inquiry by the Board under subsection v of section 3 of the Act of 1891, 55
Yic. Jio. 1. (Vide conditional sales. 95-22,189 Dep.)
On the ISth and 19th December, 1895, the Land Board at Dubbo held the inquiry as directed, and
after taking evidence of the Secretary of the Assets Realization Company, the Sheriff's officer, W. B.
Wilkinson, and others, decided to recommend, in view of all the circumstances set out in their finding
(conditional sale 95-27,882 Dep.), that the provisional reversal of the forfeiture should be made absolute.
Against this finding and recommendation of the Board an appeal was lodged by one E. D. Jones,
who, on 5th December, 1895 (i.e., one day after the receipt of tho letter from tbc Assets Realization
Company asking for reversal of forfeiture), applied for the land as conditional purchase 95-6, A'yngan.
The Court, m the course of a long judgment, in which it is pointed out that the reference by the
Minister under subsection v of section 3 of the Act of 1891 was not in accordance with the law, found
that .Tones had no locus standi, and could not be heard on the appeal, but with the concurrence of counsel
the Court postponed its ruling on that point and proceeded to near the case on its merits, with the result
that the appeal by Jones was dismissed, and the recommendation of the Board as to making absolute the
reversal of forfeiture was sustained.
Jones's application has not yet been dealt with, and it will rest with the Land Board, subject to
appeal to the Land Court, to dispose of it. However, that is a question that need not now be considered,
the point at issno at the present time being whether the waiver of forfeiture of Rae’s conditional purchase
is to be made absolute, or whether the provisional reversal is to be cancelled.
The writ oiji.fa. under which the right, title, and interest of the original selector (Newell) was
sold by the Sheriff wan on the suit of William Alison, the owner of the holding on which the land is
situated. This holding (Canonhar) is now held under mortgage by Goldsbrough. Mort, & Co., and *
having in view tho position taken by the Assets Realization and General Agency Company in the
“ Mercadool cases,” it is submitted that tho strict letter of the law should he enforced in this case.
As throwing some light on the question of Rae’s bonn-fidcs, it is pointed out that in 1887 he took
np the following conditional purchase on Canonhar Holding, and later on an additional was made in virtue
thereof:—
Conditional purchase S7-4, Dubbo, 6074- acres, 6th January, 1887, made by Adam Rae : trans
ferred to the Assets Realization and General Einance Company on 28th July, 1892: to
Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. on 14th December, 1893.
Additional conditional purchase 93-3, Dubbo, 130 acres, 19th January, 1893, made by the
Assets Realization and General Agency Company ; transferred to Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co.
on 14th December, 1893.
There seems to bo very grave suspicion that the subject conditional purchase, 90-49, was made by
Newel] in tbe interest of the station, and that it is more than probable if the forfeiture is absolutely
reversed the land will very soon become part of tbe station property.
In view of all the circumstances it is submitted that sufficient proof has not been brought forward
by tbe holders of the conditional purchase as to their bova-fides in the transactions to warrant absolute
reversal of forfeiture, and that the provisional reversal he now cancelled.
ALFRED SALWEY,
Head of ConditionaTSales Branch, 17 June, 1896.
Sir,

Sydney, 4 September. 1895.
I have the honor to request that you will be good enough to withdraw from forfeiture, pending
further action being taken, conditional purchase No. 49-90, in tbe name of Adam Eae, but selected by
Henry Newell.
Prior to this, Mr. Robert Booth, solicitor, of Dubbo, has attended to the matter for us, but he
advises me now that the selection has been gazetted for forfeiture, and that our only course to save for
feiture is to appeal for the temporary withdrawal as above.
Our position in the matter is that we advanced Rae (who has since died, and whose long illness
was the cause of all the trouble) £200 to buy the selection at a Sheriff’s sale, in addilion to which we have
advanced over £300 for fencing and other improvements. Me hold a mortgage over the property to
cover us for these advances, and trust that under the circumstances yon will withhold the forfeiture till
further inquiry is made.
I have, &c.,
J. ROBERTS,
The Dnder Secretary for Lands, Sydney.
Secretary.
The conditional purchase was declared forfeited on 3lst July last for non-residence, and the writer
now asks that the forfeiture be temporarily withdrawn, pending further inquiry. The papers are now
with the District Surveyor, Dubbo.—J.R.S., 5/9/95.
District Surveyor asked by wire to return papers.—J.R.T.. 5/9/95.
The papers in this case are with the District Surveyor. The case is one in which the Land Appeal
Court recommended tho Minister to waive the forfeiture (L.C. Reports, vol. 4, page 133), but after duo
consideration forfeiture was decided upon. The writer may, it is submitted, be informed that it is now
found that no action towards consideration of the question of reversal of forfeiture will be taken until
the papers are received from the District Surveyor.—Axiuied Salwxx, head of Conditional Sales Branch,
5/9/35.
’
'
Inform.—W.H., 5/9/95.
Secretary, A.E. & G.E. Co., informed, 5/9/95.
Office
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Office Memorandum,
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49; 640 acres; 20 Feb., 1890 ; confirmed, V Oct., 1890; Henry
Newell; transferred by tbe Sheriff to Adam Bae, 19 December, 1893.
This conditional purchase was gazetted forfeited on 31st July last, after special consideration of the
question whether Adam Bae was aware of the fact that the original selector, Newell, did not comply with
the residence condition. {Vide C.S, 95-7,878, Dep. herewith.)
_
Application was made on the 4th instant by the Assets Bealization and General Finance Co. to
have the forfeiture revoked, pending further action.
In view of the facts it is submitted that the application be refused.
ALFEED SALWEY,
Head of C.S. Branch, 9 Sept., 1895.

Special.

Exhibit “AH—
Evidence of Jh
Roberts. —Chair
man, W. C.
CAltDKW, 18W»
Dec., 1S05.

For refusal of the application of the 4th instant by Mr. Eoberts, Secretary of the Assets Bealiza
tion and Greneral Finance Company (Limited), as the Company’s monetary transactions with Bae is not in
itself a circumstance that would justify the department in taking special action in the case.—W. H.
Capper, in charge, Sales Division, 10/9/95,
_
Submitted for approval of above memo.—W. Houston, Under Secretary, 11/9/95.
I am willing
to let the matter stand over for fourteen days to permit the Assets Bealization Company to furnish any
further information on the merits of the case.—il.H.C., 19/9/95.
To prevent conflicting interests
arising, it is presumed that forfeiture may be provisionally reversed.—W. H. Capper, in charge, Sales
Division,
Submitted.—W.H., 19/9/95.
Approved.—19/9/95.

Assets Bealization and General Finance Co. (Ltd).
Additional information as to merits of application for reversal of forfeiture, 90-49, Dubbo.
Sir
Sydney, 27 September, 1895.
’
In reply to No. 95-21,204, Adam Bae, I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter
of the 20th instant, intimating that you had been good enough to provisionally reverse the forfeiture of
conditional purchase 90-49, in the name of Adam Bae, in order to enable us to furnish you with additional
information as to the merits of our application for a reversal of the forfeiture of the selection.
In the first place, 1 think it would he as well that you should know our interests in the land
referred to.
....
The late Adam Eae, with whom we had previously done business, applied to us in December, 1893,
for an advance not exceeding £500 for the purpose of enabling him to purchase Henry /Newells con
ditional purchase 49-90, of 040 acres, aud conditional lease 16.833, of 1,920 acres, taken up at Dubbo on.
20th Februarv, 1890, and which was to be offered for sale at auction by the Sheriff at Dubbo.
Having made necessary inquiries, which resulted satisfactorily, it was agreed to make him the
advance for the purpose named.
_
With this object in view', I sent one of the Company’s clerks—Herbert Stapley—to Dubbo, with
the result that he purchased the land on behalf of Adam Bae for £200.
Upon payment by us of the said amount a transfer was given by the Sheriff to the late Adam Bae,
and was duly registered and accepted by the department.
To secure this Company, 1 took a mortgage over the lands to cover the amount of purchase money
and further advances,
^
Later on we found that the fencing conditions had not been completed, aud consequently we made
the owner of the selection further advances to complete the same.
Subsequent to the purchase of these lands Mr. Bae was taken seriously ill, and was uuablo to
permanently reside upon the selection, as he was under the doctor's treatment at Nyngan. He was
consequently quite unable to attend the Land Board inquiries relating to his land, otherwise he could
have satisfied tho authorities of his bona-fides in the business.
_
I was totally ignorant of tho non-fulfilment of the residence conditions by Newell, the original
selector, at the time the advance was made to the late Adam Bae, and from the Land Courts recom
mendation it is very evident that Mr. Bae was also unaware of it.
_
_
This Company would never have lent the late A dam Bae further sums for the completion of fencing
upon the lands in question were it not for the recommendation of the Land Court to the Minister to
confirm the transfer from the Sheriff to the late Adam Bae, and w hich advice they relied upon the Minister
accepting.
_
^
The late Adam Bae’s estate is now' indebted to this Company in the sum of £651, and we hare
nothing to look to for its return hut the security, the subject of this letter.
Eespectiug the delay in faking action to prevent forfeiture, I can only repeat my somnolence arose
from the belief that after tho recommendation of the Land Court all further objection would be withdrawn.
I certainly never anticipated that the department would go to the extreme of forfeiture. 1 had been
absent in Queensland, aud upon my return the Gazelle notice was pointed out to me, whereupon I took
immediate action to obtain the provisional reversal since granted.
I hope, therefore, that after considering all the circumstances you will take a sufficiently liberal
view of the case as will relieve us, mortjrasrees in good faith, from what must otherwise be a serious loss.
°

*

Tho Under Secretary for Lands. Lands Department, Sydney.

x

J. EOBEETS,
Secretary.

I would further point out that up to the 20th February last the Treasury accepted the instalment
of conditional purchase and rent on conditional lease in the name of Adam Bae without any demur or
protest.—J.B.

Office
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Office Memorandum.
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49; 640 acres ; 20th February, 1890 ; confirmed; fth October, 1890;
Henry Newell; transferred by tbe Sheriff to Adam Bae, 19th December, 1893.
This conditional purchase was gazetted forfeited on 31st July last, but the forfeiture was provisionally
reversed on the 19th instant—gazetted 24th instant—to enable the Assets Bealization and General Finance
Company (Limited)—which Company claims to have advanced money to Bae to purchase the land—to
furnish any information on the merits of the case.
The facts in connection with the case are fully set out in the statements C.S. 95-7,878 Dep.,
91-18,875 Dep., and 91-5.729 Dep.
From the evidence of J. T. Steel, the Sheriff's officer, who sold the land, there seems to be no doubt
that the officer of the Assets Company must have been aware that there was some doubt at least as to the
fulfilment of the condition of residence by tbe original selector.
Mr. Wilkinson in bis letter of 10th June, 3 894, conditional lease 94-3,831, Cor., states that before
the sale by the Sheriff, Messrs. Creagh and Williams, solicitors for Adam Bae, threatened him (Mr.
Wilkinson) with an action should he slander the title at the Sheriff’s sale.
It seems to me, in view of the facts, that the case is not one in which the Assets Realization and
General Finance Company has made out a case strong enough to warrant an absolute reversal of forfeiture.
If this view be taken, the provisional reversal should bo cancelled in the usual manner.
ALFRED SALWEY,
-------Head of C.S. Branch, 30th Sept., 1895.
As provided in section 3, sub-section v, of tbe Crown Lauds Act Amendment Act of 1891, it is
submitted that an inquiry be instituted, and a report by the Land Board be furnished with the circum
stances detailed iu tho communication of the 27th ultimo.—W. H. Capper, in charge Sales Division,
1/10/95.
_
_
_
For approval of inquiry under Act 55 Yic. No. 1.—Wu. Houston, Under Secretary. Approved.—
J.H.C., 2/10/95.
Exhibit “ B ”—Evidence of J. Roberts—Chairman, W. C. Cardew.
Exhibit “ F ”—Evidence of J. T. Steel—Chairman, W, C. Cardew, 18/12/95—Papers, L.B.D.,
Chairman.
To the Sheriff, New South Wales,—
Sir,
Dubbo, 4 December, 1893.
According to advertisement your officer here will cause to be sold here on the 14th, at the
suit of W. Alison, all H. Newell’s interest to a certain conditional purchase and conditional lease, parish
Gerar, Gregory. I wish you to point out that tbe said selection has been abandoned by Newell, and has
practically become forfeited, and is now set down for inquiry before the Local Land Board here on the
25th instant, and that you will instruct your deputy here to point out that there is no title, in order that
the Crown Lands Act may not bo prostituted. I am endeavouring to get this land thrown open at once
for conditional purchase.
Yours, &c„
W. B. WILKINSON,
-------Land Agent.
See previous paper.
To be read at sale for what it is worth, the office not answering for its
correctness or otherwise, that being a matter for consideration of intending purchasers.—13/12/93. The
Sheriff for appl.—C.L., 13/32/93.
The Officers, Dubbo.
This letter read at sale for what it is
worth, <£e.—J. T. Steel, S.O., 14/12/93.
This letter was put in as an exhibit at the Nyngan sitting of the Dubbo Land Board, on the 7th
March, 1895, when I was giving my evidence. It appears it afterwards went before tho Minister for
Lands, and returned to me this 22nd day of August, 1895.—J. T. Steel, 22/8/95.
In the Land Appeal Court of New South Wales.
Noted, 6/7/94.
.
Appeal to he heard at Session to be held at Sydney, commencing on the 27th day of June, 1894.
Name and address of appellant—Adam Bae,
Nature of appeal—Against the finding of the Board in respect of-his (formerly Henry Newell’s)
conditional purchase No. 90-49, and conditional lease No. 15,833, Dubbo, now Nyngan.
Names and addresses of any other parties interested—Adam Rae, care of Creagh and Williams,
Sydney.
i
—-—
Now forwarded to the Minister for Lands, the ease having been brought before the Land Appeal
Court, sitting as above, on the 27th day of June, 1891.
A copy of the order of the Court will be found on tho third page hereof.
J. KEATING,
To the Under Secretary for Lands, 2nd July, 1894.
Registrar.
Land Court No., 3,035.
Copy of Order of Court.
Appeal dismissed, but the Minister is recommended, under the circumstances, to waive forfeiture.

Deposit to be refunded.
Reserved Judgment, given 20th May, 1896.
No. 3,870, Ernest D. Jones.
Tuts is an appeal against the recommendation of the Dubbo Local Land Board, upon an inquiry directed
by the Minister, and purporting to be made under section 3, sub-section v, of the Act 55 No. 1, “into
tho circumstances " detailed in a certain communication hearing date 27th September, 1895, and addressed
by tho Secretary of the Assets Realization and General Finance Company (Ltd.) to the Under Secretary
for Lauds. That communication is, in brief, an application for the absolute reversal of the forfeiture of
43G—B
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conditional purchase 90-49 (640 acres) and its associated conditional lease 15,833 of 1,920 acres, county
Gregory, parish Gerar. The Board, regarding this inquiry as an inquiry into the circumstances and
merits of the said application for reversal of forfeiture, recommended that the provisional reversal of
forfeiture of the subject lands should he made absolute. To understand that recommendation tho pre
vious history of the case may be briefly stated, partly from tbe papers in tho case and partly from the
report of the appeal in re Kae, 4 L.C.C., p. 133, in which appeal the fulfilment of conditions in respect of
the same conditional purchase, which has become the subject of the subsequent proceedings, was brought
up for review before this Court.
Sometime in 1890, one Newell took up a conditional purchase, 90-49, of 640 acres, and a depen
dent conditional lease of 1.920 acres on the resumed area of Canonhar (Nyngan), and the conditional
purchase was confirmed in October of the same year. Subsequently, as tho result of an inquiry under
section 20 of the Act of 18S4, held .19-22 March, 1804, the conditional purchase was by the Local Land
Board recommended for forfeiture for non-fulfilment of the conditions of residence and fencing.
Before the last-mentioned date, i>., on 19th December, 1893, the Sheriff, pursuant to a/./u. under
a writ of foreign attachment, sold the subject conditional purchase to one Adam Bae.
Brom the finding and recommendaiion of the said Board, Adam Bae appealed to this Court, which,
however, on 27th June, 1894, dismissed the appeal, but with a recommendation to the Minister to waive
forfeiture.
_
_
Tho Minister, did not think lit to give effect to the Court’s recommendation, his reasons being concontained in a minute dated 24th August, 1894, in these terms: “1 have carefully gone through these
papers, and I cannot see any features in the case which would warrant me in waiving the forfeiture
incurred. The residential conditions were not fulfilled by Newell, nor does Bae appear to show any
circumstances warranting a special consideration of his position. But before coming to a final decision
I should like to have an inquiry held by the Land Board as to Bae’s lona-fidcs, and as to the manner in
which he has fulfilled the conditions since the date of the transfer to him on 19th December, 1893.”
Accordingly, the Board held such an inquiry, and adjourned the hearing on several occasions in
consequence of Bae’s absence through alleged illness, and ultimately took the evidence of the Sheriff’s
officer, the Conditional Purchase Inspector, and Mr. W. B, "Wilkinson, agent, of Dubbo, and forwarded
such evidence to tbe Minister, without any finding, for bis information. Tbe result was that the subject
conditional purchase was gazetted forfeited on 31st July, 1895, hut in consequence, it would appear, of
representations made to the Minister by tbe Secretary of the Assets Eealizaiion Company (tho mort
gagees of the land), ami following on the receipt by the Minister on 4th September, 1895. of a letter Irom
the said company, asking him to withdraw the forfeiture, such forfeiture was on the 19th September,
1895, provisionally reversed, and the reversal gazetted on the 24th of the same month, to allow the com
pany an opportunity of furnishing any information on the merils of the case. Such information was
furnished by letter of the Secretary to the company, dated 27th September, 1895. In the meantime, i.e.,
on the 5th September of the same year (1895), the present appellant lodged his application to condi
tionally purchase the land the subject of the forfeiture.
Tho next stage in the ease is an inquiry directed to be made by the Local Land Board, pursuant to
the Act 55 Vic. No. 1, into the statements made in the letter referred to, and the Company’s application
to make absolute the provisional reversal of forfeiture. This last inquiry was held as directed, and on the
19th December, 1895, the Local Land Board found aud recommended as follows :—
“ "We find that Mr. Booth appears for the company, who sent a former clerk, whose present
whereabouts is not known, to Dubbo, with instructions to purchase at Sheriff’s sale this
conditional purchase lease for the late Adam Bae at or under a certain price. That they
were wholly unprepared for any objections, and apparently gave no instructions to tbe clerk
as to how to act in the event of such being raised at the sale. We allow what Mr. Booth
urges that when tho letter of the witness Wilkinson was read, setting forth that there had
been a default in tho residence of the previous holder, there was no time for the clerk to
inquire into the truth of the allegation, and that he had no time to come to any other deci
sion than to implicitly carry out his instructions to purchase. "We believe the company,
who were then tbe mortgagees, are legally involved in the action of their clerk, but iis a
matter of fact it appears that the company, in the person of their Secretary, Mr. Eoberts,
knew nothing of tbe objection raised until long after the land was purchased, and in view
of this circumstance, and of their being induced to advance a further large sum of money
for fencing the land, on the Land Appeal Court’s recommendation of waiver of forfeiture,
together with the long delay in finally dealing with this matter, also in view of the -whole
evidence generally, we believe it would be very serious to enforce forfeiture at this stage,
for the company have no doubt bonajide expended a large sum of money on the land.
“ We, therefore, recommend that the reversal of forfeiture be made absolute.”
This finding and recommendation are the subject of the present appeal upon the grounds following,
though appellant’s counsel abandoned the fourth and sixth grounds at the hearing:—
1. That the Board should have allowed me to he a party to the inquiry.
_
2. That the recommendation of the Board was against the evidence and the weight of evidence.
3. That the Board refused to accept certain documentary evidence of previous transactions
between Adam Bae and the Assets Bealization and General Einance Company (Limited),
referred to iu their Secretary’s (Jeremiah Boberfs’s) evidence, tendered by witness
D. E. Burns,
4. That the Board refused to hear the evidence of one Henry Ereeman with regard to the fencing
of the selection.
_
5. That the Assets Bealization and General Einance Company (Limited) advanced money to
Adam Eae to purchase the selection under inquiry before taking any security from him, and
that the security taken was given for £500 and further advances, whereas the amount
advanced at the time was only £206 5s., which in itself was suspicious, and proof that the
sale and mortgage were not bond fide.
6. That the provisional reversal of forfeiture was in itself an act beyond the power of the
Minister at the date the said provisional reversal was made and notified.
7. That the subsequent advances made by the said company were made by it, with the knowledge
that the title was bad,
8.
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8. That the inquiry was directed by the Crown, but the Crown waa not represented, neither were
the witnesses examined in any way by the Crown, nor any facts brought out except what
were tendered voluntarily.
9 That Rae had at the time of the Sheriff’s sale actual notice that the conditions required by
law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
10. That Rae had at tho time of sale by the Sheriff constructive notice that the conditions
required by law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
11. That the said Assets Company at the time of the sale by tbc ShcrifT had actual notice that
the conditions required by law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
12. That the said Assets, Company at the time of the sale by the Sheriff had constructive notice
that the conditions required by law had not been fulfilled by Newell.
13. That the evidence all leads to the conclusion that Rae was not seeking to acquire the land
hand fide, and for his own use and benefit, but was merely to occupy the land and fulfil the
necessary conditions, so that the same might be secured by the station-holder.
It will be sufficient, however, to consider the arguments advanced for and against tho locus standi
of the appellant, and that which dealt with the question of notice, actual or imputed, and whether on the
part of the mortgagor Rac or tho mortgagee company. But before doing so it may he well to draw
attention to the terms of the Minister’s reference of 2nd October, 1895, considered in connection with
the sub-section of 55 "Vic. No. I, section 3, under which alone it could havo been made, and with the
Minister’s minute of 24th August, 1894, set out above. That minute manifestly indicates on the part of
the Minister a disinclination to absolutely reverse the gazetted forfeiture, whereas sub-section (v) of the
section just cited appears to.provide for an inquiry by a Board only whero the Minister “proposes to
make absolute ’’ the provisional reversal of a forfeiture. Tho material words are : “ In any case where a
forfeiture has been or may hereafter be duly notified or declared for any cause other than the non-pay
ment of money, the Minister shall, before absolutely reversing such forfeiture, refer to the Local Land
Board for inquiry and report as to any fact or circumstance iu virtue of which he proposes to make such
absolute reversal as aforesaid, &o., &c.” It will be seen, on looking at the Minister’s reference, that “no
fact or circumstance iu virtue of which ho proposed to make such absolute reversal” has been mentioned ;
but the subject ot inquiry is simply described as “tbe circumstances detailed in tho communication of the
27th ultimo, i.e., 27th September, 1895,” that being an application made by the Assets Realization and
Greneral Finance Company (Limited) for the absolute reversal of forfeiture of the subject land, such
absolute reversal not being proposed by tbe Minister, hut by the company. The Minister had power to
revoke the provisional reversal without reference to the Local Land Board. Reference to the Board is
only; required where the Minister himself proposes to reverse absolutely, and in that case tho cited sub
section makes it compulsory on the Minister to direct a Boar! inquiry, and obtain a report before making
a reversal absolute.
"
Then the terms of the reference itself can hardly be regarded as a sufficient compliance with the
requirements of the Act 55 Vic. No. 1. The Minister, by sub-section T of section 3 of that Act, must refer
to the Board for inquiry and report “ as to any fact or circumstance” in virtue of which lie proposes
to make absolute a provisional reversal. Can it be said that “the circumstances detailed” in a letter are
a “fact or eireumstanee" within the meaning of this sub-section ? What circumstances so detailed are
meant, for the letter details many “ circumstances” which the Board evidently thought to be outside the
scope of tho inquiry, and do not appear to have investigated. On the other hand, the Board have investi
gated circumstances not detailed in that letter.
Our doubts, however, of tho validity of the present reference on the grounds above indicated are not
strong enough to require us to throw out the appeal; and the incongruity of the terms of the reference
with the statutory authority, as also the insufficiency of the reference itself, are only pointed out now in
order that a different course may be pursued in future.
. . Moreover, we are of opinion that the inquiry held by fhe Local Land Board, pursuant to the
Minister's reference, did substantially raise the material question upon which tho Minister ought to have
been informed before making tbe provisional reversal of forfeiture absolute or revoking it, that question
being : Bid the Assets Realization Company take whatever interest it claims in the subject land with that
notice (actual, constructive, or imputed) of the defect in their transferor’s or mortgagor’s title, which in
a Court of Equity would (to use Lord Hardvvicke’s words) make that company a 11 nmla-fidc purchaser or
mortgagee ?”
We may therefore proceed to consider the arguments addressed to the Court at the hearing of
the appeal, and we must begin with the preliminary objection to the locus standi of the appellant Jones,
which was tho subject of elaborate argument, but as to which the Court postponed its decision until the
appeal had been hoard on its merits, and apart from the technical objection to appellant’s competency as
a party. It was contended by respondent’s counsel that Jones had been properly held by the Board to be
incompetent as a party to the reference, aud was also incompetent as a party to the present appeal, princi
pally on the ground that—(1) The only parties before the Board for the purposes of the reference were
the Crown aud the Assets Realization Company ; and also (2) because the effect of the application of that
company for a provisional reversal of forfeiture (which application appears to have been received by the
Minister on tho 4th September, 1895) was, having regard to the concluding enactment in section 4 of the
Act 55 Vic. No, 1, to defeat Jones's application for a conditional purchase hearing date the 5th September,
1895. On the other hand, it was contended by appellant's counsel that the subject land having been
gazetted forfeited on 31st July, 1895, it became Crown lands open to conditional purchase thirty daj's
after the Gazette notification, and inasmuch as the appellant lodged the application to conditionally
purchase such land on 5th September of that year, and after the expiration of thirty days from gazettal
of forfeiture, and when the land was Crown land open to conditional purchase, his title cannot be ques
tioned or his right to appear before the Board and this Court as a party having a locus standi.
_ The Court holds that Jones, the present appellant, has no locus standi, and ought not to be heard
on this appeal any more than on the proceedings before the Board. The concluding part of section 4 of
the Act 55 Vic. No. 1 enacts that “ no provisional or absolute reversal hereafter to be made of any
forfeiture shall defeat any valid application for a conditional purchase or conditional or homestead lease
which shall have been lodged before tbe receipt by or on behalf of the Minister of a request in writing
for such reversal unless the applicant shall consent in writing to such reversal.”
This
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This must "be taken to imply that if there has been a receipt by the Minister of such a request for
reversal, then a provisional reversal will operate to defeat such an application. In tho present case the
Minister was, on the 4th September, 1895, in receipt of such a request in writing, so that the conditional
purchase application of the appellant lodged the day alter must be postponed by tbe operation of the
provisional reversal of forfeitnre. The operation oi sub-section (n) of section 3 of the cited Act was in
terms of that sub-section to suspend from tbe date of the notification of forfeiture tbe operation of such
forfeiture, and to remit, as it would seem to follow, tbe holder of the forfeited land 1o his original title
at least pending the further and final decision of the Minister either to revoke the provisional reversal
or to make it absolute.”
We have considered very carefully the Supreme Court case of in-re Mood, reported 15 Jf.S.W.Jt.,
p. 330, but there is nothing, so far as we understand that case, in the judgment of His Honor the Chief
Justice, which should prevent us from interpreting ihe proviso to the 4th section of the Act under
consideration as we have done, hut, on the contrary, there appears, in a question put by the Chief Justice
to the respondent’s leading counsel, to be some countenance given to the view which this Court has taken
of the effect of a provisional reversal of forfeit nrc. His Honor asked, “If the person who took up this
land originally had the fee-simple vested in him during the suspension of tho forfeiture, what estate had
J.C. when site made the application r” The legitimate inference from the question so expressed is that
suspension of forieiture revives the original title during such suspension. If that inference be correct,
then the title that was revived during the operation of the provisional reversal of the forfeiture in this
case was the title of Hewcli that had been transmitted to Itae by the Sheriff's sale, and by Eae to the
Assets Company. Inasmuch then as such provisional reversal was in operation when Jones lodged his
application to conditionally purchase on the 5th September, 1895, by relation back to the date of notifica
tion of forfeiture, 31st July, 1395, Jones’s title succumbs to tbe original title. Of course if Jones had
lodged his application before the Assets Company had lodged with tbe Minister their request for
provisional reversal, the result might have been different. As he lodged it after, he is postponed, and is
without any interest in tho subject land other than that of a bare subsequent applicant seeking to attack
tbc original title.
_
"With the concurrence of counsel, and to save time, tbe Court postponed its ruling on the
competency of the appellant as a party, and proceeded to hear the ease on its merits, and apart from the
legal objection taken by respondent’s counsel. The question of notice was argued at great length, and it
remains for the Court to consider and decide how far the plea of innocent mortgagee for value answers
appellant’s contention.
Mr. Heydon contended that the letter or statement written by Mr, "W". 13, ‘Wilkinson, land agent,
of Dubbo, and read by the Sheriff's officer at tho sale of Newell’s right, title, aud interest in the subject
land, to tbe officer of the Assets Bealization Company, as agent for Adam Eae, fixed Adam Eae with at
least constructive notice of Newell’s defective title, and that as the company can only stand in Adam
Eae’s shoes bv virtue of tbe mortgage to them, their title has the same taint on it ns the title of the
mortgagor. The letter referred to was addressed to the Sheriff, and was by him read out, as he says in
his evidence, “ for what it was worth,” about a minute elapsing from the time of reading tbe letter to the
knocking down of the land to tbe agent of Adam Eae. Tbe purchase-money, £200, appears to have been
paid to the Sheriff’s officer about five minutes after the land was so knocked down. The letter or statement
read out by the Sheriff’s officer is in these terms:—
“ Statement made at Sheriff’s Sale, 14 December, 1895.—H. Newell’s conditional purchase.
“I give notice that this selection has been abandoned ; that an adjourned inquiry is now before the
Land Board; that the conditional purchase inspector has reported tbc holder Newell ns non-resident;
that his letters have been returned; and the police have reported that Newell has left the district.
“ W. B. WILKINSON.
“ I do this in tbe interest of people awaiting tbe forfeiture of the land who arc anxious to avail
themselves of the privileges of the Lands Acts.—"W.B.W."
If the notice which a Court of Equity will presume to have come to tbe knowledge of a person, that
is to say, constructive notice, is governed by the same rule as actual notice, so far as its binding effect on
the conscience of a purchaser is concerned, some person interested in tbe property affected by the notice
must give that notice, and during the negotiations for the purchase. This seems to be clearly established
by tbe Privy Council’s decision in Barnhart t>. Oreenshields, 9 Moore’s P.C. cases, 18. What then was the
iialure of Mr. Wilkinson’s interest in Newell’s selection, even assuming that tbe reference in bis “state
ment ” to “ H. Newells conditional purchase,” was a reference to II. Newells conditional purchase of
640 acres. No. 90-49, county of Gregory, parish of Gerar, district of Nyngan, which it must be admitted
is an assumption that might be repudiated by both purchaser aud mortgagee. The interest of the writer
of that statement in the subject laud can best be ascertained by a perusal of bis own sworn evidence
before tbe Board taken for tbe purposes of the Minister’s reference.
_
_
“ I bad been writing ” (be states) “to different people about this selection, i.e. Newells. I may
have written to Goldsbrough and Company; I never wrote to Goldsbrough, Mort. & Co. that if they did
not give me £50 that I would report it; 1 wrote to them demanding £o<> they owed me : Mr. O’Connor,
land agent here, made an agreement with me, which he made me reduce to writing, that I would not put
anyone on to certain land on Canonhar, but to give them one Thursday's grace ; I gave him the Thursday’s
grace ; Mr. O’Connor came to me on Thursday evening, and said that through misquoting the basal con
ditional purchase to Goldsbrough, Mort they were unable to take up the land on Thursday, and asked me
for another week, and if I would draw out the applications, so that there should be no mistake; I drew
them out, and they were forwarded to Goldsbrough, Mort, & Co. on the following Thursday. ... I
discovered a flaw in applications for some of their laud; this refers to part of it; the £50 was for myself ;
I was to get £50 for not taking advantage of this flaw'; this transaction, T think, took place before the
sale to Eae; I do not consider it blackmailing, because tbc information was worth far more to me than this
for the public; I may have written to Goldsbrough, Mort, &, Co. 1 think it will bo some day to your
interest to settle the £50 matter. . . . One' of the flaws 1 discovered was that an agent had appointed
another agent to take up a conditional purchase; I still think it to to their interest to pay me the £50.”
The
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The conclusion that any reasonable and unprejudiced person would be justified in coming to on
the evidence quoted above is, we think, that Wilkinson’s interest in Newell’s selection was the interest
of ft man who meant to use his knowledge of a supposed flaw in the holder’s or vendor’s title for his own
pecuniary advantage rather than “in the interest of people awaiting forfeiture of the land who.are
anxious to avail themselves of the privilege of the Lands Acts ; ” but whatever the nature or peculiarities
of that interest might be, we cannot think it such an interest as was considered necessary by the Privy
Council in the cited case to give a binding effect to a notice emanating from the possessor of such
interest. Some persons might not hesitate to pronounce the transaction, so naively described by
Wilkinson, as “blackmailing” pure aud simple. But this Court is loth to employ an expression which
conveys so odious an imputation and suggests so disreputable a practice. It is sufficient for the Court to
express the opinion that a flaw in title reported by the writer of that statement, in view of his own
evidence, ought not to count for much at a Sheriff’s sale, especially when we have a clear and express
statement on oath by the secretary of the Assets Company that he had no knowledge whatever of the
defect referred to when his company advanced the purchase money to Bae. In other words, the Court
is distinctly of opinion that Wilkinson’s “statement” was not one which should put an intending
purchaser or mortgagee to inquiry as to the existence of the defect intended to he disclosed. If tho law
were otherwise, then any unscrupulous volunteer who might be possessed by a grudge or by a wanton
spirit of doing mischief could effectually put a stop to any public sale of property the title to which be
might choose to slander, aud, if a man cf straw, do so with perfect impunity.
Mr. Heydon contended that the subject matter of the Minister’s reference was not whether the
Assets Company bad notice of the non-fulfilment by Newell of his condition of residence, but whether
Adam Bae was fixed with such notice. In our judgment, neither was Adam Bae fixed with such notice
nor was the Assets Company, and further, we are of opinion, following such authorities as wc have been
able to consult, that even if Adam Bae took with notice of such non-fulfilment of residence by Newell,
the Assets Company, Bae’s mortgagees, are not affected by such notice. [Wee Story’s Equity Jurispru
dence, 13th edition, vol. I, 8.490 and 416; also the well-known leading case of Jones v. Smith, 1 Hare, 43,
affirmed on appeal 1, Phillips 244, where Wigram, Y. 0., laid it down that “ If there is not actual notice
that the property is in some way affected, and no fraudulent turning away from a knowledge of the facts
which the res qestm would suggest to a prudent mind, if mere want of caution as distinguished from
fraudulent and"wilful blindness is all that can he imputed to the purchaser, then the doctrine of con
structive notice will not apply, then the purchaser will in Equity be considered, as in fact he is, a lon&
fide purchaser without notice.”]
.
_
In re Butler, 16 N.S.W.K., the Chief Justice said, at page 93 :—“ Forfeiture is odious to the law,
and, in constructing an Act of Parliament, it cannot he assumed that the Legislature intended forfeitnre,
especially against an innocent purchaser, unless tbe Legislature has used express words for the purpose.
The liability to forfeiture is, in my opinion, confined to the original conditional purchaser, and does not
apply to an innocent purchaser from the Sheriff.” The present case differs from in re Butler in this very
important feature, that here we have at most a liability to forfeiture for non-fulfilment of a condition sub
sequent. In Butler's case, the liability to forfeiture arose from a fraud on the Act, i.e., a false declara
tion of the conditional purchaser, and fraud, it is well known, vitiates in a far different degree from
default, so that the principle laid down in Butler's case applies with greater force to such a case as the
present,
_
_
Mr. Heydon, towards the close of his argument, suggested that the Court, as an alternative, might
send the case back to the Board for further investigation, so that the appellant Jones might have an
opportunity of giving evidence. In answer to that suggestion, it is sufficient to say that the view we take
of Jones’ status does not allow us to adopt the suggestion. And, in the next place, we hold that tbc
evidence before the Court is sufficient to enable the Court to arrive at a conclusion upon the recommenda
tion made by the Local Land Board on the question of notice. For these reasons we must decline to
send the case hack for further evidence.
_
Healing then with the appeal on the evidence before us, and after the best consideration we can
give to the law as applicable to that evidence, we dismiss the appeal, and sustain the recommendation of
the Local Land Board, appealed from, but tbe deposit will be refunded.
_
Mr. Heydon asked for extended time to appeal. The Court allowed six weeks from this date
within which to lodge notice of appeal.
Dubbo, now Nyngan.—C.P. 90-49; 640 acres; 20th February, 1890; confirmed, 7th October, 1890;
Henry Newell, transferred by tbe Sheriff to Adam Bae; 19t.h December, 1893.
Thu conditions of residence and fencing were not carried out, consequently forfeiture was incurred, duly
approved by the Minister, and notified on the 31st July last.
However, on the 24th September last, provisional reversal of forfeiture took place, and the Board
was, in view of a communication dated the 27th September last, authorised under sub-section (v) of section
3 of the Act of 1891, 55 Yic., No. 1, to inquire into the circumstances detailed therein.
_
The Board, upon the evidence given by Mr. Eoberts, Secretary to the Assets Bealization and
General Finance Company (Limited), Mr. Steel, Sheriff’s Officer, and Mr. "\Y. B. ‘Wilkinson, report
“ that tho purchase from the Sheriff was practically without notice of the non-fulfilment of the conditions
of selection, aud in view of this circumstance, and of the company being induced to advance a further
large sum of money for fencing tho land on the Land Appeal Court’s recommendation ot waiverer oi
forfeiture—together with the long delay in finally dealing with this matter, also in view of the^vhole
evidence generally, they believe it would be very serious to enforce forfeiture at this stage, tor the
company have, no doubt, bond fide expended a large sum of money on the land,” and at the same time
they “ recommend that the reversal of forfeiture be made absolute.”
The company, of course, did not appeal against this recommendation, but one E. D. Jones, who
applied to conditionally purchase the land in question on the 5th September last, and was refused a
hearing by the Board at the last inquiry, lodged an appeal on various (thirteen) grounds against the
Board’s recommendation.
' The Land Appeal Court held that Jones had no locus standi, and ought not to be heard on the
appeal any more than on the proceedings before the Board, but, with the concurrence of counsel, post
poned its ruling on the competency of the appellant as a party, and proceeded to hear the case on its
merits, and apart from the legal objection taken by respondent’s counsel.
The
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The question of notice, referred to on page 11 of the judgment of the Appeal Court, was argued
at great length. The Court was distinctly of opinion that "Wilkiason’a “ statement” was not one miich
would put an intending purchaser or mortgagee to inquiry as to the existence of the defect intended tobe disclosed, and after the best consideration was given to the law as applicable to the evidence, theappeal was dismissed, the Court sustaining the recommendation of the Local Land Board appealed from,,
but authorising the deposit to be refunded.
’
The question of “ purchase without notice ” is the one now calling for consideration, as althoughthe Court may be credited with disposing of Mr. "Wilirinson’s “ statement,” the evidence given by Mr.
Roberts, secretary to the company, indicates a class of business that carries with it a certain amount of'
suspicion, and the Board would have been justified in putting the witness to the most searehino- cross
examination.
“
This was not, however, done, and the Department is at a disadvantage in now disposing of the
claim, as it seems that, although the forfeiture originally notified was apparently just, the whole facts
were not at the more recent inquiries brought before the Land Board.
There appears to be no means available of bringing about a thorough investigation in this matter
except by thrusting on the company the responsibility of initiating proceedings in the Supreme Court.
_
To give the company the opportunity of taking this case to the Supreme Court, and at the same
time dealing with it as under all. the circumstances it seems to deserve, it is submitted that the provisional
reversal of forfeitnre of the conditional purchase and dependent conditional lease, approved on the 8th
April, 1803, and notified in the GaseMa of the 24th September last, be revoked.
If the Minister decide upon the coarse suggested, it will be necessary for him, as such is contrary
to the recommendation of the Laud Board, to record, as provided by sub-section (v), section 1:3, 55 Vic.
No. 1, his reasons for so doing. And the section further provides that “ the Minister shall, as soon as.
practicable, lay upon the Table of the Legislative Council and that of the Legislative Assembly a copy of
his decision, together with such reasons.”
W. II. CAPPER,
In charge, Sales Division, 22/8/96.
The salient features of this case are fully set out in the reports herewith of Messrs. Capper and
Salwcy. Although the ease is evidently tainted with the strongest suspicion of bad faith, the fact of Rae
having become the purchaser of the land in question at the Sheriff’s sale without any notice of any defect
in the title cannot, in view of the Supreme Court decision in re Butler (H.S.W.L.R., vol. 15, p. 87), be
disregarded. Notwithstanding the decision of the Land Appeal Court on the question of notice to Rae,
the proceedings so strongly resemble certain features of the Mercadool cases that further investigation
would be very desirable, and I would suggest that counsel’s advice be taken as to the best procedure that
can be adopted to vindicate the law aud to defeat proceedings which on their face bear evidence of -mala
fides, I would point out in this connection that while section 26 of the Act of 1884 provides for the
protection of an innocent purchaser in a ease of fraud, it omits any reference to a case where theconditions of the conditional purchase have not been fulfilled.—'W, Houstox,,Under Secretary, 30/6/96.
Appd. for counsel to advise.—J.H.C., 30/6/96.
Crown Solicitor with papers, 1/7/96.
Sir,

_
_
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 9 July, 1896.
In compliance with the request contained in your letter of the 1st instant, I have obtained
Mr. Canaway’a opinion with respect to the course to be taken with regard to conditional purchase 90-49,.
Nyngan, Henry Newell (now Adam Rae), and now have the honor to forward herewith a copy of hisadvising thereon, together with the papers numbered as in margin.
I nave, &c.,
GEO. COLQUHOUK
, .
--------Crown Solicitor.
Tbe opinion of Mr. Canaway, obtained in accordance with the decision on C.S. 96-16,603, Dep., isnow submitted.—Axfred Saiwey, Head of C. S. Branch, 10/7/96.
’
[Enclosure^]
Newell's (now Rae’s) C.P.—Hr, Cano,way’s Opinion.
TiiE^faet (if it wore the fact) that Rae purchased Newell's conditional purchase without notice of the breach of conditionsby Newell did not, in my opinion, pro vent the forfeitures declared on 21st July, 1895, operating against him. Section 29
of the Act of 1SS4 gives an unqualified power of forfeiture if the conditions are not fulfilled ; aud in this respect it differs
from section 26 of the same Act—the section in question in re Butler, 15N.S.W. L.R. 87. Tho Court in that case held that
under section 29 the penalty of forfeiture was something personnl to the maker of the conditional purchase ; not an inci
dental attaching to the conditional purchase. Section 29 makes the Minister’s power of forfeiture an incident of the
conditional purchase itself, and there is no restriction as to the persons against whom it may bo exercised. By section 125
of the same Act Rae is declared to have taken only Newell’s interest in the land ; that is to say, an interest liable to be
defeated when the Crown discovered and enforced the forfeiture. Forfeiture having once been declared, tbe question
really becomes one as to the effect of the provisional reversal, made on 24th September, 1895; and It is plain from section
3 (I) of 55 Victoria No. 1 that tbe Crown retains the power to revoke the provisional reversal, and that this revocation
would have the same effect as if the reversal had never been made.
Whether or not this power of revoking the reversal should be exercised is a question of policy with which E have
notiiing to do. The Local Land Board on 19th December, 1895, and the Land Appeal Court on 30th May, 1896, have
recommended that the reversal should be made absolute ; and these recommendations appear to have been based on
Mr. Roberts’ evidence that be had no knowledge whatever of the breach of conditions by Newell. The Crown was not
represented either before the Board or the Court; and it seems to have been assumed that this want of knowledge was of
the kind which calls for the clemency of tbe Crown. I am, however, struck by certain facts on looking through the papers.
On 21st September, 1S93, the Minister authorised an inquiry as to tbe fulfilments of the conditions by Newell. The ease
came before the Board on 19th November, 1893, when the Board, at the request of Mr. Robert Booth, adjourned the
inquiry till 20th December. On 19th December, 1893, tho Sheriff’s sale took place, and Mr. Booth w-as present. [See his
deposition on 4th February, 1894.] Next day, when the case came on before the Board, Mr. Booth appeared for Adam
Rae, and obtained an adjournment on the ground that Rae bad not received notice. It is not stated for whom Mr. Booth
appeared on 19th November : but he, at any rate, must have known that an inquiry was pending. On 4th September 1895,
Mr, Roberts writes : “ Prior to this Mr. Robert Booth, of Dubbo, has attended to the matter for us.” It is, therefore,
evident, that iu Mr. Booth Mr. Roberts had a person from whom knowledge of the pendency of the inquiry could have
been obtained before the Sheriffs sale or oven nt the sale. Short of a searching inquiry into the business of the Assets
Company itself, it is not easy to suggest any method by which the underlying facte can be got at The Minister’sreference of 24th August, 1894, did not result in any finding by the Board; and following re Black, 12 N.S. W.L.R, 37, it
might be renewed, being so framed as to bring before the Board the question whether Rae was the real purchaser at thfr
Sheriff’s
Be.
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Sheriff's sule. Rac is, however, dead, and lua evidence being lost, the attempt to get at the real facts—difficult in any
-case—might easily be defeated; and the more so as the Local Land Board has already recommended that the reversal of
the forfeiture be made absolute.
Another possible course is to refer to the Land Appeal Court the Board's decision of 10th December, IS95, on the
ground that the matter lias been insufficiently considered ; but seeing that tho Lund Appeal Court had the whole of the
evidence before it on Jones' appeal, refused to send the case hack to the Board, and expressed itself as doubtful of the
validity of the Minister’s reference to the Board, I do not advise that this course he adopted. If the Minister’s power to
refer is doubtful, then the power of the Board to enforce production of documents, &e., is subject to the same doubt, and
therefore, not likely to be exercised.
A. P. CANAWAY,
Denman Chambers, 7 July, 1S9C.

Dubbo, now Nyngan—C.R. 90-4’9; 640 acres ; H. Newell, now Adam Eae.
In accordance with the Minister's instructions of the 30th June, the case was referred to counsel for
.advice.
Mr. Canaway’s opinioti is now herewith, and the Crown Solicitor also furnishes some extracts from
■certain letters between D. G-. Peele and tbe Assets Company, which clearly shows that the Assets Company
was tbe nominal mortgagee. Peele finding the money.
In view of Mr. Canaway’s advice, it seems that the best course to take in the matter is to cancel
the provisional reversal of forfeiture.
ALFEED SALWEY,
-------Head of C.S. Branch, 17/7/9G.
For approval that the provisional reversal of forfeiture, decided on the 8th April, 1895, and notified
in the Gazette of the 2‘Ath September last, be revoked, for the reasons that the evidence produced, and the
reports by tbe Land Board, and tbe decision of tho Land Court, are not sufficiently convincing that the
■conditions of selection were carried out as contemplated by the law.—TV. H. Capped, in charge Sales
Division, 17/7/90.
Q'hcre is at least a strong presumption that, this ease is one which deserves to be classed with the
Mercadool cases, as regards tbe methods of manipulation practised by the persons concerned. There is,
however, apparently nothing sufficiently tangible at present to warrant extreme proceedings, nevertheless
.certain possible courses are indicated in counsel’s opinion of the 7th inslant, herewith, which deserve con
sideration. A fresh reference, under section 20, might he made, but the fact of the selector being
•deceased would no doubt be a serious stumbling block to an inquiry designed to prove tbc case in all its
parts. On tho whole, I am inclined to question the expediency of further proceedings in this direction,
and "would suggest rather that the Minister, notwithstanding the finding of the Land Board and
Land Appeal Court, take into consideration his power of revoking the notice of provisional reversal of
the forfeiture of the 241 h September, 1895, The revocation would have the effect of revesting the land in tbe
Crown, and would perhaps be the most effective course, and certainly the speediest in the circumstances.
If this be carried into effect it will be necessary, under 55 Vie. No. 1, to lay a copy of the decision,
together with the reasons for overruling the findings of the Land Court and Land Board on tho Table of
the Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly.—TV. Houston, Under Secretary, 24/7/96.
Appd. to carry out this course.—J.H.C., 27/7/96.
Provisional reversal of forfeiture (gazetted
24th September, 1895) revoked (vide Gazette, 10/8/96).
Eeprescntatives of late A. Eae, Agent,
Treasury, and Chairman informed, 1S/S/9G.
These papers are now forwarded to the Begistrar of the
Land Appeal Court.—H. Cueut, Acting Under Secretary (per E.F.TV.), B.C., 18/8/96.

£D.]

Sydney ■ Charles Potter, Government Printer.—]S9C.
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes, No. 28.

Tuesday, 14 July, 1896.

10. Annual Leases of Owen McOosjceb, Code's Greek :—Mr. Moore moved, pursuant to Notice,*—
(1.) That a Sciect Committee he appointed to inquire into and report upon the granting to Owen
McCosker of annual leases Nos. 12,238 and 12,244.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Copeland, Mr. Naves, Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Thomas Brown. Mr. W. H. B. Piddington, Mr. Cruickshank, Mr. Macdonald, Mr. "Waddell,
and the Mover.
'
(3.) That the Return to an Order, “ Cope’s Creek Preferential Occupation License,” laid upon tho
Table of this House on 25th June, 1896, be referred to such Committee.
Debate ensued.
Question put and passed.

Votes, No. 75.

Thursday, 29 Octodeb, 1896.

11. Annual Leases of 0-wen McCoskeb, Cope’s Cheek:—Mr. Moore, as Chairman, brought up the
Report from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of, and Evidence taken before,
the Select Committee for whose consideration and report this subject was referred on 14th July,
1896.
Referred by Sessional Order to the Printing Committee,
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1896.

ANNUAL LEASES OF OWEN McCOSKER, COPE’S CREEK.

REPORT.

The Select Committee

of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 11th July, 1896,

“ to inquire mto and report upon the granting to Owen Mo Conker of Annual
tc Leases Nos. 12,238 and 12,241 ” hog to report to your Honorable House :—
Tour Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List* *s*e Lisfc>
(whose evidence will he found appended hereto) and considered the papers referred,p' ‘
find :—■
1. That tho Lank of New South Wales being the holders of Cope’s Creek
preferential occupation license abandoned same on the 31st December, 1891 {a) by
default, owing to non-payment of rent, and (b) by Forwarding a written notice of
abandonment to the Lands Department on that date.
■
2. That on the 8th April, 1892, Owen McCosker, having been informed by
tho Lands Department that the said preferential occupation license had lapsed, and
that the land was then Crown land open to annual lease, applied in the usual way
for an annual lease of 1,920 acres of it. Up to that time McCosker had been pay
ing rent to the lessee of the run for the right to graxe stock on. this land, and after
lodging his annual lease application, and paying the usual rent deposit to the Crown,
he continued in occupation of the land while waiting for his application to be
formally dealt with by the Local Land Board. Two months later (3rd June) after
again satisfying himself by inquiry at the department that the land was available
he applied for another annual lease of 640 acres.
3. That on the 20th July the department, on the application of the Bank of
New South Wales, reinstated the preferential occupation license, " subject to any
conflicting interests which might in the meantime have arisen.”
4. That on the 14th December the Land Board dealt with McCosker’s
applications, and allotted him 2,090 acres of tire 2,560 acres applied for.
5. That the Bank having transferred to S win ton, and Swinton to Cooper, the
latter (in October, 1894), brought a Supreme Court action against McCosker for
trespass between the 8th April, 1892 (the date of the first application for annual
lease) and the 14th December, 1892 (the date of allotment by tho Land Board), and
gained a verdict for 40s., with costs. On appeal to the Bull Court the verdict was
sustained, and McCosker was left practically ruined, his legal costs alone amounting
to over £300.
6. There can he no doubt that McCosker exceeded his legal lights, in
continuing in occupation of the land before the annual leases were actually allotted
to him by the Land Board. But in view of the following considerations, viz.:—
(a) That he took up the annual leases on tho distinct assurance of the
department that tho ]ireferential occupation license had lapsed, and
the land was then open to annual lease, and, therefore, he had only
the Crown to deal with in respect of same.
(*)
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{b)

(c)
{d)

(e)

(/)

{g)

That the reinstatement of the preferential occupation license by the
department entirely altered the conditions under which he had been
induced to become an applicant, vesting, for the time being, in a third
party, a retrospective title (dating hack seven months) to the land
which had been under application to him for over three months.
That he was not notified of the said reinstatement.
That, having done all that was required of him to obtain an annual
lease, it was most unfortunate for him that the department should
have taken over eight months to grant him same, for, had the matter
been dealt with expeditiously—(say) within three months—no trouble
could possibly have arisen.
That, in occupying the land pending the granting of his leases, and
while the department held his rent deposits, he was only following
a practice, which the Committee understand is not usually taken
exception to in such cases.
That he appears to have been led to defend the Supreme Court action
on the strength of the information supplied to him by the Lands
Office at Armidale, to the effect that the preferential occupation
license was reinstated less the area covered by his annual leases.
That the course pursued by the department in reinstating the pre
ferential occupation license—unknown to him—subsequent to the
receipt of his annual lease applications, made him an unwitting
trespasser against the holder of such preferential occupation license,
which brought ruin upon him.

Your Committee consider that McCosker ought not to be left to bear the
whole of the heavy loss which has fallen upon him, and they, therefore, recommend
his case to the favourable consideration of the Government.
No.

1 Committee Boom,
Legislative Assembly,

.

29^/j October, 1896.

S. W. MOOKE,
Chairman.
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PROCEEDINGS OP THE COMMITTEE.

'

TRTJJJSDAT,

13

189G.

AUGUST,

Membebs Pbesent:—

Mr. Cruickslinnk,
Mr. Moore,

I
I
Mr. AYaddell.

Mr. Macdonakl,
Mr. AT. H. B. Piddington,

Mr. Moore called to the Chair.
Entry from Azotes and Proceedings appointing tho Committee, and referring the Return to Order
“ Cope’s Creek Preferential Occupation License,” read by the Clerk.
Papers referred, before the Committee.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.

18

TUESDAY,

Mjjmuhbs

AUGUST,

1896.

Pkesjsnt :—

Mr. Moore in the Chair.
Mr. Ashton,
j
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Cruickshank,
|
Mr. Hayes,
Mr. Macdonald.
Owen McCosker called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.
TUESDA Y,

1

SEPTEMBER,

1896.

Memukbs Present :—

Mr. Moore in the Chair.
Mr. Thomas Brown,
Mr. Cruickshank,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Hayes.
Robert Henry Do Low {Officer-in-cftarge of Lease Division, Lands Department) called in, sworn,
and examined.
"Witness withdrew.
Reassembling of the Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

1G

SEPTEMBER,

1896.

Members Present .—

Mr. Moore in the Chair.
Mr. Thomas Brown,
Mr. Macdonald.

Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Cruickshank,
Committee deliberated.
lieassembling of Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.

TUESDAY,

22

SEPTEMBER,

1896.

Members Present:—

Mr. Moore in the Chair.
Mr. Ashton,
I
Mr. Copeland,
Mr, Cruickshank,
j
Mr. Haves,
Mr. AYaddell. ■
'
Committee deliberated ns to their Report.
Reassembling of Committee to be arranged by the Chairman.
Adjourned.
THURSDAY,
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THURSDAY,

29

OCTOBER,

1890.

Meukeus Presest:—

Mr. Moore ia the Chair.
Mr. Ashtoa,
Mr. Thomas Brown,
Mr. Copeland,
Mr. Cruickshank,
Mr. Vf. H. B. Piddington,
Mr. Waddell.
The Chairman submitted Draft Eeport.
Same read and amended.
Mr. Cruickshank moved—“ That the Chairman report to tho Uouse.”
Question put—Committee divided.
Ayes.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Noes.

Thomas Brown,
Copeland,
Cruickshank, .
W. if. B. Piddington,
Waddell.

Mr. Ashton.

And so it was resolved in the affirmative.

LIST OK WITNESSES.
I'ACti

Be Low, E. H........................................................................................................ .........

10

McCosker, 0......................................................................................................................

7

*

7
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Legislative Assembly.

FEW

SOUTH
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MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN HKFOKE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
ov

ANNUAL LEASES OF OWEN MCCOSKER, COPE’S CREEK.

TUESDAY,

18

A.UGUST

1896.

JAcfient:—
Mh. COPELAND,
Ms. HAYES,
Ms. MACDONALD,

S. W. MOORE,

Me. MOORE,
Ms. CRUICKSHANK,
Me. ASHTON.

Esq.,

in the

Chair.

Owen McCosker called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. OkairnumYou are Ihe person who took up two annual leases on Cope’s Creek Run, which formed O- McCosker
the subiect of an action for trespass—Cooper v. McCosker? Yes.
2. How did you first come into possession ol those lands ? I had it, first of all, leased from Mr. Swinton, 1® Aug., 1800
pastoral lessee of Cope’s Crook.
A, You rented it from him ? Yes; and from what I heard T thought he was not paying rent for it, and
J wrote to Mr. Cruickshank asking him to ascertain whether he was paying rent or not, or whether the
land was open for annual lease.
4. Can you say when you wrote to Mr. Cruickshank asking whether the land was open to annual lease ?
I cannot say exactly : 1 think it was in March, 1892.
annual lease^' ^ re^' ^1'om ^r‘ Cruickshank '■ Yes ; I got a reply saying that the land was open to
6. What did you do on the strength of that?

I applied for an annual lease of 1,920 acres.
7. Do you remember tho date of that ? The 8th April, 1892.
8. "Whataid yon do next? I wrote to you then.
9. You still had some doubt ? I had.
10. Yon wanted to ho quite sure about it, so you wrote to me ? Yes
11. When Was that ? That, was in May, I think.
'
^ld ”TOU Set a
? 5Tcs ; you replied that tho laud was open for annual lease.
0 y^u re™omber what sort of a reply I sent you ?
You sent me a letter from the Department
which gaict that the laud was open for annual lease.
14. Then what did you do ? 1 applied for 640 acres more.
15. What was the date of that ? I think it was the beginning of June
10. You said just now that you were in possession of this land before you applied for anv annual lease,
by reason 0t an agreement that you had with the lessee of tho run, Mr. Swinton ? Yes '
a
y011 madG thlS nppUeation, did you remove your stock, or did you allow them to remain? I
allowed them to remain on the land. I did not think it was necessary to remove them, as it was Crown land.
18. Mr Asfitw.J Up to what date did yon pay rent to the lessee ? Dp to the 8th April, tho time when
I applied tor the annual lease.
1
19. Does that apply to the 640 acres as well as to the 1,920 acres ? Yes.
20.
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. . c os er. 20, ^n(J y0U ,3^ ])0t apply for the 640 acres until .lunc ? No; it would be early in June.
IsXhk^ISOGdta‘irman-] d’he reut you paid was up to the Stli April ? Yes. The lessee said the land was not open
*
’
lease. I said that I would pay him right on until the decision of the Board was given.
22. But the lessee was willing to accept rent up to the end of April if the Board subsequently allowed
your application ? Yes.
23. Mr, CruickshanJ:.] You have evidence of that? I have a letter from Mr. Swinton. I wrote asking
him if he would acknowledge that I was renting the run from him, and he did acknowledge it.
24. Chairman.] What happened alter this ? After that I heard that Air. Cooper had paid up the back
rent after I had leased the land, and I wrote to Air. Cruickshank.
25. What happened then ? Air. Cooper served me with a writ.
26. When was that ? I think that was in .lanuary, 1894.
27. These applications which you made were dealt with by the Land Board ? Yes; about nine months after.
28. Was that in December, 1892 ? Yes.
^
■
29. What did the Land Board do with those applications ? They granted my application, but not for
the whole of the 1,920 acres.
30. They granted both applications as modified ? Yes; they did not grant me the whole area of 2,560
acres ; they granted me 2,090 acres.
31. That was on the 14th of December? Yes.
32. Did you pay the rent ? Yes ; I have paid rent until now.
33. Mr. Ashton^] h'rom when ? From the time that tho land was granted.
34. Chairman,] You were served with a writ by Air. Cooper ? Yes; he served me with a writ as lessee
of the Cope’s Creek Dun. It was for trespass on the run. I went to Armidale, as J heard that annual
leases were granted there. I paid a lawyer to go with me, and he inquired at the Land Office at Armi
dale into alt the necessary points, and they were all favourable. Ho said that iny title was good—that
all that was necessary to establish my title was there.
’
35. Did the officer show any documents bearing ou the sub ject ? I did not see anything but what they
read out.
■
'
"r
36. Did they say anything to you at the Land Office at Armidale as to your position in regard to these
annual leases and the question of Cooper's occupation license ? A letter was read out which had been
written to the department from that office with reference to the run being reinstated less 2,090 acres
granted to At‘Cosker.
37. Did they tell you that your title to the annual licenses was all right? Yea, that it was good.
38. You have no doubt whatever about that ? None whatever.
39. In due course the action came off? Yes; it came off in October, 1894.
40. Mr. Ashton.] What was the date of tho alleged trespass ? It was from the Sth April to the 14th
December, 1892,
41. That was the day on which the Land Board approved of the lease? Yes.
42. That is to say, they contended that you were in unlawful occupation from the date on which you applied
for the land until it was granted to you ? Yes.
43. Mr. Cruiclcshanh^] The action was entered against you on the ground that you had no title to the
annual lease? Yes.
*
44. Mr. Kayes?\ They brought an action against you for trespass from the 8th April, the time you paid
Ihe rent, until the 14th December, the date when the Land Board confirmed your application ? I under
stand that is what it was.^*
45. Mr. Ashton.] You paid rent to the Crown from the 14th December? Yes.
46. You paid none prior to that? No.
47. Do you contend that you were in lawful occupation of the land prior to the date at which you
commenced to pay rent ? I thought, it being vacant Crown land, having paid a deposit, I was entitled to
t
^ course I had my sheep there before, when I had the land under lease from the lessee, and
1 did not remove them. I thought I might be a trespasser as against the Crown, but not as far as any
body else was concerned,
48. Chairman.] In October, 1894. the trial came off in the Supreme Court at Armidale ? Yes.
49. What was the result? A verdict was given against me for trespass.
50. For how much ? For 40s.
51. Did the case come before the Full Court subsequently ? Yes, at Sydney.
52. And what was the result then ? My appeal was disallowed.
53. You lost the case ? Yes.
54. Is it clear to you on what ground you lost it? It is not.
PaT
c°sts of the other side? Yes, and their costs amounted to £226.
56. Then, of course, there were your own costs;—can you say roughly what they amounted to ? To
something over £100, irrespective of loss of time.
5/. Mr. JJayes.] Have you put stock on the land since the verdict was given against you ? Yes. I have
possession of the land now.
58. Mr. Cruichshanh^] What stock have you on the land now ? A few cattle. Before the action I had
sheep on it too.
59. Did you have to sell the sheep to pay the law costs ? Yes.
60. Have you bought any other sheep since? No.
,
61. Mr. Copeland.] To whom do you pay rent for the land now ? To the Government.
62. C7uM>n?««.] What rent do you pay for the 2,000 acres ? £12 a year.
mf'r‘ ^'U^c^lnn^c-] When yon applied for the land you paid a certain sum as a deposit ? Yes.
64. Ihe Crown held that money during the time that you were using the land up to the time when it was
granted by the Board ? Yes.
65. Were you under the impression that the Government getting that money you were pavincthe Govern
ment for the use ot the land ? In as.
°
n
jj
r. b
60. Mr. Ilayes!] You were aware when you made your application that it was necessary to deposit £2
per section ? Yes.
j
1
'A■ Mr. Macdonald.] Before joumado application to the Government for this land you had been a tenant
ot Air. Swinton s and had paid him a rent for it? Yes.
GS.
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G8. And you remained in continuous occupation ot that laud from the date when you first entered on it as O- McCosker.
a tenant of Mr. Swinton’s up to the time of the decision of the Supreme Court ? Tes.
6!h And sineo then you have paid a rent to the Government, and the Government officials have received 18Aug., 1896.
it? Yes, up to this date.
70. And now you are in occupation of the same land ? Yes.
71. Had you any notice prior to the action that you were in illegal possession of the land ? iNwio
whatever.
'
.
72. So that actually your possession was undisputed ? It was undisputed.
73. Mr. Copeland.’] The Government still recognise these annual lease of yours? I understand that they do.
74. They accept rent from you ? Yes.
75. And by virtue of your paying that rent you still hold possession of the land and run stock upon it?
Yes.
76. The Crown has never taken any action against you as a trespasser ? No, none.
77. "What is your position now then with reference to the lessee Cooper ? They threatened me sometime
after T took possession the second time with an action at law,
78. How long is that since ? About twelve months.
70. Hut they have taken no action ? No.
80. ^ So you now remain in quiet possession ? As far as I know, 1 have not had any notice of any further
action. Their solicitor told me that they could take action.
81. But they have not ? No.
82. Chairman.] Have these leases been surveyed ? Yes ; by the Lands Department.
S3. Did they charge you anything ? No.
84. They surveyed the leases for you without charging anything? Yes. I wrote saying the lessee
threatened to take action again, when the Hon. Member for Inverell, I think it was, made some inquiry,
and the Government then agreed to survey the leases for me, to define the boundaries, so as to prevent
any further action.
~
85. Mr. Macdonald.] Does the lessee run auy of his stock upon this laud that you have now under lease ?
His stock is on it now. I do not know that he claims it; but his stock is running through that part of
the country.
Sth Mr. Cruicfcshanh:.] You were in occupation of this laud from tho time you applied for it until it was
granted by the Board ? Yes.
.
"
87. Had you during that lime auy notice that the run had been reinstated? Only what I heard—no
official knowledge.
"
88. When you first rented this land it was from Mr. Swinton ? Yes.
89. Did Mr. Swinton at any time give yon notice that he had sold his interest in this run to Mr. Cooper?
He did.
90. Was that before or after the date of the action ? It was before the action.
91. Did Air. Cooper give you auy notice to remove your stock from the land prior to the action ? I
roeollcct that Mr. Swinton, about the time that he sold the land, sent me a bill for the rent, and wrote
saying that lie had sold the run, and that he wanted mo to pay up tho rent.
92. Was this the time when you had been informed that the run was not under lease or license? It was.
93. Did Mr. Cooper give you notice to remove your stock, or did he show you that he had a title as against
the intimation from the department tfiat the land was not under lease or license ? Air, Cooper never
gave mo notice to remove the stock. 1 think it was in tho way of a bill that Air. Swinton sent word that
he had sold the run.
94. W as it then that you applied again to the Lands Office to know whether the land was under lease?
Yes.
95. And you were informed that it was not under lease ? Yes.
96. Mr. Mayes,] Were you aware at the time when you made your application that you had no title to
the land till it was confirmed by the Board ? I did not clearly understand that I had no title. I thought
that paying the deposit gave mo a prior claim,
97. Did you read the section of the Act? I did not, The people in that part put their stock on imme
diately on paying the deposit,.
98. Chairman.] A ou say it is the practice for people when they make application for a lease to go into
possession ? Yes ; 1 know that no one ever had an action brought against them by the Crown.
99. If a man put his stock on land which he had applied for a loaso of, and eat up all the grass, he
himself would be the sufferer? Yes ; because when the Board granted his application he would have no
grass,
100. Mr. Macdonald.] I understand you to have been in possession for some years previously? No, for
two months. When I had been renting the land for two months I found that it was open to annual
lease, and I applied for an annual lease.
101. Mr. Cruickshank.] When you heard that Air. Swinton was not paying for the leases, you took every
precaution to ascertain if the land was under lease ? Yes, I took every precaution. I first wrote to you,
then afterwards I wrote to Air. Moore.
102. You had no wish to be antagonistic to the lessee ? No. I wrote and asked him to try and get the
case brought on before the Board, so that as soon as the Board had dealt with it I could give the land up
il my application was refused. If the Board had dealt with it at the ordinary time I should not have had
an action against me at all.
103. When you gave the deposit, were you under the impression that it gave you a title to the land ?
Yes ; I thought I had a prior tilde.
*
104. Mr. Macdonald.] Even if you were not sure about your title, were you not under the impression
that no other person had a title except the Crown ? No one except the Crown.
105. Chairman.] 1 understand that in order to meet the costs of the action, which went against you, you
had to dispose of pretty well all your stock ? Yes, I did, at a sacrifice.
106. Mr. Copeland.] Now you are in undisturbed possessionthe Government have taken no action,
and the runhokler has taken no action against you for the last twelve months ? No.
107. So you remain virtually in undisturbed possession? Yes.
108. Mr. Ashton.] And you have been in undisturbed possession ever since the action ? Yes.
342—B
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0. McCosker. 109. When was the action ? In October, 1891.
/—HO. Mr. Cruickshank.'] You sold all your stock to pay the costs? I sold all my sheep, and nearly all my
18Aug., 1890. cattle ; I had to sacrifice them.
111. Have you been able to buy stock since ? No, I have not. I always bought on bills before ; but
since the action I could not get my bills endorsed.
112. Mr: Copeland.] Have you any reason to suppose that if jrou stock up the land the station-owner
will take action against you, or arc they allowing you to go on quietly because you are not stocking?
I have not heard lately that they will take any action against me again. Sometime ago I heard that they
would.
i
1L3. Chairman.] They did threaten you even after the Land Hoard had confirmed your application?
They did. Since the lawsuit they have told mo that they could at any time enter an action against me.
TUESDAY,

Mit. Thomas BROWN,
Mh. COPELAND,

1 SEPTEMBER, 1896.
fjrtffttti:—
J
Me. HAYES,
|
Me. CRUICKSHANK.

S. W. XOOKE, Esq.,

in the

.

Chair.

Robert Henry De Low called in, sworn, and examined:—
114, Chairman.] Will you state what you are in the Lands Department? I am head of the lease division.
R.H.DeLow. 115. Do you remember the Bank of New South Wales having a preferential occupation license of Cope’s
'—""x Creek pastoral holding in the eastern division? I believe they had.
_
1 Sept., 1S96. mi Hid not the Bank of New South Wales hold a license in December, 1891 ? I believe they did. _
117. On the 31st December the Bank wrote to the department expressing their intention of surrendering
the preferential occupation license ? On the 31st December tho Bank did so write. They wrote notifying
their wish to surrender their preferential occupation license. At that time the rent tor 1892 had not
been paid in accordance with the law, and it was doubtful whether the Bank intended to surrender when
really there was nothing to surrender, because the 31st December being the last day of the year, and the
rent only paid up to that date, the preferential occupation license lapsed by default of the licensee himself,
being non-renewed. The department being in doubt as to the meaning of a notification that could have no
possible effect seeing that it was dated tho last day of the year when the occupation license really ceased
by operation of law, wrote to the Bank to know its intentions ; wdiether it really meant twelve months
ahead, namely, December, 1892, and that letter was sent to the Bank on the 2nd Eebruary, 1892, asking
them practically to interpret their letter of the 31st December, 1891, and the date they intended the
abandonment to take effect from. The Bank taking about four months to reply, wrote on the 22nd June,
1393, asking to withdraw its letter of the 31st December, 1891.
118. You got a reply from the Bank to that letter written on the 2nd February ? Yes.
'
119. What was tho effect of it? It asked tho department to allow the Bank to withdraw its letter of
the 31st December, 1891.
_
i _
120. Mr. Cruickshank] Did they not write to you as follows, on the 7th April:—“Referring to your
letter of the 19th ultimo, I have to inform you that it was the intention of the Bank to let the prefer
ential occupation license lapse on the 31st December, 1891, and the occupation license as from tho 31st
December. 1892” ? Yes; I have nn doubt that that is correct. That would be the answer to the letter
written by the department on the 22nd February, 1892.
_
121. Did the Gfovernment concur in the surrender of the lease from the 31st December, 1891 ? According
to that letter the Bank seemed to have determined that one should be surrendered on the 31st December,
1891, and the other on the 31st December, 1392.
122. Mr. Copeland] And that was approved of ? Yes.
123. It was accepted on the 11th April, as dating back to the 31st December, 1891? Yes. On the 8th
April, 1892, Mr. McCosker lodged an application for one annual tease on part of the preferential occupa
tion area, and on the 3rd June following ho applied for another annual lease of part of the same prefer
ential occupation license.
124. Do you know whether tho department had instituted auy inquiries previous to McCosker applying
for the land, as to whether or not the land was open to annual lease ? I cannot say.
125. On the 22ud June, 1892, the Bank of New South Wales wrote withdrawing its letter of the 31st
December, 1891 ? Yes.
126. And requested that the holding should be reinstated ? Yes ; and that was allowed.
127. Chairman] And you informed the Bank to that effect? On the 12th July the Bank was informed
to that effect.
128. Mr. Copeland] What was the date of the Minister’s approval ? 9th July,
129. Chairman] Will you read the letter which was written to tho Bank ? On the 12th July, 1892, ^the
Bank was informed with regard to their application as to the preferential occopation license, that—“ The
amount of £13 18s. 7d,, for the year 1891, and £118 Os. lid., the proper fee for 1892, together with 10
per cent, fine, should be tendered to the Treasury first; and the question of renewing tho occupation
license subject to any claim which may have arisen in the meantime could then he considered.”
130. The Bank was informed of that;—did you get any reply on the same date ? Ou tho 12th July tho
Bank replied to the Treasury, and paid in the amount of £129 16s. lid.
_
_
131. What did they say? Their letter said:—“1 may state that we abandoned these holdings in
December last, and notified the Lands Department to that effect, but now we wish to withdraw such
notice and have the holding reinstated.”
132. What did the Treasury do? The IVensury reported that payment to the Lands Department, and
on the 20th July the Minister approved of the acceptance of the money, and restoring the preferential
occupation license or reinstating it subject to any conflicting claim.
133. What are the terms of the letter written by the department on the 29th July, 1892 ? They are as
follows ;—“ I have the honor to inform yon that the Secretary for Lands has approved of the surrender
of preferential occupation-license and occupation license (mentioned in the margin) being reversed, and
reinstating
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reinstating Bank of New South Wales as licensee, but subject to any conflicting interest which may in R.H.DeLow.
the meantime have arisen.”
,
13i. I presume that the intention of the department was to protect any such claim as this annual lease 1 Sept., 1890.
which had arisen in the meantime? 1'hat is the view which the department takes of conflicting interests,
135. The idea being, of course, that if anyone had in the meantime applied for any portion of this land,
such portion would not be included in the land reinstated to the Bank? Tes.
ISO. Mr. Copeland.'] So that the intention was to restore the land, less the area which had been in the
meantime taken up under annual lease ? Tes.
137. Did the department follow up that action by withdrawing that area which had been applied for by
annual lease from the preferential occupation license ? No ; not in the sense of withdrawing it under
any provision in the Land Act. The area is allowed for in the readjustment of the area of the occupation
license. In other words, tho occupation license would have boon reduced by that quantity when the annual
adjustment took place.
138. On tho next rent day ? Tes.
139. Mr. Cruickshank.] What date was that adjustment made from ? The 30th June is the period each
year for closing the adjustments.
140. Mr. Copeland.] Did the department charge the squatter ihe full rent for the area, or having with
drawn the area of the annual lease, did he cease to pay rent for it ? The license1 fee for the full area
would he charged up to the date on which the annual lessee began to pay rent; the date of the allotting
of the leased land by the Board. ■
141. The date when the Board approved of the annual lease application ? The date of allotting it, and
that 1 And to be tho 14th of December, 1892.
142. Chairman.] Was Mr. Cruickshank informed, on Mr, McCosker’s behalf, on the 18th March, that
tho land was available for annual lease? Tes.
‘
■
143. Have you any note to the effect that I was similarly informed? Tes; that Mr. Moore was simi
larly informed by the Inquiry Branch.
144. Did Mr. McCosker apply for another annual lease? Ho did, on the 3rd June. The Board allotted
the leases on the 14th December, 1892, and they were gazetted on the 28th February, 1893.
145. Mr. Cruickshank.] Do you not think it was an unusual delay in dealing with McCosker’s application
from the Sth April until the 14th December ? Tes.
146. Mr, Jlayes.] In the case of applications for an annual lease does the title vest until it is approved
of and gazetted ? The title starts from the date u hen the Board allot. The Minister approves of the
application and the Board allots the land. The 33rd scciion of the Act of 1889 requires that the rent
shall begin from the date of the allotting by the Board. A man who applies for an annual lease is uot
charged rent from the date of his application but from tho date on which the Board allots the
land.
147. Does the title vest till then? The title begins from the day when the land is allotted, not one
moment before.
■
148. Mr. Cruickshank.] Did the Board hold that Cooper had any title to the land prior to the 14th
December ? The occupation licensee ?
149. Yes? That would be a very difficult question to answer.
150. Do the Government hold his rental by way of deposit from the time that he applies for tho land until
it is dealt with by the Board? Yea, the money goes with the application.
151. Mr. Copelatid.] When the Minister approved of the reinstating of the Bank, subject to any con
flicting claim, was it known that McCosker had applied for an annual lease of some of the land ? I
think not.
■
152. I suppose the application would remain in the Lands Office? It would remain with the Local Land
Board until the Board reporled, therefore I think it was not known at the head office.
153. Mr. Cruickshank.] Have you a copy of a communication sent by tho department to the local
land office at Armidale, informing them of the reinstatement of the lease ? No.
154. If McCoskor says that on hearing that the lease was reinstated he rode into Armidale and asked the
local agent if such was the case, and the land agent informed him that the run was reinstated, less the
area of his annual license, would that be a correct reply ? I think so. That would bo correct at the
time.
155. Mr. Copeland.] Are you aware whether the department made any provision at all with a view to tho
protection of McCosker’s application ? In question 36 of his evidence he is asked, :t Did they say any
thing^ you at the land office at Armidale as to your position in regard to these annual leases and the
question of Cooper’s occupation license,” and the answer of McCosker was, “ A letter was read out which
had been written from that office with reference to the run being reinstated, less 2,090 acres granted to
McCosker.” Do you know whether the department took steps to protect McCosker’s application by
withdrawing that area when reinstating the forfeited leases? The department took no steps.
156. When was McCosker’s area eliminated from the preferential occupation license ? Practically from
the day of allotment of the annual leases ou the 14th December, 1892.
157. That was by virtue ot the Board approving of his application ? Yes.
158. Not by reason of any action taken by the department to protect McCosker’s interests? No.
#
Then the department took no action, although it was approved by the Minister that the Bank was
‘only to be reinstated subject to any conflicting interests that had arisen, still no action was taken to protect
those conflicting interests? No; because it was not known whether the Board might not recommend
the refusal of the leases. The Board have a discretionary power, and they may decline to allow the
annual leases. It was not possible for the head office to know that.
160. As a matter of practice are not these applications for annual leases retained at the local land office ?
They are sent to the local agents, and from there to the Board office, and they do not come to the head
office until the Board reports.
161. So the head office would not be aware that McCosker had made an application ? Not unless there
had been any correspondence to that effret.
162. Mr. Cruickshank.] McCosker would have no means of knowing whether this land was under any
other occupation than by applying to the office in Svdney ? I should say no reliable means. It would be
the best for him to do that,
"
'
163,
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R. H. DcLott. 163, if McCosker was told on two occasions that the land was open to annual lease, at the time
when it was really reinstated to the lessee, would not McCosker have been misled by the department ?
1 Sept., 1806. if jjg were fMd after the occupation license had been reinstated that the land was open for annual lease,
undoubtedly ho would have been misled. The department protects such interests to some extent as it
protects the interests of all other persons ; it reinstates the occupation license, subject to any conflicting
claim that may have arisen prior to the date of the restoration. It was not competent for the depart
ment to say what claims had arisen. Twenty persons might have applied for land in Cope’s Creek
holding before the Secretary for Lands agreed to reinstate the preferential occupation license in .Tuly.
164. If you reinstated that license on the 22nd July it was not under occupation license on the 14th
December P It was reinstated minus the quantity that McCosker put in a legal application for.
165. Mr. Copeland.'] What evidence have we to show that the department did not ^reinstate tho two
areas? Only the phrase, “subject to any conflicting claims that may have arisen,” and the corres
pondence with the Bank stating that, on their paying a certain sum into the Treasury, the land would be
restored, and the statement that the application to reinstate the land would be considered, “ subject to
conflicting claims.”
,
.
166. Can you tell when the Bank ceased to pay rent under the preferential occupation-license for the
particular area for which McCosker applied ? 1 believe that the preferential occupation license is in
existence at the present moment.
167. What I want to know is this: When did the department actually eliminate that area that
McCosker applied for from the preferential license P On the 14th December, 1802.
168. That was the time when the Board allotted the annual lease ? Yes.^
169. And the rent would not be charged to the Bank from that date? No.
170. So that, although on the 20th July, 1892, the Minister approved that the Bank should be reinstated
with regard to their occupation area, subject to any conflicting interests ; still, as a matter of fact, they
were reinstated as regards the full area until December, 1892, when the Board allotted it to the annual
lessee ? Yes ; the Bank paid rent for that down to the 14th December, 1892.
171. If it had been held as an occupation license it would not have beeu competent for the Board to
have granted an annual lease ? No.
172. How was it competent to the Board to grant an annual lease to McCosker seeing at the time that the
land, having been reinstated, was still held By the Bank, the Bank paying rent for it ? The difficulty there is
that the law as regards annual leases provides particularly that the rent shall not commence from the day
of application, but from the day of allotment. If it had been, as in the case of a conditional purchase,
that the title began from the day of application, of course the annual lease would have dated back to the
3rd of June, 1892, and the Sth April.
.
_
173. The 8th April and the 3rd June being the dates on which the applications for the annual leases were
lodged, the land was at that time virtually abandoned ; the rent had not been paid ; therefore tho land
was open for annual lease ?, Yes, it was vacant Crown land.
_
174. Because the Bank had failed to pay their license fees before the 1st January it became ordinary
Crown land open to annual lease, and McCosker having lodged his applications on the Sth April and the
3rd June, that was before the Minister approved of the reinstating, therefore the land really was open
for annual lease at the time when McCosker applied for it? Yes, it was open to anyone.
175. Therefore his application would stand good? Yes, it was a valid application. •
176. Do you not think it was the dutyof ‘ tho department, seeing that tho Minister had approved of tho
reinstating of the licenses subject virtually to McCosker’s application, which was a valid application, to
have temporarily withdrawn McCosker’s area until you knew what the Land Board would do with it ?
It was not possible under the law. Land cannot be withdrawn from occupation license except for some
public purpose.
'
177. The license had been abandoned ? Then there was nothing to withdraw.
178. Then you reinstated it; but ought not that to have been less the area that McCoskor applied for ?
That is the interpretation which the department put on it.
179. Ought it not to have been withdrawn? There is no power under the law to withdraw land from
occupation license, except for public purposes.
180. But you have virtually undertaken to protect McCosker’s interest? The department had no other
way except to get the licensee to accept the restoration with the understanding that any legal claim that
had arisen should be recognised.
181. But ho did establish a right at law for trespass against McCosker ? Yes; but as I understand tbo
judgment of the Court, it is that the trespass occurred before McCosker's title started.
182. During the period between his application and the Board granting the application ? Not for trespass
after that.

Sydney: WSllmm Applets Gulliefc, Government Printer.—1S9G.
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EXTRACTS EROM THE VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS OE THE
LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY.

Votes

No. 37.

Tuesday,

£ Arous-r, 1896.

lo. Scab's Con'diTroKAL Puhchasks in the "Waoca "Waoga Land District.—Mr. Ashton, for Mr.
Thomas Fitzpatrick, moved, pursuant to Notice,—
a
be appointed to inquire into and report upon the cases of Thomas
ityan, Jilleii Kyat), and Anastasia Kyan, selectors in the Wagfpi AV^agga Land District.
(2.) That such Committee consist of Mr. Carruthers, Mr. Ashton, Mr. Carroll, Mr. 'Waddell Mr
zq Ami™1’ .Mr-Greene> Mr- 'Y H. 13. Piddington, Mr. Chapman, Mr. Watson, and the Mover.
(3.) That the Keports, Minutes of Proceedings, and Evidence of previous Select Committees on
this case, be referred to such Committee.
Question put and passed.

Votes No. 54.

Tjiuhsday, 10 Septembku, 1S96,

in the Wagua Wagoa Land District
Mr. Thomas Fitzpatrick,
as Chairman, brought up the Eeport from, and laid upon the Table the Minutes of Proceedings of,
and Evidence taken before, the Select Committee for -whose consideration and report this subiect
was referred on 4th August, 1896.

C. Evans’ Conditional Purchases

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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1896.

RYANS’ CONDITIONAL PURCHASES IN THE WAGGA WAGGA LAND
DISTRICT.

REPORT.

The Select Committee

of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on 4th August,

1896, to inquire into and report upon the cases of Thomas Ryan, Ellen Ryan, and
Anastasia Ryan, selectors in the lEogga JVagga Land District, and to whom, was
referred, on the same date, the Reports, Minutes of Proceedings, and Evidence of
previous Select Committees on this ease,—heg to report to your Honorable House:—
Your Committee having examined the witness named in the margin Ti10milB
(whose evidence mil he found appended hereto), and considered the Reports and
Evidence referred, find :—
■
1. That Thomas Ryan, Ellen Ryan, and Anastasia Ryan selected land at the
Wagga Wagga Land Office on Sth December, 1881, but, as a consequence
of wrong information furnished by a departmental officer, and subsequent
laches on the part of tho Department, they were unable to profitably and
peaceably use the lands so selected until a Validation Bill was passed on
23rd -Inly, 1888.
2. That Thomas Ryan was put to considerable expense and trouble in travelling
to and fro between Sydney and his selection, a distance of 334 miles, while
endeavouring to get the Lands Department to give him a title to the land
selected by his daughters and himself.
Your Committee, therefore, recommend the cases of Thomas Ryan, Ellen
Ryan, and Anastasia Ryan to the favourable consideration of the Government.
THOMAS ETTZPATRICK,
Chairman.
No.

1 Committee Room,
Legislative Assembly,
9th September,

1896.
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PROCEEDINGS OE THE COMMITTEE.

WEDNESDAY,

19

AUGUST,

1899.

Members Presest :—

Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Carroll,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. Thomas Fitzpatrick.
1
Mr. Fitzpatrick called to the Chair.
J
_
Entry from Votes and Proceedings appointing the Committee and referring the licpoits, Minutes
of Proceedings, and Evidence of previous Select Committees on this case, to the Committee, read by the
Clerk.
Printed copies of the papers referred before the Committee.
Thomas Ryan, called in, sworn, and examined.
Witness withdrew.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at Eleven o'clock.]

.

WEDNESDAY,

20

AUGUST,

1890.

Members Present :—

Mr. Thomas Fitzpatrick,

|

Mr. Watson.

In tho absence of a Quorum, the meeting called for this day lapsed.

WEDNESDAY,

2

SEPTEMBER,

1890.

Members Present

Mr. Thomas Fitzpatrick in the Chair.
Mr. Ashton,
Mr. Chapman,
Mr. O’Sullivan,
Mr. Watson.
Committee deliberated as to their Report.
[Adjourned till Wednesday next at a

WEDNESDAY,

9

Quarter-past Two

SEPTEMBER,

o’clock.]

1896.

Members Present:—

Mr. Thomas Fitzpatrick in the Chair.
Mr. Ashton,
I
Mr. W. H. B. Piddington,
Mr. Waddell,
|
Mr. Watson.
Chairman submitted Draft Report.
Same read and agreed to.
Chairman to report to the House.

1S96.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH WALES.

MINUTES OF EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFOKK

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
OX

RYANS’ CONDITIONAL PURCHASES IN THE WAGGA
WAGGA LAND DISTRICT.

WEDNESDAY,

ID

AUGUST,

1890.

JJnsetit:—

Mu. ASHTON,
Mb. CA1U10LL,

|
j

THOMAS FITZPATRICK,

Mu, CHAPMAN,
Me. THOMAS TTTZPATBICK.
Esq,,

in

the

Chair.

Thomas Byan called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Mr. Ashton.'} Your case has been the eubjoct of inquiry before two previous Select Committees, one of T. Ryan,
which sat twice ? Yes.
s
2. Have you anything io add lo the evidence you gave before those Committees F Nothing, except that 19 Aug., 1896.
J had to fence two or three times oiving to tho boundary having been shifted so often.
3. AVas not that referred to in your former evidence? No, ) said nothing about the trouble I was put
to in fencing. That is the only thing 1 need explain that is new. I was put to the expense of shifting
the fence each time the land was surveyed.
4. Hid that eniail very much expense ? Yes, 1 was put to a lot of trouble in putting up fences and
removing them again.
5. Beyond that, you think that tho evidence you previously gave covers the whole ground and states your
ease fully ? ALjs.
'
6. Chairman.} In your previous evidence, I suppose, you referred to the number of visits to Sydney
.
entailed upon you? Arcs; this is ihe fifty-fourth trip to Sydney.
7. And those trips have been purely on Ibis business? Yes ; if it were not for this business I would not
have come down. Of course, being in Sydney, it is probable that I did other business as well, but this
business was the cause of my coming down.
S. Mr. Chapman.} You say you were put to a lot of expense in fencing;—will you explain how that was?
When 1 wen! there first the land had all been surveyed by Mr. Bolton, and I made sure the boundary
marked by him was tho proper one, and put the fence up accordingly.
9. How much fencing was there? 1 suppose about a mile and a half.
10. And you put the fencing on the boundary given you by Mr. Bolton, the surveyor? Yes. He
assisted to make out ihe application, so of course wo were sure that ho knew the boundary.
11. AVhat did tbat mile and a half of fencing cost you ? Something over £30 a mile.
12. Afterwards you were informed fhat the fence was on fhc wrong boundary ? Yes.
13. And you had to pull the fence down ? Not until tho land was surveyed again,
406—B
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Ryan. 14. Who surveyed it the second time? 1 forget the name of tho surveyor; he came from Corowa. He
'
was one of the Government surveyors.
1896. 15 jl/r. Ashton."] Was it Mr. Lipscombe? No. Sir. Lipscombo surveyed it for Devlin.
16. Mr. Chapman,] On the second survey you were informed that you had the fence on the wrong
boundary? Tes.
17. And you pulled it down ? I had to shift it again.
IS. You put it up on the proper boundary the second time ? I put up a brush fence then to make sure.
.
19. At what do you estimate your loss owing to the removal of the fencing ? The cost of all the shifting
of the fencing at a low figure would be £50; it really cost me more than that. As Mr. Ashton has
referred to Mr. Lipscombe, there is another thing.I wish to add. Mr. Lipscombe came there to measure
tho land for.the lessee, and to show that the Government survey was not correct, and he cut down a lot
of useful pines that we left for our own use when we were scrubbing. He had six men of Devlin’s
with him, and I went to stop him. He said he was within a few chains of where he wanted to go, and
he would finish it. I saw there were too many for me, and I picked up an axe and went to stop him.
I was fined £12 odd over that—for stopping him from destroying the timber.
20. Is there anything further that you desire to add to your cvidcuce? No,

Sydney: diaries Potter, Government Printer.—JSCG.
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The Chairman of the National Park Trust to The Chief Secretary.
Sjrj

National Park Office, 3, O'Connell-street, Sydney, 29 July, 1896.
The Trustees of the National Park have the honor to present you with their Report for the
year ended 31st December, 1895.
_
...
The Trustees have again very great pleasure in adverting to the high appreciation which still ™tora to the
continues to be manifested by the public in the many attractions of this favourite public resort. The
number of visitors has greatly increased during tho year, so much so that tnc Trustees have found con
siderable difficulty in providing conveyances from the railway stations to the boats and the Audiey and
"Warumbul pavilions, in consequence of the limited means at their disposal.
As stated in former Reports, the preservation of the flora on the Park has been made a distinctive u°™. de
feature, whilst tho rules prohibiting shooting and net-fishing have been 'strictly enforced.
The principal works carried out during tho year are as follows :—
The deviation on the Loftus-Audiey Road at Audiey has been completed, 24 feet wide. In .vuiky R«ui.
extending the curves and forming an even grade the risk of an accident has been considerably reduced.
This road has been repaired, water-tables lowered, ballasted and blinded where required, and it is ThnMoun^m
now in good order.
Several deviations have been made on this road, making the grades easier, and shortening the Wattumoiia.
distance by about 200 chains. This locality is becoming a favourite camping-ground and fishing resort.
The very heavy rains in the early part of .February destroyed two bridges and washed away the
Camnb'to'‘
approaches. These have been replaced, and tho road is now in excellent repair.
The same flood washed away about GO feet of the causeway on the Waterfall l^ad, and also
damaged 39 chains of the road. The breach in the causeway has been repaired and the road mended, so
that this favourite drive is again open for traffic.
The Audiey dam has, in the past, been a source of outlay after every flood, but it is now made Audiey Dam.
perfect by being securely pitched with heavy dressed stone, which will prevent to a very large extent the
filling-up of the river.
A considerable amount of snagging has been done in the river, which has been kept free from
obstruction.
_
The roads and pathways also throughout the Park have been kept in a good state of repair.
A large brick and concrete reservoir has been built at Audiey for water storage for the supply of water supply,
the pavilion and other buildings, and the lateral supply has been further distributed to meet the public
convenience on the various flats and other picnic grounds.
Standpipes and hoses have also been fixed for use in the event of any of the buildings accidentally
catching fire.
Three new cottages have been built for the employes, and three others have had additional rooms cottars,
added to them.
When cutting down the road leading from Loftus to the dam, tho fence around the Trustees
cottage had to be removed and certain alterations and repairs made to the building to enable this work to
bo carried out. The building has been up for many years, and has been much eaten by white ant.
Additional rooms have been built at Warumbul to meet the public requirements, and several wanmitui.
alterations have been made to the main and out buildings.
299—
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Bush fire-places.

I'llirmts

, ,
grounds have been greatly improved. Anew floating jetty has also been made in a convenient
position in deep water, so that there is no difficulty now in landing passengers.
Fire-places have been built in various parts of the Park for the convenience of picnic parties.
This has been done by the Trustees in order to prevent the spread of bush-fires.
Several screened bush and portable latrines have been placed at convenient places for the use of
the public.
The whole of the buildings have been kept in a good state of preservation.
_ About 1,000 _ ornamental trees have been _ planted in the different parts of the Park suitable to
their growth, including a number of red cedars in the brush near the river, more particularly in the
neighbourhood of Bola Creek and the island. Those previously planted are making splendid growth,
and in the course of time will become objects of some interest, and will form a striking feature in the
landscape and scenery of the Park,
'
I have, <£c.,
CEITCHETT WALTHSK,
Chairman.

KEVEN'un and Expenditure for year ended 31st December, 1805.
De.

Cn.
Res enue,

^

Rojalhr on cluy, &c.......

Itcats iind agistment

Expenditure.

£

e. d.

£

s. d.

8,000 O 0
33 4 9
145 0 G
178

5 3

....
Bv Balance ..................................
General improvoments,niaking
and maintaining roads, &c.. 3,599 14 7
Timber and building material 330 17 3
General carpcntrv..................
254 16 0
Salaries—Secretnrv, Rangers,
&c......................................... 684 IS 4
Stone-pitching AudJev Bam... 177 O 0
Forage for horses and repairs
to vehicles and harness.....
114 3 10
Office rent..............................
65 0 0
Birds purchased ......... ........
31 9 11
Furniture, fittings, (£:c., for
pavilions, Audloy and "Warurnbul..,.*.................... ....... 113 8 0

£

d. d.

2,648 10

6

6,371 1 11
15S 6 11
£ 8,178 5 3

£, 8.T78

5

i
M. Maloney,

PEAXK PARIS'DLL,

Secretary.

Hon. Treasurer.

Sidney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1£0O
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ANNUAL REPORT.
Department of Charitable Institutions of New South. Wales,
Sydney, 1st December, 1895.
The Director of Government Asylums and Boarding-out Officer to
The Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,
_
I have the honor to present, for the information of the
Chief Secretary, ray Annual Eeport upon the Government Charitable
Institutions of the Colony for the periods ending 31st August, 1895.
In accordance with the recommendations made in my report
for the year 1890, and repeated from year to year since, practical steps
are being taken to provide in a broader, more humane, and more
liberal sense for the requirements of the poor of the community, under
a policy which must not only fully meet their necessities, but also
secure more economical administration and better management in the
Asylums Branch of tho Department of Charitable Institutions. In
order to carry out this work effectually, it is necessary to provide for
the poor in pavilions adapted to the special circumstances of the
several classes who from various causes have become a charge upon
the State, instead of concentrating them in the obsolete barrack
buildings which have in some cases for more than half a century been
used as Government Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute. The
unsuitableness of these buildings for such purposes has, however, been
so often pointed out, and is so generally admitted, that it is not
necessary to further refer to them here. The generous provision which
Parliament has now made for ameliorating the condition of these
unfortunates will admit of their proper classification in home-like
buildings, in which the sick can be separated from the sound, and
under a system that will admit of tho majority of the inmates being
treated and rewarded according to their merits, and receiving the
wholesome exercise in out-door labour and other industrial occupations
that is so necessary not only for their own well-being, but in the
interests of the State.
It has been decided to expend £70,000 in erecting pavilions, each
capable of accommodating from 50 to 60 inmates, on an estate of about
800 acres at Rook wood, on the model of the Government Asylum for
Poor Women at Newington, so as to absorb the George and Macquarie
street Asylums for old men at Parramatta, and the similar institution
at Liverpool; and there is good reason to believe that within two years
the new policy of dealing with dependent adults iu this Colony will
generally be in practical operation. Indeed, the nucleus of the new
institution already exists, as there arc now between 400 and 500 men
on the ground; tenders for the erection of further pavilions have been
accepted; the work of carrying out the full proposals is in the hands
of the Government Architect; special efforts are to ho made to com
plete it expeditiously; and in the meantime roads are being formed on
the estate, tho approaches planted with shrubs and trees, and the
ground suitably laid out.
. Turning to the operations of the past year, it will he seen that
3,721 infirm and indigent persons were admitted into the Charitable
Institutions of the Colony, during 1894, that there are now 3,252 per
manent inmates in the Asylums, and that the daily average for the
past
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past twelve months was 3,356. The average capitation cost per annum
for the maintenance of all the old men and women in the main
Asylums was £14 7s. 3d. as against £14 12s. Id. in 1893, or a decrease
of 4s. lOd. per head; hut when allowance is made for the maintenance
cost of all the other kindred Institutions, such as the Cottage Homes,
Boys’ Home, Glenfield and Rookwood Asylums, the average capitation
cost is £15 4s., or a total expenditure of £51,017 5s. lOd. as against
£48,116 7s. 8d. in 1893, the gross increase in expenditure being con
sequent solely upon the natural advance in numbers. A marked and
extensive feature in connection with the Asylums that does not exist
to any large extent in any other community is the fact that they
practically take the place of auxiliary Hospitals, in which the con
valescent and incurable poor are transferred from the general
infirmaries and provided with medical attendance, nursing, and all
other necessary attention, but at smaller cost than is possible in such
hospitals as the Sydney and Prince Alfred and cognate institutions.
The annual average cost of maintenance in these general hospitals is
£54 12s. per patient, and in the hospitals attached to the Asylums
only £15 4s., so it may fairly be argued that a saving of £39 8s. per
head was made by the Government upon the 208 persons who were
transferred during the year, or a total of £8,195 4s., for which the
Asylums are entitled to take credit.
State of the Asylums.

Turning to the Institutions as they at present exist, it is
satisfactory to be able to say that the abnormal increases which marked
tho depression of the two preceding years wore not maintained, but
the total numbers of Infirm and Destitute who were housed, fed, and
clothed, in the various Asylums was nevertheless very large. The
practical experience of many years has shown that in a general way
the Asylum records act as barometers upon the social condition of the
community, and it invariably happens that the pressure is as noticeably
greater in times of financial depression as in periods of extreme
inclement weather, when the indigent are driven by rain and cold
alone from the Public Parks to seek shelter in the Institutions. At
the end of 1893 there were 234 more dependents on the books than at
the close of the previous year; at the end of 1894 the increase was
only 106. There were 3,*252 dependents in all the Asylums on the
31st December last, as against 3,146 in 1893, and 2,912 in 1892, and
of this total 1,267 were new applicants, and 1,919 readmissions, or a
total of 3,859 in 1894 as against 3,905 in 1893. _ These figures show
a falling off in the admissions of 46, whereas, in 1893, there was an
actual£i increase ” of 509 in the admissions over those of the preceding
year. The discharges during 1894 were 2,988, as against 3,088 in
1893, or a decrease of 100. The number of deaths was larger by 44
than during 1893, the figures being 583 in 1893, as against 627 in
1894, a result which is attributable solely to the ravages of phthisis,
cancer, nervous disorders, and influenza in the hospital divisions.
Retuex showing the number of Inmates sheltered and under treatment in the Grovernment Institutions for Infirm and Destitute during the year 1894.
In Institutions,
1 January, 1894,

Institutions.
1

Liverpool......................
Gcorgc-st., Parramatta..
Macquaric-st., do ...
Newington ..................
Cottage Homes, Parra
matta .....................
Bovs’ Homo,3iafitwood..
GlonCeld Farm Home...
Rookwood ..................

Men.

887
084
332
32
20
47
74
202

Total .............. 2,578

Women.

Admitted
during 1894.
Men,

86S
1,022
394
545
37
23

5
54
97
641

563 3,118

Discharged

during 1894,

Women.

Men.

595

090
845
355
42

Women.

43S
7

603 2,543

445

...

Men.

250
106
50

4
75
106
426

8

In Institutions on 31

DioU
durhi .1894

1

Docombcr, 1894.

Women.

"90
1

Men.

785
995
321
27

22

1
38

26
64
379

536

91 2,617

..V

Women.

...

612
23
..4

Total.
785
995
321
639
43
26
64
379

635 3,252
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The Asylum Hospitals.

The most satisfactory results have attended the administration
of the Hospital divisions of the various Asylums, into which the con
valescent and incurable poor of the general Hospitals arc periodically
received. There were 117 moL’e Hospital patients in the Institutions
than in 1893. When the year closed in 1893 there were 1,300
patients in tho Hospitals of the four larger Asylums (Liverpool,
George-street, Macquario-street, and Newington), and though the
general admissions into the Asylums were 46 less than those of the
previous twelve months, there are now 1,417 patients, or an increase
of 117, in the Hospital wards. It will be seen that there were increases
in all the Hospital divisions, amounting in all to 9 per cent, of the
total, except at Liverpool, where there was a reduction of 2, and at
tho Cottage Homes at Parramatta, where the numbers were stationary.
In the Hospital divisions at the other Asylums there were increases of
24 patients at George-street, 9 at Macquarie-street, Parramatta., 47 at
Newington, 1 at the Hoys’ Home at East.wood, 2 at tho Glenfield
Parm, and 36 at Rookwood.
Average number of Patients in the Institution’s Hospitals during 1893 and 1894, and

the ratio of increase or decrease.
Institutions.

1S93.

Liverpool..........................
...............
...
George-street, Parramatta
...........................
MiLeqimric'street, Parramatta ...
...............
Newington
..............
...
...
...
Cot-tagc Homes, Parramatta
...
Bovs’ Homo, Eastwood...............
...
...
Glenfield Parm Homo ...
...
Rookwood..........................
...
...
...
Total......................................

* Includes ophthalmic cases.

3G1
460
234*
178
0
2
25
2S
1,300

1SB4.

Increase.

359
490
243*
225
6
3
27
64
1,417

Decrease.
2

24
9
47
i
2
36
H9t

2

t An increase of 9 per cent.

The deaths in 1894 exceeded those of 1893 by 44, the causes in
the more important cases being bronchitis, phthisis, heart diseases,
paralysis, cancer, and natural senile decay consequent upon extreme
old age. In all the Institutions the members of the trained nursing
staff have been most efficient in the discharge of their difficult duties,
particularly at the Newington Asylum, and also at the Rookwood
Asylum, where the result of substituting trained nurses for trained
attendants has more than justified the wisdom of the change.
Ophthalmic Oases treated in the Asylum, Macquarie-strcet,

Parramatta, during 1894.
Trichmis
..........................
Granular ophthalmia.,,
...
Xerophthalmia
...
...
Nebula
...........................
Conjunctivitis
...............
Glaucoma
...
...
...
Cataract
..............
...
Optic atrophy
...
...
Excision
...
...
...
Iritis ...
...
...
...
Neuritis
...........................
Lost eye
...........................
Ectropion
...
...
Keratitis
...........................
Leucoma
...
...
...
Ulcers..,
,,,
...
...

14
Go
4
15
44
11
45
40
1
7
2
7
3
1
15
4

Aphakia ...
...
...
... 28
Choroiditis...
...
...
... 12
Sympathetic ophthalmia
...
1
Staphyloma of cornea
...
... 3
Hyalitis
...
...
...
... 6
Dislocated lens
...
...
... 3
Mucocele.......................................
1
Iridochoroiditis ...
...
... 3
Shrinking globe ...
1
Injury
...
...
...
...
1
Myopic
.......................................
2
Anterior Syneetia ...
...
... 1
Ingrowing lashes ...
...
... 1
Total

...

... 341

In addition to these, 58 less important cases were treated at
George-street Asylum.
Kettjbit

949.
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of Deaths in tbe Government Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute—year 1894.

Retubst

Geor"C'Bt,
Liverpool. Parramatta.

Diseases.

MacqimrieNwington,
street,
Parramatta.

Glenfteld
Cottage
Total.
Farm Hookwood
Htnntw,
Pnrnnnatta.
Rome
i

Surgical—

3

1
1
1
1

2
s

i
1

1

5

1
3

i
3

2

Of Euspiralion—
4
4
(i

I
10
i

3
3

85
1

H

3
1

1
3
20

18
4

9

Phthisis of lungs.
Of Circulation^
Aneurism of aorta
and other arteries
Nervous System—
Epilepsia..............
ParalTSis..............
Spinal disease......
General Disease—
Cancer.................
Cystitis ...............
Diabetes ..............
Diarrhoea..............
Dropsy..................
Djeuntery ..........
Dnteritis.......... ..
Iltcmabenesis......
Gastritis..............
iTauntUcc..............
Kidncv ..............
Diver ..................
MhligUant Growth
Nephritis ...........
Peritonitis ..........
Rheumatism .......
Stomach..............
Syphilis ...............
Urcemia- ..............
Senile decay ..........
Total ...........

2
I
12
1
1
42
4
i

6

3

8
30
8

o

4
4

109
11

2

1

31
8
34

9
1

1

1

1

8

7

4

1

i

.....

27
8

1

ii
9
]

......
......
......

1

13

2
2

8

1
5
5
i
.........

1
|
j
j
1

9
1
53
12
3

i
2
i
1

68
4
2
17
9
3
1
1
1
2
3

2
1

i
2

i

i

1
1
1

i
3

1
1
2

6
i
i

1
i

i

85

i
2
3
1
1
45

15

20

280

1G6

50

90

4

Ages

2
7

1
1

op

1

i

7

i

1
1
173

38

2
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Deceased Inmates.

The greater number of the 627 inmates who died during the
twelve months in the public Asylums were over the age of GO, The
figures show that 9 of those who died were over 90 years of age, SG
over 80 years, 1GS over 70 years, and 149 over 60 years, whilst the
balance was made up of 91 who were over 50, 54 over 40, 51 over 30,
and 19 over 20 years of age.
Keidiin

'

showing the Ages of Deceased Inmates at the following Government Institu..
tions for Infirm and Destitute for the year 1894.
,

Institutions.
20

30

40

so

60

Liverpool .................................................. ...........

11

38

30

42

60

03

87

3

280

Georgc-strect, Parramatta ..................................

4

4

11

10

54

52

22

3

ice

Mnequario-strcet, Parramatia

1

2

3

7

8

10

2

&

7

IS

IS

25

10
12

. 70

80

00

TotaL
'

..........................

Cottage Homes, Parramatta ..............................

1

OHcnficld Farm Home..........................................
Rookwood.........................................................
Total..................................................

50

1

2

i

i

i

2

2

8

11

9

5

19

61

54

91

149

108

88

38
9

627
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Ages

Inmates. '

oe

The average age of the inmates in all the Asylums, including
the Boys’ Home at Eastwood, was 63-87 at the close of the year, as
against GS'TS in 1893, and 64 in 1891-2. Two of these dependents—
one at Liverpool, and one at Macquarie-street, Parramatta—are over
100 years old. There arc 27 in the Asylums between the ages of 90
and 100, 310 between the ages of 80 and 90, 959 between the ages of
70 and SO, 884 between the ages of 60 and 70, and 505 between the
ages of 60 and GO. In all the younger classes the numbers are small,
and range from 2G who are under the age of 20, to 298 who arc
between 40 and 50 years old. In the boys’ division three of the
inmates are under the age of 10 years, and 21 under the age of 20.
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10 to 20 years.

Ketubit showing the Ages of Inmates in the Government Institutions for the Infirm
and Destitute, on 31st December, 1804.

Liverpool............... .............

2

10

33

57

111

197

240

113

16

GeorgO'etroct, rarraniattn ...

15

40

79

141

206

348

99

7

Macquarie-street, Parramatta

5

12

37

42

102

95

26

1

28

53

75

127

173

145

33

2

2

2

0

9

15

10

...

1

Newington

3

.........*........................

Collage Homes, ParramalUi

Boys’ Home, Eastwood ......
Clen field 3?unn

3

21

i

321
039

26

8

0

11

10

14

1

Kooktvood.............................

4

18

38

68

120

102

28

1

72

166

298

505

884

959

310

27

26

995

1

5

3

785

43

Home..........

Total....................................

i

04
379
2

3,252

Average age—fi3'87

The Cost

oe

Stimulants.

Notwithstanding the increases in the number of inmates—more
particularly in the number of Hospital patients—substantial reductions
have been effected in the general cost of stimulants, which formerly
formed a very large item in the expenditure, bhom the outset good
results attended the substitution of nourishing heat-producing foods
for the stimulants that appeared to be issued at all the Asylums for
all sorts and conditions of complaints and weaknesses, and the ex
penditure fell from £2,800 in 1888 to £1,107 5s. in 1.893, and the
item has been further brought down to £983 2s. 5d. for the twelve
months under review. The comparison is remarkable, viz. :—That in
1888, when there were only 2,348 inmates in the larger Asylums, an
expenditure of £2,800 in stimulants alone was considered necessary ;
in 1894, with .a daily average of 3,356 inmates, the expenditure only
amounted to £983 2s. 5d., and the old men and women were ad
mittedly better eared for, healthier physically, and more contented
than they were five years previously, when the distribution of grog
was largely unrestricted. It will be seen from the subjoined table
that, although there was an increase of 127 in the average daily
number of inmates, and an increase of 117 in the number of Hospital
patients, and of 175 in the number of patients receiving “ medical
comforts,” the total cost of stimulants for the year was reduced by
£124 2s. 7d., as compared with the previous year’s figures. The
capitation cost for stimulants for the 1,414 persons receiving it in the
Hospitals was a fraction over 13s. lid., but estimated upon the total
average for the year, as was done in the Report for 1893, the cost of
stimulants was only 5s. lOd, per head as against 6s. lOd. in 1893.
Table
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Table showing the comparative Cost of Stimulants issued to Patients during the

years 1893 and 1894.
AierAgro
number of
Patients,
1893.

Institutions.

3R1
4fiG
*234
178

545
410
90
61

s.
G
11
5
2

d.
1
4.
G
1

1,239

1,107

5

0

£

Macquaric-strcctj Parramatta..............................

Average
number of
Patients,
1S94.

cost, im.

Cottago Horm?s> Parramatta ...............................
Glenfield Farm Home..........................................
Kookwood..............................................................
Total.................................

Cost, ISM

490
*243
225
G
27
G4

497
109
69
61
39
49
95

s.
13
0
IS
2
18
13
15

d.
7
6
6
0
3
11
8

] ,414

983 2

5

£

359

# Includes ophthalmic cases.

The Percentage op Deaths.

As in the previous year there was a small increase in the per
centage of deaths at the various Institutions in 1894, when calculated
upon the increased daily average number of inmates. There were 14
more deaths in all the Asylums than in 1893, the numbers being 583
and 627 respectively. The average age of the patients was 63-61 in
1893, and 62-95 during the past twelve months. There was an increase
of 47 deaths at Liverpool, 28 at Tiookwood, 5 at Glenfield, and 4 at
Newington, while there was a falling off of 28 at Georgc-street, and 4
at Macquarie-street, Parramatta.
Table showing the Percentage of Deaths, and Average Ages of deceased inmates,

during the year 1894.
Institution1?.

Deaths.

Percentages

Individuals.

Averages.

Average ages.

Liverpool ..............................................................
GeorgC'Strcot, Parramatta...,....................... . .
Macquario-stroot, do
..................................
Newington ..........................................................
Cottage Homes, Parramatta ..............................
Glenfield Farm Gome.......................................
Hook wood........................................................

2S0
166
50
90
2
1
38

17-92
8-73
7-41
8-97
3-57
0 65
4-94

32-90
15-79
14-70
14-52
4‘G5
1-43
13-67

59-28
66-69
67-G2
64 GG
76-00
41-00
63-42

Total......................................

627

12-50

22-97

G2-95

Cost of Maintenance.

The general expenditure upon the four principal Asylums
reached the total of £41,724 17s. 3d. during the twelve months now
under review, as compared with £42,196 5s. 9d. in 1893, which.shows
a substantial saving of £471 8s. 6d. upon the year’s transactions, not
withstanding the increased daily average, and reduces the capitation
cost from £14 12s. Id. to £14 7s. 3d. This saving has. been effected
by careful supervision and the exercise of stringent economy, without
interfering with the comfort and welfare of the inmates. Including,
however, the other kindred Institutions, such as the Cottage Homes
for old Married Couples at Parramatta, the Boys’Home at Eastwood,
the Earm at Glenfield, and the large Asylum at Bookwood, where
extensive works are in progi*ess, the total expenditure is brought up
to £51,017 5s. 10d., and the general capitation cost to £15 4s. per
annum, a difference of 16s. 7d., that is due to the necessarily more
expensive methods of dealing with married couples living in small
communities together, the training of the hoys in separate establish
ments, and the carrying out of new works at Book wood. The sum of
'£21,071 Is. 9d. was expended in rations alone, while other large
items comprised £1,160 13s. 6d. for medical comforts, £2,965 19s. lid.
for
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for drugs, <£1,504 16s. lid. for fuel, £596 11s. for water, £611 14s. 5d.
for light, £67810s. 3d. for burials, £1,206 Os. 6d. for travelling expenses
(conveyance of paupers), £1,824 7s. 3d. for fodder, £4,741 6s. 9d. for
clothing, and £1,545 3s. 5d. for sundries. Savings were effected
during the year in the items of medical comforts, £26119s. 7d.; light,
£57 19s. 4d.; and pigs and fowls, £100.
Detailed Statement of Expenditure—Year ending 31st December, 1804.
Liverpool,

George-sU,

Macquaric-

85G,

1,066.

strcct, 34S.

£ s.
Rations,, ............................................................ 6,802 13
Milk ..........................................................................
Medical comforts,,, .......................................
MS 1G
Drugs
.................................................................... 1,308 3
Fuel ..........................................................................
432 5
Light ..........................................................................
217 n
100 0
Burials .....................................................................
247 IS
Travelling expenses ....................................
293 9
Hardware ...............................................................
124 17
52 8
Clothing
.................................................... 1,046 3
Sundries ................................................. ...
172 4

[1.

0
0
4
1
2
5

203
855
400
123
221
203
4S1
110
241
1,510
431

Salaries and wages......................................... 2,009
Salaries mid expenses of Director's
Oflicc...............................................................
874

9

4

1,373

3

6

0

3

LOSS

3

G

a

6
1
3
G
0

£ s. d,
0,845 IS 10
11 5
9 11
18 5
1G 10
8 0
12 0
16 1
10 7
3 1
17 4
1 1

£ 5. d.
£ s. d
2,070 S 9 3,350 1 7C9 3 6
0 4 8
89 1 3
82 0 10
302 1 5
313 7 3
170 1 10
221 IS 6
97 13 1
68 19 y
77 G 0
124 5 (j
64 11 9
109 1 G
80 12 G
140 8 4
20 4 11
34 7 9
2SG 4 ti
206 11 H)
3:19 10 9
700 13 0
252 5 4
195 19 S
14 10

Total..................................................... 13,148 19

Rent, repairs, and furniture

650

Total ......................... 13,099

G

1 11
1

5

9

0

Total .................................... 14,08110

6

Addition of stocks on 31st Dec.,
1893. {See table A below)..............

932

Deduction of stocks, 31st Dec., 1S94.
(Sectabic Bbelow)
2,073

0

Total .................................... 12,{K)B 10
1,039

5

1,094

14,004 1 7

851
15,455

Cost per bead .....................................................
Do
(including
10
per
cent, of rents, repairs, &c)____

o
3

3

G4S 12

0

2,90(1 12

0

S

6

S,S2G 15

5

42,023

5

0

5 11

0

434 10

9

1,004: 12

3

2,900

2

7

5,877 19

3

0,891

7

8

44,923 10 11

0

2

489

G

o

1,509 15

4

5

11,401 2 10

3

2,141 17 11

1,167 15 11

2,938 14

2

14,177

5,209

8,412

4 11

547 17

0 14,725

933 9 11
2,839 1 &
1,231
4 0
MS 1 1
522 19 6
025 S 3
1,002 J5 11
296 G 7
736 7 6
3,6(12 4 3
1,051 10 1
0
S

0,367

1

2

0

S

6

20 11

0

8

£

3.

d.

434

2

G

m 36

3
s
16 7
6 2
12 10
IS o
12 6
4 10
17 0

1 10
7 2
25 5
7 14

.£

s.

Glenfield,
74.

d.
1

£ 6.
5S8 7

d.
G

43
26
52
28
16
3
1
1

0
2
2

67 9
48 3
6 IS
2*2 14

s
4
5
8

20 10 8
70 IS 10

205

9

......
0
10
2
33
30

1

4

S

4

43 IS

1

41 17

4

0

799 15

4

961

3

37 17 11
999

0 11

33S

12 0
12 4
14
9 3
13 10

171 17

3

971 12

7
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Total,
3,356.

£
s. d.
2,489 12 10
0 10 o

£ B. d.
21,671 1
9

131 0
44 10
189 3
44
56
48
200
106
750
980
228

2

38 3
157 12

9
9
-9

470

0

3

75 11

3

299

5

9

1,558 18

6

2

7,51G

1

5

364

G

7

4

1,084 15

2,407 13

6

8,600 16 10

1,053 10

9

053 19

3,401

4

3

9,264 10

5

6 10

c

1,046 12

c

2,39S 10

OfiS 17

5

1,814 11

9

6,350

1,027 lo

5

1,038

8

2

958 17

5

3 10

5 10

245 19

9

3

4,559

0

9

079 IS

3

5

53,348 10 11

51,017

294 15

1

■11,724 1?

4

12,857

G

2

4

3,427

3

8

4

10,221 1G

5 10

8,361

49,407 12

8,100 15

9
G

3

G

7

G
3

0

4

4

4,741
1,545

5,971 17

0

f>3

3
G

03,374 12

7

5

078 10
1,200 0
423 H
1 R9& 7

3

ISft 13
1,134 14

9

n

1

7

58

13 6
19 11
36
14 5

9

C

S

1,166
2,905
1,504
611

57,002 14

0

310

2

2,043

9

1,20G 1G 11

3
2
2
1
0
6

U
13
15
11
7 9
13 4
18 10
7 11
6

3,845

251 13

4

0 19 0
1 0 7
8 10 11
19 4

Kookwood,
293.

48,709

5S 14 11
5,171

Boys’ Home,
41.

9.

20
7,619

2,012

3

4

d.
2 L0

s.

o
7

a
j

10,310 2 10

SG4

t

17,859

Cottage
Homes, 43.

in
9

5 10

355 11
5,443

0

Totals,
2,905.

I

Adjustment of milk supply (deduct)
Total .................................... 13,007 15

Newington,
G35.

4

4

1,076

2

4

352 1 0

7

733

0

5

0,550 13

7

51,017

9 19

7

22

7

7

15

4

O

15 19

4

13 10

3

14 17

2

12 17

0

14

7

3

24

3

0

23

7

9

10

J

13 17 10

14 19

8

13

4

14

0

o

24

4

9

23 16

i

10

9

5

22 15

0

15

G

ft

34 0
2 10
15 0

0
0
0

409
131
74
18

5
2
O
3

0
0
0
8

96 13
26 4
5S Hi

S
5
3

00 2
70 4
19-1 13

2
5
6

S0 0
2 0
20 0
3 3
4 11
310 10
lift 12
105 2

0
0
0
1
9
5
0
0

1.1SS C
322 12
249 10
1,117 1
100 6
1,347 S
042 G
1,094 6

6
(i
0
9
ft
8
4
0

4

4

1,053 10

9

653 19

3

5rfl7I 17

G

1 10

O

1 11

3

0 16

6

09 12
0 12
171 17

245 19

0
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Table A,
Addition of

stocks on hand

31st

Doe.r 1893—*
Cows .................................................... ..
Figs and fowls.........................................
Horses ..........................................................
Drugs............................ ..................................
Clothing .....................................................
Hardware...............................................
General and agricultural idorcs, •..

Total ...............................

1
8

7 8 0
237 3 9
33 17 11
181 7 5
100 5 3
32 9 11

45
25
22
193
10
103
28
54

0
0
S
IS
17
16
12
13

0
0
0
2
0
5
4
3

0

SG4

48*

5

2

2GG 17
21 3
557 2
26 7
122 9
111 ft
143 17

0
6
3

9S2

9

7

0

0

3

287 4 0
162 0 0
80 11 0
162 10 8
12 1 0
313 7 7
149 15 11
*303 4 0

1,509 15

2

noo i o
187 0 6
140 10 0
1,095 15 6
83 3 2
720 1 0
385 2 7
623 15 10

7 10 10
112 1 5
44 2 11
21 18 5

3,345

7

185 13

7

8 1
17 O
0 ft
15 0
12 2
9 4
14 G
4 10
15 2
f> 11
6 11

G 1G

9

9
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Table B.
Deduction ol revenue, stocks, &c.,
on 31st Dec., 1894—
Revenue .....................................................

Spirlta

..........................................................

General and agricultural stores
Kent, repairs^

....................................

23S 14

28 1 8
543 6 9
48 5 3
ftrt to r>
07 19 8
177 10 10
293 9 0
650 1 11

Total ............................... 2,073

2—B

9

0

3

6 6
372 S
19 19
112 5

8
9
3
3

35 7
481 16
851 1

3
1
0

B3 3 2
40 5 0
28 7 C
27 1 4
22S 16 10
7 15 1
5ft O 10
54 5 6
57 1 7
140 8 4
434 10 9

2,141 17 11

1,167 15 11

l&S 17

3

331 12 11
213 12 0
191
85
128
9
3S7
103
385
80
1,004

13 0
5 4
19 10
9 9
18 0
3 3
15 0
12 0
12 3

2,083 14

4

842
253
220
140
1,278
85
046
329
055
1,002
2,900

8,301

S

5

7
87
4ft
13
1
37

14 0
13 6
12 0
17 0
4 10
17 11

£04 15

9

C
0
3

16
17
17
19
8
4
12
m 1
194 10
16
304 7

1
3
0
0
7
3
8
9
0
7
4

100
331
54
115
14
8
210
162
103
200
1,084

0

1,04ft 12

6

2,308 10

240
573
124
GO
25
5
20

4 10
15 0
6 0
5 G
1 11
10 9
14 5
15 ft
10 6
11 2
15 5

3

1,200
1,150
400
312
1,318
107
971
577
1,037
3,206
4,,559

12,857

15 0
9 3
14 3
19 G
2 8
15 4
15 1
14 4
6 S
0 0
3 10

(i

5
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Fiujit

and

Vegetables.

There was a large output of fruit and vegetables from the
gardens of the various Institutions, but the production was not up to
that of the preceding year. The production was 192,128 lb., or 85f
tons of fruit and vegetables, as against 201-,090 lb., or 91 tons, in 1893,
and the total for 1894 included 7,119 lb. of jam, which was used at
the various Asylums. A large deficiency occurred in the supply of
fruit and vegetables from the Boys’ Home, owing to its removal from
the well cultivated gardens at Bydalmerc to a portion of the grounds
connected with the Carpcnterian Beformatory at Eastwood. The
supplies were short at Liverpool, Macquarie-street, G-lcnficld, and
slightly in excess of the previous year at George-street, Newington,
and Bo ok wood.
■
TIetukx of Quantity of Vegetables and Fruit from the Gardens of the various Institu

tions during 1S93 and 1894.
Institutions.

Liverpool .................................................................................................

18(13.

1894.

lb.
47,371

lb.
36,175
27,070
15,423
56,065
17,630
3,514
14,36M21,870

22,0!>7

17,492
40,617
29,052
12,334
30,230*
4,917
204,090
{say, 01 tons)
* Included iq

this amount are 4,939

lb.

of jnni-

t

Included

in thia

192,128
(say, S5J tons)

amount are 7,119 lb. of jam.

The Admissions Department.

In every instance the utmost care has been taken in dealing
with applications for admission to the Institutions to prevent imposture,
and the procedure which now obtains—having grown out of years of
practical experience—is so complete that any permanent imposition upon
charity is almost impossible. Apart from the antecedent investigation
of tbe circumstances, character, and condition of all applicants for
admission who do not come direct from the Hospitals, careful inquiries
are made into every case when possibl c; persuasion is exercised with
the view of obtaining some portion of the maintenance of tbe aged
poor from relations who are known to be able to contribute. The
income from this source will, however, not he large until there is
legislation to compel relatives to contribute. In 1893 the sum of
£66 Os; Gd. was collected from the relatives of inmates, and £8317s. 10d.from a moiety of pensions received by tbe old men (Army and Navy
pensioners) in the Asylums, making a totaj. of £149 18s. 4d.; and in
1894 the relatives of 441 inmates were communicated with, and
£12113s. Sd. collected, which, along with £76 9s. 2d. from pensioners,
brought the total for the year up to £198 2s. lOd. Only a few years
ago the revenue from this source did not reach £10 per annum.
There was an increase in the admissions in 1892 of 473 and in 1893 of
509; the year which has just closed takes credit for a decrease of 46
over the proceeding year, the number being 3,905 in 1893 and 3,869
in 1894. The great majority of these dependents were found, upon
being subjected" to tbe usual tests, quite incapable of earning a liveli
hood at any occupation outside the Asylums, but a large proportion of
them were able to do light duties inside the Institutions, and so contri
bute in a measure towards the cost of their maintenance. Out of a
total 3,859 dependents, who were admitted during the year, no less
than 1,267 were new cases, as against 1,269 in 1893, and 1069 in 1892;
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and 1,919 were rcadmissions, as against 1,947 during the previous
twelve months. There was a further decrease of 20 in the number of
inmates sent from the country districts, 320 came in on orders from
Country Police Magistrates, and 140 from Country Hospitals. There
were small increases in the admissions from the Metropolitan Hospitals
—137 were admitted from the Coast Hospital, 49 from the Sydney
Hospital, and 22 from the Prince Alfred Hospital. Owing to the
careful supervision that has been exercised over the admissions from
the country districts the numbers have gradually fallen off since 1889,
during which year they numbered 769. They have, as a matter of fact,
fallen off nearly 40 per cent. The subjoined returns show the sources
of the admissions from the 1st January to the 31st December, 1893-4.

t

New
Applications. Rcadmissions.

Country Orders.

1803.

CO
cO

1801.

1

'2.
ii
2 om
SH

si
GO

s

s

£

.i
OO
CO
Ci
CO

Prince Alfred
Hospital.

Eetubn of Admissions from 1st January to 31st December in tbe years 1893 and ISOi-

Totals.

CO
8
i-4

1

CO

Ol
CO

137 54 49

18

22 3,905 3,850

CO

a
IS>
1-4

J,9ia|i32

Police Magistrates .......320 )
Hospitals

325 )
1485
>465
140 )
..................... 165 )

1,200 1,267 1.047
.

Comparative return of admissions for tbe past six years—1889, 1890, 1891, 1892,

1893, and 1894.
HeadOfliee and Suporin'
condeut’s.

Country Orders.

year.
Magistrates. Hospitals. " Total.

New
Admissions Keadmissions

Sydney
Coast
Hospital. Hospital.

Prince
Alfred
Hospital.

Total.

■

1SS9
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

..........
..........
..........
..........
..........
..........

514
437
439
339
320
325

255
190
179
1S7
165
140

- 769
627
618
526
485
465

1,113
694
SS6
1,069
1,260
1,267

1,124
1,345
1,194
1,648
1,947
1,019

81
82
98
SO
132
137

126
159
99
53
54
49

23
56
28
20
IS
22

3,236
2,963
2,923
3,396
3,905
3,850

Progressive Increase.

It has already been shown that during 1894 the proportion of
increase in the number of dependents in the various Asylums was not
maintained over previous years. The increases were 319 in 1892, 234
in 1893, and 106 last year, bringing up the total increases since 1887
to 1,217. The subjoined tables show the progressive increases in all
the Asylums from year to year for an unbroken period of eight years.
A'umber of inmates in the Institutions on 31st December of following years:—
Institutions,

I8S7.

Liverpool ............*................
Georgo-streot, Rarramatta...
Macquarie-st,, Parramatta,.
Newington ..........................
Cottage Homes, Parramatta
HoyB’ Home, JfiasrfAtood.......
Glenfield Farm Home..........
Rookwood..............................

767
644
258
366

778
721
286
397

Totals.............................

2,035

2,182

18SS

.......

1839.

1800.

1891.

1392

1SD3.

SOI

789
867
288
402
42

793
938
284
491
43
25

838
1,000
312
519
43
34
168

887
984
332
577
43
47
74
202

785
995
321
639
43
26
G4
379

2,448

2,593

2,912

3,146

3,252

771
283
454
30

1

......

2,348

1394.
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OVERCEOWDING.

Thougli the over crowding in the larger Asylums is still serious,
the pressure upon the accommodation is not so great as during the
preceding year, the improvements and extensions at Rookwood and
Newington* and the falling off in the demand, having enabled me to
relieve the tension considerably at the more crowded Institutions.
’There was accommodation at the various Institutions up to the end of
February, 1893, for 2,877, but there were no less than 3,421 dependents
housed there at that particular time, which shows an excess of 544.
The excess in 1893 was 630 ; so that there has really been a reduction
of 86.
Table showing the overcrowding on 0th February, 1895.
Institutions.

Accommoda
tion for,

Number
now in.

C70
240
*869
654
44
G5
406
30

S77
32S
1,026
654
41
70
398
27

207

2, ST 7

3,421

557

Macquarie-street, Parramatta.............................
George-street, Parramatta ................... .............

Total......................

Excess.

Unfilled.

SS

157
100
3
5
7
3
13

Total Excess ............................................. 54*.
♦ 140 sleep in cettag-es outside the Asylum.

Ketcrn

showing overcrowding at the following Asylums during the years ending
December 31,1891-92-93 91 :—
Excess.

Inmates.

Accommodation,
Asylums,

George-street:, Pamunatta..........
Macquarie-street, Parramatta ...
Liverpool .....................................
Newington.....................................

905
240
650
410

905
240
670
466

869
240
670
554

1391.

988
297
810
493

to

1S04.

CO

1SS3.

!-■

1392. J1893.
1S91-92.

IS93.

1S94.

1891

1,041 1,069 1,066 S3 136
348 57 69
309
346
829
856 160 179
838
586
635 S3 116
526

1S9L

1.64 197
105 103
218 186
120 81

Total.......................... 2,205 2,281 2,333 2,588 2,705 2,889 2,905 383 500 60S 572

State Children’s Relief Department.

When the yeay closed on April 5th, 1895, there were just 365
more children under the control of the State Children’s Relief Depart
ment than in 1894, when the numbers were 272 in excess of the
previous year, the figures being 2,809 and 3,174 respectively. The
totals were made up of 1,606" boys and 1,203 girls. During the
official year now closed there were 1,822 boys and 1,352 girls under
control, or a tolal of 3,174, showing an increase of 365 upon the
operations of 1894. The ages of the children varied from a few days—
in some cases from the time of birth—up to the age of 17 years, when
they are released from control, and being paid the money which has
accumulated in the Savings Bank to their credit during the period of
their apprenticeship, are permitted to go out into tbe world and earn
their own livelihood. Generally speaking, they are well inclined and
well equipped to do so successfully. There were 601 boys and 452
girls, or a total of 1,053 children boarded out during the year, as
against 398 boys and 297 girls, or a total of 695 children, so dealt
with in 1894, showing an increase of 358 in this branch alone. Nine
hoys and 10 girls died, in addition to 5 boys who were accidentally
drowned in various parts of the country; 140 hoys and 111 girls were
discharged to relatives, after due inquiry and upon the recommenda
tion of the officers of the department; 4 girls were transferred to the
Deaf
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Deaf and Dumb and Blind Institution; 3 uncontrollable boys were sent
on board the training ship “Sobraon”; 49 boys were sent to the Boys’
Home at Dundas; 5 boys and 5 girls were handed over to the Benevo
lent Asylum, Sydney; 3 girls were sent to the Newington Asylum; 2
boys were sent to the Imbecile Asylum at Newcastle; 41 boys and 90
girls were sent to the Shaftesbury receiving Home; 4 boys were
transferred to the St. Aloysius’ Home; 1 boy was sent to the Ashfield
Home; 2 boys were transferred to the St. Joseph’s Provident Society;
1 girl was sent to the Consumptive Home at Thirlmere; 18 boys and
2 girls absconded; and 95 boys and 77 girls were discharged from
control, they having reached the age of 17 years. Of the 2,094
children who are paid for by the State, 9 arc in Hospital; 146 are in
the Cottage Homes for Invalids-at Parramatta and Mittagong; 10 at
the Central Home, Paddington; 20 delicate infants are paid for at the
rate of 10s. a week; 16 at 8s. per week; 15 at 7s. a week; and 45 at
6s. a week, whilst the whole of the remainder who come into the subsidy
division are paid for at the rate of 5s. a week.
The particulars of the children under control on April 5th, 1894,
and April 5th, 1895, are placed in juxtaposition for comparison in the
following table:—
Boarders.
1894.

Boys
Girls

...

Apprentices.

1895. 1894. 1895.

1894. 1895.

1894.

1895. 1894.

S97 1,123
GG9
806

553
301

578
327

49
95

47
77

10
11

9
14

35
4

14

1,566 1,929

854

905

144

124

21

23

39

16

In Hospitals.

.

1894. 1895. 1894. 1695.

...
...

Absconders’
List.

1895.

Unofficial
Children.

Boys
Girls

Boarded out
without
Payment.

Adopted
without
Payment,

In Cottage
Homes.

In Dep6t.

1894. 1895. 1894. 1895.

2

Total.
1894.

1895.

4

7

5
4

44
109

11

5

3
3

35

6

111

5

4
6

1,606 1,822
1,203 1,352

10

12

6

9

153

146

16

10

2,809 3,174

The total expenditure upon the Boarding-out division was
£37,475 4s. 10d., and the net average capitation cost rvas £1318s. 2d.,
or a decrease of 4d. per child on the previous year’s transactions. It
is estimated that this Department has saved over £110,000 to the State
since its initiation 14 years ago, in the difference between the cost of
maintaining children under this system, and in the barrack asylums.
The total expenditure upon the Cottage Homes for invalid children
during the year which has just closed was £3,652 12s. 5d., or
£3,000 12s. 5d. for maintenance, management, medical expenses,
salaries, &c., and £652, the value of clothing furnished to the inmates
from the central store at Paddington, and the proportionate cost of in
spection. The capitation cost has been £22, or a reduction of 2s. 2d.
per head upon the operations of 1894.
Childrek’s Protection Act Division.

Since the passing of the Children’s Protection Act in March,
1892, there has been a total of 1,867 registrations of infants under
Schedule A, which records the hirths of children, and full particulars
relating to guardians, and arrangements for keeping the children; and
694 under Schedule C, which contains particulars of lying-in-homes
and parentage of children. A return of 152 children who attained the
age of 3 years, and consequently were exempted from supervision, has
been
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been made. Of tbe first quoted number, 338 deaths occurred. Strict
supervision bas been exercised over all these homes, and as a conse
quence humane treatment, if not tender nursing of tbe infants, bas
been secured. Whenever a semblance of necessity arose there bas been
special supervision; tbe parent bas been communicated ivitb and tbe
child either returned to its mother or transferred to a better home
selected by her. Tbe number of deaths recorded may at first glance
appear excessive, but it should be taken into account that tbe children '
were in the majority of cases the offspring of a class who, as a rule,
probably resort to means to prevent maternity, failing which the off
spring as a consequence has become weakened in constitution or by
disease inherited from the parent during pregnancy. To discover a
remedy for such evils does not come within the province of this Report,
hut there is no doubt the record of mortality is, in a very large degree,
due to the causes stated. In no instance under observation during the
past year has death occurred from neglect or ill-treatment by the
guardian, and in all instances a medical certificate has been obtained.
The registered foster-homes in which more than one child is permitted
to be kept are conducted by kind, careful, respectable women. In
these the tender nursing of the infants is assured. The charges for
all these infants are paid by the mothers, and not in any proportion
by the State. The amounts vary from 5s. to 10s. a week, and are
properly considered by the guardians as insufficient for young infants.
Some assert that they have been moved by feelings of compassion for
the mothers, who are themselves only receiving small wages as domestic
servants and cannot afford to pay more. The dread of exposure in
many instances prevents the mother from suing the putative father in
.a Court of Justice, and thus he escapes the liability of contributing
towards his child’s support, and leaves the burden on the woman.
Whenever specially requested an officer of this Department has sought
an interview with the delinquent with a view to induce him to con
tribute. In some instances the appeal has been successful—in others
it has been met with a denial of the obligation. During the year six
persons have been prosecuted for breaches of the Act; in each case a
conviction was obtained, and the offender sentenced to ’a period of
■imprisonment. It is gratifying to bo able to state that the Children’s
Protection Act has been a most beneficent measure of social reform
with reference to the various interests brought within the scope of its
operations, and that “ baby-farming, ” with its incidental horrors and
enormities, has been pretty well stamped out. One lying-in home,
situated at St. Peters, has been broken up, owing to the alleged mal
practices carried on there, and the proprietors (husband and wife) were
prosecuted, convicted, and sentenced to fine and imprisonment. Two
maternity homes, conducted by religious organisations, applied for and
obtained exemptions under section 8 of the Act.
Speaking generally, the administration of the Act is accepted
as a boon by most of the persons interested, and mothers possessing
maternal instincts fully realise, as a rule, that owing to strict tactful
supervision the kindly treatment of their offspring is secured.

.

The Boys’ Reformatory.

I beg to point out that I have not included a detailed reference
to the Boys’ Reformatory in this Report, because it lias only been in
legal operation about four months. I have, however, furnished a
separate departmental statement to the Chief Secretary containing a
history of each inmate, which justifies the hope that the new policy of
dealing with criminal boys will he attended with highly successful
results, and will in the time to come have a most important influence,
as it has had in older countries, upon the criminal statistics of the
Colony.
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Colony. In recommending tlic adoption of this policy I did so with
a full sense of responsibility to the Government in this important
matter, and with a iirm belief, founded upon inquiries and observations
elsewhere, that it would, under proper conditions, prove a blessing not
only to the young oifenders themselves, but to the community.
There are now twenty-six inmates of the criminal class at the
Boys’ Reformatory. They have all been convicted at the Courts, and
several of them have been in gaol more than once. The superinten
dent is having very little trouble in dealing with them, and an evidence
of this is afforded by the fact that for nearly three months he has only
had to use the confinement division in one case, and then only for a few
days. The principal objection that was raised to the establishment
of this Reformatory—namely, that the boys would frequently abscond
and be a nuisance to the community—has proved to be groundless.
They are employed in orchard work and other industrial occupations ;
sufficient time is allotted for instruction in the school and for recreation;
they appear quite amcnahle to discipline and to the kindly homelike
influences that surround them, and on the whole there is every reason
for believing that the Boys’ Beformatory will realise the most sanguine
hopes that were entertained with reference to it by the advocates of
this humane and useful method of dealing with juvenile delinquents.
In concluding this Report I have to express thanks to the heads
of the Government Departments and other officers of the Service, and
particularly to the Inspector-General of Police and Ids officials, who
have, as usual, rendered me much valuable assistance in carrying out
the duties of my office.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient Servant,
SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Charities.

Sydney : ChAilcs Potl-or, Goycrmnent Printer —1S0G.
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PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
ERECTION OF BUILDINGS AT ROOKWOOD FOR INFIRM AND
DESTITUTE PERSONS.

REPORT.
The Parliamentaky Stamping Committee

on

Public Works, appointed during

tiie first Session of the present Parliament, under the Public Works Act of
1888, 51 \ic. No. 37, the Public Works Act Amendment Act of 1889, 52 Yic.
No. 2G, and the Public Works (Committees’ Remuneration) Act of 1889, 53
Yic. No. 11, fo whom was referred the duty of considering and reporting upon
“ the expediency of erecting Buildings at Rookwood for the accommodation of
Infirm and Restitute Persons, in place of the buildings now used for such purposes
at Parramatta, Liverpool, and elsewhere,” have, after due inquiry, resolved
that it is not expedient that the proposed erection of Buildings at Rookwood
for Infirm and Destitute Persons, at a cost of £108,350, exclusive of sewerage,
as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Assembly, be carried out;
but tbe Committee recommend that all inmates of the Asylums in Macquarie,
George, and Harris Streets, Parramatta, be removed as speedily as possible,
and that the healthy destitute be boused at Rookwood and Liverpool; and,
further, that suitable accommodation be provided near Campbell town, on available
Crown lands, for the chronic and acute sick ; and in accordance with the
provisions of subsection iy, of clause 13, of the Public Works Act, report their
resolution to the Legislative Assembly :—
1- Ofttcjal Description.— Under tbe proposed scheme it was intended, official
according to tlic official description, to locate in one central establishment, to be ^seripiioH.
erected at Rookwood, tbe whole of the inmates of the Benevolent Asylums situated
at Liverpool, Glenfield, and in George and Macquarie Streets, Parramatta, and to
provide accommodation at Rookwood for upwards of 3,300 inmates, exclusive
of the necessary staff. It was not proposed to deal ivitli the institution for
women at Newington. The Rookwood Asylum estate consists of several hundred
acres of land, a portion of which, on the western boundary, is detached by the
Bankstown Road. The Government some years ago erected a number of buildings
on this estate, intending to establish a'Boys’ Reformatory, but, in 1893, It
was determined to adapt these buildings for flic reception of the aged poor,
for whom accommodation could not be found in the Benevolent Institutions.
Subsequently there were and are, being erected, the following additional buildings
—four pavilions, each to accommodate sixty inmates, costing £1,300 each; and
two pavilions, each to accommodate sixty inmates, at £1,200 each. The scheme
included classification of the whole of the inmates, and some further accommodation
in a series of detached and distinct establishments, generally on fhe pavilion
system, but so grouped as to be officially controlled from tbe central administrative
buildings, to which would be attached the dining-halls, kitchens, &c. The scheme
was worked out in connection with the existing group of buildings, and advantage
was taken of the best aspects and sites. The classification proposed was as follows :—
Group No. 1, Hospital for General Cases, to accommodate 1,000 inmates.
Group No. 2, General Inmates, to accommodate 900 persons.
Group No. 3, Casual Inmates, to accommodate 5d4 persons.
Group No. 4, Isolation Buildings, to accommodate 800 inmates suffering from
cancer, skin disease, ophthalmia, and consumption.
Group No. 5, Central Adminisirative Block.
The detached buildings included a residence for the medical superintendent and
two cottages for attendants and wardsmen. Dire appliances and an
electric lighting plant were also provided.
The
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The Isolation Hospitals for cancerous, oplitluilmic, and consumptive patients wore
designed with the necessary nurses’ rooms, operating-rooms, special lavatories, dayrooms, shelter-si teds, and other conveniences. Non-ab sorbent and antiseptic material
to be used in the construction of the walls and floors. Generally, the buildings
would he constructed with external and internal walls of brick, and wide-spreading
verandahs and shelters, so that the inmates of the hospital and other groups could
reach the central dining-rooms under almost continuous cover. The area occupied
by the scheme submitted extended to GI acres.
Estimated
cost.

2, The estimated cost of the proposed scheme amounts to £108,350, hut
to this must be added, if the system of water-borne sewage he adopted, the sum of
£21,632. If a system of precipitation and filtration and cremation he accepted the
cost will he £0,935, making a total cost of £118,285. The sum of £70,000 was
voted towards the cost of erection on the Loan Estimates of lb05-t>. In a statement
made to the Committee by the Government Architect, it was pointed out that the
proceeds from the sale of the several institutions proposed to be vacated might fairly
be placed to the credit of the capital cost of the proposed scheme, and in the event
of this course being adopted, it was thought possible the net cost might not exceed
the sum voted. The estimated cost of each group of buildings under the classification
proposed is:—
(!roup No.

1—Hospital for

'

General Oases.

IncludeK i> pavilions nlrcady occi'|jicil
...
'...
...
...
2 do now undei' construction (ah these are already provided for)
(j pavilions for 00 inmates each ; present dining-hall to be converi ed into dormitory, releasing one pavilion for store purposes

inmates

£

520
120
HG0

Group No. 2—General Inmates.
000
Ltl pavilions, GO inmates each
...
..
...
...
...
Group No. 3—Casual Inmates.
544
8 pavilions, G8 inmates each
...................................................
Kitchen
..........................................................................
...
«.*
Laundry
...............................................................
...............
Lining-room ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Workshops
. .
. .
..............................................................
Quarters for Superintendent
..
...
...
...
...
Quarters for Wardsmen
..
...
...
...
...
...
Group No. *1—Isolation Nuildings.
Cancer and Skin Disease Patients-—
200
2 pavilions of 4 wards, each for 25 inmates ...
...
...
Operating quarters, Ac. ..
...
...
...
...
...
Ophthalmic Patients—
300
3 pavilions, 100 inmates each, including offices and lavatories
Consumptive patients—
3 pavilions of 4 wards, each for 25 inmates (including nurses’
300
rooms)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Enclosing airing-grounds, sheds, Ac. ...
...
...
...
Kitchen ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Special laundry ...
...
..
...
...
...
Mortuary...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
Nurses’quarters...
...
...
...
...
•••
...
Matron's quarters and offices...................................................
Group No. 5—Central Administrative Bloch.
1 dining-room for 500 inmates
...
...
...
...
1 dining-room, used as recreation hall, 700 inmates
...............
Administrative offices, Assistant Superintendent's offices, visiting
rooms, clerks’ quarters. Ac...........................................................
Kitchen, scullery, and stores..................................................
...
Laundry, including machinery
...
...
...
...
Workshops and stores
...
...
...
...
...
-•
.Detached Buildings.
Residence for Medical Superintendent
...............
...
...
2 cottages for attendants and wardsmen ...
...
...
...
Eire ap id lances
...
...
...
...
...
..
...
Electric light lighting plant
...
...
...
...
...
Draiuitgc, irrigation, and general laying out of grounds ...
.............
Water Supply (on the assumption that the"W. S, &S. Board will supply
...
H. P. water)
...
...
. .
...
...
...
Sundry supervision, Ac.
...
...
...
...
...
Total

mimated cost.

............................................................... 3,304

8,400
22,400
6,400
.1,000
1,500
1,500
1.000
L000
1,500

4.800
1,500
0,400
6.000
500
2,000
2,500
500
2,000
2,000
1,800
2,200
3.000
3.000
4,000
2,000
2,000
2,400
2,000
3,000
5,000
2,000
3,000
£108,350

3.
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3. During Iris examination, tlie Government Architect furnished the Com-Official
mittee with the following particulars respecting the present condition of the^^g
several Benevolent Asylums which would he affected bv the pronosed scheme:— preeor.t.
^

^

condition of

Liverpool Asylum.—The

institution at Liverpool, which is two storeys high, was
originally erected as a military barracks, but, has since been added to and j,r0p0Bed^
used for Asylum purposes. The present number of inmates is 950, including!chcmcinfirm, sick, and cancerous patients, controlled by a staff of ten officers.
Special provision is made for cancer patients, but it is rapidly becoming
insufficient. The dormitories are well ventilated. The administrative
buildings, including kitchens, arc inadequate and insufficient in every
respect. The meals are served to the ablebodied in an outer shed, which,
however, is deficient in .warmth during the winter months. It will
accommodate 300 inmates at a time. The drainage is obsolete, and con
tinually causes annoyance. The main buildings are fairly substantial,
but are more or less in want of repair. The outer buildings are of a very
poor description. Provision exists for checking fires, hut it is not on a
modern system.

Glenfield Asylum.—This Asylum

accommodates 85 inmates, convalescents from
the sick wards at the Liverpool Asylum, under a staff of two attendants.
The estate consists of about 1,000 acres of land with farm buildings, leased
up to June, 1896, at a rental of £150 per annum. Some of the inmates
are engaged on the farm and in the dairy, which supply the Asylum at
Liverpool with vegetables and milk. The sanitary arrangements arc
defective; the water supply is drawn from the creek.

Macquarie-street Asylum, Parramatta.—Tlic

main portion of this institution
was originally used as a small barracks, There arc 320 inmates, controlled
by nine officers. The hospital ward, which embraces rather more than
half the dormitory accommodation, accommodates the ophthalmic patients,
hut lias low ceilings and is badly ventilated. The administrative buildings,
including kitchens, are inadequate and badly arranged. The meals are
served partly in open sheds and partly in the dormitories. Provision
exists for a modified Are system. The buildings generally are old and
difficult to keep clean. The sewage discharges into the river.

George-street Asylum, Parramatta.—The

main buildings connected with
this Asylum were originally a tweed-mill and factory. Accommo
dation is provided for 1,000 inmates, supervised by a staff of nineteen
officers. The main building is a brick dormitory of five floors in height,
in every way unsuitable for the purposes for which it is used. The
staircases consist of skeleton steps, not suited to aged and decrepit patients.
Meals are served in the recreation sheds, in tlic basement room of the main
building, and in the hospital wards. This institution is much overcrowried.
The buildings are partly in fair repair, hut are old, and cannot he expected
to remain substantial much longer. The fire appliances arc incomplete,
while, owing to the elevated construction of the main building, great
difficulty would be experienced in removing the inmates in case of fire.
The sewage is carried to the river.

4. Tlic number of inmates in the institutions at Liverpool, Glenfield, and Number of
Parramatta was, at the commencement of the Committee’s inquiry into the proposed ^"etokut
work, 2,355; the inmates already at Rookwood numbered 450, and additional Asylums,
accommodation was being erected at Rookwood for 120 persons, making a total
of 2,925.
'
5. Under the proposed scheme it was claimed by the Department that, if Reasons for
the major portion of the destitute population of the Colony could he concentrated acbemeP°9ud
at Rookwood, it would to some extent lessen the expense of administration, it being '
held by the Department that greater efficiency and economy must necessarily bo
obtained under such a scheme, as compared with the system now in operation of
maintaining large numbers of indigent persons in widely-separated establishments.
Therefore the object sought to he gained in putting forward this proposal was, as
far
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far as possible, to centralise the administration, and to effect a reduction in the
expenditure. In order to effectually secure more economical administration and
better management, it was considered necessary to provide for the poor in pavilions
adapted to the special circumstances of the several classes, instead of continuing
to house them in unsuitable buildings.
The Com
mittee’*
inquiry.

6. The Committee’s Inquiry.—After obtaining from the Government Archi
tect—under whose supervision the plans of the proposed buildings at Kook wood Avcre
prepared—a statement with reference to the subject, the Committee made visits of
inspection to the Government Asylums in Macquarie-street and George-street,
Parramatta, and to those at Kandwick, Kookwood, Newington, and LiAferpool,
acquainting themselves with the features of each institution and the nature of the
accommodation therein provided for infirm and destitute persons. Subsequently,
the Government Architect was further examined respecting the details of the
proposal. There were also before the Committee as witnesses Dr. J.* A. JBcattic,
Medical Superintendent at Liverpool Asylum; Dr. I. Waugh, Medical Superin
tendent at the Parramatta Asylums; Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson, Deputy Medical
Adviser to the Go\rernmcnt; Dr. W. B. Violette, Government Medical Officer at
Parramatta; Mr. J. Burt, Draftsman-in-charge, Information Bureau, Department
of Lands; Mr. C. W. Darley, President of fhe Metropolitan Board of Water Supply
and Sewerage; The Hon. Sir Arthur Kenwick, M.L.C., President of the State
Children’s Belief Board; Mr. C. K. Scrivener, Staff Surveyor, Department of
Lands; Mr. J. Davis, Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Toaa'bs Water
Supply and Sewerage, Department of Public "Works; Mr. Critchett Walker, C.M.G.,
Principal Under Secretary; Alderman J. Cole, Liverpool; Alderman E. Chapman,
Mayor of Liverpool; Alderman P. Smith, Liverpool; Mr. T. W. Taylor, Liverpool;
Mr. A. IV. Green, Secretary to Charitable Institutions; Mr. Sydney Maxted, Director
of Government Asylums; Mr. E. B. Price, Assistant Engineer, Departmentof Public
Works; and Dr. W. Odillo Maher, Visiting Ophthalmic Surgeon lo Government
Asylums.

Opinion of
Liverpool
residents,

7. The Mayor and certain aldermen of Liverpool urged the removal of the
asylum from that town, for the following reasons :—
(l.) Because the presence of hospital patients in connection with the asylum
is objectionable to tbe inhabitants.
(2.) The limited area under the control of the authorities causes the inmates to
frequent the town.
(3.) The existence of any asylum is detrimental to the best interests of Liverpool.

Evidence of
Director of
Oovernment
Asyluina.

8. The Committee do not agree Avit.li tlic views held by the Director of
Government Asylums with regard to this centralisation scheme, and, in fact, that
officer, under examination, expressed an opinion in favour of the removal of the
hospitals to another site. Nor docs it appear that the saving in administration
to he effected by such a scheme is likely to be realised.

Opinions of
Committee
regarding the
asylums.

9. The opinions of the Committee respecting the several benevolent asylums
affected by the scheme put forward (based upon actual knowledge ol! the special
conditions and circumstances surrounding each institution) are thus summarised :—
Liverpool Asylum.—The

State Avould not he justified in abandoning so sub
stantial a block of buildings as that at present in existence at Liverpool-for
housing infirm and destitute persons. The Government Architect’s esti
mated expenditure of £2,400 at the utmost should prove ample to carry
out any necessary repairs in connection Avith the main building and the
out-buildings attached to the institution, and this outlay should render it
a satisfactory home for about 800 healthy inmates. In the opinion of the
Committee it Avould he both unwise and impolitic to house the chronic
sick—especially such as are suffering from infectious or contagious
diseases—at or near so important a centre of population as Liverpool.
The consumptive, ophthalmic, cancerous, and other patients, who may he
regarded as chronic sufferers, should be removed to a more suitable and a
more isolated position.
Glenfield
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Glenfield Asylum.—This

institution, which, strictly speaking, may he regarded
as an adjunct to the asylum at Liverpool, serves the purpose of a home for
convalescents from the last-named establishment, those fit for service being
employed in farm and dairy work. As the lease of this estate expires in
June of the present year, an expression of opinion with respect to its
utility is uncalled for, it being taken for granted that if able-bodied persons
only are located at Liverpool there will be no occasion for the renewal of
the lease in question.
tfftcquaric-slreel Asylum, Parramatia.—The description already given with
regard to its unsuitableness is in keeping with the views of the Committee.
Tlic asylum should be closed at the earliest possible date.
George-street Asylum, Parramatta.—The statements made by the Department
with respect to the condition of this asylum have been verified. The
institution is unsuitable for housing the infirm and destitute poor, and no
time should be lost in removing the inmates to a place of greater
comfort. Some of the sick are located in the upper storeys, and in the
event of a fire taking firm hold of the building the position of some of
these sufferers, many of whom are aged and decrepit, would he absolutely
hopeless. The Committee recommend that this asylum he closed. ■
JIarris-street, Parramatta.—The houses in Harris-street connected with the
George-street Asylum constitute a menace to the public health, and should
be vacated.
The lioohoood Puildings.—Rookwood may be utilised for accommodating about
800 of the healthy aged poor.
Newington A.sylum for Women.—The Committee inspected this asylum, and
consider the arrangements generally leave little to be desired.
Pandwiek Asylum.—This fine block of buildings, situated at Kandwick, and
capable of comfortably bousing about 700 persons, is at present occupied
by about 140 children, and it appeared reasonable to inquire whether it
could be utilised for temporarily accommodating some of the inmates of
the Parramatta institutions. When investigating the matter, serious objec
tions were disclosed, which appeared to be sufficient to justify the Committee
in not recommending Parliament to utilise the buildings for the purpose
under consideration. The reasons for adopting this course are :—

.

(1.) It would cost a considerable sum of money to make the buildings suit
able for the housing of infirm and destitute persons, and the expenditure
of a like sum of money on modern pavilions would bring about a better
result.
(2.) The means of egress are not sufficiently good to justify the Committee
in recommending the occupation of the highest storey.
(3.) Purther arrangements would have to be made to deal with the sewage
of the institution.
(4.) Purther expenditure would bo entailed in connection with the water
supply.
4
'
■

'

10. Thh Policv or Ckxthalisatton.—The proposal, as detailed in the plans The
submitted to the Committee, to house some 3,304 chronic sick and destitute within an Committee’s
area of about 6t acres is in itself open to serious objection. The wisdom of bringing thl^o^ed
indigent persons from all parts of the Colony and massing them on a limited space is «heme.
questionable. The individuals so treated would he of varied ages and temperaments,
accustomed to different climates, and used to various modes of life. If possible, it might
be better to arrange that the healthy aged poor should remain in those portions of
tbe Colony to which they are accustomed, so that they might continue to live amid
surroundings with which they are familiar ; again, patients suffering from different
ailments, especially those alllicted with infectious diseases, should not he housed in
proximity to those suffering only from senile decay. J udging from the experience in
all parts of tbe world, the question of dealing with the aged and infirm poor is
surrounded by considerable difficulty, tlic ablest authorities differing materially with
,
regard to the best method to be. adopted. So far as the Committee are able to
Uj- -i,
■
ascertain
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ascertain, there lias been no previous experience in any country of a system of housing
all the aged poor in one vast establishment—including individuals suffering from
various infectious diseases and those of extreme old age—and this Colony, in their
opinion, should not be the first to adopt what appears to be an untried plan. It
may be possible—but even this, according to the evidence of competent witnesses,
•seems to be open to doubt—that there would be some saving in cost of administration,
but the mere matter of expenditure cannot he regarded as dominating a question
of this important nature ; and further, it is clear that such a saving in administration,
supposing it to take place, would not compensate for the total abandonment of such
a block of buildings as fhe Liverpool Asylum, wliicli will, as already stated, meet the
requirements of at least a portion of our infirm and destitute population, nor would
it be sufficient justification for the acceptance of any centralisation scheme embracing
those suffering from contagious diseases and those who may be only decrepit,
11. There may possibly be a sentimental objection to massing the aged, and
at Rookwood, distant approximately half a mile from, and within full view
Necropolis. This objection, however, might have been overlooked had Rook
wood been found otherwise suitable. The important points which, admitting the
accessibility of fhe Rookwood site, control a decision with regard to this proposed
settlement maybe briefly described as: (1) Salubrity of situation; (2) Nature of
soil; (3) Water supply; (4) Possibility of the contamination of the Sydney water
supply ; and (5) Method of dealing with sewage. With regard to the whole of these
an opinion must be pronounced adverse to Rookwood.
.

Site chosen
by the Depart
ment at Rook- dying
flood.
of the

(1.) Salubrity of situation—
#
Viewed from this standpoint, the exposed position of the site chosen for the
proposed buildings might alone be sufficient reason for its condemnation;
but the Committee have definite evidence from the Visiting Medical
Officer that it has already proved itself specially unsuitable for con
sumptives, who form by no means an inconsiderable portion of those who
seek refuge in such asylums.
(2.) Nature of soil—
The soil is a cold clay, and possibly as unfit for the site of such an institution
as could well be found.
(3.) Water supply—
A supply of water could be obtained from the Potis’ Hill Reservoir, but nof
by gravitation, the height not being sufficient. For this reason, therefore,
an additional expenditure for pumping would be inquired.
(4.) Possibility of the coni animation of the Sydney water supply-A glance at the plan will show that tbe proposed buildings would be located
at distances varying from a few chains to half ft mile from the Potts’ Hill
Reservoir, where some 80,000,000 gallons of wafer arc stored for the
use of the people of the metropolis. The plan shows some of the*
hospitals to he contiguous iothe reservoir in question. It is probable
that spores of disease; would be carried by the wind into the reservoir.
The science of bacteriology is not sufficiently advanced to enable it to be
stated accurately what the danger would be, but that it is considerable
is placed beyond doubt by tbe evidence of reliable witnesses, who arc
of opinion, without binding themselves to a definite statement, that the
proposal is both impolitic and, on prudential grounds, objectionable. The
Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government, Dr. J. Ashburton Thompson,
expressed a definite opinion that no institution of tire kind should be
placed within half a mile of the reservoir, and in this view he is fully
borne out by other well qualified witnesses. Rut without entering
closely into the scientific aspect of the case, the Committee are of
opinion that it would be highly imprudent to erect the proposed
buildings at Rookwood.
(5.) Method of dealing with sewage—
The Departmental proposal was to deal with the sewage locally, and in the first
instance appears to have been simply a continuation and enlargement of
the present method by which the liquids arc dealt with under a system
.
of
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of irrigation, the solids being used as fertilising agents in connection
with the orchards and gardens, with additional appliances to cremate
the sewage Irom the several hospitals proposed to be established,
dhe continuation of such a method with a population of some 3,300,
on a soil singularly unsuitable for tbe purpose, would eventually prove
disastrous. The Committee were subsequently informed by the Depart
ment of Public Works that to bring the sewage from the proposed
institution into touch with the Sydney system of sewerage would entail
an expenditure of some <£21,032. To deal with the sewage by precipi
tation, filtration, and cremation would cost £9,935, to Avhich must be
added an annual charge of £1,064 for working expenses. The fluids,
after being rendered innocuous, would find their way into Haslem’s Creek,
and thence into the Parramatta .River,
'
In view of these conditions, had the Committee not been influenced by the
existence at Rookwood of bousing accommodation for some 500 people, they would
have rejected the Departmental proposal in its entirety.
12. Before finally dealing with the subject, an expression of opinion with Number and
regard to tbe general question of relief to the aged and infirm poor in New South
uf
Wales may not he out of place.
£XPSoZ
llie number of infirm and destitute poor in these institutions appears to tbe
Committee to be excessive, and the evidence taken respecting the increase of
pauperism shows that the number of persons in receipt of State relief is becoming
rapidly greater, and the expenditure incurred in. maintaining them in the several
Government, institutions is necessarily seriously increased as time goes on. The
subjoined official return shows the progressive increase to be—
31st December, 1S90
„
1891.
„
1892
„
1893
„
1894
„
1.895
1896. to Stb February

.

2,448
2,593
2,912
3,140
3,252
3,425
3.540

Taking our population into consideration, the proportion of poor provided for
solely by the State is in excess of what it is in any of the other Australian Colonies.
In view of the fact that the annual expenditure incurred in maintaining the a^ed
poor is already so large, and, further, that this expenditure is growing yearly, the
Committee feel it to be their duty to urge that legislation dealing with the question
as a whole is absolutely necessary. The importance of this subject is sufficient
justification for making the following suggestions :—
(1.) Effective legislation dealing with the whole subject of State relief is
urgently necessary.
(2.) Special care should he exercised with regard to the admission into the
several asylums of applicants for State relief.
(3.) New South Wales should make provision for her own infirm and destitute
only, except in special cases.
(4.) W here it is possible the State should compel the relatives of the inmates
in the several asylums to contribute towards their maintenance.
13. The difficulties in the way of making a centralization system effective The Policy of
and humane may he briefly stated as:—
"
Centralisation
.
further
(i) The absence of valuable local interest in the administration.
connidered.
(il) Removal of the infirm and destitute from those associations and companion
ships to Avhich they have been long accustomed.
'
(in) Loss of local interest and feeling as a consequence of such removal.
. (iv) Difficulty regarding effective classification with respect to character.
(v) Difficulty regarding proper classification with respect to health.
(vi) The inevitable overlooking of the unit which invariably results from tbe
massing of large bodies of human beings.
14.
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14. Recognising that the intention of Parliament with regard to the question
Number of
inmates for
the
relief
of the infirm and destitute has not been definitely expressed, the Com
of
whom accom
modation is mittee do not consider it wise to make provision for many more than the number
required.

at present housed in the various Government Asylums. The Liverpool Asylum,
as already explained, can accommodate 800 healthy aged poor. At present, at
Kookwood. provision is being made for the housing of 570; this number may be
increased to 800. Accommodation being provided for 800 healthy poor at Liverpool
and 800 at Kookwood, 1,400 chronic sick would remain to be housed in hospital
buildings elsewhere. The numbers furnished to the Committee, as will be apparent
from the evidence, vary considerably, hut these figures may he regarded as a
correct approximation.

Summary of
Committee’s
recommenda
tions.

15. The objectionable condition of the Asylums situated at Parramatta
renders immediate action imperative, and it is therefore necessary to make
suggestions which, if acceptable to Parliament, will enable tlic whole question of
dealing with the aged poor to he considered without delay. The siiggestions which
are already partly embodied in this Report it may be well In epitomise as follows
(1.) George-street Asylum, Parramatta, to be closed at tlic earliest possible date.
■
(2.) Macquarie-street Asylum, Parramatta, to be closed as early as found
practicable.
(3.) The houses iu Harris-street, Parramatta, to he vacated.
(4.) The Asylum at Liverpool to he placed in order at an expenditure of (say)
£2,400for the accommodation of 800 dcstiti ite persons. All the consumptive,
cancerous, and ophthalmic patients to he removed from Liverpool. It is
also highly desirable, and indeed absolutely necessary, that a larger area of
land should be acquired for purposes of recreation for the inmates of
the Liverpool Asylum. Section 43 should be obtained under lease at
an expenditure of £50 per annum. 'This, together with the land already
in possession of the Asylum, comprises an area of 25 acres, which
should be set aside as Asylum grounds. With this extent of land available
for exercise and gardens, it will not be necessary for the aged poor to
enter the town of Liverpool.
(5.) Kookwood already accommodates 450 inmates, and provision is beingmade
for a further number of 120. This number may be increased to a total of
about 800, with the following restrictions
(a) No permanent hospital patients to be housed on any portion of the
estate.
,
.
(ft) No extension of the plan to be permitted nearer the Potts Hill Reservoir
than Group 1, as shown on the plan published with this Report. _
_
(<?) All lands within 30 chains of this reservoir to be reserved from alienation
or use for habitation of any description whatever.
(6.1 That a site he chosen for hospitals to house the chronic sick, also embracing
consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic patients, in addition to those suffering
from scabies, to the number of 1,400.

Site chosen

16. In choosing a site upon which to erect these hospitals, regard must be
paid to the following considerations :—
(1.) Isolation.
(2.) Accessibility.
_
(3.) The area must he large enough to provide ample space for the erection
of separate hospitals for consumptive, ophthalmic, and cancel' patients, and,
if it should eventually be decided by Parliament to concentrate all the
infirm and destitute in one locality, the land available must be sufficiently
extensive to permit the erection of widely-separated buildings for housing
those suffering only from senile decay.
(4.) Salubrity.
.
.
'
(5.) The large percentage of patients suffering from consumption and respiratory
complaints precludes the selection of a site near the seaboard.
_
(G.) Water supply.—This should be abundant, institutions of Ibis kind
,
requiring an ample supply of pure water.

by the
Committee.
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(7.) Soil. The soil should be of a porous nature, and such as can be readily
drained.
‘
(8.) Iherc must be no possibility of contamination of any existing water supply.
(9.) It is imperative that there should be available a sufficient area of sandy soil
suitable for a sewage farm, should it be found necessary to deal with the
sewage locally.
After the fullest investigation with regard to available Crown lands in the
county of Cumberland, an area of about 70 > acres in the parish of St. Peters, surveyed
into homestead areas Nos. 229 to 246, 248 to 249, 252 to 255, 258, 262, 223 to 226,
and 269 to 271, was selected as being the most suitable site. Had it been possible
to obtain a suitable area nearer the metropolis and closer to a railway station it
would have been chosen.
‘
Ihe site recommended is isolated, the formation being sandstone. There
is no population in the immediate vicinity. Prom Sydney to Leumeah Station is 33
miles bv tram; the distance thence to the site is I-J- mile from Leumeah, and an
equal distance 1 rom Campbelitown. Por administrative purposes the railway journey
will be but twenty-two minutes Irom Liverpool, and the time of journey from
Sydney one hour and a quarter,
’
"
.
J he area is sufficiently extensiv e to afford ample space for separate hospital
huildmgs for the treatment of consumptive, ophthalmic, and cancer patients. If it
should eventually bo. decided by Parliament to concentrate all the infirm and
destitute in one locality there will bo plenty of room to house, also in isolated
positions, those suffering only from senile decay and infirmity. There is also a
sufficient extent of land for gardens, orchards, exercise grounds, and all other
purposes.
'
‘With an elevation of 400 Feet on sandstone country, combined with excellent
natural facilities for drainage, the salubrity of the site selected is beyond doubt.
It is sufficiently removed from tbe sea to be suitable for consumptive patients.
i on haa Ann WanC1' SUppiy *s ‘^ndant—a dam costing £],050 would impound
180,000,000 gallons of pure water, which will be continually replenished, and which
can, by means ot turbines, be lifted to a reservoir to command suitable building sites.
There is no possibility of contaminating any water supply,
i j A1.1 avea,
s^ndy soil, embracing 58 acres at the western portion of the site
selected, is eminently suitable for a sewage farm, and would amply deal with the
whole of the sewage from the buildings for all time to come.
"
The turbines which provide for pumping the water will lie sufficient to supplv
*
the power for electric lighting and other purposes.
17. Ihe estimated total cost of the scheme recommended by the Committee, Costofjchemc
winch provides for 3?000 persons, is as follows ;—
approved
J?
7-

.

,

ml

_

.

C.

a

S.

Cl. Oommitteo.

Hie Grovernment Architect’s estimate of expenditure
to cover all necessary improvements, including alterations
in system of drainage ...
...
...
...
2,400 0 0
llookwood—A. liberal estimate, including all incidental charges
necessary for housing 230 inmates more than at present
provided for—making the total 804 ...
...............
... 8,500 0 0
Gampbelltoicn,—Providing suitable accommodation for 1,400
chronic sick poor—including consumptive, optkalmic, and
cancer patients—all necessary administrative buildings,
water supply, electric installation, water power, drainage,
fire appliances, laying out of estate, clearing, road making,
supervision, and all incidental wrork ...
... ■
............... 52,000 0 0
Idverpool.

Departmental scheme for 3,300 persons, including sewage

£62,900
...118,285

0

0

0

0

SavinS.......................................................................... £55,385 0 0
The Committee do not anticipate that any large sum would be obtained from
the sale of the sites and buildings proposed to he vacated at Parramatta and at
Liverpool.
13—a
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Resolution of
the Com
mittee.

The work of clearing the area at Campbelitown should be carried out
judiciously, and no larger portion denuded of trees than is absolutely necessary for
the efficient management of the institution. Extensive belts of timber should be
left between the hospital buildings and adjoining the sewage farm.
]8. The resolution arrived at by the Committee, and shown in the following
extract from their Minutes of Proceedings, dated 11th March, 1896, is as follows:
Mr, Wright moved.—
j -n A£ d ‘u
That, in the opinion of the Committee, it k not expedient that the proposed Jttection ol .build
ings at Kookwood for Infirm and Destitute Persons, at- a cost of £108,350, exclusive of
sewerage, as referred to the Committee by the Legislative Aspembly, be carried out, bu
the Committee recommend that all inmates of the Asylums in Macquarie, G-eorge, and
Harria Streets, Parramatta, be remored as speedily as possible, and that the heaUhy
destitute be boused at Hookwood and Lirerpoo]; and, further,that suitable accommodation
be provided near Campbelitown, on available Crown lands, for the chronic and acute
sick.”
The motion was seconded by Mr. Lee, and passed.

THOS. EWING,
Chairman.
Office of the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
,
Sydney, 13 March, 1896.
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ERECTION OF BUILDINGS AT ROOKWOOD FOR INFIRM AND
DESTITUTE PERSONS.

TUESDAY,

21

JANUARY,

1896.

present:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq., (Chathmas).
The Hon. Fuebetuck: Thomas Hhmpheet.
' Chakt.es Alfhkd Lee, Esq.
The Hon. John' Davies, C.M.G-.
John Lionel Eeoan, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins,
Anous Camkiion, Esq.
Hkxrt CjjArke, Esrj.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Weight, Esq.
The Committee proceeded to consider the proposed Erection of Buildings nt Eookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Walter Liberty Vernon, Esq., Government Architect, sworn, and examined :—
1. Chairman^ The plans before us of the proposed buildings were prepared under your supervision ? Tes.
2. You have a full knowledge of this proposal ? Yes.
Vernon, Esq.
•3. Would you like to make a statement ou the subject? Yes. I will do so :—
t_____
It is proposed to locate in one central establishment at Rookwood the whole of the inmates of the old men’s Benevolent 21 Jan., 1896.
Asylums, situated at Liverpool, Glenfield, and George and Macquarie streets, Parramatta, and to provide accommodation
at iinokwood for upwards of 3,300 inmates, exclusive of the necessary staff, It is not proposed to deal with tho institution
for old women at Newington, but to retain it permanently.
Liverpool A&ylum.

This building was originally erected as a military barracks, and has since been added to and used for asylum
purposes. The present inmates number 950, inclusive of infirm, sick, and cancerous patients, and are controlled by a staff
of ten officers. The fioor-spaee for sleeping purposes amounts to 46 feet superficial per inmate. The building is two
storeys higli, and the dormitories are well ventilated. Special provision is made for cancer patients, but it is rapidly
becoming insufficient. The administrative buildings, including kitchens, are inadequate and insufficient in every respect,
The meals are served to the able bodied in an outer shed, which, however, is deficient in warmth during the wintermonths.
It will accommodate 300 inmates at a time, The drainage is obsolete, and continually causing annoyance. The main
buildings are fairly substantial, have brick walls, stone dressings, and hardwood timbering, bnt they are more or less in a
defective state of repair. The outer buildings are of a very poor description, Provision exists for chocking fires, but it is
not on a modem system.
Glevjh:ld Asylum.

This building accommodates So inmates, convalescents from the sick wards at the Liverpool Asylum, under a staff
of two attendants. The estate consists of about 1,000 acres of land and farm buildings, leased up to June, 1896, at a rental
of £150 per annum. A portion of the inmates are engaged on the farm and dairy, which supplies the Liverpool Asylum
with milk and vegetables. The sanitary arrangements are deficient, and the water supply is drawn from the creek.
Macqvarie-xtreet (Parramatta) Asylum.

The main portion of this building was originally a small barracks. It contains 320 inmates, at a dormitory floorspace of 44 feet superficial per inmate, and is controlled by nine officers. The hospital ward, which is rather more than
half the dormitory accommodation, accommodates the ophthalmic patients, bnt has low ceilings and is badly ventilated. The
administrative buildings, including kitchens, are inadequate and badly arranged. The meals are partaken of partly in
open sheds, with the same inconveniences as at Liverpool as to weather, <tc,, and partly in the dormitories. The MatronSuperintendent lias quarters of recent construction. The drainage is on a somewhat better system than at Liverpool, hut
to a certain extent is obsolete, while it discharges into the river to tho annoyance of the Parramatta Council. Provision
also exists for a modified fire system. The buildings generally are old, difficult to keep clean, and to a great extent may
be considered makeshifts.
Gcorge-street (Parramatta)

Asylum.

The main buildings and buildings connected therewith wore originally a tweed-mill and factory. The buildings
accommodate 1,000 inmates, giving a floor-space of 41 feet superficial per inmate, and are supervised by a staff of nineteen
officers. The dormitories arc divided into hospital, ordinary, and invalid wards, and the patients arc fairly well classified. Tho
main building is a brick dormitory of five floors in height, with little or no balcony, and in every way unsuitable for the
purposes for which it is required. The staircases consist of skeleton steps, unsuitable for aged and decrepit patients.
Meals are given in the recreation sheds, open to the same objections as before, and in the basement room of the main
building, and also in the hospital wards. The administrative buildings have no proper arrangements, and are little more
than a makeshift. This institution is in every quarter much overcrowded, tho accommodation being far too limited. Tho
buildings are partly in fair repair, bnt are old, and cannot be expected to remain substantial much longer. The drainage
is carried to the river, with the same objection as applies to Macqearie-street. The fire appliances are incomplete, while
owing to the elevated construction of the main building the greatest danger threatens the inmates.
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W. L.
Vernon, Esq.
21 Jan, ,1890.

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS.
Summary.

The present number of inmates of the institutions is...............................................................
Inmates already at Rookwood ....................................................................................................
Additional accommodation being erected at Rookwood for....................................................

2,855
450
120 ^

Total....................................................................................... 2,925
The total accommodation at present provided, therefore, is for 2,925 inmates, and it is proposed to provide at
Rookwood sufficient accommodation for 8,900, of winch it may be found necessary in the first instance to provide for 3,000 only.
Proposal, Hookiwod

Asylum.

Tho estate consists of several hundred acres of land, a portion of which on the western boundary is detached by the
Raukstown-road. The Government erected a number of buildings on one of the upper portions of the site, intending to
establish a Boys’ Reformatory, but in 1893 it was determined to adapt these buildings for the reception of excess inmates,
for whom accommodation could not be found in the old Benevolent Institutions. Subsequently there were, and are being
erected the following additional accommodation—4 pavilions for 60 inmates each, @£1,300 each ; 2 pavilions for 60 inmates
each, @ £1,200 each. Those buildings also provide a dining-room and kitchen, intended for hospital purposes and matron’s
quarters. The new scheme includes a classification of the whole of the patients, and provides further accommodation in a
series of detached and distinct establishments, generally on the pavilion system, but so grouped as to lie officially controlled
from the central administrative buildings, to which will he attached the dining-halls and kitchen, Ac. The scheme is
worked out in connection with the existing group of buildings, and advantage is taken of the best aspects and sites. The
classification proposed, and the estimated cost are as follows
'
Group No.

1.—hospital/or

General Cases.

inmates.

EtUnialcil coHt.
£r

Includes 8 pavilions already occupied....................................................................
2 pavilions now under construction (all these arc already provided for) .........
-6 pavilions for 60 inmates each; present dining-hall to be converted into
dormitory, releasing one pavilion for store purposes ................................
16 pavilions, 60 inmates each

Group No. 2.—General Jumales.
..............................................................................

3. — Casual Inmates.
8 pavilions, 68 inmates each ....................................................................................
Kitchen ........... .....................
Laundry.................................
Dining-room ..........................
Workshops..............................
Quarters for Superintendent
Quarters for Wardsmen ......

520
120

...
...

360

8,400

360

22,400

544

6,400
1,000
1,500
1,500

Group No.

Group No.

4.

1,000
1,000
1,500

—Isolation Buildings.

Cancer and Skin Disease Patients—
2 pavilions of 4 wards, each for 25 inmates .................................................
Operating quarters, Ac.......................................................................................
Ophthalmic Patients—
3 pavilions, 100 inmates each, including offices and lavatories ..................
Consumptive Patients—
3 pavilions of 4 wards, each for 25 inmates (including nurses' rooms).....
Enclosing airing-grounds, sheds, Ac.......................................... . ..................
Kitchen .............................................................................................................
Special laundry...................................................................................................
Mortuary ...........................................................................................................
Nurses’ quarters ................................................................................................
Matron’s quarters and offices...........................................................................

200

4,800
1.500

300

6,450

300

6,000
500
2,000
2.500
500
2,000
2,000

Group No. 5.—Central Administrative Block.
1 dining-room for 500 inmates ................................................................................
1 dining-room, used as recreation hall, 700 inmates............................................
Administrative offices, Assistant Superintendent’s offices, visiting rooms,
clerks' quarters, Ac..............................................................................................
Kitchen, scullery, and stores....................................................................................
Laundry, including machinery ................................................................................
Workshops and Stores...............................................................................................
Detached

1,800
2,200
3,000
3.000
4.000
2.000

Bu'ddvujs.

2,000
2,400
2,000
3,000
0,000

Residence for Medical Superintendent....................................................................
2 cottages for attendants and wardsmen.................................................................
Fire appliances ..........................................................................................................
Electric liahting plant.............................................................................................
Drainage, irrigation, and general laying out of grounds.....................................
Water Supply (on the assumption that the W. S, A S. Board will supply
H. P. water)......................................................................................................
Sundries supervision, Ac............................................................................................
Total,

2,000
3,000
3,304

£108,350

The cost of the present group of buildings (including the two pavilions in course of construction) is £27,378, so
far as can be ascertained. The above scheme provides dormitory floor-space for inmates as follows :—
Grottp No. 1—General hospital, A. A B,—.....................................................
44 ft. super, each.
Group ATo. 2—General inmates........................................................................
44 ft. super, each.
Group No. 3—Casual inmates
........................................................................
37 ft. super, each.
Group No. 4, Isolation—Cancerous patients ................................................
943 ft. cube, 74 ft. super.
Ophthalmic patients .............................................
943 ft. cube, 74 ft. super.
Consumptive patients......................................
943 ft. cube, 74 ft. super.
The various groups are designed with baths, latrines, Ac,, in the sumo proportion as in the recently-erected pavilions,
which have been found ample for the purpose. The Isolation Wards for cancerous, ophthalmic, and consumptive patients are
designed with the necessary nurses’ rooms, operating rooms, special lavatories, day-rooms, and shelter-sheds, and ^ with
non-absorbent and antiseptic material for the construction of the walls and floors. The buildings generally will be
constructed with external and internal walls of brick, with wide spreading verandahs, shelters, and seats, and the
inmates of the Hospital and general groups will be enabled to reach the central dining-rooms under almost continuous
cover. It will be seen from the foregoing schedule that the estimated cost of the new scheme amounts to £108,350 or
£40 13s. 5d. per head of inmates. It is hardly possible to compare the cost jter inmate for this institution with that of
similar ones elsewhere, as the information cannot he obtained ; but in comparison with general hospitals and hospitals for
the insane, which necessarily require far more elaborate and special accommodation and appliances, the result should be
most
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most satisfactory. The sum of £70,000 was .voted towards the cost of erection on Loans 1895-6. The general question of
W. L,
economy in supervision is one into which 1 am not able to enter, but it is apparent that greater efficiency and economy Vernon, Esq,
must necessarily be obtained in such a scheme as the one proposed, as compared with the existing establishments. I /—
respectfully venture to point out that an expert opinion might be obtained as to the value of tbe several institutions 21 Jan., 1896.
proposed to be vacated, the proceeds from the sale of which might fairly be placed to the credit of the capital cost of this
scheme, and by that means it is possible that the net cost might not exceed the sum voted.

1 assume that the Water and Sewerage Board will supply water at high pressure which at present is not done.
4. Mr. J)ames^\ There is a sort of sewage farm ? We have an irrigation farm there. There are no sewers,
at all at Rookwood, and unless special provision is made 1 do not think it is likely that there will be any,
because tho configuration is so very diflicult. From Group No. 1. the sewage is conducted to irrigation,
beds which are kept constantly flooded. The present buildings are drained eastward into a series of
irrigation plots where it is treated, the able-bodied inmates working there under a special supervisor.
5. Mr. Cameron.'] I presume that there is no great difficulty about the drainage ? No.
0. It is land that may be fairly easily drained ? The sites where the buildings are can be well drained.
7. Mr. Wright.] J suppose there is no means of disposing of the sewage matter except by utilising it on
the soil P j do not know of any except in the isolation block. There I propose to bring the sewage down
in a southerly direction, then to deal with the sewage by a cremating process or by some system of,
precipitation which must yet be considered.
,
S. Chairman.] The whole of the sewage will have to be dealt with locally ? Yes.
.,
9. Mr. ])av,ic$i] Would the drainage be in the burial-gound ? No. The drainage of Group No. 2 takes
the course of a natural valley in a north-westerly direction, and will be treated by the casual patients in
their own ground.
10. They will utilise it P Yes. They will utilise the labour of these casuals.
11. The buildings are to be on the highest point of the land at Rookwood ? Yes.
12. Looking down on the cemetery? Group No. 1 looks on the cemetery, but from no other place can
you see the cemetery at all.
IB. Mr. Jlwmphery.] How far is it from the cemetery where interments take place? I should think as
the bird flies it is nearly half a mile from the centre of Group No. 1. It is 90 chains From the centre of
the cemetery to the centre of Rookwood.
,
14. il/r. Hoskins.] Do you know how much money is available by vote of Parliament for the proposed
huildings ? £70,000 on the loans of last year.
'
.
15. And tho difference between £70,000 and £108,350 has been expended ? I1 be cost of the new work,
is estimated at £108,000, against which £70,000 has been voted. The expenditure already incurred is nob
included in these calculations at all.
.
10. Then the difference between £70,000 and £108,350 tho amount which the buildings aie to cost will
have to be voted ? Yes. In the discussion on the Loan Bill I think it was stated that the proceeds of
the sale of the existing properties should also go towards the payment of the expense of this schomo.
17. Did you originally report to the Government in favour of removing the existing huildings—that tho
buildings were not healthy or suitable ? No. I have not reported on them.
18. You have simply given effect to the instructions which you received from the Government? Yes.
19. You do not estimate that the £70,000, the sum now available, will cover the cost of the whole of these
alterations? No. If tho whole scheme were to be erected at once it would not cover it.
20. Have you inspected the buildings at Parramatta, Liverpool, and other places where these poor people '
are housed, with the view of reporting to tho Government as to whether they are suitable for tbe
purpose? 1 have visited these institutions from time to time in connect'on with repairs which are
constantly going on, and I have a fair knowledge of those buildings,
21. And have you reported to the G-overnment that you think it would be better to continue to repair
those buildings than to erect new buildings ? No ; I have not.
•
22. 1 suppose if you are frequently asked to repair tbe buildings and you think it is not desirable to
repair you report to that effect, and recommend the erection of new buildings? In the ordinary way 1
would do so, but knowing that these buildings were being kept on from year to year till some scheme
could be evolved, 1 have not thought it my duty to press the matter on faster than it is already going.
It has always been in view since J have had to do with these buildings that they must be vacated sooner
or later.
23. But how long have they been occupied for the purpose for which they are now being used ? I could
not say.
24. Looking at the fact that if your proposed scheme is carried out it will involve tho expenditure of a
large sum of money, do you not think it might be curtailed by still further utilising some of the buildings
at present in use—say, for instance, the Liverpool Asylum ? The main building of the Liverpool Asylum
is in a fair state of repair, and its dormitory is well ventilated, but the administrative buildings arc
altogether out of character with the requirements of the institution.
25. But seeing that they have answered the purpose for a long time, would it entail any large expenditure
of money to put those buildings into a suitable condition P They arc not worth putting into a proper
condition.
215. Have you ever inspected the Destitute Children’s Asylum at Randwick ? No.
27. I suppose you .are aware there are upwards of 130 acres of land attached to that building? I know
there is a good area.
28. Was it on your recommendation that Rookwood was selected as the most eligible site on which to
group the asylums for the destitute and infirm? No ; but it is a good site.
29. ] have heard it stated by a member of the Committee that at Randwick there is room for 1,000
male patients, and the trustees are willing to give up the buildings to the Q-ovcrnment. Would it not be
worth while to have that building inspected to see whether it could not be adapted for housing some of
those unfortunate people, instead of going to the expense of erecting new buildings at Rookwood? 1
think the scheme for erecting buildings at Rookwood is intended partly to centralise the administration
and to reduce expenditure—instead of having the cost of four separate establishments, having only one.
To occupy Randwick would only continue the present objectionable plan of having separate administrations
1 can hardly imagine that there is room for 1,000 persons in the Randwick institution.
30. Would there not be this advantage that you would have no difficulty in draining the land at Randwick,
whilst you have at Rookwood ? T do not admit that tlicro is any difficulty in draining the land at
Rookwood except as regards the Isolation block. There is no difficulty about the drainage of the major
part of it.
31,
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31. Do you think it would be a nice thing to have a number 'of aged and infirm people grouped
“I1 in a building not far removed from a sewage farm ? There are 420 patients now close to the
irrigated garden, and there is no objection, but they get some very good crops.
' 32. Arc there not disagreeable eshalations from sewage farms ? If the management were not good I admit
that such might occur, but we have had no occasion to find fault with the present system at Rookwood.
33. What is the system at Liverpool ? Liverpool is drained into the river, and there is very great
objection to it.
34. Ton propose to have one-storey buildings;—will it not cost a great deal of money to group 2,900
people in buildings of that kind; a great deal more than it would cost if you put on second storeys ? .
We have already constructed four pavilions at Rookwood, and two at Newington, and we are constructing
two more at Rookwood at a cost per bed of from £19 to £21, which is an extremely low rate.
35. How much is that lower or higher than the cost per bed at the asylums at Liverpool and Parramatta ?
I have.endeavoured to obtain it, but I cannot find out tbe cost of those buildings.
_
36. Do you really think that you can provide accommodation in one-storey brick buildings for 2,900
people at a cost of £108,000 P I do. I have already had four pavilions built by different contractors at a
cost of £1,300 each, to hold sixty inmates.each. That is in wood, and the difference between wooden
walls and brick walls will not exceed £100. That would make £1,400 as against £1,300 each. I am
perfectly justified in considering that I can build twenty-four more pavilions at the same price.
37. Would you have to build twenty-four more pavilions to accommodate the aged and infirm people at
Liverpool and Parramatta ? It will take more than twenty-four. There will bo at least twenty-four
■ pavilions of the same character as those already built, and there will be others of a rather different
character.
38. Supposing this scheme is carried out, and these 2,900 people are removed to Rookwood, have you any
apprehension, from what you know of sanitary matters, that the site will probably have to be abandoned
on account of defective drainage ? I have not the slightest fear of that.
39. Do you know of any establishments where large numbers of people have been congregated in a
building in a flat country like Rookwood, where the drainage has not become a nuisance at last ? You
mean where there are no sewers.
40. Where there are no sewers ? We have had a difficulty at Bathurst Gaol, hut we have got over that
by using prison labour for irrigating the garden.
41. Mr. Cameron.] Had you not considerable trouble with the sewerage at Darlinghurst Gaol? Not in
my time; that is sewered. The drains at Darlinghurst were obsolete. We are taking one old drain up
up and putting a new one down now at the Courthouse.
42. Mr. Masking.] Have you no fear with regard to Rookwood if a large number of infirm people arc
collected there ? Not if the sewage is properly utilised. It is extremely valuable as a fertiliser and in
asmuch as the institution has a very large amount of labour to spare there should bo no difficulty at all in
disposing of the sewage in the garden without any detriment at all.
43. If the Committee think it advisable to inspect the building at Randwick to which I have referred
would you have any ob jection to go with them ? I should he very glad to attend upon the Committee there.
44. Have the residents of Liverpool ever complained of any offensive smells arising from the drainage of
the Liverpool Asylum ? Yes. They have constantly.
45. What is the nature of the complaints? The complaint is that we arc fouling the river, and wo are
asked to do something to remedy it.
46. If llie Liverpool Asylum is Vacated the houses will be of no value to tbe Government will they ? I
do not think so. They ought to he burned.
47. itfr. Cameron.] They are very old are they not ? Yes.
48. The people of Liverpool and Parramatta do not like the idea of losing those institutions do they ? I
think they would be very sorry to lose them although they are always grumbling about them.
49. Chairman^] In your statement you said you would take the water supply from the Sydney Water
Supply if you could get a high pressure;—why did you make that qualification? The water supply at
present comes from Potts’ Hill which is alienated from the estate.
50. Mr. Cameron.] How far is it from tho estate roughly speaking ? I suppose about 20 chains. The
water from the reservoir will only find its level at about II feet up the buildings of Group No. 1. Con
sequently there is no pressure. I have spoken to the President of the Water and Sewerage Board
suggesting that he should carry out some scheme by which he could pump the water into an elevated
tank to supply the institution, in preference to the institution doing it for itself. I think that tho matter
is still under consideration. Something must be done.
51. Mr. Mumpkery.] What is the elevation of the site on which you propose to build these different’
wards ? Above the sea.
52. Yes ? 1 could not tell you.
53. How far is it above Potts’ Hill Reservoir ? It is 11 feet below.
54. Is it below the pipe-line? The pipe-line is below that again.1
55. Do these buildings occupy the nighest site on the ground ? The building stands on the highest
portion which contains Groups No. 2 and No. 5.
56. Are the two Groups, No. 2 and No. 5, on the same level as No. 1? Practically; but some of the
buildings are a little lower.
57. Would tho several groups be 11 feet below the level of the water in the Potts’ Hill Reservoir ? Yes ;
,
11 feet and more.
58. Mr. Cameron.] Would it carry water to the highest point in the building ? No. Only 11 feet from
the foundation upwards.
59. Mr. Sumphery.] What difficulty is there in bringing the water from the Potts’ Hill Reservoir to this
site ? It is necessary for the institution to have a head of water for fire purposes independent of
domestic purposes. Therefore, it is absolutely necessary to get an elevation considerably more than 11 feet.
GO. Mr. Cameron.] In the event of fire you would have no pressure? No; only 11 feot. We have
constructed in connection with the present buildings a small water tower, but it would not bo sufficient
for a larger building.
61. Mr. Mumpkery.] Inasmuch as all your buildings are to have only one storey, would it be necessary to
have a great pressure of water ? We must have more than the Potts’ Hill Reservoir gives.
62.
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62. Without the supply which you obtain from Potts’ Hill, how could you provide water for 3,000 or
4,000 people ? I could not do it except from the Potts’ Hill Reservoir. There we have abundance of water.
63. Have you suggested any scheme to the Water and Sewerage Board? I have in an unofficial way to
Mr. Barley.
_
64. In any case a pumping scheme would be necessary to give the supply which you require ? Yes.
65. Mr. Cameron.'] Then you would have a storage reservoir? It would bo better for the Water and
Sewerage Board to have it,
.
66. Mr. Mumphery.] You say that the Liverpool. Asylum drains into ’George’s River ? Yes, below the
dam,
67. Into what part of George’s River do the paper mills drain ? Above the dam.
__
68. Boes not that contribute very much to the pollution of the river ? If they discharge offensive matter
into it, it will,
_
69. Can you say whether the river is polluted by the drainage of the Liverpool Asylum only ? It is
polluted generally by the town of Liverpool.
70. Is not all the drainage into the river there ? Yes.
71. So that though the people object to the pollution of the river by this particular asylum, I suppose
there are other causes of pollution ? Yes. But they conveniently lose sight of all the others. _ _
72. From whom did you receive instructions to prepare plans for the construction of these buildings ?
From the Under Secretary for Works.
_
_
73. Were you desired to prepare a comprehensive plan so as to provide for the inmates of all the asylums ?
Recently; when I had notico that the Committee were about to take the matter in hand.
74. Are you aware that Mr. Masted, when examined by a Royal Commission, considered it necessary to
take in the inmates of the Asylums at George and Macquarie Streets, Parramatta only ? I am not aware.
75. I think you mentioned that the cost of the four pavilions that you recently erected at Rookwood
averaged £1,300;—but if they were constructed of brick the cost would be £1,400 ? Yes.
■ 76. How many inmates have you provided for ? Sixty for each building.
77. At an average cost of £1,400 for each pavilion the cost per head would he a little over £20 ? Yes.
78. If you can provide for the accommodation of 240 people at £20 a head, why does it cost £40 per head to
provide for 2,000 or 3,000 ? The £40 per head is inclusive of all the administrative buildings. The cost—
£20—of the pavilion is simply for the sleeping accommodation.
_
79. Have you provided other accommodation besides pavilions at Rookwood? Yes; dining-rooms,
kitchens, workshops, laundries, &c. There are thirty pavilions estimated to cost £37,200, and there are
three isolation blocks estimated to cost £17,250, and the difference between these two amounts and the
£108,000 is the cost of the administrative blocks and general estate works.
80. That is to say the coat of housing the present inmates of the different asylums, numbering nearly
3,000, will be £55,000, and the administrative Bepartment will cost as much more? Yes,'that is so,
81. How many kitchens have you? One large kitchen for Groups 1 and 2 for 1,950 persons.
.
82. How many altogether ? Three kitchens altogether.
_
83. Will you explain their positions with regard to tho different groups of pavilions ? The large kitchen
is central, between Groups No. 1 and No. 2. The second kitchen is a distinct one for the casuals and is
near Group No. 3, and tho third kitchen is common to the three isolation wards for consumptive, cancerous,
and ophthalmic patients.
84. How many pavilions are there in Group No. 1 ?. Sixteen.
85. What is the distance between the groups ? A chain between the nearest group and the dining-room.
86. What distance is the dining-room from the kitchen ? it is about 60 feet from the dining-room to the
kitchen window,
87. Assuming your designs to he carried out will it involve at least three separate services to provide for
the different groups ? Not complete services. I must tell you in these institutions the inmates are
employed as cooks, and each kitchen must he supervised.
88. How many kitchens are there at present ? There is one kitchen to dine 420 inmates. Two additional
kitchens will he supplied, and the existing kitchen is to be used for other purposes.
89. Altogether you propose to have three kitchens in connection with the sixteen pavilions ? The casuals
have one kitchen.
90. How many groups’ of pavilions will you have for each class and how many pavilions in each group ?
There will be sixteen pavilions in the hospital Group No. 1.
91. In connection with that how many kitchen services? There is half a kitchen. In Group 2 there are
sixteen pavilions, and the other half of the kitchen. In Group 3, the casual group, there will be a distinct
kitchen. There will be three kitchens to tho proposed establishment.
92. Are the whole of the buildings detached ? The buildings arc detached, hut the verandahs arc
continuous.
93. What distance separates the different pavilions ? The width of a 10 feet verandah in some cases.
They are joined at the angles of the verandahs.
9 i. Is that the most economical way of providing accommodation for so great a number? Yes,
95. Is there any reason why the building should not contain more than sixty inmates ? It is not safe to
put more than sixty helpless old men in one room at a time for the reasons that at night they might
disturb each other, and in case of any panic it would be difficult to deal with them if there were a larger
number. Sixty or sixty-four has been fixed by practice as the limit for a dormitory of this character.
96. Of course you are aware that at present there are 700 or 800 in one building ? They are on different
floors, but that system is condemned.
97. Can you tell us what has been done in the other colonies, and in Great Britain and America ? I can
produce evidence as to what has been done hi England.
98. Do you not think it will be as well to place before the Committo information as to the practice followed
in other places besides New South Wales? I can do so, but 1 do not think I can find any information
as to the pavilion system in connection with benevolent asylums. I can find plenty of examples of lofty
buildings containing a number of rooms built on a very small space of ground, but that would not help
the Committee nt all in considering this matter.
99. Whose suggestion has led to the preparation of the plans now submitted to the Committee providing
for the pavilion system ? It is the outcome of the modern way of dealing with those matters, and
especially where you have so much room as you have at Rookwood.
100.
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log. Does it admit of the concentration of the administration as much as buildings of two storeys
crrion? Esq.
p Perhaps not quite so mucli as two storeys would, but the administration is equally central, as iu
7" A . ”1 the case of the hospitals for insane, which I know are huilt upon the most recent principles, h or instance,
’
at Kenmore, which is the result of the examination of the hospitals for insane in all parts of the world the
administration is quite as wide as this,
101. Do you uot think some distinction should he made between insane patients and those who are merely
Buffering from old ago? There is a great difference made, and in order to show a comparison 1 may
mention that Callan Park Asylum cost £308 per patient as against £10 per inmate of the Benevolent
Asylum.
. .
.
102. Do you think the same objection would apply to the construction of two-storey buildings for housing
people who are simply old and slightly unwell as for housing insane patients ? I think that all tbe old
people in the institution should be on oue floor. Many patients iu the Hospital for Insane are compara
tively young people and the staircase is nothing to them, but to old people it is a very different thing.
103. But are there not thousands of old people who sleep on the second floor ? Aes, but not in large
numbers as they do in asylums.
104. Out of 3,000 or 4,000 people do you not think a large number will be able to occupy a second, floor
ascended by an easy flight of stairs ? I should prefer putting them on the grouud floor if it is possible.
105. Do you not think that the management of the institution could be greatly economised by having
fewer pavilions and having them of two stories ? I do not think so.
,
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The Committee farther considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Eookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Walter Liberty Vernon, Esq., Government Architect, sworn, and further examined :—
106. Chairman.'] With regard to the various instructions given by the Committee on the last occasion
^ have you any statement to make? 1 have two or three exhibits to hand in. The first is a plan of a
5 Feb. 1896. pavilion with two floors, sixty beds in each.
’
107. Do you desire to make any statement with regard to that ? The only statement I will make is that
the cost, according to two independent estimates, comes to just double the cost of a pavilion with one floor.
That is caused by the fact that we have to build up two special stair-cases ; otherwise fhe cost would bo
relatively smaller. Another exhibit is a plan of the Bandwick Asylum, showing the possible accommo
dation, I have also a short report giving further information with regard to the methods adopted in the
United States in dealing with the poor. This information, which I am sorry to say is very meagre, is as
follows : —
At the request of the Committee I have made still further inquiries into the mode adopted by the United States in housing
destitute poor. I find that the State has no control over this class, but that it is managed by the several Counties in the
different States. In many of them the poor are placed on what arc called “poor farms,” in communities, in which the
several families have tlieir separate dwellings, and are employed in tilling the land,—sometimes with a pecuniary benefit
to the State, sometimes at a loss. These communities do not, so far as I can ascertain, much exceed probably 100 inmates
in number. In the case of towns with large populations the arrangements in some cases are somewhat different, and the
]>oor are housed more closely ; but in very few instances do I understand the latter to be pf any considerable size or capacity ;
and, as much as possible, as in the former cases, they arc placed in individual dwellings. In the cities again, what is called
the “shop” system is adopted, comprising the employment of the indigent families iu workshops at such occupations as they
arc most adapted for. I am inhumed that in a few eases the buildings aie of tbe same character and extent as are common
in the United Kingdom, in which tho poor are housed iu wards of one floor over another. I cannot, however, gather suilieient
evidence to make a comparison of the means for housing the poor in the United States with that adopted for a similar
purpose in the benevolent institutions of this Colony. Tn Pennsylvania, in 1S91, there wore seventy.two “poorhouses,
thirty-seven of which were “ county,” and thirty-five “ local,” with 8,799 inmates, averaging 122 each, and costing annually
£30 each, or 2'92 dollars per week.

'

107 A, Have you a statement to make as to what will eventually become of the sewage from the Rookwood
huildiiigs ? I have no written statement; but I would respectfully recommend the Committee, if the
question of the removal of sewage by water carriage is considered, to call before them tlm Engineer-in
Chief for Public Works, who has the adjoining works more or less in hand. For instance, in Parramatta
the scheme is still in his hands, and I think it would he more advisable to obtain his evidence on this
point than mine—that is, in the event'of the Committee considering the question of the water carriage of
sewage. I hand in a statement of the cost of repairs and improvements to the three institutions during
the last five vears. This is only as far as the Works Department is concerned. At Liverpool the expen
diture was £1,448; at Macquarie-street, Parramatta. £1,917 ; and at George-street, Parramatta £828.
103. What else has been spent? 1 could not tell you. There lias been some expenditure in connection
with the Colonial Secretary’s Department, and the institutions themselves ; hut 1 do not think there has
been much.
109. Mr. Davies.'] Was there a Board appointed, and did it make a suggestion for grouping the whole of
the buildings at Rookwood ? I am unable to say,
110. How, then, did the recommendation to group the whole of the huildings at Rookwood come about—
what were your instructions ? My instructions were to consult the Director of Benevolent Asylums as
to what was required.
_
111. No Medical Board or Board of Works has sat to make this recommendation ? There was a meeting
of all the medical oilicers, with myself—that was subsequent to my instructions—and upon tbe delibe
rations of that meeting I based the grouping of the different classes.
_
_
112. Did the medical officers so far as yon could gather, approve of massing the whole of the pauper
people iu institutions at Rookwood? No objection was raised in my hearing,
113.
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113. But tliero lias beeji 310 absolute inquiry, so far as you know, into tbe condition of the different
institutions that are being dealt with, by the erection of the proposed large group of buildings at Book- Vernon, Esq.
wood ? The scheme is in its infancy ; X do not think there has been an opportunity.
5 Feb., 1890.
114. ] want to know where it was born—where did it come from ? I could not say.
115. All that you know is that the scheme was simply based on instructions you received from the Minister
for Works? Quite so, through the Under Secretary.
116. But you are not able to tell us who proposed to erect this large number of pavilions, and mass the
whole of the paupers from Liverpool, Parramatta, and Kookwood on one spot ? I am not. I heard the
discussion on the matter which took place in the Legislative Council, and in which the scheme was mooted.
I happened to be present at the time.
117. Would you care to express an opinion as to the practicability of carrying out a scheme of that kind
on the site proposed ? I am of opinion that it can be done,
118. Can it be done with satisfaction? I think so,
119. With due regard to the safety of the people living in the neighbourhood and the inmates of the
institution ? Tes.
120. Do you think ii a wise policy to concentrate the whole of the paupers of the country on one spot ?
Do you mean from a hygienic or from an administrative point of view?
121. Take both points ? Well, from the sanitary or hygienic point of view 1 think it is perfectly possible.
It is a community of 3,000 people, that is all. With regard to the administrative point of view, I could
not express an opinion. 1 simply say that if the building were placed in the position which I have indicated
it would be more economical than the present system.
122. With regard to the sanitary arrangements, if the present proposal were carried out, how would you
provide for the drainage and sewerage, bearing in mind that the inmates at Eookwood would equal in
number the population of many of our large inland towns, and that there would be a possibility of the
number increasing ? If it were determined to lay down a sewerage system and remove the sewage by
means of water carriage, of course there would be no more difficulty in the case of 3,000 persons than in
the case of 300,000. If you deal with the question outside of water carriage, I think under the circum
stances you can do it without any difficulty or danger whatever.
123. Do I understand you to advocate the treatment of the sewage by conveying it to sea by'water ? No.
My opinion is that at Eookwood you could very well utilise the whole of the sewage products upon the
extensive lands that you possess there to the greatest possible advantage.
124. Have you made any estimate of tbe probable cost of the removal of all the sewage and foecal matte!'
by water from these institutions, containing about 3,500 persons ? I should suggest that you might call
evidoice from Mr. Hickson on that point,
125. Ton have made no estimate yourself? Only a very rough estimate as to the length of the sewer.
126. As you suggest that this would be a possible solution of the difficulty, it occurred to me that you
might have made an estimate of the cost yourself? I might explain that that system is contingent upon
providing some means of meeting the difficulty of outlet in the way of an irrigation farm, or filter beds
of some description, and as to that 1 could not possibly give an opinion, because I do not know tbe
locality, nor the circnmstauces under which the land could ho obtained. Something of the kind would
have to be done, so that the effluent waters running into the Parramatta Biver would be treated before
they got there. I would rather not give an opinion upon that point. J know, roughly speaking, the length
of the sewerage, and about the cost of it.
127. In reference to an irrigation or sewage farm is the soil on the proposed site suitable so as to assist
you in fhe matter of treating sewage by means of a sewage farm ? No ; the soil is not the best. The soil
is a stiff clay, but by working it it can be made considerably lighter.
128. ‘What is the depth of the soil before you reach the clay ? One spit I should think at the most.
129. "Would that be suitable land for the treatment of sewage in the tnanner you suggest by a sewage
farm? In dealing with a sewage farm of that description you are only dealing with tbe fluids and the
slop water from the institution and not the nightsoil. But the scheme you have just referred to deals also
with nightsoil, and of course that would have to be dealt with in an entirely different manner. There are
several ways of dealing with the nightsoil. One is by deodorising, according to a scheme now tinder the
consideration of the G-overninent in connection with the Parramatta Asylums ; another is by cremation,
similar to a system we have at Bathurst Gaol. Those are the two most modern ways of dealing with
nightsoil, and in an institution of that kind they can be both adopted most effectually.
130. Have you any idea of the cost of tho treatment of nightsoil by either of these systems ? There is
an offer to the Government at the present moment to treat the nightsoil of the two institutions at Parra
matta at a cost of £550 a year, or about that. The present cost of removing the nightsoil from those
institutions by the Council of Parramatta is about £600. At Bathurst Gaol we cremate the nightsoil
from about 340 prisoners, with a plant capable of doing considerably more work than that; but we could
not make it smaller to make it effective, and the consequence is that the expense is over-weighting the
result. It is costing 19s. old- per prisoner per annum to cremate the nightsoil at Bathurst Gaol 5 but I
could treat two and a half times as much nightsoil at the same cost.
131. Ohairman.~\ What would be the cost at Eookwood with 3,000 people? We have an offer to deal
with 1,300 people at the present moment for £550.
132. Mr. Davies.] Is the offer from the same party? There are three or four different patentees in
Sydney, and there are agents for patents in the United States and England who are perfectly ready to take
this matter up.
133. What is the original cost of the plant at Bathurst Gaol? The original contract was £800. That
included the furnace, and everything complete.
134. And the cost is practically £1 per annum for each prisoner? Very nearly that.
135. Tn addition to the capital cost of the plant ? Yes, But T, should explain that at Bathurst, owing to
some prison regulation, or other cause of which I am not aware, the urine is put with the nightsoil, and
the consequence is we have to do more work in reducing the urine to steam and solids than we should
have to do if we only had to deal with the night-soil. That is another point against Bathurst which would
not occur in an institution of this kind.
136. What would bo the cost of providing appliances similar to those used at Bathurst Gaol for an insti
tution at Eookwood to accommodate 3,500 people ? In considering the matte:' with an officer of mine,
who
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w- kwho has had a good deal to do with the details of this scheme, we came to the conclusion that we could
eruon, s^‘ do it at a coat of from 5s. to 7a, per head, per annum.
C^ehT^lSOe
^n^ePcn<ient of the capital cost of the plant ? Yes.
J
' 138. Could you furnish tho Committee with an estimate of the probable cost of the plant? Yes.
139. You state that after fhe appliances arc all provided, the cost would ho from 5s. to 7s, per annum at
Eookwood ? That is our opinion.
140. That would he the only effective means of treating night-soil and sewage matter at Eookwood, with a
population of 3,500 people—it would bo effective beyond a doubt ? I am certain of it. _
141. Much more effective than establishing a sewage farm on a clay sub-soil only a few inches from the
surface? I would not recommend a sewage farm for the disposal of night-soil in that position. The clay
sub-soil would ho a fatal objection. But in tho case of slop waters the objection could be overcome.
142. But I am speaking of solid matter ? I would not recommend putting solid matter on a farm.
143. What do you propose to do with it ? . I propose to cremate it.
144. Yon only propose that now ;—you have not proposed it before in connection with'your system of
drainage and sewerage ? I have put down a provisional sum of £5,000 in my estimate for dealing with that
particular subject, in which particulars arc not gone into. The item is this, “ Drainage, irrigation, and
general laying out of grounds, £5,000.’’
145. That applies to a sewage farm ? That applies only to the irrigated gardens—an enlargement of the
irrigated gardens which wo have already commenced, and which are shown upon the plans. It is not a
sewage farm at all.
<
146. It is what we saw the other day ? It is not a sewage farm.
■
147. The process is the same ? It is a modification of the. sewage farm.
148. But you favour the system of treating all solid matter by fire ? I think that is the best.
149. The matter so treated would make good manure for garden purposes ? Eairly good. There is some
quality in it, but not very much, after the fire has been through it.
150. Will you let the Committee know, when convenient, what would he the capital cost of machinery and
plant required for treating the solid matter from an institution containing 3,500 people? I will do the
host I can. I should like to say, with regard to the proposal, so far as it has gone, that there is a
considerable amount of unutilised heat in connection with a crematory, and especially one of that size, and
the proposal is, although the scheme has not been worked out, to utilise that waste heat in connection
with the electric light, and therefore the two schemes are very much combined. J. refer to the lighting of
the whole of the institution by electricity.
■151. Chairman.'] That would be added to your estimate? Ivo ; there is a sum of £5,000put down, which
includes that.
152. But that refers to irrigation? It is supposed to cover the dealing with the sanitary point in connec
tion with the scheme, though perhaps the item is not as explicit as it might have been.
153. Mr. Davies] But you feel satisfied that although it might be costly the treatment of all solid matter
by fire would be effective ? I am of that opinion.
154. In regard to the proposed building the idea is to build hollow walls—brick walls ? It was a
suggestion I made that there should be hollow walls to the pavilion, and I think that ought to ho done.
155. What is the object of that ? To keep the damp from reaching the internal portion of the walls.
The site is a very exposed one.
156. Would a 9-inch solid brick wall be as serviceable as a hollow brick wall ? Eo, although the walls
are protected to a great extent by verandahs, the place is so exposed that with a driving rain it is
desirable to adopt hollow walls in order to be on the safe side, particularly with a second floor.
157. If a 9-inch brick wall were used instead of hollow 14-inch work, the verandahs being wide, would
not a very large saving be effected in the cost of each pavilion ? It would effect a saving of 44 inches
.
as regards the main walls of the building.
158. Would that represent £300 or £400 ? Nothing like that. Perhaps £60, £70, or £80, or something
like that.
159. You have banded in to-day some plans with regard to the Bandwiek Asylum, and the possible
accommodation there :—to what extent do you estimate the present buildings at Randwick would relievo
one of the institutions at Parramatta ? Omitting the top storey of the Eandwick Asylum, which I do
not propose to utilise at all, I find there is accommodation for 534 inmates.
160. That is without including the upper dormitory ? Yes, without the one in the roof.
161. Could not that be utilised by those patients having pretty fair health and strength? Well, I think
a third floor is objectionable.
162. That is the ground of your objection? Yes; it is perpetuating the present weak points of the
Greorge-street Asylum at Parramatta.
163. How many floors are there in the Eandwick Asylum according to the plan you submitted ? There
is a ground floor, a first floor, and a second floor; but I do not take the second floor,
164. Then in your proposal there is only one set of stairs ? Yes.
165. And this will provide for 534 beds? Yes.
1GG. What is your opinion as to the accommodation that building will afford at Eandwick ? I think it
would he suitable, but before it could be occupied it would be necessary to alter the sanitary arrangements,
also, I think, to enlarge the kitchen appliances, and possibly, build more shelter for the inmates, more
weather-sheds or something of that kind.- The baths, washing-places, and so on, and the drainage should
certainly he overhauled, and I think very considerably altered and improved.
167. What do you estimate would be the cost of making the place suitable to' receive, say 500 or GOO
people ? I have not formed an estimate yet.
'
168. Would it run into large figures? Well, you could spend £1,000 there.
169. Would £1,000 do it ? A. good deal would depend on the outflow of the sewage, and that is a
matter that wants consideration. If you suddenly increased the occupancy from 147 to very nearly 600,
you might cause a very great nuisance, the removal of which would involve considerable expenditure.
370. But the place would be thoroughly drained into the main sewer going to Coogoe ? I do not know
the distance.
171. It would only be a haphazard estimate ? That is all.
172. Does that include any expenditure that might take place in making further arrangements for the
children ? No ; that is assuming that the building is handed over void.
173.
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173. You paid a visit with the Committee to the George-street Asylum, Parramatta? Yes.
W. L.
il-' wiU SaW the conc!il‘0,11 of
at Parramatta, and especially at the George-street Asylum ? I did. Vernon> Es<l;
175. What was your opinion, as to the condition of those patients who are cooped up in the Georgestreet Asylum, when we have a large building, like the llandwick Asylum, which might be utilised, even 0
18™‘
temporarily, to relieve that institution ? I think the inmates should be removed from that large building
without delay, and also from the hospitals in Macquarie-street.
1/6. -1 here w-ould be no great difficulty in relieving the George-street institution if you had at the
disposal of the Government the pile of buildings at Eandwick, even as a temporary means of relief?
I think some discrimination should be exercised in the classification of the inmates to go to Eandwick,
but that is more within the province of the Director of Asylums. Without more special appliances I
do not think it would be suitable for a bospital. Those appliances would have to be provided.
1/7. What extent ol land have you at Eookwood? Originally there were 700 acres, but some portion
has been alienated. ] cannot quite find out how much.
178. Has not some portion been taken over by the trustees of the burial-ground ? It is iust possible ■
that 1 am not able to say.
j
r
>
170, You believe there are about 600 acres ? I am under that impression.
180. If all the pavilions are erected at Eookwood according to the plans you have submitted to the Com
mittee, what will be the total space they will cover; I mean including the existing buildings, as well ns
those proposed ? I will endeavour to obtain the information.
IS L I understand you estimate the cost of each of these pavilions at something like £1,200 or £1,300 ?
At £1,400.
182. Are they likely to be more costly than the buildings erected at Newington ? There will be an excess
ii C0Rc
Te:lS01t of .tlie 1)rick wallB aa compared with the wooden walls at Newington, and I have to
allow for the fluctuation of contractors’ prices. I built two pavilions at Eookwood at a cost of £1,200
each, and two others at a cost of £1,300 each, and two at Newington, I think, at a cost of £1,100 ■ so
that even those varied.
183. The pavilions at Newington for accommodating sixty beds each cost £1,100 ? Yes.
184. And the only difference in the cost of the proposed buildings at Eookwood will be in regard to the
brick walls? Yes.
18o. And these would cost £300 more ? No; that is hardly the way to put it. Tho buildings at
Newington, from my recollection, entailed some small loss upon the contractor; his price was rather too
low. 1 take it that the Eookwood prices wore much fairer, and ones upon which I could base calcula
tions. 1 think about £1,250 is a very fair average price for any of these pavilions.
18G. The wooden pavilions? Yes.
187. And the brick ones, you say, would cost £1,400 ? Yes.
188. Would the difference of £150 be a sufficient margin to allow for a brick building ? Yes.
189. You say that £1,400 would be ample to put up brick walls ? It is a fair price.
190. What was the cost of your new kitchen appliances at Newington? I am speaking now from
memory, but 1 think tho cooking apparatus cost about £700; and then we built a kitchen in addition.
1!)L Costing £ LOO ?_ Altogether it cost more—that is, the building and the plant together. These new
appliances saved 115 tons of coal per annum. That is the saving effected ini cooking alone.
192. Tor how many inmates do the new appliances at Newington provide ? Six hundred and forty.
193. Could you increase its capacity without further expense? The cooking apparatus will provide for
more inmates than it does at present. The cooking plant cost about £700, in addition to which there was
a bmldmg to erect, but I cannot quite remember what the cost of the building was.
194. But the total cost was over £1,000 ? Yes, the two together cost that.
195. I want to know the capacity of the new kitchen. Supposing there were double the inmates—wouldit
cook for 1,200? No, it would not cook for double; it might cook for from 950 to 1,000 withgood
management, and a good deal depends upon the management.
196. There would be no difficulty in cooking for 1,000 ? That would be the extreme number; I think that
perhaps 900 would be about a fair number.
197. You have not any appliances like those at Newington in any other institution under your control ?
Not in any of the benevolent institutions, but we have in the lunatic asylums.
198. I mean In the benevolent institutions ? That is the only one.
^ imP?rted ?r ,nadR in the Colony ? It was designed in my office and made in Sydney.
200. \\ hat kind of cooking apparatus do you propose should be used at Eookwood ? A similar cookinnapparatus to that used at Newington. In the hospital kitchen a range would be necessary as well, but in
tho general kitchen the steam cooking apparatus would be sufficient.
201. In your estimate have you taken into account provision for these cooking appliances or do you
regard that item as outside the building ? That is all provided for in the estimate.
202. Can you tell me what would be the cost of providing cooking appliances at Eookwood for 3,500
people ? I can only give an approximate estimate. A large kitchen cooking apparatus would probably
•
cost from £800 to £850, and the hospital kitchen would cost very much less—probably £450 or £500
would be sufficient in that case. This is necessarily an approximate estimate of cost, as I have no figures
with me.
°
203. You might furnish tho Committee with particulars of the estimate ? I shall be happy to do so.
.204<. You aay that £800 would bo tliG cost of tho main hitchcn. Approximately.
205. If you had to pay £700 for a cooking apparatus for the Newington kitchen sufficient to provide for
from 900 to 1,000 people, how do you expect to obtain a cooking apparatus to provide for 3,500 people for
a sum of £800 ? The provision in tho main kitchen is only for 2,000 people—actually 1,960. The central
kitchen provides for the two main groups with an estimated accommodation of 2,000. The three hospital
or isolation groups have a kitchen, and the casual group on the west side of the road has another kitchen,
all of a much simpler description. So that there would practically be three kitchens—one principal one
and two small ones.
r
200. What would be the cooking capacity of those three kitchens ? Sufficient for 3,300 people—the gross
capacity.
1
°
207. That would simply be provision for the number of paupers in the institutions at the present time ? I
am given to understand that the total number is 2,925; baj; on this point I cannot speak ofmvown
knowledge.
13—B
208.
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20S. There would be cooking capacity for at least 2,900 or 3,000 people?

■

Tes.

Vernon, Esq. 299 That would only be providing for the number of paupers at present in the institutions ?

The cooking
provision is equal to a population of 3,300, while the existing number of paupers is 2,900.
5Ecb.,1896.
What 1 want to know is, whether you provide in your scheme for a possible large accession of
paupers at tbe Eookwood institution? Not to any large extent. But the pavilions at Eookwood, which
are supposed to carry sixty beds, are at the present moment, as a matter of fact, carrying sixty-four beds,
and they can carry sixty-eight, although I do not advise it.
_ _
i
t
211. How do you propose in your scheme to meet the necessity which may arise in the near future for
additional pavilions? I have not considered that. I would not advise that the institution should be
larger than that proposed.
212. Ton would not advise that tbe number should be increased ? No, I would not.
213. You accompanied tbe Committee to Liverpool yesterday, when they inspected the asylum buildings
there? Yes.
...
,
214. What is your opinion of the fitness and capacity of the two large main buildings at Liverpool for
housing the indigent poor at present occupying it? The main building is suitable in all respects, except
that it is overcrowded. I find that we have a clear space of 46 feet per bed, and as a large proportion of
these wards is used as hospital wards, they should have more like 70 feet per bed.
In the ease of
.
ordinary wards, a space of 46 feet is sufficient. There is no fault to find with it; in fact, it is very
suitable.
_
_
215. What is the air space proposed at Eookwood ? In the hospital wards the air space is to be 943
cubic feet per patient. In regard to the general wards, I have only reckoned tbe superficial feet per floor,
which is quite sufficient in a case of that kind.
216. What would that be? Borty-four feet, and in the case of the hospitals, 74 feet.
_
217. Mr. Wright,] That is less space than at Liverpool? Yes, 2 feet less, in the case of the ordinary
wards.
_
_
,
218. Mr. Davies.] Then in your new scheme you regard 2 feet less floor-space than is available at Liver
pool as ample for housing the-inmates at Kookwcod ? Yes; as regards the able-bodied inmates.
_
219. What do you estimate is the cost per bed of your bospital wards ? I have only got the cost cf the
ordinary pavilions per bed, and not the hospital.
220. I think you estimate that the main pavilion, apart from the hospital, would cost about £19 per bed ?
The cost would be £23 at Eookwood with brick walls,
221. You are not able to tell the Committee what the cost per bed would be in the case of the hospitals ?
I attempted to get this estimate, but the hospitals contained so many adjuncts in the way of nurses’
rooms, operating rooms, and so on; that I could not dissociate the actual sleeping accommodation from
these necessary adjuncts, and therefore I could not get an exact estimate of the cost per bed of the
sleeping accommodation only.
222. Could you give an. approximate estimate ? As administrative buildings would be included, such an
estimate could not he useful as a matter of comparison.
_
223. Ho you think tho Liverpool buildings could continue to be used for the same purpose if additional
ventilation were provided, verandahs erected, and perhaps a new kitchen obtained;—with these altera! ions
do you think the institution could be utilised, the number of inmates being reduced ? I am of opinion
that if the proposed scheme of centralising all the institutions at Eookwood is broken into it would be
very desirable to retain Liverpool as it is, with certain improvements.
224. Your ostimate of tbe cost of tbe proposed group of buildings at Eookwood is £108,000? Yes.
225. After seeing the Liverpool buildings, do you think it would be wise to spend that large sum of money
when tbe patients can be boused quite as well in good buildings such as those at Liverpool^ with slight
alterations that might be necessary—do you think it would be wise in the public interest ? No. I think
money can be saved by retaining Liverpool, and without injuring the scheme at Eookwood at all, becauso
that is a progressive scheme.
226. You think the Liverpool buildings might be utilised ? I think they might.
227. .And to great advantage ? I will go so far as to say so.
228. Supposing this scheme were carried out for centralising the whole of the pauper patients of the Colony
at Rookwood, to what purpose would you apply a building like that at Liverpool;—what could be done
with it; could it be sold, and if so what could be got for it. ’What could be done with a’building like
that? It is very difficult to say.
229. Would it he worth anything for any other purpose? No other purpose presents itself at the
present moment.
230. What would be the probable cost of the erection of two brick buildings like those at Liverpool—I
mean a rough estimate ? There are three buildings. 1 should say from £20,000 to £22,00.0,
231. Even according to your own estimate as to a reduction in the number of inmates, this institution at
Liverpool could safely house at least COO people ? Perhaps it could, with the outlying wards as well.
•
232. In view of the fact that you have a pile of buildings like those at Liverpool in a very fair state of
repair, would it be an act of wisdom to abandon those huildings and proceed to spend a very large sum of
public money iu order to carry out some whim that somebody has—I cannot say who it is ; you yourself
say there lias been no Board, so far as you know, that has met and decided on the matter—to carry out
the whim of some public officer or some other person to concentrate the whole of the pauper patients of
the Colony in one spot;—would it be an act of wisdom to do this in view of tbe pile of buildings you
have at Liverpool, and which by a small expenditure could bo made much more ample and acceptable to
the patients who might be kept there in reduced numbers ? I think it would be advisable to leave
Liverpool for consideration until the last. But I am not prepared to condemu the scheme of unification.
233. Can you tell me the advantages to be derived from it ? I understand there would be an advantage
in regard to administration.
_
234. What proof is there that there would be such an advantage ;—have you made any investigations
with regard to the cost of administration under different systems in other parts of the world? One of
the largest institutions of the kind is St. George’s Union, in London, containing 1,344 patients.
235. Have you a list of the different institutions and their respective capacities ? I have not attempted
. to make a list of them ; 1 have only searched the records and books for information that might, perhaps,
be of use to tbe Committee in comparison with the scheme now before us. I would point out that
St.
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St. G-eorge’s Union only embraces St. George's parish, while this scheme embraces the whole Colony of
W. L.
Now South "Wales, and, therefore, we can hardly make a comparison even in that case.
Vernon, Esq236. Mr. Le.e.l Ton visited the Asylums in Macquarie and George Streets, Parramatta ? I did.
237. In the case of botli of those institutions the buildings, I believe, were utilised for their present ° c ■*
purpose, and not specially built for the accommodation of indigent and sick persons ? That is so.
■
238. At the George-street Asylum there are hospital wards in connection with the buildings? Tes;
not distinct, but within the main buildings.
230. A. very large proportion of the accommodation is used for hospital patients—that is to say, for the
sick paupers ? I think acute cases do not go to George-street, but only tbe bed-ridden cases.
210, There is a large number of sick cases there in hospital? Tes,
211. And a large proportion of the dormitories is taken up for the housing of sick paupers ? Tes.
242. Goes not the same remark apply to the Macquarie-street Asylum? Tes; except that perhaps the
cases are more defined at Macquarie-street.
‘
243. Hut. is there not a large number of sick paupers there ? Tes.
241, Is not a large proportion of the accommodation occupied by the sick ? Tes.
245, And the same remark applies to Liverpool ? In a smaller degree.
216. But even there is not a large proportion of the accommodation devoted to the sick ? Tes.
247. So that all through the benevolent asylums of the Colony the same thing exists, as far as hospital
accommodation is concerned ? Tes.
“
248. in your.proposed hospitals at Rookwood, for how many beds have you made provision? I have
provided for 1,000 beds in what is called the hospital Group No. I, and 800 beds in the isolation groups.
240. That will be 1,800 bods out of a total of 3,300 ? Tes.
250. That appears to bo a very large proportion as compared with the number of inmates accommodated P
I provided that proportion upon advice of a meeting of the medical men, and upon the result of their
deliberations,
_
251. And from what has been observed in the existing asylums, you do not think that provision is
excessive ? 1 think it is about correct.
"
252. Of course you have been iu consultation with medical officers in connection with all these institu
tions ? I have at the one meeting—that is all.
253. It is upon the information derived from them that you have based your calculations as to space ?
Upon the decision they came to 1 formed this scheme; and the medical officers, I might say, not only
discussed the relative proportion of accommodation of the different groups, but to a very great extent the
relative positions of the different sites.
254. At all events, the necessity for providing so large an amount of accommodation for sick paupers is
based upon previous experience ? It is based on tho recommendation of the medical men to myself in
this particular case.
^
255 And they obtained their opinion from past experience ? I presume so.
256. Nor how many patients do you provide in the proposed cancer hospital at Rookwood ? I provide
for 2C0.
.
257. And in the consumptive ward? For 300.
258. And in the other wards ? I provide for 300 in the ophthalmic ward. I should explain that the
cancer patients also include those troubled with skin diseases. I believe there are only about sixty cancer
patients in the institutions at present.
250. How many beds would that be altogether in that group ? Eight hundred.
260. And the balance would be provided for in the general group ? No ; there are 1,000 in the general
hospital, and the balance in the general group.
261. So that hospital accommodation must necessarily be a very large feature in the institution ?
Necessarily so.
262. In other words, it would embrace over one-third of the inmates ? Considerably over one-third. The
provision is for over one-half.
263. After all that accommodation has been provided it will only meet tho requirements of the present
day ? ] presume that is the case ; but I understand from Mr. Maxted that 2,300 represents the normal
number of inmates expected to be accommodated.
264. Are you of opinion that the hospital accommodation in the George-street Asylum is suitable? I
think it is very unsuitable. It is overcrowded. The cubic space per bed is very small.
265. The accommodation for hospital patients in the George-street Asylum is, in your opinion, inadequate?
It is.
"
266. Is it not a fact that in order to afford means of egress in ease of accident a double set of staircases
has been erected? Fes ; there has been a double staircase provided for that purpose.
267. Is there any water supply to cover the upper storeys in the building ? I cannot say at the present
moment; but I know the supply is very inadequate. There is a water supply in tho general building,
and, speaking from memory, I believe there is a hydrant on each staircase.
268. What would be the position of the sick paupers in the upper storeys in case of fire ? Absolutely
hopeless.
263. It would be absolutely impossible to remove them ? Quite.
270. Is there not a carpenter’s shop on one side of this very building? There is.
271. Is not the building in danger of catching fire at any time ? I think it is very unwise to put that
carpenter’s shop alongside the main building.
272. Apart from that apparent danger, the building is altogether unsuitable for the accommodation of
paupers ? Altogether unsuitable.
273. It consists of two distinct buildings, does it not? Tes.
274. One at the termination of George-street, and the other on the wharf ? Tes.
275. Both being connected by an over-head way ? One over-head way on a lower floor.
270. Does that not render tho administration very incomplete ? Very incomplete indeed.
277. And expensive ? J should imagine so. The bed space at George-street, I might sav, is 41 feet per
bed.
'
278-3. It was originally a tweed factory, was it not? I believe it was.
2S0. And built^vory many years ago according to the then existing ideas of accommodation ? Tes, for
factory purposes.
.
281.
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W. L.
281. Where is the sewage matter from that institution conveyed ? It is conveyed into the river adjoining.
Vernon, Esq.
night-soil is carefully collected and disposed of elsewhere by tho Municipal Council of Parramatta,
kut all the liquid sewage—slop-waters, bath waters, and urine—goes into the river.
e ■’
' 282. And with regard to the night-soil? There are no water closets. It is all collected by tbe Parra
'
matta Council.
283. At a cost to the Government? I believe that the cost altogether to the two institutions is about
£600 a jrear.
■
284. And tho Council undertake to do it r They are doing it now, .
285. Is not the accommodation at the Macquarie-street Asylum equally as bad as that at George-street ?
Equally so. There are two fair wards there, but with that exception it is unequal to tbe requirements.
286. Have the'Government erected any new buildings at Macquarie-street ? In 1891 we erected quarters
for the Superintendent, hut there has been nothing else, except a few casual repairs.
287. That would not accommodate many patients, would it ? No ; except that the erection of tho quarters
for the Superintendent relieved the main building, so that it could accommodate more inmates.
288. Have the Government expended any money upon now buildings at the George-street Asjdum?
Nothing to speak of.
289. Consequently the amount given in the return handed in by you a short time ago would refer to the
maintenance of the old buildings, and not to tbe erection of new ones ? Tes, to a great extent. We
have put up a few sheds.
290. Iu other words patched up the old buildings ? Just so.
291. And the buildings are themselves very old ? Tes.
292. Is not the present building in Macquarie-street the building that was used many years ago as a
hospital barracks? I understand so.
293. And are not the ceilings very low ? Very low indeed.
294. And is it not badly ventilated ? Tes.
295. And altogether unsuitable for the accommodation of tbe inmates? Quite unsuitable. There is no
outlet from the Macquarie-street Asylum except into the street.
296. Have you thought over the possibility of accommodating all our sick paupers in one place—tbe sick
as distinct from tlie able-bodied portion ? I have not, I think it would be rather difficult, because these
old men are sick one day and well the next.
297. Tou say that the hospital accommodation in connection with each of these places is very large ?
It is.
298. I should like to know if you could offer any suggestion to the Committee by which all the sick
paupers could be accommodated in one place, instead of being spread all over the country as they are at
present? I think the scheme before the Committee, with regard to isolation wards, is one that could be
well adopted, because there accommodation is found for the absolutely ill—those who are suffering from
consumption or cancer—and there is no doubt that there you can embrace the whole of the acutely sick
under one administration and one control, The general hospital is a matter, one cannot quite so easily
give an opinion upon, because, as I understand, inmates are constantly shifted to and from the general
hospital and tbe ordinary wards, as they may happen to be well or temporarily sick. There is a constant
change going on in those cases ; but with regard to the acute cases I first mentioned I think you could,
with advantage, adopt a scheme of this kind.
.
299. There are acute and chronic cases which practically remain in the hospital until the patient dies ?
That is so.
300. Whereas, in the casual cases a certain percentage are ill to-day and well to-morrow, and many leave
the institution, and come back again ? I do not know how many leave.
301. But that is about the general course of things, is it not ? I should imagine so ; but I cannot say
from personal knowledge.
302. Will-you state to the Committee what have been the requirements at Liverpool in connection with
the cancer hospital ? Some short time ago it was considered desirable to remove the cancer patients from
tho main building. I think the Committee were shown the wards in which the cancer patients wore
originally accommodated. We built a temporary building across tbe railway, on a piece of detached
ground. That pavilion is unfortunately now becoming too small to accommodate tbe patients sent there.
It is not of a substantial character, and perhaps advisedly so, the object being that it might be burnt in
the event of its being vacated. That is the only arrangement that has been made.
303. When any additional buildings are required at these asylums for any purpose, I presume you are
consulted in the matter ? Tes, generally.
304. And as a rule they are erected under your superiutendence? With the exception of Newington
they all are. There may be exceptions, even in the other institutions ; but generally speaking they are.
305. What was your object iu designing a wooden hospital building for the cancer hospital at Liverpool ?
Want of money, and the necessity of putting up a light structure of an inexpensive kind, because the
larger question was looming in the distance, as to what was to be done with the whole of the institutions.
306. Not for any hygienic reason ? No, not particularly; but it fell in with the scheme.
307. Have you considered the question of the modern systems adopted in Europe in regard to hospital
huildings ? To some extent I have.
308. Is there not a very large feeling on the part of the medical faculty in Europe in favour of hospitals
being, as a rule, constructed of wood ? It is a matter very much discussed between medical men, and I
think it is very much hedged round with the class of patients to be considered.
309. Has the question been so far decided that the architects of the world have taken it up and adopted
it? Not to an extent to be known. This Government has to some extent adopted the system in tho
case of the Little Bay Hospital, where a series of wooden buildings have been erected, with the intention,
I think, that some day they may be burnt.
310. Do you remember when the question of finishing the Sydney Hospital was before the Public Works
Committee? Tes.
311. Do you not remember that it was held very strongly by some of tbe leading medical men of tho
Colony that permanent buildings should not be erected for hospital purposes ? I believe that opinion
was expressed ; but I think medical men have very diverse opinions even upon that point.
312. And was not one 'of the reasons assigned that all buildings used for hospital purposes became
saturated with what is called “hospitalism,” of which erysipelas is an instance? That opinion has
been expressed.
'
313.
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313. .If that is held to bo the case, would it not equally apply to huildings proposed to be erected for
W. L.
housing the poor ? I.do not think so altogether. In this scheme you have other considerations as well. ^crnori>
One of the main considerations is that the money to he expended is loan money. It would bo a very
improper thing to spend loan money upon buildings of a temporary character, and which can only last a 5 Feb., 1896.
short time, unless you provide such a sinking fund that the debt could be wiped out as tbe building was
wiped out. That is one reason. Tho other reason is that in the case of old people there is no infection
in the general sense of infection. Tou may have contagious cases, such as cancer and consumption, to
some extent, but you have none of those virulent cases that occur among younger people. Such are not
treated in a place of this kind.
■
314. Do you not think that the scum and dregs of the Colony being collected in a large institution of this
kind would bring in every disease known to medical science ? I do not think that these institutions admit
infectious cases. But on that point I could not speak authoritatively.
310. The pavilion system would reduce the danger from fire and make the means of escape much easier ?
Yes.
3LG. These isolated hospitals which you say ought to be erected to stand for a largo number of years are
liable to become saturated with hospitalism ? I did not say so.
317. Supposing that were the case, do you think it desirable to sink so much money in brick and mortar in
the way proposed ? I think the general custom in tbe erection of hospitals proves that the proposal is
perfectly justified. In my report I have laid particular stress upon the fact that in these isolated hospital
wards it is proposed to make the walls and the floors with non-absorbent antiseptic material. For instance,
the floor would not be a wrooden floor, and the walls and the ceiling would bo treated as in the case of most
modern hospitals; so that there would be no means by which infectious microbes or particles could adhere
to the building internally iu any shape or form. I mean every reasonable precaution would be taken.
318. 'Would not the accommodation already provided at Eookwood, together with tho pavilions in course
of erection, be suflicient to house the sick from all the male asylums ? The medical men say it will not
be quite sufficient. It requires six more pavilions, and I have shown those on the scheme in connection
with the present building's.
319. I mean if tho present inmates were removed ? Just so.
320. And if it were used entirely as a sick hospital ? I understand so from the medical men. The con
valescent inmates of the present buildings would be removed, and these would be filled entirely with sick men.
321. You say then it would require six more pavilions in addition to those you have erected? Yes.
322. Do you know the area of land at Yewington ? No; it is very confined on one side, but they have
ample room on another.
323. Coming back to the question of dealing with the night-soil at Rookwood, I should like you to give
the Committee a clear idea of wThat you really propose to do with it;—in general terms you told Mr.
Davies, but the matter is of such vast importance that I should like you to be able to state exactly to the
Committee how you are going to treat it, and what the cost will be? The view I take is this: If the
Engmcor-in-Chief for Public Works gives evidence before the Committee that sewrers can he constructed
there, and that tho liquid from those sowers can be discharged into the river in a fairly good and clear
state that will be one clear way out of the difficulty. "With regard to the’ solids, my opinion is that you
can deal equally well with them on the estate.
324. By what process ? By the process of cremation, utilising the liquids—that is the soap-suds and so
on—for irrigating the gardens, thus employing the men and enriching the soil.
325. Do you make a strong point of the treatment of the solid matter by cremation ? I think it is bettor
than treatment by desiccation, or by any chemical process. I think cremation is by far the best method.
326. Are you strongly of opinion that the nightsoil from tho largo number of inmates in the institution
should be treated before being placed upon the land in the vicinity ? Yes, I am of that opinion.
327. A.nd in a manner that would destroy any germs that might exist? I am of that opinion. My
scheme shows a crematory.
32S. I think it shows it for the hospital only? That is so.
329. You propose to deal with it partially; but why not propose to deal with the whole matter collectively ?
In preparing the scheme I was in some little doubt as to how far tho sewerage system could he adopted.
Even at the present moment I do not know, and it has left me in some difficulty as to the formation of a
definite scheme to place before this Committee.
.
330. You have not proposed any definite scheme for cremation? The actual details have not been
thoroughly thought out, but provision has been made for dealing with it in the estimate submitted.
331. What is done with the solid matter at Rookwood at the present time ? I think it is buried in the
far part of the estate. Of my own knowledge I do not know what is done with it.
332. How do you dispose of the same matter from the Liverpool Asylum? The liquid is discharged into
tho river, and I believe the nightsoil is removed by the Liverpool Council, but I do not know of my own
knowledge.
333. There is no system of cremation there ? None whatever.
334. The Liverpool Asylum has been in existence for many years, has it not? I understand so.
335. And all tne appurtenances are nearly perfect—the kitchen arrangements and the dining-room, and
with the exception of the want of some little weather sheds and out-houses the system is rather a perfect
one, is it not ? No, the kitchen is not of the best description for the purpose, and the dining-room should
he altered. It is long and narrow'. It is an old shed, which has been filled in, and that makes it very
difficult to work.
336. But there is no immediate necessity for an alteration ? No immediate necessity, but I think tho
kitchen should bo altered.
337. It has answered all purposes for some years past? I think money would be saved by altering the
kitchen at once.
338. But as a matter of fact it would last for many years to come ? The main building would.
339. And the administrative portion—that connected with the cooking and feeding of the inmates ? I
do not think so.
340. It is a substantial building is it not ? Not very. I think tho question of proper administration is
even more important than the state of the building.
THURSDAY,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings nt Rookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Walter Liberty Yernon, Esq., Goyermnent Architect, sworn, and further examined :—
W.341, Mr. Clarke.] Can you state the acreage covered by the proposed scheme at Rookwood? Yes. A
Yernon, Esq.
fence enclosing 64? acres would cover the whole scheme. It would not necessarily include the orchard
and the garden.
.
,
c ■’
"‘342. After giving the matter some consideration, [presume you consider that Rookwood is a suitable
place at which to erect the proposed buildings ? I do. I think it is an admirable place.
343. It has been recommended that the male paupers should be removed from the asylums at Parramatta.
Liverpool and Glenfield, and located in the proposed buildings at Rookwood? My instructions covered
some such scheme, and the scheme I have put before tbe Committee 1 have great confidence in.
344. Who gave you those instructions ? I received general instructions from the Under Secretary for
Public Works.
345. It is some time, I think, since a few of these people were located at Rookwood ? The first batch
were sent there in 1893.
346. Do you not consider that there would be great difficulty in getting proper drainage at Eookwood ?
No ; I do not.
,
347. Where would you propose to drain to ? There arc two alternative schemes which might ho consi
dered. The first is the removal of the whole of the sewage by water carriage into one of the existing
systems, or down to Haslem's Creek, to be dealt with there; and tbe other is to retain on the estate
itself all the products of the sanitation.
348. But if the sewage were taken down to Haslem’s Creek, would it not have to be conveyed into the
Parramatta River? Eventually, I presume, the effluent waters would go into the Parramatta River.
349. Would it be possible to take the sewage to the nearest point of tho present sewerage works at
Ashfield? I have heard the Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works express_an opinion upon that point;
but I would rather he gave it than 1 did, because 1 do not know much about it.
350. Have you any idea as to the cost? No.
_ _
351. When the Committee were at Rookwood last week. I noticed that you were utilising nearly all the
sewage on the orchard and gardens? We are utilising the whole of the slop waters.
352. What do you do with the most offensive portion—the faical matter? Of my personal knowledge I
do not know what is being done with it at the present moment. In the new scheme it would have to be
considered.
.
*
353. What is the number of acres in the orchard and garden at Eookwood—the land under cultivation ?
Wc have fifteen bods under cultivation at the present moment, covering, I suppose, an acre and a quarter—
not more.
354. Orchard and all? We do not irrigate the orchard. We have not sufficient liquid for the orchard.
355. If the sewage from that institution, containing 450 inmates, can be disposed of in the manner just
mentioned, without being offensive, would it not be possible to continue the same plan on a larger scale
over a larger area ? I certainly think so, and I strongly recommend it.
356. Considering the large area of land available for cultivation by trenching, you think that the whole
of tho offensive matter coming from the proposed institution at Rookwood could ho utilised without
injury ? Yes ; excluding the night-soil. I do not think it would be advisable to irrigate tbe night-soil
on the estate. But as regards the slop waters, washing waters, bath waters and urine, I am strongly of
opinion that it would be desirable and efficacious.
357. It was pointed out the other day, when wo were at Rookwood, that this matter was kept in pits for a
considerable time before being utilised, and there appeared to be nothing offensive, as far as I could see ?
It can of course be done in that way ; but tile question is a much larger one when you are dealing with
3,000 people instead of 400.
358. If you have now a few acres of laud in connection with an institution of 400 or 500 inmates, could
not the offensive matter be utilised in the same way in connection with a larger institution to which is
attached an area of about 600 acres? It could, but I think there are safer ways of dealing with it.
359. You think it would be better to deodorise it ? Either deodorise it or burn it. Either system is
good.
360. It would not then answer the purpose of manure for the farms so well, as a good deal of the
strength would have been taken out of it? That is quite true.. But tbe slop waters would he sufficient
to irrigate all that it would be necessary to cultivate ; so that it would not be required.
361. Can yon say, in round numbers, how many people there are at tbe Liverpool Asylum? I think we
were told the other day that there were 871. Formerly, I was informed, fhe number was 950, so that
the number evidently varies from time to time.
362. Do you not think that the asylum at Liverpool could be utilised for the accommodation of siqjr
eases—chronic cases such as consumption, hut from which there would be no fear of contagion ? I think
the ordinary sick can be accommodated there, but not to the extent they are accommodated now, and
certain improvements would be necessary. But I am of opinion that cases requiring isolation should not
go there at all.
363. You would have to find room for them somewhere else then ? Yen.
.
364. Do you think it would be a fair thing to send a lot of such people to the Randwick Asylum, situated
in the centre of a large population ? I do not think it would be very desirable.
365.
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W. L.3G5. Besides T do not think the Randwick Asylum is drained any more than Rookwood? Only
Yernon, Eeq.
imperfectly.
36ti. Can you say whether the Randwick Asylum could be connected witli the main sewer ? I could not 6 Feb., 1896.
say.
_
367. Mr, Fegan^ ’What is the system of sewerage adopted at the Randwick Asylum? I do not know.
368. You do not for a moment suggest that room should be found in tho Randwick Asylum for more than
J40 or 500 of these people ? I think that is tho utmost capacity. Of course there is the upper floor,
but I do not recommend that these eases should be put upon the upper floor at all. I think it is too high
up. , It would be perpetuating the evil you are trying to diminish at the present moment.
3G9. Therefore if only 510 patients were removed from the Parramatta Asylum to the Randwnck Asylum,
there would still he a largo unoccupied space in the latter building? There wmuld be the floor in the roof
still unoccupied.
37u. You would not, of course, keep the present inmates there? So; 1 have made no provision for
them at all.
371. Bo you know what was suggested in the event of their removal? 1 do not know.
372. You would not remove healthy children from an asylum like that, which is their only home at
present, to give it to the inmates of the Parramatta Asylum, would you ? I naturally' assume that if they
urere removed provision would be made for them elsewhere. I cannot say more.
373. But do you not think that the removal of patients from the Parramatta Asylums should take place
immediately? Yes; from George-street particularly.
374. Then some provision would have to be made for the children who nowT occupy the asylum at
Randwick ? If any of the inmates of the George-street Asylum were sent there that would be necessary'.
375. And therefore it would be necessary that immediate steps should be taken on behalf of the children ?
bfaturally.
.
376. So that one evil is almost as great as the other? The same difficulty would probably present itself.
377. In regard to tho proposed buildings at Rookwood, when were you first asked to prepare tho plans ?
It was after this Committee began to sit. I was informed that in about a week’s time I should be required
to go before’the Committee to give evidence on the Rookwood scheme.
378. But when were you asked to prepare the plans for the scheme placed before the Committee? At
that time.
379. Then, it has not taken you very long to prepare these plans ? I put a great amount of assistance
on to the work, and gave as much attention as it was possible to give to it, and I had it ready for the
Committee.
380, While preparing these plans had you any consultation with the Eugineer-in-Chief for Public
Works ? No, 1 had. not—not specially, only casually.
t
331. Boes it not seem strange to you, in your professional capacity, that in preparing these plans no
proper system of sewerage was provided for? In my own mind the scheme I prepared was for using the
whole of the sewage products upon the estate itself, and not dealing with water carriage at all, and hence
I did not make any communication with the Engineer-in-Chief.
382. But as a.rule, I suppose the Enginecr-in-Chief takes a prominent part, as far as sewerage is con
cerned, in the preparation of plans and specifications for the erection of Government buildings? Not
necessarily.
.
383. Is that portion of the work left to you? Yes, entirely.
384. So that really the question of the system of sewerage comes directly under your control independcnfly of the Engineer-in-Chief ? That would be the case, excepting whore the sewers under the charge
of the Engineer-in-Chief come within proximity to the establishment. Then, necessarily, I should go to
the Engineer-in-Chief. But where the sowers are isolated, as in the case of Kenmore, for instance, the
whole of the sewerage arrangements are under my charge.
385. Whal are your arrangements at Kenmore ? Wc are carrying out a system of irrigation there.
386. With the solids and the liquids? Yes.
387. I presume it is a kind of sewage farm ? If is not constructed yet. It will be.
388. That is your intention ? Yes.
’
389. I notice that in your plans you have made provision for a crematory at Rookwood ? I have.
390. I*suppose you arc aware that that system is largely in vogue in Franco? Yes, and Germany.
391. And the product of the crematory is sold at a high price ? lam not quite so certain about that.
It. is often so stated; but I do not think in practice it has ever been a great success as regards the sale
of the product.
392. Have you any data to go upon in saying it has not been a success ? As far as I have ascertained,
tho products do not contain those chemical properties which they should do, and which they did in their
natural state, and they are consequently so much less useful for fertilising purposes.
393. Neither are they so obnoxious ? They are not obnoxious at all. That is entirely removed.
394. But 1 suppose you have heard that after the crematory has finished with the matter it is sold for
manure ? Yes ; I have had to deal with such schemes myself in England.
395. And did you deal with them successfully ? The sales at first were good, but in nearly every case
they fell off.
’
390. 1 suppose you have been acquainted with large land owners in England whose farms have been entirely
manured by excreta ? I know several municipalities which dispose of the whole of the sewage on farms,
but 1 do not know of any private owners who adopt that system.
397. Is it not a fact that the tendency on the part of municipal bodies in England, is tcutilise the sewage
by applying it to farm purposes ? Yes, entirely.
°
398. The old idea of doing away with the sewage altogether is exploded, and the practice is to utilise it as
much as possible ? The old system of polluting the rivers is being put a stop to very severely, and muni
cipalities are being^ driven into irrigating certain tracts of land in their own municipalities and disposing of
the sewage, and this they are doing very successful!}'.
399. faincc the adoption of this new system, has fever or any other disease bee?] more prevalent than
formerly? I think it has been less prevalent.
400; Therefore that experience should be a criterion to guide this country in the matter ? I think so.
decidedly,
'
401,
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401. More especially seeing that we have a greater amount of sunshine than is the case in England ? Yes,
that is in favour of the system, and the land being drier is more absorbent.
Fob 189G
^ou are aC(luaint'e<l with the nature of the soil at Eookwood? Yes.
’ 403. Do you not think that even that soil would neutralise the excreta, in time ? I think it would; hut
it is not the best of soils for dealing with excreta.
■
404. Therefore, you think the plan you have proposed is the best under the circumstances ? I think so,
under the circumstances,
•
405. According to your plans it is proposed to make provision at Eookwood for 3,000 people ? Yes,
actually 3,300.
400. Since you have seen the various buildings have you looked at your plans again to see what buildings
are really not necessary ? I have had the matter constantly in my mind, and assuming that 3,000 people
are there, I do not thiuk any one building could be omitted.
407. You have said that there is a number of rooms in the Liverpool Asylum which could still be utilised
for their present purpose ? Yes, with certain improvements.
408. How inanv people could you safely put in the Liverpool Asylum—I mean without overcrowding?
If only able-bodied inmates were put at Liverpool the Asylum would hold probably about 900.
409. How many are there now ? The figures given to me are 950, but there is a discrepancy in those
numbers which I cannot explain.
410. Do you say that, with the present provision existing there, there would be room for 900 able-bodied
men ? That is tho number which has been given to me, and my own calculations have shown that there
is sufficient bed-space for that number.
411. Did you include tbe hospital at Liverpool Asylum known as the long room? I have calculated that
as part of the accommodation. It is not a satisfactory room at all.
■
412. And people when they come to the position of having recourse to a charitable institution, especially
people who are physically unable to help themselves, ought to be fairly well looked after P Yes; if you
were to take bed-ridden people it would not hold anything like that number.
413. How many bed-ridden people would it hold ? I should have to increase the 46 superficial feet per
bed to something like 74 feet, and consequently the number of inmates would be proportionately smaller.
1 am only assuming that Liverpool would take inmates who are, you may say, locked out of the bed-rooms
during the day, or not allowed in.
414. Therefore, if the authorities were to look well into the matter and send the able-bodied men to Liver
pool, that Asylum could be used with benefit even yet for 900 inmates ? Undoubtedly it could, subject to
certain expenditure.
415. "What is your idea about the G-eorge-street Asylum at Parramatta? I think it should be shut up
on the very first day possible.
41G. It is not very creditable to the country ? Quite the contrary.
417. It is not a suitable building for the purpose in any shape or form ? It is quite unsuitable.
418. You said in your evidence yesterday, I think, that the buildings were formerly an old tweed factory ?
Yes, a portion of George-street Asylum.
419. Are the other buildings at Parramatta also unsuitable and dangerous from more causes than one ?
Yes.
420. The mortality there is rather large, is it not, through overcrowding ? I cannot tell yon.
421. For these reasons you would entirely abolish the present charitable institutions at Parramatta ? I
would certainly close those two—George-street and Macquarie-street.
422. And to what place would you remove the inmates ? I would remove them to Eookwood.
423. Since your visit to the Liverpool Asylum, you are satisfied that that institution will accommodate
900 people;—would not that fact materially reduce the cost of your original proposal ? It would
necessarily reduce the accommodation required by 1,000; but the question of unification of administration
would still remain undecided.
424. And you think that a very important factor in this proposal of yours? I think so. It is a matter
upon which I cannot give much information myself.
■
425. If so many sick patients were housed in such a small space, would thebe be any fear of detriment to
the health of the people outside ? I cannot see that it is possible.
426. Mr. Hassall.In reference to tbe estimate of cost of these proposed buildings, which I take it is a
matter more nearly connected with your Department, is it absolutely necessary to erect buildings of such
an elaborate character, costing large sums of money, in order to provide for the supervision of this pro
posed asylum;—take, for instance, £1,000 for a kitchen in tho casual group ? It is by no means elaborate.
It is the plainest possible description of kitchen that could be built—just the four walls, roof, and floor.
But it is the size of the building necessary for providing food for 544 patients that makes tho cost appear
large.
‘
427. Does that item include all the necessary cooking utensils, or is it for the building alone ? It is to
provide for the kitchen aud the laundry together, and will provide the necessary steam and cooking and
washing apparatus. To some extent these are combined. The cost of the cooking apparatus itself in that
particular kitchen is £265.
428. Leaving £735 for the building alone? Yes ; and part of that is useful for the laundry.
429. But you allow £1,500 for the laundry as well ? I allow £2,500 for the two, although they are
stated separately,
430. With regard to the pavilions, some, in Group Ho. 2, are estimated at £1,400 each, and the pavilions
in the casual group, No. 3, are put down at £800 each;—why should there he that difference ? I propose
in the case of the casual group to make the dormitories merely enclosed sheds, because the inmates,
generally speaking, will comprise the lowest class of men accustomed to sleep in the open air. Eor these
you require the most moderate accommodation possible. Therefore, in the casual group, we propose to
build on that plan, and to have them more like ordinary farm-buildings than buildings of the character of
an institution.
431. Chairman^] And are they to hold the same number ? I have put them a little closer together, I
have put sixty-eight instead of sixty. I give them 37 superficial feet per bed, instead of 44.
432. Mr. Ras&att.] But you provide them with beds, and with the shelter of roof and walls, and so on?
Oh, yes; hut we only give them one front verandah, instead of a verandah Ml round. That makes a
difference in the cost.
433,
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style of building would he suitable for permanent inmates? iNb, it would
W-Lnot be sulbciently substantial. It would not be comfortable enough either. I understand that these Vernon, Ksq.
casuals are constantly coming in aud constantly going out, aedtberoughestdescription of accommodation,
pro riding it is shelter from the weather, is really all they require.
°
1
1 6 Feb., 189G.
t3AoAhf ’ ‘?rain’1 sec thflt ■'ou llilvc » lntchen at » ^st of £2,000, and a laundry at £2,500, making
tuT- i n. i tllep(r pnrposes in the Isolation Group, No. 4 ;—is it necessary to go to such great expense?
Ibis kitchen and laundry provide for 800 inmates, instead of 544, and the kitchen is to include better
appliances than in the case of the casuals, because the cooking is for invalids. I have calculated the cost
ot the kitchen—the cooking plant—at £480.
435. -And you think that no lower sum than that would erect suitable buildings? I am afraid to put
down any lower sum than that, because of the size of the place. There are so many rods of brickwork,
and so many feet of flooring and roofing, that the estimate could not be reduced. Nothing is allowed
for superiiuous decoratioa or anything of that hind.
430. The nurses’quarters are to cost £2,000;—bow many nurses will that provide quarters for? I
twelvAtofourtcen*''6 VC ! but 1 ^ n0t
elcar ul)011 that Point yct' I had to provide for from
437. And for the matron’s quarters and offices there is a sum of £2,000? That refers to the matron's
quarters and the necessary offices in connection with the isolation group, There are also store-rooms,
still-rooms, and a visitors’-room. It is a sort of administrative block really.
438. And what do you propose to do with the quarters at present occupied by the matron ? We propose
to retain those. She is the superintendent.
^ 1
4AA0rJA8ame PlirPosea I understand that the present superintendent is superintendent over the
whole institution, and the matron is only matron of the isolation wards, and I should think she will
A0 all her work to do to look after 800 patients there. Yon see they are sick patients, and are treated
differently from the others.
440. I hen, again, in Group No. 5 there is £3,000 put down for “ kitchen, scullcrv, and stores,” and £4 000
for a laundry; this makes altogether £14,000 for kitchens and laundries i'’do you not think these
estimates are rather high? Not from my experience in connection wiih lunatic asvlums. You are
dealing with such an enormous scheme. The kitchen plant will cost at least £800." I went into the
Particulars very closely this morning. Then I have to provide boilers and laundry machinery and the
big space required for washing clothes for 2,000 men.
AV w1 ^lat I>articular group ? It ipclndes two groups—the hospital group aiid tho general group.
uii0U,pr?!T-e also t0 erect a residenco for the medical superintendent at a cost of £2 000- that
ought to build him a very nice house ? Well, it would build a comfortable house. Hut it is to include
all the outbuildings, tho laying out of the grounds, fencing, and everything of that description. From
my experience it is desirable to provide a medical superintendent at a place like this with comfortable
443, With regard to the pavilions, the total cost is estimated at £51,450, and the cost of the whole of the
buildmgs is estimated at £108,350; therefore, tho pavilions for the inmates arc 1o cost only about half
the total sum ; the other half is to bo swallowed up by buildings required for administration ? That is
not quite the case because the cost of the pavilions at present at Kookwood should be added to tho cost
or the pavilions. It must bq recollected that the administrative buildings you refer to are to bo used in
common for the existing institution as well as for the new one.
44k And have they not buildings at the present time used for these purposes ? Yes. But they are not
to be used for such. The dining-room you were in the other day will be used as a ward.
445. And these other buildings you propose to erect are in lieu of buildings now used for laundry purposes
fhmng-rooms, and so on ? The present laundry will be used for farm purposes.
’
44G. Do you not think tiiat if this scheme is carried out, and the proposed expenditure incurred, the coat
of the maintenance of paupers m this country will be something enormous ? Not if vou compare it with
the cost in other places.
"
y
447. Ilaveyou any information upon that point? I cannot get very much, but I averaged the cost of
live ot tbe Jjondon workhouses, and they cost £46 per inmate.
448. Do you know how that item is made up? 1 have referred to a special work upon this class of
building in which the cube contents of the buildings and the cost per foot are given, I have taken five
good leading typical buildings, and I find tbe average cost is £46.
449. I hat is the cost for housing a pauper? Housing a pauper in London, He is housed there and
system11 y 801111
° °BG quartcrs‘ 'Ttier0 is 1101 tlle same chance to keep paupers there by the pavilion
450. Mr-WryU] And there is also a difference as regards the climate ? Yes. This scheme is estimated
to cost £40 138. 5d. per inmate, as against £46 iu London.
aro'
y°11 a,1y particulars of the cost per head in Victoria ? ^b4o- Ur in any of the neighbouring colonies ? No. I have particulars of tho cost in tbe case of lunatic
kind 3 ^ “0SPlta‘s> kutl have not been able to obtain the information in regard to institutions of this
453. You could not get a fair estimate from the cost of patients in lunatic asylums and hospitals? This
Committee recommended the construction of the Kenmore Asylum at a cost of £256 per bed • but we think
111 t*,e resu*t to ftbout £225, saving £25 per bed. Callan Park cost £308 per bed,
Gladesvdle £108, and 1 arramatta £7/. 1 admit that those establishments do notafford a fair comparison.
* i ■Beca”so, ^ th® ?ne cas? 7™ aTC providing absolutely for patipers, and in tbe other case for people
who are afflicted, and have to be kept under restraint? Yes.
F *
455. How many paupers aro there in the institutions in London where tbe average cost is £46 nor inmate P
According to the last returns, St. Luke’s, in the City Road, had 1,25] inmates, St. George’s Union 1,314, Sc.
Chare s 377, and the Jfarylebone 744. These arc poor infirmaries and unions.
I'cioWiv tl'C average C0St is £i|t! ? 1 WouW not aay that they are necessarily the institutions I took, but
45/. Then you do not think your estimate could be reduced without impairing (lie efficiency of the
administration ? Not if 3,300 inmates are to be provided for, and except I have favourable lenders—that
is jti] I can nope for.
13—C
458.-
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45$. If the work were carried out by tender, do yon think any material reduction would he made in tho
emon, S<1-cost of these necessary buildings ? I should hone a percentat'e would be saved: but I could not say
how much.
.
’
459. Mr, 131ack.~\ In answer to a question by Mr. Fegan, I think you said that some difficulty would arise
in housing the children at llandwick Asylum, if it were proposed to remove some of the paupers from
other places into that institution ;—do vou not think it would bo possible to bouse the children at present,
at Eandwick. in the main building—in the building now used as a hospital. 1 mean the Catherine Hayes
building. If the receiving house now in use at the back were used as a hospital, do you think the
Catherine Hayes wing would be sufficiently capacious to accommodate the children now in the main
building ? Ho, not quite. The Catherine Hayes hospital carries eighty-five beds.
_
460. And how many children are there now in the institution ? One hundred and forty-seven ; and this
makes no provision for a dining-room or a day-room, so that I am afraid you could not get them in.
461. Uo you think that Eookwood is the best site available to the Government for such a scheme of
grouping as you propose ? So far as my knowledge goes it is the best site available.
462. How far is it from tbe nearest part of the city sewerage scheme? I would rather leave that
question to Mr. Hickson, because T do not know whore his sewers come to.
463. You think it is sufficiently elevated to be easily connected with city sewerage system? Ob, yes;
_
tbe elevation is all right,
464. It is proposed to resume some laud at Eookwood, if this scheme is carried out;—do you know the
area ? I was not aware of that.
405.. I refer to the piece of land which you told me you thought Mr. Brunker proposed to resume ? Two
portions have been sold, and tho proposal is to resume those. One of them has a house upon it.
466. You have no idea of the probable cost of the resumption ? No
46/. Ho you know anything of the sewage system that prevailed at Salford in England about thirty years
ago ? I must have forgotten.
468. If I remember rightly it is a system of desiccation. I think tbe sewage is dried by compression.
The solid portion is sold in cubes for the purpose of manure. Those cubes are said to be without smell
until broken up. Tbe fluid which is filtered off, if I remember rightly, is said to be so absolutely pure
and tasteless that it is the common drink of the visiting aldermen ? I think that system is called the
General Scott system. It was also adopted in a town in Middlesex ; but gradually bettor systems have
taken its place.
469. You propose, I believe, to destroy the solids at Eookwood by combustion ? I do.
470. Is there any danger of the obnoxious gases that would be liberated by the consumption of the fecal
matter falling when given ponderosity by contact with the upper air—when the wind is in that direction—
into the waters of the Potts’ Hill Beservoir? Not if the plant is so constructed that all the surplus heat
and steam is carried again through the furnace ; and in all properly-constructed crematories that is done.
471. You think, then, that if the plant is properly constructed it will be impossible for any noxious gases
tocscapo? 1 do not sec how such a thing would he possible with'a property-constructed crematory.
'
The effluvia, or whatever is drawn off in the process of cremating, is burnt again in a properly-constructed
crematory.
• 472. That would necessitate a double furnace, I suppose ? No; there are double flues in the same
furnace, and the gases pass through tho fire again. It is used, really, as a draught to the furnace.
473. Under such circumstances there would be no unpleasant odors escaping—not through the chimney F
There should not he. I do not think there would he.
474. That being so, I suppose even the smoke would be colourless? Yes; it is the case at Bathurst.
We have no fault to find there.
475. 1 believe, from what has fallen from you previously, that oue of the chief failures of the present
system is the fact that the sick arc not sufficiently isolated from the aged and delicate ? That is one
reason of the failure; and also not having sufficient cube space per bed.
476. You are aware that at Newington there is some proposal for isolating patients of the better class ;—■
do you think that is advisable in a pauper system ? I do not know of my own knowledge what tlie
proposal is at Newington. We prepared plans some little time ago for a series of double-room cottages
round a quadrangle, and the institution is carrying those out itself. What the precise object was I am
not aware. IV e did not find cither the money or the supervision.
477. Do you not think, if there is to be any classification of patients at all, that it would be better to
classify them according to their behaviour, and not according to their origin or up-bringing? 1 should
think that would be the best; but of course necessarily I am not versed in management.
478. Yesterday you were asked some question with regard to hospitalism ;—do you not think that it is
only the_inner skin of a building that is likely to be saturated with the germs of’disease; when I say tho
inner skin, I mean the plaster, the flooring, the doors, and the fittings generally ? That is all.
479. If these were renewed at stated periods, there would be no necessity for the wholesale destruction
of the building from any dread of the conveyance of disease ? There would be no need at all, if the
building were properly constructed in the first instance.
4S0. Do you know of any cheap system for the deodorisation of fecal matter by the use of chemicals ;—
is there not some German system by which they drench tlie fsecal matter with chemicals, and render it
odorless—kill all noxious properties ? Yes; there is such a svstein in use now in tbe neighbourhood of
Sydney, to some extent,
’
481. Is that an expensive process ? No ; and proof of that is given iu the evidence I gave the other day.
A firm is prepared now to treat this matter from the George-street Asylum Parramatta at a less cost
than is now being paid for its removal. That, to my mind, is a proof that it can be done.
482. What would become of the matter so treated ;—could it he used as manure ? The proposal was to
take it to Eookwood, aud put it into the ground there.
483. Merely to bury it, not to use it for any purpose of improving the soil ? They say it will fertilise
the soil, but 1 am not quite so sanguine myself. It would lighten the character of tlie soil very much,
and probably in that case yon would get better pasture.
484. If it is still proposed to maintain, say, 1,000 patients at Liverpool, with some alterations there in tho
direction of increased hospital accommodation, which I think is possible, if I remember the site rightly,
that would, of course, largely induce the cost of your Eookwood scheme it would possibly render it
unnecessary
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unnecessary to construct one group ? That is so. It would save oue group, and the administrative
huildings would be proportionately smaller, or, in other words, they would be built in sections.
Vernon, Eeq.
485. 11 the Committee were to make a proposal of that character, would you be prepared to recommend
it? If the Committee gave up the idea of concentrating the whole, 1 thiuk that would be the best pro0
' '
posal. But the inmates of Idverpool then should only be those who are able-hodied. I would remove all
the sick. 1 would remove the isolated cases as well as tho chronic sick.
486. How would it do then to retain the Liverpool Asylum as a refuge for casuals only? That would do
very well.
487. That would render it unnecessary to go in for improved hospital accommodation at Liverpool ? It
would.
'
■
488. Mr. Wright.] I think, in answer to a question asked you some time ago, you said those plans had
been hurriedly prepared ? Not hurriedly ; they were got up in a short time,
489. Were these plans prepared to meet the amount placed on. the estimate, or was the estimate prepared .
to meet these plans? Tho sum voted by tho blouse was voted months before I had any instructions
at all.
‘
''
490. Without any plans—before any plans were prepared p So far as I am aware.
491. So 1 take it these plans were prepared to meet the estimate? No; these plans were prepared to
meet the requirements which I was instructed to provide for.
492. Vos ; but to meet the estimate also ? I was obliged to prepare these plans altogether independent
of the estimate. I do not know what tho estimate ivas based on ; but I prepared them with a view to tbe
greatest economy in every ono of the buildings.
493. If plans are not prepared, is it competent for you or any architect to say what would be the actual
cost? "We can form a very close approximate idea of the cost of all our buildings before preparing any.
specifications.
494. You can cube them if you like, and make a rough estimate ? That is one way of doing it.
495. But can you design the buildings, showing the elevation, and tell the cost of it with any degree of
accuracy ? Not the elevation only ; the plans I could.
°
496. Plans and elevation, without any reference to the material or the finishing trades? Yes, we doit
every day; we are obliged to do it. "
497. But it is more or less guesswork, is it not? No, it is tbe result of experience. In this case I
have six pavilions upon which I can base my fuither estimate. There the practice comes in.
498. You had the advantage of having built similar pavilions before, and these guided you in the present
case ? And our previous estimates of those were closely adhered to when the tenders came in.
.
499. So that, as a matter of iact, knowing the class of the buildings, as well as the finishing trades, you
can form a pretty dose estimate of the cost? Yes.
'
500. In view of tbe fact that the proposed asylum will contain a population of something over 3,000
old men, the bulk of whom are suffering more or less from diseases, some of which arc of a most
offensive kind, do you think it would be wise to treat any part of the refuse from that institution for
irrigation purposes? Yes, I do. 1 think it is perfectly safe to treat tho ordinary hospital sewage, and
that from the general cases and tlie casual cases, in that way.
501. By that system you not only treat tho urine of the patients, but also the slop waters as well as tlie
water in which the bandages arc washed and the sores aro dressed ? No ; those are in connection with
tho isolated eases, and I would not treat those at all.
.
502. Only the general eases ? That is all.
503. What do you propose to do with the fluid matter from the infectious or diseased cases ? I propose
to precipitate that, and I have marked the position for tho crematory for these isolated wards.
504. What process of precipitation do you suggest ? I have not gone into tho details of the particular
chemicals to bo used. That is a matter which would hardly affect the scheme.
505. Arc you aware that in Manchester very extensive works were constructed for precipitation at an
enormous cost, and the undertaking was a total failure ? No, I am not aware of that.
.
506. And that it was conducted by some of the ablest chemists of Europe? 1 am not personally aware.
507. You bare no idea of the cost either of the work of combustion on the ono hand, and precipitation on
the othef, or of utilising the fluids of one portion on tho ground? Yes; I consider that the sum of
£5,000 will cover the whole of the provision necessary.
508. That is an estimate ? Yes.
509. And you still think that the ordinary sewage from the non-hospifcai portion of the building mirflit
with safety be used for the purpose of cultivating vegetables ? I do.
°
510. I think you said that; tho kitchen appliances at Newington cost between £700 and £800? Yes
511. That plant has sufficient capacity to cook for 900 people? Yes; that is the limit of its cooking
power.
°
512. In a subsequent reply you said that the same estimate of cost would apply to a plant to cook fdr
3,000 at Itookwood? I do not think I said that. I said to-day that the cooking plant for liookwood
to cook for 2,000 would probably cost about £800. But I must explain that tho cooking plant at
Newington combines also a system of hot water and steam for-baths and general purnoses.
513. And a laundry also ? Yes.
’
514. The cooking appliances at Newington, 1 understand, were made in the Colony ? Yes, wo arc making
others now for tho gaols and the asylums. We are introducing all these cooking appliances.
°
515. 1 suppose they are of the most modern pattern obtainable? Yes, I have fitted up the very latest
kind in Young Gaol, and it was finished about three weeks ago. It is tho very latest improved cooking
apparatus that is made, ami it was made in the Colony.
b
516. You stated that the portions of the Bandwiek Asylum which you propose to utilise would accommo
date over 500 patients ? Yos.
^
517. Could you give tho floor-space for which you provide the superficial feet? In the main asylum the
floor-space varies from 50 feet to 47 foot per patient.
1
518. What do you consider should be the maximum space at Liverpool? The maximum accommodation
for 900 patients would give 46 feet.
519. And at Parramatta? The accommodation there is 44 feet and 41 foot respectively in the two
institutions.
520:
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520. And what do yon propose at Kookwood ? I propose 44 feet, and 74 feet for the hospital cases.
Yernon, Eeg. rjoj Then, as a matter of fact, yon propose less at Kookwood per patient for the non-sick than is now
Provlded in the existing institutions P That is not so. The 44 feet at the ^Macquarie-street Asyliini at
e '*
’ Parramatta is necessarily an average over the whole of the inmates, including hospital cases as well ns
convalescent cases. But at Kookwood 1 have been able to separate tho two, aud I have provided 44 feet
for the able-bodied and 74 feet for the hospital patients.
_
_
_
522, ^Referring again to Newington, can you tell the Committee what is the consumption of coal per
annum at that institution P I do not know what is the annual consumption, but my officer who has
charge of the cooking plant there tolls me that since the erection of it the saving of coal has amounted to
115 tons per annum.
523. 115 tons per annumwould alone seem to be a large consumption ? Yes.
024. Having attained such a result at Newington, you expect of course to minimise the consumption of
coal at other institutions P Yes. We can cook far cheaper under this new system and far better.
525. Hollowing up the remarks of Mr. Hassall about the cost of these buildings, do you not think that
£2,000 is a large sum of money to spend in the erection of quarters for the matron ? It would be the
accommodation were for the matron only ; but the matron’s block includes other accommodation besides.
526. It was pointed out by Mr. Hassall that your estimate showed a total cost of £14,000 for kitchen and
laundry appliances alone ;—that seems a very large sum ? It is ; but the establishment is so large.
527. And I suppose it is possible that the estimate may be reduced? I hope it will work out in the same
way as Kenmore is doing. There I am saving 20 per cent, on the estimate.
52^. You said that possibly the heat used to cremate the solid matter at Kookwood would also be applied
to produce electricity? What I meant was that it would be possible to combine tbe crematory with tho
electric lighting plant, and by that means to utilise all the waste and surplus heat from the crematory in
the electric lighting plant.
529. For your electric lighting plant you have put down a sum of £3,000? Yes.
530. Do you propose to work that by an engine, or by water ? By an engine. A. powerful engine will
bo required, as it is a large installation.
_ _
531. Does not £3,000 seem a small estimate for supplying the electric light for the whole of thebuildings
including motors, dynamos, accumulators, and so forth P It looks small on the face of it; but it will not
be necessary to light up the whole of the pavilions so that one may see to read in any position. As long
as you give a general light through the pavilions it will be sufficient.
532. Mr. Hoskins.] Was it on your suggestion that the sewage and faical matter in the Bathurst Gaol
was disposed of by burning ? No ; it was not.
533. Have you yourself seen the way in which they dispose of the sewage at that gaol ? Yes ; frequently.
534. Is it burnt within the boundaries of the gaol wall, or at some distance from the gaol ? Within tho
outer wall of tho gaol.
535. Does not the smoke arising from the burning of that fsecal matter smell disagreeably ? No; wo
never had a complaint, and never detected a smell.
536. How far is the gaol building from the town ? The gaol is, I suppose, three-quarters of a mile from
the centre of the town ; it is up on the heights.
537. There are not many houses built about the gaol? Not many.
538. Aud there are only about 350 prisoners there ? That is the number.
539. Iu answer to Mr. Black you said that a number of towns in England had disposed of their seivage
very readily ; was that done by cremation or by means of sewage farms ? By irrigation and sewage
farms principally.
540. Are such farms considered a success in England ? On tho whole they are.
541. Is it not a fact that the smells arising from a sewage farm are very disagreeable ? Not if tho work
is properly carried out.
542. Have not complaints frequently been made about the smell proceeding from sewage farms in different
parts of England, say Croydon? Complain!s have been made when the carriers have been allowed to
surcharge themselves and become choked. I. know of my own knowledge of cases when tho carriers and
the subsoil drains have become surcharged with solid matter on account of the non-absorbent character of
the soil. But that has very often arisen from causes which can be removed, and have been. I know a
case iu Buckinghamshire at the present moment where Mr. Baldwin Latham, the engineer, has experienced
that difficulty, and he has overcome it.
543. Then the satisfactory working of sewage farms, and their not becoming a nuisance to the neighbour
hood, depends upon careful working and careful supervision ? Yes.
544. And also primarily upon tho nature of the soil over which the sewage is spread ? Some soil is much
.
better adapted for the purpose than other.
545. Have you ever been at the Botany sewage farm ? Yes.
546. Have you ever smelt any disagreeable smells from that sewage farm ? Not on the farm itself. I have
in the outfall chamber, but not on the farm.
547. I suppose you will admit that it would be almost impossible to End a soil better adapted for
absorbing sewage than that of the Botany sewage farm ? It is capital soil—sand.
548. Therefore, per contra, the soil at Kookwood being non-absorbent clay it would be very difficult to
deal with ? It would not be nearly so good.
549. I think I may fairly assume that, iu your opinion, the sewage from the proposed buildings at Rook
wood "must be disposed of either by the solid matter being burnt, or the fluid matter being taken by sub
soil drains under the ground or otherwise by water carriage ? Those are, in my opinion, the alternatives.
550. You have no idea what it would cost to convey tbe sewage of Kookwood to the nearest point of the
Sydney sewerage system ? 1 have not.
55 L. Did it never occur to you that if the sewage were conveyed by tunnel or pipes, and discharged into
the Parramatta River, it would cause a nuisance there? Undoubtedly, if carried direct into the river, it
would do so.
’
652. Seeing that according to your statement, in order to prevent the disposal of excreta and sewage
from being a nuisance to the neighbourhood, everyihing depends upon its being carefully attended to, do
you think that with a subsoil like that at Rookwood it would be safe to try tbe experiment? I think it
would be safe so far as regards the slop waters. I am of opinion that the present system could be
extended with perfect safety to any extent one liked,
553,
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553. Tou belJcvc it would lie perfectly safe to dispose of the excreta hy burning ? Tes,
551, Tjooking at the fact that there are only about 450 patients in the asylum at Eookwood now, and that
the excreta is disposed of by being buried, I suppose you will admit that if that practice were persevered ^
with, and there were 3,000 patients there, the ground would soon become poisoned, owing to the quantity
of excreta that would be buried ? To some extent. But considering that the acreage is so large, even
under that system, if it were conducted under proper control, there need be no fear. But I think the
other system is the safer one.
_
555. Mr. Black.~\ How long does it take buried sewage to undergo the process of conversion—say, with
a clay subsoil ? I think you can get evidence as to the actual time from the results at Eookwood, and
that would be better than any opinion I might give.
550. M.r. HoskhiK.~\ Supposing the Committee were to recommend that, say, 700 able-bodied paupers should
still be kept at the Liverpool Asylum, and temporary arrangements were made at Eandwick for accommo
dating 500 more, how long do you think it would take you to erect at Eookwood tho necessary buildings
to accommodate the patients remaining at Parramatta ? That would be about 1,000. It could be done
successively pavilion after pavilion, so that I think in a period of from nine to ten months wc could get
the whole done. With a special effort one might do it iu a shorter time.
557. Seeing that you could not find accommodation for all the paupers under nine or ten months, and
perhaps a year, and allowing for casnaliiies, and having regard to the fact that the buildings at Parra
matta aro so ill-adapted for bousing tho helpless poor, do you not think if desirable that arrangements
should be made nt once by which the George-street Asylum should be relieved of the large number of
patients who are now tliere? J think it would be desirable. In giving tbe opinion that it would take
from nine to ten months to provide the whole accommodation, I would add that I could begin to give
accommodation after tbe first tliree months, so that the men could go successively on to the ground as
pavilion after pavilion was erected, the time taken to complete the whole being about ten months. In
a case of emergency like the present, perhaps it could ho done in a little less time.
miBAY, 7 FEBBUARY,
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Henry C la eke, Esq.
Geoege Black, Esq.
Francis Auchjstus Weight, Esq.

Tho Hon. Fhedeiiick Thomas IIumpheht.
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G,

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Eookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Joseph Aloysius Beattie, Esq,, L.E.C.S.I., M.K.Q.C.P.I., Medical Superintendent, Liverpool Asylum,
sworn, and examined :—
55S. Mr. Zee.] Ton are Medical Superintendent at the Liverpool Asylum ? Tes.
"■ A^Bcattie,
559. How long have you been in the service of the Colony ? Since the beginning of 1878.
_
L.ltfc?S.I.,
500. What positions have you occupied ? First that of Medical Officer of Immigration, then in the M.K.Q.O.l'.I.
Lunacy Department, subsequently in the Health Department, and now in the Charities Department.*
561. How long have you been at Liverpool ? Ten years next September.
7 Feb,, 1S96,
562. Were you medical officer at any of the other charitable institutions prior to that date? No, not in
the New South Wales Charities Department.
_
563. Have you served in a similar capacity in any other country ? Tes : I was clinical registrar of a
large public hospital in Ireland, and medical officer of a large institution there.
SOt. In the report of the Director of Government Asylums it is shown that at Liverpool on 1st January,
1S94, there were 887 inmates, that the number admitted during that year was 868, the number discharged,
690; the number dying, 280; and the number remaining in tlie institution on tbe 31st December of that
year, 7S5; according to these figures there were, at the close of the year, 102 inmates less than at tho
beginning of the year;—can you assign any special reason why that should he the case? Except possibly
the transference of inmates to some other institutions. I know of no reason why there should he fewer
applications ; on the contrary, the number seems to grow larger and larger each year.
565. What do you consider to be the proper capacity of the Liverpool Asylum ? I should say SOD.
566. Could 800 be accommodated there without any serious overcrowding? Including the cancer wards—yes.
567. The report also shows that at Liverpool, in the same year, the deaths were 280, or an average of
■
32'90, while the deaths at George-street Asylum, Parramatta, containing a larger number of inmates,
were 160, or a percentage of 15‘?9 ;—how do you account for the higher death-rate at Liverpool ? By the
difference in the class of cases. At Liverpool we have practically all tho indigent consumptive cases in
the Colony and tho cancer cases.
_
568. I understand that after applications for admission to the asylum are dealt with the patients aro
classified and the chronic cases sent to Liverpool ? Tes ; chronic, sub-acute, and moribund cases.of con
sumption, and pulmonary diseases—in fact, the worst cases are sent to Liverpool.
569. In other words, the hospital asylum of late years has dwindled to a large extent into a hospital for'
tho incurables ? I should say it has developed.
,
570. As much as for the relief of the indigent and infirm? Bather more so. It has changed its aspect.
It may be considered as in a transition state—rather less of an asylum, and more of a hospital.
571. And a very largo percentage of the inmates are siek persons? Tes, 50 per cent.
.
572. Do you find the cancer hospital overtaxed in regard to accommodation ? We have ample accommoda
tion for our cancer patients.
573. And with reference to the consumptive cases ? Tlie wards for the accommodation of consumptive
patients are not in accordance with the most modern ideas of treatment.574.
* Bote (oa. rciajfi'oji) :—I have taken 6,000 immigrants from England to Sydney as senior medical officer of immigra
tion. It was I initiated tlie substitution of steam vessels chartered from tlie Orient Company for the old sailing ships
for the carriage of immigrants, with a marked decrease in onr death-rate. I have had charge of the Quarantine Station.
I have been hoarding health officer, acting health officer, and first medical superintendent of Little Bay Hospital.
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J. A. Beattie, 574, jn what respect ? Eight or nine years ago, I recommended to Sir Henry Parlies the advisableness
L RC SI
:l balcony all round those tiro large wards, which the members of the Committee saw on the
M.k.Q.C.y.I. occasion of their visit, and opening some of the windows and mailing doors of them, so that we could put
the patients out on their bedsteads and enable them to get an airing and lie in the sun, out of the wards,
7 Feb., 185)6. That was promised, but it has never been done. Although the ventilation in the wards is adequate, still
the patients who are just able to move about are not able to get up and down stairs with facility, and con
sequently they are restricted to the vitiated air of the wards.
575. The simple addition recommended by you would meet the case? It would mitigate tlie evil. But
the wards were not built as hospital wards. Wc are merely utilising them for that purpose. If there
were a space round about the wards, and they were on the ground floor, the patients could drag their
feeble limbs about and sit on seats amongst the grass and flowers, and that kind of thing. Only a very few
can do this now, and those who can get downstairs have to be carried up again frequently.
• 576. Large as tho accommodation is for that class of patients, it still requires adding 1o for their proper
treatment? We might so classify the patients as to accommodate tho consumptive patients on the
ground floor ; but, even then, the wards are scarcely of a character that would he advised, according to
the most modern principles, for the treatment of consumptive patients.
_
_
577. I suppose, as a rule, the consumptive patients never leave the institution ? Hot as a rule. Some
have gone to the Thirhnere Hospital, the Carrington Hospital, and other similar institutions, and some
have come hack to die at Liverpool.
578. I should like to hear your views as to the policy of having some place where all the incurables could
be dealt with solely, without being mixed up with other patients, as they are at Liverpool at the present
time? The advantages of a more systematic arrangement and more complete classification of the patients,
ns well as a more efficient nursing staff, are so apparent that it is not necessary that 1 should dwell
upon them.
576. Could you not suggest some means by which tho incurables could be boused in one position ? I
think the scheme proposed for the removal of patients to Itookwood, so far as it affects the patients
themselves, is a very admirable one. I am quite aware that there are objections, more practical than
sentimental, to the adoption of that scheme—the proximity of the waterworks, for instance. I am not
prepared, and it would be difficult if not impossible, to assign any scientific basis for tbe objection, with
regard to vitiated air and so on. But it is a little more than a sentimental objection, it is rather a
practical one, 1 think.
.
'
580. Bather a serious ono? I would consider it an objection, as regards the selection of a site, to this
extent, that if another site could be obtained for the treatment of consumptive eases their removal to
such a site would be a judicious preference.
"
5S1. Bo you visit Parramatta oecasionally ? 1 have been tliero—not lately. I have sometimes been at
Bookwood and I have also been to Newington. .
582. I suppose it has occurred to you that there is a large proportion of hospital patients at each of
those asylums? Quite so.
583. Would it not be possible to have some place whore the whole of these hospital patients could be
dealt with, instead of having a scries of hospitals, ns is the case at present? Such a scheme as the
present one would facilitate the executive work, and diminish the expenses in regard to many details.
The carriage of provisions and medicines and other things would be much less, and 1 think the change
would be altogether beneficial. It would be on parallel lines to such a place as Callan Park or Gladesville where large numbers of insane persons are maintained.
584. Are there any insane in your institution ? Prom my experience in the Lunacy Department, I think
.
we have very many cases of senile dementia which J could not distinguish from similar cases I have had
under my care asjmedical officer in hospitals for the insane.
585. Would they he classed among the incurables ? They certainly could not. he cured.
586. You think they are fairly fit subjects for a lunatic asylum? Yes.
587. And for treatment such as is carried out at Callan Park ? Yes, but of course that would involve a
very considerable expenditure. The per capita cost for tho maintenance of a lunatic is very much more
than that of a pauper.
588. But apart from that I wish to draw a distinction between the ordinary indigent and infirm being
treated at our asylums and incurables being treated there also. At present it is a mixed system. Could
not the institution ho relieved to a certain extent by the removal of incurable cases? 1 should
think so.'
589. And would you recommend that in future groat care should be taken that only such eases as are
really indigent should be admitted to these asylums ? So.far. wc have not had any serious inconvenience
from the presence of semi-demented cases in the asylum at Liverpool. During the nine and a half years
of my medical superintendence we have had less than a dozen deaths from suicide. I. have repeatedly
sent cases to ono of the asylums for the insane that have developed suicidal mania afterwards.
590. Would it not he possible to convert an asylum like t hat at, Liverpool into an institution solely for the
treatment of incurables, of whom there aro so many at present in that asylum ? V’cr, I think it would
bo very feasible indeed.
■
591. By the removal of the healthy inmates? Quite so.
592. And convert tho Liverpool Asylum into a home purely and simply for tho treatment of these
incurables ? Yes.
593. It simply moans that they go in there to stay until they die? I think I would suggest the removal
of the consumptive cases for the reasons I have stated. They have not room round about for walking,
Tho people of the town object to their presence in Liverpool ;—so much so, that I had to prevent the
admission of these patients into the little park in front of the asylum.
594. Where would yon suggest they should be removed to ? Perhaps the Government might subsidise
such a place as the G-oodlet Jfoinc, at Picton.
595. Do any of the consumptive patients leave your institution ? Some have gone to the (loodlct Home,
and some have come back from tliero.
596. Do tliey go at their own expense? 1 think the matron there makes some arrangement to defray
the expense, and sometimes we defray the expense.
597. Have you any arrangement with the Goodlet Home, for tho transfer of patients? No.
598.
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59S. Do you know whether that institution would be willing to take any number of that class of patients? J• A, Beattie,
Esq.,
It would have to be very considerably enlarged
it is on a very small scale at present.
L.E.O.S.I.,
599. Tou think then that the Liverpool Asylum would be suitable for the treatment of the class of patients MXQ.C.P.I,
you have just indicated ? Tes ; chronic cases, paralytic cases, chronic surgical cases, deformities, and all
cases other than consumptive.
7 Feb., 1896.
(300, And cancer? Xo; I think we could accommodate the cancer patients.
(301. As a rule, is not the class of people with whom you have to deal at Liverpool Asylum, the scum of
the Colony? Certainly.
602. And do they not bring in every disease under heaven ? Tes.
603. The nature of their lives outside would necessitate their herding in all the wrorst localities ? Tes.
604. Supposing the Liverpool Asylum were devoted to the accommodation of patients such as you have
enumerated, how many do you think it would accommodate ? I should say 600.
605. That will be 200 less than the number you have there now ? Afflicted patients require larger space
than healthy patients The number I have given would include cancer patients. A few people of the town
object strongly to the presence of cancer patients. But this objection only arises from a prejudice, and
an ignorant prejudice.
606. Is there any danger to tlie town from the presence of these cancer patients? Certainly not,
607. Do you think there would be any danger to the public if they were planked down within an easy
distance of the ivater supply ? Xo ; I do not think so. 1 regard consumption as a more dangerous
disease in that respect.
•
60S. How many patients are there in tlie cancer ward ? There were forty-two on the date of the last
report, and we have accommodation for over 100.
609. How many consumptive patients are there ? Over 100 at present; tlie average is from 100 to 120.
610. How long have the new wards been erected ? One pavilion has been erected for about twelve
months, aud tho other for nearly two years.
611. In dealing with tho return of the Director of G-overnment Asylums as to the number of inmates
remaining at Liverpool, it is necessary, is it not, to take into account the number admitted during the
course of the year? I presume so.
612. For instance, although Liverpool started the year with 887, and ended the year with 785, itadmitted
during the course of the year S68. So that as many inmates as those remaining at the close of the year
passed through the institution during the year? Tes. "Wehave also an average of about 100 inmates at
an institution in connection with Liverpool about 2 miles distant, called the Glenfield Farm. This farm
is rented by the Government, for the purpose of supplying the institution with milk, poultry, and eggs and
of enabling the pigs to he removed from the vicinity of the Liverpool Hospital to a less objectionable place.
613.. Is it proposed to continue this other institution or to close it? That 1 could not say. It supplies
the inmates of the Liverpool Asylum and the Glenfield patients with milk, of which wc use a very large
quantity. It also supplies poultry, and of course the pigs are disposed of. It is practically a farm, and is
very largely self supporting, being worked principally hy the inmates.
614. In the event of the Liverpool Asylum being continued for the class of inmates to which reference
has just been made, would if be necessary to maintain the present staff. I refer more particularly to the
nurses and attendants? I think you should re-arrange the nursing department altogether—not have so
many inmate wardsmen, who are male nurses practically, and introduce perhaps some women nurses
into the institution. Our nursing at present is defective.
615. Would the cost of management he thus reduced or increased ? Katlicr increased.
616. Would it be necessary to build any additional buildings or repair any of the existing ones ? I think
some slight alterations in the details of the buildings would ho necessary. Xurses quarters would have
to be erected.
617. Any outhouses, weather-sheds, or anything of that kind ? Our shelter sheds are certainly insufficient
for the present number of inmates. But for those who would be able to go about and avail themselves of
outside walks and so on under the conditions you have indicated I think the sheds we have would bo ample.
(ilS. What is the system of drainage adopted at Liverpool ? We use dry earth closets, and the sewage is
regularly removed and buried at the bhek of the cancer ward. It is removed by the inmates, under the
supervision of ono of the attendants. It is buried near the bank of George’s River.
619. Tn pits of what depth? From 4 feot to 6 feet.
620. Is it treated chemically before it is deposited tliere? No, it is simply covered in noth earth. It is
removed from the pans, and with it there is of course a percentage of chloride of lime and other disinfec
tant and deodorants in ordinary use in hospital wards.
621. And what eventually becomes of it. Is it removed from the pit ? No, it remains there.
622. And that has been going on for many years ? Tes.
623. How are the liquids disposed of ? The liquids and solids are all emptied hy a tip-cart into those
pits every day.
624. And is that tho only system of drainage ? That is the only system. In regard to tlie spittle of the
consumptive patients, we treat that with a solution of bi-chloride of mercury. That also goes in with the
others.
’
625. I presume that would be taken from the vessels in the wards ? Tes.
626. How do you dispose of the sewage from the cancer wards ? In the same wav.
027. Have you any suggestion to make with reference to a more complete treatment of tho sewage? The
present plan, of course, represents a,very elementary method of dealing with sewage, and especially
hospital sewage. I suppose the most modern method would he by burning,
628. ^ If the institution were maintained, do you think it would he necessary to adopt some other system of
dealing with the sewage ? No, not in the absence of consumptive cases. Those arc the cases that I dread.
629. Do you think that the depositing of tho excreta in pits in a position adjacent to the asylum has con
tributed to the high death rate? Certainly not. I think tho presence of the grave-yard on the other side
of the town is just as objectionable.
630. Have you had any cases of typhoid ? Not in the asylum,
631. It appears somewhat remarkable that in an institution through which so many patients have been
passed since the year 1890 there has not been a single death from typhoid. How do yon avoid the disease ?
The age of the patients of course minimises tlie danger of typhoid infection. It is almost exclusively a
disease
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Beattie, disease of youtli or early life. Then I suppose the general cleanliness of the institution and tho tolerable
Esq.,
sanitary arrangements have something to do with it,
- ,
L.K.C.S.I.,
M.K.Q.C.P.I. C32. Where do you get your water supply? Until the last two years principally from an under
A.

ground tank inside the front centre gate, and from the roofs of all the buildings. The drinking water is
Pot lavatory and culinary purposes we obtained water from the
railway tank. There was a pump above the dam by means of which tolerably pure water was obtained
from George’s Biver. We have now a good supply from the Nepean source.
(!33. Air. jjapics.] The water that is supplied to the city of Sydney is also supplied to Liverpool ? Yes,
X believe it is tho same water,
634. Mr, Zee.] Is this water available all through the building ? Yes.
635. And through the upper storeys ? Yes.
636. Is there any hydrant or other service in case of fire ? Yes, we are provided witli those. I regularly
have eserciscs amongst the inmates, under the attendants, iu case of fire.
637. And is the pressure of water sufficient to cover the roof ? Yes, that has been tested I believe.
638. In what state of repair are the main buildings ? A very fair state of repair. Some of the floors of
the older buildings are a bit shaky, but I do not know to what it is attributable.
639. And with regard to the additions or the wings? They are in tolerable repair. ■
CIO. Is the building dry throughout? Yes.
Oil. I gather that the only objection you have is that the institution being so largely used for consumptive
patients the bed space or air space is insufficient ? That is the principal objection.
642. In every other respect you think it answers tbe purpose very well? It is quite on a par with the
county hospitals in England—tlie county hospitals for general eases.
643. Is not the accommodation there now much superior to what it was,ten years ago ? Very much indeed.
644. I suppose in arranging your patients you place the stronger ones in the upper storeys P Yes ; the
epileptics and cripples and very aged inmates are placed in the lower storey.
645. As far as possible you keep your hospital patients on the lower floors? Yes.
046. If tliere was a serious outbreak of Are at night what possibility of escape would thcro be for the
inmates ? I think the means of egress would be tolerably good.
647. Would the patients in the upper storeys be able to get down themselves ? Yes : there might he one
or two exceptions, but I do not think there is very much danger from fire. During the ton years I have
been there, there has not been the slightest danger. The cancer wards and. the long room are, however,
built of wood, the former being detached from the main building and an old structure.
61-8. There is a large number of very old inmates in the block ? Yes,
649. That is somewhat a danger, is it not? Well, of course, a stupid old man lighting his pipe might do
some damage, 'The present Director of Asylums has altered the conditions altogether and improved them
in various ways. He has appointed a night watchman who has to go round each ward and at every hour
of the night touch a tell-tale clock.
650. At tho present time the institution I understand is taxed to its full capacity for accommodation? It
is overtaxed.
’
651. You would not have room for three hundred more? Oh no.
652. What is the custom in other countries with regard to the treatment of pauper patients ? In this
Colony we are very much more liberal in our allowance of food. We give the paupers a more generous
dietary scale, and a more liberal allowance all round. The conditions of life in an institution such
as the Liverpool Asylum are very much less irksome than they are in a parish poor-house in the old
country.
653. Does the same system prevail in other countries of admitting almost every applicant and permitting
inmates to leave whenever they like ? Yes, I think so. The methods of application may be different. I
think in Eugland, an applicant must obtain an order from a clergyman in the parish, amagistrate, or some
other influential person,
654. In other institutions with which you have been connected, are the patients permitted to leave when
ever they desire? No, they have to go through a certain form. I think tliere is a greater delay in that
respect than is the ease here. They are more readily admitted and discharged in this Colony than is the
case in similar institutions at home.
655. Have you found that any of the discharged inmates have returned to Liverpool for re-admission ?
Yes, they have done so frequently. One of the evils of the present system is lhat if a man is insubor
dinate, or renders himself objectionable by peculation, drunkenness, or tbe use of abusive or vile language,
and he is discharged from the institution, he can change his name and be admitted to another one. For
instance, he may be discharged from Parramatta and admitted into Liverpool.
656. If he were discharged from Liverpool and applied to bo admitted at Parramatta, without changing
his name, would he be admitted there ? No, the ordinary channel of admission is the officer in Clevelandstreet, but practically we are at tlie mercy of such inmates in the matter of admission.
657. What is the ordinary method of gaining admission? A. man is unable to get employment; he has
bronchitis, is 70 years of age, and unable to procure food, and would be taken up by the police if bowers
found begging. Perhaps this man has slept for a fortnight in the Domain. A policeman tells him
to go to the G-overnment office at Cleveland-street, or to the Government Medical Officer. Jle
presents himself there, and his name, religion, nationality, occupation, and social condition are entered
in a book. He is then sent by an official in Cleveland-street to one of the asylums for indigent and
destitute persons. I cannot exactly say what reason guides the official in selecting the particular
institution, unless it may be that one may be less crowded than the others, or may require the services
of the particular trade to which tlie man may belong.
658. When he reaches the asylum what takes place? If he comes to Liverpool I examine him to see if
he requires the ordinary house diet, or if he wants medical comforts; and if he is ill I see what medicines
are suitable to his case. He is either a hospital case, or he is an inmate. If he is an inmate I ascertain
whether he is able to do any work, and, if be is, I put him into one of the wards to clean up, or be
employed in some domestic duty, or in tbe garden. If he is a hospital case I give him special diet and the
requisite medicines.
659. When.be presents himself from Cle.voland-strcet, have you the power to admit or reject him ? If
lie were an objectionable character, or if he came in a state of drunkenness or smashed the windows, as
one man did—he broke every pane of glass in my windows—I should not admit him.
660.

T.^EeC^Sge. now chiefly obtained from this sonree.
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660. Practically on presentation of tlie order from Cleveland-street, and after the necessary medical
'T- A.
examination, you admit such applicants ? Tes.
BeaUie, Esq.,
661. All you have to do as medical superintendent is to see that the man is not bringing in some disease, m ^.Q C P.’l.
and you classify him accordingly ? Quite so. I have also to ascertain his mental condition. Then there
"
are cases where a man would come to tlie asylum who had been found travelling along the road with a 7 Feb., it-96.
rupture or stricture, or some disability of that kind. I t would be an act of cruelty to send such a man
down to Sydney to get an order, and I take the responsibility of admitting such a ease myself.
662. Have you, during your term of office, found many cases of loafing where men would make a
convenience of the institution for a month or two ? Yes. We have some of the most objectionable class
of ruffians of the kind. They have come out of gaol and been too clever to find their way back there
again.
663. I presume this class of men are not necessarily over 70 years of age ? We have some old terrors
even at that age.
664'. Have you not many under that age P Tes.
665. I suppose the question of age does not guide you altogether in deciding applications for admission ?
No.
666. These people are then at liberty to leave the institution at any time they think proper? I do not
know what may be the practice in the other asylums, but at Liverpool when a man says “ I am going out”
he is detained until I ascertain what are his motives for leaving.
667. As a matter of fact you have had many applications for re-admission, and the men have been again
taken in P Tes.
668. ^ Can you suggest any means by which undesirable applicants could bo dealt with and refused re
admission ? I think that where a man has been admitted and re-admitted several times, and has proved
of a recalcitrant character, the hands of the medical superintendent or local head of the institution ought
to be strengthened in the direction of compelling him to work.
6G9. Do you ever find any of the old men leave for a week or two and have a gentle spree and then conic
back again ? Yes.
670. Considering the large number of paupers compared with our limited population, can you suggest any
means by which tbe number admitted to these institutions might be limited? I think ships coming into
the harbour sometimes bring cases that are only fit for hospital treatment. J have several cases under
treatment now—consumptive sailors—Norwegians and others. The native born who seek hospital treat
ment in the asylum bear a very small proportion to the total number of patients.
671. Have you reason to suppose that we are housing more than our fair proportion of paupers ? Yes,
It seems an anomaly that people from Ireland, Scotland, England. Sweden, Germany, or any other European
country should conic out hero to be a tax upon the Government.
672. Have you any reason to suppose that any proportion of the population of the adjoining colonies come
here for admission to these asylums? Yes; we have people that have drifted in here from Yictoria,
Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, and New Zealand, I have cases in my mind from all those places.
673. Leaving out of view merely casual eases, do you think there is any concerted action on the part of
the people of the other colonies to send their relatives here to be taken care of? If the conditions of
eleemosynary existence aro less irksome here than in other colonies it is only human nature that people
will get rid of the weaklings and send them here,
674. Is there any better system of housing the indigent in any of the other colonies than we have here ?
I am not in a position to say,
675. Haveyon noted any large number of colonists from Yictoria, or any other of the colonies, as applicants
for admission? No, not a very large number.
"
G7G. Asa medical superintendent of large experience and many years standing, must it not have occurred
to you that there is some outside reason for the enormous number of applications for admission to bene
volent institutions in this Colony ? Yes.
677. How do you account for it? One fact is the comparatively wandering life of many of the poorer
classes here. They go from mining centre to mining centre—they never settle down anywhere—they
have no home as it wore. And then the conditions of depression have been so marked within the last few
years that the number of applications would naturally be increased on that account.
678. I presume if an applicant said he was from any of the adjoining colonies that would not be a bar to
his entering the asylum ? I do not think so. The Director of Asylums has initiated a system of inquiry
from reputable people as to the correctness of the statements made personally by every applicant for
admission. Eor instance, if a man says he comes from Yictoria, and his father was a squatter or a large
grocer, the Department makes inquiries at the place mentioned as to whether or not the relations of the
applicant are able to pay, and, if so. how much thev are able to pay. These inquiries are probably made
through tbe police.
'
*
‘
679. And do any of them pay ? Yes.
680. Many? 1 must refer you to the Secretary of the Department for that information.
681. Do you happen to know whether there are in your asylum any inmates whose relatives are in a
position to contribute towards their support? Yes; that is the case.
682. Do you consider it would bo wise in the interest of our institutions to legislate for the protection of
the really indigent, and for compelling relatives to pay towards the support of inmates, and also to
prohibit the landing of pauper patients in tlie Colony ? Yes ; 1 have held that opinion for a considerable
time.
683. ifr. Jfasnall.^ Do you not think a material saving would be cifected if all tho chronic cases now iu
the various institutions were concentrated in one particular place? I should say, obviously so.
684. And, in addition, to have a convalescent bospital attached, where patients who were on the road to
recovery might be further treated, and ho able then to pass out of the institution altogether ? Quite so.
685. i ou think that would bo beneficial, and be a great saving in the cost of administration ? I am quite
satisfied of that,
1
686. In an institution like Liverpool Asylum, where there are about 900 inmates, the majority of whom,
as most bushmen do, carry swags, do you not think it would be advisable to have a disinfecting room erected
in which these swags could be fumigated, so as to prevent tho introduction of contagious diseases ?
Quito so. I have upon many occasions suggested this.
13—D '
.
687.
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(;§;■_ Tou iliink tlist in the intereste of public health such a thing is absolutely necessary? Tes;
and obviously for purposes of personal cleanliness.
M.K.Q.C.PJ. CSS. Do you think it would be advisable to concentrate the whole of these patients at a place like Rookwood, so close to the water supply of the city of Sydney, on the ground of public health ? Certainly not
7 Feb'., 1896. on the ground of public sentiment.
_
,
.
689. Or on the ground of public health ? Well, I think it would be difficult to establish a scientific base or
objection with any degree of certainty ; but as a matter of sentiment such a proposal is repugnant, and J
can only answer generally, that if it were a question between two sites, the one more remote from a water
supply would be the more desirable.
.
n
690. Would Liverpool, in your opinion, bo a good site on which to concentrate theso chronic cases r J.
do not see any objection 1o Liverpool at all for such cases referred to by IMr. Leo.
691. At Liverpool you get your Water supply from the Nop can liivcr? fes.
692. Tou are not dependent on George's River? JS'o.
G93. Does tbe drainage from the asylum go into the river ? Wes, partly.
694. And is partly dealt ivith on the surface, I suppose? Wes; the fluid excreta,! should say, per
colates through the earth towards the river, and that is one of the most perfect conditions of drainage.
The asylum drainage goes into the river below the dam, and up to the dam there is a tidal stream.
.
695. In an institution of the kind at Liverpool the sewage could be suitably discharged into the tidal
waters of the river, and uo additional expense would be required in disposing ot the sewage ? _ That is
my opinion.
t
■
696. There is no danger of polluting the water suppily above the dam ? bio.
,
697. The drainage from the town and the drainage from the hospital both go into the river below the
dam? Yes.
.
698. There is thus no danger to the population of Liverpool in regard to the water supply from the river ?
Certainly not.
‘
699. In the event of steps being taken to concentrate the class of cases referred to afc^ the Liverpool
Asylum you would recommend that certain additions be made to the hospital ward, in the shape of
balconies and verandahs ? Yes; I believe we can get land round about, and we want a little more space
for walks and gardens and that kind of thing.
.
■
700. Additional breathing space? Quite so. There is a strong feeling against the presence of the
hospital in the town on the part of a few of the Liverpool aldermen.
__
701. You think that land might he acquired at a reasonable cost to give you sufheient space so as to
enable tbe inmates of the institution to breathe fresh air when opportunity offers ? Quito so.
702. It would not be necessary to go beyond the limits of the institution, or to interfere with the town .
No ; we should go towards the river.
,
703. Would that additional accommodation enable you to increase the number of your patients ? j cs.
.1 have said that there is accommodation for about 600 ordinary hospital cases, exclusive.of consumptive
cases. There is space for the erection of pavilions in the paddocks attached to the institutions. I hero
is a paddock there where the old fellows sit down in the intervals between meals, and it is capable of.
extension on two sides.
701. Crown lands adjoining ? Yes, and other unused land to the extent of, say, 30 acres, which might
be bought at the price for which it was sold by the Government.
.
_
705. So that you have ample space there for the erection of one or two additional pavilions if the number
of patients were increased ? Yes ; there would be space for four pavilions.
.
1 706, I think you said that every precaution was taken to ascertain whether the relatives of patient's were
in a position to contribute towards their support? Yes.
.
__
_
707. Are you in a position to state whether this liability ou the part of relatives is evaded? T es, it is
attempted to bo evaded. I admitted a man on Wednesday last who came under the name of Beresford,
and that was his sixth alias ; he had five other names.
.
_
708. Did you find out whom his relatives were ? He is a chronic old loafer.
709. J presume you have a good percentage of these men? Yes. a large percentage..
.
.
710. In your experience you know for a fact that many people apply for admission to the institution
whose relatives are in a position to support them ? Yes, many. As an illustration, I may say that there
is at present very keen competition among the undertakers in (Liverpool. When ] went to Liverpool
there was only one undertaker, who was employed at intervals, and now there are four. Those persons
have got into the habit of making inquiries surreptitiously from the wardsmen, and in any way they can,
in reference to the relatives of inmates who arc about to die. Acting on the weakness of these people a
letter is sent somewhat to this effect: 11 Surely yon would not like your brother to be buried as a pauper.
The result is that money is forwarded, and the defunct pauper has a grand burial, sometimes as much as
£10 or £15 being paid, and there is a most imposing funeral ceremony. Last Sunday fortnight a man
was buried with military honors.
. .
...
711. This goes conclusively to show that there are men taking advantage of the privileges of the insti'
tution who have a better claim, upon their relatives ? Yes. At the same time, 1 may repeat that the
Department, as arranged by Mr. Maxted, take every precaution to find out the social position of the
relatives with a view to making them contribute.
,
■/.
•
712. Can you give us any idea how many additional pavilions would be required if all the chronic cases
word Concentrated at Liverpool—I mean the bed-ridden cases, those who would never go out of tbe insti
tution ? I do not know the exact number in the other asylums. We should also have to make allowance
for the increase of population.
713. Have you a sufficient staff in the institution to deal with violent and unruly inmates ? Yes; we are
able, if uecessary, to expel them.
...
714. Mr. JBeijf/m.] Does it not seem rather a contradiction that with so many bad characters in the insti
tution, as would appear from your evidence, up to the present time you have had no trouble whatever
with them? Wc have had trouble. For instance, as I told you, one man smashed all my windows. My
house was burnt down, and T believe this was done by two men whom ] put out for being drunk, although
I have no proof of that.
,
715. During the ten years you have been at Liverpool, I believe you have had no cases before the Police
Court? Yes, I have.
716. How many ? About a dozen.
.
717. And on an average yon have had. 700 or 800 people there? Yes.
7IS.
lYcsi‘1“
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;18. Considering that theso men come from the most depraved and the lowest stratum of society, do you
J.A
Beattie, Esq.,
not think that fact speaks well for their conduct? Yes ; as a general rule, I think so.
L.K.C.8.I..
71S). In the unions in Ireland, with which you are well acquainted, 1 suppose a greater number of cases M.K.Q.O.BJ.
of breach of discipline occur ? 1 think so.
720. Lvon under the strict rule of the iBoard of’Gfuardians ? As a general rule, the conduct of the 7 1^1896.
jnmates at Liverpool is exceptionally good.
721. Creditable considering the class of society to which the men belong? "We bare some malingerers
and some mischief-making people who are constantly writing and fault-finding and inciting others to in
subordination. 'Xho recent committees of inquiry and so forth, which have placed a premium upon the
information of such worthless characters as these, have done a good deal of damage in this direction.
/22. It is not the only class of society where the same thing is observed? No; but we meet a very
vicious class of individuals in these asylums, floating from one to the other, capable of any rascality.
723. A. class you would really expect to find, I suppose, from tbe bitterness of their lives ? Yes, and
more especially from their own innate perversity-.
■
724. Caused by their surroundings 1 suppose? \\7ell there are some of them of whom it might he said
they have not one good element in their character.
725. But those are very few I suppose ? They are very few.
726. You would not say that of the institution as a rule? hTo; among the inmates are many most respect
able and well-conducted people. I. have seen some amongst them who were gentlemen in every way,
including lawyers, doctors, and clergymen.
/2/. And some of the poorest who have not been educated to that extent ? Yes; many are most amiable,
and lead good, Christian lives.
/28. And, therefore, some consideration should be given to these persons in their old ago when they need
assistance ? Every consideration, of course.
729. Have you an assistant at the asylum ? I have a dispenser.
730. And you have to look after these asylums at Glenfield and Liverpool, as well as the cancer room
without any medical assistance ? Except a dispenser.
731. The dispenser does not deal with patients ? NTo ; he merely mixes the medicines. I have to sign
certificates for everything.
732. Therefore, as far as that is concerned, whether at Hook'wood or elsewhere, the work could not be
done cheaper than at present ? I do not think so.
/33. Do you not feel, sometimes, when you have so many cases to deal with, that you could do with an
assistant? Yes.
’
/34, In answer toJJIr. Lee you said that the nursing at the institution was not as good as it ought to bo,
and that although it might be a little more costly the work would be more efficiently done if you had more
nurses ? Yes.
735. That is really necessary for the comfort of the patients ? Yes, absolutely necessary if the consumptive
patients are to be retained at the institution.
7>I0. Do you know the system in vogue in England and Ireland in regard to the admission of patients?
J believe an application lias to be made to the relieving officer, backed up by a testimonial or recommenda
tion from a clergyman or magistrate or some other person. A.s far ns I remember, in the South Dublin
Union, the practice was, for the applicant to be first placed in the casual ward, where he had a bath and
Ins physical requirements were attended to. After a period of probation he is brougbtbefore the Master
or the Board of G-uardians.
737. Who can refuse him admission ? Certainly.
73S. But you think our system is better and more humane? I think so,
?^av? Iou ever ma{lc any representations to the authorities that vour space or accommodation is not
sufficient ? Yes, repeatedly.
"
/40. Dealing with the question of eonvenienee or efficiency, you would not under any circumstance recom
mend a consumptive ward or pavilion to be erected either at Liverpool or at Rookwood ? I would not go
quite that length. I would not recommend it at Liverpool at all. W7ith regard to Rookwood I suppose
there would be a difference of opinion amongst doctors. I thought I. had made myself uuderstood in
rolereneo to that.
o
.
j
/41. \ou said there would be a danger by reason of the reservoir being so close to the institution at
Rookwood ? I think it w'ould bo considered hazardous by a number of people.
742. And by yourself 1 suppose? Well, I think in view of the possible increase of hospital accom
modation necessary there, the proximity of the reservoir would be an objection.
t^l*' ^erG^0re
^ TCGdieal man you could not recommend such a building to be erected at Bookwood ?
I think a more eligible site might perhaps be obtained,
would only build there if you were unable to obtain a more suitable place ? Quite so.
/4b. Only for that reason P That is my opinion.
/46. But if a more suitable place could be gob with a little expense, you would be entirely in favour of
that. The possibility of pollution of tbe water would be entirely through the medium of either the earth
or the air. J believe the altitude of the dam at Potts* Hill makes the former impossible. There is another
htt[e matter that comes into my mi nd. ] had three cases of suicide by drowning in the Liverpool Asylum.
We shall always have an occasional suicide iu these institutions. I have had three, find1 there have been
a good many more at Parramatta. If one or two of these cases occurred at the dam—if that is possible,
I do not know whether it is possible or not—it certainly would be an objection.
747, There would also ho the danger of microbes getting into the water in the dam ? As I said before,
)t woufd be difficult to prove scientifically that there is really a danger in that respect. But there is a
very widespread sentiment on the subject, and there is a natural repugnance to the idea. I can only go
the length I have gone and say that if a more eligible site is obtainable I think it ought to be selected.
/48. l)o you think there is any danger from the burying of solid excreta? Ho, I think it can be treated
chemically tjo as to realise the minimum of danger. I do not apprehend any danger.
74£). 1 suppose you have given the matter a great deal of consideration? In a general way—not in
reforencQ to Rookwood. Clay soil is the worst soil for that purpose, and I believe it is clay soil at
Tvookwcsodi
'
750. And would there be danger in the case of clay soil? I do not think so, under conditions of safe
guard*
751
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751. Therefore, as far as that phase of the matter is concerned, there is not so much danger as some
PeoP^e think? No.
t suppose in dealing with these people with various diseases you would prefer a building on the
pavilion plan, instead of a building of one or two storeys ? Yes, I think the pavilion is more generally
approved by the latest medical authorities.
'
753. I suppose you know it is proposed to build pavilions at Bookwood instead of buildings of one or two
storeys ? Yes.
,
754. Therefore, that proposal has your approval ? Yes.
755. The pavilion style of building is much more convenient ? It is much more convenient, and is easier
of egress in case of emergency, and it involves the least physical exertion on the part of debilitated
inmates.
756. ‘And after the first cost it is less expensive? Yes.
757. Uo you know that it is proposed to build hollow walls for the pavilion ? I think that a very great
improvement,
758. In nearly all the hospitals built in England, or anywhere else where science is supposed to have
made anything like rapid strides, they pursue that course? Yes.
759. It provides against dampness and is better for ventilation ? Quite so, and produces a more even
temperature inside.
•
760. Reference was made yesterday to the question of the absorption of poisons by hospital buildings—
will you give us your opinion with regard to that? The incanstie tiles proposed to he used are now
usually adopted in the erection of buildings of this kind. I saw them in the London hospitals four or
five years ago.
“
761. Is it correct, as pointed out by Mr. Yernon iu his evidence, that without some such preventive
hospital buildings are liable to absorb the germs of disease ? Yes ; medical analysts have scraped the
lining of the walls of hospitals, and have found there different varieties of these spores.
762. Mr. Black.'] I gather from something yon said with regard to the management of these asylums that
a little more power should he given to the superintendent? I meant the Department generally with
regard to the exclusion of objectionable characters.
763. Have you any heating appliances at Liverpool for warming the buildings in cold weather ? We
have large open grates.
761. You find those sufficient? Yes; they are better than steam, as they cause a draught.
765. With regard to patients who have well-to-do friends outside, I believe you have in Liverpool the
brother of a manager of a city bank ? Yes.
766. Has that gentleman been applied to? That is.a matter as to whicli the Secretary would he able to
speak.
767. Still I suppose you report in these cases? Yes. On the occasion of the visit of the Director or
Secretary or any other of the officials, I mention anything in reference to any particular inmate or patient
that seems to me worthy of notice.
768. ] gather from what you said to Mr. Began that you think the use of incaustic tiles iu hospitals is an
advantage? Yes.
769. It would do away with the necessity for the continual renewal of the inner skin of the hospital ?
Yes, of the walls.
’
770. Except, perhaps, so far as the floor is concerned ? Yes.
77L. 1 suppose the spores are likely to get into the doors? Yes ; but we wash our floors with chloride
of lime in solution or boiling water.
772. Do you think that destroys the spores ? Yes, practically.
773. What is your opinion of the system of destroying excreta by combustion ? I think, after direct
removal, it is the best. It is the best of all destructive processes.
774. You think removal by water carriage is preferable ? Yes, where practicable.
775. Do yon think there is no danger of contamination of the water supply at Rookwood by the liberation
of noxious gases, or the falling of soot from the chimney ? The air which in the summer time, I believe,
blows from the asylum towards the reservoir, would take up a certain proportion of dust of all kinds, and
the most dangerous dust that could he taken up and borne anywhere would be the desiccated sputum of
consumptive patients—dried and pulverised spittle.
776. Mr. Hoskins.] I suppose you know that the adjacent reservoir is uncovered P I should suppose so.
777. Mr. Black.] You think that independently altogether of the combustion system there is always
(hanger of the water supply being sullied by the presence of sick people in large numbers in close proximity ?
I think it is an objectionable condition of affairs if it can be obviated. As to the exact degree of danger
I am not prepared to speak.
778. If it were considered inadvisable to have cancerous, consumptive, or ophthalmic patients at Rookwood,
do you think the presence of large bodies of fairly healthy paupers would be objectionable ? I do not
think so—less objectionable than the indiscriminate, motley collection of a rural town.
779. It would not be more objectionable than an extension of the town of Rookwood on the other side ?
No ; probably not so objectionable, because there would be supervision of the sanitary surroundings.
780. Then if Rookwood were reserved merely for the reception and maintenance of the indigent and infirm
poor, you think that, so far as the water supply is concerned, there would be no great objection to it ?
That is exactly my opinion.
781. Do you not think your hands would be very much strengthened if some legislation were passed for
the purpose of preventing the admission of people sent here from the other colonies, as Mr. Lee hints,
in some cases, with the knowledge of the pauper authorities in the other colonies, and whicli would also
compel well-to-do people to support their pauper relatives ;—do you not think legislation of that character
is nrgenty required ? Yes. I remember the Inspector-G-eneral of the Insane reading a paper before the
Royal Society on that subject with a view to the introduction of some measure of prohibition against
undesirable people who are simply deposited upon our shores to be maintained at the expense of the
G-overnment.
782. Mr. Hoskins.] I suppose you are aware that in America a law prevails by which persons not being
able to obtain employment and maintain themselves, can be sent back to the country from which they
came ? Yes.
783.
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783. In. the event of its being determined to clear out the asylums at Parramatta, and make other arrangeJ- A.
inents, do you not think that the asylum at Liverpool ■would sufEcefor the satisfactory housing, as regards Beattie, Esq.,
healthy inmates, of a fair and reasonable proportion of the indigent poor of the Colony—I refer to the
indigent poor generally ? Yes. It would be desirable to separate the hospital cases from the others, ’.
j *
and to have a hospital, pure and simple, and an asylum, pure and simple. The obieetion to the institu- 7 pei, i8nS
tion of which I have charge is that at present it is half and half,
*
*
784. Mr. Hwmphery,']. Wore you in charge when the most recent addition to the building at Liverpool
was erected i I was in charge during the erection of the cancer wards, but not during the erection of the
brick building.
/85. The most recently erected brick building, I think, is of two storeys, with a ground floor and oue
floor above ? Yes.
78G. As far ns you are able to express an opinion from long experience of Liverpool, do you think that
that building is suitable, both in regard to economy of administration and convenience, for the purpose to
which it is now applied ? I do not think it is as suitable as the pavilions proposed to be erected at
Kookwood. lor instance, there are stairs, and it is difficult for these old fellows to get up-stairs, and it
would be difficult for them to get down-stairs in case of fire. Although I believe there would he ample
time for them to get out, still I think, considering the difficulty which old people with stiffened joints,
gouty legs, defective sight, and so on, would experience in mounting the stairs—supposing, for instance,
they had to go out to the closet at night—a pavilion with one floor would be better.
300 ^°W many ^nma,^es are there in the most recently erected building ? I should say there arc 200 or
788. Is that too many in your opinion? \Ye are generally overcrowded, and especially in the hospital
division.
789. Tor the purpose of supervision, would it be more convenient to have 200 inmates in one building
than to have them spread over four pavilions ? I think for the purposes of administration, and for tho
comfort of the inmates, the one-storey pavilion is the more desirable.
/90, I am not speaking with regard to the first cost, but as to convenience and economy of administra
tion ? I do not think the difference in that respect is at all appreciable.
791. VYould you not require a larger number of nurses for the one-storey building ? You would not
require nurses at all if there were inmates. I do not think that the difference in the expense of adminis
tration, as between a double-storey building and a number of pavilions within a reasonable distance of each
other, is appreciable.
■
792. Could tbe accommodation at Liverpool be increased ? Yes.
'93. Having regard to tbe area of land attached to the institution ? Yes ; it is capable of extension.
/9k To the extent of how many acres of land? I am not in a position to tell you the acreage. YTe have
not many acres. That is the one objection to Liverpool—that it is so near the town, and there is so little
land round about it. There is, nevertheless, quite enough space for the erection of two or three hospital
buildings I think I said up to four—because, of course, these people do not take a long range in their
walking.
'
795. What is the maximum number of inmates that you think could be suitably provided for at Liver
pool, having regard to tbe additional buildings which you think might be erected there ? I should think
you could provide for miscellaneous hospital cases up to 600.
796. Mixed patients ? Ordinary cases.
797. Such cases as you could not deal with at the present time ? At present we have no proper classifi
cation, and patients with different diseases are huddled together. 1 have no doubt that ordinary cases—
that is, excluding consumptive cases, and including cancer cases—could be treated in the present buildings
with -whatever additions were considered necessary up to 600.
/98. How would you propose to treat the consumptive cases, which I observe are very numerous, and
also the cancer cases ? The consumptive cases are very numerous, and should be treated specially in a
separate hospital replete with every modern appliance. Cancer patients are not objection able. They
are objectionable, of course, but they can be treated there, because, as a rule, they only cOmo in to die.
799. Chairman.~\ It is laid down by medical authorities that the danger of infection from smallpox
exists for a distance of 1,500 yards;—I suppose you think we might reasonably believe that to be the
case? Yes.
800. That being so, and as the Potts’ Hill Eeservoir is situated within a quarter of a mile of the site of the
proposed hospitals, tlierc is a possibility of the water becoming contaminated? I think the possibility is
very remote; but there is a prejudice, with more or less ground for it, I think it would be a very
difficult matter for medical experts to prove. Going through the Eed Sea, you will often notice, if you
are sitting on the quarter-deck any length of time, that there is a deposit of sand on your clothes, and
even on your face, so that it is evident that particles of dust are carried in the air. With regard to
Glenfield, although the situation is more bucolic and more in the country, surrounded by trees, I would
. not allow a consumptive patient to go there, as I should be afraid that his spittle on the grass might give
consumption to the cows.
801. Mr. Blacki] It struck me from time to time, when you were speaking, that you thought that,
although medical science did not at the present time perhaps sufficiently understand how infection is
conveyed, yet, it was within the bounds of possibility that discoveries might be so extended in the future
that, after having established such a hospital at Eookwood, we might find out that we were in reality con
taminating our water supply ? That is exactly what I meant.
802. Chairman,] Your evidence in regard to the pollution of the water, put in general terms, is “ better
not” ? That expresses my opinion.
803. Mr, Bumphcry.] In your view, then, it would be undesirable to concentrate as many patients as
proposed in close proximity to the water supply—mixed patients ? I do not think there is any objection
to that. I think it is probable that the conditions of life in an institution of that kind would be less
detrimental than tho conditions of an ordinary township,
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of BuiMings at Rookwood, for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Isaac Waugh, Esq., M.E., Medical Superintendent, Parramatta Asylums, sworn, and examined :—
804. Chairman.J Are you Medical Superintendent of the Hospital forlnfirm and Destitute at Parramatta?
Yes.
'
805.
How
long
have
you
been
in
charge
?
Since
the
1st
May,
1802.
11 Ecb., 1S9G.
80G. Mr. Clarke.'] Have any complaints been made by the public against the asylums at Macquarie and
George Streets, Parramatta ? lam not aware. I know nothing officially except what comes to me from
the head of the Department.
807. Are you of opinion that the asylums of which you are Medical Superintendent are suitable for the
inmates ? I decidedly think that tbe George-street Asylum is perfectly unsuitable. It was formerly a
flour store, it was afterwards a woollen mill, and it is totally unfit for the purpose for which it is at
present used.
.
SOS. "Why ? On account of the height of the building, and tbe number of old inmates who cannot get up
and down stairs. They are virtually imprisoned.
809. What is your opinion with regard to the Macquarie-street Asylum ? There might be objections to it
on account of it beiugin the centre of the town ; butitcould be made useful for a certain class of patients.
810. 'Are the buildings suitable? They are very low, and they are not at all in accordance with modern
ideas as to what such an institution ought to be.
811. Eor what class of patients would either of tho asylums be suitable ? I do not think they arc suitable
as asylums at all. The Macquarie-street Asylum might be useful as a central hospital for the reception
of certain cases.
812. You are aivare that it is intended to build near Rookwood? I have heard of that for a longtime.
813. ]t is proposed to have buildings erected on tbe pavilion system to accommodate about3,000 people ?
I have been over the proposed site, which is near the present asylum. I have been attending at that
asylum as medical officer.
814. Do you consider the site a good oue for the purpose ? Taking into consideration all the surroundings,
I consider it is a suitable position. I could offer some objections to it; but taking it round and round it
is a suitable site.
’
815. Are you aware that there will be some difficulty with reference to drainage at Rookwood ? The site
could be very easily drained ; but objections might be taken by the owners of private property which might
be injured by the drainage being taken through it.
SIC. Can you suggest the way in which the drainage could be carried out from the present site? That
is a very difficult question, and it is one more for an engineer than for me.
817. What are your objections to the proposed site at Rookwood? I know from personal experience
that it is an exposed position; in strong westerly wind it is exceedingly bleak. There is not sufficient
shelter, and in cold wintry weather the inmates would have to remain very much indoors.
818. Are these the only objections you have to the proposed site ? I have no objection to the site. I am
certain the drainage could be made good.
819. Are you aware that at the present time the refuse at Rookwood is utilised in gardens and orchards ?
I have heard of it, but I do not know personally.
820. If the proposed buildings were erected, do you think they would be injurious to the water supply at
Potts’Hill, which is in the immediate vicinity ? I do not see how it could be injurious to Potts’ Hill
Reservoir, so long as there is no drainage from the institution to Potts’ Hill.
821. Is it intended to have a hospital within a quarter of a mile of the reservoir at Potts’ Hill;—would
not that be objectionable ? I do notsee that there could be any objection if it. were certain there would be
no contamination through drainage. It might bo said that the water would be contaminated by microbes
floating in the atmosphere ; I do not pay much attention to that. Judging from what I have seen in
connection with the metropolitan hospitals at home, I do not believe there would be any appreciable danger.
822. Would it not be better to have the hospital erected in some other portion of the ground, instead of where
it is now proposed ? If the hospital could be separated from the other buildings it would be much better.
823. Is it possible to erect the hospital on any other portion of the ground ? I have been over tho ground
with Mr. Yemen, and I went over it myself. I think the site actually fixed upon is the best. That is
the elevated ground some distance away from the main building on the spur of the hill.
824. Mr. Regan.'] Do many deaths occur at the Parramatta Asylum? Taking everything into account
there are comparatively few. I think they are only equal to the ordinary death-rate outside.
825. Under better conditions would there be a smaller number of deaths ? That might be the case. Of
course if persons were removed to a better position tbe number of deaths would probably be reduced.
826. Is any nuisance caused by the river near the existing institutions ? Yes ; the smell from the river
is sometimes very objectionable.
827. Is that caused by refuse from the asylums ? No ; it is caused by the town, and not by the asylums.
828. Have you heard that the residents of the town charge the asylums with causing the stench from the
river ? If they do so it is not correct.
829. Have you heard of that charge ? I may have heard it said, but I took no notice of it. I have heard
nothing officially about it.
830. Then it is really the people of the town, and not your asylum, who create the nuisance ? lam
certain that the George-street Asylum does not create the nuisance.
831.
I, Waugh,
Esq., M.B.
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S>31. Have you a, largo number of eases in the upper storeys of tlie G-eorgc-street Asylum ? Yes; they I. Wavi'Sh,
Esq., MB.
are equally distributed. There are five storeys.
_
832. Is it a fact that some of these people have not been downstairs for twelve months ? Yes; some of
them are bedridden, and even if they were on the ground floor, they could not get out.
833. Are there some riot bedridden who cannot got down very easily? Yes.
834i. Therefore, they cannot get the fresh air which the old and infirm should get? They get plenty of
fresh air through the windows.
.
,
835. Can that properly bo called fresh air ? The wards above are exceedingly well ventilated, as there
are plenty of windows. The patients very often do not li'he fresh air, and we find it difficult to get them
to beep the windows open. On account of the height they undoubtedly get the purest and best air.
830, AVould you favour the pavilion system or tho one-storey building ? Undoubtedly. A great many of
these men arc practically in prison by not being able to get in and out.
837. Have you been consulted with reference to the plans of the new buildings at Koohwood, or as to the
necessity for removing patients from Parramatta to Rookwood ? I have heard that that was intended,
and I got notice that after a certain time the patients would be removed together from Parramatta, and
that I would have to reside at Rookwood. That is a long time ago.*
838. Have you ever been consulted as to the suitableness of the place, or as to the buildings proposed to he
erected at Rookwood ? I am not aware that I ever wrote a report on the subiect. I have only inspected
the ground in a general way. I do not remember that I was ever asked to put anything iu writing.*
839. Have you ever made complaints about the unsuitableness of the buildings at Parramatta? Yes ; I
made constant complaints. The question has given me a great deal of anxiety, particularly on account of
the danger of fire.
840. AVhat would be the consequence if a fire broke out? Many of the inmates would be burnt to death
before they could he saved. That is, if a fire once got hold of the building properly. AVc have the very
best appliances for dealing with fire, and if the water supply lasted, I do not anticipate that there would
be much danger. But if a fire got hold of the building, I am almost afraid to say what would be the
result.
’
841. Considering how disastrous the results might he, do you think that better provision should be made
for housing the inmates of your asylum ? I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that the Georgestreet Asylum is not a fit place to house over 1,000 people.
842. Being Superintendent of these large asylums, do you not think that you should have been consulted
before any serious steps were taken to remove the patients ? I think my opinion might bo asked ; I
might be consulted.
813. You were not consulted ? 1 cannot quite say whether I was or not—I cannot remember. I have
no written document to prove that.
81i4. Have you any record in your hooks that you ivere called upon to consult as to the best methods of
housing the infirm and destitute people in your asylums ? The only way in which that would be done would
bo by calling me before a Board as in the present instance. I have been asked over and over again if I could
discharge certain inmates, because tho place was over-crowded. Of course, I always answer that it is
impossible to discharge inmates, tvho wrere incapable of earning their living, and who would have to
starve in the streets or go to gaol. The place is Over-crowded, but I know that there arc very few old
men in George-street Asvlnm who could be turned out into the streets.
845. Seeing that this question has been before Parliament, that plans have been prepared, and a scheme
proposed, do you not think it very strange that your opinion was not obtained with reference to a system
which it seems some people are ready to adopt ? I may have been asked in that way, but I am not aware
that I ever wrote any communication on the subject. I have no record that I have ever been asked to
put my views on paper.
'
84G. If yon were asked would you say that Rookwood was a suitable place for housing the poor? Yes.
847. AVould you sriy that from every point of view? No, I consider that it is a very exposed position for
people of chest complaints—consumptive eases might suffer iu winter, '
848. Ho you think good drains could bo obtained at Rookwood ? Yes.
849. Ho you think there would be any 'danger to the reservoir if consumptive cases were kept in the
neighbourhood ? Ido not think so so long as there is no drainage or effete matter conveyed from the
asylum to the reservoir. 11 would be most dangerous if any of the effete matter from the patients escaped
into the reservoir.
850. Supposing the excreta were buried in the soil near the reservoir would there be any danger then ? I
am afraid there might he percolation through the soil. There is a danger of soakage.
851. Might germs be convoyed through the atmosphere to the reservoir? That would almost altogether
depend on tho closeness to the water.
852. You can see on the plan where the hospital for consumptives is to he placed. It is about a quarter
of a mile from tho reservoir. Do you think there would be any danger of germs being conveyed through
tbe atmosphere to the reservoir? I do not think so.
853. You are aware that there is a proposal to bury the excreta. AVhen the land in which the night-soil
is hurried, is disturbed, will there be any danger of tbe atmosphere conveying germs to tho water ? When
the offensive matter is buried and particular vegetation takes place the offensive matter is decomposed, and
it becomes perfectly harmless.
’
854. What would ho the proper depth at which that matter should be buried? About 4 or 5 feet. If
that were cropped over wiih a green crop the offensive matter would become so decomposed as to become
perfectly innocuous,
855. Are there a large number of eye patients in your hospital? Yes,
85G. Are they treated separately from tho other patients ? Yes, they have their own bath-rooms and so
on. AVo keep the really bad cases in Macquarie-street, because there is an ophthalmic surgeon appointed
by the Government to attend to these cases. They get separate treatment there.
857. But are they not kept in the same yards as the other patients ? At Macquarie-street they are kept:
pretty well apart, hut under the present circumstances it is impossible to keep them entirely apart from
the other patients.
1
85S.
• NqTa (o» rri'inion) :—In December l ist I was requested by the Director to visit Bookwood, in conjunction with Dr.
Beattie .luci Dr. W, S. Brown, to inspect and give my opinion as to the proposed site of the new buildings.
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itno^ ^eon Tecommeniied that a separate asylum should be built for these special cases ? Ju my
opinion if there was an ophthalmic hospital so as to keep all the ophthalmic eases apart, it would bo more
11 Feb. 1896. in keeping with the times. It is impossible to isolate cases in a large building such as we have got.
’
’ 859. Are not a great many of these eye diseases contagious ? Tes.
860. Therefore, it is necessary to have separate treatment ? It is very dangerous to have patients mixing
together, because you cannot prevent healthy patients from using towels which have also been used by
ophthalmic patients.
861. Mr. Hassall.] Why do yon condemn the G-eorge-street Asylum ? In the first place it was never
built for a hospital. It was built in a straggling way, the buildings are too high, and a large number of
the inmates are in such a condition that they cannot go up and down stairs.
862. How many storeys high is the building? There are five storeys altogether, and four storeys wo use
for patients.
863. In case of fire there would be an appalling loss of life ? Yes.
864. How many storeys are there in the Macquarie-street Asylum? Only two—the basement and one
storey. It was built originally as a military barracks. I think it was built in tbe time of George III.
It is something like tbe building at Liverpool, only that the building at Liverpool is much more modern.
865. Is there any room for building increased accommodation at Macquarie-street ? No.
866. Would it be possible to retain either of the buildings at Parramatta? Under certain circumstances,
if the Macquarie-street Asylum were retained, it might be of advantage as a sort of depot for receiving
certain patients. There is a certain class of patients which could be kept there without detriment to
the town.
867. What class of patients could be kept there ? There are some of the old pensioners of known good
character who would be perfectly harmless to the town, and if they were allowed to remain they would
not feel that they were being exiled, as will be the case if they are taken to another place.
868. Arc there any men whose health is fairly good? Yes; they are only suffering from the infirmities
of old age.
869. Could the men you refer to go up and down stairs at the Macquarie-street Asylum ? Yes.
870. With regard to people suffering from disease, do you think that the pavilion system would be
preferable to the buildings at present used ? If I had the building of a place I would prefer building two
storeys, I believe that it is healthy to sleep in a second storey. L would keep the basement for those
who could not get up and down stairs.
,
871. Would you recommend a two-storey building on the grounds of health and economy? Most un
doubtedly,^ ^ You could accommodate twice the number of people in the same space, and under equally
good conditions.
872. Could you supervise them with a smaller number of attendants ? Yes; I could supervise them
.
better than if all the patients were on the ground floor.
873. Do you think it would he desirable to concentrate the chronic cases of disease at one particular spot,
instead of having so many cases at one asylum, and so many cases at another ;—do you think it would be
better to concentrate the whole of the eases of disease at one spot? I think it would be better to con
centrate all cases simply of old age and tbe infirmities arising from old age at one place, leaving out all
cases of cancer and things of that kind. It would save considerable expense.
874. Could such cases be concentrated at Macquarie-street Asylum ? .1. should say that Macquarie-street
Asylum would be a very suitable place for those who are not suffering from actual disease.
'
875. Do you think that chronic cases of disease, such as cancer, consumption, and so on, could be con
centrated at another place, say, Liverpool ? At present all cases of cancer are sent on to Liverpool.
There is an order to that effect.
876. Do you think that course would be advisable? My opinion is that all cancer eases should be treated
in one hospital—that is done iu the old country.
877. Which would be the best place to concentrate such cases, Bookwood or Liverpool? I think Liver
pool is very suitable for cancer cases.
878. Do you think that consumptive eases should be treated at Liverpool, rather thanntRookwood ? At
some periods of the year Liverpool is exceedingly close and debilitating. The heat is very oppressive, and
would be injurious in advanced eases of phthisis. The position at Bookwood would be good for such cases
except for the cold in the winter. It is very hard to draw the line, but takiug it altogether, with proper
buildings, Bookwood would be a suitable site.
879. Would the George-street property be of any value ? I do not think it is of much value. As far as
the buildings are concerned they have no value, and I doubt whether the land would bring much money.
It might sell if it were cut up into small allotments.
"
880. Have you any fear of contagion through being iu the same atmosphere as the patients? No;
it is my profession, and 1 take precautions.
881. Do you think that the fear of contagion through germs being carried by the wind to the water
supply is more a matter of sentiment than anything else? T think it is greatly exaggerated, and it is
mostly sentiment.
'
882. If germs did get into tho .Potts’ Hill Reservoir, would they not float on the top of the water ? They
would float iu the air, or become absorbed before they reached the reservoir. I would not hesitate to
use the water.
883. The water supply being obtained at a considerable depth below the surface, is not the fear of con
tagion groundless ? I do not believe there would be any danger. I would have no fear for my familv if
they used tho water. It cannot be proved that the germs would float for that distance. Tho ozone in
the atmosphere and other constituents would decompose or neutralise the poison,
884. Do you think that the only danger would be from defective drainage ? Yes. The only danger would
be if there was any chance of the drainage going direct into the water supply.
885. Mr. Blac.k^] Do you think that cancerous and consumptive cases should be isolated from the ordinary
destitute people ? Yes, particularly cancer cases.
i
v
886. Do you think that Bookwood would be unsuitable for consumptives because of its exposure ? J say
it is very much exposed to cold winds from the west.
887. Do you not think that popular opinion would be very much against the planting of any hospital for
the treatment of cancer or consumptive patients in the vicinity of the water supply ? I do not know
what
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wliat prejudices might; be entertained. In the old,cilies of the world vou will find the hospitals in much I- Waugh,
closer proximity,
"
Estl-* M-B>
888. In tho old cities they have no alternative—here we have. Bo you not think that popular prejudice ..TT
should be considered in this matter, when it is likely that a scare would arise among the people. Is it
c
‘
not even possible that people may contract disease through fear H I do not see how they can contract disease
in that way—it is a mere matter of funk.
880. If some site could bediecovered which would not be so much exposed as is the Itookwood site, and
which would not bo near the water supply, would it not bo preferable to tho Eookwood site ? If you can
get a better place of course it would be preferable.
.
890. Would you be inclined to recommend Liverpool as a site for a cancer and consumptive hospital ?
In the summer months Liverpool is very hot and oppressive, and that would be injurious to many con
sumptive eases.
891. Would Liverpool be a good site for ordinary hospital eases ? Yes, a very fair place,
892. If. a scheme were brought under your notice which proposed to somewhat increase tlie accommodation
at Eookwood, for the housing of the infirm, and destitute poor, closing up both the Parramatta asylums
and taking patients from there to Eookwood, and if that scheme also proposed the housing of ordinary
hospital cases at Liverpool, and in addition the securing of a favourable site for cancer and consumptive
patients, in some climate which had the advantage not only of elevation, but of protection from extremely
cold winds, would that scheme have your approval ? Yes.
893. Do you know if many persons come from the other colonies for admission to our asylums ? Yes, I
know that many come from Victoria and Queensland, and a few from New Zealand. They come particu
larly from Victoria,
894. Do you think that those people were sent from Victoria by their relatives, or have you any reason to
believe that any of them were sent over here by some body of the people in Victoria, whether connected
with charitable institutions or not ? I do not know, and it would be unfair for me to say so. I have
this knowledge that people come from Victoria to Hew South Wales knowing that they will bo better
treated in our asylums.
895. Do you know if the expenses of these people as far as the New South Wales border, were provided
for them by their friends or other people interested in having them taken out of Victoria Y I cannot say
that. I know that very often they cross the border and shortly afterwards they are found destitute.
They then get a railway pass from Albury in to Parramatta,
890. You say that yon are in favour of tho erection of a two-storey building : would you propose to house
the more vigorous patients overhead? Yes. I prefer to have'hospital cases on the second floor for health’s
sake.
89/. Is there not an objection to that system in the fact that those underneath would be exposed to the
noise, and a certain amount of vibration caused by people moving about overhead ? I do not think those
things can be taken into account. If the building were properly constructed and proper discipline were
maintained I do not think any inconvenience would arise from that source.
898. Mr. Wright.] IV hat previous experience had you of these institutions before you were appointed
in 1892 ? In some of the principal hospitals in Dublin. In thei Kichtnond, Whitworth, and Hardwich
hospitals jn Dublin. ^ They are three large hospitals. One was a special surgical hospital, There was a
hospital for mixed diseases, the other hospital was for fevers and all sorts of infectious diseases. The
three institutions were separate, although they were in the same ground.
899. Wcrejrou ever in a similar institution where the patients were exclusively confined to the aged and
infirm ? No ; but I was in one of her Majesty’s Naval hospitals.
900. Did you ever have any experience of work-houses? No, except for a short time when I was on
duty for another. 1 know something of the working of the Irish poor-houses.
901. Is our system of housing the poor as good as, or is it worse than the Irish system ? I think it is very
superior here. The poor here have much to be thankful for, especially in the matter of food.
902. Was there any difference between the housing of the patients? The work-houses I have seen at
home were good substantial stone buildings, and no fault could be found with them. lam speaking of
the year 18G0. They were far and away better than the buildings in G-eorge-street, They were new and
properly built.
”
903. You say that tlie percentage of deaths in the Parramatta Asylums was very small? Yes; taking
into account the ages of the patients. If you compare them with the general death-rate outside, you will
find that they compare very favourably.
904. Is the percentage 14 per cent, less than tho average percentage of the whole Colony ? Yes. Eut of
course you have to take into account the fact that there is great infant mortality outside.
905. But then, there is a great deal of mortality in the asylums from senile decay ? Yes; there are a great
many broken down men.
90G. Does not that show that the provision made for these people is not very inadequate ? I think the
provision made for the poor, with the exception of the building in George-street, is very adequate and
liberal.
*
907. Even taking the state of the buildings into consideration, does it not show that the poor are well
treated ? Yes; even under present circumstances I think the poor have nothing to complain of.
908. Is cancer an infections disease? I think that an open sore inoculated by cancerous matter would
probably take on a cancerous character. There is a great objection to other people associating with
cancer patients.
'
909. According to medical science cancer is not infectious ? It may not be considered infectious; but I
believe you can inoculate it.
,910. Would it not bo possible for flies to ccnvcy poison from a cancerous patient to a comparatively sound
person ? Yes. I knew a case myself of a skilful surgeon who operated in a cancer case, and who died
within a fortnight through becoming inoculated.
’
911. Because you think it is possible to inoculate persons with cancer, you are of opinion that cancer
cases should be treated separately ? Yes.
912. Does not one of the highest authorities in the world say that cancer is not infectious, and cannot be
communicated in any way except by direct contact with tho blood ? There are differences of opinion, and
there is a great difference between infection and contagion. In the case of infection there must be a
13—E
medium.
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medium.
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Contagion is where a person is brought into direct contact.

A disease may be contagious and

"With regard to consumption you said that you saw no objection to a hospital for consumptives being
’ erected within a reasonable distance of tlie water supply of Sydney. The Potts’ Hill Reservoir covers
several acres, and the water is open and exposed. Is it not a fact that the expectorations of consumptive
patients are always carefully destroyed by medical men ? Yes; and they ought to be.
914. "When you cannot destroy the expectorations of consumptive patients, when they dry and become
exposed to tbe wind, what is tbe consequence ? My argument is that it should not be allowed in a wellregulated place. Ho matter of that kind should be allowed to get into the atmosphere in any place, much
loss near a water supply.
915. But it is proposed here to have a consumptive hospital, with patients in various degrees of illness
some would he in bed, but others would be taking daily exercise. How could you possibly guard against
the danger to other people outside ? You cannot prevent them from spitting on the ground. _
916. Do you contend that the germs or spores contained in the expectorations of patients walking about
the grounds, could not by any possibility be carried by tlie wind into the water supply ? That is a very
large question. I doubt it very much. I know that dry expectoration will float for some distance in the
atmosphere, according to the way the wind blows, but it is very difficult to say whether the oxygen in the
air will not render it harmless.
917. I t is stated by very high class men, that these spores in the atmosphere may enter the lungs of sound
persons and infect them with tuberculosis? It certainly would be injurious for healthy persons to inhalo
the breath of a consumptive. .
918. But I am speaking of dry expectoration? I think the ozone and oxygen in the atmosphere would so
decompose the injurious matter that it would be rendered harmless.
919. Supposing that medical scientists hold the opinions that I have stated, would it be satisfactory to a
population of 400,000 in Sydney and its neighbourhood, to know that in tho immediate vicinity or their
water supply there was a number of consumptive patients who might possibly infect that water ? I think
that wiser men than myself will have to answer that question.
_
920. If scientists and medical men make such assertions as I refer to, what would be the sentiments of
the people on the subject? I do not know. But I know that public sentiment runs very high sometimes
on very trifling questions, when there is no reason for it.
_
921. Do you think that, notwithstanding the danger of having consumptive and cancer hospitals close to
the water supply, wo should be justified in erecting theso buildings on the proposed site? I am only
giving my own opinion on the subject, and I do not believe tho purity of the water would be affected.
922. Have you given any attention to the question of sanitation and the treatment of disease germs ? I
have read all the best books on the subject. I get the Lancet and the Medical Journal, and I read the
views of all the best men of the time on the subject.
_
_
923. Do you say that if excreta is buried 4 or 5 feet deep, and the ground on the surface is cultivated, there
will be no possible danger ? Yes; vegetation would convert the poison into its component parts and
render it harmless. It is only by combination of certain component parts that poison is produced.
_
924. A.re you aware that recent scientific researches have proved that the germs of anthrax and typhoid
exist for twenty years under the surface of the soil, and are as virulent as ever? I am not aware of that;
but if the oxygon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and other component parts are separated, the injurious matter is
rendered innocuous.
925. Would you modify your opinion if you were informed that the subsoil at Rookwood is known to be
impermeable clay ? I never inquired into the geological formation there.
926. Are you quite clear in your opinion that the establishment of a cancer hospital and consumptive
hospital on the proposed site at Rookwood would not he injurious to the water supply of Sydney ? That
is my opinion.
_
927. If you had the direction of this proposal would you have a separate hospital for ophthalmic patients,
another for cancer patients, and another for consumptive patients ? Yes, that would be much better;
there should be a fair distance between them.
928. Would the hospitals shown on the plan be far enough away to procure isolation. In the main
building there would not be sufficient isolation—the hospital ward should be further away. The patients
should he prevented from coming into contact with the other inmates.
929. Would you have them a mile or two apart? No; a quarter of a mile would be sufficient.
_
930. If the hospitals were a quarter of a mile apart, do you think there would be no risk of infection ?
Yes, it would be much safer.
931. Let me point out again that the Potts’ Hill Reservoir is only 10 chains from one of the hospitals,
and 22 chains from the furthest one ? If you have a block of buildings you must take into account the
space that there will be around them. If you take the recreation grounds of the two buildings there will
not be that disfance between them. I am taking tbe distance between the two blocks of buildings.
932. Do you 'approve of concentrating 3,200 patients, withal! the administrative force, on this particular
site ? I would not concentrate them all there; it would be better to have some separation and isolation.
It is not a good system to create a town consisting of diseased and infirm persons.
933. If a counter proposal were made that tho asylum at Liverpool should be retained as a hospital for
the most serious cases of cancer and consumption, and to have all the other patients removed to Rookwood,
would you approve of that? I do not think it would be well to take all the cases on to the one site. Por
a certain class of cases Liverpool should be retained, and Macquarie-street Asylum should bo retained
for receiving another class of patients. Then I think the present buildings at Rookwood would meet the
requirements of the case.
. _
934. Is it necessary to have a casual place at Rookwood ? There must always be some place of that kind
where patients can be kept under observation,
935. But this is a casual ward for newcomers ? I do not seo any necessity for that.
936. I understand tlie patients are treated first as casuals ; they are examined and properly cleaned before
they are admitted to the main building ? That system prevails everywhere.
937. Personally, yon see no necessity for this casual pavilion? Not in that way. I do not see that
people needing charity should he kept under observation unless for some particular reason.
938. Do you think there should be any classification of the inmates of these institutions who are com*
paratively healthy ? I think it would be very difficult to do so,
.
‘
939.
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930. Do you think it would be possible to keep away the vicious and criminal from the others ? If a man !• Waugh,
is a criminal he is not kept in the institution.
Esq^MJ}.
910. A man may have been a criminal ? Ido not think he should be branded on that account. Tho j
^gge
moment I find that a man commits an offence against the law, I turn him out and inform the police, and
'
he is then tried before the Bench.
911. Do you say that none of the inmates of the Parramatta asylums are able to earn their living? I
have gone over them carefully, and the only men who could earn a living are those who arc employed in
doing some work, such as cleaning up, and so on.
912. Arc they not earning their living? They are paupers; but they are actually assisting to do the
work of the institution.
913. Do not patients in the Parramatta Asylum earn their living by doing gardening work outside ? I do uot
permit it; I amnot awareof it, If amau was earning money outside,! would give him something to do inside.
911. If it is generally stated that such is tho case, do you consider that it is untrue ? Tes. If it is done
it is without my knowledge or permission,
915. Do not the patients go in and out at their own pleasure? No.
91G. Cannot they leave whenever they like ? A man can get his discharge if ho pleases by putting down
his name. If a man asks his discharge I give it to him; but I have to certify that ho is fit to travej.
917. What proportion of tho men obtain discharges at one period of the year and como back again ?
They are constantly coming in and out. A. large proportion go out in the summer months ; but they
como back tattered and torn in the winter.
918. In that case some of them attempt to earn their living ? They wander all over the country. I cannot
say whether thoy attempt to earn their living.
949. Do you give those men who do work in the institution any extra pay ? They get extra tobacco and
a few perquisites.
950. Mr, Hoskins."] Do you know whether any provision is made in the colony of Victoria for suitably
housing the indigent and sick poor ? I do not know anything about the provision made there. The people
who como across from Victoria have acknowledged to me that they do so because they are so much better
treated here than in Victoria. I believe they have no institutions in Victoria similar to what wo have here.
951. Is not tho Macquarie-street Asylum very much overcrowded at present;—are not tho beds too close
together, and are not beds made up on the floor ? We have to put beds on the floor. It is overcrowded
according to proper hygienic principles.
952. How many patients are there in the Macquarie-street Asylum at present ? Three hundred and two.
953. Tou admit that it is overcrowded ? Tes.
951. Are not the ceilings in the Macquarie-street Asylum very low? Tes.
955. Arc not the windows very small ? Tes.
95EJ. Is not tho ventilation very defective? Owing to the way in which the windows are placed, and the
number of windows, there is a fair amount of ventilation. There is not sufficient ventilation according to
the views of the present day. It is a very old building.
957. When the G-overnment are making fresh provision for housing tho infirm and destitute, do you think
it would be wise to continue the occupation of these asylums at Parramatta ? With a little expenditure,
1 think, tho Macquarie-street Asylum could he made very useful as a receiving place, and for keeping a
certain class of inmates.
_
958. Supposing your views were carried out, how many persons do you think ought to be housed at
Macquarie-street Asylum with due regard to health? Two hundred and forty or two hundred and fifty.
959. Are you not aware that there is a special pavilion in the asylum, at Liverpool, for housing cancerous
.
patients ? Tes ; I do not know how many are there.
960. Is not that the only place where cancerous patients arc housed ? I forward all cancer cases to
Liverpool. I do not know what is done elsewhere.
901. Mr. Humphory.] Will you look at the plan on the table. It is a design by Mr, Vernon for a
building to accommodate about 210. Tou will observe there are two wards on the ground floor, and two
wards above, with a passage in the centre;—in your opinion would a design of that kind ho more
economical as to cost and for purposes of administration than the proposed pavilion system, each pavilion
containing sixty beds ? I should say it would he much more economical, and I would mush prefer this
plan to the other system.
962. Will you state your reasons? In the first place, it would be more economical in the general
administration; in the second place, in a great many instances it is much better for patients to sleep on
the floor above the basement, so far as health is concerned. I am speaking from a hospital point of view.
963. About what proportion of the inmates of the Macquarie-street and George-street Asylums would bo
able to uso the second floor? One half of the inmates of the George-street and Macquarie-street
Asylums could use the second door:
9G4. Would there bo any objection to a second floor on the ground of difficulty in ascending? No, I pre
fer to sec a second floor myself.
965. Mr. Davir.s.] Were yon and the rest of the medical officers in connection with these asylums, con
sulted with reference to the proposed concentration of the whole of tho pauper patients at Kookwood ?
I am not aware that we ever were consulted together. ] do not remember that there was any official
communication. If there had been wo would have had to send in a report in writing.
966. Have there been no representations made by the medical staff? There may havebeenrepresentations
made separately hut there was no meeting where the matter was argued out.
967. There was no medical board or conference as far as you know ? I am not aware of any.
968. As far as you know has any representation been made by the officials or medical superintendents of
tlie different institutions to the Government as to the inadequate space for housing the poor? I think I
have on more than one occasion remarked as to the unsuitabloness of the George-street Asylum as a
Government institution. I have put it pretty strongly.
969. In writing? I think so.*
970. Have you seen the plans on tho pavilion system to accommodate 3,500 people, and do you favour tho
principle of concentration in that way? I do not favour it.
971.
* Note {on- ra-ixioii):—i con iiml no reeorrt amongst m.y papers of having communicated in writing rc tlie unsnitaldencas of tieorgc-sti'cet Asylum, therefore I wish to qualify my reply to that question. The unsuitahleness of tho
building has on many occasions been tlie subject of conversation, and I feel certain that no one recognises the fact more
than the head of the Department to which I have the honor to belong.
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I. Waugh, 971. II the matter 1)ad teen referred to you, as one of the medical officers, would you have protested
Esq., M.B. against such a proposal ? I think on general principles the housing of such a great pauper population in
II Feb., 1S9C. that radius would not he advisable.

_
_
972. Do you think that' the site at Kookwood could he drained effectively ? Tes, but there might be detri
ment to private property.
'
973. In what direction should the drainage take place to be effective? It should follow tho natural
gulleys and be conveyed by a tunnel or something of that kind to some place. There is considerable
natural drainage there, and it should be followed.
974. Would that be through the cemetery ? It would run somewhere near the cemetery.
_
975. Does not the creek at present run right through the end of the cemetery ? I am not certain, but I
think it does.
976. Do you know where it empties itself? No.
_
977. In connection with provision for housing so large a population of poor old men, suffering from all
kinds of disease and decay, would it not he necessary to provide,firstof all, a thorough system of drainage
and sewerage, not only for the safety of the patients but of the population round about ? One of the
principal things before the place is built is to provide for a drainage.
_
_
978. In the absence of a thorough system of sewerage, what is your opinion with reference to destroying
all the ficeal matter hy fire ? That is a very effectual way, hut it is very troublesome.
_
979. Is there any other system next to a good system of drainage with a good outfall which is equal
to the system o£ destruction by fire ? There are systems which I have seen in some parts of England
where they have sewage farms;—they convoy the drainage to a suitable place, where they grow green
crops, which decompose the frccal matter and render it innocuous.
980. But that leaves the microbes behind ? Ido not think so.
9S1. Would you be surprised to learn that at the sewage farm on Webb’s Grant there are millions of
microbes to he found? That is because tho matter was never properly decomposed.
982. Would you recommend a sewage farm at Rookwood, with a population of 3,000? No.
983. What do you think would he most likely to be effective, supposing this project is carried out ? I
would favour a proper system of drainage, following as nearly as possible the natural draiuage from the
site to some suitable place.
984. Supposing that is impracticable, what would you propose? Unless there is some means of that
kind it would he very difficult.
985. What is the character of the soil there ? Stiff clay.
986. Is that suitable for a sewage farm ? It is not very porous.
987. Unless tho officers of the Department can find the means of carrying out a thorough system of
drainage for tho proposed building, would you be favourable to the erection of these buildings at Kook
wood ? No ; a proper system of drainage from this large and crowded place is absolutely necessary for
the comfort and health, not only of the inmates, hut of the people in tho neighbourhood.
9SS. Have there been any complaints about the sewage from the George and Macquarie-street Asylums ?
People are constantly making complaints.
989. Have the municipal autlioritics made complaints? No; I do uot think they can. We do not
pollute the town, we are more likely to be polluted by water flowing from the town. I have found very
bad effluvia from the water coming from the town. When the wind backs up the tide we very often get
offensive odours in tho George-street Asylum. 1 have seen offensive matter thrown up on the foreshore.
990. What is your system at George-street and Macquarie-street with regard to fircal matter? It is
carried away by the council in pans.
991. Do you know what it costs ? I will supply the figures afterwards.*
992. To what extent are you overcrowded at George-street Asylum ? By fully 150.
993. Hare you not 1,125 inmates there at present? Yes ; I think it will accommodate at least 950. I
think the place is unsuitable, but if it were to be continued 950 could be accommodated.
994. Do you not think the number ought to be reduced hy one half, who should he removed to some tem
porary shelter until permanent buildings are erected ? I do not know how that could be managed.
995. Would it not be advisable in the interests of these poor people ? If 150 or 200 could he taken out
it would he better every way.
996. Who is your assistant? I have none—only a dispenser.
997. Is your time absolutely devoted to the two institutions ? Tes.
998. Does it take up the whole of your time? Tes.
999. Are you allowed to enter into private practice? iNo ; I am allowed to go into consultation, but I am
not supposed to do any private practice, and if I were I would not have time to do it.
1090. M,r. Ace.] Did I understand you to say that the mortality at the Parramatta asylums was about
the same as the mortality of tlie general community ? I have not looked up the matter, but 1. do not
think you will find that it is greater than the general mortality.
1001. I would draw your attention to these figures, so that you may make a further statement if you
wish. In the Statistical Register for 1893-4, the mean mortality of the Colony is given at 18'56 per
1,000, whereas the last printed report of the Department of Charitable Institutions gives for the Georgestreet Asylum an average of 15'79 per cent, of deaths for that year. You will see that one is based on
per 1,000 of the population, while the mortality in the asylum is based upon per 100 of tho iumates.
Consequently to put them both on the same level the death-rate in the asylum per 1,000 would be 158 ?
But you have to take in all the ages. In the general community you have a large healthy population.
What I meant to say when I was questioned on that subject was that if you take into consideration the
ages of the inmates, the mortality in the asylums would compare favourably with the general mortality.
1002. But that would he misleading? If the Committee will give me an opportunity I will provide the
figures at a later stage.
1003. Tou have stated that you have charge of the George-street and Macquarie-street Asylums. Is
there not another building in Parramatta in which the poor are housed ? There are several small buildings
that I have nothing to do with.
1004. The places I refer to are in Harris-street? Tes ; they come under the George-street Asylum.
3005. In Harris-street there is a terrace of houses consisting of ten buildings, which are used in connection
with the George-street Asylum ? Tes.
1006.
* Xotr {on

);—l have ascertained that tho cost is about £250 per annum.
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1006. Do you know what rent is paid por annum for that place ? Xo.
Scabies
1007. To what purposes do you devote that building? Principally for isolation purposes,
principally, commonly known as the itch.
11 Feb., 1896.
1008. Are there some occupants there at present ? Yes; we always have some eases.
1000. Do you not also use it as a sleeping apartment? Yes ; but the beds are separate.
1010. Do from 100 to 120 sleep there ? About that.
1011. Are they provided from the G-eorge-street Asylum? They actually belong to the George-street
Asylum.
‘
1012. What is the system of drainage for those buildings ? That is done by the Municipality. Some runs
into the gutter, and there is a nasty creek at the back.
'
1013. Does not the bulk of that drainage run into the open drains of the town, and thence into somo re
ceptacle ? Yes.
‘
1014. At whose suggestion was that building rented for the purpose ? I have no idea.
1015. Did you recommend it? No.
1016. Do you think it is a proper thing that in the heart of tbe town there should be a hospital of that
kind for infectious disease? Certainly not. It would not bo there if I could help it.
1017. Do you suggest that George-street Asylum should bo abolished ? Yes, I would abolish Harrisstreet first arid tho other afterwards.
1018. Is it not an eyesore? Yes, and a menace to the public health. It should be dispensed with. There
is a danger of scabies being spread among tho surrounding population ou account of it.
1019. Questions have been asked about iho concentration ot the sick and destitute at Kookwood. Lot me
put before you these figures. A t the commencement of 1894 you had in the George and Macq uario Streets
Asylums 1,316 inmates. You passed 1,416 through both institutions during the year, making a toial of
2,732. Of these 733 passed through the hospital, or 27 per cent. Do you not think that under conditions
of that kind it would he wiser and more humane to have some special building set apart for the sole treat
ment of the sick ? That ought to be done. At present wc have hospitals at various parts of the institution
at George-street. They are not actually scparaled.
3020. As medical officer are you prepared to suggest any plan, or do you approve of concentrating these
sick people in one central hospital. If so perhaps you will suggest how it could be done ? A great mnnv
uf these hospital coses are men with deformities, and unreduced dislocations. They are treated as hospital
patients.
”
1021. That is not the answer I want. Are you prepared to suggest or do you approve of a proposition
for concentrating the sick in a central hospital instead of having hospitals attached to every asylum ? There
are hospitals attached to every asylum.
1022. Do you approve of that? Each asylum must have a hospital,
1023. Is it not possible to classify cases and draft them’to a hospital? It would be very diflicult to
manage, lou would have the ambulance going from noon to night. It would bo impracticable except
at very great expense.
1024. Therefore, you arc not prepared to make any suggestion ? I am not prepared to make a sugges
tion, It cases occur that I cannot deal with I have power now to make application to have those cases
transferred to tbe Prince Alfred or Sydney Hospitals.
1025. Is it not a fact that the asylums are largely used as benevolent asylums for incurables? Yes.
1026. Under these circumstances, do you not think it would be advisable to have some central and
permanent hospital where these people could be treated ? Of courso it would be desirable if it could bo
done.
1027. "Would it not be more economical and desirable ? 1 doubt thai very much. Tho more places you
have the greater would be the expense.
'
1028. O/mimaTi.] .How many paupers could a, competent staff supervise? With proper buildings and
accommodation,'with the class of cases which I have at present at George-street, 1 could supervise 1,000
or 1,200 men with four good hospital attendants. J could manage all tlie medical work of tlie place
myself with that assistance. . Of course I would also have the assistance of inmates in cleaning up.
1029. Would there be any great saving by abandoning tlie present institutions and bousing the whole of
the paupers together—some 3,000 of them ? 1 think there would bo some saving, but I do not think
there would be a great deal. There would be some saving on account of the staff. The more scattered
the thing is the greater the expense. Concentration might save something in the expense of management.
It would be hard to work it out, but I do not think it would be very much.
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THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Cuairman).
The Hon. J’ijedeeick Thomas Humi'Ii iuiv,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. .Tames Hoskins.
Henke Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Pecan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Elacx, Esq,
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Kookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
John Ashburton Thompson, Esq., M.D., Deputy Medical Advisor to tho Government, sworn, and
examined :—
1030. Chairman.'] Arc you Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government? Yes.
'
J. A.
1031. Have you had an opportunity to see the proposal now before us with regard to Government Thompson,
asylums? Por tbe first time, yesterday.
-M.D.
1032. Have you a knowledge of the proposal in general terms? In quite general terms.
12 Fob., 1896.
1033. Have you been consulted with regard to this scheme ? No.
1034.
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1034. Although you hold the position of Deputy Medical Adviser to the Gtovernmcut ? Yes.
1035. What is your opinion with regard to utilising professional experience when matters of this kind
arc under .consideration ? I think a very important scheme such as this, which touches medical matters,
12 Feb., 189G. and is based upon medical considerations at bottom, ought to be referred to tlie chief medical officer to
the Grovernment.
1036. And your Department lias no knowledge whatever of this ? That is the ease.
1037. From the plan you see that tbe buildings are contiguous to the Potts’ Hill Eeservoir ? Yes ; I am
now aware of tho locality in its general features. On tbe wrhole I do not think there would be any
objection to placing tbe institution somo where on that block of 54 acres; but 1 do think that it would be
quite wrong to place it in the position shown on the plan, that is so near to the reservoir.
1038. What arc your reasons? There is always a certain amount of uncontrolled waste and excreta
however carefully you may deal with the matter, and I think it would be more prudent to place the buildings
at a greater distance.
.
1039. Do you believe there is a possibility of some contamination by the wind carrying matters to the
reservoir ? Yes.
1040. Do you believe it might bo possible to place the buildings on that site of 64 acres nt a sufficient
distance from the reservoir to be tolerably safe ? Yes.
1041. Can you offer us your opinion as to whether there are sites available on that land ? !No.
1042. Do you take it for granted that there are? Yes.
1043. Have you seen the land ? I have never been there.
1044. You are speaking now purely as a matter of distance that it should be moved further away if
possible ? Certainly.
■
1045. You believe, then, that there is a practical objection in having a largo body of buildings, and
especially hospitals, in a position where the easterly winds might blow anything objectionable into the
reservoir? I quite agree with that view.
1046. Going into the question of drainage, there is no proposal with regard to drainage set before us, but
the Departmental proposal is to bury the solids, and' to burn the more objectionable matter that comes
from the consumptive, ophthalmic, and other hospitals ;—do you approve of that ? Generally speaking, yes.
1047. There is a clayey subsoildo you think that that proposal could be safely adopted ? I think that
is a very bad feature about the site—not with regard to the disposal of sewage, but as a place for erecting
an institution of this kind.
1048. Do 3rou believe that tbe solids from a large population of between 3,000 and 4,000 can be safely
buried in a clayey subsoil ? ]f I understand what is proposed to bo done is to have a triple method of
disposal. From the hospital wards, and especially from the consumption wards, the solids arc to he burnt.
Then with regard to the ordinary inmates the solids are to be buried, and tho slop waters are to be dis
posed of by irrigation. Perhaps that is unnecessarily complicated. I agree upon tho whole that it is
better to burn the solids which come" from such a hospital ward as that for consumptives. But an
institution for 3,000 people is rather a large place, and. there is no reason why the sewage should not be
water-carried, and why the solids and the slop waters should not together go to a little filtration area.
1049. Therefore in general terms yon agree with the Departmental proposal, except that it appears a little
complicated ? Yes ; but that is rather an important point. The difference between burying and disposing
by water-carriage is considerable as regards cost.
1050. Do you believe that that could be safely dealt with locally ? Yes.
1051. But you prefer to have it water-borne to an irrigation area? Yes ; for all reasons.
1052. Do you know tbe character of tlio soil at Eookwood? Yes.
1053. Do you believe that soil is suitable for an institution of this kind? I think in casting about for a
site for an important institution of this kind, one should consider soil among other features guiding to-a
decision ; and. unless one is obliged to go to a clay soil no one would think of doing so. It is Jess healthy
than any other sort of soil.
■
1054. Do you regard that as an important matter ? Yes; when there are to be 3,000 people there, all
told, all susceptible, and some chronically ill.
_
1055. Is it sufficient to condemn tbe site if a more suitable one is available? It is sufficient to govern
the decision; it is an important point.
1056. "What is tho objection to a clay subsoil compared to any other soil ? Sand is a good subsoil; clay
is cold and wet—it is not porous.
1057. Mr. Jloskins.j Is there not this danger to be apprehended,that with a clay subsoil tbe constant use
of excreta and sewage water from a large congregation of people would so poison tbe soil as to render it
a danger to tho locality? Hot if the disposal were carried out according to reason, and intelligently.
1058. (Jhnirman.~\ Could that process be carried out satisfactorily with a clay-soil such as you have at
Eookwood ? Hot without preparation and breaking-up the ground. There would have to ho under
draining. and a rather costly preparation in all probability.
1059. The proposal is to mass somo 3,300 paupers in one institution—docs that meet with your approval ?
Ho.
1060. Why? Such an aggregation of persons who are either sick or in feeble health, who maybe con
sidered as invalids, is almost universally condemned. It is rather a mistake to think that good ventilation,
ample cubic space, and ample lloor space, within tho buildings, will compensate want of external space,
and external natural aeration. It is observed that if, under whatever hygienic and scientific principles
of architecture yon adopt, you accumulate more than an indefinite number of persons to the acre, your
hospital or institution will not keep tho inmates in the same health that they can be kept in if tho pro
portion of inmates to total area is something less,
1061. What do you believe would be a fair number to bouse in one of these institutions ? For hospitals
50 metres of tbe total area to each bed is considered a fair proportion—that is about 60 square yards ; but
it is very seldom observed. In referring to that question it must be taken that I only point out fhat the
preliminary matter to be considered is whether you ought to accumulate on tbe same area about 3,000 people.
1062. In your opinion you should not ? Yes. My opinion further is that the chronic sick—the incurables—
ought to be separated entirely from those who are merely aged and infirm.
1063. Do you suggest that there should be a separate asylum for tho chronic sick ? Yew,
1064. Tlie proposal before us is to build pavilions necessarily spreading the occupied area considerably.
If these buildings were two-storied it would be possible to concentrate the occupants, and it would not be
necessary
J. A.
Thompson,
Esq., M.D.
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necessary to go so far for administrative purposes. Do you think it would be wise to have single ortwoJ- A*
storied buildings ? I can only tell you as regards sick people it is considered best to have one storey for
jj*]}.
surgical and infectious cases, and that as regards medical eases that are not infectious, two storeys are
admissible. But 1 think one storey is justly preferred, and tbe objection you raise is really a matter for ^ Feb., 1896.
the architect and the administrator. ] do not think there need be any real difficulty on that score.
Ry
grouping the wards, and by arranging the day-rooms and eating-rooms near tlie kitchens, by sub-dividing
the kitchens, and so forth, without increasing the expense of administration, one could, I think, supply
buildings covering a very large area.
1005. They might be grouped around the kitchen instead of having the kitchen at one end ? Yes ; some
thing of that kind,
1006. j4s a general principle, do you think tho pavilion system is the best for side people ? Vcs.
1067, In the case of the hale paupers do you object to two storeys? Xo. I should have thought that
one storey would be cheaper; but that is a question for tho architect, Dor tho chronic invalids, for the
bedridden, I think i( is very important that they should be all on tho ground floor.
1008. Mr. Fegan.] How long have you held your present appointment? Eight or nine years.
100!). In speaking about the drainage you said you had no objection to part of the solids being burnt.
Have you ever been called upon by the Q-overnment to inspect any part of the Colony where crematory
wojks of this description have been erected ? Yes, at Orange, Katoomba, and Xewcastle.
1070 Have you found that there were any bad effects from the burning of the solids, or that it was in
jurious to the people in the vicinity ? Certainly not.
1071. .Do you remember the report you sent in with reference to the crematory at Xcweastlo ? Yes.
1072. "Was it not condemned after that? It was given up ; there was a continued local dispute.
1073. Xot on your report? No.
1074. Y' hen yon^ went up there did you find that it was a matter of sentiment more than anything else
with a number of people? I should not say that, ft is very difficult to satisfy one’s self as to whether a
nuisance is being caused.
"
*
1075. Do you think a nuisance was caused ? X was not satisfied on the point. I do not know whether it
was tlie ease or not. I do not know that when the apparatus was in good working order there was a
nuisance. ,
1076. Ycrc some very reliable witnesses—persons of high character—called with regard to the question
of nuisance ? Yes.
1077. Was their evidence to the effect that a nuisance had been created to the detriment of the health of
the people P Yes.
1078. Do you not think that the same thing would occur here ? That was a particular kind of apparatus.
'There are many different patterns, and 1 do not know that the same objection would apply to all of them.
1 am satisfied that tho crematory at Katoomba does not cause any nuisance. It is quite different from the
one that was erected at Xewcastle.
1079. Do you believe that such works can be carried on without causing any nuisance to the people in tho
immediate vicinity ? Yes.
’
1080. Were you never consulted with reference to tbe proposed site for this institution ? I ivas not.
1081. Do you know whether your chief was consulted ? 1 am sure that he was not.
1082. Do you not think it is rather strange seeing that you are the advisers of the Government, that your
opinion was not taken ou a matter like this ? I do,
1083. Do you say that medical cases should be separated entirely from tbe healthy patients ? Yes.
1084. Is there any site in your mind’s eye that you think would be suitable? Xo; because I do not
know what land is available. But somewhere on the Church and School lands, within a short distance of
Sydney would, I think, be a suitable situation.
1085. Do you know that it was recommended by a previous Medical Adviser to the Government tousethe
Band wick Asylum for such cases? I remember that about eighteen months ago something of that kind
was said.
1086. Do you remember that Dr. MacEaurm, when he was Medical Adviser to the Government, recom
mended that very strongly? Yes.
1087. Do you think that would be a suitable place ? It would be a suitable place ; hut I do not know
whether it would be a suitable building—probably it would not be. It would be a bad plan to begin an
establishment of that kind by taking an old building erected for some other purpose. However, I have
not considered it from that point of view.
1088. You have not given any consideration to the question as to whether or not liandwick would be a
fit place for carrying out the recommendations made by Dr. MacLaurin ? I have not.
1089. Do you think that building would suit the aged and infirm who arc not sick ? I do not know the
building well enough to say. I have ucver considered the building, in relation to its conversion to either
of these uses, I have not been over the building for seven or eight years.
1090. IVas not this suggestion made as far back as 1887? Tho suggestion for separating the chronic sick
from the aged and infirm was first made, as far as I know, by the late Mr. T, X. A bbott and myself, who
sat ns a Committee of Inquiry into the Benevolent Asylums, which were at that date being mismanaged
in some respects. Ouc of our recommendations—perhaps the most important—was that all the sick
should he gathered in one building together, and dealt with quite differently from the aged and infirm.
1091. Do you think that Liverpool would bo a good site for a chronic hospital ? I cannot help saying
that this very important proposal is, or ought to be, rather far-reaching, and really concerns the medical
administration of ihc Colony.
■
_
1092. Of whicli you are the representative? Undoubtedly, as far as wc are referred to.
1093. Do you believe that the consumptive cases should be kept apart from all others ? Yes.
1094. And that Rookwood is not a very fit place for consumptives for the reasons you have given? I do
not think that the particular situation chosen on the available land at Bookwood is quite suitable.
1095. More especially on account of the soil? On account of the soil. I think the whole site is not as
suitable as some sites which might be found.
1096. Do you think that Thirlmere or some other place there would be more suitable ? There arc many
points to bo considered which are not merely medical. Thirlmere is in the mountains, but I do not know
whether that would be a suitable place for these old people in the winter.
1097.

/
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J. A.
1097. It is proposed here to have a consumptive ward; under the circumstances do you approve of that ?
Thompson,
I
think not,
Esq., H.U.

1098. Therefore this plan does not receive your approval as a whole ? 1 think not. I say, I think not,
12 Feb., 1890. because I have never seen the site itself; and I have seen this plan for the first time to-day—half an hour
as°-

.

...

1099. Do you approve of the pavilion buildings for the housing of the poor and destitute, instead of two
storied buildings P 1 have no objection to two-storey buildings for the infirm and destitute.
1100. Do you not think it would ho rather a strange recommendation to put the sick in a two-storied
building, and to put them in the second storey instead of on the ground-floor ? That would be quite
wrong.
1101. Do you not think they would get purer air on the second storey? Tes; but they would certainly
have less of it than on the ground-floor, where they could walk out or be wheeled out on to tho verandah.
1102. Do you give that evidence on the condition that the soil is suitable? That is a very important
matter to consider.
1103. Mr. Blacky Would not the erection of balconies on the second storey get over your objection to
some extent, because they could then be wheeled out or walk out on to the balcony ? 1 do not think so,
because these sick people are rather a peculiar class. They are there for their lives, and I do not think
it would be well to confine them to a room and a balcony. A great many of them could be wheeled out
into the grounds, if they were on the ground-floor.
1104. Mr. Began."] Would not that be far better than being wheeled out on to a balcony ? It would
make all the difference in the world,
1105. And the extra cost would uot be so great when wc consider that the erection of staircases would be
avoided ? No ; but that is a question for the architect.
1106. Mr. Hassall^] Do you consider it would be advisable in the interests of economy and efficient
administration to conceutrate all the chronic cases in one particular spot? Tes.
_
1107. Do you think it would be advisable to concentrate them as far as possible in what you might call a
hospital asylum to which might be attached a convalescent ward in which they might hope to regain their
health, and when fit that they should be drafted to other institutions ? I am strongly of that opinion, I
formed it after long inquiry seven or eight years ago, and I have held it ever since.
1108. Do you know the Liverpool Asylum ? Not so well as the others, but I do know' it.
1109. Do you think that that would be a desirable site on which to concentrate the chronic cases of
disease;—it has been proved by evidence here that tho drainage from the asylum goes into George’s
Hiver below the dam so that there would bo no danger of pollution of the water supply ? In the abstract
I think that Liverpool would be a suitable place for the purpose. When 1 say in the abstract, 1 mean
apart from all consideration of cost and administration and having to pull down old buildings and to erect
new' ones, because I do not think the buildings at Liverpool are suitable for the sick.
1110. We had the evidence of the Medical Superintendent that the buildings at Liverpool will very fairly
answer the purpose, and that there is room to build additional accommodation there—on the ground
attached to the asylum? I am of opinion that the chronic cases should be concentrated in one insti
tution.
1111. Do you think that the George-street Asylum, Parramatta, is a suitable site for the purposes for
which it is occupied ? The Committee, which 1 have already mentioned, and of which 1 was a member,
condemned tho George-street Asylum eight or nine years ago.
1112. Do you think tho Macquarie-street Asylum buildings could be retained if the very old and chronic
cases of disease were removed, leaving it to be used by men who, although gradually dying from old age,
are not altogether incapable? The buildings have been used for a number of years, and I do not know'
that anybody’s life has been shortened; hut it is a very unsuitable place, it is not a creditable place.
1113. Do you think it would be better to remove the iumates from both the George-street and Macquariestreet Asylums ? I think it would be much better. But I quite agree that the Macquarie-street Asylum
is much better than the George-street Asylum. The buildings at George-street are not suitable for use as
an asylum.
1114. With regard to the site at Bookw'ood, do you think it would be better, instead of keeping tho site
near the Potts’ Hill Reservoir, to go further north towards tho proposed site for a medical superintendent’s
house? I should like to walk over the site first before giving a strong opinion. But if that alteration
were made 1 think it would remove the objection I have as to the proximity to the reservoir,
1115. In your opinion is there any great danger of pollution of the water supply on account of germs
being carried through the atmosphere ? There is no great danger.
1116. Is it more a matter of sentiment than anything else ? I think it is purely a matter of prudence.
1117. Is it necessary to take precautionary measures, lest such a thing should he possible? Tes;
certainly.
1118. Mr. Black!} I gather from your evidence that you arc in favour as far as possible of the concen
tration of the indigent and infirm poor in one group, in order that administration and inspection should
be more perfect than if they are left in their present scattered state? No ; I do not think I expressed
any opinion as to the desirableness of concentrating the aged and infirm in one place ; but I am quite clear
that the sick should be separated from the aged and infirm, and the sick should bo on one separate site. As
for the aged and infirm, it may or may not be better to separate them or put them in different places.
1119. Why do you think that the sick poor should be concentrated as much as possible ? Because they
require different treatment from the simply infirm.
1120. But why have them concentrated m one place ? Their number, for tho present at all events, is
only enough to make a manageable institution.
1121. Would the number who would romain after the sick were taken away be in excess of those who
would be manageable in one institution ? As this is not in my office, I really do not know what the
number would be.
1122. After removing all the chronic cases, there might he about 3,000 others ;—do you think that would
he too great a number to concentrate iu one spot consistently with good management and administration ?
I do not know that I do.
1123. But the fact is that there are certain institutions in a sufficiently good condition for housing tho
merely infirm, namely, Liverpool and Newington. But Newington is for women, and they are not
included
t
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included in tlie 2,000;—I believe you are of opinion that decency, sanitation, and other reasons demand
•A‘
the closing of the three institutions at Parramatta ? I can say “ yes” without hesitation with regard Es^Mu!
to George-street,
.
1124. Do you think there would be any objection to the housing of these people who would thus be 12 Feb., 1£96.
rendered homeless at Eookwood in the fashion proposed in the scheme now before the Committee? No.
1125. If both of those institutions were closed there would bo between 1,300 and 1,400 people who would
have to be provided for. Do you know of any objection to their being situated at Eookwood ? No.
1126. Tou do not think that such a great increase of population there, considering that they would be
fairly healthy people, would be more likely to prejudice the water supply in any way, or excite popular
feeliug against tho water supply than would the extension of tlie suburb of Eookwood on tbe other side ?
I think I should like to place them a little further from the reservoir—on the other side of the reservoir.
I do not know whether they could be put there or not.
1127. Do you think that there would be no obieetion to the placing of 1,300 men who are merely suffering
from the infirmities of old age, or through being worn out hy overtoil, on the Eookwood site, providing that
tho buildings in which they are to be housed were not erected within a distance of half a mile of the reservoir
Tes.
1128. Tour objection to placing them in proximity to tbe water supply, is, not because you are aware or
positively certain that such proximity will result in poisoning or polluting the water supply? No.
1129. But because you think that there is a danger that under such circumstances the water supply might be
polluted? I think it would be more prudent to place tbe buildings at a greater distance.
1130. I suppose you argue that, although science does not directly say that the presence of human beings
in close proximity to open water, must result in poisoning that water, yet eventually, science may be able
to discover that, under certain circumstances, it docs result in such contamination ? I do not know whether
I should put it in that way, and I do not quite know whether it is really necessary to be very definite about
it. The fact is that iu the older cities of the world, the water reservoirs are usually open and in the cities
in the very middle of the houses. I should be inclined to say that I think it is a very reasonable
suggestion or requirement, that a large institution should not approach a water reservoir nearer than half
a mile. I cannot give any very definite reason for that. Wherever you have a large number of persons
there is a good deal of waste of one sort and another, excremental in part, which as a rule is gathered up
and taken away, but which also no doubt is liable in part to dry upon the surface and thus be blown about.
Now the reservoir in question is the solo source of water supply for the whole of this city—for 400,000
people and more. I think a requirement of half a mile of distance is merely reasonable, and I do not care
to say more than that.
1131. I inferred from something you said just now, that you thought a better site than Liverpool might
be obtained for the housing of chronic cases of illness ; but I also thought that you were of opinion that
that building being in existence, and in fair repair, for tbe saving of expense and other reasons it would,
perhaps, be advisable to use it as a place for the concentration of such eases? No ; I do not think it is
suitable for concentrating tbe chronic sick. I think that very likely it is suitable for housing the mere
aged and infirm ; but I do not know it very well,
1132. Would you prefer to rocomtnentl the retention of Liverpool as a place merely for the housing of
the aged and infirm, and the erection of a hospital group at Eookwood for the concentration of the chronic
cases? I think I may bo allowed to say that when you asked me whether I recommend, it embarrasses
me a little, because I am-well aware that the whole question is a very largo one, and 1 am not seized of
the necessary details. I fear I can only properly answer general questions.
1133. I do not want to place you in a delicate position; but we want accurate information? May I
explain that it is not a delicate position that I am contemplating, but merely the fact that I have not the
information. The chief medical officer to the Government should, no doubt, be one of the first persons
consulted when such a move as this is to be made ; but he has not been, and I do not know anything about
tho details of the proposition. All I know about it I have learned in this room.
1134. Chairman.'] Do you think that if you went to see this proposed site to-morrow inorniug you would
be able to give us more valuable information ? Tes.
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present
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
Tho Hon. Erederick Tjtomas Humuhebt.
Tho Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Henry Clarke, Esq.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Eookwood for Infirm
and Destitute Persons.
John Ashburton Thompson, Esq,, M.D., Deputy Medical Adviser to the Government, sworn, and
further examined :—
1135. Chairman?] Have you a statement to make ? Tes, I have drawn up the following statement:—

J. A.
Thompson,
_ _
13 February, 1896.
I visited Rookwood Afiylum thia morning, in company with Mr. Greon and Mr. .Dickson the outdoor overseer. The Esq., M.D.
following are remarks on special points mentioned by members of tlio Committee winch they desired me to consider :—
l.TFeb.AsijB‘Aspect, Exjinsure, Site, fe.—Although the area (whicli I was informed measures more than 500 acres) is undulating,
the variations in level arc apparently not great. It is but little sheltered by bush, the clearing being very extensive. The
buildings are consequently exposed to prevailing winds, and westerly winds must be much felt in the winter. The soil
is a rather stiff clay, which is not, os a rule, more than 18 inches or 2 feet in depth ; the subsoil is either of shale or dense
clay-beds ; I was informed that on the whole estate there were probably not so many as 50 acres of good (or loose) soil 3 feet
or more in depth, and this amount existed in small patches widely soattnred, If the conditions of tdy'ice were free a site
having these characters would not be selected for the purpose under consideration
..............
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Sewerage and Drainage,—This is a very important matter which should be thoroughly considered, and even worked
Thompson, nnt, before ^proceeding to examine other points. Supposing 2,500 or 3,000 people to bo housed at this place, and connection
Esq., M.D. wiUi the W cstern Suburbs Sewerage Scheme to be for the present impossible, then a scheme fordisposing of the liquid and
solid wastes must be shown to be economically practicable, or else the position will be untenable. J think there can bo no
IS Feb., 1896. difference of opinion that so large an establishment should be systematically sewered on tho water-carriage system, and
that disposal should be by filtration, arrangements being made to draw off as much of the flow as might be required on
cultivation areas. All surface and roof waters should be conveyed by separate gutters to any natural outfall; and then the
sewage to be dealt with would be nearly invariable in quantity. I do not suppose it could be less than 14 gallons a bead a
day, or about 50,000 gallons from a population of 3.000. On this plan there would be water-closets or latrines, which, if
they can be had, are vastly preferable on all counts to pail-closets. I know of no alternative to this plan; the liquid
wastes must be thus provided for, and to deal otherwise with the solid wastes appears to me a complication for which there
is nothing to be said. If the filter-beds wore scientifically laid out and managed, the efllucnt would Imj fit to enter any
natural watercourse not drawn upon for drinking purposes. Bat if there bo no alternative, then it is a prime necessity to
ascertain whether thia plan can be curried out on this area. There is no doubt that it could not be done on an area of soil
such as has been described without a great deal of expensive preparation. But, of course, it could be done ; the governing
consideration is cost, and that is one on which engineers alone can speak.
Relation of Buildings to the Reservoir.—Through the balance reservoir at Potts' Hill passes the whole of the water
for Sydney ; it has an exposed water-surface'of 1,200 x 000 feet. According to the plan the corner of the cancer hospital
block would be about 5 chains from tbe foot of the reservoir embankment; and many others of the buildings would be at a
much less distance therefrom than the existing buildiugs, which are themselves not so much as half a mile distant. The
screening-tank will be nearer still to some of the projected buildings. In other words, the proposed extension of the existing
buildings is to be towards the reservoir. I was not able to see anything in the appearance of the estate to prevent tho ex
tension from being made to the east or thereabouts of tho existing blocks—that is, away from the reservoir. After viewing
the site, 1 find that I must object in terms stronger that! I used before, when I had seen the plans only, to tho arrangements
thereon shown. If the asylum is to be erected on this site at all it should certainly lie placed on land farther from tlio
reservoirs than the existing buildings, and not nearer. I base the objection in part only on grounds which may be called
sentimental, and mainly on others which arc more properly described as prudential. I do not feel inclined to speak more
exactly ; but many things are done perforce in oldaud crowded cities which are, nevertheless, not what would bo chosen
Were the circumstances such as ours, and which would probably be altered there were it possible or practicable.
As to retention of Liverpool Asylum,—I was desired to consider, as I understood, whether Liverpool Asylum might
not be continued in uso for oue of two purposes--either to be turned into a hospital where the sick might be massed and
separately treated from the merely aged and infirm, or whether it might not be utilised for housing a part of the merely
aged and infirm, tlie rest of them and the sick lieing otherwise disposed. I have the honor to repeat the opinion 1 have
already expressed on the first proposal: Liverpool Asylum is entirely unsuitable for use as, or conversion into, a chronic
hospital. But I know of no reason—though I have not lately visited it—why it should not continue to bo used for housing
the merely aged and infirm. Perhaps I may add, since the question has already been put, that, after reflection, I think it
would not be wise to continue to use Macquarie-street Asylum for thia purpose; I think it should bo relinquished. As
to George-street, I joined in condemning that asylum iu 1387; and I am still of opinion that it is entirely unfit for the
use to which it is put, and should now bo condemned without any reserve whatever.
Whether (he proposed Eye, Consumption, and Cancer IWards are suitable.—I do not think they are suitably placed
■
with reference to the reservoir; but I am not aware of the details of the plan of these or auy other wards proposed to bo
erected. The position is, in my opinion, ns suitable as any for treatment of cancer and eye cases. I do not think it is
unsuitable for consumption, the class of eases which will be received being considered. What is under consideration now
is not a hospital for consumption ; it is a refuge for consumptives who are heyoud hope—of whom, nt. all events, but very
few ever leave the asylums, once they have entered them. Were tho proposal to treat consumptives with a view to
recovery, three or four differently situated hospitals would probably he thought necessary—for the same climate docs not
suit all such cases.
, Economy from CenlraEsation.—The question was ; Would there bo much saving effected by massing the whole
number on one area, over a distribution of them among institutions erected at throe or more different points ? A
rough guess can alone be given without going into details, not of numbers merely, but of management. I have already
expressed a strong opinion, both in 1887 and yesterday, that the sick should be treated apart from the merely aged. But,
of course, they might be treated on tlio same estate, only their establishments would be practically independent Then,
supposing there were 2,000 merely aged and infirm to be dealt with besides the sick, it would be either necessary or
expedient to divide them into two bodies at all events, which, though housed on the same estate, would still bo managed
independently. Under those circumstances I scarcely think that any remarkable saving would be effected by massing
them on one estate. There would, no doubt, be but one chief superintendent or manager on the spot, one superintendent of
works, one large laundry, one large bake-house, and so forth; but, generally speakiug, the actual executive staff in all
branches must be proportioned to tbe numbers dealt with, and one large laundry, &c., in place of three or four, would,
as it seems to me, save but an almost insignificant capital sum. But a nasty opinion such as this necessarily is caunot be
relied upon ;—a careful consideration of details, and, besides that, of the requirements of the work to be effected, of the
•
persons to be served, and of the details of management, is necessary.
In conclusion, I beg leave to mention two points which the Committee have no doubt bad iu mind, by way of
memoranda ; and irr order to avoid being taken to concur in this scheme—I do not cither wish to bo thought to express
dissent from it,—but merely to say that I have had no opportunity of examining it in detail. The first point is, that I
am satisfied from my knowledge of the asylums that it is very desirable that the indigent should he brought under legal
control; this was actually done for a time just thirty years ago—it was recommended by my late colleague and myself
in 1887, and it has been strongly urged lately by the Birector of Government Asylums. Tbe other point is, that the
medical and quasi-medical relief of the sick poor of the Colony is not sufficiently organised, and that so important a
departure as the present should, perhaps, not be taken until a comprehensive view of the present state of affairs has boon
had.
.
J. ASHBURTON THOMPSON,
'
M.D., D.P.H.

. .

1136. Mr. Blackl] On such a large area of ground as tbere is at Bookwood, would it be possible to con
struct hospitals sufficiently isolated for the treatment of cancer and consumption P Certainly.
1137. Do you think that they could be constructed so as not to be dangerous in any way to the other
aged and infirm ? There is no doubt at all about that.
1138. Do you think that as the consumptive poor in most cases are too far gone when they reach tho
hospitals to be capable of cure, the site is not a matter of very much moment P From observation and
information given to me this morning by Mr. Green, I know that almost all of the consumptives who
reach tho asylum go there to die. They are already in a hopeless condition.
1139. .Therefore, under the most favourable circumstances, compared with those less favourable, the
difference would probably be merely tlie extension of life for a few weeks ? I doubt very much whether
their condition is not already beyond any consideration of that sort. 'What they want is a home until
they die.
■
. 1140. Do you not think fhat this site is somewhat too exposed for the treatment of such cases? I should
not choose that site for the treatment of such cases,
’
1141. Do you not think there would be an alleviation of suffering with a less exposed site? I do not
think so.
1142. Ton do not think the exposed site would aggravate ihc symptoms P T do not think so.
1143. Do you think it would be advisable, with all the disadvantages of soil, and the difficulties about
connection with the water supply, to increase Ihc number of infirm poor now situated at Bookwood, and
'
if
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if you do thinlc so, to what extent wrould it be advisable to increase their number? That is a very difficult
A.
question for inc to answer, because one wants to know what is the object iu view. I do not know that Thompson,
the need for pumping water in order to supply the wants of the institution is a very serious objection. Es<p>”-IX
There w'ould be a little extra expense.
1141. "Without the advantage of water carriage for the solids, what number of inmates do you think
c ‘‘
'
could be safely massed at Kookwood if a compulsory system cf destroying the solids by fire is adopted?
I scarcely think that is an important point, because what I have shown is that you must have sewers for the
slop waters, and in that case there is no reason why water closets should not be attached to them.
1145. Kut the proposal before us is to use tbe liquids for irrigation purposes, as at present ? The solids
all break down in the course of a very short run, and there is nothing to see but grey liquid.
114G. With a continuance of tho present system, and with a slight alteration in the direction of burning
the solids, if that were deemed preferable, how many people would it be safe to place at Kookwood ?
There is no limit to the number if you like to choose that way of doing it. It is onlv a question of
money.
”
'
"
1147. Do you think there is no objection to the destroying of the solids by combustion except on the
score of expense ? Tes.
1148. Water carriage, if possible, would be cheaper ? Tes.
1149. Leaving combustion out of consideration, would it be advisable to increase by 500 or 60(1 the
present population at Kookwood, disposing of the Local matter after the fashion now in vogue there ? I
do not seo any objection to that.
1150. Would tho matter he more complicated if the consumptive and cancerous patients were also housed
at Kookwood ? Not at all.
1151. Ton do not thinlc their excreta requires special treatment? That would be applied on tbe spot by
disinfectants. That is done at tho Coast Hospital.
1152. Do you know of any site in the neighbourhood of Sydney, or within reach of railway communi
cation, and possessed ot a water supply, which "would be more adapted to the concentration of the aged
and infirm poor than Kookwood ? Tho sole objection I see to Kookwood is the soil. If the choice were
tree, and without knowing what areas are available, I should say that any area possessing the qualifications
you mention, and having a more open soil, would be more suitable.
1153. Tou would prefer a sandy aoil p Tes, or gravel.
1151. Do you think the Church and School lands between Kensington and Maroubra Bay would be suit
able for such a purpose ? Tes.
1155, Do you think the air there would he too strong for the aged and those suffering from pulmonary
complaints? 1 do not think thoy would do well at Maroubra Bay. We have never been able to keep
consumptives at tho Coast Hospital.
1150. I do not allude specially to consumptives, but to those who suffer from chest and bronchial trouble ?
They would do fairly well there if placed away from the sea front.
1157. Such a site could be connected with the tram system? Easily, I should think.
115S. -Mr. Wright.] Are you of opinion that if the new buildings were placed on the present proposed
site of the doctor s residence, there would bo no objection as far as the water supply is concerned ? Tes.
1159. Erom tlie features of the ground, do you think that would be a suitable site ? Apparently it is just
as good as the other site where it is proposed to put those buildings.
‘
1160. Is there any objection to Kookwood so far as the suitableness of tbe approach is concerned ? When
people arc old and very sick you do not want to move them at all; but you have to do it in these casts.
In the case ot ordinary chronic disease the consideration, perhaps, is what sort of vehicle you have to
carry them in, rather than the distance. If yon have a good ambulance for such a purpose it does not
make much difference practically whether you have to go 4 miles or 8 or 12.
1161. You do not apprehend any dilhenlty so far as the short journey to Kookwood is concerned? I
think the evidence of the manager would be more vaTuablc than mine on that point.
1162. Do you think the surroundings of Kookwood, with the Necropolis in front of it, would he conducive
to the longevity of the patients ? One sees very little of the Necropolis from this site.
1103. Mr. Hoskins.] Supposing the number of people at Kookwood is increased to 2,000, and supposing
the Works Department report that it is impossible to connect the institution with tho Western Suburbs
Sewerage Scheme, how would you dispose of the sewage from the institution? I do not know whether
I should choose that site; but if I were obliged to choose it, I should call in an engineer and ask him to
estimate the cost of constructing the necessary filter-beds. 1 should also want to know the cost of finding
an outfall for the effluent, which might go anywhere where it would not he drawn upon for drinking.
*
There would be no difficulty about doing that. ] t would cost more on that soil at Kookwood than it would
on sandy and other sorts of soil. So that if the place could not ho connected with a sewer, there would
not be any practical difficulty, only a question of cost.
1164. Supposing your views could not be carried out in consequence of physical difficulties, such as
differences of level, and so on, so that tho sewage could not conveyed by water, how would you propose
to dispose of the sewage ? It could not he done.
1165. Ohairman?] You must abandon the site? Certainly.
1166. Mr. Hoskins.] If there were 3,000 people on that site, how would you dispose of the sewage, tho
liquids and solids, if you could not connect with the "Western Suburbs Sewerage Scheme ? In the manner
I have mentioned, by filtration. It would be done very much as you do with drinking water in water
works filter-beds.
°
1167. Would not that necessitate the erection of expensive works for filtration? It would not be
expensive, except in as far as the soil of this particular site might entail an expense that would not he
experienced on another site. This soil is peculiar. The filter-beds would have to be G feet deep, and
you must have an outfall at 6 feet below the surface,
1168. Do you think that the sewage of that establishment, with the large number of people proposed to
be placed tbere, could be safely disposed of by conveying the slop water by pipe and below the surface
usmg it perhaps for a garden and farm, and disposing of the excreta by fire ? Tes; it could be safely
done.
J
1169. Do you think tho fumes from the fire consuming the excreta would have a prcjudical effect on the
water reservoir P I think it would uot have such an effect.
1170.
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HioinpHm,

1170. Mr. Hwimhery.'] Aftertreating tte sewage by filtration, how would you deal with tlie effluent?
It
would he pure enough to run in any ditch or natural watercourse.
1171. Upon the assumption that the drainage must reach the Parramatta River on the one hand, or Cook’s
13 Feb. 1896 ®”'er 011 ^le other, accordingto a report which has been submitted to us, if tbero were objections to such
’
a course, being taken, would you deem this site altogether unsuitable ?Tes; because I do not know of
any other way of dealing with the sewage. Tou must deal with it by filtration, and, therefore, you must
have an effluent.
1172. Is it your opinion that the effluent must be carried away from the ground, either to Parramatta
River or Cook’s River ? Tes; undoubtedly.
1173. Assuming that as many as 3,000 people would be on this site, would you consider it wiso to deal
with all the fluids upon the ground itself? I assume that all the liquid wastes should he brought into
one outfall sewer, and that that should be delivered at the filtration-beds. The effluent from the filtrationbeds would be so pure that it could, quite harmlessly, be allowed to flow away. In other words, it could
be treated as flood-water.
1174. Would that do away with any proposal for irrigation? Uo. What X mean is that the backbone
of tbe plan should be to dispose of these wastes by filtration, because a filter can be constructed according
to size which will deal with all you have to deal with. When, as you arc doing now, you try to dispose
of the sewage by irrigation, and when you make irrigation the backbone of your plan, you will find that it
constantly happens that you have more sewage to deal with than you can dispose of in that way, and
consequently you will he compelled to allow unpurified sewage to escape from your estate. The filter-bed
must he the foundation and backbone, because that will deal with all that you can possibly have. They do
at present dispose of their slop waters, but not the solids, at Rookwood, hy irrigation. Tbe land is laid out
in little shallow tanks, which are planted, and according to the needs of the plants the carriers are opened
and the tanks are flooded. As far as that process goes it results in giving as pure an effluent as anyone
could wish for. But the quantity coming down is much greater than the land can use under all conditions
of weather. Sometimes it may, perhaps, be able to take up tlie whole of it, hut to-day it was not able to
take up more than a very small proportion—I do not know how much—consequently the rest of tlio
sewage is allowed to flow through the irrigation area, and" pass over an uncultivated slope, which extends
down towards Cook’s River. As long as there are only 4.00 or 500 people there, and there is no local
offence, the neighbours have nothing to say about it; but when youget 2,000 or 3,000 people there it will
be different. Tou must be able to make sure of dealing with all the sewage at all times. If it is found
that one filter-bed is not sufficient you can have two or three. But under this plan you can also take
advantage of the sewage for cultivation hy having a cultivation area along the line of flow, and by having
means of tapping the sewer, and taking off exactly what you want for cultivation; then agricultural
exigencies no longer interfere with the main object.
1175. Air. Daviesl] 1 gather that you are most emphatic in your opinion in condemning this site for
massing the whole of the pauper patients? Merely as far as the character of the soil goes.
1176. Uo you approve of having twenty-four or twenty-five pavilions erected on that site in order to con
centrate there the whole of the pauper patients ? I see no objection to erecting twenty-four or twenty-five
pavilions there for that purpose on that area, except with regard to the soil, which is not wbat I should
choose. But I regard that point as a minor objection, and not one which is to block an important scheme.*
1177. Supposing the site were all that could he desired, and it could be well drained, do you favour the
erection of buildings to house people from all the institutions, making this a pauper town ? 1 have carefully
guarded myself against being taken as either approving or disapproving of the scheme as a whole. My
reason is that I have not the information. X do not know enough of the facts on which a decision
should rest.
1178. Have you not always advocated the classification of the inmates of these institutions? Tes.
1179. Tou still hold to that opinion ? Certainly.
1180. Would notthat he much more preferable than to concentrate the whole of the inmates of these institu
tions at Rookwood ? I do not see why they could not be classified on this large estate. Tou could have
groups of buildings for the different classes, and they would be practically separate institutions. For
instance, the chronic sick would go to the hospital group, and that would be complete in itself. It would
he under one management, it would have one superintendent, it would get its bread from a single bakery
which supplied the whole institution perhaps, but it would he a separate establishment for all practical
purposes.
1181. Am I to understand that you would favour one great institution or number of pavilions for housing
all the poor from Liverpool and Parramatta at Rookwood ? No ; that is precisely the point on which I
guarded myself.
1182. I want your opinion ? I must reply that I have not the necessary information, and I do not see how
I could get it in a short time. I should want to know the requirements of the class to he dealt with,
and some of the results of dealing with them in separate institutions as at present; what was the benefit
expected to he obtained from putting them on one spot. I should also like to know something about the
method of construction and cost. It might possibly be that methods of construction might be chosen
which would show a very small capital cost at this stage, and which would, perhaps, turn out not to he
suitable.
1183. Are you aware that it is contemplated to spend £108,000 on this proposal when complete ? Tes;
I have noticed that.
1184. Are you of opinion that a much less costly building could be erected than is proposed ? No; so
far as I know, it is a moderate sum for 3,000 people.
1185. Do you come directly into contact with the administration of these different institutions ? I do
not; that is my difficulty.
1186. Having visited the Rookwood site to-day, are you in favour of that site ? Upon the whole, I am not.
1187. Do you believe that a more suitable site could be obtained ? Tes.
1188. And quite as convenient ? Tes.
,1189,
* Notr [on revision):—I should withdraw this sentence, which must have been in answer to a further question. I
think the soil and exposure of this site a major objection, as my earlier replies show. Kheumatism and chest complaints
would probably become very frequent there among the inmates. However, four or five hundred people have now been kept
there a long time. On this point the visiting surgeon could speak with some authority.
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1189. Would it be possible to move the whole group of buildings further away from the water supply so
Thompson,
as to prevent any possibility of contamination P As far as I can see, it would.
Esq., M.D.
1190. To move them further down in the direction of the railway ? Tes.
I3F
cCa89G.
1191. Would that remove the objection you have to the possible contamination of the water ? Tes.
1192. Would it only partially remove that objection? I think it would remove it.
_
1193. Mr. CTur/cc.] Tou say that this site is rather exposed;—would you prefer some other site in the
neighbourhood of Sydney, say, near Little Bay,fronting the sea? To ; not so far over as that. I should
prefer a site near Kensington, at the Bandwick end of the Church and School Lands.
1194. At Maroubra Bay, or near Little Bay, or Long Bay, would it not bo easier to drain into the sea
than on the western side of the range above Kensington ? I think not. As far as I remember, you
could effect a junction there quite easily.
1195. Tou could^conneet with the present water supply? Tes.
1196. If it was not possible to drain the Bookwood site to the sewerage system at Cook’s River, what
would you suggest ? I think that would be a fatal objection.*
1197. If the sewage of the 408 people who are at Bookwood can be disposed of at present hy using it
for an orchard and garden, would it not he possible on that large area to dispose of all the sewage when
there is a large number of inmates there by an extension of the present irrigation system ? I have
already explained that that plan is defective, and that the whole of the liquid waste from the people at
present ou the ground is not purified. If you had 1,000 people there instead of 450, the present system
with the solids could still be carried out quite safely. Tou can do away with any solid waste by the present
system, but it is the liquid waste that would give you trouble if you had a large number of people there.
1198. Do you think that the proposed site for the hospital being within 5 chains of the Potts’ Hill Reser
voir might he dangerous to the public health through germs or microbes being blown into the reservoir ?
Tes; there would be a risk of that.
1199. Do you think there would he any such danger if they were erected half a mile away ? I do not
think so.
1200. Tou are aware that all the sweepings and decayed vegetable matter from the streets of Sydney are
deposited at the back of Mount Bennie, near the Bandwick Road? I know that very well, and lam very
glad when it all goes there, instead of being used as foundations for houses.
1201. Ought not that to be more dangerous than the present state of affairs at Bookwood ? It might be;
but there is no open reservoir near Mount Bennie.
1202. Have you heard of any disease arising from the refuse at Mount Bennie? I can say that the
neighbourhood is not as healthy as it might be.
1203. Chairman,^ Are we justified in believing in general terms that you object to tbe site at Bookwood
on account of its being rather too exposed ? Tes.
'
1204. Do you also believe that the soil there is unsuitable ? Tes,

J205. Do you think that tbe question of dealing with the sewage is surrounded with considerable
doubt? Tes.

1208. Do you regard the proposal as objectionable ou account of the contiguity of the Potts’ Hill
Eeservoir ? Tes ; as at present arranged.
1207. Do you regard the system of concentration of all the paupers of the Colony as being of very
doubtful advantage ? I should prefer to say that it is unascertained. I have no information before me.
1208. A large number of those in the asylums are consumptives ? Tes.
1209. A site on the sea-ebast or adjacent to it would be unsuitable for consumptives ? Certainly.
1210. If you were given the choice of two good sites—one on the sea board and one inland—which would
you take ? Inland, of course. I thought you asked the question with reference to consumptives.
1211. Is the number of consumptives in these institutions sufficient to cause you to choose an inland site ?
I do not think so, because 1 repeat that the consumptives are already hopelessly ill, and wc are not
projecting an hospital for consumption, but merely a refuge for people who know their fate, and who are
there to die. We are not treating consumption, and although that point has some importance, it has not
very much. If it were proposed to place 180 consumptives who are in these asylums on the cliffs facing
the sea, I should object very much, because although they are going to die that would distress them.
There would be no choice between 10 miles and 30 miles from the sea.
1212. Supposing the choice were !§• mile back from the sea, and 30 miles back from tbe sea, and a number
of these people were suffering from consumption and chronic illness, which site would you choose, other
things being equal? That is cutting it rather fine, l-i- mile is rather close. If it were a choice between
10 miles from the sea and 30 miles, then I should say there was no choice for tlie class of eases we are
speaking of.
.
1213. Supposing a site could be obtained some distance inland within a mile or two of the railway, with
tolerably good soil and water supply, would you say that that was a suitable place on which to put an
establishment of this kind ? On hygienic grounds alone, I should say, “ yes.”
1214. From an administrative standpoint, would yoH see any great difference between an establishment at
Bookwood, 19 miles away from Sydney, and an establishment at, say, 30 miles distance? Most of tbe
inmates would have to start from Sydney ; they come to Sydney first, and then they go to the institution.
They would have to be carried the whole distance.
'
1215. Would they not go by train ? To doubt.
1216. So that the difference in a journey once in a lifetime, say between Liverpool and Bookwood, would
not be very great? To.
'
William Bradley Violette, Esq., M.B., Government Medical Officer, Parramatta, sworn, and examined;—
1217. Chairman.1 Are you Government Medical Officer for the Parramatta district ? Tes.
w b
1218. How long ? Since 1887.
Violotte, Esq.,
1219. What institutions have you charge of ? The Cottage Homes, the Industrial School for Girls, the
M.U.
Gaol, the Police, and I visit the Bookwood Asylum.
^
1220. Have yon anything to do with the George and Macquarie Street Asylums ? To ; but I had charge ^ Fri*., 1896.
of them at one time.
1221.
* Note (on verisioa):—My recollection is that tho question included the words “and if the sewage could not be
disposed of on tho estate ” after the words “Cook’s River.
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Mr.'Eoxhng.] Are the Cottage Homos tenanted by aged people ?
aTe ^'Ycnty cottages ivhich are oceupied at present.
i J

* ■ jltJJ.

1R itiutended that they should be removed from tliose homes ?
isFcb-jisae.

^ ltind*

,

'

Yes, married couples; there
1

I have not beard of any proposal

■

1223. Ho you not think that the .George and Macquarie Street Asylums are excessively overcrowded?
■ Certainly. In 188!) 1 reported that they were overcrowded. At that time in George-street there were
only 730, and in Macquarie-street 210.*

1224. Do you not thin k that those asylums are unsuitable for housing aged and infirm persons ? Certainly.
1225. Therefore it would be in the interests of humanity to remove those people, if possible ? Yes, from
both asylums.
’

1226. Are you in favour of having so large a number as 3,000 indigent and sick persons concentrated at
a place like Rookwood ? I do not; I do not see any advantage in it.
>
■
1227. What disadvantages do you see iu the proposal ? I do not think it is well to have them altogether
m one place. There should also be more inquiry before persons are admitted. At present they are all
sent out from Sydney, audit is impossible to obtain information.
122S. Do you think that the liberality of the Government, in providing refuges for the aged and infirm,
is abused because sufficient inquiry is not made ? I have no doubt that is tho case.

1220. Do you not think that tlie number of persons who are receiving such aid is excessive for the small
population ? ' Yes; and recently the numbers have grown enormously.
1230. Do you think that arises primarily from abuses in granting admission to the asylums ? Yes.
1231. Do you know what means are provided in Victoria for dealing with the indigent and sick ? There
are several establishments there, but they axe in different districts—in tlie Ovens, Ballarat, and other
districts. A local Board makes inquiry into each application.
1232. What kind of buddings bare they ? Very fair. The Ballarat buildings are very good.
1233. Do they deal with them in the matter of food as liberally as we do ? I think so.
I have seen the
inmates, and they seemed to be hearty and well, and to compare favourably with ours, man for man.
1234. Is there as large a percentage of recoveries from illness and weakness in asylums, where there are
not so many grouped together, as there is in asylums where the inmates are concentrated, as is proposed
here? I think that is necessarily the case, because they get more attention in small institutions.
1235. In the George-street Asylum there are 1,125 patients ;—is the number of assistants there much in
excess, compared with the number of inmates of the Macquarie-street Asvlnm ? JS’o ; numerically there

'

arc more, hut not taking the number of patients.

.

■

"

1230. Does not that go to show that concentration leads to economy in administration ? I do not think so,
because you must have a certain number of attendants. The only economy would be in the building space.
1237. Do you say from experience that the concentration of inmates does not necessarily imply more
ocononncal administration ? Kbt o-mr a certain number. ■ You could work, say, 1,000 inmates,'with a
few more attendants than you could work 500 inmates. But when you go over 1,000, yon have to increase
your number of attendants proportionately, so that you would lose.
1238. Does that show that the number of persons in the asylums should not exceed a specified number,
say, 1,000? 1 os; you will find that that is the case with regard to hospitals for the insane. They are
scattered about in different places, and tho inmates do not exceed 1,000 in each institution.
1230. Okairman.'] Do you fix the limit for competent administration at 1,000 inmates ? Yes,
1210. itfr. Hoskins.] Do you think it is probable that the number of persons who would regain their
strength and health would be larger in an institution where the inmates would not exceed 1,000? Yes.
1211. Do you visit tlie Rookwood Asylum at present? Yes ; twice a week.
1212 Do you consider that that is a. good site for grouping together a large number of persons, having
regard to the contour of the land ? ] dare say a more eligible site could be found, but: we are committed
to tnat site to a certain extent, as the buildings are there now.
1213. Is the health of the patients at Rookwood at present pretty good? It is fairly good,
1214. Is (he mortality there very great ? During the hot weather I have been very fortunate. In somo
of the asylums they have complained that the hot weather affected the inmates very 'disastrously,
.
1215. Do you ascribe the good health of the inmates nt Rookwood to the fact that the buildings are of a
modern character ? Yes ; it is well ventilated, and wc have never had any fault to find with the struct ure.
What is your view in regard to pavilions of one storey, such as vou have at Rookwood, or having
buildings of two storeys ? I see no objection to two-storied buildings. I think they are preferable, they
are more ooonomical, and they are more beneficial to the inmates, because there is a purer atmosphere.
1217, Do yon think there should be some two-storied buildings at Rookwood ? Yes.
1248. Would you like to see the number of inmates at Rookwood increased to 2,500 or 3,000 ? Kb,
1240. Why P There is certainly a large area of ground there, but I do not think it would be well for all
classes of inmates to increase the number too largely. I do uot think that cases of phthisis do well at
Rookwood. Cases of cancer are always sent away to Liverpool, and there is a very good cancer ward
there. I have to send away many cases of chest complaints, such as asthma, from Rookwood. I have to
send somo to Parramatta, and Liverpool, where they are further away from the sea air, and tho bleak air
at Rookwood.
1250. If the number of patients at Rookwood were increased five-fold, would there he any great difficulty
in dealing with the sewage ? That is an engineering question. A defective system of drainage would
impair tlie health of the inmates.
*
..
1251. If the number of inmates at Rookwood was largely increased, would the present system of disposing
of the sewage be suitable, having regard to the health of the people in the neighbourhood, and the prox
imity of the water supply ? No, they could not uso up all their sewage under the present system.
1252. Then tho original proposal to bury the excrement would be absurd in your view ? The excrement
is not all you have to deal with, you have the fluid matter.
1253. The last witness told us the fluid matter could bo dealt with by filtration beds, and that the effluent
would be pure or clear? It would be pure to the view.
1254. Do you think that there would he any possible fear of contagion or injury to the health of the
inhabitants of Sydney from the poisoning ol the water supply at Potts’ Hill Reservoir if the excreta were

. * Note (on revision): My answer to this question should he “At that time there were in tho George-street Asylum
Khi) inmates, and 303 inmates in tlie Macquarie-street Asylum, whereas there was only accommodation for 730 in the
former, and for 240 in the latter asylum.”
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disposed of b_v fixe, and the liquid conveyed away as at present, or to filter beds? I do not think there
would lie any danger to the water supply from the burniiui of the solid matter.
M. J3.
].‘2i>u. 1 lave you any experience ot the disposal ot solid matter by hre ? Tvo.
^
125(j. t)n tlie whole, do you consider that it would be wiso to largely increase the present number of persons jg j.cj, igg^
located at Kookwood ? Xo.
_ _
1257. Mr. ’Davies.] How long have you been medical officer for Kookwood ? Since the beginning of 1S95.
^
1258. "Were you consulted by the Government or the Inspector of Charities, or by any other official with
reference to tbe proposal before tbe Committee ? Xo.
1259. Did you ever sec the plans before you saw them in this room to-day ? No.
1209. Were you absolutely ignorant of what was proposed by the G-overnment or the Charities Department
with reference to providing accommodation for housing tlio poor? I never heard of it except in tho
newspapers.
1261. I'rom what you know of Rookwood, would you recommend the concentration of all the inmates of
the asylums there ? No,
1262. .If typhoid, or auy other epidemic, broke out there, would it not be very dangerous ? The age of
thepatienfs precludes (lie possibility of typhoid. The diseases we have are mostly skin diseases, aud they
are noted and isolated aE once.
1268. 11 a vo you any eases of consumption among your patients ? I suppose there are about thirty-five or
forty eases in tho asylum.
]2Cl. Do you retain them nt Kookwood ? Yes.
_
1265. What casci, as a rule, arc transferred from your institution, and from the George and Macquarie
Hlreots Asylums? Cancer cases always go to Liverpool. Occasionally phthisical and asthmatic eases are
transferred. Rheumatic patients occasionally complain that Kookwood is too bleak.
_
1266. Have the patients under your control been withdrawn from George and Macquarie Streets ?
Yes,
a great many of them.
1207. How are other inmates, who are not inmates of the other asylums, sent to you ? They first appear
before the Government Medical Officer of Sydney who examines them, and sends them to the Department
of Charities, they then receive an order and a railway pass up to Kookwood.
]20S. "Would it not be more'convenient to have the examination made by tho medical officer of each of
the imditulions. rather than to send them to Sydney and back again? They find tbeir way to Sydney
first, except in the ease of those who are sent in by country magistrates. About 1 in 15 is sent in from
tlie country,
1269. Mr. T ce.] Have you bad occasion to report for or against the buildings used for the poor in Harrisstreet ? Xo ; I believe they were only taken while I was there, to accommodate the excess in Georgestreet. 1 had remonstrated against the overcrowded condition of Guorge-street, and those buildings were
then taken to relieve George-street: temporarily.
1270. Since then have they gone into permanent use, and is a portion of them now used for a skin-diseaso
hospital ? I do uot know any thing about that. When T first went to George-street, tlierc were 550
inmates there. In 18S0 there were 889, and it was overcrowded then. Tho number in George-street is
now very much in excess of that.
1271. Jn consequence of the imperfect drainage in Harris-street and the surroundings, generally, do you
think it is dangerous to the inhabitants of the town to retain those Harris-street buildings ? It is from
the drainage, but not from the inmates. That part of the town is very badly drained.
_
1272. Could you suggest where the inmates of the Parramatta Asylums could he sent ? My own opinion
is that lliere should be subdivisions of the Colony. In tho northern district the people would know tho
condition of tlie applicant better than wc can, and there could be more scrutiny with regard to the
admission of patients Then, there could be a southern division and a western division.
1273. Are you altogether opposed to the concentration of the pauper population? Yes.
1274. You are aware that the present proposal is to extend the pavilion system now existing at Kook
wood? Tes.
'
1275. In a return dated 31st December, 1894,1 notice that Ihe number of inmates at Rookwood for tlio
year was stated to be 293, and the cost was £7,516, whereas at Macquarie-street Asylum, which is a
two-storied building, there were 318 patients and the cost was only £5,443 ? Yes ; the Macquarie-street
Asylum is an old established place, whereas the Kookwood Asylum is only developing.
1276. Can you offer any opinion as to why the cost was so much greater at Kookwood? Xo.
■
1277. Do you think it has anything to do with the pavilion system? There are a great many more
attendants at Rookwood, in proportion to the number of inmates, than at Macquarie-street ? I noticed
that when I went there at the beginning of the year.
■
1278. Supposing we had to consider the question at its inception, and we were not committed to several
places, as at present, would you favour the idea of concentrating the inmates on a large area of land
20 or 30 miles in the interior, or would you favour their being treated in smaller numbers in their
respective districts? I would prefer the district system.
1279. "Would not that prove more expensive ? Xot necessarily.
1230. Do you not think that for want of competent supervision abuses might grow up in a number of
smaller institutions ? J do not think it would be much more expensive. The prisons are situated in
different centres, and I do not think the cost is much higher in one centre than in another.
1281. Have you considered the question of the proximity of the water supply at Kookwood ? Yes.
1282. "What are your views on that question ? There is the question of sentiment on the part of the public.
1283. Do you think it is safe or unsafe? As many of the consumptive patients can walk about, and get
near the water supply, and as their expectorations are contagious, aud might possibly contaminate the
water, I do not think it is desirable that they should be there.
1284. That being the case, and the country being partly committed to the Kookwood scheme, do you think
it would be desirable to have somo central place where the consumptive and chronic cases should be
treated? AYs.
1285. Do you know anything of the Liverpool Asylum ? 1 do not know it intimately.
1236. AVould it bo suitable for the concentration of consumptives? It is a good building, and I do not
see the necessity for doing away with it, like the George and Alacquarie Streets Asylums ; but I do not
think Liverpool is a good place for consumptives. I do not think any place near the coast is good for
consumption.
1287.
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1287. Do you think it would bo better to go further away in the country for consumptive cases? Yes:
VioIeU^Esq, and also for chest complaints.
’
1288. If asked, would you submit such a scheme as that now before us? Kb.
13 Fob., 1896.128E1 Although there may be a certain amount of sentiment about the matter, do you think there is a
certain amount of unknown danger ? Yes ,: there is a possible danger.
1290. When you say there is a question of sentiment about it, do you keep in view the fact that the
400,000 residents in the city and suburbs contribute very largely towards the support of the pauper
population? Yes.
1
1291. And that they might be supporting the pauper population at Eookwood to poison themselves ? Yes,
1292. Mr. Fegav.,~] In answer to Mr. Lee, you said that the cost at Eookwood is a little higher than at
the other asylums ? I said that from the figures given by Mr. Lee.
1293. Have you not a lower average of deaths at Bookwood than at the other asylums ? 1 do not know,
but I see that is the case from the figures you hand to me with regard to 1894.
1294. Then the statistics will he much more in your favour this year, because you say that very few died
at Eookwood during the hot weather ? Yes; very few from heat.
.
1295. What is your reason for preferring two-storied buildings to one storey ? They are more compact,
and I prefer tbe second floor for many cases of sickness. They get a purer and lighter atmosphere than
is obtained in the denser atmosphere on the lower levels.
1296. Do you not think there is a great deal of imposition in district asylums, and that there is a
number of people in them who have no right to be there? There is a number of people in the insti
tutions with regard to whom tbere has not been sufficient inquiry. Cases have come under my notice
where inmates should not he there, as their relatives were in a position to support them.
1297. Do you know that in nearly all of the large cities and towns of tho colony they have their own
institutions? Yes.
^
j
u
1298. Have you heard many complaints against them? ZSfo.
1299. Do you think that such institutions should be left to the management of a ladies’ committee?
Certainly.
'
1300. When you speak of the Victorian institutions, do you speak from intimate knowledge ? I only speak
of them from my experience as a visitor three or four times, when T have gone on trips to that colony.
1301. Apart from sentiment, do you think that the burning of night-soil would be injurious to the people
in close proximity to the institution ? No.
'
1
1302. Mr. Blaek^] In reply to Mr, Lee ypu said that you thought the only economy arising from the
concentration of large bodies of paupers would be in the building space; do you not think that there
would be more economy in superintendence ? No; a certain number of men require a certain number to
look after them.
1303. If you have three asylums with 1,000 inmates iu each, if you do away with them and group ihem
into one asylum, do you not think that tho man who has to manage and superintend any one of those
asylums would be competent to manage the amalgamated institution ? He would want more assistant?.
1304. But iu saving the salaries of two superintendents, would there not be a great deal of money saved ?
More assistants would be required. You would save a few pounds, but nothing considerable.
1305. GkairmanJ] I find by a return, that there were 170 deaths in the asylums last year from such diseases
as phthisis, asthma, bronchitis, pneumonia, and complaints of that character. lt“is evident, therefore,
that the proportion of patients suffering from those ailments must be considerable in the asylums ? Yes •
but those cases have less chance of recovery than others.
'
1306. Still the number affected in that way must be considerable ? Yes.
1307. With a knowledge of that fact, if you were called upon to find a home for these people, would you
■
go for a site near tho sea or inland? Inland, beyond doubt.
FRIDAY,
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IBcamt:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWINO, Esq. (Chatuhan).
The Hon. Euederick Thomas Humuhery.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq,
The Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
, John Lionel Vegan, Esq.
The Hon, Lames Hoskins.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq
George Black, Esq.
Erancis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Eookwood for Infirm" aud
Destitute Persons.
James Burt, Esq., Draftsman-in-ebarge, Information Bureau, Department of Lands, sworn, and
examined:—
J. Burt, Esq. 1308. Chairman] Are you Draftsman-in-charge of the Information Bureau of the Lands Department? Yes.
^0U PrCM*uce certain maps which the Committee desire to obtain from your Department, and
’
what are they? Yes; a map showing tho situation of the Newington Asylum and the Asylum for tho
Infirm and Destitute at Eookwood; another, showing the situation of the Government" Asylums at
Parramatta, and the Benevolent Asylum in the same place; also, the Benevolent Asylum at Liverpool; also,
a map of the county of Cumberland, showing, by green tint, the reserved land, and bv pink tint, the vacant
Crown land iu that county.
"
1310. What is the area of the land at Campbelltown ? The plan shows all the areas ; but, roughlv sneakinc
there are about 2,500 acres.
6 J 1
e”
Cecil West Barley, Esq., President of the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, sworn,
and examined:—
O. W.D&rley, 131L Chairman] You are a civil engineer, and President of the Metropolitan Water Supply and
Esq.
Sewerage Board? Yes.
12J' Mr'
Do y°u kD0W
8itB 0,1
^ is proposed to erect a pile of buildings for housing
14 Feb., 1896. the destitute sick and poor at Eookwood ? Yes.
'
qgtg
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1313. Do you tliinli it is desirable to erect a cancer hospital, and a hospital for incurables suffering from 0. W. Darloy,
contagious diseases, on the site shown on the plan, and so close to the Potts’ Hill Iteservoir ? As a matter
of sentiment, I do not think it is.
-v
1314. Do you think it would create alarm in the minds of the people living in the city and suburbs? I *4 Pcb., 18fl6,
think, as a matter of sentiment, it would be nnwise to put those hospitals so close to the reservoir.
Personally. I do not believe that it would be likely to do harm; but sentiment must be respected in a case
of this kind. Tou cannot be too particular in the ease of a water supply in keeping any appearance of
contamination away from it.
1315. W'ould there be a possibility of contamination owing to tbe close proximity of these hospitals ? I
take it that is to a great extent a medical question ; but I think that the most danger would be from tbe
consumptives. 1 do not thinlc that tbere is anything contagious about cancer that could be transmitted
in water. We know that with dust blowing about tho microbes of consumption might be carried into
Ihe water at night-time. In tbe day-time my opinion is that the sun would destroy the microbes.
131b. But cannot microbes stand great heat ? Sunlight destroys them very rapidly. I do not favour
those three hospitals being put in the position marked on tbe plan.
1317. As head of the Water and Sewerage Board, are you entirely opposed to that proposal? Tes;
seeing that tbere is plenty of space for the three blocks in question to be put further north of the
present buildings.
1313. Do you favour the removal of those buildings to a greater distance from tbe water supply ? Tes.
131!). What is the nature of tho soil on the proposed site ? It is clay soil overlying Waianamatta shale.
1320. Would it be possible on that soil, without enormous expenditure, to provide for a svstem of irriga
tion and sewage farms ? It would not necessarily require great expense. It would only require underdrainage. It is not tbe best sort of ground, of course, but it could be used for that purpose.
1321. Could it be made suitable for the purpose of a sewage farm ? It would have to be under-drained.
There are such farms in the same sort of soil.
1322. Are you of opinion that the sewage from over 3,000 patients could be properlv and safely treated
on that area ? I would sooner see it taken awav by water carriage from the site—that would be more
desirable.
1323. Do you know of any means by which the sewage could be taken from that site into tbe existing
sewerage system ? Tho present system of sewerage was only designed to be extended to Burwood, It
would bo costly to connect with the sewerage there. I think the nearest sewer would bo about 24 or
3 miles from the proposed site.
would bo tlie probable cost ? I cannot give any idea, as I have not considered that question,
)325. 1'rom your knowledge of the sewage iarm at Webb’s Grant, which is in sandy soil, would you
advocate the treatment of sewage and refuse at Bookwood from 3,500 patients in the same manner as at
Webbs Grant? At Webb s Grant the downward filtration system is adopted, but there are plenty of
towns m England where large quantities of sewage are dealt with on very limited areas by other pro
cesses equally as applicable as the downward filtration system, That system is only adopted where you have
suitable soil, There are other processes of chemical treatment and precipitation, running off tho eflluent
water, and burning or calcining the solids. That is very easily done.
I32(i. Have you any experience of the cost of treating sewage matter, especially solids, by fire ? No
personal knowledge.
132/. Do you know whether it is an expensive process? Where there is a large population it is not
very expensive. The sewage in many large towns in England is treated by companies in that way, and
the taxation is not higher than where there is water carriage.
1328. For a place such as Bookwood, which would be the most inexpensive system of drainage next to
the ordinary system of sewage ? I should say a system of precipitation and filtration. Filtration through
coke-beds is found to be one of the best methods.
1329. Which would be the most economical method ? It would be cheaper to treat the sewage locally
than to take it away and connect it with the southern outfall sewer. It would be cheaper to treat it
locally by a system of precipitation and filtration than to connect it at Burwood and take it out to
Cook s Biver.
1330. Do you favour tbe concentration of 3,000 or 4,000 paupers at Eookwood? I do not see any
objection to it myself, so long as the buildings are kept sufficiently far away from the water supply.
1331. Would it not possibly imperil the lives or health of those living in the locality to mass such a largo
number of people there suffering from all kinds of diseases ? I do not think so. To commence with, it
is a very sparsely.populated district.
1332. Would not a population of 3,500 paupers at Bookwood be equal to the population of many inland
towns . The pauper population at Bookwood would be under proper regulations. Cleanliness would be
properly attended to, aud, therefore, I do not see that there would be any objection to having thorn there.
Sanitary matters will bo properly attended to, and the place will be far Wealthier than many inland towns
whore sanitary matters are decidedly neglectqd.
1333. Should it not be one of the first principles that in providing for the housing of the poor, and for
those Buffering from'chronic disea.SGj that the site choflen should be one that can bo thoroughly well
drained by an efficient system of sewerage ? Yes,
“ J
1334. Tho next thing would be a thoroughly good supply of water ? Tes.
1335. In this case you have the water supply, but not a system of drainage ? A system of drainage does
not exist there at present, but it could be provided.
°
133G. As far as you know, there is no possibility of connectimg this place with the general system of
sewerage until the completion of the Burwood sewer? That would be the nearest point.
t^ij" ^
a thorough system of sewerage, would you advocate the construction of these
buildings on the Eookwood site? 1 see no objection to the site, because naturally tlie drainage system
would be carried out as you wore erecting the buildings, which will take some time to erect.
1338. Mr. Tm.] Where would you suggest that the hospitals should be erected? I think tho three
hospitals could be erected immediately to the north of the present buildings. There is a fine high spur
there suitable for buildings. There is a large area of land there between tbe present buildings and the
place marked on the plan for the Medical Superintendent. His building could be moved to another site.
1339. Do you think those buildings would then be a sufficient distance from the water supply? Tes.
13~“G'
1340.
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0. W. DarW, 1340. Do you take any other objection to the plan generally? No,
Es(l1341. Take the question as a whole. Here is a proposal to concentrate all the male destitute people at
^'00^''V00^> within a short distance of tho Potts’ Hill Reservoir. There is no system of drainage proposed
e '*
‘ at the present time, and no system of dealing with the solid matter. Under these conditions, nould you
advocate the erection of these buildings and the massing of these people on that site ? I take it that
common sense would dictate that sufficient provision for sewerage would bo made in the scheme. I take
it for granted that such provision would be made. I would not approve of the congregation of the paupers
there unless proper provision were made for drainage.
1342. If a proper system of sewerage were provided, and these hospitals were moved to a greater distance
from the reservoir, you would have no objection to the proposal ? Yes.
1343. Supposing a system of sewerage wore not carried out, and the solid matter were simply collected
and buried in the earth, without chemical or other treatment, would you object to the proposal then ? I
think it would be unwise.
1344. Do you not think it would he dangerous? I think it should be treated.
1345. Chairman.'] Would it not be unwise to bury all the solids in the ground at Rookwood without
previous treatment ? It should be done carefully. It should only be done for a limited time.
1346. Mr. Lee.] If that plan is carried out with 3.500 patients on the ground, would not the soil become
absolutely poisoned in fifteen or twenty years ? 1 think it is desirable to remove the sewage from the
site. It should either be treated or removed.
1347. What will be tbe danger of contagion twenty1 years hence when the whole surface will be poisoned ?
The soil would really not become poisoned. The air and sunlight destroy all the organic matter. At
the same time it would be an unwise thing to bury all nightsoil continually over that area. Ft is better
to remove it away from the site, and treat it at a special place. At the same time 1 wish it to be understood
that a large quantity of nightsoil can be buried in a very limited space if properly done, Nature acts as
a destroyer of the germs.
1348. It is held by medical authorities that some germs do uot perish when buried in the ordinary soil,
and they retain their vitality for many years? That may be the ease with some.
1349. That being the ease, every time the earth was disturbed would there not be a danger of the germs
being scattered and finding their way to the water? I do not favour keeping everything on the
premises. Where there is a largo population it is better to remove it and treat it.
1350. In the absence of a proper sewerage system, wbat system would you advocate for dealing with the
solid matter ? There are several modern systems which are very good. By adding lime and proto-sulphate
of iron to the water, the sludge is precipitated, and you can run off an effluent into coke filter-beds. The
water can then be safely sent down the nearest creek. Then the sludge can be mixed either with sawdust
to burn it, or with ashes, and thus cremated.
1351. That would be partially a crematory system ? Yes.
1352. It has been shown that consumptive patients would necessarily be in various stages of convalescence,
that some would be moving about the ground and expectorating ;—would there not thus be a danger of
germs finding their way into tlie water supply ? I took that into consideration when I recommended that
the hospital buildings should be removed to a site further away from the reservoir.
1353. Supposing you were called upon to give an opinion upon the whole proposal, and the country were
not partially committed to the Rookwood scheme, would you select Rookwood as a suitable site for the
concentration of all the paupers of the country ? ] cannot call to mind any site within a reasonable
distance of Sydney which is equally suitable.
1354. Viewing it from an engineering point, and with regard to sewerage and water supply, would you
select Rookwood? I do not see any particular objection to Rookwood if the buildings I refer to arc
removed a little from the reservoir,
1355. Do you think you will ever be able to disabuse the public mind of tho idea that their water supply
is impaired on account of this institution being placed alongside of it ? 1 do not see that any person of
sense would have any objection to it. The main reservoir ot New York is in the middle of a dense popu
lation, with houses built up closely on two sides of if.
1356. But possibly the sewerage requirements are complete there ? Yes ; they have underground drainage,
but they have houses alongside of the reservoir. Of course, I assume that this scheme will be carried out
with proper sewerage. Common sense dictates that you must have sewerage for 3,000 people,
1357. There is some question about the pressure of water at Rookwood ;—could the present pressure be
increased? Water will have to be pumped up to an elevated tank. The pressure there at present is not
sufficient.
1358. Would direct communication with the reservoir give greater pressure? No.
1359. Mr. Clarke.] Would it be possible to connect at some future time with tho ordinary sewerage at
Burwood ? No survey is made, but I have no hesitation in saying that it would be quite possible to do so.
1360. Would it cause greater expense to connect with the sewer at Burwood than to deal with the matter
locally ? I think so. At first, at any rate, it would be cheaper to treat it locally.
1361. Would it be possible by trenching the land, and utilising the liquid sewage, to treat the sewage in
the same way as is done at Webb’s Grant without causing any offence? Yes.
1362. Could the hecal matter be destroyed by that means ? Yes.
1363. Is the site at Rookwood bleak and cold, or in any way unsuitable for an asylum ? I do not think
it is unsuitable. It is on a hill top, but that is desirable, in order to get the breezes.
1364. Mr. Hassall.] With regard to drainage, would the asylum now existing at Randwick be equal or
superior to any other site you know of ? The advantage of tbo site at Randwick would be that wo have got
the drainage there already, or very close to it. I am not quite sure whether it is connected at present, but
it is intended to be connected.
1365. If that site were connected with the drainage, do you think it wuuhl be a good site for an asylum
for the aged poor ? No; I think that would be bringing the people into a more dense population. It
would not be so desirable as Rookwood, which is more remote.
1366. Would the facilities for drainage at Rookwood bo so good as at Randwick? Of course, Randwick
could be regulated more readily, because the sewer is closer to it, but when the drainage is extended to
Rookwood it will be equally good.
1367. But it would be more expensive at Roidcwood ? It would be more expensive in the first instance.
1368. Chairman.] Are you roofing the Centennial Park Iteservoir ? Yes.
1369.
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13G9. "Why are you doing that ? Because it is so close to the street and houses, and there is so much 0. W. Darlcy,
dust blowing about.
'
Esq. ■
1370. Then you think the water might be contaminated hy the wind-borne substances? Yes; ''vithin,
towns it is always desirable to roof in reservoirs.
14Peb.j iBJti.
1371. Are you roofing the Centennial Park Reservoir because you fear contamination from wind-borne
, ■
particles ? There is a further reason. We had no right to the ground, and there was a promise made that
.
a roof would be put on that reservoir to enable the people to have the use of the surface. In any case
it would have been necessary to fence off the reservoir to prevent dead eats and other objectionable things
being thrown into it. There is no fear of that at Potts’ Hill, because wc allow no trespass there.
1372. When a reservoir is placed in the middle of a town is there not a certainty of contamination, unless
it is covered? Yes.
'
1373. The further you get away from population the purer the air is likely to be ? Yes.
1374. That being so, is it a wise thing to place within a quarter of a mile of a great reservoir, supplying
400,000 people, a population of 4,000 composed of the most decayed and broken down portion of the
community ? I think, if the buildings I have referred to were moved as I have suggested, they would be
kept at least half a mile from the water. I would not object to that, I think the present buildings are
rather more than half a mile away—about three quarters of a mile.
1375. Do you say that half a mile away would be sufficient? Yes; about that. If dangerous cases were
not. kept within that distance, 1 think there would he no risk.
13/6-7. As head of the Water and Sewerage Board, do you disapprove of any population being brought
within half a mile of that reservoir if it can possibly be helped ? I do not sav any population, but a
limited population.
*
"
13/S. Would you have no objection to little tenements being built just on the other side of the reservoir ?
We liave got two caretakers there as it is living close to the water. Wo do not object to that.
1373. Is it your opinion that it does not matter whether population surrounds an open reservoir or not ?
lliere is an objection to people living too close to the reservoir, but if they are kept a certain distance
away, and sanitary matters are attended to. I do not object.
1330. Do you fix the limit at half a mile? Anything over a quarter of a mile for ordinary houses would
be quite sufficient.
1381. You say a quarter of a mile for ordinary houses, but for such buildings as you refer to on this plan
you would say half a mile ? Yos, for infectious cases.
"
Hon. Sir Arthur Kenwick, M.D., M.L.C., President of the State Children’s Belief Board, sworn,
and examined :—
1382. Chairman^ Are you President of the State Children’s Belief Board, and of the Benevolent Society
' Hon.
of IS cw South Wales ? Yes, also of the Sydney Hospital and the Deaf Dumb and Blind Institutions.
sir Artl™r
1383. Mr. Lee.'] Have you had a very long experience in connection witli our charitable institutions and n m-r r<
asylums ? Yes.
■ra.j-',, m-mo.
if * 10 7™ acquainted with the proposal now before the Commilitee to concentrate all the male paupers 14 Feb 1896
at Jiookwood ? Yes.
*
■
1385. Do you know the Parramatta Asylums ? I have been in both of them, and I remember when they
were first instituted. I was then honorary physician to the Benevolent Society of New South Wales, and
the buddings in Sydney being overcrowded, it was determined by the Grovernmeut to still further remove
the patients to Parramatta and Liverpool, They were then taken from under the control of the Boncvolent Society and placed under the control of the Grovernment.
1386. Have you seen those asylums recently? iSot within the last three or four years.
1387. What wras your opinion at that time as to their suitability ? That they were not first-class buildings
tor the purposes tor which they were used,
1388. Are you awaro that the pauper population has increased very much of late ? Yes.
1339. Can you ascribe any reason for that? In the first place there is the increase in population
generally ; in the next place, daring recent years there has been a great deal more hardship and Buffering
amongst the working class of the community ; but 1 do not know of any special reason.
1390. Have you any reason to suspect that we are keeping more than our fair share of the poor? That
is very difficult to answer. There is no doubt the proportion is now much greater than it used to be
ten or twelve years ago.
1391. In dealing with State children have you found that the system of boarding-out is a succoss ? It
has been an ominent success.
1392. Do you think that that system could be applied to old men and women? It would have to be
applied with very great discretion to their case; but there are allied schemes which might be more
suitable.
0
1393. Por what purpose is the Randwick Asylum used at present? Por the purpose of maintaining
orphans, or the children of people wffio are able to pay some small portion of the maintenance money.
1394. Are the children kept there until they are old enough to board out? No; the B,andwick Asylum
does not at present come under the provisions of the State Children’s Belief Act. In the first place, the
Bandwick Asylum has certain funds of its own by which it is able to maintain a certain number of
children. While those children can be maintained there with those funds, which could not be otherwise
applied, we have felt that it would be injudicious to remove the children ar present.
1395. Axe the whole of the premises used ? No, only a small portion.
1390. Would there bo any objection on the part of the authorities to lease a portion of that building to
the Government for the temporary bousing of the poor ? So far from that being the case, I understand
that a few years ago a proposal was made to the Government in connection with that matter, but I do not
remember the precise terms.
1397. Are you aware of any local objection to housing the poor there? There might possibly bean
objection on the part of the inhabitants 111 the neighbourhood. 1 think they would object under any
circumstances to paupers going there
1398. Providing that difficulty were got over, would it be possible to come to terms with the directors?
1 have no doubt whatever that it could bo done,
\

1399.
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1399, "What are your views as to the best method of dealing with our paupers ? I may state that somo
^fteirwick r ^ow days ago I had a conversation on this subject with Mr. Masted, who I think is at present in charge
MD
jj c of most of the charitable institutions of the country. He was introduced to the Service in bis present
’ prominent position in connection with the State Children’s Belief Board, and I have always been in most
14 Fob,, 1896, confidential relations with him. It is with very great regret indeed, knowing the ability and experience
of Mr. Masted, that I disagree with him on this particular matter. I disagree with him first of all,
because, even when the proposal was made by Sir Alexander Stuart that Bookwood should be employed as
a kind of reformatory for children, I then thought the site unsuitable. I think that it would be still
more unsuitable as a site for adults, on account first of all of its exposure, on account of the character of
'
the soil, which is clay, and also on account of its proximity to the water supply of a great city. On
these grounds, as well as some others, I explained to Mr. Maxted that my views were entirely out of
harmony with his. Of course, Mr. Maxted, as an official, looks at the matter more from the stand
point of management and expense, but a country like ours, in treating questions of this character, should
look at something beyond that. That is another reason why I disagree with him. My own idea is that
' it is a mistake to herd together so many persons in one building who are so dissimilar in their characters,
so different in their experiences, and so different in the nature of the diseases to which they may be
subject at the period of fife when they are placed there. I think it is extremely desirable in all eases
when people are massed together that they should he classified and separately treated and attended to,
I think it is very unwise to place people affected with cancer near those affected with consumption, and
especially to place either of those near people who are healthy and only afi’ectod by senility. The great
drawback in connection with the management of a large institution of this kind is always the want of
classification. That is really the great blot on our present system in connection with the barrack treat
'
mont of our aged male paupers, and the treatment of females too for that matter. I think the best course
to take under the circumstances would be to relieve the present buildings which arc so overcrowded and
unsuitable, by removing some of the inmates, if local feeling could bo done away with, to the asylum at
Bandwick. Those buildings are at present to a great extent unused, and they are very suitable in some
respects for these very people. It would be impossible to retain the Bandwick Asylum as an institution
for adults and children at the same time, especially for these old men. I can foresee great dangers if
these two classes are placed in the same building or in proximity to each other. Therefore, if it is
intended to utilise the Bandwick building in this way, the children ought to be boarded out at once, and
arrangements might be made through Parliament or otherwise, for the utilisation of the funds left for the
Bandwick institution, not forgetting, of course, to make provision in any such Act for the recognition of
the great and valuable services and claims of those who have given funds to that institution. ‘Ultimately,
it would he well for the people of this country to make provision for the old people by providing old-age
pensions and separate homes for married people, and for the large proportion who can never be treated in
,
those ways, by establishing suitable institutions. The Parramatta institution was originally a tweed
factory or something of that kind. It was never intended for hospital purposes at all. These are the
general suggestions that I would throw out.
1400. What is your opinion as to the advisableness of having a central hospital for the treatment of acute
and chronic eases ? They ought to be separated.
1401. At present is there not a large portion of the space at each asylum used for hospital purposes ?
Tes.
1402. What is your opinion as to having some central system for acute and chronic cases ? In hospitals
we always treat the acute cases only, and chronic cases' are treated in convalescent hospitals, or institutions
of a similar character. That is a distinction well recognised in every civilised community. It would bo
impossible to confine all the acute cases to one building. We must have separate buildings in separate
centres. There was one remark I forgot and that is in connection with the water supply, and the dangerous
proximity of these buildings at Bookwood to the reservoir. In this country we have severe dust storms,
and there is no doubt that dangerous particles are carried to a far greater distance hero than in other
countries which are not semi-tropical. There is no doubt that would be a source of danger.
1403. Mr. Zee.] Do you apprehend danger from the consumptive patients seeing that consumption is a
communicable disease ? I have no doubt about that. In Italy it is called the English disease, simply
because it is supposed that the English visitors communicated the disease to each other. There is no
doubt in my mind that it is communicable by touch and close proximity,
1404. Do you recognise* that in a large hospital specially set apart for consumptive patients, some of them
must necessarily move about the ground and they would expectorate, and that expectoration might be con
veyed to the water supply V I am sure that your suggestion is perfectly correct. The sputum dries up
and is blown about in all sorts of places. I am sure that the great prevalence, of the disease in Australia
is duo to that very cause to a large extent. Phthisical people -walk about the streets, they spit on the
ground, the bacteria get into the lungs of healthy persons, and so the disease is established, I have known
cases where individuals have become affected with consumption, although there was no trace of the disease
in their families, and no doubt that has arisen from local causes such as you refer to.
1404£, You think that the Committee are bound to take into consideration the gravity of placing so large
a number of people in close proximity to the water supply ? Yes.
1405. If yon were consulted in the first instance as to a proper site on which to place our destitute, would
you have selected such a site as Bookwood P No ; I am quite decided about that. I do not think it is
suitable for hospital purposes under any circumstances.
1406. If you were selecting a site would you go into the interior ? Yes ; there are plenty of sites. This
is not a small country.
1407. You do not think it would he wise to concentrate our destitute and infirm at any one place ?
Quite so.
.
1408. And you think it is very inadvisable to concentrate them at Bookwood ? Yes.
1409. If the Committee determine to recommend the use of the Bandwick Asylum temporarily, could the
children there be dealt with ? Yes; they could be boarded out within a week. Wc have on our hooks
at present 500 applications of a suitable charader.
1410. What arrangements would the trustees want ? I know pretty well what their feelings are, and I
do not believe that they would stand in the way of such a proposal.
1411. But the children at Bandwick are not orphans, and they could not he boarded out without the
sanction of their parents ? We can board them out under the Act at present.
1412.
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to 800. But 1 understand the proposal is to separate those affected with diseases of certain kinds, to
Hon.
classify the inmates, and then provide a staff. If it is a staff for poor old infirm men who occasionally get
ill, I imagine one medical man would he sufficient for 800. But for 800 inmates affected with disease you ^ ^ jj
would require a greater number of medical'men to attend effectually to them. It is a matter of experience
‘
and can only he dealt with as it arises in each particular case.
i.4 Feb., 1896.
14C5. Mr. Clarke.'] I presume you are aware that the Randwick Asylum is a semi-Government institution
partly supported by private subscriptions ? I am aware that the buildings were principally built with
Government money, hut it is not supported now by any Government money,
' 1466. But it used to be ? Tes, until the State Children’s Relief Department took out the children.
1467. You are aware that Dr. Cuthill left a very large sum of money to assist in the building of that
institution? Tes.
1468. Seeing that the children there are not orphans, would it not he advisable to have an Act passed hy
Parliament to legalise the removal of the children ? I am sure you can do nothing without an Act of
Parliament in connection with that matter.
14GS). Do you think that the buildings at Randwick being two or three storeys high would be as useful as
the pavilion buildings ? To a large extent the system at Randwick now is the pavilion system, but of
course the building is. of two storeys. I would have no difficulty in managing that institution, and in
placing the old people there. There would be no difficulty in placing some of them upstairs and others
downstairs,
1470 Do you think it would be fair to the residents of a populous suburb like Randwick to locate there
GOO or 800 of these old infirm people ? If I lived at Randwick I perhaps would not like it, but 1 am
looking at the matter as a general public question. Some little time ago a proposal was made to turn
that asylum into a branch of the lunatic asylum! Then there was a great popular outcry. I infer from
that that there would necessarily he tho same outcry if pauper patients were put there. I think the
Randwick Asylum has done wonderfully good work, but I think the time has gone by for any barrack
system to be applied to any poor child in this country.

TUESDAY, 18 FEBRUARY, 1896.
present;—

THOMAS THOMSON EATING, Esq. (Chairman).
JThe Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphrey.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
Tho Hon. John Davies, C.M.G.
John Lionel Regan, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Henry Clarke, Esq.
Georoe Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wrtoiit, Esq,

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Rook wood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Charles Robert Scrivener, Esq., Staff Surveyor, Department of Lands, sworn, and examined :—
1471. Chairman^] AVhat are you ? Staff Surveyor in the Lands Department, in charge of tho MetroC. R.
politan District.
Scrivener,
1472. On the northern railway line, where does your district terminate ? The Macdonald River is as
near the boundary as possible. On the western railway line it extends as far as Lawson or Katoomba ; igpeb. 1890.
on the southern line as far as Mittagong,
’
1473. 'Within those boundaries have you a fair knowledge of the country and of the Crown lands em
braced therein ? Tes ; I produce a litho, map of homestead selections at Campbelltown.
1474. Do you know the area bounded on the north partly by the Camphellfields Estate, and running east
ward to a road between portions 200 and 231, then south to portion 242, and thence along the road in a
north-westerly direction towards the Camphellfields Estate? Tes.
,
1475. Will you describe that area ? It is all sandstone country. About half or a little loss than half is
practically level, sandy soil with a mixture of gravel and stone. There is a patch of very deep sandy soil
of about 40 or 45 acres lying within the reserve 23-266, portions 248, 249, 252, and 255, and part of
portion 234. I have a coloured* sketch showing the positions of these lands.
1476. How far is the site from Leumeah? From 1| to 2 miles—about
mile I suppose from the
nearest point. About 3 miles from Campbelltown.
1477. How does it compare with Campbelltown with regard to altitude ? I daresay it would be from
150 to 200 feet above the main street of Campbelltown.
1478. How far is it from George’s River—the nearest point ? About 25 chains.
1479. What is the area of the land, approximately ? It would embrace about 450 acres. I hand in a
coloured sketcli showing deep sandy soil, 45 acres, at the north-western corner. Tho rocky portion of the
area is shown by a purple tint, and the level sandy land, which embraces pretty well half the area, is
shown by a blue tint. The brown tint shows tho portions already selected. There are only three por
tions—261, 247, and 208—contiguous to the land in question.
1480. Would there be any trouble in pumping water from George’s River ? None that I know of.
1481. I see you have a point marked at portion 230 as being 2 miles from Leumeah? Yes; I have
marked two points there, the distance is about 2 miles in each case.
1482. One going hy the road east, and the other going by the road that passes through the land in
question ? Tes.
1483. What is your opinion in regard to the approach to Leumeah ? It is very fair. The grade over the
worst part would be perhaps 1 in 14, possibly 1 in 13.
1484. Could that be improved ? Yes.
1485. Is it your opinion that plenty of good building ground is to be found within the area in question ?
Yes ; at least 150 acres would be quite suitable for building.
1486. Where would the drainage from the land in question go ? To Peter Meadow’s Creek, and thence
ultimately into George’s River.
,
1487.
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14S7. Is tliere any population along G-eorge’s E.ivor? Tliere is no population either near Peter
Meadow’s Creek or G-eorgc’s Eiver—not near the banks—for some distance down.
1488. When you say near tlie banks, what do you mean ? Within 10 chains. Usually there is none
18 Feb. 1898.
half a mile.
*
1489. It is a sandstone bluff ? Tes; almost impracticable.
1490. Therefore, any drainage from the land in question would pass for the first 6 or 8 miles through
unoccupied country ? Tes ; practically unoccupied country.
1491. Could water be brought to this land from the Sydney supply? I could only give an opinion about
that by running a series of levels.
1492. Where would the water come from ? I suppose the nearest point would be near the crossing of
the road from Campbelltown to Menangle.
1493. Ton regard the soil on tho site in question as good, dry soil? Tes, it is a suitable soil, because it
is porous throughout.
1494. Are you aware that in the county of Cumberland there are large areas of Crown lands down towards
Heathcote, on the southern side of tho George’s Piver ? Tes.
1495. Por the purpose in contemplation by the Committee, would you regard those areas equally as
satisfactory as the Campbelltown area? Certainly not.
■
• 1496. Why not? Pirst of all, the difficulty of water supply would be much greater. Then, again, the
country is much more broken, as a rule, than is the case at Campbelltown—the gorges are deeper.
1497. Then take another area—the Field of Mars—how do you view that ? I think most of the land of a
suitable character near the railway has been alienated.
.1498. Why do you reject tho rest ? Up towards the Pane Cove River it is rugged country.
'
1499. On the northern line, towards Berowra and Cowan Creek—how do you regard that country ? Tlie
country there is simply a series of spurs from tho railway line.
1500. Too broken, too abrupt? Usually I should say too abrupt, and there would be a difficulty about
the water supply.
1501. Then we have areas around Pitt Town? There is Mulgrave, on the road to Windsor. There are
300 acres close to the railway station.
1502. At what elevation ? Most of it would be above flood-level.
1503. Only just above? Some of it I should say would be well above; but the floods rise pretiy high
there.
.
1504. What is the character of the soil? The soil in not good. It is generally a very stiff clay, and in
places there are deposits of river gravel. It lias been at one time the bed of a river.
1505. How would yon deal with the water supply question at Mulgrave ? It would have to come from
the Hawkesbury, a distance, perhaps, of a couple of miles.
1506. Do you approve of Mulgrovo as a site for the purpose contemplated? I think the soil would bo
unsuitable.
■
1507. And it is low-lying ? Xo, it is not low-lying; it commands very extensive and beautiful views. But
it has a stiff clay soil which would require drainage.
1508. Comparing these other sites with Campbelltown, which would be the most suitable ? I prefer
Campbelltown.
1509. There is a large area shown on the south side of Richmond, known as Ham Common;—what do you
think of that? Most of it is some distance from the railway.
1510. And the portion close to the railway is already occupied by the Agricultural College? This land
occupied hy the Agricultural College is nearly all low marshy land, and Ham Common is of the same
description.
1511. Low-lying, marshy country ? Sandy soil—marshy here and there throughout.
1512._ Would it bo a wholesome site on which to place a hospital? It is marshy, and I presume that
description of land would not be suitable. It would require extensive draining. It could be drained.
1513. But as it stands in its natural state it would not be a wholesome place for a hospital ? I should
say not.
1514. After a heavy rainfall in winter would there be a large quantity of water left upon it for any time ?
_
I have seen tbe water lying over a good deal of it in large quantities. With regard to the area shown
north-east from Castlereagh parish and Londonderry parish, on the whole I do not approve of it. It is
low-lying, and after rain the water lies for a considerable time.
1515. Comparing Campbelltown with the other sites on Crown lands with which you are acquainted, do
you regard it as the best for tbe purpose ? Yes; I know of no other so suitable.
1516. There can be no Crown lands of which you do not know ? I do not know of any near the railway
line that would be suitable. Of course, there is part of Pitt Town Common. This would be more than a
mile from the railway by any existing road, though some of it lies pretty close to tho railway. The
difficulty there, however, is, that there have been alienations.
1517. It is already broken up by alienations, and has not a sufficient elevation? Somo of the land at
Pitt Town is very well elevated, but there would be a difficulty about water, whicli would have to be
brought a long way.
1518. Then there is something against all these other sites more than against Campbelltown ? Campbell
town appears to me to possess many advantages over any other site I know of.
1519. Passing to the county of Camden, is the village of Thirlmere in your district? I know it.
1520. How far is the hospital from the railway station ? It is about 4 miles from the Picton railway
station.
'
1521. Between the villages of Thirlmere and Couridjah there is a large area of land extending on the
west around the lagoons or the lakes, and about a similar distance on tho east;—do you know that area of
land ? I know a good deal of it,
1522.. Could a site be found there? The only doubt I have is as to whether you would be able to get
sufficient level land.
1523. You cannot speak definitely with regard to it, in detail? I know the railway runs along a spur,
which for a good distance is very narrow. You do not go far from the railway before you get into rocky
country as a rule.
1524. Is not the land level about the Picton lagoons? The Picton lagoons area good deal below the
railway line.
1525.
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1525. Is tlie water in tlio lagoons good? Tes; I believe it is good enough for domestic use. The drainage
C. R.
from Inc large area coloured red, parish of Couridjah, flows iofco the Bargo River, below the point where the Scrivener,
river .furnishes the water supply for Sydney. Therefore, no portion of the area between Thirlmere and
Couridjah finds its way into the Sydney water supply.
ifTiMr'iRqr
3o26. \Vith regard to this area of land at Thirlmere, you cannot say anything verv definite ? No; except
e
*
with regard to the general character of the country. It is of sandstone soil, with an elevation of some
thing like 1,000 feet.
lo2/. Do you know Grlenbrook ? Not very well/ I only know the general character of the country.
Joseph Davis, Esq., M. Inst. C.hl, Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns 'Water Supply and
Sewerage, Department of Public Works, sworn, and examined :—
152S. ChairmanWhat are you? Principal Assistant Engineer for Country Towns Water Supply and J.Dftvie.Bsm,
Sewerage.
,
^ ^
MJ.C.E.
1029. I believe you have prepared a proposal for dealing with the sewage from the buildings proposed to
be erected at Rookwood for infirm and destitute persons ? Yes. Perhaps it would be convenient if 1Pcb'i 1396read a statement to the Committee which 1 prepared for the Engiaccr-in-Chicf for Public Works, It is
as follows;—
In accordance with your instructions I have gone very carefully into tlie question of the drainage ami treatment of
the sewage from the proposed Rookwood Asylum, whicli is now hcfoio the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public
\Yorks, and 1 have the honor of submitting tlie following observations and recommendations thereon. As the proposed
Imildmgs arc situated on high ground, if tlie water-carriage system be adopted, the sewage can readily bo removed by
gravitation ; but the method of treating the sewage afterwards, is not so easily disposed of. The excrement could be
collected by tlie ordinary dry-earth system in pans, and buried m tho asylum grounds, or it might be cremated in a pro
perly constructed destructor. The collection and disposal of large quantities of stuff of this description is very troublesoino, and unless done daily and with tho greatest caro, must inevitably create a nuisance. Often, whatever steps may bo
taken to remove it quickly and regularly, it will create unpleasantness. Preference must be given to tho water-carriage, if
emciently constructed, as being tlie cleanest and most convenient method of removing the excrement in such cases
ns the one u»der consideration, where the quantity is large and aggravated by the description of service to be performed.
It is usual to adopt the dry-earth system where it is not possible to get the faeces removed by water. But it must not be
forgotten that with the dry-earth system dealing with a part of the sewerage question, a set of drains for carrying off the
liquid sewage and some means of treating it would have to be provided in addition to the pans. In rural districts, where
the population is not concentrated, and the pang can be readily emptied, no doubt, the dry-earth system is admirably
suitable, but with the conditions under review the best plan is to deal with the whole of the sewage, both liquid and solid,
^ ^ korne in mind that the refuse from 3,MOO persons has to be treated, involving somethum like
ldL,000 gallons of sewage per day, it is apparent that the prime question involved is how to get the sewage disposed of m a
way so as to cause no nuisance.
I have had under cousidcration three methods of spearing this :—
1st. An outfall sewer might be constructed from the institution to the head of the Western Branch of tbe Western System,
at the intersection of Jtedmyrc Road and Homebush Road, Strathfield, where it can be discharged and evcntualiv flow
into the Botany Sewage Fann.
'
2nd. It may be conveyed across the intervening country by means of a pipe sewer to tlie proposed Sewage Farm at Duck
Creek, and there heated, or,
3rd. It may be intercepted by a system of drains converging at a suitable point, ^here the sewage could be treated by
precipitation and filtration, and the effluent discharged into the Rookwood Cemetery Drain.
i
knigitmlmal section lias been taken along the line of the proposed sewer between Homebush Road and tho
asylum, J he sewer would be 3 ft. 3 in. x 2 ft. 2 in., and ISO chains long and is estimated to cost £2],032 excluding tho
amount which would have to be paid for land resumptions. Tins expenditure would, however, provide for including a con
siderable area m the Western .Suburbs system which is not at present drained. On the score of economy I do not favour
this method. The continuation of the W estern Sewer from tho present termination at Strathfield to the asylum would
cost more than by treating the sewage by the precipitation and filtration process in the grounds. Moreover, if the servers of
tlie Metropolitan Board of W ater Supply and Sewerage were used, the institution would be liable to a sewerage rate which
is now id. in the £. The asylum being 5 miles from the proposed sewage farm at Buck River, it is clear that method
Ao. 2 19 out of the question on account of the great cost it would entail. I propose that the sewage should be collected by
a system of drains as shown on general plan, and that these drains should converge at a point, also shown, lying
between Rast-strcet and the road dividing tlie asylum from the Heeropolis, where it should be treated by passing it first
through precipitating tanks, where the grosser particles held in suspension would he removed, and then, after it leaves the
tank, passing it through coke filters, i he effluent, upon leaving the filters, would he conveyed hy a ibineli stoneware pipe
to the head of the Rookwood Cemetery Drain in Cast-street, and find its way through that drain to Haslem's Creek. Pro
vision has been made for 132,000 gallons, half running off in eight hours. This means that 3,300 persons wilt be served at
the rate of 40 gallons per head per day. In addition to the sewage, the sowers will he sufficiently large, and the outlet
works of suffieient capacity, to admit a portion of the rain-water from the roof surfaces being carried away hy tlie same
system of drainage. The roof-water will be admirably suited for flushing the sewers. No provision has been made,
however, in the capacity of tlie proposed works, for carrying off the water from paved and other surfaces, beyond what is
admitted from tlie roof, for flushing purposes. Failing the Hushing which will be available under ordinary- circumstances
from the roof surfaces, an automatic flushing chamber is to be eonstiucted at the head of each main branch, which would ho
used during periods of dry weather,
Dnst-RirrioN of Puofosed Works.
Drains.—The drains immediately surrounding and connected with tho proposed buildings, will ho on the same lines
as those carried out by the Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage in Sydney and suburbs, with inlet and
outlet shafts fitted with cowls for ventilation,
Oit//af{ ■Seiiwa.—The sewage will be intercepted and conveyed to the outfall works hy means of two 0-incli stoneware
pipe sewers, encircling the high ground on which it is intended to put the proposed buildings, converging at a suitable point
near the disposal works. These intercepting sewers will he provided rvith shafts for ventilation and inspection.
.Seimpe
Ifcr/.w.—The two intercepting sewers discharge into a distributing chamber from which the selvage
passes through inclined screens which are situated between the distributing-chamber and the settling-tanks. Before the
sewage has been screened, the precipitant is added by means of compressed air. The compressed air will have tlie effect
also of agitating the sewage and mixing the precipitant and sewage, and at the same time of breaking up the solids, as well
as facilitating the absorption of oxygen. The screening-chamber is in duplicate, and controlled by valves, so that one screen
may be uaea while the other m being cleaned.
&e(t/t'rtff 2an&t.' The settling-tanks* of which there are three, side hy side, are designed on tlie continuous system.
They are rectangular in plan, with segmental sides ami bottoms, and are ouch divided into three compartments by crosawalts, which, being slightly lower than tlie weir, allows the sewage to flow over from one compartment to another in a thin
film. In addition to the cross-walls, the tanks are fitted witJi wave and scum boards. By these means the forward
movement of the sewage is sufficiently retarded to admit of the grosser portion of the solids held in suspension, being
deposited. The bottom of tlie tank, along which runs a semi-eircular channel, is graded to a fall of 1 in 80 towards tho
sludge tank, so that tho sludge may be run off' by gravitation. Along the front of the settling tanks there is a distributing
trough which is fitted with sluice-boards eo arranged that the sewage enters the settling tank in an even sheet. As tlie
clarified sewage leaves the tank it falls over a series of steps or cataracts, which are designed to expose it to the air, and to
facilitate the absorption of oxygen. From thence it passes through coke filters, and is discharged into an effluent drain 9 in.
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J. Duvis, Esq., in diameter, being a continuation of the Hook woott Cemetery Drain, and by that means evontnally finds its way into TTasIum's
Creek* below the Parrainatta-road. Tlie capacity of tbe tanks is equal to 50 per cent, of the total dry weather flow, anil it
z—is intended, during periods of maximum flow, snilicient tank accommodation shall be in use to admit of the sewage being two
18 Feb., 1896. hours in its passage through the tanks, that Ijeing the time it has been found by experience it will take for tbe solids to deposit.
After the tank lias been in use for two or three days, it will require to be cleaned To effoet this, the sewage will be shut
off, and the clarified sewage in the tank drawn off by a floating arm, so as not to disturb tbe sludge which has settled at the
bottom of the tank. After the water has been drawn off, the sludge flows into tho sludge reservoir. When it has stood
iu the reservoir for some two hours, the fluid whicli rises to the surface is-drained oft’, and tho sludge is run off into tho
metal sludge vessels. As the sludge is lifted from the vessels to the filter press, about 4 per cent, of lime is mixed with
it, to facilitate the pressing. About 70 to 75 per cent, of the liquid sewage will he strained off iu the pressing process, after
whicli the sludge will be sufficiently hard to allow of it being removed and used in the grounds as manure.
Filler Beds.—The walls and floors of the four filters are formed of concrete, each filter being 70 ft. x 25 ft, x 8 ft.
deep. The filters, which are provided with the necessary inlet and outlet channels and sluice gates, will he constructed as
shown on detail plans. With regard to the efficiency of coke filters, reference might be made to a report dated October,
1895. of Mr, W. J. Dibdin, Chemist to tho London Couuty Council, giving details ot experiments which have been made at
the London Outfall Works during 1892-8-4, and 5. There were two series of experiments made. .Small filters were first
used in order to ascertain the best and most economical filtering material. For this purpose “burnt ballast,” “pea ballast,”
“ coke breeze,” “sand,” and a '! proprietary material ” were respectively used. After the materials had been in use for
about three months, Mr. Dibden reported “ from the results obtained it appeared that a considerable amount of purification
could he effected by any filtering material, the desiderata evidently being porosity and consequent power of re-absorbing
atmospheric oxygen. For foul waters sand proved too fine ; whilst the burnt ballast used was too coarse. Coke breeze
seemed to unite the necessary qualifications, and as it is alsoacheap material it was sslected forthe further trials on a large
scale. There can be little doubt, however, that the question of cost of material should be allowed to decide what should
be used for a filter in any given place, since burnt ballast or gravel may be made much more efficient by using a greater
depth of more finely granulated material combined with a slower rate. The proprietary filter excelled the coke breeze
only in appearance, the actual purification not being quite so much, while the cost is prohibitory.” Tho second series were
then undertaken, and a filter was constructed covering exactly one acre of ground. The land was levelled and embanked
where necessary, and perforated drains laid, meeting in a common trunk for discharge. The filtering material consisted of
three feet of coke breeze, covered with three inches of gravel. After this filter had been muse up to September, 1895,
Mr. Dibdin states, that “ the experiments, taken as a whole, show that sewage, especially if previously clarified by
precipitation, may be purified to any desired degree,—tbe actual amount of purification depending upon (1) tbe length of
time during which the effluent is allowed to remain in contact with the filter ; and (2) tbe length of time allowed for
aeration. If a reduction of 75 per cent, in the oxidisablc organic matters in solution be considered as sufficient, the quantity
that can be treated per diem on one acre of coke breeze is l,00f),()00 gallons, which gives a required area for the treatment
of tho whole of the metropolitan sewage—taken at 180,000,000 gallons—of 180 acres only. This rate is probably the
highest that can he worked under all conditions of seasons;” or, in other words, one acre of eoke-filter will purify tho
sewage from 25,000 persons.
_
His conclusions are as follows :—“The action of a filter is twofold—(1) It separates mechanically all gross particles
of suspended matter, and renders the effluent clear and bright. (2) It effects tlie oxidation of organic matters; Imth those
in suspension and those in solution, through the agency of living organisms. It is tho preliminary establishment and
subsequent cultivation of these organisms which is to be aimed at iu the scientific process of purification by filtration.
The ordinary putrefactive and other similar organisms commence the work by breaking down the organic compounds and
converting them to less complex forms, principally water, carbonic acid, and ammonia ; the nitrifying organism then acta
upon the ammonia, the nitrogen being converted into nitric acid. For this process to go on, three conditions are essential.
Firstly, the organisms must be supplied with plenty of air; secondly, there must be present a base, such as lime, with
which the nitric acid can combine; and thirdly, the biological action must take place in the dark, i.e., in the body of tho
filter, and not in the water exposed to the light above the filtering material. Filtration, on biological lines, of sewage or
other foul water, containing m solution but little free oxygen and a largo quantity of oxidisablc organic matter, therefore
means :—
“(1) That the filter, by cautious increments in the quantity of effluent, which in itself contaius the necessary
organisms, must be gradually brought to a state of high efficiency. This condition will lie shown by the existence
in the filtrate of a constantly increasing proportion of nitric acid,
“(2) That the contact of the micro-organisms with the effluent to lie purified must be effected by leaving such
effluents at rest in a filter for a greater or lesser time according to the degree of purification required, the process
living analogous to that of fermentation. Tho system employed at many places is to run thewatcr straight through
the filter, and thus allow insufficient time for the work, with the result that the filtrate is soon iu an unsatisfactory
condition.
_
_
_
“ (3). That after each quantity of effluent has been dealt with the micro-organisms must be supplied with air, which is
readily affected by emptying the filter from below, whereby air is drawn into tho interstices. The filter must
stand empty for one hour or more previous to another filling, and a longer period of aeration, say, twenty-four
hours, must be allowed every seven or eight days.
The life of a coke-breeze filter worked in this manner is practically' without a limit.
“ From the general results obtained by these several trials under various actual working conditions, it is apparent
that there is no difficulty iu obtaining any desired degree of purification by' means of a system of filtration conducted on
biological principles. If a higher degree of purity be required than that indicated by the foregoing, it can be obtained by
an an ('mentation of the filtering appliances at a comparatively small cost.”
Machinery.—It is proposed to have one 7-h.p. oil-engine working an air-compressor providing power for raising
and forcing the sludge from the sludge-vessels through the filter press. It also works tho lime mixer which supplies lime
to the sewage for precipitating the suspended matter, and supplies lime for mixing witli the sludge in the sludge-vessels
before it passes into the filter-press. Iu addition, it supplies compressed air for agitating and breaking up the sewage, and
incorporatmg the precipitant therewith before it passes into the precipitating tanks.
EnlinuUe.

I estimate the cost of the proposed works will be as follows :—
Intercepting sewers, including branches to buildings, and ventilation.......
Disposal works, complete ...........................................
Effluent drain to join Rookwood Cemetery Drain.,.. ...........
Add for contingencies, Jx...................................................................................

£
s.
4,153 0
2,890 0
625 0
767 0

d.
0
0
0
0

Total estimated cost................................................................. £8,435 0 0
The annual working expenses I estimate as follows :—
Wages.......................................................................................................................
Oil, Ac..................................................................................................................
Hrecipitants ............................................................................................................
Repairs ......................................................................................................
Total ....................................................................
The annual charges will therefore be :—
£8,435 at 3’616 per cent, interest at 3i per cent, and repayment in 100
years ...... . .................................................................................................
Working expenses ............................................................................................
Total annual charge..................... ............. ...........................

£

s.
169 0
127 0
160 0

d,
0
0
0
3300

£420 0 0
£

s.

d.

305 0 0
420 0 0
0 0

or
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equal to a yearly cost of 4s. 5d. per head with a population served of 3,.100. This cannot he considered large compared J, Davis, Esq.,
with the amount at present being paid at Parramatta simply for the removal of night-soil. There the Government pay M.I.C.E.
JCG32 17s. for a population of 1,!KX), or Gs. 8d. per head. A proposal is at present under the consideration of the Council
in connection with tlie proposed Parramatta sewerage works to pay the Council, if these works be carried out, for the pg
I8ggr
removal of the whole of tlio sewage (liquid and solid) by the proposed sewers at the rate of 10s. per head.
'
ot

Destructor.
As I understand a proposal is before the Committee to destroy by fire the excrement and other refuse in a suitable
destructor, perhaps it might be well to refer to the matter before concluding. A suitable destructor would probably cost
about £1,000 to erect, and about £330 per annum to work, made up as follows :—
Fuel........................................................................................................................£164
Wages...............................
100
Horse and cart....................................................................................................
75
£339
It would be costly to work a destructor at an institution of this description, where the proportion of excrement would bo
so great compared with the other refuse. In ordinary town destructors the garbage almost consumes itself, and requires
very little fuel, whereas in the present case, about 15 cwt. of coal would be used per day. As already pointed out, a
destructor would simply destroy the solids, and there would he still remaining the liquid sewage to be dealt with, which
would necessitate tho construction of a system of drainage such as the one 1 have proposed. This is obvious, as only about
of sewage could be treated by the destructor, leaving
to pass through the drains. If a destructor is decided
upon, 1 would adviso that instead of the excrement being destroyed it should bo dried, as it could be more economically
treated in this way, and at tbe same time tlie resultant dust could be used as manure on tho grounds.
■
J. DAVIS,
■ Principal Assistant Engineer, C.X. Water Supply and Sewerage.
Forwarded forthe intormation of tho Works Committee. The proposal of Mr. Davis has had considerable considera
tion from me, and I am of opinion it would prove efficient and economical. I would refer tlie Committee to my pamphlet
on Sewage Purification, and also to Mr. Dibdiu’s report referred to by Mr. Davis.
R015T. HICKSON,
18/2/96.
Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works.

] 530. Mr. Qlarke.] Then, I presume, that of all the different plans mentioned by you in your statement,
tho one you there recommend is the one of which you approve ? Tes ; the system of treating the sewage
by precipitation and filtration.
1531. Is there no other mode of getting rid of the sewage, except by such an expensive system as that?
There is no other way so cheap as that in my judgment.
] 532, Would it not be as cheap to connect hy pipes in the ordinary way with tho Metropolitan Sewerage
System which has been extended to the neighbouring suburbs ? No ; the cost would be two and a half
fimes greater.
1533. Then there is no other mode of getting rid of the sewage except the one you have just explained ?
I think that is the most economical and the wisest way of getting rid of the sewage.
153I. You have stated that some portion of the sewage might be drained into Haslem’s Creek? Tho
eflluent from the disposal works would go there, through the Rookwood Cemetery Drain.
1535. And whore would it go afterwards ? Into tho Parramatta River, Haslem’s Creek flows into the
Parramatta River,
1536. And would not that give cause for complaint on the part of people residing in the neighbourhood ?
No, because before the sewage was discliarged into Haslem’s Creek it would be purified ; all the in jurious
and objectionable matter would be removed.
1537. The drainage of the sewage into Haslem’s Creek is a portion of the plan younow propose ? Yes ; but
I do not propose to discharge the sewage in its crude condition into Haslem’s Creek, I propose to take
from the sewage all the objectionable matter, and then discharge tho effluent into it,
1538. Is there any possibility of convoying the sewage into George’s River? No; I think that would bo
out of tbe question.
1539. What distance is George's River from the Rookwood site? It is certainly as far as Haslem’s
Creek, and then you would have to tunnel through a hill to get on George’s River water-shed.
1540. But it could be done, I presume ? It could be done. Before it was discharged into George’s River
it would be advisable to treat it in some way, and not discharge it into the river in its crude state, for it
would certainly cause a nuisance there unless treated fully.
15-11. I have been told that itis only about 2 miles from the proposed site at Rookwood to George’s River?
I should say that it was fully that distance.
1512, Have you any idea of tho expense of. carrying the sewage into George’s Eiver ? The cost would be
fully £20,000, and this sum would not provide for sewage disposal works.
1513, You think fhe plan you propose is tho best that could possibly bo adopted ? I certainly think so.
1544. And the least costly ? Yes.
1545. You do not recommend any other plan ? No ; the whole of tho sewage might be turned in its
crude state on to filter bods, but the area of the filter beds would have to be considerably larger than
what 1 have proposed, and what the extra filter-beds would cost would fully equal the cost of the precipi
tation tanks, so that there would, in my judgment, be no advantage in treating the sewage wholly by
filtration.
.1546, Could the sewage be utilised in any way on a sewage farm, as is being done to a certain extent at
Rookwood now- ? J do not regard tbe land as suitable for a sewage farm. I have taken that matter into
consideration, and I do not think the area ivould be large enough, nor is the land suitable.
1547. Do you know the total area available ? I do not know the total area, but I am speaking of tho land
that would lie below the buildings, and would bo suitable to irrigation by gravitation.
151.8. 1 believe Ihe area is about GOO acres ? Somo of that would bo much too high for tbe purpose.
1549. In what way do you consider tbe land unsuitable? I do not think it would absorb tbe sewage
.readily without underdraining. It is clayey, ironstone soil, that would not be likely to absorb sowago
readily.
] 550. Supposing it was thoroughly trenched—say three or four feet deep? Even then I would not advise
fhat the sewage should be put on lhat ground, unless the clay from the excavation were first of all burnt.
If tho clay were subjected to lire then it might be very good filtering material, but otherwise it would
not be.
1551. If it wore possible for that to bo done would it not bo very much less expensive than that plan you
propose ? I do not think s<5. I think what I propose is the most economical way of dealing with the
sewage from the institution, considering that coke breeze can bo obtained so cheaply.
'
1552.
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J. Davis, Esq., 1552. jl/r, Black.'] You estimate tlie cost of your proposed system of drainage at £3,435 F Yes,
M.I.C.E.
1553. That, of course, includes the whole area of the proposed scheme ? It includes the drainage of the

. whole of the'buildings shown on the plan.

18 Eeb., 1896.

_
1554. If a scheme were proposed which did not include the lower or isolation group, and which also
omitted the casual group, your system could be carried out, I suppose, with only one arm ? Yes.
1555. Would that very much lesson the cost? It would. The reason why the estimate is so high is on
account of the way in which the buildings are scattered. They could not bo located in a worse manner,
as regards drainage, than in the way proposed,
1556. If it were proposed to increase the present number of inmates at Kookwood by only GOO or so, and
to extend tbe buildings further north from the Potts’ Hill Reservoir, J suppose that would involve a still
fnrther great reduction ? It would malerially reduce the cost of the drains.
1557. And I apprehend we should he so much nearer to Haslem’s Creek ? Yes ; it would materially
reduce the cost of the scheme on that account, because there would he so much less length of drains to
put in.
"
1558. Would it reduce the cost to one-third ? Scarcely, because the disposal works would not be reduced
in the same proportion.
1559. The extensive system of treatment of the sewage which you have explained to us occurs at the
place marked on the map as the outfall works ? Yes; that is the place where the sewage would be treated.
15G0. There is no independent treatment on each arm? No.
1561. You say you think the effluent which would be discharged into Haslem’s Creek would be so pure
as not to involve any offence to people in the vicinity ? ’There would be no pollution. It is the standard
that is generally adopted in all sewage disposal works, oven when the effluent has to be discharged perhaps
into a river where the water lower down is consumed by the people.
1562. Is it proposed to extend the metropolitan sewerage works to any suburb nearer Rookwood than
the one to which it is at present carried ? No.
■
1563. Are the people in the suburbs further on not desirous of being connected with the sewerage
system? They are scarcely ready for it. There is not yet sufficient population there to feel the need of
a sewerage scheme.
1564. You do not think that if the people in the suburbs lying between Rookwood and Strathfield took
the matter up, the cost of construction would be so greatly divided that the expense in connection with
the Rookwood scheme would he trifling? For many years to come the people living in the intervening
district would not ask for sewerage connection, and the cost would be borne, in the first instance, by the
institution,
1565. Mr. Hassall.] Do you think it possible to erect the proposed group of buildings at Rookwood on
tho more northerly portion of the laud, near the medical superintendent’s house ? 1 should prefer to
see them there for two reasons—in the first place, the sewage would bo dealt with more economically;
and secondly, it would be further away from the Potts’ Hill Reservoir.
1566. It would do away practically with a great deal of the objection which might exist to the erection
of buildings for the housing of consumptive, ophthalmic, and cancer patients in such close proximity to
the reservoir ? Yes; I should prefer to see them further north.
1567. And another result would be to materially reduce the cost of the sewerage scheme which must of
necessity accompany Ihe erection of those buildings ? Yes,
1568. I think you said it would reduce the cost fully one-third ? Scarcely ono-tbird, because the disposal
works would not be reduced m the same proportion.
1569. The main cost, then, would be in connection with the works for the disposal of the sewage, and not
so much in the matter of drainage ? The main cost would be for drainage. The sewers above the dis
posal works would cost, if carried out as shown on my plan, £4,153. If you can reduce the length of
sewers by one-half, then the cost would be reduced one-half.
1570. By the erection of the proposed buildings, or whatever buildings might be necessary, on the site
proposed for the medical superintendent’s residence, the sewerage scheme would he brought very dose ?
very close.
1571. And it would do away with some thousands of feet of sewers ? Probably if the buildings were put
there the costs of sewers above the sewage disposal works would be brought down to £1,000, instead of
£4,153.
1572. Have you taken any notice of that site ? I walked over it.
1573. Do you think it would ho too low for the erection of these buildings ? I do not think so.
.1574. There would be sufficient fall to allow of tho drainage of the institution ? Certainly.
1575. Do you think it would be too close to the Necropolis? I do not see why it should be.
1576. In the statement you have submitted to-day, you distinctly say that you embody a proposal which
is the most economical for dealing with the drainage of an institution containing such a large number of
men? I certainly think so, and I add further that it is absolutely necessary that some such scheme
should be carried out to deal with such a large number of persons concentrated under such special con
ditions,
1577. Do you think it is desirable to mass such a large body of indigent persons, the majority of whom
must be unhealthv, in one particular spot ? I think it would be very undesirable. I simply give my
opinion for what it is worth. It does not seem to me to he desirable, I have gone about these insti
tutions a good deal during the last few years, and I would say that it is undesirable.
1578. Mr. Humphcry.] In estimating tho cost of connecting the drainage with the metropolitan sewerage
system, did you take into consideration the fact that there would be no annual charge if the cost of con
nection were borne by the Government ? 1 have not taken that into consideration in my estimate. I
drew attention to the fact that if the Board’s sewers were used below the intersection of Redmyrc Road
and Homebush Road, in my opinion the institution would be liable to pay a rate.
1579. Then it was upon the assumption that, although the cost of connection would not be borne by the
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board, the Government would have to pay all the same? 1
think so, because they would use 6 or 7 miles of the main sower, and then the sewage from this institution,
in common with that from all the other suburbs, would have to he dealt with on the Bondi farm. It
seemed to me, under these circumstances, to he only fair to suppose (bat the institution would have to pay
an annual charge to the Board.
1580.
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1580. Is it not customary for the "Water Supply and Sewerage Board to charge rates only where tho Board ^
incurs the cost of providing the connection ? That is correct. But in this case it would not bo likely that ' ‘
tho Board would go to the expense of £21,000 in order to got revenue from this institution, when they
would get nothing like a return for it. The Board acts upon the principle of getting a revenue—5 per
cent. I believe—from any expenditure it incurs.
1531. Supposing that instead of a number of pavilion buildings, each containing about sixty persons, it was
proposed to erect a smaller number of buildings containing 240 inmates each, and that in this way the
number of buildings would be reduced—say, to one-fourth—would that lessen the cost of the sewerage
system ? Tes.
1582. Materially ? It would depend on whore the buildings were.
1583. Assuming they were placed ou that portion of the ground where you see the pavilions, coloured
black ? It would reduce tlie cost of the drainage above the sewage disposal works to the extent probably
of £2,000, which would make the total cost of my proposal £6,000.
1584. It would have a very material effect, therefore, upon the first cost P Tes. Tho buildings in the
proposed scheme are so scattered as to necessitate putting down
miles of drainage.
1585. And if they were not so scattered, and fewer in number, tbe drainage system proposed hy you would
be much less costly ? Tes.
1586. At present there are about 480 inmates in the buildings now on the ground j—are you aware how the
sewage is disposed of ? Tes.
'
1587. Bo you see any objection to the system at present pursued P Tes, I do, certainly.
1588. Is it possible for any nuisance to arise from it P I should say there is a nuisance now, or at least
there was when I visited the place.
1580. Will you describe the system at present in use, and explain how the nuisance arises ? At present
the ground is trenched to a depth of about 3 feet, it being composed of hard unabsorbent clay. The clay
is then put back again into tho excavation, in the state iu which it was got out of the ground, and the
sewage turned on to that. I do not think that the beds themselves are constructed as well as they might
be. If the material ivere burnt before being put back there would be much better results. Furthermore,
I do not think it is worked carefully. I noticed when I was there that sewage was ruinnng all about the
place.
1590. Ton are speaking of tbe land upon which the sewage is deposited ? . I am speaking of the irrigation
beds prepared at the institution to receive the fluids.
1591. How are the solids treated? They are taken away into a manure heap, and there deposited with
horse manure and other manure, and then dug out as required, and put into the ground.
1592. Is that objectionable ? I should think it was highly objectionable.
1593. Will you explain what way, in your opinion, the present system is a nuisance ? I noticed very
strong objectionable smells at tbo irrigation beds, as the result of sew'age being allowed to run in ail
directions—not over the bed so much, but so as to overflow the channels, and run about the ground below
tho beds.
1594. Then, even supposing the number of persons at Rookwood was notincreased, it would, m your opinion,
still be necessary to introduce some different system of sewerage to that now adopted? Tes, certainly.
1595. Assuming that the number were increased to 1,000, 1 suppose it would be wholly impracticable to
deal with the sewage by the present method ? That is my opinion.
1596. Tou think it would not be a proper or safe thing to continue the present system? Mo, I do not
think so. If tho clay wore burnt, and then put back again over perforated drains, the liquid sewage could,
no doubt, be purified. kVitli regard to the excrement, I should say that it is very much behind the times
to deposit it in the way now being done. It would be far better to take it on to'the ground at once, and
bury it daily.
'
1597. At what depth ? Well, a foot deep.
1598. Are yon of opinion that we might safely house 1,000 people in that locality, and by treating the
sewage ns you have now suggested, dispense with an expensive system of drainage such as that described
in your paper? If you come to 1,000 persons, I should say it would be necessary to carry out a scheme
such as that described by me.
1599. What would be the cost of a simple method of dealing with tho sewage from, say, 800 or 1,000
people ? The method I would recommend would be that which I put before the Committee. That wouldinvolve an expenditure of £4,000, assuming that the buildings were erected on the northern site instead
of where proposed, and assuming also that instead of having pavilion buildings containing GO inmates,
there were fewer buildings each containing 240 inmates, and being close together instead of scattered.
1600. Would there be also a reduction in yonr scheme in regard to the cost of maintenance under the
conditions just mentioned ? Tes; tbe cost of the working expenses would be reduced to about £200,
bringing the cost down to £220, or about 4s. Sd, per head, for the working expenses, and about tbe same
for the capital cost.
1601. Mr. C/nrkc.'] Tou say that if the inmates were boused in fewer buildings the cost of the removal of
the sewage would be much Jess ? Tes.
■
1602. How can that be the ease when you have precisely the same number of people to deal with? For
the reason that instead of being housed in a number of small buildings scattered over a large area, they
would be housed in fewer buildings of larger dimensions occupying a smaller area, and consequently the
length of drainage to be constructed would not be so great.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Bookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Critchett Walker, Esq., C.M.G-., Principal Under Secretary, sworn, and examined : —
C. Walker, 1603. Chnirnian.~] What are you ? Principal Under Secretary.
Esq., C.M.G.
Tour Department deals with the whole of tlie charities of the Colony ? Tes.
^TPT*~rrA, 1605. Mr. Regan.] Tou know the scheme proposed to concentrate the asylums for the infirm and
0 ■’
destitute persons in one place at Bookwood? Tes.
1606. Were you consulted about that scheme? I was not consulted with regard to the plan of the
buildings now before the Committee. T never saw the plan until I saw it here, But I may tell the
Committee that 1 was instrumental in proposing that ths majority of the poor people should be sent
to Bookwood to occupy the buildings erected there some years ago for the purpose of a reformatory, but
which, not having been utilised, were lying there idle for some years, going to pieces. On account of the
overcrowding of the different institutions, I suggested to Sir George Dibbs when he was Colonial Secretary
that these buildings might be utilised for the accommodation of some of the inmates crowded in the other
asylums, and 300 or 400 of these inmates were removed to Bookwood. Tho step thus taken was very
successful, and, as I subsequently found on going over the Parramatta asylums that they were still over
crowded to such an extent that it was cruel and inhuman to keep the unfortunate i nmates there, I wrote the
following minute, which I submitted to tlie present Chief Secretary. It is dated the 20th February, 1893:—
When visiting Parramatta recently, in company with tho Chief Secretary, it was again very apparent that some
change is necessary to relieve the overcrowded state of tlio Government asylums there. In the Mill-side establishment, a
five-storied budding, the inmates number over 1,000, with little more than au acre of ground for exercise and recreation.
Such a state of things, I need hardly remark, is both unhealthy and dangerous, and 1 would therefore suggest that all the
inmates be removed to Bookwood, where there is a large area of laud available for asylum purposes, with more healthy and
cheerful surroundings. To carry this out it would be necessary to erect two wings in addition to tlie existing pavilions at
Bookwood, to accommodate l,n00 each. These new pavilions, 1 would point out, should contain 100 beds each instead of
sixty, which the present ones hold, as by this means, iu my opinion, tliere would be less trouble and caro involved.
If this is done the whole of the inmates can he transferred from Parramatta ami Liverpool, which I am ijnite sure
would result in greater economy iu management, as one medical superintendent would be able to supervise the whole
institution, with a matron in charge of each wing.
Before taking any action I would suggest that reference he made to the Director of Government Asylums for report.

That minute was tlie start in regard to these additional buildings at Bookwood, and it was referred to Mr.
Maxted for report. I did not sec the plans that have been submitted to this Committee.
1607. Did you receive any report from the Director of Government Asylums ? Tea; I have bis report
here, and it almost endorses what 1 state in my minute, and on this report a sum of £70,000 was placed
on the Estimates. Air. Masted's minute, dated 12th March, 1895, is ns follows :—
I have the honor to report, as briefly as possible, with regard to tlie Principal Under Secretary’s recommenda
tion, that the Government Asylums for Infirm and Destitute at Liverpool and Parramatta should he removed to Bookwood.
After careful investigation, I have no doubt that if the recommendation is adopted it will result in many substantial
advantages to the chronic sick and destitute classes of the community, who now largely uiail themselves of these asylums,
and also, under a proper system of classification and industrial employment, eifect a very large saving in actual main
tenance cost and the expenses of the administrative staff. Before dealing with statistics, 1 may point out: that the matter
which I have been directed to repoit upon has become one of extreme urgency, particularly as far as it concerns the insti
tutions at Parramatta. Tlio Government Asylums for Infirm and Destitute, which were formerly refuges for the aged
poor only, have during the past few years been so far diverted from their original purposes that they are now hospitals for
chrome and incurable diseases, as well as homes for the infirm and indigent. They are also velieving-housos for the metro
politan and country hospitals, from which, in order to save tho larger general hospital cost to tlie Government, many
patients are transferred when they are partially convalescent ; and they further deal with all the consumptive ami cancer
patients in the Colony, It is thus apparent that buildings and conditions of management which might have been suitable
enough for these institutions a few years ago are now obsolete and inadequate to their present requirements, It
is, therefore, desirable that tlio lines of a comprehensive and permanent system of administering relief to the
dependent adults of the Colony should be laid down with as little delay as possible, in order that their condition
may he improved, and also to avoid further useless expenditure in several of tire existing institutions, which are
all very much overcrowded. This applies specially to the Parramatta asylums, whicli the Chief Secietnry has recently
visited, and if the proposals now under consideration are approved, I would suggest that these institutions bo tho
first dealt with under tlie new policy. In the male division of all tlio Government asylums there are at present
2,740 inmates, who are distributed at the following institutions in the numbers stated : -George-street, Parramatta,
1,021); Macquarie-streot, Parramatta, 32S; Cottage homes for destitute married couples, Parramatta, 41; Liverpool
S77 ; Glcnfield Farm Home, near Liverpool, 70 ; Bookwood, oflS. The total number to he provided for will probably for
many years not exceed :i,000. In considering any scheme for the centralisation of these institutions on the Oasis of cost
per bed, the number now at Bookwood may of course he excluded from tho estimate, as they arc already accommodated in
buildings which have been erected specially with a view to the whole of the asylums being placed upon this central site.
It is thus necessary to provide only for tho 2,342 inmates now at. Parramatta and Liverpool, ami any further iiiurease of
numbers up to tlie maximum I have mentioned can be arranged for from time to time as tlio necessity for more buildings
arises. 'Ihe Bookwood Estate comprises about 700 or more acres, and tliere is, therefore, an ample area on whicli to erect
buildings suitable for the requirements of all classes of inmates. Plans have already- been approved by tile Chief Secretary
for the main hospital block, whicli is now partially built, and which, when uomplcted, will accommodate 1,300 patients.
The new buildings erected under these plans consist of wooden pavilions of one floor, eaeii capable of accommodating
sixty inmates, and although they are comparatively inexpensive, they certainly seivc their purpose well. The contrast at
George-street Asylum, Parramatta, where, in one division, several hundreds of sick or feeble inmates are confined in (be
stories of one building, from whicli it is not possible to remove them, because of tho difficulty of getting them downstairs,
strikingly shows the humane advantages of tlie Bookwood method, which admits of patients of this class, who uro not
actually bedridden, being frequently taken out to enjoy tlie sunshine and pure air. Without, at this stage, going fully
into details which will have to be determined after consultation with the Government Architect, Imay point out that in con
nection with futuie buildings it will be necessary to so subdivide the general block that some of tlie pavilions will have tube
completely isolated, m order that tho diflerent classes of inmates may be effectively dealt with. Separate provision, for example,
in ust.
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must bo male for the consumptive patients, of whom tliere arc between 200 and 300. They should he placed as far as possible 0. Walker,
from the other inmates, in pa\ ilion buildings differing altogether from those now on the ground, and having inside walls which Esq., 'C.M.G-.
may he lightly covered with cement and glazed, so that they eau he frequently flushed and cleansed with antiseptic fluids.
These liospitals should have their own enclosed gardens and grounds, and they must possess extra facilities for the destruction 19 Feb., 1890.
of .ill infectious and insanitary matter hy fire. Similar separate piovisiou u ill also have to he made for the cancer patients, who
will probably number about seventy-five. Dr. lleattie, the Medical Superintendent of Liverpool Asylum, has repeatedly
drawn attention to this matter, and pointed out that unfortunates suffering from this frightful disease ought to he treated
at some distance from other inmates, as such a course “ would be less hurtful to their own feelings, and less horrifying to
those obliged to witness their sufferings.’ '['here were 117 deaths from consumption and thirty-seven from cancer last year.
An infirmary with suitable appliances is needed for the eye patients, of whom there are generally between 200 and 300
under treatment, and who are now necessarily compelled to mix with tlie general inmates. Dr. Odillo Maher, the visiting
ophthalmic surgeon to the asylums, has ou several occasions urged that these patients should ho completely isolated from
other inmates in a suitable building, 11 iu order that they should not associate with others whose eyes are healthy, and thus
the danger of contagion would be avoided.” A small isolated lock hospital is required, as syphilitic patients are occasionally
received from the various infirmaries. All the foregoing divisions would have to he carried on in buildings and with appli
ances particularly adapted to tho requirements ofeacli class of patients, and the pavilions must consequently differ iu these
respects from those erected for the general inmates. A sepaiate division is also required for the betlcr-behaved and more
educated class of inmates, whose presence in the institutions has not resulted from any fault of their own ; and also (in
order to lessen tlie expense of the present system of dealing with them) for the decent old mariicd couples, who are now
accommodated under a distinct and comparatively costly method of management in the cottage homes at Pairamutta.
Thera are always many respectable old colonists in these asylums, whose decline from prosperity is due to illness or mis
fortune, rather than to vice or other causes for which they might fairly be held responsible. Finally, an entirely distinct
division, and different method of treatment, are necessary for that numerous class of inmates who arc technically known
as “ casuals," They pass in and out of the institutions many times duringeach year, and they are generally drunkards and
vagrants.
Some years ago, Sir James Martin carried through Parliament a Workhouse Act, whicli was specially
intended for tlie treatment of persons of this class in penitcutiaucs, but it was never carried out practically, and
it was eventually repealed ; and these offenders against decency and good order—for such they virtually are—have,
for obvious reasons, continued to find refuge in Government asylums, instead of being sent to the gaols. Hitherto,
for want of separate buildings, and of sufiicicnt laud area, it has not been possible to make any material difference
in tlie treatment of such inmates, and of their more deserving feltoivs, hut if the Ptinoipal Cinder Secretary’s recom
mendation is adopted, this difficulty will he overcome, and they can be dealt with, under legislation, upon their merits.
In a former report upon this subject 1 suggested that the “dietetic system, providing fordicting inmates according to their
physical needs and conduct, which has been adopted with remarkable success in connection with prisons and charities in
one or two American States, might be applied throughout the whole of tile Government establishments as a method of
rewards ami punishments, in conjunction with exclusion from recreating grounds, reading-rooms, and amusements.’’
Suitable employment might be added, not only for tlie purpose of making the whole institution partly self-supporting, hut
in ordei to reduce tlie number of objectionable inmates, many of whom would probably leave rather than work up to their
capabilities. It will thus be seen that tho remainder of tlie buildings required for the complete institution could not, if
tlie best results aro to be secured, be placed in one compact block, but there is at Rookwood. as I have explained, an ample
area over which to scatter them ; secure a most complete system of classification ; and at the same time leave plenty of
land for the farm, dairy, piggeries, poultry-yards, and workshops, in which inmates able to do light work could lie suitably
employed. The Principal Under Secretary has suggested that the future pavilions should, on grounds of economy, each
contain 100 inmates, instead of sixty as at present. 1 concur in this proposal, and I understand the Government Architect
is favourable to its adoption. Tlio foregoing is, of course, tlio mere outline of a scheme, but the details can be filled in
without difficulty after the general proposals have been dealt with by the Chief Secretary
Suitable buildings in every
division need not lie of an expensive dcscrijitiun ; and, ns I shall show presently, the sale of the Parramatta and Liverpool
properties would largely contribute towaids their cost. 1 have pointed out that it is necessary to make permanent
provision at Rookwood for probably 2,500 inmates, in addition to those now on tho estate. The buildings recently erected
there have cost about C21 per bed ; but with the increased number which it is proposed should he accommodated in each
of the new pavilions, and considering the present value of materials and labour, it is not likely that it will cost more than
£2(1 a bed to erect (the complete institution, with (say) an additional £20,000 for tlie administrative block, kitchens, dining
rooms, workshops, officers' quarters, and out-offices. The whole establishment would thus cost about £70,000 whicli, if
provided under the Loan Act, as it properly should ho, would represent an annual 4 per cent, interest charge of £2,800.
As against this I have very little doubt that the Parramatta and Lnerpool properties could be disposed of for at least
£30,000—probably more—in the event of the Liverpool buddings being required for railway purposes, as I under
stand they may lie in tlie course of time, and this will leave only £40,000 to be provided for from the
Loan Vote at an annual interest charge of £1,000. The centralisation of the institutions at Rookwood will effect
a general saving in management expenses, cost of maintenance, medical attendance, rent, &c., of at least £6,000 a year.
Thus the entire cost of the complete institution at Rookwood could be provided by Loan Vote without expense to the
country, and, at the same time, a total profit to the Government, by the new policy, could he effected to the extent of
almut £4,400 per annum. I have been very careful over these figures, and I am convinced that the change will he attended
with oven more satisfactory financial results when it comes to be worked out practically. With roferenco to the estimated
cost per bed (£20, or including the administrative block and officers’ quarters, (say) £2iS), I beg to point out that in other
institutions intended for the treatment of the insane, and of the sick poor, £2o0 a bed for buildings alone lias been con
sidered a very moderate charge. The new buildings which it is proposed to erect in connection with the Government
asylums will, how-ever, be thoroughly suitable in every way, ami quite sufficiently permanent in character to make any
larger expenditure undesirable. In carrying out these suggestions it will, in my opinion, he necessary to completely alter
tlie present method of local management: hut I will submit proposals on this point when the scheme lias reached a more
advanced stage, and it becomes necessary to re-organise the managing staffs. The system of having medical superintendents,
ami matron superintendents, to control the management of the various institutions has, in some cases, resulted so unsatis
factorily, as I am fully prepared to show by records ami results, that it should not be continued longer than is absolutely
indispensable.

All that was done on this, so far as our Department is concerned, was to have £70,000 provided on the
Loan Vote.'
1G08. In other words, the Director of Asylums is carrying out your suggestions in these plans that have
been prepared P These plans have been prepared without being approved of by tbe Department. They
have never been submitted to me. 1 do not know how Ihey came on to the Public Works Committee. I
for one would never have consented to buildings being located so close to the Potts’ Hill Reservoir as those
marked on the plan.
■
1009. In suggesting the removal of some of the inmates from Parramatta to Rookwood, the number you
contemplated, I believe, was about 3,000 ? Making allowance for increase, all I proposed to place there
at, present was a little over 2,000.
1010. And you think 2,,000 is a sufficient number to place in one centre at Rookwood ? Tes. You could
provide for some of the others in the Liverpool Asylum, or in the old buildings in Maequnrie-street,
Parramatta, until other provision could be made. I refer to the ophthalmic and consumptive patients.
1611. "Would your Department, do you think, consent to a consumption hospital being located amongst
a number of healthy paupers ? Certainly not.
1GI2. Tou do not think that Rookwood is a proper site for such a hospital ? No; I do not think it
should be there at all.
1613.
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1(513, Therefore, if the plans before the Committee had been submitted to your Department, in all
prot)at)j]if;y thg scheme in its present shape wrould not have been before us to-day ? It certainly would
n0^ ^,a’ve keen‘ ln the first instance all the inmates would, necessarily have been taken to the new
institution in a body ; but I should afterwards have weeded out the patients suffering from the diseases I
have mentioned, and placed them at Liverpool or elsewhere.
1614. They ought to be entirely removed from the other inmates. Tes.
1615. Have you received any complaints with reference to the overcrowding of the Parramatta Asylums ?
No. I formed my opinion with regard to these asylums from what I observed there myself, and from the
reports of the Director.
’
1616. But I suppose complaints have been made from time to time that the Guorge-street Asylum has
been overcrowded? Yes. It appears so from the papers, but I could not mention any particular
complaint.
1617. Has any suggestion been made as to the necessity for legislation of a more effective character to
deal with the admission and discharge of the inmates of those institutions ? 1 have heard the matter men
tioned, but there has been no official communication with regard to it.
1618. Has it come to your knowledge that such a step is necessary ? I certainly think it is necessary.
1619. Wc are not strict enough? No. Something is necessary to prevent paupers from coming into
our institutions from the other Colonies.
1620. Has the number of people applying for admission to the asylums largely increased during the last
few years ? During the last five year's the number has increased by about 1,100. On tbe 31st December,
1890, the number of paupers was 2.448 ; iu 1891, 2,593 ; in 1892, 2,912 ; in 1893, 3,146 ; in 1894, 3,252 ;
in 1895, 3,425 ; andin 1896, to 8th February, 3,540. These figures represent the total number of paupers,
including inmates at Newington and other asylums.
1621. Could you recqmmend a place where a separate hospital for consumptives could be established? I
was thinking the other day whether some arrangement could not be made by which some of them could
he admitted to the Goodlet Convalescent Home at Picton. There is accommodation there now I think
for about siity, but tbe buildings could be very easily added to if necessary.
1622. In any scheme submitted to your Department, you would not sanction a hospital for consumptives
being placed amongst the healthy inmates ? I should recommend the Colonial Secretary not to sanction
any such step. I do not think it would be a proper thing to do.
1623. Looking at the plans of the proposed buildings at Kookwood for housing 3,000 people, do you
think the scheme is likely to commend itself either to tlie people of Kookwood, to your Department, or to
the medical oflSeers ? No. I am quite sure that neither the opthahnic. tho cancer, nor consumptive
wards should be there. The buildings for these cases should bo somewhere else.
1024. Do you know of any other place where thev might be located besides the Goodlet Home? I
thought that if you emptied tlie Liverpool Asylum these patients might be removed to that institution
temporarily. There are cancer cases there now.
1625. Do you know that the people of Liverpool are up in arms already against continuing the asylum
there ? 1 am aware of that. But the question is, where else could you put them.
1G2G. Do you not think that the people of Liverpool should be considered in a matter of this kind?
Tes; 1 think they should be considered. But perhaps these patients might be placed in the Liverpool
Asylum as a temporary measure until some other place was found for them.
1027. You would only put them tliere temporarily ? Yes; I think they ought to be altogether isolated
from centres of population.
1628. Would you recommend their removal to the Kandwick Asylum ? The same objection would apply
in that case. There is even a larger population at Kandwick—some 6,000 or 7,000 people.
1629. Do you approve of the scheme for concentrating the infirm and destitute old men at one institu
tion? I think it is a cheaper mode, and I think it would answer very well as long as you have only the
infirm and destitute, who are not suffering from disease.
1630. Do you think one medical officer could do the work of attending to so many people ? Yes; there
are nearly as many lunatic inmates at Callan Park where only two medical officers are employed.
1631. At present there is a doctor at Parramatta, another at Liverpool, and another at Newington, and
you propose that these three institutions should be concentrated, and that one medical officer should do
the whole work? There is only one doctor for Parramatta and Newington, and there are 1,500 inmates
in the former asylum and 600 at Newington; and there is one for Liverpool.
1632. Mr. Rassall.'] Had you any idea when this scheme was submitted that it was to cost £108,350 ?
No. It is quite new to me. I know nothing at all about such an estimate.
1633. You have no idea how the extra cost, beyond the sum of £70,000 placed upon the Estimates, has
arisen ? I think it must have been suggested by the Government Architect, who has 1 think taken the
matter up and made the plans. lie states that he is responsible for tho plan before the Committee.
It ought to have been sent to our Department before being acted upon.
1634. Tbo Government Architect in his evidence states that the total cost of £108,000 would be equal to
a cost of £10 13s. 5d. per bed? The cost would not be anything like that under tlie £70,000 scheme.
1635. Do you think the higher estimate mentioned is excessive? I think it is based on altogether wrong
principles. Many of the things proposed are not wanted. I do not know on what dal a the Government
Architect prepared his plans. It may have been according to his own views, but it is certainly not
what was contemplated when I submitted the matter to the Colonial Secretary.
1G3C. You think that many of the buildings proposed in the scheme before the Committee need not be
erected at all ? No ; because tbe existing buildings at Liverpool and Macquarie Streets, Parramatta, could
be utilised for the accommodation of certain classes of patients. Although the George-street Asylum
should be sold, tho Macqiiarie-street Asylum might be retained and be utilised to a certain extent, and
if the healthy cases were removed from the Liverpool Asylum a certain amount of space would be avail
able there, even if it were necessary to place the consumptive and cancer patients elsewhere.
1637. In the scheme before the Committee it is proposed to expend a total sum of about £14,000 upon
kitchens and laundries ? I can safely say that the Department was never consulted as to this proposed
expenditure. The matter has been scut on to the Committee by the "Works Department. As far as I
know, the Colonial Secretary has never approved of it.
1638. -This estimate has never been considered by the Department? No. "We put a lump sum down as

a
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a rough estimate, to cover what was required for making alterations and the necessary arrangements. 0.‘Writer,
Before anything was done with the £70,000, plans and specifications would he prepared and submitted ®91'1 C.M.G.
to the Colonial Secretary. The custom is first to place a lump sum on the Estimates, and to work out
the plans afterwards, and consider how tlie money is to ho spent. In this case, however, the matter has 19Feb" 1896not been brought under the notice of the Minister who has control of the matter.
1639. Do you not think that the sum of £2,000 for the residence of the medical superintendent is
rather an extravagant estimate, considering the cost of building at the present time, and that nothing
would be paid forthe ground? I think you ought to be able to do it for about £1,000, or certainly
£1,200.
^
o
,
»
j
1610. Mr. Black.'] The Director of Government Asylums in his minute read by you just now estimated
that the buildings at Parramatta and Liverpool might be sold for £30,000. Do you think they would
be saleable at all? Tes, I think they would be saleable. There arc always new enterprises starting, and
people will want stores and buildings of this kind. They were used as a woollen factory before.
IGl'l. In reply to Mr. Began you said that you thought something should be done to limit or restrict the
admission of paupers from the other Colonies? I think there ought to be some measure of the kind,
1642. Have you any idea of tho number of paupers that annually come from the adjacent Colonies?
Last year about twenty-four or twenty-five came from the Colonies of New Zealand, Victoria, and
Queensland.
1643. Those were cases that were traced, but there might be two or three times as many without its
being found out ? .lust so.
1614. I suppose you are of opinion that in conjunction with legislation of thatcharacter something should
be done to make the relatives of these infirm and indigent poor pay for their maintenance? I think so,
I think the relatives ought to pay something.
1645. You have no means of getting at them now ? None whatever.
.
1646. Mr. Wright^] I understood you to say that in your original minute, vou contemplated an ex
penditure of about £70,000? Yes.
‘
1
1647. Is it customary when a minute of that kind has been prepared hy you, for the work to be taken up
by others, and submitted to Parliament without the plans going back to you ? No.
1648. Tlie procedure taken in this case has been altogether unusual? Yes : 1 put it down to some
mistake.
1649. A\ hen a scheme is propounded hy a Department of Ihe Government to cost a certain sum, is it
customary for the Government Architect to almost double that amount in his plans and estimate ? No ;
it is usual for him to say whether or not the work can bo done for the amount we suggest, and not to in
crease the estimate. He has tp say either that ihe work cannot he done for the money, and report against
it, or to provide plans for buildings lhat could be erected for the £70,000.
1G50._ Then I gather from your remarks that you were rather surprised
surprised at
at 1the course of procedure adopted
in this case ? Yes, I was certainly astonished.
1651. It is a departure from the usual practice? Yes.
iGSS. Was it any part of your original scheme to amass the whole of these indigent people in one pauper
tmvn ? Certainly not. 1 had an idea that we might deal with what I might term the clean men—tlie old
and decrepid.
1653. Bearing in mind that the number of inmales is increasing year by year to an alarming extent, did
your proposal contemplate that, say, in eight or ten years’ time the whole of the pauper population should
be located at one spot ? I do not think I had that idea. My main object was to relievo the unfortunate
men who were in such a wretched condition in the George-street Asylum. I thought that if we weregoingto
be charitable at all we might as well be charitable in a proper way, and not treat people like dogs. The
treatment of these people in the George-street Ayslum was inhuman, over 1,000 of them bciim confined in
buildings five storeys high and about one or two acres of land.
iGSl. Would you approve of putting what you call tlie clean people at Kookwood—the really indigent
and infirm—in view of the fact that the number is increasing so much every year—in other words, would
you make at Kookwood a permanent home for all these people ? I think it would be cheaper and better
in the long run, and I think they would be better treated.
1655. Do you think it would bo beneficial to create a town of, say, 8,000 or 10,000 of these people—for
they will assume that proportion in a very few years at the rate at which they are now increasing? It
- would be much better that they should be located at one spot, instead of being distributed all over the
Colony.
a
1656. Have you looked at the plans before theCommitlee ? Yes.
1657. In your opinion are the buildings there shown suitable for the purpose intended ? I object to the
use ot two-storied buildings, except for the accommodation of the stronger inmates.
1658. You refer iu your minute to pavilions accommodating 100 each, which you sav would be preferable
to pavilions with a capacity of sixty each ? My idea was that by this means a saving would be effected in
the number of matrons and wardsmen required. In the one case a single staff would be sufficient, and in
the other a double staff would be necessary. While favouring the pavilion form of building with a ground
fioor tor the infirm, I think that each building should have a larger capacity than is proposed in the plans
before the Committee.
*
■16o9 You have had considerable experience in the administration of tho poor laws of this colony? I
dea‘mg; with them for twenty-five, if not thirty years, and I ought to know something about them.
1660. Has it not struck you that some legislative action should be taken to limit the demands now made
on the Government? Yes -; I think something should bo done, and that the Government should not hear
the whole expense. I think there ought to he a poor rate; it would be a very small charge upon the
population.
° 1
1601 Some years ago a poor law was passed in New South Wales at the instance of the Government of
Sir James Martin, and it was afterwards repealed ? I think that must have been the Workhouse Act
passed hy Sir James Martin. I am not aware of any law having been in existence imposing a tax on the
people tor the maintenance of the poor.
1662 From your minute it would appear that these asylums for the aged and indigent are bein* turned
into hospitals ? Their character has been altered from that originally designed.
°
tfcP'dd* appearS that even now llcar]y 50 Per cent' of the inmates arc hospital patients ? Persons entirely
13—1
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C. IValk.er, 1664. Has it struck you that in the plans before the Committee the fittings and appointments are rather
Esq.j C.fif.G-. 0f a SUperi0T character, considering the purpose required ? I think they are a little extravagant—a little
lov'h^'ifiop lnore expensive than 1 thought they ever would he or than is necessary.
191eb., « .
j)0 you thmjj jt advisable, for instance, to have in the hospital building handsomely carved gorgons
and things of that kind f No ; i do not think so. It is only necessary that the buildings should be plain
and healthy.
.
_
1666. Your idea is that they should be plain, substantial well-ventilated, lofty buildings ? Yes.
1667. Sufficient only to ensure the health and comfort of the inmates P That is all.
1668. Mr, Hoskins.] In reply to Mr. Wright, you said you were in favour of housing these people in
buildings similar to those now at Kookwood ? Yres.
1669. Would not that plan be much more expensive than to house the most feeble of the inmates in onestorey pavilions, and the others in buildings of two storeys ? I have already pointed that out. I think
they should be classified and separated, and that the stronger inmates should be placed in two-stcrey
b'uitdings, and the feeble ones in one-storey pavilions.
1670. Was this matter of housing all the'old and sick poor, and the transference of such persons from
Parramatta to another place, formally brought before the Colonial Secretary, and if so, did the Minister
give his assent or express his approval of housing all the persons so transferred in one place—that is to
say, taking the whole or a portion of the inmates from Liverpool, and the whole of the inmates from
Parramatta, and housing them at Kookwood ? All that the present Colonial Secretary saw was the
minute of the Director of Government Asylums and my own minute, in which I suggested that the
inmates should be removed from Parramatta to Rookwood. After seeing the Parramatta institutions the
real object was to have tho inmates removed to Kookwood.
1671. And reducing the number of inmates, 1 suppose, in the asylum at Liverpool ? Yes ; £70,000 was
suggested to be put ou the Loan Estimates, but, of course, we could not remove the inmates until we got
the new buildings erected. We had to get the money voted first. The money was voted, and a reference
was made to the Government Architect to get the plans prepared. Instead of sending to the Department
to know how wc were going to accommodate the inmates, and so forth, he or somo one else appears to
have gone ou with the matter, and to have sent plans to the Public Works Committee.
1672. I gather that the late Colonial Secretary, Sir George Dibbs, gave his assent to the removal of nearly
all the aged and destitute to one institution at Kookwood? Yes ; the object being to put a stop to the
overcrowding of the Parramatta and Liverpool institutions. It was proposed to remove all the inmates
from Parramatta, and to reduce the number at Liverpool. The object of the proposal really was to relieve
the existing institutions, and not to establish a big central charitable institution for all sorts and sizes at
Kookwood.
1676. How many would be removed to Rookwood under your scheme? I do not suppose there would
be more than 2,000.
1674. Added to the 480 already there that would make a total of 2,480? Yes; that would be about
.
the total.
1676. Did those who were responsible for this scheme, and submitted it to Sir George Dibbs, ever explain
how it was proposed to dispose of the sewage from buildings containing 2,480 people ? The sewage
could be taken down to Saltpan Creek ; the drainage is all down that way, and the distance is not two
miles.
1676. Is that the way you propose to .get rid of the sewage ? Only as regards tho dirty water; the faecal
matter would he utilised.
1677. What was it proposed to do with the Lecnl matter? To utilise it for cultivation purposes, ns is
done on tbe sewage farm at Botany.
1678. Ilefore launching into a scheme of that kind, do you not think that the responsible officers of the
Department should have ascertained whether tbe soil at Rookwood was of such a character as to absorb
the fmeal matter emanating from an institution with 2,SOO inmates without any danger to those in the
institution itself, or to the persons living in the neighbourhood, and without any possibility of polluting
the water in the reservoir adjacent to the site ? The Lecal matter has been so treated at Rookwood for two
years. The sewage matter is now being used for cultivation purposes, and the inmates have not been
affected iu any way—the number being about 450.
1679. If that number were increased five times, do you not think it probable that the health of the
inmates would be effected ? I do not think so with the system now adopted. If it could be done with
450 people, surely it could be done if there were 4,000 people.
1680. At all events, the Department never asked the officers of the Board of Health, or any other coinpent persons, to give them a report on the subject ? No, because we have not had a chance of doing so.
Tho matter has not come before us to be dealt with, and to decide whether or not the scheme is feasible.
1681. If the usual course had been followed in this case, and if the plans had been forwarded for the
inspection of the Department and the Minister, would not the Department, first of all, have consulted
the Board of Health to ascertain whether in the scheme proposed there was anything likely to be pre
judicial to the health of the people or dangerous to the Sydney water supply ? I am sure they would
have asked for such information. The Ylinister has not approved of the plans,
1682. As a matter of fact the scheme has come before the Committee in a verj'crude state ? It has
come before the Committee, in my opinion, before it is ripe, and before it is in a proper state to be sub
mitted to the Committee.
1688. Do you happen to know what provision is made in the Colony of Yicloria for housing the infirm
and destitute ? I could not give you au exact description of the system adopted, but I know they appor
tion them out to different institutions, and I think also they have a kind of 'boarding-out system. I am
not quite certain, but I think they board out the adult poor just as we board out children in this Colony.
I think, also, they are classified, and sent to different institutions.
1681. Therefore tbe system in force inYLctoria is entirely opposite to that proposed in tbe present case—
that is, to locate all the sick and indigent paupers in one- place ? Yes; but in Victoria they have some
very large establishments ou the same principle.
HiS.'i. Mr. Hifmphery?] A re you aware that the number of infirm and destitute provided for by the Govern
ment of Victoria is very much less than the number provided for in this Colony? I think it is about
850 loss, which is not a very large number, considering that our population exceeds that of Victoria by
'
nearly
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ueurly 200,000. The cost per head in Victoria is £i.‘) 13a. 9<1; in South Australia., £13 4e. 4d.; in c- wiJ,lte1''
Queenalnnd, £13 ; in New South Wales, £14 7s. 3d in ihe case of the four main asylums, and £15 4s.
C-W.C.
for all institutions. In Great Britain the cost per head is £19 6s. 4d.
J9Fcb~T8SJ0
1636. In the design prepared by the Government Architect you will observe that there are three groups
’’
'
of buildings. In the suggestion you made to the Colonial Secretary was it your intention to place the
group coloured red in such close proximity to the Potts’ Hill Keaervoir, or was it your idea, by adding
wings to the existing buildings, to locate the whole of the paupers in the vicinity of the site where the
buildings in the plan are marked black P No. The wings I proposed to add to the existing buildings
would be fully half a mile from the Potts’ Hill Eeservoir. The groups marked on the plan, Nos. 2, 3,
4, and 5, embracing the casuals, the general cases, and the three hospitals, were not contemplated, and are
all now to me. The site for the Superintendent's house is an absurd one, and should be in another posi
tion. The Government Architect told me he was responsible for all these proposals. He may have
consulted with the Director of Government Asylums, but it appears that the plans have been sent on
without being first submitted to the Department. If I had seen them I certainly would not have allowed
them to go.
■
_
1687. 1. understand you are of opinion that it would be better to separate tbe chronic sick from the
1 _
healthy paupers ? I think so.
.
1683. Did you propose that the chronic sick should be placed at Rookwood? Yes; except those
'
suffering from cancer and consumption.
168!). Men suffering, say, from rheumatism? Yes; rheumatism or gout, or old cripples.
1600. You intended to put the whole of these at Rookwood? Certainly.
1601. Did you intend separating them from the healthy ? I intended that they should be classified.
1602. Hut did you intend that they should occupy the same pavilions or buildings? That they should
occupy the same locality, but not the same buildings.
1693. What you intend is that all the patients should be housed at Rookwood except the consumptive,
cancer, and ophthalmic patients? That is so. I would exclude those three classes, and I should classify
the others. 1 would not put a strong man alongside a sick man, because one would disturb the other at
night.
1691. Having regard to your evidence respecting the George-street Asylum, could tliat asylum ho used
for a certain number of patients ? I think it is quite unfit for any purpose of t he kind. It ought never
to have been used as an asylum. Objection has been raised to the proximity of the Necropolis to Rook
wood, but very few people seem to be aware that 200 or 300 of the inmates of the George-street Asylum,
Parramatta, look at a burial-ground all day long. The burial-ground lies to the north, and there is nothing
else for them to see.
1695. Assuming that you will have to make arrangements for the housiog of tlie pauper population
pending tlie carrying out of any scheme that may bo decided upon, would you propose using the Georgestreet Asylum for certain patients,—instead of patients occupying three, four, or five floors, could they
occupy the ground floor? I think that might be done as a temporary measure, but the buildings arc quite
unsuitable for permanent use in this direction.
160 i. You do not see any objection to it ? No, as a temporary expedient.
»
1697. With regard to the Macquaric-street Asylum, could it be utilised for 250 or 300 patients ? .It now
has 350 inmates and is full. There is only an acre of land there. I do not think that, asylum is capable
of decently accommodating more than 200 people.
1608. Therefore you think it should be abandoned as soon as practicable? Yes. I have known it since
I was a boy—it, is a very old building.
,
1690. Do you think it necessary to abandon the Liverpool Asylum also? Tlie Liverpool Asylum is a
very substantial and good building. Although the establishment is old, it has been so altered and renewed
that it is almost as good as a new building. I have thought that it might bo utilised for the ophthalmic,
cancer, and consumptive cases.
1700. Vou would not recommend tliat the institution should be abandoned ? I do not think it ought to
bo abandoned, but it might be relieved a good deal.
■
170L. Mr. Clnrl-e] Would there be any possibility of the drainage from Rookwood going into George’s
River? 1 think it could. The matter would, of course, have to be looked into before the scheme is
carried out.
1702. You have no idea of the expense ? No.
.1703. Jt was stated yesterday in evidence that the cost would be £20,000, and that it would be necessary
to put a tunnel through a hill? I do not think the cost would reach that amount. I would not suggest
that this proposed scheme should be carried out unless the question of drainage was first thoroughly
investigated.
‘
1704. You do not approve of more than 1,500 or 2,000 paupers being sent to Rookwood ? I think a little
over 2,000 would be quite sufficient. I do not think it would then be a very large asylum. I should like
to see it established as a home for the infirm and destitute.
1705. Do you think the site is rather bleak ? No ; J! think it is a healthy site for fhe purpose. I have
been there at all times and at all seasons. At one time I used to go there regularly nearly every Saturday,
and I know the place well.
1706. Chairman.] In the minute read by you, mention was made of lock hospitals ;—have you anv
knowledge as to tho number of inmates ? No. The Director of Government Asylums would be able to
give you detailed information on that point.
.1707. On what ground do you justify the centralisation of all the paupers at Rookwood ? Ou tlie ground i
of economy, 1 believe wc should save in supervision, in the carriage of goods, and in various other ways
of which I am not prepared to give the details, but 1 believe the information could be obtained from the
Director.
1708. With regard to the George-street and Macqiiarie-street Asylums, Parramatta, if a number of the
inmates were removed, so that there was no longer any overcrowding, and no use was made of the upper
storeys, would you still recommend the absolute abandonment of these buildings as permanent asylums ?
Yes. I think they should both be abandoned as unfitted for the purpose. Jt is really a brutal sight to
see them at present.
TUESDAY'.
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Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Hookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
Alderman John Cole, Esq., Liverpool, sworn, and examined: —
J, Cole, Eaq, 1709. Chairman.] Are you an alderman of the Borough of Liverpool ? Yes.
1710. Have you a statement which you desire to place before the Committee ? Yes.
215 Feb., 1896. 1711. Are you deputed by the Council to appear here to-day ? Yes............................
1712. Do yon think the statement you are about to read represents public opinion in this matter ?
The statement is as follows :—

Yes.

To the Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public 'Works,—
__
Sir,
Town Hall, Liverpool, 24th February, 1896,
We, the aldermen of the Municipality of Liverpool, desire to lay this statement before your honorable body,
urging upon you the early necessity of tho removal from our township of the poor, destitute and diseased persona asylum ;
and, as a responsible body, we do this in the interest of a mass of In ing beings, old and young, numbering 3,350 souls, to
whom this asylum is a hideous menace. We can assure your honorable Committee that in this institution there are men
dying daily from the most aggravated eases of cancer, consumption, and venereal diseases ; and these packed premises,
containing these poor creatures, the healthy mixed indiscriminately with tho diseased, in the proportion about one-half, arc
situated on the east of this extensive population above referred to, with the prevailing coast winds from the north-east,
south-east, and due east blowing directly across the town. Of a night-time people complain that there are heard the lamen
tations of these poor suffering creatures.
_
In the interests of humanity, we beg to point out that these people suffer in buildings which are cold, draughty, and
unsuitable.
.
The inhabitants whom we represent complain that they arc sickened to see the cancerous and consumptive men
walking the streets, and other ailing patients sitting about hotels and recreation grounds.
_
Again, we desire emphatically to point out that the site upon which this institution is built is perfectly flat, and
drainage from itis impossible—it must either percolate the soil or find its way into the river, which it undoubtedly docs,
and this drainage consists of the most dangerous organic matter.
The ground is too limited for the crowded suffering humanity required to exist upon it, and there can be no doubt
that the health of Liverpool has been diminished, and the district progress retarded by the improper location of this asylum
in our midst.
,
.
We, therefore, beg that, in the interest of an old and important distiict, your honorable Committee will, in their
wisdom, he pleased, for the objects of sanitation, humanity, and administration, to relieve us of this burden so detrimental.
And while we in no way wish to presume to say what should be the course adopted in dealing in the future with this great
public question, we would like to point out that if an asylum must be in our district for the purposes of an old man s relief
home, “ The Glcnfield Farm," situated some four miles from town, is au excellent site for such, but not for an incurable
diseases hospital The ground is extensive in area, adjacent to the railway, elevated, well watered, of good soil, and in
every way suitable for a rural indigent asylum, such as they have in other countries,
I have, Ac.,
F11ED. CHAPMAN,
(On behalf of the Council). Mayor.

1713. Mr. Hiimphery.] Does the document which you have just read sum up the objections of the
Council to the existence of the present buildings at Liverpool? They are the chief objections. We
might have enlarged on those very much; but we thought it better to put tbe objections before the
Committee concisely.
.
,
1714. When did you last visit Liverpool Asylum ?
Probably six months ago.
_
_
1715. Do you believe that the building is unsuitable for the purpose for which it is used ? Yes.
171G. In what respect? There are large corridors all through the place, and windows on either side, and
I have heard the old men complain of the draughts and cold, especially in winter. ,
1717. Do you not know that those windows and corridors are necessary for ventilation ? Of course they
are to a certain extent. Still itis a cold draughty place.
.
„ ,r
1718. The chief objection, I take it, is that there are a large number of inmates m tins building? ivo ;
our chief objection is that the place is so entirely unsuitable, being right iu the centre of our town, so
that old men have no ingress or egress without coming into our streets. •
1719. What distance is the building from the Town Hall ? 400 or 500 yards.
1720. Within what radius does the population of 3,000 reside? Probably within 2 or 3 miles of the
1721. You'do not mean that there are 3,000 people living in the immediate vicinity of the asylum? _ No,
they are scattered about; but the largest number of them are in the main part of tbe town, which is not
far from the asylum.
.
. , , .
,,
,
1722. Do you say that some of the consumptive and cancerous patients are permitted to leave tbe asylum
and sit in public-houses ? Yes.
„
,
,
1723. Is that within your own knowledge ? Yes. Probably there is not a fine day when you will not seo
a large number of the consumptive patients walking our streets.
1724. Are they under no restraint ? No; they will come into a shop or hotel and sit down—some of
them can hardly speak. They frequently come into my own shop, and they cannot tell me what they
want; they are coughing and expectorating all over the place. A week ago one of them became so bad
that he ran out of the shop and sat down on the adjoining doorstep coughing and expectorating for a
considerable time.
1725. What distance is your shop from the asylum ? 400 or 500 yards. _
#
i -r - u u n
1726. What objection would there be to the continuance of the institution at Liverpool if it should be
considered expedient to remove all the inmates except tho healthy ones ? The chief objection then would
be the material detriment it is to the progress of our town.
1727.
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1727. Do you think there would really be no objection to the institution being continued as an asylum J. Cole, Esq.
for old people who are destitute ? The Council whom I represent are unanimous -in their desire to see
the whole place removed. We have complaints from business people frequently that when they wish to
8 •'
•
sell their business, and a probable buyer consults the agent in Sydney, as soon as it is known that the
business is situated in Liverpool, they say that they will not have anything to do with it, owing to the
presence of the asylum. That statement has been made to me repeatedly.
1728. Does not the drainage of tho institution go into the river below the dam ? Tes.
_
1729. It does not pollute the water in any way Y There are people residing on the salt water portion of
the river. They sink wells, and the water percolates through.
_
1730. Then the objection you have urged on that score does not apply to the town of Liverpool in any
way? The drainage runs in below the town, but the river is a tidal one, and it is only in flood times—
which is very occasional—that all the stuff is carried away. The offensive matter goes down the river
with the ebb tide, and it comes back again with the flood tide, and tho smell is very offensive at times, _
1731. Do you think that the Glenfield Tam will be suitable in every respect for an asylum of this
description? Yes.
■
'
1732. What is its area ? About 900 acres,
_
1733. Is there a railway platform on the farm ? No ; it is lower down—perhaps a quarter of a mile
from the building.
1734. Have you visited that place lately ? Not for twelve months.
1735. Do you know that already there are seventy-five or eighty patients there? Yes.
^
1730, When you say that you think that would be a suitable locality for an institution of this kind, do
you speak only of the healthy destitute ? Yes ; not for the sick. We would not recommend them to bo
so near our town.
1737. Have you any suggestion to make with regard to the sick ? No.
1738. You want to get rid of them and the whole institution from the town, so that you are not so much
moved in your objection by a desire to provide for tbe indigent as you aro by a wish to shift the asylum
to somo other locality ? Not at all. I think it is much better for the inmates. It is an impossibility to
confine so many men in a building of that sort. They must come out to get fresh air, consequently they
come out and intrude themselves upon ns.
_
1739. Mr. Trickett.'] Is not this a rather new-born objection to the institution ? No,
_
_
1740. When was any objection ever raised ? The Council have made objections on previous occasions
when 1 was not a member, and the matter was brought under the notice of the Government. I cannot
say bow far back that goes, but twelve months ago 1 think they protested against the enlargement of the
cancer ward.
1741. Then it is the cancer ward you chiefly object to ? No ; we object to tbe whole thing.
_
1742. Is the Council backed up by any medical opinion as to the effect of such au institution ? I think
the evidence given before this Committee by medical men is directly in favour of separating the con
sumptive and cancerous patients from the healthy old men. Four or five years ago it was proposed by
the Jlailway Commissioners to take the present asylum buildings, and convert them into engine-sheds and
workshops.
_
....
1743. Judging by tbe answer that yon have given, the only real objection to the institution is that the
consumptive patients are allowed to go about tho town? Our Council is unanimous iu the opinion that
it would be in the interests of the town that the whole asylum wero removed.
1744. Have there been any public meetings held on the subject ? Not to my knowledge.
1745. Was there any public agitation on the subject? No ; but I may say that I was returned to the
Council unopposed on that very question. That shows that the ratepayers in my ward were in favour of
my view. I brought it prominently before the public twelve months ago in a letter to the press. I was
interviewed on the question many times, and pressed repeatedly to stand as a candidate for the Council.
I did so, and no one saw fit to oppose me.
_
_
1746. Supposing the number of patients was reduced to 500 or GOO, and tbe objectionable cases of sick
ness taken to another institution, would there be any objection to the asylum then? ,As far as the
Council is concerned, our desire is to see tbe whole institutiou removed from our midst.
_
1747. But must not the institution be placed somewhere? There are plenty of sites in the country, with
out putting the asylum at our front door. Liverpool is an important place. We are, as it were, within
a stone’s throw of Sydney, but we can make no progress, simply because the name of Liverpool has
become a by-word and a reproach. It is regarded as a poor-house town. It is the first place that
travellers see when they are going through in the train, and it makes a very bad impression.
1748. Would that not also apply to Parramatta? No doubt; but in Parramatta the institutions are not
so prominent.
1749. In passing through Liverpool, I saw a number of the inmates located in a paddock, where they
inhabit little humpies ;—are they members of the institution ? Yes ; but some of these little places are
simply business places. They come out into the town and pester our lives out of us for stamps, writing
paper, newspapers, and so on, which they take down to the asylum and sell in those little places you
refer to. Those buildings are not used as sleeping-places.
1750. Mr. Davies.] Have you any evidence to show that disease has been carried from the asylum to any
home in your Municipality ? I am not in a position to prove that, but I can say that we have had several
deaths from consumption, and we have other cases where the patients are at present at death’s door.
1751. Would not that apply to every other part of New South Wales ? Yes.
1752. Does not the drainage from the asylum go into the salt-water portion of the river, along way from
the town ? No.
1753. Docs not the drainage go into the river 300 or 400 yards below tbe dam? Not so far.
1754. Where is the populous part of the town;—is it close to the asylum ? It is within 460 or 500yards
from the asylum, and it is so situated that almost all the prevailing winds carry everything right across
the town.
1755. Where are there 100 people living within 500 yards of tbe asylum ? I. cannot say. _
175G. Is not the asylum practically outside the town ? No ; we have houses surrounding it.
1757. Which is the greatest nuisance—rhe paper mills, the wool-scour, or the asylum ? The asylum.
1758, Was there not more agitation in Liverpool to abolish the paper mills and the wool-scour than to
remove the asylum ? It was not proposed to abolish the mill or the wool-scour, but only to remedy
the nuisance.
•
1759.
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J. Colo, Esq. 1759. Was not the nuisance caused hy those works so great that the people who had to pass through the
towns in the train made complaints?
2j Feb., 189G. fj-ggh Water.

1
,

That 1 as not been the case since the drainage was taken out of tlie

1760. Is not the asylum building a very good one? It is a very strong building.
1761. Are you a property-owner at Liverpool? T have leasehold property.
1762. Bo yon think that the presence of the asylum depreciates the value of your property? Tes.
17G3. Bo several other aldermen hold the same view? Yes.
1704!. Long before your time, were not the people of Liverpool anxious to get the asylum there? Ido
not know.
1765. Was not the asylum the life of the place? I do not remember that to be the case.
1766. If you took away the paper-mill, the wool-scour, and the asylum, what would there be left
at Liverpool ? We are only asking to have the asylum removed. We are very glad to have the other
industries there.
1767. Was there not an agitation by a large section of the people there to abolish both of those industries ?
J cannot answer the question.
,
1768. Was not the late proprietor of the wool-scour compelled to spend a large sum of money in order to
abate the nuisance ? I do not know.
1769. As a matter of fact, you do not know much about Liverpool ? I know a little about it.
1770. Would you like to have these poor old men sent anywhere so long as they arc sent away from
Liverpool ? I presume that the Government would see that they are well housed.
1771. At present are not the old men as well housed as you are yourself ? I think so.
1772. Mr. Lee.} How long have you been in Liverpool? About seven years.
1773. Bo you know that this asylum has been established at Liverpool for a great many years ? Yes,
1774. Of late years has the asylum been made more than an asylum for chronic cases of cancer ? Those
and consumptive cases have increased largely of late.
1775. The inhabitants naturally feel aggrieved because a number of men with infectious diseases have
been placed in their midst ? Yes.
1776. Have you been able to trace the spread of disease in the town since the asylum has been made a
hospital for those cases ? I am not in a position to prove that.
, 1777. Has there been any serious outbreak of cancer, or any of these diseases ? I am not aware of it.
.1778. And has there been any outbreak of consumption? We have had several cases of consumption
during the last few years, and we have them at present. It should be remembered that Liverpool is
regarded as a very healthy town,
1779. Supposing that the objectionable cases you have referred to were removed to some remote asylum,
would the objection of the townspeople to the asylum be as strong as it is now ? Perhaps not; but at
present they are all in favour of having the whole place removed.
1780. Are. you aware that a large amount of money has been spent on the buildings of late years ? Yes.
1781. What difference would it make to your town if only a reasonable number of infirm people were
accommodated in the asylum ? Of course that would not affect the town very much, There would only
he the fact o£ our property being kept down to a minimum price owing to the presence of a poor-house
in our midst. Jt would be very acceptable to tbe people of Liverpool if the sick people were all removed.
1782. If the consumptive and cancer patients who at present parade tbe town were taken to another
asylum, would not that remove the alleged danger ? Certainly,
1783. As far as the old infirm people moving about the town arc concerned, if they did so in limited
numbers, could there be any possible objection to that ? There is this objection, find a very serious one,
that it affects the morals of our town and of our children, Gentlemen who have not visited Liverpool
at certain times have no idea as to how these men carry on in our public streets. At times our wives,
sisters, aud daughters cannot go outside their doors without being afraid of running up against some of
these old men witli their clothes greatly disarranged. They get drunk, they lie about in our streets, they
insult you if you speak to them, they come into your shop begging for 3d. for a drink, aud if you order
them out they insult you and use the filthiest language. You will see crowds of children following these
old men in the streets, and the old men swearing at them. If that is not stopped, how can we get on ?
1784. 'While these inmates are acting in such a manner do they return to the asylum ? They do not
return to tho asylum while they arc drunk. I have taken one down myself to the asylum, but he was
refused admission. They have to lie about the streets all night. When I have been going to ray bake
house early in the morning I have frequently seen them. Last Friday morning three of them came into
my shop as drunk as they could he. They had probably been out all night, and they wanted more drink.
1 had none to give them, aud they insulted me. The police can do nothing, because if the men arc
arrested they are only discharged with a caution. These things take place frequently. We see them
committing acts of indecency in the streets in front of our shops.
1785. Bo you consider that the asylum is a public nuisance ? Yes ; the town is practically in a state of
siege at times,
■
1786. But supposing the supervision were more strict, and the inmates were not permitted to go to the
town ? Then wo say the place is not suitable for confining so many men. Tlie walls are very high, and
in the hot weather it would be inhuman to compel them to remain within the precincts of the institution,
but they cannot go out without coming into our town.
1787. Is there not an open paddock in connection with the asylum? There is a very small paddock
adjoining.
'
1788. Is it not snilicient for some hundreds of men ? But there are 900 or 1,000 men in the asylum.
1789. But it is not necessary for them to go into the town to get fresh air? No.
1790. Bo you think the inmates should not be allowed to patrol the town ? I do not say that, but the
place being situate just at our door-steps, it is impossible to confine them to the asylum. So long as it is an
asylum we shall be troubled by those men, and it is a great drawback to the progress of our town.
1791. Buring tlie seven years you have been at Liverpool has there been any organised action on the par!
of tbe townspeople to obtain the removal of the asylum ? Not that 1 remember. There has been no
public meeting. Of course, the people of Liverpool generally let the Council take up these matters.
1792. What steps have the Council taken ? The Connell twelve months ago protested against these men
being allowed to walk the streets, and also against the extension of the cancer ward, but that was taken
no notice of.
1793.
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17!)3. But tliat was a very modfied protest;—was there any action taken to procure the removal of the J- Cole, Esq.
asylum ? Our protests have all fallen to the ground.
1791. Considering that the asylum has been in existence for a number of years, and that no action for its
1896.
removal has been taken, how is it that on the present occasion, when the question of housing the poor of
the colony comes up, that you ask that the asylum should be removed? I imagine it is because of this
inquiry. We thought the time had arrived for the people of Liverpool to speak out on this question.
1795. If the abominable nuisances to which you have referred have existed for a long time, do you not
think that the inhabitants of Liverpool would riso up in a body and demand the abolition of such au
institution ? A. great many of the people there have become so used to these things that they are utterly
callous, and many of them take no notice of it; hut when a stranger goes to the town and secs these things
he is utterly astounded, as I was when 1 first went there. If I had not invested in property in tlie
district I would immediately have left it. Now that I am there no person will buy me out.
179(5. Mr. Clarke.] If the consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic patients were removed to some other
asylum, would there be any objection to the other patients being retained at Liverpool ? Our objection
would still stand good, because of the material and moral influence which the presence of that asylum has
upon our town.
1797. Do you not think that it is the fault of the management to a great extent that the consumptive
patients and others go through the town ? lam not in a position to answer with regard to the manage
ment. I do not think it is the fault of the management, because when there ar.e too many men in a small
place they must get out.
1798. Is there not a small paddock attached to the institution ? Tes, and it is crowded. The sheds
there are crowded, and so are the streets at times.
1799. Your object is to get rid of the whole thing? Tes.
1E00. If the asylum is properly managed, do you not think ihe people of the colony generally should he
consulted as well as tho people of Liverpool ? I think the people of Liverpool have a perfect right to say
that, the Government or anybody else should not gather up men from the whole colony who arc suffering
from all kinds of diseases, and put them down at our door.
1801. Would not that apply also to Parramatta ? Por many years the Parramatta people have been trying
to got rid of those asylums.
1K052. Does not the ebb tide take away a great deal of the objectionable matter which goes into the river
from the asylums ? No ; it goes down so slowly that it is deposited on the sides and bottom of the river.
When the tide comes up again it floats hack to the dam.'
1893. Are there many people residing on the river belowr the asylums ? There are several.
L80-I-. Do they complain about the nuisance ? Of course they do. The prevailing winds blow the had
smell over tho town.
1805. We have evidence before us that the Liverpool Asylum is a very good site for keeping about 600
patients, if the objectionable chronic cases of sickness are removed ;—what have you to say with reference
to that? I can only say that it resolves itself into a pure matter of opinion. Our opinion differs
from that.
1806. Mr, Fagan..] Do you say that you were elected unopposed on account of the position you took up
with regard to this asylum ? Not altogether on that question ; hut the ratepayers knew my views upon
that question.
r
1807. Was any other aldermau elected unopposed whose view's coincide exactly with yours with regard
to the removal of the asylum? Tes.
1808. The first objection you raise against tho asylum is that it is cold and draughty on account of the
wide corridors and windows;—does not that show that there is good ventilation? Yes; but it is not
very nice if you cannot keep out the wdnd in the winter.
1809. Would you think it wise if the Government proposed to erect an asylum without windows or
corridors ? No.
181.0. How long have you been in the asylum at one time? Perhaps an hour.
181.1. Do you think you are a competent judge as to the asylum after being in it for only an hour?
It is not necessary to stand there for even an hour. It would soon make you shift.
1812. Canyon give evidence on oath that it is notaiitand proper place when you have only had one
hour's experience of it ? J think so.
1813. How long have you been an alderman ? Por one month.
18Ld. Plow is it that you take precedence of the mayor in giving evidence to-day? Por the reason that
the mayor was unable to attend on the first day appointed by the Committee for taking our evidence.
That day was changed, and we were unable to make any different arrangements.
.1815. Do you remember that your Council protested twelve months ago against consumptives going into
tlie toivn ? Tes.
»
JSKi. Was any notice taken of that protest? I heard that uo persons with contagious diseases were to
be allowed to parade the streets.
1817. Has that not been strictly adhered to since? No.
ISIS, Are you willing to make complaint to the officers that that regulation has not been carried out?
1 am prepared to say that those people do come out into the town. I do not knowT what instructions
have been given.
1819. Nowr, with regard to the progress of the town, what was its population ten years ago ?
I
cannot say.
1820. Tou will admit that, if your Municipality has made equal progress with other municipalities which
have equal facilities, your statement that you are going back would be incorrect? Ido not think I
made a statement that we are going back. If I did make that statement I withdraw it. We are not
making progress.
1821. What was the population eight years ago as compared with the present population ? I can only
say that our population now is 3,350.
1822. Do you know the death-rate of the Municipality? No.
1823. What are the facts on which you base your statement that the town is not making the progress
tlml, it might to? Because of the presence of the asylum ; people object to reside in what is looked upon
ns a poor-house town. Then the men are allowed to parade the streets, and there is the presence of
diseased patients.
1324.
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J. Cole, Esq. 1824. What have you to go on with regard to your statement with reference to the progress of tlie
■''''r*'"'"'' town? We can only judge by seeing the progress of other towns. Liverpool is one of the oldest towns
26 e 1890. 0£
C0]ODyj all(j towns which are only a few years old have made much greater progress.
1825. Do you know other towns which have made less progress than Liverpool? No,
1826. Take the case of an ancient town like Windsor? They have not the same facilities that we have ;
they are not nearly so close to Sydney.
_
1827. Has Parramatta made more progress ? At Parramatta the asylum buildings are not so prominent,
and the men are not allowed to parade the streets.
1828. If the instructions which were issued were heeded, would not that get rid of a great deal of your
objection ? I have no doubt it would; hut we do not know whether there are any regulations with regard
to these men.
1829. Have you ever sent a petition to the Chief Secretary for the removal of this asylum ? I do not
know,
1830. Is it not a very serious request that you are making, seeing that there is such a large number of
unfortunate people in these asylums—that they should he thrown out of their place of refuge? We are
not asking for that to be done.
.
1831. Are you not asking that all the inmates of the Liverpool Asylum should be taken out and placed
elsewhere ? Certaiuly : but we are not asking that they should be thrown out into the bush.
1832. But what about the buildings now esisting at Liverpool? I have a document here showing that
tho Railway Commissioners, about four years ago, were anxious to obtain these buildings, in order to
_
convert them into engine-sheds and railway workshops. 1 believe that idea exists at the present time.
1833. If the Commissioners have altered their minds since then, what would you do with those hugo
buildings? We cannot do anything'with them. ■
1834. Would you put the Government to unnecessary expense in putting up other buildings? That is
for the Government to decide.
1835. Have you property in the neighbourhood of Liverpool? I have some, but not a great deal. I
have freehold land over the river.
1836. Is that the reason why you protest against the asylum being at Liverpool? That is one reason—
it prevents our advancement and progress,
1837. Have the poor people of Liverpool ever asked for the removal of this asylum ? I do not know
whether they have ever done so publicly, hut they have talked about it.
1838. Has all this nuisance and depreciation of property grown up in the space of tho last twelve
months ? No ; it has been in existence ever since I have been in the town.
1839. As a representative of the Council, when have you shown your disapprobation of the asylum
heretofore ? We are never too old to learn. We aro now beginning to make a move, We have a
progressive Council at present, and we are trying to remove this obstacle to our progress. Of course we
have a perfect right to do that.
1840. Do you not think the Government have also a perfect right to ask you, when you are giving
evidence, to give some facts in support of your demand for removing the asylum ? Tes.
1841. Tet you are unable to give us any ? I think we have given them.
1842. But have you not admitted that you do not know what the populationwas eight years ago
,
compared with its present population? That is the case; but perhaps my colleagues can give the
information.
1843. On what do you base your evidence, seeing that you are only making assertions ? I think I liave
given sufficient proof that this asylum is a standing menace to our town.
1844. Is it not a help to tradespeople to have this asvlum near the town ?
Agreatnumberof us derive
pecuniary benefit from the asylum, but we consider that whatever is brought into the town by the asylum,
twice as much is kept out by its presence, so that we are actually losers.
1845. Hfr. Hassall.^ Do you base your request for the removal of the institution on the fact of its
proximity to the town, and because the patients perambulate the streets? That is one great objection.
1846. Do you not think there must he some fault in the management when tlie patients are allowed to
perambulate the streets? I am not prepared to answer that question; but the patients do perambulate
the streets, and you can almost see through some of tho poor creatures.
1847. What percentage of those who perambulate the streets are suffering from disease ? I cannot say.
But if you go to any hotel in town you will see the bar full.
1848. But are all the patients bad ? No; there are some very nice men there.
1849. Would there be any serious objection on the part of residents of Liverpool if the Government still
made use of the institution for fairlv healthy men ? That would remove tho chief objection; hut,
speaking personally, and for the Council, I am in favour of the whole thing being removed.
1850. Failing that, you would be in favour of removing the most serious cases of illness ? Tes.
1851. If that property belonged to the Council, would you feel justified in giving it up and erecting
buildings elsewhere for the same purpose? Perhaps not. We are giving up a great deal in asking that
the asylum should be removed now. For instance, the Council gets £200 a year for the consumption of
gas by the asylum, but we are witling to sacrifice those advantages.
1852. Has Liverpool grown up around the asylum, or has the asylum grown up around Liverpool ? In
the immediate neighbourhood of the asylum I believe only four dwellings have been built during the last
ten years.
1853. When you went to Liverpool did you not know that there was an asylum there ? I knew there
was such a place, hut that is all. If I had known as much about it then as I do now I would not have gone
there.
1854. Do you say that Glenfield Farm would be suitable for an asylum of this kind ? It would be for
the aged and infirm, but I would not recommend that diseased patients should be sent there.
1855. What do you think Glenfield Farm is worth ? From £10 to £12 an acre.
1856. If it was removed there, would there not still he an objection with regard to the drainage ? We
would recommend that the sewage should be used on the farm,
1857. But would not tho surplus sewage have to find an outlet in tho river? Tes ; in George’s River.
1858. Would not there he serious objection with regard to the drainage whatever site might be selected ?
Tes.
1859.
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ISoO. Wouid the asylum property realise r sufficient sum to enable tbo Government to erect buildings'l' Cole, Esq.
elsewhere ? 1 do not know. The building would be ot some value, but it could only be used as railway
norkshops or a factory. The land itself is in a low situation, and is subject to surface floods.
beb., I89G.
1SG0. If the buildings were removed, would there be any rush for the land ? There is no doubt the
Ilailway Commissioners'will have to resumo the land. The line is as close as possible at present to the
buildings, and it is within a few yards of the bank of tbe river, which is being washed away.
1861. Are there no precautions being taken to prevent that ? No.
1SG2. Is not the soil a stiff clay on that side ? Tes.
1863. Mr. Black.~\ Tou appear to have visited the asylum only in cold weather? That was the case when
X went right through it; but my business takes me occasionally there.
iSGt. If you visited the building in warm weather, might you not have thought that it was not sufficiently
cold and draughty ? Tes.
'
I
l50 y°U 110t agre°
this is a V01T ™luaMe building, aud that it could not easily he replaced? Tes,
1806. Are you not also aware that the building and the laud is Government property, while Glcnfield
Turin is only leasehold ? Tes.
'
186/. .Are yon not aware that so far from people objecting to live in the neighbourhood of asylums, in
every instance in the memory of man when an asylum of this kind has been erected, a town has sprung
up around it. I do not know that that is the case. I should say that that occurred in spite of the
presence of the asylum, and not because of it.
18GS. After people have built a town about an asylum, is it not astonishing that they should petition the
Government against the existence of the very thing that made the town ? That is not a very strange
thing, because some of those who are protesting now were not alive at tho time when people petitioned for
the erection of an asylum. Ideas have changed in tho meantime, medical science has progressed, and so
have we.
1869. Under the circumstances I have mentioned, do you not see that it is an impossibility for tbe
Government to suitably house the poor, and, at tho same time, please the people in the neighbourhood ?
1 am not m possession of such evidence as you refer to.
18/0. Tou say that you object to the present system of drainage at the asylum, that it is a menace to the
town; you say that the sewage is carried down hy the ebb-tide, and carried back again by tbe floodtide; can that sewage matter, which you say is brought back, possibly go beyond the dam ? The tide
never reaches the top of the dam.
loin
y°,U- ®peak 0i: s.ewaSe7 do you mean the solid excreta? I speak of all kinds of sewage.
18/2. Do you think the solid excreta from the asylum is discharged into the river ? No.
.1873. Then what is the good of telling ns that it floats up and down the river, and that microbes float
over tbe town ? We were talking of all the sewage of the asylum.
18/4'. Do you mean to say that the slop-water and urine from the asylum, when largely diluted with salt
water, is m any way likely to breed microbes or foul smells ? I could not give you an expert opinion, I
have simply to go by expert opinion.
*
y°U 011F''' ma^.c a niimber of assertions without any facts to support them ? We can only say
that tlio drainage from the asylum drains into the river. All these people cannot live there without
creating a lot of dirt, filthy water, and so forth.
is not the case with regard to them any more than it is with regard to the other inhabitants
of tho town ? No.
^r6 youT10^ awai'e that the solid excreta from the asylum is all buried, and that it is only the
n ovoC11-ri'r?m Vlat
can
i?'3 wa,y i1^0 tim river? I cannot answer that question.
1S7S. If that be so, do you not think that you have attempted to deceive the Committee by makiug state
ments of that character? No ; I am addressing a body of intelligent men, and you must know that with
an institution of that sort, there must be a great deal of foul drainage and filth Vliich must flow into the
river, and wo ought not to create dangers for ourselves.
18/9. A ou have spoken of this asylum being in your midst—on which side of the railway is it ? On the
western side.
i oo?’ ?0W ™anA buildings are on tho eastern side of it? There is a wide stretch of country there.
1881. Are there any buildings within half a mile of the asylum on tho eastern side ? Tes ; there is one
just on the other side of the railway.
'
1882. As.a matter of fact, on the eastern side there are very few buildings ? Tes.
•1)8.8^ ,] V* •r'0t a |'act t1'flatrso far from
asylum being in the centre of the town, it is on the very outi S’' Vi 13 0,1 ^ ,31,
but it is on that side from which the winds blow right over the town.
1884. Do you not think that.if all the sick were removed from that asylum, and if the number of inmates
were reduced by 200, and if instructions against parading the streets wore carried out, the objections of
the people ot Liverpool would be wholly removed ? They would not be wholly removed; they would only
be partly removed.
J
"
1885. Is there not a lot of people about Liverpool who will be deprived of their means of livelihood if
tne asylum were removed? I do not know that that is the case, except with regard to officials of the
institution.
°
1SSG. Is there no revenue derived directly or indirectly from the inmates of the asylum ? I have admitted
that that is tbe case.
1887. If you admit that to bo the ease how can you say that there would be no people who would lose
pecuniarily by the removal of the asylum ? I say we would lose something. Most of the business people
benefit by the asylum, aud the Corporation would lose, because at present there is a large consumption of
gas. Mill, we are willing to give up that.
9n V^lose behalf are you speaking? On behalf of the Council, who represent the people.
1889. Ai e you perfectly sure that in this matter the Council do represent the people?
ported by tho vast majority of the people.

We are sup
1

1890. If the consumptives, cancerous patients, and chronic sick were removed, if tlie number of the
inmates were so reduced that the accommodation indoors would be sufficient, and if the regulations
against free trading were carried out, do yon not think that the people of Liverpool, as a whole, would
prefer to have the asylum retained there ? I do not think so. That is my individual opinion, and the
opinion of the Council, but, of course, a very great objection would be removed.
1891.
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J. Cole, Esq. 189], Do you not thinli that the depreciation of tho value of property at Liverpool has been due to the
same causes which have depreciated the value of property in every other town ? Tes ; that has been
25 Feb-189G'partly tho ease.
I i J
J
>

-

1892. Mr. Wright.} I gather from your evidence that yon look upon the inmates of the institution as
foul, physically or mentally ? Tot altogether that. There are many intelligent men there.
1S93. Tou have spoken of the foul conversation of the men? Those are probably only a small proportion,
but when they come into the streets in numbers they seem to be a large proportion. J should say that
only a small proportion of all the inmates annoy us, but still that is repeatedly being done.
1894. I understood you to say that the public-houses are crowded with these people, lhat they expose
their persons in the streets, and so on ? That is the case very often. But even when you see the publichouses crowded with them, or a largo number of them in the streets, a groat many of them are decent
men, who annoy no one. Only wc seem to have no control over the few who do make a noise, and so on.
1895. Supposing the Government determine to abolish the asylum, to pull down the building, and sell the
land, would you be in favour of such a course of action ? Tes; personally.
1896. Would you prefer to seo tbe people removed and no use made of the land and buildings? Tes.
1897. If a Jaw were passed in this country by which the inmates of poor-houses would be confined to the
poor-houses, and not allowed to roam about and get drunk, would there be any objection to 600 or 700
inmates being kept in the Liverpool asylums ? Tes; I think the place is too small for them.
1898. If medical authorities state that the asylum can accommodate 700 or 800 people, do you think
there would be any objection on the part of the residents if that number of healthy inmates were kept at
Liverpool ? I do not think the objection would he so great; but there would still be some objection.
1899. Is the agitation in favour of the removal of the institution based on tho assumption that tho
buildings aud land would be utilised for engine-sbeds and railway workshops? Not altogether. We
fully believe that these large premises would not be allowed to remain idle.
1900. Do you think that if you got rid of the asylum you would get iu substitution for it a factory of
some kind ? Tes.
1901. Mr. Hoskins.} Are you aware that the Government now expend in Liverpool on account of this
asylum £12,760 per annum, and do you think the people of Liverpool would like to lose an institution
which brings them so much money? They are quite willing to stand the loss.
1902. AVhere is the proof of that ? I am here to represent the Council.
.
1903. Have you only been imbued with that view during the last four months? I have held that view
ever since I have been in Liverpool; that is for seven years.
1904. Why did you not take iiction before ? I drew attention to the matter twelve months ago.
1905. Are you not aware that the Eailway Commissioners have large workshops at present at Eveleigh ?
Tes.
.
1906. Are you not aware that they are concentrating their railway workshops in Sydney and at
Newcastle? Tes. '
i
J
1907. Supposing these buildings were used as railway workshops, do you think more money would be spent
in Liverpool amongst the people employed in those workshops than is spent now in the maintenance of
the asylums? I cannot say ; hut still we are willing to chance that.
1908. Ton would actually prefer to see the buildings ra/.ed to the ground ? Tes ; as far as I am concerned.
1909. Do you think there are many people who would seek to reside in Liverpool as a matter of choice ?
I have heard several people state that they would li ke to live there.
1910. Is not all the country already occupied in the neighbourhood? There is plenty of available
land there.
'
1911. Is it not all private land ? No ; some of it is Crown land, hut most of it is private.
1912, Does not that apply to all parts of the Colony ? Tes.

Frederick Chapman, Esq,, Mayor of Liverpool, sworn, and examined:—
Tes.
1914. Have ymu heard the evidence given by Alderman Cole ? Tes.
1915. In general terms do yon agree with his evidence ? Tes. The aldermen are deputed to urge the
25 Feb., 1896.
removal of the asylum, and I think Alderman Cole has endeavoured to do his duty jn that respect.
F. Clmpmaii, 1913. Chairman.} Are you Mayor of Liverpool ?
Esq.

P. Smith,
Eak

Alderman Bollard Smith, Esq., Liverpool, sworn, and examined :—
1916. Chairman.} Are vou an alderman of Liverpool? Tes.
1917. Have you heard the evidcuee given hy Alderman Cole ? Tes.
•ljl geueral terms do you agree with the evidence he has given? Tes.
WHBHESBAT, 26 FEBRUARY, 1896.

$ resent:—
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esq. (Chairman).
The Hon. Frederick Thomas Humphehy.
Charles Alered Lee, Esq.
The Hon, John Davies, C.M.G.
John Lionel Feoan, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
Tho IIou. William Josiunr Trickett.
Georqu Black, Esq.
Henry Clarke;, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Bookwood for Infirm
and Destitute Persons.
A. W. Green,
Esq.

26FA!7l89G.

A.lfred William Green, Esq., Secretary to Charitable Institutions, sworn, and examined :—
1919. Chairman.} Are you Secretary to the Charitable Institutions Department ? Tes.
1920.
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1920, Do you produce certain returns for the information of the Committee ? Tes. They are as A. W. Green
followsEsq.
ItEimiN of Deaths in the Government Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute during the year 18!)o
Disease.

L. A.

Class I.
Order 1—Hfiasmaiic Diseasm—
Influenza ............................................................................
Spinal ...............................................................................

r, a.

M. A.

N. A.

E. A.

c. If.

0

3

I

3

2

G. F.

20 rob., 1896,
B. II.

Total,

1
1C

20
3

3

Order 2—Diarrhaa Dweases—
Diarrhoea ............................................................................
Dysentery ........................................................................

11
I

Order 5—Venereal Diseases—
Syphilis ............................................................................
Order C—Sejrtic Diseases—
Erysipelas........................................ ...................................

i

17
1

i

I
2

2

3
10
10
]

9
52
102

Class IV.
C'mslitutioyial Diseases—

Rheumatism........................................................................
Cancer ...............................................................................
Phthisis .............................................................................
Diabetes.......... *...................................................................
Mesenteric .........................................................................

4
42
59
i

2
is
2
2

5

65

21

43

24

1

2
1

2

16

4

2

Class V.
Development Diseases—

Senile debility.....................................................................

83

Class VI.
Order 1—Z>is«w<m of Nervous System—
Brain.................................................................. .................
Apoplexy ........................ ...................................................
Hemiplegia .........................................................................
Paralysis ............................................................................
Epilepsy .......... ................................................................
Cerebritis.............................................................................
iJumugitia...............................................................

1
1
14
2
1
1

5

Order 3—Diseases of Circulatory System—
Aneurism.............................................................................
Cardiac ..........................................................................
Syncope .............................................................................
Pericarditis ........................................................................

2
11

Order 4—Diseases of Respiratory System—
Asthma.................................................................................
Bronchitis .................................................. ....................
Pneumonia ....................................................................
Congestion of lungs............................................................
Laryngitis .......................................................................

s
6
1

Order S—Diseases of Digestive System—
Stomach ........... : ........................................................

Peritonitis.............................................. ............
Liver ........................................................................
Gastritis .................................................................
Dropsy .................................................................

1
3
O

14
4

2

I
IS
2
I

1
20

1
S

i
5

2
IS
5
3
1

1
2
2

2

1

3
4

Older 11—Diseases of Integumentary System—
Ulcers ...................................................................
Anthrax....................................................................
Class VTT.
Order 1—Accident or neglect—
Injury to hip ...........................................................
Injury to head...........................................................
Drowning..............................................................
Fractures.................................................................
Order 3—Suicide—■
Wound in throat.......................................................
Class

VIII.

Ill-defined ami ?iof specified causes—

12
38
13
3
2

l

1
3

i
2

2
7

2
8
3
2

1

3
i

Nephritis .................................................. ..............

Bright’s Disease ..............................................
Cystitis....................................................................
bladder....................................................................
Kidney Disease ..................................... ..........
ITamaturia ............................................................

i
0
1
1

1

1

1
2
1
3

1

3

2
1

3
2
1
1

8
5
1
52
8
1
i
6
62
2
2

5

5

Jaundice ...................................................................
Dyspepsia................................................................
Order T—Diseases of Urinary System—

239

1

4

IS ,
2

3

1
0

1

1

4
1

1
1

l
1
1
2

1
1
1
1

1

2 :
1 !

1
]
2
I
2

.

Jiuptuve ................................................................
Abscess................................................................... .
Disease of bones .........................................* ...........
Tumour..................................................................
Malignant growth ....................................................

1
1

Totals....................................................

2C5

1

...
195 i
1

65

2
122

78

4

1

1

731

342
76

PARLIAMENTARY STANDING COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS,

A. W. Green,

Return showing Names and Number of Inmates recently arrived from other Colonies or Countries durine last
six months.

Esq,

26 Eeb., 1896.

Admission number.

Panics.

Date of admission.

George TTleming.......................................... .
Joseph Donoghue........................................
William Henry.............................................
George Osmond................................. ...........
Richard Fiess................................................
John Dyer ....................................................
James Herbert.............................................

1 August, 1S95............
21
„
1S95...........
29
„
1S95...........
31
„
1895...........
25 September, 1S95 ....
5 October, 1895...........
7
„
1895...........
9
„
1895...........
11 _ ,,
1895...........
4 November, 1895..........
9
„
1895 .............
9
„
1895..............
14
„
1895..............
15
„
1895 .............
4 December, 1895..........
6
„
1895.............
IS
„
1895..............

Where from,

1893.

2586 .....................
2789 ......................
2891 .....................
2910......................
3145......................
3246 ......................
3253 ......................
3282 ......................
3318.....................
3568 ......................
3649 ......................
3652 ......................
3685 ......................
3738 ......................
3975 .....................
4003 ......................
4178......................

John Lasher .................................................
Robert Rae.....................................................
William March .............................................
Rodarbox ....................................................
William Highdale.......................................

Tasmania.
New Zealand ; 3 months.
Victoria ; 9 months.
England ; 2 days.
Germany; 5 months.
New Zealand ; 3 weeks.
England; 4 months.
Victoria; 1 mouth.
America; 10 weeks.
Queensland : 2 days.
Victoria ; 4 weeks.
Victoria ; 7 months.
Africa ; 4 mouths.
Fiji ; 1 week.
Victoria ; S months.
India; 5 weeks.
England; 8 months.

1896.
37
56
169
239
293
387
490

...................

...................... Robert Smith,,........... .......................... 6
11
......................
......................
16
................... Robert Crcngho..................................... 18
......................
23
..................... George Minors ...................................... 30

Victoria ; C months,

„ "'1890.............. England ; 3 weeks.
\\

"
,,
”

]896.............
1896..........
1806..............
1890..............
1896.............

England ; 10 mouths.
Queensland ; 9 months.
England ; 1 month,
Tasmania; 4 months.
India; 17 months.

I

1895.
3360 ...................... i Matthew Rums
3359 ...................... 1 Michael Corry
Total.......... 20

20 October, 1895 ........... Victoria ; 2 days.
20
,,
1895.............. Victoria; 2 days.

i
I’r.OGr.E.'isiYE increase in Number of Paupers :—

Year.

Number.

31st December.
1890
1891
1S92
1893

2,448
2,593
2,912
3,146

Year.

Number

31st December,
1894
1895
1896, to 8th February.

3.252
3,425
3,540

Cause of increase is chiefly owing to the depressed times.

Shout history of the several institutions for the poor, <fcc„ under tlie control of the Director of
Government Asylums:—
Parramatta,—The largest institution is situated in George-street. Tlie main building was formerly tbo military
barracks, and about forty years ago was converted into a home for male infirm and destitute persons. Subsequently,
another large structure adjoining, and used as a tweed factory, was purchased by tlie Government from Mr. Byrnes, and is
connected to the main building by a bridge over the tram-line, which separates the two blocks. Tlie area is 26,707 square
yards. In consequence of the overcrowded state of the asylum a terrace of houses has been rented from Mr. Whitworth
at £280 per annum, in which 140 inmates sleep. These houses are situated in Harris-street, adjacent to tho main asylum.
Patients suffering from scabies are isolated in these cottages.
Present inmates................................................................................ 1,128
Accommodation for ........................................................................
869

Excess.

259

/krjTnma/ia.—Macgttane-'firccl
stands On an area of 15,210 square yards, and in former years was also a
military barrack. It was, in the first instance, converted into a home for poor persons suffering from erysipelas, but is
now a general asylum for the aged destitute. The bread for all the other institutions (with the exception of Liverpool and
Glcnfield Farm) is produced at tins institution. Ophthalmic cases, heart diseases, and tho blind arc chiefly treated here.
Additional grounds are rented from Mr. Gibson at 20s. per week, and Mrs. Cranney at Gs. per week.
Present inmates.................................................................................... 30S
* Accommodation for............................................................................ 240
Excess.......................................................

68

Parramatta.—Twenty-two Cottage Homes, with matron's quarters, have been erected near tbe Parramatta Railway

Station for aged couples. The land was purchased in 1889 from Air. John Taylor. Mr. A. Ross was tlie contractor for
the buildings.
'
Present inmates...................................................................................
44
Accommodation ................................................................................
44
jfrjnn/ftcAi Asylum, on the banks of the Parramatta River, is the home of the aged women. They were formerly
located in the Immigration Earracks, Sydney', but in February, 1886, were removed to Newington, tbe lionre and estate,
which occupy 50 acres, having been bought by the Government from the Elaxiand family. Farming and dairying are
barely earned out at the institution. A paddock is rented from Mr. 'Wetherill at £36 per annum. Since purchased by the
Government.
*
,
Present inmates ............................................................................... 658
Accommodation for............................................................................ 625
Excess,

33
I.ii-erpcol
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Lii'crpool
This building wjie erected for district military barracks, and about thirty-five years ago was A. W, Green,
converted into an asylum for the aged and destitute, Jn addition to the housing of general inmates, special provision is
Esq.
made for tlie treatment of consumptive and cancer patients. In addition to the bread for own use, supplies are baked for
^
the Glenfield Earm Home requirements. A paddock is rented at £2 per annum from Sir I). Cooper,
26 Feb., 1896.

Present inmates.................................................................................
Accommodation for ........................................................................

$80
670

Excess.....................................................

211

Qknjichl Farm Jlcmw,—In 1801, the asylum at Liverpool being so overcrowded it was found necessary to give relief,

and tlie Glcnfield homestead and estate (1,200 acres) were leased from Mr. Throsby for five years, at £150 per annum.
Farming and dairying arc carried out here, and the production of milk, in conjunction with Newington and Rookwood, is
sufficient for all institutions, and shows a profitable investment.
Present inmates.................................................................................
Accommodation for .....................................

S3
63

Excess ....................................................

IS

Rookmod Asylum.—Tlie buildings on this estate wore originally erected by tho Government for a Roys’ Reformatory,

After being vacant for some years (never having been utilised as a reformatory), the property was handed over in March,
1893, to this Department, so that a portion of tho inmates could he transferred from overcrowded institutions. Irrigation
works are being carried out, and fanning on a large scale is maintained.
Present inmates...................................................................................
43G
Accommodation for ..........................................................
405
Excess

31

Curpcntirian Reformatory ami Bays' Home,—These premises and land, including a large orchard, were leased from

Mr. John llonnett for ten years, at au annual rental of £500.
rented from Mr. King at £50 per annum,

A cottage for the Accommodation of tlio officials has been

Y eau 1895.

Number of re-admissions ............
,,
contributing inmates
,,
who could contribute
,,
private funerals..........

869
114
53’

100

1921. Tou seo this map of Liverpool which is before the Committee, the cancer hospital being in
section 45 ? Yes,
_ _ _
1922. Is the management of the asylum in occupation of sections 44 and 45 ? Tes. No. 2, adjoining
section 44 on the south, is rented by the asylum at £3 a year.
1923. Parallel to section 44 and allotment No. 2, across the street, there is an area marked 43;—is the
asylum in occupation of that? No.
1924. Could it be obtained, and at what rent ? Tes, I understand so ; at £50 a year.
1925. Boos it contain about 7 acres ? Tes.
^
1926. What area of land can be obtained by lease adjoining the lands at present in the occupation of the
Liverpool Asylum ? A total area of about 25 acres can be obtained. Of that area 17 acres would bo
Crown lands at present in occupation of the asylum. The residue can be obtained under lease for about
£50 a year.
1927. In using this land would it be necessary to leave open tbe streets shown on the plan of the town of
Liverpool ? Yes.
1928. Therefore they would form a number of isolated pieces of laud ? Tes.
1929. Could those various areas be used for recreation and other purposes iu areas up to 7 acres ? Tes;
they are enclosed now.
1930. Would the use of the whole of this land be attended with any inconvenience in working the
institution? None whatever. It is used daily by the inmates at the present time, so far as the larger
portion of it is concerned.
_
1931. With an area such as you have described, would there be any need for the inmates of the asylum
to wander about the streets of Liverpool? No.
1932. Can the inmates leave the asylum without reference to the officers managing the institution? No ;
a man cannot get back into tbe asylum without a ticket, and therefore he gets leave before he goes out.
1933. Have you heard that tho state of Liverpool, from a municipal standpoint, is very bad owing to the
inmates having access to the town? We believe that there is competent police supervision at Liverpool,
and if such a state of things did occur we should be sure to hear of it. The police would prosecute, as
they have done in other cases.
1934. Bo you find that the train travelling of 22 miles from Liverpool to Sydney is a serious matter in
dealing with the poorer portion of tho community ? No.
1935. Are we justified in inferring that 8 or 9 miles further travelling by rail would not be inconvenient ?
Yes ; if the place is alongside fhe railway.
1936. How far is it to Little Bay Hospital from Sydney? About 9 miles,
1637. Bo you regard that as rather a long distance to take patients over the road ? I have no experience
in the class of cases taken to Little Bay.
1938. Bo you regard 9 miles as an extreme distance by road ? Yes.
1939. What is the distance of the main building at Bookwood from the railway station ? One and a
half mile.
1940. Aro wc justified in believing that 1-j mile by road is not a serious matter in such cases ? Tes.
1941. Would any suitable situation within 1^ mile or 2 miles of a railway station with a fairly good
road, and not more than 30 miles or so of railway carriage from the metropolis, be regarded as an
inaccessible position ? No.
1
1942. Mr, Jfoskins.'] Have you ever beard the people at Liverpool complain of any offensive smell, owing
to the disposal of sewage from the Liverpool Asylum ? No.
1943. Have you ever experienced any inconvenience yourself? No; I visit the asylum weekly, and I
have never had any experience of bad smells.
1944.*
* Hub mfonimtkm cannot lie given with accuracy, as the old people are naturally very reticent ns to even the c\iste»po, let alone the position,
oF their relatives ; and experience shows that tlie most reliable method of obtaining information of this natme is to qiiLstion each inmate pcrKKhcnllv,
This plan wns eomineiirod in 1SP4, and tho information obtained rdht then is being compiled by the local olllcials, but will not he completed for a few
weeks as the rrmnil of over 3,000 persons is very voluminous Of uhivsc, an inmate who presents him&ctf for the first time is olobuly questioned,
both at head oiliec and at tlie osjlnui.
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®roellJ 1944. Mr. TricJccH-l Una any complaint ever been maJo to yonr Department "with regard to the objoction__ able practices refeiTed to yesterday by Alderman Cole? No ; we have never bad a single complaint.
pfiiivn iftofi
Has any other representation ever been made? No : if there had been of course the matter would
’
have been remedied.
1919. Chairman.] Do you know the public school at Liverpool? Yes
1917. 3s that fairly well on the outskirts of the town? Yes; it is just above the railway station, and
practically on tbe outskirts of the town. There is only one building between it and the asylum. That is
the railway station-master’s residence. That is the nearest point to the asylum.
1918. According to the plans is the asylum building about 300 yards beyond the school? Yes, as the
crow flies ; hut it is about a quarter of a mile by the road.
1919. Have yonr Department any metliod for defining what constitutes residence in New South 'Wales? No.
1950. Is any person in needy circumstances entitled to make use of any of the institutions ? Yes. 1
hand in some statistics showing tho death rate, 1890 to 1891:—
1800.

1801.

Average.

Averug'u.

Individuals,

Average.

Individuals.

Average.

Individuals.

Average.

Liverpool .................................
George-strcet............................
Mac^uarie-street......................
Newington..................................
Cottage Homes........................
Glenfield.....................................
Rookwood .................................

25-54
15-17
11-75
23-06

26-39
15-31
20-42
29-70
13 04

13-01
8-37
7-29
9-11
4-61
0-07

25-48
16-58
12-82
14-47
G-82
2-50

13-87
9-42
8-12
S-88

26-32
18-42
15-97
14-95

2-24
2-87

4-72
8'40

17-92
S-73
7-41
8-97
3-57
0-65
4-94

32-90
15-79
14-70
14-52
4-05
1-43
13-67

Totals..........................

20-0G

9-30

17'87

10-81

20-52

12-50

22-97

1892.

1803.

1804.

institutions,

22-95

TUESDAY, 3 MARCH, 1896.

$ resent
THOMAS THOMSON EWING, Esp. (Chairman).
The
Tho
The
The

Hon. Frederick Thomas Humpheet.
Hon. John Davies, C.M.Gf.
Hon. James Hoskins.
Hon. William Joseph Teickktt.

Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
George Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Rookwood for Infirm and
Destilute Persons,
Thomas Whilford Taylor, Esq., auctioneer and land valuer, Liverpool, sworn, and examined:— .
T. W.
1951. Chairman.] You have held an oflicial position in the Borough Council, Liverpool ? I have been
Taylor, Esq. eight years an alderman, and three, years Mayor.
1952.. Mr. Davies.] Have you any statement to make ? I think it is a most inhuman thing to keep 903
3 Mar., 1896. men in the asylum at Liverpool, entrenched round by a sewer. The Committee have examined tho place
at a time when they can form no fair conception of it, The Committee ought to see tho place in
winter-time. Where these men arc supposed to parade and exercise I have seen a foot of water. The
main sewer runs right around it, so that even if there were only 100 men there instead of 900 it would
still be most inhuman to keep them there. Mr. Green has misled the Committee in regard to certain
matters with which he is not familiar. The population is all around the asylum. As a matter of fact, there
is one housoin the very building ; there is another immediately across the lino with eight people living in it.
There is also Moore College only 66 feet away. There is also the railway yard, which is only separated
by 66 feet. There are hundreds of people passing there every day. Then there is the public school
within a distance of 200 yards.
1953. Your contention is that the place is overcrowded ? No ; I say that if there are only 100 people
there it would he the same objection.
1954. During the eight years you have been Mayor and alderman have you taken any active part in
seeking to remove this building and tbe people housed in it ? Yes; Mr. Masted will tell you I petitioned
the Government several times, and asked that they should remove the drains too.
1955. But have you ever taken any practical steps to abolish tho institution before to-day ? We have
had no opportunity of taking practical steps. There was no such thing as a Public Works Commitlco
during my time.
,
1956. Did you ever make any representations ? I have done so publicly on the platform time after time.
1957. Is not there a new-found zeal on the part of the Council of Liverpool ? No ; the place has been
an eyesore for years.
1958. Has not the institution existed for thirty-five years ? Yes ; but it is a most difficult filing to move
any Government. It is only now that the thing is practical, because you have a place of 1,000 acres to
which you can remove the building. In those days there was no such thing.
1959. The whole ot your objection is that the place is overcrowded? I do not say that, I say it is not a fit
place to put anyone in. We have fresh water and salt water, and cverylhing conducive to malic a good
town at Liverpool, but what is the result? As a land vainer for the Government 1 have to value the land
at Liverpool at 50 per cent, loss than any other laud around Sy'diiey. It is not only inhuman to keep
the men there, but it is an injustice to tho town.
'
1960. Have not your assessments increased during the last five years? I should say not. I have not
the statistics, but certainly the land about Liverpool has not increased in value.
1961. What was the value of your annual rates from all sources when you took office ? About £1,000 a
year.
1962. What is the value to-day ? About £1,200.
1063.
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1963. That is an increase ? There is a perceptible increase.
W. 'J’njlor,
1964. And has there not been a great depreciation of the value of property all over the Colony during
the last three years ? Yes.
1963. Notwithstanding that depreciation, the rates have increased by £700 or £300 a year ? There are ^
1896a great many reasons for that. From the way in which you ash the question it would appear as though
the disfrict were increasing in spite of the asylums, but as a matter ot fact large estates 5 or 6 miles out
of tho town, which were formerly luit alone, have been cut up. Hoxton Park, with some 6,000 acres, has
been cut up. It is an impossibility as long as the asylum is there to sell any property unless you happen
to got what may be termed a victim. A number of large estates outside Liverpool, not affected by tho
asylum, have been cut up, but in tho centre of the town people will not look at property because of the
asylum.
1966. Bo you call the centre of tho town the place on which the asylum stands ? It would be if it were
not for George’s Itivcr.
1967. "What is the population on the other side of George’s Elver ? Itds not very large.
1968. Could you not count them on your fingers? True; but if it were not for the river it would be
centra], because it is adjoining the station.
1969. \ou state that the asylum is practically in the town ? No ; I do not. I say it is a central posi
tion, the railway being alongside it. The Town Hall is a little under 300 yards away, and the post office
350 yards away. Ihc public school is ISO yards away. If that is not a central position, I do not know
what is.
19/0. I should like to know what the objections to Ihe asylum are, provided the inmates are classified and
tho number greatly reduced ? It is not a fit place for them in winter. It is not a fit place for any man
to live in. The Committee have only gone there in summer-time, when the place has been at its best.
1971. Bo I understand you to say that Liverpool is not a fit place to live in in winter-time ? No ; I do
not. 1 _say that the position of this asylum is not fit for any human being to parade on in winter-time.
19/2. lor what reason P It is entrenched by the main sower of Liverpool, and in winter-time, when
there is a flood, it is under water to the extent of 6 to 12 inches. It is surrounded by a sewer of the most
filthy character.
19/3. But there would be no difficulty in curing that defect? And there would be no difficulty in
removing the building.
'
*
1974. All you wish is to sec the building removed ? No ; but I would like to sec the old men removed.
1975. Bo you know of any better building in Australia than the one in which these men live P I know
of many. I’ho buildings in Parramatta are much more suitable. Tho coldest building you could select
in wmter-time is that asylum. It never was intended for old men.
19/6. Then you regard the Gcorge-street and the Macquarie-street buildings as far more suitable P They
are more comfortable for old men.
1977. Would you be surprised to hear that those buildings are a sort of prison for them, and that they
never see the outside ? That is a matter of discipline.
1978. But arc the buildings to be compared with those at Liverpool ? They arc much more preferable
as far as comfort is concerned.
.
1979. 1 suppose you know the Committee have been through these buildings P Yes.
1980. Bo you not think that they are able to form an opinion about the matter ? J do not say they are
not, but very often we form preconceived opinions, which it is difficult to remove.
1981. At any rate you have only just woke up to the fact that tho buildings at Liverpool are undesirable ?
No ; I preached it on the public platform for the last ten years.
1982. Have you any public record of that? I swear it.
JJave there been public meetings denouncing the asylum? Yes; as the biggest nuisance we have.
1984. On what date ? I could not tell you.
bb
.
1985. You simply want the asylum abolished ? Yes.
'
1986. Eor the reason you have assigned P The two special reasons are that it is a most inhuman place to
keep the men in m winter, and it is a terrible blight upon the district of Liverpool.
1987. Mr. llassall.] l was under the impression you were going to give some evidence to refute the
evidence of Mr. Cole ? No.
odd
1988. You are here to substantiate everything he has said? Yes. 1 can go farther back than he. He
has only resided there seven years, and I have been there fifteen years.

1989. Bid Liverpool grow up around the asylum or did the asylum grow up around Liverpool ? Since
the asylum has been there the houses have gone away from it. There has not been a house built there—
with the exception of some alterations to the convent—for the last ten years.
ion?
^■0U are B° 6eo8raphieahy situated that you can only build in one direction ? No,
1991. The river confines you to one position ? No; there is one place around Moore College where you
can build.
J
eveii^
these patients being removed, would the land and the buildings upon it be of any
value? Undoubtedly.
1
' J
1993. For what? lor many things. I think the Railway Commissioners would only be too happy to
get them.
J
11J
1994. Would the land sell to a private individual ? It would. I think you could sell the buildings as
they arc for £ 10,000 or £12,000.
b
•/Pat"
T011 C011^ orect similar buildings for £12,000? 1 do not suppose vou could. Bui
it they were required for a factory there would have to be certain alterations.
1996. But there is no necessity to sell ? I understand there is a certain amount of money voted to place
an institution of this kind in a proper and better place. Wo are askod the question whether Rookwood
is not a more suitable place than Liverpool. I say that Rookwood is the more healthy place. The
ioota? 1,Ttm d .bc310 “trimont to l’C0Ple tl,CTC> alld tlle holl:l0
a healthy one for the old men.
1./.)/,
say it is an inhuman act to keep these men there in wintcr-timc ? Yes.
1998. Then it must follow that it is an inhuman act to keep the residents of Liverpool there in winter
time . Ao ; I can take you to half an acre of ground upon which it would be an inhuman act to keep a
man but at the top of it it would bo a pleasure for him to live. They are in a gully, and we are on an
elevation. Ihey arc “partaking” of our sewage all the year round.
1999.
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T. W. Taylor, logo. 1B there nn open sewer ? Yes ; you will see cats aud dogs
if floating
u in it now. The water used to
Esq.
supply your cancer patients runs right through the sewer,
_
2000. JJoes that drain rim through the town of Liverpool? The greater part of it, \_lVitncsx here
3 Mar., 1306.
explained bp means of a sketch the course of the sewer.']
2001. It must follow that in the event of tho removal of these people from Liverpool the land and the
buildings must be sacrificed ;—the Government must suffer loss ;—they will have to erect buildings in
some other locality to house the patients? Whatever loss there is, I have no hesitation in saying the
first loss would be the best.
2002. Mr. Fegan.] When was your last petition to the Government? I do not remember that we ever
did petition the Government. I think we petitioned Mr. Maxted.
2003. When ? About six years ago.
2004. Do you know what was tbe gist of your petition ? We tried to bring pressure to bear on the
Government by saying—“Yow that we have taken action against the paper-mill and the wool-wash, in
order to make the place presentable, we ask you, in all fairness, to take action with regard to the asylum.”
2005. Was any notice taken of that ? Yes; Mr. Maxted wrote to me, and I had an interview with him.
He said something definite would be done before long.
2006. With what result ? Hone. Tlie only result, I think, was that they buried for some time the
excreta of the place.
2007. Were you Mayor after that time ? Ho.
2008. Or alderman ? Only for one year. I have been out of the Council for four years.
2009. Then during the two years you were in the Council, after representing this matter to Mr. Maxted,
you took no action ? You can imagine how slow the Government are to get to ivork. Wo had agitated
for ten or twelve years to get even a bridge.
2010. Have you asked for a railway there too ? Yes ; but wro have not got it.
2011. Have there been public meetings about it? Yes.
2012. Because it w'as thought to be a necessity for the district ?

Yes.

■

2013. Were the meetings well attended ? Yes.
2014. Mr. Parkcs and Mr. Scobie addressed the meeting? That was an outside railway from Liverpool.
2015. Then a large meeting was called to condemn a Bill before Parliament, in reference to the vine
disease ? Yes ; that matter did not affect Liverpool alone, but tbe districts surrounding it.
2016. Liverpool joined with the other districts in convening a meeting ? Yes.
2017. Then in regard to any improvements to the district, public meetings are convened to express an
opinion ? Yes ; in regard to anything of pressing importance.
2018. ]s it not strange, if this building is a hot-bed of fever and pestilence, and not fit for a human being
to live in, that the people of Liverpool have not raised their voice on behalf of the inmates? That is not
quite correct. 1 have done it myself. Of course people are very apathetic about matters which are every
one’s business. What is every one’s business seems to be no one’s business,
2019. Is it not a fact that every one’s business is looked after by the Council, aud that that business is
transacted by eight or nine men in the Council ? Yes; by nine men.
2020. And the Council never convened a public meeting to petition the Government against the asylum
continuing in Liverpool ? I do not think they have ; never during my time. We found in Liverpool it
was impossible to shift the Government upon anything. Time after time complaints have been lodged.
But presuming wc have not agitated as we should have done, it is still inhuman to keep the patients
there, irrespective of our apathy.
2021. Why is it inhuman ? Because of the position.
2022. Is it a bad position ? The worst position.
2023. What is the death-rate ? I could not say.
,
2024. Is tbe death-rate greater than elsewhere ? I could not say. About one person dies a day.
2025. Are you basing your assertion on fact ? As far as I can. A. man might come there to-day from
another institution, and he might be dead before he got there. It would bo unfair to put that down as
against the institution.
2026. Do you say the asylum impedes the progress of the town ? Yes.
2027. Why ? I, for instance, bring gentlemen there time after time to look at property, but as soon as
they find there is an asylum there they are off.
2028. Do you sell land there? Occasionally.
2029. Have you any for sale now ? I have lots of property about there to sell.
2030. And you think the land would sell if the asylum were removed? I personally have none to sell.
2031. But if the asylum were removed it would give you, as an auctioneer, a better opportunity of selling
land ? Ho doubt it would.
2032. And that is one reason why you think the asylum should be removed? I would not give that as
one reason. I have given you tho two primary reasons.
■
2033. You think by the removal of the asylum the land in the vicinity of Liverpool would sell at a better
price than it does ? Yes.
2034. Do you think the paper-mill is to the detriment of Liverpool ? Ho.
2035. Is there no stench from the works ? Ho. The water is filtered before going into the river.
2036. You had rope-works there at one time ? Hot in my time.
2037. Is the wool-scouring no detriment to the health of the people? Hot now. They have to filter
everything. It was formerly a great nuisance.
2038. jlfr. Black.] You have no personal feeling in regard to this matter ? Ho.
2039. You do not own any land ? Only about 3 miles out.
2040. Do any of your clients own land ? I Lave no special clients. Anyone may bo a client to-morrow.
2041. Where would you propose to remove these old men to ? There are many places which would be
more beneficial to the old men, and to my mind to the country. I think the one which has been selected
is a very appropriate site. There are some 700 acres there, and if tho patients were divided there would
be 200 or 300 acres to each lot.
2042. Could you give any guarantee that if the asylum were removed the whole town of Liverpool would
not follow it ? I think I could venture to give you that guarantee.
2043. Is it not a fact that about half the people in Liverpool are dependent for the money distributed in
the
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the town on the presence of the asylum ? It is not a fact, There arc only two or three people who gain T.W. Taylor,
anything out of it—the butcher, the baker, and the grocer.
“
Esq,
2011, Is it not true that about £12,000 a year is spent by the asylum ? 1 do not think so. Mr. Kidman,
3 Mar., 1896.
ot oydiioy, gets the greater portion of what is spent.
201.O. With regard tothedrain which you speak of as being so obnoxious to the old men, would not that
oram bo equally obnoxious to those who have business in its vicinity even if the asylum were not there ?
x es.
201U. Then, do you not think it would be better for tbe safety of the people of Liverpool to remove the
ground11*1 ^
° ^ men ^ ^ '3 n0t 0I1^
C*™n * coml)la'n —it is the natural position of the
2047. I know the ground is lower on the other side? Tes. In flood-time these old men are fairly
swamped, and the consequence is they have to ramble about tbo town.
Undoubtedly^ ^
1S
ri^t in Slimmer> but unfit as a residence for these old men in winter ?
with the expenditure of a little money that objection could be removed ? I
bdldimr toTinkorwitT401, ^ COmme31ce tht> eiPenditl»'e by erecting a new building. It is too good a
2050 Do you think yon could erect a similar building anywhere else at a less cost than £30,000? I
oriri ir Sa?' •/-£
YC "ere ereeti“g a building, we would not erect a two-storied one for old men.
Mol. liow is it if you do not believe in the two-storied buildings for old men at Liverpool, vou believe
■v tT
8even'8tor|ed buildings at Parramatta? I would not erect the six or seven-storied building
Liverpool erectl°n °f ^ 'Buli 1 eay that thc George-strcet building is more comfortable than that at
2052. Are you not somewhat prejudiced in favour of the asylum at Parramatta, because it is not in Liver
pool
i can assure you I am not. If you visit either building in winter time, you will find that one is
much more comfortable than the other.
2053. Ton say that gentlemen who come to look at land in Liverpool, would not complete their purchases
when they hear there is an asylum there;—do you not think there is some other reason for that;—are they
people going into business, or people retiring from business ? Both. There is a number of people who
desire sometimes to build a sort of country home.
20o4. Do you mean to tell me, that even if the asylum w^ere removed, any man desirous of settling down in a
suburban retreat, would, after seeing the town of Liverpool, select it as such a retreatis there any
beauty in the surroundings? Yes. IVe have one of the finest districts a little out of Liverpool to be
Sn'miiefaiid Mr^ Tliorsby ^ ^ aCreS ^ ^ a°re3 al™° t,le rif%° of t,le railway belonging to Sir Saul
2055. How far is that from tho railway? From 1£ to 3 miles.
205G. How could anyone be prejudiced against buying the land situated U mile from tho asylum by the
presence of the asylum ? It is so. Time after time, in my capacity as agent, I have met with the same
reply. It has occurred to me more than twenty times.
2057. Have )rou amy idea as to how the death-rate of Liverpool compares with that of any other similar
on^o 'r
•’
r i ')ollove we are llvlllg in ns healthy a district as any in the country.
2058. In spite of the asylum? Outside the asylum.
’
2050. Do you know- how the death-rate in the asylum of Liverpool compares with that in the Parramatta
Asylum
1 do not, but it ought to compare favourably, because they have the run of the whole town in
JjiverpooJ,

20CO. According to your argument, the patients having the run of the town would be the means of
reducing the death-rate of the asylum, and increasing the death-rate of the town ? I think it would have
ooei rri, i neV-Cr 1:1(1 “gumption or cancer until lately at Liverpool.
n 1 ii 1 • ° ^orara]tteo decided, and the Government approved of the removal of all consumptive,
ophthalmic, and cancerous patients from the asylum—if it removed all tho chronic sick, and housed only
r ii ir?n lmabl? f? 1,vnrk’ reduced their number, and increased the comforts of the building
dn
wf1™9’ an,j f *0 lrnI,r0Ted the surroundings by tbe covering in of the obnoxious drain,
Z To dm * ieieiT?"ld
anything objectionable in the presence of the asylum to the town of LiverP°°!I dhere would be a strong objection. Yon could never lift the land high enough to make the place
there
m 110 1Vinter' Ifc 1S a b lshfc t0 the PIace> and it: is a groat detriment to the old men to be kept
20(i2. You do not think that if the asylum were removed the town of Liverpool would shut up ? Ho • I
think it would be of advantage to the town.
’
How long is it since you were first elected alderman ? 18S4
ooc ™,e J'°U WG actl,la'llted with the ancient history of Liverpool ? Yes.
once' Wi
18 1,10 I,re8ent population of the Municipality ? About 3,300.
on™ xY,at "'!l8 11 fourteen years ago when you first went to live there? About 3 800
on™ i,.05v°u,ul011,110 say tho population has decreased ? I believe it has.
2058. If Mr. Scrivener, the ex-Mayor of Liverpool, writes to the Committee and tells them the population
Sofio Ynn iiTr®13?’ 16
S|U3 whllt1“ untru® ? 1 wi]1 not s;iy that, but be is under a misapprehension.
" „ 1 ) °V 1
t le i)0l5ala);l01L was larger twelve years ago than it is to-day ? Formerly the population
taicn aS-acclll’ateJy. as ’t is now. It was an estimated population, and it was given as 3,800.
on-i wU W o?inVn9U%ftny 1?|tt °f the P°PuIatl™ of Liverpool thirty-five years ago? JVo.
2071. Was it 2,000? 1 could not sav.
J
J
B
9.
2072. Do you think it was more than 1,000? I could not say.
thhileSt'abliSliT1iU
the PJIJ1enmili, t}'e "'ool-scounllg works, or any other works, do you
think Ihe population was bkeJy to exceed 1,000 ? I. could not form any idea.
onv-' 4 °'ir many,Peol>le.are employed in the paper-mill and other establishments ? About 200

VcVy likely S ellCh 1,19,118 SUI,p0Sed to rePreEent a family

h™, I suppose they maintain 1,000 people?

y°u th,'lk it reasonable to suppose that before the establishment of those industries the
population was not more than 1,000 ? I would not doubt it, but I am not in a position to say
0/7. It is tniity-hve years ago since this institution was turned into a benevolent asylum ? Yes
'

‘2078.
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3?. W. Taylor, 2078. I venture to say that during that time the population of Liverpool has quadrupled? Very likely.
2079. And yet you say that the asylum is such a detriment to the place that no one will come and Jive
there? I am only speaking from what experience teaches me. I venture to say that if you remove the
3 Mar., 1896. aSyjum t,|ie population will be doubled within seven years.
,
2080. But this establishment was put there thirty-five years ago, when the population was 500, and
to-day it is 8,300 in spite of it, therefore that destroys your theory that the asylum has prevented the
population from increasing ? If you remember that Liverpool is the third oldest town m the Colony,
you will naturally ask the question how it is that there are only 3,300 people there.
2081. What is Liverpool remarkable for in regard to products? Both fruit and farming. ^
2082. Where are the farms ? Within a radius of 3 miles you will get as good farms as in any part of
the country. I have 100 acres of land which I have had let at £100 a year.
2083. Where? Three miles out of Liverpool, on the Cabramatta Creek. Peter Wilier has about 400
acres, and it is as good as any land in the country.
...
,
,
.
j.
^ c
2084. What is there to make the town go ahead ? We have better facilities there than in most parts ot
the country. We have fresh water and salt water. We can bring a steamer of 400 tons up there.
2085. Has one ever been brought up ? Yes. They used to supply the paper-mill before the railway was
built. All the grass aud old hags used to be brought up by the river.
2086. Does the paper-mill employ as many men as formerly ? Yes.
2087. Is the woollen industry the same ? Yes.
^
2088. So that the manufacturing industries have not been retarded by the asylum ? Vo.
^
_
2089. But you think the institution prevents Liverpool becoming a favourite residential site r Yes; it
prevents people building there.
,
2090. Do you think, under any circumstances, you could persuade any man that Liverpool is a favourable
residential site ? I do. I left Sydney broken in health, and I have never lived in so healthy a place as
Liverpool. I came down to Sydney for a year, and I had bad health.
2091. In the interests of Liverpool, then, you protest against the maintenance of the asylum ? In the
interests of the old men and of Liverpool Ido.
.
. .
.
,
2092. If medical men say that the asylum is eminently suitable, you reply by saying that it is eminently
unsuitable ? I say the position is unsuitable. As far as experts are concerned, I do not value them in
the slightest. The Government may get a dozen of them on one side, and I could get a dozen of them
on the other.
....
o -ir
2093. You say that during the winter time this ground is from 6 inches to 1 foot under water? Yes.
2094. Is not that ground within 150 yards of the river banks, which are nearly 20 feet high ? Yes.
2095. How often is the flood period ? Generally once a year, when the banks of the salt-water river are
flooded. There is a danger of the asylum being washed away altogether if it is not protected, because it
,
is on tbe bank of the river.
2096. Mr, Hoskins^ You stated in reply to a question that if the Government removed all the inmates
from the asylum at Liverpool the buildings could be applied to other purposes, and that the Kailway
Commissioners might purchase them ? Yes ; I was speaking with Mr. Eddy, who was in treaty for a
small part of 8 acres in front of the asylum. They offered us £2,000 for it. The Government were con
templating the resumption of the asylum for workshop purposes.
2097. How long ago? Five or six years.
4
_
2098. Are you aware that tho Government, for the Kailway Commissioners, acquired by purchase about
60 acres of land at Kcdfern, and that the Commissioners are contemplating having all their repairing
works at two or three principal sheds in Sydney or Newcastle ? Yes.
2099. Therefore, the probability of the Commissioners using that building for railway purposes does
not appear to be very rational ? It would only be in connection with what may be termed the country
lines. I understand the Commissioners are concentrating all the workshops for the suburbs.
2100. Would the residents of Liverpool like to see the Government use this building lor railway work
shops ? I would not mind what they used it for, so long as it were used for a healthy purpose.
2101. But would there not be a danger of the river rising and washing it away ? Not of tbe Asylum
itself; but where the old men parade, it is right on tho brink of the river.
2102. Does it not occur to you that if the Government resume this building there would be more money
spent in Liverpool than now ? Yes.
2103. Then as a matter of personal advantage, the people would prefer to have the buildings converted
into workshops ? Yes.
■ _
2104. Is not the greater portion of the open sewer which has been referred to, embraced within the area
of the Municipality ? Yes.
.
2105. Is it not the duty of the Municipality to abate the nuisance arisingfrom it? You cannot abate it
very well without going through Government property ; but even if we could abate it we have not the
money for the purpose. The matter is now before the Government. They had two schemes before the
Council about it.
...
2106. Chairman.] Did you consider the offer of the Kailway Commissioners, of £2,000 for the Moore
Park, a reasonable one? 1. thought it was rather a small figure; I thought it was worth £3,000.
2J07. What is the area of it? I think it is 8 acres 2 roods 15 perches.
2108. What do jrou regard as the present value of it;—has it altered since that day? It may have
depreciated a little; but I think it is worth £3,000,

Sydney Maxted, Esq., Director of Government Asylums, sworn, and examined :—
S, Maxted, 2109. Chairman.'] You are aware of the scheme before the Committee? Yes.
.
_
2110. Has it boon prepared under your notice, and in accordance with your views ? Yes ; with the
execution of the desism in detail, t may say at once that I have never seen the design in its completed
3 Mar., 1896. n
2111.
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2111. You have already sent us a sworn statement in regard to tbe matter ?
ment to be published as part of my evidence. It is as follows:—

Yes; I desire that state
_

S. Maxted,
Esq,

Phoi-osid Erection of Buildings at Rookwood for Infirm and Destitute Persons—Statement by the 3 Mar., 1806.

Director of Government Asylums.
Memorandum.
Charitable Institutions of N.SAY., Government Asylums Branch,
Sir,
Cleveland-street, Redfern, 2G February, 1896.
In order that the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public "Works may be informed of
how the Rookwood site came to be proposed and selected as a central site for the Infirm and Destitute
.Asylums of this Colony, I beg to present the following very brief memorandum relating to tbo matter,
leaving details to be dealt with in connection with my examination, whicli I desire, in view of some of the
evidence that has been given thus far, shall be very full and exhaustive.
These Government institutions were officially handed over to my charge in August, 1888, consequent
upon alleged mismanagement, which had been tho subject of investigation by a Royal Commission whose
inquiries extended over a year. It was apparent to me (and the Royal Commission, of which Dr. Ashburton
Thompson was a member, had also determined) that several of the existing asylum buildings were
unsuitable for their purposes and ought to be abolished, ’fhey were also very much overcrowded, aud
were in many respects undesirable either as homes for tho merely aged indigent, or for tho chronic sick
poor. It therefore became necessary to make better provision for these unfortunates, and in due course
the question of sites for a new institution was considered. As an evidence of the urgency that existed in
this matter, I here bog to submit for the information of the Committee a letter to the Chief Secretary,
dated 14 February, 1893. containing a precis of correspondence relating to the overcrowding, dating
back as far as October, 1888.
•
I also forward your Committee a letter which was sent to the Chief Secretary on 24th June, 1890,
suggesting that as a means of obviating the overcrowding, the existing Rookwood buildings should be
used as an auxiliary asylum ; or, as an alternative plan, that the buildings at Randwiek should be utilised.
In consequence of my letter and precis of 14th February, 1893, the Chief Secretary visited and very
carefully inspected all the Government asylums, and the result was tho following direction :—

Minute Paper.
Utilisation of building at Rookwood, known as the Reformatory Buildings, for an Asylum for the Infirm and Destitute.
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 18 February, 1893.
RKi'KisaxTATio^s having been made with regard to the overcrowding of the Liverpool Asylum, the George-strcct
Asylum, Parramatta, and tho Macquarie-street Asylum, Parramatta, I paid a visit tn these establishments yesterday in
company with the Principal Under Secretary, tbe Director of Asylums, and the Honorable Dr. Creed, witli a view to
inspecting and seeing for myself what was the nature of these complaints. In going through these institutions, which, 1
must admit, arc very neatly aud cleanly kept and excellently managed, I was horrified to find that the unfortunate inmates
were crowded to an alarming extent, many of them having to lie on the floor. As far as I can ascertain from Mr. Maxted.
the Director, there are in the Liverpool Asylum in excess of the number for whom there is proper accommodation 200
inmates; in Georgo-atrcet, Parramatta, SOO; and m Macquarie-stvcct, Parramatta, 75.
After leaving these institutions, 1 paid a visit to the buildings known as the Rookwood Reformatory. These
buildings were erected for a reformatory institution, and have been built for many years, having been left unoccupied ever
since they wore erected. They were, I believe, built by tbe Stuart Government, and were intended for boys committed to
reformatories.
In view of the more pressing requirements of the above mentioned asylums, aud, in order to relieve the overcrowding,
those buildings, which I understand have been authorised by the Governor-in-Couneil to he proclaimed as n reformatory,
should be utilised as an additional asylum for the infirm and destitute, and the minute authorising their proclamation as a
reformatory should he rescinded, and steps immediately taken to drain the grounds and buildings so as to make them habitable
for this purpose.
(Signed)
Gkokok R. Dm ns.
Ask the Director of the Asylums for Infirm and Destitute to furnish a report and prepare the necessary documents
for transfer of Reformatory from Department of Justice.
(Signed)
C.W., B.C., 21/2/93.

The result of this minute was that, as directed, I made a detailed report (a copy of which I under
stand has been furnished to tbe Committee), and as soon as the existing: buildings at Rookwood were
placed in order the overcrowding at several of the institutions was relieved ; and further relief was
afforded by the erection at Rookwood as soon as possible of four additional wooden pavilions. It is
necessary that I should state here that not one step was taken with regard to these suggestions or recom
mendations without consultation with and advice from the medical officers of my Department, and on the
occasion of the Chief Secretary’s visit he discussed the whole matter very fully with them, particularly
with regard to the proposed Rookwood policy of centralisation, which had then been formulated by me,
after most careful consideration, on what I conceived, and still believe, to be good grounds, and which I
am prepared to show had their full approval This question, however, in consideration of some facts now
before me, appears to me to be sufficiently serious to make it advisable that I should not make any
detailed reference to it until I am personally before the Committee.
In the beginning of March, 1895,1 was directed by a minute from the Principal Under-Secretary
to report further on the Rookwood proposals, and I did so on March 12, 1895. This Report, which is
before the Committee, was sent on in the usual way to the Department of Public Works, and then to the
Government Architect. That, I may mention, is the customary official routine in the first instance in
these matters. 1 heard nothing more until 3 December, 1895, when Mr. Edwards, the Assistant
Government Architect, called upon me and slated that it was desired to pass the scheme through the
Public "Works Committee before Parliament was prorogued, and asked me for statistics as to the numbers
and classes of inmates to be provided for. I furnished him with some statistics, but pointed out that it
would be necessary to consult the medical officers of the Department with regard to the hospital
arrangements, and impressed upon him that in preparing the plans for the consumptive, cancer, and
ophthalmic hospitals, these divisions should be isolated and enclosed with about 100 acres of ground each.
1 have Mr. Edwards' note to that effect. A day or two afterwards I consulted Mr. Vernon, and on tbe
10th December, 1895, a board consisting of Drs. Waugh, Beattie, Brown (representing Dr. Violettc, who
was absent on leave), Mr. Vernon, Mr. Edwards, and myself met at Rookwood, and very fully discussed
the whole question.

.
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S. Maxted,
(In connection with this point X beg to direct the Committee’s attention to Dr. Waugh’s evidence,
Bf*‘
questions 965 to 967, upon.twhich I think it unnecessary to comment here.)
8 Mar. 1696.
David.] Were you and the rest of the medical officers in connection with these asylums consulted with reference
' to the proposed concentration of the whole of tho pauper patients at Kookwood ? I am not aware that wo ever were
consulted together. I do not remember that there was any official communication. If there had been wc would have had
to send in a report in writing.
96f>. Have there been no representations made by the medical staff? There may have been representations made
separately, but there was no meeting where the matter was argued out.
967, There was no medical board or conference as far as you know ? I am not aware of any.

The representations which were made at that meeting I reserve until I am giving evidence, because
they hardly touch the purpose of this memorandum. I have, however, had the following correspondence
with the Government Architect on the subject, which I think the Committee should have before it:—

'

Dear Mr. Vernon,
Paddington, 17 February, 3896.
I cannot go down to see you, and hence I am constrained to write und ask if your memory is clear enough to
enable you to answer the following questions relative to our recent visit to Kookwood :—
1. Did I not explain very fully the details of tho scheme to Drs. Waugh, Dcattir, and Brown, and invite them to make
any objections, suggestions, Ac., and to open their minds freely for the guidance of you und myself in the matter at issuu ?
2. Did not they then accompany us all over tile sites and fully approve of them ; and ivere not your plans (particularly
for the sick divisions) drawn in accordance with the opinions they then expressed as to the suitability of tho sites, the question
of contiguity to water supply receiving special consideration ? Mr. Edwards was present throughout, und if your memory
enables you to give an affirmative reply to these questions, you might perhaps permit him to state his recollection of what
look place.
My mind is perfectly clear.
Will you kindly return your answer, und Mr. Edwards’, on this note,
Tours sincerely,
,
(Signed)
SYDNEY MAXTED.
I must bc examined. I hope to be able in a day or two.
Dear Mr, Maxted,
17 February, 1896.
My answers are as follows :—
1. The scheme was fully explained by you to the medical officers (3) in my presence, and a general discussion
followed, and the scheme placed before the Committee was the result of that consultation.
2. The site was traversed by tho three medical officers and yourself and myself, aud Mr. Edwards, and it was upon
the expression of opinions then made that I based the scheme. Mr. Edwards was present, and lie would, 1 am sure, confirm
what I say'. My evidence refers to the medical officers and their consultation. Ifansard gave Mr. B ranker's initiation of the
scheme when placing Loan Bill on the Table.
(Signed)
W, L. VEKNON.

Rookwood Asylum, re General Scheme.
Memo. :—10th December, 1S95, accompanied Government Architect to Rookwood, with Director of Asylums, to meet

(by Director's arrangement) Medical Officers (Drs. Beattie, Waugh, and Brown) to consult upon the general scheme.
Walked over the site of proposed buildings generally, the Government Architect and Mr. Maxted explaining the
scheme more or less in detail.
The proposed site for hospital blocks (cancer, ophthalmic, and consumptive) being particularly dwelt upon.
Personally, I remember reference to the proximity of these blocks to the reservoir* being canvassed ; but did not hear
details, nor did I hear any pertinent objections urged to any portion of the proposed scheme by any of the medical
authorities.
(Signed)
A. G. EDWARDS.
■24/2(96.

"While the plans were being prepared by the Government Architect, I attended at his office to give
whatever information I could; but I was unfortunately stricken down by illness, and have never yet seen
them in their complete form, I may, however, say that I have been very much surprised to find that not
withstanding my representations the whole of the buildings have been placed on an area of 64 acres,
while the estate over which it was proposed they should bc scattered comprises nearly 600 acres.
In conclusion, I just think it necessary to point out that the plans appear to mo to have been
prematurely placed before the Committee. Jn the ordinary course they should have been sent to the
Chief Secretary first, and theu to Dr. Ashburton Thompson, who would finally have consulted with me,
and then the Committee would have had the whole matter before it in a completed form.
I have not, in this statement, attempted to go into the merits of the question at issue, because I
feel I can only do that fully and fairly as a matter of evidence.
I have, &c.,
SYDNEY MAXTED,
Director of Charities.
P.S.—T gratefully acknowledge the consideration that has boon shown to me by the Committee during my illness; and
I most earnestly beg that its inquiry may not be closed until I am afforded an opportunity of being examined. This must
be now within a day or two. Indeed, 1 should have gone to-day hut for Dr. Creed's prohibition.

The within statement, dated Eehruary 26, taken and sworn before me, at Paddington, on same date.
J. F. Flunkett, J.F.
Witness—J. S. Cheagh.
The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works.
21X2. Mr. Tricketf.~\ Will you kindly give your views as to the necessity for making better provision for
the class of patients known as the infirm and destitute ? The necessity arises from the fact that all the
institutions are very much overcrowded, that the hospital and the general patients arc indiscriminately
mixed up together, and that the present system is, in my opinion, a most unnecessarily expensive one
to work.
2113. Have you from time to time impressed upon the authorities the necessity for making hotter provision
for these people ? Yes; I cannot tell you how many times, but many times dating from four or five
months of my appointment to this particular branch of the Charities, eight years ago, I should be within
the mark.
2114. 1 ask you that question because Mr. Walker seems to imply that there has been no very specific
objections raised on the ground of overcrowding? I may say at once 1 have not read his evidence, but 1
think there must be some misunderstanding of the question.
2115:
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2115. In question 1,617 and 1,618, Mr. TValker is asked :—

s- ^xted*

Has any suggestion been made as to the necessity for legislation of a more effective character to deal with the
admission and discharge of tho inmates of these institutions? I have heard the matter mentioned, but there has been no
oilicial communication witli regard to it.
Has it come to your knowledge that such a step is necessary? I certainly think it is necessary.

'TT'"!""?
'*
‘

ITas this been impressed upon tbe Government ? Tes; upon the G-overnment and upon Parliament also,
as far back as 1S90, and in my annual reports. Mr. Walker, of course, means that no direct official
communication was made to him as Principal TJnder-Secretary, and in that report be is quite right.
2L10. By verbal representation ? No. I have here a complete code of legislation suggested.
2117. Have you always urged this in your yearly reports of tbe work of your Department of Charities?
Tes ; here I have an Act of 37 clauses suggested in my report for 1890.
2118. What did you recommend there? Under the heading of “Outlines of necessary legislation,” I
recommended “ Providing for maintenance cost of inmates to be paid by relatives. Providing for uniform
intercolonial legislation to prevent the transfer of paupers from one colony to another, and making
relatives liable in whichever colony they may reside. Local rates to be chargeable for maintenance
(wholly or in part) of all dependent persons transferred from their respective districts to Gpyermnent
Asylums. Hospitals receiving G-overnment subsidy to be charged with a portion of the maintenance
cost of patients who, being under treatment for illness or accident, are in their convalescent stage forwarded
to the Government Asylums for Infirm and Destitute for subsequent treatment at the Government cost.”
I should like to explain the necessity which arose for that. I found that the country hospitals and tho
benevolent asylums were taking tbe Government subsidy under which they are supposed to receive all
local patients without cost to the Government, and all local paupers, and that as soon as they had made
these people to a certain extent convalescent they were passing them on to the central institutions, that
is, tho Government asylums, as they are technically called. At that time it appeared to me that no proper
inquiry was made into the class of patients they were forwarding. They simply seemed to be able to go
to the local Police Magistrate, or to get a certificate from the local medical hospital or a benevolent
asylum, as the case might'be, and send on these patients. A system of inquiry was instituted, which was
attended with a singular result. , On page 38 of my report for 1890, you will see that a circular was sent
in response to every application from the country districts, and particularly from the hospital authorities,
intimating that admission orders could only be granted under the following conditions :—1. That applicant
was both infirm and destitute, and had not any relatives in a position to support him outside a public
institution, 2. That applicant was physically and mentally fit to travel. 3. That the case was not one
which should bc treated in a local hospital, or by a local benevolent society, subsidised for that purpose.
4. That in every case when practicable a medical certificate must be obtained as to the applicant's eligi
bility for admission into, or treatment in, one of the Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute. That circular
was sent in January, 1889, to all the country hospitals. That was five months after these places were
handed over to me.
2119. That was acted upon with what result ? The first four months’ operations of this circular brought
the admissions down nearly 40 per cent. . That is to say, instead of having 769 admissions from January
1st to December 31st, 1889, the admissions in the following year in which the circular came into operation
went down to G27, a total decrease of 142, or nearly 19 per cent. Ever since that circular has been in
operation, and that condition has been observed, this proportion of decrease has been maintained, notwith■ standing the large increase of the numbers in the asylums.
Eor instance, in 1889 the number was 769.
Prom my report of last year, page 13, it appears that in 1889—that is the year in whicli this condition
■was not carried out—the admissions were 769 ; in the following year they went down to 627 ; in 1891
they went down to 618 ; in 1892 to 526; in 1893 to 485; and in 1894 to 465.
2120. These inmates arc inmates who come from sundry country hosjntals ? Tes, and country benevolent
asylums.
,
2121. 4ml may be looked upon as permanent inmates of tbe head institutions? Tes. ■
2122. Does that include all the people who come from the country districts ? Tes.
2123. Arc there not some who are sent on by local magistrates? These include all those.
2124. But they do not all come from local institutions;—they may be poor decrepit people? 1 have
them classified—both the magistrates orders and the hospitals. The magistrates orders in 1889 were 514,
and the hospitals 255. The magistrates orders went down to 325 in 1894, and hospitals went down to
140 in 1894.
2125. Prom that you gather that of late years there has not been so much abuse of this system as existed
prior to that regulation ? There is no doubt of it.
2126. Although the number of patients who come from the country by magistrates orders, and from
similar institutions to hospitals and benevolent asylums still continues to a considerable extent, do you think
that the system is much abused at the present time ? Ido not think it is, because in addition to tins
circular we get a report from the police authorities on every case.
2127. What was the matter with those cases that used to be sent on in such numbers? They were cases
that ought to have been maintained by tbe local authorities instead of at the cost bf the Government.
2128. Those societies get certain money for doing that? Tes.
2129. And instead of doing it, they used to send the patients on to your institutions? Tes.
2130. It was only the benevolent asylums, I suppose, which were subsidised—not tbe hospitals ? No; it
is a condition in both hospitals and benevolent asylums.
2.131, They are supposed locally to keep this class of people? Tes; of course the abuse prevailed
most largely in connection with the hospitals, because they are numerous, and the benevolent asylums are
not so numerous.
2132. Seeing then that this abuse of the system has discontinued, will you explain how it is that there
arc such large numbers at tbe present time in these institutions? I cannot explain it, except on the
ground of the destitution of tho people who are admitted. I will explain what they have to go through
before getting into these institutions. They have first to go to Dr. Eaton, the Government Medical
Officer in .Sydney., who examines the applicant, and certifies that he is a fit case for admission bn the
ground of old age aud destitution, or old age and chronic disease. Then the applicant goes to my office
at Bedfcrn and gets an order to go into one of these institutions. There is a written instruction from
me to the Medical Superintendent that the applicants he taken in upon Dr. Patou’s certificate, and they
are
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S. Maited, are then examined by the Medical Superintendent of the Government Asylums. If they are found to
Es(I'
be suitable cases, they are retained, and the Medical Superintendent has written instructions that if in
a
opinion they are not suitable cases to be retained, they are to be discharged after three days,
d Mar., 1806. 2133, What do you mean by a suitable case? A case in which, in the opinion of the Superintendent, a
man is able to earn his living outside, and has succeeded in getting a certificate from Dr. Paton by
malingering. He has to send him about bis business in three days.
2134. That state of affairs applies only to people who are dealt with in Sydney ? The great bulk.
2135. Will you explain the course adopted, with regard to inmates from the country ? The inmates
from tbe country get tbe orders from a magistrate. They are dealt with by the Medical Superintendent
of the asylum in precisely the same way as the others.
2136. Does not a magistrate consult a local medical man ? Tes; it is precisely the same form in the
country as in Sydney, only that the matter is locally inquired into. I had a medical examination of every
inmate made in 1890, and in that year, out of 2,560 who were then in the institutions the medical
officers returned only nineteen as being able to work outside, and they were over 60 years of age. I bad
a similar return made two and a half years ago, and then the number was declared to be only thirty-live
out of a total of nearly 3,000.
2137. So that on the ground of not being able to work, you think there is very little abuse ? I am sure
there is not—that is, in not being able to get a living outside. Of course, a man of 60 years of ago can
do a good deal of work in tbo institutions, and yet he may not bo able to get his living outside.
2138. Seeing that all these precautions are taken, and that in three or four years tho number has grown
to over 3,000, can you account for the increase? The hospital admissions have increased in the largest
proportion.
2139. Have you any means of ascertaining whether these people belong to this Colony, or whether they
come from other Colonies ? Tes ; I have a return on the subject:—As to the statement that large
numbers come in from other Colonies—During year ending December, 1895, fifty-six applicants, all of
whom arrived in this Colony within twelve months of the date of their admission, were received into the
Government Asylums for Infirm and Destitute. Of this number, seventeen arc still inmates, while thirtynine left, after having been treated and cured in tbe asylum hospitals. The following are the details:—From
England, 15 ; Ireland, 4; Scotland, 4 ; Victoria, 7 ; Queensland, 5 ; South Australia, 1; Hew Zealand, 6;
Tasmania, 4; India, 1; Canada, 1; Germany, 2 ; Sweden, 1; Norway, 1; Ceylon, l; Austria, 1; South
Africa, 1; Cape de Yerde, 1.
2140. Do you think that that is a reliable return? I think it is. It is compiled from 4,000 admission
forms, to every one of which a report is attached.
2141. In these returns is the place where they come from stated ? Tes ; and there is a check return
made at the asylum. For instance, when a man comes to the office of the asylum in Sydney for his
application form his history is taken from him there. Then the Medical Superintendent of the asylum
has an instruction to subsequently take his history also.
2142. So that the suggestion which one hears sometimes as to numbers of people coming from other
countries to the institutions has small weight? I saw the evidence of my medical officers on that point,
and I say advisedly that they are simply talking at random.
2143. Tou think there is no foundation for the suggestion that the institutions are filled with large
numbers who come from other countries and Colonies ? I do not think it is possible. Occasionally we
find that a family has been sent on improperly from another Colony, and we always send them back.
2144. If you find that a person has come from a similar institution in another Colony he is sent back ?
Tes ; if bis state of health permits.
2145. How long have you been doing that ? I should say within the last four years.
2146. You mean where they have come direct from an institution in another Colony ? Yes; or where
relatives have sent them on. I know of an instance in which a son sent his mother from Queensland
three times, and we sent her back each time. He got rid of her by paying her passage from Brisbane to
Sydney.
2147. I suppose he put her in one of the institutions in Queensland, and they possibly found out she
was not a fit subject to be there, and he sent her on here ? Probably they refused to take her there.
These cases are not numerous, but we have a few of them.
2148. In your report for 1889 in your suggested legislation you point out the necessity of making pro
vision for relatives contributing to the support of such people;—will you give a reason for that
suggestion ? I have the history of a number of relatives who were applied to and who would not
contribute.
2149. Do you think there are many inmates whose near relatives couid well contribute to their support?
Of course it is difficult to give a strictly accurate statement about that, but approximately I should say
there would be from 200 to 300 in tbe Government asylums whose relatives might keep them at home or
pay a fair amount for their support in the institutions. They are always applied to.
2150. How do you find that out? We get the statement from the inmate first, and then we have
inquiries made as to the ability of the relative to pay, and if we find he is able to pay we apply.
2151. What is the result of an application of that kind generally? They pay very seldom. I had the
father of two postmasters, and his daughter was married to a third postmaster in the colony, in the
Diverpool Asylum. I applied to these three people, and not one of them would contribute. I Lave a
number of sucb cases set forth in my report under initials.
2152. I have heard it stated that well-to-do relatives of inmates of these asylums sometimes drive up in
private vehicles to see their relatives ? I have not known that to be done.
2153. But there are cases of this kind—that when they shuffle off this mortal coil, their relatives give
them a good burial ? Sometimes. I think last year there ivere upwards of 100 private funerals.
2154. At any rate, the system has been so much abused that you have found it necessary to point out
the desirableness of legislation to make relatives pay ? Tes.
2155. Somewhat similar, I suppose, to the working of our new Lunacy Act ? Tes ; on tho same line.
2156. Did you get the legislation you have suggested from any other colony ? Tes; there is legislation
in South Australia, Victoria, and, I think, New Zealand.
2157. Have you pointed out to the present Government the desirableness of legislation of this kind ? No,
not to this Government, beyond stating it in my annual reports; but I intend to do so.
2158.
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2158. Is the Government utterly powerless at present to get any compensation from relatives ? Yes.
Maxted,
2159. And although you may know they are well able to contribute, still, if they have not the decency to
E3q'
do so, you cannot compel them to pay ? No : and I cannot allow the old people to remain in the streets
to starve. They must be housed.
3 Mar., 1890.
2100. How many people have you in these various asylums ? At present time, including old women,
about 3,500.
2101. Roughly speaking, there are 2,900 men and 050 women? Yes; that is about it.

WEDNESDAY, 4 MARCH, 1890.
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Rookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
■
Sydney Masted, Esq,, Director of Government Asylums, sworu, and further esamined :—
2162. Mr. Trickett.'] I think you have certain returns to present? Yes; I present a return showing'
the number of inmates in the institutions during 1895 :—
°
_________________________ Return

showing the number of inmates in the following Institutions during 1895.
In institutions,

Institutions.

1 Jrmurny, 1895.
Men.

Liverpool.........................................
GcorgC'Stvcctj Parramatta ..........
Macquarie-street, Parramatta......
Newington .....................................
Glenfield Farm Home ..................
Rookwood ......................................

785
995
321
27
64
379

Total.......................... 2,571

Women,

612

612

Adm total
during 1895,
Mon,

1,075
1,061
358
47
191
614
3,346

Women.

......
...... 1
......
647

Dischnrgcd
during 1895.
Men,

Women.

"535

......

751
785
318
39
176
488

647

2,557

535

.......

Died
during 1805.
Men.

Women,

265
195
65
122

1
78
604

122

■
S. Maxted,
®514 Mar,, 1896.

In Institutions
31 December, 1895,
Men.

Women.

Total.

844
......
1,076 ' ......
296
......
35
602
78, ......
427
.......

844
1,076
296
637
78
427

2,756

3,358

602

2163. How many people were there in the asylums at the end of 1895 ? 3,358, including 637 women at
the Newington Asylum.
21GL Is the cost of the maintenance of the women about the same as that of the men ? It is a little less.
I think the net coat at Newington is between £11 and £12 per head.
2105. And what is the coat per male ? In the yards £11 18s. Sd., and in the hospitals £19 Is. lid.
2166. You say the cost in the female wards is a little loss than in the male wards ? Yes.
2167. Does it not strike you that it should be the reverse, because the men, I suppose, are working about "
the place ? Yes, but 1 have not dealt with it in that way. I have taken the actual charge. The women,
of course, work about the institutions as well. They do all the washing and the laundry work. Tho same
rule applies fairly to both. I do not think there is any difference on that ground.
2168. Can yon contrast the cost of maintenance in New South Wales in the yard establishment with one
or two of the other colonies? Our cost is about £.11 18s. 8d.; in Victoria, £13 13s. 9d. for the ordinary
inmates and £9 3s. 7d. for the casuals, but the casuals do not receive clothing. They are only housed.
They are never asked to work; they go in and out. They arc received at a place called the Immigrants’
Home. In South Australia the cost is £13 4s. 4d., and in Queensland £13.
2169. Are those figures obtained from authentic sources ? Yes ; some of them were telegraphed for, and
others were obtained from ofiScial returns.
2170. And they are all based on the same outlay? Yes.
2171. For instance, do you debit the institutions of New South Wales with any interest on the cost of
construction ? No ; that is not done in any case.
’
2172. So that really, in addition to this cost in all the Colonies, that would have to be added ? lies.
21/3. Your statement shows that the New South AYales establishments are conducted more economically
than those of the other colonies? As far as the yard patients are concerned there is no doubt about it.
21/4. What would he the cost per head if there was the coucentratiou that you contemplate in the
Rookwood establishment ? I have a table prepared that shows it exactly. The total saving in the cost of
administration, that is in salaries and wages only, would be £4,225 a year. Of course, that is exclusive
of the probable saving in rations and in other matters. That would pay the interest of 4 per cent, on
the proposed £70,000 loan, and leave a surplus of £1,425 a year.
2175. Are you able to tell us what the saving will be per head, or what the cost will be per head, if your
ideas are carried out ? I can furnish that information. Of course, the estimate of the savings, apart
from salaries and wages, is only approximate, but I do not think it would be less than from £4,000 to
£6,000 a year.
2176. Would not the saving in the way of delivery of rations and that kind of thing to one place be con
siderable? Yes, I have included that; I have calculated that the whole saving will be from £8 000 to
£9,000 a year at least.
’
2177. Do you agree with the representations which have been made from time to time as to the thorough
unsuitable ness of the Parramatta building, especially for tho housing of these people ? Yes, in every
respect.
’ 2178
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S. Maxted, 2178. The evidence that haa been given by other people, and the Press, and other reports which have been
Esq.
handed in from time to time, are not in any way exaggerated ? No, they could not be in my opinion.

4MmC~189G. 217!). It is absolutely erne), dangerous to life and health; and the premises are thoroughly unsuitable

for the purpose for which they are at present occupied ? Yes, in every particular.
2180. And if any alarm of fire or a panic occurred in any of the buildings with these unfortunate people
huddled together on two or three floors, the damage and loss of life would be something frightful ? There
is no doubt about it.
_
2181. Therefore on the ground of the unsuitableness of tbe present buildings you are in accord with
the evidence that has been given and with the recommendations that have been made ? Yes.
_
2182. Does that apply to other places besides tbo Parramatta Institution ? I do not think the Liverpool
buildings are suitable for sick people.
_
2183. That is the stone buildings f None of the Liverpool buildings are suitable for sick people—that is
for the class of sick housed in them at present.
_
218i. Then you agree with Mr. Taylor that they are draughty and cold ? Ido not think they are suitable.
Take the consumptive people for instance. They can never get downstairs ; they arc always kept in one
room.
_
2185. They cannot get the benefit of the sun and fresh air ? No; I may say, as far as Mr. Taylor is
concerned, that I do not agree with anything he has stated. I do not think he spoke about the sick people
at all. He spoke about the Liverpool buildings being unsuitable for any people because they are draughty.
That is all nonsense. Hires are provided everywhere through these buildings during the winter mouths,
and they are provided very liberally,
_
2LSG. You have heard the evidence of the Liverpool aldermen as to the irregularities said to go on in
Liverpool on the part of the old men from the institution. Have any representations been made to you
on that score 7 None whatever. An isolated case may have occurred when an old man has been discharged
from the asylum to go elsewhere, with a shilling in his pocket. He may have got an extra glass of grog,
hut I have no hesitation in saying it has not occurred to any appreciable extent.
2187. Then the accounts are exaggerated? Yes.
21.88. 'Will you provide the Committee with a copy of the regulations of the institution? Yes.
_
2189. I suppose the regulations in regard to patients going outside the institution are very strict ?
Yes.
2190. Are they adhered to ? I am sure they arc, Besides we have never had any complaints.
2191. Then, as regards the Liverpool institution, you do not think it is suitable for consumptive people,
and people suffering from chest complaints ? No.
2192. Is it suitable for a limited number of fairly healthy patients ? Yes ; my objection to the retention
of the building docs not arise from that reason at all,
2193. You are agreeable to that building being wiped out altogether? I agree for reasons I am prepared
to state, to that place being removed after tho Parramatta institution is disposed of, simply on the
ground of economy. I think it would he unnecessary to keep a number of healthy patients there in a
limited area, and at additional cost, who could be removed to an institution on that large Bookwood
estate, where they might be profitably employed. That is my only objection to that place. As an
institution for healthy old men, I think, if an additional area of ground could be secured it might be used
very properly,
2194. But as bead of tbe Department, you are in favour of the concentrated system ? Yery strongly—
under a system of separation of the institutions on the Kookwood Estate; not exactly on the system shown
on the plan which I saw yesterday for tbe first time.
2195. You have handed in a statement dated 26 February, 1896, of your views regarding the Kookwood
proposal? Yes.
.
2196. I notice from that statement that you wish to amplify it, and I would ask you to give any further
reason you have for locating the whole of these people at Kookwood? Tho site appeared to me to
possess special advantages —1. Because it afEorded a chance of placing in separate institutions on a largo
area, so that they should bo properly classified tbe various classes of inmates dealt with in the Government
asylums ; the sick could be separated from tbo sound, and as easily confined to their own respective
grounds as if they were in different towns. 2. The site is elevated and healthy ; a good water supply is
near; I was assured by tho professional advisers of the Government long ago that there would he no
difficulty with regard to drainage; and I see they have stated so in their evidence. 3. There were
buildings already on the ground, erected at a cost of between £20,000 and £30,000 that were suitable,
with alterations, for asylum purposes, and could not be used for any other purposes. 4. The centralisation
of these asylums on this ample site, under a proper system of separation, will save a very large annual
expenditure, although this would not have weighed with me if I had not thought, as I still believe, that
the general scheme which I have proposed would secure the comfort of the sick poor, and the other
classes of inmates who occupy these asylums. While upon this point, however—which seems to me to be
a very material one—1 may mention that the saving in cost of administration that could be effected
by my proposals wrould amount to £4,225 per annum in salaries and wages, which would pay the
interest at 4 per cent, upon the loan vote of £70,000 and leave a surplus of £1,425 from the present
working cost. This is exclusive of the probable saving in rations and ether matters which can only bo
ascertained after a year or two’s experience, but I should think it would amount to at least from £4,000
to £5,000 per annum. I am responsible for the selection of the Kookwood site, acting upon my own
belief, and upon consultations from time to time with the medical officers of the institutions, and also
upon the opinions expressed by two chief secretaries, who carefully considered the whole question after
visiting the locality, and one of whom who was accompanied by no mean medical authority when paying
his official visit with the Principal Dnder Secretary and myself. I wish to impress upon the Committee
that no important step with regard to hospital arrangements has been taken without the advice of the
medical officers, and that the hospital plans have been prepared solely upon their recommendations as
stated by Mr. Vernon and tbo Assistant Government Architect.
2197. If these buildings which were erected for the boys’ reformatory had not been there, would this site
have entered into your mind as a place for the location of infirm and sick people? X think it would. I
thought of several sites, and I may say that step by step, as far as that site is concerned, I have consulted
the medical officers of the Asylum,

2198.
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2198. And they, you say, have approved of it ? They have, right through. They approved of it, as S. Maxted,
Esq.
you see by Mr. Vernon's evidence, when they were called together; and when the whole matter was
explained to tho three of them together, they most strongly approved of it. I should like also to say
with reference to the site, that two Colonial Secretaries have been over the ground,—one of them was
189Gaccompanied by a good medical authority at anyrate. Tho whole scheme was discussed then, and Sir
George Dibbs most strongly approved of tbe proposal.
2199. What I want you to be clear upon is, that it is not because there happens to be Ihose buildings
there that you are fixing upon the site ? Kb. Of course the buildings were there, and I would have asked
for them under any circumstances at that time to relieve the overcrowding, but that did not weigh with me.
2200. But with regard to the statement of yours, that you were backed up by tbo advice of tho medical"
oflicers of the Department, there seems to be a little difference of opinion? "l have seen their evidence,
and 1 am quite incapable of understanding it. I have here a statement of Mr. Vernon in his own hand
writing, and I have the statement of his assistant, Mr. Edwards ; and here, now, is my own evidence upon
oath which distinctly contradicts them. T feel bound to say that, although I say it with extreme regret.
2201. If you look at tbe top of page 2 of the memorandum to which I have just referred, you wilf see
with regard to some question which Mr. Davies asked, that you state—
"
The representations which were made at that meeting I reserve until I am giving evidence, because they hardlv
touch the purpose of this memorandum.
'

Will yon explain that ? The purpose of this memorandum I took to he to make the Committee
acquainted with the history of the site, because I saw from one. or two questions put that the point was not
quite clear; but in addition to that 1 may state that I called these three medical gentlemen together in
the presence of the Government Architect, and the assistant Government Architect.
°
2202. What are their names? Dr. Waugh, Dr. Beattie, and Dr. Brown. J impressed upon those
gentlemen that, so far as the medical aspect of the matter was concerned, they would be held wholly
responsible. I pointed out exactly what the details of the scheme were as I had suggested it. Then I
suggested that they should go over the ground with the Government Architect, and his assistant, and
myself, and fix the sites which were in their opinion best suited for hospital purposes. I have Mr.
Vernon’s endorsement of that in writing, and Mr. Edwards’ endorsement also. They ivere called together
on the 12th December, if my memory serves me correctly.
2203. Now you see that they have somewhat gone back on that? I see by questions 965, 906, and 907.
put by Mr. Davies to Dr. Waugh, that they were not there at all—that they were not consulted.
2201'. Of course that is a matter which remains between them and you ; but 1 would refer you now to
another important medical opinion on this site, and that is tbe opinion of Dr. Ashburton Thompson ■—
you, no doubt, have read his evidence? Very carefully.
’
2205. And you see it is not altogether favourable ? It is not altogether favourable. As that question
has been put I should like tho Committee to put that matter before Dr. Ashburton Thompson again when
he is before it—that is, the question of the suitability of this site with regard to all the inmates now in
tbo Government asylums with tho exception of the consumptive people. I may say at once that I
submitted to Dr. Ashburton Thompson this proposed classification.
2206. ’When? Since he has given evidence. 1 will read it:
Divisions.
Cancer ...
Division 1,
Approximately 500 to he classified. Require regular
Consumptive
500
medical treatment.
Ophthalmia

Division 2.
1,000.

"Paralysis...
Rheumatism
Epileptics
Heart Disease
To he classified. Do not usually require much medical
Senile decay
treatment beyond tonics, stock medicines, and special
Convalescents from the
diet.
‘
general hospitals suffer
ing from fractures, Ac.,
sent on account of
difference in cost.

Division 3.
j Old age and destitution ... To be classified
1,000 (approx.)
Division 4. | “ Casuals."
say, 500.
As the question lias boon raised, I would ask that when Dr. Thompson is examined again that may be
submitted to him—as to whether that proposal has not his absolute approval, provided the four divisions
are placed on suitable sites on the Rookwood ground. I may say at once that ns far as I am concerned,
I would prefer to have the consumptives right away from the estate altogether. I also think it would bo
better to have the cancerous and ophthalmic cases away too. I do not want those hospital people there
at all. But we have them, and wc have to provide for them, and on medical grounds I was assured there
would be no difficulty in providing for them on this estate. That matter was left absolutely in the hands
of the medical officers.
2207. But apart from those objections, Dr. Ashburton Thompson raised certain objections to dealing with
the sewage from this largo number of people which seemed to be rather weighty? ' I can only say again
that the opinion of the officers of the Government who should he best qualified to deal with that question
has been taken, and you will remember wbat it was—that there would be no difficulty if dealing with it.
2208. One of his objections was as to the character of the soil—that possibly it might not be sufficient] v
absorbent for a number of persons, and also that the effiuent, which must be of considerable quantity,
would have to be taken from a great distance, possibly to the Parramatta or Cook’s River ? I saw that!'
2209. Arc not those very weighty objections ? Yes ; I have the very highest respect for Dr. Thompson’s
opinion upon any matter of that kind ; but as I have just pointed out, the scientific officers of the Govern
ment who deal specially with these questions—Mr. Vernon and Mr. Darley—give a distinctly opposite
opinion.
13—M
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2210. "Will you look at questions 109, 110, and 111, put to Mr. Vernon.
Mr. Daries.] Was there a Board appointed, and did it make a suggestion for grouping the whole of the buildings at
Kookwood ? 1 am unable to say.
How, then, did the recommendation to group the whole of the buildings at Rookwood come about—what were your
instructions? M.y instructions wore to consult tlie Director of Benevolent Asyhuns as to wliat was ref|mred.
No Medical Board or Board of Works has sat to make this recommendation ? There whs a meeting of all the medical
officers, with myself—that was subsequent to my instructions—and upon the deliberations of that meeting I based the
'grouping of tbe different classes.

I understood you to say a little time ago that Mr. Vernon 'acted upon the advice of the Government
medical officers ? With reference to the hospital sites.
'
4
2211. Mr. ice.] But what medical officers are you referring to ? Messrs. 'Waugh, Beattie, and Brown.
2212. Mr, Trickett.] Not to the official Medical Board ? No; the ordinary official routine course would
he this—plans would bc prepared by my Department upon tho recommendations made by my Department.
They would go in due course to the Chief Secretary. Then they should have gone on to Dr. Ashburton
Thompson, as the independent consulting medical authority of the Board of Health. Then Dr, Thompson,
if he had seen anything to object to, would have consulted in the first instance with me, or he would have
gone to Mr. Critchett Walker, who would have directed him to come to me. His opinions would have
been noted upon the plans. He would have made a report on the matter which would have gone before
the Chief Secretary. Then it would doubtless have been referred back to Mr, Vernon. There would
have been a general consultation, and the plans would then have come on to the Public Works Committee
in due course in completed form.
_
2213. Then you repeat your own opinion, and also the endorsed statement of Mr. Critchett "Walker, that
this scheme is really prematurely before the Committee ? Yes. Mr. Brunkerhas never seen the thing
at all.
■
2214. You state distinctly that you have not been consulted as to the details of this plan, or as to the
group or location of the various buildings ? I was present at the meeting on the ground that day, with
the medical officers, and the Government Architect, and twice afterwards 1 went to tbe Government.
Architect’s Office as they were drawing the sections to supply them with details of numbers, the rooms
required, kitchens, and so forth. They had just commenced this general plan. They had the proposed
hospital group in it, also Group 2 and Group 3. Group 4 had not been reached.
_
2215. In your statement you say you are very much surprised to find the whole of tbe buildings bad been
placed on an area of (54 acres, whilst the estate over which it was proposed they should bo scattered com
prises an area of (500 acres. Did you point out to Mr. Vernon that it was your scheme that the buildings
should be separated? Here is the statement in the Assistant Government Architects own handwriting.
This is the memorandum of instructions sent to the Assistant Government Architect. Ho called at my
office and asked for some short details as to numbers. This is what ho took down as I spoke to him
Bookwood Genehal Scheme.—Data obtained from Director on 3/12/95.

Classification a sine qua non
General class (to he qtrovided for)
...
...
...
...............
Undesirable (idle loafer class) ...............................................................
Consumptives
.......................................................................................
Cancer
...............
...
...
...............
...
Ophthalmic...............
...
...............
...........................
Hospital (present group of buildings) ...
...
...
...
•••
Additional, against future...
...
...
...

... 1,000
... 500
... 200
... 100
... 300
... 400
... 500

3,000
Construction, brick; Hospitals, tile-lined;
Consumptives in Wards of 25 each b
Cancer
„ „
„ „ „
[■ enclosed with about 100 acres of ground each.
Ophthalmic ,, „
,, 50 „
)
2216. If your suggestion had been carried outthe ophthalmic, cancerous and consumptive hospitals would
have been half a mile apart ? I think about a quarter of a mile ; it means that each hospital was to have
an area of 100 acres of ground.
_
n -v-r
2217. "Would not separating them to tbe extent you propose have increased the cost of drainage ? Yes ;
but 1 think that would have been a minor consideration in view of the necessity for separating them.
2213. Coming back to the question of drainage—beyond the evidence of Mr. Vernon and Mr. Darley,
which you rely on, do you not think that treating tho refuse from over 3,000 people in thick clay-soil,
and then having to let the effluent find its way to such a distance as .Parramatta or Cook’s Biyer by open,
drainage, would he a serious objection ? I can only make this reply—that that, in my opinion, was a
question purely for the scientific officers of the Government to deal with, and their evidence was very
clear upon the point. Of course the same statement was made to me with regard to the drainage—that
there would he no difficulty whatever about it,
2219. You do not set up your opinion against that of Dr. Ashburton Thompson, and, T may add, Dr.
Benwiek, who is very strong upon the subject ? 1, of course, have the highest respect for Sir Arthur
Benwiek’s opinion, hut so far as 1 remember, he was only strong on the point, of aggregating these people.
He did not oiler an opinion on the question of drainage.
_
2220. If such an eminent authority as Dr. Thompson, who is one of nur leading men connected with the
Board of Health, is of a certain opinion, do you not think that that opinion should have a certain weight?
Ccrtainlv ; and it should be weighed in conjunction with the evidence given by Mr. Vernon and Mr,
Darley. ’ It is just a question of doctors’ differing. It occurs to me that it is rather an engineering
than a medical question after all.
2221. Have you read Mr. Davies’ evidence ? Yes ; hut I would like to know whether he proposes to put
in a sewer which a man could walk through, and whether such a sewer would bo necessary.
2222.
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2222. Look nt page 42 of the evidence of Dr. Thompson, and you will see the following:—
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S. Maxted,

Swcmti/r mid Dramar/p,—This is a very important matter ■which should be thoroughly considered, mul even worked
^
out, before ^proceeding to examine other points. Supposing 2,.TOO or 3,000 people to bc boused at this place, and connection 4 Mar., 1896.
with the ostern .Suburbs Sewerage Scheme to be for tho present impossible, then a scheme for disposing of the liquid and
solid wastes must bo shown to be practically possible, or olsc the position is untenable. I think there can ho no dill'erenco
of opinion that so largo an establishment should bc systematically sewered on the water-carriage system, and that disposal
should lie by filtration, arrangements being made to draw off ns much of the flow’ as might lie required on cultivation ai cas.
All surface and roof waters should he conveyed by separate gutters to any natural outfall ; and then the sewage to be dealt
with would be nearly invariable 111 quantity. I do not suppose it could be less than 14 gallons a head a day, or about
1)0,090 gallons from a population of 3,000. On this plan there would he water-closets or latrines, which, if they can bo
bad, are vastly preferable on all counts to pail-closets, f know of no alternative to this plan ; the liquid w’astos must bo
thus provided for, and to deal otherwise with solid wastes appeals to mo a complication for whicli there is nothing to bo
said. If tho filter-beds were scientifically laid out and managed, the effluent would be fit to enter any natural watercourse
not drawn upon for drinking purposes. If there be no alternative, then it is a prime necessity to ascertain whether this
plan can bo carried out on this area. There is no doubt that it could not bo done on an area of soil such as has been
described without a great deal of expensive preparation. But, of course, it could be done ; the governing consideration is
coat, aud that is one on which engineers alone can speak with authoiity.

Do you uot think on an establishment of this kind containing 3,000 people, it is rather a dangerous
experiment, seeing that these old people are supposed to work it largely themselves, and seeing that it is
a long way from tho Parramatta or Cook’s Kivcrs, it is rather a dangerous experiment to have the sewerage
of this mass of people treated in this artificial way, when a very slight hitch might throw the whole system
out of gear and imperil the whole of tho surrounding districts ? So far as working it by the old men is
concerned, it would be done under competent oversight. I can only say as Dr, Ashburton Thompson
said, “ Tho question is one on which engineers alone can speak with authority.”
2223. But you must admit, seeing that there is a largo number of people, it is a serious and primary con
sideration in dealing with the Bookwood site ? Undoubtedly.
2224. A\rith regard to tho detailed plans, you still emphasise your statement that you were not con
sulted with regard to them, owing to your being laid up ill ? I was largely consulted, but I have not
seen them at their fully developed stage.
2225. If you had been consulted, I understand you would have recommended the buildings being placed
much further apart than the plans proposed ? Certainly ; the memorandum from the assistant architect
shows that. Of course, that cau easily be done now.
222(i. According to tho memorandum aud your evidence, you appear to have been guided and assisted by
the evidence and advice of tho medical officers of the various institutions? With regard to the hospitals
and general suitability of the site for so many people.
2227. Independent of these medical gentlemen, did you have any other advice to assist you in selecting
tho Bookwood site ? iXo, I do not think I had in the first instance—not when I proposed it. Of course,
.1 brought my own experience, as far as 1 considered it to be valuable in the management of these places,
to bear upon the question.
2228. Then, I understand that the real reason for the site being selected by you was, in the first instance,
the visit in company with Sir George Dibbs, the fact of these buildings being there whicli could be partly
utilised, the subsequent addition to those buildings, and. then the subsequent visit of yourself, the Colonial
Architect, Mr. lid wards, and tiic three medical gentlemen ? Yes, and my own independent belief, that the
site was, in alt respects, a thoroughly suitable one.
2229. Do you approve of the plans submitted to our consideration or not? As thev stand, 1 do not.
2230. AVill you explain what you take exception to ? With regard to the cancer, ophthalmic, aud con
sumptive hospitals, or Group 4,1 object to them, because they arc in the wrong position.
2231. They ought not to be in tho southern part of the ground ? It was Dr. Waugh who, in the first
instance, suggested that site. 1 suggested that it should be nearer to the Medical Superintendent’s
residence, on the northern portion facing west. 'Dr. Waugh said thal would not he a good aspect, and
ho pointed out the other.
2232. Why did he point out the other? lie said you could get there a north-easterly aspect, particu
larly for the consumptives.
2233. Mr. Dailies.] Tou were pointing out your objections to the arrangement as shown on tho plan ;—
will you describe your objections ? My objection is particularly with regard to tho three hospitals
referred to.
2234. You arc strongly opposed to the location of those three hospitals ? Yes, they would be better
away.
2235. Did you read Dr. Waugh’s evidence ? Yes.
2236. You find he swears he has never been consulted ? Yes.
2237. Do you find Dr. Beattie also swearing he was never consulted? I do not think he went so far as
that. I saw at. any rate that he had tried to disconnect himself from the matter.
2238. Did you see that Dr. Yiolette also said that he had not been consulted ? Dr. Brown was acting as
Dr. Yiolctte's locum tcncnc.
2239. Who went over the ground with you and apportioned the sites ? Drs. Waugh, Beattie, and
Brown.
2240. Would these gentlemen have any purpose to serve by declaring an untruth to the Committee? I
do not wish to impute a motive at all in the matter; but I am here simply to state facts. I believe these
gentlemen of course to be absolutely truthful, but here is tho official record against them. It is nonsense
for them to talk like that.
2241. They are good and faithful officers ? As far as Dr. Beattie is concerned, 1 have found him to be an
excellent officer for attending upon the sick—an able man in his profession ; and 1 may sav that if I
discussed this question once with him, I have discussed it twenty times; and I think if he were recalled
and the question wore put to him he would not deny it.
2212. But you observe from the evidence you have perused that he has denied it? Yes, ho has. Here,
however, is the evidence of the Government Architect—his sworn testimony. 1 have also the written
testimony of the Assistant Government Architect, and hero is my own evidence. There is also the oilicial
record of the visit to the ground. If you notice Dr. Waugh’s evidence in other places, when he wasasked
if he were consulted from time to time, you will see that lie is very shifty, and says he might have been
spoken to about it.
2243.
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S. Mnxted, 2243. Is the idea for the concentration of the whole of the pauper inmates of the different asylums an
8<h
idea of your own ? Yes ; the idea originated with me in the first instance.
4,JIar^l696
^aTe you in any document, other than those before the Committee, put that view before the
' Colonial Secretary ? Not in writing. I have had discussions from time to time. 'When tho idea first
occurred to me I consulted iny own officers. Then the question was put before the Colonial Secretary,
and he visited the ground.
'
2245. But there is no official document to show that you made representations to the Colonial Secretary
direct of the great necessity for concentrating the whole of the pauper patients at Bookwood ? Not other
than those which have been shown, and my report of five years ago.
2246. In tho statement which you sent to the Committee the other day you suggested that the buildings
should he spread over the whole of the land? Yes.
2247. You also stated that in conjunction with the Medical Superintendents and the Colonial Architect
you went over the land and picked out a site ? Yes.
2248. Did you pick out the sito where the buildings are grouped together ou the plan ? I suggested tho
site for the casuals or Group 3, and also Group 5.
2249. Did you suggest Group 2 ? No; that was Mr. Vernon’s idea.
2250. Did you agree with him ? Yes.
2251. If you proposed or suggested that the buildings should he spread over this largo area of,COO acres,
1
how does it come about that they are all pretty well blocked together on G2 acres ? Because, as I tell
you, the matter was brought before the Committee before its time. As far as my suggestion for tho
separation goes, I have handed in a memorandum from the Assistant Government Architect which
thoroughly endorses that suggestion, with regard to the hospitals at any rate.
2252. But does it not appear to be a contradiction of your own statement when you say that 3rou, in
conjunction with the medical officers and Mr. Vernon, met on the ground, went over it. and located the
different buildings, and then that you should say that the buildings were not located where you agreed
to? I did not say that. I have stated that the hospital sites were located absolutely7 in accordauce with
the recommendations of the three medical officers. Mr, Vernon has so stated in his evidence.
2253. He does not state that he was instructed by you 1o locate these buildings distances apart? I have
no power to instruct him to do that. "When the details were furnished to Mr. Vernon the matter was,
practically, out of my hands, except with regard to furnishing him with whatever information he might
require with regard to accommodation. It is for Mr. Vernon to make the plans.
2254. Are we to understand you are the officer responsible for the proposal to concentrate the whole of
the paupers at Bookwood? Yes.
2255. And you arc actuated with a desire to secure economy in management? Tes,aud the better treat'
ment of the various classes of inmates in these institutions.
2256. Can you point to any similar institutions in which large numbers of patients are concentrated as
you propose, and in which the results have been as satisfactory as they have been in smaller institutions 7
I can give you a list of instances where there are larger numbers.
2257. Can you tell us what the results have been ? No.
2258. I have asked you if you did not state that you went with Mr. Vernon and the medical superinten
dents of the institutions to Kookwood to locate the different buildings ? Yes.
2259. Then I asked you if (he buildings have been located according to the decision of that board, or what
ever you like to call it ? So far as tbe casuals ivere concerned wo were unanimous.
'
2260. Are the buildings, as shown on the plan, located according to the positions you, and the medical
experts allotted along with Mr. Yernon? No, not altogether. 1 have explained that I object to the
hospitals.
22G1. That is the only part you object to ? Yes ; but I would rather see Groups 1 aud 2 put 100 acres
apart. It would cost more, of course, because they would want separate treatment. I do not know
whether you have noticed the class of patients it is proposed to put in Group 1. There are patients
who require very little medical attendance—paralysed people, people suffering from heart disease,
and so on.
22G2. Are not 50 per cent, of the entire inmates in the hospital ? No, about 1,400. That includes tho
consumptive, cancerous, and ophthalmic patients. As far as Group 1 is concerned you have to take from
that number the consumptives, the ophthalmic, and the cancerous patients.
2263. They are all included in the gross number ? Yes; but they would not be accommodated in Group 1.
2264. How many are permanently in hospital out of the 2,800 patients ? The numbers vary very much,
but you could make sure of 600 always being there.
2265. From your knowledge of the treatment of the inmates of the diflerent institutions, you say that at
least 40 per cent, are sick in the hospital ? Yes, they are chronic cases—cases which do not require
regular medical treatment, but tonics and plenty of nourishment.
2266. Then you are responsible for tbe idea of concentrating the whole of the paupers of the Colony in
one spot, simply on the ground, as you believe, of economy? The evidence I have given is that the
reasons which actuated me in suggesting this scheme were, first, that I thought it would secure tbe better
comfort of the sick, and next, a cheaper administration.
2267. How do you arrive at that conclusion ? I pointed out yesterday that the sick and the sound arc
at present indiscriminately mixed together in the separate institutions, without any chance of classifying
them.
2268. There is a failure of space for classifying them ? Yes. Then with regard to the site for tho sick,
as I have already explained, I have consulted the medical officers of the institutions from time to time.
With regard to the question of economy, I have worked out the figures.
2269. What do you consider would be a fair and reasonable number of patients for one medical superin
tendent to see to ? It depends on the class of cases. One medical officer, with an assistant to act as
dispenser—and on that point I particularly consulted the three medical officers—could manage all the
duties appertaining to 2,6(10 inmates. Most of his trouble would lie amongst tbe cancerous, ophthalmic,
and consumptive cases. The superintendent would manage the rest. Tbo epileptic, heart disease,
paralysed, and rheumatic people require very little medical assistance.
2270. A large portion of tbe saving would he in the salaries of medical officers and others ? Salaries and
wages.
r
2271. On the 9th February the inmates numbered 3,540, of which 650 were women ? Yes.
2272.
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2272. You have stated that a portion of your saving would bc effected by the paupers being concentrated S. Matted,
Esq.
on one spot, necessitating only one medical man with an assistant to act as dispenser;—what would bo
the saving in that respect ? I have the details with me, and 1 will read them.
4 Mar., 1806.
Economy of Scheme.

Existing arrangement.

Liverpool Asylum..................
Macquarie-street Asylum......
Gcorge-street Asylum ...........
Rookwood Asylum ..............
Glenfield...................................
Rent o£ Glenfield ..................
Rent, of Harris-strecfc Cottage.
Paddock, M.A. ......................
Storekeeper............................
Inspector ..............................
Freight ...................................

Proposed arrangement.

£
2,327
1,403
l,8u8
2,151
573
150
275
50
200
200

s.
4
17
17
It
11
0
0
0
0
0

d.
8
0
7
5
10
0
0
0
0
0

200 0 0

£9,400 2 e
Saving in working expenses.,....................
Ophthalmic Surgeon ................... ...............
Night-soil..................... ...............................

Chief Medical Officer ..............................
Assistant Medical Officer and Dispenser,
Superintendent .........................................
Matrons, 2 at £150 ...................................
Assistant Matrons, 2 at £75 ....................
Clerk ..........................................................
Assistant Clerks, 2 at £100.......................
Storekeeper ..............................................
Clergymen, 2 at £75.................................
Bakers, 1 at £150, 2 at £100..................
Cooks, 3 at £50...........................................
Herdsman ..................................................
Attendants, Nurses, 25 at £60 ...............
Gratuities to inmates .............................
Gardener......................................................

£

650
300
400
300
150
150
200
150
150
350
150
75
1,500
1,000
100
£5,025

£3,775

2 6

200 0 0
250 0 0

£4,225 2 0
Also to be considered :—Cheaper cost of provisions consequent upon supply to large number ; earnings of men ;
saving of waste ; all of which cannot lie fixed approximately without at least one or two years’ experience of working of
scheme. Must amount to several thousands of pounds sterling.
Non: —The saving ou working expenses, fro., pays the interest (£2,SOO) ou borrowed money for the buildings at £70,000, and leaves a surplus
of £1,425 per annum.

There are a good many works going on at Hooltwood. For instance, the irrigation works are included
in the expenditure.
_
2273. But that is done hy tho men? There aro two or three salaries to he paid. There is a salary of
£150 for the overseer. Then there are ttvo or three labourers and a number of men who are paid small
sums. There are some buildings going on, a cottage for instance, in regard to which wages are paid.
That cottage is being built departmental])'.
2274. Is Ihe new pavilion being put up in the same way ? No, that is done by contract; but the best
pavilion you saw at Newington was put up by day labour, and by inmates under the supervision of the
Government Architect.
2275. Mr. Fegan.'] Aud tbe work was done better? Yes, in my opinion.
227G. Afr. Davies.] What is tbe rent of the farm at Glenfield ? £150 a year. I wish to explain the
item of night-soil. At present we pay the Parramatta Council about £000 a year for taking away the
night-soil of the George-street and Macquarie-street Asylums. A price was putin for treating all tho
night-sod on the ground of the asylum for £250 a year. 1 have simply put that down as a possible saving.
2277. That is to treat it at Kookwood ? Yes.
227S. Could not moat of the saving bc effected without these alterations ? I do not sec how it could.
2279. If one medical man can look after 3‘,000 patients, could not one of thorn ho dispensed with out of
the three you have at the present time ? It is not proposed that one medical man should look after 3,000
patients, I have pointed out that practically the medical man is not wanted for the 1,500 patients in
Groups 2 aud 3, Very little medical attention is wanted in Group 1.
2280. You state that 1,500 will not require medical attendance? Tes.
2281. And there are 3,000 patients altogether? Yes.
2282. That leaves 50 per cent, to look after ? Yes.
_
2283. “Would not one medical man bo able to do that? I do not think he would; there is the dispensing
to ho done.
2234. If one medical man, with an assistant to dispense, is sufficient for 3,000, surely one should ho
enough for 1,500? Supposing the caucer, ophthalmic, and consumptive patients were taken away
altogether, there would still have to he a medical superintendent to- take charge of the other people,
because something might happen at any moment.
2285. Then that knocks your scheme of economy out of time? I fail to see it, I still assert that the
1,000 in Group 1 require very little medical attendance.
2280. How many people do you think a doctor could see in a day? It would all depend upon what they
wore suffering from,
2287. Have you any experience of hospital work ? I have had charge of these institution for seven years.
2288. Have you ever known a medical man attend to 1,000 patients? Not to patients suffering from
active diseases. You are assuming that all these patients are actually sick people.
2289. If Hr. Beattie has sworn it took kirn all his time to attend to the patients at Liverpool where there
arc 900, would he be able, with an assistant, to attend to 3,000 similar patients ? No. He now has the
cancerous and consumptive patients to attend to There arc not 3,000 hospital patients. There are
1,500 who do not want medical treatment at all. Then you come to Group 1 where there are people not
suffering.
2290. Hr. Waugh says he has as much as he can do to attend fo the patients at George-street? He has
to deal with all official documents as well. I daresay his whole time may he taken up by his official duties
in that way.
2291. Hr. Beattie has sworn the same thing ? 1 will stake my official position upon the reply which Hr.
Ashburton Thompson will give if you ask him the question with regard to these two officers, as to whether
thoy would not be amply sufficient 1 am satisfied ho would say they would he amply sufficient to attend
upon all these people, considering the nature of ihe complaints in Group 1, and the fact that there aro
1,500 people who do not want medical attendance at all.
2292. What would bc the salaries effected by the saving ? The principal saving is effected in the wagessheets. It costs very little more to manage 1,000 people than it docs to manage 500.
2293.
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8. Maxted, 2293. Tou recommend that the patients should he treated in one block at Rookwood to effect a saving of
9t*'
£4,000 P Not in one block, and not for the purpose of saving £4,000 at all, but on tho same piece of
d/Mar^lSSS
*n sePar;l*c blocks, for the purpose of securing the better comfort and treatment of tbe inmates, and
■’
' effecting better classification, and finally on grounds of economy,
2294. Is the treatment at present very bad P I do not say it is. Of course it is not bad.
2295. To effect a saving of £4,000 a year, and to obtain greater efficiency, you have recommended that
the whole of the patients should be located at Rookwood P Yes.
2296. Tou say you would have greater efficiency;—can you point out any instance where paupers have
been massed together where greater efficiency has been the outcome as compared with smaller institutions?
I do not know of any other institution in these colonies which has so many patients, but I can give you a
list of instances elsewhere, and they are institutions whicli are under very keen supervision.
2297. Would efficiency be more thoroughly secured by one Medical Superintendent than by three? I
do not think it would. I have suggested two instead of throe.
2298. When you made choice of Rookwood as a spot desirable for housing all the poor out of the
institutions, did you give any attention at all to tho system of drainage and seiverageP Tho question
was first raised when Sir George Dibbs was up there. Then, when the Assistant Government Architect
was carrying out the drainage there, it ivas declared that there would be no trouble whatever about it.
2299. Where does the drainage empty itself ? It is only a system of irrigation beds.
2300. Are they not a disgrace ;—do you call that treatment of seivagc matter scientific, or in accordance
with the principles of a sewage farm ? I did not propose to adopt that system. That is a matter which
the engineers of the Government could advise about. It is a matter for which I am not responsible.
2301. Is not the first consideration in connection with hospital treatment the provision of a proper
system of drainage and a good supply of water? Certainly. Mr. Vernon and Mr, Darley have both
declared that there would be no difficulty about that.
2302. Dave you read their evidence ? Yes. That is the evidence also which has been given by Dr.
Ashburton Thompson,
2303. That there will be a great difficulty in effecting a thorough system of drainage ? Mr. Vernon says
there will he no difficulty. Ho was asked the following question:—
Supposing this scheme is carried out, and these 2,900 people are removed to Kookwood, have you any apprehension,
from what you know of sanitary matters, that the site will probably have to be abandoned on account of defective
drainage ? I have not the slightest fear of that.

That is very clear.
2304. But if you go a little further you will find he has very grave doubts ? Mr. Vernon does not
contradict that.
2305. You know the character of the soil ? It is clay. Of course it would have to be very much broken
up before it could absorb anything.
”
2306. Your own common-sense, apart from any engineering knowledge, is sufficient to point out that
that is not the character of land to absorb sewage matter? No ; not to absorb sewage matter, of course.
It is the same sort of land as that which the Callan Park Asylum is built upon. They get rid of their
matter mostly by the pipes, but they bury some of it. Dr. Ashburton Thompson says it is a question
after all which must be left to the engineers, and the engineers say that there is no difficulty about it.
2307. The best sanitary engineer who has come before the Committee swears that there is a great
difficulty, hut that it can be got over by a large expenditure? Yes; I saw that Mr. Davies differed to
some extent both with Mr. Vernon and Mr. Darley.
2308. Notwithstanding the defective nature of the locality for drainage, you are still in favour of the
scheme ? I say that, weighing the evidence as it is before me, with reference to the question of drainage,
1 do not see any reason to shake my opinion that it would be a good scheme to have these buildings there,
as I have pointed out, with the exception of the three hospitals to which I have referred.
2309. How many cancer patients have you in the whole of the asylums ? About forty or fifty ; they are
all at Liverpool.
2310. Could they not betaken to Little Bay ? They could undoubtedly.
2311. Would it not be more satisfactory ? It becomes a question of cost. These cases are sent to us
because they can he more economically managed in the Government Asylums.
2312. Do you know the cost per head of the patients at Little Bay ? I think about £33.
2313. And there are a number of people located at Little Bay who could be treated at your institutions ?
No. As it is considered they can be treated at my institutions, theyare forwarded on because of the.
greater economy. I see no reason why tbe cancer patients could not bc treated at Little Bay beyond the
question of costs.
2314. Do you knowr the cost of the cancer patients in the Liverpool building? £19 to £20 per head.
2315. How many ophthalmic patients have yon in the different institutions ? They are centralised
pretty well at the Macquarie-street Asylum. In round numbers they will be about 200.
2310. How many consumptive cases have you in the different institutions ? At present nearly 200.
2317. Where are they principally located ? Liverpool,
2318. Have you any consumptive cases at Rookwood ? A few in the early stages.
2319. Do you draft patients suffering from consumption from the other institutions to Liverpool ? Yes ;
if they are at all serious cases they go to Liverpool in the first instance.
2320. Then at Liverpool yOu have no proper system of classification ? No ; you cannot secure one.
2321. That all arises from a want of space ? Yes.
2322. Then your idea is, if this or some other scheme is carried out to house these poor people, to classify
them? Yos.
2323. Have you made representations to the Government, independent of wdiat we have before us, as to
the necessity for classification ? Not independently of what you have before you, but J thiuk there are
about half a dozen representations.
2324. You are aware that a Commission some years ago recommended a classification of the patients in
connection with all these institutions ? f do not recollect it; but I have no doubt they did.
2325. And nothing haa been done from that time to this ? There has certainly been an improvement in
that respect, as far as it could be effected. •
2326. Your great difficulty has been a want of space ? Yes.
2327. How does it come about that there has been such a great increase of patipers seeking admission to
the
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the institutions during the last three years ? I cannot tell you, I described yesterday the method under S. Maxted,
which they get in, and showed pretty well that it was almost impossible for a man to get in unless it was
®3<b
absolutely necessary that he should get there.
4/Mar^l89G
232H. If the increase keeps on pro raiat you will want a larger institution than is nmv proposed ? It is
’’
'
obvious that if the increase goes on we shall want a very much larger institution. I suppose it arises
from tho depressed times. AVe got a good many from the hospitals.

TRUTHSBAY,

5

MARGE,

1896.

•grrsent: —
THOMAS THOMSON PAVING, Esq. (Chairman).
The
The
The
The

Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.

Frederick Thomas Humphery.
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
John Daties, C.M.G.
John Lionel Fegan, Esq.
James Hoskins.
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
"William Joseph Trickett.
Georoe Black, Esq.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.

The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Kookwood for InGrm and
Destitute Persons.
'
Sydney Masted, Esq., Director of Government Asylums, sworn, and further examined:—
2329. Mr. Davies.'] You have some statements to present to the Committee ? I was asked yesterday to S. Maxtwl,
prepare a statement of the saving in tho cost per head under the proposed new policy. Assuming my
Ka<lfigures to be correct, it comes to nearly £3 per head. You asked me to obtain a statement showing the *
distribution of the charity vote. I have it here for the last year. Kcferenco was made yesterday to the " a'r'’ ®
difference in the management cost of the Liverpool and George-street Asylums. For the moment I was
unable to give the cost. The cause is that £280 of the Medical Superintendent’s salary at the Georgestreet Asylum is charged to Macquarie-street. He has the two places. There is a baker at £130 a year
at the Liverpool Asylum, who is not employed at George-street. The baker who bakes for the Georgestreet and Macquarie-street Asylums, bakes at Macquarie-street, and there is an extra matron and assistant
matron at the Liverpool Asylum at £60 a year. The difference between the two places is £190, The
items I have just enumerated total £470; so that the figures are, excepting for numbers, in favour of tho
Liverpool Asylum.
2330. But the number of inmates at George-street and Macquarie-street are much larger than at Liver
pool ? Yes ; the figures still show in favour of the Liverpool Asylum.
2331. How do you account for the expense of Kookwood? At Rookwood it will be less this year. In
that year the irrigation works were charged.
2332. Chairman!] You were to furnish the number of paupers in this and tho adjoining colonies with the
cost of maintaining them ? I have that return here :—
Cost of Paupers, 1894-5.
Country,

Great Britain ..................................
Victoria.......................................... .
Bo casuals ........ ......................

do cancor cases ......................
8outh Australia ..............................
Bo
cancer, ophthalmic,
and consumptive coses.
Queensland ..................................
Bo
cancer, ophthalmic, and
consumptive cases.
New South Wales ...... ...................

is

Population.

38,104,975
1,180,043

Number of Paupers,

1,018,028
1,418
744
(exclusive of can
cer, consumptive,
and ophthalmic
cases).

Proportion of
paupers to
population.

Cost.

Cost per henrl,

I________

1 in every—
£
s.
37 19,007,613 0
540
19,410 0
0,827 0

(1.
0
0
0

£
19
13
9

s.
6
13
3

3.
4
9
7

37 5 G
13 4 4
53 5 7

352,707

322

1,095

4',250 0 O

445,155

824

540

10,712 0 0

13

3,356*

431*

51,017 0 0*

71 2 O
14 7 3*

1,251,450

0 0

* Gcnoml avorare ; but dividing tho.inmates into “ Yards and " Hospitals,” so as to make a comparison with other colonies, the result
Yards, £11 IBs. Sd. ; hospitals, £10 is. lid.
.

I should like to explain that they do not deal as largely in the other colonies with what are called
the general hospital eases. 1 shall have to get those figures m order fo make a fair comparison,
lor instance, they have separate institutions for cancer, consumptive, and ophthalmic eases—they do
not come into the general pauper institutions. You questioned me very closely with reference
to the matter of drainage. 1 should like this short statement to be made portion of my evidence:—
In reply to some of the questions put fo me yesterday with reference to fine alieged difficulty of carrying
out a proper sewerage system at the Kookwood Asylum, I stated that it appeared to mo that the best
engineering authorities of the Government had already given evidence to the effect that such a system
could easily be provided. ^ I was asked to point out the evidence justifying that statement. At the
moment 1 could not find it. I have, however, since looked through the Minutes of Evidence, of which
the Committee has kindly allowed mo to bo furnished with a copy, and I now with very great inspect, in
support of my statement yesterday, direct the Committee’s attention to the following questions and the
replies thereto: Mr. Yernon, Government Architect, questions and answers Nos. 5, 30, 38, 346. Mr.
Darley,
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S. Maxted, Darley, President of tlie Metropolitan Board of Water Supply and Sewerage, Is’os. 1335, 1337,1351'.
^stl‘
But principally in support of my statement I draw attention to the report of Mr. Davis, C.E., which
recommends
that the sewage bo treated by precipitation and filtration, and the effluent discharged into
5 ’ ar'’ ' ' the Bookwood
Cemetery drain. The total cost of dealing with the sewage nnder this method, including
interest on machinery, is fixed at £725 a year, but Mr. Davis stated, in reply to Mr. Black (questions
1554-55) and Mr. Hassall (questions 1569 to 1571), that if the isolation hospitals were dispensed with
and any other buildings (say the casual group) placed on another sito some thousands of feet of sewers
would be done away with, and the cost of the sewers, above tbo sewage disposal works, vyould bc brought
down to £1,000 instead of £4,153. There is so much land available in a northerly direction that this
change of site could be effected, and still allow full scope for carrying out the principle of separate insti
tutions. These figures reduce the cost of the works from £S,435 to £4,282. The interest upon this, at
4 per cent., would be about £177 a year. Then add Mr, Davis’s estimate of the working expenses of
the sewage scheme, £420 a year, and it appears to me that the difficulty which has been raised as to
drainage, &c., can be solved by an annual outlay of about £597. Now seeing tbat, as Mr. Davis states,
the G-overnment are at present paying £652 17s. a year merely to remove the nightsoil from the Parra
matta institutions, the cost of successfully disposing of this important question of drainage at Bookwood
can hardly be considered as worthy of consideration, if it is held to be the principal objection to carrying
out the proposed scheme. Of course, if Mr. Davis’s proposal is carried out, there will be a large saving
in labour in connection with the present irrigation works, and the great saving per annum that will be
accomplished under tho general proposals for concentration will, I submit, justify a very much larger
expenditure to secure good drainage than Mr. Davis has proposed. 1 would just point out tbat Mr.
Hickson, Engineer-in-Chief for Public Works, declares Mr. Davis’s scheme to be “efficient and econo
mical.” I respectfully ask tbat this brief explanation may be made a portion of my evidence.
2333. Mr. 2*rickett.~\ In answer to questions 1545, 1546, and 15 f7, Mr. Davis states tbat he does not
regard the land as suitable for sewage farms—he does not think the area large enough nor the land suit
able ? I see that.
'
2334. 3Ir. Davies.] Mr. Yernon, in his second examination, also goes back on his former statement? I
was told he had done so, but bis evidence does not show it.
_
2335. ILfr, Hoskins.] The statement made by Mr. Davis as to the area not being large enough is very
explicit ? Yes. The figures I have presented seem to me to be very economical. It would cost less tn
work this scheme than it is now costing to remove the soil from tho two Parramatta institutions by
the Borough Council.
'
2336. Mr. Davies.] When the Committee rose yesterday I was endeavouring to elicit the cause of the
great increase in the admissions into the institutions during the last three years
can you explain it ?
1 cannot explain it. except that wc have a very large number extra from the hospitals. 1 can obtain tho
details. No doubt the depression has had something to do with it.
_
2337. How many do you think have been admitted from the different hospitals ? Prom the Coast Hospital
last year 137 patients were sent on to us, as against 132 in the previous year, as against 80 in the year
before that, as against 98 in tbe year before that, and 82 and 81 in the preceding years.
2338. Did they come to the institution for admission by the order of the Government? They were
pauper patients, taken from the metropolitan hospitals when convalescent, and sent to the Government
asylums to be treated in order to save cost at the other hospitals.
2339. That system is quite new- to me, as the Director of the Sydney Hospital ? It has been done for years.
2340. Does not the Government give an order for these paupers and send them straight to Little Bay ?
No; the application is made, and we send the orders for tho transmission of these people from these
hospitals.
_
2341. You want the Committee to understand that the sick poor treated temporarily in tho hospitals arc;
sort to this institution ? Yes. Supposing a man is taken in with a, broken leg, and the bone is setting,
lie is sent to us. Ho would, perhaps, be sent to Liverpool or Bookwood with his leg in plaster to save
the cost of completing his cure in the general hospital.
2342. Can you give a list of patients who are sent in that way ? Yes ; I have a history of every one of
the cases.
2343. Does that account for the great increase in the additional admissions? No; it does not affect it
very materially.
2344. You do not get a very large number from the other colonies? No.
2345. Having these large annual accessions in the number of inmates, and yon only provide in the new
buildings for 3,300 patients, what provision do you intend to make in the future for the great increase
which must take place ? I cannot say. If the increase goes on, and every case admitted is a deserving
one, provision will have to be made.
2346. You are only making provision practically for those who are now housed ? About 500 extra.
2347. The accommodation of this building will be 3,300, and you have now 2,900? Yes.
234S. So that there will be provision made for about 400 extra, who will come in probably in one year ?
Possibly. There was a decrease last year of fifty.
2349. More by deaths than anything else? The death-rate was not above the usual proportion.
2350. How do you account for the larger proportion of deaths at Liverpool than at George-street, where
there is a larger population ? Because of the consumptive and cancer patients. There are no consump
tive or cancer patients at George-street.
2351. But the whole of tho cancer patients are a small item? There are fifty. There is not much
difference in the proportion of deaths—it is about equal.
2352. Are there healthier patients at Bookwood. On the whole I think they are.
2353. You have not taken the ophthalmic patients from there ? They have not any there.
2354. All you have there are the sick ? The chronic sick—people who would be under Group 1, and the
others who would be under Group 2.
2355. If you carry out your project to house the whole of the 3,300 patients, you will have the chronic
sick, as well as those who are kale and hearty, together? Yes; in separate institutions on the one
estate of 600 acres.
2356. And the cancerous and consumptive patients who might be termed convalescent would be able lo
walk about the ground ? Yes; within their own area.
2357.
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2357. Right up to the water supply ? No. Ror instance, tho consumptive hospital is placed further S. Maxted,
away from the water supply, and that is the only thing there is any danger about. They only could
possibly convey any contagion, and I should he glad to see them away from the institution altogether; .
also tho cancerous patients. The cost is the only objection. There are fifty of them. We arc keeping a
’
them at £19 a year, aud tho cost was really £60 a year at the Coast Hospital,
235S. In this charge of £60 a year, did they take into consideration the cost of the building of the
institutions ? No.
2359. Is it a fair thing to charge the capital cost of the land against this project of yours ? It is not done
in any G-overnment institution in the country.
2360. Why should it not be done ? It is never done. It is not done in connection with the Sydney or
I rince Alfred Hospitals or any other institution.
\
2361. Mr. Blade.'] You mean, I suppose, that as a matter of comparison it would not be fair to do it in
this case because it is not done in others ? Yes.
23611. Mr, Davies.] If your suggested proposal is carried out you will have ample accommodation for 3,000
patients? Yes.
2363. Aud with the annual growth we have had lately it would soon become necessary to increase that
accommodation _ Of course, if the annual growth went on it would be necessary to provide for it.
dy. . s ^ 1h°|'
presume that the annual growth will go on in the future as it has done in the past?
It is impossible to answer that question.
.
4A°
we are Jikely to increase our pauper patients? I hope not. It is difficult to foresee
what the social or commercial condition of the country is likely to he. I can only say that no patient is
admitted without going through the fire of a very rigid examination,
2366. You are not able to tell tho Committee whether there is likely to be increased accommodation
required within the next two or threc'years ? It would be impossible to say.
■
2367. We have had statements from the aldermen of Liverpool to the effect that cancerous and con
sumptive cases arc permitted to leave tho building and mingle with the people in the town;—is that true
^ am ln0^ emP^n'1'ie i'1 saying it is untrue. It is absolutely untrue.
-36S. Do 3'our regulations prevent the possibility of cancer patients who are isolated on the banks of
George s River going into tbe town of Liverpool? They could not get in. They would have to.be in
collusion with two or three attendants, and they could not possibly get in.
2< 69, Hiue you at any time had a complaint that any one of them suffering from cancer has been in the
Jlave never had any representation of the kind made to me.*
■ '
*■
. ve WL1
anJ complaint with reference to consumptive patients mingling with the townspeople
and being a nuisance to them r No. Indeed we are so careful that I may state that at one time I found that
a tew ot these unfortunates who walk about were allowed to stroll into the park, which is opposite, and
seeing m the course of my reading that that was dangerous, I consulted Dr. Beattie about it, and they
were never allowed to go out afterwards ; but there was no complaint made.
371. I presume you have read the evidence of Alderman Cole and other evidence to the effect that
cancerous and consumptive patients were allowed to go about the town? Yes.
'
2372. And they attribute some of tho diseases which have broken out in the homes of some of the people
to contact with these eld men from the asylum ? I can only say I have never had any complaint, and I
cannot believe their statements can possibly be correct.
2373. Arc your regulations sufficiently stringent to-prevent the possibility of anything of the kind?
J mre is a printed regulation which prevents any of them going out without getting an order from Dr.
Beattie. 1 produce a copy of the regulation :—
Repulation 4,—Inmates' Jjeave of Absence.

1^eTI.11‘BS'ori to leave the asylum premises should not be granted excepting as a reward for good conduct, unless upon
?1 !0*T j?31.11®39’ °f f?r Pnv‘ite reasons likely to benefit the inmate.
The system of leave should be firmly discouraged by
the Medical Superintendent, and m no instance should an inmate he permitted to leave the asylum without first obtaining
a written order upon the forms provided for the purpose from the Medical Superintendent. This rule should be rigidly
"f}1®,1?, , ul,
raVon.s
Ilot be 'irawn for men who have left the Institution. A record of all “leaves'”
should he kept by the cterk who is held responsible for the proper ordering of rations and the correct records connected
with the Asylum inmates.

r 374. Is this regulation posted in such a position at the entrance, and in different parts of the institution
that the inmates will know what it is ? It is posted near the office.
2375. Is there only one place where it is posted ? As far as I remember there is onlv one place where
it is posted, I here is a man at each gate and they could not get out.
~
ilfc
t3C wise to lla,ve sev£Tal large copies of it posted in different parts of the buildinn ?
; *lC1’6 l™3 real]y 5iover been any necessity for that regulation, though it was made.
°
“j’
J-he number at present housed in the Liverpool Asylum were reduced to 600 healthy patients
and certain alterations which have been suggested by the Medical Superintendent iu regard to verandahs
were made, could there be any possible objection to their being so housed ? Certainly not. Mv only
objection is that you would be keeping up an unnecessary additional management cost, and if you keep
oOO or 600 healthy patients there, you deprive the general institution of the value of what their services
might be on tins largo area, which I think would be very considerable.
^ P.,,e8ent
u^>sa
labour of some of the healthy inmates ? To a certain extent,
Jy
t i1 ^10
Grlenfield ? To a certain extent * it is proposed to abolish amongst other things the
(Tleniield rarm.
D
°
2380. _What do the old men receive in the shape of gratuities for the work they perform on the farms ?
Jt varies. Ihey arc on the farms and in the workshops. They go from 3d. to Is. a day.
2381. Do many receive Is. a day ? V ery few ; in fact, I think those payments ought to be cut down. I
did it once, a-nd there was a great row about it,
2382. What was the total amount paid last year iu that way? About £3,000, I think it should be
reduced to £1,000.
2383. That was paid for work done in the shape of gardening, and so on? Yes ; also for cooks, washmen, making boots, carpenter work, tin work, and so on.
_______________ 13~lV________________________________________________________________2384.
ric-f c N0TE
fmd that in lebruary of last year the Liverpool Council alleged in papers, wliich are lit the
Unef faecrctary s office, that cancer patients were allowed to walk about the streets. The statement was thenfidlv
reported upon by .Ur. iicattie, and found to he an error, and the Council were so informed
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2384. Are tou sure that the gratuities earned in that way are not spent in the public-houses of Liverpool
and other places ? That was one reason why it was cut down.
2385. Ih not that the case ? Ido not know that it prevails to any great extent now. It used to he so
5 Mar., 1896.
at Liverpool, because I have seen the people in the public-houses, and that was one of the reasons tor
cutting down the gratuities.
_
2356. J£r. Hlack.'} 1 thought you said they could not get out ? The workmen get certain leave. A man
after getting his month’s pay asks for three days’ leave. He saves his gratuities, takes his discharge, lias
his spree out, falls ill, and has to come back again.
2357. Mr. Davie/i.] The same men come back ? Tes, in many cases. We have substituted extra allow
ances of tobacco and tea for money.
2388. 4rc you not altogether oppioscd to money gratuities ? Tes.
2389. Ton state that you know' of no objection yourself to Liverpool? Except the one I have mentioned.
Ton will be unnecessarily paying additional management cost, and herding a lot ot healthy men whose
services you cannot very well utilise.
2390. Do I understand you to advocate the abolition of the asylum at Liverpool, and the abandonment of
the buildings there ? Tes.
^
_
2391. Mr.'Zee.] When Sir George Dibbs brought this matter under your notice in 1893, I believe the
action he authorised was the reduction of the overcrowding in Parramatta ? Tes, that was the commence
ment of this matter.
.
2392. Some time after that it would appear that an idea had arisen that it would he a good thing to concentral e these people ;—how' did that idea come about ? I had that idea twm or three years before.
_
2393. But inasmuch as very little was done to lessen the overcrowding at Parramatta, will you explain
why youthen suggested a general scheme of concentration ? Because I believed it to be the best way of
dealing with these people. I did not act upon my own opinion only. Except in regard to matters of
administration, I never take a single step without being well advised professionally.
2394. At all events you take the responsibility of having recommended that these peopleshould be con
centrated ? Tes; that is, to he scattered in separate institutions on the one estate.
_
2395. Ton recommended that for several reasons—on the ground of efficiency and economy ? Tes;
and the greater comfort of these people. It wrould give us better control. I notice that some of
the witnesses have stated that they do not believe in this scheme, but they have given no reasons for it.
2396. Before you took upon yourself the recommendation to the authorities of this system, you consulted
what you call your medical staff? Tes.
2397. A.re they not medical men in charge of the separate institutions? Tes.
_
2398. Those arc the only people you have consulted ? And Sir George Dibbs, who went there and judged
for himself.
2399. Is there any one of these medical officers who has ever seen in any part of the wrorld a system of
concentration or dealing with paupers on a large scale ? I should say Dr. Beattie has.
2400. Have not these medical men been in these colonies a number of years? Within the last seventeen
or eighteen years Dr. Beattie has paid quite a dozen trips to England. He has paid one trip to England
since he has been medical officer.
_ _
_
2401. In dealing with a matter of this extreme importance to the country, how is ityou did not take
into consultation the medical officers fd the Government of the highest standard, such as the Medical
Board, the Board of Health, Dr. Manning, and men of that stamp, who have given these matters their
special consideration ? That is not my business. If it had been desired, in the first instance, that that
should have been done, my suggestions would have been forwrarded from the Chief Secretary’s office. In
the usual course the plans and that report would have gone on—if they had not reached this Committee
—to that Department before coming to this Committee.
_
2402. As a whole, you do not approve of the scheme as submitted on the plan ? .1 approve of it, except
in regard to the ophthalmic, cancer, and consumptive hospitals—they are too close. 1 should like to see
them placed on the proposed site of the Medical Superintendent’s residence.
i
2403. Then, as a matter of fact, there is a scheme before the Committee wffiich you, in its entirety, do
not approve of ? 1 do not approve of it as a whole.
2404. I presume if the Committee had not been in existence that scheme would have been carried out ?
Possibly it would, or it might have been referred back to the Chief Secretary.
2405. Will you tell the Committee why you propose to concentrate all the paupers of the Colony along
side the main water supply of the City of Sydney ? I do not consider there is any danger except with
the consumptive people ; and you have had better opinions than mine upon that point.
_
2406. Tou do not consider that there is any danger of infection ? There is no infectious disease there.
2407. There are medical authorities who differ from you on that ? It is not on the evidence.
2408. Tour reply is that you do not consider there is any danger from polluting the water ? I do not
consider there is any danger.
_
2409. And you have never had the opportunity of consulting the Board of Health or the highest medical
officers of the country as to whether there is or is not any danger? I have not had that opportunify.
2410. And, as a matter of fact, the proposal is to be carried out without that inquiry being made?
Without that inquiry being made.
_
2411. Tou are also aware that, with that proposal, as originally submitted, there was no provision what
ever to deal with the sewage matter in the asylum ? Ho ; as far as I know Mr. Yernon did not submit
any proposal.
2412. As you have made yourself responsible for the concentration of these people at Kookwood, did yon.
not take into consideration the prime question of drainage ? That is not my business—tbat is tbe business
of the Government Architect’s Department.
^
_
2413. But you are tho father, as it were, of the idea, and surely you have taken into consideration all
these matters before committing yourself to the proposal ? I answered yesterday that on tlie occasion
of Sir George Dibbs’ visit the Government Architect had to deal with the question of drainage, and I
was assured there would be no difficulty whatever in connection with it.
2414. Whether there would he an actual danger of the pollution of the water supply or not, do you think
you would ever disabuse tbe mind of the public that the water would he free from such pollution whilst
the whole of the pauper element of the country would settle on the land ? If you took the consumptive
people away I think you would.
2415.
S. Maxted,
Esq.
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Maxted,
211o. How ivould the removal of the consumptive people a few roods away from the proposed p osirion
affect the matter? You have had Dr. Ashburton Thompson’s opinion upon that point. He says that if
you take them a quarter of a mdo away there is no danger.
'
5 Mar., 1&96.
S'llG. Less danger? Xo danger.
2417. Ts it a reasonable provision to put this contaminating disease so near tbe water supply which
supplies so many thousands of people? It should not be so close, there is no doubt about that.
2418. Should it be there at all ? Of course, if there is no danger there can be no barm in its being
there.
2411). Have you considered tbe question of treating a portion of our paupers in their own homes ? Yes.
2420. What is your opinion about that ? I should like to sec it done
2421. Of course it would only apply to such cases as those who have homes, but who are in indigent
circumstances 3 1 es ; the only objection, T think, would be on ihe ground of expense.
2422. What would bc about thie difference ? 1 should not think a man could live under 15s. a week.
2423. Arc there not married couples living on 15s. a week at the present moment ? I know there are, in
the mining district of Newcastle, on a good deal less, unfortunately.
2424. But under the charities of the country ? Not that I know of.
2425. At all events you think that that is a phase of the question which might fairly be considered ?
Yes. 11 you have noticed the class of inmates of these institutions you will have seen that a great
number of them, unfortunately, could not be dealt with in that way. Some few years ago I asked the
inspectors of the State Children’s Relief Department, when travelling about the country, to see if they
could get the farmers to take these old fellows at so much a week, hut they would have nothing to do
with them. The English Charity Commissioners have just been dealing with this question, and this is
what they say :—
These two forms o£ relief, namely, almshouses and pensions, are well fitted to meet the needs of the poor in old age ;
and it is unnecessary here to enter further into the question of their comparative advantage, than to say that while, on
tho ouo hand, an almshouse, in which proper supervision and attendance are available, seems to be best fitted for the relief
of those who have no relatives capable of rendering them assistance, or who are wholly disabled, relief by means of pension
on the other hand, gives more scope for the care of the aged poor by their families, and for enforcing those obligations to
contribute to tlie support of relatives, the fulfilment of which is an obvious condition of all relief.

It is proposed thereto confine it really to people who have families. I should propose to extend it very
much beyond that if it could be done.
2426. In view of the peculiar circumstances of the housing of the poor in the colony at the present time,
would you favour the concentration in different localities of small numbers ? I do not believe in that.
There would bo the difficulty of management, the difficulty of oversight, and the very much greater
expense.
2427. "Would you favour ihe erection of suitable hospitals for caucer, ophthalmia, and consumptive
patients in some country place within easy reach of Sydney, where the whole of that class of patients
could be housed, and the housing of the more able poor in the existing institutions outside the town of
Liverpool ? Do you mean in the institutions we already have ?
2428. Existing, but excluding Parramatta ? In reply to the first question my answer would he yes. In
reply to the second it would he no.
2429. Are not the buildings at Liverpool in a good state of repair ? Yes.
_ 2430. And could not they be utilised for many years to come for the able poor ? Undoubtedly. I have
stated that the only objection I have is not on account of the buildings at all.
2431. But you are strongly of opinion that the chronic sick should bc removed? Yes,
2432. Aud you are strongly in favour of the erection of chronic hospitals in some remote place away
from population? Yes.
2433. Your greatest trouble at the present moment are the Parramatta Asylums ? Yes.
_ 2434. You are of opinion that the removal of the men from both of these is very urgent ? Yes.
2435. Is there any building you know of which could ho used temporarily for housing the Parra
matta poor until such time as buildings might be erected ? Not unless Mr. Davies would lend us tho
Randwiek Asylum.
2436. But is it suitable ? You could put about 600 health}'-men there.
2437. lYlsat would it cost for repairs? For healthy men not very much. But at one time it was pro
posed to make it a chronic hospital, and Dr. MacLaurin estimated it would cost from £10,000 to £11,000
to make it suitable.
2438. Have you any objection to it as a temporary asylum for the more able poor ? No.
2489. In addition to Macquarie-street and George-street you have some buildings at Harris-street? Yes.
2410. At what rent ? £270.
2441, Do you pay rates ? I think we are exempt.
2112. lYere those buildings rented at your suggestion? They were rented with my consent. "We did
not know what to do. They were taken as a sleeping place for the purpose of relieving the George-street
Asylum. I had to stop admissions for nearly a month after consulting Dr. Manning.
2443. How many houses are there in that terrace ? Ten, I think.
2444. A portion of which are devoted to skin diseases? Dr. Waugh uses one section of it for scabies
eases.
,
2445. A most undesirable position for anything of that kind ? Any place in the town would be an
undesirable position ; but no ill-results have followed. Yon probably rub against people in Sydney every
day who are suffering from scabies, and you do not know it.
2446. 13ut there is somthing even worse than that about those buildings—the filth and drainage which
finds its way into the gutters of the main streets ? There is no filthy drainage from those places. All
the clothing and dressings and so on are burnt. Of course, I cannot argue for a moment that the place is
suitable—it ought to be shut up as soon as possible.
2447. Supposing the whole of these asylums in Parramatta were emptied, what would you suggest should
be done with the buildings ? The buildings, unless they could be used for some factory purpose, would
not be worth very much.
2448. Do you not think in the case of the Macquarie-street buildings they ought to he burnt? They
ought to be destroyed, undoubtedly.
2449.
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S, Masted, 2449. The George-street portion might he used for some other purpose ? Tes; for some factory purpose.
2450. The position you have suggested at Kookwood is about sufficient to carry the existing poor? Yes.
5 Mar 1S96
In the event of the numbers increasing, and as pressure is brought upon you in a few years’ time
1 ’’
' and the Parramatta .Asylums arc vacant, do you not think you would be likely to use them again ? Not
if I can prevent it—at any rate never the Parramatta Asylums.
2452. Tou would never willingly go back to them ? No.
2453. Have you any suggestions to make by which you can obtain some place at the present time to which
these people can be removed? There is no other place I know of excepting tho Hand wick Asylum.
2454. You have made reference to the numbers who come to the institutions from tlie country hospitals
and asylums;—I understood you to say that the hospitals were endowed ? They get subsidies.
2455. For the purpose of treating these cases ? Yes.
2456. Would you not qualify that statement by saying “ by taking them into the hospitals and treating
them whilst the proper authorities were obtaining their admission to the benevolent asylum ? ” No.
What I want the Committee to understand is this—that people are taken into tho country hospitals to
'
he cured, aud they are subsequently sent on before they ought to be discharged at all. I have had
people sent from these places on more than one occasion who have been in such a stale that they have
died as they got into the asylums. In several eases 1 have had inquests held.
2457. What is your opinion of the pavilion as against the two-storey system ? I like the pavilion system
best, because of the infirmities of the sick. ' It enables them to get outside.
2458. Could not suitable two-storey buildings be erected at less cost ? I do not think so. Tou would
have staircases and so forth in a two-storey building.
2459. Take one of the two-storied buildings at Newington ;—wbat objection could there be to a building
of tbat kind for healthy people ? Of course it can be used for healthy people.
24G0. Surely it must be less expensive ? I do not think it is ; but I do not think there is much difference.
2461. Could you not adopt a varied system—partly two-storey and partly pavilion ? It might be done.
2462. There is no absolute necessity to have the whole of the buildings on the pavilion system? No.
If you thought proper you might have the casuals in the two-storey buildings.
2463. Tou propose to erect what appears to me to he very expensive buildings for tlie casuals ? Those
buildings are, in my opinion—I say this with great diffidence—really too good. I never contemplated
that there should be hollow walls. I know, of course, it is best; hut I wonder how many wealthy
families have hollow walls to their residences.
2464. Tou think something less expensive would do ? I think the £70,000 on the Estimates ought to
cover the whole thing.
2465. Ought it not to be made sufficient ? It ought. Look at the class of buildings at Newington.
There is a pavilion there which cost £1,000 only, which is good enough for anytliing. It is of wood,
certainly. 1 am sure that £200 more would have made that brick.
2466. How many does that pavilion accommodate? Sixty. I understand the objection to single
walls is that the buildings are likely to get damp from the outside. There are 10-feet wide verandahs
around these places. We have a brick pavilion at George-street of 9 inches thick, and tho weather side is
exposed, and it is never damp.
2467. It would be impossible for any brick wall to get wet under a verandah ? Undoubtedly. Of course,
I can understand that the Government Architect's Department like to have buildings which do them credit.
2468. But the Committee are anxious to know your opinion ;—they have a proposal before them which
represents really a first-class dwelling house ? Yes; it is too good altogether. I say that £70,000 ought
to be quite sufficient, and it ought to be made sufficient,
2469. You are acquainted with the proposal of Mr. Davis to drain this place? TA.
2470. Mr. Davis’s scheme is estimated to cost £8,435 ? Tes. He say's that cau be reduced by £3,000 if
you put the casuals further north.
2471. But even if that system is adopted it will require competent men to work it? The whole cost is
taken into consideration, and that would actually cost Jess to carry out than what we are paying the
Parramatta Council to take the night-soil from the two institutions.
2472. What are you paying at Parramatta ? £632 17s. per annum.
'
2473. Unless the sewerage system is carried out your suggestion would fall to the ground? Tes ; hut
that is provided for. It is a most important factor, no doubt, and Mr. Davis's report shows clearly how
_
it can be done, and at a very low cost.
2474. Supposing it is not found feasible to put tho whole of these people there together, what is the next
best thing to do ? Tou must take them away from Parramatta, and if you do not put them at Kookwood
' you must build somewhere else for them, and I am not at present prepared to name any better site.
2475. Mr. Fepan.] A witness named Taylor, from Liverpool, states that whilst he was in the council he
sent you a iietition on behalf of the inhabitants of Liverpool for the removal of the asylum ;—did you
ever receive that petition ? No ; it is not on my records at all. If I had received it, it must have been
on my records.
2476. Can you vouch for the inaccuracy of his statement ? I did not receive the petition.
2477. Have you heard recently any complaints of the scenes wrhich are alleged to take place in Liverpool
and in the hotels, owing to the misconduct of the inmates in tho asylum ? 1 have never heard of any
annoyance of that kind. Of course when people arc discharged from the institution they are beyond my
control.
■
2478. Is it not one of the latest recommendations of medical authorities that buildings used for hospital
purposes should have hollow walls ? Yes, for general hospital cases of course, hut my asylums are not
for such cases.
2479. Because these people are poor is it any reason why medical investigations should be ignored in tho
building of places to house them ? Certainly not.
2480. Do you not think it is better to have hollow walls in conneclion with yonr hospitals ? I will tell you
why I do not think it is necessary. These are not ordinary hospital patients, except in Group 4.
2481. Would it not he necessary in regard to Group 4 ? Undoubtedly it wmuld he better.
2432. Is the expense to be considered before the welfare of the unfortunate patients ? I should he sorry
to consider the expense if the comfort of the inmates was in question.
24S3. Tou have seen places with verandahs to them which became damp from the soil ? Yes ; but if you
run a damp course in, you stop that,
2484.
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2484. Tho soil at Bookwood, however, would be worse than sandy soil for damp ? Undoubtedly.
2485. Whatsis the difference in expense between a hollow and a solid wall? I have about two or three
different estimates. It has gone from £80 to £150.
2486. Are not the hollow walls much cooler than the solid walls ? Of course you can keep a more even °
temperature.
■
2487. And is not that necessary with sick people ? Tes; but the maiority of these people are not sick,
except m Group 4.
2488. Then you would recommend hollow walls for the Group 4 hospitals ? I see no objection to them.
2489. Tou were asked yesterday whether you recommended to the present G-overnment the necessity for
making provision for the hotter housing of the people under vour charge, and I believe you answered no ?
That is so.
^
2490. Does it not strike you that tho submission of the plans to this Committee shows that the matter
has been recommended to the present Government? What I wished lo convey was that I had not made
separate recommendations to this Government. The matter has been going on for the last four years, and
• the papers are always reproduced.
2491. Then this matter must have been brought prominently before the present Government? Un
doubtedly ; I know it was the most earnest desire of Mr. Brunker to give this better accommodation.
-492. Tou do not agree with the plans as they are placed before us ? I do not agree with the sites of
Group 4. Tho medical officers are responsible for those sites.
2493. In tho majority of cases you have women as superintendents ? I nm changing that system. We
have not got it in the majority of cases just now.
2494. Tou have it at Liverpool? No.
:maV’on ^leTe is^really the person who gives orders? No; Dr. Beattie is the Managing
Medical Superintendent. .Every paper is dealt \vith by him. Mrs. Burnside and her daughters simply
attend to the domestic comfort of the inmates.
2496, lor a long time she was the head? Not in my time, at any rate.
2497. Tou have a matron at the head of George-street Asylum? No; Dr. Waugh is the head, and
under him there is an assistant male lay superintendent. The place used to be in charge of a matron.
0
about Macquarie-street? That is under Dr. Waugh, too. That was under a matron also.
2499. But Dr. Waugh cannot be present at both places; he only lives at one of them, I suppose ? He
lives close by both of them.
.
2500. Who is responsible in his absence ? A woman.
2501. Do you find her administration in his absence all that eau be desired ? She is an exceptionally
able woman. Nevertheless, I am changing the system.
■
2o02. What are your reasons for changing? 1 do not believe any woman is capable of managing an
institution of that character. I have never met the woman yet, at any rate.
2503. A man has more control ? Men were in charge of these places originally, and when they died,
their widows somehow or other got the positions.
osn-’
a woman ^ Bookwood ? Tes; I may state that that is only a temporary arrangement.
250o. With reference to the nursing staff—are not women more competent nurses than men? Tbs'S I
am introducing that system too. I have introduced it at Bookwood, and the reason for not doing it at
the other buildings was that I had this scheme in view, and we would have had to erect buildings for the
accommodation of the female nurses.
2506. Dr. Beattie has more than once pointed out that the nursing could he more efficient if it were done
by female nurses ? He has never pointed out that at all. He opposed that suggestion first when I made
it, and afterwards he fell in with it.
.
2507. Has he not acknowledged by his evidence that women are more efficient nurses than men? Tes :
of course wc would have to have a fair proportion of both.
2508. Is there any truth in tho statement that at Newington there are separate quarters allotted for
what may be termed the pauper aristocracy ? No ; it is not a question of education.- The sole qualifi
cation tor mhahiling the separate quarters is good behaviour and nothing else.
2509. How many will that pavilion accommodate ? Sixty.
2510. And you have 630 inmates at Newington ? Tes.
2511. Do you mean to say that it assists the discipline of that institution hy only having sixty beds in
the pavilion for those who have been of good conduct ? I have one pavilion used there for that purpose
now,
1 -1
2512. Do you mean to say there are only 60 or 100 well-behaved inmates there ? No ; but I hope the
system will be very materially extended if it can be.
2513. Do you not think it is a dangerous system, inasmuch as it seems to oast a slur on the remaining
portion of the inmates as ill-behaved?
; it is only currying out the principle o£ elnssificiition which
exists in all the English institutions, at any rate. I may say that in these institutions I have never met
the educated poor who would not associate with the uneducated poor so long as they were decent men.
2514. W ith reference to the difference in the cost between a pavilion and a two-storied building, vou
have, I suppose, to erect staircases in the two-storied buildings, and to have a second floor ? Tes. ”
2515. And double roof ? There is the roof and foundation.
2516. Ton would not make the foundation as great in the pavilion as in a two-storied pavilion? It
would not be necessary. Mr. "Vernon has stated that tbe cost is slightly in favour of the pavilion system.
1 do not think there is any practical difference.
’
2517. Tou believe that the pavilions would he more easily managed than two-storied buildings? Tes.
A man might easily govern four pavilions. Ho cannot always be running up and down stairs.
2518. Then you are of opinion that the pavilion style of buildings for the decrepit is the best ? Tes,
2519. Have you not thought of any other site for the hospitals ? No ; I understood the matter had been
placed in tbe hands of Dr. Ashburton Thompson, and I did not suggest any.
2520. Could you suggest any other site ? There is a site a portion of which, I think, might be made suit
able, and that is the Glenfield Earm, about II miles beyond Liverpool. It is close lo the railway line.
2521. Mhat kind of patients have you there ? The convalescent patients from Liverpool; and" we have
the dairy there.
2522. "What progress do they make there? Very good.
It is a particularly healthy site, a very
healthy place, and a very pretty site.
'
2523.
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S. .Masted, 2523. And in the event of Group 4 not being added to this scheme, would you suggest a portion of the
Esq,
Gleniield Estate for them ? It would be very suitable. It is a good undulating estate. Tbe soil is
5 Mar,, 1896, good.

...
.
2524. Where would Glenfield drain to ? I think it would drain into George’s lliver, and, of course, tbat
would not do. I did not think of that at tbe moment.
_
2525. Under those circumstances you could not arrange for the hospitals to be there? No.
2526. Some of your medical officers do not give you credit for asking their opinions on this matter ?
No; but I hope I have made the minds of the Committee clear from the independent evidence I have
handed in. I may state that Dr. Waugh says that he was never on the site at all, and yet on the 12th
December he was there with six of us. ] do not believe he made that statement deliberately.
2527. I suppose a great deal of your tailoring and shoemaking is done in these institutions ? Tes.
262S. Who is the contractor for clothing ? It is provided in different ways. Most of the boots are now
made by our own men on the spot. We get shoemaker inmates, and pay them so much a pair.
2529. Tsuppose that of the 3,000 people you have to deal with there are very few who arc not hound hy
yoor regulations ? Very few.
_
_
2530. How many court cases liave you had from your institutions? I suppose that during the eight
years I have had charge of them, not more than a dozen altogether.
2531. Mr. tLauaU.] The hospital and general pavilions are estimated to cost £1,400 each; the casual
pavilions are estimated to cost £800 ; is there an absolute necessity for such a difference in cost ? Tes.
I should have liked to have seen the casual hospitals made better. I think £1,200 a pavilion would be a
fair average cost. Of course I do not take into consideration the ophthalmic, cancerous, and consumptive
patients.
•
2532. Are you aware tbat in that estimate it is proposed to spend £14,000 in kitchens and laundries? 1
think they can be done for less.
2533. It is proposed to erect Medical Superintendent’s quarters at a cost of £2,000; do you not think
that is an elaborate proposal ? It is too much.
_
2534. And it will increase, in a marked degree, the cost per head of the patients treated ? That has
never been taken into consideration ; but it ought to be.
2535. The proposed cost of these buildings is £103,000 ? Tes.
_
2536. The cost of the land itself is £15,000 ? I have not the slightest idea what the land cost; hut it is
worth that at any rate.
2537. Then there is £8,000 or £9,000 to be added for the sewerage scheme? And of course you have to
take into consideration the cost of the buildings already there. Buildings worth £25,000 have been there
to my knowledge for thirteen years.
2538. I presume the buildings and land up there would bring it up to £150,000 ? With the £70,000 and
the buildings already there, it would come to £100,000. Then you have to add the value of tho land.
2539. Gan you give any explanation of the remarkable increase in the number of patients during the last
ten years? No.
2540. In 1SS0 there was a total of 1,708, and in 1896 there were 3,540? I have not worked out whether
it is largely out of proportion to the increase of population. A very large increase has been in the chronic
hospital cases.
254L. Tou say you have tried the hoarding out system ? I asked the inspectors of the State Children’s
Department to see if they could get fanners to take these old fellows at so much a week, but they would
have nothing to do with them. Whether in the poorer circunstances of some of them they would take
them now, I do not know.
2542. If that system could he initiated, would it not be a great relief, and a much cheaper way of dealing
with these old men ? It would not he cheaper. Wc keep them now for lOd. a day.
2543. Chairman] Does that include the cost of the buildings? No—management, salaries, clothing and
so on.
2544. Mr. Hassall] Is the £3,000 you pay away to these old men included in the cost of management ?
Tes under the head of salaries and wages.
2545. You arc of opinion the amount should be reduced to £1,000 ? Tes, and in process bf time I hope
to abolish it altogether.
*
2540, What necessity is there for giving these men wages at all ? We have to put them to work. Other
wise we should have to employ large numbers of people outside.
2547. Do you not think, in view of the protection which these asylums afford them, they should give some
little return if they are able to do it, leaving of coarse, the monetary consideration out of the question?
Undoubtedly.
2548. It has been stated thatby reason of the payment of this money to them, they get out into the town,
get intoxicated, and become a public nuisance ? They do undoubtedly go on the spree occasionally when
they leave.
2519. If you remove the cause, you would do away with the effect ? Undoubtedly.
2550. I notice that in 1893, the sum of £66 0s. 6d, was collected from the relatives of inmates, and in
1894 £121 13s. 8d. Is it not a well-known fact that the relatives of many of the inmates are in a position
to maintain those inmates if they were compelled? I am sure of it.
2551. And your opinion is that the only remedy for that is legislation ? Tes.
2552. I see that as far back as 1887, Dr. MacLaurin furnished a report on the Kandwick building, and
suggested the advisability of removing the children from that institution and using it as a chronic hospital ?
Tes.
2553. There is no doubt there would he strong objections to that being turned into a chronic hospital ?
Yes.
2554. And yon think a more suitable place could he found ? Tes,
2555. Would not that be a good place to send some of the aged men to who were not suffering from
disease, but who were merely in a state of senile decay ? The buildings are suitable enough for the
healthy old men who are able to get up and down stairs.
2556. The land at Randwiek is very valuable ? Tes; and they must have over 100 acres of it.
2557. Do you think the sale of the Kandwick site would give the Government a large sum of money?
Tes,
2558.
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25,IS. ^\Tliich would go a considerable way towards the cost of erecting a building elsewhere? Tea. I S. Malted,
think J could board the children at Kandwiek out in three days. Certainly a large number of them
®scl’
would go to their own parents. The liandwick Asylum has a reserve fund of £50,000, which was contrihuted for the purpose of keeping a certain class of children, but there are not many of that class of> ar'’ '' '
children in the institution now.
2550. I gather that you are not absolutely desirous of seeing these institutions established at Bookwood
in preference to upon any more suitable site ? Not if there is a more suitable site. You have now the
nucleus of the scheme there. You have a large number of buildings there now, and if you go elsewhere
you will have to remove those buildings. You cannot use them for any other purpose.
25G0. ^ ou suggest the removal of the Liverpool Asylum altogether ? Yes; that falls into the centralisa
tion policy.
2561. Also the Parramatta Asylums ? Yes.
.
2502. Their removal is more urgent ? Yes.
,
2563. You think that by the concentration of these establishments, economy in administration will he
effected? Yes.
256L And that £70,000 for the purpose of providing accommodation is amply sufficient for all require
ments? Yes.
2565. Mr. JJlacfc.] Do you think, in view of the character of the buildings at Liverpool, their original
cost to the country, and their present state of repair, it would be advisable to close those buildings as an
asylum ? I do, if you save money by it. I understand it is proposed in any case to remove the sick from
there. I do not give that as my prime reason.
2566. Do you think any sum, which you imagine may be saved by the concentration of the indigent poor
at any site, no matter where, would be likely to repay to the Government the cost of buildings to be
substituted for those at Liverpool within any reasonable period ? The statement I have put in shows
clearly that you can pay the interest on the loan, and save £1,400 a year besides.
2567. Do you think if the buildings at Liverpool were closed the site could be readily sold? I do not
sec what you could sell it for.
2566. Do you attach no importance to the statement of Dr. Ben wick with regard to concentration—that
when you mass large bodies of poor people together the unit, just as in the case of the individual in gaol,
or the man in the army, is lost sight of, and the individual becomes a mere number, who is not much
regarded, except that he goes to make up the sum of the whole ? I think Dr. Benwick must have been
under the impression that we were going to concentrate them on the same principle as they are concen
trated now at G-eorgo-street, and not to place them in separate institutions on a big estate.
2560. With regard to the matter of drainage, it appears to me you have somewhat misunderstood Mr.
Davis's remarks with regard to a saving which might he brought about by altering the proposed site of
the buildings I asked Mr. Davis if the buildings were moved from the site which was near Potts’ Hill
to a site so much nearer Haslatn’s Creek, it would reduce the cost of the drainage by one-third, and he
said, “ Seareely, because the disposal of the works would not be reduced in the same proportion.” It
appears to me that Mr. Davis thought the cost would be reduced, firstly, because under the present system
there would be a sower of two arms, which would meet at what was called the disposal works, where the
sewage would ho treated, and fhat if the buildings were all massed to the northern side of the existing
buildings only one ai‘m of the sewer would be necessary. But in your report I see you say you are
surprised, notwithstanding your representations that the whole of the buildings have been placed on an
area of 6‘i acres, whilst the estate over which it was proposed they should be scattered comprised nearly
600 acres. If you proposed to scatter those buildings so widely, the saving, which Mr. Davis appears to
think would arise from the fact of centering the buildings to the north of the present site, would be a
very problematical one. He also made the statement that the sewer work at Bookwood would be expen
sive, because of the buildings being so much scattered. That expense would still bo maintained, because
you evidently believe that sanitation and other reasons demand tliat if the paupers are concentrated at
Bookwood, the site of the buildings in which they are housed should be scattered ? I will take his first
full cost and it only then means an additional £120 a year interest to the figures I have presented to you
to-day. That only means £70 or £80 more a year than we are already paying the Parramatta Council
for taking the stuff away from the two institutions.
2570. Is it a fact that at one time it was the custom to pay the inmates able to perform daily labour in
connecfion with the institution amounts of 3d. and 4d. a day in return for their work ? Yes.
2571. Js it a fact that that system has been almost discontinued at Liverpool ? It is very largely modified.
1 have stopped a great deal of it.
2572. I have a letter here from the Australian Workman, which I believe is written by an inmate of the
Liverpool Asylum, in which he slates that one-third of the amount formerly distributed among the
healthy poor at Liverpool is now saved, because of the reduction of the gratuity, and that in. place of
money, they get tobacco and so on. Is that true ? Yes,
2573. The writer goes on to say that the objection of the aldermen now arises from the fact that men,
who had at one time the sum of 3d, and -Id. a day to spend after their own fashion, have not now that
money to spend, and consequently the tradesmen in the town do not derive that profit from the institution
which they previously did ? I could not tell whether that is so or not.
2574. You do not think that is one of the reasons for the aldermanic activity with regard to the
removal of the asylum ? I should he very sorry to think so.
2575. If it were proposed to house all the healthy together, and all the sick together, you would then
require to hire nurses, cooks, and attendants to wait on and cook for the sick poor who are housed in
isolated positions ? Yes; 1 handed iu a summary of the scheme to the Chairman with the figures
attached to it.
2570. I suppose that additional expense could he got over by detaching a number of the healthy poor
from their companions in misfortune, and allotting them to the work of attending on the sick? That is
done now. That is part of the scheme. For instance, we would not want trained nurses in Group 2.
2577. So that if it were proposed by this Committee to house a number of the healthy poor at Bookwood,
and a number of the healthy poor at Liverpool, and all the sick people on some other site, you would
still consider it advisable to detach from the healthy poor a sufficient number to perform some of the
menial offices required by the sick ? Yes.
2578.
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S. Masted, 2578. Have you read the evidence of Dr. Violette ?
Es<I2579. Look at page 48, Question 1303—

.public

works.

I read it at an early stage.

If yon have three asylums with 1,000 inmates in each, if you do away with them and group them into one asylum,
Alar., IS.Ib. r|o y0u n(rf.
that the man who has to manage and superintend any one of thoseasylums would he competent to manage
the amalgamated institution ? He would want more assistants.
But in saving the salaries of two superintendents, would there not he a great deal of money saved ? More assistants
would he required. You would save a few pounds; hut nothing considerable.

? That is incorrect.
2580. Tou think there would be a greater saving ? There would be a saving of £4,200 in salaries alone.
2581. In thus concentrating all the patients, you would not be able to save more than one medical officer ?
Tes, one.
_
2582. And one dispenser? Yes; you would. You could get an assistant medical officer, who would be
able to do the dispensing with assistance.
2583. You think, then, that one chief medical officer, and one assistant medical officer, who would
also dispense the drugs, would be sufficient for the whole concentrated pauper sick ? I have no doubt
whatever about it.
2584. You would also save the wages of two superintendents ? Yes.
_
2585. That would involve the engagement of deputy or under-superintendents? Yes. I provided for a
lay superintendent, for a chief medical officer, and an assistant medical officer.
25SG. Would not your proposal to substitute in many instances paid women nurses for male nurses, who
are now chiefly healthy inmates, somewhat increase the cost of your proposed scheme ? Wc have a good
many male trained nurses at present.
2587. I understood you to say you proposed, in many instances, to substitute women for them ? Yes ;
and it would rather lessen the cost.
2588. Are these male nurses paid the ordinary wage of hospital nurses ? Yes; some of them are paid
very good salaries—as high as £35 a year with board and lodging, or a rent allowance of £L2 and a ration,'
2589. Are you not of opinion that the clayey soil of Rookwood, its tendency to hold damp, its exposure
to extreme cold and extreme heat, render it an unsuitable site for consumptive cases ? Por consumptive
cases, I do not want the consumptive cases there at all. I have said that all along. I want to get rid of
them. I have said, too, that I. should be very glad if the cancer eases could go to the Coast Hospital.
The only objection to that is the cost.
_
_
2590. Otherwise yon approve of the concentration scheme? Yes; I am strongly in favour of it for the
reasons I have given, and I have seen no reasons yet given against it.
2591. You have no site you would specially recommend for the consumptives ? No; I have not had
occasion to think that question out.
2592. You are aware that the G-leufield Farm is a leasehold ? Yes. Of course you could resume any
quantity of it you wanted.
2593. And that the lease expires in June P ■ Yes.
,
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ijprmnt:—

THOMAS THOMSON EWINO, Esq. (Chairman).
Charles Alfred Lee, Esq.
The Hon. Frederick: Thomas Humphery.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq.
The Hon, John Davies, C.M.G-,
Thomas Henry Hassall, Esq.
The Hon. James Hoskins.
George Black, Esq.
The Hon. William Joseph Trickett.
Francis Augustus Wright, Esq.
The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Rookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Fersons.
Edward Bellingham Brice, Esq., M.I.C.E., Assistant Engineer, Department of Public Works,
sworn, hnd examined :—■
E. B. Price, 2594. Chairman.'] You visited the site near Campbelltowu ? Yes ; on three occasions.
Esq.,
2595. Mr. Lac.] On one occasion yon were present on the visit of the Public Works Committee ? Yes ;
M.I.C.E. on the second occasion I was there with them.
f. -T
2596. You are thoroughly conversant with the contemplated position of the buildings ? Yes.
ar-’
' 2597. And the nature of the soil? Yes ; it is light sandy soil.
_
2598. And you have devoted special attention to the question of a water supply combined with electric
lighting ? Yes; I find there is a very good supply to be obtained from the George’s River. I examined
the river on three different occasions—the last time accompanied by Mr. Scrivener, the District Surveyor.
We found that the river consists of a chain of water-holes with rapids and falls between. One of the
water-holes is a very large one—about 1 mile long witli no fall. At the lower end we found a very
good site for a dam. The river there is confined between two large sandstone rocks, about 25 feet high,
and the water is only 40 feet wide at this spot. It is an admirable site for using an arched dam. By
using an arched dam, you reduce the quantity of concrete by more than one half, and the dam is really
stronger. The advantage of that site is, not only that the dam will be very cheap, but that it will
impound a great quantity of water. I estimate that a dam which will raise the surface of the water 25
feet will back it 2 miles. I took out the quantities, and found that a dam could be constructed of concrete
for a little over £1,000. The pond which that would make would hold about 180,000,000 gallons—more
if anything. That would provide 1,000,000 gallons a dayfor 180 days, supposing the river ceased to flow.
The river has never been known to cease to flow yet, so that it would be a sufficient amount to allow for
storage. It would be sufficient to pump 100,000 gallons a day up to the asylum, providing the power and
water at the same time. The height to which the water would have to be raised may be taken at about
280 foet—that is from the mean surface of the water in the river to tho top water-level in the service
reservoir. These are only aneroid levels, but they have been carefully checked.

2599.
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J599. What will be the height of the reservoir ? The height above sea-level is about 4G5 feet, and the E. B. Price,
height of the proposed site lor the asylums is 390 feet. That would give a pressure of 75 feet from the
surface of the water in the reservoir to the surface of tho ground at the asylums, which would bo suffi
cient to command a three-storey house.
‘
g ^Iar jegg
2G00. Would be more than sufficient to command a roof of a two-storey building ? Yes ; I do not think
’
a two-storey house would be over 50 feet high to the top of the roof. Wo should have 25 feet to spare.
.It ’will only be a short pipe, and there will be ample pressure. 1 have prepared an estimate of the cost
ol the scheme as follows :—
Public Works Uepartment.

Abstract of hstimato for Water Supply for Asylums proposed to be built near Canipbelltown, including
power for Electric Light.
Description of Work.

Quantities.

Lain, concrete arch, 100 feet radius, 30 feet high, 4 feet wide on ton,
feet at base.
.
Hock excavation.....................................................
I
Temporary dams, &c...........................................
Valves, &c...........................................................
I

GOO yds.

13-ineli steel main to turbine ................................................................ ■
Turbine pou cr-hnuso................................................
I
'turbine pump and gearing ..............................
Engineer's cottage ...................................................................................
Uising main, G-iiich steel ..................... '
'
.Service reservoir (concrete), capacity, SGOjOGOgiilIon’s".
Ketieulation, G-incb cast-iron .................. ..................................

GG0 yds

Rates.

Total.

Amount.

£ a. (1.
750 0 0

Estimated total cost for water-power and electric light
ing and electric-power for sawing firewood, cliafifcuttiug, churning, &c.

, „
4th March, 1830.

S.

(1.

100 0 0
150 0 0
50 0 0
600 0 0

GG0 yds
J mile.

1,050
600
250
300
300
300
1,300
GOO

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,700 0 0
470 0 0

Engineering and contingencies, 10 per cent..........................................
'Total cost of water and power supply ..................................
Add, fot dynamos, wire, accumulators, and fittings, complete,.

£

.

£ fi, 170 0 0
1,000 0 0

.

£ 6,170 0 0

EDWD. B. PRICE,
Assistant Engineer for Public Works.

2001. Do you thiok you have made ample provision to cover the whole cost of this work ;—you propose
to do a good deal—to get wafer, provide electric lighting, and surplus power ? I have only allowed, in
estimating for the electric light, for a population of about 1,000.
2G02. That would be for two or three buildings. If you put the whole 4,000 people there at some future
time you would have to add to that item ? But I have provided in the water-power sufficient power for
turbines, and I have allowed pipes large enough to supply power for over the LOOO. ' It would provide
over 100,000 gallons per day lor water supply and irrigation—that is sufficient for a population of over
3,000 or 4,000.
11
2003. Supposing, in the course of years, it were decided to increase the number of the people there, bv
about what amount would you supplement that estimate ? 1 would provide another turbine, at a cost of
about L200. That is all that is required. Also a small pump.
2G0L And what about lighting ? In connecliou with the electric light you would have to provide
another dynamo and ^ more wires and fittings for the extra buildings, which would probably come to
another £1,000. With another £ 1,000 added to that, I think you could double the water supply and
electricity. 1 have provided for a 15-ineh pipe, but 12-ineh is quite sufficient for present purposes.
I have also made the dam 25 feet high, whereas 15 feet wouid be high enough at present. If it were to
be a building to contain only 1,000 persona, I might provide for a 12-inch instead of a 15-inch pipe, and
lor a 4-inch inalead of a 6-inch rising main.
2603. The increase is with a view to future extension ? ' Certainly; to a population of 4,000 or 5,000.
2600. There is nothing to prevent an additional dam being built on the river, or this dam being added
J'0,^ ^'0l:l can at^ *'°
°I arched dams without increasing the width of the base.
D
2G0i. What would be the cost ot working that power ? The principal cost would be the payment of an
engineer to work tho electric lighting plant. If it were only pumping water ordinary labour would do,
but you would have to provide a man who understood electric appliances. If you provided him with a
house free you would got him for £150 a year.
2608. And he eonld do all that was required without superintendence ? Yes ; because during the day he
could leave the turbines working. They u mild require no attention, and he could attend to the over
hauling of tho electric fittings, and so on. He could pump all the water required in ten hours, and
generate all the electricity in four hours or less.
2609. Can you fell the Committee anything as to the disposal of the sewage and effluent matter ? The
simplest nay to dispose of it is to use that deep sandy area of 45 acres as a sewage farm. It is
wonderfully well adapted for the purpose—iu fact, the same seems almost of unlimited depth. In anv
way, if it is 4 feet thick it is quite sufficient; and it is well suited, because there are creeks at both sides
at which the effluent would finally drain out,
2610. The effluent, after it made its appearance, would do so after it percolated through ? Yes - it would
have to percolate a great distance.
’
2611. Consequently it would be almost pure ? It would be absolutely pure.
2612. To which of the creeks would it find its way ? To Smith’s Creek or to Peter Meadow’s Creek
13-0

' 2613.
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E. B. Price, 2613. Do they empty into George’s River above the dam ? Peter Meadow’s Creek empties about 4 miles
,,Ej(k’-p below the dam, and Smith’s Creek a great many miles below.
_
_
2614. In time of flood the effluent might become surcharged, but it would certainly purify itself before
G Mar. 189G. reaching the river? Palling over waterfalls and travelling through sandy beds would puriiy it.
’
2615. "Would there be any danger of that percolation contaminating George’s River ? Not the slightest.
I do not think any chemist could detect it where the creeks met the river.
2616. On what basis do you estimate the capability of the sewage farm ? In England, where these farms
are used pretty generally, they allow a population as great as 1,000 persons to every acre. This is
particularly suitable soil—it is much better than the average, and it would be quite safe to allow more.
That 45 acres when properly cleared of timber, and w ith vegetables growing on it wouid completely purify
the sewage of 50,000 inhabitants.
_
2617. "Would the assistance of water from the surface reservoir, of which in your opinion there will bean
ample supply for the purposes of irrigation ? Tes. At first they could not supply enough sewage to
irrigate all that land. The water supply from the river would not only make up the deficiency in the
shape of water for irrigating that portion, but it would also supply water for irrigating other parts of the
land suitable for fruit-growing and vegetables.
2618. The soil you say is particularly suitable, and being situated at a great distance from Campbelltown,
it is not probable that any surface nuisance is likely to arise? It is utterly impossible. It would soak
,
away so fast that it would never be seen again.
2619. Now as to the disposal of the solid matters ?* They would he entirely taken up by the vegetation.
2620. Is there enough land in tho vicinity to admit of this stuff being disposed, of, and the ground
utilised? Yes, ample. All the land there is particularly suited to manure, it is light and porous and
would be greedy of manure,
2621. Most of that large area is covered with eucalyptus ? Yes.
2622. AEould you suggest the destruction of that? No: a large area should be cleared. For instance,
the irrigation area should be cleared to let the sun in, but tho other area should be cut into belts. If a
good belt of timber were left between the asylum and the irrigation farm, it would he a great prevention
of any possibility of smells, and it would be a good shelter as well. I also think a belt of timber should
be left between the George's River and the asylum.
2623. You suggest a judicious clearing? Yes; leaving it in belts,
2624. Do you know anything of the purity of the water in the George’s River ? I never had it analysed,
but I do not see how it can be anything but pure. There is practically no settlement on the river,
2625. Of course you have to look a good many years ahead? I believe you could run sewage 10 miles
above George's River, and you would get no trace of it lower down.
2626. Chairman!] In point of fact, the catchment area of the river is likely to be for nil time very sparsely
settled ? Yes. Any good land that is about the river is ou the other water-shed as it were. It does not
drain into the river, but away from it.
_ _
2627. Mr. Lee.] You know the site which the Committee thought would be suitable for the buildings ?
Yes.
2628. What is your opinion as to the natural drainage of the storm waters on that site? It would be
absolutely perfect, The site lies between two creeks running parallel—a branch at Smith Creek and
Peter Meadow’s Creek. They run parallel, and the proposed site is a rocky rise between tho two. There
is a 70-feet fall into the creeks on each side.
2629. "Which would admit of natural drainage ? Yes.
2630. So that in case of extremely wet weather that part of the country is not likely to become sodden ?
No; the ground is porous or very steep. The surface is so sandy that twenty hours after heavy rain it
would be quite dry.
_
2631. Do you consider the position which is easy of access from Campbelltown? Yes; there are fair
roads leading to it, and they could be improved by cutting off the tops of two hills.
2632. Then there would be no difficulty in obtaining supplies and removing patients to and from the
asylum ? None whatever.
2633. There is another point as to the situation of a cemetery there? T did look for a site for a ceme
tery, but there are plenty of sites about there which would bo quite suitable—of sandy soil, and well
drained.
2634. And which would drain into Peter Meadow’s Creek? Yes,
2635. Mr. Wright.] What fall have you for your pipe-head ? 1 have taken the 50 feet as the mean fall.
I could have 60 feet when the rivir is in flood, and rather less in time of drought. I can depend on
50 feet.
2636. With a 15-inch ])ipe? Yes.
_
2637. Tho same fall with a 12-inch pipe would not work a Pelton wheel ? A Pelton wheel is not
supposed to be economical under 100 feet.
Sydney Maxted, Esq., Director of Government Asylums, recalled, sworn, and further examined :—
S. Maxted, 2G3S. Chairman!] How do you account for the difference in the number of paupers in Victoria and New
Fsq.
South Wales ,—is there anything in tho two systems which would account for it? We deal very largely
in hospital cases here, and they do not there. For instance, they do not have cancer patients in the
6 Mar., 139G. (Jovernmcnt asylums, nor the consumptive or ophthalmic patients. That would make one difference.
2639. Would it account for the whole difference ? No.
_
2640. Therefore, you have no definite statement to make with reeard to that ? No,
2641. The Victorian system deals with the aged poor separate from the sick poor? Principally separate
from the sick poor.
2642. What is the Victorian system ? Partly Government and partly' voluntary. They arc subsidised,
2643. And different asylums iu different parts of the country ? Yes ; they have an asylum at Ballarat,
ami two iu Melbourne—the Benevolent and the institution known as the Immigrants’ Home.
2614. You approve of the whole of the paupers of the colony being concentrated on one site and not
kept in various parts of the colony ? Yes.
2645. With regard to Queensland, have you any explanation to make with reference to the apparent
difference in numbers of paupers In proportion to the population? ] know they do not deal as largely
there
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lliero with hospital cases, but that will not account for the whole difference. The cancer patients in 8. Masted,
Victoria cost £73 per head.
■
Es[l2(146. How many out of the 1,000 in Group 1 may be regarded as permanent hospital cases ? Quite
one-third.
JHar-'
2647. You have seen the statement made iu the first instance by Mr. Vernon with regard to the people
to be accommodated in Groups 1, 2, .‘1, 4, and 5 ? Yes.
‘
2648. That totals up to 6,300'? Yes.
2649. Taking the same proportions, and regarding tho number as 2,900, we get a fair approximate of the
number ? 1 ou would get then from 1,400 to 1,500 hospital patients.
2650. You told us that one medical man will be enough to look after 3,000 of the aged poor ? Two
medical men.
2651. You said one and a dispenser? .4 medical man and an assistant at £300 a year to act as
dispenser as well.
2652. Mr, HumpheryJ] In reply to Mr. Trickett you spoke about a local rate to cover tho cost of the
maintenance of paupers;—how would you carry that suggestion out? The plan would be to have that
matter dealt with under the Local Government Bill.
2653. I thought, as yon had referred to a local rate, you had given the matter some consideration, and
had devised some scheme by which it could be carried out? [ have the schemes here of other places.
2654. Tell me how you purpose to apply it ? I will read what I state in my report for 1890 r—
Local rates to be chargeable for maintenance (vrholly or in part) of all dependent persona transferred from their
respective districts to G-overnracnt asylums.

That is intended to apply only to special applications? Yes, to the subsidised districts which would
improperly get rid of their poor. I do not mean a general poor rate.
2655. I called your attention yesterday to the fact that the group for casuals would be about half a mile from
the nearest administration group of buildings, assuming your present suggestion be carried out ? Yes.
2656. Will not that entail a separate service ? Jt would entail having a separate kitchen, and somebody,
of course, to look after it. That is provided for in the figures. That would not want much looking after.
2657. That would not increase the estimate of the cost of management at Bookwood ? Ho ; I have been
considering the figures since, and I am perfectly sure I loft a very considerable margin.
2658. The suggestion for the removal of the consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic patients is not part of
the scheme placed before the Committee? Ho ; they arc included.
2659. That is a new suggestion ? Yes.
2660. Wherever they arc placed, will it not be necessary to have medical attendance ? Yes,
2661. Therefore the expenses incidental to providing for these particular patients would be additional to
tho estimate of £5,620 ? Of course it would bring about a reduction in this way: If you took them
away you would only want one medical officer for the remainder of these people.
2tiG2. Without an assistant ? Yes ; the greater part of his time would no taken up in attending to the
isolation groups,
‘
2663. After the removal of these particular patients, you would then have from 1,000 to 1,500 hospital
patients ? One thousand.
2604. Would not their presence at Bookwood necessitate a resident medical officer? It would.
2665. Would that resident medical officer be able to attend to the whole of the 3,000 patients without
any assistants ? He would not have 3,000 patients.
2666. But they would be under bis care, although the majority of them would probably be healthy. The
whole of them would receive his care if it were required ? Of course, if they fell sick, they would
receive his care.
“
2667. So that practically he would have charge of something like 3,000 patients, of whom from one-third
to one-half would be inmates of the hospital wards ? Not 3,000; he would have 2,500. There would
be 500 casuals ; 1,000 in Group 2 ; and 1,000 in round numbers, in Group 1.
2668. But you are making provision for about 3,300 patients, and must always keep that in view? Of
course, if the institution expanded, you would want more medical assistance.
2669. Therefore, as a matter of fact, after the removal of the consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic
patients, you would really require a resident medical officer and an assistant to deal with 3,000, of whom
1,500 would be permanent hospital patients ? I might answer that by saying “ Ye@,” because if we did
not have an assistant, we would require a- dispenser at £150 a year. Of course, if you took away the
three isolation wards, yon would have to provide a distinct service.
2670. Now with regard to the comparative cost of the different asylums. What is the cost per head at
Newington? £12 17s.; _ Goorge-street, £13 16s. 3d.; Macquarie-street, £14 17s. 2d; Liverpool,
£15 19s. 4d. They are fairly close in each case, except in regard to the women, who are less. Bookwood
is high—£22—for the reason I explained the other day. It will be lower this year.
2671. At Newington you have mixed inmates—inmates of all classes; healthy women, consumptives,
and women suffering from cancer and rheumatism ? Yes.
2672. Therefore, the £12 17s, may he taken as a fair estimate of the cost of economically managing an
institution of from 600 to 700 patients? Yes.
2673. Do you consider that a high or a low cost ? I think it is an exceedingly low one, considering you
have all the other hospital eases there.
2674. .Do you expect to do better than that at Bookwood ? If this schemo is carried out in its entirety I
expect to do it at about that.
'
2675. Including all expenses, do you expect to maintain the inmates at Bookwood at less than £12 17s, 6d.
per head ? At £12 per head, I should say.
2676. At Parramatta you have two doctors? One—Dr. Waugh.
2677. Have you not Dr. Brown as an assistant? No; Dr. Brown is tho visiting medical officer to the
Newington Asylum.
2678. Do you propose to dispense with Dr. Waugh, supposing the institution is removed? One of them
will have to he dispensed with, of course.
2679. He is at present the manager of 1,500 patients, besides being medical officer ? Yes.
2680. And you propose in his place to appoint a lay superintendent at Bookwood, at a cost of £400? Yes.
2681. Where will the saving be effected in regard to that particular item? We have an assistant
superintendent who helps Dr. Waugh now pretty much at the same salary.
2682.

,

■
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S. Maxted, 2682. Would you dispense with Tiim ? No; probably lie would be transferred. There would only bo one
Esq.
superintendent at Rookwood.
_
,
2683. What will you do with the matrons at Parramatta ? There is one who will be transferred. I. have
6 Mar., 1806. provided for two. There is one already there and another would be transferred.
2684. Will not the effect of the proposed change be this : that you will have to place one of tho present
matrons on the retired staff, or transfer her at a reduced salary to Rookwood? That will be the effect of it.
2685. It appears to me, if you are going to retire all the officers at Parramatta, and appoint new ones at
Rookwood, that the result will not be a saving? But you retire a number of officers, and simply reduce
your staff. It is simply a question of reducing the staff. I propose to reduce the staff to one which
costs £5,625.
_
.
2636. At Parramatta, Liverpool, and the other asylums, you have provided for £2,800 in wages and
allowances to inmates? Yes.
2687. And in your estimate of £5,600, you have reduced that to £1,000 ? Yes. _
2688. What is to prevent you, without moving to Rookwood at all, saving the difference between £2,800
and £1,000 ? Because you must have a certain number of working inmates at each of these institutions,
and tho number can be reduced if I had them concentrated.
2689. In what way can you reduce the number? If the institutions are concentrated, there will not be
so much work to do.
2690. Will you explain how that is practicable ? I cannot give you any other answer than that, which
seems to me very clear.
.....
2691. What necessity is there to pay £2,800 now if yon think that, by going to Rookwood, it will only
be necessary to pay £1,000 ? Because where you have separate scattered institutions, you must have
separate working staffs.
2692. You propose to reduce the gratuities from £2,800 to £1,000? Yes.
_
2693. Is it not just as practicable, at the present moment, to reduce those gratuities to inmates from
£2,800 to £1.000, as to effect a reduction by simply removing from Parramatta and Liverpool to Rook
wood ? No, it is not; because you have separate institutions, and you must have separate working staffs.
2694. Why wrould you not require the same number of assistants amongst the inmates if you removed to
Rookwood ? Because you would not have the same ground to go over.
2695. Are you not aware that, according to the scheme you are proposing, to have fifty or sixty pavilions
scattered over 60 or 70 acres of ground? Yes.
■
_
^
2696. And do you not propose to have a group of buildings half a mile from No. 1 Group on the
plan? Yes.
_
_
.
2697. And yet you say the necessary attendance required for the inmates will be less than that which is
required at the present time? It will bo very largely reduced.
2698. I suppose Newington is a well-conducted institution? As well as anywhere.
2699. And there are between 600 and 700 inmates there ? Yes.
_
2700. And the most you hope to effect, by concentrating 3,000 people at Rookwood, is a reduction from
£12 17s. to £12 ? That is not it—not from £12 17s. to £12, because the men cost more ; hut from an
average of £15 to an average of £12. At Liverpool the cost is £15 19s. 4d.; at George-street it is
£13 16s. 3d.; and at Macquarie-street, £14 7s. 2d. If you strike an. average you will get pretty close
to £15,
2701. You say it is more costly to maintain males than females ? Yes.
_
2702. How does the additional cost arise ? Probably the rations cost more in proportion.
2703. In Newington, ns opposed to George-street, you have every description of inmate ? Yes. ^
2704. And the medical comforts of the patients there ought to cost more? The medical officer s salary
is a good deal less, and the cost of inmates is always less.
_
2705. If you were to remove the inmates from Liverpool to Rookwood, would you be able to dispense
with the medical officer there? Unless you transferred, he or Dr, Waugh would have to go to the place,
that is quite clear.
_
_
2706. How would you provide for the consumptive, cancer, and ophthalmic patients—would not a
medical officer be necessary if you removed that particular class of patients from Rookwood ? Of course
if you break up the scheme you would want a new service altogether.
2707. But do you not suggest .breaking np the scheme in that particular? Yes.
2708. Would you not want a medical officer then, and a separate staff? Yes.
2709. Assuming that the estimate of £1,800 to bo saved in gratuities is a doubtful onfc, and that you
would have to provide additional service and kitchens for the casual group, which you propose to place
half a mile from the existing group at Rookwood, and that you would have to provide also for the pensions
of the officers, who would not be required, and for new attendants at reduced salaries, would not your pro
posed saving of £4,225 be very greatly diminished ? The pensions come from another fund altogether,
not from the Consolidated Revenue, but from a fund in which these people have a right. I may say that I
do not propose to provide a separate service for the casuals. None is necessary beyond what they have now.
2710. But you will have to place them half a mile away ? But they have their own kitchen attached to
the place now.
2711. Could not the proposed saving of £250 to the ophthalmic surgeon be as easily effected at the present
time without moving the patients to Rookwood ? That saving Could be effected by another Department,
2712. Why could not the ophthalmic surgeon be dispensed with now as later on ? I think he could.
2713. Assuming the £1,800 to bo equally doubtful, that would bring your saving to £2,000? I do not
assume it to be doubtful. I am very emphatic about that.
2714. Is it not a fact that you now pay £2,800 in gratuities ? Yes.
2715. Aud you propose to reduce it to £1,000 by going to Rookwood ? Yes.
2716. Could you not reduce it at present without going to Rookwood? .1 do not think you could. You
have to pay for separate services at each place.
2717. Assuming you could reduce it, would it not bring the total saving to be effected by removing the
patients to Rookwood to about £2,200? Is it fair to ask mo to say “ yes” upon an assumption which I
consider to be wrong ? My answer is that 1 do not think that saving could be effeclcd now, unless I
struck off all the gratuities.
’2718. That £1,800 forms portion of the £3,700 total you expect to save by going to Rookwood ? Yes.
.
2719,
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S. Maited,
2719. In any case you would want a resident medical officer at Rookwood ? Yes.
Esq, •
2720. To look after tho consumptives ? Yes, and others.
_
_
2721. "Where is your medical officer in this scheme for attending to the consumptive patients ? I can 6 Mar., 1806.
only answer that "by saying that the scheme provides for the consumptive patients being dealt with at
Rookwood; and that two medical officers are provided for.
2722. Rut according to your suggestion you are going to get rid of them, and are going to put them under
separate management ? Then you would want a new staff.
2723. Ittseoms to me, then, that taking the view I have endeavoured to present to you with regard to the
gratuities, and the necessity for an additional medical officer to look after the consumptives, the^ total
saving upon your own estimate, without regard to tho number of matrons you would have to retire iu
order to make place for those who are to be paid on a reduced scale, would not reach £2,000 ? jN'ot if
you break up the schcmo.
272-1. If you bring it down, to less than £2,000, and propose to place there nearly 3,000 paupers, how can
you save £3 a head, which would amount to £9,000 ? You cannot do it if you break up tho scheme.
2725, Therefore it is impracticable? It is, if you break up the scheme.
2720. Seeing that with less than 1,000 inmates, Newington is as perfectly managed as any institution in
the country can be, why should not Liverpool be placed upon a precisely similar footing if you remove
from Liverpool all the sick and hospital patients? There is no reason why Liverpool should not he well
managed if you retain it for healthy patients, but I have told you that if you do you will keep a lot of
healthy men in an unnecessary institution needlessly idle.
'
2727. I am speaking now of retaining Liverpool with the maximum number of iumatcs.you can place
there, without concentrating the whole of the patients at Liverpool. 1 want you to think of healthy
paupers. Can that be done ? It can be done, undoubtedly.
.
2728. Assuming you have healthy paupers at Liverpool, would you require a medical officer at all? You
would only require a visiting medical officer. You would require a lay superintendent to manage tho
place, and a visiting officer to go over it every day,
2729. That would considerably reduce the cost of management? Yes.
_
2730. You say it is far better, instead of having a matron in charge, to have a male superintendent?
Yes.
2731. "Would there be any difficulty in effecting that change without removing the whole of them to
Rookwood? That change is already suggested.
2732. Therefore, a portion of the economy you propose to effect by removing to Rookwood you have
already suggested with regard to Liverpool? Yes.
'
2733. Assuming that at Rookwood, instead of having, as you propose to have, 1,500 permanent inmates
of the hospital wards, you have only the healthy paupers, would you need a resident medical officer?
No ; not if you have only healthy patients.
2734. Then we come to this—that by effecting a change at Liverpool, having healthy paupers only, and
having similarly healthy paupers at Rookwood, you require medical officers only to deal with the hospital
patients ? Yes.
2735. And tho consumptives ? You have not suggested where you are going to put that 1,000 in Group
1—the group which contains the epileptics, and people suffering from heart disease, &e.
2736. Assuming that you have at Rookwood similarly healthy patients to those you might have at
Liverpool, you would not require a resident medical officer ? No.
2737. Therefore, if we put together the whole of what may he regarded as hospital patients that group
alone would need a resident medical officer ? It would.
2738. By dividing the whole of the pauper inmates in that way, do you not think that a great saving
could he effected upon the proposed scheme,—that is, to provide specially for the permanent hospital
inmates and the consumptives, leaving Liverpool and housing 1,000 inmates ? I take it under the
proposal you have just made that you would first’ have Liverpool with healthy inmates, a separate
management staff, and a visiting medical officer. If you propose to keep tho healthy inmates only at
Rookwood—say, 1,000 of them—you will require a separate management staff aud a visiting medical
officer at (say) £300 a year. Then you will have Group 1, which contains 1,000, who may be classed as
sick people, to be separately dealt within addition to the cancer, ophthalmic, and consumptive people.
2739. Roughly speaking, there would be 1,800 healthy paupers and 1,200 sick? From 1,600 to 1,S00
paupers, and from 1,200 to 1,400 sick.
2740. Would it be advisable to deal with the 1,200 sick persons apart entirely from the healthy paupers ?
Of course it would, and that is part of my scheme. That would include the cancer, ophthalmic, and
consumptive patients, and the 1,000 in the other group,
2741. Would it be advantageous to concentrate tho whole of tho sick in one locality on a largo area of
ground ? That would mean a tremendously expensive scheme. It would be more expensive than the
present separate institutions. Of course it would be possible. I think tho Group 1 people would
nave to be apart from the Group 4 people.
2742. But would it not be advantageous and desirable to deal with the sick entirely apart from the
healthy so as to concentrate tho attention of tho medical officer? Rut ] want to know which you
consider the sick people. Arc Group 1 considered among the sick people, because wc have not dealt with
them yet at all ?
2743. If you were asked to classify them, how would you do ? I would put the cancer, ophthalmic and
consumptive divisions away by themselves somewhere.
2744. Numbering about how many at the present time? Between 400.and 500. Then I would classify
the patients suffering from epilepsy, heart disease, rheumatism, and paralysis, and the patients who come
from the metropolitan and country hospitals to be built up. That is tho second division, numbering
nearly 1,000.
2745. You will have to provide, therefore, for 1,400 sick and consumptives ? Yes.
2746. For that class, would it be desirable, in your opinion, to make special provision? For the
consumptives, cancer and ophthalmic patients only. For the others no special provision is necessary.
2747. Instead of having a mixed institution as you have now ? There is no special provision necessary
for the second class—the patients who do not require constant medical attendance. They should bo near
the healthy patients I think—at least on the same estate.
■
2748. In the same buildings? No; not in the same buildings.
2749,
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S. Maxtor!, 2749. You think, instead of separating them from 1ho healthy patients, that they had better be mixed
with them ? No ; kept in a separate group on the same estate.
6 Mar. 1896. 2750. You see no necessity for separating them P jNo, except as described.
2751. After classifying them, you think they might occupy the same locality P Yes.
2752. And that one resident medical officer would be sufficient P Yes ; if you take away the hospitals.
2753. Chairman.\ If provision is made for 1,000 hospital patients at present, will it fairly well cover
the number of patients we are likely to find in the present pauper population of 2,900, including (lie
cancer, consumptive and ophthalmic patients ? I do not think so.
*
2754. Would 1,200? The hospital returns given to the institution are 1,400 or 1,500.
2755. Would you say that room for 1,400 would cover the hospital patients ? I should think so.
2750. Would you stand by it? I cannot stand by it until j get tho correct figures, but approximately
that would he about correct.
2757. Mr. JlumpheryYou are aware that Mr. Davis, the engineer, expressed the opinion that there
would be a large saving effected if the buildings were not scattered as proposed, and that if, instead of
buildings containing fifty or sixty, you had buildings of two storeys which would hold 240 or 250 each p
Yes, put closer together.
2758. So that you would have them under less scattered supervision ? But that would do away with the
principle of classification. It would be lumping ibem up together which I object to. J understand hlr.
Davis proposed to put the inmates in two-storoy buildings, which would carry 240 each, all close
together.
2759. You have certain buildings there at the present time ? Yes.
2700. And if in addition you make provision by having two-storey buildings containing 240 inmates
instead of cottage buildings containing sixty each, the drainage would cost some £3,000 less ? Yes, hut
ho said the same thing would be secured by putting Group 3 nearer the medical superintendent’s residence
to the north of which is as good a site as you can get.
2761. What distance from the proposed site? Close on half a mile.
2762. Would it not be attended with considerable inconvenience to have two groups separated by half a
mile? No, they would have their own kitchen, and there own cooking there.
2763. Would it not be practically two institutions? Yes, that is just what we want. That is proposed
at present, the only difference being that you would put them on the northern spur, instead of on tho
other side of the road.
2764. fcio that the economy which would be effected by concentration would he very considerably lessened,
if instead of grouping the whole of the buildings together as proposed by the plan, you were to separate
the groups by half a mile? It would not; 1 have explained that very often.
2765. Chairman.] 'Then you think we may come to the conclusion that there are 1,COO healthy paupers,
and 1,400 chronic sick ? In round numbers that is approximately correct.
2766. Mr. Trickeff.] Yon were pressed yesterday to state whether the present number of 3,000 paupers
was not likely to increase as the colony increases ? Yes.
■
2767. Do you think that if the provisions suggested in page 41 of your report for 1890, in regard to relatives
providing for the maintenance of inmates, and in regard to the provision of uniform intercolonial legisla
tion, aud so on, were carried out, they would have a tendency to reduce the number? Yes, to very largely
■ reduce it.
'
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The Committee further considered the proposed Erection of Buildings at Rookwood for Infirm and
Destitute Persons.
William Odillo Maher, Esq., M.D., Visiting Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Government Asylums,
sworn, and examined :—
W. 0, Maher, 2768. Chairman.] What is your position? I am Visiting Ophthalmic Surgeon to tho Government
fcsq., M.D.

Agyinmg

•

10JIar~1896 ^769. You are also engaged in private practice in Sydney? Yes.
' 2770. Have you any knowledge of the scheme before this Committee? I have not very much knowledge
of the scheme. T only saw the plans here a few minutes ago.
2771. Do you require your examination to be limited solely to the ophthalmic patients ? Yes.
2772. Not to general principles ? No.
2773. If you care to make a statement, the Committee will be glad to hear your views in regard to things
as they are, and whether you think that this proposal will be an improvement or not ? I certainly think
that the buildings and the arrangements for the treatment of ophthalmic patients could be improved
upon, and I do not hold with having ophthalmic patients—many of whom suffer more or less from con
tagious disease—associated with tho other inmates of the asylums. I think that they should have a
separate institution for themselves.
2774. Do you approve of the present buildings at Parramatta ? They could be improved upon very much.
2775. Is it well to hiiire a population of ophthalmic persons in the centre of a town? No; it is not a
desirable thing to have.
2776. You think that, as a general principle, an ophthalmic hospital ought to be uddcly apart from any
population at all ? It ought to be fairly isolated.
2777. Prom hospital patients or tho ordinary public? Yes,
2778.
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277b. ilfr. Fegan.') I suppose you were not consulted in any shape or form as to the advisability of^.O. Maher,
grouping these persons, and amongst them the patients you are more particularly interested in ? No ; L
M-D.
have not been consulted in any way about it.
“
27/9, I suppose, us far as the position of Hookwood is concerned, is it not against the treatment 0f
ophthalmic patients ? In what respect ?
~
2/80. 1 mean as regards the climate, the soilpor the surroundings P Not that I know of, except that I do
not think it is a desirable thing to have patients who have a quantity of discharge coming from their eyes
near a water reservoir. But as far as the treatment of the patients goes, the locality is good enough.
2781. Tour great objection is that it is so near to the reservoir from which the people of Sydney obtain
their water ? Tes ; 1 think that is a tangible objection to the proposition.
2782. Have you in your mind s eye any suitable place which you can recommend? I have not thought
of any.
2783. Parramatta would not be a suitable place ? It is rather a populous place, but still I do not know
that it is so very unsuitable.
•
2784-. How many patients have you there at present ? A little over 200.
2785. ]n one asylum ? Tes ; hut there arc other inmates also,
2780. Have you any at Liverpool ? No. All the patients are transferred from the different asylums to
the Macquarie-street Asylum, where I attend to them.
2/87. 1.hey are treated separately, and kept separately from the other patients? No. They are sup
posed fo have separate wards, separate basins, and separate towels, and as far as possible we avoid the
discharge getting from their eyes into the eyes of the other patients. But still there are other inmates
who have not ophthalmic disease.
’
2788. It is only recently that these people have been kept separate? They are not actually kept
separate, because there are other inmates in the asylum who have not ophthalmic disease.
2/89. It is not very long since.the separate treatment was brought into vogue there? I could not say
definitely when it was introduced, but I should say it was introduced six or eight vears ago.
2/90. There has been a time since the institutions have been established when the patients have been put
together, no difference at all being made? Tes ; they used to he distributed amongst the different asylums
at Parramatta and Liverpool.
2/91. Did not that show groat ignorance as regards the necessity for the separate treatment of these
people; 1 suppose you were astonished when it first came to your knowledge that they were not trealed
Heparately ? J think the doctor who preceded me also pointed out the necessity of having one institution
for the treatment of these patients.
’
2792. Have you been over the ground where it is proposed to establish the new institutions ? No.
2793. Tou have not seen the ground? No.
2794. As far as tho site is concerned, you have no knowledge except from the plan you saw on the
easel here ? That is all.
2795. AVas no information given to yon that this idea had entered into the minds of the Department ?
None.
279G. Do you mean to say that you have been treating over 200 patients and have not heard of any pro
posed alteration being made? I have heard of a proposed alteration, hut I have been in no way con
sulted in the matter. Incidentally I have heard people talking about it.
2/97. Has not Dr. AVaugh, the Medical Superintendent of the Parramatta Asylums, mentioned the matter
to you ? I have had no conversation with him on the subject. I have not met him to speak to excepting
2798. Tou believed that the ophthalmic patients should be kept entirely separate from any other patients ?
Tes; they should be kept apart from the others.
2/99. Looking at the plan of the proposed three hospitals, do you think that tho consumptives’ hospital
and the cancer hospital will he too near to tho ophthalmic hospital? I presume the ophthalmic patients
would also be able to walk about the ground.
2800. They would associate with the other patients in the ground ? That would be objectionable.
They .should be kept entirely by themselves.
2801. Therefore, you would* recommend that there should be a separate institution with separate grounds
for ophthalmic patients ? Tes.
2802. Mr. Blacky !Do you know of any site which you would suggest as a suitable one for the treatment
of ophthalmic patients ? No ; but I think there are very many sites that there is no objection to if the
patients are kept to themselves and are not associated with the other inmates of the asylums.
2803. J here would be no objection to the grouping together of hospitals for the treatment of cancerous,
consumptive, and ophthalmic cases, provided, I suppose, that the institutions are erected at a distance of
100 or 200 yards from each other ? Provided that the patients do not associate together.
2804. If the patients were prevented from associating with the others, then the distance which the
hospitals would be removed from one another would not matter so much ? No.
2805. Of course, tho further the hospitals are apart the less the danger of their intermingling? Certainly,
280(j, There are no especial climatic conditions favourable to ophthalmia;—has the sea air any eftect at
all ? I do not think it has any very material effect on ophthalmia, The heat and glare of the sun have far
more effect on it than anything else.
2807. The glare off the white sand, J suppose ? Tes; and the heat.
2808. But I suppose a sheltered position and the absence of strong winds would be advantageous ?
Certainly.
2809. Mr. Wright.'] 1 understood you to say that you believe in the perfect isolation of ophthalmic
patients ? I believe it is preferable that they should bo kept to themselves.
2810. Is it customaiy in other parts of the world to perfectly isolate people suffering from ophthalmia?
1 cannot tell you. 1 do not know much about tho systems in the old country, but I know that there are
many cases on record in which this disease has spread to a great number of the inmates in poor-houses,
and where it has spread through regiments of soldiers.
2811. The danger from infection, I presume, is considerable ? It is not very great, but still it exists, and
at times one does not know why it does at certain times—it spreads to a great number of individuals.
2812. Given a hospital of tho size of the hospital indicated on the plan, built on 40 or 50 acres of land,
and surrounded by a secure fence, do you think that would secure perfect isolation ? rerfect. It would
not bo necessary to have such a quantity of land in order to secure isolation.
2613.

■
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IiV.0. iraker, 2813. That, you think, would secure perfect isolation? Yes.
isq., M. . 2814'. Irrespective of what the other surroundings might he? Yes.
2S^- -^s regards the proposed site at Itookwood, the country is rather high, and completely denuded of
ar'’
' timher, and would be exposed, not ouly to a considerable amount of heat, hut to all the prevailmg winds—
the strong westerly winds, and to strong north-easterly winds ;—would you consider that objectionable ?
I should think it preferable to have a more sheltered position.
2816. Sheltered by timber, I suppose ? Yes.
2817. You have 200 ophthalmic patients? There arc about 207 or 210 of tho inmates who are on my
books, but they are not all suffering from ophthalmia. They have had diseases which have effected their
eyes, producing more or less blindness, or suffering from some progressive disease of tho eyes.
2818. Are you aware whether there are any such patients in Itookwood and Liverpool Asylums? I think
there cannot be, because the medical attendant at each place has been instructed to send all ophthalmic
cases to the Macquarie-street Asylum.
2819. You consider that the whole lot numbers about 200? I think so.
2820. You have not been on this site ? Ko.
_
_
2821. You are aware that within a very short distance of the proposed site, there is an open reservoir
containing 30 acres of water, from which the water supply of Sydney is drawn ? T understand that there is.
2822. I understand that you consider it very unwise to put an ophthalmic hospital near that open reser
voir ? I think so.
2823. Mr. Hoskins.'] You expressed a wish to he examined by the Committee? No ; 1 merely mentioned
the fact that if the Committee thought that my evidence would be of any value, 1 should bo very pleased
to attend, but beyond that I expressed no wish.
2824. Bid you not express a desire to be examined by the Committee with a view to expressing your
opinion that it would be very unwise to have ophthalmic patients located in any place where hospital
cases were located? I think it is unwise.
2825. That is your principal reason for coming here ? That is my principal reason.
2826. Mr. Dailies.] In all well-conducted hospitals is it not the usual practice to isolate the ophthalmic
patients ? They have their wards to themselves.
2827. The inmates of the hospitals at .Parramatta, especially at the Macquarie-street one, have been
allowed to mingle together? Yes; there has always been a number there who have not been under me,
on account of their having no disease of the eyes,
2828. There has been no practical isolation of the ophthalmic patients? No; except that as far as
possible, all ophthalmic cases have been sent to the Macquarie-street Asylum. But at that asylum there
have always been other cases as well as ophthalmic cases.
2829. You are of opinion that these eases should be absolutely isolated ? I think it would be wisest to
have them isolated.
2830. "What has been the result of the isolation of ophthalmic patients in the case of the city hospitals ?
I think it allows no possibility of the spread of ophthalmia. 1 think it is desirable to have ophthalmic
patients away from the general hospital.
2831. Have these patients improved to a much larger degree than they would have done had they been
associated with the other patients in the hospitals ? I think they have.
2832. Your contention is that provision should be made for tho absolute isolation and treatment of
ophthalmic patients ? Yes, ,
2833. It is tho only effectual way of giving relief ? I do not say that, so much, as that it is a great
preventive of the disease spreading among the other inmates.
2834. During your visits to the hospital at Parramatta have you noticed any great spread of the con
tagion ? 1 have not noticed any groat spread of it, but 1 have noticed isolated oases. Of course, they
adopt certain precautions.
Those who have ophthalmia have separate wards, separate basins, and
.
separate towels, in order, as far as possible, to prevent any contagion ; and if these precautions are
scrupulously taken the risk is not great.
2835. That is done to a largo extent? Yes'; but still we know that an epidemic from time to time in
the old country has broken out amongst these institutions and among soldiers, and it has spread very
rapidly. Why it occurs at certain times and not at others I am not in a position to say, hut that it does
occur is an undoubted fact. It is to guard against the possibility of that that I think these patients
should be isolated.
2836. What has been the largest number you have treated at any time for ophthalmia at Parramatta?
I could not say definitely for ophthalmia.
'
2837. Por affection of the eyes ? There are on the books about 210. That is ns large a number as there
has ever been.
2838. You do not attribute that large number to the want of isolation? I do not think so. There arc a
few who have contracted the disease m Macquarie-street Asylum, but the number is few.
2839. Have those who caught the contagion in the hospital been cured, or does it stick to them ? It
may stick to them for years if they get true'granular ophthalmia.
2840. Have you many extreme cases? There are, I should say, about seventy cases with more or less
discharge from the eyes, but the very bad eases are always sent down to the Moorecliff Hospital, as I see
them more frequently there than I would at Parramatta, and they get more skilled nursing,
2841. You do not favour the proposal to concentrate the whole of the paupers suffering from all kinds of
ailments, old age and infirmity, in one block at Bookwood ? Not with the ophthalmic cases.
2842. Would you like to express an opinion with reference to tho others? J should prefer not to do so.
2843. Chairman.] Have you any further statement to malce ? No.

Walter

I
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W. L.
Walter Liberty VernoD, Esq., Government Architect, sworn, and further examined:—
Vernon, Esq.
2844. Chairman.] Tou desire to hand in a statement to the Committee ? T beg to hand in the following
statement:—
lOMavASSe,
... t-. ,,,,
department of Pnblic tVorks, Government Architect’s Branch, Sydney, 4 March, 1B9C.
1 o Public Works Committee,—
Benevolent Asylum Scheme,
1 have the honor to submit for your information the following memoranda relative to dividing up the single scheme of
Rookwood into three schemes of Liverpool, Rookwood, aud Campbelltown :—
1st. Liverpool—To permanently accommodate 800 able-bodied patients, an expenditure of £1,000 would, I find, do
little more than put the present buildings in a proper state of repair.
Assuming that the SOO are able-bodied patients, I consider the following works should be carried out:—
New store-room ........................................................................................................
£350
Improvements to kitchen and bake-house ..............................................
400
New cooking-boilers, &c.............................................................................................
200
Improved drainage ....................................................................................................
250
New shelter shed, &c.................................................................................................
200
General repairs, &c.....................................................................................................
1,000
£2,400
2nd. Rookwood.—If accommodation is to he found in the present group for 1,000 healthy old men, seven more
pavilions will he required, and it will be necessary to build administrative buildings in proportion, and it will not be
necessary to build a residence for a resident medical superintendent.
3rd. In choosing a new site for the SOO isolated cases and 000 chronic cases, that could not then be accommodated at
Lockwood, namely, 1,400, tile buildings should take the form of a general hospital, as much as possible on the pavilion
principle, and in that case a medical superintendent's residence would be necessary. It. is of course possible, and was always
anticipated, that the residence could be built for £1,500, but when stables and outbuildings, and laying on light and water,
and other things are considered, my experience has shown that the total cost is little under £2,000 for a building of moderate
but comfortable accommodation.
The cost approximately of this scheme would be as follows :—
Cancer aud skin disease patients
£6,300
Ophthalmic patients....................
6,450
Consumptive patients.................
6.500
Chronic patients .......................
8,400
Medical officer’s residence .........
1.500
Matron’s residence ...................
1.000
Nurses and attendants’ quarters
2,000
Kitchen .......................................
2,000
Special laundry and machinery
2.500
Mortuary .....................................
300
£36,950
^ome of the above items, it will be seen, are modifications of tho original estimate, but considering that those buildings
must be treated as a hospital, 1 do not sec how they can bo reduced, and when it is pointed out that exclusive of drainage,
lighting and water, which must necessarily he guided by the circumstances of the locality, the cost comes up to only £31
per hed, I am of the opinion that it would be the cheapest hospital of a permanent character ever erected. It must be
recollected that the foregoing contains also no provision for workshops, farm buildings, lodges, and the laying out of the
estate. For an institution of this kind these outlays arc inevitable.
'
• ■ 1 4th; 1''le.3e.l)ilv‘^0“® might, I think, bo cut down from £1,400 to £1,200, if a number are built together, and certain
Imish on the existing pavilions is omitted. The quarters for superintendent at £1,000 might be reduced perhaps £150 to
£200, but not more. The wardsmen’s quarters at £1,500 is quite moderate enough. The class of these buildings is not
necessarily expensive, but they must be sufficiently commodious to accommodate the number.
■rd.h. Tho operating quarters at £1,000. The operating rooms include nurses’night rooms, sculleries, lavatories, &e.,
and all the adjuncts of the isolation group beyond the dormitory accommodation itself, and 1 do not think could be safely
reduced. The number of nurses for 1,200 patients, even allowing the excessive number of fifty patients pot nurse, means
a staff of twenty-four, and the matron’s quarters include the necessary store-rooms, offices, &c., and is not exclusively for
the accommodation of that officer. By an overnight on my part, I believe a sketch for the matron’s quarters exclusively is
one of the exhibits ; my intention was to provide for business purposes, as well as for the accommodation of the matron.
6th. Liverpool being occupied by SOO will save a considerable sum, namely, the cost of pavilions, and the propor
tionate cost of administrative buildings.
7th. Tho total reported cost, £108,000, is subject, os is also mentioned m the report, to a deduction, consequent
upon 3,000 only being provided for instead of 3,300, and therefore the net amount would be £101,000.
8tb. The total future cost, therefore, of housing 3,000 patients under your proposed scheme would be as follows :_
1,000 at Rookwood (with now shelter sheds, Ac.) ............................................... £16,000
1,200 on new site........................................................................................................
Se^SoO
800 at Liverpool .......................................................................................................
2^400
!

£55,350

The saving ou the scheme is, therefore, £46,000, hut against this would have to be charged the cost of the drainage,
lighting, fire appliances, laying out estate, sundry provisions, supervision, Ac., possibly amounting to £8,000, or a net
saving of £38,000.
9th. Rookwood. In tinding accommodation for 1,000 at Rookwood, it would be necessary to build new kitchens
and administrative buildings, and 1 have therefore estimated the total cost of the work there to be £16,000, which is
included in above statement.
Yours Ac.

’

\Y. L. VERNON.

2845. Is there auy point which requires elucidation? 1 simply want to make it clear that this is an
approximate estimate.
2846. WiU you take the various items, and tell ns why you adopt these particular amounts, beginning
with the Liverpool Asylum first? I consider it will cost £2,400 to put Liverpool Asylum into a proper
state of repair as a permanent institution for the accommodation of SOO inmates. To erect a complete
hospital to accommodate 1,4-00 patients, including isolation and chronic cases, would cost, assuming the
site is a reasonable one, £30,9511, to which must be added the cost of lighting, draining, and water supply.
2847. Mr. Lea.] What do you mean to convey by the term “ suitable hospital
do you mean a series
of hospitals ? 1 certainly strongly recommend the pavilion system.
'
2848. Does your estimate provide for one large building? No; I should keep cases of cancer and of
skin diseases in one block; ophthalmic eases in another block ; consumptive cases in a third block ; and
chronic cases, making up a total of 1,400, in a fourth block.
2849. Your scheme actually provides for four distinct buildings? I think it would be more correct to
sav four distinct groups of buildings.
^SoO
13—F

"

'
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28.'50. In the Kookwootl scheme vou put three almost in one group ? I would not put 600 chronic cases
into one building.
10MArj8E>G
^■r°u w°uld have a group for the chronic cases? Tes.
''
' 2852. Tou would place the chronic cases in pavilions ? Tes.
2853. That would be a chronic group ? Yes.
2854\ IVould vou deal in the same way with the ophthalmic cases ? Tes.
2855. And in the same way with the consumptive cases ? Tes. .The fact is that I have adopted these
plans here for these three isolated groups.
2356. Ton have strongly committed yourself to the pavilion system ? Undoubtedly.
2857. On that basis you have made your calculations ? I have.
■
235S. A nd £36,650 is to cover the cost ? Tes; exclusive of other items.
2856. AVhy do you adhere to the pavilion system for the chronic eases ;—why would not a two-storoy
building do for them ? A. pavilion system does not necessarily mean a series of one-floor buildings ; it
may also include two-floor buildings, hut they should not be above a certain size, and they should be to
some extent separate one from another.
2860. But has not your proposal up to the present time, as regards the pavilion system, been strictly
confined to a one-storey building? Certainly. I prefer one storey, but 1 do not see any great objection
to two storeys.
286L. At ail events your estimate is for one storey ? Tes.
2862. What is your great objection to two storeys for chronic cases? Because I think the tendency in
all modern institutions of this character to obtain a one-storey building, aud there is no reason why it
should not be adopted, when you are making a new departure.
2863. Can you tell me tho difference in cost, if any, between housing this number of chronic cases in one
storey aud housing them in two storeys ? The difference in cost, if one staircase only is provided is, as
far as I can tell, about £175 less than double the cost of a single floor. For instance, a pavilion of one
floor would cost £1,200, and with two floors it would cost £2,400 less £175, that is when one staircase
only is required. It would cost £2,225 as against £2,400,
2864. Mr. Black.] Tou would save £175 on each pair? Tes.
2865. Mr. Wright.] One roof aud one basement would cost as much as your staircase? Tes. I must
consider other things as well. I have to thicken the walls of the ground-floor, I have to make a staircase
sufficiently roomy and easy to admit of persons being taken up and down on stretchers in time of panic,
and so on. 1 cannot see how the cost can be very much reduced,
2866. Chairman.") It means a saving of £4,006 in the case of 1,400 people ? It is a saving of nearly £3
per head.
2867. Mr. Humphery.) Have you taken into consideration the cost of the verandah ? I have not. I do
not think it comes much into the calculation.
2868. Mr. Lee.] Tou estimate that it will cost £2,500 for the laundry and £2,000 for the kitchen ;—
what class of building do you propose to erect? In both eases the class of building would be of tlie
simplest and cheapest description possible, consistent with being of a substantial character to stand the
wear and tear of machinery. It would be built with brick, and have a slate or iron roof.
2869. What machinery do yon require? In the laundry you would require a complete set of laundry
machinery, commencing with washers, and going through with the centrifugal driers, the wringers, the
drying closets, and the manglers.
2870. There is nothing very particular about that—nothing more than could be carried on in an ordinary
slab building ? Tou would not build a slab building with loan money, I should imagine.
2871. The machinery you mention could be erected in an ordinary wooden building ? It could.
2872. It appears to the Committee that it is a large item, and we want some information upon this point?
I can only compare it with the laundries which have been erected. I could not give you the rates just
now, but I assure you that a laundry for 600 or 700 patients has, in other cases, cost considerably more
than this laundry for 1,400 patients is estimated to cost.
2873. Does your estimate of £2,500 cover the building or the machinery ? It includes the building and
outfit.
2874. What will be the size of the laundry? I presume it will be built in proportion to the number of
the inmates. The laundry will be built with, first of all, a receiving-room to receive the dirty linen and
the necessary pits in which to put the worst of the linen; then a large room in which it is washed,
probably a room measuring 60 by 40 or 45, including the machinery ; then a drying closet, measuring
20 by 20, or 25 ; then an ironing room, of almost the same size as the largo washing-room ; and, finallj-,
the dispensing-room, in which all stored clean things are dispensed.
■
2875. With reference to the kitchen, I presume the £2,000 is intended to provide for stoves and other
appliances, as well as the building ? Inclusive.
2876. Boilers if necessary ? I have not distinguished between boilers for the kitchen and laundry,
because J. understood that the joint cost of the two would cover the cost of the boilers.
2877. Of what do you propose to build the new hospital ? Brick walls. In the case of the cancer
patients I should put down a solid floor—not a wooden floor—and I should plaster the walls with the
cleanest and hardest plaster which is suitable, with Kean’s cement, or an anti-septfe cement of some
description, and I would line the ceilings with small corrugated iron.
.
2878. As nearly fire-proof as you can make them ? Tes. Por the chronic eases I certainly would have
brick walls, but wooden floors would do in their case; and the roof in each ease would be lined with
small corrugated iron.
2879. How would the roof be covered ? With large corrugated iron.
2880. No tiles? I do not propose to use them.
2881. Mr. Fegan^] I understood you to say when you first appeared before the Committee that you, had
consulted the medical oflicers in reference to these plans of yours ? 1 did.
28S2-. Where were the medical officers when you consulted them—in your office ? We first met at the
office of the lady superintendent at Bookwood, and then we walked over (be different ridges of the estate,
'
and jointly visited the different sites.
2S33. Tou say “ we walked” ;—to whom do you refer? Tho three medical officers, Mr. Masted, Mr.
Green, myself, and my assistant, who lias Bookwood in his charge.
2884.
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2884. The three medical officers were Dr, Beattie. Dr, Waugh, and Dr. Brown ? Yes,
.
L.
288,5, You are sure of that ? Absolutely sure.
^ emon, l!.sq.
2886. AATould it be strange to you to hear that some of the medical officers have told the Committee that
they were not consulted iu the matter? It would not be correct to say that these three gentlemen were " ar“
‘
not consulted, because they were.
’
2887. Aud their opinion is embodied in the shape of a plan here? The plan exactly follows the concensus
of opinion expressed on that afternoon : but I do not think these medical officers saw the plan. In fact.
I know that they did not.
2SS8. \ ou were led by their opinion to present the plan iu this form to the Committee? The opinion
was unanimous,
2880. Should a saving of £3 per head be considered of greater importance than a suitable building for
these people ? I do not think it should. My opinion is strongly in favour of the one-floor pavilion
system. I do not say that the other system is not a good one.
2800. You believe that one floor would be far more convenient as regards the management of the
hospitals, and of the wards, and ultimately as regards tho working of the institutions as a whole? That
is my opinion.
'
2891. Mr. Black.] Do you think that in the erection of hospitals at Campbelltown any considerable sum
could be saved by using the timher growing on the ground in the construction of the stables, laundries,
weather-sheds, workshops, and so on? I do not know tho particular estate to which you refer.
2892. If the timber is all right there would be some saving? 1 do not think it would be advisable, as
loan money is to be spenr, to erect a building that would not last some considerable time.
2893. If the timber on the ground is ironbark and blackbutt it would be likely to last a considerable
time 7 I do not think if slab or other buildings were erected properly they would be likely to give in for
twenty years.
”
'
2891. In your estimate did you include the drawing of the bricks for the erection of the laundry and the
stables? I imagine that if you built at Campbelltown, where there is a brick soil, the contractor would
naturally make his own bricks on the site.
2895. You think there is clay to be got there? I should think so. Anywhere around Campbelltowu
you can get brick earlb.
2896. You do not think there would be any great saving from the utilisation of tho limber? 1 would
give a very guarded opinion as to the timber, because my own impression is that all the timber has been
so culled that there is very little left which could be put into a permanent building. I know that that is
tho case down G-oulburn way.
2897. Mr, Writfht.] Coming back to the question of kitchens and laundries, in your plans here you have
three hospitals grouped together with one kitchen to serve three institutions ? Yes.
2898. If it were deemed necessary that the three hospitals should he kept 200 or 300 yards apart from
one another, it would necessitate having a kitchen for each hospital ? blot unless they were a very wide
distance apart.
"
'
2899. Supposing it were considered necessary to put each hospital in an area of 20 acres by itself? I
would not recommend that it should be done, because it would be scattering the administration, which
would be hardly advisable.
2900. Supposing we are advised that it is necessary that the ophthalmic hospital should be distinctly
isolated from the other buildings, and that the ophthalmic patients should have a moderate amount of
ground in which to exercise themselves apart from the other patients, I suppose it would be necessary to
provide a separate kitchen for that hospital? If it were, say, 300 yards away from the main building, 1
think it would be necessary.
’
'
2901. An expert lias stated that there should be no commingling of ophthalmic patients with the other
patients ;—would that add materially to your estimate ? Jt would mean the cost of another kitchen.
2902. Would it reduce the cost of the large kitchen also ? Very little.
2903. Say we require a kitchen for 200 patients, would it cost the same amount to build that, kitchen as
it would cost to build a kitchen for 800 or 900 patients ? My proposal is to build a kitchen for 1,400
patients, and if you deduct 200 patients from that number the reduction in the cost would be very small.
2901'. Will it add materially to the cost ? I would not propose, in a separate kitchen for 200 patients,
to put down what is called a kitchen plant. 1 would he content with something very much simpler.
2903. A simple, inexpensive building would answer the purpose ? I do not say it would answer so well.
1 would not recommend it at all.
"
2906. Under the circumstances I mentioned it would become a necessity to have a separate kitchen and
separate cooking appliances ? Such a ease has never come under my notice before. I think it is a very
extreme opinion, even from a medical man.
*
2907. What will it cost to build a kitchen to cook for 200 patients ? Probably £600 or £700. It does
not mean a kitchen only; it means the adjuncts to a kitchen—larders and a scullery,
2908. Your estimate would be increased by that amount if we decide to have a separate hos])ital ? It
would.
■
2909. Can you state roughly the superfleial area of the laundry which is to cost £2,500. You can build
a first-class residence for a gentleman in Sydney for £2,000 or £2,500, and it strikes me that £2,500 is a
very large sum to pay fora mere laundry ? It is not when you come to consider that you are providing
washing accommodation for 1,400 inmates and drying accommodation as well. The fact is, it is very
small.
'
2910. I suppose a great deal of the amount is for the boilers ? Yes ; you must have the best machinery,
and you must pay for (he patents.
‘
2911. I suppose the bulk of the expense is for the machinery and boilers ? I should think it is about
50 per cent, machinery and about 50 per cent, building,
2912. Chairman.] If that power were found you otherwise, you could save that sum? I could save the
steam power.
’’
2913. Mr. Wright.] The building would cost £1,200 ? From £1,200 to £1,500.
2914. You ought to put up a pretty large building with only bare walls and no interior fittings for
£1,500, or even for £600 or £700 ? It is the extent of a building of this description which rims into the
cost, no matter how inexpensive the material is which you may use.
2915. In your estimate, you have not gone in for any unnecessary expensive work? Xone whatever.
2916. They are all plain substantial buildings ? As plain as possible, but substantial,
2917.
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2917, Mr. Hoskins.-] Have you ascertained tie probable cost of altering the Randwick Asylum to accom
modate temporarily 700 or 800 patients from the Parramatta and Liverpool Asylums, provided that the
Government obtain the consent of the trustees of the Sandwich Asylum to its being used for that
purpose ? I have had the following estimate prepared:—
Floors, general repairs, and stairs,,.
...
...
...
...
...
...
£300
Verandahs, roof, posts, plates, Ac.
...
...
...
...
...............
250
Guttering, roof and down pipes ...
,,,
...
...
...
...
...
100
Painting, cleaning down, new doors, Ac....
...
...
...
...
...
300
Abolishing internal lavatories, baths, &c., and making good floor
...
...
200
Drainage taken up, remodelled, and relaid, properly trapped and vented,
keeping present main to “ farm ”..............................................................
d'OO
Cement baths altered aud drained
...
...
...
...
...
...
100
Two shelter-sheds ...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
250
Gas service renewed and remodelled
...
...
...
...
...
250
Fire service reneived and remodelled
...
...
...
...
...
...
200
£2,350
Total
Then I have a separate item of £1,000 for a new kitchen, laundry, and cooking plant, wdiich, of course, is
an approximate amount, making a grand total of £3,350 to accommodate 543 patients.
2918. Have you not also to provide for the children ? Provision would have to be made for the children.
2919. Mr. Trickett.] What did you put down in the statement vou handed in for the ophthalmic branch?
£6,450.
'
2920. Does that include a kitchen and administrative buildings for that particular branch ? No. It
includes the buildings connected with the patients only.
2921. Then the kitchen, scullery, laundry, workshop, and stores in connection with that branch you pro
pose to use in common with the other two ? I do ; in fact, in common with all four.
2922. Dr. Maher, an eminent ophthalmic authority, has stated here that there would be a great fear of
contagion if the ophthalmic branch were in any way connected with any other part of the buildings to
be erected ; that it ought to bo provided with a separate wash-house, and separate appliances ;—if that
idea were carried out, would it not considerably increase the expense of the ophthalmic branch ? If the
ophthalmic wards could not he treated administratively with the others, it would necessarily cost more.
2923. I understood Dr. Maher to say, distinctly, that the ophthalmic branch must be perfectly isolated—
in fact, almost fenced round, so that the patients could not mingle with the other patients;—I suppose
that would increase the expense considerably? It would.
2924. To what extent would it increase that estimate of £6,450 ? It would involve the cost of another
kitchen, aud the cost of a small complete laundry, and possibly it might necessitate the building of a
separate nurses’ establishment.
2925. And separate operating quarters? I certainly am not prepared to follow the opinion of a medical
man in that respect, because I have never heard that opinion advanced before.
2926. I do not want to ask you whether you agree with his opinion, but I wish to know whether, if tho
opinion is a correct one, it will not necessarily increase the cost ? It would increase the cost from £1,000
to £1,200 at least. The laundry, of course, would be on a small scale, and it would have to be worked
without machinery.
2927. There would have to be another kitchen ? Yes.
2928. If the same procedure were required with regard to the cancer and the consumptive hospital, that
would also increase the cost of the buildings ? Undoubtedly, in the same proportion. I think the con
sumptive hospital would be rather more, because the proportion of inmates is larger there than it is in the
case of an ophthalmic hospital.
2929. Can you state in round numbers what would be the extra expense if these three kinds of disease
had to be treated separately, either at Rookwood or at Campbelltown ? About £4,000, exclusive of any
special arrangement for nurses.
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APPEKDIX.
A.
[2b Evidence of J?. Chapman,
INFORMATION UESFROTING llE^IDENCES OONTKIOOUH TO LIVERPOOL ASVLOJt.

S'l1.

Town Hall, Liverpool, 2 March, IS9C.
Acconling to a report of Mr. Green’s evidence (re Rookwood Asylum question), given before your Committee,
as published in Doily Tehyrajih of 27th -February, I notice he is mode to say that tho nearest house to the Liverpool
Asylum is that of the station-master, some 300 yards away. I wish to point out that this is erroneous, as the pencil lino
on the accompanying tracing will show. The dotted line on same tracing (a radius of 440 yards from Asylum) shows
twenty-nine residences, or a population of, say, J4j persons ; the[pubiic school, with between 300 and 400 scholars ; aud tho
Orphanage (R.O,), with about 70 children. A 500 yards radius from the Asylum would take iu portions of Macquariestreet, the principal thoroughfare of the town.
1 have, &c.,
V. CHAPMAN,
,
.
.
.
Mayor
The Chairman, Parliamentary Standing Committee on Public Works,
(on behalf of the Council).

B.
[To Evidence of S. Maxted, Er<
j.'\

Government Benevolent Anilums.
Analysis of Salaries and Wages paid from 1st January to 31st December, 1805.
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The Inspector-General of the Insane to The Chief Secretary.
Sir>

Lunacy Department, Inspector-Generai’s Office, Gladesville, 14 September, 1896.
I do myself the honor, in accordance with tho 73rd section of the Lunacy Act of 1878. to
submit for your information a report on the state and condition of the Hospitals and other Institutions
for the Insane for the year ending 31st December, 1895.
I have, &c.,
E. NORTON MANNING,
-----------------Inspector-General.
Os' the 31sig December, 1895, the number of insane persons under official cognisance was 3,720, and their
distribution was as follows :—■
Number on Register*

Number on Leave*

InatitiUjriji.

Male."

Hospital for the Insane, Gladesville....................
Do
Parramatta (Free) ......
Do
do
(Criminal)
Do
Callan Part.................
Do
Newcastle......................
Do
Rydalmere ....................
Do
Kenmore ......................
Licensed House for the Insane, Cook's River.....
Do
do
Rydo.
Do
do
Do
do
Picton — "Woodland
Cottage.
South Australian Hospitals
Total.

Female,

Total.

514
672
89
444
156
800
146
16

334
381
13
392
151
131
21
4
1
1

84S
1,053
52
836
307
431
146
37
4
1
1

2

2

4

2,'289

1,431

3,720

Male.

Female.

Total.

5
9

20
9

25

6
1

8

14.
1

IS

1

22

1

37

59

The number at tho close of 1894 was 3,587, so that the increase during the year amounted to 133,
of whom 91 were males and 42 females.
"
The increase was above the average for the last twenty years, but somewhat below that for the
year i894. In the four years 1892 to 1895 inclusive, the number of insane persons under care has
increased by 586, and this has added very materially to the cost of this unfortunate class, not only in the
charge for maintenance, hut in the necessary provision of buildings in which to accommodate this abnormal
influx. The increase in number for the last twenty years is shown in the following return :—
Year.

Increase,

1S76..........................
1877 ........................
1878..........................
1879..........................
1SS0..........................
1S81..........................
1SS2..........................

43
$9
S7
95
SS
119
98

Year.

i
'

1SS3......................
1SS4..............
1885......................
1SS6......................
1887..................
18SS..............
1889......................

Increase,

96
121
110
74
104
76
76

Year.

Increaue,

1RP9
1R01

128
32

IStlA

17S
111

TRP1
ISPS

102
133

Total for twenty years, 2,031, or an average of 101 a year.
The causes winch led to an unusual increase during 1892-3 and 4, and which were pointed out in
my report for the latter year, appear to have been still in operation during 1895.
The proportion of insane to population, which from 1872 to 1891 was nearly stationary, and in the
latter year stood at 1 in 371 to 2'69 per thousand, has, during the last four years, slowly risen and now
stands at 1 in 343 or 2‘91 per thousand. The following return, however, shows that the proportion of
insane to population has not yet reached that which exists in England, Scotland, or Ireland.
*423—A
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The proportion of insane to population in Xew South 'Wales for the last twenty years, and also
the proportion in England for the same period, and the proportion in Scotland and Ireland for each year
from 1881 to 1894 is shown in the following return —
Year,

Population
of
New South
Wales.

]S76
1877
1S78
1879
1SS0
1881
1882
1883
1SS4
1885
1886
1887
1883
1889
1899
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

629,776
662,212
603,743
734,282
770.524
781,265
S17.46S
869,310
921,129
980,573
1,030,762
1,042,9)9
1,085,740
1,122,200
1,170,000
1,165.300
1,197,050
1,223,370
1,251,450
1,277,870

Totfll Number
of Insane in
New
South Wales
on SI Dec.

1,740
1,829
1,916
2,011
2,099
2,218
2.307
2,403
2,524
2.643
2,717
2,821
2.S9S
2,974
3.102
3.134
3,312
3.425
3,587
3,720

Proportion of
Insane to Population
in
Now South Wales.

Proportion of
Insane to Population
in
Knglnrid.

Proportion of
Insane to Population

Proportion of
Insane to Population

Soot! and.

Ireland.

hi

in

Per M,

Pci- ll.

Pm M.

1 in 361 or 2*77
1 in 362 or 2‘7f>
1 in 362 or 2'70
1 in 366 or 2'74
1 in 367 or 2'72
1 in 352 or 2'84
h in 354 or 2'82
1 in 361 or 2/7
1 iu 364 or 2 "74
1 in 374 or 2'67
1 in 371) or 2 63
1 in 369 or 2'71
1 in 374 or 2‘67
1 in 377 or 2'6o
1 in 377 or 2'65
] in 371 or 2'G9
1 in 361 or 2'77
] in 357 or 2'SO
1 in 348 or 2'S7
1 in 343 or 2'91

1 in 3GS or 2'71
1 in 363 or 2'75
] in 360 or 2'77
1 in 363 or 2'75
1 in 353 or 2-83
l in 352 or 2 S4
1 in 34S nr 2'87
1 in 345 or 2'S9
] in 345 or 2'S9
1 in 348 or 2'8/
1 in 349 or 2'86
1 iu 346 or 2'SS
1 in 344 or 2 90
1 in 341 or 2-92
1 in 343 or 2'91
1 in 335 or 2 9S
1 in 330 or 3'02
1 in 326 or 3'00
1 in 321 or 3'09

1 in 370 or 2'70
1 m 369 or 2'72
3 in 305 or 2'75
1 in 303 or 2'77
1 m 358 or 2'82
1 in 358 or 2 'S2
1 in 352 or 2'39
1 in 345 or 2'95
1 in 339 or 3'02
1 in 335 or 3 "07
1 in 315 or 3'OS
1 in 311 or 3'14
1 in 310 or 3'22
1 in 300 or 3 '33

ror M.

1 in 380 or 2'59
1 in 372 or 2'68
1 in 358 or 2'78
1 in 350 or 2'85
1 in 344 or 2*90
1 iu 335 or 2-98
lin 319 or 2" 13
1 in 307 or 3'25
1 in 295 or 3 '38
1 in 288 or 3-46
1 in 281 or 3'5o
1 in 270 or 3'69
1 iu 267 or 3'74

Of the total number on the register at the close of the year 3,720-—3,657 were in the Hospitals or
Licensed Houses in this Colony, 59 were absent on leave under the provisions of the Lunacy Act, and 4*
were in Hospitals for the Insane, in South Australia. _
_
The returns from the Institutions show an increase of 38 on the registers at the Hospital at
Rydalmere, of 1 at Parramatta, free, 4 at Parramatta, criminal, 1 at Newcastle, and 1 at the Licensed
House, Hyde, whilst Ihere was a decrease of 59 at the Hospital at Gladesville, 1 at Callan Park, aud -j at
the Licensed Bouse at Cook’s River. The Hospital for the Insane at Kenmore, near Goulburn, appears
on the list for the first time, and 146 patients were on tho registers at tho close of tho year, ihese were
all transferred from the overcrowded wards at Gladesville, Parramatta, and Callan Park ; patients as a
rule being selected who came from the southern districts of the Colony, and whose mental condition was
such as would permit of their occupying the rooms temporarily set apart as dormitories in the adminis
trative buildings, workshops, Ac., erected under the first contract taken for the new Hospital for the
Insane of the southern district of the Colony.
,
1
In several prior reports I have dilated on the hardships to the patients, and the expense to the
Government which attended the transfer of insane persons—often in an acute stage of the malady from
the district of Broken Hill to the Hospitals for the Insane in the neighbourhood of Sydney.
During the year 1895 an agreement was concluded with the Government of South Australia,
under the provisions of the Lunacy Convention Act of 1894, by which the South_ Australian Government
receives and treats in the Hospitals for the Insane in that Colony persons becoming insane in the district
of Broken Hill, and dealt with by the justices at that place. This arrangement has worked m a most
satisfactory manner, and at the close of the year 4 patients belonging to this Colony were m the South
Australian Hospitals.
‘
.
.
.,
The following tables show the admissions, discharges, and deaths, tho proportion of recoveries, the
rate of mortalit3r, the causes of insanity in those admitted, those who recovered, and those who died, the
causes of death, the length of residence in those who (recovered and those who died, and also the ages,
condition as to marriage, religious profession, nationality, and previous occupation of those admitted, and
of all under care, as well as the form of menial disorder in those admitted, those who recovered, and those
who died during the year:—
Tajijlil 1.

Snowrxo the Admissions, Rcadmissions, Discharges, and Deaths in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses
for the Lisane during the year 1895.
Male.

380
61
205

Discharged or removed—

175
32
205
151

133
20
|
1

68

I

72

308
52
273
3
223

|
!
* Persons recovered...,.................................................

1

333

9SS

2,853

1,722

4^51 y

566
2,287
2,209
2,843
605
108

293
1,429
1,365
1,718
272
129

859
3,716
3,574
4,561
877
297

* Persons, i.fi., separate persons in contradistinction to " cases,” which may include tho same individual more than onco.
t Total cases minus xcadmission of patients discharged during the current year.

\

\

Total.

3,587

Total
Fein ale.
609
220 j
106
45 1
•273
08

Male.

Female.

J ,380

2,198

Table 2.

^

Table 2.
Showing the Admissions, Readmissions, Discharges, and Deaths, with the Jfean Annual. Mortality, and the Proportion of Recoveries, Ac., per cent., in the Hospitals for the Insane,
for the years 187(3 to 1895 inclusive, and including tho Licensed Houses, from the year 1882.

31 F. $0 jn. F.

Ke-

Re*

lleved.

covered.

Transferred to
other

I

Hoa^itals,

Estaped
and not
recap
tured
within
2S days.

M. r-l 5O M. F. II
1
1
l
27!
60 101 12 113 88 70 158 ]7;i9 36 100 45 14i>
1876 lS2jlll 29333
M. k\

M.

F.

F.

m

ITospital

Slit
Dewtuher
iu uuuh

Died.

Percentage of
recoveries on admissions and
rcadmissions for Quinquennial periods.

■Percentage

Avoi'a^a
number

of recoveries on
admissions and
re admissions.

resident.

jear.

.11.
!

i3o

ar.

F.

|

97:20 117 1147

Percentage of
deaths on average
numbers n&ident
for Quinquennial
periods.

ssej 15SS 40 '90 50 -72 44-75! I
029 IOO9J42-28 5I 'Cl 44-S6

MS 1095 1130

99,28 127 1174 00917S3 U75 579 1754 42 S5 28 -05 37 ’Ol
620 1 SOsjsg -86:37 '66 39 -08 ■
9126117 1232 6461 STS 1188

1879 241 128 369 40 26.60 98 12 110 112 SS 170 21 28 49 97 17 114, ■■
i
■1880 267 145 412 28 3058 42 24 06 133 63 196 21 19 40 40 35 75 3

1
Percentage of
Percentage of
patients relioved
patients
on
admissions and
relieved on
rcadmissions for
admissions and
Quinquennial
rcailmissions.
periods.

M.

H

7S:-20.107 1072 533 1605 1052

1877 262100 36*2 62 2486 132 14 147 137 64 201 I7jl8 35 130 21 151
l
1S7S 212 120 338:40 35.78 112 36 148 108 40 154 1720 37 113 45 158

42-2S 39'56 41-42

1

■10130 1276 6SS 1004 1249 665 1914 45-OS 36 0041 yo!

1

1S8L 284 134 41835 2762 31

RcmRinin^

Total.

Head'

mitted.

ferred
from
other
Hospitals,
6:c.

Total.

Admitted
for the
first time.

Discharged.

TraiLL

Total.

Admitted*

Total.

-1

9 40 133 73 206 16 14 30 34 19 53 5

5 84 ■26,110 1354 726 2080 1314 700 2014 41 -69 45 -3 4 42 -91

1882 286 142 42820 2545 38 14 5-2 118 S4;202'-22 16 38 3S 14 52 3
1741
1883 272 161 433*21 2243 29 145 174|119 75:i94 19 11 30 29 145
|
1884 2Sli 159 44020 3353 130 42 172 103 79 182 16 1-2 28 107 42 149 4
|
1385 318 205 523 20 •2444 29 S3 112 L51 83 234 15 25 40 29 S3 112 7

3 93 48 141 [ 1430 8772307 1392 854 2240 38-56 50-29 42'70:

i

I

I

m 45 156 1474

929 2403 1443 904 2347 40-61'40-9S'40-75 moo; 42-27
i
1 --..J!
4 123 581181 1552' 972 2524 1503
932 24 35 34-21 41 ■] 4 30 ’91

.

j

|

i

i

US 49 167 1599 1044 26431550 985 2535 44-67 ;36-24:41 -26
7 1-21 06 1ST 1644 1073,2717 1004 1035 2039 47 ’93 48-52 48-14
t

1886 345 196 541 15 8 26 27 88 115 174 99 273 16 10 26 27 Ss'llo 7 ...

'

CO

1887 302 179 481 30 21 51 19 10 29 115 99 214 11 14 25 19 10 29[ 4'.., 4 111 74 185 1735 10S6 2821 1070 1052 2722 34-63 49'50 40 •22'
I

1122 2898
n
1889 294 1S6 48041 29 70 37 12 49 135 109 244 S 4 12 37 12 49 S 1 9 13S 71 209 IS22 1152 2974
i
1890 341 2]J5d5G35 20 55 41 33 74 141 116 257 21 S 29 41 33 74 2 2 4 128 65 193|190C 11963102
i
i
1891 327 212 53931 26 57 227 34 261 168 129 297 11 17 28 227 34 261 6 !... 6 107 66 233 1912,12223134
1888 333 196 529 32 27 59 37 14 51 167 108 275 20 11 31 37 14

0

5 132 68 200 1776

1S92 377 208 58539 42 S) |,2B 41 166 154 107 201 17 14 31 125 41 166 4 1 5
1893 355 227 532 55 51 ]0C 104 6111051150,130 286 21 21 42] 104 61,165 .

1 1

173S 1077 2815 46-75 48-43 46-70.
I7S5 1104 2889 40-29 50-09 44-30

41-33 49-30

J

1 S27i 1133 2900 37 'SO 49 -36 42 -06'

1

l

1

1982 1167314946-92,34-2049-83

122 69 191 2031 1281 3312 1940 1205 3151 37-01 42-80 39-18
I
I
' '03
1.72 74 246 2092 1 333,34 25 2054 1258 1 3312 i 3 S -04 46 -93,41

39-56 48-06

6-56

1894 395 249 6.1 31 37 68 84
•296 27 -27 54 84 I041S8 1 ... 1 130!09 199 2198 13S9 35S7 2124 1321 3445 38 -02 46 -85 41 -57
609j61
inr
1895 389 220
45
205 OS-273'175 ,133 308 32 20 52|200 63 273 «... 3 151172 223 22S7 1429 3710 2209 1365 3574 38-90 50-1943-OS
1
1
I
I T i
I
1
.
Average percentage of recoveries on admissions and readmissions for ton years, 1SS0-1S95..........
Average percentage of patients relieved on admissions and readmissions for ten years, 1886-1895
Average percentage of deaths on average numbers resident for ton years, 1886-1895.......................

Males,
40-38
4-80
7-24

cmalcs. Total.
48-62
43-55
6 09
5-30
5-92
6-73

00
00
-a
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Table 3.

Showing the Causes of Insanity^, apparent or assigned, in the admissions and readmissions in the
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 1S95.
Number of Instances in which each cause was assigned.
Causes of Insanity.

As predisposing cause.f
Male.

HEobal—
Domestic troubio (including loss of relatives and friends)
Adverse circumstances (including business anxiety and
pecuniary difficulties) ........................................................
Mental anxiety and ,£ worry ^ (not included under
above two heads), and overwork,............................... .
Religious excitement ...................................................................
Love affairs (including seduction)..........................................
Fright and nervous shock .........................................................
Isolation...^,'.............. ............................*.......................
Nostalgia ............................ ................................................................
Physical—
Intemperance in drink...................................................................
Do
(sexual)...................................................................
Venereal disease .............................................................................
Self-abuse (sexual) .......................................................................

Sunstroke ............................................................ ............
Accident or in-jury ............................................ ............
Pregnancy ..........................................................................
Parturition and tho puerperal state ..............................
Convulsions in childhood ................ ........................
I/actation .........................................................................
Uterine and ovarian disorders ......................................
Puberty......................................................................... ..
Change of life .................................................................
Fevers................................................................................
Privation and overwork .......................................... .......
Phthisis............................. ................................................
Epilepsy,................................................... .......................
Disease of skull and brain ..............................................
Old age.............................................................................
Other bodily diseases anti disorders and chronic ill health
Excess of opium ..................................................
...
Pekviocs attacks ................................................................................
Hibeditabt ikvluence asceetained ......................................
Congenital defect ascertained...............................................
Otheb ascertained causes .........................................................
Unknown.......................... ...........................................................................

Female. Total.

As exciting cause,t

Total. 1

Male. Female. Total.

Male. Female. Total.

i

i

2

7

i

i

2

20

5

5

2

2

24
9
1

23

30

8

24

32

5

25

21

6

27

5
5
3
3

29
14
4
3

24
9
1

10
5
3
3
2

1

1

34
14
4
3
2
1

49

51

10
3

61
3
1

1
8

4
3

12
3

43
1

1

1

5

12

12

17

5

3

1

4

8

1
2

5

19

1
2

18

18

3

3

1
1

1
2

3
3

3
3

4

6

4

4

3

3

6
5

15

—
1
1

2
1
1
2
1
IS

9

1

16

27

24

1

9

1
11

35

?

9

2

1

16
3

56
24

42

26

2

2
6

6

98
53

8
1
1
12
1
1
2

45

2

2

17
9

1
2
2

21
2

19

19

6

2
6

4

4

5

8

4
3

4

2

1
2
1

29

29
19

4

6

6

1
8
1

32

42

17

10
2

10

1

11

30

7

37

23

18

2

21
2

39

1

56

42

98

24
26

30

54
47

1
2
2

2

3

4

8
1

2

21
2

128

67

59

4

4
185

* These “causes” are taken from the statements in the papers received with the patients on admission, and are verified or corrected as far as
possible by the Medical Officers.
t No cause is enumerated more than once in the case of any patient.
t The aggregate of the totals exceeds the whole number of patients admitted, the excess being due to the combinations.

Table 4.
Showing the Causes of Death in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1895.
Male.

Female.

Total.

Apoplexy and paralysis .....................................................................................................
Epilepsy and convulsions................................... ................ *....... ............. ........................
General paralvsis ........................................... . ................................................................
Maniacal and melancholic exhaustion and decay..............................................................
Inflammation and other diseases of the brain, softening, tumour, &c.............................
Thoeacic Disease—
Inflammation of lungs, pleura, and bronchi....................................................................
Pulmonary consumption..................... ............ ...........................................
..
Disease of heart and blood-vessels.....................................................................................
Abdominal Disease—
Inflammation and ulceration of stomach, intestines, and peritoneum ..........................
Dysentery and diarrhoea .............................................. ................. ................. .
.
Albuminuria ........................................................................................................................
Disease of bladder and prostate.................................................... ...................................
Disease of liver......................... ........................ ................................................................
Intestinal obstruction ......................................................... ..............................................

4
10
25
9
23

6
4
3
12

4
16
3£>
12
35

17
11
8

9
13
7

26
24
15

3
1

5
4

Cancee ...........................................................................................................................................................................
Caeifs of Spine.......................................................................................................................................................
Fetsipelas ..............................................................................................................................................................
Typhoid Fever ........................................................................
.
Geneeal Dedilitt and Old Age...............................................................................................................
Rodent Ulcer ...............................................................................................................
.
Carbuncle ......................................................................................................................... .......................................
Fxopthaljiic Goithb .......................... ............................................................................................................
Accident .................................................................................................................................
■
Suicide....................................................................................................... .............................................................

2
1

1
1

2
5
x
3
x

i
1
1

x
22
2

1

1
1

Cbbebead Disease—

Total.........................................................

2
3

,

2
5

14

J

8

1
2
151

1

3
72

223

390

J

6
Table 8.
Showing

the Religious Professions of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in the Hospitalsand Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1895.
! Admissions and rcadmissions. Under care during tho year 1395Male.

Protestant—
Church of England

1
...................................................................... j

Lutheran........................................................................................ .
Other Protestant Denominations ...........................................
1
Roman Catholic......................................................................
j
....................................................................................................... 1
Hebrew .............................................................................
Mahomedau................................................
1
Unascertained.......................................................................................
'

Total.................................................................
1

Female.

Total.

Male.

Female,

327
59
31
S
33

1,233
199
94
67

220

942
76

694
115
59
11
78
713
1
9
......
37

Total.

i

|
205

122

s .
23
129 . ■
8
3

J

12
91
1

9
3

'

l i

122

22

1

9

1
22

9
89

450 1
|

2G5

715

2,S53

1 1,927

i 314
' 153
1 78
1 200
1 1,660
1
77
I 31
!
9
| 126

1,722 | 4,575

Table 9.
Shoeing the Native Countries of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in the Hospitals
and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1895.
Admitted and readmitted during
1395,

Male.
British Colonies | ^,7 S£l7 W;lles
j Other Colonies ...
( England ..............
Great Britain... < Scotland ..............
( Ireland..................
Franco .................................................
Germany .............................................
China .................................................
Other Countries.................................

Female,

|

1

129

1
1

21
53

1

7

179
34
106
20

53 1
1 |
'17 !

Total.

Hale.

308
55
159
27
87
1

712
85
320
70
457
8
48

27
100
S3
243

1,722

4,575

18

8
50

912
176
6S0
146
564
19
78
S3
195

265

715

2,853

34
............

3

20

8
1

32

Total

450

Under care during 1395.

Female.

Total.

1,624
261
1,000

216
1,021

22

Table 10.
Showing the Form of Mental Disorder in the Admissions, Rcadmissions, Recoveries, and Deaths of the
year 1895, and of Inmates in Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane, on 31st December, 1895.
Admissions
find rciulmissions,

llemaiumg' in
Hospital
31 et Dec., 1S95.

Deaths.

Recoveries.

Form of Mental Disorder.
>Iale,|Feiim]e.

Female. 1 TotallMale Female.Jlcital Male, jl'emaluj Total
Total Mate

I

1
CoNd ENITAL Oil INFANTILE JlENTAL DEFICIENCY—
with Epilepsy..........................
(3) without Epilepsy ......................
Epileptic Insanity............................
General Paralysis of the Insane.....................

17
20
20
30

1

9
19
S
2

26
39
28
32

2
/
...
34
i
5
48
10
...
1

33

6
13
42
1
16

71
9
30
15C
17
16
4

11 37
1
1
o
6
76 169
2
2
3
3

9

5

Mania—

Acute .........................................
*
Chronic ..........................................................
Ilccurrent ..............................................
Delusional .........................................................
A Potu.........................................................
Puerperal .........................................
Senile ..............................................................

3
17
114
16
...
3

J

2
7
j
0
21
S

1
7
69
10
8
1

0
5
6
30
g
10
1
32
1
...
2

4
8
3
4

9 94
13 231
9 81
34 74

01
163
50
4

155
394
131
7S

Q

14 75
13 99$.
7 49
49 564
2 24
i
3 10

214
06
242
6
32
S

436
105
806
30
32
18
{>7

g

30
jy?
14
219
ID
$

20
509
10
17

3 119
16 239
25 84
4
8

47
123
31
4

166
362
115
12

3
6
8
1
1
1

Melancholia—

Acute ...........................................................
Chronic .......................................
Becnrrent .............................................
Delusional ...................................... .........
Puerperal ........................................................... .
Senile ............................ .............................

26
4
93

—
Primary ................................................... . ,
15
Secondary ......................................
12
Senile .........................................................
22
Organic (i. e., fromTumoure, coarse Brai n Disease, &c. ] 5

3j

45
1

14

1 "i
57 102
2
2
o
3

4
2

2
9

12

7
~]

6
4

27

12
19 290
]

Dementia

Total ......................................... 450

6
3
3
3

21
15
25
8

6
3

265 715 175

2

8
3

2
10
IS
3

133 308

151

1
6
7
i

72 223 2287 1429 3716

•’5

Tahlf. 5.
Showiso the Length of Residence in tliose discharged recovered, and in those who have died, in the
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1805.
Recovered,
Male.

Died.
Total.

3

9

4

91

10

40

Hale.

6

3
7

22

20

7

27

21
15
4
4

15
5
3

36

2

1

From I to 3 months......................................................

,, 3 to 6 months.....................................................

49

35
25

,, 6 to 9 months.....................................................
„ 9 to 12 months......................................................

20

26

11

9

20

1G
17
7
15

to 2 years..........................................................

1G
G
G

20

3G

9

15

3
3

9

1

„ 2 to 3 years.............. ........................ .................
„ 3 to 5 years.........................................................

5 to 7 years.........................................................
„ 7 to 10 years..........................................................

1

„

4

15 years........................................................................

2

Over 15 years ..............................................................

1

Total......................................................

175

10

20

7
8
3

2

4
2

i

3

4

2

6

1

17

5

22

308

151

72

223

4

„ 10 to 12 years..........................................................

„ 12 to

74

Total.

13
2G
23

3
5G

„

Female.

Female.

133

4

TiiiJ/ii 6.

Showing- the Ages of the Admissions and Read missions, Discharges, and Deaths, and also the Ages of all
Patients under care, during the year 1805, in the Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane.
Admitted and
read milted.
Male. jFemalo.

Recovered. ■

Patients under care
during year 1805.

Died.

Removed, relieved, &c.

l

Total. Male. jFemale. Total. Male. Female. Total. Mala Female. Total.

1 to 6 years................. ...

2

2

5 to 10 years .................

6

7

13

10 to 16 years .................

9

4

13

i

15 to 20 years ................. 23

20

43

14

20 to 30 years ................. 9C

CO

156

30 to 40 years ................. 141

80

40 to 50 years ................. 73
50 to 60 years .......... .

. a

«.*

Male. Female. Total.

1

c

7

0

2

1

5

6

23

19

42

1

4

i

5

1

i

2

36

21

67

9

23

2

5

7

3

i

4

74

67

141

44

44

SS

40

16

56

12

6

18

423

280

703

221

49

36

85

65

23

88

37

15

52

740

402 1,142

52

125

34

26

60

68

13

81

29

15

44

601

392

993

48

25

73

19

11

30

48

17

65

34

14

48

543

322

870

60 to 70 years ................. 36

12

48

11

6

17

9

5

14

15

7

22

£85

146

431

70 to 80 years ................. 13

3

16

2

1

3

4

6

10

13

6

19

100

56

156

5

1

1

...

4

2

6

18

11

29

2

4

80 to 90 years ................

5

...

...

2

90 and upwards ............
Total.................. 450

265

715 175

133

308 240

.88

328 151

72

4

223 2,853 1,722 4,575

Table 7.
Showing Conditions as to Marriage in those admitted and readmitted, and those under care in the
Hospitals and Licensed Houses for the Insane during the year 1805.
Admissions and readmissions.
Mala.

Female.

Single .................... *............ ..........................................
Married ........................................................ ................

270
139

■Widowed................................................ ........................

Under care during the year 1835*
Total.

Total.

Male.

Female,

105

375

1,939

734

2,673

129

268

588

19

20

116

1,305
311

Unascertained.................................................................

22

11

39
33

717
195

210

76

286

Total.....................................................

450

265

715

2,863

1,722

4,575
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Table 11.
Sbotvtsg- the Occupations of those admitted and readmitted, and those under care, in the Hospitals and

Licensed Houses for the Insane, during the year 1895.
Admitted and readmitted
durme 1S05.

Occupations.

Male.

Clergy, military and naval officers,'l
members of the medical and legal f
Professional
profession?, architects, artists, on- [
thors, civil engineers, surveyors, &c.)
(Bankers,
merchants, accountants, l
Commercial
( clerks, shopkeepers, shopmen, Ac. J
{Farmers, squatters, graziers, free1)
Agricultural and pastoral
{ selectors, Ac...................................... J
Heclianics,
tradesmen,
i Blacksmiths, carpenters, ongino-lit- h
Ac., actively employed, > tors, firemen, sawyers, painters, f
and in out-door avoca
\ police, Ac.......... ..................................J
tions ...........................
Mechanics,trad esmpn, Ac ( Bootmakers, bookbinders, eomposi-1
employed at sedentary
f tors, weavers, tailors, Ac...................j
or indnoroccupntions...
Domestic service............. ...Waiters, cooks, servants, Ac....................
Miners, labourer, seamen, shepherds, Ac
Educational and higher {Governesses, teachers, houseltccpers,)
domestic duties ......... (_ trained nurses, Ae..............................J
Ordinary domestic ivork . Servants, charwomen, lauudresges, Ac....
Commercial — actively J Shopkeepers, saleswomen, Ac.................
S
;
C.

employed

Total.

1

Uniicr care dnri!,e 1895’
Male.

Female.

Total.

i
18

18

70

70

48

43

211

211

30

30

151

53

52

329

329

38

38

190

190

18
204
22

82
1,457
2

16
204

2
........

22.
53
3

.....................

Commercial — employed [ Tniloresses, needlewomen, machinists, "J
in sedentary occupations \ bookbinders, factory workers, Ac.... 1
{■Clergy, military, and naval officers,h
j members of the medical and legal f
Wives of professional men j professions, architects, artists, an- f
{. thors, civil engineers, surveyors, Ac. 3
Wives of commercial men {Bankers, merchants, accountants,')
clerks, shopkeepers, shopmen, Ac....’ {
{■Blacksmiths,
carpenter?,
engine-')
Wives of tradesmen, me 1 fitters, firemen, sawyers, painters, (
chanics, Ac.................... j ]iolicc, bootmakers, bookbinders, (
(. conipositors, weavers, tailors, Ae. ...J
Wives of agricultural and {Farmers, squatters, graziers, free)
pastoral men .............. { selectors, Ae.........................................j
Wives of.......................... {Miners, labourers, seamen, shep-)
{ herds, Ac.............................................j
No occupation..........................................
Unknown.................................................

Total.

Female.

ioqh

1

53
3

i

152

29

in

58
-132
71

1,457
CO
432
71

11

11

60

60

4

4

23

23

2

2

43

43

IS

18

113

113

10

10

89

89

£0
75
45

!

26
18
450

265

i

20
101
63

210
142

187
341
275

187
560
417

715

2,853

1,722

4,573

Admissions.

The number of patients admitted during ihe year was 7]5—450 males and 265 females—and was
larger ihan the number admitted in any former year. Sixty-two of the admissions were received from
the Asylums for the Infirm and Destitute, and the greater number of these patients were aged and
demented. Of the total number, 009 were admitted for the first time, and 106 had at some previous period
been under treatment in one of the Hospitals for the Insane in this Colony. The proportion of
readmissions, though not larger than usual, shows ihe liabilily to relapse in cases of mental disease. The
ratio of admissions to the general population or the amount of “ occurring insanity” during the last twenty
years—1S76 to 1895 inclusive—is shown in the following return:—
|
Year.

1876......................................
1877.......................................
1S78.....................................
1879.......................................
1830.......................................
1881.......................................
1SS2.......................................
1SS3.....................................
1884.....................................
1885.......................................

Admissions. | Population.

360
457
424
4 40
476
494
473
476
493
567

1
1
,
1
|
1

620,776
G62.212
693,743
734,282
770,524
781,265
817,408
869,310
921.129
980,573

Proportion
to
Population.
1
1
1
)
1
1
1
■ 1
1
1

hi
in
in
in
in
in
in
hi
in
in

1,749
1,449
1.636
1.668
1.618
1,581
1.728
1,826
1,868
1,729

Year.

1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
3 893
1894
1S95

..................................
.................................
..................................
................................
..................................
..................................
................................
................................
..................................
..................................

Admissions.

567
532
CSS
550
611
096
666
OSS
712
710

Population.

Proportion
to
Population.

1,030,762
1 in 1,817
1,042,919
1 in 1,960
1 in 1,846
1,085,740
1 in 2,040
1,122.200
1,170,000
1 in 1.914
1,165,300
1 in 1,935
1.197.050
1 m 1,797
1,223.370 ' 1 in 1,778
1,251,450
1 in 1,757
1,277,870
1 m 1,787

The number of admissions from places beyond tho Colony, reported under the provisions of section 4
of the Lunacy Act Purthcr Amendment Act. was 7 only, a much less number than during any preceding
year. Steps wore taken to recover maintenance for these patients under the provisions of the statute,
and only 3 remained in tho hospitals at the close of the year.
Transfers.
The number of patients transferred from oue hospital to another was 273, and of ihese 152 were
sent from Gladesville, Parramatta, Kydalmcre, and Newcastle to Kemnorc on the opening of that
hospital, 78 were sent 1o Hydalmere from Gladesville and Callan Park to fill vacant beds in that hospital,
6 were sent from the Hospital for Criminals to the Hospital for Free Patients at Parramatta on expiry of
sentence, and 6 weak-minded children sent in error to Gladesville, Callan Park, and Parramatta were
transferred to the hospital specially set apart for these eases at Newcastle. The remainder were
transferred from one hospital to another for change of air and scene and with the hope of benefiting
them in cither mental or general health.
Discharges.
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Discharges.

The number of patients discharged during the year was 360, and of these 308 had recovered and
52 were relieved, and were so far well that they could he taken charge of by relatives or friends. The
recoveries give a percentage of d3'0S, and the cases relieved a percentage of 7'21 on the admissions, so
that upwards of 50 per cent, so far recovered under hospital treatment as to admit of discharge. The
recovery rate is much the same as for some years past.
Deaths.

The number of deaths was 223, and the percentage on the daily average number resident 6‘2i.
In 1891 the death-rate was 5'77, but the average rate for the last ten years has been G'73. This
rate is decidedly below that in Victoria, where the deilh-ratc for 1895 was 8‘27 and the average for the
previous thirteen years 7‘21, and also below that in South Australia, where the rate in 1895 was S'OO
and the average rate for the previous twenty years 8'4 per cent.
The death-rate at the different institutions was as follows :—Gladesville, 5'96; Parramatta Free,
7‘2C ; Parramatta Criminal, 2'00; Callan Park, 6'36 ; Kydalmerc, 5’08 ; Kenmore, 2'77 ; Newcastle, 7TG ;
and Cook’s River, 2'85.
In Table 4 the causes of death are shown. Of the total number, 223, no less than 106 were due
to cerebral disease, Go to thoracic disease—pulmonary consumption being the cause in 24 instances—and 22
to general debility and old age. None of the other causes ran into two figures.
Total number under care.

The total number of patients under care and treatment during the year was 4,575, of whom 2,853
were males and 1,722 females, and the daily average number resident was 3,574.
Leave of absence on Probation.

This system has been continued during the year with the usual satisfactory results.
At the close of 1894, 83 patients were absent, and leave was granted during the year to 103, making
a total of 186 on leave during the year. Of these, S3 were discharged recovered, 43 were returned to
hospital, 1 died whilst on leave, and 59 were absent at the close of 1895. The period for which leave is
granted is usually three months, and it is extended from time to time if the patient remains well enough
for home care, though cannot be certified to have recovered from mental illness.
The following return shows the particulars as to leave of absence during the year:—
Return

showing particulars as to Leave of Absence during the year 1895.

InstituLion.

Remaining
on loavo
31s>t December,
18^4.
M. J F.

Gladesville ...............................................
Parramatta ..............................................
Callan Park...............................................
T^eweastle ..........................................
Uviialmfire ...... *........................
.

Died
whilst on leave.

Returned
to Hospital.

F

Total

if. | F.

Total M.

F. ! Total M.

Total

F.

Remaining
on leave
31st December,
1895.
M.

F.

Total

5
9
6
1

20
9
8

25
18
14
1

9 1 31
51
14
16

... ( ...

2

1
1

32 ; 37
21 ■ 32
29
16
■ 1
1
1
! 1
1 1 2

S3

32

71 il03

27 J 56

... | ...
i

Cook'd River .................................... .
......................................

Dischargerl
recovered

mb.

Total M.

15 36
8 | 6
S 1 S

i!

Total

Number
grantod leave
during the year

32 1 51
1

o
u
13
1

7 1 13
9 ! 10

40
20
19

6
2
6

17
5
6

23
7
12

i

i

II "l
1

2 1

1

I

2

83

14

29

i

43

i

22

37

59

Casualties.

The casualties during the year were fewer than usual. Three cases of suicide occurred, 2 at
Parramatta and 1 at Cook’s River, and all of these formed the subject of departmental inquiry in
addition to the usual Coroner’s inquest. One death resulted from an accidental fail on the back of the
head, and another was due to an epileptic seizure. Several determined attempts at suicide were made,
but were Happily frustrated, and the other accidents which occurred were attended by no serious result.
The receipts of tho department from all sources amounted to £14,727 6s. 10d., of which
£13,772 6s. lOd. were collected by the Master in .Lunacy as contributions towards the maintenance of
patients. The sum of £209 17s. Sd. was paid by the Imperial Treasury for maintenance of convict
patients. £676 11s. 4d. was received from the sale of fat, old stores, &e., and £6S 11s. for rent. Tho
details are shown in the following return :—
Table showing Total Receipts on account of Institutions for the Insane during the year 1895.

Name of Institution.

Hospital for the Insane, Gladesville
Ho
Parrumatta.
Ho
Callan I^ark
Do
Newcastle ..
Ho
Rydalniere .
Do
Kenmore ,.
Licensed House for tho Insane, Coot’s Biver,.
Reception House for the Insane, Darlinghursl
Inspector-General's Office............. .
...........
Total

Collected for
maintenance of
Patients.

£
4,011
2,125
5,S32
803
005
73
17
3

£ 13,772

s. d.
3 11
10 7
13 7
11 2
13 II
3 8
10 0
0 0

6 10

Paid
from Imperial
Treasury for
maintenance of
Patients.

£

s.

a.

179 18

0

29 39

8

209 17

8

Sale of Fat
and
old Stores.

£
b. d.
214 2 2
254 9 11
146 17 6
17 15 7
43 6 2

67C 11

4

1
Rent of Land,

Total.

.

£

s.

d.

63 11

0

£
4,223
2,559
5,979
851
949
73
17
3
68

68 11

0

14,727

s.
6
18
11
6
0
3
10
0
11

d.
1
6
1
5
1
8
O
0
0

6 10
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Tho total expenditure amounted to £104,846 10s. 7d., and was made up as follows :—Maintenance
of patients in Hospitals for the Insane, £100,551 14s. 4d.; maintenance of patients in ^Reception House,
HurlinghuTSt, £1,589 13s. 3d.; payments to South Australian Grovernmcnt for patients from the District
of Broken [fill, £35 3s. 6d.; and general expenses—including cost of Inspector-General’s Office, payments
to official visitors, maintenance of steam-launch, “ Mabel," &c.,—£2,669 19s. 6d.
The daily average number of patients resident was 181 more than during the preceding year, and
this, together with the opening and outfit of the new hospital at Kenmore, accounts for the increased
expenditure in the hospitals as compared with the year 1895.
The average weekly cost per patient, without deducting collections, was 10s. Hid., and when
collections wore deducted, 9s. 4d.
The cost at Kenmore was very high, as the general outfit of stores, bedding, &c., as well as the many
expeuses incidental to the starting of a new institution, were included in the calculations, and this serves
to raise the average cost at all the hospitals.
The following returns show—(1st) the average weekly cost at the hospitals for tho last ten years
1886 to 1895; (2nd) the wpekly cost at each hospital from 1870 to 1895 inclusive; and (3rd) the particulars
of expenditure in the hospitals during the year 1895.
Ristitex showing Weekly Cost for Maintenance in Hospitals for the Insane for ten years, 1886 to 1895
inclusive.
Yuar.

^
j

£

ton

B.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3886......................................................................................................
1887......................................................................................................
1888.....................................................................................................
1889......................................................................................................
1890 ....................................................................................................
1891.....................................................................................................
1892 ................................................ ................................................
1893.....................................................................................................
1894 ....................................................................................................
1895.....................................................................................................
Average for

Deducting Collections.

Without deducting Collections.

years ..............................................

s. d.
o ii H
O 10 fi
0 10 2
0 11 3i
0 10 4i
0 10 51
0 10 2
0 9 61
0 8 11
■094

A.

12
11
11
12
11
12
11
11
10
10

111
8f
91
Ilf
li
Hi
21
7
Hi

0 11

9f

£

0 10

2

The following return shows the weekly cost in all hospitals from 1870 to 1895 inclusive:—
Table showing Weekly Cost of Maintenance at Hospitals for the Insane during the years 1870 to 1895
inclusive.
J

0 12
0 12
0 12

7

0
0
0
0

6
5
4i
2*

12
12
11
11

2’

0 9 5
0 10 1}
0 10 11

o0

io
10

0
0
0
0
y
0
0

10 11
11 s
11
9 7}
12 i
10 9}
10 oj

0 IO
0 10
0 0

a
4}

8
53
6

0 0 10}

£

s.

d.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
13
13
12
12
13
13
12
12
11
12
13
12
12
IS
13
13
11
14
13
12
12
12
11
11

4
2
0
10S
6
1
1
8
1
2
2
0
6 ■
6
2
0 :
1
10 :
8
0
117
11
4
5 :
10 f

£

r

s. d.

0 9
0 0
0 11

0 12
n
0
0
0
0

0
3
4}
s’

ii ird
10 0J
11 sl
12 fli
11 2l

0 10
0 10

5%
2}

0 12 6
0 10 10}
0 0 114
0 0 10}
0 10 2
0 0 7}
0 10 oj

0
0
o
0
0

£

s. d.

0
0

ft
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
12
11
11
11
12
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

11 1}
10 94
13 0}
11 4}
10 7
10 7}
10 11}

9i
ij

£

s. d.

0 10
0 11
0 11

o io

0 11
| O 10
0
I 0
0
| 0

10
11
10
10

. 0
0
0
0
1 0
1 0

10
12
11
11
10
O

0
0
0

D
9
3

U

* First year, and including cost of stores and oullit.

1

'O

£

s. d.

0
0
0
0
0
0

10 11
16 1
13 6
14 3
14 4}
14 7’

0
0
9
5
9}
0
0
10
3} | 0
0
11
114
0
71 | 0
1
0
0
0
2
10}
0
2 1 0
10} 1 0

14
13
12
11
11
12
12
12
n
12
11
12
11
11

81 1 o iu
2} , 0 10
1}
0 9
7 101

£

s.

d.

£

&

d.

£

s. d.

£

h.

UD
,
g
■8
ilj

C o lle c t io n s
d e d u c te d

to

Kenmore.

not
d e d u c te d .

'

C o lle c t io n s
d e d u c te d .

O
«
!£ 4* •£
a <5 y
a C3
o
"S

C o lle c tio n s
not
d e d u c te d .

S-s

u 1
..............
4’
0 16 11
0
10 0
5
0 13 5i
4}
10J 0 14 1}
2}
0 14 1
io|
0 U U
lOj
0 13 3}
7’ , 0 12 8}

8
1
4
n
9 10j
0 10 9
0 10 s
0 4
s si ,097}
0 9 5}
8 7
8 7} | 0 9 6}

0 10
0 10

l!

"3
o
'O

O
D

1

C o lle c t io n s
d e d u c te d .

not
d e d u c te d .

£ s. d.
0 12 6
0 11 lif
0 12 8*

« .
Si

J

tn

§ ~

,

1

1870 ..............................
1871 ...............................
1872 ..............................
1873 ..............................
1874 ..............................
1876 .
1876 ...............................
1877 ..............................
1878 ...............................
1879 ...............................
1SS0 ..............................
1881 ..............................
1882 ..............................
1SS3 ..............................
1881 ..............................
1SS5 ..............................
isse............................ ..
1887 ...............................
isss...............................
1880 ..............................
isoo ..............................
1801 ..............................
1802 ...............................
1803 ..............................
1B04 ...............................
1896 ...............................

ai
I

C o lle c t io n s
d e d u c te d .

C o lle c t io n s

C o lle c t io n s
d e d u c te d .

Voar.

Rydalmere.

Callan Park.

Parramatta.

C o lle c t io n s

Newcastle.
GUadesvillc.

d.

£

s.

§

d.

£

1

s.

d.

..............

0|
14 *1 2 11} *1 3 10}
o io ni
0}
0 13 34
0 12 10}
8
0 13 84
0
14
2}
5}
0 15 2}
0}
0 10 d
0 17 3}
to 17 2}
0
i
0 15 9
0 17 4
64
0 12 54
0 14 44
9}
0 12 4}
0 10 54
0 10 7*
11
0 12 2|
0 12 11?
0 10 11}
31
0 10 8$
2}
0 12 4}
2|
0 10 1}
0 12 Sj
nj
l) 10 21
0 13 04
0 9 10}
0 12 7}
fl
2}
0 8 7}
0 11 5
0 9 2}
0 12 Qi

to 13 84

| 0 0 0

t Opening of new HospiUd.

1
*0 is

4J

0 12 11*
0 9 9j

♦0 15
0 12
0 10

to 10 1} to
0 8 104 0

4}

41
sj

11

0

9

0

•0 19

i}

*0 19

4}

J Opening of new wards for women.

Table showing Annual Cost of Patients in Hospitals for the Insane during the year 1895.
j

Total
number
under oarc.

Institution.

Average
number
icaidont,

£

Hospital for the Insane,
Do
Do
Do
Do
Do

Gladesville...
Parramatta...
Callan Park..
■Newcastle ...
Rydalmore...
Kenmore ...

423—B

1,118
1,288
1,161
34,2
471
162

821
1,083
801
307
413
108

4,522

3,533

25,364
26,942
25,118
7,186
10,495
5,445

B.
3
2
11
3
11
2

Total animal
cost per Patient,!

Amount
of
collections.

Total cost.

d.
5
4
11
3
5
0

100,551 14 4

£

4,225
2,559
5,979
851
949
73

s.

6
18
11
6
0
3

11,038 5

without
deducting:
collections.

d.
1
6
1
6
1
8
10

!

Annual cost
per Patient,
deducting
collections.

1
,
1
1
1
[
|

25
22
23
20
23
49

s.
14
10
17
9
2
14

d.
Hi
3}
101
51
4
11

28 9 21 |

24

6

4

£
30
24
31
23
25
60

b.
17
17
7
8
8
8

d.
10}
5}
2
IJ
41
4

£
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Ketttrn

showing the Average Annual Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for the Insane
for the vear 1895.
Daily

Name
of
Hospital.

average
number
of
patients

rebidcriL

Salaries,

Provisions1

money
allow

extras,
medical
comforts,
and
forage.

ances
and
fees.

£ s. d0 17 U\
9V| 7 18 8|!
7j 10 9 O],

821 13 l 0
3.083
801
307
413
103

io n
13 13

9 2 111 ‘i
ti
10 11
10

I
|
I

j

£ 5. (1.

Gladesville ...
Parramatta..
Callan Park .
Newcastle ..
Kydalmcre ...
Kenmore...........

I

9

0

Stores,
including'
Medicines clothing,
and
bedding,
surgical
and
instru
niateiiale
ments.
,
for
manu
facture.

Stimu
lants—
Wines,
spirits,
beer, &c.

^
£
0
0
0

s.
1
1
2

d.
31
9
2}

10 Hi 0 0 1

0 19
0 6

8 I ....
4
0
0

5} ’

£

H.

[Incidpnta!
J andmisFuel,
tight,
and
W'atcr.

collaneous
’ expenses,
■ including
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for
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d.
£

0 3 3}
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s. d
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19 14
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£
i
1
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8
7

s
31
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1 17 si
1
4

7 10
5 4i

£
s. d.
25,864 8 fi
20,942 2 4
25,118 11 11
7,136 3 3
10,495 11 5
5,445 2 6

£
s. d.
£ s. d.
4,225
6 l[ 30 17 10}
2,559 18 6 24 17 6}
5,979 11 l1 31 7 2
851

G6

23

8

£ s. d.
25 14 11}
22 10 3}
23 17 10}
if 20 9 5$

949
73

91
38

25
60

8
8

4} 23 2 4
4,, 49 14 11

Ret uuk showing the Average Weekly Cost of Maintenance per Patient at the Hospitals for the Insane
for the year 1895.
Weekly cost catuulated on average number resident.

Daily
ai ernge
number
of
patients
resident

Name of Hospital.

£ s.
Gladesville.........................................
Parramatta.........................................
Callan Park ....................................
Newcastle
......................
Rydafmere ......................................
Kenmore...............................................

S21
1,033

soi
307
413

108

Stores,
including
Medicinca clothing,
and
bedding,
surgical
and
instru
mate dais
ments.
for
manufac
ture.

Salaries, Provisions
Stimu*
extras,
monoj
lantb—
allow
mcfhcnl
Wines,
comforts,
ances,
spirits,
and
and
beer, &c,
fees.
forage.

d. !

0
0
0
0

5 0J
3 11}.
5 S
8 6

0

6

0 4 0}
44

£

s.
0 8
0 3

o
0
0

4
2
2

0 3
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0 0}
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£ 8,
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0
0
0

^
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0
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0
0
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1
1

0
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£ s. (i.
O 1 9}
0 14}
0 1 0i
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Fuel,
light,
and
water.

£ s. dr
0 0 51
0 0 5j
0 O 0I1

0 0 7 1
0 1 10* o o ejW
0 7 7,
...... 1

Incidental
and misodlftneons
expctisea,
including
library,
amuse
ments,
&c.

£ e.
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

d.

0
0
0

9
6}
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8|

0
1

6}
7|

Weekly
Average
cost per
weekly
patient,
collections
deducting
for
collections
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for
ance per
ance per
patient
mainten
patient.
ance, &c.
Total

weekly
cost for
mainten

>

£ s.
0 11
0 9
0 12
0 9
0 9
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£
0
0
0

s.
1
0
2
i

d.
11}
11
10}
oi

o
0 0 loj
0 19 4} 0 0. 3

Aicr&jc weekly cost without deducting collections, 10s. lljd., or deducting collections, Ds. 4d.
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d.
10}
61
0}
0
9

0
0
0

0 10}
8 7}
9 2}

0 7 10}
0 8 10}
0 19 1}
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The Aborigines Protection Board to The Principal Under Secretary.
(V.

0ffice of Board for Protection of Aborigines, 105, Phillip-ut.,

Ir’

Sydney, 31 March, 1896.
.
, 1,1 ““"dance Wlth the usual practice, wo have the honor to submit, for the Chief Secretary’s
information, the following report of our operations during the year 18.95, together with information regard
ing the number, location, and present condition of the Aborigines, and a detailed statement of the
expenditure of the funds voted by Parliament for their assistance.
IVe regret to have to record the death, on the 19th August last, of the Honorable Richard Hill,
Mi.C. Mr. Hill had been a Member of the Board from the date of its inception, 5th June, 1883, and,
giving unfailing attention to his duties, took a deep interest in furthering every object for the welfare of
the Aborigines.
■
Mr. James Richard Hill accepted a seat on the Board to fill the vacancy thus occasioned, his appoint
ment dating from tho 20th September last.
*

.
Tlie Census Eeturns of
Aboriginal population of the Colony {Appendix A), compiled from
information collected by the Police-on the 15th October, show a total of 3,660 full-bloods and 3,386 half
castes, or 7,04-6 in all.
’
,
These fiSures exhibit, as compared with the previous year, a decrease of 96 full-bloods, but an
increase of 121 half-castes—a net increase of 25.
Tear by year the number of full-bloods continues to decline. The decrease of 96 for 1895,
however, is below the average annual rate which took place during tho four preceding years—234.
’
The deaths amongst tho full-bloods exceeded the births by 31. There wore, however, 25 more
births and 13 less deaths than during 1894. The natural increase amongst the half-castes was 104,
births allowing an increase of 20 and deaths a decrease of 22, as compared with the previous year. These
figures would, however, account for a total increase of 73 in the Aboriginal population, instead of an
actual increase of only 25. Tho difference is probably owing to some of the Aborigines on the Border
having grossed into Queensland or South Australia.
In last year’s return it was pointed out that tho total numbers of full-bloods and half-castes within
the Colony were assimilating. It will now he seen that there is a difference of 274 only in favour of the
full-bloods.
. A total BUm o£ ^A'-OSO Os. lid. was expended by the Government on behalf of the Aborigines
during the year. [Nee Appendix C.] This includes an expenditure of £12,345 Os, 5d. by the Board—
£8,595 18s. 4d. on Aborigines generally, £951 18s. 3d. for the faros of Aborigines travelling on the
railway, and £2,797 3s. lOd. in liquidating claims incurred specially in connection with the Cumeroogunga
(Murray), ‘Warangesda (Murrumbidgee), and Brewarrina (Barwon) Aboriginal Stations; £862 14s 8d
by tho Medical Adviser to the Government; £1,046 13s. 8d. by the Minister of Public Instruction;
£2,736 14s. Sd. by the Controller-General of Stores; and £58 17s. 6d. by the Principal Under Secretary!

2
The expenditure by the Board is given in detail. [See Appendix D.] The year has been an
unfavourable one for the Aborigines in the interior, the drought having rendered their means of subsistence
more than usually precarious. .Native game has now become scarce in a great many districts—in some
extinct; and by the discontinuance of rabbitiing on nearly all the sheep-stations the Aborigines have
lost one of their main sources of employment. The demands upon the Board have in consequence been
more than usually numerous.
Niue additional reserves^ as under, aggregating an area of i,145 acres, have been set apart for tbo
use of Aborigines during the year:—
Boambolo, Tass District.—Area, 100 acres. An Aboriginal, his wife, and seven children have been
placed in occupation of this reserve. The land lias been enclosed with a good fence and is being cleared,
rations being issued by the Board to the family while the work is going on.
Ouppacumbalong, Queanbeyan District.'—Area, 270 acres. This land has been set apart for the use
of the Aborigines of tho Queanbcyan District, to enable them to carry on cultivation and make homes for
themselves.
Dorster (Jixtension).—Area, 12 acres. By this reservation the area at the disposal of the Aborigines
has been increased to 22 acres. The land has all been enclosed with a good fence, and seven comfortable
huts have been erected upon it. The Aborigines purpose cultivating a portion. A number earn a good
living oysteriog and lobster-catching. The remainder—aged and infirm, and children attending school—
are supported by the Board.
Wilberforce.—Area, 164 acres.
Eeserves at Sackville Beach.

This land was set apart for the use of Aborigines in lieu of the

Wellington.—Area, 20 acres. A number of Aborigines are in occupation. They have fenced in
the whole of the land. Some comfortable dwellings are also in course of erection.
WalgeM.—Area, 320 acres. This Keserve was obtained in place of one adjacent to the township,
and on that account in an objectionable location.
'
■ Walhallow.—Area, ISO^acres. Fifty-five Aborigines are in occupation.
roomed slab' huts, and about half a mile of six-wire fencing have been erected.

Eight comfortable two-

1'errg Jlia Hie.—Area, 102 acres. This locality has always been a favourite camping-ground for
Aborigines. About 50 occupy the Beserve. Twenty-five acres have been fenced, and a number of
dwellings erected. The land is used by the Aborigines as a run for their horses. The ablebodicd men
find employment at neighbouring sheep.stations ; the aged and infirm and a number of children are
supported by the Board.
La Perouse.—Area, 7 acres. This Beserve, which has a frontage to Botany Bay, is the land upon
which a number of Aborigines who earn a living by fishing, &e,, have for a number of years been camped.
The Eeserves at Sackville Beach (ISO acres), "Wauchopo (IS acres), and AFalgett (100 acres) have
been revoked.
•
On the 31st December last there were 105 Eeserves in different parts of the Colony, with a total
area of 21,978 acres.
On a large number of these Eeserves fair progress in the cultivation of the land continues to be
made by the Aborigines, During the year several have been enclosed with good substantial fences, the
Board supplying the necessary wire, and the Aborigines providing the posts and rails and carrying out the
work. In a number of instances comfortable dwellings have also been erected, and other desirable
improvements effected, and in this direction the Aborigines receive every encouragement and assistance
from the Board.
Schools for tho instruction of Aboriginal children are now established at Barrington, Brewarrina,
Brungle, Cumeroogunga. Forster, Grafton. Mulyan, Eollands Plains, 'Wallaga Lake, 'Warangesda, and
AVauchopc. The school at Cabbage Tree Island (Eichmond Biver) has been temporarily closed owing to
the diminished attendance of pupils. The reports received from time to time from officers of the Depart
ment of Public Instruction show that satisfactory progress continues to be made by the majority of the
children.
The number of children now receiving instruction is G33, 607 at Public Schools and the schools
mentioned above, and 26 privately. Every inducement is held out by the Board for the children to
regularly attend, chiefly bv gifts of suitable clothing and the issue of weekly rations.
'
Tho
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The Board are gratified to be able to state that steady progress continues to be made at the Home
for Aborigines near Grafton. There are now 41 full-bloods and 9 half-castes in regular residence, and
visits are frequently paid to the settlement by numbers of Aborigines from different parts of the Clarence
District. A great improvement is noticeable as regards industry, sobriety, cleanliness, and conduct
generally. The aged and infirm have comfortable homes, and receive every attention from the mauager
and matron ; the ablebodied work cheerfully in the cultivation of the land and effecting general improve
ments, and expend the greater part of the money so earned in the purchase of clothing and other
necessaries. One death and three births occurred during the year, all full-bloods. Tho health generally
has been good. The children regularly attend the school conducted at the Home, and are making very
satisfactory progress. The value of the work effected during the year—clearing, tank-sinking, construction
of causeway, erection of dwellings, &c., is estimated at £230. Twenty-nine acres are now under cultiva
tion—'inaize, pumpkins, &c.—and an abundant supply of vegetables has been maintained throughout tho
year.
The number of Aborigines at the settlement at Brungle, Tumut District, on 31st December last was
90, of whom 41 were full-bloods. Seven births and G deaths occurred during the year. Sickness was
rather prevalent during the last six months, pulmonary diseases and hydatids being the chief complaints.
The average quarterly enrolment of children attending the school was 22, and the District Inspector
under the Department of Public Instruction reports that since his previous visit satisfactory progress is to
be noted. Cultivation has been carried on with, considering the untoward season, very fair results—wheat,
27 acres; hay, 3 acres; potatoes, 2 acres; and maize,
acres.
our report for 1891 we had to record that the amount of donations received by the Aborigines
Protection Association during that year was the lowest received during any similar period since the
formation of the Association. TVe regret having now to report that the total for 1895—£109 12s lOd.—
shows a further decrease of £58 Gs. 9d., and is altogther inadequate to meet even the Council’s expenses
at head-quarters.
Tji

Under the regulations prepared by the Board, and approved by tbo Chief Secretary early in the
year (copy attached), good progress has been made at tho three Aboriginal Stations at Cumeroogunga,
"Warangesda, and Brewarrina. The Local Boards appointed at the time have been assiduous in their duties,
and to their efforts in a large degree are attributable the present generally improved condition and happy
and contented demeanour of the Aboriginal residents.
*
The amount expended on the three stations by the Treasury during the year, through the Board,
was £2,797 3s. lOd.
In conclusion, we desire to record our appreciation of the valuable assistance cheerfully rendered to
us by the several District Boards of Advice, and the members of the Police Porce generally, in furthering
our aims for the welfare of the Aborigines.
We have, &c,,
EDMUND FOSBEHT, Chairman.
PHILIP G1DLET KING, M.L.C.
SYDNEY BUKDEKIN.
A. M. HUTCHINSON.
W. II. SUTTOE, M.L.C.
THOS. COLLS.
E. H. D. WHITE., M.L.C.
■
..T. M. CHANTEE, M.L.A.
J. E. HILL.
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APPENDICES.
APPENDIX A.
Census Eetujins, 1895.
Full-bloods.

Half-castes.

Women.

Men.

Men.

Locality.
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Aoimbo ...........................
Arakoon ...........................
Aralucn ...........................
Armidalc...........................
Ashford ...........................
Baltina ..............................
Balranald...........................
Baradinc...........................
Barraba ...........................
Barringim and Enngonia .
Bathurst ...........................
Bega...................................
Bellingen...........................
Berrima ...........................
Bingara ...........................
Blackvi lie .......................
Boggabilla ........................
Boggabri ...........................
Booligal ...........................
Bourko and Byroek ........
Braidwood .......................
Brewarrina........................
Broadwater.......................
Broken Hill.......................
Brungle ..........................
Brunswick Biver Heads .
Brushgrove .......................
Buckley’s Crossing ........
Bundarra ..........................
Buugwall Flat ...............
Byron Bay .......................
Camden ...........................
Cannonbar .......................
Canowindra.-....................
Casino ...............................
Carroll...............................
Cassilis.............. ...................................
Cotar ....................................................
Cobargn ....................................... .......
Condobolin............................................
Coolamon..............................................
Cooma ....................................................
Coonabarabran ....................................
Coonamblc ............................................
Copeland................................................
Copmanhurst ........................................
Coraki ...................................................
Corowa............................... ..................
Cowra ...................................................
Cudgellieo ............................................
Cudgen...................................................
Halmorton ............................................
Darlington Point (including Warangesda)
Dandaloo...................................................
Delegate ...............................................
Deniliquin ............................................
Drake ....................................................
Dubbo...................................................
Dungog .................................................
Eden........................................................
Emu Flat .............................................
Euabalong .............................................
Eugowra.................................................
Eulowrio ...............................................
Enston.....................................................
Forbes ...................................................
Forster.....................................................
Garah .....................................................
Gilgunma .......... ...............................
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Goodooga, Angledool, and Tatalla ...
Goulburn................................................
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APPENDIX A—continued.
Pull-bloods.
ilcn.

Half-castes.

Women.

Men.

Locality
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Grafton................................................
u
Grafton South ............................
4
Grenfell ..............................
1
Grong Grong ..............................
4
G ulargambono ..................................
3
Guunedah ..............................
1
Hargraves ......................
Hartley Vale.........................
Harwood.....................................
4
Hay ......................................
2
Hill End .....................................
Hill prove........................ .
Hillston ..............................
9
Ivanhoo ..............................
Is
Kempsey...................................
3
ICerramingbv..........................
Kiama..........................
11
Kookabookra.......................
La Perouse.................................
4
La\\ fence.......................
0
Leadville...............................
■
1
Lisnioru ........................................
11
Livernool.,.,..................
Is
Loutli .................................................
Alacksville ....................................
n
Maclean ................................
Maitland, East .........................................
Manilla ...............................
Marsdens.....................................................
Meniiidie.................................
u
Merrhva ..... ................
1
Aferoe ..............................
s
Milparinka............................
24
Milton..........................
3
Moama (including Cumeroogunga)...
4
M ogil Mogil, M ungindi, ami Collarcndabri
10
Molone...........................
Moncai-lowe ..........................
~1
Mooiibi.............................................
Moree ...................................
8
Morneth .................................
Moruya ....................................
1
Mosssfiel ..............................
20
4
Moulainein..............................
Mundooran..................................
1
Murmrundi..........................
1
Murwillmnbah ...........................
10
Xarooma....................................................
"3
Narrabri ....................................
Narrandera...........................
2
Xelligen ..................................
Numtvljclle...............................
Nowrn.................................
0
Xundle......................................
Nytnagec ..........................
Nymboida ...........................
6
X vngan ..........................................
2
Obtey ..................................
3
Oranpe............... ....... . .
1
Oxley
...........................
Pallainallawa..................
Palmer’s Island..................................
Parkcs..............................
Peak Hill................................
0
Penrith...............................
1
Picton .....................................
1
Pilltga...................................
8
Pooncarie ............................
15
Port Mactiuaric ..............
5
Quanibotie ......................
5
Queanbcyan ......................
llylstone..............................
_1
Sans Souei .................................
Scone ..............................
»5
Silverton ..............................
1
Smeleton.....................
e
Stnart Town ................................
Swansea ... .
Tamliar Springs.............. .
l
Tain worth ...............
Taree ..............
3
Tareena ...........................
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2
4

"i

1
38
98

t

G

1

0

5

*4

1

2

]
7

1
3

l
1

5

1

0

1

7

8
3
1

3

10

1
0
1
1
2

5

G
1

5
76

6

0

■v
1
1
12

i
I

0
:::
...
3

2
1

26

1
1

is

6
1

*3

2

"i

1

"i

1

1
1

i
/

3

2
2

J

"

8
1

”20

8
1
1

44

76

14

“24

12
J2
G
9

2

3

12
1
S
"2lJ

1
i

■

1
1G

15
31

53
32
9

20
9

1
111

90
14

15

1

1

7

41

2
21,
4
9
5

37
9

10

»

10
G
1

35
0

51

48
59
81
90
43
18
33

G

3
32

, "i

12
21

• 1

4

7
39

12

32
5
61

1

2
39
95
60

3

43

i,

29
98
60
159
137

16
30

12

G

8
1

2
35
1

39

17
30
4

"i

36

4

37
6

l
10
1
C7
I

23

37

2

7

7

2

i
9

... |
i

2
2
3G
2

23

3

2

62
9
62
161

1

7

2

17
9
14
85

121

1
1

■-1
0

3
3

49
39
2

GS
2G

'3
1

1
... 1
G

i

36
4

18
46

7

1

"i
2

70
39
64

13
26

’"l
8

1

4

-

20
212

3

19

3

3

1
1
1

2
9
50

2

1

1

1

1
...

1

42

1

1
2

'"s

10

9

1
1

3

2

7
17

3

1
1
1
il

1

’*>

i

1
1

~2
2
l
1

4

1
1

7

l
1

i

5

1
1

1

i

2
2

1

1

3

i
1
4

22

1
1
1

2
i

4

1

1
1

48
32

3
7
54

1

3

0
C

2

Jo
1

~7

.4.

3

0
6

1
22

" 3

"1
"i

1

2

1

'3
5

■' *

"i

2

’1

2
1
9
1
99
53
39
IS

i
"3

2
1
1
1
1

4

2

i

21

2

12

0

7
16
3

i
1

5
3

"ti

12

2

"l

■»
2
8
21

0

5

38
4
18
53

3
13
24
4
7
16

"g
O

1

3

14

2

73

6

1

2
12

4

31

2
1
17

: 8

"l
1

17

"i
3

"i

5

o

5

1 i ...
6
7
1
8
3
1
7 1 4
1 ! ...

©
H

1c
U

2
2
1
; 1
1 ^
P

ie

*3

Total

c©

"1
.4.

3

8

SE
? s S jJ
Is
63^3 0^

/
1
1

1

1
2
2

O

0

2 un
Total. ?, E “

ca>
»«
2
!S

2

3

Women.

15

38

1

3

50
17

400
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APPENDIX A—continued.
FuJl-blooda.
Women,

Men.

_» 3 sj
* H?
si
O - O- siP 5 ? O
SI
cp Uj,
u ?-■ » 2 v -*■
& Sg £ c •M CS
ft
0 i-J £ ?
5w
O^
0
C-l

C
e
£
O

1

1

Tonterfield...... .......................................
Tingba .......................................................

i

Tinonee ..................................................
Torrowangee .............................................
Trunk ay .......... .....................................
Tuena ............................................. ...........
Tumbarumba ............ .................................
Tumbulgum .............................................
Uralla ........................................................
Walbundrie .............................................
Walcha .....................................................
Walgett, Grawin, and Carinda .............
Wanaaring.................................................
Warden ..................................................
Warialda.....................................................
Warren .....................................................
Wee Waa ........................... ...........
Welaregang ........................
.
WellinetOEi.................................................
Werris Creek........ ....................................
White Cliffs ..............................

S
13

i

20

1
0
4

i
i

10

1
o

*1
2

1

2

1

“P
1" it
> 0 L. O

4
2

1

30

3
47
37

0

1

1

3

7
14
JO
1

iSo
21
8
o
5

1
9

4

5

3

2

7

3

5
1

17
14
7

S)
7
2

2

1
0

1
9

1

1

i

A
16
1
21
35

2
2
2

8
29
2

1

6
4
1
1
3

1
O
8
2
2
3
1
1

1
1
5
0

Woodenbong ........................ ...................
Woocoolga................................................
Yass ..........................................................
Yetman ....................................................
Young .............. ..........................................

1
2
i

3

1

2

1

4

2

3
7

1

ft
2

4

1
3

1

"i

3

1
3

5
6
x
1

l

”9
3

1

751 510 225 548 366

138

32

32'
2
1
103
5'
55
46
9
3
5
5
G2

26
49

"48

2
94

5

27

7
3S

7

11

IcT
28

"so
51
1
3

1
IS

15
1

...

2

8
9
9
2
5

"e

"4

4

9

1

"2

"5

”2

"i
23

"1

4

”1

4
1

’3

1

8 . 4

71

3

"i
11
3

b

48
19

91
27
15

7

8

’e

2
1
1
2

"3

1
2

1

1

8

6

61

9
9

3

28

18

”i
5
6

20
8
12
8
3
2
33

3

0

i

2

7

1
6
93

i

1,122 3,660 555

537 154

1,915 3,386

APPENDIX B.
Cessus ItEXLTRNa,

1894

and

1895.

Comparison.

Full-blooda.

Half-castes,

Adults,

Grand
Total.

Adults.
Children.

Mai es.

Children.

Total.

Females.

Total.

1,547

1,101

2,648

1,108

3,756

772

702

1,474

1,791

3,265

,7,021

1895.......

1,486

1,052

2,538

1,122

3,660

765

706

1,471

1,915

3,386

7,046

Decrease..................

61

49

110

124

121

25

By return, 1S94......
Do

Males,

Increase ..... ............

96

Females.

Total.

3

14

Biethe and Deaths, 1895.

Full-bloods.

Half-castes.

Births reported ........

.

110

Births reported ..................................

.

158

Deaths reported ...............

.

141

Deaths reported ...................

.

54

.

31

.

104

Decrease by Deaths over Births

Increase by Births over Deaths .......

H
&

"O
p
et
b

0

8

1

1

2
"s

4

1

1

4

8
8

25
12

Total,

"i

01

1

1

'M

”1

1
3
1

y rt
c

ciu
b
2
IS

O «,
L. b

i

"2

Wilson’s Downfall,........................ ...........
Windsor ....................................................
Wingham ................... ............................
Wollar.........................................................
WollougonK ........................................ .

Total .................................... .

Total.

Women.
Between 40
Sl 60 years.!

o .
CV ri41
1°
ca^

Between 20
& 40 years-

Mon.
Locality.

Half-castes.

162
75
63
13
40
2
60
52
12
21
26
99
39
23
37
3
40
30

9
7,046
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APPENDIX C.
Exi'endituuk by the Government on behalf of the Aborigines, 1895.
Department.

Particulars.

Aborigines Protection Board,

Amount expended

Rations, clothing, boats and gear, farming implements,
seed, erection of dwellings, fencing-wire, fishing nets
and tackle, medical comforts, &c., &c. (for Aborigines
generally)........................................................................
Expenses in connection with the Home for Aborigines,
Grafton—Salary of Manager, wages of Aborigines,
rations, clothing, medical comforts, building
material, stock, tools, and sundries ..........................
Conveyance of Aborigines on the railway lines of the
Colony...........................................................................
Salary of Secretary to Board ........................................
Claims incurred in connection with the Cumeroogunga,
Warangesda, and Brewarrina Aboriginal Stations—
Salaries, rations, clothing, medicine, building
material, fencing, stock, seed, freight, labour, &c.

£

s. d.

s.

d.

7,090 15 5

499 2 11
951 18 3

100 0 0

2,797

3 10

Chief Secretary
Burial expenses—Aborigines .........................................
Medical Adviser to the Government Medical at tendance and medicine..................................
Government Stores ......................... i Blankets, clothing, stationery, &,c....................................
Public Instruction ......................... | Repairs to buildings, salaries of teachers, school-books,
■
fuel and cleaning ........................................................
Total.

12,345
58
862
2,736

0
17
14
14

5
6
8
8

1,046 13 8
£17,000 0 11

APPENDIX D.
Exi’ekkituhe by the Hoard on Aborigines generally, 1895.

Locality.

Average monthly
number receiving-aid.
Adults,

Angledool ..................
Aralucu ......................
Ballina ......................
Balranald ..................
BAirington..................

16
1
1
14
7

Bellingen and Ferimiount
Boggabilla..................
Boushaw......................
Booligal ......................
Bowruvillc..................
Breeza......................
Broadwater ..............
Brungle .....................

23
10
2
1
22
2
3
58

Brushgrove ..............
Ilucktnifuy and Carinda ..
Bunaibo..................
Bungawalbyn ..........
Bnrragorang ..... ........
Burner ......................
Brushfield..................
Byron Bay .................
Cabbage Tree Island...
Camira ......................
Cobar ..........................
Colane..........................
Collarendahri ..........
Conoble ......................
Coolangatta ..............
Coonamblc.................
Copmanhurst..............
Coraki .........................
Cowra.........................
Crudmo......................
Cudgen ......................
Cuttahri...... *............
Dandaloo ..................
Delegate.....................
Drake..........................
Dubbo..........................
Dungalcar ..................
Dyraaba .....................
Eden ......................
Euabalong..................
Eugowra.....................
Forbes........................
Eorster .....................
Gerringong................

I
5
o
4
8
1
n
i
4
3
1
17
n
3
2
4
o
1
3
2
1
8
3
18
3
8
10
3
6
10
6
22
10
C

Gilgunnia ..................
Glen limes..................

2
2

Period.

Nature of aid.

Amount expended
during the year.

Children.
9

12 months...'

2
18
6
11
2
5
2
35

0
19
10
1
2
10
1
IS
3
18
5
4
3
7
1
5
23
9
16
12
15
10
9
C

Rations

.
Clothing ,
12 months... Rations ,
12 ,,
...j
12 „
.. Rations* clothing, tents* and additions to school
building.
12 ........... Rations, clothing, and medical comforts..................
12
,, ... Rations and clothing .............................................
12 ,,
..
9” i>'
Rations and clothing ...............................
12 „ ... Rations, clothing, and medical comforts
12
„ ... Rations .....................................................
.i
12
12
.......... Rations, clothing, medical comforts, building mate
rial, fencing wire, farming implements and tools,
seed, harness, smithing, wages to Aborigines, and
allowances to Superintendent and teacher.
19
Rations ............................................................... .
12 ;; ...
9
,
9 ;; ...
12 „ ...
10
.
12 „
...
fi
12 „
...
19
12 ”
12 "
..
12 ,, ..
3 „ ... Rations and clothing
12 „
...
12 ,, .. Rations .....................
19
12
12 „ ... Rations, and allowance to teacher
12 „ ... Rations ...........................................
19 ‘
6 „ ... Rations and clothing
9
... Rations .....................
is ;; ...
12 „
...
12 ", ... Rations and clothing
12 :: ... Rations .....................
19
12 „
... Rations and paint for boat.
12 „ ...
12 „ ...
12 „ ...
12 " .. Rations, clothing, fencing wire, seed, and tools......
12 „
... Rations, clothing, building materia!, and paint for
boat.
19
Rations .................................................................
12 „ ...
.

£

C4

8.
7

0 19
5 0
72 3
131 1

d.
7
10
9
5
10

69
84
25
3
82
23
17
55S

8
17
17
12
3
1

9

5
36
9
15
68
10
42
1
19
20
5
141
10

8
13
16
15
18
0
11
15
15
8
13
2
10
9
19
IS
4
10
19
14

C

6

40

51
7
4
72
23
5
34
7
84
10
46

123
14
41
78

50
127
69
36

5

4
7
3
5
0 9
14 4

16

3
1
11
7
13
8
17
16
7
i
15
9
10

5
ii
7
6
0

6
7
3
5
8
O
9
9
0
7
8
11
10
6
10
0
4
0
0
4
S
5
3
6
1
2
5
0

21 13 5
21 14 11

8
APPENDIX D—continued.
Locality,

Avenge month!}
number reccivirnr aic
Adults,

Glenorchy ..... ........... ,
Glenugie ................. .
Goodooga .................
Goonal .....................
Grafton .....................

4
3
19
4
62

Grafton South, and Oram
Grecnwell Point .....

3
5

Gulargambone .........
Gunnedah .................
Harwood .................
Hillston.....................
Hunter Water Hole..
Illawarra Lake..........
Ingalba ......................
Jervis Bay..................
Kajuligah ..................
Keewong ...................
Runopia......................
Kyogle ......................
La Perouse..................
Lawrence ..................
Lionsville ..................
Lismore......................
Macksville and Nambucca Heads.
Macleay River ...........
Mallara ......................
Warfield......................
Maryland ..................
Ifegalong ..................
Milparinka............. .«
Mogil Mogil ..............
Moolah ......................
Moree..........................
Mungindi - ................
MurwilluinbaU..........
Narooma ..................
Narrabri......................
Narrandera and Grong
G rong.
Neltigen......................
Nullamanna ..............
Nymboida..................
Nyngan ......................
Oban ........................
Parkcs..........................
Peak Hill ..................
Penrith ......................
Pilliga..........................

,

Period.

3

Rations
,
;,

27

12
12
12
12

7

12
12

„
„

...
...

12
12
12

„
„
”

...
...
...

6

..... ;
i
13

68

62

12

2
3
2
6
1
24
9
3
4
13
5
1
5
7

0
6

12
12
12
12
12

Popiltah......................
Port Macquarie..........
Port Stephens ..........
Quambone..................
Qucanbeyan ..............
Rivertree ..................
Rylstonc......................
Singleton ..................

19
6
2
1
29

Stuart Town..............
Sturt’s Meadows ......
Swansea......................
Tabulam.....................
Taree ..........................

1
4
1
6
12

Tatalla ......................
Terembone..................
Terry-hie-hie..............
Tooloon ......................
Trangie ...... ..............
Tumbulgum .............
Turlingah ..................
triladulla ..................

11
2
15
18
3
17
1
14
8

Unumgar ..................
Uralla ........................
Walcha .....................
Walgett......................
\Vnilaga Lake.............
Wanaaring..................

6
3
2
4
62
3

Amount expended
1 during tlie year.

Children.

11
3
2
3
7
12
4
8
3
2
4
16
4
14
2
3
2
39

1
1
5
4
16
9
4
1
20
12
12
19
7

Nature oi aid.

11
o
15
6
7
8
8
11

4
12
1
8
13
5
4
4
5
2
8
9
4
12
15
24
4
12

9

9
29

1
17

6
10
15
C
11
1
13
17
1
11
7
25

...

.

12 months. .
6 „ ...
12 „
..
12
12 „ ...
12 ..........
12 ,, .
12
...
12 ,, ,.
12 ;; ...
12
„ ...
12
" .
12 ;; ...
12
„ ...

„
„
„
„
„

Rations and clothing ................................. .............
Rations, clothing, medical comforts, building mate
rial, cattle, tools, sundries. Aborigines’ wages,
and manager’s salary.
Rations
.......... ............................................
Rations, clothing, building material, paint and
oars for boat, and fishing tackle.
Rations .....................................................................
Rations and clothing .............................................
Rations .....................................................................

£
43
12
114
35
499

s.
11
14
1
11
2

d.
5
3
10
5
11

15 15
61 13

1
1

113 4
21 3

1
7

8 1 1
1 0 0
22 10 10

Rations and clothing .......................................
Rations .............................................................
Rations, erection of two huts, boat and gear.
Rations ..............................................................
Rations, clothing, and paint for boat ............
Rations and clothing ......................................
Rations .............................................................
Rations and clothing .......................................
Rations ............................................................
Rations, medical comforts, and boat...............
Rations and boat...............................................
Rations ..............................................................

40
92
37
30
15
32
22!
32
162
15
18

Rations, clothing, medical comforts.

114 10 10

... Rations, clothing, medical comforts, tools, farming
implements, and repairs to boat
... Rations ...................................................................

...
.. Rations, clothing, and medical comforts.............
.. Rations ...................................................................
Clothing...................................................................
12 months . Rations ....................................................................
12 „ ... Rations and clothing .............................................
12
„ ... Rations ....................................................................
12 „ ... Rations and clothing .............................................
12
,, ... Rations ....................................................................
Clothing................................................. ........ .........
12 months... Rations and erection of four huts..........................
12 „ ... Rations, tools, farming implements, dray, and
harness.
12 „ .. Rations, clothing, and seed....................................
Clothing....................................................................
12 months... Rations ....................................................................
12 ,, ...
12 „ ... Rations, fishing tackle, and seed
12 „ ... Rations and clothing ..................
3 „ . . Rations .........................................
12 „ ... Rations and clothing ..................
12 ;; ... Rr.tions .........................................
12 ,,
. Rations and clothing ............. ...
3
;; ...
12
Rations, clothing, tools, and seed.........................
12
„ ... Rations, clothing, boat and gear, seed, building
material.
12 „ .. Rations ....................................................................
12 „ ... Rations, clothing, and sundries.............................
12 „
. Rations ...................................................................
12
;; ...
12 „ ... Rations, clothing, medical comforts, tents, seed,
tools, and sundries.
12 ........... Rations .......................................................... .........
6
„ ... Rations and clothing .............................................
12 „ ...
12
„ ... Rations ....................................................................
12 „ ... Rations, medical comforts, boat, clothing, and
roofing iron.
12
........... Rations .....................'...............................................
Clothing...............................................................
12 months... Rations, and erection of five huts..........................
12 „ ... Rations and clothing .......................................... .
12
„ ... Rations ....................................................................
12 „ ..
12 ...........
12
„ ... Rations and clothing ................................................
12 „ ... Rations, clothing, medical comforts, repairs to huts
and boats, fishing tackle, and Imat gear.
12
„ ... Rations ........................................................................
12 „ ...
12
,, ...
i2 ;; ...
12 „ ... Rations, clothing, and allowance to Superintendent
12 „ ... Rations ....................................................................

3
1
9
7
18
13
2
1
5
0
17

6
0
9
10
2
10
4
5
11
6
2

12 12 11

339 4 4
23 14 11
32 15 5

12 S S

54 7 1
6 15 7
18 0 0

111 2 1
25
42
145
20
0
113
47

2
13
6
4
15
8
1

8
9
f>
(i
0
10
5

15 6 2
1 17 11

3!
15
122

68
3
2
120
48
41

10 2
11 10
19
3
7
7

122 10
82 10
92
80
13
24
246
5
6
14
25

IS
10
6
15
o

3
7
8
2
3

3 10
13 2
4 5
6 i

ioe is n
53
2
238
165
62
87
6
82
107

2
5
18
4
3
4
9
5
16

10
3
4
2
10
(I
7
6
6

44
30
7
32
319
12

17
17
0
5
2
13

5
5
10
7
5
4

403
9
APPENDIX

V—conthued.

Average monthly
number r«giving aid.

locality.

Period.
Adults.

Wee Waa ..... a...........
Wcilmoringle ..........
Wellington..................
Wilcaimia ..................
Windsor......................
Wingham ..................
Wollar.............. ...........
Wollomomln..............
Woogoolgn..................
Wy angaria.................
WyraiTah .................
Yass, Pudman- and
Blakney Creeks.
Incidental Expenses...
Haitway Fares (Aborigines).
Salary of Secretary ...

Children.

4

fi

2
11
1

12
2

39

58
S
fi

8

7
2

3
3
ii
13

Amount expended
during the year.

Ktvture of aid,

1
2

m•-.
45

£ s. d,
:u 4 5

12 montlis...

Rations ................................ ............

12
12

14 B 4
0 a
2 14 9
17 in
-SI 16 11
46 11 4
9 19 4
man
S3 1 0
52 10 2
135 2 G

1:10

3

Rations .....................................................
Rations and paint for honi, ...
Rations ........................................................................

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Rations, clothing, seed, and tools..............................

13 3 3
flfil IS 3
100

Total ...........

0 0

£0,547 16 7

APPENDIX E.
Amousts paid for Medical Attendance on Aborigines, 1895.
Locality.

Amount.

Armidalo...........................................................
Ilallina.............................................................
Barrington .................................................
RiUffara......... ..........................................
Broadwater........................................................
Brungle
.................................
,
Casino ..........................................
.
Cowra ............................................................. .
Cumeroogunga .................;...............................
Drake .......................................
Fermnount ..... ...................... ............................
Forbes ......... .......................................................
Goulburn.................................... .
..
Grafton........................... .....................................
Hillgrove.............................................................
Katoomba ................................................
Kempsey................... ........................................
Kiama .................................................
.
La Perouse ...................................................
Mackeville ...............................
. .
Maclean .............................................................
Moruva.................................................

£ s.
3 10
0 10
44 15
10
0 10
57 18
12 0
44 3
53 3
14
14 12
3 3
42 11
59 0
10
14 1
50 0
40 0
50 0
1 1
15
7 J

Carried forward..................................

Locality.
d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£502 8 0

Amount.
£ s.
-nr> a
3 3
on in
16 4
6)0
3 in
4 0
16 1?
8 7
4/5 14
43 a
7 16
31 3
n n
7 6
93 7
0 in
9 n
21 13

tTlladnllib
Wnllaim Lako ......................
Wardcll..................

d.
n
0
n
0
0
n
0
0
0
()

n
0
0
n
0
<3
n
n
0

ft ft

50 17 G
] S 10 0
Total.............................................

£8G2 14 8

APPENDIX F.
List of Articles supplied Aborigines from the Government Stores, 1895.
No. receiving aid.

Locality.
Adults.

Ashford .....................
Ballina ......................
BHcks River..............
Brewarrina ..............
Broadwater ..............
Brungle......................
Bundarra ..................
Byron Bay..................
Casino .............. .......
Cbatswortb ..............
Copmanhurst..............
Coraki.........................
Cudgen ......................
Cumeroogunga..........

No. receiving aid.
Nature of aid.

G

Locality.

Children.

,

Nature of aid.
Adults.

9

Clothing.

G

S

3

1

Kookabookra ...........
Stationery
for
Local Board.
Liamore ..................
Clothing.

Children.

4

5

i
11
i
12
4
1

Drake..........................
Glen limes...,.............
Grafton ......................

)9
2
11

Grafton, South..........

IS

10

Clothing,

13

SI

14
1G

3

IS

11

**

7

g

Walcha0...... .............
Wallaga Lake...,,,,,,

9

Stationery
for
Local Board.
Wilson’s Downfall...
Clothing.

G

ft

2
20

5

n

G
17

9
11
5

Clothing
and
medicine.
Clothing.

Throughout
the
Colony ..............

Clothing,
SS

2
4
l

Stationery
for
office,
Clothing,
IS
Stationery
for
Superintendent.
Stationery for
Local Board.
Clothing.
SS
SI
Blankets.

N.B. —The cost of these articles and their transit (£2,730 14s. 8d, in all) was defrayed from the vote for Government Stores.
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APPENDIX Gr.
Statement of Eipenditure on account of Aborigines during tlie year 1895 by the Department of Public
Instruction.
.
Name of School.

£ s.

Barrington .....
Brewarrina .....
Brungle.............
Cumeroogunga..
Forster.............
Grafton.............
Mulyan.............
Holland’s Plains
Wallaga Lake ..
Warangesda......
Wauehope.........

.
.

.
.
.,
.1
.

J
.,
.j

£.

Totals

expenses, fuel,
and cleaning.

apparatus.

£

d.

10 0
0 0
80 11 8
210 18 10
45
91

9

9

0
88 3
45 10
83 8
135 8
45 10

0

20
91

Forage, tmveltmg- Ritildings, repairs,

Books anti

SnUvries.

s. d.

£
4

s. d.
0 0

£

5. d.

13 IS 3
2 15 10

1 2 7
0 S 11

5

0

0 3

G

43

0

2 0 8
0 12 0

0 10 0
2 1 8
1 o 10
12 1 G
2 I 8

13 15 0
0 5 0 '

037 10 3

0 10 n

41 IS 0

r>7 S G

0
4
4

£ s.
49 10
91 o
84 11
272 17
23
92 2
89 5
47 11
84 )4
1G3 5
48 9

3 .i 3

0 16 4
4 15 8

4

Total.

rent, furniture.

d.

0
o
3
9
7
7
9

s
2

6
5

1,040 1 3 8

APPENDIX H.
Census Returns, Cumeroogunga, "Warangesda, and Brewarrina Aboriginal Stations, 1895.
Population, 01st December, IS95.
Station?,

Daily averaac population throughout the year.

H&lf-CAStea.

Full-blood4?

'’ull-blooda

Half-castes.

Adults. Children. Total.

Adults. Children. Total.

Grand
Adults, Children. Total.

Adults. Children.

Total.

Total.

Cumeroogunga
Warangesda ...
Brewarrina ...

29
31
28

10
6
9

48
37
37

58
22
4

65
35
19

123
57
23

17)
04
60

14
34
25

23

Total..........

SS

34

122

84

119

203

325

73

Grand
Total.

10

37
40
35

38
34
5

59
38
17

97
72
22

134
112
57

39

112

77

114

191

303

G

APPENDIX I.
Reports of Local Boards.
Sir,

Local A. P. Board, Grafton, 10 February, 1800.
We have the honor to report that during the past year much valuable work has been done at the Home, and that
the average population has been fairly well sustained.
In the way of permanent improvements, some 10 acres have been cleared, broken up, and planted. Thirty-two acres
have been partially cleared, some stumping done, also ploughing. A tank has been excavated and two causeways besides
other road work. Four houses have also been erected, and we estimate the total value of the improvements at over £200.
Some hay has been sold which realised (net) some £12 12s., which funds arc being used for sundry expenses accounts
in connection with farm implements, &c.
The stock at the Home suffered in condition with the severe winter and dry spring, but are now doing well with the
good season, and wc anticipate soon to make a considerable reduction in our accounts for butcher's meat.
The Board have approved of the Manager keeping the Aborigines occupied with gardening to a certain extent, so as
not to compete with gardeners outside, but sufficient to supply the people, keep the children occupied, and any surplus to
be sold to meet incidentals.
The health of the people has been very good, as will be seen by the Manager’s report, and it Is generally admitted
that the living of our Aborigines has greatly improved the last two years.
The school has been well attended, and the children are progressing very well,
*
In concluding our report wo have great pleasure in saying that both the Manager and Matron have worked
industriously to make the Home a success. The work has been creditably performed by each, which must eventually be of
great benefit to the inhabitants.
Yours, Ac.,
THOMAS PARKER, Chairman.
The Chairman of A. P. Board.
JAS. C. WILCOX, Member.

Manager’s Report on tho Home for Aborigines, Clarence River, for tlie year ended 31st December, 1895.
There are 49 Aborigines (full bloods—10 men, 11 women, and 19 children ; half castes—5 men, 2 women, and 2
children) who consider that the Home is their regular dwelling place, and have liousis, besides a number of people who
frequently visit tlie Home and come here when they can get no work on the farms.
■
Permanent improvements effected during the year
10 acres new forest land cleared of all hut largest trees, stumped,
ploughed, and planted with maize ; 4 acres partially cleared and ploughed ; timber burnt off S acres and ground ploughed ;
20 acres felled and partly burnt off; other clearing and burning in paddock ; tank excavated ; two large causeways, and
sundry road work; four houses erected.
Cultivation.—About 3 acres of winter potatoes were planted in the beginning of the year, the produce Was issued to
the Home people. Seven acres were ploughed for oats, the weather was too dry to plant them, therefore though the ground
is poor it was planted with maize, and is now hearing enough to pay for tho labour. Four acres of maize were planted in
September on good land, 3 acres on medium land, and S acres on good land have since been planted, making a total of
22 acres under maize. The crop now shows from inferior to excellent, according to the quality of the land. One acre is
planted with pumpkins, J-acrc with sweet potatoes, li acres is under cucumbers, watermelons, and tomatoes, 1 acre is
under feed stuff for stock, 3 acres are also under a catch crop of pie melons, making a total of 29 acres under crop.
With moderately favourable weather, tlie net cash return for the season’s ivork should not he less than £100.
Vegetable Carden.—The first crop was spoilt by the swamp backing in on it.
The second gave the people as much
cauliflower, cabbage, and some other vegetables as they chose to cut, and 2 tons of sweet potatoes. The Home people
have now a fair supply of vegetables and tomatoi %
Stock.—The throe Home horses are in good condition.
The cattle have grown well, and increased in value. In a
few weeks slaughtering for Home use may be recommended, and continued the greater part of the year. Four calves
were dropped during the season, and are doing well.
■
Health of Aborigines.—One death occurred from consumption, one child was treated for inflammation of the lungs,
all the children who had not previously had whcoping-cough had it and recovered. General health good.
Deaths.—One; full-blood; female, aged 18years.
Births,—One hoy, 2 girls; full-blood.
Conduct

IX
,
Conduct of A borhfines.—During the year, one man came liome under tlie influence of liquor and commenced a fiaht
with hia wife. This waa immediately stopped, and although there have been 18G Aborigines hero at one time, this is the
only case of drunkenness or fighting at the Homo during tho twelve months. For morality, they could set a pattern to
some of the white inhabitants of tho district.
1
Tlie men have worked cheerfully, and considering their race and that the greater number of aborigines that are
together the less they will do in proportion, they have done very well. At least three-fourths of their wages have been
carefully spent in clothes and necessaries, and very little, indeed, of the money has gone for liquor. More than 182 articles
of clothing have been made by the women from material purchased from Home wages.
Sc/ioof.—The children have attended regularly. They have made fair progress, and the enrolment has increased.
Gwiciw irejTMwra. Ihe land and roads have been greatly improved ; tlie preliminary work is so far forward that an
annual and increasing remunerative return should be produced. The Home people have improved in industry sobriety
and cleauliness, and the Home has the confidence of the Aborigines .of the district as the best place for Aborigines
F. C. CURREY, '
Manager.
S>ri
Aborigines Protectorate, Local Board, Warangesda, 25 January, 189C.
In compliance with your request, I hereby furnish you with a brief report upon what lias been done at
Warangesda during the past year.
A Local Board was appointed in the early part of the year, and it is felt on all sides that its existence has been
productive of much good.
Owing to the long continued drought the wheat crop proved a failure, but between 30 and 40 tons of excellent hav
have been gathered and stacked.
J
Fifty acres of agricultural land have been cleared and grubbed, which the Local Board desire to see put under
cultivation* lii addition to this, a considerable area has been cleared of suckers.
.
When the Local Board took office they found much dissatisfaction existing among the residents owing to the
irregular manner in which rations arrived at the station, but on strong representations being made to the Board this
•uifhculty was entirely removed, and the peojile are happier and more contented now than ever they have been
Changes took place in the staff of officers daring the year. Mrs. Swift, Matron of the dormitory, died from con
sumption, and Miss Parsons was appointed to succeed her. Miss Parsons has proved herself eminently qualified for tho
duties. Mr 1 ridham succeeded Mr. Harris us Manager, and under his vigorous and kindly rule everything is going on
in a thoroughly satisfactory manner, Mrs. Pridham is doing much useful work.
6 6 a
The conduct of the residents has been fairly satisfactory, and their health lias been good.
1 am, Sc.,
The Secretary A.P. Board, Sydney.
----------------G‘ R" F' NHRB|ecl.etary,

Report, Cumeroogunga Aboriginal Station, 1895..
Aboncines Protectorate, Local Board, Cumeroogunga, 5 February, 1896,
frHnye.—Neat and tidy whenever the Ijocal Board visited the station.
.*.—Kept fairly clean.
Dormitory.—Always in order.
Store.—Everything systematically arranged.
Water
i/. —Large, tank has been erected to supply village with water.
Stock.—In poor condition, owing to the scarcity of feed.
Farm AforK—Crops, owing to the diy season, were very small.
The men, however, got a small return, which we
regret some of them did not put to a proper use.
/kind.--The main portion of the land is being cleared, which, when finished, will be a great improvement.
General Conduct
l«airly improved. A few, nowever, have to be punished for either drink: or
or immorality.
immorality.
Change of Management.—So far, very satisfactory.
C. F. DAVIS,
___________________ ______________ _
Hon. Secretary.
J kc

UoiuK

APPENDIX J.
Regulations for tbo Management of Aboriginal Stations at Cumeroogunga, Warangesda, and Brewarrina.
„

. t.

,0f®c.fi of

Mr Protection of Aborigines, 105, Phillip-street, Sydney, 1st February, 1895.

J he following Regulations for the management of the Aboriginal Stations at Cumeroogunga, Warangesda, and Brewarrina
have been made by the Board for the Protection of Aborigines, and approved by the Colonial Secretary.

’

A. BERCKELMAN,
The Board for the Protection of Aborigines.

and is hereinafter ^allef‘‘The ga^[1GoVCrnment to ^nister the funds appropriated

m

Secretary,
Parliament for the Aborigines,

The Abtndgincs Protection Association.

This Association is supported by voluntary contributions, and is represented by and hereinafter called “The Council ”
The Board will avail itself of the assistance of the Council in the management of the Aboriginal Stations at
Cumeroogunga Warangesda, and Brewarrina, and in the appropriation of the funds provided by Parliament for the
support of the Aborigines located thereon, with the voluntary assistance of Local Boards.
Local Boards.

Local Boards to consist of not more than five members, of whom three shall form a quorum, shall be appointed bv the
Board for each station. Tlie superintendent of Police in whose district the station is situated, shall he ex officio a member
Such Local Boards respectively shall :—
■
Inspect the stations not less often than once a month, and furnish the Board with a brief report on the same together
with desirable suggestions.
' “
Inquire into all complaints affecting the management of the stations.
Advise with the managers of the stations as to discipline, work to be carried out, and generally as to the management
i0 thereon ^ B°ard
reP°rt8 °r BUSScstiot13 brought "ntIer notice by the Manager, with recommendations
To countersign all requisitions for stores, or applications for expenditure, other than such as is provided for under the
heading “ Articles for free distribution to Aborigines/’ with explanations.
Manager's and Overseer's Appointment and Duties.

£he Manager and Overseer shall be nominated by the Council, but no appointment shall be made until the approval
the iSoara has been obtained.
^
The duties of the Manager shall be :—
To have the general management and control of all persons on the station, buildings, stock, and other property, and
to devote all his energies to the moral and social welfare of the Aborigines resident on the station.
Io report, m a prescribed form, at the end of each month, to the Council, for the information of the Board, as to the
general condition of the station, i.e., the number of Aborigines located thereon, and the daily average for the
month, distinguishing in all cases the sexes, and the full-bloods from the half-castes ; the number of children
, attending the school; the nature and extent of the work done during the month, and what work it is proposed to
goonwrth; the number of births and deaths during tho month; information as to the general health of the
Aborigines ; and any other matters of interest.
.
To, discourage any furtlicr introduction of half-castes, which should be allowed only on the recommendation of the
ijocal Board.
To keep a diary of all occurrences at the station, together with the usual statistics, and submit the same, when
required, to the Local Board for inspection, and to Members of the Board or Council on visit.
To

12

To exercise supervision over tho Aborigines at tlie station, to restrain them from leaving the station and visiting
public-houses, and to endeavour to see that they do not squander their earnings.
To be accountable for all rations, clothing, medical comforts, &c., and their distribution as authorised.
To keep daily accounts of all moneys and supplies received and disposed of, and to furnish to the Council monthly
abstracts of the same, for the Hoard's and Council's information.
To forward all moneys received from the sale of wool, or produce, &;e., to tlie Council at the end of each month,
accompanied by a statement showing the various items.
To consult tho Local Board as to the supply of stores and materials, and on any matters affecting discipline at the
stations, and to seek their advice on matters generally.
To submit requisitions for supplies of rations, clothing, &c,, monthly through the Local Board.
To submit to the Council, with the endorsement of the Local Board, all applications by Aborigines at the stations who
desire to occupy blocks of laud on the Aboriginal Stations, to be cultivated by them to cam a livelihood thereon
for themselves and their families; and to report fully as to the locality and suitability of the land applied for, and
■ the character of the applicant. Such applications to he submitted to the Board before final decision by the
Council.
Tho Manager and Overseer must assist in and supervise the erection of and repairs to buildings, fencing, Ac,, and
the cultivation of the land, and do their best to make the Aborigines as comfortable and contented as possible, and to lake
an interest in their work and recreations.
Tho Manager must understand that lie will be hold personally liable for any expenditure incurred without authority.
Application for leave by the Manager or Overseer must be submitted to the Council through the Local Board, the
Board to he promptly informed of any such leave granted.
All correspondence must be promptly attended to and recorded for inspection.
As it is impossible to form rules to meet every contingency that may arise, the Manager may use his own judgment
in any case of emergency or not herein provided for, hut the mauagement must be firm aud systematic, regularity of hours
being strictly observed. The Local Board should be consulted when practicable.
Matrons Dufies.
_ _ The Matron shall have special oversight of all the women, with special charge of girls and young children; shall doily
visit the dwellings of the married and unmarried women, and give instructions in cooking, washing, sewing, and other
domestic duties, and shall be responsible to the Manager for the cleanliness of the women and children, together with the
buildings they occupy.
Officers’ Rations.

Bations, according to the under-mentioned scale, will in future be issued to the Managers and Overseers (where not
Aborigines) of the stations :—Full weekly ration for the Manager and his wife : Flour, 16 lb.; tea, ^ lb.; sugar, 4 lb.; meat,
14 lb.; potatoes, 14 lb.; butter, 1 lb., if procurable.
'

Articles for Free Distribution to Aborifines.

Bations and clothing for free distribution to the Aborigines may be purchased by the Council without any special
authority from the Board, hut must be confined to the under-mentioned articles:—
Rations—Flour, tea, sugar, tobacco, salt, soap, oatmeal, and rice.

—Moleskin trousers, Crimean shirts, knickcr suits, wincey, flannel, and calico.

Clothing

A supply of medicines, and such medical comforts as rice, sago, arrowroot, oatmeal, and inaizena, shall be kept in
stock and issued to any Aborigines on the station who may be sick or otherwise in need of the same, without auy payment
l)eing demanded.
' _
All aged, infirm, or sick Aborigines on the stations, as well as any children depending on them, shall he provided
with rations at the expense of the Government, a full weekly ration to be
Flour, S lb,; sugar, 2 lb.; tea, J lb.; meat, 7
lb.; tobacco, | lb. Salt and soap to he also issued as required. Adults at discretion of Manager to receive up to full
rations, children under 10 and over 2 years old half rations.
Rations may also be issued in cases of emergency or distress, where able-bodied men or women arc destitute and
unable to obtain employment, care being taken to see that the regulation is not abused. Fncouragement should be given to
tlie men to go out and obtain employment from time to time on station or general country work.
All children, especially those attending school, should be cleanly and decently clad, and attendance at school encour
aged and judiciously enforced.
Authority for the purchase of ration sheep must be obtained from the Board. The application should he forwarded
through the Local Board, and should give full particulars as to number of sheep required, price, by whom offered for sale,
Ac. An account must be kept of tho use made of them, or how disposed of.
No articles except rations, clothing, medical comforts, and medicine, must be purchased without first obtaining the
approval of the Board.

I

■

Sale Store, Account.

All goods, according to an approved list, required for sale from the stores on the stations to he purchased by the
Council from its own funds, and an entirely separate account, to he called “ Sale Store Account, ” to be kept.
All charges for the freight of such goods to he paid by the Council, and not by the Government as heretofore.
All such goods to be kept in a separate part of the store, away from the articles purchased by the Government for
free distribution to the Aborigines.
All proceeds of sale of such articles to he forwarded by tho Managers of tho stations to the Council at the end of each
month. The re-expenditure of the amount on articles for sale to bo left in the bands of the Council, who will deal with all
requisitions for sucfi goods, but at the end of each quarter a debtor and creditor statement must be furnished the Board by
the Council.
Proceeds of Sale of Steel ami of IVool and oilier Produce.

All money received from the sale of sheep, cattle, und other stock, from the sale of wool, sheepskins, and agricultural
produce, or for agistment, must be placed to a separate account in an authorised Bank to tho credit of the Council. This
account is only to be operated upon with the approval of the Board.
Quarterly debtor and creditor statements, under the heading “ Stock and Froduce Account,” must be furnished tho
Board by the Council.
Donations to Association.

A quarterly detailed debtor and creditor statement, showing the donations received and the expenditure thereof, in
payment of salaries, commission, office expenses, Ac., to he furnished the Board by the Council.

APPENDIX
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Board for Protection of Aborigines, 31st December, 1895.
Chairman
Members.

Secretary

[9A]

...
...

Edmund Fosbery, Inspector-General of Felice..............................
Hon. Philip Gidley King, M.L.C....................................................
Sydney Burdekiu ............................................................................
A. M. Hutchinson...........................................................................
G. O'Malley Clarke..............................;...........................................
Hon. W. H. Suttor, M.L.C..............................................................
Thomas Colls ...............................
,
Hon. R. H. D. White, M.L.C........................................................
J. M. Chanter, M.L.A............ .............................................
James R. Hill....................................................................................
A, Bcrekelman ....................................................................
,,
Sydney: Charles Potter, Government Printer.—1396

Date ol A]ipflinimont.

5 June, 1SS3,
27 May’ 1SS7.
26 August, 1887.
24 April, 1889.
25 July, JS90.
JJ November, 1891.
16 February, 1894.
31 August, 1894.
20 September, 1895.
30 April, 18SS.
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1S96.
Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH WALES.

STATE CHILDREN RELIEF ACT.
{PETITION FROM A. M. TAIT, MODERATOR OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH OF NEW SOUTH WALES, PRAYING THE HOUSE TO SO AMEND THE STATE CHILDREN
RELIEF ACT AS TO ENABLE BOARDED-OUT CHILDREN TO BE PLACED IN CHARGE OF THEIR OWN
MOTHERS.!

Received by ihe Legislative Assembly,

21

July,

1896.

To the Honorable the Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled.
Tho humble Petition of the undersigned,—
Respectfitxlt Sttowrtu :—

_
That your Petitioners regard it as a serious defect in the otherwise excellent State Children’s
Relief Act that no action has been taken under the provisions of tho Act for boarding-out fatherless
children to their own widowed mothers where it is clearly shown they are worthy and capable, but unable
to pay for their maintenance.
To deprive such mothers who are left destitute of the care of their own children and hand them
over io strangers is, in the opinion of your Petitioners, unnatural and cruel, inasmuch as it must be apparent
that as a rule no one is so competent and fit for the charge of children as their own mothers.
We therefore pray your Honorable House to so amend tbo present Act as to enable the adminis
trators of this Act to place children, when they think It desirable, in charge of their own mothers.
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
A, M. TAIT,
Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church of New South Wales.
Similar Petitions were received :—
•
On 21 July, from William Gr. Taylor, President, Wesleyan Conference.
,,
from His Eminence, Cardinal Moran, Archbishop of Sydney.
,,
from the Office Rearers of the Benevolent Society.
„
from tho President and Honorary Secretary, Baptist Union of NewSouth Wales.
On 22 July, from W. J. L. Gloss, Chairman, Congregational Union of New South Wales.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.

ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND AGRICULTURE,
NEW SOUTH WALES,

FOR THE YEAR

$rintfU in accorMnce totrtj ftesoluttong of tjotlj Houses of parliament.

Printed under No. 1 Report from Printing Committee, 21 May, 1896.

SYDNEY: CHARLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP STREET.
1896.
24'—a

‘
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ANNUAL BEPORT.
To The Honorable Sydney Smith, Esq., M.P., Minister for Mines and Agriculture,
&C.,
Sir,

1 do myself the honor to submit the following report upon the working of. that division of the
Department under your control, which deals with mining interests, also the progress of mining and tho
results obtained during the year 1805.
The following statement conveys fome idea of the clerical work of the Department during the
year:—
“
Statement of the Number of Papers registered and Letters despatched by the several Branches
of the Department of Mines and Agriculture.
Papers Registered.
Sfl4,

*

^

Mines proper. ............................
Lease Brunch, applications and plana regisfnrnrt

Letters Written.

1S95.

ism.

1805.

*62,799

13,112

+32,647

1>157

2,9G3

Account Branch .........................

12 SSK

IU,113

Agriculture ...... .

14-,017

6,030

Stock Branch ..............

10,982

Public Watering Places ...............

5,284

12,389

Inspection of Mines..................

8,146

\

6,539
j

+4 KS1

(

l

2,432
7.255

Diamond Drills..............................
Geological Branch..................

*Jtidiidin!f Agriculture, Forestry, ftud PiiWic Watcrinj; Pkccs papers,
letters.
J lucluiliuif forms and I'eooniiiioudatioiis to fossicltcts for passes.

07,907

)

J

J3,3U

280

210

LoJ'

3,947

44,114

44,663

1 ggg
se,023

4,548

t Including Agriculture, Forestry, and Public Watering Places

_
■^1C Mimng on Private Lands Act came into operation on the 18th June, 1891, aud since that date
its provisions have been fairly well taken advantage of, although it cannot be stated that any very important
discovery has been made on any of the private lands thrown open by this Act.
”
The number of applications for Special Leases received under section 25 was 138, comprising an
area of 2,335 acres 0 rood 31 perches. Of that number 1G, embracing an area of 229 acres, were refused,
Tho number of ordinary Leases applied for during the year was 205, comprising an area of 2,479
acres 3 roods 24 perches; but 55 of these, comprising an area of 574 acres 2 roods, were refused. A
very large area of private land is occupied by the miners under authorities to search granted by the
Wardens, under agreement with the owners (section 33) or under Prospecting Licenses, but it is
difficult to arrive at the extent of the area so occupied.
. TIie on]if rai,ierals brought under tlie Mining on Private Lands Act are gold, silver, lead, tin, and
antimony, and the areas comprised in the applications to lease for the purpose of mining for these
minerals are as follow :—

3,071

3

rIS

Silver.

Lead.

acres.

01*09.

50

The above does not include an ao-"r
races, dams, machine sites, *e., Ac.

24—A

02

*44

237

Tin.
r.

n

.1

0

Silver and Lead.
fiores.

...

20

ate area of G84 acres which has been applied for as water
This

2

This Act has had the effect of stopping the issue of Permits to search on private land for tho abovenamed minerals, viz., gold, silver, lead, tin. and antimony, and of cancelling all the Permits issued before
the Act came into force.
Another effect is tho loss of royalties payable under Permits granted under section 7 of the Crown
Lands Act of IS Si.
AVith regard to the acquisition of Crown lands for mining purposes:—
The number of applications made to lease Crown lands for mining purposes during the year was
1,429, or 672 more than the number for 1891. Of the 1,429 applications so made 1,240 were for
auriferous land comprising an area of 7,GS5 acres 0 rood 2G perches; and 183 were for mineral land,
embracing an area of 12,220 acres 0 rood 25 perches.
The number of applications dealt with during the year was 906, which also shows an increase of
140 as compared with 1894.
Ko effort is spared to deal speedily with these applications, while great care has to be exercised to
guard against the creation of conflicting titles.
Of the 906 applications dealt with during the year, 779 were for gold-mining leases, comprising an
area of over 4,322 acres, and 127 were for mineral leases, embracing an area of 8,213 acres.
The area of auriferous land applied for in 1895 was more by 4,731 acres than in 18D1, and the
mineral land 2,008 acres 2 roods 18 perches more during the same period.
ScifEDlJljE I.

Table showing the Land applied for to be leased during 1895 and tho Minerals to he mined :—
Minerals.
Gold.........................................
Silver ......... ...........................
Silver tind lead ................
Silver, lead, aud ironstone.....
Silver, lead, and limestone ..
Silver and ironstone ............
Silver, lead, copper, and iron
Silver, lead, zinc, and copper
Silver, lead, and copper .....
Silver and bismuth .............
Tin .........................................
Tin and wolfram .................
Tin, silver, and lead .............
Copper and iron.....................
Copper and silver .................
Copper.....................................
Antimony .............................
Chrome iron .........................

a
7,685
1,474
1,001
60S
40
40
2G1
80
140
63
245
179
80
40
80
80
120
40

r.
0
0
3
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P'
26
30
30
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

fi. r.
Minerals.
40 0
Cinnabar...................................... .......................
....................
12 0
20 0
Iroiutonc...,................................. .......................
45 0
Manganese ..................... ............ .......................
20 0
Limestone ................................. .......................
.......................
80 0
10 0
Tnrqooisc .................................. .......................
44 0
Opal............................................... .......................
40 0
Platinum...................................... .......................
200 0
Diamonds ............................. .......................
169 0
Diamonds and tin .......... ........... .......................
90 0
Pigments..................................... .......................
.................. 2,288 0
Coal.............................................
Coal and Shale ......................... ....................... 4,118 3
320 0
Shale ......................................... ....................

pu
0
0
33
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
0

-------------

'Total area .. ...................... 19,011

1 n

As shown by the foregoing table, the aggregate area applied for is 7,339 acres 2 roods IS perches
more than that applied for in 1894.
The increase occurs principally in gold, silver, and silver and lead, silver lead and ironstone, coal, •
and antimony, but a considerable decrease occurs in coal and shale, and tin.
Area held under application to lease on 31st December, 1895.
Gold............................................
Cenl............................................
Coal and shale...........................
Antimony ...............................
Hin ...........................................
Tin and diamonds....................
Silver .......................................
Silver and galena ....................
Silver and copper ..................
Silver and lead .....................
Silver and bnmuth ...............
Silver, bismuth, and cerium ...
Sdver, copper, and manganese
Silver, copper, and lead .........
Silver lead, copper, and iron.,..
Manganese ..............................

a.
4}505
250
4,323
' 40
141
80
984
40
88
771
63
69
40
140
2C3
45

r.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
0

p
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
35
35

............
Graphite............................. .................. ............
.............
Cipnabar.................. ............................ .............
.............
.............
.............
Platinum............................................... .............
Tin, silver, and lead ............................ ............
Silver, lead, and ironstone .................. ............
Silver, load, zine, and copper ............ .............
Opal....................................................... .............

a. r. ’’t)
320 0
80 0
0
80 0 0
40 0 0
40 0 0
120 0 0
360 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
428 0 0
80 0 0
4 0 0
13,535

2 20

The area of Crown lands held under application to lease on the 31st December, 1805, shows a
marked increase, the area being 13,535 acres 2 roods 20 perches, as against 5,i64 acres 1 rood 0 perches
so held tho previous year. The principal increase is in coal and shale, gold and silver.
The

3
The following table shows the area of Crown lands held under lease and the area to be mined : —
Minerals.

Alum and alumstonc..........................
Alumstcme and ahinite .....................
Alunite.................................................
Antimony............................................
Uismuth .............................................
Uismutti and sdver.............................
Bismuth and tin ...............................
Chrome............................................
Coal ....................................................
Coal and shale.....................................
Copper ................................................
Cinnabar ............................................
Diamonds ...........................................
Diamonds and tin .............................
Kmeralds ............................................
Infusorial earth ...............................
Ironstone ............................................
Ironstone and limestone .................
Kaolin ...............................................
Lead and limestone .........................
Limestone............................................
Marble ................................................
Mineral pigments ............................
Opal ....................................................
I'iatinum ............................................
Plumbago............................................
Silver....................................................
Silver and copper ............................
Silver and ironstone .........................
Silver and lead ...............................
Silver, lead, and antimony ............
Silver, lead, and copper.....................
Silver, lead, copper, and ironstone..
Silver, lead, and ironstone .............
Sdver, lead, ironstone, and marble..
Silver, lead, and limestone .............
Silver, lead, and tm .........................
Silver and limestone .........................
Silver, platinum, iridium, and tin ..
Silver, platinum, and wolfram.........
Sulphate of alumina and potash .....
Tin........................................................
Tin and precious stones.....................
Tin and wolfram.................................
Tungsten ............................................
Not specified ....................................
Cold ....................................................
Total

Mining Act, 1874.

4 SO
40
o
15C
40
40
SO
40
2,000
36S
280
SO
457
20
40
30
33
120
20
20
180
215
20
S77
80
40
1,251
40
40
1,074
20
£00
248
100
480
000
240
148
100
£0
UO
1,338
40
394
40
20
5,813
10,004

r.
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
o
0
2
1
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
3
2
0
1
0
0
I

Milling' Act
Further Amend'
ment Act, 1334.

Crown Lands
Mining on
Occupation Act, Private l-iands Act,
listil.
lfc9J.

P- '
a.
r. p.
£l,
I\ p.
0
0
.....................
0
....................
294
.....................
0 : .....................
0
0
0
2,324 0 6
30
31,492 1 144
20
7,336 0 0?
0
0
Hi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
7
0
264
0
_____________ 1_____________
0
8
..................... f ....................
25
0
12
40 0 0
0
10
7
0
0
12
0
13
0
0
17
25
141 2 10
0
17
0
0
37 1 33
552 0 30,|

3 30$ 40,062

0 214

2,381

Total.

a.
r. p.
..................... |
..................... ■
_____________
..................... |

84

0

5

a.
r. p483 0 0
40 0 0
0 0 0
156 1 294
40 0 0
40 0 0
80 0 0
40 0 0
35,828 1 104
8,204 2 204
280 0 0
80 0 0
457 1 16
20 0 0
40 0 0
30 0 0
33 3 0
120 0 0
20 0 0
20 0 0
ISO 0 12
215 0 7
20 0 0
877 0 264
SO 0 0
40 0 0
],2ol 2 8
40 0 25
40 0 0
2,014 2 12
20 0 0
800 0 10
T
243
7
100 0 0
480 0 0
006 1 12
240 0 0
148 3 13
100 0 0
SO 0 0
55 3 17
1,4 so 1 1
40 0 0
394 1 17
40 0 0
57 1 33
6,431 2 ‘J 1 It

64

0

5

82,302

.....................

I

.....................

....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................
.....................

.....................

.....................

1 33

1
I
!
1

2

f|] 3

- Thcro ia a slight decrease in the foregoing fable due to cancellations made during the year for non
observance of the labour conditions, but principally for non-payment of rout due. From the following
figures it will be seen that the leases so dealt with embrace an area of over 13,080 acres :—
Mineral Leases—
For non-work ................
Fur non-payment of rent
Surrendered....................
Gold Leases—
For non-work ................
For non-payment of rent
Surrendered....................

r.
40
127

l,lfi7
8,SOI,
40

1

---------- 10,112 2 22
a.

133
30S
4
-----

]).

1 23
3 12
1 27

r. p.

445

848 0 31J2,078 0 30
44 3 1G
---------------------- 2,968

613

13,089

1

9t

3 31*

The number of applications received for permits, or authorities, under sections 27 and 23 of the
tuning Act, 1874, to mine on or under reserves during last year was 270—an increase of 10 on the
number received during 1894. The number of applications dealt with was 182—an increase of 42 on the
number so dealt with in 1894.
As will be seen from the following table the area of tho land embraced by the permits and
authorities granled in 1893 is less by 10,430 acres 0 roods 3 perches than the area so granted during the
previous year. The principal decrease is in eoal and shale, which was less by 15,034 acres, and in coal,
which

4
which deerensed by 7,108 acres. The large decrease under the headings of “ Coal and Shale” and “Coal,1*
as compared with the previous year, may be accounted for by the fact that a very largo area of land was
taken up on the striking of a payable seam of coal at Crcreorue, near Sydney, by the Government
diamond drill.
Table showing area of reserved land comprised in permits and authorities granted during 1893
and the minerals to be mined thereunder:—
Coal.......... ..........................................................................................
Cod] and tkalc.......................
Shale.....................................................................................................
Tin.........................................................................................................
Chrome........................ ..................... -.................................................
Antimony.............................................................................................
Gold..........................
Gold, siber; and copper......................................................................

a. r. p.
2,749 3 36
&.9S6 2 0
6,020 0 0
00 3 19
104 2 0
39 0 0
117 0 33
13 0
15,039

3 8

Table showing area of reserved lands comprised in authorities sections (27 and 28), issued prior to
1895 in force :—
Coal .....................
Coal and ahalc.....
Shale ....................
Limeslone............
Tin........................
Copper ................
Antimony ............
Gold ...‘................
Silver and load ...
Copper and cobalt

a.
17,792
1,317
050

r.
1
2
2

p.
31
8
32

10 0 0
53 2 18

199 0 16

7 1 15
63 2 3L
3 0 0
4 0 28
20,103 2 19

Table showing areas comprised in authorities sections (27 and 28), which were in force on
31 December, 1895:—
Coal .............................
Coal and shale .............
Shale .............................
Limestone .....................
Tin .................................
Chrome .........................
Copper .........................
Antimony .....................
Gold
.........................
Gold, silver and copper
Silver and lead ............
Copper and cobalt..........

a.
18,419
6,051
4,653

r. p.
0 1
1 3i
2 32

10 0 O

192
80
68
7
65

O
0
2
1
2

hi
0
13
13
31

13 0

3 0 0
4 0 23
29,535

3 17

The number of applications for authorities under the Wining Act of 1889 to dig and search for
gold and other minerals was 360, which is 328 less than the number received the previous year. The
number dealt with was only 169 as compared with 713, tho number dealt with in 189-1—a decrease of 541.
The number of authorities in force at the end of the year was 195—a decrease of 1TO on the previous year.
The number of applications for permits under section 7 of the Crown Lands Act of 18S1, to win and
remove minerals reserved in the Crown grants of private lands was only 15 as compared with 160 the
previous year. Of these 15 applications, 10 were granted and 5 refused. Tho number in force at the
31st December was 195.
The foregoing table, &c., embraces all lands held for mining purposes, other than alienated lands
which do not come under the provisions of the Mining on Private Lands Act, and freehold and Crown
lands held in virtue of miners’ rights and mineral licenses. The area comprised in these exceptions is
considerable, The royalty received during 1895 was, from alienated land £102 8s. 2d,, and from Crown
lands £18,818 7s. 4d. Under the Mining on Private Lands Act, 1894, the Crowu receives no royalty
from gold, silver, tin, and antimony, won from private lands.
The return showing the gold and mineral leases and permits under sections 27 and 28 of the Mining
Act is still being published half-yearly instead of quarterly, as in former years, and no complaints have
been received so far with regard to the alteration. This return gives information which should be of
great value to the miuing community generally, and more especially to the working miners.
PROSPECTING

o
PROSPECTING BOARD.
The Prospecting Board during the year 1895 visited the following places, amongst otlicrs, for tlie
purpose of inspecting and ijH|iiiriiig into applications received for assistance from tho Vote:—
Adrttninaby
Adolong
Al)>ory
Alwtowu
Arulucn
Armidalc
Back Creek
BaH Nob
Ballina
33nmiedniim
Bfirmba
Bateman’h Buy
Bat low
Bear Hill
Bcgn
Bell’s Creek
Bcrmagni
BHlumgra
Bingara
Blajncy
Bombala
Boonooo-Boonoo
Boro
Bowling-nlley Point
Bowniag
Bowravillo
Box Bulge
Braidwood
Brcdbo
Brimbranialln
Brown’s (Jrcuk
Bull!
Bundarm
Bungcndoro
Bungouia
Burraga
Burro wa
Rrt'g

.

By rock
Byron Bay
(,'ndia
Oaioola
Canadian Lead
Canowindra
Captain’s Flat
Ctncoar
Cargo
Ca-ino
Clear Creek
Oobur
Cobargo
Cobbora
Colinton
Condobolin
Coolac
Coolongolcok
Cooinn
•
Copeland
Corow a
Cowra
Crookwdl
Cudal
Cudgcgong
Dabnorton
Dai isvillo
Deepwater
Delegate
Drake
Dungog
Eden
Emma villa
Euabalong
Forbes
Forest Reef
Gilgni
Glen Innes

Grenfell
G ulgong
Ginidngai
*
Burden
Hargraves
HuzeJgrotc
Hill End
Hillgrorc
HilUton
Homo Rule
Invorcll
Jcmbnicumbcnc
Hndabyuc
Juneo
Kerr’s Creek
Limekilns
Lionsville
LtEmorc,
Lucknow
Maebsrillo
Marulan
Mitbclago
Milparinka
Mogo
Molong
Mom) a
Mofsgicl
Mount Hope
Mount M'Honukl
Muirumbntcman
M mTurundi
Muftania
Nndgingomar
Kona Creek
Kelligen
Kernga
Kowbndpc
Kine-imlD

Nundle
Oberon
O'Connell
Pambula
Parkes
Peak Hill
Rockiev
RyDtone
Sebastopol
Soffila
Stoekiubiiignl
Taiiiwort-h
Tarana
Tarcntta
'Tenterfield
'Jia
Tinglm
Trundle
Trunkey Crock
Tuena
Tumut
Ur.illn
YVagga YY'apga
YValbuudrio
YValcha
YY'angat
■YVeleome Rrif
YVulilc Flat
YVbiie Cliffs
YVindejer
YYroolgoolga
Wy along
YV y ndliam
Y’ass
Y oung

There was a large increase in the number of applications received for aid, the number being 1,S43,
as compared with 1,008 received during 1S91. The following table will show how they wore disposed of:—
Aid granted in............................................. .............
..................

..............
Applications not dealt with ................... . ..............
Total................. ...............

1394.
39“ cases
5S4 „
27
GO ,,
1,068 „

..
....... ......
....... .....
. .. ......

1895.
620 cases.
SIS „
42
363 ,,

....... ......

1,843

.......

„

The following extracts are taken from reports by "Wardens and other officers instructed to measure
up tho work of parties in receipt of aid from the 1895-0 Prospecting Vote:—
1. YV. Wiikclin and Party were aided to drive from their dO-feet slmft on Tucker’s Hill, near Hargraves, and were
successful in striking a vein aliont 2 feet vide, the (irst crushing of 5 tons from which yielded 31 ok. 2 dwt. of retorted
gold. The party lias now taken up a 3-acrc lease.
_
2. "Rathbonc, Dclore, and Colson were aided to continue their shaft on the Queen of Bulby Claim, near Coolongolook. After working without success for some time, they at last succeeded in striking the leef 3 feet thick, the stone
showing splendid specimens of gold. The claim has been taken up by a syndicate, with u view of carrying on extensive
operations, and a large area in the vicinity of the claim has been pegged out.
3. Adam Steinberg and Charles Itemdflcish were aided to prospect for alluvial gold by sinking a series of shafts on
Ford’s Creek Station, 12 miles from Cohhora. After doing a considerable amount of work, payable gold was ultimately
discovered at a depth of 10 feet, the wash being 2 feet thick, ten loads nf v Inch yielded 4 oz, 2 dwt. of coarse, heavy gold.
A large mimher of men are prospecting between the new find and the Cobbora Diggings, a distance of about 6 miles.
+. 'Walter Booth and Party were aided to continue shaft on Mount Morgan, ifn Coqlac, to a total depth of 7b feet.
/. the 4o-fcct level the party struck some very good stone, which widened out to 2 feet at the 57-feet level. Eighty hags,
containing 4 tons 15 cwt., were sent to the Clyde Woiks, Sydney, for treatment, which returned 14 oz. 11 dwt, free gold.
'The last report from this mine states that the reel is much wider at the 80-feet level, and the returns are expected to bo
much better than the above.
C. C. Butler and Party, of the Dust-hole Claim, near the Juiice Beefs, reported on the 16th May that tho roof struck
in tho r 70-feet shaft (as stated in last year’s report) had widened out considerably at the 9o-feet level, and that a parcel of
4 tons sent to Sebastopol for treatment had yielded 16 oz. of gold. Several parties have started sinking with a view of
striking this reef, with every prospect of success.
6. E. Stoneham and Party received aid to prospect for alluvial gold to the north-west of Milparinka. Struck wash at
130 foot, resting on a slate bottom. The party have a good show' of wash-dirt, which yields about half a dwt. of gold to the
dish, The party are starting to diivo to the dip, when the prospects arc likely to improve.
7. Pick! and Booh me weio aided to drive from tlie bottom of their shaft on the Trick ett's line of reef at Stuait
Town, have been successful in striking some very good payable stone. This is looked upon as a valuable property and is
now under offer for a considerable sum.
8. The An.os Cold-mining Co., were aided to further test tho Lucky Hit Mine, near Tuena, and were successful in
striking some very rich stone.
1). YV. H. Campbell, Whalen's Hill, YVattlo Flat, received aid in April, 1894, to continue bis 35 feet shaft a further
depth of 100 feet. YV lien that level was readied tho indications wore so promising that the Board in May, 1895, recommended
that further assistance be granted to continue the shaft. At 225 feet the reef was struck carrying very good gold and
yielding specimens here and there. From the 200-fcct level to bottom the reef averages from 1 to 3 feet in thickncs0,
consisting of ferruginous (juart)! highly mineralised.

r
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10. Henry M'Cuddcn, Bateman's Hill, 5 miles east from Wattle Flat, was aided to sink a shaft on the reef to a
depth of 100 feet. At 50 feet the vein widened out to 7 inches, and when the 100 feet- level was reached it was 2 feet
thick showing good gold. A rich shoot of gold was struck at the 72 feet level, and several cruslungs taken out have
averaged 2 oz. of gold per ton.
11. Hill, Scott, and Party, prospecting on the Sawyer's line of roof, 3 miles north of JIargiaves, were aided to continue
driving from the 230 feet cross-cut. When the drive had reached 220 feet, the officer at Hargraves reported on it as follows :—
“The reef is now looking well and tho parly are erecting a 5-stamper battery, and they hope to make it a profitable invest
ment. There is a splendid body of quartz shelving colours, with the reef getting wider and it is now over 2 feet. There is
no doubt but the reef is a permanent one, and likely to be worked with profit for a great many years to come.
12. Charles Hatrigan was aided to test a run of alluvial ground situated near Scrub Yards, struck bottom at 08 feet,
Tlie wash was 9 inches thick and yielded 2 dwts. per load. The party propose continuing this shall as there is a doubt
whether they have yet reached the true botton.
13. Martin Hcnnessy received aid to continue prospecting operations 9 miles south-east of the Overflow Homestead,
and 35 miles easterly of Nymagec. Struck a very large lode which assayed—1 or. of gold per ton ; 5 oz. of silver per ton ;
lead, S per cent; and copper, 3 per cent. The extent of the deposit has not yet been proved, hut it must he considerable,
ns four shafts have hceu sunk on it over a mile of ground, and it can be traced on tlie surface for miles. A large area of
land has been pegged out along the line of the lode, and prospecting work is being carried on vigorously,
14. Messrs. BalFerty, Kildcy, and Party were aided to continue their shaft on the Zulu Beef at Tilhuster, 7 miles
northerly from Armidale. At 54 feet the reef was struck, and on a trial emshing of 7 tons 17 cwt. being taken fiom that
level and treated yielded 9 oz, 17 dwt. of smelted gold. Tlie reef averages 9 inches wide, and is not troubled with water
at that level.
15. Harry Thomas and Party, of the Pioneer Claim, Mount Carrington, near Drake, have been continuing their shaft
under aid from tho Prospecting Vote. At 130 feet some very rich stone was shuck in the shaft, tlie reef being over 1 foot
wide, and promising well. Some of the specimens from this find were richer than any yet seen on the field.

Taken as a whole, the discoveries under the Vote during the year are satisfactory. Many of (lie
finds are made by poor parties of working miners who have great difficulty in securing the capital
necessary for development. It often happens also that large areas of the adjoining land are taken up by
speculators and others who have no intention of testing the land themselves, but hold in the hope of
disposing of their title at ft profit should indications in the prospectors’ claim 'warrant such. This
practice often prevents the value of a find being proved at once, as it should be, and locks up the land to
legitimate miners who would go to work at once. On the Board’s recommendation the Minister
approved of one of the largest Government diamond drills being sent to the Forest Reefs district to
prove the deep alluvial leads in that locality, Should tho operations prove successful a great impetus
will be given to deep alluvial mining in this promising district.
Several parcels of ore have been brought down to Sydney by tlie Board during tho year for treat
ment, as they^ considered that in some cases it was better to ascertain the value and character of a deposit
before spending money in testing it at a depth.
The ore was treated under the supervision of Mr. James Taylor, the Government Metallurgist,
who readily rendered the Board all the service possible.

THE “FOSSICKING” BOARD.
This Board was formed to assist the Government .Labour Bureau with advice in drafting the
unemployed of Sydney to suitable localities within the Colony where it was considered they bad a chance
of earning a living by fossicking on the old gold-fields. The men were supplied with a railway ticket
to the station nearest their destination, and a miner’s right, on credit; and it is fair to state that a
fair percentage of the men have seen their way to refund the cost of such to the Government. It is
also an indication that the men appreciate the assistance rendered, and the fact that many of them
removed their families to the gold-fields would seem to show that they have improved their positions by
proceeding there. The number of men recommended for passes in 1891 was 9,0/2, and from 1st January
to 30th June, 1893, ^OSl.
The decided increase in the yield of gold within this Colony during the past four years is no doubt
partly due to the work of this large body of men throughout the Colony, who, from all reports received,
were able to at least earn rations, and some of the more industrious, good wages. The following table
will show the quantity and value of gold won in New South "Wales:—
oz

Value

1392 .................................................. 156,870
1893 .................................................. 179,283
1801 ................................................ 324,787

£560,178
651,286
1,156,717

1895 ...........................................................

1,315,920

360,165

Many of the men whom circumstances compelled to apply for a miner's right on credit were able
to renew their rights at the beginning of 1895 at their own cost.
'
Tho
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
Tho Government Geologist’s time lias been divided between practical work in tho field and the
supervision in the office of tho general work of the Branch under his control. In Rebruarv be was
engaged in an inspection of the then recently-discovered Bulgandra reefs, near Culeairn, and he subsequeully reported thereon. He made two visits to the Garangula gold-field, and furnished reports in
connection with the proposed resumption of tho land by the Government.
In conjunction with Professor David, he made a geological survey of the Talbragar fish-beds, the
results of which were subsequently published as an introduction to Mr. A. S.'Woodward’s memoir on
“ The Possil Eisties of the Talbragar Beds.’’ This work is of special importance as establishing the
occurrence of rocks of Jurassic age in New South Wales.
In May, Mr. Pittman made an inspection of the Appletree Plat gold-field, and furnished a report
dealing with the reduction of the gold-field reserve.
In September he was engaged on a geological examination of the country to the east of the road
from ISarrabri to Moree. The information gained during this examination was of considerable importance
in connection with the question of artesian water. A report was furnished showing that the Moree and
Coonamhle bores (which yielded excellent supplies of artesian water) were not, as had previously been
supposed, in the Lower Cretaceous rocks, but in sandstones and shales of the same age as the Clarence
River Coal Measures and the Ipswich Coal Measures of Queensland. Mr. Pittman points out that in
view of this discovery it is evident that the area of our artesian water-bearing country is much larger than
was previously supposed, as these Triassic (Ipswich) coal measures extend a considerable distance to the
eastward of the eastern boundary of tlie Lower Cretaceous basin, as hitherto shown on the geological
map of tlie Colony7.
In October, Mr. Pittman reported on the probability of obtaining artesian water on the Clarence
River, and he subsequently visited Queensland for tlie purpose of studying the Ipswich coal measures
and the Blythesdale braystones in the type districts. He was then engaged until nearly tlie end of the
year in examining the country north and north-west of Tnvercll, and in mapping tlie eastern boundary
of the newly-discovered artesian basin.
He also, while in that district, made a geological examination of the Ashford coal-field, and reports
that although the field is narrow and the seam is inclined at a high angle, in view of the great thickness
of the scam (about 27 feet) and the excellent character of the coal for steam or smelting purposes, the
deposit will he a valuable one in the future. The Government Geologist also examined and reported
upon a recently-discovered deposit of diamondiferous drift, near Boggy Camp, about 17 miles south-west
of Invercll. The diamonds in the Prospectors’ claim appear to be numerous, though in sine and quality
they do not differ, to any appreciable extent, from those found at Bingara.
t
*
During the year the Geological Surveyors’ time was, to a considerable extent, devoted to Prospect
ing Vote work, nevertheless some important reports were submitted. The following were furnished by
Mr. J. E. Carne:—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
0.
7.
8.

Further report on the chrome deposits of Gmnlagai and Tumut Districts,
Report on Tooloug and Bogong Gold-fields.
Report on the Bywong Gold-field.
Report on auriferous deposit at Batlow, near Adelong.
Report on Big Hill reefs, near Bateman's Bay.
Report on a deposit of cinnabar near Lionsville.
Report on the Coramba and Bucca Creek reefs.
Report on the auriferous beach sands of the Esk River and Jerusalem Creek, Clarence and Richmond
District.
-

Mr, Geo. A. Stonier resigned his position on the 31st October.
Mr. J. B. Jacquet furnished reports upon:—■
1. The geology of the country around Melrose.
2. Tlie Drysdalo and Mount Billagoe Gold-field.
3. Tlie auriferous drifts of the Talbragar River
4. The chrome deposits at Bertliong,
5. The Mnllengandra Gold-field,
C. An auriferous reef near Woodstock.
7- The platinum deposits at Fifield,
8. An auriferous deposit at Specimen Hill, near Cowra.

Collections of minerals and fossils have been supplied to eighteen different institutions during the
year, and no less than 4,816 samples have been assayed or analysed.
MINING
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MlNIKCr SUBYEVOKS, Ac.
Tho number of mining surveys made during last year was 1,163 ; of these 660 were gold leases on
Crown lands, 46 mineral leases, 181 mining tenements, 38 mining permits, and 238 gold leases on private
property; 900 were made by the salaried and 263 by.non-salaried surveyors. This a great advance on
the returns for 1804, when the total number of surveys was 704, of which 458 were performed by salaried
and the balance by non-salaried surveyors. This result is owing partly to the fact that one of the
surveyors who was disabled during the whole of 1894 was again on duty in 1895, and partly to the fact
that the surveyor to whom the colliery surveys are entrusted was during the past year able to give more
of his time to the ordinary survey work.

CHARTING!.
The total number of gold and mineral applications dealt with during the year was 855 against 663
during 1804 ; the number of 27th and 28th section applications dealt with was 189 against 115 during
the previous year. The number of applications in hand at the end of the year for leases and authorities
was 178 and 40 respectively.
"Work of all descriptions has been coming into the branch very freely for some time past, and
especially in connection with the Mining on Private Lands Act. The applications under this Act cannot
be dealt with so expeditiously as those under the Principal] Act owing to the delays caused by the
investigation of titles, the determination of very old boundaries, and the settlement of numerous points
upon which decisions by the Crown Law Office arc necessary.
Amongst the miscellaneous work the notation of plans is very important and responsible, as it is
our strongest safeguard against issuing a lease of land which is not available; 5,417 plans were noted
during the year, and 21 maps examined and put into office use.
The mining maps have been kept charted upi to dale as rapidly as prossible ; during 1895 416 copies
of mining maps More charted up to date and forwarded to Wardens, 68 to District Surveyors, and 59 to
Mining Surveyors.

COMPILATIONS.

During the year 20 locality maps, embracing 78 parishes or parts of piarishes, were compdeted,
' 21 put into office use, and at the end of the year 7 remained on hand in various stages; 46 proofs of
parish and town maps, showing mining measurements, were received from the Department Of Lands,
48 were revised and returned, and 32 were adopted as mining map>s and pmt into office use.
In addition to the above, good progress has been made with the series of maps of the Mining
Districts of New South Wales. Two sheets Mere published embracing parts of the Hunter and Macleay,
Peel and TJralla, Tumut aud Adeloug, and Southern Mining Districts, covering an area of about 24,864
square miles; 4 other sheets are in various stages.
The folloM'ing is a list of new maps or new editions of mapjs pmblishcd during the year, and also a
complete list of mining maps in use.

List of new Maps and new Editions of Mapis pnihlished during 1895:—■
Parish or pail of.

County.

Biilgauitrainine, Onmloag .............
BingCL'a, Uerra Lerr.t, UangJicet,
't’angc........................................
Jioranct, Know-la, tVawgan ..........
Budawang, Mongarloiv ..................
Hoodoo Jioonoo, Cotongon, Barney
Downs .....................................
Bundawarrali ..................................
Dinoga, Hall, Guron, Madntyro ...
Lskdale, Jesse.................................

Xarromitie.
Murcbis'in.
GI oncost cr.
St. Vincent,
Butler, Clive.
Bland.
Mnrchison.
Koxbnrgh.

Parbli or part of.

County.

Kempficld, Copperhanhi................. Georgiana.
Mulgumiut .....................................
do
Mitchell, Seeley, Sara .................. Clarke, Gresham.
Motiuilamha, Tindayrcy.................. Bobinson.
Parkes ............................................. Ashhurnham.
SebastopoljTrigalongjWalladilly... Clarendon, Bland.
Waterbeacli, Millah Jfurrah......... Roxburgh.
AVyalong, Mugga, Narragudgil...... Gipps, Bland.
Young ............................................. Mouteagtc.

Map of the country in the vicinity of Gitgunnia, embracing 23 parishes.
Map of the country east of Wyalong, embracing 2d parishes.
Map of the country in the \icinity of Billy's Lookout, embracing -25 parishes.
Map of the Mining Districts of Row South Wales (sheet 1), embracing part of tho Southern Mining District, and part
of the Tumut and Adelong Mining District.
Map or the Mining Districts of New South Wales (slice. 5), embracing part of the Peel and Uralla Mining District, and
part of the Hunter mid Macleay Mining District,

Coxu-lkte

Complete List of Mining Maps in use.
Parish or part of,
Abercrombie..........................
Adelong.................'...............
jEllalong ..............................
Ainsley ..................................
Airly .............. ........ ,.............
Albert ..................................
Alberta..................................
Albury ..................................
Alma......................................
Do (town of) ...................
Alnwick..................................
Anderson ..............................
Annandale..............................
Anson......................................
Antimony..............................
Aralncn..................................
Arkcll......................................
Arvid.....................................
Aston......................................
Awaba ..................................
Back Creek .........................
Badjcrrigam..........................
Bagawa...........................
Bald Nob ..............................
Ballallaba..............................
Ballandean ..........................
Ballina .................................
Bandamora ..........................
Bangheet ..............................
BarbingaL ..............................
Baring ........................ ........
Barmcdman ..........................
Barney Downs......................
Baroorangee.........................
Bates .....................................
Belimebung ..........................
Bena .....................................
Bon Builen ..........................
Beneree..................................
Berendebba ..........................
Bcrmaguee ..........................
Berrigan ..............................
Berrima..................................
Bborwerro..............................
Bimbeen ..............................
Bimbella ..............................
Bindera.................................
Bingara..................................
Bingham ..............................
Binghi ..................................
Blackheath ..........................
Blackman ..... ................
Bluin ..............................
Blair Hilt ...........................
Blako......................................
Blaxland ......................
Biigh ......................................
Blow Clear ..........................
Bloxsome ..............................
Bodalla .................................
Boduldnra..............................
Boginderra ..........................
Boiga......................................
Bolagainy ..............................
Bolaira ..................................
Bolderogery ..........................
Bolton ...................................
Bomangaldy .......................
Bombah ...............................
Bomgadah..............................
Bookookoorara.......................
Booloombayt .......................
Boona ...................................
Do East ..........................
Do West ...........................
Boonabah .........................
Boonoo Boonoo.......................
Boorongagil ...........................
Boorook ....................... .......
Bootoowaa...............................
Boranel ................................ .
Bowman ...............................
Boyd .......................................
Brangalgan ...........................
Branxton ...............................
Bray .......................................
Brigstocke ...........................
Bringellet ...............................
Broadmcadows ....................
Broombee ................................
Broulee...................................
Brundah...................................
Brunton .................. ............
Brymur.............. ........ ...........
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Comity,

. Beresford.
Wynyard,
Northumberland.
. Parry.
. Boxburgb,
.Yancowinna.
Parnoll.
. Gonlbum.
Yancowinna,
do
Northumberland.
. Gough.
Clive.
Bathurst.
Buller,
Rfc. Vincent.
, Bathurst.
Gough,
Hurdinge.
Northumberland.
Bland.
Eamell.
Fitzroy.
Gough.
Murray,
Clive.
Rous.
Roxburgh.
Murchison.
Bland.
Westmoreland.
Bland.
Clive.
Young.
Clive.
Bland,
Gipps.
Boxburgb.
Bathurst.
Bland.
Dumpier.
Bland.
Camden.
St. Vincent,
Gipps,
Bland.
Gloucester.
Murchison.
Georgiana,
Clive.
Cook.
. Georgiana.
.. Clive.
. Gough,
. Bathurst.
. Mouramha.
. Farnell.
. Gipps.
. Gough.
. Dampior.
. Wellington.
. Bland.
. Wellington.
. Gipps.
. Yancowinna,
. Gordon.
. Westmoreland.
. Yancowinna,
, Georgiana.
. Mootwingcc.
. Buller.
. Gloucester.
. Kennedy.
. Cunningham.
.
do
. Bland.
. Buller.
, Bland.
. Buller.
. Gloucester.
.
do
, Clive.
, Gough,
, Bourkc.
. Northumberland.
. Yancowinna.
. Monramba,
. Bathurst.
Gresham.
, Wellington.
. St. Vincent.
. Mnnteagle.
King.
. Bland,

Parish or part of.

Buangla.............................
Budawang .....................
Ruddigower .....................
Bulgandramine .............
Bullongong .....................
Bumbaldry .....................
Bundar .............................
Bundawarrah .................
Bundure............................
Burke .................... .
Burra............................
Do
............................
Burrahijong .....................
Burrandong ......................
Burridgee ..... ...................
Burrill ............. ................
Byjcrkemo ...................
Byngnano.....
Bywong .......
Cadalgulee....
Cadgee ........
Calafat ........
Callanyn __
Caloola ........
Canowindra .
Carabagal ....
do
.....
Carawandool
Carlisle ........
Carroll ...__
Cargo .........
Castleton ....
Cataract ....
Cathcart .....
Cavendish.....
Ccssnock ....
Chalmers
Clugwell .....
Churchill .....
Clare .............
Clarence.........
Clear Ridge ..
Clermistoii__
Clifford .........
Clinton .........
Clive .............
Coally .........
Cobar.............
Cohrain .........
Cole _.............
Coleridge .....
Collett .........
Colongon .. ..
Cnmlaroi .....
Condoublin ,.
Cooba.............
Coolatnin ....
Coolainigal .
Coonbaralba .
Cooney .........
Coommbung .
Copes’ Creek,.
Copporhannia
Cordeaux .....
Coree .............
Corella .........
Corona .........
Corringle .....
Carry ............
Coventry .....
Cowal............
Cox................
Craubrook.....
Craven .........
Crowl............
Cnidinc.........
Culingerai.. ..
Cullen Builen
Cullendore.....
Cull ul la.........
Cummings.....
Curraburrama
Curragurra ..
Currah .........
Currajong.....
Currambeuo .,
Curreeki .....
Currock..........
Currowan .....
Dalmortou.,,,.
Danj era.........
Darby.............
Derra Derra ...

County.
... St. Vincent,
do
.. Bourkc.
. Narromine.
.. Murray.
... Monteagle.
... Gough.
.. Bland.
.. Blaxland.
.. Camden,
.. Kennedy.
.. Selwyn.
.. Bland.
.. Wellington.
.. Georgiana,
.. Kennedy.
.. Farnell,
.. Bathurst.
., Mootwingee,
.. Murray,
.. Gipps.
.. Dampiar,
.. Wynyard.
.. Buller.
.. Mootwingee.
.. Bathurst.
.. Gipps.
.. Bland.
.. Gipps.
.. .Mouramha,
.. Wellington.
.. Ashhurnham.
.. Roxburgh.
.. Buller.
.. Yancowinna,
Clive.
.. Northumberland,
., Durham.
.. Hardinge,
.. Drake.
.. Hardinge.
.. Buller.
.. Gipps.
.. Bourkc.
.. Beresford.
.. Bathurst.
.. Gough.
,. Evelyn.
.. Robinson.
.. Blaxland.
.. Bathurst,
..
do
.. Ashhiiruham,
Muller.
.. Fitxroy.
.. Cunningham.
Cook.
.. Wellington.
.. Roxburgh.
.. Farnell.
.. Saudon.
.. Northumberland.
.. Hardinge.
, Georgiana.
.. Camden.
.. Blaxland.
.. Cunningham.
. Farnell.
.. Gipps.
.. Buller.
. Clarke.
. Gipps.
. Cook.
Clive.
. Gloucester.
. Mouramha.
. Roxburgh.
. Bland.
. Roxburgh,
. Buller.
• Argyle.
Wellington.
. Bland.
, Wellington,
. Gipps.
. Ashhurnham,
. St. Vincent.
, Gloucester.
. St, Vincent.
.
do
. Gresham.
. St. Vincent.
. Hardinge,
. Murchison.

10

Wuish or ivsrt of.
"Dering .....................................................
Dhoou.........................................................
Digby.........................................................
Dinoga .....................................................
Dora .........................................................
Drumston .................................................
Dumaresq.................................................
Dungcree Phillip.....................................
Dnngowan................................................
DunTeary (part of) ..................................
East Gulgunuia, .....................................
Edgar.........................................................
Egbert .....................................................
Eldon.........................................................
Ellerslic.....................................................
Do .....................................................
Ellon .........................................................
Elmsmore ..................................................
Enmore.....................................................
Do ............................ ........................
Eskdale................................................'.. .
Ettrema.....................................................
Euadera.....................................................
Euglo South.............................................
Eumur .... ...............................................
Eusdale.....................................................
Fairy Hill........................ ^.......................
Falnash.....................................................
Fitzroy .....................................................
Flagstone .................................................
Forbes .....................................................
Do
.....................................................
Fowler’s Gap ..........................................
Frccmantle .............................................
Frazer .....................................................
Do
.....................................................
Gadara .....................................................
Gairdner’s Creek.....................................
Galbraith .................................................
Galwadgere .............;..............................
Gibraltar ................................................
Gibrigal.....................................................
Gidgingidginbung ..................................
Giles .........................................................
Gilgunnia .................................................
Do
.................................................
Do
(East).......................................
Gtllgurry .................................................
Gilleubine.................................................
Gillendich.................................................
Glcnken ....................................................
Onupa .....................................................
Gooan,......................................................
Gooloongolok .........................................
Goonuutbla .............................................
Gordon ....................................................
Gouron (part of) .....................................
Graeme .....................................................
Grattai .....................................................
Guapa West.............................................
Gulgong....................................................
Gulph .......................................................
Gundong .................................................
Guntawang .............................................
Gindantherie .........................................
Hall .........................................................
Do .........................................................
Do ........................................................
Hamilton ........................*......................
Hampton ............................................... .
Hailing ....................................................
Hargraves.................................................
Hartley .......................................... ........
Haystack ................................................
Hqathcotc.................................................
Herbert.....................................................
Herborn.....................................................
Hexham....................................................
Hiawatha.................................................
Highland Home .....................................
Hughes (part of) ...........................
Hume (part of).........................................
Hyandra ................... .............................
Ironbarka .................................................
Inverary .................................................
Invercll ...................................................
Jambcroo .................................................
Jamieson .................................................
Do
................................................
Jelloro .....................................................
Jeremy .....................................................
Do
..................................................
Jerrioknorra ............................................
Jesse .........................................................
Jingeltie, East.........................................
Jingeraoglc .............................................

Ciitmt’..
Yarnell.
Yaticowimm.
Pottingcr.
Murchison.
Northumberland.
Bourkc.
Dough.
Phillip.
Parry.
Bathurst.
Blaxland.
Yaneowinna.
Bathurst.
Gloucester.
Cunningham.
Wynyard.
Bourko,
Gongh.
Yancowinna,
Random
Roxburgh.
St. Vincent.
Wynyard.
Gipps.
Darling.
Roxburgh.
Yancowinna.
Roxburgh.
Kennedy.
Gough,
Ashbumbam.
Wellington.
Farnell,
Bathurst.
Gough.
Clive.
Wynyard.
Mootwingee.
Bathurst.
Wellington.
Clive.
Gipps.
Bland.
Farnell,
Mouramha.
Blaxland.
do
Buller,
Kennedy'.
Georgiana.
Selwyn.
Auckland.
Blaxland.
Gloucester.
Ashbumbam.
Gough.
Murchison.
Macquarie,
Wellington.
Blaxland,
Phillip.
Dampier.
Narromine.
Phillip.
Cook.
Clarke.
Darling.
Murchison.
Gough.
Bathurst.
Inglis.
Wellington,
Cook.
Gough.
Cumberland.
Gougb.
Raleigh.
Northumberland.
Gipps.
Gongh.
Yancowinna.
Mouramha.
Gordon.
Wellington.
Argyle.
Gough.
Camden.
Cook.
Monramba.
Camden.
Georgiana.do
St. Vincent.
Roxburgh.
Selwyn,
Bland.

Parish 01 ]>art of.

Joadja ..............................
Jocelyn ..............................
J along .............................
Kahibah..............................
Kalingan ..........................
Kangaloolah......................
Kangaloon.........................
Kedumba .........................
Kcmbla..............................
Kempfield..........................
Kiandia.............................
Kildary..............................
Killeen ..............................
Do South ..................
Kinchelsea..........................
Kingsgute..........................
Kiniiear..............................
Kirk ................................
Knowla..............................
Kruge ..............................
Lake Macquarie .............
Lands End..........................
Laugdale ..........................
Lennox ..............................
Lewis ................................
Do ................................
Lidsdalo.............................
Livingstone ......................
Loftus.................................
Lome.................................
Lowther..............................
Macsntyre..........................
Maharatta..........................
Maitland ..........................
Malongulli ......................
Maudamali .................. .
Mandolong ......................
Manihlra ..........................
Marangaroo ......................
Marbunga..........................
March.................................
Mark dale ........................
Marsden ........................
Marsh................................
Martin ..............................
Marulan ........................
Maryland ..........................
Mayo .................................
Megalong ..........................
Meglo.................................
Melrose..............................
Merinda............................
Mcrrigalah ......................
Metz ...............................
Micaligo............................
Mickimill ..........................
Middlchope .....................
Middlesex..........................
Mildil...............................
Millah Murrah..................
Milring .............................
Mingelo..............................
Miniujary..........................
Mitchell..............................
Do
..............................
Mogood ............................
Molroy ..............................
Mongarlowe ......................
Moogem ............................
Moonam................... ..........
Mooney Mooney..............
Moora Moora .................
Moorkaie ..........................
Moquilamha......................
Morrissct ..........................
Momndurey’..................
Monty a..............................
Morangarell......................
Mouin................................
Mount Allen......................
Mount Gipps......................
Mount Hope......................
Muckerwa .......................
Mugga .............................
Mugincoble ......................
Muir ................................
Mulbring ..........................
Mulga.................................
Mulgunnia..........................
Mulwarec ........................
Mundi Mimdi ..................
Mungabarina ..................
Murga ..............................
Murrimba ..........................
Myall.................................
Nadbuck ..........................

County
Camden.
Westmoreland.
Georgiana.
Northumberland.
Gipps.
Georgiana.
Camden.
Cook.
Camden.
Georgiana,
Wallace.
Bourke.
Blaxland.
do
Mouramba.
Gougb.
Mouramba.
Yungnulgra.
Gloucester.
Mouramba.
Northumberland.
Gough.
Wrestinoreland.
Bathurst.
Yancowinna.
Wellington.
Cook.
Gipps.
Parry.
Arrawatta.
Westmoroiand.
Mnrchison.
Yancowinna.
Northumberland.
Bathurst.
Bland.
Northumberland.
Ashhurnham.
Cook.
Bland.
Wellington.
Georgiana.
Gipps.
Buller.
Ashhurnham.
Argyle.
Buller.
Hardinge,
Cook.
Georgiana.
. Roxburgh.
Wellington.
Sandon.
.
do
. Beresford.
. Kennedy.
Durham.
. Mouramha.
Gipps.
Roxburgh.
. Evelyn.
Narromine.
Bland.
Gough,
. Clarke.
. St. Vincent.
. Murchison.
St. Vincent.
. Clive.
. Durham.
, Harden.
. Gipps.
. Yancowinna.
, Robinson.
. Northumberland.
. Roxburgh.
. Dampier.
. Bland.
. Cook.
. Blaxland.
. Yancowinna.
. Blaxland.
, Wellington.
. Bland.
. Ashbumbam,
. Gough.
. Northnmherlaud.
. Gipps.
. Georgiaua.
■ Argyle.
, Yancowinna.
, Goulbnm.
. Cunningham.
, Camden,
, Murchison.
. Yancowinna,
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Pwlfh or part of.
Naradin........................................ ............
Narraburra .............................................
Narragudgil.............................................
Narrangarril.............................................
Nattery.....................................................
Nepean .....................................................
Nerang Cowal..........................................
Nerrigundali.............................................
Nerrimnnga..............................................
Newcastle ................................................
Do
(City and Environs) ..........
Do
District ..............................

County.

Yancowinna,
Bland.
do
Apple.

Palish or juart of.

Teralba......
Tlianowring
The Peaks..
Therabung
Thomshope
Cook.
Thurungly..
G ipps.
Tia.............
Dampier.
Tiabundte ..
Argyle.
Tiara ........
Northumberland,
Tienga ... .
do
Timburra ..
Durham,
Northiiinhci -Tindayrey
land, and Jjil<mucsLur,
'J’intern .....
Newry ..................................................... Darling.
Tomago......................
Do
...................................................... Baleign.
Tomaree......................
Noorooma................................................... Dampiei'.
Toogong .................
Nootumbnlla .......................................... Mootwingee.
Topi Topi ..................
North Nullamanna ................................. Arrawatta.
Tnrrowangce .........
North Peak .............................................. Blaxland.
Torrens......................
Nullama ................................................... Gresham.
Tout
.....................
Nundle ..................................................... Parry.
Trianbil ....................
Nullum..................................................... Rous,
Trigalaua .................
Call on ....................................................... Argyle.
Trigalong ..................
Oberon ..................................................... ’Westmoreland.
Tuena..........................
Oldcastle ................................................. Durham.
Tuggarah ..................
Olney......................................................... Northumberland.
Tumhammba .........
Omadalc.................................................... Durham,
Udah .........................
Ophara ..................................................... Vanoowiuna.
Ugalong ..................
Opton........................................................ King.
Ulmarrali ..................
Orr............................................................. Evelyn.
Cmberumherka .......
Painpara ................................................... Yungnulgra.
Umbiella ..................
Para ......................................................... Yancowwiia.
Undereliff.................
Paradise North........................................ Gough.
U ndoo .....................
Parkes ..................................................... Ashhurnham.
Ungarie ....................
Pie ton ...................................................... Yancowinna.
Uralla..........................
Prosporo .................................................. Durham.
Urobodalla ..............
Purneet..................................................... Bathurst.
Victor ......................
Pumamoota............................................. Yancowinna.
Waarbilla..................
Purvis ..................................................... Clive.
Wagga ......................
Reid ......................................................... Buller.
Wagonga ..................
Kobe ......................................................... Yancowinna.
Rock Glen................................................ Clive.
Walcha ...................
Rock Vale.................................................. do
Walladilly ...............
Romney....................................................... do
Wallah Wallah .....
Rosebery ................................................. Bathurst.
Wallarah
.............
Rose Valley............................................... Beresford,
Walluudry .............
Ruby.......................................................... Buller.
Walters.....................
Rusden ..................................................... Cough.
Wamboyne .............
Sandy Creek............................................... Hardinge.
Wangalo .................
Sara ......................................................... Gresham.
Wangat......................
Do ........................................................
do
Wargin.....................
Sarsfield..................................................... Kennedy.
Warragamba............
Scone.......................................................... Gough.
Warralonga ..............
Scott.........................................................
do
Warratra .................
Scaham .................................................... Durham,
Warre Warral.........
Sebastopol..................
Clareudon.
Waterbeacli..............
Do
................................................. Yancowinna.
Waukeroo..................
Seeley ..................................................... Clarke.
Wawgan ..................
Sentinel.......................... ..................... .. Yancowinna.
Wellington, North ...
Severn .................................... ................ Gough,
Do
Vale ..,
Silent Grove............................................. Clive.
Wells........................
Single ...................................................... Hardinge.
Wertago ..................
Sofala ....................................................... Roxburgh.
West Fairfield..........
Somers ..................................................... Bathurst.
West Plains..............
Somerset ................................................. Kennedy.
Wiagdon ..................
Soudan ..................................................... Yaucowinna.
’Wilbertree.................
Southend ................................................. Cumberland.
Williams ..................
South Gundagai ...................................... Wynyard.
Willie Ploma ..........
South Peak ............................................. Blaxland.
Willyama (village of)
South Yackerboon ..................................
do
Windeyer .................
Springbrook............................................. Gresham.
Wingello .................
Stanford .................................................. Northumberland.
Wongawilli ..............
St. David ........................... ..................... Bathurst.
Wonona......................
Stephen.................................................... Yancowinna.
Wood’s Reef..............
Stockrington."........................................... Northumberland.
Wooloniombi ..........
Stockton .................................................. Gloucester.
Woraro......................
Do (town of) ..................................
do
Worcester..................
Stonehenge ............................................ Gough.
Worra ......................
Stowell ..................................................... Gloucester,
Wyaldra ..................
Strachan ................................................. Gongh.
Wyalong ..................
Strathbogio .............................................
do
Wyalong, South .....
Do
North .......... .......................
do
Wyanbene..................
Strathspey ............................................. Buller.
Wylie .....................
Sutton ..................................................... Gloucester.
Wyudham
.............
Swinton..................................................... Hardinge.
Wyrra ......................
Talbragar ................................................. Biigh.
Wellington ..............
Tallaganda .............................................. St. Vincent.
Yackerboon ..............
Do
South ...
Tambaroora ............................................ Wellington.
Tange ....................................................... Murchison.
Yalwal _......................
Tara.
................................................... Yancowinna,
Yancowinna..............
Do
North. .
Turoombe ................................................ Blaxland,
Tarcutta ................................................. Wynyaul.
Yarralaw ..................
Teleiares ................................................. Gloucestei.
Yiddah .....................
Tcmora ............................... ..................... Bland.
Young ......................
Tenandra ................................................. Lincoln.
Younga Plain ..........
Yowaka .....................
Tent Hill ................................................. Gough.

County.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Northumberland.
Bland.
Westmoreland.
Bland.
Roxburgh,
Bland.
Vernon.
Darling.
Vernon.
Hardinge.
Clive.
Robinson.
Bathurst.
St. Vincent.
Gloucester.
, Ashbumbam.
. Gloucester.
Farnell.
. Bathurst.
. Kennedy.
. Wellington.
. Gipps.
. Bland.
. Georgiana.
. Northumberland.
. Selwyn,
. Gipps.
.
do
, Wellington.
. Y'ancowinna.
Roxburgh.
. Buller.
. Beresford.
. Gipps.
. Sandon.
, Dampier,
. Blaxland,
. Bland.
. Blaxland,
. Dampier.
. Roxburgh.
. Parry.
. Bland.
. Forbes.
. Northumberland,
. Bland,
Wellington.
, Gipps.
. Georgiana.
. Gloucester.
. Bland.
. Cook.
. Bland.
. Wellington.
. Clarendon.
. Roxburgh.
. Yancowinna.
, Gloucester.
. Gough.
.
do
. Roxburgh.
. Yungnulgra,
. Drake.
. Gipps.
. Roxburgh.
. Gipps.
. Hardinge.
, Wynyard.
. Yancowinna.
. Wellington.
. Camden.
,
do
.
do
. Darling.
. Sandon.
. Yungnulgra.
. Bathurst.
. Gresham.
Phillip.
, Gipps.
. Bland.
. Dampier.
. Buller.
. Auckland,
. Bland.
. Wellington,
. Blaxland.
.
do
, St. Vincent.
. Yancowinna.
.
clo
■ Argyle.
. Bland.
. Monteagle.
. Gipps.
. Auckland.
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Mining District Maps.

Bathurst Mining District.
Hunter and Macleay Mining District (part of).
New England Mining District.
Peel and Uralla Mining District (part of).

Southern Mining District (part of).
Tambaroora and Turon Mining District.
Tumut and Adelong Mining District (part of).

INSPECTION OF MINES OTHEE THAN COAL AND SHALE MINES.
Mr. Slee, F.Q-.S,, Chief Inspector of Mines, reports 36 fatal and 28 non-fatal accidents in connec
tion with the metallic mines during the year, which is an increase of 8 fatal and 1 non-fatnl over the
previous year.
Of tho 36 fatal accidents, 5 were in quartz, 7 in alluvial gold-mining, aud 20 in silver-mining,
principally at Broken Hill; also 1 in copper, I in chrome, and 2 in limestone.
I observe that the percentage of fatal accidents is greater during the year 1895, being T25 as
compared with 1*16 during 1891, and tbe non-fatal '97 as against 112 during the same period.
The number of men employed in and about the metallic mines in the Colony has considerably
increased during the year, tbe number being 28,923, as compared with 21,038 in 1891.
The undermentioned localities were visited and inspected during the year:—
By the Chief Inspector.

Cootanlundra, Wyalong, Eeefton, Barmedman, and Temora twice ; Eyepark, G-undagai, Adelong
Bowning, Tass, Gunning, Yarrawm, Boorowa, Young, Grenfell, Bywong, Captain’s Flat, Murrumburrah,
Garungula, Albury, twice: Bulgandra, Bowna, Corowa, Marulan, Bungonia, Broken Hill, twice;
Tarrawinge, Milparinka, Tibooburra, Mount Brown, Cobar, Mount Drysdalc, Byrock, Coolabah, Bald Hills,
Nymagee, Gilgunnia, Overflow, White Cliff (Wilcannia), Tenterfield, Boono Boono, and Drake,
During the visits of the Chief Inspector of Mines to these districts he also inquired into applications
for aid from the Prospecting Vote, and also acted as Warden at several localities during the year.
By Inspector Milne.

■

In the Northern District.—Armidale, Barraba, Bingara, Bear Hill, Borah Creek, Crow Mountain,
Dungog, Elsmore, Glen Innes, Glen Elgin, Guy Fawkes, HiUgrove, Invercll, Kookabookra, Moonan Brook,
Monkerai, Murrurundi, Narrabri, Niangala, Nundle, Stewart’s Brook, Scone, Swamp Oak, Tamworth,
Tia, Tilbuster, Tingha, Uralla, Walcha, Wangat, and Warraldi,
In tbe Southern District—Araluen, Braidwood, Bungonia, Bateman’s Bay, Brimbramalla, Moruya,
Mogo, Nelligen, Welcome Beefs, Nerriga, Shoalhavcn Elver, Snowball, and Tarago.
In tbe Western District—Capertee, Clear Creek, Caloola, Cobborah, Dark Corner, Brown’s Creek,
Bathurst, Blaynoy, Burnt Yards, Box Eidgo, -Forest Ecefs, Gratfci, Hill End, Hargraves, Leadville,
Lucknow, Lewis Ponds, Long Creek, Mudgoo, Mount McDonald, Molong, Macquarie Eivcr, Mcrsindee,
Newbridge, Ophir, Orange, Pyramul, Palmer’s Oakey, Sunny Corner, Slattery’s Creek, and Sofala.
The Inspector reports that the regulations are generally complied with. As a member of the
Prospecting Board Mr. Milne reported on a large number of applications for aid from the Prospecting
Vote throughout the different districts inspected by him.
By Inspector Hehtiard.

Besides making frequent inspections of the various extensive mines at Broken Hill, Mr. Hebbard
visited all the outlying portions of the district with tbe exception of Mount Browue.
Ity Acting Inspector Godfrey.

Broken Hill, where be -was stationed for the first three months of the year.
In the Western District—Newbridge, Barmedman, Eeefton, Sebastopol, Temora, including
Possum Power and Combaning, Trunkey, Yalgogrin. including Mulyau and Nariab, Young and Wyalong,
where I remained for two and a half months.
In the Southern District—Adaminaby, Bywong, Bega, Bombala, Braidwood, including Major’s
Creek and Boll’s Creek, Burrowa and Frogmore, Bateman’s Bay, including Bimbimbie, Big Hill, Brimbramalia, Bungonia, Burner, Captain’s Flat, Cooma, including Cowra Creek, Fiery Creek, Macanally,
Myalta and Arable, Cootamundra, Candelo, Delegate, Gundaroo, Dairy Creek, Kiandra, Murrumburrah,
Mount Dromedary, Harulau, Nerriga, including Mountain and Tim’s Gully; Nadgingomar, including
Manton Eeef and Welcome Eeefs, Nerrigundab, Pambula, Queanbcyan, Thawa, Wyndham, Wolumba,
Wallendbeen, Wagonga, and Yalwal.
Tbe Inspector found that the regulations were generally complied with, and care exercised in- the
conduct of mines.
During his visits of inspection, Mr. Godfrey reported on a large number of applications for aid
from the Prospecting Vote.
■
Diamond
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DIAMOND DRILLS.
The total depth bored in 1895 was 299 feet, or 285 feet less than during tho year 1894.
The average cost per foot for boring in 1895 was £1 10s. Sid., as compared with £1 IGs. 54d
in 1894.
.
‘
Diamonds used in 1895 cost 3s. 9fd. per foot, as compared with 9d. per foot in 1894, the large
increase being due to the hard nature of the rock bored tbrougb.
Tho earnings of tlie diamond drills during the year was £J53 18s. Id., and the amount paid into
the Treasury was £171. IGs.
GOVERNMENT METALLURGIST.
This oflicer reports that the progress made in this Branch during the year has not been so satis
factory as he could wish, mainly owing to financial reasons: but towards the end of the year a better
state of affairs began to prevail, and, as a result, the construction of the Government Metallurgical
Works is now in actual progress.
In May, ho visited Victoria to investigate tbe Christmas Process of extracting gold from antimony
ores by the addition of load to the fused antimony sulphide as it flowed from the hearth of the liquation
furnace.
He took the opportunity of visiting various engineering works in Melbourne in which special types
of metallurgical and mining machinery arc manufactured, and ho inquired into certain processes which
have been partially or completely installed there. He also paid a rapid visit to Ballarat to see the wellknown mining school there, and the chlorination works at Sebastopol, to which considerable quantities of
our ores and concentrates, notably from 'Wyalong, are sent.
In August he paid a short visit to Newcastle to inspect a silo for special smelting works proposed
to be erected in that district.
In December be made a rapid visit to tbe Cornish Copper Company’s Mine at Gulf Creek, near
Barraba, to advise the directors as to the installation of a water-jacket furnace for copper-smelting in
place of tho reverberatory furnace hitherto employed there.
&
Of gold-saving appliances proposed as now, or remodelled, which have been specially submitted to
tho Department, there has been quite an average number. Of flic round dozen looked into, not more than
one or perhaps two are actually at work, tho rest of them are not yet out of the experimental stage.
A special method of working up Broken Hill sulphides was brought under the notice of the
Minister by Messrs, Garland and Climo, being part of a scheme submitted to tho Minister in 1894 by
Mr. John Plumb, and on which be reported at the time. Messrs. Garland and Climo brought some tons
of the sulphides to Sydney with which to demonstrate the efficacy of the process. By direction of the
Minister ho attended the experimental work, which extended over several months; unfortunately the
result did not come up to the expectations of the inventor, and, so far, it has not been demonstrated the
process has any special value.
He is receiving a steady stream of inquiries as to the treatment of the various ores found in greater
or less quantity in the Colony.
METALLURGICAL WORKS.
After much delay, the site recommended on the Duck River, near Clyde, for the construction of
these works, lias been resumed at a cost of £517 for about 4 J acres. There is navigable water on ono
sido, Duck River ; thence by Parramatta River to Sydney Harbour ; and a railway siding has been run in
from the adjoining Clyde sidings.
With the aid of Mr. J. A. Griffiths, B.Sc,, &e., for a short time, plans for most of the necessary
buildings have been got out, and the block containing offices and laboratory has been erected at a cost of
£448. The contract for the erection of the main buildings has been let at the price of £698, the work to
be finished by the end of March.
■
As soon as the building is ready for machinery the erection of this wall be put in hand; most of it
has been collected, and is now lying in Sydney. The following list will indicate the plan according to
which it is proposed to commence operations:—
Babcock and Wilcox steam boiler, 45-horse power actual, capable of working up to a pressure
of 160 lbs. per square inch.
Tangyes’ compound high pressure steam engine of about 19-horse power nominal, capable of
developing more than double that amount.
Gatos’ No. 1 rock-breaker.
.
Clarkson’s Nos. 1 and 5 rapid samplers,
Tustin’s large size roller mill.
Eraser and Chalmers’ sample grinder.
Besides these copper tables, classifiers and concentrators have yet ±o be procured.
As
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Ab soon as this portion is at 'work, provision will be made for the treatment of platiniferons con
centrates, which it is hoped will be produced in considerable quantity from the black sands of the
Northern Beaches. Chlorination plant will next be put in hand, and that will be followed by tho
appliances required for the cyanide process.
It is intended to have the works in operation within the first half of 1696. Already numerous
applications arc being received from miners anxious to send ore for treatment, and there is every indication
that the establishment of the works will he appreciated by the mining community.
SCHOOL Ob' MINES.
The School of Mines, which was established at the Sydney University, with the aid of this Depart
ment, is now in full working order, and it is very gratifying to know that the University authorities have
received excellent accounts of the quality of the work performed by those graduates who have obtained
appointments. The two students, who were the first to obtain the degree of Bachelor of Mining
Engineering, received junior positions in the Mount Morgan Mine in Queensland. Daring the past year
they were promoted, and the manager of the mine (Captain llichards) not only expressed great satisfaction
with their qualifications and work, but has since given employment to three other graduates of the school.
No higher tribute could be paid to tho excellence of the course of instruction provided at the School of
Mines, and there is every reason to believe that it will have a beneficial effect upon tbe Mining interests
of the Colony. All the graduates have obtained employment, and this fact will probably induce many
other students to enter the School.
MINERAL PRODUCTS.
Tbe aggregate value of the mineral products of Ibis Colony to the end of 1895 amount to
£113,883,865 9s. 7d. The value of such products for the year 1895 was £4,552,018, a decrease of £504,118
upon the value of the minerals won in 1894. There is a very marked increase iu the value of gold,
copper, and shale, won during the year, but there is a very considerable decrease in the value of the silver
lead, and ore produced. The very low price of silver and lead which prevailed during the year, combined
with the disastrous fire which caused the temporary stoppage of operations at the Proprietary Company’s
mine at Broken Hill is no doubt responsible for the decrease. With the recent valuable discoveries made in
the system of treating sulphide ores, there is every probability (hat tbe decrease in this product will not
continue. Although there is an increase of CG 513 tons in the output of coal during the year, ns compared
with 1894, still there is a decrease of £60,246 in the total value. This unfortunate result is directly due
to the very low price of this product, the average price per ton being lower than any recorded since the
opening of our coal-fields.
The total value of the minerals won during the year under notice exceeds the decennial average by
£220,914 which taking into account the very low price of coal and silver more particularly, I venture to
assert very satisfactory.
The following table shows tho aggregate value of minerals, tbe product of New South Wales, for
the years 1894 and 1895 respectively compared :—
Slinemls.

Gold.........
Silver* ...
Coal .........
Shale.........
Coke........
Tin .........
Copper__
Ironf.......
Antimony
Bismuth .
Silver-lead aud
Ores ..............
Manganese ......
Oxideof Iron and
Pig-iron
. .
Chrome.............
Lead (Pig) ......
Limestone (Flux)
Alunite.............
The Koble Opal
Cobalt .............
Fireclay ..........
Marble.............
Stone (Building)
,, (Ballast)..
Grindstones......
Sundry Minerals!

Quantity.

Value.

1S94.
£
324,787-70 oz. 1,156,717
94,150
346,822-00 „
672,076-21 tons 1 j 1 OtjjO / 3
2),171-00 „
31,781
33,209
34,458-00 „
2,801-12 „
187,197
73,481
2,13617 ,,
17,170
2,308-30 „
18,744
],2o0'35 ,,

Increase in Value, j Decrease in Value.

Value.

Quantity.

B.
7
0
7
5
5
0
0
4
0

d.
1895.
£
360.165-45 oz. 1,315,929
7
0 550,142-00 .,
81,858
10 3,738,589-0010115 1,093,327
0
75,218
59,426-00 „
27,630-40 „
24,083
7
0
2,276-15 „
138,023
140,885
0
3,831-3 „
9
2,403-15 „
15,620
0
478-S „
7,251

s.
5
0
1
18
5
0
0
s
0

d.
4
0
0
8
0
0
0
9
0

180,326'uOtons 2,195,339 0 0
13-50 ,,
44 0 0

219,880-9510116 1,560,813 0 0
3-35 „
10 0 0

432 90 „
3,034-30 „
Sl'lo „
89,990'00 „
862-00 „
198'OO lb.
2'50tons
24-00
8‘OOpkgs

132'35 ,,
4.229-45 ,,
19-80 „
104,194-00 „
832-00 ,,
333-00 lb.
o',10 tons
19-50

670
12,336
260
69,289
3,448
!),634

0
0
0
14
0
1

0
0
0
9
0

10 0

60 0
SO 0

348
13,048
197
08,160
3,328

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

6,000 0 0
26 0 0
55 0 0

£ 6. d.
159,211 17 9

s. d.

12,292 0 0
00,246 6 10
43,437 13 8
8,526 O 7
48,574 0 0
67,404 0 0
1,549 16 0
11,493 0 0
634,526 0 0
34 0 0
322
712 0 0

0 0

63 0 0
1,129 14 0
120 0 0
315 IS 6
16 0 0
5 0 0
SO 0 0

892 0 0

4,637 0 0

9,745 0 0

5,056,130 6 3

4,552,017 IS 9

274,842 9 11
Ret decrease...£

* The greater part of tho silver prodused is ox ported in the shspe ot silver lead.

£

778,960 17 5
274,842 9 11
504,118 7

f Xot manufactured from tho ore, hut old iron.

6
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The following .Return shows the Quantity and Value of Gold, Coal, Shale, Copper, Tin, Silver, Silver-lead
Ore, and the several other Metals and Minerals produced in the Colony of New South "Wales during
the last ten years:—
■
■
183<k

Quantity,

Value,

Gold ..........................................................
101,417 07..
Coil ..........................................................
2,330,175 tons
Shale..........................................................
43,603 „
Copper and Recmlua...................
4,027 „
Tin and Tin Ore...............................
4,068 „
Silver.......................................................... 1,016,483’fiOoz.
Silver-lead and Ore ...................
4,302 10 tons
Iron ..........................................................
3,085’85 „
Antimonj' and Ore ...................
273 15 ,,
Bismuth

...............................................

1887.

£
386,294
1,303,164
99,970
157,695
487,653
197,644
294,485
19,068
3,381

20-BO tons

3,870

Quantity.

Value,

oz.
tons
„
„
„
oz.
tons
„
„

£
394,579
1,846,163
87,761
199,102
525,420
82,453
541,952
14,643
1,041

36-55 tons

6,695

110,288
2,922,497
40,010
4.763
4,961
177,307*75
12,530-15
2,707*40
108-35

1839.

33SS.

Quantity.

Value.

37,503
8,203,443
34,809
3,899
4,809
375,064
29,841 GO

oz.
tons
„
,,
„
oz.
tons
3,74700 „
190*35 „
18*07 tons

£
317,100
1,456,193
73,612
275,034
632,490
06,608
1,075,737
28,721
2,913
3,911
....

Quantity.

119,759
3,055,632
40,561
4,132
4,650
416,805-35
81,545-30
2,1:10*00
221*40

Value.

oz.
tons
„
„
,,
oz.
tons
„
,,

42 50 tons
430*06 „
98-85 „
522*30 "

£
434,070
1,(33,848
77,666
206,641
415,171
72,001
1,899,197
18,380
3,344
11,340
oss
6 ?ii

......
tfartganeae..........................................
Cobalt .....................................................

r,

lime......................................... ...............

Sundry Minerals

.........................

C9 tons

6,327

1,431 tong

2,928,4-27

1890.

Quantity,

Gold ..........................................................
Coal ..........................................................
Shale
....................................................
Oopiier nod Rcffulus .................
Till and Tin Ore..............................
Silver..........................................................
Silver-lead and Ore
..
Iron ..........................................................
Antimony and Ore .....................

Oxide of Iron....................................
Lead (Pjk)
.................................
Limestone Flux............................

450-30 „
210-45 „
120-00 „
41,436'80 ,,
105 lb.

M'anganese ..........................................
Coke ,,. *................................. *
..
Alumtc.................................................

31,097 tons
220 „

.........................

973*76 tons

Quantity.

163,336
4,037,929
40,349
4,525 55
3,144-52
720,590*05
147,779*70
4.125 SO
914-85

300
SS4
*378
lj5S7

228-75
21S60
190-65

„
„
;;

74,057-00

„

1*15
3o,sio-35

„
;;

704 00
1G 80
410*00

„
,,
||

41,089
16,600
'325
41,147

3,000

7,262

oz.
tons
„
,,
„
oz
ton*
„
„

471 No
31,23-1 „
788 05 tons

5,233,840

1894.

Quantity,

£
653,806
1,743,700
78,100
205,09:1
271,412
184,800
3,484,730
30,101
22,057
500
434
2,022
2,025
65,357
340
470
3-1,473
1,838
55
058
2,fi77
{*>,205
’713
311
351
8,217

Quantity.

05-75 tons

156,870
3,780,963
74,197
4,33400
3,492*00
350,661*00
133,KS 00
2,782 00
728*00

or.
tons
„
„
>,
Oz.
tons
„
„

453*00
445 OO
71*00

,,
„
|'

103,368-00
42 lb

£
509,178
1,482,339
136,070
187.706
314,114
66 884
2,420,1)52
22,005
14,GS0

809
5,056
7*26
03.031

Quantity.

Value.

oz.
tons
,,
„
rr
oz.
tons
,,
,,

£
651,286
1,171,722
101,221
58,426
229,74:1
78,131
2,958,539
14,736
25,002

1,200*00 tons

1,526

4*26 00 tons
130,635*00 „
4A0 Ih

4,205
111,041
12,315

179,288
3,278,3-28
55,060
2,067*00
2,785*00
931,972-00
214,260*00
2,101*00
1,774*00

' 47
7,899-00
821*00
35-00
403‘00

„
„
||

3.8G2
8,284
SO
822

■> 47fl Mrt

9 SWft

17,858 00
821*00
91 *00

„
„

360,165-45 oz.
3,738,580 tons
59,420 „
3,851*3 „
2,270-15 ,,
550,142 02.
210,880-95 tons
2,403*15 „
478*8 „

£
1,815,929
1,005,827
75,219
140,885
183,023
81,853
1,660,813
15,020
7,251

92*25 tons

1,158

07'00 tons

5,306,815

070

152-36 tons

343

3115 >f
89,990*00 ,,
108 lb.
13*o0 tons
2'00 „
34,(53 „
862 „
24 „

260
G9,2S9
6,684
44
10
33,209
3,448
00

19*30 tons
104,194 00 ,,
333*00 lb.
3-35 tons
5*50 „
27,630-40 „
832*00 „
19-6B „

197
08,100
0,000
10
26
24,083
3,328
65

8l'k(f.

so

Quantity.

Lead (Pig)

..........................................
Limestone Flux...............................
opal........................................................
Manganese..........................................
Cobalt
...............................................
Coke..........................................................
Alunite....................................................
Fireclay .............................................

432*00

„

Value.

£
1,721,173 oz.
8,223,743
34,180,507 tons 13,044,207
444,645
833,790
83,030 „
1,087,344
27,653 „
3,461,048
5,490,420 oz.
900,954
1,155,260 tons 10,201,583
29,050 „
221,802
7,024 „
119,348

Stone (Building)..............................

Chrome....................................................
Sundry Minerals..............................

3,405

„

1,385 „
543,680 „
1,217 lb.
270 tons
„
149,252 „
4,260 „
HI n

no

8,063 No.

0,034 "SO tons

12,336
892
5,050,130

4,220*45 tons

13,048
4,637
4,552,017

4,009

„

o|ooo
15,711
448,535
41,599
700
1,921
162,600
18,232
206

e|&9S

25,334
61,460
47,129,817

557
5,438,532

...............................
Oxide of Iron..................................

20,233
3,284
46

276

Total.

Value.

719
4,789,364

1893.

Value.

6,655,010

£
1,156,717
1,155,573
31,731
73,481
187,197
94,150
2,195,339
17,170
IS,744

Gold........................................................
324,787 oss.
Coal .......................................................... 3,072,075-21 tons
Shale......................... ................................
21,171 „
Copper and Kegulus...................
2,130 86 „
Tin and Tin Ore...............................
2,801-00 „
Silver.......................................................
810,822 00 02.
Silver-lead and Ore .................
180,326-50 tons
Iron ..........................................................
2,3(13 „
Antimony and Ore ....................
1,250 „

Quantity.

1895.

Value.

3,438
3,870,833

1S92.

Value.

£
460,284
1,279,083
104,103
173,311
329,841
05,410
2,667,144
39,94s
20,240

„
(Ballast) ...............................
Grindstones.....................................
Sundry Minerals

119 tens

1891.

Value.

127,760 oz.
S,000,376 tons
66,010 „
3,745*00 „
3,068*75 „
400,552-20 oz.
JS^OBQ'On tons
3,413*40 „
1,020-00 „

15,024
3,165,038
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•

GOLD.

The output of gold from the opening of our gold-fields to the end of 1895 amounts to 11,894,562 oz.,
■valued at £42,326,538 3s. 9d. For the year just past the output was 360,165 oz., valued at
£1,315,929 5s. 4d., an increase of £159,211 17s. 9d. over 1894. Without a doubt this gratifying
result is in a measure duo to the large number of unemployed men sent to the gold-fields as
fossickors, as the marked increase dates from the inauguration of that scheme. Although the earnings of
these men were much restricted by the exceptional drought experienced throughout the Colony during
the year, the increased yields from the Lucknow and TIillgrove mines did much to make up the decrease
from this cause. There is every reason to believe that the yields from these fields will be maintained,
and in face of the prospects of a large increase in the yield from the Wyntong, Pambnla, and Bulgandra
Gold-fields, a very much larger output of gold may be confidently expected during 1890. It is also
important to note the satisfactory progress made in the methods of treating the auriferous refractory ores
which abound throughout the Colony. Should some iuex'pcnsive system be discovered for treating these
pyritous ores, it dill have the best possible effect on the gold-mining industry of the Colony, by opening
up large deposits of this class of ore, which, under the present system of treatment, can only be made fo
pay expenses.
Table showing the Quantity and Value of Gold won in the Colony of Now South Wales from 1851 to 1895.

Ycaf,

Quantity in cz.

1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1850
1857
JSoij
1859
1800
1SG1
1802
1803
1864
1865
1800
1807

...
...
..
...
..
..
..
...
...

1809
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874

...
..
.
..
..
..

ISOS

...
...
..
..
...
...
...

..

144,120
818,751
548,052
237,910
171,367
184,600
175,949
280,793
329,303
384,053
405,085
640,622
466, III
340,207
320,316
290,014
271,880
255,602
231,491
240,858
323,009
423,129
361,784
270,823

Value.

.

£
468,336
2,060,946
1,781,172
773,209
654,594
089,174
074,477
1,104,174
1,259,127
1,465,372
1,806,171
2.467,779
1,796,170
1,304,926
1,231,242
1,110,403
1,053,578
99LG05
974,143
931,016
1,250,484
1,613,581
1,395,175
1,040,328

Year,
s.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
7
19
10
10
4
7
17
14
2
0
13
S
13
16
8
13

<1.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
10
9
8
1
0
11
7
5
11
5
4
6
11
11
7
0

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1SS2
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

Quantity m oz.

...
...
..
..
...
...
.
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
..
..
..
...
..
...

230,882
167,411
124,110
119,005
109,649
118.000
149,027
‘ 140,409
123,805
107,198
103,730
101,410
110,288
87,503
119,759
127,700
153,336
156,870
179,288
324,787
300,165
11,394,502

Value.
£
877.693
613,190
471,418
430,033
407,218
441,543
566,513
526,521
458,508
395,291
378,605
366,294
394,578
317,099
434,070
460,284
558,305
509,177
651.285
1,156,717
1,315,929

s.
IS
7
4
2
13
7
0
12
16
12
0
7
16
12
8
16
12
17
15
7
5

d.
0
9
4
7
5
7
0
5
0
5
3
7
3
0
4
2
3
4
8
7
4

42,320,588 3 9

The following information taken from the reports sent in by the Wardens and Mining Begisfrars of the various Mining Districts indicate pretty dearly the condition of mining in New South
Wales during 1895 :—
The Batiiursi' Mikixo Distjejcts.

Cotrm Ptri'iion.

This Division is rapidly improving Sts position as a gold-producing district, the returns being 1.S10 ok. as compared
■with 802 ok. in IS94. The recent discoveries on private property at l^inni Creek are responsible for the increase, and as
prospecting work is being rapidly carried forward further satisfactory developments may be looked forward to. Good
work is being done at Scrubby Rush, where some very promising reefs have been opened out, one of the leases being floated
for a large sum. A little gold is being got on Crown lands by a number of fossickers, but the principal operations are
being carried out on private land. A email rush took place during the year to Woodstock, where some good-looking stone
had been struck, but nothing worthy of special notice came of it.
Mount 31'Donald Division.

Mining operations in this Division have been extremely dull during the past year as will be shown by the returns,
the quantity of gold won being 421 ok. as compared with 9% oz. in 1894. The Balmoral Company is still carrying on
prospecting work, and intend to thoroughly test their property. .Several other parties are at work in the Division, and it
is expected that some important developments will he reported before long. The work of the fossicker in the district has
been greatly retarded owing to the scarcity of water, but so far they have been able to procure sufficient gold to keep them
in rations.
Cavfoar Division.

There is ajrery largo decrease in the output of gold from this district, as compared with previous years, the total
value being £4-,366, n reduction of £3,243 on the yield for 1S94. The decrease in the yield can, however, be satisfactorily
explained by the fact that the whole of the mines at Galley Swamp have been taken over by the Auglo-Austrahan Explora
tion Company (Limited) of London, who for the last six months of the year, have been devoting their sole attention to the
sinking of shafts, the erection of machinery and other development-work, The machinery being erected embraces all the
latest improvements and gold-saving appliances. A very large increase in the yield for 189G may be anticipated. Wood
ward and Party put through 70 tons for .320 ok., ami Smith and Son 47 tons for J5) oz. Very little work has been done at
Burnt Yard during the year, but a good deal of prospecting work is being carried on at MycPs Creek and Slattery’s Creek,
the principal company at work being The Slattery’s Creek Gold-mining Company, A few men are still at work in the
alluvial with varying success.
'
Blayney

17
Blayney Dinmon,

There are 162 men at work on the'alluvial ground in this division, and the yield of gold was 612 oz., valued at
£2,285, na compared with 2,833 oz. won in 1894. The large decrease ia principally due to the extremely dry season which
prevented work being successively carried on in the alluvial claims, and retarded the work of the fossickers in the creeks
and gullies. The Compagnie des Mines D’Or, at Brown's Creek, employ 120 men, and during the year have expended a
large sum in the erection of works and machinery for treating their lode-stuff on a large scale. The operations of the
company are expected to largely swell the returns from this Division during 1S9G. Several parties are still at work at
King’s Plain with promising indications of success.
Kai'bridye Division.

There is a very gratifying increase in the yield of gold from this Division, viz., 811 oz._, as compared^ with
150 oz. in 1894, a large proportion of the gold being got from land thrown open under the provisions of the .Mining on
Private Lauds Act, J894. Prospecting work is being vigorously carried on at Caloola Creek mid at the feu gar Loaf, where
several parties arc being assisted from the Prospecting Vote to further test their claims. A considerable number of men
still manage to earn rations by fossicking in the district.
Trnnkey Division.

This Division also shows a satisfactory increase, the yield being 2,340 oz. as compared with 1,423 oz, in 1894.
There were 250 men employed in gold-mining throughout the Division during the past year, and all have been able to
make a living, while some' of them have done very well. The continued dry weather prevented sluicing all the year
round, otherwise the yield would have been greatly increased. As an instance of the severity of the drought, it is stated
that the Mulgunnia Creek has not been running since October, 1804. At Colo Creek, Messrs. Clarth and Company have
erected a 30-hcad battery, and a 12-bead battery has been started to woik near the Alma Dam. Messrs. Orees mid tarty
erected a 9-head battery on Wilson's Beef to treat the mullock which is plentiful in that locality, hut were prevented from
starting owing to the want of water. The Bathurst Mines Company (Ltd.) is also brecting a new battery on its property.
Mount Gray was re-started during the year, but is again idle, as the machinery failed to treat the stone profitably. A
Melbourne syndicate have taken up 35 acres of the old workings at Pine Bulge, and intend giving the place a thorough
trial, Several parties are in receipt of prospecting aid in the Division, but so far have not sueeeedod striking anything
payable.
. . _
Titena Division.

The yield of gold from ibis Division dining the year was valued at £6,495 as compared with £5,7/1 the previous
year. There has been a very evident revival in alluvial mining throughout this District, and at the present time about
360 men are employed in the work. The Amos Gold-mining Company which is in receipt of aid from the 1 rospectmg
Vote, struck some very rich stone in its claim, one small parcel of about 5 tons yielding loO oz. of gold. J he Uyke
Company crushed 150 tons for 8 dwt. per ton, and as the stuff can be got cheaply and is easy to treat, it should pay well
with suitable machinery. M'Vicar and patty put through 30 tons for U oz. per ton, and Brennan and 1 arty had a trial
crushing which gave a return of 1 oz. per ton. At Junction Point, Martin and Party put through „00 tons which yielded
nearly 2 oz. per ton. It is expected that a large number of men will be at work in this Division during 18J0.
BocUey Division.

The yield from this Division is a little moic than double that of 1894, being 1,540 oz. as compared with 750 oz. the
previous year—the bulk of the gold being won from alluvial ground. The depression existing throughout the district
compelled a number of men to turn their attention to mining, with the result that the old alluvial workings in the disuict
have been fossicked over again, in some instance excellent returns being obtained. One party on Stoney Creek, working on a
point that has been occasionally worked for over thirty years, averaged £10 per week for oyer three mouths. Rutherford
and Party working a, reef at Gilmaiulyke on private lands put 200 tons through their own battery for a yield of 227 oz.
valued at £883 Ss. 2d. Work at Mount Maud is in abeyance pending settlement of the prospector s, David Croziers, title
to the land. A trial crushing of several tons of stone from the reef went o\er 6 oz. to tho ton. On Church and School
land at Caloola Creek three parties are at work on a sedimentary slate lode. They have erected a Huntingdon null and
have put through 1,300 tons for a yield of 214 oz. of gold. About twenty parties are working m this Division under section
33 of tho Mining on Private Lands Act, some of whom are doing very well, others just making a living.
Bnrraya Division.

About 265 oz. was the yield from this Division, ns compared with 1S5 oz. in 1894; but this return is likely to be
largely increased in 1896. The Bnn-aga Gold-ininirg Company which has been at work putting in a tunnel about 1 mile
east of Mr. Lloyd's Copper-mine, have at last struck the reef, which is 10 ft. wide. A parcel of stone from it sent to the
Clyde Works for treatment yielded half an ounce of free gold per ton The company has elected a 10-licad battery but
unfortunately have not been able to start through tho scarcity of water. M'Vicar, Phillips and Tarty, working on the
Isabella River, are sinking on a very promising reef, assays from which have gone as high as 4 oz. per ton. 1 he reel is now
2 feet wide ami appears to improve as it goes down. A large number of men are fossicking in the district, but it is
ouestionablc if they earn more than rations, the dry weather hai ing retarded wotk very much, lute and Lawler have a
gold-saving machine at work on Mount Werong, and are said to be doing fairly well, the machine treats about eighty loads
per day hut could put through more with a plentiful supply of water.
O'Connell Division.

The only mining work can led on in tbisDivision is by a few fossickers Who won during the year 130 oz. valued at £390
which barely keeps them in rations.
Ol/evon

Division.

The value of the gold won in this Division during the year was £1,450, an increase of £150 on the previous year.
One of tho old reefs has been taken up, and a small plant erected, and as pat ties have commenced work on nearly every
available site, the locality is now in a fair way to be thoroughly tested. There are still a few fossickers wormng in the
locality, some of ivhom appear to be doing fairly well.
Bathurst

Division.

This Division shews a slight increase in tho yield of cold over tho previous year, the value being £4,617 as compared
with 4,540 in 1894. This return would undoubtedly have hern much larger had the season been a wet one. There is a
good deal of prospecting work going on in tho direction of Pec), where several very promising reefs arc being tested at a
depth. It is estimated that 425 Europeans, and sixty Chinese, were engaged in mining work in this district at tlio end ot
the year. Janies Dewar, who is receiving aid to sink cn the Bald- Hills, struck wash in the drive 2 feet thick, carrying fine
colours of gold. Another shaft is being put down to test the deep ground.
■
JI rya(j(foii Dit tsion,
There were 215 nz. of alluvial gold won in this Division during 1S95, a slight increase oxer the previous year. Bel
aud M'Lennan arc being aided from (lie Prospecting Vote to test their claim on ihe high lull lying hetwecii M yagdon and
the Limekiln Road, ana Thomas Brett to further test the " Black Monkey” reef situated about 2 miles nest of the Limeki a
Public School. A number of fossickers are still at work in the locality, with varying success.
Sunny

Corner {Mitchell) Division.

There are 228 gold-miners working in this Division, and they won among them 3,645 oz. of the precious metal, an
increase of 1,479 oz. on tho previous year. The “ Paddy Lackey” is still the principal gold-producing mine m this district,
and employs from twenty to thirty men all the year round. A number of parties are working m this Division under aid from
the Prospecting Vote, and some importnnt developments are expected from this expenditure. IV hen a suflicient supply of
water is available, tho men working in the creeks and gullies do fairly well.
Hartley DiitVtron.
A few parties are still prospecting on Cox’s Elver, who obtain very fair prospects; but nothing really payable has been
obtained so far.
Orange

24—U
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Orange Jimsion.

This Division now ranks as the largest gold-producing centre in New South Wales, the value of the gold won
during the past year aggregating £292,229, as compared with £123,197 in 1894. The Wentworth Proprietary
Company, at Lucknow, is responsible for the large increase in the returns, as it pnt through 9,331 tons of stone
fora yield of 58,100 oz., valued at £203,350. This company employs over 300 men, aud has erected plant on its
property to tho value of £50,000. Good stone is now being raised from the SOO-ft, level. The Alladin’s Lamp
Goid-nuning Compauy lias also extended its operations during the year, and put through 3,839 tons for 23,078
oz., valued at £80,773.
This company employs 100 men, and is working at the 700-ffc. level.
The Amana
Company did very little work during the year, aud has now ceased work, Dorrott and party have put in a
tunnel for a distance of 200 feet on Carroll's private land, and have very promising indications of obtaining payable gold.
The D’Arcy Estate Gold-mining Company is still pusiiing forward prospecting operations, and employs twenty-five men on
the work. At the Forest Reefs a little prospecting work has been carried on during the year, with varying success. The
Ballarat Boring Company, which has obtained tho use of a Government diamond-drill, is about to test the deep leads, and
little other prospecting work will be done in this locality till the result of the boring is knoivn. At Cadia some prospecting
has been done in quartz and alluvial without any important results. In the neighbourhood of Byng a great deal of pros
pecting work has been done by the Witney Green Gold-mining Company, and tho crushing it put through of 164 tons
yielded 525 oz. 19 dwt. of gold, valued at £1,SGS 15s. 4d. The scarcity of water seriously interfered with mining opera
tions at Lewis Ponds during last year ; but, nevertheless, the alluvial miners were able to make rations. A G-head battery
has been put up, and there are several reefs it is thought will pay to work with this crushing facility. About forty men
are working at Summer-hill Creek, and good-looking stone is being got at about 60 feet. Prospecting work is still being
carried on on the Blatchington Estate in search of the lode being worked at Lucknow. Very promising indications are
reported to have been met with.
Tm Mvnfinn Mixing Distkict.

"

Cobkora

Dimeion,

There arc about 300 alluvial miners working in this Division, principally in the Tucklan district, 13 miles from
Cobbora, and the returns state that they won 333 oz. of gold, valued at £1,244. It is doubted, however, whether these
figures represent all the gold got, as it is very difficult to obtain correct returns. Payable gold was first reported by
Steinberg and party, who were working near Ford’s Creek, under aid from the Prospecting Vote, who, from April to
December, washed 200 loads for 100 oz. of gold. Payable gold was reported by Marshall and party as having been discovered
by them at Stringy-bark Point, 35 oz. being washed from six loads of dirt. This discovery was made in November, and by
the end of the year there were thirty claims on gold,—the prospects varying from G dwt. to 2^ oz. per load, tho sinking
being from 10 to 30 feet deep. The great drawback on this, as on many of tho gold-fields of the Colony, is the want of
water, which is being retailed for domestic use at 3d. per bucket, none being available for mining purposes. Should the
year 189G prove more favourable, large returns are expected from this locality.
Denison

Town

Dirision.

Very little mining is being carried on iu this Division at the present time, work being confined to the vicinity of
Cranky Jack’s Gully, where a few fossickers are obtaining just sufficient gold to keep them in rations.
Guhjonfj Dirision.

The gold won in this Division during the year amounted to 4,000 oz. of alluvial gold, valued at £15,200, nearly
double the quantity won the previous year ; the average number of men employed being G50. About the month of July a
rush took place to Yamble, where payable gold was discovered on the private land of Mr. C. M. Lowe. At one time 500
meu were on the field, but by the end of the year the number was reduced to about 230, half of whom arc getting
payable gold in ground varying from 10 to 50 feet in depth. The English Company, under the management of Mr. Frame
Fletcher, has temporarily suspended work. The following report on the work being done by the Star Lead Gold-mining
Syndicate has been supplied by Mr. W. S. Brice, the manager
11 During the twelve months the Star Lead Gold-mining
Syndicate has taken charge of the claim known as the No. 1 Mine, Star Lead, Guigong. The work has been chiefly prospecting.
The shaft required to be sunk to a greater depth, so that rise deeper ground could be tested. Twenty-five feet was sunk
in very hard pyritous quartz, leaders being cut through as the woik progressed.
As these leaders were cut the
flow of water became stronger, in some instances 2,500 gallons per hour being bailed out of the mine. This heavy flow
of water exhausted itself down to 2,000 gallons per hour ; which is the rate being maintained at the present time. After
the shaft being sunk to the required depth, a drive was begun at 193 feet from tho surface, and continued in au
easterly direction to cut the Star lead, which is known to run almost due north and south. I may here state that the Star
lead has been traced from its head down to the present workings into deeper ground. On account of its great depth,
aud the quantity of water to contend with, small parties of working minors could not command the necessary appliances to
cope with such difficulties. Since the taking over of the mine by the present syndicate 240 feet 1ms been tunnelled in an
easterly direction, and on account of the hard diorite bars being met with the use of explosives had to he resorted to for more
than 100 feet. At a distance of 74 feet from the shaft a cross-cut was put in in a south-easterly direction. This drive was
continued for 8G feet, the couutry tunnelled through being very hard. At G9 feet in this direction a pyritous bar was cut
through, tho country being heavily charged with arsenical pyrites, which, upon examination, showed slight traces of gold.
This bar to all appearance was a dyke, 20 feet through, cleanly bedded with a south-easterly dip of 47°. From the lower part
of this face strong water was met with, but following the same strata of country as was met with in sinking the shaft to its
present depth, our flow of water did not increase, but continued maintaining tho flow of 2,000 gallons per hour. A drive has
been tunnelled nearly in an opposite direction to our south-east drive, and extending in anorth-casterly direction 40 feet, the
hard couutry has not been met with in this drive, only decomposed diorite being cut through. Water comes strongly from
overhead, apparently from higher ground. The water, unlike that met with from tho southern side of our workings,
holds lime in solution, whereas on our southern side the water carries a quantity of iron in solution. Sixty feet has been
tunnelled in an upper level, proving a run of wash which existed in tho upper strata; this wash, so far us proved, having an
easterly' dip, proving beyond doubt the existence of a deeper channel. The wash or gravel being, in some instances, com
pact and intermixed with cemented sand, caused without doubt by the infiltration of ferric salts held in solution in our
southern water. Ninety (90) feet have also been tunnelled iu this upper level to prove the dip of country, and, in some
instances, auriferous giavel has been met with carrying fine and, sometimes, coarse gold. But the syndicate, in a true spirit
of prospecting, decided to push on and prove once and for ever the existence of auriferous drifts and gravels in tho deep
ground of Guigong. Summary of the years work for the year ending December, 1895 ■—Distance of tunnelling completed
by present syndicate, 456 feet; sinking shaft 25 feet, making a total depth of present shaft 297 feet; average number of
men.employed, 23.”

Ifargrat'es Division.

There is a very substantial increase in the yield of gold within this Division during the year, the quantity being 3,245
oz., valued at£3,920, as compared with l,100oz., valued at £4,125, won the previous year. The principal revival has been in
quartz-mining, and the battery owned by Laing and Company has been kept going all the year through, treatiog 4,600
•tons of stoue for 1,470 oz. A battery is about to be erected on the Old Sawyer’s reef, in which a tunnel lias been driven in
ISO feet by means of aid from the Prospecting Vote, when the reef 18 inches wide was struck, carrying fair gold. This is
said to be a good property. Messrs. Scott and Company’s “Lizzie Watson” 5-bead battery was working during eight
mouths of the year, and put through 300 tons for 175 oz.
ifudgee Division.

This Division produced gold to the value of £27,353, an increase of about £7,000 on the yield during 1894. Hie Old
Rhobardah Gold-mining Company, near Cudgegong, has restarted work, aud the New Peacock Cold-mining Company, near
Limestone, is at work with powerful machinery, and good results arc anticipated. The usual amount of fossicking has been
carried on at Apple Tree Flat, Pipeclay, Limestone, Merrendee, &c., &c,, and small patches in various localities have been
found payable, but nothing to last. At Slashers’ Flat, about 9 miles from Mudgce, the old workings have afforded rations
to a number of meu during the year.
M indeyer
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Windeycr Division.

'

_
There ia a satisfactory improvomeui in the return of gold from tins Division, the quantity being 2,400 oz. as compared
with 2,000 ok. -won in 1S1M. Mining matters have improved generally tiiroughout this Division during last year, with every
prospect of a continuance, Messrs. Dcffley and party have a splendid claim, their last crus lungs of 230 tons yielded 450 oz.
of gold, the stone being raised from the 60-foot level, where the vein is 2 feet wide. Townsend and party have three
promising claims at work, from which they have raised 334 tons for 140 oz. This party have erected a 5-head battery,
valued at about £800. Several other claims are at work, aud a good deal of prospecting work is going on. Very little has
been done during tho year in alluvial mining, no water being available for sluicing purposes.
Peak Dill Division.

scarcity of water has greatly retarded mining operations within this Division during the year, which accounts
for the decrease in the quantity of gold won, viz., 8,192 os. as against 12,231 oz, won during 1894. The Proprietary
Company has partially suspended operations, and lias let several parts of the mine on tribute. The tributors arc said
to be doing very well, owing to their careful selection of the ore crushed. ]STo attempt has yet been made to treat the
pyritous ores which occur in this mine below the 320-foot level on a large scale. There is a great body of this ore available,
and could it be treated profitably, employment would be found for a large number of meu. It is stated that the ore could
be calcined and treated in bulk for 12s. 6d. per ton, which would yield a handsome profit, as the stone Is said to carry
about J oz,. of gold per ton. The water from this mine contains a metallic salt which interferes with the amalgamation of
the gold. The Crown of Peak Hill Gold-mining Company is down 300 feet in their main shaft, and expect within the next
throe months to strike the pyritous lode coming from the Great Eastern mine. This mine is also worked by tributors. The
Groat Eastern Syndicate crushed 735 tons for 054 oz. 'The gold in this mine occurs in a hard quartzite resembling flint,
and the deposit is extensive. Wythes and Mooney crushed 915 tons for 552 oz. of gold. The ore containing the
free gold is nearly exhausted in this mine, hut there is apparently an inexhaustible quantity of pyritous ore, which should
pay with economical treatment. 'Work is still being carried on in tho Bobby Burns mine, where shoots of ore occur similar
to that found in the Proprietary mine, but the yield of gold is low. Very little work is being carried on in alluvial
ground, and till a large supply of water is available there is no chance of any revival in that direction. At Tomjngloy five
leases have been sold to an English syndicate for £42,000, and the mine will in future be known as the Myall United
Gold-mining Company. The prospecting shaft on gold lease 2 was, during the year, stink through an intrusion of
countiy about 50 feet, when the reef was again picked up, 4 feet wide, with gold evenly distributed through the stone, 78
tons of which yielded 228 oz. of smelted gold. An important development lias taken place in Gavin and Party's claim
during this year, when a new make of payable ore was found, 8 feet wide, which yielded 260 oz. of gold from 206 tons
of stone. The lost crushing of 114 (included in the 206 tons) yielded 205 oz. An unusual feature in this lode is the fact
that the wider the lode the richer the stone. There is no alluvial mining of any importance being carried on in the
Tomingley district at the present time,
A

Wellington Division.

The returns from this Division show a very gratifying aud substantial increase in the yield of gold during the past
year, which are as follows
789 oz. from alluvium and 7,032 oz. from quartz, valued at £29,723, an increase of £10,339 on
the value of the gold obtained in 1804. The Mitchell's Creek Preehohi Gold Estate Company at Davicsville is the largest
gold producer in this Division, as it treated 9.200)t tons for a yield of 0,720 oz., valued at £25,610. This company
has a very largo and complete plant, which is valued at £20,000, and the average number of men employed by it is 650 ;
and main shaft has now reached the depth of 680 feet from the surface. The alluvial mining being carried on in tho
Division at the present time, is confined to a number of men fossicking in tho beds of the Macquarie River and its
, tributaries, the Mngala and Wuulumau Creeks, where men with some experience in the work can make a fair living.
The Tambaroora amd

Tckox Mixing District.

Hill Eml Diiision.

The yield of gold from tins Division shows an increase of £1,502 over 1894 ; the quantity being 4,359 oz., valued at
£16,569, The best returns were obtained from Hawkins’ Hill, where several parties are on payable gold. In fact, all the
claims at work in that locality at the present time aic looking well, and it is expected that the number of claims on
payable gold in this neighbourhood will be shortly incicased. A number of the large mine-owners find that, to properly
develop tho ground, large capital is required, and several of the properties, such as the Hill End United, Emmett
and Hughes, and othcis, are in course of disposal to English syndicates, and the introduction of English capital into the
field when the ground can be propeily tested will bo the salvation of the District, and perhaps be the means of again
winning the large quantities of gold which made Hill End famous in the early seventies,
°
At Tumbiroura, the Tambaroora Creek Gold-miiuug Company is pushing on with the erection of its machinery
at Red Hill, and hopes to have it completed shortly, when employment w ill be given to a large number of men. At Sally's
Flat, Mnllancy and Gough, -who wore assisted from the Prospecting Vote, have found a reef carrying fine gold, which would
pay with a battery on the ground. At "Macquarie River a number of men are employed quartz-mining, but .have not been
successful so far, with the exception of Trcvatliick and party, who have been on payable gold ail through the year.
Sofuia Dirision.

There is a slight decrease in the value of tho gold won in this Division during the year ; the figures being £14,250 as
compared with £10,570 in 1894, which is directly traceable to the continued dry weather, which made sluicing operations
impossible. Several parties at Palmer’s Oakey have done very well during the year, and at a place known as Rowdy Bob’s
Greek, in tho same locality some very rich patches were found. On the Upper Turou several parties arc doing well,
one party of four men averaging £6 per week per man for four months. About 150 men are fossicking in the vicinity of
Wattle Flat, hut making little more than a bare living. At Crudine about seventy men are at work on the private property
of Messrs. John Smeatl and M. O Bvien, where some very rich patches have been struck. About forty men arc working at
Box Ridge, and they seem to be doing fairly welt. Messrs. Cox and M‘Peake, prospecting at Red bank, got £200 worth of
gold in one day, and 7 oz. the next. There are signs of a revival in quartz-mining in this Division. The Turon Gold-mines
Company (Limited) has lately been floated in London with a capital of £100,00l>, and intends carrying on operations on a
large scale. The company will start crushing as soon as water is available. The Queensland mine is still working, but can
not criish through ivnnt of water. W. JT. Campbell, on MTialen’s Hill, struck a payable reef at a depth of 225 ft. This
discovery was the result of aid from the Prospecting Vote. Miuni and party are still working at Big Oakey, and it is
stated the property is in course of flotation on the London market. The bolitai y Gold-mining Company, has commenced to
sink a large shaft to out the lodcat a depth of 000 ft. The claims on Surface Hill have been leased to a Newcastle syndicate,
which intends working tho ground on the open-cut system and building a tramway to tho river, 2 miles long, where a large
battery is to he erected. About 250 quartz and 300 alluvial miners are employed in this Division, amongst whom are fifty
Chinese.
Ityhlone Division.

There are ninely-two gold-miners working in this Division, but the quantity of tho gold won by them could not be
ascertained. The men are chiefly employed prospecting and fossicking in the creeks and gullies.
Troribarks Division.

This Division shows a slight falling off in the value of the gold won, the quantity being 1,094 Oz. from alluvia] and
700 Oz. from quartz, valued at £10,508, as against £12,590 won in 1891 The decrease ism the alluvial gold, the d ry season
retarding sluicing operations. A large number of parties arc prospecting in this Division, several in icceipt of aid from
tho Prospecting Vote. Seven applications were made to lease private lands, embracing an area of 1 '6 acres.
Lachijih
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Lachlan Mining District.
Molont/ Diviritm.

Although^ considerable amountof prospecting work is bcingoarried on in thisDiviaion, nodiscoveyy of any publiomterest
has been made. Several permits were granted by the Warden to search on private land, lint with the exception of a little
anlA miti it Dcknev’s Dvke bv KffftlcBtonc, and party there were no results
Several parties are working under aid from
the Prospecting Vote in^his localfty, but, so far, have not struck anything payable. The return from this Division is only
50 oz. of gold, valued at £187 10s.

Caryo Dtetmon.

There were 246 oz. of gold won in this Division as compared with ISO oz. in 1894. The Ironclad Mine is still shut
down, and an attempt is being made to form it into a company. Inspecting work is still being vigorously earned on, ami
as some of the parties have very promising indications in their claims, next year's report may be of a more flourishing
nature.
_
Cudal Division.
There is no report of any gold having been won in this Division during last year. Three parties have lieen prospecting
at Loup Corner all the year around, but were unable to find anything payable, and abandoned the search lair prospecte
are obtainable in many places, but all attempts to trace the source of the gold have failed. Good prospects are also to bo
found on Kearney's laud, at Paling Yards, and an application for a permit to mine on the laud has been lodged with the
Warden, Daniel Curry is receiving aid to sink a shaft on Dwyer's land at Barragan, where the indications are good ; but
the shaft is not yet bottomed.
Canoichidra Division.

The quantity of gold won in this Division during the year is just about double that of the previous year, being 677
oz. valued at £2,440, The Lady Burdett-Contis Gold-mining Company put through a parcel of 149 tons, which yielded 4HI)
oz ’of cold. The Red Jacket, the Blue Jacket, and the Perseverance Companies were at work during the year, but did not
crush much stone, The majority of the men employed in alluvial mining only work during the winter months, when plenty
of water is available.
.
Forbes Division.
There is little of importance to report in connection with the gold-mining carried on in this district, and although
o omplete returns could not bo obtained, the gold won may be put down as about 300 oz.
Some excitement was
o ccasioned about the beginning of October by the discovery by Pennington and party of some very neb speennens m
a lode, which was known iu the early days of the field as the “ Rise aud Shine.
Ihe discovery was made at the 60-ft.
level, and a crushing of 4 tons yielded between i and 5 oz. per ton. The lode^decomposed gramto-m well defined,
between slate walls, but has not yet been crossed by the prospectors. It is thought to be between 30 and 40 feet wide.
Between thirty and forty men are at work near Strickland's iteef, and it is stated that one party washed sixty loads or
half an ounce to the loadi It is the opinion of the miners in the district that a payable lode will bo found in tb s
locality in deep ground. Several parties are at work on tho Bald Hills, but have been badly hampered i" th<nr operations
through the scarcity of water. A good many claims are at work in tho neighbourhood of ihe 1 lunacies, with fair prospects.
Partes Division.

A very satisfactory inereaso is shown in tho returns from tins Division, the gold won amounting to 10,3/2 oz. as
compared with 9,723 oz. in 1894, the number of men employed being 574. The principal mine in the district is
the Bushman’s Hill Gold-mining Company, which lias erected very expensive machinery and other works, "hen
the tribute expired in April last the mine was worked by the company, and the erection of machinery proceeded with.
The underground workings of this mine are in an advanced state—1,800 foot of levels being now open, and being worked.
The company estimate that 27,090 tons of stoue is in sight. The last crushing of S00 tons by this company yielded l,.t7
oz. of gold. If the supply of water would allow of the mine being fully worked, luO men would find constant employ
ment. bOn the west side of the above company a large area has been secured, to be called
rhe Bushmans freehold,
and leases have also taken up to the north and north-west of the Bushman's Hill Company. lo the north of the land held
bv the Bushman's Freehold Syndicate, 40 acres have boon applied for, with a view to term a company to cut the Bushman s
Reef at a depth of from 1,700 or J ,800 feet from the surface. Still further north, Boyle and party arc on a line of reef
having the same underlay as tho Bushman's ; but it is a different lino of reef. From this claim to the Dnyspnng all the
land it leased, including Crown and private laud. The Dayspring is being worked by a syndicate, who have
th°
reef to a total depth of 375 feet, and driven along the course of the lode at the 200-foot level, a distance of about oOO feet.
Ouail’s mine is lot on tribute, but riot much work has boon done during the year Hazlelmrsts mine is also worked by
tributors, and the last crushing taken out hy them proves that payable stone still exists in the inme. I he tributors ol
the Gladstone mine expect to strike payable stoue shortly. A party of miners from leak Hill have started nork in a
systematic manner on the old Caledonian Hill, ami intend proving the ground thoroughly. _ I ho Koh-i-noi is also let on
tribute, and the men seem to be doing well. The men working Wright s Reef have very promising prospects, and then last
crushings show great improvement. Many other claims are at work on the Parkes Gold-held at the present time on ground
which lias been allowed to he idle for a surprising period, and consequently some important discoveries may confidently be
looked for during 1896. The unusual scarcity of water in the district during 1895 greatly retarded the returns of alluvial
gold, and in fact, seriously affected quartz-mining.
Alecionm Division.

The returns from this Division show that 594 oz. were won as compared with 362 oz. in 1894. The increase in the
returns would have been much greater had a sufficient supply of water been available for treating the large quantity of washdirt at crass. A party of miners from Peak Hill took up an abandoned claim situated 7 miles from Aloctow n, on the Aleetown-Peak Hill Road, and were fortunate, after very little work, in striking some very rich stone near to the workme
shaft. They raised 31 tons, 20 tons of which yielded 9 dwt, per ton, the other 11 tons at Hie rate of 33 ox. per toffi and
there is a quantity of equally rich stone iu sight. It is understood that this claim is under offer to a syndicate for £9,000.
To show the apathy of miners in this locality at the present time, I might mention that the adjoining ground was toft foi
several weeks notwithstanding the apparent richness of the stone in the locality, and in face of the fact that anothei claim
in the immediate vicinity had just had a crushing of 33 tons which yielded 2 oz. per ton. A good many parties arc, however,
now at work, and some valuable discoveries are likely to be made during the present year A large number of fossickeis
are still working in this Division, but it is difficult to obtain any information as to the gold won by them. Ihey appear,
however, to be making sufficient to keep them in rations.
Orenfi.ll Division.

The value of the gold won during the year in this Division was £.l),292 as against £:),020 m 1894, k slight decrease,
which ia directly traceable to the scarcity of water fdl mining purposes, preventing the treatment of over oOO tons of stone
now at grass. There are undoubted sigus of a marked improvement m quartz-miinng in this Division, the number of men
emnloved in that class of gold-mining being increased from 100 to 170, aud fourteen claims which were idle during 18J4
are now in full work. The Young O’Brien Mine-owners are still raising good stone, tho quantity treated by them during
the year behm 852 tons for 322 oz. ; the Enterprise tributors, 306 tons for 214 oz. : the Homeward Bound,
tons for
227 oz., and Holton and party, working the Missing Link Claim, 74 tons for 32 oz A large number of mall crushmgs
brought the total quantity of stone treated m the division to 2,024 tons, which yielded 929 oz. of gold. Clapperzouli and
party have erected at Wcddin machinery for treating alluvial quartz and sand, but m consequence o, the scarcity ot water
have not been able to make a start. About fifty fossickers are now working in the Division evidently making a living it
nothing more.
, .
Murrumburrah Garcuigma Dmeuw,
The returns from this Division show that 1,994 oz. of alluvial gold were won during the past year hut no quartz
gold, which is a considerable decrease on 1894. There are still about 200 men employed in alluvial mining but there
are only a few remaining in M'Kay’s Paddocks. Barwang, or Tout's Paddocks arc entirely deserted, but at Kemp
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Hill, Cunningham Creek, several parties of miners are at work anft doing fairly well. The quantity of gold won at
Garaugula may be put down at 4,302 oz., valued at £10,CTO. At the beginning of the year over oOO men were on the
ground, but by the end the number had dwindled down to 230. The alluvial ground at the main camp and Strawstack
Paddock are nearly worked out and this is the principal cause of the diminished population, a few men working in Osborne’s
Paddock are getting a little alluvial gold, and that part of the field is being further prospected. The reefs found in Strawstack Paddock arc being vigorously prospected, with the result that Adam's reef seems payable. It varies in thickness
from 6 inches to 24 inches, at the 100-foot level it is 22 inches. A considerable quantity of stone taken from the shaft yielded
at the rate of 1 oz 6 dwt. per ton, crushings from Ligbtlaud’s claim returned 17 dwt. per ton ; from English's 15 dwt. per
ton ; Notts’ 1 oz. 3 dwt. per ton, and 235 tons from Manly’s yielded 176 Oz, A 5-hcad battery was started early in the
year, but it has now been increased to 10-head. The average yield from the alluvial at tlarangnla was a little over 0 dwt.
)cr load, A small portion of the Prospecting Vote was allotted to test some ground near Frogmore, but nothing payable
las been met with so far. A little alluvial gold is being got at Bramah, on the Kish River, in small patches. Some
alluvial gold is being got at shallow depth at Grasscy Creek, but, although a lot of prospecting -work has been done, it
proveil nothing of importance. Tout aud party prospecting near Galong discovered a reef from which high assays were
obtained, and which is now being opened out. The old Marshal Macmahon Reef at Cunningar has been started again, and
the owmers anticipate good results.

}

Tcmora Diuisio i.

Tho quantity of alluvial gold won in this Division during the year could not he ascertained, but it must be con
siderable as there are a large number of fossickers working in tho district, and they all appear to bo getting a little gold.
The quantity won from quartz was 7,473 oz., valued at £28,214, an increase of over £20,000 iu the value of the gold won iu
1804. New finds of quartz reefs have been made from time to time during the year in the vicinity of Scrub Yards, and a
number of parties jhave been aided out of the Prospecting Vote to test their value at a depth. Hall and party have
crushed 2S0 tons for 1,782 oz. 12 dwt. This vein is from 3 to 15 inciies in thickness, aud has been worked to a depth of
about 100 feet, and the roof has been traced fora distance of over 400 feet along the surface. A 10-head battery has been
erected which wilt start work immediately water is available. In the immediate neighbourhood of Temora, an effort has
been made to prove the deep alluvial which was found in Parke’s Prospecting Claim aud the Golden Gate, and a grant from
the Prospecting Vote has been made to assist in the work.
Barmedman Division.

Gold miningjias’praotically been at a standstill during the past year iu this Division, the total yield being only 117 oz.,
valued at £447, which is a largo decrease on the 1S94 yield. During the latter two or three months of the year, however,
signs of renewed activity were manifested, and some of the old ground taken up. The Fiery Cross Lease, which had been
cancelled for non-fulfilment of the labour conditions, has been taken up by a party who intend erecting powerful pumping
machinery, and give the reef a good trial below water level. Kbnk and party are opening up an old reef to the west of
the Fiery Cross, from which they took a trial crushing which yielded 14 oz. of gold. Maschivitz and party have taken
over Nessl and party’s claim and battery, and are now arranging to give this property a thorough good trial. The reef
averages from 5 to 16 feet nude, in slate country, containing fine gold which requires careful handling to save. About 6
miles north-west of Barmedman, Roberts and party are working a prospecting claim and were successful iu striking a reef,
23 tons from which, put through the battery at Barmedman, gave a return of 29 oz. 8 d« t. This locality which is quite
untried country and something similar to that at Wyalong, Being flat and covered with malice scrub, is attracting some
attention, and several patties are now vigorously carrying on prospecting operations and have already discovered several
very promising veins. A syndicate has been experimenting with a heap of quartz tailings, of which there are about 40,000
tons iu the locality, and have met with much success. A small aud simple concentrating machine was erected at a cost of
about £100, which driven by the crushing engine, enables them to put through from 130 to 150 loads per week. The con
centrates which reduce tho tailings by about one-sixth, are sent away for treatment, and so far lias yielded a fraction
over 3 oz. per ton. giving a clear profit of between £7 and £8 per ton. The whole of the 40,000 tons mentioned are not
expected to give anything like the above return, yet the syndicate are so satisfied with the prospects of their venture
that they are proceeding with the erection of another plant capable of treating 300 tons per week. This matter is really
one of great public importance, more especially to those quartz-raining centres containing vast heaps of tailings which
might be treated profitably and give employment to a large number of men.
ReefIon Division.

This new mining Division, established during the year, previously formed part of the Barmedman Division, and its
growing importance mny be judged from tho returns, which were 1,603 oz, of quartz, and 20 oz. of alluvial gold, valued at
£5,073. Confidence in the prospects of the field is shown by the fact that several abandoned reefs have been taken up by
experienced miners, who are determined to give the ground a thorough trial. In November last a rush took place to
Nixon’s conditional purchase, where a good thickness of wash bad been discovered by Slattery and party, at a depth of
17 ft., which yielded 7 dwt. per load. The Christmas holidays coming on, little work was done to prove the find. By the
end of the year the number of men on the ground had dwindled to fifty, and it is doubtful whether that number will be
again exceeded unless a deeper channel is discovered. The wash is angular, and about a quarter of a mile from the quartz
reef; but the wash found further away from the reefs is finer, and more water-worn, but does not contain payable gold.
Il’j/ofoity and H'yalong Went Divisions.
■
Although the population on this field has decreased, owing to discoveries in other parts of Australia, the claims have
been steadily developed during the year, and the quantity of gold won has increased from £35,946 in 1S94 to £91,863 the
value of the gold won in 1895. The want of water for crushing purposes, combined with the refractory nature of the ore
below the water level, has tended to keep the returns down, although it has been proved that the reefs are payable at and
below the water level. Among tho deepest shafts on the field arc :—
Hilderbrand's ...................................... 245 feet
White Reef............................................. 185 feet
Hidden Treasure .................................. 225 „
Barrier..........................................................ISO ,,
Pressers ................................................... 210 ,,
Dickson’s Bantam.................................. 170 ,,
Bottcs’ ...................................................... 193 „
Curragong ..............................
160 ,,
Snowden and party ................................ 185 ,,
Welcome Stranger.................................. 150 ,,
The foregoing are all considered payable claims. The old “ Called Back'1 line of reef is again being worked with every
prospect of success. The owners ot No. 1 North sold to a Sydney .Syndicate 23 tons of ore they had at grass at the rate of
£10 per ton. The White Reef, Curragong, and Welcome Stranger Claims especially have given splendid returns, and
shares in them have changed hands at large figures. A number of the claims have been under suspension for various
causes, such as excess of water, refractory ore, but they will soon be at work again, As far as can be ascertained, the
total yield of the field for the year is 24,337 oz. from 15,634 tons of stone crushed, but this does not include the return from
small lots sent to the several Works in Sydney for treatment which would make the yield for tho year little short of
£100,000. It is considered that there are 90 payable claims on tho Wyalong Gold-field at tho present time, and the
following returns arc from some of tho principal claims;—
Curragong................. . 1,000 tons
2,020 0£.
Klink’s .....................
39 tons
311 oz.
White Keet ............. . 1,213
Four's..........................
275 ,,
2,447
860 ,,
Welcome Stranger .. .
318 tJ
1,782
152 „
332 „
Golden hleece ......... .
True Blue ................. . 1,060
1,426
Wye and party..........
115 „
300 „
Perseverance............. .
260
621
Cunning and party ...
177 „
32i „
Hilderbrandts’ ......... .
45 S
468
Christmas Gift..........
165 „
127 „
Neild’s ..................... .
205
433
Kelly aud party .......
10 „
25 „
Mousetrap................. .
490
Pioneer ......................
18 „
97 tf
0 )>
Boltes’........................ .
390 it
71
During the last quarter of the year Nicholas and Raymond’s new battery started work, and has been kept constantly
going. Climo and Company are erecting large works at a cost of about £8,000, and arc expected to be at work about
March.
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March. The works for the treatment of tailings are just completed, and should prove of great benefit to the field generally.
There are about G,000 tons on the field now, A few figures with regard to the work done by the batteries on the field may
prove interesting :—
Cough’s No. 1 Battery
tons 9,099 ox.
Cox's .............................. 1,161 tons 1,170 ox.
West’s.......................... 3,112 ,,
2,616 ,,
Nicholas and Raymond's
77+ ,,
1,2+0 „
Channan's .................. 2,lo3 „
3,793 „
Ashcroft’s .......................
821 ,,
620 „
Billy’s Look-Out is now included in the Wyalong Division, aud there are about 100 miners at, work, who have won a
fair amount of alluvial gold, but their operations vrere much retarded by tho unusual scarcity of water in that locality,
many of the claims yielding payable gold having to cease prospecting operations altogether. There is every prospect that
payable reefs will ultimately be found in this locality, aud when rain sets in sinking for reefs will be vigorously carried on.
Yttlgogrin Dirision.
The quantity of gold won in this Division during the year is a little more than double that of 1S9+, being 804 oz,,
valued at £3,116, all quartz gold. This comparatively' new field, situated westerly from Wyalong about 26 miles, has
suffered quite as much from the drought of last year ns any other field in tho Colony ; and although a few men have kept
at work under great difficulties up to the end of the year, they must very shortly cease work unless rain sets in. An Otis
Ball Crasher was able to work during four months of the year, and during that time treated 43+ tons for a yield of S04 oz.,
and there ia still about ISO tons at grass waiting treatment. The claims vary in depth from 30 to 109 feet, the reefs
varying m thickness from 3 in. to 3 feet. With a favourable season important yields might be expected from this division.
Prospecting for payable alluvial gold is still being carried on at Narriah, about 8 miles from \ algogrin,
Youiiu

Dwinion.

There were 2,228 oz. of alluvial gold won in this Division during 1893, which is an increase of nearly 300 oz. on the
previous year. In the eaily part of the year a big rash set in to Spring Creek, where .Staines and party had struck it very
rich in their claim, where the sinking was 33 feet deep, the ground dry, and the wash yielding about 10 dwt. per load.
Although several other parties are on good wash, the prospectors’ claim is the richest, with a body' of wash that will take
some time to work out. More recently, a small rush took place to Kastlako's farm, near Wombat, where 30 or +0 miners
find employnnent, aud average about 3 dwt. to the load. Numerous other small rushes have tended to keep the mining
industry in a state of healthy vitality, and combined with the dearth of other employment in tho Division, systematic
prospecting has been encouraged, which has reaped a reward in the shape of an extra output of gold. .Sluicing has been
almost at a standstill owing to the small rainfall. The South Burrangong Company are still at work, and their shaft is now
down 93 feet. It is hopefully anticipated that the company will reap the reward of their enterprise during the coming
year.
.
Tumut asd

Adeloxg Mining Disthict.
Albury Division.

A very satisfactory improvement in the quantity of gold won in this Division is reported, the figures being
2,322 oz., valued at £8,SCO, as compared with 1,200 oz., valued at £4,200, won in 1894. Towards this total the new
discovery contributed 949 oz., which was the yield from 1,244 tons of stone. Although this field was discovered in 1894,
little work was done until April of last year. By August 430 men had arrived on the field, but owing to all the finds
being on private property, and the owners insisting on a 10 per cent, royalty, the men left, and by tire etui of the year the
number had dwindled to fifty men, leaving over twenty-five claims idle. The field covers an area of nearly 10 square miles,
and eight distinct lines of reefs have been proved auriferous, some of them very rich, their thickness varying from 2 to 18
inches. The three principal linos of reefs are the ‘■ Lone Hand,” which was floated in Melbourne ; the “Goodwood, ’ and
“ Show Day.” Several shafts were sunk for alluvial gold, but were all abandoned without anything payable having been
struck. The field has the advantage of a running stream, and with such a large area of auriferous country giving such
promising indications, substantial returns may confidently he expected in futuic from this locality. In the vicinity of
Albury a little prospecting work is still being carried on, on the Nail Can Ranges. Although nothing very rich has been
met with, still the indications are sufficiently encouraging to warrant the hope that rich finds may he made in that locality.
A few fossickers working in the Division manage to make a bare living.
Germanton Division.

'.['here is very little mining being carried on this Division. A few men have been employed working the old aban*
doned quartz reefs on a small scale, but the returns are not very rich, A party is working the Old Sam Claim ou Tho
Tour-mile Gold-field, hut have not been able to bottom their shaft owing to the influx of water,
Coroicft

Division.

As far as could he ascertained, the only gold won in this Division during the year amounted to 30 oz. from quartz
and 5 oz. from alluvium. A strong company is being formed to work the deep lead, supposed to cross the Murray River
from Yictoiia. These leads are very extensively worked on the Victorian side of the river, aud the proving of them at
Covowa is a question of the utmost importance to the Colony. Substantial assistance has been granted from the Prospecting
Vote to effect this object, and as very promising prospects have been obtained by means of boring, the company are pretty
confident of success. Tho Hillside Gold-mining Company is also in receipt of Government assistance to prove its ground,
in which operations have been begun.
Addonrj Division.

There is a large falling off in the quantity of gold won in this Division, the quantity being 3,923 oz„, as compared
with 6,337 oz. won in 1894. The decrease in the yield is, however, considered only a temporary one, a considerable
revival being noticeable about the end of the year. Seme of the mines adjacent to the township are in course of being
reopened, several of which have been idle for a long time. The Gibraltar mine, lately sold to an English Company, is being
worked on an extensive scale. Three shafts are being sunk, and a complete plant of a superior character is on its way from
England. The Great Victoria United Gold-mining Company holds 17 acres of land, which includes the old Annette and
Research claims, which were worked some twelve years, and gold to the value of something like £50,000 taken from them.
Since then they have been lying idle until taken over by the Gibraltar Hill Syndicate, who have worked the mine con
tinuously for the past eighteen months. The main shaft is down 1.073 feet, the deepest in New South IV ales, whilst three
other shafts have been sunk on the property, viz., 770, 700, and 4C0 feet. The present syndicate have put in a drive at the
600-foot level in main shaft, about 420 feet south, and they are now cross-cutting east and west in hopes of striking the reef.
During progress of the work, gold-bearing leaders were met with, likewise some pyritous quartz, from which about 150 oz.
of gold were obtained from a crushing of 104 tons of stoue. The Gibraltar Consolidated Gold-mines are still at work, and
during tho year raised a fair quantity of good stone. About 70 men ai e employed on the mines.
Tho Adelong Droprietary Company raised 327 tons for 358 oz.., and the Lady Mary Company, at the Gap, i57 tons
for 541 oz. Sheppard’s alluvial claim, which still maintains its yield, has been sold to the Gibraltar Company, the “water
ri«hts” being the valuable property in their eyes. Quito a large number of men are making a living along the old workings
ofthe Adelong Creek, and occasionally a very fair patch of ground is met with. About 320 men are employed gold-mining
in this Division,
Gviidagai Division.

This Division shows a substantial increase in the quantity of gold won during the year, which was ],8iC oz., as com
pared with 1,235 oz. in 1894. There is a considerable amount of quartz mining going on in the Division at the present time,
hut it is questionable if the owners arc doing mine than paying expenses, with the exception of one at Jones Creek, where
some good gold is being got. This mine is 4 miles wrst of the town of Gundagai, on private laud. A lot of prospecting
work has been done during the year on Mount Parnassus, without any discovery being made, and tho veins which fed the
rich alluvial discovered at its base are yet to be found. The Kimo Ranges arc being prospected iu many places where noli
gold was obtained m the old days, but, so far, without success. The Jackalass alluvial field at ffonthGimdagai still affords
a living for a considerable number of men, but no large finds are reported. This lead is continuous, hut very patchy.
Numbers of men ore making rations by fossicking among the old workings throughout the Division,
Coolamundra
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Coolamundra Division,

Little work has been done within this Division during the year, with the exception of prospecting, and no discovery
of any importance 1ms been reported.
Juncc Division.

There were £!)9G worth of gold won in this Division last year—very little in excess of that obtained in 1894. C. Butler
and party, wot king on the “Old Dust Dole,11 under aid from the Prospecting Vote, suspended operations during tho year,
and abandoned the ground. It was then taken as an extended quartz claim by a party of eight men from other fields.
After sinking about a foot in No. 1 shaft, abandoned by Butier and party, they struck a reef about 3 feet wide, a trial
crushing of 4 tons from which yielded 16 oz. of sniLlted gold. Several other crushings from tho reef have taken place with
very satisfactory results. Shares in the claim are now changing hands at a good figure, A party of miners from New
Zealand are erecting a cyanide plant for the purpose of tieating tlie large quantity of tailings lying near the mines. Samples
sent over to Newr Zealand and treated ) ieltied gold to the value of about £(i per ton. Mining matters have improved in the
vicinity of Euvongiiiy during the year. From a reef struck on Doyle’s Lease, the following crushings have been taken :—
2 tons S owt. yielded ................................................................................................ 14A or..
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Some very good-looking stone, none of which lias yet been tested, has been taken from a reef just discovered in
Bing's Lease. A few miners are at work m the alluvia), but the want of water is retarding their progress. At Wantiool
very little is doing in quartz mining at present; hut a few men are working the alluvial, and making fair wages.
,
Division.

There were 105 or., of alluvial gold won in this Division during the year. Although the yield is small, much activity
is displayed in prospecting both for quartz and alluvial in this locality, but with little success so far. At Biliihalula,
about 15 miles north of Tumut, a long line of reef is being prospected, the ground being pegged out for several miles. The
trial from the reef has not reached expectations ; but the reef, being large, would probably pay were a battery erected on
the ground, as there is abundance of wood and water close to the reef. The “Flats” along the Gilmore Creek, supposed to
be very rich so long as they were closed against the miner, have proved on trial not payable. It is thought the highest
levels of the valley towards Batlow are likely to prove richer.
TarcnUa

Division.

As far as cau he ascertained only 33 oz. of gold were won iu this Division during the year. Mining matters have
been very slack in this Division during the past twelve months. Three quartz claims have been working at intervals at
Lower Tarcutta, but, although they are in receipt of Government aid, very little woik has been done. There are always a
few fossickers on the Biumda and Carabost Creeks, but they manage to make a bare living only.
Ba/iow Diri'-ion.

■
There arc 164 Kuropcan and 10 Chinese alluvial miners in this Division who won among them 930 oz. of gold, valued
at £3,5C5, nearly £1,000of an increase on the yield for the previous year. As the bulk of the mining is carried on by ground
sluicing tho dry season had a very serious effect on the yield, many of the claims having applied for, and been granted
suspension. No new finds arc reported during the year, the principal work being confined to the old workings, which a few
years ago were not considered payable. On the Gilmore Creek an extensive race is being blasted through a hard bar, and
sluicing operations will bo stilted as soon as water is available. There is a very largo dyke formation at the head of
Adelong Greek which has been worked by hydraulic.sluicing for some ycaia. It is understood that a syndicate has been
formed to crush the debris which cannot be treated by sluicing. On Bago Creek three races are being put in to sluice tho
creek flats, but as the rock is fairly hard progress is slow. Scattered patches of gold arc still found under the basalt in tho
neighbourhood of Laurel Hill on the Range that divides the tributaries of the Murray and Mumimbidgce Rivers.
Tum’barimba Division.

Gold to the value of £6.290 was avoir iir-this Division during the year, which is a considerable increase on 1894. The
Tumbarumba Sluicing Company are still at work with varying success. The Tuinbanimha Basalt Deep Lead Gold-mining
Company has restarted work and has been successful in striking good-looking wash in its western drive. A good deal
of prospecting work is being carried on, and some very rich specimens are occasionally met with in the quartz veins at tho
junction of tho dyke and granite country, The usual number of fossickers are met with in this Division, and when
water is abundant they appear to do fairly well.
’
Narrandsra Division,

The returns show, that 9G4 oz. of quartz-gold, valued at £3,850, were won in this Division during the year, which is
an increase of 40C oz. on the return for 1891. Tho Harry Smith Gold-mining Company is the principal mine m the district,
and lost year it crushed 1,242 tons for 960 oz. The main shaft is now down 290 feet, aud when in full work the company
employs 30 men,
Cooma

Division.

The total value of gold from quartz and alluvial, won in this Division during 1895 was £5,6/2, as compared with
£6,079 the previous year. The decrease is directly duo to tho extremely dry season, which completely paralysed mining during
the year in some parts of the district. At Cuwra Creek many of the mines from which good results were expected were idle
tlie greater part of the year, being unable to crush. Whitby’s battciy, however, managed to crush 753J tons for various
miners, which yielded 478 oz, of gold, Lewis and Company also crushed 153 tons from the Victorian Gold Lease for 54 oz.,
and 47 tons from Brogan and party's claim for 20)1 oz. Bartlett and William crushed 100 tons for 40 oz., and have 530
tons at grass awaiting water ; and other miners have about 500 tons, which will be put through when water is available.
The Star of Cooma Gold-mining Company own some 33 acres of leased land, and has a good machine, site, and water, but
is at present idle for want of capital. During the year the company crushed 900 loads for a yield of 3364 oz of gold.
John Murray has put in a tunnel on the north side of the Rrcdho Diver, for a distance of 204 feet, but lost the reef at
about 150 feet. Jtc is now trying to pick it up hy cross-cutting. From another lease of his, known as tho Democrat, he
crushed 100 tons for 130 oz, This reef is about 15 inches rude, and appears to be a permanent and payable one. At
Buckley's Crossing a large number of men are making a living on the river, owing to its lowness, and a reef is also being
prospected on private land in the locality. At Brown's Camp a party are opening out a reef, and several men are doing
well on the Little Plain Eivcr. Tho Nelbothery mine is idle, and so far as can be seen, there is little prospects of its being
worked. At Colin ton, the lease owned b/ the Coliuton Gold-mining Company was sold for wages, and was bought up by
the men, and aid from the Prospecting Vote being granted to them, they took out of this drive 42 tons, yielding 19 oz. of
gold, They have now opened up a large block of backs, aud good results are expected from their next crushing.
JCiandra Division.

There were 810 oz. of alluvial gold got in this Division during the year, valued at £3,006, which is a decrease of
about £900 on the jield for 1891. The New Chum Hill tributors did nine months’ work for a return of 16 oz. of gold, and
the mine is now for sale. The tunnels at tlie Twelve-mile have been steadily pushed on during the year, but without results,
so far, although tho prospects are considered good. John Robyns has put in his tunnel a distance of 400 feet, by means of
aid from the Prospecting Vote There suit of his operations are closely watched, and in the event of them proving successful, a
largo area ol hind will be eagerly taken up. Hooper and party, on Township ilill, anticipate striking the wash very shortly
aud if their expectations are realised, a large field for mining under the basalt will be opened up. Tins party has received
every assistance from the Prospecting Board. Moult and party, have struck a reef 4 feet 3 inches wide showing good gold.
The shaft is now down 43 feet, but being an east and west iccf some doubts are expressed as to its permanency. Weselman.
and party, close by, working a reef running north and south, 5 tons from which crushed at tho Adelong battery, went 2 oz,
per ton. Several other quartz claims are working in the vicinity, and a battery is about to be erected. Fossickers still
continue
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continue to make a fair living in tlie neighbourhood, and there is no question that^the prospects of Kiandra, from a mining
point of view-, are brighter at present than they have been for some time. At Toolong, a number of miners still make a
living, but tlie gold is very scattered, and uncertain as to quantities. At Grey Mares, Boogong, a tunnel is being put in
under aid from the Prospecting Vote to test a reef at a depth. The sluicing claim in this locality continues to yield good
wages. Prospecting operations are still being carried on at Bark Huts, but no discovery of any moment has yet been
made.
,
A7mifyie!f« Dirision.
Very little gold is being got in this Division, at the present time the principal work carried on being purely of a
prospecting nature, from which little has resulted so far.
The lease taken up by Messrs Turbot and party, at Bunberra
Creek, has virtually been abandoned, and will probably be reported for cancellation. The gold won during the year in the
locality may be set down at at 50 oz.
g
Cop/ain's Flat Dioision.
The Lake George United Mining and Smelting Company saved in connection with their copper wid silver mining
operations 2,164 oz. of'gold. Since the amalgamation of the two companies, i.e , The Lake George and the New Kohinoor,
the number of hands employed has been greatly increased, and a second furnace has been put in blast.
Ihe company
have hired one of the Government Diamond Drills to further prove the lode, aud should their 'expectations he realised work
will be found for a large number of extra men. The number employed at tlie present time is over 300.
'
Qucanbcyan Division.
There were £1,368 worth of gold won in this Division during the year, as compared with £311 l Os, during 1894, which
is highly satisfactory, seeing the principal mining centres, viz., Bywong and Macs’ Beef, were cut oil, and embraced m the
new division of Buneendorc. A good deal of alluvial mining has been carried on throughout this Division during the year
by small parties of prospectors with very fair results, which would certainly have been better had the season been favourable
and a good supply of water available.
_
Bimgfmlore Dirision.

This new mining Division proclaimed during the year, returned S14 oz. of quartz gold, valued at £3,260. The rush
to Bywong terminated somewhat suddenly, the dry season making work nearly impossible. Several of the claims still
continue to put out good stone, the last crushings from Lowes and Cartwright s claim going about 1 oz. per ton. Johnston
and McAllistir raised 700 tons for 200 oz. ; Giles, Wilson, and party working the Energetic Claim, 02 tons for ] 14 oz. ; ihe
By won o1 Gold mining Syndicate, 120 tons for 400 oz.; and The Coolgardie Prospecting Claim, 113 tons for j0 ok. A largo
quantity of good-looking stone is at grass, which will be treated immediately water for the purpose is available.
Oitndarco Diriaion.

There were 65 oz. of alluvial and 4S oz. of quartz gold won in this Division during the year. About the middle of
the year a slight rush set in to Dairy Creek, situated 7 miles S.E. of Gundaroo Township, consequent upon the discovery
of a gold-bearing vein on the property of Messrs. Batt, Rodd, and Purvcs. Several leases have been applied for, but so far
little work has been done to prove the value of the discovery. Subsequent to this discovery' another gold-bearing vein was
found on the gold reserve adjoining the above property. Although uairow aud difhcult to follow, it is rich, and has proved
payable. A gold-bearing reef has also been struck on Hmdwick’s land winch has been reported payable. As prospecting
work is being vigorously carried on in this Division some valuable discoveries are anticipated during Ihe coming year.
Alluvial mining in this Division is restricted to Brook’s Creek, where about twenty men are fossicking among the old
workings.
Wui/ya Wayga Dirision.
Prospecting was i ery active during part of the year round Wagga Wagga, but the results have not reached expec
tations. The deposits of stream-tin carrying a fair quantity of gold, to ho found near Pullitop, would, it is thought, prove
payable were suflicient water available for sluicing purposes. There is a large area of payable ground m tins locality, if
the water difficulty could lie overcome.
Socthekv Mixing District,
Braidtrood Division.

There are S2 alluvial gold-miners working in this Division, including 12 Chinamen, who won among them S00 oz. of
gold, valued at £3,0S0, which is 135 oz. itos than the quantity won in 1894. Although a slight decrease is shown the
returns must be looked upon as satisfactory, in view of the fact that the year 1895 will long bo remembered throughout tho
District as one of the most disastrous oo record, both from an agucultural and mining point of view, 1 he greatest portion
of the small rainfall fell during ihe early part of the year, consequently the crops were a failure and the carrying on of
mining operations rendered nearly impossible. Four batteries were thrown idle from want of water, and many of the streams
considered permanent arc now dry. ’Die most important work carried on in the District during tlie year was the cutting
of the grauite-har at Snowball by The Enterprise Sluicing Syndicate, by means of aid from the Prospecting Vote, a work
that has been talked of by the local miners for the last thirty years. Xothwithstanding that the operations of the
Company have been greatly curtailed by want of water for sluicing purposes, gold in sufficscnt quantities to pay a™™
Working expenses lias been got, which goes to prove that the venture u ill be a profitable one when rani does fall, -the
dimensions of the race are 4J chains in length by 9 feet deep, through solid granite, it will serve to drain a large area of
auriferous couutry hitherto unworkable.
Araluen

Dirision.

Gold to the value of £11,577 was won in this Division, which is a little short of the yield during 1891. The effects
of tho lato drought were severely felt in this Dirision, and when rain sets in a large increase in the held may be looked for.
A party at Bell’s Creek recoiled aid from the Prospecting Vote to further test their claims—and have been successful in
strikin'* very cooil-looking stone. Efforts are now being made to raise money to develop the discoveries. At the Bells
Creek battery, 13S tons of stone were put through for a yield of 167 oz., and another 50 tons arc ready to treat when water
is available.
_
Major's Creek Division.

The returns show that the value of the gold won within this Division during the year, was £5,SG3, an increase of about
£600 on the returns for the previous year
With few exceptions, no new discoveries have been made during J£9o in
this Division, the gold beinv non principally from old abandoned ground. During the dry weather when siuicing ivorlr was
stopped a great many of the claim-holders on the old workings were breaking down banks of earth into their gremndsluicers, which they expect will pay well when the wet season sets in, At Long Flat the puddling machines have been
idle more than half the year, and great heaps of wash-dirt arc slacked, awaiting nun. Snobs Beef has been reopened
and the present owners mean to give it a fail trial. During the year they raised l,4,i0 tons, which yielded 2o/ oz. free
cold ; and 525 oz. from pyrites, which were treated at Maryborough in Queensland, The shaft is now down 186 feet, and 24
men find constant employment. So fur only one party has taken advantage of the 33rd section of the Mining on 1 nvato
Lands Act, 1894. Many of the minors in this District complain of the 10 per cent, royalty and the 10s. per month license
fee, which they state is exorbitant for ground that lias been worked off and on for the past forty-four yours. It is eonfidentlv expected that some good quartz reefs will shortly' he found in this locality'.
Little Hirer Dirision.
Tim extremely diy season had tlie effect of reducing the yield of gold in this Division from 2,200 oz. m 1894 to
1,669 oz. in 1893, the principal work being confined to mere fossicking in the vicinity of the river. Several quartz leaders
were found by some of the parties and followed to water level, the crushings weighed m the aggregate 2o tons, from which
100 oz. of gold were got. This was, of course, picked ore, tlie lower grade stoue being stacked for future treatment. A
syndicate is said to be in course of formation to work the Day Dawn reef below water level 205 feet at which point the
water is unusually heavy, and requires powerful machinery to deal with it. The Homeward Bound and Scotch Lassie
Leases stopped work at the 100-foot level—the water beating them out.
Mernga
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Nerriga Division,

■

Tho yield from this Division was 700 oz. of alluvial and 90 oz. of quartz gold, a decrease of 357 oz. due to the scarcity
of water for mining purposes, the men being driven from tho table land to work in the bed .of the Shoal haven River,
During tho early part of the year a large number of men from Sydney started work on the banks of the river, but the
short stay made by them would indicate that their expectations were not realised. A Sluicing Company has been formed to
work certain alluvial claims at -Colombo, and an English company has purchased the Baaula property, near Nerriga,
whereon it proposes expending a sum of £30,000. Other companies on the river intend improving their water supply,
and on the whole there is a marked improvement on the river in connection with this class of mining.
Sfclligen Division,

Mining matters were anything hut brisk during the year in this Division, and only 100 oz. of quartz gold were won, the
result of u crushing of 256 tons, only about one-third the quantity won in 1894. The low average yield per ton may be accounted
for hy the fact that during the year several new reefs were found and tried, some of them giving very small yields, although a
large percentageu'ent over 1 oz. per ton. Matters will probably liven up somewhat during the coming year, as40acres of leases
were applied for during the last two months of 1S93, principally at Clyde Mallow, where a battery is in course of erection.
Brimbramalla is considered a good field, hut is langishmg for capital, the miners being mostly poor men. There arc several
good properties there, which, if amalgamated, should pay handsomely, and they have the advantage of an abundant supply
qf water. The crushing plant erected hy the Phoenix Compauy at Currowan has been removed, hut Braithwaite and party
are still doing fairly well by means of one stamper worked by hand. The same party are erecting a four-head battery, to
1 be worked by horse-power, the tailings to be saved for special treatment. Another good property of 30 acres is being
developed by White and party ; but at present there is no battery in the vicinity to treat this stone. There is very little
alluvial mining going on in this Division at the present time, and the quantity of gold got was only about 5 oz, from this
source.
■
Bateman’s Bay Division.

This is a new division of the Southern Mining District, and was formed in consequence of the growing importance
of tho mining operations being carried on on Big Hill, near Bateman’s Bay. The returns show that 90 oz. of alluvial, and
204 oz. of quartz gold were won during the year, giving a total value of £1,041. Fullerton and party have sold their claim
to a compauy who have purchased several adjoining claims, with a view of floating them on the Loudon market. Fitzgerald
Bros., had one crushing of 33 tons for 87 oz. Several other parties are at work on the Hill, prospecting, with promising
indications, some of them in receipt of aid from the Prospecting Vote. At Sandy Creek, lying between Mogo and Bimhimhi,
some good veins have recently been struck, and several parties are now at work in the locality. Coates aud party had a
trial crushing of 10 tons for 22 oz. of gold. Keating and party, at Bimbimbi, have erected two batteries, and hove sold
their claim for a good figure. Several other parties are at work, and are sanguine of striking something payable during
the coming year.
Moruya Division.

Bateman's Bay, formerly part of this Division, having been proclaimed a separate division under the Mining Act,
has reduced the returns materially, the quantity of gold wron being 330 oz., valued at £1,195. At Turlinjah, Stathali
and party have leased part of the Italia Mine, but little work has been done since the lease was taken up. They
arc raising a little quartz from the 50-foot level, their deepest level being 130 feet. Several quartz claims are at work,
on Donkey Hill, near Moruya, and although tlie stoue has to he carted a long way for treatment, the miners appear
satisfied with the result. Cleaver and party are in receipt of aid from the Prospecting Vote to sink a 100-foot shaft on their
reef. About twenty men are fossicking among the old workings, hut the scarcity of water lias prevented them from earning
more than a bare living.
-

IFerrigundah Division.

The returns from this Division show a satisfactory increase on the previous year, being 1,174 oz. ’.■allied at £5,127,
the yield in 1894 being 889 oz, valued at £3,000. In quartz mining very little work has been done, and only 170 tons were
crushed at the local battery, which gave 122 oz. of gold. Cram and party during the year discovered a new vein on Captain's
Creek and their trial crushing of 294 tons yielded 494 oz. of gold. The 'Tin Pot Mine was abandoned during tho last quarter
of the year, but there is a probability of it being taken up again by an English company. There are several other quartz
claims at work but they are only doing prospecting work. In alluvial miningabout 160 men have been making a fair living
daring the year. A party of 20 chinamcn on Cowdrey’s private land have won a considerable quantity of gold, hut the
exact amount could not he ascertained.
IVagonga Division.

There were 652 oz. of gold tvon in this Division during the year as compared with 1,119 oz. in 1S04. During the
year Bailey and Miles sold their mine to the Mount Dromedary Gold-mining Company (Limited), and the two mines are
now- being worked under the one management. The returns from stone crushed during the year proved satisfactory, hut
the scarcity of water for the purpose retarded operations very much. The other mines on the mountain are in tho same
osition—a large quantity' of stone has been raised but cannot he treated for want of water. Considerable prospecting work
as been done westerly from the old workings and several veins discovered, that give promise of yet becoming payable. A
syndicate took up a 20-acre lease on old alluvial ground at Bermagui, on which tiiey placed a patent gold-saving machine,
hut the result has not reached expectations. The Prospectors is the only claim at work on tho Coolagalite Field, all
the other lenses having been cancelled,

E

Cobargo Division.

There is very little mining going on in this Division of any importanca There are still a few foBsickers woik ing the
old alluvial ground who seem satisfied with their returns. A party of three are sinking on a reef at Brassknockcr, but have'
uot been successful in striking anything payable so far.
Beya Division.

Tlie principal scene of mining operations in this Division is known as the Nelson Diggings, situated 10 miles north
from Bega. Work is carried on in the various creeks and gullies that take their rise in the Doctor George Range of
mountains. The country is mostly composed of slate, though the range is of granite formation, A bolt of basalt crosses
the creek at almost right angles immediately above where the gold is found and tho general opinion of the more experienced
of tho men employed is that a lead of gold exists under the basalt. From one of the reefs outcropping in tho locality 3 tons
wore raised from a depth of 30 feet, and on treatment at a Pambnla Battery' yielded 17 dwt. per ton. Prospecting work is
being vigorously proceeded with and occasionally specimens much richer than the quartz treated at Pambnla arc found. At
the foot of the ranges and a mile nearer to Bega, alluvial mining haa, been carried on for many years past where the gold is
found fairly coarse in sinking from 10 to 18 feet. It is thought that a thorough prospecting of tliis Division would lead to
important discoveries.
'
Bambu/a Division.
The value of the gold won in this Division during the year was £27,534, more than double the value of that won in
1894. A decided revival set in during the last few mouthy of the year, on tho Pambula gold-field, owing to the important
fresh developments in the Falkner’s mine. A great number of the cancelled leases have been retaken up, aud work started,
which has resulted in new finds being made on those portions.
The Falkner’s Gold-mining Company's shaft is now down
120 feet; but work has been carried on during the year, principally at the 90-foot level, and the quantity of stone
raised was 2,051 tons, which yielded gold to tho value of £21,540, the average number of men employed being sixteen.
The Mount Gabon Gold-mining Company employs eighteen men, and during the year raised 1,465 tons of stone,
which returned 4064 oz. of gold, and from 1,740 tons of tailings the same company saved by the cyanide process other
8584 oz. of gold, valued in all at £4,289. Tins company’s shaft is 360 feet deep, at which level work is now being carried
on. The Alount Lewisson Gold-mining Company raised 45 tons, which yielded gold to the value of £560. The Great
Victory Compauy, 17 tons for 1194 oz., valued at £478 ; and the Hidden Treasure Company, 43 tons for 944 oz-r valued at
£277. The Victory, the Diorite, and Great Southern Companies are still at work, hut returns as to their yield during the
year were not available. Gold-mining in the npighlmurhnnd of Wyndlmm, was, during the rirrty part of tho year all hut
ebandoiicd.’
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abandoned. Early in July, however, Donnelly and party reported having discovered payable gold on cancelled mineral
lease portion 6, and that their trial crushing of 14 tons had yielded nearly 45 oz. of gold. This caused a large number of
mineri to start prospecting work, and ground was pegged out in all directions. Several syndicates have taken up land in
this locality, and arc making arrangements to give the ground a thorough trial, Messrs. R, Y. Medcalf and party, who
hold 143 acres under mineral lease, have sent 3t> tons of stone to Oermany for special treatment, but the returns are not
yet to hand. Robert Saddington and Oo., of Sydney, have taken up several abandoned leases, and are erecting machinery
to pump the water from the shafts. A few ■ alluvial miners are at work alxmt 15 miles north-east from Timbilica Post
office, which is situated a few miles from the Victorian border. The deposits so far found have not proved to be of any
extent, but it is thought that fresh ground will be struck on the ranges to the north-east of the prospectors' claim.
Bmnhala Division.

There are seventy-eight men, including thirteen Chinese, employed in gold-mining in this Division, and the result
of their labour was 545 oz, of alluvial gold, valued at £2,071, which is an increase of a little over 100 oz. on the previous
year. Quartz-mining in this Division is confined to prospecting, and several parties are receiving Government assistance to
prosecute that work.
Ta/icaZ Division.
The returns from this Division could not be obtained, although the quantity of gold won must have been considerable.
The Caledonian mine continues to yield good gold, and the lease adjoining is reported to be very rich. By the end of the
year all the batteries, with the exception of a small one at Clyde Mallow, had to shutdown through want of water. When
the English companies formed to work the mines in this locality have completed their work for conserving water large
returns may be expected from this district.
Jfye Park Division.
There were about 100 men prospecting throughout this Division during the year, hut no payable finds were reported.
The alluvial ground tried was proved to be not payable, and the quantity of gold found, if any, could not bo ascertained.
Jicrrima Division.

'

m
_ M'ith the exception of the East Kangaloon Diamond-mining Company there is little mining work going on in this
Division. The above-named company in connection with its diamond prospecting operations save a little gold, The
company has erected a small steam puddling-machine, and constructed two small dams to conserve water. The hydraulic
sluicing companies ou the river, have, witli one or two exceptions, ceased working principally through scarcity of water, but it
is stated that an English company is making preparations to start work on a gravitation scheme for supplying water to work
the deposits instead of pumping it. It is believed that by this means the extensive body of auriferous drifts on tho river
can be profitably worked,
Yass Division.

'

The only mining being cartied on in this Division is on the Red Hill, about 14 miles from Yass, where several shafts
have been sunk. A trial crushing of 6 tons was sent to Sydney for treatment, which was reported to have gone 6 oz. of gold
per ton. Very little work has been done on the ground since, but it is the intention of the party to have another parcel of
the stone tested in Sydney, Several claims have been pegged out in the vicinity of the prospectors' claim, but little work will
be done till the result of the further test of the stone is known.
The Hunter ash Macleav Mining District,
■
Cojidand Division.
The gold won In this Division during the year amounted to 454 oz., valued at £1,558, about £1,000 worth less than
the quantity won in 1894. Tliis district has suffered severely from the drought, and many of the batteries were unable to
work. The Lady Belmore mine did not turn out so well as in past years; only one crushing of 70 tons was put through,
which yielded 172 oz. of gold, a much poorer return than obtained from previous crushings. The party working the old
Mountain Maid mine took out n small quantity of stone from the old stopes, which returned about 1J oz. per ton. Carter,
Fallon, and Seiman, who hold leases on the old Mountain Maid line of reef, arc still driving their tunnel under aid from
the Prospecting Vote, but have not yet struck the reef. The tributors of the Hidden Treasure took out a crushing which
did not turn out payable. The machinery on the mine is now unable to cope with tho heavy influx of water into this mine,
Chubb and party are still working on the Centennial reef, but it does not show any gold at present. At Bowman
mining is at a standstill owing to the scarcity of water, tho batteries there being driven by water-wheels, At Cobark,
Fitzgerald and party and Mitchell and party have raised small crushings, which have not paid wages, Anderson and
party won about 32 oz. from their sluicing claim, and about 80 oz. of alluvial gold were got by the fossickers working in
the creeks and gullies.
°
Dungog Division.

The returns from this Division have not come up to expectations, the total yield being only 137 oz., as against
205 oz. won during 1894. Several claims at Monkerai have stopped work owing chiefly to the want of capital. About the
end of the year 20 acres of Church and School lands on Lawler's Creek were pegged out, whore splendid surface shows can
be obtained. The_prospectors are sanguine that they will strike sometliing payable. The claim at Cherry Tree Hill, near
Dungog, has been idle during the year. The quartz-claims at Whispering Gully, above Upper Wangat, are deserted, and
the miners have turned their attention to the alluvial ground in the valley with good results, some beautiful nuggets being
unearthed at Wangat. Four claims have had fair returns from their crushings, viz., the Brandon, Mountaineer, Welcome
Stranger, and Wonga Wonga. Gardner and party at Redbank, near Lower Wangat, aro steadily pushing in their tunnel,
which is now in 171 feet. They are in receipt of aid from tlie Prospecting Vote.
.
_

Kempsey

Division.

As far as could be ascertained only a few ounces of gold wore won in this Division during the year, Tho Deep Creek
gold lease was not worked. Some years ago tliis mine was purchased hy Messrs. Cochrane and Gcarey, and some
difficulty arose which prevented the leases being transferred to their names.
When this has been done it is the intention
of the purchasers to fully develop the mine, which, if proved payable, would be of great benefit to the district. The plant
and chlorination works on the mine are valued at £14,000.
JVirce Division.
,,
Tliel'e are about forty-five men prospecting in this Division, principally at Twill Creek, situated about 60 miles from
Taree, and it is stated that they are earning fair wages, although no information as to the quantity of gold won could be
got. About twenty-five men are employed at Cells Creek, where some good stone is being obtained, which is crushed
by a battery woikcd by water-power.
Peel and Uralla Mining District.
Glen Innes- Division.

'

-

Owing to the partial or total cessation of work on many of the auriferous reefs, and the want of water for sluicing
purposes, there has been a falling off in the production of gold in this Division during tho year, which as near as can be
ascertained was CGI oz., as compared with 1,848 oz, in 1894. The returns from Oban show an incroaso, mainly due to the
settlement there of a number of tho unemployed sent up from Sydney in the early part of the year. Work is still being
carried on at Glen Elgin, but the production of gold from these mines has decreased considerably, and shows no present
sign of recovering. The machinery employed for crushing aud saving the gold is ample and costly, and the lodes not
dW-Ciut to work, which average over 1 oz. per ton. Still no increase in the yield from this locality can be reported, A
good deal of prospecting work is going on in this district, and although no new discoveries have'been reported daring the
year, it is quite probable that important developments may take place ot any time.
Kookahoohra
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Kookabookra

Division,

Tho quantity of gold won in this Division during the year was about 635 oz., which is very little less than the previous
year. Quartz-mining in tliis locality has been entirely in abeyance during the year, and is likely to remain so until a more
economical and careful system of working and treating the stone obtains m lieu of the wasteful method formerly in vogue.
The reefs here would pay tho working miner if held under miner’s right and tlie abundant water-power at hand in the
Mitchell River utilised for driving the batteries, and so reducing the generally heavy cost of crushing to a minimum. The
old Butcher's reef was worked for a couple of months during the latter part of the year by Cameron and Mourilyan, who
erected a small 3-head stamper battery ivorked by water-power. They raised about 10 tons of stone, which is said to
have yielded 2 oz. per ton. A large number of men are fossicking on the old Oban Field, Nowland’s Creek, and tho Mitchell
River, and appear to be quite satisfied with the returns from their labour.
Armklale Division.

i There were 854 oz. of alluvial gold won in this Division during the past year, being just about double the quantity
won in 1894. Some good returns aro being got at Puddlcdock, where a number of men are making fair wages. Work is
still going on at Tilbuster, and the Great Britain mine is in course of being floated into a company, when operations will
be extended, Rafferty and party, who received aid to further test the Zulu Reef in vicinity of Tilbuster, reported
payable gold on the 15th January, 1896, Tlie reef is situated three-quarters of a mile S.B. from the Tilbuster public
school. The reef averages 9 inches wide, and 7 tons 17 cwt. taken from the 54-foot level yielded 9 oz. 17 dwt. of gold.
Several parties are now at work prospecting for a continuation of the vein.
Hillgrove Division.

This Division ranks next to Orange os tho largest gold-producing district in New South Wales, tho output for
the year being 21,617 oz,, valued at £75,660, which is just 567 oz, of an increase on the yield for 1894. The Baker’s
Creek Gold-mining Company still holds the pride of place in this Division, and have been continuously crushing during
tlie year, the quantity of stone put through being 13,758 tons, for a yield of 15,804 oz., valued at £55,095. Four
dividends of Is. per share were paid during the year, representing £20,000. The company has rapidly proceeded with
the development of its property, and the depth of the main shaft is now 800 feet, and levels are opened out every 100 feet.
The reefs in this property appear to be still going down, and according to present indications this mine will be a largo
employer of labour for many years to come, and promises to be prosperous and permanent. The past year has seen a great
change in the Elcanora mine, the stone treated being 12,202 tons, for a yield of 4,907 oz,, valued at £17,016. Under tho
new management tlie work of development has been pushed on, and the mine is now fairly well opened up. The depth of
the main shaft is 615 feet, and tho south shaft 250 feet. Ten additional 6 feet fme vauners have been erected and will
start working iu a few days. This mine furnishes an object lesson in concentration. Owing to the highly mineralised
nature of the ore, it is very difficult to treat, hut the company have erected the best concentrating plant procurable to
overcome the difficulty, and only a trace of gold can now be got in tlie tailings. After the concentrates are collected from
the frue vauners they are calcined iu a reverberatory furnace, the antimony, sulphur and other volatile substances being
driven off. The ore is then bagged and sent to Wallaroo, when the gold is extracted, Seventy thousand tons of tailings
which have accumulated at this mine will be treated in due course, and this, with the fact that the reef appears to get
richer with depth, should materially increase the returns from this Division during the coming year. This company’s plant
is valued at £29,000. The Garibaldi Gold-mining Company’s mine has been worked by a few tributors only, who obtained
110 oz. of gold from 61 tons of stone. This mine is on the same line of reef as the Eleanora Company, and has just been
floated on the London market for a large sum. The Baal Gammon lease has been worked on the surface only, and 50 oz.
of gold, valued at £175, were got from 7 tons of stone. Capital is badly needed to develop this property. The Golden
Gate Company lias just completed the erection of a 10-hcad battery driven by electric power, and the construction of a dam
capable of conserving a large quantity of water. The length of the main drive is now 400 feet along tho course of the reef,
and aid has been granted from the Prospecting Vote to continue it. Concentrating machinery is urgently required on this
mine, as a large percentage of tho gold is lost in the tailings. The stone put through was 107 tons, for 176 oz. of gold.
Baker’s Creek No. 1 Extended have obtained nine months’ suspension, and the syndicate is trying to float the property on
the London market. The Baker’s Creek Proprietary Company has been at work during the year, but owing to the dry
season has been unable to crush for more than a few’weeks, hut they obtained 341 oz. of gold. A trial crushing of 110 tons
was put through, which wont over 1 oz. per ton. It is expected that operations on a more extensive scale will be carried
on during the coming year. Numerous other small parties have been at work in the vicinity of Hillgrove during the past
12 months, and in most instances have made good wages. The Rock Vale Freehold Company’s mine at Rock Vale has lately
been taken over by a Sydney syndicate, who purpose treating the stone by concentrating, and with that view arc erecting
frue vanners. There are fourteen men employed on the mine at the present time raising stone and making alterations iu
the plant. Several parties are working on the 'Wollomombi River for alluvial gold with varying success. One party is
sinking through the basalt at Surface Hill for a deep lead supposed to be there, but have not yet bottomed. Speaking
generally of tliis Division, it is to be regretted that electricity as a motive power has not proved such a complete success
as anticipated, duo to the late excessively dry season, and before the system can be considered complete provision will have
to be made for storing water in the Gara River to combat the effects of a future drought. It is also considered that if the
other companies would erect proper concentrating plant that tlie returns from this field would show a marked difference
in the future.
Ifillyrove

Wrst Division.

The returns from this Division show that 7,588 oz. were won during the year, valued at £26,759, a decrease of 2,730
oz. on the return for 1894. This result is directly due to the drought, which lasted from February until October, when the
principal mines liad to be shut down the greater part of tho year. The West Sunlight Reef Gold-mining Company suffered
considerably from want of water, and could only crush 5,894 tons of stone, which yielded 2,262 oz, of gold, valued at
£8,035. This mine is now in good working order ; large additions have been made to the gold-saving machinery. The
Sunlight Gold-mining Company worked under more favourable circumstances through the year, although it had to shut
down at different times from want of water. The stone crushed by it was 10,008 tons, which yielded 4,839 oz., valued at
£16,888. Additional gold-saving machinery has been erected hy the above company, which is working well. Murgatroyd
and party are still driving their tunnel to cat the reef worked by this company. A number of the old Earl of Hopetoun
blocks have been satisfactorily worked by diflerent parties on tribute, the quantity of stone crushed being 240 tons for
337 oz. The Starlight mine crushed 60 tone for 150 oz. The tributors work under a great disadvantage, as their stone
has to be packed to the public battery on top of tlie falls.
Uralla Division.

,
The gold product of this Division was 2,220 oz. of alluvial gold, a decrease of 36 oz. on the previous year. During
nine months of the year the alluvial mines on the Rocky River Gold-field could not be fully worked, and sluicing was out
of the question, owing to the drought. Early in the year gold was struck by Nixon and party at the head of Sawpit Gully,
after sinking through l;i0 feet of basalt. A small rush set in, and a large number of shafts wore sunk without success, and
the place is now almost abandoned. In many instances, however, the ground could not be thoroughly tested owing to the
heavy influx of water. Gold is still being obtained by the prospectors. There is a revival in mining on the old Melrose
Field, whore several reefs have been struck ; some of them carrying rich gold, A number of leases have been applied for,
but little has yc_S been done by way of development. Several reefs have been discovered on private land during the year,
the value of which is now being proved.
Walcka. Division.

There were 1,069 oz. of gold won in this Division, as compared with 921 oz. in 1894. Healy and party, at Glen
Morrison, raised about 30 tons of stone from their Brunga Park claim, which yielded 23 oz. 18 dwt., and from another
quartz-claim at Wrandunby they obtained 17 oz., valued at £3 5s. per oz. About thirty men arc employedin the vicinity of
Nowendoc working the alluvial, and they average £1 per week per man. Prospecting work is still being carried ou at Tia,
where very promising indications are being obtained.
Swamp
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Swamp Oat aixl Nimqcda Division.

The Mining Registrar Office at Niaugala !ms been abolished and amalgamated with that at SiVam^ Oak. Ab far aa
could be ascertained, the gold won was 2,150 oz., valued at £0,330. There is no improvement to report in this Division,
as the majority of the leases are idle; the only ones worthy of note working are the “ Highland Mary,” at Sw'anip Oak, ahd
the “Jersey," at Niangala, both of which are-putting out first-class stone, averaging 3 oz. per ton. These mines are
both sinking, and the stone improves with depth: the "Highland Mary” shaft being down 110 feet, and tbe
"Jersey ” 130 feet. Capital is required to cope with the water and continue the shafts to a depth on this field, when it is
thought that many of tbe reefs now idle would be found payable. The bulk of tbe claims at Paradise are idle.
Tamworth Division.

If there was any gold won in this Division during the year the amount could not bo ascertained. A number of men
are working up Spring Creek and around Moonbi, and although some of them reported small finds of gold, itis very difficult
to obtain correct information as to the quantity of gold won by tbem. Marsh and party have taken up 8 acres of land at
Moonbi under the Mining on Private Lands Act, and operations will be started at an early date.
Jffinidie Division.

The gold won in this Division was 4,SjG oz., valued at £16,823, ns compared with 3,610 oz. won in ISO4, which is a
very satisfactory increase considering the very dry weather experienced during nine months of the year. Isaacsohn and
Thompson's claim has been sold to a London Company, and is now worked by the Tamworth Gold-mining Company.
Under new management the mine is being thoroughly opened up and put in working order. A 10-head Frazer battery,
with 300-lb. stamps, is being erected with self-feeding and concentrating tables, to be driven by a 48-inch Pelton wheel.
Work is being pushed forward on the claims at the Rocks, hut nothing payable has been struck so far. A patch of 25 oz.
was struck in the Black Snake mine about Christinas time, and Decgan and party got some very rich quartz. Stringer
and party, working at Hanging Bock, got a patch which yielded 200 oz. of gold. At Bowling Alley Point mining matters
have been very quiet. The Peel River Proprietary Company did a lot of work during the first half of the year in blank
country, hut afterwards picked up the shoot of gold, and the subsequent enishings have proved payable, hut its total
returns for the year were not available. A few sluicing parties in tins locality are making fair wages. A large numbeb
of men are still working on the hanks of the Pee! River, some of them it is said do well, while others only make a bare
living,
Detidemeer Division.

There were 298 oz. of gold won in this Division, got principally on the McDonald River, where 60 Europeans and
0 Chinese find employment. Had a sufficient supply of water been available, the returns from this locality would have been
much larger.
Bingara Division.

Returns from this Division state that 1,494 oz. of gold were won during last year, as against 1,393 oz., rained at
£5,129, won in 1894. Numerous applications were made during the year for suspension owing to the scarcity of water,
while other claim-holders loft without applying for suspension. A Sydney syndicate has been vigorously carrying on pros
pecting work at Barrack Creek, and are so satisfied with their prospects that they have erected a battery. Attention is
again being directed to the old Ballarat and Bendigo leads at Upper Bingara, and also the Black Reef, where a latgc area
has been taken up under lease application. Several of ‘the parties, notably Jones and company on Little Bendigo, and
Messrs. Miller and party on the Black Reef, are obtaining good results. The old All Nations gold leases at Bingara town
ship have been applied for again, but no work has been done so far. About 130 men are fossicking in this Division, some
making more than wages, one man producing 1 oz. 18 dwt. for a week's work. A large number of the men are not the
holders of a Miner's Right, but if they strike anything worth protecting they soon take stops to procure one.
Barmia Division.

The returns give the yield of this Division as 250 oz., but it is questionable if it includes all the gold won in the
district. About seventy miners and their families are located at Wood's Reef, where a lot of prospecting work is being
carried on ; but the field is badly in want of machinery to develop it. There is a small battery on the ground, but it does
not crush for the public. Oeo. Allen and party have a good show of gold in their new find, and several other parties have very
promising indications indeed. H. Goodman's water-wheel is at a standstill for u*ant of water. At the Crow Mountains
there are about six claims on good gold, and this locality, from all appearances, is the coming field within this Division.
Watt and Davis have erected a crushing machine on this field for their own use, but when occasion permits they oblige the
miners by putting a small lot through. The usual number of fossickers are still scattered throughout the district, getting
sufficient gold for their immediate wants.
Stewart's Jirool' Division.

The gold won in this Division is set down at 1,210 oz., valued at £4,356. No new development has taken place on
the field during the year. The Stewart's Brook Gold-mining Company has been formed to work the claim lately held by
W. L. Adams and party, and Towns and Ninncss, both on the Hidden Treasure line of reef. The works are progressing
very favourably, and the prospects of the new company are promising. The New Royal Standard Company's mine is
turning out good stone, and the shareholders are receiving dividends. The smaller claims are working away as usual; but
under the disadvantages attending the \\ ant of capital to properly develop their claims, and erect the necessary plant
required to make them highly payable. The Denison field is much in the same state, and will remain so till capital is
brought in to put the claims on a good working basis.
.
New En&land Mimso District.
Fairfield Division.

There were 2,978 oz. from quartz, and 3,769 oz. from alluvial won in this Division during theyoar, valued at £23,614,
an increase of £2,397 over the previous year. Notwithstanding the fact that the scarcity of water greatly retarded alluvial
mining, it is highly gratifying to he in a position to report an increase in the yield. The increase in the yield from alluvial
can be accounted for by the coming into force of "The Mining on Private Lands Act,” which caused a large area of
auriferous land on the Yulgilbar Estate to be thrown open to prospectors. The result of this is that over 100 men find
profitable employment, who further speak well of the kindness and consideration shown them by the owner, Mr. Ogilvie.
Mining in the vicinity of Yulgilbar and Lionsville is now assuming a more promising aspect and a large number of respect
able men are collecting in this locality, a large amount of prospecting work is sure to be carried Out during the coming
year when further developments may bo looked for. On the various old Diggings in this Division, a large number of men
find employment, and are likely to do for many years to come. Some make fair wages, the others average about 20s.
per week. During the past year several new developments have taken place notably in the basalt formation at Frasers'
Gully, near Tooloom, but the unusual scarcity of water has prevented the miners from thoroughly prospecting the ground,
Tli e scene of the discovery referred to is on a high ridge of some extent. The depth of sinking varies from 12 to 28 feet,
and in some places about 4 or 5 feet of hard basalt is pierced before the wash is met with, which is composod of river-sand
and water-worn boulders on a very irregular slate bottom. There is every indication that this auriferous deposit is of some
extent, and is the bed of an ancient river running at right-angles to the present course of the Clarence River. Several now
discoveries have also been made in quartz mining during the year, and some rich patches of gold met with, bat unfortunately
they have not been of any great extent. The following list gives the names of the principal quartz mines in full work, at
the present time, with the results from crushings put through by them during the fast twelve mouths :—
Ladv Jersey................................
All Nations ................................ ...............................
Adeline........................................ ...............................
Parkers................... .................. ...............................
Hawkins .................................... ...............................
Littles’ ........................................ ...............................

400
506
64
48
30

„
„
„
„
„

J*

■ 620
291
203
117
55

3,769
2,139
The above mines are all considoreJ payable and as development proceeds, the output of gold will be greatly increased. Tho
total number of men employed gold-mining in this Division is 490 ; 72 of whom are Chinese. Several parties are in receipt
of aid from the Prospecting Vote within this Division, the principal work of that nature being carried on is at Boonoo
Boonoo, where a party is being assisted to sink a shaft to a depth 390 feet in search of tho Buck Reef. The men are pro
ceeding vigorously with the work.
Tenterfieid
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Tenterfieid 'Division.

TWc is very little of importance to report in connection with this Division, the number of men employed in gold
mining being thirty-nine, and the quantity of gold won, was 450 oz. of alluvial valued at £1,237 10h.
Wilson's Downfall Division.

The total quantity of gold won in this division was 161 oz. valued at£5G3 10s., all from alluvial, principally won from
the Accacia Creek and the tnbutarics of the Clarence Uiver, This is a slight increase on the yield of previous years, and
with a favourable season, still better results may be looked for.
Cr.ARESCK AND RICHMOND MINING DlSTHlCT,

’
Grafton Ditision.
.There arc 127 gold miners scattered throughout this Division, and they von among them 1,347 oz. of alluvial and
345 oz, of quartz gold, valued in all at £5,031, a very substantial increase of the yield for 1804, which was only 42* oz.
During the.year new discoveries wore made in the neighbourhood of Buccn Creek, but unfortunately the discoveries have
not been followed up with any great energy, no doubt occasioned by the exceptional scarcity of water in these localities.
The operations of the Sir Walter Scott Cold-mining Company have been much retarded from the same cause, and from
accidents to the machinery. As repairs have now been effected, and it lias a supply of water available, the company
rtiay be expected to add to the returns from this division very considerably. Should the coming year prove favourable, a
large number of men will be at work prospecting throughout this Division,
Aanrt

Creek Division.

There is a very satisfactory increase in the returns from this Division for the year, the yield being 1,554 oz. valued at
£5,833 ; as compared with 427 oz. in 1894. The new finds at Coramba, have drawn attention to that locality, where a
number of leases have been applied for. A trial crushing from the Coramba Queen Claim, of 158 tons, gave a return of 121
oz, Tho Coramba King, 76 tons for 414 oz. The Evening Star Claim, !) tons for SO oz., and 17 tons for 234 oz. of gold.
Huihnm and Rudder had a 5-tou crushing, which yielded close on 4 oz. per tori. Nicholson and Pollock crushed from their
prospecting claim 15 tons for 70 oz., and Tyson and Cook, the owners of gold-lease 332, had five crushings of 68 tons in the
aggregate tvhich yielded the handsome return of 175 oz. of smelted gold. The above returns will show that some of the
reefs at Coramba are highly pajable, and as none on them have been proved to any great depth, the locality seems to be one
worthy the attention of capitalists. Several parties are at work at Tallcwadjuh Creek raising good stone. Jairett and
party, tho prospectors, had one crushing of 28 tons for 63 oz. Lachlan M ‘Kinnon, working the Homeward Bound Claim,
54 tons for 42$ oz., and Wm. Parker and party, crushed 12 tons for 17 oz. of gold.
Prospecting is also being carried on
by Goldspring, Tyson, and party at the West Branch, Upper Orara, where the indications arc very promising.
DalmoHon

Division.

,
Returns from ail the mine-owners within this Division could not he obtained, but ah far as can be ascertained the
yield was 572 oz., valued at £2,144," as compared with £3.984; the value of the yield in 1894. Mining matters have been
' very dull in this Division for some time, with no immediate prospect of an improvement. Many of the old mines have been
retried by different parties of men, but the result invariably proved unsatisfactory, and most of them are now abandoned.
The Tower Hill Mine has been worked a little during the year, but the results have not proved satisfactory. The Mount
Rea Mine link been purchased by ah English Company, and is likely to prove a payable property; machinery is to bo
erected without delay. The Mount Remarkable Mine lias LcCu turning out payable stone during the last feu months of
the year, and may yet repay the outlay of the owners. The New Era Mine was again tried to the extent of a 20-ton
crushing, but the result was only fU dwt, per ton, and it will probably Ire again abandoned. A party of two are raising
a crashing from the Carbine, in the hope that it may pay to work. McDougall and party are putting in a tunnel at the
head of Chandler's Crook, by means of aid from the rruspccling Vote; hut the i-eef does not seem to improve as it goes in.
The owners of the Hawkeye claim have recently had a small crushing, which yielded I oz. 5 dwt. per ton, which will
pay if systematically worked. All the other mines in this Division are Shut down for an indefinite period. Several
grants of aid from the Prospecting Vote were made to miners in this Division, but so far only one party have availed them
selves of the assistance offered. The explanation seems to be, that unless the aid offered is sufficient to cover the full cost of
the work, it is allowed to lapso. The Black Slate Mine is in course of being floated on tho London market, and when
arrangements have been completed, employment will be found fora large number of extra hands, the number employed at
the present time being about 30. Fossidters are not meeting with much success in this locality, and can only make a bare
living.
.
*
Baltina, Division.
The quantity of gold won in this Division is set down at 2,345 oz., valued at £9,962, which is an increase of £6,512
on tho yield for 1891. All the gold was won from the sand on the various sea-beaches and terraces, and it is estimated that
OOO men now lind profitable employment at this class of mining. A good payable lead was discovered during the year in the
locality of the Esk River by M'Auley and party. The scene of tnc discovery is situated about three quarters of a mite
inland in a direct line from the sea beach, and is known as M'Auley’s Lead. Some of the claims on this lead have prrivdd
very rich, and have returned tntbe lucky owners as much as £10 pel week per man for some months past. Prosi>ecting
work is being vigorously proceeded with on the various beaches and terraces on the coast lying between the Clarence Uiver
and the Brunswick Hoads, more especially in tho neighbourhood of Jerusalem, Bullock and Glosty Creeks, Evans River,
aVoodburu, Broadwater, and Byron Bay.
Note.—Attention is directed to an exhaustive and valuable report by Mr. Geological Surveyor Came, on pages 149
to 160 of this volume, who deals fully with the field and its prospects. It may be here stated that the Department has
decided to assist the miners from the Prospecting Vote to further test these beaches in a systematic manner.
Maclean

DLision,

It is estimated that 4.)5 oz. of gold were won in this Division during the year. As in the Ballina Division the
mining is confined chiefly to the sea-beaches, and from the number of men engaged in purely prospecting work in the
locality there is every probability of new leads being discovered.
Tub Cobar Miking District.
Cobar and Mount Drysdale Division,

The returns of gold from this Division fall short of the yield for 1894, the amount being only 10,000 oz. as compared
with 18,524 oz. the previous year. The largo decrease can be accounted for by tbe fact that the Mount Drysdale and the
New- Eldorado Companies did not crush so much ore during the year as usual, a large number of the men being employed
constructing dams and erecting machinery. The Mount Pleasant Company has also erected a 10-head battery, and the
Young Australian Company has machinery on the ground ready to erect. The Port Bourkc Tunnel and several adjoining
properties have been acquired by Messrs. Janin and party, who propose erecting a largo cyanide plant on the mine. The
following list gives returns from stone put through by several of the principal companies ;—
Occidental
8,647 tons for.......................................
1,492 oz.
Cobar Mining Co.
1,781 ,, „
288 ,,
Mount Drysdale
150 ,, „ ..................................,.................. 1,700 ,,
Mount Pleasant
469 ,, ,,
87 „
Great Western
870 ,, „
951 ,,
New Eldorado
350 :) „
1,350 ,,
The rush to the new finds at Gilgunnia during the year caused a number of the Mount Drysdale miners to leave the district,
the result being that numbers of claims have been abandoned, and are.now lyiugidle. Prospecting work is being vigorously
carried on in several localities in this Division, and aid from the Prospecting Vote has been granted in several instances.
■Since the passing of the “ Mining on Private Lands Act,” 48 permits were issued by the Warden, with the result that good
gold was discovered at the Peak, near Cobar, and seventeen leases applied for.
'
Gilgunnia
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Gilgunnia Divivion.

the stone; but it is confidently anticipated that a large number of them wiilVove
cnisbinc
machinery is likely to be proceeded with at once, as a tender has been accepted for the construction of a battery tank
Among the principal claims are the Tarcombe Prospecting Claim, with a shaft down 100 feet, the reef at that level beinc
, 50-ft: ?e';cI * dnvc was PllL in ™ the reef for a distance of 120 feet on good gold-bearing stone
About 100 tons of stone from this drive were sent away for treatment, and yielded at the rate of 2 oz per ton Nos 1 and 2
£V1 .
and are now held by the Great Tarcombe Gold-mining Syndicate. The reef in No. 1 shaft at
the 150-ft. level, is 2 feet wide, showing good gold. No. 2 shaft is down 50 feet, and the reef is 12 inches wide at that level
Ihe owners of the Night-Hour Claim have a shaft down 70 feet on a 15-m. reef, showing good gold
About j of a mile

Mullins and party’s Rising Sun Claim loins Her Dream £lfum on the north. ThuT party sent 6 tons to Sydney for
treatment, which yielded 27 oz. of smelted gold, and a total of 49 tons yielded 994 oz. This shaft is down 135 feet What
is known as the Four-mile diggings is situated 4 miles east of the main field. A large number of claims are being worked
irftrtfr,0U„fS<Kl'i"i0kln^-rCefei’ ?hlchi arfe f.*!***611 ,t0 Prov* payable. A large quantity of stone is at grass awaiting the
erection of a local crushing plant, and a further supply of water, which wants have greatly affected the development of the
held. About 18o men are employed in the various claims, and about sixty men are prospecting in the vicinity. It is
expected that some further valuable discoveries will be made in this district.
'
Nymagce Division.

About the beginning of the year fair prospects were discovered in quartz-reef on Restdown Station. ReveraJ claims
were taken up and worked for some time without anything payable being struck. On the Gilgunnia rush setting in, the
ground was all but aNmdoned. Rome very promising prospects have been met with at Hunter’s Gutter on Overflow
Station. Several shafts are being sunk to prove the value of the reefs. There is a large area of land on this station which
beCundb this loacaChtyldCr "’e WOrth teStlng’ and * is not imProbaWe that before the end of the year payable lodes will
ilfoinit Jfope Division.

During the year 3,339 tons of stone were treated by the Mount Allen Gold-mining Company for a yield of 1 187 oz
which is given as the total yield from this Division. This company’s mine is situated 12 miles from Mount Hone, and their
operations have been much retarded through a scarcity of water. The gold occurs in an ironstone-slate formation, and the
stone is now being raised from a depth of 150 feet. During the year thirty-five men, on an average, were employed in the
mine on which plant to the value of about £4,000 has been erected. The Mount Dromedary Gold-mining Company in the
of^ater ^ ^ n0t JeeU workinS> ancI several other leases in the neighbourhood have also been idle through tho scarcity
Euabalong Division.

The principal mine in this Division is owned by The Hrrebenden-y Gold-mining Company, which put through 637 tons
of stone for a yield of 420 oz. , valued at £1,650. Work is now being carried on at the 142-ft. level, where tho reef
^ o feet wide bearing north-east and south-west. The company has a battery and pumping-gear on the
ground, ' alucd at about £i00. Partial suspension was granted the company for six months to enable it to deepen the
+ ! hTvV°rk lLk n?'v
1 staodst'11 O'vmg to heavy water. A large amount of prospecting work has been
done in this Division during the year without any new finds of importance being made. True, Knight, and partv are
mt Wold WA !'V gridbt Illawong 40 miles north-east from Cudgellico, where gold in small quantities was found, A
little gold uas also got at Talhibnng, 14 miles south-east from Cudgellico, where 25 acres were applied for and other
er<
other ground
pegged out. Mining is going on at Wilga Mount, 15 miles from Euubalong, and the reef worked there is considered payable.
Condobolin

Division.

rl«ant’ty “f
produced in this Division during the year under notice was 410 oz, valued at £1,691.
In January, McClure and Linden reported that they had discovered payable gold at Cugong, when a small rush set in and
time,t"'cn.ty-five claims were pegged out along the line of reef, and a small township was formed abimt a
abo.ft 2'f
r n ri!'V h°tinB f
^ Jh<; T? fint?'3 £itllated
C miles from the Kiacatoo Station, and
frnm^O
MC° 1C
^achlan
bcl1,'b'llbout 4 wHes from the township. The population has varied
tiom 50 to 150 since March last, and at the present time about 75 men are on the field. Tho best returns so far have been
WnrtfVT1 N°f' 1 f0" '1' h!Uer kn0";n f tbe Ycllow Streak Cla‘m, from which 214 tons of stone were sent to tho Clyde
nlm-myd >■ fol'.freatme“t'
tbe handsome return of 92 oz. of gold. There is 150 tons of stone lying at grass on
this claim awaiting the erection of Mr. 1 color s batter}’, which is nearly completed. Many of the other claims are stacking
to over .TOO tons awaiting treatment. Tho erection of this plant will greatly assist the
development of tho reefs in this locality, os the almost prohibitive cost of carriage to the nearest battery greatly retarded
mining operations, lough and party have taken up the abandoned gold-lease known as the “Surprise/ in the Melrose
Road, near Condobolin, and arc sending atrial crushing to Sydney for treatment.
Fijidd Division.

The exceptional scarcity of water completely paralyzed mining operations in this Division during the past
nnwArd!dnUfCr"&l^°
’ j'" as «>mpared with 875 oz. in 1894. At the end of the year, there were
upwards of 6,000 loads of wash-dirt at grass, estimated to average all through 25s. per load, hut which could not be dealt
with till ram fell.- 1 respecting operations were at a complete standstill, the only water near being a small dam at Fifield
which was reserved entirely lor domestic purposes. Platinum is still being won in connection with the gold-mining
C
durms
j'car b«mg 4]3 oz., worth 23s. peroz. At Fifield and Platina, which are about 3 miles
apart, there are ZoO miners, this number will he greatly increased should the coming year prove favourable.

Tub Albert Misixg District.
Milparinka Division.

with o'unn dlsasll'°"s

^ the past year had the effect of reducing the quantity of gold won to 320 oz., as compared
-SW/ /llealla,VmliImnes at Stringer’s Hill, Four Mile, and Mount Browne, could not puttheir
wash-dirt through, owing to the scarcity of water, and it is all stacked waiting rain. Kitto and party, working the HarJfr0mikvhicllAhey ",ashcd 36 oz- ot gold from seven loads of dirtf The gold
continued to the ISo-ft level, and in all they won 102 oz. from the patch, including one nugget of solid gold weighing 25
oz, Kershaw and party s puddling-machines have been at work when water was available, and saved about 50 oz of ™Id
and two dry blowing machines about 30 oz
Smith and party are down about 200 feet, and they saved about 60 oz.? hut
the other “lines made little more than wages, if that.
The new find of reefs at Warratta and Bendigo was made in February
and ground has been pegged out m all directions. The first lease was applied for by Roberts, and Downs, who formed ft
syndicate of Melbourne residents to test tho ground. A largo amount of work has been done by them in sinking shafts and
Uy open-cutting. Daring the progress of this work, various leaders or veins were cut, all carrying rich, free gold, the veins
varying in width from half an inch to 9 inches, but no well defined reef of any size has yet been found. It may be worthy
of mention, that it was on this lease that the rich specimens were discovered in 1874, and the supposition is that these
specimens came from a noli reef m the vicinity. Very encouraging indicationa are being obtained at West Warratta, in
several
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*everal Open cuttings put in, but insufficient work has been done as yet to prove its value. Work is being carried on
steadily at Warratta East and Moffit'e Gully, and stone is being raised from reefs varying from 18 inches to 3 feet wide.
None of the stone has been tested in bulk so far, but good results are obtained by dollying. The old crushing machine that
was. originally erected at Old Warratta has been purchased and put into thorough repair. It completed two crushings
during the year, one from Hause’s Prospecting Claim at New Bendigo, of 23 tons which gave a return of 4 oz. 2 dwt. per
ton, and tho other from Mannix’s lease, Evans’ Gully, of 13 tons which yielded $ oz. per ton, but this was only poorsurface stone. At New Bendigo seven claims, including the Prospectors’, are on good stone showing free gold, but only
one parcel has been crushed. It is believed that this would prove a payable field if capital were brought to bear on
it. All the quartz-claims and leases arc m the hands of poor men who have not the means to develop them. There are 130 men
employed in gold-mining in this Division including ten Chinese.
Tiboobuira Division.

The quantity of gold won in this Division is given as 1,323 oz., valued at £6,300, all taken from alluvial ground.
The puddling machines have been unable to work during the greater part of the vear through want of water. A good deal
of prospecting work is being carried on throughout the Division, and some new finds might be expected if the men had an
opportunity of getting steadily to work.
White CHJ's Division.

The only mining being carried on in this Division is on the White Cliff Opal Field, which will be dealt with on
pages C8 and 09 of this report.
Drol'Cn Hill Division.

Tho Broken Hill Proprietary Silver-mining'Company saved in connection wish their silver-mining operations
4,650 oz. of gold, as compared with 4,079 oz. saved by them in 1894. There is still a little prospecting work for gold going
on in this Divison, but nothing of a payable nature has been met with so far.
66
Wenticorlh Division.

T'l?. only work being carried on in this Division is some prospecting by the Federal Prospecting Company at PoonCarrie.
Ihe company have been testing an ironstone lode by sinking shafts, and putting in n number of cuttings along the
lode for a distance of over half a mile. Th’s deposit trends away for miles, and outcrops can be traced running probably
towards the Cobar country. The stone was found on assay to contain about 3 dwt. of gold per ton, with traces of silver
The company has, however, been compelled to stop work from want of funds.
*
.

I am indebted to J. MacDonald Cameron, Esq., F.I.C., tho Deputy Master of tbe Koyal Mint, for
tbe following information:—
Quantities

of G-old, the produce of New South "Wales, received into the lioyal Mint, Sydney, during
1894 and 1895, compared.
District,

Division.

OZ,

Bathurst ........ ........................
Carcoar....................................
Orange ................................
Trunkev Creek ..................
Tuena ...............
.
MountM‘Donald ......
Tambaroora and Turon...................... Hill End ..................
Tambaroora..........................
Sofala .......................
Stony Creek.....................
Mudgee.................................................
Gulgong ......................
Hareravcs ..............
Wellington .....................
Lachlan.......................................
Forbes ................................
Grenfell ...........................
Young ....................................
Temora..................................
Albert ..............................................
Southern ......................................
Braidwood ...........................
Bermagui ............................
Araluen ..........................
Shoalhaven......................
Nerrigundah ................
Tumut and Adelong ......................
Tumut ..............................
(’ootamundra ......................
Tumbarumba .................
Gundagai...........................
Cooma ..............................
Kiandra ..................
Wagga Wagga........................
Peel and Uralla ............................
Rocky River ......................
Nundle...............................
Tamworth ......................
Bingera.....................................
Hunter and Macleay..............
Copeland .............
Clarence and Richmond ......
Grafton...................... .
New England ............
Mixed ..........................
Western, Northern,
and
Southern.
Localities imVnnuTi

1S!M.

..... ................

Total

1806.

Increase.

Decrease.

oz.

OZ.

oz.

1,129-52
3,640'S2
26,362-58
313-62
170-41
89-37
1,17314
231 00
5,929-57

2,086-55
5,624-86
37,338-74
202-79
632-32
324-62
651-9S
38-73
3,136'60

..... 461-91
235-25

2,379-01

4,975-46

2,596 ‘45

ijsio'ss

570-63
1,006-92

957 03
1,984-04
10,976-16

521 -16
192-27
2,792-97

30-70
808-72
8,821-03
87'39
878-20
983-68
1,909-25
1,386-57
99C-77
4,288-74

1,169-38
1,956-41
3,891-26
1,421-42
838-01
2,597-21

1,243-75
•13 04
88-92
4,508-84
232-79
1.191-34
2,167-48
1,309-79
1,074-15
480-80
112-18
24,796-52
30-26

‘81
418-51
451-73
201-36
366-38
644-06
2,445-29
1,936-44
1,273 80
125-31
201-80
406-00
16-51

669-77
1,352-02
56-76
842-02
989-38
62,459-88

749-57
1,406-08
47-07
1,543-51
2,240-87
42,682-38

57,698-37

67,075-36

9,377-49

222,988-17

202,317-03

35,559 '09

9,827-97

" 110-83

291 -18
072-73
1,982-01
34-85

30-70

87‘39

15876
1,691-53
1,242-94
405-47
362-81
123-59

4,307-48

547-28
277-si
566'05
199-05
89-62

355'49
24,390-52
13-72

79-80
54 06
701-49
1,251-49

9-69
19,777-50

56,230-23

444
32
SUMILABY.
1804.

|

1805.

District.

oz.
31.706'32 1
7,333-71
3,213-43
12,673-57
1,335-57
6,631 -22
11,137-37
26,848-57
56-76
842-02
939-38
02,459-SS
57,698-37

Lachlan ..............................................................................................................................

Mixed—Western, Northern, and Southern..................................................................

oz.
3,827-31
6,354-81
16,845-02
1.421 -42
4,306-27
7,18444
2,578-19
47-07
1,543-51
2,240-87
42,682-38
67,075'86
202,317-03

222,958 17

Frum the iibovc fnble it will be seen ihat tho quantity of gold sent to the Mint in 1894 exceeded
that sent during last year by 20,071 os. The principal decrease is in the .Arniidalc, and in mixed
Northern, Western, and Southern Districts, but a large increase is shown in the return from the Orange
District, due, no doubt, to the operations of the Companies working on the Wentworth Estate at Lucknow,
The following iable is compiled from information kindly furnished by the Collector of Customs:—
-

j

OZ,
112,033

'

op

Gold,

1895.

Quart/: Thihngs am! Pyrites

Golil.
Quantity.

Export

Value.

Total.

.
Quantity.

Quant it j.

Value.

20,721 packages........................

f
189,057

|

Value.

.

£
399,620

oz.

162,450

1,

£
588,633

i
The quantity of gold sent to the Royal Mint—plus the quantity exported in 1895—equals
361,767 oz.: but of the 162,450 oz. exported we are informed that 4,601 oz. passed through tho Mint, and
is included in the returns furnished by the Master. The output of gold for the year may therefore he
set down as 360,105 oz., an increase of 35,378 oz. as compared with 1S91,
,
The Broken Hill Proprietary Silver-mining Company are still saving gold in connection with their
silver-mining operations, tho quantity so saved last year being 4,050 oz., valued at £] 8,600.
R['.turns of Gold for 1895. from Mint and Mining Registrars compared.
.

District.

Mint.

Mining Registrars.

Kxcgsb.

OZ,

OZ.

o>;t

Bathurst ....................................................................
Tambaroora and Turon .............................................
Mudgee........................................................................
Albert ........................................................................
Southern ....................................................................
Tumut and Adelong .................................................
Peel and Uralla
....................................................
Hunter and Macleay .................................................
Clarence and Richmond.............................................
Now England ............................................................

42,682-38
67,075-86

.............
318,400-05

202,317-03
.

The returns from, Mining Registrars exceed cetnnjs iron! Mint by ..

'

* T

OZ.

53,422-12
7,028-59
25,987-99
35,733-33
4,872-98
14,492-48
16,680 01
43,224-21
647-33
6,712-79
5,11713
12,017-30

99,632-00
10,855'90
32,342-SO
52,583-35
6,294-40
18,798-75
23,112-95
45,802-40
594-40
8,256-30
7,358-00
12,768-80

40.209-83
3.827-31
6,354-81
10,845-02
1,421 '42
4,306-27
7,184-44
2,578-19
47 07
1,543-51
2,240-87

Deficiency,

42,682-38
67,075'86
109,763-24

225,841-26
lb9,’75S-2i’
116,083 02

- Prom the foregoing table it will be seen that tbe returns furnished by tho Mining Registrars of
gold won in their respective divisions exceeds the quantity sent to the Mint by 116,083 oz., but is less by
41,765 oz. than the year’s production, as shown by tbe Mint and Customs returns. The Mining Registrars
have in many instances a difficulty in obtaining full and complete information from mine owners and
others,

BB
others, occasioned either by neglect to keep a correct record of the yield of their mine or an unwilling
ness to disclose the information,

With regard to the numerous fossickers throughout the Colony, who

mostly dispose of their gold as it is won, a greater difficulty is experienced.
Miifnra Registrars’ Returns of Gold for 180d and 1895 compared.

District.

1S94.

1S05.

OZ.

Bathurst .............. .............
Tambaroora and Turon ................
Mudcco........................
.
Lachlan....................
Albert .................
Southern ......................
Tumut and Adelone ................
Peel and Uralla .................
Hunter and Macleay ...
Clarence and Richmond.. .
New England ..............
Cobar.....................................

Increase.

Deererise.

oz.

oz.

oz.
UO£

024
11,’444

49,608

10 856
3M43

28,439
31 196
7,7fi(i

OOO

d,yu4
21,477

J ijj t ♦IJ

Less Decrease .......................

10,116
45,965
900
2,885
a flfif;
ofl 5(13

23,113
45 SO^
5A4

245,705

318,400

......... .

Q 07f!

_

366

5,371

uuo
7,824
88,050
15,355

Increase in yield tor 1895 ................... .................
i

1,471
4,943

"(5,997

16,355

72,695

:Fl'0IU tbc above table> comparing the return sent in by the Mining Registrars for the last two years,

it will be seen that there is an increase in 1895 of 72,695

ok.

As the Mint and Customs returns only

show an increase during the year of 35,378, it is made abundantly clear that the information supplied to
these officers is far from complete.
Compahatite Statement of Average Yields from Alluvial Mines for 189-1-95.
1S04,
District.

1S9.Y

! Qimntitv.
j '
v

Dathnrst ..........................
Clarence anti Richmond ..
Lachlan............
Tumut and Addong.........
Southern ..........
Hunter and Maclcaj .
Mudfce
............ ...

Loatis
0,400
120
0,007
2,142
00,000

1,100
720
112,989

AvcrsKe
per Ion.
1 !>/. dwt, er.
.
0 2 7
0 10 4
0 .1 Hi
0 1 io
tone
0 1 13
0 8 1
j

0

Yield of Gold.
0?.

740
G2
1,505
174
1,04'J
Si
290

O 17 | 3,SOS

dud.
0
0
15
4
fi
0
0

gr.
o
0
21
0
O
0
0

District.

Bathurst......................
Cobai ............................
Lachlan..........................
Tumut ami Adelong
..
Southern .......................
Hunter and Mac-lea^ ..

4 21

Average
per ton.

Quantity.
Loads
1,174
’ 4,304
200
500
040

Yield of Gold.

dwt. gr
0 11 7

oz. dwt. gr.
006
9 0

oz

0

'

0,878

0
0
0
0

"c” 4
l 12
3 14
10
0

5

l’3M
16
90
32

7 22
0 0
0 0
0 0

2,15fi

7 22

_ The forgoing table is intended to show the returns obtained from*the treatment of parcels of
alluvial wash in each district during the year, but the greatest difficulty is experienced in obtaining
the information necessary to make it nearly complete.

The miners rarely keep a record of wash-dirt

put through, and in the case of Sluicing Companies, to obtain a correct data is nearly impossible.

It ran

be readily seen from the table that there are immense quantities of wash-dirt treated of which no information
is given, but which, if supplied, would bo of interest to tbe public and a benefit to the miners themselves.
It is, however, given as fully as possible under the circumstances.

Comparative Statement of Average Aields from Quartz-mines for
1894.

1S95.

District.
Quantity,
fiathtir&t .....................
Tninttfiroom ami Turon
Lachlan......................
Southern .....................
iUmut and Adelong ...
I^ccl ami Uralla ..........
Hunter and ilocleav , .
Clarence and Ridiuioml
Mudgee........................
Cobar
......................

New England ..........

Ton*?,

vs,m
4,773
61,043
0,059
6,652
22,601
600
704
25,933
11,016
1,248
149,514

. .

Average
per ton.
dwt
18
ft
4
1 13
1 3
n 10

07..
1

9

i
0
i
i

ffr.
18
12
13
23
10
15
1 4
3
0
8 17
B 2
14 1

0 14

3

District.
Yield of Gold.
OZ.
30,158
2.2BS
11,781
10,293
{I,4!I6
11,990
5$;)
817
11,309
13,410
2,126

dwt
2
15
n
7
Ifi
15
£
36
10
0
0

107,183 34

gr.
12
o
0
15
20
0
0
O
0
0
0

1

Quantity.
BathnrKt........................
Tambaroora and Turon ..

Lachlan ...................

Southern ......................
Tumut and Adelong .,..
Reel and Uralla..............
Hunter and Maclcay ..
Clarence anti Richmond..
Madgeo ..........................
Cobar .............................
New ICnglaud...............

Average
per ton.

Tons.
17.541
3,784
19,223
6,007
MSS
43,137
449
3,01)3
15,038
12,507
2,139

OZ.
4
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
1

dwt
15
14
8
19
IS
1,1
14
17
12
10
15

l?r17
12
7
2t
23
ft
23
7
7
13
6

] 28,431

1

7

1

Yield of Gold.
oz. dwt gr,

I 83,95$
2,749
I 27,-202
3,27S
I 5,211)
28,878
j
330
I 2,652
. 9,109

1
12
0
IS
19

3,709

0

0,001

10
G
0
14

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10 0

173,800 IQ

0

0

^0re801I1o statement shows the average yield of sundry parcels of quartz crushed in the several

mining districts.

Less difficulty is experienced in obtaining information as to yields from quartz crushings

than returns from alluvial washings, as there is often a necessity to keep some record of the stone crushed.
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Wei’e it possible to obtain the complete information a very interesting table could be compiled, which
would be of much service to the persons who might, but who do not, supply it.

As will be observed,

there is a large increase in the average yield for the year, due to the rich stone raised at Lucknow,
in the Bathurst Mining District, and to the splendid returns from the Wyalong gold-field, in the Lachlan
District.

1 take this opportunity to impress on the Mining Eegistrars and the miners the benefit

complete information of this nature would be to the mining community, and hope they will con
jointly use their best efforts to obtain the desired results.
The number of miners employed in gold-mining, more or less constantly during tbe year, was
21,434, an increase of 4,227 over the number employed during 1894.

Of that number there were

10,498 Europeans and 833 Chinese(?J working on the alluvial fields, and 10,103 on quarts.

The principal

increase is in the number of alluvial miners employed, due to large numbers of unemployed men drafted
to the old gold-fields as fossickers.
If the total quantity of gold won during the year, viz., 360,165 oz., is divided by the number of the
men employed, it would appear that the average earnings of each man was 16 oz. 19 dwt. 5 gr., valued at
about £63 12s.

These figures can, however, only he taken as approximate as large numbers of the men

must necessarily be employed in prospecting and preliminary works from which no returns have yet been
obtained, hut in the absence of more complete information this very rough system of computing the
earnings cannot be improved upon.

It might also be mentioned that a section of the men only engage in

alluvial mining when a good supply of water is available for ground sluicing or treating their wash-dirt,
and resort to other employments when this fails them.

During the year 4,327 samples were assayed for gold in the laboratory of the Geological Survey
Branch of this Department;—
2,453 yielded nil.

Official
number.

944

,,

under 5 dwt. per ton.

930

„

as follows:—

Locality—sinict! bv the flndtu1 1
to be.

j

Per ton.
Description,

Cold.

|

Sihcr.

1

.
1456
2020
2556
2651
2754
2116

J

Adelong (“ Proprietary | Quartz, with copper and iron pvrites.......................................
Mine).
|

„
(" Kurrajong ” Quartz, with copper and iron pyrites and blende............
Mine).
it
... ... ............ .
JJ
^
IF
11
.........

2122
2922
3593
„
(2t miles from) Iron-stainedpyritoua qunrtz.........................................................
3143
ft
2903 Albury (near) ..................... Arsenical pyrites, with quartz and lodcstuff .........................
4323a
4683
"
Hill (40-ffc. shaft) Pyritous grey quartz, with galena ............................................
1891
1892
1245
3109
4089 Arable ...................................
558
2492
2601
4612
„
(8 milesfrom),.. Ferruginous quartz rubble .........................................................
4613
4614
Quarto, a portion containing antnnonito ..............................
4611
Zmo-bLciide ............................................................. .......................
2236 Back Greet, Rockley ....... Ferruginous cavernous quartz wilh mica ..............................
3690
Ironstone in weathered slate ........ .........................................
2172
4601 Backwater, nor 111 of (Glen Rotten granite, containing molybdenite..................................
lanes District).
346 Bald Hiil (30 miles south Fragments of a narrow vein of ferruginous quartz .........
of Byrock).
317
JJ
JJ
JJ
JI
.........
t>
>i
ji
"■
318
»J
J)
IF l*' Ferruginous quartz ................................. .....................................
3768
Pint quartz, carrying a little pyrites......................................
ii
n
a
4021
pyritoua quartz ........................... ...................................................
II
M
J1
4020
Tron-stainecl quartz ..................................................................
4337
Iron-stained milky quarts ............... ......................................... .
4039

oz. (lwt.gr.
4 13 14

or.dwt.gr,
0 15 2

1 12 16
30 9 IS
15 0 11
2 13 8
0 17 9

0 7 14
6 13 21
9. 1 Q
0 11 20
1 2 20

0 12
1 10
18
1 0
0 15
5 19
3 0
8 9
3 16
0 17
1 1
0 6
0 12
0 9
3 8
7 16
4 2
1 10
0 19
2 3
2 3
1 12
1 0

22
11
6
13
2
15
22
19
5
9
18
12
22
19
14
18
17
U
11
13
13
16
21

2 11

3

- 0 7
1 5
- 3 0
1 11
19
44 15
3 5

14
10
22
13
8
0
8

0 8
0 6
0 4
0 7
0 4
0 10
18
0 8
0 10
1 19
0 4
0 4
94 1
0 3
0 10
2 12
0 17
0 19
50 16
0 4
0 4
0 4
0 4
0

17
12
8
14
8
21
6
17
21
4
8
8
13
6
21
6
9
12
19
8
8
8
13

7 14

0 5 10
0 4 8
0 6 12
0 7 14
0 5 10
22 4 6
0 6 10
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Official Locality—stated by the finder
Number.
to be.

Per ton.

Description.
Gold.

Silver.

OZ. dwt Sr.

706
1043
1043
2174
3175
2731
712
1278
1537
1588
3132
4505
4537
4538
1087
1088
1153
4323
4470
3001
3002
8281
3282
121C
4606
4403
4046
4454
4455
4798
1822

,

[
|
I

2102 |
3070
145
146
147
303
1407
1473
1669
36
177
384
1030
1411
1436
2486
3409
4159
2096
3139
718
1989
2570
2907

1
I
I

Barrack Greek, near Bin- Copper-stained rock, apparently serpentinone in character.
(Copper 1'07 per cent.)
gam.
Barmcdmun....................... Slimes......................................................................................
M
.......................................... Tailings .................................................................. ...............
Concentrates 9'6 per cent. — ..............................................
Barrington River............. Pyritous quarts ................................................. ....................
Concentrated pyrites.............................................................
................................................................................
Barraba ("NorthQ.uirmdi” Quartz
. Mine).
Bateman's Bay................. Very pyritous quartz ............................................................
Crushed ore ..........................................................................
»>
1*
.......................
„
„ (Scotchman's Claim).
Bateman’s Bay (Fisher’s
h
n .............................................
Claim).
White
quartz
with much pyrites..........................................
I)
fi
it
Ferruginous quartz ..............................................................
U
ft
>J
ft
tt
u•••Pyritous quartz ......................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, cellular in part ...................................
>1
tt
t)
Bfitloiv ................................... Quartzite ............ .................................................................
Micaceous ferruginous quartzite..........................................
„ (Harrison and Tim- Limonitc after pyrites .........................................................
uiis’ Minn.)
Batlow .............................. Ferruginous mica schist .................... ..................................
Small cubes of 1 imonite resultin g from the oxidisation of
H
................. v .p«4M .*1 ».r ...
pyrites.
Quartz .................................................................. ..................
Bathurst (near)
White quartz with nests of yellowish imra .......................
il
>1
White quartz with talcose schist (course free gold present)
ti
U
Dark quartz, with n little pyrites (free gold present) .......
„
„
Iron-stained quartz .............................................................
Bcgu District
Ferruginous cellular quartz..................................................
„ (near) ..
Concentrated pyrites......... ...................................................
Bell’s Creek ..
>1
*......... *...... White quartz, with arsenical and iron pyrites .................
Ben Bullen ...................... Ferruginous cellular quartz ................... ...............................
Quartz rubble..................................................................... .
Il
.......... ..
i ......
Bcrlang.............................. Pyritous granite, or coarse-grained porphyry......................
Bethungru......................... Ore ...................................................................... .............
,,
(10 miles from) Ferruginous quartz and micaceous schistose rock..............
Billabalara ...................... Rubble......................................................................................
Billagoe.............................. Quartz in slaty rock ..............................................................
JJ
JJ
....................................................... .
» ....................
i>

.............. ."’V................

(old mine) ........... Ferruginous quartz, with a little slaty material..................
Argentiferous breccia .........................................................
'(old) ..................... Silicified slate, containing native silver ..............................
1
„ „ (k mile E. of) Pyritous quartz ............ ........................ ................ ...............
, Biugara (near)................... Serpentine ..............................................................................
J)
JJ
............... Serpentinous rock ................................................ ............ .
„
„ stained with green carbonate of copper.,
II
>>
*..
JJ
JJ ..................
„ showing a very little fine gold........ .
JJ
>J ...................
fl
II
.
„
_
>,
............................................ .................... ................................*................
•J
JJ *............ *
JJ
«J
............... Quartz, with copper pyrites..................................................
Crushed sample.....................................................................
JJ
...............
Binnie Creak, Cowra ...... White quartz..................... ....................................................
Boons Boona .................. Iron-stained quartz ..............................................................
Bourkc Tunnel Co........... Very ferruginous quartz ......................................................
Boralla.............................. Rubble............. ........................................................................
Bovma, Albury ............... , Ferruginous cavernous quartz ..............................................
Bindogandra, 12 milesfrom Ironstone..................................................................................
(“Miss Matteson” Mine)
2910
J»
JJ
JJ " Copper gossan, traversed by bands of bluo carbonate o(
capper. (See 2910 under Copper.)
.
2773 Blue Mountains .............. Ferruginous pyritous quarts, with galena ..................... .
1235 Black Bullock Mtn., near Gossan......................................................................................
Oberon.
1286
„
,,
„
*-*
3679
jj
jj
rj **• Highly pyritous, crushed sample
3680
j»
jj
J> **' Crushed sample ............................
3681
JI
JJ
.
j»
jj
U
„
„
(highly pyritous)
3682
jj
jj
jj
3683
jj
JJ
M
u
jj
jj ♦**
Friable iron pyrites ....................
3894
JJ
JJ
JJ
3895
JJ
jj
jj
4042
Crushed sample ................
IJ
JJ
II
4043
))
|»
..4.,. .
Il
11
JJ
4524
JI
II
JI
JI
U
' ..........
Weathered slaty rock........
4616
JJ
JJ
JJ
1365 Blayney (near)................... Arsenical pyrites...... .........
Gossany ironstone .........
4168
J)
................. .
3853
„ (5 miles from) ... Quartz, with greenish clay
809 Braidwood ....................... Lode quartz......................
811
>>
.^4*.............. .
2703
,,
. District.......... Ferruginous quartz
2745
JJ
...................... Iron-stained quartz
„

7

1 13

oz. dwt. SF4 7 2

14
13
8
22
1 11 18
0 8 16

0

0 7 14
0
5 10
1 5 0

2 4 15
0 2 17
1 9 8

0
1
6
0

0

0
0
24
0
0
3
2

19
5
7
12

4 8
0 4 21
1 2 20
0 3 6
0 4 3
0 6 12

10 21

0

5

10

5
16
9
8
8
5
18

0 3
0
5
9 7
3 5
0 2
0 12
0 10

6
10

10
4
23
17
17
8
18

6

8
4
22
21

0 6 12
8 12 0

0 2 4
0 6 12

2 12 6
17 1 18
10 11 6
11 19 12
2 13 8
1 10 11
8 14 5
4 16 21
1 12 16
0 16 4
0
5 10
1 3 22
0 11 20
0 19 11
6 6 3
1 12 16
4 7 2
53 7 2
14 14 0
2 18 18
0 5 10
2 3 13
1 8 G
4 4 20
7 1 13
2 14 10
2 3 13
10 11
5
2 10 1
0 9 19
0 16 4
0 7 14
2 18 18
1 6 6
2 14 10
1 14 20

0 5 10
0 8 17
0 6 12
0
6 12
0 5 10
12 1 16
3 18 9
0
8 17
1 14 20
0 7 14
0 2 4
0 19 11
0 3 6
0 8 17
39 6 4
90 18 10
138 16 14
627 2 13
290 14 13
130 6 IS
0 2 4
2 3 13
1 3 22
4 13 12
5 13 5
2 14 10
2 1 9
5 15 9
2 3 13
0
4 8
0 2 4
0
3 6
0
6 12
0 10 21
3 0 22
0 6 12

0

5 10

0

12 22
3 22

1

0 10 21
0 12 22
1 11
0
1 18
1
0 16 4
1 6 2
1
3 22
0 16 4,
1 3 22
1 0 13
0 16 4
0 8 17
1
3 22
0 7 14
0 10 21
0 19 11
0 18 8
1 7 4
4 4 22

4

3 20

17 6 3
11 19 12
19 1
12 0
8
2
18 0
18 8
16 6
0 12
12 11
6 0
5 4
15 20
7 12
8 17
16 4
1
8 6
0 4
8
0 3 6
0 7 14
0 17 9

34
8
57
12
33
16
121
102
23
25
12
3
0
0

448
86
Official
Humber.

3427'
4530
4465
4600
3913
3094
3823
8829
3831
3833
3486
150
151
2617
567
568
569
570
1916
2071
2072
2074
2307
2491
2519
4164
4407
1781
3962
4570
4253
802
862
2784
4262
4711
103
2S44
2847
2848
2852
2855
3785
3786
1
2
4
5
6
8
441
442
4377
17 L7
3349
3252
2490
617
618
620
621
3509
4040
4051
3018
2156
1412
3010
3114
3744
3745
158
160
161
251
252
357
358
551

^ im\

Locality—stated by tho flndar
to be.

Gold.

Braidwood District...........a Ferruginous caTernoua quartz...................................................
„
east of (Kur- Bubble.................................................................................................
rambucca).

Broadwater 13 milesfrom) Sand........................ ................................... .........................................
Brunglo, I'umut................ Quartz, ferruginous in part, with a little pyrites and mica 1
1
Burnt Yards .....................
1
J'
Iron-stained quartz

........................................................... .........

Barra, parish of (county Vitreous white quartz, rich in cubical pyrites ....................
of Clarendon).
»
Ji
JJ '** Crushed pyrites................................................................................
Magnetic pyrites, with a little quartz........................ . ...........
U
J4
JJ
Bungendore District ......
„
.i
J
l>
i
Burraga .........................
Runfronm ..............................

)

1
Burrowa District.................
..
..........................
,,
(9 miles E, of)...
„
(17 miles Ii. of)..
j,
..........................
Byng..................................
„ (near) ..........................
„ (Teetom).....................

»

Qum'tz. with ft fini'siwlra of mrritaft ............... .
...
Ferrunrinoua nuarlz ....................-..................................- =
*
.................................................... ..................
»
»
....................... .............. ........................
„
„
with an iridescent iilm of ferric oiide
Quartz (showing free gold) .........................................................
Ironstone, containing a little carbonate of copper................
Loose ferruginous material, evidently resulting from the
decomposition of some rock.

Byrock (near) .....................
Bywoog ........ .... .................... Blanketings fnim Huntingdon Mill............ ..........................
„ (Bobbins & Cart- Concentrated arsenical pyrites.....................................................
Trrighfc’s mine).
Bywong.............................. .

Canoivindra..........................

Slightly ferruginous crushed quart/ ............ ..........................
Iron-stained quartz ..................................................................
with pyrites and galena, ............ .......,...
Pyritous greyish quartz .................................................................

t>

...... ^-*.*.,4.*...

■White quartz, showing specks of pyrites and partings of
chioritic matter.
Bulk sample ....................................... .................................. .
Concentrates ...........................................................................
Gangue slimes...........................................................................
Bulk sample ...................................... ..........................
.
Concentrates ................................*.........................................
Gangue slimes..................................................................
Ore .................................... ............................................................

Oangi (“ WaltorScott' ’Mine)
M
»
JJ
JJ
)J
IJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
H
JJ "•
n
>j
jj
"■
J»
jj
jj **'
,, ....................................................... ....................... .
JJ
jj
jj *■Tailings ...................................... ........................ ...............
J*
>»
JJ
Carcoar.............................. Ferruginous cellular Inrlestnff.....................................
„ District .............. White quartz......................................................................

Capertee (10 miles W. of) Ferruginous quartz, with slate..............................................
Cell’s Creek ...................... Quartz................................................................................ .

"
*3

}
..

*

J
pyritous............................. ......................... .

Silicified breccia....................................................
Chambigno (“Star of Hope” Concentrated tailings..........................................................
Mine).
Clarence Biver.............. .
Pyritous quarlzt with sooty material ..................
Zircon sand...........................................................................
„
„ (lOmilesN.of)
„
,, loosely cjhercnt ................... .........................
,, Heads (near)...... Beach sand........................................................................
ti
H
J> ..4... Concentrated (apparently) titaniferous iron ..... ................
Cobar District .................. Ferruginous cavernous quartz ..........................................

JJ
JI
„

Per ton.

Description.

’
.................. Ferruginous quartz in red slate, showing gold freely, and
rich in chloride of silver,
'
................... Ferruginous quartz in red slate, rich in chloride of rilvcr
Ferruginous cellular quartz ......... .................... .
,,
Siliceous clay slate...........................................................
(Bald Hills) Ferruginous eavernous quartz, with black oiide of man1
gancsc.
. '

Silver.

oz, dwUgr,
fi ft as
0 6 10
7
Ifi
ft
5
4.
2
fi
ft
2
16

Oz. dvitgr.
1 ft 22
0 3 6

6 21
1? Ifi
1 Ifi
412
11 Ifi
7 21
12 Sift
4, ft
10 1
6 16

0 0 12
7 10 fi
0 ft 22
0 6 12
0 ft 12
0 ft 12
04ft
0 ft jn
0 g 17
0 8 17

2 10 1
0 12 22
SO 14. 9.
fi 17 a
2fi 1ft ifi
ft 2 fi
fi 0 Ifi
2 1ft ft
1 1ft Ifi
fi fill?
0 in 21
3 2 0
017 9
012 22
1 1 IS
10 4 16
2 3 13
76 19 12

0 4 8
1 1 18
fi fi 12
0 In 2
fi fi 12
0 fi 12
n ft fi
o 8 fi
n 2 fi
fi 2 4
0 4ft
1 Olft
0 4 8
0 4 8
0 4 8
1 18 2
0 8 17
5 6 17

fijfi Ifi
on 22
2 18 18
i ft
0 Tft
0 0
2 12
0 17
ft ft
aft ia
nu,
in a
ft n
0 7

2*
1
19
fi
3
ft
id
0
21
an
14

2 10
12 6
0 9
0 16
3 9
0 5
2 5
17
0 5
n 15
aftftd 7
0 ft
1 15
fi 10
1 1?
fi 1ft

6
21
3
23
6
5
17
4
6
2
K
17
22
21
Ifi

ft

ft
^ ft

0
fi
1
15

1 0
7 14
10 21
fi 2
2 3

9.

4, Olft
1 2 20
1 12 16
5 11 2
1 2 20
0 ft 17
o 714
210 1
S3 18 11
13 16 12
0 K 17

ft IS fi
0- 7 14

n
0
1

fi 17
ft ft
3 22

O R 17
1 10 4
fi ft fi
0 4ft
1 Id 20
0 10 11
fi Ifi ft
0 fi 10
n in 21
0 fi 12
024
6
33
4
0
1
0
2
3
0
1
81
fi
0
0
0

15
3
0
9
12
6
7
12
7
IQ
3
ft
7

21
18
11
3
16
12
21
18
20
4
8
17
14

ft fi
ft 17
fi fi 10

0 ifi 21
0 fi 1 fi
0 ft fi
0 ft fi
0 Ifi ft
1 11 18
9 ift 10
0 ft fi
0 2 15
0 5 6
0 3 6
0 4. ft
0 ft fi

n 4 r
398 17 17
293 15 14
ft 1ft 1ft
fta n fi
0 3 6

Official | Locality—stated by the fludor
Number.
tube.

681

6S2

10+4
287
606
331
2917
+ 131

on
749

911

3177
4007
1199
3028
4283
1152
1231
3269
3270
1566
1567
1368
2160
2457
2158
2978
2979
2980
2981
2982
2983
3301
3302
3303
3301
3105
3308
4636
4712
18=.3
3132
37n7
4223
4222
4735
4736
4737
41 + 1
3792
313+
3135
1623
1625
4003
3855
405
466
4731
4733
473+

)>
J7
(Baltl Hills) Ironstone iu quartz
Crusited sample ....

it

Silver.

OK.

dikLgr.

Oz.

dwt

Sr-

0

D 19

0

8

6

1 19

2120

202
443
mi
1858

Gold.

Cobitr District. (Fort Bourkc Ferruginous quartz
Hill).

683
1746
1813
2427
242S
2774
2821
3024
306+
3527
3R0G
4034
4529

Per tea.

Description.

4

0 6 12
0 15
6
0 3
6

11 17
8
0 7 14
1
8
G
1
1 18

0 4 8
0 10 21
0 8 17
0 16
4

3

»

<

.e.

,

Cobar (40 ifi ilea from) ....
Sl
District..................
JJ
ii
..............

j,

(near) ...................

:>

jj

Ii

n

.......................................

Condobolin (BackWardry)
,,
•,
■|

(SmilcsX.W. of)
(near) ...........
1 .■ .*4

Slate.........................................................................................
Tory siliceous slaly rock .....................................................
Siliceous antimony ore. (See 3024 under •'Antimony.")...
Sandstone ....................................................................‘........
Talcose schist .........................................................................
Highly silicified white rock ................................................
Pink clay slate .....................................................................
Conglomerate ........................................................................
Very ferruginous quartz ....................................................
Feriugiuous cavernous quartz .............. ..............................
Quartz.....................................................................................

.

Cooma .............................. Siliceous pyritous iodcstulT ..................................................
„ (14 miles S. of) ... Greenish quartz, rvith iron pyrites: eoneentrates, 17'2% —
iJ
j!
...... Quartz stained with iron and copper, and containing
copper pyrtles.
(Fiery Creek)...... Pyrites......................................................................................
„ District ..........
Q.uartz......................................................................................
Coouaiublc ..................... Ferruginous pyritous quartz...................................................
Coff'e Harboitr................. Milky quartz, with a little mica .......................................
Cox Uiver, (12 miles from Ferruginous and cellular quartz, with galena. (See Dll
Hartley.)
in tier “Lead '’)
Cavernous mid cellular quartz carrying galena ..................
Ferruginous quartz.................................................................
Coivra (N.W, of),
_ U
J*
•
.................................... ............................... . ... . , , ,
,. District (‘'Wood Pyrites with chioritic material..............................................
cutters’ Beef.”)
.j District ............ 1 Iron-stained quartz ..............................................................
Cooloongolook.................. Apparently an igneous rock—felsitc, said to havo been
burnt.
,,
District ... White quartz .............................. '..........................................
Coolingoobra (Bombola
Weathered telepathic rook, with easts left by (lie removal
District).
of pyrites.
Ferruginous cellular quartz .................................................
Coavro Creek ("Star of Battery tailings ......................................................................
Cooma ” Mine).
.
I
Slimes from pau .....................................................................
M
JJ
JJ
Cowra Creeli...................... Gossan....................................................................................... |
Pyritous quartz, with veins of sulphate of iron................... I
ji
Ironstone gossan......................................................................
jj
jj
Very ferruginous quartz, cellular iu part ...........................
Mine
Pyritous ore.............................................................................. |
jj
ji
jj
j.
................. ........................................................
JJ
JJ
JJ
Fclspathio lodcstuff ..............................................
Pyritous quartz .............................................•.......
Ferruginous quartz in bluo slate..........................

JJ
JI
JJ
JJ

Weathered slate.....................................................
Ferruginous quartz and pyritous weathered slate
i,
slate ...............................
JJ
?J
............................
Iron-stained, somewhat cavernous, white quartz
Buff-coloured, weather-banded rock .................
Quartz............................................. h....................
JJ ........................ ........ -.........*.......................
„
and lodcstuff.............................................
Pyritous quartz .....................................................
Ironstaincd quartz...............................................
Quartz............. .......................................................
JJ .............................................. ................ .

U

!1
JJ

...............

JJ

I. . .H - .I !. I

Cowabba ...................
Cootamuudra ..........
it
..i
Cobargo................ .

jj
jj

.... ..........
...............
...............

jj

..........................................

jj
»

................................

Coolac (3 miles from)
Condore.......................
Coramba ...................
JJ
..... .....................
Croker’s Mint ...................
>»

...................... ..

Crooked Corner (8 miles
from Binda).
Crookwell...........................
Cudgegong R (The Gulf)
>!

JJ
JJ
JJ

I?

■■■

...... *...........
4..,., .........
......... *.......

Coarsely crushed ferruginous quartz
Concentrates from a dish of dirt.....
Quartz................... ................................

Pyritous quortz ................. :...................................................
Quartz.....................................................................................
White quartz, with chioritic partings containing numerous
crystals of iron pyrites.
Iron-stained quartz
............... ;...................................... .
Pyritous quartz with a little zinc-blend and galena .......
Quartz, with galena and a little pyrites..............................
Cavernous white quartz, with galena and blende ..............
Iron-stained quartz .........................................................
White quartz, with galena and blende .............................. (

3
3
I 13 IS
30 18 11
18 18 22
0 9 19
0
0 10
7 14 14
3

7
6

3 17

0

3
3

6

3

6
6
8 17
1 19 4
0 6 12
63 7
2
' 0 4 8
0
0

9 16

3
3

8
5
0 22
9
0 17
1 14 20
7
22 17

0 8 17
6 14 23
2 10 1

5 19 15
2 19 20

1 18 2
2 3 13
0 17
9
0 10 21

0 6 12
8 12
0
2 7 21
1 10 11

0 12 22
0 6 12
0
4 8
1 14 20

1
3 22
0 17 9
15 0 11
0 10 21

62 18 16

2 14 10

29 19 £1
1 0 13
0 4 8
0 16
2

0

9 19
3 16
5
2 -IS IS
7 IS 22
5 10

1

6

2

0

2

4.

0 15

2
9

0

4

8

0

4

8

9
8 17

0
0

4

8

2

4

0 10
6
1
1 IS

0

2 17

0

0 17
0 17
0

0

4 8
0 10 21
0 4 8
0 0 12
0 3
6

3 12 22
1
3 22
4 13 14
0 8 17
0 IS
8
0 12 22
0 11 20
2 13 8
0 16 4
2 10
1
7 1+
0
0
9 19
0 14
0 15

1 10 11
15
0 11
1 3 22
12 fi
0

8

14
7
5
1

8 21
6
2

13 12
2 10

4
1

6
8
6

6 10
4 8
4 8
S 6
8
3

6

0
0
0

3
3

6

0
0

4
3

8

0
0
0

6

6
6
8

8
4 3
8 17
3
4

6

0
0

3
3

6
6

0

3

6

0
0

8
3
6
0 10 21
0 4 8
4 4 22
0 17
9
y
1 0

G
13 18 16
0 9 19
0 10 21

9 14
1 13

3

0 4
0 18

0 11 22
7 8 1
0 7 14
8 3
7
0 10 21

0 18

0
0

0
0

0 17 x+
0 12 22
0 16 4

0

3
4

0
0

2
2

0 13
3 16

0
0

.

3 22
1
0 17 9
4 2 17
0
0
13

6 12
8 17
8 5

38
For ton.

Official Locality—stated by the finder
Number.
to be.

Description.

Sold.

Silver.

dwb.gr.
2 3 13

OZ.

Ferruginous vitreous quartz.......................... ...........
„
pyritous quartz......................................
„
quartz ..................................................
Quartz..........................................................................
Iron pyrites..................................................................
Ferruginous claystone ..............................................
Beach sand. (See 2772 under '' Platinum and Tin ")

2
1
2
1
2
1

8
3
7
8
5
0

23
22
21
6
17
9

0
0
0
0
0
........

5
10
6
8
4

10
21
12
17
8

11
0
0
1
1
11
0
0
10
4
2
0
1
11
1

6
6
9
1
8
9
11
5
7
2
17
6
14
4
19

11
12
19
18
6
14
20
10
23
17
16
12
20
6
4

1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

3
5
3
3
4
13
5
3
9
8
11
6
4
6
8

22
17
6
6
8
14
10
6
19
17
20
2
8
2
17

7 14

0

3

6

OZ.

1261
1336
1337
2136
4508
4561
2772
438
1029
1680

1201

1684
2614
2615
3125
3906
4136
4603
4663
4568
3999
2599
4345
2685
2686
137
901
2682
2889
2905
1424
1425
3628
225
1688
3836
3420
4139
*943
1057
1516
3227
4631
857
858
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
4087
498
499
1272
1857
2699
3920
3921
2052
2117
2119
3194
566

22

74

Culingerni, parish of,
county of Bland.
,,

„

......

J>
tt
... ..a
Cu;jong (near Condobolin)
IS
t>
.......
Cudgellico (14 miles from)
Gudgeon Ct. to Bichmond
Biver Heads (between).
Dargal’s Greet (head of),..
Dalton ..............................
Dampier, county of..........
Dairy Creek, G-undaroo ...
11
11
**
U
JJ
IJ
JJ
“
Dalmorton (16 miles from)
Dalmorton .......................
,,
(11 milesfrom)

Apparently a decomposing igneous rock .................
Ferruginous lodestuff ..............................................
Weathered blue s'ate, with quartz ..........................
Decomposing schistose rock, containing quartz.......
Dark coloured quartz..................................................
Concentrates .............................................................
Tailings ......................................................................
Glassy-blue quartz.....................................................
Dark-grey quartz, with a little secondary pyrites ...
Blanketings .... .............................................................
Friable ferruginous quartz .....................................
Pyritous (iron and arsenical) quartz .......................
Deep Creek Mine
Banded quartz ..........................................................
Delegate ............
Vt hite quartz, highly charged wi'h iron pyrites ...
Dowling, parish of, county Tailings .....................................................................
of Ashburnham.
Pyritous quartz .....................................................................
Donkey Hill
(near
Adelong).
Quartz, with galena ............................................................
Dinga Dinga, parish of
Silicious ironstone ...................................................... .......
IJ
J*
’
Bilicious felspathic lodcstuff, containing blue carbonate of
Drake ........................ .
copper and copper pjriles. (See 137 under “Copper ”)
,,
(“ Lady Burdett- Micaceous sedimentary rock.................................................
Coutts" Mine).
Q.uartz, with muih zinc-blende ..........................................
JJ
... 1 ... v
Quartz....................................................................................
............................................................................
„
(“Lunatic” Beef) Tailings
Dungaree, parish of, county Crushed sample...................................................................
of Phillip).

»

c

....

Dungaree (near) .............
Dungog (near)..................
Dungog (near)—Smith,
Brown & Co.’s Claim—
Daisy Bell.
Ellenbough Biver ..........
Enmoro..............................
Esk River Beach Deposits.
Eurongilly ......................
Fermnount ......................
Fiery Creek, Numeralta . .
,,

„

......

Fish River, near Oberon ..
n

(near)

.......

JI
J*

J>
JJ

.......
......

ji

jl

JJ

Jj

Ferruginous quartz (pul.prized)
Quartz ............J. ....................
?}
..........* ■ ............... ........
Pyritous silicious breccia ......................................................
Q.uartz.....................................................................................
Concentrates, (dee 4139 under “Tin and Platinum”) ...
Ferruginous quartz, with copper pyrites ............................
Tailings ................................................................................
Ironstaincd quartz, showing free gold..................................
Pyritous earthy material ......................................................
Gossan.....................................................................................
Very ferruginous cellular quartz.............................. ...........
Quartz.....................................................................................
Highly pyritous, crushed sample..........................................
JJ
*5
. .. ............ ................... . ...
Ironstone (crushed sample) ..................................................
Highly pyritous, crushed sample.........................................
JJ
Ferruginous quartz

JJ

II

J>

jj

ji

n
»

jj

M

J»
JJ
Forbes ..............
Forest Reefs.....
JJ
It
JJ
J*
Frogmore (near)
Galley Swamp ...
j>

»

....................................

....... Claystone .......................... .........................................
..... * Cubical pyrites in limestone..................................................
iron pyrites ..............................................................
.... Massive
.... Ferruginous, cavernous, pyritoua quartz with clay ...........
JJ
JJ
*J
Blanketings........ .........................................
Alluvial concentrates..................................
Pyrites concentrates ......... ........................
Silicious iron pyrites ore ...........................
Quartz ..........................................................
Tailings ................ ................................
jj

jj

*4269

Esk River (M'Auley’s
Lead).

951
4510
4511
2875
- 4709
,863
875

Galley Swamp..............
IJ

t.

i..........i

Garaugula

..................

3t

‘ “ ...............

Gibraltar ......................
fJ

1 7 0
0 7 14
2 10 1
0 12 22
15 7 0
27 13 3
0 12 22
0 5 10
1
0
8
0
1
10
2
2
0
2
4
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0

Concentrated beach sand, first treated with boiling washing
soda, and then passed over copper plates throe times.
(See 4269 under '' Platinum and Tin ”)
Dark grey translucent quartz .............. ...........................
Silicified slate, slightly pyritous ..........................................
Highly silicified altered slate ..............................................
Blanketings..............................................................................
Tailings'(apparently)..............................................................
Pyritous white quarts ........................................................ .

0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
3
6
15
3
0
4
6
1
7
2

12 14 8
0 9 19
1 17 0
2 1

9

e
2
5
2

8
10
10
20

3
92
0
1

2 20
6 12
3 7
8 17

0 15 2
0 2 17
1 1 18
0 2 4

6
1
3
6
10
13
6
20
11
20
21
11
13
0
4
0

0 G 12
0 15 2

8
9
19
12
5
3
9
14
10
14
10
10
0
14
7
14

0 9 19

Flyer’s Crcsk (portion 544 Soft ironstaincd stone, possibly sedimentary
and adjacent claim).
Flyer’s Creek

0

dwt.ffr»
5 11 1

5
10
19
12
6
7
12
16
8
16
17
2
17

10
21
4
22
12
14
22
7
16
4
9
1
3

1
0
0
2
1
0
0
11
62
12
34
17
0

5
8
5
19
8
15
19
8
18
6
2
6
5

0
17
10
20
22
2
11
16
16
0
16
3
10

0 8

6

0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
15
4
7
12
3
2
4
8
6
15
5
15

4
2
8
12
22
6
4
13
11
10
2
7
2

0 11
0 3
x> 8
4 8
1 2
0 10
0 6

22
6
17
4
20
21
10

1 12
6
9
0
6
3
IS
3

10
IS
13
3
23
22
13

451
39
Official
Number.

2363
2364
2366
2370
2393
4371
4164
1019
1020
8977
3058
3059
3908
4487
4489
4490
4491
4739
4740
4741
3598
129
130
4719
4296
3546
3662
3434
645
546
2258
3276
3405
1895
2057
2068
4119
3478
1140
4155
181
182
183
1269
1270
3307
3560
3905
3959
4347
4591
1769
3529
3532
125
295
4796
4797
4213
2440
3617
1776
2862
3065
3066
3309
4005
4106
2626
2527
3436
3097
114
1277
3031
780
1303
4702
4104
2750
2751
2752

Locality-stated by the finder
to be.

Per ton.

Description.

Gold.

Ferruginous quartz and felspathic lodestufF ......................

oz. dwt.gr.
0 8 17
3 0 22
0 6 10
3 5 8
46 1 3
0 6 12
11 4 G
0 12 22
0 5 10
1 IS 2
0 7 14
35 19 14
0 17 9
3 7 12
0 7 14
24 1 6
0 9 19
3 14 1
1 10 11
8 9 10
10 13
6 6 17

oz. dwt.gr
0 3 6
0 6 12
0 2 4
0 6 12
6 11 1
0 2 4
6 8 8
2 14 10
3 12 22
0 5 10
0 4 8
4 10 8
0 6 12
0 8 17
0 3 6
2 14 10
0 2 4
0 7 14
0 6 12
0 6 12
0 7 14
0 8 17

Ferruginous quartz ................. ............................................
Quartz with cubes of pyrites and much chioritic material..
Ironstained eavernous quartz ..............................................

16 11 0
0 9 19
3 18 9

3 3 3
0 3 6
0 4 8

Gilgunnia (8 miles li. of). Very ferruginous quartz ......................................................
it
it
i*
I>
Jl
......................................................
»
»■
»
Ironstaincd
quartz....................................
.............................
ii
»)
„
(near)...............
Glen Innes ......................
' „
„
13T7 ‘ „
’..........................................
(near) ........... Silicious pyritous stone..........................................................
Gloucester .................... . Quartz and calcareous stone with a few specks of pyrites...
„

(county of)

it

tt

IP
77

j#
J*

Crushed sample
.............................. ..................................
Ferruginous quartz..................................................................
*■* Sandy clay .............................................................................
•»> Ferruginous cellular quartz .................................................
Crushed roasted quartz ..........................................................
Quarto .............................. ................................ ....................

Glen Elgin ......................
Goodwood (Thomas’s Paddock).
17
11
1> “■
Gordon Brook..................
Golden Gully (near Burraga).
Golden Gate.,,.................
Golden Point, Trunkey ...
Goulburn (near)..............
Grenfell ..........................
„

(north of) ........

Concentrates ..................................... ....................................
Yitrcoug quartz.................................. ...................................
Alluvial tin.

(See 2258 under “ Tin ” j ..............................

„
(Lucknow Mine)., White quartz wilh veins of arsenical pyrites.....................
Grattai ..............................
Grong Grong ..................
Grafton, South..................
Gundybindyal (6 iniles Ferruginous quartz ...................... ......................................
from) near Temora.
Gundagai District ..........
11
,
i,
with folspafcliic*hko lunterial ........ .............
o w 1 V ■ “1
............... *...... . ** ..........
,,
)}
and ferruginous quartz.................
•J
..... ..
...........
JI
.. . ........ ....... . ... Fyritcs and blende with a little quartz and galena ...........
.
n
(near)...............
Slate..... .................. "................... ...........................................
„

, South

... Ferruginous cellular quartz ..................................................

Gulgong .........................
„
(3 milesfrom)... Tailings ............................................ ....................................
Ferruginous copper ore. (See 3532 under “ Copper’’) .. ..
Hartley (Cox River) ......
Harefield ........................ .
Harden (6 miles east of) .. Quartz with pvrites (iron, copper, and arsenical)..............
Quartz with much galena and arsenical pyntes, and a little
ii
,»
copper pyrites.
Hartley Tale .................. Silicious ironstone.................................................................
Hastings River ...............
JTazelgrove ......................
„
JJ

(3 miles from), Average sample ......................................................................
Pyrites......................................................................................
JJ
Jl
Quartz rubble.................................. ........................ ......... .

Hatelmere (near Tarana)
»
JI
Jl
Hazelgrar...........................
Herbert Bark (Armidale)
Hillgrovo (26 miles E. of)

Gossan.................................................................................................... 4..,.,...
Ironstaincd white quartz .....................................................
Ironstone..................................................................................
Grey vitreous quartz........................................ ....... *...........

Broken up quartz ..................................................................
Hill End ...........................
Homeward Round (near Ironstaincd quartz (free gold present) ...................... .......
Coramba).
Howe Mountain .............. Ferruginous quartz .................................. *..........................
Ihika (Clarence River) ... Loosely coherent sand ..........................................................
Ilford ...............................
1}

f.s.

Silver.

ii

ii

«

2T75

„

.......

0 19
19
0 9
6 5
114 6
5 8
6 12
16
0 13
0 8
0 15
0 7
0 9
2 12
2 5

12
8
19
14
15
2L
7
2
8
17
2
14
19
C
17

0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
15
6
1
10
16
9
C
3
2
3
2
3
G
8

22
2
12
17
1
4
19
12
6
4
6
4
6
12
17

3t
0
0
2
3
6
0
9
0
62
0
0
0
0
0
5
59
4

19
7
C
12
6
4
9
13
7
17
6
5
5
8
19
2
19
18

2
14
12
6
8
1
18
17
14
14
12
10
10
17
11
8
23
0

33
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
18
0
0
13
17

4
3
2
6
10
7
3
10
3
8
12
2
17
15
6
9
12
8

18
6
4
12
14
21
6
21
G
23
22
4
9
16
2
19
4
10

2
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
2
2

,5
5
19
3
15
15
9
3
3
1
17
3
6
8
11
6
1
18
7

17
10
4
22
2
22
19
22
22
18
9
13
12
17
20
10
18
18
21

0
0
0
21
46
26
18
8
12
16
8
0
15
2
0
0
0
0
0

10
3
12
16
7
13
11
2
19
15
18
15
0
7
3
2
4
10
4

21
6
22
13
16
13
7
5
3
9
13
2
11
21
6
4
8
21
6

1
0
0
O
1

3
17
18
17
0

22
14
8
9
13

0
0
0
0
0

8
1
G
8
7

17
23
10
17
14

40
Official | Locality—etated by the finder
Numberto be.

1227
3G14
1622
1760
3449
3670
3671
4109
3261
2446
1444
2678
2706
4011
4078
302
591
' 592
2791
2792
3482
4324

Per (an.

Description.

Titaniferous iron and quartzite
„
(20 miles from)... Arsenical pyrites ....................
Ironharks (near) ............... Pyiitous quartz ..........................
»
1}
............. Pyritous milky quartz ............
Crushed sample .........................
Iron-stained quartz ..................
Jack’s Crock (6 milesfrom
Cunowindra).
Jerrara District .............
Jones’ Creek, Gundagai...
♦J
1)
••
„
Abercrombie
Fanges.
Jones' Creek, Gundagai...

Milky quartz
'White quartz
Tron-stained white quartz.
Crushed quartz ................
Tailings ............................
Pyritous quartz .............
Chioritic schist, with reins of quartz ....................

Tailings ...... ........................................ ...............
Jugiong

.......................... Vitreous quartz, with a little greenish clay .......
Pynlous. while quartz traversing a granitic rock
V cry pyritous quartz..................................................

.,

Pyritous and ferruginous, nhitc quartz ..............

if

Pyrites, with white quartz.............................. ...........

(near) .....................
}^
' ............ ...........
Junction Point.................
Kangaroo Grounds (near
Gundagai).

Ferruginous quartz.................................................

1764
3396
3767
653
657
658
255
1108
3751
2208
2209
1213
2320
1757
2336
2537
21
687
688
4627
4623
4629
4630
765
1150
2787
2920

Kerr’s Creek...................... Ferruginous quartz.,
Elmo, (Parish of)..............
King’s Plains and Blovnev,
(between).
Koorawutha, (14 miles S.E.
of).
:>
Ji
*!
Lake Cowal (near) .........
Londlow (7 miles from) ...
Jl
*J
■

Pyritous ferruginous quartz...............

"White quartz, with ochreous stains ..................................
Quartz.................................................................................... j
„ pyritous ......................................................................
ji
u
yt
“• Groy quartz, with nests of mica ............................. ..........
Little llillabong ( l! Old Quartz, in part iron-stained and milky, in part grey and
vitreous.
Tom Beef ”).
Coarsely crystallised galena in cellular quartz. (See
Little Hartley...............
] ,1 OS under .Lead.)
1
Ferruginous quartz.................................................................. I
Lionsvillft (DixcnS Ciann)
Crystallised quartz..................................
Lucknow (near) ............. Very ferruginous quartz ......................
Milky quartz, with arsenical pyrites ...
I
Lunatic (7 miles frouu 11 hue quartz, with carbonaceous shale
Fairfield).
Lucknow (2 miles from) .. Tron pyrites, with peacock copper ore.................................
JJ
JJ
J>
'»• Cubical iron pyrites m a cream-coloured clayey matrix ...
Marengo .......................... Sand containing much quartz and fingments of a black
substance.
Sfrtcanolly.......................... Pyritous grey quartz, with a little slaty material ..........
Tailings

.................................................................................................

Ferruginous pyritous quartz, with a little slate...............
„
quartz, with elate..........................................

2921
3539
1024

Mnugaln, Swamp Oak......

Pyritous grey quartz.........
Concentrates 20'8 per ccnt.=

1025

JJ

»

“• Groy quartz........................

1026

Jl

JJ

Pyritous, grey quartz........

1073
1619
2100
2101
4268
1862
27KG
2767
3637
3639
' 8907
3971

[

PyritmiB quartz, with native antimony .............................

Copper pyrites and slate ....
Mandurama...................... j Ferruginous pyritous quartz .
Quartz, with clay slate ........
IJ igldy pys-ilous quart z ........
.,
(“ Woodcutter’s ” Granular pyrites....................
Claim),
■
Crushed pyrites ................
Arsenical pyrites and clay

1077

Concentrates 30'00 per ccnt.=
Concentrates 23'8 per cent.

Major’s Creek (“Eureka” Tailings, rich in sulphides.,
Beef).
Minor's Creek ..................

Mann Biver......................
»
............
„
,,
„
Mine),

(Dora Beef)...
(Portion .903)..
(Little

Dora

Silver.

02.
3
2
9
S
1
0
0
2
0

dwt.gr.
5 8
5 17
5 2
1 3
11 13
0 19
14 0
12 6
18 8

oz.
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
2

11
7
12
19

dwt.gr.
■14 0
16 14
3 22
17 9
5 10
3 6
3 6
4 8
3 6

20
14
22
20

0
0
0
0

3
2
4
7

6
4
8
14

1
1
1
20
6
2
0
2

6 2
10 11
2 20
2 21
10,16
8 23
15 2
7 21

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

4
3
12
7
8
2
6
4

8
6
22
14
17
20
12
8

16
0
4
0
0

15
6
9
10
6

2
1
1
0
0

7
1
8
5
11

21
18
22
10
22

Ferruginous pyritous quartz .................... ..............

Concentrates 18','15 per cent, =
903
43
387
23S2

Gold.

Granular icon pyrites..................................
Pyritous quartz (broken up).....................
White quartz, with pyrites, blende, &a. ...
Black saud .............................................. .
White quartz, containing galena..............
Iron-ptamed cavernous quartz ..................
Iron-stained cavernous quartz .................
Quartz, containing zinc blende........
Concentrates ..............................................
White quartz, with pyrites and galena ...
White quartz, with specks of zinc-blende

9
12
6
21
12

0 6 10

0 9 19

3
0
0
7
9
3

0
0
0
2
2
0

16
10
12
12
9
5

5
21
22
10
10
6

1

6 2

1
1
2
0
1
0

3
2
2
7
7
9

22
20
11
14
4
19

31 3 21
0 8 17
0 10 21
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
2
0
3

12
17
12
12
2
12
0
3
17
18

G
0
22
22
11
22
13
13
9
9

10
4
4
3
14
15

21
8
8
13
10
0

37 13 12
2
0
0
0
0
0

5
5
7
2
6
3

17
10
14
4
10
6

8 17 11
0 2 4
0 4 S
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
0
0

10
8
C
8
14
16
5
8
8
15

21
2
2
6
0
14
10
17
17
2

0 5 10
0 6 12

0 4 fl
0 2 4

0
2
0
0
0
2
1

10
9
2
6
15
15
8

21
0
4
12
2
12
6

0
0
0
0
1
3
3

4
9
6
4
8
2
o

8
19
12
8
6
1
16

2
90
50
4
1
0
2
2
0
0
1
0

1
7
12
0
4
8
18
15
6
7
18
8

20
18
14
13
10
17
18
12
10
14
?•
17

4
27
10
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
6
13
7
4
4
19
18
7
3
7
3

0
14
9
21
13
8
11
8
14
6
14
6

41
Oflidial
Xunibcr.

Locality—stated by the finder
to be.

4334
4-198
4745

!ttann Bivor......................

471G
4803
1918
1940
3857
3SG0
4004
4005
3045
3G36
3718
3412
2635
3421
8123
1232
1283
36.'3
2185
4274
8314

„
„

Per ton.

Description.

CpM.

Compact quart/, containing a few spceltB of pyrites ......
QunrU, containing a very little galena ami pjritcs ........
(Dora Beef) .. Quart/, containing pyrites and blende, assiciated nilh a
inctnmorphie n el:.
(Hawkey’s Heef) Concrnirates (assay only approximate) ..............................

Tailings

..........................................................................

Marulan (near) .............. Quart/ (free gold present) .................................................
„
District............... Ferruginous milky quartz ^ .................................................
Marble Hills (near Moonbi) Volcanic rock (probably) with veins of crystalline quartz..
„
„
broken up ................ ..................
H
It
yi
Markdalo (1 New Cale Crushed sample ......................................................................
donia " Mine),
!1
........................*........................*.............
Manning Biver .............. Quartz.............................................................................................
„
(“Queen of
„ iron-stained............................................ .........................
Bui by " Mine).
Manning Biver ............... Iron-stained sandstone ................................................... ..........
Macquarie (near llitl Fnd) Ferruginous quartz.......................................................................
Melrose District............... Quartz,and white granite...........................................................
Quartz .............................................................................................

Mitchell's Creek (7 miles
from).
S»
#1
J* ■*■
Mitchcirp Creek (near) .
Milllhorpc (Id-miles from)
11
*•

1)

............. ................. *.......... *.......................................

Concentrates

.............................................................................

A retort sample of amalgam .................................................
Quarlz (crushed) .......................................................................
Copper glance (see £,495, under Copper) .............................
Pulverulent material, apparently resulting from the
weathering of an igneous rock.
Milparinka (20 miles from. White quartz ...................................................... . ...................

I

^>i]^cr.

oz
0
3
2

ilnt.gr.
a 20
7 12
14 10

oz.
0
0
0

dwl ■ gr
3 G
G 12
19 11

92
0
2
9
2
0
2

17
5
1
13
3
10
16

12
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
2
4
12
4
2
6

17
10
9
19
13
21
14

1 3 22
0 14 0 1
10 4 1G

11
4
8
22
8
4
12

0 3 G
0 3 G
1 3 e

2
0
3
20
0
. 4

3
11
12
9
8
2

13
20
22
9
17
10

0
0
3
1
0
IS

4
3
19
14
3
3

8
G
11
20
G
15

0
0
1
9

10
10
10
7

21
21
11
G

1
0
3
1

3
8
7
18

22
17
12
2

0 15

2

0 4 8

Liltle Bendigo).
4031
4082
252 I
2370
8492
3512
3359
43 41
4363
110
111
1030
3837
3838
599
923
024
1093
1777

2030
2189
2190
2886
3299
1918
1990
2235
2878
4145
2532
8577
3578
4017
4295
41
142
143
144
273
391
454
588
761
762
835
842
J370
1582
2630
4125

Ji
JJ
JJ
Moruya..............................

„

„
cellular in part ..................................................
,,
with chlorite ........................................... .........
iron-stained quartz ...................................................................
Siliceous ore, rich m arsenical mid iron pyrites....................
Quarlz.........................................................................................
„
wilh mispicbel ..............................................................

(ricar) ................

1>

’J

.. .

■

,tJ .................

'While quartz ............................................................................
MopsItc iniFpiekel .......... ............................................... ..........
Mountains........... Quartz, Tuth mispickcl .............................................................
Dsslrict
(Jena- Tailings ........................ ...............................................................

’ ,,
„
maddra Gold-field).
Moruva.......... ................
Mooney Gold-mine.........

Quartz, with mispickel............ ............................................
Cavernous quartz, with bands of friable pyrites .............
„
,,
„
„
(crushed)^
Milky handed quartz..............................................................

,,
Aft. (ncjr) ........
Moouambia ...................... Tailings ..............................................................................
Concentrates ..........................................................................
Molong District .............. Ironstone gossan ....................................................................
jj
............... Pink deromposed rook ..........................................................
Quartz, with blue and green carbonates of copper .........
„
(2 miles ironstone........................... .....................................................
from).
Jl
..... . ... ...
»
g'?S5Iin ......................................................................
Copper-stained quartz .........................................................
Quartz, with carbonate of copper (see 3,29D, undorCopper)
Moonandrew
(Slewart’s Calcareous quartz lodcstuff ..................................................
Brook).
Momanbrook .................. Pyritous white quartz, with slaty partings..........................
Pyritous tailings......................................................... ...........
„
and Stewart's Quarlz (free goll present) ..................................................
Brook (between," Athol
Maid ” Mice).
Monaro District ............. i
Mongnrlow (Braidwood) . j
„ with ferruginous c'ny ..............................................
Mogo .................................'
!>
*...................... ......................................................... ....................... .....................-..........................
Ferrug'uous, cellular, and pyritous quarlz .........................
Mt, Hope (near) ............ Green and pink slate, with bunds of pyrites ......................
Mb. Clnrendon (near Gun- Greenish felsitc, traversed by veins of white quartz and
dagai).
!
pyrites.
Mount Drvsdalc .............. j Decomposing felspathic stone ..............................................
Slaty rock ..........................................................................
»
jj
..........
JJ
......... .......* ...................................................
Sl
...... ........................... ..................... ..............................
..i 4».
jj
r>
...............]
ii
jj
............ . Quart? and slate.............................................*.......................
,,
,,
District... i'emigiuous shite .................................................................
,,
j, and quartz ..............................................
JJ
JJ
JJ
,,,|
Pale-coloured sedimentary rock ................................. -.......
Sedimentary reek ................................................................
_

»
JJ

..
»

»

_

JJ

............................................

....................................... ..

("«’•) - Siliceous ironstone ...............* ........................... .................
JJ * • Very ferruginous quartz ......................................................
Weathered slate find iaudstune ................. .......................
.............. 1 Ferruginous rjuiulz ..............................................................
veins of quarlz..............................
(‘'iTustin Pink tlate, traversed

„
„
Tims" Mine),
!>
!J
........... **'j Piufc elate ........................................*...... ............................ j

2'1-E

4
0
0
1
G
1
1
3
10
0
0

3
5
5
10
10
17
6
7
IL
9
11

20
10
10
11
10
0
2
12
5
18
20

0
0
0
1
1
G
0
0
0
0
0

7
3
2
3
G
G
4
4
19
3
3

14
G
4
23
2
3
y
8
11
G
G

7
0
1
0
0
25
0
0
1
0

3
6
1
9
19
13
8
10
1
5

17
12
18
19
14
10
17
21
18
10

2
2
0
0
0
5
0
0
4
0

12
12
8
3
G
IS
4
6
7
16

6
G
17
C
12
1G
8
12
2
14

0
1
0
0

16
10
17
15

4
11
9
2

0 5
2 16
2 11
0 4

to
14
3
3

8 7 15
10 3 18
11 4 G

1

6 2
1 19
3 11 20
2

1
2
0
2
2
3

19
16
16
4
12
16

4
14
4
15
G
5

0
0
0
0
0
0

4
12
3
3
12
G

8
22
6
6
22
12

35
69
1
45
1
0
0
0
4
6
0
2
0
3
0

7
II
9
12
12
17
12
8
13
4
17
0
7
G
19

18
13
8
11
XG
9
22
17
14
12
9
6
14
10
U

52
1,013
17
835
3
1 50
0
0
37
73
0
0
0
0
0

16
6
5
7
7
6
4
12
12
10
4
5
3
3
6

5
6
0
6
12
2
8
22
10
0
s
10
6
6
12

2

7 21

0 4

a

42
Official

Number.

595
628
1609
1631
1766
2091
2104
1767
2396 '
35S2 I
4578
99 1
4793
189 I
1067 1

1068

666 I

Locality—etfttoJ by the finder
to bo.

Mount Victoria ........ .
Mount Pearce District
Mount Drorocdary.........
»

,»

„

u

„

3510
4367

.........
.........
........

...........

JJ
JJ
Murrumbidgee River.....
JJ
;> --- •
Muagce District .............
„
(near Lue).........
tt
tt
.........
jj

2869

if

,,,,,,,,

Mount Emily .................
Mouut M'Donald.............

2468
2557
2743 I

4489
2205 '

j»
ji

tt
ji

1069

3663

,t

jj

jj

.................

jj
.........
District..............
* ■ ■ *.............. ........

jj

„ (Rat's Castle)......
,, (near) ..................
Mulgan.............................
Muttamn,.........................

3118

j*
...................
Muswcllbrook Bijtrict

4061
703

Myall..

1332

Ifana Creek .....................

1686
1687

2120
4398

1076

1121
1122
1123
1125
1126
2325
2538
2632
2785
2786
3592
2229
2675
3429
4641
1812
4152
4266
1641
1642
1091
2602
2603
226
600
744
745
2900
2923
2929
2930
3172
3518
3889
4722
4723
4724
4427
1818
2278
4638
4639
4816

J)

.............

1>
.......................
Narnga..............................
Ifammilera District ......
Nerriga (about 10 miles
from).
JJ
>J
Jl
it
JJ
Jj
JJ
jj
Jj
J> '
JJ *
JJ *
jj
1
jj
*
„ (40 miles from) ...
Newbridge (2 miles 8. of)
Newbridge
(Hanlon’s
Claim).
Newbridge ......................
>•
(near).............
Nerrigundah.....................
New England ..................
Niangnla ("Just in Time”
Mine).
N undlo, 5 miles E. of......
JJ
JJ
......

Deseription.

Ferruginous quartz ..............................................................
Iron-stained quartz, containing pyrike, galena, and a little
blende.
Gossan....................................................................................
Fclsite ............................................... .....................................
Apparently a rotten granite..................................................
Ferruginous, cellular, pyritous quartz..................................
Weathered material, possibly felsite ......... .......................
Very ferruginous cellular quartz.........................................
Dark glassy quartz (coarse gold present) .......................... j
Quarlz, containing magnetic pyrites, with slate.................
Pyritous, sdieeous slate.................................
Sand, containing quartz, magnetite, <fce.......
Sand................................................................
Rubble............................................................
Gossan............................................................
Ferruginous quartz breccia .........................
Gossan............................................................
Ferruginous, somewhat cellular quartz
Ironstone gossan .............................................
White quartz, wilh crystallised iron pyrites
Pyritous white quartz ...................... .......... .
Tailings ..........................................................
Iron-stained quartz.......................................
Q.uartz, honeycombed in part ......................
Quartz.............................................................
Broken-up ironstone ......................................
Ironstone gossan .............................................
Copper-stained quartz, with copper pyrites, blende, and
galena.
Hirer sand ..............................................................................
Iron-stained quartz, with partings of a taloose mineral,
marked deutritically m places, and coated with very
fine gold.
Blanketings............................................................................
Quartz.............................................. .......................................
J> ................ . .......... ..................................... ............
Jl ..................................... . .................... . ............. .
}} ............. ........... ................................ ...........
„ honey-combed .........................................................
JJ
JJ
.................................................... .
Pyritous quartz, with green earth material and slate .......
Quartz, honey-combed ..........................................................
Ferruginous cellular quartz ...................................................
Pyritous quartz, with galena ..............................................
Ferruginous cellular quarlz (free gold present)..................
Pyritous quartz ............................................ .....................
Ferruginous quartz ................................................... ........
Ferruginous slaty material .................................................
JJ
tf
- .............. ............... ............... .
Tron-staincd, somewhat cellular quartz ..............................
Iron-st am ed quartz..1..............................................................
Quurtz rubble.........................................................................
Cavernous quartz and weathered slate ............................
Pyritous white quartz .........................................................
Ferruginous quartz in slate ................................................
,,
cavernous quartz..............................................
Concentrated pyrites .............................................................

Sand, consisting largely of magnetic iron and zircons ... .
»
ii
a
......
j)
Quartz.....................................................................................
))
.......... ..
..i,
Crushed pyritous quartz ......................................................
J>
......................... .
u ^
»i
............. ....................... ............ .
Nymagee Uistiiet............. Ferruginous cellular quarlz .................................................
Nyngan, 30 miles from Ironstone .................................................................................
(‘: Budgory ” Eeef).
I'jngan..............................
JJ
...... *......................... ........................ . , , ............. . ,
}J
.............................
JJ
* J*.......*........... J....................................................
>1
.......................... . "White quurtz find cl&y .........................................................
i>
(near) .................. Gossan ...................................................................................
Ferruginous quart2 .............................................. ..............
JJ
31
......................-............
Weathered siliceous slaty material .....................................
JJ
JJ ............ .
Ferruginous carbonate of lead. (See 3,172, under Lead)..
Quartz and weathered felspathic rock .................... ........
„ The Overflow...... Much-weathered ferruginous slate .....................................
„ District ......... . . Crystallised white quartz ...................................................
............
Quartz .....................................................................................
TJ
JJ
...............
Oban..................................
Oberon (Molly’s Beef) ... Ferruginous cavernous quarlz .........
Compact ferruginous pyritous quartz
Granular iron pyrites..........................
JJ
-j
jj
■rcdh clay ......
Old Junee
Ferruginous quartz ..........................
jj

jj

Pet ton.

Gold.

Sih er.

OZ. dwt KT,
1 17 0
7 5 21
0
0
3
1
0
2
22
1
1
4
5
28
1
0
1
1
0
I
1
0
0
2
2
0
2
0

15
5
5
2
8
5
17
1
8
1
17
6
10
Jo
12
12
19
11
17
8
7
12

14
C
21
10
13
IS

2
0
1
2
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0

18 18
2 4
1 18
19 20
2 4
4 S
7 2
6 12
8 17
10 11
8 11
19 11
3 22
g 13
19 n
16 0
6 12
7 14
0 3
2 4
3 6
10 21
15 2
5 0
i 18
3 6

0 8 12
1 7 4

0
0

2 14
7 14

21 15 13
0 19 11
1 17 0
nu 6 10
0 8 17
1 19 4

2
0
0
0
0
0

14
4
6
6
2
6

10
8
12
10
14
12

4
0
2
0
0
14
12
14
1
7
1
3
3

10
9
22
2
38
18
2
22
22

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
2
0
1
0

19
2
6
3
2
5

11
4
12
6
4
lo
17
13
12
6
6
20
22

0 0 10
0 8 18
1 2 20
0 7 14
9 15 23

0
0
0
0
2

7
5
3
9

18
5
18
9
5
19
16
3
1
16
18
0
0

2
10
8
20
17
17
7
18
6
0
14
4
11
2
16
16
11
13
0

oz. dwt.gr.
i 14 20
2 3 13

37

0
10
18

39

i>

3
6
12
3
14
12

3 6
6 12
3 6
2 4
3 13

45
27
45
16
3
0
0

5
19
3
3
18
6
11

20
12
18
8
9
12
20

0
1
1
2
0
0
0

1
14
1
6
11

0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
1
1

6
9
39
18
10
8
7
9
8
6
10

12
10
11
8
21
6
14
19
17
12
1
19
22
17
21
2
11
2

0
0
0
0
5
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
53
16
0

2

9
3
8
10
6
10
18

19
20
18
19
20
4 8
3 G
4

3 G
6 12
9 18
8 21
6 12
0 21
3 6
2 4
2 4
6 12
3 6
4 8
4 8
3 G
7 2
4 11
11 20

455

43
Officift!
Number.

Locality—stated by the finder
to be.

1280

Orange ...........................

2924
3051
315G
2067
2068
2070
4005

„
Jl

District.................
JJ

Degcription.

Black sand, eonsisting of titaniferous and magnetic iron
ores, c&e.
Ferruginous quartz ..................................................... .......
Tniliugs ............................. .................................................... ■

"
"
Paddj’e Hirer, near Turn- Iron-stftined quartz......................... .............................. ........
bn rumba.
287a J6ambu]a.(Mfc. Ghihan Mine) Tailings ..................................................................................
2S8
G50
„ about 3 miles from Crushed ore..............................................................................
Concentrates, 9‘4 per ccnt.= .........
822
1304
„
{“ Diorito” Mine) Crusbed sample ......................................................................
1398
„
(New Station) ... Pyritous quartz, fclsite, "vvitlt a few specks of galena ......
1399
„
(Hough's Mill)... Tailings ..................................................................................
1400
4687
3499 Partes .........................
4669
962 Peak Hill...........................
1308
„
(" Proprietary ” Tailings ..................................................................................
Mine).
8937 Peak Hill* 11 miles S. of... Pyritous quarlz ................................................. ....................
4423
„
(“Monte Carlo”) Slimes ......................................................................................
4421
4425
4757
4758
4604
3672 Pinnacles (Croker’e Eeef).. Iron-stnined quartz..................................................... .
3673
8674
Tailings ....................................................................
n
a
...
2134 Port Macquarie, Cell's Ck.
Concentrates, 11 3 per cent.— ......
2183 Poverty Point,Titnbam... Claystone rubble............................. *...........................
2184
Very ferruginous quartz .............................................
»j
>j
...
1911 CJuoanbcyan, 4 miles from Ferruginous cellular quartz ..........................................
3322
4569 Qucaubcyan (17 miles Slightly copper-stained white quartz, with gulenn and a
from).
little copper pyrites.
4117 Rod Hill (20 miles from Friable siliceous ore—sandstone (?)...............................
Yass).
1544 Rccflon (16 miles from White quartz, ivilh greenish clay slate .........................
Temora).
1545
tt
it
j>
■■■
1546
Q.nnrtz.....................................................................................
2842
Milky quartz ..........................................................................
3394
Qunrtz and slate.......... ................................................
3395
Tailings ..................................................... ............................
3470
While quarlz with white clay ..............................................
»
M
1)
3213 Ricbmond Elver (12 mdcs
N. of).
3664 Rockley (6 miles E. of) ...
4022
„
(6 miles from) .. Crystalline ■white quarl z ............................................
1586 Rockville ..........................
24G Rye Park (near) ............ Ferruginous quartz in copper-tinted talcose schist. (Free
gold present).
4432 Saucy* Creek, Bombala Quartz........................................................................
District.
4307 Scrub Yards......................
4308
8726 Sebastopol ...................... Iron-stained quartz, with zinc-blende and copper pyrites...
3728
**
3729
Blanketings..............................................................................
3730
121 Sboalbaven River ..........
776 Shoalhaveii District..........
3138
ti
3508
jj
j,
3514
2404 Shellburbour ...................
4327
Platinum)
1033
1541 Slattery’s Creek (4 miles
„
ferruginous stone, containing iron and copper
from).
pyrites^
1494
>}
>1
>1
”■ Granular iron pvrites.................................. ...........................
1684
ii
(near) ... Ferruginous breccia ..............................................................
1686
»>
11
M
*■* Copper-stained ferruginous pyritous lodcstuff .................
3019
Ferruginous cellular quartz ................. ........................... .
it
m
jj
77
260
261
u
#
*9
.ji........... .
. 1.
1344
jj

Pei’ ton.

*

j

Silver.

Gobi.
oz. [hvt-.jp'2 14 6
O
0
0
0
0
0
1

0z,

0

itwt.gr.
4 8

14
16
7
14
8
]9
10

0
2
14
3
17
11
11

0
0
0
0
0
0
O

3
3
3
3
2
4
8

6
6
6
6
4
8
17

0 11
O 7
17
5 4
1 l
O 11
2 3
0 10
0 6
O 6
4 4
18
0 5
0 6

2
19
4.
12
18
21
13
21
12
10
22
6
10
12

0
0
0
O
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
6
12
3
2
19
4
2
3
12
19
3
4

6
6
12
22
13
4
11
8
4
0
22
11
6
8

17 9
19 15
14 1G
16
1 15
11 10
9 IG
15 2
2 n
8 17
12 22
15 22
3 13
14 20
8 17
14 20
3 22

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4

4
8
8
7
7
6
3
3
5
2
1
9
1
8
3
8
18

8
17
17
14
14
12
22
6
10
4
23
19
18
17
6
17
0

24 3 10

1

2> 8

18 6

O
5
4
5
4
4
3
0
2

0
0
1
2
1
0
1
1

5

1 18

15
7
0
0
0
15
O

0
10
18
8
8
O
14

11
8
8
17
17
11
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

17
10
7
3
5
8

9
21
14
0
10
17

0
1
0
10

19
13
10
17

n
IS
21
IS

79
0
0
2

15
5
4
12

4
10
8
6

1 10 11
1
3
0
0
2
4
13
0
33
0
O
8
1

13
9
8
5
3
15
13
6
10
7
18
3
15

0 6 12

18
16
17
20
3
19
1
12
14
14
8
14
22

0 5
0 4
1 14
0 3
7 7
16
0 14
0 2
5 17
0 2
0 3
0 11

10
8
20
21
15
2
8
4
14
4
0
22

0 13 8
5 8 21

0 3
4 9

6
6

0 E
1 19
7 1
16
4. 11
6 16
1 12
3 9

0
8
6
0
0
0
0
0

10
18
13
2
10
2
16
17

2
12
19
10
8
10
5
8

4
0
8
21
17
6
10
17

41
1
HHcial . Locality—stated by the finder
to be.
umber. .

Per ton.

Description.
1

2302
1028
104fp
4335
104)
1256
4121
4122
153
787
2099
1433
£740
£770
2771
3399
3400
3101
4392
2903
4309
623
4595
2961
4471
2744
3954
1053
1S74
3041
3054
3055
36,6
3058
3734
3777
4904
4143
203
215
220
715
2251
2539
3575
623
624
4751
4752
1351
2090
3264
1490
3452
3806
1164
1GC5
1608
1657
2265
3511
3974
4007
1750
2106
2! 07
2892

„
Canftdiiin "
M’ne).
|
Staggy Creek, Inverell ...
Stuart’® Brook (,l The
.Jeweller’s Shop ").
Stoekinbingal ..................
Stone Creek......................
J»
JJ
......................
J>
J»
......................
Stony Creek, near Albury'
Sugarlouf, near Newbridnei
,,
(Fraser A party's!
lease).
j
Sunny Corner .................. |
Sutton, near (Bradley'sl
Claim).
Tarana (13 miles from) ...

Mispickel................................................................................
Concentrates ................................................................... .
Pyritous milky quartz, with partings of chioritic material.
Concentrates, 17'5 per cent. = .............
Crystallised white quarlz. (Free gold visible) ................
Quartz ..........................................................
...................
Ferruginous and pyritous white quartz
■White quaiiz ..........................................
Qutrtz with iron and arsenical pjritcs
Tailings ..................................................
Pyritous white quartz ......................................................
Pyritous ferruginous quartz, with chioritic partings .....

Massive iron pyrites ..........................................................
Micaceous schistose rock, traversed by a vein of pyrites ...
Soapy white material, apparently a magnesim silicate ,...
Tamworth ......................
Tarrnbandra, parish of Pyritous whits quartz containing a little chlonlic material
(county of Wynyard).
Temora..................... ........ . Quartz, with elay-slate
„
(14 miles S.E. of)'
Ferruginous cellular quartz in slate
Perilous pink and white quartz .....
„
(3 miles N, of) ..J Ferruginous cavernous quartz .........
Q.uartz, villi more or less slate.........

(7 miles from) ...1 Broken tip quartz
Ferruginous quartz
l)istrR't ...... .

„
„

The Bogii?, near Windcver Quartz charged with mispickel .........................................
Concentrates 41 8l) per cent. = ..............
The Overflow,
..J
Ferruginous quartz................................................................
Timbami .......................... Granite traversed by a quartz vein carrying molybdenite..
Cream-coloured, weathered, liuc-grained granite ............
Fiuc-graineJ granite ..............................................................
„
(5 miles W. of)
Tilbuster (“Great Britain” Friable rock, consisting principally of granular quartz and
containing minute plates of specular iron-ore.
i
Claim).
Tailings .................................................................................. j
IJ
JJ
i)
Tindery............................. Iron-stained quartz ...............................................................I
Tomingley......................... Crushed quartz ......... ................... ........................................
Toongabbio, King’s Phans. Iron-stained glnssv quartz......................
i
J*
ti
M ■■■- Iron und copper-stained glassy quartz ,,
Truntcy .......................... B 'oken up s'ate^and quartz ..................
Ferruginous cavernous quartz ..............
„
(“Bathurst1' Quartz, with arsenical and iron pyrites
Mine).
Pyritous chioritic schist, traversed by a vein of pyritous
Cree^ ...............
cilcite carrying a little galena.
Concentrates, 15 8 per cent. = ..................................
„
„
(“ British Greenish quartz..................... ............................................
Lion ” Mine).
White quartz, with arsenical and iron pyrites ..............
Tumbarumba .................. Vein of cavernous white quartz traversing granite and slate
(ILL. 298) ... Black sand (from old sluicing works) .................. .
(
) u
(
u
n t
) -/......................
(3 miles FT. of) Arsenical pyrites in quarlz—a little mica present.....
(11 miles N.W. Ferruginous quartz—apparently from a narrow vein
of).
White quartz......................................................................
,,
(3 miles
ofj Quartz and arsenical pyrites.............................................
j»
( ij
ji
J Ferruginous cellular quartz, surrounding a cone of oiidised
pyrites.
Turon Di^i.riet.................. Blanketings........................ ................................................
Tuglamak Gold-field ...... Broken up ferruginous quartz ..................................... ....
Ferruginous cellular quartz ............................... ..............
Tumut District ............... Black sand. (See 2,S!)2 under tin)..................................
„
„
,,
„

.

Silver.

dwt 4,r1 12 6

oz. lut.
0 3 6

2
9
14.
16

0 6 12
0 4 8
0 4 8
0 16 4

1 18 2
0 7 14
0 16 4

0 4 8
0 2 4
0 3 6

OZ.

Crushed sample, purporting to represent a carefully taken
average of a quantity of roasted ore.
Mdby quartz, with mispickel ..............................................
Average sample of quartz, with arsenical and iron pyrites...
Quartz with chlorite ..................... .....................................
Spring Brook (‘‘ Marvel ilauketings.............................................................................
Heef').
1
Spring Creek, Sofala ...... Tailings ....
Spring Yale (near Temora)
JJ ^ ■•••
JJ
it
►* Blanketings.
Sofala ..............................

Stuart Town........ .............

Coll.

4
0
0
1

(7
17
7
12

0
4
1
4
38
0

9
12
2
12
2
6

18
12
20
3
5
12

0
1
0
0
c
0

1
7
3
13
10
5

22
4
10
17
16
10

1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

2
15
c
7
7
5
5
18

20
2
2
14
14
11
0
8

0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0

9
7
4
3
3
11
3
6

1!)
12
8
6
6
20
6
12

4 1 15
0 19 ii

1 2 20
0 4 8

0 5 10
0 10 21
2 14 10
5 11 1

2 15 12
0 4 8
0 8 17
0 8 17

1 13

0 10 21

7

fi
3
6
4
2
5
1
3
6

12
6
12
8
4
10
18
6
12

5
0
2
1
0
4
8
0
1

17
6
14
19
8
1
18
H
17

14
12
10
4
17
15
13
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

1
fi
2
0
0
2
0
3

12
4
14
18
7
12
5
11

16
12
10
8
n
6
10
20

0
0
3
0
0
0
0
8

2
2
O
2
9
12
0
1
1

16
12
18
2
11
1
5
11
10

3
6
8
11
14
16
10
13
11

4
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0

7
4
5
4
6
3
2
3
4

2
8
10
8
2
22
4
6
8

1 10 11

0

4

8

4 7
0 4

2
8

38 2
1 10

5
4

10 21
12 £2
5 8
3 6
3 6
16 2
2 4
1 8

0 9 19
0 6 3

0 7 14
2 16 14

8 15 15
0 19 14
1 G 2
0 9 19

0
0
0
0

2 10 1
0 5 10
2 2 11

0 4 8
0 3 6
0 7 14

2
4
2
1

0
2
2
0

19 19
8 4
10 1
19 4

5 18
2 4
12 22
3 6

13 1
4 15
18 18
6 12

45
Official

Kumijcr.

Locality- stated by the finder
to be."

Description.

Per ton.
Cold.

. Silv cr.

dwl Sr2 14 10

OZ.

2931
2932
20 H
2943
3538
3413
3703

1819
4410
907

1G35
1089
2159

3773
3937
4211
4212
4602
18
19
1803
20
705
100G
4561

4677
4762
2001
2002
2003
4564
4785
4822
2193
2342
£313
3934
3915
3960
3215
3216
3247
3248
463
1843
4442
4364
4365
4366
3170
1753
446
3048
4652
4146
1501
8586
3940
3067
8393
3383
3384
90
172

345
353
576
577
1018
1540
1599

Tucnti (“ Golden Djke " Siliceous slate............................................
MineJ.
it (
!)
I> )
jj
u
......................................................................
Jl
(
J)
JJ }
jj
jj .................................. .......
JJ
(
JJ
JJ )
'J
JJ .................................... . ... .
J!
(
JJ
JJ )
Ferruginous quart!;, containing free gold
Perilous and cellular quartz....................
JJ
_ ........................................ ..
Turmeil...... ........................ Ferruginous quartz and slate ................
Tweed and Kichmond Beaeli sand.....................................
Rivers (between).
Platinum = .....
'
Osmiridium = ..
Ulladuiln .......................... Quartz.............................................
Uralla .............................. Iron-stained vitreous white quartz
„
(7 miles W. of) ... Siliceous pyritous material ..........
Granular iron pyrites.....................
JJ
JJ
JJ
J*'
Massive arsenical pyrites .............
JJ
.................................................
jt
(noar) ................... Blue quartz.....................................
„
District ............... Tailings .........................................
„
(16 mites from) ... Crushed quartz .............................
1»

It

Jl

„
(4 miles from) .....
Walclta (18 miles front),.,
jj
jj
jj
...
t)
......
Wagga ......
Walbundrie

... .................................................. . . ....................

Crystallised quartz, in felspathic material ..
Partly crushed sample of ferruginous quartz
Iron-shtined quartz..........................................
Mispickel, with quartz ..................................
Ferruginous cellular quartz ..........................
Ferruginous quartz........ .................... ...........

Wantiolc (near Junee) ... Highly pyritous quartz, with a little granite......................
Concentrates, 43'6 per cent. — .............
Warrell Creek (nearKcmp- Mispickel, in quartz ..............................................................
sey).
Wangat (county oE Dur Quartz .....................................................................................
ham).
Wattle Flat...................... Slightly pyritous glassy quartz..............................................
JJ
...................... Iron pyrites, with a little caleite ...........................................
....................... Iron pyrites..............................................................................
Jj
...................... Quartz, with a little chlorite and calcareous material ... .
White quartz, with flakes of mica ......................................
Warratta (E. of Mil- Milky quartz ......................................................................
porinka),
Walliin Hill (Overflow) ... Ferruginous cellular quartz ..............................................
Walker's Hill (near Nvmn- Massive ferruginous cerussite. (See 2,193, under " Lead ")
gee).
'
Wnshaway Ck. (Bungonia) Siliceous ironstone ................................................................;
Quartz .....................................................................................
J>
JJ
14
Warramhttccu (near Braid- Friable iron-stained quartz ................................................. :
wood).
Wagonga .......................... Quartz........................................................... ..........................
„
North ............
Warrumbuuglc Mountains Ferruginous quartz
(Coonabarabran).
..
ti
j.
j.
j. ■
JJ

j.

jj

91

99

JJ

W elcome Reef..................
Wellington .....................
„
and Gulgong
(between).
,,
District ........
JJ
JJ
IJ

jj

Crushed sample ............................. ........................................
Quartz, with copper pyrites..................................................
Ferruginous copper-slaiuod quartz, containing copper
pyrites.
Ferruginous cellular and pyritous quartz .........................
Ferruginous quartz...................................................... ........ .

J>

White quartz

dwt.gr
0 6 12

07,.

0
0
1
19
0
1

7
15
12
18
5
1

14
2
16
12
10
13

0
0
0
0
9
0

3
4
6
4
14
4

6
8
12
8
21
8

10
18
6
2
0
4
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
4
0
1
1

12
9
10
S
7
7
18
Id
6
19
8

9
22
16
23
14
2
18
2
10
IL
6
14
11
22
17
20
16
16

0
0
24
£7
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
9
15
13
2
6
15
3
3
3
4
3
6
10

6
6
22
4
14
4
12
2
6
6
6
8
6
12
21

7

7
12
2
11
12
12

1 8 6
3 3 3
0 7 14

0 4 8
0 4 8
0 5 10

3 0 22

0 19 11

0
1
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

8
3
5
9
0
7

17
22
10
19
22
14

2
8
4
3
12
3

4
17
8
6
22
6

0 6 12
0 8 17

0 2 4
6 12 19

0 5 10
1 3 22
0 14 0

0 2 4
0 4 8
0 3 6

1 14 20
1 12 16
2 10 14

0 8 IT
0 6 12
0 6 12

6
7
1
6
0
2

1
12
17
13
19
3

19
10
0
21
11
13

0
7
1
0
0
0

10
3
12
10
12
15

21
17
16
21
22
2

1
1
1
0

1
1
10
8

18
18
11
17

0
7
0
0

5
10
S
3

10
6
17
6

Whipstick.......................... Coarsely crushed pyritous quartz......................... ................
Wiseman's Creek............... Very ferruginous cavernous quartz......................................
Woolgoolga ..................... Quartz......................................................................................
Blanketings..............................................................................
Wolumla Peak (E. of)...... Felsite, somewhat ferruginous and cellular...........................
Wyndham ...................... Quart z. containing galena, copper pyrites, and much iron
pyrites.
Roek, containing iron and arsenical pyrites .......................
Wyauglc (near Tumut) ... Iron-stained quartz..................................................................
„
(parish of) ....... Quartz and granite................. ................................................
Quartz, with a little galena ......... ........................................
3}
JJ
...........
Quartz and slate......... ............................................................
JJ
>3
'
White quartz .........................................................................
)>
JJ
...........
Wyalong ........................... Blanketings............................. ................................................
Siliceous iroustone, showing specks of gold ......................
jj
................... *....................

1
0
0
1
0
2

9
5
8
1
12
16

22
10
17
18
22
14

1
0
0
0
0
1

0
2
4
12
4
12

8
4
8
22
8
16

3
16
0
3
60
1
0
32

16
17
17
5
l
11
10
14

5
10
9
8
18
13
21
10

6
1
0
0
6
0
0
6

3
19
6
10
18
9
6
9

23
4
12
21
6
19
12
10

Wyalong (Pino Ridge) ... Iron-stained quartz .....................
Ferruginous quartz ....................
IJ
' .....
Tailings .......................................
ij
......................
Blanketings ..................................
JJ
...........................................
tj
........................... Pyritous translucent quartz ........
„
(Pine Ridge) ... Q.uartz..........................................
Very ferruginous cellular quartz
jj
................... ......................

19
0
0
2
28
3
0

5
5
15
14
19
18
6

10
10
2
10
6
8
12

1
0
0
0
3
0
0

14
9
2
6
18
4

20
19
4
10
9
8
4

2

458
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Official

Number.

Locality—stated by the finder
to be.

Per ton.

Description.

Silver.

Gold
divl
3 7 12

OZ.

2062
2063
2064.
2497
2424
2495
2496
2501
2502

Wynlou® \V(?at (GIasfuh Quarts..................................................................................
and party’s Claim),
Ferruginous perilous quarts....................................... !.........
>>
)t
i)
Pyritous quarri; ......................................................................
(spj Hili)
;j Ferruginous quartz ..............................................................
,,
(Sireetlnncl's
Brown jasperoiol quartz .......................................................
Chini).
„
Hi strict.............. Iron-stained quartz ..............................................................
,,

West ..............

Ferruginous quartz.................................................................
Siliceous ironstone .................................................................

dwt gr.
0 9 19

OZ,

7
3
1
0

3
11
12
11

17
20
6
20

3
1
0
0

5
12
6
3

8
16
12
6

0
1
15
0

7
10
4
18

14
11
20
8

0
0
2
1

3
6
1
11

6
12
9
13

3
0
0
1
0
1
0

0
14
12
8
19
9
17

22
0
22
6
11
8
9

5
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
IS
4
6
8
8
10

8
8
8
12
16
16
21

_

50 miles N.W. of' Ferruginous quartz........................................................... .
2648
Siliceous pyritous ironstone ..................................................
2669
Pyritous quartz ..................................................................... j
f)
2760
Ferruginous quartz..................................................................
2860
„
West ............... Tailings ..................................................................................
ft
2861
Blanketings..........................................................................
“
(‘'MalleeTliiir'; Pyritous and ferruginous quartz ..........................................
2863
Claim).
2044
„
(Hubei's Claim) Cellular quartz .....................................................................
3015
„
(“ Jlnllee Calf" Pyritous red quartz ..............................................................
Claim).
3020
Highly pyritous quartz..........................................................
”
C‘ Pine
Hiii1' Blanketings..............................................................................
8147
Claim).
3192
tt
................. .. ... ,4.
Ironstone, showing a rcry little free gold .......................
3295
IJ
................ .......... Crushed pyritous quartz ......................................................
3318
Pyritous pink and yrhito quartz ..... . .................................
3345
i,
5 miles S.W. of Pink quartz, with a vein of white mica ..............................
3474
„
(“No. 6 South Broken-up pyritous quartz ................................... ............
Hvbuck” Mine)
3476
Ferruginous quartz ..............................................................
*>
If •
3477
„
(" IlvbiMk”
Pyritous quartz ............................................................... ......
‘
Mine).
3549
,,
West, 21 miles Pyrites and quartz .................................................................
from.
3606
Sdicoons pyritous nodules, to a largo extent oxidised ....
it
tf
,t ..
3609
Ferruginous quartz, weathered.............................................
’’
('‘While........
3629
I'enthcr"). Quartz, with a few specks of galena ..................................
3630
„
(Duncan'sHine)
JJ
Jl
JJ
'It
.......................... |
3631
Crushed simple ......................................................................
ft
......................
3644
,,
near—(Billy’s
Quartz
.................................................. .............................
Look-out),
2166
„
near—(1 mile Crushed sample......................................................................
N. of Billy's Look-out) j
3393 Wyalong .......................... 1 Ferruginous quartz, with a little pyritca .........................
4256
,t
............. Concentrates ..........................................................................
4275
.,
8onfliof........... White quartz, wilh a few pyritous kernels..........................
4607
„
'West
mile I’yritoujqnartz, with a little galena.....................................
S.W, oij. ,
4622 i
Perilous white quartz .......................................................
4658
„
2 miles S.W. of Very ferruginous pyritous quartz ................. ....................
4756
„
1 mile from .. . Quartz, heavily charged with pyrites..................................
2620

168

249
250
2155*
2595
2017 I
4532 !
<1697
2017
4230
2984
930
2023
4497
2177
2503
2504
2505
3206
3207
4093
4558
2478
2479

18 5 20
1 17 0

1 17 0
2 7 21

15 4 20
0 9 18

4 2 17
0 3 6

10
0
2
O
0

14
6
3
11
15

11
12
13
22
2

0
2
0
0
0

14
12
15
3
0

0
6
4
6
12

24 3 10
1 12 0

4 13 14
0 10 21

2 20

0 5 10

4 9 6
1 6 2

2 1 9
0 4 8

1 10 IL
6 to 16
3 G 10
I 10 11

0 4 8
i 3 22
0 4- 8
0 4 8

1 1 18

0 5

to

2
1
1
3

0
0
0
0

10
4
6
12

21
8
12
22

1

18
8
14
0

18
6
20
22

0 17 0
10 19 4
0 17 0

0 G 12
3 0 22
0 6 12

Yahvol .............................. Crushed quartz ......................................................................]
,, (Gnis=y Gully) .. White quartz, with a little slaty material............. ............
„ (Back Creek) ... . Ferruginous crystallised quartz ..........................................
„
' Lmnaole ’ Mine Quartz, ferruginous ............................................. ................
fJ
............ ...............* Iron-stained quartz ..............................................................
Pyritous quart z ......................................................................
JJ
......... .. ............ Sitiosous pyritoua brccciated porphry..................................

0
75
0
7
1
0
0

5
6
12
12
14
10
15

21
23
22
10
20
21
2

0
15
0
1
14
0
0

3
2
4
14
13
2
6

6
16
8
20
23
4
12

Felsite.....................................................................................
Tron-stamed quartz ..............................................................
Crusln d sample......................................................................
Tailings .................................................................................

3
2
1
0

11
3
1
15

20
13
18
2

0
1
0
0

8
0
4
3

17
13
8
6

Jf

,,
„

„

..............................
(“ Pinnacle Mine”)
(“Enlipse" Mine’")
(“ Pinnacle” M moj

Ynlgogrin.......................... Quartz ......................................................................................
„
(Butcher’s Lease) Telepathic lodcstuff ................................................. ...........
„
(“Southern
Crushed earn pie . concentrates, 5 per cent. = ...................
Cross'’ Claim).
Honeycombed quartz, wilh a few specks of pyrites ..........
tt
a
ji
17
ii
ii —■ Ferruginous cavernous quartz: by amalgamation =-= .......
Not recovered by amalgamation, but by lire assay=
Ferruginous pyritous quartz : by aiiisilgnmation= ..........
ii
ii
Not recovered by amalgamation, but by' tiro assay =
Pvriton® quartz : by amalgamation = ..............................
Not recovered by amalgamation, hut by 6re assay =
Ferruginous quartz..................................................................
Yarmngohiliy
„
suecheroidal quartz .........................................

0 6 12
1 12 16
63 14 O

Ynss (Kcd Hill Reef) ....
„ (District ................
Young ............................

16 13 4
2 1 9
3 0 22
0 7 14

jj

......................

Quartz................. ....................................................................
Gossany ironstone ..................................................................
Ferruginous quartz, with, a little galena........ ....................
White quartz .................................. ......................................

8
2
0
5
0
3
1

8
2

3
3
0
17
7
15
2
1
1

7
3
10
14
21
15
9
17
9

2 12 6
0 5 10
IS 18 22
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1

15
5
7
10
0
12
17
3

3

2
6
16
16
16
6
9

6

22

1 1 18
0 10 21
1 17 O
0 3 6

459
47

:

COAL.
'

The output of coal for 1895, as compared with the previous year, shows an increase of 66,513 tons,
but a decrease in the value of £60,246. The coal-mining industry of the Colony has during the year
been in a most depressed state. ]Mo doubt the lamentable labour disputes which have unfortunately
existed in this very important industry have materially helped to briug about this result. It is gratifying
to notice, however, that our growing export trade, which received a severe check in 1890 from this cause,
is improving. This Colony has now to face a strong competition from the mines being opened
up in Japan, and it behoves both owners and men to use every effort to prevent a recurrence of strikes if
the trade is to be preserved to the Colony. As will be seen from tbo following table the average total
value of the whole output wras only 5s. 10'31d. per ton, which is the lowest price recorded since the
opening of our coal fields. The Sydney Collieries Company have not yet started operations to sink at
' Cremorne, near Sydney, negotiations for a suitable site for wharfage not having been completed by the
Company. The total number of collieries under inspection throughout the Colony at the 81st December,
1895, was 99 coal and 7 shale mines, an increase on 1894 of 2 coal and 2 shale mines.

Quantitv and Value of Coal raised from the opening of the Coal-seams to 1857, inclusive :—
Year.

Quantity,

Prior to
1S29
!S!i9
1830
1S3I
1832
] S33
1834
183o
1830
1837
1S3S
1839
1S40
1841
1842
1843

50,000
780
4,000
5,000
7.143
0,812
8,490
12,392
12,040
1(1,083
17,220
21,283
30,256
34,841
39,900
25,802

Average perton.

&

s.

010
0 10
0 9
0 8
0 7
0 7
0 8
0 8
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 9
0 10
0 12
0 12
0 12

1

Valuo.

£
25,000
394
1,800
2,000
2,502
2,575
3,700
5.4 S3
5,747
5,828
8,399
10,441
10,498
20,905
23,940
16,222

ll.

0 00
1-23
0-00
000
0-00
0-73
10-00
10-19
1-06
8-SI
905
9-73
10-86
0-00
0 00
6'54

Year.

Quantity.

1844
1845
1846
1847
1S4S
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1S55
1850
1857

23,118
22,324
38,905
40,732
45,447

Avorago per ton.

8-34
10-27
0'40
9-01
3'33
0-45
0 77
6'51
11-33
1-51
5 (13
11-00
4-00
0'97

£
12,363
8,709
13,714
13,750
14,275
14,047
23,373
25,540
30,885
78,059
119,380
89,082
117,900
148,158

0 11 10-72

809,391

£

.
1
!

4u3j.fl fi

71,210
07,010
07,404
90,809
110,012
137,070
189,900
210,-134
1,408,961

Value.

s.

0 10
0 7
0 7
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 7
0 10
0 16
10
0 12
0 12
0 14

cl.

Tabik showing the Quantities and Average Value per ton of Coal exported to Intercolonial and Foreign Ports

respectively, the Quantity of Coal consumed in this Colony, and the Average Price per ton of the total output
of the Collieries, from 1858 to 1895 inclusive.
Exports to Intercolonial Torts.

Exports to Foreign Ports,

Total L xports

Total Output and Valuo.

T ear.

Home
Quantity.

Tons.
101,488
120,530
140,133
157,1273
105.427
218,909
288,589
292,004
314,194
312,101
329,052
340,4«G
335,604
878,891
394,052
425,037
407,583
M3,353
512,952
603,757
023,323
621,937
650,072
067,135
700,226
856,704
KU.0S7
091,024
1,027,775
1,077,270
1,039,764
1,310,223
1,149,544
l,:i97,A-iO
1,313,008
UGtl,23S
1,175,072
1,106,S04

I SUB
im

1800
1801
1602
1603
1864
1865
isttf
1807
186-3
1668
1870
1871
1S72
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1670
1880
1SS1
1882
13S3
1884
1886
18SC
1367
1888
1881)
vm

1801
1892
1803
1694
1805

24,373,293
.

..

Average
per ton.

£,

e.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
O
0
1}
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0

15
H
14
15
15
13
10
D
D
i)
f>
S
8
8
8
12
IS
13
12
13
13
13
li
7
0
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
8
b
7
6

0 10

tl.
1'67
(j'OT
10 3.6
2 25
0 66
3'40
3'74
1T83
2'!)8
4'35
5*70
9*07
0*02
0*91
811
fl’32
S'30
7'77
S'<6
S'G4
b'VV
0‘76
2 07
9-34
0*54
6'75
8*00
7 IS

1
Value.

£

10*8 i)
0*05
1 73
9 69

70,621
94,312
104,471
119,433
147,01ft
140,532
140,10ft
140,129
159,175
140,111
155,976
146,05ft
142,05ft
102,470
170,947
272,110
320,110
354,074
372,045
366,7-10
427,954
421,198
309,004
2.55,572
372,334
448.356
532,038
525,-14.1
544,824
565,064
561,29.}
073,200
603,103
TOO.SbO
537,(»lft
403,372
419,751
407,271

4*40

12,033,403

7‘22

5-W
10 2.»
4*24
OtKi

osn

rcmoT
Value

£ B.

Tons
a.
12,030 .1 0 1*85
44,34ft
ft 17 6-27
0 10 11*10
9:1,694
50,502
0 10 5*37
113,355
9 17 4 34
84,129
0 17 0 10
88,027
0 11 10*90
90,30*4 0 15 0'7D
190,711
0 14 4*53
]oi,2rift
O 13 3*47
218,934
O 12 5 29
255,037
0 11 8'31
242,825
0 10 0 57
- 160,566
0 10 1*22
276,053
0 0 11'40
347,142
0 H 7*59
405,442
ft 15 4*70
403,154
ft 15 G’ni
825,805
ft 15 6 45
351,970
0 14 10*81
333,097
0 14 7'G9
370,902
0 14 CIS
202,034
0 11 5 70
372,70ft
0 8 8 29
501,319
0 ID 11 5ft
650,741
0 11 7*34
0 11 5*14
701,432
0 11 0 52
703,090
0 n 4 31
7]H,172
0 11 108
334,108
377
1,077,474
0 H 1*83
672,310
0 11 *j 31
bJ7,47.i
0 1U 10'43
673,097
0 10 1 24
074,852
0 ft 0 35
950,053
H 3 1 2ft
969,720
0 7 0*75

floo.ore

on

10,277,D2GJ

on

5*S2

£
12,132
38,672 1
79,210
41,532
93,403
73.64')
CA,2s.9
68,029
141,413
11)7,148
136,226
149.136
126,025
91,220
130,914
258,979
312,128
317,403
253,166
262,237
1H\452
278,;,oa
116,295
161,958
274,CSS
331,300
398,107
441,220
402,178
305,455
600,179
601,071
379,065
460,695
441,370
321,567
1485,018
ioc,css
0,347,723

Quantity.

Afc rage
pci :on.

0 1ft
0 10
ft 10
ft 9
ft 8
O 7
0 7

ri.
8‘05
S'lO
S'57
6*92
lO'Tfi
ft 30
4 91
2 20
1 37
8*40
7D5
0-16
3*07
0'95
2*42
7'32
5'bl
5S4
4'70
2'08
0-93
ITOfi
3*43
1-30
3*09
11'65
015
O'Ol)
1D113
S'7f>
0'78
8‘58
10-04
4 U
•J‘61
lft'57
6 83
1‘74

£
88,950
132,934
183,7(rl
160,1106
215,422
220,181
212,4*8
214,153
500,<388
253,259
292,201
208,195
207,Gbl
250,090
307,601
526,089
G5j,247
C71,4sc3
625.211
648,977
70S,40ft
1304,707
425,299
417,510
647,033
829,002
1)31,04.5
906,66:1
047,002
960,530
l,001,472
1,270,271
PS7,173
1,100.965
i.L&j.aur,
814,020
fc0i,7C9
773,951

40,601,210$ 0 10

9-{iS

21,971,211

.

Tons.
in,fi27
173,035
233fb77
207,780
10S,7S2
2 )S,038
372,-IftO
382,9034
640,1 >05
473,557
548,030
505.553
578.380
565,429
Obi),no
773,079
873.0-.5
927,007
8(13,817
935.727
1,000,420
903,041)
753,356
1,020,844
1,201,645
1,512,445
1,690,703
1,756,356
1,735,865
1,700,442
1,!)2;{,872
2 387,7(12
l,S?l,sT!
2,244,729
2,101,705
1,835,090
2,IA'.,12j
2,100,240

s.
0 15
0 in
15
ft 15
0 15
0 14
0 11
0 11
0 11
0 10
0 1ft
0 1ft
0 11
0 9
0 ft
0 13
0 14
o n
6 14
0 14
0 14
0 13
0 11
O 8
O 10
ft 10
0 11
0 11
0 1ft
0 10

Value.

.£

ft

on

tion.

Tons.
102,870
134,278
134,9S5
134,287
107,7*0
135,851
37G.540
202,.'„-,(JJ
■233,333
2116,665
400,193
324,221
200,175
333,355
343,316
*19,783
431.537
402,722
451,101
528,M4
ft 69,077
585,332
712,821
739,753
847,737
1,000,012
1,058,340
1,122,507
1,091,310
1,132,055
1,27ft,572
1,207,030
1,239,002
1,793,290
1,580,263
1,443.233
i,s40,h;.i
1,572,359

Average
per ton.

Quantity

Tons.
216,397
308,213
368,802
342,007
476,522
433,889
649.012
5&.Vr25
774,233
770.012
954,281
910,774
803,504
898,784
1,012,420
1,102,882
1,304,012
1,329,72!)
1,310,918
1,444,271
1,575,497
],583,381
1,406,180
1,769,597
2,109,282
2.521,457
2,749,10ft
2,878,803
2,830,175
2,022.497
3,655,632
3,060,870
4,087,92!)
3.7SO.OGS
3,278,328
3 C72.0TG
3,738,589

20,252,568$ 60,903,778

£
ft
ft
0
0
ft

d.
E.
14 1TS4
13 311
12 330
12 9'52
12 073
0 10 10-60
1
10 10
0 9 4-43
0 8 4'44
0 8 10*79
0 8 9*03
0 7 G-32
0 7 3 51
ft 7 0 47
0 7 9*92
0 11 i-a-i
0 12 1 37
0 12 3-80
0 32 2 0(5
0 11 1074
0 11 8*2$
0 12 0-12
0 8 G'Sfl
0 0 9-35
O 8 11-07
0 9 G'dO
ft 0 571
0 0 372
0 9 2-G.1
0
2'57
0 0 1*02
0 8 11-20
0 8 4-29
0 8 7 58
0 7 8*S2
0 7 1 7S
0 G 3'53
0 5 10-31

) 9

1)

0

8 10*98

Value

£
10-2,1(12
204,371
226,493
218,820
305,234
230,230
270,171
274,303
324,049
342,665
417,800
346,146
sic.Bi’e
310,340
396.193
665,747
700.224
819.429
803,300
858,998
920.93G
950,878
G16.33G
603,248
948.965
1,201.941
1,303,07ft
1,340.212
1,303,164
1,340,440
1.455,IRS
1,(132,848
1,279,088
1,742,705
1,462,388
1,171,722
1,155,573
1,095,327
211,623,600

d.
O 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 ft
17 2
5 ft
8
7
IS 3
11 7
& 8
0 0
1*2 11
19 11
13 7
4 1
2 7
4 1
15 C
19 5
32 6
9 4
4 6
f 10
1
0

u

2

4

0 u

460
4S
The following statement shows that the output of coal in the Northern District was 26,079 tons in
excess of 1894 although there is a decrease in value of £69,947. In the "Western District there was a
decrease of 9,005 tons in tho output and of £5,202 in the value. The Southern and South-Western
Districts, however, show au increase of 49,439 tons, hut an increase of only £14,903 in the value.

OoiiPAiuTivE Statement of Output of Coal in the Northern, Western, and Southern Districts.
1887s

1386.
Value.

Tong.

£

Tone.

b.

1889,
Value.

d.

£

Tons.

Value.
£

s. d.

s. d.

Output, Northern District...................... 2,243,792 0 01,096,720 0 7 2,067,042 4 3 1,022,022 8 102,624,347 3 0 1,261,224 16 5
Increase as compared with previous year
Decrease
do
do
...

65,676 0 0

Output, Western District ......... ............

302,137 O 0

Increase as compared with previous year
Decrease
do
do
..

20,903 0 0

Output, Southern District.......................
Increase as compared with previous year
Decrease
do
do
...

12,165 3 6

557,304 18 1

239,202 7 7

79,036 0 2 339,594 9 0

95,136 3 0 329,713 8 0

81,459 1 1

10,420 5 2

16,100 2 10

176,749 15 1

37,457 9 0

9,881 6 0

20,690 9 10 420,238 10 0 167,355 10 5

5,738 0 0

95,234 10 0

Tone.

1691,

1

Value.
£

Output, Northern District...................... 2,120,016

Tons.
i.

1

995,931

Increase as compared with previous year
501,300 16
Decrease
do
do
..

3

265,293 13 11

Output, Western District .....................

313,232

3

2

Increase os compared with previous yeai
Decrease
do
do
...

13,519

0

2

Output, Southern District .....................

597,598

103,974

2

0

0

3

0

15,463 13

1

217,162 13 11

.

i

O

Oj

. ..
73,002

4

7

0

2

346,804 13

oj

7-1,101 17 10

3,572

2

8,109 14 10

Increase as compared with previous year
Decrease
do
do

190,377 19 1
45,985

1

3

358,097 10

£

241,520

6

)

251,333 18

3

236,363

1

f

57,414 13

8

110,411 12

0

16,689

4

2

302,279

1

3

12,383

O

9

0

314,662

2

0

932,873

O

1

240,275

0

0

97,499

8

1

95,000

0

1

1895.

Tons.

Value.

d

401,662
222,476 10

5

0

Tons.

a.

d.

837,873

Output, Northern District.................... 2,203,480 10 0 880,218 4 3 2,605,142 13 1
0

|

1894.

£

s.

01,102,694 14

d.

1

Value.

Increase as compared with previous year
403,251 3
Decrease
do
do

s-

8 2,611,731 13

1893.

Tons.

£

Value.

Tons.

1 1,334,028 12

9

47,874 14 3

1892.
Value,

I

62,853,251 13
733,205

G5,ti95

1

d-|

6

Output, Western District ..................

13,677 1 11

376,563 0 0 170,684 1 10 796,806 10 0 338,039 12 3 701,572 O 0 290,164 18 0

1E90.

Increase as compared with previous year
Decrease
do
do
...

74,697 11 9

3

1

Value.

£
s. d.
833,174 14 7

2,63.1,221 11

0

2,956 10 4

26,078 17

3

69,946 19 1

2

43,241 14 5 199,369 12 0

45,463

13 3

2,221

14’l72"l9 3

£
s. d.
813,227 15 6

9,491

O

7

]

40,260 15 3

9,004 17 3

5,202 5 4

190,864. 14

6- 2

Output, Southern and South-western 834,469 18 0 248,262 5 10 867,063 19 0 226,935 12 8 916,502 15 0 211,838 10 3
Districts.
17,405 19 0 21,326 13 2 49,438 16 0
14,902 17 7
Increase as compared with previous year
54,016 15 5
Decrease
do
do
...
48,403 2 1

The average price of Coal in the several districts was as follows:—
1894.

E. d.

Northern ....................................... d

1895.

B.

9‘36 .................. *.......... 6

d.

6.

2'17 a flcfrense of 0

d.

7’]9 per ton.

Wefteru..................................... 4 6‘59 ........................... 4
a decrease of 0 3 97 „
Southern and South-western ... 5 2 &J2 ........................... o 3 32 au Increase of 0 0‘50

Output

461
49
Output op Coat.
Men employed.
Colliery.

District.

Above
ground.

Under I T)|
ground, j Tot*1,

Quantity.

Value.

Northern District.
Australian Agricultural Coy.’a No. Newcastle.............
2 pit.
Australian Agricultural Cot.’s New
u
Winning.
Bajlej’s He ward.............................. Lambton ..............
Burwood........ ..................................

85

204

319

20

118

138

1
3G
3
75
2

1
210
2
300
. 7

1
54
7
2
2

tons cwt. qr.
154,517 0 0
0 0

18,397

2
252
5
435
9

89 0 0
99,968 0 0
1,437 0 0
139,570 0 0
2,600 0 0

22
30,678
502
36,072
1,040

2
28S
20
8
3

3
342
27
. 10
5

256
141,332
8,600
2,345

0
0
0
0

6
60
o
33
2

25
310
25
152
2

31
370
30
185
4

26,000
110,436
10,576
73,199
590

0
0
0
0
0

3
0

10
20

19
26

3
3
v

9
3
173
30

12
6
214
37

3,934
1,916
72,262
19,550

1
4
10
0

0
0
0
0

983 10 0
776 9 6
27,098 8 9
4,376 0 0

48
1
1
1
40

374
2
3
1
201

422
3
4
2
304

207,222
1,273
150
602
112,363

0
0
0
10
0

0
0
0
0
0

59,802
254
37
175
35,092

0
0
10
19
16

0
0
0
0
0

Warulah .............
East Mai tLud ....

i
i

Lfiko Mncquuric ..
Gunnediih.............

2
7

2
2
1
4
3

3
3
1
0
4

996 0 0
400 0 0
402 0 0
3,170 0 0
292 6 0

323
92
94
792
133

14
10
4
10
15

0
0
0
0
n

Maryland.........................................
Meredith’s .......................................
Howcastlc-Wallscnd ................
WftlLscnd ..............
Newcastle Coal Co., A.B................. Mcrewethcr...........
New Lanihton.................................. New Ltuubton.......

5
1
131
726
30

30
1
719
‘ 077
80

35
2
850
703
170

26,250
23
369,131
237,142
15,607

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

7,617
5
123,272
73,446
4,994

0
15
6
14
6

0
0
0
9
0

New Anyil Crock ..........................
Now Park .....................................
Northumberland........................... .. Eassifern .............
Oakvale ........................................... Singleton ..............
Pacific .......... ...................................

6
10
i
2
28

25
20
2
1
148

31
30
3
3
176

10,680
9,651
2,510
150
102,409

0
14
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

3,560
3,144
089
65
32,149

North Lambton ...

i
1

1
5
1
1

2
6
1
2

295 0 0
1,183 0 0
350 0 0
40 0 0

88
363
70
12

Stockton ........................................... Stockton ...............

GO
10
1

200
€0
2
180

320
70
3
230

2

1

3

1
1

1
2

2
3

383 0 0
308 0 0

89 14 0
61 16 6

187
1
4

225
O
7

81,239 0 0
36 0 0
1,844 0 0

23,097 0 0
7 6 0
414 18 0

263
200
116
2

313
230
160
2

6,605

6,777

Brownes ........................ ..................
Bloomfield ...................................... East Maitland.......
Bells

...............................................

Centenary ......... ............................
Dulwich ......................... .................
Dudley .................. ............ ..........

’

Denton Park .................................
Duckcnfield ..................................
Ebbw Tale ............ ...............
New Lambton....
East Greta ................. .................... West Maitland.....
Elliott’s .......................................... Eix’s Creek, Singleton.
Font Hill....................................... .
Gunncdah ......................................
Gladstone ......................................
Greta, ..............................................
Gartlec..............................................
Green’s..............................................

Earley, West Mnitland.
Jl

. . , .......

41

Helton .............................................
Jackson’s..... ....................................
Kyugft ............................................. Muswellbrook ...
Lnmbton..........................................
Diddles ...........................................
DouisTnle ......................................
JlarshaH’s .....................................
Morrissott ......................................
Morlev..............................................

Quarry......... ....................................
Kosedale ..........................................
Bcav’s ....................... ...........

South Hctton .......... .......................
Scah&m..................... .......................
Sunderland ......................................
SUlllight .......................................
Surprise ............. ............................

to

East Maitland

.

Side ................................................
Sunuvsidn .....................................
South Waratab ..............................
Seaulon's.......................................... East Maitland ... .
Thomley's .......................................
>>
...
Wickham and Bullock Island ....... Carrington ..........
West. WftIJscnd .............................. West Wallscnd.......
Wallnroh..........................................
Wright’s ..........................................

38
1

3
45
30

31
1,172

24.—G-

55,521

£ R. d.
51,178 12 9

5
17
19
0
0

0
6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

37 12
44,705 0
3,400 0
809 2

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

7,150
28,697
2,027
22,499
339

0
0
0
0
0

9,753 0 0
3,500 0 0

119,360
29,135
831
43,f56

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

20 0

162,476
78,411
73,273
98

9 0

0

6
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2,631,221 11

0

0
0
19
0
0

1,575 15 7
1,130 0 0

0 0
17 6
0 0
10 0
7 0
0
6
0
0

0
0
0
0

4G,S30 2 6
6,938 O 0
290 17 0
14,328 0 0
6

0 0

48,741 16 0
29893 0 0
18,390 14 3
24 10 0
813,227 15

0

50
Men employed.
Colliery.

District.

Quantity.
Above
ground.

Under
ground.

Value

Total.

Southern District.

35
20
84

tons
[16,842
5,0110
3,900
0,824

et.
0
0
0
0

qr.
O
0
0
0

32
154
124
219

42
183
1S5
209

18,100
111,583
69,253
151,258

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

4,000 4 3
33,474 18 0
20,830 15 0
39,078 I O

59

344

45

1K8
220
02

403
213
262
100

228,341
78,652
107,370
50,000

15
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

64,255 0
18,573 9
36,906 3
10,900 O

1,530

1,880

910,123 15

0

239,035

7

3

57

3,853

O

O

1,931

O

0

5

1,100

0

0

330

0

0

Anstinmeer......................................i Nort.h
North Bulli
Bull!.........
Bulti ..........................................
Bulli......................
Bulli Stram Coal......................
>J
..... .
Bcllambi ...................................
.Heliumbi ..............

10
10
6
Id

03
25
20

Coaleliff .........

Clifton ..................
Comtnal ...............
Wollongong.........
Mount Kembla.....

10
20
61
50

Helensburgh.........
Wollongong . . .
llellambi
...........
Sontb Clifton .......

Comma! ... .
Mount Pleasant

Osborne Wnllaeud
South Clifton

to

42
8

350

18

.

f
5,894
1,500
810
2,700

s.
14
0
0
3

d
0
O
0
0

0
0
O
0

South-western District.
Australian Kerosene Oil k Mineral Joadga ..................
Company,

8

41

Box Vale.........................................

Miltogonir.............

2

3

'

Great Southern ......................... Moss Yale..............

3

4

|

7

1,420

0

0

542

3

O

13

56

i

69

6,379

0

0

2,603

8

0

Western District.
Coerwull .........
Cullen Bullen ,,
Kskbank .........

Bowonfels ...........
Cullen Bullen ... .
Fsltbank ..............

6

1
40
24

1
46
29

415 0 0
14/174 12 O
20,815 0 O

111 G 0
3,342 15 O
4,U3 0 0

Folly ...............
Ifcrmtlage .....
Iroudalo .........

Lidsdale ..............
Lithgcnv ............
Piper’s Flat..........

2

1
.25
2

2
27
2

70 0 0
22,612 19 0
1,094 0 0

24 10 0
4 354 12 0
200 0 0

Ivanhoe .........
Lithgow Talley
Old Tunnel ... ,

#
y.
......
Libhgow ..............
EsMjjnk ..............

1
2
1

7
25
10

8
27
11

6,774 0 0
21,121 36 0
9,515 O 0

1,3H 16 0
4 170 6 l
1,883 0 0

Oakcy Park ... .

Lithgow ..............

4

Ketort .............

Hartley Yale .....

1

20
2
8

24
2
9

21.873 O 0
370 38 0
6,521, 0 O

4,733 18 O
106 15 3
978 12 0

Yule of Clwydd
Yale.................

Litbgow ..............

5
17
4

32
30
20

37
47
24

22,559 9 0
20,156 0 0
23,000 0 0

5,632 6 11
4,63 5 0 0
4,630 0 0

49

247

296

190,864 1* 0

40,260 16 3

5
i

Rawdon ...........

2ig-*ng ...........

ij

...... -......

,

South and Western Districts {Output of Shale').
Shale,

Australian Kerosene Oil & Minernl
Company.
Australian Kerosene Oil A Mineral
Company {Nellie's Glen).
Australian Kerome Oil & Minora!
Cinnpunj (Ruined Castle),
Aust-rah'in Kerosene Uil ■& Mineial
Ccinp my.
Kcw £outh "Wules Shale anti Oil
Company.
King’s ................................................... ..............

Joadga .................

8

49

57

5,054

0

0

0,318

0

0

Katoomba..............

9

31

40

8,225

0

0

10,281

0

0

14

60

71

6,233

0

G

7,791

0

0

Gnnowlan.............

5

32

37

8,030

0

0

10,036 15

0

Hartley ................

71

72

143

*31,643

0

0

40,422

5

0

1

2

3

241

5

0

369 18

8

103

2+0

354

59,426

5

0

75,218 18

8

* This includes—1st class, 13,578 tons, valued at £37,150 ; 2nd class, 13,005 tons, valued at £3,206.
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The number of men employed in and about tho coal and shale mines of the Colony during 1895
were 9,376, which includes 354 men employed in shale-minea and 5 men employed sinking at the Dudley
Mine not actually engaged in the raising of coal. The total number of men employed during 1894 was
9,428, so that there is only a decrease of 52 on the previous year. The total number of accidents iu coal
mines recorded during the year were 10 fatal and 47 non-fatal. In the Northern district there were
9 fatal and 38 non-fatal accidents; in the Southern district, 1 fatal and 7 non-fatal; and in the "Western
district there were no fatal and only 2 non-fatal accidents. These figures unfortunately show an increase
of 3 fatal and 7 non-fatal accidents, as compared with 1894.

The following table is intended to show that the safety of our mines can bear comparison with the
coal-mines in the United Kingdom:—
SunMAiti' of persons employed, number of fatal accidents (deaths), and ratios of the number of persons
employed, and tho number of fatal accidents in and about the “ United Kingdom” and “ New South
Wales” Coal-mines, since 1874.

United Kingdom.

Vur- ‘
|
1

—

i

Persons
Clliplnj cil.

New South Wales.

Desuh-ratc
Persons
from accidents
employed per j>er
1,000 prisons |
life lost.
employ wl.
1

Lives lost by
accident. "

_________________

Persons
employed

Lives lost b\
accident.

Death-rate
PcrtsOha
frum acuiduittb
cmplosed per l>er
1,000 persons
lifc'lost
einpio\ cd,

_ ___ ___

j
1S74

538,820

1,050

1875

535,845

1,244

430

2'321

IS7G

514,532

933

551

1-813

1S77

494,391

1,208

409

1S7S

475,329

1,413

3S79

470,810

1SS0

510

5

1 959
3,308

8

413

2-418

4,084

4

1,021

0-979

2-443

4,657

n
t

065

] ’503

330

2-972

4,792

s

599

1 669

973

490

2-040

5,033

5

1,007

0 993

484,933

1,318

368

2-718

4,076

8

584

1-710

1881

495,477

954

519

1-925

4,098

2

2,049

0-4SS

1882

503,987

1,120

447

2-234

4,487

12

373

2-074

1883

014,933

1,054

488

2-046

5,481

15

365

2-736

1884

620,370

942

552

1-810

6,227

14

444

2 248

1885

520,032

1,150

453

2-207

7,097

11

615

1-549

1SSG

519,070

953

515

1-83.3

7,847

29

270

"•094*

1887

520,277

995

529

1-890

7,998

94

85

11-732+

1838

534,945

001

1-606

9,301

15

620

1-612

1888

530

1-SS7

10,277

41

250

3-9897

529

1-891

10,315

13

793

1-200

062

1 '509

10,820

21

5)5

1-940

076

1-478

10.910

s

1,:;64

0-733

644

1'53)

9,971
9,120

13

707

1 303

'

7

1,303

0-707

9,022

'

10

902

3 -108

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894

i

888

503,735

!

1,061

013,233

!

048,450

|

1,160

j

j

970

I

604,300

982

683,008

1,000
1,127

'
f

............

J

705,240

1895

1
l

C2C

i

1-598

1

,

j

' Lu'iissh c number of fulls of coal ami LUh^ow disaster canned this high death-lule.
t Butli catastrophe and excessive falls? of coal caused this high death-rate
J Hamilton pit crush,

caocs&i\c

falls of coni, nnd over-^iuding of four men at South JJuiuood tinting [ut tausul this high death rate.

During
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During the year twenty-three analyEes were made of coal in the laboratory of the Geological Survey
Branch of this Department, sixteen of which resulted as follows:—
.
td
Analysis in lOO'OO parts.
41

u
(E
O

B

4359

Ashford scam..........

gils
rt 2 osC
*5*13

S u lp h u r .

.

2 2I

F ix e d

Locality—Stated by the
finder to be-

C arb on .

g
XR
<

•90 21-55 67-50 10-05

4360

JJ

...........

■75 23'25 68-90

7-10

4361

II

...........

OJ 24-65 67-80

7-00

4362

I>

.........

■6o 22-13 71-65

O'OO

4559

Avondale................

1-51 21-81 60-12 16-36

3184

Bulli..........................

1-87 22-60 64-08 11-45

3185

JJ

3186

I>

3669

.................

119 23-84 5S‘56 16-41

,, ,.,

1 31 23-38 62-70 12-61

.....

Gimnedoh ..............

45SG

^i
(Gl’iclstone
C.M. Syndicate},

4587

3803

.....

n

i>

Humewoorl ..............

.** 39-91 53-46

3-58

1 '94 40-99 5314

3-93

1'68 30-71 61-48

613

1-57 34-91 55 06

8-46

379 R oss v il! c, n ear Ta r alga 17-80 ! 32-15 33-05 16-40
3047 South Clifton (coke’
■43
■15 87-04 12-13
i

!
!
1

3693

28SS

IJ

Jl

‘65
■33 86'99 11-44

*■

i
i
West Narrabri ..... ■ 3-25 46-50 40-75
1
1
1
1
1

0-50

.i?
d
oo
c
■g
a,
02

Remarks,

■453 1-374 Coke, 77-55 per cent., fairly well swollen, hard and
lustrous. 1 lb. of this coal will convert 13-86 lb.
of water into steam. Ash—light gray in colour,
granular.
■357 1-349 Coke, 76'00 per cent., well swollen up, hard and
lustrous. 1 lb, of this coal will convert 13'86 lb,
of water into steam. Ash—light gray in colour,
granular.
•
•357 1-342 Coke, 74"80 per cent,, fairly well swollen, firm and
lustrous. 1 lb. of this coal will convert 14-08 lb.
of water into steam. Ash—light gray in colour,
granular.
•480 1-328 Coke, 77"20 percent,, fairlywell swollen, firm and
lustrous. 1 lb. of this coal will convert 13'53 lb.
of water into steam. Ash—light gray in colour,
granular.
•521 1-40S Coke, brittle, dull lustre—not a good description
of coke. 1 lb. of this coal will convert 11 ‘88 lb.
of water into steam. Ash—reddish tinge,
flnoculent.
•617 1'3S7 Coke, 75-53 per cent. 1 lb. of this coal will con
vert 13-1 11). of water into steam. Ash—nearly
white in colour, iloccnlent.
■56 1-433 Coke, 74-95 per cent. 1 lb. of this coal will con
vert 12'6 lb. of watei into steam. Ash—nearly
white in colour, (locculent.
'56 1 -395 Coke, 75 31 per cent. 1 lb, of this coal will con
vert 13-1 lb. of water into steam. Ash—nearly
white iu colour, flocculent.
■412 1-291 Coke, G7'04 per cent., well swollen, lustrous and
firm, excellent for metallurgical purposes. 1 lb.
of this coal will convert 13 "8 lb. of water into
steam. Ash—gray and flocculent.
'335 1-293 Coke, 57‘97 per cent., well swollen np, withcaulifiower-hke excrescences, firm and lustrous,
excellent for metallurgical purposes. 1 lb. of
this coal will convert 13’64 lb. of water into
steam. Ash—nearly while in colour, granular.
•576 1-362 Coke, 67'61 per cent., not much swollen up, fairly
firm, dull in lustre. 1 lb. of this coal will con
vert 13 '09 lb. of water into steam. Ash—gray
in colour, granular.
•362 1-320 Coke, G3'52 pci- cent., fairly firm and lustrous.
1 lb, of this coal will convert 13'4 lb. of water into
steam. Ash—gray iu colour, and flocculent.
3 92 1-412 Ash—red and granular.
Ash—12-13 per cent. Chemical compo-dirm—
■23
Silica, 56'05; alumina, 33-98; ferric oxide, 5"64 ;
manganous oxide, trace; lime, -84 ; magnesia,
•59; potash, 1 '67 ; soda, nil ; phosphoric acid,
■09 ; snlphuric acid, '34 ; total, 99-80, Coke—
blockish-gray in colour, fairly bright, very dense;
will readily stand handling withoutmuch break
age, and bear the weight of a heavy burden of
oru or flux.
■
•59 1-836 Coke, very dense, firm, and of good lustre. Ihe
coke can be handled without much breakages,
and is a good coke for metallurgical purposes.
Ash—reddish tinge, flocculent.
*755 | 1 -265 Coke, 50'25 per cent., not much swollen, hard and
bright. 1 lb. of this coal will convert 11 "45 lb.
of water into steam. Ash—reddish, granular.

T-hile showing the quantity and Value of Coke made in the Colony of Xow South Wales.

Quantity.
Total Value.

Year.
Northern District.

1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
Totals.......

Southern

and Western Districts.

tons cwt.
2
15,886
9,474 2
5,245 fl
12,262 0
13,602 5
11,326 8

tons cwt.
15,211
0
20,836 5
2,654 0
5,596 0
20,855 19
16,304 0

67,795

81,457

17

4

£
41,147
34,473
8,852
20,233
33,209
24,683

s.
3
5
8
2
5
5

d.
7
10
6
0
7
0

162,553 10 6

465
53
The foregoing table shows that the quantity of coke manufactured during the year was 4,551 tons
less in quantity and £8,526 less in value than the previous year. In the Southern District the Australian
Coke Company at TJnanderra is still the principal makers, and the output for the year was 13,357 tons,
valued at £10,017, and in the Northern District the Purified Coal and Coke Co, at AVallsend turned out
8,520 tons, valued at £10,650, and 1,050 tons of nut coal washed from slack, valued at £420. Continued
efforts on the part of the manufacturers to produce a clean hard coke, which is necessary for the proper
treatment of some of our silver-bearing ores, will no doubt ultimately put them in a position to success
fully compete with the English article, large quantities of which are still imported by some of the Broken
Hill Silver-mining companies.
The following table shows the quantity and value of Kerosene Shale produced during the years
1865 to 1895 :—
Ycitr.

Avcrngo price per
ton.

Quantity.

tons.
570
2,770
4,079
16,952
7,600
8,580
14,700
11,040
17,850
12,100
6,197
15,998
18,963
24,371
32,519
19,201
27,894

1865
1866
186?
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1376
1877
1878
1879
1880
18S1

£

4
2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
i

2

1

1

a.
2
18
14
17
10
4
6
11
16
5
10
0
9
6
1
6
9

Total Value.

a.
547
10-43
9-21
711
000
318
3-91
11-91
6 55
1-48
2-22
o-oo
OS1
11-40
1-96
7-03
2-59

£

2,350
8,150
15,249
48,816
18,750
27,570
34,050
28,700
50,475
27,300
15,500
47,994
46,524
57,211
66,930
44.,724
40,748

EL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
15
0

cl.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Average prioe per
ton.

Quantity.

Year.

Ions,
48,065
49,250
31,618
27,462
43,563
40,010
34,869
40,561
56,010
40,349
74,197
55,600
21,171
59,420

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1839
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

863,495

£

EL

1
1
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15
16
5
8
5
3
2
18
17
18
16
16
10
5

Total Value.

d.
o-oo
10-77
7-86
11-62
10-70
10-43
2 66
3-55
2-07
8-77 •
8-16
4-4*
0 28
3 78

2 0 9-44

£
84,114
90,861
72,176
67,239
99,970
87,761
73,012
77,666
104,103
78,160
136,079
101,220
31,781
75,218

K.

0
10
0
0
0
0
0
15
7
0
6
10
5
18

d.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
8

1,761,011 17 2

As will be seen from the foregoing table, there is a very satisfactory increase in the output of shale,
otherwise known as Petroleum Oil Cannel Coal, or Boghead mineral. This mineral is worked at the
present time principally in the Katoomba, Joadja, Hartley, and Capertee districts, and the number of men
employed during the year was 354. A large quantity of the higher-grade shale is shipped to England,
where it finds a roady market, The average price, however, was about 4s. 84d. per ton lower than the
average price for 1891, and lower than reached during any year since the opening of the mines, and would
show that the depression which existed in the coal trade during the past year has extended to this
industry.

During the year twenty-three analyses were made of kerosene shale in the laboratory of the Geological
Survey Branch of this Department, nineteen of which resulted as follows :—
4Jh

Analysis in lOO'OO parte.

SJ

>>o o

€
O

4246
541
542
543
579
2138
2139
2394
2832
2946
3272
3547
3548
2S91
3217
4318
1G4S
4049
4207

6

i **
£.a3

Blue Mountains ......................
Capertee (Glen Alice) ..........
1J
,J
.4 ..... .
1J
JJ
........
»
(near) ......................
„
(Capertee Mine).......
M
!i
-•
*
„

Valley
(Corbett’s
Lease).

”

...........................

>.

(near) ......................
..................

Gumiedah (7 miles from).....
Megalong, parish of—county
Mittagong
and
'Picton
(between),
Eyistmie (7 mile;, from).........
.......

Layar, parish of—county of
Roxburgh.

5

a

rt'C ii
kr*1°£‘S
hh U

■29
*15
-20
•20
■15
•97
-69
■43

60-44
67-05
67-15
68-45
68-40
64-37
55-17
66-95
64-90
■59 67-07

U

4
th

23-88
12-20
12-35
12-75
1340
13-84
15-83
12-59
13-35
11-69

Ash gray in colour, granular.
15-39
reddish tinge,
„
20-60 -782 1-157
i >
20-30 •672 1162
gray,
„
18-60 •658 1-148
18-05 1-31S 1-147
reddish tinge,
,,
20-82
gray in colour,
„
23-31
-20-03 •233 1-165
21-20 -713 1-174
lightjjray in colour, ,,
20‘65 -604 1-167
gray in colour,
,,
>)

1-40 59-45 22 95 16-20
■30
1-47
•76
•21

67-83 915 22-72
57-60 18-99 21-94
55-41 19-04 24-79
78-65 11-80 9-34

■33

66-23 21-35 12-09

6 44 19-32
8-29 27-97
-60 69-08 20-54 9-78
■38

73-86

•So 62-S9

Itcm&rks.

1

1

Locality**Stated by Ihe lindcr to be.

S p e c ific
G r a v it y .

a
'Pa

•64 1-223

31

>!

-398 1-06S
...

light gray in colour, granular and
heavy.
gray in colour, granular.
!>

M

4J

S»

>4

”

!J

>1

-37 1-13S
■37 1-249
ii

reddish tinge,

,,
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SILVEK AND LEAD.
The following table shows a largo decrease in (be output of silver and silver-lead, the amount of
the decrease being £634,520. It is, however, confidently anticipated that the coming year will see a very
large increase in the returns. Owing to the success attending the efforts of the Broken Hill .Companies to
treat their low grade ores, some of the mines long shut down have been reopened, and expect, under the
new system of treatment, to be able to work at a profii Attention is also bciug directed to (he silver
lodos in the Northern District. 'When tho large works now being erected on (be shores of Lake
lllawarra for the treatment of these ores arc completed, if is hoped that these large lodes can bo profitably
worked. In other districts where silver-bearing lodes exist (hero are indications of a revival, when all
hopes of such bad virtually been abandoned.
Quantity and Value of Silver, and Silver-lead, and Ore exported.
SI i ur,

1

Silver-lead and Ore.
—

Tear.

Quantity.
'

Quantity,

Total Yriluc,

Value.

Value.
Ore.

Metal.
1

lTp to
1881............
1SS2 .........
1SS3 ...........
18S4.........
1883...........
1884.......
1837 .......
188,1 ............
1889 ..........
1800 ..........
1891...........
1892 .......
1893 ...........
1894 ........
1895 ............

or
726,779-14
38.618-00
77,065-18
93,660 25
79-1,173 80
1,015 433 10
177.307 75
375,081-JO
416.SP3 35
<1£I6,552*80
729,590 05
350,f>SL 50
531.972-Oil
816,822 00
550,142-00
7,220,736 G2

£

d.
178,405 0 0
9,024 (J O
16,181 0 0
19,780 0 0
158.187 0 (1
197,544 0 (1
32.451 0 0
66,601 0 0
72,091 0 0
95,410 0 0
13 4,850 0 0
56.181 0 0
78,131 0 0
9 4,150 0 0
SI ,853 0 0
1,292,838

5.

0

°l

tons cwt.
191 13
11 19
136
■1
9 167 11
2,095 16
4,302
‘2
3
12 52 <
11.73)
7
4L0K5
a
39,719 15
92,381 H
. 37 504 15
155.859
1
137,HI 3
S
190,192 19
311,112

13

qr.
0
0
0
1
0
0
<4
0
0
0

lb.
0
0
0
7
o
0
o

Ions cut
,
1
i
1

Iff)

!
IS. 102 5
34.579 17
41,319 18
55.396 3
45,830 4
58,401 3
42,510 2
29,687 7

0
0
0
0

0
o
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

7 1 326,010

n

8

,

|
1
,
1
1

7

S. d.
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 O |
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0 1

183.-130
9 38 4
18,503
261 720
£66,813
492,02 >
574,410
*1,142,405
1,671,193
2,762.354
3,619,58!)
2,477,836
3,031,720
2,289,489
1,04.2,671

0

20,743,8(1

£
5,025
360
2,073
241.940
107,626
294,185
511,932
I,0T«j,737
1.S9P.197
2,667,141
3.484.739
2,420,952
2,953,589
2,195,339
],560,813
19.450,973

°!

£

•Note.—In the Annuiil Report forlSSS, U.T.'iO tons V cwt. of silver ore, valued at £104.02(1, nns omitted from the table.
The bulk of the silver is c\]vorU*\l in the form of silvcr-leatl.

The following information relating to the silver-mining industry within the Colony is taken from
the reports sent in by the "Wardens and Mining Registrars:—
The Auikut Mix iso District.

Broken Hill fliriiion.
Aboiit the begiimuig of tbe year mining matters were very depressed in this very important Division, (nit a revival
is now apparent owing to the great advancement made in the efforts to profitably treat the large bodies of sulphide ore
found in all the nnues on the Barrier. The effect of this is that many of the mines which wore compelled to shut down
when their oxidised ore was exhausted are now in full work and able to make a small return to the shareholders. The
companies have spent large sums in carrying out experiments to solve the difficulty, and it is impossible to over-estimate
tbe tienefits to the distiict from the successful result of their experiments. The supply of sulphide ore. of a payable
character, is practically unlimited, and fresh developments of a similar grade are frequently taking place. The principal
mine on the field is The Broken Hill Proprietary Company (Limited), which employed during the year, on an average,
2,40!) men, and the value of their mining and metallurgical plant is about £200,000. Tbe quantity of ore raised was
fi 17,565tons, and the company exported 24,025 tons of silver lead bullion, assaying on an average 270 0?- per ton, the total
value of which is £863,294. They also sold ore assaying 20 oz. nf silver and 14 per cent, of lead to tho value of £189,900 ;
4,650 ox. of gold were also saved and 4+3 tons of copper in matte. The large reduction in tbe number of men employed as
compared with 1894 is due to the disastrous fire in the mine, which throw a large number of men out of employment and
cost the company a very large sum of money to extinguish it. A largo number of the men who were temporarily thrown
out of work left for other fields. The (kunpauies at work on the lode are Tho North Broken Hill, Thu Broken Uill
Junction North, The British Broken Hill Proprietary, The Broken Hill, Proprietary Block 10, Block 14, The Central,
and Broken Hilt South.
The total quantity and value of the minerals exported from the field during 1895‘were as follows ; —
Value.

Silver lead bullion
Silver lead ore......
Silver ingots (pure)
Copper ore ...... ..
Copper matte........
Cold.......................

29,684
IS!), 133
472,449
23
1,004
4,650

tons
oz.
tons
.,
o/,.

£059,362
537.255
57,804

112
21,230
18,000

£1,644,563
As compared with 1894 there is a reduction of over £600,000 in the yield from this Division. In view of the success
attending the experiments with the sulphide ore, combined with the fact that ground known tn contain this ore is being
pegged out with a view to being worked, a substantial iwrease in the yield may confidently be anticipated during tbe
coming year. Tbe number of men in and about tbe mines at the end of tbe year was 4,297. There is a difficulty in ai riving
at a correct estimate of the exact quantity of pure silver won from this field, as St is exported chiefly in the form of silver
lead bullion and silver ore, but the amount may be put down approximately at not less than 8.669,012 oz.
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This Bathurst Miking District.
Mitchell Divisim.

The Sunny Corner Silver-mining Company’s mine is still working on tribute, and during tho year gave employment
to 100 men on an average. The amount ot ore treated was 14,041 tons, which yielded 355 tons of argentiferous and
auriferous copper matte, valued at £21.300.
Xo work 1ms been done during the year at the Mount Costigan and Cordillera Mines, but there is some prospect of
the property being taken over by a syndicate during the forthcoming year.
Tin: Mudgee Mixing District.
Denimi Town Division.

The Mount Stewart Silver-mine has been idle all the year, and there is no immediate prospect of the mine being
reopened. Tho owners of the Mount Seott lease have, however, been doing a little work on their lode, which is a very
nice gossan, assaying very fairly. Negotiations are being carried on with a Melbourne syndicate regarding the silver
properties in this locality, but at the end of the year no arrangement bad been arrived at.
The New England Mining District.
Fairfidd Division.

There is every prospect of a revival in silver-mining in this Division during the incoming year. An English syndicate
has acquired the White Rock property, and has also leased a largo area of land at tbe old Boorook Silver-mine. It is
believed to be the intention of the syndicate to work these properties in connection with the Illawarra Smelting Company.
Tho Adeline Milling Co. has entered into an arrangement with the Mascotto Co. at Drake, and if the large parcel of ore
sent for treatment proves profitable there is a probability that tbe Mascotto Mine will again be worked on a large scale.
Emmarillt Division.

About 2,000 tons of ore were raised from Webb's Mine, and 211 tons of concentrates were sent by rail to Mary
borough, Queensland, for treatment, and the value of the silver won was £3,809. Some activity was displayed during thfc
close of the year by parties retaking various of the abandoned silver-bearing portions east and west of Emmavillc, but the
boom appears to have been almost entirely speculative in view of the proposed erection of smelting works at Illawarra, for
the treatment of refractory ores. There is no doubt, however, that the successful establishment of those works will
cause a revival of silver-mining in this district, as the nrgentiferous ores arc abundant and easily accessible over good roads
to tbe railway station.
irifison’s Domtftll Division.
Silver-mining in this Division is at a very low ebb. The leases which are only partially at work are tbe Central
Mine and Messrs. Reid and party, Tbe Proprietary Company's works have been leased to Mr. Edgar Hall, the
experiments in connection with the ore having fallen through. The mill lias been at work at intervals only during the
year, and is now closed owing to the want of ore to keep it going. The capacity of the crushing mill is 45 tons per day,
and of the roasting plant 15 tons per day. The quantity of ore purchased from the mines and treated during the year was
280 tons, for which the sum of £1,040 was paid, equal to £5 17s. 2d. per ton. This ore was taken from 15 different claims.
The present lessees have no intention of again starting tbe mill. A few parcels of picked ore were sent to tbe Queensland
Company’s works at Aldershot for treatment, the results averaging from Go to 110 ok. of silver per ton. About 20 men
are at work in tbe locality, and the total output for the year was 5) 6 tons, valued at £2,184. The following report by Mr.
Joseph Benjamin, a well-known mine manager, at Rivcrtroo, will show some further light on the condition and prospects
of silver-mining in tbe Rivertrce district:—
“ Rivertrce Central Mine, Rivertrce, 5 January, 1896.
“ In furnishing you with the annual statement of the quantity of silver ore raised by me, and its value, from
the Rivertrce Central Mine for the year ending 31st December, 1895, with particulars and value of plant, T am desirous
of pointing out to you many things in connection with this field which, while embarrassing tho mining population that are
hero, causes their disabili lies to be so great that where there should he working room for a large number of men, with their
families, opening up a huge and permanent industry, employing some thousands of hands, there is simply, from the want
of change being made in the present condition of things, a few just struggling along, and kept alive by their uphill
exertions, and as it is possible it may be in the power of tho Department of Mines to make such inquiry as may lead to
the alleviation of our existing troubles, I am desirous that this report may he forwarded on to the Under Secretary for
Mines, together with the annual return.
" In explaining our difficulties, and in order that our position may he understood, it will he necessary to describe
tlic Rivertrce field, the character of the lodes, and tho grades of the ore obtained from them ; also the methods that have
been attempted for their treatment, with the results of such attempts, with tho cost of raising and treatment. This
having been done, I think I can show that np to the present time, without any exception, all work has been carried on at
a loss, and that until such method or process is introduced to treat our low-grade ores of from 30 oz. silver to the ton
upwards at a reasonable cost, such working loss will continue.
“ The Rivertrce silver field is situated on the Clarence River, being portions of the parishes of Clarence, Reid, Strath
spey, and Cataract, county of Ruller, starting from (say) the junction of the Maryland aud Boonoo Boonoo Rivers ; thence
running the Boonoo Boonoo River down to the junction with Koreciah Creek, at which (Mint it becomes the Clarence ;
thence running the Clarence River down for about 3 miles, taking in upon the north about 4 miles hack, and upon the south
about 2 miles hack, such country, mostly being included in the extended gold-field reserves of Tooloom and Boorook, the
whole covering an area of about 35 square miles.
“ The country on the northern side consists of altered and carboniferous slates, with Devonian and diorite holts
running through, with granite intrusive. The lodes then, in running between slate and granite and slate and diorite
walls, arc clean, true, and defined.
“On tho southern side the country is principally granite, the lodes, there running between granite, or granite and
diorite walls, and, as in the north, are clean, true, and defined also, while some little greisen crops out, and more southerly
the slate country comes in again, tho deepest shafts being tested to a depth of 200 feet. Tho lodes are very numerous, in
fact, portions of the country being traversed by networks of veins, their bearing being N. and S. from IC’ to 20° west of
south. They are in character lenticular, both in their course, and ingoing down and ranging in thickness from 1 inch to
18 inches or 2 feet, the ore going in value from a few to 200 and 300 ox. silver to the ton. The bulges of ore are uncertain
both in size and value, while the blanks are often of greater extent, thus entailing a large amount of dead work before one
can win any quantity of ore fit for treatment. The country generally appears much broken, the lodes at, the east end
underlying to tbe east, while those at the west end underly to the west. Of the ore itself, tho gossans or oxides consist
of arsenical iron gossans, containing carbonate of lead, with silver either in arsenical or chloride form ; in some traces of
antimony are met with, while in others the surface outcrops are chiefly quartz, containing iron (argentiferous). Upon
sinking, when the sulphides are struck, which varies from 10 to 30 feet, the sulphides usually appear in one of the following
forms
Galena, mixed with pyrites and zine blende, black ore, showing some galena and arsenic, arsenical pyrites,
arsenical red silver, and Fahlcrz. Most of the sulphide ores are base, and generally carry with them zinc blende.
Throughout the lodes, is also about an equal amount of copper as there may be silver. The lodes arc all silicious, the
average in lead being about 8 or 9 per cent,
"The treatments that have been attempted Slave been smelting by the water-jacket furnace, leaching by the Russel
process, using the White-Howcl roasting furnace for chloridising, and in a smaller way raw-leaching. The first from the
high silicious character of the ore, and having to import fluxes (ironstone and lime), as also coke, caused the result to be both
expensive and unsatisfactory. With leaching, its high tariff of charges makes this also prohibitive, except for the treat
ment of the rich grade ores, leaving all the poorer ores useless, which in some cases have been stacked with a hope of
future cheap means of treatment, while by many others it has either been thrown over the tip, or has been returned into the
mine to fill up stopes.
11 In
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“ In the return of silver won from the Rivertree Central .Mine you may notice that out of the 60 tons of ore only
37 tons were good enough to he sent for treatment, the remaining 23 tons being seconds of too low grade to bear
expense of treatment, or the ore left from 37 tons after dressing, which was also too low. The charge for treatment at the
works on the field is £3 per ton, together with 20 per cent, deducted of its value, thus making on the 37 tons of ore, of
166 oz. silver per ton, the value of which, at 2s. 6d. per oz.—£746—the following charges, viz. :—
37 tons treatment, at 60s. per ton......................................................... £111 0 0
20 per cent of silver (value of £746) deducted......................................
149 5 0
Which, together with carriage of 37 tons to works..............................

£260 5 0
9 10 0 = £269 15 0

making the cost of treatment 36 per cent, of its entire value, and oven this, it is stated by the mill-owner, to be under what
it cost and to incur a loss. You will also notice that the labour, stores, and rent incurred during the twelve months to
raise this 60 tons of ore, amounting to £647 4s., is entailing a loss, after everything is paid, of £170 19s. for tlic year’s run.
This clearly points to the fact that to make the Rivertrce field a successful industry, aud one that can be made so, and
which by so doing opens up a field to support a large number of men and their families, other efforts will have to be made,
either in addition or in lieu of these that have already been tried by those who have struggled to keep the field going to
the present time.
“ A large amount of money, something between £00,000 and £70,000, has already been laid out npon development
and machinery, that spent upon the former being, to a great extent, surface work, and small portion only having been
expended in deep mining, which at the greatest deptli is now only a shade over 200 foot; while the money that has been
sunk in machinery for treatment has nearly all been absorbed by the large leaching plant which has lately been running,
but which, from the high tariff already referred to, has caused it to be a failure, by making it prohibitory to tbe miners,
except for their high-grade ores, and which they can realise upon with almost equal results by sending to tbe Queensland
Smelting Works, Aldershot, at which place they are paid for their lead, while here they are not, beyond the fact that the
local works, even at their high tariff, are working at a loss.
"These facts in themselves prove that the method of treatment is not that which is required for the well-doing of
the field, and that other process of treatment is necessary before the place can bo worked with profit to those concerned.
The raw-leaching that was tried on a small scale was so far as it went fairly successful and could be improved npon, but in
this case oxide ores only were treated, and the difficulty of the sulphides still remains a vexed question. Amalgamation
may possibly be a solution to the difficulty, more particularly if ore amalgamation could be used, there appearing to be a
difficulty in any process by which the ore has to be chlorodiscd by roasting with salt in consequence of the volatile character
of the Rivertree ores,
“ Under these circumstances we are naturally at a standstill to know what is best to be done. We have a large
field, a quantity of ore, much of it rich, however much it may he scattered, and a larger quantity of lower grade ; to get
the rich ore we must mine the poor also, and our difficulty is to find a process by which we can, at a reasonable and
remunerative cost, treat and realise with profit on high and low grade ores, treating in hulk without dressing. Numerous
experts and metallurgists have ventilated schemes, but all have more or less proved faulty and unworkable; but we think
it is possible that if the Department of Mines instructed the Government Metallurgist to visit the field, and by his carefully
getting together all evidence, by examination of the character of the ore, by analysis, and by other data, he may be able to
put forward such views as may lead to the solution of our present trouble as to the treatment of the ore.
"All the particulars 1 am writing I am sure, upon inquiry, will be endorsed by all the miners now working and
raising ore on the field.
" To sum the matter up, it means we have a large and extensive field only half prospected ; numerous lodes, carrying
silver from a few to hundreds and more ounces to the ton ; the lodes although numerous are small and patchy (that is,
lenticular), having often long blanks of poor ore, and consequently the cost of raising becomes heavy,
" Up to the present time all methods of treatment, on the field, have either been impracticable from the character of
the ore, or the cost of treatment lias been so high as to prohibit any but rich ores of (say) 100 oz. and upwards, or ore
dressed to that standard, being treated, leaving on the hands of the miner all ore from 40 oz. downwards, which, although
in some cases it may have been stacked, in most has been thrown over the tip or returned to the mine. In order to make
the field what its resources should make it, to carry a good and prosperous population, a process for treating our low-grade
ores of from 30 oz. upwards is necessary'. By so doing the ore which is now obliged to he dressed up to a certain standard
to make it remunerative would thou he treated in hulk, and the labour which is now lost in raising ore, which at the end
is valueless, would in its turn become payable to the miner. This also means that (firstly) the output of the present miniber
of miners would he increased at least three-fold, while the fact of the ore being of value in hulk would (secondly) bring on
to the field a number of miners who are waiting the solution of this difficulty and anxious to come, and (lastly) the lease
holders who are working on a partial suspension of labour would, from forue of circumstances, have to throw up their leases
if their labour conditions were pressed, as being heavy losers now by the present hands they employ, tins loss would
only be made greater (pro rata) by the number they might further employ, while the reason of this state of things is
simply the inability to realise on the low-grade ores won by such labour.
1! I have, kc.,
"JOSEPH BENJAMIN.”
The Peel asd Uk,u,i,a Mining Distuiot,
Hitl’jrorc Divismn.

Messrs. Wade, Baker, and Party are working a very promising silver lode on Mr. Finlayson’s Points Field Estate, and
so far are very well satisfied with tho results obtained. They have bagged and sent away for treatment 100J tons, valued
at £3,750. This mine promises to he both permanent and profitable. There are several other parties opening up silver
bearing veins in the vicinity' of the above, but so far nothing permanent has been discovered. At the Old Della Mine,
Coakley and Party are bagging a trial lot, and appear satisfied with their prospects. There arc undoubtedly rich silver
veins in this locality, winch careful prospecting would prove payable to small working parties.
Jnvtrdl Division,

Nothing has been done during the year in silver-mining in this Division owing to the low price of silver, but now
that the treatment of refactory ores is in a fair way to being solved, anxious inquiries are being made about the best of the
lodes taken up some years ago, but afterwards abandoned owing to the difficulty' in treating the ores. There are several
silver lodes in tills district well worth developing, although the local miners take very' little interest in the industry',
devoting all their energies to tin-mining.
The SouTHEnx Mining District.
Tfyc Park Division.
The Walla-Walla Company's claim is situated about IS miles south-east of Burrowa, near Rye Park. Very little
work was done during the year, but it is stated that the mine is to bo reopened shortly, when the lode wall he thoroughly
proved.
Captain's Flat Division.

The Lake George United Mining and Smelting Company employs 150 men, and raised during the year 18,563 tons of
ore, which produced 1,104 tons of matte and lead bullion, containing 2,164 oz. of gold, 137,951 oz. of silver, 350 tons of copper,
and 64 tons of load, of a total value of £42,604. Since the recent important developments in this mine, the number of
men employed has been greatly increased, and should the diamond drill bores now being put down equal expectations, the
number w ill be added to.
Sforitya
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Moruya Divii’on.

Tlio only silver-mining operations being carried on in this Division arc purely of a prospecting natme. Several shafts
have boon sunk, tho deepest being 47 feet. From one of these shafts 10 tons of ore wore raised, which assayed from 15 to
40 ok, of silver per ton, with a small percentage of gold, O’Neill and Party, working tho adjoining ground, have been aided
from the Prospecting Vote to continue their shaft to a total deptli of 100 feet. Should the lode prove payable at that
depth, extra employment will Ire found for a number of miners.
Pambulm Dividon.

In tho neighbourhood of Wyndham, there are about forty men prospecting for silver lodos, ami sonic very good-looking
gossan ore has been raised. Several parcels have been sent to Europe and elsewhere for treatment, and should tbe results
prove satisfactory, development work will be vigorously proceed with. All the old abandoned ground has been taken up,
and now and heavier machinery is being erected on tbe old shafts to clear them of water.

During the year 4,285 eamples were assayed for silver in the laboratory of tho Geological Survey
Branch of this Department.
’
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16
6
5
7
6
12
10
41411
3
6
4
6

14
16
19
8
10
21
0
5
6
0
6
2
10
0
11
11
1
15
14
21
11

53
10
29
135
79
324
43
109
30
21

7
4
13
4,
15
14
1
7
18
15

2
11
10
17
4
22
G
0
11
13

68

3

5

11
0
4
17
2
0
12
22
2
22
19

trace.
1

6

2

nil4
90 7 13
nil.
trace.

35 7
69 11
1 9
45 12
0 17
4 13
5 4
0 4
nil.
trace.
4 2
trace.

18
13
8
11
9
14
12
8
16

nil.
1 6 2
1 10 11
trace.
0 19 11
trace.
0 1 2
0 1 15
nil.
4)
trace.

56 3 37
55 12 19
17 14 22
32 6 18
27 9 20

nil*

24 9 22
27 15 4
22 12 19

4 7 2
2 18 18
Lil.

17
15
81
103
256
20
245

1
2
2
8
6
18
1

18
3
30
21
20
2
36

1 race.
nil*

trace.
nil.
trace.
»

16 2 6
18 18 22

0 4 8
63 14 0

15

75

2 16

G 23
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During the year tMrty-two assays were made for lead in the laboratory o£ the Gteoiogical Survey
Branch of this Department, the following yieldingoVer 10 per cent:—
Official

Number.

Locality—Stated by tlic finder to be.

Description.

4717

Barrier District

2925

Berlliong..............................................
Braid wood ..........................................
Clyde Biver, 30 miles from Bvuidwood

782
1804
1805
900
911

Cox Hirer.........................................
Cox Birer, 12 miles from Hartley

2795

Blsmore (“ Nowstcad Mine”) .....

1107

Gininderra

'I its

little Hartley ,

500
29CIG

Lute George ............................
Mcryuli Station, near Si ngan .

3151
3155
883
3172
2153

Mt. 'Jinda, near Melrose .......................
Xrngan, near ..........................................
Oberon, near ..........................................

4592
2800

Picton, near .
Q.ueanbeyan.

2103

Walker Hill, near Nymngoc ..................

.Crystallised galena, with a little granular qnartr.
(Silver, 6 oz. G dwt. 3 gr. per ton.)
‘
Galena. (Seo 2925 under silver.)..................................
JCartliy pyromorphito ......................................................
Barytes, wiili'finely disseminated galena......................
Pyromorphito ..................................................................
Galena in quartz. (Sec 900 under silver.)..................
Pcrruginous and cellular quartz, with galena. (See
911 under silver.)
Crushed sample, rich in sulphides, principally galena
(See 2795 under silver, copper, and zine.)
Quartz, with iinc-gruiucd galena and copper pyrites
(Silver. 1 oz. 14 dwt, 20 gr. per ton; copper, T12
per cent)
Coarsely crystallised galena in cellular quartz. (See
1108 under gold and silver.)
JCartliy carbonate of lend. Carbonate of lead.............
Pyritous and ferruginous quartz, &o. (Gold, a trace:
silver, 1 oz. G dul. 2 gr. per Ion.)
Ferruginous quartz, with galena. (Sec 3154 under
silver.)
Pyromorphito, (Gold, a trace; silver, 10 dwt, 21 gr
per ton.)
Galena, with iron pyrites (See 883 under silver.) ...
Ferruginous carbonate of lead. (Sec 3172 under gold.)
Galena, and a little copper pyrites in quartz. (See
2153 under silver,)
Gulcno. (See 4692 under sill er.)..............................
Galena, with a little quartz and iron and copper pyrites.
(Silver, 3 oz. 9 dwt. 16 gr. per ton.)
Principally massive ferruginous cerussitc. (Sec 2193
under gold.)

Per ncut.
Metallic IxmiI.

70*
83-21
47-44
17-65
72-45
55-40
36'17
30-44
32-21
24'42
87-94
9-29
20-76
16-77
59-54
55)0
40-00

68'G0
29 38
30-23

TIN.
The following informniion rokting to the Tin-mming industry duriuglast year within the Colony is
taken from the reports sent in by the Wardens and Mining ^Registrars:—
Tin: Xobthern District.
Tingha and Invtrdl Diritions.

There is a large decrease to report in the output of tin from the Tingha and Inverell Divisions, the quantity being
4C9 tons 15 cwt., valued at £15,498, or at the rate of about £33 per ton on the ground. The output during J894 was
742 tons, valued at £27,454. The recent drought had a great effect in creating this large decrease, as the alluvial tinminers could not ti eat their wash-dirt, and at the end of the year it was estimated that 20,000 loads were at grass awaiting
water, the whole being valued at £7,600. Although the price has been low and the production small, the miners seem to
be fairly well off, and can always make rations. There is nothing in particular to note this year in new finds, and it is
becoming apparent that the shallow tin leads around Tingha are nearly worked out. Prospecting is stilt going on in the
vicinity for the deep leads supposed to exist there, but as the water is troublesome capital is required to carry' the work to
a successful issue. The deep leads are being worked at Flsmorc, and the wash-dirt stacked in anticipation of rain. At
Anbury Vale a little work is being carried on, cliiofly on private property. Wilton and party are said to be raising
payable wash-dirt on Mr. Cooper s estate, but owing to Ihe long and continuous drought they have been unable to wash.
The same may be said of the localities of Gilgai, Ponds, Stannifer, Ncwstead, and Middle Creek, where stacks of wash-dirt
are to bo found awaiting water, some of it having boon stacked for about tw'elve mouths. About 400 men, including 150
Chinese, arc employed tin-mining in this Division.
Olai Innoi Division.

i
There is a alight increase in the output of tin from this Division, the quantity being 165 tons, valued at £5,445.
The Mann River, on w'hosc banks the tin is mainly' found, affords an abundant supply of water during all seasons. Many
of the miners in this,locality arc also farmeis, and they combine the two avocations with profit, it is thought that
payable tin will ultimately be found under the basalt rouge bounding the course of the Mann River, and should such prove
the case a large avenue for employment will be opened up. 'There were 41 Europeans and IS Chinese tin-mining in this
Division at the end of the year.

Jimmacilte Division.
_ This is the largest tin-producing mining Division in New South Wales, and during the year 350 Europeans and 260
Chinamen were employed in the work. The quantity won was 900 tons, valued at £20,700, which is a large decrease as
compared with the output hi 1894, which was l,108i tons, valued at £44,386. Of the year’s yield 113 tons were won from the
deep leads, 286 tons froin the lode, and the balance, 499 tons, from the various shallow walkings extending over the whole
field. The Ottcry tin-mine at Tent Hill is the only miiio whore.systematic work on the lode is being carried on, and from
tins source )S1 tons 6 cwt. of dressed ore wore obtained. This Company'cmploy'ed 70 miners during the year, and lias two
batteries at work of ten and fifteen head of stamps respectively'. The lode being worked vanes from 3 to 25 feet wide,
and carries about 3 per cent, of tin. But little development work has been done at tbe “ Butler’s” mine during the year,
on account, it is alleged, of the low price of the ore. Small lots of lode tin, also came from various lodes and leaders at the
Gulf, Torrington, the Table-land, and vicinity'. Should the forthcoming season provide an ample supply of ivaler, the
returns from this Division will be largely increased.
Dcc/nra/er Dirieion.

There were 200 tons of tin won in this Division during the past year, valued at £6,400, which is just about half the
quantity produced the previous year. The Cliff Tin-mining Company's is the only mine of any note being worked for tin
in this Division at the present time. This Company' is working a lode, and there are a number of other parties working on
the same line, who occasionally discover shoots of tin. which, however, cut out again in a few days. There (ire a great
number of alluvial claims at work, but it is questionable if the men have been able to make more than rations, owing to
the drought.
HVVwm’s
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Jl'ifiOJt'ii Doimijnli Division.
There is a decrease of about 50 per cent, in the output o’f tin from this Division as compared with 1S94, the quantity
being 98 tons, valued at £3,234. This result may be partly due to the recent drought and to the fact that some of the old
payable claims arc now worked out Ko fresh discoveries have been made during the year, and the work done has been
more of a fossicking nature than otherwise.
Kcmpmy Division.

Work is still being carried on at the Gundlc Tin Mine, but the returns for the year were not available.
Prospecting work is still being carried on for payable tin lodes in this locality, and very promising indications are
met with.
Bendirnttr Division.

Murray and party arc still working their stream tin deposit, and won during the year 11 tons 17 cwt., valued at
£448, which is the total yield of this Division.
Southern Disi'kict.

*
Gcrmanton Dividori.
There are 20 men employed tin-mining in this Division, but the work carried out has been principally of a prospecting
or developing nature, and the quantity won amounted only to a few tons. The Champion Company’s operations have been
at a standstill for want of water, and the work of the other parties in the locality has been carried on under great difficulties.
The local miners are confident that payable wash-dirt will yet be struck in the neighbourhood of Spring Creek and other
localities in the Upper Murray District.
Waggn

nragga Division.

Prospecting was very active for a time around Wagga Wagga, the result so far not being satisfactory. At Pullitop
the tin lodes are not sufficiently developed to prove their value, and more capital is required for the work than can be got
locally. The deposits of stream tin to bo found near Pullitop would, it is thought, prove payable if sufficient water could bo
had for sluicing purposes, but at present it is difficult to sec how the want is to be supplied. There is a large area on this
field that would probably pay well if water could be got from some near source. There arc a large number prospecting in
this locality, and the coming year may see some fresh and important developments.

TaMjE showing the quantity and value of Tiu exported from, and the product of, the Colony of New
South 'Wales, since the opening of the Tin-fields in 1872.
•

Ingots.

Year

|

Quantity,

tons

Value.

£

J

Quantity.

1

cwt.

1

Ore.

s. d.

tons

cwt.

1

Value

Total.
Quantity.

Value.

s. d.

tons

cwt.

41,337 0 0

896

0

47,819 0 0

£

£

s.

d.

1S72

47

0

6,482 0 0

849

0

1873

911

0

107,795 0 0

3,600

0

226,641

0 0

4,571

0

334,430 0 0

1S74

4,101

0

366,189 0 0

2,118

0

118,133 0 0

6,219

0

484,322 0 0

1S75

0,058

0

475,168 0 0

. 2,022

0

86,143 0 0

8,080

0

561,311

1876

5,449

0

379,318 0 0

1,599

0

60,320 0 0

6,958

0

439,638 0 0

1877

7,230

0

477,952 0 0

824

0

30,588 0 0

8,054

0

508,540 0 0

1878

6,085

0

362,072 0 0

1,125

0

33,750 0 0

7,210

0

395,822 0 0

1879

5,107

2

343,075

0 0

813

15

29,274 0 0

5,920

17

372,349 0 0

1SS0

5,476

6

440,615 0 0

GS2

G

30,722 9

0

6,158

12

471,337

1SS1

7,599

174

686,5

0 0

609

6

37,492 0 0

8,200

3-i

724,003 0 0

1SS2

8,059

0

800,571

0 0

611

0

32,890 0 0

8,070

0

833,401

1883

S,GS0

1

802,807

0 0

445

4

21,685 0 0

9,125

5

824,552 0 0

1SS4

6,315

16

506,726 0 0

319

13

14,861 0 0

6,665

0

521,587 0 0

1835

4,657

IS

390,458 0 0

531

IS

25,108 0 0

5,192

16

415,626 0 0

1880

4,610

18

449,303 0 0

326

IS

18,350 0 0

4,907

10

467,053 0 0

1837

4,669

8

509,099 0 0

291

13

16,411

0 0

4,901

1

525,420 0 0

1SSS

4,562

O

569,182 0 0

247

8

13,314 0 0

4,809

10

582,490

0 0

1889

4,408

13

403,111

0 0

211

15

12,060 0 0

4,650

8

413,171

0 0

1890

3,409

11

317,117

0 0

2,j9

4

12,724 0 0

3,603

13

329,841 0 0

1891

2,941

si

201,709 0 0

203

5

9,043 0 0

3,441

lO.j

271,412 0 0

1892

3,253

0

301,541

0 0

239

o

12,573 0 0

3,492

O

314,114 0 0

1893

2,030

17

223,139 0 0

148

i

6,694 0 0

2,784

is

229,743

1894

2,611

5

179,443 0 0

190

7

7,752 0 0

2,801

12

187,197 0 0

1895

2,199

n

136,080 0 0

4

2,513 0 0

2,276

15

138,623 0 0

129,775

10

10,390,473 9 0

0 0

9

0

0 0

0 0

1
Total...

111,100

3

j 9,495,'495

j

0 0

18,377

19

900,978
9 0
i

*
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Dtriuxo the year eighty-seven assays were made for Tin in the laboratory of tbe Geological Survey Branch
of tliis Departme'nt, the following yielding over 2 per cent.:—
Official
number.

1810
229

Locality—Stated by the finder to be.

Armidale District .......................
Ballina, between Cape Byron and

230

jj

1G33

„

i>

»

near ...................................

4585
1434

Bates, parish of (Bloch 117)...................
Boorolong..,.,............ ...............................

4765

2772

Clarence Biver District ..........................
Gudgeon Greet, between Richmond Biver
Heads and

8591

Deepwater ................. ...........................

1G07

3330
3331
413D
4209
2258
1019
1030
1031
1718
422
4327
370
2893

Description,

Per cent,
metallic tin.

Stream tin ..............................................................................
Concentrated beach sand. (Platinum, iridium, and oamiridium present, a few ounces per ton.)
Beach sand. (Platinum, iridium, and osmiridium present,
a few ounces per ton.)
Beach sand. (Plafcinum-tracc under 2 dwt. per ton ;
osmiridium 1 oz. 5 dwt. 5 gr., per ton; iridium, 3 oz.
G dwt. 15 gr., per ton ; gold 21 gr., per ton.)
Stream tin ...............................................................................
Black sand, consisting of zircons, &c. (Gold 4 dwt. 8 gr.,
silver 2 dwt. 4 gr., ner ton.)
Stream tin .............................. ...............................................
Beach sand (See 2772 under 11 Gold ’’and “ Platinum.1’) ..

73-43
1G-48

Siliceous mefcamorphic rock with a great development of
chlorite

9 75

Dora Dora Bun ..................................... Stream tin .....................................................................................
Dundee, G miles from—(Hogg’s Creek) Lode tin ore..........................................................................
J1
JJ
nr... .v. nr...................... .. ............................................... *..........................................
TV
?J
JJ
Esk Biver.................................................. Concentrates (3ec 4139 under “Gold.”)..............................
„
(lieA uley’s Load)................... Concentrated beach sand, first treated wstli boiling washing
soda and then passed over copper plates three times
(See 42G9 under “Gold,”)
Alluvial tin. (Sec 2258 under “ Gold.”) ..........................
Grenfell, north of ,
Lode tin ore......................................................................... .
Gulf, New England
Slaty material containing capper pyrites. (Silver 1 oz. 10
JJ
* J>
dw t. 11 gr., per ton.)
Pannings ...............................................................................
Stream tin .............................................................................
Inverell District .
Bubble, consisting chiefly of tinstone and quartz fragments.
Pullitop, Parish of
(Gold a (race, silver 12 dwt. 22 gr., per ton )
Concentrator! beach sand (See 4327 under “Gold.”)...........
SUellharbour .....
| Stratlibogic ......
Ironstone ...............................................................................
Black sand (See 2802 under “Gold.”)
Tumut District ..

613
4-28
71-82
11-30
71-30
33 08

70 90
10-48
3 78
5-12
38-52
47 20
43-4
4-4
62-70
73-47
55-54
4910
54-78
7-34

COPPBli.

The following table will show that the quantity of copper exported during the year was largely in
excess of that in 1894:—an increase of 1,715 tons, and £07,404 in value. The restarting of the Great
Cobar Company’s mine at Cobar is responsible for the increase, as that Company produced 1,703 tons of
smelted copper, valued at £GS,120, from 37,845 tons of oro raised. To further increase its production,
the company has added another 00-ton water-jacket furnace, and now employs, on an average, 415 men.
The Nymagee Copper Mine is being worked on tribute, and tbe ore raised was 5,845 tons, which produced
485 tons of smelted copper, valued at £21,825. About 150 men are employed in and about this mine.
The New Mount Hope Copper Company at Mount Hope employs 38 men, and raised 858 tons of ore for
14"H tons of smelted copper, valued at £5,430. This company’s shaft is now down 340 feet, and the ore
is being raised from that level, the lode being about 58 feet wide. The Great Central Mine is at South
Mount Hope, and employs over 10 men. The shaft is down 242 feet, but work is being carried on at the
192-ft, level, where the lode is 3 feet wide. The Company raised t)00 tons of ore, which yielded 134 tons
of copper, valued at £5,093, The Burraga Copper Mine, at Burraga, was worked all the year round with
the exception of a couple of weeks in Juno lust, when the lode ran out. It was, however, picked up
again, but, unfortunately, did not prove so rich as the old lode. Tins fact, combined with a wages dispute
with the men, helped to reduce the output, which ivas only 331 tons, valued at £14,895, from 3,311 tons
of ore. Two furnaces are kept going, and the number of men employed is about 150, The May Field
Copper Company have started work at Bye Park, situated about 17 miles south-east of Burrown, aud
during the year raised 50 tons, which returned 9 tons of smelted copper, valued at £3G0. The lode is
2 ft. 0 in. wide, and the deepest shaft is now- 125 feet. At Captain’s Plat, the Lake George United
Mining and Smelting Company obtained 350 tons of smelted copper. This company raised 18,5G3 tons
of ore, and besides the copper given above, got 2,104 o/.. of gold, 137,951 oz. of silver, and G4 tons of
lead, the total yield being valued at £42,004. About 300 men are now employed in and about this mine,
and should the diamond drill boring operations prove successful, the number is likely to be increased.
A well-defined lode, carrying copper and silver, has been discovered by Thomas Coyle near the Cotter
Biver in the Queanheyan Division, from which 60 tons were raised, yielding copper to the value of £150
and silver £105. This lode is being further developed. At Broken Hill, the Proprietary Company saved
in connection with their silver mining operations 23 tons of copper and 1,004 tons of copper matte, valued
at £21,312.
Table
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Table showing the quantity and value of Copper, the produce of the Colony, exported from

Xcw South Wales, from 1858 to 1895.
Ingote.

Total.

Ore and ite^ulus.

Year
Quantity.

tons cwt.
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
I860
IS67
1868
1869
1870
1871
JS72
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895

Value.

Quantity.

tons ewt.

£

58 0
30 0

43
144
213
114

1,400

0
0
0
0

1,535
3,390
5,742
420

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15
10
0
3
17
6
5
IS
19
1
16
9
3
0
0
11
3

1,680
5,230
15,820
18,905
30,189
23,297
74,005
65,671
87,579
92,736
237,412
311,519
297,334
243,142
307,181
337,409
250,437
359,260
350,087
321,887
574,497
415,001
264,905
166,429
195,752
272,110
203,319
103,537
191,878
160,473
44,235
61,034
119,300

22
23
0
172
104
6
94
417
51
522
157
109
360
230
30
131
132
93
84
IS
. 0
07
299
113
198
580
665
1,299
1,016
5S0
1,058

0
0
2
10
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
18£
16
1
10
IS
15
IS
S
0
4
9
8
4
0
6
0

545
1,885
6
4,000
2,070
60
1,297
13,152
1,090
13,621
4,356
6,836
17,045
7,749
915
4,799
4,975
2,840
2,704
578
15
1,236
3,350
2,924
3,322
9,774
13,215
27,233
14,191
12,447
21,585

102,863 16

6,271,028

9,281

0i

212,001

Value.

£

tons cwt.

£

578
................

23
54
247
255
. 393
644
1,980
994
1,350
1,035
2,795
3,638
3,520
3,106
4,153
4,983
4,106
5,262
5,361
4,865
8,872
7,286
5,745
3,908
4,463
3,786
3,983
3,105
3.860
3,535
1,051
1,556
2,793

Quantity.

Value.

»

58
30
43
144
213
137
54
209
278
393
816
2,084
1,000
1,444
1,452
2,846
4,160
3,677
3,275
4,513
5,219
4,143
5,394
5,493
4,958
8,957
7,305
6,746
4,026
4,763
3,899
4,182
3,755
4,525
4,834
2,067
2,136
3,851

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
Si
16
4 •
7
4
0
8
7
7
0
18
11
4
0
17
3

112,144 IGi

1,400
578
1,535
3,390
6,742
.
2,100
5,230
16,365
20,790
30,194
27,297
76,675
05,731
88,876
105,888
239,102
325,140
301,690
249,978
324,226
345,158
257,352
364,059
355,062
324,727
577,201
416,179
264,920
167,665
199,102
275,034
206,641
173,311
205,093
187,700
58,420
73,481
140,885
6,483,929

During the year 137 assays were made for copper in the laboratory of the Geological Survey Branch of
this Department, the following yielding over 5 per cent.;— *
Official
Number.

3691
2910
3159

a ir.o
3162
1961
4227
1833
3309
799
800

Locality—Stilted l>y the finder to he.

Back Creek ......................................
Bindogandra, 12 miles from. (“Miss
Matteson” Mine )
Blytli (parisli of, county of Clarke)
>J
JJ
7!
t
JJ
"
Bonshaw (3 miles from)..................
Braidwood District..........................
Bimgonia (12 miles from) ..............
„
(“Jacqua Reef
.
Bjwong..........................................
J>

......... ....................... .«r . .. . ..

2203

Cargo..................................................

4710

Cootamundra (8 miles N.W. of) ...

3354

Cow Fiat ..........................................

1971

Cowrn (20 miles E. of) .................
Cudal (16 miles from) ..................
Cudgegong (near) ........................

2339
4319
4320
8101

Deepwater (6 miles from)

Description.

Per cent.

Metallic
Copper.

Cupriferous gossan............................................................. ....................
Copper gossan, (raTcrsotl by bands of blue carbonate of copper.
(See Kb. 2910 under gold.)
Crusbcd sample. (Gold, a trace; silver, 3 oz. 2 dwi. per ton).......
„
„
„
4 oz. 16 dwt. 8 gr. per ton
„
(Sec No. 3162 under silver) ......................................
Oiide and carbonate of copper.............................................................
Iron aud copper pyrites, with zinc blende..........................................
Copper-stained quartz, with much copper pyrites................. ..........
Crushed samples (pyritous) ...............................................................
Glide and carbonate of copper. (Gold, a trace ; silver, 1 oz. 1 dwt.
~ 18 gr. per ton )
Chloritic material, with copper pyrites. (Gold, a trace ; silver,
4 oz. 0 dwt.. 13 gr. per ton.)
Quartz, with copper pyrites and carbonates. (Silver, 1 oz. 1 dwt..
IS gr. per ton.)
Quartz,, with much blue and green carbonate of copper. (Silver,
1 oz. 3 dwi.. 22 gr. per ton.)
Green carbonate of copper. (Gold, a trace; silver 1 oz. 3 dwt. 22
gr. per ton).
Copper gossan.......................................................................................
Carbonate of copper. (Silver, 3 oz. 11 dwt. 20 gr. per ton) ..........
Copper ore, sulphides, with zinc blende, (Gold, a trace ; silver,
2 oz. 1 dwt. 9 gr. per ton.)
Copper pyrites, bornitc, zinc blende, with a small proportion of
copper carbonate. (Gold, a trace j silver, 4 oz. 16 dwt, 19gr,
per ton.)
Copper pyrites, with quartz and chloritic material. (Gold, a trace;
silver,* 11 oz. 3 dwt, 4 gr. per ton.)

917
29,08
5-42

6-66
6'90
19-30
5-29
3-70
8-18
38-7
8-53
7-C3
16-80
26-25

16-05
6-46
10-39
9-99
9-3
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____
Official
Number.

Locality—Stated by fcho*finder to’bc*.

31-

Drake

137

1*

4072

JJ

4073

JJ

27!)5

..... * ......................

]£ Ism oro (Newstcad Mine)

272C
3331
3532

534,

j>
n

2732
943
2300
941

2135
120
2072
3299
2742
4078
4312
4813

............

^

j>

.....

Gundagai (12 miles from).............

728
1729
2731

j>

Gulgong (about 3 miles from) ..,v.

..

("enr)..........................

Kitirulra ..................................
jj

...............*..........................

n

....................... .............

Liliwaj Cudgegong ....................... .
Macleay Diainct ..............................
Milburn Creek..................................
MillUmrpo (18 miles from) ...........
Mulong, Copper Hill .......................

i»

*...................................

»1
■« 1 ' ...................
.41
Mount Dryadale (30 inilea from),.,
Mount Hope ..................... ............
Mount Stromkoli (near)..................

1102

Mulloon (E. P. Scott Mine)

4.1 S3

Nbrnindorn ............................

1782
1783

Orange District .................
JJ
......... .

2273
2270
4234

Orange .................................
JJ
.4. ... .........................
„
(7 miles from) .....

278

Peak Hill.............................

608

Queanbeyan (about 2 miles K.E. of)

3383
3389

Rylstone (10 miles from) ........

»

..

3865
768

Tooloom ..........................................

503

Wandsworth......................................

3634
727

Wee Jasper (20 miles from Yass)...
Willie Willie (Macleay Biver)......

Tingha .....................................................

1656

..

1557
1500
1675
2642
2952
3768
3801

J>
JJ
JJ
JJ

4259

JJ

4418
2187

n

Ji
JJ
JJ

Jl

JJ
JJ

JJ
J)

Wyalong ...................................
Wyangle, county of Buccleuch

Description.

Cnremous quartz, with blue carbonate of copper. (Silver, 5 oz,
2 dwt. 8 gr. per ton.)
I
Siliceous Telepathic lodesluff, containing blue carbonate of copper
and copper pyrites. (See Kb. 137 under gold.)
Ferruginous frinblo quartz, with blue and green carbonates of copper
(Sec 4072 under silver.)
1
Sulphide aud carbonate of copper. (Q-ohl, a trace ; silver, 5 oz. 8
dwt. 21 gr. per ton.)
|
Crushed eamplc, rich in sulphides, principally galena. (See 27951
under silror, lead, and zinc.)
1
Crushed eamplc, rich in sulphides, principally galena. (See 279E
under sulphur and zinc.)
Very ferruginous copper ore. (Silver, 13 oz. 12 dwt. 4 gr. per ton)...
Ferruginous copper ore. (Seo 3532 under gold and silver.) ...........
Green carbonate of copper.....................................................................
Dark coloured stone, conlaining blue and green carbonates of copper.
(Gold, a trace j silver, 2 oz. 3 dwi. 13 gr. per ton,)
Copper gossan............................................................................ ....... .
Mainly various sulphides of iron and copper, (Gold, a truce;
silver, 8 dwt. 17 gr. per ton.)
Similar to preceding, (Gold, a trace; silver, 10 dwt. 21 gr. per ton)
Sulphide oi copper, somewhat oxidised. (Sec 94S, under stiver.) ...j
Blue and green carbonates of copper. (See 2300 under silver.).......
Copjicr pyrites. (Gold, a trace j silver, 4 oz. 0 dwt. 13 gr. per ton)
Copper glance, (See 2485 under gold) .............................................. I
Copper ore. (Gold, 1 dwt, 15 gr.; silver, 8 dwt. 3 gr. per ton) .....
Copper glance. (Gold, a trace ; silver, l oz. 3 dwt. 22 gr. per ton)
Quartz, with carbonate of copper. (Sec 3299 under gold).............
Copper glance....................................................................... .................
Carbonate of copper in white clay. (Gold, 3 dwt. 6 gr.; silver,
2 oz. 0 dwt. 6 gr. per ton.)
Broken up eopper-slamcd ore ..........................................................
Jj
JJ
... <4 ............. . . ... 444 , , > .......................
Copper pyrites, with zinc blende. (Gold, 4 dwt. 8 gr.; silver, 3 oz.
16 dwt. 5 gr. per ton.)
Massive copper glance, superficially converted into oxide and green!
carbonate. (Gold, a trace; silver, 1 oz. 3 dwt. 22 gr. per Ion.)
Crushed copper oro—carbonate. (See 1782 under silver)..................
t,
„
(Gold, a trace; silver, C oz. 10]
dwt. 16 gr. per ton.)
i
Cupriferous gossan. (Silver, 1 oz. 1 dwt. 18 gr. per ton) ..............
i.
„
(Silver, 1 oz. 15 dwt. 22 gr. per ton).............. '
Copper glance and copper pyrites, (Gold, a trace; silver, 2 oz.
12 dwt. 6 gr. per ton). ,
Copper glance and iron pyrites, vvilh quartz, in a matrix consisting
of silvery micaceous mineral. (Gold, 4 dwt. 8 gr.; silver, 1 oz.
3 dwt. 22 gr. per ton),
Lodestuff, containing blue and green carbonate of copper. (Silver,
3 oz. 0 dwt. 22 gr. per ton.)
Ferruginous copper ore—carbonate and sulphide. (Silver, 7 oz.
18 dw t. 22 gr. per ton.)
Copper ore—bornite, partly superficially converted into carbonate,
(See 3389 under silver.)
Copper gossan. (See 3265 under silver) ..........................................
Ironstone, with a litt la red oxide and green carbonate of copper.
(Silver, 1 oz. 6 dwt. 2 gr. per ton.)
Quartz, with copper pyrites and a little calcareous material. (Gold,
a trace; silver, 3 oz 14 dwt. 1 gr. per ton.)
Copper pyrites and carbonates in a dark-coloured quartz.................
Copper ore, containing blue aud green earbonaies. (Gold, a trace
silver, 7 oz. 12 dwt. 10 gr. per ton )
'
Copper ore—blue and green carbonates. (Gold, a truce; silver,!
6 oz, 6 dwt. 3 gr. per ton )
Copper ore—blue and green carbonates. (Seo 1557 under silver) .....
ii
„
(See 1560 under silvor),., .1
Copper gossan. (Sec 1675 under silver) ..........................................
White quartz, with clay, coloured green by carbonate of copper ., ,
Copper gossan. (Gold, a trace ; silver, 14 oz. O dwt. 21 gr. per ton,)!
Green carbouute of copper. (See 3758 under silver) ...................... |
Ferruginous carbonate of copper ore. (Silver, 5 oz. 17 dut. 14 gr.
per ton.)
'
Ferruginous copper ore—sulphides with carbonates, (Gold, a trace;
silver, 13 oz. 10 dwt per ton.)
Quartz and chloritic schist, with iron and copper pyrites ..............
Cupriferous ironstone.,;..........................................................................

Per cent.
Metallic
Copper,

17-51
19-07
10-07
46-97
7-15
7-29
32-67
25-05
12-36
17-71
36-70
13-36
12-30
31-16
11-81
8-89
13-32
7-39
62-80

6-66
22-14.
33-10
32-45
21-28
5-70
56-24

33-61

10'20
13-56
14-96
23-78
45-68
5-98
34-95
3626
10-17
19-31
14-52
6-06
20-17
18-12
4816
40-09
42-14
5-78
35‘5."i
32 84
27-80
22 28
9-02
2013

IRON.
Severil men were at work during the year prospecting for payable deposits of hematite ore on the
Bulli Ranges, in the Wollongong District. Extensive deposits of clay-hand ironstone have been found to
exist in these ranges, and indications of the presence of hematite ore have been discovered. The men were
being paid from the Prospecting Vote, and the loader of the party was Mr. Charles Morton, C.E., of
Bulli, the work being carried out under the supervision of Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries for
the district, who took sections of the seams and strata where the men were at work. The first opening
'
was
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made at a point about half-a-mile north-west of Comma] Colliery, 1,170 feet above sea-level, and
630 feet above tbe top seam of coal; and No. 2 opening about 21 chains north from No. 1; No. 3
opening is situated between Mount Kcira and Mount Pleasant; No. 4 opening at Garden G-ully, Mount
Kcira. At tins place large blocks of hematite were found cropping out, and small pieces scattered over a
portion of the ground. This place was well tried by sinking aud trenching, but failed to prove more than
could be seen on the surface. On Stafford’s farm, Mount Kembla, and near the Mount Kembla Colliery
air-shaft, hematite could be seen outcropping, but no well-defined deposit could be traced. A large
number of samples taken by Mr. Inspector Eowan were sent to ibis Department for esamination and
analysis, Mr. Pittman, the Government Geologist, on submitting the results of the analysis of the
samples, stated that “a very large proportion of the specimens forwarded for analysis consisted of shales
and tuffs, which were quite worthless as ores of iron.” It will be seen from the foregoing that the
esistonce of payable deposits of hematite ore in this district still remains to be proved, which for this
district, as a whole, is unfortunate. The manufactory of finished iron castings and galvanised iron, from
scrap-iron, is still being carried on at tbe Eskbank Iron and Steel Kolling Mills b3r Mr. "W. Sandford.
During tbe year the quantity of iron put through was 2,403 tons, the manufactured price of which is
£15,620 8s. 9d. On an average Mr. Sandford employs 130 men and 40 boys, bis establishment being of
much benefit to tbe district generally.
During the year fifty-tw'o assays were made for iron in the laboratory of the Geological Survey
Branch of this Department, the best results being as follows:—

214(5
2679
2080
2963
2909
2970
3312
]8S0
3370
2722
1215

].vcscii])-Don.

Locality—Slated by the finder to be.

Official Number.

■Rnlli

....................................

5>

...................................... .

H

* *..... ...... .........*......... .. . ........... * i ►

Sandstone, showings few ferruginous concentric bands
Fillets of ironstone in a ferruginous clayey matrix. ,
Paint material, purple j ferric oxide, 51*91 per cent j
pril, 43*00.

53-15
1218
60-40
50-86
20'23
20-28
4'f 3
58-80
44-14
82 39
13-17

920
1184
3759
1839
1810
3928
2135
4181
4182
41 SO.
4189
4191
4192
4193
41!H
4195
4196
4197
41 OS
4199
4200

Ter cent
Jlvtalllc Iron.

Yellow ochre (silver, 8 dwi. 17 gr. per ton) ; ferric
oskle, 49 Si.
Magnetic iron ore (silver, 8 tin t. 17 gr. per lou) .....
•»

>>

;......... ................... *.......

lllawarni District ..................................
JJ
“ ........ .. "■ ..........
»

................ *...............

!»

........ ................

3>
JJ

... ........ .. ...........s.. . .
* *........ * 1 ' *' *......

11

.................................
.............. ... .,4 ..... ...

63-37
52-82
63-81
30 62
49 9L
*30 76
*30 96
*46-66
*31-29
*40-01
*3651
*41'3L
*40-35
*38-66
*5 4-58
*4P58
*33-86
*53-70
*53-53

* A largo TUDiiltcr of samples of shales, hifFs, limonitc,
&e of whiirh thiiij-hvo
wci'0 subjected to analysis. Of these only
fouitccn contained less than 60 per cent, of ganguc. Thu ahot e \ njldod uvei 30 ]>cr ccnl. of mcUillit iron.
Gangim.-^Insoluble ui boiling muriatic acidj and coiife&t* of sand and s.licates of alumina, nlao sonic organic matter.

ANTIMONY.
The bulk of the antimony won in New South Wales comes from the Hillgrovc District, where it is
won in conjunction with the extensive gold-mining operations carried on there. The low price for this class
of ore prevailing during the past year has been the means of greatly reducing the output, which was only
about 400 tons, valued at £ ],000, as compared with 632 tons, valued at £9,480, the product of 1894. The
Eleanora Gold-mining Company sent away 167 tons of the smelted metal, which is valued at £1,908, and
the Hiilgrove Freehold 20 tons, the balance coming from the other smaller mines in the Division. Very
little work has been done during the year on the antimony lodes at Bowraville, the total quantity raised
being 50 tons, valued at £500. Until the price of antimony increases there will be little done towards
extending the output.
During
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During the year twenty-four assays were made for antimony in the laboratory of the Geological
Survey Branch of this Department, the following yielding over 40 per cent.:—
Official Number

4539

3024
2S23

Locality—Stated by the finder to be.

Per cent.
Metallic
Antimony.

Description.

Rowra, 7 miles from—Nambucca Heads Stibnite............ ..........................................
(Geo. Lowe’s antimony mine.)
Cobar, 40 miles from ......................
Siliceous antimony ore—sulphide. (See 3024 under
gold.)
Golden Gate, 8 miles from Bingara....... Sulphide of antimony ore, superficially oxidised, con
tains ft large quantity of cervantite as well as some
untimonite and metallic antimony.

62'5 5
59'98
72-86

BISMUTH.
The only place in this Colony where bismuth is being mined for at the present time is at the
3£jng s Gate mine, in the Glen Inncs District. The output of this metal is controlled by the demand in
the London market, which is very limited. In consequence, only 2 tons 9 cwt. were forwarded during the
year, but the selling price could not be ascertained. Very promising indications of the existence of
payable deposits of bisimith have been met with in the Nymagee District, but no steps have been taken
to prove the deposits so far.
During the year ten assays were made for bismuth in the laboratory of the Geological Branch of
this Department, the following giving the best results:—
Official dumber.

Locality—Stated by the finder to bo.

1019
1020
17 09

Glen Inncs ............................................

1

*

Per cOnt.
Metallic
Bibtnuth.

Description.

7-87
13-17
6‘39

..
.. T020
Mount Emily, near—south of Quambi... Weathered granite conlaining bismuth ores, (Gold,
4 dwt. 8 gr.; silver, 2 oz. 1 dwt. 9 gr. per ton.)

PLATINUM.
Tho quantity of platinum won at Pificld and Platina has been greatly restricted owing to the very
dry weather prevailing last year—the figures being 413 oz.,'Valued at 23s. per oz., as compared with
1,000 oz, won iu 1894. This metal is saved in connection with the alluvial gold-mining operations carried
on, and at the end of the year it was estimated that there were 6,000 loads of wash-dirt at grass awaiting
a supply of n ater, A little platinum is still being got on the beaches on the northern coast by the
miners working tho black sand for gold, but the exact quantity saved could not be ascertained.
During tho year twenty-six assays were made for platinum iu the laboratory of the Geological
Survey Branch of this Department, the following yielding the most favourable results:—
Offlcinl Number.

2772
4139
4269

3213
3515

4327
1819

Locality—Stated by the finder to be.

Description,

Gudgeon Creek and Richmond River Beach sand.
Heads (between).

(See 2772 under gold and tin.)...........
Iridosmine.............................. =
Other platinoid metals ...... =
Esk River beach deposits...................... Concentrates—Iridosmine under 15 gr. per ton, (See
4139 under gold and tin.)
Esk River (M'Auley’s Lead) .............. Concentrated beach sand, first treated with boiling
washing soda and then passed over copper plates
three times. (8cc 4269 under gold and tin.)
Iridosmine..............................
Richmond River (12 miles north of) .. Beach sand, (See 3213 under gold.) .......................
.
Iridosmine.............................. =
>*
n
-....... Tho small sample of sand contains a few ounces of
platinum, also a very small amount of gold.
There is a fair amount of osmiridium present,
also a good percentage of tin.
Shcllhnrbour ........................................ Concentrated bench sand. (See 4327 under gold and
tiu.)
Tweed and Richmond Rivers (between) Roach sand. (See 1819 under gold) .........................
Osmiridium .......................... -

Platinum per ton*

oz. dwt. gr.
270 17
2
1 13
79
4 4 22
0 IS 17
2

18

3

0
23
3

17
7
3 20
19 23

30

10

IS
0

9 22
10 16

18

CHEOMIUM.
Gundagai is the only district in the Colony that is producing chrome iron to any extent at the
present time, the quantity raised during the year being 6,GOO tons, valued at about £20,000. This ie
rapidly becoming a valuable industry for the district, looking at the 1 arge amount of labour employed,
which averages over fifty men. Mr. Geological-Surveyor Carne reports fully on there deposits on pages
125-8 of this volume.
_
24—I
During
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During the year 149 assays were made for chrome in the laboratory of the Geological Survey
Branch of this Department, the following yielding over 40 per cent.:—
Official Xu tuber. |
872
873
874
1893
2076
2077
3148
3149
32
04
1504
1970
3570
3750
3753
3754
3779
3780
3781
3995
3996
3997
3316
805
2410
2411
3344
3668
4331
4632
1855
2283
2690
3007
3008
445
457
458
459
460
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2162
2466
2650
3910
66

Locality—stated by the finder to be.
.4

j

Description,

^Chrome per cent
44 0
44-12
44'09
44'42
48-46
48-01
54'04

,1

J4

J)

Bingara, 12 miles from.............................
,,
„

41-21
41-76
45-00

about 50 miles from Stockinbin gle.

51-30
41-48
43-70
43-13
42-11
40-92
45-45
40'71
42 06
40-71
42-71
43-22
55-03
44-20
4629
46-59
52-26
4093
4390

near .............................................

Copmhnliursfc, near ...... ................
,,
u

jj
ji

Grenfell, near......... ..................................
Gundagai (M Emu Mine ”) ......................
ir

,,

20 miles from........:....................
Mount Kangaroo......................

Gundagai................................................... '
,,
District.....................................
jj
..
jj
>i
„
„

South, parisli of ......................
District, parish of Darbalara,..

»

9t

>J

>J
Jl

Jl
JJ

1>
>J

' '

JJ

i

J

JJ

»■*

„

335

j,

639
731

>1

732

JJ

JJ

JJ ............................................................

„
parish of Brungle,
portion 30.
■
,,
parish of Brungle,
portion 163.
JJ
portion 90.
JJ
portion 204.

49-53

JJ

46-61
49 05

JJ

53-69

953
238
239
3011
1388
3741
3742
3743
1476
284
1847
1848
2113
1204
242
364
049
1134
913
940
2717
090
1211
1212
477
2643
4355
1710
2315
3137

JJ
JJ
,,

48-36
46-81
41-26
42-96
52 14
53-07
44-98
5463
50-15
50-35
40-96
45-10
42-06
50-75
42-81
50-14
47 29
42 31

49-25

Honeysuckle Range.
,,
parisli of Wagara ...
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
*"
,,
parish of Wyanglc...

Ifoulahan, parish of, county of Clarendon
Mooney Mooney, parish of, county of Harden ..
jj
jj
jj
* •
Murrumburrah ...................................
Shoalhaveu.............................................
Taniworth, 20 miles north of..................
„
26 miles north -west of (Hall’s
Creek).
,,
near (Manilla Range)..........
,,
Distnct (Manilla)..................
,,
near, ............................... .
„
30 miles from ......................
Tumist, 1! miles from (Emu Mine) ......
JJ
..........
••
j3
„
District .....................................
,,
12 miles from..............................
Upper Manning.......................................
Young.............................................. .
„
District .. ...................,......

,,
Jj"
„

„ 'with serpentine................................
11
,, (crushed sample) .............. ...............

46-16
45-92
41-16
42-21
47-51
53-49
48-56
40-71
54-37
54-74
54-28
44'40
40-41
46-59

JJ
JJ

JJ

JJ

JJ

,}

11

,,

,, (interspersed with yellow inatcrial

JJ

JJ

43-15
43-45
42 50
4379
4182
45‘69
44'37
53-74
40*86
43-78
44-46
46’19
4S‘S5

42-46

.
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MANGANESE, NICKEL, AND COBALT.
No serious attempt; has yet been made to mine for these minerals to any extent; and although,
small parcels have been brought to Sydney for treatment, and fairly satisfactory results obtained, the
matter has ended there. Large deposits of manganese ore are to he found at Bach Creeh, in the Roekley
District, and it is also reported to be abundant in the broken country east of Glen Innes; but none of
the lodes have been worked to any great extent. The cobalt deposits in the Carcoar District have not
been worked during the year.
the year forty assays were made for manganese, four for nickel, eight for cohalt, in tho laboratory
of the Geological Survey Branch of this Department, the following yielding tho best results:—

Duuing

Official
Kumber.

1071
3946
4353
572

952
704

241
53
1064
377
559
4330

1958
1559

Locality—stated by the finder to be.

Per cent. Per cent.
Blnoxide of Metallic
Manganese. Manganese.

Description.

Bathurst and Roekley, between, Manganese oxide..............................
„
Bistriet .......................... Black oxide of manganese..............
Oxide of manganese ......................
It
Bendemccr
,,
,,
^
Metallic iron
Silica ...........
Phosphorus
tt

>J

tt

..........................................................................................................................

Brawlin ........................................
tt
»»
(black).................................
Canowindra.................................... Psilomelane ...........................................................................
Cooma ........................ ................... Siliceous manganese ore .................................................
Cootamundra ................................ Oxide o£ manganese .............................................................
Cowra ............................................
tt
a
.............................. ......................... ...
Parkinson Sidling, + miles from.,
>»
>*
-............ *............................. .
Ncrriga, near ................................ Massive arsenical pyrites. Metallic cobalt........................
Equal to cobalt protoxide ...
Nickel protoxide ..................
(Gold 4 dwt. 8 gr., Silver 2 dwt. 4 gr, per ton.)
Queanbeyan, 3 miles N. of.......... Quartz, with pyrolusite........................... ............................
Willie Willio, Upper Macleay Black oxide of manganese........................................ ............
River,

90'81
76-63
86-16
95-82
■36
•94
•029
79-20
78-63
85-65
77-44
73-55
78-07
80-60
915
11-63
•85

57-41
48.45
54-47
60 58

89-21
68-39

56-40
4324

50-07
49-71
54-15
48-95
46-50
49-36
50-96

TUNGSTEN,
Nothing has been done during the year with the lodes of wolfram in the Emmaville Divlson, but
should the season prove favourable there is a probability that they will he tried. Margochis and party -had
aid from the Prospecting Vote to test a wolfram lodo at Berridale, but the work has been abandoned
without anything of importance being struck.
During the year fourteen assays were made for tungstic acid in the laboratory of the Geological
Survey Branch of this Department, the following yielding ovor 50 per cent:—
*
Official Number.

2354
4001
3226
2089
231
1814
669

Description.

Locality—stated by the finder to bo.

Casino District .....................................
Cobar ...... ..............................................
EUmorc .................................................
Frogmoro (6 miles from) ......................
Guyra ..................................................
Inverell (15 miles south of) .................. Wolfram........................................................................
Wagga............................... !....................

Tungstic Acid.
Per cent.

?iS'7n
fv‘9D
71 -fin
75-fiQ
7a’411
64-00

MERCURY.
During tho year twenty-three assays were made for mercury in the laboralory of the Geological
Survey Brauch of this Department, the following being tho best results
Oflicml Number.

3964
1342
1009
1359
2762.
4056
4057
4058

Locality—stated by tho Under to bo.

Description.

Bingara District ...................................
Naggrega Creek, county of Drake......
,,
in quartz.................................... ................
Solferino, near ...................................... Quartz, traversed by veins of cinnabar. (Traces of
gold and silver.)
„
(Ogilvie’s run) ......................
Yulgilbar.................................................
with blue carbonate of copper in quartz.
(Silver 6 oz. 10 dwt. 15gr. per ton; gold a trace.)
,,
(Cinnabar Mine)...................... Cinnabar ore. (A minute trace of copper present)..
it
n
......................
a
n
-.....................
J>
It
‘

Per cent.
McUlHc Mercury.
1-20
1915
1-60
15-22
60-70
1-58
0-4S
0-56

■
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ZINC.

During the year eight assays were made for zinc in the laboratory of the Geological Survey Branch
of this Department, the results being as follows :—
Official Number.

2327
2328
4321
2795
2796

.

Description.

Locality—Stated by tbe flndcr to be,

......... .......................... *.......

Sulphide ore.
^
„

(Sec 2327 under iron) ......................
(See 2328 under iron) ......................

Elsmore (“Newstead Mine”) .............. Crushed sample, rich in sulphides, principally galena.
(See 2795 under silver, copper, aud lend.)
>J
)>
............. Crushed sample, rich in sulphides, principally galena.
(See 2796 under silver and copper.)
'

Per cent.
Metallic Zinc,

29-73
26-21
S-75
23-65
9T5

DIAMONDS.

The diamond mining industry at Bingara has hccn very quiet during the year. Captain Eogers
has lately sunk a new shaft to test the low-levels of the Monte Christo Mine. A very largo area of land has
been taken up by various syndicates for diamond mining purposes who seem prepared to give the ground
a good trial, judging from the preparatory works started. A revival has taken place at the Boggy Camp
Diamond Field, which is situated 10 miles west of Tingha, and about 12 miles south-west of Inverell. Tho
diamondiferous land comprises some 300 acres, all of which is taken up. Eight different parties are
working the ground, and at the end of the year three of the parties were raising payable wash-dirt. The
total yield for the year from Ibis field, as far as can be ascertained, was d,100 diamonds, which weighed in.
the aggregate 1,313 carats, principally got from the claims worked by Daisey and Party and Foreman Bros.
The former party, in sis months ending 31st December, 1805, from 50 loads of wash-dirt obtained 3,000
diamonds, valued at £280, and the latter party, during three months ending the same period, got 1,100
diamonds, valued at £120, from 110 loads of wash. The gem-stones are found under the basalt hills, in
wash underlying a strata of clay and sand. The stones are not large, going about three to the carat, hut
some larger ones arc occasionally met with. One stone was found rc<cr.tly which weighed 2 carats, and
was almost perfectly round. There is a largo deposit of diamond bearing ground in this locality which
could be profitably worked if capital vras introduced to erect the necessary machinery and work the claims
iu a systematic manner.
Operations are still being carried on in the Mitlagong District in search of diamonds. Ihe
Kangaloon Diamond Mining Company are in receipt of Government assistance to continue their shaft
to a total distance of 100 ft. Diamonds have been picked up from time to time in this locality, but the
drift or matrix has not yet been traced from which they came.
OPALS.
The principal seat of opal-mining in this Colony is at "White Clifis, in the "Wilcannia Distnct,
where over 300 men find constant employment. The most important development on the field during tho
year is the finding of good stone at a depth of 50 feet from tho surface—a much greater depth than
previously worked. At that depth the country shows no sign of changing, and it has yet to bo proved at
what depth payable stone can be found. It is also encouraging to learn that the patches of opal met with
appear to improve in quality with depth aud to become more regular and frequent than that met with in
the higher levels. On Block 5 the shaft is down 50 feet in first-class country, and splendid opal is showing
in the drives. On Block 7 a patch of stone was found which realised over £3,000, and good stone is still
being got. In one of the shafts on this block there are three distinct veins of opal one at 10 feet,
another at 20 feet, and a third at the 30 feet level. The work done on Block 8 has proved very satisfactory,
the quality of the opal obtained being very good. In a shaft on this block largo pieces of petrified wood
and opalised shells were obtained at a depth of 30 feet. Block G is on the brow of a hill, where the
country is much harder and the opal-bearing veins dip into the hill. Some valuable patches of opal have
been, taken from this block. A large amount of work has been done on Block 1, and payable veins of
opal have been opened up in several of the drives. F'rom Grant’s shaft on this block a patch of stone
was taken about the end of the year which brought £1,200, and driving is still being done along the vein.
The shallow shafts on Block 3 are being deepened with satisfactory results. The other blocks on the field
have been worked well and profitably during the year, and show every sign of improving as depth is reached.
From the above notes on the prospects of the field, this industry is showing signs of a permanency not
considered probable a few years ago, and is likely to find employment for a larger number of men during
the coming year. It is a very difficult matter to obtain from tbe miners the value of the opal won by
them, owing to the very loose manner in which they keep their accounts, if any at all, hut as far as could

bo ascertained tbe value o£ the stone sold on the field during the past year was over £6,000, which is
probably a very low estimate. It was, however, pretty clearly shown, from rough books kept by the
owners of seven different blocks, that during the past three y'ears they had sold stone to the value of
£23,000. The price of the stone per ounce is by no means of a uniform character, some being sold as low
as 10s. per oz., while some of tbe best quality brings as much as £42 per oz. The main market at present
seems to be Germany, as the majority of tho buyers come from that country direct, or are connected with
firms there, There is a ready sale for opal, more especially for first-class gems.
EMERALDS.
The mines at the Glen, in the Emmaville District, still remain closed down in consequence of the
difficulties of extraction, and tho low price of the gems in the London market,
TURQUOISE.
Work was carried on during the year by means of aid from the Prospecting Vote to test the value
of the discovery of turquoise made at Mount Lorigan, in the Wogonga Division. A lot of work was
done, but although very promising indications of payable stone, being met with were present, no fresh find
of any importance was made.
TOPAZES.
1
These gems were got during tho year, near Oban, in the Glen Innes Division, in considerable
quantity, but the only sale that could bo traced was one where a small parcel was bought for a sum of
£20, at a very low rate per pound.
MARBLE.
A very fine collection of different varieties of marble has been made by the Government Architect,
chiefly from the Bathurst and Orange Districts. The samples have been polished, and some of them are
extremely attractive in appearance, and would compare favourably with the better varieties of imported
ornamental marble. If the deposits from which these samples were taken should prove to be extensive,
there is every reason to hope that the marble will be extensively used for ornamental work in the future.
LIMESTONE ELUX.
The quantity of limestone flux brought in from Tarrawingio to Broken Hill during tho year was
104,194 tons, valued at £68,160. This is slightly less than the quantity used during the previous year,
which is accounted for by the partial stoppage of work at the Proprietary Company’s mine during the
disastrous fire underground. With a revival of mining at Broken Hill, owing to the solution of the
“sulphide ore’’ difficulty, the output from these quarries wall be largely increased.
ALUN1TE.
The Australian Alum Company are still raising stone at Bulladelah, and shipping it to England,
tho quantity so shipped during the year being 826 tons, valued at £826 at the mine. The Company’s
works at Bulladelah still remain closed, as it is found the stone can be treated in England at a cheaper
rale. This is tho only place in New South Wales where this mineral is worked. There is a very extensive
deposit, and the stone can be taken out very cheaply.
PLDMBAGO.
A lease to mine for this mineral has been taken up by Messrs. Smith and Party in the Wilson’s
Downfall Division, and they have a shaft down on the deposit to a depth of 60 feet.
About 20
tons of ore from this shaft, valued at about £80, which has been forwarded to various firms for trial.
The adjoining land has been taken up, aud prospecting operations are being carried on from the deposit
being worked by the prospectors.
■

TRIPOLITE.

A lease has been taken up to work a deposit of this mineral, commonly known as “ infusorial earth,”
at Wyrallah, in the Lismore District, and a quantity lias been forwarded to Sydney for examination, and
to be experimented upon. A quantity from even a larger deposit, in the same Division, has been
sent on to Sydney and Loudon for a like purpose. Although deposits of the mineral are to be found
about 8 miles from Barrabn, a few miles out from Cooma, and in the Warrambunglo Ranges, GO miles
north from Mudgee, no- serious attempt has been made, so far, to open up the deposits and find a market
for it.
MISCELLANEOUS
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MISCELLANEOUS ANALYSES.
During the year 97 miscellaneous analyses were made in the laboratory of the Greologieal Survey
Branch of this Department, of which the following are the most interesting :—
Locality—Barmedman Battery.

Locality—Berrawaho, Cokhobolin.

(8814) WaI or.
The water gave a slight alkaline react ion to litmus paper,
and a strong saline taste, somewhat resembling sea-water.
On evaporation it yielded :—
*

Grains per gal. In 1,000 parts.

Total solid matter .................. ... 1660-736
23-7248
854 840
12 212
Chlorine in combination.......... ...
144-249
2-oeo
Sulphuric acid......................... ...
148-953
Magnesia.................................* ...
2-127
0-788
55-188
Iiitnc..................................... a ,.4 ...
The total solid matter consists mainly of soda, magnesia,
and lime, combined with chlorine, sulphuric arid, and car
bonic acid. There is also present a small amount of
potash, ferric oxide, alumina, silica, and phosphoric acid.
The sample may be described as a strong sahno water,
so concentrated that chemical treatment canr.ot bo reeommended as a means of rendering the water suitable for
battery purposes, for which it is highly undesirable, on
account of its high density, which -would tend to cause
loss of gold. I'or boiler purposes it is a most unsuitable
water.

(1003) Water, yielding:—
Total solid matter (dried at 200° F.)

Cts. per gal.
410-358

Ini ,000 pts.
{>‘8022

Soluble fttlino matter......................
Insoluble mineral matter ......... :...

372-538
37-816

5-3219
•5403

410-354

5-8622

Chlorine in combination..................
107 66
2-3951
43-55
•6221
Sulphuric acid combination ...........
The soluble saline matter consists mainly of soda,
magnesia, with lesser amounts of lime, potash, &c., combined
with chlorine, sulphuric acid, and carbonic acid.
The insoluble matter consists of carbonate of magnesia,
carbonate of hme, sdica, aud a trace of alumina, oxide of
iron, &e.
A strong saline water unfit for man or boost. If used for
irrigation purposes will in time destroy all useful vegetation.
Locality—Hrysdalk.

(1406) Residues after washing a small quantity of Drysdale
Locality—Bektnoxq Estate, ■Wailesebehy.
auriferous slate, yielding :—
(3046) Hock, yielding ;—
‘
per cent.
The portion soluble in acid (nitric) consisted chiefly of
Moisture at 100° C..................................................
2 87
copper with o little silver, ferric oxide, and alumina, and
(Jombiued water.......................
1011
traces of bismuth.
Silica ...................................................................... 40'8O
The portion insoluble in acid (nitric) consisted cbicfly of
Alumina..................................................................
2'54
silica and ferrio oside (present probably os silicate of iron),
Ferric osido ..........................................................
6-20
with a email quantity of antimony and traces of copper and
Ferrous oxide..........................................................
‘43
manganese.
Manganous oxide .................................................. trace.
There is some sulpher present in combination, but not
Cobalt and nickel oxides ......................................
'25
enough to combine with the copper, silver, and antimony
Chromium seaguioxidc ..........................................
‘29
found.
Lime ...................................................................... absent.
A few specks of gold present.
Magnesia.................................................................. 35'82
Soda..............
-27
Potash..................................................................... absent.
Locality—Thirty Miles S. E, of Burro.
(135) Kaolin, yielding:—
per cent.
90 63
Moisture at 100° C..................
1-09
Specific gravity, 2'521.
-------Combined water....................................
13-38
Locality—Bhokem Hill. .
Silica (SiOa) ....................................;............
46-27
Alumina (A],203) ...............................
39"05
(304) Sulpho-oarbonato of lead, yielding;—
per cent.
Ferric oxide (FejOs) ...................................
T08
Water.................................................................
nil.
Ferrous oxide (FeO)...........................................
nil.
Oxide of lead........................................... *........... 74T1
Manganous oxide (MuO) ..............................
,,
Sulphuric oxide..................................................... 22'27
Lime (CaO)..........................................
„
Carbonic oxide .................................
3'32
Magnesia (MgO) ...................................
-22
Potash (KjO) ..............................................
‘32
99-70
Soda (Wa20).......................................................
nil.
Phosphoric acid (PaOE) ................................ minute trace.
Locality—Broken Hill.
Sulphuric acid (S03)...........................................
nil.
(645) Snlpho-carbonatc of lead, yielding;—
per cent.
Titanic acid (TiOa) ...................................... strong trace.
Load protoxide ...................................................... 74T1
Sulphuric oxide..................................................... 25 00
100-41
Carbonic oxide ..........................
T34
Water......................................................................
nil.
100-45
Locality—Broker Hill (Eockwell Paddock).

(1743) Micaceous mineral, yielding —■
per cent.
Moisture andwater of combination ....................
4'30
Silica ...............................
45-90
Alumina and ferric oxide.................................... 36-70
Lime ............................
absent.
Magnesia..................................................................
2-77
Potash...................................................................... 10 41
Soda..........................................................................
nil.
100 08

Locality—Braidwodd (Little Biver,

Locality—Eden (west

of the

Lighthouse).

(2384) Weathered rock, yielding :—
per cent.
Moisture at 100° C................................................
3'73
Combined water ..........................
9'92
Silica (SiOJ.......................................................... 43-22
Alumina (A1S03) .............................................
28-16
Ferric oxide (FeaO,) ............
12'85
Ferrous oxide (FeO) ..........................................
'42
Lime (CaO) .............................................
trace.
Magnesia (MgO) ................................................
-58
PoUsh (K„0) ......................................................
-77
Soda (Na„0) ....................................
-20
Phosphoric anhydride (PaOJ ...........................
"31
Sulphuric
„
(SOa) ..............................
"25

near).

(1761) Pyromorphito, yielding :—
per cent.
Lead oxide (PbO ) ................................................. (;9 40
Metallic load (Pb) ..............................................
6"57
Phosphoric acid (P;Oj) ...................................... 15"22
Vnnndic oxide (VjOj) .......................................... trace.
Chlorine (OI)....................................................
2’26
Ferric oxide (FejOj) .........................................
'62
Lime (CaO) ...................
trace.
Insoluble m acids (sand) ......................................
4,.67
Moisture..................................................................
"86

100-41
This mineral is decomposed by boiling hydrochloric acid.
‘Locality—Fairfield (rear).

(3289) G-rapbite, yielding—proximate analysis :—
'
per cent.
Moisture and combined water...... .......................
G'61
Carbon........................................................................ 47T2
Ash ........................................................................... 46-27

lOO'OO

99 60
Ho gold or silver detected.

Ash—reddish tinge, floeculent.
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Locality—G-alo^g-.

(94-5) Water, yielding :—
Chemical compoeifcion.

Locality—HillOhove Dibtbict,

Grains per gallon.

Silica and silicates....................................
Calcium chloride ..................................................
Magneaium chloride...............................................
Sodium cldoridc......................................................
Carbonate of lime................. ................................
Glide of iron and trace' of alumina.......................
Sodium sulphate ............................................
Potassium sulphate ..............................................
Orgauic matter ..................

l’624i
3'429
30'140
15'408
7'000
'756
16250
3'170
2-105

(2245) Plumbago disseminated tlirough a soft roefc. Proximate analysis:—
per cent.
Moisture................................................................
9'51
Carbonaceous matter.............................................. 12 02
Ash............. ........................ ................................... 7847

100-00
Ash—Bcddish tinge.
--------A carbonaceous earth of no commercial value.
Tbe above result was obtained from material which had
been crushed coarse and washed.

79'882
Free ammonia, nil per one million parts.
Albuminoid ammonia, 1‘80 parts per one million parts.
Remarks.—Tho large amount of albuminoid ammonia
present shows the water to be seriously contaminated with
organic matter, in fact it may be classed as dduted sewer
age. On no account should the water bo used for human
consumption, nor in washing tho various apparatus in
every day nac in a butter factory. It is not by any means
a suitable water for steam purposes, and if other ie obtain
able I should strongly recommend its use to bo discon
tinued. The magnesium chloride present will be d ecomposed at a high temperature into oxychloride and hydro
chloric acid, the latter escaping with the steam, and thus
acting on the steam-pipes, valves, &e.

Locality—Hillgeoye Listbict.

(2246) Plumbago disseminated lb rough a soft root, Proiimate analysis:—
per cent,
Moisture....................
11-88
Carbonaceous matter
12-24
Ash...........................
75-58

10000
Tbe above result was obtained from material which had
been crushed fine and washed.

Locality'—Galons,

(9441) Sediment and solution talten from steam boiler.
This sample consisted of a solution and a copious sedi
ment, which occupied about one-fifth the space of the
whole sample. The sediment consisted of carbonates of
lime and magnesia, oxide of iron, silica, clayey matter,
organic matter, Ac. The solution consisted of the various
salts present in the water in a highly concentrated form.
Locality—A Battruy Baji

at

Gabangula,

(3071) Water, yielding:—
Total solid matter (dried at 220° F.), 100‘80 grains per
gallon.
Chemical Composition.
Omina per gallon.

Chloride of sodium.................................................
Chloride of potassium..........................................
Carbonate of potash ......... .................................
Corbonate of lime .............................................
Carbonate of magnesia ......................................
Alumina and ferric oxide ...................................
Silica and clay (very finely dividei)..................
Organic matter.....................................................
Manganous oxide....................................................
Sulphuric trioxide ..................................................

15-U64
5-184
3 030
2 800
3 528
2'240
02 860
7'560
trace.
trace.

Total solid matter .............................. 102266
Total matters held in suspension, 7G'370 grains per
gallon, consisting mainly of finely-divided clay and organic
matter.
Water neutral (o t est paper.
No nitrates present.
The presence of so much finely-divided clay and organic
matter would tend to cause “ priming,” and in its present
state it is a very undesirable water for steam purposes.
An addition of H oz. of alum per 10,000 gallons of water
is recommended. The ahun should be finely powdered,
and the proper quantity dissolved in water and added to
the water, tho whole being well stirred and allow'ed to
settle, the clean water being drawn off for use. This will
necessitate the use of settling-pits, and it is not recom
mended that (lie alum be added to the water in tho storage
dam, for a large amount of fine silt will be deposited which
will frequently require removal.

Locality—Mount Allen Mine, Mount Alien.

(3553) Water, yielding :—
Grains per gallon.

In 1,000 parts.

Total solid matter (dried at
220° F ) ..........................
216-440
3-092
Chlorine iu combination ............
83'538
1-1934
Sulphuric oxide in combination
23'8SO
•3411
Free ammonia......................... nil per 100, 000 parts.
Albuminoid ammonia ...... .
"005
,,
The total solid matter consists mainly of soda and mag
nesia with lesser amounts of lime and potash, combined
with chlorine, sulphuric, and carbonic acids. A trace of
ferric oxide and a small quantity of silica present.
The largo amount of total solid matter present in this
water renders it a very unsuitable one for human con
sumption. The maximum amount present in a potable
water should not, exceed 40 to 50 grams per gallon.

Locality—Mudgee Disteict (Limestone).

(1103) Alluvial gold, yielding
‘

In 1,000 parts.

Fine gold .............................................................. 932-03
,, silver ............................................................... 58-13
Base metals..... ...............................................
9'80

1000-00
Colour excellent.
Tho sample too small to permit of the determination of
the base metals present, which, however, were in Very
small proportion.

Locality—Nyngan (neae)."

(2460) Magnesite, yielding :—
per cent.
Carbonate of magnesia.......... ............................... 98'70

Locality—Guv Fawkes (heah).
(480) Carbonaceous mineral, resembling jet, yielding :—
Proximate analysis.

Hygroscopic moisture...........................................
Volatile hydrocarbons, &e.....................................
Fixed carbon.............................
Ash..........................................................................

17-55
44"70
31-80
5 95

100f09
Specific gravity ...................................... I"373
Sulphur .................................................. 1'03 per cent.
Ash—Buff colour, granular. No coho formed. A loose
mass left after ignition.
■

Locality—-Fera Bobb—neae.

(677) Soil, yielding :—
per cent.
Soluble saline matter ..........................................
"888
Re-action—slightly alkaline.
A very smalt quantity of the alkali present exists as car
bonate, the carbonic acid found being only 05 per cent.
The soluble saline matter consists largely of organic matter,
sodium chloride, aud a considerable amount of nitrates.
Tho amount of saline matter present in this soil is small
The sample sent was insufficient for a more detailed analysis.
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Locality—Wyealla, Bichmoitd Riyeb.

Locaiitt—SnOALJUVEN.

(3022) Alum, yielding ■ —
Moisture and water of combination (by difference)
Insoluble in acids (sand, Ac.) ...............................
Alumina..................................................................
Ferric oiide ..........................................................
Lime ......................................................................
Magnesia.................................................................
Potash......................................................................
Soda,....... ........
Manganous oxide ..................................................
Copper, nickel, and cobalt oxides.......... ...............
Sulphuric tri-oxidc.............................
Chlorine..................................................................

percent.
42’37
I'Ti
10'91
'21
-30
4 G8
1'OG
trace.
'50
traces.
38'14
trace.
lOO'OO

Locality—Silvebton

to

Laee Cobhaji Hoad.

Sandy

Cbeek Bobe.

(368) Tripolite, yieldiug :—
per cent.
Moisture at KX)'’ C. ...............................................
2-69
Combined water ..................................................
2‘79
Silica ....................................................... .............. 90-94
Alumina................. ................................................
2-38
Ferric oxido ..........................................................
■49
Ferrous oxide............................ .............................
•33
Manganous oxide .................................................. trne'\
Magnesia.............................................................. trace.
.Sodium chloride ..................................................
■32

99'94
Locality—Wyealla, Richmond Rites.

(2403) Tripolite, yielding :—
per cent.
Moisture, at' 100’ C................................................
6'02
Combined water.............................................................3‘64
Silica ............................
88T4
Alumina..................................................................
1‘42
Ferric oxide ..........................................................
"SS
Potash soda ..........................................................
'43
Phosphoric anhydride......................... ..
minute trace.
Organic matter...................................................... trace.

(4378) Boiler incrustation:—
Chemical composition.
per cent.
100 23
Moisture at lOO0 C..................................................
-35
Combined water...........................
2'44 Locality—Wyeallah—Geo. Dixon’s eroperty, Noeth
Silica (SiOa) .......
5‘10
CODMNGTON, ABOUT 2} MILES THOM—RICHMOND RiYER.
Ferric oxide (Fo„ 03)..........................................
3'30
Manganous oxide (MNO) .................................. trace.
(4546) Tripolite, yielding :—
per cent.
Alumina (Al2 0,).................................................
3'90
Moisture at 100° C..................................................
5'41
Calcic sulphate (CaSOt)...................................... 80'27
Combined water .......
4’42
Potassium sulphate (K, SO,) ...........................
'£7
Silica (SiO.) .......................................................... 67'71
Magnesia (MgO) ......... ........................................
3 02
Alumina (A1203)..........
15‘47
Potassium chloride ...............................................
'78
Ferric oxide (FcaO.,) ..................................
£'31
Prosphoric acid...................................................... trace.
Ferrous oxido (FeO)...........................................................
Organic matter, loss, etc...... .................................
*5G
Manganous oxide (MnO)........................
trace,
Lime (CaO) ...........................................................
'“a
100 00
Magnesia (MgO) .........
‘93
Potash (KjO) ........................
2'52
Soda (Na.O).......................
’98
Locality—Talbbaoae.

100-47
(1682) Finely stratified sedimentary material, yielding :—
per cent.
Combined water.......... .....................
104
Moisture at 100° C..................................................
‘40
Silica .................................................
97'03
Alumina and trace of ferric oxide.......................
1'70
Magnesia ..............................................................
‘18
Soda.......................................
trace.
10034

Locality—Wyalong,

(1824) Boiler incrustation, yielding :—
per cent.
Calcium carbonate ................
T8
Calcium sulphate ......................
22'03
Magnesium oxido...................................................
2'91
Sodium chloride....,................................................ 49'89
Potassium chloride ...............................................
6'35
Ferric oxide, alumina, and traces of calcium
phosphate ..........................................................
2'ofi
Moisture at 100° C. ............................................... 2'80
Organic matter and water given off over 100’ C.
l‘o4
Insoluhlc matter (silica and clay) ........
11-76

Locality—Wallbshbeen.

(3133) Crystalline rock (unaltered), yielding:— per cent.
Moisture at 100° C..................................................
‘26
Combined water .............................................
‘70
Silica .....................
40-30
Alumina.......................................... ....................... 10' 2
Ferric oxide ..........................................................
2-20
Ferrous oxide..........................................................
3'83
Manganous oxide ..................................................
nil.
Chromium sesquioxide .......................................... trace.
Nickel oxide ..........................................................
,,
Lime ...................................................................... 11-82
Magnesia..................
1936
Potash......................................................................
-oO
Soda ......................................................................
114

SO-62

Locality—Wat,t/era wano,

(3469) Some small pieces of crystalline suhsianco were
subjected fo a qualitative analysis, and proved to be
magnesia sulphate (cpsomite) of good quality.

Locality—Walg-ett, 12

milks

N.

of

Dungalear Bun.

(1179) Water, yielding ■—
Total solid matter, 2609‘GO grains per gallon, consisting
of a largo quantity of sodium chloride, with large quantities
of lime and magnesia present as chlorides and sulphates.
Small quantities of organic matter and ferrous sulphide
present. Unfit for human consumption and stock purposes.

100-00
Locality—Wyalong, Pine Ridge.

(2980) Water:—
Appearance in 2-foot tube—pale yellow j odour when
heated to 100° F., metallic.
Free ammonia, '012 parts per 100,000 parts.
Albuminoid ammonia, -026 parts per 100,000 parte.
Nitrogen as nitrates, minute trace,
„
,,
„
nitrites, nil
„
„
Oxygen absorbed in 15 minutes, ’028 parts per 100,000 qrnrt j.
„
„
4 hours, '067
„
„
Phosphoric acid ns phosphates, trace „
„
Poisonous metals,
nil
„
„
Chemical composition of total solid matter :—
Grains tier gallon.

Silica and silicates ....... ......
Alumina and ferric oxide .....
Carbonate of lime.......... .......
„
magnesia ......
„
soda .........
Sulphate of potash ...... ......
Chloride of sodium .......

5-264
-504
8-749
14-597

Total solid matter ......

61-543

1-229

In 1,000 juirls.

■0752
•0072
•1249
•2083
T568
■0176
T4C0
•7361

Matter in suspension, 4'928 grains per gallon.
„
,,
'0704 iu 1,000 parts.
The water gave an alkaline reaction to litmus paper, and
contained a fair amount of suspended matter.
The large amountof free and albuminoid ammonia found
in the water proves it to bo contaminated with organic
impurities, rendering it a very suspicious water, not by any
means suitable for human consumption.
Should no other water bo obtained, it is recommended
that it be well boiled before use.

73'
Locaiit*—Yulgubae.

Locality—Mudgee,

{46 Si) Mercury oro, yielding
per cent.
Metallic mercury ............. ............... .................... 43 6S
„
copper.....................................................
6 87
„ antimony......... ..........
4'44
„
nrecnic.........................................
truce,
„
iron ........
‘45
Alumina,.......... ....................................................... truce.
Lime ...................
1'26
Magnesia ...............................
‘21
Ganguo ......
3CH6
Sulphur ................................................................... HAG
Carbonic acid..........................................................
'44
Moisture at100® 0..............................................
"23

per cent.
34
3-71
78'28
18 00
■64
•37
■33
-07
3-73
trace

(3687) White clay, yielding
Moisture at 100° C..................
Combined water......................
Silica ............. ........................
Alumina..................................
Ferric oxide ..........................
Lime ......................................
Magnesia..................................
Potash......................................
Soda..........................................
Organic matter ......................

10037

99-52

Locality—The Boerke Look

and

Whit!, The Sits or.

(3266) I ml united black clay, yielding:—
per cent.
Moisture at 1006 C..................................................
4'0t
Combined water......... ...........................................
8 29
Silica .............................. ....................................... 52 52
Alumina ................................................................. 2o'(9
Ferric oside ..........................................................
7'48
Manganous oside ......
trace.
Lime .......................................................................
'68
Magnesia...................................................................... '54
Potash......................................................................
58
Soda ...........................................
nil.
Phosphoric acid........................................ minute trace.
Organic mutter ...................................................... trace.

From the analysis and freedom of the clay from ferrio
oxide it was thought that it would bo a suitable one for the
manufacture of porcelain.
Several small utensils were made from the clay, and
carefully dried and burnt. These models, when taken from
the furnace, were of a good colour, and resembled porcelain
ware in appearance.

Locality—North Shore.

(3498) Clay, yielding:—

percent.

99'89

Moisture at 100° C..................................................
Combined water.....................................................
Kilica ......... ............................................................
jllnminn.............................
Ferric oiide ................................
Lime .......................................................................
Magnesia ...............................................................

1'25
5'47
63 04
23'06
T48
'85
'63

(3942) Sandy clay.
'
A brick was made from this cloy mid carefully dried.
It was afterwards submitted to an intense heat in a coke
assay furnace, with tho result that fusion took place.
It appears to be a very poor quality of clay, and is use
less for the inmiufueture of fire-bricks.

Potash............................................................

214

Soda ..................................................
Sulphuric oxido......................................................
Phosphoric acid.......................................................
Organic matter ......................................................

'01
'Ot
trace
'93

Locality—Bald Hh,ls, Bathurst,

Locality—Carling eord.

(864) Pipe-clay, yielding :—
Moisture at 100® C........................ ...........
Combined water .....................................
Silica .........................................................
Alumina............................. .......................
Ferric oxide .............................................
Lime...........................................................
Magnesia.....................................................
Potash........................ ................................
Soda.............................................................
Titanic acid.................................................
Organic matter ........................................

per cent.
......... 2610

100-42
From experiments made as to the refractory nature of
this clay, ft does not appear that it is suitable for tho
manufacture of a high-class fire-brick.

........ 10-060

......... 43-940
......... 34170
.........
-800
minute trace.
.........
-341
......... 1-360
.........
-004
......... 5-810
......... trace.
99 695

Locality—Don Dorhioo.

(3613) White clay,
A portion of the clay was moulded into the shape of a
small brick, also a second brick was made with the addition
of half its weight of sand. After careful drying they were
placed in a covered crucible, and submitted to the highest
heat obtainable in a coke assay furnace for some 4 hours.
The bricks on cooling showed no fusion had taken place,
the sharp edges and original shape being retained.

Locality—"EJlladulla,

(856) White clay, yielding :—
per cent.
Moisture at lOO® C..................................................
l-42
Combined water............................. ........ *............. . 12"86
Silica ...................................................................... 43'SG
Alumina.................................................................. 38"77
Ferric oxido ..........................................................
'74
Lime .....................................
'70
Magnesia................................................
'14
Potash..........................
'84
Soda.........................................................................
nil.
Titanic acid..... ..........................................
'89
Sulphuric oxide..................
trace

100-22

Locality—Wyangle, Parish

Locality—King's Plains, Blayney.

(2385) Fine white clay, yielding —
per cent.
Moisture at 100° C..................................................
'50
Combined water......................................................
3 56
Silica ...................................................................... 74-40
Alumina.................................................................. 16 83
Ferric oxide ..................... ....................................
I'll
Ferrous .................................................................
'll
Manganous oxide .................................................. trace.
Lime .......................................................................
nil.
Magnesia ...............................................................
'29
Potash ......................................................................
2-79
Soda ..................... ........... \...............................
'03 Phosphoric and ...........................
trace.

of—Tumut

District,

(171) White clay, yielding :—
percent.
Moisture at 106° C ...............................................
6’70
Combined water...................................................... 11-70
Silica ......
41'24
Alumina.......................
36-10
Ferric oxide ................................................
"68
Ferrous oxide..........................................................
nil.
Manganous oxido .................................................. trace
Lime ......................................
1’80
Magnesia...........................................
1'33
Potash......................
196
Soda ..................
nil.
Phosphoric acid..... ......................................
uil.
Sulphuric ,,
ml.

99'67
100-61

Free silica present in this sample.
24—K
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SUMMARY.
I’he total value of the mineral products of this Colony to the end of 1895, is £113,888,865 9s. 7d.,
details of which are given in the following table:—
Quantity.

Value.
s. d. 1

£

Quantity and value of coal raised prior to|
lat January, 1895 ......................
Quantity and value of coal raised in ISflof
-

Totals............................

68,320,705-10 tons

30,694,051 13 7

804,069 45 tons
59,426-25 .,

1,685,797 S 0
75,218 IS 8

S(i3,+9.i'70 tons

1.791,010

121.623-70 tons
27,030-iO „

137.915

149,253T0 tons

182,.>98 10 (i

1(52,598 10 6

11.034,397-91 ox.
300,105'45

41,010,058 IS 5
1,315,929 5 4

_

11.394.503-30 oz.

42,32(1.588

Quantity aud value of coke made prior to
1st January. 1805 ............................
Quantity and value of ookc made in 1895
Totals................................

Quantity and value of silver, silver lend,
and ore exported prior to 1 st Janu
ary, 1S95 ........................................ (

Ingots......

Quantity and value of silvci. silver lead,
and ore exported m 1895 ..............

Silver lead..
..
Ore......................

Silver lend.,
Ore.....................
I ngots.................

G (i70,594'02 oz. )
34fi,380'77 tons

600.393 10
550.142 '00 oz....

1

Quantity and value of antimony exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 .................
Quantity aud value of antimony raised in
1895.....................................................
Totals..................................
Quantity and value of lead (pig) exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 .................. 1
Quantity and value of lead (pig) exported
during 1895 .....................................
Totals..
Quantity and value of bismuth exported1
prior to 1st January, 1895.................i
Quantity and value of bismuth exported in
1895.........................................................!
Totals.............................
Quantity aud value of oxide of iron aud pig-]
Iron exported prior to 1 st January, 1893
Quantity and value of oxide of iron and pig-j
iron exported in 1893 .......................

G

3

9 I

100,068'50 tons
8,212-95 „
2,630-15 „

42,320.588 3

20,743,811 0 0

1,221-00 „

0,483,929 0 .0 ,
Ingots...............
Ore and regulus,.
Ingots..................
Ore and regulus..

108.900-86 tons )
18.300-20 ,, (
2,199 00
77-20

lOjSo/ySoO 0 fl
136,080 0 0
2.543 0 0
0

438,127 G 11 .
15,620 8 9

59,393'00 tons

453,747 15 S
174,314 8

9,709-00 tons

10,277'63 tons

10,390,473 0 0

0

50,992-45 tons
2,403-15 „

.,

0,483,929 0 0

1

1 10,390,473

478-08

9

0,343,044 0 0
112,885 0 0
28,000 0 0

453.747 15 8

6

,

i,231

0 0

1

181.565

1

*

8 6

181,565 S

6

1
15,514 0 0

1,307 -10 tons
19 SO

„

1,386-90 tons

|
j

197
15,711

0 0

182'65 tons

37,721 14 0

182'65 tons

37,721 14 0
i

3,319 15 tons
152 35 ,.

15,711 0 0

0 0

37.721 14 0
1

5,712 0 0
348 0 0

Totals.....................................

3j471'50 tons

(5,060 (J 0

Quantity and value of zinc-spelter exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 ..................
Quantity and value of zinc-spelter exported
in 1895 .................................................

970-45 tons

11,043 0 0

970-43 tons

11,043 0 0

Totals...................................

,

81,8:78 (i 0
959.736 0 0
00 K 07 7 0 0

29,087 00 tons 1
190,192-93 ., )|

Totals.................................

Totals....................................

5

19.101,110 0 0

f

Totals.,

.

1,701,010 7 2

20,743,811 0 0 1

Quantity and value of copper exported i ! Ingots..........
prior to 1st January, 1895.............. |
Ore and rcgulus..
Quantity and value of copper exported j Ingots.................
in 1895 ............................................. j Ore and regains..

Quantity and value of iron made prior to
1st January, 1895 ............................
Quantity and value of iron made during 1895

30,694,051 13 7

24,983 5 0

Totals................................

Quantity and value of tin exported prior
to 1st January, 1895 .....................
Quantity and value of tin exported in
1895.....................................................

s, d.

29,598,724 12 7 '
1,095,327 1 0

Totals..............................

Totals.

£

61.582,116-16 tons
3,738,589-OO „

Quantity and value of shale raised prior to
1st January, 1S95 ......................
Quantity and value of shalu raised in 1 SOoj

Quantity and value of gold won prior to
1st January. 1895 ............................
Quantity and value of gold won in 1895

Total values.

6,060 0 0

11,013 0 0

487
75

Quantity mul value of limestone flux raised
prior to lat January, 1895..................
Quantity and value of limestone flux raised
in 1805 .................................................

439,486'SO tons
104,194-00 „

Quantity and value of alunitc exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 ..................
Quantity and value of aluni'te exported
in 1805 .................................................

3,428'00 tons

Totals.....................................
Quantity and value
ported prior to
Quantity and value
ported in 1890

|
!
1
1

of manganese ore ex1st January, 1895.....
of manganese ore ex....................................

1
i

14.904 0 0
3,328

4,260-00 tons

18,232
1
J
1

884-02 lb.
333-00 „

Totals......................................

1,217-02 lb.

0 0
0 0 |

|
j

41,599

5-50 „ _

20 0 0

Totals......................................

111'15 tons

1,921

0 0

90‘70 tons

241

0 0

19-50 „

55 0 0

‘ 110-20 „

206 0 0

Quantity and value of lime exported prior
to 1st Jnmmrv, 1895 .........................
Quantity and value of Lime exported in 1895

813 00 tons

1,780 0 0

Totals......................................

813-00 tons

1,780 0 0

Totals....................................

Quantity and valne of slates exported prior
to 1st January, 1893 .........................
Quantity and value of slates exported in
1895 ........................................................
Totals......................................

Value of sundry minerals expefrted prior
to lat January, 189d .........................
Value of sundry minerals exported m 1895
Totals.....................................
General Total................................

1,155 0 0

975 tons.

1,155

0 0

473 No.

314 0 0

473 No.

.................
314 0 0

31,234 No.

351

0

31,234 No.

351

0 0

4,299-45 „
7,333*70 tons.

1,780 0 0

0 0

975 tons.

2,657 0 0

8,898

0

1,155

0

314 0 0

0
351

0 0

12,330 0 0

3,034-30 tons.
•

296 0 0

8,898 0 0

8,063 No.

Quantityand value of grindstones exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 ..................
Quantity and value of grindstones exported
in 1895 .................................................
Totals......................................

0 0

8,898 0 0

8,063 No.

Quantityand vakieof ballaststoneexported
prior to 1st January, 1893 .................
Quantity and valueofbatlaststoncexported
in 1895 .................................................
Totals......................................

1,921

2,057 0 0

043 pkgs.

Quantity and value of building stone exported prior to 1st January, 1895.. ..
Quantity and value of building stone exported iu 1895 ......................................
Totals....................................

Quantity and value of chrome exported
prior to 1st January, 1895 ..................
Quantity and value of chrome exported in
1895.........................................................
Totals......................................

2,657

043 pbgs.

41,599 6 0

0 6

1,805 0 0

Quantity and value of marble exported prior
to 1st January, 1895 ..........................
Quantity and value of marble exported in
1895........................................................

706 0 0

35,509 6 0
0,000 0 0

105-05 tons

Totals.....................................

0

10 0 0
7GG 0 0 ^

Quantity and value of cobalt exported prior
to 1st January, 1895 ..........................
Quantity and value of cobalt exported in
1895.........................................................

Quantity and value of fire-clay exported
prior to 1st January, 1895..................
Quantity and value of fire-clay exported in
1895.........................................................

18,232 0

750 0 0

270-85 tons

Quantity and value of opals raised prior to
1st January, 1895..................................
Quantity and value of opals raised in 1895

448,868 9 11

448,808 9 11

3'33

Totals.....................................

s. d.

08,160 0 0

832-00 „

267-50 tons

£

£
s. d.
380,708 9 11

543,080-80 tons

Totals......................................

Total values.

Value.

Quantity*

j

13,048 0 0
25,384 0 0

25,384 0 0

58,290 0 0
4,637 0 0
62,927 0 0

02,927

..................

0 0

i 113,888,805 9
1

7
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Table showing approximately the number of Miners employed in Gold-mining, the Quantity of Gold won, the Area of

Ground worked, and the Value of Machinery employed, iu the Colony of New South Wales, 1895.
Price of Gold

Quantity of Gold.

per oz.

Quartz
reefs
Value
proved
ous
of Maground
to bo
chiaery*
worked. Aurifcr*
Aurifer

District and Division.

Value of
Gold won.
Alluvial,

No.

Albert—

No.

No.

No.

120

Milparitikn. ..........................................
Tibooburra .........................................
Wtlcannia...............................................
Broken Hill and SiUertou ..

ISO

130
2 tG

30

QZ. dWL gr.

152 0 0
1,324 18 18

oz, dwt gr

167 10

BAimmsT—
BUtyncy . ................. ..
Bathurst .........................
Carcoar ...............................
Nevi bridge................. ......
Gowra....................................
Mount McDonald____
Mitchell...............................
Obcron ...............................
Orange ...............................
Rocklej...............................
Trunkey ...............................
Tuena....................................
Burraen...............................
Wyagdon
......................
O’Connell .........................

10

162
425
S

CO

120

34G

120
124

150

2S2
435
173
174

105
30

200

50

50
130
170

78
4
050
28
SO
50
15

100
100
350
60

SO
20

1,001

50
228
174
650
140
250
415

75

10

120

44

20

1,830

3,360

G50
16
25
100
13
50

G.h>
16
25
100
135
13
50

| 1,039

1,0,19

1.476 IS 18

O
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1,848 0
376 11

0
2

1,040

0

68 0 0
0

1,120 0 0
1,164

8

6

265 0 0
215
130

O
0

0
0

10,093 15

4

oz. dwfc.gr, j

s.

To

s.

SO/I SO/-

319 10 0
1,324 18 IS

6

0

4,650

0

0 I 80/'

81/-

4,817 10

0

6,204

8 13 J 80/*

I 81'-

l,(te0 f)
262 0
400 0
421 10
1,707 0

0

Cl 2 15 20 | 74'*
77/6
3,215 0 0
1,165 9
\

74/77y0
71/6
76/S2 6

012 15 20
1,215
70
540
1.410

From

0

4,650
m

Total.

Quartz.

6
0
O
0
0

83,342
491

1,220
510

80,583

fr

10,0D9
420
1,187
410
761

0
o
0
G
10

0 75/(o/611 0

1,810 O
421 16
3,645 0
376 11
83,440 0
1,540 0
2,340 0
1,674 8
265 0
215 0
130 0

77/6
75/72 G
70/.
75/76/75'6
72/6
78.9

$2/0
77/G
75/80/*
70'80/S0/77/6
76/60/-

£

s.

1,316 9
5,290 15

d.

sq. m.

0
0

12

1,000
1,000

12

2,000

isVnob bn
25,215 15

2,2Sj

4

O

0

4,017 0 0
4,850 0 O
3,063 13 111
8,51)0 0 0
1,673 7 5
13,077 0 0
1,450 0 0
5,777 15

200
1,630

8,020 0 0

12.000

0,495 14
093 15
SCO 0
390 0

2,900
11,516
140

2
0
0
0

10,000 0 0
420 o i)
3,187 0 0
410 0 17
751 10 0

72/77/6

S3'30/so;-

75/-

77/0

07,000 9 0
1,050 0 0
4‘403 O 0
1,591 0 4
2,928 18 0

12.7GS 16 17

72'-

88'-

48,072 18

4

77/10
62/50/3
72 0
77 6
77flO

SO'so/77/7.V’
S2 80’-

9,061 17
8,801 0
5,931 4
5,83.1 6
1,820 0
4,300 b

G
0
C
0
0
0

6 10

(12/-

S2’-

i

15,400
700
5,300
533
2,009
9,000
23.000
70.000

0

82.-6

0

16

202,220 0 0

09/-

0 | 90,632

No.

352,888

9

5

no

59

164,213

18

0

26,600
700
4,000

IS

9

31,225

COO
25
1:55

40
C
76

S0G
5,000
3.100
2,816

122

11,716

8
7

2,000
2,850

15

4,850

»
...
2
30
4

4,100

Cobar—
Cobar and Mount Drysdalc ..
Euabalong...............................................
Mount Hope.......................................
Condobollu ....................................
Gilgunum ...............................................
Bourke .....................................................
Nyinagee ...............................................

.

ClARRS'CR AND RICHMOND —
Billina ...............

4flT
25
SO
20
50
55

Patmorton
.........................
G-affcon..........................................
Nana Creek .........................
Maclean.........................................
Lismorc.........................................

W

Hunter

and

CopeUud

3

49
44
200

8

2^3

Macleat—
............................................

Pungaj ...........................
Kempsey ............................................
Tarec ....................................................

.

12,768 16 17

.

2,345
ISO
1,317
40
455
1.200

..

1 1,923

fv.UT

..

j

32

|

4>
2
70

..

45
00

143 |

..

..

203

....
....

0
0
0
0
O
O

0
0
0
0
0
0

2 347,
S29 16 i
345 10 0
1,614 n 0

0
1
0
o
0

0

31.017

7

0

6 10

8,256

113 8 3
20 0 0
3 0 0

330 0 0
117 0 0

454
137
3

8
0
0

0
0

G2 G

75’77 6
Tfi/-

1,558 5 4
446 )8 0
11 5 0

141

453 O 0

604

8

3

639

77/0

2,016

117

0

0

117

0

0

6>

77/0

225
920
504

6

0
8 0
0 17

300
1,377
658
1,093
10,372
7,473
2,228
246
G01

b

0
22
17
23
20
1C
0
0
0

75/77/75/6
74/'
65/09,’77/*
70/-

78,77/8
SO/*
77/C
83/-

0 0
0 0
5 0
0 0
0 0
s 2

76/74/6
65/-

77/75/*
80/-

0 0

S 3

2,630

1,6‘2
1,651
455
1,2)0

0
1C
10
0
0
0

S 4

m

S30

...

Lachlan—
iSanncdman ..
..
Cudal...............................

Forbes............

Grenfell.........................
Conowlndra..............
Murrumburmh ..
1’arkcs..............................
Teraora .........................
Young..............................
Cargo..............................
Alectown
.................
Margden......................
Trundle.........................
Molong .........................
Yalgogrin...................
Wyalong...............................................)_
Do
West....................................)
Roeflon ..................................................

50
70
31
165
144
180
250
14
150

Peel

and

6
20
19
io

2fi0

249
50

0
0

173
194

0
0

20 0

0

1,003

3,530

5,1141

7,304

6

n

45,210

28
140
123

673

40

4,000
GOO
870
7S9
1,700

0
0
6

0
0
0
7 15
0 0
0 1>
0 0

1,850
7,315
7,032
700
6,946

8,49S 12 15

23,844

80
40

3,743

110

208
135

is

Uralla—

Stewart’s Brook ...............................
Nunole ....................................................
B ngera .....................................................
Barmba....................................................
Armidalc ...............................................
Glen Innes
.........................................
Hillgrove ...............................................
Hilly rove West .... .................
Uralla .......................................................
WaJcha .....................................................
Kookabookra ....................................
Swamp Oak...............................
Bendcmeer .........................................

250
CO

2,228 0 0
73 0 0
400 0 0

8,699 5 6
7,473 2 16

55

050

78
50
250
400
300

12
20

75 0 0
448 3 22
164 4 0
1,993 5 23
1,673 12 14

102
2,100

50

20

15
10
ISO
240
So
200
574
000
269
26
180

iso
170
54
35
424
400

20
100
2,100
100

40
o

1,400
Ml'DflEB—
Gulgong
Hargraves
Peak Hill
Wellington
Wjndcycr
Mtidgee
,
Cobborah

16

io

12

32
33
25

2

300
25
so

20

60

6

893 j

S2

30

150

200
201

100

270
340
432
300

50
32
553

2,419

100

100

03

233

170
29
37
400
235

170
63
70
425
235
320
36

66

212

10
10

120

75
1,194j

804
24,407

200
333

923 !l 0
864

0

o

174

1

0

b o
1,029 o o
015 0 0

2,200

75

66
,,

2,174

-

■

497
74
127
220
f.O
55

70
46
2
25

12
3

0
0
0
17
0

6

o

6,093 10

0

293

0 0
0 0

249
50
£04

0
0 0
O 0

24,497

1

52,583

5

15

b 0
12 0
8 IS
0 0
3 11
4

5

1,210 0 0
4,846 11 0
1,494 0 0
260 0 0
061 0 Q
21,443 3 0
7,583 0 0
40 0 0
20 O 0
2,156 4 0
30,703 IS

0

11
4
5
17
2
0
0
0

so/-

77/6
72'6
75/-

447 10
1,162
5,291
2,517
7,036
38,093
2S.21S
8,633
870
2,227

10
19
15
15
1
is
10
2
10

|

6

9

0

3
1
26

q

0
3
10
0
O
6
0

.

225
S
s

046 4 0
1S7 10 0
3,116 0 4

15
1
10
7

6

10

77/6

79,'-

5,075 0

3

25

05/-

83/-

195,633 10

7

270

123

4,000 0 0
2.450 0 0
8,101 17 0
7,821 10 9
2.400 0 0
7,146 a 11
333 0 0

TV77/6
72'71/77'75 ♦
75;-

70/6
so/78'83'8077/6

15,200 0
9,705 0
30,010 8
29,723 0
9,345 0
27,353 6
1,244 0

0
0

SO
so
16

10

40

16

3'/,342 16 20

71/-

1,210 0 0

67/74/0
70/*
75 r70/72/70/70'76'*

3,623

5.770 0 0
1,494 0 0
250 0 0
854 0 0
o
661
21,617 4 0
7,588 0 0

2,200 0 0
1,069 0 0 w635 0 0 75'2,156 4 0 70/208 0 0
75/-

45,802

s 0

67/-

■’
S3 75/75/74/0
77,6
75/73/78.'80/*
7V77/80/-

91,863 15

n

0
0

2

n

123,1S9 19 n
4.350
20,224
5,600
038
2,930
9 ftRR
75,660
20,759
S.SOO
3,870
1,958
6,830
1,076

0 0
3 6
0 0
0 0
0 0
O 0
3 3
9 10
0 0
19 2
S 9
17 1
1« 0

161,393 12

1

20^000
2,000
1,500
26,722
ooo

O

0
0

75/-

4,200
2,500

000
5,000

....

a

0

6

....

I

07,182
5,500

1,100
12,000
32,000
1,400

...

142

30

0

65,000

8,000

2

3

0,300
2,590
3,600
3,000

16

14

60,130

12

2,800
8,700

36

114,939

17

20,000

/

77

Europeans.

Alluvial
Minors.

TaMBAROOUA AS'I> Turox—
Hill Kru!.........................................
Ironbiubs....................................

Sofftlft....................

,

Kylstonc..........................

i

cJu

No.
IfiO
190
2yO
80

No.
50
20
50
2

No.
140
50
250
12

67ft

122

452

309
ll>
19

72

no

837

74

Nrw Ekolaki)—
Fairfield..............

Ton torfield.......
Wilson's Downfall

Tumct aso APFioxa—
German ton .............................
Albury ....................................
Adelong....................................
Cooina......................................
Captain’s Flat.........................
Gundagat ................................
Junee .... ...................................
Tumut ............................ ..
Nlinitybelto...........................
Queanboynn............................
Kccdy Flat ...........................
Tumbarumba ........................
Tarcutta ............................
Corowa ....................................
Kiandm....................................
Onndaroo ............................
Zfarrandora ............................
Garangula................................
Rungcndoro and Ej'tt'ong.,..
\Vagga AVagga........................

io
171
29
4
280
$0
115
10
20
Kit
175

c
0>
f=
a
I
o
tH

0
No.

No.
34fl
200
550
91

fi
6
a

30
ISO
20
250
20

7,753 17 11

3,102

7

10,856 IS IS

400
39
12

2,073 0 0
451) 0 9
101 0 O

3,769 0 O

3.5SO 0 9

ISO *

..

m

10
150
147
13S

,,

G
105
323
173
7
323

so

115
14
35
171
180
14
3S

20

..

221
50
34
250
iau
20

8S7

..

2,401

iio

1,403

SI

From

Total.

1,244

8
14
8
20
SO
34

21

Quartz.

oz. dwt.
1,008 14
700 0
493 7

4
15

c

Alluvial,

dwt.
2,451 14 21
1,994 7 2
3.307 16 12

43
50

io

-

02.

20

2

Price Of Gold
per oz.

Quantity of Gold.

V
cs«
c

jChinese.

District and Division.

Quartz
Miners.

1.817
1,075
40
1,200
120
105
20
261
1)20
1,850
15
50
802
05

3
9
0
0
9
10
0
0
0
0
0
D
9
9

7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4,302 O 0

sri.

No.
40
28

£
30,609
19,608
14,250

70/-

SO/-

41,327 14 0

0,747 0 0
460 0 (1
1G1 9 0

06/*

75/55/70/-

23,014 10 0
1,237 19 0
563 19 0

288

9,100
076
50

S,7flfl 0 0

7,353 9 0

6.V-

75/*

25,415 10 0

288

0,826

18
2,322
2,S0C
311
2,104
070
75

16
2,322
4,023
1,880
2,204
1,870
2G5
105
50
355
929
1,850
33
100
810
113
004
4,302
814

c
0

20

2

8,525
1,150
31,000
6.250
5,045
5,260
600

30
1

2
3

ioo

1
25

0
3
:?

8

i'l

"2,600

34

00,570

7
0
0
O
0
0
0

0
0
10
0
0
0
0

30 0 0
9.' 0 0

is
60
s

6
0
0
48 19
904 0

3
0
0
0
0

SU 0 0

dwt.
4,300 9
2,694 7
3,301 j!
0?,

7
0
3
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
19
0
0
0

0 75/- 77/G
0
70A
17 72/- 80/0 70.6 75/0 75/- 78/75/0
0 70/* 70 0
0 78/. 77/0 72/0 75/0 75/- 81/0 77/6
0 05/- 70/3 75'- 78/9 7S/9 80/9 70'- 77/6
0 77/10 82/6
0
SO/O
9 77; 6 SO/-

ei
8,300
17,452
6,072
8,590
7,035
995
442
187
1,S08
3,505
6,290
317
391
3,000
451
3,860
10,070
3,2.',9

s.
14
9
0

d.
0
0
0

s.
77/G
8#/70 0

gf.
3
0
4

fiT, s
<1 75/2 70/10 79/-

To

Quartz
Aurifer reefs
Value
Value of gold
proved of
ous
Ma
won.
ground to be chinery
worked. Aurifer
ous.

i
0
10
0
12
0
15
15
10
0
0
0
11
5
13
4
0
5
10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
5
0
0
8

m.

40
12
35

OS

87

£

ft,200
2,500
6,700
17,400

200

a,ioo

12,712 13 7

10,400 0 13

23,112 19 29

05/-

32/G

87,072 33 4

85

2,840 0 0
045 0 O
800 9 0

107 0 0
...

3,007 0 9
545 0 9
809 0 0

70/76/75/-

75 0
So/77/-

15 577 0 0
2,071 0 0
3,080 0 0

20

51 75,'77/-

SO/78'77 G
80'*
Oil'G

27,633
408
6,470
5,803
1.105
6,126

790 0 0 77/0
05 2 8 37 70/- 75'195 4 0 77/10 S2.’0
294 32 12 75/- SO’-

.'1,001
2,311
810
1,041

350
500
1,000

i,6oo

.. ! 2S5
SoirmuRN*—
Aral nen............
Bombala...................
Braidwood,.
.
Rye Park ..............
Pmnbula ..............
Burrowa ..............
Little Khcr . ..
Jlajor'e Creek ..
Moruya ...................
Jierriffimdah
..

238
50
70

50
7

NrlliKcn............
Bateman’s Bay .

]
1

sr.
S2
1(17
80
82
200
16r>
40
IS!

20
34
SO
20

Gj

no

Norriga ...................
Wagonga ..............

..
..

107
80

00
130
124
10
100

Yfllwal ..........

20
13

27
20
12

r>i
2
7

30

953

101

in

120
137
42

7(>
40
25 1

..

\a

427 | ..

1,010

. .

1,569 10
w;» 3
so 0
1,044

22
5
0
19

7,400
126
100
S20
2.-I0
133

0
0
0
14
n
n

0
0
0
16
0
0

700' "o
103 10
5 0
00 0

0
10
0
0

09
4.',3
193
204

0
18
4
12

0
1
O
12

8,802 0 14

0,930 9 5

O

7,400

W>

1,669
[,815
3:10
1,174

18,703

0
10
17
0
1

r,

0
9
22
21
0
10

10

ay-

70 so -

77/G

83/0

30
15
12
0
0
17

18,060
30,000
600

G
0
0

s

0
0

10
15
n

1
10

0

‘

14

17,4Sfi
1,260
735
29,230
4,000
3,300

5 0
8
10 9
S 0

25
1

20
3

0,700
0,850
8*20
GS0

70,G31 4 0

57

71

100,717

Summary.
Compiled from Mining Registrars’ Rrpoi+s.

Table sTicnving approximately tlie miinber of Minors employed in G-old-mining, the quantify and value of G-old won,

the area of ground worked, and the value of machinery, in the Colony of New South Wales during 1894.
Alluvial
Miners.

Albert ........................... ...................
Bathurst...............................................................
Clarence and Richmond...................

.i

oi
V

Price of Gold
jjer oz.

Quantity of Gold.

c

E g
3 &
Ed

Euro
peans.

No.

No.

No.

won,
Alluvial.

Total.

From

To

&

No.

300

1G

30

346

1,901

120

1,030

5,300

727

3

293

1,020

IjOflft

13<W0

Cobar .....................................................................

Quart/.

Quartz
reefs
Valne
proved
ous
of Ma
ground
to be
chinery.
worked. Aurifer

Aurifer
Value of Cold

C h in e s e

District.

Quartz
Miners,

ous.

oz. dwt. gr.
1,470 IS IS
19,003 15

oz dwt.gr
4,S17 10

4

30,533

5,507

0

0

2tfiS0

8

oz. dwt. gr.

0

6,294

0

09,032

0 10

8,256

5

s.

s.

8 15

80/-

si/-

O

£

s.

25,235 15

d
0

4

00/-

S2/0

352,888

0

5

6 10

02/-

82/-

31,017

7

0

sq. ni’is.

No.

£

12

44

2,009

no
sso
is

59

154,218

122

11,710

..............................

60

143

293

141

3

453

0

594

3

3

63,*9

77/G

2,016

S

4

s

4,S50

Lachlan

................................................................

1,400

65

3,680

5,041

7,804

G 11

46,219

1 16

52,553

8

2

65/-

83/-

195,CSS 10

7

279

123

97,182

Mudgeo

8,493 12 15

23,844

4

5

32,342 10 20

71/-

33/-

123,189 19 11

142

39

55,000

3,709

0

0

7,358

0

0

or,/-

75/-

25,415 10

0

2SS

39,708 13

O

45,802

S

O

67/-

SO/-

161,393 12

1

17

25

114,ft39

Hunter and Madeay

................................................................

1,748

110

G58

2,410

New England.....................................................

337

74

130

541

Peel and Uralla

893

82

1,194

2,174

.........................................

Tambaroora and Turon .........................

670

122

452

1,214

...............................

1,493

51

857

2,401

Southern...............................................................

Obi

191

497

1,64G

833

10,103

Tumut and Addon#

10,498

21,434

3,589

ft

0

6,008 10

0

7,753 17 11
12,712 13

0

9,825

7

10,855 IS IS

79/-

so/-

41,327 14

0

S7

GS

17,400

0 13

23,112 1ft 20

65/-

82/6

87,972 13

4

85

34

Oft,570

9

5

18,798 16 19

7G/6

83/6

70,631

4

0

67

71

109,717

240,151 19

0

77/8

83/6

1,132,160 2 0

1,995

686

638,632

3,102

7

10,400

8,862

G 14

9,036

72,158

8 11

1

818,310

7 11

490
78
Table showing appiosimately the number of Miners employed in mining for minerals other than G-old, Coal, or

Shale, at some of the principal mines, the quantity of minerals won during the year 1895, and the value of
same, and the value of Plant.
Quantities.
1
|
1 Silver 1
f
Miners . and
employed. Copper Tin.
Anti Alunite. Chrome.Ll“,!
mony
Matte
and
1 Copper
,
i

Locality,

.

Bioken Bill and Silver!on .........

So.

Ions-.

4,297
50

1,027

ton?.

tons,

Silver lead
and ores.

tons.

OZ.

101,194

8,609,012

tons.
f 29,034
< 189,13:1
........

Ions.

Ions.

Value.

Silver.

5,493

£

797,000

16,479
14,805
21,300
448
0,400
7j70l
243
34,145
3,080
5,445
15,408
GO
29,603
1,1(0
68,120
10,548
21,825
820

760
12,250
21,000

100
18
200

7

Fairfield ...................... , , .... ..
Bnnnaville .....................................
’Wileou’ft Downfall......
..
Glen Itines......................
Capiain's Flat ............................
Cobar .............................................
Mount llojie .................................

30.048
D301
34,032
5,057

4C0

7

CIS
96
64
400
20
300
33
76
150

Bullatleliili .....................
,

049
9H
] fi5
470
4_i

510

...
137,051

414
25
1,703
277
485

350

826

3

£

2.719,046

331
300
40

Value of
Machinery.

Tablk allowing approximately the Machinery employed in Gold and Tin Mining during 1895.

Quarts.

Alluvial.

Steamengines em
ployed in

Steamengines em
ployed in

Miiniiii",
mislimg^c.

DUtrlct ami Division.

No

tl
A ]nmuiLiig,.ve.
SI5

'I s
I = c ^11 2- 2
.§ 1 III
"i = =

, Aggie-

I gate
! hoi'sc-

. , tfi
2
£
ll 2 \ A
l\

IVITHllllg,

Si „s.
o!

Aggre

S' I!

gate
= No. Iton.i:]»» er.

{jower.

ft.

fti

t ii —i f co O

l
Albert District—

2

Milparinka.... .........
Bathurst District—

3
4
1
2
3
1
10
2
2
3
4
1

Burniga ..............
Blarney ................
Bathurit.................
Kew bridge.............
Bockley .................
Cowra.....................
Mitchell.................
Mount McDonald ..
Oberon ................
Trunkey .................
Tuena.....................
Wyngdon ..........
Oarcoar .................
Clarba'ce

and

46
■16
8
3 1
26 1
21 1
hi 1
01
14 ,
50
4n

1
1
]|
i
<>■
i
3

7
2
5
4

|
.1 1
. '..J .
- 1
J .. .
1
1 ,
J i'...
| ......

34 1 ..

.. 12 14
l
i

1

f0
10
5
18
25
40
30
10
30

6*

2 1,

T

"1 ’‘j"

32

.. 1 ... I
! t i

40
54
45

15
34
30

..I 2

12
40

5
30
£0

32
10

23

38
08
34.
105

23
Cl
16
25

.. 1 ..

30 :
V

i

.., 2

... I

Richmond District—

Dalmorton ............................. .......
Grafton ..........................................
Nana Creek......................................

20

Cobar District—

1 1
Euabalong..................................
Cobav ..........................................
Mount Dope ................................... I 4 .
Ivarlioc .......................................... j ... !
Huntkk

and

Copeland

Macleay District—

GO

"i -r

1

..................................... ■

2I

Dungog ....................................
Mudoee District—

Gulgong .................................
Hargrares ............................

Peak Hill ..................................... |

153
*

S

Windeyer .......................................| 3
Wellington........................................| 7

1
ll...

10

i...

2,000
25,000
0,000
12,000
900
5,045
26,500
8,000
45,000

Quartz.

Steam-

District and Division.

AUuv'iah

►

engines cm* £
pToyed m *5
winding,
"5
oi-ushing, &c.

,

engines cm
ployed In
winding,

£

^ pumping,ic. o
“— ----- ji
jA^rc- .

|

Arerc- =
So.

horse- , i
poner
5

h

M

£

-C

.S
=

z:\
-ta

u.

j=

v0
gate , S
r'°- ihonc. £
I oiver.

U1

ss
i

Lachlan District—
Ynlgogrin ....................................
Temora, and Bavmednmn..............
Ak'doBii ....................................
G LT'Ufl'll ......................................
CiiiioniiHlrii, .................................
(j<rgu ..............................................

i oung ...........................................

1
()
1
a

14
130

1
1

12
2(j
&ii

1

'

4
6

'it

110 i ill

•••!■ •

1 J.

r, i-1
10
20
1U
35
1.;

n

3' ...

31

.L.I..

J ..1

'll

8 , 1

2

s‘.
si

New Esgland Distkicl’ —

I'-mmaville ...... ..........................
Euirfiold .......................................
Tonterlkdil....................................

9
e
2

rr:K[, ANll UliALLA DISTHH.T—
Armidalo........................................ ■ I
Bt-eivan’s Brook ........................ 3
Bnrmba ........................................ 4
Ilineroic AYctl............................... 4
llillgnivt’ ................................... 12
Koukuboukr.i ............................. 20
YmuHo .........................................

Hwnuii) Oak ................................
Wnlolm ......................................

J]
0

14

2

30
■40
8-r

40
0

1

10

SL

..

77

...

1

12

,,,

1
1
2
2

20
19

40

..

304

-12
21
251
Tij
21
10
10
8

li.1

3
2-

(i

0

1U
60

2G I ...|

r>

Tpwct and -\i)Er,ONG J)iaTi:irri—
2
.Bngfnilore tmd Ucvrong .............
TUbiivy ........................................ 3
Adotong ..................................... 12
Coounv ......................................... 4
CupLntn^ Fiflt ............................
2
Coot!imundi‘4 ..............................
Kimilvbhlle ................................
Keedy FJfU......................... * .......
CJucinibtn'fm ...............................
Oundagai ...................................

S7
2 S3

93
10

38
40

10
.
.
35
33
30
1ft
5 ...
5 ■

2
3
'2
1
1
1
1
2
2

ll.
. ...1 .
2

7

118

1

45

- J.
1 1 ■

i

i)

13

1 ..
]

Tamhahoohi and Tubos District—
Hill End.................... ■................. 17
Ironbarks .................................
8
Sofala............................................ 9
Southern Disibict—
Aralum ........................................
Maior’a Creek ............................
■ Moruva ........................................
Tferrigundah ................................
Purabula........................................
Nerriga ........................................
Braidwood .....................................
Nelligon .......................................
Bateman’s Bar .............................
IVagonga .....................................

490
08
vra

S
3

77
37
62

i

12

1

10

5
7
3
D
4
1

40
79
GO
31
184,
10

2

Cj

i
3
G
3
1

52
16
33
80
10

4
1
3

21
8
63

2t
10
43

4

Totals............................ 279 4,129 160 1,587

1
25

"
i
1
2

1

7

... •
l

f1

3

1

20

133
7
12 ^ 8

ISO
16

(j

1
i 3 .
1
1
1
' r; i

-I
1

1
1
1

1
"
4jlojltt 19 ” 10 31 1 35

40

60

8

12

6S1 169.

730 54

2 230

I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Tour obedient Servant,

D. O. M'LACHLAN,
Depart ment o£ Mines and Agriculture,
March 14th; 189(3.'

Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.

i

CHIEF

492
£0

CHIEF INSPECTOR OP MINES’ REPORT.
Sir,
In submitting my annual report for the year 1895 I do myself the honor to inform you that the following
is a list of accidents reported on by Wardens, Coroners, Inspectors of Mines, and Mining Kegistrars, as having
occurred in the year 1895 in the metalliferous mines of New South Wales:—
Table A.

Fatal, Serious, and Minor Accidents, 1895.
No

1
»

Date.

1 dan.
2 „

3
4

6

-•

3

n

„

c
7

n
17
24

„
„

27

;;

H

0
ID
31
12
3:i
14
IS
Hi
17
Id
10

31 „
2 Kcb.
«>
2
4
3
13
21
9*j

„
,,
„
„
„

Name cf Mine.

Locality.

Broken Hill

..

■1

--

George Miller..

I!

-

Alfred Williams Tiiickcr

n

*1

B.H. South.........................
Wright’s Mine
No name...............................
B.H. rropnctarj' ■ ■ • *
,,
....
Fort Uourkc Tunnel..
B.H. rro|iy. Block 11
No name..............................
B.H. Propv- Block 13
Dry&dale Proprietary
....

211
27
23

S April
7 „
7 7,

West Sunlight
.
B.H. Proprietary , ..

20

0

77

Tarrau ingee Co,

SO
31
32
S3
34

10
20
0>

,f
rt

B.H. Propy. Block 11
„
„
12
No 3 >[3*011 Mine ....
tLH. Propv, Block 11

S3
3(5
37

s
14
17

„
M
„

Nn name ..............................
Central Mine...................
Peak Hill Proprietary

S3
3f)
40
41
42
43

23

»»

Crown of Peak Hill .,

44
40
4fi
47
48
40
50
fil
52
53
54
55
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Nature and Cause ol Injury
or Death.
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Minor
Accidents.

Person seriously
Injured.

Person KUlod.

.

Hi rock from blast, head severely injured
Ankle dislocated by fall from brace.
Thigh broken by fall down stairs.
Arm shattered drilling out missed shot.
Back broken by fall of rock.
Eycsinjureddnlluigoutniisscdshot.
Log fractured by rolling stone.
Injuries to anus and head by explosion
of shot.
Killed by explosion of shot.
Letr broken in two places by fall Of earth.
Badly bruised by fall of earth.
Ankle injured by rock from shot.
Leg broken by fall of rock
Leg and back injured, lockjaw super\ cuing, by fall down shaft,
Hrulses on back by fall of bucket down

shaft.
Labourer ... Concussion of brain»beingstmck by truck.
Shunter .. . Body crushed by truck.
Miner ............... Abdominal Injuries by fall of rock.
.............. Spine injured by fall of earth.
Bibs broken by fall off rope down shaft.
Scalp wound by fall off truck.
Truckor ..
Burns by explosion of shut.
Miner
_____
Quarmnan.. Killed by explosion of shot.
Killed by explosion of shot.
,,
Neck broken by fail donn shaft.
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Surface hand Killed by fall of ore-dump.
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. Spinal injuries—etruck by dummyinternal injuries by fall ofp rock.
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Table B.

NuMiiETt of Men employed in the Metalliferous Mines of New South Wales, and value of Machinery, at
31st December, 1895, and percentage of persons killed and injured.
.
Tin.

Alluvial Gold.
Mining District.

Quartz
Gold.

Silver.

30
1,330
293
1,039
143
3,580
558
130
1,194
452
857.
497

4,297
100

150
4*6

160
4

35

833 10,103

4,658

868

871

M5

Euro
peans. Chinese.

Copper.

Euro
peans. Chinese.

Other.

Total,

Value of
Machinery.

£

Albert..........................................

Bathurst....................................
Clarence and Richmond ...........
Cobar ..........................................
Hunter and Maclcay..................

16
129
3

300
1,901
727

60
Lachlan ..................................... 1,406
Mudgee ...................................... 1,748
Now England.............................
337
898
Peel and Urallfi.........................
670
Tambaroora and Turon..............
Tumut and Adelong................... 1,493
958
Southern
................................

55
110
74
82
122
51
191

Total ......................... 10,493
Persons killed per 1,000 persons
Persons injured per 1,000 persons

60
641
3

A.*

.41

a*.

• 44

2
10

8
4..

50
15

■f.2

■50

4'29

•44

•60

3-65

employed.

300

,,,

380
448

320
208

6
94
40
110
2

528

564
6-32

4,943
3,520
1,023
1,680
216
5,051
2,416
1,297
2,939
1,284
2,856
1,698

797,000
154,218
11,716
76,225
19,175
67,182
55,000
17,820
118,929
17,400
58,072
110,367

B. d.

0
O
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

28,923 1,603,104 0 0
1-25
*97

♦.........

employed.
The minor accidents are not included in the above percentages.

Table A gives the number of accidents, date, name of mine or company, locality, persons killed or
injured, occupation, and cause of death or injury.
_ _
Table B gives in addition to the percentage of persons killed, or injured, the number of persons
employed, and the value of the machinery in, on, or in connection with the metalliferous mines of New
South Wales,
_
Out of the total of 3G persons killed, 20 lost their lives in silver-mining, 5 in auriferous quartz
mining, 7 in alluvial gold-mining, 1 in copper-mining, 1 in chrome-mining, and 2 in limestone (flux)
mining,
_ _
t
The large number of fatal accidents which occurred during the year in silver-mining is due to the
calamity caused in the South Broken Hill Mine hy a sudden fall of a large mass of lode-stuff on the
■415-foot level, and the consequent concussion of air which rushed through a level connected with the shaft,
throwing the men who were in the level off their feet, instantly killing 8, and another died from the
injuries received a few days afterwards. [Sec my reports marked 0 and D.] The tracing herewith showing
the site of the creep, and where the bodies and those seriously injured were discovered, in the 415-foot
, level, is the work of Mr. C. F. Yalantine, surveyor, and was kindly presented to me for official use by
Mr. J. B. Grluyas, the general manager of tiro South Broken Hill Mine.
C.
Reioet by Mr. W. H. J. Slee, F.G.S,, Chief Inspector of Mines, on the accident in the South Broken Hill Mine, whereby
nine persons lost their lives on ISth July last,
girj
Broken Hill, 20 August, 1895.
I have the honor to inform you that I have inspected the scene of the accident in the South Broken Hill Mine,
hy which accident nine persons lost their lives on the ISth July last. Very little can be added by me to the evidence
obtained at the inquest. It appears that ample time was given to the men to withdraw, and take away their tools.
Altogether there were twenty men working in the stopes when Mr. S, Mayne, the under mining manager, ordered the whole
of the men to leave the stopes, and take away their tools, as a creep was likely to take place. This was done at 3 p.m., and
the creep took place at 3'59 p.m., or fifty minutes after the men were warned to get to a place of safety. Some of the men
went to the cross-cut and others remained in the level, distant from 100 feet to 200 feet from where the fall took place, no
doubt thinking that they were perfectly safe, and I have no doubt that up to that time any miner would be of the same
opinion, The theory that noxious gases exploded through the sudden fait of earth I think is erroneous, there being no
visible evidence of such an explosion ; but there is substantial evidence that the immediate cause of the accident was the
full of earth causing concussion of compressed air, the latter forcing itself at a terrific rate along the 415-foot level through
the only opening connected with the shaft. The men being in so confined a space were no doubt lifted oil their feet like
mere feathers, and thrown with terrific force against the top and sides of the levels, which caused instantaneous death.
As the stopes were rather warm to work in, the men were probably afraid to go at once to the surface or enter the cross-cut
into a sudden cold, either of which they had ample time to do. I have read works on mining accidents both in European
and American mines, but have never seen one mentioned similar to that which occurred on the 18th July last in the South
Broken Hill Mine, and in my forty years of mining experience I have never heard anything of the kind before. This is
certainly one of those uupreventablc accidents which may occur as long as extensive mining operations arc carried on,
1 have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
D.
Sin'm.KMENTAitv Report by Mr. W. H. J. Sice, E.G.S., Chief Inspector of Minos, on the accident in the South Broken
Hill Mine, whereby nine persons lost their lives on 18th July last.
gjr
Broken Hill, 22 August, 1895.
’ I do myself the honor to furnish you with an additional report in connection with the accident which occurred
in the South Broken Hill Mine on the 18th July last, and by which accident nine men lost their lives, and others were
injured. This morning, in company with Mr. Inspector Hebbard, I again inspected the scene of accident, and went in the
broken ground as high as possible, not without some considerable amount of risk, but could see nothing to throw further
light on the subject. I could, however, see that the sets of timber had been secured by stays and angles, on the same
principle as adopted in the principal Broken Hill mines. In fact, Inspector Hebbard and I inspected these very stope^m
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the last week of Juno and considered everything safe. The stopes'rise from south to north, ten sets being the highest
obtained, but in the vertical it would only be about five sets; the lower parts of the sets were filled in with mullock.
Very probably the whole of the lode stuff slipped away from the overhanging wall, which is very greasy. Inquiries have
also been made by me amongst a large number of persons, principally miners, and in no instance have I met one person who
said otherwise than that the accident was unprevcntable and no one was to blame. Three of the miners spoken to by me
were working in the stopes (with those killed) at the time the underground manager, ,\ir. Samuel Mayne, instructed by
the general manager, Mr. J. B. Gluyas, ordered the men out of the stope to a place of safety. These three men escaped
with slight injuries, and are again at work, whilst their comrades were killed by their side, and these men state that the
underground manager gave them warning at 2 p.m. on the 18th July, and again at 3 p.m. ordered them from their work,
against the whole of the men's wish, as they thought the manager stopped them from working without real cause. The
creep took place fifty minutes after this, and as the men worked on contract they could have gone to the surface had they
chosen to do so. But, as stated in my former report, alt the men thought they were safe in the level when overtaken by
concussion of air.
1 ilav6i ^
'
•
\V. II. J. SLEE,
'
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.

The reports of Inspectors Milne, Hebbard, and Godfrey are attached herewifh. I may here state
that the abovenatned Inspectors have given me every possible assistance, and I have good reason to think
that they have given general satisfaction to all. concerned.
.
The following districts have been visited by me in my capacity of Chief Inspector of Mines :—
Cootamundra, Wyalong (Keefton, Barmcdman, and Temora twice), Bye Park, Gundagai, Adelong,
Bowning, Tass, Gunning, Yarrawa, Burrowa, Young, Grenfell, Bywong, Captain’s Flat, Murmmburrah,
Garangula, Albury (twice), Bulgandra, Bowna, Corowa, Marulau, Btmgonia, Broken Hill (twice),
Tarrawingi, Milparinka, Tibooburra, Mount Brown, Cobar, Mount Drysdale, Byrock, Coolabah. Bald Hills,
Nymagee, Gilgnnnia, Overflow, White Clitfs (Wilcannia), Tenterfield, Boono Boono, and Drake.
To accomplish this work I travelled by railway fully 12,000 miles, and by vehicle 2,328 miles.
Amongst a number of reports furnished by me to the Department, the following received the
Honorable the Minister's approval for publication :—Keport on Drake, Milparinka, White Cliffs, Bul
gandra, Gilgnnnia, Corowa, Cobar, Coolabah, Mount Drysdale, Bald Hills, Grenfell, and Temora.
The total numbers of letters written and registered in my branch during the year 1895 arc as
follows :—
*
Letters written in 1895.

.

Papers registered in 1895,

Chief Inspector of Mines
...........................
3,311
...............
4,551.
Diamond drills...................................................
210
...............
440
• The above is irrespective of telegrams, circulars, and other documents not copied.
There are also a large number of papers received and dealt with in connection with the Prospectin'*

Vote.
.
During the year I have lost the valuable services of Mr. M'Cullocb, who was transferred to the
Head Office, and Mr. M‘Neil took his place as Clerk to the Chief Inspector of Mines. Both Mcssrs.J. S. M'Heil and J. 8. Leigh have greatly assisted me in mv office duties, which are greatly on the
increase and accumulating.
I have, &c.,
’W. H. J. SLEE, F.G.S.,
.
Chief Inspector of Mines. ■
by Mr. Sice, F.G.S., Chief Inspector of Mines, on the prospect of the Drake Gold-field.
t
Drake, 7 March, 1895.
'
I do myself the honor to inform you that I have completed my official duties here. The yield
of gold for the Drake Division for 1894 was (i,062 ok., a considerable increase of previous years. This
increase in the yield of gold is principally due to the Prospecting Vote and new arrivals who have been
assisted to come here from Sydney under the system adopted by the Mines Department.
Drake has quite a permanent appearance, owing to the fact that the miners are more satisfied to
settle and search for gold than was the case in former years.
_ The principal yield obtained during the year has been from the Lady Jersey Mine, which, through
the aid of the Prospecting Vole granted to Mr. George Bivers, part owner and manager, discovered
rich auriferous veins in the felsitc formation. With a small crushing plant, known as Patterson’s Patent1
Elephant Stamp, or rather Arms, worked by spring, which crushes on an average of about 4 tons in twentyfour hours, the manager, Mr. G. Bivers, obtained for his Company during last year 1,851 oz. of gold.
The Company now intend to erect a large crushing plant, when they expect larger returns than hitherto.
The works of this mine are extensive, and the prospects of future prosperity are very encouraging.
The A.deline Mine crushed 544 tons, with a yield of 570 oz. 13 dwt,, and also crushed for the.
public 573 tons, with a yield of 896 oz. 7 dwt. of gold. The All Nations (Hineman and party) and
other mines are also yielding payable results.
Miners can be seen in gullies fossicking for gold which for years past were either considered
worked out or too poor to be worth working ; nevertheless, several persons are now making a living.
The White Bock Mine is again at work, f ifteen stamps are continually crushing, and Messrs.
Bossiter and Hnrton feci confident that at last they have discovered the proper method by which to
treat the White Bock ore on a payable basis, even at the present low price ot silver. There is a large
deposit of ore in the mine which could be cheaply worked on the quarry system ; the trouble hitherto has
been the great loss of silver in the treatment, but which trouble, by the consistent energy and perseverance
of Mr. Bossiter, seems to have at last been overcome.
I have, &c.,
”
^
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Bepoet

by Mr. W. H, J. Bee, F.G.S., Chief Inspector of Minos, on mining in the Milparinka District.
_
Milparinka, 27 May, 1895.
I do myself the honor to inform you that 1 have, for the present, completed my official duties
on the Albert Gold-field. Mining matters have been greatly improved since tbe new discoveries were
made on Little Bendigo, a locality situated about 5 miles northerly of Milparinka. The reefs occur in
the slate formation, in lenticular blocks, with a strike of 50° north of west, with an easterly underlay. A
■
.
large
Eepoet

_

^r>
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largo number of claims have been taken up; the principal, so far, are House and party (prospectors), who
have a reef averaging about 2 feet in thickness. The gold can be seen in the stone with the naked eye,
'and is well distributed through the quartz, which, hy appearances, should yield from 2 oz. to 3 oz. pee
ton, and, at the time of my inspection, there were about 40 tons of stone at grass. Chambers and party,
.who are on a different line of reef,-westerly from House and party’s prospecting claim, have a reef several
feet in thickness, and fine gold can be seen with the naked eye in some of the solid quartz. Kershaw
and party, Lind berg and party, Batnuss and party, Sullivan and party, and others have also excellent
indications. As stated above, these reefs occur in lenticular blocks, therefore, the quartz will, at times,
■pinch out, or even totally disappear ; but miners should not be discouraged by such occurrences, they
should sink and drive for new makes of quartz. Indications are not wanting to the observer to .believe
that numerous reefs of a payable nature may he discovered, provided the quartz-veins in the hills at
Little Bendigo are thoroughly and systematically prospected. Up to the present very little actual work
,or thorough prospecting has been performed. There arc about 100 men at Little Bendigo. _
_
.
At Mount Browne, Geo. Smith and party, las. Kershaw and party, and others arc still obtaining
payable gold, and a few parties of miners are also working at the Four-mile. At IVarratta, Mr. Sheridan
has had some men at work for some months past to discover the quartz-vein from which tho rich specimens
were obtained. He has discovered some very narrow but rich veins, and is iu great hopes that further
rich discoveries will bo made by him. The quartz reef at the Wamberriga Bunge has been rcoccupied of late
with a view to further developments. At Tibbooburra, a few prospectors are seeking for new discoveries
of gold, but the scarcity of water has greatly retarded their progress ; as, however, from 1 to
inch of
rain fell in the district during last week, numbers of fossickers will be able to make a living in the alluvial,
j, here beg to reiterate my opinion, expressed in my annual report of 1S93 and former reports, that
Mount Browne, Mount Poole, the reefs on Wambarriga Kauge, Good Friday, Nuggety, Easter Monday,
The Granite (Tibbooburra) and Tipperary Gully (Two-mile), which are situated in a tract of country 50
miles in length by 10 miles in width, will, sooner or later, be closer united by leads or other gold workings,
and that rich but narrow quartz-veins will be discovered. In fact, prospecting for payable auriferous
quartz-veins has been greatly neglected on the whole Albert Gold-field. Scarcity of water is the greatest
drawback, and is severely felt about Little Bendigo.
'
.
.
.
1
”
. I have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Becoet by Mr. W. H. J. Slee, F.G.S., Chief Inspector of Mines on the Opal Fields at White Cliff.
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White Cliffs, 10 June, 1895.
I have the honor to inform you that I have completed my inspection and other official work
in connection with the White Cliff Opal Mines, and forward you herewith separate reports on each
separate subject.
_
...
Those opal mines are situated about 16 miles from Taralla Home Station, GO miles from Wilcanma,
100 miles from Milparinka, and 160 miles from Broken Hill,
The opal is found in tho Cretaceous formation, in small veins varying from amere thread to 2 inches
in thickness, at different shallow levels, the deepest so far obtained being about 50 feet, and the only
guidance the miner has in mining for this opal is small veins of common opal known to opal miners as
notch, and it is amongst this common opal or polch patches, valuable opal is frequently discovered.
I was informed by opal buyers that some of the White Cliff opal is the finest in the world ; as much as
£20 per oz. has been paid on the field. Lately the output has diminished ; but a patch of very fino opal
was discovered during my visit, valued by the owners at £350. one piece alone being valued at £100. It
is variously estimated that from £70,000' to £100,000 worth of opal has so far been discovered; and sold,
from the White Cliff Opal Fields. At present the most valuable opal deposits seem to be held under
mineral leases, which are worked on the tribute system; but there is still a largo area of country totally
unprospected either in depth or distance.
...
Fourteen (14) years ago, when ! occupied the position as Warden of the Mount Browne Gold-<
fields, I forwarded several small pieces of fairly good opal found by me (associated with gypsum) near.
Milparinka, and which was pronounced by the late Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, Government Geologist, as good
opal, showing a good red and green fire, and since my visit to the White Cliff Opal Fields I feel conGdent
that not only will payable opal mines be discovered near Wilcannia, and in different localities between
Wilcannia, Milparinka, and in that direction towards the Queensland Border. In fact, in the near future
this hot and arid country, now mere sheep walks, will be settled on here and there by flourishing indus
trious mining communities.
_
■
.
White Cliff, which has a public school, post-office, two hotels, several stores and private dwellings,
has a total population of about 1-00, which may be increased at any moment, should fresh opal discoveries
be made.
.
.
*
#
*
*
*
#
*
#
*
■
. I have, Ac.,
'
'
'
W. H, J. SLEE,
/ ' '
'
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Hrpobt on the Bulgandra Gold-field by the Chief Inspector of Mines, Mr. Slee, F.G.S.

girj

Bulgundra, 1 July, 1895.
Having, in accordance with your instructions; visited the BulgUndra Gold-fields and inquired
into several matters in connection with same, I have the honor to inform you that I also inspected the
underground workings of the principal mines, and am of opinion that there are no defined quartz reefs in
the locality, but the gold occurs in small irregular quariz-vcins, associated with fclspathic dykes from a few
inches to several feet in width. (Numbers of claims are at work on several dykes, such as tbe Lone Hand,
Pardos Kolan, Grey and party, whose greatestdepth is 35 feet, and who crushed 38 tons yielding 103 oz. of
gold ; the average "thickness of the vein being about 10 inches. Several claims both U.E. and S.W. of
■Nolan and party’s are at work with various success.
'
.-■■■■
...
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At the Goodwood dyke, Albert Bouting and party are 60 feet in depth, the width of crushing stuff
being 2 ft. 6 in., and have crushed 110 tons with a yield of 62 oz. of gold; strike of dyke due west.
Several claims are at work both east and west, some of which are also payable.
On the Show Bay Line, Hewitt and party are down 86 feet, they had two crushings, one 60 tons
yielding 2£ oz. per ton, and 17 tons yielding a total of 42 oz. 6 dwt. ; thickness of vein from 4 to 8 in.
On this line there are also several claims at work, some of which are payable.
On the Welcome Find line, Driscoll and party’s deepest part is 70 feet, their crashing stuff in
parts of the claim is fully 8 feet in width, and they crushed 74 tons with a yield of 70 oz. of gold.
Although, as I stated above, there are no defined quartz reefs so far discovered on the field, never
theless, if the dykes are worked with a proper system and economy, they are likely to return payable
results for years to come. Asa rule the payable nature of small quartz-veins associated with dykes such
as occur at Bulgandra do not carry payable gold to any great depth, say, over 200 feet, but, before that
depth is reached many thousands of tons of crushing stuff may be treated with payable results, provided
that instead of the primitive mode a better system of working be adopted throughout the field.
_
Independent of fresh discoveries in quartz there is a great probability that payable gold may be
discovered in alluvial and there are several gullies well worth prospecting, especially ono within half a
mile of the Albury side of the township of Bulgandra.
*
A 10-stamp crushing machine of a good type is in full work. The population of the field numbers
about from 150 to 200 (many having left temporarily to go shearing and are likely to return after the
shearing season). There is a private school, stores, and the usual business premises, but so far no hotel.
The distance from Albury is 41 miles. A township has been surveyed on a reserve, and as soon as
tbe latter is cancelled buildings of a more substantial character than those at present in use will be pro
ceeded with.
I have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under-Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines,
EEroitT by Mr. W. H. J. Slee, F.G.S., Chief Inspector of Mines on tho Gilgunnia, Overflow, EestDown,
and Hermidale Mines.
Chief Inspector of Mines’ Office, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Siri
....
Sydney, 29 July, 1895.
In compliance with your instructions I have inspected the new gold discoveries at Gilgnnnia,
and do myself tho honor to inform you that I have forwarded you separate reports on different subjects
in connection with said discoveries. Tbe latter are situated in the parishes of South Peak and Tarcombe,
county of Blaxland. Some are on the travelling stock-road No. 2,361 from “Gilgunnia Hotel” to
Eremeron.
Discoveries have also been made, and claims are at work on the disallowed conditional purchase
land applied for by Henry Kruge.
Wo far, Gilgunnia is essentially a quartz-reefing district, consisting of a net-work of auriferous
quartz-veins, from a mere thread to several feet in thickness, and with a strike of almost all points of the
compass, tho principal strike is about N.E.
The area in which the discoveries have so far been made is about 5 miles by 3 miles in extent.
The following are the principal mines at work :—
The Dream (Finn and party).—Depth. 50 feet; average thickness of quartz-vein, 6 inches ; 5J tons
crushed at the Clyde Works, Granville, yielded a total of 35 oz. of gold. Six tons of quartz have also
been dispatched to Park and Lacey’s for treatment.
The same party have struck a reef south of No. 1 shaft, 3 feet in thickness, containing a little
gold, which by further prospecting may become payable. This is a distinct reef from the one from which
a payable crushing was obtained.
The Eising Sun (Mullins and party).—Depth, 54 feet; average thickness of vein from 6 to 8 inches.
A crushing of 6 tons from this claim, treated at tho Clyde Works, Granville, yielded 4£ oz. of gold per
ton. Tho quartz was taken from the western leg of a saddle-reef, whicli saddle shows distinctly in the
shaft near the surface.
The Tarcombe Claim (Eason and party).—Has lately been floated into a company of 10,000 shares
of £1 each. Depth, 50 feet, with an average thickness of vein from 6 to 12 inches. I was informed that
21- tons quartz treated yielded 3 oz. 17 dwt. 10 gr. of gold, and that No. 1 North had crushed 3 tons,
yielding 1 oz. of gold per ton. There are several claims on this line.
’
_ At the Four-mile, that is about 4 miles easterly of Tarcombe reef, are several claims at work with
various success.
The Prospecting Claim (Collins and party).—Depth. 40 feet; average thickness of reef, 14 inches.
No crushing has so far been made, and gold could be seen with the naked eye in some of the quartz.
No. 1 East (Bray and party),—Depth, 40 feet, are on a reef about‘l foot in thickness in which
gold can be seen.
The Keep-it-Dark (Seaton and party).—Depth, 30 feet; average thickness of quarfz-vein,
18 inches, showing gold.
The Moonlight (Talbot and party) and others on tbe field, too numerous to mention for tbe
purpose of this report, are more or less on gold of which some claims seem apparently payable.
The whole of the quartz-veins are associated with oxide of iron and pyrites, the "quartz is easily
crushed, and so far the ore is not refraetory ; they occur in lenticular shapes (pinching and bulging) in
an altered sandstone formation intersected by (cross coarses) dykes of perhaps a volcanic origin, the rock
being soft it is easily worked without explosives. Scarcity of water is the great drawback for immediate
developments, although I have no doubt that by the time the depth of 150 feet to 200 feet is reached an
ample supply of underground water fit for quartz-crushing, but not for domestic purposes, will be met
with j hard rock and refractory ore may also be mot with at the above said depth.
At the time of my inspection there were about 500 persons on the ground. A street bad been
formed by rows of tents, of which I am sorry 1 could not take advantage, owing to the fact that one side
of said street was on the stock route, and some of the residence areas were in too close proximity of
quartz claims. I settled several disputes in my capacity as Warden, and by request of the Progress
Committee

Committees and the people present, I selected a township site, and marked off two sections on a street. The
site chosen hy me is perhaps not satisfactory to every person on the field, ns there were no less than three
or four rival sites ; the one selected is the most eligible, considering all circumstances, and was approved
of hy the majority of the people present. It is midway between Tarcum line, and Tinn and Mullin’s line
of reefs, clear of the stpek route, and near, but not on, the principal gold discoveries.
_
In conclusion, 1 beg to state that the Gilgunnia gold-field, although perhaps not extensive, is
likely to profitably employ a population of a few hundred persons lor some time to come, as some of the
quartz-veins are certain to yield more than payable returns ; whereas, others require strict economy and
systematic working before shareholders are compensated. As stated before, the great drawback is an
immediate water supply, and machinery for the treatment of auriferous quartz.
In my reports published in 18S0,1S83,1S84,1887, and more recent dates, I drew attention to the
country between Cobar and Mount Hope, Nymngee, and Cohar, Nyngan, Kymagee, and Girilambone, as
being well worthy of prospecting for gold and other minerals, but I would strongly7 advise the public not
to rush to Gilgunnia unless parties arc prepared with ample means to prospect for at least six months in
a hot dry country, such as the districts referred to. The population at Gilgunnia is greater than present
circumstances warrant, work is not obtainable at any price, either for miners looking for wages, trades
men or labourers.
' '
_
.
Before my return to Sydney, I also inspected tbe Overflow, the Best Down, and Hermidale mines.
At the Overflow, which is situated about 25 miles easterly of Nyraagee, a lode has been discovered
about 0 miles S.E. of the Overflow Home Station about 5 ft. in width, from which assays were made,
yielding from 17^ per cent, of lead 8 ok. of silver and 3 dwt. of gold up to 58§ per cent, of lead, 26 oz. of
silver and 13 dwt. of gold per ton. Unfortunately, instead of following the lode down, a vertical shaft of
a rather large size for prospecting purposes has been sunk at the hack of the lode GO feet in depth which
naturally proved nothing. The appearance of the locality is favourable for payable mineral deposits.
At the Best Down, Goodwin and party are still prospecting, so far without payable results. The
country a few miles nearer Nymagee has a more decided auriferous appearance than at Best Down
proper.
At Hermidale Messrs. Henessey and Oldfield crushed 10 tons for the yield of 4 dwt. of gold per
ton. This mine is worthy of being further prospected,
I have, <tc.,
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Bepojit on the Corowa Gold Workings, hy Mr. H. J, Slee, P.G.S., Chief Inspector of Minos.
Sir,
Corowa, 31 August, 1805.
Having inspected tho mining operations in the Corowa district, I do myself the honor to
inform you that sinking has not yet been commenced by the Corowa Deep Lead and Prospecting
Company. The quantity of high quality gold shown to me by Mr. Chenhall, of Corowa, and testified by
statutory declaration that it was obtained by the company from the bottom of four bore-holes, viz.,
29-1 ft., 298 ft., 307 ft., and 310 ft., respectively, leaves little doubt, if any, that deep alluvial leads exist
on tbe New South Wales side of the river Murray, in tho vicinity of the town of Corowa, In fact, deep'
alluvial mining operations on a profitable and extensive scale are now carried on in the Buthcrglen district,
Victoria, and payable prospects have been obtained by boxing on the Victorian side, near the banks of
the river Murray, proving that the Butherglcn rich alluvial leads will be traced under the Murray into
New South Wales.
_
The Hillside Quartz-mining Company’s operations, about 8 miles N.E. of Corowa, and the Nulla
Nulla or Bedland alluvial rush, were also inspected by me. A.t the former a great deal of work has been
done; tbe deepest shaft being 70 feet. An S-stamp quartz battery has been erected within a short
distance of the mine, and large quantities of quartz have been crushed; but so far, not with any success.
The company, however, intend to test their quartz reef at a greater depth.
At Nulla Nulla, on Bedland Bush, I found about forty men at work ; the sinking varied from 15
ft. to 50 ft. in depth; thickness of wash from 6 to 12 in., yielding in a few instances sufficient to give
wages, and in others barely tucker. The prospectors (Messrs. Tiplady and party), washed one load
yielding 12 dwt. 17 gr. of gold. Pair prospects were also washed in my presence in McLennen’s and other
claims. There are quite sufficient miners on the ground, as far as the Bedland Bush is concerned; tho
whole length only being about half a mile in length before it enters into freehold lands. If miners could
make easy terms with the landowners, then there would be inducement for prospecting, and perhaps a
payable lead may be discovered within a mile below the Bedland Bush.
.
The whole locality has a decided auriferous appearance, but being principally freehold land pros
pecting cannot be carried on cheaply. Although the Corowa district is not likely to become famous in
quartz-mining, there is a very great probability that in the near future Corowa will take its stand as a
prosperous gold-field of New South Wales.
I have, &c.,
AV. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines,

Bepout by the Chief Inspector of Mines (W. H. J. Slee, Esq., E.G-.S., &c.), on the Mines at Coolabah,
Byrock, Mount Drysdale, and Bald Hills.
Sir,
Cobar, 28 Oct., 1895.
I do myself tbe honor to inform you that I have completed my inspection of the Coolabah,
Byrock, Mount Drysdale, and Bald Hill Mines.
_
Near Wilga Dam, Coolabah, a party of miners are now prospecting in a Tertiary formation, on a
site known as the A'erecani Biley Mount. Small quantities of alluvial gold have frequently been found
in the locality, but so far not payable. The present party (Gilligan and Biley), intend to prospect
svstematically hy sinking and driving across the deepest part of the channel. About 3 miles from
(iilligan’s a quartz reef has been discovered by Peacock and party, half a ton yielding G dwt. of gold.
In my opinion the prospects of the said reef are not encouraging, and are not likely to yield payable returns.
.
Several
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Several quartz reefs were examined by me, in the Byroclt district, some of which are worthy of
thorough prospecting.
}
At the Bald Hills, about 35 miles from Byrock, and 50 miles from Cobar, a few' parties are
prospecting—the principal of which is Itcdcliff and party, who had a narrow quartz vein near the surface,
m which gold, with the naked eye, could be seen. But as the vein has faulted, they intend prospcctiim for
it nn a deeper level.
°
In my opinion, the country between Bald Hills and Byroek, and Bald Hills and the Government
lank near the Tindery Hotel, has a more pronounced auriferous appearance than in tho immediate vicinity
of the Bald Hills,
J
Mining matters atBrysdale are not very flourishing, as a large number of the claims are lying idle.
The Mount Drysdale Company’s Mine, in which rich gold discoveries were made through the aid
of the Prospecting Vote, has had botoo very rich crushings, and as the gold occurs in bunches in the
country rock, new discoveries may be made at any time. The shaft and workings are in good order, and
reflect great credit on Mr. S. J. Skewes, the Mining Manager, the deepest shaft on the mine being 30o
leet, but the present workings are being carried on at the 80-ft. and 180-ft. levels.
The total number of miners on the field is now somewhat below 106.
The old C. S. A. Mine, about 8 miles from Cobar, has been retaken for further prospecting.
Hitherto it has been prospected for copper deposits, but it has a more auriferous appearance, and there is
a greater probability that payable gold, instead of copper, will be discovered in the C. 8. A, Mine.
I have, &c.,
a
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Kepobt

by

Chief Inspector of Mines, on mining matters in tho Cobar
District.
"
Cohar,.30 October, 1895. ,
I do myself the honor to inform you that I have completed my inspection in the Cobar
W.

II. J. Slee, Esq., E.G.S.

&a..

.
District.
, Mining matters arc on a more solid foundation than they were twelve months ago, when public
excitement ran so high owing to tbe very rich finds in the Mount Drysdale Mine. The frenzy consequent
upon the mining boom having disappeared, mine-owners and managers have now settled down to proceed
with the genuine development of their respective mines.
'
The Great Cobar Copper Mine, which has been almost totally idle for some years, was restarted
last year by five plucky enterprising gentlemen, who hailed from the neighbourhood of Singleton, and
who deserve the utmost praise for endeavouring to make the mine pay (under the tribute system) at tbe
then low price of copper. Many obstacles and difficulties presented themselves during the first year of
the existence of the Great Cobar Mining Syndicate Company (the tributors), but through the energy
and sound common _ sense-management of Mr. William Cong worth, these difficulties are one by one
disappearing, and it is to be hoped that the tributors’ syndicate will receive their well-merited reward,
as by their action a large number of men have obtained employment, and the prosperity of the Cobar
. district has been placed on a sounoer foundation. Mr, W. Long worth is now rasing ore from the 74 fathom,
33 fathom, and higher levels, and as will be seen below, the percentage of copper is very low, and very
little, if any high grade ore can bo obtained ; nevertheless, fair profits are extracted, and the syndicate
appear to he satisfied with their plucky undertakings. The tributing syndicate are now employing 415
persons, including boys. Their monthly consumption of firewood is 2,].03 tons ; of coke, 550 tons ; and of
coal, 91. The average amount paid monthly for freight is £1,151; wages, £4,03G. Quantity of ore
smelted (monthly), 3,859 tons. Average percentage of copper per ton of ore, 4 per cent. Humber of
water-jackets in use for smelting purposes—one 80 tons, and one 30 tons. The syndicate intend to
extend their operations, and so obtain a still greater output in the future.
One of the most pleasing incidents in connection with the working of the Tributing Syndicate
Mine is well worth noticing for the public good, and the publication of which may induce other mineowners, tributors, or syndicates to follow the Cobar syndicate’s noble example, namelv, that although a
large number of unemployed men offered themselves daily to Mr. William Longworth, one of the
tributory syndicate, and manager, he, in face of the number of men daily seeking work at the rate of
wages paid by the company, posted a notice in the mine that owing to the slight rise in the market value
of copper, the syndicate had come to the conclusion that on and after a certain date the Company, or
rather Syndicate, intended to raise the wages of the whole of their employees
per cent. This came as an
agreeable surprise to thoso employed. They have now enjoyed the increase for over a month, and during
my inspection of the underground workings I could not help noticing the high spirit and contentment of
the men, and how they vied with each other to work for the real interest of their employers.
.
_
The gold-mines within 3 miles of Cobar from the Fort Bourke to the Oriental are still working
with varying success.
b
The Occidental still under the able management of Mr. G. Pawl, who is continually crushing with
15-stamp battery on a low quality quartzite lode. The Albion Mine whicli should certainly be payable
is under suspension. The Cbesney, Mr. J. F. Watson manager, is now bailing his deep shaft for the
purpose of extensive and deeper mining operations than have hitherto been undertaken on that line of
country.
The Mount Pleasant has just completed the erection of a 10-stamp battery, and the Young
Australian, which so far has been a good mine, will also erect a 15-stamp battery with all the newest gold
saving appliances. The manager, Mr. G. T. Hunts, thinks his machinery will roach completion by about
the end of this year.
'
J
.
At the Peak, about 1£ miles in a southerly direction from the Occidental, Connelly, Barass, and party
have discovered a slate formation over 20 feet in width; they crushed samples at the Clyde Works,
Granville, which gave highly payable results, and has caused quite a rush to the locality. I have no doubt
that if this line of country is more thoroughly and systematically prospected other payable gold
discoveries will be made.
At present there arc quite sufficient men in the district for all purposes.
I have, &c.,
■
■
W. H. J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
-------Eepoet
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U’Eport by tho Chief Inspector of Mines, W . H. J. Sloe, Esq., F,Q-,S, &c., on tho Mitchell’s Creek
Freehold Estate Mine, Mitchell's Creek.
Sir
Daviesville, 4 N'ovemher, 1895.
Having completed my inspection of the Mitchell’s Creek district, I do myself the honor to
submit my report on tho Mitchell’s Creek Freehold Estate Mine. This mine which is now under the
general management of Mr. J. M. Findlay, is being worked on sound commercial principles. The smallest
details are not allowed to escape careful consideration, and it is only by such means that such and similar
mining properties can be made to yield payable returns. I am indebted to Mr. Findlay for all the details
and other valuable information which added to my own observations has prompted mo to give the following
interesting and instructive details :—
Tho property, which is a freehold and contains GOO acres, was bought by Messrs Hick, Havies,
Halveen, and Findlay, m the latter part of 1888. Operations started in June,-1889, by sinking a shaft
known as Ho 1. At the 140-foot level water, which had accumulated in the old workings, was met with
and overcome by the erection and use of a double barrel plunger pump working on the footwall of the
underlay.
_
In Juno, 1890, a 15-stamp battery was erected hy the Company which started crushing on quartz
from the No, 1 shaft. The battery has crushed since its erection 21,600 tons of quartz yielding 17,228
oz. of gold.
,
In February of the present year the battery was increased to 25 head of stampers, and has since
crushed 7,223 tons of quartz for a yield of 5,306 oz. of gold. The total number of tons of quartz erushed
and yield of gold obtained up to the 19th October last, that is, in tlve years and four months, is 28,900
tons yielding 22,531 oz, 7 dwt. 8 gr. of gold, giving an average of 15 dwt. 14 gr. per ton. The value
being £83,716 10s. 2d. The total number of persons employed in the mine, 98; and on the surface, including
battery and chlorination works, 47, making a total of 145 persons directly employed.
_
The crushing and gold-saving appliances consist of a25-s1,ampbattery, each stamper when nevy being
Gcwt.; tho crushed 8tulfpasKesthroughscreens240ho)es to thesquare inch, thenoverfourcopperplatesin front
of each battery of five stamps. The first 2 foot is plain copper, the second and third, together 5 feet,
is electric silvered, followed by a mercury well, and then over the fourth plate, 2 feet electric silvered, hito
the tailing shoot. The electric silvering is done on the mine by tbe company’s electrician. The tailing
shoot connecting the battery with the Tanners is 400 feet in length, and conveys the pulp from the battery
tables to the concentration shed. This wooden shoot is cleaned up every four weeks as some of the linost
amalgam stops in the crevices. At the clearing up on Saturday the 2nd inst., 19 oz. of amalgam were
obtained out of said shoot; the hitter discharges on a second set of amalgamating tables. There wero
9 vanners in full work, and one thrown out of gear for repairs. The loss of quicksilverfor a twelve
months’ run averages 1 oz. per ton of quartz crushed, and the tailings from the vanners concentrates
have now been reduced by the treatment adopted hy Mr. Janistky, tho Company’s able Metallurgist, to
1 dwt. 4 gr. pier ton, being about 3 dwt. per ton less than when Mr. Janistky took charge of tho chlor
ination works. I may here state that tho ore is refractory containing gold, silver, copper, and other
minerals, the gold being very fine, and although the yield per ton is 15 dwt. and over no gold can he seen
in the stone. The Company also intend to make their own chloride of lime for which they have a plant
on their mine.
The electric-light is used on all the surface works, hut so far has not been introduced into the
underground workings of tho mine.
'
,
Although there is more quartz in sight than can be crushed for the next two to three years,
the underground workings are steadily extending, and very probably the Company will ere long add an
additional 25-stamp to their crushing power.
No. 1 shaft is down 680 feet in which six different levels have been opened, namely, at the 205 feet,
327 feet, 420 feet, 530 feet, 600 feet, 6S0 feet. At present there are not many men employed on these
levels. The 327-foofc level which had been idle for some time, and which is now in 370 feet, south from
the shaft has lately been driven into a body of higher quality stone than has previously been obtained by
the Company, the same class of stone has also been discovered in the 100-foot level in workings known as
Snow’s Tribute.
No. 2 shaft, which is at present the chief supplier of quartz, is 480 feet in depth. Five different
levels are being worked, namely, 131 feet, 200 feet, 310 feet, 400 feet, and 480 feet; the last level is the
shortest being 160 feet in length. Tbe reef is in parts over 3 feet in width, averaging about 20 inches,
well defined throughout, with smooth walls, ahorse appearing at times, splitting the reef. But this only
occurs at long distances apart, and for a short extent; the vein splitting, hut never actually faulting.
The output of this shaft averages about 100 trucks per day, or 400 tons of quarlz per fortnight.
Snow's shaft, above mentioned, is a temporary working shaft, depth 76 feet; at a trial crushing of
101 tons yielded 1 oz. of gold per ton, and at a lower level, 200 feet from surface, assays gave recently
3 oz. of gold per ton. These levels are now being extended with all speed to cut under tins rich stone,
and the 327-foot level has already intersected it, and is extending into the rich vein at tho rate of 3 feet
per day. The opening up of this part will add greatly to the gold-producing power of tho mine; as
hitherto this part of the mine has received very little attention.
As already stated, 1 have gone into details in this report, in the belief that it would not only ho
interesting hut instructive to tho mining community, as too much detailed information cannot be given to
the public on such important mining operations. But on the contrary, such information may become a
valuable guide for others in their endeavours to carry on economical systematic mining. The facts and
figures given hy me certainly prove beyond doubt that many sold and other mineral deposits which have
been worked and abandoned in the Colony of New South Wales, may he made to pay, under a proper
system, by men of energy, perseverance, and practical knowledge, such' as the owners of the Mitchell’s
Creek Freehold Estate Company appear to he.
Through the working ot this mine a township has sprung up, which has been named Daviesville,
after Mr. Phillip Davies, one of tho owners of the mine. This town contains a population of about 400,
has a daily mail from Wellington, post ofiice, school, and a number of business premises, including
boarding-houses, but no hotel; the erection of an hotel is discouraged hy the company.
I have, <6;e.,
W. EL J. SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
---------------------
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Hetort by W. H. J. Slee, Esq., E.G-.S., <fce., Chief Inspector of Mines, on Mining at Grenfell.
Sir,
Grenfell, 30 November, 1805.
Having for the present completed my official work in the Grenfell district, I do myself the
honor to inform you that owing to the severe drought mining operations have been greatly retarded.
Very little has been done in alluvial mining. At the quarts reefs, the Young O’Brien just completed a
crushing of
tons of quartz, yielding 340 oz. 5 dwt. of gold. This yield, although not up to expecta
tion, is nevertheless payable, the reef being several feet in thickness; the water for crushing purposes
being very dirty, perhaps the concentrates will contain a higher yield of gold.
J. H. Dodd and party have struck the reef at the depth of 190 feet, on the south end of the Consols.
It is surmised that this is the continuation of the old O’Brien reef, which was lost in GuUani’s claim,
about twenty-five years ago. Tho quartz looks promising, containing a fair percentage of pyrites, but,
so far, no gold.
Southerly of Dodd and party’s claim, and westerly of the old Outward-bound Beef, Messrs.
Thomas Holsen and party have discovered a reef several feet in width, in which a little gold can be seen-with
the naked eye; but whether it is really payable cannot be ascertained for certain until a crushing has taken
place. The Homeward-bound (Campbell and party) is still at work and sinking ; a party of tributors
nave lately taken over the mine, and are sanguine of success.
O’Brien, Clarkson, and party (Lucknow Beef) have a well-timbered shaft down to the depth of
286 feet,at the bottom of which is a reef fully 10 feet in width, containing a little gold, but not payable.
This party have sunk over 100 feet through the barren quartz, and at the time of my inspection it
appeared to me that an improvement had taken place within the last few feet of sinking ; as the latter
is, however, very costly, the party intend opening on the 266-ft. level along the line of reef, in a southerly
direction, to ascertain whether payable gold exists in said direction. The reef, although almost barren,
still keeps in well-defined walls, and the indications are promising. The party is deserving of success for
their plucky,-persevering actions, and should they obtain payable gold, an impetus will be given in re
working or prospecting the Grenfell reefs at a lower level.
The Enterprise Reef, which has almost been continually worked and yielded payable returns
since the opening of the GrSflfell goldfield in 1866, is now being worked on tbe tribute system. The
battery belonging to the mine is now the only one crushing for the public in the Grenfell district.
Several of the Tyagong reefs, which have been idle for years, have recently been retaken, with a
view to development; very little can be done with them at present owing to the drought. The richness
of the Grenfell quartz reefs is now a matter of history, several of which gave several thousands of pounds
sterling to the working shareholders. In my opinion it only requires energy and perseverance, combined
with an economical system of prospecting the deeper levels, to onae more place Grenfell in the front
rank of the quartz-reefing districts of New South Males.
I have, <fce.,
M. H, J. S GEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.
Beport by Mr. W. H. J, Slee, E.G.S., Chief Inspector of Mines, &c., &c., on the New Alluvial Bush at
Eeefton,
Sir,
Temora, 21 December, 1895.
I do myself tbe honor to inform you that in connection with my recent official duties in the
Temora district, I also inspected the new alluvial rush at Beef ton. On my arrival at the rush I found
about fifty miners on the ground. Mr. Slattery, the prospector, had washed a few loads yielding about
7 dwt. of gold per load, and as that ground is very shallow, with a good thickness of wash-dirt, the claim
so far returns payable results, but unfortunately no other party has been successful in discovering payable
gold. No. 3 Morris, Pain, and Party washed two loads of stuff during my visit yielding about 2 dwt. of
gold per load—not payable. Shafts have been sunk from Slattery’s prospecting claim to Nixen’s selec
tion for a distance of about half a mile iu a well-defined east and west channel, but so far without any
payable results; the deepest shaft being that of Smith and party’s, which bottomed at 84 feet, with about
1 foot of wash and close to the boundary of Nixen’s selection.
The wash in the shallower ground, near the quartz reefs, is angular, hut at a greater distance from
the quartz reefs it becomes waterworn, although as stated before, without any payable results, notwith
standing this, several parties are still driving across the channel in the hopes of striking something payable,
of whicli there is still a probability.
But in my opinion tho only hope for extensive alluvial discoveries in tho Beefton district is the
prospecting for, and discovery of, a deeper channel trending in an opposite direction from Slattery's
channel, and which through several tributories has received the principal part of the denudation of tho
Beefton auriferous quartz reefs.
The present population at Beefton is ample for all purposes, and it would be worse than folly for
anyone to come any distance to the Beefton alluvial rush. Several of the Eeefton quartz reefs are still
yielding payable returns, but the battery dam being dry, and water very scarce, parties have to stack
their quartz waiting for rain.
A telegram was received by mo to-day from Mr. Erederick Marshall, of Barmedman, to the effect
that Boberts and party just crushed from a new discovered quartz reef situated about 7 miles on the
Wyalong side from Barmedman 23 tons quartz, crushed at Barmedman, yielding 29 oz. 8 dwt. of smelted
gold, the reef being 18 inches in thickness. This is highly payable, and proves beyond doubt my oftenexpressed opinion that payable gold would be discovered between Barmedman and Wyalong.
In fact, sooner or later, many of the still unprospected localities between Scrub Yards, Beefton,
Barmedman, Wyalong, and Yalgogrin, will be able to profitably support an industrious mining population.
In different parts of the Scrub Yards, say from 10 to 14 miles from Temora, new gold discoveries
(principally in quartz) have of late been made, the foremost of whicli is Hall and party who, during the
last twelve months, crushed 286 tons yielding 1,782 oz. 12 dwt., or at the rate of 6 oz. 5 dwt. per ton.
The reef averages from 3 to 15 inches in thickness, has been worked in parts over 100 feet in
depth, and traced fully 400 feet .along the surface. But owing to the land being held under conditional
lease, adjoining claims are unable to work until the matter re their application for permit has been settled.
A
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t A ten-stamp battery is now in course of erection, and will be able to start in February next,
provided sufficient rain fall in tbe meantime for quartz crushing purposes.
Taking everything into consideration the prospects on tho Scrub Yards Districts are encouraging,
tbe only drawback is that most of the land is held under conditional purchase or conditional lease.
Although where the gold discoveries have been made arc on rugged ironhark ridges; unfit for agricultural
or even pastoral purposes and with very little, if any, improvements.
I expect a large population to be settled on these parts as soon as satisfactory arrangements can
be made with the conditional leases,
At Temora an effort has again been made to work tbe deep alluvial which was found in Parker’s
prospecting claim, and in Moran’s, known as the G-olden Grate, at a greater depth than iu any other part
of the Temora lead, as it is thought hy some that a false but the main bottom has been worked, and while
on this subject I may here state that the late Mr, C. S. Y/likinson, Government Geologist, frequently ex
pressed his opinion both verbally and in his official reports (see annual report of Department of Mines,
1831) that the true bottom of the Temora Lead had not been discovered, aud with that object in view be
has frequently In my company urged miners to try iu various parts of the old lead for the true bottom.
_ (
Unfortunately, however, large areas of land have been alienated on the course of the old lead which
in itself will prevent further prospecting.
_ The Municipal Council ot Temora through their able Mayor, Mr, M1 Gregor, have brought tho
subject once more prominently before tbe public and are now urging for some aid out of the Prospecting
Vote to solve the interesting problem, wlicthcr the pipe-clay on which the alluvial gold at Temora was
obtained, was or was not the true bottom.
Power, Bray, and party, who arc working in the old Golden Gate Claim, and on a lower' level than
that attained by the original party, are, and have been, on payable gold for some considerable time, and
Todd, Irwin, and party who have taken up part of Parkers’ old prospecting claim are working below the
level originally worked hy Parker and party, and are obtaining gold, but so far not payable.
In my opinion recent developments are proving these alluvial auriferous deposits to be mere caverns
filled with clay (mere pug) and waterworn pebbles somewhat similar In those at the Happy Valley, and
Canadian Lead, G-ulgong, or the Cow Flat, Cargo, and not in a regular continuous lead.
‘
As there is, however, a large area of similar formation to the Golden Gate, aud Parker’s Claims
along the whole course of the lead it would, perhaps, he expedient to sink four or five shafts along the old
lead which I would recommend.
I have, &c.,
°
W. H. .1, SLEE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Chief Inspector of Mines.

IxsrECTon Milne’s Annual Eepout.

S'L
_
Sydney, 3 January, 1805.
_ _
I have tho honor to submit this, my Annual Eeport, of the inspection of mines in the following
districts :—
'
Armidale; Barraba; Bingera, Bear Hill, Borah Creek, Crowe Mounlain, Dungog, Elsinore, Glen
Innes, Glen Elmn, Guy Fawkes, Hillgrovo, Inverell, Kookarabookra, Moonan Brook, Monkerai, Murrurundi, Karrabri, Niangaln, Handle, Stewart’s Brook, Scone, Swamp Oak, Tam worth, Tia, Tilbuster,
Tingha, Uralla, "Walchn, Wangat, and "Warraldi in the northern district.
Araluen, Braidwood, Bungonia, Bateman’s Bay, Brimbramalla, Moruya, Mogo, Uclligen, Welcome
Beefs, Nerriga, Shoalhaven River, Snowball, and Tarago in the southern district.
Capertee, Clear Creek, Caloola, Cobbrah, Dark Corner, Brown’s Creek, Bathurst, Blayney, Burnt
Yards, Box Ridge, Forest Beefs, Gratti, Hill End, Hargreaves, Leadville, Lucknow, Lewis Ponds, Long
Creek, Mudgee, Mount McDonald, Molong, Macquarie River, Merindie, Newbridge, Ophir, Orange,
Pyramul, Palmer’s Oakey, Sunny Corner, Slattery’s Creek, and Sofala iu tbe western district.
The total number of working mines inspected during the year is 2S)2, employing 1,708 men ;
several of the principal mining centres in the north and west have been inspected twice or more during
the year,
°
_
In the larger and more extensively-worked mines the managers are careful, and every attention
paid to the safe limbering and other precautions in and about tbe mines for tbe safety of those in their
employ. The result of this is noticeable in the list of accidents, where it will be seen that comparatively
few accidents occur in the larger mines from falls of ground.
In the smaller mines worked hy the individual miners where no one is recognised as the manager,
and are simply prospecting on barely making a living, some difficulty occurs in having their mines kept in
a safe condition.
With these parties no doubt in a number of cases want of money is the principal cause of their
neglect, and the loss of time in getting timber with which to secure their mines whicli is simply prospecting,
and in some places expecting to leave the ground any day; they would sooner run the risk than get
timber to secure it, saying it will last our time, knowing full well the danger they are running in their
work.
With others again, want of knowledge when the mine is in an unsafe state ; and again a number
of cases gross carelessness in fitting tho timber used for securing the ground.
Besides the above, I have, as a member of tbe Prospecting Board, inspected and reported on
230 applications for aid out of the Prospecting Vote.
The total number of mines inspected working or for aid is 522. In the execution of which I have
travelled a distance of 8,678 miles.
I have, &c.,
■
.
DAVID MILNE,
The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney.
Inspector of Mines.
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lusrECTOi; Hebeard’s Annual Report.
Sir,
Broken Hill, S February, 1895.
■
I have the honor to present my annual report for the year 1895, as follows:—
During the year 1 have visited all the outlying portions of the district, with the exception of
Mount Browne.
■
The mining industry, which at the beginning of the year was in a very depressed condition, has
received a fresh impetus owing to the profitable treatment of tbe low grade sulphide ore, and the discovery,
in some of the mines, of bodies of ore rich enough to bear cost of shipment and realisation without a
preliminary concentration. Practically, the “ Sulphide problem” is solved, and mines are again on the
dividend list whicli bad returned no profit since the depletion of the oxidised ores.
The depression was added to by tho occurrence of a lire in the Block 11 portion of the Broken Hill
Proprietary Mine, which broke out on 21st July, 1895, and led to ilio throwing out of employment of a
large number of men of various occupations; and incidentally, to a large exodus of men to Western
Australia, as it was for some little time feared the lire wrould spread throughout the mine on the line of
lode.
Fortunately, the persistent efforts made to cope ivith the flames by means of water, steam, and
carbonic-acid gas, aided by the collapse of the ground, and the partial lllling-up of the Block 11 quarry,
checked the progress of the fire, aud after a while allowed of the burning section being bulk-headed, aud
completely isolated.
The precautionary measures wero the placing of solid bulk-heads in all unstoped passages leading
to the fire; and this was done in every possible place in the Proprietary Mine, as also in Block 10 Mine,
where the stopes connected with those of the Proprietary on the south end.
.
The collapse of the ground adjacent to Block 10 made huge fissures in tho solid rock and ore, and
led the fire into that mine, where, before it could be overcome, tbe stopes in the vicinity of Block 11, above
the 210-ft. level, were completely gutted.
In reopening the mine every possible precaution was taken for the safety of the men in providing
air and water and canvas linings to keep back the gas as the men progressed, but notwithstanding this
the men were sometimes overcome. The gas, however, does not appear to have left any permanent effect
on the affected men.
•
The opening of Drew and McG-rcgor shafts has caused a very good and through ventilation, and
apparently has completely driven tho gas out of the mine.
The burning portion is secured by brick built-heads in the solid ground, and where this was not
possible in stopes, the struts have been cut out. the height and width of tho stope, the sides of the
standing timber lined w'ith plate-iron, and the intervening space filled with sand.
The burut-out ground is also being filled with sand, and the timbered portion filled with fine sand
run in with water.
There are now nearly 200 men working in the recovered portion of Block 11 under fairly satis
factory conditions.
The district is now almost entirely dependent, on the sulphide ores, and the only company carrying
on smelting operations locally is the Broken Hill Proprietary.
_ The opening up of the sulphide ores in the various mines has been very satisfactory, almost
unlimited supplies having boon developed, until it now seems as if there were more- sulphide ores of a
payable character in the mines than have been extracted of oxidised ores.
At White Cliffs the search for the gem is continuous, aud attended'with a fair amount of success.
The search now extends to upwards of 50 feet in depth, and it is stated the stone obtained at that depth
is, if anything, superior to that obtained nearer the surface.
A.t Tlmckaringa Pinnacles and Day-Dream the mines are being worked in a desultory fashion,
though doubtless the demand for sulphide ore will lead to renewed activity.
The mines now at work on the Broken Hill lode are Broken Hill North, Broken ITill JunctionNorth, Broken Hill Junction, British, Block 14, Broken Hill Proprietary, Block 10, Central and South.
The Victoria Cross, has recently been repegged, and probably rvill soon be at work. During the
year I have endeavoured to have the provisions of the Lead-poisoning Act carried into effect.
In some instances everything needful has been accomplished, but in others, particularly Block 10
and Central Mines, scarcely anything has been done in compliance with the Act. This is especially the
case in regard to changing house, and washing and bathing accommodation, and I am of opinion that very
strong measures ■will have to be taken before the companies named will comply with tho Act in this
particular.
Since the enforcement of Clause 3 of tho Lead-poisoning Act, tho names of 88 men have been
recorded as having suffered from lead-poisoning from 1st May to 31st December.
In a great many instances the illness lasted only a day or a few days.
Of the 88 cases, 27 were uncertificatcd ; of the cases recorded, 32 were miuers; and the balance, 5fi,
were employed on furnaces, 7 were over 50 years of age, 10 over 40, 31 over 30, and 30 over 20
years of age.
In my opinion the baths and other accommodation of this nature where provided are not made use
of to the full extent by the meu as they might be.
.
The accident list for the year is a very heavy one, comprising 21 fatal, 2G serious, and 21 accidents
of a minor character. The fatal accidents include the victims of tho lamentable South Mine disaster,
which occurred on 18th July, 1895. As this has been very fully reported on, it is only necessary to state
that the deaths were undoubtedly caused by the violent rush of air through the level in which the men wero
standing consequent on the collapse of the stope from which they had been withdrawn.
_
_ Of the remaining twelve fatal accidents, 1, Jas. Martin at Appolyon Valley was the result of the
ignition of some powder in an open can which ho was preparing to take up the shaft in a bucket; 2, Victor
Cleal, at Tarrowingee, tho result of being struck by a stone from a blast 200 yards away, and where he
thought he was perfectly safe; 3, IV. H. Tonkin, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, the result of
a fall of stone which he was attempting to bar down ; 4, J. Yoller, Broken Hill Proprietary Railway,
being run over by a truck which he was helping to push; 5, J. Brokenshire, through stepping into Central
Shaft, supposing the cage was the platform; 0, P, Guarre, at Tarrawingce, fall over face of quarry
through breaking of a rope, to which a rock-drill was suspended; 7, J, McGuire, through the unexpected
coming
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coming away o£ some ground he was taking down iu the open cut, Broken Ilili Proprietary Mine; 8, R,
Dias, Proprietary Mine, open cut, through a runaway truck on an incline the truck not having been chocked
when it reached the top ; 9, VV. Barrett, Broken Hill Proprietary Mine, in stacking timber at saw-mill; 10,
Jas, Broadstock, through a fall of a loose ore stored at surface of Block 10, which was being filled into
railway trucks j 11 and 12, Charles Hcrreen and "Wm. Daly, Broken Hill Proprietary open-cut, a mistake
having been made as to whether a certain blast bad been ht. these men had gone back to fire it.
These with the victims of the South disaster comprise the twenty-one fatal accidents for the year.
Of the serious and minor accidents, a large number cannot fairly he classed as mining accidents,
as they have occurred in other operations than mining, and the same applies to some of the fatal
accidents.
Numerous other casualties have been reported to me from time to lime, of a trifling nature.
Work in tho district is almost entirely confined to the Brolccn Hill line of lode. The tinfields of Euriowie and "W aukeroo are deserted.
A great number of claims arc being pegged that arc known to contain sulphide of lead, and there
seems a prospect of some of them being worked in the near future.
.
Tho total number of men employed in tho district exclusive of Mount Browne and White Cliffs, is
4,297; divided into men employed in mining and raising ore, 2,327 ; men employed in the reduction of ore
and construction of plant, 1,970 ; total. 4,297. Allowing about 200 miuers, &c., for White Cliffs and Mount
Browne, the figures are practically the same as for 1894. when the number employed m the district was
4,500.
•
1 have, &c.,
JAMES HEBBARD,
_
The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney.
.
Inspector of Mines.

Acting Insfectoe Godfrei's Annual Report.

"

Sir,

Sydney, 14 January, 1896.
I have the honor to forward you my annual report for the year 1895,
During the year I visited and inspected at the following places :—
Broken Hill, where I was stationed, for tho first three months of the year.
In the west—Barmedman, Newbridge, "Reefton, Sebastopol, Tomora, including Possum Power and
Combaning ; Trunkey, Yalgogrin, including Mulyan and Nariah, Young, and Wyalong, where I remained
for two and half months.
In tho south—Adaminaby, Bywong, Bega, Bombala, Braidwood, including Major’s Creek and
Boll’s Creek ; Burrowa and Frogmorc, Bateman’s Bay, including Bnnbimbie and Big Hill, Brimbramalla,
Bungonia, Burner, Capfain’s Flat. Cooma, including Cowra Creek, Fiery Creek, Macanaliy, My all a and
Arable, Cootamundra, Candelo, Delegate, G-undaroo and Dairy Creek, Kiandra, Murrumhurrah, Mount
Dromedary, Mavulan, Nerriga, including Mountainy and Tim’s Gully; Nadgingomar, including Manton
Reef and Welcome Reefs ; Nerrigundah, Pambula, Qeaubeyan, Tharwa, Wyndham, Wolumla, Wallcndbeen Wogonga, aud Yalwal.
During tbe time I was at Broken Hill three fatal accidents occurred, all of which were preventable;
in each case the jury returned a verdict of accidental death, with which verdicts I concurred. One fatal
Occident occurred at Wyalong through a fall of ground, due to neglect in not putting in timber where it
was urgently wanted.
I had no other fatal accidents to inquire into ; hut there is the usual long list of serious and minor
Occidents due to explosions. I have been very particular this year in trying to enforce the general rules
regarding explosives, but T find that the rules are continually broken, and little or no care used in
handling the explosives—cartridges and detonators are kept indiscriminately in the same box, without
lid or covering; frozen dynamite is unthawed in tins over fhe forge, or in front of a fire; scrapers
ore used for tamping even when proper sticks or bars are supplied, and it is a common occurrenco
for men to go back to a missed hole with in 6 to 10 minutes, and to unpriek the charge, aud to
draw it. No amount of inspection can guard against such accidents, where the men break the rules
laid down for their own safety, knowing the danger they run, aud deliberately incurring tbe risk,
and so long as men deliberately and knowingly handle explosives in a dangerous way, so long will
blasting accidents occur. As a rule, the larger mines under the control of a responsible manager, aro
carefully worked, and the general rules for tho inspection and regulation of mines other than coal and
shale mines, were well complied with. But in the smaller mines owned by working parties, the mine is
often very defective, and the class of work done very had. Want of money may be partly the cause, hut
the more probable reason is, that there is no particular individual to take the responsibility,—each man
is his own “ boss," works in his own way, and does exactly what he likes, and consequently accidents
occur. If one of the party were appointed manager, and had the sole responsibility, I think it would
conduce to more efficient and safer work.
I served an unusually large number of written notices this year, most of them on mine-owners at.
Wyalong, where the ground is of a treacherous nature, and sufficient care not exerted. I trust that better
work will bo done for the future. Iu tho discharge of my duties during the year I inspected 626 mines
(some of these being inspected two or three times), employing about 6,000 men. I travelled 8,404 miles,
namely, 1,849 on horseback, 1,022 by coach, 6,175 by train, and 358 on foot. I also reported, on 120
applications for aid and under the Prospecting Vote.
I have, Ac.,
J. li. GODFREY,
The Chief Inspector of Mines, Sydney.
Acting Inspector of Mines,
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SUPERINTENDENT OP DIAMOND DRILLS REPORT.
The Superintendent of Diamond Drills to The Under Secretary for Mines and
Agriculture.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Diamond Drill Branch, Sydney.
In submitting my Annual Eeport on the working of the diamond drills for the year 1895,1
do myself the honor to attach to said Eeport the following Appendices,
Appendix A.—Ecturn showing the locality, strata, depth bored, percentage of core extracted, and
rate per foot, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, also Superintendent of Drills
travelling expenses.
Appendix B.—Summary of diamond drills, showing the number of feet bored, working cost to the
Department, average cost at per foot, and the amount receivable for the year 1895.
Appendix 0.—Balance-sheet of diamond drills.
Appendix D.—Diagram section of bore during the year 1895.
The total depth bored with the diamond drills in 1895 was 299 feet, or 258 feet less than in the
year 1894. The field cost for boring, exclusive of office salaries, store wages, and rent, was equal to
15s. 2f-d. per foot, or Is. Gfd. per foot less than during the year 1891'.
_
'
The total amount paid into the Treasury during 1895 was £171 IGs.
'
The percentage of core saved during the year was S7 G0. This low percentage was due to the fact
that the drills passed through an old level which had been worked, hence no core would be obtained.
The cost of wear ana tear of diamonds during the year was 3s, O^d., the extra cost of diamonds is
due to the hard nature of the strata passed through.
Although part of the salaries lias been added to tbe cost of boring, it is but fair to state that the
clerks are fully occupied with clerical work in connection with Chief Inspector of Mines Office, several of
the hand-borers and a Tiffen machine have been working in the field boring for minerals.
The Honorable the Minister for Mines and Agriculture, Mr, Sydney Smith, M.P., adopted a new
departure by which the use of the diamond drills can be made available at almost a nominal, cost in
basaltic or other mineral country which has not been prospected, and which is either too hard, wet, or deep,
aud therefore too costly for sinking. On those terms a number of the diamond drills are likely to come
in use during the next year.
I have, &c.,
W. H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Diamond Drills.

APPENDIX. A.
DiA.U05Li.nKiu, work, showing average cost per foot for boring, exclusive of office salaries, store wages,
rent, and Superintcudcnt's travelling expenses, for year 1895.
Xo. of bores
...............
...
locality ...
...
...
...
Diameter of bores
............. .
St-ata
............. .
..............
Depths—
Bored during year ...
...
Days occupiedMoving...
...........................
Erecting
...
...
...
Boring......................................

..............
1
...
...Captain’s Flat
...............
4 in.
.............. Porpbery
...............

299 ft.

...............
...............
..............

3
12
48

•

Days occupied—could.
Repairing
...
...
...
Delays..............
...............
Holidays
...........................
Total......................................
Rale bored per hour ...
...
Percentage of coro obtained ...
Cost—
Amount
...
...
...
Per foot
...............
...

J. S. MoNeik.
J. S. Leigh,

W.

...............

12

.................

6

...............
6
..............
86
............... 9 34 in.
............... 87’fiO
.............. £227 15 0
...............
0 15 2

H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Diamond Drills,

APPENDIX B.
Soujjaby of Diamond-drill work, showing number of feet bored, total working cost to Department,
average cost per foot, and amounts receivable for 1895.
Locality ...
Bored
..,
.

■ -Caplnin's Flat

299 ft.
£ B. ll
.. 110 5 4

Wages ...
Carriage—
Railway
Other

...4 17
... 0 6 G

Repairs ...
Diamonds used
Stores issued

... 1 14 0
... 56 18 7
... 93 4 11

£ s. d.
Proportion of balance ofgeneral account ... 21
1 4
Proportion of balance ofgeneralstores, issued
0 2 9
Office salaries
...
...
...
...
...149 9 7
Store wages
.....................................................36 10 4
Rent
...............................
...
...
... 39 13 4
Total........................................................................453 8 3
Cost per foot
.........................................
... 1 10 3f

Amounts receivable in full
Amount receivable per foot

.......................... 153 18 1
...
... 0 10 3£

Comparative statement of Diamonds used per foot:—
18S3
1884
1885
1886
1887

J. S. McNeil.
J. S. Leigh.

=
=
=
=
=

3’8
2/0yg
1/5A
.;8U
1/Gft

1888
1889
1890
1891

=
=
=
=

1892
1893
1894
1893

1/O^j
l/3-?B-/7tf
J/9fi
W.

=
=
”
=

2,'3
8/3
-/9
3/91

H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Diamond Drills.
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APPENDIX C,

Baxajtce Sheet,

1895.—Diamond Drills.

Dr.

Cr.
£ 8. d.

To value ot field machinery and
plant other than diamonds
at 1st January...................................
Value of new etock in store
at 1st January................... 700 11 1
Value of stores purchased ,.
4 10 0

Vuluc of new diamonds at 1st
January ............................1,115 0 11
Value of diamonds in sus<
pense, 1st January ........... 404 0 2
Value of fractures, 1st Janu
ary .......................................
IS19 8

£

11,005 S

Store wages ........................ 125 4 0
Less charged,as under.. 8* ID 8
Rent...................................... HI13 4
Less charged, as under. 102 0 0

Expenditure of a general
character not chargeable
to diamond drill boring,
\lz
Portion of general acoount 51 3
Portion of general stores
issued ........................
0 6
Office salaries ................ 3(13 0
Store wages................... 88 IS
Rent ............................. 102 0

13y amount receivablcfor boring
during the year ............
Diamond fractures sold ...«
Inspection Fee...................

£ s. d

£ 8.

£

B. d.

153 18
9 3 0 1

705 1 7

1,598 9
Working expenses (cxclushc
of ofiice salaries, store
wages, and rent).............................
Office salaries ....................... 51210 0
Less charged, as under., 303 0 5

S. d.

B.

163 1 1

Value of field machinery and
plant othcrtlmn diamonds
at 31st December............ 11,603 8 2
Less 5 percent, depreci
ation ...................... 580 5 6

9

13,903 10 6
227 15

IdO 0

Value of new stock in store
at 31st December.. ..
Value of new stock of dia
monds at 31st December 1,11&
Value of diamonds in sus
pense at 31st December.. 366
Value of diamond fractures
at 31st December............
15
Value of diamonds in field at
31st December...............
4ft

11,025 2
071 3 f>

i

9 11
3 C
3 11
2 0
1,S4' 19 4

36 10
Peurmution as above .
Balance..........................

30 13

13,h2l2 5 3

f»30 fi ft

032 0 0

453 8

005 4 0 j
1,058 12 3
£11,967 11 9

J. S.
J. S.

McNeil.
Deioh.

t £14,067 11 0

W, H. J. SLEE,
Superintendent of Diamond Drills.

EXAMINER OE COAL-EIELDS’ REPORT.
Report of the Examiner of Coal-fields for the Colony of New South Wales
for the year 1895.
Jn compliance with the provisions contained in the 2Gtb section of the Coal Mines Regulation .Act, 39
Vie. No. 31, I have the honor to submit the half-yearly reports of Messrs. Dixon, Rates, nnd Humble,
Inspectors of Collieries for Coal Mines pt work and opening out in the Counties of Northumberland,
Durham, Gloucester, Buckland, and JPottiager, called the northern district j and of Mr. Rowan,
Inspector of Collieries for Coal and Shale (Boghead Mineral) Mines at work and opening out in the
Counties of Camden, Cook, and Roxburgh, in the lllawarra or southern district, the south-western and
western districts.
.
The information I have the honor to submit with respect to tbe number of accidents above and
below ground, quantity and value of coal gotten, number of persons employed on the surface and under
ground, coal exported and that used for home consumption, and notices received of new mines opening or
in course of development, Ac., &c., during the year 1895, is as follows:—
_
In 1895, the year under notice,'there have been 10 fatal and 47 non-fatal accidents—5 of the fatal
accidents occurred through falls of coal, 1 by skips, 1 by a descending cage iu shaft, and 3 by falls of
stone.
Ten of the non-fatal accidents occurred by skips; 25 by falls of coal; 1 by a falling prop; 1 by a
coal truck; 2 by being scalded by steam above ground; 5 by falls of stone roof; 1 by falling oft a
trolley; and 1 by jumping off a train of skips.
,
In 1894 the fatal accidents were 7, and the non-fatal accidents 40. Two of the fatal accidents
happened from falls of coal; 1 by explosion of a shot; 1 by falling down incline; 1 by falling on cage
in incline ; and 2 from falls of stone.
.
Five of tbe non-fatal accidents occurred by skips; 28 by falls of coal; 1 by fall of stone; 1 by tbe
bursting of pin of machinery ; 3 by ignition of powder ; 1 by truck on surface ; and one on engine plane.
In 1893 tbe fatal accidents were 13, and the non-fatal accidents 45. Ten of the fatal accidents
happened from falls of coal; 1 from fall of stone; 1 from loaded waggon on surface; and 1 by descending
cage at bottom of shaft.
_
Four of the non-fatal accidents occurred from an explosion of gas ; 22 from falls of coal; 5 by
skips ; 5 by falls of stone ; 2 by ignition of loose powder ; 1 by waggon on surface ; l on railway line ;
1 falling down shaft on to cradle ; 1 by explosion of a shot; 1 by crank shaft of engine when in motion ;
1 by a piece of coal falling down shaft; and 1 by a falling prop.

REiunrf

Summary showing the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents in 1895, the names and occupations of the persons wno aiecL or were ujjureu, cause or acatn or serious injury,
names of the Collieries where they occurred.
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Date

of
Accident.

Jfame of Colliery,

Where Situated.

Name
of
Person killed.

Name of
Person serioiibly
injured.

Occupation.

Cause of death or seriously injured.
'3

i

C3
To

o
9

c

|

%

V

cc
15 Jan..
16 „ .
SI „ .
5 Feb..
fi ,, .
'?&

„

20 March'
26 ,,
26 ,, *
20 rf .
C April.
6

,,

pit

Mimni ....
Morewether
Lambton ..
Mtmni ....
Tcralha ..
Greta ___

Carrington
Helensburgh
Wallsend ..
Carrington

James Hailstone
James Dunn .

Tliohias Watson

John Dent .....
Geo. Stoavcnson
Wm. Dcsrcnux

Robert Maxwell.

Robt. Cannichacl
Lewis Palmer

John Gilbert ...

Win. Teasdalo
Wm. EtheringtOn
Henry Leary ...
A. Crystel ........
John Thompson
John Phillips ...

.

0 f, ..

11 » <
16 „ .

2fi „ .
7 3Iay .
15 „ .
l(j „ .
31 „ .

4 June.

12 „ .
15 „ .
IS „ .
24 „ .
3 July

4 » 4 „ ■

10 ,, .
U » 24 „ .
26 „ .
2.t Aug.
23 „ .
9 Sept.
3 Oct. .

5 Jt .
n IP .
7 „ .

7
9
19
25
29

Duclcenfielil __
Burwood ...........
Newcastle Coal Co.’h
J^ambton...............
Brown's No. 4 ...
PacHLc Steam Coal
Grota ....................
Hetton ................
Motropolibaii.........
Newcastle Wallsend
Hetton....................

„ .
=» .
„ .
}t .
,, .

SO i, •
21sov..
G ,» .
32
.
If. „ .

“fi Dec.!
9 „ .
0 ,, .

1$ „ .
19 „ .

Brown's No. 4 .
Metropolitan ...
A. A. Co.'s No. 2 pit
Hetton..............
New Bambton ..
Stockton ...........
Hetton..............
Corrimal............
A. A. Co.’s New Winn in;
Brown’s No 4 ___
Vale of Clwydd .....
Newcastle Coal Co.’s
Wallarah _____
Lambton ..........
Rose Hill............
A. A. Co.’s No. 2 pit
Newcastle ‘Wallsem!
Elsinore Vale.........
Greta ....................
Elcmorc Vale.........
Vale.......................
A. A. Co.’s No. 2 pit
Rose Hill................
Corrimal................
Coal CHIT...............
Newcastle Goal Co.'s
Burwood Extended

Minmi ,
Helensburgh
Hamilton. ,
Carrington
Adamsto^s n
Stockton .. ,
Carrington ..
Corrimal ....
Newcastle .»
Minmi.......
Llthgow' ....
Marewcther
Catherine Hill Ba>
Lftmbtou

Newcastle Wallscml
Burwood...............
Duriccnfield .........
Oa borne Wallseml..
Metropolitan ....
Co-operutlve.........
Newcastle Wallsend
Burwood................
Co-operative .........
Newcastle Wallsend

Waliscnd
Redhead
Minmi ..
Wollongong
Helensburgh
Plattsburgh
WallRend ....
Redhead __
Plattsburgh
Wallsend ....

Burwood ..............
Newcastle W’allsend
Brown’s ...............
Metropolitan.........
South Waratah ....
BYlrwood................

Redhead___
Wfcllsend....
Minmi .........
Helensburgh
Charlestown
Itodhcad ...»

John James

Herman Fink..
David UWynne
Richd. Gibson

Wm. M’Ghee .

Hamilton.
Wallsend .

Thomas Williams .

Greta .,.
Wullscnd .
Lithgow Valley
Hamilton
North Lanibtoi
Corrimal
Coal Cliff
Morewether
Dudley .

Jacob Gil>son.......

James Lambert.

James Brown...
Wm. Glover ,,.
Joseph Allanson
Thomas Godfrey
John Anderson .
AUan Wilde ...

Wheelci
Mine
Deputy
Miner
Driver
Miner

wVicclcr

Deputy

.Tobn Hugo.......
James Lever ...
Henry Maddison
John Tjang . ...
Joseph Hart .. .

Driver
Labourer , ..
Miner .........

John Reid .......

Carpenter ..
Miner ...........

.

Edwd. E’vans............

Thomas Pascoo .

Miner

Wm. Hogg.......
Wilson Rennie .
Isaac Wypcr ...
Oswald Baird...
Sami. Gibson ...
John Uothwcll .
George Bell.......
John AliUcr.......
Henry Go odium
Wm. Dunlop ...
Jas. Hethonngto
Alfd. Anderson
William Ford..
James Miller, sen
Geo. Digging , ,
Joseph riel way ,
Robert Renfrew
Matthew Kean ,
John Johnson

Manager . ...
Engine-driver.
Shiftman , ,,
Miner ...........
Skip-boy___
Miner .
Driver .
Miner .
Driver .
Wheeler ...
.Shiftman ...
Miner ....
Driver.........
Watei-hailer
Minor .. ..

Fracture of ribs by whips ....
Fraeturc of log by fnll of coal
Fatal injury by fall of coal ,
Fracture of leg by fall of coal
Fracture of arm by skips__
Fiaeture of thigh hy skips ,
Fatal injury by fall of coal ..
Fracture of leg hy fall of coal
Fracture of leg by fall of stone .... .. ... . . .........
Fatal injury by train of skips in motion on engine bank
Fracture of oollar-bone bt\ fall of coal
braoture of thigh b.\ skips................
Fracture of ribs by fall of coal ...__
Injury to hack by fall of coal...........
Fracture of collar-hone by fall of coal
..
Fracture of leg by falling pro]) (displaced by falling coal)
Fatal injury ; found dead in descending cage in shaft .
Fracture of thigh by fall ot coal _____
Fracture of leg by fall Of coal................
Arm broken by fall of coal..................
Fatal injurv by fall of stone ................
Fracture of thigh hy fall of coal ..
Injuries to back and head by fall of coal
Fracture of leg by fail of coal...........
ftonous injury to back by fall of coal
Fracture of leg by fall of coal.........
Fatal injuricfl hy fall Of coal..............
Fracture of leg hy fall of coal..............
Severe internal injuries by fall of coal
. ..
Fatal injuricfl by fall of coal ; died August 15__
Fracturo of leg by loaded skip ...............................
Back braised by a coal-trunk..................................
Emetine of foot and injury to back by fall of coal
Folal injuiy hy fall of coal....... .............................
Foot bruised by a set of skips .............................
Killed by fall of stone roof......................................
Fracture of leg by fall of coal................................
Injury to body and legs by steam scalding .........
Injury to leg l>y steam scalding ...........................
Injury to head and face bs\ fall of stone roof.......
Severe injury to lower jmrt of body by fall of coal
FTacturo of collardione hy fall of coal ....................
Hand crushed by a full skip ..................................
Noso broken by a fall of coal..................................
Fracture 6f legs by skips.........................................
Injuiy to chest and shoulders by fait of coal.......
Fracture of log by a fall of stone roof....................
Severe internal injuries by skips
.......................
Se) ce injury to hand hy loaded skips.........................
Injury to chest and back by falling from timber trollj
Severe injury to head and shoulders by fall of stone
Injury to head by fall of stone roof...........................
Fracture of leg by jumping from a train of skips ..
Foot crushed by a fall of stone roof...........................
Fatal injury bt\ n fall of stone ..................................
Severe injury to lower part of body hy a fall of coal
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Total

s
c?

B y fall of coal.

Non-fatal.

1 J

i

3 ■ 10 I 25

11

1 i

2 i ’5

95
Hetubk showing the number of fatal and non-fatal aceidenis; those caused by “ falls of coal,” stone
“roof”; aud Lithgow, lerudalc, Bulli, A. A. Co.'s Hamilton Fit, and South Burwood Sinking Fit
disasters, 1873 to 1891 inclusive.
Year.
•

B
*5 %
k'S
«

1873...
187+...
1875...
187C...
1877...
1878...
1879...
1880...
1881...
1882...
1833...
1884.
itftfb.,.
1886...

13
5
8
4
7
8
5
8
2
12
15
1+
11
29

1887... 91
1883... 15
1889... + 1
1890...
1891...
1892...
1893...
1891...
1895...

13
21
8

13
7
10

,r
^
,
I
1

3|

Remarks on fata] accidents.

Men
Tuns of
above and Tons of coal coal raised
Irelow
raised.
per
ground.
life lost.

Remarks on non-fatal accidents.

P
A a

9 bv fulis of coal .................................
3 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ......
4 by falls of coal, 3 by stone roof ......
2 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
4 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
2 by falls oi coal, 1 by stone roof ......
2 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ......
4 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
2 by falls of coal ................................
10 by falls of coal .................................
8 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
G by falls of e,oal, 2 by stone roof ......
7 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ......
10 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof, 8 by
Lithgow disaster, 1 by Ferndale floodmg.
81 killed by Bulli catastrophe, 5 by falls
of coal, 2 by falls of stone roof.
6 by fulls of roof ....__ ...................
11 by crush at Hamilton Pit, 11 by falls
of coalj 4 by over-winding at South
Burwood.
4 by falls of coal, 1 by full of roof......
V by Jails of coal, K by fall of roof
4 bv falls of coal, 3 bv fall of roof ......
10 by falls of ooal, 1 by fall of si one ,,,
2 by falls of coni, 2 by fall of stone ...
5 by falls of coal, 3 by fall of stone ...

10
13
10
8
21
15
19
19
33
33
34
34
40
43

4 by falls of coal, l by stone roof #......
6 by falls of coal, 4 by stone roof ft .
3,308
4 by falls of coal ....................
4,08+
16 by falls of coal .....................
4,657
12 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof 4,792
10 by falls of coal .....................
5,036
4,676
4,093
4,437
16 by falls of coal,4 by stone roof 6,431
14 by falls of coal,6 by bIcdo roof 6,227
7,097
15 by fulls of coal, 2 by fall of roof 7,847

1,192,862
1,304,612
1,329,729
1,319,918
1,444,271
1,575,497
1,583,381
1,466,180
1,769.597
2,100,282
2,621,457
2,749,109
2,878,863
2,830,175

91,758
260,922
166,216
329,979
206,324
196,937
316,676
183,272
884,798
175,773
168,096
196,364
261,714
97,592

45

22 by falls of coal, 5 by fall of 7,998
stone roof.
12 by fulls of coal, 4 by stone roof 9,301
24 by falls of coal ..................... 10,277

2,922,497

31,090

3',203,443
3,655,632

213,562
89,101

17 by falls of coal, 3 by stone roof 10,316
27 by fulls of coal, Gby stouo roof 10,820
38 by falls of coaly 10 by Etone roof 10,514
22 bv falls of coal, 5 by fall stone 9,971
28 by falls of coal, 1 by fall etone 9,126
25 by fulls of coal, 5 by fall of 9,017
stone roof.

3,060,876
4,037,929
3,780,967
8,278,327
3,672,076
3,738,589

230,143
192,282
472,620
252,179
624,682
373,858

43
57
36
54
77
45
40
47

* Figures not available.

Prom this return it will be seen that the fatal accidents exceed those of 1S9*± by 3, and that tho
tons of coal raised per life lost are less than the previous year, but more than in 1893. ^
Ihe returns of the collieries raising coal and shale (boghead mineral) which have been collected
and forwarded to me by the Mining Department show the following figures for the year 1895
Coal Retubx.

■Northoni District.

Southern and
South-western Districts.

Western District.

Total.

Tons of round and small coal raised......

tons civt. qr.
2,631,221 11 0

tons owl. qr.
916,502 15 0

190,864 14 0

tons ewt. qr.
3,738,589 0 0

Value of round and small coal raised ...

£
s. d.
813,227 15 6

£
6. d.
241,838 10 3

£ s. d.
40,260 15 3

£
s. d.
1,095,327 1 0

Persons employed above ground ........ .
Persons employed under ground ...........

PjcTitoLEUu

On,

Number.
1,170
5,603

Casket, Coat,

tons cut. qr.

Number.
363
1,586

or

Boaimn

Number.
49
247

Xumber,

1,5142
7,435

Mike rat. Returns.

Western and Southern Districts,

Tons of boghead mineral or petroleum oil eannel coal ......................................... .
Value of boghead mineral or petroleum oil eannel coal raised........ .........................
Persons employed above ground ........ .........................................................................
Persons employed underground ..................................................................................

S0J426'5 tons
£75,218 18s. bd.
108
2+6

Coke Return.
*

'

Northern Districts ........................ 7,.......
Southern and Western Districts..............

Tons

11,326
16,30+

cwt,

£

s.

81,-, »-„ln
j

d.

^

Comparative

96
Compakattte Statement of Returns for 18941-95.'
Men and
bovs above
ground.

Men nml
boys lielow
ground.

Tons of round and
small coal.

tons

Noetjibbn District.

Value.

cwt. gr.

£

9. d.

Australian Agricultural, Newcastle, Wallsend, Newcastle Coal,
Lambton, Co-operalire, Brown’s, Duckenfiold, South
Warotali, Wickham and Bullock Island, Hetton, Burwood
Stockton, West Burwood, West Wallsend, New Lambton,
Bloomfield, Tliornloy, Greta, New Anvil Creek, Itix's Creek,
Hlloamere, New Park, Boscdalc, Dulwich, Cenlenary, Ebbw
Vale, South Wallsend, East Greta, Gartlee, Morriset, Bur [■ 1,170
wood Extended, Wallarah, Elcmorc Yale, Denton Park,
Maryland, Hillside, Marshall’s, Morlcy, Pioneer, Seaham,
Paeilie. Rays, Thornton, Rose Hill, Liddles, Kyuga, Font
Hill, Gladstone, Ijouisvalc, Northumberland, South Hetton,
Wright’s. Bayley’s Reward, Bells, Gunnedah, Jackson’s,
Meredith’s, Oakvale, Sunderland Surprise, Side, Scanlon’s.. J

5,602

2,631,221 11

0

813,227 15

Total in 1895.....................................................
„ 1894.....................................................

1,170
1,302

5,002
5,770

2,631,221 11
2,605,142 13

0
1

813,227 15 6
883,174 14 7

Decrease in 1895 .............................................
Increase
„
.............................................

132

168
26,078 17

3

SorTtt

and

C

69,946 19

1

3

South-westkiin Dtstbicts.

Metropolitan, Coal Cliff, South Bulli, Osborne, Wallsend, 1
Mount Keinbla, Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Co..
Bellambi, Corrimal, Mount Pleasant, Great Southern, y
South Clifton, Boi Yale, Hilleud, Bulli Steam Coal, Aub- 1
tinmere .................................................................................... J

363

1,586

916,502 15 0

241,838 10

» 1894....................................................

363
312

1,586
1,443

916,502 15 0
867,003 19 0

241,838 10 3
226,935 12 8

Increase in 1895 .....................................................

51

143

Total in 1895............................................... ............

49,438 16

14,902 17 7

0

Westebn District.

Oakey Park, Yale, Zig Zulu Yale of Clwydd, Lithgow Yailcy,1 |
Eskhank, Flskbank Old Tunnel, ifermilagc, CooerwuD,

49
247

190,804 14 1

40,260 15

3

247
245

190,864 14 1
199,869 12 0

40.260 15 3
45,463 0 7

(N.S.W. Slialo and Oil)
49
5t

Total in 1895...
„ 1894...,

5,202 5

9,004 17 3

5

Decrease iu 1895
Increase
„

4

2

From these returns we find that in the Northern District, in the year under notice, there has been
a decrease of 300 persons employed in and about tho collieries, and an increase of 20,078 tons of coal
raised, and £69,94:7 in value.
_
In tbe South and South-western Districts there has been an increase of 194 persons employed in
and about the collieries, and an increase of 49,439 tons of coal raised and of £14,908 in value.
In the Western District there has been a decrease of y persons employed above ground, and an
increase of 2 persons employed under ground, and a decrease of 9,005 tons of coal raised and of £5,202
in value,
Exports to Intercolonial Porta.

Exports to Foreign Ports and
United Kingdom and other
liritish Possessions.

Total Exports.
Home con
sumption.

Years,
per
Quantity. Average
ton.

ISM .........................................
1894............................................................

1S9j.........................................

d.

Value.
£

Quantity |A''^Per

Tons.

£ s.
d. |
074,832 1 0 9 e-S5 1
950,053
0 8 1-20

Tons.
1,1C0,23S
1,17ft, 072
1,196,504

jC

s.

0
0
0

S
7
C

C-05
173
9*69

493,372
4l!>,7ftl

407,271

900,756

3,531,514

0 7

b-n

1,320,394

2,5!M,0iJl

0 7
i

0

8

0-75
3 27

Coal raised per each person
employed in and about the
mines.

Total output and value.

Value.

QuantitjJAvc™^ P"
Value.

£
1 Tons.
321,557 1,335,090
333,018 1 2,12,5125

£ s.

£

Tons.

800,033 j 2,100,230

0 7

174

S14,92»
334,769
773,964

1,443,238
1,540,961
1,672,359

0,120,445 j 0 7 9T0

2,393,052

4,502,643

1,073,253

d.
0 SlOTii
0 7
G 8S

Value ot coal raised per each
person employed m and about,
• the mines.

Tons of coal raised per
each life lost.

Years.
]>er
Quantity. Average
ton.

Value.

ATfTBge
silue ppr Persons
Value. foch
jw^on employed
cmplojeri

Quantity.

Average
tons per Li its
each life lost.
lost.

£ s. d. Number.
Number.
£
1,171,722 117 10 3
9,971*
9,971
1,155,573 12612 f.
9,125
0,120
1,095,327 121 9 5
0,017
9,0J7

Tons
3,278,32$
3,072,076
3,738,089

Tons.
252,179
524,682
373,853

Num
ber
13
7
10

10,053,993

340,209

30

AvernG15
Persons
loos jwr
Quantity. tach
ptrsoEi employed.
tmpioytd

Tons.
1S93................... 3,275,323
1S91................... 8,072.076
1893................... 3,733,589

£ s. d
0 7 1*78
0 G $‘65
0 5 10*31

£
. Tons.
1,171,722 3,278,328
1,155,573 | 3.072,076
1,095,327 | 3,735,589

Tons.
329
402
414

10,038,993

0 6 4*&4

3,422,022 lOtGSS.Oflfl

sso

25,114

3,422,622 121 11 9

* Exclusive of the men engaged in sinking for coal.

28,114

NORTHKRJf

509
97
j\oi:nir,RX District.
Number of persons cmiiloyccl iu and about the mines ....................................................................................
G,'772
Kumber of persons employed underground ......................................................................................................
i),fi02
Quantity of coal raised m tons ......................................................................................................................... 2,631,221
Number of non-fatal accidents...................................................................................................................................
Number of lives lost by accidents .....................................................................................................................
9
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident...................................................................................................
)7S
Persons employed per each life lost....................................................................................................................
762
Tons of round and small coal raised per each non-fatal accident....................................................................
69,242
Tons of round aud small coal raised per each life lost..........................................................
292,357
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ..........................................................
3SS
Tons of coal raised pci each person employed underground.............................................................................
469
I’alue of coal raised ............................................................................................................................................ £813,227
Value of coal raised per eaeli person employedin and about the mines...........................................................
120
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground ........................................................................
143

11 0
38

15 6
1 8
3 4

Southern District.
.
Number of persons employed in and about the mines ....................................................................................
1,949
Number of persons employed underground .......................................................................................................
1,586
Quantity of coal raised in tons.............................................................................................................................
916,402 15 0
Number of non-fatal accidents.............................................................................................................................
7
Number of lives lost by accident......................
1
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident..................................................................................................
27S
Persons employed per each life lost....................................................................................................................
1,949
Tons of round and smalt coal raised per each non-fatal accident ..................................................................
130,928
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ....................................................................................
916,502
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ..............................
470
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.............................................................................
577
Value of coal raised ............................................................................................................................................ £241,838 10 3
Value of coal raised per each pci'son employed in and aboutthe mines...........................................................
124 1 7
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground.............................................................................
152 9 7
Western District,
Number of persons employed in and about the mines ................................................................................... .
296
Number of persons employed underground .......................................................................................................
247
Quantity of coal raised in tons.............................................................................................................................
190,864 14 0
Number of non-fatal accidents.............................................................................................................. ..............
2
Number of lives lost by accident..............................................................................................................................................
Persons employed per each non-fatal accident...................................................................................................
148
Persons employed per each life hist..................................................................................................................... No life lost.
'Tons of round and small jeoal raised per each non-fatal accident.....................................................................
95,432
Tons of round and small coal raised per each life lost ................................................................................... No life lost.
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and about the mines ..........................................................
844
Tons of coal raised per each poison employed underground............................................................................
772
Value of coal raised ............................................................................................................................................
£40,260 1 5 3
Value of coal raised per each person employed in and about tbe mines............ _ .........................................
J3G 0 0
Value of coal raised per each person employed underground .........................................................................
162 19 11

The following table shows comparisons between the year under notice and the preceding year, as
regards tho proportion tho accidents and deaths bear to the persons employed, and the quantity arid value
of the coal raised for each person employed in aud about tho mines and ’underground, in, the Northern,
Southern, and Western Districts.
Northern District,
lb9i.

Southern Districts.

1S05.

ISM.

Western District.

1803.

1805.

1804.

l
Numtarof parsons employed in [inti about the mines
Number of persons employed underground..........

7,072

0,772

1,755

1,949

299

290

5,770

5,002

1,443

l.BSG

245

247

807,003 19 O

5110,502 IT, 0

IS

7

Nil

1

2,005,142 13 1

Number of non-fatal accidents..........................
Number of lives lost bv accident.....................
Persona employed per each non-fatal accident ..
Persons employed per each life lost ................
Tons of round and small coal raised per each nonfatal accident.
Tons of round ami small coal raised per each life lost
Tons of coal raised per each person employed in and
about tho mines.
Tons of coal raised per each person employed underground.
Value of coal raised .......................................
Value of cool raised per each person employed In and
about the mines.
Value of coal raised per each person employed under
ground.

2,021,221

11

0

27

33

ii

fl

Nil.

702

00,480

00,542

dHlOO

2!S,3j7

299

130,023

No non-fatal

910,502

199,809

No life lost.
00,097

No life lost.

388

494

470

GflH

451

409

GOO

577

815

£
r,
353,174 14

d.

£ S. d
sia,227 15 0

124 17

7

120

153

3

145 3 4

m

1

7

‘

278
1,949

135

178
1,173

2

Nil
No non-fatal

A

s il.

220,935 12 8

120

1 8

£

s, d.

241,838 10 3

£

SL d.
1

45,403 0 7

2

8

124

1

7

152

157 5

S

152

9

7

1S5 10 11

0

Nil
143

No life lost.
95,432
'

\

No life lost.
G44
772

£

s. d.

40,200 13 3

130 0 0

102

19 11

The following statistical return furnished by Mr. Logan, the Collector of Customs. Newcastle,
shows that the greatest increase in the export of coal from that 'port has been:—Chili, 30,28!) tons ;
Victoria, 33,118; Singapore, lo,176 ; India, 8,557 ; Western Australia, 6,530; Queensland, 4,34.5 ; New
Hebrides, 4.875 ; and Mexico. 3,643 ; and the greatest decreases aro to South Australia, 40.608 ; Philippine
Islands, 38,697 ; New Zealand, 5,375 ; Hong Kong, 4,115 ; Peru, 4,348 ; and Java, 2.050 tons.
24—N

*
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Newcastle.—New South Wales export of Coal during the years 1894 and 1895.
Countries.

Victoria................
New Zealand........
South Australia .
Queensland ........
Tasmania ............
Western Australia
Hong Kong .........
United States .....
Java ...... .............
Ecuador ..............
Now Caledonia.....
Mauritius ............ .
Erji.........................
India............ ........
Philippine Islands
Peru .....................
Chili .....................
Sandwich Islands ..
Mexico .................
South Sea Islands..
Singapore .............
United Kingdom,,
New Hebrides .....
Ceylon .................
Knmschntfca.........
Other Countries ..
Panama.................
Total .........

Increase.

1S94.

1S95.

Tons.
606,686
160,244
167,799
16,499
55,099
31,430
25,723
272,352
23,414
2,373
6,965
12,334
3,060
29,484
86,679
31,573
266,541
46,983
11,028
900
10,100
3,230

Tons.
639,804
154,869
127,191
20,844
57,235
37,960
21,608
273,693
23,364
972
8,639
11,257
4,975
38,041
47,982
27,225
305,830
41,436
14,671

Decrease.

Tons,
33,118

Tons,

a...a

5,375
40,608

4.345
2,136
6,530

...............

4,115
1,341
2,050
1,401
1,674
1,077
1,915
8,557
38,697
4,348
39,289
................. .

2,547

3,643
900

25,276
3,400
4 875
2,986

16,176
170
4,875
2,986

413
2,500
16,265

4,433
18,812

1,933
2,547

1,891,674

1,920.378

130,235

413

101,531

Decennial Retubn.—Port of Newcastle.—Foreign and Intercolonial Ports.
| Vessels cleared outwards for
Foreign and Intercolonial
Ports.
Year.
No. of
Vessels.

Tonnage.

1SSG I

isss!

1SS9 ,

1S90 '

1891 |
1895
1893
1894
1893

I

1,076,346
1,097,382
1,154,439
815,516
1,126,892
842,180
1,476,097
1,381,318
1,209,407
1,415,159
1,410,004

1,335
1,334
949
1,277
916
1,425
1,307
1,108

],,2oo

1,207

Quantity and value Coal
cn ported to
Foreign and Intercolonial Forts.
Tons,

(

Total value of
Exports (Inclusive of
Cool) to Foreign
and
Intercolonial Porte,

Value.

Total
amount of Ttcvenue
collected.

t

ISSo I 1,388

my

Total value of
Imports
from Foreign
and Intercolonial
Ports.

£

b.

d. |

843,474
781,796
758,586
924,150
816,694
877,063
765,083
451,253
427,381
420,778

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£

1,544,694
1.658.336
1.580.337
2,091,557
1,628,038
2,244,729
1,894,735
1,583,882
1,891,674
1,920,378

6.

828.189
886,921
852,083
1,102,722
875,197
1,160,965
879,482
702.190
710,341
678,217

£

d.

b.

£

6.

d.

119,131
117,543
126,036
132,018
124,782
166,048
191,394
151,286
158,895
155,362

15
7
7
0
14
2
12
8
12
S

0
10
9
1
10
0
10
1
11
1

d.

1,398,728
1,788,664
2,067,460
1,894,321
1,768,379
2,032,522
1,846,953
1,700,813
1,485,473
1,417,122

I

Summabt of persons employed, number of fatal accidents (deaths), and ratios of the number of persons

employed, and the number of fatal accidents in and about the “United Kingdom” and “New South
Wales ” Coal Mines, since 1874 :—
New South Wale*.

United Kingdom.
Year.

Persons
employed.

Uivos lost by
accident.

1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
18S5
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1893

535,845
514,532
494.391
475,329
476,810
484,933
495,477
503,987
514,933
620,370
520,632
519,970
526,277
534.945
563,735
613,233
643,450
664,300
633,008
795,240

l’244
933
1,208
1,413
973
1.318
954
1,126
1,054
942
1,150
953
995
888
1,064
1,160
979
982
1,060
1,127

Persons
employed per
life lost.
51rt
430
651
409
336
490
36S
619
447
488
552
453
545
529
601
630
529
662
676
614
704

Death-rate
from
accidents per 1
1,000 persons
employed. 1
1-959

2-321
P813
2-443
2-972
2-040
2-718
1-925
2-2342-046
1-810
2-207
1-833
1-890
1-666
1-887
1-891
1-509
1-478
l’55l
1-410

Persons
employed.

|

3,308
4,084
4,657
4,792

|
\

4,098
4,487
5,481
6,227
7,097
7,847
7,998
9,301
10,277
10,315
10,820
10,910
9,971
9,126
9,017

'
1

!

;

■
1

Lives lost hy
accident.
5
8
4
7
8
5
8
2
12
15
14
11
29
94
15
41
13
21
8
13
7
10

Persons
employed por
life lost.

413
1,021
665
599
1,007
584
2,049
373
365
444
645
270
85
620
250
793
515
1,364
767
1,303
901

Dcath-rato
from
accidents per
1,000 persona
employed.
2-418
0-979
1-603
1-669
0-993
1-710
0-488
2-674
2'736
2-248
1-549
3094*
ll-752f
1-612
3-989$
1-260
1-940
0733
1-303.
0-767
T108

* Exccs-ive number ot falls of ooal ami Lithgow disaster caused this high doatli-mto.
t llulli catastrophe and oiccssivs falls of coal caused this high death-rato.
........
+ Hamilton pit crush, excessive falls of coal, and o^cr-windm? ol four men at South Burwood sinking pit caused this high dcath*mte-

'
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Newcastle Harbour (tbe principal Coal Port of the Southern Hemisphere), audits facilities for Shipment,

_ Eewcastle, in the county of Korthumbcrland, the trade of which is second only to that of Sydney,
owes its great commercial importance to the different coal-mines which have been opened out close to and
within 32 miles of the harbour.
On the south or town side of the harbour there is a continuous line of wharf, 3,G07 feet long,
belonging to the G-overnment, 2,130 feet of whicli is occupied for cargo berths for deep-draught vessels’;
GOO feet reserved for Sydney passenger steamers; and tho remaining 977 feet is used as a general cargo
wharf, including a lumber berth for loading vessels with timber. The whole length of this wharf is lit
with gas,
A.t Bullock Island, on fhe western side of the harbour, a substantial timber Government wharf,
7,760 feet in length, and four ballast jetties, each GO feet long and 200 feet, apart, has been constructed
along the face and round tho south end of w'hat was formerly known as tbe Ballast Dyke; at present
5,550 feet of this wharf is set apart chiefly for the shipment of coal. The loading is performed by
hydraulic cranes, of which twelve are erected, capable of shipping 1,000 tons of coal each in twenty-four
hours—six being 15-ton, four 9-ton, and two 25-ton cranes, the latter for discharging heavy machinery,
&c., and three 15-ton steam cranes. The remainder of the wharf and the ballast jetties are used by
vessels discharging ballast or waiting their turn to load. Ships of the largest class can load under the
hydraulic cranes, and proceed direct to sea through deep-water channels recently dredged. It is proposed
to spend immediately £150,000 to further increase the shipping facilities at Bullock Island. This wharf
is now lit hy electric light, which greatly facilitates the loading of coal at night, and is one of the finest
systems of electric lighting in existence, consisting of fifty large arc lamps, each 5,000-candle power.
A. branch double lino of railway connects the wharf with tho Great Northern railway, nnd along
the'back of tbe wharf is laid a very extensive system of sidings aud standage room for working coal traffic.
A sand-dredge is reclaiming foreshore in front of the hydraulic engine-house, where 2,000 feet of
wharf will be erected as a commencement of a 90-acre basin inside tbe present wharf, which basin it is
intended to dredge to a depth of 25 feet, where vessels will be able to lie in slack water, and the whole
will be lit up with the electric light.
A.t Stockton, on northern side of harbour, there is a Government wharf GOO feet long with a shoot
capable of shipping 1,000 tons in twelve hours. A sand-dredge is also reclaiming foreshore at Stockton.
In addition to these Government cranes, the Australian Agricultural Company have three large
private shoots capable of delivering 2,000 to 3,000 tons of coal per diem. Vessels loading from them can
discharge their ballast on to tho Company’s ballast wharf, lying alongside at. a draught of IS ft. 6 in. and
upwards. Vessels drawing 22 feet can load at the Company’s shoots. The ’Waratah Company also have
a shoot at Port Waratah capable of shipping about 50 tons per hour, and Messrs. ,1. and A. Brown have
two shoots on the Hunter Biver, at Hexham, 10 miles from Newcastle, capable of shipping 100 tons per
hour.
(
Hewcastle facilities for Shipment of Coal,

The present estimated capabilities for shipment of coal at the abovementioned places in Newcastle
Harbour is about 24,000 tons per day by tbe Government hydraulic cranes, and about 4,800 tons per day
from private shoots.
_
A.t Catherine Hill Bay, near Lake Macquarie, the Wallarah Coal Company have a jetty 1,060 feet
in length, 30 feet above high-water, with two shoots capable of shipping 1,000 tons in eight hours.
Coal shipped from Newcastle Harbour, the Principal Coal Port of the Southern Hemisphere,

The quantity of coal shipped in 1895 to foreign and intercolonial ports was 1,920,378 tons, valued
at £678,21.7 ; and the largest quantity of coal taken by a steamer (May 30,1895) was 5,235 tons, by the
“ Port Stephens,” and by sailing vessel, 4,558 tons, by ship “ Boyal Pirth,” on .Tunc 14,1895.
Collieries at Work, &c., in tho Northei-n District, viz., Newcastle, four-mile Creek, Maitland, Greta, fast
Greta, Singleton, Ourlewis, and Gunnedah.

In 1895 there were sixty-nine collieries at work and opening out in the Northern district, which
raised 2,031,221 tons of coal, valued at £813,227, and the number of men efnployed in and about tho
collieries was 6,777. The Borehole coal seam is the principal one worked at the Newcastle collieries, and
it varies from 18 feet to 4 ft. 2 in, of marketable coal. It is very free from faults, and lies almost
horizontal. It is a bright, bituminous, caking coal, of first-class quality for steam, smelting, household,
and cooking purposes, and a good gas coal. The cost of hewing it is now 2s. Sd. to 3s. per ton, and the
supposed selling price 7s. per ton delivered on board vessels at Newcastle Harbour, The cost of hewing
the Burwood coal seam, proved to he the next best in quality at and near Newcastle, is 2s. 7d. per ton,
and the selling price is about Is. less than the Borehole coal. The cost of hewing the Greta coal, situated
35 miles hy rail north-west of Newcastle, is about 2s. per ton.
The Neweastle-Wallsend Coal Company has the Government railway contract for furnaces at
Evcleigh, at Gs. Gd. per ton ; the New Anvil Creek Coal Company has the Murrnrundi district contract,
at 5s. 4d.; the East Greta Coal-mining Company has tho Newcastle and Singleton district, at 5s. Gd. per
ton ; the Centenary Coal Company theWerns Creek, Narrabri, and Armidale districts, at 8s.; and Green
and Curley, of Gunnedah, have also the latter contract, at 7s. 9d. per ton—this colliery being situated 294
miles from Sydney.
lllawarra District, and its facilities for Shipment of Goal.

-

_
The Wollongong Harbour and Basin is situated 45 miles south of Sydney Harbour, and at low
tide there is a depth of 13 feet of water at its entrance and alongside the wharf, where there are three
cranes capable of shipping 1,800 tons of coal per hour. The Belmore Basin has a depth of 17 feet of
water at its eastern side, where there are four shoots, each capable of shipping 100 tons per hour; but as
only two vessels can load there at the same time, tho largest quantify of coal shipped by them is 200 tons
per
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per hour, or 2,000 tons per day. The largest steamship which lias coaled at the harbour drew about
15b- feet of water, and carried about 900 tons of coal; aud tbe largest sailing vessel has taken away about
700 tons of coal.
In addition to the G-overnment appliances for shipment of coal at Wollongong, the Coal Cliff,
North lllawarra, Bulli, Bellamhi, South Bulli, and Mount Kembla Companies have jetties of their own,
from which coal is sent by steam colliers, <fcc., to Port Jackson and elsewhere.
The Coal Cliff jetty has a depth of IS feet of water at high tide, and 14 feet at low tide, and can
ship 100 tons per hour.
The North lllawarra Coal Company, Bulli, Bellambi, South Bulli, and Mount Kembla jetties have
a depth of about 2G feet of water at their shoots, and can ship about 120 tons per hour.
Coal shipped at Wollongong Harhour, the Jetties, and sent Ig Mail, fyc.

The coal raised in the lllawarra aud Southern districts in 1895 was 910,123 tons, val'md at £239,035 *
'
Collieries at Work in the lllawarra or Southern District,
In 1895 there were twelve collieries at work in the lllawarra district that raised 681,782 tons of
coal, valued at £174,780, and the number of men employed in and about the collieries vvas 1,477, and one
colliery (Metropolitan) in the Southern district, at Helenstmrg, adjacent to the lllawarra and South Coast
railway, 27 miles from the Metropolis and 29 miles from Darling Harbour, Sydney, that raised 228,341
tons of coal, valued at £61,255, and employed 403 men in and about the mine. Tile coal seam worked at
these twelve collieries is the uppermost one, or No. 1 of the upper coal measures. It is a semi-bituminous
coal used for steam, smelting, household, blacksmith, and cooking purposes, and varies from 10 feet to 4
feet in thickness. With the exception of the Metropolitan and South Clifton collieries, the coal is
principally wrought from adits driven into the seam in the high ranges fronting the Pacific Ocean at
heights of from 20 to 750 feet. The coal scam is very free from faults, and lies almost horizontal.
The cost of hewing the coal is now 2s. per ton, and the selling price at the jetties aud Wollongong
Harbour is supposed to be about 6s. per ton.
The Metropolitan Coal Company have the Government railway contract for supply of coal to
Southern district railway depbts at portion of Penrith railway requirements, at 5s. 4d. per ton, and for
Metropolitan district at 5s. lOd.
Collieries at Work in the South-western District.

The South-western collieries (3) aro situated at Joadja, Mittagong, and Moss Vale, near to the
Great Southern railway. In 1895 they employed 69 men in and about the collieries, and raised 6,379
tons of coal, valued at £2,803.
The Western Calleries, their Mailway and Shipping Appliances.

The Western Collieries are situated 91 to 158 miles from Sydney, and are adjacent to, or within a
short distance of, the Great Western and Mudgee railway. Their coal meets with a ready sale for railway,
manufacturing, household, and other purposes in all the suburban and inland towns, and large quantities
of slack aro there sold for brick and tile making.
Collieries at Work in Western District.

In 1895 there were 15 collieries at work, that raised 190,864 tons of coal, valued at £40,260; and
the number of men employed in and about the collieries was 296. The coal seam worked is the lowest one
in the upper coal measures. It is a splint coal, used for steam, smelting, household, and blacksmith
purposes, and is 10 feet to 11 feet in thickness. About 5 ft. 8 in. of the lower portion of it is the portion
wrought and sold. The coal seam is free from faults, and lies almost horizontal.
The cost of hewing the coal is now Is. 8d. per ton, and the Lithgow Coal Association supply it to
tho Railway Department for their Penrith requirements at 5s., and the Cullen Bullcn at 4s. 3d. per ton,
delivered at colliery siding.
Ou 9th November, 1893, tho Sydney Harbour Collieries Company bored through the lllawarra
No. 1 coal at a depth of 2,917 feet, at Cremorne, adjacent to the Sydney Harbour, 10 ft. 3 in. in thickness,
of splint and bituminous coal, which proves the correctness of the opinions expressed by myself and others
that the metropolis is near the centre of our extensive coal basin, and that the Newcastle and lllawarra
coal measures would be found there. The Company are in treaty for some land adjacent to their harbour
leasehold, on which two shafts are to be sunk.
'
Boghead Mineral and Petroleum Oil Cannel-coal Deposits.

These deposits are very irregular in their area aud are found in isolated patches, generally at a
considerable distance apart, in tbe midst of the workable coal measures of New South Wales. Whilst;
the coal seams are very regular in their character (with the exception of their generally improving in
quality, and thickening as they leave the edge oE the coal basin), tho boghead mineral (torbanite) is most
irregular, and there is nothing to guide ns in telling where the seam is likely to be, but by finding pieces
of it at or below its outcrop. Near the edge of the deposits this rich mineral deteriorates, and gradually
changes into indurated clay, bituminous and non-bitumiuous shale, coal, or ironstone.
There are four companies getting and selling the mineral, and two of them manufacture oil and
other products therefrom. These mines are situated at Hartley Yale, Genowlan, Ruined Castle, and
Nellie’s Glen, in the Western district, and at Joadja in the Southern district; aud prospecting is going on
in the Capertee Valley, situated about 150 miles north-west of Sydney, and at Morrangaroo, near Bathgate
aud Wallerawang. The richest of the mineral yields about 100 to 130 gallons of crude oil per ton, and
17,000 to 18,000 cubic feet of 35 to 40 candle gas when gas only is extracted from it.
Retuhn
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Return showing tho quantity raised, price per ton, and value of the loghead mineral or petroleum oil
(canncl coal), commonly called kerosene shale, from 1S65 to 1895 inclusive.
Year.

Tons.

Average price per ton.

£ 8.

Value.

Year.

Tons,

Average price per ton.

Value.

1805

570

4 2 5‘47

£
8. d.
2,350 0 0

1881

27,894

1

d.
9 2'59

40,748 0 0

1866

2,770

2 18 10-48

8,154 0 0

1882

48,065

1 15 O'OO

84,114 0 0

1867

4,070

3 14 9-21

15,249 0 0

1883

49,250

1 16 10-77

90,861 10 0

1S6S

10,952

2 17

7-11

48,816 0 0

1884

31,018

2

7'80

72,170 0 0

1869

7,500

2 10 o-oo

18,750 0 0

1885

27,462

2 s 11-62

07,239 0 0

)S70

S,5S0

3 4

3-18

27,570 0 0

1886

43,563

2 5 10-79

99,976 0 0

d.

£ 8.

5

£

8. d.

1871

14,700

2

0 3-91

34,050 0 0

1887

40,010

2 3 10-43

87,761

1S72

11,010

2 11 11'91

28,700 0 0

ISSS

34,896

2 2 2-26

73,612 0 0

17,850

O 10 G'55

50,475 0 0

1SS9

40,561

1 IS 3'55

77,666 15 0

12,100

o 5

1-4S

27,300 0 0

1890

56,010

1 17

0,197

o 10

1873
1S74
LS75

2-07

104,103

0 0

7

6

2*22

15,500 0 0

1891

40,319

1 18 S-90

78,160 0 0

47,994 0 0

1892

74,197

1 16 s-io

136,079 6 0
101,220 10 0

5 3-78

75,218 IS 8

1876

15,998

owi 0 o-oo

1877

18,963

2 0 0-S2

40,524 10 0

1893

55,660

1878

24,371

2

C n -49

57,211

0 0

1894

21,171

1 10 4*44
4
1 10 0-20

1S79

32,519

2

1 10-90

06,930 10 0

1895

59,426

1

1SS0

19,201

o

6

44,724 15

7-03

31,781

5 0

0

'Ihe following notices were received during the year of new mines opening out or in course of
development, mines re-opened, sinking of pits, driving tunnels, change of ownership and names
of collieries, also colliery management:—
On 3rd January JVIr. Wm. Hunter notified that he was sinking a shaft for coal at Lithgow,
On 14th January Mr. J. Wall notified that he was prospecting for shale in the parish of Gandantherio
(Glen Alice), near Rylstone.
On 18th January Mr. John Crompton notified having obtained permission from tho owners of land
at Woouoona (leased by J. Salisbury) to mine for coal, and was opening a small tunnel to work the coal
for local purposes.
On 28th January Mr. Alfred Page notified that he was in charge as overman or underground
manager of the Anvil Creek Colliery.
On 5th February Mr. Prank Croudace notified having started some meu on the coal at Durham, to
get coal for the engines.
On 19th Pebruary John Perguson Brown notified having started to mine for coal on the Waratah
Coal Company’s land, near Lambton Heights, to be known as “ Sunnysido.”
%
On 1st March James Jackson notified having opened a colliery on portion 291, Newcastle Pasture
Reserve, Lambton.
On 1st March Mr. Henry Harper notified that he was opening out a prospecting tunnel on Mr.
Peter Howson’s selection, north-east of the South Wallsend Junction.
*
On 1st April James Jackson notified that he had taken out a mineral license on seven blocks of
land, Church-street, Lambton, Nos. 301, 309, 310, 303, 301, 313, aud 314, and was going to start work at
the new shaft which had been inspected.
. On 9th April Joseph Parish notified having commenced to wind coal from his pit, “The Surprise
Colliery,” Newcastle Commonage.
.
May Mr. J. L. G. Manning, on behalf of himself and others, notified having opened a
colliery at Black Jack, near Gunnedah, aud to be known as the “ Gunnedah Colliery.”
On 10th May Mr. Samuel Palmer notified that he intended to open up the mine known as “Erith
Colliery,” Buudanoon, which has been closed for some years.
On 9th June Mr. Ed. Charlton notified that ho had no further connection with the “ Bavley’s
Reward Colliery,” having handed everything over to Mr. M. Elliott, of Lambton.
' ‘
On 24th June Mr, Patrick Scanlon notified that he was prospecting for coal on Tulin’s old lease.
Past Maitland.
1
On 19th July Mr. T. J. Evans notified having changed the name of the colliery known as “Bulli
Pass” to “Bulli Steam Coal” Colliery.
On 5fcb August Mr. Robert Taylor notified that he had started a colliery on the Pasturage Reserve
to be known as “ CHekman Colliery.”
On 5th August David Mason notified that he had commenced operations on the Newcastle
Pasturage Reserve to mine for coal on lots 4G0, 4G2, 481, and 482, also streets and lanes adjoining same.
On 24th August Mr. R. 1 ernon Saddington, Secretary to the AustralianTCerosene Oil and Mineral
Company, notified that his company had taken over the Genowlan Shale Company’s property at Capertee,
and also had started to work the mine situated on that property.
On 1st September Mr. M. Tulip notified having commenced to mine for coal on the Rathluba
Estate, East. Maitland.
On 10th September Mr. William Morgan notified the number of allotments applied for to work
coal at Griffiths’ Hill, Lambton, the name of the mine to be known as " Mountain Ash Colliery,”
On
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On lltli September James Meredith notified opening out a colliery on Lambton Heights called
“ Meredith Colliery.”
On 28th December Mr, D. It. Harris notified having from above date taken charge of the " New
Anvil Creek Mine” in lieu of Mr, Alfred Page.

Coal-mixes Abandoned, &c,,

ddbing 'ike tear

,
10th January Mr. Thomas Kenny notified that he had severed his connection with the “Electric
Colliery,” and that lie would not be blamable after that date.
On 15th March, Mr. D. M'Geachie for the WAratah Coal Company, notified that the “ East Lambton Colliery ” has now been abandoned and not likely to be again reopened.
On 12th December Sarah Eobson notified that the “ Bebside Colliery ” had been slopped and the
mine abandoned.
On 13th December, Hugh Snedden notified that his “ Sunlight Colliery” had been closed since the
last return was sent in, and has no intention of reopening it again.

The above is a section of the seam of coal opened out on a Crown mineral lease by Mr. Bnshforth,
adjacent to the Mudgee main road, at Maddox’s Pinch, near Cox’s Eiver, in the county of Cook, and
about 21 miles from the IVallerawang Eailway Station.
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This is a section of a bright bituminous coal seam opened out by Mr, Wallace, ad jacent to the
Mudgee Bead, at Blackman’s Elat, in the county of Cook.
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The above is a section of King’s “ Airloy Shale Mine” (near G-enowlan), near Capertce, in the
county of Koxlmrgh, from where specimens were taken by me and Mr. Inspector Rowan for analysis, It
is situated about 8£ miles by road from Capertce Railway Station, on the Mudgee lino of railway.
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The above is a section of the Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company’s mine (late
G-enowlan), near Capertee, in the county of Roxburgh, from where specimens were taken by me and Mr.
Inspector Rowan for analysis. It is situated about 8 miles by road from Capertee Railway Station, on
the Mudgee line of railway.
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The above is a section of the “ Crown Ridge Boghead Mineral Mine,” near Capertee and Mudgee
line of railway, in the county of Roxburgh, opened out by Messrs. Hart and others, who have been unlaw
fully extracting boghead mineral therefrom.
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The above is a section of the Capertee Shale Co.’s mine, near Glen Alice, in the county of Cook,
taken by me and Inspector Rowan at a distance of 230 yards from the outcrop or mouth of adit, which
adit is situated about 24 miles by road from Capertee Railway Station, on the Mudgee lino of railway.
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The above is a section of the Glen Alice Shale Co.’s mine, near Glen Alice, in the county of Cook,
taken by me and Mr. Inspector Jtoivan, at a proving made by them. It is about 21 miles by road from
Capertee railway station on the Mudgee line of railway.
PltOSECUTIOSS ASD COMPLAINTS,

Proceedings, where necessary, have been taken to enforce the provisions of the Act, and reports
furnished thereon and complaints of deficient ventilation and ncn-compliance with the “ Coal Mines
Regulation Act” have, as usual, been inquired into, and reports made thereon.
Authorities

to

Mijtic

and

Mineral Leases.

I have also visifed numerous localities for the purpose of reporting upon applications to mine coal
on Crown land, reserves, <fcc., work done thereon, and number of men employed; also cheeked and reported
on royalties owing for coal gotten from Crown lands by different colliery companies.
,
conclusion, I have only to add that there were 99 coal and 7 boghead mineral mines under
inspection, and that notices have been received of 17 new mines opening out, or in course of development,
re-opening, sinking, &c., and of 3 only having hecn abandoned, although there are several others
abandoned of which no notice has been received. Also that the year’s return shows an increase in the
coal trade, for 1895, in the Newcastle district, of 26,078 tons of round and small coal raised, and a decrease
in value of £69,9-18; in (he south and south-weslern districts an increase of 49,1-38 tons of round and
small coal raised, and £14,91)2 in value; and in the western district a decrease of 9,001 tonsof round and
small coal raised, and £5,202 in value.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN MACKLXZIH, T.G.S.,
Examiner of Coal-fields,

The Half-yearly Report on the Collieries in the Northern District of New South
Wales, and accidents investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the six
months ending 31 December, 1895.'
The Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.—
Sb,
_ _
_
Newcastle, 28 January, 1896.
Pursuant to the provisions of section 26 in the “ Coal Mines Regulation Act 1876.” wo have
the honor to transmit to you fliis our six monthly report on the state of the various collieries in the
northern district for the half-year ending 31st December. 1895.
The total number of collieries under inspection in the northern district during the half-year is
sixty-nine.
Three collieries have been added, viz., Meredith, Mason's, and Sunderland.
Two collieries ha,ve been abandoned, viz., East Lambton and Kensington.
No work has been done at the following fifteen collieries, viz. :—Awaba, Shamrock Hi]]. Young
Wall send, Swansea, Richmond Yale, Maitland, Stanford Greta, Summerhill, Leconfield, Eern Y alley,
Pioneer, West Burwood, Rotunda, Richmond Hill, and Nicholais Tunnel.
Present State

or

Mines.

.
®0' s
- Colliery.—There are about 120 men, &c., employed in this colliery during the
morning^shift and about an equal number on the aflernoon shift, besides several men, Ac., on the night
shift. The whole of the work is now pillar extraction. There are five separate and distinct districts, and
the total quantity of air circulating in the mine during the daytime is about 60,000 cubic feet per minute.
The Act is complied with in every respect.
.
Vais New Winning Colliery.—M, the present time about 60 men, &e., are employed in this
colliery during the daytime. The total quantity ot air circulating in the mine is about 50,000 cubic feet
per minute. There are three separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act are fully carried
out.
Newcastle Wallsend Colliery,—A bout 720 men, Ac., are employed in this colliery during the day,
and supplied with about ] 50,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The iace workings are divided into twelve
Be'tbrate
distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded. The provisions of the Act are complied
Newcastle
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Newcastle Co ’s Colliery.—About 500 men, &c., are employed in this colliery during the daytime
and supplied with about 140,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into ten
separate and distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded. The Act in other respects also is fully
carried out.
< Lambton CW/Ary—There are about 260 men, &c., employed in this mine during the day, and
supplied with about 80,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into ten separate
and distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
_ Co-operative Colliery.—About 220 meu, &c., are employed in this mine, and supplied with 42,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into five separate and distinct districts. The
Act is complied with.
Burwood Colliery,—About 210 men, &c., arc employed in this colliery during the daytime, and
supplied with about 47,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are three separate and distinct districts,
none of which arc overcrowded. The provisions of the Act are complied with in other respects also.
Sfochton Colliery.—There are about 200 men, &c., employed in this mine, and supplied with about
28,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into four separate and distinct
districts, In September last the Mo. 3 sinking shaft was connected with the workings, and is at present
acting as an intake air-shaft supplying two of the districts witli fresh air. It being about 70 feet above
the other shafts, affords an escape for men and boys in any case of emergency that may arise. The pro
visions of the Act are complied with.
'
Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery,—About 263 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the
day, and supplied with about 34,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into
eight separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with,
_
Ilelton Colliery.—There are about 300 men, &c., employed in this mine. The quantity of air
circulating through the workings is about 53,000 cubic feet. There are nine separate and distinct
districts, none of which are overcrowded. The Act is complied with.
Brown’s Colliery.—About 270 men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day, and supplied
with about 41,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into six separate and
distinct districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with.'
Buckenficld Colliery.—There are about 2G0 men, Ac., employed in this mine during the day. The
quantity of air circulating through the workings is about 34,000 cubic feet per minute. There are six
separate and distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded. The A.ct is complied with.
South Waratah Colliery.— About ISO men, &c., are employed in this mine during the day shift,
and supplied with about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are five separate and distinct districts.
The Act is complied with in every re-pect.
New Lambton Colliery.— Only 4 men, Ac., are employed in this colliery at the present time, owing
to slackness of trade. The whole of the workings are in uood condition, and the ventilation is adequate
to keep the workings free from noxious gases. The provisions of the A.ct are fully carried out.
Ebbw Bale Colliery.—There are 12 meu, Ac., employed in this mino during the daytime, and the
total quantity of air in circulation is about 8,000 cubic feet per minulo. The A.ct is complied with in
every respect.
_
Hillside Colliery, Mcrewether.—There are 3 men, Ac., employed in this mine. The ventilation is
satisfactory, and the other provisions of the Act are also curried out.
Surprise Colliery, Lambton.—There are only 2 men employed in this mine. The Act is fullv
carried out.
'
“
'
Snnnysidc Colliery, lambton.—’Wers are 3 men, Ac., employed in this mine. Everything is in
good order, and the Act complied with.
”
'
,
Baylcys Bernard Colliery, Lambton.—'SIwyc is no person employed in this mine at the present
time, as all work in connection therewith is suspended.
'
_
Bay’s Colliery, Lambton.—There are 2 men occasionally employed getting house-coal. Everything
in good order. Mo cause for complaint.
'
Meredith’s Colliery, Lambton.—This is a new mine which has lately been opened, but very little
work has been done beyond opening out. There is no person employed at the present time. The Act is
complied with.
Bosehill Colliery, North Lambton.—During the half-year 2 meu have been employed iu this mine,
but at present all work is suspended. The workings are in good order. Mo cause for complaint.
Bcbstdc Colliery, Qrovestown.—This small mine is now abandoned.
Green’s Colliery, Grovestoivn.—This mine is now abandoned.
Sunlight Colliery, Grovestown.— This mine is also abandoned.
Jackson's Colliery, Lambton.—All work at this mino is at present suspended.
Quarry Colliery, Waratah.—There are 3 men, Ac., employed in this mine. Everything in good
order and condition.
Mason’s Colliery, Waratah.—There are 2 men occasionally employed in this mine. Everything iu
good order. Mo cause for complaint.
Bushton’s Colliery, Waratah.—During the six months 2 men have geon employed in this mine, but
at the present time all work is suspended,
Biddle's Colliery, Waratah.—There are 4 men., Ac., employed in this mino. The ventilation is
good, and the Act is complied with in other respects also.
_ Side Colliery, Waratah.—There are 3 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good and the
Act is complied with in other respects also.
Bell's Colliery, Waratah.—This mine is now7 finally abandoned.
_ Wright's Colliery, Waratah.—Only 2 men employed in this mine. Ventilation good and the Act
complied with.
Elermore Vale Colliery, Wallsend.—There are about 16 men, Ac., employed in this mine during
the day and supplied with about 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are fully
complied with.
.
# _ Aferylfltfc? CWb'm/,
About 28 men, .Ac., are employed in this mine. The quantity of
air circulating through the workings is 8,000 cubic feet per minute. There are two separate and distinct
districts. The Act is complied with.
24—O
Dudley
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Dudley Oolliery, Charlestown.—This mine is still practically closed. Two men usually employed in
getting fuel for the engine and pumps. The provisions of the Act aro complied with.
Durham Oalliery.—At the present time there are only 2 men employed; keeping the mine free from
water. The provisions of Ihe Act are fully complied with.
Biti-wood Jb.dtotdeJ OoUiery.—Only 2 meu are at present employed in this colliery getting coal for
the steam boilers, keeping the workings in repair, &e, The provisions of the Act arc complied with.
South Helton Colliery, Lake Macquarie.—Only 1 man employed in this mine. The ventilation is
good, and the Act complied with,
Morrisett Colliery, Lake Macquarie.—There are G men employed in this mine. The ventilation is
satisfactory, and the provisions of the Act complied with.
Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay.—There are about 109 meu, &c., employed in this mine.
The quantity of air circulating through the workings is 18,00'd cubic feet per minute. The provisions of
the Act arc fully complied with.
Norlhnnherland Colliery, Fassifcrn.—Only 2 men arc occasionally employed in this mine. The
ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
■
Pacific Colliery, Tnralla.—About loO men,
are employed in this mino during the day-time,
and supplied with about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There aro four separate and distinct
districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
Gartlee Colliery, Tcralha.—There are about 53 men, fie., cm ployed in this mine. Tire quantity of air
circulating through the workings is about 10,000 cubic feet per minute. The Act is complied with, ■
South Wallsend Colliery, Curdijf. —About 30 men, &c., are employed in this mine, and supplied
with about 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
West Wallsend Colliery.—There arc about 220 men, &e., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 30,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into five separate and distinct
districts. The Act in other respects also is complied ■with.
Seaham OoUiery.—Since 24th of August last the mine has been closed, and both shafts sealed off
in consequence of an underground fire in the east side workings. At the time of stoppage about 170 men
and boys were employed, and supplied with about 58.000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are four
separate and distinct districts. The Act is complied with.
Thornley Colliery, Bast Maitland.—Pour men are in this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory, and
the Act complied with.
Bloomfield Colliery, Fast Maitland.—There are 8 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is
good, and the Act complied with.
Marshall’s Colliery, Fast Maitland.—One man usually employed in this mine. The ventilation is
good, and tho Act complied with.
*
Louis Vale Colliery, Fast Maitland.—Only 2 men employed in this mine. Ventilation satisfactory.
Kb cause for complaint.
'
'
Scanlon's Colliery, Fast Maitland.—Three men are employed in this mine. The ventilation is
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
' •
Sunderland Colliery, Fast Maitland.—There arc 4 men and boys employed in this mine. Tim
ventilation is satisfactory. No cause for complaint.
'
Fast Greta- Colliery, West Maitland.—There are about 150 men, &c., employed in this mine in the
two shifts, and supplied with 25,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are complied
with.
•
Denton Park Colliery, Farley.—About 22 men, &c., are employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 4,010 cubic foot of air per minute. The Act is complied with.
Font Hill Colliery, Farley.—There are 12 men employed in this mine, and supplied with 3,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act arc complied with.
Few Anvil Creek Colliery, G-rc/a.—There are 18 men, &c., employed in this mino. The quantity of
air circulating in the mine is 9,000 cubic feet. The Act is complied with.
Orcta Colliery, Oreta.—There arc about ISO men, Ac., employed in tho mine, and supplied with
about 50,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are live separate and distinct districts, none of which
are overcrowded. The provisions of the Act in other respects also are complied with.
Ellesmere Colliery, Sinyleton.—No coal has been drawn from this colliery during the half-year,
hut the mine is kept open and in a good state of repair ready for resumplion of work at any time.
Ncio Park Colliery, Singleton.—There are 23 men, Ac., employed in this mine. The quantity of
air circulating through the workings is about 8,000 cubic feet per minute. The provisions of the Act are
complied with.
'
FI Holt's Qolliei’y, Singleton.—Only two men occasionally employed in this mine. The ventilation
is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
llosedale Colliery, Singleton.—Five men are employed in this mine. Tim ventilation is good, and
the Act complied with,
Oakvalc Colliery, Singleton.—One man occasionally employed getting house coal. Ventilation
satisfactory. No cause for complaint.
Dulwich Colliery, Singleton.—There are 7 men employed iu Ibis mino. The ventilation is satis"
factory, and the Act complied with.
Kayuga Colliery, Muswellbrook.—There are 2 men employed in this colliery. The ventilation is
good, and the Act complied with.
Centenary Colliery, Curlewis.—About 20 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. The ventilation is
good, and tho other provisions of the A ct are also carried out.
_
Gunnedah Colliery, Gunnedah.—About 11 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. The ventilation
is good, and the provisions of the Act carried out.
Gladstone Colliery, GannrJah.—Oidiy 1 person occasionally engaged at the present time getting a
little house coal. The provisions of tho Act are observed.
Morley Colliery, Gunnedah.—About 3 men, Ac., are employed in this mine. Everything in goof
order, and the provisions of the Act fully carried out.
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The accidents investigated by us in the Northern District, a]id fully reported upon during tho six
months ending December 31st, 1895, are 2d in number. 'We also investigated several other slight accidents,
which are not embraced in this report.
Of the 24 accidents in the annexed tabulated list, 4 proved fatal—3 from falls of coal and 1 from
full of stone. Of thenon-fatal accidents, 7 were caused by fall of coal, 4 by skips, 4 by fall of stone, 1 by
fall of coal and stone, 1 by fall from timber trolley, and 1 from jumping from skip.
The first fatal accident occurred to a miner named Thomas Williams, by a fall of coal in the
A.A. Co.’s No. 2 Pit, on July 3rd. The District Coroner, Gf. C. Martin, Dsq., held an inquest on the
body of deceased, at Adair.stown, on July 4th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Dixon, who beard
all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.
The second occurred to a miner named Jacob Gibson, by a fall of coal on July 10th, at Greta
Colliery, terminating fatally on August 151b. Tho District Coroner, H. Pinchin, lisq., held an inquest
on the body of deceased, at Greta, on August 16th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Bates, who
beard all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.
The third occurred to a miner named James Lambert, by a fall of coal at Bose Hill Colliery, on
August 23rd. The District Coroner. G. C. Martin, Esq., held an inquest on the body of deceased on
August 24th, at North Lambton. The inquest was attended by Inspector Dixon, who heard all the
evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “accidental death,” as returned by the jury.
The fourth'occurred to a miner named Thos. Pascoe, at South Waratah Colliery, on December 18th,
by a fall of stone, terminating fatall}- on December 23rd. The District Coroner, G. C. Martin, Esq., held
an inquest on the body of deceased on December 24th, at Charlestown. The inquest was attended by
Inspector Dixon, who heard all tho evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of ” accidental death,” as
returned by the jury.
The first of the non-fatal accidents occurred to a miner named John Hugo at Neweasfle-Wallsend
Colliery, on July 4t!i. resulting in-fracture of leg by a fall of coal.
'.Hie second occurred to a miner named James l.cver-on July 4th, at Elermorc Yale Colliery, by a
fall of coal, resulting in severe internal injuries.
'Hie third occurred to a driver named Henry Maddison, at Elermore Yale Colliery, on July 11th,
resulting in fracture of leg by loaded skip.
The fourth occurred to a miner named Joseph Hart, on July 2(jlh, at A.A. Co.’s No. 2 Pit, by a
fall of coal and stone, resulting in fracture of foot and injury to back.
Tire fifth occurred to a miner named William Hogg in Newcastle Co.’s pit, on October 3rd. resulting
in fracture of leg by fall of coal.
The sixth occurred to a shiftman named Elswald Baird, on October 7th, in Newcasile-Wallsend
No. 2 Colliery, by fall of stone resulting in injury to band and face.
The seventh occurred to a miner named Samuel Gibson, at Burwood Colliery, on October 7th,
resulting in seve.re injury to lower part of body by fall of coal.
The eight occurred to a miner named John Bothwcll, on October 9th, at Duckcufield Colliery, by
a fall of coal resulting in fracture of collar bone.
The ninth occurred to a driver named Henry Goodbun. at Co-operative Colliery, on October 29lh,
resulting in fracture of leg by skips.
The tenth occurred to a miner named William Dunlop, on October 30th, at Newcastle-Wallsend
Colliery, by fall of coal resulting in injury to chest and shoulders.
The eleventh oceuiTed to a miner named Jas. Hetherington, at Burwood Colliery, on November
2nd, resulting in fracture of leg by fall of stone roof.
'The twelfth occurred to a driver named Alfred Anderson, on November Gtb, at Co-operative
Colliery, resulting in severe internal injuries by skips.
The thirteenth occurred to a wheeler named Wm. Lord, at Neweastle-Walbend Colliery, on
November 12th, by loaded skips resulting in severe injury to band.
The fourteenth occurred to a shiftman named James Miller, Senr,, on November 15th, at NcwcastleWailsend Colliery, resulting in injury to back and chest by falling from timber trolley.
The fifteenth occurred 1o a miner named George Diggins, at Burwood Colliery, on November 25th,
by fall of stone roof resulting in severe injury to head and shoulders.
.
The sixteenth occurred to a driver named Joseph Schvny, at Ncweastle-Wallsend Colliery, on
December 5th. resulting in injury to bead by fall of stone roof.
The seventeenth occurred to a water boiler named Bobert Benfrew, on December 9tb, at Brown’s
No. 4 Colliery, resulting in fracture of log by jumping from train of skips.
The eighteenth occurred to a miner named John Johnson, at Burwood Colliery, on December 19th,
by a fall of coal resulting in severe injury to lower part of body.
Accidents on Sueface.

There were two non-fatal accidents on the surface at Burwood Extended Colliery, on October 3rd,
which occurred to Wilson Bennie, Juur,, the Manager, resuhing in injury to body and legs by steam
scalding and at the same time and place to Isaac Wypor, engine driver, resulting in injury to leg by steam
scalding.
The tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
I have, &c.,

.

JOHN DIXON,
THOS. L. BATES,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
Inspectors of Collieries.
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Tabfla.ted List of Fatal and Non-fatal Accidents in the Northern District of New South ’Wales, investigated by the

Inspectors of Collieries during the half year ending 31st December, 1895.
Fatal.
o

Date.

Colliery.
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Injured,
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Non-fatal.

£

Remarks on nature and extent of injuries.
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A. A. Co.’s No. 2 pit..
Newcastle Wallsend.
Elermore Yale . .
Greta ......................
EJenuorc Vale
,
A. A. Co I, Ni>. !i ...

Thos. Williams .
Minor
Fatal injury bv fall of coal ..
__
►John Hugo
....
Fracture of leg by fall of coal......................
James Level
..
Severe internal injuries bv fail of coai.
.
,!
„
Jacob Gibson
..
Fatal injury by fall of coal ; died, Aug loth
Henry Maddison . Driver . . Fracture of legbv loaded skip
..............
Joseph Hart......... Miner .... Fractme of font and injure to back bv fall
of coal ami stone.
m
Hose Hill..............
James Lambert
Fatal inj'urs bv fall of coal ......................
Newcastle Co............. Wm. IJngjr .. .
Frai.turu ot ieir bv full of coal ... .
Newcastle Wallsind Oswald Baird ...
shiftman
Injury to head and face bv fall of stone rooft
No. 2.
Burwood................. Rami. Gibson .. . Miner ,,
Sc'ore injury to lower part of bodv bv Fall
of coal.
Duukenficld ....
John Bufchvicll
Fracture of collar-bone bv fall of coal .. ..
Co-openiliAC' .
.. JlcniT Goodbun .
Dm er ... fYacture of fog bx skips
........................
Newcastle Wallsend
Win. Dunlop ...
Miner ..
Injury to chost mid shoulder by fall of coal
Burwood................... Jas. Hetlicnnfrton .
Fiaciurc of leg bv full of stone roof. ..
Co-operatne .. .
Drh er ... Severe internal injuries bv skips..............
Alfd. Anderson ..
Newcastle Wallsend . Wm, Ford
...
Wheeler .. Severe injnn to Wand by loaded skips..
Newcastle Wallsend.. Jas Miller, sen . Shiftman.. Injury' to chest and back by fall lug from
timber trolly
Burwood................. Geo. Digging......... Miner .
Severe injury to head and shoulders by fall
of stone roof.
Newcastle "Wallsend
Joseph Sclway ,, Driver .. Injury to head bv fall of atone roof . .
Brown’s No. 4
.
Hoberl Kenfrcv,__ Waterbaile/ Frnctureof legbv jumpiiigfrom train of bkips
South \\ ar&tah __ Thos Pascoe__
Miner __ Fatal injury bv fail of ‘'tone , die#. Dee. 23rd
Burwood................ 1 John Johnson........
:!
• • - - Severe injury to lowct part of body bj fa1!
of coal.

1

Oct. 3 .. Rurwood Extended
Wilson Rennie, juu
Burwood Extended . Isaac Wypor ...
3

Manager .. Injury to boih and legs by sJcam scalding
Engine: Injury to eg hv ^teani scalding.
driver.
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The Half-yearly lleport on the Collieries in the Northern District of New South
Wales and accidents investigated by the Inspectors of Collieries during the six
months ending 30th June, 1895.
The Esaininer of Coal-fields, Sydney.—
Sir.
Newcastle, 27 July, 1895.
Pursuant to the provisions of section 2G in the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1876, we have tho
honor to transmit to you this our six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries in the Northern
District for the half-year ending 30th June, 1895,
The total number of collieries under inspection in the Northern District during the half-year is 69.
Seven collieries have been added, viz., Scanlon’s, Jackson’s, Bell’s, Side, Sunnyside, Surprise, and
Gunnedah.
Three collieries have been abandoned, viz., Ferndale, North Co-operative, and Electric.
Iso work has been done at the following fourteen collieries, viz., Awaba, Shamrock Hill, Young
"Wallsend, Swansea, Richmond Vale, Stanford (Greta), Maitland, Leconfield, Fern Valley, Pioneer, "West
Burwood, Botunda. Bichmond Hill, and Nicholai’s Tunnel.
PRESENT State of Mikes.

A. A. Co.'s Aro. 2 Collier;/.—There are about 170 men, Ac , employed in tins mine during the day
and supplied with about 70,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The whole of the work at the present time
is pillar coal extraction. There are four separate and distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded.
The provisions of the Act are fully complied with.
A. A. Co.'s J^ew Winning Colliery.—About 120 men, &c., are employed in this mino. There are
four separate and distinct districts, and the total quantity of air circulating in the colliery is about 90,000
cubic feet per minute. None of the districts arc overcrowded, and the provisions of "the Act are fully
complied with.
Kewcastle-Wallsend Colliery.—About 705 men, &e., are employed in this mine during the day,
and supplied with about 160,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into thirteen
separate and distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded. The Act in other respects also is complied
with.
Reweasllc Co.'s Colliery.—About 490 men, &c.,are employed in this mine, and supplied with about
160,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into ten separate and distinct districts,
and none of the districts aro overcrowded. The provisions of the Act are also complied with in other
respects.
Lamblon Colliery.—About 350 men, &e., are employed in this mine during the day, and supplied
with about 80,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into six separate and
distinct districts, none of which are overcrowded, The provisions of the Act are complied with.
Co-operative
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Oo-operativc Colliery.—There are about 260 meu, &c., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 46,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into four separate and distinct
districts, none of which are overcrowded. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
^
Burwood Colliery.—There are about 200 men, &e., employed in this mine. The face workings aro
divided into four separate and distinct districts, and the total quaniitv of air circulating in the mine is
about 50,000 cubic feet per minute. None of the districts are overcrowded, and the Act in other respects
also is complied with.
Stockton, Gollir.ry.—About 220 men, &c., are emplovcd in this mine, and supplied with about
26.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into three separate and distinct districts.
The Act is complied with in regard to ventilation. The third shaft has been sunk to the lower portion of
the Borehole seam ; total depth of shaft, 200 feet. About 18 men, &c., are employed in connection with
this shaft. The shaft is lined throughout with cylindrical tubing. A drive is now proceeding in the coalseam to couneet with the workings of the colliery. Such connection will probably be effected in
September next.
Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.—About, 280 men, An., are employed in this mine during
the day. The quantity of air circulating through the workings is about 40,000 cubic feet. The workings
arc divided into nine separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
_
Jtclton Colliery.—There arc about 320 men, &c , employed in this mine,- and supplied with about
55.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into five separate and distinct districts,
none of which are overcrowded. The Act, in other respects also, is complied with.
_ Brown’s Colliery.—About 280 men, Ac., are employed in this mine during the day. The quantity
of air circulating through the workings is about 55,000 cubic feet per minute. The workings are
divided into six separate and distinct districts. The provisions of the Act, in other respects also, is
complied with.
Duckenfteld Colliery.—There are about 280 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The face workings are divided into five separate and distinct
districts, none of which are overcrowded. The Act, in other respects also, is complied with.
_ South Waratah Colliery.—About 166 men, Ac , are employed in this mine during the day-time, and
supplied with about 50,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are five separate and distinct districts,
neither of which is overcrowded. The provisions of the Act arc fully complied with in ol her respects also,
Acii? Lamhton Colliery.—About 120 men, Ac., arc employed in this mine, and supplied with about
26.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The mine is divided into two districts, neither of which is over
crowded. The other provisions of the Act are also carried out.
_ Bbhw Vale Colliery.—There are about 40 men, Ac., employed in this mine duriug the day, and
supplied with about 12,000 cubic feet of air per minute, Tho provisions of the Act in other respects also
aro carried out.
_
Bast Lambton Colliery.—This mine was under inspection for a short time during the half-year, but
is now finally abandoned.
'
i Jlillside Colliery, Me.rewether.—There aro 2 men and 1 boy employed in this colliery. The
ventilation is good, and the Act complied with.
'
’
Moschtll Colliery, North Lambton.—Only 2 men employed at the present time. The ventilation is
good, and the Act complied with.
Bayley’s Reward Colliery, Lambton.—Only 2 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good,
and the Act complied with.
Ray’s Colliert/, Lambton.—Only 1 man occasionally employed getting a fewloads of household coal.
No cause for complaint.
Quarry Colliery, Waratah.—One man and onehoy employed iu this mine. Everything satisfactory.
Wright's Colliery, Waratah.—One man and one hoy employed in this mine. No cause for complaint.
Rushton's Colliery, Waratah.'—Only 2 men employed at this mine. The ventilation is satisfactory,
and there is no cause for complaint,
"
Liddle’s Colliery, Waratah.—Three meu employed in this mine. The ventilation is good, and the
Act complied with.
Green's Colliery, Grovestown.—Scarcely anything has been done in this mine during the past six
months, and at present all work is suspended,
Sunlight Colliery, Grovestown.—Very little work has been done here during the half-year, and at
present all work is suspended.
Jackson’s Colliery, Lambton.—This mine was commenced during the past six mouths, but all
operations are at present suspended.
_
Bell’s Colliery, Waratah.—This mine has lately been commenced, and 2 men are employed extracting
pillar coal. The Act is complied with.
Surprise Colliery, Lamblon.—This mine has been very recently commenced.
There are 3 men
employed extracting pillar coal, and everything is in good working order. The Act is complied with.
Side Colliery, Waratah.—This is a new venture, and 1 man and a boy are employed in the"
extraction of some of tho pillar coal left by the Waratah Companv years ago. The ventilation is good,
and the Act complied with.
^
_
Sunnyside Colliery, Lambton.—This mine has been commenced during the six months. The coal
is reached by adit, and pillar coal is being extracted from the Waratah Company's old workings. The Act
is fully complied with.
Bebside Colliery, Grovesioimi.— Onlv 1 man, oecasionallv emploved getting house coal. No cause
for complaint.
v
"
^
Birr morn Vale Colliery, Wallsend.—There are about 16 men, Ac., employed in this mine. The
ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
Summerhill Colliery, Blattsburg.—All work at this mine is temporarily suspended.
Maryland Colliery, Plattsburg.—There arc 28 men, Ac, employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 5.000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The provisions of the Act arc complied with.
Dudley Colliery, Charlestown.—All work at this mine is temporarily suspended.
Durham Colliery.—Only 2 men, at present employed keeping the mino free from water. Every
thing in connection with this colliery is in good working order, and the provisions of the Act arc fully
complied with,
Burwood
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Burwood Extended Colliery—Or\\j 4 men employed at this colliery, keeping tlie workings^ in
repair and free from ivater, and getting coal for the steam-engines. Everything is in good working
order, and the provisions of the Act complied with.
...
„„
....
■
South Helton Colliery, Lake Macyuarie.—Two men are employed in this mine, "he ventilation is
good, and the Act complied with.
,
JHoriseett Colliery, Lake Macquarie.—There are 6 men and 1 hoy employed in this mine. The
ventilation is good, and the Act complied with.
,
.
Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Uai/.—There are about 100 men, Ac., employed in this mine,
and supplied with about 00,000 cubic feet of air per minute. There are two separate and distinct districts.
The provisions of the Act are fully complied with,
Norihumlcrland Colliery, Passifern—About 8 men are employed in this mine. The ventilation is
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
Pacific Colliery, SWirt—There are about 140 men, Ac., employed m this mine during the day,
and supplied with about 40,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into six separate
and distinct districts. The provisions of tho Act are complied with.
_
Oartlce Colliery, Teralba.—T\viYZ are about 44 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 0,000 cubic feet of air pier minute. The Act is complied with.
South Wallsend Colliery.—About 55 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied with about
8.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of tho Act arc i-oinpilied with. _
West Wallsend Colliert/.—There are about ICO men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about VO,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into six separate and distinct
districts, The Act is complied with.
.
Seaham Colliery.—About 250 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied with about
70.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into four separate and distinct districts.
The provisions of the Act are complied with.
.....
.
Thornley Colliery, East Maitland —Idonv men are employed in this mine. The ventilation is good,
and the Act complied with.
,
,
.
Bloomfield Colliery, East Maitland—There ore 8 men employed in this tmne.
iho ventilation
is good, and the Act complied with.
.
.
.
Marshall’s Colliery, East Maitland.—Only 1 man employed in this mine.
Ihe ventilation is
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
_
,
.
Louis Vale Colliery, East Maitland.—There are 3 men employed in this mine,
the ventilation
is good, and the Act complied with.
,
,
Scanlon’s Colliery, East Maitland.—One man and a boy are employed in this mine,
ihe ventilation
is satisfactory, and tho Act complied with.
.
.
Kensington Colliery, East Maitland—This, colliery has been under inspection during a portion ot
the half-year, but is now abandoned.
. .
East Greta Colliery, West Maitland—About 100 men, Ac., are employed in this mine in the two
shifts. The ventilation is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
...
Font Hill Colliery, Farley—There are 9 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good,
and the provisions of the Act complied with,
Benton Park Colliery, Farley.—Them aro 20 men, Ac, employed in this mine. The ventilation
is satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
Greta Colliery, Greta—Them arc about 240 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 50,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The workings are divided into five separate and distinct
districts. The provisions of the Act are complied with.
Beta Anvil Creek Colliery, Gs-e/cr—About 22 men, Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied
with about 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. 'The provisions of the Act are complied
Ellesmere Colliery, Singleton—Ho coal has been drawn from this colliery during the half-year, but
the mine is kept open and in a good state of repair, ready for resumption of work at any time.
Kcto Park Colliery, Singleion.—About 23 men. Ac., are employed in this mine, and supplied with
about 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act is complied with.
,
....
Elliott's Colliery, Singleton.—Two men occasionally employed in this mine. The ventilation is
satisfactory, and the Act complied with.
...
.
Bosedale Colliery, Singleton—Them are 3 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good,
and the Act complied with.
....
.
Dulwich Colliery, Singleton—There are 9 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is satis
factory, and the Act complied with.
•
....
,
Oakvale Colliery, Singleton—There are 2 men employed in this mine. The ventilation is good,
and the provisions of the Act complied with.
...
,
.
,
J\/iyuq(t Colliery, hlusvcellbrooh.—'Two men ure GinployG(3 in this mine. Thd ventilation is yood,
and the Act fully complied with.
Centenary Colliery, Curlewis.—About 21 men are employed in this mine, and supplied with about
11,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. The mine is in good order, and the Act fully
complied with.
‘
Gladstone Colliery, Gunnedah.—The.ro are 8 men, Ac., employed in this mine, and supplied
with about 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. 'The Act is complied with in other
respects also.
_
_
.
Morley Colliery, Gunnedah.—Three men are employed in this mine, and a current of about G,000
bic feet of air per minute is circulating in the workings. The Act in every other respect is also complied
cubic
Gunnedah Colliery, Gunnedah—This mine has has only lately been commenced in the Black Jack
Mountain, near Gunnedah. Two adits have been driven to the coal-seam, which is the same as that
wrought in tlie Gladstone Colliery. There are 4 men employed in tho mine. The ventilation is satis
factory, and the other provisions of the Act are also complied with.
Accidents

Ill
Aocieents ik Mikes.

The accidents investigated by us in the Northern District during the six months ending June 80th,
1895, are 41 in number. Of this number, 23 were fully reported upon at the time, and 18 were found to
be of a minor character, and full reports were not written thereon.
Of the 23 accidents in the annexed tabulated list, 5 proved fatal; 2 from falls of coal, 1 from
injury by skip, 1 from injury in shaft, and 1 from fall of stone. Of the non-fatal accidents, 13 were
caused by foil of coal, 4 by skips, and 1 by prop.
Tho first fatal accident occurred to a miner named Thomas Watson, by a fall of coal in the
Newcastle Co.’s B Pit, on January 31st. The District Coroner, Gh C. Martin, Bsq., held an inquest on
the body of deceased at Mcrewether on February 1st and Gib. The inquest was attended by Inspector
Bates, who heard all the evidence, and fully agrees with tho verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by
the j ury.
The second occurred to a miner named Eobert Maxwell by a fall of coal at Greta Colliery, on
March 20th. The District Coroner, J. N. Brooks, Esq., P.M., held an inquest on the body of deceased
at Greta on March 20th and 21st. The inquest was attended by Inspector Bates, who beard all tho
evidence, and fully agrees ivith the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.
The third occurred to a deputy named John Gilbert by a train of empty skips at Newcastle,
Wallsend Colliery, on March 29th. The District Coroner, G. C. Martin, Esq., held on inquest on the
body of deceased at Wallsend on March 30th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Bates, who heard
all tho evidence, and fully agrees with tho verdict of ” accidental death,” as returned by the jmy.
The fourth occurred to a miner named ,lohn James by injury in shaft at Now Lambton Colliery,
on May 7th. The District Coroner, G. C. Martin, Esq., held an inquest on the body of deceased at
Lambton on May 7th. The inquest was attended by Inspector Dixon, who heard all the evidence, and
fully agrees with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned by the jury.
Tho fifth occurred to a deputy named William M'Ghee by a fall of stone at A.A. Co.’s New
Winning on June 4th, terminating fatally on June 5th. The District Coroner, G. C. Martin, Esq., held
an inquest on tho body of deceased at Mcrewether on June Gth. The inquest was attended by Inspector
Humble, who heard all the evidence, and fully agrees with the verdict of “ accidental death,” as returned
by the jury.
The first of the non-fatal accidents occurred to a miner named James Hailstone, at Buckenfield
Colliery, on January 15th, resulting in fracture of ribs by train of skips.
The second occurred to a miner named James Dunn, at Burwood Colliery, on January IGth, by a
fall of coal, resulting in fracture of leg.
The third occurred to a miner named John Dent, at Lambton Colliery, on February 5lh, resulting
in fracture of leg by full of coal.
The fourth occurred to a wheeler named George Steavenson, at Brown’s No. 4 Colliery, on Feb
ruary 5th, resulting in fracture of arm by skip.
The fifth occurred to a wheeler named William Desreaux, at Pacific Colliery, on February 2Sth,
by empty skips, resulting iu fracture of thigh.
The sixth occurred to a miner named Robert Carmichael, at Hetton Colliery, on March 2Gth,
resulting in fracture of leg by fall of coal.
The seventh occurred to a minor named William Teasdale, at Ilotton Colliery, on April 5th,
by a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of collar-bone.
Tho eighth occurred to a driver named William Ethermgton, at Helton Colliery, on April Gth,
resulting in fracture of thigh by skip.
The ninth occurred to a miner named Henry Leary, at Brown's No. 4 Colliery, on April Gth, by
fall of coal, resulting in fracture of ribs.
The tenth occurred to a miner named John Thompson, at A. A. Co.’s No. 2 Pit, on April 19th,
resulting in fracture of collar-bone by fall of coal.
'
The eleventh occurred to a miner named John Phillips, at Hetton Colliery, on April 25th, resulting
in fracture of leg by falling prop.
The twelfth" occurred to a miner named Herman Fink, at Stockton Colliery, on May 15th, by a
fall of coal, resulting in fracture of thigh.
The thirteenth occurred to a miner named David Gwjnne, at Hetton Colliery, on May IGth,
resulting in fracture of leg by fall of coal.
■
The fourteenth occurred to a miner named James Brown, at Brown’s No. 4 Colliery, on June 5th',
by a fall of coal, resulting in fracture of thigh. '
The fifteeutli occurred to a miner named Joseph Allanson, at Newcastle Co.’s Colliery, on June
12th, resulting in fracture of leg by full of coal.
,
The sixteenth occurred to a minor named Thomas Godfrey, at Wallarah Colliery, on June 15th, by
fall of coal, resulting in severe injury to back.
The seventeenth occurred to a miner named John Anderson, at Lambton Colliery, resulting in
fracture of leg by fall of coal on J nne 1 Sth.
The eighteenth occurred to a miner named Alan Wilde, at Roschill Colliery, on June 24th, by a
fall of coal, resulting in fracture of leg.
There were no accidents on the surface,
Tlie tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
We have, Ac.,
JOHN DIXON,
THOS. L. BATES,
WILLIAM KEMBLE,
Inspectors of Collieries.
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Tabulated List of Fatal and Non-Fatal Accidents in the Northern District of New South Wales investigated by

the Inspectors of Collieries during the Half-year ending 30th June, 1895.
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Sir,

.
...
In compliance with the requirements of clause 26 in the Coal Hines Regulation Act, 1876,
I have the honor to transmit to you this my six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries, for
the half-year ending 30th June, 1895.
_ _
_
The total number of collieries under inspection in the Southern and Western Districts during the
last six months is 34.
.
Western District
...
...
... 15 coal-minea and 5 shale-mines.
13
„
Southern
...
1
...........................
2
„
Berrima
...
>1
6

‘.1

= 36 collieries.

Pjieseut State or Mixes.
MrJropoUtan Collten/.—About

i
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1
1
1
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Report of the Inspector of Collieries on the state of the various
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colony of New South
Wales, and Accidents therein, for the half-year ending 30th June, 1895.
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Total.

300 men and horses are employed underground. The total q uantity
of air circulating in the mine is about 450,000 cubic feet per minute. The workings aro divided into six
separate districts. Bach district is well ventilated. The wheelers and miners work with locked safetjrlamps, and great care is exercised by the management in order to ensure safety. The Act iu all matters
complied with.
Coal Cliff' Colliert/.—About 28 men are employed underground, and served with 16,000 cubic feet
of air per minute. The Act in all matters complied with,
Soulli Clifton Colliery.—About 140 men are employed underground, and served with about 45,000
cubic feet of air per minute in two separate splits. The Act iu all respects complied with.
North Tllawarrn Colliery.—About 84 men and horses are employed underground, and served with
26.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The A.ct in all matters complied with.
Bulli Bass Colliery.—About 15 men arc employed underground, and served with 3,000 cubic
feet of air per minute. The Act in other respects complied with.
Bulli Colliery.—During tho last six months only a few miners at work, getting slack from the
workings and doing repairs in the haulage roads.
Nilhwl Colliery.--Only 2 men at work, and served with 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
The Act in all matters complied with.
Bellambi Colliery.—Work at this mine has been suspended during the last six months on account
of slackness of trade ; only 3 men are at work doing repairs in the main dip heading.
_
South, Bulli Colliery.—About 150 men and horses are employed underground, and served with
about 42,000 cubic feet of air per minute in four separate splits. The Act in every respect complied
with.
,
Corrimal Cb//Ary .—About 90 men are employed underground, and served with about 22,000 cubic
feet of air per minute. The Act in all other matters complied with.
Mount Pleasant CWlAry.—About 120 men are employed underground, and served with about
28.000 cubic feet of air per minute in two separate splits. The Act in all matters complied with.
Osborne Wallsend Colliery.—About 150 men are employed underground. The ventilation is good,
and the Act in every respect complied with.
Mount Kemhla Colliery.—About 220 men are employed underground, and served with about
56.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The provisions of the Act are fully carried out in all matters.
"W ESTEliy
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, ^ Oaperiee Slide Mine.—Tbia is a new shale mine, about 25 miles from Capertee Bail way Station
iN.E. Twelve men are engaged driving a tunnel in order to prove the thickness and extent of the shale.
Tho Act complied with.
Havidm Colliery.—Two men employed underground at this mine. The ventilation is good, and the
Act complied with.
Qullen Sullen Colliert/,—About 1G men are employed underground.
The ventilation is good, and
tho Act in all matters complied with.
'
Genowlan Shale Mine.—About 20 men are employed underground, and served with 12,000 cubic
feet of air per minute. This mine is being worked on tbe long-wall system, and the places are well built,
with pack walls. The Act iu other mailers complied with.
. Ivanhoe Co/fe-y.—Twelve men employed at-this colliery, and'served with 0,000 cubic feet of air
per minute. The Act in other matters complied with.
. Sondale Colliery.—Six men arc employed, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air minute. The
A.ct iu all other matters complied with.
Lithgoio Valletj Colliery.—About 28 men arc employed underground, and served with about 20,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in all matters complied with.
^ Hermitage Colliery.—About 24 men are employed underground, and served with 19,000 cubic feet
of air per minute. The Act in every respect complied with.
, Sltklanh P*/.—About SO men and horses are employed underground, and served with 20,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in all other respects complied with.
.
Tunnel (Esklank).— §\s. men employed underground, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air
per minute,
.K
fh/c of Chmjdd Colliery.—Thirty-two men and horses employed underground, and served with
1/,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act iu all other respects complied with.
Zig Zag Colliery.—About 28 men and horses employed underground, and served with 12,000 cubic
feet of air per minute. The Act in other matters complied with.
■
The Vale Colliery.—About 30 men are employed underground.
The ventilation is very good
throughout tho mine, and the Act complied with.
Oakey Sark Colliery.^—Twenty-eight men and horses are employed underground, and served with
about 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in all matters complied with.
Ooocrwull Mine.—Two men employed. The Act complied with,
Maddix's Mine.—Two men employed. Tbe Act complied with.
f'Oio South IValee Shale Mines (Hartley).—About 65 men are employed underground, and served
with about 16,000 cubie_ feet of air per minute. During the last six months a large number of the men
have been working on pillar work; great care has been taken by the manager and men to ensure safety.
Ihe Act in all respects complied with.
Coal Tunnel.—Tivo men working, and served with 6,000.
■
The Australian Kerosene Oil and Mineral Company (Katoomlm), Sained Castle.—About 60 meu
aro employed, and served with 12,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.
.
Mart's Shale Mine (Katoomba).—About 50 men are employed, and served with 10,000 cubic feet of
air ]>cr minute. The Act complied with.
Berhulv Djsthiot.
,
The Australian Kerosene Oil Cog. (Joadja).—About GO men are employed underground, and served
with 12,500 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in all respects complied with.
,
Bob Valo Colliery (Mittagong).—Three men employed, and served with 3,000 cubic feet of air per
minute. The Act in other matters complied with.
Great. Southern Colliery (Berrima).—Six men are employed underground. The ventilation good,
and the Act in other matters complied with.
Accidents in Mines.
,
During the last six months ending 30th June, 1895, I have investigated four sejmrate accidents
included in this list. I have also examined a few other accidents which were not of a serious nature, and
are not included in this list.
The first non-fatal accident occurred to a miner named Lewis Palmer, at tho Metropolitan Colliery,
ou March 26th, who had his leg broken by a fall of stone at his working-face.
*
Ihe second happened to a miner named Andrew Crystel, at the Metropolitan Colliery, on April
11th, who was hurt about tbe back by a fall of coal at the face of his bord.
Ihe third was to a wheeler named Iticbard Gibson, at Corrimal Colliery, who bad his arm broken
by a full skip at tbe “ flat’’ where he was working on May 31st.
"
Tbe fourth occurred to a miner named ’William Glover, at tbe Yale of Clwydd Colliery, who was
hurt about the back and legs by a fall of top coal at his working-face.
3 he tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended.
I have, &e.,
John Mackenzie, Esq.,
JAMES ROWAN,
Examiner of Coal-fields,
Inspector of Collieries,
Mines Department, Sydney.
Tabulated Inst of Non-fatal Accidents in the Southern and Western Districts of New South Wales'
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The Half-yearly Report of the Inspector of Collieries on the state of the various
Collieries in the Southern and Western Districts of the Colony of New South
■
Wales, and Accidents therein, for the half-year ending 31st December, 1895.
Tho Examiner of Coal-fields,—

'

Wollongong, 5 February, 1890.

In compliance with the requirements of clause 26 in the Coal Mines Regulation .Act, ISiO, I
have the honor to transmit to you this my six-monthly report on the state of the various collieries for
the half-year ending 31st December, 1895.
_
...
Tho total number of collieries under inspection in tho Southern and Western Districts is;—
Western District....................................... In coal-mines, and 6 shale-mines.
Eerrima
„
.......................................
2
.,
1 shale-mine.
Southern ,,
....................................... 13
'
30
■

„

7 slialc-miucs.

— 37.

FnnsEJ'T State of Minks.
Co/Z/rry.—About 300 men aro employed underground. The total quantity of_ air
circulating in the mine is about 400,000 cubic feet per minute. The workings are divided into eight
separate splits. All the bards and headings in the colliery arc brattieed up to within a few feet of tlie
working-faces. All the miners and wheelers in this colliery work with locked safety-lamps, and great care
is exercised by the manager to ensure safety. Tho Act in every respect complied with.
Goal Cliff Collier if.—During the last half-year an average of 25 men have been employed under
ground, and served with about 20,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in other respects complied
Metropolitan

' South Clifton Colliery—Ahont 100 men employed underground, and served with about 80,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The colliery is well ventilated throughout, and the Act in all other matters
complied with.
j
j
j
North Illaioarra Colliery—An average of about 50 men are employed underground, and served
with 18,050 cubic feet of air per minute. During the last six months work at tins mino has been very
slack, on account of dull sales for the coal. The Act complied with. ^
£ulli Steam Coal Colliery.—During the last six months this mine has only worked a few weeks, on
account of no sale for the coal. AVhen the pit was at work an average of about lo men n ere employed,
and served with about 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
_
_
Bulli CofZiery.—During the last two months of the half-year ending this colliery has been re-opened,
and about 20 men are employed underground, and served with about 20.000 cubic (eet of air per minute.
The Act in other matters complied with.
Hilknd Colliery—TAvo men employed underground, and served with about 1,000 cubic feet of air
per minute. The 2 men supply coal for local purposes, and only work about half-time.
_
Bellamli Colliery.—During tbe last six months work lias been suspended at this colliery. Only a
few men are at work doing general repairs in the main heading and airways.
South Bulli Colliery.—About 200 men are employed underground, and served with about 48,000
cubic feet of air per minute in six separate splits. The Act in all other respects complied with.
Corrimal Colliery—Ahoni, 123 men are employed underground, and served with 32,000 cubic feet
of air per minute. Tho face-workings are divided into four separate and distinct districts. The Act in
all othe.r matters complied with.
, ., v
Mount Pleasant Colliery.—About 130 men arc employed underground, and served with about
30.000 cubic feet of air per minute. During the last six months an air-shaft has been sunk on the north
side of the main tunnel. Preparations are being made for a furnace being built at the bottom of the
air-shaft. All is expected to be finished in about three months. The same will greatly increase tbe
ventilating currents throughout tbe colliery. The A.ct complied with.
_
Osborne Wallsend Colliery.—About 180 men are employed underground, and served with about
35.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act and all other matters complied with.
Mount Kemhla Colliery—khout 185 men are employed underground, and served with about 60,000
cubic feet of air per minute. During tbe last six months several of the airways have been shortened,
which has increased the ventilation round a portion of tbe iiVorkiugB, Hie Act complied with.
*

’Beiiiiima. Distmct.

Australian Kerosene Oil Company’s Shale Mines, Joadja.—During

the last six months an average
of 50 men have been employed underground, and served with about 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
The colliery is worked on the long wall system, and the ventilating currents brought in straight line with
the working-faces. The Act in all other matters complied with.
Great Southern Colliery, late Berrima.—Six men are employed underground and served with
8.000 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.
_
Box Vale Collier)/.—Two men employed underground, and served with about 2,000 cubic feet of
air per minute. The Act in other respects complied with.
■Westebn Distetct.

Australian Kerosene Oil Company, Katoomba.—Mart's Tunnels.—An

average of about 40 men have
been employed during tbe last six months, and served with about 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
Kuincd Castle.—An average of 50 men are employed, and served with about 7,000 cubic feet of air per
minute. Tbe above tunnels are worked on the' longwall system, and built with substantial packwalls.
The Act in all matters complied with.
New South Wales Shale Mines, Hartley.—An average of about 50 men have been employed
underground'during the last half-year, and supplied with about 14,000 cubic feet of air per minute. Coal
Tunnel.—Five men are employed getting coal for the retorts. Tbe above tunnels arc worked on the longwall system, and the bords built with substantial jack-walls, The Act in all matters complied with.
OaJcey
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. Oakcr/ Park Oolhe/nj.—About 30 men and horses employed underground, and served with 18,000
cubic feet of air per minute. Tlie Act in all other matters complied with.
Vale Collier>/.—-About 2G meu are employed underground, and served with 12,000 cubic feet of air
per minute. The Act in other matters complied with.
Zig Zag Colliery,—Twenty-seven men arc employed underground, and served with 15,000 cubic
feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.
,. }Tale
GlmJdci Colliery.—Twenty-eight men are employed underground, and served with 15,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.
Esk Bank AhA—Twenty-six men employed underground, and served with 18,000 cubic feet of air
per minute. Old tunnel, G men employed, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute. The
Act m all other matters complied with.
^ Lithgow Valley Colliery,—25S men are employed underground, and served with 20,000 cubic feet
of air per miuuto.
.
t
Hermitage.—Twenty-two men employed underground, and served with 18,000 cubic feet of air per
mmuie. The Act complied with.
., Oooerwull Mine.—Two men are employed getting coal for the tweed factory. The Act complied
with.
1
. Honda!n Colliery.—Five men are employed underground, and served with 5,000 cubic feet of air
per miuuto. The Act iu all other matters complied with.
Ivanhoe Colliery.—Eight men are employed underground, and served with 6,COO cubic feet of air
per minute. The Act complied with,
Cullen Sullen Colliery.—About 46 men are employed underground, and served with about 15,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in other matters complied with.
Baioicn Colliery.—Two men emydoyed, getting a few tons of coal weekly for local purposes. The
Act complied with.
Maddox's Polly Mine.—One man employed. Act complied with.
Qcnotolan Shale Mine.—About-30 men employed underground, and served with 12,000 cubic
feet or air per minute. This mine is worked on the longwall system, and the air brought in straight line
with tho^working-faccs. The Act in all matters complied with.
_ dHng's Shale Mine.—About 10 men are employed underground, and served with about 3,000
cubic feet of air per minute. The Act in other matters complied with,
Capertee Shale Mine (near CHen Alice).—About 4 men have been employed during the last half
year driving a heading into the mountain to prove the extent and quality of shale : arc supplied with
about 500 cubic feet of air per minute. The Act complied with.
Accidekts is Mines.

During the last six months I have investigated 6 separate accidents, 1 of which was fatal, and 5
non-fatal. Tho first non-fatal happened a labourer named J. Lang, on 24th July, emploved at the Yale
Colliery, who had his back bruised by a loaded truck on the surface siding. The second non-fatal
happened to a carpenter named J. Held, at Corrimal Colliery, on 28th August, who had his foot crushed
by a set of empty skips on the underground incline.
'
rDie third was a fatal accident which happened a miner named Edward Evans, at Coal Cliff
Colliery, on 9th September^ by a fall of roof, by which he was instantaneously killed. On the day following,
10th September, tho District Coroner held an inquest ou the body of deceased at Clifton, which inquest
1 attended, and fully agree with the verdict of “accidental death'” as returned by the jury.
The fourth was_ non-fatal, and happened a lad named George Bell, on the 19th October, at
Osborne AVallsend Colliery, who bad his hand crushed by a skip underground.
The fifth was non-fatal, and happened a miner named John Miller, at the Metropolitan Colliery,
on 25th October, wbo had his nose broken by a fall of coal.
The sixth was non-fatal, and happened a miner named Matthew Kean, who had his foot badly
crushed by a fall of stone from the roof at his working-face. He was removed, to Prince Alfred Hospital,
where it was found necessary to amputate the foot above the ankle.
.
I have also examined a few other accidents which were not of a serious nature, and are not
included iu this report.
The usual tabulated list of accidents is hereto appended,
Jolm Mackenzie, Esq.,
Examiner of Coal-fields, Newcastle.
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GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OE NEW SOUTH WALES.

Progress Report for 1895 by tbe Government Geologist.
Sir,
I have the honor to submit the following Progress Report of the Geological Survey Branch
for the year 1S95 :—
As usual my time has been divided between practical work in the field and the supervision in the
office of the general work of the Branch under my control.
Prom the 18th to the 22nd February I was engaged in an inspection of the then recentlydiscovered Bulgandra (or "VValbundry) reefs near Culcairn, in the Albury District. A report on this field
was subsequently submitted, and forms Appendix 1 to this report.
•
On the 2nd April I paid a second visit to the Garangula Gold-field, and furnished you with a report
dealing with the suggested resumption hy the Government of the laud on which the gold-field is situated
(vide Appendix 2). On the 11th April I proceeded to the Talbragar River, north of Gulgoug, and,’in
conjunction with Professor David, made a geological survey of what are known as the Talbragar Fish
Beds. Tbe results of that survey have been published during the year as an Introduction to Memoir
No. 9 (of the Geological Survey of New South Wales) on “ The Fossil Fishes of the Talbragar Beds,” by
Mr. A. S. Woodward, F.L.S., of the British Museum. This work is of special importance as establishing
tbe occurrence of rocks of Jurassic age in New South Wales.
_ From the Talbragar I proceeded to Capertee, and inspected a site in connection with which an
application had been made for aid out of the Prospecting Vote.
On 2nd May I again visited Mudgee, and made an inspection of the Apple Tree Flat Gold-field in
connection with a complaint that part of tlie Gold-field Reserve which had recently been cancelled contained
auriferous deposits occasionally worked by the miners.
On the 7th June I visited Wyalong, and inspected a number of areas which the Lands Department
proposed to alienate.
From tlie 29th August to the 10th September I was engaged on a geological examination of the
country to the east of the road between Narrabri and Moree. The information gained during this
examination was of considerable importance, and in a subsequent report (vide Appendix 3) I bad the
honor to lay before you evidence proving that the Moree and Coonamblc Bores, from which large.supplies
of artesian water of excellent quality had bee]) obtained, were not, as previously supposed, in the Lower
Cretaceous rocks but in sandstones and shales of the same ago as the Clarence River Coal Measures and
the Ipswich Coal Measures of Queensland. In view of this discovery it is evident that the area of our
artesian water-bearing country is much larger than was previously supposed, ns these Ipswich (? Triassic)
Coal Measures extend a considerable distance to the eastward of the eastern boundary of the Lower
Cretaceous basin as shown on the Geological Map of the Colony.
On the 15th October I furnished a report on the probability of obtaining artesian water at Grafton,
on the Clarence River. This report forms Appendix 4 hereto.
On the 15th October I proceeded to Queensland, where I made an examination of the Ipswich
Coal Measures in tho type district. I also visited Roma and Texas for the purpose of examining tho
Blythesdale Braystones, or “ intake beds,” of the Lower Cretaceous basin; and I was engaged until the
23rd November in examining tbe country north and north-west of Inverell, and in mapping the eastern
boundary of the Ipswich Coal Measures in that district, with a view of defining the limits of the newly
discovered artesian basin. In a paper read (hy permission of the Minister) before tlie Royal Society of
New South "Wales, on December 4th (and subsequently published in the Records of the Geological Survey
of New South Wales, Vol. v, Pt. 1), I detailed the results of my observations in Queensland, and suggested
the possibility of the Ipswich Coal Measures being continuous (under the Lower Cretaceous rocks) between
Eastern Australia and Leigh’s Creek, in South Australia. While in the Northern District I made a
geological examination of the Ashford Coal-field, the results of which were published in Yol v, Pt. ], of
the Records of the Geplogieal Survey of New South Wales, The Ashford Ccal-field is very limited in
width, and the seam is inclined at a high angle; nevertheless, in view of the great thickness of the seam
(about 27 feet), and the excellent character of the coal for steam or smelting purposes, there is no doubt
that the deposit will be a valuable one in the future. The scam is of special interest, as being the most
northerly occurrence of the Permo-Carboniferous Coal Measures in the Colony. It is an isolated deposit,
and extends to within a few miles of the northern boundary of the Colony, near Bonshaw.
While in this district I also made an examination of the new discovery of diamantiferous drift
near Boggy Camp, about 17 miles south-west of Inverell. The drift occurs under a high basalt hill, the
underlying rock being granite. Tbe diamonds are about equal in size and quality to those found on the
Bingara Field. At tlie time of my visit forty-two loads of drift had been washed fora total yield of GOO
carats, and the wash-dirt also yielded at the rate of about 13 lb. of tin ore per load. One load of washdirt gave the extraordinary yield of 515 diamonds, weighing in the aggregate 184 carats. There still
appears to be a difficulty in obtaining a satisfactory market for diamonds of the small size found in New
South Wales ; and in view of the length of time which has elapsed since these quartz-pebble drifts were
first prospected, there is reason for assuming that if diamonds of large size existed in them, some of them
■would have been discovered before this. The area of country covered by river drifts containing small
diamonds is extensive, and I cannot help thinking that their source will ultimately be traced to volcanic
pipes, analogous to those found at Kimberley in South Africa. Bearing in mind the positions and trend
of the diamantiferous river-drifts of the Northern District, I am iuclined to think that the belt of country
lying to the east and south-east of Inverell, and between that town and the Northern Railway Line, is
the most likely one in which to prospect for the source of the diamonds; but, unfortunately for the
prospector, this area is covered to a considerable extent by basalt flows, which would effectually hide the
volcanic pipes if they existed there.
On
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On tlie 16th December I inspected a deposit of kerosene shale in the banks of Bundanoon Creek,
near Exeter, and, with a view of enabling the deposit to he thoroughly prospected, I recommended the
proclamation of a reserve covering it. On the 18th December I made a third inspection of the Garangula
Gold-field in connection with the question of the resumption of the land by the Government. My
report forms Appendix 5 hereto.
The following maps and publications have been issued from this Branch during the year:—■
Geological Map showing the Stanniferous Leads in tho Tin glia and Elsinore Districts.
Sketch-plan of the Jenolan Caves.
Mecorth of the Geological Survey, Vol. IV, Parts 3 and 4.
Paliiontological Memoirs, No. V'lII, Part 3, and No. IX.
During the year a considerable portion of the Geological Surveyors’ time has been devoted to
inspecting and reporting upon land for which aid from tbe Prospecting Vote had been sought. The
details of the other work performed by them, including reports on mineral areas in various parts of the
Colony, will be found appended hereto.
In September last Mr. G. A. Stonier resigned his position of Geological Surveyor, after ten years’
service in the Department.
The reports of the Curator, Inspector of Caves, Assistant Paleontologist and Librarian are sub
mitted herewith.
Eighteen Institutions have been supplied with mineral collections during the year, and no less than
4,816 specimens have been assayed or analysed.
I have, &c.,
EDWARD E. PITTMAN,
—----------- -—
Government Geologist.
Ari'Esms 1.
.
Report on tho Walbuudrio Reefs.
Geological Survey Office, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 2S Pebruary, 189o.

,
Sir,

I have tbe honor to report that I have inspected the auriferous reefs lately discovered in tho
Albury District, and known as the Walbundrie reefs.
Situation,

They are situated in the Parish of Bulgandra, County of Hume, about 40 miles north-west of
Albury, on the road to Urana. The greater part of the land in the district has been alienated, and tho
lirst reef discovered in this instance was situated upon Portion 120, tho property of Mr. Eagan.
Geological formation.

The reefs occur in some low hills on tho northern side of Billabong Creek. These little hills
consist for the most part of micaceous schists and slates of probably Upper Silurian age, more or less
impregnated with iron oxide, while in places, especially in proximity to the reefs, dykes of granite and
felspar porphyry occur. The country on the southern side of Billabong Creek consists of level plains
which have been formed of the silt deposited from the flood waters.
Depth of Made Ground,

The depth of this made ground is probably very considerable in places, and I was informed that a
here put down for water on Bulgandra Run penetrated to a depth of about 250 feet without reaching
bed rock.
Probable existence of Deep Leads,

It is very probable that deep leads, fed hy gold derived from the reefs in this locality, may exist
below the surface of the plains, and it behoves the miners, therefore, to prospect carefully for the heads
of such leads in the shallow ground, so that their course may he followed into the deeper country.
Names of Principal Peefs.

The five principal reefs inspected by me are known respectively as (1) the Goodwood reef, (2) the
Lone Hand reef, (3) the Show Day reef, (4) tlie Welcome Emd, and (5) Cooncrty and Murphy’s reef.
Goodwood Reef

Tbe Goodwood Jtcef was the first discovered, and more work has been done upon it than upon any
of the others. It bears east and west, is nearly vertical (having a very slight southerly underlay) and
varies in width from 18 inches to 5 feet. The upper part of this reef contains a considerable amount of
slate which has, doubtless, fallen into the vein fissure from tho walls, and it is also very much impregnated
with iron oxide in places, it is probable that as greater depths aro reached the reef will he found to
consist of quartz with pyrites, and possibly other sulphides. Eairly coarse gold is visible in places in tbe
workings along the reef. There are at present seven claims at work on the Goodwood Reef, and a depth
of about 40 feet has been attained. The claims are held under Section 33 of the Mining on Private Lands
Act of 1894, the miners having made their own terms with the landowner.
Results of Grushings from Goodwood Reef.

I was informed that the following results had been obtained from erushingsProm the Pros
pectors’ Claim (Wade & Crawley), 4 tons yielded i oz. per ton; 1 ton yielded 2 oz. 11 dwt.; and 4 tons
yielded 15 dwt. per ton. In Pagan’s Claim (No, 1 East), 6 cwt. of stone yielded 1 oz. C dwt. of gold.
In Gibbon’s (Doncaster Claim, No. 3 west of Prospectors) 4 tons yielded J oz. per ton. Prom Voltieu’s
(No, 4 West) 1 ton gave 5 oz., and 10 tons gave 2-) oz. per ton. Total result of trial erushings, 24 tons
6 cwt. yielded 40 oz. 17 dwt.
.

The
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'
The Lone Hand Bcej.
'
The Lone Hand Eeef is situated about 200 yards south of the G-oodwood, and is also within the
limits of Portion 120, Parish of Bulgandra. This reef strikes about north-east, and dips to tbe north-west
at an angle of about 70 degrees. At the time of my visit it had been opened to a- depth of 4 or 5 feet for
a distance of about 30 feet. In this opening the reef was about 1 foot wide, and fairly coarse gold could
be seem through the stone. Pour tons were despatched to the battery on the day of uny visit, and I have
seen a statement in the newspaper since that the yield was at the rate of 8 oz. per ton.
The Show Day 'Reef.

The Show Day Eeef is situated upon Portion 21, Parish of Bulgandra, also the property of Mr.
Pagan. This reef hears north-east, is nearly vertical, and varies in width from 6 to 18 inches. It occurs
along the line of contact between slate and a very decomposed rock—probably a decomposed felspar
porphyry. Dykes of hard felspar porphyry also occur in proximity to the reef. Hewitt Bros, and Party
aro tho prospectors, and I was informed that 3o tons of stone from their claim yielded 95 oz. of gold.
There are five other claims sinking on this reef. In No. 1 South-west (Neal and Party) the reef is about
9 in. wide. In No. 2 North-east (Young and Son's claim) the reef is about 1 ft. wide, and 1 was informed
that 5 tons had been crushed for a yield of 2 oz. 2 dwt. per ton. Noble and Party in No. 3 North-east
claim have not found the reef as yet, but in No. 4 (Davis and Party) the reef has a width of 9 in.
The Welcome Rind Reef.
The ‘Welcome Find Eeef is situated on Portion S, Parish of Bulgandra, which is also private
property. Driscoll, Strachan, and Party aro the' prospectors, and there is only one claim on this reef.
The reef strikes North 10 degrees West, and dips West at about 50 degrees. It is situated in slate country,
and its width varies from 9 in. to 4 ft. The shaft is down about 45 ft. Bather fine gold can be seen in
the stone here and there, and very good prospects can be obtained by dollying, but no bulk crushing had
been tried at the date of my visit.
'

Goonerfy and Murphy's Reef.

Coonerty and Murphy’s Reef is situated on Water Eeservc 321, just to the south of the Lone
Hand. Very little work has as yet been done on this reef, which bears about North-east, and has a dip
to the North-west at about SO degrees. The width of the reef varies from 2 in. up to 1 ft., and colours of
gold can be seen here and there in the stone.
Machinery.

I believe that crushing machinery was conveyed to the ground a day or two after my visit, so that
in a very short time a reliable test of the reefs will be made, it being estimated that there are 300 tons of
stone at grass awaiting crushing. A good site for a battery can be found on Billabong Creek, in proximity
to the reefs.
Summary.

In conclusion I have to report that present appearances are decidedly favourable, and although it
is too early to speak confidently of the permanence of the field, there is fair reason to hope that as the
workings progress in depth, the auriferous nature of the reefs will be maintained. As already stated,
there is a reasonable probability that auriferous deep leads may exist in the neighbourhood.
At the date of my visit it was estimated that there were about 200 men on the field.
I have recommended the proclamation of a Gold-field Reserve in lieu of the reserves for water,
travelling stock, etc., now in existence.
I have, &c.,
B. P. PITTMAN,
_
'
-------- ----- ■
,
Government Geologist,
Appesdix 2.
Second Repoit on the Garangula Gold-field.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Minos and Agriculture,
Sydney, 10 April, 1896.
In accordance with the Minister’s instructions, I have made a second inspection of the Garangula Gold
field with the object of inquiring into the question of the resumption of the land for mining purposes,
and I have the honour to report as follows :—
...
The auriferous deposits arc situated upon Portions 200 and 202, Parish of Cunningham, County of
Harden. The owner of the portions (Mr. Macansb) originally made applications for permits to remove
the gold under Section 7 of the Crown Lands Act of 18S4, but after the passing of the Mining on Private
Lands Act of 1894, tho permits could not he issued, and Mr. Macansb accordingly applied to convert tho
applications for permits into special leases under Section 23 of the Mining on Private Lands Act of 1894.
Tltere are twro areas for which special lenses have been applied, viz., l^ortions 200 and 202, of 010
acres each. Dp to the present the leases have not been granted, but Mr. Macansb lias made private
agreements from month to month with tho miners, whereby they aro to pay him rent at the rate of 10s,
per month per man after striking gold-bearing wash.
_
_
I understand that‘these rents have not been systematically enforced (although aclive gold-mining
operations have been carried on for about ten months), but that it is the intention of Mr. Macansb to
enforce them at an early date, and to demand a deposit or payment in advance, unless the Government
decide to resume the land, his reason being the difficulty of compelling the miners to fill up the shafts
after they have been, abandoned.
_
The following statements were made to me by tho miners with the object of allowing why tho
auriferous land should be resumed by the Government:—
“ 1. The alluvial deposits have not been thoroughly prospected, and new deposits may therefore be
found.
2. Many of the reefs are likely to he permanent.
_
3. Much of the alluvial ground already worked would still give a small return, but the yield from
such would not be sufficient to justify the rent demanded by tbo owner of the land.
4. If the land were resumed hy the Crown many of the miners would keep a cow or a horse, but
under present circumstances they aro prevented from doing so by reason of tho expense.
5. Only one battery of five head of stamps is allowed on the field by the land-ownor. It has crushed
92 tons of stone, and it required four weeks and four days to do so. This is not sufficient for
the requirements of the field,
6.
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<3. Heads of families would erect Iiouscs if they could obtain a miner's right title for the residence
jnirposos. At present they aro compelled to live in tents and cannot keep their wives and
families in comfort.
?. A school is wanted, and would probably he erected if Crown Lands were available.
8. Water is at present very scarce on the field. H tbe land were resumed dams could be built for
conserving water, but there is no encouragement to do so now, as rent would bo charged and the
improvements would revert to tho land-owner.
D. There is only one store on the field, and this is the property of Mr. Macansb. If the land were
resumed other stores would be erected, and business generally would prosper.
10. There are many old miners on the field who have for years past helped by their labours to increase
the revenue of the Colony, and these consider themselves entitled to the consideration asked for
11. The miners consider that the gold-field offers a good position for a permanent village. Tho
surroundings arc favourable. Tho nearest village (Jugiong) is about 8 miles distant, while the
town of Murrumbiirrah is 17 miles distant. The field, they state, is in the same auriferous belt
as Parkes, Grenfell, Warn bat, &c., and would form a good centre or depot for fhiners1 families.
12. The amount of rent demanded is objectionable ; each miner is asked to pay £G 5s. per annum.
Other charges increase the cost of living, they state, to £15 per year per man more than it would
coat elsewhere.
13. Resumptions are made by the Department in the interests of agriculture, and it is only fair that
something of tbe came kind should be done in the interests of mining.
*
14. Payable gold has been found here, and a large meeting of miners has carried a resolution in
favour of tho resumption of the land.
15. Mr. Macansh's laud has been damaged by the mining operations, and it is only fair, the miners
state, that the Government should recoup him by resuming it.
1G. The reefs on the field are, according to the miners, important, and there aro at the present time
between sixty and seventy men at work upon them.
17. During the past ten months the field has supported, and is still supporting 400 men.
18. Fully 200 men have left the field since the enforcement of tbe rent has been threatened. If tho
rent be enforced, it is said that many men will return to Sydney to increase the ranks of the
unemployed, whereas if tho land were resumed a largo increase of population would result.”

The payable alluvial deposits hitherto worked may be said to be confined to two principal gullies,
known respectively as Main Gully and Strawstack Gully. Each of these gullies has several short heads
or branches in which the alluvium has been worked,but the total length of tho payable auriferous deposits
on either gully has not exceeded three-quarters of a mile. It is clear, therefore, that the gold has not
travelled far, and that the alluvial deposits hitherto discovered cannot be said to bo extensive, notwith
standing the fact that during the past ten months there, has been on the field a population of at least 400,
and occasionally as many as S00 or 1,000, busily engaged in prospecting.
I have inspected the principal reefs which occur on the ridges between tho two auriferous gullies
already referred to as Strawstack Gully and Main Gully. These reefs have undoubtedly formed the
source whence the alluvial gold was derived. The following particulars will serve to convey some idea of
their extent and prospects.
^
Hanley's -KVc/’.—A vernge width, 5 inches. Throe shafts have been sunk, their depths being G3, G7,
and 42 feet respectively. Twenty-seven tons of stone were raised by two men in five weeks. Ten tons crushed
at the Clyde Works yielded 1 oz. 4 dwt. 1G gr. per ton, and 16 tons crushed at the local battery gave 1 oz,
G dwt. 14 gr. per ton,
Tbe country rock consists of decomposed granite down to the bottom of the present workings.
There are several other parallel reefs in Manley’s Claim, the widest being about I foot, but the reef at
present being worked gave the best prospects.
Hell anti Party’s
Two shafts, G3 and 75 feet in depth respectively. In tbe first shaft the
reef shows from 1 to 5 niches iu width; in the eecond it averages 2 feet. Fifty tons of stone have been
despatched to Cunningar, mid are expected (by the owners) to yield from 15 to 18 dwt. per ton. In
the deeper shaft the rock is becoming harder,

_ Cousin Jack's Claim.—Morris and Tarty. Shaft SO feet in depth and several drives. Reef averages
10 inches in width, Sixty tons of stone have been raised and are now being crushed at tho local
battery. Tho country is getting hard at the bottom, but no blasting lias as yet been necessary.
Perseverance Claim.—Morris and Party. This is probably on tbe same line of reef ns the last.
One shaft 70 feet deep, and drive 70 feet long, Average width of reef, 10 inches. Kb stone crushed
as yet, but 50 tons at present at grass are estimated by the owners to yield at the rate of 12 dwt.
per ton. The decomposed granite is beginning to give place to hard granite at the bottom of tho
shaft, but no blasting has yet been necessary.
The Conundrum Claim.—Adams and Tarty. Three shafts, 82, 90, and 51 feet deep respectively.
The first was sunk on a reef dipping slightly eastwards, and having an average width of 10 inches.
Thirty-seven tons from this reef were crushed at the local battery, and yielded 19 dwt. per ton.
_ The second shaft was sunk on a parallel reef a few feet east of the first and dipping westward, so
that it is probable that the two will junction at a depth. This reef has an average width of IS inches.
The third shaft is on the same reef, but is situated further to the south. In all, 92 tons of stone have
been raised from the three shafts and crushed at the local battery ; tho yield was at the rate of 16 dwt.
per ton. There are two other small parallel reefs in this claim. The country rock at the lowest level is
still dccompotcii1 granite.
Lady
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Lmly Duff Claim.—English and Parly.—Two shafts, 60 and 40 feet deep respectively, with drives.
Eeef averages about 12 inches in width. Country decomposed granite. Thirty tons of stone from this
claim was crushed at the local battery, and yielded an average of 5 dwt. per ton.
Monte Christo Claim.—Emery and party.—Three shafts, 95, 80, and 40 feet deep respectively, also
drives. Average width of reef, 9 to 10 inches. Twelve tons of stone were treated at the Clyde Works,
and yielded at the rate of 1 oz. 9 dwt. 16 gr. per ton. There are at present about 50 tons at grass, estimated
(by the owners) to contain over 1 oz. per ton. The decomposed granite appears to be giving place to hard
granite in the lowest workings.
Jcffruy ami Party.—Pour shafts, 45, 44, 32, and 14 feet deep respectively.
There are five goldbeariug reefs in this claim, the largest of them averaging about 6 inches in width. Hard granite has been
met in one shaft at a depth of 38 feet, and blasting had to be resorted to, IS'o stone from this claim has
been crushed as yet, and there are only about 3 tons at grass.
Constellation Claim.—Dubois and Party.—There are said to bo twelve gold-bearing reefs in this
claim, but it is probable that some of them will be found to junction. The largest of these has an average
width not exceeding 9 inches, while the average width of the others is about 6 inches. INb less than eight
shafts have been commenced, the two deepest being about 50 feet each. Fifty tons have been despatched
to the Cunningar battery, and arc estimated (by Mr. Dubois) to contain at tbo rate of 1 oz. 10 dwt.
per ton.

The reefs are all very variable in width, occasionally thinning out to a mere thread and again
increasing in width as they are followed horizontally or in depth, in other words they arc lens shaped, thus
77///77TJ2P- 'n horizontal as well as in vertical section. The reefs contain
a little galena as well as pyrites. As already stated the
country rock iu which the excavations have hitherto been made consists of decomposed granite, which i8
easily worked and requires no blasting. Circumstances are therefore at present very favourable for
economic mining, and the average yield of gold hitherto obtained by the batteries will pay, notwithstanding
the nan'own css of the reefs, so long as tho character of the country rock continues the same. Indications
are not wanting, however, that the favourable nature of the rock will not continue much deeper, and
when the workings have extended to perhaps 100 feet or a little more the reefs will be found to occur in
hard granite. In addition to this water will be met with, and the pyrites will bo found to increase in
quantity, rendering tbe gold more difficult of extraction. Tho conditions of mining will thus be materially
changed, and it is questionable in my opinion whether the reefs will continue to he payable unless they
increase in width or richness. Meanwhile there is no reason for assuming that any such increase will
take place.
Section 40 of ihe Mining on Private Lands Act gives the Minister power to resume land where
alluvial deposits containing gold of a payable character occur, but the Act contains no provision for the
resumption of land on account of auriferous reefs. In the case of the Garangula Gold-field I am of
opinion that tho greater part of the alluvial gold, within tho areas applied for as special leases by Mr.
Macansb, has been extracted, and it is probable that by the end of twelve months from the present date,
provided mining is carried on as at present, the alluvial gullies referred to will only afford employment
for a few fossickers.
_
As already stated it is, in my opinion, doubtful whether the reefs will continue payable after tho
workings have penetrated the hard granite which is certain to he met with at a certain depth.
If it be considered, therefore, that resumption of tho land should not bo carried out unless there
is good reason for believing that the Gold-field will be a permanently productive one, I do not think that
the expenditure of such a sum as would be necessary to resume 1,280 acres of good agricultural land
would be justifiable in this instance.
EDWARD F. PITTMAN,
_
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Government Geologist.
4
Appendix 3.
Report on the Country between Narrabri and Moree.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
gj,.;
Sydney, 26 September, 1895.
I have the honor to report that I have visited the Moree Bore, and have made a geological
inspection of the country between Narrabri and Moree, and in the ranges to the east of the road between
those two places.
,
.

Geological features, Pfarrabri to Moree.

The road from Narrabri to Moree passes over black soil plains, there being only one hill, a small
basalt rise, where any outcrop of rock can be seen between the two towns. It will be understood
therefore that the geological formation is very much hidden, and as these plains extend, with very little
interruption, far to the westward, it has been a matter of considerable difficulty iu the past to locate the
eastern boundary of tho Cretaceous basin—the evidence which would be afforded by the rocks being
hidden by the level covering of Pleistocene and Recent soils. The basalt hill, already alluded to, and
known as the Bald Hill, is situated close to the Galathera Tank, and from here to the Boggy Creek
Hotel (a distance of 8 or 10 miles) the basalt occurs within a few feet of the surface, as proved by wells
which have been sunk in a few places.
Woolabrnr and Dobikin.

I was requested to report upon the probability of obtaining artesian water at Woolabrar, about 12
miles to tho east of Boggy Creek Hotel, as the Railway Commissioners propose—in the event of the
prospects being favourable—to have a bore put down there for supplying water for the railway from
Narrabri
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Narrabri to Morco. Accordingly, in company witli Mr. 1?. J. Makinson, Inspector of Public AVatoriug
, Places, I drove to Dobikin Station, and thence to tho railway (now iu course of construction) at
"Woolabrar.
_
Tbe road was still over black soil plains, but at Dobikin the plains are strewn with various
coloured pebbles, consisting of agate, chalcedony, jasper, carnclian, lydian stone, &c.
These have
probably been scattered by Jlood waters, and have evidently been derived from a deposit of well-rounded
pebble drift—probably of Plioceno ago—which occurs at "Woolabrar. The railway line runs in a
northerly direction for about 5 miles through this deposit, which probably extends in an cast and west
direction for about tbe same distance.
Evidence of Wells on Dobikin Sim.

There have been several wells sunk on Dobikin Pun for tbe purpose of obtaining water. One of
these is on Portion 26, Parish of Dobikin, and its position is shown by tlie letter “A” on the accompanying
plan. Tho well has a, boro at the bottom, the total depth reached being 350 feet without finding water.
It was impossible to get down this well, but I made an examination of the spoil heap, and found that the
rocks consisted of white and greyish sandstones, bluish-grey sandy shales, brownish clays, and nodules
of clay ironstone; there were also thin seams of coni. Most of the rocks have crumbled or disintegrated
readily on exposure to the atmosphere (owing no doubt to tbe quantity of moisture in them), and this I
found to be a characteristic feature of tbe rocks as seen on tbe spoil heaps of all tho wells in the district.
By turning over ihe heap, however, I obtained fragments of solid rock in which were to be seen numerous
impressions of Tncnioptcris Dainireci, as well as another fossil plant, which lias since been identified by
Mr. W, S. Dun, as Baicra. Taeniopieris Dainireci occurs in the Clarence llivor Coal Measures, in the
Ipswich Coal Measures of Queensland, and iu the Mesozoic Coal Measures of Victoria. Tlie presence of
this fossil plant at Dobikin shows that the rocks there are the equivalents iu ago of tho Clarence Elver
and of the Ipswich Coal Measures.
Eastern Limit of Blains.

Tlie plains extend to tho eastward of Woolabrar for about 5 or G miles when they are succeeded
by ranges of sandstone. These sandstones probably belong to Iho same series as tbo coal-bearing rocks
underlying tbe plains.
'
There arc two other wells on Dobikin Eun, viz., at Woolabrar, on tbe eastern side of tbe railway
line, I did not see tliese wells, but Mr. Taylor, the owner of Dobikin, informed me that they were sunk
through similar rocks to those of the well last described, and that water was reached in them at depths
of 90 and 130 feet respectively.
Molonefs Will, If miles E. of Moree,
I visited another well, known as “Moloney’s "Well," If miles east of Moree. The position of this
well is shown by tbe letter “ .B ” on tlie accompanying plan. Here again I found iu tbe spoil heap
similar rocks to those ohsorved at the well “ A ” on Dobikin Run. They showed the same tendency to'
disintegrate on exposure to the atmosphere, and here again I obtained specimens of Taeniopieris
Dainireci.
.

IVell west of Terry-Llie-TIie Homestead.

At another well, 2| miles west of Terry-Hie-Hio Homestead, and marked “ C ’’ on plan, rocks
similar in lithological characters and exhibiting the same tendency to disintegrate on exposure were seen,
and in these I saw several indistinct specimens of what I believe to be Tacniopteris Dainireci, though
they were too imperfect to warrant their being definitely named. Terry-Hie-Hie Homestead is by
barometric measurement about 420 feet higher than Moree, but the ascent is so gradual as to be
scarcely noticeable on tho road.
'
Booh/ Creek Carboniferous Bocks.

Near Eocky Creek Homestead (which is about 500 feet higher than Terry-Hic-Dio, or 920 feet
above Moree) are seen beds of sandstone and blue limestone containing marine fossils, which have been
determined by Messrs. Eobert Etheridge, jnn., and W. S. Dun, as of true Carboniferous age. Mr. G-. A.
Stonier, Geological Surveyor, was the first to collect Orthis australis and Spirifera from this locality,
and ,1 have now collected, in addition, Productus, Bhynchonella, Bellcrophon, Doxonema, Euompbalus,
crinoid stems, Ac.
The rocks overlying these Carboniferous marine "beds, and forming the mountain ranges around
Eocky Creek, have all the appearance, when viewed from a distance, of the Hawkesbury sandstones, and
those of the Clarence basin. I propose, however, to make a closer examination of these rocks at an early
date.'
Bocky Greek lo Narrabri.

Apparently similar rocks are to bo seen along the road between Eceky Creek and Narrabri. At
about 27 miles from Narrabri this road passes over a gap in tbe range at an altitude of 1,550 feet above
Moree. The zigzag road over the mountain is cut through a thick sheet of olivene dolerite, but on each
ride of this tho mountains appear to be composed of tbe same (Mesozoic ?) sandstone.
Well near Turrnwan.

The same formation appears to extend for some distance to the south-east of Narrabri, and about
4 miles west, of Turrawan Eailway Station the owners of Tibbereena Run have put down a well to a depth
of 50 feet in greyish-white sandstone (which crumbles readily on exposure) and brownish-clayey shales.
No water was struck, but at the bottom of tbe well a scam of good bituminous coal, 7 inches thick, was
penetrated. The positron of this well is shown by tlie letter “ D ” on the accompanying plan. I could
find no recognisable plant-impressions in the rocks from this well, but from their lithological characters
it is probable that they may belong to the same scries as those already described, though, on tbo other
baud, they may be an extension northwards of the Permo-Carboniferous rocks of Gunnedah.
Aye
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■ Age of Hocks in Moree Bore,
Judging from tlie very great lithological resemblance between such fragments of the roclts and
coal from the Moree Bore as were available, and the rocks (containing Tconiopteris Dainireci) and coal
from Moloney’s "Well and the well on Dobikin Bun, and bearing in mind the great depth of the bore, and
the comparatively short distance which the two wells aro to the eastward of the bore, it appeared to me
that the evidence all pointed to the probability of the artesian water supply at Moree occurring, not in
tho Cretaceous formation, but in rocks which are the equivalents of the Clarence and also of the Ipswich
Coal Measures, and which may be regarded as of Triassic, or at any rate not newer than Jurassic age.
Broof of the existence of an Artesian Water-bearing Basin ofjiriassic or Jurassic Age.

On my return to Sydney I made a careful examination of the drillings from the Moree Bore,
which were collected by tbe Officers of the Works Department, under whose supervision tbe bore was
commenced, and here I had the satisfaction of obtaining confirmation of tbe opinion previously formed,
for in a sample of shale which was labelled as having been drilled from a depth of 810 feet I recognised
several undoubted specimens of Tconiopteris Daintreei.
The importance of this palteontological evidence is unquestionable, as it proves tbe existence of
large supplies of artesian water in Triassic or Jurassic rocks, whereas wo had no previous definite knowledse of the occurrence of artesian water in any other than tho Cretaceous formation in New South
AVales.
Broof of Similar Age of Rocks from Coonamble Bore.

.

A. paragraph appeared in the Dailu Telegraph of Januar3r 20th, IS91, stated that the Itev. J. M.
Curran had reported to the Minister for Works that, in his opinion, the strata pierced by the Coonamble
Bore were Triassic and not Cretaceous. I have made enquires at tho Works Department, and am informed
that thcre'is no record of any written report to that effect having been received. I understand from
Professor David, who spoke to Mr, Curran on the subject, that tbe latter gentleman stated that he had
not obtained any definite palaeontological evidence of the age of the rocks, and that his opinion was based
ou their lithological resemblance, and that of the indeterminable plant fragments to those of the Dubbo
rocks, with which he was familiar. The Coonamble Bore was begun and completed by the Works Depart
ment, and I have not until recently had an opportunity of inspecting the samples of drillings which were
collected from it. I have now carefully examined them, however, and am glad to bo able to confirm, by
palajontological evidence tbe opinion previously formed on lithological grounds by Mr. Curran. In a
piece of slide from a depth of 327 feet in tho Coonamble Bore I found several specimens of Twnwpicris,
while in a fragment of greyish-white sandstone from a depth of 1,211 feet 1 found a fairly distinct
impression of Thinnfeldia, a fern characteristic of the Hawkesbury Series, and of the Dubbo Beds, which
are regarded as of Triassic age, and which are also thought to be the equivalent of the Clarence series.
Oil Gil and Dolgelly Bores.

An examination- of the drillings from the G-il Gil and Dolgelly Bores (north of Moree), shows
that tho rocks pierced there are, in their lithological character, very similar to those of tho Coonamble and
Moree Bores, and it is therefore highly probable that they are of the same formation,
Nyngan Bore.—Terabile Greek, near Gastlereagh River.

In 1891, Mr. Eobert Etheridge, junior, identified a specimen of the Tamiopteris Daintreei in shale
from the Nyngan Bore, and a few months ago another specimen of the same fossil plant was identified by
Mr. W. S. Dun, in some rocks forwarded by Mr. W. t, E. Gipps, from Terabile Creek,
miles from the
Gastlereagh Eiver, The position of this find is marked by the lettor ^E” on the accompanying plan,
•

Gilganclra and Bourbdh Bores.

The drillings from the Gilgandra and Bourbah Bores (the latter of which has a yield of over
1,100.000 gallons of water per day), also closely resemble in their lithological character the rocks which
1 have been describing.
Probable extent of Triassic or Jurassic Water-bearing area.

It is evident, therefore, that this Mesozoic Coal-field is of very considerable extent, and the
Coonamble and Moree Bores, and probably also tbe Bourbah, Gil Gil, and Dolgelly Bores, are proofs of
the fact that the area of our Cretaceous artesian wrater-bearing country is supplemented by a considerable
area of water-bearing rocks of Triassic or Jurassic age, not previously known to exist.
Coal in the Triassic or Jurassic rocks.

It is open to question whether these Triassic (or Jurassic) rocks contain any icorkablc scams of
coal, for while in Queensland good workable seams are found in the Ipswich Coal measures, none that
could be profitably worked are known in the Clarence carboniferous basin in our own Colony.
Extension of water-bearing rocks east of Moree.

It is probable that bores for artesian water would be successful for at least 15 miles east of Moree,
and I am of opinion that tbe bore which the Eailway Commissioners suggest at Woolabrar, should havo
u fair prospect of success.
Desirabilitg of obtaining a solid core with a drill.

It would be a very great advantage from a geological-point of view, if in the next bore put down
in this district a solid core could be obtained.
This could probably be best effected by means of the
recently introduced Calyx Drill. I understand that splendid work has been done by this drill in tbe Coal
Measures of Victoria, and at a cost very much below' that of tlie ordinary percussive drill. I have had
tho advantage of seeing a number of tho cores obtained by the Caiyx Drill in Victoria, and am of opinion
that tiie rocks in the Moree District w'ould be eminently suited to its action, while tbe geological
information which would result from the production of a solid core would be of enormous importance in
enabling us to more thoroughly understand tho nature and limits of our underground water supply.
In
addition to this the question as to whether this newly recognised coal basin contains any workable seams
of coal would be definitely settled.
Water
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Water in Ipswich Coal Measures.
Tho Ipswich Coal Measures in Queensland are water-bearing, the water having risen to near the
surface in several instances, but it appears that only in one locality (viz. at Brisbane Eaceconrse or Eagle
l1 arm), was true artesian water obtained, and in that instance tho maximum supply was only about 8,000
gallons per diem, and tbe water was unfit for domestic use (vide “ The Geology and Paheontology of
Queensland ” Jack and Etheridge, p. 322.)
Probability of water in the Clarence Biver Series.
Tlie fact that the rocks in which the Moree Bore was put down, are the equivalents in age of tho
Clarence Eiver Series, renders it probable that‘artesian water might also be obtained by borin" in tho
Clarence basin. Fifteen years ago, in a report addressed to the late Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, I suggested
tho putting down of a bore near Grafton, with the double object of ascertaining whether workable scams
of coal occur there, and of testing for artesian water (rule Annual Eeport of tho Department of Mines
for 188G, page 244 )
Summary.
The discovery of the fossil plant PcmoptcTis Datnireeiiu the Moree Bore (in which an artesian
snpply of over 3,000,000 gallons of very good water has been obtained from a depth of over 2,600 feet),
proves that this bore is notin the Cretaceous formation, but in carboniferous rocks of Triassic or Jurassic
ago—the equivalents of tbe Ipswich Coal Measures and the Clarence Eiver Series. The same fossil was
fourtd in the Coonamble Bore (which has a supply of artesian water amounting to over 1,800,000 gallons
per day), in tho Kyngan Bore, and at Terabile Creek, on the Gastlereagh Elver. The lithological
characters of the drillings irom the Gil Gil Bore (which has yielded a supply of about 100,000 gallons of
water per dayj ; from the Dolgelly Bore (from which a supply of 300,000 gallons per day lias been
obtained) ; from the Bourbah bore (which has a yield of over 1,100,000 gallons per day), and from tho
Gilgandra Bore, lead me to believe that they all belong to the same formation.
.
It is evident, therefore, that not only has a new source of artesian water hecn discovered in New
South Wales, but that the area from which the supply will ho available is of very considerable extent.
In conclusion, I would invite attention to the excellent quality of the water from the Moree Bore.
An analysis by Mr. J, C. II. Mingaye, shows that it contains 40IG grains of solid matter per gallon, and
that over 40 grains of this consists of carbonates of soda and potash. The water has a distinct alkaline
reaction, and its temperature as it issues from the bore is about 113 degrees Eah.
.
appears to me, therefore, that it has qualities which render it peculiarly adapted for wool
scouring, and in a district so remote from Sydney as Moree, the saving which could be”effected in the cost
of carriage of wool if it were first scoured, would probably be a matter of some importance.
1 havo, &c.,
L
,
,
EDWAED E. PITTMAN,
The Under Secretary for ljunes and Agriculture.
Government Geologist.
'
Arrnsmx 4.
Eeport on the probable occurrence of Artesian Water in the Clarence Coal Measures,

'

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
®ir'
.
.
Sydney, 15 October, ISD5.
, r
understand that a request is being made from Grafton that a report be furnished as to the
probability of artesian water occurring in the Coal Measures of the Clarence basin, and as I am about
starting on a trip which may occupy some time, I venture to submit the following remarks in anticipation
of the request referred to.
About fifteen years ago I made an examination of the Clarence and Bichmond Eiver basin, and
putting down of a bore with tho twofold object of testing tlie country for puynble coal seamg
and for artesian water (vide Aim. .Rept. Dept. Mines for 1880, p. 24=4;). Subsequent examinations of this
coal-ncld were made by tbe late Mr. C. S. Wilkinson, in company with Mr. "W. II. J. Slee (Aim Kept
foil1' °f
18S9, P- 202)’ and
Mr'.(now Professor) T. W. E. David (Ann. Eept. Dept. Mines for
ISylj p. 220).
. The Clarence Eiver coal-bearing series arc considered on palaeontological grounds to be tbo
equivalents mage of the Hawkesbury Series of Xcw .South Wales, of the Ipswich Measures of Queensland,
and oi the Coal Measures of Victoria. ■ No artesian water has ever been obtained from either the llawkesbury Series of New South Wales, or the Coal Measures of Victoria, although a number of boros have been
put down through both these formations in search of coal. In ihe Ipswich Coal Measures of Queensland
several bores have been put down, but only in one locality (near the Brisbane Eaeoeourse) has artesian
water been met with, and in that instance the supply was only about 8,000 gallons per day, and the water
was unfit for domestic use, by reason of the amount of soluble salts contained in it.
Quite recently however (vide papers 95/18091) 1 had the honor to report having found proof, of a
palaeontological nature, that the Moree and Coonamble Bores (in both of which largo supplies of artesian
water of excellent quality have been obtained) have pierced rocks which arc the equivalents in age of the
Clarence Series.
i.be fact, therefore, that good supplies of artesian water have been found in these Triassic or
Jurassic rocks at Moree and Coonamble renders it reasonable to bopethat similar supplies maybe obtained
in the lower sandstones of the Clarence Series—especially as the latter appear to occur in a complete basin—
notwithstanding the absence of artesian water supplies ’in the Hawkesbury Series and the Victorian Coal
Measures and the very poor supply obtained in one instance in tbe Ipswich Coal Measures.
.
Tlle problem can of course only be solved in a practical way, viz., by putting down a test bore, but
in the meantime it may be stated that there is sufficient geological evidence to justifv such a test, which
it need hardly be said, would be of very great interest.
‘
’
I have, &c„
.
„
EDWAED E. PITTMAN,
Ihe Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
'
Government Geologist.
ArPENDix 5.
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Third ]icport on tho Garangula Gold-field.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 20 December, 1S05.
I havo the honor to report that I have paid a third visit to the Garangula G-okl-field, and, in
company with Constable Wilson, the Mining Registrar, have inspected the chief workings on the field.
Jfot one of tho alluvial claims on which it was slated that payable gold had recently been reported
.can, in my opinion, be regarded as a new discovery. They are all situated either in the midst of or
adjoining old workings, and consist of small runs of auriferous wash in the form of feeders to tho already
worked main gullies, or patches which have been overlooked by previous work era. All the alluvial work
now going on upon Macansh’s private land is more or less in the nature of fossicking, and cannot, under
any circumstances, be regarded as of a permanent nature. I see no reason for modifying the remarks on
this subject made in my report of tlie 5th April last.
Adams Beef is the most important of the lode deposits on the field. It has averaged 16 or IS inches
in width (maximum width, 3 feet], and has been found rich in places. Adams and Party have crushed
2-tl. tons in all for a total of 322 oz, of gold, and a parcel of 58 tons had just been put through the
battery at the time of my visit. “ Cleaning up " had not been completed, but Mr. Adams expected tho
yield to be at the rate of 25 dwt. per ton. The main shaft is now about 95 feet deep, or only 5 feet
deeper than it was eight months ago on the occasion of my last visit. The party has been mainly engaged
in stoping out the auriferous stone up to the surface. The sinking is now in hard granite.
’
Another reef has been discovered by T. Mott since my last visit to the field. It is situated
between the Lady Duff and Manley’s Beef, and has a width of from 10 to 1G inches in the workings at
a depth of 100 feet from the surface. Sixty-five tons havo been crushed from this reef for a yield of
75 oz. of gold.
I have, &c.,
EDWABD F. PITTMAN,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Government Geologist,
‘

Afpesjux 6.

Humoured Discovery of Gold at Parramatta.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sydney, 12 August, 1S95.
Ax rather frequent intervals there have been rumours of the finding of payable auriferous deposits in the
rocks of tho Hawkesbury Series, thus a report of this nature caused a rush at Parramatta about a year
ago, and there have been similar reports in reference to the occurrence of gold-bearing reefs at Springwood, Gosford, and Kiama within the last three or four years. All these rumours, however, proved upon
investigation to be unfounded, and I have no hesitation in expressing my opinion that the present rumour
in regard to tho occurrence of a gold-bearing reef at Parramatta will not be substantiated.
The sandstones and conglomerates of the Hawkesbury Series are known to contain gold in small
quaniitv, as was first pointed out by the late Rev. W. B. Clarke in 1860. Professor Liversidge also read
a paper before the Boyal Society last year_ giving the results of a number of assays of Hawkesbury
sandstone, showing that much of it contained a trace of gold. This gold, however, exists in fine particles
disseminated through the sandstones and conglomerates, and not in the form of concentrated deposits,
such as auriferous reefs intersecting them.
.
Mr. Mingaye, Analyst and Assayer to the Department, who lives at Parramatta, informs me that he
inspected the locality of the rumoured find yesterday, and he has handed me a specimen of the rock, which
consists of grey micaceous sandstone of the Hawkesbury Scries, He informs me that no reefs were
visible, and that the exact spot where the gold is said to occur is kept a secret by the prospectors.
In conclusion I may state that from my observations of the Hawkesbury rocks generally I do not
think it probable that they will ho found to contain payable auriferous deposits, and, in any case, if an
auriferous reef existed in the neighbourhood of Parramatta, it is extremely improbable that it could have
remained undiscovered for so many years in such a populous neighbourhood.
E. E. PITTMAN,
The Under Secretary for Mines and'Agriculture.
Government Geologist,

Progress Eeport of Mr. J. E. Came, P.G.S., Geological Surveyor.
Sir,

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines aud Agriculture, 29 January, 1S9G.
I have the honor to hand you the following brief summary of work performed during 1895:—
■
In January I was engaged in writing reports on tbe Toolong and Bogong Gold-fields, and a second
report on the chrome deposits of the Gundagai and Tumut districts.
In February I inspected and reporled on the Bywong Gold-field.
In March I reported on Messrs. Harrison and Tirnmis’ mine at Batlow, near Adclong, and
examined prospecting sites at Queanbeyan, Foxlow, aud Captain's Flat.
In April I inspected prospecting sites in the Gundaroo, Braidwood, Snowball, Yalwal, Bateman’s
Bay, aud Brimbramalla districts ; and land alienation area at Mogo.
In May I inspected 'Waldron’s Swamp, near Moruya; Turquoise Mine, near Bodalla; and
prospecting sites at Punkalla, and Mount Dromedary; supposed deep ground near Bermagui; and
prospecting site in the Parish of Murrain near Bermagui; examined country round Eden, and continued
examination and mapping of tho Bambula Gold-field.
In .Tune I was occupied with reports and office work.
In July I was absent on leave.
_
In August I inspected-the Tallawang Gold-field Beserve, and recommended curtailment of portions
only. Inspected prospectiug sites near Afudgee, Tarkes, Forbes, Barrage, and Mount AVerong. Examined
land for alienation at Parkes, and Cheshire Creek, near Bathurst. Inspected supposed false bottom in the
alluvial workings of Mount Wcrong,
.
In

Tn September T assisted in running a section line across tbe Greta Coal Measures, and examined a
large special area for alienation near Lake Cowal.
Til October 1 examined prospecting sites at Dalmorton, Chandler’s Creek, Mann River, Chambigne,
and Coramba. Examined tbe recent iy discovered reefs at Coramba, Bueca, and Tallawndjah Creek,
Orara River district, also a newly discovered cinnabar deposit on Yulgilbar Station, Clarence River,
Began inspection of the Esk River and Jerusalem Creek auriferous sand leads between tbe Clarence and
Richmond Rivers.
In November continued tbe above examination. Examined tripolite deposit at "Wyrallah, near
Lismore ; the neighbourhood of Byron Bay and Ballina. Examined tbe Gundry Tin lodes at Rowlands’
Plains, Wilson River; and Willi Willi Copper Mine, Upper Maclcny. Inspected prospecting sites at
Yankee Creek, near Mullumbimby, Bowravillc, Nambucea River, Smith’s Elat, Upper Maeleay River,
Port Macquarie, Coolongolook, and Paddy’s Creek, near Bungwall.
In December 1 inspected prospecting sites at Copeland, Cobark, and Upper Gloucester River,
the rest of tbe month being occupied in writing reports, &c.
At various times during tbe year I attended meetings of tbe Prospecting Board.
Tho following reports were banded you relative to work performed or completed during tbe year :—
Further report on the chrome deposits of the G-undagai and Tumut districts.
Report on the Toolong and Bogong Gold-fields.
Report on the Bywong Gold-field.
Report on an auriferous deposit at Batlow, near Adclong.
Report on the Big Hill reefs near Bateman’s Bay.
Report on a deposit of cinnabar near Liousvtlle.
Report on the Coramba and Bucca Creek reefs.
Report on the auriferous beach sands of the Esk River and Jerusalem Creek, Clarence and Richmond
Districts.
I have, Ae.,
JOSEPH E. CARRE, E.G.S.,
The Government Geologist.
-----------------Geological Surveyor.
Awekdtx 7.

Further Report on the Chrome Deposits of the Gundagai and Tumut Districts.
Sir,
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, 12 March, 1895.
_
1 have tlie honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have examined the
deposits of chromite in the Gundagai and Tumut districts which have been discovered since my previous
inspection in 1892.*
■
Since that date the chrome mining industry has boon inaugurated and developed into fairly large
proportions. The export of chromite began in *1894, and during the year reached 8,031 tons valued at
£12,330.
The first attempt to export this ore was in 1SS2, when the deposits at Bowling Alley Point, near
Nun die, were opened np by Messrs, Blaulrall, Hunt, and others, of Tamworth. Mr. E. C. Hunt informs
me that they shipped in the aggregate about 100 tons to Melbourne, Liverpool, and London ; the highest
price realised being 70s, per ton, which was not sufficient at that date to afford a profitable return on the
outlay.
In the Gundngai-Tumut District chromite has now been found at intervals in the serpentine
country, for a distance of about 24 miles southerly from the first deposit opened near Coolac, the most
southern operations being within 8 miles of Tumut. Permits to mine extend to even a greater distance.
There is no doubt that other deposits wilt be discovered from time to time in the belt of serpentine
country which extends both north and south from the points mentioned, as well as iu the area already
partly explored. But the present workableness of discoveries in tho southern extension-r-apart from
quality—will depend entirely upon the distance from rail. In this direction also the couniry becomes
more rugged and broken.
Tbe most recently discovered deposits towards Tumut, such as tlie Emu, Mt. Miller, Keefe’s, and
Mclnerny’s, do not at present afford indications of being equal in extent to the deposits nearer tbe
Murnnnbidgee River and Coolac, such as tbo Kangaroo, Carroll and Gillespie’s, Quilter’s, aud Vulcan
Mines, but as little more than preliminary prospecting has yet been begun, more extended work may belie
the surface features.
Vulcan Mine.
The first mine opened in the chrome district was the Vulcan, formerly known as Wright's, and
described under that name in my previous report.
About 1,200 tons of chromite has been raised from this mine, chiefly by an open cut of a most
dangerous character, which is now being filled in preparatory to tho adoption of a safer and more
systematic method of extraction.
.
.
From tho appearance of tho remaining portions of the ore-bodies I am of opinion that my previous
estimate of ore available in tho then known bunches, viz,, 2,250 tons, will not be exceeded, though it is
quite possible that prospecting may discover other deposits in the vicinity.
°
Between the \ ulcan and Quiltor s. Mount Helena Aline, a distance of about 5 miles, several
bunches have been discovered, but chiefly of minimum grade at surface. No ore has yet been extracted
from them.
‘
Qitillcr's M.inc,
Of the six deposits of chromite on Mr. John Quiltcr’s property' at Mount Lightning, described in
my first report, three have since been opened, and 1,100 tons of ore despatched, mainly from bunches
described under letters B and O.
Both llicsc deposits when first seen presented very small surface outcrops from under the soil and
loose slipped rocks, which had not been removed, hence an attempt to give a roughly approximate estimate
of quantity based upon measurements of only partly exposed outcrops has proved altogether futile.
A t B tho ore baa been extracted by means of an open cut about 50 feet in length and 20 feet deep,
from tho bottom of which a shaft was carried down 30 feet. A.n inspection of the lowest level attained—
GO feet—was not possible as the shaft had been filled up in view of a safer method of extraction than that
previously adopted.
jj;
* Aim, Kept. Dupt. Jlhiuy fur Hja2» p. 153-151).
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It is reported, however, that the ore-body—wliich shows solid and thick in the open cut—gradually
thins towards the bottom of the shaft.
At C a solid vein from 1 ft. 6 in. to 2 feet thick, appears to be going down. A little ore has been
extracted from bunch A, where a face above ground is now exposed measuring about 14 feet high, and 12
to 15 feet wide. Bunch E near the summit of Mount Lightning, is not being worked. The two latter
deposits —A and E—are of considerable extent, especially E, but unfortunately the grade is low, being
below the minimum standard,
_
The ore from the working deposits is conveyed by gravity to a stage across the Murrumbidgee
Itivor, by means of a single wire cable, 1,800 yards long, the bags of ore being suspended to the cable by
hooks with running blocks.
, It would, therefore, appear advantageous—if the grade of the richer ore bunches will allow, and I
am informed by Mr, Quiltcr that four consignments aggregating 80i tons yielding from 40-S to 56'5 per
cent, of sesijuioxide of chromium—that a grading floor should be laid down at the landing stage and the
ore from the different deposits carefully blended to a uniform average grade (say) of 50 per cent. The
direct return would naturally shrink in proportion to the fall in grade, but the shrinkage would be more
than compensated by the larger amount of ore rendered available. Uniformity of quality would no doubt
also be appreciated by users abroad.
Mount Mary Mine.
On the south side of Mount Lightning close to tho Ad-jungbilly Creek, Messrs. Carroll and Q-illespie
arc working the Mount Mary Mine on tribute from Mr. Quilter, in whose property it occurs. About 400
tons have been dispatched to Sydney averaging, according to the tributors, from 48 to 49 per cent.
The main bunch, which underlays to the west, has been worked hitherto in a most dangerous open
cut, about 45 to 50 feet long, and from 20 to 30 feet deep. The ore-body under foot is solid and about 7
feet thick ; whilst a wedge of ore remains in the upper workings 12 feet high and 10 feet broad. Evidently
a considerable amount of ore is still available when a proper system of extraction is adopted.
Several smaller bunebes have been more or less exposed by open cuts and shallow shafts higher up
the slope of the mountain. In one instance a thickness of about 1 ft. 6 in. is exposed in a- shallow shaft.
_
The most important of the new' finds, however, has been found near the top of the ridge, where the
soil has been removed for a small space, partly exposing an outcrop of solid ore for about 10 feet by 4
feet. Eifty feet south another small bunch occurs which may prove to bo connected with the former ;
but no attempt has been made to uncover the entire outcrop, notwithstanding that a considerable expendi
ture has been decided upon, in the construction of a tramway to convey the ore from this deposit to tho
northern foot of Mount Lightning, a distance of about 50 chains, Hnffieicnt fall is stated to be obtainable
through a gap to enable the loaded trucks to run by gravity to the foot of the ridge, from whence the ore
will have to be carted to the river, and, conveyed across by cable or other means. The empty trucks
will be returned by horse-traction. The impetus received in the descent of the ridge should, however, be
sufficient to carry the loaded trucks to the riverside, us the falling ground continues to within a very short
distance of it.
The grade of the ore is stated to be good, but the statement appears to be based upon an assay of
a sample only from the outcrop, , To insure certainty from disappointment a more adequate test is
desirable.
There is evidence of a very considerable quantity of chromite being available on Mr. Quiltcr’s
properties, especially if blending of the various grades be adopted.
Welch's Mine.
t
Ou khe west side of the continuation of the serpentine ridge south of Adjungbilly Creek, in Portion
173, Messrs. "Welch and Party extracted 220 tons from a deposit, which, unfortunately, appears to have
pinched out entirely in the bottom of the open workings.
’
On Mr. Robert Owen's property, in addition to the Kangaroo Mine, Messrs. Givney and Thornycroft
arc engaged prospecting on behalf of Mr. Joseph Edwards, of Katoomba. So far twelve deposits have
been opened which yielded 1,800 bags of ore, about 75 tons. The grade in several instances is stated to
have been very close to the minimum. Eour known bunches have yet to be proved. The largest yet
found by the prospectors yielded about 21 tons.
Kanyaroo Mine.
The Kangaroo Mine is situated in Portion 128, Parish "Wagara, County Buccleugh. The proprietor,
Mr. M. Constable, holds two leases of SO and 40 acres, subject to terms agreed upon with the owner of
the land.
‘
_
About 1,230 tons of ore have been despatched to date (February 8tb, 1805) ; the output of late
being at the rate of 100 tons per week.
_
The ore-body has been proved horizontally for about 200 feet by two open cuts—following the
irregularities of its contour—and by two shafts between the open excavations, Vertically it has been
proved to the 30-ft. level. The main opening is about 75 feet long, 25 feet broad, and 30 feet deep.
The strike is a little west of north, and the underlay west. Since the new year the dangerous
method of working by open cut. without timbering, has been .abandoned; and under the new Manager,
Mr. T. Coke-Ilill, stulls have been put in and the ground made secure. Drives arc now being extended
both north and south; and preparation is being made for sinking a main shaft to test tho deposit in a
systematic manner.
The ore-body was originally narrow at surface (so I am informed), but opened to about 18 feet in
widest part in sinking. At the present lowest stope, at tho north end, about ti feet of solid ore is exposed ;
and at the south end (of main opening) about 5 feet is showing, without reaching the hanging wall, which
at this point is undercut by the sweliing of the ore-body.
In the bottom there is a length of 54 feet by an average width of about 4 feet of solid ore.
At the surface, at the extreme south end of the main opening, the ore bunch seems to be divided by
a block of country. About 45 feet from this point a shaft has been sunk 25 feet into the deposit. Thirty
feet further south another shaft has been sunk 30 feet in ore rather mixed with country j 10 feet from
this is the second open cut, about 15 feet long and 12 feet deep, in which about 5 feet of ore is showing
at both ends, hut rather mixed with country.
The
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Tho quality of the ore in the Kangaroo Mine has so far proved consistently good, as may be judged
from Mr. Constable’s statement that, as regards the 1,230 tons despatched, the lowest average in the
account sales of any consignment was 53 per cent., and the highest 57 per cent. Thirty-one men aro at
present employed on tfie mine.
Between the Kangaroo and Emu Mines, near Mr. P. Kiley's Homestead, the serpentine belt, so far
as examined, appears to attain its maximum width, and in places forms level or gently undulating downs.
The frequent presence of small chromite rubble in rain gutters in the surface soil attests the proximity of
deposits winch future prospecting will doubtless reveal. Several outcrops have already been discovered
on the estate, and from one of them, known as the Zigzag Mine, about 109 tons of ore were extracted. It
is, however, reported that the ore pinched out, which is borne out by the fact that the mine was abandoned
about a month prior to my visit. I did not see the site, as it was, unfortunately, overlooked by the person
guiding mo, evidently owing to its having been abandoned.
l£mu Mine.
_
The Emu Mine is held as a Mineral Lease of 20 acres, on Brungle Creek, Parish Wyangle. Opera
tions were begun on this property about a fortnight prior to inspection, and considerable progress had
been made, under the supervision of the owner, Mr, M, Constable, in preparing roadways, shoots, &c., and
uncovering the two known ore deposits. Unfortunately the largest outcrop—on the south side of a low
spur—soon proved only a surface skin, which yielded not more than about 15 tons of ore. Timbering urns
being prepared for driving alongside a joint in which a little ore was still showing; but the prospect of
the pre-body going down under-foot with a southerly dip seems brighter than the inducement offered for
driving the tunnel into the hill, where tho rock was becoming excessively bard and tough.
The second bunch of chromite occurs a few feet above Brungle Creek, and close alongside the
Tumut-Tomorrowmak road. Here an opening has been made in the north-western side of the abovementioned spur, in which about 0 feet by 3 feet of solid chromite has bcCn exposed under-foot, the longest
axis haying a north and south direction, which corresponds pretty closely with the side of the ridge from
this point. Hence a shaft will be necessary instead of a tunnel as first contemplated. Until the ore-body
has been further exposed it would not be safe to venture an opinion as to its probablo extent.*
i
The Emu Mine offers the advantages of accessibility, a good G-ovcrnmcnt road, and permanent water.
If the deposits prove extensive, advantage could perhaps be taken of the latter for dressing the smalls up
to market grade, and thus save at small cost a present loss in working, equal to about one-sixth of the
output in some cases.
The distance from the mine to the nearest railway station—Grundagai—is about 19 miles; and the
cost of carriage is to be 10s. per ton, the lower rate in this case being duo to the superior road.
At the time of inspection, fourteen hands were employed, and this number will be increased if tho
developments warrant it.
Mount Miller Mine.
This mine is situated on the south side of Brungle Creek, close to the Emu Mine. It is held as a
20-acre Mineral Lease by Messrs. Griffiths, Kelly, and Party. ■
i
The only bunch of ore yet discovered occurs at an elevation of about 200 feet above the TumutTomorrowmak road, near where it crosses Brungle Creek. An open-face working has exposed an orcbqdy about 2 feet 6 inches thick in the widest part, which appears to be going down, but considerably
mixed with the country on the top and on the east side. About S feet of the deposit has been extracted,
as the face was carried forward horizontally. Operations so far can only ho regarded as preliminary
prospecting, and not sufficiently advanced to justify any prediction as to permanency of deposit.
A sample from tho outcrop yielded 48'13 per cent, of chromium sesquioxido at the Departmental
Laboratory; others are reported up to 51 per cent,
Keefe’s Mine.
,
Between Brungle and Bumbqlec Creeks chromite has been discovered on Mr, Keefe’s property, but
little has yet been done to prove it, and no work was in progress at the time of inspection, because— so
. Mr- Keefe informed me—the mine was under offer to an investor. At this site a chromite bunch is
represented by broken blocks at the surface for about 6 feet by 2 feet 0 inches, but no attempt has yet
been made to ascertain frs actual longitudinal extent by removal of the soil. On tbe west side of the
outcrop is a small opening about 5 feet deep, but the appearance of the ore at this level could not be seen
because of the presence of about 4 feet of water in the hole.
About 3 feet from the hunch on the east side a shaft has been sunk about 16 feet deep; a litlle
ore was at surface which had been extracted from it, and more was showing in the side of the shaft, hut
it appeared to be too much mixed with country to he of a marketable grade. The ore in tho surface
outcrop, however, is of good quality,
'
Mr. Keefe informed mo that ho had other “shows” but that no attempt had yet been made to
prove them.
M(IneTny’$ Mine.
Close to Bumboleo Creek on the south side, at about 8 miles from Tumut, Mr, James M'lnerny
has several men employed prospecting on the side of an old Mineral Lease, about 150 yards north of the
south-west corner of Portion 351 in the Parish of Mundongo.
The outcrop of a small hunch was discovered at this site by IT. Piper in September last on a low
spur falling into Bumbolee Creek. Attention was first directed'’to a bunch on the west side, but only a
small quantity of low-grade ore was obtained when it pinched out. At the time of inspection a litlle
better prospect was being developed on the eastern fall, where a bunch 7 feet long, with an average
thickness of from 12 to 15 inches has been uncovered for a depth of about 5 feet. The ore-body is very
irregular, and apparently of minimum grade; tho southern end is broken and mixed with country. Jf a
payable deposit of chromite should be discovered in this locality, the carriage to rail would he from 28 to
30 miles. In winning and dressing the ore day-labour has been found most advantageous where tho chief
aim has been to maintain a high average grade. lu one mine contract labour was employed for a time
but has since been abandoned in favour of day-labour with efficient supervision. At the Kangaroo Mine
The
„„ *
orurch 3th) that n shaft has heon sanft 16 feet at this site, in which there is 4 feet of ore goitnt
no to , tho bunch had also been proved for 1C feet horizontal]}', and was still showing in each end.
6 ^
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the following method of preparing the ore for market is adopted. Tho ore, as it comes to tho dressing
floors from the mine, is divided into “ firsts ” (dean ore) and “ seconds ” (mixed ore and country). The
“firsts” ore is broken into pieces about 3 inches in diameter, and filled into bags djrect. The “seconds”
ore and country is broken by baud and picked, the residue being screened and again picked. The filled
bags average about 24 to the ton. At least one-sixth of tho ore raised is lost as smalls, a loss which it
might pay to obviate where water is plentiful, by use of coarse jiggs, or possibly by box-head shn'ces. A
trial with one of tbe latter set at a high angle would prove w hether the fragments of serpentine rock
could be removed by sluicing— tbe specific gravities of chromite and serpentine being 4'3-o and 2A-7
respectively. I am indebted to Mr. M. Constable for tbe following statement of price obtainable for
chromite delivered in Sydney, viz.. 70s. per ton for 50 per cent,, and 2s. fid. per unit over that percentage.
It is difficult to ascertain the lowest saleable grade, as buyers “fight shy" of ore yielding less than
4S per cent, of sesquioxide of chromium, and much prefer not to deal with ore carrying less than 50 per
cent. The fall in value per unit below 50 per cent, is very rapid. The cost of carriage by team in the
Gucdagai District has, so far, averaged from lOd. to Is. per ton per mile. Hallway freight depends upon
the extent of the consignments, the following being the ruling rates :—
Ore in 120 tons, Gundagai to Sydney, 13s. per ton)
,, next CO ,,
„
12s,
„ ^ Minimum rate.
„ over ISO „
„
11s.
„ )
■
The shipping rates do not come into consideration, ns the price quoted is for delivery in Sydney,
whore tho chief buyers are Messrs. Dntgety & Co. and Gibbs, Bright, & Co.
The following figures represent the approximate vields from the different mines to date, February
10th, 1805
'
Ton".

"Kangaroo Mine .
Vulcan
,,
Quilter’s
„ ..
Mt, Mary ,, ..
"Welch's
,, ..
ZigZag
„ ..
J. Edwards’„ ..

1,230
1,200
1,100

(500
220
100
75

Total
4jo2u
According to tho literature of the subject, the chief chrome supply of the world appears to be
drawn from Asia Minor. America obtains about half her requirements from the State of California,
where, according to the State Mineralogist,*—“ Ores producing less than 50 per cent, cannot be handled
and shipped to compete with those from the Mediterranean. Owing to the ‘ pockety ’ nature of the
deposits it is difficult to determine anything about their extent except by actual work, and the deposits
or pockets are usually soon exhausted.” #***##
bunches and connecting
stringers are arranged in such an exceedingly irregular manner that no rule can be laid down for tracing
tbe ore bodies.”
In connection with the chrome industry in the Gundagai and Tumut Districts, the feeling of
uncertainty which now prevails as to the permanency of the deposits, consequent upon the rapid exhaustion
of several promising-looking bunches, is aggravated by the method of mining, viz., open cut—which reveals
nothing until the bottom drops out of the mine. "Where the bunches are small, such a system is the only
one necessary and possible, but when the deposits afford indications of extent, systematic prospecting
by shafts and drives should be adopted at the outset to determine the vertical and horizontal extent in
each case. The prosecution of such necessary testing would not only set at rest any uncertainty on tho
score of extent but also afford an immediate supply of ore for despatch, and enable further operations to
be regulated strictly in accordance with the amount available.
'
Chrome mining in the districts in question has now been advanced to a stage which enables a
fairly clear opinion to be formed of the nature and mode of occurrence of the deposits, and the experience
of the past year teaches that they in no way differ from those of other countries which have been described
as “pockety” and “bunchy,” irregular and uncertain. Therefore, it seems imperative if the chrome
industry is to be advanced and maintained as a profitable commercial undertaking that svstematie
prospecting must be kept well ahead, not only of actual winning, but also of actual discovery, so that new
finds may be made available as the old give out, aud thus prevent frequent cessation of work.
Mith resolute grasping of the fact of comparatively small but numerous and wide-spread deposits,
coupled with systematic prospecting and proving, careful blending of ores and uniformity of grade, and
by saving and concentration of smalls where practicable, there can be no doubt that the chronic industry
of the Colony will be maintained on a vigorous and profitable scale.
In addition to the localities mentioned in my first report, chrome deposits have been found in the
serpentine country lying between Attunga and Manilla, and are probably connected with those nearer
Barraba. Samples from several deposits have, however, proved of low grade. A chrome bunch was also
opened by Mr. C. 8. M'Glcw, on a M.L. of 40 acres, about 3 miles south-east of Moonbi railway station,
but it soon gave out,
I have. &c.,
JOSEPH E. CAHNE, F.G.S.,
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.
Appendix 8.

Report on the Toolong and Bogong Goldfields.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 18 March, 1895.
I have the honor to hand you the following brief report upon the Toolong aud Bogong
diggings and their immediate surroundings, together with a sketch plan showing the principal physical
and geological features, tracks, Ac., believing that such may prove of service in drawing attention to Ibis
comparatively little known tract of country, the possibilities of which, I believe, are considerable from a
mining view.
rPhe
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The Hot. W. B. Clarke, in his Southern G-oldfields, 1860, describes generally portions of the area
under consideration, and alludes to the occurrence of coarse gold in the heads of the Tumut River, which
have their source within it.
.
-DrLendenfcld and Mr. J. Stirling, F.G-.S., have also mentioned certain localities in the
neighbourhood, but only in connection with evidences of glacial action.
Situafion.

'

Toolong Diggings are situated in the bed of Dargals Creek, a short tributary of the Toonia Elver,
one of the affluents of the Murray, which it joins near "Weleragang.
The nearest settlement is the village of Tooma, onTumbarumba Creek, about 25 miles west-north
west.^ Tumbarumba is distant 40 miles efa Tooma, whilst Kiandra on the north-north-cast is distant about
30 miles; Corryong, in Victoria, is about 40 miles from Toolong—theso are the chief points of approach.
The nearest railway station is Gundagai, distant via Adelong about 100 miles. A good Government road
extends from Grundagai to Tooma; from the latter to Toolong the track is very rough and steep for a
considerable portion of the way, but bullock teams arc now talcing loading to the diggings.
Toolong Diggings have an elevation of about 3,300 feet above the village of Tooma, and are them
selves about 1,300 feet lower than Big Dargal Mountain, on the east of which it is situated. The gold
lead is located in a semicircular valley, formed by a bend in the range extending from the Big Dargal,
near the Tooma Biver, southerly to the Inkbottle Mountain, and thence north-easterly to the river again.
Bogong Diggings.

The Bogong diggings aro situated about 15 miles south-easterly from Tooloug, on and alongside a
low foot-hill between Smith's Lookout and G-rey Mare’s Bogong, about 15 miles in a direct line north
from Kosciusko.
Bhjsioal Features,

.

Between Toolong and Bogong the country forms part of the extensive elevated tablelands of tho
Snowy Mountains region. A.bove the general level of the area in question low ranges rise with occasional
prominent peaks, such as Big Bogong, G-rey Mare’s Bogong, Round Mountain, Maugar, Big Dargals,
and others.
The tablelands consist of open undulating country, well grassed and watered ; peaty swamps are of
frequent occurrence. Tho most elevated areas are densely covered with a dwarf euealypt of the malee
species ; frequent fires have, however, destroyed large patches of it. Lower down mountain ash grows
into splendid proportions suitable for building and other purposes.
The drainage system of this elevated tract naturally becomes abruptly precipitous as the fall to the
north and west is approached. The Tumut River, which has its source near the Big Bogong, rapidly falls
into a narrow gorge from 1,500 to 1,600 feet deep, quite inaccessible in places. Its main heads, known as
the G-ulf and Doubtful Creeks, of which there are four, have equally precipitous channels; nor does the
main stream become more a-pproachable until it nears Tumut.
. The Tooma River also rises in the Muniong Range near Big Bogong, This stream has a rocky
precipitous fall from near Toolong to ’Possum Point, where it gradually enters rich alluvial flats in tho
low country.
Geological Features.
.
,
The geological features are distinctly plutonic, granite and gneiss rocks predominating; the latter
is most typical in its characteristics, tho banded arrangements of the quartz grains in some instances
having the appearance of rubbly quartz veins.
^ Intermediate igneous rocks occur as occasional dykes of diorite as at Toolong and Bogong; two
typical specimens were determined by Mr. Card, A.R S.M., as pyroxene-hornblende diorite.
_ Volcanic rocks are represented by a wide basalt plateau between the Bound Mountain and the
15-mile, on the Tumut River, and by cappings on Round Mountain, Bald Mountain, and two other
locations north-west and south-west of Round Mountain. These isolated patches of basalt no doubt once
formed part of an exteusive sheet extending to the country round Kiandra, where other outcrops occur,
and from which they were subsequently separated by the erosion of tho Tumut River and its tributaries.
t
Sedimentary rocks are represented by slates and schists along the Tumut River, and extending to
Kiandra. Narrow belts also occur near Toolong and Big Bogong, and at Yellow Boy Creek. No fossils
have yet been found in these rocks so far as I am awaj’e, but from the occurrence of a thin intercalated
bed of limestone (containing fossils of an Upper Silurian facies), outcropping in a most marked rampart
like manner on the slopes of the slate ridges on the east side of the Tumut River, south of Lohh’s Hole,
they may be classed as Silurian.
, Pliocene drifts occur under the basalt cover, near the 15-milc, and elsewhere. The present
working drift at Toolong probably belongs to tho later Pleistocene and Recent.
Discovery.

Gold has been mined in tbe bed of tbe river at Toolong each summer since 1887, when it was first,
discovered by Messrs. .1. and D. Caholan. Conflicting statements, however, are extant as to the actual
discovererpf tho Dargal’s Creek Lead. Messrs. Caholan claim tho credit, which is disputed by P. Allen.
However, in 1893, as a remit of the Litter's prospecting, a syndicate was formed to take up a 5-acre lease
in the western branch of the creek, about half a mile from the river. This lease was granted. The
syndicate, however, began operations at the creek mouth by the commencement of a tail-race through a
granite bar which occurs at that point. Soon after a second lease was applied for by Lublin and Party,
just below the junction of tho creek branches, but tbe discovery becoming known it was opposed at tho
"Warden’s Court at Kiandra, and refused, whereupon miners pegged out the whole of the creek bed as
claims, with the exception of the first lease, and thus defeated the object of the discoverers, viz., to work
the whole lead by ground sluicing. Mining began practically in December, 1893, aud was carried on
uutil winter began to set in, when most of those engaged obtained exemption on account of tbe rigorous
nature of the climate. A few claim-holders (about 30), however, erected winter quarters and made use
of the snow-water. Some portions of the lead are reported to have been covered 7 feet deep iu snow.
The
24—R
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The return, of summer was impatiently awaited by a large number of miners who had been
■ attracted by the reports which appeared from time to time, but who were prevented from reaching the
locality until a portion of the snow on the ascent from Tossum Point had melted. About October several
hundred men had arrived; of these, about 300 found an opening at Toolong, whilst others settled on the
river. At tho time of my visit on the 29th January, about 2130 men were on the different workings.
As the Darg'al's Lead is very limited, not being more than about three-quarters of a mile long by
1 chain wide, it ■null be nearly if not quite worked out before the ensuing winter.
_
■ The stripping varies from 3 to 7 feet, including from 1 to 3 feet of surface peaty matter, which has
to be cut with hay knives.
...
,
The wash is from 2 to 5 feet thick, patchy, and of varying width ; a little gold occurs through the
whole thickness, but generally only the bottom foot is worked. Boulders and large pebbles, well
water worn, of fine siliceous schist, gueiss, and granite form a large proportion of the wash.
Tbe richest portion of the lead occurs about the middle of its length, which is opposed to the
general rule ; usually the heaviest gold, especially when coarse, lies nearest the source at the head of the
lead. The present exception may possibly be due to the torrent-like force of a stream, fed by melting
snow on a steep slope, which transported the coarse gold, and almost entirely carried the finer particles
into the river. The “scour ” produced by the same force would also account for the absence of gold in
the “ pot-boles.” The well-worn surfaces of tho boulders and pebbles would also hardly have been
produced in so short a transit from tho parent rock to present site unless under exceptional circumstances
of wear and tear.
_
.
The bed-rock (gneiss) becomes very jointed and uneven as the lead approaches tho rivor, rendering
it very difficult to scrape the bottom; frequently blasting has to be resorted to to enable tho joints to bo
cleaned out.
,
Box-head sluices are in universal use, the water supply being drawn from the creek itself.
The gold is coarse; nuggets, 3, 5, 8, and 11 oz. have been found. In outward appearance the
nuggets are solid and of good quality, but the appearance is deceptive, for nearly all coarse pieces have
been found to contain drusy cavities filled with dross, most probably resulting from decomposition of
pyrites. The average Mint Kcturns of Tooma gold prove it to be worth about about £3 M'S. per oz, in its
natural condition ; after melting, in which the loss is somewhat heavy, it is worth about £3 18s, per oz.
The western branch of Largal’s Creek contains little payable gold. A littlo tinstone has been
found in the wash at this point.
'
That portion of the range in which Dargal’s Creek rises, lying directly at tho head of the lead,
consists of a very fine-grained metamorphic rock, in which mica is so largely developed as to produce a
foliated or schistose structure ; on the east, close to the head of the west branch, typical gueiss occurs.
Pyritous quartz veins occur at the foot of the range between the two branches, in which tourmaline is
abundant, but no gold can be obtained from them. Close to the head of the main lead—or eastern
branch—a thin leader has, however, been discovered, in which gold is freely visible. A sample taken from
a small quantity obtained from a shallow shaft yielded at the rate of 11 oz. 14 dwt. 11 gr. of gold per ton.
The thickness of the lead varies from a quarter to ono inch.
Close by, on the east of Dargal’s Creek, is another short creek and flat known as Broadway Hat,
draining from the same area as the former, and presenting exactly similar features, excepting that it
opens into a fairly broad low flat at and near its moutb. It is reported that nothing more than colour of
gold can be obtained from it. but even a most cursory examination renders it at once apparent that suffi
cient prospecting has not taken place to justify this verdict. A few pot-holes have been put down at
rare intervals. The experience of the Dargal’s Creek miners is that several “duffer” holes were afterwards
included in payable paddocks in that lead. The gold of the locality being coarse and scattered is easily
missed in random holes. To properly test this or an3r similar flats in the neighbourhood, trenches or
paddocks—where not too deep—or lines of shafts at short intervals, connected by drives, is absolutely
neccssaiy. The difficulty of working Broadway Plat, if piwed payable, will bo the absence of sufficient
fall to the river; the widest part of the flat is but a few feet above the river level.
On the opposite side of the Tooma Biver a small lead near the Toolong Station Homestead is
affording work for a few men. Still further north-easterly towards Bound Mountain other parties aro
at work in small creeks near Ogilvie’s Creek. In all the drainage channels in this locality gold can be
obtained, and no doubt from time to time payable patches will be discovered. Close by the workings the
highest point still retains a small cap of basalt; water-worn boulders and pebbles on the slopes of the hill
remain as evidence of the drift which once was preserved under a wide extension of tho basalt flow; and
which, most probably, was the immediate^ source of the gold in the more recent aud present drainage
channels.
t
Between Bound Mountain and the 15-mile, on the Tumut Biver, an extensive sheet of basalt occurs
overlying drift. The highest point of tho plateau is about 1,750 feet above the river bed. On thes
eastern fall, about one mile from the 15-mile crossing, sluicing operations were carried on some lime ago
by the Golden Crown Sluicing Company. At the present time, two parties are at work further South, in
what is called the Gulf, whilst in the beds of the main tributaries, as well as in the bed or banks of the
river itself, a considerable number of men find a living. Tho difficulty presented by tho drift outcrop
from under the wide basalt sheets is essentially the great elevation, making the necessary water supply
almost impossible, or at least a costly undertaking. A scheme to procure water from tho Tooma Biver
was projected by one of the sluicing companies on the eastern margin of the basalt area, but it was little
more than initiated before abandonment, it is understood for want of funds.
Still, even under present conditions, it is reasonable to surmise that profitable employment will be
afforded for a considerable number of men at lower levels on the falls from the basalt areas into the river
and the tributaries at its head, particularly the Gulf Creeks. Here water is procurable for ground or
box-sluicing purposes during the better part of the year, if not continuously.
On tho eastern side of tho river, between the 15-milc and Kiandra, schist and slate rocks pre
dominate. The most characteristic feature of these formations is the occurrence in them of conspicuous
outcrops of quartz reefs, many of huge proportions ; and though leads have been worked in several places
in which quartz boulders aud rubble form the major part of the wash, littlo attention appears to have yet
been paid to. the reefs.
'
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f Leaving Toolong for the Bogong Diggings, the tract follows the river for about 2 miles. Most
promising-looking flats occur about this point, and continue as the river takes a sharp turn to the south
through what is known as Pretty Plain. At the turn the Bogong track crosses tho river. Here a change
of country is encountered; the gneiss gives place to a belt of slato about + a mile wide, with a north and
south strike. The slate in places is fissile, in others, compact and siliceous. Quartz veins are numerous;
one crossing the river at an angle with the strike of the slate carried pyrites, hut yielded only a trace of
gold.
...
Near Big Bogong another belt of slate, or, more correctly, schist, with quartz veins occurs, striking
north and south. Both these beds of sedimentary rock arc well worth prospecting for reefs, especially
near the junction with the gneiss.
# Grey Mare’s Bogong is situated about 4 miles south of Big Bogong, and the diggings arc located on
the side of a low spur or foothill on the east side of the mountain, and between it and Smith’s Lookout.
Alluvial gold was discovered at this site by W. Williams and party in January, 1894, just at the junction
of tho gneiss and the schist. The same party, by following up indications in the surfacing from the lead,
discovered a very promising reef in the adjacent gneiss-spur. This reef has undoubtedly been the source
of the gold in tbe load.
'
The elevation of the lead is about 5,250 feet above sea-level. The general level is here gradually
rising to its maximum as Kosciusko is approached.
The Bogong Lead is very short and narrow, affording only six claims, which originally employed
about thirty miners. At the time of inspection, however, the three unexhausted claims provided work
for only nine men. The claim at tlie head of the lead, embracing the unworked ground between it and
tho reef, wall afford work for some considerable time yet, Scarcity of water was retarding operations at
tho time mentioned, but provision was being made for utilising tbo next snow-water on a more extended
scale.
Li (he face opposed to the head of the lead about 5 feet of wash is resting on agneissic bottom,
and overlying the wash is about 7 feet of alluvium. The “ channel ” of the lead is heading direct for
the reef. The wash rubble consists of gneiss and quartz, with occasional boulders of diorite.
The top claim has so far yielded 111 oz. of gold, the next below 27 oz., and the rest of the claims
about 30 oz. a total of 1G8 oz. to February, 1S95.
Prospectors were at work near Big Bogong and Kosciusko; near the former a little gold was obtained
by a solitary miner a couple of years back.
Bogong Beef.

Messrs. Williams and Party's Bogong reef strikes N.'^ 0 W. in typical gneiss, and dips west at
an angle of 44 0 from the horizontal. It varies in width from 1 to 10 feet in the course of about 150
yards from soutli to north. The Prospectors’ Claim consists of S acres (lease applied for) ; outside of this
area the reef has not been found northerly, though three parties have been engaged prospecting for it;to the south, in Harnett and Party’s ground, it becomes very thin and broken, and mixed with the country.
Several small openings have been made exposing flic reef, and a shaft was started to catch it on tho
underlay at about 40 feet; at 3-1 feet water made rather freely, and the contractors abandoned the work
without any genuine attempt to bail the water out; about 9 feet was standing in the shaft when inspected.
The sinking was in soft, rotten gneiss, the banding or foliation of tbe latter being on so large
aud distinctive a scale as to impart a parallel vein-like appearance to the quartz layers.
The rerf-stone has been tested by two large samples—each G lb. weight—in the departmental
laboratory with tho following results :—
1. 3 oz. 14 dwt-. 1 grain per ton.
2. 4 „ 13 „ 21
„

_ Dolly tests from the reef and rubble also show very fair prospeels. In a portion of the stone
arsenical pyrites is present in some quantitv, which will necessitate concentrating appliances.
.
_ Altogether the Bogong roof, in Williams and Party’s Claim, presents a very promising aspect,
and is well worthy of systematic testing, and if proved payable will give an impetus to reof-prospecting
in the district.
Climale.

_ The climate of the area under consideration has so far prevented continuous work being carried on
during winter months, but judging from the greater elevation and more vigorous climate of numerous
mining camps in the United Slates, where operations are continuous, there is no reason why Australian
minors should not become acclimatised to such conditions as prevail in the Snowy Mountains of this
Colony; and, in fact, as before stated, some thirty or more have already wintered at their claims. It
need hardly be added that during summer and autumn tbe climate is most bracing and delicious.
The presence of gold has already been proved in numerous places over a wide-spread area, and,
though possibly comparatively poor and patchy in oeearreiicc, yet there is every reason to believe that it
will be found in sufficient quantities in the most favourable localities to maintain a fair mining popula
tion. I'or able and energetic prospectors, I believe this locality offers a field of fair promise, especially
if the testing be thorough, as indicated in the description of Broadway Flat.
_ Through the courtesy of tho Manager of the Bank of Australasia at Curryong (Yic.), Mr. A. I.
Lukins, of Tooma, and Mr. S. Enmsay, of Tumbarumba, I am enabled to state very closely the amount of
gold obtaiued from Toolong, Bogong, and immediate surroundings, viz., 900 oz., up to the beginning of
February of this year, the value of which, in its natural condition, would be £3,330.
°

The Government Geologist.

I have, &c., _
JOSEPH E CAHNE, F.G.S.,
■
Geological Surveyor,'

Aprmrnrx
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Appendix 9,
Eeport on the Bywong G-old-field.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
28 February, 1895.
I hare the honor to report that in accordance with your instructions of the 13th instant, I
visited Bywong, near Bungeudore, and inspected the recently discovered reefs, to which a rush was just
setting in owing to the publication of a rich return obtained from a small parcel of stone from Messrs,
Lowe and Party’s Claim.
In my report, which I have tho honor to hand you herewith, the different claims have been chiefly
described as they occur from South to North, without regard to their relative importance, and only those
have been mentioned in which at least a moderate amount of work has heeu performed.
A sketch plan is attached showing the geological formation of the locality, and the approximate
position of the most important reefs. A statement has also been prepared, showing the amount of stone
crushed to date, with yields, &c.
The recently discovered reefs extend over an area of about 3 miles by 1 mile, bearing N.N.E.
from Mae’s Beef, in the Parish of Bywong, County of Murray, about 10 miles from Bungendore.
Considerable interest attaches to Bywong because of the expressed belief of the late Bev, 'W\ B.
Clarke, in a report dated 1st June, 1852, “ that gold in profitable quantities will hereafter be found in
some part of the district of which Bywong Hill is the centre.”*
Though Mae’s Beef, about 3 miles S.S.E. of Bywong Hill, yielded some small rich shoots of
gold when first opened up some twenty-nine years ago, and Brook’s Creek, several miles to the north-east,
a fair amount of alluvial gold, it can hardly be said that Mr. Clarke’s prediction has yet been fulfilled,
hence the interest attaching to the present find.
•
Por some time past the neighbourhood of Bywong Hill has been receiving considerable attention
at the hands of prospectors, several of whom have been aided from the Prospecting Vote, but their efforts
were not crowned with success until Messrs. Robins and Cartwright struck gold in their present claim in
April last. Hollowing this discovery a number of claims were pegged out and prospected more or less
persistently for a time; most of them, however, were abandoned prior to Messrs. Lowe and Party’s
discovery of the present rich shoot in their second shaft about the middle of December last. The
publication of the yield from a small quantity of rich stone treated about the beginning of the month,
caused the present rush, which was not justified by the circumstances.
Sir,

Physical Geography.

The reefs chiefly occur in gently undulating country on the eastern fall of tho ridge wliich trends
between Mac’s Beef and Bywong Hill. At Mac’s Beef the country is more rugged. This ridge forms
the water parting between the Yass Biver on the west and its tributary (Brook’s Creek) on the east.
Its elevation is from 500 to 700 feet above the former.
Geology.

From the sketch map it will be seen that the reefs occur in the Silurian formation, which is here
represented by fissile, metamorphic, and sandy slates, and schist. On the west, near the Yass River, a
mass of intrusive granite occurs.
Gundaroo Syndicate, G.L.

14, 5

acres.—Little Wonder See/.

Gold was discovered in this reef about twelve months ago by Messrs. Cartwright and Smith, who
sold to the present holders.
The gold-hearing formation consists of a number of thin parallel quartz leaders, occurring in the
cleavage of slate country, and separated by varying thicknesses of the latter, as shown in the accom
panying sections to scale.
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The strike of the veins is about north and south, and the dip at an angle of 65° from the
horizontal.
The prospectors sank a shaft 48 feet deep—30 feet following the reef on the underlay—and drove
south GO feet along its course.
From
* Fide Southern Gold-fields, 1SG0, ji. 238,
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From this shaft, and an open cut alongside, 14 tons of picked, stone were extracted, which yielded
as follows:—
9 tons, treated at the Clyde "Works
...........................
3 oz. gold per ton.
5 „
„
Captain’s Flat....................................... 15 dwt.
„
Since obtaining possession the Gkmdaroo Syndicate sank a vertical shaft (No. 2) about 80 feet
south of No. 1, and at 45 feet struck the reef in a crosscut 22 feet west. In sinking this shaft a cross
vein from 2 to 3 inches thick was discovered, and followed to its junction with the main meridional veins.
So far as traced it has not only proved barren itself, but apparently cuts off the gold in tbe main line.
At the junction the country and veins turn from about 20° F. of N. to 20° W. A drive is now being put
in north to meet the soutli drive in No. 1 shaft; a section of the present face is shown above. At tho time
of inspection the syndicate bad just completed a crushing at their three-head stamp battery, made up as
follows:—
5| tons picked stono from No. 1 shaft ...
| Yield—16 dwt. per ton.
4-a- „
. „
„
No. 2 „
...
15 „ mixed stono and rubble, No. 1 ...
In mining, the quartz leaders, being rubbly, break into small fragments; and by discarding the
larger pieces of country, about 1 ton in 4 is available for the battery. Picking and dressing could,
perhaps, be done by boys at moderate cost; but it remains a question for actual test whether sucli a small
proportion of payable stone can bo profitably extracted in country which, though not actually bard, yet
requires drilling and blasting.
Williams Beef.

This reef is situated about G chains south-west of Mac’s Eeef, and takes its name from the original
prospectors—Messrs, Williams and Party—who held it for about twelve months before abandonment.
During this period a littlo gold is stated to have been obtained by cradling the fine material and
dollying specimens. The site is now held by tbe Grundaroo Syndicate as four men’s claim in abandoned
ground.
■*
Ton tons of stone from the reef used by the Syndicate to charge their battery plates is estimated
to have yielded about 5 dwt. per ton. An average sample from lowest level, selected by myself, yielded
onlv a trace of gold on assay. At the present time the reef is being reprospcctcd on tribute. The shaft
is down 24 feet, with a drive .10 feet north from that level. In tho face of the latter a bunchy quartz
vein, from 6 to 12 inches thick, is showing; but there is no appearance of it in the south end of the shaft.
The course of the reef is about N, 30° W.
Mac s Beef.

This well-known reef was originally opened about the middle of 1866, and worked in claims for
some distance along its course to a reported depth of from 70 to 80 feet. At intervals since its first
abandonment attempts have been made to work different portions, but apparently unsuccessfully, the
latest being by means of a tunnel at the north end, near Portion 49, which was driven nearly 400 feet
for about 60 feet of hacks. Yery little actual proving appears to have been achieved by this costly
undertaking.
_ _ Mac’s is a well-defined reef, from 2 ft. 6 in. to 3 feet thick, striking about N. 20° W., and
dipping easterly at an angle of 63° from tbe horizontal. It affords evidence of extension to consider
able depths.
.
J. M‘C, Brady holds the northern end, including tunnel, as a registered claim, and Messrs. Pringle,
Lawler and Party 1,200 feet along the line of the principal old workings.
The latter party are at present opening a payable “ shoot,” which was discovered timbered up in a
shaft (known as “ Noakes’ ”), about 30 feet from surface. This shoot dips south at an angle of about
45°, and is but a few feet thick. A parcel of about 40 tons is now being put through the Gundaroo
Syndicate’s battery,
.
Noake’s Shaft, 110 feet deep, is the latest and deepest on the reef; but no driving has been done
at that level, where the reef is about 2 ft. 6 in, thick, between.'well-defined walls. It is the intention of
the present holders to test the reef by driving to catch the payable “shoots ” which were worked nearer
the surface, if they should go down or make again with depth. From such a large, well-defined body of
stone as that exposed in Noake’s Shaft and Brady’s Tunnel a yield of only a very few pennyweights of
gold per ton should bo remunerative if worked ou a sufficiently large scale. It is therefore very desirable
that whilst driving for the anticipated “ shoots,” practical test should be made, by means of the local
battery, of the body of the reef passed through in the proposed drive for the purpose of ascertaining
whether it contains aufiieient disseminated gold to render it more advantageous to treat it as a whole for
a small yield than to pick out the shoots for a larger return.
T. Cartwright and J. Hurley's Claim.

About 7 chains north-east from Noake’s shaft Messrs. Cartwright and Hurley are sinking on two
small quartz leaders, from 2 to 3 inches thick. In the cleavage of the slate casing of the veins, fine
“ paint ” gold is occasionally seen. Nothing, however, has yet been struck of importance.
“Lone Hand Mine."

t About 10 chains north-easterly from Mac's Eeef is M‘Cabe and Party’s Lone Hand Claim of six
men’s ground. The strike of the auriferous leaders is about N. 35° "W". in sandy slate, and the dip
easterly. No. 1 shaft has been sunk 25 feet, and driven south 5 feet; the veins thin perceptibly as
they go down. No. 2 shaft has just been started about 60 feet south; in it a larger rubbly vein is
exposed, which strikes to the west of No. 1 shaft.
From
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Prom No. 1 shaft, and an open trench extending south 21 feet, S tons of picked stone were
crushed at tho local battery for a yield of 17 dwt. per ton. The following sections will fully illustrate
the thickness and mode of occurrence of the auriferous leaders iu this claim:—

No. 1 Shaft

South Efm of Drive

i"" •" /

No. 2.Shaft

Quartz Veins

South,End of Shaft

3" 3'

*1" ' Quartz Veins

About 70 chains north of the IjOuc Hand Claim is Messrs. Giles and Party’s Coolgardie Claim
of four men’s ground, at present held as a prospecting protection area.
Gold was discovered in December last in tho loose rubble on surface, and traced 1o tlm outcrop of
a reef about 4 inches thick, having a strike of JST. 15° E, and an underlay to the east of Go0 from the
horizontal.

_

_

,

.

In sinking the vein continued thin and rubbly down to 2o feet, where it thickened to 12 inches.
At the present lowest level, 34 feet, a hunch of quartz is showing in the north end of shaft about 2 feet
G inches thick, but is pinching rapidly both vertically and horizontally to the south. At 18-ft. and 30-ft.
drives of 8 feet and 4 feet respectively were put in'south. At the 34-ft. level there is an appearance of
a hanging wall, but none of the footwall. The best stone hugs the hanging wall._
_
'
The prospectors have supported themselves since the discovery by dollying specimens. About
4 tons of picked stone have been bagged to date, but no crushing has yet taken place. A crosscut west
would most probably cut other auriferous leaders.

COOLGARDfE

SHAFT

18/ Drive S.'S F.t.

30' DriveJ3:_5 Ft.

£iift and Party.
Butt and party are sinking about 200 yards south of the Ooolgardio shaft, in the direction of
the strike of the vein in the latter, and though do™ 29 feet have not yet cut the reef; they will shortly
crosscut in search of it.
'
.
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J. JP. Cox and Party.
Adjoining the Ooolgardio and Butt’s claim on the west, J. F. Cos and Party have just begun opening
on a broken rubbly vein, striking about N". 20° "W., and dipping east. The thickness varies from G to 12
inches, but so far prospects are only obtainable from tho loose rubble, and not from tho actual reef.
Clancy and East.—
.
About 51 chains north-easterly from the Coolgardie Mine Messrs. Clancy and East have applied
for a 2-acre lease on Portion 215. A.t the time of inspection no work was in progress, and a littlo water
was in the shaft. 1 was, however, informed by Mr. East that the shaft was started last September on a
rubbly quartz reef, averaging about 5 inches in thickness. The gold found at surface was lost at 12 feet,
but picked up again in tho drive 15 feet from' bottom of shaft.
A shallow gully close by on the south of shaft has heon prospected for a short distance for alluvial
gold. One report is to the effect that 4 oz. of gold were won from it, but Mr. East states that nothing
beyond prospects were obtained.
North of Portion 215 is a block of Crown land, about 63^- acres iu extent; in this, at about 20
chains north of Clancy and East’s Shaft, Lowe aud Party's and Ereushaw and Party’s claims occur.
Between Clancy and East’s and the latter claims a good deal of prospecting was originally done by Giles
and Party, who abandoned the ground prior to Lowe and Party’s discovery of payable gold. Tbe
intervening ground is now held as claims by Messrs. Oadogau, Murphy, Whalan, Boswell, M‘A lister and
Parties.
In Cadogan and Party’s claim, iu south-west corner of tho Crown land, two shallow holes, show a
rubbly quartz vein striking about north and south.
Boswell and Party’s claim embraces Giles and Party’s abandoned prospecting shafts, 10 and 17
feet deep. In a new shaft started close by a quartz leader, from 2 to 3 inches thick, has been followed
down 6 feet.
In the claims held by the other parties mentioned, surface prospecting for reefs was in progress.
Loioc and Party.
The rich gold recently obtained from Messrs. Lowe and Party’s claim was tho cause of the present
rush. This claim consists of a gold lease (G.L. 13) of 4 acres. The reef strikes north and south, and
underlays east.
In tho first shaft, sunk in July last, on tho underlay, Mr. Lowe states that the reef was 2 feet
thick at the surface, but pinched to 1 or 2 inches at 27 feet, at which level this shaft was abandoned.
Six tons of stone raised during sinking yielded 8 dwt. per ton at the Clyde Works.
The present working shaft was started 75 feet north of No. 1 shaft, and the rich “ shoot” struck
it at tho 30-ft. level. The reef was struck at 27 feet and followed on the underlay to 40 feet. Sinking
was not being eontinned, as the reef had passed into the hanging wall at 35 feet.
In the shaft the reef when first struck was rubbly and broken ; at 35 feet it passed on to the
hanging wall, formed a synclinal trough about 3 feet across, and then rose rapidly about 4 feet and
formed an anticlinal fold or saddle about 4 feet wide and 12 inches thick—as shown in the following
section to scale—and pinching out to a thread at the eastern flap of the saddle.
LOWE’S

SHAFT

No. 2

Rich Shoot
Saddle

forming

Reef

The anticlinal fold dips to the north, and if the south face, from which the rich stone is being
obtained, continues to rise at its present rate, the gold-bearing saddle will probably reach the surface in
the party’s ground.
The
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Tho south drive following the saddle has boon C-\tended about 18 feet. G-old was showing' freely
iu the face at the time of inspection. Five tons from the tunnel have yielded 59 ozs. 8 dwts. of gold, and
about 8 or 10 tons were at grass.
The reefs at Bywong all occur in the cleavage of the country, and hence follow with it the
puckering and folding of the latter. In connection with Lowe’s Reef an interesting feature is presented
in the folding of the country, and the production on a mimic scale of a “ saddle reef,” a feature which at
once gives rise to a conjecture that repetitions may occur at lower levels, as in tho case of the famed
Bendigo reefs. If not, then the reef stone in Lowe’s shaft, in all probability, terminates vertically at the
end of the eastern flap of saddle.
'
As the folding is on a small scale a few feet of sinking should sutEco to test the interesting
question raised, and the possibility of a recurrence of the above features renders further sinking very
desirable and interesling. '
JSrcnsJiaw, Whalan, ana Parti/.
This party hold a mining tenement of 2 acres adjoining Lowe and Party on the south, in which
two parallel veins occur about two chains apart. JSTo. 1 vein, on the east, strikes N. 10° 17.,-and No. 2,
on the west, N. 10° E.; both underlay to the east. Work was begun on tbe claim in April, 1894, on the
east vein, and a shaft sunk 42 feet on the underlay, The reef was very jumbled and broken, with a 1 to
3-inch leader carrying gold : 5 tons .15 cwt. crushed at the Clyde Works yielded about 5-J- dwt. per ton,
and 6 tons at the local Huntingdon Mill yielded C dwts. per ton, One hundred feet’south, on the same
line, Giles and Party sank 24 feet and drove 20 feet without result. A considerable amount of trenching
was also done in tho direction of strike, but to no purpose.
_ No. 2 shaft, on the west reef, is 20 feet deep on the underlay, the latter being 55° from the
horizontal. The reef is from 6 to 8 inches thick at surface, and thickens to nearly 3 feet at the 20-foot
level, though it is here a little mixed with country. A crosscut has been driven 8 feet to the west, and
two thin quartz leaders cut. No bulk tests have yet been made of the stone in this reef.
Brewer, Turner, and Party hold six men’s ground adjoining Lowe and Party’s claim on the north.
Three shafts, from 14 to 35 feet deep, have been sunk, and a fair amount of surface trenching, but so far
no gold bearing reef has been cut, though barren ones occur.
East, Johnson, and Party have applied for a 4-acre lease adjoining Lowe and party on the oast,
and have just commenced work on a parallel reef G chains east from Lowe’s shaft. This reef strikes
N. 10° E., and is 15 inches thick at 5 feet deep.
J. Murphy and Party hold the adjoining claim on the north, and have sunk G feet on the same
reef, which here is from G to 15 inches thick. The underlay is cast at about 69°.
Robbins, Cartwright, and Party.
_
This claim consists of a 10-acre gold lease (G.L. 1) on Portion 213. Messrs. Robbins and Cart
wright are the original prospectors of the locality; indeed a number of abandoned shafts in the
neighbourhood attest their perseverance, as others do that of Messrs. Giles and Party.
Gold was discovered in this claim in April last, since which two shafts have been sunk 50 and 25
feet deep, at about 30 feet apart, on a reef which is of a bunchy character, the largest bunch being at
surface between the shafts, where a thickness of 5 feet is attained. The reef strikes N. 15° W., and
underlays east-at an angle of about 56° from the horizontal. At the bottom of the 50-foot shaft the reef
is 2 ft. 3 in. thick in the north end, but pinches to almost nothing at the south end, ns might he expected
in a reef of this character.
Tim 25-foot shaft is being struck vertically to strike the reef on the underlay; at the present time
a crosscut is being put in at the 25-foot level to catch the reef. Thirty tons of stone raised from the 50
feet shait, and from the surface bunch, treated at the local Huntingdon Mill, yielded 8 dwt. 18 gr. of
gold per ton ; and six tons of similar stone treated at the Clyde Works yielded 19 dwt, 19 gr. per ton.
A little arsenical pyrites occurs in tho stone, which will probably increase in quantity with depth.
Several specimens of quartz containing it were roasted by Mr. Cartwright, with the result that beads of
gold were liberated wherever the pyrites occurred. The concentrates from this reef are, therefore, likely
to be of considerable value.
Adjoining the above claim,-Donnelly and Party have a 10-aerc lease, embracing a 15-foot shaft
sunk by a previous prospector on a north and south vein. In the south end of the abandoned shaft a
quartz block 2 feet deep and 18 inches thick pinches to a rubbly vein G inches thick in about G feet of
sinking.
‘
In Portion 212 the same party hold another 10-acre lease, in which two shafts have been sunk 17
and 26 feet respectively. In the 17-foot shaft gold was carried down in a rubbly vein for about 9 feet,
when it broke away to the east, and was found in a drive G feet east from the bottom of shaft. Five tons
of stone from it yielded 6 dwt. per ton at the local mill.
Bywong Retf.
'
This reef (perhaps better known locally as Johnston’s Reef) is being worked by tho Bywong Gold
mining Syndicate, which began operations a little over two years ago. The reef, machine, and dam sites
are held as G.Ls. 4 and 5, of 13 acres and 5 acres respectively. The reef crosses a surveyed road along the
north boundary of Portion 52, hut the necessary permission to mine under it has been obtained.
Two shafts have been sunk about 40feet apart; the southernmost, 73 feet deep, is not now used,
as the stone became poor in that direction. The main working shaft is 65 feet deep, but tbe lower 5 feet
has been filled up. Connection between the two shafts has been established at the 40-foot level. Tho
course of the reef between them is about N.A7. and S.E., but at tbe main shaft an elbow is formed, and
the course alters to 13° north of west at tho 40-foot level, and to due west at the 60-foot level. Tho reef
has been followed about 38 feet in the latter direction. In the drive at the 40-foot level stopes have been
carried up about 16 feet, but several feet of stone yet remain to be stripped, as the reef is here from 10
feet to 14 feet thick. Towards the south, however, it narrows to about 3 feet, and becomes poor, not
yielding more than 2 or 3 dwt. per ton. Rich shoots are stated to occur in certain parts of the reef, but
the average yield from all the stone raised to date, about 370 tons, has been G| dwt, per ton.
•
Arsenical
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Arsenical pyrites Is present in the veinstone close to surface, and is saved in tlie blanketings, but,
so far, no quantity of it has been trealed. Excellent results are. however, obtainable by roasting and
amalgamation of test samples.
The cap of the reef lias been traced south for about 100 feet by small trenches. At about S5 feet
'west of tho main shaft an outcrop of large irregular blocks aud jumbled veins of quartz occurs, ■which is
being removed by an open cut. At this point, and at the 60-foot level, there is some indication of a turn
in the reef to its normal north-west course.
In October last a b-foot Huntingdon Mill was erected on the claim by Mr, Johnston, the present
Manager, chiefly in connection with tho mine, though also available for public use.
About 50 chains north-west of the Bywong shaft, in Portion 133, Johnston and Party hold a
prospecting license, and are engaged extracting a trial crushing from a series of thin parallel veins hy
means of trenches. The veins, which occur a few inches apart, strike about N. and S., and dip rather
flatly to the east.
About 40 chains south of the Bywong mine 5 tons of stone were raised from a 14-foot shaft hy
Messrs. Byrne and Turner, which yielded 5 dwt. per ton at the local mill—a return not regarded by
them sufficiently encouraging to continue operations ; this ground has, however, lately been repegged.
M.Millyn and Party and ,1. H. Millyn and Party each have claims close to the south-west corner
of Portion 03, on a reef which has just been exposed in a few shallow openings. The strike is N. 10° W.,
and the dip cast. The thickness varies from 6 to 12 inches. Colours of gold arc obtainable from tbe
rubble.
_
About 6 chains south from J. B. Millyn and Party’s claim, the discovery of rich alluvial gold was
reported in most exaggerated terms ; a subsequent visit elicited the fact that a few colours only were
obtained while trenching for tho southern continuation of the above reef.
Crushing Plants.
_
As before stated, a 5-foot Huntingdon mill at the Bywong Iteef is available for public use, the
terms being as follows :—
Small parcels under 10 tons, as per arrangement.
10 tons to 20 tons, 22s. 6d. per ton,
20
,, 30 „ 20s.
,,
30 tons and upwards, 15s.
„
Bear Mac’s Beef the Gundaroo Syndicate lias erected a small testing plant of three stamps, which
I believe will also be available for testing reefs other than those in \hich the Syndicate is directly
interested.
If the re-prospecting of Mac’s Beef proves satisfactory, it is the intention of the present holders
to erect a large crushing plant.
Water and Fuel.
Permanent'water (Yass Biver) occurs 2 miles west of Mac’s Beef; an adequate supply could
perhaps be obtained at Donnelly’s Crook at about 14 mile. For the norlh end of tbe field, near Lowe’s
Claim, a supply for domestic purposes is obtainable from tributaries of Brook’s Creek, known as Gum
Creeks, which head close to the claims. Here also a larger supply could easily bo conserved.
Timber for ordinary mining purposes and for fuel is abundant.
SumiAET.

From the attached statement it will be seen that, leaving out the Bywong (Johnston’s) Beef
returns, the quantity of stone crushed from the most recently discovered reefs during the past ton months
has only amounted to l75y tons, which yielded 142 oz. 2 dwt. IS gr. of gold, and of this amount 59 oz,
S dwt. were obtained from 5 tons of stone.
The total average yield from the whole field during the past two years was 9 dwt. 19 gr. per ton.
At the time of inspection not more than .100 tons, if as many, were at grass on the entire field,
including Mac’s Beef.
Payable stone, so far as at present proved, is confined to six claims, and in at least two of tbese it
has yet to be verified whether it exists in sufficient quantity to pay for extraction.
Prospects arc obtainable iu numerous leaders in a number of other claims on the field, but sufficient
exploratory work has not yet been performed to justify any prediction as to their richness.
The largest bodies of stone occur in Mae's, Johnston’s, aud Bobbins’ and Cartwright’s Beefs. The
richest in Low and Party’s Beef.
From a careful examination of the locality T am of opinion that the conditions which prevail in the
majority of instances, viz., thin rubbly veins separated more or less by country, aro not promising for
permanency; also, that the winning of the available stone in these affords more legitimate scope for small
parties of miners than for the more extended and systematic exploitation of companies.
I am also of opinion that other similar veins will be discovered in the vicinity. ■
Both north and west of tlie present claims very large reefs outcrop at surface, which do not appear
to have received the attention they deserve. Instead of napping surface blocks or opening small holes in
such bodies, cross-cutting at intervals is recommended, with special care of prospects from the walls or
junction with tbe country, for frequently payable leaders occur alongside otherwise barren bodies of stone.
Alluvial.—In perhaps nearly all the shallows, flats, and narrow channels in the neighbourhood of
the reefs colours of gold are obtainable, but the prospect of playable leads of any importance seems remote
within the area in question.
In conclusion, it is to be hoped that the outcome of the rush will be the systematic prospecting of
a more extended area radiating from Bywong Hill. At tho present time operations appear to be too
closely confined to the immediate vicinity of the lately discovered reefs,
I have, Ac.,
JOSEPH E. CABNE, E.G.S.,
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.
21—S
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Cbushings of Stone from Bywong Beefs since the opening of Johnston’s (Bywong) Eeef in 1893 to

February 27th, 1893.
Mine.

Owner.

Cartwright and Smith ..

Little Wonder

....

Quantitj.

Yield
per Ton.

Total
Yield.

tons.
0

oz.dwt gr.
3 0 0

oz. dwt.gr
0

0

25

0 15
0 10

0
0

3 15
20 0

0
0

10
S
0

0 5
O 17
0 8

0
0
0

2 10
G 10
2 8

0
0
0

ii

Gundaroo Syndicate____

McCabe and Partv..............
Lowe and Party....................

WrHliainsJ Reef ....
TfOiic Hand...................
Lowe's Heef, G.L 13

Ercnshaw, Whalan and
Party,

M.T. 77

Robbing, Cartwright and
Party.

G.U l

M

H

Pcwiicllv and Party

.

Berne and Turner..............
Bywong C.M. Syndicate

H
•
.........................

1
4
•rd

....................

G
30

..........................................

c

G L 5 .........................
Claim .........................
Itywong Reef.
...

G
5
370

27

Crashing Plant.

7 0 0
12 17 0
0 5 12
0
0

7
r>2

G 0
S IS

0 10 10
o
0
0

(i o
5 0
G 10

j

0
B

0

1 1U

0

1 Id
13 G

0
0

0

Remarks.

Clyde Smelting1 and Chlorination Picked stone.
Works.
Captain's Flat*................. . ...
Gundaroo Sinidicatu's local battery Part picked, part mixed, stono
and rubble.
Clean btonc.
Plckei! stone and rubble

Clyde Smelting and Chlorination From No 1 shaft.
Works.
Parke and Lacy’s works ............. Picked stone from ‘ * Saddle reef.
Clyde Smelting and Chlorination No. 1 shaft, cast reef. *
|
Work*.
Johnston’s local Huntingdon Mill
u
i*
SO ft. shaft and surface outcrop.

G5 IS
IS 18
18 | Cl^de Smelting and Chlorination
Works.
i io o
Johnston’s Huntingdon Mill. .
1
120

5
6

0
O

Lex's SO tons treated at Clutc
Worts.

Total quantity, 545J tons
Total yield, ai? oz. 7 dwt. 18 gr, Arenig.; j-iold per ton, 9 dut. 19 gr. Total value tit
per oz., 111,069 ils. Average yield, exclusive el Lone mid Party’s five tons of neh stone, 7 dwt. 16 gr. per Ion. Total
quantity crushed from now claims (exclusive of Hyuong "Roof) since April, 189-1—175} tons, jickling 14'2 oz. 2 dwt. 18 gr.
(including 59 oz. S dwt. from five Ions of Lowe aud Purti’s rich <r shoot!f).
£1

Appendix 10.

Eeport on an Auriferous Deposit at Batlow.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 25 March, 1895.
J have the honor to state that io accordance with your instructions 1 inspected tlie auriferous
deposit worked by Messrs. Harrison & Timmis, near Batlow, in Portion 113, Parish of Bindmarsb, County
of Wynyard.
Batlow is situated on the Adclong-Tumberumba Eoad, about 18 miles from the former and 22
miles from the latter. It is; perhaps, better known locally as Keedy Flat, after the auriferous lead which
was discovered here many years ago.
The geological formation of the district is chiefly gneiss, though less foliated masses approach tho
ordinary granito type. Included iu the above are patches of chlorite and micaceous schist and slato. ‘The
gneissic and chlorite rocks arc very similar to those enclosing tho well known Adolmig reefs.
Southerly, near Bago, basalt occurs covering auriferous drift. Patches of rich soil on some of the
ridges near Batlow afford evidence of the decomposition of a similar cover.
Messrs. Harrison & Timmis’ mine is situate about one mile west of Batlow, and about 400 yards
east of Adelong Creek. Being on alienated land it was originally held under permit, but since the
abolition of the latter title, tho whole portion has boon converted into a lease by tbe owner, Mr, Harrison.
Locally the mine is known as “ ’Walsh's Dyke,” after the discoverer, P. Walsh.
From the mine a small gully, known as Fine-gold Gully, trends north-westerly to Adelong Creek,
a distance of about 400 yards. The bed of the gully, from the creek up to the mine site, has been worked
and reworked repeatedly since the first discovery of gold in the district,
_
About ten years ago a tunnel was driven from the head of the gully southerly into the ridge, for a
stated distance of 300 feet. The end of the drive is estimated by fhe owners to be about 110 feet below
the face of the present open workings. Subsequent operations have partly filled and partly covered the
tunnel; but judging from a portion of the tip material still remaining in site, the rocks passed through
near the face were unaltered gneiss and slate with unoxidised pyrites. Tho resemblance to tlie enclosing
rocks at Adelong is very marked. Mr. Timmis informed me that a trial of 5 or 6 tons of stone from the
tunnel level yielded 4 or 5 dwt. per ton, a result which was evidently not sufficiently encouraging to
induce further prospecting.
Some years later P. Walsh obtained fair prospects in tho surfacing above the present workings,
and a ground sluice trial was made on a small scale which resulted in a few dwt. of gold only. Walsh,
however, began a shaft at the site of his first prospect, and in a few feet succeeded iu striking a thin,
leader or shoot, from which he eventually obtained about 1,000 oz. of gold before it pinched out about
two years later. The remains of his shaft and drives arc still visible in the beds of the present workings.
Three years ago Messrs. Harrison and Timmis began operations by bringing a water race from
Gilmore Creek, and commencing sluicing operations near the mouth of the tunnel at tlie head of the gully.
Under such a method naturally only the surface soil and the softer portions of the auriferous material
have been removed; the harder being forked info heaps awaiting further treatment if found payable.
Owing to the extent of the weathering, and the deposition wliich has taken place at this point, the softer
portion has, so far, proved a not inconsiderable part ef the whole.
The auriferous material consists of the country rock—gneiss—at and near contact with irregular
patches of schist, which occur as enclosures in the gneiss. All gradations can be seen from true gueiss to
true schist, and in places an inextricable mixture of both gives tho mass a brccciated appearance.
Where much brccciated, the isolated blocks of gneiss are so decomposed and soft as to crumble readily
between the fingers. Such masses also have a spotted appearance from the decomposition of disseminated
pvrites; in washing a prospect cubes of limonite (after pyrites) are obtained in some quantity with the
free gold. An assay of a sample of the cubes thus obtained yielded at tbe rate of 2 oz. IS dwt. 18 gr,
of gold per ton iu tbe Departmental Laboratory.
In other parts of the mine similar rock occurs, but not in a sufficiently advanced state of decom
position to yield its gold contents under sluicing power; it, however, afforded the best results during a
crushing test of tbe different classes of material available m the mine.
The
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The schipl is mostly so decomposed as to he readily worked by the sluice; cubes of limonite also
occur in this rock, ns indeed they do throughout the whole mass under consideration.
Associated with the above rocks, are more siliceous masses in which quartz occur in patches, and
strings both in the gneiss nnd schist. The quartz is generally honeycombed owing to the decomposition
of the originally included pyrites, in these cavities gold is occasionally seen. Throueh this class of stone
cellular gossanv kernels and thin veins occur without quartz. (A sample of the above from the present
working face yielded 3 oz, 5 dwt. 8 gr. of gold per ton.)
_
Hand specimens are readily obtainable in which all the characteristic features of the deposit are
represented.
‘
In two places the schist in the face has the appearance of an intrusive dyke; in another, a mas^
of greenish-gray fine grained gneiss, which possesses tolerable hardness, adds to the deceptive dyke-like
appearance. A closer inspection, however, of these rocks reveals their true origin.
_
The auriferous portion of the mine is estimated to be about 120 feet in the widest part, the height
of the face is about GO feet from the bed of the sluice.
The gold appears to ho confined to that, portion of the country containing schist masses, and the
various gradations between 1ho two.
As the hard unaltered material obtained from the tunnel (110 feet), yielded hut 4 or 5 dwt. of
gold per ton, it can hardly he taken into consideration in view of the greater cost of mining. The question
then which presents itself, is what depth of comparatively soft weathered material may be expected. As
the present face is about GO feet, half of the distance between it and the tunnel may bo safely assumed,
which would give a depth of 85 feet, by a width of from 50 to 100 feet for the virgin ground.^ In addition
to this would be the remaining 25 feet under the present, sluice bed, and the large quantity of broken
material forked from the sluice. How far south the auriferous material extends is a matter of conjecture
only as no prospecting has yet been done to prove it. There is no doubt, however, that there is already
exposed a considerable body of low grade material, which will probably pay to work if treated on a largo
scale with cheap and efficient, motive-power and crushing appliances. In September, 1892, the Chief
Inspector of Mines, Mr. W. H. J, Sice, F.G.S., recommended that a lest of 5 tons of stone from the
mine, should be made under the auspices of the Prospecting Hoard at the Clyde Smelting and Chlorination
"Works. The result, of tlie test made in a Huntingdon Mill at tho above works, was 4 dwt. 2’4 gr. of
free gold per ton ; and 51 lb. of concentrates equal to '387—assaying at the rate of 1 oz. 13 dwt. 23 gr,
per ton. Owing to the nature of the material a large proportion passed away as slimes in the sludge—
only about 2 tons of tailiugs resulting, wliich assayed at the rate of 3 dwt. per ton. No test appears to
have been made of the slimes.
The total gold contents may be stated pretty closely as follows:—
dv,’fc. pi1.

Tree gold.............................................. ...................................... ' 4 2'4 pci'ton.
In concent inks ..........................................................................
In tailings ..................................................................................

3’G
1 10'

,

„
„

6 dwv. 1G gr.

At the local battery three other parcels were subsequently treated, in all aggregating 40 tons; the
results being 3I, 41, 7^ dwt. per ton, the latter from the soft spotted rock before alluded to. A general
average of the 45 tons treated would be about 5 dwt. of free gold per ton.
Though gold is occasionally seen in tbe quartz, yet there is abundant evidence of tbe major portion
of it having been liberated from the disseminated pyrites by decomposition or oxidation. As before stated,
a sample of solid cubes of limonite obtained from the softer portion of the deposit yielded gold at the rate
of 3 oz. 5 dwt. S gr. per toil.
There is nothing in the stone in its present condition to prevent amalgamation; the chief cause for
special care will be the fineness of tlie gold particles. Ample plate surface at a low angle and good lengths
of blanketings will be requisite. The latter would probably also save a good proportion of the uncrushed
iimonite cubes.
.
_
The method of working hy sluice at present adopted, however cheap, is neither effective nor satis
factory ; and the soft material only being attacked, and the loss owing to the fineness of the gold aggravated
by the force of the water necessary and the steepness of the fall. The latter could and should at once ho
i remedied under any conditions, as the gold is being carried dowji the tail-race even into Adelong Creek.
At intervals the bed of the gully itself is cleaned up, UiO oz. of gold being obtained on the last occasion.
Dish prospect?, almost equal to the sluice itself, arc obtainable at the present time from the tail-race below
the boxes. The results obtained in a Huntingdon Mill at the Clyde Works, and in the local stamp battery,
appear to demonstrate the fitness of either for treating this class of material; the chief care, as before
stated, being the plates and blanketings. In the latter respect the local battery could be considerably
improved. The chief desideratum is cheap motive power, and this is already provided by the water-race.
At the present time—end of summer—the water supply is equal to two sluice-heads (12 inches x 2 inches),
but Messrs. Harrison & Timmis state that for at least nine months of the year five sluice-heads are available
at a pressure of from 300 to GOO feet. With this supply the local water-wheel might, if necessary, be
utilized, but a greater percentage of power would be scoured in a turbine wheel.
Light stamps, if adopted, would only be required, as none of tbe material is actually bard.
Before any large expenditure is incurred iu the erection of necessary machinery, I would recommend
that an efficient bulk test be made at the local battery of the different grades of stone in the mine, which
are readily distinguishable, with special care of plates and blanketing?; and if tbe results thus obtained
bear out the previous average of 5 dwt. of free gold per ton, 1 see no reason, under the conditions which
prevail, why this mine should not he made a profitable concern for a number of years to come, if advantage
bo taken of the full extent of available motive power to work on a large scale.
1 would also recommend that a little prospecting, by trenching, be carried out at the south end to
prove the the extension of the auriferous material in that direction.
Attached is a sketch by Mr. ]?, T. Hammond of the mine made from a photograph and a diagram
illustrating tlio occurrence of tho schist enclosures.
1 have, Ac.,
JOSEPH H OAHXE, RG-.S.,
_
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor,'
ArrEKKii
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Appendix 11.
lleporfc on Big Hill Beefs near Bateman’s Bay.
Geological Survey Office, Department of Jlinca and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 7 August, 1895.
I have the honor to report that in A.pril last 1 paid a brief visit to the above’locality, in
connection with applications for aid from the Prospecting Vote.
The reefs are situated in the Parish of Goba, County of St. Vincent, about 3 miles south-west of
the village oE Bateman. They occur low down the western slopes of Big Hill which 1 believe corresponds
with Sugarloaf Hill of the County Map,
The surrounding country consists of stonv ridges, more or less covered with loose shingle and scrub,
aud with abundant timber of excellent quality for mining and other purposes.
The geological formations consists of slates and sandstones probably of Silurian age. Northerly
these rocks disappear under the Carboniferous formation between Bateman’s Bay and Ulladulla. Southerly
they form the prevailing rocks through the Coast districts, being broken in a few places only byintrusions
of granite, as at Moruya, Mount Dromedary, Bega, Ac. Westerly they give place to the auriferous
granites of Braidwood and A.raluen.
At Mogo, about 5 miles south of Big Hill, basalt occurs in elevated isolated patches which mark
tho course of an old Tertiary lead. Alluvial gold was profitably mined in this locality years ago, in the
recent drainage channels through which the Tertiary drift had been naturally ground-sluiced and its
auriferous contents concentrated, as weathering and denudation removed the basalt cover.
Within a radius of about 30 miles from Bateman’s Bay quartz reefs have been opened from time to
time, as near Moruya, Bimbimbi near Mogo, and close to the present reef, where the site of an old stamp
battery is still visible, though now overgrown with young timber. The Brimbramnlla reefs, about 30 miles
north-easterly, occur in the same formation. At each of the places mentioned gold has been obtained in
fairly rich, but very limited patches. The rough and scrubby nature of the intervening country renders
systematic prospecting naturally a slow and tedious process ; and tlie difficulties have been intensified by
the want of confidence engendered hy repeated failure of discovered reefs to realise anticipations based
upon yields from small rich shoots.
The principal reef at Big Hill is known as Bullerton’s, after the discoverer and owner, who had
been prospecting single-handed for a considerable time prior to his discovery of payable stone, about two
years ago. The announcement of the result of his first crushing caused a rush to the locality, and tho
discovery of a number of other reefs in the immediate vicinity. The outcome, however, has so far been
very disappointing. Pullerton’s main reef has not been profitably opened outside of his claim, which is of
limited extent, viz., 1 acre 2 roods 22 perches.
Several of the reefs appear large and well-defined at surface but pinch rapidly both horizontally
and vertically ; and so far as tested the larger bodies of quartz have proved unworkable, the bulk of tlie
stone being barren, whilst tho thin streaks, generally near one or the other of the walls, are not sufficiently
rich for extraction alone. Aid from the Prospecting Vote has been granted for testing three of the most
promising reefs at a depth,
Fullerton's, Fitzgerald Brothers, and Batt’s are the only reefs on the field from which stone of a
payable quality has been raised,
Fullerton’s main reef has an average thickness of from 4 to 5 feet down to 90 feet; which is the
depth of the shaft. It strikes N 60 degrees E, and underlays south-easterly. I was informed by Mr.
Fullerton that drives along the course of the reef had been put in from the lowest level for distances of
12 feet and 45 feet respectively, but 1 was unable to inspect below 60 feet on account of water. Work in
this shaft had ceased about two months prior to my visit; the reason given hy the Owner being the
troublesomeness of the surface water. From the reef 317 tons of stone were crushed for a yield of
520 oz. of gold, exclusive of the blanketings which I understood were then being treated in Sydney,
Some stone from the lowest level, which was lying at the surface, was highly charged with ordinary iron
pyrites, some of which was iu massive bunches.
About 70 feet south-east of the main shaft a second shaft had just been started on a small parallel
reef near the boundary of the claim. At 20 feet its thickness varies from 3 to 6 inches. Gold was freely
visible in ferruginous cavities caused by decomposition of pyrites.
Batt and Party had. sunk on the last-mentioned reef just outside Fullerton's boundary, to a depth
of 65 feet and had stoped from the 55-foot level to the surface for a short distance along the reef, which
in this claim, varies in thickness from 4 to 0 inches. Thirty tons of stone thus obiained yielded 1 oz. 5 dwt.
of gold per ton at the local battery. The reef was still showing in the bottom of (be shaft, but as tho
country' was hardening the owners did not regard further operations as really payable.
On the west of Fullerton's claim several shafts have been sunk without payable results. On the
east J, Bishop holds a claim—of six men’s ground—and has sunk 65 feet on a reef striking about north-east.
Its thickness varies up to about 18'inches. Fourteen tons of stone from the 45-foot level yielded 15 dwt.
of gold per ton ; a second crushing, however, yielded about 1 or 5 dwt. per ton. Tlie best indications arc
in the north-east end of the drive from the above level, but as the reef at this point is pitching steeply in
its course, water is very troublesome.
Close by, on the north-east of Fullerton’s Mine, George Green holds a claim which was originally
prospected by Duffy Bros., who sank two shafts 50 feet and 30 feet deep respectively, and crushed 10 tons
of stone for a yield of 7 dwt. per ton. The reef strikes about north-east, and is from 12 to 14 inches in
thickness, but swells and pinches at intervals. Other reefs occur in the end of tho small spur forming
the claim ; one of them of fair size, hut quite barren. Green had started a tunnel from a small gully
about 300 feet distant, on the east, for the purpose of cutting the main reef at about 80 feet from the
surface, which would be only a few feet lower than the present shaft workings. This attempt, however,
was abandoned in favour of testing at a depth from the main shaft, assisted by the Prospecting Board.
At the end of July a depth of 70 feet was attained, and the reef was reported to have pinched out, but
sinking was being continued alongside a well-defined wall or joint.
Fitzgerald Bros.’ reef, before-mentioned, lies north of Fullerton’s. It strikes N. 30 degrees K,
and dips easterly. Its thickness varies up to 6 or 8 inches to a depth of 60 feet. A t this level drives
have been extended about SO feet alofig the course of the reef, and stopes carried up about 25 feet; 130
tons of stone extracted and crushed to the end of April yielded about 2 oz. of gold per ton.
A few chains south of the above mine is Messrs. Dickson and Laughton's reef. Between the two
claims is a narrow saddle-reef, but the reefs aro distinct. Dickson and Laughton's reef strikes N. 15
degrees
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degrees E., and is vertical, or nearly so. In this claim a tunnel was carried in about 10 feet ou tbe
aoutbem elope of the ridge, exposing a solid quart/, reef 4 feet thick. At this point a shaft was sunk
40 feet, from the bottom of which a north drive has since been commenced under aid from the Prospect
ing Vote. If a payable shoot should be struck, this drive will give about 80 feet of backs under the top
of the rid®. At 20 feet in the drive 3 feet of quart./ was showing in July, the date of the last report.
So far, the best results obtained from this claim have been 2| dwt. of gold, per ton, from 8 tons of stone
crushed. The reef is large and well-defined, and well situated for economic working by tunnel, under
which circumstances a very few dwt. per ton would yield remunerative returns.
About 200 yards south-east of the above claim is Messrs. Fitzgerald, G-uy, and Thomas’ Eeef, which
strikes about IST. 20 degrees E. Two shafts have been sunk, about 100 feet apart, to depths of 75 and 40
feet respectively. I was unable to descend the former, owing to water and the absence of ladder-ways, hut
the Owners reported the reef to be from 7 to 9 inches thick, but very broken and uncertain. From the
bottom of the shaft a drive was put in, north, 21 feet. One hundred Ions of stone raised during
operations yielded from 4 to 5 dwt. of gold per ton.
No. 2 shaft (40 feet) was sunk about ten months ago, and driven, south, 13 feet, and 10 tons of
stone raised yielded from 3 to 4 dwt. per ton. As an instance of the abruptness of the pinching in some
of the Big Hill reefs, the appearances at the bottom of this shaft may be mentioned. In the south end
of tho shaft aud the 13-foot drive from it, about 3 ft. 6 in. of solid white quartz is showing, whilst at the
north end no trace of quartz is seen in the solid slate country.
_
,
North of Fitzgerald Bros.’ Mine another party was at work, hut the time available did not permit
of an inspection,
.
On the cast side of the Bateman and Moruya, Eoad, about three-quarters of a mile south-east of
Big Hill reefs, Messrs. Dully and Christensen were down 18 feet on a 3-feet reef, striking N. 15 degrees
E.D This reef also affords a good instance of pinching; in the north end of the shaft it is about 3 feet thick
from the surface down, whilst in the south end the vein-stone was only just showing on the east wall at
18 feet deep. This vein is curiously cross-jointed horizontally with thin fillings of soft fiucan between
the blocks. Colours of gold were seen in several specimens at grass, and fine specks were also detected
in a small dolly test. The stono nearest the walls prospected fairly well, but an average sample was
poor. Numerous other claims were originally held adjoining or close by those described, and a certain
amount of prospecting was done upon them ; but attention was only given, during the limited time at my
disposal, to those which were at work at that date.
.
, . . ,
Judging from the uniform general characteristics of the reefs already opened in tho district, it does
not appear hopeful that any sensational finds will be made of an extensive or permanent character; but
the indications aro sufficiently good to justify a confident prediction that many reefs similar to those
already discovered will be found in the intervening country as prospecting extends—as it should—from
the already fairly-tried centres.
1 have,
,
J
J
JOSEPH E. CAENE,
___________
Geological Surveyor,
Al’l'ENDTX 12.

Eeport on a Deposit of Cinnabar near Lionsville.
Sir]
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines aud Agriculture, 3 January, ISSKi.
’
I have tlie honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 have inspected tho
recent discovery of cinnabar on Vulgilbar Station, Clarence Error.
_
The deposit occurs about 5 chains from the south-west corner of Portion 15, lansh iitvveiigar,
County Drake, and about three-quarters of a mile west of the Clarence Eiver.
_
_
The nearest settlement is Lionsville, distant about 7 miles in a south-west direction.
The discovery was made by Laurence Eox about twelve months ago through picking up a loose
surface specimen of tho matrix containing cinnabar. Actual prospecting began iu February last
A previous discovery was recorded in this district in 1891 at Horseshoe Bend, about 16 miles lower
down the course of the river, and about 3s miles south-east-of Lionsville. This site has been surveyed as
M.L. 5, of 40 acres, in the Parish of Carnham. Mr. Geological-Surveyor David reported on this deposit
about March of the same year, and recommended aid from the Prospecting Vote for proving it. The
occurrence is briefly described as* “ a dyke, 12 feet wide, of felspathic rock, allied to serpentine containing
cinnabar, distributed irregularly in spols and minute veins. This dyke has intersected the granite of tbe
district at this locality, and is likely, 1 think, to be permanent to a considerable depth.”
The present report will be limited to a brief description of tbo country rocks, nature and apparent
mode of occurrence of the Mercury ore, present and suggested future prospecting, &c.
To attempt an estimate of the richness of the deposit or of the quantity of ore likely to he available
at tbe present initial stage of exploration would be unfair, even if not altogether impossible. Sufficient
data, however, will be adduced to justify the opinion that the prospects arc decidedly encouraging, and far
superior to those afforded by any previous discovery recorded in the Colony.
Pi-er,ious Discoveries and Mention.

The localities of previous discoveries with reference to reports thereon may be briefly summarised
as follows:—
, ..
Locality.

Authority.

...

Near Bylslonc, Cuclgcgoug River, county Roxburgh ........................... Rev. W. R. Clarke, Min. Statistics
4
N.S.W., 1875, ]>. 201.
Mookcnnvtt, aiul Great Watcrholc of Ophir, County We&tniorclimd,.. Prof. Liversidgc, Min. of N.S.W., p. 32.
■f Clifton Mine, Boorook, County Bull or ..................................................
»
»
"Wugongn, County Dumpier......................................................................
»
>*
Moruya, County Dumpier..........................................................................
•.<
»
Calton Hill. Dnngog, County Durham ..................................................
■.>
»
Grove Creek, Abercrombie Mountain, County Georgia™......................
_
,,
n
Near Scone, Countv Brisbane................................................................. Mr. Dickson.
t. .
L
•
Surini' Creek, near Biugara, County Murchison ................................. - X.W. li. David, Ann. Rept, Dept. Mines,
1 ° ’
N.S.W., 1891, p. 284.
Horseshoe Bend, Clarence River, County Drake ................................... T. W. E. David, Pros. Board Papers, 01-279.

"Whilst writing this report a sample of galena and zinc blende with cinnabar has been brought to
tho Geological Survey Office for assay with a statement that it was obtained from Sunny Corner, Mitchell,
County Boxburgh._____________________________________________ ______________________ General

M. Dlivid, ProspcntiJiff Hoard Pnpcrs, 91-271>.
.
t These occurrences are evidently based on verbal or noii-publishcd reports; lienee the references are non-conimituu. -J.i'-.u

* T, W.
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General Geological Features,

The country nt tlio cinnabar deposit consists of hornblende, granito, fekite and. augite-dioritc,
whilst in the immediate neighbourhood serpentine is largely developed.
The sedimentary rock of the district consists of altered slate, which has been referred to the
.Devonian formation by the late Government Geologist, Mr. C. S. 'Wilhinson.* The gold ree£s of Lionsville occur in the latter where ic has been intruded by granite dykes.
■
The special feature of the most important mercury mines of tho world, vk,, association of igneous
rocks with sedimentary strata is absent in the present case, So far as yet proved the mercury ore is
confined to tho igneous rocks.
Prospecting Operations.

,

At the time of inspection in October last prospecting operations had just been resumed after a
short respite. Two shafts have been snnk 20 feet and 50 feet respectively about 3£ chains apart on a line
bearing W. 15 degrees E. and S. 15 degrees W. These shafts are on distinct veins, which have' an east
and west trend.(?)
From the 50 feet shaft a- line of shallow surface-openings has been extended for about 29 chains in a
direction 25 degrees north of east. These openings have been made wherever any of the characteristic fine
grained felsitic and chalcedonic matrix appeared at surface. In some instances the openings have been on
loose nnd isolated boulders ; in others, however, there is evidence of veins in situ, but not sulliciently
pronounced to allow of a definite strike being determined for the complete line. It appears more likely
that these veins arc numerous. Traces of cinnabar were delected in most of theso openings ; but nothing
approaching payable ore.
A second line of shallow openings has been made along a well-defined outcrop of similar rock.
This line hears E. 5° S. from a point 80 links south of the 50 feet shaft. The openings extend for
about 1C chains east from the shaft; the outcrop, however, can be traced at least twice that distance to the
Clarence Eiver, near the west bank of which it forms a bunch or “ blow.” Some years ago this bunch
was prospected for gold. Cinnabar could not be detected here, though numerous freshly broken specimens
were examined. I was informed, however, by Mr. T. Bassetti, one of tbe shareholders of the Cinnabar
Mine, that that mineral could be identified upon crushing and washing the samples of the rock.
At the spot marked (C) on plan an opening 7 feet deep has been made in the outcrop referred to,
and from that level a small opening or drive has been put in about 4- feet south. At the extreme north
aud south limits of the opening and drive hornblende granite is exposed, the intervening rock being felsife,
both being much weathered and decomposed. The peculiar feature here represented is the horizontal
handing or marking of the rotten felsite by finely divided particles of cinnabar. The decomposed felsito
is about 7 feet thick, and carries a small percentage of mercury—about one half per cent.-—throughout
that thickness. This site is one of the most favourable for prospecting.
Detail of prospecting and appearance of ore in the workings.

The main 50 feet shaft being timbered for about 20 feet from surface an examination of tbo
appearance of the ore-veins near the surface could not be made for the purpose of comparison with those
presented in the shallow openings above described. Below the timbering the discoloration obscured all
traces, if any existed, of tbe ore to within a few feet of the bottom. In the south-eastern end of the
shaft, thin veins of cinnabar traverse irregularly about 1 foot of felsite country. In the north-western
end a little cinnabar was just beginning to show at the bottom of the shaft.
Specimens of cinnabar were taken out at the upper levels several inches thick ; the individual
veins, however, at the 50-feet level have narrowed to about 1 inch atthiekest. Little importance attaches
to this pinching or thinning, because of the capricious occurrence of the cinnabar. Bunches of greater
thickness are certain to be met with at intervals where vughs or cavities have been formed in the country.
From the 50 foot level a start has just been made to cross-cut southerly in the direction of the
20-feet shaft. The first shot had broken oil a thin skelp from the side of tbe shaft, which revealed thin
veins and faint impregnations of cinnabar traversing and colouring the felsite country. The actual
thickness of the ore-body at this point cannot, therefore, he determined until tho drive has been extended.
A cross-cut in the opposite direction would also, perhaps, reveal an extension of the cinnabar in the
country.
.
At the 20-feet shaft, the cinnahar, quartz, and ealeite form the filling of a contact fissure between
an intrusion of augite-diorite and the felsite. The cinuabnr in the best specimens averages, perhaps,
]. inch in thickness in this vein.
The appearance of the ore in the small opening marked (c) has already been described, In tbo
shallow openings, as has been mentioned, traces only of cinnahar have as yet been exposed.
Prolalle Mode of Occurrence of the Cinnahar.

As far as tlie limited amount of prospecting will allow of an opinion being formed, it appears
probable that three or more parallel bands of felsite occur, containing veins and*impregnations of cinnabar.
The ore-band on tbe 50-i'eet shaft is evidently distinct from that in the mam lino of outcrop, which
strikes about 52 feet south of the shaft, because the felsite in that outcrop, as exposed at the opening
marked (c) is but 7 feet thick, between well-defined hornblende granite walls.
A third band is represented at the 20-feet shaft, and possibly a fourth in tbe most northern lino
of openings.
Mature of the Oountrg or Fndosing Foelcs.

Characteristic specimens of the country rock were selected and forwarded to the Geological Survey
Office for petrogrnpbical examination and determination. The following notes upon them have been
kindly supplied by the Curator and Mineralogist, Mr. Card, A.E.S.M.:—
“ Three types of rocks are comprised—
“ (a) Fine grained felsite of a greenish colour, weathering brown when fresh. This is the principal
cinnabar-bearing rock, tbo ore occurring in veins and spots closely associated with quartz, and,
to adless extent, calcite. These three minerals—cinnabar, quartz, and calcifc—are of secondary
origin ; they do not occur in fresh, unaltered felsite, but their presence is always correlated with
a general alteration of that rock. Pyrites is very generally present, hut does not appear to
possess any significance with regard to the origin of the cinnabar ore.
“ (J)
* Arm, Itept, Dept. Mines )S\S,W. for 155:9, p. 202,
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“(6) A holocryetfilliiie rock-marked “country." This consists of quartz, felspar, orthoclase, and
much ohgodase (?) hornblende and a little magnetite, may be classed as hornblende-granite. A
much altered form of this rock is of great interest, in that (he alteration has been accompanied
by an introduction of cinnabar, which occurs in small particles within the decomposed felspar,
and more abundantly along the dnbsional planes of the hornblende.
“ 0) Two specimens of fine grained augite-diorite from No. 2 shaft.”

Mr. Card’s opinion as to the secondary nature of the cinnabar and associated minerals in tbcfelsite
and hornblende-granite, derived from microscopic examination of selected specimens is entirely confirma
tory of the decision 1 arrived at in the field.
Though the cinnabar is mainly confined to the folsite bands, yet evidence is not wanting, macro
scopic as well as microscopic, of a certain amount of impregnations of the granite itself.
The calcito and quartz occur in veins as well as impregnating the mass of the altered felsite. Small
vughs occur which are lined with crystal faces of the caicite. It is noticeable that when the cinnabar
occurs as a vein, no matter how thin, it is entirely associated with the quartz, and separate from the
caicite. In no instance in the vein-specimens collected eould cinnabar be detected in the calcito. The
quartz filling the veins has a translucent appearance passing almost into clear glassy transparency near the
metallic vein minerals. Its outer surfaces form a scries of mammillary curves covered with free termin
ating crystals. On these the caicite has been deposited. Part of the caicite is dark greenish-black, the
colouring matter may be due to chlorite from decomposition of hornblende.
The felsite in its normal condition is very fine-grained and greenish in colour, breaking with a
cherty conchoidal fracture. Pyrites is fairly abundant in it. Where decomposition has been set up the
texture of the rock lias become more coarsely crystalline in appearance owing to the replacement of
portion of the Hue felspathic material by crystalline calcitc. The extent of the replacement may bo
judged from the following determination of the lime in. an average specimen of the folsite from the bottom
of tlie 50 feet shaft—Lime (CaO) 11'70% equal to carbonate of lime 20'80%.
Nature of the Ore.

_ Associated with the cinnabar is an almost tin-white material, weathering bronze, containing copper,
antimony, and sulphur. The copper carbonates, which occur in email quantity in the upper levels, have
resulted from the oxidation of this mineral. The association of the latter with the cinnabar is too
intimate to allow' of the perfect separation necessary for adequate test for mercury in it. A complete
analysis, however, of the mixed ore has been made by the Analyst to the Department, Mr. J.U. II.
Mingaye, F.C.S. with the following results i —
Chemical Composition.

Metallic Mercury
,,
Copper ...
...
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„
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„
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trace
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11'40
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99 33

Fine silver at the rnl o o£ 9 or.. 0 ilwfc. 4 cr. par ton 1 Jfo tellurium or
Juno gold a trace (under 2 dwt)
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The copper-bearing mineral penetrates the vein quartz in wedge or cone shape forms. Mr. Card,
who examined all the selected specimens prior to my return, suggests that it may be a mercurial fahlcrz ;
further exploration may furnish sufficiently pure specimens for actual determination.
The first specimen of cinnabar from the Yulgilbar deposit assayed in the Departmental Laboratory
yielded:—
,
’
Metallic mercury, 60'70 %.
Silver, G oz. 10 dwf. 15 gr. per ton.
Gold, a trace (under 2 dwf. per ton).
This sample represented the highest grade oro iu the principal vein near the surface of the main
50-fcet shaft. The following samples were selected by myself from a band of decomposed fclsitc about
7 foot thick, in the small opening at tho spot marked (c) ou plan.
_ _ [4057] “ Picked." Decomposed fclsitrc material forming horizontal pink layers from 1 to 2 inches
thick in a vertical section of about 3 ft. G in.:—
'

Metallic mercury, 'IS %.
Copper, a minute trace.
Neither gold or silver.

.

[4058] “Average.” Decomposed fclsitic material being an average sample selected from tho full
thickness in the above section :—
Metallic mercury, ’50 %,
Copper, a minute trace.
Neither gold or silver.
Prom tho pink colour of the horizontal layers a much higher yield would have been anticipated
from tlie “picked” sample than from the average of the whole thickness.
The
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The cinnabar in the soft decomposed felsite mast be in n very fine state of division, for its presence
is only detected by the faint pinkish tinge imparted to the matrix. Possibly portion of the cinnabar may
have been removed during the decomposition and weathering, as a sample of nndecoinposed felsite, having
a pink tinge from included cinnabar from Xo, 2 shaft, yielded as follows:—
[405G] “ Lump.”
"

MoLallic mercury, 1'5S %.
Copper, a minute trace,
Neither gold nor silver.

Hence it is reasonable to expect a higher yield from the uudecomposed felsite at a depth at the
spot marked (C) on plan.
Origin of ihe Cinnabar.

Field observation and microscopic examination alike agree as to the deposition of the cinnabar
from solution in siliceo-calcareous waters which percolated through definite cracks or lissures, and soaked
laterally into the country as the corroding solutions attacked its more soluble constituents, and replaced
them chiefly from the calcium or lime salts in solution.
It would, however, he premature to offer an opinion as to whether the mercury salts had a deep
seated extraneous source or were originally leached in minute quantities from the contiguous or under
lying granite and redeposited in the way described.
Ore at Grass.

Some of the richest patches of ore have been bagged, but little care has been taken with the bulk
of the stone raised from the shafts, hence any estimate of quantity of workable ore—fixing 5 per cent, as
the maximum in this ease—would be very approximate only. It is certain, however, that a fair proportion
of the above grade ore could still he culled from the waste.
Further Prospecting.

The crucial question at the present moment however, is, what quantity of workable ore is likely to
be available in the mine; a question which requires a practical answer such as systematic prospecting
alone can give.
^
The sites most likely to afford a solution to the query would be the present shafts (A and B) and.
the site marked (0) on the accompanying plan. The prospecting should he in the direction of deepening
the above shafts (including C), driving along the course of the veins, and crosscutting to ascertain the
thickness of ore-bearing country.
Gonclusion.

I am of opinion from the mode of occurrence that the cinnabar is likely to continue to great depths,
hut whether in sufficiently concentrated form to pay for extraction prospecting alone can prove.
rJ'he conditions of occurrence differ from those of the very few paying mercury mines of the "World,
yet the prospect of developing a paying deposit of moderate extent is decidedly encouraging and
certainly superior to any yet obtained in the Colony.
'
As the existence of a mercury mine iu Australia would be of first importance in such a gold
bearing country, I am of opinion that a share of the cost of proving comes well within the scope of the
Prospecting Vote.
1 have, &e.,
JOSEPH E. OABNE, F.G.S.,
The Glovernment Geologist,-----------------Geological Surveyor.
Appendix 13.

Report on the Coramba, Bucca Creek, and adjacent Reefs.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
31 December, 1895.
I have the honor to hand you the following report on the lately discovered reefs in the
vicinity of Coramba Mountain, County of Fikroy.
The discoveries are in the Parishes of Moonee and Comlaroi, in the southern portion of the Orara
Gold-field East Extension, which was proclaimed on tho 28th October, 1881.
Taking the hearings from the Coramba King mine, the Warden's Office at Kan a Creek Reefs lie's
about 4 miles miles north-west; Woolgoolga, about 14 miles north-east; and Coff’s Harbour, 9 miles
south-south-east. The two hitter being ou the seaboard.
General Geological Features.

Proceeding from Grafton—which Kes about 40 miles a little north of west from Coramba—the
formation consists of Clarence (Triassic) Coal Measures as far as Bagawa, Very characteristic mural
escarpments of the middle beds (Hawkesbury Series) form the most conspicuous physical features of
the country passed through.
_
_
Hear Bagawa the basal rocks of the district appear ; these have been described in connection with
the Kana Creek reefs, by the late Government Geologist as Devonian slates and sandstones.1* This
classification T believe was based on stratigraphical and lithological grounds, as no fossils, as far as I am
aware, have been found in these rocks in tho district.
’
Intruding the Devonian formation at Coramba is a mass of granite, in which some of the piincipal
reefs occur.
The following note by Mr. Card, A.R.S.M., Curator of the Mining and Geological Museum, on the
petrographies! examination of specimens of the country at the Coramba King, Lady Elsie, and Evening
Star Mines is of interest:—
“ The igneous rocks intruding the country rock consist of granite and (perhaps) porphyry.
Evidence of crushing is very pronounced in one or two, as for instance [740], in which the twin lamellm
of the felspars are seen to be faulted. The rock from Coramba King [738] contains a little brown
hornblende, stretched and bent by the crushing forces. With this exception minerals of the ferromagnesian group are absent.”
_
The Bucea Creek and Tallawudjah Creek reefs occur in the Devonian formation. A sample of tho
hardened country in Sharpe and Morrow’s No. 2 claim, at Tallawudjah Creek, is thus described by
Mr. Card, after microscopic examination :—" This is a compact rock of sedimentary origin, and consists
essentially of angular fragments of quartz and felspar.”
The
* Ann. Kept. Dept. Mines for lSSPt p. 203.
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Coramba.

Tho first discovery at Coramba was made about eiglifcon months ago by some selectors in the
vicinity, whose attention had been drawn to the probable proximity of reefs by tho occurrence of numerous
specimens of gold-bearing quartz, in the rich alluvial flats, which they were cultivating on the bank of the
Orara Elver, into which the Coramba Mountain channels drain on the west. Though M.T. I was the
original prospecting claim on the field, the Coramba King Claim was the first to reward their efforts, and
as regards thickness and length of outcrops it is the most importaut of the immediate group, though,
perhaps, surpassed in average richness by some of the smaller reefs.
.
At least three parallel reefs occur in close proximity on the western slope of the Coramba
Mountain, and between the Coramba King and the Lady Elsie reefs is another which has not yet been
proved. This middle line passes through the Coramba King and adjoining leases.
Coramba King Beef.

The main (Coramba King) reef strikes about ET. 38 E.; and underlays south-easterly at an auglo
of from 43 to 45 from the horizontal. At the 55-foot level the underlay suddenly alters to 57°.
The thickness varies from 2 feet to 0 feet along its crop. At tho 55-foot level, where the dip
suddenly becomes steeper, the thickness increased to S feet, At the surface of this shaft the reef was
but 10 inches, but rapidly thickened in a few feet.
Along its southern strike the outcrop of the reef has been traced from the Coramba King (G.L. 9), through the G.Ls. G and 7, M,T. 1, G.L. 8, and into G.L. 11, a distance of about 30 chains.
The middle reef strikes N. 30° E, and underlays south-easterly at an angle of 43° from the horizontal.
The Lady Elsie reef strikes N. 30° E, and underlays south-easterly at an angle of 78° from tho
horizontal. In thickness it varies from 3 to 14 inches.
Between the outcrop of this reef and the Coramba King lino there is a distance of about 5 chains,
and a gradual ascent of about 150 feet to the latter.
Northerly from the Coramba King main shaft a break in tho reef has apparently occurred, for
notwithstanding a considerable amount of labour expended by the discoverers in sinking and driving
across the line of strike, at a point where several large blocks of loose quartz were discovered in the soil,
the channel of the reef has not been cut. The failure of the efforts to pick up tho reefs in the crosscut
drives has given rise to a belief that a fault at this point has thrown it out of its course, the surface
evidence of this displacement being obliterated by the accumulated debris of soil and slipped shingle
from the higher levels.
■
As the outcrop of the reef undoubtedly occurs about midway between the main shaft and the
prospecting works referred to, the surest and most economical method of tracing the reef, and proving the
existence or otherwise of a fault, is to sink at this point into settled country, and then follow the reef on
its northerly course.
In the adjoining lease on the north-east (G.L. 1.4), at a distance of about 10 or 12 chains from
the outcrop mentioned above, a reef has been exposed, in several shallow openings, which, through having
a slightly different strike (N. 35° E), is very probably the continuation of either the main or middle reef.
The reef in G.L. 14 has a thickness of about 1 ft. 3 in., and underlays south-easterly at an angle of about
50° from the horizontal.
Between this outcrop and the most northerly Coramba King workings loose blocks of kindlylooking banded quartz are to be seen in and near a small creek. It is therefore more than probable that
the main reefs will shortly he traced continuously through the intervening space.
«
Prom the large loose blocks of quartz lying just below the point where the trouble occurs in the
Coramba King Claim the richest returns have been obtained. The largest of these blocks must have
weighed several tons.
'
*
The output from the Coramba King Mine to the date of my visit, in October, xvas as follows:—
oz. dwt. t'P-

2 tons "from loose, slipped blocks,” treated at Parke and Lacey's..............................
3 tons from reef,
' ,,
,,
..................................
76 tons from reef, treated in local battery .........................................................................
4 tons from main shaft (picked from 6 tone), Parke and Lacey's .................. "..............
C tons from surface, treated at Parke and Lacey’s .........................................................

8
2
0
10
1

lo
6
10
0
12

0 per ton,
0
,,
21 (b ,,
0
„
0
„

The veinstone is a free milling ore, comparatively non-pyritiferous down to the lowest level men
tioned (55 feet) in the main shaft; in the adjoining claims, however, arsenical pyrites is more abundant
at the surface. On the whole line there is evidence that below the water-level, if not before, the propor
tion of contained pyrites will be sufficiently appreciable to render special care of the concentrates a
matter of importance.
■
The Coramba King Mine is at present held in conjunction with G.Ls. 6 and 7 on the same line and
G.L. 17, which adjoins the above mine on the north-west, and contains a parallel—middle—reef (?), which
has yet to be proved. The total area of the above lease is 18 acres.
Timber for all purposes is abundant, and permanent water—the Orara Kiver—is within 1 mile.
The main shaft has an elevation of about 475 feet above the river-bed; the falling ground .between will
render transport easy and expeditious, either by horse or steam traction.
In the adjoining claim (G.L. 7) on tho main line two shallow shafts and two open cuts have
exposed the reef, which here has a thickness of 5 feet. 120 tons of stone from those workings are reported
to have yielded 53 oz. of gold, equal to 8 dwt 2 gr. per ton. Taking this yield in conjunction with the
bulk test from the adjoining Coramba King Claim, viz., 7G tons for 41 oz. 7 dwt. of gold, a return equal
to 9 dwt. 1G? gr. per ton of quartz has been obtained from 19G tons, which should be a fair test of the
average value of tho stone near the surface.
'
On G.L. G, which adjoins G.L, 7, little proving has yet, been done, and no crusbings have taken
place. One shaft, 30 feet deep, has been sunk on the reef, about 20 feet from tho north boundary.
Adjoining G.L. G is M.T. 1 of 4 acres 1 rood 2t perches, which is now being tested by means of a
tunnel under aid from the Prospecting Vote. As before stated, this is the original prospecting claim of
tho locality, and so far the owners bavo reaped no benefit from their labours, for after starting two shafts
the tunnel test was adopted.
.
24—T
.
One
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One of the shafts was started to cut the reef on the underlay, but had not reached it when the
tunnel was begun. The other shaft follows the reef on the underlay for about 28 feet, and exposes about
2 feet of quartz. Between the two shafts an outcrop exposes 3 feet of quartz. The crosscut prospecting
tunnel, which starts from tho south-west corner of Q-.L. 6* will givo from 150 to 160 feet of backs when
the reef is struck, besides cutting the parallel middle reef, which outcrops west of the main reef.
No test has yet been made of the stone raised from the underlay shaft or open cuts.
Adjoining M.T, 1 on the south is G-.L. 8 of -1 acres. An opening on tho reef at the boundary of
tho two claims reveals a thickness of about 6 feet of quartz. Practically little or no real prospecting has
been done in this claim, though the outcrop of the main reef is well defined all through it. Excellent
tunnel sites, which would afford a large amount of backs, are available in these southern claims.
G.L. 11 of 10 acres, which joins the last-mentioned lease, has its southern boundary against the
east line of C.Ps. 62 and 63. A little trenching has been done on this claim, exposing loose blocks
of quartz; the presence of a good deal of slipped rock and soil, however, covers the outcrop of the reef.
There is evidence of earlier prospecting in this area; a shallow vertical shaft has been sunk upon
a reef striking N. 17° E., and having a thickness of from 12 to 18 inches. This shaft is just at the
boundary of Portion 62.
The Lady Elsie Reef.

The Lady Elsie Mine consists of G.Ls. 10 and 25, the workings being in G.L. 10.
The reef strikes N. 30° E., and underlays south-easterly at 78° from the horizontal below the
46-foot level, down to which it is nearly vertical. It averages from 3 to 14 inches in thickness in hard
country. The maximum thickness was showing at the lowest level attained, viz, 63 feet. Two drives
either way along tlie reef from the 43-foot level had been extended 36 and 52 feet respectively. In the
face of the south drive the reef had pinched out, but the hanging wall was well-defined. As the quartz
occurs in lens-ehaped blocks the reef is sure to widen and pinch at intervals, and even to leave blank
spaces like that described. A tunnel was being driven to connect with the south drive for ventilation.
The Lady Elsie stone contains a fair amount of pyrites and occasional crystals of zincblende : due
care should be paid to the blanketing or other method adopted for saving the concentrates, as they are
likely to bo of considerable value.
The following parcels of stone from the reef had been treated prior to my visit:—
-

SJ tons yielded
17J
>,
134
7
„

2J oz. per ton 24
1,
3 oz. 7 dwt. per ton
2 oz.
„

1
f Equal to a fraction over 2 oz.
f 13 dwt. 13 gr. per ton,
)

.

'
Goldspring Reef.
■
‘
Near the Orara River, on Portion 50, a small reef named tbc Goldspring has been opened by two
shafts 20 and 26 feet deep respectively, and 26 tons of stono raised from them yielded 13 oz. 5 dwt. of
gold at the local battery. The reef varies up to 9 inches in thickness, but is very irregular in occurrence.
Evening Star Reef.

At the south-west corner of Portion 15, Parish of Comlaroi, on the west of the Orara River, is the
Evening Star Mine, G.L. 24, of 6 acres, Two reefs junction in this lease, and one of the points of contact
exposed in the workings, where a rich 9-oz. shoot joins the main reef, is shown in the following rough
sketch section. The former was the first rocf discovered in the mine; its thickness is about 10 inches. The
main reef being about 15 inches thick. 'These reefs strike about N. 65° E., and underlay after junctioning
south-easterly at 42° to 45° from tho horizontal. The thickness at this point is 3 feet:—

On the south-western strike, a short distance from tho furthest shaft iu that direction, denudation
has exposed the top of an auticlmal fold or “ roll ” iu tho reef, after the manner depicted in the following
rough sketch section:—■
Loose Quartz Rubble

On the surface between the two outcrops was a quantity of loose quartz rubble, a portion of which
is said to have yielded payable returns at the Battery.
The
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The^following parcels of stone have been treated from the Evening Star Mine:—
9 tons at the Chnmbigno Battery yielded..................................................
16
,,
Coramba
„
..................................................
u

i)

ii

.......................... ...............................

78 oz. 17 dwt, of gold.
23 „ 16 „
„
110 „

9

„

65
»
i)
*.
...........................................
9 ii 15 n »
The last parcel is stated to have been much mixed with surface stone and mullock, This mine was
being tested on terms by the owners of the Coramba King properties.
Who Can Tell Beef.

The Who Can Tell Mine lies a short distance west of the Evening Star. The reef exposed in
several short tunnels strikes N. 55° "W., and underlays north-easterly at 32° from the horizontal. It is of
a very rubbly character, and mixed with clay. 20 tons of the mixed material yielded 19 oz. 6 dwt, of gold.
In thickness it varies from 4 to 6 inches,
_ The prospectors of G-.L. 20, which lies between the above mine and the Evening Star, were
sinking on their west boundary to cut the Who Can Tell Eeef, which should bo struck at about 46 feet
from surface. It is probable that the latter reef will prove to be one of the legs of tbe “ roll” in the
Evening Star lease.
.
Golden Bar Beef.
The Golden Bar reef was discovered about eighteen months ago near the summit of a high peak
about 47 chains, a little east of north from the north-east corner of Portion 134, Parish of Mooneo. It is
held as M.T. 2 of 4 acres.
The reef strikes N. 75° E. in slate country with occasional bars of altered sandstone. It varies in
thickness from 2 to 12 inches, and is nearly vertical. Where thickest the quartz has clay partings. In
places the quartz veinstone pinches out, hut the channel remains well defined. Hence, there is every
reason to expect the quartz to make again.
Two shafts have been sunk 30 and 55 feet respectively, at a distance of 120 feet apart. From
these shafts, but principally from the 55-ft., the following parcels of stone were raised and crushed:—
2 tons 2 cwt. nl 1’arte and Lacey’s, Sydney, yielded ...............
9 ii 3 ii
ji
ii
,i
i,
......................
12 „ at Coramba Battery yielded ............................. ............

16 oz. 0 dwl. of gold per ton.
6 oz.
o dwt.
„
„
3 oz. 12 dwt.
„
,,

After the first two crushings a tunnel was started on the western fall of the peak at a distance of 2 LO
feet from the nearest shaft, for the purpose of cutting the reef at some little distance from the shaft
■mentioned. At 80 feet from tho entrance of the tunnel a thin joint fissure was struck, having a parallel
strike to that of the reef. Work was soon after abandoned, under tbe belief that the Golden Bar channel
had been cut; but from compass bearings, however, I am opinion that#the tunnel, which is approaching
at less than a right angle, will have to be extended 34 feet before the strike of the reef is reached.
Coramba Queen Beef.

The Coramba Queen Mine, G.L. 16, of 4 acres, is situated about 2 miles south-south-east
from tho Golden Bar Mine. It had lately changed bands, and active operations were in progress for
working the mine in a vigorous and systematic manner.
A dam was then nearly completed, which would ensure an abundant supply of water for crushing
purposes.
■
The Star of Hope ten-head stamper battery has lately been purchased by the Coramba Queen
Company, and will be erected at the mine. The reef in this lease strikes N. 50° E., and underlays at an
angle of 65° from the horizontal. It has boon opened by three shafts, 20, 30, and 44 feet respectively.
From tho main (44 foot) shaft tho reef has been driven on for about 50 feet, exposing an average thickness
of about 3 feet G inches of crushing stone.
One hundred and sixty tons of the reef stone, crushed at tho local Coramba Battery, yielded
16 dwt. of gold per ton.
Doing and Parly.

.

Messrs. Doing and Party wore working a claim about half a mile N. 20° E. from the top of Coramba
Mountain on a reef striking in the same direction. It varies in thickness from 6 to 12 inches, and under
lays very flatly to the eastward. Twelve tons of the veinstone yielded about 7 dwt. of gold per ton, but
tho occurrence of the gold in the reef is reported to be very irregular and uncertain.
Bucca Creek Beefs.

The group of reefs known as tho Bucca Creek reefs arc situated on the eastern slope of Coramba
Mountain, about 2$ miles due east from the Coramba King Mine, and therefore nearer to Woolgoolga
and CofE’s Harbour. A due east line from the reefs to the coast would be about 4£ miles long. The
first discovery was made in May last, and the site is known as Tayler’s Howard Mine after the discoveries.
It has been surveyed as G.L. 70, of G acres.
Tayler’s Reward Beef.

_ Tayler’s Eeward licef strikes N. 35° W. and underlays north-easterly at an angle of 46° from the
horizontal. It occurs in a spur from Coramba Mountain, falling into the west branch of Bucca Creek,
For a distance of several chains down the fall of the spur large loose boulders and small rubble quartz
were thickly strewn. Gold was plainly visible in several of the boulders picked up at random. The reef
has been opened for about G chains along its strike by means of trenches and shallow openings, w'hich
expose a thickness of crushing stone varying from 10 inches to 3 feet, averaging perhaps about 1 ft. 6 in.
A vertical shaft 17 feet from the outcrop on tbe underlay side had just struck the reef at 45 feet, at
which depth it was 3 ft. 6 in. thick and very solid. The outcrop near the shaft was about 15 inches thick—
at one point pinching to 4 inches—thus showing a thickening of 2 ft. 3 in. at the 45-ft. level. Free gold
was plainly visible in the stone at that depth, and fragments of partly decomposed arsenical pyrites taken
from it were richly impregnated with gold. Tho concentrates from this reef are certain to be of considerable
value.
For
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Tor a distance of over 300 feet along the outcrop, gold can he readily detected with the unassisted
eye, on breaking specimens from the reef. The surface openings are shallow—not exceeding 10 feet—
but they serve to expose a solid reef for over 200 feet, and smaller openings reveal its extension for about
330 feet. About 100.feet northerly from the main reef the cap of a parallel vein had just been discovered
•about IS inches below the surface. Gold was visible in specimens, but sufficient soil had not been
removed to allow of the thickness, strike, and dip being determined with a reasonable amount of accuracy.
Prom 8 tons of rubble aud casing from the different surface openings in Tayler’s Pc ward Eeef,
23 oz. of free gold were obtained by washing. The washed stone, with the addition of 7 tons from the'
reef direct, were sent to Mort’s .Dock for treatment, with th*e result that 14 tons 7 cwt, yielded 98 oz.
10 dwt. 19 gr. of smelted gold, in addition to the 23 oz. mentioned above.
Estimating the original quantity at 15 tons, the yield would be equal to 8 oz. 2 dwt. 1 gr, per.
ton, irrespective of the concentrates, which are reported to have yielded at the rate of 10 oz. of gold per
ton at Climo’s Works, but the proportion is not known. This reef certainly offers one of the best surface
shows I have seen, and there is every reason to predict a successful development,
Perseverance lleef

■

Close by the Reward claim is the Perseverance Mine, G. L. 33, of G acres, which embraces a very
flat reef discovered in June last. This claim has been opened by tunnels in a very erratic manner
following the reef on the underlay. In the main tunnel the underlay steepened suddenly, and at the
time of my visit the face was covered with water, which prevented a proper inspection. Tho reef so far
as seen, appeared very broken aud rubbly, though larger blocks of quartz which had been taken from the
face testified to greater solidity. The veia appeared to vary in thickness from a few inches up to about a
foot. Gold was freely visible in specimens. The owner was putting a quantity of the rubble and flucan
through a most primitive sluice made from a cabbage palm stem. About 15 tons had yielded in this
simple treatment about 1 oz. of gold per ton. 14 tons 7 cwt. of the washed stone was then awaiting
crushing at Mort’s Dock, the result of which I am now informed was 89 oz, 14 du't. of smelted gold.
*

’

36.
In G. L. 3G, adjoining the Rewmrd claim on the west, several flat leaders were exposed in
the bank of the creek, ranging from 2 to 6 inches in thickness. * One ounce of gold is stated to have been
washed from less than a dish of the rubbly stone in these veins, and 70 lb. of stone from a leader in a
9-feet shaft close by yielded 7 dwt. of gold. Leases have been pegged out adjoining each of the above
claims, and prospecting was proceeding, but at that early date nothing special had boon discovered outside
the mines mentioned. There is every reason, however, to expect other finds in the vicinity.
Gold Lease

Tnllamudjah Creek.

■

4
I also visited some recently-discovered gold-hearing reefs on the west side of Tallawudjah Creek,
in the Parish of Bagawa, County Eitzroy, about 4 miles west from Nana Gbn Post-office.
Sharpe and Morrow's Pcef ]Sfo 1.
The prospectors of this particular locality are Messrs. Sharpe and Morrow, who have applied for
two leases. In the claim nearest the creek a G-inch reef has been opened to a depth of about 30 feet in
claystone country. This reef strikes about north-east and south-west, and underlays south-easterly at an
angle of 53 degrees from the horizontal. Another G-inch vein occurs in the same claim, having a strike
of north 5 degrees east, but the crop only has been exposed.
Sharpe and Morrow's Reef No. 2.
In the Prospectors’ No. 2 Claim, a short distance to the west, another reef is being opened by
means of a tunnel, which, however, was only in a few feet at the time of my visit. The reef strikes nortn
25 degrees east, aud is nearly vertical. The thickness varies from G to 9 inches. If it should prove
payable the tunnel will give about 95 feet of backs at the back boundary of the claim. A parallel reef
occurs close by on the east, about 12 inches thick, but no work had been done upon it.
Currajong Reef.

South of the above claim is Messrs. Seghers and Party’s Currajong lleef, which strikes north 20
degrees west., and averages about 5 inches-in thickness. The veinstone prospects well, but the country is
hard, consisting of highly-altered sedimentary rock. Two shafts have been sunk 15 and 20 feet respec
tively at .a distance of 12 feet apart. In ono of these two veins are showing in one end about 10 inches
apart, one about 2 inches thick, and the other G inches.
A parallel vein has boen exposed in two small openiugs about 3 chains west of the above, having a
strike north 30 degrees east and a thickness of about 1 ft. 5 in,
°
Fairy Queen Reef.

. - Jarrett and Pick’s Fairy Queen reef has been opened to a depth of about 10 feet, exposing a
thickness of from 5 to 8 inches of quartz. It strikes north and south, and underlays east at an angle of
42 degrees from the horizontal. Gold was seen in numerous specimens from this vein.
#
Between the Fairy Queen and Currajong reefs numerous small leaders occur, from which fair
prospects can he obtained, and several parties were engaged prospecting in the vicinity. So far no bulk
tests have been made from these reefs. Dolly tests, however, in most instances give encouraging results.
Conclusion,

. I am of opinion that tho Coramba District, radiating from the mountain of that name, offers
considerable inducement to prospectors, though their preliminary efforts are liable to be trammelled and
retarded by the dense undergrowth and vines and the great depth of soil in many parts. Still, evidence
is not wanting in road cuttings and rocky creek channels of numerous quartz veins aud leaders, some of
which may prove auriferous.
*
’
‘

Alluvial.
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Alluvial.

Though the locality mentioned is a promising one as regards reefing, yet the chances of payable
alluml leads are not so hright. Tbe most likely spot which came under my observation, for tho occurr
ence of payable alluvial, is the small channel and alluvial flat which drains from the Evening Star Mine
to the Orara Kivcr. This ground would be bouldery and wet and is undoubtedly worthy of a test. The
site is on conditionally purchased land. Taking all the facts into consideration, there is every reason to
hope for a successful future for the gold-mining industry at Coramba. It caunotbe denied, however,
that there is a very prevalent feeling of distrust in the permanency of any reefs in (he north-coast
country, mainly owing to the short vertical lengths of the gold shoots in the Kana Creek Gold-field. It
is, however, difficult to imagine a sudden termination, vertically, to such horizontally lengthy shoots as
are already exposed in the Taylor’s lieward and Coramba King reefs. Kor can the depths to which the
Nana Creek reefs have been tested be accepted as conclusive evidence of complete impoverishment with
depths. The system, or rather want of system, adopted in. working payable shoots in New South "Wales,
is a feature which expresses itself more and more upon the attention of those whose duty it is to examine
mines for which aid is asked from tho Prospecting Yolo. With a very few worthy exceptions, when a
paying shoot is being worked, a hand-to-mouth policy is adopted, with no thought of the morrow. Not a
single foot beyond the daily crushing requirements are the shafts and levels extended, until, suddenly the
“ bottom drops out of the mine in other words, the paying shoot ends, and then the reaction from good
dividends and high expectation to frequent calls and deadening despondency, closes the mine before the
blank, unproductive, spaces have been pierced; and so, perhaps, later on others reap where they have not
sown over much.
In legitimate mining one of the first and most vital principles is systematic prospecting, concur
rently with actual winning of pay stone. The shafts and levels should be kept persistently ahead of
actual stoping. The cessation of prospecting directly pay stone is struck, is, undoubtedly, the most
prolific cause of sudden collapse and disappointment in mining. It is satisfactory to know that in several
of the Coramba reefs systematic prospecting is in progress, which it is earnestly to be hoped will not end
with the striking or proving of one pay shoot, hut continue with, and in advance of, the actual stoping.
At Bucca Creek where systematic mining has not yet been begun, and practical experience is
wanting, a splendid chance awaits skilful management, which should be secured at the outset.'
Crushing Plants.

A public battery, working ten head of stamps, has been erected on Portion G2 on the Orara Kiver,
and, judging from remarks current on the field, has given general satisfaction to all parties. This
battery is a great boon to the owners of the small reefs and to the proprietors of the larger ones, as it
enables them to properly test their claims before incurring the expense of crushing plants. If, however,
the gold in tho Coramba 'King line of reef is proved to maintain tbe average (or even a couple of dwts.
less) obtained from 196 tons from the surface, viz., 9 dwt. 16 gr. per ton, down to reasonable depths, it
is manifest that rapid treatment on a largo scale will yield the best results from such alarge body of stone.
As regards the requirements of Bucca Creek, a ten-head battery at tho present time would be of
equally great advantage to the small holders and prospectors, whilst enabling the owners of main reefs to
adequately prove their properties before deciding on the extent of the requisite crushing plant.
Though within about 3^ miles in a direct line from tbe Coramba Battery, the country between it
and the Bucca reefs is of such a nature as to offer considerable difficulties to transport. The nearest
point of tbe Orara Eiver lies about 2-| miles south-west from the reefs, but numerous tributaries approach
much closer in that direction.
The branch of the Bucca Creek on which the reefs occur, or tho main channel can he readily made
to serve all purposes of water supply by means of storage dams,
I hope shortly, through the courtesy of the Warden’s Clerk at Nana Creek, to submit as an
addenda to this report, a complete return of the results of crushings from tho various reefs .from the time
of the discovery to the end of the year.
I have, &c.,
JOSEPH E. CARNE, F.G.S.,
---------------- Geological Surveyor.
Appendix It.

Report on the Auriferous Beach Sands of the Esk Eiver and Jerusalem CrCek, in the Parish of Esk,
County Richmond.
'
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
29 January, 189G.
I have the honor to hand yon the following report on the auriferous sand “ leads” in the
vicinity of the Esk River and Jerusalem Creek, in the Parish of Esk, County Richmond, together with
general notes on the nature, extent, aud probable source of the auriferous beach sands of New South
Wales, and the methods of working adopted.
Previous mention.

'

Mr, Geological-Surveyor Stonier, E.G.S., reported on the auriferous sands near the Evans River,
about 8 miles north of Jerusalem Creek, and briefly alluded to the locality now under consideration.*
Mr. E. E. Pittman, A.R.S.M., examined the auriferous beach sands between the Richmond and
Tweed Rivcrs.f
' ,
Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson, F.G.S., E.L.S. (late Government Geologist), described those near the Rich
mond River heads, as well as the auriferous basalt of the same locality.J
_
Mr. J. C. II. Mingaye, E.C.S., M.A.l.M.E. (Analyst 'to the Department of Mines), read a paper
on the occurrence of gold, platinum, and tin in the beach sands of the Richmond River District.§
The most accessible approach to the Esk and Jerusalem Creek mines is via the Half-way House,
on the Chatsworth-Woodburn road; whilst the auriferous areas north of Jerusalem Creek are more
readily reached from Woodburn via Evans or Little River.
From
♦Ami. Keiit. Dept, of Mines, N S.W.'for 1891, pp. 12D-I31.
Mines, N.S.W. lor 1SS9,

293,

t Ann. Kept Dept, ol Mines, N.S.VV. tor 1SS9, p. 945,
§ Jour, Itoy. See. N.S.W. for 1S92, Vol. XXVI, p. SOS-TO.

J Ann. Kept, Dept, of
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'

From the Half-way House, about 12 miles from Chats worth, a track has been partially cleared to
M‘Auley’s “ lead,1'- a distance of about 7 miles east. Several coaches pass the Half-way daily, to and
fro between Chatsworth, on the Clarence Eiver, and Woodburn on the E-ichmond; hence, communication
with the beach diggings is readily accessible. A bi-weekly mail from the Esk Post Office, Half-way
House, runs along the “leads as far north as Jerusalem Creek Heads, collecting as well as distributing ■
mail matter.
■
Physical Geography.

Tho Parish of Esk, with the exception of its north-west corner, where the dividing range between
the Clarence and Eichmond coast waters crosses it, consists of a tract of level forest land merging
gradually into bfoad, marshy, almost treeless flats along the sea coast -which forms its eastern border.
It is difficult to define the boundary between tbe sea and land-made deposits, because the loose sand
derived from the weathering of the massive sandstones of the adjacent high lands on the west, is mingled
with the sea-worn sand -which has been drifted inland by the action of the wind. It is clear, however,
that numerous shallow inlets of the sea penetrated at one time well inland towards the Dividing Eange!
But there is not sufficient ground for the belief entertained by some of the miners, that the foot of the
present range represents the original shoreline prior to the deposition of the auriferous sands.
Between the range and the coast (a distance of about 9 miles due west from M'Aulcy's Lead), the,
sandstone bed-rock can be seen in situ on tbe low ridges and in road cuttings. The most eastern outcrop"
noticed being about 3 miles east of tbe Half-way House.
Tbe coast country between the Clarence Eiver and Jerusalem Creek Heads is enclosed on the
west in semi-circular form by the Dividing Eange as far south as Tobbimoble, aud thence easterly by
high lauds to the Clarence Heads. The bay-like appearance of this low area partially enclosed by a rim
of high land, doubtless gave rise to the belief above stated as to its marine origin.
Geological 1’calnres.

_

-

'

.
The geological formation represented in the coast country between the Clarence and Eichmond
Eivers consist almost entirely of Clarence (Triassic) Coal Measures. Mr. Stonier describes a small outlier
of slate at Bullock Creek, between Jerusalem Creek and tho Evans Eiver, as probably of Lower.
Carboniferous age, but this classification is based solely ou stratigraphical position.
About balf-a-milo south of Evans Eiver Heads, the coast section exposes a massive escarpment of
sandstone with .conspicuous current bedding, overlying sandy shales containing an inferior coal-seam,
about l foot thick, just above high-water mark. The high downs of this locality are formed of the above
sandstone, large bosses of which are seen ouicropping at intervals. The highest beds of the dividing
Eange west of the Esk Eiver, also consist of the same massive sandstone ; these form the middle beds of
tbe Clarence Coal Measures, and are regarded as the geological equivalents of the Hawkesbury Series.
Igneous rocks arc represented by a felsitic dyke which intrudes the Coal Measures just south of
the Evans Eiver. Irom the strike of this dyke it is extremely probable that the reef on which the
ill-fated S.S. “ Cahors ” was wrecked (about 2 miles south-easterly), is a hard boss of the same rock
which has resisted the wearing action of the sea more successfully than tho enclosing shales and sandstones.
On the Dividing Eange at Tobbimoble aud near Doubledufee Peak, south-west of the Esk Eiver,
two small isolated patches of basalt have so far been recorded. These are of special interest as they
indicate a considerable southern extension of the volcanic flow so largely represented north of the
Eichmond Eiver.
Discovery of Gold in the Beach Sands.

According to Mr. D. Munro, of Ballina—who is well-known as a most observant and careful
recorder of geological and other phenomena—gold in payable quantity was first discovered in beach sand
in Hew South "Wales, at Shaw’s Bay, near the north head of the Eichmond Eiver, by John Sinclair, in
March, 18/5, who obtained 12 oz. of gold in a fortnight,* The publication of this return caused a rush,
and drew New Zealand beach miners to the spot with the appliances which experience had proved most
suitable under similar conditions on the west coast of the South Island of that Colony. Though thirty
years have elapsed since the commencement of beach mining in Now Zealand, blanket, carpet, or cocoanut
matting covered tables have not been superseded. Dredges have been tried on tho beaches unsuccessfully.
In the Papers and Deports relating to Mining in Sew Zealand, 1893, p. 120, little hope of success with
dredges is expected until the principle adopted by the miners is used in connection therewith.
From the date of Sinclair’s discovery to the present time the beaches of the north coast have given
employment to many. Periodically large numbers find remunerative work for several months in the year.
Mining on the present beaches will, however, always be of an intermittent character, because of its
dependence upon the occurrence of south-easterly gales to break up fresh portions of the terrace of black
sand rock, which is exposed ior miles along the coast just beneath the loose sand-dunes, and to concentrate
the heavier particles ohtho surface of tho beaches into what are locally called “sniggers.” The lower
portions of the loose white sand-dunes fringing the coast also contain particles of previously liberated gold,
which help to enrich the concentrates accumulated in workable form during stormy conditions.
Mr. Munro states that the richest patches recorded in the early workings were found on the
southeni side of the headlands, which is in conformity with the greater force exerted at such points by the
prevailing wTinds, viz., south-east. The localities recorded by the same authority as being specially
distinguished by their original richness are Tallow Beach, south of Byron Bay, Seven-mile Beach, south
of Broken Head, Black Eock Beach, and south of Evans Head. From these sums up to £800 per man
were obtained in periods ranging from six to nine months.
‘
•
hor a considerable time past little actual beach mining has been done, owing to tho absence of any
gales of consequence. North of Jerusalem Creek auriferous deposits have been worked some distance
back from the beach on areas of some elevation above sea-level. As the occurrence of tho auriferous
sauds under such conditions in this locality Has formed the subject of a special report by Mr. Stonier
(already quoted), tho present detail description will be restricted to the more recent discoveries in the
flat lands further south.
In
* Mr. Munro has since informed ino that Sinclair's discovery was in 1670,
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H'Auley's “Lead"*

In March, 1S95, Messrs, Alexander and Angus M'Auley discovered the load which bears their
name; and to them belongs the credit of the first discovery of payable gold in the “black rock” at a
distance from the present beach, but not, as is frequently stated, for the first discovery of gold inland
from the sea-lino.
For several months they had been prospecting the low-lying ground between the sea-beachi
Jerusalem Creek, and the site of their find. Mr. Alex. M'Auley stales that colours of gold were found
almost anywhere in the locality mentioned. The ground was tested by means of a sludger—a tool
presently to be described,—the holes being put down at short intervals to depths not exceeding 20 feet.
The lead occurs on tho east face of a low, narrow, sand-dune, which trends parallel with the coast
line for several miles. For a long distance the lead keeps uniformly on the eastern face, but near the
north end it underlies it. Its trend so far as traced is about north and south, and the distance from tho
coast about three-quarters of a milo.
‘
The sand-dunes—several of which occur between the const and the Esk Eiver—are about 300 feet
wide, aud from 10 to 15 feet above the general level. Locally they are known as “ terraces”; this terra,
however, has a local significance, differing from the ordinarily accepted meaning of the term in mining.
About M.‘Auley’s Lead and Jerusalem Creek it simply denotes long, narrow, windrows of loose white sand
parallel to each other and tho coast; and separated by areas of low marshy ground covered with stunted
vegetation, chiefly spear-grass.
■
The “black rock” cropping out along the present coast-line on a uniformly level horizon indicates
a prior extension of the swampy conditions seawards, and a subsequent encroachment of the sea. But
whether tho slight elevation of tho surface of tho black rock represents an elevation of the land or
depression of the sea-bed, or simply an accumulation of sand thrown up by stormy conditions, sufficient
data is not'yet to hand to enable a determination being arrived at.
The following rough section of the country between the sea-coast and the edge of the forest land
west of M'Auley’a Lead will give a fair idea of the so-called terraces, and possibly suggest a inode of
formation. If tlio most western dune or terrace bo regarded as approximately the position of an earlier
shore-line of a broad, shallow estuary, tho middle terrace may be regarded as the probable site of a sand
bar which gradually shut off tho sea-water; the land drainage and rainfall into the intervening area would
gradually (end to render the impounded shallow sea-water brackish, and subsequently fresh ; whilst tho
suspended matter would form nutriment for swamp vegetation, the decay of which has coloured all tho
underlying beds, so far as tested, to a more or less degree of blackness.
A repetition of similar conditions would account for any number of dunes or “ bars” to suit the
circumstances.
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Ono of the small sections represents the outcrop of the “ black rock " on the coast, along which
it forms a most marked feature; and the other the nature of the sinking at MA uley’s prospecting claim;
the latter being to scale. At this point, however, tho overburden of loose .white sand is exceptionally
heavy, as the lead here is under the terrace.
A short distance north from M'Auley’s the lerrace takes a turn to tho eastward, and swampy con
ditions prevail in the direct line of strike. At this point Ihe lead has been lost, and a considerable distance
intervenes between its north end and the next nearest workings which are known as Coolgardie.
Tho connected line of claims which form M'Auley’s Lead proper, extends for a distance of about
2 miles. (Since M'Auley’s discovery the terraces have been followed as guides in prospecting, but it is
doubtful w'hgther their present positions can always be regarded as having been permanent since the first
accumulation of the loose sand forming thorn ; for the prevailing wind must tend to move them forward
in the direction of its course. This objection applies only to the loose sand above the compact or swampy
conditions, in which the inequalities would be permanent. The bend to the eastward, north of M'Auley’s
Claim, may be due to the protection afforded hy the higher sand-dunes on the shore line opposite, and a
little south of this point, which intercept, and modify the force of the wind, whilst the unprotected terrace
further south would tend to move bodily in a more or less straight lino.
Hence
* Tho

Is adopted in this report because of its local use;
and not by a fluvjatilo btreauh

terra “ lead "
on au carHor shoredino,

iiie auriferous wash, however, has

been deposited hy the action of the eea
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Hence there is every reason to expect to find in the level swampy areas between the terraces, other
old shore-lines from which the loose surface sand accumulations have been removed hy the transporting
power of the wind. This explanation has in fact already been realised near Jerusalem Creek, where the
leads occur chioily in tho swampy ground ivest of the terrace.
■
M'Auley’s Load itself affords evidence of movement of tho terraces, for where tho coast dunes are
low or wanting, as opposite the southern portion of the lead, it is uniformly on the east side of the
terrace, hut directly the protective influence of higher coast dunes has come into play, as above stated,
the lead passes under the terrace. lirPm this it would appear that the natural inequality in the underlyiug compact sand layers forming the old shore-line (the present lead)—which rise to the west, and dip
seawards—acted as a dam to arrest the wind-borne sand particles, which however, wore shifted to leeward
of the arresting medium where exposed to the full force of the prevailing wind.
The direction of the latter is rendered remarkably evident on the small plain a little north of
M'Auley’s Lead, by the inclination of the trees which are canted north-westerly at an angle of nearly 45
degrees from the vertical.
1
Deiail description of JtPAulfy's Lead,

full description of one or two of the most important claims on this lead will serve for the
whole, the only variations being in the amount of stripping, thickness of wash, and yield of gold.
M'Auley’s Claim, consisting of six mens’ ground, is situated near the north end of the lead; and
as before stated, is on the terrace instead of east of it. The overburden or stripping of loose sand is,
therefore, exceptionally heavy, being upwards of 12 feet deep. At this level the compact black sand
—locally identified as the “ black rock ”—is met with, and 5 feet below' its surface tho auriferous layer is
reached. Underlying the wash is a layer of reddish-brown sand which is regarded as bottom. At tho
w:est side, or back of the lead, the auriferous lay'er forms hut a thin streak, which thickens gradually on
the underlay seawards. Its richness decreases proportionately with the thickening, and the overburden
becomes correspondingly heavier. Hence the width of tho workings represents the payable limit of the
wash following the underlay. This fact holds good for the whole lead; the workable width of which,
under present conditions, varies from about 14 to 30 feet.
_ The richest portion of the wash lies well up on the sloping bottom of the lead, just as do the
“ sniggers ” of the present beaches after south-easterly gales. The gradual cessation of the gales, and
recession of tho waves, tend to draw oS the lighter particles down tho sloping surface of tho beach, leaving
the heavier stranded beyond the reach of normal waves, nature thus performing on a gigantic scale the
panning of tho miner.
In a number of claims—Williams and Party’s for instance—two layers of auriferous sand occur,
separated by about 3 inches of barren sand; the auriferous layers in this instance being 6 and 10
inches thick. The intervening barren sand increases in thickness in some claims—as at Keats and Party’s
■—to about 2 feet.
“
About 12 inches above the top of the black sand is a layer of varying thickness known as tho
“ blue seam,” which carries colours or gold, the colour of the layer being due to the distribution of
black sand particles through the pure white. Tho “seam” represents, very probably, scolian concentra
tion on the surface of tho compact black rock. The concentrating action of the wind, by removal of the
lighter particles of quartz sand, is seen to advantage any windy day on the sea-beaches ; at a distance the
wind-born particles have the appearance of dust. In this way large areas of beach surface, covered with
a thin superficial layer of the heavy black sand-grains, have been completely sifted of the lighter quartz
particles which were left entangled by tbe waves.
’
.
In the black rock above the wash very black thin bands occur at intervals, one very characteristic
one, about I inch thick, just above the wash. These are exceedingly hard, most likely owing to the
precipitation of an iron salt by organic matter.
In October last, there werebutfour claims at work north of M'Auley’s Lead. In the most northern
—Wilson and Bourke’s—the stripping is very heavy; about 1G inches of wash is said to underlie it.
_ As before stated, north of this point a break in the lead occurs, extending for at least a mile. Up
to this point the “ terrace” has run a true course nearly north and south, hero it takes an easterly bend,
If, as there is reason to believe, tho lead represents an earlier shore-line, a sinuous bend partly round a
projection seawards, or following aninsbore encroachment, may naturally he expected, which may account
for the loss of the lead at the north end of M'Auloy’s, irrespective of the contour of the terrace ; on the
other hand the lead may yet be found on its course under the swampy land, and ultimately connect with
the Coolgardie Lead which lies in the same general direction.
South from M'Auley’s Claim the lead with few exceptions is being worked in a continuous line of
claims for about one mile and a half. The richest portion, however, lies north towards the Prospecting
Claim.
Prospecting has been extended for a considerable distance south of the most southern workings hut
without success; gold being obtainable, but not in payable proportion. In this direction tho wash shows
a considerable thickening, accompanied by a corresponding depreciation in richness. In M'Auley Bros.
Claim at the extreme south end, the auriferous layer is 3 ft. 6 in. thick, and the approximate width
20 feet. An attempt was being made to work about 2 feet of this wash.
A

Coolgardie Lead.

This lead is situated on the west side of Jerusalem Creek. Three claims only were at work, but
active prospecting was proceeding between it and the mouth of the creek, A number of claims have
already been worked out north of the above lead.
The most interesting feature about the Jerusalem Creek Mines, and one of hopeful import to tho
field, is that several distinct runs of gold-bearing sand have been proved, in the swampy flats as'well as in
tho terrace. In the swampy ground the sinking is from 9 to .1.2 feet. The runs of wash vary in thickness
from 1 to 2 feet, hy a width of about 12 feet. 'Water stands within about 3 fe'e-t from tho surface.
Close to the head of Jerusalem Creek, the gold is obtained from about 2 feet of white"sand just
above tbe black rock; the best yield being from a seam about 3 inches thick directly above the latter.
The underlying black rock has been tested to a depth of 12 feet, but nothing beyond colours was obtained ;
this, however, appears to have been a single test.
North from Jerusalem Creek tho coast country loses its level character, and changes from marshy
land traversed by low parallel sand dunes, to vervundulating country covered with high dunes irrcgularlv
disposed.
’
.
Between
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Between the sand-hills fresh water channels trend from the adjacent high lands on the west. At
intervals large basin-shaped depressions occur also filled with fresh water. Along the shore-line high
narrow sand dunes extend, tho leesidc of which affords capital camping ground for the itinerant miners
who periodically visit the locality after stormy weather to work the “ sniggers” or concentrates formed by
tho action of the high tvaves. In October, however, this locality was practically deserted owing to the
superior attractions of M'Auley’s Lead, and the absence of gales.
’
All the workings on the high levels back from tbe beach in this neighbourhood have been in the
loose white sand.
Method of Working.

'

With few exceptions the whole of the stripping is done by manual labour, with shovel and barrow.
The exceptions being a derrick and scoop worked by horse-pow'er, and a few' tip-drays.
_
The loose white sand is first removed in large benches or paddocks until a sufficiently large opening
is obtained, then a bench of tbe compact black sand is taken out to the wash-level. In some instances
the auriferous layer is beaten with large wooden mallets or rammers before removal, in others it is first
raised and then broken on floors. The worked benches are then used in progressive order, partly for stowrage of the overburden of black rock in succeeding benches, and partly as a sump or well-hole for drainage
of the water, The loose white terrace sand is, how-ever, always removed out of slipping reach of the
workings.
“
^
The natural level of the soakage water is a little above the wash-level, but it can be kept down by
jigger pumps, which are used in connection with the washing of tho pay sand. Once a claim is properly
opened, raising and treating the wash is concurrent and continuous, and pumping and washing readily
and naturally combined.
’
Since tbe discovery of the lead, the conditions for cheap and expeditious working have been most
favourable.^ The long-continued drought, so disastrous in its eftccts in most parts, has been an unmixed
good in this locality. The water in the claims, though highly coloured by vegetable organic matter both
m solution and suspension, is fresh and potable, and abundant for all requirements. (If preferred, clear
fresh -water is procurable near the Esk Jiiver for domestic purposes.) Judging from the surrounding
swampy conditions and the porous nature of the sand-beds, it is extremely doubtful whether many—if,
indeed, any—of the present clnimboldcrs could contend against a heavy and continuous downfall of raiu.
Much of the surface between the terraces is evidently periodically covered with water.
Treatment of the Gold-hearing Sand.

Tho method of treatment adopted for the auriferous black sand is uniformly the same along the
lead, the only differences noticeable being in its more or less systematic application. One of the best
regulated plants is that of Messrs. Hammond, Dowling and Party, whose claim adjoins the prospector’s,
a description of which will serve to illustrate the treatment.
The auriferous sand is beaten in situ with wooden mallets, then wheeled on to a floor 12 ft. square,
formed of tongued and grooved boards. Here it is screened through an ordinary plasterer’s quarter-inch
screen. The rejected portion is raked evenly over the floor, and rolled with a small iron garden roller and
again screened. This operation is repeated until all the material passes through the screen. One man
attends to this portion of the work as well as clearing the tailing pit.
The screened material is then fed slowly into a perforated 7,inc-lined hopper affixed over the upper
end of the table. The water supply is raised from tbe mine workings by a jigger pump, and conveved to
the machine by canvas hosing; tho distributing medium being an ordinary wooden box with a line of
perforations just above the bottom on the hopper side.
_ _
The small indurated pellets of compacted sand grains too large to pass through the perforated
lining of the hopper are scraped out by band. These, after thorough dessication either by sun or artificial
heat, are rolled and again passed into the hopper,
The table in use—14 ft. long and 2 ft. 3 in. wide—is set at an angle of about 13 degrees from tbe
horizontal. ^ Its width appears to be regulated chiefly by the breadth of an ordinary strip of carpet with
which it is lined. A rectangular iron box, fitted with lock and key, is used for storing and securing the
concentrates which from time to time are washed from the carpet. The concentrates consist of the
heavier particles of the wash and the associated tinstone, gold, platinum, and platinoid metals which are
caught on tho rough surface or pile of the carpet.
The following sketch will give an idea of the table in use on tbe field.
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Tiie concentrates, at intervals varying according to the immediate wants of the owners of the
different claims, but generally from three to four weeks, are washed in a solution of ordinary washingsoda with a little caustic soda, to which in some cases is added caustic potash. The strength of the
solution varies. At the plant under description about 3 lb. of washing-soda is added to an ordinary oildrum of water—about 5 gallons ; the proportion of caustic soda being about 4> oz,
The duration of the treatment is dependent entirely upon the discretion of the manipulator, some
preferring vigorous stirring and short immersion; others a more or less protracted subjection to the
action of the alkalies ; others, again, a double washing. The effect of this process, if efficiently conducted,
is to remove the organic colonring winch coats the individual particles of the sand, and doubtless to a
large extent the metallic contents; and according to the completeness of the chemical reaction, do the
particles assume their natural colours. Hence the chemically-washed concentrates are much lighter
coloured than the untreated material.
On completion of the cleansing process the carpet is removed from the table and amalgamated
copper plates substituted The prepared concentrates are then passed slowly over them, frequently as
often as three times ; and finally are bagged or preserved in separate heaps, as they have proved by assay
to be of considerable value, on account of the escaped amalgam, free gold, platinum, and tinstone which
they contain.
The above description of the method of treatment holds good for the whole lead, the only difference
being in the detail. For instance, in some claims the wash is far more indurated than in others, and fire
is used to render it thoroughly dry and friable, the snu-drying process being too slow and less efficient.
Whilst saturated with water the wash possesses toughness in addition to its ordinary hardness. Complete
expulsion of the moisture, however, renders it friable, excepting in such instances as already recorded,
where hardness is due to cementation caused by precipitation of oxide of iron by organic matter, arising
from the decomposition of vegetation on the swampy surfaces.
Where the loose white sand alone is worked, as near the head of Jerusalem Creelc and the highlevel claims further north, carpeting is not always used, the wash being passed directly over the copper
plates.
.
■
Loss in Trenlmeni.
Very diverse opinions are extant on the field as to the amount of gold lost in the tailings and
concentrates, estimates varying from 30 to 70 per cent, of the actual contents.
During inspection small quantities were selected from the tailings’ heaps of at least two-thirds of
the claims on M'Auley’s Lead, for the purpose of obtaining by assay a general idea of the loss in the
first part of the treatment. In like manner small quantities of the concentrates after amalgamation were
secured. From the general average of these samples the following results were obtained under the
supervision of Mr. J. C. H, Mingaye, F.C.S., Analyst and Assayer to the Department:—
(4138). Mixed tailings from about two-thirds of McAuley’s Lead claims ;—

dwt. gr.

Gold .................. ..................... ...................................................
Silver.......... ...............................................................................
Metallic tin ................................................................................
No platinum or platinoid metals detected.
(4139), Concentrates from McAuley’s Lead claims after amalgamation :—
Gold ....................................................................................
Platinum ............................................................................
Iridosmine............................................................................
Metallic tin ........................................................................

2 14 per ton.
17,,
O'OS per cent.

ok,

dwt gr,
2 19
3 per ton.
0 IS 17
,,
under 15
,,
R‘12 per cent.

(4270). Tailings from Hammond, Dowling, and Party's Claim :—
dwt. gi1.

Gold ............................................................................................
Silver............................................................................................
No platinum or platinoid metals detected.

3
3

19 per ton.
19
„

(4269). Concentrates from Hammond, Dowling, aud Party’s Claim, after passing three times over amalgam plates.
Oz.

*Gold ....................................................................................
Platinum ..........................",................................................
Iridosmine............................................................................
Metallic tin ....................................................................
^Childly from mmlgiuit

3114.

gr.

13
1 12 per ton,
2 18 3
,,
0 17
7
„
2S '52 per cent.

which escaped from tile plfltCH.

The following assay results, obtained in the Departmental Laboratory,!
quoted to show the
extent to which concentration on a small scale has been carried on as regards the metals, other than gold,
and the tin oxide. Unfortunately these returns afford no data of value, as particulars are not available
as to tho quantities of wash operated on.
With the exception of No. 1,251, these samples were presumably concentrated in the ordinary
manner by frequent passage over ear pet-covered tables. The exception was the result of manipulation in
a small experimental machine constructed by a Mr. D. Young, but nothing is known of the principle.
(2-13). Concentrated beach-sand from Ballina :—
Platinum ....................................
Iridium .........................................
Osmiridium .................................
Other platinoid metals ............
Gold .............................................

oz.

d c.'t. gr.

428
20
161

2

2

9 4 per ten.
16 16 „
13 20 „

10 11

„

19 12

„
(1251.)

t Ann. Xfcpt., Dept, Mines, for 1804, p. 57.
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(1251.) Beach Band from the Richmond Kivcr district, concentrated hy Mr. K. Yonng
OZ.
dwt. £T.
70 4 16 per ton.
•Gold ............................
30 5
4
„
Platinum ....................
3 6 14
„
Iridium ........................
0 0 IS „
Iridosmine....................
4 8
2
„
Other platinoid metals
25'7 per cent.
Metallic tin .................
* In this case it is known that none of fhc gold eonfoiits hod lieen removed by airniigtnmUon before eoncentmtion.

(2090). Concentrated hcach sand (containing some amalgam) from the Richmond Kivcr district
oz.

Q0](J ....................................................................................
Platinum .............................................................................
Osmiridium .........................
Iridium

and

other platinoid metals..............................................................

Metallic tin .........................................................................
(2879). Concentrates from J. Ware’s claim, Richmond River District

'

Platinum.................................................................................
Osmiridium..........................
Indium and other platinoid metals ..................................
Gold.........................................................................................

100
68
8
2

dwt.

(;r.

18 7 per ton.
0 4
„
18 23
„
I 19

28'90 per cent.

OZ. dwt, irr.
129
58
5
0

9 16 per ton.
0
7,,
0 7,,
9
11,,

(3499). Concentrated beach-sand from between Richmond River Heads and Byron Ray :
oz. dwt. yr.

Platinum................................................................................
Osmiridium ............................................................
Other platinoid metals.........................................................
Gold........................................................................................
Metallic tin .........................................................................

" 18 22per ton.
1
6 ® >t
0
3 6 ,,
0
0 IS „
)5'S2 per cent.

"When the conccn feral ca affecr amalgamation yield an abnormally high return of gold, it maybe
taken for granted that moat of it is from amalgam which escaped from the plates. _
Tbt; gold returns in the four samples Kos. 2879, 3499, 4139, and 245, which may, perhaps, be
regarded as comparatively free from amalgam, equalled 9 dwt. 11 gr., 11 dwt. 18 gr., 2 oz. 19 dwt. 3 gr.,
and 2 oz. 19 dwt. 12 gr. respectively.
,
It is probable that concentrates which have been treated with due care contain under d oz. of gold
per ton. This estimate, however, refers only to the amount of gold which is prevented amalgamating by
coating of the particles, enclosure in hardened pellets, or other causes ; for there can bo little doubt that
the average value of the concentrates in gold is considerably higher owing to tho presence of escaped
amalgam. The loss in this way is due (perhaps chiefly) to limited plate areas in tho first place, and in the
second to the rasping effect of repeated passage of such heavy material over the plates.
_
A careful examination of the above-quoted amalgamated samples, revealed the presence of a certain
amount of free clean gold, the escape of which, in the total absence of slimes, must be attributed chiefly
to the short length of the plates, and partly to the floating capacity of the gold particles, tbe surfaces or
which arc large in proportion to their gravity.
,
As regards the tailings from the carpet-covered tables, there is reason to believe that the supposed
loss of gold is greatly exaggerated. The average sample made up of small quantities taken from about
two-thirds of tbe claims on M’Auley's Lead, gave a return of 2 dwt. 14 gr. of gold per ton; and a sample
from Hammond, Dowling, and Tarty’s Claim, selected by themselves, yielded 3 dwt. 19 gr. per ton.
These returns, however, cannot be regarded as sufficient indication of tho true average value ol tbe
tailings, which have in many cases been unduly enriched by defective manipulation, chiefly through
insufficient crushing of the indurated portions of the wash. It is impossible to secure satisfactory average
samples without bulk sampling, for ns the wet tailings on the surface of the heaps rapidly dry, a largo
proportion of the small indurated pellets formed of compact sand grains (which probably contain the
major portion of the lost gold) roll down the sides, and become more or less covered. Such, however, as
remain exposed to the sun and wind disintegrate, and (bus liberate tbe enclosed metallic particles, which,
with those previously hold in the wet tailings by suction from their great gravity, tend to sink as the
drying surfaces of the heaps are rendered lively by the wind or the continuous slipping of the loose dry
grains to their angle of rest. In this way the heavy metallic particles get beyond the reach of surface
sampling.
.
,
,
.
As the wash is practically free from any shining substances, whatever loss occurs mine nrst process
is confined to the tailings.
•
,
As the quantity of tailings on the lead is very large, a proper bulk sampling test to ascertain tlie
(rue average value would be a boon to all concerned, ami one well within the scope of the proposed
Metallurgical "Works.
i
,
■,
It is highly probable that after exposure for a time to the influence of wind and weather, these
tailings may even be remuneratively reworked under tbe present system, if previous roasting, or boiling
in caustic solutions be adopted, and a large plate surface be used on the tables. At the same time a
question well worthy practical demonstration in the Government Metallurgical Works, is the suitability
of tbe Cyanide Extraction Process for recovery of tbe gold in the tailings; it appears highly probable that
such a process would be most suitable.
, , nr c. -r, r
£
As further evidence of the value of the tailings I have been informed by Mr. 8. Dowling, or
Hammond, Dowling, and Tarty, since the rough draft of this report was completed, that the following
bulk test had lately been made by Allen and Party, of (lie Derrick Claim, M’Auley’s Lead. A load of the
natural wash was pasted over the carpet in the usual way ; the concentrates on treatment by caustic
solution and amalgamation yielded about 4 dwt of gold. Jho tailings from the carpet were then treated
with caustic solution and afterwards amalgamated, tbe yield being 5^ dwt. of gold. The result of this
test lias induced others on a larger scale. Hammond, Dowling, and Party intend to put through a. large
parcel of their wash, discarding carpet concentration, and adopting the caustic solution treatment for the
whole before amalgamation with larger plate surface than formerly used. The result of this experiment
will be awaited with interest.
Composition
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Composition and Characteristics of (he Wash.

speiiific gravity, fineness of component particles and colour, are the physical characteristics
which immediately arrest attention.
^
The gravity of a sample of the wash from M'Auley’a Claim carefully determined by Mr. Mingaye
was
That of the average concentrates of the lead after amalgamation T22.
_ An attempt was made to estimate (he proportion of quark sand in the natural wash hy means of a
gravity solution, viz., borotungstate of cadmium, which has a density of 3'28, With the exception of a
few grains which remained m suspension, the whole of the sample settled at the bottom of the tube, from
which it may be inferred that the proportion of quartz is very slight, as indicated by the high specific
gravity f4'42).
”
On warming a little of the wash with distilled water the solution gave an acid reaction with litmus
paper. On roasting at a low heat in the open the organic matter and colourirg were readily burnt off,
which opens up tbe question as to the relative advantages of roasting and solution. To effect thorough
combustion of the organic matter by roasting, open hearths or plates, lightly spread charges, and frequent
raking will be necessary. The two processes ai-e equally effective as far as cleansing the sand grains is
concerned; roasting, however, removes tho peaty particles which would remain practically untouched in
the solution ; Ibis does not, however, affect the equal value of the solution process, as the peaty frag
ments would not interfere with amalgamation. The question therefore resolves itself entirely into one of
relative cost.
After roasting in the open it was found that the major portion of the titanic iron could ho removed
by magnetic separation.
,
Briefly stated the wadi is composed ehiofly of small zircons—mostly uncoloured—ilmenitc (titanic
iron), quartz, garnets, and tinstone, and varying proportions of gold, platinum, aud platinoid metals.
.
. ,^e. ^a(^QCSS (7'5) and highly crystalline character of the zircon sand suggests the possibility of
its utilization for the preparation of an improved variety of sandpaper.
,
fineness of the component particles of the wash will be easiest comprehended from the results
achieved in sizing tests, which are given in the following abstract‘* 3
r

Siziyo Tjcsts,

Locilily,

Wei-rtit
of
Siimplp.

Nature of Material*

No 1 Screen No. 2 Screen No. 3 Screen
■5,100 holes
000 bolus
8,100 holes
to s([. inch. lo sq. inch. to sq.inch.

Passed
through
liCnmrKs.
Set ecu.

Remaining.

Remaiiimy.

liemiininy.

Ji*Aulcv's Lead
.................
(Assay No. 4,130.)*.

Average concentrates after
amaTsanmtkm. From two*

2,000

^

1,724

.-a

Wash (specific gm itj i 42),

1

l

WAulej- Ili-os. Claim..............

GTS,
{,>17

42j

era
1,013

1,917

thirds of the ulanns on the
I<£1(1
Hammond, Dowling, and
Party's Claim, \PAuley*s
Load. (AssayNo. 4,209)*.

Concentrates after passim?
three times ovor copper
plates.

O'Dwycr's Claim

Platinum concentrates

Slicllliarbour,
Wollontfong.
43>7.)t

do

..

1,000

....

0o3

South
of
(AssayNo.

Richmond River District

1,20s

Concentrated platinum .,
(Clean sample)

....

.

3

S71

33

Cll

109

36,i>

74

* For results of these assays see page 141 of this fl sport,

1-20

1

1,117V-)

7.!

matter

A little peafct'
was pro*
vioublv cxtr.iottd from ihi-s
sample liy No 1 fern'll, a
lost 2’Si jfr, on ignition.
On Xo. I bornen a few jfcai>
particles; on Xo. 2 nureoii,
rhiefty quartz sand ; on No.
3 screen, ft few* colours of
pure j>o]J visible.
No. y screen ; numcions poll!
particle* on
this mtucii ;
practically
all
tlil&tono
jKi^ed through.
No. 2 screen, nmalgnm ; No. 3
screen, platinum and gold
showing t>n this screen.
No Isoiecn,?^ per cent, metal
lic in scale ; balance—fcnic
and titanic oxides.
No. 2
screen, chiefly quartz, mag’.,
iron, ferric oxide, and limenite. No U screen, quart/,
colourless) silicons, mag., and
ferric oxide*.
No 3 screenings, amalgamated
gold and a little ilmenitc.

{’Platinum,, lib oz, 10 dwt

Further coneentralion of Carpet Concentrates.

_
To effect a further reduction of the waste material in the concentrates from the carpets, sizing
will first be necessary to ensure full efficiency of any form of gravity separation; without it larger
particles of lighter substances will surely follow' small fragments of heavier. Hence trials with TTue
Yanner’s (departmental test), Wick's, and Farquar's Machines were unsuccessful. The latter machine
embraced the principle of gravity versus upward hydraulic pressure regulated to overcome the gravity
of descending lighter particles of the sand.
.fudging from the results of the small experiments already quoted, it appears that sizing will also
concentrate to a certain extent. For instance, the tinstone particles will readily pass through a screen
of 8,100 holes to the square inch. The quartz grains rarely pass through a screen of 3,GUO holes to
the inch.
, Tt was also found that the hulk of the titanic iron could he removed by magnetic separation after
roasting in the open, the weak native magnetism being increased thereby.
Platinum Concentrates.

A great deal of dissatisfaction exists as to the local prices offered for platinum, which a few miners
have endeavoured to concentrate. The few transactions or offers which have taken place appear to have
been almost entirely based on haphazard estimates of value. An idea of the present price of crude
platinum may be gained from the local selling price at the Fifield Mines, viz., 2Js. per ounce for 75 per
cent, metal. The platinum particles from the latter field are comparatively coarse, aud therefore easily
concentrated and cleaned, whereas those of the beach sands are excessively fine (in one instance a 74-grain
’
sample
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sample practically all passed through a screen of 8,100 holes to the square inch), which reuders complete
separation a difficult and lengthy process. The platinum concentrates of the beach mines generally
consist of parcels of the heavier sand grains and tinstone, with varying quantities of platinum, which is
reckoned by the yield per ton instead of percentage proportion.
,
Tho chief diiliculty in connection with the realisation of the market value of the contained
platinum is tho smallness of tho separate parcels and tho cost of assay. A way out of the difficulty
would bo the pooling of the parcels and proportional division of proceeds obtained through one average
assay. The process of concentration being uniform in pooling, it would only be necessary to eusurc that
each parcel had been earned to the same degree of fineness. Considering all the circumstances, however,
the wisdom of attempting to separate the platinum is not apparent. Sale of the mixed concentrates on
bulk assay (after amalgamation) appears to offer greater advantage to the individual vendors.
Payable Leads beneath those at present toorhed.

.

So far as could be ascertained very few attempts have been made to test the sand-beds beneath
the present wash-level. In some of the very few test-holes below the bottom of the leads colours of
gold have been found. It appears very probable that deeper leads exist, but tbe possibility of working
below a stripping level is not very bright unless the yield is high. The presence of permanent water
with impossible drainage, and porous aud treacherous ground, requiring powerful pumping machinery,
aud close timbering or boxing, would render working very costly.
Prospecting.

Prospecting in the sand-beds is nearly all done by sludgers or sand-pumps, which are at once cheap
and efficient; indeed, they can be readily extemporised. The better quality consists of a short steel
barrel, about 2 feet long, and from 11 to 2 inches in diameter, fitted with an air-tube and spring dump,
or a ball or clack-valve. The sludger is affixed to the end of a light pine rod from 16 to IS feet long.
The extemporised sludgers simply consist of a section of ordinary gaspipe, tempered and fitted
with two rectangular opposite openiugs near tho upper cud, and a perforated wooden plug-valve and metal
dump. Lining-tubes for the sludger-lioles consist of two lengths of gaspipe or ordinary galvanised
spouting of a slightly larger diameter than the sludger-barrel. To these tools it would bo advantageous
to add a chisel-shaped cutter (which could ho affixed to the upper end of the sludger-rod), for the purpose
of cutting through the hard bars in tbe “ black rock.”
Through the kindness of Mr. S. Dowling a section is gheu of an improved sludger, designed by
Mr, It. "W. Laidley, Consulting Engineer, f>6, Pitt-street, and constructed at Mort’s Dock. The original
sludger designed by Mr. Laidley has been successfully used betw'een the Esk and Evans Rivers for a period
of about eighteen months. The latest design embodies all tho improvements which practical tests have
suggested, not the least being the sectional, jointed siudgor-rod, which screws together on tho principle of
a fishing-rod.
The locally extemporised sludger, from a sceiion of tempered gaspipe, is also illustrated in section,
from a sketch of ono in use at Jerusalem Creek.
In prospecting with a sludger a hole is sunk about 3 feet deep, sufficiently large to enable a man to
stand in it aud hold the lining-tube, which he gradually presses down with a semi-rotary motion as the
sludgcr-holo deepens. The sludger is worked like a jumping-rod. the best results being obtained when
the force of the impact is regulated chiefly hy the gravity of the falling fool, and is followed by a semi
rotary boring motion before raising. As tho wash-level is approached prospects arc panned off on a
shovel, on to which a little water is poured at short intervals. The miners become very expert at this
form of vanning.
When two lengths of lining-tube are used, the shorter is first put down to tho level of the 3-foot
hole, and then withdrawn and the longer inserted. In this way it is possible to work the sludger-rod at
the top of the lining-tube without a raised platform. The tubes are readily withdrawn by means of a
short rope.
The test-holes arc generally put down at short intervals, the distance varying according to tho
prospects obtained.
*
Applications for Prospecting Aid.

A number of applications have been received by the Prospecting Board for aid to prospect in the
Parish of Esk, but a single visit to the locality is sufficiently convincing of the inutility of erratic indi
vidual effort. The conditions of the field are such as require systematic prospecting under efficient
control, and concentrated effort on definite lines at right angles from the coast across the sea-made areas.
The correctness of this view' has been readily conceded by the applicants.
The following areas are well worthy systematic proving in the way indicated :—Between the Esk
River and Jerusalem Creek and the coast; north of Evans River towards Broadwater; and about J of a
mile north-west of Byron Bay township.
Derivation of the Gem Sand and Associated Metals and Metallic Minerals.

As might bo expected considerable diversity of opinion exists as to the source of the precious
metals in the sands of the North-coast beaches. Some regard the adjacent coast ranges as the original
repository ; others surmise the existence of auriferous reefs beneath the sea parallel with the coast lino ;
whilst others, regardless alike of distance and opposing currents, look even so far tho West Coast of New
Zealand, where similar auriferous sands occur. Precipitation from sea water is also not without advocates.
Per tho sake of comparison it is interesting to note Dr. Julius von Haastk description of the
alluvial workings ou tho West Coast of iNewr Zealand :—11 The earliest found and most elevated of the
drifts rest on terraces composed of marine Tertiary strata, where they have escaped denudation by the
streams descending from the mountains, Tho second group of gold diggings are those in the beds and
alluvial terraces of streams whicli intersect the iirstmentioned leads. Third—The beach terraces, which
extend to an attitude of 220 feet, and mark several changes in the level of the shore lino within a
comparatively recent geological period. In this group also must bo classed tho gold deposits formed on
the present coast line by the action of the surf and currents, which distribute along the shore the gold
brought, down by the streams.As
*1*. Zealand Munnx ^‘ntements aud Gold-field El?]x)n& Oo Authority),

Vol u, 1S33, p, l&U.
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As detail geological survey proceeds, the interesting problem of origin presented by tbe North
Coast auriferous beaches will doubtless receive practical demonstration, in tbe meantime the following
possible sources may be discussed :—
..
(а) The underlying Siluro-Devonian rocks,
(б) The Clarence Coal Measures, particularly the basal and middle bods of the Series.
(c) Early drainage channels, represented by drifts under basalt.
(d) The auriferous (?).basalt at the Itichmond River Heads.
(e) Present drainage channels from tbe eastern margin of the auriferous and stanniferous rocks of
New England.
In considering the above suggested sources it is essential that tb? enormous spread of tbe auriferous
sauds along tbe coast should be kept prominently in view, Erom near tho Queensland Border to Port
Macquarie, at least, those sands have been worked; and even as far south ns Shollharbour, south of
"Wollongong, similar sands occur, and have received a little attention. The distance between the extreme
points mentioned is about 500 miles. In considering the probability of any restricted source, such as the
Eallina basalt, it must also be remembered that the trend, of the coast current is fou+herly,
The break in the continuity of the auriferous sands along the coast between the most southern
(Shellharbour) and the nearest northern (Port Macquarie) will, perhaps, eventually be accounted for by
the difEercncc between the geological formations of the watershed between these points aud those
opposite the auriferous beaches.
■(«) The underlying Sihiv-Devonian rocks developed ou tbe North Coast, between Broken Bay,
near Ballina, and Sutherland Point, near the Tueed River Heads, contain numerous quart a reefs. In a
few instances assays up to several dwts. of gold per ton have been obtained from the most favourable; but
the average results have not exceeded 2 dwt, per ton. Mr. E. E. Pittman, after examination of the
auriferous beaches between the Richmond and Tweed Rivers, came to tho conclusion, in the year 1880,
that the black sand and gold evidently came from a drift (underneath the basalt) derived from the
underlying older rocks (Siluro-Devonian).*
The basalt referred to touches the coast about Ballina at the Biehmond Heads, where it overlies the
Clarence Coal Pleasures, hence any drifts directly underlying it having the above derivation, must have
been transported from the 8iIuro-Devonian area ou the north.
■ The drift becomes additionally important if instead of restricting its source to the underlying
rocks, we regard if as evidence of extensive channels which, prior to the basalt outflow, drained from the
high auriferous and stanniferous areas of the West. This extension of tho source of the drill would
account for tho large porportion of gem sand and the tinstone, uhieh are invariably associated with the
gold and platinum mcials in the beach sands, neither of which could be reasonably assigned wholly to the
Siluro-Devonian sedimentary rocks.
(h) The Clarence Coal Measures form the surface rocks along tho coast from a little north of Ballina
to nearly opposite Solitary Island, a distance of about 8u miles south. The auriferous character of these
measures is based upon the discovery of gold in minute specks in tho Hawkesbury Sandstone (which is
regarded as the equivalent of the middle beds of tho above measures), at North Shore, and Govett’s
Leap, by the Revd, W. B. Clarko, M.A., F.R.S., <£c.,t and recently by Professor Livcrsidge in the same
beds at Pyrmont, aud in tbe overlying Wianamatta Shales in the University grounds, Sydney.J
The basal conglomerate of the Clarence Measures, so far as is known has not been tested. This
bed lias an extensive outcrop along the western margin of tho coal basin, where a thickness of several
hundred feet rests directly on the auriferous Siluro-Devonia slates and sandstones of the eastern falls of
the New England Tableland.
Where exposed in creek sections the conglomerate and intercalated coarse grits are generally very
friable. Frequently quart?, pebbles are abundant, the bnlk, however, being slate and granite.
Considering the nearness of the Dahnorton, Mann River, and Solfetino reefs, and the junction of
the stanniferous granite, it is reasonable to expect to find at least traces of gold, tin, and gem stones in
a conglomerate formed from the wearing down of such rocks. Through the kindness of Mr. W. J. Mulligan,
of O.B X. Creek, about 20 miles from Grafton, I have been able to test, by panning "off. about 50 lb. of
this conglomerate: but, contrary to expectation, none of tho abovementioned minerals were delected.
The test, however, can only be regarded as a superficial one.
Though gold has been determined in the Hawkesbury Series, there is no record of platinum ever
having been detached.
The basal beds of the Clarence Measures have an additional interest, inasmuch as beds of similar
age and geological horizon have recently been identified by Mr. E. E. Pittman, Government Geologist, as
containing artesian water at Moree.
(e) Drifts under Basalt.—This possible source has already been alluded to under section {a).
Basalt is extensively developed as a surface rock between Ballina and Casino; thence north-westerly up
the channel of the Richmond River to Rosebery Station, and from there north-easterly to tho coast at
Point Danger.
Another outcrop trends north from Casino to Dairy Mount, and from there north-east to tho
valley of the Tweed, where it joins the first mentioned.
The isolated patches of basalt at Tobbimoble, and near Doubleduke Peak, on the dividing range
of the Clarence and Richmond coast waters, afford indisputable evidence of a southern extension of the
Richmond basalt sheet, or of a similar flow now almost entirely removed.
.
Under the Tobbimoble basalt patch, which is now but 10 to 15 feet thick, resting on Hawkesbury
Sandstone, quartz pebbles and granular drift occurs, which has been prospected by three or more shafts, a
little gold being obtained.
From selected samples, fine colours of gold aud a little of tho characteristic gem-sand of the beachwash were obtained. Tobbimoble lies about 10 miles south-west of M'Auley’a Load.
The extensive basalt Hows of the Richmond and Tweed Dislriets in all probability filled up the
pre-existing drainage system from the western table-lands; and this would, as before stated, account for
tbe composition of the beach sands, formed from denudation of the old channel debris.
'
(«0
* Ann. Kept. Dept Mines for 1SS0, p. 245.

+ Southern Goldflchla, (Svo., Sydney, 1S80), pp. 44 and 244.

; Journ. K. Soc. N.S. Wales foe 1894, XXVIH, pp. 185-8.
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(d) Basalt as a Source of the
According ).o Mr. Munro, gold was first reported in decom
posed basalt at Black Head, near the town of Ballina. in February, 18S8. The only other record of the
occurrence of gold in basalt ascertainable is that recently announced hy Mr. J. Collett Moulden, A.Ii.S.M.,
from Kangaroo Island, oft'the south coast of South Australia.*
Professor Tate, in an editorial note, states that the basalt referred to occurs as au intrusion in
mica schist. The specimen microscopically examined by Mr. Monldcn contained a small speck of gold
embedded in it, which might have been caught up from a reef in the intruded schist.
Tho late Government Geologist, Mr. C. S. 'Wilkinson, describes the Ballina occurrence in the
following terms :—“ The town of Ballina, which is immediately within the river entrance from the ocean,
is situated on the fiat; but the north head of the entrance coiihists of a small hill of dense black basalt
and blown sand. About half a mile further north is tho Black Hock (Head), a perpendicular cliff 30
feet high, facing the ocean, and composed at the base of hard dense basalt, then a bed 4 to 10 feet thick
of scoriaceous volcanic agglomerate, overlaid by 15 to 20 feet of hard dense colummar basalt; above this
is about 30 feet of soft decomposed laminated basalt,
Mr. Munro informed me that from the lower agglomerate bed several parcels had been treated in
Sydney—one of over 3 tons yielding at the rate of 2 dwt. 10 grs, of gold per ton, and another of 19
cwt. yielding 18 dwt. 11 grs, of gold per ton, a.total of about 7 tons 17 cwt. treated gave an average
yield of 12 dwt. per ton. These beds have a slight dip inland and could be easily worked. There is no
doubt that the gold and platinum in the sand aud gravel on the beach, which has for years past been
worked to the north and south of Black Hock, have been derived from the denudation of the basalt; the
rippling action of the ocean surf tending to throw back the gold with the black sand and shingle drift
about high water level.f”
Mr. Wilkinson personally selected samples from the 4-foot bed in Jones’ shaft, from the top 1-foot
layer of the lower 8-foot bed, from top bed 30 feet thick, and from lower 7-foot level, all at Black Eock.
In only one of these samples was the Departmental Analyst, Mr. Mingaye, able to detect even a trace of
£old'
.
.
,
Mr. Wilkinson also selected samples from the same basalt sheet near Lismore, in none, however,
was gold detected.
Whilst recently at Ballina I also selected a sample from the agglomerate, and later on Mr. Munro
forwarded a larger sample. In both instances care was taken to break away the sea-worn face and to
take only the freshly exposed material. Large duplicate assays and panning tests failed to detect the
presence of gold in either sample.
The value of the discovery is greatly discounted by the conflict between tho numerous fire assay
results and those obtained by mechanical treatment from bulk parcels, a statement of which, through the
kindness of Mr. Munro, is here given.
Statement of Crushing of Basalt from Black Bock, Ballina.
Where treated.

Sj dney Mint ...
Pnvke and Lacey
JX>.
'

Bo
Do.

Tons cwt. qrs. ths.
0 17

1 1G

a 8 0 10

1 18 3 15
0 19 1 3
0 U 1 Hi

Yield per ton.
Oz, dwt. gr.
0
0
0
0
0

15
2
12
18
9

Eemarks.

6 From sea face, lower seam.
12
Do.
13 From drive in lower seam.
11 From drive in lower scam, 20-30 feet.
18 From top or surface scam.

The above parcels were dispatched in three lots at different dates in 1888.
Were it not for the yields from the two parcels obtained from drives in tho lower seam (one of
which is stated lo have been from 21 to 30 feet in length), the discrepancy between the assay and bulk
crushing results might bo accounted for by the accidental occurrence of gold in the exposed scoriaceous
agglomerate face at Ihc foot of the Black Eock, the vesicular civities of which would act as small riffle
holes as tho auriferous sand of the coast is dashed against it by the wash of the waves which continuously
reach it save at low tide. That gold sands have been perpetually dashed against this bad is undoubted,
becaum of the occurrence of ouo of the richest patches of beach sand just on the north side of the Black
Eock.
The presence of gold in the decomposed basalt forming the soil on the top of the cliff just below
the Lighthouse (where the discovery was first made) does not weaken the above solution of the question,
because the windblown sand mentioned by Mr. Wilkinson has at one time extended over the top of the
basalt at this point, a little of it even now remains. As it was drifted away by the wind a few fine gold
jnrticlcs would remain on the surface of the decomposing basalt, and would slip into simeraeks and joints,
and thus account for the surface prospects obtained.
It is unaccountable why such favourable prospects, obtained from bulk samples, have not been
followed up.
The value or worthlessness of this basalt as a source of gold is a question well worthy of thorough
demonstration when ihe Government Metallurgical Works are in operation, pending which inquiry as to
whether the contained gold is indigenous or accidental may well remain in abeyance.
The gem sand and tin stone, which are such uniformly persistent associates of the gold aud
platinum of the beach sands, can hardly have been derived from the basalt even if the gold -was. A
quantity of the crushed basalt was carefully panned, but no trace of any enclosed gem stones could be
seen under the microscope. Even if such had been present in quantity their presence would, perhaps, be
best accounted for by accidental engulfment in a basalt overflow.
(e) Present drainage channels from ihe eastern margin of the auriferous and stanniferous rocks
of the Beta England Tableland.—These channels have a precipitous watershed from the above formations,

and short courses to the ocean. They are very subject to flooding m rainy seasons, the currents at
such times being swift and powerful. Tho lower stretches of these rivers have little fall, and here the
heavier burdens from the precipitous upper reaches are dropped, whilst only the finest particles are swept
on to the sea.
Where the watershed is formed of rocks, differing from those mentioned above (as west of Sydney,
where the Hawkesbury Series, and the Permo-Carboniferous Measures form the high lands), the character
istic auriferous sand is absent from the coast beaches.
Taking
Trana, R, Soc, S.A., 1895, XIX, Pt, i, pp- 71,72.

t Amt. Kept. Dept, Mines N. S. Wales for 1SS9, p. 203.
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Taking all the facts into consideration, it seems most probable that tbe earlier drainage channels
(represented by the drifts under the basalt flows) and the present surface streams have been, and are, the
feeders of the auriferous beaches.
The early drainage channels probably first began the work of transporting the sand to the sea,
which is now being carried on by the present drainage system. Owing to the extreme fineness of the
particles, the powerful currents of these oid torrential rivers, like the present, were able to overcome the
high gravity of the component minerals and sweep them on to the ocean, where they encountered an
opposing current and the shoreward sweep of the waves.
Since the basalt flow filled up these early rivers, and turned the waters into new channels,
atmospheric denudation has been steadily wearing away tbe volcanic cover and bringing the imprisoned
drifts again within the transporting influence of rain and stream to the further enrichment of the beaches.
Conclusion.

In concluding this report I desire to point out that for upwards of twenty-five years the auriferous
beaches of the Tvorth Coast, particularly those between tbe Clarence and Tweed Rivers, have provided
employment for a large number of men. Hotwithstandiug that the work has been intermittent, and the
yields irregular, it is estimated by residents, competent to judge, that tbe average animal earnings have
not been less than £1 per week per man. Many of the small settlers of the districts mentioned work the
beaches when farming operations arc slack, aud, on the other hand, many of the regular miners avail
themselves of the employment offered during the sugar-cane crushing season. Though the beaches have
been robbed of nearly all tbe original rich accumulations, yet occasional highly payable patches are
discovered, whilst the repeatedly worked areas are continually renewed whenever south-easterly gales
occur. Taking all these facts into consideration, conjointly with the possibilities awakened by M'Auley
Bros.’ discovery in the 11 black rock” back from the sea-line, the auriferous sand areas must be regarded
ns amongst the most important fields for tbe absorption of labour. This field offers the additional advan
tages of small and inexpensive equipments, easy access, and extremely cheap living. About 1300 men were
profitably employed on the leads between the Esk and Evans Rivers; in October last this number was
daily being added to, and it was confidently expected that the return of the regular beach miners, at the
close of the cane crushing, would largely augment the total.
In view of the fact that the present known leads will shortly be worked out, it is recommended
that special tests—under the aid and control of the Prospecting Board—be made, in the localities already
mentioned, to discover other leads.
I have, ike.,
JOSEPH E. CARNE, E.G.S.,
The Government Geologist.
.
Geological Surveyor.
Appendix 15.
Geological Report upon the Slaughter-house Creek District.
Sir,
Glen Lines, 11 January, 1895.
In accordance with your attached instructions, I have the honor to furnish the following
report upon the formations supposed to be gold-bearing at Slaughter-house Creek in the Moree District:—
Moree is situated on an ana-branch of the Gwydir or Big River (an important stream in the
western fall of the Colony), the country around the township for several miles to the east and many miles
in a northerly, southerly, and westerly direction consisting of the Tertiary alluvial plains which occupy a
large area in the north-western portion of New South 'Wales, Slaughter-house Creek takes its rise in
the ranges in the Parish of Singapoora, County Burnett, and flowing northerly through the Parish of
Monsoon, joins the Gwydir 22 miles from Moree in a direction a few points south of east.
The area examined borders on the Bingera district described in my report of July, 1891, and
consists of gently undulating open forest land with bills of circumdenudation rising abruptly from tbe
surrounding surface, and long ridges whose tops are covered in part with open forest and m places with
thick scrub.
My visit included a hurried trip through the country which lies immediately west of the range in
which Slaughter-house Creek takes its rise. The highest peak in this range is known as the “Sugar-loaf,”
and from its summis an exceptionally good view' can be obtained, although it is perhaps eclipsed by the
magnificent sight from the top of the “ Cap and Bonnett ’’ (a hill about 2£ miles south-westerly from the
Sugarloaf) from which can be distinguished Gravesend Mt. in the direction of Warialcta, the Nandewar
Range towards Narrabri, and a large extent of the western plains around Moree, with tlio remarkable
hills known as the Port, Ac., standing out in bold relief from the general landscape.
The formations developed about Slaughter-house Creek are as follows:—
1. Recent.
2. Pleistocene aud other Tertiary systems including basalt.
3. Middle Clarence .Scries.
A. Carboniferous.
5. Carboniferous mudstones, Ac.
0. Porphyritc.
7. Granite.
1. Heccnt.
Under this heading are included deposits of varying width and thickness found along the banks of
the streams nowr running: at Yugabi, and in Long and Lowe’s gullies (tributaries of Slaughter-house
Creek), they have been found to contain gold, but the work has been only of the nature of gully raking,
as the precious metal lias not been traced into the wider and deeper deposits of alluvium, which are fairly
numerous but practically unprospected. Gold was discovered in Lowe’s Gully in the year 1874, and from
it and Long Gully some 40 ounces in all are said to have been won ; most of the gold obtained was fine
with a fair number of coarse watenvorn specks—the largest weighed 0 dwt. 12 gr,—and judging by the
sample which has been kept by Mr. Maiden, the major portion would appear to have travelled a consider
able distance. As the western plain country is approached the recent alluvium spreads out into wide
areas and consists of the familiar black soil painfully known in wet seasons to travellers across the plain
districts,
‘
Along
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2. Plcisiocenc, §c.
Along the bunks o£ the Govydir, aud at heights varying up to 10 feet above the river flood-level,
arc patches of loose gravel of different thicknesses, and covering a mcdiumly large area ; at Tugabi,
(2 miles above the junction of Slaughter-house Greek with the Gwydir) Ihc gravel carries gold, but there
is not sufficient present to pay the expenses of working. As the series is followed westerly it thickens
and widens, but is covered in part by more recent deposits; there can be little doubt, I think, that con
sidering the amount of denudation which tho country about Bingera has been subjected to, a certain
quantity of gold must bo concealed under the western plains, but, as has been pointed out* the Cretaceous
sea would leave deposits which would be likely to be less concentrated than river-drift. It is possible, of
course,for well-defined channels to occur in the wide Pleistocene drifis (although I have seen no evidence
of elevation in the beds), but tho farther west they are tried tho farther is the known source of the gold
left to the east, and consequently there is less likelihood of payable gold being struck. The deep round
'• along the Gwydir, even at Bingera, where the prospects of striking payable wash are good, has never
been tried, anil to prove the existence of channels or basins such as arc referred to above it would be
necessary to undertake systematic aud expensive prospecting operations which would not be warranted
by present knowledge of ihc subject; it should also be borne in mind that to merely discover gold is a
simple matter, tho difficulty is to find tho precious metal in sufficient quantity to pay the cost of its
extraction.
_
At the bore at Moree Township, 1,450 feet deep (1/1,95), the Pleistocene beds have a thickness of
310 feet, and at the Ob'-foot level Mr. Skect, who visited the bore and washed samples daily, obtained a
speck of gold from a handful of gravel, and from the 50 to 300 feet levels a little black sand from a
number of different samples. The speck of gold has not been kept. A<piece of quartz collected from the
recent gravels along the Gwydir was supposed to show gold, but the mineral appears to me to be iron
pyrites and not gold.
Ulear Mr. Soiling's house, 4 miles E.H.E. from Moree, a deposit of gravel has been opened out and
shows a thickness of 10 feet of drift, consisting of well watenvorn white quartz, red jasper, altered mud
stone, aud subangular and waterworn pieces of siliceous breccia up lo 2 inches in diameter, with several
occasional pebbles 5 inches in diameter, aud several gems, such as sapphire, topaz, and zircon, of small size.
Underneath the Pleistocene are tho Cretaceous (wateri-bearing) bedsf which latter have been struck
in both the Dolgolly and Moree bores. It is not known how far the series extends easterly.
.
Basalt occurs in several places, and in the range at the head of Slaughter-house Creek covers an
outlier of the sandy pipeclay, &c., which are largely developed on the Bingera diamond field. It is
probable that the gold found in Long Gully has been chiefly derived from an old river channel which is,
or was at one time, covered by basalt, and with a view of testing the formation below the basalt a tunnel
has been driven for about 49 feet (good prospects of gold and a few diamonds aro said to have been
obtained from a fine quartz drift in this tunnel) and several shafts, one of which is 40 feet deep, have been
sunk, To prospect the formation is no easy task, because at Bingera the payable gravel is found to occur
at various levels resting on pipeclay and not on tho mudstones, which are the true bed-rock for the Bingera
leads ; hence at Slaughter-house Creek it will be necessary to prospect tbe whole thickness of tbe pipe
clay and not merely the wash, which rests on the bod-rock. Then, too, the recognition of the bod-rock will
not always bo a simple matter, for to tlio south of Jerrybong Mountain tbe carboniferous mudstones,
&c,, aro overlaid by sandstones and conglomerates’, which latter will be bed-rock in tho portion of the
district referred to, and it may not bo easy in some cases to distinguish the carboniferous sandstones, &c,,
from the siliceous sandstones of the leads. It is possible that the carboniferous sandstones, &c., may
themselves contain gold. They are referred to under a subsequent heading.
A mile to the east of Jerrybong Mountain, and also again at 6 mites to the east of Moree, patches of
basalt occur, the former of Tertiary age and the latter probably belonging to tbe same era. The “ Cap
and Bonnett ” (already referred to) is capped by an outlier of rudely columnar basalt, about 60 feet thick,
which is dipping to the north-east at about 20°, and resting upon a bed of volcanic breccia, 50 feet in
thickness, containing angular fragments of a basic lava averaging about inch, with a number of large
pieces up to 1 foot in diameter.
3. Middle Clarence Series.
The rocks included in this division occur as outliers hounded on every side by mural precipices and
capping the hills to the west of the Sugarloaf, known as the Eort, &c. They consist of whitish and reddish
brown glistening sandstones and quartz-pebble conglomerates with thin layers of sandy ironstone, the
beds being of variable thickness, and a number of them showing false-bedding, which dips E. 20° N. at
20°, the whole scries having perhaps a slight westerly dip. A.t tbe Eort the underlaying rocks consists of
clayey sandstones dipping E 30° X. at 35° and arc clearly uncomformablo to the false-bedded sandstones—
the actual junction-line can be traced without difficulty. J ATo evidence was observed which would indicate
the existence of the Lower Clarence Coal Series devefoped about Warialda, but it is possible that in a
a westerly direction the Carboniferous rocks may he found lo have been extensively denuded and the
intervening strata, between them and the Middle Clarence rocks, to consists of coal-bearing beds of either
Permian or Lower Clarenec ago. This would appear to be the case, for in a well sunk by Mr. Moloney,
14 miles in an easterly direction from Moree, a seam of coal, said to be3j- feet thick, was struck at a depth
of 70 feet. I visited the site, but was unable to descend the shaft, although specimens of the coal which
had been raised to the surface were collected and forwarded to you.§ A sample sent to the Mines Depart
ment by Mr. Joseph, in 1892, was analysed with the following result, and it will be observed that the
mineral does not possess the composition of a true coal:—
Assay No. 1232/02.

Hygroscopic moisture ............. ....................................................................
10 25
Volatile liydrocnrbom ............................. .................................................... 32-3 0
Carbon......................... ...............................................................................36'55
Ash ..................................................................................................................
20-B0
No coke formed.

100-00

It is only reasonable, I think, to conclude that bettor coal and thicker seams have been found in tbe
series, although the extent of the field, and its value for the production of coal, remain yet to be proved,
for the measures arc concealed, by alluvium, and consequently do not outcrop over a large area.
4.
* T. W.

E. David,
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11 havu since fuunil Tcvmoi/tcri# Datntrcei m Uic^c beet* thus proving' them to belong to the Clarenec or Ipswich measures and not to ihe
formation.—K F.V.
t lI
found marine fossils of true Carboniferous ago in thc&c bed?.—§ I'&'tmjpfem DacnDm
was subsequently fount] by me in tlio spoil-heap fixmi this* wclh -E.FJ'.
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4. Carboniferous (a).
The rocks which are seen from the Port., for a couple of miles in a northerly direction, consist of
sandstones and coarse conglomerates, probably of Carboniferous age, and clearly unconformable to the
Middle Clarence Series. Judging by tho occurrence of Orthis australis, determined by*Mr. li. Etheridge,
junr., Honorary Consulting Palaeontologist, Geological Survey, N.S. Wales, and considered by him to be
essentially Carboniferous, at Rocky Creek (20 miles south from the Sugarloaf), and plant remains 3
miles west of JJerra Herr a Homestead (IH miles south of Sugarloaf Mountain), the rocks would be
divisible into a fresh-water and marine series, but no evidence was obtained at Slaughter-house Creek to
assist in unravelling the problem. The beds occupy a large area, and arc traversed occasionally by thin
felspathic veins ; the lower beds are likely to contain gold, as they have been formed from tbe disintegra
tion of gold-bearing formations, but so far as could be learned no attempt has been made to prospect them.

5, G, and 7, Carboniferous (/>) Porphyrite and Granite.
The Carboniferous rocks come to the surface at Tugabi, and extend uninterruptedly to tbe head of
fcilaughter-house Creek. They consist of thin-bedded mudstones, sandstones, and limestones dipping, as
far as was observed, to tbe east at angles varying from 30° to 70°, and traversed occasionally by
thin felspathic and quartz veins. The limestone beds are numerous, some of them from a foot to
18 inches in thickness, being composed almost wholly of cncrinites, and others containing shells aud
corals of Carboniferous type in profusion. The following genera have been determined by Mr. W. S. Bun:—
2. Sjririfera, cL (convohtta) (?)
3. Dipfo/pJit/lhm (f), sp.
„
sp.
~
Syrinijopora,
sp.
S/ropftomcna
.
Cyathophyllum, sp.
Pencstella, sp.
Zap brent is
Crinoid stems
with the remark thatand (Symyoyio™ are new to Australian Carboniferous rocks. It is
satisfactory to have this.palmontologieal confirmatory evidence, but without it there would be no difficulty
in correlating tbe beds with the rocks developed from Pallal towards Cobbadah.
_
Porphyritc is found 2 miles to tho north of Yugabi, and although its occurrence at Bingera as an
interbedded lava is fairly clear, the junction lino at Yugabi has somewhat the appearance of being intru
sive. Tiie rock is traversed by a number of lenticular veins of quartz, which were tried to a depth of
40 feet without payable gold being met—the bulk of the quartz which was raised to the surface does not
show gold. Near tho shaft just referred to a well defined quartz vein, from a foot to 18 inches in
width,- of white dull opaque quartz and eapel, and bearing W. 10° N., with an underlay to tlio
south of 5° traverses tho sediments, but has not been tried to a greater depth than 4 feet.
Granite is noted on the late Rev. '\V, B. Clarke’s map as occurring near Tcrry-hic-hie,
Erom the foregoing report it will be seen—
1. That the district around Slaughter-house Creek has not received much attention from prospectors.
2. A small amount of gold, which appears to have been chiefly derived from an old river-channel, has
^been won by gully-raking in two tributaries of Slaughter-house Creek close to a basaltic range.
3. This basaltic range may contain part of an old river-channel carrying payable gold with some
diamonds, and should be prospected by experienced miners.
4. The river Gwydir bus brought a certain quantity of gold into the western plains, but there is no
evidence to show that there are other than patches of auriferous wash concealed by the surface
alluvium.
G. Eery few veins have been observed, and none have been tested to a greater depth than 30 feet.
One vein is well defined, but has not been proved to carry payable gold. The Carboniferous
Series is the most likely to carry auriferous veins.
G. Coal may bo expected to occur between Slaughter-house Creek and Moree, but the thickness of
1
tho seams, and value of the coal, remain to be ascertained by systematic prospecting.
t

In conclusion, I beg to acknowledge tho kind help afforded me by Messrs. Conroy, Skect, and
Joseph during my examination of the district.
’ ,
I have, Ac.,
ml „
.
'
GEO. A. STONIER,
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.
Aitendts 16.
Report on the Uralla Gold-field.
.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Minos and Agriculture,
_
2G March, 1895.
■
In accordance with your instructions attached, I have the honor to furnish tho followin'*
report upon a recent inspection of the Gold-field immediately around the Township of Uralla, Countv
SandonJ
The field has been mentioned in various reports by the late Rev. W. B. Clarke, and was fullv
reported upon by^ Professor (then Geological Surveyor) David,* so that my remarks will deal more
particularly_ with recent discoveries, aud are chiefly supplementary to the Professor’s paper, which will bo
referred to in this report as A, and bis maps as Al.
1. Groi.oor.
Tor a considerable distance around Uralla the formation consists of horublendic granite, mediumly
coarse, and making in places a fairly strong outcrop, but, as a general rule, showing above the surface of
the ground as occasional boulders in gently undulating country, the soil of which is several feet in
thickness in places. The rock is intersected by fehitic,, enritic, quartz porphyry and basaltic (?) dykes
of variable thickness up to 8 feet, and by a number of quartz veins, one of which has been proved to be
auriferous. About 3J- miles south-east and 5 miles west of the township the granite intrudes (there is no
local
♦ Ana. Kept. Dept Mines for 18S0, p. 153.
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local evidence of the age of tho intrusion, hut it probably took place during early Permo-Carboniferoua
times), and is replaced by a series of granitoid rocks, elaystones, conglomerates, &c., the age of 'which, in
the absence of palaeontological etidencc, is doubtful, and was considered by Professor David to bo SiluroDevonian (P). A very largo area, was at one time covered by basalt and laterite of Tertiary age, but, as a
result of denudation, tiie volcanic rocks are now represented by outliers such as Mount Beef and patches
or various^ size, the largest including Doherty's Hill, Mount John,'&c., and running in a northerly
direction lor several miles, with a width of more than a mile. The basalt conceals several auriferous
deep leads, representing old river-channels, some of which are exceptionally wide, and in places appear
lo have boon partly of lacustrine origin. The deep lead deposits consist of gravels, sands, and clays, up
to 1 IT feet in thickness, and containing leaf-impressions, which have not been thoroughly examined, so
that the exact age of the formation cannot be staled. It should, however, he remembered that the older
leads at Vegetable Creek (Ocoiogieal Survey, N.S. 'Wale*. Pal. 2, pp. 78 and 188; Geological Survey,
N.S.‘Wales, Gcol. 1, p. 21.) have been determined to be of Eocene age, that the late C. S. Wilkinson
considered that the Newstead (Elsinore, New England) ironstones were not younger than Lower Miocene,
and Professor Etlingshauscn (Geological Survey, N S. Wales, Pal. 2, p. 78,' et seq) classified tho fossils
submitted to him from Elsinore as Eocene, so thaf, although the relation of the Uralla to the Vegetable
Creek (Luimaville) and Newstead leads is not known, there is a possibility that the Uralla leads may be
partly of Eocene age. It is quite clear that a considerable time has elapsed since the deposition of the
leads, for valleys have been excavated to a depth of 500 feet. A number of patches of “ billy” (quartzite)
are associated with the drifts, and aro found not only on the outside edges of the basalt, hut also covering
payable wash, and hence the occurrence of the rock is not invariably an indication of the depth of the
ground. ^ The leads aro al least of two ages, and are all more or less auriferous. One of thorn has been
worked from the western side of Mount Jones, through Sydney Elat, to Doherty's Hill (a distanco of
1 mile 80 chains), with a lull in the hcd-rock in the direction stated. Minors who have worked in tlio
lead say that judging hy its occurrence (the underground workings are not open to inspection at the
present time) the wash would appear lo have come from the reverse direction; but both aneroid levels
and the varying depths of water in tho old shafts show clearly that the present fall in tho direction
named, and, as there is no evidence of local subsidence, it is only reasonable to conclude that the old
watercourse ran in the direction of the present main stream, i.e., roughly, meridionally. The other leads,
including one older and found at a higher level than the Sydney Elat lead, have been proved for short
lengths ; their extension is of importance from a mining standpoint. Besides the earlier Tertiary several
newer aud shallow leads not covered hy basalt, such as the Ercelbinker, &c., kave been developed and
have been worked for gold, hut have not extended for any great distance. Finally, there are the recent
deposits along the present watercourses, and they are all more or less auriferous, and of a thickness up to
20 feet, with areas of surfacing of fair size, and containing more or less gold.
2, Mixon,
<$■<?., Alluvial.
These deposits, all more or less auriferous, have been fairly-well developed, and have yielded alarge amount of nold, and to those who are acquainted with and settled on the field there is a living to he
obtained for a number of years to come. The more likely and easily-w orked places have been tried, and
at the present time even the old mullock heaps of the (Sydney Elat, &c., leads are being carted and washed
for the sake of the gold which was not considered worth the labour of extraction in the old days, Tho
drawback is the want of water, and to provide a good supply would entail the expenditure of a large sum
of money, while it is open to question whether the results would justify the expenditure of the necessary
capital. The subject is specially reierred to in Report A. The field has a peculiar elasticity, for although
the alluvials were considered to be worked out ten years ago, they have given and still are afford in»■
employment to a number of men.
"
°
(a) Recent,

(i) Deep Leads {chiefly covered hy JJa&alt).
■
As already stated, a lead lias been worked from Mt. Jones to Dohcrly’s Hill.' At the last-named
place the lead split, and although a largo sum of money has been expended and a wide body of drift has
been proved to exist in a northerly direction from Doherty’s Hill, patches only of payable wash have been
struck. A line of shafts known as the 11 Bullion ” were sunk in the position shown on plan Al; hut no
attempt has been made to test the formation further to tho north. Of tho shafts sunk between Doherty's
Hillpnd the Bullion Shafts prior to 1888, a detail account is given in Report A, aud since that time a
considerable sum of money has been spent in trying to prove the samo stretch of country. The Rooky
River Company have driven for 120 feet in an easterly direction from the bottom of the “ Old Rock ”
-shaft (No. 13 (?) plan A1‘), which was continued to the 120-ft level. Browning and Party have recently
sunk a shalt on M.L. 2, Parish Arding (Co. Sandon), a couple of chains south of the long drive just
reierred to. The shaft is 120 feet deep (110 feet to bed-rock), and has been driven 182 feet in an
easterly direction, 8 feet northerly, and 32 feet southerly. In consequence of the pump being out of
order, I could not descend ihc shaft aud examine the vt orkinga, hut tbe drift is said to vary from 3 ft. G in.
to 1L feet in thickness, and tho wash from 0 inches to 1 foot in thickness, and to contain 5 dwt. of gold to
the load, while the southerly drive is approaching giouud which tv as worked by—Bnllen to the water-level,
and yielded handsome returns. Tho Phoenix Shatt (No. 10, plan Al) has been driven for 100 feet in a
AY .N.W. direction in black pipeclay without any sign of wash or bed-rock, and a short drive was put in a
southerly direction. It is to be regrctl ed that the southerly drive was not continued. Rice and Party
are not now at work, but have recently won a fair amount of wash from a claim immediately south of
No. 19 (plan Al). 1 was unable to ascertain details of the work done.
#
Irom the foregoing particulars it will be seen that, although there have not been cither specially
important developments within the last ten years, or the discovery of a payable run of wash, (ho expendi
ture of the capital has demonstrated the fact that between Doherty’s Hill and the Bullion Shafts a lead
exists which is auriferous and wide, although, on account of the expense attendant on dealing with a large
body of water, the wash, os a whole, is not payable ; it is, however, a matter well worthy of investigation,
whether a deep-level tunnel could not be constructed from Tipperary or an adjoining gully, which would
drain iff the water,
*
Of
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0£ mucli more immediate promise, however, is Ihe basalt country north of the Bullion Shafts, for,
as pointed out by Professor David, between Portions 23 and 244, Parish Arding, the basalt narrows to a
width of three-quarters of a mile, and as this is the narrowest part of the area it is well worth a trial. Ono
shaft (or bore) would not, however, he sufficient to test the ground, and as there will be a large body of
water to be dealt with, it is useless for any attempt to be made unless the party is prepared to properly
complete the work, A shaft was commenced some years ago in the position referred to, but was abandoned
before reaching hod-rock.
_
_ _
The Sydney Plat Lead, which has been just described, is not the only one in the vicinity, for the
basalt is wide, and has been proved to cover more than one run of wash. At the head of the Saivpit
Gully a short lead of payable gold has been worked, and a fow chains north of the lead Bison and Party
are sinking a shaft now 120 -f- feet deep, and within a few feet of the bed-rock ; should they strike
payable gold, the lead may have a great length. On Mount Copeland (east of Sydney Plat) auriferous
wash has been proved in several shafts, and between Mount Copeland and Doherty’s Hill a shaft known
as the Government prospecting shaft, which was sunk to a depth of 79 feet, aud driven for GO feet in a
westerly direction, is well worthy of further attention.
At Mount Jones Mr. French has done an immense amount of work in testing an upper drift, and
although he has failed to strike payable wash, he is confident that a tunnel driven on the southern side of
the hill would give good results. If, however, the existence of a rich patch of auriferous wash be proved,
the work will not establish bis contention that a main lead runs from east to west, cousisting of a number
of saucer-like depressions with payable wash on the eastern portion of the basin aud without any drift
connecting the basins, for, although the occurrence of depressions in the bed-rock is common in tho
Vegetable Creek leads, there is generally a trace of wash to indicate the lead, and thoir development in
the Uralla district remains yet to be proved. In connection with this subject the wrork now in progress
at Mount Beef is of special interest; Dr. Woods and Mr, JOippner aro having a low-level tunnel driven
(now 2G0 feet in the granite), believing that the bed-rock will dip into the hill, which is capped by basalt,
hut has not been proved to contain an outcrop of wash, although a little gold can be obtained from the
surfnee on the eastern side of the hill. That the junction-line between the basalt and tbe granite does
dip in places is proved by Carroll’s old tunnel; a couple of hundred feet south-west of Dr. 'Woods’ tunnel;
the former is 176 feet in length, and for the last 28 feet dips 1 in 4, while at the end of the tunnel the
junction between the basalt and granite is almost vertical. Whether the dip will continue and wash be
found between the two formations as the junction is followed into the hill can only he solved by actual
prospecting work, but it should be remembered that dykes of basalt may be struck, and in that case the
junction-lines will be vertical; if, however, wash is discovered it is likely to carry gold. The work is of
’importance, because, as a rule, no attempt is made to prospect a hill capped hy basalt, unless there be an
outcrop of wash, so that if Mount Beef be found to contain payable gold a number of basalt hills will he
tried which hitherto have been looked upon as valueless from a mining standpoint.
About a mile to the cast of Uralla there is a stretch of basalt, including Bourke’s Hob, which
covers drift containing gold, and has been but little prospected; also at the Digger’s Bidge, C miles
easterly from the township, gold has been obtained in a drift, and is well worthy of further attention.

-

,
(c) Veins.
.
The granite is traversed by a number of veins of quartz, felsite, &c., aud some of the latter are
said to carry gold, but until very recently reefs of any description have not been considered to be of
much importance, for the alluvial gold is very fine and has seldom been found attached to quartz;
recently, however, a patch of alluvial was worked on tho western side of Mount Mutton, and Mr. Boberts
assures me that a number of specimens were obtained- Most of the gold won from the alluvials was
probably derived from the granite, and as that granite is intrusive it is only reasonable to expect that
auriferous veins were formed near the junction of the granite with the adjacent rocks, and it is in this
geological position that recent prospecting operations have revealed the occurrence of gold-bearing veins.
Six miles north-west of Uralla, on Portion 93, Parish Devon, fSuey and Party have discovered a
vein by tracing the gold gradually from the alluvial, and have tried it to a depth of 91 feet. Tbe vein
hears B. 40° N. with an underlay of 2U to the north occurs, in granite, and consists of a dyke of felsite (?)
with quartz up to 10 inches in thickness developed on both walls, but mostly on tbe foot-wall; the walls
are from 9 inches to 3 ft. 3 in. apart, and are slicken-sided and striated, the stria; dipping to the north at
53°. At tbe 40-foot level a hunch of sulphide of antimony of high grade, with a maximum height of 5
feet, a thickness of 15 inches, and dipping to the south, was struck, and was driven on for 10 feet; at tbe
bottom level there is also a thin vein of sulphide of antimony on the foot-wall. A crushing of 4s tons 2
cwt. gave 8 oz. 14 dwt. 18 gr., i.e., 2 oz. 2 dwt. 14 gr per ton, but cannot be taken as an average of the
vein as the gold is patchy, and a well-marked auriferous shoot has not yet been struck. There can he
but little doubt that the vein will continue to a considerable depth, and it is purely a matter for
systematic sinking and driving to determine the dimensions of the auriferous shoots. Tho antimony will
occur in bunches, but may prove to be a valuable adjunct to the precious metal.
At Balala, on Portion 150, Parish Devon, 2$ miles southerly from Suey’s Claim, M‘A.lister and
Party have discovered several mulioeky veins which traverse quartzites near the junction of the granite.
An underlay shaft (Prospectors’ Shaft) at tho southern end of the portion has been sunk to a depth of
GO feet on a vein, which bears H. 23° B., with au underlay' of G° to the west, and averages G inches ; the
hanging wall is badly defined, but the foot-wali has been continuous throughout. The vein has been
traced for several chains in length, although its outcrop is difficult to follow', and appears to have been
faulted at the shaft. Two crushings have been sent to Ilillgrove, the first of 5 tons giving 23 dwt. per
ton, nnd the second of 5 tons yielding 8 dwt. per ton. Hear the northern boundary of the portion two
shafts have been sunk, tho deeper of which is 25 feet, and have proved a vein 4 to 5 inches in thickness,
which bears N. 10° E. with an underlay slightly to the cast. Encouraging assays have been obtained,
and the claim-holders propose to send nuray a parcel of stone for battery treatment. I would suggest
that the tailings be assayed, as gold may occur in the form of auriferous mispickel, and it would not bo
saved by the ordinary treatment.
.
Immediately to the south of the Prospectors’ Shaft, Grotty and Collins (Ho. I South) have Sunk a
shaft to a depth of 69 feet on a vein which bears N. 13° E. with au underlay of 9° to the cast, averages G
inches, and is up to 2 feet in thickness. Gold is present, but only as occasional colours and fine
prospects. To the west of the underlay shaft a well-defined quartz vein 9 inches thick, nnd hearing H. 23°
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E. with an underlay to the cast of 4°, has been discovered, and tried to a depth of lo feet without a colour
of gold being detected, but as the vein is fairly well defined its outcrop might be traced and tested in
various places in order to ascertain if it contains a shoot of gold which comes to the surface. The country
between Suey’s claim and Balala, both of whicli have been referred to, is well worth prospecting, and
although the veins do not make a bold outcrop and are not easy to follow, some of them are likely to
continue to a depth, and should carry payable gold. It is, however, necessary that tho vein, and if possible
tho shoot of gold, should be followed, for if tho walls are once left there may be difficulty in finding them
in a crosscut, as the country is traversed by a number of joints, and it will be impossible to know on which
side of the drive the shoot of gold lies. A small battery erected in a position convenient to both places
would be a help to the field, but sufficient work has not been done to justify at present the erection of a
complete plant.
_
_
Eour miles to tbe south-east of Uralla, on Portion 504, Parish Uralla, a number of badly defined
veins have been discovered, and arc now being tried by Mr. P, Shanahan, who has sunk three shafts, the
deepest of which is 49 feet, and has struck a couple of flat veins, and in a drive northerly from the bottom
level a fairly defined reef of quartz up to 15 inches wide and bearing Is7. 25° W. with an underlay to the
west. Thirty-two feet northerly a shaft 12 feet deep has touched a vein 8 inches wide bearing E. 12° S.
with an underlay to tho south at 45°, and a cross-vein 4 inches wide bearing N. 15° W. with an underlay
to the west. There aro several tons of quartz at grass, and although an assay gave 7 dwt. of gold no
crushing has yet been made, so that it is impossible at present to state the average yield of the quartz. A
number of veins have been formed, but it remains yet to be proved that there is a vein ivhich will extend
to a depth, In testing the veins it will bo found advisable to prospect tbe surface of the ground for tbe
outcrop of auriferous shoots, and then to follow the shoot wherever it may lead ; certainly for ultimate
working it may be desirable to sink a vertical shaft in a carefully selected spot, but work of that character
may well stand over until it has been demonstrated that the erection of a battery is justifiable, and at
present that stage has not been reached.
Sitnmari/.

Erom the foregoing report it will be observed—
_
1. A very large amount of gold has been won from Eccent, &c., alluvial, and the field should yield a
living to a certain number of residents for years to come.
2. A considerable amount of gold has been obtained from several leads under basalt, and there is a
large area which may conceal the extension of these leads and their tributaries, besides outliers
which have been but little tried. On account of the body of water to be overcome and tbe width
of basalt to be prospected, it appears improbable that in some cases the leads will be proved,
except by their.bcing traced from one claim into tbe adjoining property.
3. Tbe recent discovery of auriferous veins is of importance, aud is a uew feature in tbe mining
industry of the district. In each ease they have been found near the junction of a large mass of
granite with the adjacent rocks. They vary up to 2 feet in thickness, and crushings of several
tons have proved a yield of gold up to 2 oz. 3 dwt. per ton ; but none of them have been tried
to a depth exceeding 91 feet. One vein has well-defined and striated walls, and the remainder,
although not so well defined, carry richer gold. The country at the junction of the granite with
the adjacent rocks is worth the attention of prospectors.
In conclusion, I beg to acknowledge the kind help afforded me 'by Dr. "Woods, Messrs. Cleghorn,
Koborts, G-lendenning, French, and a number of others, who did all in their powerto assist my examination
of the field.
I have, &c.,
G-EO. A. STOHMEE,
-----------------Geological Surveyor.
Acpk-vdix 17.
Report on Alluvial Tin at Shannon Vale,
Sir,

InvercII, 4 February, 1895.
In accordance with the attached instructions I have the honor to furnish the following report
upon the recent discovery of alluvial tin at Shannon Vale, in the lNrew England District, 8 miles from tbe
township of Glen limes, in a direction a few points north of east:—
1, Situation.
Shannon Vale is a settlement in the Parishes of Beardy Plains, liusden, and Boyd, County Gough,
and along the Mann or Mitchell River, which latter is an eastern water rising near Glencoe and flowing
in a northerly direction until it is joined by Skeleton Creek, when the river changes its course and flows
easterly for a considerable distance, ultimately entering into the Clarence River. I traversed the Mann
River at intervals for a distance of 7 miles above the junction of Skeleton Creek, and find that it is barbound in a number of places (the bars bearing generally east and west), with patches of alluvial on either
side of the river, and occasional bluffs of rock falling away into open forest country. As a rule, the fall
into the river on both sides is not steep, and the soil between the outcrops of rocks, which are numerous,
is of a fair thickness, and supports good herbage.
2. Eecent Alluvium.
Alluvial tin has been worked for the past twenty years at various places in the bed and along tbo
banks of tbe Mann River, but tbe work lias been of a desultory character, as it could only be attempted
in dry seasons ; in all, some 200 to 300 tons of ore are supposed to have been mined. There ar<5, however,
parts of the river-bed which are unworkerl, and several wide flats, such as Lobb’s Farm (Portion 214,
Parish Beardy Plains), which are untested ; and as there is evidence that the watercourse has changed its
position by encroaching on the eastern bank, and has continually received material resulting from the
degradation of tin-bearing rocks, it is only reasonable to expect that tin-bearing deposits are concealed
under some of the wide flats. It would, however, he useless to commence work unless ample provision
be made for dealing with the water, which is troublesome, except in very dry seasons. Colours of gold
are constantly associated with the tin; opposite Portion 17, Parish Beardy Plains, a niece weighing -J- dwt.
is said to have been obtained.
3.
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Z. “ Few Find■
The New Find ” is situated on Portion ISo, Parish Eusdeu, near the School-house, and consists of
an outlier of drift and sand having a thickness (so far as lias been proved) varying from 2 to (3 feet,
and occurring 50 feet above the riverdevel; it probably represents portion of an old watercourse, but
tbo small size of the pebbles and tbe quantity of sand present raise a doubt whether it may not represent
a flood deposit rather than a portion of the main channel. There can, however, be no doubt that at the
time of deposition of this stanniferous outlier tho river-bed was at a higher level than it is at the present
time, but having generally the same course and flowing in tho same direction as the present stream. The
Boden Bros., who discovered the tin, have opened a paddock about a chain square and having an average
thickness of about 3 ft. 6 in. of sand and wash, the pebbles in which are up) to 4 inches in diameter and
consist of subangular and.well waterworn, and a few angular fragments of quariz, quartzite, quartz*
porphyry, and altered mudstone. The paddock has yielded 31- tons of tin. Several shatts have been sunk
about-a chain to tbe north-east of the paddock, and prospects of tin have been obtained, but the deposit;
itself caunot extend across the river in a northerly direction into Lobb’s Farm (already alluded to), and no
work has yet been done to prove its existence south of Portion 100. It is, however, unlikely that this ono
outlier is all that remains to denote tbe existence of an old river-bed, and I would urge that the country
on each side of the river be carefully prospected for some distance in a southerly direction for high-level
deposits similar to that which'has been discovered by tbo Messrs. Boden, The old channel probably had
tbe same general direction, so that the outliers, which have escaped denudation, maybe found half a mile
one side or the other of the present watercourse. The tin is fine, and consists chiefly of waterworn grains,
whicli appear to have travelled for some distance. Part may have been derived from the basalt range
which occurs to the west of the river, but Ihe bulk of ihe mineral must, have come down the river for
some distance, even supposing that a fair percentage of it was derived in the first instance (primarily,
of course, from veins) from an old river channel partly denuded and partly still concealed by the basalt
sheet just referred to.
’
4. Surfacing.
Besides the alluvial close to the river, deposits have been mined in two or three places half a mile
back from, and at a considerable elevation above, the watercourse. On Portion 22, Parish Husden, 2miles south of Boden’s Claim, a party of Chinese, who are still in possession of the ground, have worked
a patch 8 chains in length, in one place 2s- chains in width and from 2 to 6 feet in thickness, consisting
partly of alluvium accumulated in a gully from the disintegration of the rocks in the immediate vicinity,
and passing at the sides into ordinary surfacing. The tin is fine and has probably been derived locally
from narrow veins in tho surrounding granite, which is also traversed by a number of felsite veins up to
10 inches in thickness, runniug in various directions, and having a little quartz occasionally on either wall
carrying tinstone in small crystals. Tho claim is said to have yielded IS tons for the last eighteen
.months’ work.
On Portion 331, Parish Beardy Plains, a mite to the north of Boden’s Claim, three small strips of
surfacing, the largest of which is a couple of chains in length, by rather less than a chain in width and
about a foot in thickness, have been worked; they occur about 30 chains westerly from the river, and
at a considerable elevation (some 70 feet) above its bed. The tin won was coarse, specimens up to an
inch in their longest measurement being of frequent occurrence, and, from their angular condition, had
evidently not travelled,
6. Veins.
Within the last gouple of months Williams and Party have discovered two veins traversing the
granite on portion 331, where the surfacing has been worked; oue of them consists of oxide of tin an eighth
of an inch in thickness, and has been tried to a depth of 9 feet, while the other vein, which bears W. 30° S.
has been tested in two shafts, 10 and 22 feet deep, and found to be 10 inches and an eighth of an inch
respectively in thickness. In the latter case the vein consists,of oxide of tin, and has maintained its
thickness from the surface to the bottom level, allbough heaved in one place for about 7 inches. The
shaft is of particular interest, because it shows that the tin-vein was formed subsequent to tbe develop
ment, but before tbe consolidation, of a felsite vein which crosses the shaft.
G. Basalt Bange.
.
About 15 chains to the west of the workings referred to under the previous heading a dip
tunnel has been driven under the basalt on Portion 337, Parish Beardy Plains, bearing W. 12° N. for a
distance of a hundred feet, and following a fine and patchy drift resting on the bed-rock {i.c., granite).
At tbe end of the tunnel the bed-rock is still dipping into the hill, and the work has been stopped at a
time when its continuation has become a matter of some importance. The drift forms part of a Tertiary
deposit of whitish and reddish-brown sandy clays, &e., which are at least 40 feet thick and contain an
upper quartz-pebble drift composed of waterworn fragments up to au iuch in diameter of quartz, some
of which carry-tinstone, and others have the dark tint comidered to be favourable for the occurrence
of tin in the Vegetable Creek District. Q'liis upper drift does not appear to have been prospected, and for
future work it should he borne in mind that, although tho wash resting on bed-rock (if,a, granite in this
particular part of the district) should be carefully tested, it is of importance that the drift which occurs
at a higher level should not be neglected, as there are instances (e.y., at Tia, near Walcha) where the
richest mineral does not occur in the deepest part of the channel.
’
The basalt occupies a- large area on the western side of the Mann lliver, and has been observed
for the distance shown on the accompanying plan.
A few' chains to ihe west of Portion 352, Parish Beardy Plains, Mr. Osborne has discovered an
outcrop of drift which carries tin, and is worthy of further attention.7
7. Granite.
"With the exception of .the basalt area the country consists entirely of granite as far as examined,
of which two types can be recognised, although their exact relation is by no means clear. The one is a,
granite (possibly a granitite), consisting of felspar with quartz, hornblende, aud biotite ; it makes a bold
outcrop, and occasionally forms bluffs, resembling in its occurrence a rock developed about Emmaville,
which is, as a rule, non-metaHiferous. The other type consists of a granite containing quartz, felspar, and
■

a
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a little biotiie, and is traversed by a number of veins of felsite running in various directions, and up to
10 inebes in thickness, and thin felspatbic quartz and tinstone veins. The stanniferous veins already
discovered are very thin, but as some of them consist almost entirely of tinstone they should pay, while
in soft granite which may he expected to extend-to about the SO-foot level (there is one instance where
the soft granite extended in Now England to the ]GO-foot level, hut the occurrence is exceptional). There
is no evidence available that the veins will increase materially in thickness as depth is attained, but if
several of these thin veins could bo discovered, separated only by a small thickness of rock, they might
pay to work even in the hard country. No welL-dctined vein has however been discovered, and it is
possible that prospecting operations will dcmonstralo lhat the tin is associated with felspatbic rather than
with quartz veins. Numerous pebbles of quartz-porphyry are found in the river-wasS), but tho rock has
not been yet observed in si/it.
8.

Summary.

■

From the foregoing report it will he observed—
1. A certain amount of tin has been worked from recent deposits along tho Maim Elver, and from
surfacing in two places above the river-level,
2. Tho discovery of alluvial tin on Portion 153, Parish Eusden, proves that an old watercourse
deposited tin at a higher level than the present river-bed.
3. There is a fair area along tho bed of the Maun Eiver still untested, and a considerable area
where portions of an old river-channel, at a higher level than the present watercourses, may bo
.
expected to occur, as well as a larger amount of surfacing and shallow alluvial which has not
been touched, but isr worth a trial. (The difficulty in the first case will be to overcome water,
and in tho last-named to provide water.)
'
'
4. Tho.drift discovered under the basalt, which forms the divide between the eastern and western
waters (t.c., the Mann and Beardy Elvers), is worth prospecting.
5. The veins hitherto discovered are thin, but carry rich tin in places. The formation in which
they occur should he prospected for larger lodes.
In conclusion, 1 am glad to have an opportunity of acknowledging the unvarying courtesy which
has been extended to me, both on the late and previous visits, by those interested in the mining industry
of the Glen Inncs District.
.
I have, <frc.,
GEO. A. STONIER,
Tho Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.

.Appenuix IS.
Geological Eeport on Crow Mountain.
Sir,
,
Bingcra, 10 May, 1SD5.
I have the honor, in accordance with your instructions attached, to furnish the following
report upon the recent discoveries of auriferous veins at Crow Mt., the reported yields of gold having
caused some excitement in the Barraba district:—
Crow Mountain is situated in the Parisli of Eumur, Comity Darling, and within tho watershed of tho
Manilla Eiver, a tributary of the Namoi in the western fall of the Colony. It is distant 12 miles from
the township of Barraba in a direction about oast 30 degrees south, 18 miles northerly from the township
of Manilla,, and 40 miles, a few degrees west of north from Tam worth, a town on the Great Northern
Railway.
■
■
The Annual Eeport of the Department of Mines contain various references to tho mining and
geological characteristics of the country north of Barraba, and some of the features of the latter are
described in Mr. Geological Surveyor Anderson’s report.*
1. General, Physical, and Geological Features.
The country around Crow Mt. is mountainous, open, forest land, and consists partly of hills of
circumdenudatiou, rising to a height of several hundred feet above the main creek-beds, with spurs in
places, rocky and fairly steep, and running in various directions, occasionally opening out into gently
undulating ridges with shallow and narrow alluvial flats between them. Tho timber is chiefly white box
and apple-tree, with ironbark over a limited area and cherry-tree on the ridges.
.
The formations developed consist of—■
(a) Eccent and other Tertiary Alluvials.
•
(h) Serpentine, granite, and felsite (r1).
,
(c) Carboniferous rocks,
'
(a) Jtecent and oilier Tertiary Alluvials.—The Recent alluvials do not occupy a large area, hut
are found chiefly as narrow and shallow patches along the various watercourses, such as Crow Mt. Creek,
&c. Tho older Tertiary alluvials occur at various elevations, up to 100 feet above tho Eccent flats, and
have a thickness in places of at least 80 feet; they consist of clays (containing concretionary magnesite),
sands, and conglomerates containing angular, sub-angular, and well-rounded pebbles averaging about H
inches and up to a foot in diameter, and composed largely of red and other jasperoid rocks, quartz, and
occasionally felsite, in places cemented together into a hard, compact, ferruginous rock. The formation
has been observed by me' at intervals for a length of t> miles and a considerable width ; it occurs ou the
tops of various ridges, and . at one time must have covered a large area, but has been subjected to
continued denudation, so that it is now found frequently as outliers. The material of which the rocks
are formed was probably deposited after the intrusion of the serpentine into the Carboniferous rocks, for
a number of pebbles of tho Carboniferous jasperoid rocks arc present in the conglomerates, but the exact
age cannot at present he stated, although judging by the height at which the formation is found above
the present drainage channels a considerable time must have elapsed since its consolidation. A striking
feature is the presence of a number of angular fragments ; their form, taken in conjunction w itli the
width of the deposit, raises a doubt whether the conditions may not have been partly lacustrine.
■
'
(4)
* Ann, Rcpt. Dept, Wines for 1S33 13PDJ, p. 170,
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(b) Serpentine, granite, and. felsite (P).—The serpentine occurs in the district as a well-marked belt
having a nor-nor-westerlj trend and extending almost without a break from Manilla to Bingera, a distance
of 50 miles. At Crow Mt. its width varies from .3 to 14 chains with a fairly direct western but an irregular
eastern boundary. Divisional planes bearing X. 20° E. are well developed in places, and the terms
of the formation are marked by so-called “gossan ” (possibly peridotite) bars of variable thickness ;
on the west the rock is continuous but cannot be traced on the eastern side for about half a mile north of
Crow Mt. Creek, altbougb about 25 chains to the east of this spot a peridotite (P) dyke about a chain
and a half in width outcrops for three-quarters of a mile in length and trends in a nor-nor-westerly
direction. There can be little doubt that the serpentine is intrusive, and as the intruded are jasperoid
and probably of Carboniferous age, and jasper conglomerates are found in Terino-Carboniferous rocks,
the intrusion may have taken place at the close of the Carboniferous period. A number of thiu, some
times auriferous veins of quart)!, caleite, &e, and bunches of chromite, have been observed. Xear
Bingera an intrusive dioritc has been noted by Mr. Anderson.*
The granite, which occupies an extended area in Xew England and intrudes rocks of Carboniferous
(?) age, comes within G miles to the east of Crow Mt., and it is interesting to observe lhat its junction
line with the sediments is in the same general direction as tho serpentine, although the distance between
them is lessened in a southerly direction ; tho relation of the serpentine to tho granite has not been
determined, A quartz-felsite (?), probably intrusive, occurs in small areas south of Crow Mt., and is
traversed by thin quartz veins,

(c) Carboniferous rocks.—'Phe beds which extend from Barraba to Crow Mt. probably form part of
one system, and consist of a well-developed tuffaceous series with interbedded felsite (f), occasional
conglomerates, sandstones, and thin-bedded mudstones (containing Lepido/Iendron australe at Barraba
Township, and cleaved in lines coincident with the bedding planes close to the serpentine), with argillaceous
interbedded limestones. The rocks have been altered, apparently, by the intrusion of the serpentine—
Professor David, however, suggests that the red jaspers may be abyssmal deposits—into quartzite, jaspers,
and jasperoid rocks, the latter occurring at Crow Mt., chiefly on the eastern side of the serpentine. The
limestones in Crow Mt. Creek on Portion 14, Ph. Eumur, are richly fossiliferous. and contain the following
forms, which have been determined by Mr, W. S. Dun:—
Crinoid stems.
Fenestella.
Polypora, or Phyllopora.
Bhombopora (?).
Phillipsia, sp.
Spirifcra.
Syringothyris cf, cuspidata, Martin.
■
,
Stropbomena cf. rbomboidalis, mr. analoga, Phill.
Orthis resupinata, Martin (?).
Orthotetes (?).
Productus, several species.
Mr. Grey, a local resident, states that fossil shells have been collected at Jenny’s Creek, 4 miles
south from Crow Mt. Creek, and has shown me specimens of cncrinital limestone. In 1S03, I collected
Lcpidodendron australe on Portion 2, Parisli Borindic, County Darling, 10 miles south-west from Barraba,
and found that, 3 miles further in the same direction and a few chains south-west from Portion 10G,
the fossil was associated with marine shells in an oolitic and encrinital limestone. It is remarkable that
where Lepidodendron australe has been collected in the Barraba District the beds have generally only a
slight dip, and hence it has been suggested that those measures which have a steep dip are unconfonnablo
to the horizontal rocks ; and such, at first sight, would appear to be the case at Burindi (BorincHe), but
a detail survey would probably result in the apparent unconformity being proved to be due to rolls and
faults.
Alluvial gold with platinum (?) has been mined in the recent alluvial along middle Jerry’s Creek,
<fcc., but there lias not been a large amount of the precious metal won, although specimens up to 42 oz,
(containing only H oz. of quartz) have been obtained. Surface Gully has been worked for three-qua iters
of a mile, and has yielded wages, pieces up to 15 dwt. being of common occurrence; there are also a
number of gullies which are unicsted, but are worth a trial. Tho Older Tertiaries contain colors of gold
throughout some thickness of the beds, but they have not been proved to carry payable gold.
Auriferous quartz and cakilo veins, traversing the Carboniferous rocks, were discovered about fho
year 1S6S, and worked by Pletcher and others, who are said to have made as much as £1.000 l or three
years work on one claim, and £4,000 for twelve months’ work on two other claims; but for a long time
the ground has been unoccupied, and it was not until the end of 1893 that Walt and Party commenced
work on the old Try Again block, and ultimately proved payable gold. Their operations did not, however,
attract much attention until the beginning of the present year, and when about the end of February Mr.
Kenzic and Party struck rich gold-bearing quartz at a depih of 15 feet, claim pegging began in earnest.
The number of men on the field fluctuates daily, and altbougb at one time it is said to have reached 200,
it is doubtful if there are more than 80 men at the present time actively engaged in mining operations.
Most of the claims which are being worked are close to pud on.the eastern side of the serpentine,
the most northerly being:—
"
(1.) Chalmers and Party, who hold Portion of an old gold lease, Xo, 18, Parish Eumur, at Crow
Mount. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 50 feet, and at the 2G-ft. (?) level driven south for 23 feet,
and at the 10-ft. level northerly for a few feet. Two shoots of auriferous quartz have been proved, and
one of them stoped to tho 26-ft. level for a. length of 8 feet and an average of about 15 inebes (up to
2 feet), with a steep dip in the shoot to the north, the vein being 8° E., with an underlay to the
west at 10°. The second shoot was worked to the 50-ft. level, and had a length of G feet, but was
only
* Ann, Kept. Dept. Mines for 1SSS [18891 p, 181.
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only taken for a thickness of 2 feet, leaving quartz 3 feet thick still unstoped, and which is stated to
contain oz, of gold to the ton. Several parcels have been crlished at Ironbarks (local battery) with the
following results:—■
■
■
4 tons................ ....................
8
131
..................................
0"
31* }J

19

„

521
. „
4 dollied.
561 oz.. obtained.

A crushing of 40 tons is now being carted to Ironbarks (expenses cartage 12s., and crushing 10s.
per ton), and is expected to yield about 6 dwt. to the ton, making the total quantity, which has been
taken out of the claim, to average an ounce to the ton, Several other veins have been discovered, but
have not been opened out.
(2.) Dyson and Party’s Claim adjoins the preceding property on the east, and includes the Old Red
Rlag and O’DonneH’s shafts. The former are 20 to 2S feet deep, and the veinstone won yielded f of an
ounce to the ton. O’DonncU's shaft was sunk about the year 1882; it is 92 feet deep, and at the bottom
was worked for a length of 15 feet, and two veins, one a foot thick on the hanging-wall, and the other
comprising 15 inches of quartz on the foot-wall, were stoped to veins bearing E. 12° N. with an underlay
to the north of 45°. Dyson’s shaft is a few yards to the east of the workings just referred to, and is 23
feet deep, with a drive 16 feet west, on a shoot 6 feet long, and about 14 inches wide, dipping west, and
expected to yield 4 ounces of gold to the ton.
(3.) The “ Princess ” has been held by several parties, and is now in the hands of Condran and Party,
who have a lease (0 old Lease 2) of the land which is south of (2). A vein of quartz, with a strike, varying
fromN. 20°E. to N. 10° W., and underlying to the west, has been traced for some distance, and two shafts
have been sunk 35 feet apart, one of which has proved a shoot, about 0 feet long and 10 inches in width,
to a depth of 87 feet, dipping fs. at 50° with a fairly defined foot-wall, The first crushing was completed
in April, 1893; and the following are the results of several parcels of stone treated in the district:—
]”
S
50
8
15

tons .................................................................
....................................................................... .
,, .................................................................
„ .................................................................
........................................................................

15 oz.
24 ,,
per ton.
14 dwt.
,,
13 „
„
about an ounce to the ton.
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A drive has been commenced at about the 40-fcet level, so as to test the reef in a southerly
direction.
The three claims, which have been referred to, are all situated on Crow bit., and following the
serpentine in a southerly direction. On Conditional Purchase 16, on the southern side of Crow Mt. Creek,
is (4) a claim held by .lanson and Gardiner, who have sunk to a depth of 18 feet, following a vein which
gives fair prospects of gold, is 8 inches wide, and hears N.W. underlying to the east at 19°.
(5.) Adjoining the preceding, and ou its southern side, Ryan and Party have done a considerable
amount of work in sinking through the Tertiary alluvial without striking bed rock, but have also sunk a
couple of shafts 4 feet deep, and discovered auriferous quartz, but sufficient work has not been done
for the size and direction of tho veins to be determined.
■
(6.) Hill and Skews hold the ground adjoining Ryan on the south, and have sunk a shaft to a
depth of 17 feet on a vein from 6 to 16 inches in thickness, bearing JV. 20° E. and underlying to the cast
at 10°. Q-ood prospects have been obtained by hand-crushing—the vein is worth proving. A. shaft has
also been sunk to a depth of 37 feet on a vein of quartz from 4 inches in thickness.
(7.) To the east of (6) is M’Xenzie and M'jTair’s claim which was known at one time as
“ Crowley’s” reef, and now as the “Dodger.” A shaft has been sunk to a depth of 18 feet on a vein
hearing K. 30° E. underlying to the west at 9° and consisting of quartz which averages 13 inches where
it is gold bearing. At 13 feet level gold was struck, and lias continued to the bottom of the shaft, the
shoot dipping apparently at a long angle to the north, and containing very coarse specks and pieces of
gold. In all 4^ tons have been won, and of this quantity 3 tons of quartz have yielded 33 oz. to the ton
(a number of rich specimens have not been yet crushed—had they been included the yield would have
been about 07 oz. to the ton), 70 oz, have been doltied, and there are a number of rich specimens still
uncrushed.
■
(8.) Adjoins the “ Dodger ” on the south-east, and is held by Geddes, Leslie, and Reay. A shaft
41 feet deep discloses a foot of quartz on the hanging-wall, and 4 inches on tho foot-wall of a vein bearing
N. 35° E, with a slight underlay to the west, and giving prospects of gold. In another portion of the
ground 7 tons were raised by Williams and Party, previous holders of the claim, and the parcel.is said to
have yielded 81 oz. of gold to the ton.
(9.) Smith and Party, a couple of chains south-east of (8), are 8 feet deep and testing a body of quartz
said to contain gold, and situated probably at the junction of several veins.
(10.) Fletcher's chum, G-.L. 54, was taken up in 1875, acid is said to have yielded £7,090 to a small
party of miners working for three years, Several shafts have been sunk, one of them to the OO-ft. level;
the vein bears W. 10° H., and the shoot dips to the west; 40 tons of quartz are said to have yielded 23
oz. to the ton. A lease of the ground has boon applied for and work will be shortly commenced to
further test the veins.
(11.) Adjoining (10) on the east, .Tohnson and Party have sunk a shaft to a depth of 13 feet on a
mullocky vein, bearing W. 10° S., underljing to the north at 40°, and varying in thickness from 5 to 12
inches. A second shaft is 6 feet deep on a vein bearing X. 30° E.. having a slight westerly underlay, and
consisting of quartz and flucan, 3in. to 5in. thick, said to carry gold.
(12.) Is on G.L. 109 and half a mile south-east from the preceding claim. It is known as the “ Try
Again” and was worked in 1863, yielding to a small party of miners £1,009 for twelve months work.
The lease is now held by Wall, Davis, and Hayes, who have sunk a shift to a depth of 75 feet, and stoped
24—T
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all the quartz from ttie surface to the 65-feet; level for a length of 60 feet. It was impossible to examine
the sloped ground, hut the average l.liieluie^s of the quartz one is said to have been about 18 inches with
the shoot dipping rapidly to the north—the vein bears IS'. 10° 15. with an underlay of S° to the west. A
three-head battery has been erected by the party at Crow' Mt, Creek, distant 2 miles from the claim. The
following are the results of crushings to date:—
...................
50 t.ons.............. .
5 ............................ ...................
...................................

J1 ^9.

» ...................... ..................

82 toes.

ICO OZ. (about}
42 }>
35
30 ., espreted yield, Btone not crushed.
207
7G

OZ.

„

dollied.

283 oz. total yield.

The party arc sinking helow the 63-feet level a shaft 30 feet north of the deep shaft, and i(s progress is
of importance to the field as the work already done is thorough, and the parly have their own battery for
treatment of the veinstone won.
(13.) Immediately to the south of the “Try Again,” T. Guy has sank a shaft 20 feel deep, and
driven from the bottom level northerly for 15 feet, proving a vertical vein 38 inches wide, bearing N. 45°
W., and a cross-vein bearing Is. 15° V\r,, and having a thickness of 15 to 18 inches of quartz and mullock,
which is said to contain colours of gold.
_
(U.) Fifteen or twenty chains S.-E. of (13), .Tanson and Gardiner are trenching a vein of quartz
and brown iron ore 1 foot in width, and giving fair prospects of gold ; it strikes If. 15° E., and has an
underlay to the W. of 25°.
•
’ _
_
(15.) Is known as the “ XewFind” : it adjoins the preceding claim, and was taken np in the latter
end of April by Paddy and Johnson, who have sunk a number of eostceniug trenches, and have discovered
several veins, most of them carrying gold ; from one of them a pound weight of gold was obtained in a dish
of dirt. The work has not proceeded far enough for an idea yet to be formed of the value of the veins,
which are, however, well worth attention.
_
(16.) About 15 chains east from (4). "Williams is driving a tunnel in a direction "W. 12° S , now 38
feet in length, and expects to strike a vein in a few feet. The vein outcrops about 20 yards south of the
tunnel, strikes E. 30° S , with an underlay to the east of about 50°, and has a thickness of 5 inches. A
load went H oz., and several dishes gave 3 to 5 dwt. per dish.
_
.
i
The sixteen claims which have been referred to arc all to the east, but within 20 chains of the
eastern boundary of the serpentine, and arc included in a length of 3‘J miles. As already stated, however,
about 25 chains east of the main mass of serpentine, f.c., on done’s Selection and Leases If os. 26 ami 28, a
dyke of the same rock occurs, and within 24 chains to the east of its eastern edge veins have been partly
worked. At the present time there are three claims held. Floyd and farty (17) have sunk a shaft to a
depth of 7 feet on a vein hearing E. 15° If., with an underlay to the north of 10°, having a thickness of 8
to 12 inches, and outcropping for nearly 5 chains. The quartz is said to carry colours of gold. Jones and
party (18) are commencing work on a thin vein, hearing E, 10° N., with a slight underlay to the south,
and composed largely of calcite ; the shoot dips east. Several other veins up to 1 foot in thickness, and
consisting chiefly of quartz, have been discovered, and will doubtless he tested. Handsome returns were
obtained some years ago from working a vein in “ Flanagan’s ” old shaft, and Phillips and parly (1 it) have
started a shaft on the same (?) line of reef, and have sunk it to a depth of 18 feet, following a thin
leader, hearing W". 10° N,, wdth an underlay of 4° to the north.
A mile and a half south-east from (15), Geddcs and Party (20) arc commencing work on G.L. 110
(P), Parish of Welsh, known as the old Pig Tree Claim. The vein bears W. 22° If., wdth a slight northerly
underlay, has boon tried to the 63-fcet level and stoped lor 40 feet in length to a depth ol 25 feet from
the surface for a thickness of 7 to 8 inches. The hanging-wall is fairly well defined, but the foot-wall is
broken. Air. Jones has kindly supplied the following particulars of the crushings which were taken out
of the claim when previously worked ■—
°7- ilutgr.
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A few chains south of (10) Finkcrnagel and Party have commenced to test a number of thin veins
which occur in the serpentine. The chum is of interest, because it is the only one now being worked
which is situated on the serpentine.
III. Summary.
Alluvial gold has been worked in the neighbourhood of Crow Alt. and at the present time is giving
a living to a few men, hut the immediate cause of the rush now' taking place is the discovery of rich gold
bearing quartz, &c., in veins.
The occurence of auriferous veins is not however new to the field, for work was commenced in the
year 1868, and it is said that some of the parties of miners obtained as much as £4,000 for twelve months
work, while there is e^cry reason to believe that a crushing of 40 tons yielded 23 oz,. of gold to the ton.
Most of the old deep shafts are not open to inspection, but Mr. .Dyson states that one of them has
reached the 150-feet level. Of the later work, ).e. performed during the last eighteen months, the
deepest shaft is 72 feet, and payable gold has been worked to the 60-foot level. At the present time there
arc about eighty men on the field, the number varying daily and at one time reaching 200.
_
Three distinct areas of auriferous country have been proved to exist, one has a length of 3| miles with
a u idth of about 28 chains, a second is three quarters of a mile long by about 24 chains, and the third has not
been pjwod beyond a vorv limiit d area; if howe'er the three areas be considered to form one auriferous belt,
t will have a length of 5) miles by 1 mile in width, The auriferous land abuts on to the eastern side of
a well-marked belt of serpentine Striking in a nor’-nor’-westerly direction, and the veins consist chiefly of
^
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quartz and occasionally of calcite, &c., rlining in two general directions, iSr, 8° to 30° E. and "W-., 15 S. to
~\V., 22° N.—the gold docs not appear to favour one series rather than the other—and varying in thickness,
taking four of the principal claims, from 10 to 18 inches. .Asa rule the shoots outcrop and do not exceed
(j or 7 feet in length, but are separated, by a variable, at times almost feather-edged amount of barren
veinstone ; one reef lias been stoped for a length of 60 feet with payable results, but the gold may have
occurred in more than one shoot. Suflicicnt work has not been done for a definite statement to he made
ns to the direction in the dip of the shoots, but it appears to be northerly in the meridional reefs and
westerly in those at right angles to them, the amount of dip being variable. The gold has a Mint value
of £1 Js. per ounce and occurs as coarse specks, probably deposited before the consolidation of tho
quartz, and pieces partly coated with oxide of iron, but although there is some fine gold present and
occasionally a little pyrites, there has been no difficulty up to the present in saving the precious metal by
■the ordinary methods. As the gold is course it is not a matter of surprise that tho yields vary and. small
parcels have given high returns. Of the quartz recently crushed one parcel of 50 tons has yielded about
100 oz. i'.e. 2 oz. per ton, and a recent crushing of 3 tons gave a return equal to 57 oz. per ton (tho
actual yield was 33 oz. to the ton, but the parcel did not include a number of rich specimens now being
dollied). 'Within the last twelve months 320 oz. of gold have been despatched to the tho Mint, but the
amount does not include all the gold which has been won.
.
.
. , ,
, .
The richer veins have not been (raced outside the particular ground in which they arc being
worked, and their walls arc not well-defined. Some few are unquestionably lenticular, but others are
much promising for continuation to a depth, and one has been proved to the 150-foot level (recent work
to 72 feet), while another vein outcrops for a distance of 5 chains.
_ _
A three-head stamper-battery, with copper plates and blankets, has been erected within 2 miles of
tho main portion of the field, and at Ironbarks (S miles distant) there are two stamper-batteries, one of
ch'ht-hcad, with copper plates, and tho other of ten-head, with cement tables and Watson and Denny
p;Tns. Owing to the scarcity of water there are not many sites convenient to the field, and suitable for
the erection of batteries.
Eor future work it appears to me to be of importance that the country to tho west of tho serpen
tine should not be neglected, and as at JBingera auriferous dykes traverse the. serpentine, the latter
formation at Crow hit. should be prospected. Moreover, gold is not tho only mineral known to occur,
and lodes may yet be found containing payable shoots of antimony or copper. The serpentine extends
for more than 50 miles in an almost unbroken line, and gold has been obtained in various places at its
■junction with the adjacent rocks, but the intervening country has been but little prospected, sm that there
"is a good opening for miners who are prepared to work without expecting immediate returns. rJ ho shoots
are small, and it therefore takes time to prospect a small area of country ; but, on tho other hand, they
are rich, so that there is in some cases a handsome return for the labour expended.
In conclusion, I desire to acknowledge the kind assistance afford, d me by Mr. Warden Dawson
and Messrs. Watt, (iuy, and Dyson.
I have, &c.,
GEO. A. S TONI Eli,
Tho Government Geologist.
■
Geological Surveyor.
Appendix 10.
lleport on Country between Moroe and Warialda.
Glen Inncs, 10 July, 1805.
Ire accordance with the attached instructions, I have the honor to furnish the following geological report
upon the road from Moreo to the Whalan, Bogabilla, and Warialda. The specimens of rock met with
have been already forwarded to yon :—
,
From Moroe to JJogabilla there is not an outcrop of rock to be seen, the whole distance being over
tertiary plain country, and, so far as could be learned from inquiries, none of the wells or bores (Moroe,
1.450 deep, and Dolgelly,
feet deep) have touched any rocks other than the water-bearing
(Cretaceous) strata.
_
. ,
At the Wlmlan, a fairly large inker of rock occurs, showing a thickness of 12 feet, and consisting
of compact greyish-white sandy clays, passing into marl, with bods of fairly coarse clayey sandstone,
enclosing, occasionally, well rounded pebbles up to 2 inches in diameter, composed chiefly of siliceous
mudstone, tho whole section containing numerous concretions of sandy or siliceous ironstone. _ To the
■west of the Hocky Crossings, thin beds of ferruginous quartzite also occur, the whole formation being
overlaid by dark grey finely-divided sand. The dip could not be determined accurately, hut is, apparently,
a little south of west, at about 20°. There is no conclusive evidence of their geological age; but judging
from the lithological character of the beds, I consider them to belong to the Cretaceous period, and to
form part of tho .Rolling Downs Formation of Queensland. It was impossible,however, to decide whether
they are in the upper or lower portion of the Cretaceous beds, and it depends solely on their position in
the scries whether a bore would strike wafer which would rise to the surface. In order to throw any
light on the question, it would be necessary to go into Queensland, and follow, to the New South "Wales
border, the junction of the Cretaceous beds with the underlying rocks, and by devoting about three week's
to a journey of this kind, some useful information would be gathered, even supposing that conclusive
evidence were not obtained. I understand that Mr. Jack, the Queensland Government Geologist, has
lately discovered a thick porous bod of Cretaceous sandstone, which is probably the inlet ot the water, and
if this sandstone bed could be traced for some few miles, and the fall of its outcrop ascertained, some idea
'might then he formed whether a bore at Bogabilla or the Whalan would have any chance of success. At
both places there is, however, practically permanent water, and there are several sites between tho W halan
and Moree where the chances (judging by available evidence) of obtaining water are better, and where
the water is said to be more urgently needed. If, however, it be decided to bore either at Bogabilla or
the "Whalan, I would venture lo respectfully suggest, (1) that the bore should not be commenced, until
the Dolgelly and Gil Gil Bores have been completed; (2) in order to obtain as much information as
possible, that samples be carefully kept of the strata passed through at Dolgelly, Gil Gil, and Morce Bores.
The Tertiary plain country continues from Mores for G miles, when an outcrop of basalt, probably
" of Teriiary age, and occupying at least a square mile of country, is met. At Yugabi the Carboniferous
rocks outcrop, and towards "Warialda are covered by a series of sandstones, &c, capped by basalt, tho
latter being of Tertiary age. At Wiimldu itself there is no chance of striking the Cretaceous series by
’
’
boring,
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boring, for tho Carboniferous come to within a mile and a half of tho Township to the west, and three
miles to the south. Although there is no confirmatory pal ©ontological evidence I do not feel any
hesitation in correlating them with tho Carboniferous beds of Bingera, where they are largely developed,
and extend to Tamworth,
'
#
_ Above the carboniferous mudstones, &e., there is a thin uneonfonnablc series of fresh-water beds,
in which I discovered fossils determined by Air. "W. S. Dun to be 11 Alcfltopteris ftp., PJtgllopieris sp., and
Braehyphylhim, and to indicate tho presence of beds of tho Clarence Series.” The discovery of these
fossils is of importance, because they fend to prove that the measures arc of Mesozoic and not of
Palceozoic age, as previously considered; and to confirm my observations of the geology of the Coonabarabran .District. Above this fresh-water series there is a largo development of falsely-bedded sandstone,
with beds of sandy ironstone, in all about 100 feet thick, and lithologically resembling tho Middle
Clarence Series (considered by the late C. S. "Wilkinson to be homotaxia! with the Hawkesbury Sandstone).
The falsely-bedded sandstones appear to me to he slightly unconformable to the fresh-water beds. About
4 miles to the east of Warialda abed of conglomerate occurs, dipping to tho west,and in an easterly
direction is succeeded by a coarse ternary granite. Whether the conglomerate is interbedded with the
Clarence Measures, or is a small inlier of Permo-Carboniferous rocks, has yet to be ascertained.
I have, &c.,
GEO. A'. STONIEE, ,
Geological Surveyor.
The Government Geologist.
-----------------AErEin>ra: 20.
Report on the Lismore District.
_
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 25 duly, 1805.
In accordance with your instructions attached I have the honor to forward the following
report upon a recent visit to the Lismore District.
'
Lismore is a township on the Richmond River in the north-eastern (ix., the coastal) portion of the
Colony, and is well known as the centre of a fine agricultural district.
.
Most of the more important geological features have been already noted in official reports of which
the following will be found of interest:—•
(1) E. P. Pittman, 18S0, p. 244.
(2) C. S. Wilkinson, 1889, p. 202.
■
(3) T. "W. E. David, 1891, p. 220.
1. Geology and Physical Geography.
The country around Lismore consists of gently undulating ridges with small plateaux, having fairly
steep sides in places, and clothed with a dense brush which makes clearing operations a work of magnitude,
but is a spealcing witness to the fertility of the soil. Between Lismore and Murwillumbah (a township
on the Tweed), the hills attain a considerable bight, and in places are rocky and rough. The “Rimbin
Rocks” are two remarkable hills of circumdenudation, having a small base, and rising abruptly from the
surrounding country ; when seen from a distance they resemble the outliers of Hawkesbury sandstone
common on the famous Blue Mountains, near Sydney, Erom the summits of the range which divides the
Tweed from the Richmond, fine views of the surrounding country can be oblained, and an idea formed of
the extent of land which is being cultivated. In past years tho sugar-cane industry was confined to the
rich alluvial fiats fronting the river, but the energy of the residents is being directed to tbe clearing of
the ridges, and the destructive effects of frost are being met by the cultivation of the higher land,
The geological formations are—
(1) Recent and Pleistocene,
(2) Tertiary lavas, pipe-clays, Ac.
(3) Lower Middle and Upper Clarence scries.
.
(4) Granite and other acidic intrusive (?) rocks.
(5) Devonian (?) sandstones, &c.
, (1) Recent and Pleistocene.—The Richmond and Tweed Rivers with their tributaries are flanked
by rich alluvial de2)osits, proved to be 40 (-(-) feet in thickness in places. AJong the beach are wide areas
ot blown sand, and to the south of Richmond Heads the existence of a “back-terrace” has been demonstrated.*
At Ballina the sand is consolidated into a sandstone having a steep dip inland, at the base of which is a
conglomerate of late Tertiary age and of marine origin. Along Korth Creek kitchen-middens have been
formed, flanking the stream in one case nearly 25 chains, and having a thickness of 6 to 13 feet. They
contain a number of stone tomahawks, clips of quartzite, rounded pebbles, and occasionally basalt boulders,
tho latter showing clearly that the deposits aro of later age than the basalt flow. E. J. Wtatbam, Esq.,
Assoc. Inst. O.R, published a paper giving details of these shell heaps,t and a description of the shells
discovered is given in Mr, Etheridge's report.§
(2) The Tertiary lavas occupy an immense area, for the most part consisting of basalt which is at
least of three distinct sheets and variable composition, and showing well in section in a number of places.
The acidic lavas occur to the north and north-west of Lismore in the vicinity of the Righfcap Range
where they are more largely developed than in any other part of Hew South "Wales, except pertmps the
Coonabarabran District. In the Parish of Tunstall they attain a thickness of several hundred feet, and
occupy a fair area, many of the rocks showing beautiful fluxion structure, and passing into pitchstone.
The pipe-clays, &c., have been observed chiefly to tbe south of Lismore, where a deposit of tripolito has
been discovered, varying in thickness up to 4 feet 6 inches, hut there has not been sufficient work done
to enable any idea to be formed of the extent of the deposit—doubtless prospecting operations will reveal
its occurrence in other parts of the district.
_
(3) These Measures outcrop in a number of places from beneath the basalt, and although their
outcrop does not occupy a large area, the system has been widely developed, and will be found under tbe
basalt in many parts of the district.
Professor
Ann. Kept. Dept. Mines for 1S94 [1S05J, p. 120.
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% Ann, Rept. Dept. Mints for 1891, p. 268.
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Professor David has given a detailed account of the coal at Corahij and notes the occurrence of the
three coal-seams, one of which with hands is 10 feet in thickness, hut as the average percentage of ash
in the average sample was high, it is evident that the coal would not be profitably exported. West
of the township of Wardcll, several outcrops have been observed, hut none of them are of importance.
North of Lismore a number of outcrops are known, and from Parish Tunstall (“ Nimbin"), a couple of
tons were brought into Lismore and tried at the local Gasworks. The coal is friable, and has only been
found_ in thin beds, and even were it more favourably situated, the seams are too thin to be worked;
there is, however, a large area yet to ho prospected, and the creeks could be earefullv traversed in order
to ascertain if larger outcrops containing coal of better quality exist. In view, however, of the distance
of the field from market, even a first-class coal would he handicapped,
. (4 and 5.) Granite has been observed near Jiount Warning, and at Mullimbimby, felsites make
their appearance. Ihe sandstones, &c., in the absence of palaeontological evidence, might bo considered
to bo of Devonian age. They come to the surface in small areas, and a strip of the rocks runs from Cape
Byron in a southerly direction, (J miles to the west of Ballina.
'
r
(2.) Mining.
Immediately to tho north of Black Head, Ballina, beach-combers have found a considerable amount
ot profitable employment. Some miners assert that during rough weather, gold is brought up by the
action of Ihe waves and deposited on tho beach, hut it is questionable whether the proceas is not one of
concentration of the mineral already present, rather than the transporation of mineral from a distance
As to the source ot the gold, platinum, and tin which are found along the beach, there can be little doubt
that they have been originally derived from veins. Ac., in tho Devonian sandstones, Ac., and it is a
suggestion well worthy of consideration whether the minerals may not have been concentrated into tho
conglomerates, &c., of the Clarence Series from uhich they are being daily freed and deposited ultimately
a ong the beach. The conglomerates referred to aro worthy of a little'more attention than what has
already been devoted to them. 'J he late Mr. Wilkinson, in his report already referred to. states that the
basalt a t Black Head is auriferous. The deposit has received some attention, but the returns of gold have
varied considerably. Independent of the present beach, there is a fair stretch of flat country back from
the shorc-lmc, where a back-terrace may be concealed; it is impossible to sink shafts in some cases so
that recourse must be had to boring, and as the beach may not be wide, the ground will need to ho
systematically prospected before it can be definitely asserted that a back-terrace does not occur
Unless the Clarence Measures contain gold in the form just alluded to, they are not likely to bo
valuable to Die gold-miner. Of much more promise, however, are the Devonian sandstones Ac for they
are traversed by quarts veins which carry gold. At Alstonvillc (between Lismore and Ballina) several
veins have been discovered one of which is a foot in thickness, and a crushing of a ton gave J5 dwt to
the ton. On Tonkcc Creek, two quartz-veins have been discovered, and are well worth prospecting.
Ihere is a fair stretch of country worth attention, but as it is partly covered by a dense brush the work
takes a considerable time, and prevents a party from making much headway.
wr
®°.nclusi™> 1 desire to acknowledge the kind courtesy extended to mo by Messrs. Coleman (the
Mayor of Lismore), Stewart (Mayor of Ballina) and Morton, and in particular to Mr Munro of Ballina
whose intimate acquaint mice with the district and geological notes and plans proved of great service to mo!
1 have. Ac.,
' GEO. A STONIER,
______________________
Geological Surveyor.

Progress Report by Mr. .1. B. tTaquet, Geological Surveyor.
Geological Survey Branch, Dcpattment of -Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
T
i
i
■
Sydney, 22 January, 1896.
v 1
® j0“0r to mform y°u t,!at during the past year I was engaged as follows —
week makinll
'diJ'lUUary !•WM
011 lcav0- 0n lhc 23rd 1 left for Condobolin, and spent a
(FVrfe AMendix 9-°f'“I c*£min£ltl,on o£ th(; c^1,ltry aroli,1<1 Melrose, about 35 miles north of this town.
c
2a')
1 UlfwarcK sported upon proposed alterations of gold-field reserves, and
'nT8 fwa/1
^0S?e<>t‘-n° Volc 111 thc do^01,v'ng localities r—Aleetown, Peak Hill Cadia
Canonindra, \\ attic Hat, Ayisford, Wmdeyer, and Oberon. I returned to Sydney upon the 2Sth February’
.
PryPar^ various reports, 1 left for Blount Drvsdale upon' the 18th March and made an
°i J’1® DTda!e ,and
My report upon the same forms Appendk 26 I
itaS! ^ hS^SImT''4 01 “rifCr"* ir0USt““ ‘V°n
»4 «»
0fi
R®turmng to Sydney upon the 4lh April, T loft again upon Ihe 2.jth, and was eima^cd until the
9th May m making a joint inspection with Mr. District Surveyor Sheaffe, of Cooma. of iaiioD,is gold fields
ipon the upper portion of Dm Shoalhaven River, wjth a view of reporting ns to how their boundaries
might be altered and simplihed Prom Braidwnod I proceeded lo BJcrrigundah, Moruya and Bateman's
for aid from the
T).1bfinITarriVed bat,ikrn 8yrIll(^ }lp011 lhe 2!st MaJ': am] 1('E- asato fw Dubbo upon the 29th From
Dubho I journeyed to near Ballnnore, and made an examination of tho auriferous drifts upon the
lalbrag rliivcr (HAi Appendix 27). Alter leaving Ballimorc t journeyed to Stuart Town Orange
RoT Co;n1f-);Pala7s
Ucul,ridge, Trim key, Tuena, Crook woli; Tonng, Cowrn Junce The
Rock, and 1 icton. In each ot llieao localities I either reported upon applications for ’aid from the
R0™dS]dre4veV1’TnTC-^
0fJaMd "i”0'1, lUvas P^cdP8l.ouffbe withdrawn from various
tfin
f i
1
lnRJiecled the Amos (Lucky Hit) Mine and the Golden Dvke Mine at Tuena
28 andIf C1hr°me1 °re ^ ^erlhong and Die Cumberoona Gold-field, near Alburv.' (17* Appendices
28 and 5.) J returned to Sydney at lhc end of July.
* 1
^ppmuicts
nection with mmlic-IIi J),ue,ust y1/1 Sydney for Ma'mlurama. Woodstock, and Mount Macdonald, in con
nection with applications for aid Horn the Prospecting Vote. I also reported upon a newly-discovered
auriferous reef near Woodstock. (F/* Appendix 30)
1
UP011 a nc"D ai8L0Ttre(t
Juneo
Septe vb°'r JJeft Sydney and journeyed to Tarcutta, Adelong, Bullenbong,
Gn J nr d w’ ®urr0"'a’ 1 f Gunning, Wy along. Lake Cudgellico, Talgo-riii, Euabolong
Cujong, Condobolin, Forbes, and Parkes. In the vicinity of each of these towns I inspected mines fn
connection
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Connection with applications for aid from the Prospecting Vote. I also reported upon the Yalgogrin
Gold-field and tho platinum deposits at Fifieid. ( PiFe Appendices 31 and 32.) iReturning to,Sydney
upon the 23rd November, I left again upon the 27th for Lewis Ponds, and inspected some M.L.’a which
had been applied for, and which were supposed to cover payable auriferous deposits.
_
From Lewis Ponds I. proceeded to Hiiini Creek, near Cowra. Upon tbe slope of a low hill which
overlooks the Binni Creek lead some exceedingly rich specimens of auriferous quartz have been from time
to time found, I examined the locality with a view of determining whence these specimens bad been
derived. Having regard to all tbe circumstances, I am of opinion that they have not been shed from a
well-defined reef, but from a series of small quartz-pockets. One patch of auriferous quartz has already
been discovered, and found to pinch out altogether a few feet below the surface. These' pockets can be
best discovered by trenching; and 1 am of opinion that it is useless to continue sinking in the country
rock whore no indication of a vein is to be seen, in the hope that a reef will be struck at a depth.
I journeyed from Binni Creek to Obercm, and inspected a portion of the Swalcbfield G.F. Reserve
from C.P., with a view of reporting as to whether such portion might: be cancelled.
During the year I have contributed four papers to the Records of tbe Geological Survey, as follows :—
Notes on the Geology of the A.uriferous Gravels occurring in the upper portion of the Shoalhavcn River.
Petrological Notes on two Andesites associated with Auriferous Deposits in N.S.W.
The Intrusive and Metamorphic Rocks of Berthong, with especial reference to the occurrence of
Serpentine after Amphibolite. ‘
The Occurrence of Platinum in New South IVales.
I have, <£e.,
.
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist.
----------------Geological Surveyor.
Appekdix 21.
Report on Gold Reefs at Cumberoona and Wyndham.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 17 August, 1893.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have inspected the
gold reefs which have recently been discovered about 15 miles north-east of Albury in tbe Parishes of
Cumberoona and Wyndham, County Goulburn.
The reefs occur in granite. They vary in width from a few inches to 2 feet, and arc composed of
highly ferruginous quartz.
Picked samples of quartz have yielded when assayed by this Department up to 2 oz. of gold per
ton, hut at the period of my inspection no crushings which would enable me to form an idea of the
general yield had been made. The gold would seem to incur in a finely divided ■stale; at a short distance
helow the surface it will probably he associated with pyrites and be difficult of extraction.
On Portion 29, Parish of 'Wyndham, Plunkett and Party have traced a reef in trenches for
a distance of 9 chains. A shaft has been sunk to a depth of-30 feet. Near the surface in this shaft tho
vein is 2 feet wide and well defined, but it has split np into a number of small veins below,
On Portion 85, Parish of Cumberoona, Macpherson, Gibson and Party have sunk a shaft to a
depth of-40 feet. I was not able lo inspect the shaft owing to the absence of tbe proprietors, but 1
learned from the inspection of the ore recently raised that arsenical pyrites bad been met with below.
Several shallow shafts have also sunk upon Portions 119 and 110, Parish Cumberoona, by Messrs.
Auhl, Cotterell and Party, and Cobman and Party.
■
Both as regards the stone they yield and the mode ot its occurrence, all the reefs I examined
closely resembled one another, and I have but little doubt that further prospecting will result in other
similar reefs being found.
_
There are at the present time twenty men working upon the field. Most of these own farms in
the district, and 1 do not tbiok many of them could earn a living by mining alone.
Some reefs have already been found to give out but a few feet below the surface, aud I think very
few of them will continue downwards; while any ore obtained below the zone of oxidation will probably'
be refractory. I would advise tbe miners to devote their attention to exploring and raising the gossanous
ore near the surface, rather than in sinking deep shafts in the hope of meeting with better ore below.
’
I have, <£c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist.
----------------Geological Surveyor.
Ai’EEunix 22.
Report on Specimen Hill, Binni Creek.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 15 February, 189G.
I have tho honor to report that according to your instructions I nave made an examination of
''Specimen Hill,” Binni Greek, near Cowra.
.
Specimen Hill overlooks the Binni Creek Lead from the west. It is composed of quarlz-felsifo.
The bedrock is, however, for tbe most part hidden by a loam deposit which is from 2 to 12 feet deep.
Underneath the loam, resting upon the bedrock, exceedingly rich specimens of auriferous quartz have, from
time to time, been discovered. Altogether specimens worth several hundred pounds have been obtained,
some of them were more than Latf gold. They were but little waterworn, and this is evidence that they
had not travelled far Horn their source.
.
Having regard to all the circumstances I am of opinion that the specimens have not been shod
from a well defined reef, but from a series of small quartz pockets. One patch of auriferous quartz has,
I was informed, been already discovered and found to pinch out altogether a few feet below the surface.
There ia no evidence to show that any golden pockets still remain in si/u. They may, with the
exception of the one already found, have been denuded away and scattered over the hillside and flat
below. Tho pockets could be heat discovered by systematic trenching upon tho hill top, and 1 am of
opinion that it is useless to continue sinking in the country rock where no indication of a vein is to ho
seen, in tho hope that a payable reef will be struck at a depth.
.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
Geological ^Surveyor. '
The Government Geologist.
Ar’PKjmjx 23.
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.ArPEKDix 23.
Eeport on Metalliferous Deposits at Eestdown, Ampliitheatrej Ilermidale, and Bee Mountain. .
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
'
Sydney, 24 April, 1895.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I made an examination
of the metalliferous deposits at Eestdown, Amphitheatre, Ilermidale, and Bee Mountain, in the Cobar
and Nyngan districts.
1
Hesldown.

Gold has been discovered in the outcrop of a reef about a mile and a-half west of tbe Eestdown
Hotel. On the find becoming known, about six months ago, a number of men flocked to the field, and a
considerable amount of prospecting has been done upon it. At one time there were thirty men working
in the claims, hut only nine of these now remain.
_
The reefs are composed, near tbe surface, of ferruginous quartz, and below, of quartz with arseni
cal pyrites. Only traces of gold have been found in them, and having regard to the large quantity of
arsenical pyrites present the treatment of any ore, other than that raised from the outcrop, would be a
costly operation.
_ _
„
I am of opinion that the district around is well worth prospecting, but that little good is likely to
result from tho exploration of the reefs now being worked.
Amphitheatre.

•

'

The auriferous deposit is situated about 9 miles west of Cobar, upon the Cobar-Louth road.
It consists of an irregular mass of hfomatite, occurring in argillaceous sandstones. I was informed
by Mr. "W". J. Hogan, of Cobar, who accompanied me during my inspection, that 10 tons of the ironstone
yielded, when treated in Cobar, gold at the rate of 1G dwt. per ton.
"
TIermidale..

Several years ago gold was discovered in haematite about 4 miles west of Ilermidale, and after several
shafts had been sunk the' workings were abandoned. Attention has recently been again directed to these
deposits.
_
_
Tbe gold occurs not only in tbe iron ore but also in tbe slates which aro more or less impregnated
with iron oxide. The ore hitherto obtained has only yielded traces of gold—less than 2 dwt. per ton,
The deposits resembles that one which is being worked at Mount Allen, near Mount Hope, They
deserve, I think, to be further prospected.
iJce Mountain.
A large quartz reef carrying galena and mispiekel has been discovered upon tho flat to the east of
Bee Mountain. Samples of this reef, when assayed, yielded hut small quantities of silver and lead, aud
no gold, hence I am of opinion that the lode is not worth prospecting.
I have, &c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET.
The Government Geologist.
-----------------Apr
11 24.
Eirst Eeport on the Cujong Gcld-field.
■
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sydney, 4 February, 1895.
A veky promising gold reef was discovered near Condobolin by Messrs. Linten and M'Clure during tbe
latter portion of last week, and, before leaving the district, I made an examination of the same,
_
The site of the discovery is distant about 30 miles in a westerly direction from Condobolin, and
about 8 miles from Kdacatoo Homestead.
The country rock is altered slate, which is for the most part covered with a loose rubble.
_
The outcrop of the reef, which is about 2 feet wide, has been exposed for about 5 feet along its
course. I saw coarse particles of fine gold occurring in situ, and several hundred-weight of rich specimens
have already been raised.
.
_
’
Brospecting is now being carried out in the immediate vicinity of the discovery, and, having regard
to the fact that numerous boulders of quartz, which resemble the stone raised from the prospector’s
claim, have been found in the trenches, 1 am of opinion that other reefs may be discovered shortly.
I have, &c.,
'
JOHN B. JAQUET.
end

Appekdix 25.

■

Eeport on A.uriferous Deposits in the Condobolin, Melrose, and Cujong Districts.
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
.
13 March, 1895. ■
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions,! have made an examina
tion of the auriferous deposits occurring in the neighbourhood of Condobolin, Melrose, and Cugong,
_
Tbe formations around Melrose were geologically examined by the late Mr. Lament Young in
1879,* and afterwards in greater detail by Mr. P. T, Hammond in 1892.f
Gondoholin.

Tbe country is made up of low ranges of hills which aro widely separated from one another by
spacious flats. The bills are composed of altered silurian slates and sandstones. Tbe flats are covered,
for the most part to a great depth, with recent and pleistocene sediments. It is upon the ranges and at
those places where, the recent deposits being shallow', the bedrocks can without much difficulty be
examined that reefs have been found, and prospecting is now in progress.
About
♦ Ann. Rcpt. Dept. Mines for IS30, p. 250.

t Ann. Rept. Dept. Mines and Agric. for 1S92, p. I67»
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About 3 miles north of Condobolin, on the Condobolin-Melrose road, numerous auriferous reefs
have been discovered, and several shafts sunk upon them.
The reefs conform with the bedding planes of the country and when followed either in a vertical or
horizontal direction are found to frequently “pinch out” altogether. Tho gold near the surface is
associated with quartz, cerussite, and oxides of iron, and below the zone of oxidation with pyrites, mispiekel
and galena. Tho shoots of payable stone hitherto discovered were of small dimensions ; and having regard
to the general character of the reefs I think there is but little chance of any of them yielding a large
quantity of ore,
Melrose.

I spent several days examining the country in the vicinity of Melrose.
Tho physical features of the district are similar to those which obtain around Condobolin. The
formations consist of much altered Silurian slates which are intruded by bosses of granite and quartz
felsite, Outliers of Devonian sandstones and conglomerates occur in places.
• In places quartz reefs are very numerous, I did not see any which carried gold ; however, having
regard to the geological, formations, and the fact that a little alluvial gold has been found in the creeks,
I think the district deserves to be well prospected. It is possible that ore-deposits consisting of altered
slates impregnated with gold similar to those which occur elsewhere in the Western District may be
present; the intending prospector would do well to bear such deposits in mind.
On Mount Tinda, which is composed of granite, numerous thin veins of argentiferous galena occur.
Several shafts were sunk upon those lodes a few years ago, but at tbe present time, with one exception,
the workings are all abandoned. The galena contains from 20 to 40 oz. of silver per ton. The small
lodes hitherto discovered would not, in my opinion, yield a profit if worked.
Several shafts have been sunk in various places upon the flats with a view of discovering deep
auriferous leads on the bottom. In no instance have such efforts been successful. It is possible that
such leads do exist in places, but tbe Pleistocene sediments are very thick and of vast extent, while there
is nothing on the surface to indicate the position of ancient gutters below, and these circumstances
enormously increase the difficulties of the prospector.
I am of opinion that it would he better for the searcher after alluvial gold to confine his attention
to the drifts which accompany the present watercourses.
'
Cvjong.
Dor some months past prospecting has been in progress in this locality at a spot distant 8 miles in
a north-westerly direction from the homestead on Kiacatoo Hun, The country here consists of much
altered slates which are covered to a depth of from 2 to G feet with a recent deposit of loam and rubble,
A few days previous to my visit, the outcrop of a promising looking reef had been discovered by
Messrs. Maelure and Linden. It was 2 feet wide, had an approximately vertical dip, and appeared to
trend nearly east and west. Several bags of rich ore. a considerable portion of which w'as richly studded
with gold, bad been raised.
_
Upon tbe surface of the ground for a considerable distance around boulders of quartz, some of
which have been found on crushing to contain gold, are to be seen ; and I am of opinion that further
prospecting will result in other reefs being found.
I have, &c.,
_
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist,
----------------Geological Surveyor,
Arpifxmx 2G.
Second Report on Mount Drysdale.
Sir,
Geological Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 23 April, 1805.
_
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made a further
examination of the Drysdale Gold-fields.
Mount Drysdale Mine.—No.

1 Shaft.
This shaft has now been sunk to a depth of 190 feet. The rich ore thinned out and terminated at a
depth of ISO feet. Helow this point the country is charged with finely disseminated arsenical pyrites. I
obtained samples of the pyritous rock from the bottom of the shaft and these on assay yielded neither
gold nor silver.
"
No. 2 Shaft.
The sinking of this shaft has been discontinued. A winze has been sunk from tbe 50-foot level to
the stopes at tbe back of the 100-foot level upon the ore-shoot. I was unable to examine the winze, but
from the back of the stopes I obtained samples of rock, and these on being assayed yielded at the rate of
8 dwt. of gold and 3 dwt, of silver per ton.
A winze has also been sunk below the 100-foot level to a depth of 50 feet. No ore would seem to
have been met with in this winze, and some samples which I took from the bottom contained neither gold
nor silver.
,
The 100-foot level has now been connected with the 80-feet level of No. 1 shaft, and a testing of
the stone has shown that the ore-bodies accompanying No. 1 and No. 2 shafts respectively, are distinct
from one another.
The gold yielded by the last 100 tons of ore sent away from the mine to Queensland—16 dwt. per
ton—was not sufficient to pay for the cost of carriage and treatment.
Eldorado Mine.

The shaft has now been sunk to a depth of 150 feet, and preparations were being made to drive
south and explore the ore-body previously worked in the underhand stopes from the 100-foot level. It
was from these stopes that the bulk of the ore sent away from the mine was obtained. I was unable to
examine them for the entrance is boarded over and covered with heavy rocks.
A little ore is now being raised from the walls and “ backs ” of the 50- and 100-foot levels.
Mulfum in Earvo.

_ The shaft has been sunk to a depth of 140 feet without meeting with any payable stone. In view
of this fact we may be warranted in assuming that there is no connection between tbe Drysdale and
Eldorado ore-bodies.
Drysdale
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Drysdale Proprietary Mine.

The company owning this mine is exploring the ground adjoining the Mount Drysdale Block upon
the west. Two shafts have been sunk near the boundary of tbe mines, one of which has reached a depth
of 110 feet, and the other 50 feet.
’
Oeneral Remarks concerning the Dn/sdale Mines.

After niy previous inspection 1 stated that the Drysdale and Eldorado Mines were not sufficiently
developed to enable mo to 'express any definite opinion as to the extent of the ore-bodies. Since that
inspection, however, fresh exploratory work has been carried out and several important facts made clear.
The chief among these are as follows:—
^he rich ore occurred in three distinct shoots, which are separated from one another by masses
of barren rock, or rock containing but traces of gold and silver. One of these is situated a little south
of the Eldorado Shaft, and the others accompany the No. 1 and No. 2 Drysdale Shafts respectively.
2. At a depth of ItiO feet in the Drysdale Mine the country is highly charged with iron pyrites
and mispiekel. Those minerals not only accompany the ore-bodies, but are more or less distributed
through all the rocks helow tho zone of oxidation. It may be that tho gold was originally associated in
small quantities with tho pyrites, and lias been coucentrated on the oxidation of this mineral by a process
of segregation in the decomposed and porous portions of the country rock.
3. The ore-shoot accompanying the Drysdale No. 1 Shaft, hitherto by far the most productive of
the three, has given out at a depth of 160 feet, when the soft bleached slates, &c., pass into a compact
blue pyritous rock, and has not been met with between this depth and the bottom of tbe shaft. It is
important to note that several breaks occurred in the shoot while it was being followed from tho surface
to ICO feet, and this circumstance suggests that it may be found again lower down. However, it yet
remains to bo seen what effect the change in country will have.
I would recommend that drives and cross-cuts be driven from the bottom of the shaft, for it is
possible, in the event of the shoot making again, that it may dip either to one side or the other, when it
would never be encountered in a vertical shaft.
Should ore be met with beneath the zone of oxidation, it will probably contain less gold and be
more difficult to treat.
At the time of my inspection only six miners wrcro employed in the Drysdale Mine, and these were
sinking ISO. 1 fehaft and tho winze near No. 2 Shaft. No attempt was beinor made to explore
the upper portions of the mine.
a
1
I would suggest, having regard to the irregular character of the ore-bodies, that the most efficient
and proiitable method ot searching for them would be by means of a scries of vertical and horizontal
diamond-drill bores. Such bore-holes were successfully substituted for exploratory cross-cuts at the
South Broken Hill Mine, and, I believe, they have also been used in the Wentworth Gold-mine at
Lucknow.
, J am
0P™0n that further prospecting may result in patches of rich oro being found in the
Drysdale and Eldorado Mines, hut that the ore-bodies are too small and scattered to permit of these
mines yielding for a lengthy period large supplies of gold. There is a considerable quantity of low-grade
ore m sight, which might be profitably treated when a battery is erected upon the field.
Dillagoe Mine.

This mine is distant about 2 miles in a south-westerly direction. Tbe ore-body exploited by it
consists of silioified slates, argillaceous sandstones, breccias and lenticular patches of quartz, impregnated
•with chlprobromidc and iodide of silver and gold. In the lower levels of the mine patches of ore'are to
he seen in which the silver is present wholly as native metal. A specimen of this ore which I obtained
yielded at the rate of 3 oz. of gold and 130 oz. of silver per ton.
The sketch sections whicli accompany this report show the relative positions of the mine workings
and ore-shoots.
a
The main ore-shoot is about 30 feet long. It is 3 feet thick in the centre, and tapers towards each
end. The ore raised from it contained from 5 to 20 oz. o£ gold and from 40 to 300 oz. of silver
per ton. No ore was obtained in the underlay shaft between the surface and a depth of 50 feet, and the
shoot has been lost sight of in the floor of the 120-foot level. It yet remains to be proved whether a
break occurs in the ore-body at Ibis level or whether it ceases there altogether. It is significant to note
in connection with this question (hat the western cross-cut at 160 feet has been driven a distance of 22
feet without meeting with any ore.
Some very rich ore is now being raised from the bottom of the underlay shaft (stopes “A”), but
a glance at the plan wifi show that the amount of ore remaining here unworked is not very great.
_ A second ore-shoot has been discovered in the 70-foot level, about 40 feet in a north-easterly
direction from the underlay shaft. It is about 30 feet long and 10 inches wide, and I was informed by
the Manager that it contained from 1 to 2 oz. of gold and from 20 to 30 oz. of silver per ton. This
shoot has disappeared in the floor of the 70-foot level.
J have Ac
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.
^

Apijenhtx 27.
Eeport on Auriferous Drifts on the Talbragar Biver.
Sir,
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Now South Wales, G August, 1895.
.
. .^
lhe honor to report that I have made a geological examination of the auriferous drifts
in the vicinity of Talbragar River, in the Parish of Erskine, distant about 20 miles in a westerly
direction from Dubbo.
The drifts are probably of Tertiary age. They are superimposed upon the Hawkesbury Sandstone
and Coal Measures, and have been for the most part covered by a tlow of basalt. In so far as they only
occur in the vicinity of the Talbragar River, we are. perhaps, justified in assuming that they represent
detritus brought down by this river during Tertiary times.
All
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All the circumstances point, I think, to the gold having been derived from a far distant source.
The component pebbles of the drifts are water-worn, and aro nearly nil composed of white quartz. No
quartz-reefs occur in the underlying sandstones, nor has quartz in sitit, nor auriferous rock, been found
within a radius of several miles from the deposits.
_
The precious metal occurs in very minute scaly particles. It is, indeed, so fine that in the absence
of special precautions a considerable proportion would be lost during the washing of the drift.
Some of the pebbles, more particularly those which rest immediately upon the bottom, are tightly
cemented together by an infiltration of oxide of iron. The gold in these cements can only be won by
treating the stone as reef-quartz and crushing it in a battery.
Upon Portion 13, Parish of Urskine, Ur. Fitzpatrick and partners have driven a tunnel upon the
drift, which is here from 1 foot to 3 feet thick, for a distance of 100 feet. They have also erected a fivestamp battery for crushing the cement.
On the hill above the tunnel several shafts have been sunk through the basalt and “ bottomed,” at
depths varying from 20 to 43 feet. Prom one of these shafts May. Hogan, and Party recently obtained
fourteen loads of dirt, which yielded, I was informed, on washing, 2 oz. 5 dwt. of gold.
There seemed to he some doubt in the minds of tho miners working on the field as to whether all
the work hitherto carried out had not been upon a ” false bottom.” Acting upon this assumption, one
shaft has been continued for a distance of 20 tcet into the .Hawkesbury Sandstone, without, it; is scarcely
necessary to add, meeting with any drift. In all sections examined, by me there was but one distinct bed
of gravel resting immediately upon the bed-rock. 1 would advise all miners to cease sinking after meeting
with a compact bed of sandstone. On the whole, I do not think these drifts can be profitably worked on
a large scale.
i
The gold is for the most part patchy as regards its mode of occurrence, and the exploitation of tho
rich patches is not likely to yield a profit equal in amount to the money expended in preliminary explora
tory work. Again, the bottom is very uneven, and this makes the driving of levels upon the drift a costly
and difficult operation.
A few miners may, perhaps, make a living by quarrying the drifts where they arc exposed upon the
river cliffs.
.1 have, &c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.
Appkndtx 28.

■

Eeport upon the Amos and Golden Dyke Mines, Tuena,
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
Sir,
Sydney, 13 August, 189o.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 have inspected the
“ Amos ” and “ Golden Dyke” Mines, which are situated in the Parish of Meglo, County G eorgiana, about
3 miles south of Tuena, upon the Tuena-Binda road.
The “ Amos ” Mine has been worked intermittently for a large number of years. It was formerly
known as the “Lucky Hit” Mine. The formations in which the auriferous deposits occur consist of
altered slates and chlorite-schists.
The gold is found in thin lenticular veins, which strike across the cleavage planes of tho slates,
and are seldom more than a few feet in length. The greater portion of tho old workings were filled with
water, and I was, in consequence, prevented from making an examination of the veins far from the
surface ; but I was informed by Mr. Mills, Mine Manager, that some of them had been followed down
wards to a considerable depth,
The veins are composed, in the slates, of quartz, and, in the chlorite-schists of calcite, with an
admixture of quartz.
Tho gold occurs for the most part iu a massive form. It is concentrated in certain portions of
the pipe-veins, and outside of the auriferous nests tho stone is of little or no value. Prom tho golden
portions of the veins small quantities of exceediugly rich stone have from time to time been raised;
indeed, some of the specimens contained as much gold as gangue.
The veins have been followed down to a depth of 2fi.j feet by an underlay shaft, and from this
shaft numerous levels have been driven across them. A shaft has recently been sunk upon the hillside
at a point distant 2G0 feet in a westerly direction from tho underlay shaft. Prom this shaft, at a depth
of 203 feet, a cross-cut has been driven easterly for a distance of '70 feet. In this cross-cut chlorite-schist
occurs, and ramifying through it are barren, segregated veins of catcito.
'
The position of the various workings is shown upon the sections accompanying this report, which
is plotted from data principally supplied by Mr. H. M. Mills, Manager of the mine.
It has been suggested to mo that the pipe-like veins would probably run together and form a welldefined reef below, but I am unable to concur in this opinion.
I have already stated that the vein-stone varies with the country rock, and that it consists almost
entirely of calcite in the chlorite-schists. Veins of calcite aro frequent concomitants of chloritic roclts,
more particularly when the chlorite has been derived from ampin bole or pyroxene, and. I attach no
special importance to the occurrence of the lime-mineral in this case.
1 saw hut little oxide of iron in the veins, aud the rich pockets of gold would seem to have been
directly segregated from the county-rock, and not have resulted from a secondary segregation accompany
ing the oxidation of pyritous oro. In view of these facts, I see no reason why, in tho event of the veins
continuing downwards, they should not, as they have done near the surface, contain patches of very rich
ore. On the other hand I have no reason to believe that the yield of gold wilt be more regular at a depth,
or that the patches of auriferous stone will ho richer; and it is scarcely necessary for me to add that the
cost of working will continue to increase as a greater depth from the surface is reached. At the present
time there would seem to be no ore exposed aud available for exploitation in the mine.
The auriferous deposit known as the Golden Dyke is situated upon G.L. 4, Parish of Meglo,
three-quarters of a mile from the Amos Mine in a north-westerly direction.
The formation in which the gold is found consist of slates and chlorite schist, and arc identical with
those found at the Amos Mine. The mode of occurrence of the gold is, however, quite different.
■
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The gold-bearing alone consists of silicified slates impregnated with iron oside. Thin Feins of
quartz and calcite ramify through the slate. The boundaries of the ore deposit aro most irregular.
Two shafts 28 feet and 12 feet deep respectively have been sunk at a distance of 42 feet from one
another, and payable gold-bearing stone has been obtained from each of them. A shaft has been, started
at a point distant !)0 feet from No. 2 shaft, but would appear to have not yet encountered any gold-bear
ing stone.
Prom No. 1 and No. 2 shafts I took several samples and these on my return were assayed by Mr.
J. C. II. Mingayo, Assayer and Analyst to the Mines Department. The sketch sections which accompany
this report show approximately the place from which each sample was taken, The results of the assays
were as follows:—
A.

Gold, 2
Silver,
B. Gold,
Silver,

c.-j

or..

14 dwt. 10 gr. per ton.
6 „
12 „
„
7 „ 14 „
„
3
11
j>

-

J). t prom various parts of fsce below A. and B.—Neither gold nor silver,
e.;

IIA
J.

K. From various parts of face—Neither gold nor silver.
L.
11.
OJ

N. Prom various purls of face—
Gold, 15 dwt. 2 gr, per (on.
Silver, 4 „ 8 „
„
_
l1. Specimen taken at random from ore raised from No. 2 shaft—
Gold, 1 oz. 12 dwt, 10 gr. per (on.
Silver,
G ,, 12 „
,,

These assays show how irregular is the distribution of gold in the deposit.
In prospecting the ground it will be necessary for the stone encountered to ho continually tested,
for it is not always possible for the eye to distinguish barren rock from rich ore, and there arc no walls to
guide one.
It will be noticed that very little work has yet been done to prove tbe extent of the deposit.
Several tons of ore await crushing upon the surface, and payable stone lias been raised from both No. 1
and No. 2 shafts.
In so far as the auriferous rock has numerous pscudomorphs of limonite after pyrites scattered
through it, the gold will probably ho found associated with tho latter mineral below. The pyritous ore
will probably contain less gold than that raised near the surface, and it certainly will be more costly to
treat
] have, Ac..
_
_
JOIliST B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist.
---------------Geological Surveyor.
Appioymx 2D.
Geological Eeport on the Berthong Estate, near MTiilendbeen.
Sir,
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 22 August, 1895,
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, 1 have made a geological
inspection of tho Berthong Estate, near AVallendbeen.
4 The dominant formations are Silurian slates and quartzites and granitite. The latter rock has had
an intrusive origin; wherever examined it shows evidence of having been crushed, and in places it passes
by insensible gradations into a granitoid gneiss. Near the head of Berthong Creek a large area of horn
blende rocks occur, which over wide areas have undergone a serpentinous change. Masses of hornblende
rocks are also found apparently intruding the slates.
A dyke of fclsito has been intruded along the western lino of junction between the hornblende and
granitite.
'
The distribution of the various rocks is shown upon the geological sketch map accompanying this
report, and I propose contributing a paper to the Becords of this Survey which will contain an account of
their petrological character, and the relation which they bear to one another,
Gold DrposUs.

The drifts found along the banks of Berthong Creek and its tributaries contain small and not
payable quantities of alluvial gold.
About twenty years ago a selector named Dwyer found some very rich specimens in a small water
course about a mile S.E. of Berthong Homestead, and subsequent prospecting led to the discovery of
quartz in situ. Several shafts, the deepest of which is GO feet, were sunk. The reefs exposed in these
shafts are ill-defined, and some of thorn can be seen pinching out at a few feet below the surface.
1 was shown by Mr. Dwyer a very rich specimen which he obtained neveral years ago from one of
the veins; however the quartz now exposed in the shafts and lying upon the surface was of a barren
character, and contained little or no gold. I am of opinion that the unproductive character of the veins
has already been sufficiently proved, and lhat the circumstances do not warrant further prospecting.
Upon the western portion of the run Erothero and Party are being aided by the Government to
put down a scries of shafts for the purpose of proving whether an auriferous lead exists beneath some
deep Post-tertiary deposits. Several deep shafts have already been bottomed but no river drift has been
met with in them.
'
Chrome Iron Ore.
■
Chromite has recently been discovered upon Berthong Bun, but nothing has yet been done in the .
■way of proving the extent of the deposits. In the bed of Berthong Creek, at the spot indicated upon the
accompanying map, a shallow trench 5 feet long aud 2 feet broad has been cut through a mass of this
mineral. Chrome ore has also been found in a shallow trench put down upon the banks of a tributary of
Berthong Creek. In the vicinity of the discoveries, and over a large portion of the serpentine zone, the
bed-rock is hidden by a shallow alluvial deposit, and it will he necessary for prospectors to trench in order
to find the ore below,
Chromite
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Chromite generally occurs in patches which differ widely from one another as regards dimensions,
and such will probably be found to be the character of the Berthong ore-bodies.
Two samples which I obtained yielded on being assayed by Mr. Mingaye, F.C.S., 54<'Q4< per cent.,
and 45'8 per cent, of chromium sesquioside respectively. Three samples sent down by Mr. David G-ibb,
of "West Berthong, contained 39'5 per cent., 48'4G per cent., and 48'0l per cent, of oxide. These results
show that payable stone has been found, but, in the absence of exploratory work, I am unable to give any
information as to the quantity of mineral available for exploitation. It will probably be necessary to
submit the oro to a judicious system of classification and grading before sending it off tbe field.
Altogether the ultra-basic rocks cover 3,000 acres of country (vide geological sketch map), and
about half this area has been serpentinised, and is likely to contain pockets of chromite.
My colleague, Mr. J. E. Carne, E.G.S., in bis report upon tbe Gundagai chrome deposits states that
upon inquiry he was informed that buyers were prepared to give 70s. per ton for ore delivered in Sydney,
and yielding GO per cent, of sesquioxide of chromium. For every unit above 50 per cent, an extra 2s. 6d.
is added to tbe price, and buyers look askance at ore yielding less than 48 per cent, of oxide,
1 estimate that it will cost 5s. per ton to cart the ore from Berthong to Wnllendbeen, and the
railway rate for a minimum of 120 tons per week about 10s. per ton. Upon this basis of calculation
50 per cent, ore would be worth 55s. per ton on the field.
Asbestos.
.
A thin vein of asbestos runs through the serpentine near the head of Berthong Creek; it is, how
ever, too narrow to permit of its being profitably worked.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
Tho Government Geologist.
Geological Surveyor.

Appendix: 30.
Eeport on Gold-bearing Ecefs at 'Woodstock.
-

Sir,

Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines, Sydney, 10 September, 1895.
I have the honor to report that, in accordance with your instructions, I have made an
examination of the gold reef recently discovered at Woodstock.
The site of the discovery is upon Portion 15, Parish of Wall], which is owned by Mr. Whitney,
and distant 2 miles in a north-easterly direction from Woodstock Eailway Station.
The reef wras found cropping out upon tho side of a low range of hills composed of micaceous
and taleose schists and altered slates. It trends approximately north and south, and has been traced by
means of a cutting and tunnel for a distance of 35 feet into tbe hillside.
A small quantity of quartz closely studded with gold lias been obtained, but at tbe time of my
inspection no precious metal could be seen in any of the exposed faces. Tho rich ore would seem to have
occurred in small pockets.
Near the mouth of the cutting a hole has been sunk upon the reef to a depth of 4 feet, and
accompanying this report will be found a sketch illustrating tho mode of occurrence of the quartz as seen
in this excavation. Deference to this sketch will show that the reef is composite in character, being
made up of a number of quartz lenses, separated from one another by partings of country rock.
The reefs are conformable with the foliation planes of the schists, and all the circumstances point,
I think, to the lenses representing fissures, which were produced during tbe crumpling of the schists, and
afterwards filled by segregation with auriferous quartz.
I have already described reefs of this character as occurring at Back Creek, near Eockley,* and I
have met with them in many other parts of the Colony. They aro never of a permanent character,
though sometimes they have yielded patches of very rich ore, which have more than repaid the cost of
working.
So I am of opinion that the reef near Woodstock will prove, on further exploration, to be
composed of a number of more or less lenticular-shaped patches of quartz, completely separated from
one another by country rock. It may yield patches of payable stone, but no large owregular supply of
oro is likely to be obtained from it, and at any moment the quartz may give out altogether.
I discovered several short quartz veins cropping out around tho site of the new discovery. Some
of those veins will probably be found to bo auriferous, and may yield small quantities of payable stone.
Upon the flat immediately below the tunnel (vide attached sketch) it is possible lhat alluvial gold,
shed from the reefs above, may have been deposited. I have recommended that Pratt and Party, who have
taken up a claim lower down upon the flat, where it passes from private land on to the Guldfield Deserve,
be aided from the Prospecting Vote for the purpose of proving whether an alluvial lead exists.
I have, &c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
----------------- Geological Surveyor,
ArrExnx 31.
Geological Eeport on the Yalgogrin Goldfield.
_
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Mines and Agriculture,
.
Sir,
'
New South Wales, 7 January, 1S9G.
I have the honor to report that I have made a geological examination of the Yalgogrin
Goldfield, and the basaltic country between Yalgogrin and the Lachlan River.
Yalgogrin is situated about 35 miles west of Barmedman. The gold reefs were discovered in
1893, and during this year the field was reported upon by Mr. W. II. J. Slee, Chief Inspector of Mines.f
The geological formations consist of Silurian slates intruded by granite. The reefs occur both in
he granite and slate, and would seem to he equally productive in either rock.
About
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About 4 miles soutli of Yalgogrin township a lode of siliceous gossan has been proved to a depth
of i)0 feet by means of an inclined shaft. The ore when tested was found to contain a little gold, but no
crushings in bulk have been made. A little arsenical pyrites can be seen in the stone, and it will without
doubt pass into a very refractory ore at a depth.
Near the township altogether about thirty shafts have been sunk to a depth of from 30 to 100 feet.
All tbe reefs which I examined here wore closely analogous to one another. They varied in width from
3 inches to 2 feet, and are on the whole well defined. The ore in the upper levels consists of ferruginous
quartz, with a little iron and arsenical pyrites ; as a greater depth from the surface is reached the pyrites
increases in quantity. Galena is present in some of the stone. As regards their general character the
reefs closely resemble those being worked at Wyalong.
.
During last year 335 tons of ore were raised upon the field, which yielded on crushing 377 oz. of
gold. Small parcels of stone have yielded between 2 and 3 oz. of gold per ton.
A crushing plant (Otis Mill) has been placed upon the field, and at the time of my visit it was
reported that a battery was going to be erected.
■
_
1 see no reason why these reefs should picch out when followed downward, but after a certain
distance from the surface has been reached (say 100 feet) tho ore met with will certainly be of a most
refractory character and require a special mode of treatment, I believe, in fact, that the oxidised ores
now being treated in the ordinary way contain a considerable quantity of gold which will not readily
amalgamate.
'
_
To the north of Yalgogrin the country consists of iron-stained Silurian slates. These slates are
likely to contain both quartz reefs and deposits of auriferous ironstone, and deserve to he well prospected.
Near Dlairgowrie Homestead, about 30 miles north of Yalgogrin, 1 inspected a reef from which some very
rich specimens have "been obtained. It would seem, however, as seen in a shallow shaft, to have pinched
out altogether at a few feet below the surface.
i Dpon the Monument Flats Pastoral Holding I found outliers of a horizontally bedded, vitreouslooking sandstone, which would seem to closely resemble, lithologically, some of the arenaceous rocks of
the Upper Cretaceous series. Mr. M'intcr, of Gorman’s Hill "West, kindly procured for me a specimen
of sandstone traversed by a vein of common opal. Further investigations may show that several outliers
of cretaceous rock occur in this locality.
As ono travels northward, the leucite basalt, which has been described and provisionally mapped
by my late Colleague, Mr. G\ A. Stonier,* is first met with a little beyond Monument Flats, where it
forms a low range of hills.
Between Monument Flats and Bygaloree, I examined a section which was exposed on the banks of
a creek, where tbe vitreous sandstones could be seen resting unconform ably upon Silurian slates, while at
the same time they were capped by a basalt flow',
'
It has been suggested by Mr. Ddward Caudish and others that an auriferous lead may run under
the basalt. I carefully examined the exposed edges, but in no instance did I find any evidence of ancient
drift beds. It is true lhat old river channels, which may or may not carry gold, have beeu perhaps covered
up and preserved by the consolidated lava ; but having regard to the large area covered by tbe rock, aud
its great thickness, I think there is but little chance of success following any prospecting operations, and
there arc no data available which would enable one to indicate sites for shafts,
I have, &c,,
, _
.
*
JOHN B. JAQUET,
The Government Geologist
Geological Surveyor.
Aupenuix 32.

Keport on tbe occurrence of Platinum at Fifieid
Geological Survey Branch, Department of Minos, 13 December, 1805.
I have the honor to report that I have made a geological examination of tho platinum deposits
at Fifieid aud Platina, about 26 miles N.E. of Condobolin and 51 miles N.W. of Parkes.
Sir,

Plaiinum elsswhnre i?i N'.S.TF.

Grains of platinum have not infrequently been met with in some of the auriferous drifts in the
Colony. Professor Liversidge mentions a nugget weighing 26S grains as having been obtained from the
bed of Wiseman s Creek, near Oberon.t It is also found associated with gold and gemstones in the sea
beaches between the Bichmond and Clarence Kivcrs,^ and occasionally small parcels have been saved by
tbe miners working in this locality for gold. From a scientific point of view, perhaps the most interesting
occurrence is near Broken Hill. Here the metal is found in ironstone and decomposed gneiss.§ No
platinum can be seen in the ore. Experiments made to determine the condition in'which it is present
have resulted in failure, while attempts at concentration have only been partially successful. Until tbe
opening of the Fifiold-Plntina Lead, however, there had been no production of platinum upon a commercial
scale in tbe Colonv.
History of i/iscoofin/ at Fiji-eld.

For the last two decades it would appear that the country around Fifieid has been intermittently
prospected for alluvial gold, and a little platinum must from time to time have been obtained, though
there is no record of this metal being discovered previous to 1SS7.
In this year Mr. J. F. Connelly, who received aid from the Government to prospect the district,
reported having discovered alluvial platinum and presented a sampleto tho Geological Museum Nothing
appears to have been done in the way of further developing the field until 1803, when Messrs. Fifieid, Band,
and Party discovered rich alluvial gold near the site of the present township of Filiclrl.|| Upon news of
the discovery becoming known a rush set in to the district, and the lead which is now being worked was
found soon afterwards.
Q-eneral* * * §
* Records Geol. Survey,
Wnlos, 1393, III, PU S, \\ 71.
t Minerals of N.S, Wales, p. 52.

! Records Geol. Survey, N.|. Wales, IV,, Pt. 1, p. 25. .
§
Dprr. Mines and Agric., N.S. Wales, for 1802,
U A/tod., forlS93,fr OS.
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Oeneral Geology of district.

The sedimentary formations represented are slates of Silurian age, and fossiliferons sandstones and
limestones of either Devonian or Siluro-Devonian ago. Mr. 'W. S. Dun, Assistant Palajontologist, has
identified the following forms as occurring in specimens of the latter beds which I collected and those
which wrere given to me by Mr. C. J. Metcalfe of Fifieid:—
Sandstones.—Rhynchonella, sp. indet.
Limestone.—Multiculiporoid corals, 2 genera,
„
allied to K. cuboides.
Bhynchonella, 2 species.
Spirifera.
Tentaculites.
Athyris.
Pleurodictyum.
Cyclonema.
Orthoceras.
Tho Silurian slates arc intruded by diorite. A thin section of this rock which I examined under
-the microscope consisted essentially of grains of hornblende and trieiinic felspar with some accessory
sphene and quartz.
]STear Melrose Plains homestead an auriferous reef has been discovered in the diorile and a little
exploratory work carried out upon it.
The Platinifcrous Lead.

The Fifield-Plalina Lead runs in a north and south direction for a little over a mile. It is from 60
to 150 feet wide. The drift containing the precious metal is overlain by from CO to 70 feet of loam with
occasional bands of barren quartz drift. The platinum and gold occur in small well-waterworn grains,
and are practically confined to the crevices in the bed-rock and the dirt within a few inches of the
bottom. Occasional nuggets have been obtained which have weighed from a few grains up to 5 dwt.
The treatment of the Washdirt.

The w’ashdirt is first of all puddled in machines w'orked by horses. During this process the soft
layer of bed-rock which is broken down with the drift is pulverised and any metal which may be attached
to it set free. The clean gravel is afterwards washed in ordinary sluice boxes and the gold and platinum
obtained. Tho gold is extracted by amalgamation with mercury and crude platinum left behind. The
latter realises at the present time upon the field 2-ls. per oz. It contains about 75 per cent, of platinum,
the balance being chiefly platinoid metals and iron.
Analysis of crude platinum.

A.n analysis by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, Analyst and Assayer to the Mines Department, was as
follows
rent.
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6
i
i
3
3 Jf i
3 :> i
4
i
i
3
3
i
3
l
6
l
4. jf l
5 )> i

s. d.

0 12
0 15
0 10
0 9
0 19
0 1G
10
0 19
I 0
14
0 19
0 18
1 17
12

2
8k

8
0
4
0
0
4
3
0
3
9
101
11

0 15 4
1 G 3

Mr. C. J. Metcalfe has kindly furnished mo with the above returns, obtained on treating parcels
of dirt from various claims upon the lead.
_
It will be seen that the quantity of platinum per load varies from 5 to 12 dwt., and the quantity of
gold from 1 to 3 dwt., while the total value of the precious metals per load varies from 9s. to 37s.
Amongst the returns will bo noticed several trial lots of two loads each from large dumps of dirt,
which have yet to bo treated. These lots were, in most instances, probably picked samples, and have
given a yield in excess of that wdiich will be oblained from tho dumps as a whole.
Origin
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Origin of the Platinum.

Only throe well-authenticated instances of platinum, occurring in situ, would seem to he on record.
At Sunhury, in Canada, it occurs chemically combined with arsenic.* At Broken Hill, as I have
previously mentioned, finely disseminated through ironstone and decomposed gneiss; and Brazil, in
veins (?) associated with gold.t
In K-ussia, where alluvial platinum deposits of enormous extent are to be found, the source of the
metal has never been discovered, and is still a matter for conjecture; so a considerable amount of
_
_
scientific interest is attached lo the genesis of platinum in all newdy-discovered deposits.
In the vicinity of Fifieid and Plaiina, at an elevation of at least 100 feet above the lead which is
now being exploited, outliers from a series of horizontally bedded conglomerates or cemented drifts and
shales occur. The conglomerates are composed of rounded or sub-angular quartz pebbles, tightly
cemented together by an infiltration of iron oxides. The shales are highly ferruginous and much
indurated.
_
_
In the absence of fossils, I am unable to speak definitely as to tho geological age of these hods ;
however, having regard to their general character, and the amount of denudation that has taken place'
since their deposition, ] am inclined to think that they are of Tertiary age, or even older.
Upon the top of .lack’s liook-out, a low hill which is distant about 2 miles from Fifieid in a south-'
easterly direction, a good section of tho beds is to be seen. Here they have been found to contain
water-worn grains of gold and platinum, and some prospecting work has been carried out upon them. As
is generally the ease with widely distributed auriferous drifts, the precious metals occurred in patches,
and not in defined “runs.” This fact, and tho great expense of treating the hard cement, discouraged
the miners, and all work has now been abandoned in this locality.
1 obtained from the Fifield-Platina lend, boulders of cement which were indistinguishable,
lithologically, from portions of the beds upon Jack’s Look-out, and I am of opinion lhat the precious
metals in the lead were originally contained in those portions of the conglomerate and shale teds which
have been denuded away. I am suggesting, in fact, lhat the older bods, with their scattered patches of
platinum and gold,have been disintegrated and ground-sluiced by Nature, and that the deposit now being
worked represents Ihe resultant concentrates. If we admit this hypothesis, then the ultimate source of
the metals is still an open question. It is possible that the components of the Tertiary (?) beds may have
been derived from a source far removed from Fifieid,
■
It was suggested to me that the platinum might have been derived from a reef or reefs in tbe
vicinity of the field. A consideration of the general mode of occurrence of platinum would perhaps cause
one to discredit such a theory, and the ascertained facts seem lo me to disprove it altogether. The
dividing line of the Bogan and Lachlan Jiiver watersheds passes through Fifieid, and the platinum deposits
have been followed up ono side of the ridge and down the other; so one or more of the supposititious
reefs should be located upon the highest ground ; yet, notwithstanding all the sinking and driving that
has been carried out, no reefs had been found—moreover, the grains of metal appear to be uniformly
waterworn,
Oeneral Remarks.

Dry seasons have prevailed since the discovery of the field, aud its development has been much
retarded in consequence. Tho washing of dirt has often been completely suspended for many months
at a time on account of the shortage of water. At the present lime 7,000 loads of washdirt are dumped
around the various shafts awaiting treatment.
About 1,200 oz, of crude platinum have already been sent away from the field, aud, including the
deposits in the immediate vicinity of Fifieid, and outside the Fifieid-blatina Lead proper, the gold won has
totalled about 1,800 oz.
_
...
A few of the parties have already worked out all tho “ pay-dirt” from their claims, while others
have a year or eighteen months’ woik in sight.
A. consideration of the circumstances connected with the origin of the platinum, and the fact that'
it has been found in small quantities over a wide area of country, has made me of opinion that other
platiniferous leads are to bo found in places under the fiats in the district. Prospecting for such leads,
however, is a very tedious operation, since the flats are for the most part of great extent, aud there is
nothing upon the surface to indicate the path of the gutters below.
_
Small quantities of drift yielding a payable quantity of platinum, associated with gold and tin
(cassiteritc), have been mined about 10 miles north-cast of Fifieid, near the village of Burra Burra.
It is possible, though scarcely probable, that there may be a considerable rise in the price of
platinum. The price of the refined metal per oz. has during recent years fluctuated from a minimum of
25s. to a maximum of GOs. The latter price was probably due to tho market having been controlled for a
time by “a ring.” I have, however, reasons to believe that the deposits remaining unworked in Russia—■
the country -whicli produces more than three-fourths of the "World’s annual supply—are of enormous
extent, and* that the output could be largely increased if the necessary demand for the commodity arose.
Though no very rich ground has been found at Fifieid yet employment has been found for from
150 to 200 men at a time when a field for their labour was sorely needed. Moreover, with the opening
up of the field a new industry has been created, and an addition made to tho long and varied list of
mineral products exported from New South Wales. ■
1. have, &c.,
JOHN B. JAQUET,
■
Geological Surveyor.
* Am. Jour, ot Eng. Set, 18S0, xxxvu, p. 07.
t OmL and I’hyE. Geog. oi Brazil, Prof. Hart.
.
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Progress Report of the Curator and Mineralogist.
Mining and Geological Museum, 15 February, 1896.
I have the honor to submit the following report of work done during the past year;—
The number of minerals and ores submitted for examination has been very large. Of these, 4,816
were sent on to the Assayer to be assayed or analysed, as compared with 3,806 last year, representing an
increase of 265-per cent. This total has only once been exceeded (1888), and then but slightly. The
removal to Pitt-street, although beneficial as regards suitability for carrying on the office work, has
rendered it more difficult to superintend the Museum, as the distance between the two buildings is nearly
a mile, and has also been followed by a distinct falling off in the number of miners and others calling
personally for information.
Among the specimens of possible commercial importance received have been cinnabar ore from tbe
Clarence Fiver district, and massive antimonial and arsenical silver ores from near Arinidale.
.
Very many inquiries have been made as to the occurrence and uses of tripolite (kiesdguhr), and it
is now being introduced for use as an insulator for refrigerating chambers, boiler covering, <fec.
,
occurrence in New South ^Fales of antimonial silver ores in. quantity, and of interesting
igneous rocks,_ such as norites and peridotites, has been referred to in the Kecords of the Geological
Survey, to which four papers have been contributed during the year.
Early in the year a burglary took place at the Museum. Nothing has been heard of the missing
specimens, many of which were of considerable value. The specimens displayed in the show-eases are
being relabelled and supplied with suitable headings as rapidly as the pressure of routine duties permits.
There are now on view some 9,000 separate exhibits, and a considerable number of rock and other
specimens are arranged for ready reference in the stores. The collection of Now South Wales gold ores
alone numbers about GOO specimens. The collections are arranged so as to afford as much information as
possible, and the assistants and caretaker are assiduous in their endeavours to assist visitors. During tho
year donations wore received from seventy-six persons, and much valuable help rendered by the geological
surveyors and other, officers of the Department. In the course of another year or so, the work of
relabelling will perhaps be sufficiently advanced to justify tbe preparation of a handbook that shall serve
as a guide to the Museum and, it is hoped, be also of educational value.
During the year the section cutter, Mr. Murton, has prepared some hundreds of fossils and
rocks for microscopical examination. Mr, Giding, the lapidary, has been occupied more particularly in
polishing coral-marbles. He reported very favourably on a white marble from Mudgee. Mr. Harper’s aid
is invaluable in the Museum ; upon him the work of preparing collections of minerals for various institu
tions has mainly fallen. The very responsible clerical work connected with the assay returns has been
most efficiently performed, as heretofore, by Mr. Morrison, who also undertakes some of the blow-pipe
tests of samples submitted. Mr, Dobson has continued to devote himself energetically to both office and
museum work as required.
As Appendices will be found a list of the persons to whom the Museum is indebted for donations,
and of the institutions to which collections have been sent during the year.
I have, <&c.,
GEOEGE W. CARD.

The Government Geologist.

Donation's to the Mining and Geological Museum.
Donor.

Donation

Adams, Mre. C...................................
Allen, G. K........................ .................
Appleton,^ ......... ............................
Armitagc, C. 0...................................
Ashton, J. (M.P.).................................
Australian Drug Company ..............
Hater, E. and S. E....................

Crystallised mispiekel.
Quartz showing gold (several specimens).
Gold in ironstone.
Prepared graphite from Ceylon.
Dendritic markings.
Tripolito.
Silver ores from Eockvale, Armidale, comprising native silver, pyrargyrite, horn silver,
and stephunite.
Collection of clays aud ware.
Native silver and crystallised galena, elatcrlto, auriferous bismuth-bearing pistomesilc.
Mountain leather; auriferous wollastonile garnet rock.
Photographs of the Clyde Ore-smelting Works ; gold quartz (two specimens).
Stilbite.
Tourmaline in quartz.
Gold quartz ; auriferous pyritous quartz.
Gold and mispiekel in milky quartz.
Stolzite j phosphate of lead; massive carbonate of lead; carbonate of iron and fuhlcrz.
Auriferous pyritous quartz.
Chromite,
Auriferous quartz and country rock at Hill End.
Samples of chromite.
Ores of cinnabar and associated rock from New Caledonia.
Slate containing selenium.
Limestone and porphyry.
Gold in slate.
Dyke rock from Long Reef.
Bolomite.
China elay.
Ecrruginous quartz and ironstone showing gold.
Galena.
Polished tablets of Bevonshire marbles.
.
Gold in calcite and schist.
Eich gold-bearing ironstone.
Auriferous magnetic pyrites.

Bakcwell, Eros....................................
Bensusan, S. L.....................................
Bonsusan, A. J....................................
Brown, F. B.........................................
Buckley, E..........................................
Butler, C..............................................
Carruthers, Hon. J. H........................
Campbell, W. G..................................
Chapman, C. W. .............................
Clarke, — ..........................................
Cokehijl, T,, and M. Constable ......
Collins, J. H..........................................
Constable, M.............................. ........
Copeland, H. (M.P.),,.......................
Curran, Rev. <T. M................. ............
Barley, Cecil......................
Dodd, J.M.....................................
Bun, W. S...........................................
Engelen, J, B......................................
Evans, — ..........................................
Flannery, M........................................
Eleteher, H.......... ............................
Gilding, George ...............................
Granstcdt, S, H. ...............................
Griffiths, G, H.........
Grubb, T..............................
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Donation,

Donor,
Hamilton, J.........................................
Harts JI...............................................
JTnlgOj H. ifc Co...... ........... ................
Head, E. A........ ........ *.......................
nogg, d................................................
Jones, T. (M.P.) ..............................
Joseph, A, J.........................................
Joubert, C. J........................................
Kershaw and party ..........................
Lawrence, W.......................................
Leoni, N...............................................
Ltpptn&n, W. 0. II.............................
Longworth, W.....................................
Lorentzen, C.......................................
Miirtyn, T. II......................................
Macdonald, P. Y.................................
Muir, H................................................
Murrell, C a.......................................
Montgomery, A...................................
M'Q-lcw, C. H......................................
31'Alistcr, S. W..................................
M'Anlcy, A..........................................
O’Siinnghnessy, J................................
O'Connor, ,T.........................................
Power, K. D. .......................................
Jlobinson, J.........................................
Kodgers, Captain ...... ......................
Kicnits, IJ, Q...................................
Scott, I)................................................
Smith, &..............................................
Smart, T...............................................
Stokes, IT. G........................................
Timms and pnrlv .............................
Thorbum, K. T." ..............................
Tim Caledonian G.M. Coy., Yulwal...
Thorpe, A. A......................................
Tozer, W..............................................
Yecsey, O.............................................
Varlcy, G. II.......................................
WaUer, J..............................................
"Walters, — ......................................
Walker, J. S........................................
Wills, P. C...........................................

Ironstained quartz showing gold freely.
Magnesia alum.
Cobalt, ore.
Katire copper and associated rooks from the Pottswood mine, Townsrille.
Various specimens from the Murchison gold-field.
Gold in slate.
Three photos, of diatoms.
Turquoise.
Tree gold in arsenical pyrites.
Auriferous pyritous quartz.
Auriferous quartz with veins of mispicket.
A series of specimens illustrating the treatment of copper ores at Cobar.
Auriferous pyritous quartz.
Auriferous quartz iu chloritic schist.
Magnesite.
Ironstone showing free gold.
Platinum from Russia.
Rluo dolomite from Tasmania,
Pi-domolanc; iron pyrites.
Asbestos.
Magnesite, Ac.
Wolfram in quartz.
Sehcclife,
Pisolite from Carlsbad; hyalite, and other minerals.
Auriferous ferruginous quartz.

Pitiniond-bouriiig washdirt.
Wollastonito; wollaslonito with garnets ; rocks from the Coi Hirer.
Auriferous quartz.
Cerussite.
A specimen of flint glass manufactured from Surry Kills sand.
A series of silver ores from different levels in the Silver Spur mine, Texas, Queensland.
Ferruginous lode stuff showing gold freely.
Ore showing free gold
A block of richly auriferous stone.
Carbonaceous cla}’.
Quartz showing free gold.
Free gold in quartz from Row Guinea.
•
Cinnabar from Yulgilbar.
Kauri gum ; pebbles from the gizzard of tho moa.
Brown iron ore.
Wire gold ; auriferous stone.
Free gold in quartz.

iKSTiTUTtos'S to which Collections of Minerals havo boon sent during the year;—
Albury, Industrial Museum.
Bendigo, School of Mines.
Bourke-street Sunday School.
England, Tho Marquis of Salisbury.
Greta, School of Arts.
Lambton, Mechanics’ Institute,
Nundle, Warden's Office.
Korth Sydney, Stoddart, W.
Naim Museum, Scotland.

San Francisco, State Museum.
Sydney, Olphorts, A. J.
Sydney, University,
Sydney,.The Honorable the Minister for Mines.
Sofalo, Warden’s Office.
Tumbarumba, Public School.
Wyalong, School of Arts.
Wanganui (N.Z.), Public Museum.
Wavcrley House, Wavcrlcy, Sisters of tho Church.

Progress Eeport by Mr. J. C. H. Mingaye, F.C.S., Analyst and Assayer.
Sir,
Department of Mines, Geological Survey Branch, Laboratory, Sydney, IS February, 1S9G.
,
I heve the honor to furnish you with tho following progress report of work performed in the
Chemical Laboratory during the year 189d:—4,S2G numbered samples were received for assay and
analysis; 145 cjuantitative and qualitative analyses mado, and a large number of reports given of various
examinations of artesian, mine waters, boiler incrustations, retorted amalgam, &c. The total number of
assays, exclusive of those made for gold and silver, are G7G.
The following figures show the largo increase of work received in tho laboratory since tho year
Year
.,
„
„
„
„
„

ISSIS ..................
18S4...................
1885 ..................
1886 .................
1887 ..................
1388 .................
188!) ..................

.. 212 Eamplcs.
.. 661
„
■•1,428
„
..1,807
„
.. 2,222
„
.. 5,2.15
„
.. 3,237
„

Year
„
„
„
„
„

1S90.............
1891 .......... .
1892 .............
1893 .............
1894 .............
1895 .............

.......3,323 samples.
........4,083
...... 3,570
...... 3,816
.......4,826

following are some of the assays made:—
Antimoiw .................
iHismufh ..................... ...............
Chrome .....................
Cobalt .........................
Copper ........................
Lead ............................
manganese .................

24—2 A

10

Nickel

??
A.
90

IMutinum.............
rk

Tungstic Acid........
’/jIUC

.......................

Tho

598
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The following analyses wore made of waters :—■
(1) "Water from Perci artesian bore.
„
Doknoi'crc Well boro, No. 1.
(2.)
(3-)
(4.)

(6)

(G.)
(70

(«)
(!»
(10)
(U.)
fl2.)

„
„

„

„
„
„
„
„
„

(13.)

ii

(H)
(I5J
(16.)

„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
„
„
,,
„
„
,,

(17.)
(18.)
(19.)

(21)
(21.)
(22)

(23.)
(241
(25.)

(20.)

„
n
„

„
ii
„ .

„

.1

No.2.
No.3.
No. 4.

N°.5.

Boatman’s artesian boro.
Poison Point bore.
Dingle Hidgc bore.
Daylong BuUer Patlory.
Danenyan bore.
Dungulon Bun, 12 miies N. t f W’tilgett, No. 1.
ii
ii
n
ii
No. 2.
arell at Condobolin.
"Wogden’s artesian bore
Gidgea Cumji bore.
Clifton artesian bore.
Barmedman Battery, near Tcmorn.
a shaft at Wyalong,
llorce artesian bore.
dam at Garangula.
shaft at 150-feet level, Mt. Allen Gold Mine.
Osafft artesian bore.
Ctirrabulla artesian boro.
Mulgarry
„
Wanaariug
„

Several analyses were made of boiler incrustations aud mine waters, with a view of chemical
treatment as a means of rendering their action less corrosive on the boilers and tubes.
Eight analyses were made for tbe Government Printing Odice of samples of stereotype metals,
also two analyses of a powder, marked “ Dr. Letterby’s Disinfecting Powder,” and a pink fluid, marked
“ (Sanitary Disinfecting and Purifying Eluid,” and reports given as to their value for that purpose.
A sample of concentrated beach sand from SheUharbour, on the South Coast, on examination was
found to be rich in tin, platinum, and platinoid metals. On assay the concentrates yielded:—
Mclallic tin.................................................. 49 10 per cent.
Pine “old...................................................... 1 ox. 15 d nt. 22 gr. per ton of concentrates.
Platinum...................................................... 30 >, 10 „ 13 „
„
„

A few ounces of iridosmiuo and other platinoid metals arc present.
The gold had been extracted by amalgamation.
The retorted amalgam yielded :—■
In 1,000 parts.
Gold.................................................
Silver ..............................................
Base metals......................................

GOVt
43-4
265 2

lOOO'O

The base metals consisted largely of copper and a very small amount of lead. Mixed with the
metal is a fair amount of heavy concentrates.
The occurrence of gold, tin. and platinum in tbe beach sands of SheUharbour is interesting, and
suggests the possibility of the beach sands from the Queensland border to the "Victorian boundary
containing these metals in small quantities. This is, I believe, tbe first recorded instance of (hose metals
being found so near Sydney in the beach sands. Professor Diversidgc reports platinum to occur w'ith gold
in the Shoalhaven Hirer, county Dampier. The occurrence is recorded of the presence of cobalt in a
sample of arsenical pyrites from the Shoalhaven district. The sample on assay yielded
Metallic cobalt..................
„ nickel
............

!)'l5 per cent.
’GO
,,

The mineral is very similar in appearance to that obtained from Careoar.
_
_
A large number of fire-clays, shales, Ac., were examined and praejical tests made, with a view of
ascertaining their suitability for the manufacture of fire-bricks, porcelains, cement, Ac. Owing to tho
large deposits of chrome iron ore being found at Gundagai and other districts, some 148 samples were
received for assay.
. .
The work received this year has been exceptionally heavy, and to perform it in a satisfactory and
business-like manner has taxed the capabilities of the staff to their utmost.
_ _
_
It is with regret that I record the decease of the late Mr. C. Ilildebrant, junior assistant, who had
"been connected with the laboratory since it started in 1887. Mr. Ilildebrant had qualified himself so as
to be able to undertake a large amount of the wet assay work and part of the analyses in hand, the hulk
of which since his decease now falls on the assistant and myself. Mr. E. J. Dolan was appointed to the
vacant position, the previous office held by him not being filled np at present.
_
In concluding my report I have to thank the assistant analyst {Mr. II. P. White), also Messrs.
Neilson, Fletcher, and others, for the satisfactory and efficient manner in which they have carried out
the work entrusted to them during the year.
'
I have, Ac.,
JOHN C. II. MINGAYE,
The Government Geologist,
_________
Analyst and Assayer.
Progress
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Progress Report by W. S. Leigh, Superintendent of Caves, for tbe year ISOS.
Sir,

Department of Mines and Agriculture, Geological Survey Branch, 11 February, 1S9G.
I have the honor to submit the following progress report on the Caves for tho year 1895 :—
During the year all the caves, witli the exception of Bcndithera, have been inspected in connection
with their general supervision and improvement works.
"With the exception of one or two small openings in the Slattery Cave at .Tenolan, and the
Wolloiulilly Cave at Womheyrm, which, when made accessible, may be found to lead to extensive chambers,
no new discoveries of importance have been made.
It was intended to explore the southern portion of the limestone on the Bosehrooh Estate, near
Cooma, the general opinion being that on enlarging and exploring some of tbe crevices in same, good
caves would bo met with. The carrying out of this, however, has been held over pending a transfer of
the land, the Government having the option of acquiring same by an exchange.
The total amount collected for the use of the magnesium light was £1G1 19s. Sd., and tho
expenditure in connection therewith as follows:—Purchase of magnesium wire, £119 7s. Gd.; repairs to
lamps, <fcc., £2 2s. Gd,; total, £l'2t 10s.—leaving a profit for the year of £40 9s. 8d.
The total number of visitors who signed the hooks at the different caves, inclusive of those to the
Kanangra walls, near .Tenolan, was 5,115.
.
Following are particulars showing number of visitors, improvements, &c., at each of the caves for
the year 1895 :— .
Jenolan Caves.

Humber of visitors, 988, A number of visitors wlio did not take quarters at Cave House,’
omitted to sign the register, and are not included in this return. In March last, as previously reported)
tbe whole of the old accommodation house, including the first and second class dining-rooms, sitting-roomi
billiard room and fable, twelve bed-rooms, kitchen, pantry, &e., the properly of Mr. J. Wilson, keeper, were
completely destroyed by fire. Visitors were somewhat inconvenienced thereby, but not to such an extent
as might have been expected. Quarters in the new building, usually reserved for visitors alone, had to be
sot apart for Mr. Wilson’s family and servants. Fortunately, there is another place of accommodation
(Wallace’s) within easy distance, which was taken advantage of by a number of visitors, and, conse
quently, it has been well patronised since the fire. I may mention that Mr. Wilson and family suffered
to a large extent, owing to the loss of all their personal effects. The buildings, but not the contents,
were insured. It has been decided to resume the remaining buildings, and erect a new dining-room,
kitchen, &c., and let the whole by tender on a ten years’ lease.
The Department of Public Works has commenced operations in connection with the extension of
the Mount Victoria Koad through the Grand Arch. {See Appendix I.)
The necessary ironwork having been forwarded, two men have been engaged temporarily to further
proceed with the work of improving and opening up the Slattery Cave, good progress in which was made
last year; hut operations had then to be suspended on account of the shortness of funds.
TVomteyan Caves.

Humber of visitors, 80S. Two men have been engaged temporarily to carry out certain necessary ■
improvements in the Wollondilly and Figlrec Caves. This work should be completed in about four weeks.
The accommodation buildings have been repainted and otherwise improved inside and out.
Yarra'nrfobilhj Caves.

Humber of visitors, 458. It is with regret that I have to record the death of the late keeper, Mr.
I. Murray, the result of an accident mot with on the 18th October. Mr. Murray had been in the Service
about eight years, and always took groat pride in his work, especially so in regard to the proper preserva
tion of the caves under his charge, and cleanliness as regards the accommodation house. The keepership,
thus rendered vacant, was first offered to two of the senior guides at Tenolan in turn, hut was declined by
each. It was then offered to, and accepted by, Mr. II. Bradley, tho acting keeper, whose appointment
dates from the 1st of Tanuary, 1S9G.
Wellington Caves.

Humber of visitors, 1,850. The necessary ironwork has been forwarded for fencing in the “ Altar ”
in the main cave, and Ihe erection of a handrail down the steps at entrance of cave. Several cases of
fossil bones, unearthed by tho keeper, have been received by tho Department.
Abercrombie Caves and Waterfall.

Number of visitors, 1,070. Tracks have been cut, and handrails, &e., erected at certain dangerous
places iu the main cave. The Department of Public Works has improved the branch road to tho caves,
which was previously in rather a dangerous state.
Bungonin Caves.

Number of visitors, 302. No further improvements were carried out Imre, hut it has been decided
to build a shelter-shed for the use of visitors.
Bendithera Caves,

Number of visitors, 79.

1 have, A-e.,
W. S. LEIGH,
Superintendent of Caves.

Appendix
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■
Sir,

-ArpiSDix 1.
Geological Survey Branch, 4 December, 1893.
I have the honor to report that operations in connection with the opening of a road through
the Grand Arch, Jenolan Caves, to connect the Mount Victoria and Oberon Hoads, will he commenced by
the Department of Public Works within a fortnight.
The undertaking, for which a special vote of £1,600 was granted, has been entrusted to Mr.
Brownrigg, Besident Engineer, Lithgow, whom I accompanied in laying out the work. Commencing at
the “Turntable,” the present terminus, as far as vehicular traffic is concerned, of the Mount Victoria Koad,
the new road will follow the course of the existing bridle-track for a distance of 0 chains, which section
will be 10 feet wide and fenced on the creek side. Erom this point, M'Ewan’s and Cave Creeks, which
form a junction here, will he spanned by a bridge, which, including approaches, will be over 80 feet in
length, thus hriuging the road to the mouth of the Grand Arch, eastern end. Thence the present track
will be followed for a distance of about 250 feet under the archway, beyond which, on account of tho
confined space, it will he necessary to follow the course of the creek for about, 200 feet, the road being
carried 8 feet above the bed of same by iron girders and buckled plates in the form of a long culvert. In
order to obtain the necessary width on the latter section a considerable amount of overhanging rock will
have to be dislodged.
Erom this point, i.e,, tho end of the culvert, tho road will rejoin the present track, aud, emerging
from the archway at the western end, connect with the Oberon Koad opposite the plantation, 150 feet
beyond the culvert. The natural features of the archway and surroundings will be interfered with as
little as possible, and it has been arranged to carry out that portion of the work under the arch without
J.he use of powder. When this work is completed visitors from the mountains will he landed at the
accommodation house, and thus not put to the inconvenience of having to walk a quarter of a mile to aud
from the coach as at present. It will also prove a great boon to the district people.
I have, &e.,
W. 8. LEIGH,
• Superintendent of Caves,

Annual Keport ot the Assistant Palaeontologist and. Librarian for the Year 1S95.
Sir,

Geological Survey, Department of Mines and Agriculture, G January, 1S9G.
I have the honor to submit to you the following summary of the Palfeontological work and
work connected with the Library performed by myself during tho past year :—
Kecorda and A/eMoira.—Volume IV, Parts 3 and 4 of the Kecords have been published, and Vol. 5
Part 1, is almost ready for the Press. Of the Memoirs, Palaeontology, V.il I, Part 3, “ Contributions to a
Catalogue of "Works, Reports, and Papers on the Anthropology, Eihnology, and Geological History of
the Australian and Tasmanian Aborigines, Part 3,” by Mr. K. Ethridge, Junr., Honorary Consulting
Palaeontologist; and Palaeontology Kb, IX, “ The Possil Pishes of the Talbragar Beds (Jurassic ?)” by
' Mr. A. Smith Woodward, P.L.S., &c. of the British Museum, have been published.
Miscellaneous Deierminalions.—The number of fossils submitted for determination has not been
very great, but some which are of most interest are hero given. I have to acknowledge the courtesy of
Mr, R. Etheridge, Honorary Consulting Palaeontologist, in giving me advice in many of the determina
tions : —
1. Siluro-Devonian Fossils from Wellington Caves, collected by Air. J. Sibbald, Keeper of the
Caves, including Hcliolites, Synngapora, Fnvosiics (2 species), Pachypora, Tryplasma
tcellingfmiensis, lith. fil.; Dendroid Stromatoporoid, allied to S/romaiopara or Idiostroma ;
Crinoid Stems, Bhynchonella Wihoni, Shy. ; Bhynchonella, sp. ; Atrypa, Oycloneina,
Worthcnia, Loxoncma, Bcllcrophon ct convolutus, De Kon.
2. Lower Mesozoic Plants from half a mile west oE Warialda, collected by Air. Geological Surveyor
Stonier:—Phyllopteris, Alcihopteris australis, Morr.; Aletlwpfcris sp,; Brachyphyllum.
3. Carboniferous Fossils from three miles south-east of Slaughter-house Creek Homestead, collected
by Air. Geological Surveyor Stonier '.—Spirifera convolute (?) ; Spirifera, Strophomcna,
Bencstella, Crinoid stems. From 2 miles south of Slaughter-house Creek Homestead,
comprising Diphyphylhm, Syringopora, Cyafhophylhtm, Zaphrentis. This lot of fossils isof interest, as, together wdth the stratigraphical relations of the beds yielding those two lots
of fossils as determined by Air. Stonier, it indicates the occurrence of Diphyphyllum and
Synngopora in Australian Carboniferous rocks.
,
4. Post-Tertiary Bones from Bearbung, Giigandrn, submitted by Air. W. L. R. Gipps, comprising:—
Diproiodon australis, Owen ; molar tooth, portion of loft upper incisor, and right lower
third molar.
5. Jurassic (?) Plants, collected by yourself at Boyce’s Selection, Talbragar River:—Tamioplcris
Daintreei, Al'Coy; Thinvfsldia odontopteroidcs, Alorris; Thimfddia, sp., Podozamitcs
lanceolatus, Lindl. and Hutton; Toxitcs c.f. planus, Eeistm,
G. Erom a lenticular mass of red shale in Hawkesbury Sandstone, 3 miles south-east of Cookabutta
Alountain, Talbragar River:—Twniopteris (?), Alethopteris australis, Alorr.; Thi unfoldia
odon/opteroides, Alorr. ; Thinnfeldia, sp., Phyllopteris Peisimanieli, Eth. fil. (?) ; Sphenopieris, liaicra, or allied Coniferous plant.
7. Permo-Carboniferous Fossils, submitted for-determination by the Technological Aluscum:—
From (a) Jamberoo—Marfiniopsis stihradiaia, G. Shy, and "var. ; Spirifera vcspcrtilio
G. Shy. ; Productus hrachythcerus, G. Shy. ; Spirifera duodecimcostata, Al'Coy, var. ;
Spirifera Clarkei, Dc Kon,
(i) From Bundanoon—Crinoid fragments, distorted calyx of
Phialocrimts, Pencsiclla, Proioretepera ample, Lonsd.; Dielasma saccula, Alart.; Productus
brachythcerus, G. Shy. ; Productus, sp., Spinjerti duodechncosiata, Al'Coy: Spirifera vespertilio, G. Shy.; Spirfera, sp, Aviculopccten, hvo species; Glutnomya (?) Mwonia carinata,
Alorris ; Mcconia, sp., Plafysclnsma.
8.
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8. Carboniferous Fossils, from Parish Eumur, County Darling, collected by Mr. Geological Surveyor
■ Stonier. The fossils are badly preserved and distorted, but serve to prove that the. containing
beds are Carboniferous:—Crinoid stems, Fenestella, JPoh/pora or Fhjllopora, lihomlwpora (?),
Fftillipsia (pygidlum of a new Australian species), Spirifera, Syringothyris, cf.cuspidata,
Martin; Strophomcna [Lepiaind) cf. analoya^WW.-, Orf/«'s f’flSKpfnota, Martin; Produdun,
several species.
9, Taniopteris Daintreei^ M‘Coy, from Terabile Creek, submitted by Mr. W. L. It. Gipps.
10. Upper Devonian Fossils, from Currowan Creek, Braidwood district, collected by Mr. Galway,
'Warden’s Clerk, and submitted by Mr, Geological Surveyor Jaquet:—Bhynchonella
plcurodon, Phil].; Spirifera di8jimcta,&hy,
11. Carboniferous Fossils from Itocky Creek, County Murchison, collected by yourself :—Producing)
Spirifera, Orthis australis, M!Coy; Bhynchonella, Belleroplmi, Macrochcilus (?) Loxonema,
Enomphahts, Pteropod crinoid stems.
12. Lower Mesozoic Plants, from a well sunk S miles cast of Boggy Creek, Narrabri to Moree Jtoad.
collected by yourself.—Tamioplcris Daintreei, M‘Coy, T. (Olcandridium) Qarruthersi, Ten.
Woods, Baicra.
13. Carboniferous Fossils, from Gresford, forwarded for determination by Mr. II. G. Bienits:—
Lepidodendron, Zaphrenlis Cullcni, Eth. fil.; Zaphrentis, sp., crinoid stems, crinoid, probably
one of the Actinocrinidre, Oriffithidas ■, Phillipsia (probably a new Australian species),
Eencslclla, Orbiculoidea (Discina) nitida, Phill.; Orthis resupinafa, Mart.; Athyris,
showing lamellar fringe, Orihotetes crenistria, Phill.; Aoiculopeeten, various undetermined
Pelecypoda.
Id. Permo-Carboniferous Fossils in limestone and silicified, from Parish Panton, County Dudlejr,
collected by Mr. Geological Surveyor Carne :—Crinoid stems and plates, Eenestclla internata,
Lonsd.; Prolorctepora ample, Lonsd.; Spirifera vcspcrtilio, G, Shy.; Spirifera tasmaniensis,
Morr.; Martiniopsis subradiata, G. Shy.; Productus, Deltopecten illawarrensis, Morr.
15. Fossils from the Fifieid district, submitted by Mr. Geological Surveyor Jaquet {vide p. ):—
(a) Siluro-Devonian Limestone, from 12 miles from Fifieid, on Fifieid to Trundle Eoad—
Bhynchonella, allied to B. cuboides, Sby.; Bhynchonella, sp., Spirifera, Athyris (?), Gydonema (?), Orthoceras,
(b) From 9 miles from Fifieid, on tbe same road, consisting of
very indistinet casts—Monticuliporoid Corals, Pleurodictyum, Tentaculites,
16. Fossils from Tarrangobilly, submitted by Mr. W. S. Leigh :—Bcntamerus Knightii, Sby.; Oyclovema, Pleurotomaria,

.

17. Upper Devonian Fossils, from 10 miles north of Cobar, collected by Mr. Geological-Surveyor
Jaquet:—Bhgnchonella pleurodon, Phill.; Bhynchonella, allied to B. primipilaris, Y. Buch.
18. Eocene Leaf {Qinnamomum Leichhardti, Ett.); from Warrumbungle Mountains, presented by
Professor T. W, E. David.
19. Siluro-Devonian Fossils, from tbe limestone at Bungonia Caves, collected by Mr. W. S. Leigh:—
Hcliolites, Favositcs (two species), Stromatopora,'1 Pcntamcrus Knightii, Sby. ; Penia~
merits, sp.
20. Post-Tertiary Fern, from Myall Creek, collected by Mr. G. A, Stonier:—Variety of Pterts
aguilina, Linn.
Mr. E. C. Whittel, when in Tasmania in connection with the Hobart Exhibition, made a collection
of Permo-Carboniferous Fossils from various localities around Hobart, which forms a very welcome
addition to our small collection of Tasmanian fossils.
.
Collections of fossils were prepared for the following:—
Albury Free Industrial Museum.
Wanganui Public Museum.
Wesleyan Sunday School, Bourke-street, Sydney,
Mr. P. F. Adams, small collection.

*

In connection with tho rearrangement of the Museum Collection of Australian Fossils, a great
deal of preliminary work in sorting and determination has been done. The whole of tho New Soulli
Wales Palaeozoic Formations (with the exception of some forms kept out for detailed examination) are
now represented by as characteristic a set of fossils as tbe museum resources will allow of. Tbe Mesozoic
Fossils are now being tabletted, and it is Imped that these, together with the New South Wales Tertiary
Fossils will be on view by the middle of tbe year.
In accordance with instructions, I visited the Bautry Bay rock-carvings, and made a short report
(published in Becords, IV, Pt. 4) on those newly exposed.
A. large number of microscopic slides of Australian diatomaceous earths have been prepared for
. examination during the year, chiefly in response to enquiries made by the Australian Drug Company, and
other parties. Mr. Card is making a detailed report mi the earths, as regards their physical properties
and economic value, and it has been thought advisable to prepare a short account of tho more characteristic
forms of diatoms occurring in the different earths.
During the year the following papers by myself have bccu published in the Becords:—
(a) Notes on the Occurrence of Monotreme Remains in the Pliocene of New South AVales; wdth
plates 11 and 12. Becords, IV, Pt. 3, pp. 118-120.
{b) On Additional Aboriginal Rock-carving on the French’s Forest Road, near Bantry Bay.
Plates
23 and 24. Becords, IV, Pt. 4, pp. 167,1G8.
(e) Index, &c., to Becords, Vol. IV (in litt).
'
.
The Australian Geological Record for the Year 1891-, wdth Addenda for 1891 to 1893. Recordsi
IV, Pt. 4, pp. 168-198,
In conjunction with Mr. R. Etheridge, Jun.
II.
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During the past yeary 1,455 publications have been registered and placed in the Library, con
sisting of Societies’ Transactions, Iteports of State Departments, and separate works and pamphlets.
This total is made up of 1,207 volumes, parts of volumes, and pamphlets that have been presented or sent
in exchange for departmental publications, and 218 volumes and parts of volumes that have been pur
chased,
...
.
The Library is now in correspondence with 174 institutions and State departments, from which
exchanges are regularly received, and there are also numerous personal exchanges.
All donations have been regularly acknowledged.
The principal additions to the Library during the past year have been :—(1.) A large number of
Natural History and Physical Science pamphlets, from the lloysd University of Upsala; (2.) Geological
and Paleontological pamphlets and memoirs, from the Stockholm Academy of Science; (3.) A complete
set of the Transactions of the Federated Institute of Mining Engineers, and (4.) A large number of Geo
logical Quarter Sheets and Mining Maps, from the Victorian Department of Mines.
The Library slip catalogue, for author’s names, serial and societies' publications, has been kept up
to date, and now contains over 3,000 slips, many of which carry several titles.
During the year the following departmental publications were distributed through the medium of
the Library ;—
.
(1.) Eeeords of the Geological Survey, Yol. IV, pt. 3,
(2.)
do
do
Yol. IV, pt. 4.
(3.) Palaeontology, Memoir, No. 8, pt. 3.
(4.)
do
do No. 9.
(5.) Annual Report of the Department for 1S9L (To societies and Slate departments.)
(6.) Numerous miscellaneous lots to institutions and individuals.
The general register and other books connected with the Library have been kept up to dale.
I have, Ac.,
W. S. DUN,
Assistant Palaeontologist and Librarian.

The Government Geologist.

List of Fossils registered
during
O
O 1895.
Kama.

|

Locality.

i
SlLUKIA.V ASn SlLUKO-DEVOSnx.j

Corals and Brachiopods ............. 1 Wellington Caves ...
Peu/ame.ricx /Cniffhtti and Gastero Yarrangoliilly Caves
poda,
Farotilis, JJeliolite*, Stromalpora,
Bungonia

Donor or Collector.

J. Sibbald.
W. S. Leigh.

'

PeiUamermt Knightii, P, s/>.

Polyzoan.......................... Yass ...
PkylBendigo

Cromvn,
Diiiymograjixu* frtttirosui.

.1. B. Jaquet.
W. S. Dun.

loyraptu/i typu«.

Duvoxiax.
.................................

Actinoptma
lUiynrkoM-Jlfiplenrotion, Jl. prhni-

Capertee ..................................................................... K. F. Pittman.
10 miles N.-W. Cobar ........................................... J. U. Jaquet.

pihiris.
Phyarhomila phurotlon

.............. Currowan Creek........................................................

„

CAimoNiFEurms.
DiphyphyUnm,

Syrintjopora,

Zit-

Slaughterhouse Creek

G. A. Stonier.

Parish Eumnr, County Darling
Rocky Creek ............................
Gloucester ...............................
7 miles N.-E, Paterson.............
Copeland....................................

1C. F. Pittman,
B, Duns tan.
J. Waterhouse.
L. W. Chubb.

phrtntii, Cyatkop/tyllum, Spirifera, cfcc.
Mollusea................................... .
Spirifera, Orthix anxtralii
..........
Phillipiitt
.....................................
Euomphahtx rera ..........................
Le]ridodeiulr(m auxtrate
.............

PeRMO-CaKBOMI FEKOU3.

.................................... Lithgow ...................................
..................................... Parish Puggoon, County Bligh
Wamimbungle Mts..................
Singleton...................................
Sleno/iora, Chmnomya, ..................
Jtrudiiopoda,
Siznopora,
Fene-t Hobart, Tas...............................
Stella.
j
JltotnVonia (?) Walerhoitsei.......... i W. Maitland ...........................
Platyceras
lingula,
P.
corait- Harper's Hill ...........................
Vcrtebraria,

Gloisopteris

Miss King.
0. E. Carne,
T. W. E. David.
J, Waterhouse.
E. C. Whittcll.
J. Waterhouse.
t)

capdla, P. altum.

P.

......................................... Rutherford
Farley .....

allum
Mariiniopsis fmbmdialct, A>'ictdo-\
pcclzn,

Cardiomorpka

L. F. Harper,

fjry-

phoiden,
Slrophcdosia,

................................. Dagworth.

T. W. E. David.

Lower Mesozoic.

Plant®.............. .............................. Warialda...................................
>1 ....................... .............. Cookabutta Mt., Talbrngar R.
Boyce's Selection, Talbragar R.
>i
............ -............. ..........
S miles E. of Boggy Ck.............
14 miles E. of Moree..................
Tmiopteris....................................
Narrabeen ................................
Tltinwjeldia odontopteroides..........

G. A. Stonier.
E. F. Pittman,

W. S. Dun.
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Name,
CrtETAi-Kors.

_

_

PnauliukitJa anomala, Olycintcriii

fvf'/osu,

J3,

Donor or Collector.

Locality.

Cl. Sweet,

Maranoa E., Q.

nwKtralis.

.................. Marathon Stn., Q.
Fossil wood........................... .......... Walsh R„ Q.........
Blytliesdale, Q. ...
J'i'diira varhtbilis ..........................
Ci/j/rina
Clai'lni,
vim'crdivm
Maryborough, Q.
A ttre/H marathonentis

Ethmdyri,
hiensis,

Haccoyella

cor-

Knenla giyawtea.

It.

quadrat a, Qlyfime) i* 3tilca/ay
Uucultira

eostata,

Lima

(?)

ItanrUi.
Maccoyella CorbiensiH
Paten,
Gfyeimens,
Cytherea

.................. Bungeworgorai Ck., Q.
Mt//ilnx,
Primrose Siiriugs, S.A.

Ctarkei,

Pseitdauiada, Lfuntfa
rat a,

Anchxra

Yoldia,

Modiota

H. V. L, Broun,

Lima,
quad

Wilklnsoni,
UmjuMdcs,

lidemniteg.

...................... Mt. Hamilton, R.A.....................................................
(c. 8. lamdloiax, Observatory Bend, Strickland River, New Guinea

Mytilus rwjocoslatuH
Stephanoceras

8.

callovienxi*, S. iitar/deni),
Ammomteslc. A. liw/utatve).

.........................................
......................
Callixta Taylori..............................
Serpnta
........................................
Rhynchondln .................................
jl/occor/c//a Barkiyi ......................
Afytilwt rvtjoca’siatas.....................
Fossil wood.....................................
Cutulla'a

Pelrmiiiten Canhami

Maccoyetla

Barklyi,

AJaccoyella

Irwin E,, W.A................
Thurloo, Q.......................
WarattaCk., Mt. Poole
N. S. Wales....................
Croydon, Q......................

J. M. Paxton.
Dr. J. C. Cox.
C. S. Wilkinson,
F. G. Shaw,

t1

Mt. Hamilton, S.A,
Milparinba ............
Mt. Poole..............

J, W. Bnul thee.
A. Lang.

corbii’MiK.

THKTIAIiY AND ItKrTNT.

Lcichhardti .......... Wantialablc Ck.........................
.............................. Myall Ck. . ................................
Unio.................................................
Collarcndabri ...........................
13 miles N.-E. of Bidura Bore,
Alacroimn giyantiuts
Quirindi ...................................
Cinnamomvm

Ptens aquitina

[Plans.]

Sydney : Cliarlcs Putter, Govonimcnt I’rliLtei'.—ItsDO.

Prof. T. W. R David.
G. A. Stonier.
W. G. Donaldson.
J. Trevor doues.
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW SOUTH WALES.

Coal-Mining Regulation Bill.

EVIDENCE, APPENDIX, &c„
TO THE

REPORT OF ROYAL COMMISSION.
7

APPOINTED AUGUST 15, 1895.

Printed under No. 1 Meport from Printing Committee, 21 May, 1890.

SYDNEY: CHA.RLES POTTER, GOVERNMENT PRINTER, PHILLIP STREET.
1890.
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Commissi ou.

■

VICTORIA, by the G-race of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Queon,
’
Defender of the Ifnitli, and so forth.
To our trusty and well-beloved
Esquire, one of oar Counsel learned in the Law ;
Jajies Corley, Esquire; and
Jesse Gregson, Esquire,—

Kras-cis Edward Rooms,

Greeting:—
_
, ,
Kirow ye, that we, reposing great trust a,ud confidence in your ability, zeal, industry, discretion,
and integrity, do, by these presents, authorise and appoint you or any two of you, as hereinafter mentioned,
to make a diligent and full inquiry into the questions which arise upon the provisions of the Coal Mining
Regulation Bill, which was introduced into the Legislative Assembly of our Colony of New South Wales
on the fifth day of September, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four ; and into all questions which
arise upon such amendments proposed in the said Bill as were not agreed to, in order that the Bill may
be again submitted to the Parliament of our said Colony, containing such provisions as will in your
opinion fully secure the objects of the measure without unnecessary interference with the working of the
collieries, or the rights of the proprietors thereof : And we do, by these presents, grant to you, or any two
of
, at any meeting or meetings to which all of you shall have been duly summoned, full power and
authority to call before you all such persons as you may judge necessary, by whom you may be better
informed of the truth in "the premises, and to require the production of all such books, papers, writings,
and all other documents as you may deem expedient, and to visit and inspect the same at the offices or
places where the same or any of them may be deposited, and to inquire of the premises^ by all lawful
wavs and means : And we do give you power at your discretion to procure such clerical and other
assistance as you may deem necessary for enabling you duly to execute this our Commission : And our
furiher will and pleasure is that you do, within three months after the date of this our Commission,
certifv to us, in the office of our Colonial Secretary, under your or any two of your bands and seals, what
you shall find touching the premises : And we hereby command all Government officers and other persons
whomsoever within our said Colpny that they be assistant to you and each of you in the execution of
these presents: And we appoint you, the said Francis Edward Rogers, to be President of this our
Commission, which said Commission we declare to be a Commission for all purposes of the Act
Victoria No. 1, intituled 11 An Act to regulate the. taking of Evidence by Gommudonen wider the Great
Seal."
'
'
you

In testimouv whereof, we have caused these our letters to be made patent, and the Great Seal of
our saij Colony of New South "Wales to be hereunto affixed.
Witness our Trusty and Well-beloved Councillor, The Honourable Sir Frederick
Matthew Barley, Knight, our Lieutenant-Governor of our Colony^ of New
South Wales and its Dependencies, at Government House, Sydney, in New South
[l.s.]
Wales aforesaid, this fifteenth day of August, in the fifty-ninth year of Our
Reign, and in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
EREDK. M. BARLEY.
By His Excellency's Command,
(Signed)
JAMES N. BRUNKEE.

Entered on record by me, in Register of Patents, No. 17, page 75, this fifteenth day of.
August, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five.
For the Colonial Secretary and Eegistrar of Records,
'
(Signed)
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Principal Under Secretary.
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LETTERS OF ItfSTHTJCIION.
Sir,

_
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 August, 18J)5.
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to transmit herewith a Commission under the Great
Seal of the Colony, appointing you, in conjunction with the other gentlemen named therein, to be a
.Itoyal Commission, to make a diligent and full inquiry into the questions which arise upon the provisions
of the Coal-mining Hegulation Bill, which was introduced into the Legislative Assembly on the 5th
September, 189-1; and into all questions winch arise upon such amendments proposed in the said Bill as
were not agreed to, in order that the Bill may be again submitted to Parliament, containing such
provisions as will, in your opinion, fully secure the objects of the measure without unnecessary inter
ference with the working of the collieries or the rights of the proprietors thereof.
2. I am desired to add that the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council has also been pleased to appoint
you to be President of the Commission,
■_ 3. You will be provided with such clerical and other assistance as may be deemed necessary for
enabling you to execute the Commission.
J have, Ac.,
,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., &c., &e., &e.
■
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 August, 1895.
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to inform you that His Excellency the LieutenantGovernor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint you, in conjunction with
the other gentlemen named in the margin, to be a Royal Commission, to make a diligent and full inquiry Frauds Kdward
Kogcrs, Keq.„
into the questions which arise upon the provisions of the Coal-mining Regulation Bill, which was intro Q.C.,
Prosloent.
duced into the Legislative Assembly on the 5th September, ISO!; and into all questions which arise upon Jessie GregBon,
such amendments proposed in the said Bill as were not agreed to, in order that the Bill may be again Esq.
submitted to Parliament containing such provisions as will, in your opinion, fully secure the objects of
the measure without unnecessary interference with the working of the collieries or the rights of the
proprietors thereof.
2. I am desired to add that the Commission appointing you has been duly forwarded to Mr,
Rogers, the President.
I have. As.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
.Tames Curley, Esq,
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

_
Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 15 A.ugust, 1895.
I am directed by the Chief Secretary to inform you that His Excellency the LieutenantGovernor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has been pleased to appoint you, in conjunction with
the other gentlemen named to the margin, to be a Royal Commission, to make a diligent and full inquiry Francis Kdu-ani
Esq.,
into the questions which arise upon the provisions of the Coal-mining Regulation Bill, which was intro Kogvrs,
Q.C., President.
duced into the Legislative Assembly on the 5th .September, 1891; and into all questions which arise upon
Curley,
such amendments proposed in the said Bill as were not agreed to, in order that the Bill may be again James
Esq.
submitted to Parliament containing such provisions as will, in your opinion, fully secure the objects of tbe
measure without unnecessary interference with the working of the collieries or the rights of the pro
prietors thereof.
,
2. I am desired to add that the Commission appointing you has been duly forwarded to Mr.
Rogers, the President.
1 have, Ac.,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir,

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 23 A.ugust, 1895.
With reference to yourlettcr of the IGth instant, I am directed to inform you that the Chief
Secretary approves of the employment of Mr. F. W. Curnow as Secretary and Shorthand Writer to the
Royal Commission on the Coal-mining Regulation Bill, with remuneration at the rate of £2 2s. per
sitting and 9d, a folio for transcribing evidence.
2. I am desired to add that Mr. Brunker also approves of Mr. May, Mining Lecturer in connec
tion with tbe Technical College at Newcastle, being engaged to assist generally in carrying out tbe duties
in relation to the Commission, on condition that the Minister of Public Instruction concurs in this
arrangement.
I have, Ac.,
'
,
CRITCHETT WALKER,
F. E. Rogers, Esq., Q.C,, Ac., Ac., Ac.
Principal Under Secretary.
Sir.

Chief Secretary’s Office, Sydney, 11 October, 1895.
I am directed to inform you that the Chief Secretary lias approved of the payment of the
undermentioned fees to the President and members of the "Royal Commission on tiie Coal-mining
Regulation Bill, viz.:—President, £12 12s. per sitting; members, £7 7s. per sitting; the amount to be
defrayed from the proposed vote of £2,000 for expenses in connection with the Royal Commission on
Coal-mining on the Estimates of 1895-6.
I have, Ac.
’
CRITCHETT WALKER,
The Secretary to the Royal Comnnssion, Ac., Ac , Ac.
Principal Under Secretary.
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EXTENSION OE COMMISSION.
ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE COAL-MINING REGULATION BILL.

Whereas it is necessary to extend the time within which the Commissioners arc to mate their report in
the above matter: Now, therefore, I do hereby, with the advice of the Executive Council, extend the
time within which the said Commissioners are to mabc such report for a period of one month—to take
effect from the loth instant.
Given under my hand, at Government House, this 20th day of November, 1895.
'
EREDK. M. DAREET,
Lieutenant-Governor.
By His Excellency’s Command,
JAMES N. BRUNKER,

7

ROYAL COMMISSION ON COAL-MINING REGULATION BILL.

MINUTES OF MEETINGS.
Appended are the minutes of the meetings of the .Royal Commission, appointed on the fifteenth day of
August, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-five, “to make a diligent and full inquiry into the
questions winch arise upon the provisions of the Coal Mining Regulation Bill, which was introduced into
the Legislative Assembly of our Colony of New South Wales on the fifth day of September, one
thousand eight hundred and ninety-four; and into all questions which arise upon such amendments
proposed in the said Bill as were not agreed to, in order that the Bill may bo again submitted to the
rarliament of our said Colony, containing such provisions as will in vour opinion fully secure the obiects
of the measure without unnecessary interference with the working of the collieries, or the rights of the
proprietors thereof.’’
°
MONDAY,

19

AUGUST,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 3 p.m,
Present :—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
.Tames Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
.
The Commission was read, by the Secretary.
The 1. resident, in opening the proceedings, said that the subject entrusted to the Commission
was an important one, affecting both employers and employed, and he hoped that his colleagues
representing these two interests would have no difficulty in arriving at some unanimity in regard to the
Rubjcct entrusted to their caro. They were called upon to inquire into the questions arising out of the
provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation Bill introduced into tho Legislative Assembly in September
ii'ii u
col1s*^er
amendments proposed in this Bill that w'ore not agreed to, with a view to the
BUI bomg again submitted to Parliament. The first thing he thought would be to decide upon the
method of procedure. No provision had been made as to how the inquiry should be conducted, and as
he bad, what might be termed, only an elementary knowledge of coal-mining through having had a case or
■wo, lie would suggest that Mr. Curley and Mr. Grogson should name any witnesses they may deem ft
necessary to examino, when the necessary subpoenas for their attendance would be. issued by the
Secretary.
J
Mr. Gregson wished to know whether the scope of the Commission allowed of their inquiring
into any legislation at all.

President: We have to deal with the Bill and the amendments in connection with It, and to
suggest any other provisions. In that way the inquiry is limited to tho Bill.
Presidenc laid on the table a copy of the Bill. He thought that the more important questions
were (1) the ventilation ; (2) the weighing; (!3) the vexed eight hours question ; (4) the sizes of pillars
under ocean and tidal waters ; and (5) the powers of inspectors.
■
Mr. Curley thought these were some of the points, but there were others that had not been
touched upon; tho Bill had been referred to and reported upon by several Select Committees, and ho
would like to introduce these reports. He thought these reports would he essential to the inquiry. Ho
would also think it necessary to call additional witnesses.
.
Mr. Gregson thought that there was enough literature on the subject to enable the Commission
to come to a conclusion without calling any witnesses. The witnesses, be thought, who had given evidence
will not have altered their minds, and unless something additional, or anybody could be found to say
something now, fresh evidence could not further the object they had in view.
t
I!or tllc purpose of arriving at a conclusion we can consult the evidence in point, but
I think it would be advisable perhaps to call some of the leading people as witnesses.
Mr. Greoson : The matter has been under consideration for five or six years, and evidence of a
voluminous character lias been given touching the state of things in the trade, which are in the same state
now as they wore then. Witnesses had suggestions to offer then, and they are in no better position
lo-day than they were six years ago. There was a Commission of inquiry into the coal trade some years
ago, and. there have been two or three Select Committees from the Legislative Council and one from the
Legislative Assembly, but I have no objection to witnesses being called iE Mr. Curley wishes.
Mr. Curley was of opinion that Mr. Grogson took a negative view.
Mr. Gregson : Because it is easier to prove.
■
Mr. Curley thought it was Mr. Gregson’s duty to prove that these Bills should not become law.
i ^ it Ml uh NT : ] think wo should decide to-day how oU-tm wc shjill meet, and alter that is done Mr.
Curley will no doubt name one or two witnesses lie would like to call.
Datea nf Merlin<j.

it uas decided to meet on Mondays, at 2‘30 p.m., and on Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 10 a.m.
till 5 p.m The next meeting to be held on Monday, the 26th instant. ^
“
Mr.
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Mr. Cuplky landed in tlie names of J. L. Fegan, Fsq., M.L.A.; Adnm Cook, Laq., Cluiirman,
Amalgamated Miners’ Assoeiation ; J. B. Fiolsolson, L^q-, M.L.A.; and Joseph Cook, Jjsq., M.L.A.,
Postmaster-General, to be called as witnesses.
A
. „ . . „
...
,
The Secretary' was requested to procure copies of all Bills, Eeports of Select Committees and
Koyal Commissions bearing upon the subject, also copies of the Eeports of the Department of Alines for
tho previous ten years.
The meeting then adjourned till the 2Gth instant.
26 AUGUST, 1S95.
ArrnnNOOk' Sitting.
Tho Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
MOM)AY,

-

Present :—

Francis Edward lingers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The Secretary laid on the table copies of Bills, Eeports of Eoyal Commissions, and Select Committees
of both Houses of Parliament, and the Eeports of the Department of Mines asked for at a former meeting.
The following witness was sworn and examined
John Lionel Fegan, Esq., M.L.A.

TUESDAY,

27

AUGUST,

1895.

Moeninu Sitting.

The Commission met in the Beard Eoom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.
Present :—

Francis Edward Eogere, Esq., QC„ President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined :■—Adam Cook, Esq. (Presiden ■, Amalgamated
Miners’ Association).
____________________________.
TUESDAY,

27

AUGUST,

1895,

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Of)ice, at 2 p.m.
Present:—
Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., Presidents
■
James Curley, Esq.
[
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were re-examined:—Adam Cook, Esq. (concluded), John Lionel Fegan,
M.L.A. (examination continued).
WEDNESDAY,

28

AUGUST,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

■

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was re-examined:—John Lionel Eegan, M.L.A. (examination continued).

WEDNESDAY,

28

AUGUST,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Eaq.
The following witness was re-examined:—John Lionel Fegan, M.L.A, (examination continued),

MONDAY,

2

SEPTEMBER,

1S95.

Afternoon Sitting.

, The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
‘
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was re-examined :—John Lionel Fegan, M.L.A. (examination concluded).
Mr. Curley requested that the Eeport of the Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, of
which Mr. Fegan was Chairman, should be embodied in the Appendix to the Eeport of the Commission.
—Agreed to.
TUBS DA T,
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TUESDAY,

3

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Mobbing Sitting.

The Commission met in tho Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Peesent:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
[
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
'
Tho following witness was sworn and examined:—George Henderson, Esq. (Secretary to
Illawarra Miners).
•
. Hpon the request of Mr. Curley it was agreed that tho correspondence and reports on the
ventilation of coal mines between himself and Mr. Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, should bo
embodied in the Appendix to the Eeport of the Commission.

■

TUESDAY,

3

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Afteenoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present :—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
[
Jesse Gregson, Esq,
The following witness was re-examined:—George Henderson (examination continued).
Mr. Curley requested that the letters of the inspectors in connection with the Stockton Colliery,
to be found in the Appendix to the final Eeport of Mr. Fegan’s Select' Committee, should be embodied
in the Appendix to the Eeport of this Commission.—Agreed to.

■

WEDNESDAY,

4

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was re-examined:—George Henderson (examination continued).

WEDNESDAY,

4

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting,

The Commission met in tbe Board Eoom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
'
dames Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was re-examined:—George Henderson (examination continued).

MONDAY,

1G

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Beard Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present;—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Tho following witness was re-examined :—George Henderson (examination continued).
On.the motion of Mr. Curley, it was agreed that the agreement between the Associated Masters
and the .District Officers of the Miners’ Association of the Hunter liiver District and tho delegates should
be embodied in the Appendix to the Eeport of the Commission.

TUESDAY,

17

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Mr. Gregson: I would suggest that the evidence taken before the Select Committee of the
Legislative Council, on the 5f,h October, 1893, be put in as evidence and be included in the Appendix to
the Eeport of this Commission,—Agreed to.
The following witnesses were examined :—George Henderson (examination concluded), James
Thompson, Esq., M.L.A. (sworn and examined).
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10

1895.
'
Ari'etc noon SjTTrys,
The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
TUESDAY, \1 SEPTEMBER,

Peesent:—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curjey, Esq.
|
Jesse Q-regson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined:—James Thompson, Esq., M.L.A. (examination concluded)
Treharne Evans (sworn and examined).
WEDNESDAY,

18

1895.

SEPTEMBER,

MonsiNa Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
PuESEXT : —

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined ;—Hon. Joseph Cook, M.L.A., Postmaster-General.

WEDNESDAY,

18

1895.

SEPTEMBER-,

Aetebnoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined:—Alfred Edden, Esq., M.L.A.

MONDAY,

23

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Aetebnoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

.

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq. .
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—William Wilson, Elias Arthur Jones.

TUESDAY,

24

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

Tho Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present :—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C.. President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined :—Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Robertson.
Plan produced by Mr. Robertson showing the number of splits in the Metropolitan Colliery,
Helensburgh, was directed to be embodied in tbe Appendix to Commission’s Report.

TUESDAY,

24

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present :—

Francis Edward Rodgers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined :—Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Robertson, (examination
concluded), John MeGcacbie (sworn and examined).

WEDNESDAY,

25

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined :—Thomas Canning, John Odgers, Peter Curran.
WEDNESDAY,
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WEDNESDAY,

25

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

A.ft.kh:xoon Sitting.

TIig Cojiimission mot in the Board Boom, Chief Secrctarf's- Office, at 2 p.m.
PiiiogEN'r :—

]?rancis Edward Eogers. Esij.. Q..C., President.
,
_ -lames Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse G-regson, 1'lsq.
The following witnesses were examined:—Peter Curran (examination concluded),'William 'Lowe
(sworn and examined).
30 SEPTEMBER, 1895.
Moitxryn Sjtijxg.
The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Peeskst:—
Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examinedJonathan Coates, John Estell. 'William
Bower.
'
MONDAY,

30 SEPTEMBER, 1895.
Aniutxoox Snxnro.
The Commission met in tho Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
MONDAY,

Pin.:SENT :—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Josse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examinedThomas Abel, 'William Henry Goodman
Thomas Adams.
’
TUESDAY,
■

1

OCTOBER,

1895.

Mohktnu SiTTcra.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present;—
,
'
Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President,
James Curley, Esq.
|
'
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
.
, . T,ie following witnesses were examinedThomas Adams (examination concluded), Alexander
Mathicson, James Pletcher (sworn and examined).
TUESDAY,

1

OCTOBER,

1895.

Afternoon Bitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined :—-James Henry Ronaldson, George Erringlon

WEDNESDAY,

2

OCTOBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present :—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq. ]
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examinedJames Henry Ronaldson (re-examined)
Andreiv Kicol, ’William Thompson Philpot, David Ritchie.
’

WEDNESDAY,

2

OCTOBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
[
Jesse Gregson. Esq.
Tho following witnesses were examined:—David Ritchie (examination concluded), David Mason,
James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries (sworn and examined).

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY,

8

OOTOBEJt,

1895.

'

Moksiko Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Hoorn, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.
Pkeseet:—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President,
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Mr. Curley r J wish to put in, to be embodied in the Appendix to the Eeport of the Commission,
the reports of Inspector Howan in connection with the Bulii Colliery explosion,—Agreed to.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—Thomas Owen, Henry Hanlon, William Quinn.

TUESDAY,

8

OCTOBER,

1895.

Aftebkoon SiTTnra.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Pjiesent :—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined:—William Quinn (examination concluded), John Archibald
Neilson, Duncan McGeachie (sworn and examined).

WEDNESDAY,

9

OCTOBER,

1895.

Mobnjkg Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m,.
Peesent:—
Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—George Wright Batey, William Kennedy.

WEDNESDAY,

9

OCTOBER,

1895.

Afteesoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
PEESENT:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—Peter Bowling, James Cook.

MONDAY,

14

OCTOBER,

1895.

Moenino Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
PbESENT:—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq,, Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Josse Gregson, Esq.
_
Curley: I wish to apply for the depositions in connection with Coroner’s inquiry at Newcastle
into tlm death of James Hodson, by the Hamilton pit disaster. I think they were sent to the Department
of Justice in October, 18S9. The Secretary was requested to procure these depositions.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—Robert Hay, Thomas Broughall, John
Wilson.
°
MONDAY,

14

OCTOBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined:—John AVilson (examination concluded), Joseph Brown
Barclay, Thomas Arthur Lloyd (sworn and examined).

TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1895.

Mors iso Sittiso.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C,, President.
'
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Eeq.
■
The depositions in connection with the Coroner’s inquiry into the death of James Hodson were
laid on the table.
A letter received by Mr. Gregson from Mr. Andrew Sneddon desiring to give evidence before the
Commission was read. The Secretary was instructed to subpoena Mr. Sneddon for the 22nd instant.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined:—John Owen, Daniel M’Auliffe, James
Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.L.A.
TUESDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1895,

Afternoon Sitting.

'

The Commission mot in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present :—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined:—James Barnes Nicholson, Esq., M.L.A. (examination
concluded), Prank Croudace, David "Watkins, Esq., M.L.A. (sworn and examined).

WEDNESDAY,

10

OCTOBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

Tho Commission mot in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present :—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined:—John Dixon, Senior Inspector of Collieries.

WEDNESDAY,

16

OCTOBER,

1895.

Aetebnoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Erancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined :—John Dixon, Senior Inspector of Collieries (examination
concluded), William Humble, Inspector of Collieries (sworn and examined).

MONDAY,

21

OCTOBER,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

Tho Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq,
A letter was read from Mr. Michael Yates, stating that he was desirous of being called to give
evidence before the Commission. The Secretary was instructed to subpoena Mr. Yates for the 28rd
instant.
The following witnesses were examined:—William Humble, Inspector of Collieries (examination
concluded), Wilson Rennie (sworn and examined).
MONDAY,

21

OCTOBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

Tbe Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Grogson, Esq.
Mr. Gregson handed in a letter received by him from Dr. Robertson, intimating that Mr. J. C.
Jones, Manager of the South Bulii Colliery, desired to give evidence before tbe Commission. The
Secretary was instructed to subpoena Mr. Jones for the 22nd instant.
The following witnesses wore sworn and examined:—James Jackson, Samuel Rees, Thomas Lionel
Bates (Inspector of Collieries).
TUESDAY,
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22 OCTOBEB, 1895.
.
Momfiira Siiting-.
The Commission met; in tho Board Eoom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.
PnESEMI';—
Erancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and esamined:—Thomas Parton, Andrew Sneddon, Eichard
Thomas.
TUESDAY,

22 OCTOBEB, 1895.
A^TEEtfOOX SlTltSC.
The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m,
TUESDAY,

Pjiesent :—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were examined :—Eichard Thomas (examination concluded), Jacob Carlos
Jones (sworn and examined),
WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBEB,

1895.

Mohnino Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Peesent:—
Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined :—Harrie Wood (Under Secretary for Mines),
Jacob Carlos Jones (re-examined), Thomas Ellis, Michael Tates.
*

WEDNESDAY,

23

OCTOBEB,

1895.

Aiteenoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Peesent :—

Erancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witnesses were sworn and examined :—Henry George Pullin, Jonathan Mav, Daniel
Alexander Wilberforce Eobertson (recalled).
*

MONDAY,

4

NOYEMBEB,

1895.

Morning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Peesent:—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Letters were read by the Secretary from the Stockton Coal Company asking that their Colliery
Manager, Mr. M'Auliffe, should be re-examined by the Commission, and! from Thomas Croudace, Esq.,
General Manager, Scottish Australian Mining Company, and Eobert James Jury, asking to be permitted
to give evidence before tbe Commission.
Tho Commission decided against recalling Mr. M'Auliffe, and instructed the Secretary to call
Messrs. Croudace and Jury for Tuesday the 5th instant, at 2 p.m.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Eeport.

MONDAY,

4

NOYEMBEB-,

1895.

Aeteenoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Eoom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Peesent :—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
J
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Eeport.
TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY,

5

NOVEMBER,

1895.

iloHNiHG Sitting.

Tho Commission met in tlie "Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Peesent :—

Prancis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Report.

TUESDAY,

5

NOVEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting,

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at 2 p.m.
Peesent :—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined:—Thomas Croudace, Esq., General Manager
Scottish Australian Mining Company.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Report.

■

WEDNESDAY,

6

NOVEMBER,

1895.

Morning Setting,

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.
Present:—

Erancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Report.

WEDNESDAY,

6

NOVEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C,, President.
James Curley, Esq.
J
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
The following witness was sworn and examined:—Robert James Jury.
Business—Consideration of Evidence and Bill with a view to Report.

MONDAY,

11

NOVEMBER,

1895.

Afternoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Present:—

Erancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business—
Consideration of Draft Report submitted by the President.
Eurther consideration of evidence and Bill.
Mr. Curley took exception to the inclusion in tho Draft Report of an extract from Dr. Ogle’s •
letter to the Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England, on the grounds that it had
never been before the Commission in any shape or form until to-day ; and that after examining it he was
of opinion that it dealt with a matter that to some extent appeared to him to be foreign to tbe subject
they had in hand, and virtually opened up a new question. The original book from which the letter had
been taken bad not been before the Commission, and therefore he had had no opportunity to test its
accuracy. If admitted at all, ho thought it should only appear in the Appendix to the Report of tbe
Commission.
Mr. Gregson explained that an opportunity bad not presented itself before to-day to place the
figures given by Dr. Ogle before the Commission, and that it was a mere extract, open to anybody to test
its accuracy.
Mr. Curley, in reply, considered that tlie extract raised a question on which not a particle of
cvidonco had been taken, and that he should have seen the document earlier. He thought ho had good
reasons for objecting to tho extract being embodied in tbe Report.
■
President ruled that the extract from Dr. Ogle’s letter should be embodied in the Report, and that
the whole of tbe parts of tbe letter referring to coal-mining should he embodied in the Appendix to tbe
Report of the Commission,
TUESDAY,
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TUESDAY,

12

NOVEMBER,

1895.

'

Morniitg Sitting.

Tho Commission mot in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.
Peesent

Prancis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President,
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business:—Consideration of Report and Draft Bills.

TUESDAY,

12

NOVEMBER,

1895.

A ftkun'Oon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m.
Peesent :—

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q. C., President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business:—Consideration of Report and Draft Bills.

WEDNESDAY,

13

NOVEMBER,

1895.

Mobning Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m,
.

Peesent :—

Francis Edward Eogers, Esq., Q..C.. President.
James Curley, Esq.
|
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business:—Consideration of Report and Draft Bills.

WEDNESDAY,

13

NOVEMBER,

1895.

1

Aetebnoon Sitting.

The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 2 p.m,
PbESIENT : —

Francis Edward Rogers, Esq., Q.C., President.
James Curley, Esq,
j
Jesse Gregson, Esq.
Business:—Consideration and Completion of Report and Bills.
^
Mr. Curley desired to bring under the notice of the Commission a letter from a correspondent in
'Vancouver. In thy letter there was a statement to the following effect:—“ There is one good thing here,
however, that is the eight hours from bank to bank,” The correspondent then went on to sav that it has
been stated by people that the miners there worked ten hours. Ho gives that statement a denial, and
says that they have not done so for the past five years.
_
Gn the suggestion of Mr, Gregson, tho Commission decided to emhody extracts from the Fifth and
Final Report of the Royal Commission on Labour in England on the eight-hours question in tho Appendix
to the Report of the Commission.
.
Mr. Curley wished included in the Appendix an extract from Mr. Nelson Boyd's book “ Coal Pits
and Pitmen,” pages 223-229,—Agreed to. {See Appendix F 1.)

ROYAL COMMISSION ON COAL-MINING REGULATION BILL.

.MINUTES OF EVIDENCE/
HONDA

F, 26

AUGUST,

1895.

\_Thc Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at

2'30

Jprmnt:—

ERANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLEY, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

John Lionel Eegan, Esq., M.L.A,, sworn and examined:—
I believe, Mr. Eegan, yon are a Member of tho Legislative Assembly of this Colony? Yes. j. l. Fegan
2. Eor what constituency ? Eor Wickham.
*
Esq., M.L.A
3. Air. Cnrlryi] Previous to your becoming a Member of the Legislative Assembly, what occupation did
^
you follow ? I was a miner,
26 Aug., 1893
4-. Have you done practical coal.mining ? Yes.
5, How long have you been engaged in that occupation ? Eor some years.
0. AVhat age did you start at—when did you enter a miue ? I first worked in a mine when I was 16 years
of age. That was in England, and I have been in mines out here for five or six vears.
7. What collieries bavc you worked in here ? In the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery, and collieries
in England.
8. What collieries in England ? The Seven-Eoot and Main Delf.
9. In what district ? In Lancashire.
10. Any others ? No.
11. What other collieries have you worked in out here? At Anvil Creek, Stockton, Limvood, and
Wickham and Bullock Island.
12. Have you held any positions in connection with check inspection, or anything like that? I acted as
check inspector for four or five years at the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.
13. On the part of the miners ? Yes.
14. What duties did you carry out in connection with that office? I wont round the mine and measured
the air, saw that the men were supplied with props or timber, and took notice of any grievances regarding
ventilation and reported to the men and to the manager.
15. Do you know the provisions of the present Act known as the Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1S7G?
Pretty well.
16. What does that Act say regarding the provisions for ventilation ? Clause 12, sub-sections 2, 3, and
4 say :—■
1.

President.']

(2) An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and render harmless
noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine,
and the travelling roads to and from such working-places, shall be in a tit state for working and passing therein.
(3) An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum) than one hundred cubic feet of pure air per
minute for each man, hoy, and horse, which shall sweep undiminished along tlie airway past each working-place.
(4) Within six months after the commencement of this Act every mine shall be divided into districts or splits of not
more than seventy men, and each district shall lie supplied with a separate current of fresh air. All intake air
shall travel free from all stagnant water, stables, and old workings, and no place shall be driven more than thirtyfive yards before the current of air without a cut-through put through or bratticed up within three yards of tho
face of such working-place.

17. Do you consider that tbe provisions in tbe Act meet with the requirements of the different mines of
the Colony to-day ? No, I do not.
18. What is the date of that Act P 1876. Eleven years before the passing of the English Act in 1887.
19. Emir years after tlie Act of 1872 ? Yes.
20. How do you arrive at the conclusion that the provisions of the present Act arc not adequate to meet
the requirements of to-day have any accidents taken place ? As far as accidents are concerned, men
have been slowly poisoned through the inadequacy of the ventilation, and these matters are not reported
to the Mines Department in any shape or form.
21. President.-} That shows the necessity for some Act now ? Yes.
22. Hr. Curley.'] When you say that men have been slowly poisoned, you mean, I suppose, that the air
becomes too stagnant and too impure, and that the ventilation is not there in sufficient quantity or
purity ? Yes; that is what I mean by that statement; and then the latest experts on the subiect give
a far greater amount of air in non-gaseous seams than the Act of 1870 allows.
23. President.] The Act of 1876 prescribed an exact amount ? Yes; it prescribed a minimum. Practical
men, like Mr. W. Hopton, M.E., for instance, and no one will disparage what he says, says in a supposed
conversation with his son in his book “ Conversation on Mines,” 9th edition.
-Son ; How much air per minute does a man inhale ?
He requires J 00 cubic feet. A candle requires about the same quantity, and a horse 1,000 cubic feet, or
ten times that of a man.
'
Son: But if a mine gives off much explosive gas, or black damp, how much air per man is required per minute,
r ather
Each workman should have about 500 or 600 cubic feet.
Son : Then in one district of a mine where ten men are at work, they should be supplied with about 5,000 cubic feel
ol air per minute i
v
+*
j
Father: Yes ; with about that quantity.
Father:
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J. L. I'cgaii, jfr_ Hopton was in one of the most gaseous seams in England..

He first proved, tho practicability of

Esq., MX.A. Bopplyjog the air in divisional splits as a colliery manager, and after being a colliery manager for years

./T
u®'’

he is now honoured by Her Majesty by being placed in the Civil Service list. AVc ask 150 cubic feet of
air per man, and 200 cubic feet of air per horse. Another authority, Mr. W. Pairley, P.G-.S., &c., an
eminent colliery manager, in his work, “ The Colliery Manager’s Catechism,” page 22, says :—
Chaptkk 3hd—Venvilation.
129. What rale ia allowed in practice by inquirers as to tbe quantity of air necessary for ventilating a coal-mine
where men and horses are employed ? Ly some it is allowed that 100 cubic feet of air per man and COO cubic feet per
horse will keep tho mine in a good sanitary condition.
130. In a mine employing 250 men and twelve horses, what ventilation -would be considered necessary'!
250 x 100 x 12 x 600 = 32,200. Answer : 32,200 ft. per minute.
_
131. Are the quantities given in questions 129 and 130 to be considered all that is necessary in fiery mines? No;
mines which yield much fire-damp will not be considered efficiently ventilated unless provided with 200 to 600 cubic feet
per man per minute.

24. Mr. Curley.'] Have you seen a later work published by Fairley, “ Ventilation made easythe date of
the edition is 1892, and the one you have just quoted from 188S ;—'will you just look at page 3, paragraphs
15 and 17‘
15. Tlie quantity of air required in a mine should not be reckoned at less than 150 cubic feet per man per minute,
and for each horse five times aa much as for a man. In answer to question 12, in Chapter V, 250 feet per man per minute
has been reckoned.
17. Tlie air of a mine may be considered good when it is found to exist in nearly the same state as pure atmospheric
air, but it becomes noxious as the oxygon is consumed, and as carbonic acid and water are added to it, which takes place
by the breathing of animals and burning of lights.
The gases issuing from the rocks likewise renders it more unfit for respiration and more dangerous. It is on this
account necessary that a constant stream of fresh air should be made to enter the mine and flow through it, to dilute and
render harmless all the noxious emanations, and carry them away as fast as they are engendered.

25. You have stated what the proposed Bill provides. Yes ; 150 cubic feet per man, and 200 cubic feet
per horse.
_
26. President.] What I do not understand is that five times 150 is 750 F We are not asking all that wo
should.
27. My trouble is that you want a minimum of 150 cubic feet, and that would not be nearly enough-where
there is gas ? Certainly not.
_
28. Yon may put in a minimum, and say an adequate amount should be provided not less than 150 cubic
feet per man, per minute, and even then you must leave it in mines where there are gases to the inspector ?
Yes; to the manager.
29. Why do you limit him;—yon. say 150 cubic feet would not be enough for a man, and then you have
to leave it to tho manager ? For this reason : Where we have no gas there is not the same necessity
for ventilation. Where there is gas the manager will be forced to give more than 150 cubic feet of air
per minute. Where there is no gas there is nothing to force him. Then it becomes a question between
the man and the manager. The manager comes to a man’s place, and says there is sufficient ventilation,
but there is not sufficient at the face.
30. How do you know there is gas ? You notice tlie gas by a small blue top on the light, and by the
smell. Where there is no gas generating there is nothing to force the manager if this minimum quantity
is not stipulated in the Bill. If the man says there is not sufficient air, the manager may say there is,
and if you do not like it you can take your tools out. There are instances where men have made a report
to the manager, and have been sacked for doing so, or some other excuses have been made for discharging
the men. We want to have a stipulation in tho Bill to he proved by the anemometer, whether the quantity
of air goes in or not.
31. In places where there is gas you are quite ready to trust the manager ? I will trust Mm then,
because he will see there is sufficient ventilation, otherwise there would be an explosion through
insufficient ventilation.
_
32. Why would there be an explosion? In the majority of collieries we work with the naked light. At
the Metropolitan Colliery, Helensburgh, they work with safety lamps. Two hundred and fifty men work
there at the present time. The manager supplies them with 350,000 cubic feet of air, or taking the
number of men, 350,000 divided by 250 would give over 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute per man. That
is why we want a minimum quantity in the Bill. The manager will see if there is any gas, and if there is
any he will shift it.
_
33. Mr. Curley.] With regard to this question of a minimum, do you not regard that as an imperative
necessity? I would not give threepence for the Bill if it was not in. It is useless to the minors if it
is not in.
34. Is it not useless to the miners of any district? As a practical man, yes.
35. You think that for sanitary purposes alone, and in order that the miner may have a proper atmosphere
to work in, that there should be a stipulated quantity of air? I do; and that it should not be less than
150 cubic feet of air per minute per man.
36. That in no way interferes with the quantity of air required to deal with noxious gases? Certainly not,
because tho Bill gives full scope to a manager, who must not have less tlian a certain quantity. In the
Metropolitan Colliery, to show that this does not hinder the manager, or impede him working the colliery
as he would like, they send 350,000 cubic feet of air per minute.
37. And why ? To render the gases harmless there, and because it is absolutely necessary to do it.
38. Do you think we have been troubled much by gas in the collieries in this Colony;—look at the Kcport
of the Mines Department for 1889, and state what the nature of the accidents have been ? The Examiner
of Coal-fields reports the number of accidents in 1887, 1888, and 1889 as follows :—

1

In 1887 there were ninety-four fatal and forty-five non-fatal accidents ; eighty-nne of the fatal accidents occurring
through the Bull! disaster.
In 1888 fifteen fatal and forty-three non-fatal accidents.
In 1889, the year under notice, there have been forty-one fatal and fifty-seven non-fatal accidents. Eleven of the
fatal ones happened from falls of coal ; 12th to 22nd inclusive, from a crush at the A. A. Company’s Hamilton Pit; 23rd to
26th inclusive, from over-winding and falling down the South Burwood sinking shaft; 27th and 28l;h, from falls of atone
from roof of mine ; 29th and 30th, from a stone falling and striking sinkers in sinking shafts ; 31st and 32ml, through being
jammed by skips; .33rd, through being thrown from a trolly; 34th, through being thrown amongst skips ; 35th, Irom
falling down a sinking shaft; 36th, through being knocked down by a locomotive ; 37th, from an explosion of powder;
38th, through being crushed between tracks; 39 th, from being injured by a fly-wheel; 40th, from a fall of timber and
clay; and 41st, from an explosion of fire-damp at Monk wearmouth Colliery.
Twenty-four
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3

, Twenty-four of tlie non-fatal accidents occurred from falls of coal; 25th to 29th inclusive, from a stone falling and J. L. Fegan,
striking sinkers whilst sinking shafts ; 30th to 34th inclusive, by injuries received from loaded skips; 35th to 38th incln- Esq., M.L.A.
Bivc, by explosions of fire-damp at the Durham and Motikwearmouth Collieries ; 39th and 40th, inclusive, from explosion
of a shot; 41st to 43rd inclusive, from powder explosions ; 44th and 45th, through falling from pit-top ; 46th, through 20 Aug, 1895.
being knocked down by a truck ; 47th,beiug knocked down by a trolly ; 48th, by a loaded waggon ; 49th from a fall of
’
stone ; 50th, through a blow from a hauling rope ; 51st, through falling from pit top ; 52nd, from a fall of top-band coal;
03rd, from a fall of stone roof; 54th, from a hauling chain; 55th, by a blow from a prop ; 50th, through fulling off a skip;
and 57th, by a steel drill,

39. You seo that apart from the Bulii explosion there are two or three more references to explosions?
Yos, four.
40. At different collieries ? Yes.
41. Apart from the question of stagnation that you have referred to, and the provisions of the Bill that
was introduced into the Assembly and passed, you think that the quantity of air should he raised higher—■
that the standard should he raised beyond what is in the present Act? I do.
42. That is more than 100 cubic feet of air per man per minute ? Yes. The miners in the Northern
district had this question before them in 1889, and by a unanimous vote of tbe men believed it only fair
to tho men working in the mines that the quantity of air per man per minute should be raised from 100
to 150 cubic feet,
43. There is a stipulation too with regard to the distance that places should be driven before the air in con
nection with cut-throughs ? The provision in the Act of 1876 is 35 yards, exclusive of cut-thronghs,
which, in some instances, are 10 yards over.
44. The 10-yard cut-through is exceptional? Yes; some men have had to work 47 yards before the air.
45. President.'} When they are making it? Before they complete tho cut-through. First they work
35 yards, and then in some cases two more yards to have their bords cut out. Then they work 10 yards
where the pillar is 10 yards, to get the air through,
46. That is when they are making it ? Yes. In some instances pillars have been known not to be 2 yards
thick. They have not been driven straight. Through not driving the bords straight they have worked
the pillar out without knowing it. If the pillar is on to the left they have gone through' before they got
35 yards, through not driving by the instrument.
47. Mr. €urley."\ The Bill stipulates that that provision is to be altered? Certainlv.
48. What is the provision in the proposed Bill for the air? We propose that no place should be driven
more tlian 25 yards without a cut-through being put through.
49. Do you consider that it will materially improve the ventilation of a colliery by having this limit—
bords at shorter distances, and cut-throughs at a less distance than under the present Act ? Certainly.
50. That would relieve many a serious cause of complaint ? Yes ; many.
'
51. And place the miner in a much more healthy atmosphere ? Certainly. Of course, brattice is even
more preferable, because we do not know what thickness the pillar may be. It is 20 yards thick in some
mines, and according to tho reading of the present Act it could be 20 yards, 35 yards, or 55 yards before
the air. It all depends on the thickness of the pillar whether this 25 yards will he sufficient or not.
52. You think that it is absolutely necessary to have the limited distance with regard to bords and the
provision for cut-throughs ? Yes, I do.
53. There is also a provision in this Bill, as it went to the Legislative Council, with regard to the size of
bords and tho minimum width of a pillar ? Yes.
42, tV here the thickness of cover over the coal seam does not exceed eight hundred feet,
,
I*1 “|c case of working coal by the pillar and stall system under river or tidal or ocean waters the workings shall he
laid oft systematically and carefully, and the size of the pillars shall be such as will afford ample support, after exposure lo
the crumbling effect of the air over many years, and shall not be less than twice the width of the bords or coal wrought
out between such pillars. The bords on one side of the headings, levels, or cross-cuts shall, unless prevented by rolls or
faults, be driven opposite the bord pillars on the other side of the heading, level, or cross-out. The minimum width of the
pi are of coal shall be eight yards, and the maximum width of tho bords or stalls six yards. And in no case shall tho
pillars imuer ocean or tidal waters be removed,
Airfe 43. Every underground main road in a mine, which road is used for the purpose of haulage or for persons
travelling therein, shall not exceed sixteen feet in width. And on each side of such road, other than a cross-drift or head
way driven across bords m direction of the cleat or on the end, a barrier of coal or stone shall be left of not less than four
teen yards wide, Ao heading or bord through the barrior of coal shall exceed three yards wide, and such heading or bord
shall not, without the express sanction as aforesaid, be less than ten yards apart: Provided that if any cross-drift or head
way as aforesaid, or any heading on each side of which no barrier of coal shall have been left bo at any time converted into
or used as a main road, sufficient support shall forthwith be constructed on each side thereof.
Huh 45, Boreholes for the purpose of proving the thickness of the alluvial deposit shall be put down by the owner
or manager on all lauds fronting the ocean, tidal waters, or rivers where the thickness of the strata and deposits which
overlie the coal worked or about to he worked is less than two hundred feet. Such boreholes, at distances not exceeding
one hundred yards apart, shall lie pub down from the surface through the alluvial deposit to the rock, and to the rise of
the coal seam worked. An account of the strata and deposits so bored through shall be furnished by the owner or manager
to the Inspector when the boring has reached the rock.
Jtuk 4fi. Li mines not uniler river or ocean or tidal waters worked on the pillar and stall system, where it is intended
to remove the pillars, the stalls or bords shall not exceed in width eight yards, and the pillars shall not be loss than eight
yards wide. U here it is not proposed to remove tho pillars they shall bo of such dimensions as shall he necessary to sup
port the roof. In mines worked on the long-wall system substantial supports shall be erected sufficient to protect the
workmen. In mines worked on the Welsh holds or double-stall systems good, substantial, and sufficient pack walls shall
bo built, and a sufficient, number of props set on each side of the pack walls.

64. Do you think that it is necessary for this stipulation with regard to these pillars ? I am certain it is.
55. Do you know of any place where a mine has tumbled down in consequence of the weakness of
pillars ? I do.
56. President^ With people in it ? Yes; the A. A. Company’s mine.
57. Mr. Gurley.'] Will you kindly explain how pillars are extracted—explain the general system ? The
usual system worked is the pillar ami bord system. To work to the boundary, and then either split your
pillars or take them out. "Where they are split, a remnant is left, and as a whole it does not support tho
roof as it ought to.
58. You have read the particulars of those accidents in tho report of tho Examiner of Coal-fields for
1889 ? Yes.
59. Some of those accidents are from falls, and reference is made to the crush in the A. A. Company’s
mino ? Yes.
60. What do you know about the crush in the A. A. Company’s mine ? I only know the evidence that
came out at the inquest, and I have seen the fall myself.
61. Wore you down the mine ? Yes.
62.
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J. L. Fegftii, 62. What year was that in ? In 1889.
J?sq.,M.L.A. Q3 AVere there a number of men emtombed there? Yes; I think there were nine.
26^Au"'~i895
^ere there not eighteen ? I think there ivere eighteen entombed, but nine lives lost,
ug'i
jyid not seven men make their escape ? Some men made their escape.
66. Did not eleven men lose their lives ? I know of nine myself. It might have been more.
67. A whole body of men ? Yes, a whole body.
68. President.'] Is there any provision in the present Act about pillars? !None whatever. There is a
provision in the English Act for places being examined before men go to work. There is no provision in
the present Act, but there is a provision in the Bill before the Commission now. A place may be
crumbling in, and there is no one to give instructions to the men as far as the law is concerned, v.e., as
far as the Act is concerned.
69. Look at Clause 3 of the proposed Bill:—
3. (i) In every tnine required by this Act to be umler the control of a certificated manager, daily personal super
vision shall he exercised either by the manager or by a duly qualified under-manager, in accordance with the provisions of
this Act, nominated in writing by tlie owner or agent of the mine.
Is there no provision in the present Act for supervision of that kind ? I do not think there is.
70. Assuming a manager to be a competent person, would not be sec that all these things were carried
out properly, knowing how they endanger life ? There is no clause in the present Act recognising a
competent manager. The 3rd clause does in the proposed Bill, and also the 34th clause in the English Act.
71. The rules you have road, 42 to 46 inclusive, are not in the English Act at all ? No, sir.
72. Do not the same dangers exist in England as here ? It is because they have had power so long.
Colliery owners have been sent wholesale into the Parliament of the country, and the miners at the
present time cannot send their men because they would have to keep them. That is one reason.
73. The English Act is the outcome of very careful consideration by tbe best body of men in England ?
Yes, and the miners have had to concede many points that they think to be right.
74. I want to know why there should be all this necessity for this detail in the Bill;—if there is a proper
manager surely he would see in removing pillars that too much was not removed to render the place
dangerous ? These clauses have been inserted in the proposed Bill from the report of the lioyal
Commission on the Ferndale Colliery, where one or two lives were lost. This Commission was composed
of Dr. Eobertson, Mr. Nielson, Mr. Curley, and other persons, and the report of that Commission is
almost the same as the clauses you find here.
75. Mr. Curley.] "Was there a "lengthened coroner’s inquiry held in connection with that disaster that
took place at the A.A. Company’s mine? I believe there was.
76. Do you recollect the verdict of the jury {see Appendix) ? I do not think X do.
77. Did you hear of a subsidence at the Stockton Colliery about this particular time? It was reported,
but I did not see it myself.
78. What about later on ? Later on a subsidence took place there, and it was so serious that the colliery
manager, Air. Macaullif’e, bad the men taken out of the mine. 1 went to Stockton mysolf, and I found
in Fullerton-street something like 40 yards of a subsidence on one side, and in Afaitland-street about 30
yards. Some of the houses you could put your arm in between tbe bricks, and in William-street the plaster
of the houses was broken very materially. It made me think that the whole square of streets was settling
upon the pillars. The consequence was that I brought the matter up in the House. There was a stipu
lation in the Act that these men could not go back to the mine until the inspector certified that the mine
was safe, but the men went hack with the colliery manager's permission. While other men are taken up
for breaking the law, these men were allowed to go on working. Up to the present time a certificate has
not been given that the mine is safe. Several subsidences have taken place at, Stockton through falls in
the mine.
79. Do you know the locality of the Stockton mine ? Yes.
80. Is it far from the Hunter River and the ocean ? It is alongside of the water. Fullerton-street and
Maitland-street are about 40 yards from the water.
81. Do you know the depth of that mine ? It is 300 and odd feet, I believe.
82. Seeing tbe proximity of that mine to the ocean waters, do you think it is anything like good manage
ment to work with the limited pillars as they did in that colliery when opening it out? I do not wish to
say anything against the management of that colliery, because there have been so many managers there.
What do I understand by management ?
S3, The ivorking of the colliery ;—has it been worked as it should have been worked ? No ; it has not.
84. Do you think if pillars bad been left of sufficient size a fall would have come to the surface at such
a distance ? No ; a fall would uever have occurred if proper pillars had been left.
85. President.] Supposing the case of a man who is competent to manage a mine—that he has shown lie
is by examination and so forth ;—would he not be able to know what thickness of pillars should bo left,
and be able to tell just as well by examination as by legislating for it ? It just depends whether be 1ms
somebody else over him. In England they had some consulting viewers who wanted to make a dividend.
.
The consequence is, that coal must be got from somewhere to show that it was a good speculation, and in
some instances the pit has been proved unfit to work in afterwards. The manager would be able to work
it if be was a practical man, and left free to act. That is the reason why there is a clause in the present
Bill, that if a consulting viewer orders anything to be done it must be put in a book in order to free the
manager from any responsibility.
86. Will you look at the 17th section of the Bill as it went from the Legislative Assembly ?
17. In any mine where a consulting engineer, viewer, managing director, or other person has power to give direc
tions as to the mode of conducting the works of a mine either above or below ground, he shall enter such directions in
detail in a hook to be kept at the mine for that purpose, hut, unless required to be produced in a Court of law such book
shall not be open to inspection by any person other tlian the Chief Inspector or an Inspector.
That is the clause in which we do not think the manager should be interfered with.
87. You agree to that clause being struck out ? No. If this clause is left in, and the manager dyes
change his method of working, the right man will suffer the penalty.
88. If the manager is left free and anything wrong is done, would ho not be tbe person to suffer tho
penalty ? That is what I mean : but managers are not allowed to be free.
89. Who interferes with the colliery manager ? The colliery owners. The pit is spoiled up at Stockton.
90. Mr. Curley.] You think it is just possible that while limited pillars might be left at Stockton Colliery
the manager might not be responsible;—lie might have been told to work according lo a Board o'f
Directors? Yes,
91.
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01. President.] "Why could not the viewers be got at too ? They ought to be got at.
J. L ]
02. If one man is likely to be corrupted, why not another; the manager, you say, is not left free ;—why
1
does tho viewer make the mino any more safe ? The viewer is looked to by the Board of Directors, and '"T '
tlie manager is looked to to carry out instructions.
26 Aug
!3!j. I, as a manager, regard the value of lives; if I am dishonest, T risk these lives for the benefit of a
Company, or whoever it may be;—why is not a viewer liable if he is competent to give directions ? When
orders arc given to a manager they should he left in a book. I want tbe person who gives the orders to
ho responsible. If orders are given by directors or viewers they should be put in a book, and this would
absolve the managers.
i)4. Mr. Curley.'] In a case of that description there might be no corrupt motive whatever, hut serious
mistaken mining judgment ? Yes ; that would result in loss of life.
flo. That is what you want lo guard against by a provision of this character? Yes; at present the
mauager has to carry out these instructions or else leave the place, and he is not always ready to leave
the place.
9G. There is nothing imperious in a provision of that character ? Nothing wrong whatever in it.
!17. Do you not think that the opposition arising from this is rather that the principle is an inovalion than
anything else? J can say that it does not interfere with the management as far as the miners are
concerned, because they do not sec the books, and it is only in case of accident these books will be
produced.
98. President.] You are assuming that the manager does something that he knows to be wrong?
Certainly.
99. That because it is hie bread and butter be dare not leave his position: therefore he must carry itout ?
That is the position.
100. Supposing that tho inspector or anybody else gives the directions, bow does that help the matter?
Tlie inspector has no right to interfere with the management.
101. If the manager is competent be knows the directions are wrong and still he carries them out;—how
are the men safe by that ? Under the clause wc are discussing it comes homo to those who give these
written instructions.
102. If there is an accident in which men are maimed or killed, what satisfaction is there in bringing it
hoino^ ? . Wc want to prevent accidents. Surely tho law should deal with those who have been the means
of bringing on those accidents, as in case of felony or murder or any other offence of that description.
That would mean that in future tbe responsible parties would be more careful. Now they got off and
lives are sacrificed, but if it came home once or twice they would be very careful in seeing that it did not
occur again.
103. Supposing I am a director of a mine, and I say ‘'Take out those pillars" or only leave them such and
such thickness, and these arc not thick enough to support the mine, and that the manager knows that
what he is doing will have the effect of risking the lives under him, I do not see how he can be
absolved ? He is in an awkward position if he has to leave his work rather than do it.
104. Then, with a viewer or managing director, the manager would be punished for knowing it was
wrong? Yes ; the point is that the manager is not working the mine really. The manager, according to
the proposed Bill, would be manager; but tlie overseer, who is above him at present, gives instructions,
and be lias to carry them out or leave his place. Tbe other man is free. Tho other man should pay the
penalty, and not the manager.
KVi. Mr. Curley] Is it not a question of discipline ? Yos ; as far as the manager is concerned.
106. lie has the law laid down by his superior officer, who lias control of tbe colliery and simply issues an
order, and tiie manager has to carry out that order in an executive way ? Yes ; either that or leave it.
107. Or ho becomes insubordinate, and must leave under any circumstances? Certainly,
JOS, In a case of that description, could not the manager object to the order? Yes ; he could do that.
109. And if there was a-Board of Directors he could appeal to them ? Yes.
110. "W"ould not that, then, originate a good deal of unpleasantness between tlie subordinate and chief
manager? Yes; it would be a case of the survival of the fittest. It would depend on who was of the
greater value to the Company, The man with the position generally has the best of it,
111. You.tbink that, in the light of past experience in mining, as carried out in this country, that tbe
provision in the Bill that we have been discussing is absolutely necessary ? I do ; absolutely necessary.
J 12. Before we came to this matter we wore on the question of ventilation. There is somethino- stated
in the Bill about carrying the air to within 15 yards of the face. 'Will you look at page 23, claus°e 49-15,
sub-clause nr.
i
si* inoll^‘s ,aftcr the commencement of this Act, every nune, unless worked Ou the loim-waU system,
shall be divided into districts or splits of not more than sixty men cxclusivcof wheelers and horses ; amt each distnctshali
be supplied with a separate current of fresh air, which shall be taken to witliin fifteen yards of each workinu face by brattice
or otherwise where gas does not exist, and to with hi three yards of the working face where gas docs exist.

•

—? Yes ; the Legislative Council have struck that clause out.
113. Do you believe in that provision, Sir. Began ? I do.
114. Do you think that provision is necessary in the Bill ? I do, for reasons I have before stated. We
do not know what thickness pillars are, and this provision will surmount the difficulty by havin'* air
carried 15 yards from the face.
D
115. There is something with regard to return airways, to the effect that they shall not he used as
travelling roads. This is struck out as well by the Legislative Council. Will you look at the latter part
of clause 41, Bulo 1, page 24:
1
And in single headings, or where gas is known to be generated, it shall be bratticed up to within three yards of tlie
face of such working place And no return airways shall be used as travelling roads. lu the case of mines required by this
Act to be under the control of a certificated manager, the quantity of air in the respective splits or currents shall at least
oneo m every month be measured and entered in a book to be kept for the purpose at the mine,

Do you think that is also necessary in the Bill ? I think it is perfectly right there.
11G. What is the effect of the air on men with regard to travelling roads ? The return airway is where
tho vitiated air is from the stables and horses, and the air is sufficient to poison men at times. It is unhealthy.
117. In tbe great bulk of mines they are not used as a rule ? No ; I do not think so.
‘
118. This is a provision in the Bill, so that they cannot he made use of? Yes.
'
119. President.] In properly conducted mines these roads arc not used ? No ; they are not used.
120.

•
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120. ])o you think it is necessary to legislate for this;—there is no use legislating for what is unnecessary?
j£ tj)ere jB no legislation managers can make their travelling road their return air-way. There is not
'much love lost between managers and men at present. Every advantage is taken by managers as things
are at present.
121. Is not that unfortunate? Yes; I have said that all along. There are exceptions, 1 must admit.
122. In any decently conducted mine do you think there is any need for apprehension that the return air
ways will be made travelling roads; do you think it is serious enough for the Legislature to interfere;—
is it a matter of such moment ? I think, that while we are legislating for ventilation, wo ought to provide
that men should not be forced to go into these roads. When I was check inspector, I used to be laid up
at times when 1 went to these roads to examine them. It was really unhealthy to go through there.
123. Were you obliged to go through there ? Yes; to see that the return airways were free, and I found
that they were not the most healthy to travel in.
124. Is it a matter of sufficient importance to legislate upon;—is it a real practical grievance ? They
have done many things in the northern district, and I want to stop them forcing men info these positions.
125. Mr. Curie)/.] Do you recollect that an Executive Committee sat to draw up amendments ? Yes; an
Executive Committee of the Miner’s Association. I was a member of that Committee in 1887.
126. One of the provisions, I think, had reference to not travelling in return air-ways? Yes ; and it was
one of the suggestions before the conference with the employers, and the men would not give way in any
shape or form. I had the honour to preside over it.
127. The men considered this a very important provision? Oh, yes. Another reason why we do not want
this is that when men have finished hewing coal and are coming to the shaft to ascend, they will he put
in the return airway, in order that coal may be wound. We know that, air, after it has been travelling
through fifty or sixty men is not healthy to inhale. There is a lot of carbonic acid gas.
128. This matter brings us back to tlie competency of managers, and so on;—do you think it is absolutely
necessary that mines should be under the control of efficient managers ? I do.
129. Tresidenf.] The miners, I presume, are satisfied with the Bill as it went from the Legislative
Assembly? Yes, perfectly,
130. The matters in dispute are the amendments made by the Legislative Council ? Yes, certainly.
131. Mr. Curley.] Would yon he willing to agree with the amendment as suggested by tho Council on
page 2, Buie 3—
(i) In every mine required by this Act to be under the control of a certificated manager, daily personal super
vision shall he exercised cither by the manager, or by an under-manager, nominated in writing by the owner or agent of the
mine.

—? I do not think there is much in this. There is something in Buie 4, “ a contractor while so con
tracting.”
132. Presidenl.] That means a contractor for getting minerals ? -------133. Mr. Curley.] With regard to Buie 5, on the same page, there is only the alteration of two words,
of competency” ? Some men will receive certificates of competency on account of their examination;
others will receive certificates for service. There are some men who arc as good managers as can be
found who could not pass the usual examination. I think that sub-section 2 of Buie 5—
(n) For the purpose of ascertaining the persons to receive certificates of competency for the purposes of this Act,
examiners shall be appointed by a Board consisting of-----

,

should remain as it is proposed, because some men, from service, would he managers, who are not com
petent to pass an examination. When the English Act of 1872 was passed, certificates of service were
granted to colliery managers, and some of these managers were superior to men who had passed their
examinations, or quite as qualified.
13-1. President] What sort of examination have they to pass ;—what would the examination be in ? The
examinations would he theoretical and practical. First, on the Goal Mines Bill; then, on the theoiy of
ventilation, <te.—written or oral.
135. Is that hard to understand? Some of us have not learnt the matter yet, although we have studied
it for years.
136. Is that a thing that they would not practically know ? Perhaps so ; hut if you gave them pen and paper
they might not be able to write what they know. Part of tho examination would be geometry, geology,
mathematics, and surveying. Some men understand how to do these things, hut could not describe thorn.
137. Look at page 37 of MacSweeney's hook on the English Act, reference 3 :—“Each Board shall make,
from time to time, to a Secretary of State, a report of their proceedings ; and of such other matters as
a Secretary of State may from time to time require”? The ’72 Act only gives certificates of service to
managers. Then fifteen years elapsed to the passing of the '87 Act, when all managers were supposed
to be competent, or to have this certificate of service. In the 1887 Act, they only granted certificates of
service to under managers. In the Act, to managers and under managers certificates of service are to be
given.
138. Mr. Curley] Your reason for adhering to the clause in the Bill as it went from the Assembly is that
many competent men, who have had long service, may he thoroughly competent, and yet could not go
through an examination ? Yes; it would he an injustice, and 1 for one do not want to see it done.
139. President] Do you not think it is a good thing in future for all men to he examined ; it saves all
the present people ? It provides for five years’ experience.
140. Do you not think that future men should pass this examination? Yes ; I believe in that. Tbe
Assembly had it “for the purpose of granting certificates of competency and service, tho Board of
Examiners shall be appointed, consisting of, &c.”
141. That must he read with sub-section 8, which saves everything ? I am not in favour of the Board
granting certificates of service.
142. Mr.'Gregson] There is an agreement as to the constitution of the Board? Yes; the Board in
England is under the direct control of the Home Secretary. They have 048,000 miners and others about
collieries. Here we have 12,000 miners—perhaps less than that. In England there are so many different
interests. There arc only three miners on the Board here. The consequence in some cases has been that
men are allowed certificates as far as the examination is concerned, while with others—working miners—
who have no influence at court, the examination is made as strict as it possibly can be. We want fair play.
The owners have no more right of representation any more than the miners. In an examination both
parties ought to he represented by an equal number. Where there is a Board of nine, and only three of
that
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that Board representatives of the miners, the majority will appoint men who will look after their own J. L. Fegan,
interests. In the Board, as proposed to he constituted, there are six votes to three, and if you are Mr. ■Ks(l'’
bo and bo’s son you will get through.
143. It is for the examiners to say who gets through ? Yes; hut there are six against three, when 2 j ”e‘’ 89 ‘
certain names are proposed to receive certificates of competency. Six against three.
144. "What do you suppose their interest would be ? To got the most competeut men, not men with
silver spoons in their mouths.
145. would anybody on that Board have a difEerent interest to that? I conld not say until 1 see the
names.
'
14G. Presit/ent.] You seem to think that oxaminers will be appointed who will favour their own party? Yes.
147. Mr. Oreyson.] In what way could they do that? There are several names proposed, and you know
how far their sympathies go with a certain class.
148. Say for example that their sympathises are with the mine-owners. In what way will that effect the
competency of the Board of Examiners ? Say that when this Board is appointed it is composed of six
men who are in close compact with the colliery owners, As a man who takes a prominent part in Union
organisations I come before the Board ; through its compositions I am put through a far severer test than
the son or nephew of one of these men sitting on the Board !
140. Is not that rather a good thing? I do no not object provided the test is ihc same all through. If
it is n, friend he may he allowed to sit near to two of these examiners and be put through an oral
examination. Something like this :—The next; your name is So and So. Oh, yes ! How is your father ?
Fairly well thank you ! A few questions are put, and he is allowed to go out of the door.
•
150. Do you know that that man is not as competent as the man who has had to go through the severe
examination ? I want liim to go through the same ordeal as the other man, and by having three on each
side you will he able to get competent men who will show no favour in any shape or form. It is a fact
to-day that the granting of certificates has become almost exclusive to families of engineers. I hope that
state of affairs will never come to New South IVales!
■
151. -Pmif/ent.] Is that in England? Yes, in England. I want the class I belong to to improve too.
152. Mr. GWyscw.] Should the composition of the Board be ten or seven ? Having respect for the
lives of the people J. represent, I say that this Board is too large by three, and not. fairly representative to
appoint these examiners. In my opinion to get a properly representative Board the owners and managers
and employees will do.
153. Mr. CtirZey.] You mean to say that the proposition laid down in the Bill so far as the Assembly is
concerned, that gives both owners and workmen an equal opportunity with regard to the granting
of certificates meets with your approval ? I do ; I am in favour of the Bill as sent from the lower
House.
154. "Will you kindly look at Eulo 6 on page 4, sub-section 1, “ Certificates of Service in case of Under
managers.”
C. (i) A certificate of service shall he granted by the Minister to every person who satisfies the examiners either that
liefore the passing of this Act he was exercising, and has since that date exercised, or that he has at any time within five
years before the passing of this Act, for a period of not less than twelve months, exercised functions substantially
corresponding to those of a manager or an under-manager in a mine ?

That; Rule has been agreed to by accepting the Councils amendments—the new Clauee.
155. Will you look at rule S, on page 3, “ Qualification and attendance of engine man”:—
8. Subject to the provisions of section nine of this Act in any mine which is usually entered by means of machinery,
or where any shaft, plane, or level is used for the purpose of communication from ouc part to another part of a mine, and
persons are taken up or down or along such shaft, plane, or level, by means of any engine, windlass, or gin, driven or
worked by steam or any mechanical power, a competent male person not less than twenty years of age, and being the
holder of a certificate of competency or certificate of service, shall be appointed for the purpose of working the machiuery
whichis employed in lowering and raising persons therein, and shall attend for that purpose during the whole time that
any person is below ground in the mine, and such person shall have charge of all ropes, chains, or tackle connected with
such machinery. Where any windlass, gin, or machine used for any of the purposes aforesaid, is worked by an animal
or by manual laliour, the person in charge of such engine, windlass, or gin, or of any part of the machinery, ropes, chains,
or tackle connected therewith, must be a competent male person not less than eighteen years of age. Where the machinery
is worked by an animal, the person under whose direction the driver of the animal acts, shall for the purposes of this rule be
deemed to be the person in charge of the machinery.

Dr. Robertson in his evidence before the Committee which I had the honor to be chairman of, conceded
that point.
156. Mr. G-regson.] Where was that evidence given ? It was given before my Committee on 4tli
April, 1894:—
1378. Chairman.] I suppose you desire that the most competent men should take charge of your machinery as
engine winder ? Yes ; I am very particular about engine-drivers.
1379. You believe that they ought to thoroughly understand their work ? Yes.
1380. Do you think it is sufficient for a man to know that he has enough steam, or is it better that he should
thoroughly understand all about the pressure and so forth ? He would be no worse for that knowledge, but an ordinary
engine-driver has nothing to do with that. You cau get boilers guaranteed for a certain amount of pressure, and you work
with about half that. Every body who has expensive machinery would desire to put it under the charge of the most
competent man ?
.
1381. You have said that you were in favour of managers having certificates ? Yes.
1382. Do you thinlc that the underground managers ought to have certificates? Yes; but as a rule underground
managers arc taken from the coal face, and you must not expect in them the same amount of education that would be
possessed by a trained manager.
1383. Do you know that such is not required even under the English Act? When I left England underground managers
had not certificates ; but underground managers do got certificates under the present Act.
■
1384. There is a clause which stipulates that underground managers shall have second-class certificates? Yes; I
should bo the first to agree to that, if you could prove that no injustice would he done to a deserving class of men. You
take underground managers from tho best men in the mine, and you must give them time for education, and see that no
injustice is done to them. In that respect I have very littlo to add to tho recommendation which 1 made in one of those
reports of the Commission of which I was President, namely, that the examination to a large extent should be oral.
1385. Do yon believe that an examination ought to be passed by a deputy ? Yes; but all the examinations should
be made as practical and as fair as possible.
13R5J, You believe that a man who takes charge of £10,000 or £12,000 worth of machinery ought be a competent
man? Y''es.
1388. And that he ought to pass an examination? Yes; to a certain extent only.

That does not bear out your statement ?

Perhaps not altogether.
157.

-
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J. Tj. FcKan, 157, Mr. Curley.'] Do you know whether that is the law in any other Colony ? I believe it is the law in
Esq,, MJj.A. Victoria. The engineman has sometimes to let down as many as 800 men, and we want a man who
■'GAu^lROK thoroughly understands his work. Where there are so many lives in jeopardy he ought to be a man who
- ng., ■ a.thoroughly understands his work. During the Broken Hill strike a man was examined as to his compe
tency, and he knew so much that he pulled men over the guard. Two or three men were killed through
his incompeteney in managing his engine.
158. Eule8, on page 8, “Qualification and attendance of engineman” (sec Appendix A). I understood
you to say that the .Assembly had agreed to that clause? Ho; the new clause. As the Bill left the
Assembly that part of it should be retained. The Assembly have agreed to the now clause 8, on page 4;
hut not with reference to engine-drivers. We still adhere to the old clause 8.
159. This new clause 8, on page 4, with regard to the granting of certificates ;—have tho Assembly agreed
to that ? The old clause 8 we have not agreed to ; but the new clause 8 was agreed to—“ Granting of
certificates of service to existing managers,”
160. liule 9, sub-sections 1, 2, and 3, on pages 4 and 5, tbe Assembly want to re-insert:—
9. (i) A certificate of service shall be granted by the ^Minister to every person who satisfies the examiners either
that before the passing of this Act he was exercising, and has since that date exercised, or that he has at any time within
live years before the passing of this Act, for a period of not less than twelve months, exercised functions substantially
corresponding to those of an engine-driver.
(it) Every such certificate of service shall contain particulars of the name, place, and time of birth, and tho length
and nature of the previous service of the person to whom the same is delivered ; and a certificate of service may be refused
to any person who fails to give a full and satisfactory account of the particulars aforesaid, or to pay such registration fee as
the Minister may direct not exceeding that mentioned in tho First Schedule to this Act.
(ill) The Minister may from time to time appoint a Board to examine candidates for certificates of competency, and
may by regulations prescribe the mode of conducting such examinations and granting such certificates, and thu conditions
under which such certificates or certificates of service shall bo held, or inay.be suspended or cancelled; and may from time
to time make, alter, and revoke such regulations as aforesaid.

? Yes.
161. Buie 10, sub-section 1, on page 5:—
10. If at any time representation is made to the Minister by an inspector or otherwise that any manager or under
manager holding a certificate under this Act or under any Imperial Act is by reason of incompeteney or gross negligence,
unlit to discharge his duties, or has been convicted of an ofi'cnce against this Act, the Minister may. if ho think lit, cause
inquiry to ho made into the conduct of tiie manager or under-manager, and with respect to every such inquiry the following
provisions shall have effect :—
(i) The inquiry shall be public, and shall be held at such place as tho Minister may appoint by such District Court
Judge, Police Magistrate, or Stipendiary Magistrate, or other person or persons, as may lie directed by the Minister,
and either alone or with the assistance of any assessor or assessors named by the Minister.

What have you done with that; has the Assembly agreed to that ? No ; that is a very important matter.
Bor this reason :—Appoint a District Court Judge, Police Magistrate, or Stipendiary Magistrate, Ac.,
with all respect to the ability of the gentlemen sitting as referees on questions affecting miners, they do
not seem to get hold of them, I have great respect for Mr. Oliver, and Mr. Barton ; but they do not
seem to get hold of the technicalities of mining. Mr. Brunker seemed to get hold of them, and the field
should be open for as good a man as we can possibly get.
162. You think that some outside persons could be got who would understand the technicalities of mining
better? Yes ; a retired colliery manager or inspector, or others. The field should be wide and open. It
should not be limited.
163. Sub-section 5, of liule 10, page 5 :—
(v) The person or persons appointed to hold the inquiry in this Act section and in section eleven referred to as the
court, shall, on the conclusion of the inquiry, send to the Minister a report containing a full statement of the
case, and the opinion of the court thereon, and such report of, or extracts from the evidence, as the court may
think fit.

What do you think of that ?

I think there is nothing in that. 1 think it is all right.
[Witness withdrew to be recalled later on.]

TUESDAY, 27 AUGUST, 1895.
[27/e Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.]

■|3rrsent:—

FUANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CUBLEY,

Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GEEGSON, Esq.

Adam Cook, Esq., President, Amalgamated Miners' Association of tbe Northern District, sworn aud
examined:—
A. Cook, Esq. 164. Mr. Curley.] What occupation do you follow? Coal-mining.
165. How long bare you been identified with mines? About thirty-two years.
27 Aug., 1895, J OG. You went into a mine at a pretty early age ? Yes ; at 11 years of ago.
167. Was that in the United Kingdom ? Yes; in Scotland.
168. How many mines did you wrork in there? In about half-a-dozen, T suppose.
169. Can you give us the names of them? I worked in the Town Hill Coal-mine, and in the Logally
Ironworks Company’s Mine, and one or two others.
170. Have you worked in mines in this Colony ? Yes.
171. How long have you been out in the Colony ? About sixteen years.
172. And what mines have you worked in out here ? I have worked at Joadja Creek and Hartley Yale
Shale-mines, and Coal-mines in the Northern District..
L73. What coal-mines have you worked at in tho Northern District ? In the Co-operative Mine, Hetton,
and in the Newcastle Wallsend Colliery.
174. You are President of the Amalgamated Miners’ Association? Yes.
175. How long have you held that position ? Por about four years.
176. Have you held any prominent positions in connection with the miners’ lodges? Yes; all of the
offices in connection with the minors’ lodge: all positions with the exception of treasurer.
177.
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177. You have held the position of secretary, I presume ? Yes.
178. And the position of delegate? Yes.
STAug., 1895.
179. And the position of chairman ? Yes.
180. And of check inspector ? No; I have never acted as check inspector.
.181. Have you given evidence before in connection with the Coal Mines Kegulation Bill ? Yes;. on two
different occasions.
182. Before Select Committees ? Yes.
183. What Select Committees have you given evidence before? At one appointed by the Upper Bouse,
and one by the Legislative Assembly.
184. Upon the last occasion what Select Committee did you give evidence before? Tho Committee of
which Mr. Began was Chairman.
185. 1 s that a copy of the evidence taken before that Committee (liandivg witness evidence) 9 Yes; 1
see my name here, and I was supplied with a copy something similar to this,*and the evidence is correct.
186. You have looked over the evideuce ? Yes.
187. Bare you also read over the Bill that passed the Assembly some time ago? Yes; I have read
that Bill.
188. You have read the latest Bill ? Yes.
189. Is there any material point in connection with the evidence that you have given that you would like
to refer to again? Well, I do not know' that there is very much. I think I explained myself as clearly
as l eould on the last occasion, but there is one point in connection with the ventilation. On that occasion
X said I was a thorough believer in the 150 feet per man minimum. I made tho following statement:—
The first matter that I should like to touch upon, and which I think most important as affecting the health and
comfort of the men, is the question of ventilation. A majority of the miners in the district 1 belong to would he perfectly
satisfied with the alteration pro\ idecl for in the Bill recently before the Legislative Assembly. I am a thorough believer
in the 150 foot per minute per man minimum. I think that is the least quantity of air that ought to be guaranteed for
sanitary purposes. 1 believe there is considerable difference of opinion about bratticing and short pillars. I am a believer
in short pillars, 1 think ft would he a great doal better, and it would be satisfactory to the majority of the miners, if cutthroughs were made not more than 20 or tJo yards apart at the utmost. Some people say that that would entail extra
expense to the proprietors, bnt 1 think that would be counterbalanced by other benefits. In most of the collieries they
have a system of taking ont the pillars. In several of tho collieries in the district which I belong to it is the custom when
taking out the pillars to have extra cut-throughs cut across the centre of the pillar, and take one-half of the pillar down
and leave the other half of the pillar up. Bnt 1 maintain that those extra ent-thronghs would not be necessary if the
pillars were shortened. I think it would be a great advantage both to the miners and to the proprietors. If the 150 feet
of air was always confined to the headings near the working-places, it follows, as a matter of course, the w'Orking-places
would he kept free of powder smoko and impurities. There arc great complaints in the northern district about miners
filling dirty coal, and in several of our seams in the northern district there is a considerable number of bands and other
refuse. There are the twopenny bands, and brass and kerosene, and other refuse in the seam, and the coal, as
a general rule, is very difficult to get. In fact, you can scarcely get any coal without using a considerable
amount of powder, and the place is always pretty well filled with smoko. If the air was kept sweeping along the
heading nearest tho working-places they would be kept free of powder smoke, and you could get clean coal. Men are
sometimes punished severely for sending up small quantities of dirt in tbe coni. As regards the question of bratticing, it
is not a question of expense altogether, though of course this has to he taken into consideration. It is not altogether what
wo should like, but what wo can get. That is the most important consideration with me. I think it would be difficult to
tako the bratticing np the Lord where there is a very soft roof. The roof would be coming down and interfering with the
bratticing, and the air would be escaping. Some of our seams are between 8 and 9 feet high. I am most decidedly in
favour of shortening the pillars. It is absolutely necessary that they should not be more than 25 yards apart, because in
my experience I have seen men working at least 45 yards in front of the current of air. Under the present system the entthroughs are supposed to he 35 yards apart. But alter driving that distance, I have seen where another 2 yards had to be
taken out for the width of the cut-through, and then drive 8 or 9 yards through the pillar, making a distance of 4C yards,
before a fresh current of air could be got. As regards the ventilation question, there is no matter which has been talked
about more freely amongst the miners for a number of years than the miners being allowed to travel on the return air-way.
That is a thing which ought to ho absolutely prohibited. 1 behove it is the custom in some collieries for men to be allowed to
travel'in return air-ways, but we know that the powder smoke and other impurities go into that air-way, and it is bound
to be injurious to men travelling in it after a hard day's work.

I see no reason fo alter my opinion since. There is a lot said about this air being taken into tbe working
places, about bratticing and shorter cut-tbroughs. I ;un in favour of the 25-yard cut-throughs instead of
bratticing each bord up. 'There is no necessity for that unless ihero are signs of gas. A bit of bratticing
at the end of each bord so as to catch the air to go into the bord would bo a very groat improvement
indeed, and keep the places clear of powder smoke. I should like to sec 3 yards of bratticing in each
bord at the entrance to tbe bord.
190. Bo you think that would bo an item of any serious cost to the colliery ? No; Ido not sec where
tho cost would come in. It would be a mere trifle. TE the place was kept free of powder smoke the
proprietors would got cleaner coal. The brattice would have to protrude on to the heading in order to
accomplish this.
191. Tho question of cleaning the coal is a matter you have given evidence upon already ? Yes, and I have
nothing to add to that.
192. In your previous evidence, have you referred to the number of men in a split ? I do not think there
was much said about that. I was satisfied with the alterations made in the Legislative Assembly.
193. 1 presume that you know from what has come under your notice that numbers of the mines m the
northern district contain fire-damp ? Yes, judging from what has taken place at some of the collieries,
and by tbe reports in tbe newspapers, also by the complaints made to the Minors’ Association.
194. Have you seen the correspondence that passed between Mr, Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields,
and myself some time ago [see Appendix G-] ? Ires.
195. Jt deals principally with ventilation, gas explosions, and general matters pertaining to the regula
tion of the mines ? Yes.
19G. Boos it not bring under tho notice of the Examiner of Coal-fields all these matters in a very
pertinent way ? Yes.
*
197. Bo you know, Mr. Cook, the year in which tho last Coal Mines Act came into operation ? Tn 1876,
I believe.
198. "We have had no amended mining legislation since then that has actually become laiv ? No.
199. Measures have passed the Assembly on former occasions? Yes; several have, and that is all the
length they have got.
200. Bo you think, from your past experience, that it is time that amended legislation should take place?
Yes, 1 do.
201. And that that legislation should bo of an effectual character ? Yes, certainly.
92—B
202.
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A. Cook, Esq. 202. Have you given any eiidenco with regard to the minimum size of pillars? I do not think I said
very much about that, because I think that will have to depend on the nature of the coal and the nature '
27 Aug.,lS95. 0-f th,. strata, above. It might bo possible to have a minimum, say 6 yard pillars, in width.
203. Do you know that the Bill stipulates for a minimum of 8 yards ? I take it that is under tidal waters.
201 ’Will you look at page 32 of the Bill:—
46. In mines not ntulor river or ocean or tidal waters worked on the pillar and stall system, where it is intended
to remove the pillars, the stall or bords rhall not exceed in width S yards, and the pillars shall not bo less
than S yards wide. Where it is not proposed to remove the pillars, they shall be of such dimensions as shall
be necessary to support the roof. In mines worked on the long-wall system substantial supports shall be erected
sufficient to protect the workmen. In mines worked on the Welsh bords or double-stall systems good, substantial,
and sufficient pack-walls shall be built, and a sufficient number of props set on each side of the pack-walls.

Rule

I was under the impression that the minimum laid down was 6 yards and 8 yards under tidal waters.
This must of necessity depend on the nature of the roof, and tho nature of the coal.
205. Is it not better to bo on the safe side ? Most decidedly.
206. Do you think there is any serious harm done if the minimum is stipulated for 8 yards ? Of course
there are several things to be taken into consideration. If the roof is good, it would be a waste of
mineral to allow that extra 2 yards to be taken in.
207. The pillars are removed lated on ? Tes; but there is a probability of losing pillars, because there is
not sufficient to begin with.
208. Is not that a substantial reason why they should be 8 yards? Yes.
_
209. What has been the usual custom in the collieries you have worked in;—what size pillars have
been left ? Where I am working now the pillars are 8 yards in width.
210. Where is that? At the Hewcastle-Wallsend Colliery. Afterwards these pillars are taken out.
211. Sometime they put their supports in packs timber and refuse ? Yes. I have not had much
experience in the Wallsend Colliery, hut I was eleven years in the Co-operative Colliery, and they were
not particular there, 'The miners sometimes could have walked through tho pillar.
212. Was that not under circumstances where tho management had the whole business in their own
hands ? Most decidedly. It was the overman's duty to sec the pillars were kept safe.
213. Under that system have you ever known any serious fall to take place in the Co-operative Colliery?
Yes; I remember one about eight or nine years ago. A. very large fall it was, too.
214. What was tbe effect of that fall; did it travel over those weak pillars ? Yes ; it closed up a con
siderable portion of the mine, threw men out of employment, and put the management to serious expense.
Men had to go idle, and cavil three or four men in one bord. As a general rule two men only work in
one bord. The men had to he double-banked. This place had to be won out again, aud that was a lot of
expense to the management.
215. That meant the internal demoralisation of the mine for a time ? Yes; to a very great extent.
216. With regard to tho weak pillars in that instance, would the great hulk of them be lost forever?
Tes; completely lost.
217. Would that not be a loss to the owner of the coal for the time being? Undoubtedly.
218. A loss to the Company ? Yes.
219. And would it not be a national loss as well? Yes; there is no question about it, because the coal
was of first-class quality, and through the disaster it was an impossibility to get that coal at any future time.
220. If pillars had been left there of a sufficient size to have supported that roof, and if they did come
away, would not the great hulk of that coal have been got afterwards ? If tbo pillars had been sufficient
the fall would not have taken place at all.
221. In the working out of pillars, a strong roof will stand for a considerable time, will it not ? Yes,
222. It will stand until you have worked out a largo sectional area with pillars in it, and after you have
taken them out it will still stand ? Yes.
223. When that occurs, is there not a tremendous amount of pressure when that roof makes a break ?
Yes, because there is such a wide area.
224. Will it not then require a good substantial pillar ? Yes, it would.
225. Is not that a reason why sufficient pillars should be left ? Most decidedly; but I am not able to
say what is sufficient. It would depend on the nature of the coal and the nature of the strata, I should
say not less than 6 yards.
226. With regard to the strata, where a large area like that is left, would not a G-yard pillar sometimes
be too weak for to break that off when it came to be an extensive area of heavy weight ? In many cases
it would.
227. Even where the strata is thin, but you have a strong roof, with a great pressure all at once you
must have some substantial power to break it off when it falls ? Yes; pillars should be strong enough to
prevent that taking place.
228. Have you heard of other collieries in the district where falls have taken place in a similar way with
similar results, and even worse results ? I have heard of one with worse results.
229. Where was that ? Atthe A.A. Company’s mine, but I have no knowledge of it except by report
and what I have read in the papers; still it is quite enough to arrive at the conclusion that if sufficient
pillars had been left the fall would not have taken place.
230. In the working out of pillars, the men rely on the main roads as their outlet to get away ? Yes.
231. Is there not great danger to life when these pillars are left weak and a big fall takes place ;—is it
not liable to shut up the main way and prevent tho men getting out? Yes, it is more liable with weak pillars.
232. Have you heard toll of falls in any other collieries;—have you heard of any creeps at Stockton?
Yes, I remember something happening there about two or three years ago.
233. Have you heard of anything happening at Jtorwood ? Yes.
234. Have you heard of any extensive fall at Wallsend ? Yes.
235. Do you know whether the men have been thrown out of work at Stockton'in consequence of a
similar fall taking place there ? Yes ; the whole of the men at Stockton were thrown out in consequence
of a threatened fall.
236. You mean as distinguished from a creep? Yes.
237. 1 would like to direct your attention now to this provision in the Bill with regard to working under
tidal waters. You will find it on page 31, rule 42 :—
In the case of working coal by the pillar and stall system under river, or tidal, or ocean waters, the workings shall be
laid off systematically and carefully, and the size of the pillars shall be such as will afford ample supiiort, after exposure
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to the crumbling effect of the air over many years, and shall not be less than twice tbe width of the bords or coal wrought A. Cook, Esq.
out between such pillars. The bords on one side of the headings, levels, or cross-cuts, shall, unless prevented by rolls or
»"-n
faults, be driven opposite the bord pillars on tbe other side of the heading, level, or cross-cut. Tho minimum width of 27 Aug,, 189o.
the pillars of coal shall be S yards, and the maximum width of the bords or stalls 0 yards. And in no case shall the pillars
under ocean or tidal waters be removed.
T think that is a very wise and Tcasonahle provision, because I do not think proprietors can bo too careful
when working under tidal waters. There is a double danger to people working below; they run the risk
of being crushed and also of being drowned.
238. Supposing you heard that any colliery, situated under tidal waters, had pillars left 1 and 2 yards in
thickness, and horde a width of 10 yards in some cases—that is, bords had been worked a width of 10 yards,
and pillars in some cases 2 yards, would you consider that colliery had been worked in anything like a
careful way ? Certainly not.
239. How would you describe the management of that mine ? Ho punishment too severe could be inflicted
on any one that allowed such a thing to be done.
240. If a reference to something of that kind can be found in one of the Colliery Commission's Kcports,
referring to a colliery where that has been done, do you not think that is the best proof that a time has
come for a change in that respect? 1 should think fresh legislation is very necessary if that is correct.
241. Any manager of a. colliery would be unfit for his position where lhat is done ? Tes.
242. Can you conceive that a manager may be forced to get out in the early stages of a colliery quantities
of coal, irrespective of how the coal is worked ? I suppose the colliery manager is under the control of a
Board of Directors, but it is tho duty of tho manager to see that the mine is worked properly.
I cannot
think of a manager being compelled to do anything of that kind.
243. Is it. not possible that, the directors might be anxious to get out coal, and that the manager might
have to do this to keep his position ? Probably that might be the case, but I do not think that any level
headed manager would do a thing of that kind.
244. President.) A manager like that would be a sort of criminal, would ho not? Yes; I should think
he would rather give up his position, hut there are managers who would do that, or anything else the
directors told them.
245. Ton have already given us an instance of where pillars 'have been left too thin, and in consequence
largo quantities of coal have boon lost;—J think you mentioned the Co-operative Colliery? Tes.
246. Put aside the question of safety;—was that not a big commercial loss to the company ? It must
have been. There is no question about that, I should think.
247. In the case of a colliery that is working under tidal waters, would not tho directors have an oppor
tunity of knowing this ? I should think so.
248. Would they not have an opportunity of inspecting the mine and inquiring the width of the bords
and working of the mine ? Tes, they could got to know; but that shows the necessity for being extremely
careful in driving the bords under the tidal waters. The bords should bo driven by sights. Tbo deputy
gives you the line to go by that insures a uniform size.
249. That is absolutely necessary, is it not ? Yes.
250. That would be a wise regulation in other cases, even on dry land, that they should be tho width they
are expected to he? Tes; in turning off a Lord you may get 0 or 8 yards, but you do not get a uniform
width, and you should get a uniform width as near as possible.
251. That would be bad management, would it not? lrcs ; certainly, sir.
252. Mr. Curley.) Have you heard of accusations being brought against miners being anxious to rob the
pillars ? Tes; but no case has come under my own particular notice. I have never seen miners rob
pillars myself.
253. Mr. Greyson.) TiYho does rob them, then? Of course, if the pillars are robbed, the miner must
do it.
254. President.) Have the miners any right to touch these pillars ? Ho.
255. Mr. Curley.) Is this not a fact,—that the manager can come in at any time if lie thinks the bord
is going too wide, and put a mark on and say that the miner has to leave so much on in order to get the
pillar a certain size ? Tes, that is done.
256. And it is the miner’s duty to follow that out? Tes; and if he docs not do it he is liable to be
dismissed.
257. Have you referred to the working hours ? Tes; I did very particularly.
258. And you still are of tho same opinion as regards the working hours? Tes; I believe there is a
greater necessity now than ever.
259. President?) Por what ? Por legalising the eight hours in connection with coal-mining.
260. What do you mean by legalising the eight hours;—do you mean to make it an offence to work
longer? Yes ; unless there is a creep or a fire, or other ease of extreme urgency.
261. No one can compel a miner to work more now unless he chooses ? Ho ; not to my knowledge.
262. And yet you wish to take that choice from them? Most decidedly. When tho liberty of tho
subject affects others I think his liberty should be taken away from him at once. We are supposed to
work eight hours, but I question whether they do now, simply through tho conditions imposed by the
proprietors during the last year or two. Eight hours is quite enough to work underground, aud if a man
cannot obtain a living in this time it is time for him to give it up. There has been no trouble with the
proprietors in connection with this matter.
263. Mr. Curley.) Do you know that there was a provision on this subject in one of Ihe agreements
between the proprietors and inino owners ; I have the agreement here ;—will you kindly look at clause
7, and tell me what it says (see Appendix II) P The daily hours for drawing coal shall be eight,
264. Was that obtained in amutuat way? Yes.
265. Is it not very difficult to control matters with regard to the uniform working of hours in consequence
of tunnels at some of the collieries, aud a few men being disposed to work any hours ? Yes ; it is a very
difficult thing to control anything like that.
266. Is not that liable to lead to very serious danger in some cases? Yes; running in here and there
any time they have a mind to. At the Hetfon Colliery the system works flrst-class, and without any
friction with the manager. There are two shifts, a front shift and a hack shift. The front shift men are
not let down before 6 o'clock and come back at 2, and tho back shift is let down at 8 o’clock, and they
come hack again at 4 o’clock. At the Colliery I am working at now it is difEerent, some of the men go
in
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This gives these men an opportunity to work ten or twelve hours a day to

27 Auc. 1895. m • a
m°re money, and tlie management, when any trouble comes, point out what these men are
’
earning, which has an effect upon the others, and God knows where it might end.
267. "What is the rule with regard to a man coming to his work in the morning—is he supposed to see
some mark to indicate that his place has been examined? ]' believe that is done at Hetton, but I am not
aware that it is done at Old Wallsend.
268. Have you ever noticed any marie ? No.
269. Have you been on the front shift ? Tes; but 1 would not swear that it has not been done.
2/0. j ou have not observed any mark yourself? No.
271. Do you think that is a very necessary precaution to take? * Tea; where there is the slightest
appearance of gas it is very necessary. In tunnels where there is no sign of gas \ do not think I would
pe anxious upon a provision of that kind, but where there are any signs of gas the places should be
inspected before the men start work.
272. Even where gas is not given off, is it not possible it might be given off at ativ time ? I would not
like to say what is possible and what is not possible. It would be rather strange if there was gas where
it was never heard of before.
fa
273. You have heard tell of the gas explosion at Wallsend? 1 have. I believe two or three men have
been burnt at that colliery.
■
274. President.] Does gas come so suddenly that you would not know anything about it? Gas may
accumulate in the night, and the place may be standing full of gas in the morning. A miner going in
witn a, naked light would cause an explosion, whereas the man going through before him would find out
the existence of gas.
275. If the man does his duty the other man would not be allowed to go ? Just so.
0-7' ®ow ““y
tb(;r.c employed in the Wallsend mine ? Close upon 600 miners, I should think.
-//. Mr. hurley.] Where this system prevails of men entering a mine as they please, aud where gas is
Known to exist at these collieries, is that not a reason of itself why there should not be more firm disci
pline with regard to working hours ? Tes; because where there is gas the man would not be allowed to
pass a certain point until the deputy had reported.
2/8. President.] Why do you want to legalise the eight hours? Because it would be iniurious to others
in the district, if individuals are allowed to do as they please.
270. Mr. Curley] Would a uniform starting point be made mutual with the men and the manager of
the colliery? Tes.
0
m?Uld
Ynanagement insist upon men coming to the mine in regulation fashion ? Yes.
281. I hey could do so at present if they chose ? Yes.
282. There is some reference in this Bill in connection with plans being submitted to some officer of the
municipality. Will you look at Buie 28 of the Bill, section 5, on page 14.
ABHri,in,LEVers C0I’y 0r.traeulS f aforesaid, shall be deposited in the principle office of the Department of Mines and
in relation’thprioew Pt ^ evjd™ce T "' Court, no _copy or tracing thereof shall he furnished, nor information
anvowner OT le^/S thcl^a sllall ,®uch
tracings he open to inspection unless the Minister shall order that
he affected h Jtlm loft
If J" °f th,e ^face thereof, or the officer of any municipality whose rights or interests may
l!„Bf®?by1t!lCTV')rkl1n«cf the mine he permitted to see such portion of any plan or tracing as affects the right or
interest of such owner, lessee, or municipality.
b
I do not think that goes far enough to suit me. This simply looking at the plan would not be an advanG
age at all. ^ 1 have some knowledge as far as the municipalities are. concerned, and think that the officers
ot the municipality should have the right to make a periodical inspection, to see that tho roads are left in
a sate condition
That right is not here. An amount of damage has been done in the municipality that
J live in through undermining streets, and completely ruining them in many instances. If the officer of'
■Vcl
b‘lve inspected these places a great saving of damage would have been made.
U , regard to the boundary of any abandoned mine, do you consider that an absolute necessity;—
will you look at clause 3, oE rule 28, on page 14:—
collierv lufl™ hnmldllv'tito nfUfif

jt the position of all shafts and boreholes sunk within tho

I see nothing wrong with that as it stands.
no-' nn°U
tbat that subsection should be embodied in the Bill ? Tes, decidedly,
2So. Hie reference here to the Crown having lost revenue, is it not necessary to have a clear definition of
boundaries upon plans ? I think so.
286. May not a man who is working close to the boundary of an abandoned mine come upon a lodgment
ot gas through having exceeded the boundary ;-if the boundaries are not on the plan, would it not be
possible for the colliery to work into that ? I7es.
287. Supposing it were standing full of water or a flooded mine, would there not be danger from that
?
lf.tbev thought it was all solid coal there might be a danger from that source.
+
W
tie ^-h^business, have you noticed anywhere where f he Council has given reasons
to this effect, that the miners were contractors, and could almost leave the mine when they pleased? I
believe statements something similar to that have been made.
1 1
SVh111,/1 mj^ j^ve a mine when he pleases in the way that is intended to be conveyed ? I do not
think he could without running the risk ot being discharged.

take place.

t0 ;lct
and,tho output of the colliery was interfered with, what would
A lot of them would be discharged from the colliery,

anJthing ot‘ tll{i kind? No; in very few of the collieries in tho
,In *Ietton.a man can,jot gel up the pit until certain stated times fixed by the manager.
,f?f' .1 rCgard v
i1? C°m,ng
°Tf t,,ie mme’ is ifc not absolutely necessary that tho time should be
stated when men should come out? I think it better to have a stated time, not two or three now and
to wnlk
T6 at;ul01t,ler1.tlme- 1 am a thorough hoheverin the eight hours. Itis quite long enough for men
to work. I go for legalising it because it is quite long enough for any man to work. If the proprietors
todSit take a StaDd and Say
t le meU Sll0UM W°rk llme or teu boUTS’ l«°l>aHy the men woukl have
009

W-fh

j

293-4. President.] I do not think that is likely ?

No, perhaps not; but they would have the power to.
295.
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™U
reasons gsven by the Council with regard to clause 21 of the4- Cooi, Esq.
‘
jn,d t l1° ^marks upou the Stockton Mine, to be found in the Minutes of the Proceedings of the
Legislative Council, 13th .lime, 1805, page 221.—
°
27 Aug., 1895.

Itegiilat on Act is quSsScnt

“nndM'ri‘bl& . f 10 P<>»er I,e possesses now under the present Coal-field^

&t±£° t^eSed t'go SlcT*0 f

^ *r”S

Wit)! the mining autbonties mde™? the" nn^Tl^ni fiaK“r wS

Ss SSriS“V0WerS 0f in3retors

“n

ht' 'f

pretty well defined, aud that they should have sub-

of thrniue ThVin,
/
COndlt]0ns> ^ not lo interfere materially with tho management
uLsentTct hoYV PC
* ]°
* h™V°w(>e to orde1'
withdrawal of tbe moo. I believe that in the
oof wm * h ,1 the power 10 re(luest fho manager to withdraw the men.
a d 'Rulf y^nV^in o"eC‘'rw2/i
1 t0. 5> 011 P^e 8 of the Bill, “ Powers of inspectors, &c„”
ana iiule 7, on page 2o,
Withdrawal of workmen m case of danger,”__
21. An inspector under this Act shall have power to do all or any of the following things, namely :—
' ^prmdsSons of^Pa itct'rehiHne1xa,nination1an(J inquiry ns may he necessary to aseertain whether the
(n) rro enter insncct Tnd cv^m 1 , ,
3
ero,mJ f '^“wgrmmd arc complied with in the ease of any mine.
Vs not to mncde’Vr ohstvoT^; y T""' a"dove7 Part tIiercof> at a!1 reasonable times by day amt night, hut so
firri
*
a T'™rklnBof th8 nnne except when absolutely necessary.
^ : De \t0 ™A makC >»?”the '5tatft Mld condition of any mine or any part thereof and the
vet tdation of the mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules for the time being m force in the mTue a d all
Ilfn^tiioSoreto'o^l^0”^
tlw safety of the persons employed in or about the mine or ally
(ivl CexflrckfTeh ntL.to’
*
an.<1 trcatll1eilt «f tllB i'Oivcs and othet animals used in the mi,to,
1,0
£ !uch othc' pewers as may bo necessary for carrying this Act into effect, and shall enter in a book to

‘w"1'" “I-*""8 ta “ ab°"‘ ‘,l' ”>”* “"S *»
(v) 1 o require the manager to withdraw the men from the mine if at any time lie finds that, by reason of inflammable
nml0mP1T?m^'nV uany mllte 0fPart *llerc0f’ 0r °f any cauRe whatever, the mine or tbe said part is dangerous ■
and no peuon shall, except so far as is neccasary for exploration or imuury into the cause of danger or the femovaj
Inspector to'hesafe^6^
6 ^ °V SUCh P11111 thereof as was fo,mcl dangerous, until the same is stated by the
Every person who wilfully obstructs an Inspector in the execution of his duty under this Act, and every owner -meut and
manager of a mme who refuses or neglects to furnish to tho inspector the means necessary for making aify entry iusnectm
examination or inquiry under this Act, in relation to the mine, shall be guilty of an offence a^hist fliis Acr3 ’ ^
*
i. It at any tune it is found by tiic person for the time being in charge of the mine, or any part thereof that bv
reason of inflammable gases prevailing in the mine, or that part thereof, orof any cause wffiatefer the nfine or that
eVery workn!a‘1 s,lla111,8 l|y ™eh P«™on withdrawn from the mine or part so found dangerous
nt d a competent person appomted for the purpose shall inspect the mine or part so1 found dan"crou”gand if
I10"1 lnfla“,,»aWc g-is. shall inspect the mine or pait with a locked safety lamp “and in every
case shall make a true report of the condition of tile mine or part; and a workman shall not, except in so far as
ntothrm^ro'^iartlof^d da CaUE0 °f
ol'for the removal thereof, or for exploration, be readmitted
into the mme, ot part so found dangerous, until the same is stated by tho person appomted as aforesaid not to be
fm t’he ni
L'CTy
3 j , 06 I'8C0ldefi in a book which shall he kept accessible to workmen at the mine
foi tbe purpose, and sliall be signed by the person who made the inspection,
B° you think that is a satisfactory reason for tho Council to assign with reference to the Stockton
Colliery. _ Lo, I do not 1 think that is a power that ought to be vested in the Government. I do not
think an inspector would do anything detrimental to the proprietors or the miners
Where life is
concerned the position is an urgent one, and inspectors ought to have the power to order the men out of
the mme.
Mr7, T^Vv11 l0°lc iatMllCw-itrr 0I1TT;1,e 1Stt0CV0n Colliel7’ dlded 8(11 February, 1894, being a report from
f'T ihfl S'T ianCi ^ r'
IIutable, Inspectors of Collieries, to Mr. John Mackenzie, Examiner
of Coal-fields, to be found m the Appendix to final report of the Select Committee, presided over by Mr
legan
J); also look at the 7fli clause of tbe letter from Mr. John Mackenzie, Examiner
ot Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, dated 21st Eebruary, 1893, to be found
on page 43 of the Appendix to tho same report'
*
'jL1"Ttmi1 beS 40 *nte
1 llaT Seel1, JIessrs- f^011 and Humble’s report of ISth instant on the inrush of
elmfnt
f l 1« ly T®1;^‘r ’ ^ ionV!lrrl >’ol! Il8rawith. The men having been withdrawn by the manager, work
oanuot bo lawfully resumed until I or an Inspector state that the mine is safe, which we cannot at present say.
I have, &c..
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
J0ILNT MA
Coal-fields.
Do you think the men were withdrawn there without rhyme or reason ? No : I do not think so.
298. It wus a grave and Berioas matter ? Yew.
'
299. The manager withdrew the men in the first place ? Tes ; because tho danger was of such a glaring
character that he could not get away from it.
o
&
e
t ndit3le ”,sPector s^ated t]lat tlK; m«i were not to resume work until the mine was safe ?
Tes
301. Look at the letter dated Sth Eebruary, 1894, the report in connection with Stockton Colliery from
Mr. Dixon and Mr. J Tumble. Hhatdofhcy say with regard to the subsidence there. Bead the Gih
clause • ‘
Silic?10llr pnivious inspection, a portion of the old workings in the No. 3 District, amounting to an area of about
7 acres, has fallen and caused a subsidence of the surface atthe junction of Maitland-street and Fullerton Cove Hoad,
f u YttrayeIIcd the outskirts of a considerable portion of this fallen ground, and did not hear anything indicative of
further disturbance, neither did we see any sign of water coming from the fallen ground
i
“
io-day we walked over the surface where the subsidence has taken place. The greatest depression appears to ho at
the junction of the two streets, many of the kerbstones being split ancl disjointed, and in several places the asphalt
7

guttering

.
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A. Coot, Esq. glittering wna fractured. The retaining-walls, stone steps, and fences of several houses in both streets bore evidence of
disarrangement* the two former being fractarcd, and the latter thrown from their original upright position,

27 Aug., 1895. —p

It shows there must have been some queer work going on below.

302. Also look at, and read, the 7th clause of the same report?—
7. Before leaving the colliery to-day, we catered the following report in a book at the colliery :
Stockton Colliery, 8 February, 1S94.
Our inspection of the above colliery on Tuesday and Wednesday, the Gth and 7th instant has revealed nothing that would
justify us in altering the opinion expressed by us, and entered in this book on the 18th February, 1893, and referred to )>
us on the 14th December, 1893.
—? It only shows that they were not in a position to report that the mine was safe, and still the men
had resumed work.
_
tot
a j-l
303. President.] Were the men made to do so, or did they do so of their own accord. It was at the
men’s own request. There was a general inspection made, the employers and men being both represented,
and they decided to resume work.
_
304. Mr. Curley.'] Has there been a subsidence there since? Tes; a creep.
30"). It has actually come to tlie surface? Yes.
_
306. Ton think that the powers of inspectors should bo pretty definite ? Inspectors should have absolute

jiowcr in cases of that kind,

ZSTobody should be in a position to question it at all.

...

307. Have you known of any serious collapse of a shaft when the men were at work and in the pit at the
timo ? Tes ; at South Waratah a couple of years ago.
308. Do yon know whether that took place on the 28th April, 1803 ?

I cannot say the date.

309. Ton know that it did take place ? Tes.
_
_
,
,
310. As an executive officer of the Miners’ Association that came under your notice by a communication
from the local secretary of the collier3r? Tes ; and we communicated with the Mines Department,
311. Do you know how long some men were in. tho pit before they got up that day? The greater part
of the following night—a considerable time after the accident happened. They had to he drawn up the
air-shaft.
312. Do you know, in connection with that communication, whether any reference was made to a creep
bordering upon the furnace shaft where the men had to come out? Tes; that was brought under our
notice as well.
.
313. These twro matters were brought under the notice of the Examiner of Coal-fields at thejame . Tes.
314. Do you know whether tho collapse of that shaft prevented the men from working ? T es ; the men
were about three or four months out of w'ork.
315. Are you sure that is tho correct time ? I think it ivas about that timc._
316. With regard to this alleged creep near this furnace shaft, do you not think that shafts should always
be well secured by a substantial pillar of coal between them ? Most decidedly. Of course the shaft is
the outlet for the whole of the coal got by the miners. It is good management to see that this is done,
317. Do you know whether circumstances of that character ever arose in connection with tho Newcastle
Company’s colliery ? I have no knowledge of it.
318. President.] A good manager would know his duties in this respect? Yes; he ought to._
319. There would be no object gained by his putting the shaft in any dangerous place ? It is only after
the shaft has been sunk and they are taking cut coal that they do not leave sutficient support near the
shaft, and it threatens to collapse until it collapses altogether. Wc assume that that was tho cause of
the collapse of that shaft.
_
320. Mr. Citrlcy.] It might have been liable to have closed in the furnace-shaft altogether.
have been.
321. Will you look at the provisions in the Bill for shafts in section 43 on page 21.

It might

43. (I) After the commencement of this Act, the owner, agent, or manager of a mine shall not employ any person
ui the mine, or permit any person to he in the mine for the purpose of employment therein, unless the following conditions
respecting shafts or outlets are complied with, that is to say :—
(o) There must be at least two shafts or outlets, with which every seam for the time being at work in the mine shall
hove a communication, so that such shafts or outlets shall afiord separate means of ingress and egress available to
the perrons employed in every such seam, whether the shafts or outlets belong to the same mine or to more than
one mine.
.
(id Such shafts or outlets must not at any point be nearer to one another than fifteen yards,[and there shall he between
such two shafts or outlets a communication not less than four feet wide and six feot high, and in the ease of
communications made after the commencement of this Act between shafts or outlets, not less than six feet high.
(c) T’<oper apparatus for raising and lowering persons at each such shaft or outlet shall be kept on tho works
bfclnncing to the mine, and such apparatus if not in actual use at the shafts or outlets shall be constantly
available for use.
The Bill provides 50 yards, the Council amended it to 15 yards, and the Assembly put it at 30 yards as a
compromise
do you think that is anything like a reasonable distance ? I prefer the 50 yards myself.
322. A colliery like tbe Metropolitan Colliery at Helcnsburg is a great depth ? Tes.
323. Would it require a substantial pillar in a case of that kind? Yes.
324. And if we are to have collieries like that proposed at Cremorne, it will require a great deal more ?
Tes ; a great deal more than 15 yards. In the event of a creep affecting one shaft, 1 think that under
ordinary circumstances it might be expected to find its way across 15 yards of a pillar and affect the other
shaft; whereas, if 50 yards wore left, it would ho an absolute impossibility for the other shaft to bo
affected, and so nothing of that kind could take place.
325. Have you had any knowledge of taking out pillars in England or Scotland ? No.
_
326. With regard to the question of check-weighing, have you given evidence on this subject? Yes; I
have,
327. Do you still consider that the appointment of a check-weighman should entirely he in the hands of the
men, as provided for in this Bill ? Yes, I do. Tho men pay the check-wcighman, and they should have
the right to make the selection. I do not see that the proprietors have anything to fear from anything of
that land, because his duties are defined by law, and theycanremovebimatany timeif he violated the law.
328. With regard to the check-weighman being selected under the present system from the employees of
the colliery, have you known any instance where that was done and the colliery stopped work for a few'
weeks, and upon work being resumed the check-wcighman was again objected to as not being an employee
of the colliery ? Yes; not very long ago at the Lambtcm Colliery in Newcastle.
329*
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32E). Did the Lodge Secretary communicate if in any way ?
330. Have you the communication with you? Yes.
331. Will you please read it ? Yes.

15

Tes; he did.

A. Cook, Esq,

27A^IM5.

Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary,—
Now Lambtcm, 37 May, 1S95.
Hear Sir,
“ TI f ri
.^[rc£"e^ 'y m.y lodge to forward to you a motion passed by tbe Lambtcm miners, on 15th Mav instant:—
1 Hat the district oiTicers use every endeavour in their power to have a clause inserted in the new Coal-mining Act,
vlicreby tne employees of any colliery may have the power to appoint any man to fill the position of chock weiclnnan,
whether lie be an employee or not of the same colliery.^
1 he reason of this motion is in consequence of the action of the management of the Lamhton colliery in the case of
I rename Wvans, after the stoppage of the colliery for five necks, the management did not consider him (T. Evans) an
employee ot the colliery, and refused to recognise him as one to be nominated for the position of check-weighmon.
My lodge consider it a great injustice to anyone who mav be appointed to such position to be cut off without anv
rcclress'
Yours, Ac.,
'
DAVIT) PATERSON,
non mi. 4
■
^
Secretary,

odd. ihat; communication is from tBe Lambton Lodge Secretary? Yes.
333. Do you think it is also necessary that each of the parties in the mine should contribute their share
ofithe payment to the check weighman ? Most decidedly.
334?. Are there not some eases where miners are paid for large and small coal filling away together ?
Yes; at TVallarah and at the Hew Lamhton tunnel.
iP0 ^r°u th!nk ^at the men should also have the right to he paid by iveight? Yes, of course.
33(). Do you think that tho operation of this Act should not apply (say) to a limited number of men.
The Assembly says twenty men, and Council amend that to thirty men. Sub-section (iv), of rule 38,
says:—
v '

. 4fIV^
kerC 's Provcd te tee satisfaction of the Minister, in tbe cubo of any mine or class of mines employing not
more than twenty persons under ground, to bo expedient that tbe persons employed therein should, upon the joint reureacntation of the owner or owmers of any such mine or class of mines and the said persons, bo paid by any method
other than that provided by this Act, such Minister may, if he think fit, by order allow- the same either without conditions
or during the time and on the conditions specified in tho order.

—? I think every miner ought be ho paid by weight.
337. Do you know of a colliery where a demand was made to be paid hr weight ?
Litcnded Colliery, or Cfartlcc.
'
338. Was the manager approached on the subject by the men? Yes.
333. Was there a document sent requesting this to be done ? Yes ; I believe so.
340. And the manager declined to do it ? Yes, he declined.
341. And the matter has been referred to the Minister ? Yes.
342. What was his reply later on ? 1 have a copy of his reply.
343. Will you please read it?

Yes ; at the Northern

®’r’
, .
.
department of Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 20 August, 3895.
i
Adverting to my tetter of the 3rd ultimo, in reference to the mode of payment at the Ganlce Colliery, I have
the honor, by direction oftt.be Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, to inform you that in view of the opinion of tho
AUoinrjy-Oeneral there appears to be no power to compel the owners of this colliery to pay by weight unless they choose to
agree with the miners to pay them according to the weight of tho mineral gotten.
I have, Ac.,
BARRIE WOOD,
4i

James Curley, Esq., Secretary, Amalgamated Miners’ Association, Newcastle.

[pri-

D.H.0.}

344. It appears that under the present Act there is no power to pay by weight ? Apparently not.
345. The general custom throughout the district is, as a rule, to pay by weight ? Yes ; that is the general
custom of the district at tho present time.
346. Has not this same proprietor been appealed to on former occasions ? Yes, repeatedly to my own
knowledge. I have interviewed him some years ago with the other district officers.
347. Do you know what was doncin connection with the iaiest request;—do you know of any men being
discharged? Yes, one in particular. There might have been more.
348. Do you remember there were four ? I know of one; probably there were four.
343. Do Jyou know of a man
Yes, well.
■ A named
4V l 4 a \-L 1Bradley
. Ik VIA f a ?
rrA/LX,
350. Do you know that he and ihis mate were discharged ? Yes, now I comoi ito think about it.
351. Do you know whether his mate was reinstated ? Yes, I believe so; but
but not Bradley.
352. Doi you know a party by the name of Taylor, who was delegate for that colliery ? Yes ; I think I
remember that gentleman.
353. Do yon know whether Taylor and his mate were discharged as well ? I cannot bring it to mv recol
lection just now.
'
354. Do you know that Taylor was a delegate ? Yes.
355. Might he not have been discharged without your knowledge ? I think it would have been brought
under my notice as an Executive Officer, but I forget the names just at present. I know that he was
delegate.
356. Mr. Greyson.] You have had sixteen year’s experience in coal-mining in Scotland, Mr. Cook ? Yes.
357. In what part of Scotland was that? In 1’ifeshire.
358. AV hat was about the thickness of the scam there ? The seams vary very much. They ran^e from
3 feet thick up to 6 and 7 feet.
°
359. AY hat was tho thickness of the seam you were working iu ? About 5 feet thick, but it was worked
on the longwall system.
360. All longwall? Yes ; most of the pits fhere were worked on the longwall system,
361. Have you ever worked bord aud pillars there ? Only as a boy.
362. AVhat was the depth of the shaft? About 300 feet.
‘
363. Do you think from your experience in New South AYales that there is any material difference in the
C0nd!t:l011S °f wo™in,f? here and the parts of England you know ? Of course my experience in the old
country was confined to the long-wall system, and I have not seen any of that in this country.
364. In that respect there is a difference ? Ates ; there is a considerable difference there.
30o. Is there any other difference you can call to mind? It appears to me that miners take a groat cleat
more out oi themselves m this country than they do in the oldconntry.
366, Do they work harder? They appear to mo to do so. I never saw men in the old country without
a shirt ot some kind on, hut here they work without anything on in the shape of a shirt.
367.
xj

xa
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A, Cook,Esq. 307. AVhat would be the temperature of the workings at home ? That I cannot say. There was always
/•-A—^ a good circulation of air where I worked in the loug-wall. There is very little difficulty in ventilating a
27 Aug., 1895. jjjjjje under the long-wall svstem.
368. I wish to know about the temperaturewhat would be the average temperature there r 1 cannot
tell you.
369. It is very much colder there F Tes,
_
370. AVould not that explain the difference in the clothing you have referred to? To. So far a-s the
temperature is concerned I do not think there is very much difference between tho old country and this
country.
_ ,
._
371. AVhat is the average temperature here below ground ? J suppose it is between 66 and 70 degrees.
372. Is not that summer heat in the old country, where you come from ? Pretty close up to it.
373. Bo you think that a man’s stamina is as good here as in the old country; that he is capable of
doing hard work here as well as in the old country ? I think so.
,
374. That he does work here as well as iu the old country ? Yes ; he ought to do
good a day s work.
375. There is nothing to prevent him doing so here—climatic conditions or otherwise ? On top a man
might not be able to do as good a day's work here, but I do not think that has much to do with the work
below; that depends on the fans and furnaces.
376. If ihe temperature is naturally cooler in England than here, would it not make a difference down
below? 1 do not think it would make very much difference. Of course the further you go down tho
warmer it gets. The temperature on the top will have very little to do with the air below.
377. You cannot cool the air after it gets into tbe mineyou seem to think the temperature would bo
reduced ? I cannot speak from a scientific point of view, but I do not think there is any difference.
378. A miner here is under no worse conditions than in England ? I do not think so.
_ _
379. That being the case, do you think that the provisions in the Coal Mines Regulation Act as obtaining
in England are inapplicable here? I think a few of the conditions could be improved upon.
380. You do not think on the face of it that it is wrong ? I would bo prepared to accept tbe English Act
with a few improvements.
,
381. Are there any conditions in the Act that would make it unworkable in this country ? I suppose it
could be made workable even as it stands at present.
382. Are there riny reasons in your knowledge that would, prevent the present Coni Aimes Act of Grcni
Britain being worked here ? 1 do not know of anything to prevent it being carried out here.
. _
383. There lire no conditions whatever, as far ns you know? I do not see anything in the conditions of
climate or other things to prevent the Act working here.
_
384. You would rather remain under tho present Act than have tho English Act, ios; rather than
have the English Act in its entirety working here.
_ _
.
. .
385. AVith regard to the provisions iu the proposed Bill for ventilation—that will include the minimum,
and the distance of the cut-throughs, and the bratticing, and all thu different arrangements the Bill
seeks to imovido for giving miners ventilation? Yes.
3SG. You have, I suppose, read the English Coal Mines Act ? _ Yes, but not very carefully.
387. Does that Act contain any of these provisions? I know if does not provide for a minimum.
388. And nothing about cut-throughs? Yes.
_
389. And nothing about bratticing? 1 believe that is correct.
390. AVhat docs the English Act provide ? An adequate amount.
391. AVhat do you understand by the word “adequate? ” Sufficient.
__ _
392. I will read rule 1 of section 49 on page 76 of MacSwiney’s work on the English Act:—
■

VEfTTCCATlON OK M.IXB,

I —All adequate amount of ventilation shall ho constantly produced in every mine, to dilute and render harm
less noxious eases to such an extent that the wmking-placcs of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and
the travcllnw roads to and from those working-places shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
. In tliiTcase of mines required by this Act to he under the control of a certificated manager, the quantity of air m tho
respective splits or currents shall at least once in every' month be measured and entered m a book to be kept for the purpose
at the mine.

Bo not von think that that clause does away with tho necessity for all those provisions ? No ; not in my
opinion-; because who is to be the iudge of what an adequate amount of ventilation is ?
393. That is the question I was going to ask you
what are the powers of the inspectors? To see that
tho Act is carried out,
_ _
re
394. And the Act requires that an adequate amount of air is to go not to one place only, but every wherer
I have always held the idea that the working miner should have a certain amount of air, and that a mini
mum should bo fixed. I think that 150 feet is a fair amount to fix tho minimum at. ] do not think the
English Act deals with that at all, and that is one of the principal reasons I have for objecting to it.
395. Ton were working for sixteen years as a miner in Scotland? Yes.
396. Were you on the coal all the time ? lTcs. ^
397. Bid you occupy the position of deputy ? No.
398. You were only a working miner ? Yes.
399. Subject to all"the inconveniences at that time ? Yes.
400. The Act you worked under was the 1872 Act? Yes.
401. The clause in the 1872 Act about ventilation is the same as in the Act of 1887 ? les.
402.-Bid yon suffer in any way in your experience ? The most of iny experience in the old country was
in long wall work, and it is easier to ventilate in long wall work than in bord or pillar.
403. 'Wherever you were working did you have an adequate account of ventilation? There are any
amount of occasions where men have had to stop working for the want of ventilation. Men could
not get into the working places because they were full of black damp.
404. That might be, no matter what quantify of air was passing ? No ; lhat goes to show lhat there was
not a sufficient quantity of air going through.
405. The inconvenience then was the loss of work ? Yes.
_
_
406. No inconvenience in the nature of the work itself;—it did not consist in personal inconvenience
during the time they uere at work ? AVhere there was a sufficient amount of ventilation it could not
inconvenience them’, but in many cases the miners could scarcely get Iheir lamps to hum, and I have
known men to be completely done at 40 years of age through had ventilation. .
407. Bo you look upon mining in the old country as being an unhealthy occupation ? Yes.
408.
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408. You mean as compared with other occupations? Yes.
A- Cool:, h«q.
409. Would you bo surprised to learn that it stands very high up in the occupations from the standpoint
of health ? I would be a little bit surprised.
27 Aug., 1805.
410. As regards this country, under the Act you have been working giving a minimum quantity of 100
cubic feet of air, and then in England, where only an adequate quantity is provided, has the minimum
provided up to now put you in a better position tbau you wrere in tbe old country ? I should not like to
say there was very much alteration.
411. You do not think there was very much difference? I have seen in the Co-operative Mine, where
they could get the amount of air required by the Act with tbo anemometer, but tho air in tho headings,
through tho powder smoke and other impurities, was very unhealthy.
412. Are tho conditions with this 100 cubic feet minimum quantity better for you than the provisions in
the old country ? No; they arc not. It will take the other 50 feet to bring the conditions np to as good
as at home.
413. There is an old saying that “ enough is as good as a feast ”;—if you have an adequate quantity of
air, does it matter if you call it 100 feet or 150 feet? The miners may be placed at a disadvantage
by tho manager saying there is an adequate amount of air, and yet it might be an impossibility for tbe
miner to work there. If there was 150 feet it would make things much more comfortable for the miners.
414. The person who decides whether the quantityis adequate is the inspector ? Yes ; he is supposed to bo.
415. You are quite clear that the manager would have nothing to do with it? I suppose if the inspector
said there was not enough air the manager would have to give it.
41G. The decision with regard to the adequacy or inadequacy of the air is in the hands of the inspector?
I would give the inspector the very same power.
417. Your objection to the provisions of the English Act is that you cannot coniine this power to tho
inspector? 1 do not wish to say that I would-not have confidence in the inspector, but I think there
should be a minimum.
418. Supposing there was 150 feet of air, aud the inspector said it was inadequate ? Then the inspector
should have tho power to cause the manager to supply more ventilation.
419. Do you not think it more to the advantage of the miner that there should be no question of what
the quantity of air should be? But there will ho no question,
420. Generally, you are dissatisfied with tho provisions of the English Act, because you do not think that
the miner would be as safe in the hands of the inspector as he would he if a minimum were stated? I
believe in a minimum of 150 feet.
421. Supposing the miner got his 150 feet, do you think it is necessary to make any provisions about cutthroughs or about bratticing ? I think it would he just as well to express an opinion how these matters
should be done.
'
422. Assuming that a miner has his 150 cubic feet of air, you do not want to bother about cut-throughs and
bratticing? That is a matter of supreme indiScrence to the miner so long as he is supplied with 150 feet
of pure air.
*
423. Supposing the proposed Bill said what the English Act says, with the addition of 150 cubic feet of
air per minute, would you be willing to give ivay cut-throughs and bratticing altogether? I might be
prepared to grant it if it can be done consistent with the safety and well being of tho miners.
424. Does it matter much how you get it? No, not much, so long as each miner gets 150 feet. The
system of the shorter cuts-tbrougb would be a reasonable way of getting much better ventilation.
425. In the inquiry in England, made by the foremost men in the world, they had under consideration all
these matters, and they did not think it was necessary to tie the mauagerhand and foot as to the distance
of his cut-throughs or as to bratticing ; is not that a reasonable argument for following the English
practice ; do you set up your judgment in opposition to theirs ? I am only concerned in seeing that the
miner gets his 150 cubic feet of air at his working place. There is only one way of bringing it to the
working face, and that is by bratticing.
[Witness withdrew.]
‘
.
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[The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Ofice, at

2

o’cloch; p.m.]

]3rfemt:—
FBANCIS EDWAIU) KOGEKS, Esq., Q,C. (President).
JAMES CUELEY, Esq.
|
JESSE G-REGSON, Esq.
Adam Cook, President of Amalgamated Miners’ Association:—
42G. Mr.'Greyson.] Mr. Curley asked you some questions regarding the size of pillars? Yes.
A.Cook Esn.
427. I. think you arc in favour of the limitations as to size that are provided for in the Bill ? Yes. ■
^'
428. 'Whether under the land or under the sea ? I am most decidedly with the Bill as far as tidal waters 27 Aug., ISM.
are concerned.
429. You gave your limitation as C yards under the laud, and 8 yards under the sea ? Yes.
430. Has it struck you that there are circumstances under which the 8-yard pillar wmiild be quite as
insufficient under the land as tho 4-yard pillar ? No ; I have not seen any places with such a difference
as that.
431. lias it occurred to you that such a thing might be; you must provide against all reasonable
contingencies ; if you are providing for a minimum you must provide it large enough or small enough:—
you still think that tho minimum size provided iu the Bill meets the case? I think the 8 yards would bo
sufficient under ordinary circumstances, but a good deal will depend on the strata.
432. Do you know enough of the English Act to say that there is no provision of such a kind there? No.
433. You would not think it a sufficient reason, that if they did not thinlc it necessary in England it is
not necessary hero ? We have to take the surroundings into consideration here, and if the English Act
can he improved upon we have to do it for the safety ot the miners.
434. In what way do you refer to for the safety of the miners ? It might have a tendency to prevent
those creeps and other things that have been mentioned to-day. In the colliery I referred to the fall
would not have taken place.
'
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A. Cook, Esq. 435, Other folts might hold a difEerent opinion to that ? Tes; but I have come here to express my opinion.
’Ti'^^nanI011
nn}r Act of Parliament will avoid accidents ? No; but it might reduce them.
37 Aug^loUa-437, Do you think that every accident that occurs should bo taken as afresh occasion for legislation ?
Of course you have to take the cause of the accident, hut measures ought to be adopted to reduce accidents.
438. If you leave pillars larger than is requisite, does that not cause a loss of coal to the community?
Put that may be for the safety of the men who arc working there.
,
439. In places under the land is it not the case that there are areas where coal is worked without any
intention of coming back to the pillars ? There may he cases.
,
440. You are aware that there are areas in which there is no intention to come back to the pillars ? 1
cannot say that I am. I believe there may be, but 1 cannot say.
,
441. How do you come to give your opinion about a Bill of this kind ? My opinion was asked about the
reasonable size to leave pillars under tidal waters and places where they were not troubled with water‘at
all, and I am not aware of any place where coal is left without any intention of taking it out at all unless
under tidal waters.
442. Suppose I put it to you that there are such areas ? I do not see that my opinion wants reconsider
ation at all., I think that a fair minimum is 8 yards, and that the pillars should ho of greater size, if
required, and under no circumstances less.
443. Upon whom should rest the responsibility of the proper size of pillars ? I suppose tho Commission
will have to take the responsibility, to be embodied in an Act of Parliament.
444. With whom should rest the responsibility of deciding what is the size of pillars, supposing more
than 8 yards is required? I suppose the Government inspector.
445. Would it not he the manager? Of course, we cannot overlook the manager. If tho manager took
a stand and said it was not necessary to leave larger pillars and Ihe inspector said it was, I think the
larger pillars should be left, independent of the manager.
446. Has not tho inspector power to say that under the present Act? No ; I do not think he has. He
might point out adanger, and suggest to the manager to make an alteration, but hebas no defined powers,
447. With regard to the Stockton accident, what was it the inspector dealt with in that mine ? So far
as the inspectors were concerned in the Stockton accident their opinions were thrown to the winds
altogether. The management has not recognised the iuspeetor at all.
,
,
448. Was not that for want of some further power under the present Act and now proposed in tho Bill;—
it was not for want of judgment on the part of the inspector? The deadlock was brought about by the
inspector refusing to certify that the mine was safe.
449. The failure of the Government was not because they had not inspectors, but because, under tho Act,
the inspectors had not sufficient power ? Tes ; and we want to give the inspectors more power.
450. That is proposed in tho Bill ? Yes.
451. Do yon know enough of the English Act to say whether it is in that Act ? No ; I do not.
452. Do you think that all mining managers and all owners of mining property ignore the canons of
proper management, or do yod think they try to do things according to the best of their lights ? I think
that they try to do things according to tho best of their lights.
4'53. They may make mistakes ? Oh, yes; 1 think in some cases a manager may allow his scientific
knowledge to be set aside to better the position of the Company in getting more coal out of a limited
space, and limiting the size of pillars—that is, in his desire to increase the output in a limited area. I
think ventilation and the size of pillars ought to he regulatod by the Government inspectors, and that they
ought to have power to deal with the matter.
454. In the interests of the miner ? In the interests of everybody concerned.
,
455. Do you not think it would bo worth while for the mine-owner to consider his own interest? But
the mine-owners are none the worse for the assistance of the Government expert,
456. In the interest of the miners you are auxious to avoid accidents ? Yes ; as far as possible.
457. Have you seen the report of tho Department of Mines for last year, Mr. Cook ? I do not think I have
458. Will you look at the list of accidents that have taken place since 1873 ?

1873...
1874...
1875...
187G...
1877...
1878...
1879...
1880...
1881...
1SS3,.
3 883...
3884...
1885...
188G...

Fatal

Year.

accidents.

liETCUN eliowing the number of Altai and non-fatal accidents; those caused by lulls of coal/’ stouo “ roof ” ; and LilLj^ow,
Ferndale, BulH, A. A. Co/s Hamilton Pit, and South Jiurwood Sinking Pit disasters, 1873 to 1894 inclusive.

13
5
8
7
8
5
8
2
12
15
14
11
29

1887... 04
1888... 15
1S89 .. 41
1890... 13
3891... 21
1892... 8
1893... 13
1894... 7

«
J=^ !
IS

Remarks on non-fatal accidents*

£

Remarks on fatal accidents.

43

4 by falls of coal, I by stono roof *
0 by falls of coal, 4 by stone roof *
3,308
6 by falls of coni .....................
4,084.
4,057
12 by falls of coal, 1 bv stono roof 4,792
5,036
4'676
8 by falls of coal ....................
4,008
4,487
] 5 by falls of coal, 4 by stono roof 5,481
14 by falls of coni, (> by stone roof 6,227
7,007
13 bv falls of coal .....................
15 by falls of coal, 2 by fall of roof 7,847

1,192,862
1,304,6] 2
1,329,729
1,319,018
1,444,271
1,575,497
1,583,381
1,466,180
1,700,597
2,109,282
2,521,457
2,749,109
2,878,863
2,830,175

91,758
260,022
166,216
329,970
206,324
196,937
316,070
183,272
834,798
175,773
168,096
190,364
201,714
97,592

45

22

2,922,407

31,090

43
57

by falls of coal, 5 by fall of 7,908
stone roof.
12 by falls of coal, 4 by stono roof 9,301
24 by falls of ooal ..................... 10,277

3,203,443
3,U55,632

213,362
80,161

30
54
77
45
40

17 bv falls of coal, 3 by stone roof 10,315
27 by falls of coal, 6by stone roof 10,820
38 bv falls of coal, 10 by stono roof 10,614
22 by falls of coal, 5 by fall stone 9,971
28 by falls of coal, 1 by fall gtone 9,120

3,000,876
4,037,929
3,780,907
3,278,327
3,672,076

230,145
192,282
472,020
252,171)
524,682

10
3 by Mis o£ coal, 2 by stone roof ...... 13
4 by falls of coal, 3 by stone roof ...... 10
8
21
2 by falls of coal, 1 bv stone roof ...... 15
19
4 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ...... 19
33
33

8 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
6 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ......
7 by fall s of coal, 2 by stone roof ....
10 by falls of coal, I by stone roof, 8 by
Lithgov disaster,! by Eermiale flooding.
81 billed by BulH catastrophe, 5 by falls
of coal, 2 by falls of stone root.
5 bv falls of roof ................................
11 by crush at Hamilton I’it, 11 by falls
of coal, 4 by over-winding at South,
Burwood.
1
4 by falls of coal, 1 bv Ml of roof......
7 by falls of coal, 3 by fall of root......
4 bv falls of coal, 3 by fall of roof .....
10 by falls of coal, 1 by fall of stone .
2 by falls of coal, 2 by fall of stone ...

Men
Tons of
above and Tons of coal coal raised
below
raised.
per
ground.
life lohi.,.

34
34
40

* Figures not turntable.
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I do not think that table represents the accidents that have taken place in the mines of this Colony Cook, Esq,
during that period. That table only relates to accidents of a serious nature. Hundreds of accidents
take place that prevent men being able to attend to their work for a month or a couple of months.
27 Aug., 1896.
459. Presiient.\ What kind of accidents do you refer to ? A man may hurt his foot, or break his finger,
and that sort of accident would not he reported here.
460. That would not be through any fault in the mine ? These accidents in the report are looked upon
by the manager as serious, but there are several other accidents that are not serious that are not recorded
because they are not reported to the inspector.
461. Mr, Gregson^] Tou observe the headings on that return—the first column gives the year, the second
column fatal accidents, the third remarks on fatal accidents, and the fourth non-fatal accidents, and
remarks on non-fatal accidents—so that the return does take into account non-fatal accidents? Yes;
that is where men are not exactly killed. There are a number of cases, as I have said, where men are paid
out of tho accident fund which are not reported at all,
462. Do you propose to legislate for accidents of that kind—to alter the size of pillars, &c., to provide
against a man hurting his fingers ? I simply mention these things to show that accidents of this kind
are not recorded at all.
463. Way we not take it that all accidents that are non-fatal are reported here ? No.
464. And that all the fatal accidents are reported also ? Yes.
465. Look through the return, and see if it docs not give a very favourable account in connection with the
management of the mines in this Colony. Just consider the number of accidents that are there. I make
161 accidents from falls of roof aud sides. Supposing the number of accidents recorded here are 161
from falls of roof and sides, do you look upon that as a serious matter? If the return were correct, I
would say it is not; but I say it is not correct, because only the accidents that are fatal are recorded here.
466. But I am speaking of fatal accidents? I believe that all the fatal accidents are recorded.
46/. Assuming that the number of fatal accidents from falls of roof and sides should ho found to ho 161
in number, you would not look upon that as being a very serious business—I am referring to the return
for the years from 1873 to 1894 ? I think it is a pretty fair amount when the Inumber of miners is
taken into consideration. We have very few miners here compared to the old country.
468. Isit^yonr experience that the fatal accidents from the falls of roof or sides very seldom happen to
the experienced miners ? I have bad very little experience in that particular instance. It is quite
reasonable for anybody to conclude that the accidents referred to have happened to men who lacked
experience.
469. You must know that the majority of men who meet with these accidents are old experienced miners,
wrho have suffered? Two or three men have been killed in my neighbourhood, and all those that came
under my notice were experienced miners.
470. Probably the most experienced miners in the pit ? Yes.
471. Is there any provision in the Bill that would prevent such accidents in the future;—I am including
that unfortunate accident in the Hamilton pit P So far as the miners’ordinary work is concerned, that is
at the face, and I do not think you could legislate to keep him safe there, because there may be faults that
are not visible to the most experienced men, but so far as keeping np the roof is concerned, that might
ho accounted for by too small pillars, and pillars of a proper size might have prevented some of those
accidents.
472. You will admit that, no matter how you legislate as to the size of pillars, accidents will occur ? I
suppose they will.
473. Assuming that amongst the total number of accidents spoken of in tbis'return is included the oightyone men lulled by tbe BuUi catastrophe in 1887, do you think the rest form a very satisfactory record;—
they are, I think 353 ; that is 353 accidents of a fatal character ? It is serious enough, and if we think
that tho number can be reduced by legislation in tho future it is our duty to do it. So far as the Bull!
business is concerned, that might have been prevented with ordinary caution.
474. Which clause in tins Bill, supposing it became law, would have prevented tho BuUi accident? The
clause about ventilation might have. It is supposed by many that it was a gas explosion.
475. Are you acquainted with tho report upon that accident ? I am not,
476. Were you in the country at the time ? Yes, and I have read a lot about it.
477. What conclusion did you form about it ? That it was an explosion.
478. Do you think that anyone was to blamo ? Yes j the management of the colliery, by not having the
mine sufficiently ventilated. The manager should have seen to that, and the explosion could never have
taken placo. The ventilation clause in the Bill would, I think, have prevented tho explosion.
479. Wore there not coal-mining inspectors at tho time ? Yes.
4S0. Did they fail in their duty do you think? An inspector may make a mistake in his duty.
481. Do you think that if the Bill now proposed became law that would avoid a similar accident in
future? 1 think it would reduce accidents of that kind taking place very materially.
432. You think that the limitation as to pillars woukl reduce accidents, and that the provisions of tho
Bill should he insisted upon? Yes.
483. With regard to payment, are you satisfied with the way the amount of wages due to tho men is
ascertained ? At several of the collieries I should say not; that is, at any colliery where the standard
weight exists. The men desire to see the standard weight abolished.
484. Is the method of standard weight the only principle in the district that you object to ? There is the
other system of averaging, where every skip is not weighed.
'
485. What is standard weight ? In some collieries the standard weight is said to be 12 cwt., and if tbe
miner puts 14 cwt. into his skip be only receives payment for the 12 cwt. We think that is a gross
injustice.
480. That is, supposing he overloaded the skip? I believe in the standard bar—that is, to fill up to a
certain height, instead of weight, and that would protect the skips and machinery.
487. Have you any objection to the system by which the average weight is taken whore the standard bar
is used ? There is only one thing that strikes me—that is, that there are not a sufficient number of skips
weighed. Jt would be better if a greater proportion of tbe skips were weighed.
488. Does that often happen ? Yes; pretty frequently. The miner would be fairly satisfied if there
were more skips weighed.
489. What you mean is, that there should be two weigh-scrcons instead of one? That would give more
satisfaction.
jqa
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A. Cook, Esq. 490, Would the miners go to the expense of paying an additional check-wcighman ? They might do so
if they saw it would be to their own advantage.
27 Aug., ]805.49y_ Some of them go in for having all the skips weighed ? Yes.
_ _ _
492. In what way could the skips he cheeked? I have been told that in some of the large collieries in
England every skip is weighed; and if that is the ease there, I do not see why we could not do it here.
Of course, I do not know anything about it from personal experience.
493. There is no very great discontent in the Newcastle district in the way in which the weight is ascer
tained ? The miners object to the standard weight, but they are fairly well satisfied as far as I can see.
494. Do you know the practice that is carried on in the Western districts? I only worked at shale
mines in the Western district.
495. Do you know the practice carried on in the south ? No.
496. You do not know whether it varies materially from the practice in vogue in England? No; Icannotsay.
497. ILr. CurleyJ] Will you just look at section 31, now 29, on page 15 of the Bill. You see that the
section there was originally drafted noth the omission of the word “serious.” That would take in a
number of those accidents you have just now referred to, if that word “ serious ” were out. Do you not
think that it is necessary that these accidents should be reported? I know of many accidents that
compel men to cease work, but these accidents arc not recognised as serious.
498. Do you consider that that word “ serious ” should be left out? Yes,
499. Have you known of any serious accident that has taken place, that has not been reported ? I know
of one where a man nearly lost his left arm, and lost two or three of his fingers, and it was not reported.
It was not looked upon in the light of a serious injury. He was badly cut about the head, but it was not
reported, because the manager of the colliery did not recognise it as a serious injury.
500. What colliery did that happen in? The Lamhton Colliery.
501. By the word “ serious ” being inserted, does not tbe manager take up this position, that although
the accident may be of a serious nature, he may consider it not serious? Most decidedly; if a man lost
a couple of his legs, the manager might think it serious, but not serious if he only lost one.
502. An accident of a serious nature not having been reported, you think it should have been reported ?
Yes; and then yon will get a correct statement of the number of accidents. It is a serious matter to a
man to lose two or three weeks’ work,
503. With regard to colliery rules for instance, you would think a manager ought to know his own
colliery rules ? Yes.
504. Have you known where quite recently a breach of these colliery rules took place at one of the
collieries in the district. Do you know of such a case at the New Lamhton Colliery? Yes; by report,
where a young man was killed in tho shaft, it appeared to be a clear breach of the rules.
505. Does not that rule stipulate that no person shall come up the shaft with a trolly? Yes.
506. On this particular occasion did a person come up with the trolly ? Yes.
507. Did it come right up to the top of the bank ? No; it came up level with the surface.
508. Do you know what that trolly was called ? Yes; a timber trolly.
509. Was the onsetter prosecuted for allowing that to take place? 1 believe he was.
510. And did he not plead guilty. Are you aware of that? Yes.
511. Do you also know that when the cage got to the bottom, that in the descending cage the man was
found to be dead? Yes ; unfortunately for him. There was one man going up the shaft with a timber
trolly, and another man going down the shaft to work. The ascending cage did not come to the top, and
the young man was apparently under the impression that the cage he was in had reached tho bottom.
The carre wont away from under him, and he broke his neck.
512. With regard to tho number of accidents that have occurred, which Mr. G-regson referred you to, in
the Report of the Department of Mines, I think it would be better for us to take the figures from tiie
year 1875. Do you notice that in connection with the years 1873, on page 184 of that report, you see
besides the years mentioned, thirteen fatal accidents (see Question 458) ? Yes.
513. Do you see there any statement with regard to the number of men above and below ground ? No ;
there is a blank there.
514. Turn now to the year 1874 as well, and what are the number of fatal accidents there? Five.
515. Is there any statement there ? No; a blank.
GIG. Can you give us, if you please, two statements for two decennial periods, taking the year 1875, the
year before the Act came into operation, down to the year 1884 inclusive, and also for the years from 1885
down to 1894 inclusive, showing the loss of life, and the number of men according to tbe number of tons
raised, taking a general average of the accidents. Will you kindly send us those decennial statements
upon the lines I have suggested (see Appendix K) ? Yes.
"
517. Now we come to this Bull! explosion ;—do you know whether there was any deputy engaged at that
place at the time of this accident? I do not think there was, but I cannot say. I would rather not go
into anything that I am not sure about,
518. Assuming that a gas explosion took place the night before the explosion—a limited gas explosion,
that was never reported, and to which no attention was given—does that show anything like discipline ?
No ; ihe official in charge should have been brought up for murder.
519. Will you please look at the reports by Inspector Rowan, given with the report of the Bulli Colliery
Explosion Commission to be found on page 189 (see Appendix L) ;—does Mr. Rowan make reference,
in his reports, to gas being given off in the mine? He says tbe miners in this division are working with
safety-lamps, &c. From that I would conclude that there must have been fire-damp there.
520. Look at the two next reports (see Appendix L), and see what Mr. Rowan states there with regard to
the return air-ways ? That the return air-ways were in a very bad condition.
521. What is the date of that report? Twenty-fifth of February, 1886.
522. What is said there ? [Witness reads report—see Appendix L.]
523. Will you please refer to the other report as well, a little lower down. (See Appendix L) ? It is
dated 22nd December, 1886.
524. Is there any referenco there with regard to the return air-ways again ? It says:—
Sir,

_
Wollongong, 2 Marcli, 1SS7
For your information, I have tbe honor to inform yon that I inspected Bulli Colliery on the 17th instant.
liili End District .-—Fifty men employed, four of them working in narrow headings with safety-lamps, owing to tho
coal giving off a small per cent, of fire-damp. I carefully examined this division of workings, and found the ventilation
good
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good in every bord, 12,000 cubic feet of air being brought up to within 20 yards of the furthest in working face. On A, Cook, Esq.
examining the return air-way I found that heavy falls of roof had taken place. The falls were so heavy 1 cou Id not make /—
a-passage through. I drew the manager's attention to this matter. Ho stated that lie had three shifts of men working, gy iUg_ qggg_
making a new air-course, and the same would be kept working until a proper recognised air-way was made from the
*
working faces to the ventilating furnace. As I have formerly reported, a number of these falls took place during the
recent strike.
Harris’s heading, where forty men were employed previous to the strike, is so completely crushed, caused by the
bottoms heaving, in this district. The hoards will require to bo cut out anew, with a pair of headings.
I have, &c.,
'
JAMES BOWAN,
Tho Examiner of Coal-fields,
.
Inspector of Collieries.

520. That is previous to the explosion? Tes.
526. It is only two or three months before the explosion occurred ? Yes; that makes it much worse.
527. There has been a question or two put to you about the standard weight ;—anything over the average
of that standard is not weighed to the miner at all ? Ufo.
52S, And if during the same day another skip was brought up and weighed that happened to he below
that standard the miner would not get the standard ? No ; only what was in the skip in that ease.
529. So that the miner would not really get the true average weight of what ho had raised in the day ?
No, he would not.
530. Is it not your experience that a man may not overload the skip and yet his coal may vary in weight,
according to the condition of the workings ? Certainly. The difference in tho density of tho coal may
sometimes account for that. The most experienced miner iu the world may not get within 1 cwt. or
cwt. of what he intended to put into tho skip,
531. Tou think that this system of standard weight should be put on one side ? Yes, most decidedly.
532. Does the system obtain in many collieries ? No, in about four or five. •
■
533. Some of the proprietors in a mutual wray have conceded the matter ? Yes.
53d. "Without any trouble ? Yes.
.
535. 3?rcsident.~\ How do they weigh? By the standard bar. If the skip is too high the miner loses the
whole skip. The skip is handed to the Miners’ Accident Tand at some collieries. The miner loses it, but
the whole of the miners gain.
536. How much does a skip generally hold ? About 10£ cwt, is a fair average for the Wallsend Colliery.
Of course the miner does not get paid for slack.
537. Mr. (]arlfi)j.~] Is there anything else, Mr. Cook, that you would like to refer to ? I do not think so.
538. President.] Do you know a hook called “ Coal-pits and Pitmen ” ? I have heard about it.
[Witness withdrew.]
John Lionel Began, Esq., MX.A. (re-examined):—
539. Mr. CvrJe]j.‘] W hat were the items wc touched upon with you yesterday, Mr, Began ? The vonlila- j, p,, Pcgan,
tion, the size of the pillars, certificates of competency and service, the supplying o£ the air, and the com- Esq.,'M.L.A.
position of the Board to appoint examiners.
’
"
,—,
54-0. I suppose that in that repoyt tiiat has been drawn up by the Committee over which you had the 27 Aug.,1890.
honor to preside, almost every phase of the question has been touched upon there by witnesses that were
examined before that Select Committee ? Yes, I believe every point. 1 was going to sav with the excep
tion of the pillar question.
J
541. Will you please hand thatreport in {see Appendix M) ? Yes.
542. Will you look at the Beport you have made in connection with the sittings of this Select Committee,
.
and give us what you consider necessary in connection with the Billdo vou want to alter or add to
your report in any way ? With reference to the pillars, I want to add to the proposed Bill Rules 42, 43,
44, 45, and 46, on page 31 of the Bill. These are not in the English Act. I would like to call attention
to clause 9 of the Report of my Committee.
Jn_conclusion, your Committee beg to recommend the adoption of the English Coal-mines Regulation Act of 1887
(50 and 51 Vie., cap, 58}, with the amendments suggested in this Report, believing it to be for the better protection of the
miners health and life, the owner's property, and the welfare of the community in general,

543. Mr. Greyson.'] Does that report give your own individual views ? Yes ; after the evidence that was
given before that Committee.
544. Mr. Gurley.] I think we touched yesterday on the size of pillars ? Yes.
545. What have you to say about persons not to ho employed on tho coal without experience? That is a
copy of the English Act with the exception of the word ironstone. It will be found in MauSwincy’s book
on the English Act, page 105.
Pr.RrooiCAL Inspection on behalf or WoiiKjir.v.

Rule 39. No person not now employed as a coal or ironstone getter, shall lie allowed to work alone as a coal or iron
stone getter in the face of the workings until lie lias had two years experience of such work under the supervision of skilled
workmen, or unless lie shall have been previously employed for two years in or about the face of tho workings of a mine.

540.

President.]

Where does your report embrace this clause ?

[Rule 41. No person not now employed as a coal getter shall be allowed to work alone as a coal getter in the face of
the workings until he has had two years’ experience ofsuch work under tho supervision of skilled workmen, or unless he
slinil have been previously employed for two years in or about the face of tho workings of a mine,]

The Upper House have left out this rule ? Yes.
547. Mr. Curley] Ju there anything else you think of, Mr. Began? Yes ; the standard weight.
548. President.] What is the reason that the coal getter should not be employed before he has' had two
years’ experience ? It is not for himself, but because he may endanger the lives of all the men in the pit.
Where it is a gaseous seam, like the Seaham colliery, anil we have had gas at Anvil Creek, Greta, aud
Bulli, an inexperienced man playing with a safety-lamp mav endanger the lives of his fellows. That is
the reason.
"
549. That is the reason ? Yes, and in the proping of the roof an inexperienced man may cause the death
of a boy through the bad proping of timber, A boy is not responsible for the proping of timber. There
is also the necessary warning in case of firing a shot.
'
550. Are there any other reasons besides gas, tho setting of timber, and the warning about shot-firing?
Yes ; there are scores of reasons, but I am giving you tho principal reasons. 1 have seen a man myself,
who was not careful, get hold of an iron-bar and ignite a spark which blew his head off, at all events it
killed
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• J. L. Feganj killed him.
Esq., M.L.A.

A man before he calls himself a miner should serve some time for the benefit of tho
property and the miner’s lives. The employers stand to lose as much as the men. Asa rule, two men
work together in a colliery, and a new hand is not allowed to work alone.
_
27 Aug., 1895.
551. I can understand about the gas and the timbering ? Yes, it is in timbering, and that means a big
loss to all concerned. Mr. Curley can point out a case in one of the collieries in the Northern District,
where in firing a shot a man was nearly killed through not giving the necessary warning.
_
_
552. Mr. Curley.] Is there anything else yon would like to refer to? Yes; the standard weight is a
question that affects the interests of the men very materially. Every other section of the community can
get paid at the rate of 20 cwt. to the tou, and can demand the weighing of the material they produce.
In the Northern District some of the employers have not the standard weight, and some men tako
advantage in every respect of that, Mr. Edden, M.D. A., produced a paper that went to prove that in three
years one colliery got 1,700 tons of coal for which they did not pay a farthing. This was for all-round coal
produced by tbe men.
553. What is the standard weight;—will yon please explain what is meant by this ? A skip is supposed
to hold, say, 12 cwt. of coal, and if you send 13 cwt., or 1 cwt, over, you lose that 1 cwt. If a miner
sends three or four skips, one weighing 16 cwt. and another 11 cwt., instead of averaging those two skips,
4 cwt. is taken off the 16-ewt. skip, and the miner gets 11 □ cwt, although he lias sent up 27 cwt. of coal.
Tho specific gravity of coal varies materially, and this accounts for the difference in weight of tbe two
skips.
554. Mr. Greyson.] Your figures are supposititious, are they not ? Yes.
_
555. Have you ever known such a thing as 16 cwt, of coal being sent up in a 12-cwt. skip? Yes; more
than that.
556. You have known such a case as that ? Yes; I have been told about it by men wbo have had
it done.
557. Perhaps you can produce an instance ? I have a paper here from Mr. Edden where the men have
lost £5 17s. 7d, from this cause in one pay. It was produced before the Select Committee, and tho House
was adjourned to bring the matter under their notice. The case also came before Judge Backhouse, and
he could not take any steps in the matter.
568. What case was that ? I believe it was in connection with tho Hetton Colliery.
559. Was it an action brought by the miners ? Yes.
660. President.] And they could not recover? No, not according to the reading of the Act.
561. Mr. Gitrley.] Has this matter been the subject of reference at any of tho proprietors’ conferences ?
The very fact of a conference meeting and refusing to accept other than the provisions of tbe Bill was
sufficient,
'
562. Do you recollect the conference of 18S8, when we were negotiating witli the proprietors about this
standard weight ? I do.
563. Do you know that the proprietors would not then agree with it ? I do.
564. President.] Will you look at sub-section 3, of clause [41], 38, on page 19 of the Bill, the latter part
of the clause starting with “ But nothing herein contained”
(m) [That] Nothing in this Act shall be held to authorise or give any power to any owner or manager of a miiin
to pay miners by the method known as the standard weight system, and from and after the [passing] eommmeenicnt of
this Act that system shall he and is hereby abolished. But noihiwj Jiei-ein contained shall he held to affect the power oj
any onmer or manatjtr of a mine to pay miners by the method hvoien as the standard bar system ?

Yes ; they are getting rid of one thing and putting another in.
565. Mr. Greyson.] Is not the standard bar the prevailing custom in the district ? Jt may be.
566. What system are some of the owners paying over ? Every pound of coal is paid for.
567. Is there no limit to the height to which the skip was to be filled? In tho Wickham and Bullock
Island Colliery there was no standard bar. They can put 20 cwt. on if they wish, and it is not taken
away from them.
568. Do you object to the standard bar ? I prefer the wording of the English Act.
569. What does the Englisli Act say? That the miners shall get paid for what they send np. The
reference may be found in clause 12, on pages 12 and 13 of M’Swinney’s book on the English Act.
Payment or Pebsons

employed

in

Mikes

by

Weight.

{By It. B. MSicinney, M.d.)

12-1.'!, 12. (1.) Where the amount of wages paid to any of the persons employed in a miiie depends on the amount
of mineral gotten by them, those persons shall he paid according to the actual weight gotten by them of tho inincnil
contracted to he gotten, and the mineral gotten by them shall bo truly weighed at a place as near to the pit mouth as is
reasonably practicable.
Provided tiiat nothing in this section shall preclude the owner, agent, or manager of the mine from agreeing with
the persons employed in the mine that deductions shall be made in respect of stones or substances other than tho mineral
contracted to be gotten which shall he sent out of the mine with tho mineral contracted to be gotten, or in respect of any
tubs, baskets, or hutches being improperly lilled in those cases where they are filled by the getter of the mineral or bis
drawer, or by the person immediately employed by him, such deductions being determined in such special mode as may be
agreed upon between the owner, agent, or manager of the mine on the one hand, and the persons employed in the mine on
the other, or by some person appointed in that behalf by the owner, agent, or manager, or (if any check-weigher is stationed
for this purpose as hereinafter mentioned), by such person and such check-weigher, or in case of difference by a third
person to be mutually agreed on by the owner, agent, or manager of the mine on the one hand, and the persons employed
in the mine ou the other, or in default of agreement appointed by a Chairman of a Court of Quarter Sessions within the
jurisdiction of which any shaft of the mine is situate.

Pages

570. Mr, Curley.] Do you know whether this standard bar is in operation at any other than one colliery
in the district ? I do not know.
571. Do you know this, that the prevailing custom in the district as a whole is principally to pay the men
by weight ? Yes,
572. 'Without a standard weight ? Yes.
573. Or without a standard bar? Yes.
574. President.] The standard weight appears to be agreed to by both Houses ? Yes; that is agreed to.
575. "What you object to is the latter part of clause 3 on page 19 of tho Bill, “ but nothing herein con
tained shall bo held to affect the power of any owner or manager of a mine to pay miners by tho method
known as the standard bar system”? Yes; when the English Act did not serve their purposes, the
Council went away from it.
_
576. Surely tho Council do not care anything about coal-mining? That is the unfortunate position.
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57V. Tliey have no interest ? There arc several coal-owners there.
_ _
_
578. Tho sole interest of the whole House would not lead them to do anything wrong ? My opinion is
’
that they have expressly done wrong. This measure was before the country in 1887, and we are now 27jgg-_
in 1895.
■ ’
'
579. ilfr. Curie#.'] Tou object to this standard bar in toto? I do.
580. Is there anything else you would like to refer to? Tes; the appointment of check-weighmen.
581. "Will you look at page 19 of the Bill, section 40 [43].
[43,] /fO. (1) Tho persons who are employed in a mine, and are paid according to tho weight of the [mineral] houc
or shale gotten by them, may, at their own cost, station a person who shall be (m employee (if the colliery (in this Act
referred to as a “ chcok-wcigher ”) at -each place appointed for wtighing the large cool or shale, and at each place appointed
for determining the deductions, in order that he may, on behalf of tho persons by whom ho is so stationed, take a correct
account of tho weight of the [mineral,] large coal or shale, or determine correctly the deductions, as the case may bo.
rQitl

? I want this clause left according to clause 13 of the English Act, The words “ who shall ho an
employee of tho colliery ” ought Id be anybody that is chosen. At the present time if a man does his
duty he runs the risk of being discharged—that is, if he stands by the interests of those ho is paid to
look after.
1
_
582. Tou mean tho men ? Yes. All that a manager has to do if he cannot get hold of him, is to stop
his pit for a day, and discharge all hands, and, according to the 1876 Act, he can start with other men,
and tho man whom ho objects to, not then being an employee, ho can prevent him taking his place again,
I have a letter in my hand about Treharne Evans.
583. Tou had bettor tell us who he is ? lie is a man who was living in Lamhton.
584. "What position did he occupy ? He was a miner, and was appointed by the men to be chcckweighman at the Lamhton Colliery.
585. What has taken place in connection with his position? A manager closed his mine for a short time
recently, and on reopening his mine, he would not allow this man to como back to work, givingas his reason
that he was not an employee of tho colliery. I saw the manager personally myself, and lie said he was
a very good man—Mr. Evans, as ho called him—a good honest man, but he said the wording of the Act
precluded him from employing Mr. Evans; that is the 1876 Act.
586. Evidently he was sorry ? No ; it docs not preclude any man.
587. President.] The manager is right. If you look at the 20th section of the Act of 1S7G ou page 7:—■
20. The persons who are employed in a mine to which this Act applies, and are paid according to the weight of tho
mineral gotten by them, may, at their own cost, station a person (in this Act referred to as “ a check-weigher
being a
person employed at the said mine, or any mine belonging to the same company or proprietor, at the place appointed for the
weighing of such mineral, in order to take an account of the weight thereof, and if in any mine reasonable facilities are not
afforded to him for taking such account, tho owner and agent of such mine shall each he gnilty of an offence against this
Act. Tho check-weigher shall not he authorised in any way to impede or interrupt the working of tho mine, or to interfere
.with the weighing, but shall be authorised only to take such account as aforesaid, and his absence shall not be a reason for
interrupting or delaying such weighing. If a check-weigher shall impede or interrupt the working of the mine, or inter
fere with the weighing, or otherwise misconduct himself, such owner or agent may complain to tho nearest Court of Petty
Sessions, which, if it shall think fit, may call upon tho check-weigher to show cause against his removal. Such Court shall
hear the parties, and if it think that sufficient ground isshown to justify the removal of the chock-wcigher, make a summary
order for his removal, and lie shall thereupon be removed. The Court may iu every case make such order as to tho cost of
the proceedings as it thinks just.

—? Yes; hut how he could have got over it was by allowing the man to cavil with tho other men,to give
him the opportunity of a place with the rest of the men.
588. Mr. Curley.] Could ho not have recognised him as an employee at once? Mr. Gregson has never
taken umbrage at a check-weighman.
589. Presidcnt7\ Tou do not think the proprietors, as a general rule, tako advantage of these things? J.
should be sorry to think so, but it has been done in this instance. I remember an agitation in England
on this very clause. As a rule the check-weighmen are secretaries of their lodges, and at the first strike
or dispute that takes place, these men are men who are put off, and prior to the passing of the 1887 Act,
they were walking about and could not get a livelihood, and it was pointed out to tho Home Secretary
that whilst the workmen paid these men they ought to have the same privileges as employers in getting
the best men they could. The employers do not contribute one cent to the wages of a check-weighman,
590. Mr. Curley.] "Wo want to hear what you have to say about anything else? At a colliery up north
the manager, to get rid of a man who had done his best to represent the men, thought the easiest way to
go about it would bo to stop his colliery for a short time. This man is walking about, with seven children
to feed, and not a penny coming in from anywhere, through the action of a certain colliery manager in
the northern district not permitting him to go to work on a unanimous vote of the men to be their checkweighman. On account of tho provisions contained in the Coal Mines Act of 1876, the 20th section of
that Act, the manager would not permit him to return to his work, though ho was appointed by the men,
on account of him not being an employee of the colliery, although admitted by the manager to be the most
competent man for the position of check-weighman.
591. Is there anything else? Tes; I would like to refer to clause 41 [38] on page 18, of the proposed Bill:—
[41.] SS. (1) Where the amount of wages paid to any of the persona employed in a mine depends on the amount of
[mineral] large coal or shale gotten by them, those persons shall be paid according to the actual weight of such, large coal or
shale gotten by them, [of the mineral contracted to he gotten, and unless otherwise mutually agreed upon all the mineral
gotten by them] such weight being ascertained in such manner as may be agreed upon- by the owner, agent, or manager of the
mine on the one part, and the persons so employed 07t the other port, and in the absence of such agreement suck coal or shale shall
bo truly weighed cither at the bottom of the screen or at a place as near to the pit mouth as is reasonably practicable: Provided
that nothing in this section shall preclude the owner, agent, or manager of the mine from agreeing with the persons
employed in the inino that deductions shall be mode iu respect of small coal, stones, or substances [other than tile
mineral contracted to be gotten,] which shall he sent out of the mine with [the mineral contracted to be gotten,] such
large coal or shale, or in respect of any tubs being improperly filled in those cases where they arefiUed by the getter of the large
coat or shale, or his drawer, or by the. person immediately employed by him, such deductions being determined in such special
mode as may Ire agreed upon between the owner, agent, or manager of tho mine on the one hand, and the persons employed
in the mine on the other ; or by some person appointed in that behalf by the owner, agent, or manager, or (if any checkweigher is stationed for this purpose as hereinafter mentioned) by such person and such check-weigher, or in case of
difference by a third person to he mutually agreed on by the owner, agent, or manager of the mine ou tho one hand, and
the persons employed in tho mine on the other, or in default of agreement appointed by a Chairman of a Court of Quarter
Sessions within tho jurisdiction of which nuy shaft of the mine is situate.
■

And clause 12 of the English Act, the weighing clause. There are some words struck out; I would like
to refer to the striking out of these words. There is a colliery in the northern district, and because of
the

■
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J. L. regon, tho wording of the present Act the manager or owner refused the men the right to appoint a check-weighman.
Esq., M.L.A.

Four of the men requested the manager to put in a weighbridge so that their coat might be weighed, and
for
tills they got their ticket of leave from the colliery, or they were discharged. I saw the Minister for
27 Aug., 1895.
Mines, and asked him what was the reason he could not see that a weighbridge was placed there, and I
received the following letter:—
Sir,

Department ot Mines and Agriculture, Sydney, 20 August, 1S95.
Adverting to my letter of the 3rd ultimo, in reference to the mode of payment at the Gartlce Colliery, I have
the honor, hy direction of the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture, to inform you that, in view of the opinion of the
Attorney-General, there appears to be no jiower to compel the owners of this colliery to pay by weight, unless they chooso
to agree with the miners to pay them according to the weight of the mineral gotten.
I have, Ac.,
HARKIE WOOD,
J. L. Fegan, Esq.
Under Secretary.

There is no stipulation in the English Act, I thinlc. They recognise that the English law should extend
to miners just as well as to other classes of tradesmen.
_
502. Mr. Gregson.'] What do you want? I want men, when their coal has to he weighed, to have it
weighed, aud that the manager or owner shall not have power to say it must not be weighed. In other
words, I want tho wording of the English Act.
_
_
_
593. I do not know what your objection is;—what is the complaint at the colliery you mentioned? That
the men made a request to be paid hy weight, because they were being paid by skip, and this could not
ho granted.
_
_
oOf. What were the terms between the employers and the men at that colliery ? At so much per skip.
595. Then what happened ? The majority of the men wished to bo paid by weight.
596. And the proprietors said'‘ISTo ?” Tes.
597. The case was brought before the Minister, and he took the opinion of the Attorney-General, and he
said it could not he altered ? Tes.
_
59S, Mr. Curley.] Has not some compromise been made on this matter;—was it not suggested that tho
Bill should be applicable to a mine employing so many persons ? Tes.
_
599. What was the number of persons ? I think the Bill stated ten, the Council amended it to thirty,
and the Assembly to twenty.
_
GOO. Will you turn to the clause iu the Bill, to be found on page 19, subsection 4, of rule [41] 88 ? Tes.
(IV) Where it is proved to the satisfaction of tbe Minister, in the case [of any mine or class of mines employing
not more than [twenty] thirty persons under ground, to be expedient that the persons employed therein should, upon tho
joint representation of the owner or owners of any such mine or class of mines and the said persons, he paid hy any method
other than that provided hy this Act, such Minister may, if he think fit, by order allow the same, either without conditions
or during the time and ou the conditions specified in ihe order.

601. In certain mines are not men paid for large and small coal together ? Tes ; but that proviso is
knocked out.
602. In what way? If the employees of any colliery wish to continue the system wc have now.
603. Where are the words knocked out? Tn section [41] 38 on page IS. “All the mineral gotten hy
them n is struck out.
_
604. Would it not moot your objection if these words were put in ? At the present timo the men are
only paid for large coal. 1 think that a proviso might be inserted for sending the whole of tho coal
away together. Say, they shall be paid for round and small coal.
605. Tou think the clause as amended by tho Council requires such a proviso were we able to agree to
work in that way ? Tes.
_
606. What have you to say upon the eight-hour question? Up to recently the collieries in the north
have been working eight hours. There has been a general agreement for some years, but the position is
materially altered to-day. Some of the managers are demanding longer hours from the men, and not
very long since it nearly caused a strike in one colliery where tho manager wished the men to work till
5 o’clock in the evenings. The men said they were willing to work eight hours, and that it was rather
hard for the principle to be taken from them. A notice was put up at a pit-head only on Saturday last,
to the effect that tbo men must work another half-hour longer. I had a letter from the Secretary before
coming here, stating that the manager demanded that the men should stay in the face until 4 o’clock.
It has been the custom for a score of years that tho men should be ready to go up at 4 o’clock. The
manager has taken the position of forcing the men to work at the face till 4 o’clock, which in some
eases will mean half-an-hour to these men. It has been agitated for some years to make eight hours a
legal day’s work, and as long as the organisations were intact they worked comfortably on. Hard times
have come, and they are forcing the men to work longer hours. Then the position of hoys, whilst the
Council inits speeches recognised that eight hours was long enough for anyone to be down in a coal-mine,
they ignored the right of legislation for eight hours, but inserted a clause that hoys can be allowed to
work for ten hours in the mine.
607. President,] How long docs the English Act allow ? Ten hours, I think, for five days in the week.
608. How long do boys work now ? INme hours and forty-five minutes in some places.
_
609. They are not working all that time ? They arc in the mine all that time. In Russia, where their
form of government is not so liberal as ours, boys of 15 years of age are not permitted to work more than
eight hours in a factory, much less than in a coal-mine. It goes to show that wo have to go to Russia to
teach us what should be done for the protection of boys. The Board of Trade returns from England point
out that boys of 15 in Russia are not allowed to work longer than eight hours in a factory. The Council
■want to legalise ten hours for children of tender years. Perhaps I maybe asked, how do I know that the
miners up there want eight hours? 1 may say, being a member of tbe Miners’ Organisation, that every
lodge in tbe district sends representatives to the Eight-hours Demonstration Committee, and that one of
their objects is to legalise eight hours.
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WEDNESDAY, 2S AVGUST, 1S95.
[The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 run.]

$rcs£itt:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CUELEY, Esq.

|

Esq,,

Q.C.

(Preside^i).

JESSE GEEGSON, Esq.

John Lionel Fegan, Esq., M.L.A., re-examined:—
CIO. Mr. Cnrley.] Have you ever looked up any statistics iu connection with the number of accidents J. Tj, Fegan,
Esq., M.L.A,
that have taken place in this Colony ? I have.
_
...
611. Have you compared them with the number of accidents that have taken place in Great Britain ?
28 Ang., 1805.
Yes ; and I have made a statement in the Legislative Assembly upon the subject. ^
_
612. Have you drawn out any statistics that you can place before the Commission? No; but you can
get them from Mr. Coghlan’s book, “The Wealth and Progress of New South Wales,'’ I have some of
the statistics here. (See Appendix N.)
613. Where do they go down to ? To the year 1891.
_
_
.
614. What are they ? Up to the year 1891 there were 648,450 people employed in and about mines in
Great Britain, and the lives lost during the year 1S91 were 979,
615. Will you please refer to the latest years—give us the figures for ten years if you can ? ' I can give
you the figures for ten years if you wish.
616. Will you kindly prepare a statement, to be handed in to the Secretary later on ? With pleasure.
(See Appendix N.)
617. Are the decennial periods taken in the book you are referring to ? They arc taken from 1873 to
1891 serialum—for nearly twenty years. Before the passing of the English Act of 1887 in one year
alone 1,413 deaths took place—that is, fatal accidents ; and in the year 1880 1,380 deaths took place.
The number of deaths has gradually decreased since then, with the exception of one year. From the
year 1887 up to the present time there has been a general decrease of fatal accidents.
618. Presidents] That is since the passing of the Act? Yes.
_
619. Mr. CurleyS] Wilt yon look at this hook of Mr. Nelson Boyd's and tell us what he says;—you will
find tho reference on page 225, of his work “ Coal Pits and Pitmen''?
" According to the Parlintncutary summaries, the death-rate per 1,000 persona employed have been as follows:—
1851 death-rate per 1,000 persons employed ......................
]S61
..
„
..
"
.................
.......................
1871
,
.............. .......................
......................
issn
„
„
............................ .......................

3-38
2-S9
1-92
I'Sd

620. Will you turn now to the Bill and look at sub-section 4 of rule 10, on page 26;—do you see the
clause there that reads:—
(iv) A person shall not have in his possession any luoifor mutch or apparatus of any kind for striking a light except
within a completely closed chamber nthwhed to the fuse of tho shot.

Do you agree with that provision? T would like to know what it means. It is must my comprehension,
and I had a,n opportunity of hearing the debate on the clause. There were several coal-owners prompting
the Council, and the only reason the Council gave was because it was in the English Act. Any further
explanation 1 did not hear.
621. Mr. GregsonS] What is your difficulty? The words, “except within a completely closed chamber
attached to the fuse of the shot.”
_
622. There is no difiiculty, I think ? To me there is. I cannot understand it. These words have been
placed in by the Legislative Council.
_
623. Following the English Act ? Yes; but there are many English Acts and legislation they do not
believe in.
_
624. How does the miner fire his shot? By a wire. He takes tho top off his lamp and puts a snuffing
wire into the lamp gauze, and when it is red hot it ignites tho powder attached to tho fuse. There is
no match used where gas exists in any shape or form. There is no fiame ; the pin touches a speck of
powder and ignites the fuse. I never could understand this clause, and I have asked several people
about it.
625. Is it not a provision for greater safety ? I cannot see it.
_
_
626. Perhaps if you will read tho report of the Koyal Commission in England on accidents in mines, you
may glean something ? I have done so.
627. Are there no cartridges that may be fired without *a red-hot pin ? Yes; there are some tbatare fired
by electricity with a smalt battery. That being the case, this clause compels that every shot shall be fired
by a small battery.
628. AVhat they are prohibiting is tiiat no person shall have any lucifer match, or apparatus of any kind
for striking a light, in his possession ? The wording of this clause, as it stands, would prohibit a man
carrying a pick. There is also the old flint box.
_
_
629. You are prohibited by this clause from having that ? Toucan he dealt with for having a lucifer
match without the part I have mentioned being attached to the clause. Where powder is used there
must bo a certain amount of flame.
_
_
630. President.] Can you point out how this clause does the miners any harm ? I cannot give an opinion
upon what I know nothing about.
631. Mr. Gregson.] The gentlemen who constituted the Eoyal Commission in England came to the con
clusion that this was a very proper thing to make provision for is there any reason for cavilling about
what they have done ? I am not cavilling. I am just giving my knowledge as far as it goes. Am I
forced to say I believe in a thing unless 1 understand it ?
632. President.] No. Is there anything in this clause that can do anybody any harm? The representa
tives of the miners have been charged with putting too much detail in this Bill, and I hold that this rule
is a matter of detail.
633,
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otlier things are detail as well, but these things connected with fire are looked
• upon as matters of importance that need legislation? If the wording of this clause was, “ that no shot
2SAug 1805
^lre(^ without a battery,” that might get over the objection.
”
634. Mr. Gregson^] The Commissioners in England perhaps did not care to specify a battery—something
else might come up—science might be able to invent something better? But it may not be in an enclosed
chamber.
635. The Bill prohibits anything else ? May I ask what docs it really mean ?
636. I understand you are nut to have in your possession any lucifer match, or anything for striking a
light, except it be attached to the fuse of the shot that you are going to use ? But what is the meaning
of it.
637. You have an apparatus attached to the fuse of your shot; say you fire hy electricity, and that it is
in a cylinder; there may he some other means for doing the same thing, but it must be in a completely
closed cylinder to secure the safety of firing; the shot? I want to point out that hy an interference of
this kind you aro going to make a law that it is unnecessary to use candles.
638. Here is a provision that applies to tho industry all through England, and we are told that it has
worked successfully ? To a certain extent perhaps successfully. To-day wc have a large number of
collieries which work altogether with naked lights. If this law were in force you would be made a.
laughing-stock of. You would be firing within a completely closed chamber apparatus when you have a
candle in your hand.
.
■
636, Would you kindly read the first section of rule 10—
(ij A competent person appointed by tho owner, agent, or manager for tbo purpose sbali, either nt tbo surface or at
the appointed lamp station, examine every safety lamp immediately before it is taken into the workings for use, and ascertain
it to be in safe working order and securely locked ; and such lamps shall not bo used until they have been so examined and
found in safe working order and securely lacked.

?—Yes.
640. You have no candle there ? No.
641. You are quite satisfied on that point? Yes, certainly.
642. Mr. Curley.Are yon satisfied that this clause applies exclusively to where safety lamps are used?
Perfectly.
'
643. Is the clause free from any ambiguity ? No; if this clause were so constructed as to read that no
shot shall be fired without a battery, or some other apparatus, it might be.
644. Without the amendment how would this clause read? “A person shall not have in his possession
any lucifer match or apparatus of any kind for striking a light.”
645. President.] Will yon look at McSwinney’s book on the English Act, page 83—“ Use of safety lamps
in certain places ? ” Yes.
Rule 8. Ifo lump or light.other than u locked safety lamp should be allowed or used—
(a) In any place in a mine in which there is likely to be any such quantity of inflammable gas as to render tho use
of naked lights dangerous; or,
(£) In any working approaching near a place in which there is likely to be an accumulation of inflammable gas.
And when it is necessary to work tho coal in any part of a ventilating district with safety lamps it shall not bo allowablo to
work the eoal with naked lights in another part of the eame ventilating district situated between the place where euch lamps
are being used and the return air-way.

646, Mr. Curley^ Look at sub-scction 2 of rule 10 of the Bill.
(n) A safety lamp shall not he unlocked except either at tho appointed lamp station or for the purpose of firing a
shot, in conformity with the provisions hereinafter contained.

This clause gives the miner permission to fire a shot with his lamp if necessary, but it does notspeak of
any other apparatus ? I bold that if it is not safe to fire with an open light it is not safe at all.
647. President.] Look at the English Act (McSwinney’s work), pages 85 and 87:—do you see tiiat the'
miner cannot unlock his safety-lamp except in the presence of a competent person? Yes ; there are men
appointed in the mines to fire shots.
648. This is a greater safeguard for the miners? Yes.
646. Will you look at the English Act again on page 88 ?
(i) Unless a competent person, appointed as aforesaid, has examined the place where gas has been so reported to bo
present, and has found that such gas has been cleared away, and that there is not at or near each place suffleient gas issuiim
or accumulated to render it unsafe to fire the shot.
°

All theso things arc for the safety of the miner ? I am admitting tiiat.
650. The thing you are objecting to ? Is something I do not understand.
651. Still it is something for greater safety; they must not have any apparatus for striking a light
“ except within a completely closed chamber” ;—it is quite plain that is put in for greater safety ? If it
were a battery I could understand it.
“
652. The igniting thing must be within a closed chamber ;—that cannot do the men any harm, can it ?
Perhaps not. The clause may have been inserted for stopping men from smoking.
653. Mr. Gregson.] A good thing too ? Yes.
654. If that is what the clause is for, you can have no objection ? I have not, but I cannot understand
tho section.
655. Mr. Curley.] You confess you cannot understand the section ? I confess I donot. I can under
stand the former part of the section up to the word “light.” I had the privilege of listening to the
debate, and although prompted by some of the prominent colliery managers in the Colony the Council
were only guided hy the English Act.
'
656. Mr. Gregson.] May we not trust tho gentlemen who formed the English Eoyal Commission so far,
that whatever they have done has been done for good reasons ? I hardly agree with that. To me this
clause does not seem complete.
657. Mr. Curley.] How would you make it complete ? By the addition of the words “ that such apparatus
shall be used for firing shots only.”
658. Iff-. Gregson.] I will read you an extract from the Einal Eeport of Her Majesty’s Commissioners in
England (page 62) :—
_
Your Commissioners are of opinion that the provision of some simpic combination of chemical and mechanical
devicee, by which the fuxe may be ignited without external application of flame or a red hot body, at any desired time wirliin.
narrow
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narrow limits, after it is sot into action, should not be attended with any great practical diflicnlties j tho employment of i‘
such an arrangement, which may also be matlo the means for preventing any lateral escape of fire from the short projecting -Esq.,M.L.A.
end of fuse, and of delaying the explosion of the charge for a definite p'eriod after ignition has been effected, would greatly
reduce the risk of accident attending the use of the ordinary mining fuze.*
28 Aug., 1895.
* They may add (hat this point is now receiving the aelivc attention of one of them.

Tou will see from this that they anticipate something which they thinlc they ought to make provision for.
May not that he so ? Tes.
059. Mr. Gurley.'] Do you consider that the clause as it stands meets the ease it is assumed to meet ?
The clause is to me very ambiguous. The first part of the clause speaks of a lucifer match, or apparatus
of any kind for striking a light, but with the latter part reads as if you arc allowed to carry a lucifer
match in a completely closed chamber. That is how I read the wording of the clause.
_
President.] That is to say that some means of striking a light in a completely closed chamber is
anticipated ?
061. Mr. Gregson.] "Would you not rule Mr. President, that the words, after the word “ except ” in the
clause under consideration do not apply to a lucifer match ?
662. President!] Tes; I think so. It must be in a completely closed chamber attached to the fuse of the
shot. It would seem that they are anticipating some means of firing a shot, and that the thing to ignite
the shot must be within a completely closed chamber.
663. Mr. Gurley.] Tour opinion is Mr. Pegan tiiat this sub-clause might be simplified by putting it in
another form ? Tes ; that is what I think.
604. With regard to rule 12, sub-section (D) on page 2G, and tbe latter part of the section I: nor shall
coal or coal-dust be used for tampiug.” Have you anything to say with regard to that matter ? At
the present timo, a very great majority of the holes which are bored for shooting coal, are charged with
coal-dust, and the coal-dust is damped. Por safety I would go a great way, but something else must bo
found if you debar the miner from using coal-dust. In the Northern collieries now, the dust is slaked
with water to make it as near clay as possible.
065. Mr. Gregson.] Is there not a risk of firing gas if it was present? I know from the last Eoyal
Commission that sat on coal-dust it ivas proved that many of our explosions have been made more fearful
through coal-dust being used.
606. Mr. Gurley.] They have been aggravated? Tes; considerably aggravated. Do you thiuk in
connection with a clause of that character that if the coal-dust for tamping was made damp it could be
used without any danger ? I do.
607. President.] What is tamping ? Eamming. It is similar to using a rod in a gun. If the mine is
very fiery it would be better for the miners to have something else to tamp with.
068. Mr. Gregson.] How will this meet your objection: “ Nor in mines where safety lamps are used shall
coal or coal-dust be used for tamping”? I think that will meet my objection.
669. Mr. Gurley.] With regard to the words in. this section, “Nor shall coal or coal-dust be used for
tamping,” your suggestion is that dry coal-dust shall not be used—you think that if tho tamping was
made damp that would meet the case? Tes; but where there aro gaseous mines I would have no
objection to let tbe clause go as it is.
070. President!] Tour opinion is that the clause should read, “ Nor shall coal or coal-dust ho used for
tamping in mines where safety lamps are required by this Act”? Tes; I agree to that.
071. Mr. Gurley.] That is, where safety lamps are used? Tes.
072. President.] I would like to understand why coal-dust is dangerous ? Because it increases or
conveys the flame from the explosion, and may inflame itself. It will flare up at once if not properly
tamped.
073. Mr. Gurley.] Will you now turn your attention to sub-section E of tbe same rule, the latter part of
the sub-section:—
Provided that no person shall return to a place where such charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours lias
elapsed from the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge.

That has been erased ? Tes.
674. Do you think that portion of the sub-section should remain in the Bill? That ivould entirely
depend on sub-clause 4 of rule 10. If a shot has missed fire and a battery has been used, there is no
danger in going back to the shot. The latter portion of sub-clause 4 of rule 10 was placed there by tho
Legislative Council while this sub-clause E of rule 12 was placed by tbo Legislative Assembly. It has
altered tho clause altogether.
’
675. President!] Tou agree with the latter portion of sub-clause E of rule 12 being struck out, if the
provision we have just considered is left in P Tes.
676. How long have you known shots to hold fire ? Eor as long as twelve bonrs, caused, sometimes
through knots being in the fuse.
077. Is this fuse you speak of out of sight? Say a hole is bored about 4 ft. 6 in. in length, only 4 iu.
of the fuse will be seen. It may light up to a given point and then, through the tamping being so tight,
may take a long time to go through, and a knot or two would make it much longer. The cavity in tho
fuse may also be defective. If the provision that no shot shall be fired except within a completely closed
chamber is to remain it would get rid of the need for the latter provision of tins sub-clause E, because
when a battery is used, if the shot misses fire, you can go to your shot immediately.
678. Mr. Gregson.] It simply applies to the use of fuse ? Tes.
.
679-80. President.] Will you look at Dr. Eobertson’s evidence, given on the Gth June, 1893, before Mr.
Pigott’s Select Committee, question 500, on page 30:—
What do you wish to refer to next ■ To the provision with regard to explosives, page 32, sub-section Uj says,
referring to a shot that has missed fire :—
Provided that no person shall return, lo o place where such charge has missed Jire until aperiod of eight hours has elapsed
front the lighting of the fuse attaclted to such charge.

That is making a farce of mining. Half-an-hour would he quite sufficient. That provision would simply ruin the miners.
I suggest that it be made half-an-hour instead of eight hours. If a miner does retrun to the place within half-an-hour
he ought to be liable to a fine for infringing the Act. What I complain of is that our present Act ia worked in an invidious
way. Managers arc punished very severely often for the acts of men, and the men escape. What is said there as to ruining
the miners ?

I do not think that has consideration with me.

The miners will not go to the shot.
■

681.
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681. You object to the limitation of the eight-hours in clause E of rule 12 ?

Esq., M.L.A. ^ thcre
28Aii<t"i895

'

J

b

Yes, I think that should
’

6S2. Mr. Curlcy^\ You think that should stand ? Yes, without doubt.
’ 683. President.'] They can go and work somewhere else if they like? Yes, if tho Manager will permit
them.
684. Mr. Curleyi] Will you turn to rule 15, on page 28 of the Bill.
Rule 15. Ei-cry mad on wliich persons Lravcl underground where the load is drawn by a horse or other animal shall
be provided, nt intervals of not more than fifty yards, with sufficient man-holes, or places of refuge, and every such place of
refuge shall he [sis feet high, three feet wide, and four feet deep] of .iajp.cie.at lengthy and at least threefeet in asidlk between
tho waggons running on the road and the side of such road. There shall be at least two proper travelling ways into every
steam-engine room and boiler gallery.

Do you thiuk that stipulation there, with regard to the size of man-holes in travelling roads, should
remain as originally drafted? Yes, for these reasons. In England I know very well that there arc some
collieries working where the coal is in some cases less than three feet. There are places whore they work
what is called the yard-seam, but in this Colony, as a rule, we have high seams, and it pays the managers
or owners to make the man-holes of sufficient size where they have seven or eight feet of coal. At the
same time I have seen men trying to escape from the hauling-engine’s load, and in doing so, nearly meet
ing with an accident through the man-holes not being of sufficient depth for them to get in.
685. I on have often seen a number of men travelling along these roads at one time ? Yes, as many as
twenty. Perhaps there are fifteen or sixteen skips which the hauling-engine is pulling at a high rate of
speed, and these men have to use these man-holes to get out of danger. If they are made small there is
not the same opportunity for them to get out of danger,
686. President.] How many men should a man-hole hold ? It is limited to 6 feot high, 3 feet wide, ancl
4 feot deep.
6S7. You say that the size of theso man-holes ought to he specified, while the English Act says that they
are to be of sufficient length ? Yes ; in the Englisli Act, the expense was the consideration on account
of the height of the seam, but here we have high seams that will pay hy the coal got from them.
688. _A/r. Cwr/ey.] Prom your experience have you noticed that these man-holes have been made of
nothing like huge capacity ? They have not, but quite the reverse. As long as there is a hole of any
kind, they are perfectly satisfied, and sometimes they have been found to be filled with debris. In one
place in the north, a man was nearly killed through a man-hole being filled with debris.
689. Afr, Qregsoni] Have not managers in England been summoned for not keeping these man-boles
clear ? So they have been here.
690. Mr. Curley.] Don’t you think these man-holes ought to be a stipulated size ? I do.
691. 'Will you now look at rule 19, on page 28, “ Trolley over pit mouth.”
Rule 19. [Everv shaft in course of sinking shall be provirled with a trolley to mr. over the pit's mouth and receive the
load when brought to the surface. Such trolley to he large enough lo cover the opening at the pit top.]

Do you think that a provision of this character is necessary ? Yes; very necessary indeed. I know of
a case where iu the course of sinking one of these shafts, a bucket came down on account of no top being
over the shaft.
092. Where did this happen ? In the northern district. I know of another case where two or three men
were over wound, where if there had been a trolley their lives would havo been saved,
693. You think this rule as drafted ought to be part of the Bill ? Yes, I think it ought to stand. It
would be very little expense, and the means of great safety.
694.. With regard to safety-hooks, have you seen anything of that kind ? I have seen several experiments.
095. Do you think any provision of that kind is necessary iu a Coal Mines Bill ? I do.
696. Is it provided for in this Bill ? Yes.
697. President^] Look at rule 20,19. Is there auy objection to that rule? There is no objection to that
rulo whatever, we want that retained.
698. Mr. Curley.] We will now go to rule 21, 20:—
Rule [21. J 20. Where the natural strata are not safe, every working or pumping shaft shall be securely eased, lined or
otherwise mado secure. [Every shaft in course of sinking shall be kept clear of all noxious gases hy a fan or some other
appliance.]
'

should tho words that are struck out in that rulo be retained ? I think that clause should be retained as
originally drafted.
699. President.] Is that clause in the English Act? The rule dealing with shafts in that act is No. 20.
The latter portion of tho clause, “ every shaft in course of sinking shall bo kept clear of all noxious gases,
by a fan or some other appliance,” is not in the English Act.
700. Why would they not have it in England. If it is necessary here, why is it not necessary there ?
There is a little expense at first.
701. Is it a serious expense ? No, because a fau would be useful at any other time.
702. Mr. Curley.] Witli regard to rule 25, on page 29 of the Bill:— *
^ Rule 25. [The coal shall not be wrought under any proclaimed or made road-without the sanction, in writing, of the
Minister, but headings may he driven under any such road for tho purpose of connecting the workings, or of working the coal
on either aide thereof, hut all such headings shall be in such positions, of such dimensions, and so supported as the Inspector
shall, by writing under his hand, direct.]

Do you think that is a necessary provision in the Bill ? I do.
703. President.] What has that got to do with the miners ? It has got to do with the country, and the
miners, as part of the taxpayers of the country, have to pay when these roads comedown. The gentlemen
who knocked this out iu the Council wished this matter to be left in the hands of the coal-owners instead
of the Minister.
704. Mr. Curley.] Is this not a matter that has sometimes a very serious effect upon the cost of a
Municipality ? Certainly; look at Waratah, and see the properties that are spoiled out there. At
Wickham, roads and everything else havo been let down through getting this eoal out. It has boon
argued that there is no such stipulation in the English Act. That is because landowners have been
representatives there, and the people have had to pay.
705. And may not another reason be that numbers of the mines in England are much deeper ? Yes ;
some of the mines there are 2,400 feet deep. Here we only work top-scams. I have been down a mine
iu England that was 860 yards deep.
706.
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706.
707.

President.']

What is the deepest mine we have in this Colony ? I think about 600 feet.
With regard to the provisions in rule 24 on page 29 of the Bill:—

JPr. Qurley.]

P

b-Fcejan,

t

Kule 24. In any mine which is usually entered by means of machinery a competent male person not less than twenty- gg Aug., 1895.
two years of age shat] be appointed for the purpose of working the machinery which is employed in lowering and raising
persons therein, and shall attend for tiiat purpose during the whole time that any person is below ground in the mme.
Where any shaft, plane, or level is used for the purpose of communication from one part to another part of a mine, and
persons are taken up or down or along such shaft, plane, or level by means of any engine, windlass, or gin driven or worked
by steam or any mechanical power, or hy an animal, or by manual labour, the person in charge of such engine, windlass,
or gin, or of any part of the machinery, ropes, chairs, or tackle connected therewith, must be a competent male person not
less than eighteen years of age. When the machinery is worked by an animal, the person under whose direction the driver
of the animal acts shall for the purpose of this rule be deemed to he the person in charge of the machinery.

? This rule is exactly the same as the English rule.
_
,
708. Bo you approve of that rule? There may be an objection to the age of the engine-man._ The Bill
states 22 years, when a person is supposed to be a man at 21. I do not think 1 object to 22 being there.
709. Have you any objection to the next subsection in connection with that rule ? Ho, I do not think
so ; it is just the one rule. I have no objection whatever to that.
710. Have you any objection to the remaining portion ? Xo.
_
711. Will you now look at rule [27] 26 on the same page, “overwinding”;—have you any objection to
that ? No.
712. Now look at rule 34 on page 30 of the Bill:—
[Eule iW. At sny mine where a boiler is used for generating steum, the owner or nmnngcr shall at least once in
every six months cause every such boiler to be thoroughly examined aud tested by a competent person, who shall, immediately
after tho completion of such examination and test, enter in a book to be kept at the mine for that purpose a full and true
report of the result of such examination and test, and.of the state of every boiler so examined and tested, and every such
report shall bo signed by the person making it, and shall bear date of the day of entry, and a copy of such report shall be
forthwith sent to tho Inspector.]

Do you consider that is a necessary provision iu the Bill ? I think that the boilers ought to be examined
where there are so many lives in jeopardy of an explosion. We have had an explosion at the Lambton
Colliery. In England there is a Steam-owners Association, and they take out a policy of insurance on
their boilers ; and the insurance office sends an inspector to examine the boilers for their own safety.
713. Mr. Gregson.] Was not the objection raised in the Council tiiat if boilers in a colliery should be
examined so should boilers in any other industry be examined, too ? But they are continually knocking
out the examination of land boilers. This question has been before tho country for five years. They
have objected three successive times to the Land Boilers Bill, and we have been supported by Air. See, who
represents a firm that has interests where the Bill would be operative. They would not pass the first
clause of the Bill, but threw it out. I believe marine boilers are examined periodically, and whilst they
have that privilege for the safety of workmen and passengers, I think that where in some of the collieries
there are sixty or seventy men working about the colliery they should have the same consideration.
Perhaps a boiler might go when a cage full of men is coming up, with the result that those men might he
killed, as well as the engine-driver. It is for the benefit of the owners, as well as for ttio men, that
boilers should be periodically examined.
714. Mr. Gurley.] Will you turn to rule [39] 37 on page 30 of the Bill:—
Uulo [39] 37. The hooka mentioned in theso rules shall be provided by Ihc owner, agent, or manager, and the hooks, or
a correct copy thereof, shall be kept at the oflice nt tho mine, and any iuspeetor under this Act, and any person employed in
the mine [or any one having tho written authority of any inspector or person so employed] may at all reasonable times inspect
and take copies of and extracts from any such books ; but nothing in these rules shall be construed to impose the obligation of
keeping any such book or a copy thereof for more than twelve months after the book has ceased to bn used for entries (.herein
under this Act. Any report by this Act required to be recorded io a book may he partly in print (including lithograph) and
partly in writing.

Have you anything to say about this rule ? This is an exact copy of rule 37 of section 49 of the English
Act, with the exception of the words erased by the Council.
715. President.] You think the rule ought to be retained as it left the Assembly? Yes; I think the
part struck out ought to be retained.
716. Why ? There are some men who dare not speak of danger in a mine, or if they do so there is no
more work for them. Mr. Curley, as representative of the miners, if forty men were killed, would
not be allowed to go down and see tbo place where the accident occurred. Mr. Burt was not nlloived
that privilege in England. Ho would not be permitted to go into a colliery office to look nt any
reports to support any case ho might have before a coroner: There might he had ventilation, but men
dare not give a report. There are some collieries where they have no check inspectors, knowing the
consequence if they gave a report. There are no check inspectors, because if they gave a report to the
inspector about the manager they would rim the risk of being discharged. Being intimate with a number
of meu, I might ask for information as to whether a certain mine was safe, but at the present time I
could not use that information through not knowing whether it was reliable. Under the wording of this
rule they might give me a note to see what I require to enable me to point out an injustice. I think the
wording of this rule would make managers look more carefully after the men.
717. Mr. Curley.] You appear to think that the inclusion of these words would lead to a more effective
supervision of the mine ? Certainly.
718. With regard to rule [40] 38:—
Kule [40] 38. The persons employed in a mine may from time to timo appoint two of their number or any two
persons nol Jcin.i? mining engineers tako are practical working miners to inspect the mine at their own cost, and the persons so
appointed tliall bo allowed once at least in every month, accompanied, if the owner, agent, or manager of the mine thinks fit,
by himself or ono or more officers of the mine, to go to every part of the mine, and to inspect the shafts, levels, planes,
working-places, return air-ways, ventilating apparatus, old workings, and machinery. Every facility shall be afforded by tho
owner, agent, and manager, and all persons in the mine for the purpose oi the inspection, and the persons appointed shall
forthwith make a true report of tbe result of the inspection, and that report shall ho recorded in a book to be kept at the
mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the persons who mado the inspection, and if the report states tho existence or
apprehended existence of any danger, the owner, agent, or manager shall forthwith cause a true copy of the report to be sent
to the Inspector of the district.

Here you will see that there are some words inserted hy the Council, “not being mining engineers who
are practical working miners”? That is monstrous. Here are facilities given by our technical education
classes, and a proposition in this Bill to give certificates to men who pass certain examinations, yet as
soon
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' 719. tbe very words you wish inserted are in the English Act? 'No.
720. This is a copy of the English Act, but you object to the additional words ? Tes, undoubtedly I do.
ome miners give their timo to study to go up for examination, and by that examination a certificate is
conterred upon thorn. Why should they he debarred from using their intelligence on behalf of the men
who send them to the mine ?
o
b
I21' I1 th,'nk -T0U tlave dealt with most .of tlle hrt;»cral rules on pages 31 and 32 of the Bill, from rule 41
o rule ol inclusivedo you see anything you havo not touched upon ? No; I think 1 have referred to
tho whole of those rules.
70U re^er,
[52] 48 on the same page, to the latter part of the rule starting with “provided
nothing contained in the general rules in regard to barriers of coal,” &c. ? No; X do not thiuk so.
/id. President.] That remains provided the rules preceding it, from rule 41 to 5], remain also ; it is a
necessary corollary to those rules? Tes.
124. .Mr. Cvrhy.j Will you please turn your attention now to rule [54] 50, on page 33, the words in
brackets, where no special rules are in force,” are struck out? I agree to that rulo.
'25. Turn next to rule 59, on page 34 of the Bill
. , [°9: Tlie Governor, with tho advice of the Executive Council, may make and publish in tho Gazette a set or sets of
special piles, and thereafter the rules so made and published shall be deemed Ihe special rules of every mine to which this
Act applies and in respect of winch no special rules shall ho in force r Provided that upon special rules being established for
any mine, the special rules made by the Governor as aforesaid shall cease to apply to such mine.] ?

J think there is another clause forcing special rules,
/2G. Do you see that that rule is struck out by tho Council;—what are your views on this matter ? It is
necessary to have special rules, but in clause [56] 52 there is a reference to framing and submitting rules
or e approval of the Minister. I cannot see that the rule under consideration docs mucli harm or good
in being m.
“
727. President'] Tou will see that in the discussions in the Assembly on the amendments of the Council
m rule
that the Assembly disagrees to the amendment omitting this clause, and gives as a reason
leeause m the interest of both the owners and the miners it would be wise not to strike ont this clause,
as there may occur a period during which no special rules made by the owner can be in force when tho
special rules made by the Governor would supply the deficiency;”—do you think that that rule ought to
remain in? Tes. I do.
j
j
&
728. Mr. Curley\ Now with regard to rule [62] 57, on page 35, you will see that the word 11 wilfully ” is
erased ? I think that ought to be left in.
‘^ 8ec
^ 1vcir'l “ wilfully” is absolutely useless there;—if a person defaces a thing he
must do it wilfully ? . But he may not intend to do it wilfully.
730. Is the word “ wilfully ” in the English Act ? No; it is not in the English Act.
President.] Ton may take it from me that it will do no harm there. I do not see the necessity of it. We
wifi, however, consider that.
•
/3L Mr. Ovrley,} Will you turn to rule [63] 58, on the same page, subsection 2. The wording is altered
i *
n i ,13 osoicss there. A colliery manager was lately taken before n magistrate
at Bl per <[ ’ ^ a‘terwards ^ Per
an^ ^ will in the majority of instances pay to work a colliery
732. President.] What was tho nature of the offence? At a certain colliery in the noith. a colliery
manager thinking the colliery dangerous pulled his men out. The Act points out that, after the men have
icon drawn out ot a colliery, the men must not go baelc again until the inspector has certified that the mine
is sate. In the lace ot the Act, and without an inspector’s certificate of safety, the manager permitted tho
men to return to work. The Inspector of Collieries summoned the colliery manager, and he was fined £20.
ihe wemt following he was fined £1, and has since continued to work on without anything having been
him6
1C aePar*:Trien*' evidently thought that they ivould be persecuting the man by further prosecuting
^r\
It would have been agood deal bolter to have given him three months’imprisonment—
that is what is provided m the English Act ? If it had been the miner they would havo given him gaol.
734. President.] Will you look at section [64] 59, on the same page :—

;4

Tp'ore a person v ho is an owner, agent, manager, or under manager bf, or a person employed in or about ft mine
0f 016 courfc tllat (riL‘s tile
is ono wliich was reasonably
culftted to endanger the safely ol the persons employed m or about the mine, or to cause serious personal injury to any of
such persons or io cause a dangerous accident, and was committed wilfully bv the personal act, personal default, or personal
^
f he 1><'-r£0n 'lec!19Cf 1enc!l P/r™
liable, if tho court is of opinion that a fine will not meet the circumstances
oi the case, to imprisonment ndh oruithout hard labour for a period not exceeding tiiree months.
JW*>-

Would not that section meet the case ? What I have referred to was wilfully done.
73u-6, Was this clause m the old Act ? Ifo.
"
4
737. Mr Gregson] There was no power under the old Act? The clause in the 1876 Act, dealing with
this matter, is number 31, on page 10, which docs not provide for a matter of this kind.
f The l)roPosed
fPves ^ necessary power? I think three months wilt meet the case.
/4°. WiH you look at section [69J 64 on page 36, “no prosecution, Ac.” ? They want this to read as near as
possible to the English Act. I think tho same law should apply to the miner as to a certificated manager.
J,' ■ ° yCH[ ™d,erstand the English Act to be directed against the miner ? I only know that a certain
AW la,nS'fmd has turned 2,000 people out of their homes because the men would not accept his terms.
Jv iJ *r‘ GTe9s°n] Perhaps he wanted the houses for something else? I do not know what ho wanted
the houses tor, 1 am only pointing out his humanity.
743. President.] We wall look into this matter. We now go to rule [72] 67 :_
•

i *P3'^
.f P?rB<]n who is the owner, agent, or manager of any mine, or a miner or miner’s agent, or the father, son
or brother, or father-in-law, son-in-law, or brother-in-law, of such owner, agent, or manager, or of a miner or miner’s agent,
tL
? '[‘rector of a company being tbe owner of a mmo, shall not, except with ihc consent in writing of both parti3, to
the case, sit m Petty Sessions or adj udicate m respect of any offence under this Act,

The words added there are “ except with the consent in writing of both parties to tho case ” ?
think out ot delicacy an owner, agent, or manager, would sit on a case.

1 do not
744.
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744', This clauso gives the option.to do so;—is there any objection to the words 11 except with tho consent <!■ L- Pegin,
in writing of both parties to the case ” ? It would depend how the consent is got at times. Out of
M.L.A.
decency 1 think none of the parties mentioned should sit on a case.
745. Mr. Curley.] "What do you think of the additional words in this section? I think they would be
tIS’
*
better out of it. It would not then give the opportunity of casting a slur on the administration of
justice which we should be very careful to shield from anything like that.
746. We will now go to section [78] 72, on page 38 of the Bill: “ Large coal means all coal passing over
a tiiree quarter inch screen—what have you to say to this ? 1 havo given my evidence on this
matter. I am against that entirely. The miners should have the right of their coal being weighed both
for round and small.
747. President.] Is there not more paid to tho miner for large coal? Tes, hut they are taking it off.
Large and small coal arc nearly tho same price.
748. Lo you think that this clause ought to come out? Yes, I do.
749. Mr. Curley.] With regard to lino forty of the same rule,11 inspector,” you will see that the words
“ section 4 hereof ” arc erased;—do yon approve of that ? The Council have taken a greater portion of
the powers proposed from an inspector, and necessarily have altered the duties relating to inspectors. In
part 2 the Council have erased a number of clauses.
750. Will you givo us your opinions on tbe powers of inspectors to be found on page 8, rule 21 ? Tho
important part is rulo [19] 17 on page 7 of the Bill with its sub-scctions. My reason for amending this
clause would he that whilst making provision for persons lidding positions as managers, inspectors should
come under the same heading by giving them a certificate for service, but for the future they should hold
a certificate of competency by passing an examination.
751. ^President.] I think the Council are right iu having amended the clause iu that way? Yes if the
provision is made elsewhere. I do not think provision is made to give inspectors a certificate of service.
Having made provision for inspectors I do not think it is fair to those men as inspectors to be put out iu
the cold to please one or two gentlemen.
752. Jlfr. Greyson.] ] think it is to save the possibility of that rather than to enable it to he done ?—
753. Mr. Curley.] You say that there is no provision in the Bill ? I cannot-see any provision. There
is no provision in the Bill to acknowledge inspectors who have been inspectors in the Colony for years.
754. President.] Will you look at rule [18] 10 on page 7 of the Bill:—
[IS.] 1G. Tlic persons who at the commencement of this Act are acting as inspectors under the Act hereby repealed
shall continue to act in the same manner, aud generally to he in the same position, ns if they had been respectively appointed
under this Act.
‘

That rule does not give an inspector a certificate, but it lots him be an inspector? Yes.
755. Would it not he bettor to insert in tbo Bill that a certificate of service would be a certificate of
competency to these men ? Men do not make friends at all times for doing their duty, and these men
should bo put in the same position ns colliery managers or under-managers. 1 have in my mind at
resent a gentleman who has not a certificate, but who is quite as good as those who have certificates.
think all the evidence taken before Select Committees was in favour of dealing fairly with the inspectors
as well as others.
756. Mr. Greyson.] Loos not rule 8, on page 4 of the Bill meet your ease ? It provides that they shall
“ exercise such powers as may be necessary for carrying this Act into effect,"1 1 think that in fairness to
the position an inspector holds he ought to have a certificate. He is, as a rule, doing work which it takes
a practical and experienced man to perform.
757. President.] Look at sub-section 3, of rule [L9] 17, on page 7, of the Bill:—

f

Every Inspector appointed under this Act shall, after the [passing] commencement of this Ant hold a first-class certi
ficate of competency [or service] as [hereinbefore provided in regard to] Managers, [but for the purposes of this Act service
ns nn inspector of collieries will be equivalent to service as manager of a mine].
•

?—An Inspector in England can have no higher certificate than that given by the Secretary of State as a
manager’s certificate. .It is the highest certificate that is given to colliery experts. A colliery manager
who gets his certificate of service may be put off from one colliery, and with his certificate can go to
another, but if an inspector was put away from the G-overnment Service he would have to pass an
examination before he could qualify himself as a manager.
758. Look at rule [18] 16 of the Bill, on page 7 :—
The persons who at the commencement of this Act are acting as inspectors nnderthe Act hereby repealed shall continue
to act in the same manner, and generally to be in the Eame position, ns if they had been respectively appointed under this Act

?—Yes; but it does not give them any certificate. A question may at any time be brought before
Parliament, and affect the position of these gentlemen.
759. What is an inspectordoes he go indiscriminately to different mines, or does he visit only ono
mine? There are districts to be allotted to inspectors, and an inspector goes wherever lie is told, but
generally districts are allotted to them. Inspectors ought to be dealt with justly. Say that some case
came up against an inspector and that he is discharged, he may have been acting as an inspector for twenty
years, but when ho leaves he is without any certificate to qualify him for another position. While we arc
giving certificates to colliery managers, 1 think we ought to givo them to inspectors to qualify them for the
position of manager.
760. Mr. Greyson,] I think that is only fair? It is just.
761. If an inspector is discharged hy the Government 1 should think it would be for some very grave
offence? He might resign without a certificate of any description. He ought to hold a first-class
certificate of service, which would be equal to a certificate of competency after the passing of this Bill.
762. You want the whole of the words in the latter part of rule [19] 17, sub-section 3, left in the Bill—“ but
for the purposes of this Act, service as an inspector of collieries will be equivalent to service as manager
of a mine ”? Yes, I think that is only fair and just to thoso gentlemen.
763. Mr. Curley.] Have you anything else that you wish to bring under the notice of the Commission?
There is one point, and I think an important point. I refer to the section in the Bill dealing with accidents.
764. What section is that ? You will find it on pago 15 of the Bill, section [31] 29. I want the word
“ serious ” struck out. My reason is that it is unnecessary in the English Act, because in the majority
of [he mining centres they have a permanent relief fund, and according to the law governing Friendly
Societies they have to keep a register of accidents, slight or otherwise. The employers contribute 25 per
cent.

,
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cent, to that fund and the men 75 per cent. Every accident at the various collieries must he reported,
• and a register kept to come within the scope of the Friendly Societies Act. In the New Zealand Act
281^1896 they have made a provision to meet all cases of accidents, by the employers contributing so much towards
' a permanent relief fund for the support of widows and orphans of miners who have been killed, or to
those who have been disabled in the mines. The provision I refer to will be found in the 5S)th section of
the IS ew Zealand Coal-mines Bill (sex Appendix 0.) The date of the Coal-mines Act in iN’ew Zealand
is 1891. They are working eight hours in many mines there. They have also a provision for a minimum
quantity of air. The ventilation clause in that Act reads as follows:—
Jisq., M.L.A

An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine, to such an extent that the shafts,
winzes, sumps, levels, underground stables, and working-placea of such mine, and the travelling roads to and from such
working-places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
Ao adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man and
youth, and horse, pony, donkey, or mule, which shall sweep undiminished along the airway through each working-place.

] may say, further, that according to the latest return, Mr. Coghlan in his statistics on coal mines only
gives seven persons killed and seventy-six persons injured in New South "Wales in 1892. Last year no
less than 520 persons were injured in six months ia the Newcastle district, and these persons had to bo
kept out of the scanty earnings of the employees. I do not think the mine owners contributed more than
£5 altogether.
These persons had to be kept bv men who, in the condition of trade then, were
working only two or three days a week, and several accidents not considered serious have never been
mentioned.
765. TbrsiVcnl] To my mind there is a difficulty in stating what constitutes a personal injury ; the term
is very broad ; a case came under my notice only a short time ago, in which a person was injured by the
tiring of a shot without due notice being given to him ; his arm was injured so that he could not use it
for some time ; the doctor said it was a simple injury, and considered that the person was making too
much of it—putting on side about it; it is a personal injury if I knock the skin off my hand, or if some
thing drops on my feet;—who decides whether the accident is sufficient to put a man on the fund ? The
committee of the lodge. He must have a certificate pointing out the nature of tho accident and how it
was caused, then the lodge deals with it. It does not seem much to a person just reading about it, hut
those who understand the many accidents that happen, and know of the little sympathy that is expressed
towards them, will, I think, agree with me in what I am stating. If these accidents had only come to
the front, we would have had legislation twenty years ago.
766. In what way could you legislate to prevent these accidents? By having them reported.
767. "Will you give an instance of what you mean ? Under the English Coal Mines Act the roads are
seen to be secure before meu enter the pit. An examiner sees that tho roof is all right. He comes out
and tells the meu that everything is all rigid ; but, under our Act, there is nobody to sec that these things
are secure, and the consequence is that when men are going along the road many of them are hurt by
falls of roof, through want of proper supervision.
7C8. If some provision of this kind was made, you think there would not bo these dangers ? No ; but
like the sea captain, the manager prides himself when speaking about his term of service by saying that
since he has been on the bridge no lives have been lost. If this word “ serious ” was taken out of tho
clause in question it would make colliery managers more careful—that is, if every accident was reported.
769. Mr. Grnijson.] Ton are anxious that such cases as you have mentioned should be reported ? Yes.
770. We sa)r that under this Bill this.will be corrected ? Yes.
771. Let us deal with something that is not provided for? I understand that this Bill is not piecemeal,
hut whole.
772. I am speaking of the Bill as it came from the Legislative Council; you say that there are these
large number of accidents that are not reported, and point out the necessity for legislation, and produce
one instance which is provided for in the Bill; can you tell us of something else ? As it has been seen
necessary, in New Zealand, to legislate for the support of men who have met with these accidents to
prevent their being thrown upon public charity, or upon their fellow men, I think that it should also he
provided for by legislation here, and that the owners should take part of the responsibility of accidents
in mines.
773. President.] That is outside the scope of this Commission (scope of Commission read) ? My evidence
is given with a view to future legislation. We may be able to ask the Government to do something to
mitigate the poverty that ensues from these accidents under our present system. Seventy-six accidents
amongst 12,003 men is small; but where it comes to 520 in six months of a year, or 1,040 for the
year, it becomes appalling, and the Government might be asked for some measure to provide for the coal
owners taking some share in these accidents.
774. Here is legislation to prevent a lot of these accidents ? But omitting this word “ serious ” in my
opinion would prevent more accidents.
775. Mr. Curley.) Do not you think that the word “forthwith” should be left in this clause? Yes;
forthwith means at once, giving the limit not later than twenty-four hours,
776. Did you give us the whole of the statistics with regard to the accidents you have mentioned ? They
are to he found in Mr. Coghlan’s hook the (i Wealth and Progress of New South Wales” on page 77.
He says'
There were seven persons hilled and seventy-six persons injured in New South Wales coal mines during 1892, mating
a total of eighty-throe accidents—tho number of fatal accidents being smaller, and that of non-fatal accidents larger than in
any of the previous ten years. For the ten years ending with 1892, the average annual loss of life in the British coal mines
was 1’8 per thousand, or at the rate of 179,696 tons of coal raised for every fatal accident. In tho New South Wales collieries,
for the same period, the rate was 3'0 fatal accidents per thousand minors employed, and only 121,057 tons of coal were miecd
for every life lost.

777. Mr. Gregson.~) I can give you very different figures to those (see Appendix .1) P I am quoting
from Coghlan. I am not making them.
778. I saw the same statement made by Mr Sydney Smith, hut I did not know where he got the figures?
They are here in Coghlan.
Witness: I made a mistake yesterday when speaking about the Averting day in Itussia, I said
children of thirteen years must not he employed more than eight hours; it should be fifteen years,
and not more than six hours per day without a break.
779.
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779. President.'] You have made no objection to the employment of boys? I object to them working .T. L, Feaan,
Esq., M.L.A.
for ten hours.
780. Mr. Qretjson.] Yon have been engaged in coal-mining from the time you were 16 years old ? Part 28 Aug., 1896.
of the time, but 1 have not been coal-mining all the time.
781. How long have you been in this country ? For eight years.
_
782. How long were you coal-mining before you came to this country ? For something like five years.
783. Did you begin as a lad ? Yes, when 1 was 16 years of age.
784'. "Wbat were you doing ? "Working with skips.
785. Driving? No ; I was drawing by hand, without a pony.
786. From that you went to other things? Yes; through all up to getting coal, timber, setting, &c.
787. How long were you on the coal? For about two and a half years; but there were intervals between
tho time I was 16 and the time I left for this Colony.
788. You were not the whole of your time employed iu the mine? No, I was not.
789. You were living more or less in a coal-mining district? Yes, amongst coal-miners.
790. Since you have been in this country what has been your occupation ? Mining.
791. In what capacity ? I was underground manager at Ajivil Creek. I was employed first as a coal
miner, and after that as underground manager.
792. From Anvil Creek where did you go to? I was working at Bullock Island.
793. AYhat were you doing at Bullock Island? I was getting coal all the time until I got a seat in
Parliament.
791. AVere you not check inspector at the "Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery ? Yes.
795. During the time you were cheek inspector at the AYickhtun and Bullock Island Colliery you got
paid by the men ? Yes.
796. Do you think from your experience of mining in Lancashire you are able to form an opinion of the
conditions of the industry there ? I think so.
797. "What was tho height of the seams there ? Seven feet and 22 feet.
_
798. Is that the ordinary run of the seams there ? There are some seams only a’ yard and some only
4> feet.
799. Did you work in these seams ? No ; I knew men who were working there.
800. AYould you think that men working on those scams worked under as favourable conditions as men
in Ihe 7-ft. seams ? That would depend upon the ventilation. In tho latter seams they had a volume of
ventilation enough to blow your cap off. The seam was called the Little Dclph seam.
801. A man who works in a small seam has not the same advantages as the man who works in a larger
seam ? A 6-ft. man cannot feel as much at home in a 3-ft, scam as he can in a largo seam. He ia more
comfortable in a high scam than in a low seam.
802. Are not some of tbe seams in this country high seams ? Yes.
803. Do you think from your experience that a miner is working under more favourable circumstances
here? No, not by a long way. The ventilation here is a disgrace lo the Colony.
80J. You mean to say that the ventilation is less here? Tho ventilation in some parts of England is
worse than here, and in one sense better. There is so. much gas to dilute and push before tho air that
even where there is a largo volume of air the ventilation is not as good as it might be.
805. These gases are all deloferious to health ? Yes.
806. In New South AY ales where there is less of this gas to contend with, is the miner under less or more
favourable circumstances than in Great Britain ? In some instances lie is under worse conditions.
807. AVill you kindly tell us how ho is under worse conditions ? Because there is such a small volume of
air. Indeed on account of the absence of these gases the real quantity of air is not given, whilst in
England, the air sweeps tho face of tho workings according to tho Act. Here it is only allowed to sweep
along the air ways of the workings, and not into the workings.
808. This is as regards some of the cases ? Yes.
809. In other cases men arc working under more favourable circumstances in ibis Colony than in Great
Britain? Yes, when men are starting their bords away.
810. You do not limit it to collieries, but to different parts of the workings ? Yes.
811. You mean to say that there are good and bad places in each pit ? Yes.
812. Speaking of the average, a man hero takes liis chance as to what place he gets. Do you think that
mining is conducted in this Colony under more or less favourable circumstances than in Lancashire,
averaging the case as between the bad places and the good places in tho pit. Docs a man hero work
under more or less favourable circumstances than in England ? He works under more favourable circum
stances in England.
813. You think then that mining is conducted here under less favourable circumstances than in Great
Britain ? I do certainly. Tho statistics 1 have given will prove that.
814. As regards the climatic conditions of the country, do you think that there arc any drawbacks here?
I think this is a far superior country.
815. Is a man able to do as much work in this Colony as in Lancashire ? In the summer time he cannot
be. Although ho gets as much coal he is an old man sooner.
816. You think he does get as much coal ? Yes, because ho has to work like a horse here on account of
employment not being so regular hero as in England.
817. AYhat is tho average quantity of coal a man can get in a day here ? I can hardly give you that. It
depends very much upon the place he is working iu. Two men in ono place cannot make as much as two
men in another place.
818. How many skips of coal can they get ? In bottoms, from six to eight skips.
819. AYhat is the average weight? 12 ewt.—5 tons for two men or 2j tons per man.
820. Is that a good rate ? That was a fair rate at ono time, but it is a starvation rate at present. You
of course know that tops and bottoms vary considerably,
821. You put if that there arc different places in the mine, some good and some bad ? Yes.
822. That is provided for by a system of cavilling? Yes ; cavilling is the best system.
823. Amongst a body of men, each one has an equal chance of getting a good place or a had place? Yes.
824'. In tho bad place some men can get 2}, tons per day ? Yos.
825. AYhat would two men in a good place get—how many skips would two men get in lops ? Sixteen.
92—E
1
826.
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X. p.
S2G. Sixteen times twelve will give 9 tons 12 cwt. ?
j&g.'.MX.A.

Tes; but cases like this are in tbe minoritj.
S27, What do the miners got paid per ton ? There are two men to get this quantity of coal, and I think
the rate per ton is 2s. 8d., while in some collieries they are reducing the rate to 2s. Gd, per ton.
82S, These men get five tons between them ? Yes; in the top coal they get threepence or fourponce less,
and. in some instances as much as cightpcnce less than in bottoms. .
829. Do you think there is anything in the conditions of mining here that would make the English Act
inapplicable in its general features or policy ? It has been admitted that the English Coal Mines Act can
be amended upon. A bill was only introduced on the 16th of April this year to amend certain parts of
the English Act.
830. Have you seen a copy of that Bill? Ho ; but X have seen a notice of it.
831. Do you know in what respect that Bill amends the Act of 1887 ? I have not got the particulars.
832. Is there anything in the conditions of mining in Hew South Wales that in your opinion would make
the English Act inapplicable to this Colony in its general features or policy ? Yes ; with reference to
the ventilation clause.
833. I am not dealing so much with that clause;—I mean with regard to the working of the coal ? Yes.
834. The policy of allowing the inspector to go into the pit? I think we have a right to get this
amended.
835. Do you think these things are inapplicable to Hew South Wales? I do ; the English Act is not
sufficient to protect life and limb.
836. Do yon disapprove of giving an inspector power to come in and say that this or that is not correct,
and you must make it right ? I entirely disapprove of that, because the roof is coming down while the
arbitration is going on.
837. In respect of tho powers it gives to the manager, apart from the inspector’s control—that is, for the
manager to carry on the mine in his way—is that a good system? As an inspector represents the
Government, and the Government represents the people, I think the people’s lives ought to be secure,
and that power ought to bo given to the inspector to order the men out in case of danger.
838. That is a speeiaTprovision? Yes.
839. Assuming that tho English Act was altered as you would like to sec it altered would you he quite
willing to have it here ? Yes; if it is altered in tbe way of giving the inspector greater powers.
840. And in other respects ? I do not know what you mean.
841. Does the report of your Select Committee convey your own impression as to what you would like ?
I said before, “Yes,” with the exception that 1 wanted to make an addition.
842. With the addition you made yesterday, altering tho Act to suit your views, and in your opinion the
views of the miners generally ? Yes.
843. With regard to ventilation, the English Act provides, as you are aware, an adequate quantity of air
in all parts of the mine ? Yes.
844. Don’t you think that that is sufficient provision to make? Ho, I do not.
845. Why not? If you will bring the same circumstances here as in England, I am prepared to accept
the wording of the English Act.
846. What is the meaning of the word “ adequate ” ? Sufficient.
847. If you have sufficient air in all parts of the pit, what more do you want? Who is to say what
sufficiency is ?—I am not going to leave it to a manager.
848. Under the Bill, do you not know that it is not a manager, but an inspector ? Ho, I do not.
849. Well, that is so ? If that is so, you have read the Act differently to what I have read it.
850. Will you kindly read tho 19th section of the Bill on page 8, “ Powers of inspectors” :—
19. An inspector under this Act shall have power to do all or any of the following things, namely :—
(i) To make such eiamination and inquiry as may be necessary to ascertain whether the provisions of this Act relating to
matters above ground or below ground arc complied with in the ease of any mine.
(ii) To enter, inspect, mid oiainine any mine, and every part thereof, at all reasonable times by day and night, but bo as
not to impede or obstruct the working of the mine.
(iii) To examine into and make inquiry respecting the state and condition of any mine or any part thereof, and the
ventilation of the mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules for the time being in force in the mine, and all matters
and things connected with or relating to the safety of tho parsons employed in or about tho mine or any mine
contiguous thereto, or the care and treatment of the horses and other animals used in the mine.
(iv) To exorcise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying this Act into effect ?

You cannot have an inspector down the mine every day, unless you are going to have one inspector for
every mine, which is entirely impracticable ; you have an inspector now for a certain number of collieries,
and it is impossible for him to give tbe supervision necessary to have proper ventilation in the mine. My
answer is, that it ought not to ho left to the inspector, hut that a minimum quantity of air should be
inserted in the Bill, and that the anemometer should prove the sufficiency of air was there. I may point
out that I have a report of a certain colliery in the Horthem district where leaving it to the manager ho
has only given 35 cubic feet of air to man, boy, and horse in that district. (See Appendix: P.)
851. Eeferring to that caso, and supposing it to be true, what does a man do who is prejudiced by that
sort of thing—what remedy has he ? The remedy of appealing to the inspector at once.
852. And what does the inspector do ? If time permits him, he 1ms to go and soo tho place; but the man
who writes to the inspector is a marked man, and has to be shifted by some means or other.
853. When the inspector goes to see this place, what is to hinder the man pointing out any irregularity;—
do not people know when the inspector comes? Ho, not always.
854. I am speaking of the remedy the man has; docs he not complain to the inspector ? lie may, if he
chooses.
855. Is that not his remedy? Yes, but every man cannot take it.
856. Is it his only remedy ? Ho ; he can pack up his tools, and go and starve. I mean leave the pit.
857. He complains to the inspector and the inspector comes;—the mine manager would not know when
the inspector was coining? At times he would not. He might give the manager certain notice.
858. Is that so ? In some cases he does.
859. Is it his duty to give notice io the manager? Ho; if is not his duty to do so.
860. Ho may make a surprise visit? Certainly.
861. If in this surprise visit he finds tho man’s story to lie true, lie can proceed against tho manager ? Yea
862. Cannot the inspector make a surprise visit without any complaint at all? Yes.
'

'

863.
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8G3. These difficulties are not peculiar to New South "Walesdo they not obtain in Great Britain ? In
Great Britain, almost as n rule, there is gas to force the manager to give good ventilation. _
8GI-. Are there not other rcspecls in which the miner can complain to the inspector if an inspector cflli^
make surprise visits, is he uot likely to find out if anything wrong is going on ? Tes, by observation.
SOn. Is the inspector not as likely to do his duty here as in Great Britain? Tes, but in the matter ot
ventilation gas is there to prove that the place is not ventilated, hero yon must have your instrument or a
complaint from some of the men.
.
.
,
c ■
j.
SCO. Will you look again at sub-clause 2 of that part of the Bill dealing with the powers or inspectors
you will see that the inspector has power to enter, inspect, and examine any mine, and every part thercot,
at all reasonable times by day and night, but so as not to impede or obstruct the working of the mine.
May I ask your attention to rule 20 of the Bill, sub-clause 2 :—
(n) If the owner, asei.t, or manager of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained ot in tho notice he may,
■within ten days after receipt ot tho notice, send his objection in writing, stating the grounds thereof to the Minister, and
thereupon the matter Ehall he determined by arbitration in manner provided by this Act, and the date of the receipt of tno
objection shall be deemed lo bo tho date of the reference.

The manager mayj within ten days, state his objection to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall bd
determined by arbitration. While this arbitration is going on the men are being slowly poisoned.
867. In some mines you say that the minimum quantity of air would not be enough ? No, it would not be.
8G8. In tho Metropolitan mine for instance ? Tes.
_
.
„ .
S69. In that case what would be done ? The manager will not work without a proper quantity ot air,
because if he did he would bo minus the colliery and the men’s lives.
.870. You attach great weight to the minimum quantity of air ? I do.
_
,
871. Will you try and explain to me in what better position the inspector or the miner would.be if you
have that minimum quantity of air in tho Bill and it is not provided in the mine ? When check-inspectors
gfi round they have on anemometer, which is an instrument to register tho air with, and they are satisfied
when they come to aeertain point that a certain number of cubic feet of air is provided in accordance with
the Act, and tho consequence is that it satisfies the men and all concerned. In the other way, when no
minimum is provided, if the inspectors happen to be a little pig-headed they may say that the quantity of
air is not sufficient and a report is given to the men, and they say that they will have a sufficient quantity
there. This may cause a dispute, and. the result will he a strike because the ventilation is bad. Id
protect ourselves, therefore, against a manager who does not care for tho lives under him we ask that a
minimum quantity of air ehall ho put there for the welfare of all.
_
872. In what better position would tbe inspector or the miner be with regard to the sufficiency of air by
having a minimum recorded ;—say there is not tho quantity of air, what remedy is there, supposing that
there is not 100 feet of air in the place? The minors can report to the inspector, and the inspector can
report to tho Minister.
_
_
. .
S73. In what respect is the miner or the inspector in a better position by having the minimum quantity
of air provided for in the A.ct? If the inspector finds that there is not a sufficient quantity of air it is
his duty to report the matter to tho Minister.
_
874. I think you will find it is his duty to communicate it to the manager ? But if the manager will not
provide tho necessary quantity of air, what happens. The inspector draws the attention of the.manager
to the fact that there is not the minimum quantity of air fixed by tbe Act. Then it is the manager s
word against the inspector’s word.
.
_
_
.
.
87.1. Ko, surely not that. The inspector has simply to say that there is an insufficient quantity of air
and then tho matter goes to arbitration? No ; I do not think so. If the manager will not supply the
requisite quantity of air he writes to the Minister, and ultimately the matter goes to arbitration.
S7G. But arbitration does not come on tho word of the inspector or the manager ? No ; if the manager
objects to remedy the matter he can write to the Minister, ami the question is to be settled by arbitration.
877. Ton will notice that although the minimum is fixed, at 150 cubic feet there is more air given ? YeS,
but not for the workmen. It is passing down the shaft, but never gets to the workmen.
878. Suppose an inspector acting under the English Act comes into a working-place and savs that there
is not a sufficient quantity of: air there, is not that better for the miner? No, it is not; inasmuch as
there is a war of words between the inspector and the manager.
S/D. President.'] If the inspector says that there is not sufficient air, would not tho manager have to
provide sufficient ? A manager may say that he would do his best, and his best, in some instances, is very
little.
.
,
880. Cannot the inspector compel the manager to do what ho wishes to he done ? it has to go through
the avenues of red-tapeism before he can get it.
881. If, when the inspector finds something wrong, he communicates it to the manager, should not the
manager tiy and put it right? Certainly he should..
882. It is only where this red-tape arbitration bnsiuess is called in that you see some difficulty? Yes;
and rightly so.
883. If the inspector is a man clothed with authority, this is sufficient to put it right, and tho manager
trill put it right ? Yos; that is so.
_ _
_
..
884. Notwithstanding that, you think that it is still necessary to have a minimum provided in the Bill?
Yes, for tho reasons I have given.
_
_
...
,
,
885. Supposing there is a minimum provided in the Bill and that minimum is not supplied, and the
inspector says to the manager,—You arc not supplying tho minimum amount of air. How does that make
the minor a marked man? If a man complains to the inspector you say that he is a marked man, then
supposing that the Act provides a minimum and that that minimum is not given is lie still a marked man?
Certainly,
_
.
98(3. Cannot the inspector decide whether there is an adequate amount of air, and if ho so decides, is hiS
word not absolute ? No the inspectors word is not absolute,
887. I thought we just agreed that it was ? Oh no.
_
_
888. In ordinary cases the mauager is told by the inspector that something is wrong, and when told so
he puts it right? Yes, in some cases.
_
889. Is not the inspector, then, practically the boss of the whole situation ? No.
890. "What is the loop-hole, then ? This arbitration business.
.
891. Mr. Qrcgson.] Are there not plenty of places in a mine so high and so large that the current of air
may be there without the anemometer measuring it ? Not in the sections of a mine. Where there is a
district of sixty men I could not find a place,
892,
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i-P2/ j?oes .not
provide that there shall he an adequate amount of air in all parts ? The Bill ears
that the mine shall be divided into districts or splits.
28 Aug., 1895.
^
uot
80 Will you look at section [49] 46 of the Bill, on page 23, and read the first clause?
G. Division of Mine into [Splits'] Parts,
. n £4Q-1
f1) "^orc two or more parts of a mine are worked separately, the owner, agent, or manager of the mino
snail give notice in writing to that effect to the inspector of the district, and thereupon each such part shall, for all purposes
ot this Act, be deemed to be a separate mine.
.
1
f 1
c *i
** t'le ^‘n’ster’s °1 opinion that the division of a mine in pursuance of this section tends to lead to
evasion ot the provisions of this Act, or otherwise to prevent the carrying of this Act into effect, he may obieet to tho
division by notice served on the owner, agent, or manager of the mine ; and the owner, agent, or manager, if he'dcclines to
acquiesce m suoh objection, may, within twenty days after receipt of the notice, send a notice to the inspector of tho district,
statmg that he declines so to acquiesce, and thereupon the matter shall be determined • by arbitration in manner provided by
is Act; ana the date of the receipt of the last-mentioned notice shall bo deemed to be the date of the reference.

Tee, I acknowledge I have mia-read the Bill, if you read it like that, but that is as the Legislative Council
amended it; it was objected to by the Legislative Assembly.
rcei Pv11 y°U c011ceive
auy Part of a mine that the words in the ventilation clause of the Bill, section
[50J 47, on pages 23 and 24, will not cover? "Without a minimum quantity of air a mine without naa
would not be properly ventilated.
- 6
^av]e fieard something about the necessity for providing a minimum also with regard to the sines
or pillars under the land and under the sea. Do T understand you to say that the report of the Com
mission on Collieries adjacent to Bern dale made some suggestions with reference to this matter ? Some
sriggestions were made with reference to collieries working under tidal waters. {Sec Appendix Q.)
oo^’ w n0t witil refererice collieries working under laod? Kb, under land it would depend on the strata.
0 o t\°U aPProve °f a certain width of pillar ? Les, nothing less than 8 yards.
898. Does that cover all conditions for the future? If you have broken strata you must have larger
qq afn ^ ^°U aaT<? a g°od thickness of rock your pillars do not need to be so thick,
onn mi111 yoV co1nceiTe °f au7 circumstances where an 8-yard pillar would be insufficient? Tes I can.
900. Then why don’t you provide for it in the Bill? There was a Bill brought before the House which
made stricter provisions than those embodied in this Bill
901. Is it not the case that the minimum now proposed may bo insufficient in some cases ? Tes. If I
was working a mine myself I would work larger pillars. It depends on the strata as to what thickness of
pillars should be left behind.
hare asked you whether you can conceive of any circumstances under which the minimum provided
in this Bill is insufficient ? Yes, I should say so.
903. Has such a case happened in which tho minimum is insufficient? Tes; where a crush has come on,
and about the sha.t, or on the hauling road, I think that there ought to be more than S-vard pillars.
^ am no^ talking about main travelling roads, but of ordinary working pillars in tbo ordinary sense 3
1 do not see that it is necessary to have more than 8-yards pillars in such places. I have not seen places
where 8-yard pillars would not have been sufficient.
'
1
905 Suppose such a circumstance happened, as yon have spoken about, where would your minimum be ?
it it happened it has an effect wc cannot dispute.
on- SC?1nT!-at 'L- t]ie £00(i of'y°ur minimum ? "Wc should have to draw on our imagination.
JO/. Would it not be better to leave out any specified si^e and trust to the inspector, and take the
responsibility" off the managers shoulders ? Oh, no.
908. Would it not be better to leave it to the inspector to say that the pillars left by the manager are
insufficient and if anything should happen the manager should be free ? Ko; tho responsibility would
Mtlmrsli to oThbra^1' If ^ FUt ^ mspeetor in that P0Bitio]1 he could be harsh to some managers and
909. Will not the inspector do his duty? We have always Lad those men. I think I asked some
questions bearing upon this subject to Dr. Eobertson, which will be found in his evidence with the
progress report of my select committee of the 19th April, 1894. 1 will read them with your permission—

-

y/U I10t
tll0.insPcetorB get v’ord nfc timos as to the condition of the mine? I do not know
to rlcfl a w
If Tf'V word,th'lt
get m tllat; ™»y ought to be communicated to the manager, to give him an opportunity
vm?
Tl1!' -If y01? Dlftke euSgf
to a man in tho way that that inspector did, you can got some men to Bay anything
you please. The mspeetor is not there to raise dissension and strife between miners and over-men. Tho effect'of the
Fnsoeetov gS T? u
0TCr"man knr’
J*word beinS
that that man had been writing anonymous letters to the
amPamftvB ae
sf'V'8 t'7e3, uPan,hlm- 1 sPoke the man, and 1 said, “If you have any fault to find with anything, I
am ai"nyB accessible to you; but I do not want to put you m such an invidious position. The chances are that you will bo
the insnivtor
Tt.“F hnTe. ,ca1re- df 1°“ «re .sh°rt ?fTP™P3 7hJ 1,01 tel1 the manager ; why go to the trouble to write to
tho inspector?
The man said he did not do it; hut I said, “The inference was that he did.” I said, “You are putting
your.-elf m a very invidious position. I will protect you so far, but do not do it again.”
P
8
1230. Then it appears that the inspector was writfen to ? I only inferred that he was, but I obieet to tho way in which
the inspection was carried out. The inspector ought to have been perfectly frank about it, or ho ought not to have let the
over-man go mto the place with him.
^ insP“tor over find in one of the mines a pillar a foot less than was stipulated ? Yes; it was with very
great diliicuLty that the manager was saved from prosecution over that.
J
the leltofnf
WT t;h'C inSP?ctof ? ,Tlle
P«tpr was Mr. Rowan. It was in the south. I suppose ho was acting up to
the letter of the law but inspection is a farce if administered in this wnj, you must act according to the spirit. But, I Imyo
no fault to Jind with the inspector for doing that.
t
1233 You think that he was overstepping the bounds ? I do ; and I explained it to the Minister. The over-man was
a particularly careful man, and he went mto a place where they were driving and marked it off, and put a stamp on with a
pick and said, When you have driven other 2 feet you turn off to make the cut through.” The coal was working well and
there were a pair of good men in the place; but when they got through the other 2 feet they came to a stone rising out of
the floor. They wont on, being still within the 35 yards, and the manager being away thev took it upon themselves to
go beyond the 3o yards and they cut their end where the coal was high. Thu inspector came through on the following
Tuesday, and the first words ot the over-man were, “ Did you hear my orders about going 2 feet beyond that stomp ”? The
answer was, ics j bufc we saw the stone was about f;o run out, and we brolce a wav to the end." Although the men admitted
they wore in fault and although the stamp and check were on the wall the inspector was bound to report it, and there was a
greufc deal of trouble to prerent the manager from being prosecuted. This is acting according to tho letter of the law. They
will never get things donc right if they do not show a more becoming spirit in the exercise of their duty.
J
1234. You think that the managers and inspectors should show a conciliatory spirit? Certainly *
rhich tho men admitted that thev were in fflllTt. A.nrl tllDm. tcn« rswvvP rvP if /vn fl.^ %1)
4-l,„ :__'____
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[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

2'30 p.m,']

^rcBtnt:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,

Esq.,

Q.C.

(President).

.TAMES CURLEY, Esq,
|
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.
John Lionel Eegan, Esq., M.L.A., re-examined:—
Gregson.’] I thinli when you were last examined we vrere on the subiect of pillars ?

■

910. Mr.
Yes, Mr. T. L. Fcgan,
Gregs on.
M-L.A.
911. Can you give me any idea of the district custom in Newcastle with regard to pillars? I think it ia
6-yard pillars and 6-yard bords.
•
P
•
912. Where are they working in that way? In the Wickham and Bullock Island and Hetton collieries,
and they work the same way at Stockton.
913. Do they work by tho mark ? I do not know how thev mark.
914. Do they drive the bords by the line, or is any precaution taken as to the miner widening his bord?
I have known them to cut through the pillar before they have gone the distance.
915. Do they run their bords by marks in any of the collieries you have mentioned ? In Hetton, yes.
910. Do they do so at Wickham ? During the last five years Ihey have been more careful there.
917. What is the custom with regard to other collieries further inland? I believe it is 8-yard pillars and
8-yard bords. 1 believe some of them commence on the long-wall system, or what wc term narrow work.
918. How long has it been the fashion to leave 8-yard pillars and 8-yard bords in the more inland collieries
about Newcastle P I think it has been the general custom,
919. Is that what you understand by the district custom? Yes. There are exceptions, of course, where
men have gone through the pillar without the manager or anyone else knowing anything about it.
920. Do yon know whether they have 8-yard pillars at Waratah ? I do not know.
921. Do you know whether they have 8-yard pillars at the Co-operative Colliery ? No ; I have never
worked there.
“
922. Have you ever made any inquiries ? No ; only in the matter of talk, and I would not give that as
evidence.
923. Are yon aware of the cover over some of these collieries—the different thicknesses of strata ? Well,
no—not by heart.
924. What would you say, generally speaking ? Do you mean tho distance of the shaft?
925. No, tho overlying strata ? There is in some instances red sandstone.
926. 1 am speaking of tho thickness of the strata? There are some 300 feet, some less, and some more.
There arc some as much as 500 feet.
927. President.'] Is that in the inland collieries or in collieries working under tidal waters? In the
inland collieries.
928. Mr. Gregson!] Have you any knowledge of the thickness of cover at other collieries—say, at
Singleton ? Up at Singleton I think they are less. Some of the collieries there have a tunnel.
929. Have you any idea of the thickness of the cover ? f cannot say from memory.
930. Have you any idea of the widfh of fhe pillar they leave there? No, I have not.
931. 1 suppose you will say that there is not an improbability of coal-mines being worked from 50 to 100
or 150 feet? I know they have been worked.
932. And may be again ? Ales.
933. Would you not think it a waste of coal to leave pillars of that size with that cover? No; I should
be afraid of working it less,
934. You would not think that anything less would support the strata? I would not work it less. The
width of tho pillar depends on the strata.
935. Is it your opinion that the thickness of the strata has nothing to do with the thickness of the pillar?
Oh yes, it has.
936. Would a cover of 50 feet require as much strength as a cover of 500 feet ? That depends on
whether the ground is broken or not.
*
93/. I want you to put that on one side and consider the thickness of the cover ? I have tried to answer
as plainly as I can,
938. Can you not say whether the thickness of cover has anything at all to do with the thickness of
pillar ? That will depend on the thickness of the strata.
939. A pillar that is sufficient for 50 feet would not be sufficient for 500 feet ? It will depend on tbe
thickness of the strata as to what pillars should he left in for support.
940. You cannot answer that plain question? I have answered the question as I think in a proper way.
941. President!]. It varies under different circumstances ;—it must be a certain thickness in one place,
and the same thickness may not be required in another place ? It varies according to the depth you go,
and the ground that is gone through.
942. Afou decline to say that thickness of cover should of itself be a consideration? It all depends on
the ground that is gone through, and upon the depth that is gone through.
943. I his is surely a thing not difficult to comprehend ;—we will all admit that there are circumstances
that have to be taken into account, but they do not affect the consideration of the thickness or weight ?
I differ from that. If you are going through sand for a certain distance much stronger pillars will be
needed than if you are going through rock. There is a certain holding capacity in rock, while under
sand it would need a greater thickness of pillar than with what we call a place with a sound top over it.
944. Mr. Gregson.] Suppose you had 50 feet of sand for a cover, would you require as strong a pillar
under that as you would with 500 feet of sand? It just depends whether you could work it. You
could not work it.
945. President.] AY hat Air. Gregson wishes to know is whether, supposing all the conditions to he the
same, if you are working at a depth of 50 feet, you will require the .same size of pillar as if you were
working at a depth of 500 feet ? If all the conditions were equal, certainly not.
946. Mr. Gregson.] If you provide pillars that are sufficient for working at a depth of 500 feet, would it
not he a waste of coal to have these pillars under circumstances where the cover is less ? Not neces
sarily.
94,7.
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you trill me wliy? Because where you have large pillars behind there is a better opportunity
' of getting them out than small pillars. With small pillars, as soon as you commence to work mto them,
2 Seot 1895
comes over yon. Whore there is a solid pillar there is no crush. There is no crush until the coal
■’
' is got out, or very little, where there is a strong pillar; but with a weak pillar there is a great deal o£
crushing.
948. Are you aware that in some places people have to work coal under the necessity of keeping up the
roof to avoid all subsidence—in such a way as to avoid any chance of disturbing tho surface ? They do
in the collieries under tidal waters.
949. Are there any other places that you know of? Yes; there is Sneddon’s Colliery, at Wallsend.
’
950. lam asking you in general terms ? Yes,
951. Such as what? In Sneddon’s Colliery they are taking out some of the old pillars left by the
,
Co-operative Colliery.
952. Are you aware that in some places tho coal-owner has to work his coal so as to avoid any chance of
disturbing the surface ? I know of the Linwood Colliery and the Maryville Colliery.
953. At the Linwood Colliery did they start on the policy that they were not to disturb the pillars ? I
do not know what assumption they started on.
954. llo you know of any cases in which the surface value is greater than the underlying coal value ?
That would largely depend on tho amount of money the person has got to sue with for damage done.
955. President.'] Supposing no damage is done at all? In city sites I suppose the surfaco would bo
more valuable.
95G. Mr. Greyson.] In city sites tbe coal-owner lias to work without any intention of drawing pillars ;—if
the surface value is greater than the underlying coal value, is it not reasonable to suppose that bo would
work it without any intention of drawing pillars ? That is his look out. It largely depends on tho
amount of money a person has got to sue a company with.
957. Am I to assume that you are above all these considerations, that they are only idle talk, that these
matters should bo settled without any regard to surface value or underground value? Whilst you may
think that the answers I give are evasive, it is on account of the experience 1 have had. I still say that it
depends on those who are living there as to whether they are in a position to suo a company or not
w'hcther pillars are left or taken out; upon whether they have the money to sue.
958. President.] Do you mean to say that the surface is let down without any regard for the men? Tho
unfortunate position is that some of these men are working for tbe company. I know' of some places
that have been almost dragged in two, and tbe company has simply placed some cinders about them. I
know of a ease that was being taken to tho Court w'here the diflercnce was settled by the payment of
,6100 without further proceedings.
959. Mr. Gregson.] The object I have in asking you these questions is to get your idea of the circum
stances ; you arc advocating certain conditions iuthe Bill, and I want to have your reasons for advocating
them; I am asking you to explain tho position you are taking up with regard to the Bill;—do you think
that these provisions should he made without regard to tho matters I have brought under your notice ?
Certainly not. There ought to be no consideration of that description. The greatest consideration
should ho tho men’s lives.
9GO. You think the provision in the Bill with reference to pillars should stand without regard to surface
value or anything else? Yos, I do, for the protection of life. I provide a thickness on the side of
caution. I prefer to have tho size of pillars stated for the protection of life rather than any consideration
of values.
‘
901. Now with regard to the floor;—is the floor not stronger in some places than in others ? I do not
think there is much difference in tho northern district.
902. Do you know of some eases where tho floor has been proved to be rotten ? There is just a thin sheet
of rock in some mines that is not to he found in others.
903. I^asked you if you knew of any instances where the floor is proved to be rotten ? No,
904. You do not know of any instances ? No ; not where the bottoms arc rotten.
905. Would you be surprised to And that there are some such instances ? I should.
900. You would? I should.
967. It is not an impossibility? Ob, no ; I am not going to sav that.
908. ^ "Where you have gob a rotten floor; would you still think it necessary to provide tho same thickness
of pillar as where the floor is strong, other circumstances of course being equal ? If there is no foundation
one must be got from somewhere. If the bottom is rotten some precaution must be taken for tbe roof.
909. Then the minimum pillar would not he safe for the men ? 1 think the minimum provided in the Bill
is sufficient to cover all these disabilities.
970. President.] Would there not be creeps with a had floor like that? I do not think any harm would
come under the stipulation in the Bill.
971. Mr. Gregson.] That is with regard to so many feet of cover, vou mean ? Yes; if it was sand it
would not be as safe as in other cases, but that could" be found out with a borehole.
972. Would it not be well to make some provision for that in tho Bill ? As a miner, I am perfectly
satisfied with the wording as it is in the Bill,
”
973. You think the Bill makes sufficient provision for all circumstances? I am satisfied with tho wording
of the Bill.
974. 1 ask you whether you arc content with the provisions of the Bill under all circumstances with
regard to pillar-working ? I am satisfied with the provisions of tho Bill.
975. Yon aro satisfied with the provisions of the Bill under all circumstances? Yes, certainly.
970. I ask you to turn to clause 51 on page 32 of tho proposed Bill:—
pL B any owner or manager ob ject to any of the following general rales, namely, general rale nnmhcrs forty-two,
forty-three, forty-four, forty-five, and forty-six, being enforced or applied to a. coal mine or colliery, ho may give notice
thereof to the Minister setting out his objections and tbe reasons therefor, and upon receipt of such notice the Minister may
allow or disallow such objections or any of them. If the Minister allow such objections or any of them, he may order that
the coal mme or colliery be exempt from tho operation of any such rule or rales, or lie may order that, so far as each coal
mine or colliery is concerned, tbe provisions of any such general rule may be modified or varied. If the Minister disallow
the objections, and the owner or manager do not withdraw such objections, the matter shall be referred to arbitration, and
tbe arbitrators may make any order which under this section the Minister could make.

You will see that if the coal-owner objects to any of tho rules referred to he may give notice to the
Minister; you are providing hard and fast rules, and leave the power of enforcing tnose rules to the
Minister.
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Minister. Do you think it is a wise thing for the Minister to have the power of allowing or disallowing ^ k-Fc|an,
objections? 1 do; because circumstances may arise which would warrant his interference.
_
i)77. Frcaidont.'] You substitute the judgment of tho Minister for that of the manager? The inspector 2 g*' jggg_
would have to do with a matter like tins as well as the Minister. "When such an objection is made the
1 .inspector would have to report.
977Y Mr. Gregson thinks this is detailed legislation, and tho English .Act says leave these things to the
manager, with an inspector, who may come m at any moment on a sort of surprise visit. You say let ns
have the hard and fast rules, hut if any of them aro objected to by the manager he may ask the Minister
to do away with these rules ? The inspectors would be the Minister’s advisers in such a ease, and they aro
practical men, and of as high qualification as the manager. 'Whilst the manager has tho interests of the
owners the inspector has the interests of the Government, and, of course, the Government represents
the people.
_
978. Mr. G-regson^] You would not be afraid that politics would enter into that question ? No, I
would not.
~
_
979. You do not see any disadvantage in allowing the Minister to interfere with the precise rules pro
vided in the Bill ? I believe this is a matter which could go to arbitration, and I believe it would. I
believe this would come under the heading of where a mine is not supposed to be safe, where the inspector
ordered something to be done which tho mauager refused to do, and it would be dealt with by the arbi
trators appointed under the Bill.
9S0. 1 only ask you what your opinion is with regard to the working of the clause—whether there is any
disadvantage in leaving it to tho Minister to annul or disannul the -workings of the Bill ? I do not see
any disadvantage whatever.
981. Notwithstanding the fact that the Minister may know nothing of mining, and that tho inspector is
under the control of the Minister, subject to dismissal at any moment ? I have not the slightest fear, and
1 believe that any inspector would do his duty
982. 'Will you now turn to the “ Powers of inspectors,” on page 8 of the Bill;—do you understand that
clause 21, with its sub-clauses (i) to (v), as it left tho Assembly, puts tbe control of tho manager wholly
iu the hands of the inspector in the first instance ? No.
_
_
983. "What do you understand ns regards tbe powers of inspection ? There is not much difference in this
Bill and tho Act we are working under now.
981. It is this Bill we arc considering ;—this Bill gives tho inspector large powers ? Yes.
98li. T>o you object to his having those powers ? 1 do not.
985. Bo you think the miners, as a rule, would object? No; I do not.
986. Bo you generally approve of the principle of leaving these matters in the hands of the inspectors ?
Yes.
987. You look upon the inspector as being tho safeguard for the miners’ safety ? I look upon him as
the representative of tlie Government, whose functions aro to protect life X may point out that when
this clause was under consideration Mr. McMillan spoke strongly on the subject of increasing the powers
of inspectors, and be had the Bill in hand for tho coal-owners.
988. Frcsident.] What further power did Mr. McMillan want to give the inspectors ? Ue said that too
much power could not be given to inspectors to provide against serious loss of life.
989. 1 think they have very large powers under this clause ? Yos; under the twenty-first section.
990. Mr. Gregson^] I suppose we may judge that in Great Britain it is only the inspector that the men
have to depend upon ? Yes; with the check inspectors. If you notice tlio report of the English Koyal
Commission you will find that they laid great stress on the powers of the men’s inspectors. Mr. Nelson
Boyd, in his work “ Coal-pits and Pitmen,” on page 211, says, “ In concluding the report, they reiterate
the opinion of many, or indeed, most practical men, for they ‘ attach much importance to systematic
inspection by workmen under rule 30 of the Coal-mines Act of 1872.’”
Rule 30 of the English Coal-mines Act of 10th August, 1S72—Inspection of mine on behalf of Workmen r—
The persona employed in a mine may from time to time appoint two of their number to inspect the mine at their own
cost, and tho persons so appointed shall he allowed, ouce at least in every month, accompanied, if the owner, agent, or
manager of the mine thinks fit, by himself or one or more officers of the mine, to go to every part of the mine, and to
inspect the shafts, levels, planes, working places, return airways, ventilating apparatus, old workings, and machinery, and
shall ho afforded by the owner, agent, or manager, and all persons in the mine every facility for the purpose of such
inspection, and shall make a true report of the result of such inspection, and such report shall be recorded in a book to ho
kept at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the persons who made the same.

990j. FresidciU Is that rule in the English Coal-mines Act of 1887 ?
mines Act of IGih September, 3 887, says:—
Periodical Inspection

on bekalt

Yes.

Rule 38 of English Coal

or Workmen.

The persons employed in a mino may from time to time appoint two of their number, or any two perCOUS, not
being mining engineers, who are practical working miners, to inspect the mine at their own cost, and the persons
so appointed shall be allowed once at least in every month, aeeompanioil, if tho owner, agent, or manager of the mine thinks fit,
by himself, or ono or mono officers of the mine, to go to every part of tho mine, and to inspect the shafts, levels, planes,
working places, rciairn airways, ventilating apparatus, old workings, and machinery. Every facility shall he afforded hy the
ornier, ar/ent, or manot/er, and ell the persons in the mine far the purpose of the inspection-, and the persons appointed, shall
forthwith make a true report of the resali of the inspection, and

that report shall he

recorded in a hook to

he kept at the mine

and if the report State the existence Or
apprehended existence of any danger, the owner, agent, or manager, shall forthwith cause a true copy
of the report to be sent to the inspector of the district-

for the purpose, and shall he signed by

the persons icho

made

the inspection j

(Note.—Larger type denotes additions; italics, alterations in wording between 1S72 and XSS7 English Coal mines Acts.)

991. Nave the powers of inspectors been altered since the passing of the English Coal-mines Act of 1872,
that is, comparing the Acts of 1872 and 1887 ? I do not think there is very much difference. A greater
number of inspectors have been appointed.
English Coal-mutes Aot, 10th August, 1873.
]?0VdCTs of Inspectors.

(45.) An inspector tinder litis Act &hntl huve power to do all or nny of tho following tilings, namely :—
(3.) To inuko flueh exivmiindkm and inquiry ns moy be necessary to uncertain whclhcr the provisions of Ibid Act relating
to iimHers above ground or belowground, aro complied -vutli in tho case of any mine to which Ihis Act applies.

(L\) To enter, iinport., otid examine any mine lo which this Act.applies,’and every part thereof, «it o]i mieonabie times by
day utid night, but so as not to impede or obstruct- the working of the said mine.
(3.)
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(3.) To esatnine into and inal-c inquiry respecting the state and condition of any mine to which this Act applies, or any
part thereof, and the ventilation ot the mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules for the time being in force in the
mine, and all matters or things connected with or relating to the safety of tbe persons employed in or about the
2 Sept., 1895.
mine, or any mine contiguous thereto.
"
(4.) To exercise such other powers as may ho necessary for carrying this Act into effect.
Every person who wilfully obstructs any inspector in the execution of his duty under this Act, mid every owner, agent,
and manager of a mine who refuses or neglects to furnish to the inspector tho means necessary for making any enlry, inspect*
tion, examination, or inquiry under this Act, in relation to such mine, shall bo guilty of an offence against this Act.

Engiish Coal-Mines Act, IGih Septejibeb, 188?.
Powers of Inspectors,

41. An inspector under this Act shall have power to do all or any of the following things, namely ;—

(t.) To make such examination and inquiry as may be necessary to ascertain whether the provisions of this Act relating
to matter above ground or below ground aro complied with in the case of any man.
(2.) To enter, inspect, and examine any mino, and every part thereof, at all reasonable times by day and night, but so as
not to impede or obstruct the working of the mine'
'
(3.) To examine into and make inquiry respecting the state and condition of any mine, or any part thereof, and the
ventilation of the mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules, for the time being, iu force in tho mine, and all
matters aqd tilings connected with or relating to tbe safety of the persons employed in or about the mine or any
mine contiguous thereto, or the care and treatment of the horses and other animals used in the mine.
(4.) To exorcise such other powers as may be necessary for carrying this Act into effect.
Every person who wilfully obstructs any inspector in the execution of his duty under this Act, and oven- owner, agent, and
manager of a mine who refuses or neglects to furnish to tho inspector the means necessary for making any eniry, inspection,
examination, or inquiry under tins Act, in relation to the mine, shall be guilty of an offence against, this Act.

902, Mr, Gregson.'] In spite of the favourable report of the English Koyal Commission ? Tes.
993. What reaeon would you give for the insertion of sub-clause v in the proposed Bill ? That mining
has made great progress since then. We are now in 1895. A Bill was introduced into the British
Parliament last April, providing that the roads must be inspected, and that is left out in the principal
Act. Tho Bill I refer to provides that greater provision should bo made for examining roads.
994. I am spealdng of the powers of the inspector. Can you give me any reasons why sub-clause (v)
should be provided iu the New South "Wales Bill.
[(v) To require tbe manager to withdraw the men from (he mine if at any lime he finds that, by reason of inflammabl0
gases prevailing in any mine or any part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or the said part is dangerous;
and no person shall, except so far as is necessary for exploration or inquiry into the cause of danger or the removal
thereof, be readmitted into the mine or such part thereof as was found dangerous, until the sumo is stated by the
Inspector to he safe.
”

Every person who wilfully obstructs any inspector in the execution of his duty under (his Act, and every owner, agent, and
manager of a mine who refuses or neglects to furnish to the inspector the means necessary for making any entrv, inspec
tion, examination, or inquiry under this Act, in relation to the mine, shall ho guilty of tin offence against this Act.]

?—Because we have seen cases where the inspector has not had power to withdraw men, and the consequence;
has been loss of life, or, if not, that men have not worked with the same confidence as they should have
done.
994i-. Are there not similar dangers in G-reat Britain? Yes, and with great loss of life, and if the
inspectors had more power there would he less loss of life.
995. Mr. Asquith, in his Bill to amend the English Coal-mines Act of 1S87, ordered to be printed by the
House of Commons, on 41.h April, 1895, does not make any provision inthis direction {see Appendix!)) ? No.
996. In Great Britain where there is more risk of human lives, it is not found necessary to legislate in
this particular ? At the same time they have not got all in the English Act they ought to have. Very
few Governments ride for a fall. It is rather a risky thing to interfere with legislation where so many
interests are at stake.
"
997. ^ Ton think the reason is not that it is not wanted, hut because it is not expedient? Yes; the
Ministry you have mentioned had only a majority of twelve.
998. You base your reason for the necessity of this clause upon the fact that there lias been loss of life,
or the chanco ol loss of life for the want of this power? Yes; for the want of greater powers for
inspectors.
999. A\e will go now to the clause dealing with j>aymcut by weight, section 41, 38, on page 18 of the
Bill. I have been looking at your evidence given before Mr. Pigolt’s Select Committee on 11th May,
1893, and I see that you were in favour of paying for every skip. Is that the general wish of the miners?
I do not know of the general wish of the miners. It is a question of what ought to be.
1000. What are the feelings of the miners with regard to this matter ? The time has come when they
consider that they ought to be paid for what they scud.
1001. What do you think the opinions of the men are generally ? I believe they want every skip to be
weighed. In weighing the skips, the skip to be weighed is let down as gently as possible. The screen is
at the top, and the contents of the skip go down a screen with a three quarter of an inch mesh, and the
coal is shaken up ana down to take all the small coal out, but when tho skips are tipped for putting into
waggons, the skip is thrust down as quickly as possible. Por the men it is well .sifted before going into
the weighbridge, but when going into their own waggons it is thrust down at lightning speed. When
weighing for the miners, a scraper is run down the screen, and a large portion goes through tho screeu,
bufc when not weighing coal, this is not done. A great deal of coal is taken from the men in this way.
1002. Prom whom ? Prom the men. The owners have a great deal of the better end of the bargain.
1003. What does it matter to the miners as to what is dono with the coal that is not weighed ? If the
miner’s coal was treated in the same manner as the other coal, a greater amount of coal would go to their
scale and get weighed.
1004. Might not that ho an argument for having every skip weighed ? Perhaps so.
1005. Is tho method adopted agreeable to the bulk of tbo men ? I believe the provision in the Bill
before it was amended by the Legislative Council is. The Bill provides that “they shall be paid on tbe
amount of mineral gotten by them, and according to the actual weight gotten by them.”
1006. Are the miners content with the present system of weighing, or do they want every skip to be
weighed? They want every skip to be weighed. 'They believe that the same law should apply to them
as to any other class of men.
"
1007.
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1007. The miners would not be contented, then, with any arrangement at all, but they must have every i'J"’'
skip weighed; I want to get at the views of the miners generally ? They believe that the fairest way is
to weigh every skip.
.
,
100S, Are they discontented with the present method of getting at the weights ?

,

2 Sept,, 1895.

A. large number aro.

1009. Are they discontented with the standard weight or with tho standard bar ? Both.
1010. Bo you consider the two terms sjmonymous ? No.
_
1011. Bo you draw a distinction between the standard weight and the standard bar ? Personally, I
draw very little distinction.
.
1012. What is your opinion with regard to the views of the men generally ? That they are discontented
with both systems, but tbe greatest objection is to the standard weight.
1013. At the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery are the miners not paid for all that they fill ? They
aro paid for all that is weighed.
1014. Bo they not weigh every skip at that colliery ? No ; it is an average.
_
_
1015. Can you say how tho average is taken at that colliery ? It is very seldom that they weigh twice iu
one day there. Say a miner sends two skips up, one 13 cwt. and one 15 cwt., the average there is 14 cwt,
1010-17. How do you arrive at the average? If one skip is 13 cwt. and another is 15 cwt., the average
of tho two is 14 cwt. If only one skip is weighed, and it goes 14 cwt., that is the average the miner gets
t hat day. If he has a high weight he may get weighed sooner than with a lighter weighty
1018. In what way ? The miners have wbat they call tokens, and they are known by their numbers,
better than by their names. There are first, second, third, and fourth left-hand flats, and the weighman
knows perfectly well the miners in those flats. Asa rule, the men keep their turns, and the wheeler goes
to No. 1 first, and so on according to their turn. We will say that Nos. 1,2, and 3 are working ordinarily,
hut No. 4 is getting very high, tbo weighman will watch that No. 4 is weighed oftenor, in order that he
may pull him down. If he gets No. 4 at a low weight he will not ask for him to be weighed! for some
time.
_
1019. Surely it will not be to his advantage to get the light skip weighed? Tes; if he can get No. 4 on a
light weight he will take good care not to get him again for some time.
_
1020. How many weigh-screens have you at the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery ? Ono weighscreen,
1021. How many screens have you altogether ? I think four or five, but I am not sure.
1022. Wbat I want to know is where the unfairness of this system lies is the weigh-screcn at Bullock
Island kept going all day ? I do not know,
1023. Is it not reasonable to suppose that it is kept going all day the weighman and check weighman
are there all day, are they not ? If the average of the colliery is low it does not pay them to weigh many
skips. It is the master’s weighman that calls for these skips, and he says, “ I will have the second skip,”
if the cage holds two skips, knowing the side shift these skips come from.
1024. Mr. Ottrlcy.'] Is there not an understanding at the colliery that the first skip that comes out of the
cage is weighed one day and the last skip next day ? To my knowledge there is not. I have heard the
meu talk of how long they can be kept on short weight. In some of the southern collieries they have
only weighed eight skips a day.
_
1025. What for ? Because of the low average. They run the risk of a bigger weight if they weigh more.
1020. Mr. Gregson,] Boes that apply to collieries generally ? It applies to some, hut I would not say
generally. I do not believe the owners and managers are all rogues.
1027. Bo you not think if what you are pointing out obtained we should hear about it from the men—
that the colliery manager would hear something about it? Objections have been made to colliery
managers about it. There was a matter in connection with the Glebe Colliery at one time.
1028. Mr. Curley.] Was not that in reference to standard weight ? Tes, and weighing altogether ; and
I know there has been a deputation from the men there.
1029. About the weigh-screens not being kept going? Tes; and in the southern districts there have
been more complaints than one.
1030. Mr. Gregson.] Tou think the minors want every skip to be weighed ? A large number of tho
miners want every skip to he weighed, and 1 believe it to be the fairest way.
1031. Tou also object to this standard bar ? I object to anything that will take weight off men who
send their coal up, with the exception of the agreement that is made with regard to stones or any refuse.
1032. Bid you say during your examination that at the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery the minors
arc allowed to fill to any weight? Tes; some of them send as much as 18 cwt., and some 10,11, and
12 ewt.
1033. In the same skips ? Tes ; in the same skips.
1034. What height would a skip with 18 cwt. be ? About 18 inches over.
1035. Suppose the miners were to fill 2feet higher, and put 20 cwt. into a skip insteadof IS cwt., what
would bo the result ? I believe 20 cwt. has gone in.
1036. Is there no limitation as to height ? At that colliery there is no limitation as to height.
1037. With regard to the height, do you think it is unfair that there should he any limitation as to height ?
I think a reasonable height ought to be allowed to men. if they are so foolish as to fill skips like that.
1038. What is a reasonable height? The height of the roadways.
1039. What about other circumstances ? The manager knows what his machinery willpull.
■
1040. Is it unfair for the manager to say what the height shall be ? I think if everyskipwas weighed
it would get over that difliculty very much.
1041. I am asking you with regard to the standard bar? Under the present system every skip is filled,
believing it to be the one to be weighed, but if every skip was weighed it would take a great deal of this
piling up away.
1042. Tou think it is unfair for the manager to limit the height that a skip should be filled to, or that tho
miners should fill the skip ? No ; I do not think it is unfair as long as the manager knows what his
skips will carry, and here is a proof that there is no limitation at tho Wickham and Bullock Island
Colliery.
1043. Is all the coal there lifted through the shaft? Yes.
1044. And run into the cage ? Yres; the cage is the limitation, but that is not reckoned upon. There is
no bar at the top.
.
92—F
1045.

.
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Ks'qk' Stt I,0i5V ^0W '3 tl'e cage built;—is there no horizontal bar at the top? It is so long since I have been there
‘ * that I do not rotnember.
2 Sept., 1895.
^ere ^ the cage fastenings ? They are on the side, I think, but I am not sure.
1047. Are you aware that in some cages they have these fastenings from a horizontal bar at the top?
Tes.
1048. You do not think it is necessary that there should he a horizontal bar? It may be necessary.
1049. What would a miner do if the manager told him not to fill the skips so full againwould ho lose
the skip if he continued to fill high ? No.
.
1050. Not if it happened frequently ? No; ho would not.
1051. At some of the collieries I think it is tho fashion to take that skip from the miner ? Yes; where
the standard weight is.
1052. But where the standard bar is? Yes,
1059. And the miner loses that skip ? Yes.
10o4. Does the miiic-owuei" get the benefit of tbat skip ? In some cases yes, and in some cases no.
1055. What is done at Wallsend in that respect? It is put into an Accident Fund, to pay for any
accidents that may take place at tho colliery.
1056. That fund is under the control of the miners, is it not ? Yes; it is under the control of tho miners.
1057. Do you know any colliery where the skip of coal is in such a ease as that not given to the accident
fund nor to the lodge ? ' Yes; at Lambton.
1058. Do you know of any other colliery? No; I do not, from my own personal knowledge.
1059. At Lambton, you say the colliery only gets the benefit of that skip of coal? In some instances.
1060. But not generally ? No; not generally.
1061. Is there any rule at that colliery ? There is standard weight there.
1062. _ What I want to know is, is there any objection to tho system of having a standard bar ? There is
an objection to anything that is wrong.
'
1063. Is this wrong ? I believe it is wrong. It is not fair that coal should be taken from the miner.
1064. You think that the miner should be allowed to fill coal to any height he likes;—is that fair ? The
question then would come as to what height he should fill. I think every skip should he weighed.
1065. Should it be for the miner to say what is reasonable or unreasonable ? lie should have some
say in it.
1066. The discretion of the manager applies more to tbe weight of the skip, and the strength of his
hauling gear, or do you think the miner should have a voice in that ? The manager knows what his skips
wiHcarry, and what his ropes and chains will bear. The miner knows nothing about it.
1067. The discretion of the mine-owner should only apply to the weight to be drawn, not to the height
of the skip? Height is weight. A certain height with a certain specific gravity is a certain weight.
1068. You apparently want tbe miner to have some say in these matters? if you are fixing a bar, the
miners should have some say in it.
■ ’
1069. Is it unfair to the miner for the manager to say I am putting a bar there, which is to be tho limit
of the height of the coal in the skip. I want to know whether you think that the discretion should he
with the manager, or with the miner in regard to both theso matters? I think the miner should have a
say in both these matters,
1070. Will you turn to your evidence given before Mr. Pigott’s Select Committee on the 16th May, 1893
and see what you say there at page 16 on this subject (see Appendix It) ? Since the passing of the
English' Coal Mines Act of 1887, there has been another Act passed, making tbo Act much stricter with
regard to the weighing question. It is called the Coal Mines Check Weigher’s Act. It was passed iu
1894. (See Appendix E.)
1
1071. Can you say what the provisions of that Act are? Provision is made to stop the manager from
making a threat or a bribe, and for giving the check-weighman every facility to weigh coal°and for
holding meetings for the appointment of a check-weighman,
1072. With regard to the coal-weighing, have you any recollection whether it applies to a mine where
the weigh-screen is standing idle ;—would it enable the check-weighman to say we must have another
skip of coal ? I believe it would.
1073._ Will you turn again to your evidence given before Mr. Pigott’s Select Committee, and look at
question 195; in reply to Mr. Combes’ question, your answer is: “ What we know by the standard weight
is this bar. Wo want to have that knocked off, and a man to get paid for what he sends up on the
average.^ What is called the bar is the standard weight.” In reply to Mr. Vickery you also say that
the bar is tbe standard ; your answer is ambiguous, and 1 should like to know your real opinion ;_you
did not understand the standard weight to he the standard bar ? In my answer to question 209 1 said:
I! Whilst the men are paid by the ton every skip should be weighed.”
’
1074. You say that what is called the bar is the standard weightdid you intend to sav that? There
is what is called the standard bar and the standard weight, and I tried to point out the difference.
10/5, But that- is not given in your evidence;—it reads as if theso things were one and the same?
Question 208 is ambiguous also.
'
1076. What we want to get at is, what is justice ? Yes; justice is weighing every skip that comes out of
the mine.
'
1077. You think there is an objection to tho standard bar? Yes; unless the men have some say.
Unless there is some agreement between the owners and the men.
'
1078. President.'] Why do you object to this section [41] 38 of the Bill as the Council have sent it down •
there are two things that are provided for;—they can have their coal weighed or make an agreement?
The unfortunate position is that tho agreement is all on one side.
n
1079. Mr. Gregson.] And which side is that? Tho owners side.
1080. I thought it was the other way ? Unfortunately not. I wish it was.
lOSL Wifi you look at subsection 3 of Pule [41J 38, on page 19
“But nothing herein contained shall
be held to aflect the power of any owner or manager of a mine to pay miners by the method known as the
standard bar system ;’—you have a standard bar to prevent the skip being over filled? Yes •■some of
tbo collieries have a bar upon their weigh-screen, and when the skip goes on the kick-up, all the’eoal that
will not pass under this bar is knocked off, although it has passed all the running gear, chains and every
thing else in connection with the colliery. All the coal that will not go under the bar, is the owner's
■
coal.
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coal. Though the skip has passed all the tests I have mentioned, the pulley, the cage, the horse, the
incline plane, and everything else, yet, when it comes to the bar, all tho coal that goes under tho bar is the
■ ■
miners’, and the rest the owners’.
2 gept jggg
10S2. That is the standard height, and the miner knows it is of no use to fill coal above that standard
’’
'
height P That is the regulation height of the colliery.
108'h In some eases the miners lose the whole skip ? In some instances, yes, and in some instances, no.
1084. President.'] Tou will agree that the terms in the Bill are wrong, that there is no such thing as
paying by the standard bar? Ton are only paid for whatever will go under that bar.
lOSo. That is what is meant to be expressed in the Bill in the words, “ By the method known as the
standard bar system ” ? Perhaps so.
10S6. Mr. Gregson!] As long as there is a height that the men know they can fill up to, and this bar is
fixed as the height to which they should fill, do you think there is anything unfair about that;—do you
object to it ? That would depend upon the height the bar is put at.
1087. Suppose the men have agreed to a height ? If the men have agreed, there is nothing unfair about it.
1088. In that case it does not matter whether the standard bar is on the kick-up or elsewhere ;—do you
sec any difficulty in a mine filling to a certain height P I do not see any very great difficulty.
1089. Docs the coal shake down very much ? Considerably at times.
1090. It depends more or less on experience? Tes.
1091. Is there any difficulty in filling to a certain height ? Ho ; there is not very much difficulty.
1.092. Tou are aware that in some cases there is a good deal of over-filling? Tes; in a good many cases.
1093. President!] Is not this standard bar a fair thing to prevent over-loading? As long as the men
know of it.
'
1094. Surely they would not have a standard bar without the men knowing it? Sometimes they might,
Mr. President.
1095. “Would they not know of it after their first day’s work ? Oh, yes.
1096. Mr. Gregson!] But they are for filling over it ? Tes; they are filling to keep their weight up.
1097. President^ Why do they lose tlio coal that will not go under the bar ? Because there is a rule to
that effect.
1098. What would he their object in filling the skips high ? It is only a game of chance as to whether
they get weighed or not, and every skip increases the probability. The miner thinks that the high ski])
might be the very ono to get weighed.
1099. Mr. Gregson.] I think you expressed an opinion about the provision in rule 25 on page 29 of the
Bill for preventing mine-owners from working under roads ;—you said, I think, there had been cases in
which roads had tumbled down to the peril of passengers ? Tes.
1100. Do yon know anything of the circumstances as to the ownership of the coal;—do you know
whether the workings had been driven before tho road was formed ? The road was formed first.
1101. In such eases would the road be dedicated? It was in a municipality.
1102. With, of course, the right to support? Tes.
.
1103. In that case, who is responsible for affording that necessary support ? In what way do yon mean?
1104. In the caso of any subsidence occurring ? I should think myself tho owners.
1105. The mine-owner first of all, is he not? Tes.
1106. And nextto him the owner of the coal, supposing he is working under a royalty ? Tes.
1107. It is in view only of exceptional cases then that this rule is inserted in the Bill ? Tes; hut it may
become general.
1108. Tou have always the parties to come upon in case of damage? Tes; hut when you have won your
case you got very little out of it.
1109. A passenger would get very good compensation if he can show a good claim ? In the case of
tumbling through and breaking his neck.
1110. Has that happened ? Tes, the road has gone in.
'
1111. Is the case you speak of a public road—a publicly proclaimed road? Tes.
1112. Tou understand the distinction? Tes; it is one of the main streets.
1113. Have you looked into this matter very closely ? No.
1114. Tou think the public should be protected? Tes.
1115. In that I thiuk everybody will agree with you ? I hope so.
1116. President!] Assuming thru; opinions may vary upon whether eight hours should be a matter for
legislation, do you not think that it would bo more proper for the eight hours legislation to be embodied in
a general Bill than to be embodied in a Bill like this. Here you are legislating for a certain class ? No;
I am not in favour of haring this in a general Bill. I believe that the miners occupation is more dangerous
than any other occupation, and where I would support it in coal-mining I would not support it in some
other kinds of mining. Coal-mining is more unhealthy than other kinds of mining, perhaps with the
exception of silver mining.
1117. Mr. Gregson.] Is coal-mining more unhealthy than gold-mining ? Tes; you will never find gold'
miners in a coal-mine if they can get anything else to do.
.
1118. President.] There would be no gas to contend with in a gold-mine ? No.
,
1119. Mr. Curleg!] With regard to cavilling, do you know of any collieries where no cavilling takes
place ? There is no cavilling at G-reta.
■
1120. Do you know of any other colliery ? No ; I do not know of any other.
1121. Do yon know of any place where the system is adopted that the miners cavil for a place, and that
place is to be worked out until it is finished ? No ; I must say I do not.
.
1122. Assuming that you did know of a case of that kind ;—there was some reference made during your
examination with regard to tops and bottoms ;—if a miner had to work out a middle section the whole
length of his bord, and that was worse than the other two sections, the tops or the bottoms, is it just
possible he might never obtain either tops or bottoms ? Tes.
1L23. He might fall sick, die, or have to remove ? Tes.
1124. Would not tops and bottoms in such a case be like the payment of a promissory note ? Yes, never
to be paid.
_
1125. Is it the practice for miners to set their own timber ? Tes.
1126. And to lay their own rails ? Tes.
1127.
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Company provide them ivith anything like free houses ? Not to my knowledge.
Bq~’
‘1128. Does the Company erect houses for them ? The Company sells them some land at ten times its
2 Scot 1895-va^ue> an^ they have to go to the building societies, and get fastened.
p
' 1129, Have you seen some Companies declare high dividends ? Tes.
1130. Por an extended number of years ? Tes.
1131. I understood Mr. Gregson to put a question to you with reference to working coal under a
proclaimed road where you said that you would make the person working in the mine responsible, and the
owner of the coal afterwards P No; the mine-owner and the owner of the coal.
1132. There may be a person that might have the coal leased ? He would come under the heading of
mine-owner.
1133. Had not the Linwood colliery a lease from the "Wickham and Bullock Island colliery? Tes ; hut
Wickham and Bullock Island were responsible, and had to pay the compensation.
1134. Were they held responsible in the last case that came before the Quarter Sessions some time ago ;—
it was a ease where a persons house was injured ? Tes.
1135. Do you recollect anything about that last ease that came on ? The case I know of was G-oodchild’s
case.
1136. Do you think, with regard to the undermining of roads, streets, or property, or anything of this
kind, that the owners of the coal should be made responsible for any damage tbat may be done—that the
owner of the coal should be the individual that should he held responsible lor any irregular working ? In
justice I cannot say that. If I take a lease of coal, and there are conditions attached to that lease, it is
not the coal-owner’s fault if I go outside those conditions.
1137. Should the coal-owner have an inspector to see that the mine is worked in such a way that no
injury shall take place ? I believe that provision should be made for the security of public property, but
how to get at it I do not know.
1138. Would you hold both parties responsible ? Tes.
1139. "With regard to pillars, something has been said during your examination about a waste of coal;—
is it not your experience that the larger the pillar the less waste of coal? Certainly.
1140. Even where you had left coal for the protection of property, with a view to keeping tho surface up,
could you not later on, if you wished to extract a portion of that pillar, do it with much more safety?
Tes, and economy.
1141. And less injury ? Tes ; to the men hewing it.
1142. What has been tho system of working in the northern district ? Eight-yard bords and 8-yard pillars,
apart from tidal waters.
^
1143. Has not the system been an 8-yard bord and 4-yard pillar ? I bare not seen them.
1144. Have you worked at anyplace to see them ? No.
1145. Tou are not speaking from your own personal knowledge? No ; I might have been mistaken,
1146. With regard to the question of weighing, is it not the rule at most of the collieries to call one skip
one particular day and another the day following ? Not to my particular knowledge.
1147. Can you let the Commission have a copy of the Check-weighers’ Act you referred to ? The Act is
the Coal Mines (Check-weigher) Act, 25th August, 1894, chapter 52. (See Appendix E.)
1148. IVith regard to inspectors, do you think that any chief inspector, or any inspector, should hold any
interest in the coal-mines of the Colony ? Certainly not.
1149. Is there anything in our present Act (the Act of 187G) about inspectors holding any interest in
coal-mines ? Tes ; in the twenty-seventh section, and there is something in the English Act too. (See
Appendix C.)
[Witness withdrew.]
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\_The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary s Office, at

10 a.m,]

present:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLET,

Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

Mr. George Henderson, Secretary for Illawarra Miners, sworn and examined:—
Mr. G.
1150. Mr. Curley.'] What are you by occupation, Mr. Henderson ? I am at the present time Secretary
Henderson, for the Illawarra miners.
1151. Previous to your becoming Secretary for the Illawarra miners, what were you ? Previous to that I
3 Sept., 1895. wag a coal-miner.
‘
1152. How long have you been out in the Colony ? Eor about ten years.
1153. Did you work in any coal-mines previous to coming to this Colony? Tes.
1154. "Whore did you work? In the North of England.
*
1155. In what county? In the counties of Durham and Northumberland, but in Durham more
particularly. ’
1156. Can you give us the names of the mines you have worked in? In the county of Northumberland
I was employed in the Wallbottlo and Scotswood Mines, and in the county of Durham I was employed in
the Urpeth, Ouston, Springwell, and Addison Collieries. I came from the Addison colliery to this
country.
1157. At what age did you go into the mine? I was nearly 10 years of age when I went into a mine
first.
1158. Have you been mostly coal-mining, or have you had other occupations in connection with mining?
I have been in other occupations.
1159. How long were you coal-mining in England ? I suppose something like about seven years getting
coal.
1100.
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Mr. G.
1]60. And what was the other work in connection with the mines yon were engaged at ? I have done
everything that a boy would do in the North of England, such as keeping doors, preparing timber, and Henderson.
wheeling up, to getting coal.
3 Sept., 1895.
1161. Tou have never been a deputy? Yes, I have iu this country.
11G2. Tou have never been a deputy in England ? No.
1163. Was there any gas in any of the mines that you have worked in in England ? Oh, yes; in nearly
all of them.
*
’
1164. What was the general method of working in the collieries there ? The general methods in the
collieries I worked in were bord and heading, or bord and stall, and pillar working—extracting pillars.
1165. Do you know the width of the bords they worked there ? X do.
1166. What colliery arc you speaking about ? I can give you the whole four. In the ease of TJrpeth,
the bords were worked 6 yards wide.
1167. Can you tell us the width of the pillar in TJrpeth ? Tes ; 20 yards.
1168. Do you know tho depth of the Urpeth mine ? I cannot say for a fact, but it is something over
100 fathoms (600 feet),
1X69. Now, the next mine ? The next colliery is Ouston.
1170. AYhat is tho system worked there ? The system there is 4-yard bords, with a 20-yard pillar. Tho
reason is that in these collieries they extract the pillars. They w’ork their bords 4 yards wnde, conse
quently the headways are each 20 yards apart, and so are the bords. Then, in bringing bade the pillars, they
leave 10 yards to the right and 10 yards to the left of each heading, with the consequence that they are
able to take the wdiole of the coal out. It is a very safe system of working, and I presume that is why it
is adopted,
1171. President^ That system is adopted by the management? Tes, adopted by tho management.
1172. Do you know the depth of the Ouston mine ? Somewhere about 240 feet.
1173. Feet or fathoms ? Feet; it is a very shallow mine.
1174. Mr. Curley.'] About what date would that be ? About 1880.
1175. Now, about these other collieries ? The Springwell Colliery is worked on the principle of 4-yard
bords, but the pillars arc not so thick. I think 16 yards was about the thickness of the pillars in Springwell. Up to the time I left I could not really say that they had really commenced extracting pillars to
any extent.
1176. Do you know the depth of the Springwell mine ? It is 175 fathoms deep (1,050 feet).
1177. Now about the Addison Colliery;—what was the width of the bords there? They worked there
4-yard bords, with 20-yard pillars, and the pillars wrere extracted in the same manner as I have previously
mentioned—10 yards to the right and left of each heading.
1178. Do you know the length these bords were driven ? Tes; they were 20 yards in length. There
was 20 yards from herd to bord, and 20yards from head to head,
1179. XFas the 20-yard system the system there ? Tes ; that was pretty well the system in the North
of England.
’
1180. That was in the county of Durham ? Tes. In the county of Northumberland I did not got any coal.
I was simply doing boy’s work. I cannot speak about the mines there, because I was a hoy at the time.
1181. How is the air conducted into these places;—lake the first colliery? In every instance that 1
have mentioned the air is conducted by brattice into the face of each working place.
1182. AYhat kind of brattice was used—cloth, or any other kind? In the case of Urpeth and Ouston, it
was cloth brattice, and in tbe case of Springwell, it was tube brattice.
1183. President.] AVbat is tube brattice? It is some sort of light iron composition. It is simply a plain
iron tube, and one tube fits into the other like a water or gas pipe.
1184. Mr. Gregson.] AYhat was the diameter? Two feet, or 2 ft. 6 in.
1185. Mr. Curleg.] This tubing is put up to the roof? Tes; standing up upon any kind of trestles or
trees placed horizontally close up to the roof, but in many cases they actually filled the seam from bottom
to roof, owing to the seam being very thin. In the case of the Addison Colliery, we had there a system
of cloth brattice, and to this |-inch tongued and grooved lining boards, and these were made pretty well
the full depth of the seam, and then attached to the inside props.
1186. Fastening up against the props? Yes; and in the case of course of (say) the hratticing being
back, owing to the length of this wide brattice—I cannot say for certain what that length was, but it was
from S to 10 feet—and in order to provide against deficiency of air, each man who did use this wide
brattice, had tho piece of cloth brattice hanging always to tho end of thewide brattice that had been
erected. The deputy would tuck up this cloth brattice until there was sufficient room to erect another
length of wide brattice.
1187. AYastbis brattice conducted from tho end of the bord right up to the face? Tes.
118S. To what distance ? AYhen the front-shift man went to work at 4 o'clock in the morning, he found
it within 9 feet of the face. It did not matter, whether in bords or in headings, the same thing obtained.
1189. AYhat kind of system had you with regard to your work there in the morning;—what sort of
system of inspection was there ? AYe had to see the deputy at his station. The deputy went down the
shaft to each section of the pit. There were a number of deputies—one deputy for each section—who
went down the pit at 2 o’clock in the morning, and examined the places, and left their initials in the face
of each place. Then the miners coming down at 4 o’clock had to wait at those particular stations until
the deputy returned to give them sanction to enter the working-places.
1190. Did you work with safety-lamps there ? In some eases we did.
1191. But whether you worked with safety-lamps or not, you had to see the deputy before you went to
your place ? Tes ; no matter what you worked with you had to remain at the station till the deputy gave
his consent to enter the working place.
1192. AYhen the men entered the mine did they all go down uniformly ? Yes ; the front shift went down
at 4 o’clock, and then the back shift at 10 o’clock.
1193. AYhen. did tho front shift come out ? As soon as the back shift men liberated them in tho face,
1194. At what hour did the back shift men relieve them ? The back shift men went down at 10 o’clock,
and places in closer proximity to the shaft would be relieved more speedily than others. I should say
that the farthest off of the men would be relieved, at the latest, by 10*30 o’clock.
1195. AYere all these seams thin seams ? Some of them rose to about 5 feet, but tbat was the greatest
height in any of those mines I have mentioned, and many of them were as thin as 20 inches.
1196.
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Wliat did these deputies do—what was their work apart from inspecting the colliery in tlio
morning? Of course they had to meet every shift, after inspecting the colliery in the morning. The.
3.,Sept., 1895. ^ron*
dc])uty, after meeting his shift, may he erecting brattice or setting timber. That was really
<
the make-up of their duties, except when the pillar had been extracted sufficiently for to admit of tlio
timber being drawn, then the deputy, in company with tho men who were working in this particular
place would repair to the drawing of this timber. These were really the main duties of the deputy—
seeing to the ventilation and the timber.
1197. ’With regard to the setting of that timber you have referred to. In the drawing out of those trees
later on, the men would he paid some compensation for taking them out? Decidedly; the men were
paid over and above their tonnage rates; they were paid really according to time. On some occasions tho
deputy and a man might be able to take the timber out of a pillar in (say) half an hour, but in other
cases I have known it to be an hour and a half, and, of course, wc were paid according to the time it took
us to extract the timber.
1198, Mr. Gregson.'] You set the timber ? Oh no—the deputy.
1\%Q. Mr. Curley^ Also the brattice? Yes,the deputy set tho brattice.
"We set timber in this respect.
Suppose the deputy was away, we had timber there left by tbe deputy, cut into exact lengths, and lids or
slabs ready, as the case might he, and in the event of coming into contact with a little piece of dangerous
roof the miner would, simply for the sake of protecting himself, erect the timber.
1200. Mr. Gregson!] Were you paid for doing that ? Oh, no ; that was a chance matter. Some days,
you might set a number, some days only two, and some days none at all.
1201. Mr. Gurley.] The deputy was supposed to set all timber? Yes.
1202. Did the deputy put the roadway down ? Yes; the deputy put tbe roadway down.
1203. In wbat mines have you worked in out here ? I have worked more particularly in Mount Jveira,
and I have boon working in Mount Pleasant, but I cannot say that I really worked at Mount Pleasant,
because I was not sufficiently long there.
1204. ILave jmu worked in any other colliery out here ? Those are the only two collieries that I have
worked in, in the Colony of New South Wales.
1205. That is at Mount Keira and at Mount Pleasant ? Yes.
120G. What was the system of working at Mount Keira—the width of tbe bords ? I have known them
to be from 8 yards to 16 yards wide. They were any width and every width.
1207. There was no regularity in the widths ? No; they were all turned away on tho principle of 0 feet.
You turned them away off the heading 6 feet wide. They were driven narrow for 0 feet, and then you
commenced cutting your bord out, and in tbe case of some bords, they might go S or 10 yards wide, while
others might be 12 yards, and up to 1G yards wide,
1208. What was the width of the pillar? I think some of them were very thin indeed. The same logic
applies to the pillar that I have expressed with regard to the bord. In some cases the pillar might be
fairly thick, whilst in other cases, it was so thin that several bords holed into each other, that is met each
other on the rib side.
1209. Does tbe same thing apply to Mount Pleasant? I was not there very long.
1210. How long were you at Mount Keira? I was at Mount Keira from February. 188G, until July,
1891—Jive years.
1211. President!] ’With reference to what you say about these bords working into each other, is that a
dangerous thing ? I certainly consider it to be a dangerous thing.
1212. You consider it to be a very had mining—not good management ? That is about the only thing we
can attribute it to.
1213. Mr. Curleg!] In a case of that character, where a bord is cut too wide or too narrow, is it usual
for the manager or the deputy to give instructions to leave some on, or take some off: ? That is the usual
practice in all well regulated mines, and strictly adhered to.
1214. What would be the depth of Mount Kiera—tho depth of tho cover? I should not like to commit
myself to that answer; simply because I have never really heard the exact depth.
1215. You go in by a tunnel at Mount Keira, do you not ? Yes, the cover there is all right.
121G. You cannot tell what the covering would he ? No ; I cannot say.
1217. You are a good way up the mountain when you go into the mine? Yes; but the mountain is very
high.
1218. Prom what yon have seen of mining in England, were the pillars in England kept to a uniform
width ? Oh, yes.
1219. And the bords were similarly kept ? Yes; everything was operated upon as methodically as a
piece of machinery,
1220. They were driven by line ? Yes.
1221. Prom what you have seen out here at Mount Keira, would you consider tbat rather a loose system
of mining ? Certainly I would, I believe the mine is better now than it was in early times. I am speaking
of my experience from 18SG to 1891.
1222. President.] Did things go on as badly there up to 1891 ? A change took place there with a change
of management.
1223. Was the manager there a man who had passed any examination? I cannot say.
1224. Mr. Curley.] Were you in the Illawarra district when the Bulli explosion took place? Yes; that
was in March, 1 think.
1225. Can you say anything about it? I was never in the Bulli mine.
1226. Have you read over the report ? Do you refer to the report of the Koyal Commission ?
1227. Yes; has anything struck you in connection with tho report of that Commission ? Yes; several
things have struck me very forcibly with regard to that report.
1228. AYhat are they r I was very forcibly struck, from the report itself, with the very loose manage
ment that obtained at that colliery, also with the indifference displayed by tbe managerial staff in par
ticular, in the presence of wbat they knew to be an explosive gas. 1 think tbat matter must strike any
one who reads tbat report.
1229. Mr. Qregson.] I think everybody will agree with you, Mr. Henderson? I think so.
1230. Mr. Curley.] AVith regard to the ventilation of a mine, is not one of the principal conditions to.
have a good return ? Yes ; one of the principal conditions is to have a good return, and a very capacious
one, too,
1231. r
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]231. Ilavo you seen Inspector Rowan’s reports with regard to the state of the return there (xon
M>. G.
Appendix E) ? ] have.
Henderson.
12:J2, About the end of the year 1886? Yes; you refer to where lie reported tho return to be literally
blooltod, and that lie was unable to traverse the return on account of falls, and so forth.
3 Sel,t" '180°1233. "Wit !i a return in that condition, and knowing there was gas in the mine, what in your opinion
should have been done under those circumstances;—was it wise to allow the men to continue to work on?
Certainly it was not wise to allow the men to work on, knowing thatthis return was practically inaecesible,
and knowing that there was fire-damp there.
123d. President.'] Is the Bulli Colliery managed differently now? The Bulli Colliery has been managed
vastly different since tho explosion occurred. Bor about two years more or less, the colliery was not
worked at all. It lias been practically closed up till now. They are just now commencing operations
until a view to re-opening the same mine again.
1235. It closed np for some commercial reason did it not ? Yes; T suppose so.
1236. Mr. Curley.] In the case of the Bulli mine, do you think an inspector should be clothed with powers
of definite authority ? I certainly do, In that case, or in a case similar, an inspector who was clothed
with the authority to stop that mine, would at least have saved the human lives from being lost, and have
saved destruction of property likewise.
1237. AVill you look at this work of Mr. AV. Hopton’s u Conversation on Mines,” and soo the reference
there to tho powers of an inspector—
In the year 1S8S I took charge of the St. Helens Colliery, belonging to Messrs. Pilkington Brothers. The ventila
tion of the winery was very bad. Only 19,000 feet of air per minute passed through tho workings, and the mine gave off
much explosive gas. The lamps in several parts were unsafe to work with, and the inspector found it necessary to stop
some part of the mine. Gas came out of the workings now and then, and filled the safety-lamps hundreds of yards along
the main pony roads. As soon as possible, however, 1 changed the up-cast shaft, and split the ventilating current into
parts; this increased the air from 19,000 to 40,000 feet per minute. The men then found themselves more safe, and when
I left the colliery over fiOO miners presented me with a gold watch, chain, &c.

Bo you agree with what is said there ? Yes.
1238. That was in tho year 1866 ? Yes.
1230. Before the passing of the English Coal Mines Act of 1872 ? Yes.
1210. Bo you think, that in connection with the working of collieries, that for tho safety of workmen,
and for. the safety of the mine itself, apart from any consideration of the workmen, that it is necessary
that an inspector .should have some definite powers or authority? I do certainly think so. I think that
an inspector ought to have such power as will enable him in the presence of what he sees to bo danger, to
say wo will stop ic at once. It seems to me rather a ridiculous thing to imagine that a man in the
position of an inspector should first of all discover the danger, and then have to report the same to the
colliery manager, and possibly to the Mines Bepartment also, and during tho whole of this course of
procedure tbat lives and property may bo iu danger. I certainly think that it is altogether rather an
erroneous position.
1241, Bo you know that there are other gases spoken of as being injurious to the men in mines ? Yos,
other than explosive gas.
'
1
,1242. Such as carbonic oxide ? Yes.
1243. And sulphurated hydrogen ? Yes.
1244. And also carbonic acid gas ? Yes.
1245. Bo you think it requires a vigorous current of ventilation to keep a mine clear of these gases?
Yes; apart altogether from the explosive dement. Those gases are very deadly, and it requires good
ventilation to keep up the sanitary conditions of a mine.
1246. Is it not a fact that lights will burn in the presence of some of these gases ? Yes. I suppose
, lights will bum in all of them except blaek-damp—that is carbonic acid.
.1247. President.] How is the presence of these gases found out;—do they have a noticeable effect at
once ? Some of these gases are found out by their smell.
1248. Mr. Curley.] Bo you know whether this sulphurated hydrogen that is described by Mr. Atkinson has
an odour of rotten eggs
have you noticed that at all? Not particularly. AVhilst not noticing it
myself, I have known it perfectly well from the expressions of those who have come into contact with it.
.It was actually there, although it was not iu the same portion of the mine that I was working in.
1249. Have you noticed heavy bodies of moisture in a mine that would wet your pick-handle? Oh yos;
spots on your shirt like dewdrops.
’
]2o0. AVherever you had experience of that kind, did you consider the ventilation bad? Certainly,
1251. And very injurious to health ? Yes, injurious to health also.
1252. We will now go to the Bill;—will you look at sub-clause m, on page 2, in the first part of the
Bill—you will see there that the words “ten pounds have been altered to “ five pounds,” as the amount
of fine the owner or agent of a mine is liable to pay for every day during which the mine is worked without
a. manager? Yes.
1253. You will see what the intention of that clause is ? I do.
1254. Bo you consider that £5 meets the case ? T certainly do not.
1255. President.] Would you leave it at £10? Yes.
'
1256. It is £10 in the English Act? Yes; I think £10 is quite a smallenoughfine. I do not think
myself that such a violation ought to be tolerated in any shape or form.
1257. Murder ought not to be tolerated, but you can only punish tho man who commits it? Yes ■
certainly.
'
’
1258. Mr. Curley.] AVith regard to the latter portion of that clause, in sub-clause C:—“ A mine in which
not more than fen persons are employed below ground shall bo exempt from the provisions of this section,
unless the inspector of the district, by notice in writing, served on the owner or agent of the mine”
requires that it be under tho control of a manageryou will notice that the word “ ten” has been struck
out arid the word “ thirty ” substituted for the number of persons wbat are your views on that matter ?
My views are that where ten men are working, they are as valuable proportionately as the thirty, and
those ten men ought to be equally cared for as any larger number.
’
1259. President.] Is not the reason this, that where it was thirty persons, itwouldbe a very small
undertaking, and that there would not bo the same danger as if there were more men employed ? Ido
not know whether that is the reason or not; but I presume there is something of that kind abqut it.
1.200.
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1260. In the English Act they say thirty persons P Tes; bufc still English Acts, as well as other Acts,
Henderson, sometimes are inadequate to meet certain cases, and we have the experience, of course, of English Acts
^ and English doings, and we may take it for granted that we are becoming more enlightened over it, and
3 Sept., 1895. on t|10se groun(iBj wheii we think there is an inadequacy in any provision, we ought to supply it with an
adequate provision.
1261. Tho reason is that thirty persons employed would be a very small number, and represent only the
commencement of the mine, and if the mine is to be any good, more men would be put on under the
control of a proper manager ? I grant you that; but here is the matter of fact of it. A mine may be
kept working for a considerable length of time with only twenty-nine persons.
1262. Exactly ; then if that was so, would not the inspector require the mine to be under the control of
a manager ;—docs not the whole of this provision simply refer to pioneering work ? It is one of the
most remote things to see a mine prospected with thirty men. In sinking a shaft there might be thirty
men, but as soon as the ground is opened up you can depend upon it they can see what they are going
to do. In the case of ten men, a man might start a little mine of his owm, and work it with twelve,
fourteen, or sixteen men, and possibly be a dairy farmer, and know more about milking a cow than keeping
a coal mine right. Consequently, omitting the provision of ten, and inserting that of. thirty, gives the
man, no matter what his experience may he, an opportunity to go on drawing coal with this quantity of
meu. It may be all that he requires.
_
_
1203-4. If he was found to he regularly working the mine, the inspector would give notice and require a
proper manager ? Providing that the number thirty was left out, and the number ten left in, 1 think
that would meet the provision, and prevent the possibility of tbat occurring.
1265. Mr. Curley ] It would limit the danger to which you have referred 'f Yes.
1266. You think that the words “ ten persons ” should remain in tho Bill for the reasons you have
stated ? Ido.
1267. AYe will now go to sub-clause ir, of section 5, of the Bill, on page 2 {see Appendix A)there is
an addition made to this clause, or at least recommended to be made, that makes the clause read altogether
different to when it was originally drafted. You will notice that the words “ three persons being owners
or agents of mines in the Colony of !New South AValcs ” have been put in, and you see the other persons
mentioned in the sub-section to act as aboard of examiners ? I see no real necessity for tho three persons
who are to be owners or agents of mines in tbe Colony remaining in the Bill. I think the necessity lies
in that portion being removed. I do not see why there should be any grounds to depart from the original
composition of that board, but I see many reasons why the clause should not be altered.
126S, President.] You want a board of seven, instead of a board of ten ? Quite so.
1269. Mr. Curley.] Do you think the interests of the owners would be as sufficiently looked after with a
board composed of seven, as it would be with a board composed of ten? I certainly do.
1270. AVith regard to section 8, on page 3, of the Bill—“ Qualification, and attendance of engine-man” {see
Appendix A);—do you consider that that section is requisite? I certainly do. Of course, I do not
profess lo be in any shape or form an engineer; yet at the same time, as a practical man, my common
sense leads me to conclude that this is an essential iu a Coal-mines Bill.
1271. Yon know that an engincman holds a very responsible position ? Yes; a very responsible position.
1272. There should be no doubt about his qualification? Ko; the lives of others are entrusted to him,
aud tho property of the owners also.
1273. Have you known of many accidents in your district from overwinding ? Ko ; in our district there
aro only two mines where such an accident could occur, owing to the fact that all the other mines are entered
by a tunnel on the mountain side. Only in the ease of the Metropolitan and South Clifton mines have
wo winding engines aud shafts, and only in the case of the Metropolitan Colliery could an accident against
which this is a provision occur, simply because at South Clifton the men do not descend or ascend tho
shaft where coal is drawn, but go down to a travelling road which is entered by the side of tho cliff to
the coal-seam. That is the travelling road there for men and horses. In the case of the Metropolitan
mine it is quite different. In other collieries I have known accidents caused by the cages being drawn
up too far.
1274. Presidenti] AVould not the same dangers apply to England, as far as theengineman is concerned?
They do exist, and have actually taken place.
1275. You refer to injuries through tho engineman not being competent? The fact of accidents having
happened in the hands of a competent man is sufficient lo prove, conclusively, that no man other than a
competent man should take hold of the handles, because I certainly contend that an accident happening
in the case of a man who is thoroughly proficient, becomes more liable in the hands of a man who is
incompetent. AVinding a cage in a coal-shaft is a responsible thing, because every soul in a colliery is
twice a day more or less under the sole control and in the bauds of that individual.
1276. Mr. Curley.] You are aware that some of those engines are very sensitive ;.—that the most of the
machinery about a colliery is sensitive? I have heard those men—who know what engines are—speak,
themselves, of the difference of the machinery in that respect.
1277. You know also that the tendency at the present time is not simply to put the machinery that will
answer the purpose altogether, but to nut even more powerful machinery so as to make it effective and
active? Yes, that is the tendency.
1278. President.] How many people in England go up and down these colliery shafts per day ? In one
of tbo collieries I worked in there were 900.
1279. AVas that colliery worked by an engine ? Yes.
1280. AVas it a competent person who was in charge of that engine ? Yes.
1281. AA7ill not the mine-owners for the safety of the men and for their own safety have competent
onginetnen, but to make the engineman have a certificate of competency or service limits their choice.
Are there not plenty of competent men that do not hold certificates? 1 do not know that, hut I am
inclined to think it is a sort of playing fast and loose to admit of men being competent that have no
certificates. They may he competent, but I know that there are a vast number of men without certificates
that are incompetent.
1282. Do you think that anybody would dream of putting a man in charge of a steam engine who was not
competent? Here is a matter of fact staring us in the face. AVe know that tho thing is tangible, and
that it is essential to have a competent man there; then why not have a provision that will warrant his
competency.
1283.
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12S3, At present it seems to me that the mine-owners would, certainly see that the man was actually
Mr- G-competent, although he has not a certificate, If their choice is limited they may have to get a man who Hendowon.
is less competent than the men who have been in their mine. Mr. Gregson draws my attention to the part
of the report of the English Royal Commission dealing with shaft accidents, which says :—
^ ’’
'
Tht'rr is no one of the clangors incidental to mining operations which has hem so successfully dealt with of late years
ns 1hal. connected with the shafts. Collisions, breakage of ropes and chains, and falling of imteriide and of men from the
surface, or from part way down, combine to make the list of casualties thirty years ago a very serious one. In the British
collieries and ironstone mines the average of the ton years from 1851 to 1860 shows that one death resulted from theso causes
among 1,161 persons occupied. Between 3861 and 1870 the number of persons employed for ons death was increased to 2,121.
I nc yenrs from 1871. to 1880 gave an average of one life lost-for 3,557 persons, and the iivcnigo of the last three years shows
Uu- notable improvement of only one death to 4,718 people employed.

There being no provision in tho English Act, where they would have much more range of choice, it seems
to me that it is a somewhat dangerous thing to put that provision in this Bill. If the mine-owners have
to got a man with a certificate of competency and service, their chance would be limited? Practically,
then, there is very little necessity for a man serving his time as an engineer, unless there is some prov
ision made in order-tbat that man can display his competency.
1284. After all, ho is only an engine-driver ? Yes. Tlie report of the English Commission you have
just quoted from is good, and we can all appreciate the fact it gives birth to, At tlie same time, I cannot
lor the life of me sec that it destroys the contention that wc put forward in this provision of the Bill,
1285. Will you look at Rule 24, on page 29 of tho Bill ?—
An-rNnANCE or Engineman.
ifcdc 24

any mine which it wstially entered by means of machinery a competent mate person, not less than twentytwo years of aye, shall be appointed for the purpose of working the machinery which is employed in lowering and raising persons
therein, and shall attend for that purpose

dimity

the whole time that any person is below ground in the mine.

By what possible standard is a man’s competency to be judged ? Are we to go by what his uncle Harry
says ?
j
j
1280. The mine-owners would, I suppose, advertise for a man with a, certificate of competency or service,
and know nothing about him, while they, for their own sakes, would-not employ anyone but a competent
person to lower and bring the men up—that is, for their own safety ? I do not see how that would injure
tho case in tho least. If a man is competent to drive an engine, be is competent to hold a certificate.
1287.. As a matter of fact, he may not be;—he may have to pass some examinations, and there may he
practical men in a mine who could not pass an examination;—1 should not like to pass an examination
now, but I have done so. and yet I may be competent;—surely the mine-owners would not put an incom
petent person on to drive an engine ? It does not, do the man any harm to pass an examination,
1288. Suppose ho cannot—that he is one of the old employees in a mine? That is one position above all
others where, having tlie lives of men under his control, or, rather, in his hand, he ought to, at least, hold
a certificate of competency; ho ought to make himself acquainted with all the facts before him.
1289. Mr. Otirlcy.'] He can hold a certificate of service under this clause ? Quite so. You sec how it
would operate against a man, who may he a thoroughly competent man, and a man who deserves a certifi
cate of service ; but, as the thing is not in operation, ho does not, happen to hold one, and goes along to a
mine whore an engincman is required, and sets forth his application, but they do not know the man, and
there is nothing to know him by, He is a good engineman, but ho has nothing to show that he is.
1290. Mr. Gregson.'] You mean to say where a man has been employed, and left a mine. Does he not
get a kind of certificate in the same way that a certificate is given now ? He may do so, or he may not.
.1291. Would they not always give him a certificate ? If they chose they would, but if they did not
choose, they would not,
1292. Do you know of any case where a man who is a competent man has been refused ? I have known
several strange things in my lifetime, but I. would not say in the particular case of an engine-driver that
I. do know.
1293. You think that this clause 8, and also the original clause 9 on page 4 of the Bill should be retained?
Yes; certainly.
1294. Mr. Curley.] Will you now look at sub-sections 2 and 3 of clauses 9 of the Bill on pane 5
{sec^Appendix A), Do you consider that the whole of those sub-sections should go in tho Bill? Yes.
1295. AD. Gregson.] If now clause 8 on page 4 of the Bill will do you, you do not want old clause 9 with
its sub-sections? I do not think that they both refer to the same parties.
1296. Mr. Curley.] One has reference to the certificate of a manager, and the other has reference to tho
certificate of an undcr-manager ? Yes; clause 8 has reference to the certificate of an engine-driver,
whilst the other clauses have reference to the certificates of a colliery manager and under-manager.
'
1297. Mr. Gregson.] Clauses 8 and 9 of the Bill, as originally drafted, are contingent on one another?
J. cs>
Qurfvy-] There is some reference to registration in sub-section 2 of clause 15.14 on page 6 of
the Bill {see Appendix A) ; as there is no provision in the schedule for registration fees, what is the use
for inserting theso words?----1299. .Mr. Gregson.] Wc need not, I think, keep the witness for this; we can consider this matter our
selves again.
1300. Mr. Curley.] Will you now turn to clause 17 on page 17 of the Bill, “ Directions as to mode of
conducting works to be entered in a book” {see Appendix A) ? Yes.
Do jtou consider that is a section of any utility in the Bill? I consider it is of very great
utility. Certainly it takes a most comprehensive view of matters, but at the same time I do not know
that we can show any stronger argument for its retention than by simply referring to the evidence of the
manager^ and his officials given in connection with the Bulli Colliery Explosion Commission. It is quite
evident from the report of that Commission, after taking their evidence, that the manager and his officials
gue conflicting evidence as to shot-firing and so forth; and on those grounds such a clause as this being
carried into effect would afterwards leave reliable evidence in such a case as the one I have referred to.
1302. Where any important instructions have been given with regard to any mine, this would he a
substantial regulation In be referred to ? Quite so.
1303. Is the provision not necessary for two reasons—first, in consequence of the action of the consulting
engineer in the position he occupies ? Certainly it is.
I)2~G
1304.
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1804, And also for the reasoiij secondly, that it would he some kind of distinct order to the manager
Quite so. That certainly is a very strong reason why the provision ought to be retained in
3Se fc~1895
That reason is embodied in the reason that I have just given in connection with the Bulli
p ’’
' explosion case. One man, being in a position higher than another, says, “ I said so and so,” and the
other says something else; but if the matter was kept in a book they would not be able to get away from
what has been said.
1305. President.] The Council say, in insisting upon the omission of this clause, that—
Henderson. unrlor him ?

Apart from its impossibilities, some of the company’:? consulting engineers are nut resident, in Lhe Colony, and whilst
possessing an exceedingly competent miinagcr at a high salary, here questions connected with thn general diameter of
operations at tlie mine are submitted for the consulting engineer’s judgment, though he is resident in ICngland, ond it would be
impossible for such a person to conform to iliis section. The same contention may he raised regarding a umnaguig director or
the Board governing a company; besides, no good object could possibly be obtained by such a record. If orders were given
to the manager, his proper business—provided he did not agree with the instructions given him—would be lo at once record in
writing for conveyance to the authorities above him his objections.

■

If a consultiug engineer is out of the Colony, how can he comply with that section of the Bill ? If a
consulting engineer was out of the Colony he would not be in a position to give orders for the modus
operandi of the mine. He might from the plan say what sections ought to be worked, but other than
that he would not be able to give definite instructions,
130G. Mr. Curley ?A I suppose you can pretty well conceive that a manager under a consulting engineer
has frequently very important work to carry out in connection with the working of a mine F I can
readily conceive that it is an undesirable fact that such is the case, and upon those grounds there are
strong reasons for the retention of the clause under consideration,
1307. President!] I would like to understand what the practical good of this provision in tho Bill is ;—
how would it operate ? Supposing 1 was tho manager of a mine, and the consulting engineer told me to
do certain things that 1 disapproved of ; I suppose he would give those directions in writing, but whether
or not, I should be always able to say that I all along differed from the consulting engineer in this, that
he ordered me to do it and I carried it out.
13071;. I do not see the strong reasons for putting these instructions into a hook; it is a bothersomething
to note all these things in a book, which is only to be open to inspection by an inspector or a Court;—■
how can this section he of any good to the men ? There might be a difference of opinion, and the
consulting engineer might say he said nothing of the kind. I do not think it will benefit the men, but
it simply seems to be a thorough mine regulation.
1308. What is the use of legislation relieving the mauager from responsibility? That clause would not
relieve the manager from responsibility. The mere fact of putting a thing into a book would not
relieve a manager from his responsibility between, the employers and workmen. The mere inserting it
in a hook would never relieve him, provided that the accident was caused through negligence, hut in the
case of the accident being caused through orders from some party outside of the manager, then the effect
of this order being inserted would certainly save the manager from having to hear the brunt of other
people’s mismanagement. .In the case of a consulting engineer giving definite orders to carry out some
regulation in that mine, and tbe manager not being of the same opinion as the consulting engineer,
refusing to do so, but carrying tlie matter out solely upon bis own responsibility, then tho effect of tho
consulting engineer’s writing would remove the responsibility of the accident from the engineer and on
to the shoulders of the proper party.
‘
1309. If the mauager carried out the work wrongly, or badly,—although according to his judgment,—in
opposition to the views of the consulting engineer, 1 do not see it would be stronger against him in any
way. AVould he not bo liable ;~\vhy put anymore responsibility on him? As in previous matters,
when mistakes have occurred accidents have been the result of the mistakes, and Koyal Commissions or
some other method of investigation has been the result of the accident. When these things are brought
to bear on the real accident there would be documentary evidence to show that certain things had been
ordered, and it "would not be a question of obliging an inquirer to get certain witnesses to refute other
witnesses, but the facts of the case would be there for whatever tribunal might be appointed. They would
have the facts of the case.
1310. Mr. Curley.] Do you see any reason why a competent consulting engineer, a man that is well able
to look after this kind of work, should have the least hesitation to place on record any orders he might
issue ? IVo ;. not the slightest reason.
1311. President!] Is there any necessity to legislate about it, because tbe more detail you leave to be
done assuming you give responsibility, the better ? Yes, quite true ; 1 certainly as a practical miner have
always regarded the mines regulations of New South Wales as leaving altogether too much detail, hence
the necessity for this amended provision. Matters that rule ought to be embodied in the Act, if the Act
is to be complete. There are quite sufficient details left out in the matter of mining that must be
attended to.
1312. To a certain extent you look upon the English Act of 1S87 as a very good Act I suppose ? Yes,
but I do not say tbat it could not be improved upon.
1313. You are aware that they have not got this section in that Act ? 1 notice that the objection raised
to this section, with regard to consulting engineers living out of tlie colony, will never apply in England ?
1314. If the consulting engineer does live out of tbe colony how could he enter such directions in the
book ? He has no right to be out of the colony if he has to conduct the mine. A. man cannot
conduct a mine if he does not see it.
1315. Mr. Curley.] In that caso, whore a consulting engineer was out of the colony, the manager for the
time being would have to rely upon his own judgment, unless the consulting engineer had left certain
directions? Just so. That is the consequence arising from the fact that in the Bill the more details tbat
are left for other people to take the responsibility of, tlie better. In tbe case of a coal mine there are
certainly a thousand and one details that never come within the four corners of the plan, and 'must be
directed by the man on the spot.
1316. Will yon now look at section [19] 17, sub-clause 3, on page 7, of the Bill—“ Inspectors to hold
certificates ” (see Appendix A). AVill you read the clause as originally drafted, and then as it has been
amended by the Council ? I certainly cannot sec any reasonable grounds for the alterations made by
tbe Council. 1 think it is quite fair.
1317. President.] Don’t you think that an inspector should hold a first-class certificate of competency?
Yes, and as good as it possibly can be in tlie case of an inspector.
’
1318. You would make it a first-class certificate ? Certainly.
1319.
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1319. You said that you saw no reason for the allcrafion of tho section. When you included the words
“ first-class,” you did not interfere with the section ? I certainly intend that my evidence shall mean Henderson,
that every inspector under this Act shall, after the passing of this Act, hold a certificate of competency
3 Sept., 1895or service as hereinbefore provided to managers.
1320. Would you allow the holding of a second-class certificate of competency. Just turn to page 5f
on page 2 of the Bill, “ certificate of competency to managers and under-managers, commencing with,
“ There shall be two descriptions of certificates of competency under this Act” (see Appendix A) ? Yes ;
hut in the caso of an inspector I regard the fact that we can only have one class of inspectors. There
cannot be a first and second class for inspectors.
1321. Would you be satisfied with the inspector holding a second-class certificate? I would be satisfied
with a certificate of competency. He is actually a man by himself.
1322. The certificate he is to hold is a seeoud-class certificate—that is, of fitness to be an under-manager;
the difficulty is that some of the men who make good inspectors would not be able to pass an examination;
would it not be safer to say, “ Every inspector shall hold a certificate of competency, or a certificate of
service as herein provided with regard to managers ?” But you see the placing of the word “ first-class.”
1 should like to see him be a thoroughly competent man as an inspector ; but iu the case of an inspector,
a man who may have served well and a man who has been a thoroughly competent inspector in every
respect, I think tbat man should have a certificate to enable him to retain the position that he holds.
1323. Then let him have either a first-class certificate of competency, or a certificate of competency for
service ; 1 am afraid wc are getting into difficulty, for if you look at section 6 of the Bill, on page 3 you
will see that a certificate shall be granted by the Minister to every person who satisfies the examiners ?
We want our inspectors as highly qualified as wc can get them.
1321. Bo the Legislative Council have thought in dealing with this matter? Yes.
1325. A man might be fully competent and yet not bo able to pass an examination for a certificate of
competency. You think yon might have a first rate man who could not pass this examination, and you
waut to qualify that man by some certificate of service? Yes ; but in tbe case of new appointments, we
want the very highest qualifications we can obtain in tbe case of a colliery inspector.
132(!. Mr. Curler/.] You would not object to an inspector who has practised for a considerable time having
a certificate of competency? Certainly not.
1327. IVesidenf.] How long would you have a man acting as inspector to qualify him for a certificate of
service, Will you look at section 5, on page 2, sub-section 1, of the Bill “certificates of competency to
managers and under-managers.” Ho you think an inspector should have a certificate after five years
service ? Yes.
1328. Then what, do you say to this:—
ICvery inspector appoiated under this Act shall, after tho commencement of this Act, hold a first-class certificate
of competency as manager, or shall satisfy the Board appointed under sub-section 5 of this Act that he has exercised the
duties of an inspector for at least live years, whereupon a certificate of service as inspector shall he granted by the Minister,
which shall qualify the holder thereof to be appointed an inspector under this section.

Hoes that satisfy you, Mr. Henderson ? Yes, that is quite plain to me.
1329. Mr. Curley.] Now we come to section 21, with its five sub-sections, on page 8 of tbe Bill—“ Powers
of inspectors” (see Appendix A);—is there anything you see objectionable in that section? I see nothing in
section 21 that is objectionable.
1330. You will notice in sub-section 3 that there are some words introduced into tlie latter part of the
clause tbat wore not in tbe previous Act;—I mean with regard to the care and treatment of tlie horses
and other animals used in fhe mine ;—don’t yon think that is a very humane provision P I certainly do.
1331. Mr. Crrysoti.] It follows the English Act? Yes.
1332. You wilt see that sub-section 5, of the clause under consideration, is not in the English Act? Is
there nothing in tlie English Act with regard, to the withdrawal of the men.
1333. If you will look on page G2, of MacSwinney’s book on tbe English Coal Mines Eegulation Act,
section 42, you will see tho provision made in that Act (see Appendix C) ? Still I cannot, for the life of
me, conceive why such a provision should not be embodied in that Act, as is here embodied.
1334. To require the manager to withdraw the men ? Certainly ; if an inspector happened to go into a
coal-mine, and saw things whereby the lives of men through some circumstance or other were endangered,
surely it would be,—I do uot know what kind of an Act to term it—wrong for tbat man to simply go and
look, and write to the department, and write to the manager, and things go on for a fortnight; and during
that time the whole pit, and everything about it, may be closed up. Certainly there is no harm in giving
an inspector power to require the manager to withdraw the men.
1335. Mr. Curley.] That would not necessarily mean tho closing of the mine? Not at all; simply the
withdrawal of the men from the mine, in order that whatever disabilities existed there in tbe opinion of the
inspector might be at once remedied; and if the company or tho manager thought that the inspector was
wrong, well, I think they have the same power or tribunal as the inspector lias if he thinks the manager is
wrong, namely, tho power of arbitration.
133G. You will notice in the latter part of the fifth sub-section that—
Jfo porson shall, oicopt so far as is necossary for exploration, or inquiry into the cause of danger, or the removal
thereof, ho readmitted into tlie mine, or such part thereof as was found dangerous, until the same is stated by the inspector to
be safe.

Yes; the inspector is certainly the proper party to examine collieries that might be found in a
dangerous condition.
1337. Do you think that inspectors, as a rule, exercise their office in any imperious way ? No; I have
never seen anything like that.
1338. Would you now look at clause 22, 20, sub-section 1, on page 9 of thn Bill (see Appendix A) ? Yes;
you will see that just simply strengthens tbe objection tbat I have already made to the idea of this provision
being excluded from tho Bill. Here are tlie words, practically, that I used, or the same sense. An inspector
is a person who is interested in nothing else but his duty. It docs not matter to him if one thousand
tons or one ton of coal goes out of the pit; whether they are drawing or not drawing coal at all. He
only has one duty, and tbat is to see that life and property, in so far as tbe regulations of this Bill are
concerned, are preserved. He goes into a mine and says, “ Here is something dangerous here,” and the
manager takes no notice. The inspector says, “ I will see to getting that matter remedied” ; and, possibly,
there
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there is a rush of trade, and the manager inclines to the belief that the inspector sees things through a
Henderson, different pair of eyes to what he sees, and consequently goes on to provide for his rush of trade, and in

8 Sept., 1895

doing so he is simply caught in the midst of an accident, because tbe inspector had to sit down and write,
' and lay the matter before the Minister of .Vlioes, after telling the manager. The inspector saw the danger,
but had no power whatever to prevent the accident.
1.339, Mr. Gregson.'] "What sort of a position do you think the manager would find himself in after the
inspector had warned him of the danger P IVithin the provisions of this Hill ?
1340. Far worse than that ? Tie might find himself in rather a had position.
1341. Do you think that any reasonable manager would do such a tiling after being cautioned by an
inspector ? A manager is a creature of circumstances like most of us. He sees what is before him, and
he knows what work he lias to perform, and he is endeavouring to perform this in the case of tho output
of coal, and may reasonably conclude to himself that the inspector’s opinion may be biassed, or that tlio
inspector is altogether taking an exaggerated view of things. The manager may do it as reasonable
under the circumstances in which he is placed, as reasonably as a man could do anything. That is why
I think that this provision ought to remain. The inspector has only one duty ; it docs not matter to him
what coal goes out, or what stress of work there is. .An inspector having a duty goes to perform it, hut a
manager has many duties, and often it is his duty to get every shovelful of coal out of the pit. If not
above all, this is one of the paramount ideas in his mind.
1342. Don’t you think a manager knows his mine better than any inspector can possibly know it? I
would not object to that fact.
1343. He would say the inspector thinks there is danger; I had better take some precaution, otherwise
evil will follow? He might possibly do so, and at the same time sec an order standing for five or six
thousand tons of coal
1344. He would never allow that to weigh with him in the face of the danger? He might not consider
the order for coal as a matter of itself in the face of the danger.
1345. Mr. Curhy.] For instance, Mr, Henderson, cannot you well understand this, that if an inspector
sees anything that is particularly apprehensive with regai-d to danger, from any cause whatever, ho is
likely to draw the manager’s attention to it? Decidedly so.
■
1346. And ask him if there is any possibility of getting this danger remedied ? Yes,
_
1347. And don’t you think he would do it? Decidedly.
1348. It would he the last thing an inspector would do, to issue any order to a mauager for the with
drawal of the men ? Yes, I think so.
1349. Yon know the very serious conditions under which some of the mines of this Colony aro working?
Yes.
1350. You know that gas exists in the Helensburgh mine? I do.
1351. You know that from hearsay ? Yes, I know that from hearsay.
1352. You know from hearsay that several mines in the Northern district work under ocean and tidal
waters ? I do.
1353. Knowing these things, don’t yon think that circumstances may arise in conned,ion with these
mines, or in connection with any mine, where it may be absolutely necessary for the manager, or the
inspector to order the manager, to withdraw the men ? Quite so. T am under the impression that such
circumstances might occur. In one or two cases I. have been under the necessity, in coming into contact
with apparent danger, of drawing the men at once.
1354. TVas that as deputy? It was my duty to do it, and I performed it, and I made the matter square
before allowing them to proceed with their work.
1355. Mr. Gregson^] You do not assume that an inspector must necessarily be a more experienced man
than a manager ? I assume nothing of the sort.
1356. He has got his experience, and derives his ideas from the teaching of experience ? Quite so.
1357. So that each might be equally competent to pass an opinion, hut have a different opinion ? Yes.
135S. You do not look upon an inspector as a heaven-born legislator ? Oh, no. 1 look upon him as a
man, with simply one duty before him,
1359. President.] Supposing there was a ease of doubt, you would not withdraw tho men except in
imminent danger ? It is a matter of thinking there is danger.
1360. Suppose a manager thought there was danger in Ids mine, but tho inspector came round, and,
clothed with this power, said nothing through inexperience, don’t you think that there would be a deal
of harm done, risk run, and perhaps accident, through the manager feeling that this man is supposed to
he a man of experience—“ I will not withdraw tho men as ho has said nothing about it” ;—don’t you
think the men would run greater risk in such a ease as that;—is it not better to give the manager all the
responsibility you can ;—under this Bill we are going to work under a new order of things;—take the
case of an inspector with a tenth of the experience of a manager, and the inspector says, ‘‘ I think it is safe
enough,” and there is an accident ? "Wc are not attempting to take the responsibility from tho manager.
1361. But would it not ? I fail to see now if in the opinion of the manager this man, passing by wnat
he thought a danger, would justify his carrying on operations in the presence of tlie danger, and the
accident happening. That would make it serious for the men who might be victims to the accident, hut I
do not see now that could occur, even if you gave the inspector power to withdraw the men in the presence
of danger that would not warrant the manager keeping those men working when he saw the necessity for
withdrawing them.
1362. Mr. Gregson.] Because when the accident has happened, he shelters himself under the inspector
although having the power to withdraw the men? I do not see it. If you refer to the Bulli Commis
sion, yon will see that there is just the possibility that if fhe inspector had more power than what lie had
at that time, the accident might not have happened.
1363. The result of that accident goes to show want of proper discipline? Yes, that is the whole
thing.
1364. President^] I am supposing that the Manager has a misgiving himself, that on his own responsi
bility, he would withdraw the men, but that the inspector comes and says nothing, or, “it is right
enough; ” then tho manager goes on and an accident happens. Don’t you think that it is far better to
leave it with the manager ? You are actually placing the inspector m a false position. It is not intended
that the manager shall consult tho inspector, nor that the inspector will in any respect advise the managers
on
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on those matters. All that tho inspector will do is to go round the mine, soo what he can, and then draft
<3'his report. If, in the event of his going round, he comes into contact with some danger, the Bill aims at
giving him the power to withdraw the men.
. . .
, , , ^
3^Cl895,
1365. I want to got at—suppose that a manager has a misgiving, and, leit to himself, he would withdraw
the men, but the inspector conies round, and the manager has a certain amount of doubt; the inspector
does not withdraw the men, and the manager thinks his misgiving wrong, and, therefore, does not
withdraw tho men, and an accident happens ? I see the point, but fail to see any difference in the
manager’s position in the case you cite, or in the manager’s position when this becomes actual fact.
1300. Suppose an accident happened, and the mauager to be tried for manslaughter, don’t you think it
■would he tho strongest thing in his defence that the inspector came round and gave no orders ;—would it
not bo one of the first things to he brought out by counsel, and the inspector be called to say, “Did you
give any orders to withdraw the men’’;—don’t you thiuk that would oionerate the manager? I do not
say so.
1307. This provision is meant to prevent the loss of life? Just so. It would take a great deal to prove
the man was negligent.
1363. Suppose some of the people in the mine say, undoubtedly, he ought to have ordered the men out,
tho circumstances warranted it, and these deaths could not have taken place ;—don’t yon tliink the first
thing in the man’s defence would be that the inspector was round yesterday ;—would not that bo strong
evidence in the man’s favour ? Certainly it would be strong evidence, hut I do not see that it should go
in his favour. Whilst the inspector had power if he saw the danger, this Act does not intend he shall have
power to make the other man see the danger.
13C9. Suppose you aro the manager of a mine, and 1 come round as an inspector, and you know all, and
I know nothing, I know comparatively little to you, and you have some doubt as to whether you should
withdraw the men, you wait till I come round, and I may say nothing about -withdrawing the men, would
not that fortify your opinion about withdrawing the men ;—don’t you think the fact of my going round
would make you inclined to think there was no need to withdraw them ? It is a very fine point. It
might inclino me a little, yet it would not in any way take tlie responsibility of my action.
1370. Mr. Grcyson.'] What about the position of the unfortunate men? Very bad.
1371. fresident^ Would it not be a great deal worse if tbe manager, thinking the thing to he dangerous,
allowed these men to be inside, by saying to himself—If this inspector had not come I should have had
those men out? Yes ; he has to think for himself. It is human to err, and he might err on the other
side. Ho might he biassed with circumstances, and the silence of the inspector, or want of observation,
or a difference of opinion ; but still it does not relieve the manager from responsibility,
1372. Is it uot good policy to throw all the responsibility on the manager, rather than to relieve him of
any responsibility. He has control of the men. Is it good policy therefore to relieve him of any
responsibility ? Certainly not.
1373. Well, it does relievo him of responsibility to a certain extent. M no accident happens, well and
good, but if an accident happens, it is a strong answer to be able to say, as I did not tell the men. neither
did the inspector who came round and saw the same condition of things as 1 saw. Are you therefore
going to say I was negligent Don’t you think that relieves the manager of a great deal of responsibility ?
1 sec the trouble, hut it does not remove the necessity of giving this power to the inspector.
1374. In the caso yon put of a vessel loading a cargo of coal and wanting it in a hurry, you think if some
danger arose the manager in his anxiety to do the best for his owners would he apt to underrate whatever
danger might exist, to get out the requisite quantity of coal P Yes ; that is so.
1373. Then, if an inspector comes round who has not the power you seek to give, and sees danger, do you
think if the inspector said that the mine was in a dangerous condition, the manager would, no matter for
■what quantity of coal, dare to keep the mine on? He would dare providing this condition in the Bill was
omitted or erased. I don’t like to have it put in such hard language. I want to put it that in the face
of that fact the manager might do it.
1376. Do you think he might venture to do it? I think that he might venture to do it,
1377. You think he might chance it ? He might chance everything in order to get tho quantity of coal
lie wanted out by a certain time, being biassed by the circumstances around him.
1373. 1 am putting it that the inspector has told him that the mine is dangerous ;—do you think he would
venture to keep tho men in after that? Perhaps he might, on the strength of his own opinion.
1379. Then he would be a wicked man ? I don’t think so. You know there are different circumstances
by which a man is surrounded in life, and especially at these particular times, that makes him do many
things that he does not do out of wickedness. Inwardly he does not think they are wrong.
1380. 3Tr. Gregson^ The object of the Bill is to try and save life;—the question is whether the
responsibility must be left with tlie manager, with the inspector to overlook him, or whether tlie inspector
is to be given co-equal powers with the manager ? I do not like that way of putting the matter. Whilst
wc are endeavouring to save life by increasing tho responsibility of the inspector we are in no way
attempting in any way to reduce tho responsibilities of the manager ; and, in fact, I don’t think it would
happen.
1381. President.'] You must, however, look at the effect of it? ] suppose we have all opinions that
sometimes differ. We look upon inspectors and managers as being of equal knowledge in mining matters ;
consequently, neither one has a right to look upon the other as being his superior in these matters.
13S2. You look upon an inspector as a man of equal knowledge and experience ? Quite so.
1383. Take it in this way:—I, as a manager, am causing men to work at a place iu the mine that I have
doubts about being safe ;—I am very anxious to get coal out for one of the reasons you have put, and,,
being an inspector, you go round and say nothing about that place being dangerous—don't you think that
fortifies mo in the view I am taking that there is no danger? I may be a colliery manager and say,
“ Well, now, this chap is an inspector, but 1 know just about as much as ho does.’’ The managers may
take that into consideration, and for the reason alone that they do not look upon the inspector as being
superior to them, they should put no reliance upon that fact. The manager looks upon the inspector as
not being equal in knowledge to himself, and, therefore, they risk the contingencies.
1384. Mr. Gregson.] You will see from that Commission of Inquiry that sat in England that there is no
suggestion that this added power should be given to the inspector;—they said a good many things, but
this is not amougst them ? Perhaps not.
1385.
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1385. "What do you tlink of the reasons riven bv the LeKislalivo Council for obiecting to this clause ?
They say:bin
j
D

3 Sept., 1895.

Because the new clause, which is an exact copy of section 41 of tlie English Act of 1887. provides all that is
necessary to enable an inspector to do his duty if he understands his work, whilst, on tho contrary, if clause 21 was retained ,
it .would hand over in an arbitrary way the whole of tho mining operations of this Colony to the wlum and caprice of, i t
might be, an incompetent inspector, and would give him too absolute a power, which is undesirable. The power he
possesses now under the present Coal-fields Itegulation Act is quite sufficient, if not too extensive; as it is, whilst the
substitution of section 21 in lieu of the law as it now stands would endow the inspector with such substantial power that,
a his will, he could ruin any mining company if he thought fit.
All he would require to do, without rhyme or reason, would be to announce to the colliery manager that it was his
wish the men should he withdrawn from the mme, in which case 400 or 500 men would he thrown out of employment,
and a repetition of what occurred at the Stockton Mine possibly he the result. In that case the mining authorities
declared the pit unsafe, ordered the men to he withdrawn, and the men themselves, after some enforced idleness, petitioned
the manager to he allowed to go hack to work, as the mine was safe, notwithstanding the opinion expressed to the contrary
by the mining authorities. The men went back to work, and have been at work for the last two years, in tho face of
the order that they should be withdrawn, and the fact that a prosecution was instituted against the manager for not
complying with the mining authorities orders, the manager being fined for working, what was then alleged, a property
which was unsafe, hut which as has already been stated has been at work for two years since, and is at the present moment
in operation.

.

Tbat is a very strong reason,
1386.. An arbitrary power whicli, if an inspector was a bad man, could ruin a company either by wickedness
or mistake? I regard coal-mining as an industry that employs a large number of people, aud a large
number of others depend upon the employment of those immediately engaged. ] contend that no such
thing as an incompetent inspector should continue on the rolls of inspectorship.
1387. Mr. Curley.] With regard to that Stockton business, are you aware that there is a very large
surface subsidence that lias taken place since this report? I am not very well up in the facts of that
Stockton mine.
1388. Suppose that you knew that the men were 300 feet down there below ocean or tidal waters, and
that you had heard tell of a surface subsidence where the curb-stones, supports under dwellings, steps
up to houses, &c., had fallen in, would you not regard that as a serious matter? I certainly would.
I would have regarded that mine as no place for human souls to be in.
1389. Assume that the inspectors gave a report against the mine that they had been sent for by the
manager, and that the men had been withdrawn and they would not enter the mine until it was safe,
would that mean that the inspectors wanted to close the colliery ? .1 would regard that as a stoppage of
work for the time being only until the danger had passed away.
1390. "Will you look at the report of the inspectors on the Stockton Colliery, to be found in the Appendix
to Final Keport of Mr. Fegan’s Select Committee, page 45 {sec Appendix J) ? A ssuming this to be
true, I would say tbat the inspectors, in withdrawing the men, were doing what any sensihle men ought
to do. When the top was going, there was what we call a creep, and in the face of this mine being under
tidal waters.
1391. The subsidence was under the streets, not under tidal waters? Whilst apparcntlyit was not under
tidal waters, no one was prepared to say whether it was under or not. I think it was a poor reference on
the part of the Legislative Council. This matter ought not to have been referred to.
1392. Was it not tantamount to this, that unless you get a big sacrifice of human life, there is no reason
that an inspector should have power to withdraw men ? I think so. If you had taken all the colliery
managers of New South Wales, they would have arrived at the same conclusion as the inspectors. Why
experience goes to show that inspectors are generally very good men.
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George Henderson, Secretary for Illawarra Miners, re-examined:—
•
Mr. G.
1393. Mr. Curley.] Have you given this section of the Bill, relating to the powers of inspectors, and
Headereon. particularly the sub-section 5, upon which you were examined when wc adjourned yesterday, any further
Yes; at least I have considered the matter during the interval, hut T have arrived at no
4iSept., 1895. 0t]ler conclusion.1394 1395
1394. And that conclusion is that you think tho section ought to remain in the Bill as originally drafted ?
Yes; I think the section ought to remain in the Bill.
*
1395. President.] Do you want all the short amendments in tlie sub-sections that are beyond fhe English
Act;—in sub-section 1, for instance, there are a lot of words tbat are not in the English Act? The
English Act does not mean any other than what this Bill means, nor does this Bill amount really to more
than the English Act. It may he more definite. Under the English Act an inspector can go and inspect
a mine when he chooses, but here it stipulates that he should make at least once in each month such
examination. That is simply because it was necessary for the inspectors to look more frequently into the
mines than what they have been doing.
‘
1396.
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1396. Do not you think that when proper iusjjectora are appointed, and they see what their duties are, that
Mr. G.
it is legislating too much in detail to direct all these things? Don’t you think they would do this them- Henderson,
selves without specifying it as in sub-section 1? "Why is it necessary to tell them when they should
visit a mine? Might it not be an objection that they would know when to look for them? Would it ep'
not ho hotter that they should he on the lookout for them ?
1397. But not onco a quarter or once a month ? They have no knowledge of the day, consequently they
might he looking for them on the first day of tho month, and every day till the last day of the month.
139S. .If you legislate to hind inspectors down to visit once every month, may they not get into the habit
of parcelling out their work and be expected at certain times. That is my trouble. ] am ready to give
every power that an inspector ought to have, hut it does no good to legislate in detail ? We may admit of
the truth of the evil, but sometimes it is better to legislate in that method with the intention and for
the obtaining of the greatest good. We find at the present time that our colliery inspectors have very
large areas to inspect, and they do not very frequently visit the collieries, may he it is absolutely
impossible for them to do so. It certainly would be better provided that legislation of such a character
was passed to ensure more frequent visits from tlio inspectors to the collieries even if in anticipation of
keeping everyone concerned looking for the inspector coming. That would be a great benefit.
1399. Mr. Gregzon.~\ How many inspectors have you in the South ? One.
1400. And how many collieries? Eleven.
1401. And what is the greatest distance from one colliery to the other? Thirty miles covers the whole
district.
1402. What are the duties of the inspectors in England, the number of collieries, and the distances they
have to travel ? They have a considerable number of collieries in England.
1403. Much more than thirty miles? Yes, in fact our own southern inspector is the inspector for the
western district.
14(04. How many inspectors are there connected with the Mines Department altogether? Eour:
Inspectors Ilowan, Dixon, Humble, and Bates.
1405, Where is Mr. Bates? In the northern district.
1400. President.'] There is only one inspector for the Southern district ? Yes, only one ; Mr. Rowan.
1407. Have they no inspector in the Western district? Yo ; our inspector officiates in that capacity in
the west right up as far as Cullen Bullen.
1408. How many coal-mines are there in the Colony ? Sixty-eight in the Northern district, thirty-two
in the Western and South-Western districts, and twelve in the Southern district,
.
1409. Mr. Gregson^ If your proposal is to hold good to that sub-clause as it stands, an inspector would
be the whole of the month going his regular rounds in your district ? He could not do it, and when we
(mine to consider matters calmly, I think he has altogether too much work.
1410. You think, therefore, that there should he a larger staff ? Certainly; when you consider the
number of collieries in the South and in the Wost, aud the amount of travelling, it seems as if he had
altogether too much work to perform.
1411. Anyway, your opinion is that sub-clause 5 of Rule 21 on page 8 of the Bill should stand ? My
opinion is that it should stand as it is,
1412. Mr. Gurley.] With regard to tho discipline at the Helensburgh mine, do you consider that the
standard of discipline at that colliery is of a high character? Yes, I certainly do, and I must say that I
never in my experience knew of a colliery where better discipline existed than at Helensburgh.
1413. Mr. Gregson^] Is it daily inspection ? Oh, yes; daily inspection.
1414. More than once a day ? Oh, yes ; more than once a day.
1410, How many times a day ? I cannot say the number of times.
1416. Eront aud back shift? The miners all come up together. There are always deputies in the pit at
all times.
1417. Mr. Gurley.] Have they ever approached faults of any description in that mine ? I tliink they
have had one or two faults, but 1 am only speaking of what I have heard, although I have been in the
mine. 1 have had the pleasure of going all round and having a look at it for myself.
1418. Have you heard of any large blower of gas being given off in approaching these faults? No; not
of any large blast.
1419. Have you heard of any small blower? I have certainly heard that naturally she generates or gives
off a quantity of gas pretty well at all times.
1420. Do you know how the fan is situated at tho upcast shaft ? I know it is situated there, and I have
had the pleasure of looking at the fan at the top of the upcast shaft.
1421. Is the fan away from tlie shaft top ? Oh, yes ; a respectable distance.
1422. How far away? I cannot give the exact distance. This I do know, that I have comfortably
located myself between the fan and the shaft, standing and looking into the upcast shaft.
1423. It is some yards away ? Oh, yes.
1424. Mr. Gregson] A matter of 50 or 100 yards ? Oh, no. You mean from the coal shaft.
1425. Mr. Curleg.] Erom either shaft ? The fan is fully 100 yards away from the coal shaft.
1426. It is the other one 1 am referring to ? In close proximity to the np-cast shaft. The whole
arrangement is under the cover of the one building. They have a very powerful fan there—Isuppose
one of the most modem.
1427. Mr. Gregson,] A quick runner—a Schiele ? I tliink it is a Schiele, but I would not be certain on
that point.
1428. Mr. Curley.] It is not a Cappel ? No, not a Capp'el.
1429. Mr. Gregson.] Is the fan run outside tho huilding ? No, inside the building,
1430. "What diameter is the fan—2 or 3 feet ? The fan would not run in this room. I believe it is 32
feet,
1431. Mr. Gurley] Does every man in the mine work with a safety lamp ? Yes.
1432. There are no naked lights ? No.
1433. Are the lights all examined at the pit top or at tlie bottom of the pit ? I think they are examined
both at the top and at the bottom of the pit.
1434. Do you know the class of safety-lamps they use at that mine;—is it the Mueseler or the Meredith?
I do not know which of the makers it is. Of course it is the new safety-lamp.
1435. One of the latest? Yes; one of the latest.
1436.
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1436. Do you know of any mines in your district wkere there is no mechanical ventilation of any
Henderson. description, where there is what is known as natural ventilation without mechanical power at all ? iNo ;

4.SepCl89S. we have no mines of that class. "We have two mines that are ventilated with fans, and the remaining
mines aro ventilated by furnaces.
3437. Are there any ocher mines in your district that give off explosive gas or fire-damp ? lYc have a
mine that gas has been frequently observed in—namely, the South Bulli mine. We had a fatal accident
in that mine through gas.
1438. What time in the day did the accident take place there ? T cannot speak with certainty, hut I am
under the impression that the explosion of gas took place sometime between the hours of half-past two
and half-past four in the afternoon.
1430. Do you know any of the circumstances in connection with that accident;—how it occurred ? Yes ;
I pretty well know the whole of the circumstances. It occurred something like this:—A man or two
men were working in a bord, the innermost herd in a certain heading. On tins occasion, when their
empty skips were sent in they were put past the turn, and in order to pull the full ones out they had
occasion to go out of this bord and proceed a distance into the beading, in order that they might draw
their empty skips back. This beading had a little dip from the turn to tho herd, down to the fuce, and
the empty skips had no doubt been put past the turn by tho wheeler, and had gone in towards tbo face.
When this man came out of the bord to seek his empty skips—no man being in the heading at tbe time,
the heading man having gone home two hours previously—tho gas exploded and burnt the man, and
death was the result. Of course it was all naked lights. Those, briefly, are tho circumstances.
1440. Do you know if there was any hratticing in that heading? There was no hratticing.
1441. Do you know whether the men work with any safety-lamps in that mine ? At this particular time,
when the explosion occurred, 1 do not think there were any safety-lamps used in the mine.
1442. Do you know anything about the method of inspection there? Yo, I do not.
1443. Will you now look at section [22] 20, on page 0 of the Bill—“ Yotice by inspector of causes of
danger not expressly provided against” {see Appendix A). Will you look through the section. You
will see that the words “and enter such report in a book at the mino” are struck out ? I take the view
that those words should not be erased; I think that that is an absolute necessity. Once an inspector
has made an examination, and finds certain things that arc not satisfactory, having inserted the same in
a hook at the mine, no one can dispute the fact of the inspector having made the observation.
1444. President,Do you think that all these things are required of the inspector;—if you go back to
section 21 you will see in subsection 4 these words, “ and shall enter itt a hook to be provided by tho
owner or manager a report of any defect, or anything in or about the mine tending to endanger tho safety
or health of the miners employed therein;” then in this section [22] 20 that wc are at, “and shall state
in the notice the particulars m which he considers the mino, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or
practice to he dangerous or defective”? I think that is simply repetition.
1445. If you require inspectors to make all these writings how will they have time to do other work?
But that is one essential part of their work. What is tho use of having an inspector if, after having
made an inspection, you have no record of the work done ?
1440. The object of his inspection is to require any defect to he remedied, and report to the Minister if
he secs anything wrong? At the same time we must admit that, having officiated in a very important
capacity, it is necessary that he shall leave some trace hohind him. lie may simply make an inspection
and say to the manager so-and-so is the case. The manager possibly misunderstands or misinterprets
what is said. J am not prepared to say wilfully neglects the observations made by the inspector, hut
through some force of circumstances he simply does not put into practice what has been ordered by the
inspector, and he actually says he did not understand the inspector to mean what he said.
.
1447. Mr. Curley.'] Is there not a qualifying circumstance in the section that wc are now at. Tho report
is only an after question, provided the manager takes up some obstinate position? Quite so.
1448. Mr. Qreyson.] There is no such thing in the English Act, and there are no complaints before the
Boyal Commission on labour. The whole policy of the English Act is different to what is attempted to
be provided here. The English Act assumes that a man is going to do his duty, but you want a heap of
things that they do not dream of asking. They expect a man to do his duty;—you want them entered in
a book besides? Having an English experience I tell you that the difference between English and
Australian mining is almost incredible to any man. Having an experience in both countries as a miner,
I must tell you that the whole of the mining arrangements in very many of the collieries in Yew South
Wales seems to a man who has gone through English mines a tin-pot arrangement that is almost
intolerable. That is the only way I can describe it.
1449. That itself might he removed when the inspector has the large powers that both the proprietors
and the minors think he should have; hithorto he has not had quick power, but if he has the power
to say this or that is to be done he can see it is done ? Undoubtedly it would do, and it is the intention,
and will remove a great deal of the disabilities we see around about us. Yet provided that this
matter remained in the section, this provision of entering such report in a book, is there any particular
injury that would be brotight to hear against or upon any individual by such course of action? I.
certainly believe any of the work entailed would not he so great as wc iinnginc. It is only a matter of a
few minutes. Look at our deputies that go round and inspect the mines in the mornings. They come
out of the mines and there is a report-book placed before them, and they go into the office and insert
their daily inspection in this report-hook, It is a matter of only ten minutes. Having done that, then)
is a record of their inspection, lying open to tho manager and every other official about the concern, and
procurable if necessity requires it.
1450. I am coming to the necessity of the position of a deputy, or the pillar inspection, to have it
recorded that so-and-so is there, but iu the case of the Government inspector is there not a difference?
He comes two or three times in a month, or two or three times in six months, and as long as he sees
everything straight what necessity is there for him to record it ? He has to make his reports to the
Minister. As far as the safety of the mine is concerned, what difference does it make about him entering
his report in the hook ? One man is a private servant, while the other is a public servant.
1451. It is part of the discipline of the pit ? Ought not that discipline lo apply to the public ?
1452. Mr. Gurley.] Have you seeu the section in the English Act on this matter to make a comparison
between the two methods;—the section is number 42, sub-section i {see Appendix C, section 42, sub
section i, of English Coal Mines Eegulation Act of 1887) ? Yes.
1453.
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1453. You think tlial; the clause we are discussing should remain in the Bill as originally drafted ? Yes.
^
1454. 'Will you now look at section [27] 25, sub-section 18, of the Bill, on page 12 {sec Appendix A) ; HendBrEOtlthere is a proposal I think to embody something else in connection with that clause to meet the words “ a ^,^o))t^l895
Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-law” ; the proposition is, “ or other person agreed to
*
‘
by the arbitrators,” so as to make the position as wide as possible;—would you look at the amendment
proposed by the Legislative Assembly in the Minutes of the Proceedings of the Legislative Council, 1st
May, 1895:—
The Assembly agrees to the amendments in clause 27, but proposes to amend that on page 11, line 1, by omitting
therefrom the words “a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-law,” and inserting the words ‘‘or other person
agreed to by the arbitrators,” instead thereof.

? So far as the District Court Judge is concerned, I certainly believe it is the proper course to take, tbit I
have never been favourable to Police, or Stipendiary Magistrates having anything to do with these matters
whatever. I do not know that it would he to the best interests of either parties that they should have, '
and I certainly favour the idea of omitting a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-law, with
a view to inserting the words “or other person agreed to by the arbitrators.” Of course, if those persons
choose to agree upon a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-law, I have not the slightest
objection.
1455. Might they not agree to some gentleman that might not have any legal connection at all ? Quito
so. "We have done so in eases in our own district.
1456. ilf?’. Gret/son.] Suppose these words were all taken out, and it was agreed that any person appointed
by the arbitrators should be an umpire; but if the arbitrators failed to agree, the Minister must appoint
a District Court Judge ? I think a District Court Judge is better than a Stipendiary Magistrate or
Bnrrister-at-law. "We'had an experience of that in the county of Durham. I rather like to Itavo an
agreement between the arbitrators if possible; but if not possible, next in preference comes the District
Court Judge.
1457. President.'] "What do you wish to say, then? And any person maybe appointed as an umpire
under this section; hut, in the event of the arbitrators failing to agree, the Minister shall appoint a
District Court Judge to bo the umpire.
1458. Mr. Curleij.] Will you now' look at section [30] 28, sub-sectioul, on page 14- of the Bill—*' Plan of
the workings of the mine” (see Appendix A) ;—what do you say to that provision ? In giving you an
individual opinion, it is one of those provisions against which there should not be any objection, because all
colliery managers keep a plan of their workings.
1459. Mr. G-regson.] Jfot made up to date ? In most of the eases the plan never gets very far behind.
1460. What is the provision iu the English Act in this respect ? I think three months.
1461. Your view is that it should be as speedy as possible ? Yes.
1462. Mr. Curley.] Will you look at sub-section 3 of clause [30] 28 (see Appendix A)
you will see that
this section is crossed out ? 1 think if a plan is to be kept at all that it may as well be a plan. This
section is, in my opinion, simply the carrying out of sub-section l that we have just passed.
1463. President.] But do you see the detail it goes into ? The view I take is that it would not be a
plan if these things in this sub-section were not there.
1464. What is the good of legislating for what this plan is to contain ; the section is not in the English
Act, and they are very careful in regard to these matters;—there is such a tremendous amount of detail ?
Yes; there seems to be so.
1465. Mr. Gurley.] Is it not possible that an inspector may inspect a colliery and look at the plan, hut
that there might be a creek on that estate on the surface workings of which he knew nothing;—he might
look at the plan of the internal workings, but that plan would not indieale it. ! t might be a lagoon of
which he would have no knowledge ? Quite so.
14-66. Is there any undermining down in your district—the undermining of streets, roads, or districts?
I know something about it, but up to date we are not troubled with that kind of work. Wo are
penetrating the mountain side.
1467. But do you not think it is a very desirable thing ? I certainly think so. Our municipalities are
down below the coal; hut .1 certainly think that, in view of the fact that collieries are working under
houses, roads, bridges, rivers, and so on, that this provision is really a necessary provision under sneh
circumstances.
1468. It is necessary in the interests of the general public ? Decidedly.
1469. President.] Would not this answer your purpose, Mr. Henderson, to add on to sub-section 1 the
latter part of sub-section 3—“ and in addition to the plan hereinbefore provided for there shall also bo
so provided, if required, a surface plan on the same scale showing thereon all streets, roads, buildings,
creeks, rivers, bays, swamps, navigable waters, and limits of any tidal waters within the said boundary "?
Having provided for a complete plan, that can only mean that the shaft and everything connected with
the workings of the colliery must be shown on some plan or plans.
1470. Air. Curleyi] With the knowledge that we have that some of our mines are working under tidal
waters, do you not think that it is almost absolutely necessary to know the kind of strata gone through,
and that the inspector should be fully informed of all these matters? Yes, I do.
1471. So that he should always know of the possibility of any danger? Yes, certainly.
1472. Air. GregsonI] The objection is putting too much information on one sheet? I am not satisfied to
leave anything out whore it is believed there is public good to be derived, especially as in the latter part
of sub-section 3.
1473. Do you not think that the latter part of sub-section 3 might he added to sub-section 1, and the first
part of sub-section 3, down to the words “ or bore-holo," be struck out? Yes.
1474. Mr. Curley.] You believe that there should be a surface plan ? Yes,
1475. And that that plan should indicate the bore-holes? Yes; Ido not make it imperative which plan
should indicate the boro-holes. 1 do not think it matters much on which of the plans they are shown.
1476. But they should he shown ? Yes ; certainly they should be shown.
1477. Will you now look at sub-section 5, of Kule [30] 28, on page 14 of the Bill [see Appendix A], You
will see that the words “ or tracing” are erased in that sub-section ? 1 do not see any necessity at all for
the words “ or tracing.” It is quite evident that all that is wanted is comprehended within the meaning
of sub-section 5, without the words “or tracing.”
92—H
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Curley,'] Perhaps the Commissioners will deal with this matter later on ?
It does seem ns
though it was an entirely new departure when coming to the words “ nor shall such plans.” Plans should,
4 Sept., 1896. Pe£haps, read “ copies,” be open to inspection. &c.
1479. "We now come to section [31] 29, sub-section 1, on page 15 of the Bill {see Appendix A), You will
see that the word “ serious” is inserted; that is a new word inserted that is in the English Act; Mr.
Eegan and Mr. Cook do not want this word left in ? AYhilst the English Act has the word “ serious,” it
may really mean exactly what we want to mean by leaving tbe word serious out, because you can depend
upon it that reports of all accidents iji England, no matter what they are, are always made.
1480. President.] The clause in the English Act is No. 35, sub-section 1, and rends {sea Appendix C). The
argument, so far, is that tins word “serious” should be left out of the sub-section ? 1 cannot, for the
life of.me, see why the ivoid “ serious” should be inserted at all, because, as a rule, we look on some kinds
of accidents as being very small accidents indeed winch ultimately turn out to be grievous and serious.
1481. Supposing a man got his hand slightly scalded or his linger hurt, this would necessitate sending in
this to the Minister; whatever slight accident happened would have to he reported; do you not see that
this is tremendous detailed legislation ; surely no humane man would, if there was an explosion which
caused personal injury, be likely to say it was not serious personal injury; I think it is well to follow
what we have here in the English Act; there are a thousand and one different accidents that may happen :
one man may throw a piece of coal on another man’s toe, and is that to be reported ; if you say “ any
personal injury,” that would have to bo reported; the object of the section is, where personal injury
occurs through a serious thing, such as a gas explosion or the explosion of a boiler, the injury is to be
reported; but in other cases you do not report it unless the injury is serious; in the case of an explosion,
no matter what the injury is, it does not matter how slight, it must be reported, but yon need not do it in
other cases unless the injury,is serious? But, Mr. President, I do not think that these slight matters
that you have referred to really come under the heading of an accident at all.
.1482. It is personal injury ? Here is a matter of fact: We will depart from theory for the present.
Say that there are two men loading a skip, for instance; one man happens by accident to knock a piece of
coal on to his mate’s foot. The accident or in jury is one of those momentary things that will cause' an
amountpf pain for a day or two, but it will not prevent the man from following his occupation, and so
long as it does not do that it is never considered a personal injury. So soon as an accident or injury
occurs that is calculated to throw a man out of employment—we never have any knowledge of what the
nature of it will bo, and especially if tbe man may have a little bruise—it ought to be reported. I have
in my mind a man whom I know, a fine fellow, who fell on the side of a skip—that, of course, would never
come under the heading of a serious accident, simply because the man stumbled—however, be finished bis
day’s work and came out of the pit, mingled with Ins fellows, and came back to his work the next day.
He followed out his work noxt day under some little disability, through pain in his ribs. That night he
came home and felt his injury very much more serious, and it happened that nine or ton months lapsed
before that man was able to put his feet to tho ground, all traceable to that little personal injury.
1483.
Grcyson.] What would have been the good if that accident had been reported ? I do not
know.
1484. It was not discovered at the time to he a serious personal injury ? I am giving an illustration of
of what may possibly occur in other cases.
1485. "What would be the good of reporting an accident of that character? T?e know it is better in all
cases to have records of injuries, and how they take place.
1486. A mere accident of stumbling ? Ob, no ! Here, in this sub-section, wc have it plainly, that this
only means that it shall be reported within the twenty-four hours. If the injury is such as of course
would not be felt within the twenty-four hours, then the necessity of reporting it, or the possibility of
reporting it in the twenty-four hours, goes away.
1487. Mr, Curley.] Ho you thiuk that one-half of the non-fatal accidents are reported ? I do not think
they are.
1488. President] In the 28th section of the 1876 Act they have mixed these accidents up ; but in the
present Bill they have separated them ? In the present Bill they have followed the English Act, and the
framers have carefully considered this.
1489. Mr. Carlcy.] Do you know, Mr. Henderson, yourself, of any accidents that have turned out to be
serious that have never been reported in your district ? I cannot say I know of any other accidents.
1490. President.] The accident you have mentioned no one would have thought of reporting;—if you had
this Bill you would not have reported that accident;—the man was able to go to his work next day ? Yes;
I have pointed that out.
1491. Mr. Curley.] If a man was knocked down by a train of skips on the engine plane, and some of those
skips passed over him, and he had to have some of his fingerg amputated, would that be a serious personal
injury ? Certainly it would ; and that accident or injury ought to be reported. Taking the Beport of tho
Department of Mines for 1894, the injuries that have taken place in the southern district correspond with
those we have ourselves taken; so that all accidents that we really know of have boon reported up to
date, and I certainly think they should continue to do so, but in tbe case mentioned by Mr. Curley there
was great neglect of duty somewhere.
1492. President.] That is no argument about this section ; this section of the Bill provides that, if hurt
by accident, it must be reported ? As a matter of fact, those words that are inserted here in this sub
section with certain managers boar such -wonderful construction; and whilst I think that the ease
mentioned by Mr. Curley was a strict dereliction of duty, if we had the person who ought to have
reported it, he might think it was not sufficiently serious to come within the terms of the Act.
1493. Mr. Greyson.] My experience is, that on the chance of accidents being serious they are reported.
1494. President.] Ts the inspector of the district, if you put in any personal injury, to have a report sent
to him if a man has a bit of skin knocked off his hand, or if a piece of coal falls on his toe: is that to bo
reported;—is that to be reported unless it occurs by reason of an explosion ? That is all right, hut I will
have you to understand this, that here in connection, say, with tho Southern District Beport of the
Department of Mines, page 100 {see Appendix D.), when this report was drafted, Mr. Bowan was very
careful in considering the matters reported to him, knowing that in the future he has a report to
submit to his Department, and that it is just possible that that report might come into the hands of Mr.
Henderson, or any man placed in the same position as myself, and he would investigate that report, and if
Mr. Bowan’s report is what Mr. Henderson could prove to be incorrect there is a possibility of things
becoming
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bcuimiiiig v(.'ry unpleasant for tbe inspector. In that sense they would not dare to depart from their duty
Mr. G-.
because of tho wmaller accidents that come in. There is no possible chance of injuries such as bits of skin Henderson,
coming in. They cannot know that they have actually taken place, and you cannot by law force a man
to know.
‘
‘
‘
"
4 Sci,t‘*1895,
1495. The injured workmen will never complain ? bio. "Why we object to the word “ serious,” if you can
call it an objection, is because, as Mr. Curley has pointed out, wo sometimes como across matters that
ought certainly to be reported and that are actually neglected.
■
1496. Do you think this matter of sufficient moment, when you see the distinctions drawn between these
accidents, to have care about whether this word “ serious ” should be iu the sub-section the way it is put
here;—in one case accidents must bo reported, but in other cases they must only be serious? I do not
consider it myself of very vital importance.
'
1J97. Mr. GurleyI know at the time it was pointed out, that in a matter not being reported at a
certain time, that if you had to bring a notice against a company that had to be given at a given time ?
Yes.
1-198. Mr. Grnysov.'] There is no complaint about this word in the Unglish Royal Commission of Investi
gation ? It is a woll-known fact by the number of accidents that are reported, and the circumstances,
that they arc pretty well all reported, save and except those that wc have been conversing about—little
bits of an injury that a man would not take the slightest notice of—but all other injuries are fairly well
reported.
MOO, President.'] Would you make them any more reported by leaving out the word “ serious —take
tbe case put by Sir. Curley, would that accident have been reported any more under this section ? A man,
with tho word “ serious ” left out, may say “it is a part of my duty—this is a personal injury,” and might
have reported it.
”
1500. Mr. Curleij.] In the section we have been considering there are the words “forthwith, but not
later than within twenty-four hours”; even with the word “serious” the Council still objects to having
these words in ? What is the difference ?
1501. I want your opinion about this? My opinion is that there is not sufficient difference between the
wording “ forthwith but not later than” and “ within twenty-four hours.” There is not sufficient
difference in the construction to cause any comment.
1502. You are satisfied with the wording “ within twenty-four hours” ? Quito satisfied.
1503. We come now to section [32] 30, sub-section 4. on page 15 (see Appendix A). You will see that
we come to the same word again in this sub-scetion; but on this occasion it is not in connection with
twenty-four hours, but one month. Will you give us your views on this alteration ?-----15031-. President.] The wording in tbe English Act is “within two months” ? I do not think the words
“ one month,’1 ought to be in this sub-section at all. I think the word “ forthwith” is really the most
applicable to the circumstances. Why should there be a month intervoniog between the time of com
mencing a mine, or of shutting-up a mine—bctu een the time of doing so, and the inspector being informed
of it. 1 certainly think the words “ within one month” arc entirely out of place,
150t, It leaves it a question as to what “forthwith” means? Yes. I think it really ought to he
nothin a much less period than one month, because I do not see any necessity for one month to
intervene. The object is simply to inform the inspector that the mine has been abandoned; that some
part of the mine is going to be commenced ; or that a mine having been abandoned is going to be re-started;
and this provision, seeing that tho Coal Mines Regulation Act applies to coal-mines, is really an essential
that must he carried out ; and I see no reason why one month’s grace should ho given for any such act,
because if a colliery was to be started, or they wanted to start it, a manager, or some one for the head
manager, in some respects, could notify the inspector, surely, within seven days, anyhow.
1500. What is tho object of their having notice in such a violent burry ? The object in commencing new
scams is, that the inspector may at once proceed to the scene before this work is commenced. That ought
to he tho method of inspection in that case.
-1506. Would they get very far in a month ? It all depends on circumstances. It might he that a large
section of a pit, for instance, had been standing for a number of years, and all at once they intend com
mencing, or re-commencing, this section. Whilst they would not get very far within a month, they could
pop in forty or fifty men in that section. lienee the inspector, knowing all about it, as speedily as possible
goes there in order to be acquainted with the system of ventilation necessary for that section, and all
other matters appertaining to mining.
1507. Practically, the manager or owner has to give notice ; but it docs not say bow ? Ro; but it has to
be done within one month, and I take it that this word “ forthwith” wras inserted, whatever we may
construe it to moan, to provide that the thing should be done at once.
1503. Suppose wo make the wording “fourteen days,” instead of “forthwith,” making it so that you can
hind him down to it;—is fourteen days enough ? ----1509. JlZr. Greysou.] In the English Act it says, within two months. My only reason for adhering to
those words is that unless some reason is shown why the system followed in England should not he adopted,
we ought to follow it hero ? I do not think it really matters much.
1510. Mr. Citrlet/.] We will now go to section 36, on jiage 17, of the Rill, “ Hours of employment ” (see
Appendix A). You will notice that this section has been erased hy tbe Council; do you consider that
this section should he erased ? Certainly not; I consider tho section ought to remain as at first
proposed, for very good reasons too.
1511. What arc the reasons ? Some of them are that really I am of opinion—and I think we all agree to
the fact—that almost nature herself so designed it, that a man should work eight hours a day. It seems
to be quite the natural thing for us to do so, and we find that in endeavouring to get this, which seems to
be a very natural provision, we are blocked on every band, and instead of being cidled upon to work the
reasonable eight hours’ shift, wc have coal-miners, whose occupation we know is very far from being a
pleasant one, called upon actually to go into the pit, and the manager of the put will say to them, “ now
you stop there till T send for you to come out again.”
>5] 2. What are the circumsfauces in your district—the time of working at the different mines in your
district? I am sorry to say that we have no real general custom. Porinstance, at Helensburgh we work
one shift about eight hours and three-quarters, or nine hours per day—getting on to nine hours.
1513. What time do the men come in? At 8 o’clock, or halt-past 7—from half-past 7 to 8 o’clock, and
they come out again at 4'30 at night.
1514.
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Mr. (J.
1514. That is Dine hours ?
Henderson.

Tes.
1515. Mr. Qretjion^ Is that from banlc to bank ? Yes; it may extend a little longer than nine hours
4S^C^895 from bank to bank. There are other mines -where no hours of labour practically are recognised at all,
'but it is a question of blowing the whistle, which is to inform men that they are wanted at the pit, and,
it is not a miraculous thing for a man to go into the pit, and be told by the manager that he is to
stop there until he is sent for.
1516. Until he is sent for ? Yes ; until he is sent for.
1517. Mv.Guvley^\ If or how many hours is that? In some cases sixteen hours, and in this period of
the nineteenth century.
1518. Mr. Gregson.~] At the face ? Yes, at the face. I have known a man, after he has been about
lifteen or sixteen hours at the face, to be allcnved by the manager to go home and get a little bit of
tucker, and to be told to get back straight to the pit again, and do another eight or nine hours work.
The manager has allowed him to come out, but compelled him to go back.
1519. Jtfr. Ok!'Z«/,] Under what circumstances was this done;—were there any special circumstances?
The only circumstances that I can imagine or conceive of are these. There is not very much rolling-stock,
and it is a question of making rolling-stock of flesh and blood. A steamer comes, and a quantity of coal
is required to load that steamer. The mine may have been idle, but a steamer comes into tbe jetty, and
the quantity of coal that is standing in the waggons is placed on board tbe steamer; then it is a question,
of getting the men to work, and keeping them there until that steamer has received tho whole of her
cargo, or tho quantity she came for. The men are, practically, the rolling-stock.
1520. Mr. Gregson.^ Then you do not have a steamer every day ;—you get a Jong spell ? "Wc do not
have a steamer every day.
1521. Mr. Curley.] Can you give us the prevailing general custom in your district ? The general custom
is that the collieries shall draw coal from 7 o’clock in the morning until 5 o’clock at night—ten hours per
day. That is the general system.
1522. President^ In all of the collieries ? In all of them, save and exceptTIelenshurgh, and that colliery
works on the conditions that I have stated, but the other collieries are supposed to draw coal from 7 o’clock
until 5 o'clock—ten hours a day. They draw coal often a good deal longer than that.
1523. Mr. Gurley.] They exceed that time occasionally ? Yes ; in fact, there are one or tvro collieries
who seem to never for one moment come within the limits of general custom. Almost every day they
work outside the limits of general custom. They start at 6 o’clock in the morning, and work till 7 o’clock
at night, and never seem to come within the limits of general custom.
1524. Mr. Grcgiton.] Are there any young people under the age of 18 years, employed for this number of
hours ? I am inclined to think there are.
‘
1525. If so, it is an infringement of the Act ? I am inclined to think the Act is infringed.
1526. "Well, you know' there is a remedy ? Yes, I know ; if you can get at them.
1527. Mr. Curley.] If a man or boy refuses to w'ork what is the alternative ? The alternative is to clear
away, there is another man or boy for your job. That is why the hours of labour are in such a complicated
state in the Southern district.
"
1528. President] Do you know of any other place to which that applies ? "Well, I know several places
where they have tried, but where we have up to date succeeded by organization in preventing them from
bringing such exacting conditions upon us. I will give you an example. Here is a notice posted up on
one of tbe mines in the Illawarra district, on the 15th day of June, 1895.

Mount Kembla Colliery.
_
loth Jane, 1S95.
Fourtehy days from this (late minors and other workmen emplnyed at this colliery will be required to work on Pay
Saturdays for such number of hours as the exigencies of trade demand, and to start work at any time up to 9 a.m., as on
other days when required, and employment will be subject to acquiescence in this rule.
J. H. RONALDSON,
Manager,
This only applies to Pay Saturday in regard to that particular colliery. We have not worked under the
exacting conditions that are here set forth, but it came to a question of this, that wro were driven actually
to the verge of a strike, and it was only by tbe calmest and the greatest amount of consideration that a
strike could actually be prevented, We see here that one is necessary to prevent such conditions of slavery as
are within the conditions of that notice. 11 only applies to Pay Saturday. Up to that date we had not been
working on Pay Saturdays at all. and for some reason or other they wanted us to work on these Saturdays,
and put up a notice that that limitation to Saturday was actually from 9 o’clock in tho morning until 12
o’clock on the Saturday night. IVe, of course, were very nearly driven to a strike, but ultimately we
compromised by incessant representations. We wrote those who intended, to enforce the conditions, and
we interviewed them by deputations, until at last we arrived at an agreement that allows our men to
come out of the pit at 1 o'clock on Pay Saturday.
1529. And what time do the men work from ? Any hours between G in tho morning and 1 o’clock.
But you see the struggle we have to battle against; that is continually being fought in order to prevent
the most serious conditions that may bo imposed on men. I can understand "that kind of tiling iu
Siberia, but I really cannot understand it here.
1530. Afr. Curley.] They work eight hours in Siberia? Well, they are better off than we are.
1531. What is tbe practice of the hours in that particular colliery you name? It is that the miners
work two shifts, front and back, of eight hours each. Tbe miners work eight hours. This the miners
have struggled to maintain, and as you know we have come through a number of years of verv serious
depression, and it bas affected us down there, as well as other people. We have consequently been
weakened in our stand, and whilst we have this provision for the men to work eight-hour shifts, only
quite recently an employer or tbe manager ordered both shifts to go in at one time.
1532. Where was this ? At Mount Kembla, and to como out at one time, for two or three days or some
thing like this, and the consequences of course we know to a man who refuses any of these impositions—■
he is turned bolus-bolus from the colliery.
1532T. Were the shifts kept for more than the eighthours ? The managerhad intended they should be kept
ten or eleven hours, and did it on the first day, because the men had no opportunity of getting themselves
together, but I know that after the first day’s work, the men called ameetingandthey unanimously decided
that rather than submit to those conditions they would stop at home altogether. The result was that
'
the
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the mon went to work in their usual shifts, and fortunately no notice was taken of them. They were „ ^ ^
permitted to go on, and no etrietures were brought against them for having met and remonstrated.
1->J3. President,'] What time docs the first shift go in? At 6 o’clock in the morning, and they leave the^ g j jg^
face at 2 o’clock in the afternoon—eight hours. The second shift goes in at 9 o’clock and leaves the face
*’
'
at 5 o’clock in the afternoon—eight hours.
1534. When you were asked to work longer, until that time had you only been working the eight hours?
Yes.
.
1535. And they tried to put on some more hours ? They are continually trying.
1536. And you have resisted ? Yes.
1537. And successfully ? Yes, so far, at that particular colliery.
1538. J/r, Curley.] What time do they draw coal at Mount Kembla ? For ten hours.
1539. Have you given us a statement with regard to most of the collieries in your district? I think so.
1540. Hoes that statement cover the whole of the collieries ? Yes, concerning the working of ten hours.
Of course, as I have said, there are some of the collieries that depart from that rule as to drawing coal,
and not infrequently either. One of the collieries, in particular, during the last month. I do not think
I would exaggerate matters by saying that one colliery has drawn coal on an average eleven and a half
hours for half the time she has worked during tho month.
1541. Mr. Gbry.wj;.] Are the men underground? Yes; working the whole of the time,
1542. I want to know with regard to Mount Kembla;—is it in the ease of Mount Kembla that they are
required to work sixteen hours? No, it is not.
1543. At other collieries than Mount Kembla? Yes, at others.
1544. Mr. Curlei/i] Will you give us the name of the colliery ? At Clifton they have been working six
teen hours.
'
1545. Mr. GregsonC] Eleven and a-kalf hours a day for half the time they have been at work ? Yes,
1546. Can you give the names of those collieries ? Clifton and Corrimal are two that very frequently
transgress the order of the ten'hours.
1547. Clifton was the colliery where the miners have to remain at the face for sixteen hours ? Yes; that
*
is the Clifton Colliery.
1548. What about Mount Keira? Mount Keira draws coal for ten hours per day, and she does
occasionally depart from that order of work. I have known her, by reputation, to work from 7 o’clock
until 7 o’clock—twelve hours—drawing coal all tbe time. The miners were working the whole of that
time, viz., twelve hours per day. At the same time I would like to impress this fact, that this order of
things is altogether contrary to the wish and the desire of the men who are working these hours. It is
not any free will of their own by which it is done.
■
1549. Mr. Curley^] You mean to say that they are ordered, or requested, to do this ? They are requested
to do it, and we know what that means, provided that there is a refusal,
1550. Ho you'think there is a need for anything like such irregularities in connection with this work?
I certainly do not think so.
1551. Mr. Greyson.] Ferhaps you cannot form an opinion? I am speaking from ohservaiion.
_
1552. Mr. GurleyHo tho men work anything like full time all round? No ; very far from full time.
1553. President.] What is full time? Eleven days per fortnight at some collieries would bo full time.
1554. Mr. Greyson.] How long have you not been working full time? I think during tho last three
years we have not had many collieries in our district that have done full time for more tlian half a dozen
fortnights in the three years. Even those collieries that work the long hours, putting the long hours into
reasonable shifts—ton hour shifts—that would then bring them up only from nine to ten days per
fortnight.
1555. Just consider this: you have to do the trade when it comes to you;—do you not think you would
be in a predicament if the eight hours were fixed by law ? I do not think so.
■
1556. Ho you not think that you would often lose an order ? I do not think so.
1557. Ho not hide that possibility? Wc are not hiding that possibility at all. As a matter of fact,
we arc almost prepared to say that we know differently. We do not think that it would make any
difference in that respect.
1558. Your trade is conducted on certain economic considerations :—there are so many steamers coming
at certain times, and you get a certain amount of work in a certain way, and if you could get it in another
way no doubt it would be more to your comfort? We have taken notice of ail these things. We have
known a pit to work for twelve hours one day, and not do a turn the next day.
,1559. If you did not work twelve hours to-day you would not have got tho trade ? In cases 1 have
mentioned the steamer was not there at all.
1560. Mr. Curley.] Ho the companies keep a fair amount of rolling-stoek—skips and waggons ? Mostly
all of them have a fair amount of rolling-stock. Some of them have very insuflicient rolling-stock.
"
1561. Mr. Greyson.] What do you call a fair amount of rolling-stock ? Five or 6 tons to every man
that is getting coal.
1562. That means two days’ work ? Yes ; we have not that, hut that is what I would call a fair amount.
1563. Some of the collieries have considerably less than that ? Yes, some of them have considerably less
than that. Some of them will fill everything up in a day.
1564. Mr. Curley.] Bo you not think if they have a day’s work standing ahead in the trucks, or the skips,
that that is a very fair supply to start with ? Ido ; consequently that is one of the grounds why I consider
that the matter of these long hours is a questionable method of working; and, apart altogether from that
fact, it is inpirious io coal-miners to remain in the bowels of tho earth in the presence of the several
injurious gases for that number of hours.
1565. Mr. Greyson.] But supposing you had this option, you have got to remain in the bowels of the
earth for so many hours or be without your work ; there comes the difficulty ? I am telling you candidly,
Mr,_ Gregson, that is not my opinion at all, because I am a very great believer in the fact that if one
colliery does not get the trade the other will.
1566. The trade might go to the north ? I do not care where it goes to so long as men are worked like
reasonable human beings.
1507. If the necessity was so great, you would rather see the trade go from Illawarra than work the hours
you are doing ? I would rather see the trade out of tho road than to enforce inhuman conditions. I have
had
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had a fair experience in working six-hour ^shifts, and I have ta-ded tiro working of ths long liouri iu the
Illawarra district, and J was a much better man at tho six hours than X was at the long hours.
4Scpt. 3895.1-^‘ ^T'
Where did you work the six-hours shift? In the county of Durham.
■’
' 15G!). Did a man feel more vigorous for his work there ? I should think so.
lo/O. He always went into the pit a man ? STes; prepared to do Ills work, and could do it.
1571 Mr. Orison.] I see the average number of hours at Durham is given at 5'37 ? That is six hours
to all intents and purposes. How the decimal comes in is, that the front shift-man goes to work at 4
o’clock in the morning, and ho is relieved by the man who goes down at 10 o’clock, so that lie actually
works six hours at the face; hut the man who relievos him at 10 o’clock has to be back at the shaft at d
0 clock at night, consequently he cannot remain at the face six hours. That is how the decimal under the
six hours is found.
15/2. They do not draw after 4 o’clock? Ko; from 6 o’clock in the morning until 4 o’clock in Ihc
afternoon.
1573. Mr. Curley.] Did yon notice that everything was carried out on uniform lines there ? Oh, yes ;
everything is as regular as a piece of machinery—everything is worked methodically. The men are all there
to go down at one time, and to come up at one time,
15/4. Have the tunnels in this Colony something to do with this business of irregularity—the tunnels
being favourable to got into the pit at any lime? I think in some cases, but they arc very exceptional
ones. It is in exceptional cases where 1. know of men to desire to get in at an early hour of tho morning.
"\Ve are not much troubled with that in our district, unless they are ordered to be there.
1575. Mr. Greyson.] What hours do these men make or go when they make these sixteen hours? They
are called at all times, in that colliery in particular, to go m. One of our collieries, Corrimal, for instance,
only quite recently blew the whistle for the front shift men to go to work at 7 o’clock in Ihc morning.
IVheu the front shiftmen went to work atthe pit everything was filled—waggons and skips—and there was
nothing for them to do. They wont to the pit, and found there was nothing to do. A few of them
wended their way back home again, and whilst the management knew there was nothing to do, they blew
. the whistle for the back shift men to como up ; that is, two lots of men were brought up for notlimg to
do. The men finding things useless, sat down for an hour, and then wended their way back to their
homes, and at 12 o’clock the whistle wont again for the third time, and demanded the men to come back
to work.
1576.'Was there any friction between the men and the managers? No, not the slightest, Tho reason
we assigned to ourselves for this was, that it was merely caprice on the part of the management to show
that they could do practically with the men as they chose to.
1577-8. Can you give me the date when this was done
were you there yourself at Ibis time ? No ;
1 was told this by people I can credit. At the same colliery they have a system of sometimes filling
slack—no round coal at all; and when they do this, the management says wo will only want twenty men
to fill the slack, but we will blow the whistle, and the consequence is that every man, probablv 100 men,
must go 4 miles from their homes up to the pit, and when they get there they will see on a paper at the
pit top the twenty names that arc required, and the other eighty or 100 men whose names arc not on
that paper must turn about and walk all that distance home again. If they do not come at tho call of
the whistle, and they arc known not to come, it is simply a question of, “ You can lake your tools out.”
1579. Mr. Curley.] I presume that numbers of these men, apart from their work, have pieces of land that
they might profitably work in their own time ? Yes ; some of them have.
1580. Do you think that a manager should encroach on men's time in that way ? 1 certainly do not, and
I have complained very bitterly about it. I have gone so far as to interview the manager about’ this
matter, and ask him i.o make such regulations as were really decent in tho management of a colliery, hut
he went on in his own way.
"
1581. Mr. Greyson.] Did he give you any satisfaction ? No, not the slightest. I think the words that
he used were that he was most acquainted with his own business, and that it was no concern of mine.
1582. You were not working at the pit? No.
1583. Did any of the workmen, as far as you know, remonstrate with him ? Yes ; the men have many
a time, but still he will not make any other arrangement.
1084. How many men are there employed there? Somewhere between 130 and 340—say 130 in round
numbers.
1585. Mr. Gurley.] With regard to this question of hoars, Mr. Henderson, that you are now referring
to ; is there a general feeling on the part of the men to have the hours limited to a uniform time ? It
is so general that J went to the trouble some time ago of drafting a petition, in order that I might
ascertain the real feeling of the men who were getting coal in the Illawarra district on this question,
AVe had 1,450 coal getters at that particular time, and there were over 1,240 of these men who signed
that petition in favour of the eight hours becoming a legalised enactment. The remaining number mi "lit
have been at home, as you know you cannot always catch the men at the pit.
0
1586. Do you think the men fully realise the import of that business? I think they arc as fully alive
to the position as we arc here to day, and that they have recognised tho gravity of every position that may
be conceived on this matter.
"
1587. Mr. Greyson.] Although they may lose trade ? They have thought of that, to arrive at the con
clusion emphatically, that it will make no difference to them.
1588. Mr. Cwhy.] Where you have referred to the short hours in England, at any part of your time
in connection with those mines, do you remember the hours being longer than at tho time you speak
of? Yes ; 1 remember when I was a, boy, going into the pit, that l used to get away to the pit, and get
down about half-past 5 in the morning, and my mother used to meet me at the bottom of the gangway,
and bring mo away from the pit at 7 o’clock at night, sometimes later, and it was a ease of wash mo and
put me to bed till next day. That went on till tho passing of that Act that staled the times a boy should
work, I was three days at school and three days at work.
1589. Mr. Greyson.] Before you were eighteen years of age? Yes ; before T was fourteen.
Io90. Mr. Gurley,] Do you think the alteration in the hours of working lias led to any diminution in the
output of coal ? I certainly think it has done no such tiling.
1591. Has it interfered with the profits of the colliery proprietors, as far as von know ? As far as 1 know

it has not.

'

'
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1562. Has it inferferod to aoj material extent with tho earnings of tbe workmen ? Ko, it-certainly has
Gnot. It has not made their earnings any less.
Henderson.
1593. Taking the condition of matters all round—the condition of the mines as a whole, the condition of 4
1895
the miners and colliery owners—as far as you know, do you believe that matters are better under the
* ’’
'
limited hours than they were prior to that? I believe the conditions all round are infinitely better. So
far as 1 can see, I do not see anything of an injurious character, and I certainly believe that tho
proprietors must be in abetter position than when the miners were working longer. "Wc know that
previous to the hours being shortened the people were practically steeped in the depth of ignorance, but
since the shortening of hours there has been wonderful progress in various stages of life, and certainly iu
the intellectual stage.
1591', Mr. Oreffsov.'] The hours have been shortened, but they have been shortened voluntarily? They
have been shortened, 1 believe, if we speak correctly, by force. "Whilst we may look upon it as volun
tary if we choose, nevertheless public sentiment expressed itself in favour of it, and trades organisations
combined for it, and obtained it.
1595. Mr. Gitrlnyi] When you say force, you mean moral force? Decidedly ; not physical force.
159G. "With regard to the shortening of the hours for hoys, was not that obtained by legislative enact
ment ? Decidedly it was, hence my having to go for three days to school. When the hours for boys
were shortened it became a matter of great inconvenience to the employers at the particular time, but
only for a very brief period. It came down all at once, and for a brief period boys had to go to work in
order that the pit should draw coal, at a certain age, in two shifts. They were allowed to go into the
pit at (1 o’clock, and come out at 5 o’clock at night. That was their limit per day. Part of the boys
would go down at G o’clock iu the morning, and come out a couple of hours before the pit knocked off.
Another part would go down two hours later, and work the pit up to the evening. The difficulty was
got over in a very brief period of time.
1597. Would that mean the employment of additional boys ? Possibly in a mine where a large number
of men were employed there might be an increase ot two or three boys. In one colliery I know there
was no increase in the boys at all. The employers shortened the hours of drawing coal in order to meet
this inconvenience that was brought upon them, and the shortening of the hours proved for itself that
the output of tbe mines was none the less, proving that the shortening of the hours was a benefit to
those who received the shorter hours, and was of no detriment to tho employers themselves.
1598. You arc aware that with all these changes mechanical appliances have changed as well? Yes;
wonderful progress has been made in that line, and is made every day,
1599. As far as you have thought upon the question, and as far as you express the views of others, do
you t hink any opposition to the change arises more from tho idea of innovation than anything else ? I
really think that is tho groundwork.
1600. Simply because it is a change ? Maybe. There ore one or two mines that have machinery that
should have been thrown away thirty-five years ago, and in this case they might think it was because of
their modes of getting their coal out.
1601. Mr. Grayson.'] Do your trains of skips come out of the mine all hours of the day ? Yes.
1G02. What number of skips do you draw? iSome of the mines draw twenty skips upon a train, whilst
others draw sixty. Mount Keira, for instance, draws sixty skips on a train, and Mount Kembla draws
about thirty, or between thirty and forty, and South Bulli run from twenty to thirty. The mines vary
very much in that respect.
1G03. Mr. Curlm/!] How many screens have they at these different collieries ? Some of them have four,
some five, but the most of the collieries have four screens.
1004. How many men work at a screen? One man generally does the whole shift,
1G05. Does one man attend to all the screens ? Yes, with the exception of the weigh-scrcen, where there
are two men.
1G06. Mr. Grayson] Is there any hand or dirt in the coal ? Xo ; it is simply a question of rushing it into
the waggons,
1G07. Mr. Curley.] If you have your waggons under the screens, and you are running skips from the
hank top, one man could not get that coal out of the screens ? I do not think he could, but none of
the collieries in our district use more than one screen, with the exception of the weigh screen. When
they require unscreened coal they may use two screens at the one time. 1 have been brought out of the
pit at Mount Keira to do work outside as weighman—sometimes one thing, sometimes another. I have
once or twice had the job of screen-man, and 1 have put 700 tons of coal over one screen in one day, so
you will see that there was not much cleaning.
1G08. Was that coal all screened ? Yes; it all went over the screen.
1G09. Was there a waggon underneath the screen to take the slack P Yes,
1610. With regard to the question of putting coal into waggons ;—there is no scrions expense there with
the limited number of bands ? Oh, no ; there is no expense at all.
1611. Are there many deputies in a mine ? That varies. I cannot give you tho exact number at Helens
burgh, but certainly Helensburgh has the largest staff of deputies. 1 suppose there are half a dozen
deputies there,
1612. How many deputies are there in the other mines ? None of the other mines will exceed three, and
some of them not more than two. The most of tho mines have two.
1613. You think that section 3G, on page 17, dealing with the hours of employment, should he retained
in the Bill? I certainly do.
1614. Bra.sidcnt.] When these men work such long hours as in tho cases you have put, aro they paid
anything for overtime ;—how arc they paid ? They are paid hy the ton.
1615. They are not paid at so much a day? Only daymen are paid by the day, such as men who are
assisting to get the coal away. Sereen-men and others are paid hy the day, and some of those men may
get all their time.
'
’
1616. Will you now look at section [41] 38, sub-sections [1] 4, on page 18of the Bill .• “Payment of persons
employed in mines by weight” {sea Appendix A). Please read that section, and tell us what is tho
system adopted with regard to the weighing in your district;—how is the weighing carried out ? In
the Illawarra district it is about the most irregular system that can be coneeived of by any man. Some
times they take it into their heads to weigh one skip one day at some of the collieries, and may be they
will
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tvill miss tlie next two days entirely, weighing no coal at all. The next day they will weigh five or six
skips.
4 Sept., 1895 1017. Do you mean to say one skip for the whole colliery ? Yes, at the colliery I referred to in connec
tion with the hours—Corrimal.
1G18. Is there a check-weighman there ? Yes; there is a check-weighman at all of the collieries. At
that particular colliery I speak of they have weighed during one fortnight eight skips per thousand.
During another fortnight they have weighed twelve skips per thousand, and during another fortnight they
have weighed twenty skips per thousand. At another colliery we have had as low as three skips per
thousand.
161!). What colliery do you refer to ? South Clifton. There we have so low an average as three skips
per thousand. At other collieries we have at the rate of fifty skips per thousand, but T do not think that wc
really come over that at any of our collieries. It is a most unsatisfactory system of weighing (see
Appendix S).
“
1620. How many skips would that amount to in a day—the days the men were working ? Some days the
highest number of skips that are weighed at any of the collieries in one day will run to about forty-five ;
occasionally it may be fifty skips. Other days they will work the whole day and possibly draw out 500
or 600 tons of coal, and weigh three skips, or, in other words, 30 cwt. or 2 tons or the 600 tons will be
weighed.
1621. Have you such a thing as standard weight at any of tho collieries in your district? We have
standard weight at South Bulli.
1022. Have you standard weight at any of the other collieries ? Yes, at Clifton. Clifton and South
Bulli are two collieries where the standard weight is, Atthe Mount Pleasant Colliery there is a also a
standard weight of 20 feet.
3623. Do you kuow if the men have lost much weight hy the standard weight being established? Yes;
they have lost a good deal of weight. We cannot ascertain the exact amount lost, for the simple fact that
the weighing-machine stands at the standard weight.
1624. The weighing-machine does nob record anything more than tho standard weight? Yo.
1625. What is the standard weight at the collieries you have mentioned? In South Bulli, for bords and
headings, it is 15 cwt. It used to be 14 cwt. for pillars, and 15 cwt. for bords and headings, hut now it
is the same all round. At Clifton the standard weight is only 13 y cwt.
1626. Are the skips at those collieries about the same size? Yes.
1G27. Is the quality of the coal much the same? Oh, yes; there is no difference in that respect.
1628. Mr. Gregson^] Do you say that at Clifton the weighbridge will not record over 133-cwt. ? At
Clifton the weighbridge just stands at the standard weight. It will not go above 13a- cwt. It will not
record a ton, simply because the bridge is placed at 13^- cwt. The bridge stands there in order that the
check-weighman may not seo the extra coal that may be on the skip.
1629. What do you mean by that—tho bridge stands at this weight? Hothing more than that the bridge,
as in the case of South Bulli, is placed there so that when tho coal goes into the box and the beam goes
up at the 15 cwt., she goes away. Provided that there is 13 cwt,, the Company’s woighinan draws it along
from the 15 cwt. to tho 13 cwt., or to whatever other weight it is below the 15 cwt. which he wishes to
ascertain. After he has done that he will place his balance hack on the 15 cwt., and if the next skip takes
the beam right up he tilts it up at once into the waggon. The weighman for tho men has, therefore, no
opportunity of finding out whether that skip has 17, 18, 19, or 20 cwt.
1630. Mr. Curley.'] Is not that a great injustice to the men? I think the whole system of standard
weight is an abominable disgrace.
163 L. Have you in your district anything like the standard-bar regulation to prevent overloading ? Ho ;
we have no such thing as standard bar.
1632. Mr. Qregson^} Can you fill up to any height? Oh, yes.
1633. Without any objection ? We have skips coming out of Mount Pleasant running from 15 cwt. to
24 cwt.
1634. There is no limit as to height ? The men are instructed not to fill up their coal so as io destroy
the property.
1635. Is there any kick-up or tumbling tommy ? Yes; the skip goes into tho tumble tom, and Tom, if
the coal is sufficiently higb, would knock it off.
1636. Does the miner get the benefit of that coal? I think the minor would lose it.
1637. Do you look upon that as unfair? I do not look upon that as being wrong. The man knows the
height, and as long as that is not tampered with I do not think that is a great detriment at all, but with
the standard weight it is quite different altogether.
1038. Mr. Curley.] Will you look at the words in subsection 1 of this section " largo coal or shale ”
(sec Appendix A). Are there any collieries in your district where the miners fill large and small coal
away together ? Wc are not paid very much for filling anything. There is one colliery where we do fill
everything away, and receive pay for it.
1639. What colliery is that ? Austinmer.
1640. TVould 1 he drafting of that clause interfere with that method of working? We want this very
particularly to remain as a clause with the elimination of those words “ large coal or shale.” I think we
have the most sufficient grounds for our contention too. One fact is undeniable. We have an annual
output in round numbers of 1,000,000 tons in our district, taking round and small coal together. A little
over one-third of that 1,000,000 tons is what we term slack, or small coal. The miner has the getting of
that small coal, and the filling of it, and it goes into the market making one-third of his 1,000,000 tons,
but he receives no consideration for it.
1641. Mr. Greyson.] Assuming the proportion to be two-thirds large coal, and one-third small, what are
you getting for your coal ? Is. lOd. in pillars, and 2s. in bords.
1642. Mr. Curley.] That is in a pure, clean seam ? Yes.
1643. You are paid for round coal ? Well, I suppose yes.
1644. Mr. Greyson.] You think this clause in the Bill is unfair? This alteration in the clause will
certainly interfere with collieries that are filling all away together.
1645. Could that not be met by putting in words to meet the case;—the wording will not apply to the
colliery that is filling round and small together, and you have only one colliery? Yes, Austinmer is the
only one at the present time, but nearly all the collieries send awny unscreened coal.
1646.
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1646. Mr. Curley The proprietors can send away unscreened coal without interfering with the men s
wages;—they are just paid as at present? Tes.
_
1647. Is it the wish of the men with regard to this weighing business that every skip should be weighed, 4 g , ^
or are they satisfied with a fair average ;—say there is a fairly liberal number of skips weighed, what
’
number would meet the ease ? 1 will tell really what the opinion of myself and tho southern miners is. We
know for a fact that we are being unjustly dealt with. 1 cannot put it in any milder language than that,
and wc want a law that will give us what we really produce, and render it nearly impossible to rob us.
That is just the plainest way of putting it. ,
_
1648. liow do you propose to do that ? By making a provision for weighing every skip that comes out
of the pit.
_
1649. Prcst'dkfiak] Could that possibly be done, and still let the colliery proprietor carry on? Oh, yes,
Mr. President.
. .
1050. Mr. Gregson.1 "Would it cost anything more ? It might cost the erection of a new weighing
machine in some cases, and that would not he very much. I am even prepared, from my own knowledge
of things, to advocate a certain amount of expense being incurred in order that men may have their just
due. 1 think it is fair when men come to think that 180 or 140 of them are producing 103 to 200 tons
of coal a fortnight for which they get no pay.
.
.
.
i
1051. You would not favour any arrangement for averaging the skips ? I think that every skip ought
to ho weighed; that tho matter ought to he definitely fixed.
_
_
1652. Mr. Gurley.'] With regard to the choice of skips, does not the check-weighman have any choice
about skips ? None whatever. He just stands by to see that they do certain things fair, sifter they have
done everything else unfair, but so far as anything else is concerned, he is simply a figure-head.
1653. Mr. Gregson.] Supposing there is this defect in the weight of the men, why could they not get over
it by filling to the skip level, and contenting themselves with that? There is no law to prevent them from
doing this ; but suppose they did it, and Ihe manager saw that those skips were being badly filled, and
be went into the pit and told the men to take their tools out that filled these small skips.
1651. You think that might he done ? 1 have good reasons for thinking it would.
_
1655. In the case of the iwc collieries where ihe standard weight obtains—that is. South Bulli and
Clifton—is there any possibility of insuring that they shall be within the limit of what the scale shall
weigh? 3’here is no possibility there. It is a matter of mere judgment. There is no record to show
when they are over their weight.
1656. Could the check-weighman net give them any idea about that ? I do not know whether be could
do that or not when tho balance of the machine is chock up. He has no real knowledge as to whether
there is 16 cwt, or 17 cwt. in that skip.
_
1657. Supposing he saw a skip that just went the limit, or a little under the limit, he would take notice
how that skip was filled, and sav, “ Now always fill up to that height, and we will see what comes of it ?”
Ho could do that, but it is quite possible for a man, owing to the variation in the nature of tho coal, to fill
a skip a foot higher than the skip tipped to-day, that would go 16 cwt. to-morrow. A skip filled of similar
size might go 1 cwt. or 14 cwt. less owing to the density of the coal.
1658. Within a certain margin a man could have an idea of when he was likely to exceed the standard or
otherwise ? Well, he could approximate matters,
1659. Mr. Curley.] As a rule, does not he fill for weight ? He wants to get as near as he possibly can to
tho standard.
1660. Do you think that the men are utterly opposed to any system of average ? Decidedly; they are
absolutely opposed to it.
1661. Mr. Gregson.] You think the men feel that way? I know it for a fact. It is quite a matter of
unanimity with the miners on that point.
1662. Mr. CurleyDoes the coal vary very much in the workings of your district? Yes; the coal
varies—it is harder in some parts, and softer in others.
1663. Is that tho reason why you wish every skip to be weighed ? That is certainly one of tho strong
reasons, inasmuch as we have had quite a multitude of men in our district who have hecn standing at
possibly a low weight for as long as from three to four months at a stretch, never having one skip placed
on Ihe weighing-machine to their credit.
1661'. Was work suspended during that time? No; work was going on—that is to say, the ordinary
course of mining work. The same thing is obtaining in fact at this present moment. While wo are dis
cussing the matter, we could go and take out of a check-weighmnn’s book records of a similar character.
1665. Can these chcck-wcighman’s hooks he obtained ? Yes ; but 1 am afraid you will want a checkweighman along with them.
1666. President.] Cannot a man insist on having his coal weighed;—cannot be say, “I want so many
skips weighed to-day ” ? Ho can ask it, but he cannot get it done. He would be told that if he was not
satisfied he knows what he can do—take his tools down tho hill.
1667. jlZh Gregson.] Have you ever known such a case;—have you ever known such a request to be
made ? T have known the request to be made, not once but scores of times, that a man should be weighed,
and they have been refused. ] am not going to say that they have received their quietus, but there is a
reign of terror with the men in those positions that makes men almost afraid to look over their shoulders.
1 have myself interviewed the manager on the men’s "behalf to show the reasonableness of weighing forty
or fifty skips, and I have boon quietly told that it was inconvenient for them to do so. 1 have pointed out
that there were only certain skips weighed, and asked the manager to seo to it. They say, “ Oh, yes! ”
hut it is novor done, although you go from time to time.
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[The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at
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. ^rf.sciit:—

PRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (President).
JAMES CUELET,

Esq.

|

JESSE GEEGSON,

Esq.

Mr. George Henderson, Secretary for Illawarra Minora, re-examined:—
Henderson
'^T' ^UT^eH-] Have yon any further evidence to tender on section [41] 38 of the Bill—“ Payment of
persons employed in mines hy weight”? I would like to give the matter a little more definite shape
16 Sept., 1895.'w^ r®gard to the number of skips that are weighed than I have done.
I have taken the
1
precaution to furnish myself with exact details upon this matter since I was last examined.
The figures I would like to put before the Commission have been taken from check-weighmen’s
books during the interim. In the Helensburgh, or Metropolitan Colliery, as the colliery is commonly
known, there are something like 232 men getting coal daily. Haring the period extending from the 8th
July to the 31st August—about seven weeks—there were 31,549 skips of coal raised from this pit. Of this
kgrJ'egivte number of skips, there were only 477 weighed. There are 280 or more men getting coal in that
mine, and out of a total of 31,549 skips only 477 were weighed, leaving 31.072 skips of coal that were not
weighed. In the case of tho Coal Cliff Colliery, or Old Clifton, there aro several men who have been
weighed at periods varying from one month to three months, and whilst there has only been from twentyseven down to as low as twenty-four men getting coal, there are actually four men who hare never been
weighed within the three months at all. In the case of the South Clifton Colliery there aro seventy
miners getting coal there, and during the last three months the average number of skips weighed, per
thousand skips raised, has been something like four skips per 1,000, or, in other words, there have been
twelve men during the three months who have never been weighed at all, thirty-two men who have never
been weighed for over two months, and fifty-eight men who have never been weighed for over one month.
Tho result is that only fifty-three skips have been weighed during the three months for the whole
quantity of coal that lias been raised from the pit. There are seventy men, and they have been averaging
thirty-six skips per week during that time (see Appendix E).
1GG9. Mr. Gregson,'] How many skips do they get out in a day at that colliery? The skips there run
about 12 cwt. each, and the men calculate doing about 4 tons daily, so that it would be about eight skips
per man.
1670.' That is at the South Clifton Colliery ? Tes. I want to say in regard to this matter, that there aro
occasions when actually there lias never been a skip weighed for a whole week.
1G71. What colliery are you speaking of ? I am ref erring to the South Clifton Colliery, and there aro
other eolleries that I will mention by-and-byc.
1G72. Is the weighman at that colliery standing by, ready ? Tes ; he is there upon the weigh-screen,
waiting from early morning till the pit knocks off. He is there ready to weigh, but for a whole week—
I would not exaggerate if I say that for two consecutive weeks there were no skips weighed there. It arises
from this, that at nearly the whole of the southern collieries, although they have a weighman, his duties
are not exclusively confined to those of weighing coal. The miners’ coal seems to be the last consideration,
because the weighman is called here and called there, with the result that there arc for a week, or possibly
longer, no skips weighed at all.
1673. Mr. Curley.] Are there any other collieries in your district where such things as you have described
take place ? Tes; Mount Pleasant Colliery also goes for a week without weighing, and just the same
thing obtains at all of the collieries.
1674. Mr. Gregson.] At Mount Keira or Mouut Kepibla, are there any complaints of this kind ? At
every other colliery in our district, with the exception of Mount Keira, there are complaints of the same
description. There may be complaints at Mount Keira, but I cannot speak of them, because I am not
aware of them. So far as the collieries I have mentioned are concerned, deputation after deputation has
interviewed the whole of the colliery managers, and brought under their notice the necessity for weighing
the coal the men were getting in the pit. These deputations have always received a promise that the
matter would be looked into, but it was never carried out.
1675. Mr. Curley.] With regard to the appointment of a check-weigher, will you look at section [43] 40,
subsection (i), on page 19 of the Bill (see Appendix A);—please read the clause as it. was originally
drafted, and then as amended by the Legislative Council ? Tes.
1676. Ho you think that the miners should have liberty to select a check-weigher from whom they please?
I certainly do. I think that tho miners should have the right to appoint any man they choose, that,
having to pay him after he is appointed, they have a perfect right to select their own servant.
1677. President,] What is tho reason for their wanting to have a man outside of those connected with
the mine;—are there not plenty of men in the mine who would be fit for that particular position ? There
aro plenty of men in the mine, as far as numbers are concerned. There are quite a number of men that
are capable, and, if not interfered with, men could bo got from the employees of any particular mine.
1678. Is the reason then for wanting a man from outside of the employees for fear of his being interfered
with? That is not the only reason. The main reason is that the men have a man they wish to employ,
and, having a servant to employ, they simply think it rather absurd that the employer should say, “ Here
are a number of men, and only out of this number of men will we allow you to employ that servant.”
1679. Supposing there is absolute freedom of choice given to the men to choose from out of their number
one of the men working in the mine, would not that meet everything? Tes, I think so.
1680. In England, since the passing of the Act of 1887, they have passed an Act making regulations for
the appointment of a cheek-weigher;—have you seen that A.ct ? I have only seen references to that
provision.
•1631. I will read you tho Act I refer to (see Appendix E) ;~wonlA that provision in the English Act
meet all you want ? I do not think so. I do not thiuk that would remove the provision that is made in
this Bill.
1682. The provision there is that you can appoint a check-weighman outside of the men altogether;—
cannot you get lots of men in a mine if you have absolute freedom of choice ? Wc could, but there is
no
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no absolule freedom of clioicc. Say tliere me forfy-fivc raen. in a mine, and that yon are left the choice
Henderson.
of choosing from those forty-five men, may be the very man rvho is chosen may be sent adrift before you
do choose him, and that has practically been tried on.
1G Sept., 1895.
1093. The miners may choose some very objectionable person if they go outside the mine altogether;—
surely they could get from tho number of persons in a mine a man whom they can rely upon as a checkweighman? Possibly they might do so, but they might see a man outside the mine, who, to their minds,
is a far better man for the position, but as be is not an employee of the colliery, they are prevented from
selecting him.
]68t. They might select some undesirable man, in a case where they did not care for their manager;—
they might seek some one who would be objectionable to tho manager? But, when wc clearly understand
the position of a check-iveighman, it docs not matter who he is, so far as the employers are concerned.
He can only be objectionable by appearance, because be has duties to perform wdiich he cannot go outside
of, and in performing those duties he cannot interfere with the management of the men, or with any
regulations whatever about the mine, and, consequently, ouly the appearance of any man could be objec
tionable; certainly nothing he could do.
1G85. Yon want the words in tho section we are considering, “ who shall be an employee of the colliery”
struck out ? Yes ; wc want the section to read as it was originally drafted,
1686. Do you know of any objection in England to a man being an employee of the colliery ? No ; I do
not know of any case in the old coimlry, but I know that there are cases out here that have certainly
inspired this provision being made in the Bill—that have set forth its necessity.
1687. What eases do you refer to—can you instance what you mean to convey? Only a very short time
ago we had the case of a check-weighman who was acting at a colliery, and I suppose he became what is
commonly termed an objectionable man to tbe management. The same man, known as he is amongst the
people of the southern district, is one of the most respected men in that district, but either on account of
his words, or his deeds, he became objectionable to tbe manager of the colliery. The check-weighman
objected to the overman going into the pit, and then coming back and acting as weighman, because it was
supposed that his reasons for going into the pit were to pass the heavy skips, and get a number of the
lighter skips weighed. As soon as this check-weighman objected to this course, the overman said to the
men, that they would have to stop paying to that man, otherwise their names would be “ Walker.” He
gave them to understand that the best thing they could do would be to stop paying to that man, and that
by-and-bye they would see what could be done. 'The course taken by that overman was successful, as
under a reign of terror the men were actually afraid to let this overman know they w'ere paying this
check-weighman wages. The overman had in view another man, and told the men that they could put
him on, thinking by this means to get the weighing in their own bands, and they made that one of the
things at that colliery.
1688. Would not this Check-weigher’s Act in England (nee Appendix E) meet a case like that? It
might; hut 1 hardly think it would.
1680. Mr. Curley,~\ You notice that in tins same section the Legislative Council has also inserted again
the words H largo coal or shale ”? Yes.
]600. Would not that section have to be re-modelled according to tbe circumstances of the different
collieries where Ibey are filling large and small coal away together. In a case like that, would you not
have to wreigh the whole of the mineral? Certainly.
1691. President.'] W hen they weigh coal at the different collieries, is the skip put on to the weighbridge ?
In some cases, yes. In the generality of cases it is turned over the tumbling-tom into a screen, with a
mesh of three-quarters of an inch between the bars. The coal goes down that, screen for a certain
distance into an iron box, or pan, at the bottom of the screen, and ibis box, or pan, is really the weighing
machine. The register for the weight stands by tho side of the pan, and after the small coal lias been
taken out, the coal goes into that box or pan, and is weighed. What wc want is that all mineral shall be
weighed, both round and small coal. Wo consider the present system is very unfair. Eor instance, nearly
all our collieries have a different elevation for the weigh-scrcen to tho screen they sell from. The coal
goes flying down the screen that they sell iroin, but tho screen that they buy from, or weigh the miners’
coal from, is generally a very flat screen, and at one of our collieries it is almost impossible to get it into
the pan or box. unless the weighman gets up on to the screen to shove it m, and by this means destroying
a quantity of the miners’ coal, through it passing through the screen as small coal.
1692. The coal is tipped first of all on to a screen, and that gets rid of the slack ? Yes.
1693. Then the best of the coal goes into this pan, or box, and is weighed ? Yes.
J 694. Then suppose a lot of the coal is knocked into small coal is not all that put into the pan ? No ; it
passes through the screen,
1695. Mr. Gurley^] You will notice that there arc several clauses in this section whore large coal or shale
is again mentioned? Yes.
1696. What you have said with regard to those words in what I hare drawn your attention to will apply
to them in the connections they appear in in other parts of the section ? Quito so.
1697. President] Would it he possible, or practicable, in the conduct of a mine, to weigh every skip of
coal ? Oh, yes; quite practicable, I have worked at a colliery that has weighed every skip of coal, and
that colliery actually draws ns much coal out of the pit as any four of our collieries do.
1698. Under the conditions we have in this Colony, would it be practicable to weigh every skip of coal.
It is my wish to deal with all fairness to the men ? With the apparatus that some of the collieries have,
it would certainly not he practicable to weigh every skip, but we hope to see this very soon abolished,
1699. If you close a mine you must not forget that there will be so much less employment for labour?
Tho expense would not be very much. A man, only a short, time ago, offered, through the daily press, to
erect a machine at the whole of these collieries at the cost of a very few pounds. 1 am not certain what
the cost was, but it was so small that, in my opinion, it need not have caused five minutes thought, for
the mere sake of doing justice.
1700. Would not a great many alterations have to he made? Certainly there would have to be some
alterations, because, as I have pointed out, they have appliances that are not of modern invention. Very
many of them have been out of date for forty or fifty years.
1701. The colliery owners now pay higher wages because they only pay for round coal; if, therefore, they
weighed all the coal that is got, would not the wages come down? Wo do not admit of that at all.

1702.
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1702. Would they not of necessity come down;—if the colliery owners paid the miners for both round
Henderson. an(j gmau coa]; wolli(] not; ^]le wages come down ? No ; I do not think so.
16300^1895
^
mbie owners tell the truth and say they can only afford to pay a certain amount of wages
1 J" now, must they not of necessity have to pay less wages if they pay for both round and small coal ? Tes;
but we believe that they can afford to pay higher wages than they do pay at the present time. We think
that the men do not receive nearly sufficient remuneration for the work done, and we think that labour
ought always to have consideration.
1704. Mr. Qreg$onI\ How long has the state of things you have been referring to with regard to the
weighing obtained in the south? Ever since I came into the Southern District—ten years ago.
1705. When you were giving your evidence before the Select Committee, why did yon not lay stress on
these things ? Because I had not the opportunity.
1706. Tour questions and answers before that Select Committee are comprised iu a very few paragraphs ?
Tes ; simply because I had certain questions put to me, and I was put off with those questions. My
evidence before that Select Committee did not occupy more than thirty-five minutes.
1707. Is it not probable that if you had mentioned to the gentlemen who sat upon that Committee that
you had something to say further, they would have listened to you? I think I said two or throe things
of a similar character to what I have stated before this Commission.
1708. If so, they have not been reported ? We did not get on very well. I was very much dissatisfied
with the way things were conducted.
1709. Tou did not get the same opportunity before that Select Committee as you have had here ? Certainly
I did not. There were some seven or eight gentlemen, and I know perfectly well that the questions that
were put to me were shot from one part of the table to the other. The whole course of the examination
lasted only about thirty-five minutes, and I was given my quietus, and I was passed out, and was no more
called. Still I can assure you that the grievances I speak of existed then, and are becoming more
intensified every day.
1710. Mr. Curley.1 Will you now turn to section [46] 43, on page 21 of the Bill, “Single shafts " (see
Appendix A) ; the whole point in that section is the distance between the shafts;—what, in your opinion,
is a reasonable distance between shafts? My opinion is that there should not be less tlian 50 or 60 yards
between the shafts.
1711. Mr. Greyson.'] Are you not only working tunnels in the south ? Tes.
1712. Have you any experience of shafts ? Tes, in the old country.
1713. Mr. Curley.] Do you know the distance between the shafts in the old country? Tes; thev'are
from 120 to 200 yards.
'
"
1714. Have yon anything further to say about this section ? 1 do not think that it is really necessary to
say more, because 1 do not profess to be a geologist.
1715. President.] In England, the most competent people they could obtain considered this question,
and yet the English Act provides only 15 yards;—do you know the general distance of the shafts in
England ? The distance varies ; but I have not, to my knowledge, seen a pair of shafts within less than
100 yards of each other. Of course, I am not saying that there are none nearer.
1716. The Bill says that they must not be nearer than 15 yards ? I think, tho idea of having two shafts,
apart from the matter of ventilation, is for an escape in the case of something occurring that may block
one road up, and there are many things that might occur, more particularly in the case of an upheaval. One
would think that in the ease of two shafts within 15 yards of each other, an upheaval affecting one would
almost certainly affect the other.
1717. Surely, the people working a mine would know tbe kind of ground they are working into ; would
not they know what the probability was, and if necessary have these shafts further apart;—would not
they judge of any probability such as you have mentioned, in tho shape of an upheaval, or something like
that? No doubt they would have a knowledge of what they go through, but they might he deceived in
that respect.
1718. I cannot understand why in England, where they have so much experience in these matters, they
put the distance down at 15 yards, and yet you think this is not sufficient; you say 50 or 60 yards, and the
Legislative Assembly say 30 yards, and they have some people who understand such matters ;—why is 30
yards no better than 15 yards ? Well, it is a little better, but very little—that little, that there is little
difference.
1719. What do you say the minimum distance ought to be ? I certainly think it should not he less than
50 or GO yards between the shafts. When reference is made to tho English Act, and whilst it provides
for 15 yards, we have to look at that as they work under the English Act. It seems, in England, to he
the idea of all managers and mining engineers, to do all that is in the Act, and a little better if possible ;
but in Australia it seems to be the rule to do as little as you can, and to get out of as much as you can.
1720. Would not people, for their own sakes as well as for economy in working, have shafts as far distant
as possible;—is it not to tho managers and mine owers interest to have these shafts as far away as possible?
I cannot see that it is to their interests to have them close. I certainly think the greater distance is more
to the interest of the mine owner.
1721. If you make a minimum of 50 yards, that is a good long distance? It is not much when you are
down in the bowels of the earth.
1722. What is about the smallest area that is ever worked for coal—the surface area ; how much ground
would_ a man take up as a coal lease;—what would the smallest size of ground be ? They sink a pit
sometimes on one allotment of ground. There is no provision that I know of to prevent them doing so.
1723. But there is a provision here, because at least there must be two shafts or oullcts : if shafts are
to be sunk 40 or 50 yards apart, this would shut up any little people with one allotment;—you think
however that the distance should be 40 or 50 yards? Tes ; I think so.
1724. Mr. Curley 1] We will now turn to section [49] 46 on pago 23 of the Bill, “Division of mine into
splits ” [see Appendix A) ; the Legislative Council ha® erased the word “ splits,” and substituted in its
stead the word “ parts ” ;—do you think that the word “ splits should be retained in the Bill ? I think
somebody who does not know very much about mining must have made that alteration. All people
connected with mining understand the meaning of the term “ split.”
1725. President.] Tho English people ought to know a lot about it, and they say “ parts ” ? It does
not make the slightest difference, as far as the English Act is concerned, because both words have tho
same significance.
1726.
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1V20. Mr. Ourhy^ Will you look at the reasons assigned by the Legislative Assembly when dealing with
this section. The Assembly " disagrees to the amendment in clause 49—wliieh omits subsection (ill)—■
because if the provision as to splits bo omitted there may be some difficulty about enforcing a separate
current of air for each districtwill you also read now the third subsection of the Bill, which you
will see bas been erased by the Legislative Council;—do you know that splits are in operation at the
present time, under tbe present Act, and do you believe in them still being in operation under the Bill we
are considering? Ido. The system of splits is the best.
1727. President.'] Ought it not to he left to the manager when he is dealing with his ventilation ? I have
no doubt that is the idea.
1728. Therefore, inasmuch as it is for the manager to look after the proper ventilation of his mine, do we
not hamper him by legislating in this detailed way as in subsection (m) ; be is bound to ventilate his mine—
to have an adequate amount of air, and how he is to do it is a matter for him to decide; the question is,
whether he should be hampered by being told by tbe Legislature how to do it? I think it is very much
better for it to be placed in the Bill.
1729. Mr. Gurley'.] Have you known this to happen, that in one part of a mine there may he a veryvigorous current of ventilation, and in another part the ventilation may be very still and stagnant through
tbe district not getting its proper quantity of air ? Yes.
1730. And when the Inspector takes the return air at the return, he finds the requisite quantity for the
mine, and yet one district may not get its portion of the air that is going ? Yes.
1731. Are not the men the sufferers hy this ? They are.
1732. Presidmt?\ Is it wise to hamper this matter by legislating for it;—the miner is bound to have the
air ? As a matter of fact, it is generally acknowledged that this system is the best system of ventilation.
When it is acknowledged to be so, we want to see it complied with, and there is no assurance of its being
complied with unless it becomes a legislative enactment, or part of a legislative enactment.
1733. If a manager is bound to give an adequate amount of air, is it not better left to him. and if splitting
is best, we still will have these splits, but why limit him to all this minuteness ? Because we think tho
provisions are essential to the welfare of the miners, and for the better sanitary conditions of tbe mine we
want this fixed in the Act to assure us that this will be a provision in the future. This has not been so in
the past, and we have never been assured of good sanitary conditions.
1734. Mr. Gurley!] Will you please read what is said in the Annual Beport of the Department of Mines
for tho year 1878, in connection with the Vale of Clwydd Colliery. Sec what is said there on page 147
about ventilation : “ Ventilation still very defective, notwithstanding repeated complaints made by myself
to the manager on tho matter. The fire-damp having lately been removed from under the up-east shaft,
there was no artificial means used for creating ventilation, when I visited the 'mine in December last.
The miners are not yet paid by weight for the coal they get ” ? Yes.
1735. You have stated your opinion in connection with this section [49] 46 ; from what you have heard of
the provisions of the English Act, do you feel inclined to modify your opinion? I do not.
1736. Do you think that subsection (m), of section [49] 46 should remain in tho Bill as originally drafted ?
I think that subsection (m) is really the foundation of it.
1737. Wo will now pass on to Ihe second part of the Bill, section [50] 47, “General Buies1' {see
Appendix A). The first rule you will notice deals with tlie ventilation of mines. Several amendments
have been made in this rule by the Legislative Council, and I ivant to know whether you believe in tlie
rule as it was originally drafted, or as it is with the amendments suggested by the Legislative Council ? 1
believe in the rule as originally drafted in the former part; and I may tell you that 1 am not opposed to
the amendments made by tlie Legislative Council in the latter part.
1738. How far do you go with tho former part of the rule ? I approve of tlie clause as originally drafted
down to the word therein ” iu lino 50.
1739. What have you to say to the substitution of the words “ 35 yards,” for the words “ 25 yards ” ?
With regard to the substitution of 35 for 25,1 am favourable to 25 yards being retained, but I would
not oppose tho matter of 35 yards, provided the system of bratticing was properly adhered to.
1740. What do you mean by the system of bratticing? I mean, provided that brattice was used to
convey the air to tho face of the working place. I would not make any strong objection to the bord
being driven 35 yards.
’
1741. What about tbe cut-through in addition to that 35 yards ? It has to go the 35 yards. The cutthrough, in my opinion, ought never to be more than 10 yards thick, and then the brattice ought to
convey the air into the face of the cut-through, as it did into the face of the bord.
.
1742. Do yon mean to convey that bratticing ought lo be placed in every bord to conduct the air to the
working face ? Certainly I do. I believe in the system of bratticing in its entirety.
1743. Do you consider that there should always bo a stipulated minimum quantity of air ? I consider
there ought to be a minimum quantity of air.
1744. Do you know that tho English Act provides for an adequate quantity ? I am alive to that.
1745. Do you know the arguments that have been put forward about tho word “adequate”—that its
meaning is sufficient, &c. ? I do,
1746. In full view- of this argument, do you still adhere to a minimum quantity of air being provided for
the minors ? Yes ; I still adhere to that idea.
1747. Would you state your reasons for agreeing to the latter portion of tbe rule starting with the
words, on line 50, “ And no place shall bo driven,” &c. ? I simply say that I see no strong objection to
the substitution of the words “35 yards" for the words “25 yards,” provided that brattice "conveyed
the air to the face of the working place, and also conveyed the air to the face of the cut-through, but I
certainly think that when a bord has been driven 35 yards that the cut-through ought not to be more than
10 yards thick.
1748. President.] What size are these cut-throughs generally ? It depends upon the system adopted;
they vary in different systems,
1749. Mr. Gurley.] Do yon see any reason why the latter part of that Buie 1 should be objected to ;
you will seo that two or three lines have been erased by the Legislative Council; the wording of the
clause originally read, “ or where gas is known to he generated, it shall be brattieed up to within
3 yards of the face of such working place, and no return air-ways shall be used as travelling roads ” ? I
cannot for the life of me see any reason for an objection to that provision.
1750.
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1750, Does not tlie present Act we are wording under provide that where gas is generated brattice shall
be used? Tes; I think that will be found in subsection (it), on page 4 of the Act of 1S7C. [$ce Ajp-
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Becing that this is the ease, can you understand why these words were objected to? No; 1
certainly cannot.
■
1/52. Is not the erasure of these words inconsistent with the conclusion arrived at by the Itoyal Cominission that investigated the Bulli explosion ? Certainly it is.
1/53. Was not the manager of that colliery censured for not providing brattice ? Tes ; it was believed
that a few yards nf brattice would have saved the terrible loss of life that took place there.
1/54. Would you in any way recommend the alteration of the words in the latter part of the rule as
originally drafted? I can only recommend the stroke being withdrawn from the words again. I think
they are an absolute necessity,
1/55. 5Tou consider that the words should stand in the rule as originally drafted ? T do,
"n ^
colne now ru^c ^ 011
811110 Pa£e! subsection (i). (&c Appendix A,) You will notice that
the words erased refer to a minor having not less than two years’ experience in a coal mine ;—do you consider
that; »•
----r. -."--1 . do.
1
1 upon that
■ 1 . as a very
’ very
■’ important
'
a TIACMOOm,
necessary provision in the UUl
Bill S’
? T7-Tes, TI certainly
IT,1
look
matter indeed.
1757. Do you think it is necessarry for every working place to be examined in the morning ? Tes, before
a man is allowed to go to it..
1/ 5S. Do you think that a man who has the important duty entrusted to him to examine collieries in the
morning should have some tangible experience in a mine'? Certainly I do, and I think that two years is
sumciently limited, because we all know that a man must have experience, and a good long experience to
carry out this work efficiently. lie has in many cases, first of all, to search for fire-damp, and then to
ascertain that the mine is safe concerning other matters—that it is safe in every respect for men to go to
work.
1759. With regard to subsection (n) of the same rule (see Appendix A)do you think that report is
necessary whether danger exists or not ? I certainly think that there ought to be something in tho Bill
with regard to^these reports. When writing out my report of my morning’s examination, I used to place
in the margin “ I also examined, so and so, during such and such a time, before leaving the pit,”
1760. At what colliery was this done? In Mount Keira.
1761. Was that when you acted as deputy there ? Tes.
Would that be a very onerous task to perform ? Oh, no.
•
1/63. Mow many minutes would it take you to go through it ? About ten minutes.
1764. Ton wish a report to be made whether danger is found to exist or not? Tes.
1765. Do you think that the words erased should be retained in this subsection of the rule ? Yes,
certainly the words should be retained.
■
1/66. Nowjve come to the rule dealingwifh the withdrawal of workmen in case of danger; that is rule 7
on page 25 of the Bill (see Appendix A) ;—do you consider that the words, “by such person” should
stand in the rule ? _ I am not particular about that matter. It does not look to be a matter of very great
importance. I think the first person is implied whether it is left out or not. It ought to rest on the
person who found out it was dangerous.
1 /6/. vVili you now look at rule 10, subsection (iv) (see Appendix A) :—did yon work under the Act of
1837 m England? No, I did not.
3r°u understand that subsection ? I am under tbe impression that the meaning of it is
that there is some sort of a chamber round about the cap. The idea is, I think, in connection with firing
with a cap and tuse.
1769 We come now to subsection (u) of rale 12
“ Nor shall coal or coal-dust be used for tamping”
; the Legislative Assembly suggests dry coal-dust—e‘nor shall dry coal or coal-dust be
used for tamping ; dovou think that it will meet tbe caseif the word “dry” is inserted? I think it would.
would, be a very awkward thing tor the miner to have to seek for anything else to tamp with.
1/ /0. will you please read this short extract from Lairley's book, “Ventilation made casv ” ? “A Royal
Commission has been appointed lo inquire into this question of coal-dust and colliery explosions, and tho
members have already" taken evidence from several practical and scientific men on the subject, some of
whom have expressed their doubts as to the explosibility of coal-dust, without the presence of, at any
rate, a small proportion of inflammable gas. The writer cannot call to mind any colliery explosion having
taken place from coal-dust during his forty years’ experience in coal-mining operations in different
districts.
1771. Do you agree with what is said there ? Tes.
17/2. Now, with regard to subsection (e) of rule 12 (see Appendix A.'l :—do you notice the latter
portion of that clause has been erased ? 1 do.
'
’
1/73. Do you know that it is a dangerous business to go back to a shot after it has missed lire? I do
not understand why the Legislative Council should be careful in regard to the clause about tamping, and
then expunge the latter portion of this clause.
1774. yVhat do you think is a reasonable time to allow for coming back to u shot that has missed fire ?
I think that a place should always stand for a night, if possible, before a man goes back to a shot that
has pliss00
If utrt for that length of time, I am certain that no man should go back to a shot inside
of eight hours. I think wc have had a shot go off iu our district after it had been standing fullv eight
hours.
l/7o. President.^ pout you think that eight hours is too long -would not you know what was likely to
take place m less time than that ? H they were shooting with fuse they certainly would not. If they
rm^
isf1'aws!13 they do in the old country, they would very soon know. There is a vreat deal
ot difference in fuse ; some fuse is found to he much more trustworthy than other fuse.
17/6. Do you think that an amendment to the effect “ where fuse has been used” would meet the case ?
oo far as I am concerned it would.
1777. What are the different ways of firing a shot ? By squib or straw, and fuse ; and of course there
are electric batteries.
1778. Would the words “ where a fuse is used” meet the ease ? Tes; I think so.
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JAMES CUBLET, Esq.

|

JESSE GBE&SON, Esq.

Mr. Greorge Henderson, Secretary for Illawarra miners, re-examined:—
Mr. Greyson.] 1 would suggest that the evidence taken before the Select Committee of the Legislative
Hr. G-.
Council appointed on the 5th October, 1893, be put in as evidence, and bo added to tho Appendix to the Henderson.
Eeport of this Commission.—Ayreed to.
1779. Mr. Curley.] j think when you were last examined we were considering sub-clause (n) of rule 12,1" Sept., 1895.
on pago 28 of the Bill {see Appendix A) ? Yes.
1780. J think you were of opinion that that clause should stand as it was originally drafted ; that in no
case, where fuse is used, should a person go to a charge that has missed fire within a period of eight
hours ? Yes.
_
1781. President!] You were of opinion that where a squib or straw is used the miners could use their
own judgment? They would know in the course of two or three seconds in such a case whether a shot
was likely to go off or not. There could bo no danger, because when the squib is lighted they would
know within a few seconds'whether the shot was likely to go off.
1782. In other cases you think that eight hours is not too long before a person should return to a place
where a shot has missed fire ? No, I think not. 1 think that there is a possibility, if the fuse is cramped
iu the hole, or if it was to get coiled, of it being dangerous. Being of cotton texture, the cotton may
smoulder for a time, and some considerable time may elapse before it reaches tbe shot.
1783. How long would this fuse be ? ff you had a 5-feot bole the fuse would be 5 feet or o ft. G in. long.
1 do not think many holes would be bored more than 5 feet.
1781. Mr. Curley!] Will you look at rule 15, on page 28 of the Bill {see Appendix A), “ Man-holes for
travelling roads ” ;—do you think that is a necessary provision ? I certainly think that rofngo holes are
a necessity.
1785. Do you think that man-holes, 6 feet high, 3 feet wide, and 4 feet deep, are too large ? I certainly
do not. I would advocate G-feet holes, because in most of the places they are compelled to make their roads
G foot high.
1780. 'The Legislative Council say that these holes should he of sufficient height, and at least 3 feet in
width;—would not the height vary according to the seam ? I think the amendment made by the Council
is tho most workable provision.
1787. That is, that these man-holes should be of sufficient length? Yes; the engine plane might bo
5 feet or 5 ft. G in. higb, and to have to cut through ihe bottom to get the height, might make it
dangerous for the men.
1788. Wb now come to rule 19, “ Trolley over pit-mouth ” {sea Appendix A) ;—do you think that that rule
should stand as originally drafted ? I agree with that rule as originally drafted.
1789. We now come to rule 25 on page 29 of the Bill, with regard to tho working of coal under roads
(sec Appendix A) ;—do you consider that is a necessary provision? Yes, I think it is; I cannot conceive
of any reason why it is struck out.
1790. We come now to rule 34 on page 30 of tho Bill, “Examination of boilers” {see Appendix A!) ■—
do you approve of that rule ? I certainly think it would be better to have something in the Bill with
regard to the inspection of boilers ; I think that these examinations should be made.
1791. We now come to rule [39J 37, “ Books and copies thereof” (sec Appendix A) ;—do you think that
any person employed in a mine, or anyone having the written authority of any inspector or person so em
ployed, should have tho right of examination of these books? Certainly I do.
1792. With regard to rule [40] 38, “ Periodical inspection on behalf of workmen” (see Appendix A), you
will sec that an alteration has been made in this rule by the Council;—do you approve of tbe clause as
originally drafted, or tbe clause with the substitution of the words, “ not being mining engineers who are
practical working miners,” placed by the Council ? I do not quite comprehend the drift of those words.
1 agree with the clause without the insertion of those words; but I might believe in those words provided
I comprehended their drift. It says, “ persons not being mining engineers, who are practical working
miners.” In the event of a man being a practical mining engineer, and being a miner at the time,—would
this provision exclude him from becoming one of tbe representatives of the men in this inspection?
1793. It appears to be so ? Well, 1 certainly think it is wrong.
1794. Now, with regard to rule 41, “ Persons not to be employed in coal-getting without experience ”
(see Appendix M), and also the rules 42-51, dealing with the working of coal under tidal waters, and
the size of pillars, and so on;—do you approve of these rules being embodied in a Coal-mines Bill?
I do. I think they arc necessary provisions in the Bill.
1795. Have you read the Bill through very carefully ? I have read the Bill several times very carefully,
1796. Do you believe in the latter portion of the Bill, taking the whole of the clauses as they were
originally drafted, or as they have been amended by the Council ? I believe in the Bill in its original
form.
1797. With regard to special rules, do you think that there should be some kind of uniformity with
regard to special rules, that they should be put, as far as it is possible, in some uniform way at the
different collieries ? ] certainly think they ought to adopt a uniform principle as near as it is possible
for them lo do so.
1793. Will you look at the Annual Beport of the Department of Mines for the year 1894, and take the
number of fatal accidents that have happened in this Colony from the year 1875 down to tho year 1884
(inclusive) ; that is for ten years—will you add up the number of fatal accidents for those ten years and
say what the number is ? Eighty-three fatal accidents.
1799. Will you now take tho figures from tho year 1885 down to the year 1891, includmg both these
years; that is, for another ton years, and give us the number of fatal accidents during those ten years?
Two hundred and fifty-two fatal accidents.
1800.
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is! ^ere are eighty-three fatal accidents for tbe first ten years, starting from the year 1875
down to the year 1884, and for the next ten years, that is, from 1885 down to 1894, there is a record of
17 Sept 1895 252 fatal accidents ? Yes.
'
1
1801. Do you think that those figures reveal a rather unsatisfactorystate of affairs ? I certainly think
they reveal an important increase of fatal accidents.
1802. President.] When you were speaking of the working hours, and the weighing question, did you say
that the managers of the different collieries in your district know of tho irregularities you have pointed
out ? Complaints innumerable have been made to the managers with regard to the weighing question.
1803. And they have not been attended to? No; we havo always had a promise that things would be
made better, hut they seem to be growing worse.
1801. Do you say that they arc growing worse ? I think that is the indication from the statements I
gave yesterday.
"
1805, Mr, GurleyThose statements are certified to hy the check-weighers ? Yes {see Appendix E).
1

[Witness withdrew.]

Eso^HLA*
17 Sept.,1895.

’

James Thomson, Esq., MDA., sworn and examined:—
^ur^ey-] What are you, Mr. Thomson? I am a Member of the Legislative Assembly for Ncw■ Have you followed the occupation of a coal-minor ?

I have,

1808. Eor how long have you followed that occupation? Eor about twenty-eighi years.
1809. Have you been connected with any of the coal-mines in Great Britain? Yes.
1B10. What mines have you been connected with in Great Britain? The earliest mining I did in Great
Britain was in mines in Eifeshire, I have also been working in Lanarkshire, hut I forget the particular
designation of the companies.
1811. Were you getting coal there, or did you do any other work in connection with the mine? I was
chiefly getting coal.
1812. What was the systein of working there ? 3n Eifeshire it was chiefly long-wall, and in Lanarkshire
chiefly bord and stall, or pillar and bord system.
ISIS. Do you remember the width of the bords? They were chiefly 12 feet in Lanarkshire.
ISM. Can you mention (he size of the pillars ? Well, the pillars 1 can think of were generally a chain
square.
1815.' What mines have you worked at in this Colony ? I havo worked pretty well all over the Northern
District.
1810. Will you mention the names of the mines? 1 was a good deal of my time in the A. A. Company’s
mine, Brown’s Miami, Wallscnd, Stockton, and a little of my time in Burwood. I think I have spent
most of my time in the Borehole as far as mining is concerned in the Northern District.
1817. Have you held any official position in connection with the miner’s lodges ? I have occupied, all the
various positions at different times.
1818. Have you acted as cheek inspector? I have.
1819. I believe you were at one time President of ths Miner’s Association? J was.
1820. In connection with your business as check inspector, had you ever occasion to point out any
deficiencies in connection with the ventilation ? Yes; 1 had.
1821. ]n what respect;—can you recollect what these deficiencies were at the time? Insufficiency was
the chief point T observed. The air was not conducted in suflicicnt quantities to the men.
1822. Do you mean to convey that the air was not taken up to the working face? Certainly.
1823. Did you ever discover any less quantify of air than was stipulated by the Act? Certainly, very
frequently.
1824. President.] Where? Chiefly in the Bore-hole mine; that was tlie only mine where I acted as
check inspector.
1825. Mr. Gurleyl] What pit was that in ? Chiefly in the old pit that is working now—number two.
1826. Was not that a great mauy years ago ? From between 1885 and 1887,1 suppose.
1827. Where you have spoken of the insufficiency of the ventilation, that is, where the air was under the
stipulated quantity, was not that mostly where you heard complaints from the men ? Invariably that
was so. We generally found that whore tlie men complained there was an insufficiency of air.
1828. Did you ever notice, in attempts to measure the air current, that the anemometer would not work ?
Yes. We have tried various places, and found we could not obtain a measurement.
1829. Do you look upon efficient ventilation as one of the principal items in connection with mining?
It is most important, unquestionably, the most important,
1830. Have you ever met vith any fire-damp in the A.A. Company's mine ? No.
1831. Have you ever met with any carbonic-acid gas or Blythe ? Yes, I havo seen it occasionally,
immediately after a big fall, hut as a rule the Bore-hole has been fairly free from that,
1832. President,] What company does the Bore-hole Mine belong i.o? The A.A. Company,
1833. Mr. Gurlcyl] From the official positions that you havo held, were you in a position to hear
. complaints occasionally from some of the collieries in connection with defective ventilation ? Yes, 1 was.
1834. Do you recollect an agitation many wears ago being set on foot for getting an amended Coal
Mining Bill? Ido.
; s
&
e
o1835 * 1837 1838 1839 * 1841
1835. Was that because it was very generally considered that the present Act was somewhat defective ?
Undoubtedly.
1830. Where were you working in the year 1889 ? ] was working in the Wallseud Colliery during a
portion of the year 1889.
1837. Was that in the former part of the year? Yes, m the former part of the year.
1838. Do you recollect what is known as the Hamilton Bit disaster? Ido.
1839. Do you know the names of the men who lost their lives on that occasion ? Yes, I remember
them ; do you wish me to mention their names ?
.1840. es, if you can recollect them. There was Beate, and Pea te junior, Proctor, Hod son, Ban field,
Meadows, Grant, and Beaumont.
‘
1841. Do you know how many men lost their lives on that occasion? Eleven men.
1842.
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1842. Do you know whether a number of men had a very narrow escape ? Yes; on that occasion all the J- Thomson,
Esq., M.L.A,
men in the pit had a very narrow escape.
1843. President.] IVhat did that accident arise from? A fall of roof.
17 Sept., 1695.
1844. Mr. Curley.] Do you recollect some seven of the men that had. a very narrow escape ? Yes; sis or
seven of the men had an exceedingly narrow escape.
1845. Was there not a man named Petit? Yes; that is ono of the names I forgot to mention.
1846. AVere you down the mine on that occasion? Yes; a few days after the fall, on the following
Wednesday.
1847. Did you see the fall? Yes.
1848. Where was it ? In the cross-cut.
1849. Was that a main road? Yes ; the main outlet, and the only outlet as far as I could see.
1850. Was that road blocked xvhen you were down the min^? Yes.
1851. Was the fall a fall of stone from the roof? Yes, stone.
1852. Were you at the inquiry in connection with this matter at any time ? Yes; I was at the Coroner’s
inquiry.
1853. Do you know the conclusion the jury came to in eonneetion with this matter? I think it was a
somewhat indefinite conclusion, if I remember rightly, hut I cannot say with any degree of certainty what
the wording of the verdict was.
1854. Was any reference mado to the weakness of the pillars? Yes ; I remember that a reference was
made to the insufficiency of tho pillars left.
1855. Do you recollect the work being abandoned after being prosecuted for a certain distance ? I do.
1856. Upon the representation of the officers of the Miners’Association at that time, did the Government
decide to carry tho work on? Yes, they did.
1857. Did the A. A. Company consent to that being done ? Yes.
1858. After an interview? Quite right.
1859. Was the work that was carried on undertaken with a view to rescuing the bodies of the workmen
supposed to bo entombed or killed ? I suppose that was tbe chief object.
1860. Was the work successful? Yes; very successful.
1861. Did you see any of the men that were found in Murphy’s heading on that occasion ? I did.
1862. Did you see them after they had been got out ? ies ; Meadows, Beaumont, Hodson, and Grant.
1863. Do you think these men had been killed by a fall of roof? Iso ; I do not think so.
1864. You do not think the four men you have mentioned met with their deaths from this cause ? Ko.
1865. Do you think that these men had been entombed ? Yes; I think they were starved to death,
1866. Do you recollect that while tbe company was prosecuting the work they came across a live pony ?
I do.
1867. Did tho company’s manager assist the rescue party as far as possible ? Oh, yes.
1868. lie gave every attention to the business in conjunction with the manager who was appointed by
the Miners’ Association ? Yes; I always found the manager ready to lend any assistance in his power.
1869. h'rom your experience as .a miner, what conclusion did you come to in your own mind as to what
was the cause of that accident ? The only conclusion I can come to is that the pillars were not sufficient
to bear the strain that was brought upon them by the excavation behind. The pillars had been taken out
and a big gob left, and of course tlie weight is supposed to come gradually; but in this ease I think it
came very suddenly, and when the weight came suddenly on the pillars they were not sufficient to bear
tbe strain, and, instead of having a clear way out, the men were caught in a trap through tho roof having
fallen behind as well as in front of them.
1870. What was the system of working at that colliery ? The bords were supposed to be 8 yards, and the
pillars 4 yards.
1871. Do you think that the roof in that particular case had been a very strong roof ? I am inclined to
think so.
1872. Do you think that the roof had held up for a considerable time ? Yes; it must have held up for a
considerable time.
1873. In consequence of the strong roof standing for such a considerable time, when it made a breakaway,
was that the reason why it came over these thin pillars ? No doubt that was part of the reason. If tho
pillars had been thicker they would have checked it. Some of the pillars were very thin; I am afraid they
were even under 4 yards,
1874. Have you known them to be less when you have boon working yourself ? Yes, I have.
1875. From a sad experience of that character, would you conclude that there should bo no doubt about
substantial pillars being left in tho working of coalmines? I certainly should say that it was a safe
mode of working, both for the company, as well as the men.
1876. From a commercial point of view, that is, in making the most of your coal, and getting tbe largest
quantity out, don’t you think that, as a rule, you would get the most coal out by leaving the large pillar ?
Yes, I should imagine you would; that is the reason why it would be an advantage to the proprietary, as,
by that means, they would get all tho pillars out, get better coal, and run no risk of losing property
through the extraction of the pillars.
■ •
1877. With that particular exception, I supposo the mine we are speaking of ivas, as a whole, pretty free
from accidents of any thing like a general character, or of that description? Oh, yes ; fairly free from
accidents. Of course there have been accidents, such as a man losing his life; but they would occur
generally at the working face.
1878. The accidents you refer to would be individual accidents? Yes.
1879. These accidents still keep occurring ? Yes; and will be occurring as long as coal-mining is carried
on, because all men are not equally careful,
1880. Do you not know that some of the most careful men have sometimes lost their lives ? Yes ; these
aro recognised as pure accidents—some of them, at least.
1881. Do not a number of these isolated single accidents occur from uusecn dangers, such as slips or
sooty backs? Yes ; these are accidents so far as tbe individual is concerned.
1882. Have you ever worked in tho Newcastle Company’s colliery ? No, I have not.
1883. Do you recollect, some years ago, about some danger that was apprehended there ? Yes.
1884. Were
living in the locality ? Yes.
92—K
1885.
you
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J. Tlmitison, 1835. ])id you hear anything about the danger in that mine ? Yes; I remember they were creeping
," on P^tty close to their shafts—that is, the A pit.
17Sept.. 1895.
Was tliere not only the A pit at that time ? Yes, what was called tho A pit.
!
‘ 1887. Did you hear the .general current of conversation that was passing at tho time? Yes; I had
occasionally to converse with some of the men who were working there prior to the creep, and also
during the creep. I refer to tlie men who were working there to prevent the roof from coming down.
1888. Were the men stopped for some time ? Yes.
.
1889. Do you know whether a considerable amount of energy and extra effort had to be made to secure
the mine from collapsing ? Yes, and an extra amount of timber, and that was more useful than the
energy.
1890. Would you conclude from that that the pillars iu that particular locality had been left too thin?
Certainly, that was the cause of it. Jt was supposed to bo over anxiety to obtain a dividend.
1891. Was that in the early history of the mine? Yes ; it caused them to turn away the workings close
<o their shafts, and leave small'pillars.
■
1891. Havo you ever heard toll of other collieries in the Northern district being affected in a similar way?
Yes; 1 havo heard of Wallscnd ; that is an extensive mine, and they are always taking out pillars. I
have known, where a big stretch of goaf has been left, two or three pillars to have been lost entirely.
1893. Did that occur at Wallscnd when you were working there? Yes.
1894. Do you kuow the district where that occurred ? I cannot localise it-; but it was in what was
called Willis’ tunnel.
1895. Did that not happen a good few years ago ? Tt was in tlie beginning of the year 1889.
189G. Did you hoar tell of anything similar to this occurring at (Stockton about tho same time ? Yes ; I
heard of some of the movements in Stockton.
1897. Did yon hear tell of the men being stopped there for a while ns well ? Yes,
1898. I suppose you have given some attention to the proposed Coal-mines Regulation Rill that has been
before both Houses of Parliament ? Well, I have. Of course I took a. very lively interest in the Coal
mines Bill that was introduced in 1889 and 1890; but I have not devoted very close attention to the
matter since.
1899. Have you a copy of the proposed Bill ? Yes.
1900. Do you know of a provision in the proposed Bill dealing with tlie hours of employment ? Yes ; I
believe there is a clause dealing with the eight hours.
.
1901. You will find that the section is No. 36, on page 17 of the Bill (.we Appendix A) ; just look at
that provision ;—have you given any thought to the provision that is tliere embodied in the Bill ? Yes;
I have given it a little thought from a general standpoint, but I have not examiued this clause very
closely.
1902. Are you in favour of tbe clause as it stands in tho Bill being embodied iu a mining Bill in that
form ? Oh, yes ; I do not sec anything objectionable.
1903. Do you think it is necessary for that clause to be in the Bill ? Yes ; I think so, I am strongly of
opinion that there should he such a clause as that in any mining Bill.
1904. What is the position without a provision like that? Well, at the present time, of course, a man,
through force of circumstances, is compelled to work any hours that may be required of him.
1905. There is no uniformity ? No uniformity.
1906. -Do you think that the hours of employment can be regulated in a voluntary way between tlie men
and the managers ? No ; not under present conditions; certainly not. I do not think myself that that
would ever succeed very well.
1907. Do you thiuk that a provision of that character would add materially to the cost of working tho
collieries ? I do not think so. I cannot see how it would add to the cost of working.
1908. There is practically no limit to the supply of coal in connection with the collieries ? No ; the supply
seems to be very much in excess of the demand.
1909. What has beeu the experience of the men during recent years:—have a number of the collieries
shut down now and again? Yes; a great many of them are shut down half their time.
1910. Have some of the collieries cavilled out a- number of their men ? They havo.
1911. Have the men had to shift the best way they could? Yes, or to starve.
1912. Do you think it was an absolute necessity in some cases that that should be done ? I think not.
Tbe chief object was to throw men out of employment.
1913. Have you noticed the regular dividends that have been declared by eomo of the collieries under
these circumstatccs ? Well, yes ; they have declared dividends,
1014. Have you noticed the Wallscnd Company declaring their dividend half-yearly ? Yes; 1 have seen
very frequently an account of their dividends.
1915. Have yon seen the same thing in connection with the Wickham and Bullock Island Collieries ? I
have.
■
1916. Do you think that eight hours is sufficiently long for a miner to he employed in the mines ? I
think it is too long.
1917. Do you think that the miner out iu this Colony is exposed to lots of climatic influences that affect
his general health, that he would not experience in a colder climate ? Yes ; I believe he suffers here more
than in a colder or more settled climate.
L918. Do you know that in connection with numbers of tho mines here, at present, that occasionally
there is fire-damp given off? Yes.
1919. Do you not think it is necessary there should be some kind of uniformity, for starting work, and
leaving off work in the mine? I think it is an absolute necessity iu the cases you have mentioued.
1920. Have you considered the clauses in the Bill with regard to ventilation ? Well, generally speaking
I have.
•
1921. Would you look at section 50 [47] of the Bill on page 23 {nee Appendix A) ? I see that some of
the clauses in that section have been altered materially.
1922. Will you look at the provisiou in the section as it was orginally drafted? Yes ; I sec that there is,
a minimum of 159 feet of air provided, and that bords are not to be driven more than 25 yards.
1923. Do you approve of that section as it was originally drafted? Yes, I certainly do.
1924. You woukl not prefer the amendments suggested by the Legislative Council ? I certainly would
not prefer the amendments.
1925.
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1925. Do you think the minimum quantity of air provided in that section is absolutely necessary in a J- Thomson-,
Coal-mines Bill? Ido.
J
^ Esq., M.L.A.

1920. Do you think that there should be any doubt about a minor having a stipulated quantity of air r
Tliere should not be the least room for doubt.
1927. Can you understand why there should be any objection to a limited quantity of air? Xo, I cannot.
The proprietors profess to bo quite willing to ventilate tbe mines efficiently, but they all object to a
minimum quantity being fixed, and I cannot see the reason for their objection at all, I hold that the fact
of a minimum will not prevent them from sending as much air as they like.
1928. Are you aware that in mines where there is much gas that that minimum quantity would not meet
the case ? In some cases it would not.
1929. Would it meet the case of a mine like the Helensburgh Mine in the Southern district? It docs
not interfere with a case like tbe Helensburgh Mine at all, because if 150 feet of air was not adequate,
they could put 300 feet
1930. 1. on think they would have as much air as would sweep out the gas, or tho place could not be worked ?
Certainly. If all the mines wore troubled with gas there would be less need for a minimum quantity.
1931. Do you think that if no minimum quantity was stated, that in some instances the management
would not be as active as they might otherwise be ? I am quite satisfied that some—I will not say all
—but some of tbe managers would be as indifferent as they possibly could be. They would not care if
there was ventilation or not. They would tell the men, “ If you say there is not sufficient ventilation I
say there is, and I am the judge.”
1932. Would not the manager say in such a case as that, “ I am the manager of the mine ” ? Of course
he would.
■
.
1933. Might not that seriously interfere with the health of the miner ? Most assuredly; nothing more so.
1934. Do you believe in tho provision in the Bill for splits in connection with ventilation ? Yes, I do.
1935. Have you given any attention to that matter? Yes, I have.
1936. Will you look at the section [49] 46 on pago 23 of the Bill (nee Appendix A) ;—do you notice that
subsection (in) has been crossed out by the legislative Council? I do.
1937. Do you think that that subsection should be embodied in the Bill ? It would certainly be all tbe
better if it was, but a part of it does not seem quite clear to me.
1938. Whnt part do you refer to ? The part that refers to where gas does not exist.
1939. Do you think that brattice is mi absolute necessity whore gas does exist? Most unquestionably.
1940. And whore no gas exists ? I think bratticing would not be necessary where the distance between ■
tho cut-throughs was considerably shortened helow 85 yards, I would be prepared fo have cut-throughs
20 yards apart in preference to the brattice.
1941. Do you think brattice is required if the cut-throughs are not shortened ? ’Undoubtedly ; 35 yards
is much too great a distance between cut-throughs.
1942. Do you think the clauses in the Bill providing for the working of bords and pillars under ocean or
tidal waters should stand as they were originally drafted in the Bill ? I. do.
1943. Will you look at rules 41-51, on pages 31 and 32 of the Bill (see Appendix A)
do you approve
of the 1st rule, rule 41, that deals with a person not to be employed as a coal-getter until he has had two
years’ experience ? 1 do.
,
1944. Do you approve of a regulation width for pillars under ocean or tidal waters ? I am strongly
inclined to think that these pillars are none too big. I think that provision ought to be good enough. If
it is not, it is hardly possible to work it.
1945. In cases of danger do you believe that inspectors should have power to withdraw the men ? I do.
1946. With regard to a check-weigher, do you think that the men should have the right to select their
check-weighman ? Most assuredly.
1947. Do you think they should have the right to select him from whom they please, whether he he an
employee of the mine or otherwise ? Certainly,
[Witness withdrew.]

1 ’’

’

■
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'

Troharne Evans sworn and examined:—
1948. Mr. Curhyd What aro you, Mr. Evans? A miner.
Mr. T. Evans.
1949. Where are you employed at the present time ? At tho South Wnratah Colliery.
1950. Have you been employed atthe Lambton Colliery as a miner? Yes.
17Sept., 1895.
1951. For what number of years have you hecn employed as a minor? I have been somewhere about
eight years working ns a miner, and three years, all but two months, as check-weighman.
1952. Were you appointed to the position of check-weighman by the men ? Yes.
1903. Do you recollect the suspension of work at the Lambton Colliery some time ago ? I do.
1954. Were tho men given notice in connection with tbe matter? Yes.
.1955. Were the whole of the men dismissed from tbe colliery ? Yes, with the exception of myself, but I
believe that some of tbe men outside did not receive notice. Through not being an employe of the
Company 1 did not receive notice.
'
1956. For how many weeks did the colliery stop work. Eor about five weeks.
1957. When work was resumed again, did the great bulk of tbe men get taken back to the colliery again?
Yes.
1958. Were the men, after they were taken on again, willing to still allow you to follow on at your
old occupation as check-weighman? Yes. Tbe check-weighman at the Lambton Colliery is appointed halfyearly, and I bad another six weeks to go before the term of my six months expired. The chairman
of the miner’s lodge, through something he had heard, advised me to make an application to the manager
of the colliery for re-employment.
1959. Did you do so ? I did. I did not ask him to employ me as an employe of the colliery alone, but,
after a short conversation, I asked him to be good enough to withdraw bis objection to me, and allow me
to take my old position as chcck-weighman, and this be refused to do.
1960. Could be not have permitted you to have gone back and have taken up your position ? Yes.
1961. He could havo kept bis objection back ? Yes. During the eleven years I was employed in and at
that colliery, there had been three strikes previous to this. The check-weighman, after one strike that
lasted
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Mr. T. Evans, lasted for nine months, was not re-appointed hy the men, but the chcck-weighman has never been known
a,B^
matlag6r to reinstate him.
17Sept, 1S95.19(32. AVas there ever any objection to you? No; I believe I would be appointed to-morrow by the

■

same lodge.
1963. Were you out of employment for the time being? I was out of employment for five months.
1964. Do you consider that the miners as a body at the different collieries should have tho right to select
their check-weighman? Ido.
1965. President.'] Prom anywhere they like ? Tes, as long as the men pay him.
1966. Mr. Curley.] Do you understand that the present Act states that he must be an employe of tbe
mine ? I was an employe of the mine when I was appointed.
1967. Had any objection been taken to you in connection with tlie performance of your duties? No; I
intended to see the general manager, when the young man, his son, objected, and I could not see him ;
but I saw him afterwards, and asked him if he knew of anything I had done detrimental to the Company
or to the men, and he said, “No, Treharno; I do not.” 1 then asked him had he anything against me
during the time I was employed under him at the pit, and he said, “ No ; I have nothing against you I
believe you are as good a man as any man we employ at the present time.”
D
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY, IS SEPTEMBER, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.]
Jkturnt:—

FEANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (Peesdjent).
JAMES CURLEY,

Esq.

|

JESSE GREGSON,

Esq,

The Honorable Joseph Cook, Postmaster-General, sworn and examined :—
1968. Mr. Curley.] Tou are at the present time, I believe, Mr. Cook, Postmaster-General ? I am.
Joseph Coot. 1969. And you arc one of tbe Members of the Legislative Assembly ? Yes.
Previ°us to y°ur enteriug the Legislative Assembly, what occupation did you follow? I was for
18 sept.,1895. four year3 check-weighman in one of the collieries at Lithgow.
’
1971. What were you before you were check-weighman? I was a miner.
1972. How long have you been out in the colonies ? For about eleven years.
1973. Have you worked in coal-mines in England ? I have; in fact. I have been engaged in coal-mines
since I was a little boy about 9 or 10 years old.
1974. At what mines in England were you employed ? I was employed in North Staffordshire, where the
system of mining is in many respects peculiar,
1975. What were the names of the mines you were engaged in in England ? The Sheriff Mine was one,
and another was called the Holywood; both mines were at Silverdale.
1976. Were those the only two mines you worked in in England? Oh, no ; I worked in a number of
mines, but I specialise the Sheriff Mine because I worked in it longer than the rest; I never worked in
any other district. That is the only coal-mine I worked in ; the other mines were ironstone seams.
1977. Were the coal seams thick seams or thin seams? There were a large number of seams.
1978. 1 refer to the scams you worked in ? In the one mine there were nine or ten different seams of
coal, worked from tho one shaft, and varying in thickness from 10 or 11 feet down to 2 feet.
1979. Were they working all these seams ? Yes.
1980. Simultaneously ? Yes; you might say each one was really a separate mine. They dipped at very
sharp angles, but the one shaft would pierce all the seams.
1981. What was the thickness of the seam you worked in? About 7 feet. As a matter of fact, there
were two seams separated by about 2 feet of mullock. One seam was 7 feet thick, and the other seam
about 5 feet thick. We wrought both seams from the ono bord. We took out the lower seams first, and
treated the top seam as tops, but there were two separate seams.
1982. Did the miner deal with the whole of that mullock as well as the coal-getting ? Yes, it was soft
mullock.
1983. It was not a hard material ? It was nothing like your hands in the Northern district.
1984. What method of working was pursued in tbe mine”? Pillar and stall. The method of working was
peculiar. You went first of all to the boundary, and brought it out in 10-yard pillars, No other plan
was possible, owing to the nature of the roof.
1985. When you drive to tho boundary like that, would you drive parallel drives in order to cut one on to
the other ? You drive on to the boundary.
"
1986. Would you call it a heading ? No, a self-acting plane. We used to call it a gig dip.
1987. Would it be a. main road? No, you drive your main road to the boundary, but these rises are equi
distant. Where it is flat, you can adopt the long-wall system.
1988. What was the width of the places you put across? The rises would be about 10 feet wide, and the
headings driven along to fetch the 10-yard pillars back would be about 5 feet in width. The width was
really never a given quantity, and if the coal is soft going a bit wider, but about 5 feet as a rule.
1989. ATere the pillars of substantial si v.e;—what size were they? There were no pillars; you kept
bringing back the pillars. It is quite a different method to what we work here. You go to your
boundary first, and there is no need for pillars.
1990. There would be sectional blocks ? Yes; when a 10-yard section is taken out you bring down your
gig dip, drive your heading, and bring out another block.
1991. What was the method of ventilation in connection with a colliery of that description? Bratticing
and pipes.
1992. President.] Was it a gassy mine? Oh, yes; and being nearly perpendicular, tho gas rested on the
top, and it was almost impossible to drive it out. Explosions of gas were a usual thing, They were so
located
The Hon.
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located that they did not wreck a mine, as they sometimes do the large mines. I should imagine they T'nie]®onv.■
would ho the most dangerous mines in England, owing to the fact that they aro nearly perpendicular, Joseph Coot,
aud it is difficult to drive the gas out,
18"9e~t~1895
1993. Mr. Curley.] There would not be much complaint about Tcntilation in such a mine as that? Well,
ep'
sclf-iuterest would lead them there to ventilate sufficiently. That would he one of the cases in which
protection to property and life were coincidental, and the motive in each case would be nearly equal.
They had to havo the very latest appliances to keep the property safe, because gas was always a trouble.
1994. Were the other mines similar to that? Oh, yes ; they were all similar in that district,
1995. JSow, coming to this Colony; what collieries have you worked at in the Lithgow district? At the
Vale of Clwydd, and the New Vale Collieries.
199(3, Bid you work in these collieries as a coal-miner ? Yes, as a coal-miner.
1997. What was tho method of working pursued at the Vale of Clwydd Colliery? The ordinary bord
and pillar systein.
1998. Bo you know anything about how the ventilation is conducted at that colliery ;—was it hy furnace,
fan, or what? ^ By furnace, and quite sufficient too, I should say, if properly looked after. They are
,
only small collieries, and the conditions are the simplest.
1999. Were there many men employed wiicu you were there? The number of men employed varies
according to the condition of the trade—sometimes 100 men, sometimes twenty. At the present time there
would not be more than twenty-five men in any of the mines.
2000. How many men wore employed when you were working yourself? As high as 100, aud at one
particular time as many as 200. It all depended on the condition of tho trade.
2001. What kind of stoppings were erected on tho main roads? I think they varied in the collieries I
worked in—chiefly slack.
2002. Was that iu the main intake road ? Yes, occasionally there would he a brick stopping.
2003. Was that mine fairly well ventilated when you were there ? Yes, on the whole it was fairlywell
looked after. Of course, there were occasions when it was defective, like most other places.
2001. Bid they work out the pillars iu that colliery? No.
2005. Bid they leave any pillars ? They did not leave any pillars, that could be called pillars. It is
only fair to say that the roof was of such a nature that hardly any inconvenience was caused hy the
roof.
2006. What was the size of tho pillar loft? It would vary from 4 to 5 yards. The mine was intersected
with faults, winch formed a very substantial support to the roof.
2007. Bid these faults come through the seam ? Yes ; it was not like an ordinary fault or dyke, because
it did not interfere with tho level of the seam, never more than a few inches. The faults up there are
peculiar to the district.
2003. Was it what is termed a stone-dyke? I do not know that I have seen anything like it before. It
was a sort of conglomerate, sometimes hard, and sometimes soft, but peculiar to the district.
2009. What thickness was it ? The thickness varied. The seam sometimes would not run entirely out,
sometimes it might be a few inches, sometimes a foot, sometimes 3 inches, sometimes it would run out
altogether. You could never depend on what one of them would be like.
2010. Bid they go right through the ramification of the mine ? They go about all ways ; you scarcely
knew when you were going to hit them. Some of them ran fairly regular, but they formed a substantial
support to the roof.
2011. Have you to go through them? Oh, yes; and the miner does not like the job.
2012_. No matter what it is, don’t you think thero is a danger of it tumbling down;—havo you really
nothing underneath it ? Hardly anything. It has all grown together, naturally, and you have to make
your own parting. There is hardly any danger about a fault there. The fault is peculiar to the district.
2013. .No matter how you deal with a quantity of rock of that description, do you mean to say that
there is never any danger ol that tumbling down ? There is a danger if it is soft enough, but the danger
is at a minimum thero. The entrance through them is very narrow, and thero is no natural parting,
therefore there is very little danger.
2014. Bid they work out the pillars there—the pillars thev could work out ? They did not leave very
much pillar there. I would, not say that there is a very great deal of dauger for the reasons I havo
mentioued. The faults themselves are substantial supports to the roof. I believe at the present time
they do leave more substantial pillars in some of the mines.
2015. Have you ever known there any very large sectional area to be worked completely out, in the way
of pillars, aud all the coal to be got ? No; not in that particular mine. I believe they are working
under those conditions in one of the mines now.
'
2016. Bo you know the width of the bords ? 1 think the)r are about 7 yards wide. I am only speaking
from what I hear iu the district.
2017. At the particular time you were working there, what was the width of the bords ? About 8 yards.
2018. "What was the name of the other mine you worked in in that district ? The New Vale,
2019. What was the method of mining pursued there? Tho method was practically the same as in the
Vale of Clwydd Colliery.
2020. Bid you meet with tho same faults in the Now Vale Colliery ? Yes : but considerably more than
in the Vale of Clwydd Colliery.
2021.. What kind, of stoppings were put up there in connection with the main intakes? Slack, or brick
stoppings, according to the nature of of the workings.
2022. Bid you ever meet with black damp or anything of that kind while working there ? No.
2023. There was no such thing as gas in any of these mines ? No, never.
*
2024. What was the system of ventilating at the New Vale Colliery ? Practically the same as the Vale
of Clwydd—furnace.
202.5. jPresideni.] Was thero always fair ventilation there? I would not like to say that, because it
varies considerably if everything was going right, yes. It all depends on the system ; you may have
100,000 feet of air at the bottom of the pit, hut a place a mile away may be suffocating—it all depends on
the system adopted.
'
2026. On the whole, was the mine fairly-wcll ventilated ?. Yes, on the whole, fairly-well ventilated.
2027. Hr. Gurley.] Had you occasionally to make complaints with regard to the ventilation? Occasionally
we used to send round our check inspector.
2028.
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Joaeph^oot
^re^l\ent ^ 33(H;s r.ot tliaf. arise in ncnrh' every colliery; that does not show badmauageBicnt ? It
■
dopomls, it may or may not. As a rule, bad ventilation means defective management. Homo places
18Sept., 1895. lna^r *)0
^a^3r ventilated at times that may ordinarily be well ventilated.
.
’
2029. 31 ay there not be accidental cases ? Yes: want of sufficient ventilation for a time.
2030. Mr. Curley.~\ Is not that a serious matter for the man that has to work there ? I rather think it is.
2031. It is not an accident for him ? I think it is not.
'
2032. Is it not a case of slow poisoning every day that he works there ? It is very bad.
2033. Do you think nith regard to matters of that description that, witli a little sharper supervision,
numbers of these cases eouid be improved ? I am sure of that.
2031, Ho re particularly with a good current of air flowing through the mine;—is it not a matter of
conducting the air ? Yes; it is a matter of good internal arrangements.
2035, Phat can he done, I suppose, with proper management? It could. It is sometimes a little expense.
203G. Do you think that expense sometimes stands in the way of accomplishing this ? I think so.
203/. Ion think that the miner may be punished in that particular way for the sake of economy ? No
doubt.
‘
2038. Do you think that the miner has a right to he punished in that way ? No, I do not.
2039. Arc those the only two mines you have worked in in the Western district? Yes, those are the only
two mines—the Yale of Clwydd, and the New Yale.
2010. Do you know anything about the method of ventilation in any of the other mines ? It is generally
the same—furnace ventilation.
51041. Are there any mines in the western district where you havo no furnace ventilation;—have you any
mines with artificial ventilation, or ventilation without mechanical power? Wo have one mine, 1. believe,
where there is no furnace.
2042. How is that mine ventilated ? I cannot say.
2043. Is it what is termed natural ventilation ? I suppose so, but I do not know.
2044. Do you think that a mine should ho left to ventilate itself in that fashion, if it is a fact ? I do not.
2045. What is the name of the mine you refer to ? The mine I refer to is the Oakoy Dark mine ; that
mine has no furnace, and it is tlie last mine that has been put down,
2046. Do you know the number of men that are employed in that mine? I should not think there would
be more than twenty-five.
*
2047. President^ How can the mine ventilate itself? Well, it docs; I suppose the same kind of
ventilation goes on in a modified way as that that goes on in the atmosphere around us.
2048. That kind of natural ventilation would almost be in any mine ? Oh, yes; 1 do not think you could
thoroughly systematise it in any way.
.
2049. Could you not systematise it by saying that it was ventilation looking after itself? 1 suppose that
would be the correct way to describe it.
.
2050. re there a number of men employed in that mine ? I should say there were about twenty-five
miners. I suppose there would be more, including wheelers and shift-men—say, thirty-two or thirty-three.
2051. Mr. Curley.'] Do you enter most of these mines by a tunnel ? Only two of tbe mines have tunnels,
that is, on the west side where the outcrop is. The coal dips east as you como towards Sydney, and the
seam gets deeper.
2052. What is the depth of the shafts in the other mines ? They vary, of course, as they go east. The
first shaft, which is close to the railway station, I should not think was more^than 50 or 60 feet, and the
one nearest to Sydney, the Oakey Dark Mine, would be over 300 feet.
2053. That is the mine where there is no mechanical ventilation that you are aware of ? Yes.
2054. President] I cannot understand why tbe manager of that mine lias not been brought to book
under the present Act—the Act of 1876 ? He cannot be brought to book if be has 100 cubic feet of air
for every luan employed—that is, if the mine ventilates itself to that extent you cannot compel him.
The Act says nothing about a system. When the inspector goes to measure fhe’air 1 suppose he finds it
adequate according to tho Act.
'
2055. Mr. Curley.] Take the case of a mine that generated gas;—if the minimum quantity stipulated in
the Act was not sufficient to cope with that gas, would not an adequate supply of air have to be provided
in order to meet the case? First of all there would be an argument entered into about it. There is no
provision in the Act to deal with a case like that. The Act says that an adequate amount of air, not less
than 100 cubic feet, shall be provided.
'
2056. Would not a manager have to do it for the safety of the mine ? He might do it if he thought it
was necessary.
“
2057.^ If the manager had a person at that colliery whose duty it was to inspect the working places in the
morning, and he found there was gas in the mine, and there was not suflicicnt air to drive it out, would
not the manager have to provide sufficient air;—if he did not, would not tho gas explode ? The protection
of the property might make him drive the gas out, hut there is nothing in tho Act to compel him to give
more than 100 cubic feet of air. A man might he working in a place in a state of suffocation, and yet Ihe
quantity of air stipulated in the Act may bo passing along the airway, but it never reaches that man. The
Act provides that the air “shall sweep undiminished along the airway,” but, “ past each working plnco.”
2058. President.] Subsection (n) of the Act of 1876 says ; “ An adequate amount of ventilation shall bo
constantly produced in every mine to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the
working places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine, and tbe travelling roads to and
from such working places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein ” ? Yes, and subsection
(in) says how that is to be done,—“ An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum)
than one hundred cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man, boy, and horse which shall sweep un
diminished along the airway past each working place.”
2059. The Act says that they must dilute these noxious gases ? Yes, with 100 cubic feet of air, which
shall pass undiminished along the airway past each working place.
2000. How are you going to remedy that;—if you get a bad manager or a bad inspector, in what way can
you regulate that by Act of Parliament? I should say it would be a bad )ob.
2061. Mr. Gurley.] In spite of all tbe conditions, will not circumstances make men complain ? They,
have to do so ultimately. They have to take secret means of making their wants known.
.

■
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2002. President.'] Have you nny eases iu your mind, or aro you speaking only of wlml mighi happen in ^
cases where insmillcieut air is suiiplied, auid tho men arc frightened to complain V 1 have eases in my mind, 0B<“P1 ■'O0 *
In tho Wostern district r1 Yes. '
IS Sept., 1895.
20G1'. Mr. Gurley.] You know that has occurred in the Western district? Oh, yes.
20Go. Do you kuow whether any anonymous communications have ever been sent to tho inspector? I
do not know,
2000. Could not that he done? Yes, readily.
2U07. Do you know that the Seerotary of State in England has recommended tho inspectors to take
hotice of these things? JN'o, ] did not know that. 1 have had anonymous letters myself.
2008. President.] About weighing ? Ko, about ventilation.
2000. Anonymous letters asking you to do something ? Yes, and I am not much in love with anonymity.
2070. Mr. Ourhy.] Will you please read what is said hero in Mr. Nelson Hoyd’s book, “ Coal-pits aud
Pitmen,” on this subject:—“ The Home Secretary, in reviewing the debate, repeated the statement that
accidents had greatly diminished since tho passing of the Act. He looked on the certificate of colliery
managers as quite as important ns those granted to masters of vessels, and had always given instructions
to prosecute managers when there was sufficient cause for doiug so; but, for safety, it was necessary to
depend mainly ou the responsibility of employers and employed. He repudiated the view that inspectors
were not to visit a mine unless an accident had occurred, and he had issued ‘ consolidated instructions'
to the inspectors on that subject. These instructions enjoined ou tlie inspectors to examine a mine ou
invitation or complaint; to pay attention to anonymous complaints luilhoitt divulging the source of their
information ; not to send notice of intended visits to mines, unless advisable to do so ; and to examine
mines as frequently as possible without announcing their intention, as the liability to au official insjicction
without previous warning might be a most effective .prevention of abuse,” Lastly, “ That a record should
bo kept of the inspections and the results obtained,”
■
2071. Do you approve of what is said there? 1 do, certainly. A weak point in the Act of 1S76, the
Act we are now working under, is that the air shall sweep nndiminished along the airway past each
working place, but the Bill we have now under consideration proposes to carry the air into each working
place, and makes provision for doing so. The sections I refer to in the Act of 1870 are subsections (n)
aud (in) of section 12 (see Appendix B). You are told in subsection (tr) what to do, and in subsection
(in) how to do it.
2072. President.] Supposing tho Bill we are considering does not pass the Legislature. 1 think it will
bo a grave thing for that interpretation of the Act to go forth to the world as tlie proper interpretation.
I think that would be a very bad thing. It, is my opinion that the inspector can lake action under the
present Act, and compel the minimum of air to be provided in each working place. Has such a case ever
been tested ? J do not think so.
2078. My reading at present of these two subsections is, that a manager is bound to supply the minimum
quantity of air to tho men at the working face, bnt I would like to give the matter further consideration.
2074. Mr. Cook.] 1 should lihe to say that in England where a mine is very dangerous, self-interest
drives them to observe strict conditions. They could not drive 35 yards before tho air. In the principal
mine I wrought in, they never drove more than 10 yards, and even then they had to carry the current
to the face by pipes, or brattice. Self-interest drove them to do this.
2075. President!] Are there any mines in England without gas? Oh, yes.
207G. Mr. Curley.] Tho Bill we have before us says this air must be carried inlo tbe working face by
means of brattice. If it is generally done, why do the managers rebel so fiercely?
2077. Mr. Greyson!] The managers do not object.
2078. Mr. Curley!] The managers object to any steps being taken to force the air by means of brattice.
2070. Mr. Greyson.] The managers recommend the English Act of 1887. If the Bill said what the
English Act of 1887 says they would be content with the Bill.
'
2080. Mr. Gurley.] You have looked at the provisions in the proposed Bill sections [50] 47, on pages 23
and 24, “Ventilation of Mines” (see Appendix A). You notice the amendments made by the Legislative
Council in the rule, the alteration of the words “twenty-five” to “thirty-five,” and also the erasures
further ou in the clause ? Yes.
2081. Do you consider that the section should stand as it was originally drafted, or do you believe in the
amendments made by the Legislative Council ? I think the clause should stand as originally drafted,
2082. President.] 'Will you look at the provisions in the English Act, section 40 (see Appendix C)?
1 do not agree with the English Act in all cases ; it is not stringent enough in some things,
2083. Why ? 1 have worked in places in England myself where it was almost impossible to work owing
to the black dam]), and have suffered long periods of sickness through it. I have seen places where the
light would not burn at all, and whore, when you had to run your skip out, you had to leave your light
at both ends, and run tlie skip through the dark. The English Act is not necessarily a perfect Act any
more than our Act is perfect.
2084. Jt seems to me to be well drawn? The gassy mines in England are the main care of tho owners
there, and those conditions dominated their ideas in framing an Act, but iu the non-fiery mines there is no
possibility of doing anything to make the conditions more sanitary. In the case of a very fiery mine
self-interest comes in, and the inspector in England has very much larger powers than he has here.
2085. In what way ? If an inspector finds that an accident is due to defective management he can move
the Secretary of State, and put the manager on his trial. He has a penal power there.
2086. Is not that proposed here in this Bill ? Yes, it is. Only a little while before I left England I
knew of a case where an accident occurred owing to a fire in the goaf. The manager concentrated his
attention on saving the lives of tho people in the mine, but the owners and the inspectors thought he had
not done his duty. He was a man who had risen from the ranks, and the exports moved tho Secretary of
State, aud succeeded in getting tho case tried before a County Court Judge. The judge who tried the
rase commended tbe manager tor considering the safety of the lives under him rather than the property,
•That could not occur out here.
2087. Why? Jt could under the pro])osed new Bill,
2088. But you must take tho two things together ? I am willing to do so, but people in England are
living lingering deaths by this black damp.
2089.
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The Hou. 2089. Do you mean to say they are doing so to-day? Tes; I do not see anything in the Act to make it
Joseph Cook, different.
I8Se~t"'ie95
Thc7 canE°t he giving an adequate amount of ventilation ? They give what is thought adequate.
p‘2091. Jfr. Gregson.'] The latest statistics do not bear out what you say? I am speaking from my
experience,
2092. ^Sfr. Curley.] Tour opinion is, Mr. Cook, that there should be a stipulated minimum quantity of air
fixed in any Act that may he passed in this Colony? Tes; as a matter of interpretation as to the least
amount that can be called adequate.
2093. Do you look upon the provision in the Bill [49] 40, on page 23, “ Division of mine into splits,"
{see Appendix A), as an essential part of tho whole question ?
Oh, yes.
2094. W'ith regard to the provision in tho Bill for giving additional powers to inspectors, section 21, pago
8 (see Appendix A) ;—do you believe in that provision? I do.
2095. Do you consider that an inspector should have power to call men out if he notices there is any
danger ? I do.
2096. President^] Suppose an inspector says to the manager, “This mine is dangerous, you ought to tako
tho men out"; do you think any manager would keop on after that. Suppose the roof is dangerous,
perhaps it is working, and tho inspector says, “Tou must take tho men out at once,” leaving the provision
as it is in the English Act—do you think a manager would dare to keep on working after that ? Tes,
under our present Act he might.
2097. Suppose a case in which the inspector is a man who is prejudiced, could he not ruin an owner by
suddenly withdrawing the men from the mine for an insufficient cause ? Tes, that is so. A had inspector
must always do mischief, and a bad judge might do tho same, or a bad Governor, but you must have a
final authority.
2098. Mr. Qregson.] Do you think that three months’ imprisonment would be an assistance in making a
manager careful ? Tes, i suppose they would not care to go to gaol. "We meet a defect of that sort in
the proposed Bill.
2099. And it is willingly accepted ? As to the power of the inspector to withdraw the men?
2100. iNo, that is another matter? No, it is the same matter.
2101. "We are considering a case in which the inspector tells the manager that he thinks a mine is
dangerous, and that the men should be withdrawn, and that the manager differs from the inspector, and
they go to arbitration, and if the manager is wrong and he has not withdrawn his men he gets three
months’ imprisonment. He is committed for the offence. Will you look at the supplementary part of
the Bill, section [04] 59, on page 35, “Imprisonment for wilful neglect, endangering life or limb " (see
Appendix A) ? With the other provision in the Bill as to arbitration, bow extremely difficult it would
be to prove that anything was done wilfully. Suppose a manager says it was my honest opinion that tlie
inspector was wrong.
2102. Now, take the case at Stockton, which is one in point. Thero the provisions of the present Act
have not been carried out, which provides they should go to arbitration, but nobody has done that. In
such a case as Stockton, under the proposed Bill, the manager gets three months ? Tes, after the
arbitration. In Stockton the water might have got away, and the mine might have been flooded while tbe
arbitration was going on.
2103. Here are the guardians of the miners who do not know their duty. Why does not the inspector
force arbitration, or why does not the Minister ? I am sure I do not know.
2104. Mr. Curley.] Is it your opinion, Mr. Cook, that this subseeiion (v), of section 21, should be
embodied in the Bill as originally drafted? Tes.
'
2105. Now, with regard to the weighing question, as it affects the Lithgow district, can you give us any
information as to the system adopted there? It is the system of averaging, the same as obtains else
where.
2106. Were you only employed in one mine as a check-weighman ? Tes, that is all; hut the same system
obtains at other mines.
2107. Are the men in your district anything like satisfied with the system of averaging ? They want
more skips weighed in order to get at a truer average.
2108. Have the miners in your district been conlending for having every skip weighed ? No.
2109. They are satisfied with an average weight P Tes, if they can get a fair average, hut they want to
have some say in the system of weighing, and not to leave it to the caprice of the manager.
2110. Have jmu standard weight in your district ? No.
2111. It does not obtain ? No; our trouble is that we do not get enonch skips weighed.
2112. What number of skips do you weigh daily? We go weeks together without a single skip being
weighed.
2113. Is that at any particular mine, or do you refer to all the mines ? Mostly all the mines. The
weighing is absolutely at the caprice of the manager.
2114. Mr. Gregson.] Is the check-weighman standing by always ? They used to, but now at most of tho
mines they have no check-weighman.
2115. When you were there were you always standing by? Tes, but I did not weigh, because tho
manager did not choose.
2116. Had you power to choose? I had no power.
2117. Did you request the manager to weigh coal? It was a source of constant friction; one of the
most prolific sources of friction when a man goes six or seven months without being weighed.
2118. Can yon give us any idea as to tlie proportion of tlie skips that wore weighed? I do not know
that I could.
2119. Have you any books that would supply this information? I think I could get them, but I know
the proportion is extremely small. The system of weighing coal is more unsatisfactory than anything else.
2129. President.] Can you give the Commission this information ? 1 will try and get the information for
tho Commission (see evidence given hy Mr. Coates, minutes of evidence, payee 129-130),
2121, Mr. Curley.] Say the number of skips that have been neighed within a given time, the number of
skips that have come out of the mine, and what the skips carry ? Yes. J should not think the percentage
is one per cent, at many of the mines,
2122. Do you think the same kind of thing obtains now? Tes, it is entirely at the caprice of the
management.
2123.
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May not that tel) against tlio management ? No; the manager knows the average I'he Hon.
weight of tlie mine. ]Je knows the skips that como out. All that he lias to do is to get the weight from Joseph Coot,
the railway station, and when he gets the weights ho knows whether ho is losing or gainin", If ho ia
gaining, he lets the weighing alone.
,
18Sopt.,1895.

2121. The protection to the mine-owners is railway weight; the manager can seo if he is over-paying and
if so, gets more skips weighed ? He weighs just as he hkes; just as it suits him.
2125. What would you suggest to meet the difficulty? I would suggest a very reasonable course,
provided in the Bill as it was originally drafted. The section in the Bill dealing with weighing is [41] 38,
on page 18 (see Appendix A). In England, in some of ihe collieries, they weigh every ounce of coal
that conies out of tlie mine, and, while admitting that it might be an inconvenience to weigh all the skills
here, tlie men, I think, although that is their right, because there is no other way by which they can be
paid absolutely, do not ask for anything of the kind. They say, “ we do not want to insist on this method
i
'Vl ,a^'v j13
make a mutual arrangement with the management as to what proportion of skips
shall be weighed.’ I refer to the words in the Bill as originally drafted, “ and, unless otherwise mutually
agreed upon, all the mineral gotten by them shall be truly weighed, &c.”
2126. 'Will not the alterations suggested by the Legislative Council meet your views ? No; there are no
penal powers by which the men can enforce their rights.
2127. What would you suggest? The retention of tlie words i!and, unless otherwise mutuallv agreed
upon, all the mineral gotten by them shall be truly weighed, Ac.”
' °
2128. Might I suggest to you a difficulty that may arise there; if the wording you suggest is put into
the agreement a strike or lockout might be the result;—suppose a mine-owner does not care to agree,
and the men insist on having every skip raised weighed, it might mean a block ? Then the men say this
man has shut his mine hoping to put us to inconvenience. Tt is an infringement of tlie Act.
2129. President.-] Suppose the mine-owner finds that it would not pay him to have every skip weighed;
the men, you know, sometimes get rapacious in their demands, and they may ask the extreme of their
rights, and if they did do so the mine-owner might say, I cannot afford to work my mine, therefore I
must shut it up; would that he an offence? It ought to bo no argument. A contract is entered
into, and a basis of payment agreed upon to weigh all tho mineral gotten, &c. I think that if a mineowner cannot work his mine according to the Act he had better not work it at all. If he said, I have “
got to weigh all this coal, therefore I will shut the mine up, he does so in a penal way,
2130. Hr. Curley,-] Do you think, Mr. Cook, that as a matter of right that every skip should be weighed
m connection with a colliery ? Tes, as a matter of right, by that I mean fairness.
°
2131. Do you consider the men would have any objection to an average provided that a fair number of
skips were weighed each day at the collieries ? They would he glad fo get it; very glad indeed,
2132. Do you believe that ail standard weight should be abolished ? Tes, I think that whatever a man
.puts in a skip should be weighed.
2133. J/j’. Gregson.] Have you any objection to the standard bar? As a matter of right I do not see
how the standard bar can be objected to.
2134. Hr. Curley .] Will you leave that as a matter of mutual arrangement? I think it is far better lo
leave it out altogether from tlie Bill, although if a manager thought a bar was necessary for the protection
of his working he has the right to say so.
2135. Have you looked into the question of certificates of service for managers, ami under-manaf'ors, and
inspectors . Xes j J quite Agree that there should be certificates for service.
2136. Do you think that the provision in the Bill, as originally drafted, is afair one ? I do.
2137. President^] Tou believe in tho Bill exactly as originally drafted ? I do.
2138. And in nothing else ? Tes.
2139. Hr. Curley.] Have you looked into the provision in the Bill with regard to sinkiiio1 shafts ; will you
look at Bale 19 on page 28, “Trolly over pit mouth” {see Appendix A)do you agrawith that provi
sion? I quite agree with that.
2140. Are you aware that men are frequently liable to things falling down the pit shaft ? Tes ■ I stood
hy one shaft and saw a tub go down the sinking pit.
’
2141. Where was that? At the New Yale Colliery, when they were putting down the shaft.
2142. Did that occur after tho tub had come to the* surface ? Tes.
2143. Was there any trolly at that particular shaft ? There was, but it had not been run in. I think
the man did not hook the tub properly. It was not tho fault of the trolly. It was more of an accident
than anything else, and, strange to say. it did not hurt anybody.
2144. lYom the experience you have had in connection with mines out here, do you think it would cost
anything like Gd.. or 8d. per ton extra to comply with the provisions of this Bill ? Cerlainly not,
2145. Do you think that the miners should accept tho onus whatever it was ? I do not see that they
should. Why should they pay for makiny things safe. The men under our present commercial system
must work for ihe employer or starve. The employer has no right to say they shall work under any
conditions he chooses unless they like to pay for it.
J
2146. Is there anything else you would like to refer to, Mr. Cook? I do not think thero is anythin"else at present.
°
2147. Do the miners set their Own timber in your district? Tes.
2148. Do the miners lay all their own roads? Tes; and they do a good manyother tilings additional
since tho union got weak. I suppose surplus labour and the combination of capital lias largely brought
about the present state of thiugs.
°
&
2149. Mr. Gregson.] Does the same unsatisfactory method of weighing that obtained while you were
working in the Western District still obtain ? Similar conditions to those 1 have mentioned still obtain,
principally with regard to weighing, at other mines in the district, although some are not so had as others,
2150. _ AVhat would you init the proportion of skips at that the best of the collieries weigh? I cannot
say; it is not as had at some of the collieries as at others,
2151. Is this a matter of common talk amongst tlie miners themselves? It has always been a bone of
contention.
[Witness withdrew.]
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Alfred Edden, Esq., M.L.A., sworn and examined
Ton are, I believe, Mr. Edden, at the present time a member of the Legislative
'

’

’

1

ISsSTlsoS 2l53' You represent the constituency ofTCahibab? Ido.
_ _
p ’ " 2154. What occupation did you follow previous to entering the Legislative Assembly ? Mining.
_
2155. Have you been engaged in mining pursuits for any considerable time ? I never did anything else in
my life. 1 have bad thirty-two years experience in mining. 1 entered the mines when I was ten years
of age.
*
2156. Have you worked in any mines in England ? Yes.
2157; What districts have you worked in in England ? In Staffordshire, ‘Warwickshire, Derbyshire, and
N ottinghamshire.
2158. Have you worked in these mines ns a coal-miner ? Yes.
2150. Take the first place you mentionedwhat was the name of the colliery you worked in in Stafford
shire ? Ponnings and Harrison’s.
2160. What was the system of working followed out in that colliery ? It was longwall work there.
2161. What was the system of working followed out in the other places you mentioned ? It was all
longwall work. I never worked under any other system till I came to this Colony.
2162. Did you find the ventilation fairly good in those mines? When I first started'to work in the
mines the ventilation was not so good as it was years afterwards, when things were altered by Acts of Parliament and other matters. When I left home the last mine I worked in was in Nottinghamshire ; it
was over 600 yards deep, and we never worked with our shirts off, only in the straight work—headings.
2103. Did the men do their own timbering in these mines, or did they have deputies ? We used to do
our own timbering there.
2101. What mines have you worked in out in this Colony ? I have worked in the Newcastle Coal-mining
Company’s mine for nine years, and in the War at ah Company’s mine ; also with the Lambton Company
the Scottisli Australian Mining Company, and at West Wallsend.
2165. Were you working continuously at the Newcastle Company’s mine for nine years ? I had a break
—of twelve months; that was all.
2166. What was the system of mining pursued in that mine ? Lord and pillar work.
2167. Do you recollect the width of the bords at that colliery? Some 8 yards, some 6 yards, and some
4 yards ; but the general practice was 8 yards—what we call narrow bords.
2168. The 4-yard bord was what you called a narrow bord ? Yes.
2169. What was the size of the pillar in that colliery ? Eour yards.
2170. Was that the system throughout the mine ? It was, I believe during the latter portion of the
time I worked there they increased the size of the pillars; that was after the fall came on, hut I am not
certain.
.
2171. Did you have opportunities of seeing different parts of the mine during that time? I worked for
four years as a shiftman, doing different worlc in different parts of the mine.
2172. With regard to the creep you have referred to, where did that take place ? In what was known
as the No. 1 heading—the main heading from the shaft.
2173. Was it far from the bottom of the shaft ? No, not a great distance. I should think 100 yards at
the outside, no more.
2174. Were the men in the mine at the time that creep came on? It came on the night previously. T
was working in the night shift, and we perceived the creep coming on. The roof fell in the night-time,
after the pit had knocked off. It shut off one part of the workings altogether for some time.
2175. Did the roof come down on to the roadway ? Yes, right up to the surface.
2176. Do you know the extent to which it blocked the roadway? It was a tenible distance; I should
think fully 100 yards in length. It took some months to get through it to get ready for work again.
2177. If that fall had occurred in tfie day-time, and the men had been at work conlcl they have got out of
the mine? It would have been a risky affair, because even in the return airway, that is the No. 2
heading, a portion of that heading fell. Fortunately it happened to break before it got to the cutthrough that led into the return airway, otherwise the men would have been entombed. There was
another road they could have come out of, called the No. G heading, but this was practically closed
through the coal bulging from tho sides. There may have been other ways of getting out.
2178. Do you know whether that fall crushed the pillars, or came over them ? It came straight over all
the pillars till it got to the main road. In the main road the bords were broken off between tho main
road and the airway. There was a 12-yard pillar, and had it not been for that 12-yard pillar the mine
would have been closed. The 12-yard pillar broke it. If that pillar had been 6 yards or 4 yards, like
some of the others, it would have resulted in the collapse of that part of the mine. The 12-yard pillar
saved it.
‘
2179. What would be the number of men employed in that particular district at that time? They
employed about 300 men at that time, and in that district there would be upwards of 100 men.
2180. President] Do you say that 8-yard pillars would not have saved the mine ? It is very doubtful
whether they would have saved that part of the mine.
2181. Is that a sort of thing that is very unusual ? It is a common occurrence here.
2182. Mr. Curley.] Did that impress you at the time with the idea that this matter of small pillars was a
mistake in mining ? It did, because I ran a very narrow escape at that time, and also a friend of mine
who was with me. We might have both been smothered. We could see the fall coming, and we put in
chocks—in fact, we stopped longer than wc ought to have stopped. We were thrown down on our faces
when it happened to fall, and it was with an effort that some of us who were there got clear of it.
2183. How far was that away from the bottom of the shaft? From the first end of it—at the furthest
100 or 150 yards.
2184. Was that portion of the mine stopped for some considerable time ? It was some months before
they got the road ready for working.
2185. Did you ever notice the ventilation of that colliery in any way defective ? I did, and in every
colliery that I have worked at in the district; not that colliery more than others.
2186. Was there plenty of air on tho headings ? Yes.
2187. What was the difficulty then ? There was not proper means for having it whore the men were
working.
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working. Ail tbe reports of tke elieck-inspectors, and everybody else that measured tbc air, go to show A. 'Edden,
tliat there was always plenty of air on tho main roads, and if conveyed to where tho men were working Ttkq., M.T,,A.
there would never have been bother about it.
.
18 Sept-., 1895,
2IBS. Could the air have been conveyed to the working places ? Yes, it could.
21S9. Bo you know of any reason why it could not be convoyed ? Only one reason, and that is a matter
—a small matter—when it is considered that health is at stake, and that is probably the expense, which is
a trifling matter.
2L90. Bo you think that provisions for better ventilation to carry the air into the working faces would
cost anything like 4d., Cd., or Sd. per ton ? I do not. On a subject such as this I would suggest that
you do not take my evidence at all, but evidence of men w'ho are not in the position I am in, and who
can give the practical and theoretical side, such men as Mr. Humble, or Jonathan May, who can show by
figures what the expense would he, Mr. Humble says that it ought not to cost Hd. per ton, assuming
that the brattice would have to be renewed at every herd. Others put it down at one half-penny per ton.
A colliery manager, in my hearing, John Turnbull, told us that he managed it for one half-penny per ton,
that that wa-s what it cost him for labour and everything. I think there is a mistaken idea about the cost
of this bratticing. In the old country I worked where it was used, aud it has a longer life than some
give to it, and the expense to put it up is a mere trifle.
2101. 'Would not the expense vary according to the size of the seams at the different collieries ? Yes.
21.02, One scam might be thinner than another, Bo you think, taking into consideration tho variation of
the seams, the cost would come to what has been stated by some of the colliery managers ? No, it is
impossible for it to come to that. I was the mover of the amendment in the Legislative Assembly that
the air should be taken to within 15 yards of each working face by brattice whore gaa docs not exist, and
lo ;i yards of the working face were gas does exist. A bord would be worked 15 yards before brattice
was io be put up and according to the Bill it should be worked only 22 yards more before the brattice
could be taken down again, so that the brattice would not have to be up very long at all, It would be up
till tho cut-through was put through. In our mode of ventilation wc have no means of carrying tho air
to the men where they are working. I have seen places with only a narrow' way for the skip and horse to
get along through the refuse that is thrown on each side, and when the shots have been fired first thing in
llio morning tbc place lias never been clear of smoke all day. I have a book with me, written by J. T..
Beard, called !l Ventilation of Mines.” In chapter I, on page 1, under the heading ofVentilation,” ho
says:—
First, wo understand By the term “ Ventilation,” as applied to mines, tlio removing'of the air contaminated and
ladnn with the poisonous gases of the pit, and supplying iu its place fresh air from the outside. To do this requires the
maintaining of a constant current of air through the pit, and conducting such current by means of doom, stoppings, over
casts, <te., around tho entire pit and particularly to tho working faces, where it is most needed.

My argument lias always been, how can air go unless it is taken. I know I may bo met probably with
this question:—How is it that these things have not been argued for before, and iny answer is, that they
have been argued for before, aud that in this Colony, and especially in the northern district the working
of our mines and scams have altered so much that it is absolutely necessary for an alteration iu tbc mode
of ventilation. 'We know there arc mines to-day where the seam ranges from 8 to 9 feet thick. Several
years ago the men used to bo allowed to ivork that seam all before them, taking it in a body. Now the
managers and masters have managed to get an agreement, which we agitated for, mailing 5 feet a minimum
height. Where there is over 5 feet they can compel the men to split this seam into two sections, and
there is one pit where they work the seam in three sections. In working these different sections their
work is so much harder, because they have to do twice the amount of holing to get out the same coal as
before, and nearly double the shooting, and they work to make what little wages they do at the present
fime. The thickness of the seam also makes it necessary for an alteration in ventilation for the sake of
the health of the men. I know how circumstances stand with men to-day. It would not do for me to
give men’s names for tho sake of their bread and butter. Through the ventilation men cannot work, they
have to struggle on the best way they can.
2193. Your opinion is, Mr. Edden, that if the ventilation was carried up to the working faces it would
remedy numbers of these complaints? I have no doubt about it whatever.
2194. Bo you think it should be put beyond a question of doubt whether that should be done or not?
There can be no doubt about it at all; it should, be done. I know there are a lot of mining authorities
that can be quoted upon this matter. The majority of mining experts have had experience in the old
country, and they cannot gainsay tho fact that they take a pride in ventilating a mine in England. They
are forced to do so, because if they did not in some cases they would not have any mine.
2195. Bid you ever see any other fall in the Newcastle Company’s mine ? No, not of any consequence ;
only what might bo expected by tbe taking out of pillars, which is necessary,
219C. With regard to the taking out of pillars ;—do you think that it is more economical to leave the
larger pillar and work it out afterwards ? 1 believe there would he more coal saved if larger pillars were
loft.
2197. Would it be safe for the Company? Yes, and safer for the miner. I have seen pillars taken out
in mines in this Colony that have surprised mo. The way it was done makes one think there is no care
about one’s safety. A. bord worked on each side, aud falling in on each side. They would start on the
main road to take out the pillar, so that in case of danger they would have no place of safety. Tho
pillar has been worked off tho main heading—that is, when they are thin.
2198. When a man is going in like that with his pillar, lie has the width of the bord on each side? Yes.
2199. Bees not that form a big vacuum ? Yes—at the least 20 yards wide.
2200. I think you referred to having worked in the Waratah Company’s Mine. Bid you notice anything
unusual while you were working there? No; when I worked there 1 left the Newcastle Company's
Mine to put iu a drive to find the bore-hole seam.
2201. Was that a stone drive? It was a mixture of coal and shale, and bands of all descriptions. While
wo were driving that heading it let off a large amount of gas, I have heard it explode after we had gone out.
2202. That is, when you went back to your work again ? Yes. That drive was a mile and a quarter
through, and all driven by bratticing. The air was carried by bratticing.
2203. Bo you moan, when you say explode, an actual explosion? .No; light up, but there was no ex
plosion. We were not away long enough for it to accumulate; but it is an evident fact that it would
nave exploded.
2201.
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A. Edden, 2204, Had you any opportunities while working in that drive to see the system of working throughout
Esq., M.L.A. the mine ? The mine was not opened up till we put the drive through.

2205, Did you leave after you put that drive through ? I was not there long after.
220G. While you were there, was the work on which you were engaged on tho 8-yard bord system ? Tes,
8-yard bords and 4-yard pillars.
2207. Have you any idea what the depth of that mine would he ? I think it was about 500 feet deep.
2208. You said you have worked at West Wallsend ? Yes, for a short time.
2209. What was the system of working there ? Bord aud pillar,
2210. What was the width of the bord? 8 yards.
2211. What was the width of the pillar ? The pillars were 4 yards and 0 yards wide—G yards chiefly.
2212. Do you know the depth of that mine ? About GOO feet.
2213. Where you have worked, with regard to the pillars—take the Newcastle Company’s mine for
instance—were the pillars kept to a uniform width ; were they driven by any line ? No.
2214. Would they' sometime be less than 4 yards wide ? Oh, yes ; Jsometimes less than 4 yards, through
the men encroaching on the pillar.
2215. When you were working in these bords, if the manager or deputy wished you to leave a portion on,
would he put a mark ou the coal ? Yes, I have seen that done.
221G. Had that mark to ho left on ? Yes.
2217. Was he the only man tliat gave authority? Yes.
2218. Had his authority to be respected? Yes, sometimes.
2219. Could he enforce it? No, he had no power that I know of to enforce it, except to send you out of
the mine.
2220. Could he not give an imperative order, and see that that order was respected ? Oh, yes; ho could
do that. As far as I was concerned I always respected such orders.
2221. With regard to tho other mines, are you aware whether the bords were driven by any line at West
Wallsend ? When J worked there they were not.
2222. Do you think that a regulation of that kind should be adopted ? I think it would be a big
improvement. Unless the bord is driven by a line, it is impossible lo keep it, as it ought to be, without
eating into tho pillars,
2223. What is intended to be kept as a pillar you think should be left? Yes, it would not bo much
trouble, I do not think there would be much expense in connection with that.
2224. _ What system have you noticed adopted in these mines with regard to entering the mine in the
morning. Was there any mark on the face showing there had been an inspection ? I never saw that
carried out specially to my knowledge. I have never seen it done in this Colony. It was always done
at home in the old country. A mark was always put up on a hoard at a ceriain point,
2225. Do you think that that should be done in this Colony ? Yes, I do. because many of our mines now
are not what they used to be. A lot of them are letting off gas in larger quantities than they ever did
before, and it is absolutely necessary that these places should bo visited before men enter them.
222G. Do you know whether there is any uniformity with regard to men entering the mine. Do all the
men go down at the same time ? I think there may be uniformity at some mines, but not at all of them.
It is not the management that keeps up that uniformity, it is a rule with the men. I am told there are
some places where the men arc going in at all hours, and stopping all hours,
2227. Will that apply more ro where there are tunnels to enter the mine by ? Yes, it chiefly applies to
such cases.
'
2228. Do you think it would ho more advanlageous if some uniform system was adopted for entering a
mine ? _ I think there ought to be a uniform system adopted. I do not tbink that men ought to have
discriminating powers to enter a mine or come out of it when they think fit.
2229. Do you know the provision in the Bill with regard to tho working hours. Will you look at section
3G in the Bill, on page 17 (see Appendix A). Have you thought ibis matter over? Yes, I have.
2230. What are your views ? I believe it ought to be enforced, that some provision ought to be made
for limiting the hours for working in mines, and everybody is of the same opinion. We do not find any
body of a different opinion. 1 have never heard anybody yet say. but that that is quite long enough for
men to work. The fact, however, remains that encroach merits are made, and that it is getting from eight
to eight and a half, and nine hours, and so on. Only a short time ago I had a letter from one of the
collieries in the North stating that a manager had told the men that if they dared to leave the face until
a certain time they could take (heir tools out, and we know what that means at the present time. Every
body says we arc favourable to it, but we believe the men should get it by the power of their unions. I
think that is a wrong position to take up. If the men are to have it why not legislate for it—legalise it.
] do not think it should be left to the Unions, as that course might result in the old barbarous methods
of settling what one says is right ami the other says is wrong.
2231. Have you hoard what has been said about it entailing more expense ? I remember Dr. Eobertson
stating that in his opinion it would come to 3d. or 4d. per ton extra, but he never showed us how.
2232. Can you conceive how it would come to anything like that ? I cannot. We put the question to
men whose evidence on such a subject would have more weight than mine, because I am looked upon as a
kind of partisan, and they said that it could not increase the cost more than Id. per ton. Take the men
I have already referred to, and they can have no object in view but tho truth ; they are practical men
with technical knowledge also, men who have been in mines from their youth, and who now hold high
positions under the Crown, and they state that the increase in cost could not be more than Id. per ton.
2233. What men do you refer to ? Mr. Humble and Jonathan May, J remember putting the question
to Mr. Humble:—What would he think if a mining expert said it would cost so much per ton ? and he
said, “ I should think the mining expert had nmer considered the question.” I think there is something
else we want to consider, and that is the health of the men to some extent. The very laws in our statute
books tell the tale, and yet in this Colony where men have to work in an impure atmosphere, wc are told
that the Legislature cannot interfere in this matter because it is interfering with the liberty of the subject.
I think the thing is absurd.
2234. Do you think a provision like that would ruin the industry? How could it. It would be an
impossibility.
2235. Do you think that 3d. or 4d. per ton in some cases would cover the whole underground account iu
a colliery with regard to the payment of wheelers and other men employed ? I am hardly in a position
to
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to auBwer lltat question, hut I should say that it would. From what I have known in England, at the A. Edd?1*prico men used to take the getting of the coal, and pay men underground, I should assume that 3d. or 4d. Eaq., M.L.A.
per ton would cover it.
...
ISS^tTlSOS.
223G, In the event of a few more hands having to be employed iu a limited way would that come to
^ ’
‘
anything like 3d. or 4d. per ton ? IsTo, it would not.
2237. Do you think that the managers as a whole object to the men working eight hours at the present
time ? I cannot say. I know of no cases only tho one I referred to where a manager politely told the
men they must not leave the face until a certain time.
_
_
2233. Is it uot one of their contentions that they have no objection to the men working eight hours ?
Undoubtedly.
2233. iSliouhl that be kept up iu a mutual way? Yes ; if they are in favour of it.
2210. Without legislation ? Yes, without legislation, I never saw a man yet but deems that it is long
enough for men to work.
2241. You consider tliat while that contention is put forward, in some eases the employers do not give
very much assistance to see it carried out? If a man felt disposed to work twelve hours, in many cases
they would do it. It is, however, a mistaken idea, and it is of no benefit to the company.
2242. Is the contention that is put forward by somo of the proprietors, that the men, being contractors,
can come out of the mine any time they like, correct ? No ; it is not correct. I was told that at the
Lambton Colliery, where there is a tunnel, a man could leave his work when he liked, but now I am told
there is a man stationed at the entrance to the tunnel to put the names of the men down and the times
they go in, and the times they come out.
2243. If the men were to come out in anything liko any numbers at any lime they pleased, what would
he the result as far as their occupation was concerned ? They would get their walking-order—they would
have lo go. Another thing, I go as far as to say that I do not think men ought to come out after they
have worked two or three hours if they are going to stop the mine. If there are two men in a bord, and
they have plenty of coal, and by mutual arrangement one of these men comes out, I do not think anybody
has anything to do with it.
2214. In such a case as that, would that man get up where there is a shaft? Ifc could not get up
without the consent of the manager.
2215, Unless he came out through sickness, or accident, or something of that kind ? Exactly, .
224G. Have you thought over the clause in the Bill tliat provides for a minimumquantity of air :—tho
section iu the Bill is [GO] 47, on page 23 (see Appendix A) ? Yes; I have. The Bill as itleft the Legis
lative Assembly provides for a minimum quantity of air, to be not less than 150 cubic feet, and I look
upon that as a wise provision, I know that in the English Act the word “ adequate” is used, and, if our
mines were like the English mines, no doubt the same provision would do bore ; hut they are different.
"When I wont to Victoria a short time ago, I had a conversation with some men in connection with gold
mining that impressed me very much. The Victorian Act contains these very words, “ an adequate amount
of ventilation,” Ac. I asked how this provision in the Act worked, and they contended that it was one of
tho worst provisions in the Act. Who is to define what is an adequate amount of ventilation ? One
authority says one thing, and another authority says another. There is nobody to detine what should be
an adequate amount. None of the authorities say under 100 feet where there is no gas, some of them put
it as high as 500 feet, and some 250 feet, hut they are all above 100 cubic feet. Tho question is, who is to
define what is an adequate amount of air, if it is to be in the Act in that way.
2247. Do you believe in a minimum quantity being stipulated? I do.
221S. President^] Under the proposed Bill, suppose that you put in an adequate amount of ventilation to
be not less than 150 cubic feet, would they not have to give enough air ? That could only occur in my
opinion in a mine where gas was accumulating, and if the inspector found there was 150 feet in a heading
where there was gas. and this was not enough air, they would he compelled to get more air to drive the
gas away.
2210. Would 150 cubic feet of air be enough in a mine where there were no gases ? Yes, I should say so.
We have in the present Act 100 cubic feet.
2250. It has been said that the reading of the present Act is, that if 100 feet of air passes along the air
way, the inspector’s hands are tied ? Ves, that is tho trouble, hut ] do not know whether the inspector’s
hands arc tied. Wc have, I think, a precedent to go by. 1 believe an inspector went into a colliery and
found that there was not sufficient ventilation, that gas was accumulating. Tho inspector took the
manager to court, and the result was that ho had to supply more air. The manager was fined. The
question is, what amount of ventilation is necessary for a man to breathe, yuid be, as he .ought to be, at his
work. I think that we ought to take the best authorities on the subject, and frame a Bill on what they
think. I would be sorry for a Bill to be framed on what I say. Tho question to decide in the present
Bill is, whether the air should pass each working place, or he taken into the working face.
2251. It appears to me that tho moaning of the present Act is, that the air should bo taken to where the
men are working? I believe that was the intention of the framers of the Act, hut still the fact remains
that the men do not get the air.
2252. The Act does not say that the minimum is not to be taken to the working places ? I was working
in a mine, and where the heading rose, tho ventilation followed us up till it got to the cut-through, and
wont into the cut-through and down the return. I said to the manager, 11 If you send me a few chaffhags, I will soon alter this ” ; hut he said that would never do, the Act docs not specify it, and if you
are allowed to do this we will have to allow it to be done all over the pit.” I think the framers of the
Act meant that the air was to go into the working place, but the worst of it is that the air sweeps by tho
working place, and cannot get into it unless it is taken there.
2253. If you provide tliat there is to be an adequate amount of air in the working place, it must get
there, and that is a matter for the manager;—Will you look at section 12, sub-sections 2 and 3, of the
present Act (see Appendix B) ? I believe that was the meaning of the Act, but the trouble is that wo
cannot get it.
2254. If it is a fact that men have been deprived of the necessary quantity of air because of the construc
tion put on the Act, 1 think a case should have been tried, because, looking at the Act. as I read it, the
interpretation does not seem to me to be correct ? 1 hope it is not.
2255. Mr. Curley.'] In that particular case yog cited, did you point out to the manager that that was
'
seriously
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Ai E Idcn, seriousty affectin;; you as a miner? I did; I left the place—I would not work in it. I absolutely
Ewt-, JI L.-A, refused to work there. I was breaking a bord away just past the cut-through, and I would not stop it
18 Sept,, 1895.

out.
225G. Bid the manager find you another place ? Tea, be did.
2257, Bo you think that the section in the Bill dealing with the ventilation of mines should stand as it
was originally drafted ? I do.
'
2258. President.] ISTo one wants to do anything that is not right; therefore, if there is a proper manager and
a clause in the Bill which says that an adequate amount of ventilation shall be given to tbo minors working
iu the face, is it not. better to have it that way than to bind a manager down by any liard and fast rules ;
is it not better to say yon have to provide an adequate amount; of ventilation, never mind how you do it,
of course, with the powers of inspectors under this new Bill ? I thoroughly believe in a minimum
quantity being stated, and tliat would not debar a manager from giving more if necessary. In tho
amendment I moved in the Legislative Assembly, I put it that an adequate amount of ventilation shall he
carried to within 15 yards of each working face where gas does not esist, and to within 8 yards of each
working face where gas does exist, by brattice or otherwise, He can take it by brattice, or anything else
he likes.
"
‘
225D. Suppose you have an adequate amount of ventilation, being not less in any case than 150 cubic
feet of pure air per minute, would it not be well to leave it to the manager as to bow he shall get if to
the working face ;—is not the less you tie him down the better? 1 think sub-section 3 of section [49] 46
in tbe Bill, which I put iu, is the best way of putting it,
2260. What do you want that section for if you have the next section [50] 47. If you have it that, a man
is to be supplied with an adequate amount of ventilation you do not want the section tliat you have
referred to that you moved ? In my opinion the BiJl requires that section because it distinctly says
where the air shall be taken to. At the present time, as long as they can get tbe measurement, it is all
right, and they never measure the air where tbe men are working.
2261. That is not so in England because in England they read tbc Act properly. The words in the
English Act of 1872 are exactly the same as the words in our present Act, sub-sections 2 aud 3 of section
12? I admit that an adequate amount is mentioned there, aud that is the stumbling-block. Mining
authorities state what amount of air is sufficient, and what should be there; and if our managers know
what is required, what objection can there be to fix a minimum amount. Although the English Act is
good, that does not say that it is perfect.
2262. The objection to put iu a minimum is for fear that they should give it some narrow construction ?
I think that all the trouble is tbe 50 extra feet.
2203. The fear is that these inspectors, if you put in a minimum, may still he saying ho lias got his
minimum—tho anemometer shows he has it—aud that is enough ? That is what the managers say. They
seem troubled in their hearts that they would not be able to give more if this minimum was fixed. I. am
sorry to have to state what I know to be a fact, that in this Colony the biggest interest is not in menu
health, but in dividends. That is what tho manager bothers his head about, and the men’s health is quile
a secondary matter. If companies cannot pay 7, 8, or 10 per cent, they arc not satisfied, while at home,
iu the old country, they are satisfied with 2 or 3 per cent. Their objection here is of really no value,
because, as an experienced man, I have had to leave my work and come out to get a little hit of fresh air.
I know that in many cases this is so, and there is not that care and anxiety to see to the ventilation in
this Colony that there is in England.
2264. If you put it that an adequate supply of air is to he given, does it not put tho inspector on the
alert, aud make him see that tho air is given ? The same question was put to Mr. Humble, and I look
upon him as a clever man, and he is iu favour of the minimum quantity. He says there is no impediment,
and he considers that 150 feet is quite little enough, and that it does not prevent them from providing
more.
2265. Is there no fear that they may be satisfied with only giving 150 feet, while, with an adequate
supply, there ought to be more ? I do not think so. 1 think tho minimum should be fixed, because it is
best to define what is an adequate amount. Take a man like Mr. Croudace, or Mr. Alexander Boss, or
any other man who is looked upon as an authority, and suppose that Mr. Humble says, I went in so aud
so, and found tbero was not an adequate amount of ventilation, and tbe case goes to Court. Mr. Croudace
gets into the box and says, “I consider there was an adequate amount of ventilation,” who is to decide
between those two, or what standard are they going to have, It is simply one man's word against tbc
other.
2266. Mr. Oregon.'] In that case, suppose the inspector says there is not an adequate quantity, and the
manager says there is, how is that to be settled? You see there the difficulty about the word adequate.
2267. By the Bill, it is to be settled by arbitration ? Exactly ; but looking at it from a practical stand
point, it is straining at things. I think the minimum provides for it all.
2268. You seem to look upon the inspector as being a man without any authority ? Undoubtedly he is
to-day.
2269. But the Bill alters that, and gives him authority, and what is wanted is that the inspector shall
say whether the thing is right or wrong. If an authoiity, call him an inspector, is to say whether there
is an adequate quantity of ventilation in the pit, what more do you want ? A minimum quantity.
2270. But why? Because you may get some men before this Commission who might say tliat 50 feet is
enough.
2271. But it is for the inspector to say what is adequate or inadequate. The inspector says this is not
adequate ? Yes ; then the manager says it is adequate, and he reports it, and we go to arbitration, which
may take weeks.
2272. Will you look at section [22] 20 on page 9 of the Bill, “Notice by inspector of causes of danger,” &e.
(sec Appendix A) ? Yes, but this is a very round-about way.
2273. Mr. Gurley^] If a man has to work in the same position ns you have instanced, would this mode of
procedure meet such circumstances? No, certainly not; a man has to go home and wait this arbitration.
2274. President.'] Suppose you make .150 cubic feet the minimum, and the inspector says there ought to
be more, and the manager says I do not think so, would they not still have to go to arbitration ?° Yes,
If there is not gas to be seen to fire, or black damp, I think that amount of air is sufficient.
2275. Suppose there was black damp ? I should say the manager would know it was there, and would
shift it.
2276.
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227G, But lie has got his 150 cubic feet, and that is sufficient? Do you think he would stick at that?
■A-2277. T am asking you to think? If he would stick at that, it is necessary for something else to be done.
'
227R. I want to do all I can for the men, but my belief is, ihat there might be some narrow construction ^gg ( jggg
put upon tins Bill, such as has been put on the present Act. The Act says that an adequate amount of
1
air, not less than 100 feet, shall sweep nndiminished past the working place. I cannot understand men
who are not getting this air putting up with it under this Act ? It is because the tlieory has always been
that the air should measure on the heading, not where the men arc working. The inspectors come with
their anemometer and fix it 100 yards from where the men are working, and get the measurement there, but
where the men are working they may not be able to breathe. If I had the power to-morrow, to take you
down to some of our mines, and say, we tumble in at 10 o’clock in the morning, I have not the slighest
doubt you would be astonished at what you would find out. After a bord gets turned of! the heading, 10
or 12 yards away, in nine cases out of ten, the men are without air.
2270.
Curley.] Do you feel disposed to alter your opinion with regard to the minimum quantity of
air? bio, I do not.
2280. Do you approve of the question of splits in a mine ? Yes, I do, and all scientific men are in favour
of splits.
2281. Do you think that sub-section 3, of section [401 40, should be retained in the Bill (ace Appendix
A)? Ido.
2282. Do you see that in the heading of that section the word "parts" is substituted for tho word
“ splits ” ? Yes, but I think the word ” splits ” is better understood—it is a mining term. Let us take
ft case, in one of our mines in the Northern district, say the A. A. Company. In that mine they havo
300 or 400 men, a large number of horses, powder-smoke, and the heat from lamps, and such like. A
current of air goes in, and sweeps all round that mine, it goes to the first, lo the second, and so on,
carrying with it all the noxious gases till it gets to the last lot of men.
2283. Mr. Qregson.] What is the euro for that? Splits.
2284. You are aware that the provision for tho division of a mine into splits is not in tho English Act.
A. mine is divided into splits here, but the objection is lo tying the manager’s hands hard and fast. In
tho English Act there is a rule, section 40 (see Appendix C) relating to these splits ? The point for us
to consider, or anybody else, is, arc we to take any notice of men who have made this matter a study, and
if we are to take notice of them, they say that this is the way a mine should be worked iu case of fire, or
in case of water, venfilation, and so forth; aud believing these men to be right, I think the provision
should be inserted in the Bill for the more efficient working of our collieries.
2285. President.] In England they do without putting this into their Act? Perhaps they may bring
in another Act later on.
2280. Will not this be done under good management ? Tho same argument will apply to the whole of
tho Bill. Why do wo want a Bill at all. Why not leave everything to the managers ?
2287. In the first place, a manager is to have his mine in proper order, and the inspector will see that it
is, and that the men get their proper quantity of air? Mining experts say that this is the way a mine
ought to ho worked. If a manager sets himself higher than these authorities, amt says they are wrong,
then the question comes to this, has he a right to say, “ I will not have the thing done in this way.”
2288. Mr. Curley.] Do you feel disposed to alter your opinion on this matter ? I have seen no reasons
for altering my opinion. If we say that this is to be left to the inspector or the manager, I say I would
not leave it to the inspector or the manager.
2289. Mr. Greyson.] Do you doubt the inspectors ? This Bill is to guide them in their duties as to what
they should do.
2290. This matter is left lo tho inspectors in England ? They have different management in England to
what wo have here.
2291. Mr. Curley.] Do you know the clause in the Bill referring to the weighing, section [41] 38, on page
18 of the Bill {sec Appendix A) ? Yes.
2292. Was the standard weight in existence at the Newcastle Company’s Colliery when you were there ?
Yes, and it is in existence there now.
2293. Do you consider that you lose much weight under that system ? Yes, I believe so, hut not at that
colliery, as much as at others, I have seen 13 cwt. or 13 cwt. 2 qr. marked up on the board when you knew
that the miuer was only to he paid for 12 cwt.
2291. Mr. Began during his evidence referred to some statement that had been handed to you by a checkweighman. Can you give us any information on this subject ? 1 moved the adjournment of the House
on the weighing question. One statement was in connection with the New Lambton Colliery. I think
it was that 1,970 tons, or more, of coal had gone over the machine in four years that the men had not
received payment for. The New Lambton Colliery docs not work half-time on the average, and that was
Ihc amount of coal that went over that machine that the men never received a penny for. I showed the
statement to Sir George Dibhs. The number of tons I have mentioned was the excess the men had got,
and uot been paid for. There was another paper also from the Helton Colliery.
2285. AVhat was tlie result of the Hetton business? The result was that I moved the adjournment of
tho Douse. Mr, Slattery was then Minister, and agreed that the Act made provision for the men to ho
paid. There were two men with a little more courage than the rest who were bested out of £1 8s. in one
fortnight. One little fellow said, “lam not going to suffer this,” and demanded the money. He summoned
the Company to the Court, and the case was tried before Judge Backhouse, he, however, decided against
the meu. The manager of the colliery admitted the coal had gone over the screen, and although this was
admitted, the case was given against the men, because it was the rule,
2290. AVith regard to the weighing, do you think the men are satisfied with an average, or do they want
every skip weighed ? I have heard some of the men ask for every skip to be weighed, but not many. I
think the men would he satisfied with the average, provided the standard weight was abolished.
2297. That is if a fair number of skips was weighed every day ? I think there ought to be a certain
number of skips weighed every day. There are collieries in the Colony in the south, and in the west, that
Buffer more than they do up north. I think so many skips should be weighed.
2298. Do you think that if a fair number of skips was weighed, there would be any complaint about the
average ? If it was so that every skip could be weighed, I think they ought to bo weighed.
2299. Would that increase the cost of tho coal ? I do not think that it would. Two men in England do
it
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j); w-ith a larger output than they have in the collieries here, it a mine I worked in, they put out from
2,400 to 1,600 tons a day, four skips at a time coming up the shaft, each skip weighed not more than
® c'v^-) alld every skip was weighed. As far as the north is concerned, I do not think thero would be any
trouble with the averaging system, as long as the standard weight is knocked in the head.
2300. Yon think that the standard weight ought to be abolished? I think it is nothing but a piece of
robbery.
2301. -President.'] “What proportion of skips do you think ought to be weighed ? It would be rather
difficult to fix the quantity.
2302. Suppose the eheck-weighman was given power to ask for a skip to be weighed when he thought fit ?
I think it would be better to get the opinion of somebody who is in the habit of weighing the coal. I
went up to Lithgow several years ago and had a look at a colliery. I saw the skips come out of tho
tunnel and go right away into the waggon. I said, “ Where is the weighman,1' they said “ He is here,”
I said “ Where,” and they said “ Over there, banking ofi.” I said to him “ When do you weigh,” and
he said, “ When tho manager tells mo.” That is a nice state of things, is it not. The manager might
weigh a light skip, but if it is a heavy one let it go.
2303. Mr. Gregson.'] Did you see this ? I did with my own eyes.
2304. Were they pleased with that system ? No, they were not. The fact of the matter is that when
there are about three men looking for one man's job advantages are taken by some people. Dp our way
to-day, where the seat of unionism was, a man dare not say his life is his own to-day, in nine cases out
of ten, for the sake of his bread aud butter.
2305. Mr. Curley.'] With regard to the powers of inspectors in this Billdo you think that the inspectors
should have power to withdraw the men in case of danger? I certainly think they should. An inspector
goes into a mine and sees men in a dangerous position, aud yet he has to report on it, and then the case
is lo he referred to arbitration.
.
2306. President.] Do you think any manager would oppose an inspector’s judgment ? Managers are
queer people, and do queer things.
2307. If anything happened would not that manager be practically ruined ? I should think ho would,
but I do not think an inspector would wilfully stop a mine.
2308. Don’t you see the tremendous power you are giving an inspector; if he bad power to withdraw
the men it could be made an engine of great harm ; if an inspector was not a good man, and wanted to
ruin a mine, don’t you think he could ? I do not think he could. Wc are taking extreme cases. Take
the Stockton case. The inspectors to-day still hold that that mine is not safe. The manager would not
take the responsibility of the mine, but made the men sign an agreement to take the responsibility off his
shoulders.
"
2309. Dnder this-Bill he would be liable to three months’ imprisonment? Ho ought to be liable to three
years. Those arc the knotty questions.
2310. Will you look at sub-section 5, of section 21, on page 8 of the Bill,<! Withdrawal of men in case of
danger” (see Appendix A). Will you kindly read that section? Yes; but I really do not see anything
in that section hut what is right,
2311. An inspector could arbitrarily for some cause or other withdraw the men and ruin people by that.
Don’t you think you should legislate for practical things ? I agree with you, hut I do not see any danger
of that kind, and J have never heard any arguments lo show that there really is.
2312. Do you suppose that a manager would in any case resist an inspector who asked him to withdraw
tho men ? We might have a bad manager, as well as a bad inspector.
2313. Then lie would be liable to three months’imprisonment ? Yes, but we would havo to prove it. I
cannot conceive of an inspector trying to ruin a mine, nor the manager allowing the men to work on if
the mine was dangerous.
2314. Mr. Gregsoiil] What is your idea of the relations between inspectors and managers ? I think they
get on pretty well.
2315. Don’t you think that they are always likely to do so ? If so, there is no need for us to trouble
about this Bill.
2316. Don’t you think if the inspector is the man he ought io be, that a manager is likely to look up to
him ? I should say he would.
2317. Is that likely to be the case? I don’t know all the managers.
231S. Wilnessd] I wish to point out that in the Northern District bratticing is used at Scaham, West
Wallsend, Durham, Burwood Extended, Dudley, and part of Brown’s Colliery at Minmi.
2319. Mr. Curley.] We have considered the question with regard to the powers of inspectors. Do yon
think that they should have the power to withdraw the men in case of danger ? 1 do.
2320. With regard to the size of pillars, the minimum fixed under tidal waters, and not under tidal
waters ; do yon believe iu tbe provisions in the Bill as originally drafted, Buies 42-40, on pages 31 and
32 of the Bill {sec Appendix A) ? I do.
2321. Do you consider that managers and inspectors should have certificates for service as provided for
in the Bill, that is, certificates for having served as either managers or inspectors. The section I refer to
is [19] 17, on page 7 of the Bill {see Appendix A) ? With reference to managers I think it would he
rather hard for them to pass an examination at tho present juncture. I think the clause was all right as
it left the Assembly.
_
2322. Do you think the clause with regard to certificates for managers should he retained in the Bill as
originally drafted ? I do.
2323. President.] Would you be in favour of an alteration of this kind:—“ Every inspector appointed
under this Act shall, after the commencement of this Act, hold a first-class certificate of competency, or
shall satisfy the Board appointed under section 5 of this Act, that he has exercised the duties of an
inspector for at least five years, whereupon a certificate of service as inspector shall be granted by the
Minister which shall qualify the holder thereof to be appointed an inspector under this section.” Would
you rather he should satisfy tho Minister ? No; the Board.
2324. Say we put it then “ shall satisfy the Board " instead of the Minister ? Yes; I think that will do,
■
[Witness withdrew.]
j
MONDAY,
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MONDAY, 23 SEPTEMBER, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at 2'30^.f».]
^rrseni: —

FllANCIS EDWARD ROGERS..
JAMES CUKLEY, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

TVJUiam Wilson sworn and examined :—
W. Wilson,
2325. Mr. Curley ] What is your occupation, Mr. Wilson ? I am a colliery manager.
Esq.
232G. What is tlhe name of tho colliery you manage ? The South Clifton Colliery, in the Illawarra
district.
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2327. Hare you had very much experience in the management of mines? I have had twenty-two years’
experience.
2328. What are the names of the collieries you have been connected with ? I havo managed the Vale of
■ Clwydd and Zig-Zag Collieries at Lithgow, in the Western district, aud the South Bulli, and the South
Clifton Collieries in the Illawarra district, and the Ringwood Colliery in tho south-west.
2329. I suppose you have given attention to almost every phase of mining ? Yes, fairly well.
2330. Have you worked as a practical miner ? No.
2331. How many years have elapsed from the time you started to manage these collieries up to the
present time ? Twenty-two years. I started in 1873. I was working in mines before I was manager.
2332. Have you any proprietary interest in the colliery you are now managing ? No.
2333. What is the system of work pursued at the South Clifton Colliery ? Bord and stall work.
2334. What is the width of your hords at that colliery ? Some eight yards wide, some six yards, but
eight yards generally,
2333. What is the width of your pillars? As a rule they are six yards, hut some are 100 yards. The
blocks that we have left in are 100 yards.
2330. Bo you go in hy a tunnel to your mine ? We work the mine by a shaft. Some of the men may
enter the mine by the shaft, but mostly all of them enter hy the tunnel.
2337. What is the depth of the shaft at that colliery? 150 feet.
2338. Are your workings far from the shaft ? They might be three quarters of a mile now.
2339. Have you much cover over head ? We have, say an average of 100 or 120 feet outside of the
mountain, but under the mountain we have about 1,000 feet.
2340. Are there any of the rolls in your colliery that are to be found in other mines in the district? No.
2341. Are you free from these rolls ? Yes.
2342. Do they not sometimes come up on the floor about 15 or IS inches ? Yes.
2343. Are you entirely free from these rolls ? Yes.
2344. Do you know what the composition of the rock is? It is a conglomerate rock.
2345. Is it proposed to carry your workings in thero to any distance? Yes, at least a mile or a mile and
a half.
2340. Do yon take the pillars out afterwards ? Yes.
2347. How will you work your pillars out ? After we get to the boundary.
2348. In tbe event of your going under that thousand feet of conglomerate rock, do you propose to
enlarge your pillars? No, 1 think it will be stronger there than where we are at present.
2349. Do you think that that rock will stand for ever, after that coal is taken away ? The rock, as a rule,
blocks itself before it gets to the surface.
2350. Do you not think that that cover will require some substantial pillar ? Pillars are generally left.
Wc do not take everything awray.
2351. Do you think a 6 yard pillar would be quite ample under such circumstances ? Oh, yes; because
if it does break away it saves itself.
2352. What kind of stoppings have you on your intake ? Stone stoppings.
2353. Is that in your main intake ? We have stone stoppings in all cases, unless it may be in temporary
stoppings.
2354. Is that stone for these stoppings found in the mine ? Yes, when we brush off the roof there is
about 18 inches of it.
2355. What is the height of your seam ? Erom 4 ft, 6 in, to 0 feet high.
2350. Do you plaster these stoppings ? No ; we pack them up with small coal.
2357. Do you notice that the stoppings occasionally shrink ? Yea, sometimes; but you have to keep
them full, and in some cases to plaster them up with mullock. We do not use lime, except in the bottom
of the shaft,
2358. How many yards of slack do you put behind these stoppings? About 6 or 7 yards. We use these
places for stowing small coal.
2359. Do you pay particular attention to the stoppings in the intake ? Oh, yes ; we must do so to keep
the air tight.
2360. Is your mine fairly well ventilated? Yes; very well ventilated. We have a fan, which averages
about 00,000 cubic feet of air.
2361. Have yon ever had any complaints about ventilation? None whatever.
2362. How are the men paid at that colliery ? At so much per ton.
2363. Havo you a weighman at the colliery on behalf of the company? Yes.
2364. What are the duties of this weighman? To weigh tho coal for the miners, when it suits him.
2365. Has he any other duties ? Yes.
2366. What are his other duties ? He weighs all the coal that goes away in the trucks.
2367. Where is the weighbridge for that situated? On the mine.
2368. Whereabouts is the weighbridge situated that weighs the miners coal? Underneath the screens at
the top of the pit. The weighbridge for the coal in waggons is on the railway line.
2369. Is that weighbridge far away from the pit ? It might be 60 or 70 yards away, perhaps 100 yards,
2370. Do you weigh very many skips at that colliery? We do not weigh an extraordinary number.
2371. "What do you call an extraordinary number ? We weigh when we think it suits us to weigh.
92—M
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W. Wilson, 2372. You weigh when you tliink it suits you? Yes.
_
2373. Do you give instructions to the weighman, how to weigh, or when to weigh? No, I tell him to
23 Sept 1895 1186 ^'s own discretion. There is a check weighman there.
' 2374. Has the check weighman anything to do with the number of skips to be weighed? No.
2375. Has he any power to dictate to the company’s weighman on that matter? No.
2376. Have you ever had any complaints from the miners about not weighing a sufficient number of
skips? We have bad complaints sometimes,
2377. What do you do when these complaints are made? We generally weigh.
2378. President.'] How many skips do you weigh on an average? Sometimes six, sometimes twelve a day ;
sometimes not a dozen in the fortnight. It just depends whether we think it is necessary to weigh.
'■
■ ■ Sometimes it stops the pit to weigh coal when we are busy.
■
2379. How many skips come out of the mine in a day ? If we are working a whole day, I suppose we
- '
would send about 300 or 400 skips in all.
"
'
'
2380. And out of that number of skips would the most number you would weigh be twelve? Yes.
2381. Mr. Gurley.] How many men have you employed at the South Clifton Colliery ? About 100,
2382. Have you 100 men there getting coal ? About that number.
2383. If you only weigh that number of skips in a day, is it not possible that some men may go fora very
long time between tbe periods of weighing without being weighed? Oh, yes, some time elapses.
2384. How is a man going to get anything like a fair average of his weight if you proceed in that way ?
He is bound to get a fair average, because we do not get anything from them.
-2385. Does he get anything from you? He gets his weight.
2386. In this periodic fashion that you adopt for weighing, would it not be difficult for a manto get a
fair weight ? I think they all get a fair average ; in fact I am sure they do.
2387. President.] Do you really think that is a fair average ? I think so. The way it works, they all get
.their weight, and they are satisfied. If a man fills a light weight, he gets his average on that weight;
every skip he fills is counted the same weight.
2388. If a light skip is the only skip weighed, do you mean to say that he gets his average ? He may
have half-a-dozen light skips one day and half-a-dozen heavy ones next day. He gets his average for the
■fortnight. He gets the average of his eight or ten skips every fortnight,
2389. Mr. Curley.] "With this limited number of skips that you weigh, is it not possible that a man
might go for a matter of months without being weighed ? Yes ; tfiey do,
2390. Don’t you think it is a serious matter to a man with a light weight to carry that weight so long?
• Oh, yes ; hut they are not supposed to fill light skips. The man that fills the heaviest weight is the man
we want,
2391. Does not coal vary in weight, and might not a man do his best and still suffer through light coal?
Oh, yes ; but the coal does not vary in one particular pit, to make this noticeable.
2392. Take it in your pit? I do not think it does.
2393. Do not some portions of your pit vary when you get on tender coal ? It is in the screening where
the weight comes off ; more screenings come out of this coal, and therefore it weighs lighter.
2394. Do you think that one skip in a hundred is enough to be weighed ? I think so.
2395. President.] Do you know what the custom is in Newcastle ? I think they have one screen for the
purpose there. We send very little coal away—about 150 tons a day, an an average. I do not think we
average more than 1,000 tons a fortnight—it might be, perhaps, 1,100 tons.
2396. Mr. Curley.] Did this system of weighing prevail at other collieries that you have been managing ?
Yes, it is the same system as at Newcastle.
2397. It may be the same system, but is the system of ascertaining the average as efficacious ? There
may be a few more skips weighed in Newcastle, because they do more work.
2398. What other collieries has this system been carried out in, where you have been managing? At
South Bulli.
2399. Did they weigh there in that proportion? I think they weighed more than we do at South Clifton.
2400. How much more would they weigh than you do ? They had a man doing nothing else.
2401. Was this man under your instructions ? Yes.
,2402. Did you limit him in any way with regard to the weighing ? No ; but I expect the weighman to
look after the interest of the colliery.
2403. If there were any complaints, would he complain to you about the matter ? Oh, yes.
2404. Do you think this number of skips is quite sufficient to meet the case ? Yes ; as long as you can
get a fair average.
240-). How can you get a fair average? You can always tell how the skips are running, whether they
are running light or not.
2406. How is a man to get a fair average ? He should not fill light weight.
2407. Has he not a right to be paid for the weight that he does fill ? So he is. We do not get any of
his weight. ■
2408. President.] You say that you weigh about four skips in every hundred ? Yes; but sometimes a
great many more.
2409. Take it at four skips in a hundred;—does that four skips give a fair average of the hundred ? Yes ;
we do not pick them ; the weighman lets him know.
2410. Not the cheek weighman ? Yes ; the check weighman,
2411. Can the check weighman weigh any skip he likes ? Yes.
.
2412. Does the weighman see the skip ? They are both on the machine, but they do not see the skip.
2413. Is there any number on the skip? There is a token hanging on the inside of the skip, and you
cannot get the token until the skip is empty. Nobody can see whose skip it is.
2414. Mr. Curley.] Have the men ever represented to yon that they would like a higher average of skips
weighed each day ? Oh, yes ; they have said they would like more skips weighed than I did weigh, and I
have done it; but it does not make much difference. If they asked me to do it on the same day as they
made the request, I would not, because they might start filling full, and I might lose weight. 1 believe
they tbink what I do is fair.
M15. President.] Don’t you think it would be better to have it, so that one skip iu every twenty should
be weighed? I do not think so. We lose sometimes, and gain sometimes, and when we see we are losing
we weigh.
2416,
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W. Wilson,
2416. M-r. Curley.'] How do you weigh the coal that you send away ? AVe weigh every waggon.
Snq.
2417. "Why do you do that ?* Because we have to send the weight to^the customers.
2418. Do you think that is tho true way to get at the exact weight ? Yes.
23SopM89S‘
2419. That is. to weigh every waggon? Yes.
_
.
2420. Don’t you think that the miner would get his due if every skip was weighed ? Yes; but it would
he a great deal of expense to tbe company, and a stoppage of work besides. It would be a large expense
to the company.
2421. Dave you not a weigh-bridge there? Yes.
2422. You have not, therefore, that expense to provide for ? No.
2423. Is it not only a matter of running a few more skips there ? Yes.
^
_ _
2424. How would that unduly increase the expense ? It stops the pit while we are weighing coal, and
when we are turning out 500 tons of coal a day wc cannot afford to stop long. .
_
2425. Is that any reason why tho men should not have an opportunity of getting a sufficient number of
skips weighed ? If they want more skips weighed they can get them weighed.
_
2426. If they were to ask you to have a certain number of skips weighed every day, would you agree to it?
No, I would not; it might not suit me to weigh every day, and I do not think it would be any benefit to
them.
2427. Do you think that you are complying with the 20th section of the Act of 1876 (see Appendix B).
Do you give the check-weigher there an opportunity to take a record of the weight if you wilt not weigh
the skips? I weigh when it is necessary.
....
,
2428. President.] When it suiis you ? Yes ; I do not trouble about that, because if it suits them, they
can get weighed at any time. If they were to ask me to weigh twelve skips to-morrow 1 would do so, but
not i[ the men underground were to know that 1 was going to weigh.
_
2429. Mr. Curley.] Have you looked at section 19 of the Act of 1876 (see Appendix B) ? Yes ; I have
read the whole of that Act.
_
,
2430. Do you see there that they are to be paid according to the weight of the mineral gotten by them .
Yes; but to do that you would have to weigh every skip of coal.
2431. Could not you weigh a reasonable number of skips ? If they want me to weigh more, 1 will do so.
2432. Did yon not say just now, that you will weigh as you please? I do not say 1 will weigh when they
like. If they ask me to weigh to-day, I may not do so, but I will weigh later on, but they must know
nothing about it.
_ .
2433. Mr, Gregson.] You say that complaints have been made to you about weighing ? Yes.
2434. AVhat answer have you made to these complaints ? I always weigh.
2435. Do you go on weighing ? No; because we have not the time always.
_
_
2436. Do you think it is any use to weigh for a day, and then go back to the old practice again ? It
keeps them up to the mark. If they were weighed every day, they might be worse off sometimes than
they are now, and so might we ourselves.
2437. Does it matter who is worse off, as long as justice is done ? It is only the trouble and the expense.
In a big colliery, they can weigh one skip out of every truck, and that is what they do at South Bulli.
As often as they could weigh, they did weigh. I think we are just as even as most of them up there,
taking the average of the work we do.
_
.
2433. Mr. Curleg.] Do you think that your method of weighing carries out the intention of the section
of tho Act I have drawn your attention to ? I do not think that that section means that you are to
weigh every skip, but that you shall take an average weight.
.
2439. The Act says that they shall he paid according to the weight of the mineral gotten hy them.
Then, if that is the case, every skip would have to be weighed.
2440. How many screens have you at the South Clifton Colliery altogether ? Three.
2441. That is two besides tho weigh-screen ? Yes.
_
, ,
2442. AVhat is the cost of the erection of a screen similar to the ones you have now in operation in your
colliery ? About £100.
2443. Do you think it would costas much as £100 to put an additional screen up? Very nearly that
amount. You would require kick-ups, and everything else with it to make it complete.
■
2444. How long would such a screen last? About twenty years, I suppose.
2445. Don’t you think it would be better to erect another screen, in order that you might have tho
weigh-screen operating as a weigh-screen proper only ? AVo have a weigh-screen.^
2446. Did not you say that you could uot afford to weigh a larger number of skips, because you would
lose time ? It is not the screen, it is the man who has to he there.
2447. Is it then only the expense of the man ? AVe do not work more than three or four quarters during
the week, and we could not afford to keep a man thero constantly.
2448. AVhat quantity .do your skips hold? 10, 11, or 12 ewt.
■
2449. How large is.your output ? If we work all day wo can turn out 500 or 600 tons.
2450. Do you only weigh four skips a day? If we start we may weigh half-a-dozen; we may weigh
three or four in the morning, and three or four in tho afternoon, but we do not weigh every day.
2451. You do not attempt to weigh every day ? Sometimes we do, but we do not make it a rule. ■
24'52. I suppose when you do not weigh the weighman will have instructions notto go to the weigh-bridge
that day ? No ; he is on the top all the time, but we never tell their weighman.
2453. Does the weighman hold a dual position at your colliery? Yes.
2454. How many offices does he fill ? He goes away on the trucks or waggons, and weighs that coal,
also the miners’ coal, and anything else that requires doing; he also does all the clerical work.
2455. Is your seam a clean seam? Yes, very clean.
2456. AVhen the coal is tipped, docs it require much cleaning? It requires no cleaning at all.
2457. It can soon he got rid of ? Yes, with only just tho screening.
2458. Is that not a reason why a certain number of skips should be weighed—I refer to tho rapid way
in which you can get rid of your coal ? It can be done quickly enough. All that it has to do is to go
over the screen.
_
2459. Have you seen the clause with regard to weighing in tho proposed Bill;—it is clause [41] 38, on
page 18 of the Bill (see Appendix A.) \—what is your opinion of that provision in the Bill? I do not
see anything wrong with it. It is something similar 1o the provision in the present Act.

2460.
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W. Wilson, 2460. Only a little different;—have you looked at it very carefully? I was up at Lithgow when I
Bs9received the subpoena to attend here to-day, and I have had very little time to look at it carefully,
2461. Have you anything to do with.any of the collieries up at Lithgow ? Yes.
eP ■’ d‘ 2462. What colliery have you to do with in the Western district ? The Zig-zag Colliery.
2463. Is the method of weighing at that colliery carried out in a similar way to what you have described ?
Yes.
2464. Does the weighman for the company there hold a dual position ? We allow the miners’ weighman
to weigh the coal there himself. Sometimes the manager may see the weights now and again.
2465. How do you arrange about the selection of the number of skips there ? It is left solely to the
weighman to call for skips when ho likes. There are, however, only twenty-three miners employed in that
pit.
2466. Who is the manager of that colliery ? Mr. John Wilson, a son of mine.
2467. In tho event of your wanting a certain quantity of coal away that day, do you bother the weighscreen at all? I do not know how they weigh there. I cannot speak definitely of the system there.
2468. Have you been managing there yourself ? Yes.
2469. What was the method of weighing when you were thero ? I used to see the coal weighed myself.
2470. Did you weigh many skips in a fortnight ? Just the samo number as I do now at South Clifton.
If they wanted coal weighed they got it weighed. It is a heavy coal there, and does not vary very much.
There is not much slack in it,
2471. Are you sure you have looked at the clause in the proposed Bill about weighing ? Well, I cannot
say that I have looked at it particularly.
2472. Well, just look at the new clause [41] 38, on page 18 of the Bill (see Appendix A). I will read
the section as it was originally drawn, and passed by the Assembly, and then as it has been amended by
the Legislative Council. Do you believe in that section as it left the Legislative Assembly ? No, I
do not.
2473. What do you sugges*; ? Under that section you would have to weigh all the coal of course.
2474. Seeing that you weigh all the coal you send away to market, don’t you think the miner should
have a similar advantage? Yes, hut the trouble is in doing it. It would be more expensive to work a
mine, and it is expensive enough now.
2475. Is it not a matter of competition rather than a matter of expense ? Competition brings it down,
no doubt. It has also brought tho miners’ wages down, and the profits of the mine-owners.
2476. Are you aware that there are differences of opinion as to the cause of this competition, and (he
origin of it ? Yes, and there always will be.
2477. Is not this a very big question ? Yes.
2478. In the event of tliat clause being amended in any shape or form, would you ho favourable to having
a fair number of skips weighed at every mine every day? That can be done.
2479. Do you think that is reasonable? I do not think it is unreasonable; hut I do not see why it
should be forced to ho done, because I do not think the miner wants it any more than the manager.
They are satisfied, as far as I can see.
2480. Don’t you think that an arrangement lihe that would give more satisfaction? It might give more
satisfaction. They were satisfied in Newcastle when I-was there.
2481. Have you managed any mines in Newcastle? No.
2482. How do you come to speak about Newcastle? I have been working there.
2483. At what colliery did you work there? At the Lambton Colliery.
2484. TVliat were you doing at the Lambton Colliery? I was carpenter and engineer there. I took Mr,
Shott’s place when he went to England.
2485. How long were you at the Lambton Colliery ? I was there for eight or nine years.
2486. "What was the method of weighing there ? The weighman was there all day. He had to look
after the screen. They were filling five or six waggons at a time, and he was in charge of the screens, as
well as looking after the weighing. He weighed perhaps half of the day.
’
2487. Are you sure he did not weigh the whole of the day ? I am sure he did not.
2488. Would you be surprised to hear that the weighman has to weigh the whole of the day ? I believe
they do now. The quantity they send away now requires that.
2489. Do you know that they have a foreman that looks after the screenmen ? Yes ; I suppose so. The
average is not more than I am doing now when yon compare the quantities that come out.
2490. Mr. Gregson.] Have you the standard weight system in force at your colliery ? No,
2491. Do you know of any colliery in your district where this is in force ? I do not know ofany. I
never had the standard weight. They have it at Newcastle, I believe, at some places.
2492. Have you any bar to regulate the height to which a skip can be filled? No.
2493. Can the men fill the skip to any height they like ? Yes ; to any height they like. Some of the
skips weigh 15 cwt. We sometimes offer a prize for sending heavy skips.
2494. Do the miners generally fill to the same height ? Yes; we have an endless rope at our colliery,
and they fill to clear that rope.
2495. Mr. Curleg.] What weight will your weigh-bridge register ? A ton, I think.
2496. You say you have no standard weight ? No; I can give you a plan of the mine, and also the
colliery rules, if you think they will he of any use to you.
2497. Probably they might give some information to the Commission, Will you please send your plan
and the colliery rules ? I will.
2498. Mr. Gregson.] Have you looked through the proposed Bill ? I only got it this morning.
2499. You know very little of its provisions then ? Yery little.
2500. Have you heard the Bill spoken about ? Yes.
2501. Have you heard that it is proposed to make an alteration in the ventilation clause ? Yes, the
.
provisions are rather strict.
2502. In what respect ? I understand they want more than 100 cubic feet of air, and I think that 100
cubic feet is enough. I think that there are plenty of mines that can do without brick stoppings, and in
that Bill I believe they will be forced.
2503. Do you consider that your mine is sufficiently ventilated ? Yes.
2504. Do the men ever complain to you about ventilation? No, they never have.
2505.
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2505. Did you over know of any case where they have suffered from want of air without complaining ? W. Wilson,
No, not in our place. We have any amount of air. We could give them double the quantity if they _i
wanted it.
_
_
23 Sept., 1895.
2500. How do you ventilate your pit ? By a fan.
2507. Have you ever heard of the men being anxious that more air should be given to them ? Never,
2508. Have you read enough of the Bill to see that it ties the manager down to hard and fast lines in
many respects H Yes.
2509. What is your general opinion about that? That it is too stringent.
2510. Do you think that more discretion should be left to the manager ? I think so. _ X think the Bill
adds a great deal to the expense of the mine as well, I think that inspectors of coal-mines havo had it in
their power to say what is to be done, and it has been done.
2511. You think that an inspector has sufficient power under the present Act ? Yes.
_
2512. In carrying out his duties, does he do all that is necessary in the interests of the men ? I think so.
2513. Does the inspector in your district visit you frequently ? Yes.
2514. Does he give you any notice of his visits ? No.
2515. Have you heard of his being there, without your knowing that he was there? Yes.
_
2516. Has he ever been called there to your knowledge by an anonymous letter from one of the miners?
No, not to my knoivledgc.
2517. Have you ever heard him mention that there have been any complaints made to him at all ? lie has
never mentioned such a thing as complaints to me.
2518. Generally speaking, according to your experience, do you look upon the provisions of this Bill, as
being altogether beyond what is necessary? I think so.
2519. Have you any remarks you would like to make about any part of the Bill in particular ? I consider
that the section dealing with the weighing of coal is very strict.
2520. Do you consider that the alterations made by the Legislative Council are in any way objectionable ?
No, 1 do not think so.
2521. Would you be quite content with that section as the Legislative Council has left it? Yes.
2522. How many splits have you in your mine ? Only one.
2523. Have you any signs of gas ? No.
2524. Did you ever hear of gas in vour colliery ? No ; and we examine every place every morning.
2525. Have you ever heard of gas having been seen? No, never.
_
2526. JKr. Ourlci/.~\ What is the name of the makers of the fan you have at your colliery ? Guibal; it
is a Walker’s.
'
2527. "What is the diameter of the fan ? 20 feet.
2528. Do you know what was the cost of this fan ? It cost £1,500.
2529. Was that for the fan itself alone? No, with the fixing of it as well—the whole erection of it.
With the fixing up, I should think it cost nearly £2,000 altogether, shaft, bricking, and everything else.
2530. Do you think that the air should be conveyed up to tbe working face? I do not think that is
necessary.
2531. Where ivould you convey it then ? I think 35 yards is near enough.
2532. Do you think that that is sufficient ? I think so. I have never seen it fail as long as the cutthroughs were a proper distance.
2533. Does not the air get rather sluggish when tho workman gets that far in advance of it ? No, I
think it is more comfortable.
2534. Is there any shot-firing in your colliery ? No.
2535. Can they get coal without shooting ? Yes; we only do shooting when brushing theroof.
2536. Have you been in the mine when a shot has been fired ? Yes.
2537. Have you noticed the smoke hang? No, not for long. Wo only do brushing where the air is
travelling.
2538. If a man had to get his coal with shots 35 yards up the bord, would not the smoke hang a good
deal ? If the places were close together, it might hang a little, but not for long.
2539. Don’t you think, therefore, on that account, there should be some provision for ventilation ? I
havo never seen it done. I have driven a place 100 yards before the air, where there was water, with a V
drain of water going backwards.
2540. Where was this water coming from ? Brom the roof. A large vein of water until you got into
this place where the break was in the roof.
2541. Where was that ? At Lithgow.
.
2542. Was there any brattice in this place ? No, only this drain of water,
2543. What colliery was that iu? In the Yale of Clwydd Colliery.
2544. Do you know the year when that occurred ? I think it was about 1873 or 1874.
2545. Who was the manager of that colliery at that time ? I was.
2546. Were you the manager of that colliery in 1878 ? Yes, I think I was.
2547. Did the inspector ever complain to you about deficient ventilation ? I do not think so.
2548. If it is to bo found in bis report, would you believe he did ? Yes, of course.
2540. Would you look at the report of the Department of Mines for the year 1878, and see what the
inspector says there about the Yale of Clwydd Colliery, on page 147. What does he say ? “ Yontilation
still very defective, notwitlistanding repeated complaints made by myself to the manager of the matter.
The fire-lamp having lately been removed from under the upcast shaft, there was no artificial means used
for creating ventilation when I visited the mine in December last. The miners are not yet paid by weight
for the coal they get.”
2550. Are yon satisfied that the inspector did complain at that time ? Yes ; but I do not know whether
I was there then.
.
2551. Do you notice that the inspector points out that he had repeatedly drawn attention to this matter ?
Yes; but I do not think I was there then. I do not remember the circumstance.
2552. With regard to the provision in tho Bill for splits (see Appendix A), did you say that you have
only one split in your colliery? Yes.
2553. How many men have you in your mine ? 100 men.
2554. Does not the Act say that not more than seventy-five men shall he in each split? Well, I have
only fifty in each split. We have two districts, hut only one split.
2555,
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W. 'Wilson, 21555. Do you consider that efficient ventilation in a mine is one of the prime objects to have in view ?
Eb<1Yes, I do,
2555. That should be aimed at in every instance ? Yes.
®P ■, O' 2557. Do you believe in the splitting of the air ? 1 do ; dividing it into splits.
2558. What do you think your fan is capable of producing ? 300,000 cubic feet of air ; and we work it,
up to 60,000.
2559. What time do you start work in the morning ? 7 o'clock
2560. What time do you knock off work at night ? 5 o’clock.
2561. Do you ever ask the men to work any longer hours ? I may have asked them, when busy, to stop
a quarter extra to complete the shipping.
2562. Do you make a practice of doing this ? Xo, wc do not require it I am sorry to say.
2563. Do you ever call the men when there is no work ? No.
2504. President.'} Do you ever call them needlessly ? No. One lot of men go in at 7 o’clock and come
out at 2 o’clock, and another lot of men go in at 9 o’clock and come out at 5 o’clock.
2565. Have you ever known of any case in which the men have been underground sixteen hours ? I do
not think the miners would stop underground sixteen hours. There may be daymen who might work
that number of hours at a job they have to get done.
2566. I am referring to miners getting coal, and working that number of hours ? None of the miners
work more than eight hours. 1 do not believe there is a miner in the country works more than eight
hours, and some of them only work six hours.
2567. Mr. Ourhy.} How long would the miners be in that day that you wished them to stop an extra
quarter ? That would be the back shift, and it would not be really more than eight hours.
2568. President] Do you know Mr. Henderson ? Yes.
2569. Do you know anything about the Helensburgh Mine ? No; I do not know much about the
Helensburgh Mine.
2570. Is it true that the prevailing custom in your district is that the colliery shall draw coal from
7 o’clock in the morning until 5 o’clock at night ? Yes ; when they work all day.
2571. Does that mean two shifts ? Yes.
2572. Mr. Curley.} Have you ever made an average of the number of skips you weigh, say for three or
six months in each day ? I have never made such an average.
2573. Can you tell us what the average would be ? No ; I cannot.
2574. President.} Are the Clifton and South Clifton Collieries two distinct collieries ? Yes.
2575. Do you know how long the men work at the Clifton Colliery ? I cannot say.
2576. How far is the Clifton Colliery from the South Clifton Colliery ? About a mile. I think they work
at the Clifton Colliery somewhat similar to us.
2577. Have they ever been working, to your knowledge, sixteen hours at the Clifton Colliery ? Not to
my knowledge.
2578. Mr. Greyson.} Have you ever heard of men being informed that if they did not remain in the face
all that time they would be discharged ? No.
2579. Mr. Curley.} Assuming that you had a very busy day, or were busy for a day, that you had a lot
of orders to fill up, would you like to see the back shift come out without completing their day’s work?
No ; I would like them to keep in their full time ; but a remedy for that is to put more men on.
2580. Can the men do that in any pit? No.
2581. Would you allow that to go on as a manager? No; two, or three, or half-a-dozen men coming
out would not make any difference.
2582. Is it a usual practice [for men to do this? No, it is not. They are anxious to get all the work
they can.
[Witness withdrew.]

Elias Arthur Jones sworn and examined:—
E. A. Jones, 2583, Mr. Curley.} What is your occupation, Mr, Jones? I am the Manager of the Corrimal Colliery.
Esq.
2584. What is the name of the company that the colliery belongs to ? The Southern Coal Company,
2585 How long have you been manager at that colliery? Three years next [February.
23 Sept,, 1895. 2586. Have you managed any other collieries ? Yes ; I was at Woonona.
2587'. How long did you manage at Woonona? For about two years and three months.
2588. Have you been connected with any other colliery ? Yes; 1 was underground manager at Austinmer.
2589. Have you been connected with collieries for any lengthened period of years? Yes; since I was
13 years of age.
2590. Is Corrimal situated south of the Bulli Colliery ? Yes.
2591. Do yon enter tho mine by a shaft, or do you enter by a tunnel ? The entrance to the pit is in the
mountain side.
2592. What distance is your mine in underground ? I think we are in a little over three-quarters of
a mile.
2593. What is your system of working ? Pillar and stall.
2594. What is the width of your horde? Some are 8 yards, and some less.
2595. What is the width of your pillars ? The pillars vary considerably. We work according to the
rolls. We generally take out as much as we can between the rolls.
2596. Do you not leave a pillar of some description ? The rolls constitute tbe pillar, but where thero are
no rolls pillars of coal are left.
2597. Do the rolls in that colliery go up to the roof? Thoy go from 2 feet right up to the roof.
2598. Do they go right through the seam ? Yes.
2599. Do they become a stone dyke ? No ; in many cases thoy cut the seam clean out.
2600. Aue the rolls in your colliery similar to the rolls in some of the other collieries in your district ?
Yes ; they run just about the same in South Bulli, Mount Pleasant, and Mount Keira.
2601. Are you sure these rolls appear in the Mount Keira Mine? Yes ; I have seen them there myself.
2602. Have you seen them in Mount Keira lately ? No ; before I came to Corrimal.
2603. What are the sizes of the pillars ? They vary considerably. I can hardly give the size. I have a
plan here on which they are shown [plan produced.}
2694.
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2604. Can you say what the sizes of the pillars are ? From 3 yards up to 13 yards, aud some of them E. A. .ToaeB,
Esq.
larger where there are these hig rolls.
2605. They vary ? Tes.
23SepM89E.
2606. What system of ventilation have you ? Furnace ventilation.
2607. Is your mine divided into splits ? Tes ; we have three splits.
2603. What number of men have you in the mine? About 140 miners. That was tbe numher at the
last cavil,
2609. What are the hours of working at your mine? From 7 o’clock until 5 o’clock. Those are the
recognised hours we work,
2610. Have you two shifts of meu ? Tes ; a front shift and a hack shift. The front shift starts work at
7 o’clock in the morning, and the back shift at 9 o’clock.
,
2611. Have you good ventilation at that colliery? Tes.
■
2612. Have you ever known the men to complain of the ventilation ? Ho.
2613. Have you ever known the inspector of collieries to complain about not having the required quantity
of air ? No ; every time he has been there he has said that things were in good order, and well secured
as far as timber was concerned.
2614. Ho you use much timber ? Tes.
2615. Is it a bad roof ? It is a shaley roof.
2616. Do the men set their own timber ? Tes.
2617. Does tho company provide the timber ? Tes; we put it on the spot.
2618. Do you cut the timbers to the proper lengths ? Yes.
2619. Do you find the miners with suitable lids ? Tes.
2620. What kind of timber do you use ? Flat and round timber mixed. Of course they set a lot of
slabs—cap-pieces, in the headings especially, and we pay for these.
'
2621. What do you pay for this timber P One shilling, and le. Gd. a sot for the 7-foot lengths, but wo
pay 4s. for the long sets.
2622. What do you call long sets ? Eleven-foot lengths. We drive our main heading 11 feet wide.
2623. Do you always keep your return airway in a satisfactory condition ? Tes.
2624. Do you always keep your return clear ? Tes.
"
2625. 'What is the method of weighing at your colliery ;—have you standard weight? No; we have an
average.
2626. Do you pay the men hy the average weight ? Tes ; by the weight they get. A miner may be
weighed two or three times during a fortnight, and he is paid by the average weight he gets during that
fortnight. A man may get weighed two or three times in a week, or two or three times in a month.
2627. Have you a weighman stationed at the screens on behalf of the company ? Yes.
2628. What are that weighman’s duties ? To look after the waggons, put them under the screen, and to
weigh coal. He also looks after the people at tbe screen to see tliat they do their duty.
2629. Is he foreman of the men ? Tes ; foreman of the screenmen.
2630. Does he do anything else besides what you have stated ? No; that is all.
2631. He cannot be at the weighbridge all the time, then? No.
2632. How many skips do you put out in a day when you are working full time ? About 900 or 1,000—
something like that.
2633. Out of that number of skips, how many do you weigh ? According to the check-weighman’s
account, posted up at the pit’s mouth, the average lately has been about one in sixty or seventy.
2634. Is that number of skips satisfactory to tho men ? I have heard some of them complaining, and ,
saying they would like to be weighed oftimer. I have noticed that they complain when they "stand at a
low weight, but when they stand at a high weight there is no complaint at all.
2635. Do you think that tho sixtieth or seventieth part of the weighing of the production of a miner is
anything like a reasonable quantity to weigh? Yes, I do. If a man fills his coal honestly he need not
be afraid to be weighed at any time.
2636. President^] Suppose he has the luck to have a light weight;—has not the manager the right]’to
weigh when he likes? Yes.
2637. What is to prevent his weighing whenever the miner likes;—I suppose a man can ask to be
weighed whenever he likes ? There are such a lot of skips with big pieces of stuff knocked off, and if a
skip is broken the minors say that you have no right to weigh that skip. I am sure that there are many
of the skips broken before they leave the bord so tliat they shall not be weighed, and that lumps are pulled
off for that very purpose. We have found that out time after time. When they are rushed with skips, as
fast as they can fill them, they pull one lump off the corner and say they will not weigh that skip,
thinking to get the same average for that as the big skips before. If the skip does not como packed
properly it will not be weighed, so that if they pull a lump off it will not be weighed,
2638. Mr. Ourley,'] Is it not the practice to mark a skip with chalk when it is broken? Yes; that is
supposed to be the practice,
2639. Has the wheeler who has to do with it to chalk it ? Yes ; but the excuse is very often that he has not
a bit of chalk.
2640. Cannot you supply the wheeler with chalk? I am afraid it would take a lot of chalk,.
2641. Is chalk a costly matter ? No ; but they would not do it.
2642. Are they supposed to do it? Certainly; but they do not do it nevertheless.
2643. Whose look-out is it that they do not do it;—who has the discipline of tbe mine ? You cannot
have somo one watching every wheeler,
2644. Have you taxed them with this breach of discipline ? Tes; and I have discharged one or two men
for the same thing.
2645. When was this? About five or six months ago.
2646. You say you have been manager of that colliery for three years ? Yes; next February.
2617. How many men have you discharged for that sort of thing during that time? Two wheelers.
2648. Have you discharged any miners ? No.
2649. Why did you discharge these wheelers ? Because they did not mark the skips. The deputy on
one occasion caught one of them coming out of the bord with the front of the skip all out.
2650. Did'the deputy not stop him ? It was coming out of the heading.
2651. Did he follow him out with the skip ? Ho reported the matter to mo.
2652.
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E. A. Jones, 2G52. Is tLis a very frequent occurrence ?
Esq.

I know tliat when the skips are coming down the incline you
cannot sit at the office door without seeing some of the coal falling off the front of the skip on account of
23ScpW1895. bad packing.
2Gy3. Do you not insist on weighing for your own protection? Ho; I tell the weighman to bo very
careful, and to weigh as often as he gets a chance.
2G54. What is the system of weighing ;—how many hours a day do you weigh ? The weighman has to
look after the placing of the waggons. When the locomotive comes up with the empty waggons, he has
to look after the shunting, and when he has the opportunity after doing that, he is supposed to weigh.
2(555. How long will it take the weighman to look after the waggons? About three-quarters of au hour
each time they shunt.
2G5(5. Are there any days on which you never weigh any skips at all? Ho certain days.
2G57. Are there certain days when there is no coal weighed at all ? I cannot tell you.
2G58. Does not the weighman give his book into you ? There are fortnightly weights.
2G59, If the weighman missed weighing one day, would you havo any knowledge about it ? Ho.
2600, They might weigh, or they might uot weigh? Just so.
2GGL How many skips does the weighman weigh in a day ? I cannot tell you without looking over tho
hooks, but from thirty to fifty, or sixty to seventy, is a rough estimate.
20G2. You state that the average is one in about sixty or seventy ? The check-weighman places it up one
in sixty or seventy.
2GG3. How many skips a day will you draw out of the mine ? Between 900 and 1,000.
2G61. Do you think it would be a better plan to weigh more skips ? I did not know they were not
satisfied. Occasionally I havo heard one of them say that he has a low weight, and he lias wished me to
weigh him when he got into a good place. He may ask then to be weighed.
2G65. Have you looked into the present Coal Mines Act of 187G ? Yes.
2G6G. Will you look at the 19th section of that Act, on page 7 {see Appendix B). Do you think you
are complying with that section of the Act, by weighing one skip in every sixty or seventy ? Yes, I do.
The miner is paid by the weight he gets of the mineral gotten.
2667. How can ho he paid for the weight of the mineral gotten if you do not weigh it for him? Ho is
weighed and paid according to the average.
2668. Do you weigh you waggons before you send them away ? They aro all weighed at the Wollongong
railway station.
2669. Do you take the Government record ? Yea.
.
2670. Do the Government weigh every waggon ? They are supposed to weigh every waggon.
2671. Do you think they do weigh every waggon ? I think they do.
2672. Have you the total weight at the colliery, represented by the weighman, f.e., the weight paid for on
the part of the miners ? Tes.
'
”
2673. Do yon know the weight of the miners' production ? Yes.
2674. Do you know the quantity that goes over the Government weighbridge;—is that weight returned
to you ? Ho.
2675. Can you get it when you want it? Yes.
2670. Do you not want it now and again—occasionally? I only want it to work out the costs.
2677, Do you ever check the weight that has gone away with the average weight taken at the colliery ?
It is only occasionally that I get the weight of the coal in waggons.
_ 2678. How often do you get it ? Every two or three pavs.
2679. TVould you get it every six weeks or two months ? " Yes.
2680. Have you ever noticed any discrepancy between the Government weight, and the weight of tho
coal that the miners have been paid for;—if you had a given weight for your waggons, aud a given weight
from your weighman, would you not put the two together to see if there was any discrepancy;—havo
you done that? Yes.
2681. Which side was the discrepancy on ? On the side of the mine. There has been a discrepancy of
80 to 100 tons.
2682. In favour of whom ? In favour of the company.
2683. Mr. Gregson.'] In what time was that? I could not tell you what time. It may be in a fort
night’s pay.
2684. Would it he 80 or 100 tons to the good ? Yes ; I have noticed it from 60 to 70 tons.
2685. What is your idea of the general results of the year’s working;—does the colliery gain, or the men
gain ? I think the colliery gains a little.
2686. Have you any idea how much? I cannot tell you how much? It fluctuates backwards and for
wards. There is nothing to speak of.
2687. Mr. Curleg.] Do you think the men should have something like justice and fair play in this weighing
business? I think they have.
*
2688. Do you think you are carrying out the provisions of the present Act in the way you are
weighing? Ido.
2689. If the men were to appeal to you to-morrow, or any day hence, and ask you to weigh a certain
number of skips each day, would you do it ? The only thing that would prevent us is the cost; the man
is too busy with other work.
2690. What is that work ? Shunting, and giving a general hand at the screens.
2691. Should that be any reason for the men not getting weighed? The eheck-weighman would not allow us.

2692. Do you mean to say it is the cost of keeping a man at the weighbridge that-prevents you from
weighing more skips ? Yes ; we would have to get another man if we had to do this.
2693. Have you any standard weight at your colliery? Ho.
2694. Do the men get all they fill ? Yes.
■
2695. Is the only contention about the number of skips that are weighed ? I have hoard no contention.
2696. Have the men over made any complaints? Ho; only when a man gets on to good coal, ho says,
now is the time you ought to weigh me.
2697. President.] Would it not be better for both parties if coal was weighed more often? I suppose so.
2698. Mr. Curleg.] Have you the sole control of the weighman ? Yes.
2699. Could you order him to weigh more coal ? Yes; but, as I have pointed out, there are so many
skips coming down with the tops off, that they cannot be weighed.
2700.
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2700. 'Where is your weighbridge situated ? At the screens, at the foot of the incline.
& A. Jones,
2701. How far are they away from the pit ? They are 37 chains down from the pit. It is an endless rope,
Es<land they come straight from the mine to the screens.
2702. Do you weigh the skips before they are tipped ? They come down the screen into the weigh-box.
’’ J‘
2703. Who gets the benefit of that coal that tumbles off the skips when going down the incline ? The
company has to pay for cleaning that up.
2701. Do you get the benefit of that coal ? Yes ; we pay twice for it. We pay the miner first, and then
tho shiftmen for filling it up again.
2705. Have you ever worked the colliery for more than the usual hours ? Yes.
2700. When have yon done this ? During this last week.
2707. What hours did you work r* Wc started at half-past 10 andhalf-past 11at night torun the incline
to get enough skips for tho men to work in the pit at night.
2708. Do you work a night-shift ? Half a shift for outside hands, six; full shift for miners.
2709. Who are the men that work tho half shift at night;—are they the men that have been at work in
the daytime P Yes, when they chose. They simply ask to go.
2710. Do you request them to go ? I simply ask them if they would like to go. They work from 11
o’clock at night till 3 o’clock in the morning.
2711. Do they then go to work on the following day, if thero is work to do ? Yes.
2712. Mr. Gregson] Is this done by the men voluntarily? Yes,
2713. If the men did not come hack to work the next day, ■would you dismissthem? Oh, no;there are
several men only too glad to come back. The night-shift of miners come on every night at 8 o’clock, and
they complain they do not get enough skips to keep them going, and it is on this account that we try to
run the incline at night to keep them supplied with slcips. There are about thirtv-five or forty miners in
the headings, and some of them are in the bords.
^
2714. Are the miners paid by the ton ? Yes, hy the ton, and yardage.
2/lo. Have you three shifts of men? No, only two shifts—aback shift and a front shift. One man
goes in at i o clock, and stops till 3 o’clock, and his mate goes on at 9 o’clock, and knocks off at 5 o’clock.
It VQ
men who go on at 8 o’clock been employed during tho day? It is a separate shift.
2717. How many men have you at work in the day time? One hundred and forty men.
2718. Have you thirty or forty additional men employed at night ? Yes.
2719. Mr. Curleg] Are these thirty-five or forty men on tho night shift part and parcel of tho men who
go back to work in the day time ? No; they are a distinct lot of men.
. ,
2720. How many men go back at night that are working in the day time ? Six,
2721. Aro these the men working the incline ? Yes : not miners.
miners occasionally come home and go hack to work at night again ? The miners aro alwavs
willing to come back at night to do the work these six men are doing. If these men do not want to come
back we can ahvays get miners to do the work,
2723. If you have these men specially engaged in this particular work what need have you for miners?
These six men aro working in the day time.
^ aT0 ^cse 10611 doing in the day time ? Screening, and tipping ; working outside the mine.
2725. Do you think that men can sustain that kind of tiling for any length of time ? That is not for me
to judge.
2/2G. Is not that putting in sixteen hours of the twenty-four hours in some cases ? No.
2727. How many hours is it? From thirteen to fourteen hours.
2728. Have you ever requested the whole body of men to come back and work at night? No.
2/29. You have not worked the full colliery at night ? No ; wo have asked them to work later, or start
an hour earlier in the morning, but never an hour over the eight hours.
2730. Do you make that a practice? No; if thev start at G o’clock in the morning tliev knock off an
hour earlier. If they start at 6 o’clock they knock off at 2 o’clock.
'
2/31, If you do not work on both shifts you do not work at all ? Sometimes both shifts go in together.
2732. 3n this ease do you request them to work longer? No.
°
2/33. Have you looked over the proposed Bill ? Yes; hut I have not paid much attention to it. I have
just glanced over it.
2734. Do you wish to say anything about any of the provisions in the Bill? No.
2735. President] Do you agree with all its provisions as it left the Legislative Assembly ? I have not
looked over the Bill enough to say that. ■
^36- You ^'uk you will have to know it when it becomes an Act, hut you do not care about it as a
Bill? Yes.
2737. Mr. Gurley] Is your colliery a very dry colliery? No; very wet.
2738. Does the water come into the face of the workings occasionally? Yes.
2739. Have you to hail water ? Yes.
2740. Are the men occasionally troubled with water ? They are.
that it is pleasant to work in water? No; we keep water-bailers on constantly,
2742. Would it not still be uncomfortable for the men ? [ know it is wot in the face2743. Is that mostly the case throughout the mine? No ; only in the dip workings.
2744. Do you propose to go far in under tho mountain with your workings ? Yes
2745. 'With regard to pillar working, have you that matter fully in view—have you in view the additional
weight your mine will have to carry? Yes.
274G. Have you had any gas at all to contend with ? No; not the slightest trace of gas.
2747. Do you eay tnatjou have had no complaints about ventilation ? None whatever.
2748. ^ Has the inspector over drawn your attention to anything in that respect ? Ho has said that tho
mine is excellently well timbered, and well provided for in other respects.
2749. President] Have the men ever complained about ventilation ? No, sir.
2750. How is your mine ventilated ? By furnace.
’
2751. Do you use any brattice ? Yes ; we use it occasionally when we put up a stenton or cut-through
across. When we get up to tho 35 yards we brattice the heading up to that distance. We brattice while
we are putting tho cut-throughs across.
2752. Mr. Curley] Are some of your cut-throughs very thick ? From 12 to 14 yards,
02—N*
2753,
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E. A. Jones, 2753. Would you have to brattice your heading to get your bord in ? Tea, occasionally.
2754. Would you have to carry the brattice up into the stenton? Tes, if necessary.
| 2755,_ What is the length of your bords ? The bords run from 35 yards to 70 yards, but it is in tho
' headings when we use the brattice.
2/56. Do you put your stentons through before you go the 35 yards ? Tes.
2757.
What for? To keep the ventilation up.
2758. How far do you go at the most ? Seldom more than 32 yards.
2759. Do you then put your cut-through over ? Tes.
2760. Do you go 30 yards and then a little further to put your cut-through through ? Ton go on till
where you have a solid pillar, and then go across.
2761. How wide is your cut-through ? From 7 feet to 12 feet. This is done for cheapness more than
anything else.
2762. Mr. Curley.'] What kind of brattice do you use ? Cloth brattice.
2763. Do you find that it lasts fairly well ? It does not last very well with us. On account of the water
and skips we have to get it renewed" very often.
2764. What width do you drive your cut-throughs ? Heading cut-throughs 7 feet, and 7 ft. 6 in.
2765. Have you the usual code of special rules at your colliery ? Tes.
■
2766. Will you kindly send a copy of yours to the Commission? Tes; I can.
[Witness withdrew.]

TUESDAY,

24

SEPTEMBER,

1895.

[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

10

a.m.]

grwjent:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CUE-LET, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GEE&SON, Esq.

Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Eobertson sworn and examined:—
2767. President.] Have you given evidence before, Mr. Eobertson, on the proposed Coal Mines Regula
tion Bill? I have.
>
u u
t,
2768, What Committee did you give your evidence before ? A Select Committee appointed by the
24 Sept. 1895, legislative Council, of which Dr. Creed, M.L C., was chairman.
''
'2769. Mr. Curley^] What is your profession, Mr. Eobertson ? I am a mining manager.
2770. What mine are you the manager of ? The Metropolitan Colliery.
2771. That mine is situated at Helensburgh is it not ? Tes.
2772. Have you managed any other collieries in this Colony ? Tes.
2773. What other collieries have you managed? The Greta Colliery.
2774. Have you managed any other collieries anywhere else P Tes; the Carron Iron Company’s mines
in Scotland, and the Brymbo Iron Companies’ Coliicrios in North Wales,
2775. Have you been connected with collieries for a considerable number of years? Tes ; since boyhood.
2776. Are you acquainted with the various systems of mining? I am.
2777. Both tbe long wall, and pillar and stall systems? Tes.
2778. What was the system of mining pursued m the mines you have referred to in England ? There
were practically only two systems, long wall, and pillar and stall.
2779. Will you give us your experience of the method pursued in the first mine with which you were
identified? Briefly speaking it was long wall, and pillar and stall, with, of course, modifications of each
system.
2780. Take first pillar and stall;—what was the length of the bord? The bords varied very much in size,
from 8 feet to 20 yards.
2781. Was 20 yards tho usual distance? The usual distance was about 18 or 20 yards in North Wales,
2782. What was the distance of the bords in Scotland? The system of working pillar and stall was not
the same as in North Wales. It was more in the nature of headings than bords there. It might be
anything from 8 or 9 feet, to 5 or G yards.
2783. Are you speaking of the headings ? We used to call them headings there.
2784. What length did the headings run;—were they similar to what we call bords here;—there is a
certain stipulated distance that we call the length? They would vary according to tbe rise of tho scam.
In a flat seam they would run very long distances. In other cases the cross levels would be longer, it
might be from 50 yards up to 300 yards.
2785. Would they not go across before they would be driven anything like 300 yards ? Certainly.
2786. How far would they go without putting a cross drive over? I should say about 40 or 50 yards.
That would depend upon the strength of the ventilation, or a dip, or rising place.
2787. How did you conduct the ventilation? Sometimes by brattice, cloth brattice or boards, and some
times with bricks, but that was in a stone heading.
2788. Did you use much brattice in these mines ? Tes.
2789. What was the height of the seams ? From 10 inches up to 12 feet.
2790. Did you work the 10-inch seams ? Ob, yes.
2791. How did you manage to work those scams ? The working face was not more than 14 or 15 inches,
but of course that is quite exceptional.
•
2792. What was tbe usual height of the seam apart from those thin seams ? Tou found 2 feet scams
and 8 feet seams in the same district.
.
2793. Was the same method of working pursued in each district where the seams were thick and thin ?
In the thin seams the only practicable method was longwall.
2794. Where you have referred to bratticing, was that in the thin or thick seams? In the thicker seams.
2795. Were there gases in any of these mines ? Tes.
'
2796. Was there any fire-damp ? Tes.
2797. Would the same thing apply to the seams in North Wales ? Tes.
2798.
D. A. W.
Robertson,
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D. A. W.
2798. Had you any accidents of a serious character during the time you managed at these mines? Kobavtqon,
Only the usual accidents from falls of roof and coal, but I am happy to say I have never had anybody
Esq.
injured by an explosion.
f______ x
2-799. Where you worked tho bord and stall system what was the width of the pillar that you usually left? 24 Sept., 1805.
That depended very much on the conditions—upon the depth from the surface. According to the depth,
anything from perhaps one dozen yards up to large blocks.
2800. Were the mines very deep ? I have worked them up to 1,200 and 1,300 feet deep.
2801. What depth were the eIuiIIowcsI:- mines you have worked ? Nearly on the surface.
2802. Did you ever work a mine ranging from 200 or 300 to 400 feet deep? Yes.
2803. What pillars did you leave in that mine? They would probably ho about 40 or 50 per cent, of
the coal.
2804. Would 40 or 50 per cent, of tho coal be left as pillars ? Yes; something like that.
_
_
2805. When you worked up to the boundary would you bring your pillars back ? Sometimes in their
reverse order pillaring would be going on in the interior part of tho workings. We did not always wait
till we got to the boundary.
2806. After you worked these pillars out in the interior part of the mine, had you to put packs up to
prevent the roof from coming down ? The main roads were always maintained; sufficient pillars were
always left there.
2807. You might take some of the back pillars out? Exactly so.
2808. What were the sizes of the pillars you left near your main roads? That would depend on tho
depth.
2809. Were your main-road pillars left larger than your ordinary pillars as a rule? Yes; as a rule—
certainly.
2810. Did you always have substantial pillars near your roadway ? Undoubtedly.
2811. In the extraction of pillars, in the event of a large fall coming away, do tho men not always look to
the main road as a place of safety to flee for refuge ? If a danger was apprehended, thoy would look for
tho nearest road to tho pit.
2812. Should not that always be maintained ? Yes.
2813. Thero should be no doubt about its security ? The main roads ought to be above suspicion.
2814. Should they not be above suspicion at all times ? I think so.
2815. Iu your practice of mining has not this been always one of tbe ideal things ? Well, it was.
2S1G. What is the depth of the Helensburgh Colliery ? The shaft is 1,100 feet deep, but we are working
about .1,500 feet deep, speaking roughly. The shaft is sunk in a valley, and we are working under the hills.
2817. In your estimate, with regard to your working under the hills, do you consider the depth of your
pit much deeper than where the shaft is ? I do.
2818. Do you consider it about 400 or 500 feet more ? About that.
2819. Do you work bord and stall system ? Yes; we work what we call the Welsh bord system, 10-yard
places with two roads, and tbe debris thrown in the middle, All throughout I am now leaving 50-yard
pillars between the bords.
2820. Does your mine dip or rise very much ? It undulates very much from flat, to one in seven.
2821. Havo you much area where the dip working is ? Yes, a considerable area.
2822. Do you work to the dip, or from the dip to the rise? Tho dip varies so much in different direc
tions that it would be hard to answer that question. Generally speaking we get to tho dip, and work
upwards, but that has to be modified according to the varying circumstances.
2823. Have you extracted any pillars yet ? Yes, a considerable area.
2824. Is that area in the dip section of your workings ? It is all over the pit.
2825. Have you reached the boundary in some places ? Yes ; but it happens that the boundary is very
near to the pit. Wo can go 13 miles in another direction and not reach our boundary,
2826. Have you had any falls where you have worked these pillars out? Yes; the roof has all caved in,
of course.
2827. Is fire-damp given off in your colliery ? Yes.
2828. Is ifc given off in quantities ? 'Vies; there is a considerable quantity given off, but not in such largo
volumes, perhaps, as in some of the homo mines,
2829. In the places where you have extracted the pillars, and you have had falls, do you find much gas
coining from these districts, i.a., escaping from the old workings? I may mention that all the districts
where we have extracted pillars are supplied with abundance of air. I do not bottle up the old workings.
Some believe in bottling them up; thoy do not leave them open and supply them with air, but that is my
system. .1 believe in leaving them open and supplying them with air as far as practicable.
2830. Is tliat the best way to keep the gas out—to sweep it clear ? I think so ; but of course yon require
an enormous amount of ventilation at your disposal. Under circumstances where a manager had uot
command of large ventilation the other system might be adopted with advantage.
2831. Is there not a danger if the other system was adopted of some imperceptible leak happening and
forcing gas out of the goaf into the main ways ? I think so, and that is tho main reason why I leave them
open.
2832. Is that not more particularly so where they are dip-workings, because you know that gas will go
to the rise if it is forced out hy any contingencies such as a fall ? Certainly.
2833. Have you read of instances where that has taken place in connection with a colliery explosion ?
Yes, there are instances I believe.
2834. In your workings, at tho present lime, where do you discover this fire-damp giving off most? At
the working faces.
.
2835. President,'] Are the working faces tbe same as tho working places? Yes; places and faces are
synonymous terms.
2836. Mr, Ourley^] Does this fire-damp come from the coal, from the floor, or from the roof. Where
does ifc come from ? Erom the coal.
2837. Has it ever been noticed to come from the floor, or from the roof ? I have never noticed it.
2838. iJavo you had iiislaiices where there has been a large fall in your mine at any particular time ?
Yes, in pillar working, where wo have been extracting pillars, and the roof not breaking. AVhen we start
a district first the roof will not break very readily, and there is a considerable area left on props.

2889.
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,P‘ArJ''*- 2839. At suet times as these have you made a special inspection to find out whether any gas was given
^ off more than in tho usual way from these waste places? Yes, wo are constantly inspecting,
2840. Havo you como across any faults of any consequence in the working of vour colliery ? It is rather
JMqSept^iggfi.a fuuity fieid,
.
b j
y
2841. Do you notice any unusual quantity of gas when you approach these faults? Yes, but it is not a
regular thing. It is not certain that we will find gas when we find a fault. At present wo have a fault
giying off a considerable quantity of gas with a peculiar odour.
2842. Is it a large blower, or a small blower ? Wo have not large blowers in tbe ordinary acceptation of
the term. The coal is yery open jointed, and you can scarcely tell where the gas is coming from.
2843. Has this fire-damp been peculiar to the colliery since the opening of it? Yes, since the first.
2844. AVhat kind of gas would you term that? At the first opening wo had a most peculiar gas, having
all the properties of fire-damp, and yet lying on the floor. It has been proved beyond a doubt that
such was the case. That only refers to the immediate neighbourhood of the shaft, but since we have got
out from the shaft we get the ordinary fire-damp. The gas at first consisted of fire-damp (earburetted
hydrogen), carbonic acid, and carbonic oxide. Carbonic oxide is supposed to have never been given off
in a mine, but it was given off here.
2845. Have you read Atkinson’s work;—does he not refer to it? I think ho does ; but carbonic oxide
is not known to be given off in a free condition. If it is, it is a rare occurrence.
2846. Is carbonic oxide an inflammable gas ? Yes.
2847. Do you think that carbonic oxide is as deleterious to hoalfh as it is said by scientific men to bo ?
Hot quile as much. You can breathe a great deaf more of it than scientific men assert.
2848. Do you rcgardqt as a dangerous gas seeing that it is inflammable and deleterious to the health of
the men ? _ I regard it in the same light as fire-damp—that is, that all possible precautions must be taken
to render it harmless. As far as we are concerned that only refers to the past. AVe have nothum but
fire-damp now.
2849. Seeing that you have had this other gas, is it not possible that you may meet with it again ? Quito
possible
2S50. AVhat is the height of your seam ? Prom 11 to 12 feet; but we only work practically about 7 feet,
2851. Do you leave the other 4 or 5 feet? Yes; in somo of the main roads we lift tho lower part of
the seam.
2852. Do you leave this part down in tho scam, or as tops ? AVe leave it down in the bottom,
2853. AVhat is the length of your bords;—what length do yon drive your bords? A’arious lengths. I
have had some driven nearly 300 yards.
°
2854. In the ordinary way how far do you drive them? Perhaps 100 or 150 yards.
2855. AVhat distauco do you drive them before you put a cut-through over ? AVe seldom drive over 100
jards without a cut-through. I refer to the bords, not to the headings.
2856. I am speaking of the ordinary working bords—tho 10-yard bords that you havo spoken about ?
Through having tho partition in the middle, they are ventilated up to the end.
2857. ,Do yon build that wall solid up to the roof? In some places it is not a wall; it is the slack
and debris, thrown together as a pyramid.
2858. Do you build it up to the roof ? Yes.
2859. Do you use any bratticing ? In some places wo put a little on the top of the slack.
2860. You utilise the refuse, which acts partly as a conductor for the air ? Quite so.
2861. Have you a door on tho heading to force the air into these places ? AVe have an ordinary ftyiiif'
screen, and occasionally a door.
°
2862. Do you mean a canvas screen ? Yes.
2863. One part of the bord acts as an intake, and the other acts as a return ? Exactly. AVe could not
go these long distances with our bords except through having such a command of ventilation. Bv
having this great ventilation, we can do things which could not be done at other collieries. AVo aro far
in excess of what is required for safety, and wo have, I think, double the ventilation of the ten mines
down below us.
2864. AVhat kind of a fan have you there ? The Schiele type.
2865. AVhat is the diameter of your fan? 20 feet. A Schiele fan of 20 feet is equivalent to a Guibal
of 60 feet.
2866. Did it cost you much to erect the fan you have? Yes; our ventilation plant must havo cost at
least £10,000.
286/. That is the erection of it—to put it in an effective condition ? Yes, I think it cost every penny of
that sum, not to speak of the underground arrangements in connection with it. You cannot got a large
ventilation by a fan alone; your arrangements underground must be on a correspondingly large scale.
You cannot get ventilation by a fan alone except your arrangements underground are of a correspondiim
size.
°
2868, Have you any splits in your mine ? Yes.
2869. How many splits have you in your mine ? Five main splits, but these are again subdivided (a
plan showing the number of splits in the Jlclensburgh colliery was produced by Mr. Robertson, and
explained to the Commission, and the plan ordered io be embodied in the Appendix to Commission's report.
See Appendix S).

28/0. AVhat is tho number of men you employ in your colliery? About 300 altogether underground.
2871. Can you send the Commission a copy of your special rules ? Yes, certainly.
2872. AVhat is your system of inspection at this colliery in the morning before the men resume work ?
The deputies go down the mine about half-past 4 o’clock iu the morning.
2873. How many deputies have you ? AVo have four deputies in the day shift, and one at night. These
men are kept simply for inspection, and are not troubled with any other work.
2874. AVill you please detail their duties ? They go round the mine and examine the different places as
regards the condition of the root, the sides, the ventilation, aud gas. They make take up brattice cloth,
or some other little thing, but generally speaking they arc simply inspectors. In addition to the deputies
we have men under them—roadsmen and bratticemen.
2875. How many roadsmen have you ? Each deputy has atleastoncroadsinan under him, sometimes two.
2876. That would make about twelve or fourteen men, for both night and day? Yes, I think there
would be that number.
2877
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2877. Do you work with safety-lamps at that colliery ? Yes, entirely with safety-lamps throughout tho D. A. W.
Eobertson,
whole of the mine.
Esq.
2878. What safety-lamps do you use ? The Thomas Griffith shielded lamp.
2870. Is that one of the latest lamps? Yes, they have lead locks. The old type of lock, a man could 24 Sept., 1895.
undo, hut they cannot do it with a lead lock, because detection is certain. Wc place on each lead lock a
small stamp with tho Company’s name on it, and they must cut that to get at the light, and if they do
that detection would be certain.
2880. Do you regard these lamps yourself as of a very high type ? Undoubtedly; we would not have
them unless they were tho best. I always like to have a lamp that I can put into the hands of a fool.
2881. Have you a rule that if a lamp receives any damage the matter is to be reported to you ? Yes;
that is the rule. No matter what the extent of the damage is, the man in such a case must appear before
me.
2882. Where aro these lamps examined ? They are handed to the miners at pit-top, and they take them
to the deputies down below, where they are examined a second time, and after this examination the men
are allowed to pass into their places.
'
2883. Who cleans these lamps ? The company’s men. They are brought up at night to he cleaned.
2884. Have you a man appointed on the pit-top specially to look after these lamps ? We have our lamp
stall; a lamp-man and his assistants.
_
2885. Is your lamp-man a man with much experience in mines ? Yes, they arc all experienced men; but
a man does not need to be experienced in a mine to be a good lamp inspector. In the matter of lamps
we are extremely strict, and it takes some time before the men take kindly to the discipline in that
respect. Besides this, we search the men regularly for matches,
288G. Is it one of your rules to allow no matches or pipes in the mine ? Not if I know it. The men
aro regularly searched, and if they are found with matches it means a visit to tho court.
2887. Have you any rules to that effect in your special rules ? Yes ; 1 have occasionally found a few
matches, or a single match, but 1 have a great deal less trouble with the men in this Colony, I do not
think that any man would take down a box of matches, or a single match, knowingly.
_ _
2888. Do the men go down the mine at a uniform time? We have several shifts. The winding shift,
starts to go down at S o’clock in the morning, and como up about half past 4i o’clock in tho afternoon.
2881). When do the miners go down the pit? At half past 7 o’clock in the morning.
2830. And when do they come out of tho pit again ? They start to come up again at half past 4 o’clock
in the afternoon.
2831. Are the men allowed to go into Iheir places in the mine before they see tho deputy ? No; none of
them are allowed to go to iheir places before they see the deputy.
2832. Is it one of your rules that they must sec the deputy ? Yes.
2833. Docs the deputy see them all come out ? No ; the deputies do not sec them all coming out.^
2831. H ow do you know they have all left the mine ? By the number of lamps that are in the cabin.
2835. How arc tho miners advised about knocking off time ? They are usually out before knocking off
time. There is no trouble about that.
2890. Can the men come out of the mine when they like? No ; they arc not allowed to asceud the shaft
before tho usual time without an order.
2837. Throughout the day can they come when they like ? No ; not without an order.
2898. Would you look upon it as a broach of discipline if they did so? I would.
2899. Could they do it? No, they could not.
2000. Would a man be allowed to come out in case of sickness, or suppose he met with an accident? If
they have any reasonable excuse we never refuse.
2901. Do men meet with many accidents in your mine? At one time we bad a considerable number of
broken legs; but lately we have been very free from accidents, I am glad to say.
2902. How did these accidents occur ? Simply through the coal tumbling over. They are mostly con
fined to broken limbs at tho face. The coal is very jointed, and, with the gas, rolls over on their feet;
but in most cases tho men are greatly to blame.
2903. Do you know anything of an accident that happened at your colliery in 1893, when a piece of coal
fell down the shaft;—how did that accident occur, and what was the character of it? A piece of coal
fell off one of tho skips when the cage was going up tho shaft. We have the pit bottom arched, and a
safety scaffold over the onsettcr’s head. This piece of coal went away like a bullet, and the unfortunate
fellow happened to be looking up at the time, and it caught him.
2901. Do you say that this piece of coal went through the protection hoard ? Yes.
2905. Is the protection hoard you have there made of wood? It is iron with wood planking. It was
never meant to prevent a bullet coming down. You can imagine the velocity with which a heavy lump of
coal would go down 1,000 foot. Thero is nothing in tho Act to compel me to put up a safety scaffold,
and an accident like this might not occur in thirty years again. After that accident I put a steel plate
under the wood, and we havo a quantity of debris to cushion the blow. .
2906. What is the thickness of the wood ? Two-inch hardwood.
2907. Do you work a night shift at your colliery ? Wo do not wind a night shift, but we have men
working in special places.
2908. Do you ever ask tho men to work longer than the limes you have referred to ? Wo managed to
get them onec to do it as a special favour, bat I have never succeeded in doing it again.
2909. Would you liko the men to work these longer hours? Yes, I would liko to see the men take a
little interest in the trade. 1 think if the men have only been working three or four days, and we have a
ship to load, that it is hard that we cannot get them to work a little extra to finish that ship. If they were
working ten or twelve days a fortnight, ] should not ask them to do such a thing, but I would like thorn
to work to meet the exigencies of the trade.
2310. When you have nothing for them to do, do you consider a man’s time is his own, and that he should
utilise it to his own advantage ? Certainly.
2011. Do not somo of the men utilise their time when they aro uot mining ? I am sorry to say not
many of them.
2912. What do they generally do? "We keep two very large public-houses, and the proprietors of them
arc making fortunes there. The meu might make their conditions verv much more comfortable if they
chose.
2913.
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2913. Do you suppose that the miners keep these public-houses? There arc no other persons there that
^Esq50*' ^ know of. It is entirely a mining community.
, a '
2914. In a mining community do you not have other people besides miners ? Not many.
24 Sept., 1895.2915. Do you mean to say that the miners are the only people who sustain these hotels ? They are .the
’
only people who come before me when I am on the bench.
291G. Do you think the miners lose much work through this ? Yes, a good deal, I think.
2917. Have you any regulations in connection with such matters ? Yes, we are not supposed to sanction
that sort of thing. We sometimes caution them, and at other times discharge them. They wander about
the country and come back again in rags, and we have pity on them and take them on again.
2918. Have they any advantages for securing pieces of land in the locality ? Yes.
2919. Who can they secure this land from? The Government. ' They can buy allotments of land very
cheap there, as low as from four to five pouuds.
2920. Is your mine a very dry mine ? Yes, a very dry mine.
2921. Would it be known as a dusty mine? Yes.
2922. Do you attach any importance to the coal dust theory? Undoubtedly I do.
2923. You attach importance to the theory of its being an explosive ? Yes.
2924. Do you think it is explosive to any serious extent? I am not prepared to say that it would not
explode of itself with a light. I have made experiments with our own dust, and I havo not been able to
explode it by any means I have tried.
2925. Do you think that coal dust might aggravate an explosion ? Yes.
2926. Do the men set their own timber in your colliery ? Yes.
2927. Do they lay their own roads ? Yes.
2928. Do they wheel? No.
2929. Have you wheelers at your colliery ? Yes.
2930. Do you weigh the coal ? Yes.
2931. Do you pay the miners by weight ? Yes, by weight.
2932. How are the miners paid;—do you weigh every skip ? No ; we pay on an average weight.
2933. What is your method of weighing? We have our own weighmen and the miners have their own
weighmen, and when they have finished weighing one skip they ring a bell, and the banksman takes off
tho first skip that comes up the shaft.
2934. Has your weighman any other duties besides weighing the coal? Ho lias the examining of the
ropes, but you can hardly say that he has anything else to do but look after the weighing.
2935. How many skips do you weigh, on an average, per day ? About twenty-five skips a day.
2936. President.'] How many skips come out of the mine in a day? About 1,000 skips.
2937. Mr. Gurley.] Do you think that gives anything like a fair average for the miners? I think any
number of skips is a fair average, so long as it is the same system for both sides. Wo have a weighman,
and they have a weighman.
2938. Have you ever made a calculation to show whether the weighing is in favour of the mine or the
men P That is hardly a fair question to ask me. There is one weigh-screen for the miners, and another
weigh-screen for the customers, and the minors’ weigh-screen may have a different width between the
bars, aud be a different length. You cannot, therefore, argue on one side or the other, that either side is
suffering an injury.
2939. Do you not pay for a certain quantity of weight each fortnight, and are not the miners supposed
to be paid according to weight ? Yes.
2940. Do you not send a certain amount of weight; away every day for which the company is paid ? Yes.
2941. Do you not know, from your own experience, whether that weight is against or in favour of the
company? I do uot think that is a fair question to ask me. It is on a wrong basis altogether. You
assume that the employers may make a gain—that tlie railway weight may be more than the pit weight.
2942. President.] Can you give us any idea whether the system of average weight, as it obtains at your
mine, is more in favour of the men or the mine-owner ? I cannot answer that question, because the con
ditions are not the same.
2943. Can you give us any idea of these weights ? I would he inclined to say that the railway weight
was more than the miners’ weight.
2911. That is, that it is in favour of the management? We sell a great deal of unscreened coal, and the
weight of unscreened coal would be more than the weight of the screened coal, therefore the difference is
in favour of the proprietors.
2945, Making all allowance for these things, which side do you think benefits by the present system of
weighing ? 1 do not think there is any difference at all. if your screen is the same mesh aud the same
length there cannot be any difference at all.
29415. Do you think that weighing a larger amount of coal would give the miner better results? I do
not think so. It is a knife with two edges, that cuts both ways,
2947. Mr. Curley.] Do you think that one skip in forty is a fair average ? Yes.
2948. Or one skip in sixty, or one skip in 100? Yes; as long as you got anything to represent a fair
average.
2949. Mr. Gregson.] Is the weigh-screen kept going all day when weighing twenty-five skips ? It is.
2950. Is that all they can manage to weigh in one day ? Yes, they might weigh more ; but I cannot get
tbe miners’ check-weigbman, to work eight hours ? It takes him, roughly speaking, an hour to make up
his weights at the end of the day, and that time is calculated in the day’s work. They start to knock off
weighing at half-past, 3 in the afternoon, but tho mine stops at half-past 4, and T cannot get them to keep
on weighing till half-past 4.
2951. Mr. Gurley.] Would you like to insist on a man working longer than bin usual hours;—has not
'
the weighman the right to stop working as well as anybody else ? Certainly, if they would go on till the
pit knocks off; but the weighman objects to weigh after half-past 3, and so do the miners, because that
would cause their check-weighman to work nine hours instead of eight hours.
v

2952. If you weighed up to hall'-past 4, would not your weighman and chock-weigbman havo to tally their
work after that ? Certainly.

2953. Would not that be increasing the hours of employment? Yes.
2954. Cannot you weigh more skips within the time that is stipulated? No.
2955.
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2955. What do your ships carry ? The weight of coal would be about 22, 23, or 25 cwt. gross. Our
skip is an exceptionally large skip.
295G. Is that coal run down the screen and then into the box ? Tos,
_
2957. Is your seam a clean seam ? It is a fairly clean seam, but we have rather a bad roof, and that is
why they cannot weigh so many skips on account of having to take the dirt out.
_
2958. JUr. Gregson.'] Have any complaints been maiie to vou about sufficient skips not being weighed?
Yes ; and my answer is, “ Why don’t you weigh until half-past 4.”
2959. How many screens have you ? One screen fur weighing, one for the ordinary customers, and
another for unscreened coal.
2900. Are your screens the ordinary sloped screens ? Yes, the ordinary sloped screens,
2961. Mr. Gurley.] Do you keep a record of tho skips that arc tipped with unscreened coal ? No.
2962. You mentioned a difficulty with regard to screened and unscreened coal in the matter of weighing—■
is it not within your province to keep a tally of the unscreened coal ? It is all unscreened coal before it
is tipped.
‘
2963. Do you not keep a record of that coal, to give you some idea of what has gone away ? We have
that information in our record of the railway weights.'
2964. Can you always separate the large coal from the unscreened coal that has gone away ? Yes.
2965. So that there is no trouble In getting a distinct calculation upon the quantities. You referred to
that as a difficulty just now ? No. I said that, the conditions of the two screens are not alike, I. say that
if the screen to the customers is shorter that the other screen, necessarily the customers, to a certain
extent, will get unscreened coal.
2966. Cannot you always gauge the quantity of unscreened coal distinct from the other coal, for this
reason that you weigh it as unscreened coal ? Yes.
2967. You have stated that the average of skips that are weighed at your colliery is about one in forty ?
Yes.
2968. Would you be surprised to know that from the 8th of July to the 31st of August of this year, that
the average number of skips weighed at your colliery, has been one in sixty-six? That might be the case.
We draw coal sometimes after half-past 4, but we cannot get that coal weighed. We draw coal off the
roads, but the minors will not weigh it.
2969. Do you think tliat the limited numher of skips you weigh complies with the 19th section of the
Act of 1876. It says in that section of the Act, that the miners shall he paid according to the weight of
the mineral gotten by them P To do that, you would have to weigh every skip.
2970. Do you not think that weighing more skips would give more satisfaction ? I do uot think that it
would. The principal is just the same, whether you weigh twenty, fifty, or one hundred skips.
2971. Where a man gets a light weight, is that not a serious matter for him? Would that not cut both
ways, supposing he gets a heavy weight.
2972. May not a man get a succession of light weights ? He may also get a succession of heavy weights,
and we know he does. 8o long as we have no control of the weighing the weight must be fair.
2973. Mr. Gregeon] Have the weighmen any choice of skips whatever. Can either of the weighmen,
choose or see the skips to ho weighed ? No, they have no choice whatever. ■
2974. Mr. Curley.] Is the banksman supposed to take a skip to the weighman when the bell is wrung?
Yes. The first skip that comes out of the cage.
2975. Is your cage what is known as a double-decker ? Tt is a single cage, with two skips coming up at
the one time.
2976. Do the weighmen take the front skip one day, ami the back skip another day? No. They take
the front skip always, but of course they settle that between themselves. There is no objection to tbeir
doing it in tbe way you Imve mentioned if they like.
2977_ Have you heard that the men want more skips weighed ? Yes, I have.
2978. Have you had any f rouble with the check-weigh man? I have not had very much trouble, but
occasionally there is a little friction between us. lie is a little peppery and so am I, but on the whole
we get on very well together,
297!). "What was the cause of the friction you have mentioned ? It was generally on trivial matters, but
tlie.ro may have been disputes tliat .1 know nothing about,
2980. Do you not leave the weighmen to settle these disputes themselves? I am only reforring to the
disputes that have been referred to me.
2981. Do you believe the men should have the right to select their check-weighmen from where they
please ? No; I do not believe in that.
2982. Do you say that he must be an employee of your mine ? I think it would he an objectionable
thiug to employ outsiders.
2983. President.] Do you know that under the English Act the miners can select who they'' like as chcckweighman ? No, I did not know that; but I am willing to take the English Act as it stands, with all its
deficiencies.
.
2984. What do you call its deficiencies? That, I think, is one.
2985. What are the others? The employment of any persons is unnecessarily elaborate; but there are
not many deficiencies in the Act.
2986. On the whole do you consider it is a very good Act ? On the whole I should be quite wiDing to
take it as it stands.
■
2987. Mr. Gurley^] Have you heard any complaints about Ihc selection of these check-weighmen since
the Act came into operation in England ? No ; 1 do hut think I have.
2983. Have you heard of any objection on the part of the proprietors in England? No, I have not
heard of any objection; but I am not in tbe way of bearing.
2989. Do not opinions travel very quickly now-a-days ? No ; I do uot think so. I must say that I am
not aware of any objection on the part of the proprietors. I think that nothing should be done lo
increase the friction that must always arise between an employer and au employee. 1. tbink that would
be one way of causing trouble.
2990. Why should it bc-a reason ? I resent the interference of outsiders.
'
2991. President^] Would a check-weigh man know mu h about your business ? Yes ; ho is in tbc way of
obtaining a good deal of information.
2992.

Esq

’
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2992. Mr. Gregson^\ Do you know that under the English Act of 1872 the check-woighman was to be
an employee of the mine. The clause in the English Act i refer to is number 18 ? During my experience
r
^ check-weighmen have always been employed from the men in the mine.
24 Sept., 1895.
^r: Curlci/.] Don’t you know that a man may be deprived of his occupation if ho is an employee
of the mine, that when he is a eheck-weighman you do not look upon him as an employee of the colliery,
but as in the employ of the men ? Tes.
.
2994. In the event of another man being placed in the position of check-weighman, is it not optional with
tbc colliery manager whether he shall put him back to work again ? I have no knowledge of such a case,
:n0t °kiect; to
J011 thought fit ? Yes, 1 could ; but I do not think it would make
any difference to the man, because if he was objected to in one colliery he might not be objected to in
others.
‘
2996. Is not that the reason why he should be an independent man ? No, I do not think it is; I do not
see any difference whether he is selected from the employees of the mine or outside, if he is going to be
objected to by the managers of the district, he will he all the same,
2997 Howe you ever objected to any check-weigbman being re-employed after be has left the office of
cheek-weighman ? No; I never have, although I have felt inclined to,
2993. What did you want to got rid of him for ? A man may be particularly offensive, and stir up strife
without any particular occasion to do so, and in some cases I might feel disposed not to re-employ him.
2999. Might not a manager have a mistaken view of the circumstances as well as the chcck-weighman ;—
might not he be in error as well as the check-weighman ? Certainly.
6000. Would you like to see the men thrust a man away from the colliery because he was a little foolish?
I do not' think the men have ever had to complain of me iu this particular.
3001. President.] Do you know of any recent legislation in England on the subiect of chcck-wei"hmcn ?
No; I do not.
°
3002. You are not aware that there was an Act passed last year ? No ; I was not aware of that.
3003. I have the Check-weighman’s Act passed in England here (see Appendix E), and it looks as if tho
matter oi the eheck-weighman had been a good deal canvassed in England;—will yon kindly read the Act
and tell me what you think of it? That is pretty hot, I must say.
3004. Mr. Gregson.] Is there anything in that Act that you object to ? I think the whole thin** is rather
an insult, if you ask me.
D
ZOQo. President,] Do you mean to say that this Act is an insult? Yes; that particular Act, I look
upon it as an insult,
3006, Mr. Curley.]' In conservative England ? I do not think that in an occasional case where a
manager has used his influence against the employment of some person, that it is right to throw legislation
in the face of others.
P° J011 not ^mk that there may have been some necessity when that Act was passed? I do not
think there was, and I know the trade in England very well. I think the Act is an insult.
3008. If you knew that a chcck-weighman had been objected to out here, in this Colony, that he had
originally been employed by the men, and they still wished to keep him there, but he was objected to by
the manager, how would you describe an act of that kind? Without knowing the circumstances, I could
not answer the question.
3009. Assuming you had stopped your colliery, and the present check-weighman was on, that you gave
the men notice ot your suspension, and that you then took them back again, but after you resumed work
you objected to take the check-weighman, on the part of the men, back, what would 'you say to sucli a
case as that? I would want to know what was the objection to the check-weighman.
3010. In that case, suppose that you knew no more about the check-weighman than when he was at your
colliery, that you had not objected to him, but that you objected to him when work was resumed again,
what position would you consider that to take ? Under those circumstances, I should say there would
bo very little sense iu it.
3011. Assuming that the men wished to hold a meeting amongst themselves for the election of a checkweighman, and that the manager interfered and discharged a numher of the men because they went to
such a meeting, how would you look upon that ? I would like to know the circumstances first.
3012. Would you think that an Act similar to the Act that has been passed in England was necessary
under those circumstances? No; I would not. I do not think it necessary to legislate for the whole
body of men because of the default of a few.
8018. Arc you not aware that there might have been a species of intimidation that might have existed P
I have been a long wliile in the old country managing mines, and I have no knowledge of it.
3014. Would you do such a thing yourself ? No; I do not think so, although I have felt that I would
he obliged to a man if he would go somewhere else.
3015. Have you ever discharged an official of the men ? No ; I do not know that I have.
3016. Do you know the president the men had down in your district some time ago—I think he was
working in your colliery ? They had a president, I know, named Coulson.
3017. Was he working at your colliery? lie was.
3018; Do you know the circumstances that led to his dismissal? I did not dismiss him, He was not
dismissed.
3019. Did he not get permission through the overman to leave tho colliery for a certain time, and when
he came back did you not object to him ? No; he went away to the gold-fields, and when he came back
I would uot re-employ him.
3020. Did he meet you and tell you that the overman had given him permission to go away? I am not
le
mc a«ytjiing of the kind.
He thought he had a good claim, and Iunderstood that he
ono
l lC <'0 iei'.v’ an<t when he came back I was not disposed to rc-employ him.
you8cJ-- 911 well with the Union? I have always managed to get on amicably with the officers
oaoo
nCrR ^111011 as <W‘icab]y as people can get on having divergent opinions.
3022. Do you have many visits from the Inspector of Collieries to your mine ? Yes.
3023. How do you get on with the inspectordo you find him act in anvthing like an officious way? I
have never had occasion to find fault with any of the inspectors.
3024. Have you had a visit from all of them ? I have had a visit from them all, I believe, except Mr.
3025.
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3025. Has Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coal-fields, paid you any visits ? Tes.
E- A.-w3026. lias the Inspector ever drawn your attention to anything he thought required looking after at any Robertson,
time ? I do not know that he has. I always reckon to have my place above criticism; and if he has it _
has been something trifling.
21Scpfcl895
3027. If he was to do so would you pay heed to what he said, or would you regard it as an interference ?
’
'
It would depend on what he recommended, and on the man.
3028. I am speaking of the present inspector? I think be is n practical man, and knows what practical
mining is, and ho has had the responsibilities of office, and I would be very pleased to carry out any
reasonable recommendation he might make.
3029. Ho you think that he is an inspectorthatwould attempt to do anything unreasonable? Ido not think so.
3030. Have you noticed tbe proposed Bill with regard to the section dealing with the limitation of tbe
hours of working—section 36 ou page 17 of the Bill (see Appendix A);—do you approve of that
provision in the Bill ? Ho ; I do not.
3031. Why do you not approve of it? Because it is entirely unnecessary, in my opinion, and it would
add to the cost of producing the coal enormously.
3032. Do you not think that eight hours is long enough for a man to he in a mine (say) from bank to
hank ? I would he quite satisfied with eight hours for a miner, but we do not got it.
3083, Have you any objection to a provision iu an Act of Parliament that the minors should work eight
hours? Tes, 1 have. I object to anything of the sort going into an Act of Parliament.
3034. Do you agree, in a mutual way, that ihe men should work eight hours now? Tes, by established
custom, hut as a matter of fact, they do not work eight hours.
3035. Then what is your objection to embodying it in an Act of Parliament ? 1 object to legislation for
a grown up person. 1 do not see there is any necessity for it if the miners can secure a reasonable day’s
work.
“
3036. Can you not imagine a position in which a manager may require men to work longer hours; is it not
possible that a manager might compel men to do that Y Ho might; hut 1 have yet to learn how to compel
my men.
’
3037. Have you brought all the pressure you could to endeavour to get them to do so, as far as moral
suasion is concerned
I have. I have asked them on one or two occasions to work an hour or two
extra, but after a while they would not agree.
3038. Do you not think that it would be better to have a uniform system at all tho collieries about this
eight-hour business? I do not think so, although I am aware at some of tho collieries the men do
occasionally work longer, at least .1 am told so. 1 do not want to sec any compulsory eight hours.
3039. Do you not know that when one colliery docs that it gets to another colliery and that they adopt
that as a reason for doiug it also? Tes ; very likely.
’
3040. That unless the other colliery adopts tho same system it cannot compete in the market ? I think
that refers to wages.
3041. Does it not also refer to output ? 1 do not think so.
3042. Assuming that you had another mine alongside of you at Helensburgh doing a similar amount of
trade to yourself, and the men at that particular mine were working longer hours than you were, would
you not make that an argument why you should follow suit ? Perhaps 1 should.
3043. Do you not think that that is a reason for uniformity all round ? I think it ought to be left to
mutual agreement.
“
3044. Havo you any objection to eight hours ? If I could get eight hours actual work from the miners I
would be very glad.
3045. Tou object to legislation on the matter ? Tes; although the minors arc supposed to work eight
hours, we get say nine and a half hours from our other shiftmen, and if you put iu a clause to make it
eight hours from bank to bank we would lose at least two hours from our shiftmen, so that you cannot
take the miners hy themselves.
3046. Is that your only objection ? 5Tes.
3047. Do you not think thero would be considerablo activity thrown into the business? Ho; take the
ordinary Saturday when we are only working seven hours, wc do not get eight hours output, we only got
seven hours output. I think it is a very objectionable tiling. If you put eight hours into seven hours
you may possibly have more accidents, and competition causes high enough pressure at present. I havo
worked the thing out upon this question of eight hours.
3048. IVlint do you think it would add to the cost ? If it is made eight hours from hank to hank as I
read the Bill, it will virtually reduce the working time of onr miners to six and a quarter hours.
3049. Why;—will you kindly explain how you arrive at this conclusion ? It takes ns forty minutes for
each shift to wind men up and down, and at least an average of twenty minutes to walk to their working
places, and twenty minutes back again. There is an hour and twenty minutes. Then, there is half au
hour for meals, and that practically leaves six and a quarter hours work. It will reduce the wheelers
from nine and a half to eight hours, and winding from eight hours to seven and a quarter hours. The
winding is reduced by the time of winding tho men up and down.
3050. Assuming that the men ought to he down the pit within the eight hours—that your winding was
taken out of the business altogether, and also cut out the time of coming up,—would you be in favour of
that being embodied in an Act of Parliament ? Ho, I am against compulsory legislation altogether.
3051. Do you know that there is legislation at tho present time for boys? Tes.
8052. Have you any objection to legislation of that kind ? I do not objeet to tho present Act for boys
at the age of 13, hut I think the proposal to raise it to 14 years of age is objectionable. In England it
is 12 years of age. Tho conditions of the mines in our days arc very favourable to health. It is not the
same now as it was thirty or forty years ago, when the mines were insufficiently ventilated. "We have no
"
prematurely old men now in the mining community. The health of miners has improved very greatly
during the last thirty years. I can recollect men who were prematurely old miners at thirty years of age.
3053. What made them prematurely old men ? Bad ventilation. Speaking generally the mines are well
ventilated now, and there is no reason why boys should not enter them at 13 years of ago.
3054. Have you been in any other mines ? I have been in a few, and I do not see why every mine
should not be the same if inspectors carry out their duties.
i
"
3055. Is had ventilation the fault of the inspectors ? 1 think the minimum 100 cubic feet per minute
under the present Act is tbe cause.
3056.
92—0
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D. A. "W. 3056. How do you interpret the Act in tlmt respect ? T think the 100 cubic feet minimum is a dangerous
iBsa50”'’ Prov’si°1b because if there was no such provision as that in the present Act, au inspector going round, if
he found a place was not adequately ventilated, and it is possible to have a mine not properly ventilated
24Sept., 180$.
1.000 feet of air, he could see that sufficient air was given. An inspector now goes round and finds
'■
’that there is 150 cubic feet of air per minute, and he says, “Very well, you have 150 cubic feet of air per
minute”—in fact he says, “ I can do nothing,”
3057. President.] 'Will you look at the three sub-sections, in section 12 of the present Act dealing with
this matter. You say that if an inspector finds 100 cubic feet of air that he can do no more. Will you tell me
what this means ? It means this, that supposing the inspector was to prosecute a manager for insufficient
ventilation, the manager can say, “ I have got the statutory requirement.”
3058. In my opinion he could do nothing of the kind ? With all respect to your opinion, my experience
is that that is what it works out to.
305!). You mean to say that that is the practice that prevails ? 1 mean to say that if a manager has
succeeded in providing 100 cubic feet of air per minute, he can snap his fingers at tho inspedor.
3060. My reading of the Act is, that a manager has to havo a 100 cubic feet of air at all events, and if
that quantity of air is not enough he has to give what is necessary? I think in the English Act they
havedone wisely in not providing for what is an adequate amount of ventilation. I think 100 cubic feet is too
little, and that the ventilation ought not to he governed by the number of men in a mine, but that tho
condition of the mine should govern the ventilation.
3061. If the ventilation is not adequate with 100 cubic feet of air, my reading of the present Act Is that an
adequate amount of air must be provided ? That is not the way the officers read it. My opinion is that
if you provide an adequate amount of ventilation you do not want to provide for anything else—
bratticing, cut-throughs, or anything else.
3062. Supposing we say an adequte amount of ventilation, not less than 150 cubic feet, should be given ?
I fancy that if a prosecution was taken against the manager that he would be all right.
3063. Supposing the words were put. that an adequate amount of ventilation, not less than 150 cubic
feet of pure air per minute, should be given to dilute and render harmless noxious gases, &c. If it was
put in that way, do you not think that a manager would have to put in .150 cubic feet of air, and as much more
as was necessary to be adequate ;—-will you tell me what harm there is in that ? I think it is dangerous
to define what is adequate.
3001. It does not define what is adequate, hut that they aro not to havo less air in any case ? I think it
would be a debatable point,
3065. Would there be any harm as far as the condition of the atmosphere was concerned? 1 consider
100 cubic feet of air per minute ridiculously small, because I want to see the mines well ventilated.
3066. Mr. Gregson.] Your idea is that a mine would be better ventilated by having the word “adequate”
alone ? It is my opinion that the conditions of the mines themselves have to do with ventilation.
3067. President.] In a gassy mine, from actual necessity there would always be ventilation sufficient, but
in a mine where "there is no gas a manager has not to contemplate that danger, and the desire is in that
case to see that the men are supplied with that air? That is all right enough ; but take our ease, where
we require 1,500 or 2,000 feet per minute, and I submit this 100 or 150 feet of air per minute would be
dangerous. A reckless manager might reduce it; he might not care to burn so much coal for his fans
and boilers, and sail close to the limit of safety,
3068. Mr. Gregson.] Would it not be dangerous whore there is no gas ;—would if not he bettor without
a minimum altogether ? Yes ; it is not because I object to ventilation, but because it is better for (he men.
3069. President.] You see a mine manager, who is chary about giving his men air, if he does not provide
100 feet for the men they would be suffering ? Tt would depend altogether upon (he conditions. There
might be some mines that would not require 100 feet of air.
3070. Suppose that a manager did not supply enough air—say he supplied 50 feetif it is left to him,
and his mine is not a gassy one, there is no incentive on his part to supply a large amount of air to keep
down gas, and he only gives what he thinks is enough. In that case would it not be better to say that he
must supply, at all events, 150 feet ol air and as much more as necessary ? lie has to in such a case.
That unfortunate clause would apply to the conditions of a mine that requires so much more.
3071. If wo say an adequate amount of ventilation which is not to be less, it does uot say that it is not to
be more ? It is a general hint not to supply more. When the Act of 1876 was framed it was intended
as ventilation for sanitary purposes. There were no gassy mines then.
3072. Mr. Curley.] Were you in this Colony in 1876? E'o ; but there were no gassy mines then, and
possibly anything beyond sanitary purposes would not be contemplated. I think it is a fact that in 1876
there were no gassy minus.
3073. Mr. Gregson.] It is only in this Bill that you get any limitation as to the minimum ? Yes.
3071. Do you get any limitation as to the minimum in the English Act? No.
3075. President.] I think we are all agreed that everything should be done for tho better ventilation of
mines. Jlr. Gregson and Mr. Eobertson think it n ould ho better to leave a minimum out allogothcr.
It is my opinion that under tbe present Act the men arc entitled to an adequate amount of ventilation ;
that if they require 1,000 cubic feet of ah1 they are entitled to have it. 1 think that they are to havo
100 cubic feet of air at all hazards, and iu cases where more is necessary, that more shall be given. That,
however, was not the trouble that was pointed out by Mr. Edden. Ilis difficulty was that the air had to
'sweep past each working place, that if a man. said to the inspector that he had not enough air, the
inspectorwmuld not measure the air in the herd but in the air-way, and if he found there was 100 cubic feet of
air'he would consider that everything was all right? 1 do not think the inspectors would agree with Mr.
Edden in his contention.
3076. Take it that through the absence of air a man’s working place is stifling, that he complains to the
inspector, and the inspector goes with his anemometer, and says to that man, “ I cannot help you,”
because he finds that 100 feet of air is sweeping past the working place;—do you agree that the men
working in that bord should be supplied with an adequate amount of air? Undoubtedly.
3077. You think that the danger lies in saying anything about 150 feet of air, in case that quantity should
not be enough ? Certainly, that is so.
*
3078. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that the air has to meet with a considerable amount of friction in
travelling throughout the mine ? Yes.
3079. What amount of friction does it meet with in proportion to the air travelling at the Metropolitan
Colliery ? It takes about 250-horse power of an engine to overcome the friction,
3080.
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SOSO. Do you think that in a mine without cither furnace power or other mechanical power, that friction
could bo overcome with natural means ? If you can supply ventilation by natural means it is very well,
but it is very unreliable.
SOijl, Would you get much air into a working place where that is done? When our two shafts were
communicated, strange to say, by natural ventilation v'e obtained over 100,000 ft. of air per minute, but
we could not depend on that, it depended altogether on the state of the atmosphere.
hOS2. Do you think that if the workings were in anything like half a mile or a mile the men would get
anything like a fair amount of ventilation under such circnmstances ? I do not think we could obtain
one quarter of that amount now. It was simply in the begining of the colliery, and the workings iverc
very limited. Of course nobody believes in natural ventilation now-a-days.
_
3083. Do you think that natural ventilation in a mine should exist? iio, I do not think so.
3084. Do you know' Inspector Dixon ? 1. do.
3085. Did he inspect the Greta Colliery while you were in charge there ? Yes.
_
_
308(3. Do you consider him an efficient inspector, from what you have seen of him ? 5res ; I think he is
a man of ability, and a capable man.
_
3087. Tliore is a provision in the proposed Bill with regard to giving additional powers to inspectors. Do
think that inspectors should have a fair amount of power? 1 have no objection to inspectors having all
reasonable powers. Provided inspectors are men of standing in the profession, and not the creatures of
a weak Minister, I say, by all means, let them have any reasonable power.
30SS. Do you think that au inspector should have power to withdraw the men in case of danger? If the
danger was apparent I should say so, by all means.
_
3089. I suppose 3rou are aware that in these days of coal-mining we get men cu a Board of Directors
who arc not practical men ? I think that prevails more in New South Wales than in the Old Country,
where directorates are horn and bred in the coal-mining profession. In England you will find, I think, a.
larger amount of practical men on Boards of Directors than in this Colony.
30!K). In this Colony is not a, managers business sometimes liable to he interfered with by men over him,
lacking a proper knowledge of the system of mining ? I think that depends a great deal on the manager.
If he is a man of little character, or a weak man, he may be unduly influenced.
3091. Do you think that a Board (hat has very little mining knowledge, and whose chief object is to
provide good dividends, may not press a manager unduly ? There might bo a danger of their doing so.
3002. Is not that one reason why an inspector should he invested with a fair amount of power? An
inspector should have power, provided he is a capable man, and has the confidence of the community, and
is not under any influences.
3003. Do you beliovc that there should he some sfipulatod minimum in the proposed Bill with regard to
the size of pillars ? No, I do not. I think that would be a dangerous provision; unless the circumstances
and conditions of a mine are alike you cannot have a stipulated or a minimum size for pillars. The
question is very much to my mind like the definition of adequate ventilation.
300-1. Is not a manager left entirely free under our present Act with regard to the size of pillars ? Yes.
3005. If you had known of several collapses, and that numbers of men had lost their lives in consequence
of a fall coming over pillars, would that not necessarily involve something being done to avert a calamity
of that kind ? I think the pillars ought to be sufficient to sustain the roof under the conditions prevail
ing in that particular mine.
300(3. If they have not been sufficient under an absolute system of freedom, where managers have had
all their own way, don’t you think that something ought to be done? Suppose you have a minimum size
for pillars, for what depth is that size of pillar to he sufficient. If you have a 10-yard pillar, and that is
sufficient for 100 feet in depth, what: are you to do in the case of 1,500 feet in depth ; and if you have a
pillar of 10 yards each way, and the roof is good, and it is sufficient under those conditions, what arc
you to do when the roof is bad ? The conditions vary from day to day in different mines very jmich —
perhaps I should say from place to place. To-day wc may have a good roof, to-morrow a had roof; one
mine may have a bard coal, and another mine a soft coal. I do not think you can lay down any rules;
it must bo left (o the discretion of the manager.
3007. Will you look at Buie 46 on page 32 of the proposed Bill, “ Size of pillars in mines not under
ocean, &c.” {see Appendix A);—Do you approve of that section ? No, I do not.
3008. What do you object to in that section? I do not see the reason for the limitation to eight yards
in the former part of the llule.
3000. If you read further on in the Buie, you will see something in regard to Welsh bords;—what is
your objection to that section? I object to any limitation at all, I think a herd should bo any width you
like. Why should it bo limited to eight yards when we are working with ten-yard herds ?
3100. Would you not call ten yards a Welsh bord? A Welsh bord is a bord with a double road, and
packed walls in the centre. We do not attempt to build the wall, hut merely put the debris in the middle.
3101. ^ou do not believe in a minimum size for pillars ? No, I do not.
3102. Now with regard to the size of pillars under tidal waters. Will you kindly look at Buie 42 on
page 31 of the Bill—“Width of pillars and position under ocean” {see Appendix A.) ;—do you believe
in a provision of that character in connection with mining under tidal waters ? I do not think it is
possible to have a provision of that sort. It would he absurd to apply such a provision as that, to the
proposed Sydney Harbour Colliery, because any system of working there could not be affected by the
ocean.
3L03. Would you not make any provision where the strata is of a limited thickness ? I think that would
be all covered by giving the power to the inspectors. If an inspector thought it was not safe, he could
object, and if there was any dispute he could go to arbitration.
3104. Would not that make the inspector create almost an Act of Parliament himself? You cannot lay
down rules to apply to all conditions. I do not see how you are to get out of the difficulty.
3105. No matter if there are only the alluvial deposits, or rock, you would leave the matter absolutely
free ? This clause does not say so. If the clause said so, I might answer the question in a different way.
3106. Do you know any of the collieries in the north that are working under tidal waters, such collieries
as Stockton, Hetlon, and Wickham and Bullock Island ? Yes.
3107. Would you not say that there should be some stipulated minimum in regard to those collieries ? I
think it would be extremely diffcult to lav down any rules even with the conditions of those collieries.
'
The
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Bealri ^'^crs in thickness, and in its proximity to the surface, and I cannot see how yon can formulate
°EBq 011' rll^ea
the management under all those conditions.
3108. Have you heard tell of falls coining to the surface in connection with any of those collieries.
24Sept,,18P5.
you tnink that that was a satisfactory condition of affairs? No. I should think that was the
’
time for an inspector to step in and do his duty.
3109. "Wkiuld you not consider a condition of affairs like that, if they were known to be beyond dispute,
some reason why there should be something embodied in the Bill ? No, I cannot agree with that. That
would be a reason for great vigilance and great care; but you cannot go into the details of mine manage
ment in an Act of Parliament,
'
8110. Why ? You can only lay down general principles. Immediately you interfere with details, you
get involved at once, and the conditions are changing with every colliery.
3111. Where you know that the deposits overhead were nearly all alluvial deposits, and a limited thickness
of rock, would you not consider that there should be bores kept in advance of the winning places ? It
would depend on the circumstances, and every care should be exercised to render the workings reasonably
secure.
3112. Should there he any doubt about substantial pillars being left under these conditions ? Substantial
pillars ought to be left.
3113. Ho you think that pillar working should be permitted under those circumstances ? I must know
the thickness of the scam to answer that question.
3114. Say the seam ranged from S to 10 feet, aod higher, or thicker? How near would it be to the
alluvial deposit?
3115. Say the alluvial deposit ran pretty well down ? I should say that in such a case there would bo
considerable danger if the pillars were taken out.
3110. Do you think that a miner should have any experience under ground before he works at tho face
of the coal ? No, I do not think so. 1 do not think that it is at all necessary.
3117. Would you take a man and send him down to the coal-face without any experience ? Yes, with an
experienced man, without a doubt. A man must gain his experience some time. If he goes down as a
boy, ho still has to get his experience.
3118. Will you look at Pule 41, on page 31 of the Bill, “ Persons not to be employed in coal-getting ,
wilhout experience” (w Appendix A) ;—do you approve of that section? T think it would be a great
hardship in New South Wales, because if we had to mine with experienced miners, we could not get
them. In the old country you can always get experienced miners, but here we have to take gold miners,
aud men who have been working in tunnels. Some of the best men I have have been working in railway
tunnels, and so forth,
3119. Do you know that the last Bcport of the Department of Mines points out a largo decrease in the
number of miners. The report says that in the Northern district, in the year under notice, there has
been a decrease of 74C persons employed in and about the collieries, and an increase of 401,662 tons of
coal raised if there has been a large decrease like that for one year, would not that point to considerable
depression in the coal trade, and that men bad been driven to other occupations ? It might, and it might
be the attractions at the new gold-fields, because we know that miners do go to these fields.
3120. Have you many applications for work in your district ? Just now, we have not many applications,
aud if I had to wait until I could get skilled miners, we would not have half enough.
3121. If you advertised for skilled miners, would you not get them? I would get a number of applica‘
tions, hut there is a difficulty in getting skilled men—good men.
3122. Do you find from experience, that the skilled men are the best men ? I find the most careful men
are those who have been engaged in gold-mines, or in railway tunnels, and in our mine they can earn as
good wages as experienced miners after a month or two's practice.
3123. This section of tho Bill says, that an inexperienced man shall not be allowed to work alone. Does
not that get over any difficulty you may have with regard to this section ? I think there would be a
difficulty in carrying that out. Suppose a man’s mate was not in the mine, and I am not supposed to
know whether his mate is there or not, I would be liable to a prosecution, if 1 allowed him to work without
his mate.
3124. Do all your men go in together at the one time? Yes.
3125. Do they work two in one place ? Mostly two, occasionally three.
3126.. President.'] Do you think that you would be liable to a prosecution in such a case as you have
mentioned ? Say the unskilled man goes down and is working for two or three hours alone. If tho
deputy finds him working alone, he would say where is your mate, and if his mate was not there, it would
be the deputy’s duty to send that man home.
3127. Mr. Curley,] What kind of drums have you in connection with your winding engine ? They are
wrought-iron arms, and heavy ironbark flagging.
3128. Are they conical drums? I do not like conical drums at all. When you get off the flat drum, you
introduce another element. The conical drum is not as safe as the flat drum in my experience.
3129. Do you object to inspectors going round the colliery on behalf of the miners to make chockinspections ? No, hut I think it might be dispensed with, where there is a desire on the part of the
management to do everything that money can do for the sake of the men. I think it is m bad taste,
where the men know that everything that can be done is done for their safety.
3130. Does it cost the management anything? No.
3131. Do you think it can do much harm ? I never fear a visit from the miners’ inspector, but I think it
might be dispensed with, where they admit that everything that can be done for tbeir safety is done.
3132. Has this system of check-inspection been carried out at your colliery ? Yes, but it haa lapsed.
3133. Do you think it is a necessary matter, where the ventilation is carried out iu a sort of indifferent
way ? I do not know that it does any good,
3134. Does it not draw attention to certain defects occasionally ? It might; but I do not know that on
the whole it does any good. I admit, however, that the miners have the right to make this inspection.
3135. How often does the Government inspector visit your colliery ? It is the usual two month’s inspec
tion. Of course, if there is any accident he comes to make inquiries.
3136. Does tho inspector give you any intimation of when he is coming ? No, never.
3137. I think you said that you were the manager of the Greta Colliery for some time? Yes.
'R
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3138. "Were you manager at Greta at the time the fire took place ? No; that was just before my time.
1). A. W.
3139. Had you any trouble with the ventilation there ? Yes, I had. The ventilation depended on a very
shallow furnace shaft, and the downcast shaft was a pretty deep one, and in summer weather the ventila
tion varied a good deal. I first put on an additional furnace, and then a fan. The fan was just about 24Sept., 1896.
ready to start when I left the colliery.
’’
'
3140. "What was the method of working there ? Bord and pillar, the stereotyped method in the north.
3141. Did you carry out that method while you were there ? Yes.
3142. Did you continue to do so ? You cannot alter the system of a mine in a month, or even within a
year.
3143. "While you had that trouble with the ventilation would the men he very satisfied with the situation;—■
would they not have to put up with some defects P I am prepared to say that the men found no fault
with the ventilation.
3144. Do you think that Was the interpretation of the Act ? I am not sure of it. Tho men got 100
cubic feet of air per minute, and that satisfied them. The anxiety was more on my side ; I am sure of that.
3145. Had you any extensive falls in Greta when you were there ? No.
3146. Did you inspect the shafts by your own officers at GretaPYes; they were regularly inspected
by the officials.
3147. Do you do the same at the Metropolitan Colliery ? Yes, frequently. Dour men go down both
shafts every week slowly and examine every inch of them.
3148. Did you see anything that attracted your attention at Greta ? No, hut I am free to say that the
strata in New South Wales is more dangerous than I have experienced it at Home, and X would he in
clined to say, that all the shafts in this Colony should be bricked from top to bottom. I know that opinion
is not shared by other managers, who are quite as well able to judge as X am. The shafts here are
affected by the weather, you may sound them, and in 20 minutes they will burst off with the weather.
At Home, when you sound a stone, and it rings, you know it will be safe for all time, but here it seems to
be affected by the weather.
3149. .Mr. Gregson.] In your examination before the Select Committee of the Legislative Council, iu
December, 1890, were you not referring to the Bill that had been introduced, in 1889 P Yes.
3150. Have you read the present Bill sufficiently to know whether it is similar in its provisions to the
Bill of 1889 ? There are so many Bills, that I think I have got mixed up with them,
3151. The Bill of 1889 was introduced by Mr. Sydney Smith, tho present Minister for Mines. Do you
think that tho present Bill is pretty much on tho same lines as that Bill ? Yes, I think it is.
3152. Do you recollect the evidence that you gave then P I do.
3153. Do you think that evidence would apply pretty well to the present Bill? Well, I think it would.
3154. You were speakiug mostly as to principles them Are your ideas on the matter of ventilation pretty
much now, what they were in 1890 P Yes.
3155. Do you think the provision for an adequate quantity of ventilation, would enable us to dispense
with all the rigmaroles of cut-tliroughs, splits, and other provisions? Yes, I think so,
3156. Arc you perfectly well satisfied, in your own mind, that it would he sufficiently good in the miner’s
interest, if the interpretation of an adequate quantity of ventilation was left to the inspector? Yes, I
am quite satisfied in my own mind.
.
3157. That if the inspector came and said, you have not sufficient air, you must put more, that that would
he sufficient for the miner, not only for his safety, but for his comfort ? I think so.
3158. In working under inspectors in the old country, was it not your experience that the manager tried
to do as much as possible to meet tho requirements of the inspector ? Yes.
3159. Is that the general rule with managers ? 1 think so, unless it was a vital question they would
never for a moment dispute the matter.
3160. Would you uot think it a point to be made, that you should establish with the inspector, a character
that he might rely upon you for doing a fair thing? Yes, I have always tried to do so, and I can speak
for nine-tenths of the collieries at home.
3161. You would like to see the inspector in a position to say, “ Well, 1 know Mr. Robertson is doing the
best he can there"’ ? Yes, if you do not have an inspector in touch -with you, you might find it hard to
cawy out your duties. It is betler to have the sympathies of the inspector, if you are endeavouring to
carry out the spirit of the Act.
3162. In your evidence before that Select Committee, in 1890, you say that the inspector should be
empowered to do this, that, and the other thing, without reference to headquarters ? I think so.
3163. Do you think there is anything in the circumstances of this Colony that would render you less
willing to act under the direction of inspectors than iu the old country ? That is rather a delicate
question to answer. 1 have always got on amicably with the inspectors here, hut I do not think they are
as independent here as the inspectors at home. Here they are almost afraid to move of their own accord.
They are not as independent as the inspectors are at home.
3164. Do you think that arises from the system under which they work ? I think so. I do not impugn
their ability.
3165. You think that they look to headquarters, aud will not take action until they hear from headquarters,
that they will not take an independent position ? Yes, there is no mistaking that the Minister interferes
with tho inspectors hero more than the Secretary of State does at home. 1 think political influence is
felt more hero than at home. There is no such thing as politics at home in the management of the Coal
Mines Regulation Bill.
3166. Notwithstanding that, you think it would be sufficiently good in the miners’ interest to work under
the Council’s alterations in the present Bill ? I think so.
3167. Trusting to the manager to do all that he thiuks ought to be done? Yes.
3168. And to the inspector to make him do it right, if he has not already done it? Yes, given good in
spectors, and ample power, you have only got to lay down general principles.
3169. With regard to the provisions in the Bill for pillars. Have you road the report of the Royal
Commission on Collieries adjacent to Ferndale. Do you recollect that that Commission proposed a regular
size for pillars, and a maximum width for bords, under tidal waters (sc<? Appmdix A) ? L think I could
concur with that, for the reasons that Commission has given in tho former part of the clause in their
report dealing with this matter, but I think with regard to the latter part of the clause, I would leave
the management free, with the supervision of the inspectors.
3170.
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3170. Do you take it, that they mean that the alteration should he in the direction of safety ? Tes.
son' 3171, They propose a minimum thickness of ei^ht yards for pillars, and a maximum width of six yards
^01’ ^ord8J a,1d leave the management free to exercise their discretion in altering these sizes so as to increase
S?4Sept.,is96.
genera! safety ? Tes.
_
_
31/2. Are you quite satisfied to accept, on Uie authority of that Commission, a provision of tliat Kind?
I think so, but 1 object to defining the adequate sizes of pillars at all.
3173. Even under tidal waters ? Yes I think so, I think that might he dangerous. It might be found
to he desirable to have the pillars very much larger. I think that an 8-yard pillar is small, as a maiter of
economy. You can never recover with economy small pillars.
_
3174. On the whole, perhaps, you are of opinion that it would be better not to specify tho width of pillars
or horde under tidal waters? I think the system should he left, so as to he adopted to suit the conditions,
whatever they are.
3175. Do you agree with your evidence given in 1890 with regard to the size of pillars in collieries that
are worked under the land;—you said then that there should he no restrictions whatever? Tes, I do.
3170. That would apply either to ordinary pillars or pillars on the main road? Tes; I would leave it all
to flic manager on the grounds of safety entirely. There is one point in the Bill, with regard to the
division of a mine into splits, that I take decided"^ objection to. Can anyone explain to me what is gained
by reducing the number of men to sixty ?
3177. Mr. Curley.] Is this not a reason why there should he a limitation to the number of the men, that
when you commence with a volume of ventilation for each split, if you have a very large number of men
in that split, the air as it is going round the men picks up inferior elements in its march, and will not
the last of the men in the split get what it carries round, and havo to breathe that to a great extent ?
Yon can usually meet that by sufficient ventilation. It does not matter whether you have 70 or 700
men in a split, if you have sufficient ventilation. It is all met by the provision for adequate ventilation.
We know the advantage of splitting the air, but sometimes it is very inconvenient.
3178. Have you seen what Mr. Hopton says on this subject ? I do not know tliat he is a stronger
advocate than I am. To ventilate a mine sufficiently, you must have splits ; you could not ventilate a
mine with one current of air. I submit if you havo 700 men or seventy men, that if you provide
sufficient ventilation, the air would bo just as pure from 700 men as from seventy men. It is all mot by
adequate ventilation.
3179. Mr. Gregson.] You think it is all included in the term adequate ventilation ? Tes.
3180. Have you read the Bill sufficiently to be able to say that you are with the Legislative Council in
the amendments they have made in the Bill ? I think so.
3181. Do you think they have met the case ? I think so.
3182. Do you think they have eliminated most of the blemishes in the Bill ? Tes.
3183. And, on the whole, do you agree with them ? Yes ; no one can be more anxious than I am for a
workable measure, but it must be a workable measure.
3184. Mr. Curley.] You said something a little while ago, about the Home Secretary not interfering with
the inspectors. Do you know that he has sometimes given them specific instructions ? No doubt lie has.
3185. President.] Did you not mean that out here, people arc very much nearer to each other? Out
here there is more of the political business.
3186. Mr. Gurley.] Will you look at this book of Mr. Nelson Boyd’s, “ Coal Bits and Bit Men,” and sec
what he says in connection with the Home Secretary and anonymous communications :—
“The Home Secretary, in reviewing the debate, repeated the statement that accidents had greatly diminished since
tho passing of the Act. He looked on the certificate of colliery managers as quite as important as those granted to masters
of vessels, and had always given instructions to prosecute managers when there was sufficient cause for doing so ; but for
safety it was necessary to depend mainly on the responsibility of employers and employed. He repudiated the view that
inspectors were not to visit a mine unless an accident had occurred, and he had issued 1 consolidated instructions 1 to the
inspectors on that subject. These instructions enjoined on the inspectors to examine a mine on invitation or complaint;
to jiay attention to anonymous complaints without divulging the source of their information ; not to send notice of intended
visits to mines unless advisable to do so ; and to examine mines as frequently as possible without announcing their inten
tion, as the liability to an official inspection without previous warning might be a most eflective prevention of abuse.
Lastly, that a record should be kept of the inspections and the results obtained, ”

Do you see that inspectors have to pay attention to anonymous communications ? Yes ; I agree with
that.
.
3187. President.] What is the salary of an inspector in England ? 1 think £600. and some of them run
up to £800.
3188. What is the salary of an inspector here ? I think about £400, or £450 ; perhaps not as much as
tliat. The salary of an inspector at Home is equal to double the salary of an inspector here.
3189. Why do you say that it is equal to double the salary of an inspector here? We always reckon
that a salary at Home is equal to double the salary here. 1 do not think that the money that is paid to
an inspector here is sufficient.
3190. Mr. Curley.] You said just now that }rou agreed with the amendments made by tho Legislative
Council in the Bill we have under consideration ? Yes.
3191. Are you aware that some of the evidence you have given is quite in opposition to the views of the
Legislative Council ? Yes ; you are quite right in that.
3192. President.] The grave thing, as 1 understand it, is sub-section 5 of section 21, in the Bill, on page
8 {see Appendix A). Do you think, in your opinion, that an inspector should have power to withdraw
all the men in case of danger ? I think it is only a reasonable thing.
3193. Then you agree with the Legislative Assembly m that matter ? 1 do certainly.
3194. Do you think it is right to put it in the power of one man to withdraw all the men in that way?
(Mr. Gregson) : 1 think you thought differently in 1890, This is part of your evidence given at that
time:—
87. Afr. Hoskins.} In reference to sub-clause 7 of clause 21 in the bill, which provides that the miners may he withdrawn
from a mine if the inspector finds cause of danger ;—is there in the English Act any such power given to an inspector to
act on his own motion ? 1 do not think so.
88. Did you ever hear of such a power being given to one man ? I have not heard of it.
89. I suppose your long experience in connection with mining has led you to arrive at the conclusion that differences of
opinion exist between persons of large experience in mining as to what may be considered dangerous in working a mine?
Undoubtedly.
,
90. There is no general concurrence of opinion on this subject? Oh, no.
91.
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01. Therefore you think tho power given unfler sul)-cla\isc 7, which enables an inspector to close a mine, if in bis opinion D. A. AY.
Robertson,
it is dangerous to work a portion of the mine, is a power that ought not to be vested in one man ? Undoubtedly not.
1 Esq,
92. Have you ever heard of any such power being vested in one man to interfere with the private enterprise of an
individual 'f I have never heard of such a power.
93. Mr. Macintosh.'] With regard to a mine being dangerous^is it not easy of proof when inflammable gas is present ? 24'Sept., 1895.
That may be a matter of opinion. It depends altogether upon the quantity of gas that is present.
’
'
91. Hut as to its being dangerous? It opens up a very wide subject of discussion.
95. You object to the appointment of a chief inspector, because you think, as he would have to be consulted on any matter
arising, it would lead to circumlocution ? Yes and delay. He cannot, of course, be resident m the district.
99. h on would prefer to have a district inspector ? Yes, responsible to the Minister.
97. And you think that to entrust these powers to a man of the high attainments von have mentioned would be dangerous ?
Yes, I do.
a
.
98. And tliat the lives of the miners should he risked simply because there might lie a dilferencc of opinion between the
inspector and the mine manager that the danger should continue until arbitration could be brought about ? Ho. It
docs not follow that because an inspector deems a mine dangerous the lives of the miners are in danger until the dispute is
settled, I do not think what I propose would tend to endanger the lives of tiie men in any way.
99. Not in the case of inflammable gas ? The mere fact of an inspector stating that a mine was dangerous would not
endanger the lives of the workmen. It might put the proprietors to considerable expense and annoyance.
100. Are there any instruments that test the quantity of gas in a mine ? Oh, yes ; the ordinary Havey or safety lamp will
test that.
101. Chairman.] Danger from inflammable gas in a mine may arise very suddenly, may it not ? It may.
102. And in case of such sudden danger arising you say yon disappiove of the inspector having power to order the men
out of the mine ;—in whom would you vest such power'; Well, I think tho managers are quite competent to deal with
that question.
J30. But suppose the inspector and manager differ in opinion ; —it is a matter of immediate moment;—to whom would you
give the power ? It would not bo a matter of immediate moment, because the inspector might be hundreds of miles away
at tho time tho danger arose. He cannot be there always, oi comse.
104. But suppose a dispute arose between a manager aud an inspector as to immediate danger, to whom would you give the
power to decide ? I should leave the responsibility of continumg operations on the manager. He is responsible. Ifhe is
wrong ho may lose his certificate.
105, would he have any other liability under such responsibility ? He might lose his certificate and lose his occupation, and
■
that would be quite enough.
100. Supposing by the nun-withdrawal of the men an aecident happened and lives were lost, what would be his responsibility
then ? Well, as I said, there would bo an inquiry into his fitness aud competency under this Bill, and his certificate might
bo withdrawn, and his means of livelihood taken away. I am not quite sure that he is not liable to imprisonment, but of
that I cannot speak positively'.
107. Do you not think that under such circumstances as these a chief inspector as a referee would be of use ? Undoubtedly
lie would be of use. If be was a man who had tho respect of the community we should in all probability take his advice.
It is frequently done.
10S. Mr. W. IT. Suitor.] Havo you road section 41 of the Hnglisli Act dealing with the powers of inspectors? Yes.
109.Does not that seem to give the English inspectors unlimited power with regard to dealing with mines ? No ; I do not
think it gives tho inspector tho power that is given here.
1-M. Mr. IFood.] Yon have urged a great many objections against General Buie 7, giving tho Inspector power to withdraw
miners if he finds cause uf danger. L think you told the Committee you were not aware of any such provision ever having
been in existence ? Yes,
*
"
141. Arc you not aware that tins provision is in the existing Act, which lias been in operation in the Colony for the hi:t
fourteen years ? No ; 1 cannot say I am.
142. Are you aware of any instance in which inconvenience lias been suffered through the inspectorshaving that power under
the existing Act5 No.
143. Seeing tliat the present Act has been in operation for fourteen years, and that no inconvenience has arisen from the
inspectors having this ponor, why should you suppose there would be any danger in their having the same power in the
future ? I can only speak for three years or so out of the fourteen. There might have been inconvenience for all I know to
t be contrary ; but whether or not [ think it unwise give inspectors such power.
141. Hut tlio fact that you did not know that such a power was in existence would show that tho managers have not been
harassed very seriously by the exercise of that power ? I have not, certainly.

You say in reply to Mr. Macintosh (question 01), that you do not think the power to close a mine
should be vested in one man F Yes; hut yon could not close a mine without referring tho matter to
arbitration, and at tliat time there was an idea of some fussy interference 'on tho part of inspectors.
3195. Mr. Gregson.'] Consider the tiling now, don’t you think it would be better to leave such power to
the manager? I cannot conceive of any manager of any standing, or knowledge, or experience, who
would allow his men to work under dangerous conditions ; but still, 1 think, there ought to be a power in
the event of operations being carried on, and the mine obviously unsafe, to compel him to withdraw' the
men.
31915. Mr. Ourley,] Is that your opinion, Mr. llobertson? I think so. I do not mean that an inspector
should enter into a dispute with a deputy as to trifling details, hut rather that my remarks should apply
to eases where there is great danger.
3197. Have you over known an inspector at Home stop a portion of a colliery because there was gas
there and it was not safe to work. I think Mr. Hopton gives an instance of that? Mr. Hopton, in his
hook, is talking of things that occurred twenty or thirty years ago.
3198. President.] Do you say that this sub-section 5 of the Bill, to require the manager to withdraw the
men from any mine, should stand in the Bill? I should qualify that by saying that they shall not enter
the mine until the inspector says it is safe, until the matter is referred to arbitration. In any dispute
between a manager and inspector there is a provision in the Bill for referring that dispute to arbitration.
3199. Mr. Gregson.] YYe arc talking of an inspector that comes across something that he thinks would
he immediately dangerous, and under this provision he has power to withdraw- the men there and then;—■
that, you think, is a proper thing to do ? We could not have the inspectors entering into a dispute with
the deputies. "We arc supposing that it is something grai e affecting the whole of the mine, or a portion
of it. I think these powers should only apply to specially dangerous conditions. ■
3200. President.] I can hardly conceive of men being withdrawn where there is not danger;—you can
say that a mine is dangerous because there might be some movement, but there might be a difference of
opinion ;—the inspector might say, “You ought to withdraw the men—I think this is dangerous,” and
the manager may differ from him, aud then go to arbitration about it;—that movement might suddenly
result in some accident? If there was a movement in portion of the workings, of course an accident
might occur at any inomeut; but, on the other hand, it might he delayed for weeks. If the inspector was
a practical man I do not think there could he any dispute in such a case. I cannot say J recollect any
great conflict of opinion between an inspector and a manager.
3201. If the manager was a competent man, don’t you think he would withdraw tho men ? Yes.
3202. 1 f the manager was told by the inspector that he thought there was cause for danger, would not the
manager withdraw' the men ? I think so.
3203.

■
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3203. Don’t you think he would withdraw tho men without the inspector saying anything at all;—would
not he see the danger and withdraw the men ? lam not prepared to say that.
_______ 3204. It has keen put that a manager might have a certain order to complete, and that it might be a
24Sept., 1895. prcssiHg matter with him, and might probably override all other considerations;—do you think that a
manager having pressing business and with an anxiety to fulfil that business, that it would weigh with
him in such a manner as to make him ignore the men’s lives ? I cannot conceive of any man doing such
a thing.
3205. What do you say then to this sub-section;—do you think that it should remain in the Bill or that
it should not? Personally, I would not have any objection to that sub-section.
3206. Would you be willing to put that power iu the hands of the inspector? Tes ; in the hands of a
capable man who is not interested in any way.
.
3207. Mr. Curley,} Put yourself in the position of an inspector, and assume that you went to inspect a
colliery, and saw an apparent danger impending which threatened the risking of men’s lives, would you
not, under such circumstances as that, say that the men should be withdrawn ? Certainly I would.
3208. Would you like to have such powers invested in you to act ? I think it would be desirable under
those circumstances.
3209. If you were the manager of that colliery would you not take out the men on your own part?
Certainly.
3210. Suppose the inspector said, "Well, I think the men ought to be withdrawn"—and you can only
conceive of the danger in a case in which there may be two opinions ; supposing I said, as an inspector,
“ I think the men should come out,” and you, as a manager, thought the place would hold for a few days,
would you be guided by your own opinion or by mine ? I would not take the responsibility after tho
inspector said he thought the thing was dangerous.
32L1. Mr. Gregson^ Would not any manager’s situation be imperilled in such a case ? lie would be in
a very peculiar position.
3212. Don’t you think he would be likely to act on the inspector’s opinion, rather than on his own
opinion ? Managers may act with the best of motives, and yet be careless.
3213. President^} Do you think that this sub-scction that we are considering should remain in the Bill?
I do. I do not think it would be exercised without due cause. I consider that clause of very much less
importance than some of the other clauses.
3214. Is there anything in sub-section 4 of the same section (see Appendix A); 1 want to know what
the value of this book is ;—do you think that sub-section should remain in the Bill ? I think so. In sub
section 1, I think that an examination once a month is absurd. The statistics give a very favourable
report of tho care that has been taken in connection with coal-mining in this Colony.
3215. Will you now look at sub-section 2 (see Appendix A) ; do you want those words, “except when
absolutely necessary ” ? I don't think there is anything wrong with that.
3216. Mr. Gregson.} Don’t you think it would be a great deal better to follow the English Act? I think
it would bo better to take the English Act altogether.
3217. President.] There was an English Coal-mining Act about 1862, and one in 1872, and another in
1887, and we say we are going to have a Coal-mining Act of 1894, based on these Acts. The third sub
section of the proposed Bill, is the same as the English sub-section, and we have taken that, but the next
sub-section is apparently tho bone of contention, do you think that tliat sub-section 5 should remain in
the Bill ? Tes, Ido.
3218. Do you also think that sub-section 4, about entering a report in a book, should remain in the Bill ?
Personally, I should prefer it. We would have a record of an inspector’s examination, and he could not
say after that the mine was dangerous and he knew it.
3219. Mr. Gregson.] If he knew it was dangerous, and he did not tell the manager or the deputy, or
whoever he saw, would he not be very much to blame ? Tes, I think he would. An accident might
occur in a month, or sometime after his visit, and I. think it would be well to have a record.
3220. President,} The Upper House have suggested, that with the powers given to an inspector under
sub-section 5 of the Bill, he might ruin a colliery. I will read you their objection to tho sub-section:—
Becnusc the new clause, which is an exact copy of section 41 of tho English Act of 1887, provides all that is necessary to
enable an inspector to do his duty if he understands Ins wort, whilst, on the contrary, if clause 21 was retained, it would
hand over in on arbitrary way the whole of the mining operations of this Colony to the whim and caprice of, it might be, an
incompetent inspector, and would give him too absolute a power, which is undesirable. The power lie possesses now under
the present Coal-fields Regulation Act is quite sufficient, if not too extensive as it is, whilst the substitution of section 21 in
lieu of the law as it now stands would endow the inspector with such substantial power that, at his will, he could ruin any
mining company if he thought fit, All he would require to do, without rhyme or reason, would be to announce to the colliery
manager that it was his wish the men should be withdrawn from the mine, in which case 400 or 500 men would be thrown out
of employment, and a repetition of what occurred at the Stockton Mine possibly be the result. In that case the mining
authorities declared the pit unsafe, ordered the men to bo withdrawn, and the men themselves, after some enforced idleness,
petitioned the manager to be allowed to go back to work as the mine was safe, notwithstanding the opinion expressed to the
contrary by the mining authorities. The men went back to work, and have been at work for the last two years, in the face of
the order that they should be withdrawn, and the fact that a prosecution was instituted against the manager for not complying
with the mining authorities’ orders, the manager being fined for working, what was then alleged, a property which was unsafe,
but which, as lias already been stated, has been at work for two years since, and is at the present moment in operation ?

I do not think it would ruin a mine. It might cause some inconvenience until the matter was referred to
arbitration.
3221. Have you sufficient confidence in the men, that you think will be appointed, to invest them with
that power ? Tes, I think so. Iteferring to that matter of the Stockton Mine, although operations have
gone on, it does not prove that the action taken by the inspectors was wrong. Subsequent operations
may have proved that work can be conducted safely, but it does not say that the inspectors were wrong.
They may have apprehended danger, and I think they acted on the safe side.
3222. Is it still your opinion that this sub-seotion 5 of section 21 should remain in the Bill ? Tes.
3223. Mr. Gregson.] Can you think of any other matter in which your opinion is different to-day to what
it was some years ago; would the evidence you gave iu 1890 apply to tho present Bill ? I think it would.
3224. Mr. Ourley.] Will you look at rule [40] 38 on page 30 of the Bill, “ Periodical inspection on behalf
of workmen” (see Appendix A);—what do you think of that rule? I do not think that section ought
to be in the Bill,
3225. Do you object to the check-inspectors forwarding a report themselves ? No; but I do not see why
a
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a manager should forward a report criticising his own management Then the question arises, what is IX A. W.
Robertson,
danger ; he might retain the report and not send it.
lisq.
0220. ilr. €rcgson^\ JTave you rend tho report of tho itoyal Commission on Labour in "England ? I
have read tho proceedings from time to time.
24 Sept 1806
322/. Are you aware that that Commission inquired into the operation of tho Act of 1887, and that they
’
reported that the working of this Act was very satisfactory ? Yes. I venture to say that if these clauses
had been embodied in the English Act, it would not have "been so satisfactory; that is, if you are going to
instruct a man how he is to work a mine he is simply a convenient peg to hang the responsibility upon.
There is nothing loft to his experience, judgement, or skill.
[Witness withdrew.]
John McGeachic sworn and examined:—
3228. Mr. Curlei/."\ What are you, Mr. MeGcachie p I am the manager of the Coal Cliff Colliery.
J. McGeachic,
3229. How long havo you occupied that position ? About fourteen months.
Es(l3230. Have you managed any other colliery previous to yonr managing the Coal Cliff Colliery? Kb ; not
direct management.

-

3231. What positions have you held in connection with collieries? All positions in a mine, from a
trapper to a manager.
3232. Have you acted as deputy and as overman ? 1 have acted as deputy, but not for a long period as
overman.
‘
3233. How long have you been out in this country ? About eight years.
3234. Have you been mining in Great Britain ? Yes ; in Scotland.
3233. What mines have you been connected with in Scotland? 1 have been in Carron and Co.'s mines,
situated in Lanarkshire, in Scotland.
•
3230. Were you mining there, or did you occupy the position of deputy? 1 have mined there as well.
3237. W hat was the system of mining there? The long wall system, and pillar and slall system.
3238. What vas the height of the seams ? They varied from 18 inches to 5 feet in different collieries.
3239. IVhat was the depth of the pits there? We calculate the depth in fathoms. They were from 60
fathoms to 172 fathoms deep.
3240. "What was the width of the bords you drove? Generali}7, under the long wall svstem, from 0 to 8
yard bords.
“
3241. What pillars did you leave ? In some mines from 12 yards, other mines 15 yards, and some 10
yards.
3242. What was the length of tho bords before you put in a cut-through ? It all depended on the system
wo were working,
32-13. Can you recollect what distances they were? They varied so much that I cannot remember
exactly.
3244. Do you recollect the distance within a yard or two ? 1 have seen them wrought from itf) yards to
100 yards.
3245. Were there cut-throughs between those distances ? Yes.
3240. How far wrou!d you go before you put a cut-through through ? We generally put them through
every 20 or 30 yards.
3247. Do you call them walls? Yes; or cut-throughs.
3248. And you put them every 20 or 30 yards ? Yes.
3249. Was there much bratticing done there ? If there was any gas we always used brattice.
3250. How many men have you working under you at the Coal Cliff Colliery? About forty-five.
3251. Is that colliery what is known as tho old Coal Cliff Colliery? Yes.
■
32o2. Have you been long in the Southern district ? Eor about six years,
3253. Were you iu tho district some years ago when there was some talk about a creep at Coal Cliff ? I
was at the Metropolitan Colliery at that time.
3254. Mr. Gregson!] What were you doing at the Metropolitan Colliery ? I was roadsman; my position
was to superintend the wheeling; to get out the coal.
3255. Mr. Ourley.'] Can you say auything about the creep at Coal Cliff. Was it in the interior of the
mine ? Ko.
325G. What system of mining did they adopt there? Bord and pillar, or pillar and stall.
3257. Have you a shaft there ? Yes; au air-shaft,
3258. Do you know the depth of the air-shaft ? About 100 feet.
3259. Do you work far under the mountain there? We are about three quart ore of a mile in.
3200. Have you any idea what the depth would be there ? The mountain rises and falls about Coal Cliff
3201. Can you say what the highest pinnacle is ? About 500 feet.
3202. What is the width of your bords ? Eight yards.
3263. What is tho size of your pillars ? Twelve yards.
3204. Were they 12 yards when you took the management of the colliery ? Yes; 11J yards or 12 yards.
3205. Is your colliery a very dry colliery ? Ko; it is of a dampish nature.
3200. Are the men’s places very wet? Ko.
3267. Are they a little damp at the face ? Going to the dip they are.
3208. Is there any dripping from the roof ? Kone.
3209. Is it a clear seam? Yes.
3270. Have yon any bauds in the seam? There is a hand, a parting between the bottom and the top coal.
3271. What is the height of your seam ? Dive feet.
3272. Havo you any gas to contend with ? Ko.
"
3273. Have you any fire damp ? Ko.
32/4. Have you had any complaints against the ventilation at any time ? I havo never heard any,
327u. President.] How is your mine ventilated ? By furnace.
3276. Mr. Curley.] Do you pay tho men by weight? Yes.
3277. Has your weighman any other duties to perform besides being weighman? Yes; he assists at the
screens.
...........
92—P
3278'

24 Sept., 1895.
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J.McG-eftchie, 3278. Does he do any clerical work besides his own ? No.
Esq3279. How many skips do you weigh in a day ? 1 leave that to the weighman and the check-weighman,
I give no orders about the weighing. The weighman and check-weighman arrange that between them.
24 Sept., 189a. 32SO. Can you tell us the average number of skips weighed in a day ? I cannot give you the average
number of skips.
3281. Mr. Gregson.'] What is your average weight ? 12 cwt. 2 31’s.
3282. Have you standard weight at your colliery ? Yes.
3283. What is your standard ? 13 cwt. 2 qrs. Tliat is the average for the past three months.
3284. Mr. Curley.] Does your bridge record any more than 13 cwt. 2 qrs.P Yes.
3285. How much does your bridge record ? 10 tons.
32SG. Do you weigh your skips iu the waggon ? Yes.
3287. Cannot you give the Commission some idea of the number of skips that are weighed in a day ? I
have no idea of how many skips are weighed in a day.
3288. Are you not the manager of the colliery, and do you not know what is transpiring at the colliery
with regard to the weighing as much as any man about the place ? Yes.
3289. Do you never look into the weigh-cabin and ask the weighman bow many skips he has weighed ? No.
■
3290. If you weigh a waggon do you not weigh enough skips to fill that waggon ? You can only weigh
one skip in each waggon. When they arc weighing the cneek-weighroan and tho Company’s weighman
arrange the skips that are going to be weighed before the seta come to the surface. Suppose there is one
skip in the waggon, when the set arrives they will require to only weigh one skip in that waggon. Tliat
is taken for one number, and there arc about five skips that will go in the waggon.
3291. Do any of these skips weigh over the 13 cwt. 2 qrs. ? When I introduced the standard weight I
believe there were one or two skips. The standard weight was introduced to relieve the rolling stock,
3292. At the present time suppose a skip was to come out that weighed more than 13 cwt. 2 qrs., would
that weight be recorded for that day ? Yes ; but there arc no skips that conic out over 13 cwt. 2 qrs. If
our average weight is 12 cwt. 2 qrs,, you cannot have skips 13 cwt. 2 qrs.
3293. If a skip came out more than 1.3 cwt. 2 qrs., would the miner get that weight. Supposing for that
particular day a man was weighed over 13 cwt. 2 qrs., would you allow that record to be taken for that
man ? No.
3294. You would not allow it to be taken by the check-weighman? No, not by the check-weighman.
■
3295. Can the bridge make a record over the 13 mvt. 2 qrs. for the miner? It can.
329G, Hut you will not permit the check weighman to take that record ? No.
3297. Mr, Gregson.] Is the Coal Clift'Colliery tiie same as the Clifton Colliery ? Old Clifton is the Coal
Cliff Colliery.
*
3298. Mr. Ourley.] Are there some days that you never weigh at all? Yes, there are days we do not
weigh.
3299. Why is that ? It is left between the cheek weighman and the Company’s weighman to arrange
that for themselves.
3300. Can the check-weighman compel the other man to weigh ? They have sanction to weigh at any time.
It does not make any difference to me, how many skips are weighed.
3301. Have the men ever asked you to have more skips weighed than you do weigh? No, never.
' 3302. Has the check-weighman ever asked you ? No.
3303. Has the weighman ever objected to certain weights called by the check-weighman ? I have never
heard of it.
3304. Afr. Gregson] As far as you are concerned has the check-weighman power to call for skips at any
time of the day ? No.
3305. Do you object to him having that power;—do you think there would be auything prejudicial to the
Company if he had that power ? It is left to the weighman. I do not see that it would do for them bo<h
to have power. If we had to weigh all day it would be a drawback to the output. Coal Clift’belongs to
the old school of collieries. All tho outside work is done near the jetty, and the coal haa to bo shovelled
down the screen.
330G. If the weighbridge was kept going all day, would that be prejudicial to the Company ? It would.
3307. In what way ? It would stop the output.
3308. Have you not room for another screen ? No.
3309. Mr. Curley^] Have you not any idea about the quantity of skips that are weighed at your colliery ?
No ; I have not any idea of how many skips are weighed.
3310. How do you weigh your coal for going away ? In the waggons.
3311. Do you weigh that coal yourselves? The Company’s weighman weighs that coal.
3312. Do you ever compare that weight, the weight you send away in the vessel, with the weight you pay
the miners ? No.
3313. Do you never make any comparison ? Yes ; I have made a comparison.
3314. How often do you compare these weights ? T’ortnightly.
3315. How do you find them stand? . Sometimes the Company is 2 tons to the bad and someiimes 2 tons
to the good.
33 L6. Is the difference as little as 2 tons ? Yes ; sometimes only 2 cwt.
3317. What is the largest difference you recollect ? Not more than that.
3318. When did you last mako a comparison of these weights? Well, I quite forget what it was for the
last pay. I cannot mention any single pay.
3319. When you make a comparison in this way have you not to have some consultation with the
weighman, about tbc quantity of weight he hands in ? No,
3329. Who does he hand the weights in to ? He hands the weights to me. They are left in the office.
3321. Is the record of the skips weighed not brought to the office also? No; it is left in the weighcabin.
3322. From the quantity of tonnage the weighman brings in, could you not give the number of skips that
are weighed ? I cannot say how many skips are weighed.
3323. You must have some recollection of some of these tonnages for the fortnight. Can you tell us
what tonnage they represent. Will you give us the weigh man’s account of your tonnage that you get
from him every fortnight ? Some fortnights wc send away only 250 tons of coal, and on other fortnights
700 to 800 tons of coal.
’
3324.
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3324. When the 250 tons of coal goes awiav, what quantity of weight liavc you from the weighman?
’
9
Tho woighman’s weight varies sometimes, 1 ton, sometimes
2 t/mc
tons.
_
_
3325. I am asking you the quantity of tonnage weighed ? All tiie coal is weighed on the weighbridge. jiScnt 1895
3320. 3s there not a eertaiu tonnage weighed every day, according to tho number of skips? It is all ^ ’
1
weighed by the skips.
3327. Ho you know the tonnage it represents ? JS’o; T do not know how many skips arc weighed.
_
3328. Is it a fact that you really do not know the number of skips that are weighed at your colliery in a
day ? I cannot tell you how many skips are weighed. Some days they do not weigh at all, some days
they weigh in the forenoon, and some days in the afternoon.
_
3323. Ho any weeks pass without any weighing at all ? No, not a week. 1 have never had any complaints
from any of the men.
3330. jl/j*. Grcffso?t.~\ How far is your weighbridge from the ship’s side ? About 250 yards.
3331. How many waggons have you at your colliery ? 100 waggons.
_
3332. Mr, Curley.'] What hours do you work ? The mine is open from 7 o’clock to 5 o'clock.
3333. Ho the men do any water-bailing? 3STo.
3334. Have you no water-baiting ? The wheelers do the water-bailing.
3335. Do the men bail into a cask ? At times.
333(3. Then tho men do do some water-bailing ? There is one bord ; the main dip.
3337. When they do not bail the water out, do they sit down till that is done ? lies.
33371, Hoes (hat happen very often ? 1 have never ordered the men to bail water yet.
3338. If these representations are made to you, do you remedy them ? Tes.
3339. Arc tho hours that you have spoken about the regular hours that you work ? We sometimes vary
an hour. Wc have a jetty exposed to the open sea, and wc only work half time, If we want to load a
boat we start at 2 o'clock in the morning, and knock off at 2 o’clock in the afternoon.
3340. Ho the men ever go in at 3 or 4 o’clock in the morning aud knock off at 5 o’clock in the afternoon ?
We have done so.
3341. How many hours do you reckon a man should work there ? Havo you any stimulated time ? The
miners go in at 7 o'clock, and come back at 5 o’clock, Wc have two shifts, a front shift and a back shift.
3342. When does the front shift come out ? The front shift works from 7 o’clock until 3 o’clock. _ .
3343. If the miners come out before 5 o’clock do you find fault with them ? Not unless we are waiting
on coal.
3344. Suppose you are waiting on coal ? There is no fault found. If a boat comes in at 8 or 9 o’clock,
wc start the mine, and if a miner comes out before the boat is loaded I would find fault with him. If he
went in at 7 o’clock and came out at 5 o’clock I would not find fault with him.
■3345. If you were pressed frequently for boats in this manner, would you still request the men to work ?
No ; 1 would put on more men.
3340. Ho you think that eight hours is long enough for a man to work in a mine? I do not know. I
think a man should please himself on that matter.
3347. I think you said you had been mining yourself ? Tes.
*
3348. Hid you consider when you were mining that eight hours was long enough to work? I have seen
some days when six hours was long enough, but that was when I was not well. Some days I could work
ten hours.
3349. Do you think that eight hours is long enough for a man to work P Tes, but if required eight, or
eight-and-a-half, or nine hours, at times,
3350. Ho you still say that you cannot give us tiie average number of skips that you weigh at your
colliery ? No, I cannot.
_
3351. What would you consider a fair average for the number of men you have working at the colliery
now ; —how many men have you ? Forty-five men, but only twenty-five to thirty of them are getting coal.
3352. How many skips does each herd of men send out in a day ? About twelve skips,
3353. What would you consider a fair average of skips to be weighed in the day for these thirty men ?
I do not see that it matters much hoiv many skips are weighed.
3354. Mr. Gregson.] The more skips that are weighed the nearer the approach to absolute facte? 'Well
yes, but; if they get an average I do not see that that would make any difference.
3355. Ho you think that it is possible that any four of the men working for you, could go four months
without having n skip weighed ? They could do that; that is one bord of men.
3359. Would you he au prised if you were told that that had been the case ? I would be suprised.
3357. If you have fifteen bords of men, and they send out twelve skips a day, that is 180 skips in all, what
would you consider a fair average out of that number to be weighed to get anything Jike a reasonable
margin of knowing what the weight actually is? I think if one or two of those skips were weighed,
tliat that; could he taken as a fair average.
3358. What do yon think is a fair average yourself ? Well, two or three skips.
3359. Ton think that two or three skips, out of L80, is a fair average ? I suppose, twenty out of that
number would bo a fair average.
'
3360. Could you weigh twenty skips a day on the one screen ? Tes.
3301. Could you do that without interfering with the working of the pit? No.
3302, Would not the weighing of twenty skips occupy the greater part of the day? It would occupy
three hours of the weighbridge each day.
3363. Ho you think there is anything like this number of skips weighed at your colliery? I believe we
have, at times.
_
_
3364. Say for a quarter—the last quarter—is there anything like this average number of skips weighed?
I do not know how many skips are weighed at the colliery. The weighman and the check-weighman arrange
that between themselves. 1 havo heard no complaints, so I have never interfered with it,
3365. Has any individual man mentioned the matter to yon ? No.
3366. hlight not tbe check-weighman have requested the weighman to weigh more coal, and may he not
have refused ? I have never heard of that.
3307. Ho you know whether yonr weighman has objected to certain weights that have been made occa
sionally? No.
.
[Witness withdrew.]
WEDNESDAY,
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[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

"

10

a.m.J

grtseui: —

PRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLEY", Esq.,

[

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

"Witness, Thomas Canuiiig:—
Mr..
33G8. Mr. Curley.] "What are yon, Mr. Canning? I am a furnace-man,
T. Canning. 33G9. At what colliery are you employed? At the Uuekenfielcl Colliery.

3370. How long have you held that position ?

2D Sept., 1895 • I cannot say exactly.

"Eor between two years and six months and three years.

3371. Have you been employed in the Duckenlleld Colliery for any length of time ? I have been
employed at Duckenfield over four years.
3372. Have you worked as a minor ? I worked as a miner when I went there first.
3373. Did you do any other work ? I was also at the pump.
3374.. Have j'ou done anything else ? No.
3375, What time did you go to work in the morning ? I am there at G o’clock.
3370. Are you continuously employed at the furnace the whole of tho day? Yob.
3377. Ho you do any other work ? Ko.
•
3378. What, time do you cease work? At 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
337S). Hoes anybody relieve yon when you cease work? No.
3380. You have nobody ihat takes your place ? No.
3381. Ho you damp the fire down when you knock off work ? Yes, one half.
3382. Hoes the fire stop iu that state till you get there next morning ? Yes.
3383. During the day do you keep the fire in fair motion ? Yea.
3384. Ho you keep a good blaze of fire going ? Yes.
3335. What are your instructions from the manager with regard to keeping the fire going;—have you
any instructions at all, or do you use your own discretion ? I received instructions once to keep the fire
blazing away.
33SG; What time do tho men in that mine go to work in the morning ? They go to work very irregularly,
some earlier, and some later. I should say they leave the pit top at half-past 5 sometimes,
3387. Ho they go into the pit by the shaft? No, by the tunnel. 1 enter the pit by the shaft at
half-past 5 o'clock, and I meet them at the furnace when I get there.
3388. Is there anybody in the mine before you ? 1 have seen lights in the bords when I havegone past.
3389. Ho you go into the mine the same wTay as the men ? 1 go down the shaft, and go in bvthe fault
district.
"
3390. Where do you see these men’s lights ? Iu the fault district,
3391. Ho you judge from that that these men are in there before you go iu ? Yes.
3392. Ho yon know if there is any stated time at that colliery for tbc men to enter the mine ? Nothing
but the miners’ rules—that they leave the pit top at 6 o’clock and retire at 3 o’clock, and go in at 7
o’clock and retire at 4 o’clock,
3393. la there any stipulated rule on the part of the management ? Not that I am aware of.
3394. Have you seen the colliery rules ? Yes.
.
3395. Is there anything in these rules about this matter ? I do not knowr if there is.
3396. Have you the colliery rules with you ? Yes. [Copy of rules handed to Mr. Ourley.]
3397. You do not know of any regulation about the men going into the mine apart from what the miners
have themselves ? No, sir.
3398. Asa practical man, do you think that regulation is sufficient for the management of a colliery?
No, I do not.
3399. Ho you think that there should be a definite time for men to go to their work ? Yes.
3400. Ho you think that they should go to work uniformly ? Yes.
^401- President.] Would that be practicable;—is the furnace always going ? No ; the furnace starts at
G o clock, I believe that there should be a stated rule for all the workmen, and that the furnace-man
should be tbc first to enter the mine.
.
3402. Mr. Ourley,] You think that the furnace-man should precede the miners ? Yes ; for half an hour
at least, to get his furnace started before the men enter the mine.
3403. Ho you not think it would be better if the furnace-man entered tho mine an hour before the
miners ? Yes.
3401. Ho you think it would be better if tbe furnace was kept going all night ? Yes.
3405. Are there a few men working on the night shift in that colliery ? Yes,
3406. If the furnace is not kept going at night, how is tho mine ventilated ? I think there is always
sulficient natural ventilation, besides that the fire is not out.
3407. Is it not possible that the ventilation may he very stagnant if the furnace is damped down during
the night, and that these men may not have sufficient ventilation ? I think it is the experience of the men
that are working at night that they have tho best of it.
3403. Ho you think that they have plenty of air? I think so. There is a natural current of air, andtho
fire is to cope with the extra necessity during the day. The fire is damped up sufficiently to keepgoing
in
^ le i111,18 Ii0^ better during tho night than during the day, but it is better air on account of
the absence or the other workmen. There is not so much air used by the men at night, and consequcntlv
not so many noxious fumes.
When do the men leave tho mine? We have two shifts, one shift goes in at G o’clock and leaves
at 3 o clock, and the other shift goes in at 7 o’clock and leaves at 4 o’clock.
3110. Are the men working iu the mine an hour after the furnace is damped down ? Yes, half of them ■
the back shift men.
34iU ^0 you know if any of (be men stop in tbe mine the whole of the day ? No, 1 do not.
3112. Do you knenv if any of the men stop in the mine after 4 o’clock? "
3413. Might they not do so without your knowledge ? Yes,
3414.
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34L4 Do you ever see any of the men going home late in the evening? No, not miners.
_
^ Canning,
3415. Do you live in the locality of the mine ? 1 am Hying at the far end of the town—on the outskirts
of the town.

_

24 Sept., ISOo!

3416. Do you think that the furnace should be kept going the full time during the day until the men
leave the colliery ? I think so ; still I make this proviso, that those men who are in the mine between 3
and 4 o’clock kave as good air as the men that are there all day, on account of half of the men being away.
3417. Is it the intake shaft that you travel in by in the morning? There is more than one intake, but
that is one of them ?
3418. "What is the depith of your shaft ? I cannot give any idea, I cannot speak of that.
3119. Is the shaft a considerable depth ? I have merely heard remarks about the depth of the shaft.
3420. "What remarks have you hoard ? I think I have heard them say that it is 260 feet deep, but I
cannot say.
_
3121. Are tbe workings in a considerable distance from the furnace shaft? Tes.
3422. How far would you estimate they are in? -From which shaft?
3423. Say from the downcast shaft? The downcast shaft is just at the end of the workings. There
might be five eut-througbs.
3421. Is the downcast shaft the hauling shaft? "We havo no hauling shaft.
3423. Do yon fetch your coal out by the tunnel ? Tes.
3126. Do you know' the number of men working in the colliery ? No; I do not.
_
_
3127. How far are the workings in from where you enter the mine ? The first workings begin after five
or sis cut-throughs.
,
__
3128. How far are the workings at the furthest point the other way? How far will the men have to
travel there in the morning, to the furthest point, to get to their work ? About a mile and a half from
the tunnel mouth. {Witness illustrates the air-course of the fault district of the colliery)*
_
3429, From the description you have just given on paper, the air course appears to he very much zig-zag ?
Tes.
3130. Is that the ventilation that comes in the tunnel;—is the tunnel the intake ? No.
3431. The downcast shaft ? Tes ; that is the main intake.
3132. Is tho tunnel not the intake in the ordinary sense of the term ? No, not for the fault.
_
3433. Is any part of the mine ventilated from the tunnel? There is ventilation from tho tunnel, but it
docs not depend on the tunnel. The fault is closed off from the tunnel mouth altogether. The tunnel
will supply part of the dip, and other workings, hut they have other shafts for that.
_
3431. Tho road tliat you take to go into the mine in the morning, is that an intake or return? Tho
intake.
_
3435. Do you notice the air rather stagnant in the mornings when you go in? No, not generally, when
the tunnel is working regularly. When it stands tho air is stiff.
3436. Do you mean when there is no work? Tes ; for throe or four days, or a week.
3437. Does the air then, get stagnant or flat ? Tes.
3438. Do you keep the furnace going at much of a pace on those occasions ? No. ■
3439. Is that on account of economyto save fuel ? I suppose to save fuel.
3440. What arc you doing when the mine is not working? Idle,
3441. Who looks after the furnace ? The fire is kept banked up—smouldering.
3442. Is there anybody, so far as you know, attending to the furnace? There is nobody there perma
nently. Somebody goes in in the morning and evening and banks it up for the night, to keep it
smouldering.
3443. Was it at this mine the men were affected with foul air a week or two ago ? No ; that was at the
Back Creek mine.
[Witness withdrew.]

John Odgcrs sworn and crammed :—
Mr.
3444. Mr. Curley 1] Where are you working Mr. Odgers ? At the Back Creek Colliery.
3145. What occupation do you follow? 1 havo been working as furnace-man since about last March J. Odgers.
twelve months.
25 Sept,, 1895.
3146. What time do yon go to work in tho morning? At sis o’clock.
3447. What time do you cease work ? I knock off work about half-past three o’clock, I arrange to get
on the top by four o’clock.
3448. Is there any other furnace-man emjdoyed at the colliery besides yourself? There is one at the
No. 2 furnace, in the No. 4 tunnel.
3449. Is that in another section of the mine ? Tea.
3450. Is it in tiie Back Creek tunnel ? No.
3451. Is there any other furnace-man in the Back Creek Tunnel besides yourself ? Tes ; there are two
furnace-men, one to each furnace.
3452. Are there two furnaces in the Back Creek tunnel ? Yes.
3453. Is that the furnace you were referring to just now? I am working in the No. 2 tunnel at Back
Creek.
3454. Is there any other furnace-man in tho No 2 tunnel besides yourself ? No; I am the only
furnace-man,
'
3455. Do you bank the fire down in the evening when you leave off work? Yes.
_
3156. Does the fire smoulder till yon go back next day? I put it so as to get a good fire next morning
when I go hack to work.
_
' 3457. Do you see any of the miners at work when you are going to work in the morning ? I do not go
down as far as the miners are.
'
3158. Do you know whether tho miners go to work before you ? Tes; a good many of them go to work
before me.
3459. What time do you think some of the miners go to work? From what I have been told some of
them go to work at four or five o’clock in the morning. I hear them talk amongst themselves.
34G0.
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34GO. Can yon say wlietLer Ihis is iruc or not ? Ko ; I ran not say, It, looks like it when I go in in the
crs' morning, because I see their picks gone, and I think (hat is a good proof they arc at work.
3461. You notice that the picks arc gone P Yes ; I have taken notice of that many a time.
3462. "Would the whole of the men be in the mine then P jS’o ; part of them. They would not be all in.
3463. Have you anjr particular instructions from the manager about the furnace work ? No; not any
particular instructions, but to keep on a good lire. They come and look at it once in a while, but 1 have
had no complaints.
3464. Do you know the quantity of coal you bum in a day ? About three skips of coal a day, unscreened
coal (round and small coal mixed), about 13 or 14 cwt. in the skips.
3465. Can you use more coal than the three skips if you wished ? I am not limited in any way. ‘
3466. Is that about your average quantity ? Yes, that is about the average quantity used.
3467. Do you know how many men there are in the No. 2 tunnel? No, 1 cannot say. I think last
quarter there were 46 tokens running. 1 got that information from the bank-rider, but I would not
like to say it is a fact. I know that there are not many men working down there, because there is onlyone section of the pit wo iking.
8168. Have you worked as a practical miner there? Yes; but I am not a coal miner. 1 have been used
to quartz reefing and cop per mining.
3463. How long have you been working at coal mining P About 5 or 6 years.
3470. Do you not consider yourself as practical as most of the men who are working ? Perhaps so.
3471. Do you like coal mining as well as quartz min-ng ? No ; I prefer quartz, reefing to coal mining.
3472. Is quartz mining more pleasant work than coal mining ? It depends on what a man is used to. If
I had gone into coal mining in my early days I do not suppose I would hare disliked it.
3473. PrcnicnL\ Is coal mining just as comfortable as quartz reefing? I think so.
3474. Mr. Curhy!] Do you have good and had ventilation in quartz reefing as well as in coal mining ?
There is plenty there, I can assure you.
3475. Have you heard toll of any circumstances arising of a peculiar character at Miami a few'days ago;—
had not a few men to be brought out of the mine ? Yes.
3470. "Was that iu the tunnel you wore working in ? Yes ; the dump pile caught alight through the
bush fires. The dirt on the top caught fire, and the smoke went down the air-shaft.
8477. Was not that rather an exceptional circumstance ? Yes, exceptional.
3473. How far is the downcast shaft from the furnace shaft—the intake;—have you any shafts there
except the furnace shaft? 1 suppose 500 or GOO yards—more very likely, that is in a straight course
from one shaft to the other ; perhaps it is 600 or 700 yards.
3479. Did you sec these logs that took fire ? No, I did not see them. One of the men boarding with me
gave mo to understand what it was. It seems they were old logs from the bush, and the bush fires caught
on the dirt, and this caught the dump pile, and the smoke issuing from the fire went down the air shaft.
3450. What do you call the dump pile ? The dump heap,
3451. Is that a heap outside the shaft altogether ? The heap consists of the debris from the sinkiug of
the shaft, and is outside of the pit altogether,
3452. Did you see any of the men that were brought out of the mine ? No ; I was not working when it
happened ; my son went to the furnace that day,
8483. Did the manager or anybody else come to see your son that day ? They came to sec if the furnace
was going all right, and told him to throw his coal on quickly, and not to stop there long. There is a
door back irom the furnace, which is the intake for fresh air, and through that door you get fresh air.
3481'. Did they say to keep the furnace in motion a little smarter than usual? No; they told him to'
keep his fire on as well as he could, and (o slip out of the way as fast as he could.
■
3185. Did he go iu at the usual time that morning? Yes,
[Witness withdrew.]

Peter Curran sworn and examined :—
34S6. Mr. CurJei/.'] What occupation do you follow? I am a miner,
ran. 3187. How long have you worked as a coal-miucr ?
For nineteen years.
-—^ 34S3. In what mines have you worked? I wrought nine years in mines in Scotland,and ten years within
ISOo. u few months in New South Wales, in the Minmi Collieries.
318!). Mr. Greg son.'] How many years have yon worked at Mmmi? Nearly ten years—within two
months of ten years.
3190. Are you working there now? No; not at present, I am living there, but I have been out of
employment for six months.
3491. Mr. Curley.] Have you worked at those collieries up to that time? Yes.
3492. Have you worked at both collieries? Yes; at Duckenfield and at Back Creek ; nearly an equal
division of the time between them both,
3193. "Which of the collieries did you work at last ? At the Duckenfield Colliery,
3401. How long is it since-you worked at the Back Creek Colliery ? About two years ago.
3495. Was there a system of cavilling between these two collieries at one time? Yes ; up to nearly two
years ago, I think.
3496 Had you opportunities of being cavilled at one mine or the other? Yes ; every three months.
3197. lias there been fire-damp given off at any of these mines ? Yes.
3498. At which of the collieries is this fire-damp given off? Specially in the No. 4 Colliery; that is,
Back Creek, There are two collieries there, No. 2 and No. 4.
3499. Are they separate and distinct collieries ? The workings communicate ; they are built in, but they
are distinct and separate collieries. The old workings of the one adjoin the other.
3500. Has there been fire-damp given off in the No. 2 tunnel? Not to my knowledge, There has been,
but it was in the course of opening out the workings, and they have closed that part. I do not know of
fire-damp to any extent in the current workings of the No. 2 Colliery.
3501. Do you recollect a fire al one of these collieries some years ago? It was previous to my being
tbcrc. I have passed through the section in the course of making inspections.
3502. Have you acted as check-inspector? Yes; on several occasions.
3603.
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3503. In which of the collieries did you act us cheek-inspector? For the three collieries ; that is, the two
Hack Creek collieries and the Duckenfield Colliery.
_
.
3504. How long were you in that position? I think 1 acted in that rapacity for two years at various
times.
_
,
.
-i • o
3505. ’When you were cheek inspector did you ever notice any defects in connection with the ventilation?
3503. What were they? Deficiency in the quantity of the air travelling in certain sections of the work
ings, and the accumulation of black damp in some quarters.
3507. Did you notice particularly where this black damp was coming from? It was exuding from the
sides of the travelling road leading to the fault heading workings where a creep) had taken place. At the
time I came to Minmi the creep was actually on. This creep had closed the original travelling way, and
they had to cut a new travelling way through the debris. This is now the travelling road through the
old workings, hence the cause of the black damp.
_
3508. Is this black damp noticeable travelling past it ? Yes, you can smell it, and it is perceptible on the
light of the lamp.
_
.
3500. PrmWojf.] Can you smell black damp? Yon feel a strangeness in it for the time being, and
people who are not strong are effected by it. Tins black damp) is only in the travelling way, and it might
affect you for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour. A. few years ago we had to come home from work for
two or three days a week on account of this damp. It was lodged in the travelling way.
3510. Does it lodge in any particular place ? At night it accumulated in greater quantities than during the
day in the travelling or hauling roadway.
3511, Do you say you had to go home because you were ill ? Wo could not pass through this black damp
in the mornings. There is a down-east shaft at the further end of the working. This is Ihe return way
from the workings, and the men have to travel this road where the black damp exudes. The furnace is
damped down at night, and this is the reason why this damp) accumulates. I do not think it is so bad now,
35Fi. When you were working there was it bad ? Yes.
_
3513. Would you say that mine was inadequately ventilated ? Tt is the result of the method of working
Hie mine in the past, through not leaving sufficiently strong p)illars in years gone by. The pillars are
crushed out, and the roof has fallen in, and it is not repairable as it is. The roof of the roadway is
supported by a continuous row of wooden pullars on each side, and the coal behind these pnllars is crushed
to dust.
_ i
3514. You think that nothing will take it away but proper ventilation ? Quite so.
_
3515. Mr. Gurley.1 Is the furnace bauked down at night? Yes, nhen I was cheek-inspector to my
knowledge the furnace-man banked the furnace up) about 3 o’clock. It was very perceptible, when
working iu the face we could always tell whether the furnace was banked up or not. In the morning
the current of air in the mine was very weak, you could always feel it get stronger about 8
o'clock. The furnace-man comes back to work at (3 o’clock in the morning, and puts the furnace in full
blast,
_
,
.
3510. Did you ever make any request that this furnace should bo kept going night and day ? Ihe Lodge
has in years past made this request. There have been two men engaged in the furnace, but there is only
one now. The miners complain that the mine is not sufficiently ventilated. They believe that where
there is a furnace, the current of air should be kept going night and day.
^
3517. Do you know whether men work in the mine at night occasionally ? Yes.
_
3513, Is that an exceptional thing? When they arc opening new winnings—special places-there arc six
or eight men, and a water-bailer engaged at night, and sometimes brushers are at work that cannot be done
in the daytime.
_
_
,
3519. These brushers are iaking away part of the roof to give greater height in the main ways? Yes.
3520. Have you any records showing that there have been reports made about this ventilation ? I have.
I have acted as secretary, but 1 have not brought the secretary's boobs with me. .1 have brought one or
two clicck-inspiectors’ reports with regard to the ventilation. I will read some of them:—
Inspection in 1890
There was a large quantity of stagnant water and mud lying about.
Inspection in 18SG :—Throughout two sections of the mine the miemomolcr would notact at all iu what is termed the
15 heading and the D heading sections.

3521.. DZh. dVcyseui.] Were you cheek-inspector then ? No, Sir, T just followed shortly after that. The
clicck-inspcctors’ names were George Nix and James Cook. The thermometer registered 74 degrees,
and there was no result with the anemometer.
3522. Mr. Gurley.^ What was the height of the scam there ? It was then about 4 feet G inches, I
think. The old tunnel, 1 think, averaged about 4 feet G inches then all through.
3523. Were these measurements taken on the headings ? Yes.
3524. Would that be tbe main intake road for that particular district? Yres.
3525. What time of the year was that in ? In May. 1 did not bring the minute hook. Wc made com
plaints to the manager about this report, and received promises that the matter would be remedied, but
there was no remedy. We sent to Inspector Dixon, but he did not conic, and the Lodge then sent to
Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coal-fields, and ho asked Mr. Dixon to attend. This shite of things
continued for two or three years. The manager was taken to Court, and fined for bad ventilation, and for
driving bords over the specified distances, from 3G to 39 yards before the air.
_
352G. What year was that in ? I think, between 188G and ISS8, but I am not certain.
3527. Was that prrosecution taken at tbe instigation of the inspector? Yes. under tlie pressure of the
Lodge. The Lodge brought the matter under the notice of Inspector Dixon, and finally under the notice
of Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coalfields, and the result was that the firm was prosecuted and
fined by tbe Court. In 1891,in what is called the fault section of the Duckenfield Colliery, there were two
pilaces where there was no result with the anemometer.
3523. Could you not get a register? No.
3529. Do you know the height of the seam? It varies from 4 feet 5 inches to 4 feet 7 inches, or an
average of 4 feet G inches. The average height of the scam in the Duckenfield Colliery is 4 feet G inches.
In a report made on November 25th, but I cannot give the year, the temperature by the thermometer
was as lii"h as 78 degrees, and 74 and 75 degrees. Another report on a certain portion of ihe Duckenfield
Colliery save there was no result with the anemometer. That was in what was called the Ho, 3 flat.
J ■'
Hie
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w°uld not act througli insufficiency o£ air. There are two or tliree reports in 1893 and
state that the average amount of air travelling was not more than 120 feet, a little over
25 Sept., 1895, n-oniw 8<\me irlstancesJ w^h ^2 degrees and 74 degrees of temperature.
• rv ’* eiie “'el’e aLl7 the districts in which the air was not up to the requirements of the Act? Only
in those places where I have mentioned no results. I have a report for February, 1894', where the
average is a little over 120—125 and 127—with 72 degrees of an average for the thermometer. I may
state that the check-inspector had always something to say about the insanitary condition of part of the
roadways in most of his reports.
'
Qroo’ ?fave ^ou no*iccd whether any brattice is used in connection with some of these places ? Yes.
y01? understand why a mine of that description should not he well ventilated ? My own eonV£+i?nS arei
1°uti prejudice, that it is from a point of economy, and want of due regard to the health
or the miners. What leads me to believe so is that, while acting as check-inspector, we have complained
■o the overseer that the air was a little over 100 feet, and that wo thought that there was need for moio
aiaii i r
h-6
me^
requirements of the Act. "When men were firing shots they were
stifled tor the want of greater power for ventilating.
353A Is there much refuse in that seam;—have you to throw much refuse out of the coal into the
wor ing place. Yes; there are two bands in the seam known as penny bands; also 6 inches and
inc es or inferior coal treated as refuse with thin layers of clay on the top of the seam; the whole
refuse m general measures 1 foot.
3534. Have you to clean all this away from the coal ? Yes.
3535. And throw it back into tbe working place ? Yes.
3536. Along -with the slack that you make ? Yes.
• 53f. Does this refuse frequently fill up the sides of the roadway ? Yes ; up to the roof in some places,
r /Idile a common thing in the No. 3 and No. 4 workings, and what is known as the H and the fault
Tior ings, to have just sufficient egress and entrance for the skip into the bord, through ihe place being
i" 1 rP
rei’Bldo neaT]y to thc roof- The causc of that is chiefly due to the fact that there is no
place lor the reluse inade at the opening away of the bord, and the miner has to stow it up behind him.
mat is, m my opinion, the cause of the smoke remaining in the bords. I do not say it is a general thing,
u it is ol more common occurrence than the exemption. It is specially common in No. 4 heading. In
that heading it is nearly up to the roof all the way.
oroo" wu1*’
"
of the bords you work ? Eight yards.
’
3o39. What is the size of the pillars ? They vary. Some of the pillars arc, I think, cut through in one
ivjyTW0U‘<i not k® moro than 2 or 3 feet' others, again, go to 8 or 9 yards.
do40. Did that occur up to the time you left the colliery ? Yes.
fi0^1- u rC tlieSe fc}l!°Ss sdil! going on in the same way ? Yes. I have wrought in herds, and have gone
noug rom one side to the men on the other side, and have had to leave my bord when these men have
ncen bring shots. That was in the H heading and also in the No. 4. heading. In the No. 4 heading I was
taoi cmg wo boras from a man who was shot in his own bord by his mates who were working in the other
Lord. That man was on the accident fund for nine days.
3o42. Did thc shot go through the pillar ? Yes.
3543 Did the shot go through from one place to the other ? Yes. The man’s name was Willoughby,
I“umb“8
bards were 30 and 31. Several times to my knowledge the shot has removed part
of the pillar—shattered the pillar on thc other side.
3u44. Vith regard to working in a bord, if tbe manager wishes yon to make the place narrower does he
put a chalk mark on it? Yes.
x
' —ocs repost you to respect that mark ? Yes. He says that such mark is to be observed. He
gives injunctions to that effect.
d!'ir tiliefe b°rds by a line if he pleased to do so ? Yes; there is nothing to prevent him.
t
\
u , V1 “ ^ 0 keep his pillars to a uniform size? They drive headings and cut-throughs by
line always ; hut, as far as tbe bords are concerned, they do not do so with them
J3C JTVVOr i m the ®maller PiiIars wben they have been taken out? I have not wrought in
llirmwri fa'e.0nv W0ll&kt; in cufc-throughs there. I know of some instances where men have gone
■I'Vao wi1)l arB 111 a dily’ aud Perbaps they might he a fortnight going through the nest pillars.
'-IT Wbcnnienarc extracting pillars,do they look to the main roads for safety ? Yes.
oooO, Is that m the event of an impending fall ? Yes.
trb ^n0U tbmk that these small pillars are sufficient to keep the main road safe? No; I do not think so.
Yes ■' the penaftffis graduatlf311111^
C°a'
there a heavy penalty imposed if you send out refuse?
/—*^--''1

^ ^>0 cus.*,0“1 'n ^his respect? In the first instance you are cautioned, but yon have to see
*n cvei7 ^stance. You are compelled to go to the colliery knowing there is no work. You
ffiCC’ nn4.d *iey ^ 1 y°V there :-8 n.° worlc’ y°u 8° borne, and then have to see the manager,
ivl-ion il o WK min +i? re9lam ab h°me thinking they were putting in their penance for the offence, and
sent home
^ ^ mm° 1110 day followin8 they were sent homo again to suffer the indignity of being
Lmttime^-nstL^XmLar ^ leDgth °f time?

Oil0 day generally ; sometimes two or three days;

St if
{°U W,jat i i"0™ aS ^ re8ulat[oa dirt-scale ? No; we have made an attempt yearly to
fn wW !i,nii n ? ae0d t Je£ure the manager, but he says that his judgment shall he the only arbiter as
wW tKn 6 °rfr
places the air is so bad through the smoke that the men cannot
when Ibpv/'nmrw0 11
j ^efe ls ^ b°0t °f dirt, and men who want to fill clean coal are surprised
fl*v T i?Qi i
0 le surface to see the dirty coal. A vitiated atmosphere, with smoke, lies there all
nr.f B!nd ior w“rk> ajfd,P.llt uo coal out, in order to fire two or three shots at night, and then fill the
®°al nc“ dn)’ for fear of this penalty, but now miners have to rush and do all they can.
f!lyt llUS bke what is known as the standard weight at that colliery? No; there is a
should
'0i.a,iCieTd"Jn1n e^re0' i biew-comci's are placed on 10 cwt. till they are weighed, and
vToe l oZi , re;8 ;ed 11 0r,12 0'U-’ they get that 1veigl,t as their average from that day forward until
thev are fiSt wffiJ 2°y T7 ^ fll,n? P °r d2cwt' and 01lly 8et this 10 cwt. up to the day on which
S
J -S j d' M oheck-weighman, I have found that men have been losing 1 and 2 cwt. per
snip niling 4 or 5 skips daily for a fortnight.
2557.
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3557. If they are uofc weighed for some days, how are you going to give them the standard ? The average
^trof the colliery should be placed as thc stanidard weight.
‘ “rran3558. "What do the skips carry as a rule? They vary—from 10 to 13 cwt.. The average is 11 cwt. 1 qr. 25SDi>t ^895
or 11 cwt. 2 qr.—7 lb. or 14 lb.
1
J'
3059. Do you consider that what is termed the standard weight should bo entirely abolished altogether?
Moat certainly I do.
35CO. Is it abolished at Minmi ? Tea.
35G1. Is there any complaint there about the number of skips that are weighed ? Yes; because when
they are on low-woight they do not weigh for a week or a fortnight, and know that they have fully 2 or
3 cwt. more on a skip. I have known men while I was cheek-weighman, good fillers of coal, who never
varied their weight, but by an accident on tbe roadway their skips might get upset, and so they might
lose 1 or 2 cwt., and they may stand on that weight for a week, although they actually filled 1 or 2 cwt.
more. In some cases the miner may work on tender coal for a day, and that may detract 2 cwt. off his
weight. He may get on good coal next day, but thc weight of the tender coal will be taken as tbe
standard till be is weighed again. I have known men not to be weighed for a fortnight, and some men
may be weighed twice or three times in a day. It is all by accident,
3502. Do you weigh continuously during tho whole of the day? No.
35G3. "What was your regulation with regard to weighing? Only the will or the caprice of the masters’
weighman. He had to oversee the timber and the topmen, do the ticketing of the trucks going away,
arrange for the filling of slack coal, and various other duties. Whenever he had to perform these
functions the weighing ceased,
3564. What colliery was that in ? The Duckenfield Colliery.
3565. Did the same thing apply to the other colliery? Yes.
3566. What were the number of skips weighed in a day ? Sixty or eighty, as near as I can judge.
3567. Wbat number of skips would come up tbe tunnel in a day ? About 1,000 skips per day.
3508-9. Do you think the men are satisfied with the average number of skips that are weighed ? No, I
do not think so.
3570. "What do the men want? Well, I believe, to give them justice, that every skip should be weighed ;
or, if it is not possible to do that, that they should exercise the present system of averaging to a greater
degree, and keep the weighman standing there weighing.
357J. Do you think that the average would be acceptable provided there were a fair number of skips
weighed ? That would be preferable to the present system ; but the opinion of the miners is that every
skip should be weighed.
3572. President^ Would not that be utterly impracticable at some of the mines? It is not imprac
ticable, but it might interfere with the hauling to a certain extent. In Scotland where I came from
they weighed every skip.
3573. Would it not bo unreasonable to expect that every skip should be weighed with the condition of
things here ;—if a larger proportion of skips were weighed, would not that do ? That would be more
favourable than things are at present; but, to give justice to men and masters, I believe that all material
should be weighed. I do not think that tbe miners would sternly hold out for a condition of things that
was going to militate against the working of the colliery ; but if it is possible, with any degree of justice,
it should be done. I think that all material produced should be weighed.
3574. Would it he better for the miners if tho whole of tho mines were shut up? Well, I do not know,
3575. Would it not throw a lot of men out of employment? If there were not so many mines open
there would not be so many miners. There might be a better regulation of the trade. Men might fall
back on other occupations.
3576. Mr. Curlny.'] Do you think that in the absence of every skip being weighed, that if a-fair propor
tion of the skips that come out of the mine were weighed, that would give the men better satisfaction ?
Yes; I do believe so. Both the miners’ weighman and the masters’ weighman get into very bad grace with
thc miners; but the minors' weighman is not to blame, because he has only to stand by and see the weight
registered.
3577. If the miners’weighman had power to compel the masters’weighman to Weigh, would that do?
That is what is wanted, and would give a better averago of the weighing of the skips.
3578. Do you think that the men should have the right to select their own check-weighinen? Yes.
3579. Do you think they should have the right to select him outside of tho colliery if they chose to? Yes.
3580. Have you any reasons to give for that opinion ? Yes ; I can quote two reasons. There were two
men who were employed at the colliery for years as miners, and who were selected by the miners for the
position of cheek-weigbmcn. One was named "William Teague. Ho was the miners’ secretary and dele
gate, and took positions in the miners’ lodge before he was check-weighman. Because of his
outspokenness it was well-known the manager had no affection for him. He was selected for weighman,
and was in that capacity for six months, when an election took place. There were other candidates in
the field, and he was defeated. The miners then worked for him to try and get him on tho coal, but tho
manager refused. We did everything to got him reinstated, but failed. He could not get work in the
district, and consequently had to leave. He died shortly afterwards of poverty, and his body was found
up at Lithgow. Another instance was .Tohn Jenkins, who has wrought in the Minmi Colliery for seven
years. He was selected by tbe miners as their weighman about a year and a half ago. He was in that
position about six months, when a strike took place. When the strike ended the miners went back to
work, but when Jenkins went to go back to his work the manager objected, and would not allow' him to
stand on the bridge. He asked for other work, but was refused ; and to this day he is unemployed. That
is between six and seven months ago, and he has no work to-day. In consequence of this the people of
Minmi havo made a collection to aid him to go to Coolgardie, Seeing that a man lias no security for
being reinstated in his work as a miner should he be defeated in the course of a ballot for the position of
cheek-weighman, I think the miners should choose whoever they like as their oheck-weighman, especially
when the manager will not reinstate him if he is chosen from the men at the colliery.
3581. I las the Company absolute power to select whom they please? Yes.
3582. Can they appoint who they like ? Yes.
■
3583. Was there any charge brought against these men yon have referred to that you are aware of? Not
to my knowledge. If there had been the manager would havo informed the lodge; tho lodge has sent
92—Q
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deputation after deputation, but without satisfaction. In thc case of Teague, twenty men obtaiued
employment while we were soliciting work for him.
25 Se r 1S95
-^-l^er waiting on the strength of a promise, he had subsequently to leave? Yes; as far as Jenkins
^ ’’
’ was concerned, 1 believe thc manager regarded that all relations between employer and employed had
ceased when thc strike took place, and he took up the ground that Jenkins was not in the employ of thc
Company, and he held that only au employee should be cheek-weighman.
35S5. Are you aware that a manager can take up that position, legally, under thc present Act ? I think
so ; but it is a wrong provision in my opinion.
3536. Did you know' both these men personally ? Yes.
3587. "Were they steady, sober men ? They were both Good Templars, and educated men, well able for
the office, courteous and civil at all times; perhaps they were too well educated.
3588. Do you mean to say that the employers want a flathead as check-weighman ? Well, I don’t say so.
3589. President^ Do you think so? The proprietors don’t care for a man who bristles with principles.
3590. Mr. GurleyDo you think that intelligence can be crushed—that it can be put out of sight?
It is crushed very much at the present time,
3591. Coming back to the internal working of the colliery;—do you know anything about the inspection
of the colliery in the morning—do you know the practice in that respect ? A certain mark is placed on
the working place, with the day of the month, which is generally an indication that the fireman has been
there examining the place.
3592. Have you seen that mark? Yes.
3593. Did you expect to sec it there? Yes ; it was sometimes placed on a shovel, so as it could be seen.
3594. What would you conclude if you did not see the mark on the shovel ? You would conclude that
the fireman had not inspected the place.
3595. In that ease, would anybody tell you that you were not to go iu ? No.
3596. Do you know thc rule that says a workman shall not go into his place until it is inspected ? I
think there is a rule to that effect; I know the fireman does stop some miners sometimes to tell them
there is danger.
3597. What would the danger arise from? Accumulation of gas; there is one portion of the mine where
.
there is a probability of gas, that is in the No. 4 tunnel Back Creek Collieries.
3598. Do you know for a fact that there is fire-damp given off occasionally P Yes ; when they are
opening up the headings in the No. 4 tunnel.
3599. Is it a usual thing to put a mark on the shovel, or on the coal face, to show that the mine has been
inspected ? Yes; to give an indication that the place has been visited ; and should there be danger there
is a danger board placed at the road end to warn men not to enter the place. At tho Duckenfield
Colliery, till within three or four years ago, it was never inspected till they met with thc presence of gas
in Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 headings, and the miners made application for the fireman to visit there.
3600. Were these headings m the Duckenfield Colliery ? Yes; in the dip workings.
3601. Was fire-damp found there ? Yes; that necessitated the appointment of a fireman.
3602. Did thc management not appoint a fireman until the men asked for him ? No.
3603. Would he still examine those places independently of the mine working ? It is generally under
stood that one half of the mine is not examined at the present time. Gas has not been found, and they
think it is not necessary to inspect the places in the morning.
3604. Do you think that every place in the mine should be inspected ? Yes ; one does not know what
may occur with a change of atmosphere. A short time ago, about a fortnight ago I think, about fiCty or
sixty men went to work, and they had to leave the workings when they had been in from a quarter to half
an hour. Eight or nine of them were wheeled to the surface. Tbe men bad to all leave the workings by
7 o’clock, overcome by some fumes that were of an extraordinary nature, not to be found there at any
other time. Not being employed at the colliery I do not know much about it, but the men told me that
they did not find this mark on the working place, nor had they made it on that section oE tho mine. They
concluded thc fireman had not visited that section.
3605. They concluded that he had not visited that section that morning? Yes.
3606. What conclusion did the men arrive at as to the cause of this ? The men themselves could not clearly
understand what the causc was. They knew it was some irregularity in the air. It was discovered that
the debris which had been taken from the downcast shaft, that was in thc bush some distance away, had
taken fire—some assume by the late bush-fires. Some wood had been intermixed with a kind of inferior
coal and rock, and it had taken fire also, and the sulphurous fumes emanating therefrom went down the
air shaft. I visited the shaft and saw the burning material that had been removed from close behind Ihe
shaft. 1 believe that to be the cause. It was discovered by the officials.
3607. Was that au occurrence of an exceptional character? Yes, purely exceptional; and it may never
occur again, It proves to my mind that these shafts should bo built up with a widening area a given
height above the surface so that thc air entering the shaft may be as free as possible from contact with
putrifying substances, or poisonous gases originating through combustion of material lying close to the
mouth of the shaft. The mouth of tho shaft is level with the ground, and this material is piled several
feet above thc surface close by. The miners perceived this smell for three days before it took this
intensified form and compelled them to cease work.
*
3608. The miners did not perceive it to such an aggravated extent as on this particular day? It semed
them all at once just when they got to work. I think it proves conclusively that there was no one there
before they went to work.
*
3609. What time do these men go to their places ? At all hours. They are in before the furnace-man
often. The furnace-man has informed "me that most of the miners have their picks off the rack when he
goes in. They arc ten hours in the mine.
3610. Have you any engine planes in any of these mines ? Yes.
3611. Do you have many accidents on these roads ? Yes; in No. 4 tunnel about lour years ago there was
a man killed, by the name of Ephraim Hamer, by the set. He was not a stranger, buthad not taken notice
that the man-holes were all on one side, He went to thc other side and found out his mistake, and tried
to squeeze between the skips, and lost his life.
3612. Were there sufficient man-holes according to the Act? Yes ; but they were all on one side of the road.
3613. Do you know of any other accidents? There was another accident in the old tunnel at thc
Duckenfield
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Duckenfield Colliery. The miner’s name was Walsh. Both the No. 4 and No. 2 tunnels are double
^rwidth, but in the old tunnel you have to travel between the roads. Walsh was travelling between the
• ”rMI1'
roads, and met with an accident which killed him.
25 Sept 1895
3014. Are there any man-holes there ? Tea ; at the Duckenfield Colliery there is a great turn, and it
‘
is difficult to hear the set coming. It travels at a great speed. For a considerable distance the road is so
narrow that a man can easily stretch across and touch both sides of the road at the same time with his hahds.
3613. Are thc man-holes on each side of the road ? Tea; 1 think they are alternated on either side.
301.0. Do you know of any other accidents that have taken place? There was an accident, not fatal, to a
man named Halestone. lie was on what we call ihe landing from the top where the double road, comes
in. He was met at the crossing, and the empty set passed over him and broke two or three of his ribs.
He was, however, able to work a few months afterwards. This is the only travelling road for the miners
out of that tunnel—that is in between the rails of the hauling road.
.
3617. Have you looked over the proposed Bill ? I have made a scanty perusal of it.
3613. Did you notice whether these refuge places were kept clear at all times ? Tes; very clear. Some
were not very high. Tou had to stoop down to enter them. On the average they were about 5 ft. high ;
some of them were not as high.
3619. "What depth were they ? I could not he accurate as to the depth. It takes three men as close as
they can get together to get into them. They vary a good deal. They utilise thc old place ends for half of
the man-holes.
3620. Do you think if the man-holes were made on both sides of the road that that would be au
improvement P I think it would. The miners about there never thought that there were no man-holes
on that side.
_
3621. Have you been up there since? No; they have a new travelling road altogether now at No. 4
tunnel, Back Creek.
3622. Has this defect been remedied? Tes.
3623. Have you wbat is known as a spragman in the colliery? Until about two years ago there was none.
3624. What arc a spragmau’s duties ? He is supposed to go round and see that tho miners place sprags
at the working face, to secure the coal when they are holing it.
3G25. Does he go round and warn the men ? Tes.
3626, Do you believe in having these spragmen ? I do.
_
3627. Do you think they are necessary ? Tes; because there are miners who are careless as long as they
do not see danger. Although I believe it is carried out in some cases very harshly, I think, iu some parts,
it should be the general rule.
3623. With regard to tho provisions of the proposed Bill, have you looked over them ? Tes, in a cursory
manner.
.
'
3629. Have you seen the provision in the Bill dealing with the hours of employment—section 36, on page
17 (see Appendix A.) ? xes.
3630. Do you believe in the proposal in the Bill with regard to the working hours ? Tes, I do,
3631. Do you know that it is proposed to make a change ? Tes, to eight hours.
3632. Do you believe in thc legalisation of the eight hours ? I do.
_
3633. Do you think that eight hours is long enough for a man to work in a mine ? My personal opinion
is that it is too long.
_
_
3634. President.] Supposing a manager wanted a man to stop an hour or two later in the day to finish a
vessel that was wanting coal, would the men agree to that? No ; I should not consent to such a thing,
3635. Mr. Ctirfoi/.] Don't you think that would become a general custom ? There would be always
boats on hand, I think, I think that trade would go on with the eight hours as it does with thc ten hours
at preseut. 1 think tho traffic would adapt itself to the hours.
_
3636. Do you think it would interfere with the trade? No, I do not think so. I do not think that men
should work any more than eight hours. From a physical point of view it is too much in a coal-mine in
the vitiated atmosphere where the miner works.
i
_
3637. Do you know that proprietors occasionally suspend the whole of the operations of a colliery ? Tes.
3638. Have tiiey done so quite recently to your knowledge ? Tes, they have shut down a colliery.
3639. Havo they closed down one of the collieries in your district? Tes ; the No. 2 and No. 4 tunnels
were closed down,
3640. For how long were they closed ? For four or six months.
3641. When was that? I should think about two years ago.
3642. Was that not working less than eight hours ? I did not say it was in connection with the hours.
3643. Was not that working less than eight hours at that particular colliery ? Tes ; there were some
hundreds of men thrown out of work under the pretence that the colliery would never work again. At
the same time there were certain hints given that if tho men would submit to a reduction they could go
to work at any time.
3644. Have you thought the question out fully with regard to the eight hours ? Tes.
3645. Do you think it would affect wages in any way ? Yes, I do. It would minimise the time. The
miners at present are receiving no more than they can possibly exist upon by working the ten hours a day.
If they worked eight hours they could not live on less, therefore the miner would have the protection
that he would not be giving labour away over the eight hours.
_
_
3646. President.] Do you think the miners would raise as much coal in eight hours as they do in ten
hours, and get as much money ? They would havo to receive a higher tonnage rate.
3647. If the masters could not pay a higher tonnage rate, what then ? They would be thrown out of
employment. My experience is that the tendency with employers is to extend the hours of labour. One
reduction comes, and then another, and, to meet this, another hour is put upon their labour. I have found
amongst proprietors that the cause is competition amongst themselves, and that the miner is being used
for that purpose. As long as the minor is willing to put on another hour, so they go on. I say it should
stop at eight hours, and so allow the miner a wage to live upon. They are now taking boys of 13 years of
age to do what their fathers were doing, Where two men used to work now they do with one. For the
moral tone of society the law should compel eight hours to he a day’s work, and no more. If coal is a
necessity it will be got then, but it should not come out of flesh and blood.
3648. Mr. Cnriet/.] In a competition period such as you have mentioned, and with a market overstocked
’
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with labour, bare the men very much say as to what their conditions shall be ? They have any amount
to say, but it has no effect on thc proprietors. Circumstances command them, and if they disobey, they
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36^9, D0 y0U think that eight hours is the general wish of the meu as a body ?

I am certain of it. In
the district whore I come from the miners are agitating, by public meetings, for eight hours. One half
of tfie lime is taken up dealing with recalcitrant members, trying to bring them back to eight hours.
There is a general complaint against the present condition of things.
3650. Do you ever hear many people say they are opposed to men working the eight hours ? Very few.
3651. Kven proprietors ? 1 cannot say that I do.
3652. Is not their chief objection tho matter of legislation? I believe the proprietors generally are not
opposed to eight hours, but they are opposed to legislation on tbe subject. I hold that if a man believes
in a principle, and sees that principle exposed to danger, or imperilled, that he should not fear to see it
ratified by law.
'
3653. You said that a man would not get as much coal in the eight hours as he would in the ten hours—
taking it over a number of years don't you think he would ? I would not say altogether. A practical
man with science expends au amount of energy, and taking an average for six months or a year of tho
energy expended, I think he will produce as much in eight hours as ten hours, because it produces bad
health. Within a given time, I don’t think he would produce as much by working ten hours as he would
by working eight hours, because excessive toil impairs the constitution and consequently brings a
premature destruction of the labourers’ nerve power.
3651. In any case, do you think the miners are willing to take the consequences of anything that might
arise? Ido.
3655. No matter whether wages are effected or otherwise f Yes.
3636. Do you think the miners have fully considered that phase of tho question ? I do bcliove that.
3657. Apart from trades-unionism altogether, do you think that eight hours is long enough for a man to
work ? I do, conscientiously. I think it ought to ho the maximum limit, because a, miner’s occupation is
peculiar from any other occupation. There are two or three hours occupied going to and from work, and
I hold that a miner should havo so much time to himself every day.
3658. Have you looked at the clause with regard to ventilation in tho Bill, section [50] 47, on page 23
{sec Appendix: A.) ? Yes.
3659. Do you know that the proposed Bill has a provision stipulating a higher minimum quantity of air ?
Yes ; the present Act specifies 104 feet, and the intended Bill 150 foot, which I believe is highly necessary.
3660. Do you bcliove in a stipulated minimum at all ? I. do.
3661. President^] If you had not that minimum in the present Act I believe it would be better in tho way
the inspectors have read the Act. It has been stated that they measure the air in the airway, and that if
the necessary quantity of air is there according to the Act they have no power to remedy a deficiency of air
in the working places? "Where we find tho air 100 feet we think there should be a greater quantity of air,
3662. The danger is in stipulating an amount for fear of its being misread. The difficulty is that if you
specify a minimum in the proposed Bill it may be misread again? The miners are prepared to abide by
tho consequences, and they are prepared to go further than that minimum rather than have no minimum
at all. If an overseer was to say there is an adequate amount of air, the contention would be as to what
an adequate amount of air was. I think it would bo much better to say there shall be a certain amount
of air as a minimum. I believe that 100 feet of air is not sufficient, I think it should be 150 feet, and if
possible more. I know the amount of air travelling in the intakes provides for double that quautity, but
it is squandered. It would compel the proprietors to see that that amount of air was conducted to tho
working face.
3663. Mr. Curley] Does the air not occasionally scale over the stoppings ? Yes; if the air that enters
the intakes was properly conducted all would he right, but it gets squandered through the stoppings not
being kept in order.
3664. Do you know what the stoppings arc built with at Brown’s collieries? Yes; the refuse 6 inch and
3 inch with bands and slack, and sometimes portions of material taken out of the roof where if is necessary
to add to the height of the road.
3665. Are the stoppings plastered with lime? No.
3666. Are not the main stoppings plastered with lime ? Some of them are brick work and some not.
3667. Have you noticed occasionally that the air will scale away where the stopping shrinks ? Yes.
3668. Do you still think that a minimum quantity of air should be stipulated in the proposed Bill ? ]. do.
3669. Do you think that the Bill could be worded in such a way with regard to the minimum quautity
that the manager could not say that that was all tho air he had to provide? I think so. Mine managers
at the present time work from a point of economy, especially at the Minmi collieries.
3670. Do you find fault with working from a point of economy? The adequate amount of air I hold,
under present conditions, would be the lowest public opinion would admit of their working tho colliery.
3671. Is the economy you complain of the economy.that limits the proper ventilation forthe mine ? Yes;
there should be a very efficient eye kept to see that these stoppings are filled up, that the airways are
kept in good condition, and that thc furnace is kept going night and day. I hold that the stipulated
amount of air should be higher than at present, and I maintain that an adequate amount of air would
become in public opinion a certain amount according to whatever conditions prevailed, and that it should
be specified what that should be for the protection of the miners. Tho health of the miners should not
be imperilled on any monetary consideration.
3672. Have you noticed tbe provision in the Bill giving the inspector power to withdraw the meu from
the mine in case of danger ? Yes.
3673. President] Do you think it is right the inspector should have that power? Yes.
3674. If an inspector had that power given to him, do you think that it should be used only in cases of
imminent danger? Yes. My opinion is that that power should be invested in the Government Inspector
of the mine. If lie is qualified to understand the nature of these cases I think he should be given the
power to prevent loss of life—that is, in cases of imminent danger.
3375. Might not there be other circumstances besides gas to cause danger in a mine? Yes; such
as mining under tidal waters, creeps in collieries, where indications are given days previous by pillars
cracking, and so forth.
’
3676. Mr. Gregson-] Do you know if a strike took place at the Minmi Colliery about six months ago,
with reference to a proposed reduction in the minimum height of the seqm ? Yes,
36/7.
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3G77. Did thc miners who were at worlc then retire from the colliery? They refused to accept the terms,
P. Curran.
3G78. Were you one of those miners? Yes.
3679. Have you been out of work ever since ? Yes.
_ _
_
25 Sept., 1895.
3680. Mr. Ourlcy.\ Have you applied for work at that colliery again since thc strike? No.
3681. Have you not made any application for work ? No ; for certain reasons I have not.
_
3682. Do you occupy one of the Company’s houses? There is a dispute between ns on that subject at
present. They havo taken the matter to the Court, and they have withdrawn from tho case.
3683. President.'] In the meantime, are you paying any rent ? No.
_
3684. jtfr, Qrcfjson.] Does not the house belong to the Company ? I will not say so; I built the house,
and agreed to pay 80s. a year for ground rent, to be deducted from my wages.
3685. Mr. Gurley.] Did the Company give you a lease of the ground you built your house on ? I built
the house on a temporary leaso, upon the understanding that my lease would be renewed when it expired.
Instead of renewing the lease, they come and say that 1 will have to pay a weekly rental, and be prepared
to quit at a week’s notice, although I built the house and paid for everything in connection with it. If,
after doing that, a man comes and says it is his, I cannot see that it is.
[Witness withdrew.]

William Lowe sworn and examined:—
Mr. W. Lowe
3686. Mr. Curley.] What occupation do you follow’ ? I am a miner.
3687. What colliery are you working at? At present I am employed at the West Wallscnd Colliery.
.„ ,
3688. Have you followed mining for any length of time ? Yes, from childhood; from when I was about
P •*
■
10 years of ago.
_
...
'
3689. What mines have you worked at in Great Britain ? I have worked at four collieries iu the couniy
of Durham.
, _
3690. What arc the names of the mines you have worked in? The Tudhoc Colliery and the Binchoster
Colliery,
.
.
3691. Have you wmrked in any other collieries in Great Britain ? Yes; in the Broomsido Colliery.
3692. Any other eolleries? In the Sunny brow Colliery.
3693. What was the method of working in these collieries ? In some of them bord and stall, and in
some longwall.
_
3694. In what collieries did you work the longwall system ? In Tudhoe and Broomside.
3695. What was the practice in the other collieries ? Bord and stall.
3690. Do you know the depth of any of these collieries? Approximately, they were somewhere about
80 fathoms deep.
3697. That w’ould be about 480 feet ? Yes.
,
3698. Do you know’ the width of the bords where they worked under the bord and pillar system ?
They used to work them six yards wide, but before I left five yards wide.
3699. Where was that? In the Binchester Colliery.
4
3700. What was the size of the pillars ? The ordinary pillars were 12 yards thick, by 30 yards iu length.
The ordinary bord pillars were 12 yards in width and 30 yards in length.
_
3701. What was the size of the pillars iu the other two collieries ? They were just about tbe same size.
3702. Wbat was the depth of these collieries ? About 50 fathoms deep—300 feet.
■ (
3703. What was the height of the seams ? From 4 feet to 5 feet high, or an average of 4 ft. 6 in.
3704. Did they use any brattice in these collieries ? They bratticod right up to tho face ■where thc herd
and stall system wus worked.
_
3705. What collieries have you worked in iu New South Wales ? In the Hetton and Seaham Collieries;
at present I am working iu the West Wallscnd Colliery.
_
_
3706. What was the system of working at the Hetton Colliery? Six-yard bords and six-yard pillars.
3707. Had you much refuse to contend with at the Hetton Colliery where you worked the jerry ? Only
the jerry in the bottoms.
_
3708. Wbat was the thickness of that jerry ? From 5 in. up to about 7 in. thick.
3709. Did that hand run right across tho bord? Yes, right across the bord.
3710. Were you ever in any wet places in that colliery;—did the seam make much water? The
winning crosscuts were very wet. We had very often to use two damboards to dam tho water hack.
3711. Do you know whether they keep bores in advance at that colliery? Yes'; but 1 could not state the .
distances ahead.
...
3712. Who puts these bores in ? A man is kept specially for the purpose, and works in tho night time.
3713. Did you ever notice thc ventilation iu any way defective iu some of thc places at the Hetton
Colliery ? It was very defective in tho narrow workings.
3714. With regard to Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery; hut, before wo go to that, what are the
sizes of tho pillars at thc Hetton Colliery ? Six yards.
3715. What is the width of the bords at that colliery ? Six yards.
3716. Were the bords driven by line ? No,
_
3717. Were the pillars kept to a uniform size ? They were kept somewhere nearly about a uniform size.
3718. Do you know whether they are working under tidal waters at thc Hetton Colliery? Yes; they
work all under tidal waters.
_
_
3719. Did you ever hear any motion overhead? Yes; on two or three occasions wo have heard tho noise
of the ferry boats going up the harbour when we were working down in tho mine.
3720. Was that noise quite clear? Yes ; quite distinct.
3721. Are you sure there could be uo mistake about it ? None whatever.
3722. Do you think that a colliery in that position would have to he worked very carefully ? 1 do.
3723. Mr, Grryson.] Was the water salt ? Yes ; very salt iu the workings ; most of the water was of a
brackish nature.
_
3724. Mr. Curlry.] Does tbe Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery adjoin thc Helton Colliery ? Yes.
3725. Does the same practice prevail at that colliery as at the Hetton colliery ? I havo never worked
there. I have only worked at the Hetton Colliery on Bullock Island,
3726. Have you worked at the Seaham colliery ? Yes.
3727,
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Mr. W. Lowe, 3^27. How long have you worked at that collierr ? .For three years. I worked there up to the time of
the fire,
*’
So Sept., 1895. 3728. Did the fire that occurred there lead to the closing of the colliery ? Yes.
3729. Were you working at the Seaham colliery at the time of the fire ? Yes.
3730. Did you work there as a practical miner ? I worked there for six months as a miner on the coal.
3731. What uas your occupation later on? I was acting as fireman for the rest of my time at that
colliery.
3732. Was it part of your duty to inspect the working places of the colliery in the morning ? It was my
duty to inspect one district every morning when the pit was working,
3733. Who inspected the other districts ? There was another fireman on the opposite side of the pit.
3734. Were all the places in the colliery inspected every morning before the miners went to work?
Yes ; all round the pit.
'
3735. Was that done by order of the manager ? Yes.
1
3736. Had the men to see you before they went into their working places ? Yes ; every morning we had
to stand and see every miner at the pit bottom.
3737. Was there any fire-damp given off in that mine? In the north-east workings we had to keep it
brattieed to within 3 feet of the face to keep it clear, or as near that as possible.
3733. Do the workings in that district rise or dip ? They rise.
3736. In what position is your upcast shaft? To tho rise of the mine.
3740. How far is it away from thc downcast shaft? I cannot say definitely, but somewhere about 7 or 8
chains,
3741. What is the height of that seam ? According to the system of working, thc average was about
5 feet.
3742. Would this represent something like a section of the coal! [Witness shown a sec/ion of the coal from
the report of the Department of Mines for 1889, see Appendix T.] ? Yes, that is a section of tho seam
showing the band and the roof.
■
3743. What kind of brattice do you use at that colliery ? Canvas cloth.
3744. Can you use that canvas cloth for a considerable time? Yes, under different conditions. I have
some of that cloth in use that has been there ever since I went to Seaham. It was in use when the pit
knocked off.
3745. Is the gas very active in that mine? In one section of my district it was very active.
3746. Did it require special vigilance? Yes, special vigilance.
3747. Do you use safety lamps there ? Ho. we work all by naked light.
3748. Do you depend on the ventilation? Yes.
3749. Is tho mine ventilated by fan or by furnace ? By fan.
3750. What kind of a fan is it? A Waddle fan.
3751. Do you know the diameter of the fan ? I cannot say exactly what the diameter is.
3752. Would you consider the cost of bratticing for that colliery a specially expensivo item? Well, as
far as the expense is concerned, once the brattice is put up, it will last for a very long while.
3753. Is the expense, then, merely nominal ? Yes.
3754. Is there any fire-damp given off in tbe dip section of that mine ? We havo never found any iu the
examinations.
3755. What is the width of the bords ? 8 yards,
3756. Do you know the sixe of the pillars ? 6 yards.
3757. What is the depth of the shaft? 460 feet.
3758. Are these shafts in the valley leading up to the mountain ? One of the shafts is in the valley—
the down-cast shaft, and the up-cast shaft is two-thirds of the distance up the mountain.
3759. Are your workings leading mainly towards the mountain ? The headings are driven east and west,
and the bords are working mostly through the range.
3760. Do the workings rise or dip in that direction ? They are rising towards tho range.
3761. What is the ratio of the rise? It varies greatly. In the west workings it is about 1 in .12, or 1 in
14, and in thc cast workings 1 in 8.
3762. Is it what you would call a moderate rise ? In tho west, yes; in the east, more than generally.
3763. When you get under that mountain will you get a considerable quautity of weight ? Yes.
3701. Will that represent a greater depth in the mine ? Yes.
3765. Did yon say that you had only a 6-yard pillar? Yes.
3766. Do you ever discuss this matter of sufficient piliars with the manager at all ? Yes, with tho under
ground manager, but never with the manager.
3767. Who is the underground manager ? 1 refer to Mr. William Henderson, the late underground
manager.
3768. Was he the underground manager? Yes, under Mr. John Turnbull
3769. Has he been employed in the mine since ? Ho,
3770. Where is he now ? In Victoria.
3771. Is he still living at West Wallsend ? His family is still living there.
3772. How do you ventilate the mine? By four splits, two on each side of thc mine, two on the east
side, and two on the west side.
■
3773. Was the mine ventilated in that way when you first went there? No ; by furnace, and only two
splits.
3774. What condition was the ventilation in at that time? It was very poor, but ihe number of men
employed was not so large.
377-3, Was the ventilation anything like it is now ? Nothing like it is now.
3776. It is ventilated by fan now ? Yes.
3777. Was this fan put up later on ? Yes ; the fan has only been up about eighteen months.
3778. Did you make the splits previous to, or since the erection of.the fan? Since the erection of the fan.
3779. Where do your splits start from? East, 2^ chains from tho pit bottom, and west, 20 chains from
the pit bottom.
3780. When you put these splits in did you notice a considerable advantage in thc ventilation ? It
more than doubled the air in the east workings, and it gave one-third more air in the west workings,
3781.
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Lowe.
3781. Do you think lliat a raiue should always be vigorously ventilated ? Yes; and in a mine of tliat
description specially so.
25 Sept,, 1805.
3782. Do you believe in splits ? Yes.
3783. Have you considered this question of ventilation ? I have made it a great study during the last
three years.
3781. Is that part of your work ? 'it is my sole work to look after the ventilation.
_
3785. Did you look after the putting up of brattice ? Yes ; I looked after that right through thc pit
where 1 was last working. 1 looked after the putting of all the brattice up.
3786. Mr. Gregson.] Did you put up all tbe brattice in the Seaham Colliery ? Yes; till tho colliery
stopped.
3787. 2lfi\ QurJcg.'] Do you say that you had to put up the brattice for the whole of the colliery ? Yes;
but since the change of management—since Mr. Turnbull left and Mr, Fairley took charge—tho miners
have been reduced to two-thirds.
3788. Did they reduce the underground men ? Yes ; there was one fireman instead of two.
3780. Were you the fireman that was kept on P Yes.
3700. How many men were employed there as underground officials when Mr. Turnbull was manager?
There were four—two on the back shift that came down at 7 o’clock; but their duties were more numer
ous thau what they 'were later on.
3791. Do you know the number of men employed when Mr. Turnbull was there ? Approximately 250 men.
3792. How many men were employed later on? One hundred and twenty-four men.
3793. Does that G-yard pillar you have referred to apply to the main roads, and everything in the mine?
No, only to the ordinary bord pillars.
3791. What kind of pillars did you leave near the main road ? They were 16 or 18 yards thick.
3795. Away from those pillars, wore the other pillars only 6 yards? Yes, 0 yards.
3796. Are you a practical man ? Yes.
3797. Do you know thc depth of that colliery ? Yes,
3798. You know that it is going under a mountain ? Yes.
3799. Knowing that, would you regard those G-yard pillars as of anything like an adequate sue? No;
in conference with the underground manager we always objected to the size of the pillars.
3800. If you had to take up an independent position as a manager would you leave larger pillars ? I
would grade them off, and leave nothing less than 8 yards.
3801. Have yon had any experience in extracting pillars? Yes ; I have had a little experience at home.
3802. Do you believe that the coal can be obtained belter by leaving larger pillars? Yes; pretty nearly
all thc coal can be got with the larger pillar, but with small pillars you often lose a lot of coal.
3803. Have you a very strong roof at that colliery ? Yes, a splendid roof,
3804. Do you think it will be likely to stand for a considerable time ? Yes,
3805. If you were taking out pillars, would you not require a larger pillar to break it oil when it once
comes away ? In beginning to take pillars out, a larger pillar would be needed to break the first fall.
380G. Have you commenced to work any pillars out there yet ? No.
3807. Is the mine a comparatively new mine? Yes.
3808. Have you looked over the proposed new Mining Bill ? No.
3809. Do you know that there is a provision in the Bill to alter the hours of working, to bring them down
from what they are now to eight hours ? Yes.
3810. Do you think that eight hours is long enough for a man to work in a mine ? Yes, quite sufficient.
3811. Do you think that such a matter can bo hotter arranged between thc men and the manager, or do
you think that there should be legislation upon the subject ? 'Well, it is a question that I have not taken
much time to study, but T think there is a possibility of it being agreed to between the men and the
managers. In some cases, however, it would he very difficult to decide.
3812. Do tho men mostly work eight hours in that particular colliery ? Yes ; exclusive of meal hours.
3S13. Have you not given the question of legislation on this matter any consideration ? No ; I have not,
3814. Do you know the provisions in the present Act with regard to ventilation ? Yes.
3815. The proposed hill stipulates for a minimum of 150 cubic feet of air, but that is objected to by tho
Legislative Council, who want thc provision that is in the English Act, which provides for an adequate
quantity of air without a minimum. Do you consider that a stipulated minimum quantity of air should he
embodied in au Act of Tarliameiit? I think that there should be nothing less than 150 feet of air,
especially in connection with thc mine that I have worked in during the last three years, that is in the
gassy section.
3816. Leaving out of sight a gassy mine for the present, for ordinary sanitary purposes don’t yon know
that the defect would bo in providing ventilation where there is no gas ? Yes ; if there is no proviso for
a minimum quantity it leaves it to the caprice of a manager as to what is an adequate quantity.
3817. Do you think a manager might attempt to take advantage of the word “ adequate ” ? All that I
can say is that I have seen cases where, with very little trouble, a manager could have given more
ventilation, but did not do it.
3818. Docs that impress you with tho idea that there should be a minimum quantity stipulated ? Yes.
3819. Thc present Act of 1876 states that the air shall sweep undiminished past each working place ;—
do you think that thc air should be carried into the working place ? Yes; it does very little good in
passing along the heading when the bord gets in 30 yards. The miners do not feci much effect from the
air on the heading.
3820. Have you noticed in your experience that iu some of the mines a good deal of refuse has been put
on each side of the bord ? In tho present mine I am working in there is fully two-thirds of tho side
filled up with refuse.
3821. If this is so, how is this air to get into the working place ? The system we use would ho to carry
it in in thc intake side, and leave the wide side for the return.
3822. Do you mean to carry it in by brattice ? Yes.
3823. Do you think that the shortening of the cut-throughs would he an advantage ? Not if bratticecloth was used as a means of ventilating.
382t. Do you think that if brattice was put up tbcrc would be no need to shorten ihe cut-throughs ?
Tes, J think there would he uo need to shorten thc cut-throughs.
3825. As things are carried out at present, do you think that thc cut-throughs are too long ? Yes, far
too long.
3826,
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Mr. W. Lowo. 3g20, President,'] What do you say should be the proper distance in front of the air ? Fifteen yards in
front of the air.
2j Sept. ,1895, gg27 7i/r_ Curhy.] If you had a 35-yard cut-through, would that mean 20 yards of bratticing ? Yes;
about that quautity.
3S2S. Do you think that part of this refuse could be utilised for the purpose of bratticing ? Yes; what
is thrown back on the road side could be utilised along with the brattice cloth.
3529, Would you regard bratticing as a very serious item of cost? I think the cost is merely nominal
after the stock of brattice has once been worked up. Our purchase of new brattice would ouly run about
one bale iu every two months,
3530, Wbat is the size of a bale of brattice ? About 100 yards.
3831. Is that double width? Yes; double width.
3832. Would that be 2 yards in width, and 1 yard in length ? Yes.
3833. From tho experience you have had in using brattice, do you state that it can be used over and over
again ? There is brattice cloth in use now at the Seaham Colliery that has been in use over three years.
3834'. There is a clause in the proposed bill with regard to giving power to the inspector to withdraw men
in the face of danger. The Legislative Council has objected to aod erased this clause. Do you think
an inspector should have this power ? I think it is only fair to allow the inspector power, if there is real
danger, to withdraw the men.
3835. Do you think that is a power that ought to he vested in the inspector? Yes,
3836. PresidentYou think that an inspector should have that power in case of imminent danger ?
Yes. In the case of a creep, it generally gives warning for some time. With a strong roof it will be a
couple of months.
3837. Do you think that this great power to inspectors should only be given in eases of imminent danger?
Yes.
3838. Hot unless there was imminent danger ? I scarcely think that any of thepnspectore would use such
a power, except in cases of imminent danger.
3839. If you gave the inspector that power, you would not give it to him except in a case of immediately
impending danger—a danger close at hand ? Dangers might appear in two or three different lights, and
as inspector of mines, and a man of practical experience, it would only be in the case of danger that he
would attempt to withdraw thc men. Only in a case of immediately impending danger.
3840. Is that all that you would give that power for? Yes.
3811. Mr. Curley.] With regard to a creep, in the case of a strong roof, if there was any appearance
of it being on the move, and thc inspector came in when this motion was going on, don’t you think
it would be right for him to have some authority to say whether the men should be withdrawn? It
would all depend on tho conditions at that time. 1 have seen instances where pillars have been worked
out, where it would creep weeks before it came away. It generally gives warning before it comes away.
In a case of that sort, I think it would depend greatly upon the nature of the roof as to the length of
time it would be creeping, and tbey would scarcely exercise the power in an unjust manner under those
conditions.
3812. Do you think that an inspector would endeavour to act with some kind of judgment under such
circumstances ? Yes.
'
3843. You think that he would not use his judgment in any arbitrary way ? Ho ; he would simply use
his experience of thc nature of the ground.
3844. Do you know the present inspectors ? I only know one.
■
3845. Which of the inspectors is that? Mr. Humble.
3846. Have you met him occasionally ? He used to come to the Seaham Colliery.
3847. What opinion have you formed of Mr. Humble ? I think ho is a throughly efficient officer.
3848. Has he made suggestions to you at any time with regard to what would be for the benefit of the
colliery ? Yes on small matters; he has given advice, and I have generally followed it out.
3849. Have you benefited by that advice ? Yes.
3350. Are you aware when thc inspector is coming to the colliery to make an inspection ? Ho.
3851. Do you generally expect him every two months, or so ? I think once in every eight or nine weeks,
although sometimes it is only six weeks between his visits.
3852. Do you know whether the question of the 6-yard pillars at Seaham has been a matter for discussion
at any time between the inspector and the manager ? He lias drawn our atteution to the size of thc
pillars, but I know nothing about any conversation with the manager,
3853. What do you mean when you say that he lias drawn your attention to the pillars? When we have
encroached on the pillar he has drawn our attention to it.
3854. Do yon drive your bords by line ? Yes, with Mr. Turnbull during the last twelve months of his
management.
3855. Have you been doing so later on ? We havo notfollowed the same principle since he left the colliery,
3856.^ Do you think that principle should be adopted ? 1 think it is the best method of working to keep
the pillars intact.
3857. Does it keep the pillars to a uniform size? Yes.
3858. Did you get your instructions principally from Mr. Henderson, the underground manager? He
was the underground manager under Mr. Turnbull.
3859. Were you at the Seaham Colliery when this fire occurred recently ? I was fireman at the lime.
3860. Were you in the mine the day the fire occurred ? Ho, not on the day the fire was reported.
3861. Was the mine not at work ? The mine had only worked one day that week.
3862. Were you only working when the mine was working? I had only worked one day more than the
mine.
3863. Do you know anything of the origin of that fire? The origin of thc fire is unknown.
3864. Is it one of the mysteries appertaining to fires ? Yes, as far as I am aware.
3865. Were you in tho mine after the fire occurred? I was about one of the first in the mine after the
underground manager discovered the fire.
3866. Where was this fire situated ? In the flat, in the north-east workings of the mine.
3867. After attempting to put it out, was it decided to close the mine down ? Yes.
3868. Did they fail to accomplish thc object of putting it out at tho time ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
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\_Tha Commission met in ihe Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at

10

a.mi]

JJrmiti:—

rEANOIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLEY, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.G. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

Jonathan Coates sworn and examined :—
Mr.
3SCO. President.] "What are you, Mr. Coates ? I am a farmer and dairyman.
J, Coates.
3870. Have you ever been a coal-minor P Yes.
3871. How many years have yon been a coal-miner ? Eourteen years.
_
_ 30 Sept., 1805.
3872. Have you been coal-mining in this Colony for that length of time ? In England, and in this
Colony.
3873. How long have you been coal-mining in England ? Nine years.
3874. And the rest of tbe time you have been in this Colony ? Yes.
3875. Wbat mines have you been working in in this Colony ? In the Minmi collieries iu the Newcastle
district, and at two collieries in the Southern district, and two collieries in the Western district.
3876. Mr. Curley.] What collieries liave you worked at in the Western district ? A.tthe Yalo of Clwydd
and the New Vale Collieries.
3877. Are you well acquainted with tbe system of weighing in the Western district ? Yes; I am very
well acquainted with thc system of weighing.
3878. Have you conversed with men working at other collieries to ascertain from them the system of
weighing in the same district P Yes.
3879. What was tbe system of weighing at tbe collieries you have worked at ? There was no uniform
system. It was a system of averaging, but it appeared to be very unsatisfactory, and has been proved in
many eases to be unsatisfactory to the men.
3880. Por wbat reason was it unsatisfactory ? Chiefly that there was far too small a number of skips
weighed in proportion to the number of skips raised.
3881. Was that a subject of common complaint? It was the most serious complaint, and it was the
general complaint.
3882. President.] What position did you hold in the colliery ? I was check-weighman at the Yalo of
Clwydd Colliery.
3883. Mr, Curley.] How long ago is it since you held the position of check-weighman ? Something like
two years ago, or a little over.
3884. Hid you hold that position for any length of time ? Something like two years, or a little over,
3885. President.] Two years ago you were a check-weighman? Yes.
3886. Mr. Curley.] Did the manager call the skips to be weighed, or what was the understanding about the
system of weighing? The system of weighing was that the manager had full control and absolute power
to call for what skips he liked. Tho check-weighman had no power whatever; he simply saw that ihe
skips were weighed correctly as far as he could judge, hut the manager had sole control over tbe calling
of the skips.
3887. Would the weighman on behalf of the Company make this call ? Quite so.
3888. President.] Ho you say that tho check-weighman had no voice in what skips should be weighed ?
Yes. That is one objection to the system now prevailing. The men now contend, and have for many
years contended, that they ought to fiave the same power for tbe calling of the skips as the weighman on
behalf of the Company.
3889. Mr, Curley.] Has the Company’s weighman any other duties besides weighing ? Yes.
3890. AYhat other duties are these? As a rule, the manager weighed the coal, but not at all times. He
bad at limes a clerk, and this clerk used to assist him.
3891. What colliery aro you speaking about? The Yalo of Clywdd.
3892. Who was tho manager of that colliery ? Mr. Thomas Broughall.
3893. President.] How many skips, on an average, used to bo weighed ? I have a statement here which
will give particulars.
3894. Mr. Gregson.] Where did you got the figures in this return from ? Erom tho present check-weighmen in the Western district.
3895. Have you taken these figures from thc check-weighmen’s hooks yourself? Yes ; thc check-wmighmen were present with me when I took these figures. I took the figures myself, in conjunction with the
present eheck-woighmen.
3896. President.] Whose books are these ? The hooks, of course, belonging fo the Miners’ Association.
While the check-weighman is there, of course he is for the time being the owner of the books.
3897. Mr. Curley.] Are these figures copies from the check-weighmen’s books ? Yes.
3808. What particulars have you with you ? The quantity of skips drawn since thc 12th January in the
present year up to the present time, at the Yale of Clywdd Colliery, is 20,474 skips.
3899. What date is this return up to ? Up to 28th September, inclusive—up to last Saturday.
3900. How many skips have been weighed out of that number of skips ? 130 skips.
3901. President.] Have you any record to show whether these skips are weighed once in a day, once in a
week, or once in a fortnight? As near as we can got at it, it was from two to six weeks. They may
weigh a small number of skips in one day, and then go from two to six woolcs without weighing any skips
a± all. They would have a lapse sometimes for two months, and in one case three months, between the
periods of weighing.
3902. Mr, Curley,] What year are you referring to ? This year—1895.
3903. Ho you think that one skip in 157 is anything like a fair proportion of skips to weigh ? No; I
do not.
3904. Have there been very many complaints made to the manager about the insufficient number of skips
that were weighed ? During my time there were many complaints of that description made.
3905. Was the manager ever requested to weigh more skips from time to time ? Yes,
3906. Was he urged to do so? Yes.
92—R
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Mr. J. Coatoa. ,390'7. Did tho manager decline to weigh more skips, or what reply did he make to these representations?
30Se~t~i895
neyer 8avc any definite reply as to how many skips he would weigh. He regarded it as his absolute
ep
o. right to weigh when he thought proper, and as many skips as he thought proper. He never gave us any
more satisfaction than that.
390S. Mr, Gregson.'] Where is Mr, Broughall now ? He is the manager of the same colliery still.
3909. President.] IV ould ho have a record of the number of skips weighed for the period you have
mentioned ? He ought to havo. I think he should have a record.
3910. Mr. Curley.] Can you give us any information with regard to any of the other mines in your
district ? Tes; the Zig Zag Mine.
3911. Have you the figures in a similar way for that mine? Yes.
3912. Have you taken these figures from the check-weighman’s hooks? Yes.
3913. "What period do these figures cover ? The same period.
SOld. ’Will you give us the particulars with regard to this mine ? The number of skips drawn from the
12th of January to the 28th of September, inclusive, is 20,3d8.
3915. Why do you fix the date on the 12th January ? Because that was the first pay in tho new year.
3916. What number of skips were weighed out of that quantity ? 225.
3917. Mr. Gregson.] Only 225 skips ? Yes ; only 225.
3918. No more? No more.
*
3919. Mr. Curley.] Who is the manager of the Zig Zag Colliery ? Mr. John Wilson.
3920. Do you think that one skip in every ninety is anything like a reasonable number of skips to be
weighed to get at a fair average of the weight ? No, sir ; I do not.
3921. Do you know if there have been any complaints made at this colliery with regard to the weighing ? I
can only say what the check-weighman has stated to me. He gave me to nnderstand that many complaints
had been made at that colliery of a similar character to those made at all the other collieries.
3922. Do you know of any other colliery where this system prevails ? Yes; at the Eskbank Colliery.
3923. Have you the figures for that colliery for the same period ? Yes.
3924. What are the figures ? The number of skips drawn was 22,957.
3925. What number were weighed there out of that quantity? 102 have been weighed.
392G. Mr. Qregson.] Only 102 skips weighed ? Yes, sir.
3927. Mr. Curley.] Do you think that one skip in 225 is anything like a reasonable proportion of skips
to he weighed ? No ; I do not.
3928. Have complaints been made at that colliery as well ? 1 cannot say positively, but from what I can
hear they have.
3929. What is it that you have heard? 'The men state that they are anxious, and have appealed to have
more skips weighed. The same complaints are made at that colliery as at other collieries in the district.
3930. Notwithstanding these complaints, does the same system of weighing still go on ? Yes.
3931. Can you give us any information with regard to any other colliery? In connection with the
Lskbank Colliery, they have another small coal mine where there are only a small number of men
employed, and there they hardly ever weigh at all. They give the men an average of 14 cwt. 1 qr.
per skip. .
3932. President^] Is not that standard weight ? They suppose that the men fill this amount of coal in
every skip.
3933. Mr. Curley.] Do you meau to say that they assume that quantity is in every skip ? Yes.
3934. Is that all the men are paid for ? Yes; these skips come out of the tunnel, and go to the ironworks
for local consumption, and they base their calculations on the weight of the skips.
3935. Who is the manager of that colliery ? Mr. John Spooner.
3936. Mr. Gregson.] liow many men are employed there ? I cannot say exactly. I have made inquiries,
hut J. cannot get the information exactly. As near as I could ascertain it was six men.
3937. I suppose when the men engage they know the system on which the weighing is done, and accept
work on those terms ? Yes.
3938. Mr. Curley.] How many men are employed at the Vale of Clwydd Colliery? Twenty-five is the
average number all thc year round.
3939. How many men are employed at the Zig-zag Colliery ? A similar number of men.
3910. How many men are employed at the Eskbank Colliery ? They employ also about tho same number
of men. The number of men employed ranges from twenty to thirty.
3941. President.] Are there only twenty-five men employed at each of these mines? Yes ; from twenty
to thirty men all the year round.
3942. Mr. Curley.] Are there any other mines you wish to refer to ? I have not the figures for any of
the other collieries, because there is no check-weighman, and it was impossible for me to got tho figures.
3943. Do you know how they weigh at these other collieries ;—are the men paid by average weight at the
mines where there is no check-weighman ? Sres.
3914. What are the names of these collieries ? The Lithgow Valley and the Hermitage Collieries, and
the Yale and Oakey Park Collieries.
3945. President.] Have you anything to do with coal-mining now? No, sir; I may say that at the
Lithgow Talley and Hermitage Collieries they weigh a larger percentage of skips than any of the other
collieries in the district.
3946. Mr. Curley.] Is the number of skips weighed small at the Yale and Oakey Park Collieries ? At
thc Oakey Park Colliery, from information received lately, the quantity is very small indeed there,
3947. Who is tho manager at the Lithgow Valley Colliery ? Mr. Campbell.
3948. Who is the manager at the Yale Colliery ? Mr. Blackwell.
3949. What is the manager’s name at thc Oakey Park Colliery ? Mr, Robert Hayes.
3950. Do you think that every skip should ho weighed ? In the absence of some amicable arrangement
being arrived at between an employer and his workmen, I do.
3051. If there was a fair number of skips weighed during each working day, do you think that would
satisfy the men P I do. I have a copy of the colliery rules, in which it states that a certain number of
skips shall be weighed, and that is agreed to by tho men and the employers.
3952. What colliery does that rule apply to ? To tho Yale Colliery.
3953. Was that some time ago ? About five years ago.
3954.
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3354. Prasirfcn/.] Do you say that the men would he satisfied if a fair number of ships were weighed? Mr^Coaios.
Yes.
3055. Mr. Gregson.'] What do you mean by a fair number ? The lowest number I have hoard mentioned 30Sept ,189 .
when a meeting has been called for the purpose of dealing with this matter was 5 per cent., or one ship
in every twenty. Meetings have been called several times upon this question, and that is the lowest
number that has been agreed upon.
395{>. iVmefeKt.] That has been suggested as a fair number ? Yes.
_
_
3957. Mr. Curley^] Is that embodied in your rules ? Ifot exactly, but something similar.
_ _
395S. What does the rule say ? Rule 19 says, That the duties of the cheeh-weighman shall be to see justice
done in the weighing of the miners’ coal, and also other matters relative to the miners’ interest. He shall
place on a board kept for the purpose the correct number of each miner’s skips filled and brought out of the
mine on each working day. He shall also place on the same board the average weight of each miner’s
coal that has been weighed on such day as weighing has been carried on by the Company’s weighman and
himself. lie should further see that there is at least sixty skips per month weighed, and should the
Company’s weighman refuse to assist in weighing the said sixty skips, he shall draw the manager s
attention to same, in writing. It shall also be the duty of the check-weighman to make a balance-sheet
every fortnight showing the number each single or pair of men have filled during that period, and to
assist the underground manager and general turnkeeper in every respect to rogulate the turn fairly in
the various headings or flats. He shall in person with the company’s weighman test the weighbridge
every fortnight, and should he not be satisfied with thc correctness of the bridge he shall immediately
bring same under tho notice of thc manager. He shall keep a full set of books showing all minors’ work,
and shall attend all meetings, and shall bo paid fortnightly by the miners. 20—In tbe event of tho
check-weighman not being able to attend to his duties he shall find a qualified substitute for one day only,
in order that tbe decision of the lodge may be obtained confirming such appointment or otherwise. 21.
The check-weighman to be elected quarterly (by ballot), but should it be proved to the satisfaction of a
majority of the lodge that the chock-weigbtnan has in any way misconducted himself at any time during
the quarter, he shall be dealt with as a majority of the lodge may deem proper, hut should the majority
of thc miners be in favour of his removal he shall be employed on the coal, providing ho is a miner.
3959. President.] That rule says sixty skips per month ? Yes. _
_
3900. How many skips are raised per month ? At present something like 2,400,
_
3961.. Was that the number at that time ? Yes ; there might have been a little more trade at that time.
Trade fluctuated at the Vale Colliery to a great extent at the time referred to.
_
_
8962. Mr. Gurley.] Whether the colliery worked much or little, was that stipulation carried out ? It was
supposed to be carried out.
_
3963. Was it carried out? In some cases, but not in all. It is not carried out at present. It finally
drifted, and was put on one side like many more things.
_
3964. Do you say that work at that colliery fluctuated a great deal ? Yes ; just at that time.
3965. Previous to this rule being agreed to, had there been any dissatisfaction about the number of skips
that were weighed ? Yes; that agreement was the outcome of the dissatisfaction.
_
396G. Do you say that thc Company’s weighman or the manager has the sole right of weighing ? Yes. ^
3967. How could you enforce a condition of that kind unless the manager was willing to comply ? Ho; it
was left entirely to his option whether he did it or not.
3903. Is the manager’s name signed to that agreement? Yes ; it is signed on behalf of thc Company by
Mr. William Henderson, as colliery manager, and by Mr. Jolm B. Turnbull, as consulting manager. Mr.
Turnbull was the head manager, and Mr. Henderson was thc manager under him. Mr. Henderson was
overman, or underground manager, but Mr. Turnbull was always appealed to in any case of dispute.
3909. Did you find Mr. Henderson a man that would carry out any contract he made, as far as be was
concerned ? I always found he would.
3970. Have you anything else you would like to refer to ? There are one or two other matters that have
been discussed many, many times by tho men. One of them is the selection of the check-weighman.
3971. What have you to say about this matter? The men in the Western district have contended for
many years that they should have full and wide choice for tho men to be selected as check-weighmen.
3972. President.] Do you mean to say that the check-weighman should not necessarily be an employee
of the mine ? Yes ; that is what I mean.
*
3973. Mr. Curley.] Do you believe that is what should he done yourself? I do.
3974. What makes you form that opinion ? In the first place, seeing that the men have to pay the checkweighman, I think it is only right that they should have lull choice with regard to the man that is to bo
employed. I think it is only being on an equal with the employers. They have full choice as to whom
they appoint, and I think it is only right that the meu should be allowed tho same liberty and freedom,
3975. Do you ballot for a check-weighman every three or six months ? Yes ; if there are more nomina
tions than one,
_
_
3976. In the event of the weighman being balloted out at any time, would the employer give him a start
at thc colliery again ? I have never seen a case where they have refused to do so, but they could refuse
if they chose.
_
_
3977. Is that one of your reasons why you think a check-weighman should be selected from anywhere?
Yes, sir.
...
3978. Is there anything else you wish to refer to ? There is one other thing I would like to mention,
and that is with regard to ambulances.
3979. What have you tb say upon this matter ? The men in the Western district appear to bo under tho
impression that ambulances should he provided at every colliery, in case of accident. It is not so long
ago since a miner was seriously injured at the Vale of Clwydd Colliery, and they had to put him into a
skip, and tho consequence was, that his injuries were aggravated. Since that accident the men think it is
really necessary that ambulances should be provided.
_
3980. President.] Is there a rule in any Act that you know of that ambulances should be provided ?
Yes, though I. do not think it is compulsory.
_
3981. Mr. Gregson] Is the coal clean in the Lithgow mines ? Yes, fairly clean.
3982. Are the miners paid for round coal ? Yes ; round coal only. They are paid for small coal if they
have instructions to fill small coal ouly. They have always been paid for screened round coal.
3983.
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MrJXoates 3083. Mr, Curlfi!/.\ 'Weighed at-tlio bottom of the screen P Yes; weighed at the bottom of the screen.
30 Sept 1895 '^.erc
0,10 °^CL’ matter in connection with the weighing that I would like to mention, and that is the
P •> a‘ adjustment of the weighing-machine. I know from experience that the men hare had to contribute towards
paying the Inspector of "Weights and Measures for examining the machine.
3984. Do you consider that the inspector should examine those weights and measures in the same way as
ho does any other weights and measures ? I think he should.
3985. Y ou think the men should not he asked to contribute toward the expenses in this matter P
Yes; I consider it unjust.
3986. Mr. Gret/son.'] Who do you think should pay for it P The inspector is a man who is in the serrice
of the State, and for that reason particularly the miners think that he should not charge anything.
3987. Is not the inspector paid by fees ? Quite so.
3988. Then who is to pay the fees? He does not charge anything in our district for testing storekeepers’
weights, and I think this should apply to the miners as well.
3989. President.] Do you know that there is a proposal in the Bill we have under consideration about
ambulances ;—will you look at rule 34, old rule 36, on page 30, of the Bill (see Appendix A) ? Yes : but
it is not carried out.
3990. It is in the proposed Bill; your suggestion, therefore, seems to have been anticipated ? Yes, In
connection with the adjustment of the weighing-machines, the minors think that the employers should
provide what is known as Government stamped weiglits. As a rule, they have 56-lb. stamped weights,
and the men think that there should be at every colliery weights that should weigh half a ton at least, so
that the weighing-machines could be adjusted at any time they may think it necessary,
3991. In the proposed Bill there is a section, on page 21 of the Bill, dealing with the application of tho
Weights and Measures Act to the weighing-machines used at mines [see Appendix A ] ? Yes ; but under
the present system of adjusting the machine, the beam is only adjusted, and not tho machine.
3992. Must we not expect that the inspector wilt do his duty? The Government machines are tested in
the way the men are anxious to have their machines adjusted. Something like half a ton of weights arc
placed on a table, and the men desire that both the beam and the machines shall be tested.
3993. Mr. Curley!] When you have worked in these mines, have you ever experienced any defective
ventilation ? Yes,
3994. In what colliery have you noticed the ventilation defective? In the Yale of Clwydd Colliery.
3995. What was the nature of the defect ? That the air was not sent around the mine in its proper
course, in a proper way.
3996. Do. you .mean by that, that it might be on the heading, hut not in the working place ? Quito so.
\\ hen it is registered, there was always a sufiicient quantiti^ of air in the heading, but not in the face.
3997. President.] Is the working place the same as the working face? Just the same.
3998. Did the inspector or the manager appear to he satisfied if there was air sweeping along the air
way ? Yes.
3999. Do you know how much air ? I cannot state the quantity.
4000. Mr. Curley.] What you wish to convey is that there might be sufficient air, but tbe air might not
go up to where the men were working in the working place ? Yes. Every time tho men’s inspectors
went round they could always register air far and above what was specified in tho Act at the Yale of
Clwydd Colliery.
4001. Was that on the heading ? Yes, hut not on the working faces; and that is where the trouble used
to be continually cropping up.
4002. Are you speaking from your own experience? Yes.
4003.. Did you experience.these defects in the air personally ? Yes; in that particular mine, I novor
experienced anything like it in the Yale Colliery. The Yale and Yale of Clwydd Collieries arc tho only
two collieries 1 have worked at in the Western district.
‘
400-4. Have you heard of complaints at any of the other collieries? Yes, sir.
4005. Did you hear these complaints in conversation with the men ? Yes.
4006. Wonld brattice have assisted to get the air into Ihe working face ? Yes, it would.
4007. Do you think shorter cut-throughs would he an improvement? Yes, I do.
4008. President.] Do you want both these things ? Not necessarily.
4009. You want the air there, no matter how it is got there ? Yes.
4010. Mr. Curley.] Do yon think if the bord was a shorter distance up, before they put Urn cut-throimh,
that that would improve matters ? Yes.
°
4011. President.] Do you care whether the bord went up 500 yards or more as long as you got your air ?
Not as long as there is good air; that is all that is required.
4012. Mr, Curley.] Would you not be more likely to get that air with the bord a short distance say, 20
or 25 yards? Decidedly so.
J
[Witness withdrew.]
John Estell sworn and examined: —
4013. PmjVejiA] What is your name? John Estell.
•T. Estell. 4014. Mr. Curley.] What occupation do you follow ? I am a miner.
"S017 ,011® llaV0 J,ou teen miniriS in tllis Colony ? Bor about eleven years in this Colony.
30Ecpt, 1805. 4016. PresiAcnt.y\\-\M mines have you worked in here ? At the Wallsend Colliery, at the Co-operative
Colliery, and at Mmmi; but not as a miner at Minmi. I was working underground at Miami and am
at present employed at the Wallsend Colliery.
4017. Mr. Curley.] How long have you worked at Wallsend ? Four years.
JJavo )rou worked in different parts of tho mine during that time ? Yes ; all over the mine.
401J. Have you a system of quarterN cavilling ? Yes.
4020. By that means do you have opportunities of getting into different parts of the mine? Yes • into
difiercnt districts,
'
4021. Have you a Miner's Lodge at"that colliery? Yes,
time' 1)0 y0U h°3d aU-V 0ffiC° in conncctiou with that Lodge? I am secretary of the Lodge at the present
Mr.
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4023. How is tho ’Wallsend colliery ventilated, by furnace or by fan ? One portion is ventilated by ^
furnaces, and the other portion by fan.
__
_
4024. Are there a large number of men employed at the colliery ? I should say about 550 miners.
so Sept., 1895.
4025. What is the system of working ?
Bord and pillar.
_
402G. What is the height of the seam ? It varies from 8 feet to about 5feet 6inches, or perhaps a utile
under 5 feet in some places.
_
4027. What is the width of tho herds ? The working bords are generally 8 yards wide.
4028. What is the size of the pillars P They arc supposed to be 8 yards.
4029. Have you ever worked where thepillars have been less than 8 yards ? Yes ; I have takenpillars
out less than 8 yards.
4030. AVhat size have you taken pillars out? I have taken them out as thin as 3J- yards.
_
4031. Has the roof ever fallen at the sides, when you have taken these narrow pillars out ? While taking
the narrow pillars out, the roof has fallen out at the sides, that is before we started to take the pillars
out. The stone lays on tho old goaf.
4032. Hid you take these pillars out going from the heading inwards ? Yes.
_
4033. Was it a critical matter to work pillars of that description? Yes, on account of stone falling on
tho slack ; you cannot get the roof properly timbered on that account,
4034. Wonld the stones slide into the face ? Yes; it was very dangerous in some eases.
4035. Did it entail a lot more labour? Sfes.
4036. AYhat is your experience of the ventilation in that colliery? In some cases it was fairly good,
but in other cases it was not as it should be. 1 have seen it where it has not been very good.
_ _
4037. What part of the mine was that in ? In the Jubilee district. In a district we call Mogag, it is not
very good. There have been a great number of complaints from these districts.
4038. How many men are there in the Jubilee district? About 170 or ISO. There arc some splits that
are good; but there are other splits that arc not as good, depending chiefly upon the opening and
shutting of doors. As a check-inspector I have been where wo could not get a reading in some of those
splits.
_
4039. Did you notice a report that came under the notice of the lodge some time ago? Yes; about
three months ago .
4040.. Was there a very limited quantity of air recorded for some of the men ? Yes.
4041. Was that in the Jubilee district? Yes.
_
4042. Is it a serious matter for the men when the ventilation is very defective? Acs ; one of the worst
things a miner can suffer from, at the present time, is defective ventilation, because if it docs not affect
him in one way it does in another.
4013. Have yon experienced any serious effects from bad ventilation, yourself ? I cannot say I have. 1
cannot say 1 have been affected; although I have felt bad with pains in my head through white damp. I
put it down to that; but it did not last long.
i
_
4041. Do you not think it is a serious matter if you are affected in the head with had air ? Yes ; hut I
have not been affected with asthma and broken wind, in tho same way as I have seen a lot of miners
affected.
40-15. Do you attribute that to had ventilation ? Yes; to bad air.
_
_
4046. If you had to continue to work in that air any length of time, do you think it would affect you
eventually ? There are portions of the mine that I think would affect me, if I had to work there any
length of time.
4047. Is that in the Jubilee district? Yes.
40-18. How is that district ventilated ? Since a report was brought under the notice of the lodge, they
have made an improvement in the ventilation.
4049. How is the district ventilated ? By a fan.
4050. Do you know if the fan is kept going to its full capacity ? I cannot say. By what I have heard,
it is not kept going to its full capacity, because they say it can lift 200,000 feet per minute, aud I think
the largest report wc ever got was 80,000 feet.
4051. Was that at the return ? Yes.
_
4052. AVhat was your intake for that district ? I cannot say, there are throe or four different intakes in
the Jubilee district,
4053. You have stated that an improvement in the ventilation had been made there. AVas that on
account of representations made to tho manager or the overman? Their attention was drawn to tho
matter by the check-inspectors, and I believe the chock-inspectors were told, that if they had boon a week
later, Uic improvement would have been made. AYorking there I think there is an improvement in
tho split.
4054. Have you acted as check-inspcctor on certain occasions ? Yes.
_
4055. Have you ever noticed the bord ends to be left open on the main roads ? A-Cs.
4056. You refer to the old bord ends ? Yes.
4057. Have you ever noticed the bord ends to be left open at AVallscnd ? Yes.
4058. Have they been left over for purposes of ventilation. Do yon know if that was tho idea? I sup
pose that is the idea, but it is causing a lot of air to waste that should go to the working places. It would
do far more good, if the air was confined to the working places.
4059. Docs that district give off any gas ? Yes, to a small extent. Towards the dip-workings, you can
always hoar the gas whistling. You can hear the gas in all the working places in Ihe district.
4060. Do you mean fire-damp ? Yes.
4061. AVill not that probably be the reason, why these bord cuds arc left open, to prevent this fire-damp
from floating about? That might be their object in doing it,
4062. Do you know the number of men that work in the Jubilee district ? I think between 170 and ISO
miners.
4063. Have you a downcast and a upcast shaft there ? Yes.
1061, How far are these shafts apart ? 1 cannot say exactly. They may be a quarter of a mile apart.
They are a considerable distance apart.
.
4U65. Do you know'the stipulated minimum quantity of air to bo supplied under tho present Act ? Yes,
100 feet of air, and in the proposed Bill it is 150 feet of air.
4066.
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ii 4066. Do you approve of the provisions of the Bill with regard to ventilation ? I do.
‘_11 4067. Do you think there should bo astipulatcd minimum quantity in the Bill? I do.
8o"sei) 1895 4°®®regard to the size of the pillars you referred to just now. Do you think the lftrger‘pillar or
1the smaller pillar is the best to work out r I think the larger pillar.
4069. Do you think the larger pillar is safer to work out, than the smaller ? Yes, you have more chance
to timber your place, and more room to work with the larger pillar.
4070. Are you likely to get more of the pillar out ? Yes.
4071. Do you think that large pillars should be left? I do ; I think it to tho interest of the employers,
and miners, to leave largo pillars.
4072. Have you ever worked in any district, in the ‘Wallsend colliery, where the roof has been showing
indications of coming down on the pillars, where it has been weighting, or pressing on the pillars? Yes.
4079, Did that occur where there were small pillars ? Where I have worked, we had large pillars.
4074. In the whole district were there large or small pillars ? It varied in many eases.
4075. Do tho men rely upon the pillars for safety in the main ways ? Yes, in case of accident.
4076. In case of a break in the roof ? Yes,
4077. Have you read the clause in the hill with regard to the powers of inspectors; have you read
that part which gives the inspector power to withdraw the men in case of danger ? Yes, I have read
that.
407S. Do you approve of that provision in the Bill ? I do.
4079. President.] Would you only give that power to the inspector in case of very present danger ? Yes.
40S0. Do you suppose that any manager in a- case of pressing danger would keep tho men in the mine ?
I think the inspector should he the best judge in cases of that description. Tho inspectors are supposed
to act in an impartial way between the men and the manager.
4031. Would you only give that power to the inspectors in cases of imminent danger ? Yes.
4082. Do you not think that a manager, in a case of imminent danger, would compel the men (o come
out ? Yes ; but the manager may look at it from a selfish standpoint, and the inspector would take an
impartial view of things. I think that power should remain in the hands of the inspectors.
4083. Mr. Curley!] So far as small pillars are concerned ; if larger pillars were left in the minedo you
think it would do away almost completely with the power of any inspector requestingmen to bewithdrawn,
as far as that is concerned ? It would have a great tendency in that respect.
4084. In a case of that kind, such a circumstance might never arise? Yes.
4085. That is provided larger pillars were left? Yes ; that is in ease of a crush.
4080. Were you at Wallsend when there was a large crush there some years ago? No.
4087. Do you know anything about a man named Oughton who met with his death at that colliery ? I
only knowr of that matter from conversations with men who were working there at the time. I know
nothing about it personally.
4038. Have you worked at the Co-operative Company’s mine ? Yes.
4089. Have you noticed any defects in connection with the ventilation at that colliery ? A matter in
connection with the ventilation there was brought under my notice. One of the miners at that colliery
complained of the amount of air travelling past his working place, and requested mo, as check inspector,
to go back and take the measurement in one of the old cut-throughs, and we found a larger reading in
one of the old cut-throughs than we did at the working faces.
4090. Were you the check-inspector at that time? Yes.
4091. What did you measure the air with ? Tho anemometer.
4092. Was the complaint that the air was not going into the working places ? Yes; that it was being
distributed through the old workings.
4093. Did you ever meet with any fire-damp in that colliery ? No.
4094. How is that mine ventilated ? By furnace.
.
4095. AVhat is the system of working there? Bord and pillar.
4096. AVhat was the width of the bords? Similar to Wallsend.
4097. AVhat was the width of the pillars ? Similar to Wallsend.
4098. Were the pillars 4 yards or S yards wide ? There were some thin and some thick. I have seen
them that thin that I could knock a hole through them.
4099. You have seen them so thin that you could knock a hole through them ? Yes; in exceptional cases.
4100. Do you know of any extensive fall while you were there ? Yes ; there was one big fall while I was
there.
‘
4101. Did the fail come over the pillars ? Yes, I believe it went over a good number of pillars; it went
right down to the working faces.
4102. Did this occur at night-time ? No; during the day.
4103. Were the men called out ? Yes ; but 1 was not working in that particular district, therefore it did
not affect me, but when I came out of the mine I found all the men oilt also. They had all been called
out on account of the fall.
4104. Do you know how many men would be in that district? No ; I have no idea.
4105. Can yon recollect how long ago it is since this happened ? I think about ten years ago—perhaps
not quite ten years ago.
4106. Did a circumstance of that kind impress upon you that larger pillars should be left in these
collieries ? Yes ; I thought that at the time, and especially in that part of the mine where they were
working, which was on to a fault, and from a fault.
4107. Is the size of these pillars left solely to the discretion of the manager? Yes; men may encroach
on a pillar, but it is the manager’s duty to stop that.
4108. If a miner is going too wide, cannot they chalk him off and say that so much has to be left on ?
Yes.
*
4109. Is this order generally obeyed ? Yes ; in all cases, I think.
4110. A manager would either have power from his Board of Directors to carry out the system of mining,
or he would guide his Board of Directors, and either of those, or both combined, wonld be responsible for
the size of pillars P Yes.
4111. Is it not a matter the miner has nothing to do with ? Yes.
■
4112-3. Do you believe in the provision in the Bill for a stipulated minimum size for pillars? Yes.
t tim

4114.
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Mr.
4114'. President.] Do you not think that the size of pillars should he left to tho discretion of the
J. Kb tell.
manager ? 1 think it would be better if they were 8-yard pillars.
_
4115. Mr. Ourlei/.] Can you place any faith in the discretion of managers from what has taken place in 30 Sept., 1895.
the past? I believe it would be better if there were hard and fast rules.
4110. President.] IVould you make the manager a mere automaton? I believe it would be better to
have it all in black and white for the safety of the miners.
4117. Mr. Curley.] Do you think that men’s lives should be placed in jeopardy ? No, I do not.
4118. Will you look at section [30] 28, sub-section m, on page 14 of the Bill [see Appendix A]—do you
think that the buildings, streets, roads, creeks, rivers, bays, and limits of any tidal waters should be
exhibited on the same plan as the workings of the mine P 1 do; I think it is a very important matter.
In municipalities where there arc large interests at stake, and where persons have their dwellings on the
surface, I think that colliery owners should bo prevented from taking out tho coal indiscriminately, and
by doing so causing subsidences.
4119. Do you know much about this matter of undermining? In the municipality I am in wo have had a
lot of trouble with Mr. Sneddon, who is taking out the coal from the old Co-operative Colliery, ' My
place was let down in consequence of a large subsidence, caused by this undermining, and tbe damage to
my house would have been greater if it had not been that a large area was affected, and the strata was
very thick in that particular place. The fall extended over about 5 acres of surface land. In Plattsburg
it will cause a lot of damage if they are allowed to take out this coal indiscriminately.
4120. President^] Arc they never to take these pillars out? I should place that power in the hands of
the inspectors, and if they did take the pillars out they should make proper provision for the holding up
of the ground. In cases where timber is put in it only requires years to rot that timber, and then there
is nothing to keep the surface up.
4121. What would you liave ? I do not know. It is a certainty that if they take the pillars out tlie
surface will subside.
4122. Mr. Qreysoni] Did you build your house ? Yes.
4123. Did you buy the land ? Yes.
4124. Did you know at tbe time the coal was underlying it? I believed]at the time it was.
4125. Did you buy the coal os well as the surface ? No ; only the surface.
4126. Have you not your remedy against the person who disturbed the surface ? It would ho hard to find
out who was the responsible party.
4127. Mr. Curley^] Do you think that everybody should run into litigation over matters of this kind to
assert their rights? No; we have had a lot of expense in the municipality owing to this undermining,
especially with Mr. Sneddon.
4128. What is the size of your allotment ? Sixty-six feet frontage, and 132 feet depth.
4129. In what street is this allotment ? In High-street.
4130. Is that in Plattsburg Municipality' ? Yes, Plattsburg Municipality.
4131. Where did this fall affect the allotment ? About half-way up. The crack in my place is not more
than 0 inches under the surface ; but I think the crush went from top to bottom.
4132. Did tbe surface subside much ? My house went down 6 or S inches. The fall extended over 5 acres,
and my house happened to be in the centre, but another house adjoining mine, went down a foot or 18 inches.
4133. Were these weatherboard houses P Yes; if they had been brick, they would have been no good.
4134. Do you know the names of the individuals the fall has effected ? One was David Clough.
41135. Do you know of anybody else ? Some of the house belonged to the Newcastle Building Society,
hut Clough’s house was the worst of the lot.
4136. Did the Co-operative Company do this undermining themselves ? Yes; the Co-operative Company
did tho undermining, bat Sneddon took the water out after lie leased the mine, and that is what wo
suppose is the cause of the subsidence, that is on account of tbe water being taken out from tbe old
workings.
4137. Was this water taken out with a view to commence working these old workings again ? I believe so.
4133. Will you look at rule 25 on page 29 of the Bill, “Coal not to be wrought under roads” [sm
Appendix A]—have you read that rule ? Yes.
4139. Do you believe that a provision of that kind should remain in the Bill ? Yes.
4140. If roads are affected in a municipality, is it not a serious matter for the rate-payers if the roads
come down ? 1 think it is a very serious matter. I think that the officers of the municipality should
have the right to inspect all plans of the underground workings of any mine, to see what is going on, and
if necessary, have power to enter an injunction, against work proceeding where there is likely to be a
large amount of damage done.
■
4141. What is the system of working at your colliery with regard to hours P We are supposed to work
eight hours per day, but there has been no uniform system until lately. The majority of the men work
from 7 o’clock to 3 o'clock, and from 8 o’clock to 4 o’clock.
4142. When you say there has been no uniform system, do you mean to convey the idea that the men go
into the mine at any hour ? Yes.
4143. What time would they bo going in P I have seen men going in at half-past 12 o’clock at night.
They would get into the pit a little after 1 o’clock in the morning.
4144. When would the working places be inspected, or are they inspected ? Yes, they are supposed to he.
4145. Do you know whether they are or not ? I cannot. The only thing I have taken notice of, is the
date chalked up on the lid in the face of the bord.
4146. Is there a mark put up there ? Yes.
4147. Who puts that mark there ? The fireman. So far as the Jubilee district is concerned I know it
is inspected lately.
4148. What about the other districts ? I think they inspect those as well.
4149. Have you seen the fireman’s mark in those districts? I have never taken notice of his mark,
4150. Do you think there should be a uniform time for men to go into the mine ? Yes.
4151. Do you think there should he a uniform time for coming out of the mine ? Yes.
4152. Do you know the provision in the Bill for tho regulation of the working hours ? Yes.
4153. Do you believe in that provision ? Yes, I do.
4154. Would you rather see the question of hours embodied in a Bill for legislation, or left to he arranged
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. Estell. ;n ^ mutual wajf between tho men and the managers? T prefer to see it legalised. 1 think that is the
"A'"lS95 onl/ 'vay wo can,'3r'ng about the eight hours. J. think if it is left to mutual agreement it will be abortive.
•’
’ 4155. Do you think the men wish for this legislation ? I do; the men as a body all desire it. Some men
take advantage to make a few shillings more, and I think these men are likely to go on doing so if it is
not legalised, but I believe that although there are men who work these longer hours for the sake of the
little ertra they can earn, that every man is in favour of the eight hours being legalised.
415G. How are you paid at Wailsond ? By the average weight.
4157. Is the average weight system satisfaclory ? Yes; as far as we are concerned. It would he more
satisfactory if we could get the skips weighed oftencr.
4153. How many skips are weighed now on an average ? I should say one in every twelve or thirteen.
4159, Are any of the workings wet in your colliery ? Yes.
4LG0. What districts would this apply to ? To mostly all the districts more or less.
4161. Do you find the work very uncomfortable where it is wet? Yes; it is uncomfortable.
4162. Do you set your own timber? Yes.
.
4163. Do you lay your own rails? Yes; after they leave the turn,
4161. Have yon any jerry ? Yes ; in the Lambton district.
4165. Is this jerry a kind of shale or stone hand ? A stone band,
4166. Does it run right across the seam ? Yes.
4167. What thickness is it? Prom 2 to 16 inches.
4168. What arc the stoppings built with in your main intake ? Bricks at the present time.
4160. When you ivere check-inspecting, did you pay particular attention to these intakes, to see if the
air was scaling away ? Yes.
.
4170. Have yon noticed the air scaling away ? Yes.
41/1. "When you noticed this, did you draw the attention of the manager to it? Yes; but he has
generally rectified this, after his attention has been drawn to it.
■
[ Witness withdrew.]

William Bower sworn and examined:—
4172, Fresident.'] What is your name ? William Bower.
Mr.
4173. What are you ? I am a coal-miner ?
Bower. 4174. Where are yon employed? At the Wallsend Colliery.
4175. How long have yon been coal-mining? I have been twenty-five years getting coal, and about
.,1896. twenty-eight years below ground altogether.
4176. What collieries have you been employed at? At various collieries in the Northern district of this
Colony.
4177. Mr. Curley."I What collieries have you worked at in the Northern district? At Lambton, New
Lambton, Waratan tunnels, Co-operative Colliery, Minmi, and Wallsend. I also worked for a short
time at the Curlewis Colliery, near Gunnedah.
4178. Where are you working at tho present time? At the Wallsend Colliery.
4179. How long have yon been at Wallsend? Eor about thirteen or fourteen years.
4180. Have you worked in different districts of the Wallsend Colliery? Yes; pretty well all over tho
mine.
4181. What is yonr experience of the ventilation at that colliery ? It fluctuates a good deal. Sometimes
a split may be good at the time of one inspection and bad at the time of another inspection. 1 havo worked
in very had air and in excellent air.
4182; What are the districts where you have found any defects in regard to tho ventilation ? The worst
district now is known as No. 2 tunnel, or YVTllis’ district, as it is generally called.
4183. What is the defect in that district? Want of ventilation.
4184. Is there not a sufficient quantity of air supplied? There is not sufiicient air along the faces.
There is sufficient air at the intake, but it is not conveyed along the working cut-throughs.
4185. Are there very many meu in that district ? I think there are sixty-six miners working there; and,
besides the miners, six boys and six horses.
4186. Do you know anything about a cheek inspector’s report that was made some time ago, and a defect
shown in that report with regard to the ventilation P This is a copy of the check inspector’s report
dated 22nd July, 1895. It shows a deficiency of air in the No. 2 tunnel, and states that at tho intake
there was 13,340 cubic feet of air per minute. That would he about 300 yards from the nearest working
place, and about six bords along we only got 5,0-i0 cubic feet of air, and from that up to the return tho
anemometer would not register.
4187. What air did you find at the return ? The anemometer would not register in the return; that is,
within 200 yards of the working faces.
4188. Y1 hat air did you get in the up-cast ? 36,480 cubic feet of air per minute.
4189. How much was tho air at the intake ? 13,340 cubic feet of air per minute at the intake of the spl it,
4190. Could you not get any more than those small readings that you have named ? That is all.
4191. Where had the air gone that came in the intake? Wo have tried to find out whether the big
furuace and No. 1 tunnel did not get hold of it, and take it away. It is the impression of the overman
and deputies that it gets away like that. They do not- seem to he able to keep it from tho lower workings
of the mine.
4192. Has anything been done to remedy this matter since? I have not been round, hut some of the
men tell me that it is a little better. I do not think, however, that it is possible to remedy this without a
a radical remedy.
4193. What would that remedy be? My idea is, that they should hole the boundary cross-cut through
to No. 2 tunnel, and make that the return, hut that would be a matter of time. This state of things in
that tunnel has been going on for two years.
4194. Mr. Qreyson.'] Has the inspector’s attention been called to it? I think so.
4195. Is it not usual when the check inspectors find anything wrong to communicate with the inspector ? No.
4196. Is there any objection to that being done ? I do not think so.
^
^
check inspector has to enter his report in a book kept in the office, and
if tho miners ordered a copy of that report to bo sent to the inspector it would he done.
4198.
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4198. Mr. Curley Are you one of the check-inspectors? Yea; X am one of the check-inspectors at
B^wcr
present.
_
,
4199. Did you draw the manager’s attention to this matter ? I drew the overman’s attention to it.
soSmt ]8!>E
4200. What did tho overman say ? He said he was doing all he could, and since that he has said that he
‘J
would try to remedy it.
4201. President.'] What will that bring about;—is there anything that you can say it has done already ?
I cannot say. At the present time there are men who could not work in that air, because of the effect
it has upon their health. I know that there are men working in the mine at the present time who could
not work there owing to the state of the ventilation,
^
4202. Mr. Qrcgson.] Is this district known generally hy the name of the No. 2 tunnel? Yes. ^
4203. Does it cover the whole of the No. 2 tunnel workings ? Yes; there are only sisty-eight men
cavilled into it this present quarter.
^
4201. Mr. Curley.] Would the men nearest tho intake fare better than the men farther in ? Undoubtedly.
The air strikes No. 30 bord first, I believe, and tbe numbers run less towards the boundary, and tbe air
is less.
_
4205. Are there usually comments made upon tins defective ventilation when it eomes out like this? A
report, when it is read at the lodge, is commented upon, and we very often have a chat with the overman
or the deputy, and he promises to do his best to remedy things. If he does make an attempt wo do not
report anything but the bare inspection; that is, we do not make any note to go to the public. This
report wras commented upon in a meeting of tho lodge, and the press got hold of it, but there was more
made of it than might have been under ordinary circumstances. Tins tunnel has been anything but well
aired for the last two years at any rate.
420G. You said something writh regard to a big furnace ;—boiv many furnaces have you ? We have throe
up-cast shafts,
4207. Is there a district known by the name of the Jubilee district? Yes.
4208. How was tbe ventilation in that district? It was very good as a rule, although sometimes ive
found a deficiency. The most trouble is the long distance the air travels before it reaches the men.
There is a lot of moisture in the air. Part of the air comes from the mouth of the tunnel, and another
portion from a travelling road tunnel, both a mile or over from the workings, and it seems to pick up
moist ure on the way. Tho Jubilee district is ventilated by the fan.
4209. The fan is situated at the up-cast? Yes.
4210. Do you know whether this ventilation travels over a wide area of old workings ? No ; it is pretty
well confined. The air does not seem to travel anywhero but in the travelling way all the way in. The
No. 2 split is aired from the same current, but the workings from the intake to the return are very much
scattered. With three pairs of men at the intake, the air was good, but it travelled over some hundreds
of yards of water before it reached the next men, We have complained of this, and the manager has
promised to attend to it. The complaints have been that the powder smoke did not seem to dissolve—the
air seemed to be charged with smoke all the time,
4211. Would it do that with a vigorous current of ventilation? (rood dry air does not, because it dis
solves very quickly. On 22ml July the surface temperature at 8 o’clock In the morning was 45 degrees,
and the thermometer registered 72 degrees at the intakes of Nos. 1 and 2 splits.
4212. Did you ever see any of the old bord ends left open ? They were invariably left open in Wallsend,
except just where the bords arc broken off the main heading.
4213. Would not the air in that case have a wide area to travel over? It wmuld have, and there would
be very little force at all. In the rise workings the air has always a tendency to go down to the lowest
part.
4214. Are some of those workings damp and wet ? Yes ; there are some wet places here and there.
4215. Is not the whole of the trouble with the ventilation that it does not get up to the working faces
in sufficient quantities and purity? As a rule, we have plenty of air at the intake of the spilt, hut you will
find a want of air on the cut-through next to the working place. Supposing the air is registering 200 cubic
feet per man, at the intake, you might find no reading a dozen bords along the splic.
4216. Is there much brattice used in the mine to conduct tiie air? There is no brattice used at all,
except where there is fire-damp,
4217. Have you any fire-damp in the Jubilee district? Yes, there is a little continually. On the-dip
side it always gives off a little gas.
4218. Are the working-places inspected every morning? I believe so. I know there is a fireman sup
posed to go round, but 1 have never seen a mark myself.
4219. Have you never seen a mark in the Jubilee district? No ; the only mark I have seen was the date
on the fireman’s notice board.
4220. Would that be an indication that he had inspected the district ? It would he reasonable to suppose
that he had been round, but those boards are placed about a quarter of a mile from the working places.
4221. Do you think that the fireman should inspect these places, and that there should be no doubt about
it ? He should.
4222. What is the width of the bords? Eight yards.
4223. What is the width of the pillars ? Eight yards.
4224. Have the pillars always been 8 yards wide? No; not always.
4225. What size have the pillars been ? They were 4 yards at one time, and 6 yards subsequent to that;
but latterly they have been 8-yard pillars.
4226. Have you seen some of the pillars very thin ? Yes; I have cut through them with a few blows of
the pick. I have seen no pillar at all left, but just the shell. As a matter of fact, a man was killed
through the thinness of a pillar; ho was shot through the pillar.
4227. Hoiv long ago was that? I think it was in 1876 or 1878, but I would not be sure.
4228. Were you working as the Wallsend Colliery at that time? No ; 1 was working at the Co-operative
Colliery at that time.
4229. Did you know of the circumstances through being at the inquest ? I was present at tho inquest,
but 1 knew all about the circumstances at the time.
4230. Did you know of a man named Oughton being killed in the Wallsend Colliery ? Yes.
4231. How did that accident occur? It occurred through a crush, or creep. The ground seemed to fall
away suddenly, and the man was lost. Plenty of the other men had to run for their lives.
4232.
92—S
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4232. Was that an extensive fall of roof ? It was said to be so.
W, Bower. 4233, Did it, come over the pillars ? It did at that particular time.
iJOSeut^lSSS
"What was that fall caused by? It was on account of insufficient support for the roof. There havo
'
1 ■’
1 been repeated losses of ground, apparently through having insufficient pillars, but latterly, I know they
are leaving larger pillars in Wallsend. 1 think a manager ought to know what would carry the strata.
4235. president.] Do you think it is necessary to legislate for a matter of this kind ? T think it should
be compulsory.
4236. How can you tell what is enough ? 1 do not know how yon can tell what is enough, but I am
satisfied that 8-yard pillars will break an enormous thickness of cover, and they are quite strong enough
to cut off the ground when it falls. If you were taking out a series of pillars there might be a dozen,
pillars taken out before a fall takes place, and if the pillars were weak the weight might be crushing them,
but the stronger pillars cut tho ground. That is the experience I have gained in tho Wallsend Colliery
up to the present time.
4237. Mr. Curley ~\ Havo you worked in some very narrow pillars yourself ? Yes; but I objected to work.
4238. Why did you object ? Because it was not safe to work. You cannot make a reasonable wage in a
day, and that caused me to say 1 would not do it.
4239. Do you regard the larger pillar as a safer method of working ? Yes.
4240. Do you think the larger pillar is more economical for the management? Yos.
4241. Do you think that they get more coal out by leaving a larger pillar? Yes ; they pride themselves
they will get the whole of the coal out. We used to lose a lot of coal with the smaller pillars.
4242. Do you think that this is a matter that should be legislated for ? Undoubtedly I do.
4243. Will you look at section 30, 28 of the Bill, sub-section 3, on page 14 of the Bill {nee Appendix A),
Do you think that there should he a surface plau provided in connection with collieries, showing all streets,
roads, buildings, creeks, rivers, and other things mentioned in that sub-section? Yes ; ] think so.
4244. Do you know anything about the undermining of streets, roads or buildings ? Yes ; I have had
some experience, and it has cost me a good few pounds.
4245. Whore have you had that experience ? At Brookstown.
4246. What do you refer to ? The undermining of Brookstown.
4247. Is Brookstown a local name ? Yes ; it is a suburb of Wallsend.
4248. What was the nature of the undermining there ? There was a piece of coal that was left by Mr.
Laidley, the lessee of the Co-operative Colliery, and after his lease had expired the proprietors re-leasod
the colliery to another party, and he started to take the coal out under those buildings. It cost us an
equity suit, and after buying allotments we were forced to leave. We were driven to law, with the
result that wc got very little satisfaction.
4249. iPrerddentWhat became of your land? By a mutual arrangement, the gentleman who is working
tho estate bought our land over ; but we were compelled to shift from the township through this under
mining ruining it.
°
4250. The present lessee of the estate, you say, has bought you out? Yes ; it cost us £220, and wo
got for that only £190.
4251. So that you lost £30 ? Yes ; besides being compelled to shift from a locality I liked.
4252. What did you do? Bought another piece of land from the Wallsend Company.
4253. How much ground was let down ? About 71 acres. The allotments were I-acre allotments.
4254. Were the allotments all occupied ? The large majority of them were occupied.
4255. Was the whole of the township let down ? The present lessee was compelled by an equity suit to
secure all the streets after an expenditure of £800.
'
4256. Did the Council expend that sum ? Yes ; the two Councils, but I think they recovered it from the
G-overmnont afterwards. That was the expenditure to save the roads from being destroyed.
4257. Were all the houses let down ? The ground is all down now, except where the present lessee has
shifted the houses to suit himself.
4258. What sort of houses were they ? Pretty well all weatherboard and frame houses.
4259. Mr. Curley.'] Were the people apprised of this undermining, or had they to take their chance ?
W e had no opportunity to know anything about it. As soon as we did we got a deputation together, and
sent to Mr. Brookes who sold the land, and offered him the same amount of royalty to let the coal alone,
but he said that it was too late, because he had already leased it to Mr. Sneddon. Ho would, however,
have received more money from the residents.
4260. Do you think it is a right thing for an owner to let his land and then sell his coal ? No. Sneddon
is now taking out all the supports under the Plattsburg township.
4261. Who leased the coal to Mr. Sneddon ? Mr. Brookes. Mr. Laidley’s lease had expired and Mr.
Brookes re-leased to Mr, Sneddon. Mr, Laidley had given up drawing coal from that particular tunnel
before Mr. Sneddon got it.
4262.-Did the Co-operative Company sell that land? No; the land was owned by Mr. Brookes, Mr.
Kenrick, and Mr. Platt.
4263. Did tbe Co-operative Company have a full knowledge that these buildings were there ? Yes.
4264. Would they have tho power of granting a lease for what is going on now ? It is still the same lease
and part and parcel of the same estate.
4265. Then the Co-operative Company have nothing whatever to do with it? No ; 1 do not think they
pay any royalty to Mr. Brookes, except for the railway that goes over his land.
4266. Will you look now at Buie 25 on page 29 of the Bill {me Appendix A). Do you think that provision
in the Bill is necessary ? I do, under existing circumstances, where the coal is so near the surface. The
same thing is applicable to the railways at the present: time. If I recollect rightly at the Greta Colliery
they wore compelled to put their headings under the railway to suit the railway authorities. They were
not allowed to take the coal out under the railway, and the same thing, I should' think, ourrht to apply to
a good road.
11 ^
4267. President.] Can you conceive of any weight on an ordinary road such as a train ? At Brookstown
I have seen a cart go down nearly out of sight. That was in the Wallsend workings on a public road.
4268. Mr. Curley,] Do you think the travelling public have a right to be considered under such circum
stances? I think so.
'
4269. Do you think that the municipalities should be subject to litigation in the way they have been P I
do not think so.
'
‘
4270.
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4270. You havo had experience in connection with several other collieries—Lambton, New Lambton,
Minmi, Co-operative, and Waratah ;—did you experience anything in connection with tho ventilation at W. Bower.
any of those collieries ? I have worked in good and bad air in all of them,
30 Sept., 1895.
4271. "Was the ah’ not conducted up to the working face ? That was the reason.
_
4272. Nave you seen statements made by some of the managers about the cost of bratticing? I have
heard an overman say that the cost of bratticing would make very little difference.
4273. You have heard an overman say that it would make no material difference ? Tes ; I have heard that
stated.
__
,
4271. Where was that statement made ? At the Wallsend Colliery.
__
^
,
4275. Do you think it would cost anything like 4d, or Gd. a ton for-bratticing ? No, nothing like that,
d27G. Do you think that sum would nearly pay for the whole underground account of the colliery? I
think it would come nearer to that than to the cost of bratticing.
...
4277. Could not a good deal of the refuse of the mine be used for conducting the air in connection with
brattice ? It is used now ; wherever it can be used it is used.
_ _
t
4278. President.] You do not care what is used,—what you want is air at the working face ? ^ Yes ; that
is our greatest trouble. It would make mining much more comfortable if we had better ventilation.^
4279. Mr. Curio!/.] Will you look at section [50] 47, on page 23 of the Bill, “ Yentdation of Mine ; do
you notice several erasures in connection with this clause—they •represent the amendments made by tbe
Legislative Council, and the clause without these erasures is as it was originally sent up hy the Legis
lative Assembly {see Appendix A) ;—what do you think of that provision as it originally stood? It would
make things a great deal better if wc had it.
...
4280. Do you think that the clause as originally drafted should remain in the Bill ? Yes.
_
4281. President.] Suppose the clause ran this way : (say) an adequate amount of ventilation, not in any
case less than 150 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man and each boy, and as much more as
may bo necessary, shall be constantly produced in every- mine to dilute and render harmless noxious
gases, &c.;—would not that meet all that you want ? I think it would.
_
_
4282. You would not want cut-throughs or bratticing? Certainly; we want the-air to ihe working face.
4283. Is the working face the working place ? If it means the working face, why not send the air along
the working face ?
.
4284. I do not want the manager hampered ; so long as he gives the proper amount of ventilation, what
more do you want—say an adequate amount of ventilation, to be not less in any case than 150 cubic
feet of pure air per minute, and ns much more as may be necessary, shall be constantly produced to dilute
and render harmless noxious gases, &c.;—will not that meet what you want? Yes ; that will do all that
I want. It is inatterless to me how the manager does it, as long as he brings tho air to me, whether he
does it by brattice or otherwise.
...
.
4285. It has been pointed out that the provision in the present Act, subsection 3 of clause 12, says that
the air is to sweep undiminished along the airway, past each working place? Yes ; that is our difficulty
at present. The difficulty is that the air is not carried into the working place. "We are bound to average
the air from the intake, and it does not matter which way it gets to the return.
_ _
4286. Mr. Ourhy.} Do you think that the shorter cut-through is likely to produce better ventilation ?
It will cool the place considerably.
_
4287. Might not shorter cut-throughs in some cases dispense with bratticing ? Of course.
4288. President^] So long as you get the air you do not care -whether it is by brattice or cut-through ;—
would you not be satisfied, no matter how you get it ? Yes ; but wc cannot imagine any other system,
other than bratticing or cut-throughs. Our only trouble is to get the air.
_
4289. AYould not the way I havo put it be the bettor way? I think it would be all that is needed. _ _
4290. Let tho manager find out how to do it ? As long as the manager carried the quantity of air in it
does not matter which way he docs it; but I cannot imagine how it could be done, except by brattice or
shorter cut-throughs.
.
4291. Mr. Qurley.] Do you know that the principle at the present time is to drive cut-throughs . xes.
4292. Are you in favour of the shorter cut-throughs ? I have always been in favour of tbe shorter cutthroughs. They would assist many a time in getting the pillars out.
4293. Do you believe in splits—tho currents of air being split into sections throughout different parts of
the mine ? Yes ; I have worked in a mine with only one current of air, and I know what it is.
4294. Have you given any attention to the question of the hours of working that tho Bill proposes to
legislate for? Yes.
4295. What Is your opinon upon this matter ? That eight hours is long enough to be below ground.
4296. Do you think that it is a matter for legislation ? Yes ; I think it should be compulsory.
4297. So that if you went to work for ten hours you would be liable to be punished for working the extra
two hours ? Yes ; I think that is necessary.
4298. President.] Do you think that is right? Yes ; there have been men carried out of the pit before
they would leave.
.
4299. Why? Completely exhausted in trying to make as much as they possibly can.
4300. Mr. Gurley.] Do you think it is the opinion of the men, generally, that eight hours should be a
legal day's work ? Yes ; since I started to work, I can recollect Mr. Garrard, the present Minister for
Education, coming round our district, and wo subscribed 2s. per man to assist the iron-workers to get the
eight hours.
4301. President.] Do you think it should be made a penal matter ? I do not see how we can do it by
any other means than by legislation. There are plenty of men working more than eight hours, and others
doing their best to keep up with them ; hut I think that eight hours is too long to be in a mine.
4302. Mr. Gurley.] Do you believe iu a uniform slarting time? Yes; we have nearly successfully
brought that about at Wallsend now.
4303. Do you think that men should be permitted to go into a mine when they please ? I do not think
so.
4304. Nave you seen the provision in the Bill, giving an inspector power to withdraw the men in case of
danger;—will you look at section 21, sub-section 5, on page 8 of'the Bill {see Appendix A) ;—do you
agree with that provision ? Yes.

4305.
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4305. President.~\ "Would you allow the inspector to withdraw tlio men unless the danger was iinnimont—
W. Bower, immediate danger ? Why use the qualification, imminent danger ?
30Se^l893
the inspector might ruin a mine-owner if he was incompetent or arbitrary ? I can hardly
P ’’ J‘ imagine a man like that getting such a position.
4307. You cannot say what you may get in the future. Suppose you get a capricious man, or an ignorant
man, do you think you would put it in the hands of a man, perhaps of an arbitrary disposition, to take
the men out of the mine, if the manager differed from him. Would you not rather put it to cases of
imminent or immediate danger. Do you think that any manager would dare to refuse if the inspector
said there was danger ? He might dare to do so.
4?308. Will you look at section 22 [20] on page 0 of the Bill, “notice by inspector of causes of danger not
expressly provided against” (nee Appendix h)? I think that provision would cover the ground for a
long standing creep.
4309. Would the manager take the men out in the case of inflammable gas? 1 believe he would, for tho
sake of the mine itself.
4310. What other cases arc there? Say, working towards a large body of water. There might ho a
difference of opinion, in the case of an abandoned mine lying full of water.
4311. Would they not in such a case go to arbitration ? There would be a certain amount of risk while
tbe arbitration is going on.
4312. Do you think that ten days is too long a time to allow the manager for sending his objection to the
Minister? It might be, if he was driving a narrow place with six or eight men, continually going night
and day. The plans showing an abandoned mine may be wrong, and of course neither the manager nor
the inspector would know bow near they were to those workings, and if you waited for an arbitration court
to settle whether there was any risk, and kept the place going, it might be holed through, with the result
that some men would lose their lives.
4313. Are those the only things yon can mention, inflammable-gas, a creep, or working towards a flooded
mine ? Quite so 1
4314. Mr. Curley.] Do you think the inspector should have the power that it is proposed to give him
under this sub-section 5 of the Bill ? Yes, I do, because I cannot understand why he should not have it
when there is danger. It is a power somebody should have, aud I think the inspector is the man that
should have it.
4315. President.] If the inspector makes a mistake, you have this to consider, that lie takes away the
means from the men of earning their bread ? That is bettor than their death perhaps.
4310. If this danger is so apparent, would not the manager surely see it just as well as the inspector ?
Sometimes you would think that a manager was not inhuman, but he was very neglectful. We havo, only
a week ago, a case which occurred in a tunnel at Mimni, and that might have ended in a catastrophe owing
to the bush fires.
4317. Was not that a most exceptional thing ? It is a clear case to show that the mine should have been
inspected before the men went in.
4318. Mr. Curley.] Are you paid on a system of average weight at Wallsend ? Yes.
4319. Arc you satisfied with the average system ? T cannot say that we are satisfied, because we consider
we should be paid for all we fill, although I believe it is the best system in the Northern district.
4320. Are you not legally entitled to all the weight you put out ? Yes.
4321. President^] On the average system, you are practically paid for what you are putting out ? I hardly
think it would pan out in that way.
4322. Why ? We only get a certain proportion of skips weighed.
4323. If you get a good proportion of skips weighed, might it not he either for, or against you ? We are
held responsible for all the coal that is wasted, for all the coal that falls off on the road to the screens, and
that means, many tons in the 24 hours as a rule, so that we do not get paid for all we fill.
4324. Is that because the miners are filling too full ? No; if we filled within the wood we would be
interfering with the output. They give us an 8-inch standard, and if we fill over that we lose the coal
altogether.
4325._ Mr. Curley.] Does not the coal in that case go to an accident fund ? Yes; but it is a loss to the
individual.
4326. President.] If these skips are packed properly, would tho coal fall off? I am afraid it would, at
the speed they travel. When the skips come together on the flat, there is a lot of bumping, and wc have
got that to put up with.
,
4327. Where would you have the coal weighed—down below ? No : on the surface would do me,
4328. Would not the same thing you are-calling attention to always happen? If tho skips were filled
'
level with the top of the wood, 1 do not think we would lose any coal. I think it would be easy to
put 8 inches on the top of the skip, and for us to work not to fill any higher than that, and this would
not interfere with the output.
4329. Do you object to the proportion of skips that is weighed ? I would like to sec them all weighed if
possible.
4330. If that is not practicable,—if you wanted all the skips weighed, might not it cause a lot of the
mines to cease working? I have been informed that if any mining expert told Mr. Alcock that he could
not erect a machine that would do this, he w-ould have a very small opinion of their intelligence. On the
Government weighbridge they weigh while travelling, and why could that not be done with the skips ?
4331. Who is Mr. Alcock ? An English weighing-machine maker. I believe that in a colliery in Newr
Zealand they weigh every skip. The name of the colliery is, 1 think, Brunnerton, and they ship at
Westport. There is a largo output at that colliery.
4332. Mr. Curley.] Would you like to sec more skips weighed —is this the only matter that is complained
about at present? Yes ; I would like to see all the skips weighed if possible.
4333. In the absence of that, what would you suggest? I believe wc have as fair a proportion of skips
weighed as we can get. Wc cannot complain about that, I believe all the coal is weighed at Wallsend
that can be weighed, and that if any more was required to be weighed, they would need another weighscreen under present conditions.
4334. Was there a reasonable proportion of skips weighed at the other collieries you have been connected
.
with? No. There was standard weight at the Co-operative Colliery. I have seen a discrepancy of 3 and
4 cwt. between what we were paid and what we sent out.
4335.
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4335. Mr. Grcqson.] Is the weighbridge at the Walluend Colliery kept going all day? Yes; from 7
^r
o’clock in tho morning to 4 o’clock in the afternoon; that is the information I havo received from the
check-weighm an.
_
j
i j. 30 Sept.. 1805,
4336. Is every skip weighed that goes into the waggon ? Yes, with the exception of the first and the Jast
skip. The last skip is not weighed, because some of the coal is apt to roll off the waggon; it is liable to
tumble over the side when they are putting the last skip of coal on the waggon.
[Witness withdrew.]
Thomas Abel sworn and examined:—
4337. Mr, Cur/et/.] Where do you reside, Mr. Abel? At Plattsburg, Wallsend.
4338. Preside?!C.1] What are you? Council clerk for the municipality of Plattsburg.
Mr. T. Abel.
4339. Mr, Ourlei/.] Have you held that position under the Council for some time? For nineteen years,
3 think ; but I have been connected with Municipal Councils for tbe last twenty-four years.
30 Sept.,1895,
4340. Have you seen the proposed Bill in connection with the Regulation of Coal-mines ? I think so. _
4341. Will you look at section 30 [28], sub-scction 3, on page 14 of tho Bill (see Appendix A) ; what is
your opinion of that provision ? I think it is a similar clause to the one in tho Bill of the 12th or
September, 1894.
4342. Do you see a provision in that sub-section for a surface plan ? Yes.
4343. Do you notice that there is to he shown on that plan all streets, roads, buildings, creeks, rivers,
hays, Ac.;—do you believe in a provision of that cliaracfer ? Yes; but I think the clause itself is not
sufficiently strong. It says “ That there shall also be so provided, if required, a surface plan.’ I should
like to erase those words and say “ There shall also be so provided a surface plan,” in order to make it
compulsory to provide such a plan.
4344. Will you now look at Rule 25, on page 29, of the Bill—“ Coal not to be wrought under roads —
[see Appendix A] ; what have yon to say to that Rule f I have seen that section before.
^
4345. Do you think a section of that character should be embodied in tbe Bill? Yes ; but it only says
that the inspector shall have the right to say what position the headings shall be driven under the roads,
but it does not apply to any other mining operations under roads.
■ ■ o w i,
4346. Do you know of any "instances of streets having been interfered with by undermining? We have
had considerable experience in connection with that matter. It has cost the two councils, jointly, £l,0/o
10s. 2d. to tost a mining matter of that kind. I have a paper with mo showing the expenses we have been
put to in connection with a matter of that kind. I have also a document in connection with the under
mining of Brookstown properties. In the Supreme Court of N.S.W., in Equity, between Her Majesty s
Attorney-General for the Colony of H.S.W. on the relation of the borough of Wallsend,tho two councils
proceeded against Messrs. Alexander and Andrew Sneddon for undermining the streets of that borough.
They applied for an injunction against the Messrs. Sneddon to prevent them mining, so as to render the
surface unsafe. The decree was simply that the mines should be allowed under the streets, but that the
workings were to be under the supervision of Mr. Thomas Croudace ; and onr experience since then is,
that there is no improvement. One of the main streets only this year came in, and in connection with
that particular portion of Brookstown, the people who had, property on the place, finding that they were
going to bd undermined, had to make the best bargain they'could for their properties. The people got a
certain amount for their property ; but they had to take what was decided upon by the arbitrators, who
were Mr. Thomas Fryar and myself.
4347. Did you agree upon the matter of compensation ? Yes; we mutually agreed.
4348. Did these people build prior to the mines being there ? No ; the surface right was only sold tho
owners reserving the mineral right to themselves. The owners leased the right, of the mineral, at a
royalty of so much per ton, and as it is to the interest of the man that leased, the mineral to get as much
coal as he can, the result is, that the peoples homes are ruined. At the present time, we have the same under
mining being carried out to a very largo extent by the same gentleman whom we had this injunction against.
4349. Do you think if these streets had been properly secured they could have come down ? No, certainly^
not If sufficient coal supports had been left, they would not have come down. If tho pillars had been
left, the streets would have remained intact.
. .
4350. Do you know the depth there from the surface down to the coal? In some places it is 130 ieet,
and at other places it is very thin. We put down a bore in Brookstown, and found it 135 feet.
4351. 'President.] Which part of the surface came down ? It all came down; it is down altogether now.
As soon as the people sold their properties, Sneddon took away all tho coal.
4352. Mr. GitrUij.] Who makes good these streets when they tumble in? The Council has to do this,
because they arc liable if any accident takes place. In connection with the main road from Plattsburg to
Minmi, we were aware that the Summer Hill Colliery, was undermining that road, and wo applied to the
Government to make an inspection. Mr. Humble, one of- the inspectors in the Northern district, was
sent to make tho inspection, but be said, that all ho had to do was to see to the safety of tho men
employed, and that he had nothing to do with the safety of the road.
4353. "lias any undermining taken place at Plattsburg recently ? Yes, on the 2nd of August, 1894, wo
had a very extensive subsidence, extending across High-street, aud Neilson-strcet, and several properties
were damaged. Alderman John Esteil’s house was one, and 1 know of two or three other houses
belonging to the Building Society that were damaged to a considerable extent, but of course we have no
remedy.
,
. , .
4354. Mr. Qregson.] You soy there is no remedy. Could you not have sued the person who mined tho
coal? No; the persons who mined the coal, wore the propietors of tho old Co-operative Colliery, aud
they left what they considered sufficient supports for that time, Then, the owners of the estate voi
content with what they had previously got, leased the remainder of the coal to Alexander Sneddon. Hie
cause of the subsidence was considered to be the pumping out of the water, to get to the main body
4355. Do you think tho pumping of the water out was the main cause of the subsidence ? It would be a
very difficult thing to prove in connection with the last subsidence that took place, borne of the houses
a quarter of a mile from where the fall took place were damaged, and one house was almost split iu two.
It would be very difficult to prove who did the undermining under that house. They might say, the mine
was not conducted under that house.
4336.
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Ifc^Abcl, 4356. m you know whether they have any of these difficulties in Great Britain ? I really cannot say
a,^ou^
Britain; but they arc difficulties which we have experienced in this country. We have had
iP
• the experience of spending £L075 on an action, in which we could clearly show that the surface was
undermiped ; but we could get no satisfaction.
4357. Mr. Ourlei/.} Do you think that municipalities should be harassed in that way? X think the
experience we have had in this matter will do the Council for all time.
4358. Was it the Wallsend road that was undermined? hfo ; we were appealing against the under
mining of Union and Cowper Streets,—two streets of Brookstown.
4309. Were those streets dedicated by the owners of the property ? Yes,
4360. Were they dedicated, previous to the right being given to work the coal ? Yes; I understand that
was the case.
'
4361. If this condition of things is pursued, is it not liable to involve the municipalities in serious eonpequepces? If the present undermining is allowed to continue, as it is being earned on, there can be no
question that the Council will be put to serious expense, because the streets must of necessity collapse.
Mr. Sneddon, I knew, is working as near the outcrop as he possibly can, and what was thought sufficient
support before cannot be sufficient support now. We know from the sound of the shots that they are
not working far from the surface, and can often hear the men working with their picks, and it also shakes
all the crockery in the house in certain instances.
4362. JlTr. Greffsou.} It seems to me to be a marvellous thing that this should be going on ;—has anything
been done to prevent it ? We applied to the Minister to get a joint inspection, on tho 13th of August
last, of the underground mining operations of the Messrs. Sneddon, to ascertain what was being done
under the roads and streets of the borough, and when the inspection took place, or was supposed to take
place, we appointed Alderman Kobert Davidson, who ought to be a qualified man, because he was the
overman of the Co-operative Colliery for twenty years, until he retired. When the Council’s repre
sentative and the inspectors went into the mine Mr. Sneddon refused them the right to inspect his
w?r,kVu£s' Bbcy were permitted to inspect the workings of the old Co-operative Colliery, but they met
with foul air, and could get no further through the place standing so long. Our joint inspection to
ascertain what had taken place had therefore no effect. On the 27th or the 28th of August, accompanied
by the Mayor of Plattsburg, we interviewed the Minister for Mines, to ascertain if something could not
be done in order to get an inspection of this particular colliery’s workings. We thought that if tho
Minister would nominate the Council’s representatives that that would get over the difficulty ; but the
Minister could not see his way to do that, and we have not been able to do anything else. We knowfrom
the sound below that undermining is being carried on, but to what extent wo can only surmise. Our
experience of the Brookstown results makes us think that when Mr. Sneddon has done with it there will
be very little left.
4363. Do you know of any other places in the district where this state of things exists? Yes, at Tighe’s Hill.
4364. Was it not the Crown that was responsible for that road ? Yes ; that was a different case.
"
4365. Do you know of any other cases ? Yes ; at Lambton, and at Yorth Lambton, through undermining
the streets have come down. When I was a miner, I was working under the roads and streets there. At
How Lambton I only know about the main road that is under the control of the Government. It is well
known that many pit-falls have taken place on this road I am positive also that the Minmi road is
considerably undermined.
4366. Is that a proclaimed road ? Yes, it is recognised as a main road ; but whether it is in tbe full
acceptation of the term, I could not say, I think the Maitland road is the only main road in the district;
but the other road is under the control of the Government at the present time.
4367. Does it not seem to you that it is rather a severe penalty on other coal-owners to pass this clause
upon them, owing to the default of two or three others, seeing that they are eases in which owners could
protect themselves, or seek a remedy for the damage done. Is there a remedy ? Y es ; there is a remedy.
Jf the mine operations arc carried on under the control of the inspectors, they would know what supports
should be left to support the cover over the seam. Their duties at present are simply to see that flic
mine operations are carried on, with a view to the safety of the work men employed.
4363. Can they not give evidence, in an action brought bj' owners of the surface, against those who are
doing the undermining ? ] know in connection with that case at Brookstown, that before we could get
an inspection of the mine, wo had to deposit with the Lands office £75, in order to ascertain what was
being carried on, and a poor man could hardly do that.
4369. There are poor men apparently concerned in this. Might they not band themselves together ? At
Brookstown all the residents did band themselves together, for the purpose of protecting themselves, but
they found it wras an expensive luxury to go to law. and preferred to go to arbitration, and take whatever
award might be given. They could not carry on the expense of testing a case.
4370. Jfr. Gurley.} Was that arbitration a matter of mutual arrangement? It was a matter of mutual
arrangement between the property holders, after the decision of the Court was given. The decision was
that tiie Messrs. Sneddon should have permission to mme under these streets under tbe supervision of Mr.
Thomas Croudace. The property holders were under the impression that the Council had virtually lost
the case, and that Mr. Sneddon had the privilege to mine under the streets, and they were forced to so to
arbitration.
4371. Do yon think that eases of this character call for immediate legislation ? I do. I know where my
home is, that Messrs. Sneddon w ill come and take the feet from under my house ; I know that tho mineral is
there, but he has the right to it, and if I have to take any steps to prevent him, 1 should find myself in
tbe hands of the Law Courts. I would strongly suggest, that in connection with that particular section of
the Bill, where this plan is to be provided, that the words should be inserted, “ There shall be provided a
surface plan on the same scale, &c.” The wording, “if required,’1 leaves it too open a matter altogethor.
I think that plan should he open to the municipal authorises, on tho production of an order from tho
Minister for Mines.
4372. Why the Minister for Mines ? He could grant permission to see the plan, if some substantial
reason was given for wanting to see it.
4373. Would it not do to leave it to the inspectors ? In that case ii would mean going to law and calling
the inspectors.
4374. Is there anything else in connection with this matter you would like to refer to ? In connection
With Rule 25 on page 29 of the Bill (see Appendix- A), it seems to me that it docs not meet our case at all.
It
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It deals with headings going under roads, but it does not deal with tho matter of mining the coal. Our Mr. T. Ahtl.
Council sent a motion to the recent Municipal Conference dealing with the matter. The motion submitted
by tho Council reads as follow's :—“ Aud that iu order to permanently secure the safety^ of all public
n')‘
roads, streets, lanes, or buildings, adjacent thereto, within the boundaries of any municipality, it shall be
the duty of the Minister for Mines, his examiners or inspectors, to at least once in every six months,
inspect all mining under such roads, streets, lanes or buildings, and take such steps, as the Minister or his
officers may deem necessary to insure the permanent safety of such roads, streets, Lanes, or buildings.
["Witness withdrew.]
■
William Henry G-oodman sworn and examined:—
Mr, W. H.
4375. President.'] What are you, Mr. Goodman ? I am a storekeeper.
Goodman.
4376. Where do you reside ? At Stockton, near Newcastle.
aoScpCdass.
4377. Mr. Ourley] Are you an alderman of the Municipal Council of Stockton? Yes.
4378. Bo yon hold the position of Mayor of that municipality ? Yes.
_
4370. Mr. Qregson.] Is this the first year of your mayoralty ? Yes; I have been Mayor of Stockton since
February of this year.
4380. President^] How long have you been an alderman ? About three and a half years.
4381. Mr. Qurley.] Have you resided at Stockton for a number of years ? I will have been a resident of
Stockton for ten years on the 16th of next month.
4382. Bo you know the Stockton Colliery ? Yes; I have worked in that colliery for about live years.
4383. How long ago is it since you worked there ? I started to work in the Stockton Colliery in October,
1885, and worked there up to I860.
4384. Bo you know of any extensive fall that occurred in that mine some years ago ? Thcfe was ah
extensive fall in tho No. 2 heading, I think, in 1889.
4385. Was that one of the main roads ? That is the main roadway.
43SG. How many men would work inside of where that fall took place ? At that time, T think there wore
a greater part of the bottom seam, and also of the top seam working inside of this fall. There was only
one heading working in the bottom scam besides No. 2, and that was No. 3. There were not many men
working in No. 3.
4387. Were nearly the whole of tho men in the colliery working inside of that fall ? Yes.
4388. Would tho fall affect both seams ? Yes, it affected both seams.
4389. Was the main roadway closed up ? Yes; the main way was closed for some considerable time, hint
1 cannot say the exact time. The pit was idle for some weeks,
4390. How do you account for that fall taking place ? I think it was due to the reckless Way in which
the pit was opened out—robbing the pillars.
4391. Do you think the fall was caused through leaving too small pillars ? Yes.
4392. Do you know of any surface subsidences that have taken place in the township of Stockton ? Y6s,
4393. This is a plan of the Stockton township {plan produced?). Will you look at this plan, and indicate,
if you can, where the subsidences have taken place (see Plan, Appendix TJ) ? There is'one'fall in Stoickfonstroct, and this street is supposed to be on the 100 feet water frontage. This street, from'between
Clydc-street and King-street, runs a distance of from 8 to 9 chains. It does not reach q uite' to Clydestreet, and the surface in this part has gone down about 2 feet on the street. The Government, of cou*rse,_
put in the alignment stones, and since the levels have been taken by our surveyor, Mr. Gardindr, we find
this street, has gone down about 2 feet. The subsidence extends from* the water frontage to William
street, and the William-strcct houses were affected a good' deal in the way of planter and walls cradkitt'g.
They are nearly all wooden houses, and in some instances, the foundation has gone away, and loft the liouSob
standing. The properties, facing Stockton-street, have gone down so much, that if it was not for our
road the tide would ebb and flow into their yards. We had to take away the surface water from thoir
yards. The yards of Keenan, Davis, and Taylor, are the three persons who are most affected there.
4394. Has the land gone down where these properties stand ? A piece of ground about 9 or 10 chains in
diameter, has gone down nearly 2 feet and in some places more.
4395. Have you any idea when these subsidences took place ? In October, 1892.
4396. Mr. Qregson]. Where is the position of the Stockton shaft (see plan, Appendix U) ? It is near the
northern breakwater.
4397. Mr. Curley.] Are both the upcast and the downcast shafts together ? They are a distance of from
20 to 25 yards apart:. We have another subsidence further down at the comer of Maitland and Hunter
Streets (.we Plan, Appendix IT), and according to the levels our inspector has given us, the surface there
has also gone down 20 inches. It takes in a good deal of Stockton-streeti. It did a considerable amount
of damage, breaking the stones, &c.,and the estimate for repairs to replace it, to bring it up to its original
level, is £250.
4398. Mr. Qregson.] Did you make any claim upon the Stockton Coal-mining Company for the' damage
done? We wrote to the Company, but they ignored our letter, or rather took no notice of it. This fall
has extended as far as Mitch ell-street and Crown-street (sec Plan, Appendix h3). My premises arc
situated near to this part, and it lias cracked a brick building there. We have often heard the shocks and
people are often alarmed by a noise at night-time and in the day-time like thunder.
4399. Mr. Curley.] When did this fall take place ? About two years ago.
4400. Would that be in l'S93 ? Yes; December, 1893.
4401. When did that other fall occur ? Fourteen months after the first fall.
4402. President.]. Why could not the municipality recover from the Stockton Company ? The advice we
received was that private property holders could recover, hut that municipal councils; as custodians, had
no redress whatever.
,
4403. Mr. Curley.] Can you point out on that plan any other subsidences apart from tho two you have
mentioned? No ; I cannot say I can.
4404. President.] Was that decision given on the grounds of the Municpalities Act? I think the ans'wer
was, that as custodians of the streets the Council had no redress to recover from any company or to recover1,
from the estate. I think we asked the question both ways, whether wd could' recover from theiowner of
the estate or from the coal company, and that was the answer we received. I think out solicitors drew
■
our
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°Ur il^tei1^011 to a case ^iat had been tried in England recently, and it was pointed out that they were
unsuccessful there. It was a case something similar to ours of a coal-mine falling in and damaging the
Prol)erty
a council, and they could get no redress.
4d05. Supposing yon hare a Municipal Council Chambers, and, through undermining, those chambers gave
way or wore cracked and broken, were you advised that you could not recover for that ? I do not know
whether that question was put.
4406. Mas the question put, whether you could recover for your streets? Tes; and we were advised
that private property-holders could recover. I think that some of the residents—Calleu, Breckenridge, and
Pilot Warner—are taking the matter up now'. Chutfield's steps, in Stoekton-street, are cracked right up
the front, at one corner, aud the building had been up for some four or five years before this crack took place.
4107. Do you know whose opinion was taken upon this matter? The solicitors for the Council were
Messrs. Sparke and Millard, of Newcastle.
440& Mr. Gurley.'] Were there any valuable buildings on this site? Mr. Peter Gallon's house is a
building that cost, I should thiuk, from £1,500 to £1,600 The fall did a considerable amount of damage.
It shattered the foundations, cement, and plaster of the houses in every shape and form.
4-109. Bid you see yourself that several of these steps were shattered, together with the supports to the
houses? Tes; the houses are shifted. The w'ater-spouting of the houses, instead of carrying the water
to the hack, carries it down over the front of the houses. Ihe spouting holds no water at the back, and
some of the other houses are canting over to one side.
4410. How far are these subsidences from the river? Maitland and Stockton Streets are about 120 yards,
and where the other fall took place, between Clyde and King Streets, the distance varies. Some part ot:
the street is on the hundred feet reservation, and in other pkices the streets would be from 10 to 20 yards
off high-water mark.
4411. President.] Bid you get a written opinion on this matter ? Tes, from Sparke and Millard, and
also from the Municipal Association.
4412. Canyon let us see that opinion? Tes, we can send you a copy. I will see the Council Clerk
about it. [iSVe Appendix V.]
4413. Mr. Gurley.] Was the mine very wet or damp where you used to work? Some places were wet,
aud some places were dry.
‘
■
4414. Bid you notice if the water was salt? Tes, it was all salt.
4415. Bid the mine dip or rise from the shaft? The No. 2 heading was rising very fast.
4416. How deep is the shaft? 350 feet.
4417. Is there water all round it? Tes; I worked in the No. 2 heading a good deal, and it was rising
very fast when I worked there. I have heard since that it is dipping, hut J do not know' how far this is
true.
4418. Bo you say that several buildings were affected hy these subsidences ? Tes; seven or eight buildings
are affected to a large extent; and of course there are several minor things that could be mentioned.
4419. Has the Council applied to the company for something for the renewal of these streets ? Yes.
4420. And do you say that that communication has never been answered ? Tes. We also asked Ihe
company to receive a deputation, but they refused to do so.
4421. Bo you think the manager of the company would have a full knowledge of all those things ? Tho
management says that it is the dredging of tho harbour that is causing the landslips on the surface—
that the dredging of the harbour is causing these streets to come down.
4422. Would the dredging of the harbour cause these thuds and sounds like thunder ? I can hardly see
that it could.
4423. Bo you believe that the dredging of the harbour has anything to do with it? No, I do not; I
think the foreshore has not been affected at all,
4424. This is near the water? Tes. At Stockton the surface is all composed of sand, and I do not see how
it could possibly slip.
4425. Will you look at section [30] 28, sub-scction 3, on page 14 of tbe Bill (we Appendix A) ? Tes.
4426. Bo you think that a provision of that kind should be embodied in this Bill? Tes; I think so.
The people living on the surface should, I thiuk, have the right of knowing what is going on dowu below.
A case in point is that part of Stoekton-street is supposed to be on the 100-feet reservation, and we have
not the slightest doubt that that has gone down 2 feet, and this 100 feet of coal is supposed to be left
in there.
4427. Is that not a matter that you could have referred to the Minister ? I am not sure whether we did
not write to the Minister. There is a clause in the Municipalities Act that gives power to refer to the
Minister, and to ask him for an inspection of the mine. I think we wrote to the Minister; but I forget
the reply we received. I remember the matter being talked about. The question would arise whether
the btockton Company had a right to take this coal out or not, aud we, of course, think they had no riffht
to take the coal out.
'
B
4428. Could you not ascerfaiu from the Minister whether they had that right or not ? 1 forget the nature
of the correspondence on the subject. I think we wrote and asked the Minister, but I forget the answer
we received.
4429. Will you look at the 38th section of the present Act:

Upon (lie affidavit of any person taken before any Justice of the Peace or Commissioner of the Supreme Court
for taking affidavits claiming to be legally or equitably interested in any mine or in any laud adjoining or near to any other
mine that the owner of such last-mentioned mine is or is by tiie person making such affidavit believed to be encroached upon
such first-mentioned mine or land the Minister may by writing under ids hand authorise tiie examiner or inspector together
with a mining surveyor or experienced miner to enter upon such last-mentioned mine or land for the purpose of ascertaining
whether any such encroachment has been made and if so the extent thereof But before granting such authority the
Munster shall require the person making or lodging the affidavit to deposit sneh a sum of money not exceeding one hundred
pounds as shall be necessary to cover the cost of such inspection The persons so authorised may thereupon enter on the
mine or land described in such order and descend any shaft or enter any mine and for such purpose use the engines and
other machinery ordinarily employed for that purpose by the persons whose shaft or mine shall be descended or entered
and make such plans and sections of the mine or fand entered upon and of any drives or other works therein as shall be
necessary for the purpose aforesaid And the owner or agent of the mine to be entered upon shall render all necessary
assistance to the person so authorised And every such examiner inspector or surveyor or miner shall before entering on
such mine or land make a statutory declaration before any person authorised to take the same that he will not (except as a
witness in a Court of Justice) without the consent in writing of the owner of the mine or land to be entered upon divulge
or cause to be divulged to any person whomsoever any information obtained upon or by such entry save only as to whether
such
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such owner is encroaching on such first-mentioned mine or land and every person who shall act contrary to such declaration Mr. W. H.
and any owner or agent who shall refuse such assistance as shall ho necessary to enable tho persons authorised by the

Goodman,

Minister to descend the shaft or enter and examine the mine shall forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds Provided
always that the Minister may out of tho sum deposited as aforesaid defray the cost of such inspection and if such owner or 30 Sept.,1895.

agent render sneh assistance as shall ho necessary for the purposes aforesaid and if there he no encroachment may out of
such sum award to such owner compensation for any loss or expense to which he may be put by reason of such inspection.

4430-1. Do you think that section touches the case in point? Yes; that applies to entering amine.
There is also another difficulty we could see. "We had two or three persons in our Council who had
a very fair idea of how this thing had been worked, and there was a difficulty in getting an inspection,
knowing that they knew the state of the pillars, and also fhat very little care had been taken in this respect.
"We thought there would be some difficulty in getting in there, even if we wanted to.
4432. Has the Council done anything beyond appealing to the Company ? Nothing beyond asking legal
advice.
4433. \Vi]l you now look at Rule 25, on page 29 of the Bill—“ Coal not to be wrought under roads.” [iSfee
Appendix A]. Do you believe in a pimvision of that kind being in the Bill ? Yes ; I think there should
be a provision not to allow the bord to be driven if it was running parallel with any street. In course
of time, through the coal being of a soft nature, and the pillars crumbling away, there is danger of
the streets being affected. I think a provision should be made to carry the workings, if possible, free
from streets, or in the event of thoir driving under streets, that the eut throughs, or headings, shall be
driven as provided in this rule.
4434. ifresideni.] Supposing this is the case, that the owner of the Stockton estate grants to you the
right to get all the minerals under the estate, and he grants to mo the mere surface of the land, I knowing
well enough that at the time I take tho grant of the surface that you have the right of the minerals, does
it not seem hard that you are not to get your coal because of that; if people choose with their eyes
open to make a village or a little town, and then get it made a municipality, because they have done that,
are they to deprive others of their rights ? I think there is a lot to be said on both sides.
44-35. Mr. Ourhy.'] Is this not a matter that the Municipal Councils could take up and deal with them
selves? I do not think the Municipal Council has any right to interfere with private property. They
have only the care and construction of the streets.
44-36. Frcsident^] Can you say v/hether these streets were dedicated to ,thc Council? Maitland-street
was dedicated by the Stockton Estate, aud Stockton-slreet which coincides with part of the Stockton to
Raymond Terrace Government road by the Government by the proclamation of incorporation. Some
time after the Council was formed, the Government asked the Council to take the road over, and gave
them a grant of £120 a year for three years. It vvas aligned before the disturbances took place, but not
before the coal was taken out; and it was pointed out that tbe important point was whether the coal bad
been taken out before the street actually became the property of the Council. There is another question
with regard to Government ground. The Government have sold a portion of the land, and the people
have paid a very high price for it, and the question is, is it right to allow the Stockton Coal Company who
have taken up the right to mine under Government ground to let this ground down.
4437. Mr. GurleyWould you kindly point out the Government land on this plan? Yes. [See Appendix U.]
44374. When was that Government land indicated on tho plan sold? ^bout seven years ago.
[Witness withdrew].

'

Thomas Adams sworn and examined:—
4438. Air. Curley.] What are you by occupation ? A miner.
Mr.T.Adama.
4439. Have you had much experience in mining ? Seven years experience.
4440. Where have you worked? In Queensland and in the Newcastle district.
30Sept'., 1895.
4441. Have you been long in the Newcastle district ? About six years.
4442. What collieries have you worked at in Newcastle? At the Newcastle Coal Company’s mine.
4443. Have you worked at the A and B pits ? Yes.
4444. What pit are you working in at the present time? The B pit.
4445. Do you know the number of men employed in each pit ? 1 cannot say the number of men in each
pit, but 1 know the number in both pits.
*
4446. Can you form any idea of the number of men in tbe B pit ? I should say there were about 200
miners in the B pit.
.
4447. How many miners are there in the A pit? 270.
4448. What is the width of the bords in these collieries ? Eight yards,
4449. What is the sb.e of the pillars ? They vary. Some are 6 yards, some 8 yards, and sometimes they
go more.
4450. Have the pillars always been that size since you went to that colliery ? Yes.
4451. Are you paid at that colliery by average wmight ? By the standard weight.
4452. What is your slandard weight? Twelve cwt; no weight is recognised above that.
4453. 1 suppose a record is taken by the check-weighman occasionally, to sec what weight men are getting;—
if a skip weighed over the 12 cwt., would it not be recorded? No, the company will not weigh. Jf it
goes 12 cwt. they leave the machine. They only recognise 12 cwt.
4454. Are you sure of that ? Positive.
4455. How does a man know when he fills over 12 cwt? The check-weighman guesses at it.
4456. Do you consider that standard weight should be abolished ? I do.
4457. Are you paid hy the average at that colliery ? No.
4458. Do you not get the average of the skips that are weighed ? If a skip gets weighed to-day 12 cwt.,
you get paid for the full amount of skips that day as 12 cwt. If to-morrow, it is 11 cwt., you get all the
skips at 11 cwt.
4459. What would he done, supposing you were weighed twice in a day? In that case tiie skips are
'
averaged. If you get weighed twice in one day you stand on the average.
4460. Do you think that where there is the standard weight, the miner gets a fair average? No, he does not.
4461. Does that not arise from this, that probably 0110 skip may be over 12 cwt., and another under the
12 cwt? If you get a skip 12 cwt. 2 qrs,, and another skip 11 cwt. 2 qrs., they do not recognise that half
cwt; they only recognise the 12 cwt., and the 11 cwt. 2 qrs.
4462.
92—T
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Mr.T. Adams, 4462. What is your opinion with regard to the number of skips that are weighed ? I think that every skip
should be weighed. X have had experience in England, where we were weighing from two pits, and we
30 ^ l"5 had every skip weighed there.
b °
1
4463. What number of skips came out of that mine per day ? I cannot say the number of skips.
4464-. Was it a large output ? Tes.
4465. Aud every skip was weighed ? Yes.
4466. Where was the weighing-machine ? Between the two pits. It had a face like a clock, and with
every skip that went over, a finger pointed to the weight,
4467. Was it a self-registering machine ? Tes.
4468. Were these machines very costly ? 1 cannot say.
4469. What mines were these machines used in ? This was in Staffordshire, England.
4470. Bid you work in any of these mines as a coal getter ? No.
4471. What were you doing there ? I was weighing for the masters, against the check-weighman.
4472. From the experience yon have had in England, you know that it is possible to weigh every skip
without interfering with the output of the mine? Tes.
4473. Do you think these machines are costly items ? I havo not the least idea.
4474. Do you know the average number of skips that are weighed at the Newcastle Company’s colliery
in a day or a fortnight ? There arc about between thirty and forty skips weighed daily at the A pit, and
I should say, about thirty skips per day at the B pit, that is as near as I can judge.
4475. How many skips will be drawn from these two pits in a day ? They reckon to draw at the A pit
about 900 skips.
4476. Is that a day’s work ? Tes.
4477. How many skips would go to the waggon ? About fifteen skips.
4478. Can you say exactly what the number is ? I cannot give yon the number any nearer.
4479. Do the men ever make any complaints Jibout the number of skips that are weighed there ? Tes ;
very often,
4480. Do you consider that a sufiicient number of skips to weigh in proportion to the day’s work ? No,
I do not.
4481. If an increased number of skips were weighed, do you think that would give more satisfaction to
the men than what is given now ? It might give more satisfaction as regards myself, but from wha! I
have heard the men say they would sooner have every skip weighed.
4482. Is that the opinion of the men so far as your colliery is concerned? Tes; that is my experience,
from what I. have heard the men talk about.
4483. They think that every skip should be weighed ? Tes.
4484. Is the company’s weighman at the weighbridge all day ? Tes.
4485. Has he any other duties to perform ? Not that I am aware of,
4486. Has he any clerical duties ? Not that I am aware of.
4487. Has he anything to do with looking after screenmen, waggons, or anything of that sort? No.
4488. Has this question of ap insufficient number of skips being weighed ever been referred to the
manager? It has not been referred to the manager while I have been in office; but when tho other
secretary was there I believe it was referred to him.
4489. Do you hold the position of secretary to the lodge ? Yes ; I have held the position of secretary to
the lodge for four months.
■ 4490. Have you ever examined any of the provisions in the proposed new Bill ? No, I have never seen it.
4491. Have you Worked in different parts of both these collieries ? I have worked in all sections of
both pits with the .exception of one,
4492. "What section was that ? The No. 9 section.
4493. Have yon ever noticed any defects in connection with the ventilation of that colliery ? Tes; I
have filled the position of check-inspector, and I have very often found defects in the ventilation.
4.494, "Were you the check-inspector for both pits ? Tes.
4495. In what districts have you found these defects in the ventilation? In a district called No, 2, iu the
A pit; and also in a district called No. 1, in the same pit. There is very good ventilation in the B pit.
4496. What was the nature of the defects iu tho ventilation you rotor to ? Bad air. 1 have known the
thermometer range up to 79 degrees. I have here the cheek-inspector's report for the 16th and 17th of
October, 1893. It says : “ We found the air deficient in No. 7 heading, 109 pillar, through want of a
canvas, which the deputy promised, to put up at oneo. Wc also found it slack in No. 2, at 47 pillar. In
fact it was not up to the previous inspection in any of tbe headings in No. 2 district. The air-ways and
travelling roads were in fair condition, and we fouud a fair supply of timber ou the various fiats.” That
report was signed by Thomas Oswald, and Thomas Adams, check-inspectors.
4497. Was that on the heading ? Tes.
4498. If the air was bad on the heading, how would it bo with the men working in the face ? I have
known the men havo to come out of the face, and go into the heading for a breath of air.
4499. Have you made aj.iy report since this report ? Tes.
■
4500. Do you notice any further deficiencies in the ventilation? Tes. On the 2nd and 3rd April, 1894,
we found the air-ways and travelling-roads in good condition, and plenty of timber on the fiats. Wo also
examined the ropes and cages. And in our opinion the cages at the A pit are in a bad state of repair
owing to the rivets and bolts being loose. Wc found the B pit cages in a much worse condition, and we
think that the wire that is attached to the middle chains should be removed, and the chains substantially
repaired. And the cover on the south side cage wants replacing by a new one, the present one being full
of holes, and patched with timber, We attribute the cause of not being able to get a reading in No. 3
Heading, B pit to the following:—Firstly to no one being in attendance at the furnace after 2 p.m.
Secondly, to the door leading to the pick-rack being left open at times. We would recommend that
another door be erected, one door not being sufficient to meet the requirements. We also drew the over
man s attention to what is known as the stable door, as it was in a very dilapidated condition which he
promised to rectify.—(Signed) Emanuel Kigby, Robert Wells, Check inspectors.
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TUESDAY, 1 OCTOBER, 1895.
[The Commission mef in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.mi]
Present:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (Rkesdjent).
.TAMES CURLEY-, Esq.

|

JESSE C-REGSON, Esq.

Thomas Adams’ examination continued :—
4501. Mr. Curley.'] I think you were referring to the Cheek Inspector’s reports when wc closed last
night ? Tes.
4502. Are there any other reports that have been made, subsequent to the one you referred to, that show
further defects in connection with the ventilation ? Xo, ] don’t think there arc. I may state that we
have had no inspection since the one in 1894.
4508. You have never been authorised to go round? Xo. The last inspection is in the book.
4504. Is your experience, where you have noticed any defects iu the ventilation, that the air was not
conducted ii]) ijito the working place ? Tes, always. In my experience I have never seen it conducted
up to tho working face—it is always in the headings.
4505. Do you think it should be turned into the bord ? Yes.
4G00, And kept well up to the face? Tes.
4507. Have you seen the proposed Bill? No.
4508. "Will you look at sections 50, 47, rule 1, page 23 {see Appendix A). You will see several erasures
iu the clause there where lines are struck out. Those lines that you seo run through in the clause, aud
also the larger letters that you see inserted, represent the amendments by the Legislative Council, and
the clause without those erasures and larger letters represents the clause as it was originally in the
Bill, and as it left the Legislative Assembly. Do you believe that there should bo a minimum quantity
of air provided—of 150 cubic feet—for each miner ? Tes, I do ; and I believe if the thermometer runs
over 70° the air ought to he condemned. Erom my experience, I do not think the air is pure after the,
thermometer ranges over that.
4509. You think a high temperature shows a defect in the ventilation ? Tes, it does.
4510. Is this a matter that you havo studied and thought out? Yes, it is.
4511. Wliat would you consider a medium temperature? I would say between 60° and 70°. I havo seen
it in the Newcastle Company’s B Pit as low as 59° and GO0. Of course it is very good air there.
4512 Do you believe iu tho shorter cut-throughs, from 35 to 25 yards? 1 do not know that that would
make much difference, providing there was good air, or if the air was taken up to the men with brattice.
4513. Is there much refuse in the Newcastle Company’s seam ? Tes, a good deal.
4514. Is there what is known as a Jerry-band in the seam ? Yes, in some sections of it.
4515. Docs it run right across the seam ? Yes.
4516. How thick is it? Prom 16 to 17 inches.
4517. Is that worked ? Tes, on some sections.
4518. Have the men to put it on one side, and clean it from the coal ? Tes; clean it from the coal, and
put it ou one side.
4519. Do you think some of this refuse could he utilised in certain cases for the conducting of the air by
packing it at the side of the road ? Yes, I believe it could he used to pack up all the old bords. It
would make a very great difference to the air, and save the expenditure or buying brattice.
4520. Is there any fire-damp given off in that mine ? I never saw any in my experience.
.
4521. Did you notice much waste in connection with the air when you have made check inspections?
Yes ; on account of these old bords not being stopped up,
4522. As a rule, did you find a fair quantity of air on tho intake ? Tes. I have found it deficient in a
certain section in the Newcastle Company’s Pit No. 1. I have seen the time when we could not get a
reading at all, and at other times you could get good readings.
4523. In a case where you could not get a reading, would you consider the air very slack and stagnant ?
Tes.
4524. Do you believe the air should be conducted in a mine iu splits ? Tes, provided there are not too
many men on each split.
4525. Do you lenow the limit the Act proposes with regard to the number of men ? Sixty.
4526. Do you think sixty a fair number of men to he in a split? Tes, I should say so.
4527. Have you given any attention to the question of hours that the men work ? At the Newcastle
Company’s Collieries the miners work eight hours as nearly as possible. The first shift goes down the
mine at G a.m. and knocks off at 2 p.m.; the back shift goes down at 8 a.m, and knocks off at 4 p.m. I
may say that the wheelers go to work at 7 a.m. and atop drawing coal at 4 p.m,, and then very often fill
slack till 6 p.m.
4528. Do you believe that there should he a uniform starting time in the mine ? I do.
4529. And also a uniform time for ceasing work ? Tes.
4530. Arc you in favour of the proposal to fix the hours at eight by legislation;—do you believe in the
hours being legislated for ? I do.
4531. Is there any security for the present working hours;—could not a manager alter them, if he
thought fit, at any time, and request the men to work longer ? Yes : I believe he could.
4532. Do you think eight hours long enough for a man to be iu the mine ? Quite sufficient.
4533. "When you have been making your inspections have you ever inspected the shafts ? No, 1 never have.
4534. Do yon think they are worthy of consideration ? Yes, I do. I consider that the check inspectors
ought to examine ropes, gauges, shafts, and everything—provided they understand thorn.
4535. If a man saw any loose stones in a shaft do you think he would understand what that meant ?
Oh, yes.
4536. Do you consider that the shafts should be at a reasonable distance from each other? Yes; I
believe they should be.
4537. The Bill proposes that they should be fifty yards apart;—I think the Legislative Council proposes
something like ten yards, and the Legislative Assembly has suggested thirty yards;—what do you think
of it ? 1 should think thirty yards is a fair distance.
4538.
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Mr.
T. Adame.

4538. Is your colliery working anything like full time ? No; about half time, as nearly as possible.
4539. Do you think working only eight hours would interfere Tory much with the output of a colliery ?
No; I don’t.
1 Oct,, 1895.
4540. Do you think the cost of bratticing to regulate the ventilation in a mine would he a very serious
item, or would it he merely a nominal charge? No ; I do not think it would he very serious. Of course
it would cause the expenditure to he a little higher in working the mine; hut I consider that they could
utilise the refuse instead of brattice.
4541. Could they do this in a great many instances ? Yes.
4542. President.] Do you mean build it up ? Yes; I may say that sometimes they do tins in the New
castle Co.’s A. pit. I have seen it done. AYe w'ere making an inspection in this section 1 am speaking of,
and we could not get any readings ; we therefore pointed out to the overman that he had better stop up
those old bords, and he had them stopped with refuse, and tho next time we went round we could take a
reading.
4543. Mr. Curley.] Do you think managers should see numbers of these things without the men having to
point them out to them? Yes ; I believe they know about it without the meu pointing out the defects to
them,
4544. Can you understand why this is not done without the men having to point it out to them? No; I
cannot understand it at all. I have seen times when we have found defects and pointed them out, and
no notice has been taken of them.
4545. How are these two collieries ventilated ? By furnaces.
[Witness withdrew.]

Alexander Mathieson sworn and examined.
A. Mathieson, 4546. Mr. Curley.] What profession do you follow ? That of colliery manager.
E(l4547. What colliery are you now in charge of? The Hetton Colliery.
4548. Have you been manager for some time at the Hetton Colliery ? I havo been manager of tho
■’
‘ Hetton Colliery from the start, but I havo not had the full mauagement of it all tho time. 1 have had
the management of it for all the time except about three or three and a half years.
4549. Mr. Greyson How many years have you managed the colliery ? Four years tins last time, and a
little over two years when they first started to sink,
4550. Mr. Curley^] Were you in charge of the sinking operations ? Yes; looking after them on behalf
of the company.
4551. Havo you one or two shafts ? Two.
4552. Where is the pit situated? At Carrington.
4553. Can you point it out on this plan ? [Plan handed to witness.—Witness marks location in pencil.]
4554. Are you pretty well acquainted with the deposits that wore gone through in the sinking of these
shafts ? Yes, pretty well.
4555. What were they ? Sand, clay, and shale.
4556. What shale had you at the down cast shaft?Shale and blue metal—about 50 or 55 feet—I am
not sure which.
4557. What had you with regard to your up-cast shaft? About 90 or 95 feet.
4558. Can you outline on the plan where the leasehold extends. Is it leasehold? Yos. This plan does
not give it all.
4559. Doos it not give a portion of it ? No ; it only gives two of the leases and part of the third.
4560. Don’t you w'ork this portion (indicating on plan—see Appendix W) ? Yes.
4561. It doos show a considerable portion? Yes; it shows three of the leases. Tiie middle lease is
14. The others are 13 and 12 (see Appendix W).
4562. Is the principal portion of your work under the harbour? Yes.
4563. What is your method of working ? Bord and pillar.
4564. What is the width of your bords ? Six yards.
4565. What is the size of your pillars ? Six yards.
4566. Have you seen the report of the Jtoyal Commission on Collieries adjacent to Ferndalo? It is a
long time ago now.
4567. Have you seen any intimation from the Examiner of Coal-fields in regard to any recommendations
the Commission made for the regulation of collieries under ocean, leaseholds and tidal waters. Has any
official communication been sent to the managers, do you know' ? No; not that 1 am aware of.
4568. Will you^ look at these recommendations here on pages 128-9 of tho report of the Department of
Mines, 1887—Tidal Leaseholds and Ocean Leaseholds (see Appendix Q) ? I have not seen these before.
We do not comply with the 7 feet in thickness.
4569. AVhat do you mean hy the 7 feet in thickness ? The thickness of coal to be wrought not to exceed
7 feet.
&
45/0. That means, I presume, that it is intimated that there is to he some top coal left;—is that
what you consider from the recommendation ? That is what I would consider from that, but leaving top
coal up would not make us safe.
4571. Would it not help to do so ? Not in tbe slightest, because it w'ould not stop up. In fact, in the
biggest part of our lease, leaving top coal up is a danger instead of a safety, because after being thoroughly
wet and left to itself to dry, it is likely to catch fire when it falls and lies after tbe waters draw off it,
4572. Have you known top coal to stand for years ? Some; some docs not stand for many months, iu
fact, not for many weeks.
4573. What section of tho coal are you referring to as falling ? The top band.
4574. Howr thick is it, ? About 3 ft. 10 in., or 4 feet in most places ; in some places only 3 feet.
4575. Do you mean to say that tbe coal, without being worked, will fall of its own accord ? Yes; it will.
4576. In a six-yard place ? Yes.
'
. 4577. AVberohave younoticedt.bat? In our mine.
4578. In udiat section of the mine ? In different sections.
4579.^ I suppose your sections have local names,—can you tell us the local names of the sections ? It
falls in what wre call the hack of the shaft, and it falls in No. 2 section.
4580. Of its own accord ? Yes.
4581.
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A. Mathieson,
4581. What do you attribute it to ? The frefiness of the coal; it is very free and brittle in places.
Esq.
4582. Would that be in particularly soft places? No. The coal is a tender coal in places.
4583. Is it anywhere near the fault? No; nowhere near it. In fact, as far as the fault is concerned., 1 Oct., 1895.
we get our strongest coal alongside the faults.
_ .
4584. Does your mine make any quantities of water ? No; not extra quantities.
.
f
4585. Did you report in your last half-yearly report that the mine was giving off the usual quantity ol
water? About the usual quantity.
.
4586. What is the usual quantity? I am sure I could not say. I never bothered to make it up to see
what it is. It has never been excessive, and therefore it never troubled me.
4587. When you have come to any fault, has any given quantity of water come off additional to what was
being made in the mine ? Wc do get places where we get a little more water than at other places, and
when we get it at those places it usually takes off somewhere else, I do not think we are pumping
many more gallons now than we did at first.
, ,
4588. Is that where you are working under the harbour? We are getting none under tho harbour

to the dip—at all to speak of.

.

i
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4589. Have you any idea of the thickness of the rock overhead as you are going to the dip r The rock
overhead, going to tho dip, I suppose, will be 220 or 230 feet.
4590. How did you arrive at that calculation ? Eecause they have got the rock in the harbour over our
head. They are blasting in the harbour at the present time.
4591. Are they boring down or sinking ? The Government is blasting it out.
,
4592. Is that overhead where you are working ? Yes, we are working there too.
,
.
4593. Do you think a six-yard pillar is sufficient to meet all exigencies there ? Yes, any quantity in
fact, it is a waste to(leave six yards.
4594. President.~\ Is that under the water ? Yes.
,
. . .
.
, . ,
4595. Mr. CnrleyJ\ How many yards would you like to leave ? I think it is right to leave six yards, out
five would carry it quite comfortably—in fact four would carry it.
4596. Where the coal is brittle aud freo, like that to which you have just referred, don t you think that m
order to carry a given quantity of weight you would require some large pillar of some reasonable
dimensions ? No ; I don’t think so.
. ,
4597. Would the coal being brittle and free, or solid and hard, make any difference ? ISo ; it uoes not
seem to affect the stone overhead.
_
...
,
4598. I suppose you will admit that it will have to carry weight, a considerable quantity iu time, as tho
mine gets worked ? The stone will have to carry the weight,
4599. Will the stone stand of its mvn accord without being supported? Yes.
_
_
4600. Even if the pillars were taken out? No; if you have all the pillars out, away it will come.
4601. Then you do admit that the pillars keep the stone up ? Yes ; certainly.
4602. In your leading drives do you keep bores in advance for a given distance? ^ Tes.
_
4603. How far? No particular distance. It sometimes just depends on tho time the man is in. lie
bores them not less than 12 feet, and sometimes 18 feet, to save him from coming back again next shift.
4604. What is the least distance you keep them in advance ? lie never boros them less thau 12 feet. If
he has time he will bore thorn 16 or 18 feet to save him from coming back next shift.
4605. Does your leasehold extend at all under the cranes? No, except that there are 4 acres going out
under the cranes for the connection. That is the only thing wo hold under tho wharf.
_
4606. Do you leave the requisite pillars there iu the same way ? No; wo have only got two drives
through.
.
,
4607. Does your leasehold extend much northward up the harbour from your mme? Yes; a good
distance north.
4608. Are you working up that way ? Yes; a little.
,
4609. Do you think the rock will run out there or get thinner as you go north? No; I thiuk it holds
about the same as far as any bores that have been put down are concerned.
4610. Have you had any indications of the roof breaking down going north ? No, none whatever.
4611. Or in any other part of the mine? No ; not in any part of the mine.
_
_
4612. If at any time there was the slightest indication of the roof coming down in any part of the mine
in that way, would you encourage an immediate report being made to you of such occurrence? Ccrtaiuly
I would, aud report it to my directors.
,
4613. Would vou encourage a report being made at once from the workmen where any circumstance of
that character occurred P If the workmen made a report I would go and see to it myself.
4614. Do you have any discussions on these matters with your officials, such as your overmen or deputies,
at any time? No; because wc never need to have it.
4615. You do not think it necessary to talk these matters over? No.
_
4616. Not in a colliery situated such as yours ? No; because both he and Itravel the places sufficiently
often to see these things.
4617. Are you down in the mine pretty frequently ? Yes.
4618. Do you propose to work out any pillars? No; in fact our lease would not allow us, therefore
there is no use in our proposing it.
4619. Is there a stipulation in the lease that you are not to work the pillars ? Yes.
4620. Do you ventilate your colliery by furnace or by fan ? By fan.
4621. What fan is it ? A Guibal fan.
4622. Is the ventilation well sustained throughout the mine at all times? Yes, at all times.
4623. Have you ever hoard any complaints? No. When ,1. say ‘‘No,” I moan there are complaints
sometimes, but very rarely.
_
_
_
4624. What do you consider a compliance with the Act of 1870 with regard to the air? There is any
quantity of air so far as the 1876 Act is concerned.
4625. That is, is it either large or small ? It is quite sufficient air for our mine.
_
4026. How do you define the Act with regard to supplying a given quantity to each miner ? According
to the Act we are supposed to have 100 feet sweeping along our airways for each man or boy, nud
150 feet for a horse. That is the quantity according to tho Act, and you havo to keep it up.
4627. The minimum quantity ? Yes,
4628.
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A. Mafiueson; 4628. Do you consider that you comply with the A.ct if the minimum quantity is there ? Tes.
Es<l-

4629! The Act does not prevent you from giving more F No.
Do you aim at giving more than that ? Yes, 1 think we do, as a rule.
1 Oct., 1893.
,
D0 you do anything to carry it into the bords with brattice or anything like that? No, not
without we have a place going to the rise, and we do not see our way to putting in a cut-through.
4632. At the 35 yards ? Yes. Going to the rise we may cut them a little shorter.
4i633. You say you leave no top coal in the colliery ? In some places we do, hut in very few places.
4634. Have you ever made a computation of the ventilation circulating throughout the whole of the mine,
to ascertain how far you are exceeding the minimum quantity stipulated in the Act ? Yes, wo do at
times in fact, we are always above it as far as that is concerned. So far as I am aware; 1 do not think
we have ever been below it.
4635, You say that you do not conduct it into the bords by brattice or anything ? No.
4G36. Is it not possible that you may have a fair quantity of air on tbe heading, and that the man in a
bord who is pretty well up his 35 yards may have very defective ventilation ? No ; I have never found
it so.
'
4637. Do the miners use powder for blasting in your mine ? Yes.
4G38. Cannot they get the coal without it? Yes, they could if they would do a. little more work ; they
use too much powder.
‘
4639. Do you think practical men like to waste powder ? There are some practical men who do not, but
others do.
4640. Is that not the exception ;—would you say that, as a rule, men use far more powder than is
required p They do, as a rule.
4641. Do you think practical men, after years of experience, would not know how to gauge the powder?
A great number of them use the powder on purpose to save a little labour.
4G42. Have you any regulated distance that they have to bole before a shot is fired? No, wo have not.
All ive do is to make them hole it, but no certain distance, and cut one side if possible. We make them
hole it a fair distance. We have no certain distance fixed.
■
4643. There must be some understanding ? The understanding is that they are to go about 3 feet.
Some places we do not get the facing, but most places we do.
4644. Is that fairly well carried out in the colliery ? In most cases it is.
4645. You go round the colliery pretty frequently, and I suppose you have full opportunities of judging
of this matter ? Yes; but they sometimes watch us,
"
4646. I suppose you watch them ? Yes.
4647. Do you know the provisions in the proposed Bill for increasing the minimum quantity of ventila
tion ? Yes; I have gone through the new Bill.
4648. What do you think of the provisions ? It depends upon which provisions you refer to. We can
hardly toll how the Bill is now.
'
4649. Will you look at section 47, rule 1, page 23 (see Appendix A) ? Yes ; the way the Bill is
sought to be passed now it says, “ an adequate amount of ventilation."
4650. Are there not two opinions on the matter ? Yes, there are at present.
4651. One opinion is that there should be an adequate amount, and the other that there should he 150
cubic feet as a minimum ? Yes.
4652. Which would not prevent yon from providing more? No.
4653. It also stipulates that the cut-through shall not be more than 25 yards before the current of air ?
Yes.
4654. Do you approve of that? No; I think 35 yards is quite near enough.
4655. Seeing that you do not put brattice into those places, do you not think that the 25 yards would be
a considerable improvement—it would be 10 yards less ? Yes; but the miner suffers nothing at 35 yards,
except it is a rise place.
■
4656. Then you do admit that in a rise place he is suffering? We generally put them a little closer in a
rise place.
'
4657. You put tho cut-through over a little sooner? Yes.
j a*8' ^ ^°U ^
would he tho result ? I do not know that there would be a great deal of
difference, but we do it for convenience sake for the men and for ourselves as well.
4659. Are you opposed to putting brattice in the place at all to give better ventilation? Yes; I am
opposed to it because it is money thrown away where there is no gas.
466(X Do you think men want ventilation in mines even where there is no gas ? Yes ; they arc getting
sufiicient ventilation at the present time in the mines, and we havo got men there who are as healthy as
any men going, and they work in the mines to quite as big an age as any other class of men.
4G61. How far is your mine in underground at present? Fully a mile m some places.
4662. You still intend to go further, I suppose ? Yes ; we havo no intention of stopping.
4663. What is your objection to bratticing? The expense.
‘
4664. Could you not utilise some of the refuse in the mine ? If we do, it is expensive.
4665. Have the men to stack a good deal of this refuse behind them ? With us they havo not.
4666. Have they not to throw it behind them in the gob ? No; very little.
■
4667. Would that bo where there is no jerry to work ? We have very little jerry in any part of our
mine now. We have morgan, but that we work w'ith our shift men,
4G68._ What weuld be the extent of tho additional cost in the event of your being willing to conduct the
air with brattice ? That depends upon what seam of coal it is. Our seam differs from others. There
would be a wide difference m the expense.
4669. Take your seam, for instance ? Take it all through, I suppose it runs 2d. a ton.
4670. Is your seam a very thick seam ? Yes.
,
4G71. How thick ? In some places, taking stone and coal in all, we work about 25 feet.
'
4G72. How much refuse would yqu have in that thickness ? Ten or 11 feet of refuse.
4673. Do you work that ? Yes.
4674. Where you have it that thick ? Yes ; most of tho places we do.
4675. Do you not think 2d. a ton is an excessive estimate ? No; because tbe brattice cloth that we got
out here lasts no time.
4676. Not even in the dry workings ? Not even in the dry workings.
4677.
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4677. How long ? 1 could not say. I don’t think above three or four months.
Ksq.
4678. Ho you think it would last as many years ? Jt won’t with us.
4679. Have you tried it to any extent? No ; just in a few places.
1 Oct., 1895.
4680. I presume that even in the case of requiring to brattice it would not ruin the Company in any shape
or form if it was put to that cost ? If the Company w'as put to that cost it would simply amount to this—
that as far as they are concerned at the present time they could not suffer it.
4681. Why? Because they arc not getting sufficient returns for the coal.
4682. "Whose fault is that? That I do not know' anything about.
4683. Is that not owing to internal competition amongst the proprietors themselves ? I could not say.
4684. Ho you think it is? No : I don’t think it is as far as that is concerned. I suppose it is because we
have more coal, than we have a demand for, and other places competing with us.
4685. What other places arc competing with you ? We have the Southern collieries competing with us.
Japan is competing with us, and Victoria is competing with us.
4686. What have been your worst competition periods during the last two or three years ? About the
present time, except we go back a great many years ago. There was one time before when it was very bad.
4687. What has your colliery done in the last three years in the way of profit making ? That I could not
say.
4688. Hon’t you know ? No, I don’t.
4689. Are you a shareholder in the colliery ? I am.
4690. Ho you mean to say that you know nothing about that ? I don’t know exactly what we made.
4691. Ho you get a balance sheet? Yes ; I got one from the Newcastle company, but I have not looked
at it.
4692. Is that your last half-yearly balance sheet ? [Balance sheet handed witnessd\ No; this is not the
last half-year.
4693. What date is it? This is December, 1894. We have had one since that.
4694. AVhat does the balance sheet of 1894 show;—what was your reserve at that time ? As far as
reserves aro concerned they are generally a matter of figures.
4695. Have you paid off a liability of £30,000 during the last three years? Not that I am aware of.
4696. AVas any dividend paid to you last half year at all ? I believe there was something paid ; what it
was I could not say.
4697. Have you not drawn it ? Yes; it was banked by me as far as that is concerned. I believe it was
drawn almost before it was banked.
469S. You got a balance sheet, I presume ? Yes: I have got a balance sheet in the office.
4699. Have you looked at it ? No, I have not gone through it,
4700. President.'] Are you a shareholder yourself ? Yes.
4701. Mr. Garlet/.] If you can make profits in competition periods such as yon are passing through now,
would a matter of bratticing hamper you? Yes, it would ; in fact, every farthing you put on the coal
hampers us, especially when it is of no service.
4702. President.] AVhat do you mean by “ no service ” ? Tor no service in this way: The air at the
present time, according to our present Act, is good and clear enough. I know that the air in our herds
at the present is better than it is iu one half of the ■warehouses in Sydney.
4703. Mr. Gnrleij.] You have admitted already that when a herd is going to the rise, you occasionally put
brattice there to carry the air up ? Yes, certainly we comply with these things without being forced to
do so.
4704. You may do so, but if you were not to do so, would you still consider that you were within the
meaning of the Act if you were not to put the brattice there ? "We don’t go by tho Act altogether; wc
generally use a little consideration.
4705. Could you do so ? AVe could do so. AVe could go 35 yards according to the Act.
4706. Is it not possible for a manager to sail on the minimum quantity ? I don’t think there are many
managers who do it.
4707. Do you believe that ventilation is one of tho chief features to be regarded in connection with
mining ? Arcs, and we give it too.
4708. President.] That is to say, you always have more than the minimum ? Yes, except in very rare
eases, and at rare times when we may not be exactly up to it. That will sometimes occur in tho best
regulated mines you can get.
'
4709. Mr. Curley!] What did you say the size of your fan was ? • 30 ft. x 10 ft.
4710. AVhat number of revolutions does it travel at ? From 40 to 45.
4711. AVhen 'does your fan-man go to work ? Five o’clock in the morning.
4712. When does he cease work ? Ten at night.
4713. Have you only the one fan-man ? Two.
4714. Is there a night fan-man as well ? Part night and part day. There are two of them for that time.
4715. Are they there from 5 o’clock in the morning till 10 at night ? Yes.
4716. Do the two fanmen work this period of time between them ? Yes.
4717. Havo you men working in the mine occasionally during the night ? Two or three water-bailers.
4718. No miners? No.
4719. Have you never any men working at any driving—special places ? No ; they are done at that time.
4720. What time do the miners go to work in the morning? Six o’clock.
4721. Have you two shifts of men? Yes, a front and a back shift,
'
4722. AVhat hours do you work the miners and the pit ? The front shift goes down at 6, and leaves off
at half-past 1, and the back shift goes down at 8, and leaves off at 4.
4723. Can the men come out of the pit when they please? No. If they want to come out when they
please, we can draw them up the air shaft,
4724. Ho they do it? No ; they wont go.
4725. Ho you know the provision with regard to the regul.ition of hours in the proposed Bill ? Yes ;
that is eight hours, and twenty minutes out of that for food.
4726. Do you approve of that ? I don’t. I don’t think that there should be an Act at all to say What
time a man shall work. A man’s labour is his capital.
4727. May he not he compelled under certain conditions to work longer occasionally ? I do not thiuk he
would be compelled at any time.
4728.
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A, Mathieson, 4728, Not by a manager even ? Jt is very seldom a, manager can compel them if they don’t wish to work.
^_4729. Do you know of any requests that have been made by managers to men to work longer time—an
10ctl895 tour or two longer in the day? No.
11
' 4730. You don’t know of any P No ; not to work an hour or two longer.
4731. Would you be surprised to know that it has been done ? Yea, I would.
4732. Do you think it should be done? Yes ; 1 think we have a right to do so if we require tho coal.
4733. You think you have a right to ask the men to work as long as you please ? To work a fair number
of hours,
4734. You said just now that a man’s labour was his capital ? I say so still. I think a man should not
be restricted by Act of Parliament.
4735. Ho should be permitted to work as long as he likes ? Yes.
4736. On the other hand may he not be compelled to work against his will under certain conditions ?
No ; I don't think it. You might just as well limit a man with his capital, and say that if he had a few
thousand pounds he must only speculate a portion of it, and keep the rest of it idle. It is just the same
with a man's labour.
4737. Do you know that when eenditions change at one mine as against another mine these conditions
make a reason why the same conditions should prevail at the other colliery? They do not give us much
reason to change.
4738. Do you know that it is very often quoted by tbe colliery managers themselves, that because some
thing is done at another colliery that is a reason why something should be done at theirs as well? Yes ;
but it is not often that we get these chances.
4739. Don’t you think it would settle a very much vexed question if the matter was legislated for ? I do
not. I believe in every man having his own free will to do with his labour as he chooses. Why should
we have eight hours in a Coal-mines Bill more than for any other class of work.
4740. Do you think coal-mining is superior work to other classes of work ? I do not think it is superior,
and I do not think it is inferior—the majority of it.
4741. "You do not consider it is a precarious calling do you? It is not if care is taken. It is like every
other calling. You can go to any trade you like, and there is danger in it if you do not look out for it. It
is the same in coal-mining.
"
4742. Is it not regarded as a precarious occupation? Yes; but there is a great deal more danger made
out of it than there is in it.
4743. Have you worked as a coal-miner? I have not. I have worked at every other position in the
mine except at the coal, but I have seen plenty of work.
4744._ You are not speaking then of your own personal experience? No; but I can tell when a man is
working the coal.
4745. Do you think if there was no provision in the Bill with regard to the hours the managers would
impose conditions against the will of the men with regard to the length of the hours ? As far as tho
manager imposing conditions is concerned they have never had the chance to impose very much on the
men,
4746. What do you mean by that statement? The men keep them ground tight enough to the wall
without anything else.
4747. Do you mean to say that the men take any undue advantage in any way? They have always done so.
4748. In what particular respect? Iu all respects.
4749. Can you point to any instances ? There are plenty without pointing to them. The Newcastle
.
district speaks for itself.
’
4750. In what respect ? You are as well aware as I am that at all times if the men thought a colliery
was in difficulties they would impose whatever they thought fit on the company.
4751. Have they done that with regard to your colliery ? They did not get much chance to do it with
regard to us. They did at one time. They kept us pretty well to the grindstone at one time.
4752. You have not given a direct instance yet, although I have asked you several times;—have you not
kept them to the grindstone just as well ? No ; we have acted very fairly and reasonably with them all
through.
„
4753. Have they not done the same with regard to you? They have lately,
4754. Has it not been a matter of mutuality ? Yes, lately; I will say that.
4755. How is tho weighing conducted at your colliery ? At the bottom of the screen.
4756. Do you pay on an average weight ? Yes.
"
4757. Have you a standard weight ? Yes.
4758. What is the standard ? 12 cwt.
'
4759. Have the men objected to that sometimes ? Yes ; some years ago.
4760. Do you think their objection was reasonable ? No, I don’t.
4761. Is that a condition of things that vou impose ? Yes : standard weight.
4762. You insist on that ? Yes.
^
4763. Why do you fix a standard weight ? Por many reasons ; because by fixing a standard weight we
know what our hauling and lifting arc. If we have no standard weight, we do not know what they really
fill. We have all our machinery ordered in proportion—ropes and everything else.
4764. If the men were to fill their skips level and full to the wood of the skip, would you be satisfied ?
Yes ; they have been repeatedly told to do it.
'
4765. Is there any gauge that you allow them to fill over the top of the skip ? No; we do not fix them
to any gauge.
4766. You know that is done, I suppose ? At some collieries it is.
4767. Is it done in your colliery ? No ; wc have no gauge.
4768. How high aro your skips filled above the wood of the skip ? You may say about 6 inches is an
average.
4769. Do you think that is a fairly reasonable distance to fill above the wood ? Yes.
4770. Is there much fear of the coal falling off the skip ? No ; not if it is properly packed, but it does
even fall off at that height.
4771. Seeing that the men fill in that way, don’t you think they are entitled to all the weight they do
fill ? No, I don’t; because in some places the coal is that easy to be got that they could fill lugher.
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4772. AVhat quantity of weight do you gain by a process of that kind beyond what you pay the miner ?A. Mathieson,'
Esq.
That 1 could not say; I don't think we gain any.
4778. .Don’t you gain tho excess that is filled beyond that in any ease? There is very little excess filled 1 Oct., 1895,
with us.
*
4774. But is there not some ? Very rarely now.
4775. Is there any P Some times a skip may go above 12 cwt., but there are not many now that do, and
there have not been for years.
4776. You mean to say that you know nothing about this excess weight? No; I never make up my
weight ns far ns that is concerned—in fact, I don’t know what our shipping weight is.
4777. Do you know the number of tons you handle in a given time—a quarter or a half a year—from the
colliery ? Yes ; the miners’ tonnage.
4778. The quantity of tonnage paid to the miners ? Yes.
4779. You say you do not know Ihe quantity of shipping tonnage ? No, I don't.
4780. Does your shipping manager ever intimate to you that he wants a given quantity of tonnage? No.
4781. Or ask you if you can load a vessel of a stipulated size, and whether he can have so many waggons
of round coal ? Oh, yes, as far as that is concerned.
4782. You know nothing in that particular respect P No, I'don’t.
4783. Do yon never get the shipping tonnage for the satisfaction of knowing whether you are gaining or
losing in weight—and making comparison of what goes away ? No, 1 never do. They sometimes grumble
at my items losing.
4784. Do you know for a fact that you are paying for less than you arc sending away ? I am very
confident we aro not,
4785. Do you weigh every waggon ? No.
4786. Is every waggon weighed that goes away ? The Government weighs them, we do not.
4787. You insist on every waggon being weighed ? Yes ; the Government get their weight.
4788. Is your weighman kept at the bridge all day ? Yes.
4789. How many skips in the day do you weigh v I think lie gets through about sixty.
4790. Do you employ many miners ? Yes, we have got about 265 or 270.
4791. Are the men’s places inspected previous to their starting work in the morning? Yes.
4792. Has that to be done according to your instructions ? Yes, we have a man for that purpose.
4793. President^ With regard to that quantity of air. Is there sneh a great difference between 100 feet
and 150 feet. Even under the present Act there has lo be an adequate amount of ventilation with a
minimum of 100 feet. Surely the collieries must now he in a position, in case 100 feet is not sufficient
to give 150 feet r 150 is one half more; there axe plenty of places where they are not in a position to
give the 150 foot I am confident.
4794. Is 100 feet enough for tho men ? Yes, quite sufficient if it is conducted round the mine.
4795. Would you have it conducted into the working places ? Not into the bords.
4796. "Why not? It would be too expensive.
4797. Might not men be working in these places and nearly smothered for want of air? There is not the
slightest fear of that.
4798. Don’t these men work in the bords with hardly anything on? Yes.
4799. And they are perspiring very freely arc they not? Some of them—very few; not so much as a
man in a warehouse as a rule.
4800. Do you say you would not have the air conducted into the bords ? No more than at present.
4801. How much is that ? According to the Act 35 yards.
4802. Do you say that for 35 yards the men should not have air conducted into the place at all ?
There is quite sufficient air in the place then. The air is quite good enough in the place without it is a
place going very much to the rise ; certainly the air is a little foul then. At the present time we put our
cut-throughs a little closer in these places.
4803. How close do you put them? We have got some as close as 30 yards. There may he some closer
than that, hut in a place going to the level or going ro the dip 35 yards is close enough.
4804. Mr.
Do the inspectors occasionally draw your attention to matters in the mine ? They
have had no occasion to do so, I think, for a long time.
4805. Have they ever done so ? I think they did shortly after I took charge.
4806. Do you appreciate a matter of that kind when they draw your attention to it ? Yes ; or even if
the men were to draw my attention to it.
4807. You do not resent it as anything like undue interference? No ; I do not. I thank the inspectors
or the men if they have anything to say. I am only too pleased to know about it.
4808. Who is the inspector that visits your colliery ? Inspector Humble, and Inspector Dixon occasionally,
4809. Do you look upon them as efficient officers ? I do.
4810. President.] Do you say that a man can do his work properly 35 yards before the air ? Yos.
4811. Is tbe air not conducted into the working place at all ? No.
4812. You do not think it should be? No.
4813. Except, I suppose, in case of gas ? Except in case of gas ; you are bound to do it then.
4814. I suppose some meu might prefer to havo gas so that they would get better air? No ; 1 think they
get very fair air in these mines. It is very seldom we hear tho men grumble about the air.
4815. They do grumble sometimes, I suppose ? Oh, yes.
4816. I suppose they will stand a great deal before they will grumble? Not as a rule; if they find the
air slack or anything like that they will soon direct our attention to it.
4817. When they grumble whatdo you do? We see to it, and force a little more air round in that district.
4818. How do you force it round ? By taking it oil from the other districts with our regulators. Perhaps
in some districts we have got too much air going round, and we regulate it by our regulators.
4819. When they complain of want of air in a bord for instance ? If it is going round tho headings
and cut-throughs, you will never hear them grumble in the bord, or very rarely.
4820. Very rarely you hear them grumble? Yes.
4821. When they do grumble,'do you do anything in the way of sending the air in? If there is not
sufficient air we, perhaps, close our regulator a little bit on the* one side and open it on the other. That
will cause more air to go round the district.
4822.
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A. Mathieson, 4g22. You do not send it into the bord hy any means? No; sometimes we put a brattice across tbe
3I1beading.
"
1 Oct 1895
^1R air is net going into tbe bord, do you put brattice in? Yes, we put brattice across tbe
.
’
heading to drive it up the bord to come dowu through the cut-through. They have merely to turn it to
put it down the cut-throughs. That is done in every colliery at the present time. We either put
brattice up or put a door in. We do that at the present time; but to take a brattice down the bord is a
different thing altogether. According to tins Bill every bord would need brattice down it. The 'Bill
says :—“ Brattice within 15 yards of the face.”
4824. What is the meaning of “ single headings” ? We have to brattice single headings.
4825. Would there be no cut-through in a single heading ? No. 'We have to brattice them,
4826. As a matter of fact in single headings don’t you have to brattice? Yes.
4827. Why does the Bill say any more than you do? Tbe Act refers to bratticing.down the bords.
4828. The Bill says, “ In single headings, or where gas is known to bo generated, it shall be bratticed up
within three yards of the face of such working place,”—is a working place the same as a working face ?
We call them all working places as far as we are concerned.
4829. Do you say that if the air is conducted into tho bords in some other way, either by brattice before the
cut-throughs, or in any mode you like, that there would he any material extra expense in giving air into
these bords so that the men may have a proper atmosphere to work in ? To carry it according to the pro
visions of this Bill would cost us nearly 2d. per ton extra.
’
4830. What is that for ? For bratticing up.
4831. Is that the cost of the material and the labour ? Yes, the material and the labour.
4832. What do you get a ton now? Seven shillings and sixpence, I think.
4833. You would get 7s. 4d. instead of 7s. 6d. ? Yes. It would take 2d. per ton off it.
4834. You say there is no close, bad air iu these places ? No,
4835. You say you would let them have 100 feet? Yes; I have no objection myself—in fact I see no
objection to that Act.
'
483G. That air only comes along the air-way, not into the working place ? We are never supposed to
take it into the working place.
4837. You are not bound, you say, to take it into the working place ? No.
4838. No matter how bad it may be ? No.
4839. No matter how bad it may be the Act does not compel you ? No, it does not.
4840. Supposing a manager is neglectful of the health of his men, don’t you think that tho Act ought to
compel him to give more air if lie does not give them sufficient ? If they compel him according to the
old Act to carry 100 feet of air round they will all get sufficient.
4841. The miners say not P Only a few of the miners say that.
4842. M?\ Gref/son.'] Please read through clause 21, sub-clause 5, p. 8 of the Bill, and state whether you
are in favor of a provision giving the Inspector power to withdraw the men from tho mine (sec
Appendix A) ? No, I am not, as far as I am concerned,
4843. Under any circumstances? Not under any circumstances.
4844. Suppose imminent danger exists ? If there is imminent danger I think the manager should have a
say in it.
4845. I asked you whether you favor a provision in the Bill enabling an inspector to withdraw the men
under any circumstances ? No; it is giving him too much power.
4846. Supposing that an inspector in making his visit to the mine saw that the men were in imminent
danger what is your opinion as to the course that he would take at the present time ? There is no doubt
that at the present time if he saw there was danger to two or three only he might tell them to come out
for a few minutes till he sent word to the manager, if the manager was not with him.
4847. That of course you would look upon as a fair exercise of his judgment ? Yes, as a caution.
4848. It is not that he would have the power to do it, but that it would be reasonable ? Yes.
4849. Seeing tbe position the men were in he would give them a caution ? Yes.
4850. Does the Inspector ever give you notice when he is coming ? No.
4851. Does he often come without your knowledge? Yes. We never know when he is going to hop in on us.
4852. I presume lie generally finds some one in charge of the mine ? Yes.
4853. If you are not there, is the overman there ? Yes.
4854. If the overman was not there, or the deputy, would he not come against somebody in charge of the
place ? Yes.
4855. Supposing that he had seen a place where imminent danger existed, would he not under those circum
stances say to the official, “ My opinion of that place is that you had better have the men out of it ?” Yes.
4856. That is the course you think he would adopt now? Yes; that is what he doos now.
4857. Under those circumstances, would the official of the mine take immediate action do you think?
Yes ; I thiuk he would. Certainly, as far as we are concerned, we have never had occasion to do it, hut
that is what he would do.
”
4858. President.] Supposing there was imminent danger, and the manager did not take tho men out?
In that case the manager renders himself liable to the Act. ■ He would be liable to be punished if he lost
any men through his action. He would be taken up for manslaughter.
4859. Mr. Gregson.] Would he be taking a great responsibility ? Yes.
4860. A greater responsibility than most managers would accept? Yes.
4861. No matter wliat the urgency was ? Yes.
4862. From your knowledge of the inspectors, are they men whose advice and counsel you are willing to
accept? Yes.
4863. Are you glad to accept advice and counsel at all times ? Yes.
4864. If you had a doubt about any particular workings or any question was being debated, and the
inspector was there, would you put the question to him, “What is your opinion in reference to so-and-so ”?
Yes ; I would as far as I am concerned.
4865. Would you be glad to have bis advice? Yes.
4866. Is it your opinion from what you know of the general conduct of affairs, that managers, as a rule,
try to do what they know the inspectors would require or wish them to do ? No ; I don’t think so.
4867. You dqnt think that the managers, as a rule, try to do what they know the inspector wishes them
to do ? I think, as a rule, they generally do everything that the inspector wishes them to do in reason.
4868.
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4868. Supposing they know the inspector would like a certain tiling done, would they not put themselves A. Jluthioeon,
Esq.
out of the way to do it ? I don’t think there is one man in the Newcastle district that would do so.
4869. That would refuse to do it you mean ? That would refuse to do it.
I Oct., 1895.
4870. Supposing that the manager knows that the inspector would like a certain thing done, is it not
your opinion that the manager would try to do it ? Tf lie thought it was requisite he would. If he
thought it was not requisite 1 don’t think he would do it.
4871. Not even if the inspector wished it done ? No ; not if he thought it was not requisite.
4872. You don’t think that the manager attaches any value to having the inspector's confidence ? If
there was any danger he would.
4873. But in a general way—apart from danger ? As far as I am concerned I have never had to require
it, therefore I cannot say.
4874. Between yourself and the inspectors there is a feeling of confidence, I suppose ? Yes.
4875. You believe he has confidence in you ? Yes.
4876. Aud you know that, from his knowledge and ability, he is a man in whom you can place confidence ?
Yes; as far as I am individually concerned; I put every confidence in our present inspector.
4877. And notwithstanding that, you think that the sub-section to which 1 have drawn your attention
should not be in any Act of Parliament ? No ; it is giving inspectors too much power.
4878. President.] You say it is giving inspectors too much power ? . Yes.
4879. If the clause merely allow'ed them to withdraw the men in cases of imminent and immediate danger,
with power to send to the Minister at once, and see whether a continued withdrawal should exist, which
should be determined by arbitration, would that be too much power? That would be too much power,
because tbe mine would be at a standstill during that time, therefore I think that if the inspector secs
imminent danger, he should call in the manager, or the next in authority, and consult with him.
4880. I take it that before he withdrew the men he would consult with the manager ;—1 suppose you have
confidence in the inspectors ? Yes.
4881. Assuming you have an inspector who knows his business, do you think that, unless there was
imminent danger, he or any other inspector—no matter who he was—would dare to withdraw the meu,
because it is a very serious step to take ? It is a very serious step, but one man’s opinion might lead him
to think there was imminent danger, yet if he called a second man in he might be able to show him that
there was not.
4882. Why should you suppose; that the inspector would exorcise this power improperly any more thau
that the manager would behave improperly ? I do not think either of them would behave improperly;
but you must bear in mind what some inspectors may do, and especially if they are at variance with the
manager.
4883. Are they ever at variance with the manager? Not that I am aware of, but you sometimes do get
arbitrary men in.
4884. Suppose there is a manager who is more anxious about the profits of his mine than the lives of the
men under him, do you think it would be a good power to give him ;—don’t you think he might be very
unwilling to withdraw the men? I don’t think so.
■
4885. Might he not minimise the amount of danger in his mind in certain cases ? As far as that is
concerned I do not see that it should be loft to any one man to withdraw men out of the mine.
4886. But it is left to one man if it is left to tbe manager to withdraw them in ease of danger ? The
manager is better able to judge than the inspector because he is continually there, but the inspector coming
in haphazard, and a little trouble being on, he might think there was more danger than there really was.
4887. Surely ho would make inquiry and find out whether it was a ease of imminent danger ? Ho might
not. Some men are more timid than others.
4888. If he was a capable man he would ? Yes.
4889. You would not mind the power being put in the hands of a capable man? I do not believe in
putting it in the hands of any one man. I don’t think one man should be allowed to withdraw men out
of a mine.
■
4890. Mr. Ckirley.'] Do you know of any ease where men have lost their lives in consequence of not
having been withdrawn in time ? No; I cannot say that I do.
4891. Do you know of a case in the Northern district ? No ; I cannot say that I do.
4892. Do you know anything about the Hamilton Pit disaster ? Yes.
4893. Do you know that there were men who left the mine that morning of their own accord and came
out? Yes; I believe they did.
4894. Do you recollect that in that case a number of men lost their lives ? Yes; it was an exceptional
case.
4895. Do you recollect, too, that the night previous to the Bulli explosion there was a small explosion in
the mine ? No ; I could not say that I do.
4896. In case of imminent danger presenting itself to an inspector don’t you think that ho should oxercisc
Ins judgment with regard to the safety of the workmen in the mine? I do not think it should be left
with the inspector.
4897. "Why not ? Because, as I said before, he is very seldom there, and if there is any danger the
manager would know it far better than he would know it.
4898. Then I understand you to say that you would not leave it to one man ? No; but certainly the
manager can take it on himself, and would take it on himself, because he has the whole charge of the
mine, and has the responsibility of the men. Even in the Northern district I have worked myself whore
a place was working, and we have kept the miners out, and we have worked till she has come in and had
just time to get away.
4899. Anyway, you do not consider it is a power tho inspector should havo ? No ; I do not.
4900. Don’t you think it would be a provision which would he tho means of providing for greater safety
if tho inspectors had this power ? I don’t think so.
4901. President^ Do you suppose it would he ever exercised corruptly? You cannot tell. It might
ho. It depends on the class of men you have to deal with.
4902. Mr. Our/ei/.] The inspectors have no interest in mines, havo they? I believe not.
.
4903. Have you any proprietory interest in other collieries than Hetton ? A little interest in Newcastle.
[Witness withdrew.]
James
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James Fletcher sworn and examined:—
A mining manager.
4005. At what mine ? The Wickham and Bullock Island CoHiery.
4606. Mr. Gurteyd] How long have you heen manager 1 here ? About nine years in November, I believe,
4907. What is your system of working ? Bord and pillar.
4908. What is the width of your bords ? Six-yard bords.
4909. What is the width of the pillars ? Six-yard pillars.
4910. President.'] Are you working under tbe water at all ? Yes ; the whole of the present workings of
the colliery are under water.
4911. Mr. Curley.~\ What is the depth of your shafts f The winding shaft is about 215 feet, and the airshaft is about 263 feet—that is, on to the coal-head,
4912. Are your main workings going towards the north or coming soutli ? We have worked towards the
north and south-east, and both east and west.
4913. Do you work under Throshy’s Creek? Yes,
4914. Do any of your workings go under the harbour? No; wo have no workings underneath the
harbour.
4915. Do they go underneath the basin ? Yes.
4916. The basin at Carrington ? Yes.
4817. Does your colliery make much water ? Very little water.
4918. Arc you aware that you have a very limited quantity of rock in that down-cast shaft? I consider
we have a very good cover of rock. Wo have somewhere about 50 feet of rock there.
4919. In the down-cast shaft? Yes, I think so.
4920. Are you sure ? I do not think it will be much under 50 feet. We have more than that in the airshaft any way.
_
4921. Have you seen ihe report of the inspection that was made at your colliery by Mr. Turnbull and
myself in connection with the Inst Commission (see Appendix Q) ? No ; I have not seen that before. I
think that would be before my time.
4922. Have you not read that before ? No, I have not read that before. I have read some of it. I have
You would not
always heen under the impression that there was a greater thickness of rock than that.
be able to get the top of the rock for the cylinders, I was not there at the sinking of that shaft.
4923. Taking your up-cast shaft and your down-cast shaft, do you think that the indications are that the
rock is thinning out as you go north? Yes ; but we have put down two bore-holes at the north end of
the island, which have proved that we have a very hard conglomerate and sandstone in that direction.
4924. How far is that pit away from your down-cast shaft ?
I should think a mile or over from our
down-cast shaft northward;-:. In the air shaft the rock is much thicker. We have also a greater thick
ness of clay in the air shaft.
4925. What is the quantity of rock in that bore that you put down ? I think there is about 90 feet of
hard conglomerate and sandstone in the bore we put down—in fact, wo put two bores down.
4926. Can you indicate on this plan where you put the bores down ? [JVifness marks the location of the
bores Nos. 1 and 2 on the plan. See Appendix X,]
4927. What did you say was the thickness of the rock there ? About 90 feet.
4928. AVhat other deposits did you pass through ? Sand was the first, and then wo passed through some
clay and gravel.
4929. Who put these bores down for you? Mr. Harper had the contract, and Mr. A Han Wild had ihe
diamond drill there to do the boring.
4930 What year was that in? It was during 1888; I know’ it was during the strike.
4931. Have you any loading-places going northward at present? At present we are not driving.
4932. Not northward? No. We have sufficient work opened out to last a time, so that we have discon
tinued driving any further. We were not making much water in that direction when we were driving
north, considering it is a maiden cross-cut.
4933. Have any of the places going northward at any time broken down in the roof when you were
driving? Only when we took the full height of the seam out, and then the fall was only a kind of shale.
You can walk over the falls in any of the bords with safety—in fact, in all parts of the pit. They merely
arch themselves, and I consider it has made a splendid roof. ]t has never gone through any of that rock.
It is a kind of shale mixed with coal bands. Above what we call band coal there is a scam mixed with
refuse that is not workable.
4934. Would those falls take place in a 6-yard bord? They have done so sometimes.
4935. What height did the fall go up to ? I suppose 4 or 5 feet above the top of tho scam in the nortli
workings, and down in the dip side much about, the same.
4936. Did any sand or gravel ever come down when you had a fall like that ? No; not in any place I
have seen.
4937. In none of your headings, or bords, or cross-cuts ? 1 never saw any falls in the headings or cross
cuts,
4938. Do you keep any bore-holes in advance of you in the leading places ? AVe havo done so in the
northward direction, but ne have not done any work there for a long time in driving cut-throughs. 1
have cut several places up through the morgan and through the seam. I have put a, bore up to see what
kind of roof there was there for my own private information.
4939. I mean in the coal straight ahead ? Yes; wc have had bore-holes in it.
4940. Do you keep them going in ? No ; we have uo winning places now.
4941. AVith regard to the dip workings—have you anything of that kind there ? No ; not since wc got
into the basin. AVe did before wo commenced to go into the basin.
4942. Have yon any leading places going there at present, or are they standing? No; we have driven
down to this boundary A [indicating. Of course, we have driven a heading along to this boundary
B [indiaatinq\ and the same up to that C \mdicatin/f\. AVe are driving below that again to work
these bords, IJ and E, up the bank. It is not necessary there now. [Bee Appendix X.]
4943. Then you have kept tho bores ahead of you P We never kept any bores ahead of us in the basin,
but we did in going down towards the Bullock Island bridge.
4944. Have you got to your boundary down that way yet? Down to the bridge—yes. Of course when
49Q.J. President.~\ What are you, Mr. Fletcher ?
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wo get out to the boundary we have two more sections of the seam to wort, "We work tie big tops J. Fletcher,
Esq.
second up to tbe boundary.
4945. Do you propose to work the whole of the coal, both big top and top band, right through to the 1 Oct., 1895.
roof ? Yes; we do that now.
4946. Do you intend to do that right through the mine ? Yes.
4947. Kb matter in what direction you are going ? Yes. From these bords and our air shaft, and the
winding shaft, we have pretty well tested the whole of the royalty, and I do not see where there is any
danger, considering the roof we have, and leaving a 6-yard pillar.
4943, Do you recollect the creep that took place at Lmwood some time ago ? Yes,
4949. 'Was that part of your estate ? Wo leased it to Walker, and then he formed it into a company.
The creep was here, F [indicating on plan. See Appendix X].
4950. Was your mine not holed to that in any way? Yes; we had a connectiou, but we now have two
brick and cement dams put in.
'
4951. That creep took place in what is known as the Linwood, didn’t it? Yes.
4952. That you leased to the Linwood Colliery? Yes.
4953. Will you mark where the Linwood Colliery was ? I think it was down hero somewhere, C-. [ Witness
marJcs location on plan. See Appendix X].
4954. Where do you say the connection was between Linwood Colliery and your colliery ? There was a
drive from the Linwood pit down by tbe railway siding to our colliery.
dOSo. Where have you put those dams in those drives ? The dams are put here somewhere, IT. [Witness
marks location on plan. See Appendix X.]
4956. Have you an accurate plan of the workings of Linwood? Ko ; we have not.
4957. Will your workings approach those workings later on ? Ko ; wc won’t como near them. Wo
have done all wre intend to do in that direction, but we have not gone anywhere near them.
4958. Is it possible that mine might accumulate a lot of water ? 1 don’t think it will. I think the water
)ercolates through the bottom now from the workings along this part, I. [Indicating. See Appendix X.] I
jolieve if the dams were taken out it would be perfectly dry behind. I have had the Grovcrnmcnt
Inspector up there several times, and we have looked at it, and that is my opinion,
4959. Do you think that the system you are now pursuing under these waters is perfectly safe? Yes; Ido.
4960. Have you carried out that system ever since you went to the colliery ? Yes.
4961. Was it in vogue when you got there ? Yes ; 6-yard bords and G-yard pillars.
4962. Do you intend to work the pillars out at all ? The Government lease won’t allow us.
4963. Is it a condition in the lease ? Yes; I think so.
4964. .Are you sure of it? If wc attempt to work the pillars they can cancel the lease at once.
4965. President!] It is one of the conditions of the lease that you shall leave them? Yes ; 1 think so.
4966. Mr. Gnrlci/.] Have you seen the lease yourself ? Ko.
4967. You have not seen these conditions ? I have not seen whether wo are allowed to work the pillars,
hut I am certain the Government would not allow us to do so. The present inspectors have written that
if we attempted to widen the bords out from 6 yards they would cancel the lease. Of course wo have
never attempted to do it.
4968. What is your system of ventilation;—have you a fan or a furnace? A fan.
4969. How is your mine ventilated;—is the ventilation kept up to the Act? Yes ; we have no complaints
from any of the inspectors. We have sufficient ventilation.
4970. Have you any difficulties with the ventilation in certain sections of your mine ? Our northern
workings arc the most difficult to ventilate, because the air has further to travel; still we have sufficient
ventilation.
4971. What do you call sufficient ? We have more than what the Act states we ought to have.
4972. How do you read the Act ? That every man, boy, and horse shall have 100 cubic feet of air per
minute.
4973. You think that if every man, boy, and horse gets that quantity of air the Act is fully complied with?
Yes.
■
4974, Does not it say that that is to he tbe minimum quantity ? Yes, of course it does.
4975. If you provide the minimum quantity you consider the .Act is complied with ? We never do that;
wc generally give them more.
4976. Is that how you read the Act? We have not had any check-inspectors in our colliery for about
two years. Wc have had no complaints from the inspectors of the ventilation being deficient.
4977. Do you care very much about the men’s inspectors exercising their duties? I don’t know what you
mean.
4978. Do you like to see them exercise their office? It never makes any difference to me what they do ;
I always afford them every assistance when they arc busy—in fact, I always send the overman or the
deputy belonging to each district to go round with them, because, as you know, a check inspector does
not know tbe way round tbe workings. I may say that sometimes men are appointed as check inspectors
who never should be check inspectors. I suppose they are appointed simply because they have plenty of
tongue when they are at the meetings.
4979. Do you like a man to be dumb? I do not like a man to be dumb. I would not like to be dumb
myself. My meaning is that sometimes men go to the meetings and mako a noise about ventilatiou who
do not know when a place is properly ventilated.
4980. Those are matters of opinion, I presume ? Whether it is an opinion or not, it is a fact,
4981. You have your view of the matter? Yes.
4982. And I presume the men have their view of the matter? Yos. A man who has been working in a
pit for twelve or eighteen months has not had sufficient experience.
4983. President.] Do you mean that men without sufficient capacity obtain appointments by making
themselves prominent? Yes. I like to see a man who is appointed to that position know something
about a place being safe.
4984. You mean to say he may get appointed and yet know nothing about it? Yes.
4985. Because he makes himself either popular or prominent ? Yes.
4986. Mr. Curley.] Do you think men have a right to education ;—there must be a beginning some
where ? I did not get my education in mining in eighteen months. I. do not call a man working on the
face

!
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J. Fletcher, face a practical miner. Only a man who knows how to do different work is a practical miner. If you
&q.
bring a man back from the face and ask him to do other work outside of getting coal be is unable to do
1 (Jet., 1895. it. You will find hundreds of men in the north of England where they are not supposed to sot their own
timber—the deputy does it—and when they come back to set a prop they cannot do it.
4987. Do yon know of hundreds and thousands of men in England who can set props ? It all depends
on whether they were brought up as miners. In Staffordshire the men have to set their own timber.
4988. In the north of England don’t they set their props ? They are not supposed to set them. The
deputy does it.
4989. Are they not supposed to set an occasional prop if there is danger ? I suppose they do.
4990. Don’t you know they do ? 1 never saw them do it. I have been underground manager in tbe
north of England, and when I would he going round the men would complain that the deputy had not
been in to set the props.
4991. Don’t you think a man would set his prop if the deputy had not been round? I don’t.
4992. Do you think he would exercise fair judgment ? I don’t know that he would.
4993. Don’t you think a man learns in a mme after a certain time? Certainly ; hut he does not learn to
he a timberer, and to travel round old places where he has been getting coal all his life, and know they
are safe to pass in.
4994. Don’t you think your opinions are an indication that you resent these men exercising these func
tions ? I never object to the check inspectors. I afford them every facility for making an inspection.
In fact, I have travelled round the pit with them myself. You may put an air crossing, or you may alter
your split and they would not know anything about it. I have known check inspectors measure the same
in-take twice over, I do not condemn them all. I know some of them are very good men. "When I
require a deputy I always like to take a man from amongst the men that have been working there.
4995. Do you usually find him a capable man ? Yes; if he is not he soon has to leave.
4996. Mr. Grcgson.'] He would not be chosen unless you thought him capable ? Ko.
4997. Mr. Gurley.'] Then you do come across a miner occasionally who knows something ? I did not say
that I came across miners that didn’t know anything, but some of them get appointed to these positions
who are not able to do the work.
4998. Anyway, have you any objection to their exercising the functions ? Not at all, and I think it says
a great deal when the miners have not had a check inspection in our colliery on their behalf for the last
two years or so.
4999. Do you discharge many men from your colliery ? Yes; very often for breaches of the special
rules—such as holeing without sprags—not having sufficient timber in.
5000. How many have you discharged recently? I suppose I have discharged fifty men during this year
for breaches of the special rules. I do not say that I have discharged them for ever. I have put them
on again, but they were discharged all the same.
5001. Are there some whom you have discharged for ever? I do uot think so.
5002. Have they appealed to yon to get back to work ? I suppose they have.
5003. And have you put them on ? No.
5004. Eor the time being, have you discharged them ? Yes.
5005. "With regard to ventilation, have yon any objection to the men making complaints about any
defects at any time ? No, certainly not. I am always pleased when they do.
5006. With regard to the mine generally, you know that you work under tidal waters ;—if the men, at
any time, noticed anything that was likely to lead to danger, would you be very pleased if they were to
mention it to you ? Yes, certainly.
5007. Or report it to your deputies ? Yes.
5008. Is it one of your conditions, in connection with the special rules, that they should do so ? Yes; I
think there is something in the Act about the miner notifying to someone in charge if there is anything
wrong.
5009. You have no objection? Not the slightest. I am always pleased.
5010. Have you looked over the proposed Bill ? Yes.
5011. Do you know the provision with regard to ventilation, section 47, rule No. 1, page 23 {see
Appendix A) ? Yes.
5012. Do you understand those lines that are drawn across to be alterations proposed by the Legislative
Council ? Yes.
5013. And that the clause as it originally stood was the condition in which it left the Legislative
Assembly ? Yes.
5014. Do you believe in the provision for 150 cubic feet of air as a minimum ? No ; I believe in the
amendment as it stands here with the other part crossed out.
5015. President.] Without any minimum ? Yes, without any minimum.
5016. Mr. Curley.] Who would be the judge in regard to tho minimum if you had no stipulation in the
Act? 1 could not say who would be the judge. I should think the manager would be able to judge.
5017. 1 f the manager said there was an adequate amount, and the miners said there was not—what then ?
The inspector would interfere then, 1 suppose.
5018. Do you object to the men asking the inspector to come ? No; not at all. That is what the
inspector is there for, I suppose.
5019. Have you any objection to the minimum quantity of air, as stipulated in tbe present Act? No, I
don’t object to that either; but I think the other is something similar to the English Act, which seems
to work well in England.
5020. Don’t you know that the great bulk of the mines in England are gaseous mines ? Certainly they
are.
5021. Have not the proprietors there to ventilate for the protection of their own property? Certainly
they have to.
5022. And for the safety of the men as well? Yes.
5023. Do you think there is not the same impelling motive power where you have no gas ? I suppose
that if this was really the ventilation clause, and the men said it was not sufiieient, the inspector can
cause you to give them more. That is what the inspector is for, I should think.
5024. Does not the present Act say something about an adequate amount of ventilation? Yes; but, of
course
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course, it says that an adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine; but it
Fletcher,
shall not be less than 100 cubic feet per minute as a minimum.
5025. President.] Have they not construed that to mean they are quite satisfied when 100 cubic feet is /TTTsOG
there? The inspector cannot interfere with you if you have 100 cubic feet.
‘
5020. They ^ivo the go-by altogether to the words, “As a minimum,” because it is quite plain that the
supply of air must be adequate, and that if 100 feet is not enough there must be as much more as is
necessary ? If a complaiut was made to the inspector, and ho came and inspected the colliery, and took
the quantity of air passing in that district, and found that it only gave 100 feet, and he then ordered
more, I should think you would bo obliged to give more.
5027. Mr. Gregson.] Have you of your own knowledge ever known a case in which that has been done ?
No, I have not, I know for my own part that we measure our ventilation ourselves, and if we find that
we have not just over the 100 feet we always put more in. That is speaking for myself.
5028. Mr. Gurl,ei/.~\ Do you think 100 feet is rather limited in quantity? No ; I think 100 feet is very
good.
5029. Considering that the cut-throughs are 35 yards away? Yes; if you were to put 100 feet into
every bord the men would not lie able to work, because they cannot work with their clothes on, and I
should think it would be injurious to their health.
6030. President.-] Why not ? All miners work with their shirts off.
5031. Is that because of the waut of air ? Not so much that, but because they can get about their work
much better.
5032. Mr Gregson.] Do they work with their shirts on in England? No ; in long wall I have seen them
work with their shirts on, hut in bords they do not.
5033. They do not strip to their drawers ? In bord and pillar work they do.
5034. Mr. Curley.] What county is that in ? County of Durham.
6036. What colliery ? 1 could mention six collieries—Trimdon and Deaf Hill collieries.
5036. What is the depth of these collieries? 150, 160, or 170 fathoms.
5037. That is 900 or 1,000 feet deep ? Yes; I do not remember exactly the depth. It is a long while
ago now—Coxhoe Collieries. 1 know, however, that when I work I always prefer to work with my clothes
off, although I have not done such a great deal.
5038. Mr. Gregson.] In Eughind ? Yes. In New South Wales as well.
5039. Do they use much brattice in the mines at home ? Yes ; in all mines where there is gas given off
they are bratticed up.
5040. Is the air well conducted up to the face ? Yes.
‘
5041. President.] By brattice ? Tes.
5042. Then if they would get cold if the air was conducted up, how is it they do not get cold there, because
tho gas does not have any effect on their not getting cold ? They may work in their shirts in a place
where there is an extra quantity of air, but if you brattice every place up the last places in the section
must be very warm, and all that air is conveyed to each man ; you must reduce the velocity, I should
think, by having it bratticed up so much, because you cannot make a very large intake where there is a
seam that contains dirt, as it must be built up in some portiou of the bord, and to run tho brattice up it
has a sort of a crawling road up in many places.
6043. Mr. Curley^] Can you not utilise some of this refuse to conduct the air ? Yes, you could ; but you
would require bricks and mortar as well, and that would be a great expense.
5044 Is brattice very cheap stuff? You can buy it cheaply, hut it does not last very long. If you want
to put a good brattice up, especially where skips are filled the way we fill them here, you must have a good
brattice cloth, otherwise it would he torn down by every skip that went through.
5045. If it was in the side of the bords, the ski]) would not rub against it? But you must have it in the
main bord as well.
5046. You do not require a large quantity for screen doors ? It all depends on the thickness of the seam.
I know that only last week I had a brattice stopping put in one of our bords, and it took two men a
half day each to fix it up properly. Of course we have a very thick seam.
5047. That was where it was necessary to close the bord end up ? Yes, and leave a road for the horse to
pass through as well.
5048. Do you think that the herds should be bratticed ? Where there is no gas coming off I do uot
consider it necessary to brattice a bord up.
5049. Not to conduct the ventilation ? No; because tho air in passing along tbe heading will always
strike a certain distance up. A man is never 35 yards away from it; even if the bord is up 35 yards the
air will always strike into the bord.
5050. In your experience in collieries in the Colonies, and in England, have you never seen that in tho
bord end there is a length or two of brattice put up to give the air a slight sweep into the place ? Yes.
5051. Have you noticed that to be fairly frequent at Home ? Yes ; where there was no gas given off
they had simply hanging screens and a little brattice into the bord, and where the gas was coming off
they would brattice it right up into the face.
5052. Mr. Gregson^] That is doing without the door in the heading ? They would have the door in the
heading as well—the canvas door—and formed round into the bord.
5053. Bringing the brattice close down into the heading and doing without the door ? They would be
only able to do that where there were no horses or hoys travelling.
5054. If there was room between the end of the sconce and the opposite wall of the heading ? You
would not get much ventilation in that way.
5055. You have not seen it ? No.
"
5056. That would only take a part of the air up ? Yes.
5057. Mr. Gurley.] Would you prefer a shorter cut-through, or the brattice. To have your cut-through
put in sooner instead of bratticing up. Instead of having it 35 yards, would you rather reduce it by a
lew yards? I do not think it Is necessary where there is no gas given off.
5058. I am not asking yon that, I am asking you as between brattice and the distance. If it had to
como to that, would you prefer the shorter cut-through or the brattice ? I suppose you would do with
tho one that was the cheaper. Of course, I could not say which would be the cheaper.
5059. Have you not formed an opinion upon this matter ? I have not.
5060.
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5060. Have you made any estimate as to what you think the cost of bratticing would be, provided brattice
had to be adopted ? I know that with the thick seam we have in our mine it would be not less than 3d.
per ton.
5061. Is your colliery the adjoining colliery to Hetton ? Yes.
50G2. The seams are practically the same ? No ; they arc not.
5063. Identically the same in thickness ? No : they are not.
5064. Where do they differ ? They are not the same in thickness, because wc arc working 15 feet of coal
in our dip workings, and they are not working 15 feet in any part of their mine.
5065. Are you sure of that ? Quite certain.
5066. If they are working the w'hole seam where it is 25 feet thick don’t you think that in some places
they would have as much coal as you ? If they are they would have, hut I don't think they are.
5067. If the manager had made a statement to that effect would you think it was being done ? He
ought to know better than I do. Mine is only outside hearsay.
‘
50GS. Then you cannot say definitely what they are doing in that respect? No.
_
5069. Their mine might be as thick as yours ? Yes, it may be, about the shaft; but on the North side
and the South side, where they are working now, ] do not think the coal is so thick as ours.
5070. Don’t you thiuk 3d. per ton is an extraordinary estimate ? No.
5071. Will not an estimate of that kind nearly cover the whole of your underground account with regard
to paying full wages and everything else ? Yes, I daresay it would ; but I am speaking of an extra cost
with the bratticing. How could we brattice up a bord the day we work the bottom section—that is,
including the Jerry, and the .Terry-hands and Morgan, and we worked the top portion of the big tops.
It would require two or three men to keep them going—to brattice it up.
5072. Within 15 yards of the face ? lam calculating on it being bratticed up to tbe face.
5073. The Act says “ within 15 yards of the face”? It would be a great cost. It is a very high seam.
5074. The 46th section of the proposed Bill, sub-clause 3, says, “which shall be taken to within 15 yards
of each working face by brattice or otherwise”;—there yon could utilise your refuse if it was possible to
do so ;—in some cases I daresay you will admit you can partially use it ? That would be entailing a
greater cost, too, if we bad to utilise tbe refuse there.
,
5075. Why ? It would have to be built properly, or it would not stand.
5076. Could uot the dtlhris as it is thrown back there in many instances bo partly utilised as it is lying ?
If you must put a wall to carry up ventilation, you must put it on a proper foundation.
5077. Is it not air-tight in many instances where the larger debris is thrown and the smaller debris is
thrown on top of it? After we took the first section and commenced the second, we would have 6 or 7
feet high to brattice up, unless we got down to the refuse lying at the bottom section of the seam and
shovelled it up, and built a wall. To do that would take a couple of men in every bord.
5078. In that case, would you prefer the shorter bord or cut-through to the bratticing;—wouldn’t that
dispense with any idea of bratticing ? If the cut-through was shorter, there would he less brattice to
put up.
5079. That would get rid of the objection in that respect ? Yes.
5080. You believe ventilation should be one of tho main features of a mine? I think ventilation is tho
first point in pit law.
5081. Is that one of the things you aim at yourself in your mine ? Yes.
5082. To keep a vigorous current of ventilation ? Yes, I do.
50S3. Would the cost in any way be a serious matter to you if you had to resort to bratticing ? It would.
It would be a serious matter to the miners too, because any extra cost that is put on must be shared by
the miners. We must make some profits, otherwise the collieries would be closed and the miners would
be the sufferers in the end. The miners would have to come down in their hewing rate to meet these extra
demands.
5084. Do you think tbe miners should pay for everything? I do not say that, but you are not going to
employ men and pay them a wage and not get anything out of it yburself.
5085. I daresay you will admit that there is many a year that the miner gets very little himself? Yes,
I am very sorry to say they are getting very little now in consequence of bad trade.
50SG. He scarcely gets subsistence wages ? The men in our pit do well when the pit is at work. They
make a fair average.
5087. Are they not likely to be cavilled out any time that you please to resort to a system of cavilling
out ? If I had a colliery I should certainly close it or any part of it if I thought fit; but I do not see
that any of the miners have anything to do with that.
5088. Will you not admit that if an occurrence of that kind takes place it materially affects their
earnings ? Yes, I know that if it were passed in the new Mining Bill that each miner should have 150
cubic feet of air, wc could do with less men than we have.
<
5089. You think so? I do not think so. I am certain of it. We could still maintain the same output,
and give those who remained 150 cubic feet; but if we are going to give every man, boy, and horse 150
feet it means driving our fan at a great speed.
5090. What sort of fan have you ? We have one of "Walker’s patents—a 16-ft. fan.
5091. Is the fan 16 feet in diameter? Yes.
5092. What is the width ? Sis feet.
5093. What revolutions do you ruu it at ? About forty when the pit is at work.
5094. " When does your fan-man set it in motion ? It never stops.
5095. Neither night nor day ? No.
5096. Do you keep two men there ? No, one man—8-hour shifts.
5097. There is one man in the day-time and one man at night? Two men in the day-time; three men
for the twenty-four hours—S-hour shifts.
5*J98, Do you think that the ventilating apparatus of a colliery should he kept going the whole of the
time ? It all depends on circumstances ; it is not necessary in some cases.
5099. Why ? There are some mines where there are no men or horses in during the night; in that case
there is no necessity to run a fan, because, in most of the mines where they have water to attend to, the
pumping of the water and the exhaust from the pump will cause a good circulation. We can get from
18,000 to 20,000 cubic feet of air now in our mine, without the fan going, when the pump is working;
but it does not always suit me to work the pump ; I try to work it through the day.
5100.
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o 100. In every mine arc there not generally a number of men employed at night time? Yes, in some J. Fletcher,
Esq.
mines there are.
510], ])oes your mine give off any gas ? No.
1 Oct., 1895.
5102, No fire-damp at all ? No.
5103. Have you many men working at night time ? We have not many in the nighttime. What wo
call the night men arc the men who go on the afternoon shift at 2 o’clock.
5101. When do they cease ? They finish about 10; sometimes before. Of course these men on the
afternoon shift have an advantage over the day men ; they get their skips in better for them ; the skips
arc provided and the driver simply takes them in, and when they get their quantity they come out.
5105. Have you men to inspect the mine every morning ? The mine is inspected every morning before
tho men go into their working places, and always has been.
5100. Ho you believe in a rule of that kind ? I do,
0107. Do you think it should be adopted in all mines? Yes; 1 think it is quite necessary. It is a
benefit to the proprietor, the manager, and everybody. I think it is carried out at most of the collieries
in the Newcastle district. I know it was carried out in the A. and A. Co.’s pits when I worked there,
5108. Have the last few years been rather trying for your company ? Yes ; I should think the
companies have all suffered a great deal during the last few years.
5109. Has your company declared its usual dividend ? Not within the last two or three years, I am sorry
to say.
5110. Did it not declare an 8 per cent, dividend on ihe last half year ? Yes ; I believe it did.
5111. And the usual dividend on preference shares ? Yes.
5112. Do you hold any proprietary interest in the mine ? I do not; nor in any of the mines. I have an
interest in a few gold mines which I would like to sell out.
5113. Have you thought over the clause with regard to working hours ? Yes ; I have considered it.
5114. How many hours do your men work? The front shift men go down at 6 o’clock in the morning
and return to the surface at 2 ; the hack shift men go down at 8 and return at 4.
5115. Do you think eight hours long enough for a man to worlc in a mine ? They do not work eight
hours. I think if a man works eight hours it is a fair day's work.
5110. Do you consider that the inspector should have power to withdraw the men from the mine in ease
of danger? As far as I am concerned if the inspector saw danger and withdrew the men I should think
he would be taking the responsibility off my shoulders a great deal; it would not, therefore, hurt me in
that way,
5117. Do you believe he should have-the power? Yes, I do not sec why he should not; the inspectors
are all competent men, and I do not think they would withdraw tho miners unless there really was danger
5118. I suppose you understand that the withdrawal of the men does not necessarily mean the closing of
the mine? No, yon can employ them in other parts if they are all right.
5119. They might be only withdrawn for a limited time, until it was seen what was going to be the out
come of anything that was transpiring in the mine ? Yes.
5120. You think there is no harm in an inspector having that power ? I don’t think there is.
5121. You do not look upon it as a dangerous power to place in the hands of competent men do you?
No, I think it takes a great deal of responsibility off the manager, because there is many a time when a
manager likes a little advice and if lie knows that he is getting it from men who are competent to give it
it is a benefit to him.
5122. Do you find the present inspectors fairly intelligent men as far as you have met them ? Yes.
5123. Have they made any recommendations to yon occasionally with regard to any incidental matters?
No ; they have never had occasion to draw my attention to anything wrong in the mine. Of course,
when I first went there I was summoned for not having sufficient ventilation. I had not been there five
months before that occurred.
5124. Was that in the early stages of your taking the management of the Company ? Yes.
5125. Mr. Gregisoit.} Were you convicted ? Yes, I was fined.
5120. Mr. Curley.'] What was tho trouble on that occasion? Not having sufficient ventilation. Of
course we had no fan then. We were simply getting our ventilation from the Linwood shaft. It was a
very hot day when tho inspector came, and be did not get his proper reading. Of course, tho inspector
told the magistrate straight that I had improved the ventilation since I had been there, but that still it
was not up to tbe Act.
5127. Mr. Gregson.] What did you do ? I took tho men off the day shift and put them on tho afternoon
shift. The men themselves were quite willing to go on working until such time as we got means of ventilation.
5128. Are your night shift men and day shift men down together any part of the day ? No. The night
shift men come on at 4 o’clock.
5129. Mr. Curley.] The fact of the men being willing to continue working, I suppose, impressed you
with au idea of their reasonableness ? Of course it did. I do not know whether it was reasonableness
or to shirk getting on the night shift, because there are not many men who like the night shift, Thej
said they were quite agreeable to continue working of course.
5130. They said they were willing to adopt anything that was reasonable? Yes,
5131. Did you cavil! men out some time ago ? Yes.
5132. Was that in consequence of want of ventilation ? No.
5133. How many men did you cavill out? I think there were about 60, but they have all been
reinstated since with the exception of one or two who left the Colony.
5134. President.] Do yon say 150 cubic feet of air is too much ? I do not think it is too much. . You
can give them 500 if you have got it.
5135. Would giving them 150 feet of air cause very much extra expense? It would cause extra expense.
Another thing is that in order to keep your machinery right to supply that ventilation you would'reduce
your number of hands.
5130. Would you reduce the number of bands working in tho mine ? Yes, at the present time, so that
you would be able to give those left 150 feet, and still be able to maintain your output. All collieries
put a number of men on. Men come and ask for work, and they give thorn a start on account of bad
times, and if such a thing became law the proprietors would say, “ We cannot go on breaking machinery ;
we must reduce the hands.” A manager would not do it. He would say “ We must reduce the hands.”
92—X
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Eor my own part, as far as the ventilation clause is concerned—in fact, the whole of the clauses—
Esq.
should prefer the English Act, because the mines in England turn out as much coal in a week as we do in
/ocCissis- a year, and it seems to work right with them.
5137. Mr. Curley.] Have you not the gas operating there ? Well, there is gas operating in this Colony.
5138. Mr. Greyson.] Are there mines in England which have no gas? There are. There is no manager
who will run the risk of not having plenty of ventilation if there is gas coming off, because it means
putting his miners on with safety-lamps, which is a disadvantage to a mining proprietor, because the
miner cannot see to do his work so well with the safety-lamp, and there is the rislc of filling dirty coal.
It is a great point to-day to have your coal clean,
5139. Mr. Curley.] Is not that one of tho reasons why you should have a good current of ventilation ?
Yes.
5140. Eecause it will sweep out the powder smoke? Yes; if you have a good current of air passing
along the heading there will be very little smoke left. There is a great deal of powder smoke made
through a miner’s own negligence. Sometimes he over-does the thing and gives it too much powder, and
does not do his work as he ought to do it,
■
5141. Does not a practical man always try to gauge his powder within a reasonable limit ? Yes; but
sometimes you find them the other way; in fact, I tbink a good clause that ought to be enacted in tho
new Bill would be to do away with shooting.
5142. Mr. Greyso ii.] Do you not find that the young men use more powder than is necessary? Yes.
They have got these drilling machines, and a man can put a hole in in five minutes; whereas if he had to
jump it, he would wedge it down. We have men in our pit who never use any powder,
5143. Do you prefer the English Act in all matters ? Yos, I do.
5144. Were you working under the 1872 Act in England ? Yes; I left England in 1885—this month.
5145. Do you know anything of the English Act of 1887 ? No; I do not remember much about it. I
was out hero then.
5146. Have you read it ? Yes, 1 have read it.
0147. Do you know what it enacts pretty well ? Yes.
5148. Are you content to accept that ? I am.
5149. Do you think an inspector should have power m ease of imminent danger to call out the men ?
Yes, I do. It takes a great deal of responsibility off the manager.
[Witness withdrew.]

James Henry Eonaldson sworn and eiamined:—
5150. Mr. Curley.] What is your occupation ? I am a mining engineer.
5151. Are you manager of the Mount fcembla Colliery at present? Yes.
5152. How long have you been in that position ? Sis years.
1 Oct,, 1895. 5153. Have you been manager at any other collieries? Yes ; in Scotland and England.
5154. In what districts ? In Ayrshire, in Scotland, and in Cumberland, in England.
5155. Have you had a good deal of mining experience? Yes; I have had experience in Scotland,
England, Wales, Belgium, and Australia.
5156. What is your system of working at Mount Kembla? Pillar and bord.
5157. Have you been long-wall working there in certain cases ? Yes.
5158. Has that been abandoned ? Yes.
5159. What is the width of yonr bords? Eight yards and 12 yards.
5160. Have you a double road in these 12-yard herds ? Yes.
5.161. What is the size of your pillars. Sixteen yards. Some of them are 12 just now, but we are
increasing them to 16, and some are 16 now.
’
5162. Do you enter the mine by a tunnel ? We do.
5163. Do you go under a mountain ? Yes; under a range of hills.
5164. Is your coal-seam situated in a mountain range ? Yes.
5165. Is there much surface strata above you? It varies from a jew feet to 400 or 500 feet.
5166. Do you believe in the larger pillars ? I do.
5167. Do you think they are the best method of mining ? Always.
5168. Do they give more protection to your roadways ? Yes.
5169. Do they give better security in working the mine, taking the pillars out later on ? Within certain
limits, yes. It is not an unlimited safety. I mean that it is possible to have them even too large for
safety.
'
5170. Do you think 12 or 16 yard pillars are too large ? No.
5171. Not for 400 or 500 feet of cover? No.
5172.. President,] What do you mean by having them too large for safety? In the subsequent pillar
working these are split up. You get occasionally such a long spread of open gob that they may be stand
ing so much on props as to add an element of danger on account of the extent.
5173. Mr. Curley.] Still there would be always signs, even in that ease, of a breakaway if it was likoly to
come? Yes.
■
'
5174. The men would always have time to get into safe roadways with a large pillar F They would ; but
other things beiog equal, going beyond a certain length there would be greater danger,
5175. Going an unreasonable length ? Yes; I do not know whether your second last question meant to
imply that I thought these pillars of 12 or 16 yards ivere absolutely necessary under that cover or not, if
so, I do not think them absolutely necessary.
'
5176. Do you think a 12-yar'd pillar and a 16-yard pillar in that way would give ample security to the
workmen ? Yes.
5177. And I presume they are the most economical for the Company? On the whole, they are.
5178. I do not suppose you would do it if it was not? No ; safety is our chief object at Kembla.
51/9. Still you have an idea of economy at the same time ? Yes, certainly.
5180. Have not all managers this object in view as well ? They would be very foolish if they had not.
5181. Do you think safety should be the first consideration ? Yes, certainly.
‘
5182.
J. H.
Konaldson,
Esq.
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5182. That should stand paramount above all others ? Yes.
_
Roniildson
5183. Do you go on to the boundary with your coal as a rule, and work the pillars hack ? We have
1
never readied the boundary in any part of our property.
^
5184. You have a very wide area? Yes.
1 Oct., 1895.
5185. Where you do take the pillars out in any sectional districts; I presume you always leave very
substantial pillars near your main roadways ? Always.
518G. What size ? Dorty yards at least from the hack-headings—frequently more.
_
5187. What pillars have you open between the back and tbe front heading? Prom 8 to 10 yards; in a
few cases 16 yards.
5188. Do you look upon that as an essential principle of mining—this large pillar near your roadway,
where you are taking out sectional pillars in that way? Yes. One wants to get to the coal beyond with
the pillar and stall work.
5189. Do you think your roadway should always he above suspicion of anything of that kind ? Yes.
5190. What method of weighing have you there;—do you pay the men by weight? Yes.
5191. Do you pay on a system of average ? Yes.
5192. Have you any standard weight? Ho.
5193. Is the veigh-man continuously at the weigh-bridge? Yes.
5194. Has he any other duties ? Yes.
_
5195. What are they? He attends to the letting of houses during the day, and in his spare time, after
hours, he has other clerical duties.
5196. After tho working hours? Yes. He also sees that any new men are provided with rules in
accordance with the Act.
‘
5197. Has he anything to do with overlooking the screen-mcn ? No.
5198. Have you a foreman for that particular work ? Yes.
5199. Do you know anything like the average number of skips that are weighed there in a day ? About
forty-five skips a day, speaking roughly.
6200. What number of skips do you bring out in a day ? About 1,000 large and small skips.
5201. Skips to be weighed I mean—round coal? About 950 would bo a fair average.
5202. Do you think the men arc satisfied with the average ? Yes,
5203. Do they make any complaints ? Not to me.
520-1. Have they ever made any representations to you to weigli more ? No. Some days we weigh loss,
but that is a fair thing so far as I recollect.
5205. Are there any days when you do not weigh at all ? No.
5206. Do yon weigh every day you work P Yes.
6207. What are your working hours—your drawing hours ? Seven till 5.
5208. When do the miners go to work ? One shift goes in at 6 ; the other at half-past 8.
5209. When does the shift that goes in at 6 come out ? Prom 2 to half-past 2.
5210. Aud the other shift ? From half-past 4 to 5.
5211. Have you ever worked that mine longer than that? We have on one occasion in 6 years.
5212. What was that done for. To fulfil an order, A large boat came to the jetty, and by working
longer we were able to complete her that night, and let her away—one of the intercolonial boats.
5213. Have you ever requested the men to work on what is known as pay Saturday ? Frequently.
5214. Have the men complied with your request ? Latterly they have.
'
5215. Do they work on the pay Saturday ? They do.
5216. When did this start ? Within the last four months I should tjiink—about four months ago.
5217. Do you recollect posting a notice up at the colliery dated 15th dune, 1895 ? I do. I cannot say
tho date. I remember posting a notice anyhow. [Notice handed witness. See Appendix Y.l The
15th June, 1895, is right.
.
52L8. Did you stipulate iu that notice that the men should work for such] number of hours as the
exigencies of the trade demanded ? Yes.
_
5219. What did you mean by that;—did it mean that you wanted them to work till 12 o’clock at night—
did it mean anything like that? As I told them at the time, it meant anything within reason. Wc do
not demand unreasonable things at Kembla.
5220. Is the pay Saturday an old historical institution in connection with mining? Not within my
experience until I came to Australia.
5221. Were you ever in the north of England ? Yes, in Cumberland.
5222. Wore you ever in Durham county? I have been there, but I was never employed there.
5223. Do you know that there are several thousands of miners employed in that county ? 1 do.
5224. How many thousands would you think ? I do not know; I am not up in the numbers in the
north of England, having never been employed there.
5225. Were you ever in tho county of Northumberland ? Yes.
5226. Do you know that there are several thousands of miners employed there ? I do.
5227. Do you know if the pay Saturday exists there ? I believe it does. There are many thousands
employed there, but they only form a small portion of the total number in the United Kingdom.
5228. Do you think there are anything like 70,000 or 80,000 miners in the two counties ? I should uot
think there would bo quite so many. I should not dispute it, however.
5229. Have the Mount Kembla miners always hail this pay Saturday as a holiday as far as you know;—
was it in existence when you came there ? Not when I knew Mount Kembla first, but it has been since
1 went there permanently.
5230. I am speaking of you as manager ;—have they had it for the five or six years you have boon there ?
Yes ; they have.
5231. What is the arrangement now ;—the men did not acquiesce in the 'demand that you made upon
them, did they ? I do not think they did at the time ; they did afterwards. The arrangement is that
when the trade requires it they shall go in at 6 o’clock in the morning and work till 12.
_
5232. Six-hour shifts ? Six-hour shifts. We do not often ask them to do it, but it has occurred I think
twico, to the host of my recollection, in order to fulfil important orders.
5233. President.] Was that on a pay Saturday? Yos; 1 may say that previously when they did not
work on pay Saturdays I have seen the mine idle for three or four days of that week, and the men have
been
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been requested to work ou tlie pav Saturday in order to fulfil some order, and they have refused up to
’ tl)is timc 1 have mentioned.
*
5234. Mr. Ou,r]ey7\ Have you manj' men employed there ? About 165 miners.
1 Oct., 1895. <5235. Have you a large plant? Yes.
1
5236. Waggons? Yes; a large number of waggons—200.
5237. Do the waggons carry many tons ? Six and a quarter tons.
5238. Then you have over 1,200 tons standing ? About that.
5239. Have jrou at any other time requested tho men to work beyond the stipulated hours during the
day ? On one occasion we did, which I have previously mentioned.
5240. You have not done it since ? Ko.
‘
5241. Have you not requested the men since to work longer? Ko.
5242. What hours do you consider they work at the face ? Seven and a quarter hours at the face—longer
sometimes ; there are individual exceptions.
5243. I understood you to say that they came out about half-past two ? I said from two to half-past two.
5244. That they went in at six and came out at from two to half-past two? That is so.
5245. Do they not go in before this occasionally ? Some of the men do occasionally ; it is very rarely
though.
5246. The great bulk of them? Ko ; it is very rarelv,
5247. Are you at the mine to see them go in? Ko; the firemen always are.
5248. Is your mine a good distance in ? The straight tunnel is a mile and a third.
5249. Do you think that these hours are quite long enough for the men? If they work hard I dare say it
is a fair number of hours, but I would rather see them work a little longer sometimes.
5250. Do you think a man can tire himself in that time? He can tire himself in eight hours if he works
hard at the face, hut it greatly depends upon the man, and how he works.
5251. Do you recollect an accident occurring some time ago at Mount Kembla whero you were approaching
some work—an explosion ? Yes.
”
5252. Were you manager at the time? Yes.
5253. How did that occur ? It arose from a working coming on an old working which had been out of
use for several years in which there was a small accumulation of gas. One man holed through, and instead
of going out and reporting the occurrence to tho fireman he went into his neighbour’s heading, and the
two of them proceeded to the face whore they had gone through aud discussed matters. The gas came
through the hole and exploded, burning these two men to some extent.
5254. 'President^ Was anyone killed ? No.
52" Mr.
" Gurley.']
~ - ----5255.
Had you a 'bore in advance at the time? Ko ; no bore.
5256. Did you know you were approaching these workings ? Yes.
5257. Do you think bores should be kept in advance in approaching old workings? When there is
supposed to be any danger—yes.
5258. Could you know what danger there would bo there? We had reasonable grounds to suppose there
was no danger.
5259. Was your judgment mistaken in that case? Yes- -or knowledge.
_ ___a_.. __
_________ with
___ that
___
Ju connection
particular accident we had taken very special precautions to eliminato any danger as we thought, and
having done so we thought the bore was not necessary.
_
5260. How do you ventilate the mine ? By furnace.”
"
5261. Is your mine fairly well ventilated? Yes ; very well.
5262. Have you had any complaints from the men at any time? We never have had any complaints that
I can recollect.
■
5263. Has the inspector ever complained ? Ko.
5264. Does the mine give off any fire damp ? Very rarely, iu cracks.
5265. It does give off a little ? Yes, from fissures rarely.
5266. It either gives it off or does not give it off ? It gives it off rarely.
_
5267. Iu what section of the mine is this ? All sections.
’
5263._ Have you a system of inspection every morning before the men enter the mine ? les; the fireman
examines every place.
5269. Does he indicate that he has been there by any mark on the place ? lie always chalks it, in
accordance with the Mining Act as embodied in our special rules.
5270. Do you know the proposed Mining Bill,—have you looked ovor it? I have only seen it this fore
noon with the amendments.
5271. Do you use much brattice in your mine ? Not a very large amount.
5272. You do use it? Yes.
'
5273. In the bords or headings ? Headings.
5274. Do you use it in the bords ? Occasionally.
52^' wc101,6 a I)ort'ori ol’y°UT minc which goes to the rise or dips ? It both goes to the rise and dips.
5276. What are these places where you have to put in the brattice? Whero, perhaps, on account of
some fault or dislocation in the strzitn, wo arc induced to go further than the 3o-}rard regulation.
5277. Do you put it in for that purpose ? Yes.
5278. To conduct the air up to tho working face? Yes.
5279. Do you think the air should be conducted up to the working faces of the mine ? In everv case no
5280. As a rule ? No.
°
J
5281. Do you ventilate to reach the minimum quantity, or to get over it, or what? Wo try to get the
largest quantity of air possible.
'
'
52S2. What is your average ? Prom 60,009 to 70,000 cubic feet per minute.
5283, What is the average per man ? About 250 cubic feet, I think, for horse and man.
5284. Are the men compelled to blast to get the coal in your mine? In some places they arc.
^'anno^; th°y
^ without blasting ? In some places they can, but as a rule they use powder.
5286. Do you say the average per man, boy, and horse is about 250 feet? 1 think it must bo about 250
feet.
5287. Do you agree with the proposed minimum in tbe new Bill of 150 feet 7 I think there should bo
no definite figure stated.
5288. President.'] Merely adequate ? Merely adequate,
5289.
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5289. Mr. Ourlcy.] 'Why do you state that ? Because, iu tho first place, it provides a loophole for very
had ventilation.
,
5290. President.'] Why? 150 cubic feet per man in certain cases may be much too small a quantity to
ventilate a mine thoroughly. The manager might say, if he is found fault with about it, “Well, I have j
the requisite quantity according to the Act.”
.
_ „
5291. How can he say that, if it has to be not less than that, and as much more as is necessary . it it
says the minimum is 150 without anything else.
r
irn i- r *.
5292. Suppose it says this: “ An adequate amount of ventilation, not in any case less than loO cubic ieet
per minute for each man and boy, and as much more as may bo necessary”;—what would you say to
that? The excuse then would not hold good.
_
.
5293. Do you mean to say that if you put a minimum it gives a loophole to a negligent or inconsiderate
manager to give that amount and no more ? Yes; I do.
_ _
_
5294'. Mr. Gurley.] Is that the reason why you wish to dispense with it ? That is one reason.
6295. President.] Can you give us any other reasons ?
I. don't think there is much objection to that
clause—that there should be a minimum of 150 feet, and that there should be adequate ventilation.
5296. Is 150 feet too much ? No.
5297. As the Council left it, it reads, “ An adequate,” &c., down to word “ therein” (see Appendix A,
clause 47, rule 1, page 23) ? That, I think, fulfils all that is required.
5298. “And no place shall be driven,” &c., down to word “mine” (see Appendix A, clause 47, ridel,
page 23) ? 1! think it is a very short-sighted idea altogether which suggested any such thing as tho
35-yard cut-through. Mines in this Colony must inevitably go deeper and deeper as time goes on ; and
to limit the pillars, as is done here, by insisting on having a cut-through every 35 yards, is folly, because
in a very deep mine you would require larger pillars than 35 yards in many eases—35 yards square even.
5200. Then you mean to say you might have to go a great deal more ? A great deal more. Iu certain
cases the pillars would require to be a great deal more than 35 yards square.
_
5300. Therefore you think that part of the clause should come out altogether ? Yes; that part of it. It
is too hard and fast a rule altogether.
_
6301. You do not see any objection, do you, to a minimum, provided it does not allow the loophole you ■
mention ? Not the minimum of 150 feet.
5302. You would not have that minimum ? I do not object to the minimum of 150 feet.
^
_
5303. Suppose it read this way, “an adequate amount of ventilation not in any case less than 150 cubic
feet of pure air per minute, and as much more as may be necessary for each man, boy, and horse, shall be
constantly produced in every mine and shall sweep undimuhshed along the airways and into each working
place to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such au extent that the working places of the shafts,
levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those working places shall
be in a fit state for working and passing therein ” ? I don't approve of that, for this reason that if that
be attempted it will act as a tremendous drag on the general current of ventilation, and by trying to
improve it at one point, they will do more harm at other points—that is to say, they would decrease tho
general quantity of air passing through the mine by increasing the friction very much. It is like a man
trying to walk up this street and down another street in the city ; he must tire himself out. There is a
great deal of energy expended in that. In tho same way there is a great deal of energy expended in
trying to pass a current of air round these courses in the mine. ^
5301. Supposing you were in a deep place, and you say it is unwise to have tho 35 yards cut-through,—
how would they ventilate this place ? They must merely accept the evil. They must put in a brattice if
there is gas, and they go beyond a reasonable distance.
,
0305. Don’t yon think 35 yards is a good distance for a man to be away from tho air ;—you have gas m
your mine ? Wo do not take it into account at all.
5306. Mr, Gurley.] You do not treat it with contempt, I suppose? No ; I don’t. _ _
_
5307. President.] Arc there any means of satisfying the men by giving them a minimum, and still not
doing any harm to the Bill ? I think there should be no minimum mentioned with regard to the distance.
5308. Don’t you think it better to have some provision saying that the men shall he supplied with air in
some way or other ? Yes.
_
....
5309. Suppose you have not a good man as manager, and tho men are left without sufficient atr, if no
minimum is mentioned his view of adequacy aud their view of adequacy might be entirely different ?_ I
would not object very strongly to this 35-yard distance, though I don’t like it; I would not object
to it provided it were made quite clear in the clauses following that where a greater distance is gone it
should be sufficient to take the end of the bratticing up to within 35 yards of the face, aud not to within
3 yards of the face.
5310. Mr. Gregson.] Would not you prefer to take the English legislation? Scs.
_
5311. Without any of this humbug about cut-throughs, or bratticing, or anything of that kind ? Yes ;
that is, take the English Act in toto.
.
5312. That is, as tho Council have left this clause, strictly in accordance with the wording of the English
Act, eliminating this last paragraph about tbe 35 yards ? Yes.
^
_
5313. President.] Do you say this from a strong objection to giving a minimum. Supposing you provide
that they cannot make a loophole of tho minimum. The English Act says :—“ That a constant amount
of ventilation shall he produced under tho control of a certificated manager”? That appears to my
mind to fulfil all that is really required ; at the same time I say I would uot object very strongly to this
35-yard clause if it were made quite clear that in tho event of more than 35 yards being driven, it ^should
be sufficient to take the bratticing up such a distance that the air would be conducted to within 35 yards
of the working face.
_
_
,
5314. Do you say a man has to work 35 yards before the current of air ? He may in certain cases do so,
especially going to the dtp.
_
5315. Mr. Greqson] Does not the decision as to what is requisite rest with the inspector ? I should not
dispute his ruling in such a case.
5316. If there was any dispute between the men and the manager as to whether there was an adequate
quantity or not, would not the inspector be called in ? Yes.
5317. Would ho not say whether it was adequate or not ? Yes.
5318. Aud there is an end to it? Yes. 1. would take that as an end to it. If it was stated, say, that the
ventilating current should be taken as near to the working faces as reasonably, practicable I think it would
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casc without making a very hard and fast rule. The inspector, if complaints wore
E*sq. °n> ma^ei might then come in and say, “ This current is not taken as near as is reasonably practicable,” and
of course that rvould be a point if a dispute arose which would be subject to arbitration. "We want, if
1 Oct., 1805. possible, to get a rule, which, while bciug a good rule, is to a certain extent clastic.
5319. Mr, Curley.'] In that case do you not throw the onus of complaint on to the miner as to what may
be reasonably practicable? Yes, and on the judgment of the inspector.
5320. In the first place, must not the miner originate the business himself ? Yes, and it is quite right
that he should do so, if there is any ground to do it. Should he be afraid to do it ?
5321. I do not say he should be afraid to do it, but you know that there are numbers of men who do
not like to make these complaints ?
If a complaint is made to the inspector it is made perfectly
anonymously so far as the management is concerned ; that is to say the management does not know who
is making the complaint. In no case do I know of any complaint ever having been made at our colliery,
neither do I in any case know the name of any man who has made a complaint, if indeed any complaint
has been made.
‘
5322. Do you believe that a man should complain anonymously? No; to the inspector they ought to
send their names. It would be absurd to complain anonymously because be could not investigate
the particular instance if the complaint were made anonymously.
5323. President.] If they said such and such a place is unfit to work, could they not complain
anonymously in that way ? Yes, in that way. I do not object to any man making a complaint, and
sending it to the Inspector if he has any ground for complaining. What I mean to say is that I have
no douht complaints have been made about Mount Kembla, as I have no doubt they have been made
about other mines to the inspectors, hut I do not know any man’s name who has ever made a complaint,
so that apparently it is with perfect safety a man can use his right to complain to the inspector.
5324. Mr. Curley.] You appear to object to bratticing generally ? I would not brattice every bord
unless there was apparent danger.
5325. Would you shorten the distance of the bord and put the cut-through in sooner ? No.
.5326. President.] Would a cut-throughmakea pillar 35 yards square? No ; you start with the thickness
of your pillar first. It may be 8 yards, as is common in Newcastle, or 16 yards, as it is with us.
5327. You say that so far from being 35 yards you may have pillars of very much greater area than that?
Very much larger indeed.
5328. Mr. Curley.] In the case of having the larger pillar will you not then have to use tbe brattice ?
Yes. What I say is that I would be content if the Bill asks that the air should he taken by means of
brattice within a reasonable distance of the face, but not within 3 yards of the face.
5329. The Bill says 15 yards by brattice or otherwise? No ; I still say it ought to be taken within a
reasonable distance of the face by means of cut-tbrougbs or brattice.
5330. With regard to that previous section that you have been referring to, do you object to its being
taken within 3 yards of the face of the work where gas exists. Do you not see that that applies to
gas there? I think that that is perfectly useless because you are not allowed to work wliere there is
gas formiug a certain cap on the lamp, and if the brattice is taken up to within a distance sufficient to
adequately ventilate the place, that; is quite sufficient.
5331. When you say you are not allowed to work where the gas is forming a cap on the lamp, what do
you mean by that—who prevents you? The Act, or common sense, I think the Act does; I know
common sense does. I think I am wrong in supposing there is anything in the present Act.
5332. Then the statement that you make is not correct with reference to the present Act not allowing
you to work where there is gas forming a cap on the lamp ? I suppose I am in error in stating that; at
the same time the place must be safe. The Act provides for withdrawing people from the work if tho
place is unsafe from gas or otherwise.
5333. Do you know that the Bill states that where gas exists the place has got to be bratticed up to withiu
3 yards of the face ? Yes; but I object to that.
■
5334. If you will look at sub-section 4 of section 12 you will find that that is in the present Act? The
same objection applies to that as to the other.
5335. Have you heard tell of the Bulli explosion ? Yes.
5336. Do you know the Commission said something about the neglect to brattice in that case;—have you
read the report of the Commission? I have read it, but it is a long time ago.
’
5337. Do you not know that a reference was made there to bratticing? I do not know for certain.
5338. Mr. Oregson.] Do you not think that in G-reat Britain they know a great deal about mining? A
great deal more than they do here.
5339. Do you not think that on the whole we had better be guided by their experience ? I think so
entirely. I have said so all along, I stated to Mr. Keid, who was talking to me about the matter, that
if we accepted the English Act we would be doing very well. It was after seven years of hard work of
the best men in tbe Kingdom that tho Act was formulated. The Koyal Commission sat for seven years.
Statistics showr that tho list of accidents in New South AY ales can stand comparison very well with the
list of accidents at Hume and on the Continent also, including France, Germany, and Belgium. I know
the statistics here have been used to put an altogether different complexion on the position, because this
Bulli disaster, occurring in a small community such as ours, swelled the average very much indeed; but
if that year was left out, and the average taken from that year on—1887, 1 think it was—it will be
found that the average number of accidents per 1 000 men in this Colony is considerably lees than per
1,000 men at Home.
5340. And these lists even eliminate from the Home figures the accidents from fire-damp, from which we
have very little trouble here ? Possibly so.
5341. I suppose you recollect enough of the Bulli accident to form some conclusion as to what was wrong
there ? I was not in the Colony at the lime.
5342. President?\ Suppose there is a minimum of 150 feet;—that is not too large a minimum, is it?
No ; I think no one would object to that minimum.
5343. There has been some talk about more machinery being necessary to produce half as much more air
as is required by the present Act; Mr. Fletcher and ‘Mr. Matthcson both spoke about itdo you think
there is anything in that? I do not think there is, unless tbe appliances are very small. If you
have a given resistance, and want to increase the air, you must simply increase the power.
‘
.5344.
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5344. Mr. Ourl?Aj^\ TVin you look ni the Report of the Commissioners on the subject of bratticing,
J■n 2H ■_
'
Ronuldson,
Fourthly.—That the person or persons to whom blame is attachablefor this disastrous accident is the man Westwood,
or his mate (both deceased), who at the moment wore working at the face of No. 2 heading, and who prepared and fired j
the shot, which, in the opinion of the Commission, was the immediate or primary cause of the erplosion. The Commission
’’
"
are, however, of opinion that the deputy, Robert Millward (deceased), Richard White, overman, and to a less extent
(except in the matter of providing bratticing, for which he was alone responsible), Alexander Ross, manager, wore guilty
of contributory negligence.
Do you see that the Commission atlach some importance there to bratticing ? Yes, I do. Of course,
though I was not in the Colony, I read the report some years ago, and did form some idea as to how the
Bulli accident originated.
5345. Has that not to he done in England where they have gaseous mines to contend with? Yes.
5346. And all these matters have to he reckoned with ? They have.
5347. What is the height of your seam ? l.t runs from about 4 ft. 6 in. up to about 7 feet at present.
5318. Do you think that the inspector should have power to call the men out in casc of danger ? No.
5349. "Why ? I think that the manager being responsible for the safe working of the mine, is the man
who ought to do that, and that his powers and responsibilities should he delegated to no one else, or over
ruled by no ono else. At the same time I think that if the inspector made a strong representation to a
manager that a mine or part of a mine was unsafe, no manager would go against the opinion of the
inspector.
5350. You think not? I think not, and if he did, then it is very easy to refer to some one else.
5351. President.'] Supposing a manager did differ with the inspector and declined to call the men out,
aud that there was some dreadful catastrophe, what satisfaction is that to the survivors of the men, or the
men themselves, if they are not killed but injured very much ? No satisfaction at all.
5352. "Would there be any harm in giving the inspector power to call out the men in case of imminent
danger, with a provision in the section that the withdrawal could not be continued, or if the withdrawal
were continued, with power to send at once to the Minister and have the matter referred to arbitration ?
If the first part of the clause were adopted, it would he most necessary that some higher power than the
inspector ought to he referred to, so that the matter might be referred to arbitration.
5353. Do you see harm in that. Is it not rather an unlikely state of things we are thinking of; is it
likely the inspector would order the men out of the mine ? Unless there was very good cause, I think he
would not.
5354. Would you not have as much faith in the inspector as in the manager? No.
5355. Why? Because he does not know all the peculiarities of the mine as thoroughly as the manager
docs. The manager, you may say, lives at the mine, and has all the features of it at his fingers’ ends;
and the inspector, however good a man lie may bo, necessarily cannot have all tho details so thoroughly at
his fingers’ ends.
5356. What imminent dangers could there be;—clause 21, subsection 5, p. 8, of the Bill reads as follows:
“ To require the manager to withdraw tho men from the mine if at any time he finds that by reason of
inflammable gases prevailing in any mine, or any part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or the
said part is dangerous.” Inflammable gases are no douht one thing that might prevail, and he the cause
of imminent danger? A creep or a crush would.
5357. Would not that be a thing occurring suddenly ? As a rule, yes.
5358. Thou is it not a thousand chances to one whether the inspector would be there at that moment ?
It is extremely unlikely.
5359. If there is any real necessity for the section I should think that the power should only he given in
cases of imminent or immediate danger, with a proviso that the men, with tho mine owner or manager,
shall have power lo protest to the Minister against the continued withdrawal, and have the matter settled
by arbitration ? Yes ; I think that might fulfil the requirements.
5360. Would there he any harm in such a section, then ? No; I think not—that is, where imminent
danger exists.
5361. I should put in both words, “ imminent” and “immediate” danger so as to make it quite plain
that there should be no arbitrary power, and to prevent an inspector saying “ Oh, I think there is danger,
you must come out ” ? Exactly, I think that would meet the case,
5362. Do you think there is a necessity for even what I have suggested. Do you think that it is a proper
power to give. Can you understand a case practically occurring in which there would he that imminent
danger apparent, and the manager would not take out the men himself ? I cannot imagine it occurring
hut still it might occur if the manager was a fool, or incapable, or incompetent, The last part of your
question is very necessary, because it appears that at present an inspector may object to men working in
some place which is dangerous, after it has been reported to him, and until he gives his opinion that the
place is perfectly safe for men to work in, the manager if he sends the men to work there is under a
penalty, as I read the proposed Bill. There was a case like that at Stockton ; a danger occurred there ;
the manager thought it was safe as I understand it; the inspector never passed it as being safe; the
manager, if I remember rightly, was prosecuted, or was to have been prosecuted, because the men started
work.
5363. Do you think if the clause is to go in at all it should go in with the proviso for referring the matter
to arbitration? Yes, certainly.
5364. That you think would not he very much harm ? No, not if it were done immediately and promptly.
5365. fifr. Oregson,] Would you he in iavour of anything that would relieve the manager from the general
sense of responsibility ? No, I would not.
5366. With those qualifications, which the President has put to you, would it, to a certain extent, relieve
the manager from his feelings of responsibility ? Yes, it would.
5367. Would not that he obnoxicus and prejudical ? Prejudical. That was the one idea running through
my mind that it w’ould relieve him to a certain extent cf the feeling of responsibility, and that is an
undesirable thing. Goodness knows there is enough responsibility on him, hut he is tho right man to
hear it.
5368. Mr. Gurley.] Have you a knowledge of tho occurrences which have taken place at the different
collieries for a number of years—I mean the subsidences, collapses of main roads in collieries over a wide
ami—no! at one colliery, but at several ? 1 know of only one particular instance.
5369.
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5369. Wliere is that ? The Hamilton Pit. I think it is somewhere at Newcastle where a crush occurred.
Konaldson, 5370. If you knew of several collieries where internal derangement had taken place over wide areas of
Esq.

the collieries, would not that convince you that there was some reason for this distrust you speak about
Certainly not—not necessarily.
537.1. Not when they have been left with a free baud to look after the matter as they pleased ? Not
necessarily at all. It is a very strange reflection on the system of inspection when you say that.
5372. You turn it off on to the inspection, and yet you advocate that the manager should have the whole
responsibility ; now when I put it- before you. you put it off on to the inspector, and want to saddle him
with the responsibility ? I do not, but with ihe powers he has under the present Act I say that if those
conditions exist they reflect very seriously on the inspectors, as well as on the management. I mean to
say, however, that these accidents, crushes and creeps, all may occur in well regulated mines.
5373. Mr. Gregson.'] In spite of all the Acts of Parliament that have ever been printed ? Yes, that have
ever been printed, or ever will be printed. We can do much to diminish the risk of these accidents, but
still it is possible for them to occur in well regulated mines.
5374. Mr. Curley.] Do you mean main roads can como down when a main road breaks down over tho
pillars, and shuts up the men so to speak forthe time;—how do you look upon a circumstance of that
character ? I should not like to defend such a condition of affairs speaking generally, but I should like to
have all the circumstances before mo. Por instance, if it were pillar work close alongside, and this main
road was being abandoned, there would be nothing in that. The crush might extend for a considerable
distance back on the road during pillar work.
_
5375. I asked you some time ago if you thought that substantial pillars should be left along tho main
roads in order to secure them ? Yes.
5375J. You said you believed in that ? Yes,
537G. Can you realise that a fall would come over these pillars if they were left in that way ? I have
seen crushings and creeps come for a long distance over what were supposed to be substantial pillars.
5377. Where was that? In Scotland.
5378. Where in Scotland ? In Ayrshire.
5379. What were the circumstances? A creep occurred in that colliery.
5380. What was the thickness of tbe pillars? The pillars wore stoops as they call them there—about
20 yards square.
5381. What was the depth of the mine? I suppose the depth, counting the dip, was 300 or 400 feet,
5382. What was the name of the mine? Barleith.
5383. Did it come over many pillars of that description ? Yes.
5384. How many ? I cannot say ; I was not managing that colliery. It is a case, however, which occurs
to my mind.
_
5385. Did jrou see it ? No, but I was in the colliery afterwards and the circumstances were detailed to mo.
5386. It was a matter of hearsay ? Yes, from reliable parties.
5387. Mr. Gregson.] Amongst the circumstances you would like to be informed about before you pass
an opinion on any of these matters I suppose the nature of the floor would be one ? Yes.
5388. It would be very little use to leave a big pillar if you have a bad. floor? Yes.
5389. Supposing you do not know the floor is bad—that you assume the floor is good, and that you have
no reason to assume anything else—then your pillar might bo forgiven if it gives way ? Yes, if the floor
is bad. I think it is hardly fair to take a hypothetical case unless all the conditions are given.
5390. Mr. Curley.] If you knew this system had been a 4-yard pillar business, and the depth about 200
feet, and the floor hard sandstone, and the roof a strong roof, and the width of the bords 8 yards with
the pillar working? I think these pillars are too small.
5391. You think the Inspector should not have this power to withdraw the men from the mine ? I think
not, except with such limitations as have been suggested by the President.
5392. President.] And even then you are doubtful about it—you hardly think that it is practically of
use ? I do not think it is practically of use.
5393. Mr. Curley.] Have you ever compared the weights paid to the men at your colliery as against the
weights in any other way in connection with the waggons? Fes, I have.
5394. Have you noticed any variation ? Yes, from time to time.
5395. How does it run ? Sometimes we have had a loss; at other times we have had a gain.
5396. Taking it all round ? Taking it all round for the year’s working we run pretty close.
[Witness withdrew.]

1 Oct., 1895. in relying on managers ?

Gfcorge Errington sworn and examined;—
Mr. a.
5397. Mr. Curley.] What occupation do you follow ? Mining.
Errington. 5398. Where are you working? I have worked in the Hetton Company’s mine.
'
/—-A-—N 5399. Where are you working at the present time? New Lambton.
1 Oct., 1895. 5400. Have you worked at any other collieries in the-district ? Yes.
5401. What collieries? Hetton, Stockton, and the Lambton mines.
_ _
5402, How long did you work at Lambton ? Three years.
5103. During your experience in working in that mine did you ever notice any defective ventilation ?
Yes ; any amount of defective ventilation.
5404. In what section of the mine was this ? What is commonly known as the straight down, and
another flat commonly known as Eairish’s Plat. Pairish’s Flat is the worst ventilated flat in the whole of
the mine.
5405. Is that mine a considerable distance in ? Yes; a considerable distance.
5406. Was the defect that the air was not conducted into the working place, or was there a defect on the
heading? There was a defect in some headings, and in others there was plenty of air, but it was not
conducted properly into the working place; it swept past the working places instead of being conducted
up to the working face.
5407. Do you think that the air should be conducted into a man’s working place ? Yes, I do.
5408. How long were you at the Hetton colliery ? Between three and four years.
5409. Did you notice any defect there ? Yes.
5411.
5410. In a similar way ? Yes.
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5411. "What defect ? 'What they call the third right hand, particularly.
Errington.
5412. Did you work at both these collieries as a practical miner? Yes.
5413. Did you notice anything like that iu the Stockton colliery ? I did not notice it so much there l'0ct., 1895.
because I was a wheeler there,
5414. Have you read the proposed Bill ? Yes, I Have read a little of it.
5415. Do you know the proposal to increase tbe minimum quantity of air ? Yes.
5410. Do you consider that is a necessary provision ? Yes, very necessary.
5417. Do you think the cut-throughs should be shortened? Yes, I think the cut-throughs ought to he
shortened, and that there ought to be proper appliances to conduct tho air into the working face.
5418. Do you know what the condition is in the present Act—that the bord is to be driven before tbe
cut-through 35 yards ? Yes.
5419. Do you think that distance should be shortened, as proposed in the Bill ? Yes.
5120. Do you know' that it is proposed to shorten the distance to 25 yards ? Yes.
5421. Do you know that the Legislative Council proposes to strike out the minimum quantity, aud simply
to leave the clause to be defined by the word “ adequate"? Yes.
5422. Do you think that that would meet the requirements of the condition ? Ho; I do not. The
amount must be stipulated.
5423. Do you believe in a definitely-stipulated minimum quantity? Yes.
5424. Does that prevent the manager from supplying more if he thinks fit? Ho.
5425. Does it prevent him, under our present Act, from supplying more than the 100 feet ? No,
5426. Do you know anything about the question of hours;—have you given any attention to that? Yes;
I gave a little attention to it.
5427. Do you believe that the hours should be legislated for? Yes.
5428. Do you believe in the regulation for eight hours ? Yes.
5429. Do you think this is a general opinion among the men ? Yes ; the majority of the men hold that
opinion.
5430. Do you think the inspector should have power to withdraw the men in case of danger? Yes ; I do.
5431. President] You are being asked now about a proposed Bill. Do you believe in it as it left the
Assembly ? Yes.
5432. You do not believe in the Legislative Council’s amendments ? Ho, none of (hem.
5433. Mr. Curley.} Will you look at the 28th section of the Bill which is hero before you, page 14, sub
section 3, [iSrc Appendix A.] Do you think that there should he a surface plan provided at the
different collieries, showing the streets, roads, buildings, creeks, rivers, bays, swamps, navigable waters,
and limits of any tidal waters within the said boundary ? Yes. 1 do. I think there is no borough in the
Colony which suffers more than tho one I represent at the present time by under-mining.
5434. What borough ? Hew Lambton.
5435. Do you hold any official position ? I am the Mayor of Hew Lambton.
5436. Have you lived about Hew Lambton for any considerable time ? Twelve years.
5437. Do you know the locality well ? Yes.
5438. Has there been any under-mining carried on there ? Yes, to a considerable extent, by the ScottishAustralian Mining Company and the New Lambton Company.
5439. Has this been on the streets in some cases ? Yes, we have got subsidences on the main road.
5440. Do you know the names of any of the streets ? Yes; Eegent-street, our principal street, subsided
to a considerable extent, and damaged tbe public school—split the gable end of the public school between
four and five years ago. The Education Department has had to repair it at considerable expense through
the undermining.
5441. Have any of the buildings been affected round about the place that you are aware of? Yes,
several. Several people have had to remove their houses on account of them being dangerous to live in.
5442. Hero is another section, page 29, Buie 25 [See Appendix A], Do you notice that “ The coal shall
not be wrought under any proclaimed or made road without the sanction in writing of the Minister” ;—
do you think that is an absolutely necessary provision ? Yes, absolutely necessary. I understand that
the Minister has stopped two or three places now from undermining in our borough.
5443. Have representations been made to him P Yes, by tho Council and by deputations.
5444. President.'] How has he stopped them ? On account of their taking the pillars out from underneath
the main road,
5445. Under what power has he stopped them ? Erom the report of his inspectors. He said he had
power to prevent them from mining under tho main road. We had subsidences in close proximity to the
Government tramway, or within 9 or 10 feet.
5446. Where is that at ? At the Borough of Hortli Lambton.
5447. Mr. Gurley.] Has it put the Council to any considerable expense ? Yes, considerable expense.
5448. To repair some of these streets ? Yes, filling in.
5449. Do you know whether the Companies contributed in any way to assist the Council ? Hot a cent.
They have only paid ordinary rates, the same as any other ratepayer.
5450. Have you ever taken any legal advice in connection with this under-mining ? Ho.
5451. You have not found it necessary to do that yet ? Ho. We have always appealed to the Minister
for Mines.
5452. Mr. Gregson.] Has he always helped you ? Yes.- He stopped two shafts from being put down
within the last two or three months. These shafts wore being put down to work out a few pillars that
had been left in. These pillars were the main support of the main road from Newcastle to Minmi. They
were within 120 feet of the Board’s water-main, and within 50 feet of the tramline. He considered it
dangerous to allow them to undermine and take those pillars out, aud he stopped it,
5453. Did he do all you wanted ? In those two particular instances he did. Before the borough was
incorporated the Scottish Australian Mining Company had the right to mine for coal there. I think they
had a lease at 5s. per acre, and before the place was incorporated they had worked out the coal. The
people wore living on a commonage land at that time; but now they have a right and title to allotments,
and the Minister, to prevent depreciation of the allotments, has stopped it. I may stato that Mr. Smith
a few days ago stated to the deputation that waited on him that he would like to see provision made in
the Mining Bill to prevent them from mining under roads and streets.
92—Y
5454.
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o454. He has got the power now, for instance ? Yes; wherever it comes under his jurisdiction. In
some cases he has the power; in others he has not.
l"ocCis95. 5455. In New Lambton the coal had been worked, and they proclaimed streets over the worked out
ground ? Yes.
5456. Who did that ? The Government. It is nearly all Government land.
5457. Did they sell allotments adjoining the street over worked out coal? Yes; some people have
removed their houses, because they were afraid to live there.
5458. Mr. Curley.'] Have they permitted under-mining in some cases on this ground since? Not to my
knowledge; the lease of the Scottish Australian Mining Company expired, and then tho Government
sold the allotments. They aligned the streets, and sold the commonage allotments, and since then people
have made applications for vacant allotments to take out these pillars to mine for coal. The Minister is
preventing them from mining now in order to prevent them from depreciating the value of adjacent
Crown allotments.
54o9, In this particular instance that you have now cited with regard to the Government giving out
wiese leases to take out the pillars, they are doing it with the full knowledge of having sold these lands ?
JL 68.
5460. Cannot you make a protest against this kind of thing ? Yes; wo protested against that, and I
may state that wherever we have made out a good case against their taking out these pillars to let down
the road Mr. Smith stopped them in a very prompt and effective way on our representations.
u461. When you worked at Lambton did you know anything about the payment-for-weight business that
was going on ? Yes.
5462. The average ? Yes.
5463. Was there a standard weight there ? Yes; a standard weight of 14 cwt. 2 qrs.
5464. Did the men ever try to get this abolished ? Yes; we made several attempts to get it abolished,
but we could not.
o46t>. Do you think the men are satisfied with getting an average number of skips ? Wo would like to
see every skip weighed. That is the men’s idea on the matter.
J0 J*™ think there is a feeling in that direction ? Yes; it is the fairest way too.
5467. Is that your opinion? Yes.
<>468. In the absence of that, do you think that there should be a fair number of skips weighed ? Yes;
as many skips weighed as is possible in the absence of not getting every skip weighed.
What would be a fair proportion ? It would all depend on the output.
5470. One in twenty ? More than that.
rxiri' ?-ue *,n *9?
^0re ^£Ln ibafc ; four or five in ten. Every other skip would bo a fair proportion.
o472. Nearly all of them ? No; one-half of thorn. I have seen weighing done in the old countrv, and
the work was not stopped at all,
Curley-I Save you done much work in the old country? A little.
o474. What part ? In the county of Durham.
5475. Did you ever set any props there? Yes.
5476. Could you set them ? Yes.
5477. Could the miners, as a rule, set props ? Yes.
a statement would.you think this to be—that a miner could not seta prop ? I should
ink it to be a very absurd statement indeed to make. Every man that has been employed as a miner
has had to put timber up for his own safety.
5479. Occasionally ? Yes.
5480. Were deputies employed in that district? Yes; deputies were employed. Sometimes when a
man wanted a prop m his own place for his own safety, and the deputy was not near enough, he had to
put it up until the deputy arrived.
5481. Was it not a rule that the props were cut to the proper length ? Yes; the stone was of such a
rloo nS™.re
cou^ no* sink the props, and they had to be cut to the proper length.
difficult ^
an eri8^ ma^er sd a prop ? Yes; if the prop is tho proper length there is not much
0453. What would be the height of the seams ? The seam I worked in was 5 ft. 6 in.
0454. Would those props be very easy to handle? Yes; bandy timber.
[Witness withdrew.]
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2
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[The Commisswn met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at

10 a.m.}

gresmt:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLEY, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (President).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

James Henry Ron aids on re-examined :—
Yesterday I was asked if economy was an object in tho working of a mine, and I replied
Esq. ’
was; ^ne
objections which seems to obtain to some extent to the proposal to brattice
,—
^ every bord in a mine must be the expense, because in trying to make out what might be the cost I arrived
2 Oct., 1895. ^ ^ie following figures. The average width of bords, counting the narrow headings and the bords
themselves, might be put at 6 yards. If wc reckon up the cost of the material aud the cost of putting
it up, I do not see how it can come to less than 3d. per ton.
5486. President] Eor bratticing every bord ? Bratticing every bord. Then I notice that it is proposed
to make compulsory the working of tho mine for eight hours only per day. As I understand it, that
means both for hewers and for shift-men. If we decrease the working hours of tho shift-men we must in
most cases decrease the out-put, with a proportionate cost to some one, or decreased wages to tho shift
men. lor that item alone I think the cost would be increased by about 7d. per ton.
5487.
Romkhnn
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.7487. Mr. Otvrley,'] Or what item ? On the shift work. Then capital must also lie idle during the same
time, if instead of working ten hours, we work eight hours, or whatever tho proportion might he. The
6 n>
capital involved must be idle a proportionate time. That, in our case, I do not estimate^ at less than 4d.
per ton. Those would be the first results, and as the working of collieries just now. is attended with g qc^ is95_
next to no profit—in some cases with loss—I do not see how some collieries could continue to work. If
they are not closed, it must inevitably mean a reduction in wages. Some prominence seems to have been
given to the notice requiring the men to work on pay Saturdays at Kembla. I should be glad to state
why we are anxious that work should go on at Mount Kembla on pay Saturdays when required. In the
South all our shipping is dependent on the weather. We ship in an open roadstead. We have no
shelter whatever, No Government money has been spent in that district, except at Wollongong, as it has
been in some of the other ports. In Newcastle, for instance, large sums of money have been spent. We,
however, have no harbour except at Wollongong, which is most inadequate for any large shipping, so that
we are entirely dependent on the weather for our constant work.
_
fiiSS. President.'] Where do you ship ? At Port Kembla, au open roadstead, at a jetty made by the
Company itself.
_ _
5489. Out into the ocean ? Out into the ocean. There have been two jetties there. They cost the Company
£28,009. Wo have a railway from 7 to 8 miles long over very difficult country. It has cost about
£30,000. I have heard it so stated. I should certainly put it mysolf at £25,000. To coyer that
long line of railway, and to work that colliery regularly, we have been at the expense of providing 205
waggons at present. It all amounts to a very large capital. If the weather is bad the mine is kept idle
for days, and occasionally it has happened that the weather has moderated towards the end of the week
on a pay Saturday, and we have been anxious to work then both to keep the capital in operation and to
supply our customers, who may have been waiting, and in some cases have waited, a long time for the
supply of their order, so that down in the south we have really very serious disabilities to work under as
compared with other districts, and we think it altogether unreasonable that on account of any custom
which has been imported from the old country, or which has grown up here, we should be debarred from
exercising what seems only a reasonable power in working on the days on which we are able to work. In
addition to these 205 waggons, we have three locomotives. "Wc have the up-keep of our line; we have the
up-kcep of the jetty, which may be put down as having a life of from eight to ten or twelve years
according to circumstances. The life of it may be put down at that time.
_ _
5190. Have the men been willing to work on these pay Saturdays ? They were not up to within about
three and a half months ago.
_
.
6491. Arc they willing now? Tes; they arc willing now. They have acqniesced in our request. Indi
vidually, I know for certain that many of the men have been quite willing to work on the pay Saturdays;
as a body they have not been. To a large extent I put that down to the union, and to those who lead the
union. Three years ago delegates of the men admitted to me privately, after discussion between them
and directors of the Company, that the raison dfetre of not working on pay Saturdays had entirely dis
appeared ; that it was an old custom.
_
5492. What was tho reason originally ? Originally, trade was very good ; I remember the time when at
Kembla they worked twelve days in the fortnight. Men naturally under those conditions had very little
time to themselves. They wanted a rest, and they wanted time to execute their own commissions or
business. We have always said that had we been fortunate enough to have trade such as that we would
have been only too glad to he idle on pay Saturday, For repairs alone to maebiuery we would he glad to
have one free day ns a rule. We looked at it as being a very strong evil, and an evil that required a
strong remedy, considering the times.
_ 4
5493. Mr Ourlcy.] You stated that the fixing of the eight hours would impose an additional cost to the
management of 7d. per ton. I think so.
5494. Is that what you say? ■ Yes, that is what I mean.
5495. How do you arrive at that? The oncost is 3s. per ton.
549G. At the present time ? At the present time—oncost—and fixed charges.
5497. That includes the payments to the miners ? No, that is not oncost—that is by contract.
5498. President.] What do you mean by oncost? The shift work, and everything that is paid by day
wages; also some standing charges are included in that.
5499. Mr. Ourley.] Do you mean that 7d. per ton would be added to the expenses of the working
of the under-ground account? No, to the whole oncost, under-ground and above-ground, and standing
charges.
5500. What do you mean by standing charges ? Charges which are always divided by the output to
arrive at the cost per ton.
_
5501. 'What are they? There are shipping charges, railway men, managerial expenses, and office
expenses.
.
5502. Do you say that your under-ground account, and your upper-ground account at the present timo
cost you 3s. per ton ? Yes, and standing charges.
5503. How do you arrive at that? By these costs which I mentioned—managerial and office.
5504. That includes the manager’s salary? Yes.
5505. The overmen’s? Yes.
'
_
5506. And all the shift-men ? The oncost, yes. I mean everything but the hewing of coal. That is the
meaning of it.
...
5507. What are you paid yourself? I think it will he sufficient to give tho general charges.
5508. What is yonr salary ? I decline to answer.
5509. What are your overmen's wages ? Fourteen shillings per day.
5510. How many deputies have yon ? Three ; firemen we call them.
5511. Wlint are their wages? Eight shillings per day.
5512. Do they work full time ? Yes; sometimes over the twelve days.
■
5513. Do they ever work under it ? They have not for a long time, to tho best of my recollection.
5514. Have you deputies apart from firemen ? No.
5515. Bond men ? Yes.
•
5510. How many road men? We pay somewhat differently from Newcastle. We have a man who
contracts for that work. He contracts for the wheeling, aud the road-men’s work, repairs, taking up
roads, and the various oncosts of that kind about the pit.
5517.
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5517. Have you only one road man that contracts for this ? No; wo have others that do other contract
in the mine.
5518. What are tho terms of this contract? We pay so much per ton.
2 Oct., 1895. 5519‘ Do you pay this man so much per ton ? Yes.
5520. What is it ? At the present moment, lid. per ton.
5521. You say that he contracts to wheel and take up roads in the mine ? Yes.
6522. Day down the roads, and keep the roads in repair ? Yes; that is the bord roads. Outside of his
contract there is a large amount of work which the Company docs itself in the laying of main roads,
extending engine pianes, putting in rope haulage, making over-casts, providing for drainage.
5523. Do you do this by shift-men ? Yes.
5524. How many are there ? It just depends upon the work. Sometimos there may be twenty, some
times half a dozen, It is irregular. These are little things that come in only occasionally in the life of
a colliery.
5525. How many permanent shift-men have you ? Wo have three permanent shift-men. Two I should
put it.
5526. What wages do you pay them ? Seven shillings and sixpence. For instance, we have expended, I
suppose, about £2,000 recently on the extension and improvement of the rope haulage in order to diminish
the standing cost of wheeling and hauling.
5527. But that is not a permanent cost ? It must he distributed.
5528. It is not a cost that will take place next week, or anything like that? Certainly not. Those are
things which must he put down against the coal, and which only the coal can meet. It is difficult to
estimate them in the way you are doing by trying to get at the number of shift-men employed per day.
5529. The books arc always there to prove it. These men’s wages are paid whether they are engaged one
week or two ? Yes.
5530. Y'ou say the laying of these main roads, rope extension, over-cast, Ac., is a work which is done by
the permanent shift-men ? No, sometimes by the permanent shift-men, and sometimes by special contract
with other men. You have got to add pumping charges, furnace-men, stoking, engine-men.
5531. How many furnace-men have you ? Two.
5532. Engine-men ? Two pump-men, one engine-man.
"
5533. What is the furnace-men’s wages ? Five shillings and sixpence.
6534. Engine-man ? Eight shillings.
5535. Pump-men ? I thmk it is 8s. aud 7s. Gd,
5536. Do any other men come into this account—cither under ground or above ground ? Add prop
wood.
5537. The eight hours has nothing to do with the timber, has it? It is a standing charge. It has not,
so far as the division is concerned. We have got to add the timber to the cost of our coal.
5538. What is your cost for timber? For pitprops I suppose about Id. to l£d. would be fairly accurate.
Then there is sawn timber, which comes into the general accounts of course.
5539. What is your charge for that? That must come to about Id. too.
5540. What do you do with the sawn timber ? Making and repairing skips, and all the different things
about the colliery erections.
5541. Is there anything else? Blacksmiths.
5542. How many ? Three.
5543. What are their wages? Two at 9s. 4d., one at 7s. 9d. There are also strikers; one at 6s. 6d., one
at 5s. 6d. I will not guarantee every figure. It is perfectly impossible to do that from memory, but
those are figures as near as I can remember. One pick-sharper, 6s. 6d. Four carpenters,
5544. Are they not included in this sawn timber for making and repairing skips, erecting buildings, &c. ?
No; that is material alone I gave you.
5545. You use the words “ making and repairing skips” ? You asked me what the material was used for,
and that was my explanation.
5546. That Id. per ton was not included in the wages ? No.
5547. What are the carpenters’ wages ? One at 9s., one at Ss., one at 7s. Gd., and one at Gs. Gd.' There
are also engineers, one at 11s., one at 9s. 6d., and a boy at 2s. 3d.
5548. What is this boy ? He is in the engineers’ shop—an odd hoy. There is also a brakesman.
5549. Is not that the engine-man ? No,
5550. How many ? One at 8s. Gd.; assistant, os. Gd. There is also an incline-man at Gs. Gd, and an
iueline-hoy at 2s. 9d. One weigh-man at 8s. Two loco-drivers, one at 9s., and ono at 8s. 6d. Two
stokers, one at 7s. Gd., and one at Gs. Gd. Cleaner, Gs. Gd. Weigh-man, £3 per week.
5551. Is he employed by the week ? Yes.
5552. Is ho fully employed ? Yes. Fettlorg, one at 8s. Gd., two at Gs., throe at 5s. 9d. Wharfingers,
one at 11s., four at Gs. 6d. As far as I recollect that is the shift time. To that you have got to add an
indefinite amount, which I cannot particularise, for overtime, in nearly every item. Frequently when wc
work six, six and a half, or seven days, a large number of these are employed full time, and sometimes
overtime. There arc also all the colliery accounts, which with us are very heavy.
5553. What is the average number of men your colliery worked with within the past twelve months ? I
could not tell you with accuracy without referring to documents,
5554. Can you tell us the quantity of tonnage raised in the twelve months—for 1894 ? I prefer to refer to
the documents, if you will allow' me. The Blue Book, probably, would toll, therefore it is unnecessary
for me to say.
o5o5. Your quantity of output is represented as 127,155 tons for last year. Docs that represent round
and small coal ? It must.
555G. What is your percentage of small to round ? About three to one.
5557. 1 ou get three of round to one of small? Wc get more than that. Only about 25 percent, of
the total output is small.
5508. Cau you give the number of days worked last year—the average per fortnight ? No, I cannot.
5559. What do you think it was ? I prefer not to say until I cau state accurately.
5560. Approximately at present ? I prefer not to state.
5561. You cannot give any approximation ? I prefer not to give an approximation.
5562. Do you think it was halt time ? More than half time.
5563.
Eonaldson, work
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5563. Much more ? I do not tHnk I can answer that any further. I will give you accurate information
Konaldson,
if you wish it in a day.
_
Esq.
5564. With regard to these items that you have given me here? Have you put down colliery accounts ?
5565. What do you mean by colliery accounts ? Accounts paid to merchants for materials.
8 Oct., 189S .
5566. I have put down the item for props, and the item for sawn timber ? The sawn timber is included,
but you have also to put down the colliery accounts.
5567. What is included in those ? Iron,- oils, greases, waste—all material which is used at the colliery.
6568, What is the cost of that ? I cannot give you that accurately.
5569 . Can you give it approximately ? No.
5570. Tou never go into these things ? I go into a certain amount; but there is a certain amount which
does not pass through the pay sheet, but goes through the Sydney office only, and that is not in my
department at all.
5571. I presume that from your long experience with collieries you have some idea what the cost is? I
know that occasionally it amounts to 6d.
5572. I want a general average ? I would rather not give a general average.
5573. Are these things not calculated at the end of the year to sco what has boon the permanent cost of
the different items ? I have no doubt they do it at our Sydney office, but it does not come within my
sphere.
5574. Do you know that it is done to ascertain these charges ? I am not certain.
5575. Not from your long experience with collieries ? I speak of Mount Kombla Colliery at present.
5676. Do yon know this has been done in other collieries with which you have been connected ? Tes.
6577. Tou know that it is done ? Tes.
5578 Tou cannot state anything with regard to it ? Not definitely ; I might only mislead you.
6579. Would that not come into the estimate which you have already given P No.
5580. With regard to the on-cost business ? Tes; in the 3s. of course. Tou were trying just now, as I
understood, to arrive at how this 3s. is made up.
5581. Mr. O-regson.'] Do you include colliery office expenses in the 3s. ? Tes.
5582. Mr. Ourley.'] With regard to several of these items which you have given me here, numbers of them,
I presume, can only bo calculated for the days that the men are at work. Take furnace-men for example.
It the pit is idle are they there? Sometimes they are—more frequently than not.
5583. Engine-men? Pump-men are always there.
5584. The engine-man? His time is nearly full—not quite.
5585. These pump-men? They are always there. They have frequently overtime in addition to the
twelve days.
5586. Blacksmiths? Usually full time—occasionally overtime?
5587. Does that “ Usually full time ” not also mean occasionally not full timo ? Quite so.
5588. Strikers ? Very much the same as the smiths.
5589. Pick-sharpcr ? Not full time, but more than the pit time.
5590. Carpenters ? Nearly full time. One of them has full time, and tho others are nearly full time,
with sometimes overtime.
5591. Engineers? Full time and over.
5592. Boys ? The boy is full time.
5593. Brakesman ? Full time.
5594. Assistant? More than pit time considerably, but not full time.
5595. Incline men? Considerably more than pit time; boy, ditto; weighman, usually over the twelve
days; engine-drivers, considerably in excess of full time. To bo as accurate as possible, they are usually
full timo at least, and sometimes considerably,over full time. Stokers, same as drivers; waggon weighman, full time ; fettlers, nearly full lime ; wharfinger and men, full time.
5596. Tou said something this morning about unions. Have you an objection to unions ? Not to a well
regulated union.
5597. Do you wish to be tho judge of a well regulated union ? I want to form my own opinion about it,
5598. Do you want to manage tho union yourself ? Certainly not; I should bo very sorry to, 5599. Are unions exceptional matters at different collieries ? No.
5600. Are they not almost universal ? They are in this Colony.
5601. And almost all over the world ? I believe that unions are very common at Home, though the
proportion of unionists at Home is comparatively small. I do not suppose there are more than 25 per
cent, of unionists at Home in the whole labouring community.
5602. Arc they very strong in the mining districts at Homo ? They are.
5603. Do you know that they are legalised—have the right of association ? 1 believe they have.
5604. Have the proprietors a combination—any association ? Tes, frequently.
5605. Have they any association in the southern district at the present time? Eor vend they have—some
of them.
5606. Is your colliery identified with the association ? Tes ; with the selling association.
5607. Tho Proprietors’ Association ? No. It is identified with the Southern Coal Owners’ Agency for
selling coal.
5608. That is a combination amongst colliery owners? Tes; for selling coal.
5609. Eor mutual purposes of trade ? Tes.
5610. Or any other purposes there may be joint action upon ? No, I believe not.
5611. Did you discharge the president of tho district union from your colliery some time ago ? Tes,
I did.
'
5612. Without notice ? Tes, for breaking the colliery rules, aud ho came to me and begged to be
allowed to work another fortnight, in order to make arrangements whereby he might leave Mount
Kembla. Having given him that permission, he at once stood for the position of check-weigh man.
5613. Did he not, previous to standing for the position of check-weighman, sue you in the local police
court for wages ? No ; he stood for tho position of check-weighman, winch at once showed that he did
not intend to leave the mountain if lie could remain on it. As I took his action in coming to me, and
asking to be allowed to stop a little longer in order that he might get away from the mountain, simply to
be a subterfuge to be allowed to enter the colliery again, I immediately discharged him. He then took
me to court, and won his case for a fortnight’s wages.
5614.
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SGl'l. Did you wisli him to leave without this fortnight’s notice ? I did, after he applied for the position
of weighman, which showed that he did not want to leave the mountain, but that he had only been trying
to get the better of me.
5615. You assumed he was trying to get the better of yon? I knew it. 1 know it nowr
5616. Had he not a perfect right to accept the position of ekeck-weighman if it was open to him to do so ?
Not under the circumstances,
5617. You wished to get him away from the place altogether? 1 .did. The subsequent action shows that
I was right in trying to do so.
5618. Either with or without notice you wanted to get rid of him ? No.
5619. Latterly you did ? I did latterly.
5620. And legally he was right in the matter of his wages ? I believe that legally he was wrong.
5621. And yet he got a judgment ? He did.
5622. President.] Where ? Before the Police Magistrate.
5623. Mr. OurleyYou did not test tbe legality of the decision any further? I do not think we could
—it was such a small sum. I think it was final, if I understand the law aright. It was under the “ Small
Debts Act.”
5624. In that case you will admit he was legally right? Technically, we will say, he was legally right;
otherwise, I think he was not.
5625. Were you sorry that he was elected check-weighman ? Under all the circumstances I was.
5626. President.] Under the present Act must a check-weighman be an employee of the mine? Yes.
He was not really an employee when his term of office began, or for some time before his term of office.
We protested, but it was such a small matter we did not go any further.
5627. Mr. Ourley] I suppose a ballot was taken for the position ? Yes, before the duties began.
5628. Did you endeavour to influence the ballot P Not to my recollection, except by giving two of the
miners, who came to us as delegates, my version of the story.
5629. Have yon seen the Check Weighers Act which has been passed in England (see Appendix E) ? Yes.
5680. Do you approve of an Act of Parliament of that description ? Yes ; there is no objection to that.
5631. President.] Do you know that under the present English Act the check weighman need not be an
employee of the company ? I know that.
5632. Do you know that the Upper House has put in that he must bo an employee of the company? Yes.
5633. What do you say to that? I am inclined to think he should be an employee of the company.
5634. But you have no strong objection ? As I said yesterday, I would adopt the English Act as it stands.
I would adopt the Act as a whole ; still I think it would he better that he should be an employee.
5635. Mr. Oregson.] Is that ono of the things you would like to see altered ? Yes.
5636. President.] But you are not very strong about that ? I would not raise any great objection if I
could get a good Act otherwise. It is a minor point really.
5637. Mr. Ourley.] Do you think an endeavour was made to influence the ballot iu connection with this
man ? No,
5638. Either by yourself or the overman ? I think not.
5639. But you did when he was appointed as check-weighman ? We protested against his appointment
in court in that case; that was all we did.
5640. What was your objection to him ? I prefer not to raise a libel case. There was a personal difference
connected with the work.
5641. Is not a personal dillerenceiliable at all times to arise even with other men, and will not personal
differences exist as long as the world lasts ? Yes; still it had a connection with the work,
5642. There will be different views upon these matters, I presume, as long as the world stands, as between
manager and men, and do yon not think that the men have ^ right to their views ? A perfect right.
SG'IS. And the right to express them ? A perfect right.
5644. You have no objection to that? None whatever.
5645. I presume you know that if this man did not act as President of the Association somebody else
would act in hisjfiace ? I am sure of that.
5646. If you were not in the position of Manager of the Mount Kembla Colliery 1 suppose somebody
else would be? Yes; that goes without saying.
5647. I think you told us the height of your seam ? Yes; I said Horn 4 feet 6 inches to 7 feet.
5648. What area of the mine is the thinnest portion of the scam in all directions—take it in the
aggregate—what proportion of thin coal is there throughout the whole mine, as against the high coal in
other portions of the mine ? Where do you draw the dividing line P Ido not call 4 ft. 6 in. thin coal. In
many districts in England it would not be.
5649 Four feet six inches is in comparison with 7 ft. ? We must have a dividing line.
5650. In what district or section of the mine does this 4 ft. 6 in. coal exist ? The shaft district.
5651. How many places have you going into that district? About twenty-five or thirty places; not all
in thin coal, though. Some of that coal is fairly thick, though it is in that district that the thin coal
occurs. Thin coal occurs in the shaft district chiefly.
5652. How many places arc there going in the thin coal in the shaft district? Would you call a thin
coal,—up to 5 ft.
5653. Yes, if you like, up to 5 ft. Say twenty places. Then throughout the mine places occur, even in
thick coal, where you have got to give thin coal measurement on account of the rolls that come in.
5654. You have thin coal in other places ? Yes, from time to time.
5655. Do these rolls run a large distance ? Many yards,
5656. How far? Fifty and seventy yards occasionally; sometimes only a few yards long. They are
very variable.
5657. What would you consider to be the average height of your seam all through, taking the thin and
the thick coal together ? I should say about 5 feet 6 inches.
5658. Five feet 6 inches throughout the whole mine? As we are working at present. Might Iadd in
connection with the cost which you have taken down that yon have got to add thecolliery accounts,which
I think you have done already, and all the depreciation on plant.
5659. What do you mean by colliery accounts ? Accounts for all the material that is got for the
colliery—iron, greases, wastes, oils, &c. Then there is the cost for the depreciation of plant and material,
which is a very serious item with us,
5660.
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5660. "What is it ? For instance, the jetty, which cost £16,000, wo estimate has a life of perhaps from
eight to twelve years. We have a second jetty now, and the Colliery has been in existence for fifteen or Eenftldfos,
Euq.
sixteen years, I believe. We had the end of it washed away entirely daring one storm, and it had to bo
renewed at a very serious cost.
2 Oct., 1895.
[Witness withdrew.]

Andrew Nicol sworn and examined:—
Mr. A. Nicol.
5661. President'] What are you? I am check-weiglunan at the Coal Cliff Colliery.
5662. Mr. Ourley.'] How long have you been check-weighman there ? About thirteen months at Coal
2 Oct., 1895.
Cliff. Previous to that thirteen months there was no check-weighman for a little over four years.
5663. Have you worked at the colliery long? About three years.
5664. Do you know anything about the system of weighing there ? Yes, certainly.
5665. What is the average number of skips weighed—do you weigh every day ? Ho ; it is sometimes
weeks on a stretch before we weigh, I have complained repeatedly to the management of the method of
weighing the miners’ coal.
5066. Are you paid by the average weight ? Yes, we are.
5667. What does the weigh-bridge register ? Since I was elected check-weighman the management put
up a standard weight of 13 cwt. 2 qrs., which was never at that colliery before.
_
5668. Will the bar not go any higher;—can yon mako any higher register than 13 cwt. 2 qr. ? Certainly.
Previous to tho four years I am alluding to, when I was elected check-weighman, the average at the
colliery used to run about 15 cwt.
5669. And has the standard been fixed at 13 cwt. 2 qr. ? Thirteen cwt. 2 qr. He stated to me his reason
for fixing that standard at 13 cwt. 2 qr. was to save his rolling-stock; hut 1 have no doubt he meant some
thing by that, because I never saw him complain yet, no matter how full the skips were, so long as they
went over the 13 cwt. 2 qr.
5670. Have you tried to get the standard weight put to one side ? Certainly ; I have tried to get it not
put up at all.
5671. I suppose you did that at tho request of the men ? Certainly.
5672. Do you go a considerable time without weighing ? I have a statement here which I have taken for
tbe fourteen weeks, from May 20th to August 24th, 1895,—from audit to audit. The number of days
worked is forty-seven out of eigbty-four working days,
•
5673. Those are the days the weighing-machine was at work ? No ; the days the miners worked. Number
of miners’ skips tipped, 6,894; number of times weighing done during that period, twice. That was
on June 12th and June 24th they weighed during that fourteen weeks.
5674. Mr. Gregson.] They did not weigh at any other time? At no other time. Number of skips
weighed, 16.
5675. President!] Out of 6,894? Yes. On June 12th they weighed nine, and on June 24th they
weighed seven.
5676. Mr. Ourley.] Does tho weighman have the control of the weighing there? The weighman is sup
posed to have the control; but I think Mr. David McGeachie, one of the lessees, has got the control.
5677. Mr. Gregson.] \Yas the check-weighman standing by all this time ready to see these skips weighed ?
Yes, I was.
5678. Were you standing by the whole time ? Yes.
5679. President.] Did you ask them to weigh any more ? I repeatedly complained at the loose method
of weighing miners’ coal.
.
5680. Did you say you were standing by all this timo during those fourteen weeks—were you there on
these forty-seven days ? Yes.
5681. Did you ask to have any more weighed ? I asked repeatedly the same question.
5682. Did you ask the Company’s weighman to weigh more? Yes.
5688. You did on this occasion ? Yes, and on several other occasions.
5684. But you did on this occasion ? Yes.
5685. Mr. Ourley.] Do you know anything about the number of hours worked down there ? Every full
day that wo work is a day of ten hours, both men going in together to be at tbe face at 7 a.m., and leaving
the face again at 5 p.m., excepting on several occasions when, men have loft the face at 4 o’clock, after
being in the pit for nine hours, and then they have been chastised for doing it.
5686. How do you know they have been chastised ? They have told me so, and two of them I heard the
management chastise myself. They told these two that it must not happen again, or else they would have
to abide by tbe consequences.
5687. Is this a regular matter ? It is a regular thing.
6688. Mr. Gregson.] What is a regular thing ? Both men working ton hours a day.
5689. Mr. Ourley.] Are you speaking from what you see yourself? I am. There are three days iu this
fourteen weeks that I have just given you in which the working hours ranged from fourteen to sixteen
hours—June 18th, 19th, and 20th,
5690. How do they range from fourteen to sixteen hours ? By starting at 12 o’clock and 3 or 4 o’clock
in the morning.
5691. Twelve o’clock at midnight? Yes, 12 at midnight till 5 o’clock in tho evening. It would be half
past 5 o’clock before they would be outside.
5692. Do the men stop in from 12 o’clock at midnight till 5 o’clock the next evening ? Yes, they have
done that repeatedly—not only on this occasion,
5693. Did the manager request them to do that? Yes; when ho wants the men to work these hours, he
generally sends a hoy round in the evening between 8 and 9 o’clock to tell the men to start at 12 o’clock,
or 3 or 4, whatever the time may be.
5694. How long ago is it since bo did this ? This was in June.
5695. Has he done anything of that kind later on ? Only an hour once or twice. We started at 7 and
worked till G, but it is occurring every day in a full day’s work to work both men from 7 o’clock 'till 5.
I have got the names of those that he has chastised if yon wish to have them,
5696. Do you think the men as a whole want to stop in ihe pit that length of time ? They do not want
to stop in tho pit, but they dare not say anything for fear of being victimised. I have got a minute
taken out of the Minute-hook of the Lodge which 1 shall read to you. It will show you that the men do
not
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not believe in working more than eight hours. The minute is to this effect:—“ That we, the Coal Cliff
^ .T.J-' operatives, believe in working no more than eight hours, and wish the same to become a legal day’s work.”
That was carried unanimously at a full meeting.
’
5697. How long ago was that? That was carried last week. I have not got the date. The feeling of
the men when they are in a body is that they shall not work any more than eight hours ; but owing to
the depression, and the way in which they have been tyrannised over, they are in fact afraid to say one
word for themselves.
5698. Do you think that if the men were to make much of a protest that they would be requested to leave
the colliery, is tliat what you mean ? They would. I know they would. 1 have got enough proof that
men have been practically told if they did not work they would got somebody else to do so.
5699. Is that one of the reasons that makes yon think the hours should be legislated for ? Yes, certainly.
I think there should be a hard and fast law legalising eight hours as a day’s work. On Monday, Sep
tember 16th, I, as one of a deputation, waited on Mr. John M'Q-eachie re the reduction that is on at
present, and we wished to have an agreement drawn up.
‘ 5700. Mr. Gregson.] Are you out on strike now? Yes, on a reduction of 2d. per ton,
5701. Mr. Curleg.] You are not working now ? No ; Mr, M‘G-eachio distinctly stated to that deputation
that whoever was employed at the Coal Cliff Colliery would be required to work as loug as he wanted
them to work, and as long as he required the coal.
5702. They would have to stop in the pit during his pleasure? Yes; that is what he practically meant.
5703. That was the answer he made to a deputation? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
William Thompson Philpot sworn and examined:
5704. Mr. Ourleg.] What occupation do you follow ? Coal-mining.
Philpot. 5705, President.] You are a coal-miner ? Yes.
5706. Mr. Curleg.] Are you coal-mining at present? Not at the present time.
■’
^ 5707. President.] Are yon out on strike ? No, I an
am a check-weighman.
5708. Where ? At the Corrimal Colliery.
5709. Mr. Curley.] Have you been check-weighman for long there ? Since the 15th March, 1894.
5710. Mr, Gregson.] About 18 months ? About 18 months.
5711. Mr. Ourley!] What is your system of weighing ? We average the weights every fortnight.
5712. Do you average the number of skips ? We average the number of skips.
5713. Have you any standard weight at tho colliery ? No standard weight.
5714. What is the number of skips weighed daily? They differ. Sometimes we have weighed sixty, and
sometimes eight; some days we weigh none.
5715. Could you weigh sixty every day the mine works if the weighman was at the bridge, that is when
you work a full day of 10 hours ? It would be heavy work to get them through. That day that we
weighed the sixty we had an extra man there.
5/lb. Does the coal want much cleaning at the bridge? There is not much dirt comes down amongst the coal.
5717. What was the trouble then ? The coal has shovelled when on tbe screen. There is a gate across the
screen, and it is held down by a handle. Of course when the skips are tipped into the screen the coal
stops against this gate, and the weighman lifts up the handle to lot it fall gradually down the screen, and
what is left up has to be scraped down with a shovel. The weighing-machine is a Pooley spring-balanced
machine with a pan attached. It is so fixed that it will lift out of its place, so that thev can use the
screen when they are not weighing.
"
5718. Do they miss many days occasionally when they do not weigh in this way? It is not regular.
Some days they do not weigh at all. We have not weighed I think for the last three weeks that I have
been on. We have not weighed any in that time.
5719. Have you worked much ? We have not worked much this last fortnight. We have been three and
a quarter days on coal, and four days on slack in the last fortnight.
5720. That is for a fortnight ? Yes.
5721. Did much coal come out in those three days? Before I go further I might state that on the slack
days we have some headings working, and of course the coal comes out on the slack days. I think there
are seven headings so far as I can recollect, and these men fill coal on the slack days, and their coal came
out on tho four slack days, and for this fortnight there are 3,520 skips of coal, giving as Ihe weight paid to
miners, 1,920 tons 13 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lbs. During that time there were 1,887 slack skips, and they are
averaged at 10 cwt. per skip.
5722. Do you say that for these latter days there has not been any weighed at all ? No skips weighed
for the past fortnight. That is the only fortnight there has been none weighed since I have been on the
check-weighing.
5723. Have you made an average for the quarter, or anything like that? I have an average for the last
12 months, from June 30th, 1894, to June 30th, 1895, and the average upon skips comes out 13 per
thousand, and for the total output—slack skips and coal skips—9-75.
5724. Do you say upon the round coal there is about 13 for each thousand ? Yes.
5725^ Do you thiuk about 1 in SO is anything like a fair average to weigh ? No, I think we ought to
weigh more.
5726. Have the men ever expressed themselves as dissatisfied with the limited number of skips that are
weighed? Yes, the men have done so to mo.
5727. Have you complained to the weighman or the manager? I have complained to tbe weighman, but
I could not draw your ^attention to any complaint to the manager, although, when I first went on fhe
weigh there was no notice put upon the pay-sheet of what the average of the skips weighed were, and
I found the number not weighed to bo so great one fortnight that I put it on, and since that time there
has boon a little more weighing done. Tho manager had noticed tho small number of the skips weighed,
aud on the average there have been a few more weighed since then.
5728. When did you do that? I could not tell you exactly the date I did it,
5729. Some months ago ? Some months ago, and I have always kept that up every fortnight, I put it
this way, “ One skip weighed out of 101” or “ One skip weighed out out of 75,” as 'the case might be,
sometames less and sometimes more. I put that on tho pay-sheet,
5730.
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5730. Showing the men’s weight ? Tes, showing the men’s weight.
fp^ur’-i
5731. Do you think the men wish every skip to be weighed, or would they be satiefield with an average, W.T.rlulpot.
if there was a reasonable amount weighed ? As far as I have heard the men express their ideas, they 2/OctA189S
wish every skip to he weighed.
’’
'
573d. Do yon think that would involve mueh expense? My opinion is that every skip ought to be
weighed. As regards the additional expense on the present system, which is to pay for round coal, there
would be an expense at Corrimal, but slack coal being a marketable commodity, I think the miners could
he paid on the gross, and there would not then be a great deal more expense than the attaching of a
machine to weigh the whole.
5733. They would have to erect a new machine I suppose ? Under the present system they would have
to erect new screens.
5734. President.] Do you not think that if they weighed a larger average of skips the whole difficulty
could be met? I think an agreement might perhaps be drawn up to weigh a certain average, but for my
part I want every skip weighed.
5735. JUr. Ourley.] Do you think that when you are paid on the amount that you produce, you have a
right to have the exact quantity that you produce weighed ? Tes, I think I have a right on the lines of
justice for the whole to be weighed.
673(5. Do you know anything about the hours worked at Corrimal ? Sometimes we work overtime.
5737. Do you do much of that? Tes; X think we do a good deal.
5738. What do you mean by “ overtime ” ? Tho regular shift that we work is from 7 till 5 o’clock.
Sometimes we work after 5 o’clock, and that is overtime—anything later than 5. Sometimes in the
morning we may start an hour earlier and knock off at 5 o’clock at night, and tho hour earlier before 7 in
the morning is overtime.
5739. Tou say this is done occasionally? Occasionally it is done by starting in the morning earlier, but
generally they are a few minutes over 5 o’clock almost every night.
'
5740. Did you take any note of when this occurred ? Tes; I have got my time as I took it. I am paid
myself regarding the overtime.
5741. Can you tell ns when this occurred ? This is a three weeks’ pay. On June 17th, we started at
G a.m. in the morning, and knocked off at G‘50 at night. On June 18th we started at G o’clock in the
morning and knocked off at 6'45. I might make the statement here that this is my time. The pit,
perhaps, might knock off at 6 o’clock. The fifty minutes and the forty-five minutes might belong to me,
inasmuch as the incline is run after the pit is knocked off. The inside will have run from G o’clock to
6 o’clock, but the screens will have been running from 6 a.m. to 6‘50 p.m,, and from G a.m. to 6'45 p.m,
5742. Do you stop there to see if there is any coal-weighing done ? Tes.
5743. Can you give us the pit time as near as you can—that is, when the men would go in and come out?
When we have worked this overtime there has generally been chalked up the night before on one of tbe
water tanks by the master, “The pit will hang on at G o’clock, and the front shift men will be expected to
go in at 6 o’clock, and knock off at 2 o’clock. The back shift men shall go in at 10 and knock off at (5
o’clock.” That is only eight hours for the miners, but the wheelers are going all that time from G till G.
5744. Are these wheelers men or hoys ? Tou may call them young men of from 17 to 18 years of age ;
some, perhaps, are older.
5745. On these days they have been employed about twelve hours ? Tes, about twelve hours.
5746. Has there been anything of that kind done quite recently ? On June 30th we worked upon coal
from 6 o’clock to G oO. That is my own time. The pit works then from 6 o’clock to 6, Those are the
orders.
5747. Is that making you stop there almost thirteen hours a day? Tes ; I am stopping there that time.
If the men go in at G o’clock in the morning I go at G.
5748. JHr. G-reyson.] A.re you paid by the hour ? I am paid by tbe day; of course, I keep every minute,
and everything over my hours. I put in eight hours after that. I am paid from 7 o’clock to 5 o’clock as
a shift.
5749. Tou are paid for everything over eight hours ? No, sir; from 7 o’clock in the morning till 5 o'clock
in the evening is ten hours. One hour is included in that for meals. That is a shift. I am paid for that
as one shift; everything over those hours I am paid for at the rate of eight hours per shift.
5750. Mr. Curley.] Tou put in overtime? Tes.
5751. Mr. Gregson!] Are you rather glad of the overtime ? Personally, I am not.
5752. Mr. Curley!] Would yon prefer the regular thing ? I would prefer the regular thing, which is a
day’s work, and go home.
.
5753. Tou do not believe in working a day and a half? No; I do not believe in working a day and a
half in the twenty-four hours.
5754. Do you think the men are satisfied with the eight hours ? As far as I can get an expression from
tho men, 1 think tbe men would be satisfied with the eight hours.
5755. Do they believe in a matter of this kind being left to the management—in a mutual agreement—or
do they want it legislated for ? All the information I can gain is that it will have to be done by legisla
tion—that there is no hope of getting it in any other way.
5756. Do yon think these young men that you spoke about would prefer to work only the eight hours
instead of twelve? Yes; I think they would. 1 have heard expressions of opinion, but not from the
young men themselves, that they have been very much dissatisfied with having to stop this overtime.
5757. Whom have you heard these expressions from ? Prom some of the miners.
5758. Have the miners ever been requested to go back to the mine at night-time, after they have worked
their shift during the day ? Tes, miners have been requested; but I could not point to a particular person.
5759. Would that be only an occasional circumstance? Only an occasional circumstance, I think.
5760. What weight docs a man start with when ho starts at the colliery? The average weight of the
skips that are weighed during the fortnight if he is not weighed; it used to be different when I first
started ; it used to be 10'2 and 11. We have two weights at our colliery. There are four different
sizes of skips, but they are classified into two weights.
67GL There would he large skips and small ones ? Tes ; they go under the name of Tommy skips and
Kembla skips. Tommy is the larger skip, and Kembla the smaller.
5762. Do you arrive at anything like a fair average with these skips running in that fashion ? We
92—Z
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Mr,
average all tie skips up every fortnight on the weight-hook, and if a man is weighed three times in the
W.T.rhilpot, fortnight he is paid on the average of those three weights that are taken. We take all that has been
weighed during the fortnight and strike the average from that, and that is the average for the colliery for
■2 Oct., 1895.
that fortnight, and if a young man should start, and ho has not been weighed, then he is paid at that
average.
5763. Where you have such a disparity between skips as you have mentioned, is it not almost a necessity
for every skip to be weighed in order that a man should get a fair average weight ? I think it is.
5764'. Mr. Gregson.] Did you tell us the number of days you worked when you turned out that 3,520 skips ?
We worked seven and a quarter days, and three-quarters of a day overtime. That is my own time.
5765. Can you give an idea of the average number of days you worked for any period? No ; X never
took the average of days worked.
5766. Would it be half-time? Yes; more than half-time. During the fortnight there have been some
few hours through the night when coal came out that I have not been there.
[Witness withdrew.]

David Eitchie sworn and examined:—
Mr.
-5767. President.] What are you? lam at present check-weighman for tho employees of the Mount
D, Ritchie. Kcrtibla Colliery. ■
5768. That is Mr. Eonaldson’s colliery ? Yes,
2 Oct., 1895. gygry
Ourlet/.] Had you worked at the Mount Kembla Colliery previous to becoming check-weighman ?
Yes ; I worked in the colliery for about fifteen months previous to becoming check-weighman.
5770. Have you worked in the Wollongong District for any period of time at other mines ? Yes; I
have been connected with tbe mines in the lllawarra District for the last eleven or twelve years.
5771. What other mines did 3Tou work at in that district? Mount Pleasant and Mount Keira.
5772. How long have you held the position of check-weighman ? A little over twelve months now,
5773. What is the system of weighing there;—are the men paid on the average, or do you weigh every
skip ? The system of weighing there is that, supposing two men start fresh at the colliery to-day, they
are placed on what is called the standing average for the pit, which gives them 10 cwt, 3 qrs. for each
skip. There are two kinds of skips in that particular pit. One skip is an iron one, and the other is a
wOoden one. One will carry about 2 cwt. more than the other. They stand on that weight until they
happen to be weighed, and no man can tell when that will be, because the system of weighing that is
carried on at present is entirely in the hands of the Company itself. It is a matter of their pleasure as
to how many shall be weighed, if any. I have just gone over my book, and I fiud that the average for
the last fortnight runs twenty-four to the thousand. Of every thousand that arc drawn from the pit
there are twenty-four weighed. That is for the fortnight ending 28th September.
5774. Mr. Gregson.] For one fortnight only ? For one fortnight only. 1 have gone through my books
for tho last quarter. There arc men working in the pit who, I can prove, have been standing on this
10 cwt. 3 qrs.—the pit average—for two months without being weighed. My books also show that men
in the adjoining places, working similar coal, are .standing on 14 and 15 cwt. That is their weight.
5775. Mr. Curhy.] Have you tbe numbers that these men run ? Yes. I have also taken the trouble to
go through the last fortnight’s work, and I find that the average of every skip that comes out of that pit
runs 11 cwt. 2 qrs, 21 lb. That is taking the small with the large skips. The pit is worked iu four flats.
-They are known as No. 1, No. 4, No. 5, and the shaft. The section that these men I have just spoken
about were working in is No. 1. They were working in the best part of the pit for weight. I have taken the
trouble to average the skips from that particular section for the last fortnight, aud I find that the average
weight of the skips runs 11 ewt. 3 qrs. 14 lb. for that section, where those men were receiving 10 cwt. 3 qrs.
5776. With regard to tins 10 cwt. 3 qrs. that you speak about as a standard for a man to begin with, have
you ever approached the manager to try and get that altered in any way ? Personally I have not. I
have not been able to approach the manager upon anything.
5777. President!] Why ? For the simple reason that he would not acknowledge me in anything. He
would not speak to me upon any consideration. What his reasons are for not doing so I do not know ;
they arc best known to himself.
5778. Are you check-weighman there now ? lam check-weighman there at the present time. There is
no end of grumbling every day with regard to the twenty-four per thousand. The men are continually
grumbling about not being weighed, and tbe power is not mine to weigh, though I receive all the grumbling,
being their representative there. As it is at tbe present time tbe Company’s weighman has a great many other
duties to attend to, and sometimes I have seen him away out of the vveigh-cabin for an hour at a stretch.
Of course during the time he is away all weighing is suspended. That accounts for the very small number
of skips that are being weighed. To show that the men have just grounds for grumbling at that particular
colliery I may say that there are four sections in that pit, as 1 mentioned before'. Every skip that has
come out of the section known as No. 1 in tbe last fortnight runs an average of 11 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb.
Every skip that has come out of section No. 4 runs an average of 8 ewt. 2 qrs. There is a very marked
difference. At tlie end of the quarter, or any other time during the quarter, men who leave this No. 4
section to go to No. 1 section carry their 8 cwt. 2 qrs. of an average with them to the No. 1 section, and
they may stand there for two months on that low weight, when men adjoining them may be filling 15 cwt.
5779. Mr. Gregson.] In the opposite case, when a man leaves tlie No. 1 section, where the weight is
.11 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb., and goes down to the No. 4 section, where tbe weight is 8 cwt, 2 qrs., docs he carry
the J1 cwt. 3 qrs. 14 lb. weight ? He does; the system is not fair at all. There arc not many skips come
cut of the No. 4 section where the low weight is. There are only six or seven men working there at the
present time. They get one set a day, and that one set would take about fifty skips. One pair of men
will have, perhaps, thirteen or fifteen skips on that set, and the weighman, if he thinks fit, can weigh tbe
whole of the men working in that section where they are running the low weights any day he likes. On
the other hand, there are about ninety men working in the other section, known as No. 1, where the high
weights are obtained; one pair of men will not have more than two skills on ono set, and some sets they
will rhiss altogether, so you see the chances of getting weighed out of the No. 1 section are not nearly so
many
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many as they are in the No. 4 section. A man going in from tlie heavy weight into the low weight bimply
can be weighed the following morning, but the man going from where the low weight is prevailing to
where the high weight is prevailing may stand there for the time I have mentioned, two months on a
stretch without being weighed at all.
_
{5780. To cure that you want more skips weighed ? Tes, we want more skips weighed.
_
5781. Would keeping one screen going all day answer the purpose ? It would be a great improvement;
but I do not think anything would give satisfaction other than weighing every skip,
_
5782. Supposing one screen were kept going the whole day, there would be very mueh less loss either one
side or the other ? The loss would be still great to the men.
_
5783. How would it be P The screens for weighing are so unworkable and unwieldy tliat if they were
weighing the whole day they would not weigh a fair percentage.
_
5784. How many skips have you weighed in a whole day ? Myself and the Company’s weighman have
weighed on an exceptional day fifty.
5785. What is the number of skips you bring out in a day ? They average about 1,000.
_
5786. I'ifty out of a thousand? Yes; that is an exceptional day, mind. The screen is so flat that it wants
one shoving it down and the other pulling it down. Although 1 act as check-weighman, I assist in pulling
it down.
5787. Ho you consider one skip in twenty is a fair average ? No.
5788. H you get one in twenty weighed, is it not likely that if there is any error it is just as liable to be
on one side ns tbo other ? No.
5789. Why ? A skip is always liable to lose coal coming out, hut never likely to gain. If it should happen
that one that has lost a certain portion of coal coming out of the mine should be weighed, the whole of
the skips for that particular day, and for as many days as you might stand ou the weight of that skip, go
at the same weight.
5790. (Suppose that all the skips were weighed, would not tho miner suffer tho loss on tho skips that lost
weight travelling from the bord to the weighbridge P On the one skip alone.
5791. But every skip you want weighed? Tes.
5792. If they are all tumbling coal off, would they lose that? I do not mean to imply that all skips lose
coal. I mean that one skip out of the day’s work might get broken on the way, and that one in particular
might bo the one that would bo weighed. If a man fills twelve skips in the day, and one out of the
twelve gets broken, that one might be weighed, and the other eleven are averaged at that weight.
5793. President.] Supposing there is a skip that no coal tumbles out of? He gets the benefit.
5791. Supposing coal tumbles out of the whole lot that he brings, would he not get the benefit afterwards ?
He would get the benefit, but it would not be likely to occur.
5795. Mr. Gregson^] Ho yon object to a skip bein^ weighed when it is a broken skip? I do ; but there
is a standing rule there, which is enforced by Mr. ilonaldson, or others when he is not about there, that
unless a skip is marked by the wheeler, or other official inside, it must be weighed.
5796. President,] What docs marking mean ? That it has been broken previously to leaving their hands.
I pointed out to tho Company’s weighman that after leaving the wheelers and those in charge of tho flats
a skip 1ms a long way to travel at Mount Kembla, and that it is au easy matter for it to get broken after
leaving their hands and to come out without being marked at all. It can be proved that without it
breaking at all a good quantify of coal falls off on the road.
5797. Mr. Gregson.] If they were better packed, would it happen ? That is not the only cause. Coal is
not all of one nature. You will find brittle coal that will not carry far, and you will find some coal which
will carry any distance provided it is packed properly. A man may have brittle coal and it will not carry
far, because a bit of a jolt going round a turn will send it away, consequently the number of skips that
have been weighed there is altogether inadequate in my opinion, and I can testify to the grumbling of the
men there daily. 1 can also testify to the just ground they have for grumbling, which my books will prove.
5798. You were speaking about twenty-four to the thousand; if you could manage fifty to the thousand,
would it bo a great improvement ? Of course it would be a great improvement.
’
5799. But you tbink nothing will be perfect short of weighing the whole of the skips? Nothing short of
it. I admit, however, that to weigh fifty in a thousand would be a very vast improvement. Of course I
have already said it would not give the satisfaction that people would desire to see prevailing. My own
opinion is that the matter of cost in making the necessary alterations to begin with should not stand in
tho way of meting out justice to all hands who are employed, I do not think there should bo any limit
to meting out justice ; that is my candid opinion. Justice should be served to all at any cost,
5800. Mr. Gurley^] Ho you not think that that is a plea that can he constantly put forward on the part
of the proprietors that you are always going to run them into additional cost? Certainly that plea has
always been put forward, and always will be while it is listened to.
5801. Bo yon know anything about the working-hours at Mount Kembla? Yes ; the system at present
iu vogue there is what is known as an eight-hours shift—that is to say, the pit draws coal for a period of
len hours. The front shift goes in at 0 o’clock in the morning, and comes out again at half-past 2,
What is known as the back shift goes in at 8'30 and comes out at 5 o’clock. That is the system that is
generally worked there. On the 15th June, 1895, the following notice was posted up :—
Fourteen days from this date miners aud other workmen employed at this colliery will be required to work on Pay
Saturdays for such number of hours as the exigencies of trade demand, and to start work at any time up to 9 a.m. as on
other days when required ; and employment will be subject to acquiescence in this rule.
J. H. ROMALDSON, Manager,
Mount Kembla Colliery.

On the 17th July last the overman stopped the front shift as they came out of the pit, and told them that
both shifts had to bo in at 6 o’clock in tbe morning and como out at 5 o’clock ; that is to say, that they
should extend their working-hours from eight to ten hours. He asked them if they were willing to
propose that it should be done, and only one man in that crowd put the question to the meeting, and
because tho men did not vote for it the overman said to them, “ What is the matter with your hands
that you can’t hold them up and vote.” The same course was pursued in regard to the back shift; the
overman intercepted them and told them that the front shift had agreed to go in at 6 in the morning and
come out at 5 o’clock. The back shift, on bearing the statement, said nothing, but dispersed. As secretary
of the lodge I called a meeting that evening to see what action they intended to take in the matter. A
resolution
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resolution was put to the meeting, and unanimously carried, that the men adhere to tho eight-hour
system and decline to comply with the request which has been placed before them. The boat came in late
2 Oct. 1896. 011 Thuraday. an^ 011 Friday morning the men went to their work on the usual shifts. The overman was
* there and wanted to know why they were not in at the stipulated time, 6 o’clock, both shifts together.
They said they were on tlie regular shifts, and that they had not agreed to go in both shifts together,
He then said, “The screw is going on you now all right.”
5802. Mr. Ourley^] All you have said simply amounts to this, that at Mount Kembla au attempt was
made to extend the hours from eight to ten? Yes.
5803. And the men declined to work these ten hours at the request of the manager? Yes, they did.
5804. Was there any further attempt made to ask them to consent to it later on ? No further attempt
only what I have stated. The manager told them that they would have to do it, and that this must not
.
occur again when they were told to go in at that hour. They were notified to go in ou the Saturday
undoubtedly.
5805. The men would not agree to this? No.
5806. Notwithstanding the appeals of the manager? They would not agree to it.
5807. Did he then give a notice about the working on tlie Pay-Saturday subsequent to this ? Ho gave a
notice previous to this. That was his final notice which I have just placed before you. He gave a notice
previous to that which the men would not entertain, consequently for the Pay-Saturday following, this
notice was given. This notice was a fortnight later than the other one. to make that as a final fourteen
days’ notice that they would have to accept the alteration.
5808. And the men to come to some kind of agreement agreed to what is now going on? Yes.
5809. Are thev now working what is part of the Pay-Saturday ? Yes ; they agreed to go in at G aud
come out at 12 o’clock.
5810. Has there ever been any request made in that district for tlie miners to work on a Sunday ? Not
to my knowledge. I have heard of it having been done, but I cannot say that I know of it.
5811. It has not occurred so far as you know ? Not any further than I have heard it rumoured that it
was so,
5812. You do not know where any requests have been made for tho men to work on a Sunday? No.
5813. President] Do they work regularly on the Pay-Saturdays, or only when there is some emergency?
The understanding was that it should occur only in cases of emergency.
5814. You do not generally work full timo? This last fortnight or two they have started eleven
separate days in the twelve.
5815 You cannot take that as a general rule? No ; it is not a general rule.
5816. The colliery is not kept in full work ? . No ; it is not,
5817. If the colliery was kept at full work the miners would be very glad indeed tohave their holiday on
the Pay-Saturday, hut when it is not at full worlc do they look upon it as agreat hardship to have to
work on Pay-Saturday, and get paid for it ? They do, for the simple reason that, although the pit does
not work every day, they are compelled to bo there to go to work when called upon, so that practically
the men are bound every day. They have to hold themselves in readiness every day in the twelve, aud
they always look upon the Pay-Saturday as a day to attend to their private affairs.
5818. Until what timo are they obliged to hold themselves in readiness every day. Suppose that I am a
miner and that there is no work doing on Monday, after what time on Monday am I free P At Mount
Kembla you would be free at about 8 o’clock in the morning,
5819. Pree for tbe day ? They do not start after 9 o’clock. At the adjoining collieries, Mount Pleasant,
and Mount Kiera, you are uot at liberty before 12 o'clock in the day. You must hold yourself in
readiness up to that time.
5820. In one case from 8, and in the other case from 12 o’clock, fhe men have a holiday when the
mine is not in full work ? Yes.
5821. Do you consider it a very great hardship under these circumstances to have to work on PaySaturdays when an emergency arises, supposing that for ten days or a week at a sfretch the colliery is
not at work at all; have you not got practically those days to yourself at Mount Kembla after 9 o'clock,
and at tbe adjoining collieries after 12 o’clock ? Yes.
5822. Yet yon look upon it as a very great grievance that when an emergency exists you should work on
the Pay-Saturday? Yes, we do. Working men are not men who have always got money to put their
hands on during the working days of the fortnight. The Pay-Saturday is the only day they practically
have it.
5823. Supposing they have not been at work all the week, what money would they have on the PaySaturday that they want the holiday on? Tlie pays are usually made up fortnightly, and it is rarely, if
ever, that there is a whole fortnight without work. Whatever work is done during that fortnight is not
paid for until tho Pay-Saturday, or Pay-Priday night.
5824. Supposing on the last Pay-Saturday they get their money, aud that in tho following week there is no
work doing at the mine, would they not have all the week in that case to do what they like ? They have
to square up their last fortnight, but at the expiration of the next fortnight they are expected to he as
punctual.
5825. Is the object of having the Pay-Saturday to spend their money as soon as they get it? Not
entirely so. They look upon it as one day in the twelve which they should have to themselves—for
instance, they have got their associations ; these associations sometimes set a certain day apart to transact
their business, and they cannot set a day apart depending on an idle day in the fortnight. If they have
one stipulated day which they know will be theirs they can arrange their business for that day. We
look upon it as a hardship to be compelled to give every day up. At present in the lllawarra district, if
tbe men’s association should want to have some meeting on the Pay-Saturday, the owners mako the men
work on that day. We have direct proof of that. That is the reason why we look upon it that PaySaturday is the one day we should have absolute control over.
5826. Mr. Gurley] How do you view the question of legislation in regard to Ikhii'k ? ] view it, on behalf
of men who are employed iu coal mines, that, the stipulated number of hours should not be more than
eight hours from bank to bank. Eight hours 1 contend is quite enough to be engaged under ground.
5827. Do you tbink there should be legislation at all on tbe matter? Certainly. 1 am certainly of
opinion that the men themselves are not strong enough to enforce wlmi they desire lo have. 1 can bring
resolution
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resolution after resolution that has been moved by the men, and carried unanimously, calling for an _ Ritchie,
eight-hour day, and they are not strong enough to enforce it themselves. They are craving to have it
A _
through legislation. More than that, they are desirous that it should be made compulsory, and that they ^
18ggt
should bo punished if they did more than eight hours’ work. I come in contact with hundreds ox them,
and that is their unanimous opinion.
.
6828. Is this your own individual opinion that eight hours should be made compulsory ? Yes, that is my
individual opinion, and I am very firm upon it.
_ _
.
6829, By legislation ? Yes, by legislation, and I am firmly of opinion also that there should he a penal
clause to enforce it.
_
„ „
, ,
5830. Mr. Curley.] Can you give us the number of days your colliery worked last year. 1 cannot at
present, but I can give you tlie exact time the pit worked from the 24th June to the 28th September,
both days inclusive. The number of days were sixty-one and three quarters.
5831. Were they full days ? They were not all full days; I make them into full days.
5832. Is what you have given us the total? Yes; that makes full days. There have been more starts
than that, hut that is the total put into days.
[Witness withdrew.]
David Mason sworn and examined:—
Mr. D. Mason
5833. Mr. Curley^ What is your occupation ? Miner.
5834. President.] Where ? Lambton.
_
5835. Mr. Curley.] Have you worked at Lambton for some time ? Twenty years.
5836.. Have you followed mining all your life ? Yes; since I was ten years of age.
5837. What is the system of working at Lambton? Bord and pillar working,
5838. What is the width of the bords ? The width of the bords is 8 yards.
.
.
5839. And the pillars ? Four yards. I believe.
5840. Has that been the system of mining, as far as you know ? So far as Lambton is concerned.
5841. Have you worked in pillars at tbe Lambton Colliery ? Yes; I am working m pillars at the present
time.
5842. Do you know of any falls that have taken place, of any extent, in connection with the pillar
working
I’es; a great many falls have taken place since I have been there working pillars.
5843. Do you know of any falls that have taken place, where men have had to fly for their lives, and
had a narrow escape in getting out ? There was one particular instance, in theNew Chumdistrict,
where thev had a very narrow escape of their lives at one time; but I was not workingm that portion ot
the mine at tliat particular time.
.
.
, ,
5844. 'Was this a matter of general conversation amongst tho men ? At that particular tune, and tor
some time after the fall it was.
.
, , , .
5845. Did you converse with some of these men yourself? Yes; most of the men lost their tools.
5846. That is their working gear ? Yes.
5847. Were many of them affected in that way ? I could not say exactly what quantity ot men were
working in that district; but I know the tools were all replaced by the management.
5848. Later on? Later on.
.
5849. Did you hear tho men say whether the roof had como over tho pillars ? 1 heard the men say that
the roof had como over the pillars unexpectedly.
,
„
5850. Have you worked in some very small pillars yourself—very thin pillars ? 1 have at times. Cenerally speaking though the pillars at Lambton are about 4 yards wide ; but there are instances sometimes
wliere one encroaches on the other in the bords, and it makes the pillar smaller—5 and 6 feet sometimos.
I have worked in pillars that small.
.
.
,
.
5851. Have you sometimes worked in a pillar that runs pretty well into the goaf away irom the mam
road? Yes ; in one particular instance I have.
5852. Did you consider that that was a safe method of working pillars—did you like it?
When we
thought that there was any danger wo reported the matter to the overman, and he ordered us out of it.
5853- Did you draw his attention at any time while you were working there to the fact, that you thought
it was dangerous to work there ? Yes.
l;l , ,
.
„
5854. With an experience of that kind, do you consider that larger pillars should be left in the mines?
A great deal depends upon the height of the seam. The seam at that time, at Lambton Colliery, was 8
feet 6 inches ; now it is only from 5 to C feet.
5855. Do you think a good deal depends upon the strata above the seam ? Yes, I do.
5856. Have you any idea as to the depth of the mine? It is a tunnel. Of course in some portions we
are working now there would be 300 or 400 feet of surface on it, I daresay; that would require larger
pillars to support it.
.
5857. Do you think that there should be larger pillars left than Hie 4 yards, where the surface is anything
like what you stato above the coal-seam? I think where there is a great depth of covering over a seam,
the pillars should he G yards wide.
5858. And in some cases, I suppose, they should he much larger? It depends a good deal on the nature
of the coal. Some coal frets a good deal—it is tender; other eoal is very strong. Tho majority of the
Lambton coal at present is strong coal.
_
5859. Is this pillar working a business that lias been left entirely in tho hands of tho management. I
believe so.
_
i. j.
i/*n i
5860. How many miners are there working in the Lambton Colliery now ? Somewnore between 160 ana170
170.
.
5861. Having worked in the Lambton mine for tbo number of years you mentioned, I daresay you know
a good deal about the ventilation in the different parts of the mine ? Yes, I do, _
_
5862. Have you found any defects in Hie ventilation occasionally in some of the districts ? At times we
have. Generally speaking, it is pretty well ventilated ; but there are limes when we have to complain.
5863. On these occasions, when you have to complain, have you noticed that the air is very injurious to
the men who have to work in these places? Yes.
_
5864. What defects have von had most to complain of—can you recollect? Not particularly. G-enorally
‘
speaking,
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Mt^D^lTaccm. speaking, as I have said before, it has pretty good ventilation; but there are times when we have to
2 Oct 1696 comP^a'n
the manager about the scarcity of air, and he has generally had that remedied. In tho
i'
''
‘ Straight Down district there have been complaints lately.
‘
5865. Is that what you call Fairish’s Flat ? No ; Fairish’s Flat is to the crop.
5866. Are there many men in the Straight Down ? I could not esactly say, because I have not been
down there. I believe there are ten or twelve herds down there.
5867. Have there been complaints there quite recently? Yes,
5868. Have you heard the men complaining yourself about it? Being Chairman of Ihe Lambton miners,
of course the complaint was made to me.
'
5869. Mr. Gregson.J Are you Chairman of the Lodge ? Yes.
5870. ilfi\ Qurley."\ When these complaints are made do you generally make representations to the
manager ? Yes, We did not on this occasion, but we sent the check inspectors round in order that they
should test the air, and see if there was any reason for complaining. That is our mode of doing business
generally.
5871. Did the check inspectors report substantiate the representations of the men ? The check inspectors
have not given their report yet.
5872. Do you consider that the ventilation should he continued into tho working face ? Yes; I think
that is highly necessary,
'
58/3.^ Do you think it sufficient to have it simply passing along the heading without going into tho
.
working place ? No, I do not.
'
.
5874. Do you consider that one of the defects of the present Act? I think that is one of the greatest
L,
( , j and most important defects in connection with mining.
5875. Have you thought over the matter of conducting the air into a hord by bratticing, or would you
shorten the distance of the cut-through ? I have had some experience in connection with that at the
Lambton Mine. A short time ago Mr. Croudace started to brattice the Lords, and there was a considerable
improvement. I told Mr. Croudace himself it was one of the most beneficial acts he over conferred upon
the men by doing so.
5876. Did he do this of his own accord? As far as I can understand.
5877. Do yon know what districts that was in? The Far Flat district I was working in at that particular
time.
5878. Was the brattice put into your place ? Yes.
,5879. Did you find it a considerable improvement? I found a considerable improvement, because the end
of the old bords were stopped up, and the air was conveyed into the face,
.'5880. Do you think that every miner would experience a similiar benefit if that was carried out in con
nection with mining? There seemed to bo a general expression of that opinion on that occasion amongst
the Lambton men.
■5881, Was the brattice carried very far up the place at the time? Within about 10 yards in some
instances.
5382. From the hord end ? From the bord end.
5833. Was it canvas brattice? Tarred with Stockholm tar, I believe.
5884. Have you looked over the proposed Bill with regard to the increased minimum quantity of
ventilation. Have you seen the proposed Bill? 1 saw tlie last proposed Bill some time ago, but not
, recently.
'5885. Look at section 47, p. 23, Eule 1. [See Appendix A], Those marks that run through the clause
there represent the amendments suggested by the Legislative Council, that is, they strike those out, and
those larger additional black letters which you see placed in they have substituted. If you read tho
clause right through without those marks, and omit what has been placed there by the Legislative Conncil,
■you will have the clause as it originally stood. You will see that it provides for 150 feet as a minimum
quantity, and also for eut-throughs at 25 yards. Do you consider that wrould be an improvement? I
- would consider that a great improvement. That is, 50*feet more of air would pass per man.
5886. Along the heading P Along the heading.
1 6887. And with the shorter cut-through? With the shorter cut-through.
5888. Yon think it would be a great improvement ? I think it would bo a great improvement. I would
-not think it necessary to shorten tho cut-through if it wrere bratticed in the way I have mentioned,
,
Without the brattice? Without the brattice 1 should consider it a great improvement, I think it
■is plenty far enough—in fact too far for bords going to the rise.
5890. The 25 yards? The 25 yards. A bord going to the rise or any places going to tho rise are very
difficult to air.
5891. Do you think a provision of that kind should be in the Bill? Yes, 1 think so.
' 5892. Do you think that the minimum should be increased beyond what it is at the present time ? Yes;
JI think 150 feet would be a very good provision. You must understand that at the present time the
present Act says 35 yards. Then there are 2 yards of a cut-through, and the width of the pillar is
■ counted in addition to that before you get the air, so that in many cases I have found it has been 41 yards
• instead of 35 yards wffiere it has been a thick pillar.
5893. Dp you think a minimum quanlity is necessary in a mine? I think tho minimum quantity is
1 absolutely necessary.
.
5894. Do you think tho word 11 adequate” would meet the conditions? It would leave it an open
question as to what the manager thought was really adequate.
5895. Do you not think a good deal of difference of opinion -would arise on that question ? I am satisfied
, about that.
• 5896. And that while the manager said it was adequate the men in all probability would consider in some
cases it was not adequate ? Yes. Some districts are far different to others. With regard to other mines
working close to the crop the same as Fairish’s, where there is a lot of heavy carbon, it is highly desirable
that there should be a large amount of pure air, because the air is so detrimental to a man’s constitution.
The places in a mine vary so much with regard to noxious gases. In Fairish’s Flat particularly there is a
lot of carbon.
5897. What kind of gas ? Carbon—heavy, dense air. that seems to come out.
5898, Carbonic acid gas ? Yes. Although it is good work, there arc plenty of men who would exchange
to a rather hard laborious place sooner than work in it; the air is so detrimental to their constitutions.
5899.
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Mr. D.Mn^on.
6899. Would they prefer to change into worse work for purer air ? Yes,
_
6900. Havo you known that done ? Yes, I have known that done j yet it appears to be well ventilated,
6901. Do you mean to say that thoro is an element in tho air that causes it to be impure? Yes, I do.
5902. Although there appears to be a good quantity of air there ? Yes, I do.
6903. Is that where there is some return air? No, it is in nearly all the places in the crop work at
Fairish’s Flat. If you put your light down on the bottom it will almost go black.
_
5901. Is that in consequence of this black damp, or carbonic acid gas escaping out of tbe old workings ?
Tho workings are of a very damp nature, and it appears to come from both the roof and the bottom, so far
as I can understand.
_
5905, Do you consider that to be most injurious to the health of the men ? I do, and it has been found
out to be so by the men themselves.
5906. Havo you made representations to the manager about this particular air ? Yes, there have,been
representations made to the manager, and he has had shafts put up to cause a greater circulation of the
air, and that remedied the defect to a very large extent.
' 5907. Do you know Mr. Evans, who used to be there as check-weighman? Yes.
5908. Do you know that the colliery suspended work some time ago ? For live weeks I believe; we all
had notice.
5909. Did you all have notice that your sendees would not he required ? Yes,
6910. At the termination of that notice did the mine come to a standstill? The mine came to a stand for
five weeks.
5911. Was Evans your check-weighman at that time? He was the check-weighman when wo ceased
work.
5912. Did the colliery resume work again after that live weeks ? Yes.
5913. Were the men still willing to engage Evans in his old position ? Yes ; as far as I could under
stand. In fact, it was understood that he was still the check-weighman.
■
6914. You understood that ? Yes.
5915. Do you know if he went to see the manager to see if he would engage him as one of the employees,
in order that he could take up bis old position ? Ho did, at my request. I requested him to do so,
knowing tiiat the Act said he must be an employee of the colliery before he could resume his work.
5916. You advised him to do that ? Yes, I advised him to do it.
5917. Do you know that the manager refused to do that? Yes; the manager refused to give him
employment.
'
_
5918. In that way was he prevented from taking up his position ? Yes; I believe Mr. Evans waited
upon tho management himself with regard to it,
5919. Do you know that he did ? I know he did, and they refused to employ him.
5920. Had the men to make another appointment from one of their number ? Yes.
6921. Do you consider that the workmen at a colliery should have the right to select their check-weighman
from wherever they choose—either from amongst themselves, or from outside the colliery if they think
fit? I think they should be left to their own choice, seeing that they have to pay the check-weighman for
looking after their interests,
5922. Do you consider that the standard weight should be abolished ? Personally, I do,
5923. Do you know if this is the feeling of the men at tho colliery? I could not say that at tho present
time. There was an agitation with regard to that some years ago.
5921. Was it the wish of the men that the standard weight should be discontinued ? At that particular
time it was.
5925. Have you any idea of the number of skips that are weighed at Lambton in a day P I could not say
exactly, but I asked the check-weighman some time back, and I think he told me then from 90 to
100 a day.
5926. Do you think it is that many? I could not say. That is what he told me o 3 that particular
occasion—from 90 to 100, I could not say exactly. It is a matter I never interfere with.
'
5927. Have you heard the men express n wish that every skip should be weighed? Some men'have
expressed the wish. It is done 1 believe in tbo county of Durham, and those men that have been used
to that principle of weighing wish the same principle adopted out hero.
5028. Do you think it is the most accurate way of ascertaining a man’s weight ? Yes ; I think itis.
5929. Do you think a miner should be paid for all he produces ? Yes;I think hoshould be paid for all
he fills.
5930. What hours do you work at the Lambton Colliery? Eight hours.
5931. That is, the men work eight hours ? The miners.
5932. Tho colliery, I presume, works ten hours inclusive of the time for meals ? It starts at 7 o’clock
and knocks off at 4 o’clock, with one hour for meals. There are two breaks.
.
5933. The drawing hours are really eight, exclusive of the time for meals ? Yes; that is all.
593k That is for drawing coal? Tes ; there is half an hour at breakfast and half fcn hour at dinner.
5935. Have you known of any attempt to extend the hours ? No ; I have not.
6936. Are they uniformly kept up to that standard ? Yes.
'
5937. Do you think that the eight hours should be embodied in legislation? I think it should be.
593S. Havo the men any guarantee that the eight hours will be continued at any time ? No; they have
no more guarantee against the eight hours being increased than they have against a reduction in the wages.
6939. Would that be one of the reasons why you wish the eight hours to bo legislated for? Yes.
5940, Do you think it is long enough for a man to be working in a mine? I think it is too long if
anything.
5911. Do you think it is the general wish of the men that the eight hours should be legislated for? In
the Northern District it is.
5912. Have you a full opportunity of hearing the men express their opinions pretty freely ? Yes; I
have been Chairman of the Lambton Lodge for four years, and I havo been invited to other collieries at
meetings where there has been an expression given of that opinion, I am satisfied from what I havo
heard that it is the general opinion of the miners that there should be an enactment.
5943. In matters of danger in connection with the mine, do you believe that the Inspector for Collieries
should have tbe power to withdraw the men? Yes; I do.
5944.
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Mr,D.Mason. 5941*. You would not leave that power in the hands of the manager ? No ; simply for the reason that
^ie ma,r,a8er *3 always very anxious to got as much coal out as he possibly can.
•
2 Oct., 1895. 594,5t D0 y0U think that his anxiety to get the coal out might make him hazard whether ihe men should
he brought out or not? I think that,although X could not say so as far as Lambton is concerned. When
ever there has been any danger apprehended there the men have been called out at once, although the
places have not come down for weeks after. Still I think it should be left in the hands of the Inspector
to call out any men when he thinks the mine is not fit to work in.
594iG. Although yon hold the opinion that you think the manager would withdraw the men ? Yes, I do.
Some managers would, X could not say for all.
5947. You think some managers would ? Some managers would ; I could not say for all. X would not
leave it an open question.
‘
5948. Whether they would or would not would you leave that power in the hands of the Inspector?
Yes; I would.
5949. In the event of apparent danger, and the manager objecting to the men coming out or being with
.
drawn, would you wish that a manager, at the request of the men, should send for the Inspector at once
in order that there might be a consultation on the matter ? Yes; where there was an opinion of that
description expressed, I would.
5950. You know tho men cannot very well, of their own accord, leave the mine? No; they are not
allowed to do that without instructions from the management.
[Witness withdrew.]

James Rowan, Esq., Inspector of Collieries, sworn and examined:—
J. Rowan, 5951. President.'] You are an inspector under the Coal-fields Act? Under the present Coal Minos
Esq.
Regulation Act.
■% 5952. Eor what district ? The Southern and tho Western Districts.
2 Oct., 1895 . 5953. Mr. CurleyHow long have you held the position of Inspector of Collieries ? Twelve years.
■
5954. President.] Before you held the position of inspector did you understand the management of coal
mines? Yes. 1 have been in the mines since I was 9 years of age, I have passed through all the different
branches of coal-mining, stone-mining, and sinking,'and was manager of a colliery in Scotland for ten
years. I passed a government examination at home, and received my certificate of competency under
the English Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1872.
”
5955. Mr. Curley.] What positions have you held out in this colony ? I sunk a shaft for Mr. Elcteher,
in Wallsend, at Plattsburg—the Co-operative Company, and then I wms deputy under young Mr, Elcteher
in the Co-operative Colliery.
5956. I suppose you are pretty well acquainted with the various systems of mining, such as longwall,
pillar, and stall ? Yes, pretty fairly ; 1 passed through them all,
■
5957. In carrying out your duties as inspector, if you see anything irregular in connection with any of
those mines you inspect, do you draw the manager’s attention to it at once? In connection with
inspections I make under the present Act, if there is any breach in connection with the Coal Mines Act,
or the special rules of the colliery, of course tho manager is dealt with, hut in practice if there is any
danger which is not expressed in the Coal Mines Regulation Act or the special rules, we deal with it
under the 25th section.
5958. That is with regard to the withdrawal of the men ? That is in connection with any practice that is
dangerous in the opinion of the Inspector he draws the manager’s attention to it, shows him where the
danger exists, and requests him to remedy the matter forthwith. The manager then has the power to
appeal against the Inspector’s judgment to the Minister for Mines, and then the case has to go to arbi
tration.
5959. Have you met with any defects in connection with those mines in your district at different times ?
Yes, they are cropping up occasionally.
5960. What is. the nature of these defects that you have come across occasionally ? Defects that arc
not expressed in the Act. I might cite one of which I think has been referred to. Sometime ago I
received a letter from the Minister for Mines, Mr. Abigail, that they had received notice that a serious
land-slip had taken place at Coal Cliff Colliery, and instructed me to leave at once, inspect, and report
upon it. There was a great commotion amongst the people about the place, and the severance had been
made for three quarters of a mile in a semi-circlo.
It had upset one of the railway bridges,
and twisted the side of the Police-station. After I went below I made a careful examination. I was
satisfied that it was no subsidence underground, that had caused, or was making the land slip.
So far as I could judge I calculate there were 200 feet of cover seemingly on one great move, I went to
the manager and said: “Mr. Williams, this is serious, this is a dangerous affair. I think it would be
better if you were to stop the men from working till the cause and effect of this landslip be further
ascertained.” He did so; the men were idle for three days. It had been an alluvial bed about 200 ft.
deep, and it seemed to he on a hydraulic move, and I was afraid the whole thing would slip over and
engulf the men who were under it, because they wTere on the edge of the water. This severance on tho
surface seemed to subside in some way or other. The miners themselves had been doing some testing by
boring, and they were satisfied there was no danger. Eighty signed to the effect that they were willing
to work. That is one of the positions that inspectors are placed in. It all ended well ; but suppose it
had been the other way, which it might have been, it would have been said “ The inspector tvas called,
went down the pit and examined it; the matter was allowed to go on, and eighty men were engulfed.” In
that case the men and the press would have been for lynching me, and I would have stood a public
disgrace to the department to which I have the honor to belong.
5961. President.] Did the manager do what you asked him at once P Ho did.
5962. And everything was obviated P There was evidence given that I had stopped the colliery, and the
company was going to sue the Government for £20,000 damages.
5963. Mr. Curley.] What evidence do you refer to ? The evidence given at the time that an insbeetor
had stopped the Coal Cliff Colliery.
5964. When was this evidence given ? I think the evidence was taken before this new Coal Mines Bill.
5965. Do you refer to some Select Committee? Yes.
5966.
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J. Bowan,
60GG. Do you know who tendered that evidence ? I could not say on the spot from memory.
(
Esq.
5067. President?] Do you know who asked you the questions? It was not me. It only came out in tho
evidence.
2 Oct., 1896.
6068. It came out by somebody else? Tes ; I mentioned this because Mr. Curley asked me if I found
any difficulty in connection with matters in mine inspection.
5960. Mr. Oregson.] Assuming that, where is the difficulty ? There is a difficulty, if an inspector sees
anything dangerous, in calling out the men on his own authority. I think, so far as he is concerned, that
the present 25th section stands pretty well—that if he sees danger he is to write to the manager of the
colliery, and state wherein the danger exists, and request him to remedy the matter forthwith, and the
manager has the power to appeal against the inspector's judgment.
5970. President.] Do you say you want more power given? No; no more power, but it places an
inspector in an awkward position to have power to do certain things on his own opinion, because he
might ho wrong, and yet things might he very dangerous.
6971, You mean to say you would rather he should not have any more power than he has ? No more
power than lie has.
5972. Then you do not agree with any clause which says that the inspector shall have power in cases of
danger to withdraw the men? No; I think it is too much power to place in the hands of any inspector.
5973. You know the clause I refer to ? I do; and I only cited a case where it was very difficult to know
how to act. Although I might not wish or believe that the inspector should have absolute power, never
theless in the case I cited at Coal Clili I was brought to a standstill, and had to act almost on my own
responsibility.
5974. Do you tbink that if there is a case of imminent danger, tho inspector should have power himself
to withdraw the men? The danger must he immediate. I do not see any difficulty, because I never saw
a case where the manager would object.
5975. In any case where you think an inspector would call the men out, you believe a remonstrance with
the manager would be quite sufficient? I think so,
"
5976. Or rather that a representation to the manager would he quite sufficient ? Yes; and serving him
with a notice besides, stating wherein the danger exists. I think Mr. Croudace had something to do with
that matter I referred to.
5977. Mr. Qregson.] You are quite content with the powers given under the 25th section of the present
Act? Y'es.
597S. And do not want them enlarged ? No.
5979. Mr. Curley?] Is the very case that you havo cited not an argument why you should have that
power; you virtually took that power on on that occasion, or at least you moved the manager ? I moved
the manager in eonnoction with it.
5980. Is not that very case you have cited an argument that the inspector should have this power? Yes;
but the argument brought against the inspector is that that very thing is standing even now, and I was
ridiculed on account of its not taking place. It was said that the colliery had been stopped for three days
owing to want of knowledge on the part of the inspector.
5981. President.] Nobody blames you, surely ? They were going to blame the Government to the extent
of £20,000, and if it was not for John Eobertson they would have done it too.
5982. The late Sir John Itobertson ? Yes ; he was a sort of partner in the Coal Cliff Colliery.
5983. Mr. Curley?] Dave you noticed the legal opinion which was taken by the Department some time
ago, that an inspector was not to apprehend danger, or anything of that kind (see Appendix Z) ? No ; 1
could not say that I saw anything directly like that. I do not think there would he a great deal of
difficulty with an intelligent management in drawing their attention to danger. They know as well as
you if there is any difficulty or immediate danger.
5984. President.] Supposing there was a difference of opinion, and the inspector thought the men ought
to be withdrawn, and the manager differed from him, either from self-interest—thatis to say the employers’
interest—or any other motive, do yon think in that case that the inspector or the manager should havo
power to withdraw' the men ? If it canto to a question of that kind I think the inspector should have a
good say in it; hut under the 25th section of the present Act, the Inspector serves the manager with a
notice, and lie can then appeal against the inspector’s judgment. It is then out of the hands of tho
manager and the inspector, and in the hands of an arbitrator.
5985. Suppose I am the manager, and you say to me “I think that looks very bad. You had better
withdraw the men,” and you serve me with a notice, and the matter goes to arbitration—that takes some
ten days ? Yes, several days.
5986. Supposing the mine comes down in the meantime: what becomes of the men? That places it in a
different light, but the manager is supposed to be a trained manager who has passed through examin
ations and knows the whole strata, and the W'orking of the mine. With his intelligence he should know
all about it as well as you know. It is just like two lawyers in one case.
5987. Mr. Gregson.] There would scarcely be a difference of opinion ? There would not he much.
5988. President.] Do you mean to say that the cases in which a manager would refuse to comply with
the request of the inspector, where there was imminent danger, would be very rare—that they would both
probably agree at once ? Yes, I am almost certain of that.
5989. So that you think practically there would be no use in any provision saying that the inspector
should have power in cases of imminent danger to withdraw the men r I do not think so, or else it would
be a very outrageous case.
5990. Mr. Curley.] Do you know of any such case as that in existence at the present time in connection
with colleries ? I know by repute of Stockton; that is all I know of.
5991. Do you know that the inspectors have not certified that that colliery is safe yet? I know it just
by hearsay a little. I cannot say I know it. I do not go up to that district. It is out of my district
altogether.
5992. President.] Who are the gentlemen in charge of that district? John Dixon, Mr. Humble, and
Mr. Bates.
5993. Mr. Curley.] Do you know Inspector Dixon and Inspector Humble ? Yes ; they are both very
good men.
5994. If you had known that they had both declined to certify that a mine was safe, when men had been
92—2 A
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. J, Eewaii, withdrawn from it, and that they had requested the men not to re-enter until such time as they certified
S<1'
that it was safe, do you think their word should be respected ? I do not know the full facts of the case,
they request the manager to withdraw the men ?
''
' 5995, K"o. The manager withdrew the men. They inspected the colliery, and they certified that the men
should not enter the mine again until they certified it was safe? I think that the inspectors’ opinions
shonld have gone very far, although a certain time has elapsed and nothing has taken place, nevertheless
it is fortunate it has not.
5996. Could not either one party or the other have gone to arbitration under the Act in such a case ? I
would have thought so. I would have thought that if the Government had served them with notice under
tho 25th section that the matter would then have been settled by a court of arbitration.
5997. Seeing that you have a circumstance of the character I have alluded to in existence, would that not
impress you with the idea that the inspector should have some definite power and authority ? As the
President said, if it was a case of real imminent danger—almost a tumbling-down case—and you requested
him to do so, and he did not do it, then I believe the inspector should havo power to act, but that scarcely
ever happens.
5998. That is in any case of apparent danger? Tes. Suppose you went into a pit and they had been
taking out pillars, and you knew there was a great deal of ground exhausted, and the main drawing-way
was very slightly supported with exhausted pillars, and you heard a creep—the floor packing, that is
heaving, and the roof crushing, and the pillars crumbling, why you would say, “ I am far enough ; how
many men are working in here?” “Twenty.” “ Why, are you not afraid that the whole thing will
collapse? You know there is very little support on the side.”' “ Oh, it’s all right; she will fall through
and settle down right enough.” But I say, “ It might he that the whole thing will close, and close us all
in.” In this case I say ho should take out the men. If he would not take out the men, then I say tho
inspector should have power to say in the case of danger which is ahead, “ I will do it on my own
responsibility; ” but prospective danger is a question of opinion.
5999. President.'] Ton do not agree with the section as it stands here ? No, not exactly, I believe in
an immediate danger. If you see any danger coming meet it and meet it straight away; hut I do not
believe in anything prospective or unlikely.
6000. That is to say, a danger plainly some distance oft"? Some distance off that you thought of.
6001. Then you think there is quite enough provision by telling the manager what you want him to do
and letting him go to arbitration ? Tes. He must appeal against your judgment witbin seven days.
Then it is out of the hands of both the manager and the inspector ; hut, in a case of immediate danger
that requires to be dealt with, I think the inspector should havo power to withdraw the men if the
manager would not do it.
6002. Mr. Gregson.] In that illustration you gave us just now do you not think the manager would bo
just as ready as you would be to have the men out ? That is what I said. I only said in an extreme
case, A trained manager who had passed through the ordeal and knew the strata of the pit he had been
working in should bo in a better position to judge than the inspector, except it was a case of immediate
danger.
6003. Mr. Gurley.] Do you know that inspectors of collieries, even before the 1872 Act was passed in
England, stopped portions of mines or a portion of a mine where they thought it was somewhat dangerous
for men to work—that they took that responsibility;—have you seen a circumstance of that kind in
Hopton's book? No, I cannot sny that I have.
GOOd. Look at the case he cites here on page 335 of his book “ Conversation on Mines ”—“ The ventila
tion of the colliery was very bad. Only 19,000 feet of air per minute passed through the workings, and
the mine gave off much explosive gas. The lamps in several parte were unsafe to work with, and the
inspector found it necessary to stop some part of the mine. Gas came out of the workings now and then,
and filled the safety lamps hundreds of yards along the main pony roads.” Do you sec there that Hopton
speaks about tho inspector stopping the mine or any portion of it ? Tes.
6005. Do you not think that the inspector has taken some power in his hands when he talks about him
stopping the mine where he thought it was dangerous for men to work ? Ho seems to have done ii on
that occasion. The great difficulty I see is that the manager would be in a position to havo a thorough
knowledge of the danger as well as the inspector would have, and then I do not think ho would rim the
risk of life and property if lie really thought there was danger. I do not see where there would he any
interest or advantage to him to allow life or property to be endangered.
6006. A manager might not have the idea of sacrificing anything in his mind at all, but still he might err
in his judgment? Quite likely.
6007. And if there was a conflict of opinion, and the men had appealed to him about this matter being
dangerous, and he had declined to withdraw the men, do you think it would be better if they had the
■
power to request him to send for tbe inspector at once ? Tes—present danger, as I have already said.
I do not think I can say anything more to make it any plainer. If you are in the midst of a danger, and
the manager will not do it, I think the inspector ought to have power according to law to do it on his own
responsibility.
6008. Mr. Gregson.] Tou think the men would not require him to do it in that case—it would not want
much calling attention to ? No; that is only taking an extreme case.
6009. Mr. Gurley.] This sub-section 5 (clause 21) {see Appendix A) refers definitely to inflammable gas.
Ton will admit, I dare say, that that is not a matter to be trifled with, or looked upon in an inconsiderate
way ? No, it. is not. I had only one case in connection with inflammable gas, but of course the manager
reported to me straight away, and I came down and found that the men had destroyed a certain amount
of brattice, and 13,500 cubic feet of gas had accumulated in eight hours. Of course, the manager
suspended the men straightaway,
6010. Where was that ? In the Metropolitan Colliery.
6011. President.] Tou think a good manager would know as much about the danger as an inspector ?
That is what I say. A man who has graduated and passed through the.whole thing, and knows the strata
of the whole colliery, because he is there daily, would know as much about it as the inspector.
6012. "Would he withdraw the men in the ease I put? Yes.
6013. Tou think the section as amended in the way I have suggested is unnecessary ? Tou put it in
connection with being in the midst of the danger, the inspector thoroughly believing that the danger was
•
there,
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thoro, and that it was not something prospective, or something likely to come about; but I would say,
suppose he was standing in the danger, and that he requested the manager to do it, and he would sot,
then the inspector ought to have power to deal with it.
6014. Could such a case exist ? It is supposing a very extreme thing, because the managers are there
and have the interests of the men and the property in their charge. I do not see why the manager should
sacrifice or destroy the property for any cause.
6015. Mr. Oregson.] To say nothing of loss of life ? No.
6016. Mr. Gurley.'] Do you think the men’s lives should be the first consideration? Tes; life before
property.
6017. Then you can imagine that a condition of things may exist where it would be necessry for the
inspector to have the power to withdraw the men? Tes; it may so happen, but it is very unlikely. I
think if he serves the manager with notice in the presence of the danger, and tbo manager will not act,
then the inspector ought to Imre tho power to do so.
6018. Do you, in going your rounds in connection with these mines, draw the manager’s attention to
matters that strike you at any time as requiring attention ;—do you draw their attention verbally to those
matters, or give them a distinct communication in writing upon tbe subject? In connection with any
danger ?
'
6019. In circumstances of any importance? If it is of any importance I might go round the mine and
say, “There is no breach in connection with the Act, or the special rules; everything seems to he going
right enough, but there is a certain thing you have to watch a little bit. I may be wrong, but nevertheless
you just think it over.” I might go that length without dealing with him in writing. In nearly every
case I have had lie has said, “ .1 have not thought it over, but I will think it over, and do it. Prevention
before euro.” In common cases he has done the thing without any notice at all; things that are not of
great danger—some little thing which requires a little thought.
6020. President,.] Have you generally found the managers compliant with your desire? Tes.
6021. Have you found any exceptions ? There was one case. I was only a witness in that case. That
was in Newcastle-Wallsend, where Inspector Dixon requested a manager to do a certain thing which he
did not comply with.
6022. Mr. Curley^] Did you inspect the colliery ? Tes ; I went round. Mr. Dixon could give you all
tho particulars. The facts were that there were seven blowers giving oft' fire-damp, which the inspector
considered dangerous, aud he served the manager with notice under the 25th section to remedy the
matter. Of course the manager did not comply with the inspector’s notice, for which he was brought to
court, and fined £1.
6023. It was a breach of the Act? Tes.
6024. I think you have had some experience in the southern district in a mine that was giving off gas at
Bulli? Tes.
6025. Did you see that gas given off yourself? Tes. I could not say that I could see it. There was
one occasion I think when a man was working in a narrow cutting, that I thought I could detect a blue
cap on the light by holding it away in a crevice. The first indication is a tapering blue light, in a safety
lamp, caused by the gas.
6026. Did you consider the question of bratticing at that time in connection with any of these places ?
No ; I did not think that there was really any need of bratticing, There was a good current of ventilation,
.and I did not see any need for it in going through casually. Of course wo all see things differently now.
6027. Do you know that the Act provides that where a place is giving off gas it is to be bratticed up to
within three yards of the face ? Tes.
6028. Do you not think that it is one of the inspector’s dufies to notice this ? Tes.
6029. That is that an inspector ought to fully realise that gas is a very serious business ? Tes,
6030. Tou say you did not give much attention to the brattice at that time ? No ; I did not say that I
did not give any attention to it.
6031. Ton said that you did not see that it was necessary ? Tes.
6032. Do you know that is one of the points raised by the Commission that inquired into the business—
that they referred to tbe question of bratticing ? No. I know it says “ Where gas is given off.” But it
is a question where gas is given off. I say I never saw anything (o lead me to believe gas was given off,
except in the case I told you, in the crevice—in a recess.
6033. Here is one of your reports dated the 2nd September, 1886, in which you make the following
statement—referring to the Hill End district:—“The miners in this division are working with safetylamps as the coal gives off a small portion of fire-damp. Strict discipline is exercised by the manage
ment to ensure safety, &c.” ? That was in the Hill End district after they passed through the cindercoal.
6034. Then you make another statement iu eonnoction with another report made later on in the same
year. It is dated December 22nd. Eefcrring to the Hill End distinct again you say:—“ This is the
division of workings that used to generate fire-damp, and where the men when working had locked safetylamps.” In these reports I notice that you make reference to tho bad state of the return air-way as well?
Tcis.
6035. Did yon refer the matter verbally to the manager in connection with that;—were your instructions
of a verbal character ? A verbal character.
’
6036. Tou never gave him any written communication ? No.
6037. Do you not think a definite written communication on these matters would he better? Tea; it
might be better.
6038. And that there would bo more attention paid to it? Tes.
6039. Have you adopted a course of that character since the Bulli disaster ? Tes ; if occasion required
it, I would. I do not know actually that I have had occasion to do so since then.
6040. Tou even come on into the 2nd March in the year 1887—only a brief time before this calamity—
and you make this statement iu your report, referring to the Hill End district: “ Fifty men employed;
four of them working in narrow headings with safety-lamps, owing to the coal giving off a small per
centage of fire-damp.’'’—That was on the 2nd March. When did this disaster take place? I cannot
recollect.
6041. Was it the 17th or the 18th P It might be; I could not say.
6042,
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J. Rowan, Q04<2, It was in the same month—you see, therefore, what a serious matter can come out of a small
incident within a few' days. Has that impressed you with the idea of paying more attention to this
•/rTr^iRor, limited quantity of gas that may be given oil' at any mine ? There are connections and conditions in that
c ’’
* which require a great deal of explanation. I positively believe that the Bulli explosion was caused by a
very little gas.
,
_
,
6043. Whether it was caused by little gas or much gas, I daresay you will admit that it was a fearful
calamity ? Oh, yes.
6044, And that the results were most calamitous ? Tes.
_
6040. And if there was a small amouut of gas—-as you now express the opinion that there was is that
not all the more reason for serious attention being given to the question of gas, even in small quantities ?
Yes; undivided attention should he given to it, I believe.
_
6046. Would that impress you with tbo idea of paying attention to the question of brattice where gas
is given ofi? Tes; where gas is given off.
6047. Would it also impress you with the idea of having the returns in an efficient condition, so that
there could be a clear scope for the ventilation? Tes. There should ho a defined recognised return
way for the ventilation. Notwithstanding there might be sufficient space for the return to pass, there
should be a proper way.
.
6048. Tou think that the return should always he efficient ? Tes.
6049. Tree from obstructions ? Yes.
6050. Tou appear to have drawn particular attention to the state of that return on more than one
occasion ? Yes ; I know that I drew attention to it. The men were out at the time, and they could not
get men to come to do it. They tried to get volunteers to come down, but there bad been some trade
dispute on, and tbe men would not come. The manager said that as soon as ever the colliery started it
would be his first duty to get the thing attended to. Some had fallen in at tho lime the dispute was on,
and he said, “I tried to got men, and cannot, but as soon as I can get them to come I will make it tho
first point.”
,
,
6051. Do you not think in matters of that description that a definite communication, or some instructions
from you should come under the manager’s notice ? I admit that.
6052." Do you at tho present time intimate verbally to the managers, or do you write to them when you
see anything amiss ? If there is anything amiss 1 write to them, except as I said before, when it is any
light thing that might come about, where no danger was likely to occur of any consequence. Jn that
case I might draw their attention to it only, and advise them, but if anything has to bo dealt with I serve
notice under the 25th section.
6053. Have you had occasion to intimate to any of the managers recently the withdrawal of any men ?
No. We have had them in court for breaches of special rules, and for dealing lightly with matches in
their possession.
_
6054. Where has this been? At the Metropolitan Colliery. We had six cases all at once there.
6055. Is that long ago ? Some eight or nine months ago. We had two cases about three weeks ago.
.
One was a miner from Newcastle. The manager and deputies take periodical days to inspect, and on going
round to examine their clothes a match was found inside the lining of one man’s vest pocket. He said he
did not know he had got it there at all. Ho was very poor. He travelled from Sydney up there and
carried his swag. Another man had an old match in the lining of his pocket. Both of these men were
brought to court. It might have been iu his pocket for months. Tho manager did not believe it was with
any wilful intent. Nevertheless for the sake of strict discipline it had to he dealt with,
6056. President.] What became of them ? They got a good character from tbe manager, and being very
poor, and all tbe circumstances of the case being taken into consideration, they wero fined 10s. with all
expenses, and were told that if ever they came before the Court again they would be dealt with to tho
utmost rigour of the law. They got a great caution as to what might have happened.
6057. Mr. Ourley.] Have you been in the Western District lately ? I was up there lately, and was called
away to come here.
6058. Did you visit the Tale of Clydd Mine while you were up there? A portion of it. I havo to go
back and finish up the Western District, and have to go on to Capertee after that..
_
6059. Did you notice anything amiss when you went round there? No. There is a division I was not
up to yet. I have to go back. The portion I was in seemed all right enough.
6080. Did you visit the Oakey Park Mine ? I visited portion of that too.
^
6061. Do you know' that the ventilation there is simply a natural ventilation ? T es ; there is a waterfall
going down one side. It seems to be always pretty well up to the mark so far as 1 could see.
6082. Do you think natural ventilation is to be depended on? Not altogether, but fire damp has
never been seen or known to exist in the Lithgow District. It is a moist and very clear atmosphere all
through ; there is no dust at all in it; everything is moist and wet; you can see a light 100 yards away
quite clearly.
_
6063. Do you account for that by tho altitude of tho land there ? I do not know about the altitude. Tho
nature of the coal has something to do with it. Tou see the water dropping away from the coal in tho
solid.
•
^
6064. Have you ever suggested to the manager the idea of the erection of a furnace? No ; I found the
conditions of the Act wore complied with. It was a water powrcr to create a current. As everything was
going right, I did not sec that it was necessary that I should do so.
6065. How far are the workings in underground at the furthest point ? I could not say ; mile perhaps.
6066. Do you think they are a mile ? They might be; I could not say.
6067. Are there any of these workings going to the rise? They are dipping partly. There is a sort of
swallows all through it.
_
6068. Are there no rise workings in the mine at Oakey Park ? Yes; there are a few places to tbe rise.
6069. Do they rise much ? Not very much.
6070. What would it be? They may be one in twelve or something like that, 1 could not say the grade
exactly.
6071. Do you know the number of men in the mine ? .About twenty altogether.
6072. At present? Tes; only about ten I think work during tho day The next day perhaps the ten
who have been working to-day are out of the mine, and the other ten work,
C073,
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6073. Have you ever received any communication complaining of tlie defective ventilation in that J, Bowan,
Esq.
colliery ? I got a notice only to-day to make an inspection there.
6074. Prom whom? Prom the Department.
...
. 2 Oct., 1895.
6075. Mr. Gh'egson^] Do you ever get complaints made to you, or requests to examine mines without their
coming through the Department? Yes; at times I do.
6076. Do you act on them ? Yes.
_
6077. President.'] If you got an anonymous communication asking you to go to a certain mine, would you
go ? Yes; I would go.
_
6078. Mr. Curley.'] You would pay attention to au auonymous communication ? Yes, because men say
they do not like to put their names to complaints.
_
0079. You said that the requirements of the Act were complied with—how do you define the require
ments of the Act being complied with with regard to ventilation ? I read it that every mine to which
this Act applies shall provide 100 cubic feet of air for tlie men.
6080. President.] Suppose a man is supplied with a 100 cubic feet of air, is he supplied with enough?
That is according to the Act.
_ _
6081. You are leaving out altogether the words “Not less as a minimum”? It is a minimum I am
referring to.
G0S2. Supposing that in any mine—not a gaseous or fiery mine—there is great want of air, and the men
are complaining in regard to it, do yon say that if you find there is 100 feet of air passing along the air
way you pay no heed to that complaint? That is the Act being complied with.
6083. You have got to sec that it is adequate—“An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less
(as a minimum) than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute”—but there has always to be an adequate
amount of air? 1 would not say it was enough. In the western mines, where it is moist and wet, 100
cubic feet is enough. I would think if that was got it would comply with the Act.
6084. Because you would think it enough? Yes, iu connection with the condition of the workings; but
if I found there were only 100 cubic feet in the Metropolitan Colliery, that would not be an adequate
amount to meet tbe requirements of that mine.
_
_
6085. Do not take such a prominent instance as the Metropolitan Mine, because the Metropolitan Mine
beyond all doubt is a very gaseous mine, in which I suppose you have to supply 700 or 800 cubic feet, but
take the case of a mine that is not a gaseous mine, but a mine in which tho workings are starved for
want of air ; do you say you consider your functions or duties would be satisfactorily fulfilled if you were
to go out into the air-way and find 100 cubic feet passing along? I thought that would meet the
requirements of the Act.
6086. “An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean 100 feet of pure air.’’ That is the way you read
it? Yes.
6087. You leave out altogether the words “ not less than as a minimum.” You have got to be satisfied,
if it is necessary that 500 cubic feet of air should pass along the air-ways, that it is there. "What do
working places mean ? "Where the men are actually working in.
6088. Are “ working place ” and “ working face ” synonymous terms ? Yes. Commonly in longwall
they call them working places, and in pillar and stall they call them working faces.
6089. Mr. Gregson.] Is not the face the wall of coal in front of you ? Yes.
6090. 'What; you are picking at ? Yes. It is generally understood the working face is close up to where
the meu are working the solid coal.
6091. President.] Supposing this room were a bord, the wall would be the face? The working face is
tho face of the coal where the men are working, that is an 8-yard face or a 4 or 5 yard face of
coal which the men may be working at,
6092. ]f they are not synonymous of course my argument is not so strong ; but even granting that, do
you not see that the second subsection of clause 12 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, says {see
Appendix B). That means working places of the shafts, levels, Ac. ? Yes.
6093. Mr. Gregson.] You havo stated that when there are 100 feet of air the Act has been complied
with ? Yes. You mean to say that tlie interpretation of this is, that though there may be 100 cubic
feet of air, the inspector might think that he could go over that, and that that would not be an adequate
amount ?
6094. That he is to have as much more as he thinks is adequate. Your construction leaves out altogether
the words “ Not less as a minimum than.” Supposing you struck out of this section altogether the words
“ Not less as a minimum than ” your construction would be right, because it would mean an adequate
amount of ventilation would be 100 feet; but if you leave in “ Not less as a minimum than ” you might
want 1,000 feet? Yes,
6095. Mr. Curleg.] Have any of tho collieries in the "Western district attempted to work on Sunday ?
Yes. I heard through a newspaper report that they did.
6096. Do you know personally ? I believe it has been done; but I could not understand for tbo life of
mo what they were doing it for. They were brought to court in connection with it.
6097. "Who brought them to Court ? I do not know who brought them to Court. They wero brought
boforo the magistrate any way.
0098. Do you know anything about this personally ? No, nothing at all. I was in tho Southern district
when I heard the case was brought before the Lithgow Court, and that they were fined for working.
["Witness withdrew.]
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TUESDAY, 8 OCTOBER, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10
^lYscnt:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (President).
JAMES CUKLEY,

Esq.

|

JESSE GEEGSON,

Esq.

Thomas Owen sworn and examined:—
Mr. T. Oweo, 6099. What are you, Mr. Owen ? I am a cheek weighman.
'
\ 6100. At what colliery do you act as check-weighman ? At the South Waratah Colliery.
8 Oct., 1895. 6ioi, Is not that colliery generally known as the Waratah Colliery? Yes; but it is being worked now
by the Caledonian Company.
6102. How long have you been working at this colliery? Eight years.
6103. Have yon worked in the mine ? I worked for two weeks in the mine.
6104. Have you been check-weighman during tho rest of your time ? Yes.
6105. What is the system of weighing there ? They pay by the average weight.
6106. Have you what is known as the standard weight? No.
6107. What is about the average weight of your skips ? They vary considerably from 9 cwt. to 17 cwt.
That is the weight the men fill.
6108. Hoes the weight vary owing to the way tho miners fill, or is it owing to the nature of the coal ? It
is owing to the way they fill, and also to the nature of the coal; some of the men are indifferent as to how
they fill, and others take a delight in filling a large skip.
6109. How many skips do you weigh in a day ? Some days they weigh seven, some days twenty, and
other days none at all.
OLIO. Ho you ever weigh more than twenty skips in a day? Twenty-five skips is the highest number
weighed during the last twelve months.
6111. Is that iu one day ? Yes, in one day.
6112. How many miners are employed at the colliery ? 148 miners.
.
6113. Are there a large number of skips coming out of the mine in a day ? The average number of skips
for the last four weeks has been 462 daily. That is the average output of skips for large coal each day.
6114. President.^ Bid that average number of skips come out of the mine when they wero weighing onlyseven skips daily? Yes, that is the average number of skips for the last twelve weeks.
6115. Mr. CurleyHo you consider that that is anything like a fair number of skips to weigh each day
out of the number of skips that come out of the mine? No, I do not.
6116. Have the men ever complained about getting more skips weighed ? Yes, repeatedly.
6117. What replies have they received to their representations ? The manager has always promised to
weigh more, but that promise has never been fulfilled.
‘
6118. Is there anything to prevent more skips being weighed ? No.
6119. Were there any more skips weighed at any other time? Yes; when the old company had the
colliery they weighed thirty or forty skips every day.
6120. Hid the old company weigh every day ? Yes, every day.
6121. Hid this colliery change hands some time ago ? Yes; twelve months ago last August, as near as I
can say. It might be a little later.
6122. Ho you know if the men wish every skip to be weighed ? Yes.
6123. Is it the opinion of the mon that every skip should be weighed ? Yes.
6124. Would they be satisfied with an average if a fair number of skips were weighed ? Provided they
could not get the whole of the skips weighed, they would like to have more skips weighed.
6125. President.'] Would they be satisfied if a fair percentage of tbe skips were weighed ? Yes.
6126. What would you call a fair percentage of the number of skips to be weighed ? One in five.
6127. Mr. Curley.] How many screens have you ? Only one screen, exclusive of the weighbridge screen.
6128. Is it a travelling screen ? Yes.
*
6129. Is tbe most of the coal tipped over that travelling screen ? Yes.
6130. Is there any impediment to weighing more coal at the weighbridge? No impediment whatever.
6131. How do you arrange for the weighing of the skips. Ho you call a skip in turn, or what method is
adopted ? We agree in the morning to take the first skip in the cage, and continue all day while weighing
taking the first skip in the cage.
6132 Ho two skips come up in the cage ? Yes.
6133. Ho you take the second skip in the cage on some days ? Yes.
6134. Have you any control in sending the skips to the weighbridge ? None whatever.
6135. Who controls that ? We agree in the morning which skip wo will take, and as soon as the
company’s weighman is ready, he calls the skip.
6136. Has the company’s weighman any other duties? Yes, several. He is the clerk of the colliery as
well.
6137. Hoes he leave the weighbridge to do clerical duties ? Yes.
6138. President.] Have the men no control over the number of skips to be weighed? No control what
ever. The company’s weighman starts to weigh when he thinks proper at any time of the day.
6139. Mr. Curley.] Who is the manager of that colliery? Mr, Htmcan M'Geachie.
6140. Have yon ever had any conversation with Mr. M'Geachie about the weighing of the skips ? Yes ;
I have spoken to him several times about it.
6141. Hoes he not appear to see the reasonableness of what you put before him? Yes; he always
admits it,
6142. Is it a matter of general complaint among the men that there are not more skips weighed ? Yes;
there are complaints made every day.
0143. Ho you know anything about the men being in the mine for a considerable time on one occasion ?
Yes, on the 20th April, 1893, when tbe shaft fell in.
6144. Was that the main downcast shaft ? Yes.
6145. The hauling shaft ? Yes,
6146.
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6146. Do you know anything about the circumstances m connection witli this matter ? X was there -when Mr-T- 0'' cu*
the fall occurred.
.
8 Oct., 1895.
6147. 'Where did the fall occur ? Near the surface,
6148. President.} How did it fall in ? The sides gave in.
6149. Mr. Gurley.} Did it make a crash? Tes.
'
6150. Was that what attracted your attention ? Tes.
6151. Do you know anything about a steampipe going down the shaft ? Tes; the manager’s theory was
that tlie steampipe had burst and affected the shaft.
0152. Did this pipe give any report when it broke? It gave a little report, but not much.
'
6153. Do you know if the shaft was completely blocked up on that occasion? Ho,it was not completely
blocked up.
6154. Was it completely blocked up at the bottom of the shaft? Tes ; but not on that particular day.
It was blocked up a few days afterwards.
G155. Was it in such a ragged condition that the men could not get out ? They could not get near the
shaft, so they could not come up.
6156. Was the mine brought to a standstill when that accident occurred ? Tes, for fifteen weeks.
6157. Had the men to come out through the other shaft? Tes,
6158. What shaft was that P The upcast, known as the Tlaggy Crock shaft.
6159. Is that shaft a considerable distance away from the other shaft? About a mile and a quarter
away,
6160. Have you heard anything said by the men, or do you know anything about the pillars giving wmy,
or about a creep ? Tes; there was a creep near the upcast shaft.
6161. When did this creep occur ? About three months previous to tbe main shaft falling in.
6162. How do you know this? I heard the men complain that they lost all their working places.
6163. ^ What time did the men start to come to the upcast shaft that day ? About 10 o’clock in the
morning.
6164. Was that when the fall took place ? Tes. The first cage of men came up the upcast shaft about
a quarter to 3 o’clock in the afternoon.
.
6165. Had the furnace to be cooled down, before tbe shaft could be used? Tes; steam bad to be got up
on tbe top, because there was no one stationed at the engine on tho top.
6166. If any foul air bad accumulated, would it not have been a serious matter for these men ? Tes, a
serious matter.
6167. Has that upcast shaft been recently on fire ? It was not tbe shaft; it was near the downcast shaft.
6168. What was the cause of that fire ? There was a small Cameron pump near the main shaft, but the
cause was never found out.
6169. Do you know anything about it ? Ho; I know nothing about it.
6170. Have you worked in mines? Tes.
6171. What collieries have you worked in? At New Lambton, East Waratah, and at the Waratah
colliery.
6172. Do you think that the shafts at a colliery should ho a reasonable distance apart from each other ?
Tes.
.
GL73. President.} What do you call a reasonable distance ? I should think 50 yards, at the least.
6174. Can you understand why, in England, the Act only says 15 yards ? I think that the shafts should
not be closer than 50 yards.
6175. Mr. Curley.} Have you heard tell of the Ferndale disaster? Tes. .
6176. Did you see the quantity of sand that was washed away from the surface there ? Tes.
6177. Were you there ? fcs.
.
6178. Was that before it got filled up with tidal waters? I saw it before it was filled up.
6179. Did you see several acres of sand that were washed into the mine? Tes.
'
6180. Knowing that we have collieries with a good deal of silt and delta in connection with them on the
surf&c*, don’t you think that if anything was to happen to one of the shafts that it is possible it might
affect the others? Tes.
6181. And that there might be no outlet for the men ? Tes.
6182. Was this shaft bricked ? No, it was not bricked.
6183. Did you look down tho shaft ? Tes.
6184. How was it supported ? By slabs—timbers.
. .
6185. Is there any other shaft about that colliery ? Tes, there is another shaft within about 40 yards
of the main shaft.
6186. Was that a shaft that was once identified with this colliery ? Tes, a furnace-shaft.
6187. Was it an abandoned shaft ? Tes.
■
6188. Has that shaft been abandoned since tbo time you were working as check-weighman ? Tes.
6189. Do you know any reasons why it was abandoned? At tho time Mr. Neilson was rnknager there
ho changed the air-course, and made the Flaggy Creek the furnace shaft. It had been a very small shaft.
6190. Which was the small shaft ? The Flaggy Creek shaft.
6191. Do you know the size of that shaft ? No.
6192. Do you know the diameter of the downcast shaft? I cannot give tho diameler accuratelv,
6193. Was it abandoned because anything was the matter with it ? It is in a very bad state at present.
6194. Is it in use at the present time ? No, but tbe present manager is going to repair it.
6195. Is be going to utilize it again ? Tes, as an outlet.
6196. Have you seen this shaft yourself ? No, I have not.
[Witness withdrew ]

6L97.
6198.
now.
6199.
6200.

Henry Hanlon sworn and examined:—
Mr. Curley.} What is your occupation Mr. Hanlon ? I am a miner.
Mr.
Where are you employed? At the Waratah Colliery; I think they call it the Caledonian Mine E. Hanlon.
Have yon worked at any other collieries? Tes.
Whore have you worked ? At the Lambton Colliery.

8 Oct., 1895.
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Mr.

6201. Have you worked at any other collieries ? No.
(g)Q2
How long did you work at the Lambton Colliery ? Por twenty-seven years.
6203, Have you followed mining for a long period of time? Tes; I was in a pit before I was twelve
” years old.
6204. How long have you been at the Waratah Colliery ? Three years.
6205. Do you know anything about the system of weighing at that colliery;—are you paid there by the
average ? The skips are averaged. If you get three or four skips weighed, you get the average of those
skips.
6206. Mr. Gregson!] Are you paid on the average ? Tes, we are paid on the average.
_
6207. Mr. Gurley!] Do you get many skips weighed ? Very few. Sometimes for nearly a week there is
never a skip weighed.
,
6208. Is that in connection with some numbers only ? No, with all numbers. I have seen them go for
two or three or four days without weighing any skips at all.
6209. Does this occur occasionally ? Tes, occasionally.
_
,
6210. Is this a matter of common complaint amongst the men ? Tes; it is a matter of great complaint
amongst the men.
G211. Could more skips be weighed? Tes.
6212. If the Company felt inclined to do so ? Tes.
6213. Have you any control over the weighing? No control whatever. We have visited the manager
many times, and have complained to him of not being weighed of tener.
6214. What does the manager say? He says that he will do all that he possibly can,hut the same thing
still goes on. Only this last week there has been very little coal weighed. I should say au average ol
about live skips a day.
6215. Mr. Gregson!] How do you know how many skips arc weighed? The numbers are put up on the
pit-top every night. If there are no numbers put up we know that there are no'skips weighed. There is
a slate put up at the top, and if it is not up we know there has been no weighing.
6216. Who puts that slate up ? The check-weighman.
6217. Is it put up for your information ? Tes, for our information,
6218. Mr. Curley.] Was there a time when there were more skips weighed? Tes; there was a time
when there were more than twice as many skips weighed.
6219. Was that during the time you have been at this colliery ? Tes.
_
6220. Who was the manager of the colliery at that time ? Part of the time, Mr. Ramsay, and after him,
Mr. Neilson.
_
6221. Mr. Gregson.] Had you a travelling belt then ? Tes, in Mr. Ncilson’s time, but not in Mr.
Ramsay’s time.
6222. Mr. Curley.] Were you in the mine some time ago. when a fall occurred in connection with the
shaft? Tes; it was on the 20th of April, on a Thursday, that the shaft came in.
6223. In what year was that ? In 1893.
6224. How were you apprised of this occurrence having taken place in the shaft? Tho first information
we received was about 20 minutes to 11 o’clock, when we were told to knock off work.
6225. Did you cease work ? Tes.
6226. Were you advised to come to the furnace shaft ? We were going out at the main shaft, and wo
wore told to wait near the furnace shaft—to sit there until we got further orders.
_
6227. Were you told that there was a fall in the main shaft ? Tos, wc were told that thoro was a fall in
tho main shaft.
6228. Who told yon that ? The deputies and the onsetter. The onsetter came from the downcast shaft
to the furnace shaft.
6229. Did he say that there was much of a fall ? He said it was coming down all tho time after he left.
He did not say whether there was a great deal or not.
.
_
6230. Do you say that you were told to go out by tbe furnace shaft, and that you had to wait for some
time near that shaft ? Tes.
6231. While you were waiting there, did you look around at all ? Tes, we were looking around; some
men stopped there all the time, and others were walking about. We were ordered to stop between two
doors, about 60 yards apart, and we were not supposed to go any nearer tbe furnace without orders from
the overman or deputy, who was sitting the other side of the door.
6232. Did you go to the furnace shaft later on ? About 3 o’clock, twelve men at a time were allowed to
ascend through the furnace shaft.
6233. Was there a large opening to this return shaft—a big return air-way? No, it was not a very big
air-way, on account of the timbers and chocks. About three or four months before that there was a large
creep right around there.
6234. Did these chocks and this timber you saw give you the impression that there had been a creep ?
We knew there had been a creep, because we helped to pull the rails out. There was a creep three
months before around the furnace shaft, and I was one that helped to pull the rails out while the creep
was on ?
6235. Did you know the creep was on ? Tes.
6236. Would you regard this as a crush ? It was the roof coming down on account of tlie thin pillars.
That was the reason of the creep, I think.
6237. Were the pillars too thin? We know they were too thin.
6238. Did you see any of these pillars? Tes; several of them. In Mr. Ramsay’s time I have seen men
holing through into one another through the pillars being that thin,
6239. Was that the upcast shaft at the time that creep came on? Tes; the furnace shaft or the upcast
shaft,
6240. Was this a very narrow passage that you had to go through to this furnace shaft? About 201
yards towards the furnace tbe passage we had to travel would be about 6 or 7 feet wide. When we went
to tbe furnace shaft we had to take a roundabout turn about tbe furnace to get into tbe cage. It was
about 6 or 7 feet where we got into the cage.
6241. Do you think it is a mistaken idea to leave small pillars round about shafts ? Tes; I think it is
not a very good idea to leave small pillars in any part of a mine.
6243.
6242. Do you think that substantial pillars should be left about a mine ? Tes.
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6243. Is tlie larger pillar safer to worlc for the workmen ? Yes; the system the present Company is
H. Hanlon.
working now is a great deal different to the way the old Company worked.
6244. Was the old system the 8-yard herd? Yes, and 4-yard pillars. Many times miners have holed into
8 Oct., 1895.
each other in several places.
6245. President.] How do they tell what to work by ? Under the new management you are supposed to
keep as near 8 yards as you possibly can, and if you are over 8 yards it is the duty of the overman to chalk
you off.
.
6246. Mr. Grejson.~\ Do you say that 8-yard bords and 4-yard pillars was the custom of the old Company ?
Yes.
■
6247. "Was it not tlie district custom ? "Well, I can not say. I only worked at Lamhtou.
6249. Was it the custom at Lambton ? Yes.
6249. Mr. Curley.'] Have you worked in pillars yourself at Waratah ? Ho.
6250. Have you worked in pillars at Lambton? Yes.
6251. Did the caving in of that shaft lead to the suspension of work ? Tes, for a good many months.
I think about four months, hut I know it was a few months.
6252. Do you think that the shafts in a colliery should be a reasonable distance apart from each other?
Yes.
6253. President] What do you call a reasonable distance ? Ififty yards.
6254. Do you think they should not bo less than 50 yards apart? I think so, but thatis only my opinion.
6255. Mr. Curley.] Do you think if the shafts are fixed too near each other that one may break into tbe
other ? Yes; if it is loose ground one will affect the other.
6256. Have you ever noticed anything in this shaft at Waratah when you were going down it;—did you
have lights when going down ? Some men carry lights, hut I never noticed anything. Instead of being
bricked, the shaft was faced with brattice for a good many feet down the shaft,
6257. Havo you worked in pillars at the Lambton Colliery? Yes.
6258. Have you noticed the pillars there to be very thin in some cases? Yes; we have started on a
4-yard pillar, and before we got very far we have not been a yard aud a half, the pillar has thinned so
much. When we turned tho bord away the pillar would be 4 yards, and before we got 10 yards she would
not be
yards thick. I have seen pillars in Lambton that were not 1 yard thick.
6259. Do yon mean that the pillars ran in till they got a yard thick ? Yes ; they have tapered out till
they got that thin.
6260. Were the bords driven by any line? No, none of the bords were driven by line.
‘
0261, Would not that account for tho want of uniformity in the pillar ? Yes.
6262. Did you ever worlc very thin pillars far away from the main road—say, two or three pillars ahead,
into the goaf? No; I cannot say 1 have. The goaf was behind us.
6263. Did you bring the pillars back? Yes.
6264. Were you in the Lamhtou Colliery when any big crush came away.? Yes ; I was there wheu there
were two or three crushes in tho straight-down fiats.
6265. Did those crushes come over tho pillars? Yes; in many instances. The first creep in Lambton
was over twenty years ago, and it came over all tho pillars.
6266. How many pillars did it come over ? It did not come to tho main bank. The pillar is 70 yards
thick in that bank—the main engine road—but it came from that straight out. ,
‘
6207. Did it come over several pillars ? Yes, dozens of pillars, and buried a fearful lot of skips,
6263. Mr. Gregson.] Were there a lot of skips and rails lost ? Yes.
6209. Mr. Curley.] Have you seen other crushes since that crush ? Yes, where half a flat has been lost;
two flats in the straight down.
6270. Which fiats were these ? The first and the second flats.
6271. How long ago was this ? About ten years ago, or less, since I saw tho last crush.
6272. Having seen all these crushes, do you think that more substantial pillars should be left in the mines
than what there arc ? Yes, I do, and always did. Jt needs more substantial pillars for the safety of the
men and property.
6273. Mr. Gregso7i.] Did you not say that the Company who has the Waratah Colliery now is leaving
larger pillars ? 1 think they are leaving 8-yard herds and S-yard pillars, and 12-yard herds and 12-yard
pillars.
'
6274. Mr. Curley.] During the time you have worked at Waratah and at Lambton have you noticed any
defects in connection with the ventilation? Yes. At the Waratah Col]ierjr, as far as the main roads are
concerned, tho ventilation is good, hut where the men are, after a man gets a little up the bord, say 10 or
15 yards, he is nearly roasted.
6275. Have you experienced fhat yourself in Waratah ? Yes, I have experienced that myself.
6276. Have you experienced that in more than one place or district? Yes, in two or three districts;
more in some districts than in others.
6277. Are any of those districts that you have been working in going to the rise ? Yes ; one is going to
tlie rise new, and one place going to the dip is affected in the way I have stated.
6278. Have you worked in the rise? Yes, but not in the dip.
0279. Have you found tho ventilation very defective there? Yes, very defective in the rise places. I am
speaking of places I am now working in.
6280. Is the air still defective ? Yes ; after you are up a certain distance it is fearfully hot.
6281. Is not the difficulty that xvhile the ventilation is passing along the heading it does not go into the
working place ? Yes, that is the difficulty.
6282. President.] Do the mon come out of the working places to get air ? In many instances the meu
have had to come out into the heading for a few minutes to get air. I have heard men complaining.
Younger men can stand it bettor than the older men, but the older men have to come out where the air
does not go to the face.
6283. Mr. Curley.] Do you know the quantity of air provided in tho Act that you arc working under
now—the Act of 1876 ? Yes ; it provides for 100 cubic feet of air.
6284. Do you know that the new Dili proposes to increase that quantity to 150 cubic feet ? Yes.
6285. The Legislative Council wish that provision to he erased, and the word “adequate ” to be inserted
instead, and consider Hint will be quite sufficient to meet ihe case;—do you think so? No I do not ■
—2 B
because
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because if it is an adequate amount of air we cannot say what that quantity will be. The manager or the
H. Hanlon, overman would be tho judges, and might say if there was not 100 feet of air it was adequate.
/"''“"“■'"V 0286. Do you believe in a mininum quantity being stated ? Yes.
8 Oct,, IflV g2S7. Pretitlenl.'\ Have you ever worked in England p I have trapped in England.
G288. Is there any trouble about ventilation there P No, because in England an adequate amount of air
must be got to sweep the gas, but where there is no gas. I do not think au adequate amount would do at
all.
6289. Mr. GreysonJ] What about the mines in England that have no gas? I suppose they will be affected
in the same way as I am speaking of.
6290. Have you heard of any complaints being made there ? No.
6291. Have you heard men talk about this matter? No, not about mines where gas does not exist.
6292. Mr. Ourley.'] Do you know tbe provision in tbe Bill with regard to the shortening of cut-throughs ?
[,SVs Appendix A.] Yes.
8293. Do you know it proposes to reduce the distance to 25 yards ? Yes.
0294. Do you believe that the cut-throughs should be lessened to 25 yards? I think it would be a great
benefit if they were lessened.
6295. Do you tbink that the working place should be bratticed, and the air taken to within 15 yards of
the face ? * If sho was bratticed within a certain distance of the face, the men would get the air.
6296. Do you think that if brattice was used under tho present system, that would meet tho circumstances
of the case ? I think so.
6297. Do you think it would he better to leave it to the manager ? If the management had it all in their
hands it is questionable what they might do. They might say, if the miner wanted air, that there was
quite sufficient without brattico.
0298. They could not do that if there was a minimum ? We have had disputes about the minimum
under the present Act. We have appointed check-inspectors, and they have taken tho air, and afterwards
the management have taken the air and differed, from them.
6299. How do they measure the air ? With the anemometer.
6300. How did they come to dilfer ? The check-inspectors put their measurements down in a book kept
in the colliery office, and, as soon ae the manager saw this, ho went into the mine and found more air
than the check-inspectors.
6301. Mr. Grey son,] Did the manager find a door open P Perhaps so. In a week or so there was a joint
inspection, Tho Grovernment inspector was called over, and that was all the satisfaction wo got, although
men were complaining and laid up on account of bad health.
6302. Mr. Curley?[ Where was this? At Lambton and at Waratah, At Lambton it was before Mr,
Croudace got the new furnace.
6303. Has tho new furnace improved things? It was worse with the now furnace than with the old
furnace in my time.
6304. Was that your experience ? Yes.
6305. Do you think that the air should sweep around the working face, or be carried within a reasonable
distance of the face ? If we could get it carried within a reasonable distance of the face, it would be a
great improvement.
6306. Would you be moro likely to get the air than you are at the preseut time ? Yes; there is no
doubt of that.
6307. In tbe absence of bratticing to carry the air up into the cut-through at the present distance, 35
yards, would you be in favour of the cut-throughs being shortened, so that the air might sweep within a
nearer distance of the face ? Yes ; it would be better ventilation if the cut-throughs were shorter.
6303. Do you think that an inspector should have power to withdraw the men in case of danger ? Yes ;
it is not until lately that I knew they had not this power,
6309. Will yon look at the provision in tho Bill, section 21, sub-scction 5, on page 8, giving them this
power (see Appendix A)do you think that an inspector should have this power ? I do.
6330. Would yon leave this power in the hands of the manager alone, or do you think it better to be in
the hands of the inspector ? 1 think it is better in the hands of tlie inspector,
6311. President.] In cases of imminent danger ? In cases of danger to life.
633.2. Would you divide the responsibility between the inspector and the manager? No; I would leave
tho full responsibility with the inspector, because he acts independently between the manager and tho
men.
6313. Suppose there was danger when the inspector was not about? Then the manager is the responsible
party.
6314. Don't you think it is better for the manager to have absolute responsibility ? No ; I. have scon it
stated by tbe manager that there was no danger when there was danger. The miner knows as well as the
overman or manager where danger exists.
633 5, -Mr. Gregson.] Why does ho want calling out if he knows this? If the man says there is danger
and the manager says there is no danger, the manager may turn round and say, “ If you think there is
danger you can go ; I can get somebody else.” That has been done, and may happen again if the control
was loft in the manager’s hands.
6316. You have not got the inspector there always? If there is danger he can be written for.
6317. Is there any objection to writing for the inspector ? No ; but when he comes he has no power.
6318. Has lie not sufficient power to deal with a difference of opinion between him and the manager
—do you know what is provided in the present Act ? Yes.
6319. How is the question to he settled under the Act ? I do not know.
6320. I may tell you that arbitration is provided for;—tbe inspector insists upon going to arbitration ?
We have had none of those cases.
6321. Have you known of a case in which the manager and the inspector have differed ? No, not any
cases.
6322. Does it often happen that the inspector sees danger and the manager does not agree with him ?
There are very often cases where a miner sees danger, where with a very small expense it could he
rectified, but the manager will not do it,
6323. Could you not write for the inspector? Yes, but there is a lot of red-tapoism about that.
6324.
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0321. Suppose a miner sees little things that would improve the safety of the mine, and he writes for the
inspector to come, and the inspector agrees with him, would he not prevail upon the manager to do it. H. Hanlon.
Tos.
.
8 Oct., 1895.
0325. Do you know of any eases whore the manager would not do what tho inspector ordered him ? No.
C32C. Did you over hoar of such a case? No.
...
.
0327. On the whole, do you not think that tho present provision in the Act meets tho circumstances
fairly well ? Jt might in many instances. I can point out a case in which the manager and I differed on
the air question. Wo were about 46 yards before the air, which, according to the old Act, should not be
more than 35 yards ; and 1 complained to the overman, and said I would report it to the inspector.. He
bratticed this bord up, and told me al the same time it would have no effect. If I had had to brattice it
I would have bratticed it differently, but he said, 11 That carries out the Act.”
032S. Did it have the effect you wanted ? No ; it made the air worse.
G32S). What did you do ? Nothing; because I might have got the sack.
6330. Why did you not write to the inspector? Well, I do not know.
633]. Did you ever know of a case in whicli the inspector was written to anonymously, aud took no
notice ? No.
_
_
6332. Might you not have written to tlie inspector and pointed out this to him ? Then the manager
would havo put it down to Henry Hanlon.
_
_
_
6333. If you do not do this, how is the inspector to know ? Where a joint inspection is called, if tho
miners write to the G-overnment for the joint inspection, I think the inspector notifies both the manager
and the men at the same time.
....
.
6334. Would it not be hotter to write to the inspector anonymously, rather than have this joint inspection.
Do not the check-inspectors charge you for every inspection they make ? Tes, but there arc many men
who havo not the ability to write.
_
6335. Do you not know perfectly well that if a man cannot write himself, he will find many men who
can ? 1 know plenty of men who say that before they will differ they will work it out for this quarter.
G33G. Have you heard that the Secretary of State in England has approved of anonymous letters being
sent to inspectors ? No.
6337. Have you never heard of an anonymous letter being sent to an inspector ? No.
_
6338. jJfr. Cnr/e//.] Erom your experience, Mr. Hanlon, do you think that a manager likes any complaints
about the mine lodged with the inspector ? No, he does not.
6339. Docs he not seem opposed to anything of the kind being done ? Tes.
6340. Did you think the system of ventilation wants more attention altogether? Tes.
6341. .Are you speaking from your personal experience? Tes.
_
_
0342. Mr. Oreyson.] Have you ever known a manager to he haughty because of a complaint being made
to tho inspector? Tes, J have. 1 mean that he was not satisfied,
6343, Because of the complaint being made to the inspector ? Tes.
6341. Mr. Curley,] Havo you given any attention to the question of working-hours ? Tes.
6345. What hours do you work at present ? Eight hours in the face, or nine hours from hank to bank.
6346. Have you thought about the proposed legislation for eight hours. Will you look at section 36 on
page 17 of the Bill (see Appendix A); do you see the provision there ? Tes.
6347. Do you approve of that provision? Tes.
6348. Do yon think that this is a matter that should be settled mutually between the manager and the
meu ? No; I think it should be settled by legislation,
4
6349. President.] Arc you going to make the party who works more than eight hours punishable for doing
so ? Tes; I believe in a penalty in that case.
6350. Mr. Curley.] Do you think it is the general opinion of tho men that the question of the hours of
employment is a matter for legislation ? Tes.
6351. Is that the opinion of the men generally ? Tes.
6352. Have you talked this matter over with the men pretty frequently ? Tes, and we have hold meetings
upon the subject.
_
_
6353. Mr. Gregson.] Have you ever paid any attention to what has passed on the subject in Great
Britain ? Not lately, but 1 have seen that there are some men in Great Britain who are against it. 11
have road of men of good standing being in favour of tho eight hours, and I know that some are
against it.
'
6354. Can you understand that there should bo anyone against such a matter ? I think that those who
are against it, say that it takes away the liberty of the subject.
6355. Have you not seen that some arc frightened about it affecting their trade ? No.
6356. Do you not see that if one country puts limitations upon its trade, and another country does not,
that the trade will go from one country to the other ? The only conclusion I have come to is that anyone
who has worked eight hours has worked long enough.
6357. President.] Can you legislate for such a matter as this;—are you going to make it punishable if a
man works more than eight hours ? I am of opinion that the man who works more than eight hours
ought to he punished.
6358. No matter, if from some cause or the other, he does not worlc three days out of tho week, are you
going to make it punishable if he wishes to make up for that idle time on the 4th or 5lh day ? The
opinion is, that if we had this eight hours, wc would work moro constantly, and that the man who works
ten hours, takes the work that another man ought to be doing. Some men, I know work for twelve
or fourteen hours a day, knowing that when they get this work they may not get more for some time,
hut I am of opinion that ihey should not work more than eight hours.
6359. Are you regardless of whether the trade goes away or not;—suppose that legislation was given,
and you lost your trade, what would you say then ? I do not think we would lose trade up in the north.
Wo are waiting on the trade up there under the preseut system.
6360. Tou must remember that you are asking for legislation for the south as well as the north, and we
are told of cases in which a steamer comes, and if she does not get what she requires, she goes elsewhere.
Do you think it well therefore, under such circumstances to put a limit ? In such cases, I think they
should put on two shifts of men.
6361. Would not that add to the cost of the coal? I cannot see that it would.
6362.
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G362, Mr. Curley.'] Don't you think that in these districts it is simply a matter for them to regulate the
H. Hanlon, trade—tlie loading of the coal ? I think so.
8/OotA'l895
GTe9S0n-~\ i-*° you know that yon must not judge tlie south from .Newcastle. In the southern
1
‘ districts, the people have no harbours whatever ; they have had to make their own railways and wharfs,
and their trade is fitful; a steamer may come suddenly, and want a good deal of coal. In Newcastle
you may have your coal ready for shipment, but in the south they have none of these facilities.
What do you think of the eight hours in such a case as T have put P I cannot study the southern
.
district any more than the northern district. If they havo plenty of waggons, they can fill them up,
and have plenty of coal.
6364. I suppose you know that waggons cost money? Tes,
C365. And that money costs interest? Tes.
6366. And that means an additional cost to the coal P Tes ; but, I think, the southern collieries should
he just as well prepared as the northern district collieries.
6367. Do the miners in Newcastle work eight hours ? Tes ; but we are nine hours down in the pit.
6368. Would you say that that was the general rule ? Where there is a tunnel, they may not, or where
there are two shifts of men, but where 1 am they do,
636!). Do you work eight hours at Lambton ? It all depends upon where you were working. I havo
worked ten hours.
6370. Mr. Curley,] Do you think the managers are favourable to the eight hours. Havo you ever heard
them say anything against it ? No, I have not.
6371. President^] Are you going to penalise a man who wishes to work more than eight hours ? We
look at it, that if an Act was passed to legalise the eight hours, what is tbe good of that Act if it is broken ?
Some penalty must be put into it.
6372. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that some of the managers in the south are trying to get the men to
work more than eight hours P Tes, I have heard that as information.
6373. Do you know that a manager in the western district, has called his men out to work on a Sunday ?
I was not aware of that.
6374. Would you he suprised to hear that that is a fact? It would not happen up in the north,
■
(1375. Do you think a man has much choice in these days ? He has no choice at the present time, that is,
if he chooses to he tlie bread-winner of his family,
6370. Afr, Gregson.] Suppose trade improved, and we got eight or ten days work, what would you say
then . I think that the man who wished to work more than eight hours then ought to be fined. Instead
of being more than eight hours, it ought to be less. In the north of England tho miners only work six
hours.
G3i7.. Is it one of your objects to divide tbe work better by saying that a man shall not do more than a
certain amount of work ? That may be one object, and” the other is that a man may have a standard
wage. Wo want to prevent another man competing against him by working twelve hours.
6W8. Hfr. Curley.] Don’t you think that one of the objects is that after a man has done a day’s work he
should have a reasonable time for recreation? Tes; the cry has been—eight hours rest, eight hours
work, and eight hours recreation.
6379. Mr. Gregson.] Do you think it wise to penalise the man who works more than eight hours? Tes,
I do; I think that if a law is passed there ought to be a penalty for breaking it.
6380. Tou want to prohibit a man working longer than eight hours ? Tes.
6381. And you want the work more distributed ? That is one reason.
63S2-3. And what is the other reason ? That 1 think eight hours is long enough for a man to work.
[Witness withdrew.]
William Quinn sworn and examined:—
6384. Mr. Curley.] What is your occupation, Mr. Quinn ? I am a miner.
W. Quinn. 6385. Where are you working at the present time? At South Waratah.
?'3S(i' Hor,r I0”8 iavc you work8d at Sout'1 Waratah? This time, nearly five years; Icannot exactly say
8 Oct,, 1895. to a month, but it is close to that time.
j
.?
>
j j
6387. Have you worked at any other collieries in the Northern District ? Tes,
6388, Where have you worked ? At the Glebe and New Lambton Collieries.
J>oes tlie GIel]C Colliery belong to the Newcastle Company ? Tes ; both the sea pit and the old pit.
6390. Have you worked m any other pit? I was in Minim for a short time.
G3!H. Have you followed the occupation of a miner for a great number of years ? Inever did anvthiim
else in my life.
“
°
6392. Do you know the system of weighing at Waratah ? Tes.
6393. Are the men paid there by the average weight? Tes, by the average weight.
6394. Do you get many skips weighed ? Very few, lately; sometimes five or six skips in a day; it might
be seven, eight, or nine skips.
j >
&
6395. Do you think that will give anything like a fair average to the men working there ? Well, I do
Dot icgI satisfied with the quantity weighed, nor do the men, as a rule*
6396. Is this a matter of complaint amongst the men generally? Tes, there have been deputations
aPf“in^ to interview Mr. M'Geachie, the manager; in fact, I have been sent to him by tho men.
™ t • i, does , Bay t0 your representations ? He says that he will weigh as many skips as possible.
That is all the reply wo received.
J
eono 'SaTS tiun°s lmProved iu tlln weighing business ? They go on as usual, I think.
6399 Do the men wish every skip to be weighed, or are yoii satisfied with the average,provideda fair
T>°^ .^P3 1S weiS^le<l ? I think tlie body of the men would rather have every skip weighed,
j ,.
Suppose that is impracticable, would not tho men be satisfied if a fair average number
of skips were weighed ? I think they would.
y°U
is il fair !lveraSe number of skips to weigh ? One in five.
llot °^e in t'vent)' do y011? * consider that one in twenty is a very small average.
6403. Mr. Gregson.] Would it be better than what you havo now ? Tes, it would.
0404-5. Mr. Cm ley.] Do you think you lose much by this system of averaging? Well. I cannot say so,
i tlimk tJie men have lost of late through there not being so many skips weighed.
6406.
Mr._
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6406. Do you think the manager always knows how the weights stand with regard to these averages ?
Mr.
W, Quinn.
■Well, I cannot say.
6407. Does he weigh his own coal on the line? I cannot say whether he weighs the coal or whether the ,80dCl895
G-overnment weighs tlie coal.
6408. Is the probability that ho does know the weight he gets ? Tes.
6409. Does he know the weight he is paying for? I suppose so.
J™ thmk that if a reasonable number of skips were weighed there would be any complaints at
all. I do not think there would be as many complaints as there are if a reasonable number of skips were
weighed.
6411. How long do you say you have worked in the Waratah Colliery ? Close on five vears this time.
^°U reco^ec*; anything ihat occurred at the Waratah Colliery in connection with one of the
shafts about two years ago ? I remember one of the shafts being blocked in when the lining boards or tho
cribbing gave way, but I did not seo it myself.
6413. Did you hear of it? les; I think it was about half-past 10 when we gob to hear of the accident
in tho mine.
6414. How long was this ago ? It happened on the 20th of April, 1893.
6415. Who informed you that anything was wrong? The wheelers brought word into the heading where
we were working,
6416. "WfirG J011 advised to cease work and go to some other place in the mine? Ho ; there was no advice
given. The men simply got to know that the shaft had fallen in, and they put on their clothes and went
fo the mam heading, and Drury, who was deputy then, told the men they would have to go up Haggy
6417. Was that towards the furnace shaft ? That is the furnace shaft.
0418. Did you go up that way ? Tes, to a certain part. There was a door there, and they would not
allow anyone to go through that door for two or three hours.
y°re I™ s^at,’011fid at a certain point? Tes, in tho heading going up to the furnace.
6420. Were you told not to go past this point ? Yes.
6421, Did you get instructions to leave the mine later on ? Tes; when they started to send up tho men,
only three mon were allowed to go up in tho cage at the one time.
6422 Did you pass out that way along with the other men? Tea; the biggest portion of tho men went
out that way. A few of the men went out by the Ho. 3 workings, through a heading that was naturally
finished. Jt was an old district.
not,
j
6423. Would those men have to come to the furnace shaft ? Tes.
•
6424. Did you notice much timber set on the road as you were going out ? Tes.
5*^ ^011 nn^c<i
shocks ? Tea ; chocks, slabs, and timber nearly all the way.
G4i.O. Do you know if the creep bordered on that shaft ? I was working in the pillars when the creen
came on.
1
1
^ Gregson:\ Was this at the time of tho creep ? Previous to tho shaft falling in.
6428. Mr Gurley.} How long before the shaft fell in ? Three mouths before tlie shaftfell in. Tho
creep had not got thoroughly settled when the shaft fell in.
6429. Was that caused through the roof coming down ? Tes.
6430. ATas tlie roof weighting on the pillars? Tes.
6431. Did it give any indication in coming over the pillars ? Tes, it went over five pillars, Wo were
worJung m the sixth pillar, and it crossed the narrow bord, and went over another six pillars That was
m the ISo, 9 workings.
1
/moo'
^ aPProac^1 TC1‘y near to this upcast shaft ? Tes, it went pretty close to it.
olfir nv/°U
tl,at tlicre should be larger pillars left in the vicinity of tho shafts ? Tes, I do.
6434. Did you find some of the pillars that you were working in very narrow ? 1 have seen them all
thicknesses, Trom 8 yards down to 2 yards, or even smaller than 2 yards.
6435. Were any of the pillars 8 yards at that time ? Tes, odd ones.
6436. Do you know anything about the depth of that shaft at Flaggy Creek ? Well, I cannot say exactly.
6437. Do you think that more substantial pillars should be left in mines ? Well, I bare seen them very
weak, and I think it would be a benefit if they were stronger. *
emo 1V° J0u
i4'tlie I,illa™ werc largw it ivould be safer for the men to work them ? I do. ■
6439. Do you think that the management would got more coal out with larger pillars ? Yes ■ if a place
is crushed you cannot get tho same quantity of coal out.
’
6440. Have you ever noticed any defect in connection with the ventilation at Waratah ? There has been
pretty fair ventilation where I have been working lately, but I cannot speak for higher up
6441. Where are you working ? At Ho. 1 Littlo Plat section.
6442. Have you worked in any other places besides where you are working now ? Tes.
G443. How ha\e you found tbe ventilation in these places ? I have seen it where it ou^ht to have been a
lot better.
■
°
6444. What districts do you refer to ? At the time they were working at Berrima it was pretty bad at
one time, aud at the top end of No. 1 I have seen it bad.
tho facT113 tllG defect iu thCSe plaCCS that the air wfl's not Soin£ to the face ? 11'e air was not going near
',l *ll’r climi)t%
air on
headings or main roads at these times? Hot too good
6447. Would the air m that case generally he defective ? At tlie time I was speaking of the top end of
J\o. 1 fiat was naturally the last of the split, and that would havo a tendency to make the air a little
worse.
6448. Do you think the ventilation should be conducted up to the working-face, or within a reasonable
distance or the working-face P I would like to see the air up to tlie face.
Gm President] Would it be practicable to do this in all cases? I have seen it where it has been
practicable,
Gl-50. "Where? In England, in South Yorkshire.
6451. What were the names of the mines? -Wdcjeley Oaks and Swaithemain Mines. There was an
explosion in the Ardojeley Oaks in 1S6G; the mine fired on the 12th of December, 1SGG
6452. Mr. Gurley.'} What did they do there ? They bratticed it, and took the air to within 9 feet of the
faC0'
6453.
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Sir.
6453. Was that in a thick seam or in a thin scam? In a thick seam.
vthQuiim. 6454. How thick was the seam? It was from 7 feet to 7 feet 6 inches, up to 8 feet thick. They worked
socT'ms
seamtwo sect'0U3,
''
* 6455. Did they use canvas brattice? I have seen canvas brattice and lining-hoards used.
. 6456, Were they 5-inch lining-hoards ? Yes; I have seen both sorts of bratticing.
6457. Was there a lot of gas in these mines ? Yes, plenty of iire-damp.
6458. Had they to be bratticed up to sweep out tlie fire-damp ? Yes.
_
6459. From your experience of tho collieries you have worked in here, do you consider that more attention
should be paid to the subject of ventilation ? Well, 1 believe it would be better for all parties if more
attention was paid to tbe matter of ventilation.
6460. Do you speak from your own experience ? Yes ; I believe that.
6461. Have you to get tbe coal by blasting at the Waratah Colliery ? Yes.
6462. Is it a strong seam to work ? Yes.
6463. Have you severaHiauds in the seam ? Yes, three bands.
6464. Does it require good ventilation to sweep out tbe powder smoke ? Yes,
6465. Do you know that tbe proposed Bill stipulates for a higher minimum quantity of air than the
present Act ? I believe it does.
6466. Have you read the proposed Bill ? No,
6467. The present Act stipulates for 100 cubic feet of air, and the proposed Bill stipulates for 150 cubic
feet;—do you believe in a minimum ? 1 think that, if there was a minimum of 150 cubic feet, it would
be better than it is at present.
6468. Have you had occasion to make complaints to the manager at different times about tbe ventilation?
Ho; I am not aware that I have bad to complain more than once, and that was at the time Mr.
Heilson was manager there.
6469. What district were you working in then ? The Hanning bord in Ho. 1, Little Flat.
6470. Did you consider that you were too far in advance of the air ? It was a little gas that showed.
6471. Did you draw the manager’s attention to this ? Yes; as soon as I found that gas was there 1 sent
for the manager at once.
6472. Did the gas show on the light? It lit up.
6473. Mr, Gregson^] Did the manager put it right ? Yes ; lie bratticed it right away.
6474. President.'] Was it a sudden manifestation of gas? It came suddenly, and as soon as I laid a
complaint brattice was put in at once.
6475. Mr. Gurhy^ Before you' got the brattice, did you consider the air was a little slack ? The air was
not too good before the brattice was put up.
0476. A.t these other collieries you have spoken about, did you consider the ventilation in some of these
places, defective or not ? It is so long since I was at these collieries that I cannot say exactly whether
they were affected much at the time. At the time I was at tho Glebe Colliery there were several complaint s
about the ventilation in different districts there, hut I was never lucky enough to work in them.
6477. From that incident that took place in connection with the Waratah shaft, do you consider that
shafts should be a reasonable distance apart from each other ? I believe they should.
6478. What do you consider a reasonable distance ? I think about 50 or 60 yards between the two shafts.
6479. Have you known any instances where tho shafts have collapsed into each other? I know of no
instance myself. I have heard tell of instances, but I have never seen them,
6480. Where have you heard of such a thing happening ? I have heard of one case at the Oaks Colliery.
6481. How did that collapse? One of the shafts gave way, on account of sand, and it ran the other iu.
It also took the head-gear away.
6482. Were these shafts very far apart? I think they wero about 21 feet apart. They have opened up
one shaft since the explosion.
•
6483. Do you elect your own check-weighman at Waratah ? Yes.
6484. Do you think tho men should havo the right to elect their check-weighman from whom they please ?
I do.
6485. Do you ballot for your check-weighman every three or six months ? That is the rule if it is required,
but our check-weighman has had no opposition lately.
[Witness withdrew.]

John Archibald Heilson, Esq., sworn and examined :—
J. A. Neilson, 6496- President,} What is your occupation, Mr. Heilson? I am a mining agent; at present I am agent
Esq.
for the Mere wether Estate. I have been a mining manager up to July last year.
/—6487. What collieries have you managed? I have been manager of the West Wallsend and Waratah
8 Oct., 1895. Collieries.
“
6488. Mr. Curley.} Have you had a good deal of experince in connection with mining? I havo had
fifteen years experience—five years as manager, and I have been for five years agent for the estate of the
late E. C. Merewether, I was for three years manager at West Wallsend, and two years manager at
Waratah.
6489. Did you serve your time at the Wallsend Colliery ? Yes.
6490. Did you serve your f ime under your father, the late J. Y. Heilson ? Yes, under my father.
6491. You say you have managed the West Wallsend Colliery for some time? Yes, for three years.
6492. And you have managed the Waratah Colliery ? Yes; I was for about nineteen months at South
Waratah, the Charlestown Pit.
6493. Do you know anything of an occurrence that took place in connection with one of the shafts at
that pit? Yes, I do.
6494. When did that accident happen ? I think it occurred about two years ago last April, three months
after I went there.
6495. Did that accident occur in tho downcast shaft ? Yes, in tlie main downcast shaft.
6496. Was it the main hauling shaft ? Yes, the downcast shaft.
6497. What time of the day did this occur? Between half-past 10 and 11 in the morning.
6498.'
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6108. Was it a cave in from the surface down the shaft, or how did it arise ? It arose from the collapse J; A. Neihoa,
of a crib, 40 feet from the surface.
’
0409. Uad this worn away, or had it burst out; had the timber decayed ? Yes, the timber had decayed.
0500. Did much of the shaft give way at the time ? No; I do not suppose there would be 1 cwt. that 8 0et"’
fell from ihe side of the shaft at the time. It displaced the slides, and that was the trouble.
’
0501. Mr. Gregson.] Did that prevent the winding of the cage ? Yes.
'
0502. Mr. Curley.] Did you have to stop winding in consequence of that P Yes.
0508. Did you consider it unsafe for men to go up tho shaft ?
Yes, it was unsafefor men to go up the
shaft.
'
"
0504. Did tho whole of the shaft subsequently collapse later on ? Yes, the following day while effecting
repairs it collapsed higher up the shaft.
0505. Did that run to the surface ? Yes, the brohen ground ran to the surface.
0506. How much would go away ? It would he impossible for mo to estimatethequantity, because in
re-building the shaft a lot of other stuff was taken down.
6507. Could you not estimate tbe quantity from the top of the pit, to where it ran ? I believe there was
about 35 or 40 foct from where she broke away from the surface.
6508 Mr. Gregson^] Was that from the upper part of the shaft ? Yes, to the surface from where the break
had taken place.
'
6509. Mr Curlrg.] How far did it extend from the point of the shaft, along the surface ground, taking a
direct line ? What fell away would be about 23 or 24 feet, but we afterwards took a lot more away in
effecting our repairs.
6510. Can you give us a rough sketch on paper? Yes. [See sketch Appendix 1.]
6511. Does that sketch represent the shaft and the area that went away? Yes, it would be in diameter
about 20 or 25 feet.
6512. Would the part that gave way below undermine the upper part? Yes, it did undermine the upper
part, and this caused tlie collapse at the top.
6513. When this occurrence took place how did you communicate with the men down below ? With aline.
6514. Did you advise the deputy or the overman to call upon the men to cease work ? I advised the
deputy and overman to get the men up the shaft—that we had to lift the men in the event of an accident
taking place.
6515. Was that out of the upcast shaft ? Yes; out of the upcast shaft,
6516. How long were you getting the men out? About six and a half hours, I think. Tbe occurrence
took place between half-past 10 aud 11, and we had the first men up about half-past 5.
6517. Had you any steam at the time ? Yes; we had steam at the main shaft, the winding shaft, but
not at tho upcast shaft.
6018. How did you draw tbe men out there ? I had an engine-driver, a spare man, partly employed for
that purpose. The boilers, engines, ropes, and cage were kept in thorough working order, and as soon as
ever the accident occurred this man was sent over to get up steam.
6519. Had not the furnaces to be cooled down before the men could be got out ? The furnace had to be
put out for tho men to travel in tbe shaft. We did put the furnace out.
6520. Do you know anything about a creep that bordered upon the furnace shaft ? Yes.
6521. How long was that previous to this other occurrence ? The creep was on when I took charge, I
took charge in November, and the accident happened in April, so that would bo 4 or 5 months previously.
It was practically over when I took charge.
6522. Did you anticipate any danger in connection with that shaft during the time that creep was there ?
Dos ; and prepared to meet it, and did meet it successfully.
6523. Was tiiat your principal upcast? ’We had three shafts at the colliery; one was the main downcast,
and Jhat one was the main upcast. Tlie other one was sometimes tho upcast, or the downcast. It would
he the main upcast shaft.
6524. Did the other shaft become cither the upcast or the downcast? Yes ; according as wo arranged it
to suit our purposes.
6525. Could you go up and down that shaft? I never went up and down it.
6526. Was it ever used? No; never used.
6527. Had you a direct road to this unused shaft? Well, there were two headings going into it. One
would be a direct line 10 or 12 chains, and the other a direct line of 2 chains, as far as I can remember.
6528. Had you direct connection with it? Yes.
6529. Do you think that these pillars had been left rather thin near the proximity of that shaft—the
shaft pillars ? No, not under the circumstances, because the shaft was solid on one side. It was right
on to the boundary, and there was solid coal there.
6530. "What was Ihe sfte of the shaft pillar on the front ? About 16 yards, so far as my memory serves
me, hut I cannot say with any exactness.
6531. Was that pillar broken in any way—was there a small road through it? Not to my knowledge.
There was a small road between tho arch of tbo furnace and the coal. I would have to turn edgeways to
go through. It would be about 2 feet wide between the arch of the brickwork and tbe pillar side.
6532. What distance was that in? On that side it was in 5 or 6 yards, and then it went into a small
pick-rack. It was originally a side of the rib, and they had a small pick-rack there for the men to get
their tools when they went down. (See sketch Appendix).
0533. Had you generally to put in timber to save the road leading into that on either of the sides ? On
the low side I never put in a stick. With regard to the crush on the northern side, I timbered and put
in chocks along the edge of the main shaft pillar.
6534. Had that working been carried out long before you went there ? Yes, prior to my taking charge ;
in fact, the crush was virtually over when I took charge, and it was the after effects that I was protecting
myself against with the timber.
6535. Would that crush be quite settled for some time? No, for some months after it would not bo
thoroughly quiet, but the actual danger would bo over.
6536. Did you take this course to guard against the possibility of this load coming down ? Yes.
6537. Do you know the system carried out with regard to working the colliery ? Yes, pillar and stall.
6538.
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J. A. Neilson. 6538. Was it the usual district system of 8-yard herds and 4-yard pillars ? I never saw any of the workEsqjugs in the crush, but the plan showed 8-yard bords aud 6-yard pillars. In the actual working that was
tho system before I took charge.
8 Oct., 189o. cg3c)_ j)0 y0U know the depth of the shaft? It was between 450 and 500 feet.
6540. Mr. Gregson.'] Was that the depth of the upcast shaft? Tes. _
6541. Mr, Curleg.] What pillars did you carry at West Wallsend? Eight-yard bords and 8-yard pillars.
6542. Do you think the increased size of the pillar is an advantage ? It depends on circumstances
entirely.
6543. Well, say, for a mine of that depth ? Then, it depends on circumstances.
.
6544. "What particular circumstances does it depend upon? The pillars iu "West "Wallsend were increased
to that thickness, because we were just breaking away from around the shaft. Wo wore opening out the
workings from tho shaft at that time.
. .
6545. Would you not leave a larger pillar as a shaft pillar ? We left 120 yards around the shait. Ine
size of the pillars would depend upon the nature of the roof to a great extent.
t j
j
6546. In a mine of that depth, would you not consider the 8-yard pillar au advantage ? It depends upon
the circumstances of the roof, and the system of the working iu which they are taking tho pillars out.
6547. Have you seen a statement by Wardio with regard to the working ot pillars ? Ivo.
6,»iS. Will you look at his “Ecfcr'ence Book on Practical Mining” (3rd edition, page 262), and tell us
what he says there? Yes; “ Many good collieries have been ruined, and thousands of acres of valuable
coal lost through having the pillars of too small dimensions,”
_
6549. Do you think that small pillars are a danger and a menace to a colliery ? If the pillars are too
small, certainly.
6550. Do you think, from what you know of tlie Northern District, that many ox these pillars have been
left too small ? I have seen coal lost with pillars being too small. _
6551. Would tiiat lead yon to the belief that an increased size of pillars would he a superior system of
management ? No ; not in all cases. J have been taught by my father’s records that in some collieries
jn tlie district tho system is the best to get the greatest amount of coal per acre.
6552. Have you not to look to something else besides winning coal ? Tes; there are all sorts of con
siderations.
_
6553. Are there no considerations for the safety of the workmeu ? Tes.
6554. Is not that the prime consideration ? I have always considered the safety of the workmen first,
and the commercial part of the business afterwards.
_
6555. Do vou know that tlie opinion is gaining ground that the larger the pillar the greater the quantity
of coal to be got ? We have found that with the smaller pillar in some cases wo get more coal per acre.
6556. Have you read any authors in connection with colliery management in Eogland ? Tes,
6557. Do they not approve of the larger pillars ? Tes.
.
T
6558. Do they not state that a larger quantity of coal can be got out by leaving larger pillars ? Yes ;
most of tho authors say that.
6559. If that obtains in England, don’t you think it will have the same application here? It may not
obtain in every place; it all depends on tbe system adopted.
_
<
,
,
6560. In a genera] way, do you not think it would have the same application here ? I should think it
would.
6561. Are not the main roads leading to the shafts the only outlets for the men? Tes.
_
6562. Do you think that these roads should be above suspicion at all times with regard to the size of the
pillars that are left there ? Yes.
...
.
6563. Kcgarding tho spare shaft you have spoken of at Waratah, what condition is that shaft in? I have
no idea; I have never been down it.
_
6564. Was tiiat shaft in disuse when you went there ? Yes.
_
6565. Do you know from any records why that shaft was abandoned ? The secretary told mo that it was
unnecessary with tho other shaft they had there.
0566. Erom the collapse of that shaft, did that impress you with the idea tiiat it would bo better to wall
or brick these shafts ? I always prefer brickiug.
6567. Do you think that shafts should be at a reasonable distance apart ? Yes.
6568. How far apart do you think they should be ? If the two shafts arc to bo close together, I would
not have them any nearer than 20 yards.
'
0569. Do you know that in the Northern districts fhat some of the collieries are put down on a good deal
of delta ? Yes.
_
_
_
....
6570. If those shafts were nearly approximating one another, and an accident took place, is it not possible
that silt might keep running ? Yes; where shafts are close together there is a liability to that happening.
6571. Do you think that 20 yards is a sufficient distance for shafts to be apart in such cases ? I have not
had any experience of that sort,
^
0572. Did you see the sand that washed into the Eerndale Colliery ? No.
6573. Wore you down at the scene of that disturbance ? No.
6574. Do not you tbink that shafts 20 yards apart would be rather near iu such a case as that? On
considering it,' I think it would be rather near on a delta colliery, or quicksand. It depends on the depth
of the quicksand of course.
6575. Were you working 6-yard pillars or 4-yard pillars at the Waratah Colliery ? [ was working on two
different systems at that colliery. I finished up all the old workings on the old system.
6576. What was the old system? Eight-yard bords and 6-yard pillars. Under tlie new system I was
going to start 8-yard bords and 8-yard pillars on the new main roads that were being driven.
6577. Do yon consider that if a pillar is intended to be left a certain size it should be left that size? I
believe that if a pillar is intended to be left 8 yards it should be left 8 yards.
_
6573. Do you think that there should be some endeavour to keep the pillars to a uniform size ? Yes.
6579. Was that done under the 4-yard pillar system in any of the collieries you know of;—were tho
pillars kept to a uniform size? Every care was taken at Wallsend. In the new tunnel, wc had a
4-yard system, and regular measurements were taken by the overman.
6580. Did you ever know of one pillar encroaching on another pillar ? That was according to arrange
ments.
6581. What do you mean by according to arrangements? By my father’s orders — the manager’s
instructions in crop coal.
6582.
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6oS2. Have you ever noticed that narrow pillars are very difficult for men to work in, in cases where the
^eibon,
root is down on each side of the pillar, through a lot of refuse tumbling on each side of the pillar? It
'Estl‘
depends on how they wora. At Wallsend they would leave two ribs on, and there was no difficulty, and
at collieries I have visited lately they do tbo same thing.
8 0et-' m°t^-I1 ttl?t ri? ans1wer t,1° .Purpose ? It stops on long enough to keep the fall from the next bord.
byo*. Js it not only a shell? Yes, it is met by timber, on the side of the rib* Of course* cases do occur
where it comes through.
6585 When you were managing collieries, how did you read the present Coal Mines Regulation Act with
regard to ventilation ? I read it tiiat it was necessary to give 100 cubic feet of pure air for every man
boy, aud horse.
J
65SG, Does not the Act say that that has to be the minimum quantity of air ? Tes.
6587. Did you make Ihe minimum the maximum ? No, it is seldom that it is so,
6588. In every case where that was carried out, have you only had 100 cubic feet of air, wherever you had
cufori a
^0U work lm^el' ^)e Bplit system .at tbe collieries you wero managing? Tes.
6589. Supposing you had 100 cubic feet of air, for each man, hoy, and horse, in these splits, would you
consider the Act had been complied with? Certainly not, if there were other reasons that made it
ncces.wv to have more air.
6590. M hat do you mean by other reasons to have more air ? The presence of a great quantity of gas
might make it necessary to have more air, or the 100 cubic feet of air might be adequate where there was
6591. Putting tho question of gas on one side, if you had no gas there, and every man, hoy, and horse was
getting tins 100 cubic feet of air, would you consider that fully met tbe requirements of the Act? I
6592. Would you think the A ct complied with, when tlie minimum quantity was supplied ? Tes, if I had
that quantity of air, I would consider it sufficient.
6598. Would you think you had complied with the Act ? Tes.
6591. Will you look at the sections in the present Act dealing with ventilation (see Appendix B)
Do you sec anything about an adequate quantity of air, in sub-section 2? Tes.
595. Do you think that the two clauses should be read together, the adequate quantity and the minimum
quantity r It depends on circumstances entirely.
O.jOG, Do you mean where there is no gas ? 1 might have more than au adequate quantity for clearing
the ordinary gases, apart from fire-damp.
u
^
D
6597. In any case, if you bad 100 cubic feet of air, would you consider the Act was complied with where
there was no gas ? les ; under ordinary circumstances, under general conditions, 1 would consider that
l hud iulhlled the requirements of the Act if I had 100 cubic feet of air per minute.
6u9S. Did you find any section of the Waratah Colliery difficult to ventilate ? Tes ; we had a difficulty
in two bords next to the crush, but that was stopped immediately. I changed tlie system when I went
thorc, iuid ive found no diflicuity whatever.
6599. When you ’were there as manager did the company’s weighman have anv other duties to perform
besides his weighing ? Ihe weighman had no duties apart from the weighino- "
6600. Was he kept at the weighbridge the whole of tbe time ? Tes ; cleaning and weighing the coal on
tlie weighbridge.
D
o &
oono"
y°U Hn0W
aTem.ge miIpher of skips that werc weighed in a day ? I havo no recollection.
ObLL. Did you leave the business of weighing pretty well between the company’s weighman and the
miners clieck-weighman . The screen overseer -was there to superintend any matters, and the weighing
rmvi rv i* ,
eft between the miners’ check-weighman and the company’s weighman
ObOd. Did the men ever make any complaints to you about the weighing? I do not recollect anv
complaints.
o
j
[Witness withdrew.]
Duncan M'Geachie sworn and examined :~
6601. J/r. Curley.] What is your occupation, Mr. M'Geachio ? I am a colliery manager
D. M^Cioachie,
6605. What collicry are you managing at present ? Tho Waratah Colliery.
Esq.
6606. Have 3rou had charge of any other collieries? Yes,
6607. Where ? Some at home, and some here.
8 Oct-.. 1895,
6608. IVhat collieries have you been connected with in Great Britain? I worked for the Carron
Company m all the different branches of colliery work, and at the latter end as general assistant.
untd I came out hme0
^
°t lCr eollicrieS in Bcotknd ?
o ; I was with the Carron Company
6610. What collieries have you been identified with out here? The Greta and the New Wallsend
dSctT’ and the °nC 1 ‘am m n°W m the northeril tiistl'ict;> and the CoalclifE colliery in the southern
ww we™.you'?,t bbe Greta Colliery ? Surveyor ami general assistant.
ivnV vir
P081*1,011 dlcl 70U oecuPy ^ the Coalelift' Colliery ? I was the manager of the CoalclifE Colliery
6613. Were you the manager at Now Wallsend? Tes.
J
£oes y°ur experience of collieries extend over a number of years ? Tes.
rclc' ri
l0^S haVe y0v-1:'eeJ1 ilt tlie Waratllh Colliery ? About eighteen months, I think.
Do you know anything about the system of weighing at Waratah ? Tes.
obi f, Dow arc the men paid there ? By average weight,
6018. Is there a weighman on behalf of the company there ? Tes.
6619. Is he stationed there ? Tes.
"
ooo?' tt heithere eVery
He is suPPoscd t0 be there every day.
fiROO tTi* 36 r/b dutieS to Per£.orm besides weighing ? He supervises the other men on the pit-top.
he is wdghiEgkmd °f f0relI,£m °Ver the t0I) mon ? Yes; he can see everything from the machine when
work-i• P°SCyi!iiPCTf0r!n
clerical duties
the colliery ? Tes; he has to do all the clerical
work in connection with the weighing, but I think ho generally does that at night.
6624.
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D.M'Greachio, GG24. Are there any days that }'OU do uot weigh nt all? Not that I am aware of. but if we are running
unscreened coal it is rather awkward to weigh. Last week, I. think, wo loaded some unscreened coal, aud
S Oct 1895 ^ere
possibly have been no weighing done on that jiarticular day.
’
GG25. Will you explain what you mean? Our weigh-scrccn is on tho large coal road,and anv coal
weighed when we are sending away unscreened coal, would be sent away as such. On that account
there might be no weighing on that particular day, but I could not say whether there was or was not.
0G2G, Do you take unscreened coal over your shaker? Yes ; everything goesover the shaker.
6627. What difficulty stands in the road of weighing ? None ; but, as 1 have already said, every skip of
coal weighed when loading unscreened coal would go away as unscreened. It is not a difficulty.
6G28. Is that tho reason you give for no coal being weiglicd on certain days ? Yes: for no coal being
weighed on these days.
GG29. Have you any idea of the average number of skips that are weighed every day ? I think about
twenty-five or thirty skips per day.
6630. Do jrou think it is as many as that ? Some days last fortnight we were over thirty skips, and I
should say we would a\erage from twenty-five to thirty skips per day for tlie last fortnight,
6631. Do you know that the average number of skips weighed for the last (hree months has been seventeen
per day ? 1 cannot say for so long a time as that. I am referring to tho last fortnight; but I think the
average must be more than you mention.
6632. Do you think the check-weighman ought to know ? He should know if he is there at all times
when skips are being weighed, but there are many times skips may be weighed when be is not there;
such as days when the special places only are working.
6633. How many men have you in these special places? From fourteen to sixteen; but for the last
fortnight wo have had very few special places going,
603t. Have you had any complaints upon the subject of weighing from the men? Home time ago I had,
but since then I have weighed more skips than they anticipated could be w-eighed.
6635. How1 many skips was that ? Wn havo weighed over thirty in one day, and they were under the
impression that fifteen was the greatest number that could be weighed. We put up a new weigh-screen
and bridge, aud can weigh more skips than with the old one.
6636. Are you sure that you have weighed thirty skips in one day? Yes, because I have seen it in the
book.
”
*
6637. If you havo doue that once, can you not do it again ? Yes.
663S. "Was that number of skips weighed w-hen the colliery was going a full day? Yes.
6639. How many skips do you draw on an average in the day ? Four or five hundred skips.
6640. What do these skips carry? They average from 12 to 13 cwt.; some of the skips go 9 cwt., and
sonic 16 cwt., and the general average is about 124- cwt.
6611. Do you consider that is a very high number of skips to weigh out of the number of skipsthat come
out of the pit daily ? I do not see that it makes any difference what number of skips areweighed, so
long as the men fill honestly. If a man fills every skip alike, it can make very little difference to him.
6612. Do you know, from your oxperience, that it is utterly impossible to fill all skips to weigh alike ?
We have weighed as high as tour skips in a day from one bord, and found not more than half a cwt. of
difference.
■
6643. Does not a miner get into tender coal sometimes ? Very seldom at Waratah.
6644. Have you no tender coal at Waratah ? No ; it is all good coal there.
6645. Have you any faults in the mine? There are, but not in the present workings.
6646. Do you not get tender coal adjacent to these faults? We have crossed none'in my time.
6047. Do you think you would get a more exact average if you weighed a greater number of skips than
you do weigh ? I find very little difference, taking the fortnight all through. We like to weigh as many
skips a-s we can to comply with the wish ef the men as much as possible.
661S. How do you weigh your waggons for the colliery? We weigh ourselves, and take the Government
weight also.
6649. Do you ever compare that weight with what you pay the men for ? It comes out very near. Some
times we pay the men for more coal than we get, and sometimes we may be a few tons to tho good.
6650. Have yon struck an average covering three or twelve months as to tho loss or gain on each side? I
_
strike it each fortnight. Home fortnights it is a little to the good, and some fortnights a little to the bad, but
for the whole year I do not think there would be a difference of 20 tons either way. I could not sav
positively whether it would be a gain or a loss for tbe year.
*
'
6651. Have you been at the Waratah Colliery for twelve months ? Yes.
■6652. Do you say that you have made no comparison of these weights for the twelve months tiiat you have
been there ? No : I hme not.
'
6653. Do you inspect the shafts pretty regularly at Waratah? The shafts are inspected every'week,
sometimes oftener. They are always inspected on the Saturday.
6654. How are the shafts standing at the present time ? Pretty fair,
6655. Do you know that there was a collapse at the main abaft some time ago? Yes; I have heard that.
6656. Have you any cribs in the main shaft ? There are no cribs in the main shaft,
6657. Is the main shaft walled ? It is bricked down to the solid rock.
6658. Have you looked pretty well about the furnace shaft ? Yes.
6659. And about the roadways at the bottom leading to it? There is only onemain road leading to the
furnace shaft. We have made a new road there recently'.
■6660. Have you abandoned tbe old road ? Yes.
■6661. Why did you do that ? Because she was crushing too much.
6662. Was that on the old road ? Yes.
6663. Were you afraid that the road would collapse? Yes. I could seo that it would collapse.
■
6664. Do you consider that this new road that you have made will be much safer ? Yes, it is perfect!v
safe. It is on good ground as far as can bo seen at present.
‘
6665. From what you saw of that crushing, what opinion did you form of the pillars in that localilv 7
'There would be very little pillars there I should think from what I have seen.
1
’
6GC6. AVhat system of work arc you carrying out at present? Bord and pillar.
6667. What is the width of your hord ? The bords are 8 yards and 12 yards, andwchave alsonarrow
bords 4 yards.
.
'
'
6068.
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666S. Is tins 12-yard bord a new idea ? No.
D.M'Geachie,
0069. Is it a new idea up in tiiat district ? It may be new in that district.
®scl6670. Is it a now idea in "Waratah ? Tes ; it is the first at Waratah that I am aware of.
f
6671. Had you any difficulty in coming to any arrangement with the men in connection with that system ®
of working? No, not after they got started with it.
6672. Had you any difficulty with the officers of the Miners’ Association in any way? No, I cannot say
I had,
Of course, they did not care about mating a start; but after they did, they were quite satisfied
with the work. It is very hard to tell what may be called a difficulty with the officers of the Miners’
Association.
6673. Had you any difficulty about terms to commence upon ? No, none whatever, any more than a
"consultation once or twice.
‘ ’
6674. I\ ould you call that hostile opposition? Not by any means ; it was easily got over.
.
6675. What pillars are you leaving at Waratah? From 8 yards to 16 yards.
6676. Ho you believe in larger pillars being left? Yes; 1 believe in good large pillars, although those
who leave large pillars are often crippled by others who do not leave them, simply because they have less
yardage. It does not take so much yardage to work the small pillars. People who work with small
pillars can often work at a less cost than people who leave large pillars.
6677. Ho you not come in with the large pillar later on? We have not come to that, .
6673. Is not that a compensating element? Yes, to a certain extent, of course; but you have to live
until you get that.
6679. Ho you know that pillar work is worked at a less rate than solid work ? I am aware of that.
6680. Ho you know that pillar work is worked at a loss price than the other work, and will not this com
pensate you for the yard work? Yes ; but you have to look a long while before you. .
6681. Does not the Company take the colliery in the aggregate, looking at the question of costs; —do they
not look upon the mine as a whole? They have to look to the present as well as the future. We may
not get pillars for four or five years, owing to the work that has been done there previously.
6682. What do you mean by that? Wc do not know how she has been crashing; and if we began to
remove the pillars now we might do something detrimental to our own interest. I want to leave some
thing solid between the old work and the new work.
66S3. Ho you think that is owing to the thin pillars left there previously ? Yes ; to the insufficiency of
pillars.
6684, Hoes that now road to the upcast shaft give a better outlet ? It is more direct for the men who
are at work. It is much shorter and more direct.
0685. Has your ventilation been improved by it ? It has a little ; but we improved the ventilation very
materially before making that road.
6686. How is the colliery ventilated as a whole ? Pair.
6687. Mr. Gregson^ Is the colliery ventilated by furnace ? Yes.
6688. Are yon still using the furnace ? Yes.
6689. Are you putting up a fan ? Yes ; we are just starting at the foundations now.
6690. Mr. Curley,'] Is your furnace-man there all day ? Yes.
6691. When does be begin work ? A.t 4’30 in the morning, with the fireman.
6692. Ho you find any of the rise places difficult to ventilate? We did not work them for some time
after starting^ At first there was no ventilation there at all, no doubt caused through the crushing in of
some of tlie old workings.
6693. Had you any complaints about the ventilation from the men? No.
6694. Not then ? No, there were no men in that section.
6695. Have some of the men complained to yon since? I removed ten men from a split last week,
through the making of the new road interfering with the ventilation. '
■
6696. What did you do with those men ? I put them in at night instead of in the day.
6697. How do you read the present Act, with regard to ventilation [see Appendix B.] ? I take - it that
every man must get 100 cubic feet of air per minute.
6698. President.] If he has 100 cubic feet of air, has he enough ? In some cases he would have euongh,
and in other cases he would not; it depends altogether on the conditions. In some mines 300 cubic feet
of air would not be enough for a man.
6699. Supposing it is not a gassy mine, and 1O0 feet is going along the airway, and there are complaints
about the air, would that quantity bo sufficient according to the Act ? It -all depends upon the condi
tions. Every mine is under different conditions, and what will suit one mine will not suit another.
6700. Mr. Curley.] Take your own mine,—have you any fire-damp there? Yes,
6701. In what district do you find this fire-damp ? Iu the new headings. I work part of the mine with
safety-lamps,
6702. Is there much fire-damp given off? Sufficient to warn me to work with safety-lamps.
6703. Hoes that cover much of your mine ? I have only the two prospecting headings going in that
way, but we will have a large field of coal there directly.
6704. Have you any fire-damp in the other districts ? I have only seen fire-damp in one part of the mine.
6705. If you gave 100 cubic feet of air there, would you consider that the Act had been complied with ?
Yes ; in any district 1 would he complying with the Act.
6706. President.] Why would you be complying with the Act ? Because the Act stipulates 100 cubic
feet of air.
6707. Will you look at tho Act; it says ;—
(2) An adequate amount of ventilation shall he constantly produced in every mine to dilute and render harmless
noxious gases, to such an extent that the working places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine and the
travelling roads to and from such working places shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
(3) An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum) than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute
for each man, hoy, and horse, which shall sweep undiminished along the airway past each working place,
*

What do you say to that ? I think an adequate amount of ventilation is sufficient to cover the whole
thing, and that it should be left to the management to say what is an adequate amount of ventilation.
6708. Do you mean to say that there is no need for aminimum quantity to be stipulated ? Yes ; that might
cover the faults of careless management. Careful managers will see that they have an adequate amount.
6709. Suppose you have 100 cubic feet of air going through your mine, do you consider that the Act is
complied with ? Yes, if we have 100 cubic feet of air for every man, boy, and horse.
6710.
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Act is complied with whether that is enough or not ? If vou have 100 cubic feet
ot air you are complying with the Act.
'
8 Oct., 1895. 6711- .Does not the Act say, “ Arot less, as a minimum ” P Tes.
G/12, Tou must have 100 cubic feet of air under all circumstances; and if more air is necessary, surely
more air must be given? Tes, I admit that; but I would consider I would be complying with the Act
if I had 100 cubic feet of air for every man.
0713. What effect do you give to the adequate amount ? That it shall mean not less than 100 cubic feet
of air.
0714. What sense do you give the word adequate " ? What you think is a fair quantity to keep the
place clear.
6715. If 100 feet is not enough, must you not have 1,000 feet if necessary ? Certainly.
0710. I do not understand what you mean by complying with the Act. The Act, as 1 read it, means that
you must have 100 feet of air, and just_as much mure as the men want? 1 was always under the
impression that if you had 100 cubic iect of air tor every man you covered the Act*
C/17. Mr. Gregson.] AVhat do you think now ? It is explained now in a verv different way,
C/1S, How do you take the explanation—do you think it covers the Act now as it stands P X do not
follow it.
G719. Can you tell us why ? Simply because of ihe words, u not less, as a minimum, than 100 cubic feet
ot air per minute.
If I had that I always thought I was clear of the Act, but in tlie meantime wc have
three tunes that quantity of air.
0/20. President.lake a case in which 100 cubic feet of air is absolutely insufficient, do you sav you can
not be found fault'nith under this Act ? Yes; if you can get 100 cubic feet of air for every man, it
must be fit to live in,
*
6721 Supposing by reason of some external cause, say a blazing hot wind or bush fires, you send
100 feet of air, but still the men are absolutely hardly able to breathe, do you mean to say that you have
complied with the Act? So far as any prosecution is concerned I would consider I was clear of the Act,
but hi a jmse of tbat kind I would say that the men would icquire more air.
6722. Will you look at sub-section 3 and strike out the words “ not less, as a minimum, than, ” and read
the clause as it stands without these wordsyou dearly then comply with the Act if you give 100 cubic
feet of pure air
those words, therefore, “ not less, as a minimum, than,” might as well he left out of
the Act altogetherwhy arc these words put there at all? I suppose vou can increase it beyond
100 feet it you like,
“
‘
6723. Mr. Curley.] Is not that making the minimum the maximum, as the section stands ? No doubt
it is.
§724: President.] If you say that you have complied with the Act when you give 100 cubic feet of air, is
not that making the minimum the maximum quantity, as Mr. Curley savs ? I think the Endish Act is
very clear on that point.
‘
672o. Mi. Curley.] Have you had any particular instance, when the inspector has made an examination,
where you havo just been within the meaning of the Act? It has never been reported to me if tbat was
tbe case.
6i2G. Mr. Gregson^] Has the inspector ever found fault with any part of the arrangement in your
c4® J1,erJr
been highly pleased with all the alterations that we have made in the ventilation.
Have you looked over the proposed new Bill ? I have only seen it once, or so.
6725. Have you given any attention to it? Tes.
6726. Were you acquainted with the English Act before this ? Tes.
6730. Mr. Gregson.] Are you speaking of the Act of 1S72 ? Tes.
6731. President.} When did you come out to this Colony ? About eight years ago.
6732. Would the Act of 1872 have been in operation when you left England ? Tes, about then.
6/33. Mr. Curley.] Have you read the English Act of 18S7 ? No, I have not.
6734. Ho you know the provision in the proposed Bill with regard to the powers of inspectors. Will
youjook at section 21, sub-section 5, on page 8 [see Appendix A.] ? Tes.
6/35, Ho you think that the power to withdraw men in case of danger should bo invested in the
inspector ? I do not think that it should be invested altogether in the inspector.
6736. Why P I think the manager should say whether the men should be withdrawn, as he has the
whole responsibility of tbe mine. He is there continually, and the inspector only glances through the
imne, the manager should therefore know more of the details than the inspector.
°
6737. Should not an inspector know that an inflammable gas is a dangerous thin"-? Tes.
678S. If there was a difference of opinion between an inspector and the manager about an impending
danger, do }ou think the manager should override the opinion of the inspector? I cannot see why the
inspector should have the whole power to stop the working of a colliery.
'
6739. Ho you think an inspector would do such a thing for any trivial little matter? I do not say he
would, and I do not think that any manager would keep men in a mine if he thought there was danger.
6740. Ho you not think that managers are liable to be mistaken in their judgments as well as inspectors?
Ao doubt they arc, but the manager should know moro than the inspector, who comes only for an hour
and goes through the place every month or six iveeks.
’
6741. If an inspector has been in the district for a number of years, and is going round these mines from
time to tunc, may be not know as much as the manager ? Tes, in a general way, but not as to details.
6/4i. Are not most of the inspectors men of observation? Tes; and a great many managers are the
same.
6743. An inspector comes to a mine for a particular purpose, to examine the mine and use his observation,
and to note every passing event be sees? No doubt.
6744. Might he not in particular cases of apparent danger see something prior even to the manager, and
know what should be done under such circumstances? I cannot see that he could.
°
6745. Jn certain cases, if a manager has a pushing trade to do, might not one of the motives, as far as ho is
concerned, be to meet his output ? No ; I do not think that is a manager’s views altogether. I think
rhe managers of all collieries have as great respect for the lives of those under them as any inspectors.
6/46. Might not lhat be one of the motives that would weigh with a manager ? Tes ; he has to get out
as much coal as possible.
a
6747.
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Would the exigency to get a good output, to meet pressing trade demands, make a D.M‘Gcae]iie,
^rra^e danger ? No ; not in the least degree ;—at all events, it would not do so with me.
t»/4S. While it might not do so with you, are there not other managers besides yourself whose judgments
might be affected from this cause ? I take it that other managers are as careful as I am, and 1 wouldnot ® et'' * fl'
put men s lives in danger for the sake of a few- tons of coal.
<1749, H an inspector came to a colliery, and in his opinion he thought it was not safe, and the manager
thought it was safe, do yon think that the manager’s opinion should override the inspector’s opinion?
The manager, in my opinion, is the responsible man, and surely he would not keep men there under such
circumstances.
6750. Suppose an inspector came and saw what he thought wras imminent danger, and that serious loss of life
might ensue if the men were not withdrawn, but tbe manager thought otherwise and would not withdraw
the men, how would you end a controversy of that kind ? If an inspector could point out to mo where
the danger was to arise from, I might accept his views.
110*'
nutke the inspector's voice of no cSect;—would his opinion not be set on one side
in holding to the Act? Suppose the safety of the men is concerned, I do not think the manager would
look to the .Act; I think he would see first to the safety of ihe men.
61 ol. Mr. Gregson.'} If the inspector could give you reason to think that he has reasonable grounds for
apprehending danger, would you not give way? Tes, of course; but I would sav tbat the manager
should be the responsible party. The inspector might come and see a little danger,‘but a great deal of
the details he might know nothing about. To knmv as much as the manager, be would have to know
everything from the main downcast shaft to the upcast shaft.
6/53. President.'] You think that the inspector might withdraw the men from a supposed danger ? Tes;
he might take for a real danger what was only a supposed danger. No man knows these things except
the manager, who has charge ot the pit. An inspector cannot go into the details of the colliery in the
same way as a manager. The manager has everything at his finger-ends, and the inspector lias not.
G/o4. Mr. Curley.. Would not an inspector, before ho took a step of that kind, converse with the manager
and ask his opinion . I do not know that he would; he could snap his fingers in the manager’s face with
this power.
6755. President] 'Would you give an inspector power to withdraw the men in case of imminent and
immediate danger, with the provision that the manager, if he objected, could appeal to the Minister at
once, and have the matter settled by arbitration ? 1 think tiiat power would he a great drawback to the
colliery.
J? 'n^ia^
^ because the colliery would have to stand while the arbitration was going on,
. i,'‘ . ® you think an inspector would dare to withdraw' the men unless it was in a case of imminent or
immediate danger ? In the meantime the manager sees the imminent danger, and has the men with
drawn.
^758. Mr. Greyson.] Can you imagine a case in wdiich it would he possible for an inspector making
periodical visits to the pit to see an impending^ danger that would not be known to the manager or the
,6 ^ltuc? I do not think I could imagine such a ease; such a thing could hardlv occur.
0/59. Would not a manager or an overman know what his duty was if he saw impending' danger in a
mine r Tes ; the first thing a manager would think about would be tbe safety of tbe men.
6760. President.] Would that be the case with all managers ; would all managers do that ? Anv managers
I have met would not hesitate to do a thing of that kind,
'
°
you „mefc
managers ? I have met a great many managers in the north and in the south,
and I think the first thing they would fly to would be the safety of tbe meu.
6762. Mr. Curley] Can you not understand a difference of opinion arising between an inspector and the
manager ? 1 can, iu isolated cases.
6763. I will put a case: a mine is giving off a fair quantity of gas, and the inspector goes in aud finds
the ventilation is not suflicient to cope with the gas, that an explosion may occur at any moment, and he
says to the manager, 1 am afraid there is some danger in there; I have noticed a certain quantity of gas,
and you have no safety-lamps; the men are all working with naked lights, and I think these men oindit to
be withdrawn until such a time as they are supplied with safety-lamps, or until you get a better current
ot ventilation ”; but the manager says, “ No, I think the matter is all right, there is no fear, and I decline
to withdraw the men ” ; would you give the inspector power to withdraw the men under such circumstances
as these . I think very few men would do such a thing as that. A manager would never allow men to
work with naked lights in the face of gas, and, if the men were working with naked lights, the inspector
would not bo likely to go in with a safety-lamp to find it,.
6764. Do you know that in this Colony an individual instance has taken place at one of the collieries
trom this cause, where men have worked through a portion of the day, ami have come bade from their
work to take their breakfast, and when they have gone into the mine again a gas explosion has occurred ?
Where did the gas come from?
(>7Co. It was in the working-place? "Where you arc working coal there is always a certain amount of
i^isk to he rum and that is a thing that could not be known to the inspector or the manager.
6766. If a series of accidents had taken place from this cause, it must not only have been seen, but it
must also have been known. If an inspector said that the men should be withdrawn until’ better
ventilation or safety-lamps were provided, do you tbink a manager’s opinion should override an inspector's
opinion in a ease like that? I cannot see tbat any manager would stoop to do a thing of that kind—
thatjie would keep men working, where gas would explode, with a naked light.
°
6767. If a series of accidents had taken place in a section of a mine, would you not have a knowledge of
that, and know that fire-damp was given off; if you did not provide the meu with safety-lamps, or with
draw them, and the inspector came round and said that you must withdraw them, would not that be a
case for them to be withdrawn ? With me there would’be a provision to guard against tbat. If there
was gas there, and men were working with naked lights, it would explode before any person could tell.
In a section of a mine where such was the case, I would not allow men to work with naked li<dits.
676S Would you give an inspector power to withdraw the men in a case of that kind? 1°should sav
that the manager of that mine should not be a manager.
'
6769. Would that help matters if an inspector said the men ought to be withdrawn ; should his opinion
prevail ? I think that is an isolated case.
6770.
President^]
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D.M'Q-cachie, 6770. Would you, in such a case as that, give the inspector power to withdraw the men P 1 think that
■“‘Ipower should be invested in the management.
management will not do it, do you think the inspector should have tho power ? I think
‘ there is a great danger in giving that power to the inspectors.
6772. Wight not an inspector, on the other hand, be as good a man as the manager, or even better ?
Yes, even a better man. I confess they may be better men than I am, but they cannot know as much
about the mine as the manager.
6773. Could not an inspector lenow something about a circumstance like that 1 have brought under your
notice ? I cannot think any manager would do such a thiug as that.
6774. Would you give an inspector power under such circumstances as these to withdraw the men if the
manager declined to do it ? Xo ; I would not give the inspector power to withdraw the men.
6775. Would you run the risk? No; I would not run the risk. If I thought there was any risk, the
men would not be there for one minute.
6776. Suppose that the roof was crushing down upon a number of small pillars, and you had a number of
men working in that district, and you could notice the roof working, and the inspector came along and
said, “ I am afraid you are going to have a crush here ; you had better get the men out,” but tho manager
said, “I do not think there is any great danger; I do not think the place will come in just yet” ;—would
you then give the inspector power to withdraw the men ? I do not think it is possible for the inspector
to know when a mine would collapse. Tlie nature of the coal and the nature of the roof would have to
be taken into consideration. It might crush for weeks and months, and the manager might know, but the
inspector could not tell when the crush would come. I think the manager would he the most capable
man to give au opinion on a matter of that kind,
~
6777. Could not the inspector examine the roof, and the pillars, and the floor, as well as the manager?
Yes; but you cannot tell by looking at the roof when the roof will fall.
6/78. In a case of that description, if the inspector held tho opinion that it was unsafe for the men to
work, would you not give him the power to withdraw the men ? I think the management should have
that power; I cannot alter what I hare already stated; I think the manager should know a little more
than the inspectors, because he hears the pit start crushing, and is there till she falls.
6779. Mr. Gregson.] Might not a manager be experienced, an overman be experienced, and a fireman
may go his rounds, and still there may be danger half-an-hour afterwards, which neither the manager, the
overman, nor the fireman could see? Yes ; and nothing in creation could prevent such.
6780. Mr. Gurley.'] Do yon think that mining legislation has tended to improve matters of that kind ?
Yes ; but it is impossible to foresee everything.
0781. In the event of your working the mine, and you considered that it was not necessary to withdraw
the men, although the inspector had been there and offered his opinion that he considered it was unsafe,
could the men come out of their own accord if they thought they should not work;—would you not expect
them to stay there and do their work if you thought there was no impending danger? No, certainly not;
because the Sule says that if there is any danger they must withdraw at once from where the danger is.
6782. Is not that always subject to your jurisdiction as the manager;—whatever they may think or say,
or whatever the Rules say, is not everything subject to your jurisdiction ? You cannot ask a man to go
into a place where he thinks it is dangerous. I do not think a manager would ask men to stay in a mine
if they thought it was dangerous.
'
6783. Do you think a deputy would ? No, 1 do not think so.
6784. Mr. Gregson.] I suppose you can imagine a case whore a man did leave his place, and the manager
disagreed with him;—would a manager he wicked enough, if a man left his place because it was
dangerous, to say that if he did not go back to his work he would have to leave his employment ? I do
not know any manager that would do such a thing.
6785. President.'] Y'ou seem to think the suggestions made in connection with this clause are worthless,
because they point to matters that are unlikely to arise ? Yes.
6786. That they are not practicable, or within the raugc of probability ? No.
■
6787. Mr. Gurley.] Do you know that there is something in the present Act dealing with the powers of
inspectors. Will you look at the 25th section of the present Act, on page 9 :—2
2o. If in any respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this Act or by any special rule) any
inspector find any mine or any part thereof or any matter thing or practice in or connected with any such mine to be
dangerous or defective so as iu his opinion to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person such inspector may give
notice m writing thereof to the owner or agent of the mine and shall state in such notice the particulars in which he
considers such mine or any part thereof or any matter thing or practice to be dangerous or defective and require the same
to be remedied aud unless the same be forthwith remedied the inspector shall also report the same to the Minister. If
the owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the notice he may' within seven days after
the receipt of such notice send his objection in writing stating the grounds thereof to the Minister and thereupon the matter
shall be determined by arbitration in manner provided by tins Act in relation to the special rules and tbo date of tho receipt
of such objection shall ho deemed to be the date of the reference If the owner or agent fail to comply cither with the
requisition of the notice given by the inspector when no objection is sent within tlie time aforesaid or with award made on
arbitration within twenty days after tlie receipt of such notice or the making of the award (as the case may be) he shall he
guilty of an offence against this Act and the notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written notice of such
offence Provided that the Court if satisfied that the owner or agent has taken active measures for complying with the
notice or award but has not with reasonable diligence been able to complete the works may adjourn any proceedings taken
before them for punishing such offence and if the works arc completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall be inflicted
No person shall be precluded by any agreement from doing sucli acts as may bo necessary to comply with the provisions of
this section or be liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts.

Do you see the power given to an inspector there ? Yes.
6788. Do you object to that power? No, 1 approve of that clause, because it gives time to consider the
matter, but to give an inspector power to stop a mine at a moments notice is out of tlie question altogether.
6789. 1 think you have assumed that there might be cases of imminent danger where a manager might
have to withdraw the men himself? You never know; it might happen iu my mine to-morrow. It
would not be tbe first time J. have had to withdraw men.
6790. You think that circumstances might arise over and over again where you may have to withdraw the
men ? Y'es ; circumstances may occur any day in any mine.
6791. If a manager has to take np this position, what is your objection to an inspector having the same
power? Because an inspector may stop a mine for a supposed'danger, but a manager knows whether
there
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there is danger or not, and he will withdraw the men if he sees danger. The inspector may think he seesD.M'G-eachie,
danger when there is really no danger.
Esq.
0702. Suppose a manager had great anxiety for the pit to go on working ? 1 do not think that any < -------manager ivould stoop to keep men’s lives in danger for all the output of the whole of the Newcastle ® Oet'i
mines,
G/93. Do you know that there is a colliery in the northern district where the inspectors liaye never been
satisfied as to its safety? No doubt the manager is satisfied that the mine is safe, otherwise he would not
be going on working.
6791. AV ould you care to take up a position of that kind yourself? I would rather not answer that
question unless pressed to do so.
[Witness withdrew.]

WEDNESDAY,

9

OCTOBER,

1895.

[The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary’* Office, at

10

a.m.-}

present:—
jPE/ANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C., President.
.TAMES CURLEY, Esq.
|
JESSE G-REG-SON, Esq.
George Wright Batey sworn and examined :—
6795. President.] What are you, Mr. Batcy ? I am Council Clerk at Greta.
Mr.
6796. Ha\e you followed any other occupation ? Yes ; 1 have been a coal-miner.
w- Batey.
6797. What collieries have you worked iu ? I have worked at Greta, the Glebe, and East AVaratah
Collieries, and I have been coal-mining in England,
3
679S. W7here have you been working in England ? In the Newcastle coal-fields, in the county of
Northumberland.
6799. Mr. Cttrlct/.'] AVhat collieries have you worked at in England? In the AVest AYylam Collieries,
under the Mickloy Coal Company.
6800. Lid you work long at West Wylam ? 1 went into the West AVylam Colliery when I was about
IdJ years of age,
6801. AVhat was the system of working there? Bord and pillar.
6802. AVhat was the width of the bonds ? 4 yard bords—12 feet.
6803. AVhat was the size of the pillars ? 16 yards by 22 yards.
GS04. Was the bord 22 yards in length ? Yes : 22 yards in length, and 4 yards wide. The cut-throughs
Avere 22 yards apart ; what we called walls.
k
0
6S05 Lo yon know the depth of that mine ? 1 am not certain. There were tunnels, and I think the
depth would be about 200 feet ; possibly less.
6806. AVhat was the thickness of the seam ? There were several seams.
6807 What was the thickness of the seam you worked in ? ] worked in them all ; they ranged from
- feet 3 inches to about 4 feet. There was one scam they called the yard seam, which was practically
speaking 3 feet thick.
i
j
6808. How was the ventilation conducted ; was any brattice used ?
Brattice was used whore necessary
of course. Ihe ventilation was pretty good owing to the bords being shorter, and the thickness of the
seam,
6809, Was that mine ventilated by furnace or by fan ? By fan
6310. How long have yon worked at the Greta Colliery ? Eor about three years, as near as I can
recollect; up to about four years ago.
6811. Did you work in different parts of the colliery? Yes.
6812. Are you acquainted with almost the whole of the workings of the colliery ? Practically speaking,
6813. Lid you over do any check inspecting at that colliery ? Yes I was check inspector for about 8
months.
6814. Is the Greta seam on an angle to the rise ? Ares; it dips about 1 in 5 or 1 in 6 : or from 10 to 1°
degrees*
6815. Loos it rise in the same proportion in the opposite direction ? Yes.
el1!?'
y°U eVC,1‘ D0l,’t;0 ally defccfa in connection with the ventillation when you were there? Yes.
6817. \V hat was the nature of these delects? The principal thing would be the want of ventilation at
the working face. Want of canvas, or some artificial means of carrying the air to the face, was the
principal defect.
68Lid you ahvays find sufficient air in the headings, or in the air course? As a rule, we found a
sufficient quantity of air in the main levels to meet the requirements, taking it on the average.
6819. IbyWeirt] AVhat do you call a sufficient quantity of air? Allowing 100 feet of air per man,
according to the wording of the Act.
6820. Mr. Curiey ] Did you find the minimum quantity of air there ? Yes.
6821. Bnsident.] Was that enough ? Of course, going by the Act it was.
6822. AVas it enough for the men ? My opinion would be"that it was not enough.
6823. Do you think that there ought to have been more air in tbe airways ? I think so.
6824. Mr. Curleyd\ On the main level, near the working place, did you find the air as brisk as von found
it on tbe mam roads ? No ; 1 have with me a diagram, that will illustrate what I wish to point out, if it
is admissible [Diagram produced, see Appendix 2].
68-.tr>. What does this diagram represent? A pair of levels: it is a sectional plan. Eight men are
working at the faces. A being the last cut-through the full quantity of air for these eight men, exclusive
oi unoplurB and horses—that is, say. one horse and one wheeler"-should go through E ; and the minimum
quantity would be 1.000 feet of air, but back in the main level from about (say) half-a-dozen to ten cuttliroughs the quantity, although being found there, was not found in tbe last cut-through. We could not
get a revolution oL' the instrument at A, because flic air was scaling through the previous cut-throu^hs.
and the men were complaining about tbe air being bad.
0S26.
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6826. How far was the ventilating current from the other places ?
GL W, Hater.

It would he within the 3o yards if
properly conducted, hut the air was scaling through the old cut-throughs.
9 Oct., 1895 6327. The air did not come up to the working-place S' Ho.
682S. ’What district did that represent? It was either the Ho. 1 or the Ho. 2 South level, on the north
side of the pit. I would not he sure whether it was the No. 1 or the Ho. 2 level. I have another diagram
referring to another district, called the Long Gig District. [See diagram. Appendix G 2.]
6329. Was there a defect there ? Yes; I had to call the Government inspector’s attention to this matter.
6830. What does that diagram illustrate ? The same defect, but there is a technical point raised on this
plan. With reference to the measurement the Act prescribes 35 yards, and the underground officials
were taking their measurements from the level. The men complained of the deficiency of air when
firing shots, and they had to come out for half-an-hour, until the smoke partially cleared away. As check
inspectors we based our measurements from the air current on the main level, and the underground
official took his measurements from the bottom of the heading, consequently the distance of the bord
wras less than 35 yards according to his measurements, and, according to our calculations, 38 yards. The
Government inspector made a special inspection of this particular locality through our having to report
the matter.
6831. Were you present at this inspection? Yes. Mr. Bates and Mr. Humble, Government inspectors,
the manager of ihc colliery, two underground officials, and myself and colleague were present.
6832. What locality was that in ? It was on the top of the Long gig, on the south side of the shaft.
6333. TV hose view of the matter did the Government inspectors bear out ? They substantiated mv view
of the matter.
*
6831. Did they uphold the views of the cheek inspectors? Yes.
6335. That the working-place was in advance of the air-current ? Yes ; it was 3 yards over (the distance.
6836. Was there any brattice used there at all, to conduct the air into that particular place ? Hone
whatever.
*
6337, Would the air be deficient there, apart from the shot-firing ? Yes,
6838, Was that to the rise of the mine ? Yes. Being to the rise, irrespective of the firing, the impure
air would stop in the place.
6339. There was nothing to drive it out? Nothing, except the passage of the skip.
6810. What means do you think should have been adopted ;—what was done ? Ho thing was done.
6811. Was nothing done after the inspectors were there ? Nothing was done till the Ho. 2 cut-through
was put through. When the No, 2 cut-through was put through, bratticing was put across Ho. 1 cutthrough, and consequently the air was forced up to Ho. 2 cut-through, past the bottom of the heading ;
that, of course, brought it within the distance.
6312. Did the manager endeavour to get that cut-through over as quickly as he could ? I'cs ; they had
just commenced it at that particular time.
6843. What was the thickness of the cut-throughs at that time ? 8 yards, I believe.
6314. Had you many complaints about the ventilation when you were going vour rounds as checkinspector ? Yes j I had once a case of my own, that 1 had to draw the attention of the officials to, of the
same nature.
6845. Was it a case similar to the one you have referred to? It was not the same distance; it was
within the distance, but the air was quite as deficieut
6846. Do you mean to say it was not over the 35 yards ? Yes; it was under the 35 yards.
6347. And was the air still defective? Yes; I had to leave the face on account of’the bad air affecting
my bead.
6848. You suffered personally from the effects of bad ventilation ? Yes.
6849. Had you to leave the colliery ? Ho; I had to leave the working-place and go down to the level to
get fresh air.
6850. Did you complain to the manager about this ? No, to the underground official.
6851. What did he say when, you made these representations to him ? He remarked that it wasnot as
bad as the C Pit. The C Pit had a particularly bad name at that time.
6852. Did you get any redress in connection with this matter ? Hone whatever. I remarked, what had
the C Pit to do with it ?
6853. Do you think that some steps should be taken to get the ventilation into the working-place ? Yes;
particularly with a seam of the nature of the Greta seam, owing to the amount of pitch.
6354. Do you know anything about the proposed Coal-mines Regulation Bill ? I have not had an
opportunity of going through it carefully. I have glanced at the ventilation clauses.
6855. Will you look at section [50] 47, rule 1, on page 23 of the Bill; the words crossed out and the
words in largo letters denote the amendments, made by the Legislative Council, and ■without the erasures
the clause reads as it was originally drafted {sec Appendix A) ;—will you read, the clause as it was
originally drafted ? Yes.
6356. Do you notice that it is proposed by tbe Legislative Assembly to make the minimum quantity of
air 150 cubic feet, and the cut-throughs 25 yards ? Yes.
*
6357. The Legislative Council erase these provisions, and think the ivord “adequate ” will meet all that
is required, and they substitute 35 yards, for 25 yards with regard to the cut-throughs. Do you consider,
that the proposed minimum quantity of 150 cubic feet, should be adhered to in the Bill ? Yes, I think it
should be adhered to.
6858. Are you of opinion that the word “ adequate ” would meet the case ? I do not think so; one man’s
opinion might differ from another man’s opinion on that word.
6859. What have you to say about the 25 yards ? I think it is quite enough; I think 35 yards is
considerably more than it should be.
6800. Do you find the air stagnant going to the rise at Greta ? Even at the 25-yards in a mine like the
Greta Mine it would require some bratticing. Places might be 20 yards in, or less, and then I have known
complaints to be made. The specific gravity of heated air being less than pure air, consequently it must
lodge in the face.
“
6861. Was the mine ventilated by fan or by furnace ? When I first started to work in the mine, in 1888,
the furnace was in operation.
6862. Was there a fan in operation later on? Yes; Mr. Robertson put up a fan, and abolished the
furnace.
6363.
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6863. During the periods you have referred to, with regard to the defects in the ventilation, was that
Mr.
during the time the fan was there, or during the time the furnace was there? I am under the impression ^
Batey.
that it was after the fan was in operation ; it was in the time of the fan.
6S6f. Win you look at section [49] 46, sub-aection 3, on page 23 of the Bill (see Appendix A). You
0t>'
will see a provision there for bratticing the places. The section proposes that the air shall be taken by
'
brattice or otherwise to within 15 yards of each working-place. What do you think of this provision ?
It would be an improvement.
G8G5. Do you think it would be a great improvement on the present system ? Decidedly.
6866. Do you think that brattice would be a very costly matter to the mine-owners ? It is a thing I
have never worked out, but I cannot sec that it would be a costly matter.
6867. Have you given the matter any consideration? No; not to go into figures.
6868. Is the Greta Colliery a dry colliery ? Yes; but there have been places wet to the dip,
6869. What is the average height of the seam ? The working seam upon an average is about 8 feet high,
and to go up to the brassy tops it would range from 12 to 15 feet.
6870. What is the usual height that is worked ? When I was in the colliery it was worked from the
floor up to the white stone, something like 8 feet, and I have known it 6 feet.
0871. Have you a lot of gob refuse iu the mine ? Yes, a good deal; there was more gob there than any
other colliery in the district as a rule.
6872. Is that owing to the refuse you got out of the seam ? Yes.
6873. Do you think that any portion of that refuse could bo utilised on the side of the road, to act as a
conductor in connection with brattice, to gob up a portion of the side? I dare say it could bo utilised.
6874. Is there much brattice used in that mine ? 1 should say, as a rule, very little, and only in tho
main levels. I have worked in main levels where bratticing was carried up to tbe prescribed distance iu
the Act.
6875. Was that in the leading roads ? Yes; where there was gas.
6876. Is there fire-damp given off at Greta ? Yes; I was nearly burnt once, and I have heard tell of
other men who have nearly been burnt by the explosion of gas.
6877. Have you heard tell of any accident occurring from gas exploding ? I have not heard of any serious
accident; just a little singe.
6878. Have you known of any men being incapacitated from following their work through gas exploding ?
No ; not during the time I have been at Greta.
6879. When you were check-inspecting, had you occasion to draw the manager’s attention to the gas ?
No, I cannot say that I have,
6880. Do yon always look upon it as an important matter where there is gas given off—fire-damp ? Yes;
tho only danger with gas was in some of the leading places.
6881. Was that where you were winning out new ground? Yes.
6882. Did you ever work any pillars at Greta? No, I have never done any pillar work at Greta.
6883. Did you see auy pillars worked there ? Well, scarcely; I have seen places going loose at one end;
two bords running together.
’
6884. Do you mean to say that you have seen pillars cut through when working a bord ? I would not
say that was the case, but I have known one bord that was working alongside of another old oue; tho two
places were not going at the same time.
6885. Were the bords driven by any line? As a rule, they were ; it was compulsory in Greta. It is a
different seam as far ns the cleavage is concerned. The backs or facings do not run parallel as iu other
seams.
6886. Was there any large fall, while you were at Greta, in connection with pillar-working ? Not tha
I am aware of.
6887. Do you know anything about the system of weighing at Greta? The system was an average;
they do not weigh every skip.
6888. Do you know that there is a jiroposal in the Bill to shorten tho hours of employment to eight per
day (see Appendix A) ? I believe there is.
6889. Will you look at section 36, on page 17 of the Bill;—what hours did you work at Greta while you
were there ? I went down before 7 o’clock.
0890. When did you come out ? After 4 o’clock. The hours for winding were from 7 o’clock to 4 o’clock,
exclusive of the meal hour—from half-past eleven till half-past twelve.
6891. Do you live in Greta at the present time ? Yes.
6892. Have you lived there since you left the mine ? I have lived in Greta for seven and a half years.
6S93. Have you ever heard the men discussing this question of eight hours amongst themselves?
Yes, I have often heard them talk about it.
6894. Do you think the men wish the hours to he regulated by A.et of Parliament ? Decidedly; that is
the expression of opinion I have heard.
0895. As far as you can form an opinion yourself, do you think this can be better managed by mutual
arrangement, or would you rather sec it done by Act of Parliament ? I would rather see it done by Act
of Parliament.
6896. Do you know any of the reasons the men advance for this opinion ? I know the reason I give
■
myself, and that is,—that under present conditions the men are not in a position to make a bargain that
would be satisfactory to them.
6897. You think that the men are not in a position to come to a mutual arrangement on this matter?
No ; they are not, simply on account of the conditions under which they are working. They would have
the worst of the deal in the position they are in ; they arc not able to do it,
6898. You think that at the present time the bargain is all on one side? Yes ; that is what I mean.
0899. Do you think it would he a very difficult matter lo arrange the working hours under present
conditions ? Yes ; decidedly it would.
6909. Do you think the output could be got at the Greta Colliery that the company would wish by
working tho eight hours. Could they get the same aggregate output ? Yes; I think, on the whole, tho
same output could he got.
6901. Are there many men employed at tho Greta Colliery. Has the Colliery much trade? Asa rule
they go up to 700 tons per day ; I am speaking of the time when I was connected with the mine.
fi902. Did you always think that eight hours was long enough to be in the mine yourself ? Bather,
92—2 D
6903.
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0003.
Did you work shorter hours in England ? Yes; considerably shorter hours ; five or six hours
^
a day in the seventies. The back shift worked from 10 till 4.
■
(wTr'^Ttos 0004. What time did you go down the mine? The front shift went down at 4 o clock, and the back
" c‘ shift men wont down at 10 and relieved the front shift men. Tho back shift men came out again at 4
*
o’clock or 4'30.
‘
.
0905. Would the pit not wind from 0 till 10 o’clock ? No; from half-past 6 till half-past 4 o clock.
'
6906. Would that not virtually make your hours about six and a half hours P Yes.
6907. By the time you got out of the mine ? Yes.
6908. Do you think the men are asking for anything very unreasonable when they aro asking for eight
hours to be stipulated in an Act of Parliament? 1 do not think so; practice has proved that ns much
coal is got out, if not more, during the shorter hours in England than tho longer hours.
6909. Do you think that the same thing would apply to every mine ? I think so.
,
6910. Are you speaking of the aggregate output? Yes; we could always do as much in the shorter
hours as wc could do in the longer hours. The men would work a little harder.
6911. With better ventilation inthe mine, and shorter hours of working, you think that men could
apply themselves more vigorously to their work ? Yes.
.
_
6912. Were the wages reduced in any way under the system you have mentioned ? Oh, no.
6913. Did you still earn the same amount of wages as you did under the longer hours? Yes.
6914. Had you worked there when the hours were longer ? These hours I have given were tho longer
hours; the hours were shortened a little afterwards, The hours had Jicen from half-past 10 to 4
o’clock, and they came back afterwards to from 10 o’clock till half-past 4 o'clock.
_
6915. Had the hours been longer than this at one time ? Yes, before 1 had auy experience at a coal
mine myself.
,
. .
6916. When that joint inspection took place at Greta, do you know whether Ihe inspectors enjoined upon
the manager tho necessity of getting more vigorous ventilation? I cannot remember anything said of
that character; there was nothing said in my presence.
_
_
6917. Will you look at section 21, sub-section 5, on page 8 on tho Bill (see Appendix A), and read the
clause over ? Yes.
_
.
6918. Do you see that that sub-section gives an inspector power to withdraw the men in case of danger r
y piq
6919. Do you think that an inspector should have that power, or do you think the power should be left in
the hands of the manager? I think the inspector should have the power, myself.
6920. Do yon think the manager would withdraw the men at all times in ease of danger ? I would not
trust some of them.
_
_
_
6921. Do you think that in many cases he might leave the men working in the mine until they, came out
of their own accord? I think so; I think the G-ovemment inspector should be better able to judge Ilian
the average manager.
, .
,
.
6922. Do you think that the inspector would stand in a more independent position than tho manager in a
matter of that kind? I think so.
_
6923. Do you think there would be anything to harrass bis mind, such as getting the output out of the
colliery? Not a bit of it.
...
6924. Brom what you'have seen in the Greta mine do you think that an inspector wants more power. X
6925. Mr. Greqson!] Do you mean that lie wants more power, or that it is desirable that lie should have
more power ? I think it is desirable that the inspector should have more power.
.
_
6926. Mr. Curley^] Did you ever know of any creep at the Greta Colliery ? When I was in the mine there
was nothing of any consequence, but I have heard enough about it since.
.
6927. What have yon heard about it ? I have hoard possibly the whole of the history, as far as con
versation is concerned.
.
6928. Was this information received from men that worked in the mine ? Yes.
6929. And who knew about it? Yes.
6930. AVhat did they tell you ? I have heard men say that it was a danger, and go.as far as to say that
it was causing danger to the shafts of the colliery. The Greta shaft was in tho vicinity of the crec[).
6931. AVInch shaft do you refer to ? Tho main shaft.
.
.
6932. Have vou heard men who were working in the mine express themselves in this way ? Yes.
6933. AVhen was this? The first start of the creep was about 1889 or 1890. AVhat makes me remember
this is that while going in and coming out of the mine I have sometimes scon officials taking away crushed
coal and dirt from the side of tho travelling road.
6934. Have you seen that yourself ? Yes.
■
,
6935. Did that give you an idea that there was a crush on? Yes; as a practical miner I knew what it
meant.
_
_
_
6936. AVas that far from the shaft? Not more than from 6 to 10 chains—10 chains possibly.
6937. Do you know the size of the shaft pillars anywhere near the shaft? I cannot say. While going
my rounds as check-inspector I have noticed a great space, just in behind the main level, where the coal
had been all taken away. It has been generally stated Hi at the shaft pillars were not of sufficient size.
6938. When the cheek-inspectors saw this did they move the company to take steps to try and chock it?
Not that I am aware of.
6939. By putting in chocks ? I cannot say chocks, hut I have seen large timber put in. I may state
that even the officials considered those dangers, inasmuch as they dare not make a little road past tho
shaft bottom for any skips. It was, however, done ultimately.
6910. Did you ever inspect the shaft while check-inspccting ? No; wc would have had to do that at
night-time.
6941. Did you not consider that part of your duty ? I did at that time, but of course there were obstacles
in the way.
6942. Do you think the company would have offered any objection? I cannot say ; I never asked them.
6943. Did you ever notice anything wrong with the shaft yourself? I cannot say that I have ever
noticed anything wrong. I have heard from the men at the bottom of stones coming down tbe shaft on
several occasions.
6344.
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6944. President.~\ Do you mean stones falling from the sides ? Yes; loose ground falling from tho sides. ^
6945. Mr. Curley.'] Did you hear of this at the time you were check-inspecting, and if so, did it not
imhue you with the idea that the shaft should be inspected ? I knew that tho check-inspectors had no g Qc{ 1896.
power to do anything in connection with the matter, at least the Act did not provide any power,
'
6946. The check-inspectors aro there to draw attention to any grievance; should they not have drawn
attention to the condition of the shaft? Yes; but I was under the impression’that the GovernmentInspector knew as much about it as we did.
6947. Do you not know that the Government Inspectors are not always on the spot—that they only come
at intervals? 1 would not say tho Inspectors’ attention was not drawn to it, but wc never drew his
attention to it.
6918. Had you not the power to inspect the shaft as chock-inspectors ? ^es.
_
6949. Do you know that, the Homo Secretary has requested the inspectors at Home to take notice of
anonymous communications ? Ho ; 1 did not know that.
_
6950. Do you believe that substantial pillars should be left at all times in a mine ? I think so. I think
it would be both economical and safe.
6951. Are the pillars got out at less cost by leaving larger pillars ? I think the management got a larger
percentage of good coal from tho large pillars.
6952. Is the coal got out at a loss price ? Yes; pillar working is done at a less price.
_
6953. By leaving larger pillars would you not get the coal at less cost, and better coal?Yes,because it
would not ho crushed so much.
_
_
6954. President.] Do you know that under this Bill managers must pass an examination;—and, if so,
don’t you think they would know tho best way of working a mine without it being laid down by law ?
Yes ; but wo also know that two managers differ, even in England, where the Act is so strict in these
matters, but I am not sure whether the English Act provides for the size of pillars. _
_
_
6955. The English Act has no provision in this respect? I was under the impression the size of pillars
was in the English Act.
6956. In England it is left to the manager if he is a competent man, and is not that the best way ? Yes,
if ho is a competent man.
6957. Mr. Curieyd] Do you know that in this Colony there have been a series of crushes owing to small
pillars? Yes.
4
6958. "Would you be disposed to say that there should be no limit to the size of pillars ? I think there
should be a limit in tho Bill.
6959. Do you know that there is no provision in our present Act with regard to the size of pillars ? _ Yes.
6960. Do you know that every manager has had absolute freedom in this respect? Just so. I think it
would give greater power into the hands of tho inspector if there was a limit to the size of the pillar.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. William Kennedy sworn and examined:—
Mr.
6961. President.] What is your name? William Kennedy.
\V. Kennedy.
6962. What are you ? I am a coal miner.
6963. Where? Greta.
9 Oct., 1895.
6964. How long have you been at Qrela ? About seven years.
6965. Where were you before you went to Greta ? I was at Hew Dambton before I went there.
6960. How long were you at Hew Lambton ? About two years.
6967. Where were you before you went to Hew Lambton ? I was at Burwood.
6968. In this Colony ? Yes; in what they call the Old Burwood mine.
6969. How long were you at Burwood? Only a few months.
6970. Where were you before you went to Burwood ? At Miumi.
6971. How long were you at Minmi ? About three months.
6972. Where were you before 1liat ? In Hew Zealand.
6973. Were you coal-mining in Hew Zealand ? Yes.
6974. How long were you in Hew Zealand? About three years.
6975. What part of How Zealand were you working? At'Brunner, about 7 miles from Greymouth.
6976. Was that a coal mine? Yes.
6977. How long were you at that mine ? About three years at that mine.
6978. Where were you before that ? I was in several very small places on the east coast of Hew Zealand;
at one place called Springfield.
6979. Were you ever in England ? Ho ; I have been in Scotland.
6980. Were you coal-mining in Scotland? Yes.
6981. Mr. Curley.] How long have you been at the Greta Colliery? Seven years.
_
6982. President. How long were you coal-mining in Scotland ? Well, I was reared there; I would be in
the mine about six or seven years 1 should think.
6983. Were you getting coal there? Yes, I was getting coal before I left England. I wrought in the
mine as a boy and got coal afterwards,
6984. Did you go to Hew Zealand from Scotland p Yes.
6985. Mr. Cvrleyd] Have you virtually been following mining the whole of your life ? Yes, nearly the
whole of my life.
6986. Wore the seams you worked in in Scotland very thin seams ? Some of them were thin seams. _
6987. What was the thickness of the seam? The first mine I was in the seam was about a yard thick,
and tho other scam in the same pit was about 5 feet 6 inches thick.
_
6988. Were there many men employed in that mine where the seam was 5 feet 6 inches thick? Yes, a
large quantity of men.
6989. Were there more than 100 men ? Yes,
6990. Were there 200 men ? It may he about 200.
6991. How long is that ago. It might be fourteen years. I can hardly say the exact date.
6992. Were you working under the English Act of 1872 when you were in Scotland? I was only young
when I was there.
6993.
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W. Kennedy,

6993. President.] What years were.you working in Scotland ?

About twenty-seven years ago.
How long is it since you left Scotland? I left Scotland about fourteen years ago.
0995. Afr. Ourloj.’] Is it about fourteen or fifteen years ago since you worked in tbe 5-ft. C-in. mine
as a working miner ? Yes; tbe seam was about 5 feet G inches thick when I left there.
6996. Was it worked on the long-wall system, or bord and pillar ? The last mine I worked in was bord
and pillar.
6997. Can you recollect how that colliery was ventilated ? Yes.
6998. Ho you know the width of the bords? Bight feet; they drove them this width to get to the
boundary, and left the pillars 10 yards square; they drove to the boundary, and worked the pillars back
wards.
G999. What distance would you go before you put a cut-through over? Ten yards.
7000. Hid you have a cut-through every 10 yards ? Yes; the pillar was 10 yards square, or supposed to be.
7001. Was there good ventilation in the mine ? Very good.
7002. Was it fan or furnace ventilation ? I am not positive.
7003. Did you work in different parts of that colliery ? I only wrought in one section of it.
7004. Coming to the G-reta colliery—you say you have been there seven years ? Yes.
7005. Have you worked in all the different parts of that colliery ? I have wrought in everydistrict—in
nearly every part of the pit.
'
7006. Mr. Greg$on] Are you still working at the Greta Colliery ? Yes.
7007. Mr. Qurley.'] What has been your experience at that colliery with regard to the ventilation ? The
ventilation has been very slack.
7008. Has that been confined to certain sections of the mine, or are you speaking in a general way ? Some
sections in the pit are worse than others; some of the rise sections, are particularly deficient.
7009. Hid you always find the rise sections the worst ? Yes.
7010. President.] Hoes not the air travel to the rise ?. Not very well.
7011. Mr. Curtey.] Have yon ever acted as check-inspector at Greta? I have.
7012. How long have you acted as check-inspector? I believe for six months.
7013. Is this some time ago ? Yes, a good while ago, about the latter part of 1891.
7014. When you were acting as check-inspector, had you to draw attention to defects in the ventilation ?
Yes, several times.
7015. What were the nature of the defects ; were they that the air was not getting np to the working
face? Part of the difficulty was, that the air did not get up to the working face; I do not think tho
current of air was large enough.
7016. Have you any check-inspectors’ reports with you ? I have.
7017. Do they refer to when you acted as check-inspector yourself? Yes.
7013. Are there any defects mentioned in these reports ? Yes.
7019. AVill you let us know what these defects are ? This is an inspection made in the rise workings on
the 7th, 8th, and 9th October, 1891: —
Minors’ Inspection Report of Greta Colliery, 7tl), Sth, and 9th October, 1S91.
Main intake for No. 3 split, little jig workings, taken top of jig: 3,932 feet for forty-two men, boys, and horses, giving an

average of 931 feet of air per minute.
found the air very slack in this section, owing to the canvas regulator being
out of order bottom of long jig,
do
We found three canvases in need of repairs in No. 4 split, straight in between front and hack level, allowing a large
quantity of air to escape.
(Signed)
ROBKRT HINDLEY,
WILLIAM KENNEDY,
M iners’ Check-inspectors,

7020. Have you any other reports that you wish to refer to ?
7021. Will you tell us what these reports say?

Yes; but they arc not my own inspections.

Miners’ Check-inspectors’ Report of Greta Colliery, May Sth, 9th, andllth, 1S91.
Main intake of little jig workings, 2,833 cubic feet per minute for thirty-six men and horses, allowing each 78 cubic
feet per minute.
Report that the air is deficient in little jig No. 3 split, We could not get the anemometer to register in any of the
cut-throughs next working places, owing to canvases being in a bad state of repair and cht-thronghs not filled up : canvas
wants repairing at bottom of No. 16 heading.
(Signed)
ROBERT DUNN.
ROBERT HINDLEY,
Miners' Check-inspectors.

7022. Have you any other reports of inspections?
place.
7023. What does this report say?

I hare another report for the same year on the same

Miners’ Check-inspectors’ Report of Greta Colliery, Marcli 23rd, 24th, and 25th, IS91.
,. „ Main intake for No. 2 Split, straight in, 3,465 cubic feet per minute for thirty-four men and horse, allowing each
102 cubic feet of air per minute,
'
(Signed)
ROBERT DUNN,
JAS. L. FERGUSON, ‘
Miners’ Check-inspectors.

7024. President,] Will you look at rule [40] 38 on page 30 of the Bill, “ Periodical inspection on behalf of
workmen"—(see Appendix A] \—do you see the words there, “Not being mining engineers, who are
practical working miners " ? Yes.
7025. Looking at the fact that mining engineers may make it their business to get appointed, and might
got a knowledge of any mines, don’t you think these words that I have drawn your attention to aro
properly left in tho rule if you have facilities for making the appointment, would not your own men,
or any two men from another mine, who are not mining engineers, quite satisfy you ? So far as the
check-inspccting of the mine is concerned, I think we could do without mining engineers.
7026. Mr. Gurley.] Do you think that cheek-inspcetors should be men appointed from tbe colliery ? I
would be in favour of men being appointed from the colliery, as long as tbe colliery was of the standing,
say of 100 men. Where there is a greater number of men, you always have practical men to appoint,
7027. Do you know that in a small mine, it is difficult to get these men appointed ? Yes; I am aware
of that.
7028
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X
miners friends in other mines ? Yes; always some friends in different mines.
Mr.
/02J. Mr. Urncy.] Would not that create some friction in some places;—might not the managers object ^ Kennedy.
to them leaving? I believe there would be friction if strangers were coming about a mine appointed
from other places.
=>
d
rt
9 Oct., 1895.
7030. President.'] "Would there not be friction also if they were men who made a regular business of
making these inspections ? Yes; I think the engineers would be the worst,
7031. Mr, Gurley^ X am putting it, that in a small mine they might not be able to get men of their own.
and might wish to bring two men from some other colliery, and tho manager might object to these,men
eaving their ’work to come and do this work, and then there could not be any check inspection, unless
veto armt0d II-01!1 k-Pm *ke'r own uumker ? Yes; there might be friction in that way.
TUdi. Uo you think that the men to he appointed should be men from a particular colliery itself F
Aaking the district as it stands, X believe in men being appointed at the colliery,
7°33. Have you noticed any defects in connection with the ventilation at other collieries you have
worked at in the northern district? Not very many. Oue of the collieries was worked on the longwall system, and the ventilation is always good there.
7034. Was that the New launbton Colliery ? Yes.
■
7035. Would the current of air sweep right round the working face ? Yes, it was sometimes very cool.
JL was close to the shaft-bottom at Burwood, working near the shaft-bottom, and at Minmi, of course in
the new tunnel, there was always a very good current of air,
7036. Was that in the Duckenfield Mine ? They call it the new tunnel.
Inoo" w W ,”anJr J'cars agc is it since you were there ? Between nine and ten years ago.
/038. Were there very many men employed in that tunnel? At that time I think there were about
loO men—there may have been more.
7039. IIow long were you at Miumi ? About three months only.
w ^ ^°U W°^
^aTts ^ t^c
■kTo’ on^y iQ 0,16 section of the mine.
7oso
ftVe ^°U £IT<in any attention to the question of pillars in a mine ? Yes.
7043. Have you noticed anything in connection with the pillars at any of the collieries where you have
been employed ? Yes, at Greta, -when she took the creep7043. Were you at Greta when this creep took place ? Yes.
7044. Were you working at the colliery at that time" Yes '

o£ ‘J1® >Um? T% had to

thiS m wCt “f7,
draw one section of the dip workings
S wu; affected between forty and fifty places, and they had to take the men out.
70M>. Where the men were withdrawn did they timber the places, or did the places come in ? They only
1^7 ??
t0 tlie mam headings, and no one was allowed back off the main road
7047. Did they stop the place P Yes.
Inilo TVhiat KC,ction o£ the l3it was that in ? The north side of the dip.
inthe Bouthaidc
PkCe 'Vh0re 7011 haVe noticcd tho l)illars tllin ? They were thin, on the straight,
7050, Is that in addition to the other place you have mentioned ? Yes,
4 d;di70U inotice1 ’i1
P.art? That tho place was generally working and throwing coal off
t'j0Plda''s> aT1d they stopped the splitting of some of the pillars there.
70ij2. Wore they splitting pillars ? Yes.
7nr^' ^ di1d th-ey Btop 8pHtting these pillars in consequence of this creep ? YTcs
70o4 Does that impress you with the idea that larger pillars should be left in these collieries ? Yes; a
PInccs 7ant ^fger pillars, and especially when they are next the main roads.
7nrn' W™7 fr0tn , i"11111 f0ad8 Iiave you to §0 on to interior workings further iu ? Yes.
7nr7 tx0 7°U !f?a,rd ,tlie Pr,lnclPal headings as the main roads when vou get further in ? Yes.
of sufficient si/temk thCrC Sh°Uld eVe1'bC ^ d°Ubt
the SiK° °* pillarS ? Pillara shoilld alway8 1,5
7058. Is that »
0% escape if anything occurs? That is the only way if they come down to get out.
I1™ tomk tiie Bill should stipulate there should be a minimum size for pillars? Yes
7060. Would you leave (hat matter in the hands of the manager? No.
’
7061. Do you think that there should bo legislation on the eight hours ? Yes; I think it is long enough
tor any man to work.
b
°
7062. Say it has been a slack week, that there has beeu nothing to do all tho week, Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday have gone by, and on the Priday there is some pressure, and you want to earn
a little more moue7, would you like to work ten hours to make that money, owing to the' slackness of
w8 tl10,™ekj—™uld you let a man do that? It is my opinion that in eight hours a man does
a sufficient quantity of work—that he does all that is required.
70G3. Do you think that is the general opinion amongst the miners? Yes; I believe it is the general
opinion ot all tho miners in the district.
°
7064. President.] Would you like to send a man to gaol for working eight and a half hours? Yes ■ in a
general way.
’
tion^when i°ieft^ Dld T°U WOrk UI1<Icr the eiSllt‘hoU1' system in New Zealand ? It was in full opera7066. Was that agreed to mutually between the men and the manager or was it the law? I would not
nice to say it was the law.
7??7
Wh?n did you leave Xow Zealand P About ten years ago. We used to be called out
ol heel at any time, and_ wo wore practically there and dare not move away at any time of the day. At
7 ° CJ. at
sometimes you would bo called away, but the men and the manager came to an under
standing that the front shift would go to work at 6 o’clock and the hack shift at 9 o’clock. It worked
Fwfll'not say * ^
lncreascd ilist:ead of goilJg away; but whether this was owing to the new system
*068. Under what conditions did you work? Under the new system wc wore free to go away, on what
wo call an idle day.
t
7n7rt
7£U f7-,tIli1rtrado incroased on account of this ? No ; but it did not decrease,
hours PYm ^' ^ aS 11 a faCt tIiat tlie trade did increase notwithstanding tho alteration in your
'

7071.
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7071. You had a definite time of going in and coming out? Yes; that was agreed to and not broken.
W. Kennedy. y072. How long was this system in operation before you left New Zealand;—was it an eight-hour
(wT^took system ? Yes ; strictly eight hours,
9 Oct., 1895. 707;^ Howr long did you work under this system ? I believe about two years; the last two years I was
at that mine.
_
7074. Was there any hitch between the men and the managers about tho hours when this system was once
adopted ? No, there was never any hitch between the managers and tho men.
_
7075. Would you judge from that that the system worked satisfactorily ? Yes; I base my judgment on
that.
_
707G. Will you look at section 21, subsection 5, on page 8 of the Bill, “ to require the manager to with
draw tho men iu case of danger ” (see Appendix A);—do you think that the power given in that section
should be invested in tho inspector ? Yes, if be secs tho danger necessary for doing so. _
7077. President.] Bo you think a manager would risk the men's lives if ho saw pressing danger . I
would not like to charge a manager with risking men’s lives, but I think the Government inspector should
have power to withdraw the men.
_ _
,
7078. Mr. GurleyIs it not possible that the manager might have a different opinion to tho inspector
that he might bo anxious to get out a quantity of coal, and that might weigh to some extent with him--I do not say that it would make him keep tho men there, but he might think ho could get another day s
output without withdrawing the men ? I think it is possible such a case might arise.
^
7079. Mr. Gregson.'] Bo you think the men have power to leave where there is danger ? That would bo
to set up the men’s opinion against the manager’s.
,
T
7080. It the danger was great, would you want the manager’s permission to come out of the mine ? No,
not if tho danger was great. If ihe danger was great you would come out to see the deputy, and he
might say the place is quite safe, and then, if you should leave the mine, perhaps you might bo wrong.
You would have to put your opinion against his,
_
.
7081. Mr. Gurley.] Has not the manager the discipline of tho mine, and are not the men subject to his
contral ? Yes.
7082. Has not that very frequently great weight with the men ? It has.
7083. As to whether they will come out in opposition to the manager’s opinion ? A man must see groat
danger before he will come out in opposition to the manager.
7084. In tho case of those pillars working, did you say the manager withdrew the men from Ihere ? Yes.
7035. Bo you think the men would have come out if the manager had not withdrawn them ? They were
still working when the manager withdraw them.
7086. Did they feel over-satisfied upon the matter ? There was a lot of talk about it.
7087. Bid they look to the manager to withdraw them ? Yes.
7088. Bid they come out till the manager withdrew them ? No.
_
_
7089. In the event of an inspector coming to the colliery, and the manager not seeing fit to withdraw tho
men, and the inspector thinking they should be withdrawn, should the inspector have power lo act in
that case ? Yes.
7090. Would you give tho inspector that power under the Bill ? Yes.
7091. Did you ever inspect the Greta shaft when you were there ? No.
7092. Did you ever inspect the main shaft ? No.
.
7093. Did you not consider it a part of your duty to do so ? No, not then.
7094. Bo you know that, under the Act, check-inspectors have power to inspect the shafts, levels, planes,
return airways, ventilating apparatus, old workings, and machinery;—yon see that you have tins power
under the present Act ? Yes; but the men do not like, when they are appointed check-inspectors, to
retard tho work of the pit, except there might he some great danger apparent.
7095. Could not the check-inspectors inspect the shaft after the pit was done winding ? Of course, they
could do it at dinner-time if they wanted to do it.
_
7096. Mr. Gregson.] Bid you ever make a complaint to any of tho Government inspectors in respect to
any of these deficiencies you have found ? I have only made a report in tho book in tho colliery office, and
tho inspector roads that report when he comes.
7097. Were you ever a sufferer personally ? Yes.
_
7098. Bo you not think it would have been a wise proceeding on your part to let the inspector know' these
things ? The inspector always knew as far as the check-inspectors were concerned, because the book was
in the colliery office.
_
7099. Bid you ever send the inspector a note, to ask him to come to the colliery ? lie has come by
invitation, but not from me personally.
7100. What was the result of his visit ? The air was very defective.
_
_ i
7101. What was the result of the inspector coming to the colliery? He found the quantity of air in
certain places not what it ought to be.
7102. Was the defect remedied ? Yes.
_
i _
,
7103. Is not that a legitimate and desirable proceeding to take when a man finds himself in deficient
ventilation ? That was the proceeding at that time, but that proceeding could not bo taken now.
7104. Why not;—you need not write your |namc ? I understood that the Government inspector 'would
not recognise anonymous letters.
7105. President^] In cases where men would bo liable to dismissal, or where things might be made
unpleasant forlbcm, it would alter the case, and it might not be undesirable for them to write anonymously.
In England it is absolutely invited ? I do not think it is generally known that the inspector would take
any notice of a letter of that description.
7106. I think he ought to ? I do not think it is generally known.
_
7107. Mr. GregsonBid you not say that there was one case in w'hich an inspector did take notice ?
Yes ; but there was a signature to that letter.
7108. President] If a letter was sent to the inspector drawing attention to some grievance, and you
ended up by saying, “I should like to sign my name, but if I do so I will be dismissed,”—do you not
think an inspector would take notice of that letter ? It is the general impression that, the Government
inspector would not take notice of such a letter, because he might get a terrible lot of this correspondence.
7109. Mr. Gregson.] Of course, he would use his own judgment? Just so.
7110.
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7110. Mr. Qurley.'] Do you know that tho Secretary of State in England has pointed out to tho inspectors
Mrthere, Hint they arc to take notice of anonymous communications? I was not aware of that.
^ h-cn<lc(b'’
7L11. Have you given any opinion this morning with regard to the clause in the proposed Bill, providing nCTT’T^Tc
for increased ventilation ? 1 do not think so.
J
1895'
7112, Will you look at section 50,47, rule 1, on page 23 of tho Bill, “ ventilation of mines.” Tho
words erased and in large letters denote the amendments made by the Legislative Council, and the
clause as it stood originally is as it loft the Legislative Assembly (see Appendix AJ ;—do you think that
there should be a stipulated minimum quantity of air in the Bill? Yes.
7113. Do you think the word “adequate” would meet the case? I do not think it would, especially in
the northern district of this Colony.
7114, Do you believe that there should be a stipulated minimum quantity ? Yes,
7115. This Bill proposes to increase the minimum quantity of air from 100 to 150 cubic feet;—do you
think it is necessary to increase the minimum from 100 to 150 cubic feet? Ycsj, so far as our experience
has gone lately it is.
7110. Do you believe m the cut-throughs being shortened to 25 yards—tho Bill originally proposed that,
and the Council have reinserted 35 yards;—do you think that 33 yards is too far away ? I think 25 yards
would make a great deal better ventilation.
7117. President.] If tlie air was conducted into the working places would it matter what length you
went before a cut-through was put in? If the air was conducted into the working places it would not
matter.
7118. Whether it is to be done by brattice or shorter cut-throughs, does it matter so long as you get the
air? Our experience under the 35 yards is, that it is very difficult to get the air near the workiugplaccs.
Even with brattice, there arc plenty of parts where there may be a sufficient quantity of air at the mouth
of tho in-take, but in the working places you cannot get it,
7119. Suppose there was something like this in the Bill, “An adequate amount ofventilation, not in any
case less than 150 cubic feet of pure air per minute, for each man and each boy, shall ho constantly
produced in every mine, and shall he conducted along the airway, and into each working place”;—do
you think that would meet the case ? Yos, with a minimum of 150 cubic feet. .
7120. Ion want it put so that the air shall bo conducted into each working place ? Yes.
7121. Do you care how this is done so long as you get the air ? Ho, not so long as theyput the air into
the working face.
7122. Mr. Curley.] You know the systsm of working that is carried on at the present time? Yes.
7123. You know that under the present practice of working the cut-throughs are a certain distance
apart? Yes.
7124. Do you think the men are more likely to get proper ventilation with tho shorter cut-throughs ?
Yes, decidedly.
7125. Do you think tho men would be more likely to get the air in those rise-places by shorter cutthroughs ? Yes.
/12o. In the absence of the Inspector of Collieries coming to the colliery, might not the manager say, for
a certain section of the mine, or for tho whole mine, that in his opinion there was adequate ventilation, as
far as he was concerned ? I think the word “ adequate” is too broad, and that a great deal of friction
ivould arise between the men, tho inspector, and tho manager as to its interpretation,
7127.. If the minimum was in the Bill, do you think that would secure to the men more guarantee of getting
tho air? Yes; that would secure a certain amount of air.
[Witness withdrew.]

Peter Bowling sworn and examined:—■
7128. President.] What is your name P Peter Bowling.
Mr.
P. Bov ling.
7129. Mr. Qurley.] What is your occupation, Mr. Bowling? I am a coal-miner.
7130. President.] Where aro you working at present ? At West Wallseud.
9 Ocfc., 1895.
7131* Mr. Qurley.] Have you worked at any other collieries ? Yes.
7132. Where have you worked in this Colony? At Greta, Minmi, Dudley, and Cardiff.
7133. Arc those tho only mines you have worked in in this Colony ? Yes; I have worked in Gippsland,
Victoria, as well.
7134. Was that in the Coal Creek mines ? Yes, in the Korrumburra district.
7135. Have you worked at coal-mines in the United Kingdom ? Yes; in Eifeshiro, Scotland.
7136. .What mines have you worked in there? In one called Town Hill, and Cowdenbeath, and I was
for a little time in a place they call tho Wreatli Colliery.
7137. Were you working there as a coal-getter ? Yes.
7138. Were the seams there thick or thin seams ? They varied from about 3 feet high to 5 feet high,
7139. In which mine was the 5-fcet seam ? It was a section of the Town Hill scam.
7140. Did you work long at that mine ? The first three years of my working experience was in that mine.
7141. Were you working there as coal-getter? Yes ; for about eighteen months, as a coal-getter.
7142. What was tho system of working there? In tho 5-foct seam it was bord and pillar, and lon^wall
in the 3-feet seam.
D
7143. Do you recollect the width of the bords ? Yos, if you could call them bords ; they would not bo
called bords here.
"
7144. What would you call them here ? They would be called narrow bords in this country if they were
worked here.
7145. What was the width of your pillar? I cannot be certain, but as near as I can say, perhaps 9 or
10 yards, perhaps more, perhaps less. I was a young lad at tho time, and I did not take particular
notice then.
■
7146. Do you know the.distance the bords went up before you put a wall, or a cut-through over ? It
was the length of tho pillars I mentioned ; what they call tlie main levels were just the same as the other
herds, 9 hoy were worked square, and tho pillars were taken out afterwards.
7147. Did you extract tho pillars after you got up to the boundary ? Yes: we gotall tho coal comingback.
7148. Did you bring the pillars back ? Yes.
'
7149,
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7140. IIow was the mine ventilated ;—was there any brattice used? No brattice. If you call screens
P. Bowling. lirattiCGi there was brattice.
^150. 'Was it canvas? Yes.
„ Uc .,
.
y0U ever see any wood brattice put up in this mine ? No.
7152. How long have you worked at West Wallseud? About fifteen months, but I would not be
certain. It was shortly after they started, after the pit had been shut down.
,
.
7153. Did you find the ventilation fairly satisfactory there ? Yes; I have very little to complain of.
7154. Is it an extensive mine;—are the workings very far in? The workings at present are not very
L far in.
7155. How far are tho workings in ? About 400 or 500 yards at the most.
7156. Arc there many men working there ? At present there arc 210 miners. I do not know tho number
of wheelers and shift men, but if I say 350 in all I would be underneath the mark.
.
7157. Have you had an addition to the men there recently? Yes; there are three men in a bord there
now. The reason of this is, that the manager asked us to share our work with the Seaham men, and we
did so, in consequence of the closing down of the Seaham Colliery.
7158. Is the West Wallseud Colliery ventilated by fan or by furnace ? By fan.
_
_
7.150. Do you know if there have been any complaints there about the ventilation? There js one section
that wo call the dip, where I have heard men complain that the stopings of the old workings were not
closed up enough, and that they would have better air if they would do so,
_
71G0. Was the air scaling over the old workings ? Yes ; scaling over the old workings.
7101. 1 understood you to say that you had worked at the Minmi Colliery ? Yes.
7162. How long ago is it since you worked at Minmi? When I came to the country twelve years ago I
worked there for twelve or fourteen months.
7163. What mine did you work in there ? I worked in both; they cavilled alternately. ^ It was called
the New Tunnel, and is known as No. 2 now; but it was called the New Tunnel at that time.
7164. How did you find the ventilation there then ? It was not very good the first time.
7165. Have you been there since? Yes, about fifteen months ago.
_
7166. IVbat mine did you work in then? In the New Tunnel again. That was on the last occasion.
7167. How did you find the ventilation then ? I did not find it sufficient, as I thought; not nearly so
good as when I was there before. It seemed to be more heated and less of it.
7168. In any defect that you have noticed in connection with the ventilation, have you observed whether
it was owing to the current of air not coming in strong enough or that it was not conducted up to the
working face? I believe if the current was conducted to the face it would be enough in most cases.
7169. How long ago is it since you worked at the Cardiff Colliery ? Three years ago.
7170. How did you find the ventilation there? It was so near the surface when I was there, that it was
very inferior ventilation. I was driving a heading there and it was very hot. You could not see for
powder smoke. There is a lot of powder used there.
7171. Is it a hard coal to work ? It is a very hard coal to shoot—a rough, hard coal. My mate whom I
worked with had often to go home on account of the powder smoke. He was an older man than I was
and could not stand tho smoke.
7172. What other mine did you say you have worked at? Dudley.
7173. When did you work there ? Previous to going to Cardiff.
7174. Is the Dudley Colliery a comparatively new colliery ? Yes; a comparatively new colliery..
7175. How did you find the ventilation there? Yery good, all that I saw of it. There was a little gas
there ; hut the air is led into the face with brattice in most cases where there is fire-damp given off.
7176. Mr. Gregson.'] Do the men there work with safety-lamps ? No, not in Dudley.
7177. Mr. Cur leg.] Did they depend on the ventilation ? Yes,
_
_
7178. Do you know the provision in the proposed Bill, with regard to ventilation. Will you look at section
50 [47] Buie I, on page 23. The lines you sec scored out there indicate the amendments proposed by the
Legislative Council, and also the insertion of those two words at the bottom of the page, “ thirty-five yards.”
•'
If you read the clause right through without noticing those lines, aud the introduction of the words “thirtyfive yards," that is the clause as it came from the Legislative Assembly to the Council (see Appendix A);—
do you wish to say anything about this rule? Yes; I have read the clause, but I cannot thoroughly
understand it.
_
_
7L79. Do you see the provision there to increase the minimum quantity of air in the mine? Yes; tho
minimum quantity is 100 feet under the present Act, and there is a provision here, scored out, that
provides for 150 cubic feet.
7180. Do you think that there should he a stipulated minimum quantity of air in the Bill? I am sure
that there should be a minimum quantity stipulated.
_
7181. Do you see tbe object of the Legislative Council in striking out those words ;—they wish the word
“ adequate” to cover everything ? Certainly; that would do if an adequate amount was specified.
7182. Do you think that would be leaving the matter too indefinite altogether? Yes; it could network
very well.
_ _
7183. President.] If a manager gave you all the air that you wanted, would you not bo satisfied? Some
managers think we should have a lot of air, and other managers think we need no air at all; some will
give you enough, and others not enough.
_
_
_
7184. Mr. Curleyd] Do you think that the increasing of the minimum quantity of air to 150 cubic feet is
a necessary provision ? Ido; because I have worked in places where check inspectors have made a
report, and have specified that wc had all the air that is required by the Act, and I knew, to be healthy,
we should have more air than 100 feet.
7185. Was that your own experience ? Yes ; my own experience.
7180. Can you say where that was? Yes ; at Greta.
_
7187. Have you worked at tho Greta Colliery ? Yes ; for five years after I left Minmi the first tirne.
7188. Was the air you have referred to deficient in the rise or the dip workings ?• In the rise workings;
generally the dip workings were comparatively very well ventilated.
7189. Do you think the cut-throughs should be shortened to 25 yards? Yes; I think that would be a
very good improvement.
7190. President.] Supposing there was a minimum amount of air specified—say, 150 cubic feet—and it is
to
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to be conducted along tlie air-ways into tbe working places—that that was laid down in tbe Bill—would
^r*, .
there be any necessity to say whether it shall be got by cut-throughs, bratticing, or anything else;
Howling.
suppose it says an adequate amount of air, not less than a certain amount—you say 150 cubic feet—
it specifics that the air shall be conducted into the working-places—'would it not be better to let them a °’
find out how this is to bo done ? Scarcely, because there are certain seams where heat generates in the
bord—what we call white-damp. That could not be driven out very easily in workings that go to the rise,
not by brattice or any other way; hut I think the cut-throughs, being shorter, would do it.
7191, If you read the section you will see that the air is to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to
such an extent that the working-places shall be in a fit state for ■working and passing therein;—it is an
adequate amount of air, not to be less than 150 cubic feet, to be conducted along tho airways and into
the working-places, constantly produced, to render harmless noxious gases, <fcc.;—would not that do all
that you require ? Yes; if it rendered harmless noxious gases. According to that, then, it would be
absolutely unnecessary to have any cut-throughs at all.
719A They would have to render harmless noxious gases in the working-place ? I understand; if you
led the air up to the face it would render the gases harmless in the working-place.
719J. I am suggesting to let tho manager devise what means he likes to render harmless noxious gases,
and give adequate ventilation P If it is practicable to do that it would do. If it is practicable to lead the
air without eut-throughs or brattice it will do,
7194. I should let the manager choose what method he lilies;—you aro to have the air there, no matter
howjt gets there P Yes, in tho working-place. It is a matter of opinion as to how it shall be got.
/195. If you had an adequate amount ot air, to be in any case not less than 100 cubic feet, and as much
more as is necessary, to be constantly produced along tho airways, into each working-place, to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places, &c., shall be in a fit state for
working and passing therein, would that be all that is required ? Yes; that is what we want.
7196. Mr. Curle,y.~\ Would you be more likely to get the required quantity with the shorter cut-thro ugh?
Yes ; that would cool the place very much.
7197. What do you think of the provision iu section [49]4G, sub-section 3 (see Appendix A.) ;—do you see
what is said there about brattice p Yes; that is to work tho mine in splits. That is how the place I am
in at present is worked,
7198. Is that a principle you believe in? Yes.
7199. Do you see that by this subsection 3, tbe air is to be taken to tho working places to within 15
yards wliere gas does not exist, and to within 3 yards where gas does exist, by brattice or otherwise;—do
you agree with that subsection? I would certainly,
7200. Do you think that brattice would bo a very costly, item at West Wallsend? I think the cost would
be nominal; I do not think there would be much cost,
7201. President.] Is labour not required to put brattice up P There is a little labour putting it up, but
after the first cost of material, according to the number of tons put out at West Wallsend every day, I
could keep it going at something a little over a £d. a ton.
7202. Mr. Gregson.] What would be tlie cost of the material ? About Gd. or 7d. a yard.
7203. What would that make it per yard per ton of coal ? The pit yields about 4G0 tons of coal per dav,
and in the average amount of places, yem would not have more than 15 yards of brattice to put up. I know
there is little or no labour in putting it up, because the props are put up by the men for their own safety,
and the canvas is only nailed up by two or throe nails. That is done where I am at present.
7204. Mr. Gurley.] Is there canvas used in every bord? Yes, where I am.
7205. Mr. Gregson'.] How much do you say it would cost per ton ? About &d. per ton.
7206. Does that include finding the stuff? No ; after the first cost you would take seventy herds and 15
yards of brattice for each bord, at West Wallsend, and one breadth of canvas does from the top of the
seam to the bottom. The original cost should come to about £30,
7207. How long would the canvas last ? I have had practical experience of that, with a man specially
looking after it, it will last for two years.
7208. In how many places could you use it over again ? Until it was finished,
7209. How many times do you think it could be used ? It depends on how continuously the pit works.
If tlie pit is working full time the places will he worked down quickly.
7210. What would the cost be in the first instance? My estimate does not include the first cost of the
material. After tho first cost I would he prepared to carry it out at Id- per ton.
7211. I want you to explain how you could do it ? I estimate tho cost of looking after it would be ] Os.
per day, and tho cost of material in the first instance would he about £30.
7212. How long would it last ? At least two or throe years; but of course that would depend on
circumstances.
r
7213. If you worked one day in tbe two years it would cost Is. 4d. per ton? Yes.
7214. If you worked two days in the year would it cost half of that amount ? Well, I cannot say, I have
not worked it out; but I am prepared to say that it will cost me id. per ton to keep it up at West Wallsend.
7215. When you made this calculation, how many working days did you allow in the week ? Four days
a week.
J
7216. Would you call four days a week good work? Yes, very good work.
7217. Mr. Curley?] Do you think the amount you have mentioned would cover the cost? Yes; as far as
I have worked it out it would come to a fraction over id. per ton. I would be willing to take it at that
amount, leaving out the first cost.
7218. Would this include the canvas for the whole of the mine ? Yes; there are seventy bords each 15
yards,
’
7219. President.] Did you say that your daily output was about 450 tons ? Yes; that was what the check
weighman told me the output was.
7220. Mr. Curley.] Did you ask him for the purpose of obtaining accurate information upon this matter?
Yes ; and he would be the most likely person to be able to tell me.
7221. Do you think that bratticing in connection with those collieries would cost anything like 5d. or Gd.
per ton ? There arc no collieries that I. know where it would bo likely to cost that amount.
7222. Would you consider that an exaggerated statement ? Yes; very exaggerated, as far as I have seen.
7223. Would you think that an estimate of that kind had boon very much overgauged ? Yes ; I cannot
.
think how an estimate of that kind could have been arrived at.
’
7024.
92—2 E
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^24. President.] "Would it not depend on the number of days the pit was working? Yes; that would
■'
ma]£e a great deal of difference, but not sufficient to make that difference.
_
90ct^l895
^T- Gurley.] In estimating these matters, have you not to take a number of years to arrive at a
'
’ fair estimate of tho cost? I think if you averaged the mines for three years you would come close to
the average working. There is another way to look at it, namely, that the more a mine works, the more
profit the employer makes.
722G. Mr. Gregson.] Might it not ho the other way on, that the more the mine works,tho more the mineowner loses ? I have never looked at it in that way ; I never thought the mine-owner lost.
7227. Mr, Curley.] Have you thought over the question of hours in connection with collieries ? Yea ;
I have formed an opinion on that question, in the same way as other men.
7228. Do yon know the provision inthe Bill to make the working hours eight? Yes.
7229. Do you agree with that provision? If a thing is worth doing, it should be carried into effect, and
if there is no other way than by making it a penal matter, it should be done.
7230. President.] Do you agree with making eight hours a legal days work? I have never worked anyelse. In Gippsland we worked from 8 o’clock till 4 o’clock, from bank to bank. There is an Act framed
and hung up in the pit in Gippsland making it compulsory. I never heard anything said against it, it
worked very well, and I think eight hours is long enough to work.
7231. Mr. Curley.] "Was there any friction between the men and the manager there, in connection with this
matter ? No ; there was not. 1 was asked by the manager to work, not only overtime, but on Sunday
and Christmas day. There is a specific clause in the Bill that allows for special work.
7232. Have you any objection to that clause? Not the slightest, I think it is necessary. I worked on
Sunday and Christmas day twelve months ago last Christmas.
7233. Was that in order to execute special work that had to bo done? Yes.
7234. Do you think that there should be legislation upon'this matter? Ido, decidedly; on any good
matter,
7236. Do you think that there should be legislation upon this eight-hour question ? I believe there should
he legislation,
7286. Do you think that this matter could he better carried out in a mutual way between tbe manager
and tbe men ? No; tbe present system of competition amongst tbe employers has reduced wages almost
as low as possible, and the same factor (I mean tbe force of competition) might force tbe good employer
to increase the hours of labour. Some of the employers aro good and some bad; if they wore all good
there would he no necessity for legislation. As it is, I think it is necessary there should be legislation
on the matter. That is my opinion.
7237. How are you paid with regard to weight? There are different systems of weighing. They have
a different system at West Wallseud to what they had at Minmi, In the former place if I was weighed
three times during the fortnight (say) 11 cwt. the first time, 12 cwt. the second, and 13 cwt. the last, that
would give me an average of 12 cwt. per skip for the whole fortnight. Under this system I might ho
weighed 13 cwt, the first day of the pay and not he weighed again until the last, when through some
circumstance I might be caught on 8 or 9 cwt., or less. I have been caught on 7 cwt. 1 qr.; and that
would reduce me considerably, and put me out in calculating my income.
7238. Do you look upon that as unsatisfactory? Yes, very unsatisfactory,
7239. Do you think when your weights are taken For a day that your skips should be averaged, at that
weight until you are weighed again ? Yes, I ivould bo agreeable to that, if we got so many skips per
day weighed of those that come out of the pit.
7240. President.] What percentage of skips do you want weighed? I would say one in every three.
7241. Mr. Curley.] Do you know tbe manager of the Wallsend Colliery says he weighs one out of every
eight skips ? I did not know that.
'
■
7242. What is your estimate? About thirty out of a hundred, or one out of every three or four. _
7243. Do you think the men would be satisfied -with an average if a certain number of skips were weighed P
Yes ; if one out of every three or four were weighed, and each weight should stand until I am weighed
again, and then when I am weighed again that weight should stand till the next time, and so on.
7244. President.] Is not that the present system ? No; if I am weighed to-day, and weighed again later
on, those weights are taken on the average, and I am paid on the average for the pay.
7245. Mr. Curley.] You do not believe in the system of average that you have spoken about? No; I
believe if we got one out of every three skips weighed, that average should stand till I was weighed again.
7246. Is that a different system of averaging to anything that you have been used to ? Yes; I prefer
the old system of averaging; allowing each day to stand for itself, for that weight to carry until I am
weighed again.
7247. Would you prefer to have every skip weighed in preference to that ? Yes.
7248. Do you think that every skip should be weighed ? I do.
7249. Is that the only way to. get the exact average ? It is the only way that I can see to get the exact
production.
7250. Have you worked at any collieries where you have noticed tbe pillars to be very thin ? In Minmi
twelve years ago I went through into tbe next place ; I worked right through into the other bord,
7251. Do you think that more substantial pillars should be left in the mines? Yes ; I do not see why
they should not.
7252. Have you noticed the provision in the Bill with regard to tho powers of inspectors ? Yes.
7253. Will you look at section 21, sub-section No. 5, on page 8 of the Bill (see Appendix A) ? Yes.
7254. Do you see any reference there to the inspector having power to withdraw the men in case of
danger? Yes.
‘
7255. Do you think that.the inspector should have power to withdraw the men in ease of danger ? Yes, I
think he should.
'
7256. Would you leave that power in Ihc hands of tho manager? No ; I would like the power to be in
tbe hands of an independent party ; one who has nothing to lose or gain by ordering the men out of the
mine.
7257. When you say the inspector has nothing to lose or gain, what has the manager to lose or gain?
He has this to lose—if those in a position above him should take it into their heads that he should not
order the men out, they might got someone who is not so conscientions to replace him. He might lose
his position unless he was forced to withdraw the men by the inspector.
7258.
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7258, If a manager was pressed for a certain output of coal, would that have any weight with him. ,Say. . Mr.
ho wanted to supply an order and was menaced by a danger in the mine, might he not think he would
wear the day out ? He might.
9 Oct., 1895.
7259. Might he hazard the danger ? He might.
72G0. Do you know any manager that would? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
■

Mr. James Cook sworn and examined:—
Mr. J. Cook.
726L President] What are you, Mr. Cook ? A miner.
,
90ct^l895,
72G2. Where are you working ? At Burwood.
7263. Where were you before you were at Burwood ? At Minmi.
72GA Have you worked in England ? Yes; in Scotland.
7265. Have you worked as a miner in Scotland? Yes.
72G6. How many years have you worked in Scotland ? About fourteen years.
7267. How many years in Minmi ? Sixteen years.
7268. And how long at Burwood? About six months.
.
7269. Are Minmi and Burwood the only two mines you have worked at in this Colony ? Yes. I have
worked at Joaja Creek, but that was only for five weeks. That is tlie only time that I have been away
from the Northern district.
7270. Mr. Curley] Was the Minmi Colliery the first colliery you worked in in this Colony? Yes.
7271. Have you been in mostly all the mines up at Minmi ? Yes.
_
7272. Are there not two or three different tunnels there ? Yes, four; but there is one standing now.
7273. Have you worked in several sections in the different collieries ? I have worked in three of tho
different tunnels, and in all the different sections of the three separate tunnels.
. .
7274. What are the names of the tunnels ? The Duckenfield, or Old Tunnel; then No. 2 and No. 4
Brown’s Tunnel. Those are the only three I have worked in.
.
.
7275. What was the width of the bords where you were working ? Eight.yards, generally.
.
727G. What was the width of the pillars ? I have seen some of the pillars as thin as I yard, but they
were supposed to be not less than 5 yards; it was turned away 5 yards. I have seen them go to within a yard.
7277. Were the bords driven.by any line? No.
,
7278. Who was the man who regulated the width of the bord if it got too wide or top narrow? Tne
overseer; if he saw you too wide he would tell you to draw in ; chalk your bord.
7279. Were yon expected to respect that mark ? Yes.
.
7280. Had you to obey his orders ? Yes.
7281. Was the whole of the control of the business in the hands of tlie overman ? Yes; or overseer.
7282. Have you worked in pillars at Minmi ? No.
7283. Have you never worked in pillars at auy of these tunnels ? No ; I never did,
7284. Not in those sixteen years you speak about ? No.
,
7285. Do you know whether there were any pillars worked? Yes; in the No. 2 tunnel, iu the old No. 6,
section, and in what we call tlie rise.
7286. Have you any idea what the depth of those mines is from the surface ? No.
7287. Do the workings go under the mountain range, or how are they situated? Mostly all the Minmi
workings are under the mountain ranges.
7288. Have you any idea of the depth ? I cannot be positive; I remember Mr,. Drurie saying it was 112
feet below the surface, in one part of the workings.
.
.
,
7289. Who was Mr. Drurie ? The overseer.
7290. Do yon know of any extensive fall that has taken place in any of these tunnels? Not an exten
sive fall; I knew of a crush coming across one of the sections.
.
7291. Did that creep come over the pillars ? Yes.
7292. What section of the mine was it in ? In the fault heading section of the old tunnel.
7293. Do you know if it came over any main road? The main road, now, is a complete block of. wood,,
on both sides from one end to the other ; what we call pig-styos are built as close to one another as they.
can got.
.
.
.
7294. Was that tho main road where this crush took place ? I think so.
,
7295. Do you know if it came over the main road at the time ? I am not aware that it come across the
main road ; but I know that the main road is composed of these pig-styes.
.
7296. Do you know that this is where the crush took place, or were you told about it ? It was told to me.,
7297. Did this crush happen while you were at the colliery ? It happened when I was working in the
new tunnel; in No. 2.
.
.
7298. Do you know something about this, through conversations with men about the place? Yes.
7299. Were any men thrown out of worlc at the time it happened ? Yos, all that section,
7300. Do you know the number of men ? T cannot say the number of men.
7301. Did you ever notice the ventilation to bo in any way defective, in any of those tunnels you have
worked in ? At times I have seen it so.
.
.
,
7302. Was the defect that there was not sufficient air going into the heading, or that it was not going
into the working face ? There was one defect in the Duckenfield Colliery, that the air was not going into
the section in sufficient quantities.
■
7303. Can yon give any reason why that was not done? It was not conducted in the manner to put it
into the workings. We had to call the attention of the Inspector of Collieries to the matter, and a joint
inspection was made by Mr. Jno. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, Mr. Oeo. Nix, and myself.
7304. What came out of this joint inspection? That tlie manager found ways and means of conducting
the air into that section.
7305. Was that after this joint inspection took place ? Yes.
7300. Had that auy connection with a prosecution that took place? No.
7307. Do you know of any prosecution ? Yes; that was for a deficiency of air in another section of the
mine altogether..
7308. Was it in the same tunnel ? Yes.
7309. .
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Mr. J. Coot, 7309. Was there a joint inspection on that particular occasion, or did you only send for tho inspector ? I
cannot recollect whether there was a joint inspection or not.
9 Oct., 189o, 73pQi
happen some time ago ? Yes, a good few years ago.
_
_
7311. Mr. Grepon.'] Do you recollect if any complaints were made to the inspector ? I was not acting
secretary for that tunnel at the time.
'
1
7312. Mr. GurleyHad complaints been made ? Yes.
7313. Do you know whether any complaints were made to the inspector at that time? I cannot say ; I
know a deficiency was found, and Mr. Croft as manager, was taken to tho Wallsend court, and Mr.
William Penman was one of the witnesses.
7314. Had complaints been made to the inspector ? I believe so.
‘
7315. And was this the result ? Yes.
7316. From the experience you have had at these collieries, do you think that more attention should ho
paid to the ventilation P In one of them more attention should he paid.
7317. Did that impress you with the idea that more attention should be paid to tho ventilation and that
there should be an attempt to get it up to the working face? Yes.
7318. Mr. Gregson.'] Wbat was the result of the prosecution ? The manager was fined for the infringe
ment of the Act, hut I forget the amount; be was fined; costs of Court and witnesses expenses.
7319. There was a conviction then ? Yes, against Mr, Croft.
7320. Was there any improvement made in the ventilation in the same place afterwards ? Yes.
7321. President.] Who brought the manager to the Court? I believe the Inspector of Collieries.
7322. Who put the inspector in motion? Complaints had been made.
7323. Mr. Curleg.] Have you read the proposed Coal Mines Bill? Yes.
7324. Will you look at section [50] 47, rule 1, on page 23 of the Bill (see Appendix &). Tbe lines you
see there represent the amendments suggested by the Legislative Council, and the words “ 35 yards” are
inserted by the Council instead of 25 yards. The clause without these words is as sent to the Council
by the Legislative Assembly. Do you think tho minimum quantity of air should bo increased from 100
to 150 cubic feet ? I do.
7325. Do you believe that there should he a stipulated minimum in the Bill? I do.
732G. The Legislative Council think that this can be met by the word “ adequate ” ;—do you think that
that would he leaving tho matter too indefinite ? My opinion is that it would be a. bone of contention
between the two parties as to what would he an adequate amount.
7327. Do you think the provision in the Bill with regard to the minimum quantity will help you over that
difficulty ? Yes.
7328. What do you think about shorter cut-throughs ? I prefer shorter cut-throughs to bratticing.
7329. Do you think bratticing is required if there are these shorter cut-throughs? In my opinion, tho
shorter cut-throughs would dispense with bratticing.
7330. If the cut-through is to stand at 35 yards, would you require brattice to get the air up to the face?
Yes.
7331. Will you look at section [49], 46, sub-section 3 (see Appendix A) ; it says the air shall be taken to
each working face by brattice or otherwise;—do you consider, if tho cut-through is to remain at 35 yards,
that that provision should he in the Bill ? I do, if it is to he 35 yards between the cut-throughs.
7332. With regard to the matter of pillars you have referred to, did that impress you with the idea that
larger pillars should be loft in a mine ? I think there should be larger pillars than some of tho pillars
that are left in Minmi.
7333. Do you think that some effort should ho made to endeavour to leave the pillar the size that it is
intended to he left ? Yes.
’
7334. Mr. Gregson.] Who robs the pillar now ? I consider he is an unpractical miner who does so,
7335. W ho robs the pillar now ? The miner.
7336. If he was a practical miner could he not carry his pillars straight through ? Yes.
7337. Mr. Curley.] Does not the manager regulate the pillars? Yes; ifhe finds the most practical iniuer
widening out, he will chalk him off.
7338. Has he not deputies in the mine every day to look affer these matters ? Yes.
7339. With regard to the colliery you arc working at now, do you say that you have worked there about
six months ? Yes.
7340. Is there any fire-damp given off at that colliery? Not to my knowledge.
7341. Is that the next colliery to Dudley ? Yes.
7342. How far is that colliery away from Dudley ? The men tell me it is twenty minutes walk over-land.
7343. Is it practically the same coal-field ? Yes.
7344. Do you know whether this is comparatively a new mine;—are the workings far from the shaft ?
No ; it is Old Burwood Colliery which is going towards the new shaft.
7345. Are their workings near the old shaft ? It takes me a quarter of an hour or twenty minutes to
travel to the working face.
7346. How is the Burwood Colliery ventilated ? By furnace. Last week we could not get up our own
shaft through something being broken, and we had to go out the other road. We had occasion to go by
the old pit past the furnace shaft through the rope breaking in the new pit.
7347. How have you found the ventilation in that colliery ? I have only been in one section all the time
I have been there.
7348. What section was that ? No. 8 heading, and I cannot complain of any deficiency in the ventilation
there.
7349. Is any brattice used where you are ? Yes, in the bord I am in now, there is brattice led into it.
7350. Taking your experiences, where you have w'orked with brattice and where you have worked ■without
it, do you find brattice to be a considerable advantage ? Under some circumstances it requires brattice;
because the bord where I am working is being driven back, what was No. 1 bord of that section they are
driving hack, splitting the big pillar, and the canvas is laid down backwards to get the air into us.
7351. Mr. Gregson.] Do you approve of the effect of the brattice ? Yes, I do.
7352. Do you think it is an improvement? Yes.
7353. Mr. Gurley] Have you to use much powder there in blasting your coal ? Yery liltle.
7354. When you have to use powder, with the brattice put in tho way you have described, does it clear
away the smoko pretty freely ? Yes; it does not lie long beside us.
7355,
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Mr. J. Cook.
7355. How are you paid at that colliery ? By average weight,
735G. Mr. Gregson?^ If ot by standard weight? No.
_
9 Ocfc., 1895.
7357. Mr. Gurley.Is there no standard weight at that colliery ? Not at that colliery.
7358. Is it not one of the Scottish-Australian Mining Company’s collieries ? _ Yes.
_
7359. Ho you get a fair amount of skips weighed during the day ? lam weighed once or twice a day;
I cannot say if others are as lucky.
_
,
7360. Is there a fair number of skips weighed ? Yes ; I can see by the weigh-slate that they weigh as
many as sixty to seventy-eight skips in a day. The check-weighman always puts on the slate the average
for the day.
,
7361. Ho you think that is a fair proportion of skips to weigh ? Yes ; for the number of tokens running—
100 tokens.
7362. Would that represent 200 men ? Yes; and they fill seven and eight skips per two men per bord.
7363. Would that be from 700 to 800 skips per day? Yes,
_
7364. How many skips are weighed out of that number ? Sixty to seventy skips. _
7365. Have you heard any complaints about having more skips weighed at that colliery ? No; not at
that colliery.
_
7366. Hoes each day’s average stand for itself;—supposing you were weighed on the Monday, would that
weight stand till you are weighed again? Yes, they do not average the two weights.
^
7367. They do not average the two weights unless you have two or three weights on the same day ? No ;
they are averaged if you have two or three weights on tho same day.
_
_
7368. Mr. Gregson.'] Can either the weighman or the check-weighman choose the skips to he weighed ?
I have no knowledge of that.
7369. Can they see the skips ? No, not at Burwood.
7370. Are the weighmen at tho foot of the weigh-screen ? Yes.
7371. Mr. Gurley.] Will that be 10 or 12 feet below what is known as the pit-top ? Yes; about 15 feet,
7372. Have they some signal to the banksman, if they want a skip ? I do not know.
t
7373. Mr. Gregson.] Ho you keep the weighbridge going all day ? There is a lad who puts the skip on
the travelling belt when ho knows the weighbridge is empty.
t
7374 Mr. GurleyI] Ho you think the weighbridge is kept going pretty well all day ? It must be, to give
sixty or seventy skips per day,
_
t
_
7375. Ho you think the weighman is exclusively employed at that work, judging from tho weights? He
must he.
...
7376. Have you thought over the question of the working hours? I think that eight hours is enough for
any man to work.
7377. President.] Supposing a man has had a spoil of idleness, and chooses to work half an hour, or two
hours extra, do you think he should he punishable for that ? Ho might not be made punishable, but I
think it should not be allowed,
_
7378. Suppose he says, I must work a little more to pull up, and he makes up by overtime, would you
punish him for that ? Well, I would, if he was to make
a custom of it.
_
7379. Mr. Curley,] Hon’t you think this would eventually become a custom ?I think so, if it was allowed
to one or two, it would draw tho others on.
_
7380. Ho you think it would become a regular matter to work long hours ? It has boon iu the past.
7381. Would that be quoted by other collieries, and adduced as a reason why they should do a similar
thing themselves ? I believe it would.
7382. Ho you think that this is a matter that should be legislated for? I do.
_
7383. Ho you know of any instances where men have worked very long hours ? I have heard it reported
that some men have worked twelve or fourteen hours, but I have never worked beside them,
7384. Where was this ? In Minmi.
7385. Ho you go in there mostly by tunnels ? Yes,
^
7386. Ho the men go in very early in the morning ? As a general rule, they go in between G and 7
o’clock in the morning, and come out again from 3'30 to 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
_
7387. May certain men not go in earlier ? It has been reported that certain men have gone in at 2 or 3
o’clock in the morning, and have not come out till 4 o’clock in the afternoon.
7388. Ho you think that men should be allowed to go in and out when they like ? No.
_
7389. Might they not go in before the fireman went his rounds, and if they did so, might not something
occur P Yes; I have known two men sent out by the fireman in Minmi for being at their work when he
went round ; on the first occasion ho cautioned them, and the next morning he sent them home, because
he had received orders from the manager to do so if he caught them again.
7390. Mr. Gregson.] Ho you approve of that ? Yes,
7391. In the interests of tho men’s own safety ? Yes.
_
_
7392. Mr. Curley.] Was there any fire-damp given off at that time ? Thoro was ; perhaps not in their
bord, but in that section of the mine.
7393. Was not that really a very serious matter for these men to come in before tho fireman ? It was.
[Witness withdrew.]
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[The Commission met in the Board-room, Chief Secretary’s Office, at 10 a.m.']
ftosint:—

‘

FEANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C., President.
JAMES CUELEY, Esq.

j

JESSE GEEQ-SON, Esq.

Mr. Eobert Hay sworn and examined:—
Mr. R. Hay. 7394. Mr. Owrley.'] What occupation do you follow, Mr. Hay ? I am tbe manager of the Oakoy Part
Colliery, at Litbgow.
_
_
'
11 Oct., 1805.7395 Have you been manager at any other collieries? Yes, in England; but not in this Colony. I
have.been employed at other collieries in this Colony, but not as manager. I was overman at the Mount
Kembla Colliery.
■
7396. How long ago is it since you were at the Mount Kembla Colliery ? I left Mount Kembla on the
laat day of the year 1890; very nearly five years ago.
7397. What were you at Mount Kembla ? I was getting coal, and was also underviewer there.
7398. Would that be practically manager of the colliery ? I had a say in the management.
7399. Mr. Grayson.] Were you getting coal when you went there first? Yes.
7400. Mr. Curley.] How long were you there getting coal ? Two and a half years.
7401. Have you a fair knowledge of the Mount Kembla Mine? Yes, of what was then tlie Mount
Kembla Mine.
_
7402. Is not what was then, pretty well Mount Kembla still? There is new management there now; of
course, the coal would be much the same.
‘
7403. Would not the conditions generally be much the same ? I cannot say that; I have never been
there since.
1
7404. Was there much timber used in the Mount Kembla Mine when you were there ? As much as was
required; we took care not to let the men be without props or timber.
7405. Did they use this timber on each side of tho roadway? Yes, where necessary.
7400. How was the mine worked when you were there? The ordinary bords in one part, and longwall
in another part.
7407. In the bords, what distance would the timber be set apart; would you put a row of props on each
side of the roadway ? Yes.
7408. How many? About 3 feet apart, closer if necessary ; if dangerous, we put them thicker.
7409. What would be the average ; what would bo the distance apart of the roadside props on each side
of the bord, taking the good with the bad ? I should say the average would be about 2 ft, 6 in. or 2 feet.
7410. Is that taking the good with the bad all round ? Yes; speaking approximately. Wherever there
were props needed we always put them.
7411. Did you ever drive a bord where the timber was much further apart than that where the roof was
good ? I have driven bords in every part of that mine, and I should give that us a fair average distance
in the bord.
...
7412. Did you use much timber in the longwall? Yes; we packed it and used timber. We did not use
timber in the roadway.
7413. Had you any trouble with the ventilation at Mount Kembla ? It was not as good as it should have
been, until we got the furnace-shaft down, and that remedied everything.
7414. Was the furnace erected when you were there? Not the new furnace. There was a new
furnace erected at the bottom of the new shaft. The ventilation was very much improved by the new
shaft.
7415. What number of men were employed when you were there ? About eighty to 100 numbers were
generally running. I should say, speaking approximately, about 150 or 160 men.
_
7416. Did you find much difficulty in the ventilation of the places to the rise? No, we did uotfindmuch
difficulty. We worked the longwall mostly to the rise, where the seam was under 5 feet.
.
7417. You took the current of the air right round ? Yes ; the current went across the faces.
74is. Was the furnace you have spoken about commenced when you were there? Itwas just completed,
and the ventilation was improved very much.
7419. Have you given any consideration to the difference between furnace ventilation and fan ventilation ?
Yes; if you have a deep shaft, and not much gas, furnace-ventilation is the best. Even with gas, I think
furnace-ventilation is the best. Eor a shallow shaft 1 think the fan is the best.
1
7420. You think the fan is the best for a shallow shaft? I do. ^
7421. Would you call the shaft at the Helensburgh Colliery a shallow-shaft? There is a tremendous
amount of gas there, and if there is much gas a fan might be preferable.
7422. Have yon read any mining authorities on the contrast between the cost of furnace ventilation
and the cost by fan ventilation ? That must be regulated by the circumstances. Where you
sell the small coal the fan will be cheaper, because if the small coal is a drug you can use it in the
furnace.
7423. Cannot you use the small coal also in connection with the fan? A little of it.
7424. Have you seen what Mr. Percy says about the contrast between the cost of ventilation by fan and
the cost of ventilation by furnace ? Not as to the cost.
7425. Will you look at this book, and see what Mr. Percy states with regard to the cost of these two
methods of ventilation ? [ Witness readsi]
The Mechanical Enginekring of Collieries. ByC. M. Percy, Consulting Engineeer, &.c.,&c., Sc, (Volumell, page 29.)
The ordinary Guibal fan cannot avoid the vibration, whilst the improved fan can work at practically any speed, and
set up no vibration. The fan erected by the Wigan Coal and Iron Company is 30 feet in diameter; aud was erected to take
the place of two ventilating furnaces, which produced 142,000 cubic feet of air per minute, and to do so consumed 12 tons
17 cwt. of coal iu the twenty-four hours. The fau now working produces the same quantity of air with a consumption of
i tons 2 cwt. of fuel for the same period ; and there is this considerable distinction m tlie fuel: the furnace used good
Arley Mine mixture, whilst the fan consumes common Buzzard slack. The saving in fuel alone is over £3 in twenty-four
hours, and the calculation for a year is easily made.

-
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7426. Wlmt have you to say upon that statement ? In i!ie Wigan district the mines are deep and very Wr. R. Hay.
not, and there is a great advantage there on this account. They have the heat of the mine to assist in
the ventilation as well as the fan, and this, of course, would aid in that result.
0<d,f
/427. Do you think that furnaces are going out of date, and that fans are taking their places in recent
years ? 1 do.
or
7428. Do you not think that furnace ventilation will evcntuallv bocoin© a thing of ihe past? I .think
that too ; but furnace ventilation can he applied with splendid advantage under certain conditions.
7429. How long have you been the manager of tho Oakey Park Colliery in the Lithgow district ? Since
the beginning of January, 1891, about four years and a half.
"
7430. Did you work there previous to being manager? No, I did not.
,
7431. Do you hold any proprietary_interest in that colliery? Tesj I have a little interest in the
colliorj, although I did not hold any interest Tvhen I went there first as manager. X tvbb there, three
years before I took any interest in tlie mine financially.
_
7432. Do you enter tlie mine by tunnel or by shaft ? W'e have two shafts.
’
7433. What are the depths of your shafts ? 315 feet from the surface—105 yards.
7434. Are both shafts the same depth ? About the same depth.
'
7435. Can you tell us the diameter of the shafts ? One is about 11 feet aud the other 10 feet. I cannot
speak definitely, because I was not there at the sinking of these shafts.
7436. Which is the 11-foot shaft? The present upcast shaft.
7437. Aud the downcast shaft is about 10 feet? Yes, about 10 feet.
Srlloo' rj-0W lntl,ny Ine,n ^n,ve Iou employed at the Oakey Park Colliery ? We have twenty men getting coal.
v^oiX Jdave you employed more men than tliat number? AVhen I went there there were forty-fire men
employed.
7440. Is the number of men employed affected by the condition of the trade? Yes; trade has not
fluctuated much on the right side lately,
'
7441. Have your workings extended far into the mine? They have extended pretty rapidly lately on
account of the boundary of the Yale Mine coming near us.
7442. What distance aro your workings in? Porty-two or 43 chains.
r
7443. H your furthest working place half a mile in? Yes, about that; 42 or 43 chains would be
slightly over that I thin]?.
^ey
three-quarters of a mile in ? Not so far as tliat; I give tho distance as 42 or 43 chains.
744o. Have you a system of furnace ventilation at that colliery ? Wc have not. We ventilate by steam
and a waterfall. We are on the point of completing a furnace there.
7446. Is it only a matter of thought, or have you entered practically upon the work ? The men at the
bottom are clearing out for it now.
7447. Has any actual work begun in this direction ? Yes; two men have been working at the pit bottom
all tbe last week widening out for it.
7448. What is this waterfall you have spoken about ? It is coining down tho downcast shaft on account
ot it not being properly cemented at first.
7449. Is it water conveyed down the shaft ? No ; it falls down naturally. It comes down 30 feet from
the top.
7450. Is there much body of water behind where this water drops from ? There is evidently a sprin°\
because the water is always there.
J
1
°
7451. Is it simply what percolates through tho strata ? It falls incessantlv and continuously.
74o2. How does it approach the mine? Away from the surface, 30 feet from the top of the shaft; but we
do most with steam.
7453. Is there any chance of that force of water during any heavy rainfall endangering the condition of
colliery ? I can assure you there is not, but the steam is need all day in the upcast shaft.
74o4. Does the steam influence the ventilation in the shaft?There are pipes laid down to the hiu pump
at the bottom of the shaft,
x
r
7455. Mr. Gregson.] Do you exhaust into the shaft ? Yes; and of course there is the heat of tho pipes
all tbe way down.
1 *
7456, Mr. Gurley.] Does your ventilation ever change—does your downcast ever become the upcast? I
have never known that, although a very hot day will militate against us a little, hut it will never put tho
ventilation in a really had state.
.
1
vlro’
y°U
n rule.’ *hG smaller shaft is used for the upcast ? It should not he.
74,j8. Do you think that is the opinion of mining authorities? Circumstances might force aman to
that opinion, but 1 would put the upcast larger than the downcast.'
7459. Have you read what Mr. Wardle says on this matter ? No. 4gain, the system of furnace, or fan,
ventilation, comes m here, If you use a furnace the upcast shaft must be the largest
■
■ '
!
7459!. This is what Mr. Wardle says on this subject —
Refebunck Book on Practical Coal-minino. By W. Wardle, F.S.8.C. (3rd edition,)
.
roiiifaiion.—Which shaft do yon consider should be the downcast—the larger or the smaller one—
V-°R?pphfd / 'a d°T?CalSt bh?l,}d be the lar6er if thGrc iB ftuy difference, whatever may be the power
employed. Ihe i entilating fan placed at tho top of the upcast only reduces the atmospheric pressure on the top nf tho
upcast to a partial vacuum; the atmospheric pressure upon the top of the downcast then comes into operation, and forma a
venti ating pressure or power, propel ing the air through tho airways and upcast shaft, and the greater the depth ^,d
toa? a columngof aV 1%'
"'^1 r «
a]r j" tl,C dowllc:lst' This will be understood when we Consider
H af 1 , .
air ^
and of the full height of the atmosphere, weighs nearly 1 ton. Another column of airof
the same height, and 1 inch square weighs only H'7o lb. We must also take into account that tbe lower layers of air in
tbe underground an ways, and at the bottom of the downcast, are compressed in the higher layers in tlie shaft and tho
atmosphere above the shaft, and the greater the depth and diameter of the downcast the greater will be compression.. Air
is also elastic—that is it can be expanded by heat or by reducing tlie pressure at the top of the upcast. Tho vontilutimr fan
would therefore create a large vacuum at the top of a 10-fo«t upcast that it would at the top of a IG-foot upcast : con
sequent y by making tlic_ 10-foot tbe upcast, aud the 1«-foot tlie downcast, two natural powers would assist tlie ventilation
P!lt
motion is power), and the largo vacuum at the top of the upcast
caused by tho fan. The late J. J. Atkinson, speaking upon this point, says “ The intake air in dip or deseindent-workings
acts as a ventilating power assisting any other ventilating power that may be in existence; ” and as already quoted, that
* the downcast should be made of the greatest practicable area.’*
* “
9
_

Section 289 on

7460. What have you to say to this statement ? With regard to the sinking of shafts, my opinion is that
you sink the big shaft cheaper than the small one.
'
■
'J
' 7401.
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Have you ever noticed defects in the ventilation under the conditions you have stated just now ;
70u sa’^ that a hot day occasionally militated against the prevailing conditions ? A very hot day
Uct>1win militate a iittle.
t
.
.
7462. Have you ever noticed the ventilation stagnant ? It was not as brisk as it was at other times, out
it could not be called stagnant.
.
..
7463. Are you aware that there would be a considerable amount of friction to be overcome with the air
travelling ? Yes.
^
7464. How do the men fare when the conditions are as you have stated? Yery well; there have been
no complaints made to me about the ventilation.
7465. Do you know whether the men have complained to anybody else ? I do not know.
7466. If the men had complained, do you think they would have a reason for complaining ? Not a suffi
cient reason; still, if they had complained, I would have taken it in a friendly way.
7467. A man would not complain without a reason, you think ? It depends upon the sort of man very
largely.
_
7468. Is a man who is not given to complaints a fine fellow ? I would not like to say that; hut if a man
complained to me, I would believe in the complaint enough to investigate it, and see if anything was
wrong. A man would not be dismissed for giving me information.
7469. Is it not possible that a man may submit to a great deal before he would make a complaint? I do
not think my men would ; we are on pretty good terms.
.
7470. Do you work in a very friendly way with your men ? "We do.
... .
7471. How do you interpret the present Coal Mines Act of 1876 ? I interpret it in its literal sense.
7472. President.'] Supposing a miner complained of want of air, how would you interpret the Act as to
the quantity of air you or the manager would have to supply ? The Act specifies that lie should have
200 cubic feet of air per minute.
7473. Which Act do you refer to ? The Act of 1876.
7474. Do you give your men 200 cubic feet of air? We give them as much as we can; more than 200
cubic feet of air goes into tbe mine.
7475. Mr. Curley.] Wbat about the air travelling into the working face ? There is a loss before it gets
there. You cannot find any quantity of air in the working place if a man is 35 yards before the current
of air.
7476. Will you look at section 12, subsection 3, of the Act of 1876 ;—what is the minimum quantity of
air mentioned in that section ? 100 cubic feet; I always understood that it was 200 cubic feet, but I
could not have read it so. Perhaps it is the new Bill that stipulates for 200 cubic feet.
_
7477. Have you, as manager, measured the air yourself ? I generally measure the air on Friday.
7478. When you measure the air, where do you measure it? In the far end of the mine.
7479. Do you measure the air on the main air-way ? On the main heading.
7480. What distance do you measure the air from the working face ? I measure it at a distance of not
more than a chain from the headings.
7481. Can you give us a brief sketch of your mine ? Yes [tracing of colliery workings produced]; this
tracing is not mine, it belongs to the Mines Department.
7482. Is the tracing an accurate one ? Yes. [See Appendix 3.]
7483. President.] How far apart are your shafts ? About 41- chains apart. The air goos in at the
number 2 shaft, and finds its way along the back heading; then it goes along the travelling road.
7484. Mr. Curley.] Do yon know on what scale this plan is drawn ? Yes, 1 chain to the -J inch.
7485. When you measured the air, where did you measure it? In number 2 heading; then I measured
it to the furthest cut-through, between the two headings—the furthest stenton.
7486. What quantity of air did you find ? I got 7,000 cubic feet of air in the first measurement.
7487. Was that at the intake ? Yos.
7488. What quantity of air did you get further up ? 4,000 feet at the far end of all.
7489. Where did the other 3,000 feet of air go to ? It had been lost in the stoppings. Tliefurthest
place has a much larger area than the first one, and there is always a less quantity of air there.
7490. Do you mean to say that a certain quantity of air had scaled over the stoppings ? I think so.
7491. What kind of stoppings do you use? Small coal stoppings, hut we are altering that now, and
commencing with brick stoppings.
7492. Are the stoppings in your mine all small-coal stoppings?
Yes; up till the present time.
7493. Have you small-coal stoppings in your main air-ways?
Yes; the main headingis stopped with
small coal.
7494. Do you say that you are now starting to put in brick stoppings ? Yes; to come right out with
brick stoppings.
7495. Have you measured the air in the return ? I did not take the return; but I would get more air
.
in the return than in the intake.
7496. Did you not take the air in the return for your own satisfaction, to see what air was in the return ?
No, I did not.
7497. Did you take any reading at any other time when you took the air ? Yes.
_
7498. If you did not take a reading, you must have taken it for granted that there would be more air P
I took it for granted; if fresh air can bo got in the main heading it is bound to be got in the return.
7499. Is that a satisfactory way to take the air ? In Lithgow we grow lav, on account of tlie harmless
nature of the mines.
7500. Do you mean that you are not so particular as if there was gas there P Not nearly so.
7501. Have you ever seen any fire-damp in your colliery? No; we have never had any fire-damp.
7502. Have you ever seen any carbonic-acid gas or black-damp ? No; I have never seen anything like that.
7503. Have you ever seen gases of any description ? No gases of auy description have ever beeu seen there.
7504. Did you say that at one time there were forty-five men employed at your mine ? Yes; it was a
new mine then. It had not been extended.
7505. Have you auy idea what the velocity of the air travelling was when you took it at that time?
There was one place, of an area of about 40 feet, where we got close upon 200 revolutions per minute.
7506. Was that quantity of air registered by the anemometer? Yes; Dickenson’s anomemeter—one of
the latest,
7507. Did you take a reading at the return at any other time besides this ;—you say you took no reading
when you took the last measurement ? I got 16,000 feet half-way.
'
7508,
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7508. Can you tell us the last time you took a reading at the return? Yes, about a month ago, half- Mr- R- Hay.
way in on tho return.
14 Oct., 1895.
7509. "What quantity of air did you get P 16,000 cubic feet.
7510. What quantity did you get in the intake? I only took the return.
7511. What was your object in doing that ? Something else, I suppose, cropped up to take my attention.
7512. Can you give us any idea of when you took the air, both in the intake and the return? I cannot
give you a date.
7513. Have you done so within the last three mouths ? Ho.
7514. Do you work bord and pillar system at your colliery? Yes.
7515. What is tbe width of your bords ? The bords at the present time run from 4 to 8 yards wide, but
we have had some wider bords.
7516. What is tbe size of your pillars ? They vary from about 15 to 20 yards.
7517. Are they all large pillars P Yes, fairly good pillars.
7518. Aro the pillars all the size you have mentioned ? I am not speaking of the workings before I went
there ; the pillars then were not that size.
7519. What size were the pillars before you went there ? They varied very much,
/520. What sizes ivere they ? In some instances 12 yards, and down to as low as about 4 yards.
7521. Have you seen these pillars in the colliery yourself? Yes; I have seen them that size.
7522. What kind of pillars do you think should be carried for a colliery of that depth? They should be
good pillars.. The strata is much thicker where the coal is worked now than it was at the pit bottom.
The shaft is in a gully.
7523. Have you to carry more weight as you proceed further in ? Yes; but it is a marvellous roof.
7524. Will the roof not require something to support it ? In some instances it will require very little
indeed.
7525. Is it your experience that when the pillars have to he taken out that the roof comes down? It is
better when it does so.
7526. Do you think that mining operations are conducted with a view to the roof coming down eventu
ally, when the pillars have to ho removed? Yes; if Iliad to remove pillars .I would like to see the
roof come down, although there would he some trouble to get the roof down at Lithgow.
7527. Do you think a mine should be conducted from that point of view ? I do.
7528. IIow do you pay your men at Lithgow ? By weight.
7529. Have you a system of averaging ? Yes; if they arc weighed more than once, the weights are
averaged, hut if not, the last weight taken prevails.
7530. How often do you weigh ? We have not weighed very much lately; we have had the screens down
lately.
/531. Before you started to make any alterations, how many skips did you weigh? We used to weigh
once or twice a week, hut very much oftener when the men kept a check-weigher. When trade was bad
the men could not afford to keep a cheek-weigher.
7532. Would the check-weigher stop you from weighing;—has he anything to do with the number of skips
that are weighed ? I always let him have a say.
/533. In what way ? If lie came to me and said, “ Do you not think wo had better weigh a few skips ?”
if I could do so, 1 would do it, if 1 had nothing else particularly on.
7534. Have you a weighman for the Company at your colliery ? We have no weighman.
7535. Do you weigh the skips yourself? Yes, when they are weighed,
7536. How often do you weigh at present;—do you weigh once a day, once a week, once a fortnight, or
once a month ? We have not weighed for the last four months. The screens had decayed, and I was
compelled to pull them all down, and the weigh-bridge at the same time.
7537. In such cases, is it not usual to lake one screen down at a time ? The alteration was of such a
nature that we had to stop the use of all,
7538. How did you get your coal away while these alterations were going on ? We were idle for a fort
night, and then commenced before we were ready, anti did what we could during the time. It was a
month before we got the principal screens in working order. Then we commenced the weigh-screen.
7539. How long is it since you got the screens and the weigh-hridge in order ? About a month ago.
7540. Is it a month ago since the weigli-screcn was in position? The weigh-screen was put up about a
mouth ago, hut we have been adjusting the machine, and so forth.
7541. Do I understand you to say that this has reference to the last four months? Yes.
'
7542. How often did you weigh for the four months preceding that time? We used to weigh pretty
often then,
7543. How often r Onco or twice a week we would weigh ten or twelve skips, but I cannot speak
accurately as to the time wo weighed, sinco the check-weighman has not been there.
7544. How long is it since the men have .been without a check-weigher ? Two, or two aud a half years.
The men had a check-weighman there when trade was so as the men could keep him.
7545. Did you ever make any comparison between the weights you paid the men for and the weights you
sent away ? I have not done so lately. I have not made any comparisons during the last six or eight
months.
7546. ’When did you make a comparison before that time? I have made comparisons, but not lately.
.
7547. How did these comparisons come out ? They came out on both sides. One fortnight the Company
was about 20 tons behind, and another fortnight they had an over-weight of 15 tons. As a matter of
fact, we had two daymen filling coal oue day, but we had actually that over what we paid the men,
7548. Do you say that you have not bothered about making any comparisons during the past six or eight
months ? I am pretty certain that during^the past two or three months it ran pretty accurately, although
we had no weigh-hridge. Of course,_thejneii..knew_they_could_trust us, and saw we could not help not
weighing.
,
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Mr. R. Hay. 7552. Do you inspect tlie mine every morning before the men enter ? Tes, every working-place.
-l/oct^lsSs
^0)le ^
deputy ? Yes ; the deputy is the only man with any authority, and ho does this.
■ •»
• 7554. Does he make a report in any book kept for the purpose ? He generally signs a book, stating how
he finds tho mine. He says, “ I have examined the working-places, &c., &c.”
7555. Do you inspect your shafts ? Yes ; about once a week.
7556. Are your shafts walled? ' They are walled down to the rock ■ not beyond that.
7557. Do you inspect your ropes ? Yes.
7558. Your boilers ? Yes.
7559. 'What ropes do you use? Three-inch ropes.
7560. Do you calculate the life-time of these ropes? They run very much under their worlting power.
As soon as there is a broken wire I take it out.
75GI. How often do you inspect your boilers ? We blow them off occasionally, and the engine-man
inspects them.
.7562. What life-time do you give your boilers ? That wuuld depend on the class of boiler.
75G3. What; class of boilers have you ? Cornish boilers—one with one tube and another with two tubes.
756-!i. How long have these boilers been in use? One has beeu in use five and a half years, and is in
splendid condition. One is a second-hand boiler, but it is a good one.
75G5. Do you know how long it was in use before you bought it? Ho; I cannot say; but it is really a
■ good sound boiler.
'
.7566. Have you never inquired how long it was in use before you bought it ? I have onlv examined the
boiler.
'
7567. Do you keep an engineer ? We have an engine-man, not an engineer.
7568. Does the whole responsibility of the boilers depend upon yourself and this engine-man? Yes.
7569. Who pays attention to the examination of the boilers ? 1 pay attention to this myself.
■7570. You say that you do not know how long that boiler was in use before you bought it? No.’
7571. Is not that a matter that you should inquire into for your own information ? I think if the boiler
is good, and worked under pressure, there can be no danger.
■7572. Do not you think that length of days has something to do with a boiler remaining good or bad ?
Certainly.
7573. Have you ever requested the men to work longer hours lately ? Not more than the pit time.
£574. What system would you call that ? That the men were working about eight hours.
7575. Do you think eight hours is long enough for a man to work in a mine ? 1 would not ask a man to
work any more than eight hours in the coal-facc.
7576. President.] Do you work the bord and pillar system at your mine ? Yes; 1 have what is called
the Welsh bord.
7577. Do you use brattice ? Yes; iu the main headings.
7578. -How do you get air into the bords? We do not put anything in to conduct the air; wc always
take care to have a cut-through in under the 35 yards.
.7579. Are the men working 35 yards before the air ? Yes.
7580, How do they get tho air ? That is a difficult point; but they do get it. I never had a man come
out to get air.
7581. Is it very hot in your bords ? Not very hot; it is not nearly so hot as I have seen it in the York
shire mines. I should say it was from 60 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit.
7582. Mr. Ourlci/.] Have you ever tried the temperature ? No, I have not.
7583. President.] How many skips do you weigh every day ? Wc have had all the pit top pulled down
during the last few months.
*
7584. How many skips do you weigh in a day, when the mine is in full swing? When the check-weighman
was there we weighed considerably more than we do now. I should think we weigh about 3 per cent,
since the check-weighman left.
'
7585. Why do you weigh a less number of skips now than when the check-weighman was there ? Because
there are much fewer men.
7586,. How many skips did you weigh when the check-weighman was there ? About 5 or G per cent.
7587. Why has the weighing fallen off 3 per cent. ? The Company never kept a weighman there ; I do
the weighing myself.
7588. Do you still do the weighing ? Yes.
7589. Have the men complained to you about the number of skips that are weighed ? No, they have not.
As a matter of fact the men were just filling as they liked for about three months.
7590. What average did they get paid on during that time ? At the weight they stood at when thev were
last weighed.
“
7591. Mr. Curley.] Is it your colliery that works on Sunday ? No ; I would not do that. We have no
necessity to work on the week-days, even with our few men, in the present condition of trade. Our men
will make from 9 to 10 shillings per day while they aro at work.
7592. Is your seam a clean seam, or have you any refuse? There is a hand which runs from about an
eighth of an inch to an inch in the seam.
‘
7593. What is the height of your seam ? About 5 ft. 6 in, high.
7594. Is it an easy seam to work ? Yes, a very easy scam to work.
■
7595. Do you use any powder ? Not in tbe coal; sometimes we come upon what is called a roll, and we
j>ut a shot or two in. These rolls sometimes cut the coal completely out.
/59G. How many men do you employ? Twenty men on the coal, besides wheelers and day men.
7597. How many men do you employ altogether ? Thirty men and hoys.
’
[Witness withdrew.]
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v601. Have you managed these little mines of your own? Tea; both at Tighe’s Hill and at "Waratah,
T. BroughalT.
7(J02. IIow long have you been connected with mining pursuits ? For about forty-nine years.
7fi03. IIow long have you managed at the Yale of Clwydd Colliery? A. little over six years.
14 Oct., 1895.
7GO 1. Do you hold any proprietary interest in that colliery? Yes ; I have a few shares.
7(i05. How do you enter the mine there ? By a shaft.
7606. AVhat are the depths of your shafts? Both shafts are 230 feet deep.
7607. How is your mine ventilated ? By furnace.
7G0S. Do you know thediameter of your shafts ? The winding shaft, thodowncast shaft, is 14 feet by G feet,
and the furnace shaft, the upcast shaft, is 8 feet.
7G09, What is the system of working at that colliery? Bord and pillar.
7G10, How do you find the ventilation at your colliery? It is very good on one side, and I have over the
<|uentity required by the Act on the other side, hut I have a long way to take the air to the lower workings.
7dl. How far have you to take it ? 1,400 yards, hut that will not last for any length of time, because in
six or seven months wc hope to finish there.
7612. When you say youhaveover the quantity required by the Act, what do you mean by that statement ?
I have ten men in that part of the colliery on the average, and I have 2,500 cubic feet of air.
7613. You have over tho stipulated minimum quantity of air ? Yes; and on the other side of the pit I
have any amount of air.
7614. Although you have tlie quantity of air you state, does the ventilation appear at any time still
somewhat deficient ? Hot in the workings. It is pretty warm in the main headings, I carry steam
1,200 yards to the pumps; that is in the outlet.
7615. If yon carry steam down to where you speak of, if it is in the return going out, it will not affect
tho men? It does not affect tho men at all. 1 carry steam in the pipes 1,200 yards, but that does not
come near the men at all.
7616. Will not those hot pipes increase tho temperature? No; that is in the return.
7617. The whole of it is in the return ? Yes; both steam and water and everything.
7618. Havo the men ever complained to you about the ventilation in any of those parts? I have never
had any complaints, for some few years. I had complaints at first, because I had to make airways about
SOU yards through old workings. There were no airways at all; the air found its way through tho old
workings, till I made the airways.
7619. Did you find the ventilation very defective when you took charge? Yes ; it was at that time.
7620. How many men would there be working at the colliery at tliat time ? In that part of the district,
about twelve or lourteen men, that is including the men who were working the airways, I made two
airways outside where the pipes were iu altogether. The exhaust steam does not travel up the main
heading, but in a separate course by itself.
7621. Does it go into the return ? Yes; there is one return through the old workings, and there is
another return through the main heading, that is the outlet, where the steam pipes are m.
7622. _ At the pump you are speaking about, is there anything given off there that goes into the intake ?
No ; it all goes into the Ttetum,
7623. How many men have you employed in the mine altogether? About twenty-six at the present
time.
7624. Mr. Gregson,] Is that tho number of men employed underground? Yes; the number employed
underground.
7025. Mr, Curlew.] Is tho system worked bord aud pillar? Yes.
7026. AVhat is the widtli of your places ? Eight yards.
7627. AYliat is the width of the pillars ? Four or 4-i- yards, Tho pillars on tho side of tho Ganning
bord, or main heading, are 10 yards.
’
7628. AVhat kind of a roof have you ? There is from 4 ft. 6 in. to 5 feet of inferior coal, and then we
havo a hard sandstone.
7629. Is there any bad roof in any part of your mine ? No; there are a few places where the coal comes
down to the rock, but nothing past that.
7630. Do you use much timber to keep that up ? Yes; to keep the coal up. In some places it lakes a
good deal of timber, and in others not so much.
7631. Had you an accident at that colliery some time ago ? Yes; X was driving through the end of an
old bord—a bord that had been worked sixteen or seventeen years ago. 1 drove back into it in the new
workings, and an accident happened, hut that is the only accident I have had.
7632. How did that accident occur ? I was in the place five minutes before the accident occurred, and
ordered the man to put some timber in. Ho had five or six props, and I told him to put sleepers instead
of the short lids. He went to put the timber up, and the top coal came away. It was entirely his own
fault; in fact, I would have punished him for it, but I thought he was punished enough by being hurt.
7633. Do you always keep plenty of timber supplied to the men ? Yes ; I have never had a complaint
yet in this respect. It is a thing I am very particular in watching,
7634. Have you any fire-damp in your colliery ? No.
7635. AYliat stoppings havo you? Just the slack stoppings.
7636. Arc they slack stoppings all over the colliery ? Yes, pretty nearly ; they are built with the tops,
or anything of that sort. They are quite good enough for that class of coal.
7637. Are they quite good enough in the main intakes? Yes.
7638. Is that your opinion? There is nothing at all to alter my opinion, because the coal there will
never catch fire, or anything of that sort. I havo seen coal where if you put 5 or 0 tons of slack it would
he afire in a fortnight, but not in this Colony.
7639. Have you known of collieries being on fire in this Colony ? T have heard tell of them, but I have
never worked in one.
7640. How do you pay the men at the colliery? By the average weight.
7G4L Do you weigh many skips ? I weigh sometimes two or three times a week, and sometimes 1 go for a
fortnight without weighing.
7642. Do you weigh the skips yourself ? Y"es.
7643. Have you no weighman ? No ; 1 just weigh when I have a hit of time.
/04-4. Have you had any complaints about weighing? No; I have not had any complaints for the last
three years.
’
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7645. Have tbe men a check-weigbman at vonr collierv P They have never been without a checkT-^g^ll-weighman there.
^
14'Oct 1895 7046. Do you weigh when the cheek-woighman asks you to weigh ? He never asks me to weigh. I have
' never been asked to weigh for, I dare say, the last three years.
7647. You simply weigh of your own accord ? Yes.
7648. And at times when it is convenient to yourself? Yes.
7649. Has the check-weighman never suggested to you that more skips should be weighed? Ho;
not of late.
7650. Has he complained to you at any time about the number of skips that were weighed ? Yes; two
or three years ago.
7651. Do you weigh the coal yon send away for the company on the same weighbridge ? No; it is
weighed on the Government railway bridge.
7652. Do you ever make a comparison between the weights you send away and the weights you pay the
men ? Sometimes I am a little behind, and sometimes I am a little ahead ; taking it all through, there
is not much difference at the year’s end.
7653. Who has the advantage? Sometimes the men have had a few tons to the good, and sometimes I
have had a few tons to the good.
7654. Can you give us the exact quantities for last year ? I have not worked it out; I do not think I
should he called to answer these questions.
7655. How many skips have you weighed during the last month or two? I cannot exactly say; I weighed
last Monday, a week to-day.
7656. Have you weighed any coal since last Monday? No.
7657. Mr. Greysow.] What is the check-weighman doing when you do not weigh ? He sits there smoking
his pipe.
7658. Do the men pay him for doing that? Yes; he has a bettor billet than I have.
7659. Mr. Curley.^ Can the check-weighman weigh in your absence ? No.
7660. Can he weigh when you are there unless you are weighing? No.
7661. Is the weighing a matter that he has nothing to do with? Yes; I give him a chance to weigh
when he likes, when I am present. If 1 weigh, he sees I do not cheat him ; and on the other hand, I see
that he does not cheat me.
7662. What hours do you work at the Vale of Clwydd Colliery ? Eight hours.
7663. Do you work with one shift, or with two shifts of men? I have been working with two shifts of
men during the last two or three weeks. I have had five or six men on at night.
7664. Does your colliery make very much water ? Yes; the workings that have been worked out for
years all work down into the one place. I cannot pump a great body of water on account of the distance
the steam is taken ; I have not much power.
7665. Does the water affect the men’s placos very much ? No ; I work their places up to the rise.
7GG6. Are these men that you speak or, in tho farthest-in places, working to the rise ? They are now.
7667. Does your place rise much? No ; not more than 1 in 40 ; there may he a place or two in swallow’s
a little more. It is a very flat mine as a rule.
7668. When did you last measure the quantities of air there ? I think it was about a fortnight ago.
7669. What was your record? 1 did not measure it in the new workings.
7670. What do you mean by the new workings? I have one lot of workings going north, and another
lot of workings going south; north are the old workings. I took no register of the now workings, but the
register of the other workings was 2,520 cubic feet.
7671. Did you take the register in the return ? Yes; in the main return, I had about 7,000 cubic feet
in the main return.
7672. Were both these readings taken in the main return ? No; one was taken in the intake, about 50
yards from the men.
7673. What section of the mine was it where you took the reading? In the inlet section, before it went
to tho men. I have only ten men at the most in that section whero I measured the air, and four miners,
a wheeler, and a day-man at night—six altogether.
7674. What time does your furnace-man begin his work? Ido not keep a regular furnace-man; Ihe
road-man attends to the furnace first thing in the morning, and then about 3 o’clock in the afternoon, and
if I go down the mine I stir the furnace up myself.
7675. Do you know the quantity of coal you burn in a day in the furnace? About four skips day and
night; the skips carry about 10 cwt.
7676. That is about 2 tons a day? Yes.
7677. Do you use all small coal? Yes.
7678. Day and night? Yes; we only bank tho furnace up at night.
7679. What time docs the road-man go into the mine? .About 6 o’clock.
7680. Does he go to the furnace when he goes in? Yes, first thing.
7681. Have you ever attempted to work your mine longer than tho eight hours you have spoken
about ? No.
7682. Presidenl.'] How do your men get supplied with air in the bords? I never work them beyond 25
or 3Q yards before a cut through. If I run a bord over the distance I put iu brattice.
7683. Until they get to the cut-through, is there lots of air? Yes.
7684. How do you explain this? The air will always strike in if it goes from the second cut-through.
I have brattice in the second cut-through, and turn it up, then it goes to the whole, lot.
7685. Mr. Curley.'] Do you know anything about the size of tho pillars, about your shafts ? I cannot
say ; on the one side there are no pillars at all,
7686. What side is that? The winding shaft; there are no pillars 30 yards from the pit bottom. There
is an acre and not a pillar in it; from what they tell me. it has been like that for the last fourteen years.
7687. Do you know the reason of that? At that time they took all the pillars—everything out. That
was in. the good times, when they wanted coal, but it has not moved since.
7688. Is that at the main dowmeast shaft ? Yes; nothing has moved, not a pound of anything since I
have been there.
7689. Is there no support ? Nothing at all.
7690.
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7090. Can you send tbe Commission a sketch showing this? I should have to survey the part first,
These pillars are 30 yards from the shaft, what we call rolls. It has been a water-course at one time, and"rou8h •
they are about 0 or 7 yards through. They run at an angle ; the rolls support the roof, and as long as
they are there it will never move.
'
-j
■■
7691. What are the other pillars round about that shaft? Some of them are 8 and 10 yards, some more.
The tops have fallen, and you cannot get iu to see them.
7692. Bo you know what condition the upcast-shaft is in ? The pillars are good round that shaft. They
seem very fair good-sized pillars.
7693. What size are they? Some of them are 8 yards and some 10yards. Of course the tops are down,
and you cannot tell exactly what they are.
7694. If the roof is good, could you not travel over the tops? Tes; but it would not be very pleasant.
Some of tlie places are only 9 and 10 inches high, and a man like myself could not get through them
very well.
'
[Witness withdrew.]
Mr. John Wilson sworn and examined :—■
Mr.
7695. Mr, Curley.] What are you, Mr. Wilson ? lam colliery manager of the Zig-zag Colliery, Lithgow.
J. Wilaon.
7696. Have you been manager at any other colliery ? No.
7697. How long havo you been connected with coal-mines in this Colony ? Since I was 12 years old.
7698. What mines have you been connceted with? The Yale of Clwydd Mine, at Litbgow ; and I was 14 Oct., 1896.
at the South Bulli Colliery for six months.
7699. What were you doing at the Yale of Clwydd Colliery ? I was working under my father there. _
7700. Have you held any position such as deputy or overman ? I was working about the screens, and in
the office, and used to go round down below with the overman.
_
7701. Hid you do the same sort of work in South Bulli ? I went there for the purpose of surveying and
looking after things ; but that was while I was manager of the Zig-zag Colliery.
7702. Mr. Gregson.'] How many years have you been eoal-mining altogether ? Nineteen years.
7703. Have you ever seen any other mines than the three you have mentioned ? Yes ; 1 have seen other
mines.
7704. Have you ever worked at any other collieries ? No; those are the only three collieries I have
worked at.
7705. Mr. Curleg.] IIow long have you been manager at the Zig-zag Colliery ? About ten years, I think.
7706. How many men are there employed at that colliery ? About twenty-six miners,
7707. Havo you had a larger number of men employed at auy time ? We had, miners and shaft men, all
told, close on 100 men at one time.
7708. What system of working have you at that colliery ? Bord and pillar.
7709. What is the width of your herds? Twelve yards.
7710. What is the size of your pilliars ? Six yards.
7711. Ho you build packs in tbe middle of the herd ? No; we have no packs,
7712. Have you a double roadway ? Yes ; a double roadway.
7713. Ho you use much timber ? About four rows of props.
7714. How far are these props apart ? They are in rows, going up the bord, about 6 to 8 feet apart.
7715. Ho you enter your mine by a tunnel or by a shaft ? By a shaft,
7716. What is the depth of your downcast shaft? 200 feet.
7717. How is your mine ventilated? By furnace.
7718. Is your upcast-shaft the same depth as your downcast-shaft? Tho upcast-shaft is 160 feet deep.
7719. Ho your workings rise towards the upcast shaft ? Yes ; they rise towards the upcast.
7720. Ho you know the size of your pillars at the upcast-shaft ? I cannot tell you the different sizes ;
when they were sunk, we were working 8-yard bords. It is only two years ago, since I started the 12yard bords. The pillars round the shaft arc different sizes.
7721. Mr. Gregson.] What cover have you over the workings generally ? At the present time our
workings have about 130 feet of cover.
7722. Havo you any workings extending under the hill ? We are not working there at the present time.
7723. Have you worked under the hill ? Yes.
7724. What cover would there be there ? About 900 feet of cover.
7725. AYliat was the size of the bords there ? Eight-yard bords aud 4-yard pillars, but, as a general rule,
some of the pillars were loft larger.
'
7726. President^] Were not those very small pillars to leave for such a cover ? I do not think so. It
a good strong roof.
7727. What kind of a roof was it? Sandstone, and fire clay on top of that.
7728. Mr. Curleg^] Have any of those pillars been worked out on the side you are now ? No.
7729. Havo you not started to take the pillars out? No.
7780. What is the size of your pillars on your main roads at the present time ? I generally level them
about 6 to 8 yards.
7731. Cannot you give us any idea of the size of those shaft-pillars you have referred to ? No ; not from
memory.
7732. Have you never noticed what the size was ? I have seen them occasionally.
7733. Can you get round about these pillars? Yes.
■
7734. Mr. Gregson.] Have you never noticed the size of these pillars? When the surveying was done,
I knew the size of them, but I cannot tell the size from memory.
7735. Mr. Curley!] Ho you know the size of the pillars round about the downcast-shaft ? I cannot tell
the size of them.
7736. Have you any records in the office that will show the size of these pillars? The plans will show
the size.
7737. Have you any idea of the area of the ground you are not working now, where you say these 4-yard
pillars are standing ? Something like 150 acres.
7738. Has all that ground been worked ? Yes.
7739,
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7739. What is the area where you are carrying out this 12-yard bord system; the area you aro going
ovcrj an(j -what you propose to go over ? Tliat would be rather a difficult question to answer.
i® the area you have gone over at the present lime Y About 40 acres.
‘7741. Have you not some idea of the distance you are going beyond that? Yos.
_ _
7742. Is it an extensive area ? Ho ; the property is only about 4Q0 acres altogether; I think it is about
90 acres, the other side of where we are working.
_
_
7743. Do you give any attention to the carrying capacity of your strata, and what it will take to support
the weight; is that a matter you have given much attention to ? Tlie attention we give to it is based on
the experience we have had in tho 8-yard and 4-yard pillars.
7744. Whom does this property belong to ? To trustees.
7745. Wlio arc the proprietors of the colliery at present ? Mr. Thomas Saywell and my father, Mr.
Wilson; it is leasehold property.
7746. Have you any interest in the colliery yourself ? No.
7747. IIow do you find the ventilation in that colliery ? We generally keep up to about 20,000 feet, but
we can rise up to 50,000 feet if we like.
7748. Is there plenty of ventilation going at the present time for the men that are there P Yes.
7749. Have you measured the air recently ? Hot within the last twelve months.
7750. Have you not taken any measurement of tho air within the last twelve months? Ho.
7751. Is the Colliery inspected in the morning before the men go to work ? Ho.
_
7752. When does your iurnaee-man commence his work ? He gets down the pit about twenty minutes
to 7 in tho morning.
7753. When does he come back again ? At 5 o’clock at night.
7754. Is he at the furnace the whole of the time, or is he doing other work ? He has other work to do.
7755. When do the men go down ? They commence to go down at a quarter to 7 o’clock in the morning.
7756. When do they cease work ? At 3_o’clock in the afternoon: they are generally on the surface at
3 o’clock. Sometimes they worlc a little overtime if it is necessary,
7757. Do they work overtime when you want them to do so ? Yes.
7758. An hour or two sometimes ? Ho; an hour.
7759. Did you ever request them to work on Sunday? I did once.
7760. When was this? Just after last Christmas.
7761. What was your object in requesting them to work on Sunday ? Wc were behind in our trado. J.
had to send machinery to Sydney, and eve could not keep our trade going; so I thought I would put a
few men In on the Sunday; the extra trade would only last for a week.
7762. Did tho men object ? Ho.
7763. Did they not say they would rather not go to worlc ? Ho ; only a few of them turned up; I only
wished them to work half a day.
7764. Did you give them any intimation on the Saturday that you wanted them to go to work on tho
Sunday ? Yes ; on the Saturday evening.
7765. Did you see the men yourself upon this matter? Ho; I put up the usual notice on the pit
requesting them to go to work on Sunday.
7766. Could not this trade have waited rather than go to this extent ? Ho; because people sending
orders want lo get them as soon as they can—at ouce. The orders were urgent.
7767. Did you do this entirely on your own responsibility, or was it tho wish of your proprietors ? I
did it on my own responsibility; I was not asked to do it by the proprietors.
7768. Do you not think we can do without Sunday work ? 1 think so. That is the first time we havo
worked on Sunday for a number of years. I do not believe in Sunday work if it can be avoided.
7769. Did the law step in and interfere in this matter ? Yes.
7770. Jifr, Gregson.^ Were you summoned? Yes.
7771. Mr. Gurley.] Were the men summoned as well as yourself? Yes,
7772. Were you all convicted ? Yes.
7773. Were you all fined ? Yes; we were all fined.
.
7774. Were the men fined as well as yourself? Yes.
7775. Who paid the fines? The fines were returned, but I did not ask for my fine.
7776. Did you pay the fines for the men ? Ho.
7777. Did the company pay the fines for the men ? Ho.
7778. How are tho men paid at that colliery ? They are paid by weight,
7779. Have you any standard weight there ? Ho ; we havo no standard weight.
7780. Do you pay on an average? Yes ; on the average of the coal that is weighed.
7781. How often do you weigh—do you weigh very much? We weigh once a week sometimes ; some
times once a fortnight; and we may weigh two or three days following.
7782. Who weighs the coal ? ] do.
7783. Have the men a check-weighman ? Yes.
7781. Has he any say in the number of skips that shall he weighed ? Ho.
7785. Did you weigh any coal last week ? Yes ; I think I weighed on one day last week.
7786. How many skips do you weigh when you do weigh ? Different numbers ; sometimes half a dozen,
sometimes twenty, sometimes ten.
7787. Were you manager at that colliery at the time you bad about 100 men employed there? Yes,
7788. How many skips did you weigh then ;—did you weigh then in a similar way to what you do now ?
We generally used to weigh more at that time.
7789. Did you do the weighing yourself then? Yes ; I used to weigh then.
7790. What do your skips carry ? The average is 14 cwt. 2 quarters ; some men fill IG.cwt, aud 361 cwt.
7791. Docs your coal vary very much in the mine;—do the men ever get into soft or tender coal ? Ho ;
the difficulty is that it is too hard ; it keeps just about tbe one thing.
7792. Havo the men ever complained to yon about not having a sufficient number of skips weighed ? Hot
latterly.
7793. Did the men complain to you upon this matter some time ago ? They used to complain sometimes,
7794. Mr. Gregson.] How many years ago is it since they complained? Perhaps throe or four years ago.
7795. Have you had any complaints from tho men during the last three years 7

779G. Mr. Curley,] Has tbe check-weighman ever complained to yen 7

Ho.

Ho.

7797.
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7797. Has lie never asked you to weigh more skips? Ho.
779S. Has he never suggested to you that it would be advisable to weigh more skips? No; sometimes J. Wilson,
ho has asked me when I was going to weigh.
14 Got., 1835.
7799. Do you not look upon that as a request to weigh? I suppose it is in ono way.
7800. How many skips did you weigh when you had this larger number of men working at the colliery ?
I cannot tell from memory..
7801. Did you weigh every day then, or only occasionally? Just occasionally.
■ 7802. Has your present system of weighing been in operation since the colliery was opened out? Yes.
7803. Have you ever made any comparison between the weights you send away, and the weights you pay
the miners for ? 1 have not done it for a couple of years.
7804. Before that time did you make any comparison of these weights ? I used to run it up sometimes.
7805. How did it run up? Sometimes we had a little over, and sometimes we had a little under; we
could not always get at it exactly, because we would have trucks standing in tbe siding loaded.
7800, Has there been a check-weighman at the colliery all the time ? For the last nine or ten years
there has been a check-weighman at the colliery. "When the colliery first started, there was no checkweighman for a while.
7807. Is your mine a very dry mine, or have you any water to contend with ? Some of the places in tbe
mine are wet; we have a good drop of water to pump.
7808. Have you to bail any water from the men’s places ? Yery little; we are working all to the rise.
780S|. Have you any water to the dip ? I have not worked the dip for a number of years.
7809. How many places have you working wliere there is water to contend with ? Five places.
7810. Do you bail the water in these places ? No ; the water runs away from them. Ifthere is much
water we take it out, but if not they take it out themselves.
.
Have any of the miners, to wait for any length of time before they get to their work in consequence
of this water ? Occasionally they have to wait.
7812. Is there any fire-damp given off in that colliery at all ? No.
7813. Have you never noticed any fire-damp ? ' No ; no gas whatever.
7814', Have you ever noticed any black-damp ? No.
7815. Do you use any brattice to carry the air up into the men’s places ? No.
7816. "What kind of stoppings have you ? Small coal stoppings.
7817. _ Are tho stoppings all small coal stoppings ? The majority of them are ; I think we have one brick
stopping.
■
‘
7818. Mr. QTeq$on.~\ How do you put the small coal together? We pile it up.
7819. Mr, Curley.'] Have you these small coal stoppings on your main intakes as well ? Yes.
7820. Do you ever notice that the small coal shrinks in these stoppings occasionally ? Yes; wc generally
go round them when they shrink.
7821. And pile them up again ? Yes; there is always a large body of the slack.
/ 822. How much do you put there ? About 8 feet at the bottom, and I suppose a couple of feet at the top.
/823. Is this slack coal that you get from the working of the mine? Yes.
7824.. Is it all good slack coal ? Yes.
7825. Have you much of a market for your slack coal ? No ; a very poor market,
7826. Do you send some slack coal away ? Yes ; we send some away.
7827. How much do you send away ? Perhaps a couple of hundred tons a month; I cannot say exactly.
/S2S. How many tons of round coal would you send away a month? 1 suppose we would average about
1,900 tons a month.
/82fi. How many tons of small coal would you consider there would be stowed in these bord ends that you
use for-stoppings? I cannot tell you ; I have not gone to the trouble to calculate it,
[Witness withdrew.]
Hr. Joseph Brown Barclay sworn and examined:—
7830. Mr. Curley.] What are you, Mr. Barclay ? I am Mayor of the Municipality of Hamilton at the
Mr.
present time.
J. B. Barclay.
7831. Have you been an alderman there for some considerable time? During the last three years I
have been an alderman there.
1
^ Out,, 1895,
7832. Havo you been an alderman of the Municipality of Wickham for some time? Yes; this is my
sixth year.
'
7833. President.] Are you an alderman for both municipalties, Wickham and Hamilton ? Yes.
7834. Mr. Curley.] Have you held the position of Mayor of Wickham ? No ; I have not been Mayor of
Wickham.
7835. Will you look at sub-section 3, of section [30] 28, on page M of tbe Bill;—you will notice in that
sub-section a provision for a surface plan, showing all the streets, roads, buildings, creeks, rivers, bays,
swamps, navigable waters, and limits of any tidal waters within the boundary? Yes.
7836. Do you think a clause of that description is necessary ? Decidedly ; it is what the Council has
been endeavouring to procure for years.
7837. You will see that tho clause says : “If required, a surface plan, &c.” ;—do you not think it ought
to be a positive matter? I think it ought to be compulsory; more especially as regards Wickham.
7838. President'] Why do you say especially as regards Wickham? I think it ought to be in possession
of tho Municipal Council, seeing they have the maintenance of the, streets, and are liable in case of any
accident, no matter whether •i£fe-dUM&£<bf 'tirideH&mfogltitf
y;f b,-rr-> r."
!788lt. iflUjs'pOSiPg-'Jhe'mmdftrgre nn (i toifie-own^r haS-abtolutcAigM to’dd^-Tvh’At-'Iie -cbbbsespapd, thirtiinfiSch
pality comes there after and makes streets, and the mine-owner lets down thq grouM'
mMidaroB*, oflistf arinyrm gOing'Jtf.domi a^tto^fffiktkBdT^Thd'ffiihd-^vnef^a^iib^Bt^fifffedfc#
the street.
.o^boiwo.vfYLG or i^tr-eli.’.
f|io-mdunei]:Wfortf*ieftan4^mmie^pnWicrtlsnr:oughfato, ftnd thd law^dbds fiokuillow’tHe Wunml' to spend
trnlese
nliiic-owner makes ■ ifc-olorltb 1 tho-!QOimcil as a
d£ riif;, as
ifcwkre.
.
iv?
uipoT tjo tutf tn*«} r 3*. oti a ^
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7841. Mr. Curley.] Do you know of any streets that have been undermined in the Municipality of
J. B. Barclay.
? Oh, yes ; North Wickham is practically ruined.
_
140ct~1895
Does the mine-owner sell the surface? Yes, esclusive of the mineral; hut the
' Fern dale people reserved no mineral in some cases.
.
7843. Mr. Curley.] Where have the streets been undermined? From Flemming-street up to Smedmorestreet, was all undermined by the Maryville Colliery Company, and the Wickham and Bullock Island
Company. Practically speaking it was not the fault of the Wickham and Bullock Island directorate ; it
was the fault of the Linwood Colliery,, The Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery, had to suffer for all Mr.
Walker’s misdeeds. A great many people got a verdict against the colliery proprietors for damage done.
7844. Can you mention any other part that was affected by undermining ? Only the northern part
was affected—no other part that I am aware of.
7845. Do you say that the Wickham and Bullock Island Company had to suffer for the misdeeds of the
Linwood Company ? Yes.
7846. When the Wickham and Bullock Island Company allowed the Linwood people to take that portion
of their lease could they not have reserved the right of supervision by their own manager to see that the
work was carried on in such a way that no undermining could have taken place ? They ought to have
done that, but mining several years ago was carried on in a very loose way, without regard either to
safety of limb or property.
7847. Do you know of the undermining of streets in any other locality ? Not streets ; there is a good
portion of the Hamilton Municipality at the Newcastle boundary, that has fallen away during the last
few years, from Melville-street, on the tramway line, that is the boundary between tho two municipalities.
The subsidences have taken place between Melville-street and the Baeeeourse.
7843. Does this property come up to Melville-street ? Yes, right up to Melville-street; it was all ratable
property.
_
_
7849. Has the Municipality of Wickham been pub to any inconvenience in connection with this under
mining ? The residents have complained of being afraid of their places coming from under them.
7850. Have your streets in Wickham been affected ? Not to any great extent.
_
7851. Do you know of any undermining that took place near Tighe’s Hill ? Yes, it is pretty well honey
combed there all through.
7852. Do you know whether this undermining has given the Municipal Council any trouble ? Yes; there
was a great deal of expense incurred there, through a party by the name of Bevan mining a part of the old
Ferndale Colliery.
7853. Was it ever discovered who it was that did that undermining? There was some trouble, but that
was the supposition.
7854. Was there not some difficulty in finding out who had done it ? Yes.
_
7855. Do you think that municipalities should be run into expense or litigation in matters of this
description ? No; I think that every mine-owner should be compelled by law to secure the streets in all
instances.
7856. Do you think that the mines ought to he worked in such a way that they would not be a menace to
tho public, as far as safety is concerned ? Certainly.
7857. And that municipalities should not be thrown into litigation? Yes; there is a great deal of money
spent by municipalities in keeping the streets in repair.
7858. Have the municipalities any money to throwaway; I suppose they are not too affluent? lam
sorry to say they are not. The Municipality of Hamilton is pretty sound, but I cannot say so much for
Wickham. The whole of the northern part of the Wickham Municipality is resiing on water; it is
honeycombed right through ; it is only the water that is keeping it up. The water has filled the whole of
the Maryville workings.
7859. Do you think the Maryville workings have been flooded by Throshy’s Creek ? Yes.
7860. Can you say that is so beyond dispute ? I made the cylinders for the shaft, and I was an eye
witness to the tide ebbing and flowing, and have seen the sea-weed there. There were two air-shafts put
in the Maryville property ; the first one was lost.
7861. Will you look at rule 25, on page 29 of the Bill {see Appendix A) ? Yes.
7862. Do you think that is a necessary provision in the Bill ? I think so I think tho Minister ought to
have that right.
7863. The marks you see drawn through both these clauses indicate that the Legislative Council is
opposed to them being in the Bill. From your experience in connection with municipalities, do you think
that these clauses arc essential in a Coal-mines Bill ? I think so; I see no necessity for opposition to
the clauses. I fail to see why the mine proprietors ought to be hampered, but, at the same time 1 think
there ought to be a provision, by law to secure life and limb and property.
7864. Do you think that there should be any question about the safety of the public streets ? None
whatever.
7865. Did you refer just now to some undermining towards the Glebe—what did you refer to ? That
belongs to tho A.A. Company. I should think it affected from 15 to 20 acres.
78GG. Is that near Melville-street ? Right np to the fence of Melville-street.
7867. Do you think that has gone ever the street ? I am not prepared to say that; I know there was
great difficulty in laying the tramway there, and that a lot of expense was incurred.
7868. Have you had any subsidences in connection with any of your streets in Hamilton ? No.
7869. You do not know of any subsidences in Hamilton ? 1 am told that some four or five years ago,
one of the telegraph poles went down in James-street, but I am not prepared to say that was caused by
.undermining, because if a telegraph post went down, something else would be likely to go also. It might
have been caused by the strafa, water percolating, or something of that,kind., f tj
.
7;^7,0,tDp jqti kno w. of any^ undermining towards, the Glebe, in any. Way? ... There is no undermining .there
; L* UJ.ob lot
'i-'h.i .f L i .. ./'L. ; . -a b, J TvILj .
IV'1 r
aSyl; Ltave-nonAof'the streets,;overthat1?way; been iaffected:?- /Nono. of the streets■ there -have,,been
affected to my k’n owl edge.
’ *
, ’
'
n ■. i
theundqrmining,of,streets.ic-mattcr,-.that'the.■municipalities-'.have ‘had, finder consideration for
gq^cSjtimej?
; a few-years,ago there,yras great agitation in-jWiekham; a committco was formed,')and
g^vhij-nl (jpjnilat i ons .we^soiit, fro m; It upon; this, matter-'oAYejdemnnded ;an inspection' of .tho n Ferndale
mjjfeAlnd asked to see si plan, but our requests were refused.
’
' ' /7878.fi
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V873. "Whom did you make tho request to to sec the plan ? I think the request was made to the manager,
J. B. Barclay.
Mr. Jno. Powell.
7874. Could you get no information from anybody ? No.
14 Oct,, 1890'.
7875. Do you think that is a proper position for a munieipalify to be placed in where mining is carried
on ? Decidedly not.
7876. Do you think there is any disposition on the part, of municipalities to harass collieries in any way ?
No, quite the opposite ; I speak for the two municipalities I belong to. In fact, as regards Hamilton, the
A.A. Company has been both father and mother to that municipality. It is a town that has been practi
cally built up by that company.
7877. You say there is no disposition on the part of aldermen to harass a company? No,
7878. Do you not think that you ought to be able to form a very good opinion on that matter, taking
into consideration the experience you have had ? I ought to be able to form an opinion on it.
7879. When you made this mild request, do you not think the information should have been forthcoming?
I think the information should have been given.
7880. Have you found it necessary to take a legal opinion upon these matters ? I believe a legal opinion
was taken outside the Municipal Council by the committee that was formed at Wickham as to whether
they could demand an inspection, or to see the plan.
7881. Can you give us any idea what the legal opinion was ? I have no knowledge myself; I only know
from hearsay.
7SS'2. You have not seen the opinion yourself ? No, I have not.
7883. Have the municipalities had this matter under consideration at different times? Yes, more especially
at Wickham. Wro have no knowledge where the Ferndale Company lias mined through or what streets
they have gone through.
7881 President.'] You spoke about the A.A. Company being both father and mother to one of tho munici
palities |—what municipality did you refer to ? Hamilton and Wickham as well.
7885. Dave they let down any streets in Hamilton? No, not to my knowledge.
78SG. I will read you what tho Legislative Council has to say about tins rule 25 :—
_ Tiie Legislative Council insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 20, which omits rule 25,—because it is the
business of the Crown when leasing coal to sec that sufficient provision is made for protecting the surface, and that owners
of the mineral long before any improvements in the shape of roads or townships were in existence ought not to be punished
nopy by losing Ibeir coal, as it is by no action of theirs that circumstances have produced an apparent necessity for not
mining the coal which they are entitled to. Practically in nearly all mining townships the large companies make provision, even
at the proprietor's expense, for the maintenance of the surface where the safety of the travelling public has to be considered.
It is notorious that roads have been made long after the con! has been taken out, and the authorities ought to have known
this would oneday result in a settlement of the surface before they made the roads.

What do you say to that? In a great many cases what is stated there is correct.
7887. The difficulty iu providing legislation is that the mine people have a right to the mineral ? If that
is so the municipality ought to put up with whatever arises. The Council has accepted (ho dedication of
tho streets, and after they have spent thousands of pounds they cry out; but why did thcjr accept the
dedication.
^
7888. Whom did they accept the dedication from ? Building Societies.
7889. Dave the Building Societies built the houses ? No; they have bought large tracts of laud where
the mineral was actually reserved, and they have cut the land up into allotments, and have sold these
allotments at; high prices, with a surface right only, and the Council arc bound by the consequences,
7890. Supposing a man has a mine whertf coal has not been taken out; that be has an absolute right to
the mineral, but somebody else has the surface without any rights being reserved, would it not be bard to
prevent the coal-owner from taking his coal out? If I was a coal-owner I would have tho coal.
7891. "Would you take the coal out ? Yes.
7892. Is there not a difficulty in legislating for a matter of this kind? Yes.
7893. You do not know what the rights of the people are ? No, that is the difficulty ; if one person has
got the coal lie has the right to take it, and if be endangers life and limb then the trouble ensues.
7894. Docs not the trouble como in by the surface people chancing it ? Legislation should have stepped
in to prevent them dealing in that way. I think the mine-owner might be assisted by the Government
to take all means necessary to protect any road from being dangerous. I think the country should take
the matter in hand.
7S95. How could the Grovernmont assist the mine-owner ? If the A.A, Company left coal on each side
of the street it would be impossible to take that property down.
,
7893. Why should they be prevented from taking the coal out underneath a road ? That is a knotty point.
7897. Is it not confiscation? Yes, confiscation.
7898. Mr. Grngson.]! suppose you know that these troubles are not peculiar (o this country: that they
have the same thing in England :—have you heard how they get over the difficulty there ? They have
the same troubles in England, Although I was reared amongst them, we had no municipalities to contend
with; it was mostly private owners, and they generally got over the difficulty.
7899. Have you heard of a street that has been let down whore the colliery owners have made it good?
Yes; I have heard of that in Newcastle, but the difficulty is that everybody is a mine-owner now-a-days.
7900. _How can you legislate for one without affecting the other? The difficulty is that these small
proprietors have not the means to remedy any of these matters. At New Lambtou you might pass over
a road to-night, and to-morrow it might collapse. It is all honey-combed at the present time. I think
under the present system iu the Colony that it would be a great injustice to put too many restrictions on
the mine-owners, because they could not cope with them. ]f they want to put restrictions such as to
compel them to put up brick arches to support the strata, many of them could not do it, f think that
legislation should treat the coal iu the satne maimer that gold and silver is treated. 1 think at the present
time the wealth of the Colony is being squandered—given away under its value, by allowing tho coal to
be sold at such a ridiculous price.
7901. How can you regulate that? I think it is bard to regulate the coal industry. I can buy silver
at a certain price, and make a profit, if ]. was allowed to make what I buy into the coin of the realm, but
I am not allowed to do that; they will not allow me to do what I like with it.
7902. President^] Do you mean that you are not allowed to coin it ? Yes.
7903. There is nothing to prevent you, if you are a jeweller, in making it into anything you might like?
92—2 GI
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> but what I mean is thal coal is l.lio greatest source of wealth wc have iu the country, and
^ legislation is going so far as to put restrictions upon men and masters, it should put a minimum selling
140ct ]S93 Pr'ce 011 C0J^'
v
’ 7904. "Would not the trade, if such a thing was done, he talcen by other countries ? I do not sec it; the
Newcastle coal is goiug for half of its value at the present time. The men that have been mostly the
cause of this, have been the small coal proprietors, and they have also caused the damage to the streets.
7903. Mr.-Gurley^ Do you not think that some of the large proprietors have set tlie small proprietors
going ? Tes.
7900. Even when they were bound by an agreement with the workmen ? Yes ; but I believe the principal
proprietors are prepared to deal fairly with their men.
_
7907. President.'] Supposing people have the right to get all the mineral in a certain part of ground, how
can you hamper them by having certain matters referred to the Minister P In place of the Minister ]
would prefer a committee of three. "We may get anybody as a Minister of Mines, and 1 think it is a
dangerous thing to give one man this power, because be might not be a practical man. On behalf of the
municipalities I should object to them being answerable to the Minister.
790S. .Vr. Gurley.] Do you know a municipality where they wrote to a company some time ago iu con
nection with the undermining of a street, drawing attention to what the Council had done, and asking
them to consider the matter, and that they never received a reply to their communication P I would not
be sure about that; but I have heard something about Brookstown and Wallsend. I am of opinion that
where mines arc worked under public streets, it would do no harm for an inspector to report to the
Minister as to their stability or otherwise.
7909. Is this not one of your difficulties in connection with the dedication of a street—that you do so
without any information whatever ? Yes ; wc have no information ; but if the owners of the property
did not sell the surface there could be no munieipalify. Take, for instance, Min mi, and also Hamilton ;
if the A. ok. Company had not sold the surface, there would be no municipality. Hence the municipality
arose.
”
7910. President.] Did they agree to leave supports? That I cannot say.
7911. Mr. Gurley.] Will the same thing apply to Wickham ? Yes;. Mr, A. A. Dangar’s property was
sold in the same way ; but I understand from the deeds that in some instances there was no reservation
whatever, and in other portions the mineral was reserved,
7912. Do you mean to say that in one ease there was no reservation of mineral, and in the other case
there was ? Yes ; the people were satisfied in the case of no reservation for the mineral that they were
taking the mineral out, but they could not get an inspection. Tho mine was worked by the Eerndule
Company, and is full of water now.
7913. President.] Would a plan of the mine have shown you that? Yes; in Lambton the Minister is
actually preventing them from taking what they have actually purchased.
7914. By what authority docs he do that? I only know that he does it; I think they can claim com
pensation from tho Government for the value of the coal.
7915. Mr. Curley J f suppose, apart from the past, yon can understand that there is a good deal of coal
to be gone on with in the future, and to be leased to companies ? 1 would tbink so.
7916. If irregularities have taken place in the past might they not be remedied in flic future ? I thmk
we should try to prevent a recurrence in the future.
7917. Mr. Gregson^] How are you going to deal with a thing like this ;—it is all very welt to say a thing
ought to he done, but how are you going to do it ? It is a knotty point. It might be this way. If the
municipality had a main road or street running through the property, well knowing by the plan it was
going to be undermined, and considering it dangerous, I think, as has been done in the past in several
eases, that the municipality and the mine-owner ought fo come together.
7913. If it is a proclaimed road, it is the Government, and the municipality might have a claim against She
Government for permitting it to be done ? Yes ; every street, after the Gazette notice, is a proclaimed road.
7919. It seems to me that the Government should be hold responsible just as much ns the mine’owner?
The difficulty is, that any unpractical man can go and make the Minister do what he likes.
7920. That is the objection to the clause as it stands the objection is that the Minister deals with coal
land outside the Government? Yes ; that is the objection.
7921. Mr. Gurley ] Many owners of the coal also own the surface, which they have sold, and got value
for that surface, and if people come and put their residences on tho surface, where comes their right later
on to depreciate the value of that ?
Mr. Gregson : They have no right.
— Witness : If I purchase the surface, and in the deed the mineral is reserved by the owner of that
property, I am contributing to letting down my own property. 1 buy it with all risks, so that it is a
knotty point to determine which way to deal with it. At the same time life may be lost.
7922. Mr. Gregson.] That very seldom happens ? Very seldom,
7923. Do you not think that more is made of this than circumstances warrant, and that it will make
municipalities more careful in the future before they take the dedication of roads? Yes; I think so.
In municipalities, like other things, unpractical men get into them, and if they are asked to accept the
dedication of anything, they will accept. One set of aldermen may do this, and another set of aldermen
may not.
7924. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that wherever a mine is opened, a good deal of land has been offered,
and a good deal of land is sold, and must not that be tho natural condition of things ? About the onlv
exception is Brown's property, in the Northern district. They are the only people who have retained their
property. The other companies have all sold.
7925. Do you think, judging from the past, you may anticipate that the same thing will occur again ?
Yes; most decidedly.
7926. Do you think it is desirable for persons who have purchased the surface to be thrown into litigation
in these matters ;—should coal-owners have the right to ruin homesteads when they have sold the surface ?
The difficulty is when they have sold the surface and the mineral to different parties.
7927. Will not persons be taking up coal in Hie future, in the same wray as they have done in the past ?
Yes ; I think it should be provided against in the future. In the future, if a company takes up a large
tract of land, and they sell the surface, I say that after selling the surface and getting that value, it would
‘ be unfair to let them practically ruin it by taking the mineral out afterwards.
7623.
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7923. Mr. Qrcgson.~\ Do you know of any case in whic’h coal has been worked under a lease from the
Mr.
Grovemment iu the Northern District? No.
1 ' arc^fty'
7929. Supposing that coal has been leased by the CoTernment, and that afterwards the Government have
sold the surface over this very tract of land, and then by-and-bye that the coal is worked out, and the
c'
allotments tumble down, who is to blame in this matter ? The Government, I presume. They have done
so; the Government have sold part of tho commonage near Newcastle, and it is practically undermined.
They have actually sold the pillars, allowed the lessees to take the pillars out, and the whole tiling will _
collapse. The present Government has done this, so that wc need not go to private owners for an
example. The Minister has done this. In one place the Government have sold the ground in allotments
of a quarter of an acre, and have refused permission to one man to take coal out of his own allotment,
and a little way from this, they have let the pillars that are left in to other parties, to mine the coal and
let tho whole surface down. That has been done this year.
'
7030. Do you approve of that being done ? No; but there is no doubt that it has been done.
7931. "What municipality is that in ? The "Waratah Municipality.
7932. Do you kuow that this has been done there ? Certainly; it is a rabbit warren, as it is. and now the
whole thing will collapse from start to finish.
7933. Mr. Curley^] That question may arise with regard to present conditions ; could not that be got
over to some extent by Valuation Boards of Arbitration ? It might be got over in that way. Those who
have bought the coal have a perfect right to get their coal, and there ought to be a midway, say—that the
Government, the Council, and the mine-owner should decide what each ought to pay for keeping life and
limb safe. I do not think the mine-owner should ho made culpable for the whole lot: he bought the
mineral in all good faith, and I do not think he ought to suffer.
7931. Would you not make the mine-owner responsible where he purchased both tho surface and mineral ?
Certainly; where he purchased the surface and mineral, hut not where it is sold to different parties.
[Witness withdrew.]

Mr. Thomas Arthur Lloyd sworn and examined :—
Mr.
7935. Mr. Gurley What are you, Mr. Lloyd? I am connected with the Borough Council of Newcastle.
7936. What office do you hold under the Council ? I hold several offices; but I am known as the T. A, Lloyd.
Inspector of Nuisances.
14 Oct., 1895,
7937. Is it your duty, as Inspector of Nuisances, to look pretty well round the Municipality? Tes.
7938. Will you look at the proposed Bill, section 30 [28], sub-section 3, on page 14 (see Appendix A).
Do you notice that that rule provides for a surface plan showing all streets, roads, buildings, creeks,
rivo.rs, bays, swamps, navigable waters, and limits of any tidal waters within the boundary? Tes.
7939. Do you think that is a necessary provision in a Coal-mines Bill ? I would think so.
7940. Do you know anything about the undermining of streets in or around your municipality? Tes;
as regards the surface.
7941. Where do you refer to ? In the vicinity of Melville-street, within the Mnuicipality of Newcastle.
7942. What are the streets there that you know with regard to a subsidence of the surface ? The whole
of the surface has subsided, I should say, to an extent of perhaps 20 acres.
7943. President.'] Twenty acres ? I should imagine so ; 20 acres on the western side of Melville-street,
extending towards Hamilton.
7944. jifr. Gurley.] Does the subsidence come over onto Melville-street at all ? I believe it does, it comes
to the boundary of Melville-street nearly its whole length, and where the tramway at present runs, it took
some months to fill np. It was filled up to the surface level, and subsided again and again.
7945. Do you know that this was directly in consequence of undermining ? I only know from hearsay;
I have inquired from miners the cause of this.
7946. Have you had a conversation with the miners about ibis subsidence ? Tes, with numbers of miners.
7917, What opinions did these miners express on the subject? They said it was owing to taking away
the pillars from under the street.
7948, President.] What was the name of the mine ? I think it is the Borehole Mine.
7919. Mr. Gurley.] Do you know who filled the street up ? The Council filled the street up in the first
instance, and the contractors for the tramway-lino, in the second, and third instances.
7950. Did this run the Council into much expense ? I know a considerable sum was collected amongst the
ratepayers, and that the Council added to this sum, and formed the street.
7951. Do you know whether the Company was appealed to, to contribute anything towards this matter?
Not to my knowledge.
_
_ _
7952. Do you know if the Council made any appeal on the matter themselves ? It is not within my
recollection, hut I have some idea that when Mr. Buchanan was Mayor, something of the sort was
spoken of.
7953. Do you know with what result ? I do not.
7954. Did you not hear Mr. Buchanan refer to the matter, and make any statement about the business ?
I have no recollection of his doing so. The only thing I remember was the putting down of an iron bore
to ascertain the depth. I think he said he put a bore down some 100 feet, and failed to find the bottom.
7955. Do you think that the bore was put down to the depth the seam lays at? Perhaps not; I
scarcely think it was.
_
_
i
7956. Do you say he found a vacuum where the roof was broken away ? I judge it was something of
that sort.
_
_
7957. Did Mr. Buchanan say to what extent that vacuum was ? He said it extended a considerable
distance.
7958. I f the subsidence came to the surface, do you think there would be much of a vacuum—the strata
over tho coal? No ; I scarcely think that, from what I have heard since from miners who say that a
large bed of sand existed there.
7959. Would it be sand and rock and clay, together ? I suppose so.
7960. If it came to the surface, would not that body go down ? I think so.
7961.
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If you put down a bore in that situation, would you discover much of a vacuum ?
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°
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■
.

■^■ave Iou any ’<Iea 'v^at ^ cost the Council to fill up this place P No, I have not; I would not
1 like to say.
/0G2. How long was this ago ? About six and a-halE years ago, as near as I can remember.
7963. Have you noticed any undermining hi any other places, anywhere about Newcastle ? ' Only at the
Borehole, and at the Sea Pit. 1 have been down the Borehole Pit, and the Sea Pit,
7964. Is that the only locality you can speak about ? Yes.
7965. You cannot speak of any other localities round there ? No.
/9G0. \Y ill you look at rule 25, on page 29 of the Bill, {see Appendix Ji), and see what is said in that rule
about working coal under any proclaimed or made road P Yes.
Minister should have some say about the working of coal under a proclaimed
road . Ncs, J think so ; and I have often thought—adjacent to a proclaimed road.
r96S. Do you think a clause like that should be embodied in a Coal-mining Bill? Yes, I should think
so, for the protection of the roads and the public.
yol| Mm’der that the public has any right to be menaced in any way with regard to public
roads. 1 think that companies getting coal from under roads should he compelled to protect the surface
in such a way as it would not subside.
/970. Do you think that municipalities are liable to be run into a good deal of expense if they have to
look after the maintenance of roads where undermining is allowed to go on ? Possibly ; I should think
heavy damages at times.
^971. Do you think they might be held responsible if any accident should take place? T think so
t0i2. Do you form that opinion owing to your knowing that they have the control of tho streets ? Yes;
because they have the whole management of the roads and streets.
1973. Do you know of any actions that have been brought against the Council in connection with the
keeping up of streets about Newcastle ? I know of one or two, aid of others that have been settled
privately rather than go to law.
1974. Prom what you know of these circumstances, what opinion have you formed with regard to this
undermining? I am influenced by the opinion of Judge Backhouse in connection with a place where
lights were uot exhibited where tho street was hoarded. This ease cost the Council £200. At that time
the Council gave evidence that they had advertised in the newspapers that the road was closed against
traffic, and Judge Backhouse s opinion was that for an advertisement to that effect to be of any value,
evidence would have to be given, that the injured party had a knowledge of that advertisement. Since
that decision I have been most cautions to report any defects I may notice in the roads.
7975. How long is that ago ? About three vears ago.
"
^9/6-7. .TV as that subsequent to this undermining you have been speaking about ? Yes.
/97S. Did you make any report about that undermining P Only verbally, to the different Mayors, with
reference to the nuisances caused since the land subsided.
*
i979. Was this a dedicated street at the time of this occurrence ? Yes, to tho best of my knowledge.
7930. Do you know if traffic had to be stopped on the street ? Yes,
°
i9Sl. Was the street made at the time ? Yes, the street had been made; I remember that, because a
concrete culvert gave way at the same time.
^
7982. Do you think that companies who sell and dedicate the surface, should have some respect for it?
Yes, I think so; .1 think no one would purchase unless they thought so.
/9S3. Do you think thjt a great number of people who purchase the surface, knowing that the mineral is
underneath it, expect that the surface will he respected?,' Yes.
7984. Do you know' if the Council has ever taken any action in connection with undermining, either by
itself or jointly with any other municipality ? I aiu inclined to think they took joint action with the
Wallsend Council.
/OSo.^ Was this matter much spoken about at the time in the Newcastle Council ? I do uot know that it
was very much spoken about; it would be at an improvement committee meeting if it was.
7986. ’-Were" you present at those meetings ? Yery seldom.
7987. The meetings you would atteud would be the Council meetings? Yes.
/OSS, How far along the street did you say that the street was affected ? Nearly its whole length, from
Parry-street to Kemp-strcet.
'
'
7989. W hat distance would that bo ? Koughly speaking, about J of a mile.
/990. Can you estimate what the subsidence would be in depth—in feet? I would not like to undertake
to say what depth it would be. In some places, judging by the fences and what is known as the hack road
to the racecourse, I suppose it would be some 6 feet there.
’
7991. .1 want yon to refer to Melville-street principally;—can you give any estimate of tho subsidence
there in a general way ? No, I cannot, because the fences and paddocks have all disappeared ; some of
them have disappeared altogether. ‘
“
~
7992. Has the surface gone away bodily? It has subsided very considerably.
7993. Cannot you give an estimate of the average depth of tile subsidence itself ? I would not like to
say what the depth was, because almost immediately after"it subsided they had to fill it up again. I know
otto particular place, known as'the 2nd culvert, went down to a depth'o'f 10 feet, I suppose.. That was
after the tram contractors had filled it up once, and the second lime it had subsided, then it was bottomed
with H-tree scrub.
•
‘
• ' '
* ‘ ■ 1 .
7991. Would the Council get the material from the company to fill this up ? It was filled up with sand.
7995. Had you plenty of sand close by ? Yes; on the street.
1
7996. Ibe Legislative Council have objected to the two clauses I have drawn your attention to, being
embodied in this Bill. Can you understand why there should be any objection to them yourself ? No ■
1 do not see any objection to them ; they f eem, as far as my knowledge goes, to be very necessary, I suppose the sanction of the Minister could be obtained to’wbifivkhejcoal under roads and streets.
/997. Don t you thmk that a surface plan showing streets, roads,rand buildings, and* the other thin g8
mentioned would be very necessary information for a municipality ?-Yes, J think it would be very
necessary,
7998.
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7998. Are you aware that at the present time the Council cannot get hold of any plans, to inspect? I
Mr.
have heard so.
T. A. Lloyd,
7999. Can you sec any reason why these clauses should not remain in the Bill, as originally proposed?
In my opinion they should remain in the Bill.
^895.
8000. Aro you aware that there is a good deal of mining going on beneath the City of Newcastle? I
have been so informed,
’
8001. "Would you like to see the streets of Newcastle honeycombed by any process of mining ? Certainly
not.
"
80911. "Would you like to see the buildings of the city shattered ? Certainly not; it would be an enormous
expense to the Councils, if such was the case, and to private people as well.
[Witness withdrew'.]

TUESDAY,

15

OCTOBER,

1895.

{The Commission met in the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

10 a.m.]

]3rc0cnt:—
FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (President).
JAMES CTJELEY, Esq,

|

d ESSE GKEGSON, Esq.

Mr. John Owen sworn and examined :—
8002. Mr. Curley.] What are you, Mr. Owen ? A miner.
jr- T n
8003. President.] Where are you employed? AtLithgow.
r—
"
8001, How long have you been a coal-miner ? About twenty-five years.
15 Oct., 1895.
8005.^ Have you been coal-mining at Home as well as in this Colony ? I have had between five and six
years’ experience at Home.
800G. Where wore you employed in England ? In various mines in South Wales.
8007. Have you been employed the rest of the time in this country ? Yes.
8003. Where have you been employed in this Colony ? Mostlv in the Eithgow collieries.
SOOH. Mr. Gurley.] Have you worked in many of the mines in Lithgow ?
I have w'orked in nearly all
the mines there.
S010. What are the names of the mines you have worked at in Eithgow ? At the Yale of Clwydd Colliery,
the New Vale, or the Yale Colliery, as it is generally called, and the Oakey Park Colliery; also at the
Iron works, adit, and at the Eskhauk Colliery. I am working at the Eskbank Colliery at tho present time.
8011. How many years have you been in the Eithgow district? I have been in the Lithgow district
about eighteen years, with a slight intermission of a few months.
8012. Did you work long in the Vale of Clwydd Colliery ? I worked for some years there.
8013. How long did you work there ? About five years.
8014'. Is it long since you worked there? Four years—perhaps a little over four years.
8015. Wore you coal-mining there ? Yes ; I was a miner there.
8010. Have you filled any other position in the colliery? Yes; I have beendeputy and underground
man aster.
8017. Have you a thorough knowledge of the Yale of Clwydd Colliery ? Yes ; a pretty fair knowledge of
that colliery.
8018. What was the system of working when you were there ? Pillar and stall.
8019. Do you know the width of the herds? As a rule they were 8 yards wide.
8020. Do you know the size of the pillars ? They were about 8 yards, as near as I can remember.
8021. Had you a good roof in that mine ? Yes, a very good roof.
8022. "Was it a strong roof ? Yes, a strong roof.
8023. Did you do any pillar-working when you were there? No.
8021'. Is there any pillar-working going on there now? No, not to my knowledge.
8025. Do you know anything about the pillars round about the shaft ?” Yes, I do.
'
8020. "What size are the pillars about the shaft ? There are one or two substantial pillars; otherwise it
has been mined very extensively in very close proximity to the shaft.
8027. Which shaft do you refer to ? The winding shaft—the downcast shaft,
S02S. Is that on one side of the pit? Yes.
8029. Which side of tlie shaft is that on ? On the north-west side.
8030. Do you say that the coal has been mined very extensively close to that shaft ? Yes, verv extensively1
indeed.
'
'
8031. AV ould you consider that that side of the shaft is left without any protection whatever ? Without
the slightest support, with tho exception of the pillar or two near ihe shaft.
8032. Do you know the size of those pillars ? No, I cannot sav the size.
8033. Do you know' anything about the pillars around the air shaft? There are better pillars there, but
the roof is not so good—it is abery bad roof.
■
8034. President.] Where you say these pillars near the shaft arc insufficient, is the roof good? Yes.
8035. Do you tbink it is safe there? 'At the present time it is safe; but in the event of other pillars
being worked out I would say it will not be very eafe.
1
8036. Does the inspector see Ihat mine ? Yes ■ he is down there pretty often.
$037. What inspector visits that colliery ? Inspector Rowan.
.
8038. Mr. Curley,] You have spoken about the roof being very bad near the air shaft ? Yes,
8039. Docs that prevail all round the workings in that district ? Yes. 8040. What section of the mine would you call that ? Nearly south-east.
8041. Is this rock or top-coal? Botten rock ; they have to drive very narrow in order to get through it;
in fact, when 1 was there they had not gone through it.
’
8042. Do you know anything about an accident that occurred there recently? No.
'
8013. How long ago is it since you worked at the Oakey Park Colliery? About two years ago.
8014. AYere the workings very close to the shaft bottom at that time ? Yes, at Oakey Park.D
8015.
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Mr. J. Owen. S04o. Did you notice Mdiat pillars, or were there any pillars left at the shaft bottom at that time? Yes;
good, pillars.
16 Oct., 1895. 8016. Have you a shaft at the Eskbank Colliery ? Yes.
8047. What size aro the pillars about that shaft? There are very large pillars there.
8048. What is your system of working at that colliery ? Pillar and stall.
8049. What sized^ pillars do you leave? In the Eskbank Colliery it is different to the other collieries.
The Eskbank Colliery is worked under the town of Lithgow, and they arc obliged to leave very large
pillars. Tho proprietor of the estate values the surface as much as the coal, therefore it is to his interest
to leave very large pillars, and large pillars are left at that particular colliery.
8050. How many men are employed at the present time in the Eskbank Colliery ? Twenty miners.
8051. Have you ever had moretfian that number of miners employed there ? Yes; abont fifty or siity
miners.
8052. Does the number of men at these mines fluctuate a good deal according to the trade ? Yes,
8053. Will you look at section 2 of the proposed Bill, sub-section 8 (c) on page 2 (see Appendix A).
You will notice that the word “ ten” has been erased and the word “ thirty” has been introduced by the
Legislative Council, as the number of persons that may bo employed below ground without being under
the control of a manager. The Legislative Assembly has agreed to the word “ twenty ” being inserted, as
the number of persons to be exempt from this section. Do you think that a mine, with a limited number
of men, should not be under the control of a manager ? I consider, that any number of men should be
under the control of a manager. In that case nearly all the mines in Lithgow would be exempt from the
jurisdiction of the inspector. If this clause was passed, as it has been amended by the Legislative Council,
all. or nearly all, the mines in Lithgow would not be required to have a manager.
8054. President.'] Do you say that, no matter how many men may be employed in a mine, you would have a
manager ? Yes; I would have someone in charge, even for the ten men, because I consider their lives are
quite as valuable as twenty tens. In my opinion, some person should be in charge of a mine irrespective
of number, otherwise there would be no form.
8055. Mr. Curley.] You think that there should ho some authority to enforce discipline, and that proper
mining regulations should be adhered to ? Yes; I am of that opinion.
8056. Do you tliink that there is a great deal of discipline up iu the Lithgow district at the present time ?
I think there is as much discipline there as anywhere else.
8057. Have you looked at the provisions in the proposed Bill with regard to ventilation? Yes.
8058 Will you look at section 50 [47], rule 1, on page 23 of the Bill (see Appendix A). You will
notice the lines that are erased in this rule—they represent the amendments suggested by the Legislative
Council—and the clause without these amendments is as it originally went from the Legislative Assembly.
You will also see the words “ twenty-five ” struck out, and the words l; thirty-five ” yards inserted. What
do you think of that section ;—do yon believe in a stipulated minimum quantity of air for a mine? Yes ;
I think it is advisable to have a stipulated minimum quantity of air.
8050. Do you think that the men should always have a certain quantity of ventilation absolutely assured
to them ? Yes ; there is no question about it.
8060. Do you think that 35 yards is too far in advance of the air ? I tliink that 35 yards is too far in
advance of the air at the present time.
.
8061. Have you worked in places that have been going to the rise in some of those mines ? Yes,
8062. Hoes the air travel very fast up-hill ? No; not without being forced.
8063. I notice, when you were examined before a Select Committee of the Legislative Assembly, on the
18th of April, 1894, you made reference to 50 cubic feet of air being quite sufficient for the Western
collieries;—will you read what you are reported to have said when giving evidence before Mr. Eegan’s
Select Committee ?
2658. And I suppose you are acquainted with the various systems of ventilation 7 Yes.
2659. Wiiat do you think is the best system, as a practical man—I suppose splitting? As I told you before, it is
necessary to adopt various methods, according to various circumstances. It would not he practicable, for instance, to
oren TWHiq'T hkc the Helensburg Colhery in tlie same way that you would work collieries like those at Lithgow.
2660. How is that ? In the first place, the western collieries do not generate gas at all, whereas the Helensburg
Colliery does; and, in order to ensure safety, you would have to work the Helensburg Colliery in a different way to
that which would be necessary in the western collieries.
2061. You mean that more ventilation would be required ? Yes.'
2662. But not that it would be necessary to alter the system of work 7 In the western collieries, owing to the coal
being damp and the depth shallow, 50 cubic feet of air per man would be quite sufficient at the present time. That
seems remarkable, but it is nevertheless a fact.
2063. Do I understand you to say that where it is shallow and damp 50 cubic feet per man is sufficient ? It would be
safer in some cases to work with 50 feet of air than in other cases with 300 feet. We could do with 50 feet.
2661. I understand that you are referring to the danger of explosion you say that if you had only 50 cubic feet in
Lithgow there ivould be no explosion, whilst if you had double that quantity at Helensburg or any other colliery
6®n?ratiI1g gus there would he an explosion ? Certainly. At Lithgow there ivould not be the same danger to life.
2665. At the same time, you would not say that 50 cubic feet would he sufficient to keep a mine in a good sanitary
condition ? Certainly not.
What I wished to convey in my evidence before that Select Committee is not here. Although I rectified
my evidence when the proof was sent to me, before it was printed, my revisions do not appear. "WBat I
wished to state was this, that one mine may be better off with 50 cubic feet of air than another mine
under different conditions may be with 500 cubic feet of air. I never wished to advocate that 50 cubic
feet of air was sufficient.
8064. Did you intend to convey that 50 cubic feet of air was a sufficient quantity of air for anybody ?
No, certainly not.
i
v
j
j
8065. Do you think some effort should he made to get the air into the working face, so that the men
should have the advantage of it? Yes.
8066. How do you think the present Act has been read with regard to the minimum quantity of air;—how
has it been interpreted ? I tbink, as a rule—but I may be wrong—that 100 cubic feet of air is taken as
the maximum.
8067. Do you think that is the way the Act has been read ? Yes.
8068. Is that the way the Act has been read by the managers ? Yes; by the managers and the inspectors,
although I have always thought differently. I thought that the 100 cubic feet of air was the minimum
quantity, with as much more as was necessary,
8069. In the Vale of Clwydd Colhery, did you ever notice the ventilation to be defective occasionally ?
Yes, very defective ; I have seen it in such a state that you could not burn a candle.
8070.
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Mr. J. Owen,
8070. What section of the colliery was that in? In the dip workings.
8071. Was that defect owing to black damp ? It was due to a defective return.
■
15 Oct., 1895.
8072. .In what way were the returns defective ? By being allowed to fall in; this stopped the ventilation,
and then black damp, or carbonic acid gas accumulated.
8073. Had you many men in that section of the colliery when this occurred ? Tes.
8074. How many men were in that section? As near as I can remember, about twenty men : it might
be a few more or less.
8075. Would all these places be more or less affected by this black damp? Tes; wc have had several
times to go home, and could not go to work in consequence of this.
8070. In the conducting of mining operations do you think that more attention wants to be paid to these
returns ? Tes.
8077. How are the men paid up in the Lithgow district ? By average weight.
8078. Ho you know anything about the system of weighing that is carried out in that district? Tes.
8070. Ho all the managers up in that district weigh their own coal ? Ho you mean without a checkweigbmnn ?
8080. Without a weighman of their own ?. The manager, as a rule, weighs all the coal.
80SL At the different collieries ? At the different collieries.
.
S0S2. Hoes that apply to all tho collieries ? Tes; I think so.
8083. Ho you think they would do that if a larger number of men were employed P Ho.
8081. Would they have a weighman in that case? At some of the collieries; but, as a rule, the manager
has always been in the habit of weighing at all tho collieries.
8085. Have the men been satisfied with the number of skips that have been weighed at the different
collieries? Ho.
80SG. Hus this boon a matter of longstanding complaint? Tes; almost chronic. It lias caused many
troubles in the west. The weighing has caused more trouble than anything else.
8087. Have you frequently appealed to the managers upon this matter ? Tes.
8088. Ho matters still remain as they were? Sometimes they do not weigh for twelv months. I have
known instances where no skips have been weighed for eighteen months.
8080. Where was that ? At the Vale of Clwydd Colliery ; hut not under the present management,
8000. Were the men paid on the same average as they lind been paid when they were last weighed?
They were paid on the average of the last skips that were weighed. If a man gets weighed to-day, and
does not get weighed again for six or seven months, he will bo paid on that particular weight.
S001. .Have the skips grown in size during these periods of weighing? I do not kuow.
8092. Have you seen them sent to be repaired occasionally? Tes.
8003. Hid you notice if they had grown ? Sometimes they sent them to be repaired.
SOOt, Is that a matter you cannot speak definitely upon? Tea.
'
8005. Ho you look upon that as a most unsatisfactory piece of business? I look upon it as very
unsatisfactory.
*
809G. Could you get no redress? We appealed to the Government through the Minister for Mines, the
lato Mr. Fletcher. Mr. Want was Attorney-General at the time, and wo were advised by the Government
that we could not compel the manager to weigh any certain number of skips ; that so long as he had a
weighbridge at tlie mine the Act was complied with. Anyhow, we could get no redress.
' 8007. Did you ever take a test case to the Court? Ho.
8008. Ho you not think that under the Act you could demand that every skip should be weighed ? I do
not think so; That is, of course, judging by the opinion that we have received from our legal advisers. At
times wo have had counsel’s opinion on the subject.
8090. Ho you knoiv that legal men differ in their opinions occasionally ? I admit that.
8100. In the absence of your having tested tho point, the question still remains in doubt? Tes ; all
that we have done is to consult a gentleman in Sydney.
8101. What was his opinion ? Similar to the opinion wc received from the Attorney-General,—that wo
could not force tho manager to weigh any certain number of skips; in other words, that we could not
claim to be paid according to the weight of the mineral gotten.
8102. Although you had an agreement with the manager to that effect ? Ho.
8103. Had you not an agreement with the manager at the particular time? There was uo agreement;
when a man seeks employment lie is put on, and it goes by custom.
SLOf. Had you no agreement at that particular lime you refer to ? Ho agreement.
8103. In the absence of an agreement, would there not be some understanding of some description? We
were supposed to be paid according to the provisions of the Act.
810G. Have matters improved much since;—bow do they stand at the present time ? They stand about
the same; at some of the collieries the weighing is satisfactory, but at others it is not, Some of the
managers, if they happen to get down to a low weight, will not bo in a hurry to weigh again, hut if the
weights happen to go up, it very soon follows that the manager weighs again.
8107. Ho you know that to be a fact? It is an absolute fact. I do not say that there is a motive, but
that it occurs.
J
8108. Can you judge what the motive is yourself ? My opinion, perhaps, would not be evidence.
8100. Undoubtedly your opinion is evidence ? I am not sure of motive, but I know it occurs. The coal
does not always remain the same ; sometimes a man is in good coal, and in that case he can fill good weight.
In other places the coal will bo lender, small, brittle, or rotten, and if ho happens to be weighed in that
coal he would not got good weight, and when he got into good coal again he would not be satisfied with
the weight he got in the rotten coal, although the manager would keep him at that weight. I have known
that to be done for months and months, although the men have appealed fo the manager to be weighed.
8110. Is this a matter of occasional occurrence? It happens now and again.
8111. Is not that a reason in itself why men should be weighed oftener in your district? Certainly.
8112. Uo you think the men arc satisfied with the average weight ? The men would be satisfied with a
fair average weight.
.
8113. President.] What would you call a fair average weight? For the men to get a certain number of
skips weighed, say five, or two and a half per cent., or a certain percentnge of the output weighed. 8ay
I fill 100 skips, and I get five weighed, I would be propaied to take one in twenty as an average, and I
believe tho men would be perfectly satisfied if we could insist on that being done,
8114.
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Owen. SI 14, Mr. Curley.'] Is there any general feeling in your district that every ship should he weighed? In
'■''Ty consequence of this gross injustice, naturally the feeling is that way.
’ ^ ’8115. Have the men the idea that they are being plundered or robbed? They do not say much; they
seem to tolerate it.
"
811G. Do you think that it is owing to this practice prevailing that gives rise to wishing for every ship to
be weighed ? Yes, I do.
8117. What do you think about the regulations in the proposed Bill for the working hours—the stipulation
in the Bill providing for eight hours, section 36, on page 17, of the Bill {see Appendix A) ? I believe in
it; I believe it should be in the Bill.
8118. Do you think it is a matter for legislation ? Yes, I do.
8119. "Would you not rather leave it to the manager and the men to agree between themselves in a
mutual way ? Ho.
’
8120. Is this the feeling of the men generally in.your locality? Yes.
8121. Have you had an opportunity of knowing their opinions? Yes.
8122. Have you lield any official position in connection with the miners’ organisation? Yes; I have
been District Secretary for a number of years.
8123. And you kuow this to be the general feeling of the men? Yes.
8124. Have there been many attempts to work longer hours in your district? Ho; not to work longer
hours, with the exception of keeping the men down tho pit—that is to say, eight hours in the face,
irrespective of an hour for meals. It used to be eight hours altogether.
8125. From bank to bank ? Ho ; from bank to face ; but eight hours altogether. How it is nine hours
in some of the collieries, although they reckon it is only eight hours, because they have two breaks—one
for breakfast and one for lunch.
8126. Do they insist upon the men remaining nine hours iu the mine ? Yes.
8127. "Where is this ? At the Lithgow collieries.
8128. "Will it take the men long to get to their working places there? About twenty minutes.
8129. Do they ever work longer at the Zig-zag Colliery ? Y"es; they have worked on Sunday there on
one occasion.
8130. Was that only on one occasion ? Yes ; fortunately only on one occasion.
8131. They did not repeat it? Ho.
8132. "Would you argue, from the step taken in that instance, that there should be some regulation with
regard to the working hours ? Yes.
8133. Have yon given any attention to the question of pillars in a mine;—do you tbink substantial pillars
should be left in a mine? Yes, until you get to the boundary and work back. Unless you have
substantial pillars it will not be safe when you are coming back ; especially iu the heading.
8131. Have you noticed any very small pillars left in any of those mines at Lithgow? Yea, sometimes.
Sometimes a large pillar may be split, and made into two pillars.
8135. Are the bords driven by line there ? As near as practicable.
8136. Will you look at section 21, sub-section 5, on page 8 of the proposed Bill (see Appendix A);—
you will notice that there is a provision there for the inspector to withdraw the men in case of danger?
■
Ybs,
8137. Do you think the inspector should have power to withdraw the men in case of danger? Yes, I do.
8133. You agree with that provision ? Yes.
8139. Would you leave it altogether in the hands of the manager, or do you think it better to be left in
the bands of the inspector? 1 think the manager should also have the power, because the-mspcctor is
not always on the job.
8140. Do you know that the manager has this power at all times? Yes.
8141. In the event of a difference of opinion between the manager and the inspector, do you think the
inspector should have power to withdraw the men ? I think the inspector should have the power to
withdraw the men.
8142. If the inspector was on the spot, and there was an apparent danger, and a difference of opinion
aroso between him and the manager, do you think that the inspector’s opinion should override the
manager’s opinion ? Yes, I do.
8143. There is a provision in the proposed Bill with regard to the appointment of a check-weigher, sug
gesting that he can be appointed from anywhere the men may choose ; the Legislative Council are opposed
to this and are of opinion that be should be appointed from the workmen of the colliery;—do you think
that tho men should have the right to appoint any man they like from anywhere? Yes ; as they do in
England. I consider, seeing the miners have to pay the check-weigher, that they should have the same
privilege of employing him as anybody else.
8144. Do you ballot for the check-weighman up in your district ? Yes.
8145. Do you ballot for him every quarter ? Yes; every quarter.
8146. If he is balloted out cannot the manager ignore him if he thinks fit, and not take him back to the
mine? Yes.
8147. Have you ever known that to he done ? The manager, as a rule, always re-employs him.
8148. Have they always taken the check-weigher back in your locality ? Yes, I tliink so.
8149. I notice a part of your evidence given before tho Select Committee, of which Mr. Fegan was
chairman, refers to the visits of the inspector ;—you say that there is a system of telephoning from one
mine to tho other when tlie inspector is in the district? Yes.
8150. Are you sure that they know at the different collieries when the inspector is about to visit them by
that means ? Yes; we are peculiarly situated in that district. The Southern District inspector, Mr.
Bowan, comes up every sis or eight weeks to the Western District, and it is known by all the managers
that he is there on his official visit, and through all the mines being connected by telephone, it is an easy
matter for them to let one another know the inspector’s movements.
[Witness withdrew.]

Daniel
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Daniel frt'Auliffo sworn and eiammed:—
D, M'Auliffc,
8151. President.'] What are you, Mr. M'Auliffc? I am a colliery manager.
Esq,
8152. What colliery are you the manager of at present ? The Stockton Colliery.
8153. How long have you been there as colliery manager ? For nearly five years—say, about four-and-a- 150cM895.
half years.
8154. What were you before you were manager ? Overman,
8155. For how long were you overman ? For nearly five years.
8156. What were you before that ? I was deputy for about three months.
8157. Have you ever worked yourself in a mine? Yes ; I have been in a mine since I was about 9£ years
old.
8158. How long ago was that? I have had about thirty-four years experience in mining.
8159. Mr. Curley. \ Is the Stockton mine the only mine you have managed? Yes; the only mine I have
been manager of.
8160. When you were deputy there, what was the system of working in the Stockton colliery ? Bord
and stall.
8161. What was the width of your bords? Eight yards.
8162. What was the size of the pillars ? Six yards.
8163. Were the pillars kept at this uniform size? They were occasional^ cut out, through the men
going too wide. It m a difficult task to keep men from cleaving the pillars—widening out.
8LG4, In your position ns deputy, when you observed any encroachment on the pillar in that way, would
you endeavour to draw them into the required width ? Certainly.
"
81G5. Would you put a chalk mark on the face ? Yes, and order them to leave it on.
8166. Did tho men thoroughly understand what that chalk mark meant ? Certainly.
8167. Did you travel the returns very much ? I did.
8168. Did you ever pass through auy of the old workings ? I did.
8169. Did you notice how the pillars had been left, previous to your being manager there ? I did.
8170. What was tho thickness of these pillars? In some eases they were 4 yards, and in some cases
under 4 yards.
8171. What district would these pillars bo in ? What we call the top drive district, and part of the C
beading.
8172. Where were these workings situated ;—were they leading under the harbour or under the land ?
They were leading out towards the ocean.
8173. Would these workings be under the ocean at all ? Ho.
8174. Not at that particular time ? No ; not at that particular time.
8175. Have you gone under the ocean iu that direction since? No ; wc did put a drive about 40 yards
under the ocean, but we struck troubled ground, aud we stopped.
8176. Have you met with a good deal of cinder coal in that colliery ? We have.
8177. Have you had considerable difficulty with that cinder coal? Yes.
8178. Do you work under the harbour at all, in any of the other workings ? We have not touched the
harbour at nil.
8179. Have you auy coal under the harbour ? No.
8180. President.] Have you no coal under the harbour at Stockton? No, sir.
8181. Mr. Curley.] How far does your leasehold extend toward the harbour on the soutli side of your
colliery ? Our leasehold extends to the waters of the Hunter ; the owners of the estate claim their lease
is from fho waters of tho Pacific to the waters of the Hunter. The owners of the estate claim that we
have the right of all the mineral in this area.
S1S2. You consider you have the right to mine to the full extent of where they state their lease extends ?
We consider wo have that right.
8183. On the south side of your mine, going towards the harbour, have you mined to the full extent of
your lease? In some places wo have, and in other places xve have not.
81 $4, Going up towards Maitland-street, the street that you reside iu, have von mined up in that direction?
Yes.
‘
8185. How far have you gone in that direction ? To the boundary in that district.
8186. Does the boundary tbere extend to the waters of the Hunter as welt ? The boundary, according to
tbc State lease, is from the waters of the Hunter to the waters of the Pacific ; our boundary is supposed
to run to high-water mark. We were mining in one place to that boundary when Mr. Mackenzie, tho
Examiner of Coal-fields, claimed the right of 100 feet reservation, aud ordered ns to stop working, and wo
stopped working there.
8187. President.] Was that on the Hunter side or on the Pacific side? On the Hunter side.
8183. Mr. Curley^] Had you mined under part of that 100 foot reservation? Yes. Wc considered we
bad a right to do so; but when the Governmeut officials stopped us from doing so wc stopped.
8189. How far does your lease extend up from Maitland-street, going north-west? It extends a con
siderable distance beyond Maitland-street—beyond the main road. Maitland-street branches into the
main road that leads to the Cabbage-tree.
8190. Does the same reservation apply to tlie foreshore there as applies to Maitland-street ? We were
working all round the river side from our shafts. This is where Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of
Coal-fields, interfered with us, and claimed that we had no right to mine under tho reservation. We
inquired about it. The owners of the estate claimed the coal, and the Government held us responsible
for tlie coal that was in there, aud as we could not see our way clear to fight the Government, we went
on no further.
8191. Have tho owners of the estate taken any action in the matter since ? I cannot say that. I believe
the owners of the estate say they will hold us responsible for the amount of coal that is in that part—that
is, for the royalty for the coal that is there.
8192. President.] It is to your interest to get out as much coal as possible ? I expect so.
8193. Mr. Curley^] Taking a line from your shoots, right round Maitland-street, and away northwards
up the Hunter, does your property extend far up that way ? It extends about as far as the Public School.
8194. Taking a line by your shoots, there is the whole reservation right round? Yes; there is a 10-acre
block that intervenes—tho disputed piece.
92—2 H
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D, M'AulifEe, glpy, Is that between the Stoclcton Company and the Ilctton Company ?

Tes.
Is that matter settled yet ? The ground is lying idle yet; there is no one touching it.
"What are the depths of your shafts ? The old one is 3(>0 feet deep.
IB Oct., 1895.
TVhat is the depth of your upcast shaft? It is about the same depth.
8199. What distance are your shafts apart? Prom about 25 yards to 30 yards; I forget the osact
measurement.
^
“
8200. How are these shafts secured :—have you tubbing in them ? Tes : the soft ground is tubbed down
to the hard rock.
8201. With iron casing ? Tes.
8202. What is the extent of your tubbing ? In the old shaft I think there is 02 feet of tubbing.
8203. Do you know anything with regard to the upcast shaft ? I think there is about 112 feet of tubbing
in the No. 2 shaft.
8204 Have you regular periods for the inspection of these shafts ? Tes.
8205. How often do you inspect them ? Every week, at least.
8206. Have you noticed any cracks or flaws, or anything iu connection with this tubbing during your
periods of inspection ? No.
8207. Do they seem to be as sound as ever? Tes.
8208. Have you done much pillar extracting in your mine? There is no extraction of pillars there, only
when the men take too much off.
'
8200. Have you never extracted any pillars at all? No, never.
8210. Do you propose to take any pillars out? Only in this way; if we wish to make a horse road, of
course we take out part of the pillars, to make the flat in that particular part.
8211. Ifr. Gregson j Have you any iulenlion of working your pillars ? No.
8212. Mr. Gurlej/.'] Did 1 understand you to say that you had not gone under the Pacific Ocean ? No.
8213. Does your lease go under the ocean? We have an ocean leasehold.
8214. Have you worked any part of that leasehold ? Tlie new workings are going under the ocean.
8215. President.'] Hoiv far does your lease extend under the ocean ? About a mile.
8216. Eight out into the ocean? Tes.
8217. "Will you work right out there? I hope we will work for a good few' miles out there; that is if
the coal continues good.
8218. Is the coal continuing good under the ocean? Yes.
8219. Mr. Curleyi] What point does your ocean leasehold start from ? Prom the boundary of the Scotch
Company’s taking.
8220. Does it extend far from the Northern Breakwater? Yes, straight across. We have a quarter of a
mile running along the ocean outside of that again ; we have 2,000 acres under the ocean.
8221. Is that into the bight ? Tes, straight across to the bight. We join on to the Hetton Company's
taking. The Hetton Company’s taking swings round the bight, and we strike straight across the bight.
8222. The Hetton Company’s taking extends round the northern breakwater into the bight ? Yes.
8223. And you start from that point ? Tes.
8224. Is the mine dipping or rising in that direction ? Dipping.
8225. President^] Have you to pay much to the Government for these leases under the ocean ; do you give
them so much per acre ? No, a royalty of so much per ton; wc pay a royalty of so much per ton for our
ocean takings. We pay a royalty also to the Quigley Estate, but we,bought the mineral right from tlie
Scotch Company.
8226. Mr. Curley.] Havo-you made any soundings to ascertain how the strata is running out into the
ocean ? We bore every 20 yards upwards.
8227. President.] Do you bore under the ocean ? We put a bore hole upwards every 20 yards; we bore
to see what strata we have above our heads. We bore 30 feet from tbc top of the coal, to find out what
sort of strata we have above our head,
■
8228. Mr. Curley.] I thiuk you have misapprehended my question. Have you taken any surface sound
ings to see whether there was a dip or otherwise. I mean right into the water itself? The Govern
ment lias soundings showing the depths of water all across that bight.
8229. Does the strata dip in the ocean the same as it does in your mine ; how does it carry ? There is
no bore, and I do not think there could be a bore put down in the ocean amongst the breakers.
8230. 1 am talking about soundings ? We have a map of the Governmeut soundings, showing the
soundings in the different parts of this bight,
8231. Can you tell me whether the strata dips at the surface—the ocean bottom ? It dips a little ; I
think the greatest depth is 17 or 18 feet across the bight.
8232. Is that the dip? I think 17 or 18 feet is the deepest soundings shown there—the deepest part of
the ocean bottom across that bight.
8233. Mr. Gregson.] Is that 17 or 18 feet or 17 or 18 fathoms ? Eeet; across the bight.
8234. Are you sure that it is feet and not fathoms ? I am sure it is feet—17 or 18 feet.
8235. Mr. Curley.] Is that the full extent of your lease—the furthest point into the ocean ? I cannot
he exactly positive about the furthest point; we have two leases, and the place is dotted with soundings
all over.
8236. Are you carrying out the six-yard herds there? Eight-yard pillars and six-yard bords.
8237. Do you find the rock very good in that direction? It is.
8238. Do you make much water in the leading places? Not a great deal of water ; it is dipping heavily,
and it gives a little trouble getting the water out.
8239. Have you just completed a new shaft there? Yes; we have broken the workings into it, but
have not exactly finished it yet.
8240. Are you putting a drive in ? Yes, from the old workings to tho new pit drive.
8241. Had you much rock at the bottom of that new shaft ? A fair quantity.
8242. How much rock did you have ? About 48 feet.
8243. Was that at the bottom of the shaft? Tes.
8244. What class of rock was it ? The ordinary sandstone and shale.
8245. Was it soft or did it appear pretty substantial? It is a good fair rock, some parts of the cap of
it were softish.
8246. Had you a break-down of roof some time ago in that colliery ? Tes.
8247. Did you get any quantity of water in at that time? Tes.
8248.
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P!ir^
ni'l110 W!ls
? Ta iviat ive call G-ardincr’s heading district,
Was that break-dosvn in a bord or in a heading ? In a bord.
Was it in a six-yard bord, or in an eight-yard bord ? In a six-yard bord: there are no eight-yard i-fTw^iooe
in this district.
=■ j
u uct., 1895.
Was tho break in the bord very extensive? No, not very extensive.
J011 tell us what the thickness of the cover is under the ocean? Tes; we know
the level of our workings at the working face and tho water level on the top, and of conrse then wo
know what thickness there is at any given point; we know how the level stands with respect to the level
or our shafts.
8253. 3£r. Gregson.'] How deep are yon holow- high water-mark ? 321 feet.
8254. 1 resident.] If it is only 18 feet, you must have 300 feet of solid cover ? Tes.
823o. Mr. Curley,] Is that anything like the breakdown that was in Gardiner’s heading [Witness shown
woodcut in Appendix to final report from Mr. Regan's Select Committee, page 43] ? Tes.
8256. What came down when this rock came awaydid you get any clay ? Tes.
oo-o iirfS ^iere
forcc of water? There was a middling force of water for a while.
82oS. What was the stream of water like ? Roughly speaking, 10,000 gallons an hour. There was a fall
in the roof, and the water came in at about 10,000 gallons an hour.
8259. President] How did you get rid of that water ? We pumped it out.
8260. Mr. Curley.] Did you erect dams to block the water back ? Not to block the water back. I
erected dams and put pipes in, to allow the water to run off.
ooco’ wvr<l ti^e
substantial ? I think so ; most mining experts considered they wore.
.. j ' a111® '"'ere tho dimensions of these dams ? There were about 40 yards of sand and sand bags,
piled as close as they could be packed to the roof with stays to each tier, to keep them in their place,
and on the outsido of that was a brick and cement dam, one 9 feet and the other 11 feet; we had three
dams on tho outside or the sand and annd-baga.
rr's’^cn^-~\ Where was this fall ? In a bord, a worked-ont place, and part of the roof came down
and tlie water came away, The pipes are still in, and the water is still running, but fully one third pined
ait

8264. Is there amy danger working there now after this has happened ? I do not think there is any
danger, these things always happen in mines, and they are the same as they wore before when the
difficulty is remedied.
8265. Mr. Curley.] What time of the day did this occur—do you recollect the date ? 17th February, 1893:
it occurred between half-past 9 and 10 o’clock.
j>
>
8266. Did you call the men out ? I went down the pit and saw where the water had given off, and I saw
the overman and some of the workmen trying to put a dam across it with bars and props. I called the
overman back, and told him that the only way I thought the matter could be dealt with was to stop the
pit and get ail the sand and bags we could to dam her back. That could not be done keeping the pit
working, so 1 knocked all hands off, and put all hands on to send tlie sand down the pit in bags from
the top.
r
°
8267. Did all the men come out of the mine ? A. certain portion of them.
8268 When this occurrence took place, and you saw what it was like, you say you gave orders for the
men to knock off ? Tes, for the material to be brought in to deal with the difficulty. It was impossible
to work the pit and attend to that also.
8269. Did you knock the pit off because you apprehended any danger, or simply to deal with the matter
oovn tvj1 ' Simply to deal with the matter of the dam, and to effect tho necessary repairs,
8270. Did you think that your pumping machinery was able to cope with that water at the time?
Certainly it was.
8271. President.] Do you have to keep the pumps always going now ? We keep the pumps going at a
certain speed, hut of course our pumping power is far greater than the amount of water we are pumping
at present.
i
f e
8272. Will the water always come in there P We have pipes in to allow it to come, hut the water is
reduced considerably.
Whafc was y°ur Piping power at that time? We could pump from 40,000 to
50,000 gallons per hour.
S-fT m!ln7 SaT!oQa Per tour was the water making? About 10,000 gallons per hour.
o27o. Did you report the matter to tho inspectors ? I did.
ta°U bought it was a matter of sufficient importance to be reported ? Certainly,
oovo f rcliden!-i ,What would you call the mishap that took place there? An ordinary fall of roof.
8278. Is that a thing that often takes place in a mine ? It is quite usual.
8279. Mr. Curley.] Would you not call an inrush of water like that an unusual occurrence? It is not
an unusual occurrence. Perhaps double or treble that quantity of water is not a great lot.
8280. Mr. Gregson.] Do you think it was nothing out of the way ? Nothing out of the way.
coon' T^r' ^u^eV-\ Have you seen that kind of thing occur in other mines ? Certainly.
qooo ^rom “le r00^ ^
I when a fall has taken place, and a feeder has come in.
you seen anything similar to that fall that took place at your colliery? Tes.
8284. Where have you seen anything similar to that ? A far larger feeder took place in the A.A. Com
pany s workings. A far greater quantity of water was given off for a considerable time
ooo/.'
the,s.ame quantity of water still run in that feeder ? It has pined off fully one third.
8286. Do you think this water is coming from the ocean ? I do not think so.
distarum^01*3
^°U
wafer is coming from? It may be travelling along the strata, a considerable
8288.

Is it salt water ? Mineral water.
Is It the regular salt water like what you will get in the ocean? It is not so salt as the ocean water.
8290. Mr. Curley] Did the inspectors come to the colliery? They did.
8291. Did they make a report on the matter ? They did.
8292. Have you.seen their report? I have.
8293. Was the report to the effect that the men were not to enter the mine until they considered it safe
tor them to re-enter . Partly that. Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coal-fields visited the mine, and
tfie inspectors visited the mine daily until I had what I considered the repairs, Ac., finished.
8294.
President.]
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D. M'Auliffc, 8294. Presirfenf.] Did you have the men out or call the attention of the inspectors to the difficulty before
you set to work to make the repairs—how did the inspectors know anything about it P I reported the
I'Tn^'isn' mat,:er
the inspectors. When anything unusual happens in the mine we make it a rule to report the
15 uc.,
a. fljjug
inspector at once. We think it better to go direct to them rather than that it should come
from any outside source which might be misleading.
8295. Mr. Ciir/fj/.] How long was the mine stopped ? About a fortnight.
' 8290. What was the nature of this report? When I had effected the repairs, the inspectors—Mr.
Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, and the inspectors of the district—visited tlie mine, and I used
these words, “ Can we .make a start now?” Mr. Mackenzie said I could do as I liked, but that he would
not sign that the mine was safe.
8297. Whose names were appended to that report? Mr. John Dixon and Mr. Humble's names.
8298. What was the nature of the report? 1 forget the exact ivording of it. [Sec Ilfport t Appendix IJ.
8299. Was there any statement in that report saying, that the men were not to enter the mine until the
inspectors considered it safe ? As far as I remember, tho report stated that there were certain portions
■
of the mine that they considered unsafe, and they would not sign the hook saying that it was safe.
When we went round the mine on this particular day, I considered that wo had the dams aud tho
timbering all round nearly finished, and J said to Mr. Mackenzie, "All these men are wanting to get to
work; we will get to work tc-morrow'; ” he said, "You can do as you like, but I won’t sign ; ” I said,
“ Why?” He said, “I donotconsider it issafe to work.” I said, “ Well, Mr. Mackenzie, previous to this
you considered the mine safe; there is a certain thing that has happened that has been remedied, and if
you will say that it is not remedied to your liking, then I will do all I can to make it so.” He told me,
he would not answer me upon such a question. He asked me would I say that there would not be
another inrush of water, and I said “ No.” I said, “ Will you say, where there is one likely to take place,
supposing another inrush takes place, I claim that the same means can be used, as has been used this
time,” and Tasked him if there was a volume of water fifty times as strong, did he consider there would be
any danger to life and limb. He said he would not answer the question; he said, “That is the law.”
8300. President What did he sa_y was the law? He meant with reference to dealing with the question
of agreeing to let us go on. He said, “ You can start if you like,” but ho said he would not give his
permission.
8301. Mr. Curley."] Did you not draw his attention to the 25th section of the present Coal Mines Act
(see Appendix B) ? I did not, I did not feel much in the humour for paying attention to clauses of Acts.
8302. Don’t yon 1 bink you could have done so ;—you see w hat the section says ? That was not the section
we were charged under. .1!' they had charged us under that section we could have gone to arbitration ;
but they sued us upon a clause that we could not go to arbitration on. They sued us under clause 12,
section 5.
(5.) If at any time it is found by tha person in charge of a mine, or any part thereof, or hy the examiner or inspector
that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine, or such part thereof, or of tiny cause whatever the mine or the
said part is dangerous, every workman shall he withdrawn therefrom, and the examiner or inspector shall inspect the same
(and if the danger arises from inflammable gas shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp), and in every case
shall make a true report of the condition of such mine or part thereof, and no workman shall, except in so far as is neces
sary for inquiry into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, he readmitted into the mine or such
part thereof as was so found dangerous until the same is stated by the examiner or inspector to lie safe. Every such report
shall he recorded in a hook which shall be kept at tho iniuc for the purpose, and shallbe signed by the person reporting,

8303. Do you see that you could have called Mr. Mackenzie’s attention to the 25th section of the Act
(see Appendix B), and that Ihe matter could have been referred to arbitration ? Mr. Mackenzie drew
my attention to this sub-section 5, of clause 12, on page 4, of the present Act, That was the clause they
took action upon. On the other clause we might have gone to arbitration, but under the clause we were
sued on we had no redress.
_
8304. At this particular time, before the matter got that far, could you not have drawn Mr. Mackenzie’s
attention to the 25th section of the Act and say, that the matter should be referred to arbitration ? I
think our lawyer in the case pointed this out, hut they sued us under sub-section 5 of clause 12.
8305. I am speaking about the time when you wished to resume work ? We could not do that, and the
next thing wo had to do was to break the law. "When the inspectors would not sign, our miners came
to me and I told them what the inspectors had said. I told them to go back and pick six of. their best
men, and that I would hold au inspection with those six best men, and the officers of the mine with myself.
They appointed the six men, and we went through the whole of the mine, and examined the seat of the
trouble, and the remainder of the mine as well. I also gave them all the records we had in reference to
bores, and the Government Blue Book, and told them they would find all the information we had in that
book, besides, what we would supply them with ourselves, and asked them to go and well consider the
matter, aud if they thought that after their examination the mine was safe to work in, I would start the
pit and break the law. The result was, that we started the pit, and we were sued under the section of the
Act I have named. 'W'e were fined £20, and £4 for four days penalty at £1 per day. Tho matter then
dropped, aud they did not sue us after that.
8306. I want to draw your attention to this 25th section of the present Act again (see Appendix B).
Could you not have drawn the inspector’s attention to this section of the Act. It stipulates that if there
was any objection fo remedy, or anything of tho kind, that you had the option to send a notice of the
same in writing to the Minister, and that the matter could be determined by arbitration. In this case
you could have said what you have referred to here, viz., “ that I have endeavoured to remedy the business
to tbc best of my ability, and if you aro not satisfied let tlie matter go to arbitration —could you not
have done that ? No ; they simply sued us for breaking sub-seefion 5 of the Act without their permission.
8307. "Was there anything to prevent you from drawing their attention to this section? I asked for an
opinion on that matter, and the answer I received was that I had simply broken the law', and that Mr.
Mackenzie was suina: me, and 1 had no redress.
8308. Mr. GregsonDid the inspector take action under the 25th section of ihe Act ? No ; under sub
section 5 of the Act.
8309. Are you sure it was under sub-section 5 of the Act ? Yes.
.
811°. Are you sure that you had no notice under the 20th section of the Act? I am sure I had not. .
831]. President ] Did you get any nolice at all, or did you only get a summons to appear at the Police
Court? Yes; but 1 would not be too positive. I think that all 1 got was the summons for breaking
the law; but I know it was under sub-section 5 of the Act.
8312.
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8312. ilZr. Curlfij.‘\ Did you not get any information from tlie inspector or Esaminer of Coal-fields about®- i^Aull^c’
this report in the hook P I saw what they had written in the book.
Jr_‘
8313. Did you take that as an intimation? Yes ; that I would have to take tho risk on iny own shoulders. ^
-^gg^
8314. Mr. Gregson.] "What notice did you get ? I only remember the summons.
1
8315. Mr. Gurlej/.] Apart from that recorded report in the book, did the Examiner of Coal-fields or the
inspectors give you any official intimation calling attention to that report ? I think X did receive an
official intimation from Mr. Mackenzie.
8316. Aud you did not draw their attention to section 25 of the Act? hlo.
8317. I suppose yon have read the Act pretty often ? I read it occasionally.
8318. President.] Had you a lawyer? Yes. I pointed out that if I had been sued under the 2oth
section of the Act, we would have had a chance of redress.
8319. Who was your lawyer ? Mr. Windeycr.
8320. Mr. Curtej/.] Can you send the Commission that official notification that you have spoken about ?
I will see if I can find it.
8321. Will you send us both the report and the official notification ? Yes. [»?<?£ Appendix I],
8322. Have you noticed any more places in your mine that have broken down in a similar way to this ?
We bave had falls in different parts of the pit, but they have not given water off.
8323. Had you worked the coal near tho roof at ihat time ? There are two top bands.
8324. Was there uot a small portion of coal near the roof ? There is a 2-foot band left on the roof.
8325. Have you bad any water given off in any other places since this fall? Ho.
8326. Arc these dams regularly inspected? Yes.
8327. Do you see any signs of them giving way? Ho.
8328. Do you intend to use this shaft that has recently been sunk as au outlet for the men ? X intend
to let them go down in the usual way.
8329. What is the object of that shaft being put down ? We intended to haul coal from our ocean leases.
8330. Was it not suggested some time ago that that third shaft was to go down as an outlet for the men
in consequence of the main road caving in some time ago P I know nothing about that.
8331. Do you inspect the colliery every morning before the men resume work P Yes.
8332. Who carries out these duties? The brattice men usually go round iu the morning; the deputies,
men appointed for that purpose.
8333. Do you, as a practical man, consider that any danger whatever is to be apprehended in that
mine ? I can see no danger whatever.
8334. Do you say that there is no danger in the working of the Stockton Colliery? I do not say tbere
is no danger. There is a certain amount of danger in all mines.
8335. Do you consider there is any special danger in the working of the Stockton Colliery ? Ho.
8336. You know the situation of the colliery ? I do.
_
8337. Do you think, knowing the situation of the colliery, that very great care will have to be exercised
in the Stockton Colliery ? I tliink that special care needs to be taken iu any mine, or at any work.
8338. President^] Do you think there will have to bo any extra care taken in the Stockton Colliery, as
compared with work in other mines? We do that for our own security. We put in more limber than
is used in any other mines in the district,
8339. Why do yon do that ? To do everything in a line with caution.
8340. Mr. Gurlej/.] Do you renew the timber iu the old places ? Yes, thicken them np.
i
8341. President.] Is this done all through the mine ? Yes, wherever our workings arc.
8342. Whether they are under the land or under tho water ? Yes.
8343. Mr. Curley.] How do you interpret the present Act with regard to the quantity of air to be
supplied to the miners;—will yon look at section 12, sub-clauses 2 and 3 of the Act (sec Appendix B);
as n matter of practice, what do you construe those sections to mean;—suppose I am au inspector, and a
man is working in a bord, and is suffering from want of ventilation? I would prove what amount of air
that man had by testing what amount of air was travelling.
8344. President^] "What amount of air must you have? According to the Act we must have 100 cubic
feet of air.
8345. Is that enough air? That is enough under the Act, but there maybe conditions where it would
not be enough.
8316. Do you say that if you have 100 cubic feet of air, no matter what ihe slate of the air may be, that
you are protected by the Act? Yes.
8347. What meaning do you give to the words, “not less as a minimum than”; —do you think they might
as well be out of the Act altogether? 1 think so. I think making a hard and fast law is a mistake,
8348, I am not asking you that;—what do tlie words mean, “ not less as a- minimum than 100 cubic feet
of pure air per minute for each man, boy, and horse shall sweep undiminished along the airway past each
working place”;—does not that mean 100 cubic feet of air, and as much more as is wanted? I do not
think so.
8319. Mr. Curlcj/i] Have you seen the Chcck-weighcrs Act that has been passed in England? Ho.
8350. This is the Act (Witness reads, see Appendix E). Do you agree with that Act ? Ho.
8351. Why do you not agree with it? Because I thiuk our law at present is preferable to that. I tbink
the men employed at a colliery are better and more suitable to have as weigluncn perhaps than men
outside.
8352. Docs this Act refer to men outside ? I think so.
8353. President.] Do yon know that under the English Act the men have Die right to select their checkweighman from whom they please ? Yes, the English Act gives them power to appoint any person,
8354. Tho suggestion is, that the person selected should be an employee of the mine—do you agree with
that ? I do.
8355. Why ? The principal reason I have, is that an employee of the mine is more likely to work without
causing friction than the employment of a man outside. X tliink ho will pull on better than the man out
side. There is no disguising this fact, that the men may appoint a man who is a noted mischiefmaker,
and who will causa no end of trouble. A man on the weighbridge can cause a lot of trouble, and still
keep clear of the Act, so that you cannot remove him.
8356. Why do they allow this privilege in England ? I do not know.
8357.
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^r' QwtyDO you not tbink that the English Act points out that the mischievous persons hare
—
been the managers ? It might not intimate that,
16 Oct., 1895.
Does it not intimate to you that there has been some kind of intimidation, used, or such au Act
could not have been passed? I do not agree with you in that.
8359. Do you not sec that the object of the Act is to prevent a manager from dismissing men for holding
a meeting for the appointing of a check-weigher ? I do not know that any manager attempts to dismiss
a man for appointing a check-weighman.
8360. Do you think they would have passed that Act in England if there had not been some reason for
doing so_? That is doubtful; there is a cry nowr for a new mining Bill, hut the general body of the men,
to my mind, have not that cry.
8361. I suppose the managers do not want a new mining Bill? The managers have no fear of a just Bill.
8362. Are you here to speak on behalf of the men ? lam here to speak on behalf of the Bill,—on the
points that are not workable for either manager or men, and that will he mischievous.
8363. Do you thiuk that everything that is unreasonable is always on the side of the men? No, I do not
say so.
8364. President.'] Do you think that the check-weigher should be an employee of the mine? I do.
8365. Mr. Curley.] In the event of the men at your colliery wishing to hold a meeting for the appoint
ment of a check-weigher, would you in anyway interfere with them as a manager? The only answer
I can giro to that is that when my men did come to me and speak in reference to a weighman, I told
them I would only be too pleased for them to select a check-weighman, and that the Act gave them
that power.
8366. Suppose your men hold a meeting to-morrow, or any day hence from this, to appoint a checkweighman, would you offer any objection? If they had no check-weigher, and considered an alteration
necessary, the check-weigher's term being up, certainly I would not.
8367. Suppose they wanted to hold a meeting to-morrow for the purpose of appointing a check-weigher,
would you, as a manager, interfere with them ? Certainly not, if the body of the men wanted a meeting.
I have done that before, aud helped them to appoint a check-weighman; I have given them our hoses for
ballotting for him.
8368. President.] I would like to go hack to this question of ventilation;—do you not see that by the
Act an adequate amount of ventilation has always to be supplied, and that an adequate amount of
ventilation shall mean not less, as a minimum, than 100 cubic feet of pure air for each man, boy, and
horse,—that you must have that at all times, and as much more as necessary ? Still, if you had the 100
cubic feet of air, you would be acting under the conditions of the law.
8369. If that was not an adequate amount you would not? That is why 100 cubic feet is put there.
8370. Tour reading of the Act would give the go-by to the minimum altogether if that was so. It is
always to be 100 cubic feet of air, but it is always to be adequate, whatever it is. There may be cases
where 500 cubic feet of air is required;—then, do you mean to say that you have satisfied the Act if you
have only 100 cubic feet of air ? I think so.
“
8371. What does a minimum mean but that the lowest possible quantity is 100 cubic feet; but you are to
have an adequate amount, not less, as a minimum, than 100 cubic feet of pure air. The Act does not say
that an adequate amount of air is to he 100 cubic feet, but that you are to have 100 cubic feet of air on
all occasions ? I have not read the Act in that way.
8372. Mr. Curley.] Will you send the Commission the report of the inspectors in connection with that
fall of roof at your colliery, and the notice you received from Mr, Mackenzie—the first notice that was
put into the book ? Tes. iSee Append in;''!].
[Witness withdrew.]

8373.
Eis

M LA

President]

John Barnes Nicholson, M.L.A., sworn and examined:—
What has been your business, Mr. Nicholson ? I have been a coal-miner for the most

8374. Mr. Curley.] Are you one of the Members of the Legislative Assembly at the present time ? Tes,
16 Oct.., 1896. ^ am a Member of the Legislative Assembly at the present time.
8375. President.] Where have you been coal-mining in this Colony ? Principally at Bulli.
8376. Mr. Curley.] Did you work long at Bulli ? For four years.
8377. How long is that ago ? I started there in the beginning of 1883.
.
8378.^ Were you working at Bulli close up to tho time of the calamity that took place there ? I was
working there up to the time the men came out on strike.
8379. Did you start again when the colliery resumed work after the strike ? No.
8380. Did this calamity take place there soon after the resumption of work ? Tes; very shortly
afterwards.
8381. How was the ventilation in the Bulli Colliery during the time you worked there ? It was very had.
8382—3. In what section of the mine was the ventilation defective ? I worked in almost every section of
the colliery. We cavilled every three months, and I had a turn in every section of the mine more than
once.
8384. In what sections of the mine did you find the greatest defects in the ventilation ? In what we
call Slacky and Mackay's Grip.
8385. Were the districts known as the Slacky district and the Grip district? Yes.
8386. Were there many men in these districts ? A good many.
8387. Wliat number of men were there in these districts? From fifty to sixty men, as near as my
memory serves me.
8388. Were there that number of men in each district? Yes, in each district.
8389. What was the nature of the defects in the ventilation? No efficient means were made to carry the
air up to the working place.
8390. Were the cut-throughs a great distance apart in some places ? Yes; in some places there were no
cut-throughs at all.
•
8391.
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8391. What distance would yon be ahead of the air ? In some places over 70 yards, without a cut-through
Nicholson,
being put through at all.
8392. President.'] Was there any brattice used to take the air into the working place ? Nothing at all. Esq,, MX,A.
8393. Was there plenty of air sweeping along the airway ? As a rule there was. There was a split at 15 Oct., 1895.
the top of Hill End, at the top of the first incline.
8394. How far would the air extend into the bord ? It might go 10 or 15 yards up the bords, according
to the volume of air travelling.
8395. If there was bad ventilation, was it because you were working so far without a cut-through ? Tes.
8396. Mr. Curley.] Hid you refuse to work in that place, where you were working 70 yards before the
air ? Tes ; I gave it up—took my tools out.
8397. Is the air likely to get there without a cut-through P No; it is not.
8398. Is it likely to get there without brattice ? No ; it is not.
8399. Had you complained about this to the manager ? I complained every morning to the deputy or
the manager.
'
8100. Who was the deputy? In that particular place the deputy was Mr. Ered. Eobins.
8101. Would your ease represent other cases that you knew of ? That was, perhaps, an exiremc case.;
but to show you how loose the system of ventilation was, after I had a few angry words with Jlr. White,
the overman, he started mo to drive a narrow place, in order to put a cut-through to the last bord
working. The entrance to that herd was 57 yards away from the heading face. My mate started from
Jones Brothers’ bord, and I drove over to him, and that cut-through was 19| yards.
8402. Is the whole of the trouble m connection with the ventilation,—the fact of the air not getting up to
the working place ? In many cases that is the whole of tlie trouble. I tliink the mines could he
ventilated if they had the means to carry the air up to the working place.
8403. President^] kV bat are the means ? Cut-throughs as a rule. In some of the collieries they comply
with the existing Act, hut in others they do not.
8404. Ho you mean to say that they give the go-by to the Act in some cases ? Tes; take tho place I have
mentioned. I have held always that they put a wrong construction on the Act.
8405. ^What do you say? I hold that the cut-through is not put through until it is holed on the
opposite side of the pillar. If you take the literal moaning of the Act it says, “No place shall be driven
more than 35 yards before the current of air without a cut-through put through, or bratticed up within
3 yards of the face of such working place.” It is never put through till you hole on the other side.
8406. Mr. Curley.] Bo you mean to say that they read the Act as though it was worded in tlie Act
exclusive of the cut-through ? Quite so. I have argued the matter out with practical men, who have
given in to jt. The last few words appear to mo to be quite conclusive.
8407. President.] It is generally read that if they have 100 cubic feet of air they have complied with the
Act ? It is; where they have measured the air in the intake, and then in one or two places in the outlet,
you can get the average amount of air to establish a minimum according to the provision in the Act, but
if you go to measure where the air is required—at the working-face—vou could not get the anemometer
to register at all.
■
8408. If you have the air going along the airway, they say if they have 100 cubic feet of air that is
enough sweeping past each working place; but I think that is wrong, because they leave out the words
“not less as a minimum than”;—I say that it means that an adequate amount of ventilation shall he
produced to render the workings fit for working in ? I have no doubt that is the meaning, hut the wording
of the Act means that the air shall simply go along the heading. I believe every miner would be satisfied
with 100 cubic feet of air if it measured that quantity at the 'working-face. '
8409. Mr. CurlejL] If you had that quantity of air in tho working-face ? Tes.
8410. President.] Ho you think it would he better if it was provided that the air should be constantly
produced in each working face as near to the working face ns is reasonably practicable ? Some manager
might say it was not jiraelicable. I admit that tho great thing is to conduct the air into the working
face. I have had a varied experience in mines, aud I think there is no difficulty in getting the air into
the working face. I worked at Vancouver Island, and every place in the mine there was bratticed to
within 3 yards of the working face.
8411. Was that a gassy mine ? Not particularly so. I never saw any gas in Bulli when I first went
there.
■
8412. Do you say that tho air should always be within 3 yards of the working-face ? Tes.
8413. M’hy do they say in the proposed Bill within 15 yards of the working-face where there is no gas?
Simply to compromise and to save money.
8414. Mr. Gurley.] Don’t you think the suggestion made by the President with the word “practicable ”
would be a dangerous provision ? I do.
8415. Ho you know the provision in the proposed Bill with regard to ventilation ? Tes.
8416. It stipulates for a minimum of 150 cubic feet ? Tes.
8417. Ho you believe in a minimum quantity being stipulated? Tes; I believe in a minimum of 100
cubic feet if the air was taken to tlie face of the working, or within the distance stipulated for brattieing,—
that is within 9 feet of tlie working-face.
841S. Mill you look at section49,46, sub-section 3, on page 23 of the Bill;—it states “that each district
shall he supplied with a separate current of fresh air, which shall he taken to within 15 yards of each
working-face hy brattice or otherwise where gas does not exist, and to within 3 yards of the working-face
where gas does exist” ? The distance I mean is 3 yards, because it is practically what I have been accus
tomed to in Vancouver Island. The air there was taken to within 3 yards of the face.
8419. What was the height of the seam there ? It varied from 3 feet up to 12 feet.
8420. Hid they use 4-inch tongued and grooved planed boards there ? Tes.
8421. Were the bords worked very narrow' ? Eight yards, and 8 feet headings, or 8 feet levels.
8422. Would you consider the system of that kind of ventilation very good ? It was all that could be
asked for.
8423. Were there many men emuloyed in that mine ? Erom 200 to 250 men.
8424. Ho you consider that there should be substantial pillars left in a mine ? I do.
8425. How did you find the pillars at Bulli when you wore working there ? Some were very thick, and
some were the reverse. Where the faults wore the ivork had to be laid out accordingly.
8426.
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8426. Did you work any pillars out there ? No, wo never worked any pillars.
Ifieholson,
were no pillars drawn to my knowledge when I worked there.
Esq., M.L.A.

As a matter of fact, there

8427. Was the mine very deep—had it much weight to carry ? It was right under the mountain. In
15 Oct, 1895 the section where I was working in 1886, it was something like 800 or 900 feet below the surface.
8128. Did you ever do any check-inspecting there ? Only on one occasion, and that was after the
explosion took place.
8429. Did you go right round the mine ? I did.
8430. Did you go into the return? Yes.
8431. How did you find tho return ? I found it fairly good ; much hotter than I expected, taking into
consideration the conditions of the colliery all through.
8432. Did you say that you had complained about the ventilation prior to this? Yes, frequently to the
overman and to the deputies.
8433. How long before the calamity would it be that you worked in that place 70 yards before the air ?
I believe it was the quarter previous to the pit knocking ofE—prior to the suspension of work during the
strike.
8434. Would you look upon the representations made at that time in the light of personal complaints, so
far as you yourself were concerned ? Y'cs.
8435. Had you written to Inspector Eowran at any time about these matters? No, I never wroteto
the inspector. I tried to see him on two different occasions, when he was inspecting the mine, but owing
to the fact that he did not come into tho heading I did not sec him, although 1 followed him to the flat.
843G. Do you think Inspector Rowan had any knowledge of these places being driven so far in advance
of the air? I would not like to say. lie was taken into the mine under the guidance of Mr. White, and
he went where Mr. White liked to show him : that was tho system in the Illawarra district.
8137. Do you say that the system in the Illawarra district was for the inspector to go where the manager
took him ? I understand that was the system.
8438. Do you not think an iespcctor should go into almost every part of the mine ? My experience is that
they do not go into every part of the mine.
8439. Have you seen the inspector’s reports upon the state of the Dulli return prior to that calamity ? I
have seen them but it is so long ago that I have no recollection of what was said.
8440. If the inspector complained of the returns would not that lead you to think that he had inspected
them ? [See Seportg, Appendix L], I scarcely can understand whore the return is in the Bulli district.
8441. Do you notice in that report that Inspector Rowan refers to the return? Yes; but he does not
state in what portion of tho pit,
8442. Would you not regard that as the main return? Possibly that is what he refers to.
8443. Would you understand it that way ? Yes.
8444. Would that lead you to the belief that Inspector Rowan had inspected these returns, seeing that
he mentions the matter in his report? There was a portion of the return where it was not possible for a
man to walk upright, but on the whole I have no grounds for complaint. There was a large volume of
air travelling when I took the measurements.
8445. Do yon think that a good effective return should be one of the principal features of mining ? A
good return is undoubtedly essential to ventilation.
8446. Have you ever looked at subsection 5, section 21, on page 8 of the Bill, giving the inspector power
to withdraw the men in case of danger ? Yes.
8447. Do you think it is desirable that the inspector should have this power ? I do.
8448. Do you think it is possible for a controversy to arise between the manager and the inspector as to
what is danger ? There is a possibility of such a thing arising, but if the Bill gives the inspector absolute
power, having tho power lie will use it.
8449. Yrou think that the inspector should have this power ? I think so. I can give you an instance
why an inspector should have that power. Some six years ago at Mount Kcmbla the men complained to
me that they had a very dangerous travelling way in the No. 0 heading, and I wrote to Inspector Rowan
. and asked him to come and make an inspection. I had a reply back from Mrs. Rowan that the inspector
was in the western district. I either wrote or wired for him to come at once, and ho came down and
made the inspection, and the result was that he asked the manager, or told him, to take the men out until
he had timbered this heading and rendered it safe for everybody to travel in.
8450. "Was this in consequence of a bad roof? Yes.
8451. In consequence of insufficient timber ? There was no timber at all in tho heading at that time.
8452. What was your system of weighing at Bulli;—had you standard weight? "Wre had no standard
weight. They weighed a limited number of skips daily, and we got the average of the weights for the
fortnight for the pay.
8453. Was the weighman at the weighbridge all the time? No; he was not there nearly all the time.
8454. Had he other duties to perform ? YYss; looking after all the surface-men.
8455. Did you consider that that was a satisfactory matter? No.
8456. Do you think the weighman should be at the pit the whole of the time to weigh? Yes ; aud that
they should weigh every skip that comes out of the mine.
8456-3. You think that every skip should be weighed? I do.
8457. Did they pay by weight at Vancouver Island, when you were there? Yes.
8458. What was the system of weighing there ? They weighed every skip that came out of the mine.
8459. Did they have a self-registering machine ? They had one of Bairbank’s machines.
8460. Did they weigh both round and small coal together ? Bvory man was supposed to clean his coal,
and if he sent out an unusual quantity of slack (say 1 or 2 cwt.) he would lose eo much off the skip;
that is the system that is followed out,very much throughout the United States.
8461. The general system there is to weigh every skip ? Yea, and take so much off, if an extra quantity
of slack coal is sent out, perhaps from 2 to 5 cwt., according to the size of the skips.
8462. You think that it is not impossible to weigh every skip ? No, not at all.
8463. In the absence of that, do you think the men would ho satisfied if a fair average number of skips
were weighed ? It appears that they have been satisfied in this Colony, but it is tho only place I have
worked at where such a state of tilings existed. They either worked by the ton or at so much per skip.
8464. President^] I would like to ask you something further upon the subject of ventilation ;—you say
that the air ought to he conveyed to within 3 yards of the working face? I think so.
8465.
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8105. ^Vould you require brattice right up to within 3 yards of the face ? We had it at the Wellington ti^* B.
pd at Vancouver Island. It we had not quite enough room to nut in another length of brattice, wo were I'^hclson,
eupphed with a piece of oil-cloth to fill up the measurement; then after wc had 3 clear yards, the shift
man would put in another length of brattice, and our oil-cloth would lay by till we wanted it again.
^ Oct 1895
84GG. How would you express what you think is required, if you were drafting a clause for ventilation ?
1
4
The plainest term would be that the air should sweep round each working face, and that would necessitate
either shorter cut-throughs or brattice.
8407.
Outlcy!\ Unless you have something making this matter definite, does it not leave very wide
latitude m the hands of a manager ? The worst feature is that it leads to eternal conflict between the
manager and tlie met, where there is a matter of dispute, unless it is definitely expressed.
8468. Mr. QrcAjson.] How can this happen when the inspector is there? The inspector is very seldom
there.
8469. Have you any knowledge of the working of the English Act ? I have worked in Scotland, but I
have never worked in England.
8470. Did you work under the Act of 1872? I presume it was the Act of 1872.
8471. Had you any occasion to find fault with the frequency of the visits of tho inspector there? Not
that I am aware of.
8472. Did you look to the inspector to see to the working of the Act ? Tes.
8473-4, "Why should wc not expect the same thing to happen here ? We should have the same thing
j"?0 I011 think that there is anything due to the system under which the inspectors work that would
make their visits of less value to the miners than you would wish them to be ? 1 would not feel justified
m expressing anything harsh, but the manner in which I have seen inspectors pay their visits, and the
number of times I nave seen them in conflict with the check-inspectors with regard to ventilation, leads
mo to believe that they have not been honest in their reports. The number of times I have looked for
the inspector, to show him some places that I thought needed his attention, leads me to think that there
fa^ tn 11]11 *1 d ”*e
ky tho manager to prevent the inspector getting a knowledge of tho
84/6. Supposing your suspicions are well-founded, what cure can you suggest? It is hard to suggest a
J.
no^ . nk. tbe manager ought to be warned of tlie inspector’s visit.
81/7. Do you think, if the inspector was made responsible to the Minister, things would be better in the
future than they are ? I do.
8478. Would you approve of that being done ? I would.
8179. Would that make all the difference? If the inspector had more responsibility devolving upon
imn be would pay more attention to the various inspections he makes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Frank Croudace sworn and examined
8480. Mr. Gregson.] What are you, Mr. Croudace ? I am the manager of the Lambton Colliery.
F. Croudace,
8481. How long have you been managing the Lambton Colliery ? For four years.
Esq*
8482. Wc have bad some evidence with reference to the loss of employment by a Mr. Treharne Evans '—A—'
and you have been called to-day mainly for the purpose of giving you an opportunity for saying anythin^ 15 0ct-’1895i
you have .o say with regard to this matter. Mr. Evans puts it, that upon the pit shutting down he was
at tbc tune employed as check-weighman, aud that upon the pit reopening he could not got re-employ
ment. ^ irevious to the closing down of the pit, Treharne Evans was employed as check-weighman by
the miners, and on restarting tho colliery again he did not start along with the other men. He wanted
to come back on the bridge, but we objected, because the Act says that the check-weigher shall be an
employee or the colliery, and as ho was not au employee of tho colliery ho was, consequently, not open
ior the position.
i
r
8483. Did ho ask you to be allowed to go back on the colliery ? Yes ; and I told him I could not take
him back.
8484. Did he distinctly ask you for employment on the coal ? Yes, he asked for work of any sort: first
on the coni, and then he said anything would do.
848o. What you have said confirms the evidence Mr. Evans has givenhave you any explanation to
offer, or anything more to say? He had no right whatever to come back as an employee of the colliery.
He, along with some hundred other men, knocked off at the time.
8486. President] Why did they knock off ? Tho colliery closed np, because we were working at a loss.
We came to a fresh arrangement with the miners, and opened the mines again, and out of about 300
miners formerly employed, we only re-employed 200 men.
8487. Are there any grounds for saying that you knocked the men off to get rid of some obiectionable
characters ? None whatever.
8488. Had you any objection to Treharne Evans? No.
8489. You did not close the colliery and make that an excuse for not re-employing him again P The
colliery was being worked at a loss, and we could not carry on, but the miners made fresh terms, and
we re-opened the mine again.
hurley.] Have you a system of standard weight at your colliery ? We have.
8491.
hat is the standard? Sixteen cwt., at the present time.
8492. Have you increased tho standard ? Yes; from 14 cwt. 2 qrs. to 16 cwt
8493. What did the average weight of the colliery run when tho standard stood at 14 cwt. 2 qrs.? I
cannot say without looking the matter up. I have seen the tubs weigh 11 cwt., 12 cwt., 14 cwt. 2 qrs ,
15 cwt, and 15J-cwt.
’
M ’
8494. Do you know what the average is now ? I have not looked that up. We have some tubs 12 cwt.,
and some up to 1C ewt., since we have altered the weight we have allowed the miners to fill coal hi-dier.
e have allowed them to put more coal above the woodwork.
849c. Do you make a comparison between the weights you send away and the weights you pay the men ?
1 compare the weights every fortnight
^
1 ^
92—21
’
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F. Croudace, 8496. How do they come out? As a rule, we paid more to the miners than we received.
Esq.- 8497. Is not that a good argument for abolishing the standard weight? Not for the men. I have seen
i
^ ™' ^OTOur ot the men, and also in favour of the company.
15 Oct., IBS®. 8498. Do you weigh a fair quantity of coal ? "We weigh as much as wc can.
8499. How long have you been in charge of the Lambton Colliery as manager? About four years; I was
assistant manager some time before that.
,
8500. Have you made yourself familiar with the Coal Mines Act we are working under now ? Fairly
familiar.
8501. How do you interpret the clause about ventilation;—will yon read sub-sections 2 and 3 of the
present Act (see Appendix B) ? By those clauses you must not have less than 100 cubic feet of air
going round the airways for the men.
_
8502. Supposing tbat you had 100 cubic feet of air for everybody, would you consider you had complied
with the terms of the Act ? Tes; unless there was gas found, aud I had to remove it.
8503. "Would you consider you had complied with the Act where there is no gas ? In that case 100 feet
would he sufficient.
8504. President.'] There is to be 100 cubic feet of air going round for each man, according to the Act ? Tes.
8505. And if this is not enough, you must put as much more as is necessary ? Tes.
850G. Mr. Curley] Would you say you would he complying with the terms of the Act if you gave 100
cubic feet of air r1 Tes ; taking it without gas 100 cubic feet of air is quite sudicient, and with gas 100
cubic feet of air might also be sufficient, but if there was more gas there would need to he more air.
8507. Have you had to put brattice up in your colliery? We have done so; but we were not
compelled to do it.
8508. What was your object in putting brattice up ? Merely as an experiment, to try how it would work.
8509. Did you find that it gave better results to the men? The men never told me so; but itis only
natural that it should be better, because the air is taken closer than it would be otherwise. _
_ _
8510. Have the men represented to you that there has been white damp found in any particular district
of your colliery? There may he some white damp coming from time to time from the old workings.
8511. Have the meu requested you to do something for this particular district ? Tes ; and we closed it
off, where this foul gas was coming off,
8512. Did you not put some brattice up where this white damp was given off? I cannot remember any
places myself.
8513. We have had this given in evidence from Mr. David Mason ? I cannot call to my mind any place.
8514. If he stated you had done this for the benefit of the men, would you be inclined to credit his state
ment as a truthful statement ? I would take Mason to be a truthful man.
8515. Do you go into the workings of your colliery pretty frequently? Sometimes every day.
8G1D. Do you take the measurements of the air? Occasionally I do.
8517. How frequently do you measure the air? I can generally tell what the air is like when going
round with the lamp, and sometimes I take the instrument.
8518. How frequently do yon measure the air ? It may be some months at times before I measure tho
air myself.
[Witness withdrew.]
David Watkins, M.L.A., sworn and examined:—
D..Watkins, 8519. President] What are you, Mr. Watkins ? I am a Member of the Legislative Assembly at tho
Eaq., M.L.A. present time.
_
8520. What were you before you were a Member of the Legislative Assembly ? I was a coal-miner.
15 Oct., 1895. 8521. Were you a coal-miner in this Colony, or in England, or both? In this Colony only.
8522. Where have you been coal-raining in this Colony ? I spent the whole of my time nr the Wallsend
Colliery, in the Newcastle district.
8523. How many years have you been in the Wallsend Colliery ? I have been hewing coal for about twel re
years, as near aa 1 can recollect.
_
8524. Were you connected with tho colliery longer than that? Tes; for some two years prior to that I
was water bailing, and doing other things. While hewing coal I held the position of Secretary for the
Wallsend Lodge.
_ .
8525. Mr. Curley.] Have you worked in different parts of the Wallsend Colliery? I have worked in
every part of the Wallsend Colliery—that is, every part of the colliery that was working during the years
in which I was employed there.
8526. Will there he very many parts of the colliery opened since you left? The same districts, as far as
I know, are still in existence; there may he one or two small districts worked out.
_
8527. How long have you been a Member of the Legislative Assembly? Since 1894; about sixteen months.
8528. Have you ever noticed any defects in connection with the ventilation in any of the places you have
worked in?" Invariably I have noticed things in connection with the ventilation which did not at all
satisfy me as a practical miner. I might say that, as Secretary of tbc W all send Lodge, I have received
many complaints from different parts of the mine from the minors from time to time. 1 have a recollection.
of once being called upon to apply to the Government for a joint inspection..
8529. How many years ago is it Since you asked for that joint inspection ? " I. think either three or four
years ago.
_
8530. Was that during the time Mr. Boas was colliery manager? Tes ; during Mr. Boss’ time.
8531. What district in the colliery did that inspection have reference to? It applied generally to the
whole of the mine. Of course, speaking from memory, there were some districts worse than others, but it
was the general condition of the mine.
_
8532. The ventilation generally was considered at that time to he unsatisfactory ? Tes; that is so.
8533. Were there any particular districts that were more difficult to ventilate than others ? They had
the greatest difficulty with the little tunnel—No. 2 tunnel, that was the surface workings—tho crop
workings. Black damp used to be more prevalent in these workings than in the other portions of the mine.
8534. Were the complaints about the ventilation in this particular district anything like general? Com
plaints were very general. It was considered one of the easiest districts to work, but I have known men
to say they would rather work in the harder places on account of having hotter air.
8535.
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bikini,
8535. They preferred a pure atmosphere and harder work to au impure atmosphere and easy work ? Yes;
Esq., M.L.A.
] always looked at it in that way myself. I would sooner work in the harder places with good air than in
the easy places with bad air.
'
15 Oat., 1895.
8536. Did you find the ventilation in these defective parts very injurious to your health ? Yes ; on many
occasions I have detected symptoms of weakness in the legs after a day’s work would bo done, and the
work would not be nearly so bard as in the deeper portions of the mine.
8537. Would the cure for that have been a vigorous current of ventilation well conducted up the workingface ? Yes ; I do not know of any other cure for black damp than that. Being heavier than the air, it
takes a considerable current of ventilation to remote it,
8538. In that particular district you have referred to, do you think men could work for any length of
time, say a quarter, or two quarters, without being seriously affected ? I cannot say tbat a man working
there for a quarter would come out without being affected. ‘They generally suffer in these places with a
had cold—a nasty cough.
"
8539. President.] Bid the ventilation in those places affect you in that way ? Yes; I have noticed it
also with my mate. He was affected with pit asthma, and you could always tell directly when he went
to work in a place like this. It would come upon him in the shape of a cough.
'
8510. Mr. Curie;/.] As a rule, does it affect a man more as he advances in years ? I take it so.
Soil. When you say that you had to call for a joint inspection does that mean, also, that you have had
to bring the matter under the notice of the manager of the colliery occasionally ? Yes ; it meant that we
wmuld not call a joint inspection before we had laid the matter before the manager, and of course the
old books would bear out tlie nature of the complaints that had been made to the manager before a step
of that description was taken. 1 am speaking from memory, but our course would naturally be to com
plain to the manager.
8512. Mr. Orcf/son.] Did you complain to the manager without result ? Yes ; according to our opinion.
8513. Mr. Ourleyi] Something might have been done by tho manager that was, in your opinion, unsatis
factory? Quite so.
8541. Something might have been done that was not quite up to your expectations? Yes; that is what
I mean,
8545. Have you always worked in a general way fairly amicably, as a whole, with the manager of the
Wallsend Colliery ? Yes ; ho has always treated us in a courteous manner, and listened to our complaints.
8546. Have you given any attention to the proposed new Coal Mines liegnlatiou Bill? Yes ; I was in
tho House when the Bill went through, and I have gone through it a few times.
8547. Would you look at subssection m of section 49, 46. on page 23 of the Bill (see Appendix A). Do
you notice what is proposed in that sub-section? Yes—tho Legislative Council wish to strike that sub
section out,
8548. Do you consider that one of the chief matters of complaint that the miners have is that the air is
not brought up to the working-face? Yes ; that is the whole trouble. Our check inspectors have told
us that they could find a current of air on the heading—probably 30 or 40 yards from where the men
were working, but none in the face.
8549. President.] What amount of air did they get there ? 100 cubic feet invariably.
8550. According to the inspectors was that quantity of air sufficient ? Yes.
8551. According to the mauagors, was it suflicient? Yes; according to the managers it was sufficient.
1 have had a good deal of experience in this matter, and have had occasion to notice the air in different
parts of the mine. In carrying out my duties as secretary of the lodge I used to go round the mine
appointing turn-keepers, and 1 have stood and found the air in the heading, but on account of tho smoke
in tlie bord you could not see the lights of the men.
8552. Is it the contention that if 100 cubic feet of air is produced in the headings the Act is complied
with ? Thafcis the way the Act is read by the inspectors.
8553. The Act says in sub-scetion in that an adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not
less as a minimum than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man, boy, and horse ;—do you say
that the inspectors give no meaning to the words “not less as a minimum than.” What the Act means
is that there must be 100 cubic feet of air always, and as much more as will secure an adequate supply?
Tho point of contention, I take it, is that the air shall sweep, undiminished, along the airway past each
working-place.
8554. Have you not to give some meaning to sub-section it, of the Act (see Appendix B). 100 cubic feet
of air, according to my reading of the Act, is to be the minimum quantity always, but there is to be an
adequate amount in all places? If that construction had been put on tho Act, the miners’difficulty
would be overcome, but tho practice has been that if the air swept along the airway past each workingplace the Act was complied with.
1
8555. That is, if tho air measured 100 cubic feet in the heading or 35 yards from the miner ? Yes ; I
can quite understand that a boy and horse might get the air, but the miner would not get it if it was 35
yards from him. I have no doubt that was the intention of tho Act.
8536. Why should this wrong construction have been put on tho Act? I do uot know. Tho difference
between the Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly is that the miner wishes to put it in plain
language so that there shall bo no doubt about it, but the Council does not seem tobo willing to assent to this.
8557. Die Council say this : If you put in a minimum quantity tho Act may be misunderstood again, but
if you say an adequate amount of air the manager will have to supply an adequate amount, no matter
what it may be? 1 have this objection to the word “ adequate.” 1 take it that nearly all the mines in
England have explosive gases, and where these explosive gases are found the word “ adequate” will work
right enough, but if you have a mine invaded by black-damp a non-explosive gas ; in that case a manager
might say 50 cubic feet of air would be sufficient.
8558. Would not that manager find bis men sick and ill, and would not an inspector if he knew his duty
put the matter right;—we are all agreed that the air should he there, but the question is, what is the
least harmful way to legislate for it ? I take it that the English Act provides for brattieing.
8359, I may tell you that the English Act does not provide for brattieing ? I am afraid if a minimum
quantity of air is not put into tho Bill we shall have several of our mines in the same condition as they
aro at present.
8560. Kot sufficiently ventilated? I tliink it would be a dangerous thing to leave the minimum quantity
of air out of the Bill. In the case of a small colliery, where they do not care to go to any great expense,
and
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aD^ their machinery not being the beet, without a minimum quantity being specified they would tbinlc
f'-iLvJj \tcet enough. It the air is brought up to the working face I think 100 cubic feet of air as a minimum
15 Oct. 1895
^e a fair thing if brought to within 15 yards of the working face where gas does not exist.
*’
' 8561. Mr. Curley.'] Xou assume that with 100 cubic feet of air the bord would be bratticed up to within
15 yards of the working place;—do yon care how the air is brought there? No. I (prefer brattice to
shorter cut-throughs, because so long as the brattice is tbere the air must go, provided there is tlie power
to drive it.
85(52. Are you not more likely to get the air with the shorter cut-through in the event of no brattice
being there ? Certainly ; if there is no brattice and we have the shorter cut-through, but taking the two
systems I favour the brattice.
8563. Do you know that under our present Act, the 35 yards is read inclusive of the cut-through; that
you have to take both the 35 yards and the cut-through as well ? That is too vague; it is possible for a
man to be 45 yards in front of the air.
8564. Where you have a thick cut-through ? Yea.
8565. What you have stated, Mr. Watkins, with regard to section 49 [46] of tlie Bill, will practically cover
section 50, 47, rule 1, dealing with the ventilation ? Yes; it practically covers everything.
8566. Can you understand the Legislative Council's objection to wishing that part of sub-section in,
which refers to brattieing within 3 yards of the working face where gas does exist, being left out? I do
not know what the Council had in view in dealing with that clause, hut I have heard that they are
endeavouring to get an amended Mining Act in England.
8567. President.] There is an amended Act in England called the Check-weighers Act, and there is another,
but it is a Bill? I knew they were amending the English Act in some form, but seeing the inine-owners
have to brattice where there is gas, why object to putting this section in the Bill.
8568. Was not this section really in the present Act ? Yes.
8569. Mr, Gurley.] Is not the whole of your contention with regard to the ventilation that the air should
be conducted up to the working face ? Undoubtedly; and I tbink it should be specially defined by law
what that means.
’
8570. Do you mean to say that there should be a stipulated minimum quantity in the Bill ? Yes.
857L President^] Do you want it provided also that the air shall be taken to within 15 yards of the
working face where gas does not exist, and to within 3 yards where gas does exist ? Yes; because I take
it that we will have to deal with more gas in the future than we have in the past.
8572. Mr. Curley.] Were these workings in the Wallsond Colliery that you have spoken about with regard
to the defects in the ventilation to the rise, or to ihe rise and the dip alike ? They were at the extreme
rise, what we call the crop coal, where wo found tho black damp, and in the deeper workings they used to
find a little gas occasionally. I recollect two men being burnt tbere, one was a foreman, and the other a
miner. It was some days before I actually knew the man was burnt. When I knew of the accident I
made inquiries, and found that it had not been reported. The man was burnt very seriously from his
neck down.
8573. Do you say that the accident was not reported ? It had not been reported until I wrote about it.
8574. Do you think accidents of this character should be reported ? Undoubtedly. The wording of tho
present Act is that accidents are not to he reported unless they are serious, and this accident was not
considered serious by the doctor.
.
8575. President.] What section of tho Act do you refer to ;—the section in tho proposed Bill is 31 [29] on
page 15 {sec Appendix A), and provides that if an accident is caused by gas, or the explosion of a boiler, it
is to be reported ? Yes; that is iu the new Bill, but 1 was referring to the prescut Act. The 2Sth section
of the present Act says:—
28. W heuever loss of life or serious personal injury to any person employed in or about any mine occurs by reason of
uny explosion or other accident whatever within such mine or any pit or shaft thereof or any works or machinery connected
therewith, the owner or agent shall, within twenty-four hours next after such accident, give notice in writing thereof to the
examiner or to the inspector of the district in which such accident shall have occurred, and shall specify in such notice the
probable cost thereof. And every owner or agent who neglects to send or cause to be sent such notice within the time
aforesaid shall for every such offence be liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds. And the examiner or the
inspector shall forthwith, after inspection, report the accident and the cause thereof to the Minister, and in such report
shall state whether, in his opinion, sucll accident was due to or caused by any act or default or negligence of the owner
or agent.
8576. Where an injury is caused by explosion notice must be given, but in other cases (be accident must
be of a serious nature; there are all sorts of small accidents that occur in mines, such as a piece of coal
falling on a man’s foot;—do you want these minor accidents reported ? Yes; it is a serious matter
whenever a man finds gas,
8577. In the proposed Bill, no matter what the accident is, notice would have to be given if tho accident
is caused by an explosion?. I mentioned this accident just to show bow lax a manager can be. Although
the doctor gave it as his opinion tbat the accident was not serious, the man was burnt red raw, and I think
it was sufficiently serious to be reported.
8578. Mr. Curley.] Do you know' Musgrave tbat was injured in the Lambton Mine ? Yes; I knew
■him well.
8579. Do you know anything about his injuries ? Yes ; I have had it explained by him, and I have read
it in the newspapers. I know the Association sued the Company on Musgrave’s behalf.
8580. Do you think that the word “ serious” should remain in this section of the Bill ? I would prefer
to see the word “serious” eliminated, because it throws the responsibility upon the doctor of the place,
and so far as a light accident is concerned, I do not think it is much trouble to report the matter to the
inspector, and the inspector might judge for himself as to its seriousness or otherwise. Of course,
Musgrave’s accident happened from what he thought was a defective manhole.
858.1. The accident took place on the engine plane, and it was a matter of controversy as to the origin
of it ? Yes; no doubt about that.
8582. Was there a deficient manhole on that engine plane ? Yes ; still, I think it is sufficient to say that
these manholes should be of a stipulated size, 1 held then, and hold now, tbat the manholes should be a
stipulated size in the engine planes.
8583, Do you consider tbat there should be substantial pillars left at all times in a mine? Yes; my
experience at Wallsend was such that it brought me iu contact vvitti a good deal of pillar working. I do
not think any collieries extract more pillars than the Wallsend Colliery, and I think it belter for the
Company and everybody concerned to work with the larger pillars.
8584.
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8584. Do you think that larger pillars are safer for the men ? Undoubtedly.
D- 'Watkin*,
8585. Do you think that larger pillars are more economical for the management ? I think so. It is
recognised by all practical managers that if you can manage to get a break the remaining pillars are safer.
I think in cases where they do not extract pillars they should have larger pillars. Pillars will only last a
certain time, and they are the only things to keep the superincumbent strata up.
8586. Did you see anything special with regard to pillar-working when you were working in the Wallsend
Colliery, with regard to the opinion you have expressed ? I have seen falls in pillars both in the dip
workings, and in the shell workings, I worked in tho ZSlo. 2 tunnel after the 1890 strike. I have a
recollection of being ordered to extract a pillar under circumstances tbat gave very little protection to
the miner, and where, if we had. been called upon to run, we would practically have had to run through
the danger to escape. The pillars had what we call windowed holes.
8587. President!] What size would these pillars have been been if they had not worked into each other?
Either 4 or 6 yard pillars.
8588. How long would they be? Thirty-five yards; hut they were only 4 or 6 yards thick. The "Wallsend Company worked their seam for a considerable time on tho 4-yard pillar system, but since then they
have altered the system to 6 yards and 8 yards.
8589. Mr. Ourlny.] What was, at the time you have referred to, supposed to be tho dimension of the
pillar was not so in a great many cases ? Yes ; in that case they lost quite a number of pillars further
hack, and a few bords as well. They had two falls at that time hy which they lost the working places.
8590. The experience you have had. leads you to the opinion that larger pillars should he left in a mine?
Yes.
8591. President.] Do you think that mines will he worked deeper in tho future? Yes.
8592. If you prescribed a certain size for pillars, do you not think it might lead to some misconstruction
again. Have you seen pillars of insufficient size left within the last two years ? I have been nearly two
years away from coal-mining, I did work pillars that have been fairly good pillars, and I take it that the
deepness of tho mine would not affect the size of the pillar. The greatest danger with regard to pillara
is what we know as the surface break.
8593. Mr. Curley.] Has the manager at any time had to withdraw the men when you were working
pillars ? I could not cite a case where the general body of men have been withdrawn. The general
rule has been, since Mr. Koss’ time, to have a deputy standing back in tbe heading where they have a
danger, to see that the timber was kept up behind him. It is necessary very often in extracting these
pillars to withdraw the men for a short time. The men might bo withdrawn to-night, aud go in again
to-morrow, according to how the roof is settling. In the case I have referred to, I was particularly
disgusted, because no provision was made for the safety of the men. We had to take up our own road to
save the Company’s plant that was there.
8591. President,] In the case you have referred to, must not the manager have been very incompetent?
It was the overman or under manager,
8595. Was not the manager responsible ? Yes.
8596. Was it the fault of the overman in this case? Yes.
8597. If the manager had been compelled to exercise personal supervision tlie tiling would not have
occurred ? It would have been almost impracticable for the manager to exercise personal supervision
himself. The manager of a large colliery like the Wallsend Colliery does not go below very often.
8598. Then the overman could not have been a competent person ? In my opinion he was not. The fact
remained that tho pillar that was behind us was rent in shrags.
8599. Will you look at sub-section 2 of section 3, on page 2 of the Bill {see Appendix A), “ Daily super
vision of mine by manager or under manager ” if there was daily supervision hy a manager or under
manager one could hardly think that such a thing could have taken place? I tliink there is a provision
of that kind in the present Act.
r
8600. Mr. Curley.] Does not this bring you back to the same point, viz., that the system of leaving the
thin pillar is simply a great mistake ;—does it not bring you back to that position ? Yes, I think so.
'W-nr
^ tho management at tho Wallsend Colliery generally, the extracting of pillars was done very
skillfully, hut if the pillars were small a large portion of the coal would he lost.
8601. If the pillars aro small, would thoy not be critical to work for tho miners themselves ? No doubt.
It is a common thing where tho bords have fallen to lose your place through tho stone sliding in, and you
are right amongst the timber then.
J
8602. Will you look at sub-clause 5, section 21, on page 8 of the Bill, the clause giving tho inspector the
power to withdraw the men in case of danger {see Appendix A) ? Yes.
8603. Do you think it is desirable that the inspector should have this power ? I think so. I do not see
any grounds the Upper House can have for objecting to that clause. I am of opinion that the present
Act gives that power now.
President.] It gives them power to go to arbitration? Sub-section 5, clause 12, of tlie present Act,
says, If at any time it is found by the person in charge of a mine, or any part thereof, or by the
examiner or inspector, that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such a mine, or such part thereof, or
of any cause whatever, the mine, or the said part, is dangerous, every workman shall he withdrawn thoreirom, and the examiner or inspector shall inspect the same (and if the danger arises from inflammable gas
shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp), and in every case shall make a true report of the
condition of such mine, or part thereof, aud no workman shall, except insofar as is necessary for inquiry,
into tho cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for exploration, be re-admitted into the mine, or
such part thereof, as was so found dangerous until the same is stated by the examiner or inspector to bo
safe. Every such report shall be recorded in a book, which should he kept at the mine for the purpose,
and shall be signed by the person reporting.” I take it that under that clause the inspectors have the
same power.
8605. Mr. Curley.] Tho provision in the proposed Bill is, then, no new provision? I take it as practically
tlie same clause.
J
8606. President.] If an inspector said to a manager that ho thought tho mine was dangerous, and that
the men ought to bo withdrawn, can you understand a manager taking the responsibility upon himself
and leaving the men there ? It becomes a question of opining as to whether the lives of the men aro to
bo subject to that man’s opinion.
'
..................
8607.
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JD. Wutkini, 8007. It has hecn put that if a manager had some doubt himself, and an inspector came along and did
Esq,, M.L.A, no|. see> or
nof. ^ a0yt}iing to the manager, that the manager who was doubtful himself might have
his doubt removed by the inspector not noticing or saying anything about it;—do you not think a manager
■’
’ would act in such a case on his own opinion ? From the experience of the past, which is all we have to
guide us, I would not like to trust him.
_
_
8608. Would not there be a different order of things if this Bill passes? I take it that the Bill, as
amended by the Legislative Council, will be practically worse than the present Act.
8609. Jifr. Gurley.1 Can you conceive of a position of this kind—that a controversy might ariso between
an inspector and a manager as to the men being withdrawn under certain conditions, and the manager to
hesitate about the withdrawal of the men, and still the inspector might tbink the men should bo brought
out ? I can quite understand those conditions. Tbe Stockton case has often been referred to, and while
the mine is stopped it mierht also have fallen in.
8610. President.] The difficulty is to give this divided responsibility ? Perhaps so.
_
8611. Mr. Curley.] In a case where there was a controversy between the manager and the inspector,
seeing the inspector holds the responsible position, do you not think that he ought to have some say iu a
matter of that description? I think so. My experience of the Government inspectors is tbat they
would not do anything of that description without thinking the matter out—they would not do anything
arbitrarily.
, ,
in
8612. President.] Do you think that any manager, if an inspector said that he thought the men should
be withdrawn, would dare to keep the men in the mine? Of course, that is a matter of conjecture. .
8613. It is a matter of human nature ? I would rather have this provision in the Bill. The question
of losing coal comes inhere ; I have known men to be working to get as much coal out as possible to
create a fall. They knew the place was settling, aud they wanted to get out as much coal as they could
before the fall took place, or that the weight was pressing on the adjoining portion of the mine; and
therefore it would be to his advantage to have that down, and they would take as much coal out as they
possibly could to get that strata or the entire roof down. On the other hand, being under contract
renders them over anxious to keep working regardless of danger, thinking of the few shillings they have a
chance of getting. I think it would be safer to throw the responsibility upon the men appointed by tho
, Government; hut, of course, in the general supervision of the mine the manager has to take that respon8614. Mr. Gurley.] Do you think that the men should have the right to select their check-weighman
from whom they please? Yes; the Legislative Council wish to say that the check-weigher shall be an
employee of the colliery. I think the men should have the widest choice possible, because as soon as a
man is appointed check-weigher he practically leaves the employment of the colliery, and there is no
guarantee that he will get his work back. You will notice in sub-section a of section 43, 40, on page 19
of the Bill {see Appendix A), that tbe Council have struck out tho words “ tarcing of tubs and trams.” In
a colliery where they might be weighing every tub or tram, or, as we call them, skips, a check-weighman
would be practicaliv useless. He would have no chance of tareing the tubs or trams, and his position
.would practically be rendered void. He could not ascertain tbe exact weight unless be averaged the tubs
in the morning.
.
. ,
,
i
i i
8615. "What have you to say with regard to rule 40, 38, on page 30 of tbe Bill, with regard to the check
inspectors {see Appendix A) ;—you will sec the words inserted in that rule, “ not being mining engineers
who are practical working miners?" I moved those words, “not being mining engineers,” should be
struck out. Thoy provide there that they shall not be practical; even though a man might be a practical
.engineer he could not be a check-inspector. I think those words should be struck out, because these
inspectors have powers somewhere else in the Bill to inspect the ropes and other things.
8616. President.] The difficulty was tbat any persons might appoint two of their number, or any two
.persons, to inspect the mine, and it was to prevent outside engineers or perhaps foreign intrusion into
the mine who might give information to others? lam afraid that would be a debatable point. It is
distinctly said they shall appoint two of their number.
8617. If the people having this knowledge appoint two of their number they must not take outside
engineers, because they might get two people who might be employed by some opposition company?
But they have to make a report.
_
_
•
io tj-l- l+l
8618. It there are two persons in a mine who are mining engineers they can be appointed . I think thev
should have the power to appoint anybody outside, because their actions are guarded by the provisions of
tho Bill in such a way that they can do nothing arbitrarily. The miners might think it economical to
appoint two persons to inspect the whole of the district, but under this provision I take it they would bo
debarred from doing so.
,
.
.
,
8619. The Bill says that they could not appoint a mining engineer outside tbe mine ? Ihere might be a
colliery where they had a miner with ft knowledge of engineering, but it would debar them from appointing
that man. I think those words in the section are dangerous.
...
8620. Your opinion is that the words, “not being mining engineers,” govern the whole thing ? ^ I think
so. In another part of the Bill they are empowered to inspect the shafts, ropes, pulleys, &c., and it is usejess giving the miners power to do this, unless they have power to appoint men who have a knowledge of
these things.
,
.
8621. Do you think it has been found to work so;—the English Act contains these words, but in the
English Act they are new ? Yes ; I think it would be nonsensical to assume that the miners would get
.one"of tho other managers to be one of their cheek-inspectors. Where the two men have to depend on
the proprietors of that colliery, it restricts them in a certain sense. I have found that those men iu
writing their reports have not done that justice that 1 tbink ought to have been done. If this benefit is
to be conceded to the men, as it ought to be, I think they should have full choice.
8622. Is there anything else that you would like to refer to in the Bill ? Yes ; I would like to refer to
rule 34, on page 30, with regard to the examination of boilers {see Appendix A). .1 think that is a very
.necessary rule. It is three months ago since the miners at Ter,alba complained to me that the pump of
one of their .boilers had tumbled out, and three weeks ago I wrote to the Department asking that a boiler
in the Merrylands Collieries Estate might be inspected.
8623. Is there anything else you would like to refer to? Yes. Rule 19, on page 28 of the Bill, “ trolley
over pit mouth ” (see Appendix A). I think that rule is absolutely necessary in all. eases.
[Witness withdrew.]
WEDNESDAY,
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[The Commission met in. the Board Room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

10

a.m.]

^Irmnt:—
FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., QC„ President.
JAMES CURLEY, Esq.
|
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.
Mr. John Diion, Senior Inspector of Collieries, sworn and examined:—
8624. Mr. Curley.'] What are you, Mr. Dixon? I am senior Inspector of Collieries in the Colony.
^r‘ ^ Diion,
8025. How long have you held the position of inspector? 1 have been an inspector for thirteen years
and four months.
■ .
° ”18 '
8626. Prior to your becoming an inspector, what occupation did you follow ? I was a minor,
8027. Have you been connected with all phases of mining? Yes.
8628. During your experience, what kinds of mining have you been connected with ? Gold, shale, and coal.
8629. At what age did you become acquainted with mining ? I was between 10 and 11 years of age.
8630. Where did you first gain your mining experience ? In the County of Durham, in England.
8631. What was the name of the mine you worked at in Durham? At a place called Haswell.
8632. Were you employed at Haswell very long? About four years as a boy.
8633. Did you come out to this Colony after that? Yes; at about the age of 15.
'
8634. What collieries have you been connected with out here since you came from England ? Tho first
place I worked at was at a sinking pit, at Hexham, in the northern district. That was as a boy.
'
8635. Who were you working with then ? My father. He had charge of the place?
8636. Was your father a practical man ? Yes.
8637. Did you have the contract for the sinking of the shaft ? My father had the contract, and we were
boring in the sinking pit.
.
8638. Have you done much boring in your time ? Yes; a considerable amount.
8639. Where ? In the northern district, and at Mittagong and at Hartley Yale.
8610. Have you been boring in any particular localities in tho northern district? Yes; all over the
northern district.
8641. Can you name the localities? Yes ; at Stockton. We discovered the coal at Stockton by boring.
Then we bored for the Waratah Company, down by Tigbe’s Hill, and for Mr. Merewethcr,’where South
Wnratah is now, and at Flaggy Creek.
'
8642. Have you had much experience in sinking shafts ? Yes.
'
8643. I suppose you have gone through some very critical ground during your experience in mining ?
Yes, especially in gold-mining—very severe ground.
8644. Where did you begin coal-mining? 1 began what we call cutting coal first in the A. A. Company's'
Colliery.
8645. How long ago was that ? That was in the beginning of 1862.
8646. Were you employed at the A, A. Company’s Colliery very long ? Yes ; for a good while.
8647. Were you employed in any other colliery in the northern district ? Yes ; I worked in Old Lambton
Colliery in the latter end of the year 1863, but I did not work there for any length of time.
'
8648. What other collieries have you worked in ? I worked at Mittagong, in an anthracite mine, and in
opening out new places. I worked as a miner there, and I took charge of the place after my father.
Before he died I was managing the place under Mr. Lcvick, who wras the head manager.
’
80 49. Then, practically, the whole of your lifetime you have been connected with mining pursuits ? Yes ;
1 have been iu every grade of coal-mining from a trap-door up.
8650. During the term of your inspectorship I suppose your attention has been called to different matters
in connection with the various mines ? Tes.
.
8651. In the course of your inspectorship yon have no doubt had complaints made to you ? Yes.
8652. Have you found those complaints to be well founded Y A few of them.
’
8653. What has been the nature of the complaints ? Sometimes they have been in connection with
ventilation, and various other things besides. The last complaint I had was from Greta in connection
■
with the catches at the pit top. The man was not there when the men came up, but I got that rectified
very soon.
■
8654. Are these complaints mostly made to you in some kind of an official way? Yes; I have had
anonymous letters, but mostly the complaints have been made ofiicially.
8655. When you get anonymous letters, do you pay any attention to them ? I do ; but it is much against
my grain.
8656. President.] Why do you say that? Because I do not care to go into a pit, where perhaps somebody
is laughing at me behind my back.
8657. Do you not think it would be a bad thing to overlook any complaint that might be made to you
anonymously? I have always looked upon such communications iust as if they had. been signed.
8658. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that the Secretary of State at Rome has requested the inspectors there
to take notice of anonymous communications ? Yes ; I have known that for some length of time.
8659. Do you know instances in which it would be very difficult formen to complain in any other way ?
Yes.
8660. How often do you make your inspections of the different collieries ? If there are no accidents 1
get round now-pretty well in about seven weeks.
.
8061-5. What collieries do you visit in your capacity as inspector? The principal collieries I visit are the
two mines belonging to the A.A. Company, the Newcastle Company’s mines, and the Burwood Colliery,
the Burwood Extended, South Waratah, New Lambton, Ebben Yale, and Durham. I have also three
mines I go to in Gunnedah, one in Curlewis, one in Muswellbrook, and all the small places about tbe
Waratah Commonage and New Lambton. 1 sometimes travel with the other inspectors, taking a portion
of the work with Mr, Humble in Bullock Island, Hetton, and Stockton.
'
8666. Do you measure the air when you make these inspections in the different districts you go to ? Yes.
8667. Do you measure the air both in the intake and iu the return ? Yes.
8668. I suppose you measure the air on the headings—the main air-ways ?■ Yes; on the main air-ways,, _
at the commencement of a district, and two or three places going through the mine, and then at the end.'
8669.
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Mr, J. Duon, 8669. Do you ever go into any of the men’s working-places? Yes; in some of the collieries I (ravel
lo^Odiaso 0Ter every workin?’P1‘ace- .
•>
• 8670. Do you generally go into the rise workings of a colliery ? Yes.
8671. And see how the men are off there for ventilation ? JTes.
86/2. How do you understand the provisions of the present Act with regard to veniilation ; when does
a colliery come within the requirements of the Act of 1876;—will you look at tho sub-clauses in the Act
before you on the table (sec Appendix B) ? I understand that an adequate amount of ventilation shall be
constantly produced in every mine to carry away noxious gases, to such an extent that tho working-places
of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from such workingplaces, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein, and that adequate amount of ventilation is
to be within 35 yards of the working face—tlie face of the bord or the face of the headings, or the horse
road, or whatever it may be. That is the interpretation according to this Act. An adequate quantity of
ventilation shall mean not less as a minimum than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man,
boy, and horse, and if I find cases where this 100 cubic feet of air is not enough I do not hesitate to say
that it is not an adequate quantity, and I get more air put in. That is the way I read the Act. The 100
cubic feet of air is only put in as a safeguard, and people must not come below tbat quantity. I was one
who helped to frame this Bill, and I think I know a little about it. I was one of a deputation that came
to Sydney about it, and I made a speech about it at an aggregate meeting.
8673. Yfhat was the intention of the application of that Bill? To better the condition of the miners.
There is nothing in the 1872 Act of England to say how far the men shall work before the current of air,
and we thought we had gained a point over the English Act when we put this in. Our intention, in tho
first instance, was to have the distance 30 yards ahead of tho air, but the masters wanted it to be 40
yards, and wo split the difference, and that makes it the 35 yards.
8674. President.'] Do you know the present English Act—tlie Act of 1887 ? Yes.
8675. Mr. Curley,] "With regard to the section of the present Act you have referred to, section 2, does
it not say something there about an adequate amount of ventilation ? Yes; that an adequate amount of
ventilation shall be constantly produced.
8676. Does it not also mention something about the working-place ? Yes; that it shall sweep undiminished
along the air-way past each working-place.
8677. President.] What construction do you put on those words ? That is that the air passes along tho
heading ; it only goes into the working-place by diffusion.
8678. What construction do you put on subsection 2 of the present Act (see Appendix B);—does that
not mean that there is air to be kept in the working-place, and that the minimum quantity mentioned in
subsection 3 is always to be there? Subsection 3 simply qualifies subsection 2.
8679. It seems a pity that it was qualified, because a great many people say that if there is 100 cubic feet
of air passing along the air-ways the Act is complied with ? They make a mistake, and there arc other
managers who do not believe that the Act is complied with if they have this minimum quantity. Of
course, there may be men who will take shelter behind this 100 cubic feet.
8680. Do you think that there should be a minimum quantity of air specified in any Act ? I do. I tbink
it is a safeguard, and I have always believed in it.
,
8681. According to my reading of tho Act, you give the right construction to these subsections, although
there may be^others who think that the Act goes further thau you go ; you do not fail to give a meaning
to the words “ not less as a minimum than,” but these people read the minimum quantity as tlie maximum
quantity ? I have heard people talk like that, but it is quite wrong, according to my reading of the Act.
8682. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that intelligent managers have read the Act in this way ? Yes; but
in some respects I dispute with them, when thoy go on that point. I had a case in the A. A. Company's
Eo. 2 pit, where they were working pillars. The workings were going to the rise, and, although there
were only sixteen men employed, it was very hot. Although there were only about sixteen men in
there, I thought the ventilation was not sufficient, and Mr. Paul Turnbull, the overman, was of the same
mind as myself. There were 10,000 cubic feet of air going in, and he was struggling to put in another
4,000 feGt.
8683. In the writing of the reports you make from time to time in connection with the ventilation, do you
invariably state that you find a certain quantity of air going into the mine? Yes.
8684. And that yon find the Act complied with ? Yes ; that is the wording in the usual yearly reports.
8685. Has that reference to the measurement of the air upon, the heading? That must be taken in tho
aggregate. When we give the total quantity of air wc must give the total number of men, boys, and
horses, and if you take the aggregate amount of air you must take the number of men, boys, and horses.
It would not do to give simply the number of men in the splits, because every man is using that air. The
yearly report is not given in the way I would like to write it.
8686. How would you like to write it? Something like the English inspectors write their reports. I
would like to give the accidents and a synopsis generally of the pit. I would like to show that we have
had our eyes open in going round, and give something to show for our work.
8687. With regard to that aggregate quantity that you speak of, do you take the measurement as near to
the shaft bottom as you can get it? Yes, the intake,
8688. Then do you take the return passing out to the furnace? Yes.
8689. And then you give the aggregate results, according to what you find? Yes.
r*16?
ca^cu^ate tke number of people that are in tho mine ? Yes; from the onsetters.
8691. Is that basis taken upon this 100 cubic feet of air ? Ho; it is lost sight of there. We do not
go and say there is so much for each man, boy, and horse. We do in the different districts. Say we had
so many men in a split, we see that none of these splits are overcrowded; that is, that none of the splits
have over seventy men. We see that there is so much air in the district, and that gives so much for each
man, boy, and horse. In the yearly report it is simply to say what amount of air is produced in the mine
for each man, boy, and horse.
8692. Do the other inspectors put the same construction on the present Act as yourself ? Yes.
8693. President.] Does Mr. Rowan, in the Southern district, put the same construction on the Act ? I
believe he puts the same construction on the Act as I do.
8694. Mr. Curley.] If he gave a different construction to the construction you have put up ou tho Act,
would you thmk he was of a different opinion to yourself? X would think he was. I know that Mr.
Humble
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Humble and I arc bolh of the same mind, and that Mr. Bates is of tlie same opinion. I may say that it Mr* I),x01'
is a very rare thing for us to get a district where there is simply 100 cubic feet of air travelling, I have
districts where I can get ur> to 450 cubic feet for each man, boy, and horse in the splits.
'' ’’’
tsGOo. In your inspections have you found any grave complaints with regard to want of air P No, not
as to the total quantity supplied ; hut what I should like to see is, the air taken into each man’s bord, or
into the working-places. It should be put into the same extent into the working bonds. I do not mean
to say that it should be produced up into the face, but that it should be put in to sweep the noxious
gases out.
8696. Do you think that it would be a matter of very serious cost to brattice within a limited distance of
of the face P No.
SG97. You do not think that it would be a matter of very serions cost to brattice within a limited distance
of the face ? No; that is to say, to keep the brattice to within 15 yards of the working face. My
estimate of the cost of doing this would be l^d. per ton, and that would include the cost of the brattice,
the putting of it up, and everything else.
8698. Is not your estimate rather over than under the mark ? No; when Mr. Humble comes to give
evidence, you will find he has all the calculations in connection with this matter, and there is no getting
away from it. You will find that it can be done at a cost of not more than 1 id. per ton. [$ec Appp.ndix O.J
8699. Has your calculation been made upon the basis of the actual tonnage that you know has come out
of the mines ? It is taken upon the cubic contents of a bord, say 4 feet high and 8 yards wide and
35 yards long, between the headings, and 5 feet high, 6 feet high, and up to 9 feet high, and allowing
25 per cent, for the dirt, it runs out at about lid. per ton. It runs out in nearly every instance to atiek.
There is a lot of small coal filled afterwards that is a source of profit to the masters, and which will
reduce this calculation.
8700. Have you calculated what is thrown back ? Twenty-five per cent, has been allowed for the dirt and
small coal. In some of the seams there is a great breakage, but the masters have been given the benefit
of the doubt.
8701. What would you say to a statement that puts the cost down to 3d. per ton, or even more in some
instances ? I would consider it outrageous.
8702. Do you not think that a $d. per ton would cover the cost of bratticing? No ; l£d. per ton.
8703. What kind of brattice was your estimate based on ? Canvas cloth,
8704. What life-time did you allow for this canvas cloth? You can only give an approximation in this
particular, because, if you get into a damp place the canvas cloth will not hear its own weight sometimes;
you can put your fingers through it in a month. Where I have seen calculations giving it at a very low
rate, the calculations have been made upon it lasting through three cut-throughs.
8705. Have you estimated any life-time for the brattice? No ; I simply thought that the last 15 yards
might be utilised again, and, in dry places, that the same brattice could be utilised for two bords, but in a
damp place for only one bord.
■
8706. Do you think that any other kind of brattice would be cheaper ? Do you refer to wood brattice ?
8707. Yes; -i-ineb tongued and grooved boards would the water rot these boards as quickly as the other
brattice? I have seen it used, and I prefer the wood, because there is a nasty smell that comes from the
brattice cloth,
8708. Could you estimate the life of wood brattice ? No,
8709. Would it be more expensive ? Yes ; it would have to be tongued and grooved boards.
8710. Would it not last all the longer ? Mr. MacCabo has them in 6-foot lengths.
8711. Do you know that wood brattice is largely used iu England? Yes; wood brattice was used in
England when I was a boy.
8712. Do you think that canvas cloth would last anything like eighteen months, or a couple of years?
I do not,
8713. If a man had been putting it up for that length of time who had had experience with it, had made
a statement to that effect, would you be inclined to believe him ? He might have seen brattice last that
length of time, but I have seen brattice that would not last more than three months. I have seen new
brattice put up to-day, and in three weeks after it was only fit to come down again. Of course, there are
different kinds and degrees of brattice cloth.
8714. Would that be where there was a great deal of friction with the skips ? There is other brattice
that would stand tbe skips. There is a sort of bagging brattice, something like an old chaff bag, and if
hung a certain way the weight of it will break it. That is an inferior brattice.
8715. Do you say that you believe in a minimum quantity of air being stipulated in an Act ? I do.
8716. What minimum quantity of air do you think should be specified? Let me put it in my own way.
I know places where, if the bords are bratticed, you cannot get what certain people ask for, that is 150
cubic feet of air through the district, because to brattice tbe bords would increase the friction.
8717. I am asking you for your own opinion ? I consider that a minimum of 100 cubic feet should bo
stipulated as a safeguard; that is, as enough in conjunction with the word adequate.
8718.. Do you think that if a minimum of 100 cubic feet is specified, and if something is done to conduct
the air to the working face, that that would meet the requirements at the present time? I do ; if the air
was switched into the bords, I think we would hear no more about it, because that is where the air is to go.
8719. Do you believe in the distance specified iu the Bill with regard to cut-throughs in rule 1 {ste
Appendix A) ? If the bords are bratticed people could put cut-throughs where they liked. If it is
specified that the air shall he kept to within 15 yards of the working face, that would make 20 yards of
brattice in a 35-yard place.
8720. In a general way throughout the mine, do you pay attention to other matters beyond the ventila
tion ? Yes; my eyes are on the lookout from the moment I go into a mine till I come out, and my chief
thought is to keep people safe.
8721. Do you inspect the shafts in the collieries you visit? Yea; I do not say I go on a cradle and
inspect them, because that is done every week by special men.
8722. You do not see that done? No.
*
8723. Is that inspection reported to you ? Yes; it is put in the report books at the colliery.
8724. Do you look at the shafts when you go down in the cage ? Yes.
8725. Can you make a fairly accurate inspection ? Yes; by running slowly down.
8726.
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Mr. J. I)iioii, gy2g. How are most of the shafts you visit timbered? Some of them have very little timber in at all;
leToctlSOS w^ere
strata is soft, they are bricked.
”
' 8727. Is that the ease with every mine in the district ? Yes; they are either bricked, or have iron
cylinders,
8728. Are the Greta shafts bricked ? There is nothing to brick in Greta ; it is ono of the hardest shafts
in the Colony—hard conglomerate. As a rule I have insisted on having the surface strata bricked up, and
that has been very often in my time.
8729. Do you know the Waratah shaft ? Yes.
8730. What was the support in that shaft? "Wood at the top.
8731. Was it the decay of this wood that led to the collapse of that shaft? I fancy it was from the
side, where there was a leakage of surface water. It was a peculiar shaft altogether, but of course it was
sunk before my time.
8732. Do you pay any attention to the pillars round about these shafts, to see if they are any size round
the shafts ? Ido look at shaft pillars, and as a rule all that have been made of lato years are pretty
substantial.
8733. No matter when they have been made, do you know what they arc? Yes; I know what they are.
8734. Have you any idea what the dimensions of the pillars are ? I cannot give the dimension of them
on the spur of the moment, hut some of them are not a bit better than they ought to be.
8735. Are they as good as they ought to he ? In the Newcastle Company's old pit there is not much
shaft pillars, but there are splendid shaft pillars in the new pit.
8736. Where these shaft pillars are of too limited dimensions, could not there bo packing done ? There
is packing.
8737. At what colliery is this packing ? There is not a bit of fear now.
8738. Has this been done since the crush took place there ? It was done at the time of the crush ; they
had to do it on the north side to save the shaft, and she is there now as safe as a church.
8739. Was that a very extensive crush? Yes ; about 120 yards on one side of the shaft, as close as a box.
8740. What do you attribute that crush to? To the turning away of wide bords too near the shaft
pillars some years ago.
8741. Would that have anything to do with the present management? No; it had to do with the
management before Mr. Ross’ time. It was in Mr. Ross’ time, and only for some 8-yard pillars that
he left, I would not like to tell you what might have happened there. I give him credit for leaving
these 8-yard pillars.
8742. What was the size of the pillars ? Dour yards.
8743. Did the fall come over the pillars ? Yes; it floored them in all directions.
8744. Is this a question that you think more attention will have to be paid to in the future ? Attention
has been paid to it in the Northern district for some time past. Wc have nothing less than an S-yard
pillar except in Wickham and Bullock Island, or Hetton. In other collieries the pillars are 8 yards and
upwards.
.
8745. How far do you go back when you say for some time past ? Several years—some of them since
the Hamilton Pit disaster.
8746. Are you sure they are all 8-yard pillars in the Northern district ? I am certain they are, except
at Wickham and Bullock Island and Hetton. I know they are at the places that I go to.
8747. Are they not 6 yards at Seaham ? I do not go to Seaham.
8748. Do you think it is a mistake to work with too small pillars ? Yes ; I do, if work is carried on with
a view to extracting pillars.
8749. Do you think that it is a mistake to work with too small pillars whether work is carried on with a
view to extracting them or not ? That is a big question. I know of pillars 4 yards aud less that have
been standing for thirty years, and no grind on them yet.
8750. Do you know that there are other places where extensive falls have come over the pillars? Ses ;
it is only the question of getting a start to get what we call a loose end. I am a firm believer in largo
pillars, especially where they have to be extracted.
8751. Have you ever drawn the manager's attention to small pillars ? Yes.
8752. At what collieries have you done this ? I think I have drawn Mr. Ross’ attention to keeping
larger pillars.
8753. Did you draw his attention to this before the fall? No; after the fall. I have never notified
anyone about the pillars. It is not within the scope of my duty here. If I saw that any danger was
likely to occur I might do so.
8754. Have you not a very wide latitude under the 25th section of the present Act (see Appendix B) ?
Yes ; for things that are not provided in the Act, but that always lands us in arbitration. The 25th
section says, “If in any respect any inspector finds any mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing,
or practice in or connected with any such mine, to be dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to
threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person, such inspector may give notice in writing thereof to
the owner or agent of the mine, and shall state in such notice the particulars in which ho considers such
mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice to be dangerous or defective, and require the
same to be remedied, and unless the same he forthwith remedied the inspector shall also report the same
to the Minister. If the owner or agffnt of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the
notice, he may, within seven days after the receipt of such notice, send his objection in writing, stating
the grounds thereof to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall be determined by arbitration in
manner provided by tins Act in relation to the special rules, and the date of the receipt of such objection
shall be deemed to be the date of the reference, &c.’’
8755. Suppose it did land you in arbitration? If 1 saw where it was necessary 1 would not hesitate to
use that section, I have used it on more than one occasion to get something remedied.
875G-7. Would you not in many cases, from your practical knowledge of coal-mining, apprehend danger
from a certain system of working that you saw pursued in the mine ? If T. saw <J-yurd pillars, and knew
that there was to be no pillar-coal extraction, I would not apprehend danger.
8758. If you knew that pillars were going to be extracted, and saw that very limited pillars were being
left, what would you do in that case ? In that case I should not use this 25th section of the Act, not if
they were old workings.
8759.
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8759. In the new system of working collieries, is not every mine worked witli a view to extracting pillars ? ^r' 'h Bixoti.
Kot always; pillar extraction is of recent date iu the Northern district except in Wallsond. 1 do not jg 0ct
suppose there has been a pillar taken out in Brown’s Collieries, or at Duck on field, or at Seaham aud West
’
'
Wallsend.
8760. Are not the Seaham and West Wallsend Collieries new collieries ? Yes.
8761. Then I am to take it that you have never drawn attention to the matter of pillars ? Not by
giving notice.
8762. You have not given any official intimation on the matter of pillars P I cannot say that I have.
8768. Do you not think this is a matter that comes within your province as an inspector? The 25th
section of the Act says, “ If any inspector find any mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or
practice in or connected with such mine to be dangerous or defective, so as, iu his opinion, to threaten or
tend to the bodily injury of any person, such an inspector may give notice in writing to thc_ owner or
agent of the mino.'’ I might serve notice on a person and the pillars might; stand for generations after
wards. The question is whether a thing is tending to bodily harm.
8764. The Act only provides that an inspector may give notice. Is it not only a notice? Yes; hut it
might cause trouble afterwards if the matter was taken to arbitration. If it went to arbitration and the
pillars were standing intact, there would be nothing to go upon. You could not ask a man to make a
5-yard pillar out of a ■1-yard pillar.
,
8765. If you considered that the mining practice that was beiug pursued was not conducted on principles
that you would consider safe, would not you, as an inspector, feel bound to take action in such a case ?
If mining operations were not conducted ou safe principles I would never rest until I got them on safe
principles. That is my way of doing business. In South Waratah they are leaving a large barrier
between the old workings and the now workings, and I am quite pleased with what they are doing.
8766. Do you know there was a crush at South Waratah, coming towards the return? I have a right to
know something about that. I was there a good many times over that thing. I saw that crush coining
on six weeks before it came, and drew the overman’s attention to it, and lie would not believe it; but she
came and shut the road off, and the overman would not credit it. I told him to keep a look out when the
crush was on. The crush never came to the surface.
8767. Are you satisfied with the system of working that has been followed in the past with regard to
leaving these limited pillars ? I am.
8768. Do you think that the way pillars have been extracted is hazardous to the men ? Speaking as an
inspector, I do not like to see pillar extracting where the pillars are much under 5 yards.
8769. Would you like to work yourself where the pillars are very thin ? I would not like to say that. I
have seen thin pillars that were quite as comfortable as other pillars, and 1 have seen other pillars not so.
It largely depends on the roof. If you have a roof that you can break off at any time, there is no danger,
8770. Is not this a serious matter for the workmen? 1 do not know of a place where there is pillar
working where there are not plenty of retreats for the men. I know of a place that is just finished where
there was pillar-working for years. I used to go there, aud they had the smallest pillars I have seen, and
the men working them never had a scratch on them,
8771. You have given an instance of a crush on the main road in the Newcastle Company’s Colliery—au
extensive crush ?" Yes.
8772. Do you know of any other collieries besides the Newcastle Company’s mine where any falls have
come over the pillars ? Yes.
8773. Can you say where ? In the Hamilton Pit; and I know the fall came over the pillars iu South
Waratah at the time of that crush,
8773£. Have you ever known a fall eomc over the pillars at Lambton ? Over pillars ?
S774i. Yes, over pillars? 1 am quite sure about Lambton.
87/5. Have you ever known anything of this kind to happen at Wallsend ? No ; not at Wallsend.
S77G. Nor Minmi ? They do not extract pillars at Minmi.
8777. Have you ever known any section of the work at Minmi come over pillars ? I believe they had a
big fall at Minmi before I took office.
8778. Do you know anything about a fall that took place at the Co-operative Colliery? I do;—to a
great extent it came down over the pillars. It is about the worst thing I know.
8779. That fall was coming over the pillars? Yes.
8780. Did you make a report about that Hamilton Pit matter ? Yes.
8781. Was your report handed in at the inquest on that disaster ? I had not made m)r report then.
8782. Have you that report with you now ? No ; I wrote two reports on that matter.
8783. Can you give us the substance of your reports ? In my reports I gave the history of the place and
how the accident happened. I was down the pit within a few minutes after she caved in, .and gave the
history of the thing from start to finish, together with a lot of evidence that was taken at the inquest.
There were about eleven sheets of foolscap altogether in one of my reports (see Report. Appendix S).
8784. Did you come to the same conclusion with the jury upon this matter? Tea; about the pillars ;
that she came over the pillars on the cross-cut.
8785. Was the cross-cut the main road for the men to come out by ? Yes.
8786. Do you know that a number of lives wore lost through that disaster P Yes.
8787. And that a number of men had a very narrow escape ? Yes, they had ; I was there when they
came through.
■
8788. Did you report in your annual report any of the accidents that happened to the men beyond the
men that actually lost their lives ? No.
8789. Did you not hear a tale from these men about the way they were affected when coming out? It
would be a sorry experience. T tried to find that track, but never could.
8790. Was it not a considerable shock to khese men ? Without a doubt it was.
8791. Would you consider that it was a personal injury? No; a man might get a shock that might
injure him for life, but if it had been a broken limb or leg it would have been a different thing to report.
8792. Did not some of these men say that they were knocked dowrn ? Yes; and plenty of us have been
knocked down.
8793. Do you know that as far as the man Ford was concerned that he pursued his claim for injuries in
the Law Courts ? I do.
8794. And that legally his claim was sustained ? Yes.
8795.
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Mr,J,Diion, 8795. Do you not think that some reference should have been made to these men in the reports? I do
n0^ or.e\se ? Bhould have made reference to them. I did refer to their coming out, but I did not refer
c •*
* to any injuries because I did not know that they had received any injuries.
8796. I refer to your tabulated statement ? Yes.
8797. "Were you at the inquiry ? I was.
8798. Mr. Qrcgson.~\ What inquiry do you refer to ? At the inquest on the bodies of Herbert Pettit
and Hodson.
8799. Mr. Curley.'] Will you look at this letter, dated 22nd June, 1889 ;—it is a notification that was
sent by the manager of the A.A. Company to the Examiner of Coal-fields in connection with the
Hamilton Pit disaster;—will you read what it says:—

■

Jno. M'Kenzie, Eaq., Examiner of Coal-fields,—
A.A. Company, Hamilton, 22 June, 1SS9.
Sir,
Mr. Turnbull desires me to inform you that a heavy fall of roof has occurred in Hamilton 1’it cross-cut. There
are about fourteen men entombed, and no likelihood of getting them out at present.
I have, &c.,
HY. COX,
-------Clerk,
Mr. Inspector Dixon for the usual report, in compliance with sections 23 and 29 of Coal Mines Regulation Act (1876),
as soon as the circumstances in connection with this sad accident will admit of its being made.—J.M., 24/6/89,
Mr.
Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, B.C., 24/6/89.
Returned with report.—J.D., 6/8/S9.

As the result of this communication, did you make a report on this matter ? Yes ; I made twro reports
on the matter.
8800. Will you look at the finding of the jury ou the Hamilton Pit disaster? [Witness reads, see
Appendix S.j
8801. Will you now look at the rider? [Witness reads, see Appendix S.]
8802. Had the men any other possible escape from this accident other than the main cross-cut road ?
Ho ; that was the only wray of escape.
8803. Was the main cross-cut road entirely blocked ? Yes ; for a long distance.
8804i. Eor what distance was the road blocked? I forget just at the present, but it was a good part of
GO or SO yards; I should think to Murphy’s Heading end.
8805. Were most of the bodies recovered? They were all recovered.
8806. Do you recollect the bodies that were found in Murphy’s heading ? I do.
8807. Were those bodies crushed by any roof ? Three of them were not, but I believe Hodson got his
death blow coming out.
8808. Did ho get his death blow from the roof ? Either from the roof or from the side. Ho was all open
on his side, and he laid dowrn on his back and died.
8809. President^] Was it a regular hole on his side ? Yes, as if a piece of something had struck him and
opened his side.
8810. Mr. Curley.] Was there a lot of coal thrown off the pillars into the heading? It squeezed in. It
was Murphy’s heading that did the mischief. It wras a bad bottom that set that place away and caused
the mischief. The roof was weighting at the back, and through the pillars sinking the whole thing was
set away. The pillars were unbroken, but the bottom gave way, just as a narrow wheel will sink in fho
mud, not like a wide wheel. I was wondering what did the mischief, until I got into Murphy’s heading,
and I saw places where roof and floor met. That was what did the whole mischief.
8811. President.] What would have obviated that? Larger pillars. A large pillar will not sink as
quickly as a small one.
■
8812. Mr. Curley.] Do you think a larger pillar would have obviated that catastrophe ? A large pillar
will not sink in the same way as a small pillar.
8813. Was that roadway laid on any refuse, or anything like that? I know it was not. I know the
heading as well as I know my own house.
8314. Did the fall come a good bit outside Murphy’s heading ? It was simply as if the w-hole thing was
in motion. Tbe roof at one time was going in a big body right from tbe goaf, but it got arrested, and the
roof in the open space broke down. The big body got arrested from going to tho goaf and the roof and
cross-cut—that is, tho shalcy stuff got away down.
8815. Did you hear most of the evidence that was given at that inquiry ? Yes.
8816. Do you know that numbers of the men stated that the place was on the move in different headings ?
Yes; on the Saturday morning.
8817. Was that on the morning of the fall ? Yes.
8818. Did some of the men leave the mine when this occurred ? Yes; and I am surprised they did not
all leave.
8819. Are you not surprised they were not called out ? I am surprised that practical men did not come
out.
■
8820. Are you surprised that they were not called out? I believe they should have been called out,
8821. President.1. Who should have called them out ? The overman.
8822. Mr. Curley.] Was there an extensive fall in the Stockton Colliery some time ago, wliere the roof
came over tho pillars? Yes. When I say “ yes,” I cannot speak positively about it, because I was not
in the place. I do not go to Stockton, because my brother is overman at that colliery.
8823. Was there a fall there in. the year 1889 ? Yes.
8824. Who was tbe manager there then? Mr. Thomas.
8825. Did you go to the colliery then ? Yes.
8826. Do you know of any big fall that occurred on the roadway at that time? Tea.
8827. What did you attribute that fall to ? To the shale between the two seams; but the fall never wTent
to the surface. It is a nasty brittle shale, that will break down through anything.
8828. Did the fall come over any pillars ? Ho. Of course it was on the main road, aud it took the back
return to some extent; but I caunot say it came over any pillars. It seemed simply to keep to tho
roadway.
8829. How far did the fall extend? I cannot say now, but it was a pretty good distance.
8830. Have you seen some very thin pillars in the Stockton Colliery ? Yes; I gave that in my evidence
before the Koyal Commission on Collieries, adjacent to Ferndale, which held its sittings at Hewcastle.
8831. Did you draw the manager’s attention to these small pillars ? Yes; and got him to chock some of
the bords to support the roof, because I thought the pillars were not good enough. It is a very friable
coal at Stockton.
'
8832.
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Mr, J. Dixon.
8832. Do you know tho Stockton ocean leasehold ? Yes,
8833. Is the roof of the same character going in that direction ? It seems to he a rather hotter roof than 16 Oct., 1895.
the roof on the mainland as far as I can see of the strata. It seems harder rock there.
883d'. Is that dipping going to the ocean ? Yes.
8835. IIow much is it dipping ? I think there is about 240 feet of cover from the bottom of the water
to the top of tho coal.
8836. Will that all be rock P No.
8837. IIow much rock do you think there will he ? Forty feet or more by the borings.
8838. Do you think that special care will have to be exercised with regard to that colliery ? There arc
8-yard pillars and 6-yard bords, and there is not h better timbered pit in the Colony. Men are kept
specially for that purpose. It is splendid timber; I have not seen better timber anywhere. They keep
special timber men to keep the old places well timbered.
,
8839. Do you know whether tbero is any clause in the Stockton lease that prevents them from extracting
pillars ? Yes,
8840. You know that r Yes ; the lease prohibits the extraction of pillars. They would get a taste of
the Pacific there if they took pillars out.
8841. Do you know whether any of their workings have come under the harbour ? I do not think there
are any workings under the harbour. I do not keep the plans, hut I do not think they are under the
harbour.
8842. Have you seen any surface subsidences at Stockton? I saw a crack or two on the road there
ono day.
8843. Have you made any report upon these subsidences? Yes ; Mr. Humble and I made a joint report
on those I believe. There was a report that it had cracked tbe Catholic church. There is no doubt the
church was cracked, hut I could not say what did it.
8844. Did you see any of the kerbstones in the streets ? Yes; they were just as if tho rats had been under
them.
8845. Did you see any supports come away from under the houses ? I saw some of tho front gates that
would not open or shut very well.
8846. Did you see any of the steps to these houses cracked ? Yes; two or three of tho steps.
8847. "Would you judge from that that there had been a subsidence there ? Yes; that there was some
thing wrong somewhere, but from the height of a seam like the Stockton seam I would have looked for
greater results on the surface.
8848. Do you know if there were any pillars taken out at the Stockton Colliery ? I am satisfied there has
never been a pillar extracted at that colliery.
884D. Would you think that any fall had gone over the pillars ? Yes ; I saw it do it on the other side of
the pit, in Mr. Thomas’ time.
8850. In what section of the pit was that ? In the'No. 17 Canning bord.
_
8851. Was that on the side next to the Pacific ? About the middle of the peninsula; nearer the Pacific.
8852. Was it on the side facing the Pacific? Yes, in the top seam. I was there all night one night when
that creep was on, listening for indications.
8853. Did it come over several pillars? Yes ; it was a peculiar coal; some of the pillars were literally a
small coal heap. We know that you cannot melt coal, hut you could almost melt that.
8854. AYas the coal very brittle ? Yes; it was a lovely bit of coal; it was like tar when you put it on
tbo fire. That and the A.A. Company’s sea pit is the grandest bit of coal in Australia.
8855. Were you sent for to go to Stockton some few years ago ? I was,
8856. Can you tell us what it was you were sent for ? The roof had come away, and a lot of water had
come in.
.
8857. AYas it much of a break-down in the roof ? I think about 12 or 14 feet, as far as we could see,
and about 18 feet across, shaped something like a bell mouth.
8858. Did you go over there ? Yes.
8859. And what did you do ? Mr. Humble, Mr. M'Auliffe, and I went down the pit, together with tho
night-shift boss, and a dismal time it was for the four of us.
8860. AYhat did you see when you got there ? AYe found the water pouring down, and the sand running
in all directions. The sand was almost knee deep in some of the bords then.
8861. Was there very much water at that time ? Yes ; there would be a large amount of water, but you
could not estimate the quantity then, because it was shedding all over. It seemed to be coming like a
flood, and you could not estimate tho quantity till tho pipes were put in.
8862. AYas the water very salt ? As salt as the sea.
8863. Would you judge from that that it was ocean water? No; that it was water that was held iu
suspension in that peninsula. I have an idea that there was a set through, and that tho water worked
through that sand, because you got fresh water on the top.
8864. As you got down, did you get this salt water ? Yes.
8865. Do you know what attempts were made at the time to cope with this difficulty in tho mine ? I do.
8866. Did the manager put in several dams ? Yes ; .after he stopped the inrush of the sand. I reckon
that manager did tho cleverest thing that has been done in the coal trade. I do not think there has ever
been a cleverer thing done in the country, and I said to Mr. M'Auliffe, “You are doing right.”
8867. Did he put these dams on the outside of the sand bags ? Yes.
8868. When all this was completed, did you make a report about tho matter ? Yes; Mr. Humble and I
made two or throe reports.
8869. At that particular time did you not make one particular report ? Yes.
8870. Did you stipulate in your report that the men were not to re-enter the mine? No ; we put that
in a hook that is kept at the office.
8871. Did you stipulate that the men were not to re-enter tho mine until such time as you declared the
mino to be safe;—was that the substance of the report? Yes.
8872. When you made that report, had you any idea whatever of dosing the mine up altogether? No,
not that 1, know of.
8873. AYhat was the object of the report ? It was to hinder the men from going back until the mine v.as
considered to be safe.
8874.
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ftlr, J. Dixon, 8874, What had you in your minds at the time;—did you wish to have anything carried out ? "We had
'Q our minds the rectifying of this evii, hut the thing that was foremost in our minds was that the bottom
Uc ,,
0£ |.]le (j0WIlcast and furnace shaft was 100 feet below the level of the workings. The main shafts wore
tho only outlets for the men, and 22 chains along the main road there was a place G feet lower than the
shaft bottom that could be blocked with water, and that was what we kept in our minds all the time.
Until the third shaft was sunk we could not certify to tho pit being safe.
8875. Were you afraid of tho water cutting off any means of escape for the men ? Tea, that was the way
we looked at it; because when that fall took place there was nothing to say that another fall might not
take place.
887G. Do you think the fall had been an extensive one ? It was a local fall, and it is a local fall with
water that we have to be most afraid of.
8877. Mr. Gregson.'] What was tbe size of tbe bord? It was a G-yard bord, that came away close to the
pillar side. It had a cut-through close to where it came away. I do not fear a place where we have a
large body of clay, but it is a local fall that I care most about, because such a fall might get hold of a
feeder of water and do a lot of damage.
8878. Have you seen any reason to alter your opinion about the matter since ? We declared tho pit safe
on Monday last, because tbe third shaft is now down. That shaft is 70 feet above tbe level of the other
shaft that we bad a doubt about, and iu case of emergency there is au outlet for the men ; they need not
run to tbe other shafts at all. There is a capital road right away to it.
8879. In the leading places in connection with this colliery are bores kept in advance of tbe workings ?
Tes; in tbe leading headings.
8880. To what distance are these bores kept ? I'rom 8 to 10 feet.
8881. Do you visit that colliery very often ? Only with Mr. Humble. I see his reports, because they
come through my hands. Mr. Humble can tell you all about this colliery, because he goes there regularly.
8882. Mr. Curley.'] Do you say that the C Pit is working out towards the ocean ? No. .
8883. They do not go into the ocean? They have not gone yet, but there is one cross-cut pretty near.
The only place working under the ocean at present is Stockton.
8884. Have you taken any soundings ? Yes; the soundings have been taken by the Governmental! over
that bight.
8885. Do you know if any information has been obtained with regard to tbe surface deposits down to the
rock ? No ; it would be an impossibility to get them."
8886. Is there anything impossible in these days ? That is impossible. I know what it is to bore in
quicksand, and I think, when they bore up over, and see 30 or 40 feet of cover, they have a very good
margin with the timber they arc using.
8887. Mr. Grayson.] Are they working any bords under the ocean yet ? Yes.
8888. Mr. Curley.] Do you think the 6-yard bord system can be carried ont there? Yes ; and an 8-yard
pillar. 1 think a G-yard herd can stand as well as a 4-vard bord, especially where that shale is.
8889. Do you know if the mine is making much water? Yes; but nothing to equal the power they have
to cope with it.
8890. Is it making water to the dip ? Yes; you can reckon Stockton virgin country, and she is bound to
make a lot of water.
8891. Do you think the G-yard bord is safe enough there? Yes; as far as can be seen at present.
8892. Will you look at sections 18-16 and 19-17, on page 17 of tbe proposed Bill (sec Appendix A);—do
you notice tbe amendment that has been made iu sub-section m of section 19-17 with regard to the
certificates of inspectors ? Yes; I notice it has been marked off.
8893. It has been marked oS by the Legislative Council? Yes; but the Legislative Council has not
insisted on its amendment. That section will be carried now if tbe Bill goes back as it was in its
original form.
_
_
8894. Without tbe words tbe Legislative Council have introduced into it;—as it originally left the
Legislative Assembly? Yes; on the motion of Mr, Alexander Brown that sub-section was carried by
the House.
8895. Do you think that that sub-section should stand as it was originally drafted by the Legislative
Assembly ? I do.
889G. President^] Have the Legislative Council agreed to that subsection as originally drafted ? Yes ;
the Council does not insist on its amendments in section 19-17 of the Bill.
8897. Mr. Grepon.] You said that you had seen for yourself the explanation of the occurrence in
Murphy’s heading ? Yes,
8898. What was the nature of what you saw ? Tbe throwing up of the bottom that gave the roof scope.
8899. Are you aware that borings had been made to prove the bottom stone ? Yes ; after the disaster,
8900. Did these borings show that the bottom stone was unreliable? Yes; that there was a soft layer of
rock underneath the first hard crust.
8901. Is that a usual thing in tho Northern district? It is a very unusual thing in the bottom of the
No. 6 seam.
8902. Have you known it to be elsewhere in any part of the district ? I have known the bottom to puck
once, but I do not know of a soft bottom anywhere else in the district.
8903. Had you any reason to suppose that there was any danger of the bottom giving way ? No.
8904. Do you think that tbe management should have had any reason to suspect it ? No.
8905. At the time after the jury in the two inquests came to their conclusion, and their verdicts were
given, were these facts known? No; they were not known until after the inquest.
8906. Evidence to that effect could not have been given at tbe time, and was not laid before tbe jury?
No.
_
8907. What is the lesson you have gathered from all that has taken place. Do you think the accident
could have been provided against by legislation ? Larger pillars would have prevented the accident.
They would not have been so liable to sink. She would have broken back in the goaf.
8908. In compelling people to leave larger pillars, would not there be a considerable loss of coal? My
experience is that more coal will be got with larger pillars.
8909. If you work the pillars ? Yes.
8910. In places where it is not intended to work the pillars, if legislation is insisted upon, do you say
that
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that it would not cost the loss of a lot of eon! to the country at large ? It would ; hut the lesson to he ^r‘ I**10"learnt is that they are leaving larger pillars now.
89.11. Even where they are leaving the pillars and do not intend to work them out? That Hamilton pit1C ^ct,,
roof is the moat peculiar roof I ever saw. It is the hardest roof 1 ever saw.
8912. 'Would you think it necessary as shown by this disaster that legislation should he given upon this
subject uow ? As a matter of fact, I do not think we should legislate for the si/.e of pillars. I think it
ought to he left to the discretion of the manager, except under tidal waters, and then the Government
can do what is required in their leases.
8913. Mr. Owlet/.] You think that provision can he made by the Government for stopping the pillars
from being taken out ? Yes,
8914. Do you think the size of the pillars should he stipulated in these leases ? Yes.
8915. President.] Why do you think so ? Because under tidal waters every precaution must be used.
We want to have a pillar that will bear the strata for twenty-five or thirty years, and the Government
has the power to say, when granting leases, “ Your pillars must be of such and such size.” The size of the
pillars can be left out of the Bill, aud the Government, in their leases, can deal with the size of pillars
under tidal waters.
8916. Mr. Owlet/.] What are you going to specify if you do not do it in definite language. Are you
going to leave it a matter of speculation under tidal waters ? It is provided for in definite language in
the Government leases.
8917. In any case, with regard to the Hamilton Pit disaster, whether the bottom came up orthe top came
down, or whether it was both combined, do you consider that the accident was caused through the
weakness of the pillars? Yes; and the strong roof,
■
8918. Mr. Gregson.] And the bottom ? It was the tremendous weight of roof that caused that bottom
to puck.
8919. An ordinary floor would not have packed ? I do not think so.
8920. Mr. Owlet/.] What part of Murphy's heading did you say showed indications of this;—how far
was it from the cross-cut? I cannot tell the distance. It was beyond where we found Hodson.
Hodson came out of a narrow place, and it was about there that the thing could be seen quite plain.
8921. Mr. Oregson.] Were borings put down to test tbe bottom ? Yes.
8922. 3fr. Curleg.] How far was that from the main cross-cut? It was pretty well 100 yards where
Hodson was found, but it was fallen or disturbed all the way to the cross-cut. The place was not more
than half the height down there. There was a settling down, or rising up. It was a creep, not a crush,
A creep is where the bottom and top creep together.
8923. Do you know that this crush went to the surface ? I do.
8924. Would not that be an indication that it was a crush? It was an indication that she crept and
then the whole body settled.
8925. Do you know the height of that heading, near tho cross-cut, before the fall took place? When
she was working it was a good horse-height—perhaps C feet.
8926. What was the height of that heading after the fall ? Just high enough for me to crawl on my belly.
8927. Was that near the cross-cut ? Yes; a good distance down. I was down there three times before
the men got in there with their timber, and nearly killed myself.
8928. Do you mean to say that at Murphy’s heading end, abutting to the cross-cut, after the men went
in to clear the heading there was no more room than for you to crawl on your belly ? I was there before
they cleared the heading, and tried to get through three times, and nearly killed myself.
8929. Was Hodson’s body found on some coal on a ledge? Yes. I got to one end of the coal, and
Hodson’s body was on the other side of the coal, and through the place working over our heads we dare
not remove anything.
8930. Do you think Hodson had attempted to work his way out through the coal on the top ? Yes;
we suppose so, for about 20 yards. I worked my way in through the small hole along with others.
8931. You said something with regard to the old pit—the mine noiv working;—do you notice a similar
roof there ? Yes ; in No, 3 district.
8932. Is pillar extraction going on there now ? Yes.
8933. What is the size of the pillars there ? Some 4 yards, some 5 yards, and others G yards.
8934. Is every precaution being taken in the working of this to guard against a similar fatality ? My
word, there is. I never saw more timber on hand than there is in that pit, and I am down there very
often. It takes me two or three days to go through the pit.
8935. Can you give us a sketch of the Borehole pit No. 2, giving an outline of the pillar working road
being carried on ? [Witness draws sketch.] All the pillars are nearly out in the old No. 5. Through
the fault thej7 are working down on the lower heading with two or three pillars. A certain portion of the
ground is all standing. They are working on the third and fourth heading three pillars.
893G. What distance will yon ho from the main road to the pillar working? About seven pillars in No.
3 and the galley.
8937. What are the sizes of the pillars ? Prom 4 to G-yard pillars ; but on the horse road they are all
good.
8938. Are the pillars not iu the same irregular condition that they have been for years past; that is, that
they are not uniform ? They are not uniform ; they might be 4 yards and under 3 yards in some
instances. The size is on the pillar end, but I cannot say what width they are in the centre.
8939. Are you working under a good deal of uncertainty? There is a good deal of uncertainty in all
pillar working ; but when men do their best what can he said. The officers of the pit are there," and if
that roof shows any signs of coming on they would hunt every man out of the pit. They have strict
orders to withdraw the men if the roof shows any signs of coming on.
'
8940. Are these the manager’s instructions? Yes; every man is tutored iu the roads, leading out of
tho pit. In the old galley they got nearly every pillar out, and every man was well tutored about the
way out.
‘
8941. Is the timbering good ? Yes; it is splendid timbering.
8942. Are cbocks set? Yes.
8942£. J/r. Oregson.] Is the bottom stone proved ? Yes.
8943. What is the bottom stono ? Good—the ordinary grey post.
8944. Is the galley road the same ? Yes.
8945. Is tbe galley road the same in the bottom ? Yes.
8946.
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is tlje roaj y0U have spoken about as being so bard now the No. 3 road that led to Murphy’s
Hbacbng? Tes; Hudson's Heading was a branch off the main road.
16 Oct., 189j. gg^ Was it any great distance from Murphy’s Heading? I should say about a couple of hundred
yards, because Murphy’s Heading was about the fifth up the cross-cut.
8948. Mr. Ourley^ Have yon looked at the section in the proposed Bill dealing with the powers of
inspectors. Will you look at section 21, sub-section 5, on page 8 of the Bill {see Appendix A); you will see
that that sub-section gives the inspector power to withdraw the men in case of danger ? Tes.
8949. What is your opinion upon that sub-section;—do you think that power should be vested in tho
inspector ? My opinion is that the manager or the overman ought to have power to withdraw the men.
8950. President.'] Ton do not think tbe inspector should have that power? Not the inspector ; I do not
believe it is a power that should be in everybody’s hand, and in the case of the inspector he only visits
the pit now and then.
8951. Mr, Curley.] I suppose the inspector gets pretty familiar with the colliery in making his visita
tions;—has he not a very good knowledge of the pit ? In a matter of the roof weighting, that roof has
certain stages to go through before it will break, and a roof may be working to day very badly and may
cease working at night or the day after. An inspector may go into the pit on the following day and find
everything quiet, and on the third day there may be a collapse. In such a case the manager might turn
and get behind the inspector’s back, and say, “ The inspector was here in the pit yesterday, and said
nothing about this." It is my opinion that the manager should have this power.
8952. Suppose a case in which an inspector saw danger, and told the manager that he thought the men
should be withdrawn, do you think after the inspector telling him this the manager would take upon him
self to keep the men in ? Never; that is my experience.
8953. President.] Ton must not consider the managers of the large mines only;—do you think the
managers of any of the smaller mines, who might ho bothered with pressure of trade, would dare to keep
the men in when the inspector thought that they should be withdrawn ? No, I do not. I know every one
of the managers in the Colony, both north and south, and all the mines. I inspected the southern and
western mines before Mr. Howan was appointed inspector, and know every manager and every over
man, and I say now that I do not know a manager who, if 1 told him that I thought the men should be
withdrawn, would refuse to do so.
■
8954. Tou have no interest, I suppose, with the managers in this matter ? I have not; I am simply
giving my own opinion.
8955. Tour interest is the safety of the men employed ? Tes; I am prepared to go night and day if I
can keep them safe.
8956. Can you mention one exception whore managers have not complied with your instructions ? 1 said
if we saw danger. Suppose there was actual danger, and we, as inspectors, said to a manager, “ Tou had
better withdraw the men,” I cannot conceive of an instance in whieli our request would not he complied
with. I was in the A.A. Company's mine three weeks ago, when three men were drawing a jud, and I
said, “ I would have those men out of there before that jud comes down,” and the deputy went and took
the men out there and then, without any bother. I thought it right to do so, because while the place was
working behind them they could not get ont,
8957. Mr. Curley.] If you had not been there, probably this might not have been done ? It might not
have been done, and nothing might have happened, but I know that in the old country they withdraw
men where juds come down, and I thought it right to do so; but I am prohibited from anticipating danger,
according to the opinion given by tbe Attorney-General {sec Appendix Z),
8958. Assuming that you went into a colliery as an inspector, and that you noticed something in con
nection with the mine that was likely to bring about some loss of life, and that you brought this under
the notice of the manager, as au intimation that practically the men should he withdrawn ; but that under
the Act you had not the power to withdraw them, the whole power being in the hands of the manager;
that there was a difference of opinion, and tho manager said he did not think there was any fear, and did
not agree with you in apprehending danger;—what should be done iu a case of that kind ? The manager
would be amenable in such a case.
8959. If life was lost, that would not bring life back ? I know it would not,
8960. In a case like, that, do you not think that an inspector’s opinion should prevail over the opinion of
the manager ? If I went into a place and saw men in absolute danger, I wrould request them to come out.
8961. Independent of the manager? Tes.
8962. Suppose the Act did not give you that power ? I am afraid in that case my own humane feeling
would override the Act.
8963. Ho you still think that the power which this sub-section seeks to give should be left in the bands
of tbe manager P I think the man who withdraws the men should have the power to send them hack.
8964. "Would this not hamper you as an inspector? No; it does not hamper the English inspectors.
If I inspected a colliery, and saw-men working in danger, I would request the officer in charge to withdraw
the men, and if he did not withdraw them I would withdraw them myself.
8965. Would you withdraw them if tbe power to do so was not provided in the Act? Tes,
8966. How often do you make your inspections ? Every six or seven weeks at the present time.
8967. Hid you not say in that inquiry upon the Hamilton Pit disaster that the inspectors did not visit
the mines often enough ? Tes; but we were short-banded then. We have an additional inspector since
that time,
8968. How many collieries have you on your list now ? About seventy collieries. It takes four days to
do the Wallsend Colliery, and it takes me three good days to do the Newcastle Company’s mines, that is
to go through every district, and two days to do the old pit. I go into every pillar-working in the place.
8969. Ho you find in making your official visits to the different collieries that the managers afford you
every facility for making your inspections P Tes.
.
8970. Ho they know when you are coming? No; not further than that I may be seen.
8971. Have you gone to any of these collieries when the manager has not been about? Tes.
8972. Tour visits of inspection arc not known to the colliery managers ? No ; they arc surprise visits.
I go when I think proper.
8973. In making your inspections, do you pay much attention to the engine roads ? Tes,
8974. Do you pay attention also to the refuge places ? Tes; to see that they are kept clear.
8975.
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8975. Do you examine to see whether these refuge places are a proper distance apart ? Tes; in most of
J- Dixon,
the pits I have measured them personally.
'
8976. Mr. Greg&on.] Do you approve of cutting into the roof in cases where they are nothigh enough ? ®ct,> l®®®3So.
8977. Do you believe in cutting into the floor? Tes; sooner than into the roof.
8978. Do you think the refuge holes should be made upright ? They should be made so that aperson
can walk in without striking his head.
8979. In a case where the seam is not high enough you would sink into the floor ? Tes; rather than
the roof.
8980. Would not that cause danger sometimes ? No ; it could be made on the slope. I would never
think of cutting up into the roof in a seam like the Seaham seam, where gas is given off. I would have
them sloped from the rib, and I believe in the man-holes being 8 feet wide.
8981. President,'] Will you look at rule 15, on page 28 of the Bill {see AppendixK). Tou will see
that the Legislative Assembly say these man-holes should be “ G feet high, 3 feet wide, and 4 feet deep,”
and the Legislative Council amend that and say “of sufficient length, and at least 3 feet in width ?”
Tes ; hut that is where the horse is drawing the skips, not on tbe engine roads. The rule dealing with
this matter is rule 14. It is an innovation to make man-holes on a horse road.
8982. On the horse roads would you have it as the Legislative Assembly has put it ? I do not think it
would be any hardship to do what the Assembly wants.
8983. Have you any objection to what the Assembly proposes as the size for these man-holes—G feet high,
3 feot wide, and 4 feet deep ? T have no objection to that whatever. I notice that rule 19, “ trolly over
pit mouth,” is scratched out by the Legislative Council. It is my opinion that that rule should remain in
the Bill.
8984. Mr. Curley.'] Is there anything else in the Bill you would like to refer to ? Tes ; to section 46,
[43] sub-section B {see Appendix A), relating to tbe distance between tbe two shafts. The Legislative
Assembly put the distance between the shafts at 50 yards, and the Legislative Council has amended this
to 16 yards. I am in favour of the 50 yards, 1 think 15 yards is too close.
8985. The Assembly has agreed to compromise this, and put the distance as 30 yards? I go in for 50
yards. I know that the distance apart of some shafts is none too much, and 50 yards gives room for shaft
pillars. There is also a greater factor of safety there. Tou can get your shaft pillars iu 50 yards,
but you cannot got them iu 15 yards. Fifteen yards is too close; with 50 yards you get substantial'
pillars.
89SG. Mr. Oregson.] Is it not equally possible to get good shaft pillars with a minimum distance, as with
a greater distance ? No; there is the mouldering of the pillars to bo taken into consideration, and if there
is anything in the shape of a crush those shaft pillars go. This was the case with tho shaft pillars in the
Newcastle Company's mine. When the crush came on there, both shafts were saved with great difficulty.
If one shaft had gone, it is my opinion that it would have taken the other shaft with it.
8987. What distance are the shafts apart tliere? Twenty yards apart; and if one shaft goes the other
must go. We have tho shafts iu some of the collieries as much as 15 chains apart.
8988. Ilfr. Curley.] Do you know the surface deposits in some of the eolleries? Yes.
8989. Have you bccu in the Vale of Clwydd colliery ? Tes.
.
8990. Have you noticed the shaft pillar there on one side of the shaft ? Yes.
8991. Have you noticed any extensive vacant ground? Tes, one side of that shaft is completely riddled
with workings.
'
8992. Do you notice anything else in the Bill that you would like to draw attention to ? I would liko
to refer to Rule 21, [20] on page 28 of the Bill {see Appendix A). The words there—“every shaft in
course of sinking shall he kept clear of all noxious gases, by a fan or some other appliance1’- -have been
eliminated by the Legislative Council. I believe iu that provision being kept in the Bill.
8993. Why do you believe in that provision ? If the shaft is not kept clear of noxious gases, and men
have to work there in numbers, in powder smoke, or dynamite, it is not a desirable thing, especially in
hot weather, aud I believe that every shaft should he kept clear of gases in the course of sinking, for tho
'
comfort of tho men.
8994. Mr. Oregson.] Will you look at Rule 12, sub-section D, on page 2G of the Bill, “ nor shall coal, or
coal dust, be used for tamping.” We have had some evidence given with regard to that sub-section.
What is your opinion on that matter ? I believe in the amendment.
8995. Mr. Curley.] The Legislative Assembly proposes to introduce the word “dry,” which will make
the amendment read “nor shall dry coal, or coal-dust he used for tamping.” What do you think of that
suggestion? There arc very few people who will tamp with dry coal.
8996. Mr. Oregson.] Do you approve of the rule as printed? Yes, I do. That would apply in a mine
* that is very dusty, where there is no fire-damp given off, if it he true what they tell us of the action of
coal dust.
8997. What have you to say to sub-section H Tou will see that the words, “ Provided that no person
shall return to a place where such charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours has elapsed from
the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge,” have been struck out? I believe it ought to be eight
hours at the very least. 7s o men are allowed to return withm the eight hours in the northern district,
8998. Would it be any limitation to the period if it was limited to places where fuse onlv was used ;—
may we not have electric arrangements for firing shots ? You wall not get a missed shot with electricity.
8999. Would you recommend the insertion of the words, “where fuse is used.” Do miners use squibs
out here? I believe in the squibs, in preference to the fuse ; 1 think it is safer.
9000. _Do you think it is only where fuse is used that these wrords are required ? Ithinkit is better to
leave it the way it is.
9001. You prefer to let it he as it is ? Yes ; it is a hardship for men to lose a day's work, but that is
better than their lives or their eyes.
'
9002. President^] If the rule provided that in cases where a fuse is used, no person should return to a
place where a charge has missed fire, until a period of eight hours has elapsed fromthelighting of the
fuse attached to the charge; do yon think that would meet the ease ?Yes ; that will do.
9003. Referring In subsection D, in many places. I suppose, they have nothing but coal-dust;—would it
meet your difficulty if it roads, “ nor shall dry coal or coal-dust be used for tamping”? I know men
carry baked clay rather than tamp with coal-dust, and most people, when using small coal, wet it.
92—2 L
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Mr, J. Diion, 900i. Do you think it is better not to allow the use of coal-dust at all ? I think bo. I think that is
where we get the blown-out shots from. A shot that blows out aud does not do its work, will tail out
16 Ocfc., 1895. 4, or g feet jn a flame, and a fire may take place and somebody get singed.
'
.
9005. The miners say, “ If we damp it, why should we not use it”;—do you think there is any difficulty
in putting this in, “ nor shall dry coal or coal-dust bo used for tamping”;—you would not allow them to
use dry coal F No ; I believe iu the wet coal.
900G. You -would put in, “ nor shall dry coal or coal-dust be used for tamping” ? Yes ; it would be an
easy matter to run a skip of tamping into a flat.
9007. Mr. Ch'c<json~\ That is only to apply to where safety-lamps arc used? Yes.
9008. Nor iu any mine where safety-lamps are used shall dry coal or coal-dust be used for tamping;—do
you agree with that? Yes; T am against shooting at all where gas is.
9009. Mr. Curley, Have you seen what Fairley says about coal-dust? Yes ; I have nearly all the mining
books that are published.
,
9009|. He makes this statement,—
Ventilation Made EaA}/,—W. Fairley, F.G.S. Page 70. 70. Is coal-chiat explosivev Several mining aullioritics
have given it as their inost decided opinion that it is so ; but on the other hand a large number of practical mining
engineers do not believe that it is in itself explosive, without some small mixture of fire damp. Recognising the importance
of the question as touching the safety of coal mining, the Government have appointed a Royal Commission, who arc now
engaged in enquiring into the question.
Page 85. The Royal Commission appointed to enquire into the question of coal-dust and colliery explosions have
already taken evidence from several practical and scientific men on the subject, some of whom have expressed their
doubts as to the cxplosibility of coal-dust—without the presence of, at any rate, a small proportion of inflammable gaA.
Tho writer cannot call to mind any colliery explosion having taken place from coal-dust during his forty yeai-s’ experience
in coal-mining operations in different districts. The Commission, in their final report (p. 4S), say :—"The following facts
relating to the part played by dust in coal-mme explosions may, however, now be regarded as conclusively established. (1.)
The occurrence of a hlovn-out shot in working places where very highly' inflammable coal-dust exists in great abundance
may, even in the total absence of fire-damp, possibly give rise to violent explosions, or may, at any rate, be followed by
the propagation of flame through very considerable areas, and even by the communication of flame to distant parts of the
workings where explosive mixtures, or dust deposits in association with non-explosive gas mixtures, exist. (2.) The
occurrence of a blown-out shot in localities where only small proiiortions of fire-damp exist in the air, in the presence of
even comparatively slightly inflammable or actually non-inflammable but very fine, dry, and porous dusts, may give rise to
explosions, the flame from which may reach to distant localities wliere either gas accumulations or deposits of inflammable
coal-dust may be inflamed, and may extend the disastrous results to other regions.”
I am not quite of that opinion.
I believe there has not been a pure and simple coal-dust explosion.
J
believe coal-dust has been a stalking-horse more than once.
9010. Do you think that sub-section D, of Jtule 12, should read “nor shall dry coal, or coal-dust be used
for tamping ” ? Yes, I would agree to that.
9011. Is that your final decision ? Yes ; that dry coal shall not be used for tamping,
9012. Would you provide for the watering of those mines where it is very dusty? Yes. wliere there is
fire-damp; I believe the mine should be watered. I would sooner fravel in mud than iu dust.
9013. Do you think a mine should be ventilated by a fan where fire-damp is given oil? Yes, I believe
in a fan.
.
9014. Have you given any attention to the question of the eight hours ?
Yes, but I would sooner not
talk about the eight hours.
9015. "With regard to special rules, do you think that there should be some aim towards uniformity in this
respect ? I believe the special rules should bo uniform throughout tho Colony, and that the signals
should be tbe same at every colliery.
9016. Mr. Grey son.How is that to be arrived at;—who is to settle what these special rules shall be?
] think some of us could settle that with the help of one or two managers. Special rules are pretty well
uniform in England.
9017. Is that a matter of authority or a matter of convenience ? 1 think it is a matter thal would cause
everyone to know everything about a place. At the present time we have one thing at one place and
another thing at another place. The special rules at present do not meet requirements. I think a lot of
detail could be put in special rules that would cover every place.
9018. Mr. Gurley.j Is there not this advantage—that when a manager or the men make themselves
acquainted with these special rules, if there is anything like uniformity, the men will know these arc the
prevailing special rules in all collieries ? Yes ; the men at the present time may know one set of rules at
one colliery, and go to another colliery where there is a different set of special rules.
9019. Mr. Greyson.] You think that section 59, on page 34, of the Bill should be allowed to stand (sec
Appendix A) ? That is not uniformity, because section 59 says, “a set or sets.”
9020. Mr. Curley.] Would that not partly meet the case, because a set or sets would almost cover the
whole matter? ‘ A colliery might have no gas, but there would be rules to meet that, and there are rules
that might never be needed in one colliery that might be necessary in another.
9021. Mr. Gregson.'} Suppose that you provide for a Committee to settle what the special rules shall be,
that within a certain time after the passing of the Act the special rules throughout the Colony shall be
uniform, and that this Committee shall consist of so many managers and inspectors and so many men to
say what the special rules shall be ? Yes,
9022. Mr. Curley"Would not the Executive Council consult the inspectors upon these rules ? Yes; wo
would report upon them.
9023. President^ Is it possible for one set of rules to suit all mines ? Yes; 1 think there ought to be
uniformity in special rules.
9024'. Mr. CurleyWith regard to special rules, do you know of an accident that occurred at New
Lambton some time ago ? Yes. •
9025. Do yon know of a man coming up the shaft with a timber trolly, and a miner going down on tbe
opposite cage ? Yes.
'
9026. AYas that in conformity with the special rules of that colliery ? No ; the man was taken to court
and fined, because it was a breach of the special rules. I reported at the time that it was a breach of tho
rules.
9027. Do you think a cage should stop at the flat landing like that? No, and 1 notified the manager
that it should bo done no more. 1 fell in with the rider of the jury.
-9028. Was there a rider in that case? The verdict was accidental death, and the rider was to this effect,
that the descending cage should go right to the bottom before being stopped.
9029, Have you inspected the Burwood Extended shaft lately? Yes.
9030.
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0030. Have you ever noticed anytliing requiring your attention there? No.
Mr. J, Diion.
9031. Have you noticed nothing recently there ? No.
/—^
9032. Did you notice anything some time ago ? A certain party drew my attention to something in 16 Oct., 1895.
connection with the shaft, I examined it, and two men working at the pit examined it and said it was
all right, and I looked myself, and could find nothing wrong with it.
9033. Have you seen anything wrong there at any time requiring attention ? No,
9034. Do you know the circumstances in connection with the bucket that foil down the shaft at West
"Wallsend? Yes; the rope broke; the wire became oxidised, and the bucket went down and killed a
man. After that accident I had the ropes re-socketed every two months.
903.'). Do you know anything about that colliery that was flooded near Eerndalo at Tighc’s Hill? Yes.
903G. How did it become flooded ? By Tighe's Creek'. There were four men who hud tho colliery on
tribute, and tliere was a fall in a bord just on the edge of the creek. They filled it up with some sort of
rubbish instead of barricading it off and making a dam, and the result was that the next spring tide made
an opening, and one of the men w:ho did the business is lying there yet. I reckon it was their own fault
for doing a thing like that,
’
9037. Did they get any water in the Lord when the cave-in first took place ? When the cave-in took
place the tide was out, and the spring tide came in and set this stuff away. I knew nothing about it till
tho man was drowned.
9038. Did you inspect that colliery ? Yes ; but never went into these old workings which were finished.
9039. I notice, in reading these reports, that a number of accidents take place in these sinking pits,
occasioned by stones or something else falling down the shaft? Yes ; stones from the sides of the shaft,
hut not from any other foreign matter,
9040. Would you not call a hammer something else ? There is a history about those things.
9041. Do you think a sinking shaft should be in charge of somebody ? I think a sinking shaft should be
lined following the men—timbered or something else,
9042. Do you know anything about Dinlay’s accident from fire-damp at Wallsend ? No.
•
9043. You did not visit bim? No.
9044. Who inspects the Wallsend Colliery ? A large part of the colliery is inspected by Mr. Bates, and
Mr. Humble takes the other part,
•
9045. Do you go to Minmi? No ; nor West Wallsend.
9046. Have you any recollection of those gas explosions that took place at Thornleigh ? I cannot say
what exploded ; X think it was something off the fire ;—it might have been carbonic oxide. We never
found any fire-damp in that place at all.
9047. Do you look upon the existence of gas in a mine as an indication that very close attention will have
to be paid to the working of it ? Yes; I do not like gas. Some people seem to think very little of it,
but I think it is a silent enemy,
9048. Did you institute some legal proceedings against the Wallsend Company some time ago ? Yes :
in Mr. Noilaon’u time.
9049. X\’ hat was the nature of these proceedings ? For allowing gas to go into the workings with an
intake current of air on to the naked lights.
9050. Was your view of the matter upheld by the Court ? Yes, after a severe fight between two of the
leading barristers of the country.
9051. Jlr. CiVcysrm.jThere has been a lot of trouble about the undermining of roads, Mr. Dixon ? Yes,
there has been a lot of trouble.
'
.
9052. Will you look at sub-section 3 of section 30 [28], on page 1.4 of the Bill (see Appendix -A) ;—you
will see that, besides a plan of tho workings, there is to be provided, if required, a surface plan on the
samo scale showing all streets, roads, buildings, creeks, rivers, bays, swamps, navigable waters, and limits
of any tidal waters within the boundary :—what occurs to me is the difficulty of enabling municipalities
to get a sight of this surface plan ; do you think that it should fall within the duties of the inspector to
afford tho information ? No.
*
9053. Not if ii were provided for in tho Bill ? Of course, if it was provided for we would have to do it;
but that pian could be kept in the colliery office or in the record office at Newcastle, and the municipalities
or anyono belonging to them, if they wished to see the plan, could have a look at it.
9054. Would not that be as bad as having to go to the pit office to see the plan ;—cannot you suggest any
better way out of the difficulty—would it not bo better for the municipality to he able to obtain the
authority of the Minister for the inspector to report on tho condition of the roads ;—there is no doubt it
is a difficulty in the way of the municipalities, and the question is whether it is worth while to put on the
inspectors the duty of telling the municipalities what is going on ? I am of opinion that there should be a
surface pian,
9955. My difficulty is the heat way to give the municipalities the information ? Let the municipalities
apply to tho inspector, and let the inspector give a short tracing showing what they require, that is if the
Minister gave his consent.
"
9956. I would not be in favour of the municipalities seeing the pit plan ? I should give them a tracing
showing what they require upon their making application to the Minister.
9957. Afr. Curley,'] Do you not think the surface plan mentioned in this sub-section should provide what
is indicated, viz., streets, roads, buildings, creeks, rivers, bays, swamps, &c. ? I do; I am in favour of that.
90-38. Would you have a surface plan to show these things ? Yes ; I think the whole thing could be put
on one plan. The plan at the Metropolitan Colliery shows the whole of the surface, buildings, railways,
levels, and township. It is a pretty plan and shows everything.
9059. Do you think thore is any difficulty in carrying that out at other collieries? I think the surface
and underground workings can be shown very nicely on the one plan.
9060. President.] .Referring again to the matter of ventilation—what do you thiuk of a clause like this :
*
Au adequate amount of ventilation filiull be constantly produced in every mine, to be in every case at least 100 cubic
feet of pure air per minute, and as much more as the inspector may direct, for each man, boy, and horse employed therein,
a Sufficient quantity whereof, according to the judgment of the inspector, shall he taken to within 15 yards of the working
faces in non-gaseous mines, and to within 3 yards of the working faces in gaseous mines, to dilute and render harmless
noxious gases, &c., &c.I
I think it is very good.

■

'
9061.
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Mr. J. Diion, 9061. la it putting too much on the colliery ? I think it goes into the commercial business.
irTT^ifior
y°u uot aay
brattice would not cost more than 1 Jd, per ton ? Yes.
c ■»
‘ 0063. Mr, Gregson.~] If that were done would you dispense ivith splits, cut-throughs, and all other matters
of detail, and leave it to the manager ? As long as an adequate quantity of air is kept 15 yards from the
men, I think you can dispense with these things.
9064. President^] Do you think that 100 cubic feet of air as a minimum is enough ? Yes. as some basis
to argue from.
9065. Do you think that a clause drafted somewhat in the way I have suggested would meet the case?
Yes, I think it is well worded.
■
9066. Do you say that you approve of the provisions in the Bill for pillars in the case of mines that are
working under the ocean. Will you look at rule 42, on page 31 of the Bill {see Appendix A) ;—do you
think that that rule should be left in the Bill ? Yes, I think the whole of that rule should be left in the
Bill.
9067. Do you thiuk there is any necessity for rule 43 {see Appendix A) ? I do not think there is any
necessity for that rule now, because we cannot make old mines into new mines.
9068. Will you now look at rule 44 {see Appendix A) ;—do you think there is any need for that rule in
the Bill? Yes, I think that rule is right, but there is one thing that I object to. I think the words
“ and from the face of every bord a borehole shall be kept going not less than 12 feet in advance, &c.,”
should be left out.
9069. Then rule 44 would stand thus, “In the case of working coal under tidal waters or rivers from
one road of every pair of 1 winning off ’ or leading, headings or levels (which shall not, except for
sidings, exceed 8 feet in width), and in the case of working under the ocean or tidal waters every ‘winning
off ’ or leading heading or levels shall be driven at least 100 yards in advance of the working bords, and
shall not exceed 8 feet in width except for sidings ” ? Yes. I think that would do.
9070. Jfr. Owrfcy.] Where would you keep your borings? In tbe headings; there is no necessity to
bore in every bord.
’
9071. Would you have a bore in the horse-roads ? Yes,
9972. President!] Do you think there is any need for rule 45 {see Appendix A) ? I think that is quite
right about tidal waters. I think that we should know the deposit on the land adjacent to tidal waters.
If we know where the top of the rock is that is enough.
,
9073. Do you think that rule 46 {see Appendix A) is necessary in the Bill ? I do not think it is necessary.
9074. What have you to say to rule 5l {see Appendix A)?' I think that is a necessary rule, because
there aro some small places that would need exemptions.
9075. Mr. Oregson!] Do you know that you will not find any of these provisions in the English Act? I
know that.
9076. Then why do you think it is necessary in this country? Because we are greatly in advance of
England in many things connected with collieries. In England the scams are deeper. I know a place
that is worked under the ocean under the long-wall system where they take everything out; but in this
country we could not do it with the cover we have.
.
9077. Why load the managers with all these provisions when there arc no such provisions in the English
Act;—boring, for one thing, and rule 51, which you say you think is necessary? I do not think that
rule 51 is going to affect anybody.
9078. It is the policy of the English Act to require the manager to do certain things;—the manager is
supposed to he competent to work the mine, and these matters should be left to him ? As far as tidal
waters are concerned the G-overmnent should state in their lenses what the size of the pillars should be.
9079. That is another matter;—what do you want with more than rule 42 ;—J. think that rule 42 should
be provided because it is the recommendation of a Hoyal Commission ? I think every rule is tinged with
the recommendation of that Eoyal Commission.
9080. Is it your opinion that all these rules should stand ? It is my opinion ’that where there are winning
places going under tidal waters there should be a bore kept going.
9081. Mr. Ourley!] No matter what it is called ? . Yes ; if it is a narrow bord or anything else that is a
leading place.
*
9082. Do you not think that rule 51 {see Appendix A) is a little objectionable ? The light I take it in
is that going into unproven ground the Minister would not exempt anybody.
9083. Is it your opinion that rule 51 should stand ? I think it should stand.
,
9084. President.] Do you want the latter part of section 52 [48] {see Appendix A) ? That is not to
interfere with anything that has already been dona
9085. Do you only want it under ocean and tidal waters ? It can be left to the manager not under tidal
waters.
9086. Do yon think that rule 41 on page 31 {see Appendix A) is a proper rule to be in the Bill, “ Person
not to he employed in coal-getting without experience ’’) ? That is a rule 1 cannot understand. I cannot
understand how a man is going to he a coal-getter until lie is a coal-getter.
9087._ It means an inexperienced man; the word “ alone ” is a bad word. What it is intended is that a
man is not to work except he has an experienced miner with him ? I cannot say I approve of the rule in
the way it is. I have known scores of old gold-miners that are now the best of our coal-miners, and if a
rule like this is put in a Bill these men would not have been able to get work. It would debar the
employment of a good honest man who knows all about mining and timbering everything but coal.
9088. Do you think that this rule should not be in the Bill? Experienced mea might object to work
with anyone who is inexperienced. I once saw ninety-six Italians hewing coal and I never saw better
timbering in my life. They were free labourers and I cannot see how the matter of inexperience would
hold good there.
'
9089. Mr. Ourley.] Take a mine like the Helensburgh Mine;—would you allow any man to go into the
face there? No, certainly not. In a fiery mine nobody but an experienced man should work, because
every man’s life is depending on somebody else in a fiery mine.
9090. President.] The Council’s objection to rules 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46 is that legislation of this
character would simply destroy the coal-mining industry of the Colony, and particularly that of the
Newcastle district;—do you think that provisions of this character would ruin tho mines of the Newcastle
district ? No, nor any other district. 1 am not in love with it, but I will say nothing against it.
9091,
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9091. Do you think that rule 41 should remain in the Bill ? J would sooner see the lads that are brought ^
up in the pits get these positions than strangers.
9092. Then you think that that rule should be left in the Bill ? I think it should be left in the Bill. It16
189E'
is in tho boys’ favour, because they have been there for two years.
9093. On the question of weighing, do you know anything about tbe average nnmber of skips that are
weighed? Ido.
9094. Do you know anything about the weighing in the southern district? No.
9095. Will you look at section 41 [38] on page 18 of the Bill—“ payment to persons employed in mines
by weight” (see Appendix A.) ? I believe the Council’s amendment here ought to be left out—I refer
to the words “largo coal or shale.”
■
909G. And that the men should be paid for everything they get? Yes; I think the section should be
left as the Assembly sent it up. There arc times when men are coming to a fault where they will get
very soft coal, and perhaps iu one shift two men would not make more than two skips of coal, and if
tho words “large coal ” were left in the Bill it would block these men getting paid for anything but the
large coal they send up. Now they fill all away together “ shandygaff,” and if these words were left in
the section it would he detrimental to the men in soft coal. The words. “ large coal ” should not be left
.
in tho section. The men are paid for large coal at the bottom of tho screen, but any manager who liked
to say “I am only going to pay you for large coal” might bind a man down to what he gets, viz.,
large coal only. In some of the districts the whole thing will be filled all away together some of
these days.
.
9097. Mr. Greg son.'] That would have to be provided for to meet tho case of the Wallarah Collieries?
Yes.
9098. Cases have arisen in England where the men-bave to be paid for everything they send out, and to
avoid that trouble the Council have endeavoured, with some defects, to provide for the system as it is
carried on in the North. They have endeavoured to put into words the present system in the North, and
your objection to filling round and small can be met by underlining the necessary words ? That is only
one of my objections.
’
9099. Mr. Curley.] Do you know managers who would have no hesitation in interpreting the clause in
that way ? Yes, if men were filling soft coal. I remember the time when we were paid for all we were
filling in the Newcastle district at 24 cwt. to the ton.
91.00. President!] Was that to make allowance for the small coal ? Yes.
9101. You want the words “ large coal or shale ” left out of this section ? Yes.
9102. Do yon know anything about any complaints about tho average ? No.
9103. Have there been complaints in the North about the average number of skips that aro weighed ?
No ; I know nothing about that.
9104. You are not in a position to give us any information upon that subject ? No.
[Witness withdrew.]

William Humble, Inspector of Collieries, sworn and examined :—
9105. Mr. Curley.] What are you, Mr. Humble ? I am an Inspector of Collieries for tho Northern
Mr.
District..
.
W. Humble.
910G. When were you appointed an inspector of collieries ? In February, 1890.
9107. _Before you were an inspector where did you gain your experience in connection with mining? My ^ ^ot'1
experience reaches over twenty-fivo years,
9108. "Where were you employed? Chiefly in the county of Durham, England. I was seven months at
the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery, in the Northern District of this Colony, and the rest of the
time I have been an inspector of collieries.
9109. What positions have you occupied in connection with the mines in England ? I have occupied
every official position from a deputy upwards.
9110. Have you occupied tho position of manager ? Yes.
9111-. Do you hold a certificate ? Yes; I hold a first-class certificate under the Imperial Act of
1872.
1
9112. "Wore these mines you were connected with in the North of England large mines ? They were
mines drawing from 500 to 700 tons of coal per day.
9113. What was the system of working pursued in these mines ? In my time the bord and pillar system.
There had been some long-wall, but that system was not working at the time I held any official
position.
„
9114. "What was the depth of the mines you worked in ? One of the two mines that I was connected
with was 1,000 feet deep, and tho other a little over 450 feet,—perhaps 480 feet deep.
9115. What was the width of your bords in the mine that was 480 feet deep ? Five yards.
911G. "What was the size of the pillars ? At one time the size of the pillars varied from 12 yards to 20
yards, but when I left the pillars were 16 yards in width.
9117. What was the length of your bord ? Thirty yards.
9118. Did you use any brattice in this mine? Yes.
9119. How much brattice did you use ? In the Harvey seam we bratticed every bord to within a few
feet of the face, in special cases, but it was generally to within 3 or 4 yards of the face.
9120. Did you use any brattice in the other mine you have mentioned ? Yes; brattice was used, but it
was kept nearer the face than in the first case. It was a very fiery mine, and the brattice had to be kept
up to within 2 or 3 feet of the face.
912L How did you ventilate those mines;—were they divided off into districts? We ventilated each
district by itself.
' 9122. After each district was ventilated, did the air go into the return ? Yes.
9123. The two currents did not commingle before they got into the return ? No.
9124. Do you believe in that system of ventilation ? Yes.
9125. Do you believe in. that system for the gaseous as well as the non-gaseous mines ? Yes, for any
mine.
9126.
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9120. Have you gone into the question of bratticing with regard to the present proposed Mining .Kill ?
- ' "™..
given it some attention, and from my experience in the northern district J. think the cost of
16 Oct 1895 latticing, together with the cost of fixing the brattice, would increase the cost of getting the coal by lid.
’’
' per ton in that district.
9127. How do you arrive at a calculation of that kind;—what kind of bratticing do you provide for?
■ Canvas cloth. My estimate has been based upon the output of large coal only, and of course there is a
quantity of small coal that is made every day, whieli is of value now; and if that was taken into
consideration and made apply to the total cost, it would make my calculation less than I|d. per ton.
9128. By how much do you think it would reduce your calculation ? It would make it less than Id.
per ton.
9129. Does small coni carry a market value at the present time ? It is in great demand iu some of the
collieries in the ^Northern District.
9130. President.} 'What, is this small coal used for ? Chiefly for bunker coal in steamers, on account of it
being cheaper than the large coal.
9131. Mr. CurleyAre you aware that when the value of the coal stands at a higher ratio, that the small
coal, as a rule, rises in proportion ? I understand so.
91.32. Have you made a comparison as to the cost between canvas cloth brattice aud ^-inch wood
brattice? 2<0; but I am inclined to think that the canvas cloth brattice would be cheaper and easier
worked ihan i-inch boards. I believe that wood brattice is liable to be broken when it is taken down.
I’rom an experience extending over several years, I know that wood brattice is much more liable to bo
broken than the canvas cloth.
■
9133. Presidetit.] AVhat size is this wood brattice ? It is -i-inch deal, 6 feet long, and 10 inches wide,
three pieces being fastened together to form one leaf. It simply means putting in a wood partition.
Where every bord is bratticed it is not necessary to use plaster.
.
9134. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that at the Helensburgh Colliery, at the present time, there is a good
deal of refuse and small coal used ? I have never been at tbe Helensburgh mine, therefore I cannot
speak on that subject.
9135. If tbe manager of that colliery has made a statement to the effect that a good deal of refuse was
used in the 12-yard bords that they have at that colliery, and that the air was taken up one side and taken
down the other, do you not thiuk that where that could be done that your calculation would be materially
affected ns to cost ? Yes ; 1 have no doubt it would decrease the cost if that could he done.
9136-7. If the manager of that colliery had stated that it was done, would you ho inclined to accept bin
statement? Yes ; I could not disbelieve what he said.
9138-9. Have you given any particular time for this canvas brattice to Inst? Ho; no particular time,
but iu the estimate I have made (see Appendix 0), Isay that the cost will depend on tlie regularity
of working. The brattice will be fixed a few yards at a time as the working-face advances, and even
under the most adverse conditions, such as wet, moist, and vitiated atmospheres, which tend to destroy the
canvas, the last few yards of it used in one bord will always be available for use in another bord, and
under favourable conditions all the brattice used in one bord will serve a second bord, without extra cost,
except that of fixing. 1 might state that I have been informed that iu one of the mines in the Northern
District they have brattice which has been in use for almost three years ; but the conditions at that mine
are favourable to the long life of the brattice.
i, . ■
_. 9140. What aro tbe conditions of that mine ? The mine is very dry, there is no wet or moist atmosphere,
. ’ and it is a comparatively clean mine,
•
■
9141. Are there not numbers of other mines that are dry as well ? I know of several mines that are
’ '
dry, but they are not so dry as this mine I have instanced. ■
9142. What mines do you inspect? Wickham and Bullock Island, Stockton, Hetton, Seaham, West
Wallsend, Minmi, Dudley, Wallarah, part of the AVallsend Colliery, the Co-operative Colliery, and several
of the smaller mines in the Bast Maitland district. I think I have twenty-two or twonty-fdur mines
altogether that I take.
9143. Do you regard the cost of bratticing as being anything like a very serious matter, taking the
collieries all round? No, indeed I do not. Although my estimate makes the cost lid. per ton, if the
cost was borne by the total output of the colliery it would be much less. Take a mine, for instance,
where half the output is from pillars. These pillars will require no brattice, hut they are yielding half
the output, and if the output carries the cost of the brattice, then my estimate will be considerably
reduced. The extraction of pillars needs no brattice, because the air current cau be coursed and kept
up to within a reasonable distance of the working-place by stoppings, in a similar way to the method
adopted where top coal is wrought.
9144. Is that because these pillars arc coming back, and thal you have to take tho brattice down as you
come back? As a matter of fact there is no brattice ; when pillars are taken out, they eau-be taken out
without the aid of brattice.
9145. Will you look at section [49] 46 of tho Bill, subsection (in), on page 23 (see Appendix A) ;—what
have you to say with regard to carrying the air to the working-face in connection with that section ? I do
not think that brattice would be necessary under this clause in. tlie matter of taking out pillars. The
pillars, before they are taken out, are connected with the headings, and it is an easy matter to circulate
a current of air and keep that current of air close to the working-place without the aid of canvas ;
that, of course, is to within 3 or 4 yards.
9146.-Do you say that your calculation does not cover that? My calculation of l^d. per ton excludes
those favourable conditions. If the pillars are to bear a certain proportion of tho cost of bratticing, then
my estimate must come down. 1 have based my estimate on round coal only taken out of tbe bords. If
we have a case where a mine has its workings extended to tbe boundary, and there is no other work
except the extraction of pillars, that mine could be wrought without auy bratticing whatever by coursing
the air up one bord and down another. The brattice is necessary in the first working only—driving
into virgin ground.
■
9147. What do you think of those estimates that put the cost of bratticing down at 3d. and 4d. per ton ?
I do not believe those estimates are correct.
.
9148. Is your calculation based upon any height of seam ? I take six different heights. In the first
case I take the number of cubic yards of coal in a bord 4 feet high, and I find that tbe total number of
tons of large coal would be a certain quantity, and tbe total cost of brattice a certain amount. The
cost
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cost for bratticing that bord to within 13 yards of the face, with |d. per ton allowed for fixing, would
M*amount lo l^-d. per ton, and for a bord 5 feet high the cost would be the same, and for a bord (i feet ' ' Humblchigh the cost comes out to the same figure. I made my calculations also for bords 7, 8, and D feet high,
and the average cost of bratticing in those six cases amounts to l'4<7d. per ton.
"
’
91.49. That is au average of a fraction over f> feet ? Tes ; about
feet.
9150. If a manager had given an estimate of the height of his seam all round as 5 feet, and said that the
cost for bratticing that seam would be 3d. per ton, would you think that his calculation was anything like
accurate ? No ; I would say that his calculations were based on unusual conditions, or that they were an
exaggeration.
9151. With regard to the provision in the proposed Bill for ventilation, section [50] 47, rule 1, on page
23 (see Appendix A), do you think that the air should be carried up into the working-face so far as that
section is concerned? My opinion is that the working-places should be generally ventilated.
9152. President^ Is the working-place and the working-face the same thing ? Yes ; the working-face
and the working-place are synonymous terms.
91,53. Mr. Ourley^] What is your opinion about stipulating a minimum quantity of air iu the Bill? I
believe that the stipulating of a minimum quantity of air is a great protection to the inspector, but I
would much rather see the Bill provide for au adequate amount of ventilation and stop there, i would
much sooner say nothing about a minimum quantity of air, or the distance that a man should work before
the current of air, or anything else that is in the Act of 1870.
9154. How do you read subsections (it) and (iu) of section 12 of tbe Act of 1S7G {see Appendix B) ? Sub
section 2 says that an adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to
dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that tho workings shall he in a fit state for
working and passing therein ; and subsection (in) says that that adequate amount of ventilation shall mean
not less than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute, for each man, boy, aud horse. It means that every
place in the mine that is at work must be adequately ventilated.
9155. Presitinit,^ With how much air? With no particular quantity of air, but with an adequate amount,
which may moan 1,000 feet. Subsection fin) says that there shall not be less than 100 cubic feet of air as
a minimum.
9150. What do yon say about the minimum? 'That there must be always 100 cubic feet of air, and as
much more as may bo necessary.
9157. Where ? Under the present Act it must not he more than 35 yards from the working-place.
■
9L5S. Mr. Gretjson^] You would get over the difficulty by having an adequate quantity of air iu the
workings, and stop at that? Yes.
9159. Mr. Gurley."] What do you make of that 35 yards, and the 100 cubic feet of air? If I, as an
inspector, went into a mine aud found that tbero was 100 cubic feet of air for each man, boy, and horse,
flowing round auy particular district, I should consider that quantity sufficient; but if 1. also found that that
district was troubled with fire-damp, by virtue of this subsection (;i) of the Act, 1 could call upon the
manager to supply more than 100 cubic feet of air.
9LG0. Leaving fire-damp out of the question ? Leaving out fire-damp, if I, as an inspector, found that a
manager was supplying 100 cubic feet of air for each man, boy, and horse, in a district free from gas, I
would have no case against him. If I carried such a case into court we would lose it.
9101. President.] Do you say that 100 cubic feet of air would be held by the court to be enough ? Yes.
91G2. You do not want more than 100 cubic feet of air to support life; but supposing there is black-damp?
Then it would need more than 100 cubic feel of air.
91G3. What would you do then ? I should call upon the manger to provide adequate ventilation. 1
went to one mine and found that one particular district was supplied with more than the minimum
quantify of air provided by the Act, hut I also found explosive gas, ami I called upon tho manager to
provide adequate ventilation. In another case I found tho minimum amount of air according to the Act
was provided, but the temperature was so high that I considered the district to be inadequately ventilated,
and J called upon the manager to increase the current of air, and he did so. In neither of these cases
did 1 look upon the 100 cubic feet of air as adequate ventilation.
‘
91G4. Mr. Curley.] How do you read the A.ct, putting this black-damp out of the road altogether? If I
went into a mine where neither black-damp nor fire-damp were found, I would consider that if there wore
100 cubic feet of air for each man, boy, and horse, it w'as sullieient.
91G5, The Act provides that air shall sweep undiminished along tbo air-way past each working-place;—
what does that mean ? Past tho entrance to each working-place.
91GG. Mr. GregsonI] Do you go into the working-places when making your visits as an inspector ? Yes.
91G7. Do you ever find places where you believe there is an inadequate quantity of air in the workingplace? Yes; in some cases I find the working-face to be warm, but that is chiefly due to tho large
amount of pow'der that has been used.
9195. Suppose you find such a case, what do you do ;—do you call upon the manager to rectify the defect ?
Not unless the working-face is more than 35 yards before the air.
91G9. Do not the managers think that the Act is complied with if they have 100 cubic feet of air? Yes ;
I bedieve that. I do not remember ono case that has been taken into court.
9170. Do you think that if subsections (in) aud (i\) of the present A ct were struck out, and subsection (i i)
only was left in, that you could ensure to every working miner in this country a sufficient quantity of
air? Yes.
9171. Do you think that subsection (it) of the present Act would give yon sufficient power? Yes; we are
tied by subsections (m) and (iv).
9172. In any Act that was passed by the Legislature, would you be coutent with that provision ? Yes.
9173. Without anything being said about splits or anything else ? Yes ; I think the adequate amount of
ventilation is sufficient. Every part of the mine would be ventilated if subsection (n) or a similar section
was law,
9174. Some miners object that the manager would have the interpretation of what an adequate quantity
was ? ] think the inspector would have a voice in the matter as well.
9175. You think that the manager would have to agree with the inspector, and go to arbitration, or go to
court and defend a charge ? Yes.
917G. You think that Iho present imbued ion of the present Act that provides fur au adequate amount of
ventilation would be quite sufficient? Yes; I have no great objection to tho minimum, but I would
sooner see it adequate only.
9177.
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9177. The miners ask for a certain amount of air to be specified in the Bill;—they want a minimum
w^Humble. qUaQt;jty p jf a manager is disinclined to provide an adequate amount of air, it is my opinion that he will
16^0ctl89S k® disinclined to provide a minimum quantity.
' 9178. Do you think there is a danger in putting a minimum quantity in the Bill? No, not a danger;
but if we are to have fiery mines, this minimum would be useless.
9179. Do you think that any minimum would be a disadvantage rather than otherwise ? "While I have
no desire to have a minimum, I can scarcely say it would be a disadvantage.
9180. Is there much cause for complaint in the matter of ventilation at present ? Some mines that I
inspect are excellently ventilated, and in other mines there is room for improvement. There are one or
two of the mines where the working-places are driven to the rise, and the air does not diffuse into the
face in those places, as it does in a place that is going level or dipping.
9181. Mr. C-urley.'] Do you not know that a place has to go 35 yards before the air, and that there is a
cut-through to be put over in addition to that ? Yes.
9182. Can you understand that the air will scarcely diffuse that distance ? Yes, it will to some extent;
hut not to such an extent as to remove the steam and smoke from the miner,
9183. President^ Or the exhalations from his body ? Yes.
MONDAY. 21 OCTOBER, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board Romn, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 «.m.]
JUresfcttt:—

FEANCIS EDWAED ROGERS,
JAMBS CURLEY, Esq.

|

Esq., Q.C. (Eresibent).
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

William Humble, Inspector of Collieries, re-examined ;—
Mr.
Witness.'] With the permission of the President and members of the Commission, 1 would like to supple
W. Humble. ment, or, perhaps, put more concisely, my evidence given on Wednesday last in connection with the
210cCl895. matter of ventilation, section 12, sub-sections n, in, and iv of the Act of 1876:—
1. In my opinion sub-section II is the only provision necessary for good ventilation, and would be niuch better without
the two succeeding sub-sections, which qualify, and, to some extent, render ineffective, this comprehensive sub-section.
2. I have no great objection to tho retention of a minimum quantity of air, providing it is made clear that such must
not be a bar to the enforcement of adequate ventilation.
3. In some cases sub-section n has been applied when the volume of air flowing exceeded the minimum quantity,
but the conditions were such that had the management objected to increase the quantity, there were reasonable prospeets
of enforcing our demands.
4. If the working-places, roadways, &c., are adequately ventilated, or, if brattice is used, there is no necessity for
that part of sub-section rv, which states that “no place shall he diiven more than 35 yards before the current of mr, ike."

9184. President.] Will this meet your viows,—“ An adequate amount of ventilation to be not in any case
l6ss than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute, for each man, boy and horse, shall be constantly produced
in every mine, and as much more as the inspector may direct, a sufficient quantity whereof, according to
the judgment of the inspector, shall be taken to within 15 yards of the working-faces in non-gaseous
mines, and to within 3 yards of the working-faces in gaseous mines, to dilute and render harmless noxious
gases to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine,
and the travelling roads to and from those working-places shall be in a fit state for working and passing
therein ? That meets my views exactly ; I think it is necessary.
9185. ilfr. Oregson.] With reference to that answer:—assuming, Mr, Humble, that a place is 9 feet
high, and tbe ordinary width of bords 8 yards, how will you measure the air for the two men in that
bord; will your mill turn with 200 feet of air ? No ; I do not thiuk the anemometer will register that
quantity.
•
9186. How do you propose to measure the air ? I propose to measure it at the entrance lo the split; to
see that an adequate amount of air was entering the district, and that tliere was no unnecessary leakage.
We could assume from that that every man was gettiug his proportion, knowing that there was an amount
of air equal to that quantity entering the district. 1 do not suppose wc will be able to measure the air at
the entrance to each bord.
9187. Will not that be against the minimum being stipulated ? I think tbe main object to be kept in
view is adequate ventilation.
9188. Suppose that you as an inspector say that the quantity of air travelling is not adequate, and the
manager—assuming that you get hold of a man that wants to have his own way—says it is adequate.
You have a regulation quantity of air, viz., 200 feet for tho two men, and you are told that the minimum
quantity is there ? Our reply would be that we did not think the minimum quantity was an adequate
amount, and that he must put in more air.
9189. You do not care whether the minimum quantity is tliere or not ? That would be my answer to the
objection.
9190. Then what would bo the advantage of having a minimum quantity stipulated ? In some cases
managers would claim that 100 cubic feet of air, or whatever the minimum quantity was, was more than
was necessary, and content themselves with putting in 80 cubic feet of air. There arc some mines where
men are working close to the air shaft, where they might claim that SO cubic feet of air was sufficient;
but, if a minimum quantity was stipulated, they would know they must not go below that minimum.
9191. Do you say that you would measure the air at the intake of the split ? Yes.
9192. How would you conduct the air to the working places in that split? I should be inclined to lake
the whole current round, or as much as could be taken round, after leakages had been provided for, I
would have that leakage as small as possible to carry the current round each bord.
9193. Assuming that sixty men were in a split, would you pass the whole of that current (6,000 cubic
feet) to the men ? I should carry that air into tho working face as far as possible. This is not a
theoretical idea, because 1 have worked as an official for several years, where tho quantity was carried
into every bord by brattice.
9194. Do you not think it would be better to scale off a sufficient quantity of air for each bord ? In some
cases the scalings admit of so much leakage.
9195.
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9195. Would it not be all in one district ? Tes ; there might be a very small quantity of that volume of
air in one part, and an excess in the other. Directly you commence to scale the split, you are liable to W. Humble.
lose a lot of air in any one particular district.
21 Oct., 1895.
9196. President.'] Say 6,000 cubic feet of air was going in, whatever the appliances may be that you
might use, would it turn that 6,000 cubic feet oE air in P Tes; after providing for tho leakage that occurs
in every bord. Tho thing to turn the air in is a canvas door, and there is always a certain amount of
leakage at those doors. I should carry the current of air into every bord, with the exception of the air
that was scaling through those doors.
9197. If 6,000 cubic feet of air was taken in to the men, would that he too much draught in these places ?
No : in a wide bord, where the coal is very thick, if 200 cubic feet of air was taken into that bord, there
would scarcely be any velocity. The velocity would he so small that it would not remove the powder
smoke and exhalations as it ought to do.
9198. Have you heard of the system of sconcing the air into the bord ? I take that to mean diverting
the current from the heading into the bord for a short distance. I know one mino that is aired in that
way, and they get a decent current of air to the face of each bord. It is because the velocity of the air
is high, and this sconce takes up a certain amount of air out of the heading into the bord. Perhaps that
is only one-sixth of the total quantity of air.
9199. Would it not be a good thing to sconce the air ? Tes, very good ; but not sufficient in some cases.
9200. I do not contemplate that 6,000 feet of air is to go into every bord where two men are working ?
In some cases it is necessary, although I do not think it would be advisable to put it into every bord.
9201. Mr. Gregson^] Tou are to say that there is an adequate amount of air in every place, not only in
the first bord, but in the last bord of the district? If I fouud that a particular bord was not getting an
adequate amount of ventilation, 1 think I should have the power to call upon them to put in more than
(say) one-sixth of the current.
9202. To do what is necessary ? Tes; the necessary thing to do would he to place one of those canvas
doors to prevent the loss of the current of air, and make it travel up behind the bratticing into the
working place.
9203. Would you not be robbing Peter to pay Paul ? No.
9204. President.] The section I have drawn and submitted to you would not suit your views. I have
suggested that 100 cubic feet of air, and as much more as may be necessary, should be caused to flow
along the airways, and into each working-place ? I take that to mean, that the current must be caused
to flow.
9205. Mr. Gregson.] Do you uot think that by far the simplest plan would be to leave it to the inspector
to say whether there was an adequate quantity of air, and if it was not adequate, for the manager to
make it adequate ? Tes ; but 1 take it, under the clause the President has drawn, he would still have
that power.
9206. President.] What Mr. G-regson wishes io point out, is that the minimum quantity of air would he
too much if you are going to turn 6,000 cubic feet of air to two men, that in that case, these men will
have a great deal more air tlian they want? 1 have not seen a body of men get more air than they want.
It is a common occurrence for two men to have more than 6,000 feet of air when they are turning a
particular bord away. The air in that case must necessarily pass over those two men.
9207. Jl/r. Chw/ey.] Does not that occur in every mine ? Yes ; in some parts of a mine every day.
9208. President.] Would it meet your views to say an adequate amount of ventilation, and leave out the
minimum altogether ? Yes; that would meet my views. I do uot regard a minimum quantity as being
necessary in any new law. I think if they can ventilate their mines in Great Britain without a minimum
quantity, that wo can do it in this Colony.
9209. The miners, want a minimum quantity provided, because they aro frightened that the managers will
not give them enough air ;—they think a manager might he parsimonious about the amount of air? Tes,
sometimes negligent.
'
9210. Do you think that a minimum quantity of air, ought or ought not to be stipulated in an Act of
Parliament ? I think it would be advisable to keep the minimum quantity in.
9211. Tou do not think that the minimum being stipulated would do any harm ? 1 do not think so.
9212. Mr, Gregson has raised a difficulty about the 6.000 cubic feet of air going into the first bord;—my
idea of the minimum was that not less than 100 cubic feet of air per man should go up to within 15 yards of
the working place? 1 think if you had inserted the word “undiminished ” the whole current could not
in practice be made to go into each bord.
9213. Tou do not want to give more than 200 cubic feet of air to two men working in a bord ;—if there
are sixty men working in a district, and there is 6,000 cubic feet of air being supplied to these men, I do
not want this 6,000 feet of air to go into every bord where two men are working ? Suppose you left out
any mention about the air-current being turned into every bord. If you stipulated for adequate ventilation,
that would mean that every part of the mine should be adequately ventilated.
9214. We are suggesting fresh legislation with the knowledge of tho Act that still exists, and it may be a
long while before the minds of the managers aro disabused of the idea that it is not enough for the air to
be flowing past the entrance of tho working placeI want to see the air brought into the working place
to whatever may bo considered a reasonable distance, and we have been told that 15 yards is a reasonable
distance ;—1 do not want the men to have 6,000 feet of air, if 6,000 feet is not necessary. I have said
that the current of air is to flow along the airways and into each working-place, but T do not want the
whole 6,000 cubic feet of air flowing into each working-place? If we were lo find in each bord tho
quantity of air for two men, ] think that the section could be complied with,
9215. That is, if you found 100 cubic feet of air, that would be enough ? Tes, for each man.
9216. How can you measure this 100 cubic feet of air? It is easily measured in thin seams, where the
area is small; and there can he a fair approximation without tho anemometer.
9217. By confining the air? ] should not do that. J claim to be able to measure the air by the defec
tion of the flame of the lamp, where the anemometer would not work at all.
9218. Tou think your senses would do to say this is a fair place for a man to work in ? Tes.
9219. It seems to mo that an inspector should he able to tell by his own senses whether there was an
adequate quantity of ventilation or not ? We, as inspectors, arc in tho mines sometimes when there is
no shot-firing, and sometimes in fho mine when there is shot-firing. There might he an adequate amount
92—2 M
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7en^^a'^on ’'vliile we were there, ivlieii there was no shot-firing, but if we went back when the powder
' ^ e' smoke was there, we might consider ihere was not an adequate amount of ventilation.
21 Oct ^895
^r- hurley.] Tou would not get the powder-smoke out if there was not velocity enough in the
’’
‘ current to get it out P No,
9221. Mr. Gregson.] The powder-smoke would have to be taken out P Yes.
9222. Mr. Gurley.] Keferring to that matter of turning the whole of the current into the first place on
a split, is it absolutely necessary for a manager to do that ? No; if he is called upon to adequately
ventilate the face it is not necessary that he should put that quantity of air into every bord.
9223. ’Would he be within the meaning of the clause the President has suggested [see Question 2Vb. 9184]
provided a certain quantity of air was going into that place? Yes.
9224. He would make bis canvas door to admit any portion of the current ? Yes : it is simply a question
of arranging the canvas door at the entrance. lie would be able to carry one-half, or any portion of the
current.
9225. Mr. Gregson.] With reference to the shafts ;—do you make periodical examinations of the shafts
in the collieries you visit ? I make no examination on the cradle. I take the opportunity of seeing the
shaft sides as much as possible when passing up and down in the cage.
922(j, Do you travel slowly in these shafts P Yes, always so, from tho bottom to the surface in the
sinking shaft, for the purpose of examination.
9227. Is tho Waratah Mine amongst the mines you look after ? No.
9228. Amongst the mines you have under your charge, are there any wooden walls in the upper part of
the shafts? 1 do not remember one. I think they are all either brick or stone.
9229. What steps do you take with regard to seeing to the security of the ropes ? X generally ascertain
whether the ropes have been examined by a competent man, and, in addition to that, 1 give as much
attention to them myself as I can without impeding the working of the mine.
■
9230. Is the work of the inspection of these ropes by a competent man recorded in a book kept at tbe
colliery for the purpose? I think not. This is done in one particular mine, but the Act does not provide
that it shall be done. It is done as a matter of choice by the manager.
9231. Do you only inquire when the last examination was made ? Yes: or in tho case I have mentioned,
where it is recorded in a book, of course I look in the book.
9232. ire you acquainted with the English Coal Mines Act? Yes.
9233. Do you think there is anything additional needed in that Act with regard to the safety of the men ?
No, I do not remember anything ; 1 do not think so.
9234. Do you think if that Act was properly administered, that every precaution has been taken that
could be taken ? I think so. My opinion of that Act is that it would work very well hero. If there is
a great objection to it by the miners, my proposal would be that the English Act should be taken here, and
given a trial (say) for two or three years, and then let it come up for revision.
9235. President.] That could not be ? I think the first two Coal Mines Acts in Great Britain were made
for five years each, and ultimately they became permanent measures.
9236. Mr. Gregson.] Do you know of any circumstance that would render the Coal Mines Act of Great
Britain inapplicable to this Colony ? No, not one.
9237. Either in the Northern, Southern, or Western districts of the Colony? I can only speak of the
Northern mines.
9238. Have you no knowledge of the other.districts ? No knowledge. I have never visited one of the
mines in the other districts.
9239. Mr. Curley.] Have you a stipulated district—a sectional district that you visit? There are three
inspectors foe the Northern district, and whilst we have no hard and fast lines drawn, we have our own
mines that we cau work on for weeks, without clashiug with each other. Sometimes I may go to some of
Mr. Dixon's mines, and sometimes he may go to some of my mines, according to arrangement.
9240. Do you all stand in the same relative position as inspectors ? We have all equal responsibilities,
as far as I know.
9241. With regard to the examination of those ropes;—do you ever inquire into the lifetime of the
ropes—as to the time they have been in use? Yes, sometimes. I know the ropes pretty well in the
largest mines, through giving them general attention, and sometimes the manager aud 1 have a talk about
the substitution of new ropes.
9242. Do you do the same thing with the boilers ;—do you inquire into the lifetime of the boilers ? I do
not think I have done so, as a whole, but I may have done so in the ease of some particular boiler.
9243. Do you inquire as to whether the boilers were newer second-hand when they were put in ? I have
made inquiries, and found that the boilers were new when they were put in, and also that some were
second-hand. I know of several second-hand boilers that are working now.
I witnessed the testing of
one three or four weeks ago.
9244. Returning again to the examination of the shafts—if it be the case that in any instance there is
timber to support the shafts, will not this timber decay in time? Yes.
*
9245. I understood you to say that, as far as you have inspected the shafts, you are not aware that there
is any woodwork in those you have inspected ? I am not aware that there is anv woodwork in tho larger
shafts. In some of the smaller shafts, they are lined with wood from top to bottom.
9246. Do you know the "Wickham and Bullock Island and the Stockton and Hetton Collieries ? Yes.
0247. Do yon inspect the shafts at these collieries ? Yes : I have given them general supervision. 7
have inspected the Stockton shaft very minutely. T went there for the purpose.

92-J8. Did you ever notice anything particular in that shaft? No, only a piece of coal resting on the
bunting. 1 noticed the cast-iron tubbing-plates were sealing off in the inside.
9249. Do you think they will give out in time? Yes; hut at that time I considered they were quite
strong enough. They had very little head of water to keep back.
9250. Do you know that some of those plates are cracked in some of the mines ? There arc some cracked
in the Hetton shaft.
9251. Do you know that there are some of these plates cracked in tho Wickham and Bullock Island
shafts ? 1 have never sccu them.
9252. Do you know there was a report made by Mr. Turnbull and myself? Yes; I read it last week.
[See Appendix Q],
*
9253.
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9253. Do you give any attention to the question of pillars in a colliery? Tes; generally speaking, I
nave a talk with tho manager if I consider that his pillars are being left too small, or if they are showing W. Humble,
any signs or weakness, and I think in one or two instances 1 have been the means of getting them to
n
increase the size of pillars.
21 Oct,, 1895.
9254. Do you think that an inspector should pay attention to the size of pillars? Yes, as well as any1 mug else in the mine. ■
920.), I think you told us at the beginning of your examination that in the mines you worked at in
.bnglaua they left rather unusually large pillars? Yes; I think that the general size ofpillars was
about 30 yards by Hi yards.
'
9200. Wes that the size of the pillars in the mine you mentioned as being frem 400 to 500 feet deep ?
ios ; tally 000 feet deep. The shaft was 480 feet, and I think the workings were covered by about 600
teet of strata.
925/. A colliery, 1 suppose, will not feel tho weight of the strata to any serious extent, until it gets
rairly well opened out ? No ; in very deep mines the pillars show the weight before the roadways are
driven very far. I speak of mines 1,500 or 2,000 feet deep
9258. Would you not call 1,000 feet a very fair distance ? Yes.
9259. What would be the pressure ? One pound to the square inch for every foot of depth. I think it
is that, but I am not certain.
j
r
n°ficed that some of the pillars out here have been left exceptionally thin? Yes; some
or them have been left very thin.
9261. Too thin ? Far too thin.
9262. Did you inspect the Seaham Colliery when it was working? Yes; I have inspected the Seaham
Colliery tor three or four years.
92G3. What was tho size of the pillars that were being left at that colliery ? Nothing less than C yards,
and some of them were 8 yards.
‘
J
>
ooer'
B°me °,f tl,e lvorli;illgs of that mine going under a mountain ? Yes, almost all of them.
U ill they not have a tremendous weight to carry ? I suppose they will. Some of the workings
will lie covered by well on to 1 000 feet in some parts of the mountain.
9266. Do you think that a 6-yard pillar is limited to carrv that amount of weight ? Yes ; I think
they will hud a 6-yard pillar is too small, inasmuch as they will uot he able to lake the pillars out successtully. ihey may support the strata until they commence to extract those pillars, but then thev will find
them to be too small.
r
.
'
9267. The supposition is, then, that every colliery is worked with a view of extracting pillars later on ?
jl ea.
9268. Y ill it not be rather late in tlie day to think of the pillars after tho mine has been working for
some years . I think the manager will find out he is making a mistake; too late. I do not mean to say
that pillars ot that size will he dangerous to the men emploved, but that the management will find that
the men
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ succesBfllllJ
out. They need not necessarily be of undue danger to
working is pursued, and this heavy weight is there, might it not come over a lot
nt pillars ? Jt must bo borne m mmd that those pillars are not more than 44 feet high. The seam is
thin,
tkc c”a] ]S karci> f111*1 r behove that the pillars there would give abundance of warning, and
to,r‘V0,1S tlme' and give warning all the time if the roof was attempting lo breakdown.

It is ditteront to a thick seam. Those small pillars resist a great deal of weight, and invariably "ive a
great amount of warning.
J b
92/0. You mean to say that the small pillars will resist a greater weight in a seam of that character than
1 hey would >£ it was a thicker scam ? That is what I mean cxacily.
■L/I. You know that miners look for refuge in the workings of these pillars, that they look to the
do you uot think it should be above suspicion ? \res ;
heading, and expect that to be above suspicion

. think so t,o much depends upon the roof. If you had a verv hard rock overlying that, that would not
t weak until tliere, was a large area of coal extracted, then it might break dangerously: but taking other
roofs that arc softer with every few yards of coal that are taken out, and the timber withdrawn, that
root comes doxyn. Some of the roofs will break down after three or four props haxe been drawn, and
almost choke tho place from where they have taken 1 lie coal.
92/2. Do you not think that an 8 or a 10 yard pillar at a colliery like Seaham would be nearer the mark ?

It would certainly be much better. L think the question of size of pillars is slowlv righting itself.
we . ^
very ^cw
those small pillars in the deep seams,

I

9273. President.] Do you think that this question of pillars needs legislation ? I do not think so. There
Sf’C!u1YU, ;,i l>r®!ont Ayrt—section 25—Appendix B) giving an inspector power, if he finds pillars
oo small, to take action and make them leave larger pillars. Apart from that, J do not think wc ought
to nave other power.
&

oo-'' I0';1
lhi.s matter of FIlare is righting itself by the attention given to it by the managers ? Yes.
irobabiy the inspectors are giving some attention themselves ? Yes.
92/6. Mr. Gurlpf.] If that power has been in the hands of inspectors for years, do you think it has been
exercised . 1 do not remember any case that has been taken under that section of the Act.

J~77. Ho you remember any communication made by the inspectors ? I think some years ago tliere were
represenfattens made to the Stockton Company, but that was before I entered the Sendee
92/8. Waa not that in consequence of the report of a Koyal Commission? Yes ; and in consequence of
a crush they had m the Stockton Mine.
9279. Was the first crush subsequent to the Royal Commission sitting ? I think it was
928° Jfaninspector has that power now under the section of the Act you have named, he must have
had it all lbs time
les he must have. I think the reading of the section is plain enough. Section
25 of the present Act readsh
^ vu

any •eSpCCt ('Vl‘ich I8 f,0t Pr°vidctl aSainst by any express provision of this Act or by any special rule) anv
^
• C°fl "V111-7 mattCr'
or PrMtiee F
connected with miy fuel/nine to be
danprous oi defectne 3° as, m h/s opinion, to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person, such inspector may give
,.10YTi'’l Y‘ .!Ilg CTe°f thp r:;™' ? agent 0f ti,e minc>
Bha11
notice the particulars in which'he
t m lr. l. Y
ora“y part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice to be dangerous or defective, and require the
tMUne to be remedied, and unless the same be forthwith remedied the inspector shall also report the same to the Minister.

If’

'
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If the owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the notice, he may, within seven days after
W. Humble, the receipt of such notice, send his objection in writing, stating the grounds thereof to the Minister, and thereupon the
matter shall be determined by arbitration in manner provided by this Aet in relation to the special rnles, and the date of
21 Oct., 1895.
receipt of such objection shall be deemed to be the date of tbe reference. If the owner or agent fail to comply either
with the requisition of the notice given by the inspector when no objection is sent within tbe time aforesaid, or with award
made on arbitration within twenty days after the receipt of such notice, or the making of the award (as the case may be),
he shall be gnilty of an offence against this Act, and the notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written notice
of such offence, Provided that the Court, if satisfied that the owner or agent has taken active measures for complying with
the notice or award, but has not with reasonable diligence been able to complete tbe works, may adjourn any proceedings
taken before them for punishing such offence, and if the works are completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall ho
inflicted. No person shall ba precluded by auy agreement from doing such acts as may be necessary to comply with the
provisions of this section or be liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts.

92BL. I think Mr. Diron during his esaraination made reference to a communication from the AttorneyGreneral at that time to the effect that the inspectors were not to apprehend danger (see Appendix Z) ;—
do you know anything about that opinion ? I think I have seen the Attorney-General’s opinion on that
matter. I think it was Mr. Attorney-General Barton who gave that opinion.
9282. Do you know what it had reference to ? I think it had reference to the Stockton Colliery. It
was to the effect that we were not to apprehend remote danger; that we were not to take action on some
thing that might not mature for twelve months ; that the danger must be imminent.
9283. With regard to the pillar question;—if the danger must be imminent, no matter how irregular the
colliery may be worked at the present time, would you think under that document that you had no right
to take action in a matter of this kind? If in our opinion the pillars were too small, and wo were to
take action under the 25th section of the present Act I have just read, the case would go to arbitration.
9281. Would not that of itself be a very good business ? T think so.
9285. Would it not at least draw attention to the question ? Yes.
9286. And give some prominence to it P Yes, it would.
9287. Have you been the inspector that has visited the Stockton Colliery for some length of time? Yes ;
I suppose for four years.
.
9288. Do you know if any pillars have been worked out at that colliery ? No pillars have been worked
out at that colliery to my knowledge.
9289. Do you know that tliere has been a surface subsidence there ? Yes.
9290. What would you attribute that surface subsidence to ? That the pillars were too small to resist
the weight.
"*
9291. .Would that refer to the time before you visited the colliery as an inspector? Yes, with one exception.
The pillars that afterwards collapsed were all formed before I knew the colliery.
9292. What is that exception ? The No. 15 top-drive district was opened out since 1 became an inspector,
and it collapsed some two years ago.
9293. Were the pillars in that district left very thin ? No; they were practically G yards in width, but
there were other circumstances that I think induced the fall.
"
9294. What were those circumstances ? The inclination was very high for the Stockton Colliery. It
was some 5 or 6 inches to the yard, and the coal in that district was ver}' soft and tender. It was the
upper section of the No. 6 Borehole Seam and was exira tender, and that tenderness, together with the
pillars resting on the side of the hill, laxed their strength.
9295. Do you think that in a place like that the pillars should have been left proportionately larger ? Yes.
9296-7. Would the surface strata he over 200 feet ? It would be 275 feet or nearly 300 feet there. 1 •
ranges from 275 to 300 feet.
9298. Had you occasion to make a report in connection with the Stockton Colliery some time ago ? Yes.
9299. Have you altered your opinion since that report with regard to that miue? Yes ; since the No. 3
shaft was connected with the workings.
9300. Have you a copy of the latest report on that matter r I have.
9301. As we have had this matter several times before us, I want the report that deals with it particularly ?
There are two reports, one dated the 23rd September, 1895, and the other dated 28th September, 1895.
[Reports read]

:—■

Stockton Colliery, 23 September, 1895.
We hereby certify having seen and travelled the connection made on the 20th instant between the workings and the No. 3
new shaft.
Tlie bottom of this shaft being about 70 feet above the bottom of both main and upcast shafts affords the persons
employed in the mine “a means of exit in case of a panic caused by a large flow of water into the mine.”
We are, therefore, of the opinion that at the present time the mine is safe, and, in accordance with the provisions of
section 12, subsection (v), of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, hereby state the same.
JOHN DIXON,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
Inspectors of Collieries.
Connection of Stockton Colliery Workings with the No. 3 New Shaft,
_
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 28 September, 1895.
_
Learning that the above new shaft had been connected with the workings of the colliery on Friday last, the 20th
instant, we visited the colliery on Monday morning, the 23rd instant, and have the honor to report as follows :—
2. Accompanied by Messrs. M'Auliffe, and Dixon, the manager, and overman, we travelled this connecting road, and
ascended the new shaft, which is provided with a sinker’s bucket running in guides. Although a portion of the connecting
drive has yet to be enlarged and permanently timbered, there is a good road through it. The bottom of this shaft is approxi
mately 70 feet above the bottom of main and upcast sliafts, and it, therefore, affords '‘a means of exit in case of a panic
caused by a large flow of water into the mine," and removes what we have long looked upon as a menace to the safety of
the men employed in the workings situated far above (some upwards of 100 feet) the level of the two shafts then in use.
3. In our opinion, the mine is now in a condition tiiat permits us to certify that it is safe, and we have, therefore,
reported the same m a book at the colliery office, a copy of such report being herewith annexed.
We have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
T L
.
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coalfields, Sydney.
Inspectors of Collieries.
Sir,

9302. (President.] I would like to draw your attention
Appendix A) ; you will see that the suggestion is that

to rule 12, on page 31 o£ the proposed Bill (see
the bords should only be one-half the width of
the pillars;—is it necessary that where the bords are 6 yards tlie pillars should be 12 yards wide ? No ;
I do not think so. In the mines we have, and iu the mines that we are likely to work under tidal waters,
it is not necessary. It is leaving too much coal.
9303.
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9303. Would this provision not mean tho loss of employment to a lot of men ? Tes.
Mr.
9304). Might not such a provision shut down a colliery altogether? Tes; at present prices the mines with W. Humble,
ono exception, aro not working at a profit.
9305. Is there any more necessity for pillars being a specified size under tidal waters than under ground? ^
The great fear is that the place might be suddenly flooded. I think any provision as regards working
under tidal waters should be left, as it is now, to be embodied in the Crown leases.
9306. Would you legislate for it at all? I think not.
9307. I notice there is a recommendation with regard to working under tidal waters in the report of the
Commissioners on Collieries adjacent to Ferndale. They say :—
Tlie Commission are of opinion that the thickness of pillars should be materially increased beyond that generally
considered necessary in the district. The strength of these pillars may be increased by a judicious arrangement of cutthroughs and roads, so as to have as few roads intersecting or branching from a main road at ono place as possible. Zizzagging pillars, with respect to cut-throughs, may bo advisable. The width of bords in the district is 8 yards. In the
case of collieries working under the above conditions, this width would, in the opinion of tlie Commission, court disaster.
The width of bords should be materially reduced, and the greatest care taken to secure the roof with timber. In these
general opinions the Commission are supported by almost every ivitness who submitted himself for examination. While
many of these gentlemen condescended upen specific widths of bords and thickness of pillars, the Commission prefer, in
the absence of particular and detailed information, to enunciate general opinion only, and to report that, while these
should be graduated or fixed by a knowledge of all the circumstances, yet it might be advisable to state that in the case of
ocean leaseholds a minimum thickness of (say) 8 yards for pillars, or maximum width of C yards for bords, might he
insisted upon, leaving the management free to exercise their discretion in altering these (by increasing the maximum
thickness or decreasing the minimum width) so as to increase the general safety.

? I believe iu that for the present depth that we are working our coal-mines, but if we had workings at a
less depth it might be advisable to decrease the size of the bords.
9308. The Commissioners suggest legislation in their report? Yes.
9309. They suggest a minimum thickness and maximum width for bords ;—do you think that this should
be legislated for ? No ; I do not think it is necessary to put it into the Bill. The Crown has the coal, and
the Crown provides for the size of pillars and the width of bords, and also for borings.
9310. Tou would leave it a matter like this, and trust to the competency of the inspectors ? Yes. In
one particular case I drew attention to the size of pillars in one of the tidal-water eolleries.
9311. Mr. Gurley.'] What colliery do you refer to P Stockton.
9312. What was the size of the pillars you had to draw attention to ? I found several pillars smaller
than 6 yards. The width of these pillars were 4 or 4^ yards.
9313. Was that tlie width of pillars under the ocean ? No ; but practically under tidal waters.
9314. President.] If this S-yard minimum for pillars, and the bords to be half tho size of pillars, became
law, would it have the effect of closing up any of our mines ? 1 do not know about closing the mines,
but it would prevent two or three of the mines from making any profit under present prices, Stockton
would get one-third less coal out of each bord, and may have to pay more for getting it.
9315. What is the size of the pillars they have there now ? Under the ocean, 6-yard bords and 8-yard
pillars ; and under tbe land, G-yard bords and G-yard pillars,
93LG. Do you think those sizes are sufficient at the present depth under the water ? Tes.
9317. Mr. Ourley!] You said that some of the surface at Stockton had subsided with 6-yard pillars where
there was a high inclination ? Tes ; but there is not that high inclination now.
9318. IIow do you know what it will he under the ocean ? No one can tell.
9319. If the inclination goes downwards instead of upwards, would they continue to work with 8-yard
pillars ? That area of ground is interfered with very materially by cinder coal and very strong igneous
rock. It has passed through tbe seam altogether, and makes those pillars stronger than they would be
without it. They are stronger than if they were formed with tender coal.
9320. Tou are assuming that this is going to continue when practically it might not exist; this cinder
coal might run clean out of the seam? In ray opinion, if the cinder coal did run out, then tlie 8-yard
pillars would be sufficiently strong in any part of the Stockton lease.
9321. Yon think so? I think so.
*
9322. Do you inspect the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery? Yes,
9323. And also the Hetton Colliery? And also the Hetton Colliery.
9324. Have you been asked any questions with regard to tho Lin wood Colliery ? No.
9325. Do you know the situation of the Linwood Colliery ? I know the situation of the Linwood shafts,
but I have never been down there.
9326. Were you working at tlie Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery at the time the Linwood Colliery
wound up ? I think so; I am sure I was.
9327. Have you heard tell of a creep at that colliery ? Yes,
9328. Do you know there is a dam there at the present time ? There are two dams: I helped to build
them.
r
9329. Is there much water in the Linwood Colliery at the present time ? I think not.
9330. Is it flooded? I think not. I know, when the Ferndale Colliery ceased working, the Linwood
Colliery was not flooded.
*
9331. Was the Linwood Colliery worked from the shaft situated on the west side of Throsby’s Creek ?
Tes.
9332. Is there any water in tlie Linwood shaft? I do not know whether there is any water in the Lin
wood shaft, but I do not think it is very high if there is any water there at all.
9333. Would it not be worth your while to know something about it, seeing that the two places are close
to one another ? When we know that the dams are sufficient to resist the maximum pressure of water
there can be no danger of it coming through tho dams.
9334. Mr. Gregson!] Are the workings at Wickham and Bullock Island not approaching Linwood at any
other places ? Not now. The workings nearest to Linwood were stopped while I was deputy.
9335. Mr. Ourley.] Have you a knowledge of the Ferndale Colliery when it was flooded some years a<*o ?
I know nothing of that.
°
9336. Have you a knowledge of the plan ? I may have seen the plan once.
9337. Do you not think it would be worth your while to become acquainted with it? The ground is never
likely to be opened.

9338.

.
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9338. Does the Wickham and Bullock Island lease run up that way ? No ; the boundary of tbe lease is
the edge of Throsby’s Creek right up the Smelting Works Hoad.
21 Ort "ifiii-, 9339. Does it approach the i’erndale works at all ? No.
r
''
‘ 9340. Are you sure of that ? I am certain of that.
9341. Why ? I can see from the "Wickham and Bullock Island plan that almost all the workings aro now
driven to the boundary of their lease, aud the boundary is tho western side of Throsby’s Creek.
934(2. How do you know anything about the situation, if you know nothing about the Ferndale plan ? I
said I had seen the plan once, and from what I have read I know the workings of the Ferndale Colliery
were not driven anywhere near to that point.
9343. You think so—'that is, as far as you can go ? I sawT the plan of Ferndale once, and have a pretty
good idea.
9344. Is the plan in your office? I presume it is; 1 think I saw it in charge of Mr. Powell, the late
manager.
9345. Have you ever seen the plan since ? No.
9346. Have you noticed any collapses of roof coming north in the Wickham and Bullock Island workings ?
I have seen innumerable falls in the bords.
9347. Do they go far up ? Fifteen or 18 feet was the greatest distance.
9348. Have you heard tell of sand or gravel coming down in connection with these falls ? No ; not in
the Wickham and Bullock Island Mine.
■
9349. Do you know the quantity of rock at the bottom of their upcast shaft ? I think they have over
100 feet of rock at the bottom of their upcast shaft, I believe tlie shaft is about 260 feet deep, and they
have upwards of 100 feet of good hard rock.
*
9350, Will you look at the report of the Commissioners on the condition of the collieries adjacent to
Ferndale, page 179you will notice a letter there dated 12th August, 1886, and signed by Mr.'William
Turnbull and myself,—
To the Chairman and Members, Eoyal Commission,—
Gentlemen,
,
We, the undersigned, chosen by you to examine the Bullock Island Colliery shaft, beg to state that we did so
on the 11th instant. M e measured the seam at the bottom of this shaft, and found it to he (including coal and bands)
IS ft, 9 in. in thickness, and the rock immediately above this seam, which Mr. Manikin said was So feet thick, wo fouud
to be 27 ft. 6 in. Tbe manager informed ps that the cast-iron cylinders were set into this rock, but tie could not say how
far. . iv e examined each of the cylinders in this shaft, and found that the thirty-first cylinder from the surface was split
longitudinally, crossing all the joints, and extending all round the shaft in this particular cylinder. This break was
wedged up some of the way, and made water-tight with wedges j: of an inch in thickness at the head. We also found that
the thirty-fifth cylinder was split in a longitudinal direction, and extended about two-thirds of the way round the shaft,
and crossing tlie joints of tlie segments, 'i'his break was also wedged up with wedges | of an inch in thickness at the
head, and made almost water-tight. These broken cylinders are situated in the clay stratum, there being about 29 feet of
clay above tbe first broken cylinder, and about 41 feet about the second broken cylinder.
Wo have, &e.,
WILLIAM TURNBULL,
JAMES CURLEY,
Members of Royal Commission.

Does that say anything about 100 feet ? You said the upcast shaft.
9351. I mean the downcast shaft. Do you know the depth of the downcast shaft ? I understand it is
about 217 ieel, butl do not know the quantity of rock.
9352. Do you think that u ill get thin or thicker, as it goes north ? I think it gets thinner as it goes north.
9353. "Will not that be a matter that should he given some attention as tho workings go further? I
believe wc are giving it attention at tho present lime. We reckon that the weakest part of the 'Wickham
and Bullock Island Colliery is that going north.
9354. How is the Hetton Colliery situated ? Its weakest part is going north.
9355. Under the harbour? Yes.
9356. Will that require special attention ? Yes.
935/. Do you think it will be safe to take the top coal down there ? Yes ; there is so much dirt made in
that seam, that after you take all tlie valuable coal you find there is not such a large space to fill up in
each herd. Tlie roof falls, and does not break very high before the bord is completely choked up.
9358. Do you think tlmt the 6-yard pillar iu both of these collieries is ample to meet the circumstances ?
Yes ; I think so, in both of the collieries
9359. President.] Have they 6-yard pillars and G-yard bords at both of these collieries ? Yes,
9o60, Do you think that is enough in these collieries, and also in Stockton ? The Stockton working
ocean lease has 8-yard pillars. If this is modified at any time I think the bords may have to be reduced
from 6 yards to 4 yards. 3 hey know that a modification may be necessary,
9361. Is there any fear of the roof coming down between the pillars ? Yes; that is the fear. Of course,
the udder the bords, the greater is the fear of the roof breaking.
9362. Mr. Curley,] Do you have a conversation occasionally with some of these managers ? Yes, often.
9363. If any unusual occurrence takes place, do you ask them to apprise you of what is going on ? Yes ;
and I think they generally do.
9364. Are there any of the Greta collieries that come under your jurisdiction ? I have been at East
Greta twice, but that was because Mr. Bates was not well.
"
9365. Did you pay any attention to the pillars when you were there ? I think the pillars were about,
8 yards. They were extracting some of the pillars when I was there.

9366. How far was that away from tlie shaft ?

They have no shaft; it is a pair of adits with a dip slope.

9367. Do they go in at the outcrop ? Yes.
9368.^ Do you Itnow if that was anywhere near where the dam was constructed ? 1 think it is a little to
one side of the dam, I think it was quite far enough from the dam.
9369. Do you know anything about the shaft pillars at that colliery? No; they have no shaft, and
therefore they have no shaft-pillars. They may have a small ventilation shaft, a few feet in depth.
93/0. Do you know if they have a shaft or not ? I have not seen it. The main entrance is the adit.
93/1. Do you know the strength of the pillars between these two roads ? No ; I do not.
9372. Is that seam on a very high inclination ? About 42 degrees.
9373. Mr. Gregson.] About one in one ? Pretty nearly one in one.
9374. President.] Beturning again to the matter of ventilation;—do you think it would do anv harm if
the 6,000 cubic feet of air went into each bord ? No.
“ 9375.
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Mr.
9375. Would it be too much draught ? It would be a pretty good draught, but it need not be carried
W. Humble.
so near to the face if a largo body of air has to go in.
9376. My idea is, that if two men are working in a bord that each of these men should have 100 cubic 21 Oct., 1893.
feet of air ;—have you anything further you would like to say on this matter? You are of opinion that
the difficulty is not covered by adequate ventilation. I know better how a mine should be ventilated than
I know how to provide a section to deal with it. Would you permit me to refer to one matter, that is
tho periods of inspection under this Bill. As it came from the Legislative Council there is no time
mentioned for making inspections, and I think that is quite right. I think I am speaking for Mr. Dixon,
Mr. Bates, and myself, in saying that no time should bo specified with regard to making inspections.
9377. You wish to make your inspections as often as you like? Yes; to take the large mines as often as
we like, and leave the smaller mines till we have time to do them.
937S. It is not the smaller mines that require your intervention? I know there has been no change in
some of the smaller mines whatever. There has been no need to interfere at all with them.
9379. How many men do you think it necessary to have in a mine to require a certificated manager;—the
Legislative Assembly says ten persons, and the Legislative Council amend this number to thirty, and the
Legislative Assembly upon reconsideration compromise the matter and say twenty persons—what do you
say ? I should say that it is necessary to have a certificated manager when there are upwards of
twenty men.
9380. Ybu would not say ten persons ? Ao ; hut perhaps it would be as well to have some control over
a mine with twenty men. The New Zealand Coal Mines Aet provides for a permit which is to be renewed
annually. This permit is issued on the report of the inspector, and they have, therefore, some control
over that man, because he must be on his best behavouror lie would not get his permit renewed.
93S1. Mr. Gurley.'] Do you know that Mr. Dixon gave it as bis opiniou at the Hamilton Bit inquiry, that
tbo inspections should be more frequent ? Did be mean that tbe inspections of tbe Government Inspectors
should be more frequent ?
9382. Yes, that was his meaning ? Well. I hardly think that that is his opinion now.
9383. With reference to that sinker’s bucket coming up the Stockton shaft;—do you not think a cage
would be preferable ? They intend putting in a cage.
[Witness withdrew.]

Wilson Kennie sworn and examined:—
9381. Mr. Curley.] What arc you, Mr. Bennie ? I am a colliery manager.
Mr.
9335. What colliery do you manage at the present time? The Greta Colliery.
W. Rennie.
9386. Have you been manager at any other colliery ? l~cs; at the Burwood Extended, and Wickham
and Bullock Island Collieries.
21 Oct., 1893
9387. Were you a manager previous to your going into the Northern district ? Yes^ in the eld country.
93SS. Where in the old country ? ]n Scotland.
9389. How. long have you been manager at tbe Greta Colliery ? 1 will have been manager of that colliery
twelve months on tho 5th of next November
*
9390. Before being manager of the Greta Colliery, you say you were manager at the Burwood Extended
Colliery? Yes.
'
'
9391. Were you at tho Burwood Extended Colliery, when the shafts were put down? Yes; from
tho surface to the Borehole seam in the main shaft, and the air or upcast shaft was sunk from the Victoria
tunnel scam to tho Borehole seam a depth of 240 feet.
9392. Do you Itnow if they had any exceptional trouble with auy of the shafts ? Nono whatever.
9393. Was it sound rock all the way through ? It was not sound rock ; the strata varied.
9394. What did you pass through ? We had loamy clay on tbe top intermixed with ironstone bands;
that is on the surface.
9395. What did you have below tho surface? Best and shale; post at intervals, grey and white and
conglomerate.
'
9396. Are these shafts timbered, or how were they secured? The soft strata is secured with 9-inch
brickwork.
”
9397. How are they secured lower down ? Where the conglomerate and hard post is, 1 hey arc not secured.
939S. Is it hard strata all the way down? Pretty well all tho way down after you pass through the
second seam. 1 may say there is 130 feet of brickwork from the surface down.
9399. Have you had occasion to do auy repairs lo any ot the shafts to prevent any stone going dowu?
We had to clear one part,
9400. What distance are these shafts apart? I think they are between 40 and 50 yards apart as near as
1 can remember.
9401. Have you any knowledge of the shaft pillars that were left there ? Yes.
9402. What were they ? Three chains square—66 yards.
9403. Coming to Greta. What is your system of working there ? Pillar and stall, or stoop and room as
we call it in Scotland.
"
9404. Is the seam very much at an angle at the Greta Colliery ? It dips about 1 in 5.
9405. How is your ventilation at that colliery ? Very good ; wc have no complaints.
9406. Have you any trouble iu getting the ventilation to the rise workings ? No.
9407. Have you no trouble whatever ? No.
9408- Do you know anything about a creep that took place at Greta lately ? Yes ; on tbe north side of
the shaft in the main dtp. AU the main road was affected by the creep.
9409. Did that creep go anywhere near the shaft ? No.
9410. How far is it away from the shaft ? Six or 8 chains down the dip before it was affected ; that is’
literally speaking, about 8 chains from tbo bottom.
9411. Did this creep occur while you were there ? No; it was before I went there. I have opened all
that up. There was 5 feet of coal there, and it is a solid working on that side of the pit.
9412. How do you read the present Act in connection with ventilation. When do vou understand that
the provisions in section 12, sub-sections 2 and 3 are complied with (/ter. Appendix B) ? I think the word
adequate is quite sufficient in all cases. T do not think it is necessary to stipulate any quantity.
9113. 1 am asking you how you construe the meaning of the present Act ? It slipubites 100 cubic feet of
air as a minimum, but that may be quite sufficient in some cases, aud too little mother cases. I think if the
minimum
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W Rennie m™mum quantity was abandoned, the word “ adequate ” is sufficient. There is no prudent manager who
would ask a man to work where a place was not properly ventilated.
21 Oct. 1895,
Assuming you had 100 cubic feet of air in every working place in the G-reta Colliery, would you
'
consider that that 100 cubic feet of air was sufficient ? Yes, certainly; even if an accident occurred, and
I had worked the ventilation up to the quantity provided by the Aet, I would consider I was all right. I
would in any case see that the ventilation was there.
0415. You think that the Act would be complied with if you had only 100 cubic feet of air ? Certainly.
9416. Does not the Act say something about that being a minimum quantity ? Yes.
9417. Does the Act prevent you from providing more air ? No, If I had an acceident, and 100 cubic
feet of air were there, I would say 1 had complied with the Act, and that they could not get at mo.
9418. \Vhat accident do you mean ? Suppose an explosion took place. If amine gives off gas it must
be ventilated accordingly. This Act would prevent the law from punishing me if I had the stipulated
quantity of air provided in Ihe Act.
9419. Are you sure of that ? Yes, as I interpret the Aet.
9420. Does not the present Act go beyond the opinion you express ? No, I do not think so.
9421. TPIll you read sub-sections 2, 6, and 4 of section 12 of the present Aet again (see Appendix B);—
you will see in sub-scction 4 that no place is to he driven more than 35 yards before the current of air
without a cut-through put through, or bratticed up within 3 yards of the face of such working place?
That brattice means in headings;—it does not say into bords. It states that the air shall pass 35 yards,
and means that driving a pair of headings, if the cut-through is not put through and gas is given off, you
must have the brattice 3 yards from the face. The Act says without a cut-through put through or brat
ticed up within 3 yards of the face of such working place.
9422. Did you not say that if an accident took place from an explosion that you were quite secure as a
manager under the minimum quantity of 100 cubic feet ? They could not get at me if I had that quantity
there. If an accident happened accidentally they conld not get at me if I bad the stipulated quantity of
air, but there is no prudent manager who would ask a man to go into a. mine that is insufficiently
ventilated. I think tho word “adequate” is quite sufficient. It means that you must have sufficient
ventilation to ventilate that mine.
9423. If gas was given off, and an explosion occurred, do you think that quantity would have been
adequate ? That is supposititious. If there is gasjn a mine it does not issue without the deputy having a
knowledge of it and reporting it to the manager,
9424. Is there any fire-damp given off at the Greta Colliery ? I have seen no fire-damp at that colliery.
9425. Has any fire-damp ever been reported to you ? No ; they have never seen any to my knowledge"
9426. Do you inspect the working places at that colliery every morning? Yes ; there is a deputy for
that purpose. It: is always done before the men start work.
9427. Are you pretty frequently in the mine yourself ? I may say that I am down one part or other of
tho mine daily,
9428. If there was fire-damp given off in any particular district you would know something about it?
Yes ; because tbe deputy reports daily in bis report-book in the morning.
9429. What number of men have you working in the mine at the present time ? About 290 all told—
wheelers included—when wre stopped working. "We have been idle for three or four weeks.
9430. What kind of doors have you for regulating the ventilation? Timber doors.
9431. Are they all timber doors where the ventilation is going into the main intakes ? Yes, all timber
doors. That is to separate the main intakes from the returns where access is wanted, and where not
wanted stoppings aro put in of stone and rubbish.
9432. Is that where the horses are passing through ? No.
9433. What kind of doors have you where the horses are passing through ? Screen doors.
9434. Is that on the main intake? No.
9435. Where is it? On the bord ends of the last cut-throughs.
9436. Do any of these screen doors get materially damaged occasionally ? Sometimes they get a little
tom, but there is always a deputy to look to that.
9437. Do they go long without being repaired? No ; that is a matter chat has daily attention. There is
a separate deputy for every section.
9438. What is the effect if these screen doors get damaged during the day ? If one gets damaged we
put it up again. If it is done by a horse or a driver it is reported to the deputy at once; hut where these
screens are hung it does not interfere with the ventilation materially.
9439. What size pillars have you in that colliery? Eight yards by 35 yards ; but I have adopted 12-yard
pillars, because we are working wider bords in some places.
.
9440. Were the pillars left S yards previous to your being there ? Some of them were a little thinner
than that.
9441. Were some of them very much thinuer ? According to the plan it shows 8-yard pillars.
9442. What have you found in your experience where you have seen these pillars ? I have found them
6, yards by 35 yards, and very few at that; they may vary a little.
9443. Do you know the depth of the shaft? 1 think about 463 or 465 feet deep.
9444. Are you splitting any of the pillars at the present time? Yes; in the south-east side,
9445. What is the size of those pillars ? Thirty-five yards by 8 yards.
9446. They are 8-yard pillars by 35 yards ? Yes.
9447. How much coal are you taking out? About 6 yards in the centre.
9448. Is that anywhere near any of the main workings ? No ; that is going back on tho inside.
9449. Have you any knowledge of the shaft pillars at Greta? I cannot say exactly tbe size of them. I
did not measure exactly the size of them on tbe plan, and of course I could not get round.
9450. You have not got round the shaft pillars to know what they are ? No, I have not,
9451. Do you think it is worth your while to make yourself acquainted with them ? As soon asI get
an opportunity I will get round them,
9452. Do you know that a seam with a high inclination like that will require some pillar to support it?
Yes ; just the same as another seam.
9453. You think no more there than anywhere else ? It is advisable to have them a little stronger on
the steep incline, because the pressure naturally bears downwards.
9454. How are your men paid at Greta ;—have you a system of averaging? Yes.
9-155.
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9455. Are the men paid by weight? Tes.
^ Mr.
YV. Ttcnuie,
9450. Have you any check-weighman there ? Tes.
94o7. How do you weigh? In the usual way. We tip the skip into the weigh-screen, aud both weighmen are there. I suppose the two of them decide upon whatever skip they like before it comes to the 21 Oct., J89S.
surface.
r
j
9458. Tou pay on a system of average ? Tes.
9159. Are there many skips weighed during the day ? I believe there will be as many as thirty or forty
on some days, and on other days less.
9400. Are there any days that you do not weigh at all ? Wo weigh every day,
.
. .1. Is the matter of weighing left pretty much in the hands of the weighman and the check-weighman ?
It is entirely m the hands of the two men.
94G2. Does the company’s weighman perform any other duties besides weighing? He has no other
duties besides weighing.
.
do
i!011 (;ver seen the Aet that has been recently passed in England called “The Check-weigher’s
Act (tee Appendix E) ? When did this come to pass p' 1
&
94G4. In 1894 ? Is this another revision of the English Act.
otrr'
? 1 neV°r SaW tfla't,tiefore- 1 do
think much of it.
'
*
ft simply means that a manager has no power at all for the guidance of his
men, tiiat the men can call meetings and impede the working ; do anything they liko to create a disur ance. Ihey may come and meet in the vicinity of the colliery, probably on the pit top, or anywhere
e sf7 Probably vi hen the men are going down the shaft, and, consequentlv, they may stop the day’s
oir"
'Act t*lc me11 cmi do anything that they pretty well like.
J4tw. Air Curley.] Does not the Act only apply To the election of a check-weighman? They can stop
against the ^ ®nythms’ alld if the “anager takes any stops to prevent their meetings it is an offence
94GS. Are you not taking an exaggerated view of the situation ?

I do not think so.

The Aet says

nwnrr n^°^”er’ as°nt' .orx 1]1iln;l£cr pf any mine, or any person employed by, or acting under instructions of any such
hold- ’ 1
’ 0 numager, interferes with the appointment of a check-weigher, or refuses to afford proper facilities for the
trs f0r 4 16 ImrPoae making such appointment in any case in which the persons entitled to make the
icna
^j ■^0S^e3‘Si 0r ar° una^e
obtain a suitable Jiteeting-placG ; or attempts, whether by threats, bnbes,
fndnee the neec
or otherwise, however to exercise improper influence iu respect of such appointment; onto
-icrni.^r
e!jtltled t0 appoint a check-weigher or any of them, not to reappoint a check-weigher* or to vote for or
shall he mulFv nf°U arJ3erS0'1 or, c!aaa of persons m the appointment of a check-weigher, such owner, agent, or manager,
shall be guilty of an ofleucc against the Coa! Mines Regulation Act, 1SS7,
6 ’
b

9-4G9. "\\ bntdo Ihey call a suitable mceting-plaec? They may meet on the pit top, and stop the day’s
work, which wc know they have done before,
9470. I do not know that that has been done in the election of a ehcck-weighman ? It lias been done,
it check-weighman comes to a man and says, “Tou were not weighed fair,” or, “ There is some dirt iu
your skip, and being an irritable man, and not wanting to work, the consequence is that he wants a
meeting ; and this is all caused through tho check-weighman.
9471. Ihe check-weighman cannot do that;—that is not tho election of a check-weighman:—that has
nothing whatever lo do with the election of a check-weighman ? If there is a dispute with one checkweighman they may want to elect another.
94/2. Do vou not know that the men, as a rule, hold their meetings away from the colliery altogether?
X do ; but I know also that they have held their meetings on the pit top in many eases, and at one time
they stopped the pit. 11 they have any grievance let them ask redress after the day’s work is over.
9473. Do you not know that,
. ^_______
as a rule,j___
they hold
colliery altogether?
altogether? I
i their meetings
„ awav
„ from the colliery
do not know what the general rule may be. They generally hold meetings in a paddock, aud come from
that to the pit-top.
9474. What is the general rule ? I do not think they have any general rule. I have seen them oftener
meeting inside the paddock than anything else.
P0.^0!1 DOt Itno'v' t,ieT llo3d t,ieir meetings in a hall ? But there is not alwavs a hall,
done it at Greta*1 6 ^ ^ meet™g8 on thc l>lfc toP ? No ; 1 do uot sa7 it is the rule, but that they have
9477. Have you protested against it ? Tes.
9478. And was n discontinued ? Yes ; aud they called a meeting in thc south main level, and the con
sequence was they brought thirty men to the pit bottom.
9479. What was that about ? because they thought they were not getting skips quickly enough. I told
them if they had any grievance that Ihey should come to me after 4 o’clock; that is, if any accident
occurred, bometimes they have to wait on skips through a few skips coming off the road or anything
going wrong with the haulage.
j
b
9480. Have you any objection to the men holding a meeting for thc purpose of selecting a checkweighman . Eo, certainly not; jf they hold a meeting in a reasonable place
moo' ijr<rald y?u jnt?rfere with lhem all? Certainly not; I would not interfere with that.
9482. Do you think that is a right that the men should exercise ? I think it is a right lor them to see
they get justice, I do not object to t-bat for one moment.
9483. Have any of the men complained to you about the ventilation being deficient in any part of the
mine r Ao ; not since I have been at Greta.
1
9484. I suppose a man can complain there if he thought, tho ventilation was deficient ? I am always
m/!?/ ™ reCC1Ve
man ?lld t0 hear wllat he has t0 say. a,ld ^ deal with him in a reasonable manner.
at
;v\ere W0UJ^
110^ir'g standing m the way with regard to a man making a complaint to you ?
JNo, nothing; so long as be makes his complaint in a reasonable way, and does not impede tbe work or
mtertere with any one else.
94SG. Suppose that a man found tbe air so that he could not work that day, that the place was not fit to
work in and he came out, would you call that impeding the work? He is quite justified, under such
circumstances, in leaving his work.
9487. ]f a number of men found that the ventilation was so bad that they could not work, and came out
would you call that impeding the work ? Ho, not if they were all affected in tho same way ; but if one
was affected and the others were not, I would certainly object to it,
9488. Have you any cheek-inspectors exercising their functions at the present time ? Hone that I am
aware of.
92-2 N
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9-4S9. "Would you object to the men appointing cheek-inspectors P Xo ; certainly not.
They could appoint check-inspectors if they thought fit ? Yes.
ct. 1895
the inspector over drawn your attention to anything in connection with ilie colliery during his
'
visits ? The G-overmnent inspector has not to my knowledge. There has been nothing to call for
attention on his part that I know of.
9T92. If he did draw your attention at. any time to any matters in connection with the colliery, would you
take notice of what he said ? I certainly would see to it at once.
”
9193. Do you say that you have no difficulty at all with the ventilation of that colliery? No difficulty
so far.
9491. Is the ventilation well sustained throughout the colliery ? Yes ; I have had no complaints.
9495. Do you know yourself that the ventilation is well sustained ? Well, I am satisfied myself. I have
been through all the workings, and am satisfied with (lie ventilation.
9496. When did you last measure the air r I cannot give the exact date. It was just before I stopped
work.
9497. How long is it since you stopped work ? We have not done much work during the last five weeks.
9498. How often did you measure the air before you stopped work? I generally measured the air once
a fortnight, both in the fan-chamber and in the main intakes and the returns. I got the whole return
in the fan-chamber.
9499. Can you give us the readings you got in the intakes on the last occasion? I could not give it from
memory.
9500. Can you give us the reading in the returns ? In the main return I can.
9501. Can you give us the intake ? The total amount in the main aircourse was about 90,000 cubic feet,
and in the main return I think it was about 102.000 cubic feet.
9502. Have the men to use powder at that colliery to get their coal ? Yes.
9503. They have to use powder in the rise places"?
Yes.
9504. Have you noticed whether the powder smoke hangs about very much P It does not.
9505. Hot even in the rise places ? Xo. 1 have seen a shot fired, and in less than five minutes the place
was clear.
9506. Do you ventilate the mine by fan ? Yes; bv a Guibal fan.
‘
9507. When docs your fireman go to work ? At 12 o’clock at night, and knocks off at G o'clock the next
night—eighteen hours between the two shifts.
9508. You havo two fan-engine men ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]
*
James Jackson sworn and examined :—
Mr,
9509. President.] What are you, Mr. Jackson ? A miner.
Jacksou, 9510. Where are you working at present ? At the Ilefcton Ccdliery.
9511. How long have you been mining? About sixleen years.
Oct., 1S9j. 9512, Where ? Seven years at Hetton, and nine years in the old country, in the county of Durham.
9513. Were yon working nine years in England before you eame out here? Yes.
”
9514. Mr. Curley.'] Have you worked at any other colliery but the Hetton Colliery in this Colony ? Idid
work about three weeks at a little colliery at Hexham.
,
9515. Was that at North Stockton ? Yes ; at North Stockton.
'
9516. Did that colliery stop work ? Yes.
■
9517. Do you recollect what brought about the stoppage? The stoppage was brought about by someIbing in connection with the shaft.
9518. Did the shaft collapse, or something like that ? Yes.
,
9519. Mr. Qreyson.] Was it a slight failure in the coal ? I cannot say that.
9520. Mr. Curley.] Have you worked in nearly every part of the Hetton Colliery, in different districts ? Yes.
9521. Had you a system of quarterly cavilling ? Yes.
9522. Have they had a system of quarterly cavilling all the time you have boon there ? Yes ; ever since
1 have been at Hetton.
9523. Have yon had opportunities by that means of getting into different parts of the mine ? Yes.
9524. How have you found the ventilation at that colliery ? It has been good in some parts, and very
bad in others. It is bad in parts of the mine to-day.
9525. What section of the mine would you call that? Erom Steel’s No. 1 io the old 5th Left.
9526. How many places would that effect? To the best of my knowledge between twenty and twenty-five
places.
9527. Is this the district you have spoken about where the ventilation has been very bad ? Yes.
9528. What has been the matter there ;—has the air not been getting up to the face ? According to the
reports there has not been sufficient air going into the districts. I brought a sketch with mo that you
might learn something from, [See Appendix 4],
9529. Will yon show us how the air is travelling? [TFiiness shows.] The air in some places is so bad
(hat the men cannot live in it. They cannot work as they ought to work. The air has a scope through a
large area into the return.
"
9530. What do you consider the diflicu'ty yourself? I think it is that the cut-throughs are driven ton
(ar. The places are driven too far before a cut-through is put over, or else there ought to bo bratticing
put up. The defect arises through the air not being properly controlled.
°
9531. Do you mean that the air is not conducted up to the working face ? Yes.
9532. Do you think.that there is sufficient air going into the district if it was properly conducted ? 1
think so.
9533. Have these places ever been complained about ? Many a time. In fact, last quarter, ahhough (he
pit was not working barely half-time, there were men who could not work when there was work.
9534. Did the manager find these men other places ? No.
9535. What had they to do ? Lie idle.
9536. Mr. Greg son.] To whom were the complaints made ? To the deputy, I suppose.
9537. Mr. Curley.] Have you been working in that district yourself ? Yes ; in Steels No. :>.
9538. Did you find the air slack ? Yes. .
9539. How long ago was this ? About uinc months ago.
9549.
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Mr.
9510. Have you worked in ]NTo, 1 ? I worked in Ho. 1 when she was going special, when the bottom seam
J> Jackson.
was worked, but that is four years ago.
9541. Do you think that if the air was conducted to the working face, that that would remedy the whole n Oct., 1895.
matter ? I do.
9542. How far will these places go in from the shaft bottom ? To the best of my belief between 700 and
800 yards.
9518. Are these places going to the rise or to the dip ? They are going to the rise.
9541. Do yon know if any of these cut-throughs that you have spoken about have been put through at a
shorter distance than 35 yards P I do not think so.
9515. Jlfr. Gregson.] Have you ever complained to the inspector ? No ; only to the manager,
9546. "Why have you not complained to the inspector? Because we thought it would be better to get it
remedied through the manager.
9547. If the manager did not remedy it, was there not another reference left? Tes ; that is a fact.
9548. Ton did not care to go beyond the manager with your complaint ? No ; in fact in the state we are
in, we can scarcely get men to take offices for fear they might be going too far.
9549. Could you not complain to the inspector without the management knowing anything about the
complaint? Yes; that is true.
9550. Mr. CurUy.~\ Do you know that the Home Secretary has recommended that the inspector should
take notice of anonymous communications ? Yes.
9551. You know that? Yes.
9552. \Yould not that be one way of letting the inspector know about the position of things ? Yes ; he
would know then.
9553. Do you think that the manager should remedy these matters when his attention is drawn to them ?
Yes, I think he ought to ; I might state that a matter comes into my mind in that connection. There is
a place in Tighe’s Heading going special at the present time. One of the headings got into a fault, and
the manager stopped the heading and made the front heading the back heading, and started two men to
turn a bord on the backs, and these men were working in there. One cut-through was driven before the
heading was over, and the heading holed into the cut-through ; and through the manager not putting
canvas up to pushpins air into the men ; ten days elapsed, and the day the canvas was hung it was not
hung when the men went in at 6 o’clock in the morning, but the check-inspectorshappened to begoing
round that day, and it was hung when the back shift came in at 8 o’clock,
9554. Did the men complain about that place being deficiently ventilated ? Yes.
9555. Were there men very much affected in that case ? Yea.
9556. Did they complain to the overman or to the deputy ? To the deputy.
9557. Taking it all round, how long has this one particular district you have spoken about been deficiently
ventilated ? Taking it all round, sinco the working started in that district, it dates back to 1890.
9558. How many men are there in that district ? From forty to fifty men.
9559. Docs that impress you with the necessity for the air heing'conducted up to the working-places by a
system of bratticing or shorter cut-throughs P Yes.
9560. Do you think that this is absolutely necessary? I do.
9561. Do you know whether the cheek-inspectors got the minimum quantity ofairwhen they took their
last measurement ? In some parts of the mine they did not get any reading.
9562. Do you know the reading they would get at the intake split. They got a good reading at the intake
split.
9563. Then the fault laid with the distribution of the air ? Yes.
9564. Do you know if that was considered a direct split by itself, or whether it was part of another split,
where those forty men were ? It was not a split by itself.
9505. AVhen you say forty men, do you moan forty men including the front and back shifts ? No ; forty
men in all.
9566. Do you know whether any of these men complained to the manager or not ? They complained to
the manager as well as the overman.
9567. What did the manager say? He said he would try and remedy it.
9568. From what you know, do you consider that it has been remedied ? As far as I know, I do not
think it has been remedied.
9569. Has it been remedied sufficiently ? There has been something done in one part, but nothing done
in the other part.
9570. What part do you mean ? In the old fifth left, but there has been nothing done in Steel’s No. 1.
9571. Do you see much brattice-cloth used in the colliery at all ? There has been no brattice put up ;
only canvas doors.
9572. In the headings ? Yes.
95/3. Not in the men’s places ? There has never been any brattice put up to mv knowledge,
9574. Have you any fire-damp in the Hetton Colliery ? I cannot say.
95/5. Have you ever seen any fire-damp ? I have never seen any fire-damp.
9576. Do you think there is any fire-damp ? Yes ; 1 think there is some.
9577. President.Why do you think so ? I was working behind the shaft, and there was some coal that
had been lying there for a certain time, and when you went to disturb it, it was just like a fire ; it was
very hot. It was small coal that had been lying there for a considerable time.
9578. That would not be gas ? That is the only reason I can giro.
9579. You have seen nothing beyond this to indicate there was any fire-damp in that colliery ? No;
nothing.
9580. There is nothing to make you think that is fire-damp ? No. This small coal was Iving by, and I
do not think it had ever been wet.
“
9581. Mr. Curley.'] What is the width of your horde? Six yards.
9582. What is the siv.e of the pillars? Six yards.
9583. Are the hords driven by line ? Yes.
9584. President^] There is no danger from that at all? No, sir.
9585. That is all right? Yes, all right.
9586. Is that colliery under the water ? Yes.
9587. Is it under the Newcastle harbour ? Yes,
.
9588.
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J. Jackson. 9588. Mr Curley] Is the roof hard and solid ? Tes ; there is a good hard roof. "When
aeons
and
the
morgan
band
down,
there
is
a
sort
of
seggar
clay,
and
above
this
soft
stuff
there
is
a good
21 OcCl895.) hard solid roof.
&
95S9. Have you sounded it yourself? Tes.
9590. How much of this clay comes down? From 2 to 4 feet.
S' ?l° rVhillk, th®rf is ari-v dauSer from the principle adopted of the G-yard herds being worked
oSvT p6 ha,rbo,“r 7r. 1 do I10trlnnk so. I do not think I would have worked there if I had thought that.
v! + -F™.*1*'! f™76 y°u ^eenindications of any danger? iS’o. There have been lots of thiima said
+ n’iu ^ring fe7IT .oa(:s- You ean kear the ferry-boats going over quite distinctly, and you can'almost
ten the time ot day in some places. Tou can hear the propeller going, and can tell the distinction
between a large and a small steamer.
9593. J.his does not scare you ? No ; I think there is a good sound roof between us. Water, I think, is
a conductor of sound. When the dredges are dredging you can hear the buckets on the bottom,
after? Tes Id
^ y°U e0nsider that a co!liei7 in that situation will have to he very carefully looked
you

9595. President] And escept with regard to the ventilation, is it carefully looked after? Tes, very
(woe rr'
driven by line, and if you get 3 inches out they make you come hack.
,:j' ' ^r' Curhy] They chalk you off? Tes; there is a man who comes every morning, and puts the
sight on, and it you are 3 inches out, he makes you leave it on. He chalks you off there and then. They
are very particular as regards the pillars.
J
9597. Do they make you set a tree ? Tes; and a cap-piece.
n-on
make men very careful about keeping their proper width ? Tes ; it does.
9d9J. A man does not want to put this extra timber iu? ^o.
9600. President] Has he to do it at his own expense? Tes ; he has to do it with his own labour, and
while he is doing that he is not getting coal.
anno' T^r' ^UT^ey-^ Which way is the colliery going to the dip ? Down the harbour.
9b02 JJo you go much to the rise the other way ? They have not worked the workings up the harbour,
lor the last two years and five months. They were going to the rise, and the coal was not verv good. It
was very soft, mucky coal.
J
9603. Have you come across any faults ? Tes, two.
.
9604. Is there much water given off ? Not much.
ococ ^ the c“}lifT veiT dry, taken on the whole ? No, wet on the whole; it is not so wet as it used to be.
JbOO Ho you find wet places very comfortable to work in ? No; there were a lot of men suffering at
one time.
&
9607. Suffering from rheumatics ? No; if they took the water out, they got no pay for it, and they used
to wait till somebody took it out.
J
9608. Do jou often find that the case ? It.is not so bad now. The manager said he would remedy it as
much as he could ; but when the pit was lying idle, the company could not afford to send water-boilers to
do it. Alter the men come down they do not get started in the face until 10 o’clock, on account of the
water.
9609. Are you paid by weight at that colliery ? Tes.
9610. Have you a standard-weight ? Tes.
9611. "What is the standard ? Twelve hundredweight.
.
weight'0068 the br'dge register
more than that wei"M ? Yes; but we do not see any more than that
9613. How do you account for that ? They will not put it over that. They did, but a bit of a case came
on, and ever since that, they have never put it over 12 cwt.
9G14 W as that a case in which you made a claim for payment over the standard weight some time
ago ? Tes.
b
9615. Were you non-suited in that case in the Court ? Tes.
9616. Do you know the reasons for being non-suited ? I do not.
■
9617. "Where was the case tried ? At Newcastle.
9618. Do you know how long ago that is ? To the best of my knowledge, I think it is about three years
and sis months ago.
J
9619. Are the men satisfied with the standard weight? No.
9620. Do they want to see it done away with altogether ? They do.
9621. Dow are the skips weighed? Two skips come up in each cage, and the weighman rings a bell for
a skip, and they take the first skip in the cage one day and the second skip in the cage the next day.
Ihere is a door at the entrance to the box, and this door is drawn back to let the coal down gradually.
If the skip goes 12 cwt you get 12 cwt., hut if it goes under 12 cwfc. you get paid for what vou fill; if it
goes over 12 cwt. you do not get anything for what is over. If you have two skips weighed'm the dayone 13 cwt. and another 11 cwt.-you get an average of 11 cwt. 2 qrs. They take half of the 12 cwt.
neon r 11 011 to t“e kalf of the 11 cwfc., and that makes it 11 cwt. 2 qrs. for that day.
9622. Instead of 12 cwt. ? Yea ; that is what it ought to be. If any miner fills’ a skip, and there is
K> cwt. or 17 cwt, of coal in thiit skip, he only aeea 12 cwt. in it1.
9G23. Ho is not even educated as to the weight he is filling ? No, he is not.
9624. If he knew he was filling over the standard he would know how to gauge it ? Tes.
D°'v m™!" skips do you get weighed in a day ? Upon an average, 150 skips per day.
J6u6. Tire there 100 skips weighed in one day? Yes.
9627. One hundred and fifty in one day ? Yes.
9628. Arc vou sure of that? I would not say exactly; there might be 100 skips weighed some davs and
more on other days.
^
9629. Do you think there is that number of skips weighed? Tes; I should have said that some days
there will be oO skips weighed.
9630. President] ion have nothing to complain of except the standard weight? That is all.
My
opinion is that every skip should be weighed—slack and everything together.
°
Gurle-V-] Do. >"ou tkiuk that every individual skip should be weighed ? Tes.
9632. Have you ever given the question of working hours any consideration ? Tes. '
9633.
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9633. "Wliat time do you work at Hetton ? At the present time tke front-shift men go down at 6 o’clock,
Mrand they aro not supposed to leave till a quarter past 1 o’clock; the hack-shift men go down at 8 o’clock,
a°^3&n‘
and no man is allowed to leave the place till 4 o’clock. Wrc have had men sent to the manager for leaving " rw TTaV.
the place at three minutes to 4, and men have been sent back for being on the flat at three minutes past
0 ’’ "
4, and the manager has told men that if they leave the place before they have permission they must put
up with the consequences, As near as I can say, the back shift men are working eight and a half hours.
'9634. How many hours are they in the pit altogether? They are eight and a half hours in the pit.
OGSo. Do you think this question of the working hours is a matter that should be legislated for ? Tes.
9636. Why do you think that ? Because I think that with the men we have employed at the present
time these hours are sufficient for any man to work to give these men emplovment.
9637. Is that your reason ? Yes ; one of my principal reasons.
9638. Tou think that eight hours is long enough to work ? Yes.
9639. President.] Would you punish any man who eared to work longer than that ? Tes ; I would, if I
had my way.
9640. Mr. Garlen.'] Do you think it would interfere much with the colliery if the hours wore legislated
for? I do not think so.
J
5
9641. Tou do not think it would interfere with the output? bio. If they wanted a large output they
would put two shifts of men on.
‘
9642. Do you think that is the general opinion of the men ? Yes.
9643. lhat the hours of labour in the mines should be legislated for ? Tes.
9644. What was the system of working in those collieries you have referred to at home? The men used
to come down in the front shift at 4 o'clock in the morning, and rise at a quarter past II o’clock, and the
back shift iised to come down at half-past 10 o’clock and rise at 5 o’clock ; that was in the last colliery
I worked in at home.
9645. What was the system of work pursued there ? Bord and pillar.
964b. It was the same system that you are working here ? Tes.
9647. What was the width of your’bords ? Sis yards.
9648. What was the size of the pillars ? Sixteen yards. Wo used to take the pillars out.
9649. What was the length of your bord ? Twenty-five yards.
9650. Did they use any brattice there ? Tes.
9651. Did they use much brattice ? Tes; they bratticed right up to the face every day.
9652. How near the face ? To within 4 feet of the face.
9633. How deep was that mine ? About 160 fathoms deep.
9654. What was the name of the colliery ? The Waldridge Fell Colliery.
9655. That colliery was 960 feet deep? Tes.
9656. Was there any gas in that colliery ? Tes,
9657. Was there any fire-damp? Yes/
9658. Do you think that there should bo substantial pillars left in collieries where it is intended to take
pillars out? Ido.
[Witness withdrew,]
Samuel Bees sworn and examined:—
9659. President.'] What are you, Mr. Bees ? I am a coal-miner.
Mr. S, Rees.
9660. How long have you been a coal-miner ? About 23 years.
9661. Where have you worked ? I have worked in the Northern and Western districts, and I am working 21"Oct., 1893.
in the Southern district now.
9662. In this Colony ? Tes.
9663. Mr. Curley.] Where are you working at the present time? A.t the Metropolitan Collierv
Helensburgh.
•
9664. How long have you worked at that colliery ? For five years and four months.
9665. Do the miners there work with safety lamps? Tes.
9666. Have they worked with safety lamps during the who]
whole of the time you have been there? Tes,
during the wholo of the time.
9667. The wholo of the miners? Tes ; the whole of the miners.
9668. There- are no naked lights allowed in that colliery at all ? No ; no naked lights are allowed at all.
9669. Are the lamps carefully examined every morning ? Yes.
9670. Are they examined on the pit top or down bolow ? They are examined down below.
9671. Does the same individual examine the lamps always, or do different men examine them? The
deputy over the district you are working in examines the lamps of the miners.
9672. Each particular deputy for the different districts overlooks the lamps ? Yes.
9673. Do you know yourself that the lamps arc carefully inspected ? Tes.
9674. Do you see that done ? Tes ; and 1 always try them myself afterwards to make sure.
.
9675. Who cleans these lamps. Are they cleaned by iho men or by the company ? The company cleans
the lamps.
1 J
9676. Do you always find them in good trim ? Tes ; I have no occasion to complain.
9677. Have fhe lamps shields on them ? Tes.
9078. If there are any breakages in ilie gauze, are the lamps removed immediatclv? An accident may
happen to a lamp, and it may he a month before that is put right.
'
s
9679. Tes, but do you not get another lamp immediately ? Tes ; and we have to report the accident at
once.
'
9680. Is that one of the special rules at the mine ? Tes.
9681. And every man is supposed to obey these laws? Yes.
9682. Do the lamps meet with any accidents of any consequence ? Sometimes they get broken ; a fall of
stone may come on them at times.
’
9683. Do you know whether there are many accidents that happen to the lamps ? There arc not many
they are very rare.
9GS4.
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Mr. S. Roes. 9684. What is your system of working there ? We are working the Welsh herd and pillar work.
9685. How wide is tho Welsh bord ? Ten yards wide.
21 Oct., 1895.
Is there any bratticing used at that colliery to conduct the air ? Tea, if it is necessary.
9687. Do you pack your refuse in between the two roadways ? Yes.
9688. Do you build it up to the roof ? Tes.
9689. And does this refuse act partly as a conductor for the air? Yes; and if that is not sufficient,
brattice is used.
■
9690. Does it take much brattice, as far as you have seen ? No, not in the "Welsh bords.
9691. "Very little ? Tes, very little.
"
9692. Arc the most of the miners employed at that colliery practical miners ? Tes; the majority of them are.
9693. Have you to see the deputy every morning before you get into your working place ? Tes.
9691. No man is allowed to go into his working place until he has seen the deputy ? No.
9695. Have you ever come across any gas at allhave you ever seen gas show in the lamp ? Well, not
since they have had the new fan working.
9696. Did you see gas before that ? Tes, when we were driving headings, before we opened out bords.
9697. Tou have seen a little on the top of the light ? Yes.
9698. Is there a good vigorous current of ventilation going through the mine ? Tes.
9699. Tou have no complaints to make with regard to the ventilation ? No complaints at all.
9700. Do you know' what distance they drive the bords before they put a cut-through over ? I have
driven them myself TOO yards.
9701. Tou have driven 100 yards without a cut-through being put in ? Tes.
9702. Havo you still had plenty of ventilation ? Tes.
9703. Do you know the number of men working in that colliery ? I cannot give the exact number.
9701. Give us the number as exact as you can ;—are there more than 200 men working there ? Yes ;
about 230 miners.
9705. There are over 200 miners ? Tes. about 230 miners.
9706. What is the height of your seam ? It is S ft. 6 in. In many casesthey do not work the bottom
coal. There is 2 ft. 4 in. of bottom coal,
9707. Would that make it about 6 ft. ? Tes, about 6 ft. mostly ; sometimes higher, sometimes less.
970S. From what you have seen of the ventilation in that colliery do you think the same ventilation can
be carried out in other collieries? Tes.
9709. Have you worked in collieries where the ventilation has been different to what you have found it
there? Tes.
.
9710. What collieries do you refer to ? At the Co-operative Colliery in the Northern District.
9711. How was the ventilation there? In some cases very bad.
9712. Was there any fire-damp in the Co-operative Colliery ? I have never seen any.
9713. How are you paid down at the Metropolitan Colliery ;—are you paid on the average weight? If
we get weighed, we get paid on that weight. The weightsare all put together and averaged, and the
man who docs not get his coal weighed gets paid according to the average of the others.
9714. Do you get many skips weighed in a day ? No, very few.
9715. How many skips do they weigh in a day? They averaged about twelve skips per day during the
last three weeks.
9716. How many skips a day come out of the colliery ? From 850 to 900 skips.
9717. Are the men satisfied with this method of weighing? No, they are not; they have tried to get
it remedied very often.
9718. Do you know how many skips have been weighed within the last three months or six months?
The average will run for the whole of that time thirteen skips per day.
9719. That would be the average ? Tes.
9720. Would you call that a very small number ? Tes.
9721. A ridiculously small number ? Yes.
9722. Do you think that more skips should be weighed ? Tes, they should weigh more with their present
appliances. I should think they ought to weigh more than double that quantity. Even then the men
would not consider that satisfactory.
9723. The men would not consider it satisfactory if double that number of skips were weighed ? No.
9721. What would give the men satisfaction ? T do not think they would be satisfied unless they had
every skip weighed.
9725. Do you think that it is the opinion of the men that they should have every skip weighed ? Tes.
9726. Is that your opinion as well ? Tes.
9727. Have the men made complaints to the manager about the limited number of skips that were being
weighed ? Tes, both by letter and by deputation.
9728. What did the manager say with regard to the representation of the men ? The last time we sent a
deputation to the manager was eleven months ago. Wc were weighing at that time nineteen skips per
day, and we pointed out that that number of skips was not giving satisfaction to the men. The manager
said he could not remedy it; that the only way to remedy it was to make the weighman keep on till the
pit knocked off, but that would only have given us three more skips per day.
9729. What hours do you work at the Metropolitan Colliery? We start to go down at 7'30 in the
morning, and start to come up at 4'30 in the afternoon ; all the men must he down before 8 o’clock.
9730. Do both shifty go down togother? Tes.
9731. Tou only work the one shift? Tes, that is the general run, but there are special places with three
shifts.
9732 Has the manager ever requested you to work longer hours than those you have mentioned at any
time? Yes.
9733. What has he requested you to do ? On different occasions he has asked us to work 2 hours over
time.
9731. Did you do that ? It was done oucc, but the men refused to do it any more.
9735. Has the manager eier asked you to work on Fay Saturday ? Tes, he has ashed us three or four
times to work on Fay Saturday.
9736. Can you remember the date when ho asked vou to do this? He has asked us at different times
during the last 2 years. He asked us last Thursday to work on Pay Saturday.
9737.
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9737. "When these requests are made are they made with any authority, such as if you do not do it Mr- s-]leGBsomething else will follow? Yesonly last Thursday the manager threatened to fill the pit with men, so
that the miners employed there would only get half-time.
9738. Has the manager ever requested you to work on Sundays ? No, but they are doing it all the eame;
they are working there every alternate Sunday,
9739. What are they working at ? Cutting coal.
Q/dO. Cutting coal on the Sunday ? Yes.
9741. Do you know that for a fact? Yes.
9742. Is it special work ? Yes; it is on the back Sundays, not the pay-week.
9743. Do they go in late on Sunday night? They go in an hour earlier on Saturday night, and they are
supposed to knock off earlier. They knock off at 2 o’clock on Sunday morning.
9744. Instead of 4 o’clock ? Yes.
9745. How many men do this ? About twenty men ; perhaps more.
9746. la this a request made by the management for the men to do this, or do they insist upon it being
done ? Well, the men do not want to work, but they do not like to say anything. They were told that
they had to work those hours when they started this special work.
9747. Havo you ever thought over the question of legislation with regard to the working hours?
Yes; that is a matter that is continually brought before the miners’ meetings by one or other of the
miners.
9748. Do you think that the hours for working in the mines should be legislated for ? Yes ; we can never
fix the hours unless they are fixed by law.
9749. Do you 1 hink it is the wish of the men that the working hours should be fixed bylaw? lam
positive it is the wish of the men at the Metropolitan Colliery.
9750. That the eight hours should be fixed by law? Yes.
9751. Do you do your own timbering ? Yes.
9752. You set your own timber ? Yes.
9753. Do you lay your own roads ? Yes.
9754. Is the coal very free in many cases down there ? Yes, very free.
9755. Unless a man is a thoroughly practical man is he liable to accident? Yes.
9756. And even if he is a practical man ? Yes.
9757. Do many accidents take place at that colliery ? Yes, a good many.
9753. Do these accidents occur from the coal being thrown out, or from the roof ?
Weil, with the roof
and the coal.
9759. Is the roof a bad roof ? Some places are very bad.
9760. Havo you to use slabs ? Yes.
9761. Have you always to keep plenty of timber at band ? Yes.
.
9762. Is the mine a very dry mine ? Yes, a very dry mine.
9763. Do they ever water the roads ? Not the travelling roads, I do not know about the other roads.
9764. Have you worked at any other colliery in the Southern district? Yes; at South Bulli and at
North Bulli.
9765. How did you find the ventilation at those collieries ? Not nearly so good as it is at the
Metropolitan Colliery.
9766. President.'] Are they not obliged to have good ventilation at the Metropolitan Colliery ? Yes, we
could not work without it.
[Witness withdrew.]

Thomas Lionel Bates, Inspector of Collieries, sworn and examined:—
9767. President.] What are you, Mr. Bates ? One of the Inspectors of Collieries for the Northern distriet. I presume I can go anywhere, but I am stationed in tho north.
^ ^ Bates,
9768. How long have you been an inspector in the Northern district? Eight and a half years.
9769. Mr. Curley.] .Have you had much mining experience previous to your being appointed an inspector? " c
■ jYes, I have been connected with mines for twenty-one years.
9770. Where ? For eleven years in England, and eighteen months in New Zealand.
9771. What collieries have you been connected with in England ? The Rothor Yale Collieries, in South
Yorkshire.
9772. Do you hold a certificate? Yes, I hold a first-class manager’s certificate.
9773. Under the 1872 Act ? Yes.
9774. President.] Where have you been employed out here? I have been nothing in this Colony except
an inspector.
9775. Mr. Curia/.] What collieries do you inspect in the Northern district ? I inspect a portion of the
Wallsend Colliery, and the Lambton Colliery, Greta Colliery, the Anvil Creek, at G-reta, and a fewr
collieries about Maitland, and the Singleton collieries. Of course, I take all those that Mr. Dixon and
Mr. Humble do not take. Wc divide the work,
9776. Do you inspect the East Greta Colliery ? Yes.
9777. And tho Greta Colliery ? Yes, and G-reta,
9778. How do you construe the present Act with regard to the quantity of ventilation required for a
mine ? I consider that there must not be less than 100 cubic feet of air per minute for each man, boy,
and horse passing along the airway past each working-place.
9779. President.] Supposing that there is that quantity of air, do you consider that the Act is satisfied ?
Not necessarily. There may be special circumstances in which it might be desirable to have more air
than that, in order to have an adequate amount of ventilation.
9780. Mr. Curley.] What are the special circumstances ? The existence of noxious gases.
978L. President.] Suppose the men were stifled for want of air, would lyou not give them more air
without any of the noxious gases ;—would you think that 100 cubic feet was enough where there is no
gas ? No ; I should say that it was not adequate.
9782.
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Supposing the men were working up a bord, is the air to come up the bord? Ko ; the Act says
past each working-place. If I found the quantity of air going past the bord I should consider the Act
21 Oct 1895 )vas compliod with. Of course, the bord begins with the fresh air and works away from it. A dip-bord
"
‘ is much easier to ventilate than a rise-bord.
9783. If it is a rise-bord there will be some difficulty in getting the air into it ? Tes; the air will not
go so easily.
978-1. Supposing there is an 8-yard pillar, and a miner has to work 3(5 yards in front of the air, has he to
work through an extra 8 yards, making 43 yards altogether ;—does he have to put his cut-through in at
27 yards ? Ho ; he can come 35 yards, and then put the cut-through through.
9785. That would he 43 yards ? Tes.
9786. He has to come 35 yards and then make the cut-through, and the cut-through is added on to the
length of the bord, and therefore be would work 43 yards in front of the air ? Yes, he would.
9787. Mr. Curie}/.} Do you think that would be the fulfilment of the Act if that was done? Yes, of the
present Act.
9788. Is there anything said in the present Act about a minimum quantity ? It says that the minimum
shall be 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute.
9789. President.} Supposing that noxious gas was found in the cut-through, what then? A hundred
cubic feet of air would not be enough.
9790. Supposing there was gas in the bord—you say there is to be 100 cubic feet of air as a minimum
sweeping along the airway past each working-place ;—the working-place is the Lord? Yes.
9791. Supposing a miner is working 35 yards in front of the air, and there is gas, what then? I should
not consider the 100 cubic feet of air adequate then, because it would not be safe for men to be working
in the cut-through with gas in it. The quantity of ventilation -would not be adequate then. You would
have to use some artificial means to get the air into the cut-through in that case.
9792. Mr. Qregson.} Do such cases arise ? I have never known one in my experience.
9793. Have you seen cases in which the men have not had adequate ventilation where they are working ?
I have found cases where there has been less than 100 cubic feet of air, and I consider that is inadequate.
9794. Did you measure the air m the bords ? Ho—where it comes along the airway.
9795. Can you be sure that the men were working with less than 100 cubic feet of air ? Yes. if there
was actually less than 100 cubic feet in the airways.
9796. Might not some of the men have the benefit of the whole of the air ? They might; but if there is
a certain quantity of air going in, and there is not 100 cubic feet for each man, I would consider that
amount of ventilation deficient.
9797. "Will you look at subsection 2 of section 12 of the present Act: “ An adequate amount of ventila
tion shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an
extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine, and the travelling
roads to and from such working-places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein ” ;—don’t
you think that is explicit enough—it means that a man must have sufficient air wherever he is in all the
working-places ? I admit that a man must have plenty of fresh air to work in.
9798. President.} Is hot Mr. G-regson right in saying that there must be an adequate amount of ventila
tion for the men ■.—the Act does not say that the working-places are not to be adequately ventilated—do
■
you see that ? Yes.
9799. Mr. Gurlet/.} From the practice you carry out, according to your statement, you think if there is
no gas in the mine, and there is a certain quantity of air going into the split, taking the quantity of air
and the number of men, that iE each man, boy, and horse has 100 cubic feet of air you can consider the
Act is complied with ? Yes, I do ; except under circumstances where there might be more air required.
If there were no exceptional circumstances, .1 should say the present Act had been complied with,
9800. President.} Ho matter how hot it might be in the bord ? Ho.
9801. Supposing it wras a 14-yard pillar, does your argument still hold good ? It does.
9802. Would a man have sufficient air there ? He would have the quantity required by the Act.
9803. Do you think a man working in a 35-yard bord with 8 or 12 yard pillars before he got bis cutthrough over would have adequate air there? I do not think he would, but the Act would be complied
with, because of these confusing sections about the quantity. I refer to subsections 3 and 4. [See
Appendix B.]
9804. Have you taken that interpretation of the Act upon yourself, or have the managers thrown that
interpretation upon you ? It is the interpretation that has been adopted, and what has obtained with
the other inspectors. When I was appointed inspector I inquired from the others, in order that I might
know what to base my opinion upon.
9805. Mr. Cregson.} Had you anything in the way of instructions when you first joined the Service as an
inspector? Ho, 1 had no instructions whatever. Wc were left to work the Act out.
9806. Mr, Curley.} Did Mr. Mackenzie, the Examiner of Coal Yields, not give you any instructions ?
Hone at all.
9807. Did he never state how the Act was to be defined? I do not know that I asked him when I wras
appointed as an inspector. I asked Mr. Dixon on various points, and I did not differ, and I acted upon
them in conjunction with him.
9808. Do you go into the working-pi aces off the heading occasionally ? Yes, very frequently.
9809. Do you do that when you inspect the different collieries ? Yes.
9810. Have you ever noticed certain places in the Lambton Colliery where brattice was put in ? Yes, in
some of the places.
9811. Waathat at the request of the men, or did you suggest it? I did not suggest it; I have never had
to suggest it,
.
9812. The manager has done that without any suggestion from you? Yes, he has.
9813. Do you inspect the Jubilee district of the Wallsend Colliery? Yes,
9814. How is the ventilation in that district? Much better than it used to be. It is fairly good now.
9815. "What used it to be? It used to be good, but it is better now, because they have an additional
intake. They get a portion of the air in without it having to travel so far.
9816. Does it go round the men’s places ? Certainly it does.
9817. Have you heard of any complaints in any parts of the Wallsend Colliery about defective ventilation ?
I have had no complaints made to me—none at all.
9818.
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Mr.
9818. Bid you notice .a report tlial appeared in the paper where a very limited reading was announced in
one of the check-inspector’s reports? 1 may have; but I do not take much notice of what I seo in the T. L. Bates.
papers.
21 Oct., 1895,
y819. If you saw a reading that gave an average of 35 cubic feet per minute as the amount of air
travelling, and this was an accurate statement by the check-inspectors, would you consider the ventilation
was very defective there ? Yes, if that report was accurate.
9S20. Will you look at the check-inspector’s report (nee Appendix P) ? Yes ; but I do not believe in the
newspaper reports. This has reference to Wallsend, but 1 do not take any notice of such things in the
papers.
*
9321. Suppose that was true ? If that was the quantity of air travelling it is loo little; it is au infringe
ment of the Act.
9S22. President] Whether the Act requires any minimum or not would it he adequate? No; anything
under 100 cubic feet would be too little if there was nothing mentioned in the Act. I would fix 100
cubic feet as a minimum.
9823. Mr. Curley] Would you not also say that a man should have some of that 100 cubic feet of air in
his bord ? My action in the matter would depend on what the Act said.
9824. What is your opinion in that respect;—should the men have the ventilation in the working-places ?
Yes; I am as anxious as anyone that the men should have plenty of air to work with.
9825. President] Your idea is that if you had to supply an adequate amount of ventilation you would
see that the air rvas conducted to the working-places ? Yes; it will not go there unless it is conducted
by some means or other. It will not go there by itself.
982C. Bo you say that it should bo specified in the Act that that should be done;—looking at the fact
that yon have an Act which says it is enough if the air is taken past the working-place, do you think that
new legislation should specify that the air should be taken into the working-place ? I question whether
you should say how it is to be done.
, .
9827. Should the Act say how it should be taken there? I do not think so.
9828. Would you have any minimum specified in the Act? I have been thinking a good deal about that
minimum. I have held the opinion that there should be no minimum, that we should simply say an
adequate amount,
9829. Bo you think if sub-section 3 (see Appendix B) had not been in the present Act that the Act
would have been far better to work under ? No doubt it would.
9830. But through there having been a minimum at one time do you think there should be a minimum in
a new Bill, so that there should be no mistake about it? If there is no minimum stated we should have
to fix a minimum in our own minds. I think on further consideration there might be a minimum fixed as
a basis to start from.
9831. And if the minimum was not enough you would give more air ? Yes; I would like to have power
to give as much more air as is wanted.
9832. Would this meet your views :—“An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced
in every mine, to be in every case at least 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute, and as much more as the
inspector may direct for each man, boy, and horse employed therein, a sufficient quantity whereof, accord
ing to the judgment of the inspector, shall he taken to within 15 yards of the working-places in
non-gaseous mines, and to within 3 yards of the working-places iu gaseous mines, to dilute and render
harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings
of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those working-places shall he in a fit state for working
and passing therein”? Yes, I have no objection whatever to that. I think that might meet the case.
The manager must take air into the working-place by any means he may think desirable.
'
9833. jlfr. Curley] Have you noticed tho air in the Greta Colliery in (lie rise places to be somewhat fiat
at the working-face;—do you go into the men’s places frequently ? Yes.
9831. Uow is the air there? It is warm in the rise bords. They arc 13 feet high in some of these
places, and naturally they get warm, although there may be a very large quantity of air sweeping past.
9835. Mr. Gregson] Suppose you had such a place as that, and you were working under a clause such as
the President has just read, how would you proceed to carry out that clause? It would have to bo
bratticed.
9836. What air would you carry in ? You would not need to carry more than the air for two men. T
would not carry the whole of the current. If I had 6,000 cubic feet I could not take it all in, because I
should, lose a certain quantity at the bord end, hut I could put a portion of it in, say 2,000 feet, or
according to the manner in which the brattice would he placed.
*
9837. "Would you not get some of this air diluted and some undiluted ? The greatest quantity of air
would go straight along the heading. The brattice would catch one-third or two-thirds, and that would
come back again and join the other current, and so on. It is a matter of arranging the brattices. I
would not send all tho air into fhe bord.
9838. Bon’t you think the terms of this clause would oblige you to put tho whole of the air in? I
scarcely thought so when it was being read. You cannot put the whole of the ah' in ; you aro bound to
lose some,
9839. If you are content with a minimum, and tho minimum is to be 100 cubic feet, if the men had the
200 cubic feet of air per minute iu the face, wherever they were working—in the bord or in the cutthrough—would you be satisfied, or do you think they should be satisfied ? Yes, I should think so.
9840. In a place like that you were speaking of in Greta, how would you measure that air? You could
not measure that small quantity in a large place.
•
9841. Bow would you word that clause to give equal satisfaction to all of the men ? I do not think that
I could.
9812. President] Is there any way of specifying it;—how can you find out what is adequate ventilation
ifyour anemometer will not work ? We can tell by the lamp pretty well how tho air is going.
9843. Mr. Qregson] How did they manage in England? I never saw au inspector measure the air in
England. They leave it to the manager,
_
9844. IV ould not the same thing he possible here ? They are rather different out here to what they are
at Home.
"
9845. Where is the difference, I would like to know ? If left to the manager there would be considerable
trouble here with tho miners.
92—2 O
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9846. Why here more than in England ? The men here seem to make frivolous complaints.
_
!!. L. Sates.
9847. If the men have good cause for complaint, and you rectify the grievance do you mind their
21 Oct., 1895. grumbling? No.
9848. Are there in your opinion any distinctions between Great Britain and this Colony that would
render the English Act inapplicable here ? 1 f there was no quantity stated, and an inspector said to the
manager, “ Tou have not enough air,” and the manager said “ I have,” the inspector might call some men
and the manager would call some managers to say that there was sufficient air. The question would
have to he settled in Court, and would they not have to fis a minimum quantity then ?
9849. It is simply a question as to whether the ventilation is adequate or inadequate ;—it is a matter for
the arbitrators to settle who is right ? I suppose they would have to settle it that "way, but it would be
a difficult matter to settle.
9850. Would there be any more difficulty in settling a dispute here than in England ? If an inspector at
Home complained it is always remedied at once without going to law.
9851. Why should it not be so here ? I do not see why it should not he so.
9852. Mr, Ourley!] Is there not much more gas in England ? The mine I was connected with iu England
was very gassy,
.
9853. Is not this one of the conditions that must compel an efficient system of ventilation to be carried
out in connection with the mines for the protection of the property itself ? Exactly.
9854. Do the men have plenty of air in Great Britain? We had plenty of air where I was, and I.
should say on the whole that there was plenty of air. There were complaints made to the inspectors
occasionally.
.
9855. And they were rectified? Tes.
9850. Do you know that there are some pits in England that arc not gassy ? Tes; hut I still think the
minimum should be stated.
.
9S'>7. Do you think the English Act is defective in that respect? I do not know that it is defective, but
I think a minimum would save a lot of trouble.
_
9858. Mr. Qregson.'] It strikes me it would create difficulties ? I think we would, have something to
work upon.
9859. If you say the air is insufficient that is the end of it; it does not matter whether you have an
anemometer or not? Perhaps not.
9860. President]] How would this meet the difficulty, “ and a sufficient quantity thereof ” ? How would
that apply to the long-wall system ?
9861. I give you a minimum of so much for the men, and then as yon do not want all that—you do not
want 6,000 feet where there are only two men working—I say, “ and a sufficient quantity whereof shall
be ” ? A sufficient quantity would be determined by the inspector. There might ho bother with the
manager. 1 might say to the manager, “ Tou have not got enough air,” and he might say, “ I have,” and
a dispute would then arise upon the interpretation.
9862. Mr, Qregson.] Are you not there in authority ? Then it would go to abitration.
9863. Mr. Qurleg.] And the men that were working there would have to put up with tho consequences,
and be half poisoned probably if there was insufficient air ? Tes.
9864. Mr. Qregson.] I do not understand why there should be these difficulties in this country a,t all, or
why an Act that has been found sufficient iu Great Britain should not answer here ? Because it is not
thought to go far enough. It is not supposed to go far enough into detail.
9865. Do you think that is the fault of the Act? I think it is possible to have too much detail.
9866. The English Act leaves it to the inspector, and you say that Act docs not go far enough,—would
you leave it like the English Act? I should leave it11 adequate” according to the English Act.
9867. "Would you leave it according to the English Act just as it is ? I would.
9868. Mr. Curley.] How would you get rid of that difficulty you have pointed out, where your opinion is
against the manager and his opinion against yours,—where would he the determining point ? If I said
the air was not enough I should have to cause him to supply the necessary quantity. If there was no
minimum stated in the Act I should not consider the place properly ventilated with lees than 100 cubic
feet.
9869. Mr, Qregson]] Suppose you were ah inspector in England, working under this Act, you would
have the same difficulty there. 'They simply say “ This place is not adequately ventilated ; you must put
a little more air iu”? The manager would do it at once,
9870. And the probability is they would do it here? I wish they would.
9871. President.] Is there more difficulty with the managcrB here than in England? I think so. I know'that if an inspector asks for a thing to be done in England it is done at once.
9872. And if you ask here are your requests not complied with at once? It is done in a tardy way.
It is done just to keep .within the A.ct and nothing more. I do not really sec why the English Act should
not answer all purposes here. There are some gassy mines there and more difficult workings.
9873. It has been said that in England men have better ventilation because of the existence of gases;
here we have a large number of mines not gassy, and they say that on this account managers will not give
ventilation unless a quantity is specified ? Tes.
9874. Mr. Qregson.] One reason of that is the difficulty that you have been under with regard to the
ventilation clauses? Tes ; that is the whole root of the thing.
9875. If sub-clauses 3 and 4 were taken out of the present Act, you would have simply the wording of
the English Act; and do you think this trouble would have occurred if the Act in this country was in
accordance with the English Act, or would you he prepared io face it with a clause like the English Act
only ? I think I would.
9876. President,] We agree that the men should have the air, but the question is how are they to havo
it;—unless it is specified I think there is likely to be diflicuHy? It simplifies matters if it is specified
that the air shall be taken into the working-places.
9877. Mr. Curley.] Tou know that there is a lot of refuse made in these very high mines that you have
been speaking about? Tes, a lot; 3 or 4 feet high.
9878. Have you ever been at the Helensburgh Colliery ? No ; I have not seen it,
9879. Do you not think that a lot of this refuse could be utilised ? In some cases it would assist a great
deal. It could he utilised to assist the air into the face.
9880.
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0880. In conjunction with brattice-cloth ? Tes; that could be done.
_
T. L. Bates.
0881. Do you believe in a minimum quantity being stipulated in the Act? I would rather think it out,
afocMstk
and give the matter further consideration.
• 9882. Do you consider that the air should be conducted up to the working face? It would not be
adequate if it was not.
9883. That is one way of answering the question, but T would like you to give us a direct answer? The
air must be taken into the place to the men.
9884. Have you given any attention to the question of pillars ? No; not particular attention.
9885. Do you think that is a matter that an inspector should give much attention to ? Tes; but I do
not think that there should be anything about the size of pillars in the Bill. I think that is superfluous.
9886. How many years do you say you have been an inspector ? Bight and a half years.
9887. Have you ever drawn attention to the size of pillars during that period ? I do not recollect any
case in which X have.
9888. Is this not a matter worthy of an inspector’s attention ? Tes; but that can be dealt with under
the 25th section of the present Act. [Sec Appendix B].
9889. If inspectors pay no attention to these matters now, will it not be bad later on ? I pay attention
when necessary.
9890. Do you know that pillars may be worked later on ? Tes.
9891. And that danger may arise through sufficient pillars not being left ? I know that if you do not
leave pillars you cannot keep the roof np.
9892. Do you know that the men had to be drawn out at Greta in connection with the creep that occurred
there ? There was a creep there some two or three years ago, and the men had to be taken away, but the
creep was not whore the men were working.
9893. Had tho men to be withdrawn ? Tes; as a precautionary measure.
,
9894. Where was the creep ? A long way to the rise.
9S95. Where were the men ? Down the hill. They were withdrawn as a precautionary measure in case
the creep reached to where they were working.
9890. Do you know the size of the pillars that were left at Greta ? There were no pillars at all in some
places in the old workings—nothing to speak of.
■
9897. Do you know that that seam is at an acute angle ? No; it is not very steep.
9898. What is it;—is it 1 in 5 or 0 ? Something about that.
9899. Do you not consider that steep ? Moderately steep; not nearly as steep as East Greta.
9900. Do you think that the 3-yard pillars you have spoken about were anything like adequate to be
left there ? No, I do not think that 3-yard pillars were adequate there.
9901. Did you draw any attention to these matters as an inspector? No, because these pillars were in
the old workings twenty years ago.
9902. Was that before your time? Tes, ten years before my time ; more than that.
9903. Do you know anything about the splitting of the pillars that is going on at the present time ? I
know that some large pillars have been split, and that this has been chiefly done to find places for men to
work in.
9904. Do you know anything about the shaft pillars at the Greta Colliery ? 1 only know from the plan
showing what coal has been left there.
9905. Do you know from your own practical knowledge as an inspector? At one time I measured the
pillars near the shaft.
9906. What size did you find these pillars? I found a very large pillar on one side, but it was not so
large on the other side. I do not remember the sizes.
9907. Do you know anything about the shaft pillars at East Greta? There is no shaft at East Greta.
That colliery is worked by an adit.
9908. Do you know the sizes of the pillars between the two outlets how far they are apart from each
other? 70 or 80 yards between two outlets, or perhaps more than that.
9909. What pillars are left in that colliery ? They leave about 6-yard pillars; some are larger; near the
outcrop they are 12 yards.
9910. Have you any idea what is the iveight the seam has got to carry ? It varies; it begins at nothing,
and goes to a good depth.
9911. Does it dip considerably ? Tes, one in one—forty-five degrees.
9912. May it not have to carry a tremendous weight in the course of time? Of course it will. It will
be a tremendous depth in time.
9913. Will not that necessitate substantial pillars being left ? The places are well timbered ; they do not
take much coal out.
9914. What is the width of the places ? 8-yard bords. They only take 7 or 8 feet of coal out.
9915. Do you mean 7 or 8 feet in height ? Tes.
9916. Taking a seam at that inclination, will it not require a larger pillar than if it was on tho flat ? Tes. ,
9917. Don’t you thiuk it will require larger pillars when they got down, to carry the weight? Tes.
9918. Don't you think a mine has got to carry more weight after it gets opened out—after a course of
years? I suppose it has ; then there is more coal extracted of course.
9919. Anticipating the weight, should not a good substantial pillar be left ? In my opinion, it is perfectly
safe at the present time.
.
0920. But in the future? I do not know that they aro going to extract pillars.
9921. Is not that generally the intention ; Tes, in most of the mines ; hut this is an exceptional mine
altogether.
9922. Arc you aware that companies do not like to leave any coal if they can get it out? They look to
get all they can out.
9923. Is it not best to think of these matters now than to reflect later on ? Perhaps so-.
9924. Do you thiuk that a mine should be a man-trap for men ? Certainly not. I do not think that
at all.
9925. Do you know whether they have adopted the idea of leaving larger pillars at Wallsend recently?
They have some time ago. They are leaving 8-yard pillars now.
<
9926. 1 lave the management done that of their own accord ? I presume they have; they have not done it
at my instigation.
9927.
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9927; Do you know if any pillars have been worked out at East G-reta ? I think a few have been worked
”
out at one side of the pit.
21 Oct 1895 ^28. Tou said just now that you did not know whether they wrere going to take any pillars out ? I do
’’
' not know that they are going to do it in the future.
,
9929. Did they take the pillars out where there is a high inclination of the seam ? Tes.
9980. If they took them out there could they not take them out anywhere else? They could do so.
9931. Do you know anything about a dam there anywhere near where these pillars have been extracted ?
J do not think it is very near.
9932. How far is it away ? I never measured it; I cannot tell you.
9933. Is it uot worthy of your attention ? Perhaps it is.
*
0934s "What other mines do you inspect besides Lambton, Wallsend, East Greta, Greta, and Anvil Creek ?
All tbo mines at Singleton and at West Maitland.
9935. About the engine planes and refuge places;—Is this a matter that you have given serious attention
to ? Tes.
■
9936. Have not numbers of men met with accidents from time to time on the engine planes ? Tes.
9937. Have not some of them lost their lives ? Tes, they have ; that is quite true. While we are on
that subject I would like to make a remark with regard to the refuge places. 1 am doubtful if there
should be a stipulated size. The danger is of their being too wide, because if they are too wide there is
the greatest danger of skips running into them. It is my opinion that the refuge places should be made
narrow with plenty of depth.
9938. Jtlr. Gre<f$oti.] What about the height in a low seam? If the seam is 5 feet high the refuge
places should be 5 feet high.
'
9939. What if the seam was 4 feet ? I would make fhe refuge places 4 feet high.
9940. Would you fit them into the fioor ? I do not think so.
9941. Would you take down any roof ? So, certainly not; I would not touch the roof. I think they
ought to be narrower.
9942. What do you mean by wide ? Three or four yards.
0943. Tou don’t like that;—what is about the limit to what: you do like? About 3 feet wide and flat,
and room to get into them.
9914. jlfr. Qwley^ And how deep ? I should not like to say how deep. Tou might make a minimum
not less than 4 feet, or as much more as they liked ; aa deep as they liked, but not less than 4 feet in.
9945. That is not a very big place, 3 feet wide and 4 feet deepwould not 0 feet be belter ? Tes.
9946. Where there is bottom taken up lor to run the road down, don't you think that where the manhole
is the men should bo able to get in without stepping up ? Are you referring to that case of Musgrave’s.
I do not think that would be an element of danger, provided the'step was not too high.
9947. It docs not matter what height the caneh was? 1 would not like to have them climb too high.
9948. Do you think they should be in level ? 1 do not see any objection to a slight step up.
9949. Would you limit it to a step up? 1 would uot put anything in tho Act as to what height it should
be. Some of the accidents are largely due to carelessness. 1 have seen this when I have been in the
mine.
.
9950. May not a man mis-guage his distance without running any risk ? If he knew the sets were
coming he. ought to fake refuge where he is.
9951. Is there anything else that you would like to refer to in the Bill ? I think there should be no
time specified for tho inspector's visits; the}' should be surprise visits.
9952. Do you think the inspections should be oftencr than what they are :—I will read you a statement
I have taken from Inspector Dixon’s report with regard to the Hamilton Pit affair. He says :—“ I do
not think Government inspectors visit the mines sufficiently often ?” Tes ; with some mines wc know
better than anyone else how often we ought to go. 1 think it should be left to us to go when wc thiuk it
is necessary,
[Witness withdrew.]
TUESDAY, 22 OCTOBER, 1895.
[The Commission met in the Board-room, Chief Seeretcrt/'s Office, at 10 a.m.j

present:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,

Esq. Q.C. (President).
.TAMES CUKLET, Esq.
|
JESSE GHEGSOH, Esq.
.
Thomas Parton sworn and examined :—
Mr.
9953. President,-] What are you, Mr. Parton ? I am a mining engineer and colliery manager.
T. Parton. p954._ What colliery do you manage at the present time? The Wallarah Coal Company.
9955. Where is the Wallarah Colliery situated? Sixteen miles south of Newcastle, on the coast,
c .,
jjfr_ Gregson.-\ Do you hold a certificate of competency under the Eoglish Act? Tes ; under the
English Act of 1872.
9957. Were you managing coal-mines in England? Tes ; before that time, and up to tho time I came
out here.
9958. Where were these mines situated ? In Staffordshire, Warwickshire, Worcestershire, and Shrop
shire.
■
9959. How many years’ experience have you had in England altogether? Over twenty-five years.
9960. In England ? Tns.
9961. What year did you come to this country in ? In 3888—about 7 years ago.
9962.. Where have you been during that time ? At Wallarah.
9903. Have you been there the whole of the time? Tes, tho whole of (ho time. lam consulting
engineer for one or two collieries besides.
9964. Does your recollection go back ns far as fhe negotiations or preparations for the Act of 1872, in
England
do you recollect any of the circumstances in conneeiion with the passing of that Act ? Tes.
9905, Was itat the instance of the men or at the instance of the coabowners? I think it was a great
[leal at the instigation of the men,
9906,
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9960. Under what Act were you working collieries previous to the Act of 1872 ? There was an Act of
1850 in Ungland. It was under the Act of 1872 that a certificate was conferred upon managers. It was . T. Parton,
the first Act that required certificates of competency and certificates of service.
22 Oct., 1895.
9967. In carrying out the Act of 1872, did you begin to see quickly an improvement in the system
adopted P Most decidedly.
9968. "Was the system advantageous to the mine-owners ? Tes; to the mine-owners and to the whole of
tho trade.
'
9969. In about the year 1883 was not a Koyal Commission appointed to inquire into accidents in coal
mines ? Tes.
9970. And the result of that Commission’s labours was the passing of tho Act of 1887•? Tes; the
Commission was appointed chiefly in consequence of the explosions in gaseous mines.
9971. Do you know anything, personally, of that inquiry;—did you give evidence ? No; not personally.
I came out here about that time, and went hack home again, and I was not in the old country so much as
before.
9972. Was it under the Act of 1872 that Government inspectors were first appointed ? No; inspectors
were appointed before the A.ct of 1872. I remember the first inspector that was appointed to tho
Staffordshire district.
9973. What class of men were the inspectors chosen from as a rule ? They were highly educated men.
9974. Had they been colliery jnanagers? 1 do not think they had been all practical managers, but they
■were highly skilled men.
9975. Do you know most of the men who have been appointed since to those positions? Tes ; personally,
9976. From what class of men were the recent appointments mado? Several of them were managers,
but they were first class managers, highly educated, and well skilled in the technical departments.
9977. You have spoken of highly educated men ? Tes, they would not be taken from the under-managers.
They were men who held good positions, and served apprenticeships to colliery engineers—men above tho
class of the underground manager.
9978. Would they ho University men ? Some of them.
9979. Would they pass the lloyal School of Mining in .lermyn-strect? Some of them.
9980. They were all men of good practical knowledge ? Tes; of good practical knowledge. One, in fact,
has served under my father as an assistant, and he was about the lowest on the scale. He was a practical
man, but uot so highly educated as the others, hut still a thoroughly good man.
9981. After the Act of 1872 came into force, was there any friction between the inspectors and the
managers? There was a little friction at first. The managers had not been used to being controlled by
anybody outside of themselves, it was therefore rather irksome to have to come under strict discipline.
9982. Did you ever hear of anything to lead to arbitration ? I do not remember one ease in my
supervision, and my knowledge of those districts. I have heard of such cases in the north of England,
hut in tho three counties I have spoken of, Ido not remember one case.
9983. Would not public opinion force the managers to give way to the inspectors ? The want of disci
pline and extra care was so palpable to every man that there was no difficulty. They had been used to
primitive ways that were destructive alike to life and property, but afterwards they had to give in to
what was as a necessity.
'
9984. In the course of time did the managers look upon the inspectors as men they could consult? Tes,
certainly ; the inspectors, in a few years, were looked upon as being the authorities on mining. An
inspector never had to speak twice, because he was looked upon by managers and men as an authority,
and they thought that wnat he said was correct;—and, generally speaking, it was.
9985. Did the managers make it their interest to meet the inspectors’ wishes ? Yes, as far as possible.
They were men you could not play with. They represented the Home Secretary, and therefore carried
witli them authority, They would not tolerate the slightest disrespect, either from owners or managers.
They were trusted, and there was very little friction.
9986. What was the ultimate penalty under the Act of 1872, supposing the manager set up his authority
against an inspector ? I forget the penalty, hut I do not know of a case in which a manager has sot him
self against an inspector.
9987. It was not on account of the powers given to the inspectors under the Act, but rather that the
manager recognised the experience and extended knowledge of the inspector ? That was it. I had a
great deal to do with the inspectors. I took an interest in the scientific institutions in the counties, and
1 was president of the Mining Institute, where we had 500 or 600 members. We used to go about
inspecting the mines, and so I came in contact with them a great deal, and I know their characters
very well.
9988. About what salary would an inspector receive ? About £800 per annum.
9989. Would that be the highest salary ? I think the Northern district paid a little higher salary. The
mines were very gaseous in that district. The salary was as low as £600. It ranged from £600 to £800.
There was one, a chief of the inspectors, who perhaps received a little more, but I am confident of
the £800 in our district. I am not sure what salaries were paid in South Wales or the North of
England.
9990. Are the pits in your part of England mostly gassy pits? There arc very few gassy pits, on the
same footing as the Metropolitan Colliery here. There we had the 10-yard coal, and found gas occa
sionally, but not sufficient to justify working with lamps. In the seam below that, one seam would be
free from gas, and the low coal would he very gaseous. Some parts would be worked with safety-lamps,
but not the whole of the estate.
9991. Were some of tho scams worked entirely without safety-lamps? Tes ; the bulk of them in those
three counties. To-day the seam in one of the collcries is 420 yards deep anil in the other G20yards deep;
all worked with naked light. Thej' use candles there ; not tin lamps, as they do here. The examination
on every shift, was with a locked safety-lam]); that, was imperative.
*
9992. Do yourecnlh'ct, the clause in tho proposed Bill that applies to ventilation;—will you look at
sect ion [5uJ 47, rule 1, on page 23 of tho Bill {see. Appendix A) ;- what is your opinion of that provision ?
About adequate ventilation ?
•
"
9993. \es ? This rule gives the inspector full power to decide himself whether the ventilation is adequate
or not. 1 f he went into a mine, and he thought there was not sufficient ventifiition, he would say so, and
you
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^°U wou^ ^ave to alter it. He gives you suffioioi t notice. In England to always had a "basis himself to
go upon, and that was that 200 cubic feet of air p<T minute should be the minimum quantity. He thought
,22Qct;, 1895. that every man, under the most favourable circumstance-', should have 200 cubic feet of air per minute,
per man and horse, but if there were circumstances that required more air, he would say that there should
be^more. If there were not 200 cubic feet of ah' it was not adequate, and he would summon you for it not
being sufficient, on the grounds of health alone.
9994i. Tate the case of one of the collieries you have spoben of, what was the height of the seam? The
seams were various heights.
9995. Will you give an instance of a high seam? One half of Staffordshire contains a seam that is 30
feet thick.
9996. What colliery are you speaking about ? The Sandwell Park Colliery ; that is 420 yards deep.
9997. What would be the output of that colliery ? 1,200 tons of coal per day.
9998. Would that be all round coal? Ho, altogether; they make various sizes. Then there was the
Hampstead Colliery, adjoining that colliery; that was G20 yards deep, and they are doing about 1,800
tons per day.
”
9999. Is there any gas in any of those pits ? Very little. In the openings, where the top coal is, gas is
frequently found. That is the only place in those 10-yard seams where gas is generally found.
10000. What is the system of working? Square work—a modification of pillar and stall—the pillars
are squarer than in the latter system.
*
10001. What width of stalls do you have between the pillars ? Twelve and 14 yards, according to the
character of the coal.
10002, Do you work the seam in sections ? We take the bottom out first, and gradually work np, and
any rubbish is thrown down below'. They have to get ladders for the top coal. They cut 9 or 10 feet of
the top coal, and drop it all at once.
10003. Is it tender coal? Something like Newcastle coal.
10004. Is there much breakage ? Yes; a great deal.
10005, In working out the bottom section, have you seen any traces of gas ? Very seldom ; with ordinary
ventilation, no gas,
10006. Were they working with naked lights ? Yes, always, and they are to-day They have had an
explosion since I returned, at the Sandwell Park Colliery; it was through some negligence on tho part of
one of the deputies.
10007. Was anybody hurt? Yes, three persons; one was badly hurt, but it was through thorough
negligence.
10008, Was the ventilation at that-pit managed in districtswere there separate districts ? Yes.
10009, Do you call them districts or splits ? Splits.
10010, How many men were there in a split ? About seventy men.
10011. How many men were there in each of these stalls ? About a dozen or more.
10012. Would a dozen men work there? Yes, comfortably. In some places there would be more than
500 tons, and sometimes more than 1.000 tons in one fall.
10013. Do the men work in gangs? They work two at a skip, and there are men throwing the coal
back; two loading, and one or two breaking the coal and throwing it back.
10014. What number of men would be working in one of these working-places ? I should think there
would be room for a dozen men.
100L5. As a rule, would a dozen men work in these places ? When the coal is thrown they could put
that number of men in.
10016. How were the seventy men in a split distributed ? In the different openings.
10017. How many openings would there be for each split, speaking on the average ? Eive or six, possibly
a little more.
10018. Would there be an average of ten men in each of the openings ? At times ; not always.
10019. What was the height of the bottom section ? They took from about 9 to 12 feet out.
10020. If there were ten men in one of these openings, and the inspector insisted upon 200 cubic feet of
air for each man, 2,000 cubic feet of air would pass into these openings ? Yes,
10021. And the intake of tho split would have to measure 14,000 cubic feet of air? Yes,
10022. Will you kindly tell us how your air is divided ? By bratticing chiefiy; not close bratticing.
10023. What quantity of air would be taken into one of the openings ? Not more than the 2,000 cubic
feet of air if there is no gas.
,
10024. In what way would you take that much air iu and no more ? By regulating the air ; extending
the brattice into the heading. It is not necessary to close in the heading altogether, but to turn it round
a little like a hopper will force'sufficient air in.
.10025. You will extend the wing of the hopper accordingly as you want more air ? Yes. There is a
separate return for each split.
"
10020. No second set of men have to deal with the air already used ? Not the second split. That was
not always so, hut that is the most recent method. They were a long time before they began to split the
air in Staffordshire, hut that was the most recent and by far the best method. In long wall, of course, it
is very different.
•
16027. Would the inspector have any difficulty in making up his mind as to whether the air was adequate?
■ Not the slightest. The inspector always took his anemometer into the mine, and always used it in the
various sections of the openings.
*
10028. Will there be any difficulty in the third place? No; wc used to make a place for him in the
heading to measure the air.
10029. He did not depend on his own senses, but had flic anemometer to show him ? Almost invariably
he had the anemometer. The inspectors did not go down periodically, it might he six months before
they would enter a mine, unless there was an accident, and when they did go they would go to every part
and test it. If they eame for an accident they did not do that. In that case they would leave the whole
mine till another time. When they made an inspection they went right through the mine.
10030. dlave they ever been called by the men by anonymous communications P '['hat is very common.
1003 L. Do the inspectors attend to anonymous communications ? A I ways. They do not like anonymous
communications; they prefer it being open, but I know lots of thing* that have been reported
anonymously.
'
10032.
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10032. Do the men recognise that as being their remedy in a ease where they are insufficiently ventilated?
Mr>
Tes ; and very rightly so in many eases,
'
10033. Speaking of the square work, how far would the hratiicing extend towards the face ? Only iuet jTXi^TooK
to go through the rib.
J J
22 Oct., 1895.
10031. Tou merely pointed the air in ? Tes.
10035. In driving these openings you had 10 yards to go before you holed into any place ? Tes.
10030. How would the air be taken ? Sometimes by bratticing, or pipes.
30037. How close would the air be to the face? Perhaps 6 or 7 yards. I have known it 10 yards.
10038. The return air. gets hack into the intake ? Tes, while they are driving.
10039. I saw something in the Eeport of the lloyal Commission on Labour to the effect that the inspectors’
visits had not been quite frequent enough ;—was there any feeling of that kind in England? 1 do not
think so.
10040. Perhaps that was a complaint on the part of the men ? I never heard of it.
10011, Any way, it was a frequent practice, if there was occasion for it, to send a communication to tho
inspector ? Tes; it was very common, and the inspector always eame or sent an assistant.
10042. Did the inspectors have a sufficient knowledge of the individual mines to find their way without
one of the mine officials ? They would always take an official with them.
10043. Was there any notice given of their visits? To; I never had any notice. 1 remember one case
m which I received an intimation, but that was a case where some men were burnt very badly. We
could not trace any gas afterwards, and it was a mystery to us how the accident happened. The
inspector came, and he did not know what to do. There was plenty of air, so he appointed a day to have
the air stopped, to see if we could force gas by doing so, but we did not clear the mystery then—still
there was no gas. A few months afterwards we were working the same seam, and the rock came in one
of the roads—what we call the gob roads—and it exposed a seam of chance coal which we did not know
anything about. The gas had actually come down hill from this seam of coal, and that explained the
mystery.
1U044. Is there much shot-firing in working that coal ? A great deal.
10945. When the inspectors visit the colliery, in consequence of a call from the men, do they often find
something wanting attention, or have they found it was a false alarm ? There were grounds for complaint
very often.
'
100*46. Did they apply a prompt remedy? Tes ; straight away.
10047. Was there any delay about it? Tot tbe slightest.
.
10048. With regard to other matters than ventilation, do the inspectors have anything to say about what
they deem to be a faulty system of working? They would discuss the matter over with the manager, but
they would not attempt to interfere beyond that. We often used to discuss the methods of different
kinds of working.
10049. But in a glaring case, such as the insufficient size of pillars ? Anything affecting the safety of
the men they would interfere with at once.
10050. Do the inspectors examine the shafts ? Tes.
10051 Did they do this periodically when they came? They generally used to go down the shafts slowly.
10052. Did they ride on tho top of the cage? To; ordinarily they inspected the shafts just with the
lights of the lamp. I never saw them make a close inspection.
100-i3. "W hat about the ropes ? They did not examine the ropes themselves. Tho first thing they did
would bo to look at the report book, which had everything up to date, and if there was any defect they
would speak about it. If it was all right they accepted that, and then they would go through the workings ;
but they never inspected, in the same way as the mine, the ropes or the shafts, unless something occurred
that would justify their doing so.
10054. \\ hat system had you for inspecting the pit boilers ? Up to about fifteen vears ago there was no
rule or custom- it was simply left to the engineer; but from that time they have been under the control
of an insurance company. The insurance company sends an inspector round periodically, and a certificate,
is given. After the pay Saturday the boilers would be emplied and go under examination.
10055. JfresidentWhat do they insure ? Tou pay so much to the insurance company, andif you follow
out their suggestions, they take the responsibility of any explosion..
10056. Would Hey pay whatever damage there was through a boiler bursting ? Tes; they take the
whole responsibility. They have a lot of inspectors, and if they found that their instructions were not
carried out, tho policy would be nil.
30057, Is it a regular policy ? Tes ; it is a. good system, and works well.
10058. Ar. Greffson.] Is the system general throughout England? It is in the Midland Counties; I
think it is now pretty general.
10059. Were check-inspectors appointed by the men in England ? No.
10060. The men have no check-inspectors ? No.
100G1. Had they power to appoint check-inspectors under the Act ? Tes ; hut I never knew any checkinspectors in our districts.
10062. Ton have been all your time at Wallarah, but 3 suppose you have visited other mines in the
Northern District? Tes ; a good many of them.
100G3. Have you visited any mines in the Southern District ? Tes ; and in the Western District. I am
consulting viewer for the Metropolitan Colliery, and I go west occasionally.
10064. Generally speaking, do you thiuk the provisions in the English Act are applicable to this Colony?
J think so. Taking your Northern seams alone, there are a lot of things in the English Act that are not
required; but taking the deep mines—the Metropolitan Colliery, for example—that requires as much
care as any mine in England ; but generally speaking, the English Act would suit this Colony.
10065. As a manager, would you be content to work any of the mines here under the English Act ?
Quite content. I have not seen tfie new Bill in England. 1 know the Act of 1887, but not the Bill since.
10066. President.] Do you know about the Check-weighman’s Act ? Tes ; I know that there has been no
general alteration since 1887.
10067. Mr. Gregson.] With regard to the ventilation ; one of the difficulties pointed out here is the
interpretation of the existing Act of 1876;—are you acquainted with the provisions of that Act with
regard to ventilation ? Tes,
10068.
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10068. President^] Will you look at subsections n, m, and it, of section 12 (see Appendix B) ? Yes;
subsection n is similar to the English Act, but the next subsection says: “That an adequate amount of
23 Oct 1895 ventilati°n shall mean not less (as a minimum) than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man,
''
‘ boy, and horse, which shall sweep undiminished along the air-way past each working-place.” That is
very ambiguous.
10069, How do you read that subsection ;—what would be your administration of it P The general inter
pretation has been that if you have 100 cubic feet of air the Act has been complied with.
10070. One of the difficulties pointed out is that this has been tbe interpretation ? Yes; I know that
from personal experience.
10071. And that unless something is done to ensure the minimum quantity of air in the pit, the same
difficulty will prevail in the future as has been in the past? Why does not thatdi[ticulty prevail in G-rcat
Britain, where the mines are so extensive and so dangerous ? The inspectors there have sufficient power
to say whether the ventilation is adequate or not. I never knew a case to arise under the English Act.
10072. Do you treat it as a difficulty ? Yes ; no doubt.
10073. How should that difficulty be got over ;—what provisions would you propose in the new Bill P I
should he content to take subsection n, and let that stand as it is, and let the inspectors have the power
to decide,
10074. We come to another difficulty, that in some of the seams that are pretty high, and where there are two
men, a wheeler, and a horse, assuming that the same quantity of air as your inspector thought necessary
in England, viz., 200 cubic feet, or, in all, 800 cubic feet passed into each working-place, in some of the
places would not there be a difficulty in measuring that air P Yes; there would bo some difficulty, unless
they had a very narrow place; but the inspector could judge for himself by the flame on his light.
10075. And by his senses ? Yes.
10076. Would you he content to abide by his judgment ? Yes.
10077. You think there should be no difficulty whatever in carrying out a clause as worded in subsection
II of the present Act, owing to the indefiniteness of what is an adequate quantity or what is an inadequate
quantity ? There might have been some little difficulty in England, but it has come upon them gradually
since 1872. It is understood there that there must be 200 cubic feet of air or thereabouts, and you
would have to take that for granted here,
10078. Whatever the inspector thought was necessary, whether it was 100, 200, 300 cubic feet or more,
would not that have to be left to tbe inspector? Certainly ; but I have no strong objection to its being
fixed at 200 cubic feet as a minimum quantity only,
10079. Do you think there is any difficulty on the part of au inspector carrying out a provision that does
not stipulate for a minimum quantity? Hot the slightest difficulty. In the aggregate the mines of
Great Britain are turning out more coal than the mines of the world, and there is no difficulty there.
10080. You think, then, that the practice of Great Britain should be a guide? That is the best guide
under the sun.
10081, You think that is enough to warrant you following the enactions there ? Yes; you have the skill
and practice of the known world there. If there is any change takes place, it is mado use of there
immediately. You have all the skill of the world to prevent accidents. I do not say it is perfect, but
they keep changing according to circumstances. As far as human knowledge can go, you have all the
skill up to date in working the British mines right through. The difference is, that you cannot have the
same skill here. You have not the variety of coal-mining here. Leaving out the Metropolitan Colliery,
you have the simplest mining under the sun—the easiest, and the safest to work. In English mining
you get all kinds of difficulties—long wall, modified in many ways ; pillar and stall, under a variety of
conditions; gaseous mines; different kinds of roof; and the Act provides safety over all those conditions,
eo that you get the advantage of all this varied experience.
10082. You would he willing to take tbe English Act without experimenting at all? Yes, most decidedly.
They have done the experimenting for us.
10083. You have not only in your mind ventilation, but the size of pillars, and other things ? Yes; tho
Government inspector would not interfere with your system of working except you were working under
water, and if he saw that you were working a system that would end in disaster, he would step in and
stop the workings immediately. 1 do not think it is right outside tidal waters for any Act to say that
you shall work your mines and have only a certain size for bords or pillars. It might be ■ safe in one
mine to work bords 10 yards and in another 4 yards. I think it is iniquitous to fix any size. I think it
should be left to the manager of tho colliery.
10084. iPreside-nt.] Under tidal waters? That should be decided by tbe Government.
10085. Mr. Qregson.] “Who are the lessors ? Yes; I think it would be sufficient to leave it to them.
10086. That being the ease, you would not propose any provision in the Bill ? Ho; that is a matter for
the Government leases to deal with.
10087. There is a provision in tho Bill, Mr. Parton, on page 8, wishing to give an inspector power to with
draw men in case of danger;—I refer to subsection (v) of section 21 {see Appendix A) ; you will see that
that clause is struck out by the Legislative Council;—what do you think of that subsection ? An English
inspector, if he came into the mine, and saw it was unsafe, would order the manager to stop in a moment
at his peril. It is part of an inspector’s duty, as I take it, to do so. He is the same as the captain of a
ship. He has to look after the safety of the lives. If he goes into a mine, and he sees that aplaccisnot
safe, it is his duty to withdraw the men.
10088. “Would you have that subsection in tbe Bill ? I do not object to it.
10089. "Would it reduce the responsibility of the manager? I do not think so.
10090. Do you think that the manager might feel, supposing he apprehended danger, inclined to say,
Well, the inspector has been here, and he said nothing about this, therefore I must be all right ” ;—
would the manager or the inspector have the most intimate knowledge of the mine? The manager may
have a knowledge of the mine, but may take risks that the inspector would never dream of.
10091. President.] Do you believe in that subsection (v) ? I believe that an inspector should have
power to stop any part of the mine that he considered was not safe to work.
10092. Would you give an inspector power to call the men out ? What is the good of an inspector if he
has not that power.
10093. Supposing an inspector says to the manager, “This is dangerous; the men ought to bo called out.”
but the manager differs from him, and says, “I won't call the men out" ;—the case would then go (o
arbitration,
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arbitration, but do you tbink that any manager would dare to keep the men in the mine if an irisjiectot1
Mr.
said any part of it was dangerous—would he daro to go on ? I should not think so ; I would not allow' T. Parton,
my under-manager to do so.
,
10091. Is it practically necessary that subsection (v) should be in a Bill giving an inspector power to call 22 Oct., 1895.
tbe men out ^suppose you did not get a good inspector, would you allow an inspector to have that power,
because in some instances he might ruin a mine-owner by calling tbe men out P I am still of tbe opinion
that an inspector, if he is w'orthy of the name, should have power to tell the manager to stop that part of
the mine, and if the manager thinks different, it is a matter to be settled afterwards, but while they are
holding the arbitration the thing may be blown up. An inspector would not take that risk unless there
was danger. I never knew of a case where a manager would run in the face of an inspector. Jf the
inspector is not far above an ordinary person he has no right to be an inspector. He is the same as the
captain of a vessel, who is supposed to know more than the boy about the decks.
10095. It is your opinion that subsection (v) should remain P I am in favour of the inspector having
proper power to stop any part of a mine that might be dangerous, and if he has not that power I think
that he ought not to be an inspector.
'
10096.^ Do you think that this subsection should read tins way, “ Where imminent and immediate danger
exists ” ? Tes; I assume that it would be in the case of imminent or immediate danger.
10097. Would you leave it to imminent and immediate danger ? Tes; that would be better, in extreme
cases.
10098. In such cases only you would allow the inspector to cal] the men out? Tes; in case of imminent
or immediate danger.
10099. Present danger? Tes.
’
10100, Do you think this is a matter calling for legislationdo you think that a manager would dare to
resist an inspector without it being enacted at all ? Is there not a case in point at Stockton ?
10101. But the inspectors have since declared that mine to bo safe? But there they went on in spite of
the inspector.
'
10102. Was it supposed to be dangerous—likely to cause loss of life at any moment? Tes; that would
meet what I wish to intimate.
10103. Do you know that the English Act contains nothing on this subject? Tes; because tlioinspector
has tbe power there.
'
10104. Mr. Greffson.] The inspector here would have the same power as the inspector in England, so that
if it is not necessary in England it ought not to be necessary here;—perhaps you do not find the same
amount of discipline here ? That is just my difficulty. I am trying to avoid saying anything derogatory
to the colonial method of working the mines.
"
‘
10105. IJresu/e?t/,] Do you think there is not the same deference paid to authority? I find that a
difficulty myself, but I see it more elsewhere ; more than I do in mv own place.
10106. Is that where the whole difficulty comes in ? Tes.
”
1010/. Mr. Curley.] Arc you not likely to put in a qualification to hamper an inspector; if a man is a
thoroughly capable man, and intelligent, which inspectors are assumed to be, do you not think the clause
would stand better as it is at the present time
does not the word “ dangerous cover everything ? ] f
an inspector is equal to what I have told you, 1. have no objection to the clause remaining as it is ; that is,
assuming the inspectors are up to the standard they ought; to be.
'
10108. Mr. Qregson.] Would you not be content to try the English Act with the materials we have?
Tes ; if tho inspectors have the same power that the inspectors have at home, I would not object to giving
it a trial.
10109. And make the inspectors responsible for their own districts in the carrying out of the Act ? Tes.
10110. Tou are filling round and small coal away together at Wallarah ? Tes.
10111. Will you look at section [41] 38, on page 18 of the Bill (see Appendix &), “payment of persons
employed in mines by weight ’—you will see that some words in that section are left out, and other words
are inserted
I think you will see that there is a little alteration wanted to meet your case ? Tes; ibis
only applies to large coal.
’
10112. Do you approve generally of tho effort on the part of the Legislative Council to make the wording
of the clause apply to the circumstances of the Colony as a whole ? Tes.
10113. The wording of the clause as it left the Assembly is according to tho English Act ? Tes.
10114. Do you approve of the effort of the Legislative Council to apply the clause to the practice here ? T
do not. It leaves out the small with us altogether. I would not override the system of the Colony
altogether a system that has been in vogue for years ; but I am working on a different system, The present
system of weighing coal goes on all right.
’
10115. "Working generally, selling round coal, other than round, and small coal ? Tes.
10116. Is it not reasonable to make the clause applicable to the circumstances in practice ? Certainly.
10117. Tour circumstances might be met with “ where large and small coal is filled away and sold together
tbe coal should be weighed in the skip ” ? It is not sold together, the men are only paid on it. After
it loaves the weigh-bridge it is divided, and you ean make round or small, or whatever you like to do with it.
10118. Tou would require an additional provision for the taring of the tubs ? Tes j the tare is taken of
the tubs. We weigh every skip, and an average is taken of the skips, and the skip is balanced to that,
10119. Does not the skip vary ? There is a check-wcighman, and he cheeks them as often as he can.
10120. Is there any difficulty in drafting a clause to meet your case ? No difficulty.
101201. Would it be possible fo require that all the coal should be weighed in the north? It would upset
the surface arrangements. If you have a clean seam with very little band, you might do that—that is,
without any risk of dirt or rubbish with your coal, but if you have any dirt you would get a vast amount
of rubbish, that would give trouble to deal with. I would not do it with our seam if it was not a clean
scam. Our coal seam is favourable for the system we have adopted.
10121. Tou have a weigh-bridge at the tunnel mouth ? Just at the foot of the screens—some 300 or 400
yards away. Every skip passes over the weigh-bridge before it gets to tbe screen. Our coal requires no
handling for band.
10122. Tou simply separate tbe small from tho round ? Tes, that is all.
10123. How many skips a day arc you lifting ? Between 500 and 630 tons per da?, and the skips will
hold from 15 cwt. to 16 cwt. each.
''
1
10121.
92—2 P
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Mr.
10124. And you weigh every skip ? Yes; every skip.
T. Parton. 10125. Mr. Cwrhy.~\ Do you know anything about the cost of those weighing machines with a dial—self82 Oct 1895 rcgistering “'Kd™60 ? ibout £12 apiece. I should think au ordinary weigh-bridge for skips would cost
from £10 to £15.
10126. Would you regard that as a costly matter to any large company ? No.
10127. How long will that kind of weigh-bridge last? From ten to twelve years, with a good maker.
10128. That would practically meau that the cost would be nothing, so to speak ? The cost is not much.
10129. You spoke just now about separating the coal;—are you aware that in a number of the collieries
in the Northern district there is what is known as the shaker screen, for separating the round from
the small coal? Yes.
_
10130. And that practically the whole of the output of the colliery goes over that screen in the day with
the exception of what goes to the weigh-bridge ? Yes.
10131. In that respect, therefore, there would be very little alteration needed ? Yes, as far as I know.
10132. Would not the weighing of every skip simply mean the computation of what quantity of slack
was in the skip, to make a certain allowance in the payment for that;—would not that meet the difficulty
of weighing every skip if the standard of Iho computation could be agreed on between the men and the
proprietors? Yes, by mutual arrangement, taking the average of a number of mines over an extensho
period.
10133. How is your mine ventilated at Wallarah ? By furnace.
10134. Have you erected a furnace there recently ? No; we are sinking a new shaft, but have nothing
recent.
10135. Not in the new tunnel you opened out some time ago ? No.
10136. Your furnace, in that case, is very small ? There are two furnaces—one for each split,
10137. You have not to sink your shaft very deep ? No ; about 30 or 40 feet.
10138. Have you any fire-damp in your colliery ? No.
_
10139. Have you a system of inspection every morning ? Yes; every morning a man goes in and marks
every place with the date.
10140. Should that system of inspection be carried out in every colliery ? Yes.
10141. With regard to sub-section (v) of section 21. giving the inspector power to withdraw men in the face
of danger—will you be kind enough to look at that subsection again ? Yes.
10142. You see, in the first place, that the section deals with inflammable gases prevailing in any mine or
part thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or the said partis dangerous, the inspector shall have the
power to require the manager to withdraw the men. In the first place, he attempts to move the manager ;
the matter is under discussion before anything is done, and, in the event of the manager declining to
comply with the request of the inspector, should not tho inspector have the power to order the men out ?
Most decidedly ; that is my view of inspectorship.
10143. Do you think the inspectors should pay attention to the site of pillars? They should pay atten
tion to anything that affects tbe safety of the men. The first thing that the inspector should have iu view
is, that the mine is being worked under safe conditions. The biggest part of his duty is to look after the
safety of the men from whatever cause.
10144. President.^ In those places you mention, where blocks of coal were left 10 yards square, would
there be practically a cut-through every 10 yards? It cannot be compared to the bord and pillar system,
but you get the air clearer than under the bord and pillar system.
10145. If we bad always had the English Act of 1872, or sub-section (ir) of the present Act in this Colony,
I can understand there being no difficulty with regard to an adequate quantity of ventilation. If you
simply provide for an adequate amount of ventilation, do you not think that it may be considered that it
has only to sweep past the working-places—will they understand the administration of it;—will they give
the men air up in the bords if you do not prescribe for it? 1 think we should have a minimum here.
1014G-7. Would you take the air up to within a reasonable distance of the working-place ? Yes ; fo within
a reasonable distance.
10148. Tell me if this provision would meet your views: “An adequate amountof ventilation shall be con
stantly produced in every mine, to be in every case at least 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute, and as
much more as the inspector may direei.for each man, boy, and horse employed therein, a sufficient quantity
whereof, according to the judgment of the inspector, shall be taken to within 15 yards of the workingfaces in non-gaseoas mines, and to within 3 yards of tho working-faces in gaseous mines, to dilute aud
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-faces of the shafts, levels, stables, and
workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those working-faces shall be in a fit state for
working and passing therein” ? I think that is intelligible.
10149. Does that carry out what you think is right? I do not see any objection to that. In some cases
the present system is good enough ; it is in my workings at present, but in a mine going to the rise there
would not be the same ventilation in theriso as in the dip.
10150. Inspectors and managers have been satisfied with 100 cubic feet of air in the past;—do you think
it wise to lay down a rule that the air shall be conducted iufo the working-faces in the future ? Yes ; 1
think so.
[Witness withdrew.]

Andrew Sneddon sworn and examined:—
Mr.
10151, President^ What are you, Mr. Sneddon ? I am a colliery proprietor ami manager.
A. Sneddon. 10152. Do you manage your own colliery ? Yes.
10153. How many years experience have you had in mining ? About thirty-five years.
22 Oct., 1895. 10154. Have yon worked as a practical miner yourself ? Yes, I have.
10155. Mr. Greffson."] Youwantedtohavcanopportuuity for giving evidence before this Commission? Yes.
10156. Will you kindly tell us what evidence you wish to give ? 1 wish to speak with reference to the Bill
generally. I presume the evidence wanted is on the points of the Bill as it left the Lower House, and
the amendments made by the Upper House. I have a list of the clauses I think I should speak on.
Section 3, sub-section (i), on page 2 of the Bill (see Appendix A). 1 approve of the amendments made
in
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in this clause by the Legislative Council, providing that daily supervision shall be exercised either by the
guidon
manager or by an under-manager. Section U, sub-sections (i, ir, nr, and rv), on page 8 of the Bill (see ' A _ *
Appendix A.). What has been substituted by the Legislative Council in new section C is pretty much ^
jggs,
tho same.
’
10157. President.] "What have you to say to section 8, on page 8 of the Bill, “qualification aud attendance
of engine man” (sen Appendix A) ;—what, do you say to that section ? 1 do not think that is necessary;
3 think the provisions of the Bill as regards boilers and engines should be left to a special law, and should
not apply specially to collieries. Section 9, sub-sections (r. n, in), on pages 4 and 5 of the Bill (see
Appendix A). The same remarks apply to this section as apply to section8. Section [11] 10, sub-section
(i), on page 5 of the Bill (see Appendix A). I approve of the amendments in this sub-section that tho
Court of Inquiry should be a District Court .Judge, police magistrate, or stipendiary magistrate. Section
17, on page 7 of tbe Bill (see Appendix A~). I do not think that clause is necessary. 1 look upon it as being
inquisitorial. Section [19] 17, sub-section (in), on page 7 of tbe Bill (see Appendix A). I think the
clause should stand as it was originally drafted with regard to certificates of service. The clause should
stand as it left the Lower House. Section 21, sub-sections (i, , in, iv, and v), of page 8 of tho Bill
“ powers of inspectors ” (see Appendix A). 1 consider the powers given under this clause to inspectors
are too extensive.
10158. President.] Do you mean tho clause as it left tho Legislative Assembly or the clause that has been
substituted by tbe Legislative Council? The Legislative Council’s clause is more moderate, and I approve
of it. The original clause provides that an examination should be made once in each month, and the
Legislative Council’s clause, is as often as may be necessary.
10159. Aud you approve of that ? I do. It would be for tbe inspector to judge.
10160. What have you to say to sub-section (v), giving tbe inspector power to withdraw men in case of
danger? I approve of the Legislative Council’s amendments. That gives a general expression about the
powers of the inspectors without going so much into detail.
■
_
10101. What is the next clause that you would like to speak about ? Section [22] 20, sub-section (i) on
' page 9 of the Bill (see Appendix A). I approve of the amendment leaving out the words “ and enter such
report in a book at tbe mine,” The next section is [30] 28, sub-section (in), on page 14 of the Bill
(see Appendix A). 3 approve of the omision of that subsection, because in my case it would be a very
serious matter to have to provide all that is required there on my plans. Sub-section [vi] (v), on page 14
of the Hill (see Appendix A). I object to the power here conferred upon the Minister as to the exhibition
of plans, and giving information, Wbat is here provided, I contend is provided in section [77] 71, on
page 37 of tbe Bill (see Appendix A), The next section is section 36. on page 17 of the Bill, “ hours of
employment” (see Appendix A). Ido not consider that this is a matter for legislation at all. Section
[37] 34, on the same page (see Appendix A). I think ten hours is excessive for boys to he employed
under ground.
_
101.62. Mr. Gregson.] How many hours would you put it ? I would limit it to eight hours actual
employment. Section [41] 38, sub-section (i), “payment of persons employed in mines by weight” (see
Appendix A). I object to this clause in toto. It is evidently intended that payment in all cases should
be mado by weight, and 3 think it should be optional with any colliery proprietor as to the method of
payment. I consider it is much better to pay by measurement from a point of economy, and you can
also more easily keep your workings uniform. For instance, I pay by measurement, and by so doing I
can maintain the pillars to a uniform thickness. There is no inducement for the men to have their places
extra wide, as if they were paid by weight, and my experience is that work is carried on more peacefully
than whore payment is made by weight, nearly all the trouble that has been in the Northern district
has been in consequence of disputes in connection with payment by weight, and for allowances that bad
to be mado for matter other than coal. Sub-section (in) of the same clause (see Appendix A). This
subsection has reference to the standard-weight and standard-bar system. This is a question that has
caused a great deal of trouble in the Northern district, and I cannot see that the substitution of tho
standard-bar for the siandard-weight is any advantage to any one concerned. Under the standard-weight
the miner knows to what extent lie may fill, hut under the standard-bar he may, if the coal happens to be
too high, lose more coal tlian he would under the standard-weight. Of course it is necessary that there should
be some check to prevent excessive filling of skips, and I consider the standard-weight preferable where a
check has to be exercised. Section [43] 40, sub-section (r), page 19 of the Bill (see Appendix A). This
section refers to the appointment of the check-weighmnn. I think tbe choice of a person to fill that
position should be limited to the employees of the colliery. Section [44] 41, sub-section (i), page 20 of
the Bill (see Appendix A). This is compulsory payment of the eheck-weighman. I think it is very
improper to insert such a power in the Bill. I have known cases w'here the men, by a majority, have
ordered the check-weighmen uot to act for certain individuals, and if such a power exists the men might
have to pay for a service that was not rendered to them. Section 150] 47, on page 23, “ventilation
of mines” (see Appendix A). I approve of this rule as amended by the Legislalive Council, because I
consider it would bo a physical impossibility to put any quantity of pure air into a mine. By the words
“ pure air” I understand that the air is to be as pure as in the daylight.
101G3. President.] Why do you object to this? Because tho air, in passing round the mine, gets
contaminated.
_
10164. Js it not sent in pure ? Yes; it is pure at the entrance, but the clause provides that it is to be
constantly produced and sweep undiminished along the airways. I also do not approve of the shortening
of the hords.
10165. Mr. GurleyHow do you read the present Act of Parliament on the ventilation business? It
reads, “ that an adequate amount of ventilation shall be conslantly produced in every mine to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that tbe working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and
^
workings of snob mine and the travelling-roads to and from such places shall be in a fit state for working
and passing therein, and that an adequate amount of vcntilalion shall mean not less than 100 cubic feet
of pure air per minute.”
■
10166. President.] How do you understand that section ? That 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute
shall sweep undiminished along the airway ;—that is, that tliat volume of air is to travel along the main
airways.
....
.
101.67. Is any of it to go into the werking-face? No ; I do not think it is intended that the air current
should be carried into the bords.
10168. What are the people to do up there? There is a distribution from the main current.
10169.
it
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W.hcn they are 35 yards up the hord? Gcnerallv, if a place becomes too hot, thev put a cut^througli over.
■
”
J
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^-r- Ourlet/.'] How thick arc the pillars in some cases ? They vary—4 yards sometimes,
’
10171. And 35 and 8? Is 43.
j
J
.
10172. Js that a long distance in front of the air? Going to the rise it may be.
10173. \ou say it may be ;—is it, ? In some eases. The conditions are not all alike.
101/4. Well, under the conditions yon cite—going to the rise? One set of workings may rise steeper
than another. A place going to dip can go double tbe distance of a place to the rise.
10173. That would be 86 yards before the air ? I believe it would be as good at 86 yards in the dip as at
43 yards in the rise.
‘
I'hen the cut-through should be half the distance that they are at the present time ? I do not
think there should be any hard and fast rule. I sometimes put them over at less than 35yards.
10177. Do you think that the men should have efficient ventilation? Undoublodly.
10178. That there should always be efficient ventilation throughout the mine? Yes ; that there should
always be an air current.
101/9, President!] Everywhere ? I do not know whether it is possible to produce it everywhere.
10180. .It is possible to produce it everywhere, but do you think the men should work without sufficient
air m any place? So
10181. Well, how are they to get it? Well, the provisions mado in most cases are sufficient.
10182, Under the present Act it is not sufficient, because yon say tbe men work 43 yards in front of the
air; what air is there for them then? The passing along of this current of air carries any impurities
that are in the working-place. It is only possible m the case of a long-wall to ventilate every workingplace.
b
10183, If people use brattice, could they not ventilate the bords and working-places? The air-cnrrent
can be carried info the working-place, but to do so you would impair the efficiency of the current.
10184. Jn that case you would send down a little more air? 1 question whether vou can. You would
have to multiply your currents so much. If the mine is divided into parts and the whole current is 1o be
carried into each bord, there arc four right-angle turns in each bord. As 1 read the clause, the air is Io
be carried past each working-place under the present Act; of course, the air in passing the working-place
is distributed into the working-place.
10185. JUr. Curley.] Without any means to put it there; it comes of its own accord? Yes; it gels
there. When a man goes info his place in the morning tho air is fresher than when he left there the
previous evening.
.
10186. President.] _Do you say that a place is fresher iu the morning than it is in the afternoon ? Yes ;
tbe air-current, while circulating in tho night-time, has purified the mine. There is nothing to contami
nate the mine,
10187. A/r. Curley.] How do you ventilate your mine? JJv natural draught
10188. IJ avc yon a furnace? Yes,
"
10189. What kind of a furnace ? Brick.
10190. Do you keep it going all day? YYs ; all day.
10191. When docs your furnaceman start work ? ] have no furuaeeman.
J0192. Who looks after the furnace? The person in charge of the mine.
10193. The overman ? Yes ; the overman.
10194. How many men do you employ at the colliery ? Not a great many.
lOlOo. President.] How many men are employed ? About 50 or GO at one mine, and about 30 at another.
10196. AH'. Curley.] Lake the Northern Extended Mine ; is that where you have the 50 or 60 men ? Yrcs.
UH97. Where there_is gas in a mine has not the air current to he taken to the working-face? Where
there is gas in the mine it follows, as a matter of course, that the air-current must travel to prevent the
accumulation of gas.
10198. If there is black-tlamp, must you not attempt to get that out? You cannot work in carbonicacid gas,
10199, In some cases, is it not imperative to get the air-current up to the working-face to got this gas
out? Yes ; otherwise you cannot work at all.
°
10200. So that the air-current can be got to the working-face if required? Yes, it is possible ; but it is
not a general thing that every place m a mine is subject to gas—either explosive gas or carbonic-acid gas.
10201. Does not every place want ventilation ? Yes ; every place wants ventilation, and everv place is
ventilated.
- r
10202. Seeing that you say the present conditions are sufficient, in even the rise places, would vou pro
pose that in the dip places these places should be extended to double the distance of what they are? No •
1 would not, for other reasons than ventilation.
:
10203. What is the next clause in the proposed Bill that you wish to refer to ? Buie 4, sub-section (r)
(see Appendix A), with reference to the inspection of mines. It is quile evident that this inspection is
intended where gas exists, I think the clause should be amended, and read, “ That where gas exists a
P™’°r comP6lent persons.” As I lie rule stands. I consider it should be amended.
10201. President A I do not thmk we ean amend it, as both Houses have agreed to that rule ? Will there
not be a Dew Bi]] introduced P The next rule I wish to refer to is rule G, on page 25. “ fencing ot*
entrances1 (see j\ppp,ttdi& A)t J havo the same objection to that rule.
°
10205. Mr. Curley.] T might ask } on. do you inspect your mine everv morning ? Ido not
10206. Does the overman ? He is ahum, the mine, and passes through it everv day.
10207. Does be inspect the mine every morning ? 1 do not 1 hink he does. "
'
10208. Are none ol your mines inspected everv morning y jVo ; ] J,, llo(,'
^ nM.rssarv where
no gas exists there is no inspection necessary for that purpose. I was saving 11,at 1 have the same
objection to rule G aa 1 had to rule 4. subsoctiun 1.
1
10209. Mr. Greysm.] That rule is not objected to by either House? I am glad to hear it.
10210. All parties have agreed to let that rule stand
no one objects to it'’except yourself0 1 think it
is not necessary. No workman has any right Io he in anv place but his own. H I have Io fence everv
place that is not m actual use, I will have » lot of work to do which 1 consider is utterly useless The
next rule I would like to draw attention to is part E, of rule 12 (see Appendix A). The 'original claube
- provides
a

‘
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provides that no person shall return to a place where a charge has missed fire until a period of eight
Mr
■
hours has elapsed from the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge. Would that include ft squib? A. ..neddon.
President: Tes, as it stands.
2^0ct^'l895
10211. President^ Will it suit yon to say, “ But in places where a fuse is used, no person shall return to
''
‘
a place where a charge has missed fire, &c.” ? Yes.
10212. Mr. Qregson.'] What is the next item you wish to refer to ? Kule [20] 19, on page 2S—“ Trolley
over pit mouth." (See Appendix A.) 1 think that rule ought to stand. 1 think it is a reasonable provision,
especially where a shaft is sunk with the aid of an engine, a gin, or a whip. The next rule is rule 25, on
page 29—“Coal not to be wrought under roads (sec Appendix A). This rule prohibits the working of coal
under any proclaimed road, without the sanction of the Minister. It has been struck out by the Legis
lative Council, and I am in favour of the omission, as it would prejudice mo very materially in my operations.
10213. You are mining under roads ? Yes.
10214. What right have you to the coal ? I have a lease of the coal.
*
10215. From whom ? Brooks, Kcnrick, ami Platt.
1021G. Was that lease given to you before that road was made ? No ; but the coal was leased prior to
■
the dedication of any streets or roads.
10217. You are the assignee of their lease ? Yes.
10218. Was your lease transferred from somebody else afier that road was made ? Yes.
10219. How long ago is it since you got this lease ? Fourteen or fifteen years ago.
10220. Had those people the right to lease that coal ? Yes; they reserved the right to work the coal
in all the land they sold.
10221. Did they dedicate tho streets ? In some cases they did, and in other cases there was no dedication.
I am working with a view to protecting the safely of the streets.
10222. Have you not let a street or two down because of your operations ? Tho Newcastle Hoad was
let down.
.
10223. Was that a proclaimed road ? Yes; it was a main road.
10224. Was it a dedicated road ? 1 cannot say.
.
10225. You object to this rule as it stands ? I do, It would have the effect of closiug one of my mines.
10220, Mr.Curleg.] Have you done a lot of undermining about Brookstown ? Yes; I worked all the
coal that I could get—all that was profitable to work.
10227. Do yon know of a street collapsing some time ago and a cart going down on tho street, although
it was supposed to be kept up ? I do not.
1022S. You do not know anything about that? I do not.
10229. It does not trouble you whether the streets or tho houses come down ? I have had to pay for
anything I havo done, and I have taken all reasonable caution to prevent subsidences.
10230. Had not the whole of the people to make arrangements with you in order that they might get
away ? I bought the properties at a valuation.
10231. Did not they agree to some kind of valuation in consequence of the scare that your workings were
creating? I do not know why there is a scare where I am working.
10232, There was a scare ? Interested parties got up a scare.
10233. Had they a right to do so? No; they had no right to do so. If I injure another person 1 am
responsible for it.
10234. You are responsible this far : that unless anybody pursues their right you will in no way recognise
it—that is, unless they pursue it in n legal way ? Whatever rights persons have I cannot take them from
them.
10235. Did you recognise the rights of these people before this arbitration was agreed to ? I laid the
place out with a view to working with safety.
1023G, Did you work it with safety ? Yes.
10237, Did any houses collapse ? Yes; but that was after I bought them.
10238, Did any houses collapse before you bought them? No.
10239. Did any of the streels collapse ? I did not buy any of the streets.
10240. Did any of the streets collapse ? No, I do not think so. I have no recollection that they did.
10241. Do you know that the Municipal Councils have stated that this matter has put them to a good
deal of expense, in putting streets into repair, and in going into litigation on the matter? I am aware
that the Council and tlioir representatives have made all sorts of wild statements. No Councils have been
to any expense in repairing streets in connection with my workings.
10242. II a street went down, who would have to repair it but the Council ? I do not know of any case
where I am working where the municipalities have had to repair a street.
10243. But where you have been working formerly ? I have repaired all damages that have occurred
to any streets.
“
10244. Do you know whether the Councils have expended any sums of money for repairing streets ?
Not for repairing streets.
“
10245. They havo not done that ? I havo no knowledge that they'have over done so.
10246. If it has been stated that they havo been put to expenses, should we accept the statement from a
man who is likely to know ? I say tliat, of my knowledge, neither of those Councils havo been put to
auy expense repairing streets.
1.0247. Have you undermined any properties recently ? I am undermining properties now.
10248. Have you damaged the surface in any way ? No ; I am mining with a view to tho safety of the
surface.
10249. Do you know Estell's place ? Yes.
10250. Hn'm you not injured his property ? No.
10251. Had he a tank there?

Yes.

10252. Was that tank destroyed ? Yes,
10253. Was that the result of undermining ? Yes.
10254. Was not that an injury to a. man s properly ? It is an injury to a man’s property.
I02o5, Mr. Gregsint.] Du you say tliat you did uot do it? Yes: Esteil’s property is mer old workings
that had been worked long before he purchased the property or the time at "which 1 received Die right to
work the coal.
10250. Mr. Curhy.] How dn you account for it collapsing quite recently? I cannot say.
10257.
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10257. Have you pumped any water out there n ccmly ?
A. Sneddon.

Tes; with a view to working whatever coal I
have a right to work.
'
226ct!Tl895. 10258. Had you commenced operations anywhere near this property at all ? Nowhere near it.
10259. ILod you not begun to pump water ? Ves ; for some considerable time.
10260. Prom this particular locality ? Prom the Old Co-operative Mine.
10261. Mr. Gregso7i,-\ In doing so, did you drain the water from those mines;—have you lowered the
level of the water generally in the Old Co-operative Mine? Yes.
10262. Mp. Gurley.'] Did you do any undermining on the public road goiug to Miami ? Yew.
10263, Was that with the permission of the Department ? No.
10264. Had you the right to work under the road ? Yes.
10265, "Who from? The lessors,
10266. Howlong has that road been made ? Some years.
10267, In that case, did you work with a view to safeguard the road? Yes, J did.
10268. Yon had some regard to tho surface? Yes, I had. I worked places 5 yards wide, where the
usual practice is 8 yards wide.
10269, Mr. Gregson.] What pillars did you leave? Four and 5-yard pillars,
10270. "What was the cover ? It varied from 30 feet to 70 feet.
10271. Mr. Gurley.] Do you think that parties who take up surface land, with the mineral underneath,
where the owners have both surface and mineral rights, that after selling the surface owners should allow
the coal to be worked in any shape or from ? I think if a man sells land and reserves the coal, he does
so with the intention of working the coal.
10272, Should he respect the surface value that he sells where people buy it and make homesteads ? When
a man reserves coal he reserves it with the intention of working it.
10273. Should he respect the surface he has sold ? In the places I am working I am working with a view
to that object. I have no right to be expected to answer for other people. 1 think every man has a right
to do the best with his property.
10274. Either surface or mineral ? Yes.
10275. According to your opinion, should he do so ? I do not think so. 1! think ho has a right to work
as much as is consistent with the safety of the surface.
10276. Have you anything else that you would like to refer to in tho Bill ? I would like to refer to rule
34, on page 30, “ Examination of■ boilers” (see Appendix k). This rule has been struck" out by the
Legislative Council, and 1 think properly so. I think that until a general law is passed that collieries
should not be picked out for special legislation in this respect
10277. How many boilers have you at your Northern Extended Colliery ? Two.
10278, How long is it since you purchased them;—how long have they been in use ? Oue has been in
use six years.
10279. What about the other one? It has been in use about a year less—five years.
10280. Were they in use before you got them ? One of them was.
10281. Where was it in use ? At Yates’ place, at New Lambton.
10282. Do you know how long it was in use ? Eor a short time.
10283. How long ? Not more than a year.
10284. Was it new when Yates got it ? 1 understand it was,
102S5. Are they very large boilers ? No, small boilers.
10286. What pressure do you work them at ? From 40 lb. to 50 lb.
10287. What pressure will they carry ? I never tested either of those two boilers. The homonlal
boiler for the Hauling engine has been tested since the repairs, but it lias not been put into work yet.
102SS, Do you keep au engineer ? I could not say I have an engineer. The man who has charge of the
engine and boilers has an engineer’s certificate for river steamcre.
102S9. Is this the man you depend upon for the inspection of the boilers ? Yes; I have also had con
siderable experience myself in connection with boilers.
10290. Can you seo any harm that an inspection would do with regard to the inspeclion of your boilers ?
I do not think it would do any harm, but until there is a general law passed for the inspection of
machinery generally, I do not think that collieries should be singled out. It is not to any colliery pro
prietor’s interest to have defective boilers.
10291. What harm can an inspection do ? It cannot do any harm. It will probably bo an additional
appointment for somebody—an additional burden on the State.
10292, And may it not be tbe means of preventing some boilers being blown up? I think the Newcastle
district has been very free from explosions, showing that reasonable care must have been taken in the
management of collieries.
10293. Is that the only reason you can give that it will be burdensome on the State ? I have no wish to
add to the burdens of the State.
10294. That is the only wish you have ? I draw things rather fine. I believe a law for boilers is necessary
generally.
10295. Even if it would entail inspectors being appointed ? Yes.
10296. In that ease the State would have to bear the expense? Yes.
10297. Do you know the system that is in operation in England with regard to boilers ? No.
10298. Have you never heard the proprietors talk of the ■insurance system in connection with boilers ?
1 cannot speak of the practice at home. I was young when I came to this country.
10299. Is there any other matter that you wish to refer to in the Bill H Yes; rule [35] 33, on page
30, which provides for a barometer and thermometer (see Appendix A).
10300. Mr. Qregson.] There is no objection to that rule? But I object to it.
10301. Nobody else objects to it ? In the case of either of my collieries the cost of a barometer and
thermometer might as well be thrown into the sea. Therule should he amended to read 11 Where gas exists.”
10302. If the majority are of opinion that that rule should exist, wc cannot alter it? I thiuk the law
should be framed to meet all cases.
10303. What would a barometer and thermometer cost ? Whatever the money was, it would be money
wasted. To the like of the A.. A. Company it is no object, but in my case it is. I might as well place a
barometer and thermometer up on a tree. I think the law should be constructed in an elaetic way, to meet
various
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various couditions. A baromelcr aud thermometer being unnecessary I may Dot put them there, and con- . Mr.
sequently I may be liable to a prosecution from the inspector.
^ Sneddon.
10304'. President.'] Do you think there would be a prosecution ? In iny experience there are any amount ' '^'1*"'^,.'
of people who are ou the alert to prosecute me.
*
“2 0ct'’ 1890,
]030i). Mr. Qregson] Tliis rule applies to where a shaft is being sunk F I know it does, and if I started
to sink a shaft, I should want a barometer and thermometer.
J030G. President.] XjooIc at what a mine includes, in section [78] 72, on page 38 of the Bill (see
Appendix A). Tliat section is the same as the English Act, and everybody concurs that the English Act
is good? In some cases, the English Act does not apply to the local conditions.
10307, Mr. Gregson.] Shall wo pass to the next matter yon wish to refer to in the Bill? The next
matter is rule 41, on page 31—“ Person not to be employed in coal-getting without experience.” (See
Appendix A). I object to the whole of that rule, to what might, be called inexperienced miners.
luHOS. Why? As an employer of labour T should have all the labour that is available when it is
required.
103U9. But you are not to allow a man without experience to work alone, because he might blow up the
other people? In the case of a gassy mine it might be a reasonable provision, but it was not inserted for
that purpose.
10310. President] It is in the English A ct. I cannot understand any reason except that an inexperienced
man shall uot work without an experienced man ? The chief reason is that in times of labour troubles
you shall not take any outside labour.
10311. Mr. Gurley] Ton only assume that, Mr. Sneddon ? I assume it with good grounds.
10312, President] Do you object to rule 42 (see Appendix A) ? Yes ; these provisions do not affect me
in my operations, but, speaking in the interests of the coal-trade generally, I consider it is unnecessarily
meddling with the details of management, and, if passed, I think, if 1 was the proprietor, I should consider
whether it was better to shut up or carry on.
10313. Does that apply also to rules 43, 44, 45, and 46 (see Appendix A) ? Yes; and to section 51, which
is consequent on those rules.
.
10314. Mr. Curley] What precautions would you take yourself ? If I was in charge of a mine under
tidal waters 1 would take such precautions as I would deem necessary in the interests of the property
and the workmen.
10315. What would you do under the ocean? I would work a bigger proportion of the coal than is
spoken about in these rules.
1031G. What would you do? I would work half of it.
10317. Mr.Gregson] Would not that depend on circumstances ? Yes; hut I say all this detail is better
left to the management.
10318. Mr. Gurley] If you had gas, what would you do ? I should take whatever precautions l deemed
necessary under the surrounding circumstances.
1
10310. Would you like to be absolutely free—to have your own way? I cannot, because under the Act
the inspectors have certain powers, and if I was lo do anything to endanger t;he men the inspector
would act,
10320. Should the inspector have power io draw your attention to general matiers? Yes, undoubtedly.
10321. And if he did not think you wore right, he should bring you to hook? Then it is a question
of who is right and who is wrong. It is a very intricate question, and we have had examples.
10322. Would you stipulate any width for bords under the ocean ? It would depend on tho cover and the
nature of the cover. [Jnder certain circumstances, it would be justifiable to work bords the ordinary
width.
'
10323. Eight yards ? Yes.
10321. With 200 feet of cover ? It rvould depend what the cover is. If 150 feet of that vvas water it
would not be safe
10325. What would you do then ? Deduce the area.
10320. To what distance? It might bo a half.
10327. What would you leave the pillars ? JS'ot in excess of the area worked.
10328. President] Would you work narrower bords and have more frequent supports ? Yes. It specifies
the maximum width of a hord as C yards, and you must leave the pillar 12 yards. "Where a G-yard bord
was safe a G-yard support on each side would be ample ; that is, in a seam of the normal height. Of
course, if it was a high seam, the pillar would be in proportion to the height.
10329. If it was u deeper seam ? Then you must take the height of the seam and the weight of the cover.
10330. Would you prohibit the removal of the pillars ? In certain cases it might be safe to remove pillars.
If there is 100 feet of stiff clay, or a considerable thickness of clav7, it might be possible to remove pillars.
The German Ocean is worked under and tho coal is all taken out.
10331. What is tho depth there? About 1,000 feet, or thereabouts,
10332. Would you put in bores in advance in your leading drives, or anything like that? If I had no
knowledge of the depth of water 1 would. Any person working under such conditions would have to
post himself up with all the information available.
10333. President] Have you anything else you wish to refer to in (he Bill ? I think I have passed one
matter—rule [40] 38,on page 30, “Periodical inspection on behalf of workmen ” (see Appendix A).
10334. You do not want the words “ any two persons” ? 1 want the clause to read “ miners employed
in mines.”
10335. You do not want “ any two persons” ? No ; not any two persons.
1033G. Well ? The next thing to which 1 take exception is section [63] 58, sub-section (ir), on page 35
(see. Appendix A) - the inequality of the penalties. I always understood that in British law all men wore
equal under the law, but in this section certain men arc singled out for extraordinary penalties. lam
aware that this section is in the English Act, but to my mind that is no justification. With regard to
the under-niimager, he may not he able to pay a fine any more than the ordinary workman.
10337. lie is supposed lo he a more intelligent man ? There are certain circumstances in which he might
have to commit a breach Of the law. The section provides for a fine of £20, but in the case of the other
person, £2. Jn my opinion, the penalty should be the same.
10338. The Lower House wants £1 to read £5 ; I do not think it is material ? It is a matter of principle.
10339. Mr. Qreyson] Have you lost sight of the fact that you gave evidence in December, 1890, in con
nection with this Bill, which is almost the same as you arc giving to-day ? No.
10340,
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y0}1 were not called some time sooner, it was because we bad this evidence here, which will be
filvel1 full weight to. The evidence you have given to-day is only a repetition ol thnt? 1 think there are
22 Oct. 1895.
uiutters that are additional. The next, and final matter I wish to refer to, is section [77] 71, on page
’
' 37 of the Bill. (See Appendix A).
10311. President.] There is no douht about that section? 1 think it should bo amended to read after
the word “ mine ” (of which he is tbe owner or lessee of the minerals in such adjoining lands). The
object oE the Bill is to guard against encroachment on other properties, and if the persons claim an
inspection who do not own the mineral, there can be no encroachment. Tbe term “ equitably interested ”
is very wide and elastic. I have a right to mine under the streets of Platsburg, and in carrying out that
mining, no person should have the right of inspection, when I am not encroaching, The property is
mine. It is quite justifiable in tho case of an adjoining mine-owner.
10342.. "Why not ? Because it gives power to a person owning adjoining land. "Why should he have the
right, if he knows the coal was sold and he only bought the land ?
10343. If you have a, right to mine you are not encroaching, but if I own this land I have a right to see
where you are working ? Under this clause an application was made to inspect my colliery, and I
objected because I thought the applicants had no right, but I was ultimately prosecuted and fined, and
yet I was right, because they had no right to tho coal.
10344. Mr. Curley.] You object to the Council having a right to inspect your colliery ? I do.
10345. Mr. Gregson.] Have they not the care of the streets? Yes.
10346, And do you object to their knowing what is going on underneath the streets ? Yes, I do. I have
the right of mining under the streets, and J know that there are certain consequences attached to careless
mining, and f guard against these, and if anything occurs I have to pay the piper.
10347. Might it not save you a great deal of trouble if the Council had power to see what you are doing ?
The trouble has been all the other way; it has been purely a personal mattter.
10348.. President.] I do not see how much trouble could arise from au inspection. Do you say that tbe
Municipal Council should not have power to see whether you are mining skilfully or not;—would it'not
De better for anybody if they bad the right to get an injunction against you ? An injunction was applied
for, and tbe Judge admitted my right to mine under the streets.
10349. You had to work under the supervision of Mr. Croudace ? Yes ; but Mr. Croudace did not make
any improvement on the method I was working under.
10350, Do you not think people should have the right to seo that everything is safe;—should not the
Council have the power to look after the interests of the ratepayers? These powers in my case havo
been wrongly used. I have been put to great annoyance and expense by Municipal Councils iu mj’'
district, because it was a personal matter.
10351. We are not considering a case between two privafe people;—can vou say that it is wrong for the
municipality to havo the right to see that you are mining in such a way as to be able to say that it is safe
for anybody ? There is no such provision in the English law, and if it is not neeessarv in England there
can be no necessity in this Colony,
‘
10352. Mr. Curley.] Do you not know that in England the mines are down a great depth ? It is there as
here ; they are both shallow and deep.
103o3. Have they shallow mines in England ? Yes. Previous to my advent in mining in the Northern
district there was never any question as to mining under roads, and no special care was taken wherever a
mine was carried on. No matter what tho circumstances were it was the ordinary width ; but when I
came into mining I was not able to work in harmony with the Miners’ Union, and every means was taken
advantage of to combat me.
'
10354. You put it down to the Miners’ Union? Yes.
10355. Did you ever know the Miners’Union to interfere in these lawsuits? No; but the prominent
men m the Miners’ Union are the prominent men in municipal matters.
10356, Did you ever know me, as Secretary of the Association, to interfere with any of your under
mining business? No, certainly not; but only recently the Chairman of the Miners’ Cnion went with
a deputation from tne Municipal Conference to the Minister for Mines and there made statements which
were untrue and of which he had no means of knowing whether they were true or not.
y011 no*:
something else to that statement;—should you not say that the Chairman of
the Miners Union owns a homestead ou the Co-operative Estate? I am not undermining bis homestead,
nor likely to undermine it.
10358. Is he not an alderman of the borough ? Yes.
10359. Is he not Mayor at the present time ? Yes.
10360. Has he not the right to look after the streets ? You can often kill a dog with butter.
10361. Because a man happens to be identified with the Union everything he does of a public character
is to be attributed to the Union? He made a statement to tbe Minister that be bad no means of ascer
taining whether it was true or not. One statement was that I was removing pillars under the old
Co-Operative Colliery, and, as a matter of fact, the surface would subside ; but, as a matter of fact, no
pillars have been removed.
10362. Do you intend to take any pillars out ? "Wbat my future action will he I cannot say ; hut in the
future I must take into consideration the safety of the surface.
10363. You will please yourself what you do ? I will please myself what I do with my own. I will uot
undermine anybody’s property for the sake of undermining it and laying it down.
10364. You think the municipalities have no right of inspection to see whether the streets have been
interfered with ? In my own case it has been purely a personal matter.
10365. The Miners Union have never taken any action in this matter, and is not that the best proof that
they have done nothing ? They did not need to do so.
103G0. I think you have told us, with regard to the weighing business, that that particular clause in the
Bill would compel you to pay by weight. Where do you find that stated in the clause? Erom my
reading of the section I believe that will be the effect oi it. and I think those who succeeded in gcltin^
the clause drawn intended it to act m that way. That clause has been specially framed to catch me, as
Sr® 2G" ,
- glven ^.Department a great deal of trouble about me and mv workings.
1036/. You say that section [41] 38 in the proposed Bill {see Appendix A) would compel you to pay by
weight if it became law ? I think so.
i
j
i j
j
103GS. Where do you find it in the clausedoes it not say “ where the amount of wages paid to any of
the
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the persons employed in a mine depends on the amount of large shale or coal gotten hy them, those ^ Sheddon
persons shall he paid according to the actual weight of such large shale or coal gotten by them, such
■
weight being ascertained in such manner as may be agreed upon by the owner, agent, or manager of the 22Qcti jggj
mine on the one part, and the persons so employed on the other part; and in tho absence of such agree*
*
ment such coal or shale shall he truly weighed either at the bottom of the screen or at the place as near
to the pit-mouth as is reasonably practicable, <fcc. ” ;—that is, where there is a regulation as to the payment
by weight ? In the absence of a specific agreement between me and the parties, the clause would compel
me to pay by weight,
■
103<J9-70. Is that your reason for objecting to it P Yes.
10371. Is your mine almost the only mine where the system of not paying hy weight is existing;—is yours
not an isolated case? I do not hnow of any other mine that is not paying hy weight.
10372. You do not know of any other proprietary? At the present time I cannot think of any.
10378. Do you not think you arc an exception to the general rule iu that case ? I believe I am an
exception in the district. I do not see fit to adopt the method.
10371. I think yon said that there was considerable trouble about the payment for certain matters that
had to he cleaned from the coal in connection with this very clause? Yes.
10375. Is not that a specific payment that has to be paid for in connection with the workings of a colliery
in the way of hands aud so on ; I am speaking in a general way ? Of course it is bound to be a matter of
dispute when deductions have to be made. That is one of the reasons why I prefer payment by measurement.
1037G. The only matter is that the men are supposed to fill clean coal ? I believe the inducement is
greater to fill clean coal by measurement than by weight.
10377. That your system is superior to any other system in the district ? In that respect it is. If a man
is employed by weight, and he can pass stone, there is an inducement to do so,
10378. Do you not know that where a miner is paid hy weight, that, as a rule, coal when it is put down
the screen goes into the weigh-box, and that it comes under the scrutiny of the weighman ? Yes.
10379. And that the refuse is taken out before the coal is weighed? Yes.
10380. "What inducement can there be then ? The inducement to me topay by measurement instead of
weight is a matter of economy. I save the expense of tho men’s wages, also the cost of a weigh screen,
and weighing apparatus, and there is no friction with the men about "being cheated. Every man can check
his own work ; it is there for him to measure as well as me, and another advantage is that I can with less
trouble keep my pillars uniform, because there is no inducement for the men to work the place wider than
it ought to be. Beyond a certain width they arc not paid.
10381. Are these your only reasons ? I think they are good valid reasons.
10382. Is your chief reason in this matter that in tho method you have adopted you believe vou get your
coal worked cheaper lhan you would under another system? If circumstances were such that I had to
pay by district weight, I would have to pay more by weight than I would by measurement. It is all a
matter of profit, but the miners employed by me make more money than where they aro employed by
weight. If the local conditions are such that in the A. A. Company’s mines a man can get 2 tons, anil
in my mine 4i tons with the same exertion, I have no right to pay him what the A. A. Company pays him.
If 10s. is the standard, I have no right to pay him more than 10s.
10383. Is not this a matter of general agreement ? I havo never been aparty to any of those agreements.
1038d. Were you not a party when you were a miner yourself? Yes.
10385. In that case you were a party ? Yes.
10386. With regard to this measurement business, would you have any objection to any man being
appointed from amongst the men to go round and see that the measurements were correct, just in the
same way as checking the weights ? I would have no objection ; but it is not necessary.
10387. I ask you that question again: in the event of tho men wanting to appoint a man to look after
their measurements,"find to go round the whole of tho colliery and take the measurements from time to
time, would you have any objection to the men doing so ? Yonc whatever.
10388. Have you any objection to the men appointing a check-weigher? In my case there is no need
for a check-weigher, as I do not pay by weight.
10389. Have you any objection to tbe men appointing a check-weigher? If I was paying by weight I
'
would have no objection.
“
10390. Would you interfere with any of their meetings with regard to their ballots? I do not see
how I could.
10391. Did you discharge some men some time ago ? Yes, I did.
10392. How many ? Eour men.
10393. Why ? 1 suppose that as a man is privileged to leave my employment I can have an equal right
to dispense with his services when I think fit. Tbe reason why these men were discharged was tliat they
had. made a demand to be paid hy weight and I refused to accede to the request. Subsequently a formal
request was sent to me in writing, signed by each man in the colliery, and 1 was given to understand that
that course was pursued with your instructions. I declined to pay by weight on that formal request.
10394. And you discharged the men for making this formal request ? I discharged the men for having
gone in to work on my terms. They first of all signified their determination not to resume work, but
when the other men were going to work they wanted to return to work too, and I declined to permit
'
them, but at the solicitation of the other men I allowed them to start; but no sooner had they started
than they got up this requisition to pay by weight, and I considered that they had not acted fairly, and
therefore I dispensed with their services.
10395. Do you know, independently of what opinion I hold, that these men of their own accord wished
to bo paid by weight;—do yon know that ? I cannot say ; but before that they had requested to bo paid
by weight and I declined to do so, and that was at tbe instigation of people not employed in the colliery.
10396. You think they have no mind of their own? I think they have a mind of their own.
10397. And, having that mind, do yon think they should exercise it occasionally of their own free will ?
They have a mind of their own, but when they become members of an association they are supposed to
submit themselves to the will of a majority.
10398. President.] I do not think there is anything else we wish you to refer to, Mr. Sneddon.
[Witness withdrew.]
92—2 Q
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“Richard Thomae Bworn and examined :—
"'r'^iat a,re JT0U> Mr, Thomas ? I am colliery manager for Messrs. J. & A. Brown.
10400, Where ? At the Brown’s and Dudtcnfield Collieries, Minmi.
22 Oct., 1895.l"Ipw long have you been a mining manager? As assistant and manager, I have been connected
with mining for the last thirty years ? I have been a collierv manager for nineteen years, and was an
assistant previous to that.
“
i oimo'
How many years experience have you had altogether ? Thirty years altogether.
10403. Nineteen years of that thirty years as manager? Tes, nineteen years as manager. I hold a firstclass certificate under the English Act.
10404. A certificate of competency ? Tes.
10405 What other collieries have you managed? In this Colony, the Stockton Colliery; and in England,
the Clydach Vale Colliery.
‘
■
10406. In what part of the old country ? In South Wales.
tit^ear ^ you ^eave fhe °ld country ? A tittle over nine years ago.
inloo’ TiT^n fhat before the Act of 1887 came into force ? Tes; I worked under tho Act of 1872.
-In ^
at 0UI^ l)r.eserit ^oa.l Mines Act of 1876, subsections (rr), (tit), and (rv), of section
i a reSa™ ^0 the ventilation of mines (sre Jppertiiix B) ■—how do you interpret those clauses?
With regard to them as a wholo?
10410. Generally, what is tho effect of them ? As far as the minimum is concerned, I do not consider it
too much in a mine, but I think that going into detail too much hampers the working of a mine. I would
not object to 100 cubic feet of air as a minimum, or even more; but taking it undiminished, without
regard to certain circumstances in various portions of the mine, 1 think it rather hinders than helps the
eihcient working of the mine.
10411. What .aro you bound to give under that Act? 100 cubic feet of air.
10412. Having done that, hare you done all that the Act requires ? Tes.
10413. Where is that 100 cubic feet of air to be required? Along tbe airways past each working-place ;
but subsection (iv) makes the meaning clearer by saying no place shall he driven more than 35 yards before
tnG current.
•
10414. If you supplied 100 cubic feet of air per minute along the airways past each working-place,
would you consider that you had complied with tbe Act? 1 would.
10415. Is that the common acceptation of the wording of the Act ? I think that is a reasonable con
struction.
10416. President.'] Do yon say that if you have supplied 100 cubic feet of air that yon have done all that
ln
cases ? ^ So long as it is sufficient to dilute and render harmless noxious gases,
in o’ tv ^°U ‘iave 8upphed 100 cubic feet: of air, have you done all that is required by tbe Act? I have.
Ao matter whether the gases are diluted or not? Oh, no ; I consider I would not have done so.
Ihis provision makes it very difficult for the inspector to prove his case.
10419 What do the words “ not less as a minimum ” mean ? It really means t^at you shall keep that
^r®®.^r0ln n0x^0us gascfS hut even without noxious gases you must send 1UO cubic feet of air there.
10420. What place do you refer to; you said you must keep that place free from gas? The workingplace, and all places where men travel.
11)421. Are all tho working-places to he kept free from deleterious gases ? I consider I am bound to do
that by this Act.
inarm’ a*
e^se you l'ave t0
? Vea ; to restrict the splits to seventy men.
10423. And have you not to keep the places in a fit state for working and passing therein ? True, that
is. another provision.
10424. Do you think that the provisions in the proposed Bill are sufficient? I consider they are more'
than sufiicient.
_
J
1042t>. What would you suggest for the proposed Bill ? I consider that an adequate amount of ventiln■
tion is all that is required. That is still the proiision in England, and the matter has been thoroughly
thrashed out, and the inadequacy of this provision lias never been spoken of by inspectors or miners’
.
advocates. Ibis is what we have acted upon all through. It gives the inspector full power, no matter if
there was 300, 400, or 5f0 cubic feet of air, to prosecute a manager if the place was not fit for working or
passing therein. Under the English Act a malinger is not bound to provide any quantity.
10426, Do you think that sub-clauses (in) and (rv) have tended lo confuse matters and make them worse
than thOT might have been ? Tea, as they imply that the old workings do not need ventilation, whereas,
tho Royal Commission at home, in their final report-------10427. Which Royal Commission? The Commission on Accidents in Mines—have laid very great stress
upon the importance of ventilating worked out parts of the mine.
10128. Do you think that subsections (in) and (rv) of the present Act in this Colony have produced
some confusion here ? 1 have seen nothing as yet,
10429. Tou do not think that they have caused any confusion at all ? Not as yet.
10430: Tou think that as long as an adequate amount of ventilation has to be supplied that these two sub
sections may be dispensed with ? I am of that opinion.
' “I"1; ^af’ having an adequate amount of ventilation in all parts of the mine, nothing more is needed ?
iaaoo -Iit*’
^ &’ves ^,e inspector a freer hand to demand what quantity he thinks neeessarv.
!0432. W ould you be surprised to hear that there has been a good deal of doubt cast upon the workiim
of the present Act m tins Colony have you not heard anything ? No ; I have not heard anything, exccnt
that it is supposed that,this 100 cubic feet would hamper an inspector if he wanted to conduct a prose
cution—that a Magistrate would take the 100 cubic feet as sufficient. 1 would take it that I would be
hound by subsection (ir) in tbe same way as I would be at Home.
10433. Tou think that subsections (in) and (iv) are superfluous? I consider the ground is whollv
covered by subsection (n).
J
10434. Would you accept the wording of the English Act with regard to ventilation in the proposed
Billthat is virtually subsection (n) of the A ct of 1876 ? I would.
10435. Tou do nob think that the provision in the proposed Bill with regard to splits and cut-throuehs is
necessary? No, I do not.
b
10436. Do you think that any minimum should be provided P I do not seo any necessity for it, but I do
not see any harm in a minimum.
10437
R. Thomas,-
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Mr.
10437. Do you not think there would be a doubt in the event of the magistrate convicting ? In that
B. Thomw.
respect I do. An inspector would have much greater difficulty in carrying his case through.
10438. You are aware that some of the seams in this Colony are 3 and 4 yards high ? Yes.
_
22 Oct., 1856,
10439. Supposing there was a minimum of 100 or 100 cubic fed of air per minute, how could you measure
that air in the working-place ? You could not measure it for a small number of men.
10440. There are two men working in each place as a rule, and occasionally a wheeler and a horse? Yes.
10441. That would be GOO cubic feet of air for a place 3 yards high ? That would require a velocity of
30 feet, and the anemometer would not register that.
10442. How would an inspector know that the place was adequately ventilated ? Au inspector never
uses the anemometer at homo—he carries a safety-lamp.
10443, How would an inspector know, in the case we are speaking of, whether the mine was adequately
ventilated ? His light wrould show him.
10444. His lamp ? Yes.
10445. And his own senses? Yes.
1044G. His sense of smell would help him ? No ; not iu all cases.
10447. Would he not smell the powder smoke? Yes.
10448. His own senses and the flame of his lamp would be sufficient ? Yes ; at home the inspector newer
measures the current.
10449. Do you think that would be sufficient to enable the inspector to say whether there was an adequate
quantity of ventilation ? Decidedly.
10150. If it were objected to—suppose the manager held a different opinion to the inspector, and said
that the mine was adequately ventilated? In that case the inspector would always have the workmen to
stand by to prove his case, if gas showed in his lamp the proof would be there at once,
10151. The case would go to arbitration ? I have seen no case of dispute in which it was necessary to
go into arbitration.
,
10452. Speaking of your general experience, is it likely that the manager would object to the inspector’s
dictum ? I have never heard of a complaint to that effect at all,
10453. Do you think it is likely ? I do not think it is.
10451. Do you think a manager would rectify the defect or fight it out before an Arbitration Board ? I
think there is the greatest wish on the part of managers to carry out whatever the inspector may require.
10155. To give more air if the inspector says more air is wanted? True.
J015G. If the inspector docs not use his anemometer in the working-places, where docs lie use it? At
different places iu the split. If he thinks the air is slack in any portion of the mine, he tries it in the
main intakes and the returns.
10457. Assuming a split with sixty men in it, that would he 9,000 cubic feet of air on a basis of 150 cubic
feet per miuute, how many places would there be going in such a district ? Thirty places.
10458. Allowing for the wheelers, say twenty-six or twenty-seven places? The wheelers are not counted.
10159. I assume a case for my own purpose ;—assuming that there are sixty men, boys, aud horses in a
split, how many working-places would there be ? Say twentv-seven.
10100. How would you propose to carry the air into each place of these twenty-seven places P I should
propose to keep the full quantity on the main airway, and to take a sufficient quantity into each bord to
dilute and render harmless noxious gases.
10101. How would you do that? By a sheet
10462. How far would that be sufficient—say the bord was 35 yards ? If it was rising very sharply I
should think it necessary to go at least half the distance. In flat borda, or dip bords, perhaps 8 or 10
yards from the airway.
.104G3. Are you working under these conditions now? No ; we adopt no system of bratticing at all.
104G4. Does sufficient air go in ? Y'es ; to dilute and render harmless noxious gases with the exception
of powder smoke.
104G5. Is that not to be provided for? It does not come exactly under the title of a dangerous gas; we
do not put any bratticing for it.
104G6. Although not a deleterious gas it is uncomfortable to wrork in ? True.
10467. If you were without sub-clauses 3 and4, would you have to alter your system of working in any
way ? No ; we would carry on just as we are now.
”
10468. In doing so you think you would comply with the terms of the English Act, which is subsection
(ri) of the present Act in this Colony ? Yes.
10469. You would not need any alteration whatever ? None.
10470. Under those circumstances the inspector would be satisfied ? Yes.
10471. How do you pay the miners for hewing at your colliery ? Three shillings per ton.
10472. Howt do you measure the payment ? By weight.
10473. Do you weigh all the skips ? We take an average.
10474. Have you more than one weigh-bridge? One woigh-bridge at each colliery.
10475. How many screens have you for the coal to pass over? One weigh-screon and two travelling
belts at each colliery.
10476. Is the weigh-bridge at a separate screen? Yes.
10477. Is that kept in operation the whole of the day ? Yes.
10478. How many skips are weighed during the day ? About thirty-five or forty would be a fair day’s
weighing.
10479. Has your weighman any other duties to perform ? Ho simply sees that the men at the bandscreen keep at their posts, but lie can see that from tho weigh-house. ’
10430. Are the men satisfied with the number of skips you weigh ? I have never had any complaints.
104SL. You have never had any complaints since you have been at Brown’s collieries ? There have been
times when they did not consider that a sufficient quantity of skips were weighed, but that has been
quickly remedied. Under ordinary circumstances there have been no complaints.
10482. How long is it since the last complaint ? About three or four years ago.
10183. Did you increase the number of skips to be weighed? 1 told the weighers to keep up till the last
hour of tho day.
10484. And since then you have had no complaints ? No, not since that time.
10485.
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10485. Iii your part of Wales, Mr. Thomas, were cheek-inspectors appointed by tho men? Yes; they
check-inspectors, hilt we had to pay them before they would go round.
10486. Do you say that the mine-owners had to pay them ? Yes ; the miners would not lake that amount
22 Oct., 189o. of interegt ^ ^ them
'
J!*r'

R. Thomas,

10487. You were anxious they should send check-inspectors around ? Yes.
10488. Was that the usual practice? 1 know it was our practice.
_ _
■
10480. You do not know if it was done at other collieries ? 1 cannot he positive.
10490. Do you know if the check-inspectors ever made complaints to the inspectors about anything they
found wrong ? No ; 1 do not know of any such case.
10491. Are you aware that complaints have been made by the men to the inspectors ? I heard on one
occasion of an anonymous letter being sent to the inspector, and lie inquired into tho complaint,
10492. Did the inspector inquire into the complaint? Yes, he did.
10493. You have probably read in the reports that the Secretary of State in England encourages
anonymous com munieaiions, and wishes the inspectors to attend to these complaints? Yes, and not to
reveal the names.
10494. Do you look upon that as a fair protection? Yes.
10495. And as a manager you would not object to it ? Not at all. If any man is dissatisfied, tho sooner
he is satisfied on that point the better.
10496. Have you over had any notice of the visits of tho inspectors to your colliery ? No.
10497. How do they generally come ? By 'bus from WaUscnd. Sometimes I meet them in the workings
when I am going round the mine.
10498. Have any complaints been made to the inspectors with regard to the Duckenlicld mines ? 1 have
not heard of one.
10499. Has the inspector ever complained to you with regard to any of your arrangements? He noiified
me of the scarcity of air in one district of Brown's Colliery, and it was remedied. He visited it a few
days afterwards and found that it was all right.
10500. Is that a thing that migbi happen iu any mine ? Yes.
10501. Occasionally? Yes, occasionally.
10502. The clause in the English Act that applies to tho payment of the miner refers, you are probably
aware, to mines of minerals other than coal ? Yes.
10503, .Arc you aware that the Legislative Council ndicn this Bill was before them proposed an alteration
in the Bill to suit the practice carried on in this country ? Yes.
10504, In your opinion is that a wise thing to do, or do you think it better to be contented with the
wording of the old Act? 1 cannot see that there was ever any difliculty arising under the wording of the
old Act.
_
10505. You would be content with the wording of the old Act? Yes; contracted to be gotten, I think,
covers the ground, the meaning being large coal.
10506. The wording of the Act and the practice arc not consistent with one another? The mineral con
tracted to be gotten is round marketable coal.
10507. "Would you say round coal, not coal round and small? Yes.
10508. Mr. Curlftj.~\ Where it was contracted to be gotten in that way would it not mean still that ?
Yes; whatever is contracted to be gotten.
10509. Mr. Gregson.'} Have you looked through the proposed Bill at all ? Yes.
10510. Have you any suggestions to make that you would like to lay before tbe Commission? With
regard to hours of employment, I consider that there is no necessity to compel men not to work more than
eight hours. In fact, 1 think it is about the first time that legislation has interfered with adult labour,
and until the hours they work can be proved to be hurtful or conducive to accident, J do not think they
should be interfered with.
10511. Has that subject been inquired into in G-rcat Britain? Yes, and largely petitioned against by the
men themselves. In fact, one of the leading representatives of the men, Mr. Burt, took a very stremg
stand against it. It was endeavoured to be proved by the advocates that long hours were conducive to
accidents, hut in going into the matter they found that nearly all the accidents happened in the earlier
parts of tho day.
10512, Where did you get that information from ? From the proceedings of the House of Commons,
10513. What is your authority for that statement? .1 read the reports of the proceedings in the Collirrt/
Guardian.
The speaker was Mr. David Thomas, my old. master, and be presented a petition from 2G,0U0
miners against that provision.
10514. Mr. Ourltn/.'] Do you know the number of hours they work in that district ? Nine working hours.
10515. Mr. Gregson.] Was the occasion of the debate you speak of when the Bill was before the House
of Commons Inst year ? Yes.
10516. What became of the Bill? The eight-hour clause was thrown out.
10517. Why ? On tho strength of the opposition from tho men themselves : that clinched the matter.
10518. Was it not on the proposition of your friend, Mr. Thomas, that it should be optional iu each
district? Yes; so that tho miners should say whether they should have it or not.
10519. And then the promoters of the Bill threw it out? Yes.
10520. You consider that you are supported in what you say about the eight-hour provision by what has
transpired in Great Britain ? Yes; I consider that is likely to produce accidents. Any curtailment of
tho time will mean less attention to the safety of the working place. A miner may have filled his last
skip, and finds it necessary to timber his bord, but his time is up, and next morning, through the bord not
being properly timbered, it may lead to an accident through his wanting to get coal at once to keep the
wheeler going. Most of the accidents in mines Imp pen through the miner wanting to get tho last bit of
^coal for the skip before he puts up a sprag or a pro]).
10521. Have you any other remarks von would like to make with regard to Ihc proposed Bill? "With
regard to the distance that shafts should be kept apart, I consider that 15 yards as a minimum is quite
sufficient. There arc circumstances where the surface area is limited, and to have the shafts 50 yards
apart means not only a greater area on the surface, but allowing more for shaft, pillars below,
10522. 2Jresident.^ What about 30 yards ? 1 should say 20 yards is enough for all practical purposes,
• as the Minister has tho right to me discretionary powers, if he considers a greater distance to be necessary.
JO023. Not the Minister ? I mean the inspector,
10521,
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10524. Ib there anything in this: One of our witnesses has said that in case of any thing"happening to one
^r‘ a
shaft, the othef shaft would necessarily be involved. What do you think of that;—do you know any ^1,
place where the shafts are only 15 yards apart ? It is a little distance for shafts of a depth exceeding 200 22 Qct
feet, hut for shallow shafts it is ample. With shafts 00 or 80 feet deep, it would bo ridiculous to work a
'
’
mine and take up 50 yards betw’een the two shafts.
10525. Mr. Gregson.~] It must apply to all the circumstances of the Colony ;—should you not he content
to compromise;—an Act of Parliament cannot be made to apply to shallow shafts only ? An inspector
has tho right to require a. greater distance where he thinks fit,
_
10526. Would you leave it to the inspector? Yes, under the dangerous practice clause. I do not think
it is likely to affect us very much, because our seams are getting deeper and deeper.
_ _
10527. You consider that a good distance between shafts is advisable, not only for the stability of the
shafts, hut for the convenience on the surface ? Yes.
10528. Aud underground too ? Yos ; I would not object to 30 yards.
10520. Have you anything else that you wish to draw attention to, Mr. Thomas ? With regard to checkinspectors, I think that they should be appointed ifotn amongst the men engaged in the mine. 1 refer to
rule [40] 38, on page 30 of the Bill (we Appendix A).
_
10530. There again, you see, you have picked on one of the difficult matters? I will admit that I am
against the recent English practice on that point, but our labour troubles lead, us into many complications,
aud we may have men appointed to inspect our mines whoso interest is not to keep the masters and men
on an amicable footing. We do not find the same thing in England.
10531, Mr. Curley.'] Is not that an unfounded insinuation yon are making ? Wc know that there are
men-------_
10532. Can you point to any instance where check-inspectors have been appointed from any pernicious
motives? Take for instance the experience they had at the Co-operative Colliery.
10533. Mr. Gregson^] As long as they were not mining engineerl, would you object to them going round
tho mine on behalf of the workmen ? I would object.
10534. You think it would bo better for them to be chosen from men who are at the colliery ? Yos. The
men who are at the mine know most about it. There has been nothing in the past to show that their
inspection has not been au adequate ono.
10535. Mr. Gurley.] A small mine might not be in a position to pay the men? They ivould have to pay
more for an outsider.
10536. Mr. Gregson.] On behalf of the proprietors, they have committed themselves by saying they will
take the English Act ? I look upon this provision as a drawback ; I am willing to take the English Act
as a whole, hut I am not willing to take the worst provisions in the English Act and have thorn tacked
on to our own.
_
_
10537. What else would you like to refer to? I have nothing else. I think that in this matter of a
certificated manager, where only ten men are employed, seeing that the Legislature intends to provide
first-class men, that it is an unnecessary expense iu a small mine. A second-class manager should be
allowed to take a mine with thirty men or less.
■
10538. You would not suggest that the Act should ignore small mines; it has been suggested that
managers of small mines might have a permit for a year—say, a permit on the inspector’s recommenda
tion-,—what do you think of that suggestion ? I prefer the certificate, because that is liable to he with
drawn in a case of iucompeteney or neglect. A matter of a permit would, perhaps, be difficult to deal
with. I assume that a second-class certifieato will be granted on showing practical knowledge. I do not
flunk a mine should be left without a second-class certificated man.
10530. Have you anything else you wish to refer to, Mr. Thomas ? I decidedly object to tho word
“ serious ” in subsection (i) of section [31] 20, ou page 15 of the Bill, iu connection with reporting acci
dents in mines {sec Appendix AY
10540. Mr. Gurley.] What is your objection to that section ? Because it would cover all sorts of acci
dents. If a ’nan cuts his finger it would have to be reported. We should want an inspector on the
ground the whole of the time ; and if an accident was reported, the working-place would have to he left
idle until the inspector came. It would keep a manager going inquiring into these little things. It would
keep tho inspector going, and the mine idle, and I am sure the men in a short time would object to it,
Wc havo to keep the place idle now when an accident is reported.
_
10541. Mr. Grey son.] Have you anything else yon wish to refer to ? I object to allowing miners to
depute any person outside of their own number to extract reports from the book in the colliery office.
10542. You do not object fo any person employed in the mine inspecting tho books or taking copies for
themselves ? No ; wo object to them deputing that right to anybody else.
10543. President.] Do you know that right is in the English Act? The same feeling would arise there
as regards bringing anybody in as a cheek-inspector.
■
10544. Mr. Gurley.] How long were you at tho Stockton Colliery ? About three years.
10545. In what year did you take the management there? In 1886.
1054G. How did you find the condition of that mine with regard to the pillars ? They were very thin
pillars; a number of them were thin pillars. I do not think they were all thin pillars, but a great number
of them were.
10547. Would you consider them too thin? Ob. yes,
10548. Had these pillars been left prior to your becoming manager? Yes.
10549. Did. you leave any such pillars as theso yourself? Not to my knowledge. They might run
oeeasiooally thin, but not in a general way. We kept linos on the bords, and occasionally they would
run thin.
10550. Is the size of pillars a matter that requires consideration in colliery management? Undoubtedly.
10551. I believe there was an extensive fall during your management at Stockton ? Yes.
10552. Where was this fall ? At the top drive bords, where the most of thoso thin pillars were.
10553. Did it come over the pillars? It broke up with the pillars.
10554. Do you think that was one of the reasons that it broke up—I mean in consequence of tho thin
pillars? Yes.
.
10 555. Did that fall go over any of the main roads?

Yes.

10556. For any distance? Eor a distance of about 5 chains.
10557, Did that interfere with the working of tlic colliery at all?

Yes; we had to stop the colliery.
10558,
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10558. What year was that in ? About the end ui i.he year 1888, or the beginning of the year 1880.
10559. Had you to suspend work ? 'Ves.
sso.Ukk.IS For some time ? Yes.
For how long p For about a fortnight
10562. F)id the roof give indications of coming away before it fell? There was a groat deal of crushing
on those pillars.
10563. For how long ? It started at the far end, at a distance of five cut-throughs—150 yards. It
started there for about two months before it fell.
10564. Did it fall during tbe day or during the night-time? It did not come away suddenly; it started
at the face; we struck a whin intrusion.
10565.. It caused you to suspend work on your main way? It never blocked the main-way. We started
timbering before it came on.
105G6. You kept the men out as a precautionary measure during the time you were repairing it ? Yes.
10567. Did the fall come right round the main-way where you put the'timber in? It came in the top
drive, in the upper portion of the seam.
10568. Was that the only fallyou had of any dimensions while you werethere? Yes, with the exception
of an isolated bord, with the thin top coal, hut never with the main roof.
10569. What kind of roof did you find in that fall;—what was the quality of it ? Shale and sandstone ;
more shale than sandstone; thinly bedded.
10570, What distance would this be from tho shaft bottom ? I should think the nearest point would be
70 yards.
10571. Was that coming in a northerly direction, north-west or north-east from the shaft? The closest
point would he almost northerly, if anything, a little west.
10572. Was there any quantity of water given off in any of those falls ? No ; not a drop.
10573. Was your main drive going up that way, from the top working or from the lower working ? There
was a main drive in tho lower workings. They were called our north-west headings, and a drive crossing
it to serve five or six bords. We had there a slant road,
10574. How did you find the pillars in the bottom scam? They were not quite so bud as the others, but
they were thin in places. There was ono group of bords—I think about seven or eight bords—whore
there was hardly a thick pillar in the lot; that was in the top drive.
10575. I am asking you about the bottom drive? There were thin pillars in the bottom drive.
10576. What was the width of the bords ? They were supposed to be 8 yards,
10577. Were they 8 yards ? There were some above that; they rau in some places as much as 10 yards.
10578, Did you put down a bore there ? No; we bored from the lower seam up iu the mine, but never
on the surface.
10579, How far was that bore in ? At a distance of (say) half a mile from the shaft, to test for the
upper seam,
10580. Did you test it at any time for the thickness of the rock ? Not above the upper seam.
10581. Do you know of any places that were worked under the harbour during your time? No.
10582. Not under tidal waters ? No, not under tidal waters.
10583. Is there one of your intake roads at Rlinmi, where you havo passed through some ground where
au extensive fall came away some years ago ? That portion is closed up.
10584. Is that portion finished ? Yes; what we call the straight in, or that was what it was called then.
10585. Is that where the men complained of passing through some black-damp occasionally? That was
before my time.
10586. Do you know of any place of that kind at the present time? No; occasionally we see a little
black-damp near the fault furnace.
"
10587. Is that on one of the intakes or the return ? It is in the return, near to the furnace.
10588. Have the men to pass through this at all ? No ; they do not pass there now. They used to, but
. we have a separate communication now.
10o89. What is the width of the bords you are driving now? Eight yards.
10590. "What is the size of the pillars ? Five yards.
10591. ‘What do you think is the depth of the colliery ? The deepest workings where we are at present
would be something like about 300 feet.
10592. Do yon drive your bords by fine ? No.
"
10593. .Are your pillars kept to anything like the size you intend them—5 yards ? Fairly well.
10594. Do you think that these pillars will be ample in pillar-working later on? I do not think we will
he able to extract all the pillars.
10595. AYhy ? Because there is not a sufficient margin of strength left.
10596. Do you know if the mine is worked with a view to extracting pillars ? As far as I can under
stand, it is the intention of the proprietors to leave the pillars.
10597. Have you made any recommendations yourself as manager as to the utility of leaving larger
pillars in the mine? No ; so long as I know it is not their intention to work the pillars.
10598, Have you made any recommendations at any time? No, I have not.
10599. Has the inspector at any time when he has visited your colliery drawn your attention to the pillars
at all? Never.
10600. Do you use any brattice or canvas at all ? Only in the narrow headings,
10601. Not in the bords ? No
10002. Have you not some rise places ? Yes.
10G03. ’Where the men arc 35 yards before the air, and have a cut-through to put over, another 5 yards,
making about 40 yards before tbe current of air from the headings, do you not think that some of this canvas
brattice might be used to conduct some of the air to the men? We could not do it with advantage.
What the men are doing is that they place the dirt in such a way that it leaves a space behind.
10604. That is, the men are doing it themselves ? There is no other way, because our place is blocked
up with dirt. It does not leave brattice room with our scam.
■
10605. The men will have to put up with the inconvenience of deficient air in those cases ;—1 think you
admitted that the powder smoke hung about these places ? Yes.
•
10606. If you get 100 cubic feet of air you have spoken about on the heading as a minimum,! think I
understood you to say you considered the .Act complied with—that is where there is no fire-damp or
black-damp ? Yes.
10607.
B. Thorass.
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10607. You consider the Act is complied with ? Yes.
Mr.
1060S. Does it prevent you from providing more air ? No; J think Mr. Fegan was kind enough to credit E. Thomag.
us with having 200 feet per man.
j-JJJJ?- iV,iere ? •ln11.11"
Mr. Fegan laid before the Select Committee.
22 Oct., 1895.
re7nrd l'°nhe WOrd “ adequate ” in any new provision, that that word to
insnertn ■ rld T ^e 9ue8t,on stl!1 nl •an indefinite form ? ft would leave it in this way : that the
XSLlh°
roq“ir,!<1' We ’™uld eilhcr ^ “> ^ "■iUl hit
infiH ■ Wl n0t thiS arbit™tion last for ^eks ? He could close the mine apprehending danger.
Yes '
th
ager W0llld not Provirle the air, should the inspector have that power if he thought fit?
SSaKSK??'' No IgSSTjf * cl'™k-"'<*ieh" !-*■»

rnf objection to the meneelccting

oS^5IlthemOUwM 0b'iecti0I\t0 tbeJl.inen, Tc(inK for that P!1,’PO-=e? Decidedly not; wc have
iSmo ri“ th
5
ha? everl st0PPed the check-weighman’s money for them.
Lra ,3' I can^udoTl^k'16 air ^
I?1,Ve
frc(I11ell% ? I generally take it by the flame on my
nfi s1 w J
by lhls IV Mearl-y’ but ]f 1 have ally <*oubt I take the anemometer.
times in ^e'wholo'tilne’0'" ^
ancinometer ? 1 do not think 1 have taken the anomemeter in a dozen
IScld't ^len did y°? laat11take ib ? 1 suppose nearly eighteen months ago.
TivNr “^UYOU a travelling screen at your colliery ? Yes.
1061o. At both places ? ^ cs,
■
y°U find •tbese Ravelling screens a great advantage ? Yes.
Mn°:(;!?“0,mC;l ^!ln tbe old
? Mes; more economical and more efficient.
inri7a‘iD n
^spect the working-places in the mine every morning? Yes.
10017. In all parts of the pit? Yes,
b
Jnn
T/°U anJ fire-damP Siren off ? In some of the winning-out heading
'
in the mining ?y0?csUrDaCe'men here' ^ 1
they 8tatad that their StartinStime waB about G «’clo«k
M aluilhr'^fe^amn
in • ? gc j
• P
niriilhclilnings"’n0b

if tbe f arnace-man -was in the mine earlier P We have a man
an<I it gives a brisk blaze at 4 o’clock in tho morning If the man the™
he e0eS to tbe furnaCe’ and we have bad no complaints of slackness in the
™r-7 Ii",ite<i luanI'by °I cod? They keep a good brisk fire.

“n ie?.7rNSd ILmZrt'”1 “

pl<"“'e ?

Y"’ “ mo'1' “ "»Z

mSeihecLpeTt mh"d ,e"ti“on « ■» °f lh» P™« “»e» h -Meg t

i ""l if "> “ tho lire
I IU* » well.veotiktcd

without bleating ? There «* bo » cert.io .
Yesf^ ^ ^rie P°'vder smoke ’8> it is difficult to clean coal unless yon have a good current of ventilation ?
[Witness withdrew,]
.
Jacob Carlos Jones sworn and examined :—
wor xv\' f'Vy0n-] iWhrlt are you’ Mr? A cfiniCTf mannffer ami mining engineer
Mr.
10027 u
C 1Cry d0i™U 1,ep''erit? ,The Soutb Bu)li Colliery, in tho Ulawarra dislrict.
J. C. Jones.
1062/. Hon many years have you been there? I havo been five years at the Soutli Bulli Colliery as
manager, and ten years in the district as manager.
■
«-omery as 22 Oct.'^lSfla.
S' OurorStyt«™tvPJienCe liave1 y0Uiirad ’"l1 coal-mininS altogether ? Twenty-seven years.
100 0 Uut ot that twenty-seven years how long have you hecn manager? Ten years in the 111awarri
f;Kn ’v
vsrrtmitmanageTinthe^nj^,
3
ara
XUOdO. 1 ou wanted to give some evidence in reference to the proposed Coal-minin" Bill5 Yes ■ I would
like to say a fipv words upon the eight hours. It is intended to make eight' hours compulsory’in mines
wit Si f’1^ t0 fd r°'u 4d- t0 ^ a-t0n 0,1 t0 0llr C0Bt' lf've are going to make^all our daymen
inc-ri v 1 h?Ur8 ?u!y’ "'l!1 Prove lbilfc 11 is almost impracticable to work.^
7
loetv 7'0,onottblnk.tbatthee,Slit hours clause should become law? Certainly not
11 '"'"la be
v™. »»"
It »-»«ld raduc. th.
10033- Mr. Curley.'] You said Gd. per ton ? Yes.
106:14. JVmrfflfl#.] How long do your men work in the face of tho mine? Fight hours ■ then the men
d“?d lCtt\'herc
1 J15 ^ r ’f0 con8lderati™ i i<:
reduce their labour to, say,'two hours per
tionil n t wmSl k
em/+ C°St f0mea, ln- lhe additio'ial oost to us would be enormous. Ai&i.
tiomil plant would bo required to maintain the output, and tho plant we have already ivould deteriorate
to brm^n
h‘th 1688 rJ ^ ? t'hem,- Then’ ****1 rolling-stock and ail
^
iLl 11 iTn }
y ?■', 11I,at nobody ln the coal trade objects to the coal-getter workim- tbe
thcy nrc'conJcrned0 'ly ,,,en'M
^ “ lisllt’ S° lhafc tbc pl°a °f hard work does ^ come in as far as
ronhfrir1 °A flay tbat ;,obodJ bas asked the coal-gettcrs to work more than eight hours ? No ; not at my
the mine In Soutli Bn^ 61*!
>* ^ proposed to make us weigh every skip that comes out of
this We hive nmi ilB
d p™babl-T,lu a11 tbc southern collieries, it is almost impracticable to do
this. We have not the space on the surface, and our screens are just a few yards from the tunnel-mouth
weiBh-b"df »>d forty skips as well, and that we could not do; and then there is
no benefit to anybody. In feouth M' ales, where I have hern, they weighed every skip, but there they had
largo skips carrying irom 25 to 30 cwt. Then to show you the means they adopt rtiere, they have the
billj fairplay, aud it would be compulsory for us to have the same thing here. That is objectionable, .
.

and
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and has caused more strife than tanything else.

They rather think they are robbed because tbe skip is
“Billy
22 O t 1895 fairPlay” a h°s underneath the screen, and tbe weighman after weighing the skip in the gross tips it
c
into the screen, and supposing the skip in the gross weighed 30 cwt., and the “ billy fairplay” represented
5 cwt., the miner would only be paid for 25 cwt. That would cause more strife than the present system.
10630. Mr. Cttrlfit/.] That is the system in Booth Wales;—may there not be instances where the small
coal is paid for? Yes ; and then it would he weighed just the same.
10637. Jf all coal was paid for, both small and largo, ivould not that be fairer? It would involve alteration
'
in tbe present practice, and it is not Marketable in that way.
10638. Supposing one third was knocked off for small coal ? I do not think it would be workable. The
’
great objection to filling all away together, is the inducement for the miner to break his coal.
_
10639. If he knows that there is only one-third coming off, you think he will not bother about having a
fair amount of large coal ? That is it exactly. 1 found it in North 1 llawarra; the yield of slack increased
10 per cent.
10640. You think if the miner is only paid for large coal, he gets as much large as possible? Yos.
10641. Mr. Gregson.'] You object to having every skip weighed? Yes, in the south.
10642. Where do you weigh ? We weigh at the foot of the screen.
10643. You weigh every skip that is weighed, by itself ? Yes
10644. President.] What percentage of skips do you weigh ? We weigh, on an average, thirty-five skips a
day—about 3$- or 4 per cent. We get 1,000 skips per day, and wc weigh thirty-five or forty skips out of
that 1,000.
10645. Is your weighbridge going all day ? Practically it is.
10046, Does your weighman do anything else besides weighing ? No.
10647. Mr. Gregson.] What put it into your head that tbe Commission wanted every skip weighed ? It
is in the Bill.
.
10G4S. There is nothing to prevent arrangements being made ? I have not looked to see that.
10649. Mr. Curley.] Have you a standard weight at South Bulli ? Yes; 15 cwt. is the standard, and
13 cwt. 2 qrs. is the average of what wc weigh.
10650. President.] Will you look at section [41] 38, on page 18 of the Bill, subsection (i)—“ Payment of
persons employed in mines by weight” {see Appendix A) ;—you will see the words between the lines 30
and 40—“ such weight being ascertained in such manner as may be agreed upon by the owner, agent, or
manager of the mine on the one part and the person so employed on the other part; and in tho absence
of such agreement, such coal or shale shall be truly weighed either at the bottom of tbe screen or at a
place as near to tbe pit mouth as is reasonably practicable ”? That is one of the amendments suggested
by tho Upper House,
10G51. Mr Gregson.] If you look at the clause in the present Act of 1876, you will see that there is
nothing there to compel you to weigh every skip ? I. have it in my mind that it was suggested that every
skip should bo weighed ; but if not, there is no necessity to object to it.
10652-3. The clause of the present Act has obtained for a good many years, and nobody has claimed under
it that every skip should be weighed, and that is how the Assembly left it ? There is no objection to it
as it is at present; our miners have not complained about tbe weight.
10054. Under the proposed Bill standard weight is aboliabed ? 1 wish it was not.
[Witness withdrew.]
J. C. Jones, weighed in tbe gross, and it is tipped over the screen, and tbe “billy fairplay” shows 5 cwt. less.

WEDNESDAY, 23 OGTOBEE, 1895.
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[The Commission met in the Board Boom, Chief Secretary's Office, at 10 a.m.]
.

|kfstttt: —

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS,
JAMES CURLEY, Esq.

'

|

■

■
Esq., Q.C., President.
JESSE GREGSON, Esq.

Harrie Wood, Esq., Under Secretary, Department of Mines and Agriculture, sworn and examined:—
Harrie Wood, 10655. President,] You are tbe Under Secretary for Mines, Mr. Wood? Yes.
Eaq.
10656. How long have you occupied that position? Since 1874.
10657. Mr. Cur lei/.] Have you a record of the principal communications that have passed between the
£3Oct., 1896. Inspectors of Collieries and your Department? Yes; I have their reports.
10658. Have you tbe opinions given by the Attorney-General from time to time on matters pertaining to
mining ? Yes.
10659. Have you an opinion given by Mr, Attorney-General Barton, to the effect that inspectors were not
to apprehend danger ? Yes.
10660. Will you let tbe Commission see that document ? Yes. [Document handed in. See Appendix 2.]
10661. I notice that there are two questions on this communication ;—can you say how tbese questions
came to be submitted;—were these questions submitted to the Attorney-General at the time ? Yes.
10662. How did they come to be submitted ? 1 presume some question was raised by somebody outside
which wo had to get information upon.
10663. I see that the first subject is, “If a mine, or any part of a mine, is found by tbe examiner or
inspector to be dangerous, does (under General Rule 5) the obligation to withdraw the workmen from the
mine rest upon the examiner, or inspector, or &c., &e. ?” and the second subject is, “Is the examiner
or inspector required, under General Rule 5, of section 25, to anticipate danger”? I may say that those
specific questions wero raised by .me upon some communication that came to the Department.
10664. Did the inspector raise the question himself ? Well, I really could not say that from memory.
If I had been asked to look up the papers I have no doubt that I could have obtained that information
for you. It would be proper to say that I raised these questions for submission to the Attorney-General.
10665. Have you a copy of Inspector Dixon’s report in connection with the Hamilton Pit disaster? Yes.
[Report handed in. See Appendix S.]
10G66.
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10G66. In connection with any reports that an inspector may make with regard to the condition of a Hattw "Wood,
colliery which he may consider unsatisfactory, has he, in the first place, to submit those reports to the
Department, or docs he take individual action immediately ? In the first place he usually reports to the
Department,
1
*
106G7, Is that only in eases where he is likely to take any action? Where he is proposing to take
proceedings.
'
10GGS. It is only in cases of that character ? Yes. He also reports the results of his periodical
inspections to the Department.
10GG9. What is done supposing an inspector sees something that ought to be remedied immediately ? He
notifies tbe manager, and enters it in the book.
'
10670. Is that part of his duty ? Yes.
10671. It has been stated here, by one of the inspectors at least, that intimations to managers are mostly
given verbally ? Yes.
10672. Do you not think that a written communication would carry more weight ? My impression is
that if there is anything the matter of serious consequence lhe inspector does as a matter of fact enter it
in tho book, aud if trivial he will call the attention of the manager to the matter, and the manager would
remedy it.
10673. What might be deemed a trivial matter might end with bad results ? Yes.
10674. Would it not be better to have a written notification ? ■ I can imagine it would involve a considerable
amount of trouble, and probably unnecessary trouble, Au inspector might see little things of no great
consequence perhaps better remedied than left alone, and on the spot ho tells the manager and the under
manager, and the thing is dealt with at once.
10G75. In tho event of anything arising later on ; a question of dispute might arise whether a manager
had been informed, and iu that case there would be only ono man’s word against the other? There would
be a difficulty then.
10676. You could not say what was done unless a report was made? No. In answer to that,I may say
that since the present Act has been in operation no such case has come under my notice, as far as my
memory serves me.
10677. With regard to those leases under ocean waters ? Yes.
10678. Have you fixed any conditions with regard to the issue of theso leases ? There are conditions in
the leases.
10670. What leases now arc affected by these conditions? The Hctton lease, some of the Stockton
ocean leases, the Wickham and Bullock Island lease, and probably some few others; but any that are
under tho ocean or tidal waters contain these special conditions.
10680. President.] What arc the conditions in these leases ? Size of pillars and widtli of bords, and
so on (see Appendix Q).
10681, Would that always bo the case without legislation ? Yes, ] think so. I think wc would continue
to impose conditions such as these, or some modification of them.
10632. All the coal-fields under the ocean are worked under leases granted by tbe Government? Yes ;
leased from the Crown.
10683. There is no private property held at all ? It is all Crown land.
10684. Mr. Carfoy.] Do you stipulate for companies taking soundings, or putting boreholes in advance
of tho main workings ? Yes.
10685. President.] Will you look at the proposed Coal-mining Bill, rules 42, 44, and perhaps rule 45,
on page 31 of tho Bill (see Appendix A,). These rules practically relate to mining under tidal waters,
aud under the ocean ? Yes.
’
10686. Are conditions equivalent to those rules really inserted in every lease ? Yes; I could not say
they ivould be verbatim, but substantially the same.
'
10687. Having the same effect? Yes.
10GSS. Who inspects for you to see that the requirements of the lease are being fulfilled? The
inspectors.
10680. Arc they furnished with copies of the conditions ? A copy of every lease is lodged in every office
of tho Examiner of Coal-fields, and is open to inspection by tbe inspectors at any time.
10690. Mr. Ourley^ With regard to the duties of the inspectors,—has each particular inspector a certain
district ? Yes.
10G91. They are individually inspectors on their own account? Yes; that is so, no doubt. The question
of seniority arises where one may have to act for another. In the event of the Examiner of Coal-fields
being absent Mr. Dixon may act for him, and the next in seniority may act for Mr. Dixon, and so on.
10692. So far as the Act is concerned, I do not suppose there is a senior position for anybody ? Under
the present Act the Examiner of Coal-fields is the head of the branch.
[Witness withdrew.]
Jacob Carlos Jones re-examined
Witness: Some remark was made yesterday, and I was led to understand that the basis of this
Mr.
inquiry is on the Bill as it left the Assembly and the amendments made by the Legislative Council. It J- O. Jones,
was said that the Council approved of standard weight being abolished, and, if you will permit me, I strongly
object to the abolition of the standard-weight system.
Oct,, 1895.
10693. President.] While we have to consider the Bill as it left the Assembly and went to the Upper
House, there arc certain things that both Houses have agreed on, and one of these things is that the
standard-weight system should be abolished ? I shall abide by your ruling, by all means, but I thought
the matter was open all through. This being the ease, I will say no more about tbe standard weight. I
would like to say something on tho weighing of every skip,
10694. Mr. Gregson,] That is not obligatory in the Bill ? Is there not an attempt made to make it
obligatory ?
10695. I do not think so. If you look at section [41] 38, on page 18 of the Bill (see Appendix A) you will
see that it is not proposed to make it obligatory by the Legislative Assembly or by the Legislative Council.
92—2 E
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23 Oct., 1S95,_

'
■

TIio Assembly bad it “unless otherwise mutually agreed upon,” and tbe Council bad an equivalent pro
vision—“ in such manner as may be agreed upon by tbe owner, agent, or manager of tbe mine on the one
part, and the persons so employed on the other part,” so virtually it is the same opinion in both Houses ?
I see.
1069G. There is a qualifying clause, “of the mineral contracted to be gotten”; the thing is qualified
right through ? Yes. 1 would like to refer to the pay Saturday. The section I refer to is section 30,
on page 17 of the Bill, “hours of employment” (eee Appendix A.), In the south the miners themselves
have given up the idea of an idle pay Saturday, because we have worked the last three consecutive pay
Saturdays, and the miners have found this necessary where the trade is depending upon the weather. I
certainly would object to see what is laid down here in clause 30 carried out.
10097. Mr. Gurley.'] Has not this been done after considerable pressure from the Company? K"o; I
thiuk their own wisdom has shown them that it is necessary.
10098. We know1 of notifications being put up on the pay Saturday ? They have agreed to it in my case.
10099. They have agreed to it very reluctantly in some quarters, I know ? Of course you are all aware
we have no harbours down there, and that is a strong reason why we should work when the weather
permits us.
10700. What time do you expect the men to start work in the day ? Seven o’clock is tho hour for a
Saturday. There is only one shift on the Saturday.
10701. If you do not blow for them at 7 o’clock ? They are not expected to work. If we want them
to work ou Saturday we blow the whistle the previous night at 5 o’clock,
10702. Aud on other days ? We blow the whistle at 8 o’clock in the morning for the back shift.
10703. If there is no whistle are they free for the day ? Yes.
10701. Do you get the men to work later than the usual hours during the week? Ifo; unfortunately
wc have failed to get them.
10705. Have you requested them to do so ? Yes; we have blown on some occasions after the usual
hour, but the men would not turn up.
10706. lou would have worked later if the men had complied with your request? Just so. The
provision for bratticing in the Bill is certainly unnecessary. I have gone into a calculation for the last
twelve months just to estimate pretty nearly what the bratticing would cost. We have driven 3,400
yards of bords and 5,GG0 yards of headings, and I have estimated for the purpose of calculation that an
average of 9,000 yards has been driven for tho year. That is the aggregate. Perhaps it is a little more
than that; hut that is the average for the twelve months.
10707. Was that last year ? Yes ; ending this month—from October to October. The costof bratticing,
the nails, and the extra props and the labour, I have estimated as £2,770, which is equivalent to 4‘43d.
per ton on an annual output of 150,000 tons.
10708. President.] Is that what bratticing would cost ? That is it. It is difficult to work out, hut that
is as near as possible.
10709. Mr. Curley.] Have you put that quantity of coal out? No; our output last year was from 115,000
to 120,000 tons of large coal.
10710. Does this calculation include your small coal ? No.
1071.1. How much would the quantity be, taking round and small altogether? 150,000 tons of rouud
and small; probably more this year.
10712. How much more ? 10,000 tons more this year than last, from October to October.
10713. Bound and small ? Yes.
10714. What is the height of your seam ? The average height is from 7 ft. G in, to S feet.
10715. Does the whole of your mine run that average ? Yes, all that we work ; I do not include therolis.
10716. What is your colliery capable of putting out with present appliances ? 200,000 tons.
10717. Is that round and small 7 Yes.
10718. How many working miners have you,all told, for the places that you speak of? From 190 to 200
miners.
10719. Do two men work in a place ? Yes.
10720. That would be ninety-five places you would have going ? We have, I think, from ninety-five to
100 numbers.
10721. What brattice is your estimate based for—wood or canvas cloth ? Canvas bratticing cloth.
10722. What price do yon allow ? Eight pence per square yard.
10723. Cannot you get it for 7d. ? That includes delivery at the colliery, and we always get the widest
wc possibly can get.
10724. How many yards of bratticing would there be in each place ? It depends on the system of working.
1.0726. Have yon estimated for bratticing right up to the face ? I havo estimated brattice for what we have
driven yards of coal. I have assumed that the brattice deteriorates every four months, or three times a year.
10726. How do you know it requires renewing two or three times every year ? We know from experience ;
we use a little of it occasionally.
'
.
10727. Where ? For ventilating purposes—doors and headings.
10728. Is your mine very dry ? Berfeetly dry. There is not only natural decay, but the wear and tear in
pulling down and re-erecting it. 10729. If another man that had used brattice for a considerable period of time in a dry mine similar to
yours had said that he had used it over and over again, and he had some that was there when lie was there
which had been in use for eighteen mouths, and this was in amine where they were compelled to use brattice,
do you not think he ought to know something about it ? He ought to know something.
10730. If it did last the time he states, would that materially alter your calculation? Yes; it would
reduce my cost. I estimated for South Bulli only.
■
'
10731. How many men have you calculated for? Four men.
10732. At how much per day ? Seven to 8 shillings per day. It runs into £400—that is at 8s. per day
for labour.
10733. Would not two men be an ample allowance for you to make ? It takes two men now doing very
little else than attending to the ventilation.
10734. If you make a calculation you have a right to confine them to that exclusively? Yes; if they
were entirely on bratticing it would take four men to do it. You caunot get brattice the full width from
floor to roof.
10735.
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Mr.
10735. If one man had looked after sixty places in another mine, in the face of that would yon consider
J. C. .Tones.
your calculation excessive? It depends on the conditions—the height of the seam aud tho various other
things. One man could not look after sixty places in the South Bulli Mine. I would like to refer to the 23 Oct., 1895.
matter of pillars.
10736, Prexident.] Do you refer to working under the land or under the ocean? Under the land
principally ; there are special provisions undor tidal waters.
10737. Mr. Qurley.] Cannot you give us your opiniou ? My opinion is that largo pillars undoubtedly
should be maintained, 1 know that I have had to alter the system altogether at Soutli Bulli. We are
leaving large pillars.
•
10738. What size ? From 12 to 20 yards.
10730. What is tho width of your bord? About 8 yards.
10740. President.1 Arc you working under a mountain ? T ee.
107-11. Can you legislate for a matter like this satisfactorily ? iNo.
10742. Must it not be left to tbe experience of the managers ? Yes.
10743. The conditions vary in every mine ? Yes.
'
10744. You cannot legislate for matters of that kind ? You cannot manage a mine by Act of Parliament.
10745. Mr. Gregson.'] Do you propose to work out your pillars? Yes, certainly ; that is why I leave
large pillars. If I did not intend to extract them, smaller pillars would have done.
10746. Mr. Curley.] Are not most mines worked with a view to extracting pillars ? I do not know.
10717. Mr. Gregson.] It depends on the value of the ground overhead ? Yes,
[Witness withdrew.]

Thomas Ellis sworn and examined;—
10748. President.] What are you, Mr. Ellis? I am a miner.
Mr. T. Ellis.
■ 1.0740. How long have you been a miner? For nearly forty years.
/
n
10750. Where have you been employed ? I was in the old country until eight years ago, and I have been 23 Oct., 1895.
in the South Coast of this Colony. Wollongong district, up to tho latter part of 1800, and 1 was iu
Queensland for about one year and a half.
'
_
10751. What mines have you been employed at? At tbe Mount Kembla and tbe Metropolitan Collieries.
10752. Where have you been employed the remainder of the time? Since tho latier part of 1800 I have
been in the Korthern district.
10753. Mr. Gregson.] What part of the Northern district? The Hettou Mine.
10754. Have you been in the Hettou Mine all tbe time ? Yes.
10755. Mr. Curley.] Have you worked at the Hctton Colliery for any length of time? Since four days
after the unfortunate maritime strike was settled.
10750. You have worked there from that time until now ? Yes.
10757. Arc there any particular clauses in tho proposed Bill that you wish to refer to? Taking the Bill
as a whole, as 1 have seen it in the local papers, I think it is a very fair Bill.
10758 President.] Do you refer to tho Bill as it left the Legislative Assembly, or as it lias been amended
by the Legislative Council ? As it left tbe Legislative Assembly ; but 1 think that there are one or two
items that are not mentioned in tho Bdl that should be in it.
_
10759, Mr. Curley.] What are they ? In tho first place there should be a clause in the Bill that within
a given time, say nine months from the passing of the Act, any deputy should hold au ambulance
certificate, or else not hold the situation.
10760. President.] What is an ambulance certificate ? To pass an examination in order that they might
give aid to the injured.
10761. Mr. Curley.] That is nine months after the passing of the. Act? Yes ; that is a reasonable time
for them to acquire tho knowledge.
10762. Do you know that there is a provision in the Bill to this effect;—will you look at rule [36] 34,
on page 30 of the Bill {see Appendix A) ? Yes ; but that should extend into the mine. Stretchers should
he kept in different districts of the mine.
,
10763. Why do you advocate that? Because they are readier there, and more useful if kept on the spot.
Jf they havo to be brought from the surface it might cause delay in getting proper medical assistance.
10764. What is the method of bringing in jured men out of tbe mine ? To double them up and bring
thorn out in a skip, which in some cases is very injurious to the patient.
10765. President.] Do they double a man up if he is hurt ? It is usual to put them in a skip, and skips
arc about 40 inches in length. That is invariably the custom, and if they are injured about the thigh or
*
tbe back, or internally, it is often a very serious matter to put 1hem into a skip. There should always be
a stretcher to put them in.
10766. Would it not depend upon the nature of the accident;—surely they would not double a man up
and drop him into a skip ? Let thorn make him as comfortable as they can, the length of the skip will
not allow of him being laid out to the best advantage. I have hail cases in the old country where, by
having the men and the stretchers close to the part where the accident has occurred, it has saved a good
deal of suffering.
10707. Mr. Gregson.] Is that the practice in tlic old country ? Yes; and there arc competitions there
now for silver and gold medals.
10768. Is that the practice ? Yes; and also ambulance baskets, scissors, sponges, bandages—what is
called the St. John's Ambulance Basket.
107G9. Is tlmt obligatory under the Act? The employer 1 was last engaged with sent word out that it
was compulsory for the deputies to hold an ambulance*certificate, and that they had to keep an ambulance
in 'every district of tbe miue.
10770. Will not rule 34 meet what you require,—“ Where persons are employed underground, ambulances
or stretchers, with splints and bandages, shall ho kept at tbe mine ready for immediate use in case of
accident’’ ? 'They kept them down the mine before I left the old country.
10771. Mr. Curleyi\ What district was that in ? Barnsley District—Monkbvettrm Colliery.
10772. Have you anything to say about the ventilation? Yes; where J am working 1 ids quarter we have
bad ventilation.
"
10773.
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Mr. T. Ellia. 10773, "What mine is that in ?

The Hetton Mine.
10774. MTiat is the name of the district? Steel’s No. 1.
23 Oct., 1895.10775 “What are you working in ? A bord of tops; and what makes it a great deal worse, is that the
Morgan has to be shot down. Although the ventilation is so bad the Morgan is shot down in the day
time, and we often cannot see tho skip for powder-smoke. The pit was idle from the 3rd to the 14th of
this month, and the Morgan shooting should have been done during that time, but when we went to work
before the back shift came in we could not see through tho Morgan shooters firing shots. They put from
1 Ib. to 2 lb. of powder in each shot, and it makes it very bad for us to clean our coal and also to work.
10775i. Is there a fair amount of air on the heading ? Not a good current; most of it is return air ; it is
all open workings, and there is no provision for each man to have his share of what comes into the
heading.
10776. Do you think that bratticing should be used? Tes; or some other means of conducting the air
into all the places.
10777. When you say the air is defective in that district is your case the only one? It is a general
complaint in that district; that is, the 5th left hand and Steel’s No. 1—they meet in each other.
1077S. Have you worked in those districts for any length of time ? Not till last quarter.
10779. Not during all the time you have been at the colliery ? 1 was working in the 5th left-hand turn
years ago, when the bottoms were being taken out10780. Is there anything else you would like to refer to? J think the time has arrived to empower the
Humane Society’s officials to have access to the mine at any time they think fit.
10781. What is your object for requiring that ? To stop cruelty to the horses—working the horses in a
cruel way.
10782. Would you like to refer to anything else ? The weighing clause I think needs amending
standard weight should be abolished.
10783. President.~\ That is agreed to by both Houses of Parliament ? Thank you.
10784. Mr. Curley.'] You have a system of standard weight, and you object to it ? Yes.
10785. You do not think it should be continued? No ; I would like to see the day when every skip of
coal that goes off the cage should be weighed.
10786. Have you approached the manager to get this standard weight done away with ? Yes, and the
directors too.
10787. How about the appointment of a check-weigher ? I thiuk tho miners should choose whom they
think fit, seeing that they have to pay him, aud he cannot necessarily impede the working of tho mine.
If the miners like to go away from their own mine to select a eheck-weighman, I cannot sec why they
should not do so.
10788. What about the working hours ? No longer than eight hours from bank to bank.
10789. Would you legislate for that, or leave it a matter between the men and the manager? I would
legislate for it.
10790. President.] If a man worked longer than that time would you put him in gaol ? I would.
10791. That is your idea of liberty? Yes ; that is any idea of liberty. We are compelled to work longer
than we wish, or move from the colliery.
10792. Arc they very exact with regard to the working hours of the colliery ? Wc must stop at the face
until they knock us off. The men objected, and sent a deputation to the manager, but ho would not
flinch one iota, and, rather than cause a disturbance at the present time, tho men submitted, hut very
unwillingly.
10793. Mr. Curley.] If you are sick, or wanted to come out for any special reason, would there be any
objection ? 1 know of no one who has been sick, wbo bas been objected to, but men have been reported
for being on the road away from their working-places, at three minutes past 4 o’clock.
10794. Are the places driven by line at your colliery ? Yes.
'
10795. Do you know that you are working under tidal waters? Yes.
10796. Do you think that the mine is being carefully worked ? Well, with regard to the pillars, fairly
well. I cannot find any fault with regard to the work under tidal waters.
10797. President^] Every care is taken ? Yes.
10798. Mr. Curley^ Have you ever seen anything of an unusual character that would require special
attention? No. There have been times when the meu reported things when I was delegate, that ue had
to see the manager about. It was when they were beginning to take the top coal out, and letting the
roof down. The manager asked us to see the place, and to my knowledge thero was no need of any fear
or alarm.
10799. Do they leave timber in the bords ? No ; it is all drawn out.
10800. In the course of years, do you not think on extensive pressure will settle down on that mine? I
do not think, according to the strata above it, that there is any fear of it breaking through.
10801. In the roof? In tho roof.
*
10802. You do not think that timber is required in the Lords after they are abandoned? Personally I
do not.
_
'
10803. Have you ever written to the inspector on any matters in connection with the colliery? No;
perhaps if I had done so, I might have been jeopardising my position.
10804. Do you know that the Home Secretary has informed the inspectors that they are to take notice
of anonymous communications? No ; I did not know that.
10805. That has been done? It will be a very wise plan.
10806. If anonymous letters are really sincere, and do not treat grounds of complaints in a light way, the
value of these letters will remain? Yes.
10S07, President.] You are in favour of the Bill as it left the Legislative Assembly, with the amendments
you have suggested ? Yes.
10808. You think the Bill as it left the Legislative Council is all wrong ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Michael
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Michael Yates sworn and examined:—
10809. PresidcM^ What are you, Mr. Yates ? I call myself a miner; I have been a miner all my life. Mr,M. Yatei.,
10810. How many years have you been a miner ? I went to work when I was eleven years old, and X am
sixty-five years of age next month. I havo been connected with mines for fifty-four years.
23 Oct., 895.
10811. Mr. Curie i!.~] Have you been a colliery manager? Yes; I have been working mines, and have
been the manager of them.
_ _
10812. President.'] Have you anything to do with those mines now ? I have left mining now'.
10813. Ilow many years have you been manager of a colliery ? I can hardly tell; I was managing a mine
in the old country before I came out here.
10814. When did you come out here ? In 1863. I went to work first for the A. A. Company.
10815. What as ? A coal-miner.
_
10810. How long altogether ? About half tho time as a coal-miner, and half the time as overman and
manager—perhaps eighteen years as overman and manager.
10817. How long were you manager in the old country? About ten years.
10818. In England ? Yes ; in England, South Staffordshire.
10819. You havo been overman and manager for about eighteen years ? Yes; about eighteen years.
10820. I understand that you wish to say something about the proposed Coal Mining Bill ? Yes. I was
one of a committee of three appointed by the miners to draw up suggestions to guide Mr. Farnell, when
he administered the Mines ’Department, with regard to matters that would be suitable to bo inserted^in
tbe Bill. The miners had persuaded Mr. Farnell to introduce the Bill, and I was made conversant with
the present Bill, and what we had in it then. Wc wanted 200 cubic feet of air per minute as the
minimum, or the standard, but that was cut down to 100 cubic feet. 1 still think we ought to have
200 cubic feet as a minimum quantity of air. The Bill was framed by Mr. Farnell, but did not become
law until Mr. Lucas came into power.
_
10821. Mr. Gurley.] Yon propose to increase tho 100, or 150 cubic feet to 200 cubic feet as a imuiuium
quantity? Yes. Under the present system of working—bord aud stall—it is very difficult to conduct
tho air to the face sufficiently to give men good air to work in without bratticing, and bratticing is an
expensive way of conducting the air where it can be avoided. If there was 200 cubic feet of air per
minute, and the pillars were shortened, instead of having tho cut-throughs every 35 yards, 1 would have a
now road heading every 20 yards, and I think this, with the 200 cubic feet of air per minute, would bo
sufficient air to malic it good for the men to work in without any doors or bratticing where there is no
inllammable gas. M auv vears ago 1 read the evidence given before a Commission when they passed the iirst
Coal-fields Act in England, and one colliery manager was in favour of a minimum quantity of air for
sanitary purposes, to dilute the black-damp, powder-smoke, and bad smells from sweating horses. Ho was
in favour of not less than 100 cubic feet; but under the present system it is not sufficient without bratticing,
and I thiuk 206 cubic feet would be required, to make it reasonably healthy, aud these short pillars would
do without any bratticing. or any doors. These cut-throughs are put through and often filled up with
refuse. If they were made headings instead of cut-throughs the air would go through, aud if they
were limited to 30 yards, it would be better.
10822. Is not a cut-through and a heading the same thiugyou want the cut-throughs every 30 yards?
Yes. The air travels down the heading instead of down the cut-throughs, and if it was made the heading
all the air would be turned through the cut-throughs. I am very much in favour of retaining the
minimum for sanitary purposes, independent of the fire-damp. The black-damp, sweating men, and powder
smoko, is far more injurious than the fire-damp. You hear old miners say they wish there was more gas,
because they would be compelled to have more air. The ill effects of black-damp show upon health
stealthily, and it is often a matter of dispute between the inspectors and the managers. I heard a dispute
between Mr. "Winship and an inspector on this point. One said there was sufficient air, and the other said
there was not. There are no means of proving when air is not pure enough for a man to live in it, and
in the absence of that, a minimum quantity of 200 cubic feet of air per minute would remedy the evil, and
make it healthy for men to work in—that is, with headings every 30 yards.
_
10823. You would make every bord 30 yards? Yes; the pillars every 30 yards. The air always takes
the shortest course, and it will have to be stopped or blocked before it would force its way through the
new cut-through.
10824. Presidentl] Are you in favour of a minimum quantity being stipulated in tho Bill? Yes ; because
it is so disputable what is sufficient under the present system. It would require 200 cubic feet of air per
minute to make it healthy for men to work in.
_
10825. Ilow will this clause meet your views: “An adequate amount of ventilation shall bo constantly
produced in every mine, to be in every case at least 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute, and as much
more as the inspector may direct for each man, boy, and horse employed therein, a sufficient quantity
whereof, according to the judgment of the inspector, shall be taken to within 15 yards of the workingfaces in non-gaseous mines and to within 3 yards of the working-faces in gaseous mines to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases, to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels, stables, and
workings of the mine, and tho travelling reads to and from those working-places shall be in a fit state for
working and passing therein ” ? Tho 100 cubic feet is scarcely enough.
_
10826. Is tbe other part of the clause enough? Fifteen yards would be half the distance ; that will do,
but it will be difficult to give effect to it.
*
10827. That is a matter for the manager—the place has to be ventilated? Yes ; but you ought to havo
200 cubic feet of air per miuute, and lessen the men in a split from seventy to fifty men.
■
10828. Is not that a matter for the manager as to how many men should bo in a split ? How, tbe
■
managers work up to the siandard, and they will not have less than the seventy men. They got up to the
limit, and sometimes over; hut I think fifty men are plenty in a split. If they can alter the system—if
they could work on tho long-wall system—the mine could bo easier ventilated, and a less amount of air
would be required, because the air sweeps the face all the time.
10829. Mr. Curley.] Can they wrork the long-wall system ? Yes ; some of the mines are very favourable
to long-wall working. They made an attempt at Kew Lambton, but they did not understand it. This
pillar aud stall working is a national loss ; there are two or three mines where half of the coal is left
behind.
•
10830. What mines do you refer to ? Lambton and How Lambton. I worked thousands of tons that
they left at Hew Lambton.
10831.
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Mr. M. Yates. 10831. "What about the people on the surfacOj when you took the lease from the Lambton people and

took out the greater part of the coal ? There waa no one on the surface,
23 Oct., 189j. 10832. Did the surface come down? Yes.
10833. Do you know that iu most of the mines where they are working the bord and pillar system it is
the intention to take the pillars out later on? The New Lambton people left the pillars in; very few
pillars were worked there.
J083L But in a general way ? Yes, in a general way. Tt is the intention to take the pillars out, but it
is impossible to work them all out.
10835, If larger pillars were left would they not get them out better ? Yes, if they drove down the
centre and worked back they would ; but then there would be expense with the narrow work.
10836. President.'] I suppose managers have considered all these matters? I cannot account why they
do not adopt tbe longwall system. It is easier worked and there are no fast ends. As they undermine it
they loosen it on one side and shoot it with the powder. In longwall the creep or the weight docs all
that.. Jf it is properly managed there is a continual creep on the face, and that would prevent a lot of the
blasting. In the Baspbcrry Gully pit—the Waratah pit—I introduced tho system of wide bords. Wc
bad two roads, and we gobbed it up in tbe middle. There was a great quantity of powder-smoke, and the
skips coming up the heading used to sweep tho powder-smoko away immediately.
[Witness withdrew'.]

Henry George Pullin sworn and examined:—
Mr.
10837. President^ What are you ? I am a miner, and have had twenty years experience as such in the
H. G-. Pullin. Newcastle district. I am now working in the A.A. Company’s Colliery, and have been working there all
/—the time I have mentioned.
23Oct., 1895.10838. Mr. Qurley^] Where are you working at the present time? At the Company’s No. 2 pit, known
as the Borehole.
10839. Have you worked a considerable time in the mine ? Over twenty years.
10840. In that particular mine ? Yes,
10811. Then you are pretty well acquainted with the whole colliery ? Nearly all of it.
10842, What kind of work is being carried on at the present time;—is it all pillar-work ? All pillarwork where I have been.
10843. Where you havo been lately ? Yes.
10844. For how long ? For the last two years, as noar as I can judge.
10845. Do you know the size of these pillars? Various sizes
10846. Can you mention the sizes and widths of those you have worked in ? From 3 yards up to 16 yards.
10847. Have you seen any less than 3 yards ? I have not worked in any less. I have seen some less in
the old workings.
10848. Have you seen any other men working in pillars less than 3 yards in width ? No.
10849. How many men work in these 3-yard places at a time? Two.
10850. What particular district are you working in at tiie present time ? No. 5 cross-cut section.
10851. Have you been in it when any fall has taken place iu the goaf? Not at the exact time. I had to
leave before it came in.
10852. You had to leave your working-place ? Yes.
10853. When you knew it was working in the goaf? Yes.
10854. Did a fall of any extent take place ? 1 could not tell how far it went.
10S55. Did it come anywhere near the pillar you were working in ? It came to the edge of it. It was
solid outside of that.
10856. It broke off at the pillar ? Yes.
10857. Have you noticed any other falls in the same way in the other districts? No; that is the only
fall I have been near.
10858, Do yon know whether tliat fall came over any pillars or not? It did not come over any outside.
There may have been pillars that were left in.
10S59. It did not come over any of the pillars that the men were working in ? No,
10860. Do you sometimes find a small pillar very ineonveniont to work iu? It docs not pay very well,
. 10861. You mean it does not pay the miner very well ? Yes.
10862. Why ? It is nearly all small coal.
10863. Is great care being exercised by tbe management at the present time in connection with the
working of theso pillars ? As far as I am concerned they are very careful.
10864, As far as you have seen ? Yes.
10865. Plenty of timber there ? Yes.
10866. Have you noticed that to be the case in every part of the-mine where you have worked
pillars ? Yes.
10867. There is no lack in the supply of timber ? Not as far as I have seen.
10868. From what you have seen in connection with tho working of these pillars, do you consider that
larger pillars ought to be left in a mine ? Larger than some that arc left.
10869. You think that? Yes.
.
10870. President.] How old are those small pillars that have been left;—are they very many years old ?
It is hard to tell the age of some of them.
10871. They were there before your time ? Yes.
10872. Mr. Gurley.] Have you ever acted as check inspector ? Yes; on two or three occasions.
10873. And you have gone round the different parts of the miue ? Yes ; the whole of it where the air was
travelling.
,
10874. Did you ever notice any defects in connection with the ventilation ? In some places you could
get no measurement.
10S75. Did you consider that the air was defective in some places you visited? Yes.
10876. Did you bring this under tbe notice of the manager ? Yes ; of tho manager or overman.
10877. Did they attempt to remedy matters ? In nearly all cases they did.
t
10878.
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Mr.
10S78. Wlmt was the defect; was it that the air was not taken up to the faeo; or was it that there was
H. G. Pullin.
not sufficient going into tho district ? The travelling roads were blocked up in most instances.
10S79. The travelling roads P The airways.
23 Oct., 1895.
10SS0. Do you think that some effort should be made to keep the airways clear at all times? Yes.
10SR1. Ton have nostaudard weight at your colliery ? iNo.
10SS2. Yon are paid for all you fill ? Wc are paid "for all we fill.
10SS3. Paid on au average ? Yes.
10881. All weights that you get in one day are put together and averaged if there is more than one
weight? Yes.
10SS5. And you are paid on that average? Yes.
10880. But you get a fair number of skips weighed ? Yes.
1.0SS7. There arc no complaints about that ? No.
10888. How many men are there at this pillar-work at the present time ? I think there are about 190
in the pit altogether, so far as I know.
10889. What is the system ;—^do they work in two or in three shifts ? Two and throe shifts—mostly three.
10890. Have you seen the proposed Bill which has passed the Legislative Assembly? Yes.
10891. Have you looked over it ? Over some portions of it.
10892. Have you seen the erasures made in it by the Legislative Council ? I have not taken particular
notice of those.
10893. So far as you have seen any portion of the Bill have you anything to say in regard to it? jNfo.
1089-4. You havo nothing to say? No.
.
10895. Do you think that the ventilation should bo conducted into the working-places of a mine? Yes.
10896. President.'] Is it conducted into the working-places where you are? No; it is only on tho outside
of the working-places.
10897. At the entrance? Yes.
10898. Mr. Qurley?] On the heading ? Yes.
10899. When you were check-inspector I dare say you went into some of tho men’s places occasionally?
Bach ono.
“
10900. You went into each man’s place? Yes.
10901. Did you ever notice the powder-smoke hanging about the working-faces? Yes; in many cases.
10902, And if the air was conducted into those places do you not think it would tend to sweep that
out ? Yes.
■
10903. Have you noticed the powder-smoke hanging in your own places in certain cases ? Yes.
30904. Longer than it should havo done? Yes.
10905. And from that, I suppose, you would judge that the air should be brought more into tho face of
the place to sweep this smoke away ? Yes.
[Witness withdrew.]

Jonathan May sworn and examined:—
1090G. President?] What is your position now? Lecturer on Coal Mining under the Technical Education Mr. J. May.
Department. I am a mining engineer and colliery manager.
10907-8. \V hat experience have you had ? Brom the age of 9 years to that of 17 years I discharged tho 23 Oct., 1895.
duties of boys connected with mining, and from the age of 17 years to that of 21 years I studied the
principles of mining under a gentleman—Mr. Cowley—who waa mining engineer to the Duke of Cleveland.
Brom that time to the present I have had the control of mining operations in every official capacity—as
deputy, overman, under-manager, and manager. I hold a first-class certificate of competency under the
English Act.
10909. Mr. Qurley?] Where have you managed ? Both in New South Wales and at Home.
10910-1. At what collieries ? The Mittagong, and at the Boollara in Victoria.
10912, Where did you manage in England ? At the Woodland Collieries, Durham, I was under-manager.
10913. How many years have you been out here ? Ten years.
10914, Have you been in many mines out here? A good few of them.
10915. Visited them? Yes.
30916. In the north, or in any other districts ? North, south, and west.
"1091.7. Are you acquainted with the system of bord and pillar working ? Yes.
10918. And long-wall working? Yes.
.
10919. Have you ever given much attention to the question of ventilation in connection with collieries? Yes.
10920-1. Arc you acquainted with the opinions of mining authorities as to the quantity of air required in a
miue ? Yes.
10922-3. What is about the general tenor of these opinions with regard to the minimum quantity of air P
1 cannot do better tliau quote my own evidence in Mr. Bogan’s report, page 5. “ Mr. Herbert Mackworth said, ‘ a minimum of 100 cubic feet per man for each man and boy, for sanitary purposes alone,
where there is no escape of fire-damp and little of any other mineral gas.’ Mr. Hcdlcy says :—* Brom 100
to 500 cubic feet per minute for each collier.’ Mr. T. J, Taylor says :—‘ In a mine yielding no fire-damp,
witli 120 to 130 persons employed, a current of from 20,000 to 30,000 cubic feet per minute, properly
'
conveyed up to the face of the, working and made to sweep the district in which the people are employed ;
in fiery mines a much greater quantity than this.’ Professor Phillips, another competent authority, says;
—‘ In most of the fiery mines an average of 600 cubic feet per minute per collier.’ ” I do not think you
could possibly get bettor authorities. They are all men of extensive experience. In Pennsylvania,
America, the quantity must not be less than 200 cubic feet per minute.
10924-5. Who are you quoting from now ? I am quoting the law of Pennsylvania,-America.
10926-7. What book are you quoting from ? “Ventilation made Easy,” by Bairley. Professor Abel
wrote a very instructive book in connection witli accidents in mines, and you will find the same matter
there. Article N:—Section III, of the Mining Laws of Pennsylvania, 1885, reads, “ The minimum
riuantity of air Ihm produced shall not he less than two hundred (200) cubic feet for each and every person
employed in any mine, and as much more as the circumstances may require?

10928, What page is that on ? Page 78 of the American Edition. He says that “ the quantity of air
shall not be less than 200 cubic feet per minute.” They make a distinction between the anthracite and
the
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Mr. J. May. the bituminous. The bituminous law of Pennsylvania states that “ whore fire-damp has been detectedthe
oaTw^Tao-' m'n™um si'hU be not less than 150 cubic feet of air,” ‘They are both statute laws.
c ’
^ 10929. Of Pennsylvania f Both of Pennsylvania. One relates to anthracite mines, and the other to
bituminous mines. In the anthracite mines they use a little more powder, and that is the reason of the
difference,
10930. Arc you satisfied from your mining experience that there should be a minimum quantity of air?
Distinctly, there should be a minimum quantity. The average of those authorities gives it that there
should not he less than 230 cubic feet of air. My own experience was obtained from a mine where thero
would be an average of 500 to 600 cubic feet of air per minute.
10931. That would be where there was gas or fire-damp given off ? Yes; it is almost a God-send to
havo a little gas in a mine so far as the men’s health is concerned.
10932. President.'] Because they get more air? They are sure to get air then. There may have been
innumerable difficulties before that as to producing the air ; but once they get gas the air is there.
10933. The management supply it ? They simply supply it; they put it in circulation at once.
10934. Mr. Qurley^] "What you mean by that statement is that it has got to be done in the interests of
the colliery itself ? Jt simply has to bo done m the interests of the colliery. But there is one thing
certain—that it is distinctly cheaper and more economical, so far as the management of the mine is
concerned, to provide plenty of air, simply because they can get more work out of the men. Tho
cheapest mines that I have ever been in have always been the best managed, both for ventilation and
other arrangements ; but ventilation particularly is a most important item.
10935. How do you account for that;—would you consider the men are more active at their work ? If
you do not provide a man with sufficient oxygen he cannot do the same amount of work he can do if he
gets plenty of it.
”
10936, You think a mining law should stipulate a minimum quantity ? Distinctly. Here are ten or
twelve American States, every one of which has a minimum. Of course, they now produce more coal
than Great Britain does.
10937. Mr. Gregson.] Per man? I could not say the amount per man, but the total amount of coal
■
produced by these States has overtaken that produced in Great Britain,
10938. Mr. Curley,] That is, in tho aggregate output ? Yes.
10939. President.] Does that book give any extract from the statutes of any of those States? They are
simply extracts, but they do not give the wording.
10940. What is the coal used here ? Bituminous. We have no anthracite of any consequence. I do not
remember any anthracite that wc have. •
10941. Mr. Curley.] Do you consider lhat the ventilation in a mine should be conducted up to the
working-face in any shape or form? It is always conducted up to the working face if you have got
fire-damp.
"
10942. President] But apart from that, should it he conducted fo witli in a reasonable distance of tho
.
working-face ? It ought to be conducted within a reasonable distance of tho face.
10943. What would you say that would he ? Opinions differ very largely on that matter. I quite
believe there was an intention on the part of whoever framed our Mining Act, to limit tbe distance each
man.should work before the air current; but really there is no limit now.
10944. Why ? The Act says a man shall not work more than 35 yards in advance of the air without a
cut-through put through.
'
10945. You mean there is no limit to the distance he may work before the air current ? IMot as the Act
is interpreted.
"
10946. Do you not think that the Act meant that air was to be supplied everywhere—if it was properly
administered? I have an idea that it meant to limit tho distance a man should work before an aircurrent, and that it meant 35 yards. On page 4 it sajs, "and no working-place shall be driven more
than 35 yards before the current of air, without a cut-through put through or bratticcd up to within
3 yards of the face.” _ My idea is that whoever framed that meant that they were to be 35 yards from the
current of air to the intersection of the bord and cut-through.
"
10947. If there is 100 cubic feet going along tbe airway, would you say that the Act had been complied
with? There might be 500 cubic feet going along the airway, and the Act would not he complied with.
They limit it in one direction only; but if 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, or 1,000 cubic feet of air is not
adequate, they must provide more.
•
1094S, Look at sub-section 2 ; do you not think that they really meant that an adequate amount should
be in each working-place, and that they made a great mistake by putting in sub-sections 3 and 4 ? I am
sure they meant that there should be an adequate amount of air in each working-place, so that if the
inspector went into a working-place and said it was not adequately ventilated, he could take action under
these clauses to see that it was so. He could under section 25.
10949. It seems to contemplate that the men might work 35 yards before the air? It is not clearly
worded; but that is what I think they meant. They meant that the men should work not more than 35
yards before tho current, by driving the places 35 yards, and bratticing only one place. They could havo
a cut-through at 35 yards, [ Witness here explained on plan, that ly bratticing the going lord all the rest
of the lords could be holed at the 35 yards.]
'
•
10950. Mr. Curley,] Under the present system ? Yes.
10951. That would be a considerable improvement upon what is taking place ? Yes; there is no difficulty
about it. My own computation of the cost of bratticing is about one penny per ton to brattice the whole
of them ; but to brattice this one place it would only bo about one-thirtieth part of it.
10952. President.] Do you say that a minimum amount of air should be provided iu the Bill? Yes;
distinctly a minimum amount. It is a distinct improvement on the English Act. Tho English Act says :
“ an adequate amount” ; but it should never be forgotten that all English mining is in a very small area,
and the consequence is that lhe inspectors—and even the managers themselves—have had a very careful
training; and supposing one of the mines is badly ventilated, the men begin to talk about it, and the
manager feels very much disgraced,—more especially in the case of a fiery mine. If a man gets burned
in a fiery mine the manager feels terribly disgraced, and as a consequence you will always find plenty of
ventilation. I would venture to say that the average mines in Great Britain vary from 300 to 400 cubic
feet of air.
10953.
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10953. Mr, Curley.1 Have you looked at the suggestion in the proposed Bill—section 46—to carry the Mr. .T, May.
air within 15 yards of the face by brattice or otherwise! ? Tes.
10954. Would that be a very costly matter? To brattice every place in a fiery mine costs on an average 23 0ct‘’18!™'
Id. per ton out here. There is some very good evidence on that point by Mr. Green, if you will refer
to it. He thought it would not cost a penny. He thought it would cost about four-tenths of a penny
per ton. 1 attach a great deal of importance to his evidence, for tbe reason that be was a certificated
colliery manager who had been very carefully trained, and was actually doing the work himself at that
time—or at least had done the work a short time previously to that at the Seaham Colliery. He stated
that the cost ivould be about four-tenths of a penny. 1 ivould not ask any questions about a minimum,
but establish it right away. There should be a minimum in every mine in the world. It would be a
distinct improvement. 1 have known cases in England where a minimum would have been a distinct
improvement to the English Act.
10955. To the English Act, 1887 ? Hot of 1887. That has been passed since I came out hers. The
1872 Act, I mean.
’
1095G. Tho same section ? Tes.
10957. Ton say it would have been a distinct improvement to the Act in England ? Most certainly.
10958, Ho you believe in a mine being divided into splits ? Most certainly. [Witness explains on, plan.]
10959. Cresirlenf.] 'Would those splits be a matter of good management ? They ought to be compulsory,
and then it is only making good management compulsory.
10960. Mr. C nr fey.] Ton consider the question of splits should be set out in legislation ? Most distinctly.
Tho Anthracite law of Pennsylvania s'ays : “ Hot more than seventy-five persons shall be employed at the
same time in one current or split,” The Bituminous law of Pennsylvania says : “Hot more than sistyfive persons shall be allowed to work iu one current.”
10961. Ho you think there should be a limitation as to the distance that the place should be before the
air? Tes.
'
10962. And that that should bo definitely set out in legislation ? Tes ; most certainly.
109G3. Would setting out these distinctions or methods of mining in any possible way hamper a. good
manager r Most certainly not. A. competent manager always lays out his mine straight off on those
lines. He always arranges to split his air, as by doing so he nets a very much larger quantity with the
same ventilating power.
10961. You think a good manager would in no way look upon this as hampering him ? Most certainly
not.
“
10965. Prom your experience of mining do you think all this can be done, and done efficiently? Ton
have it in the present Act. In the present Hew South Wales Act we have the principle of limiting the
distance or dividing the air current. It states that not more than so many men shall be in a split.
1096G. But the difficulty is to a groat extent in connection with the administration ? If you make some
clear wording or instructions for the inspectors you ivould have no difficulty.
10967. How have you computed the cost of tbe brattice ? By my own actual experience, which I have
compared with the experience of others, at home it used to cost, for material and labour, barely a
halfpenny a ton. That is my own computation. Out here, with higher wages and extra cost of material,
I think it would cost a penny on an average. Of course, bad cases may cost a little more, and good cases
may not cost quite so much, but I think it is a fair average.
'
10968. What ivould you think of statements of 4d., 5d., or Gd. ? I should think that they included the
hewing price in that. In one of our collieries in England we used to pay 7d. per ton. We used to
brattice every place. I suppose the brattice would cost us a halfpenny, and tbe other 7d. or 7jd. for
hewing and brattice.
'
'
10969. Was your estimate based on brattice cloth ? Tes.
10970. At what price ? I think wc paid about (id. per square yard, if I. remember rightly.
1097J, I mean the estimate you have made with regard to the mines here? I am speaking now of the
penny per ton on the estimate I made in giving evidence before the Upper House. I am speaking from
memory, hut I am satisfied my figures were fairly correct at that time.
10972. What was the brattice composed of that you say cost a halfpenny per ton at home ? Just canvas
brattice similar to what we have .here. I remember being with the northern Institute and paying a visit
to the Bore-hole Colliery once. It was just similar canvas to that. The same line.
10973. Ho you look upon the system of ventilation as one of the chief items in connection with mine
management? Most certainly. The best ventilated mines are always the most cheaply worked. There
is no question about that.
10974. If mines can be bratticed at home in England, and tho ventilation can be kept up at the efficient
standard you speak of, do you not think tbe same thing can be done here ? Most certainly ; tbe same thing is
done here in the Hewcastle district. I think if you take the Seaham, West Wallsend, Durham, Bum-ool
Extended, Dudley, and part of J. and A. Brown’s collieries, you will find they are all bratticed. That
is the evidence of one of the inspectors.
"
10975. \ou do not consider that the enacting of those provisions that are proposed in the new Bill with
regard to a- minimum quantity of air, the stipulation of distance before the air, or the bratticing or
carrying of tbe air up to within 15 yards of the face, Ac., will do anything that is calculated to ruin the
mining industry in any shape or form ? Certainly not.
10976. Would you regard a statement of that kind as a very absurd one? Yes; very absurd indeed,
because there is only one part of it at present that is at all questionable—I would not say objectionable
—and that, is, the 15 yards before the air, where gas does not exist. The cost of bratticing every working
place is probably, on an average, a penny per ton. It is quite possible that some arrangement might have
been made with regard to improving the clause they speak of here, in reference to the 35 yards. The
reason why all this trouble bas cropped up about the ventilation is simply, I presume, on account of bad
ventilation—that is, when this clause was put in the old Act. If men had never worked more than 35
yards before the air current, I am of opinion that trouble would not have cropped up about the 15 yards.
It is better to limit the distance for a man to work to 15 yards. So far as working in the face is con
cerned, I ivould prefer to be only 15 yards in front of the air current. If tbe men bad never been more
than 35 yards before the air current, it is just possible we would never have had the 15 yards.
10977. But if managers themselves at the present time admit that the place gets warm, and that the
powder smoke hangs even at 35 yards, do you not think there is reason—more particularly in the rise
92—2 S
places—
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Mr. .1. Mis}-, places—why even then there should he a shorter distance before the air? If ever you mention the
<
words “ rise place,” they always say “ dip place” next. The point is to take a level place and split
23 Oct., ISD.i.
difference between the two. With that level place you should have in the Bill a reasonable distance
that a man should work before the air current. If you think the 15 yards reasonable, all rij'ht; but you
should have a reasonable limit.
KJ97S. Have you given any attention to tbe question of working hours as proposed in this Bill ? Having
beeu connected with mining ever since I have been a boy I have given a very great deal of attention to it.
10970. Do you know the hours worked in the counties of Durham and Korlhumberlarid, in England ?
In the collieries that I have had control of, the men averaged for ton years, thirteen hours a day—two
shifts. I was ten years in my iasfc appointment.
10980. It waa stated here yesterday by a witness that Mr. Burt had opposed the legislation at home in
connection with the eight hours ? Tes ; for the best reason in the world.
10981. Can you give any kind of reason why a circumstance of that kind should arise ? Yes.
10982. Yfhat would you consider a sufficient reason for a circumstance of that kind f The best reason is
perhaps the statement by Sir Joseph Pease in a deputation to Mr. Gladstone. He said, “The miners’
hours now' worked were not unreasonable, for, on au average, over the whole United Kingdom they were
only seven hours twenty minutes per day. The longest hours were at Nottingham—eight hours twentythree minutes; and the shortest in Durham—five hours thirty-seven minutes.” Sir Joseph Pease is one
of the most extensive coal proprietors in Great Britain.
10983. When was that statement made? That statement was made certainly within the last two years,
when there was some little agitation over the eight hours. They carried it twice, if I remember rightly
in the Blouse of Commons.
109SB. Do you think that this would in any way seriously affect the working of the collieries with regard
.
. to Iheir outputs—taking the coal trade as a whole in the Colony ? Certainly not.
10985. You do not think that to apply the eight hours ivould affect them injuriously in any way ? No.
.
10980. President.'] Would you punish aman for working more than eight hours ? Oh, yes. There would
not be the slightest use making a law if there was no penalty. If a man sends dirty coal out of the mine
you may talk to him* but if you stop the skip or fine him he will not do it next time.
10987. Jlfr. Curley.] Do you think it would add anything like 7d. a ton to the cost ? No; most certainly
not. I could understand that being the case in a place like Great Britain, where they draw coal about
eleven hours a day. If you suddenly dropped drawing coal from eleven hours to eight hours I could
understand it; but out here, if I remember rightly, you had some arrangement in an agreement about
eight hours or a little over in the Newcastle district. It might possibly mean a matter of fifteen minutes
difference altogether between what you want and what they have actually in existence. You had an eight
hours drawing coal in one of your agreements, 1 believe. The reason why Mr. Burt opposed the eight
hours waa because the men were not working the eight hours. It was simply lengthening their hours.
That is why he opposed it. The men in Durham do not work eight hours by any means.
_
10988. Do you think that would be the principal reason why those representatives opposed it—if they
did oppose it ? That would be the reason.
109S9, Because they had less than eight hours ? Yes; because they had less. They are not going to
lengthen their hours by Act of Parliament, surely. I am rather inclined to think I once read a remark
of Mr. Burt or Chas. Fenwick’s, to the effect that if other men had not the sense to reduce their hours,
they were not going to lengthen their hours to suit them.
10090. I suppose you know this Colony and the working conditions pretty well by this time ? Yes ; I
have had nine years’ experience of it now.
10991. Do you think that any arrangement to shorten the hours to anything like eight uniformly can be
brought about by mutual agreement between the men and the proprietors? Most certainly not. If you
want it established as a principle you must do it by legislation.
10992. Do you consider eight hours quite long enough for any miner to work in a mine ? I have always
been used to much less than eight hours. I was telling you that the men in Durham and Northumberland
do not average more than thirteen hours—if so much—two shifts, and Laving been used to short hours C
have a very high opinion of the eight-hours principle,
_
10993. You said something just now about the inspectors having some, kind of definite authority;—do
you think it is desirable that the inspectors should have some definite powers or authority under this Act?
Yes. If you want an inspector to act you must lay down very clearly his instructions. You could not
have a better illustration than that case at Stockton, for example. I am certain that there are cases
when an inspector might withdraw workmen, and you would find those very workmen perhaps finding
fault with the inspector. You must make his instructions very clear, because he would not like those
men to find fault with him if he thought it necessary to withdraw them for their own safety.
10994. And the manager might complain as well? Yes; you make his instructions clear and he will
carry them out.
.
10995. President.] Is there a necessity to legislate about that;—would not a man who was properly
administering the Jl.ct withdraw the men himself, supposing he saw pressing danger? Bes; under the
English Act, which is very simple. The present Act of New South Wales is almost similarly worded.
It simply says: “ If from any cause whatever the inspector finds a place not safe, he must withdraw the men.”
10996. The Colonial Act does not say that. It says:—“The men shall be withdrawn”? Tes—“If
from any cause whatever ” covers the whole ground for the inspector. Page 8 of the proposed Bill,
subsection (v) section 21 says : “ Until the same is stated by the inspector to be safe.” Would not the
English clause do there very well.
*
*
10997. Supposing an inspector came along and saw there was pressing danger, and said to the
manager, “These men ought to be withdrawn at once; there is pressing danger,” do you think any
manager would dare resist him ? He would not do so if there was pressing danger, but it is simply a
question of difference of opinion. Under the English Act, if an inspector finds any practice or thing that
he considers dangerous he draws the attention of the manager to it. and if the manager thinks that the
inspector is wrong, he just states his case to the Mines Department; and then the matter is settled by
arbitration.
10998. That is the way here; do you not believe in that ? Yea.
10999. Do you think it is necessayy to have any such enactment as sub-section (v), page 8 (sec Appendix
•
A)? I prefer the English .Act in that particular case. I can quite understand that toere maybe special
eases sometimes.
11000.
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Mr. J. May.
11000, 3 meant to say, would that section be of use practically ? I prefer the English reading.
ILOOL JJ/i’. Curley!] l)o you uot say that in the event of immediate danger the English Act says he is to
give notice P If it was a case of immediate danger the Mines Inspector in Great Britain would go to the 23 Oct,, 1895.
manager and ask him to stop the place ; I caunot imagine an intelligent manager refusing to stop a place
if there is immediate danger.
11002. Do you know that the inspector’s authority has been defied hero? Where P
11003. I think you cited the case of Stockton? They had a means of dealing with the case under the
old Act in that particular instance. Clause 25 says —“ If in any respect (which is not provided against
by any express provision of ihis Act, or by any special rule) any inspector find any mine, or any part
thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice in, or connected with any such mine to be dangerous, or
defective, so as in his opinion to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person, such inspector may
give notice in writing to the owner or agent of the mine.” The inspectors could have taken action under
that clause. They couid have used their own discretion whether they took the 5th sub-section of clause
12 or the 25th clause.
11001. They did take the 5th p Well, it proved to be useless. The mine went on.
11005. Did it not prove useless because the management and the men combined defied the inspector’s
authority ? Then the inspector could have taken action under the 25th section.
11006. President!] There was only a pecuniary penalty imposed under the old Act, whereas now, for an
offence against this Act or Bill, a man is liable to three months imprisonment. Is there any necessity to
enact that Sthsub-scction on p. S, It is not in the English Act. Can you understand a manager refusing
to withdraw the men in a case where the inspector says : —“ There is danger ; yon must withdraw your
men at once ”? I cannot understand a manager refusing. At the same time I am satisfied that the
inspector should have some definite instructions in a case of emergency, but under the English Act it is
just about similar to that wc have here. I have never heard of any difficulty under it. As for the
Stockton case, I am perfectly satisfied they could have taken action under the 25th section.
11007. jlfr. Curley!] Supposing they had taken action under the 25th section? Then it would have been
referred to arbitration. The law was treated with contempt in that case, but if that had been referred to
arbitration, it would not have been treated with contempt.
1100S. But suppose the company had refused to go to arbitration ? They are compelled to do so undor
the present Act.
11009. If they could defy the law in one instance, they could also do so in another? Kot in an
arbitration.
11010. Jf they would not go to arbitration, could you drag them there? Yes.
11011. With regard to such a case as the one you havo just cited, where there is an emergency, and where
something very serious is impending, would that be a time to wait for any arbitration ? Most certainly
not; but here it says, “ If the owner or agent of tho mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in
the notice, he may, within seven days after the receipt of the notice sent him by the inspector, send an
objection in writing, stating the grounds thereof to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall be
determined by arbitration in manner provided by 1ho Act.”
11012. I dare say yon know the very peculiar conditions under which some of these men are now
working—under tidal waters, &c. ? Yes.
11013. And if any serious calamity was impending over a mine, would that be a time to talk about giving
notice and waiting for arbitration ? The best thing would be for the inspector to serve a notice on the
manager.
11014. And stop the colliery ? Just to serve a notice cn him and then the matter would be settled, just
the same as cases are settled under the English Act. 1 can quite understand there may be special cases
of imminent danger, but in a case of that kind I could not understand how any manager wouldstop at all
to think about the matter, but comply straight oil with his request. I can give you an illustration. In
Great Britain a mine was being worked on the long-wall principle. The inspector visited the mine, and he
was not satisfied that the mine was safe if they fired shots in the gateway. The manager objected to
discontinue shot-firing. Tlie inspector said it was dangerous. Tho manager said, “I am quite satisfied
that the place is not dangerous.” Then the matter was settled by compulsory arbitration under the Act.
11015. President.] In the meantime, pending the decision, he did not fire any shots ? If he had done so
he would have had to take the consequences, which would have been very serious.
11016. What would they be ? In the event of any of the men being injured or hurt by an explosion that
would be a jtrima facie case for a prosecution. The manager must take the responsibility of his action
until the matter is settled.
11017. That is to say, it would be the very strongest evidence of negligence against him ? Yes,
1L018. If a man’s death was caused it would he the very strongest evidence of negligence, causing really
manslaughter? Yes ; 1 have never heard of any trouble like that under the English Act; but I can quite
understand that a case could arise. That Stockton ease could have been arranged under the 25th clause.
11019. To go back to what J was asking, there is no necessity, you think, for legislation to interfere in
the way that 5th sub-section does ? 1 consider that the English Act, so far as 1 am aware, is quite
satisfactory.
11020. Mr. Curley.] Would you not add that part of clause 20, page 9 of the proposed Bill, which has
been erased, viz., “ and enter such report in a book at the mine” ? I am satisfied with the English Act
on that score.
11021. Is there anything else in the Act to which you would like to refer ? I may say, generally, that to
my way of thinking the best thing you could do would be to adopt tbe English Act. You have in the
present Act the principle of a minimum quantity of air, the principle of limiting the distance before the
air current, and the principle of limiting the number of men in a split. These are probably tbe three
most important points so far as any alterations are concerned. I should certainly recommend you to
adopt the English Act with those three additions—limit the distance which the men should work before
an air current to a reasonable distance, have a minimum quantity of air, and have a maximum number of
men in one split. Those arc about the principal points. There is one thing, however, about the English
Act which I would like to point out, and that is the utter uselessness of the check-inspector’s inspection.
It is simply a useless inspection.
11022. It satisfies the men ? If it pleases them it does not hurt anybody. You can quite see, however,
that in a great number of these cases the check-inspectors are not in a position fo say what the mine is

like.
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Sir. J. May. ]j];e. You can readily understand that when work is very hard to get, no men are going to run the ritk
of making a statement which would offend the manager.
’
23 Oct., 1803. ^1023. Mr. Gregson.] But as to -that, they can please themselves ? Certainly, if it pleases them all
right; it is, however, utterly useless.
11024. Mr. Curley.] You said just now that you thought these were the leading points that should be
embodied in the Bill in conjunction with the English Act? Limiting the distance before the air current,
limiting the number of men in a split, and the minimum quantity of air—those are the three leading
principles wanted. They are in the present Act.
1102o. What about the eight hours ? I would introduce it in1o the present Act on the lines of the
Victorian Mines Act, which is eight hours from face to hank. There is a splitting of the difference.
11026. It would mean about eight and a quarter or eight and a half hours ? Yes ; and it is possible that
if the eight hours principle was not put into the present Act, it could he put into a separate measure;
but certainly I believe in making the eight hours compulsory.
11027. Either in this Act or out of it ? Either in this Act, or by a separate Act.
11028. President.] But is it not a matter that ought to he fought out far more as a matter of general
principle than in an Act of this kind? I think everyone admits that eight hours is long enough to work
underground.
11029. The question is, should it be enacted ? You will never get it otherwise. With reference to the
examination by the workmen, I have pointed out why I consider it useless. I consider it would be better
if the mine was inspecled by the inspector more frequently.
11030. You moan bv the Government inspectors ? Yes. There is just one word I want to say about
the certificates in the new' Bill. If you make u similar to the English Act you will find that there must
he a portion of that examination oral. 1 would strongly recommend that to be introduced. I now want
to refer to one of the schedules in regard to the drawing of coal. In the English Act there is a table in
which a return can be given of the number of days in a month on wdiich coal has been worked. It is on
page 21 of the English Act; “The number of days in each month in which coal or iron-stone has been
drawn,’1
11031. You think that should be embodied in the Bill ? The point about it is, that in the Bill they should
have the number of days worked per week, to show the average at the end of the year of all the mines.
11032. The number of days that the colliery has been at work ? Yes ; per week. The reason of that is
simply that there are a number of collieries in the Newcastle district which have been established without
any warrant from a commercial point of viewq and if youjtake the ten following collieries—the A. and A.
Co., Newcastle, Wallsend, Lambton, Co-operative, Newcastle Coal Co,. Waratah, Mirnni, Stockton,
Wickham and Bullock Island, and the Hetton—they could supply the whole of the trade in the Newcastle
district by -working not quite four days a iveek, and yet nearly twenty more mines have been established.
There are the Greta, Burwood, New Lambton, Great Northern, Taralba, West WaUsend, Monk ’Wearmouth, South Burwood, Burwood Extended, and the Bedhead. There has been over a million sterling
spent on these mines, and the ten I first mentioned could supply the whole of the trade. I think it would
he quite fair to say that one-third of the mines in the Newcastle district could supply the whole of the
trade. That being the case, in the interests of legitimate mining, it would be only fair that some means
should be adopted to give the public some idea ot what is going on. There are two mines idle out of
every three. That means that the capital spent on them is simply wasted. _
_
11033. With regard to the question of pillars, do you consider that substantial pillars should be left in a
mine ? Most certainly.
_
11034. I suppose you know that in the working of pillars men have got to depend for their safety very
frequently upon the pillars that are left when any extensive fall takes place in the goaf ? Most certainly.
11035. Can a mine not be worked more economically with a larger pillar than with a smaller one ? The
pillars are always regulated by the depth from the surface. I have worked pillars from 5 yards by
20 yards to 25 yards by 30 yards, and the 5 yards by 20 yards were the stronger pillars, proportionately,
to the work they had to do. You can always have a good idea about the pillar question this way. One
inch square by twelve inches in depth, of average coal measures, equal 1 lb, in weight—that is the average
pressure on the coal seam. One hundred feet would equal 100 lb. per square inch according to depth.
At the bottom of this harbour here you would have a pressure of about 3,000 lb. weight per square inch.
11036, Do you think there should lie a stipulated size with regard to the pillars under tidal waters in the
ocean ? Under tidal waters there should be some special arrangements, but that could be better arranged
for when the leases were given.
11037. President.] By the Government ? By the Government; but anyhow, for those leases that are at
present in existence, the Government could always take action under that clause. They could always
make some arrangements to make provision in that direction, but for future leases the Government should
draw up certain regulations to cover their working under tidal waters. Take this case under Sydney
harbour. 'That is not so dangerous as the Delta collieries, the ocean leases yonder at Newcastle.
•
11038. Mr. Gregsoti.] Did I understand you to say that there were provisions in the English Act for tbe
examination of managers ? The arrangement in all the best centres of Great Britain is that the
examination shall be partly written and partly oral.
11039 Did I understand you to say thas it was provided for under the English Act ? It is not; but they
are asking for it under the amended Act now.
11040. Where did you see a copy of tbe amended Act? 1 left it on my table at home. You will find it
in the Colliery Guardian.
_
11041. Who introduced the Act ? It was introduced by Mr. Asquith, the Home Secretary. It is
customary in all the best centres to have it oral, but they want to make it compulsory. It is a great
mistake not to have an oral examination.
11012. President.] They can have it how they like under the present Act? Yes ; but they should make
it compulsory. Suppose you put down written questions for candidates you will find perhaps that young
men of good education, who are well coached, will fly through the examination, but it they had to pass an
ora! examination before two practical men, it might make a very great difference. In that case, however,
’
tho men who had practical experience would have a good show.
[Witness withdrew.]
.
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Daniel Alexander Wilberforce Dobertson recalled :—
[At the request of the President and members of the Commission, and through a reference made Mr. D. A. W.
by Mr. Dixon, senior inspector of collieries in the Northern district, Mr. Itobertson ivas in attendance ° ertaon.
with his colliery plan, which shoe's all the important surface buildings, railways, tunnels, roads, creeks,
and the township of Helensburgh, together with the reduced levels, both surface and underground, and
’’
D'
the distances of the underground portions helow the surface. The plan was inspected by the Commis
sioners.]
_
_
1101-3. Mr, Gregson.'] Do you approve of the whcile of the surface being put on a pit plan? I approve
of all the buildings and important suiface features being shown on the plan.
_ _
11014. Ton do not think it sufficient to have a tracing? So far as the interest of tho public is concerned,
that would be sufficient, hut as a matter of convenience to tho manager I should prefer one plan, with
the buildings, &c., shown over the workings. Our working plan is only for underground purposes. It is
unnecessary to have a pair of plans, but it is necessary to have the information on one plan at least.
11015. Afr. Gurley,] Do you find any difficulty in carrying this out ? There is a little trouble, but no
difficulty. It is a matter of surveying, and in a colliery of any consequence it should be done. If there
is a staff there is no reason why it should not be done.
11046. You think it should be done ? All important buildings should be shown on one plan at all events.
I can speak of my experience of Home collieries, aud there I have never seen it in any other way.
Every colliery plan I havo had to do with—and I have had a good deal to do with surveying, has had the
important surface works on it,
.11047. Mr. Gregson.] "What cover have you over the goaf ? About 1,450 feet at one place, but more at
other places.
11043. Is the high ground extending? It is a series of gorges.
[Witness withdrew.]
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[The Commission met in flic Board-room, Chief Secretary's Office, at
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Esq.,
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(President.)

JESSE GREG-SON,

Esq.

Afternoon Sitting.

Thomas Croudace, Esq,, sworn and examined :—
11049. ^President.] What position do you occupy, Mr. Croudace ? I am General Manager for the Scottish T. Croudace,
Esq.
Australian Mining Company.
_
11050. What mines come under your supervision ? We have coal mines in Newcastle, and copper mines
G Nov., 1895.
in another part of the Colony.
11051. What collieries are you the General Manager of ? The Lambton, Burwood, and Durham Collieries.
11052. I understand that you wish to give some evidence on the Coal Mines Bill, which this Commission is
dealing with ? Yes, I would like to refer to one or two matters in connection with the Bill.
11053. Will you kindly say what are the matters you wish to refer to ? The first is the system of standard
weight. We weigh by standard weight, or have a standard weight, at the Lambton Colliery, and I wish
to lay before you a few simple facts upon this method of weighing. I prefer the system of standard
weight to the standard bar system, and certainly before the unlimited filling of the coal tubs—that is,
without any limit to the filling of the coal by the miners. It is absolutely necessary that there should ho
some check to prevent the over filling of the tubs by the miners, and one system adopted has been standard
weight, and the other the standard bar, and of the two systems I think the standard weight is preferable.
I would like to give a few facts in connection with our system of weighing by standard weight, I might
explain that 1 know there is a prevailing opinion amongst the miners that ihe companies who adopt the
standard weight system get a large preference, or a great advantage by acquiring a large quantity of coal
in excess of the quantity paid to the miners, and I want to show what has taken place for ten years past,
at the Lambton Colliery. 1 have the weights for each half-year, as paid to the miners, and as weighed
over the Government weigh bridge before going into the ships. Commencing from 30th June, JS84, and
terminating 19lh October, 1895, rather more than 10 years, the figures I have show that we have suffered
a loss, or paid to the miners 8,209 tons more than we have been paid for the coat that has gone into the
ships according to the Government weight. I had at first the weights for five years taken out, and the
figures showed a loss of some 2,000 tons.
11051. As far as standard weight is concerned, Mr. Croudace, I may tell you that both the Legislative
Assembly and the Legislative Council havo come to the conclusion that standard weight ought to be
abolished? I know that, although I did my best to prevent it. I consider that where the system of
standard weight is adopted any loss to the miuer is minimised, because he rarely ever fills over from
1- a cwt. to 1 cwt. iu the skip.
11055. I fear we cannot interfere in this matter ? I thought it was in the power of the Commission to
express an opinion whether they thought fit to alter the system. I know by experience that the loss by
standard bar is much greater to the miner, and more difficult to deal with,
11050. I think as far as standard weight is concerned we need not take up your time. If you have
anything else you wish to refer to, I think it would be better for you to do so? Yes, I would like to
refer to tho question of splits in the Act. I have always disagreed with that provision—that is, the
number of men to be employed in each split. I think that in the system of working any colliery, and
in fact working every colliery, that the number of men to work iu each split ought to be left entirely to
the management, for the very obvious reason that the manager is much more qualified and capable, both
from his professional calling, and also from, the facts that concern the men, such as the character and
nature of tho roof and floor, as to what is tho best system of working, and also the division of that mine
into parts, I think that the Bill should not control in any way, as it does now, by stipulating the number
of men and boys, together with the horses that should be in a split.
11057.
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110o7. Will you look at subsection 3 of section 49-46, on page 23 of the Bill. (Sec Appendix A).
You object to that subsection being in the Bill ? Yes ; there is no man so well qualified to judge as the
ma,liaSpr hovv many men should be employed in a split, and different mines really necessitate'different
operations—what will apply to one mine with given surroundings, cannot apply to another without
probably serious loss. You cannot always work the longwall system, because if the roof and floor are soft
it will not admit of it. In fact, you cannot lay down any hard and fast system, and I think that sub
section should be erased, as it has been by the Upper House.
11058. Is there, any other point that you wish to refer to ? I think that the distance for cut-throushs
should not he stipulated in a Bill. The distance is put down at 35 yards, and it was attempted to reduce
this distance to 30 yards, but this, I think, should rest with the manager, because if he has any system of
bratticing he can carry his cut-throughs much further, and the more cut-throughs you have, the more you
weaken your coal-mine, or coal district.
'
11059. You think this is a matter that should be left to the management ? Yes.
HOGO. As to tbe system of ventilation, do yon mind telling me whether you think that the air should be
taken to within a reasonable distance of the working face? I do ; some little time ago I bratticed the
whole of our Lambton Colliery, and I had not: one expression of opinion from the miners, either verbally
or by letter, of their approval of such a system, and 1 thought the least they would have done would he
to express an opinion.
11061. Did they express any disapproval ? Some of the miners objected to tbe smell of the bratticecloth, and some thought that the current of ventilation was too strong going across the heading.
11062. Mr. Curfoi/.'] Did not Mason express an opinion on this matter ? Xot to me, personally,
11003. President.'l If you say that nothing is to be said about cut-throughs, surely bratticing would be
necessary ? I believe iu a certain amount of bratticing; but you must understand that under our present:
conditions it is absolutely necessary to brattice where gas exists.
11064. But whore gas does not exist ? So far as tho principle is concerned, I do not dispute that acertain amount of bratticing would bo more beneficial than without it; yet wc have worked for a great
many ymars without brattice. We had, sometime ago, to ventilate more places than usual; but within
the last two years—perhaps three years ago—I ventilated the whole of the mine. We have left off doing
this for well on to twelve months, and as far as any opinion went none was expressed. Cut-thronghs
arc necessary for air ; but wc used to have them at a distance of 40 yards, and this was reduced to 35
yards, and attempted to be reduced to 30 yards. Of course, if you do not have cut-throughs, you must
have bratticing.
11065. You agree the men must have air ? Undoubtedly. In the mines about Newcastle, and in the
Southern district, every person that cornea in displaces a certain quantity of air; and I may tell you that
the men cannot work well in a draught. Where brattice is, men would have to shield themselves from tho
draught, because it would give them lumbago; in fact, it very frequently does. I think if you insist
upon brattice, it should be recommended in moderation.
11066. Wc want to insist upon ventilation, but we may differ as to the mode of it. In the way tho
present Act has been administered, if there has been 100 cubic feet of air passing along tho airway, it
has been considered, in many instances, that the Act has been complied with ? After thirty-three years’
experience in this Colony, I can say that you rarely ever hear a man complain, unless his place is going
ahead of the air. He may then complain and say—it is getting hot, will you put a little brattice in ?’
and invariably, I may say, brattice is put into that place.
*
11067. Ilow do men get air where you are working an ordinary bord? It goes past the end of the bord.
11068. Past the entrance ? Yes.
. 11069. How does the air get into the bord ? If it is a dip bord there is natural ventilation, the weight
of tlic air finds tho floor, and the heated air finds its way out by the roof; but in a rise bord it is not so,
11070. _What do they do in a rise bord ? Every time a tub comes into the bord it displaces the air, and
every time a man or a horse comes in it displaces a certain amount of air, and the same natural ventilation
goes on ; but not in the same degree in the rise places as in the dip places.
11071. Do you not think that there ought to be some provision made either in accordance with tbe English
Act, or in any other way for taking the air into these bords ? I think so.
11072. For many years they have been used to looking upon the minimum of 100 cubic feet as adequate
under tbe present Act, under all circumstaucos? Even before there was any minimum specified, they
were satisfied with the quantity of air, excepting in special places—those that are going ahead of the
ordinary workings.
11073. Is there any other point you would like to refer to, Mr. Croudace ? I do not want to enforce the
35 yards before a cut-through is put through. I presume that these cut-throughs would have to appertain
under all conditions of the mine. In a fiery mine an explosion may occur, and the more openings there
are render the danger attending the explosion, and the effect of the explosion, much greater. In tbe
development of any new colliery the manager lays out his plans differently, and in all the main roads, the
most approved system in England is to make the cut-throughs extend to 250 or 300 yards, so as to have
a solid untouched block of coal between tbe two openings. Under this system, in the case of an explosion,
the workings can be reached much more quickly than if you have ten cut-throughs in, say, 250 yards.
The back cut-throughs are stopped up, and in the event of an explosion are blown to pieces, and would
have fo be built up fo reach the workings where the explosion took place. That is prevented by putting
cut-throughs at distances varying from 250 to 350 yards. When tlic first cut-through that may have been
affected by the explosion bas been stopped, you can go straight ahead for 250 or 300 yards before you
come to another. I consider that system much bettor than forcing tbe cut-throughs to be put every’ 35
yards. This is only meant to refer to ordinary bords in tho Bill; hut it is necessary, for the protection of
the ^coal-owner and the miners1 lives, that these cut-throughs should be at tbe discretion of the manager.
11074. You think it is better to say nothing about cut-throughs in the Bill ; but to provide for ventilation,
and leave it to the manager to provide the best way to give it ? I think so ; I am sure of it.
'
11075. You would not provide for any minimum iu the Bill ? Ho ; I do not believe in stating a mini
mum. We shelter ourselves under the minimum. I think you cannot beat the English Act which pro
vides for an adequate amount of ventilation which may, in some instances, bo only 40 or 50 feet, or it
may be ten times as much.
'
.
'11076. Tbe difficulty in the way is that people have worked so long under an Act under which you say you
have protected yourself;—if a minimum is not prescribed, 100 cubic feet of air may bo considered safe
under all circumstances ? That may be done, of course. I think a manager would know when he is
dealing with gaa, which is the greatest enemy a manager has to deal with.
11077.
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11077. Some people say that the miners prefer working in a gassy mine, because they get better ventila- T. Croudace,
lion? That is a common expression. There is always better ventilation where there is gas.
E3T
11078. In this Colony tbe majority of the mines are not gassy, and that being so, would you not make .
some provision, looking at wbat the state of things bas been, to have some stipulation as to the minimum, J J °v'
,:>'
allowing managers at the same time to give as much as is necessary ? I think the word “ adequate ” pro
vides all lhat is necessary, 1 can scarcely realise a case where a manager ivould not wish to give a man a
lair amount of air.
11079. Is there any other point you wish to refer to in tho Bill ? T would like the Commission to boar
in mind the cut-throughs in the case of the opening out of new mines. In the opening out of the Durham
mine I have prepared for the system I havo spoken about. The first stonl.on is 259 yards, aud was all
bratticcd. If cut-throughs arc provided to bo put every 35 yards, 1 will have to make them, and so be
prevented from carrying out the system T have described.
•
11080. 1 think all that is asked for is proper ventilation without insisting as to the particular mode of
giving it:—there may be a strong difference of opinion as to whether a minimum quantity should be
specified in tho Bill ? I understand.
’
11031. As to the mode of giving the ventilalion, you think that should be left to the discretion of the
manager ? Xes ; the cut-throughs should be left to the discretion of the manager.
11082. Ton think the way he should give the air should be left to bis discretion ? J do. without doubt.
11083. Are thero any other matters in the Bill 3rou would like to refer to? Yes; the question of
working under ocean or tidal waters. I think that should not be altogether controlled by tho Govern
ment. The sections in the Bill dealing with this matter have been eliminated by the Legislative Council.
IIOSI. You think properly so ? 1 do. It is specified in the Bill at what depths they are not to extract
pillars, and that bords nave to be certain widths, &c. I ivisb to point out that the cover over the coal■
seam, and the thickness of tho seam are important factors, and that it is absurd to lay down any such
dictum as this.
11035. You want these things left to the discretion of the manager ? 1 do. If you have a 10-foot scam,
aud have a roof over that, of say a good deal of sand, some clay and rotten shale, I think at a depth of
between 400 and 500 feet you are allowed to extract that seam, but you are not allowed to extract a
thinner seam with well stratified compacted rock. The thing is an absurdity ou the face of iL Here
again comes the necessity for leaving theso things in the hands of the manager, holding him responsible
for any damage through improper working. I think this ought to be eliminated from a Coal-mines Bill,
otherwise it will prevent valuable properties from being worked, and may give, if there is a deeper scam,
a privilege of working it to the detriment of the miner as well as the whole colliery.
110SG. Mr. 0urlei/.] Have you an ocean leasehold ? Yes, both at the Burwood aud Durham eolleries.
11087, You want absolute freedom to do as you please ? 1 do.
11088, Without any restrictions ? Yes.
11089. In any shape or form ? Yes, except my own good sense after consultation with the officials from
time to time. You may rely upon it I won't run any risk. 1 will not attempt to work when there is
water, or run the risk of loss of life.
11090. Do you think that no other judgment ought to come in except the manager’s ? You have a
judgment in connection with the inspectors. Although their powers have been curtailed by ihe amendment
proposed by the Upper House, still they have the power to act.
11091. What power do you refer to? If they think it is dangerous they can create an arbitration.
You will sec with a very high seam, and very poor cover, say up to 500 feet, you can extract that, while
under certain conditions such extraction would be highly dangerous.
11092. Where do you find that in the Bill ? It is in the Act of 1870, that we are working under now.
fn rule 42 of tho Bill it says, “ In no case shall pillars under ocean or tidal waters be removed,”
11093. If you had no provision, according to tbe opinion you now give, who is going to stop it? 1 can
scarcely imagine a competent person having full charge of such things running such a risk.
11094. Do you know anything about the Stockton Colliery ? Yes.
11095. Do you know the pillars that were left there? Yes, I do.
11090. Was there anybody to interfere at that colliery with the pillar working ? Well, I do not know.
I think the inspector, or inspectors, should have expressed an opinion upon those pillars.
11097. Should not the manager or his Board of Directors have prevented the inspectors doing that by
doing it themselves on their own account ? Undoubtedly.
11098. If you have examples that managers will not do these things, and no attention has been drawn to
it by inspectors, has not the time arrived when something else should he done ? I cannot realise how you
are to do it in the way the Bill proposes.
L1099. You would let the present system go on ? I think the warning they have received at Stockton
and Berndalc will be a warning that will last for generations in the Newcastle coal district; but because
ono man may have committed an error, it does not follow that others will, and that you should indict
penalties to operate in this harsh way.
11100. You cannot confine these errors to one mine or one manager? I think it is wrong to attempt
anything by legislation in the way that is proposed. You cannot lay down the conditions ; they lay them
selves down, and the judgment of the manager comes in under the conditions to say what is the most
desirable thing to do. I was going to call your attention to another matter in the Bill, to be found in
rule 46, on page 32 - “ Size of pillars in mines not under river, or ocean, or tidal waters.” {See Appendix
A ) It says: 11 Where it is intended to remove the pillars, the bords shall not exceed in width 8 yards, and
the pillars shall not be less than 8 yards wide.” Here a clear error is committed. In working the out
crop seams it will bo found much cheaper and more desirable near the outcrop to leave thinner pillars,
because the roof is imperfectly stratified and you lose your pillars, and the loss pillar you can lose the
better. This is simply another instance of what I consider the want of soundness of judgment in laying
down any hard and fast rule or principle for mining.
11101. Are you speaking now from your experience in the northern district ? Yes.
11102, In enunciating this opinion ? Yes ; from experience, and what 1 know generally takes place.
11103. I am afraid the record of the district will he against you ? No ; I say you can get the coat out,
Mr. Curley, and get it out more safely in the outcrop portions of our seam by leaving smaller pillars.
11104. Are you an advocate for leaving small pillars in a mine ? As a rule, no. I advocate where there is
ample cover, aud of a proper character—that is, well stratified rock—large pillars.
11105.
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T. Croudace, 11] 05. What practice hare you followed in that respect in the Lambton Colliery ? Near the outcrop ?
Es<l11106. All round the colliery? In the outcrop, small pillars ; further to the dip, larger pillars.
11107. Have you not an all-round system of 8-yard bords ami 4-yarcl pillars? TYe have them varying
'' from about 2 or 3 yards up to 8 and 10 yards.
11108. Has not 8-yard bords and 4-yard pillars been tbe general practice ? Ho.
11109. Hot only in your colliery, but in the whole district? I cannot say much for the other collieries ;
they thicken their pillars as they go under deeper cover.
11110. I am going back a few years ago, before any prominence was given to this question? I think at
that time they would be pretty well all on the outcrop.
11111. 1 am afraid not ? The bulk of them, I think. You see Minmi is largely the outcrop, also Lambton,
"Wallsend, and Waratah. It is not until you come to the A. A. Co. and Hewcastle Co. that tho
condifions alter.
11112. What about Minmi ? That is largely an outcrop. Then their seam is much thinner towards the
dip—much thinner than the generality of the seams.
11113. Are not some portions of the Minmi seam very deep ? Under the ranges they may have it,
11114. Are not some portions of the Lambton seam very deep ? Yes ; under tbe ranges.
11115. Wallsend and Co-operative r I do not thiuk there is a very deep cover under the Co-operative.
11116. Has the practice of tbe district improved in this respect—are larger pillars being left? Yes, I
think so. All the new collieries are much deeper, as a rule, aud better stratified, and they would naturally
leave larger pillars, with a view to getting them extracted ; but still I do not think the size’of pillars ought
to be laid down under a hard-and-fast rule. I think the time bas come when S-yard bords should be
abolished; it is au old primitive system.
11117. About ventilation that you have spoken about;—how often do you think a manager should measure
tbe air in tho mine to see wbat be bas going? Where a manager has not much gas it does not require
much measurement.
_
11118. Would you fix a time in the Bill—say once a fortnight, or once a week, or something of that kind?
I do not think there would be any harm in that.
11119. Say in each particular district? There would not be any harm in that.
11120. Would you ask them to enter these measurements in a hook ? It generally is. Under the Englisli
Act it is entered in a book, and under the English Act you deal with the thermometer and lhe barometer.
Their mines are much more fiery : they have more atmospheric changes to deal with, in which the gas
exudes under some conditions much more rapidly than under other conditions.
.
11121. Do you not get that in this country ? Sometimes.
11122. Is it not likely that a manager may get lax when he knows there is no gas to look after? Where
there is no gas you do not want so much air. A man breathes very little air in a minute. You could not
swallow a cubic foot of air if you were paid £12,000 for it.
_
11123. Many a miner would like to swallow more than he gets? He could not swallow a cubic foot,
.
11124. Do you not think, as I have already put the question, that the fact of no fire-damp being in a
mine has a tendency to make the manager lax with regard to the ventilation ? It would make him some
what indifferent, naturally. 1 wish it to he clearly understood that neither the coal-owner nor the minemanager, or the miner has any greater enemy than fire-damp.
11125. Are there not other enemies, such as carbonic acid gas ? Yery very little carbonic acid gas, aud
that is near the outcrop, given off from the clay principally.
11126. Have you not a little of it ? Yes ; in our outcrop where we leave the small pillars. We had to
commence a system of bratticing to overcome the carbonic acid from the clay overhead, hut otherwise
there is very little carbonic acid given off in the district. Of course, in a limestone country there is a
large quantity of carbonic acid gas given off.
11127. Your workings are very extensive, especially' in the Lambton Colliery ? Yes.
1112S. There is a large expansion of air throughout the mine ? Yes.
11129. Under the present Act no place is to be driven more than 35 yards before a cut-through is put
over or brattice used ? Yes.
11130. A man has to put his cut-through over as well as that ? Yes.
11131. That means more than 35 yards ? Yes.
11132. Will not a man find the air defective in a rise bord ? It is generally a little warmer as he gets to
the cut-through.
_
_
11133. Have you worked simply to keep withiu the meaning of the Act, or to give a man substantial
ventilation ? We prefer good ventilation, because a man works better with good ventilation.
11134. You say that you have only bratticed a few places as an experiment, but, as a general rule, you
do not use brattice? I say that we have been compelled from time to time in places that are in advance
of the geueral workings, such as winning headings, to use brattice, because there was no means of putting
a cut-through, and in the ordinary workings we have had to brattice in the outcrop coal where gas was
given off. Some time ago I had all the working-places bratticed, and I assure you I have uot had a man
saying, “ Well done !” or, “ Thank you, Mr. Croudace, you have given us good air.”
_
11135. Are you sure that Mason did not mention the matter to you ? I know Mason did, not many
weeks ago—within six weeks ago. I mentioned to him that it was a curious thing that none of the men
had expressed approval of the bratticing.
_
11136. .Did he express his approval of it ? Yes ; he did.
11137. You found one man? Yes ; hut that was afterwards, about five or six weeks ago.
11138. What was your object in bratticing the colliery ? Just to see whether the men really wanted it,
or whether it was beneficial,
11139. Did you think it was beneficial yourself ? I would be bound to say it ought to be.
11140. Will you let us have a definite opinion ? If you ask me if the principle of bratticing is better
than without, I would say bratticing is better.
_
'11141. Will the air come of itself without being conducted? Yes ; in dip workings very readily.
11142. What distance ? One hundred yards if necessary. I have seen myself perfect ventilation in a
dip narrow bord.
_
11143. How far to the rise ? Hot so far to the rise.
.11144, Would you like to work 100 yards in front of the air off a heading? I would rather have the air
behind me.
11145.
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H145. You have mentioned something about a mine being divided into parts ? Yes.
Croudace,
11146. "Where a mine is divided into parts every cut-through would not bo of the dimensions youhave
s^'
spoken about;—you spoke about a cut-through not being put iu for some 200 or 300 yards ? Yes, the
main drives, and all the panels of working; that is what I want to have protected. Tho ordinary bords .
*
are usually driven 44 yards.
11147. Are you sure? Yes.
1114*8. Arc they not 30 yards ? No ; the pillars are usually 22 i 44.
11149. Where? In the most approved collieries and for a number of years.
11150. Can you mention any of the collieries ? In the majority of the large collieries in thenorth of
England.
11151. Can you name any of the collieries ? That used to be the system when T was serving my time.
11152. Where were you serving your time ? At the East Hetton Collieries. We had thirteen collieries
there.
11153. How long ago P It is about forty years ago.
11154. Has the system of mining changed since that time? In some instances, but not in others.
11155. Is not the system now bords 20 and 30 yards in length ? Not that I am aware of. Of course, I
would like you to understand that it is necessary to have shorter pillars in working thicker seams. In
Staffordshire there is quite a difterent system to the North of England. There they leave small square pillars.
11156. At short intervals? Yes; there they have different conditions to operate upon. Pillars are
practically left in the place of props. The enormous height of the seam necessitates this.
11157. Have you ever been in tbe Gambols Colliery, or the Bcdlington Collieries ? Yes.
11158. What are the lengths of the bords at the Bedlington Coal Company’s Colliery? I should sav
about 40 yards. I have not measured particularly where they are working their big pillars. In some of
the districts they were working longwall.
11159. Ho you not think the bord and pillars were both 30 yards? I cannot say positively, but I do not
think so.
11160. l)o yon think a miner who worked there ought to know? Yes, I should think so, although
miners do not always notice the distance.
11161. You have assigned a reason why you do not wish any interference with this matter ? Yes.
11102. You want no stipulation in the Bill? No.
1.1163. Is it because you want to extend the length of your cut-through:—would you like to have that
liberty? I would, undoubtedly.
°
j
b >
j
11164. To any length yon please ? I would not extend it beyond 44 yards; that is 2 chains.
11165. Yon knoiv the system of ventilation at the present time ? Yes,
11166. How would you" ventilate them if you extended them to 44 yards ? I would take brattice in so far.
11167. Ilow far P Just according to the conditions. If a dip bord, not more than 2 or 3 yards.
11168.. Any gas in.the mine ? In a dip bord probably more than 2 or 3 yards from the canvas door.
In a rise bord it might have to be taken 10 or 15 yards in. I do not think it would bo necessary to take
it beyond.
J
11169. Would you give the inspector power to say whether the place was sufficiently ventilated? Yes ;
always power to raise the question.
^ 'ie
there should be more ventilation, would you comply with what he said willingly ?
Not if I thought it did not require it.
you challenge the inspector’s opinion P I ivould. I think the opinion of a manager at any
colliery is more to be relied upon than the opinion of au inspector, because be is in daily touch with the
colliery, and an inspector may not visit the colliery more than once in two months.
11172. How are the inspectors going to carry out their duties if managers combat tbeir opinions in the
way you suggest; who is responsible for the mine ? If you make the inspectors responsible tbe man^ ’"'e^co,ne the hour that it comes, but you cannot make the managers responsible under an Act,
and then have the.inspectors to come in and override them. Take the case at Stockton; the inspectors
went down that mine and ordered the men out. Certain work had to be done, which was carried out, and
the men then considered with the manager it was safe, aud went back to work. Tho in specters never gave
them permission to go back, and they have been working there ever since.
1U73. The inspectors have declared the mine safe ? I did not know that. How long after?
11174, Are you sure in that particular case the inspectors ordered the men out of the mine ? I always
understood so.
*
J
111/5, If tho manager had made a statement that he stopped the mine in order to remedy what had taken
place, would you be inclined to accept his statement ? Yes.
11176. . If he did that, the inspectors could not have done it ? No; hut at all times I would give more con
sideration and weight to the candid and honest opinion of a manager against an inspector, toucliing his
own colliery.
&
11177. Is not the inspector appointed to see that the provisions of the Act are carried, out ? Yes.
11178. Should not deference be paid to the inspector’s opinion by manafers ? So it'will be on any grave •
point.
^
□
j ta
70U
said you would challenge an inspector’s opinion ? If I thought there was plenty of
air I would challenge his opinion, but if I did not I would not. I would not do it from any bias.
'
11180. You are furnishing reasons why thero should be a stipulated minimum quantity in the Bill; with
regard to that large cut-through you have spoken about, do you intend to have all the cut-throughs driven
m such a fashion ;~tlie remark you made about this thick pillar would apply to simply making a division ?
To lay out the mine in a proper manner.
^
^ no*i lna^ei a separate district ? No ; to make provision for extracting the coal throughout
the whole of the property in a safe and secure manner, aud to afford the best means of dealing with any
explosion that might occur in the inner operations of the workings.
•
11182. It has not reference to pillars alone? The cut-throughs deal with the system of working, and I
contend or think that that must Apply to a pair of headings,
11183. If yon had a separate district, for instance, in tho"way you have cited it would be with a view to
lessen the effect of an explosion ? Yes.
'
1118.4. That part would simply be ventilated distinct from the other portion of the mine? No; the
ventilation that comes into tho whole passes along these airways.
11185.
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T. Croudace, 11185. It would pass into each particular district?
Esq.
6 Not.,

Tes.
1118G, There would be a division in that ease ? Tes.
11187. That would be a split of itself ? Tes; but I do not want the splits to be limited or specified.
1893.
They may be less or more according to the circumstances that surround them.
11188. Is there not this danger, especially in the non-gaseous mines, that if you do not stipulate some
thing, there is a danger of managers overcrowding a district, and the latter portion of the men getting
nothing but a polluted atmosphere to breathe? How do you do when you have an extensive longwall
face which may be a mile from one end to the other ?
11189. In that particular case the air comes fresh on to the men, andfresh out ? No, it does not; it comes
along tho main intake and along the main face, and so it does in the bords.
11190. It is confined on the longwall ? Ton do it to the detriment of your ventilation if you carry it out
too much. If you over-split you weaken the velocity and lessen the quantity. I am asking that it should
he left in the hands of the management rather than in the powers given to the inspector.
11191, I lake for granted that one of your objects is to have the longer cut-through? Tes.
11192. Ton do not want a number of men stipulated to be in a split ? No.
11193. Ton want to increase the number of men in a split? If necessary, certainly, and I might havo
less than the number in the split. I contend that any Act of Parliament should give full acknowledgment
aud power to the manager of any mine to use his own discretion as to the best means for carrying on
that mine, and the more restrictions you put in the way the more you will destroy the coal industry.
11194. Tou cannot make a comparison between the conditions in this Colony and those in England ?
No; you cannot.
11195. Here we have not gas to deal with in a number of our mines ? Quite so.
1119G. There is an absence of motive power to induce the manager to have sufficient ventilation in his
colliery? Every manager knows that the purer the air the better the men can work. 1! want, if possible,
to extract la. 6d. for every Is. I pay, and we know that in really bad air a man docs not work well. If
he is at all asthmatical he is knocked out of time.
11197. Erom what you have known of the mines in the past do you think more attention should be given
to the question of ventilation in the future ? Tes; perhaps there should be, because mines are becoming
deeper and more gassy, and, therefore, require more attention.
In that respect the mine-owner, mine
manager, and miner has no greater enemy than gas.
11198. (las is sometimes a very good friend for the miner ? I know the old expression.
11199. Has is a good friend ? I know that, as you mean it.
.
11200. President.'] "Would you mind looking at these Eules about ventilation in tbe laws of British
Columbia ;—you will notice the wording of the English Act in the first Eule (see Appendix B) ?
[Witness reads.] I presume our Act has been taken from this, or they have taken their Act from ours,
11201. Tou do not agree with the Eules there referring to ventilation ? I disagree with the minimum,
and that a mine should be divided into limited splits; and 1 concur with what it says in Eulc 1 about an
adequate amount of ventilation—that is, unlimited power; a sufficient amount—an adequate amount.
[Witness withdrew.]
WEDNESDAY,
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[The. Commission met in the Board-room, Chief Secretary's Office, at

2 p.m.

jjreamt:—

FRANCIS EDWARD ROGERS, Esq., Q.C. (President).
.TAMES CTTELET, Esq.

[

JESSE HEEHSON, Esq.

Afternoon Sitting.

Eobert James Jury sworn and examined:—
Mr.
11202. President.] Wbat is your name ? Eobert James Jury.
. J. Jury. 11203. What are you ? I am a miner. At the present time 1 am engaged attending to the brattice in
6/n'"A~189r
^oc*iton Colliery.
ov.,
j. 11204. How long have you been a miner ? About twenty-five years altogether.
11205. I believe you wanted to give some evidence before this Commission? Tes ; I expressed a desire
to be called.1 I saw that several witnesses who had previously given evidence before Select Committees
had been called by the Commission, and I thought 1 would like to have the opportunity of doing tho same
as them, that is correcting themselves where they thought necessary in their former evidence.
11206. What is it you would like to say? There are one or two matters I would like to mention.
11207. Before whom have you given evidence before ? Before a Select Committee of the legislative
Assembly, in April, 1894. In my previous evidence, at Question 810, I say, “ In an ordinary pit the life
of brattice would be from tuo to three years.” Since giving that evidence I have had a good deal of
experience in the work of bratticing, and I have also had an opportunity of talking to a great many men
engaged in putting up bratticing. I am satisfied that I gave the life of brattice as too long, and if J. bad
said from one to two jmars it would be more in accordance with the fact, I say still that a great deai
depends upon the usage it gets—the care taken in its manipulation.
11208. Assuming it to be cared for, you say it should last from oue to two years ? Tes.
11209. Mr. Curley (] Are you speaking of ordinary canvas brattice ? Tes; ordinary canvas brattice. In
Question 862 of my former evidence, with regard to the inspection of the faces before the men commence
work, I say, “I think it is a wise provision, although as a practical man I did not attach a ve ry great deal
of importance to it.” I think it is a mistake to be too confident; it is much better to treat all men as
requiring looking after.
11210. Tou believe in the inspection? Tes, thoroughly, whether a man is practical or not. The next
question I would like to refer to is No. 905, with reference to a series of questions put by Mr. Cann in
regard to the drawing shaft being the upcast. 1 say there, that in the event of the drawing shaft being tho
upcast, the main road to tbe shaft would be loaded with all the impurities of the mine. I made a mistake
in that. It does not necessarily follow lhat because the drawing shaft is the upcast, the main road would
be loaded with all tbe impurities of the mine, because that main road might be a split in if self, and a
back airway could reach the shaft, so that the impure air would not need to go all the way by the maim
travelling road.
11211.
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11211. It would bo the return airway if it was going hack to the upcast shaft, if you made your main
hauling shaft the upcast ? The road to the hauling shaft might be one of a series of splits, and the body ' \ ll_rjr‘
of the return air might be conveyed to tho upcast shaft by means of another airway; not the main
jggg
travelling road.
"
'
11212. If you wanted to keep pure air on that road, would it not have to be conducted off the main road,
and be brought clear back again ? Not necessarily.
11213. What would you do ? The impure air that had already ventilated a portion of the mine could
be conveyed into the return, and on this main haulage road, the air that was passing to the shaft might
only have ventilated a small portion of the mine.
11214, Part of a split? Yes; it is an error that I wanted the opportunity of correcting. The nest
question I wish to refer to is No. 965,—that is in regard to the examination of the mines periodically by
the Government inspectors. I said in my former evidence, that I had a suspicion that the proprietors
knew when the inspector was coming round, and that they were prepared for the occasion. I would like
to say, although I am still of the opinion that in some cases the proprietors have had a knowledge when the
inspector is coming round, that I do not believe tbe knowledge has been conveyed to them for the purpose
of defeating the Coal Mines Regulation Act. It may be on account of the intermittent way the mines
work, for the inspectors to get to know when the mine is going to work. Also, with regard to question
981, about the check-weighmen. I may say there is another part of my evidence where I say I do not
know of a case where the men havo not been able to appoint a man whom they thought fit; but I may
say that that was an oversight, because 1 do remember a case, and I knew of the case at the time ; but it
had not occurred to my mind.
11215, Presideni.] What case do you refer to ? It was a case that occurred eighteen months ago at the'
Burwood Colliery. The colliery changed hands, and the new proprietors had a new lot of men. The
new men desired to employ one of the old hands as their eheck-woighman, and they applied to the manager
under the new proprietary, and he refused to allow them to employ this person on the grounds that he
was an outsider and not an employee of the colliery. He was previously an employee of the colliery, but
was not at that time.
■
’
11216. Mr. Gurley.'] Do you think tho men should have the right to select their check-weighman from
anywhere they please? As the men pay him they should have the right to employ whom they think fit.
11217. President] That is what you1'said in your evidence before Mr. Pegan’s Select Committee ? Yes;
but I omitted when giving my evidence then, to mention this particular case.
11218. Mr. Curley.] Do you think the men should hold the right of meetings? Yes.
11219. Witlmut any interference? Yes, whatever. They should have the right of a2)pointing who they
think fit as weighman or check-inspector, because they have to pay tliese men. Of course, I still say that it
is perfectly right if the check-weigher misconducts himself or impedes tho working of the mine, he should
he liable to be removed. Again, in Question 986, in regard to the thickness of pillars under tidal waters.
I am asked if I think it is necessary to have still thicker pillars under tidal waters, and I say “Yes,
increased vigilance will he required to be exercised in collieries working under tidal waters.” That is not
the kind of answer 1 ought to have given, for I have to admit that at that time I had no knowledge of
those collieries that were working under tidal waters.
11220. Where were you working at that time? I was out of employment at that time ; hut I had been
working at the Burwood Colliery, I spoke without having a knowledge of what I was questioned about.
It is humiliating to have to say so; but 1 take tbe earliest opportunity to say that I was speaking beyond
my knowledge at that time.
”
11221. President.] What do you say now ? I do not think that increased vigilance is required at the
present time, because I believe there is a great deal of vigilance in connection with the Government
supervision of these collieries. I think the management and inspectors are very careful.
11222. Mr. Gregson.] Do you think everything is done that can he done ? X do not know oE anything
more to be done. I know the working of the Stockton Colliery is very strict to ensure the safety of the
men. Every place is driven by line, and they are strict to a few inches in regard to the width of bords and
pillars, and a thoroughly good system of timbering is insisted upon.
11223. President.] You do not think there is any need for legislation with the way they are worked ? I
thiuk there is quite enough legislation under tho existing Act.
11224. Mr. Curley.] Do you know that the present Act does not interfere with pillars? Yes; but I
understand the Government leases regulate these matters.
11225. Do you know lhat for a fact ? Yes; ] gather it from the evidence of the managers and Govern
ment inspectors, which they have given before the Select Committees.
11226. Would you have any objection to what is embodied in the lease being embodied in an Act of
Parliament, with regard to the pillars ? No, I would not; I think a 6-yard pillar is ample. In the
discharge of my duties I have to travel round the pit every day the pit works, and I do not see any
indication of the pillars crumbling away, or being subjected to any crush.
11227. Do you know if the mine is going to the dip ? There is one portion of the mine going to the dip ;
but I understand you have had the Stockton Colliery manager through your hands, and J should fancy
that is a question you should havo put to him. There is one place that has been going to the dip for some
little time.
1122S. Is that going under the ocean ? I believe it is going towards the ocean.
11229. You have some idea; you should have a thorough knowledge of the locality ? Yes; on the
surface.
11230. How long have you worked at Stockton? A little over twelve months. I would'not like to say
when I am below where I am by the surface,
11231 You have some idea ? I really could not say positively.
11232. I suppose you go down in tbe cage ? Yes.
*
11233. You know what direction you start from, taking either side of the shaft, and when you land at
tho bottom you know the points of the compass, north, south, cast, and west; and you know the direction
towards the ocean ? I have only to repeat that I am not sure, and thatI do notknowpositively of any
place that is going to the ocean, or in what direction they are going.
11234, You say you have been told so? I have beard of one place; but I would not liketo make a
tatemeut on what 1 have heard when I am on my oath,
11235. That particular place you have referred to that is going towards the ocean ; is that place dipping ?
The particular place that I referred to as having heard of is going to the dip.
11236.
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R. J. jury, ^ 1-236. Much? It is not uniform. In some places the dip has been about 2 inches to the yard ; then,
1,'‘ again, less, and then, perhaps, a little more.
6 Nov., 1895.11237. If that has got to go any distance, would you be able to tell what cover you were carrying, if it
’
was going under the ocean ? I understand the conditions of the lease are, that they have to bore at
certain distances apart to test the roof. I know that that is done, but I cannot say at what distances
apart. I have no doubt the Commission has the power to get that information from persons about the
colliery who are in a better position to give it than I am. I have been engaged in boring, but I could
not say the distance apart of the holes; they usually bore 30 feet into the roof.
11238. Have you ever seen any surface subsidences? No, I have not; but I have read of them in the
reports of the inquiries.
11239. Tou have read the reports? Tes ; Mr. M’Auliffe’s evidence, and the evidence of Mr, Humble;
but I have not seen the subsidences.
11240. "Would that lead you to the belief that pillars have not been left of sufficient dimensions,
formerly ? It is a certainty that if there has been a subsidence there has not been ample support for the
roof; but all these things occurred before I went to Stockton. 1 only know what I have read, and that
is public property,
11241. Tou have read these reports, and have a knowledge from that reading onlv ? Tes.
11242. Apart from what may be in the lease, do you think there should be anything embodied in an Act
of Parliament with regard to the size of pillars ? That is rather a difficult question, because I would not
know what standard to go by. I can quote half a dozen authorities, and they would all differ.
11243. Start from any standard you like ; 50 feet of surface, or 100 feet, or anything you please ? I am
not sufficiently versed in mining to say what the size of the pillars should be. When I was questioned
on this matter before I said, “ So many managers have seen the folly of leaving insufficient pillars, we need
not trouble any more on that score.” We are not likely to hear anything more on that score in the future.
11244. Would not that impress upon you the necessity of putting it in a Bill ? Scarcely; when Isay
the matter will right itself, 1 scarcely see the necessity for including it in a Bill. I have no objection to
it going into a Bill; but I do not consider myself an authority to speak on such matters. If I see pillars
fretting away or crushing, the impression is that they are not large enough: but there is nothing like that
in the Stockton mine.
11245. How is it you arc not an authority ; have you not had a long mining experience ? Tes.
11246. And yet you say you are notan authority. From your long mining experience you have a right
to know somethiug about these matters? That is a little flattering; but I must repeat my former state
ment that I do not consider myself qualified to give an opinion on pillars. I believe we nave very little
need to trouble on that score, it is quickly righting itself. We are not likely to have so many complaints
in the future as we have bad in the past. The proprietors and managers have had these matters forced
upon them, and I do not think we need worry about these things.
11247. Were you at the Burwood Colliery when any pillars were affected there? Tou are referring to
the creep there. I was not there at that time, but I have travelled that district.
11248. Have you seen the effect of the creep ? Tes; I saw what was once the return air-way was nearly
closed up, but these have been, and are, grand object lessons, and I do not think we are likely to see a
repetition of such mistakes.
11249. Do you think these are matters inspectors should give more attention to than what they have
done in the past ? Tes; if it is likely to occur again, and I believe the inspectors will, and the same
men who made these mistakes years ago, if they err in the future, will err on the side of safety. They
have seen the wrong and the trouble of these things, and the matter will, I believe, be all right without
Parliamentary interference.
11230. Do you go to every part of the Stockton Colliery occasionally ? There are two districts which are
examined by firemen in the Stockton mine. Before I was fireman permanently, I used to go round when
one or the other fireman would would he absent from work, and in that sense I have gone round all of
the mine.
11251. What are the local names of the districts ? The 48 district, 43 district, and No. 2 district.
11252. As far as you know, wbat size are the pillars ? So far as I have seen, they are all 6-yard pillars,
with the exception of some new work being opened out, where I believe the pillars are thicker; but that
is only being opened out at the present time. I am not sure what thickness the new pillars are, hut they
are thicker than the ordinary pillars. There may be some more than 6 yards in those districts that I
have mentioned, but I know that they are all standing good, and if there is any sign of crushing, or any
props break, it would be my duty to report it, and have the matter rectified at once. If I did not report
a matter of that kind I should get a reprimand.
11253. How many deputies have you at Stockton? Three; and the overman makes a circuit of the pit
every day.
11254. Does the mine make much water at all in the districts you have referred to? There are wet
places in the mine the same as there are at other collieries, and, of course, there are dry places; but, I
think, there is ample power to throw a great deal more water up the shaft than what is going away, or is
likely to go away. There are some very powerful pumps at the colliery.
^°u C0I13^er
that is made in the mine anything like excessive ? Stockton might be
called rather a wet pit; but I would not say excessively wet. "
11256. Is there much water making where you said the dip work was being carried on ? Yes; but not a
great deal. All the water gravitates towards the dip workings from the higher parts of the mine, and
that would make the district appear much wetter than it really is,
11257. Have you anything to do with the inspection of the dams that were put up some time ago ? Yes.
11258. Are these dams inspected at regular intervals ? I go there every seven days and make a thorough
inspection for gas, and to see if the roof is safe and that the timber is all good. X behove it is the
deputies duty to go there also, and I know the underground manager goes there occasionally. The
G-overnment inspectors go there on every visit; but I cannot say bow often they come. I go once in
every seven days.
112,.>9. Have you ever seen anything in connection with the dams that has caused you to draw the
manager s attention to them ? No.
11260. Are they standing in a substantial way ? Tes.
11261. Are there pipes through them ? Tes.
11262. What size ? Six inches and 1 inch.
,
11263.
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11263. How many? Two at each dam.
11264. "What is the size of the largest pipe ? It may be 6 inches ; but I know it is not running a
quarter full.
G
112G5. Have you seen the connection between the new shaft and the workings ? Tes; that is a portion °
of my district. I have travelled over that part.
11266. Have the men far to go to get to that shaft? I should say that portions of the workings may be
400 yards from the new shaft in a direct road. I am only speaking approximately; it may be either more
or less,
"
.
11267. Do you know how much rock there was on the bottom of that shaft ? No; I do not. The shaft
was down and the place holed through before I went up to the new shaft. 1 only went to the new shaft
by way of the road that is driven from the workings called the cross-cut.
112G8. Do you know who the sinkers were that sunk that shaft ? I do not know them.
11269. Has the shaft been put down since you went there?Yes; it has been bottomed since I went there.
11270. Were they local men ? 1 do not know the men who bottomed that shaft.
11271. Have you noticed how far the tubbing goes down ?
No ; I have not.
11272, Have you gone up the shaft ? No ; I. know people have gone up and down occasionally since the
connection has been made, hut Thave not.
11273. You do not wish to eliminate the word “ vigilance” from your former evidence ? I said “ increased
vigilance.’* I am quite anxious that vigilance should be exercised in any mine, but when 1 said
“increased vigilance” I said what I should not have said.
11274. "What should you have said ? What I have already said, viz., that I had no practical knowledge
of any colliery that was working under tidal waters at that time.
11275. You have a practical knowledge now ?• Yes.
‘
11276. And vigilance will have to be displayed there at all times ? Yes, the same as at every colliery.
11277. Any more so than anywhere else? No, not more so than anywhere else.
1127S. Where a colliery is working under tidal waters, you would not say that more vigilance should be
displayed than at any other colliery ? I think it would suggest itself to most people’s minds that there
should be a certain amount of vigilance more required.
11279. Does it suggest itself to your mind? Yes.
11280. Do you know if boreholes are kept in advance of the leading places ? Yes, in the leading places
when opening up new ground.
’
11281. Do you know the distances ? No, I do not.
11282. Is tnat a matter you control ? No.
11283. Who looks after that? That is done in the night shift; it is under the night overman, Mr.
WcDonald. I would like to refer again to my former evidence. In question 1148 Mr. Nicholson asks
me: “ Suppose the men knock off at (say) 4 o’clock, and from half-past three to four every miuer is
firing his snots, what is the condition of the return for travelling in” ? In reply I say, “ It is totally
unfit to be travelled in. The only circumstances under which it would be justifiable to travel in the
return airway would he in case of accident.” I think! made a mistake in that answer; in fact 1 am
certain I made a mistake. 1 say “it is totally unfit to travel in”; but, while I am not in favour of making
a travelling road a return airway, a mistake is often made in thinking the returns are more foul than
they really are. Directly the air comes down the pit it commences to find its way into the return by
leakage, and I do not .think that the returns are as foul as we very often think them to be.
11281. You said “ we” ! who do you mean by “ we” ? I mean miners.
11285, But you are not here to speak for the miners ? But J am correcting a mistake. On account of
tho great quantity of air finding its way into the return the result is that in many cases the air in the
return is purer than it is in the face of the workings. That is to say, so much pure air fiuds its way into
the return. Of course I do not wish to he understood to be in favour of men being compelled to travel
in the return.
11286. You do not approve of men being compelled to travel in the return? No.
11287. With regard to the air in the return and the air in the face of the workings, do you think that the
air should be conducted into the men’s places ? Well, 1 should like to see it turned into tho bords, 1 am
very anxious to see the distance between the cut-throughs shortened.
11288. You think the distance between the cut-throughs should he shortened ? Yes.
11289. But, whether the distance between tho cut-throughs is shortened or not, would you have the air
taken to the working face ? I would turn it into the bords. I attach a great deal more importance to
the shorter cut-throughs than taking the air up to the face by brattice.
11290. The shorter cut-through you consider is the completer method ? Yes; shortening the distance 1
between the cut-throughs and strictly attending to the stoppings would be a much more effectual method
of carrying on the ventilation than to depend on eanvas cloth, and let the men work 35 yards away from
the cut-through, I am anxious to give the air a turn into the bords, because the curreut of air going
along a heading at right angles to the herd will have a tendency to go past and not into the bord.
11291. Unless it is conducted ? Yes, turned or conducted. I do not think it necessary to extend
the brattice^ very far up the bords. I have given a lot of thought to this matter, and have studied it
practically in the mine, and I think, leaving the matter of expense out of the question, the most effectual
way is to shorten the distance between the cut-throughs, and strictly attend to the stoppings,
11292. Do you brattice any places at Stockton ? Yes.
11293. Are they tho leading places or the ordinary bords ? We brattice a good many of the ordinary
bords on account of meeting with faults occasionally, which always makes it difficult to keep the air up to
the face.
11294. Is there anything else you wish to refer to ? No, there is nothing else to which I wish to refer,
unless any of the members of the Commission wish to ask me any questions.
11295. Did you engage during the time the Stockton colliery was not considered to he safe by the
inspectors ? _ I engaged twelve months ago last month, hut whether that was during the time tho colliery
was not considered safe or not I do not know. I am not aware whether the inspectors have removed
their veto yet,
11296. They have ? I was not aware of that.
11297. Were you asked to sign any document exempting the company from any liability ? No, I was
not; I never signed anything. I was supplied with a copy of the Colliery Eules, and 1 commenced to
92-2 U
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work there as a general shift man. I am anxious to see the standard weight abolished, because I think it
R. J. Jury. j3 an injustice, and I am anxious that the miners should have the fullest liberty in the choice of their
check-weighman and also in the choice of their check-inspectors.
6 Nov., l89o. ]j298. Do you think they would be allowed to hold a meeting for the election of a check-weighman
at Stockton ? I cannot say. I knew there was some little trouble there some time ago, but whether that
would be likely to occur again I do not know—I have not any idea. I know they have a check-wcighman
at the Stockton Colliery.
11299. Anyway you give it as your opinion that the miners should not be interfered with in these
elections? The men should have the fullest liberty to select who they think lit, and it is perfectly right
if a man misconducts himself, and by so doing impedes the working of the pit, that the manager should
have the power to remove him at once as he has by the Act.
11300. Have you seen the Check-weigher’s Act, recently passed in England? Ho, I have not.
11301. Will you look at it ? [Witness handed Ad. See Appendix E.] Yes.
11302. Do you approve of that? Yes ; and I think we are working on similar conditions to those here.
Our Coal Mines Act provides for the appointment of a check-weigher, and if any manager places any
obstacle in the way he is committing an offence against the Act.
11303. You see the reference in the English Act to the election of a check-weigher ? Yes.
11304. Do you approve of that? Yes ; I approve of tho men having the fullest liberty in the appointment
of a check-weigher. 1 go further than the present Act, which says he must be one of their own number,
and say that that limitation is not just. I am of opinion that there should be no limitation to their choice.
11305. In the holding of any meeting for the appointment of these men you do not think they should bo
interfered with? I do not think they should.
1130(3. In the same way you think tho same liberty should be afforded to the men with regard to a checkinspector? Yes ; if the miners wish to avail themselves of tho provisions of the Act, either for a checkweigher or check-inspector, they ought not to be interfered with, and any manager who does interfere
makes a mistake. With regard to the amendment made by tho Legislative Council with reference to
paying for large coal only, I am opposed to that. I hope the day will come when men will send all away
together, and be paid for both largo and small coal, because there is no doubt that there is a trade for both
kinds of coal, and for a person to say in any Chamber that the object of the proprietors is to have the
small coal thrown back, is not true. 1 say there is a great demand for small coal at the present time ;
in fact, I have it on the authority of those engaged in the business of selling that there is a greater
demand for the small coal than there is for the large. I suppose it is on account of its cheapness, but 1
hope the day will come when the miners will fill away all together ; of course that will necessitate a re
arrangement of prices, and that will be mutual between the employers and the miners. In all the collieries
I have been connected with the managers have been getting out all the small coal they can, and that proves
that there is a great demand. To alter the Act and say that nothing shall be paid for but largo coal in my
opinion is a great wrong.
11307. You say you believe in having shorter cut-throughs ? Yes.
_
1130S. What distance would you make them ? It would probably result in a compromise ; but I should
say about 25 yards, and probably the compromise would be between 25 yards and 35 yards, as obtaining
at the present time. Whether it results in the yard work being interfered with or not, I hope in the near
future to see the cut-throughs shorter.
11309. Do you believe in the air being conducted to the working-face? I believe in the air beingturned
into the working bords.
11310. In the event of your working at the face, would you not like to have as much ventilation as
possible ? I am considering what is practicable and what can bo brought about, and I believe if the
air is simply turned into the bords we would have no complaints whatever, and that the places would be
cool and tolerably pure. We should not have any complaints if this was done.
11311. That is with the shorter cut-throughs ? Yes; it would not require to be taken very far np into
the bords,
11312. Do you think the cut-through should be over by the time the man drives his distance up his bord ?
Yes ; I do not believe in the construction of the Act as how far a man should drive before the air. I
believe the 35 yards should include everything, cut-throughs and all.
11313. Do you put tho cut-throughs-over any quicker in rise places than 35 yards, or do you take them
the full distance? There is no fixed rule on account of the number of dykes ; but they are not allowed to
go further than 35 yards before the air. If any man was found working more than 35 yards before the
air I would be severely reprimanded.
' 11314. You know the construction that has been put upon the Act with regard to the 35 yards ? Yes.
11315. It may mean a good deal more if a man has a good thick cut-through ? Yes ; there is a fault in
the wording of the Act.
1131G. Will you look at sub-section 4, of section 12, of the present Act, “ and no place shall bo driven
more than 35 yards before the current of air without a cut-through put through or bratticed up within
. 3 yards of the face of such working place” ? Different men put different constructions on things. I
believe the 35 yards should include cut-through and everything else.
11317. Do you think the managers have put a wrong construction on that sub-section? Not the managers.
11318. The inspectors ? You have hit it.
’
11319. What inspector ? Inspector Humble; that is the way he interprets the Act.
.
11320. You think that is a wrong construction ? It is not a liberal construction. It is not the con
struction I would like to put on it. I would like to see the Act worded so that a man could not err.
11321. If a man had to conduct the air up to the working face, do you not think he would prefer to put
his cut-throughs at a shorter distance in preference to using so much brattice ? It would resolve itself
into a question of cost, and if a manager found it cheaper to drive the cut-throughs than to canvas up ho
would probably resort to that course. If he considered efficiency he would drive the cut-throughs in
preference to the brattice.
11322. Have you ever found any fire-damp in the Stockton Colliery? No.
11323. President^] Have you anything further you wish to say? No; I have nothing further I wish
to say, but I am in the hands of the Commission, if they wish to ask me any questions.
.
[Witness withdrew.]
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December,

1894.

clause 1, line 8. Omit “ .December" insert “ March”
clause 1, 1 ne 5. Omit “four” insert "five”
clause 2, 1 ne 3. Before “ certificate” insert “ first-ClaBS”
clause 2, 1 ne 3. Before “ service” imert “ a certificate of”
clause 2, 1 ne 3. After “ service” insert "as manager”
clause 2, 1 ne 6. Omit “passing” insert “commencement”
clause 2, 1 ne 8. Omit “ and” insert " or”
clause 2, 1 ne 9. Omit “ each”
clause 2, 1 ne 10. Omit “ ten” insert " five”
clause 2, 1 ne 12. After “ owner” insert “ Or agent” .
clause 2,1 ne 26. Omit “ ten” imert “ thirty”
clause 3, 1 ne 33. Omit “ a duly qualified” insert " an”
clause 3, 1 ne 34. Omit “ in accordance with the provisions of this Act”
clause 3, 1 ne 36, Omit “ after the passing of this Act”
clause 3, 1 me 36. Omit “person” insert "under-manager”
clause 3,1 ne 37. Omit “ and then exercising supervision of a mine”
clause 3, I ne 40. Omit “ six” insert " eight’ ’
clause 4, 1 ne 46. Omit “ while so contracting”
clause 4, 1 ne 46. After “ for” insert " getting”
clause 4, 1 ne 46. After “ mineral” insert “ in any mine”
clause 4, 1 ne 48. After " under-manager” insert “ of that mine”
clause 6 line 53. After “certificate” insert “of competency”
clause 5, 1 ne 54. Omit “ has” insert “ shall have”
2, clause 5, 1 ne 55. Omit “ granting” insert “ ascertaining the persons to receive’
2, clause 5, 1 ne 56. Omit “ and service”
2, clause 5, 1 ne 57. Omit “ a Board of "
2, clause 5, li;ne 57. After “ appointed” imert “ by a Board”
2, clause 5. After line 57 insert (a) Three persons being owners or agents of mines in the
" Colony of New South Wales”
3, clause 5, line 2. After “ Colony” insert “ not being owners, agents, or managers of a mine
" and”
3, clause 6. Omit clause 6 insert new clause 6.
3, clause 7, line 47. Omit “ selection of persons to serve as examiners”
3, clause 7, line 51. Omit “ One” insert “ Two”
3 and 4, clause 8. ■ Omit clause 8 insert new clause 8.
4 and 5, clause 9. Omit clause 9,
5, clause 4L 10, line 35. Before “ Stipendiary ” insert “ or ”
5, clause 4L 10, line 35. Omit “ or other person or persons ”
5, clause 1L 10, line 47. Omit “ Act” imert “ section and in section eleven ”
5, clause 4L 10, lines 52 and 53. Omit “ or otherwise deal with ”
6, clause IL 10, line 5. Omit “ or otherwise deal with ”
6, clause 43. 12, line 32. Omit “or otherwise dealt with ”
6, clause 13. 12, lines 33 and 34. Omit “ or a notification of the order of the Court ”
6, clause 13.12, lines 38 and 39. Omit “ or otherwise dealt with ”
6, clause 45.14, line 55. After “for ” second occurring insert “ or for registration, of”
7, clause 17. Omit clause 17.
7, clause 13.17, line 47. After “inspector” insert “ appointed”
7, clause 49,17, line 47. Omit “ passing ” imert " commencement ”
7, clause 19,17, line 48. Before “certificate” insert “ first class ”
7, clause 19i 17, line 49. Omit “ or service ”
7, clause 49.17, line 49. Omit “hereinbefore provided in regard to”
7, clause 19, 17, line 49. Omit “ s ” from “ managers ”
92—a
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clause 40,17, line 49. After “ managers1' omit remainder of clause.
clause 21. Omit clause 21 insert new clause 19.
clause $2, 20, line 18. Omit ‘'and enter such report in a book at the mine”
clause 37.-25, lines 3 and 4.
“ notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in the
“ ‘ Arbitration Act, 1892/ ” insert “ and except where they are inconsistent with the pro“ visions of this Act the provisions of the ‘ Arbitration Act, 1892 ’ shall apply to arbitra“ tions under this Act ”
,
Page 12, clause 3?, 25, line 29. Omit “or umpire”
'
Page 12, clause 3?, 25, line 31. After “mines ” insert “ and every person who is appointed an umpire
“ under this section shall be a District Court Judge, a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate,
“ or a Barrister-at-Law ”
Page 13, clause 30, 27, line 37. Omit “two” insert "three ”
Page 14, clause 30, 28, line 6. Omit “ three ” insert “ six ”
Page 14, clause 30, 28. Omit subsection (m)
Page 14, clause 30, 28, line 46. Omit “or tracing”
Page 14, clause 30, 28, line 48, Omit “ or tracing”
Page 14-, clause 30t 28, line 50. Omit “ or tracings "
Page 14, clause 30, 28, line 54. Omit “ or tracing ”
Page 14. clause 30, 28, line 58. After “Minister !l insert " as aforesaid ”
Page 15, clause 34? 29, line 6. Before “ personal ” imert “ serious ”
Page 15, clause 81, 29, line 9. Omit “forthwith but not later than ” insert “ within ”
Page 15, clause 32i 30, line 46. Omit “fortliwith ” insert “within one month ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 22. After “ boundaries ” insert “ the whole ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 24. Omit “ s ” from “ surfaces ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 32. Omit “twenty-nine ” insert “ twenty-eight ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 33. . After “ owner ” imert “ or agent ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 36. After “ owner " insert “ or agent ”
Page 16, clause 84, 32, line 43. After “owner” insert “or agent ”
Page 16, clause 34, 32, line 48. After “ owner” insert “ or agent ”
Page 16, clause 33, 33, line 56. Omit “ prejtaid ” insert “ registered ”
Page 17, clause 36. Omit clause 36.
Page 17, clause 37, 34, line 13. Omit “ thirty-eight” insert “ thirty-five ”
Honrs of
employment Page 17, clause 37, 34, line 15. After “ mine ” imert “ and no boys between the age of fourteen years
Of DOJE.
“ and eighteen years shall be employed in or allowed to be for the purpose of employ“ ment in any mine below ground for more than ten hours on Monday, Tuesday, Wed“ nesday, Thursday, Friday, and six hours on one Saturday and eight hours on the next
“ Saturday ’’
Regulations
“ For the purpose of this Act, with respect to the employment of such boys in a
as to employ
ment of DOyE,
“ mine below ground, the following regulations shall have effect, that is to say :—
“ (i) There shall be allowed an interval of not less than twelve hours between each
“ period of employment.
“ Q}) -^ac^ P^iod of employment shall be inclusive of one hour for meals.
“ (hi) A week shall be deemed to begin at midnight on Saturday night and to end at
“ midnight on the succeeding Saturday night.”
Page 17, clause 37, 34, line 33. After “boys ” insert “ under the age of eighteen ”
Page 17, clause 87, 34, line 34, Before “ boys ” insert “ such ”
.
Page 17, clause 87, 34, line 39. After “ every” insert “such”
Page 17, clause 33, 35, lines 46 and 47. Omit, twenty-ninth day of August, one thousand eight hundred
“ and ninety-four” insert “ commencement of this Act”
Page 1 clause 33, 35, lines 50 and 51, Omit “twenty-ninth day of August, one thousand eight hundred
“ and ninety-four ” insert “ commencement of this Act”
Page 15, clause 40, 37, line 17. Omit " or contiguous”
Page 18, clause 44, 38, line 28. Omit “mineral ” imert “ large coal Or shale ”
Page 18, clause 44, 38, line 30. ' After “ weight ” insert “ of such large coal Or shale ”
Pane 18, clause 44, 38, lines 30 to 32. Omit “ of the mineral contracted to be gotten and unless otherwise
“ mutually agreed upon all the mineral gotten by them ” insert “ such weight being ascer“ tained in such manner as may be agreed upon by the owner, agent, or manager of the
“ mine on the one part, and the persons so employed on the other part, and in the
“ abcence of such agreement such coal or shale ”
Page 18, clause 44, 38, line 35. After “weighed” insert “ either at the bottom of the screen or”
Page 18, clause 44, 38, line 40. After “of ” insert “ small coal ”
.
Page 18, clause 44, 38, lines 40 and 41. Omit “ other than the mineral contracted to be gotten”
Pasre 18, clause 44, 38, lines 41 and 42. Omit “the mineral contracted to be gotten” insert “such large
“ coal or shale, or in respect of any tubs being improperly filled in those cases where
“ they are filled by the getter of the large coal or shale or his drawer, or by the person
“ immediately employed by him ”
Page 19, clause 44, 38, line 5. Omit “That”
Page 19, clause 44, 38, line S. Omit “passing ” imert “commencement ”
Page 19, clause 44, 38, line 9. After “abolished” insert “But nothing herein contained shall be held
“ to affect the power of any owner or manager of a mine to pay miners by the method
“ known as the standard bar system ”
Page 19, clause 44, 38, line 14. Omit “ twenty ” insert “ thirty”
Page 19, clause 43, 40, line 41. Omit “mineral” insert “ large coal or shale ”
19, clause 48, 40, line 42. After “person ” insert “ who shall be an employee of the colliery ”
Page 19, clause 43, 40, line 44. After “for” insert “weighing the large coal or shale, and at each
“ place appointed for ”
Page 19, clause 43, 40, line 47. Omit “mineral” insert “ large coal or shale ”
Page
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20,
20,
20,
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20,
20,

clause4& 40, line 52. Omit “ tareing of tubs and trams ” imert " weights ”
clause 4?t 40, line11. Omit “mineral ” insert "large coal or shale ”
clause 4& 40, lines 12 and 13. Omit “ or the tareing of tubs or trams ”
clause 43? 40, line17. Omit “ the check-weigher insert “ he ”
'
- 22.
-- Qni^( u jie” iniSfri "the owner, agent, or manager ”
clause
48= 40,--line
clause 414 40, line 23. Omit “a Court of summary jurisdiction” insert “the nearest Court of
“ Petty Sessions”
Page 20, clause 43r 40, line 38. Omit 11 material ” insert “ large coal or shale ”
Page 20, clause 43; 40, line 43. Omit “ mineral" insert “ large coal or shale ”
Page 20, clause 43; 40, line 45. Omit “or the tare”
Page 20, clause 43; 40, line 46. Omit “ and tareing ”
Page 20, clause 44; 41, line 50. Omit “mineral ” insert “ large coal or shale ”
Page 21, clause 43; 42, line 5. Omit “mineral " insert “ large coal or shale ”
Pace 21, clause 43, 42, line 8, Omit “buying and selling or for”
Page 21, clause 43=42, lines 17 and 18. Omit “ or when required by the manager or majority of employers
“ so to do "
Page 21, clause 46; 43, line 49. Omit “ fifty ” insert “ fifteen ”
Page 21, clause 43= 43, line 50, Omit “ six ” insert “ four ”
Page 22, clause 43; 45, line 57. Omit “fifty ” insert “ fifteen ”
Pago 22, clause 43= 45, line 59. Omit “ first day of October one thousand eight hundred and ninety-four
insert “ commencement of this Act ”
Page 23, clause 43; 45, line 4. Omit “ fifty ” insert “ fifteen ”
Page 23, lino 11. Omit “ Splits" imert “ Parts ’*
Page 23, clause 43; 46. Omit subsection (in)
Page 23, clause 33= 47, lines 41 to 44. Omit “(not in any case less than one hundred and fifty cubic feet
“ of pure air per minute for each man and each boy, and two hundred cubic feet for each horse
“ employed in the mine) ”
Page 23, clause 50; 47,lines 45 and 46. Omit “and shall sweep undiminished along the airways and into
“ each working place”
Page 23, clause 56; 47, line 51. Omit “twenty-five " insert “ thirty-five”
Page 24, clause 30; 47, lines 2 to 6. Omit “ and in single headings or where gas is known to be generated
“ it shall be bratticed up to within three yards of the hiee of such working place ; and no return
“ airways shall be used as travelling roads’
Page 24, clause 30= 47, line 12. Omit “ passing” insert “ commencement”
_
Page 24, clause 50= 47, lines 24 and 25. Omit “ of not less than two years experience in a coal mine ’’
Page 24, clause 50, 47, line 30. Omit “ each working face ” insert “ every part ”
Page 24, clause 50= 47, line 35. Omit “ and shall mark such working place visited.'1
_
Page 24, clause 50= 47, line 39. After “lamp” insert “ except in the case of any mine in which
“inflammable gas has not been found within the preceding twelve months”
Page 24, clause 30.- 47, lines 58 and 59. Omit “ unless danger is found to exist ”
Pago 25, clause 30,- 47, line 25. Omit “ by such person ”
Page 20, clause 50= 47, line 14. After “ tight” insert “ except within a completely closed chamber
“ attached to the fuse of the shot”
Page 26, clause 50; 47, line 23. After “ in ” insert “ cartridges in ”
_
_
Page 20, clause 50; 47, line 25. After “ pounds ” insert “ Provided that on the application of the
“ owner, agent, or manager of any mine the Minister may by order exempt such mine
“ from so much of this Rule as forbids taking an explosive substance into the mine
“ except in cartridges ”
Page 26, clause 30; 47, line 34. After “stemmer” insert “nor shall coal or coal dust be used for
“tamping”
Page 26, clause 30= 47, lines 40 to 44. Omit “ Provided that no person shall return to a place where such“ charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours has elapsed from the lighting of the fuse
“ attached to such charge ”
Page 28, clause 50= 47, lines 13 and 14. Omit “six feet high three feet wide and four feet deep” insert
“ of sufficient length and at least three feet in width ”
Page 28, clause 50; 47, Omit Rule 19,
Page 28, clause 30= 47, lines 40 and 41. Omit “ every shaft in course of sinking shall be kept clear of all
noxious gases by a fan or some other appliance ”
Page 29, clause 50- 47. Omit Rule 25 insert new Rule 24.
Page 30, clause 30; 47. Omit Rule 34.
Page 30, clause 30= 47, lines 41 and 42. Omit “ or any one having the written authority of any inspector
“ or person so employed”
■
_
Page 30, clause 30; 47, line 51. After “ persons” insert “ not being mining engineers, who are practical
“ working miners”
Pages 31 and 32, clause 50; 47. Omit Rules 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46.
Page 32, clause 51. Omit clause 51.
Pago 32, clause 33= 48, line 43. After “compliance” omit remainder of clause.
Pago 33, clause 64; 50, lines 17 and 18. Omit “ (where no special rules are in force)”
Page 33, clause 54^ 50, line 24. After “ printed" insert “ Or written”
Page 34, clause 59. Omit clause 59.
Page 35, clause 6S; 57, line 13. Omit “ wilfully”
Page 35, clause 63; 58, line 31. Omit “ five pounds” insert “ one pound”
Page 36, clause 63; 64, line 33. After “ manager” insert “ or”
Page 36, clause 60= 64, line 33. Omit “ or employee”
Page 36, clause 69.- 64, line 34. After “ manager” insert “ or’’
Page 36, clause 69; 64, line 35. Omit “ or employee”
Page 36, clause 69; 64, line 38. lifter “ manager” insert “ Or”
Page
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clause
64, line 38. Omit “ or employee”
clause
64, line 41. After “manager” insert “or”
clause
64, line 41. Omit “or employee”
clause +3= 67, line S.
“not” insert “ except with the consent in writing of both parties
“ to the case”
clause 76. Omit clause 76.
clause 77* 71, line 41. Omit “encroached” insert “ encroaching"
clause TTr 71, lines 42 and 43. Omit “the examiner or” insert “ an”
clause 7& 72. After line 25 insert “ 1 Large coal’ means all coal passing over a three-qnartei
“ inch screen”
clause 78r 72, line 41. Omit “ section four hereof ” insert “ Part II of this Act”
clause ?&7 72, lines 47 and 48. Omit “ and ‘Assistant Under Secretary’ mean respectively" imert
“ means”
clause 78? 72, lines 48 and 49. Omit “ and Assistant Under Secretary
Before Schedule I If, insert new Schedule I.
Schedule H HI, line 31. Omit “ round” insert " large”
Schedule H HI, line 32. Omit “Coal {small)”
Schedule HE HI. After line 33 insert “ Shale used for other purposes
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ANNO QUINQUAGESIMO OCTAVO

VICTORIJ] REGINA.
No.

.

An Act to make better provision for the Regulation of Coal
Mines and Collieries, and for other purposes connected
therewith.
'
WHEREAS

it is expedient to make better provision for the regu- pjcaiiible.
lation and inspection of Coal Mines and Collieries and certain
other Mines : Be it therefore enacted by the Queen’s Most Excellent
Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council
5 and Legislative Assembly of New South Wales in Parliament assembled,
and by the authority of the same, as follows:—
1. (i) This Act shall come into operation on the first day of Commencement,
December, March, one thousand eight hundred and ninety-fern hve fatbnotXtdapp!l"
(which date is in this Act referred to as the commencement of this
‘
10 Act), and maybe cited as the “Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1894.'.”
(n) This Act shall apply to mines of coal and mines of shale.

PART I.
1. Certificated Managers, Under-Managers, and Engine-drivers.
2. (i) Every mine shall be under a manager, who shall be Appointment ot
25 responsible for the control, management, and direction of the mine, and mflna£er of mlne•
the owner or agent of every such mine shall nominate himself or some
other person to be the manager of such mine, and shall send written
notice to the inspector of the district of the manager’s name and address.
92—b
‘
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(n) A person shall not he qualified to he a manager of a
mine unless he is for the time being registered as the holder of a
first-class certificate of competency or a certificate of service as manager
under this Act, or under the Imperial Act fifty and fifty-one Victoria,
5 chapter fifty-eight, or any Act thereby repealed.
_
_
(in) If after the passing commencement of this Act any
mine is worked for more than fourteen days without there being such
a manager for the mine as is required by this section, the owner and or
agent of the mine shall eaefe be liable to a fine not exceeding fifty
10 pounds, and to a further fine not exceeding ten five pounds for every
day during which the mine is so worked; provided that:—
(a) The owner or agent of the mine shall not be liable to any such
fine if he proves that he had taken all reasonable means by
the enforcement of this section to prevent the mine being
15
worked in contravention to this section.
(b) If for any reasonable cause there is for the time being no
manager of a mine qualified as required by this section, the
owner or agent of the mine may appoint any competent
person not holding a certificate under this Act to be manager,
20
for a period not exceeding two months or such longer period
as may elapse before such person has an opportunity in the
district wherein the mine is situate of obtaining by examina
tion a certificate under this Act, and shall send to the
inspector of the district a written notice of the manager’s
25
name and address, and of the reason for his appointment; and
(c) A mine in which not more than ten thirty persons arc employed
below ground shall be exempt from the provisions of this
section, unless the inspector of the district, by notice in
writing served on the owner or agent of tho mine, requires
30
that it be under the control of a manager.
3. (i) In every mine required by this Act to be under the D^y supervision 0f
control of a certificated manager, daily personal supervision shall be
^ “ameer
exercised either by the manager or by a-duly qualified an under-manager,or er'manager
in aooordanoo- with" tho provisiono of thio^Aeb nominated in writing by
36 the owner or agent of the mine.
Every person under-manager
first-class or second-class certificate under this Act or under the Imperial
Act, fifty and fifty-one Victoria chapter fifty-eight, or any Act thereby
40 repealed, or a certificate of service under section sis eight of this Act,
or under any of the said Imperial Acts, and shall, in the absence of
,
the manager, have the same responsibility, and be subject to the same
liabilities as the manager under this Act; but the nomination of an
under-manager shall not affect the personal responsibility of the ,
45 manager under this Act.
,
A contractor white so-eeuteaefag for getting mineral in any Disqualification for
mine, or person employed by such a contractor, is not eligible for the
of mailaecr or
post of manager or under-manager of that mine under this Act.
Xm cr'man!Vger’
5. (i) There shall be two descriptions of certificates of com-Certificates of
50 petency under this Act—(1) first-class certificates, that is to sav, oomPetellcy
certificates of fitness to be manager; and (2) second-class certificates, managed"
er*
that is to say, certificates of fitness to bo under-manager; but no person
shall be entitled to a certificate of competency under this Act unless lie
has shall have had practical experience inn mine for at least live years.
55
(n) For the purpose of granting ascertaining the persons to Constitution of
receive certificates of competency and sorvico for the purposes of this BoarJ of K«iu'nerflAct, a-Reard-of examiners shall be appointed by a Board consisting of—
(a) Three persons being owners or agents of mines in the Colony
of New South Wales;
(a b)
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(a lb) Three persons employed or who have been employed in or
about any mine in this Colony not being owners, agents, or
managers of a mine; and
(b c) Three persons practising as mining engineers, or managers
of mines in this Colony; and
(e d) One inspector under this Act.
•
(m) The members of the board shall be appointed, and may
be removed by the Minister, and shall hold office during his pleasure.
6. (i) A cer tificate of service shall be grantled by the Minister Grant of certificates
of sarvic e in case of
10 to every person w ho satisfies the examiners eith er that before the certain
u nderpassing of this A ct he was exercising, and ha s since that date managers
exercised, or that he has at any time within five years before the
passing of this Acjt, for a period of not less tha n twelve months,
exercised functions substantially corresponding to t hose of a manager
15 or an under-manag er in a mine.
(n) Eve ry such certificate of service shall contain particulars of the nam e, place, and time of birth, an d the length and
nature of the previ ous service of the person to whom the same is
delivered; and a ce rtificate of service may be ref used to any person
20 who fails to give a full and satisfactory account of the particulars
aforesaid, or to pay such registration fee as the M mister may direct,
not exceeding that mentioned in the Second Sched ule to this Act.
(m) A certificate of service granted under this section
shall have the same effect for the purposes of this Act as a certificate
25 of competency gran ted under this Act.
(iv) A c ertificatc of competency or of ser vice granted under Certain cc rtificatee
to
the Imperial Act fifty and fifty-one Victoria, chap ter fifty-eight, or equivalent
certifionteB under
aled thereby, or any other certific ate of competency this Act.
by the examiners, shall he equivalent in all
30 respects to a simila[r certificate granted under this Act.
6. (i) The proceedings of the Board shall be in accordance Proceedings and
powers of Board
with the rules contained in Schedule One to this Act.
for appointing
(ii) The Board shall from time to time appoint examiners examiners.
not being members of the Board, except with the consent of the
35 Minister, to conduct the examinations of applicants for certificates of
competency under this Act, and may from time to time make, alter,
and revoke rules as to the conduct of such examinations and the
qualifications of the applicants so, however, that in every such
examination regard shall be had to such knowledge as is necessary
40 for the practical working of mines in New South Wales, and that the
examination and qualifications of applicants for second class certificates
shall be suitable for practical working miners.
(iii) The Board shall make from time to time to the
Minister a report of their proceedings, and of such other matters as
45 the Minister may from time to time require.
7. The Minister may from time to time make, alter, and Buies by Minister at
revoke rules as to selection of poroono to oervo as examiners; the places to examinations.
and times of examinations of applicants for certificates of competency
under this Act, the number and remuneration of the examiners, and
50 the fees to be paid by the applicants, so that the fees do not exceed
those specified in Schedule One Two to this Act. Every such rule shall
he observed by tho Board appointed under this Act
8. Subject t o the provisions of section nin C of this Act in Qnaiiecatjion and
attendant: e of engine*
any mine which is usually entered by means of m achinery, or where man.
55 any shaft, plane, or level is used for the purpose of communication
from one part to a nothcr part of a mine, and per sons are taken up
or down or along $ uch shaft, plane, or level, by me ans of any engine,
windlass, or gin, dri ven or worked by steam or any mechanical power,
a competent male p erson not less than twenty years of age, and being
the
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the holder of a certi ficate of competency or certifica te of service, shall
he appointed for the purpose of working the m acliinery which is
employed in lowerin g and raising persons therein, a nd shall attend for
that purpose during the whole time that any perso n is below ground
Sin the mine, and uch person shall have charge o f all ropes, chains,
or tackle connected with such machinery. Where any windlass, gin,
or machine used fo r any of the purposes aforesaid , is worked by an
animal or by manu al labour, the person in eharg i of such engine,
windlass, or gin, or of any part of the machinery, ropes, chains, or
10 tackle connected th erewith, must be a competent male person not
less than eighteen years of age. Where the machi nery is worked by
an animal, the perso n under whose direction the dri ver of the animal
acts, shall for the p urposes of this rule be deemed o be the person in
15

8. (i) A certificate of service shall be granted by the Minister Grant of certifi
of service
to every person who satisfies him either that before the commencement cates
to existing
of this Act he was acting, and has since that day acted, or that he has managers.
at any time within five years before the commencement of this Act for
a period of not less than twelve months acted, in the capacity of a
20 manager of a mine or such part of a mine as can under this Act be (Note.—See
clause 46 (i)
made a separate mine for the purposes of this Act.
of Bill.)
(ii) A certificate of service shall be granted by the Minister Grant of certifi
to every person who satisfies Mm either that before the commencement cates of service
case of certain
of this Act he was exercising, and has since that date exercised, or in
under-managers.
25 that he has at any time within five years before the commencement of
tMs Act for a period of not less than twelve months exercised,
functions substantially corresponding to those of an under-manager in
a mine.
(iii) Every such certificate of service shall contain particulars
30 of the name, place, and time of birth, and the length and nature of the
previous service of the person to whom the same is delivered, and a
certificate of service may be refused to any person who fails to give a
full and satisfactory account of the particulars aforesaid, or to pay such
registration fee as the Minister may direct, not exceeding that
35 mentioned in the Second Schedule to tMs Act.
(iv) A certificate of service granted under this section to a
manager shall have the same effect for the purposes of this Act as a
first-class certificate of competency granted under tMs Act; and a
certificate of service granted under tMs section to an under-manager
40 shall have the same effect for the purposes of this Act as a second-class
certificate of competency granted under tMs Act.
(v) Before granting a certificate of service to a manager or
under-manager the Minister shall require the applicant to produce
satisfactory evidence of Ms sobriety and general good conduct.
45
(vi) No certificate of service shall be granted in terms of
tMs section xmless it be proved by statutory declaration that during
the twelve months aforesaid there has been an average of not less
than thirty miners employed below ground under the control and
supervision of the applicant for the said certificate.
50
(vii) A certificate of competency or of service granted under
the Imperial Act fifty and fifty-one Victoria, chapter fifty-eight, or
under any Act repealed thereby, or any other certificate of competency
or service approved by the examiners, shall be equivalent in all
respects to a similar certificate granted under tMs Act.
55
9. (i) A cerjtificate of service shall be grant|ed by the Minister Grant of o|crtiiicataB
" examiners
'
- - that before the f...
to every person wh o satisfies the
eithek
" rT,ccincaF(:of. .
iif*
.1 j t . certain en ginepassing of this A ct he was exereising, and ha|s since that - date drivers.
exercised, or that he has at any time nothin five years before
before the
passing of tMs Ac t, for a period of not less than twelve months,
exercised functions substantially corresponding to t hose of an engineULL1 T U4*'
(*)
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(ii) Eve ry such certificate of service shal l contain particulars of the name, p] ace, and time of birth, and the length and nature
of the previous serv ice of the person to whom the s ame is delivered;
and a certificate of service may be refused to any p erson who fails to
5 give a full and satis factory account of the particular s aforesaid, or to
pay such registratio n fee as the Minister may dire ct not exceeding
til at mentioned in t lie Eirst Schedule to this Act.
(Hi) Th e Minister may from time to tim e appoint a Board
to examine candid ates for certificates of compete ncy, and may by
10 regulations prescrib e the mode of conducting such examinations and
granting such certi ficates, and the conditions under which such certificates or certificate s of service shall be held, or may be suspended or
cancelled; and may from time to time make, alter, and revoke such

15

Hh 9. (i) The Minister shall deliver to every applicant who is Grant of certificates
duly reported by the examiners to have passed the examination satis- to applicants on
tactorily, and to have given satisfactory evidence of his sobriety,
experience, ability, and general good conduct, such a certificate of
competency as the case requires. The certificate shall be in such form
20 as the Minister from time to time directs.
(ii) A register of the holders of certificates of competency
or service under this Act and under any of the Imperial Acts afore
said shall be kept by such person and in such manner as the Minister
from time to time directs.
25
41t 10. If at any time representation is made to the Minister by an inquiry into
inspector or otherwise that any manager or under-manager holding a ^“^eTnndf
certificate under this Act or under any Imperial Act is by reason of Sncofintion of
incompetency or gross negligence, unfit to discharge his duties, or has
ea3e
been convicted of an offence against this Act, the Minister may, if he
'
30 think fit, cause inquiry to be made into the conduct of the manager or
'
under-manager, and with respect to every such inquiry the following
provisions shall have effect:—
(i) The inquiry shall be public, and shall be held at such place as
the Minister may appoint by such District Court Judge, Police
35
Magistrate, or Stipendiary Magistrate, er-ether-persen-er-persensy
as may be directed by the Minister, and either alone or with the
assistance of any assessor or assessors named by the Minister.
(ii) The Minister shall, before the commencement of the inquiry,
furnish to the manager or under-manager a statement of the
40
case on which the inquiry is instituted.
(hi) Some person appointed by the Minister shall undertake the
management of the case.
(iv) The manager or under-manager may attend the inquiry by
himself, his counsel, solicitor, or agent, and may, if he thinks .
45
fit, be sworn and examined as an ordinary witness in the ease.
(v) The person or persons appointed to hold the inquiry, in this
Aet section and in section eleven referred to as the court,
shall, on the conclusion of the inquiry, send to the Minister
a report containing a full statement of the case, and the
50
opinion of the court thereon, and such report of, or extracts
from the evidence, as the court may think fit.
(vi) The court shall have power to cancel or suspend er- otherwise
deal—wife the certificate of the manager or under-manager, if
it finds that he is by reason of incompetency or gross
55
negligence, or of his having been convicted of any offence
against this Act, unfit to discharge his duty.
(vh) The court may, if it thinks fit, require a manager or under
manager to 'deliver up his certificate, and if any manager or
under-manager fails without sufficient cause to the satisfac
tion
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tion of the court, to comply with such requisition, he shall he
liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred pounds. The
court shall hold a certificate so delivered until the conclusion
of the investigation, and shall then either restore, cancel, or
5
suspend or otherwise deal with the certificate according to its
judgment on the case.
(vm) The court shall have for the purpose of the inquiry, all the
powers of a court of Petty Sessions, and all the powers of an
inspector under this Act.
10
(ix) The court may also, by summons signed by the court,
require the attendance of all such persons as it thinks fit to
summon and examine for the purpose of the inquiry; and
every person so summoned shall he allowed such expenses as
would he allowed to a witness attending on subpoena before
■ IS
the Supreme Court; and in case of dispute as to the amount
'
to he allowed, the same shall he referred hy the court to the
- ■■
Prothonotary who, on request signed by the court, shall
ascertain and certify the proper amount of such expenses.
IS? 11, (i) The court may make such order as it thinks fit respecting Costa nnd expenses
20 the costs and expenses of the inquiry, and such order shall, on theof ,nqu,r7,
application of any party entitled to the benefit thereof, be enforced hy
any Stipendiary or Police Magistrate or any two Justices of the Peace
in Petty Sessions, as if such costs and expenses were a fine imposed
by that Court of Petty Sessions.
25
(h) The Minister may, if he thinks fit, pay to the person
or persons constituting the court, including any assessors, such remu
neration as he may appoint.
(m) Any costs and expenses ordered hy the court to be
paid by the Minister, and any remuneration paid under this section,
30 shall he paid out of moneys provided by Parliament.
Tfir 12. (i) Where a certificate of a manager or under-manager is B*cord of canceikcancelled or suspended er-etberwse-deftlt-with in pursuance of thistio" of.certificat0;.
Act, the Minister shall cause the cancellation or suspension er—a ca^a™1011 m ccrt111’1
notification of tho order ef-the-eourt to be recorded in the register of
35 holders of certificates.
_
(n) The Minister may at any time, if it is shown to him
to be just so to do, renew or restore, on such terms as he thinks fit,
any certificate which has been cancelled or suspended or otherwise
dealt with in pursuance of this Act, and cause the renewal or restora40 tion to be recorded in the register aforesaid.
44t 13. Whenever any person proves to the satisfaction of the Copy of certificate in
Minister that he has, without fault on his part, lost or been deprived <i'se o£ loss‘
of any certificate granted to him under this Act or under any Imperial
Act, the Minister shall, on payment of such fee, if any, as he may
45 direct, but fiot exceeding the fee specified in Schedule Two to this Act,
cause a copy of the certificate to which the applicant appears by the
register to be entitled, to be made out and certified hy the person who
keeps the register, and delivered to the applicant; and any copy
which purports to he so made and certified as aforesaid shall have ail
00 the effect of the original certificate.
14. (i) All expenses incurred hy the Minister in carrying into rspends in roint.ion
effect the provisions of this Act with respect to certificates of com-t0 t1c.r1'ificates,n;’d
potency and service shall he defrayed out of moneys provided by
Parliament.
55
(ii) All fees payable hy the applicants for examination for
or for registration of, or for a copy of a certificate under this Act shall
be paid into the Treasury as the Colonial Treasurer may from time to
lime direct, and be carried to the Consolidated Revenue Pund.
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Every person who commits any of the following offences ; penalty for forgery

„„
til at IS tO Say.
,n

j.

■

J

^

of, or falsB declaration as to certificate.

(i) Eorgcs, or counterfeits, or knowingly makes any false statement
in any certificate of competency, or of service granted under
.
5
tliis Act or the Imperial Act fifty and fifty-one Victoria
chapter fifty-eight, or any Act repealed thereby, or any
official copy of any such certificate; or
(ii) Knowingly utters or uses any such certificate or copy which
has been forged or counterfeited or contains any false state.
10
ment; or
(in) Eor the purpose of obtaining for himself or any other person
employment as a certificated manager or under-manager, or
the grant, renewal, or restoration of any certificate under this
Actor under any of the said Imperial Acts, or a copy thereof,
15
either:—
.
(a) Makes or gives any declaration, representation, statement,
or evidence which is false in any particular; or
(&) Knowingly utters, produces, or makes use of any such
declaration, representation, statement, or evidence, or any
20
document containing the same,
'
shall be guilty of a misdemeanour, and be liable on conviction to
with or without
imprisonment for a term not exceeding two vears,
v
'
hard labour.
17. In an}’ mine where a consulting engineer ,viewer, managing Dirocti ons ueto
o f conducting
25 director, or other p erson has power to give direetioj ns as to the mode mode
works to bo entered
below
ground,
he
of conducting the works of a mine either above or
' in boo k.
shall enter such di rections in detail in a book to b e kept at the mine
for that purpose, but, unless required to be prod uccd in a Court of
law, such book sh all not be open to inspection b y any person other
30 than the Chief In spector or an Inspector.
2. Inspection.
10. The persons who at the commencement of this Act are Existing inspectors
acting as inspectors under the Act hereby repealed shall continue to contlnued•
act in the same manner, and generally to be in the same position,
35 as if they had been respectively appointed under this Act.
17. (i) The Minister may from time to time appoint duly Appointment oi
qualified persons to be inspectors (under whatever title he may fr0minBpcctors of imnos'
time to time fix) of mines, and assign them their duties, and may
’’
award them such salaries as he may think fit, or as Parliament may
40 approve, and may remove any such inspector.
(n) Notice of the appointment of every such inspector
shall be published in the Gazette.
.
(in) Every such inspector is referred to in this Act as an
inspector, and the inspector of a district means the inspector who is
45 for the time being assigned to the district or portion of the Colony
with reference to which the term is used.
■
Every Inspector appointed under this Act shall, after the passing inspector,! to bold ,
commencement of this Act hold a first-class certificate of competency cerUf:cfttes‘
‘

20. 18. Any person who practises or acts as or is a partner of any Disqualification of ,
person who practises or acts as a land agent or mining engineer, or as persons a, mapectors.
a manager, viewer, agent, or valuer of mines, or arbitrator in any
55 difference arising between owners, agents, or managers of mines, or is
otherwise employed in or about any mine, or is a miner’s agent or a
mine-owner (whether the mine is one to which this Act applies or not)
shall
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shall not act as an inspector of mines under this Act, and no inspector
shall he a partner or have any interest direct or indirect in any mine
in the district under his charge.
21. An insp ector under this Act shall have power to do all or roweHs ot
inepedtors.
5 any of the followin g things, namely:—
(i) To make at least once in each month such examination and
inquiry as may be necessary to ascertain tv hether the provisions of th s Act relating to matters abov e ground or below
ground ar e complied with in the case of a ny mine.
10
To enter, inspect, and examine any mi ue, and every part
thereof,, atf all reasonable times by day a,____
0_,_
_ ___
nd night,
but
so as_
not to im pede or obstruct the working o f the mine except
■ndien abso lately necessary.
(m) To exami ne into and make inquiry respei cting the state and
15
condition of any mine or any part thcreo ", and tlie vcntilation of th e mine, and the sufficiency of th special rules for
the time being in force in the mine, an all matters and
things con nected with or relating to the sa fety of the persons
employed in or about the mine or any mine contiguous
20
thereto, or the care and treatment of th horses and other
animals usi ed in the mine.
(iv) To exercis e such other powers as may be necessary for
carrying t his Act into effect, and shall er, ter in a book to be
provided b y the owner or manager a repo rt of any defect,
25
or
~ anythin
’ i g iu or about the mine tendin g to endanger the
safety or hi ealth of the miners employed th ercin.
(v) To requirej the manager to withdraw th e men from tho Miners ranK-be withmine if at any time he finds that, by reas on of inflammable ^ri\"'n lf T8,1Jfctor
gases prev ailing in any mine or any part tj hereof, or of any finds cau3e| of danger.
30
cause wha tever, the mine or the said part, is dangerous; and
no person shall, except so far as is necessary for exploration or
inquiry in to the cause of danger or the re moval thereof, be
readmitte_ d into the mine or such part th ereof as was found
dangerous , until the same is stated by the In spector to be safe,
35 Every person who w ilfully obstructs any inspector " n the execution of
his duty under this ' Act, and every owner, agent, and manager of a
mine who refuses o r neglects to furnish to the in spector the means
necessary for maki ng any entry, inspection, exami nation, or inquiry
under this Act, in relation to the mine, shall be g uilty of an oftence

(n)

19. An inspector under this Act shall have power to do all or Powers of
any of the following things, namely :—
inspectors.
(i) To make such examination and inquiry as may be necessary
to ascertain whether the provisions of this Act relating to
45
matters above ground or below ground are complied with in
the case of any mine.
(ii) To enter, inspect, and examine any mine, and every part
thereof, at all reasonable times by day and night, but so as
^. not to impede or obstruct the working of the mine.
50
(iii) To examine into and make inquiry respecting the state and
condition of any mine or any part thereof, and the ventila
tion of the mine, and the sufficiency of the special rules for
the time being in force in the mine, and all matters and
things connected with or relating to the safety of the persons
55
employed in or about the mine or any mine contiguous thereto,
or the care and treatment of the horses and other animals
used in the mine.
(iv) To exercise such other powers as may be necessary for
carrying this Act into effect.
Every
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Every person who wilfully obstructs any inspector in the
execution of his duty under this Act, and every owner, agent, and
manager of a mine who refuses or neglects to furnish to the inspector
the means necessary for making any entry, inspection, examination, or
5 inquiry under this Act, in relation to the mine, shall be guilty of an
offence against this Act.
20. (i) If in any respect (which is not provided against hy any Notice by inspector
express provision of this Act or by any special rule) any inspector ^Hipre^iyaneer
finds any mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice provided ngainat.
10 in or connected with any such mine, or with the control, management,
or direction thereof hy the manager to be dangerous or defective, so
as in Ids opinion to threaten or tend to the bodily injury of any person,
he may give notice in writing thereof to the owner, agent, or manager
of the mine, and shall state in the notice the particulars in which he
15 considers the mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or
practice to be dangerous or defective, and require the same to be
remedied, and unless the same be forthwith remedied shall also report
the same to the Minister aad-ontor-suoh^epert in a-beek-at-the-sdner
(ii) If the owner, agent, or manager of the mine objects to
20 remedy the matter complained of in the notice he may, within ten
days after receipt of the notice, send- his objection in writing, stating
the grounds thereof to the Minister, and thereupon the matter shall
be determined by arbitration in manner provided by this Act, and the
■
date of the receipt of the objection shall be deemed to be the date of
26 the reference.
. ,
(m) If the owner, agent, or manager fail, when no objection
is sent as aforesaid, to comply with the requisition of the notice within
ten days after the expiration of the time for objection, or when there
has been an arbitration to comply with the award nothin the time
30 fixed by the award, he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act,
and the notice and award shall respectively be deemed to be written
notice of the offence : Provided that the court, .if satisfied that the
owner, agent, or manager has taken active measures for complying
with the notice or award, but has not, with reasonable diligence, been
35 able to complete the works, may adjourn any proceedings taken before
them for punishing the offence, and, if the works are completed within
a reasonable time, no penalty shall be inflicted.
(iv) No person shall he precluded by any agreement from
doing, or be liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for
•
40 doing, such acts as may be necessary in order to comply with the
provisions of this section.
23r 21. Every inspector of a district under this Act shall make an Annual reports of
annual report of his proceedings during the preceding year to the m3pector3'
Minister, which report, when embodied in the Annual Report of the
45 Department of Mines, shall be laid before both Houses of Parliament.
24- 22. Where in any mine an explosion or accident has caused Special reports of
loss of life or personal injury to any person, the Minister may at any msPectors'
time direct an inspector to make a special report with respect to the
explosion or accident.
50 So? 23. Where it appears to the Minister that a formal investigation Formal investigation
of any explosion or accident and of its causes and circumstances is
11141
expedient, the Minister may direct such investigation to be held, and
with respect to any such investigation the following provisions shall
have effect:—
55
(i) The Minister may appoint a competent person to hold the
'
investigation, and may appoint any person or persons
possessing legal or special knowledge tc- act as assessor or
assessors in holding the investigation,
92—c
(ii)
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(n) The person or persons so appointed (hereinafter called the
court) shall hold the investigation in open court, in such
manner and under such conditions as the court may think
most effectual for ascertaining the causes and circumstances
of the explosion or accident, and enabling the court to make
the report in this section mentioned.
(m) The court shall have for the purpose of the investigation all
the powers of a Court of Petty Sessions when acting as a
court in hearing informations for offences against this Act,
and all the powers of an inspector under this Act, and in
addition the following powders, namely :
■ (a) Power to enter and inspect any place or building, the entry
or inspection whereof appears to the court requisite for the
said purpose.
(5) Power, by summons signed by the eourt, to' require the
attendance of all such persons as it thinks fit to call before
it and examine for the said purpose, and for that purpose
to require answers or returns to such inquiries as it thinks
fit to make.
(c) Power to require the production of all hooks, papers, plans,

,

and documents Avhich it considers important for the said
purpose.

.

Power to administer an oath and require any person
examined to make and sign a declaration of the truth of
25
the statements made hy him in his examination.
(iv) Persons attending as witnesses before the court shall ho
allowred such expenses as wrould he allowed to witnesses
attending before the Supreme Court; and in case of dispute
as to the amount to ho a!lowed, the same shall he referred hy
30
the court to the Prothonotary, who, on request signed hy the
court, shall ascertain* and certify the proper amount of the
expenses.
'
(v) The court holding an investigation under this section shall
make a report to the Minister, stating the causes of the
35
explosion or accident and its circumstances, and adding any
observations which the court thinks right to make.
,
(vi) All expenses incurred in and about an investigation under
this section (including the remuneration of any person
appointed to act as assessor) shall he deemed to he part ot
40
the expenses of the Minister in the execution of this Act.
(vii) Any person who without reasonable excuse (proof whereof
shall lie on him) either fails, after having had the expenses (if
any) to which he is entitled tendered to him, to comply with
any summons or requisition of a court holding an investiga45
tion under this section, or prevents or impedes the court in
the execution of its duty, shall for every such offence ho
liable to a fine not exceeding ten pounds, and in the case of a
failure to comply with a requisition for making any return
or producing any document shall he liable to a fine not
50
exceeding ten pounds for every day that such failure con
tinues.
'
24. The Minister may cause any special report of an inspector Publication of
or any report of a court, under this part of tliis Act, to be made public rePort3at such time and in such manner as he may think fit.
(d)

Arbitration.

>
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3fr 25. With respect to arbitrations under tliis Act, the following Provisions as to
provisions shall have effect, netivithstandiBg-anyfeing-te-the-eentrary
eontained-in the AabiteateeB-Aeij-AS&Sj” and except where they are
5 inconsistent with the provisions of this Act the provisions of the
“ Arbitration Act, 1892,” shall apply to arbitrations under this Act:—
(i) The parties to the arbitration are in this section deemed, to be
the owner, agent, or manager of the mine on the one hand,
and the inspector of mines (on behalf of the Minister) on the
10
other.
(n) Each of the parties to the arbitration may, within fourteen
days after the date of the reference, appoint an arbitrator.
(in) No person shall act as arbitrator or umpire under this Act
who is employed in, or in the management of, or is interested
15
in the mine to which the arbitration relates.
(rv) The appointment of an arbitrator under this section shall be
in writing, and notice of the appointment shall be forthwith
sent to the other party to the arbitration, and shall not be
revoked without the consent of that party.
20
(v) The death, removal, or other change in any of the parties to
the arbitration shall not affect tho proceedings under this
section.
(vi) If within the said fourteen days either of the parties fails to
appoint an arbitrator, tho arbitrator appointed by the other
25
party may proceed to hear and determine the matter in
difference, and in that case the award of the single arbitrator
shall be final.
(vii) If before an award has been made any arbitrator appointed
by either party dies or becomes incapable to act, or for seven
30
days refuses or neglects to act, the party by whom such
arbitrator was appointed may appoint some other person to
act in his place, and if ho fails to do so within seven days
after notice in writing from the other party for that purpose,
the remaining arbitrator may proceed to hear and determine
35
the matter in difference, and in that case the award of the
single arbitrator shall be final.
(vm) In either of the foregoing cases where an arbitrator is
• empowered to act singly on one of the parties failing to
appoint, the party so failing may, before the single arbitrator
40
has actually proceeded in the arbitration, appoint an arbitrator,
who shall then act as if no failure had occurred.
(ix) If the arbitrators fail to make their award within twenty-one
days after the day on which the last of them was appointed,
or within such extended time (if any) as may have been
45
appointed for that purpose by both arbitrators under their
hands, the matter in difference shall be determined by the
umpire appointed as herein after mentioned.
(x) The arbitrators, before they enter on the matter referred to
them, shall appoint, by writing under their hands, an umpire
50
to decide on points on which they may differ.
(xi) If the umpire dies or becomes incapalfic of acting before be
has made bis award, or refuses to make bis award within a
reasonable time after the matter has been brought within his
cognizance, the persons or person who appointed such umpire
55
shall fortliwith appoint another umpire in his place.
(xn) If the arbitrators refuse or fail, or for seven days after the
request of either party neglect to appoint an umpire, then, on
the application of either party, an umpire may be appointed

'

f

hy
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by the Chairman of the General or Quarter Sessions of the
Peace within the jurisdiction of which the mine or any shaft
of the mine is situate.
(xiii) The decision of every umpire on the matters referred to
him shall he final.
.
(jiv) If a single arbitrator fails to make his award within twentyone days after the day on which he was appointed, the party
who appointed him may appoint another arbitrator to act in
his place.
(xv) Arrangements shall, whenever practicable, be made for the
matter in difference being heard at the same time, before the
arbitrators and the umpire.
(xvi) The arbitrators and the umpire, or any of them, may examine
the parties and their witnesses on oath, and may also consult
any counsel, engineer, or scientific person whom they may
think it expedient to consult.
(xvn) The payment, if any, to be made to any arbitrator or umpire
for his services shall be fixed by the Minister, and, together
with the costs of the arbitration and awai'd, shall be paid by
the parties, or one of them, according as the award may
direct. Such costs may be taxed by the Prothonotary, wrho,
on the written application of either of the parties, shall
ascertain and certify the proper amount thereof. The amount,
if any, payable by the Minister shall bo paid as part of the
expenses of inspectors under this Act. The amount, if any,
payable by the owner, agent, or manager, may, in the event
of non-payment, be recovered in the same manner as fines
under this Act.
(xvm) Every person who is appointed an arbitrator or -umpire
under this section shall be a practical mining engineer, or
a person accustomed to the working of mines, and every
person who is appointed an umpire under this section shall
be a District Court Judge, a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate,
or a Barrister-at-Law; but when an awrard has been made
under this section the arbitrator or umpire who made it
shall be deemed to have been duly qualified as provided by
this section.
Coroners,

3§- 26. With respect to coroners’ inquests on the bodies of persons Provisions as to
whose death may have been caused by explosions or accidents in or deaths^rora^eef-8 °n
about mines, the following provisions shall have effect:—
dents in mines.
(i) Where a coroner holds an inquest on the body of any person
whose death may have been caused by any explosion or
accident, of which notice is required by this Act to be given
45
to the inspector of the district, the coroner shall adjourn the
inquest, unless an inspector, or some person on behalf of the
Minister, is present to watch the proceedings.
(n) The coroner, at least four days before holding the adjourned
inquest, shall send to the inspector for the district notice in
50
writing of the time and place of holding the adjourned
inquest.
(in) The coroner, before the adjournment, may take evidence to
identify the body, and may order the interment thereof.
(iv) If an explosion or accident has not occasioned the death of
55
more than one person, and the coroner has sent to the
inspector of the district notice of the time and place of
holding the inquest at such time as to reach the inspector
not less than twenty-four hours before the time of holding
‘
the
40
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the same, it shall not be imperative on him to adjourn tho
inquest in pursuance of this section if the majority of the
jury think it unnecessary so to adjourn.
(v) An inspector shall be at liberty at any such inquest to
5
examine any witness, subject nevertheless to the order of
the coroner.
(vi) "Where evidence is given at an inquest at which an inspector
is not present of any neglect as having caused or contributed
to the explosion or accident, or of any defect in or about the
10
mine appearing to the coroner or jury to require a remedy,
the coroner shall send to the inspector of the district notice
in writing of such neglect or defect.
(vii) Any person having a personal interest in, or employed in, or
in the management of the mine in which the explosion or
15
accident occurred shall not be qualified to serve on the jury
'
empannelled on the inquest; and it shall be the duty of the
constable or other officer not to summon any person dis
qualified under this provision, and it shall be the duty of the
coroner not to allow any such person to be sworn or to sit on
20
the jury.
(vm) Any relative of any person whose death may have been
caused by the explosion or accident with respect to which
the inquest is being held, and the owner, agent, or manager
of the mine in which the explosion or accident occurred, and
25
any person appointed by the order in writing of the majority
of the workmen employed at the said mine, shall be at liberty
to attend and examine any witness, either in person or by his
counsel, solicitor, or agent.
Every person who fails to comply with the provisions of this section
30 shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.
3. ReturnSt Rian, Notices, and Abandonment.
SOr 27. (i) On or before the twenty-first day of January in every Beiums by owner
year, the owner, agent, or manager of every mine shall send to the
maiingcr
inspector of the district on behalf of the Minister a correct return,
36 specifying, with respect to the year ending on the preceding thirtyfirst day of December, the particulars contained in the form in
Schedule Two Three to this Act, or in such other form as may from time
to time be prescribed in lieu of that form by the Minister: Provided that
in the case of any mine which is not required hy this Act to be under
40 the control of a certificated manager, a return shall not be required of
the particulars contained in Part B of the said form, unless or until
the Minister otherwise prescribes.
(n) Norms for the purpose of the returns required by this
section shall from time to time, on application, be furnished by the
46 inspector on behalf of the Minister.
(m) The Minister may publish the aggregate results of
the returns made under this section with respect to the wliole Colony
■
or any particular inspector’s district, or any large portion of an
>
inspector’s district, and so much of any individual return as does not
50 relate to the quantity of mineral gotten or wrought; but the portion of
any individual return relating to the quantity of mineral gotten or
wrought shall not be published without the consent of the person
making the return, or of the owner of the mine to which it relates ; and
no person excent an inspector, or the Minister, or the Under Secretary
65 shall be entitled, without such consent, to see such portion as aforesaid
of any individual return.
(iv)
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(iv) Every owner agent or manager of a mine who fails to
comply with this section or makes any return which is to his knowledge
false in any particular shall he guilty of an offence against this Act.
28. (i) The owner, agent, or manager of every mine shall keep P1;U1 oE mlne to ba
5 in the office at the mine an accurate jffan of the workings of the mine,ket>t at ofrito‘
showing the workings up to a date not more than three six months
previously, and the general direction and rate of dip of the strata,
together ■with a section of the strata sunk through, or if that he not
reasonably practicable, a statement of the depth of the shaft, with a
10 section of the seam.
(n) The owner, agent, or manager of the mine shall, on
request at any time of an inspector under this Act, produce to him at
the office at the mine such plan and section, and shall also on the like
request mark on such plan and section the then state of the workings
15 of the mine; and the inspector shall he entitled to examine the plan
and section, and for official purposes only to make a copy of any part
thereof respectively.
"
(in) T he plan of the workings shall h ave delineated on
it the position of all shafts and boreholes sunk w ithin the colliery
20 surface boundary, with the depth to and thickness of the coal-seam
passed through w ritten alongside any shaft or ore-hole; and in
addition to the pla n hereinbefore provided for, the re shall also be so
provided, if requir ed a surface plan on the same sea le showing thereon
all streets, roads, buildings,
creeks,
1
1
1 rivers,
'
’bays, s wamps navigable
25 waters, and limits of any tidal wraters within the s aid boundary,
(iv iii) If the owner, agent, or manager of any mine fails to
keep, or wilfully refuses to produce or allow to be examined, the plan
and section aforesaid, or ■wilfully withholds any portion thereof, or
wilfully refuses on request, to mark thereon the state of the workings
30 of the mine, or conceals any part of those workings, or produces an
imperfect or inaccurate plan or section, he shall, (unless he shows that
he. was ignorant of the concealment, imperfection, or inaccuracy) be
guilty of an offence against this Act; and further, the inspector may
hy notice in writing (whether a penalty for the offence has or has not
35 been inflicted) require the owner, agent, or manager to cause an
accurate plan and section, showing the particulars hereinbefore required,
to be made within a reasonable time at the expense of the owner of
the mine. Every such plan must be on a scale of not less than two
chains to the inch or on the same scale as the plan for the time being
40 in use at the mine.
(v iv) If the owner, agent, or manager fails within twenty
days after the requisition of the inspector; or within such further time
as may be allowed by the Minister, to cause such plan and section to
be made as hereby required, he shall be guilty of an offence against
45 this Act.
°
.
Every copy er-traeing^ as aforesaid, shall be deposited
in the principal office of the Department of Mines and Agriculture,
and, except as evidence in a Court, no copy, or tracing thereof shall be
furnished nor information in relation thereto given, nor shall such
60 plans or tracings be open to inspection nnless the Minister shall order
that any owner or lessee of the land or of the surface thereof, or the
officer of any municipality whose rights or interests may be affected
hy the working of the mine be permitted to see such portion of any
plan er-ffaeiug as affects the right or interest of such owner, lessee,
55 or municipality.
_
(vh vi) If any officer shall furnish any copy, tracing, or
information, or shall allow any person to inspect any such plan or
tracing^unlcss directed hy the Minister as aforesaid, ho shall ho guilty
of an offence against this Act.
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SB 29. Whore in or about any mine, whether above or below Notice to bo given of
ground, either :--accidents in mines.
(i) Loss of life or any personal injury whatever to any person
employed in or about the mine occurs by reason of any
5
explosion of gas, or any explosive, or of any steam boiler; or
loss of life or any serious personal injury to any person
.
employed in or about the mine occurs by reason of any
accident whatever, the owner, agent, or manager of the
mine shall, forthwith but not later than within twenty-four
hours next after the explosion or accident, send notice
10
in writing of the explosion or accident and of the loss of
life or personal injury occasioned thereby to the inspector
of the district on behalf of the Minister, and shall specify in the
notice the character of the explosion or accident, and the
15
number of persons hilled or injured respectively.
(ii) Where loss of life or serious personal injury has immediately
resulted from an explosion or accident, the place where the
explosion or accident occurred shall be left as it was immediately
after the explosion or accident, until the expiration of at least
20
three days after the sending of such notice as aforesaid of such
,
explosion or accident, or until the visit of the place by an
inspector, whichever first happens, unless compliance with
this enactment would tend to increase or continue a danger,
or would impede the working of the mine.
25
(m) Where any personal injury, of which notice is required to be
.
sent under this section, results in the death of the person
injured, notice in writing of tire death shall be sent to the
inspector of the district on behalf of the Minister within
twenty-four hours after such death comes to the knowledge
30
of the' owner, agent, or manager.
.
' Every owner, agent, or manager who fails to act in compliance with this
section shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.
32. 30. In any of the following cases, namely i—xoticoto bo given
(i) Where any working is commenced for the purpose of opening ^nndomnfnt of
35
a new shaft for or a seam of any mine.
mine! °nin<?” °
(n) Where a shaft or seam of any mine is abandoned, or the
working thereof discontinued.
(in) Where the working of a shaft or a scam of any mine is
recommenced after any abandonment or discontinuance for a
40
period exceeding two months; or
■
(iv) Where any change occurs in the name of any mine, or in
the name of the owner, agent, or manager of any mine to
which this Act applies, or in the principal officers of any
incorporated company -which is the owner of a mine;
45 the owner, agent, or manager of the mine shall give notice thereof to
.
the inspector of the district forthwith within one month after tho
commencement, abandonment, discontinuance, recommencement, or
change; and if such notice is not given, the owner, agent, or manager
shall he guilty of an offence against this Act.
50
31. (i) Where any mine is abandoned or the working thereof Fencing in cmc of,
discontinued, at whatever time the abandonment or discontinuanceaba,,dotlEd Ulincoccurred, the owner thereof and every other person interested in the
minerals of tho mine shall cause the top of every shaft and every side
entrance from the surface to he and to be kept securely fenced for the
55 prevention of accidents : Provided that,—
,
(i) Subject to any contract to the contrary, the owner of the
mine shall, as between himself and any other person interested
in the minerals of the mine, be liable to carry into effect
this
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this section, and to pay any costs, charges, and expenses
incurred hy any other person interested in the minerals of
the mine in carrying this section into effect.
(n) Nothing in this section shall exempt any person from any
6
liability under any other Act or otherwise.
(n) If any person fails to act in conformity with this
section, he shall he guilty of an offence against this Act.
(in) No person shall be precluded by any agreement from
doing, or he liable under any contract to any damages, penalty, or
10 forfeiture for doing such acts as may he necessary in order to comply
with the provisions of this section.
(iv) If any occupier of land or other person wilfully
obstructs the owner of a mine or other person interested as aforesaid in
doing any such acts, he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act.
15
(v) Any shaft or side entrance which is not fenced as
required by this section, and is within fifty yards of any highway, road,
footpath, or place of public resort, or is in. open or unenclosed land,
shall be deemed to be a public nuisance.
Mr 32. (i) Where any mine or seam is abandoned, the owner of man of abandoned
20 the mine or seam at the time of its abandonment shall, within three
m^ct.*50
months after the abandonment, send to the Minister an accurate plan
showing the boundaries, the whole of the workings of the mine or seam
up to the time of the abandonment, and the position of the workings
with regard to the surface^ and the general direction and rate of dip
25 of the strata, together ■with a section of the strata sunk through, or if
that is not reasonably practicable, a statement of the depth of the
shaft, with a section of the seam. Every such plan must he on a scale
of not less than two chains to the inch, or on the same scale as the
plan used at the mine at the time of its abandonment.
30
(ii) The plan and section shall be preserved under’ the
care of the Minister; but no person, except as provided in section
‘
twenty nmo twenty-eight, other than an inspector under this Act, shall
be entitled, without the consent of the owner or agent of the mine or
seam, to see the plan when so sent until after the expiration of ten
35 years from the time of the abandonment.
(in) The owner or agent aforesaid shall also, within three
months of the abandonment of the mine or seam, send to the inspector
of the district, on behalf of the Minister, a correct return specifying,
with respect to the period which has elapsed since the expiration of the
40 year covered by the last annual return made under this Act, the
particulars required in that return, and the provisions of this Act
with respect to the said annual return shall apply to the return so sent.
(iv) If the owner or agent of a mine or seam fails to .
comply with this section he shall be guilty of an offence against this
45 Act, and he liable to a fine not exceeding thirty pounds.
(v) A complaint or information of an offence under this
section may be made or laid at any time! within six months after
abandonment of the mine or seam, or after service on the owner or
agent aforesaid of a notice to comply with the requirements of this
50 section, whichever last happens.
33. All notices under this Act shall (unless expressly required Service of notices,
to be in print) he in either writing or print (including lithograph), or
partly in writing and partly in print (including lithograph), and all
notices and documents required by this Act to he served or sent by or to
55 an inspector may he either delivered personally, or served and sent by
post by a prepaid registered letter; and if served or sent hy post, shall he
deemed to have been served and received respectively at the time when
the letter containing the same would be delivered in the ordinary course
of post; and in proving such service or sending, it shall be suffieient
60 to prove that the letter containing the notice was properly addressed
and put into the post.
4r
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4r-Employment of MulC'PorsoRS;
36. No pen on shall, except in case of emer gency or when life Hourj. of
or property are in d anger, be employed below grou nd in any mine for employment,
more than eight h ours on Monday, Tuesday, Wed nesday, Thursday,
5 and Friday, and for more than six hours on each al ternate Saturday:
And no person so em ployed below ground shall be em ployed in drawing
or hewing coal on the pay Saturday, save and exce ptim? the drawing
of small coal neces sary for the ventilation of the mine during the
succeeding fortnigh t; and any contravention of th 'is section by any
10 person whomsoever shall be deemed an offence agai Inst this Act.
Employment of Boys and Females.

34. (i) Subject to the provisions of section thirty-eight thirty- Employment und
five of this Act (dealing with the employment of hoys), no boy under ™dSfenmieE.of b°J‘
the age of fourteen years and no female shall be employed in or about
15 a mine. And no boys between the age of fourteen years and eighteen Hours of employyears shall be employed in or allowed to be, for the purpose of employ- meut of boys,
ment, in any mine below ground for more than ten hours on Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and six hours on one Saturday
and eight hours on the next Saturday.
20
For the purpose of this Act, with respect to the employment of Regulations as to
such boys in a mine below ground, the following regulations shall ^“pa1i°3n:nent of
have effect, that is to say:—
(i) There shall be allowed an interval of not less than twelve
*
hours between each period of employment.
'
25
(ii) Each period of employment shall be inclusive of one hour for
meals.
(iii) A week shall be deemed to begin at midnight on Saturday
night, and to end at midnight on the succeeding Saturday night.
(n) The owner, agent, or manager of every mine shall keep in
30 the office at the mine a register, and shall cause to he entered in that
register, in sucli form as the Minister may from time to time prescribe
or sanction, the name, age, residence, and date of first employment of
all hoys under the age of eighteen employed in the mine below ground,
and of all such boys employed above ground in connection with the
35 mine; and shall on request, produce the register to any inspector under
this Act, and to any officer of the Department of Public Instruction, at
the mine, at all reasonable times, and shall allow any such inspector or
officer to inspect and copy the same.
(m) The immediate employer of every such boy, other than the
40 owner, agent, or manager of the mine, before he causes the boy to he
below ground in any mine, shall report to the manager of the mine,
or to some person appointed by that manager, that he is about to employ
the boy in the mine.
35. The provisions of this Act shall not—
45
(i) Prevent a hoy under the age of fourteen years who, before the Temporary saring ■
VJ
of 'lugoct one thousand ciffht-hundrod
^0^enijjio^mcntof
ninety-four,■ commencement of this Act, is lawfully employed
in any mine below ground from continuing to he employed
in a mine • nor
50
(n) Prevent a hoy, who before the twenty Binth-day-ef-Augustj-ono
thousand-eight-hundred-and -nifloty-foar,- commencement of this
Act, is lawfully employed above ground in connection with
any mine from continuing to be employed above ground in
connection with a mine; nor

65

(ill) Prevent a competent male person above the age of eighteen
years who, before the commencement of this Act, is lawfully
employed in working the machinery used for lowering and
raising persons in a mine from continuing to he so employed.
92—d
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36. If any person contravenes or fails to comply •with, or permits Peimitj for cmpioyany person, to contravene or fail to comply with any provision of this
rjf pywns in
Act with respect to the employment of boys or females, or to the
register of boys, or to reporting the intended employment of boys, he
5 shall be guilty of an offence against this Act; and in the event of
any such contravention or non-compliance by any person whomsoever,
the owner, agent, and manager of the mine shall each be guilty of
an offence against this Act, unless he proves that he had taken
all reasonable means, by publishing and to the best of his power
10 enforcing the provisions of this Act, to prevent the contravention or
non-compliance.
Wages.

40v 37. (i) No wages shall be paid to any person employed in or Prohibition of
about any mine at or within any public-house, beer-shop, or place
at
15 for the sale of any spirits, beer, wine, cider, or other spirituous or
1 '
fermented liquor, or other house of entertainment, or any office,
garden, or place belonging oi-eontigaeus thereto or occupied therewith.
(n) Every person who contravenes or fails to comply with
or permits any person to contravene or fail to comply with this section
20 shall be guilty of an offence against this Act; and in the event of any
such contravention or non-compliance by any person whomsoever,
the owner, agent, and manager of the mine shall each bo guilty of
an offence against this Act, unless he proves that ho had taken
all reasonable means, by publishing and to the best of Ins power
25 enforcing the provisions of this section, to prevent the contravention
or non-compliance.
41t 38. (i) TV here the amount of wages paid to any of the persons Payment of persona
employed in a mine depends on the amount of mineral large coal or shale wefght1" roiMS
gotten by them, those persons shall be paid according to the actual
30 weight of such large coal or shale gotten by them, ef-the-siinerakeentraeted to be gotten; and—unless—ether¥r4se—intttually-agreed-^ap9a-all-4he
mineral -getten-by- them such weight being ascertained in such manner
as may be agreed upon by the owner, agent, or manager of the mine
on the one part, and the persons so employed on the other part, and in
35 the absence of such agreement such coal or shale shall he truly weighed
.
either at the bottom of the screen or at a place as near to the pit mouth
as is reasonably pi’acticable: Provided that nothing in this section shall
preclude the owner, agent, or manager of the mine from agreeing with
the persons employed in the mine that deductions shall be made in
40 respect of small coal, stones, or substances other tbau-the-mmoral conij which shall be sent out of the mine with tho-mmeral
such large coal or shale, or in .respect of any tubs
being improperly filled in those cases where they are filled by the
getter of the large coal or shale, or his drawer, or by the person
45 immediately employed by him, such deductions being determined in
such special mode as may be agreed upon between the owner, agent,
or manager of the mine on the one hand, and the persons employed
in the mine on the other ; or by some person appointed in that behalf
by the owner, agent, or manager, or (it any check weigher is stationed
50 for this purpose as hereinafter mentioned) by such person and such
check weigher, or in case of difference by a third person to he mutually
agreed on by the owner, agent, or manager of the mine on the one
- hand, and the persons employed in the mine on the other, or in default
of agreement appointed by a Chairman oP a Court of Quarter Sessions
55 within the jurisdiction of which any shaft of the mine is situate.
(n) If any person contravenes or fails to comply with, or
permits any person to contravene or fail to comply with this section,
he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act; and in. the event of
any such contravention or non-compliance by any person whomsoever,
60 the owner, agent, and manager of the mine shall each be guilty of an
offence
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offence against this Act, unless he proves that he had taken all
reasonable means by publisliing and to the best of Ills power enforcing
the provisions of this section to prevent the contravention or non
compliance.
5
(in) Shat Nothing in this Act shall bo hold to authorise or
give any power to any owner or manager of a mine to pay miners by
the method known as the standard weight system, and from and after
the passing commencement of this Act that system shall be and is '
hereby abolished. But nothing herein contained shall be held to affect
10 the power of any owner or manager of a mine to pay miners by the
method known as the standard bar system.
(iv) Where it is proved to the satisfaction of the Minister,
in the case of any mine or class of mines employing not more than
twenty thirty persons under ground, to be expedient that the persons
15 employed therein should, upon the joint representation of the owner
or owners of any such mine or class of mines and the said persons, be
paid by any method other than that provided by this Act, such
Minister may, if he think fit, by order allow the same cither without
conditions or during the time and on the conditions specified in the order.
20 43t 39. Whenever any sum of money not exceeding fifty pounds Agent may be
shall be claimed to be due to any person on account of any kind of BUm’nonod orWflge9labour performed at any colliery in charge of owner or agent it shall be
lawful for any Justice or Clerk of Potty Sessions, upon complaint made
to him touching or concerning the non-payment of any such sum, to
25 summon such owner or agent to appear before any two Justices at the
nearest Petty Sessions, and tho Justices there assembled may examine
the parties and their respective witnesses touching the complaint, and
may inspect any agreement or duplicate copy thereof if produced, and
may make an order for the payment by such owner or agent of any
30 sum not exceeding fifty pounds, as shall appear to such Justices
lawfully due, together with all costs incurred and damage sustained
by tho complainant in prosecuting such claim, and in case of refusal
or non-payment of any sum so ordered to ho paid by such owner or
agent, then such Justices shall issue their warrant to levy the same by
35 distress and sale of all ora sufficient part of tho goods, chattels, colliery
produce, plant, rolling-stock, horses, and machinery of or belonging to
the owner of such colliery: Provided always that no person making
default in payment under tins section shall he liable to imprisonment,
any law to the contrary notwithstanding.
40 4&- 40. (i) The persons who are employed in a mine, and are paid
‘aMremovIi
according to the weight of the mineral large coal or shale gotten by of cbcck^vcighM^11
them, may, at their own cost, station a person who shall be an employee
of the colliery (in this Act referred to as “ a check weigher ”) at eacli
place appointed for weighing the large coal or shale, and at each place
45 appointed for determining the deductions, in order that he may, on
behalf of the persons by whom he is so stationed, take a correct account
of the weight of the mineral, large coal or shale, or determine correctly
the deductions, as the case may be.
(ii) A check weigher shall have every facility afforded to
50 him for enabling him to fulfil the duties for which he is stationed,
including facilities for examining and testing the ’weighing machine,
and checking the tareing of-tubs-and-trams weights where necessary;
and if at any mine proper facilities are not afforded to a check weigher
as required by this section, the owner, agent, and manager of the mine
55 shall each he guilty of an offence against this Act, unless ho proves
that he had taken all reasonable means to enforce to the host of his
power the requirements of this section.
.
(ill) A check weigher shall not be authorised in any way to
impede or interrupt the working of the mine, or to interfere wirh the
60 weighing, or with any of the workmen, or with the management of
'
the
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the mine; but shall he authorised only to take such account or deter
mine such deductions as aforesaid, and the absence of a check weigher
from the place at which he is stationed shall not be a reason for inter
rupting or delaying the weighing or the determination of deductions at
5 such place respectively, but the same shall bo done or made by the
person appointed in that behalf by the owner, agent, or manager,
unless the absent check weigher had reasonable ground to suppose that
the weighing or the determination of the deductions, as the case may
be, would not be proceeded with: Provided always that nothing in
10 this section shall prevent a check weigher giving to any workman an
account of the utmeral large coal or shale gotten by him, or information
with respect to tho weighing or the weighing machine, or--the tarcing ef
the-tubs or trams, or with respect to the deductions, or any other matter
within the scope of his duties as check weigher, so always, nevertheless,
15 that the working of the mine be not interrupted or impeded.
(it) If the owner, agent, or manager of the mine desires the
removal of a check weigher on the ground that tke-eheck weigher he
has impeded or interrupted the working of the mine, or interfered with
the weighing or with any of the workmen, or with the management of
20 the mine, or has at the mine, to the detriment of the owner, agent, or
manager, done anything heyond taking such account, determining
such deductions, or giving such information as aforesaid, he the owner,
agent, or manager may complain to a-eeart-ef-sumHKHy-imdsdietiea
the nearest Court of Petty Sessions who, if of opinion that the owner,
25 agent, or manager shows sufficient piima facie ground for the removal
of the check weigher, shall call on the check weigher to show cause
against his removal.
,
_
(v) On the hearing *of the case the Court shall hear tho
parties, and if they think that at the hearing sufficient ground is shown
30 by the owner, agent, or manager to justify the removal of the check
weigher, shall make a summary order for 'his removal, and the check
weigher shall thereupon he removed, hut without prejudice to the
stationing of another check weigher in his place.
(vi) The Court may in every case make such order as to
35 the costs of the proceedings as the Court may think just.
4 _ (Vii) If, in pursuance of any order of exemption made by
the Minister, the persons employed in a mine are paid by the measure
or gauge of the material large coal or shale gotten by them, the
provisions of this Act shall apply in like manner as if the term
40 “ weighing ” included measuring and gauging, and the terms relating
to weighing shall he construed accordingly.
(vni) If the person appointed by the owner, agent, or
manager to weigh the mineral large coal or shale impedes or interrupts
_ the cheek weigher in the proper discharge of his duties, or improperly
45 interferes with or alters the weighing machine er the taro in order to
prevent a correct account, being taken of the weighing aad-teeingj lie
shall be guilty of an offence against tins Act.
44 41. (i) Where a check weigher has been appointed by the Remuneration of
majority, ascertained by ballot, of the persons employed in a minechtek wcisher'
50 who are paid according to the weight of the mineral large coal or shale
gotten by them, and has acted as such, he may recover from any person
for the time being employed at such mine and so paid, Ins proportion
of the check weigher’s wages or recompense, notwithstanding that any
of the persons by whom the check weigher was appointed may have
55 left the mine or others have entered the same since the check weigher’s
appointment, any rule of law or equity to the contrary notwithstanding.
(ii) It shall he lawful for the owner or manager of any
mine, where the majority of the before-mentioned persons, ascertained
as aforesaid, so agree, to retain the agreed contribution of the persons
so employed and paid as aforesaid for the check weigher, and to pay
and account for the same to the check weigher.
, 44
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45? 42. (i) The “"Weights and Measures Act,” sixteenth Victoria Application of ie
number thirty-four, and any Act relating to weights and measures,
.
snail apply to ail weights, balances, scales, steelyards, and weighing mines,
machines used at any mine for determining the wages payable to any
5 person employed in the mine according to the weight of the minora!
large coal or shale gotten by him, in liho manner as it applies to
weights, balances, scales, steelyards, and weighing machines used for
^
(ii) An inspector of weights and measures appointed under.
10 the said Act shall once at least in every six months inspect and
examine in manner directed by the said Act the weights, balances,
scales, steelyards, and weighing machines used or in the possession of
any person for use as aforesaid at any mine within his district; and
shall also make such inspection and examination at any other time in
IB.any case where he has reasonable cause to believe that there is in use
. at the. mine any false or unjust weight, balance, scale, steelyard, or
weighing machine, er—when—required by tho manager-Qr-majei’itv—of
employers so to de?
"
(m) The inspector shall also inspect and examine the
20 measures, and gauges in use at the mines within his district; hut
nothing in this section shall prevent or interfere with the use of the
measures or gauges ordinarily used at the mine.
.
(iv) An inspector may, for the purposes of this section,
without any authorisation from a Justice of the Peace, exercise at or
25 in any mine, as respects all weights, measures, scales, balances, steel
yards, and weighing machines used or in the possession of any person
for use at or in that mine, all such powers as he could exercise, if
authorised in writing by a Justice of the Peace, under the “Weights
and Measures Act,” with respect to any such weights, measures, scales,
30 balances, steelyards, and weighing machines as therein mentioned;
and all the provisions of sections seventeen and eighteen of that Act,
including the liability to penalties, shall apply to such inspection.
(v) The inspector of weights and measures shall not, in
fulfilling the duties required of him under this section, impede or *
35 obstruct the working of the mine.

■
,

Single Shafts.

4&- 43. (i) After the commencement of this Act the owner, agent, Prohibition of Eingio
or manager of a mine shall not employ any person in the mine, or sh“ftB'
permit any person to be in the mine for the purpose of employment
40 therein, unless the following conditions respecting shafts or outlets
are complied with, tit at is to say,—
(«) There must he at least two shafts or outlets, with which every
seam for the time being at work in the mine shall have a
communication, so that such shafts or outlets shall afford
45
separate means of ingress and egress available to the persons
employed in every such seam, whether the shafts or outlets
belong to the same mine or to more than one mine.
(&) Such shafts or outlets must not at any point be nearer to one
another than fifty fifteen yards, and there shall- he between
50
such two shafts or outlets a communication not less than six
four , feet wide and six feet high, and in the case of com
munications made after the commencement of this Act
between shafts or outlets, not less than six feet high.
(c) Proper apparatus for raising and lowering persons at each
55
such shaft or outlet shall be kept on the works belonging to
the mine, and such apparatus if not in actual use at the
shafts or outlets shall he constantly available for use.

(n)
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(ii) Every owner, agent, and manager of a mine who acts
in contravention oE or fails to comply with this section shall be guilty
of an offence against this Act,
(m) The Supreme Court, whether any other proceedings
5 have or have not been taken, may, on the application of the AttorneyGeneral, prohibit by injunction the working of any mine in which any
person is employed, or is permitted to be for the purpose of employ■
ment in contravention of this section, and may award such costs in
the matter of the injunction as the Court thinks just; but this
10 provision shall be without predjudice to any other remedy permitted
by law for enforcing the provisions of this Act.
(iv) Written notice of the intention to apply for such injunc
tion in respect of any mine shall be given to the owner, agent, or
manager of the mine not less than tendays before the application ismadc.
15
44. No person shall be precluded by any agreement from doing Agreements not
such acts as may be necessary for providing a second shaft or outlet ^ ActcompIilinc8
to a mine, where the same is required by this Act, or be liable under m c'
any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts as may
be necessary in order to comply with the provisions of this Act with
20 respect to shafts or outlets,
4&- 45. The foregoing provisions of this Act with respect to shafts Exceptions from
or outlets shall not apply—■
ehaftf°ns as
(i) In the case of a new mine being opened—
’
(а) to any working for the purpose of making a communication
26
between two or more shafts;
(A) to any working for the purpose of searching for or proving
minerals;
so long as not more than twenty persons are employed below ground
at any one time in the whole of the different seams in connection
30 with a single shaft or outlet: nor
(ii) To any proved mine so long as it is exempted by order of
the Minister on the ground either—
{o) that the quantity of mineral proved is not sufficient to
repay the outlay wrhich would be occasioned by sinking
35
or making a second shaft or outlet, or by establishing
communication with a second shaft or outlet, in any
case where such communication existed and has become
unavailable; or
(б) that the workings in any seam of the mine have reached
40
the boundary of the property or the extremity of the
mineral field of which that seam is a part, and that it is
expedient to work away the pillars already formed in
course of the ordinary working, notwithstanding that one
of the shafts or outlets may bo cut off by so working awray
4)5
the pillars of that seam;
,
and so long as not more than twenty persons arc employed below
ground at any one time in the whole of the different seams in con
nection with a single shaft or outlet; nor
(in) To any mine—■
60
(a) -while a shaft is being sunk, or an outlet being made; or
(5) one of the shafts or outlets of which has become, by reason
of some accident, unavailable for the use of the persons
employed in the mine;
so long as the mine is exempted by order of the Minister, and as the
66 conditions (if any) annexed to the order of exemption are duly observed.
The provision in this Act requiring the two shafts or outlets of a mine
to be separated by a distance of not less than fifty fifteen yards shall
not apply to any mine uduch is provided with two shafts sunk before
ths " 1 ’
" ~ '
~
~
commencement
'
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commencement of this Act, but at that time separated by a distance
of less than ten feet, or commenced to be sunk before the com
mencement of this Act, but separated by a distance of more than ten
feet and less than fifty fifteen yards. The foregoing provisions of
5 this Act as to the dimensions of the communication between two
shafts or outlets shall not apply to any mine or class of mines so long
as the same is exempted therefrom by order of the Minister by
reason.of the thinness of the seams or other exigencies affecting
that mine or class of mines, and so long as the conditions (if any)
10 annexed to the order of exemption are duly observed.
6. Division of Mine into Splits Parts.
40. 46. (i) Where two or more parts of a mine are worked separately, Division 0f mini
tho owner, agent, or manager of the mine shall give notice in writing *nt0
parts,
to that effect to the inspector of the district, and thereupon each sucli
IB part shall, for all purposes of this Act, be deemed to he a separate
mine.
_
_
(ii) If the Minister is of opinion that tho division of a
mine in pursuance of this section tends to lead to evasion of the
provisions of this Act, or otherwise to prevent the carrying of this Act
20 into effect, he may object to the division by notice served on the owner,
agent, or manager of the mine ; and the owner, agent, or manager, if
lie declines to acquiesce in such objection, may, within twenty days after
receipt of the notice, send a notice to the inspector of the district,
stating that he declines so to acquiesce, and thereupon the matter shall
25 he determined by arbitration in manner provided by this Act; and the
date of the receipt of the last-mentioned notice shall he deemed to be
the date of the reference.
(in) Wi thin six months after the comm encement of this
Act, every mine, u nless worked on the long-wall system, shall he
30 divided into district s or splits of not more than six ty men exclusive
of wheelers and ho rses; and each district shall b supplied with a
separate current of fresh air, which shall be take n to within fifteen
yards of each work ing face by brattice or otberwj se where gas does
not exist, and to wfithin three yards of the workin face where gas
35 dees-existr

PART II.
7. Rules.
General Rniles.

fiOv 47. The following general rules shall be observed, so far as is General rules.
40 reasonably practicable, in every mine:—
Rule 1. An adequate amount of ventilation (uot ia-any -caso-less "Ventilation of mines.
than one blurt dred and fifty cubic feet of pjure air per minute
for each [man and each hoy, and two hunjdred cubic feet for
eaeb-heme-empleyod in the-miae) shall he constantly produced
45
in every mine, aud-shall owe op undiminiohod along the airways
asd-hato-each working-place to dilute and render harmless
noxious gases to such an extent that the working places of
tho shafts, levels, stables, and workings of the mine, and
the travelling roads to and from those working places shall
50
be in a fit state for working and passing therein. And no
place shall he driven more than twenty five thirty-five yards
exclusive
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exclusive of the cut-through away from the current of the
air without a cut-through being put through. aud-in-siBgle
headings, or where gas is known to be [generated, it shall
be brattice d up to within three yards of| the face of such
working p lace: And no return airways | shall be used as
In the case of mines required by this Act
to be under the control of a certificated manager, the
quantity of air in the respective splits or currents shall at
least once in every month be measured and entered in a book
to be kept for the purpose at the mine.
Rule 2. Where a fire is used for ventilation in any mine newly Ventilation by fire
opened after the passing commencement of this Act, the
return air, unless it be so diluted as not to be inflammable,
shall be carried off clear of the fire by means of a dumb drift
or air-way.
Rule 3. Where a mechanical contrivance for ventilation is intro- ventilation by
duced into any mine after the commencement of this Act, it uiach,uei7'
shall be in such position and placed under such conditions as
will tend to insure its being uninjured by an explosion.
Rule 4s. A station or stations shall be appointed at the entrance Stations and inapeoto the mine, or to different parts of the mine, as the case may
require, and the following provisions shall have effect:—
'
(i) As to inspection before commencing work :—
A competent person or competent persons of- not-less—thaa
twe—years-oxperienoe-in—a—eeal—mine* appointed by the
owner, agent, or manager for the purpose, not being con
tractors for getting minerals in the mine shall, within
‘ such time immediately before the commencement of each
shift, as shall be fixed by special rules made under this Act,
inspect enob working-feee every part of the mine situate
beyond the station or each of the stations, and in which
workmen are to work or pass during that shift, and shall
ascertain the condition thereof so far as the presence of gas,
ventilation, roof, and sides, and general safety are concerned.
aftd-shall-maik-sueh-werking-plaee-visitedT
No workman shall pass beyond any such station until the part
of the mine beyond that station has been so examined and
stated by such competent person to be safe.
The inspection shall be made with a locked safety lamp, except
in the case of any mine in which inflammable gas has not
been found within the preceding twelve months.
A report specifying where noxious or inflammable gas, if any,
was found present, the condition of the ventilation, and what
defects, if any, in roofs or sides, and what if any other
source of danger were or was observed, shall be recorded
without delay in a book to be kept at the mine for the
purpose, and accessible to the workmen, and such report
shall he signed by, and so far as the same does not consist
of printed matter shall be in the handwriting of the
person who made the inspection.
For the purpose of the foregoing provisions of this rule, two or
more shifts succeeding one another without any interval
are to he deemed to he one shift.
(n) As to inspection during shifts :—
A similar inspection shall he made in the course of each shift
of all parts of the mine in which workmen are to work
or pass during that shift, hut it shall not be necessary to
record a report of the same in a hook: unless—danger—ie
found-to exist Provided that in the case of a mine worked
continuously
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continuously throughout tho twenty-four hours by a suc
cession of shifts, the report of one of such inspections shall
be recorded in manner above required.
Rule 5. A competent person or competent persons, appointed by inspection of
the owner, agent, or manager for the purpose, shall, once at
below
least in every twenty-four hours, examine the state of the ground,
external parts of the machinery, the state of the guides and
conductors in the shafts, and the state of the head gear, ropes,
chains, and other similar appliances of the mine which are in
actual use both above ground and below ground, and shall
■
once at least'in every week examine the state of the shafts
by which persons ascend or descend; and shall make a true
report of the result of such examination, and every such
report shall be recorded without delay in a book to be kept
at the mine for the purpose, and shall be signed by the person
who made the inspection.
Rule 6. Every entrance to any place which is not in actual use Fencing of entrances,
or course of working and extension shall he properly fenced
across the whole width of the entrance, so as to prevent
persons inadvertently entering the same.
Rule 7. If at any time it is found by the person for the time being witudrawni of
in charge of the mine, or any part thereof, that by reason of "ork^CI1 i'1
01
inflammable gases prevailing in the mine, or that part thereof,
'
or of any cause whatever, the mine or that part is dangerous,
every workman shall be hy-sueh-persen withdrawn from the
mine or part so found dangerous, and a competent person
appointed for the purpose shall inspect the mine or part so
found dangerous, and if tho danger arises from inflammable
gas, shall inspect the mine or part with a locked safety lamp;
and in every case shall make a true report of the condition of
■
the mine or part; and a workman shall not, except in so far
as is necessary for inquiring into the cause of danger or for
the removal thereof, or for exploration, be readmitted into
tho mine, or part so found dangerous, until the same is
stated by the person appointed as aforesaid not to be
dangerous. Every suoh report shall be recorded in a book
which shall be kept accessible to workmen at the mine for
the purpose, and shall be signed by the person who made the
inspection.
RtileQ. No lamp or light other than a looked safety lamp shall Uso of safBtJ lamPB
i
n
j
,
in certain iiluccs.
be allowed or used,—
{a) In any place in a mine in which there is likely to bo any
such quantity of inflammable gas as to render the use of
naked lights dangerous ; or
(5) In any working approaching near a place in which there is
likclv to be an accumulation of inflammable gas.
And when it is necessary to work the coal in any part of a
ventilating district with safety lamps, it shall not he allowable ■
to work the coal with naked lights in another part of the
same ventilating district situated between the place where
such lamps are being used and tho return air-way.
Rule 9. Wherever safety lamps are used, they shall he so con- Construction of
stmeted that they may he safely carried against the
current ordinarily prevailing in that part of the mine in
which the lamps are for the time being in use, even though
such current should he inflammable.
Rule 10. In any mine or part of a mine in which safety lamps Examination of
are required by this Act, or by the special rules made in B!lfetv
pursuance of this Act to he used,—
(i) A competent person appointed by the owner, agent, or
manager for the purpose shall, either at the surface or at
the appointed lamp station, examine every safety lamp
92—E
immediately
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immediately before it is taken into the workings for use,
and ascertain, it to he in safe working order and securely
locked; and such lamps shall not he used until they have
'
been so examined and found in safe working order and.
securely locked.
(n) A safety lamp shall not he unlocked except either at the
appointed lamp station or for the purpose of firing a shot,
in conformity with the provisions hereinafter contained.
(in) A person, unless he has been appointed either for the
purpose of examining safety lamps, or for the purpose of
bring shots, shall not have in his possession any contrivance
for opening the lock of any safety lamp.
(iv) A person shall not have in his possession any lucifer match
or apparatus of any kind for striking a light except within
a completely closed chamber attached to the fuse of the
shot.
Rule 11. "Where safety lamps are required to be used, the position Lamp stations,
of the lamp stations for lighting or relighting the lamps
shall not be in the return air.
Rule 12. Any explosive substance shall only be used in the mine Use of explosives
below ground as follows:—
bolow eround(a) It shall not be stored in the mine.
(5) It shall not be taken into the mine, except in cartridges in
a secure case or canister containing not more than five
pounds : Provided that on the application of the owner,
agent, or manager of any mine the Minister may, by order,
exempt such mine from so much of this rule as forbids
taking an explosive substance into the mine except in
cartridges.
(c) A workman shall not have in use at one time in any one
place more than one of such cases or canisters.
(t?) In the process of charging or stemming for blasting, a
person shall not use or have in his possession any iron or
steel pricker, scraper, charger, tamping rod, or stemmer,
nor shall coal or coal-dust be used for tamping.
(<?) No explosive shall be forcibly pressed into a hole of insuflicient size, and when a hole has been charged, the explosive
shall not be unrammed ; and no hole shall be bored for a
charge at a distance of less than six inches from any hole
whore the charge has missed fire. Provided that-no person
shall retjurn to a place where such charjgc has missed fire
until a p eriod of eight hours has elapsedj from the lighting
of the fuse attached to such charge].
(/) In any place in which the use of a locked safety lamp is
for the time being required by or in pursuance of this Act,
or which is dry and dusty, no shot shall he fired except by,
or under the direction of, a competent person appointed
by the owner, agent, or manager of the mine; and such
person shall not fire the shot or allow it to be fired until
he lias examined both the place itself where the shot is to
be fired and all contiguous accessible places of the same
seam within a radius of twenty yards, and has found such
place safe for firing.
(g) If in any mine, at cither of the inspections under rule
four recorded last before a shot is to he fired, inflammable
gas has been reported to he present in the ventilating
district in which the shot is to be fired, the shot shall
■
not he bred,—
'
(i) "Unless a competent person, appointed as aforesaid, has
examined the place whore gas has been so reported to
■
he
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be present, and has found that such gas has been cleared
away, and that there is not at or near such place sufficient
gas issuing or accumulated' to render it unsafe to fire
the shot; or
(ii) Unless the explosive employed in firing the shot is so
used with water or other contrivance as to prevent it
from inflaming gas, or is of such a nature that it cannot
inflame gas.
(A) If the place where a shot is to be fired is dry and dusty,
then the shot shall not be fired unless one of the
following conditions is observed, that is to say:—■
(i) Unless the place of firing and all contiguous accessible
places within a radius of twenty yards therefrom, are at
the time of firing in a wet state from thorough watering
or other treatment equivalent to watering, in all parts
where dust is lodged, whether roof, floor, or sides; or
(n) In the case of places in which watering would injure the
roof or floor, unless the explosive is so used with water or
other contrivance as to prevent it from inflaming gas or
dust, or is of such a nature that it cannot inflame gas or
dust.
(i) If such dry and dusty place is part of a main haulage road,
or is a place contiguous thereto, and showing dust adhering
to the roof and sides, no shot shall be fired there unless—
(i) Both the conditions mentioned in sub-head (h) have been
observed; or
(ii) Unless such one of the conditions mentioned in sub-head
’
(h) as may be applicable to the particular place has been
observed, and moreover all workmen have been removed

30

from the seam in which the shot is to be fired, and from
all seams communicating with the shaft on the same level,
except the men engaged in firing the shot, and such
other

persons,

employed

35

in

not exceeding ten,
attending

steam-boilers, engines,

to

as are necessarily

the ventilating furnaces,

machinery,

winding

apparatus

signals, or horses, or in inspecting the mine:

In this Act “ ventilating district” means such part of a seam
as has an independent intake commencing from a main
intake air-course, and an independent return air-way termi
nating at a main return ah-course; and “main haulage
road” means a road which has been, or for the time being
is, in use for moving trams by steam or other mechanical
power.
(1) Where a seam of a mine is not divided into separate venti
lating districts the provisions in this Act relating to venti
lating districts shall be read as though the word “ seam”
were substituted for the' words “ ventilating district.”
Rule 13. Where a place is likely to contain a dangerous accu- water and
mulation of water, the working approaching that place shall tor“-holes- ■
not at any point within forty yards of that place exceed
eight feet in width, and there shall be constantly kept at a
sufficient distance, not being less than five yards in advance,
at least one bore-hole, near the centre of the working, and
sufficient flank bore-holes on each side.
Rulel^i. Every underground plane on which persons travel, signalling and manwhich is self-acting or worked by an engine, windlass, or p^nc/il'ortedby6
gin, shall be provided (if exceeding thirty yards in length) machmery.
(A)

40

45

50

55

with some proper

means of
’

communicating distinct and
definite
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definite signals between the stopping places and the ends of
the plane, and shall be provided in every case with sufficient
man-holes for places of refuge, at intervals of not more than
twenty yards, and of not less than six feet high, three feet
wide, and four feet deep, or if there is not room for a person
to stand between the side of a tub and the side of the plane,
then (unless the tubs are moved by an endless chain or rope)
at intervals of not more than ten yards.
Rule 15. Every road on which persons travel underground where Man-holes for other
travelling roads.
the load is drawn by a horse or other animal shall be
provided, at intervals of not more than fifty yards, with
sufficient man-holes, or with places of refuge, and every
such place of refuge shall be Bia. feet-high, three feet wide,'
and-four-feot-deep of sufficient length, and at least three feet in
width between the waggons running on the road and the side
of such road. There shall be at least two proper travelling
ways into every steam-engine room and boiler gallery.
Rule 16. Every man-bole and every place of refuge shall be Man-holes to bo
constantly kept clear, and no person shall place anything in kept clear.
any such man-bole or place of refuge.
Rule 17. Every travelling road on winch a horse or other draught Dimensions of
animal is used under-ground shall be of sufficient dimensions travelling roads.
to allow the horse or other animal to pass without rubbing
against the roof or timbering.
Rule 18. The top of every shaft which for the time being is out Fencing of shafts.
of use, or used only as an air-shaft, shall be and shall be
■
kept securely fenced
Rule 19. Everjy shaft in course of sinking shall be provided Avith a Trollley over pit
mout|h.
trolley to [run over the pit’s mouth and rcc eive the load when
brought tjo the surface. Such trolley to b e large enough to

SOr 19. Tho top and all entrances between the top and bottom, Fencing of cnlmncos
including the sump, if any, of every working, ventilating, or to shafts.
pumping shaft shall he properly fenced, hut this shall not be
35
taken to forbid the temporary removal of the fence for the
purpose of repairs or other operations, if proper precautions
are used.
Rule Sir 20. Where the natural strata are not safe, every working Securing of shafts,
or pumping shaft shall he securely cased, lined, or otherwise
Sinking pilt to be
40
made secure. - -.........................
Rule

cleared of |goa.

23t 21. The roof and sides of every travelling road and working Securing of roofs
place shall be made secure, and a person shall not, unless and sides.
appointed for the purpose of exploring or repairing, travel or
45
work in any such travelling road or working place ■which is
not made so secure.
Rule
22. Where the timbering of the working places is done by Timbering,
the workmen employed therein, suitable timber shall be pro
vided at the working place, gate end, pass bye, siding, or other
50
. similar place in the mine convenient to the workmen, and
the distance between the sprags or holing props wdiere they
are required shall not exceed six feet or such less distance as
may be ordered by the owner, agent, or manager.
Rule £4t 23. Where there is a downcast and furnace shaft to the Option of using
55
same seam, and both such shafts are provided with apparatus downcast shaft.
in use for raising and lowering persons, every person employed
in the mine shall, on giving reasonable notice, have the option
of using the downcast shaft.
Rule

Rule
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25. The coal shall not be wrought under any proclaimed or Coni not tjoi ibe
wrouslltuJndcrr0Qds
made roa d without the sanction, in writing, of the i£inister3 "T0URl'tu'T’d'
but head ings may be driven under any such road for the
purpose of connecting the workings, or of wor king the coal
on either side thereof, but all such headings s hall be in sucli
positions, of such dimensions, and so sup ported as the
Inspecto r shall, by writing under his hand, di|rect.
Rule 24. In any mine which is usually entered by means of Attendance of
machinery a competent male person not less than twenty-two engineman.
years of age shall be appointed for the purpose of working
the machinery which is employed in lowering and raising
persons therein, and shall attend for that purpose during the
whole time that any person is below ground in the mine.
Where any shaft, plane, or level is used for the purpose
of communication from one part to another part of a mine,
and persons are taken up or down or along such shaft, plane,
or level by means of any engine, windlass, or gin driven or
worked by steam or any mechanical power, or by an animal,
or by manual labour, the person in charge of such engine,
windlass, or gin, or of any part of the machinery, ropes,
chains, or tackle connected therewith must be a competent
male person not less than eighteen years of age.
Where the machinery is worked by an animal, the
person under whose direction the driver of the animal acts
shall for the purpose of this rule be deemed to be the person
in charge of the machinery.
Rule
25. Every working shaft used for the purpose of drawing Means or signalling
minerals or for the lowering or raising of persons shall, forT''o:'k*,1s f'haftsif exceeding fifty yards in depth, and not exempted in
writing by the inspector of the district, be provided with
guides and some proper moans of communicating distinct and
definite signals from the hot,tom of tho shaft, and from every
entrance for the time heing in use between the surface and
the bottom of the shaft to the surface, and from the surface
to the bottom of the shaft and to every entrance for the time
heing in use between the surface, and the bottom of the shaft.
Rule
26. If in any mine the winding apparatus is not provided Overwinding,
with some automatic contrivance to prevent overwinding,
then the cage when men are heing raised shall not he wound
up at a speed exceeding three miles au hour, after the cage
has reached a point in the shaft to he fixed by the special rules.
Rule SSr 27. A sufficient cover overhead shall he used for every cage Cover overiiend,
or tub employed in lowering or raising persons in any
working shaft, except where the cage or tub is worked by a
windlass, or where persons are employed at work in the shaft,
or where a written exemption is given by the inspector of
the district.
Rule Sfir 28. A single-linked chain shall not he used for lowering or Chuns,
raising persons in any working shaft or plane, except for the
short coupling chain attached to the cage or tub.
Rule ■SOr 29. There shall he on the drum of every machine used for Prevention of rope
lowering or raising persons, such flanges or horns, and also,1!lippil!g 0n d^u^l•
if the drum is conical, such other appliances as may be
sufficient to prevent the rope from slipping.
Rule Mr 30. There shall he attached to every machine worked by Break and indicator,
steam, water, or mechanical power, and used for lowering or
raising persons, an adequate break or breaks and a proper
indicator (in addition to any mark on the rope) showing to
the
Rule
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the person who works the machine the position of the cage
or tub in the shaft. If the drum is not on the crank shaft
there shall be an adequate break on the drum shaft.
Rule 33t 31. Every fly-wheel and all exposed and dangerous parts of Fencing machinery,
6
the machinery used in or about the mine shall be and shall be
kept securely fenced.
Rule
32. Each steam boiler, whether separate or one of a range, Safety-vab-es and
shall have attached to it a proper safety-valve and also a
foT b0lleraproper steam-gauge and water-gauge to show respectively
10
the pressure of steam and the height of water in eacli boiler.
RuleMi, At an y mine where a boiler is used for| generating steam, Eiamiination of
tho owner or manager shall at least once ijn every six months boikr'l!ause ever y such boiler to be thoroughly ex amined and tested
by a com potent person, who shall, imm ediately after the
15
completion of such examination and test, enter in a book to
be kept at the mine for that purpose a full and true report of
the result of such examination and test, an d of the state of
every boile r so examined and tested, and every such report
shall be si gned by the person making it, a nd shall bear date
20
of the day of entry, and a copy of such rep ort shall be forth3A- 33. A barometer and thermometer skafl be placed above Barometer, &c.
ground in a conspicuous position near the entrance to the
mine.
Rule 3&- 34. Where persons are employed underground ambulances stretchers,
or stretchers, with splints and bandages, shall be kept at the
mine ready for immediate use in case of accident.
Rule Oh 36. No person shall wilfully damage, or without proper wilful damage,
authority r emo v e or render useless, any fence, fencing, manhole,
place of refuge, casing, lining, guide, means of signalling,
signal, cover, chain, flange, horn, break, indicator, steamgauge, water-gauge, safety-valve, or other appliance or thing
provided in any mine in compliance with this Act.
Rule
36. Every person shall observe such directions with respect Observance of
to working as may be given to him with a view to comply dircctK,ns*
with this Act or the special rules in force in the mine.
Rule dih 37. The books mentioned in these rules shall be provided nooks Md copia*
by the owner, agent, or manager, and the hooks, or a correct
copy thereof, shall he kept at the office at the mine, and any
inspector under this Act, and any person employed in the
mine
’ '
”
"
~
'
or porsoa-so-omployodj may at all reasonable times inspect
and take copies of and extracts from any such hooks; but
nothing in these rules shall he construed to impose the obli
gation of keeping any such book or a copy thereof for more
than twelve months after the book has ceased to he used for
entries therein under this Act. Any report by this Act
required to be recorded in a hook may he partly in print
.
(including lithograph) and partly in writing.
Rule 40v 38. The persons employed in a mine may from time to time Periodical inspection
appoint two of their number or any two persons not being workmen.
ou behalf of
mining engineers who are practical working miners to
inspect the mine at their own cost, and the persons so
appointed shall he allowed once at least in every month,
accompanied, if the owner, agent, or manager of the mine
thinks fit, by himself or one or more officers of the mine, to
go to every part of the mine, and to inspect the shafts, levels,
planes, working places, return air-ways, ventilating apparatus,
old Workings, and machinery. Every facility shall be afforded
by
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by the owner, agent, and manager, and all persons in the mine
for the purpose of the inspection, and the persons appointed
shall forthwith make a true report of the result of the inspec
tion, and that report shall he recorded in a hook to he kept
at the mine for the purpose, and shall he signed by the
persons who made the inspection, and if the report states the
existence or apprehended existence of any danger, the owner,
agent, or manager shall forthwith cause a true copy of tho
report to he sent to the inspector of the district.
Rule 41. No p! erson not now employed as a c oal getter shall be Person not to be
ed in coal
allowed to work alone as a coal getter n the face of the employ
getting without
workings until he has had two years’ experi ienco of such work eipcriejnco,
under the supervision of skilled workmen, or unless he shall
haye been previously employed for two ye ars in or about tho
face of the workings of a mine,
Rule 42. Whei i the thickness of cover over th e coal seam docs Width ofl pillars and
position iqnder ocean.
not exceed eight hundred feet,
In the case of working coal by the pill ar and stall system
under rive r or tidal or ocean waters the workings shall be
laid off sys tematically and carefully, and th e size of the pillars
shall be su ch as wall afford ample support, after exposure to
the crumb, ling effect of the air over many y ears, and shall not
be less th an twice the width of the bord or coal wrought
out betwe en such pillars. The bords on one side of the
headings, levels, or cross-cuts, shall, unless prevented by rolls
or faults, be driven opposite the bord pi liars on the other
side of the heading, level, or cross-cut. Th e minimum width
of the pil lars of coal shall be eight yards, and the maximum
width of t lie hords or stalls six yards. A ndin no ease shall
the pillars under ocean or tidal waters be removed.
Rule 43. Every underground main road mam ine, which road is Barriers of oonl
used for t lie purpose of haulage or for persons travelling
therein, s hall not exceed sixteen feet in wi dth. And on eacli
side of su ch road, other than a cross-drift or headway driven
across bor ds in direction of the cleat or on the end, a barrier
of coal or stone shall he left of not less th an fourteen yards
'
"
~
- tlie -ha rr^er 0£ coa| s]iap
wide. No heading
or "bord" through
exceed th ree yards wide, and such headin or bord shall not,
without he express sanction as aforesaid, be less than ten
yards apar
Provided that if any cross-d rift or headway as
aforesaid, or any heading on each side of w hich no barrier of
coal shall have been left be at any time converted into or
used as a main road sufficient support shall forthwith be
constructe d on each side thereof.
Rule 44. In th e case of working coal under tida 1 waters or rivers, Width of Iwinning
lundorlidul
from one road of every pair of “winnin g off ” or leading headings
watcra, &cl.
headings or levels (which shall not except for sidings exceed
eight feet in width), and from the face of every bord a borehole shal 1 be kept going not less than twelve feet in
advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any
fissure, op en joint, fault, or otherwise, an d in the case of
working under the ocean or tidal waters every “ winning
off ” or le ading headings or levels shall he driven at least one
hundred yards in advance of the working hords, and shall
not excee d eight feet in width except for s idings.
Rule4s5. Eore holes for the purpose of proving the thickness of Thickness! of strata
near oceo|n,&e.|tobo
the alluv ial deposit shall be put down by the owner or a £ cert ain fjd by boring
manager on all lands fronting the ocean, tid a 1 waters, or rivers
where the| thickness of the strata and depo sits which overlie
flln
Tilt?
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the coal worked or about to be worked is less than two
hundred feet. Such boreholes, at distanc es not exceeding
one bund red yards apart, shall be put dow n from the surface
through t he alluvial deposit to the rock, a nd to the rise of
the coal s earn worked. An account of the s trata and deposits
so bored t hrough shall be furnished by the owner or manager
to the Ins pector when the boring has reac bed the rock.
Rule 46. In m ines not under river or ocean or tidal waters size of piiiiars in
worked o n the pillar and stall system, whe re it is intended to minos
ocean, nun(ler
&c.|
10
remove t he pillars, the stalls or bords s hall not exceed m
width eig ht yards, and the pillars shall not be less than eight
yards wid e. Where it is not proposed to r emove the pillars
they shall be of such dimensions as shal 1 be necessary to
support th e roof. In mines worked on the long-wall system
15
substantial supports shall be erected su fficient to protect
the work men. In mines worked on t he Welsh bords
,
or double stall systems good, substantial, a nd sufficient pack
walls shal 1 be built, and a sufficient numb er of props set on
each side of the pack walls,
20
51. If any owner
____ or
______
0____j____
_ ^ of the following Objection [to
manager
object to_any
general rules, nami ely, general rule numbers fort y-two, forty-three, ectl0rai ni'10forty-four, forty-fiv[ e, and forty-six, being enforced o r applied to a coal
mine or collierv, he may give notice thereof to the M inister setting out
his objections and t iie reasons therefor, and upon rec eipt of such notice
25 the Minister may al low or disallow such objections o r any of them. If
the Minister allow such objections or any of them, he mav order that
the coal mine or col liery he exempt from the operati on of any such rule
or rules, or he may order that, so far as such coal mine or colliery is
concerned, the prov isions of any such general rule m, ay be modified or
30 varied. If the Mi nister disallow the objections, and the owner or
manager do not wit hdraw such objections, the matt er shall be referred
to arbitration, and tjbc arbitrators maymake anyorde r which under this
48. Every person who contravenes or does not comply with any Penalty on non35 of the general rules in tins Act shall be guilty of an offence against “^l!anco Wlth
this Act; and in the event of any contravention of or non-compliance
with any of the said general rules in the case of any mine to which
this Act applies, by any person whomsoever, the owner, agent, and
manager shall each be guilty of an offence against this Act, unless he
40 proves that he had taken all reasonable means, by publishing and to
the best of his poiver enforcing the said rules as regulations for the
working of the mine, to prevent such contravention or non
compliance : Provided—hal—iKbbing—certain ed-ii
regard to barriers of coal, or the size of bords, sta ils, or pillars, shall
45 be construed to aff ect or apply to any underground works constructed
or completed befo re this Act comes into operati on, nor prevent the
removal of pillars of coal (in mines not under th e ocean or river or
tidal waters) whic h shall, prior to this Act coming i nto operation, have
been left of a les s size or thickness than herein p rescribed, provided
50 that in the remov al of sucli pillars all necessary pr ecautions be taken
te-pre vent^ttj-afy-tQ-tbe-ramorsr
Special Rules.

49. (i) There shall be established in every mine such rules Special rules for
(referred to in this Act as special rules) for the conduct and guidanceeTCry mmCl
55 of the persons acting in the management of such mine or employed in
or about the mine as, under the particular slate and circumstances of
such
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such mine, may appear best calculated to prevent dangerous accidents,
and to provide for the safety, convenience, and proper discipline of the
persons employed in or about the mine.
(n) Such special rules, when established, shall be signed in
5 duplicate by the inspector who is inspector of the district at the time
the rules are established, and shall be observed in and about every
such mine (including any extension thereof) in the same manner as if
they were enacted in this Act.
(m) If any person who is bound to observe the special
10 rules established for any mine, acts in contravention of or fails to
comply with any of them, he shall be guilty of an offence against this
Act, and also the owner, agent, and manager of such mine shall each
be guilty of an offence against this Act, unless he proves that he had
taken all reasonable means, by publishing and to the best of his
15 power enforcing the rules as regulations for the working of the mine,
so as to prevent such contravention or non-compliance.
§4. 50. (x) The owner, agent, or manager of every mine (where Establishment 0f
Re-epeoial-rules are in-foree) shall frame and transmit to the inspector new EPecial ruIcaof the district, for approval by the Minister, special rules for the mine
20 within three months after the commencement of this Act, or within
three months after the commencement (if subsequent to the com
mencement of this Act) of any working for the purpose of opening a
new mine or of renewing the working of an old mine.
(ii) The proposed special rules together with a printed or
25 written notice specifying that any objection to the rules on the ground
of anything contained therein or omitted therefrom may be sent by any
of the persons employed in the mine to the inspector of the district, at
his address, stated in the notice, shall, during not less than two weeks
before the rules are transmitted to the inspector, be posted up in like
30 manner as is provided in this Act respecting the publication of special
rules for the information of persons employed in the mine; and a
certificate that the rules and notice have been so posted up shall be
sent to the inspector with two copies of the rules signed by the person
.
sending the same.
'
■
35
(m) If the rules arc not objected to by the Minister
within forty days after their receipt by the inspector, they shall be
•
established.
fi&r 51. (i) If the Minister is of opinion that the proposed special Tho Minister may
rules so transmitted, or any of them, do not sufficiently provide for
specml
40 the prevention of dangerous accidents in the mine, or for the safety or
convenience of the persons employed in or about the mine, or are
unreasonable, he may, within forty days after the rules are received by
the inspector, object to the rules, and propose to the owner, agent, or
manager, in writing, any modifications in the rules by way either of
45 omission, alteration, substitution, or addition.
(ii) If the owner, agent, or manager does not, within
twenty days after the modifications proposed by the Minister are
received by him, object in writing to them, the proposed special rules,
■with those modifications, shall be established.
50
(in) If the owner, agent, or manager sends his objection in
writing within the said twenty days to the Minister, the matter shall
be referred to arbitration under this Act, and the date of the receipt
of the objection by the Minister shall be deemed to be the date of the
reference, and the rules shall be established as settled by an award on
55 arbitration.
52. (i) After special rules are established under this Act in any Amendment of
mine, the owner, agent, or manager of the mine may, from time to BPecittl n|les'
time, propose in writing to the inspector of the district, for the approval
of the Minister, any amendment of the rules or any new special rules;
92—e
and
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and the provisions of this Act with respect to the originahspecial rules
shall apply to all such amendments and new rules in like manner, as
nearly as may he, as they apply to the original rules.
(ii) The Minister may from time to time propose in
5 writing to the owner, agent, or manager of the mine any new special
■ rules, or any amendment of the special rules; and the provisions of this
Act with respect to a proposal of the Minister for modifying the special
rules transmitted by the owner, agent, or manager of a mine shall
apply to all such new special rules and amendments in like manner,
10 as nearly as may be, as they apply to the proposal.
S3. If the owner, agent, or manager of any mine makes any False statements,
neglect to
false statement with respect to the posting up of the rules and notices, and
transmit special
he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act; and if special rules rules.
for any mine are not transmitted within the time limited by this Act
15 to the inspector for the approval of the Minister, the owner, agent,
and manager of such mine shall each be guilty of an offence against
this Act, unless he proves that he had taken all reasonable means,
by enforcing to the best of his power the provisions of this Act, to
secure the transmission of the rules.
20
54. An inspector under tins Act shall, when required, certify a Certified copy of
copy which is shown to his 'satisfaction to lie a true copy of any special rules to bo
evidence.
special rules which, for the time being, are established under this Act
in any mine, and a copy so certified shall be evidence (but not to the
exclusion of other proof) of sucli special rules, and of the fact that
25 they are duly established under this Act and have been signed by the
inspector.
59. The Go vernor, with the advice of the E xecutivc Council, Special ilulos mniio
may make and pn blish in tho Gazette a set or sets of special rules, by the Glevcrnur.
and thereafter the rules so made and published sha 11 he deemed the
30 special rules of ev ery mine to which this Act applie s and in respect of
which no special r ules shall he in force : Provided that upon special
rules being estahli shed for any mine, the special : ules made by the
Governor as afores aid shall cease to apply to such m ine.
OOv 55. The special rules which at the commencement of this Act Existing special
35 are in force under the Act hereby repealed in any mine shall continue rules continued.
to be the special rules in such mine until special rules are established
under this Act for such mine, and while they so' continue shall be of
the same force as if they were established under this Act.
Publication of abstract of Act/md of Special Rules*

40

fib 56. Eor the purpose of making known the provisions of this Publication of
Act and the special rules to all persons employed in and about each “opyof^petiairufos
mine, an abstract of this Act supplied, on the application of the
owner, agent, or manager of the mine, by the inspector of the district
on behalf of the Stinister, and a correct copy of all the special rules
45 shall he published as follows:—
(i) The owner, agent, or manager of the mine shall cause the
abstract and copy of the rules, with the name of the mine
and the name and address of the inspector of the district,
and the name, of the owner or agent and of the manager
50
appended thereto, to ho posted up, in legible characters, in
some conspicuous place at or near tho mine, where they
may be conveniently read by the persons employed; and so
often as the same become defaced, obliterated, or destroyed,
shall cause them to he renewed with all reasonable despatch.
55
(ii) The owner, agent, or manager shall supply a printed copy of
the abstract and the 'special rules gratis to each person
employed
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employed in or about the mine who applies for a copy at the
office at which the persons immediately employed by the
owner, agent, or manager are paid.
(m) Every copy of the special niles shall be kept distinct from
5
any rules which depend only on the contract between the
employer and employed.
.
In the event of any non-compliance with the prolusions of this section
by any person whomsoever, the owner, agent, and manager shall each
be guilty of an offence against this Act; but the owner, agent, or
10 manager of such mine shall not be deemed guilty if he proves that he
bad taken all reasonable means, by enforcing, to the best of Iris power,
the observance of this section to prevent such non-compliance.
57. Every person wrho walfnlly pulls down, injures, or defaces Pulling do™ or
any abstract, notice, proposed special rules, or special rules, when postednotiCe9
15 up in pursuance of the provisions of this Act, or any notice posted up
in pursuance of the special rules, shall be guilty of an offence against
this Act.

PART III.
Supplemental.

20

Legal Proceedings.

58. (i) Every person employed in or about a mine other than Penalty for offence
an owner, agent, or manager, who is guilty of any act or omission,as!linstActwhich in the case of an owner, agent, or manager wmuld lie an
■ offence against this Act, shall be deemed to be guilty of an offence
25 against this Act.
(ii) Every person who is guilty of an offence against this
Act for which a penalty is not expressly prescribed shall be liable to
a fine not exceeding, if lie is an owner, agent, or manager, or under
manager, twenty pounds, and if he is any other person, twm pounds
30 for each offence; and if an inspector has given written notice of any
such offence, to a further fine not exceeding iwe-peunds one pound for
every day after such notice that such offence continues to be committed.
€4- 59. Where a person who is an owner, agent, manager, or under imprisonment for
manager of, or a person employed in or about a mine is guilty of any aar^erin'6 nfc or"
35 offence against this Act which, in the opinion of the court that tries limb. ”e ' r
the case, is one which wras reasonably calculated to endanger the
the safety of the persons employed in or about the mine, or to cause
serious personal injury to any of such persons, or to cause a dangerous
accident, and was committed wilfully by the personal act, personal
40 default, or personal negligence of the person accused, such person
shall be liable, if the court is of opinion that a fine will not meet
the circumstances of the case, to imprisonment with or without hard
labour for a period not exceeding three months.
04 80. (i) All offences undei; this Act not declared to be mis- Summary procmi45 demeanours, and all fines under this Act, and all moneys and costs by JSlfcsf]f&Cjotltnt:CE’
this Act directed to be recovered as fines, may be prosecuted and
’
recovered before a Stipendiary or Police Magistrate or any two Justices
of the Peace in Petty Sessions.
(ii) Proceedings for the removal of .a check weigher shall
50 be deemed to be a matter on which Justices in Petty Sessions have
authority by law to make an order; and summary orders under this
Act may be made on complaint before Justices in Petty Sessions.
■

04
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Mr 61. In every part of the Colony the following provisions shall Gonemi provisions
have effect:—
ceeabT’™'7 pr°'
(i) Any complaint or information made or laid in pursuance of
°
this Act shall (save as otherwise expressly provided hy this
5
Act) he made or laid within three months from the time when
the matter of the complaint or information arose.
(ii) Any person charged with any offence under this Act may, if
he thinks fit, he sworn and examined as an ordinary witness
in the case.
10
(in) The court shall, if required hy either party, cause minutes
of tho evidence to be taken and preserved.
62. If any person feels aggrieved by any conviction made by Appc-ai to Quarter
Justices in Petty Sessions on determining any information under this Sossi(ma‘
Act by which conviction, imprisonment, or a fine amounting to or
15 exceeding one half the maximum fine is adjudged, he may appeal
therefrom to a Court of Quarter Sessions in manner provided by section
three of the Act of Council fifth William the Pourth, number
twenty-two.
63. If it appears that a boy was employed on the representation 1^% for mis20 of his parent or guardian that he was of the age at which his employ- representation as to
ment would not be in contravention of this Act, and under the belief “ee' ‘
in good faith that he was of that age, or that a person lias worked
alone as a coal-getter on his representation that he has had two years’
experience of such work under the supervision of skilled workmen, or
25 that he has been previously employed for two years in or about the
face of the workings of a mine, and under the belief in good faith
that he has had such experience or has been so previously employed,
the owner, agent, or manager of tho mine and employer shall be
exempted from any penalty, and the parent or guardian or the person
30 who has so worked alone, as the case may be, shall for the misrepre
sentation he deemed guilty of an offence against this Act.
Mr 64. No prosecution shall be instituted against the owner, agent, Prosecution of
manager, or under-manager er-empleyee of a mine for any offence under
tliis Act, not committed personally by such owner, agent, manager, or '
' "
35 under-manager, or-employee which can be prosecuted before Justices
‘
in Petty Sessions, except by an inspector or with the consent in
writing of the Minister; and in the case of any offence of which the
owner, agent, manager, or under-manager er-employee of a mine is not
guilty if he proves that lie had taken all reasonable means to prevent
40 the commission thereof, an inspector shall not institute any prosecution
against such owner, agent, manager, or under-manager or employoo if
satisfied that he had taken such reasonable means as aforesaid. No
prosecution shall be instituted against a coroner for any offence under
tliis Act, except with the consent in writing of the Minister.
45
¥Qt 65. Where the owner, agent, or manager of a mine has taken nejwrt of result
proceedings under this Act against any person employed in or about a ^^“orkmen
mine in respect of an offence committed under this Act, he shall
within twenty-one days after the hearing of the case, report the result
thereof to the inspector of the district.
50
rhv 66. (1) Nothing in this Act shall prevent any person from Saving for
being indicted or liable under any other Act or otherwise to any other ^^Actf muler
or higher penalty or punishment than is provided for any offence by
this Act, so, however, that no person be punished twice for the same
offence.
55
(11) If the Justices before whom a person is charged with an
offence under this Act, think that proceedings ought to be taken
against such person for such offence under any other Act or other
wise, they may adjourn the case to enable such proceedings to be
taken.
•
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?3r 67. A person who is the owner, agent, or manager of any 0wnora®tt
mine, or a miner or miner’s agent, or the father, son, or brother, or ^ jn^roceeiLga ’
father-in-law, son-in-law, or brother-in-law, of snch owner, agent, under this Act.
or manager, or of a miner or miner’s agent, or who is a director of a
5 company being the owner of a mine, shall not, except with the consent
in writing of both parties to the case, sit in Petty Sessions or adjudicate
in respect of any offence under this Act.
£&■ 68. Where a fine is imposed under this Act for neglecting to Application of fines,
send a notice of any explosion or accident, or for any offence against this
10 Act which has occasioned loss of life or personal injury, the Minister
may (if he thinks fit) direct such fine to be paid to or distributed
among the persons injured, and the relatives of any persons whose
death may have been occasioned by the explosion, accident, or offence,
or among some of them: Provided that:—
15
(i) Such persons did not in his opinion occasion or contribute to
occasion the explosion or accident, and did not commit and
were not parties to committing the offence;
(n) The fact of the payment or distribution shall not in any
way affect or bo receivable as evidence in any legal proceeding
20
relative to or consequential on the explosion, accident, or
offence.
Save as aforesaid all fines recovered under this Act shall be paid into
the Treasury and carried to the Consolidated Revenue Pund.
•

Miscellaneous.

25

+4- 69. If any question arises, otherwise than in legal proceedings, Decision of question
a mine is
whether a mine is a mine to which this Act applies, the question shall whether
under this Act.
be referred to the Minister, whose decision thereon shall be final.
70. Any order of or exemption granted by the Minister under Powers of Minister
as to nuikinp; and
this Act may be made, and from time to time revoked or altered by the revoking
orders.
30 Minister, either unconditionally or subject to such conditions as he may
see fit, and shall be signed by the Minister, or Under Secretary.
of
76. The spe cial rules or special sinking r ules which at the Continulance
existing Itpccinl ruled.
ine
under
any
Act
commencement of this Act are in force in any m
hereby repealed sh all continue to be the special r ules in such mine
35 until superseded b y rules established under this A ct.
71. Upon the affidavit of any person taken before any Justice Entry on adjoining
Ac., to ascertain
of the Peace or Commissioner of the Supreme Court for taking mine,
whether owner, Ac.,
affidavits claiming to be legally or equitably interested in any mine or id encroaching.
in any land adjoining or near to any other mine, that the owner of
40 such last-mentioned mine is or is hy the person making such affidavit
believed to be enereaebed encroaching upon such first-mentioned mine or
land, the Minister may, by writing under his hand, authorise tbe-oxanfiner-er an inspector, together with a mining surveyor or experienced
miner, to enter upon such last-mentioned mine or land for the purpose of
45 ascertaining whether any such encroachment has been made, and if so
the extent thereof. But before granting such authority the Minister
shall require the person making or lodging the affidavit to deposit such
a sum of money not exceeding one hundred pounds as shall be
necessary to cover the cost of such inspection. The persons so What may be done
50 authorised may thereupon enter on the mine or land described in such under such authoritv.
order and descend any shaft or enter any mine, and for such purpose use
the engines and other machinery ordinarily employed for that purpose
by the persons whose shaft or mine shall be descended or entered, and
make such plans and sections of the mine or land entered upon and
55 of any drives or other works therein as shall be necessary for the
purpose aforesaid; and the owner or agent of the mine to be entered
upon shall render all necessary assistance to the person so authorised.
•
And
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And every such examiner, inspector, or surveyor, or miner shall before Prior eintutory
entering on such mine or land mate a statutory declaration before any dcclll','Ul0tl rcamrod*
person authorised to tahe the same that he will not (except as a witness
in a Court of Justice) without the'consent in writing of the owner of
5 the mine or land to he entered upon, divulge or cause to be divulged
to any person whomsoever any information obtained upon or by such
entry save only as to whether such owner is encroaching on such firstmentioned mine or land; and every person who shall act contrary to Penalty,
such declaration, and any owner or agent who shall refuse such
10 assistance as shall be necessary to enable the persons authorised by
the Minister to descend the shaft or enter and examine the mine, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding ten pounds: Provided always
that the Minister may out of the sum deposited as aforesaid defray
the cost of such inspection, and if such owner or agent render sucli
15 assistance as shall be necessary for the purposes aforesaid, and if there
be no encroachment, may out of such sum award to such owner
compensation for any loss or expense to which he may be put by
reason of such inspection.
72. In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires :—
interpretation of
20
Cf Mine” includes every shaft in the course of being sunk, andtorms*
every level and inclined plane in the course of being driven,
and all the shafts, levels, planes, works, tramways, and sidings,
both below ground and above ground, in and adjacent to and
belonging to the mine.
25
“ Shaft” includes pit.
“ Large coal ” means all coal passing over a three-quarter inch
screen.
11 Plan” includes a correct copy or tracing of any original plan.
I£ Owner,” when used in relation to any mine, means any person
30
or body corporate who is the immediate proprietor or lessee,
or occupier of any mine, or of any part thereof, and docs not
include a person or body corporate who merely receives a
royalty, rent, or fine from a mine, or is merely the proprietor
of a mine, subject to any lease, grant, or license for the work35
ing thereof, or is merely the owner of the soil, and not
interested in the minerals of the mine; hut any contractor
for the working of any mine, or any part thereof, shall be
subject to this Act in like manner as if he were an owner,
but so as not to exempt the owner from any liability.
40
“ Inspector”—An Inspector of Collieries referred to in or appointed
under section four hereof Part II of this Act.
<J Agent; when used in relation to any mine, means, any person
appointed as the representative of the owner in respect of
any mine, or of any part thereof, and as such superior to a
45
manager appointed in pursuance of this Act,
“ The Minister ” means the Secretary for Mines.
“ Under Secretary ” and— '
respectively means the Under Secretary
Seeretary of the Department of Mines.
50
tcThe Treasury ” means the Colonial Treasury.
“ Boy ” means a male under tho age of sixteen years.
Transitory Provisions and Repeal.

¥0r 73. All orders made hy the Minister under the Act repealed by EiisLing orders
this Act, which are in force immediately before the -commencement of contim,cd'
55 this Act, shall he deemed to have been made under this Act.
30? 74. Any enactment or document referring to the Act repealed ConBtnictionof
»y this Act, or to any enactment thereof, shall he construed to refer to ^rencest:OI,ePeo'led
this Act, and to the corresponding enactments thereof.
8U
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§4r 76. The Act thirty-ninth Victoria number thirty-one is hereby Repeal of Act.
repealed: Provided that this repeal shall not affect any exemption
granted, or other thing done or suffered before the commencement of
this Act; and all offences committed and penalties incurred and pro5 cecdings commenced before the commencement of this Act may be
punished, recovered, continued, and completed in the same manner as
if this Act had not passed.

‘ SCHEDULES.
SCHEDULE I.
Section 6.
Proceedings of Board for Examinations.
1. The Board shall meet for the despatch of business, and shall from time
to time make such regulations v/ith respect to the summoning, notice, place,
management, and adjournment of such meetings, and generally with respect to
the transaction and management of business, including the quorum at meetings
15 of the Board, as they think fit, subject to the following conditions :—
(a) An extraordinary meeting may he held at any time on the written
requisition of three members of the Board addressed to the Chairman. .
(b) The quorum to.be fixed by tbe Board shall consist of not less than three
members.
20
(c) Every question shall be decided by a majority of votes of the members
present and voting on that question.
(d) The names of the members present as well as those voting upon each
question shall be recorded.
(e) No business shall be transacted unless notice in writing of such business
25
has been sent to every member of the Board seven days at least before
the meeting.
2. The Board shall from time to time appoint some person to he Chairman
and one other person to be Vice-Chairman.
3. If at any meeting the Chairman is not present at the time appointed
30 for holding the same, the Vice-Chairman shall be the Chairman of the meeting ; .
and if neither the Chairman nor Vice-Chairman shall be present, then the
members present shall choose some one of their number to be Chairman of such
meeting.
i. In case of an equality of votes at any meeting, the Chairman for the
35 time being of such meeting shall have a second or casting vote.
5. The appointment of an examiner may be made by a minute of the
Board signed by the Chairman.
6. The Board shall keep minutes of their proceedings, which may be
inspected or copied by the Minister or any person authorised by him to inspect
40 or copy the same.
10

SCHEDULE L II.

Sections 19 and 24

Table of Maximum Fees to be paid in respect of Ocrtificatcs.

45

Dfirat-class Certificate.
;G n, d.
By an ajjplicant for examination ........................................2 0 0
Eor copy of certificate
................................................... 0 5 0
Second-class Certificate.
By an applicant for examination ...
...
Eor coj^y of certificate
...
...
...
SCHEDULE

50

IL

...
...

...
...

1 0
O 2

0
0

HI.

“ COAL MINES REGULATION ACT OF 1894..’
Form of Beturn.

Tins form to be correctly filled up hy tbe owner, agent, or manager, and sent to tbe
inspector of the district, on behalf of tbe Minister, on or before twenty-first January
every year.
Eailt A.
’
Year ending 31 December, 18 .
Name of mine
Situation of mine
County
60
Name of owner (Company)
Name of manager
Name of under manager
Postal address
TtETUEN

Section 27.

1000
58" VICTOMJE, No.
Goal Mines Regulation.
Return' of persons ordinarily employed during tlie year :■
Underground

...

... Boys under 16
Males above 16

...........................
...........................

Total under ground

...

® Above ground (including those em Boys under 14
...........................
ployed on sidings and private branch Boys of 14 and under 16...............
railways and tramways, and in Males above 16
...
...............
cleaning, washing, and coking of
coal).
10

Total above ground

...

Total number of persons employed
und er ground and above ground...

Quantity of Mineral wrought during the year.
Number of statute tons
wrought*

Mineral wrought.

Coal (round) (large) ...
...
*_>UUl f1 f\yyifi
till 1 till1T ^J
Shale-oil shale ...............
...
Shale used for other purposes

20

Value.

...
t
...
...

The Number of Days in each Month on which Coal

or

Sliale has been drawn.

Kumber of days on which coal
shale was drawn.

or

January
Tebruary
25 March
April
May
■
June
July
30 August
September
October
November
December
day of

18

.

(Signed)

Part B.

Name of Mine
Diameter and depth of downcast and
upcast shafts.

40
Name
of

Beam.

45

Mode of
\flntdation>

with

Downcast.

Number of splits
and quantity.

Upcast.

description.
Diameter j
in fast.

Depth
in feet.

Diameter i
in feet.

Depth
in feet.

Splits.

Quantity
in cubic
feet per
minute.

Airways.

Lensrth
of splits.

Sectional
area.

Yards.

Squnre
feet.

Average total
quantity of fresh
air per minute.,

Cubic feet.
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NEW SOUTH WALES.
^Eeijisldibe CrruticH.

MINUTES OE EVIDENCE
TAKEN BEFORE

THE SELECT COMMITTEE
oy THE

COAL-MINES BEGULATION BILL.
18 OCTOBER, 1803.
dreamt: —

WEDNESDAY,

.

Hon. A. H. JACOB in the Chaiil
Hoy. E. VICKERY,
j
Hoy. IV. LAI OLE Y,
Hoy. W. H. PIGOTT,
j
Hoy. H. E. KATEE,
Hoy. A. H. JACOB.
James R, M. Robertson, Esq., M.D., called in, sworn, and examined:—
1. Chairman^] Do you wish to give any further evidence? Nothing more than to insist upon the J. R. M.
objections to the general features of tho Bill to which I have referred already in my evidence, especially Robertson,
with reference to the sanitary clauses, the ventilation clauses, and all the consequential clauses, limiting Esq., MJ>.
the number of men and providing for the modes of working.
, jg Qct 1891
2. And you confirm all your evidence? Yes ; I confirm all my evidence, and for the sake of conciseness
I have written down the general features which I wish particularly to insist upon.
3. Then you hand in that document ? Yes.
Coal Mines Bill.

As submitted to the Select Committee of the Legislative Council, this Bill contains many objectionable
features.
It contains clauses that will impose costly and embarassing conditions upon owners that will
increase the difficulty of conducting mines ; some that will increase tho danger of tho operations, while
no real advantage to the employees will he obtained.
The provision to commit one industry to a legal eight-hours’- day is an experimental piece of
legislation uncalled for and unnecessary. If persisted in it will lead to serious consequences to an
industry at present on the threshold of collapse.
8omc of the clauses are complex—ambiguous, and give unheard of administrative if not managerial
functions upon irresponsible inspectors, who may not possess or have given evidence of their aptitude as
such. Others are extremely dangerous, in so far as they prescribe details and a modus operandi on the
most important matters connected with mining, and anticipate conditions that may not and actually do
not exist, and that, heing unknown, cannot be foreseen ; others practically prevent managers from tailing
advantage of scientific discovery daring the currency of the Act.
Tho general tenor and arrangement of the proposed Bill give indisputable evidence of the defective
knowledge of the theory and practice of mining of those who advised or drafted the Bill. The state of
their mining knowledge is much behind modem practice,
"Without redeeming features in tho way of providing substantial benefits not already possessed by
employees, the proposed Bill abounds with iminting details, restrictive clauses that are unlikely to prove
practicable, and would have an injurious effect upon management.
.
Respecting the sanitary clauses. Those dealing with the ventilation of minos are particularly
unfortunate, and subversive alike of good management and of safety. They do not boar the impress of
scientific attainments.
!>2—G
As
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Itoborteon ^lS^- ^ave explained, the blot of the existing Act (and it is perpetuated in the proposed measure)
Esq.0 M°D. ,"s ^)C ^at:al .‘^surdity of (1st) interpreting the meaning of the words “ adequate ” as applied to ventilation ;
(2nd), of limiting the number of men to be employed in a district; (3rd), in specifying the distance
18 Oct., 1898.
°f cut-throughs, or in any way referring to our method of working to the exclusion of all others.
With respect to the 1st. A.n adequate amount of ventilation is said to mean 100 cubic feet per
man per minute, but inasmuch as the atmosphere and the condition of a mine is never and can never bo
stable or constant, but ever varying, and as safety is attainable in no two or even the same mine by the
same volume of ventilation, the maximum of insecurity, it will bo perceived, may be assured to workmen
who pin their faith on this unwise provision.
In one mine or part of a mine 100 cubic feet may be adequate, while in another 1,000 cubic feet
.
■
might be insufficient. Such limitations and provisions are neither conducive to good management or
safety. So long as 100 cubic feet is the law, no more can bo demanded.
With regard to the 2nd,—limiting the number of men in a district or in a split of air,—there is
nothing so well known oris better appreciated by a good manager as the extreme danger of inordinately
splitting, dividing, weakening in force and. efficiency, or attenuating a current of air, and in no way can
ineffective ventilation be better ensured than by splitting air currents to death, as would be the case
under the proposed and to a slightly less extent under the present Act.
If the intention is. as I.am certain it is, to provide a current of air adequate in amount “to dilute
and render harmless noxious gases,” this laudable intention is frustrated by the interpreting clause or
words referred to. Moreover, the unnecessary expense and physical resistance introduced by compulsory
bratticing, thereby increasing the frictional resistance by increasing the rubbing surface and confining the
current, and consequently the extra power required to produce the same amount of current that existed
without bratticing (which retards, but docs not increase the air current), might be so great and costly
and so tardy of application that in event of a sudden burst of gas occurring it might bo impossible to clear
it out. These two provisions, I assure you. interpose insuperable obstacles to the proper ventilation of
a mine.
If, on the other hand, the intention is to ensure at all times a strong, full, resistless, sufficient or
adequate volume of air sufficient to clear away any gas, and for every requirement of workmen, what
more can men desire? And if so, the limiting provisions should be erased, and adopt in tbeir entirety the
words of the English Act bearing upon the subject.
Eurthermore, if the object is to encourage progress and the introduction of scientific and econo
mical winning of our national resources in coal—that are none too abundant—all reference to
“cut-throughs'’ or details as to procedure which pre-suppose only one method of working, or conditions that
may not supervene and cannot be anticipated, should he erased.
By adopting the words of the English Act hearing upon these important provisions, I feel
convinced you will confer a boon upon miners, and upon owners and managers, who would then vie with
each other in introducing systems varied to suit the actual conditions that exist creditable to themselves
and satisfactory to all connected with mining.
The whole of these repressive and irritating limitations are solely necessary by the unfortunate
reference to what is meant by the words “ adequate ventilation,” and they afford an object lesson of the
futility and danger of has til)' acceeding to the representations of workmen who, as a class, are not
conversant with the nice and inexorable laws that regulate and control ventilation.
It must not he forgotten that the words referred to occurring in the English Act is the outcome of
years of patient investigation and deliberation by the keenest forensic and mining intellects of the age.
It was not, as is the case with the proposed Act, the outcome of hasty and amateur legislation, but is the
product of long sustained investigation and inquiry, from representatives representing all shades of
,
opinion and classes connected with mining in a densely populated and highly educated country that
produces 190,000,000 tons of coal, irrespective of other stratified minerals, per annum, and under
conditions the most varying and dangerous known.
The wording of the English Act is in no sense restrictive or harassing, it encourages but does not
repress improvements, and is in no sense revolutionary or experimental, and it adequately provides for
the safety of workmen. Under it a class of inspectors are appointed, of high scientific and scholastic
attainments, who are not vested with the extraordinary powers attempted under the proposed bill.
The English Act differs from that proposed in being clearly and grammatically expressed. Tho
phraseology is perfect. Its arrangement can scarce be improved, and its clauses are devoid of any
captious or ambiguous interpolations such as deform some of the clauses of the measure under discussion.
As it is at present it conveys equivocal but ho real advantages to workmen, while owners will be
discouraged or ruined. It is uusuited to our requirements and is uncomplimentary to our condition,
betraying a painful disregard for the requirements of methodical or skillful mining.
Tiers is really no necessity for any interference with the present law, or for a new Mining Bill.
As it stands it is a menace to an important industry that is at present sorely beset and is daily
being reduced to the verge of ruination.
In my opinion, if persisted in, it requires direction clauses deleted, others revised and altered—
every word weighed so as to avoid harassing a section of the community at the expense of another equally
desirable and necessary. The Bill requires arrangement and classification to bo acceptable.
I repeat the objection I formerly urged in respect to the sections not now referred to. This is
■especially requisite with reference to the general rules, Part II, and to a less extent Fart III, legal
procedure.
The object of all classes should at the present critical juncture he to encourage not to hamper or
harass coal mining, or to impose burdens upon owners that arc uncalled for and cannot be borne. I
take it that every possible avenue which can employ labour should he encouraged, not closed by forcing a
crude Bill upon an unwilling section that carries no benefits to those who urge it on.
It may be out of place, but in my opinion it would have been more creditable to the humanitarian
impulses of the House of Assembly, who have shown such alacrity to interfere with coal mining, had they
extended their benevolent regard to the condition of the largo number of miners employed in
metalliferous mines, and where in the majority of cases safety and sanitary provisions are cither unheeded
or unknown.
The
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The ludicrous feature is, however, presented of an overdesire to legislate on coal-mining and utterly J. R.M.
neglect to extend to the larger number of workers engaged in or at metalliferous mines any of those Robentspn,
Eaq,, M.D.
legislative advantages that our coal-miners have so long enjoyed. Workmen engaged in or at metalliferous
mines arc apparently unworthy of the notice or solicitude of philanthropists or social reformers.
18 Oct., 1893:
Wages,

Clause 6. Where the amount of wages paid to any of the persons employed in a mine depends on
tho amount of mineral gotten hy them, those persons shall he paid according to the actual weight gotten
by them of the mineral extracted to he gotten, and unless otherwise mutually agreed upon the mineral
gotten by them shall be truly weighed or averaged, as the custom may be, at a place as near to- the pit
or tunnel mouth as is reasonably practicable :
Provided that nothing in this section shall preclude the owner, agent, or manager of the mine from
agreeing with the persons employed in the mine that deductions shall be made in respect of small coal,
stones, or substances other than the part of the mineral extracted to he gotten, or-in respect of any tubs,
skips, baskets, being improperly filled in those cases where they are filled hy the getter of the mineral1,
or his wheeler or substitute, or by a person immediately employed by liim, such deductions being
determined,. &e., &e., &c.
"
Subsection (m). Any employee who fails to comply with the orders of the manager in respect, of
tho safe loading or height of skips filled with mineral or other substances shall be guilty of an- offence
against this Act.
Mr. William Turnbull called in, sworn, and examined:—
4. Chairman^ Where do you live ? At Newcastle.
Mr. W.
6. What are you? A mining engineer.
Turnbull.
G. Mr, Vickery.~\ Where are you employed now ? At the A. A. Company’s mine.
1^0^1893
7. You have been manager there for a number of years ? I have been there eighteen years and a half.
0
1
8. Prior to that had you not great experience in England? I was with the Hetton Coal Company for
nine years, and I was under the Marquis of Londonderry Seaham Colliery for nine years. Those are
about the largest collieries that there arc in the North of England.
9. You have been manager of those collieries ? Yos.
10. Arc you experienced in the science of the ventilation of mines ? That is a thing which I have taken
a great interest in. Por eleven years I was left at liberty and I used to do a lot of laying out of plans for
ventilation ; X did a great deal for America.
11. Chairman.'] Have you read the Pill? Some of it.
12. Not the whole of it ? I did not go through the whole of it; it is a disgraceful thing. I have a sketch
of a colliery here from which I can explain what is required for ventilation.
13. It is a disgraceful Bill ? Yes.
14. That is your opinion of the Bill? Yes, and must be the opinion of anyone who understands the
ventilation of mines.
“
15. Do you allude specially fo the provisions as to ventilation ? Yes.
1G. Why is it a disgraceful Bill ? It wrou!d make it impossible for anyone to ventilate a pit.
17. Is could not be done in accordance with the provisions of the Bill ? No.
18. Mr. Laidley.] What effect would the Bill have as regards the expense of ventilation ? It would cost
the A. 2V. Company Gd. to 7d. a ton more for brattice work under this Bill.
.19. And you consider that tho present ventilation is sufficient? Quito sufficient.
20. Do your people ever complain of the want of ventilation of the mines ? It is some years since I had
any complaint,
'
21. Do you hear any complaints in the district as to ventilation ? Ye?, but not so much now.
22. Under this Bill ventilation would be impossible in many cases ? If there was gas in amine and X was
bound to work under this Bill, I should say, “ No, I will not do it.” I would uot attempt it because it
would be impossible to do it.
23. Chairman.] You could not conform to the requirements of the Bill with regard to ventilation?
Nothing like it.
24. What plan is that that you have with you ? It represents tlio system of ventilation in the Sea-pitof
the A. A. Company. On the eastern boundary it is all solid coal. In that part of tho mine there would,
be ordinarily GOO feet of air per minute, but if gas was discovered there would have to be 8,000 or 10,00,0
feet of air per minute.
25. Mr. Lmdlcy.] Is there any gas in that part of the mine now? No; take another place in the. mine,
under the Ocean, on the north-eastern side of the line , I should have to supply 9,000 or 10,000 feet of
air per minute if there was any gas. Tho air is carried in by the blue linos on the plan and the red lines
show the return air course. Suppose I give the men a full quantity of air; when I come to. the heading
at the end of the blue line going south-east, I should only want 200 feet of air. If there is an outburst
of gas you must have 8,000 or 10,000 feet of air per minute. If I were left at liberty I should carry the
air in the opposite way, and I should put all tho pressure on the place where the red and blue lines meet.
20. What we understand is that the provision made for the supply of air under the Bill is more than
adequate in some places and not sufficient in others ? Yes.
"
27. Chairman!] What is it that is more desirable than the provisions of the Bill ? You must have a
pressure of air wherever there is gas.
'
28. Mr. Laidley.] Where there is gas you want a large quantity of air? Yes.
29. Chairman] Are any of the provisions of the Bill opposed to what you are advocating? The Bill says
that there must ho 150 feet of air per minute for each man and 200 feet for each horse.
30. Mr. Laidley.] What the Committee are to understand is that tire Bill lays down that a certain
quantity of air must be supplied under any circumstances ? Yes.
31. Do you say that the quantity of air provided for in the Bill is more than is necessary for safe
ventilation ? 1 can give the men more ventilation; they would get more with fewer splits.
32. They are asking for more splits ? You arc hound to have splits. There are eight splits shown in the
plan of the A.. A. Company’s mine.
*
33. Mr. Vickery.] You disapprove of the practice of dividing amine into splits? Certainly. Many a
time I have not been guided by the existing Act.
34.
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Mr. W.
Turnbull.

34. Chairman.] Why ? I have had black damp in the mine, and I had to supply more than the prescribed
quantity of air,
35. Mr. Vickery.] Do you mean that by splitting up the air you will lessen its effectiveness ? Certainly.
18 Oct., 1893* 36.
But when there is no danger you concentrate the air in one place ? Yes.
37. Chairman.] Does not the Act provide for that P No.
38. Mr. Laidley,] The present Act says that the mine should have a sufficient quantity of air ? I think
it says that there must be not less than 100 feet per man and horse.
39. But is it not a fact that the quantity of air is in a great measure regulated by the mining inspector ?
If he is called upon by the men he will come, and if the manager can prove that he has a sufficient quantity
of air travelling through the mine he is satisfied.
40. Dnder this Bill that could not be done, as it states the exact quantity of air required? They do the
same under the present Act, but under the Bill there will be more splits. I am working with eight splits,
but under the Bill I shall have to have sixteen splits.
41. Would it not be better for the miners generally to work under the existing Act than under this Bill ?
Certainly.
42. Better for the men? Yes, and more satisfactory to all concerned.
43. Chairman.] Do you consider that the provisions of the existing Act with regard to ventilation are
better than those of the new Bill? They are, for this reason: Under the existing Act you can put
seventy-five men and horses into one split, but under the Bill you could only put sixty men in, and that
would necessitate more splits.
44. Would that lead to more expense ? It must.
45. Mr. Laidley] Where you get many splits is there less air ? It is bound to be so.
'[The Son. W. S. Piyott took the Chair]

46. Mr. Vickery] Does not bratticing lessen the current of air by friction ? Yes, a great deal. There
are thirty-three bords on one part of the plan before me. If I. had to brattice all those places I should
have to have a door to every bord. Under this Bill I should have to have thirty-three doors in that split.
47. And that would add 6d. a ton to the cost of the coal, would it not ? It would add fid. or 7d. a ton to
the cost of the coal.
48. Therefore you entirely disapprove of tfie provisions with regard to bratticing? Yes.
49. As regards the ventilation I think I understood you to say that you disapprove of any hard and fast
amount of air being provided for in the Bill as dangerous ? Yes.
50. Do you think that the Bill should not provide for an adequate amount of ventilation ? Certainly, it
must do that.
51. But you do not want the manager to be hampered by any particular amount of ventilation being
prescribed? No.
’
52. You disagree altogether with the practice of dividing a mine into splits ? You must have some splits,
but you ought not to have so many as the Bill would make necessary.
53. Mr. Laidley] Would it be possible for many of the mines in Newcastle and elsewhere to be worked
under this new Bill ? I do not think it would. Your cover depends greatly on the pressure you have
on. I have seen where there was a current of 7,000 or 8,000 cubic feet of air per minute an outburst of
gas that travelled back upon the fresh air COO yards. That is at the Hetton Colliery. In tho Seaham
Colliery we were working under the sea and there was a fault, and 10 yards of solid coal were burst out by
the rush of water and gas.
54. Mr. Vickery] What you mean is that there should be sufficient ventilation to drive all the gas out?
Yes; when I went down the pit I had to shut every place and put the pressure of air on the place where
the coal was burst out. If we had been working under the provisions of a Bill like this we could not have
done it.
55. Mr. Laidley] I understood you to say that you would not have any fixed amount of air provided for
in the Bill, but would simply require that there should be sufficient ? Yes ; and let eacli manager form
his own opinion. The deeper we go in mining the more gas we shall get. At Newcastle many a thousand
do not know about that and do not think of it.
56. How do you get ventilation under the sea ? By fans, I have a fan that can drive 400,000 cubic feet
of air per minute. The manager is to be punished by fines. He may be fined £50 and have his certifi
cate withdrawn. I caught a miner not long since with his door left open.
57. Chairman] What was that for ? To get the fresh air himself and shut off ventilation from the other
men. What could I do. I dismissed him; that was all that I could do. Under the English Act I could
have taken him to Court.
58. Then that is an omission from this Bill ? Yes. I worked under an Act at home and we had to try
our own cases, and I had seven cases a day.
59. Mr. Vickery] Do you approve generally of the prolusions of the present English Mining Act ? Yes,
right through. As I told Mr. Smith at Newcastle, “ Let us have the English Act, and I shall be satisfied.”
WMDNESLAT,
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present:—

Hon. W. H. PIGOTT in the Chair.
Hok. W. LAIDLEY,
Hok. A. H. JACOB,
Hon. E. YICKEEY,
Hon. E. COMBES,
Hon. H. E. KATEE,
Mr. William Turnbull further examined:—
Mr. W. 60. Chairman] You are prepared with a statement of your views in regard to the Coal-mines Eegulation
Turnbull. Bill? Yes; I hand in the following statement as my evidence:—“The following are my remarks on
25o't^i893 automa^c contrivance to prevent overwinding, clause 10 sub-clause D of Coal-mines Eegulation Bill:—■ I
c ., 1893. am 0pp0se<j to this clause, if by it each colliery must provide an automatic brake to prevent overwinding,
because of the great expense that each colliery would be put to in this district in providing the necessary
appliance and fitting it up, necessitating, no doubt, in some cases the adoption of now machinery and
engines
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engines, and perhaps stopping the works for many weeks while the alterations were being effected. At Mr- W,
our No. 2 pit we have a Walker’s detaching-hook fitted to each of the winding-ropes, and when these TurnbuUhooks were first put on, I gave them a trial with two full skips in the cage—the cage, chains, and full oaTTiififli
skips weighing about 4 tons—and the result of the trial was most satisfactory, the hook detaching the
0
'
rope and suspending the cage above the pit-top. On another occasion the engine-driver at this pit was
engaged at the fly-wheel moving the engine over the dead point or centre, and in going back to his
reversing lever his foot slipped and lie fell, but before be could regain bis feet and grasp the lever of the
engine the empty cage was taken up toward the pullcy-whecl, where the rope was detached by the patent
detaching-hook and the cage left suspended, while the rope was taken over the pulley-wheel. I have also
patent detaching-hooks fitted to the winding-ropes at Hamilton pit and at New Winning pit, and I am
sure that these iiooks will answer the purpose of preventing overwinding equally as well as the automatic
brake and at far less cost. These hooks could be attached to the winding-ropes at any of the collieries
without necessitating any stoppage of work or alteration to the machinery. At our New Winning
Colliery the winding engines there W'ere fitted out with automatic steam-brake and cut-off gear when
being built. This is an arrangement by which, in the event of the cage being taken beyond a certain
point above the catches, steam is turned on to a donkey-engine in tho engine-house, which applies the
brakes and cuts off tbe steam from the engine in one simultaneous movement. After the engines were
fitted up at this pit I gave this automatic gear a thorough trial and found it to answer satisfactorily. On
one occasion two skips of coal were put into the cage at the bottom of the pit—the full skips, cage, &c.,
weighing about 4 tons. The engines were started and tho cages travelled at the rate of about 111 miles
per hour. I then called the engineman out of the engine-house away from the reversing lever altogether,
and allowed the automatic gear to stop the engines, which it did after they had gone only 6 or 7 feet
beyond the point where the brakes were first applied. This automatic gear is tested every day the pit
works to see that it is in perfect working order. No men are drawn at this pit except the hooker-on and
overman. The miners and others travel to and from their work through a tunnel which connects the
surface with the underground workings. The shaft is 284 feet deep, and it takes the engine 17 seconds
to make a winding.
“ Working under Hoads—llulc 29.—I am opposed to this rulo becoming law, for, in the case of the
A. A. Company, where there are so many roads on the estate, it would mean cutting off a very large area
of their coal land. I should like to know if in the event of any street being, say, two chains wide, how
much coal would have to be left intact at each side of it. If much coal or any coal is to be left on each
side of a street like this, there would be very little coal for the company to work out between it and the
next street, and in fact what little there was would not pay to bo worked, and therefore this rule would _
act very severely on any coal company situated like tho A. A. Company. In our New 'Winning Colliery ’
the workings extend under a large number of streets, but the bords are only driven 0 yards wide, leaving a
pillar of coal between them of 12 yards in thickness. Cut-throughs are driven in every alternate pillar for
ventilation purposes. By driving tho cut-troughs like this I secure greater strength in the pillars than by
cuttingtbrougb every one of them. Tbe headings arc turned away at distances of about 70 yards apart
and driven from 8 to 10 feet wide. The above method of working 1 consider sufficiently secure for
driving under streets or roads, but I might also add that where tender coal or faults are met with larger
pillars arc left in to support the roof, and especially is this done where buildings or roads are over the
tender or faulty area.
'‘Present Goal-mines Regulation Act.—I should be quite satisfied with the present Coal-mines
Eegulation Act if the provisions in reference to ventilation were made the same as those in the English
Act.”
"We have used the detaching hooks for a long time. I tried experiments with these things at home for
years.
"
(31. Have you always found that you worked satisfactorily ? The detaching-hook does.
62. Mr, Combes.'] Have you over had any accidents from overwinding? No ; but wo have had men
overwound. There are lots of different contrivances, but I have always found Walker’s detaching-hook
the best.
63. Mr. Raiiley.] Do you think that the present Bill is workable in connection with the mines at
Newcastle or in the south? Oh, no.
64. Would it greatly increase the cost of getting the coal ? It would increase the cost of getting the coal
by a great deal.
65. By how much per ton ? At some collieries over a shilling a ton.
66. Do you think that there are many collieries xvhich would be compelled to shut up if the Bill came into
operation ? They would bo bound to shut up if this Bill passed; some are on the point of shutting up
already.
67. You think that if the Bill were passed it would be tbe means of shutting up some of the collieries ?
Yes.
68. Mr. Oomhcs.] Do you not think that the increased cost of gettfcng the coal will result in the
reduction of tho men’s wages ? The men will not Imve it.
69. Mr. Laidley^] Would it not eventually mean a reduction of wages ? Certainly; there would have to
be a reduction or the collieries would have to shut up.
70. Mr. Combes.] You feel quite certain about that ? I am quite certain about it. There are collieries
closing now, tbe expense of working being too much with the present price of coal,
71. If this Bill is passed other mines will have to close ? Yes.
72. ilfr. Jacob.] The statement which you have handed in is your evidence ? Yes.
Mr. George Henderson called in, sworn, and examined -.—
73. Chairman.] What are you? 1 am a miners’ secretary at the present time.
Mr. G.
74. Eor the southern miners ? Yes.
Henderson.
75. Do you desire to give evidence with regard to the Coal-mines Eegulation Bill, now before Parliament ?
"yqq

76. W ill you give your views as concisely as possible on the subject ?1 I simply come to inform you that
it is the desire of the southern miners that a compulsory eight hours’ clause should be embodied in the Bill,
and
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and I may also stale that, in the opinion of the Illawarra miners, tho present Bill, framed as it is with the
Henderson, compulsory eight hours’ clause, provision for ventilation, and an amendment regarding the appointment of
insl)ectOTS> would suit very well.
' e •’
3‘ 77. Mr. Jacob.} You mean the Bill before tho Committee ? Yes, I mean the Coal-mines Regulation Bill.
Rule 5 says:—A competent person or competent persons appointed by the owner, agent, or manager, for
the purpose, shall once at least in every twenty-four hours esamino the state of the external parts of the
machinery, the state of the guides and conductors in the shafts, and the state of tho head gear, ropes,”
and so on. Of course, the miners are generally of opinion that the appointment of such person should
not be loft altogether in the hands of the manager, or of the agent, but that these appointments should be
made from some other source, or at least, if the appointments are not made from some other source, that,
they should be sanctioned by some other authority after proper examination of the party in whose hands
those duties are to be placed.
78. O/iat'rman.] AVTiat source could you name ? Say a committee.
79. A committee appointed by whom ? By the law of the land, of course.
80. Mr. Combes.] By the Government ? Yes. In the same way as the committee is appointed to
administer the arbitration law.
81. Chairman.] How could a board of examiners or a committee examine the machinery every twentyfour hours P I say that the committee should examine the person to whom those duties are to be entrusted,
in order that they may know wliether he is a thoroughly qualified man.
82. What you mean is that no person should be appointed under that rule unless he is approved of by a
board of examiners to be appointed by the Government ? Just so.
83. Mr. Vickery And paid by the Government ? I do not see that they could very well be paid by the
Government, being workmen of the company.
84. Mr. Combes.] You speak of competent persons;—do you consider the superintendent of the mine a
competent person ? He ought to be.
85. But you would not be satisfied with his seeing that the machinery was in proper order ? I do not
know that the colliery manager would be a competent person to do that.
86. Ho any accidents that have happened males you think that there should be another person whom yon
would call a competent person, not the manager of the mine ? I have not seen any accidents, but I have
heard of a great deal.
87. Mr. Jacob!] Is it the law now that a competent person shall be appointed by the manager or agent
to perform the duties specified in the rule P It is.
88. A competent person is appointed? Yes.
.
89. Has that worked injuriously ? Not that I know of.
90. Chairman!] Do you desire to give further evidence? I have no desire to givo any more general
evidence.
91. Mr. Laidley!] Do you approve of the Bill ? Yes; with the amendments which I have suggested.
92. Chairman.] We are to understand that you, on behalf of the miners, approve of the Bill generally,
except that you want a compulsory eight hours’ clause, further provisions for ventilation, and rule 5
altered? ^ Yes. Generally speaking wo approve of the Bill, except the weighing clause; that clause is
not sufficiently definite for us. We want that clause to provide that men who are paid by the weight of
tbe mineral got shall have that mineral weighed. If it is not weighed the weight is only approximately
ascertained. That is the rule now. The men are supposed to be paid by weight but practically they are

■

93. Mr. Jacob.} Have you the clause before you to which you are alluding ? Yes ; it says “ where the
amount of wages paid to any of the persons employed in a mine depends on the amount of mineral
gotten by them, those persons shall be paid according to the actual weight gotten by them of tho mineral
contracted to begotten, and unless otherwise mutually agreed upon all the mineral gotten by them shall be
truly weighed at a place as reasonably near to the pit mouth as is practicable.”
94. Is that not definite enough for your views ? It is, if it were earned out.
95. Mr. Combes.] You want every skip weighed ? Yes.
96- And you do not want anything deducted for bands? Oh! I do not mean that. When I say coal I
mean coal. I do not mean that a man should receive pay for stono when bo ought to be filling coal. We
want to have the coal weighed, but it is not weighed at the present time.
97. Mr. Jacob.] You want the whole of the coal gotten to beweighed ? That is the idea.
9S. Mr. Vickery.] At most mines do they not weigh as manyskips as there is time to weigh ? In some
they do not.
'
99. As a general rule there are two weighmen appointed, one on behalf of the men and the other on
behalf of the owners ? Yes.
100. They take a skip and weigh it as it comes up, but that- does not prevent other skips going down over
the screens, and an average is made? That is what they are doing, but it is not satisfactory,
101. Would it not take three or four times as much time to weigh every skip ? In some cases four times
tho number could be weighed that is weighed at the present time.
102. Mr. Laidley.] Do I understand you to say that you would weigh every skip;—would that not lessen
the quantity of coal put out every day? Not necessarilv.
103. Would it not increase the cost per ton by necessitating the employment of more men ? Not
necessarily.
lOli. Not if every skip was weighed ? It simply means that a weighing apparatus must he placed there
for the purpose. At the present time there is no such thing.
105. I think I heard you say something about eight hours ? There is a clause in the Bill, which says “ no
person shall, except incase of emergency or when, life or property are in danger, work below ground in
any mine for more than eight hours (inclusive of one break of twenty minutes for the purpose of obtaining
food) on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, and for more than six hours on each alter
nate Saturday.” That means, that twenty minutes is to be taken out of the eight hours for food ? Yes.
106. Will not the production of coal he reduced materially during the day;—if the time was reduced to
seven hours and forty minutes, would that not reduce the output ? I do not think it would reduce it very
much.
fO'7- How could it ho otherwise;—under the miners’ rules you only put out so much per day per man ?
That is not the case that I am aware of.
*
108,
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108, Chairman^] Arc we to understand that what you desire is that the men shall spend only eight hours
in the mine? Yes; eight hours in the mine.
HenSersen.
100. And that there shall bo twenty minutes taken of£ that'eight hours at the meal time? Yes,
■
23<ict!"1tS93
110. And that the time occupied in going into and coming out the mine shall be included in that eight
’
‘
hours ? Yes.
111. So that the miners will only work six and a half hours? Eight hours. That is eight hours from the
tunnel mouth to the tunnel mouth.
112. Mr. Laidley!), And you do not think that that would reduce the production of the mine ? I do not
think that it will.
113. Chairman!) How long in somo mines will it take from tho time they enter the tunnel mouth till they
get to their work ? There are some mines where it would take twenty minutes, and some where it would
possibly take more than that to get into the face of the mine. Perhaps half an hour.
114. Ina case where it would take a miner half an hour to get from his work to the tunnel mouth and half
an hour to get back again, and with twenty minutes off the eight hours as well, the men would only work
five hours and twenty minutes ? They would bo eight hours in the mine.
115. Is this not tho fact that provision is made that .a man is only to be eight hours below ground in any
mine, and that is to include one break of twenty minutes? Yes.
116. And you desire in addition to that that there be added to the break, of twenty minutes the time
occupied in entering and leaving the mine ? Eight hours is to be a day’s work.
1L7. Is not what you desire this, that the men shall be eight hours below ground? Yes.
118. Less twenty minutes for obtaining food and less the time occupied in going into and coming out of
the mine, which in some cases may take an hour ? No; in somo cases half an hour.
119. Hoes not that mean that in such a caso as that tho man would only work six hours and forty minutes ?
Yes; at the face,
120. _ Do you think that would tend to develop the mines or to restrict them ? I do not suppose it would
do either, they will remain in their normal condition,
121. Mr. Laidley!) Has not the present Act worked equitably between miners and owners, have there been
any complamts ? I have heard any amount of complaints myself.
122. You fully approve of the provision with regard to the hours of employment ? Yes.
123. Even that Saturday off every fortnight ? Yes.
124 Ho the men lose their pay for that Saturday? They arc only paid for the time they work.
125. VVould the men have to be paid for eight hours if they took so much time in going in and out of the
mine ? They are only paid for tho results of their own labour.
126. Mr. Combes!) AVhat about the wheelers and others;—they are paid by the day, are they not? There is
a number of mon who would bo working at the tunnel mouth, and they would work fully eight hours with
the exception of tho twenty minutes.
127. Mr. T^aidlcy!) In the ventilation clause there are provisions about compulsory bratticing;—do you
approve of that? Yes.
#
128. Why ? Because it is necessary to carry the purs air round to all the men working in the mine.
[The Son. A. S. Jacob tooh ike Chair!)

129. Mr. Laidley!) Tho Bill provides that there shall be not less than 150 cubic feet of air, and if the men
receive a sufficient amount of air is that not sufficient without this bratticing ? It is sufficient if it is
given to them.
130. There are inspectors ? Yes; but it is absolutely impossible to give a man sufficient air in tho face of
a mine'without bratticing.
131. If the Bill provides that the owner of a colliery shall give a sufficient amount of air, what more is
necessary ? There is nothing more required ; we want that to be done.
132. Chairman!) Ho you think that there should ho a hard and fast rule in the Bill, or would you leave
it to the judgment of the inspector as to whether there is sufficient air or not;—do you want to have it
defined in the Bill? I certainly think it ought to be defined in tbe Bill.
133. Mr. Laidley!) I presume that you quite understand that if this Bill came into force it would increase
the burdens of tbe colliery proprietors—that it would increase the expense of working tbe mines very
considerably ? I suppose it would a little.
134. By how much a ton, do you think, if all these clauses were carried out? I have not attempted to
estimate that.
■
135. Do you not think it would be the means of shutting up many of the mines, considering the present
rate of wages ? No, I do not think so.
136. Mr. Vickery.) I wish to ask whether you consider that the provision with regard to 150 cubic feet
per minute should bo retained in the'Bill ? I think it should be retained.
137. Have you anything further to say about ventilation;—what improvement would you suggest? I
simply suggest the idea of having air conveyed to the men by the aid of brattices, that is not in the Bill.
138. Yes, it is in the Bill, but where sboul'd tbe brattice commence; rulo 1 says, “ It shall bo bratticed
up to within 3 yards of such working face;”—you mean from the cut through? Yes; from the main
current of air wherever it may be.
139. Mr. Safer,) "With regard to the 150 cubic feet of air which the Bill says shall be supplied, what is
tho usual allowance in most mines ? I know one mine in our district where there is over 300 feet of air
per man.
140. Toll me of one where there is less than 150 feet? I know another where there is less than 150
cubic feet.
141. How inuch less ? Possibly in some cases 60 cubic feet less. That is the AYoonoua Mine.
1.42. And in these cases who decides the number of cubic feet that shall be carried up to tbe face? Tbe
chock inspectors decide it.
143. With whom does it rest to decide bow much air shall be supplied to each man ? The inspector for
the district.
144. In tho case of the Voonona Mine, the inspector said it should bo 60 feet less than the minimum
quiiiitii.y fixed by the Bill ? No -, no one said that,
145. Hid the niiuers complain of that ? They complained to the public.
146.
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^^6" Have they anyone to complain to which would necessitate the owner of the mine increasing the
quantity of air supplied ? Yes; they complained and had it remedied.
25 Oct 1893
■^0 w^om ? ao the inspector of the district.
' MS. The miners appoint check inspectors? Yes; to go round and measure the air.
149. Hare you considered the difference that there is between mines—some requiring more ventilation
than others ? Yes; some want 300 cubic feet of air, whilst others require only 150 cubic feet.
150. You would require a minimum of 150 cubic feet ? Yes; I think that is little enough.
151. Chairman.'] Would it he impossible and impracticable to get 150 cubic feet of air on the face? It
is possible and practicable.
152. Mr. Combes^] How would you do it ? By bratticing.
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■present:—

Hon. A. H. JACOB in the Chaxr.
Hew. W. LAIDLEY,
Hok. J. HOSKINS,
Hon. E. COMBES,
Hojt. E. VICKERY.
Mr, Adam Cook called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr. A Cook. 253. Chairman.] What are you ? A miner.
i
^berc do you lire ? At Wallsend.
i fflov., loHd. qgj Have you come to give evidence with regard to the Coal-mines Regulation Bill ? Yes; there are a
few matters on which I should like to give my opinion.
156, Mr. Vickery.] Have you read the Bill through ? Yes; once or twice.
157. Chairman.] Will you let us have your views upon the Bill ? I may say that upon the whole tho
miners of the northern district are satisfied with the Bill as it has passed the Legislative Assembly, and
would be very well pleased to see it become law as it stands. They are very anxious that the second clause,
which provides for the eight hours’ should become law.
158. Just as it is there? Yes; there is a strong desire to have the eight hours principle legalised.
Strong representations have been made to Members of tho Assembly on the subject, and for a number of
years, at their annual demonstration, the miners have passed resolutions affirming the necessity of
embodying that principle in a Bill of this kind. Another matter to which I would refer is the abolition
of the standard weight. That has been a grievance in the northern districts for a number of years. I
believe it only exists in three or four collieries at the present time; I think at about four collieries. At
the colliery at which 1 am at present employed, the Co-operative Colliery, the standard weight was
abolished about eighteen months ago. It had been in existence a great number of years previous to that.
I reckon that it was nothing short of robbery the way in which the men were treated iu regard to the
standard weight. At the colliery at which I was working all over 131 cwt. was not paid for, although
15 or 16 cwt. may have been in the skip.
159, Mr. Combes.] That was the weight of the whole skip ? Yes.
ICO. It was not all coal ? Yes; but there is a certain proportion of small coal in eachskip that the
miners are not paid for.
161. There were some bauds ? No; the miners were ordered to take the hands out. They are very
severely punished if they do not do that. Tho miners are very severely punished if there is a small
quantity of dirt in the skip.
162. Ho you approve of the provisions of the Bill with regard to the standard weight?
Yes; at the
same time I admit of the necessity for protecting machinery and rolling-stock.
The miners are not
opposed to a standard height. It is easier to fill to a- certain height than it is to a certain weight. Tho
weight depends on the nature of the coal. Some coal may be of a more dense nature, and other coal may
be more friable.
163. Mr. Vickery.] Are you opposed to limiting the weight, and not opposed to limiting the height? I
am not opposed to limiting the height; that is necessary for the protection of tbe machinery.
164. You are opposed to limiting the weight? I am.
165: Mr. Combes.] I suppose that at most of the collieries, with the workings of which your are cognj/.ant,
a certain number of skips are weighed ? Yes : they call it striking an average. That is the custom of
most of the collieries in tho northern district; they do not weigh every skip.
166. Ho you not consider that fair? Jt is the custom of most of the collieries, and provision is made in
this Bill for an agreement to be arrived at between the proprietors and the men as to weighing. I think
that is a very fair provision.
167. Mr. Laidley.] The second clause says : 11 No person shall, except in case of emergency or when life
or property is iu danger, work below ground in any mine for more than eight hours (inclusive of one
break of twenty minutes for the purpose of obtaining food), on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thursday,
and Eriday, and for more than six hours on each alternate Saturday.” By that clause there is twenty
minutes allowed for obtaining food, ami that must come off the eight hours ? Yes.
168. Would that not lessen the production of the coal ? I do not see that it will, That is an objection
that has always been raised in years gone by when the hours of work have been reduced, but the output
is greater now, under the eight-hour system, than before the hours were reduced.
169. Ho you not think, where there is a large output, taking off twenty minutes will reduce the output
materially? Most decidedly, but the proprietors can make arrangements to bring the output up to the
former standard without any additional expense to themselves. I do not think that there is any mine in
the northern district engaged at present to its fullest capacity, and when trade is slack we find the
■ proprietors cavilling the men out. If there is any extra demand, what is to prevent the proprietors from
engaging additional men ? The miners are paid by the ton and the wheelers by the score. They arc paid
hy results.
■
170. Do you not think it would bo against the miners’ interests to have more men put into the mine ?
Not if the men are getting as much as they can do.
171. What does the Union permit you to do now ? There is no restriction as to the amount of coal they
may send out.
172.
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172. There used to be ? Not since I went into the northern district.
Mr. A.’ Cook.
173. Then you do not think that the reduction of the hours will make any difference in the production of s—*^-**^
coal ? No, none but what can be easily overcome without any additional expense by the proprietors.
^ Nov., 1893,
174. How would you do with the top men? I do not think the Bill says anything about the top men.
175. No; but they are subject to the Miners’Act; they are daymen? Tho men employed on the top
are sometimes paid by the ton and sometimes paid by the score.
176. A great many or them are day-wage men, I think ? Yes.
177. You do not think that a reduction of the hours would make any reduction of the output? None
hut what can he easily overcome by the proprietors without additional expense.
178. In what way ? As I have already explained, the miners are paid by the ton and the wheelers by tho
score. They could, therefore, put on more men in order to maintain the output.
179. Do you uot think it would cause the employers to employ more men on the top if the men worked a
certain number of hours? No; I do not think that would be necessary. Extra miners might ho
employed to bring the output up to the previous standard, but there would be no necessity' to put extra
men on at the top. There would be no more coal coming out of tho mine, but there might be a few more
men getting the coal.
'
180. You do not think that the restriction put on the hours of work will make any difference in the
production of coal in the Newcastle district ? No ; I do not think it will.
181. It means, then, if you work four or live hours a day the difficulty can be got over by putting on more
men? It is possible to carry an argument of that kind to an absurd conclusion.
182. Mr. ComlesJ] In addition to this twenty minutes, there is the time occupied by the men in getting
down to their bords ? That is outside the eight hours. According to the provisions of the Bill the miners
may be eight hours at the face of the mine. It is very seldom that it takes the miners more than ten
minutes to get their meals. There is no inducement for a miner to lie about at meal times. He
generally lias plenty of work, and the more quickly he swallows his tucker and gets to work the better
it will be for himself.
183. It might take half an hour to get to the face, and if a man is to be only eight hours under ground
and it takes him half an hour to go to the face and half an hour to return, that would take off one hour
and twenty minutes? I should like to point out that under this clause the miners would be eight hours
at the face. It might take a miner half an hour to go to his particular working place, and half an hour
to return. In that case he would he something like nine hours underground.
■
184. Chairman.1 That is your view of the working of the clause ? I think it means eight hours’ work.
185. Mr. Laidley.'] As a rule, how many hours are they in the mine? I think about eight hours at the
face. Nothing beyond what is asked in tbe clause.
186. Mr. IT. os kins.] Your interpretation of the eight hours’ provision is that it means eight hours
working at the face, irrespective of the time it takes to go to and from it ? fes ; according to this clause
tho miner would be working seven hours and forty minutes. There would bo twenty minutes allowed for
meals, aud whatever time was occupied in travelling to and from the face would be outside that altogether.
187. Chairman.] 'Will you proceed with the next point? In connection with the abolition of the standard
weight I may say that 1 do not think the miners have auy particular desire to fill the skips in such a
manner as was insinuated by Dr. liobertson. The miners iu the northern districts on several occasions
have tried to get that evil remedied, and they have proposed to fill the skips level full, or a couple of
inches above the wood, hut the managers threatened to stop the collieries altogether if they did that,
showing conclusively that there is a strong desire on the part of the managers that the men should pile
up the skips.
188. Mr. Combes.] Has that been done at your colliery ? Yes ; they used to build the skips up about
18 inches. In fact, I have seen them piled up about a couple of feet; but since the present manager
took charge we have not had much difficulty in getting the standard weight abolished, and now the mon
only fill the skip a certain height. If a man goes over that height he loses his skip,
.
189. Mr. Hoskins.] What colliery is that? The Co-operative Colliery at Wallsend.
190. Chairman] What is the next point to which you would draw attention? The provision with regard
to bratticing, and the division of the mine into splits. I can give my opinion with regard to that and the
subject of ventilation generally. I am thoroughly in favour of the clause as it stands, with the exception
of the provision until regard to bratticing up each bord. I think 150 cubic feet of air per man and 200 cubic
feet for each horse quite little enough, but still I do not see tbe necessity for bratt'eing up each bord to
within 15 yards of the face. But I am a thorough believer in having shorter cut-throughs. Cutthroughs are places that are driven across tbe pillars for ventilation. The present Act provides that
there shall be a cut-through at every 35 yards. This Bill provides that there shall bo one at every 25
yards. I am a thorough believer, and the majority of the miners aro also, in reducing the distance
between the cut-throughs. It should be 25 yards instead of 35 yards, and 150 cubic feet should be the
minimum quantity per man.
191. Mr. Laidlet/.] Would not that very much increase the cost of getting tbe coal? I think it would
be a great benefit to the proprietors of tho mine as well as to the miners.
192. Would it not greatly increase tbe cost? Not a great deal. I can show that it would be a benefit
to the proprietors as well as to the miners. Very often tho miners have to work 48 yards in front of a
current of air. .Supposingyou put a cut through at every 35 yards ; then to drive another 2 yards to get
the necessary width, that makes 37 yards, and sometimes tho length of tho cut through is 8 yards ; that
makes 45 yards in which the men are working in front of the current of air. In most cases it is
impossible to get the coal without using powder, and the places are always filled with powder smoke, so •
that it becomes an impossibility for the men to fill dean coal. Most of the managers in the northern
district are pretty firm on this poini. and talk about tho men filling absolutely clean coal under circum
stances which render it utterly impossible, especially if you consider the number of bands in the coal. In
some places they have the two ordinary kinds of bands, also kerosene and a terrible amount of brass, clay
bands, and other impurities, and when tho places aro completely filled with smoke the men cannot fill
clean coal. 1 have known men to be stopped for a. week, and in some eases for a fortnight, for sending
4i or 5 lb. ot band in the skip. They arc severely punished for this. Dr. Bobertson’s evidence would
give you the impression that, through Ihe leniency of the managers, tho men are allowed to fill 14 lb. or
15 lb. of dirt in each skip, but that is not. my experience. The managers arc very careful about it, and
92—h
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.Mr. A* C<*k. they punish a man severely for it. There aro only two or three dirt scales in the northern district, and
the manager has a right, to punish a man if he finds i lb. of dirt in his skip, and he may give the same
Nor., 1893. amount 0£ punishment to a man with £ lb. of dirt in his skip that he would to a man who had a cwt.
of dirt in his skip. It depends on his temper.
193. Chairman.'] You have used the espression “punish” very often;—how do they punish a man? They
prevent him from coming to work for a day or two or more. If a man sends up dirt in his skip the
manager will say, “You need not come to work again till I send for you,”
194. Mr. Laidley.] Do you not think that the miners, by not clearing out the hands, have caused a great
loss of trade to the Co-operative Pit ? No; hut they have been blamed for it.
_
195. You have spoken about the bratticing, would not that cause an increased cost per ton for getting the
coal ? I was going to point out that there would be this advantage in having shorter cut-throughs. The
place would be kept freer of smoke and impurities and the men would be in a position to fill cleaner coal,
196. Do you not think that this extra bratticing, which is provided for in the Bill, would involve a cost
of so much more per ton ? Yes ; but 1 am uot prepared to back up that idea. I am in favour of shorter
cut-throughs.
197. Por every cut-through you have to turn off ? Yes ; hut that does not cost any more to the proprietors.
198. Taking the Bill as a whole, the provision with regard to bratticing and the shortening of the hours,
do yon not think it will increase the cost to the owners per ton for getting the coal ? 1 do not see why
it should. In connection with the shorter cut-through, I may point out that it will be an advantage to
the proprietors. The pillars in these bords have been made at certain distances, and it is the custom to
take out the pillars afterwards, and to do that a cut-through is driven across the centre of each pillar.
If the cut-throughs were 25 yards apart there would be no necessity for that extra cut-through. Putting
one thing against the other, I do not think that any additional expense would be involved, in getting
the coal.
199. And you do not think that, under the provisions of this Bill, the cost of getting coal would be any
greater than it is now? No ; 1 do not think it would be any greater.
200. If this Bill were in force to-morrow, what would it cost the proprietors per ton extra ? If the out
put were reduced, I think it is quite within the power of the proprietors to make it up without any extra
expense. Extra miners could be employed, and extra wheelers, and these men are paid by results. As
regards tbe ventilation clauses, I have already pointed out that if you place the men in a position to fill
cleaner coal, that will be to the benefit of the proprietors, and the necessity to split tbe pillars in order to
take them out will be obviated by having a cut-through at every 25 yards instead of at every 85 yards.
201. You do not think that if the Bill were in force it would cost the colliery proprietors any more to
get the coal ? No ; under proper management and supervision I do not think it would.
202. Does not the present Act work well with us at the present in the north ? There is lots of grumbling
about ventilation and one thing and another. I do not think we should bo insisting on alterations if wo
were satisfied with tho present Act.
203. Mr. Hoskins.] Why are you dissatisfied ? Owing to the lack of ventilation for one thing, and we
want the eight hours legalised, We never had any trouble with tho proprietors as regards the eight
hours, but we want it placed beyond tho power of the proprietors or anyone else to interfere with it.
We recognise that wc only hold it on sufferance at the present time.
204. Then the only objection which the miners have to the present law is that it does not provide for
adequate ventilation and does not legalise the eight hours ? Those are two of the principal objections.
205. Mr. Laidley.] Do you not think the interests of the colliery proprietors and those of the miners are
identical ? They ought to he.
206. Presuming that the Bill came into force to-morrow and that it cost so much more per ton to get the
■coal ? I do not admit that.
207. If it did, do you not think that would recoil on the wages ? I am not prepared to admit that. Dr.
Bobertson said it would increase the cost of getting the coal by l.0d. per ton; but I think that is an
absurdity. I do not see where the extra expense is going to come in.
208. Mr. Hoskins^] Do you or do you not consider that if, consequent upon tho alterations you suggest,
the cost of getting the coal was increased, that would act prejudicially to tho interests of the Newcastle
district ? I believe it would if that were the case.
209. Chairman.] You do not admit that that would he the case? Certainly not. I do not believe that,
■under proper management, the cost of getting the coal would be increased one iota.
210. Mr. LaidleyI] You are Secretary of the Miners’ Union ? No; I am President.
211. Mr. Combes,] Do you work as a miner? Yes; I Lave worked at the Co-operative Colliery for the
last eleven years.
212. Chairman.] What is the next matter to which you wish to refer ? I would refer to the provisions
with regard to explosives. Sub-clause E of clause 12 says, “ Provided that no person shall return to a
place where such charge has missed fire until eight hours has elapsed from the time of lighting such
fuse.” I am not altogether a believer in that. I think that a provision such as that is right enough if
applied to a fuse only, but in the majority of cases in the northern district tho fuse is not used. What
we call a squib is used, powder being wrapped in a paper and put into a bole. Perhaps, owing to some
small obstacle in the hole, the shot may not go off, but I reckon that there is no danger after ten or fifteen
minutes has elapsed. I think that to prevent a man from going back to the place for eight hours because
a squib has not gone off would be unwise.
213. Would the squib bo held to be a fuse ? No.
214. But the word fuse is used in the Bill ? It depends on what interpretation would be put upon the
clause.
216. You think that a squib might be held to be a fuse ? It might be. Where squibs arc used a man
might be allowed to go back in ten or fifteen minutes. It is a simple process, and there is less smoke in
connection with squibs. They do not interfere so much with ihe ventilation. It is absolutely necessary to
use a fuse where the mine is wet. There is a clause about tho appointment of a chock weighman. I
think it is only right that if the miners having to pay a chock weighman, they should appoint the man they
think best fitted for the position, even though he is not employed in the mine. 1 believe that the employers
object to the appointment of anyone not employed in the mine, but I can see no good grounds for such
objection.
'
216.
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216. Chairman.'] You approve of the provision in the Bill that the man appointed may ho an outsider? Mr. A
Yes.
217. You think that as he is paid hy the miners he ought to be appointed hy the niiuers? Vos; and I * ^ov
think they have a right to appoint whom they like. But I may say that there has heen no friction for a
great number of years between tho miners and the proprietors in the northern district, as far as check
weighmen are concerned.
218. Apart from all you said with regard to the fuse and other matters, you arc satisfied with the Bill as
a whole ? Yes \ and I believe it meets with the thorough approval of the miners in the northern district.
219. And you speak on their behalf ? Yes,
22Q. Mr.
How long have you been mining ? Bor thirty years.
221. Daring tho whole of that time have you been employed in this Colony? No ; I have heen between
fourteen and fifteen years in this Colony.
222. Where were you before that ? In Scotland.
223. Do you happen to know the number of persons engaged in coal-mining in the United Kingdom ? I
could not say. There was a quarter of a million on strike a few weeks ago.
224. There are about a million persons in England connected with coal-mining;—are you acquainted with
the provisions of the English Coal-mines Regulation Act ? I have not made it a particular study, hut I
know something about it,
225. Have you heard of any general feeling of dissatisfaction with tho English Coal-mines Regulation
Act? That I could not say. I believe there has heen an agitation in England for a number of years to
got tlio eight hours legalised, an agitation not confined to miners.
22G, You have never heard any special objection urged against the English Coal-mines Regulation Act ?
Probably I have, but I am not able to say at present.
227. Do you not think that if an Act of Parliament, and a very stringent Act it is, but not one that does
not cripple the industry, meets with general approval in Great Britain from both the employers and tho
miners, would not that Act bo quite sufficient to regulate the coal-mines in’this Colony? No ; there is a
clause in the English Act with regard to ventilation that I do not believe in, and the majority of the
miners do not believe in it. There is no minimum specified in the English Act. I think it is absolutely
necessary to have a minimum amount of air specified in the Act, I do not think it is reasonable to leave
it in the hands of the manager or inspector. If recognised authorities say that 150 cubic feet of air is
necessary that quantity at the very least ought to he assured to the men.
228. You have never heard from tho Coal-miners’ Unions, and they are very numerous in Great Britain,
or from the coal-fields’ representatives in the Imperial Parliament any strong objections to the Coal-mines
Regulation Act ? I do not know whether they are satisfied with it or not.
229. You have not heard of any petitions being sent to the Imperial Parliament asking for the repeal of
tho Act ? lam not prepared to give an opinion upon it at all.
230. If the Coai-miucs Regulation Act gives satisfaction in England, do you not think that such an Act
would ho sufficient in this Colony ? T am not aware that the miners in England are satisfied with the Act.
231. Did you ever hear of any dissatisfaction, except as regards the eight hours question ? Yes ; there is
dissatisfaction with regard to the ventilation of the mines too.
’
232. I ask whether, from your knowledge, there is any general objection urged against the provisions of
tho English Act for tho regulation of coal-mines ? I cannot say anything about it from my own knowledge.
J think they ought not to be satisfied with an Act which docs not legalise the eight 'hours, and which
does not give a minimum amount of air. I am not prepared to discuss the English measure, or what the
English miners think about it. TVhat wc want here is what we consider fair aud reasonable, and
ought to he embodied in the Bill.
233. dla.s it over occurred to you that if you increased the cost of getting the coal, the miners, tho coal
owners, and the Colony generally would he placed at a disadvantage as regards the selling of the coal ?
That is beyond question. If anything is done to increase tho cost of getting the coal Vis bound to
handicap the trade, but 1 am not prepared to admit that anything of the kind will take place.

234. Are you aware that under the English Act the inspector of the district has to bo satisfied that
adequate ventilation is provided without any particular quantity being specified ? Yes ; I believe that
that is the cage,
235. Do you not think that that would suffice here, or do you not think that the inspectors are to be
trusted as much hero as in England P That is a responsibility which I do not think it is fair to place
on the shoulders of an inspector at all. The authorities say that a certain quantity of air is necessary for
sanitary purposes, and the miners ought to be assured of at least that quantity, and I think that 15() feet
is a fair minimum.
236. Chairman.] You think it should he specified in the Act instead of being left to the inspector ?
Certainly.
1
• 237. Mr. Jloslciw.] What do you anticipate will he tho gain to the miners by legalising the eight hours,
seeing that eight hours is a day’s labour in the district now? At present we have it only on sufferance!
1 n tho past we have had no difficulty about it, but I would place it beyond the power of any man to
interfere with the eight hours.
[77ic Hon. J?. Combes took ihe Chair.]
238. Mr. Hosldnsr] Are you not aware that there is a large number of miners in Durham, Northumber
land, and other jiarts of England who are very much opposed to legislation to fix the hours of labour for
coal-miners ? Yes ; I believe that in the majority of cases in the northern counties the miners work only
six hours a day, and the reason why they object to legalising the eight hours is that they are afraid that
they would he compelled to work longer than they do at present.
"
239. Then, I gather from your evidence, that if tho provisions with regard to ventilation and the hours of
labour and as to bratticing wore all enforced, nevertheless the price of coal would not bo increased? I
believe that tho Bill would be satisfactory to the northern miners without tho provisions for bratticing.
I would not insist on that. I go for the cut-through at every 25 yards, and they should have the air
conveyed along the headings nearest the working faces.
240. The only reason why you approve of the Bill is that you aro in favour of eight hours being provided
for by A ct of Parliament ? We wish to make it the law of tho land.
r
241. Eqr no other reason than that? WA want to make it a certainty along with other amendments
of varying importance already referred to.
242
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Mr*-A. Cook. 242. Are there not a number of people who think that by making eight hours a day’s work there would
be employment provided for a larger number of people ? No; the length of time which they work now
.riov.,.lB93. j0 only eight hours,
243. Chairman^] You must be aware that one mine requires more ventilation than another; 150 cubic
feet of air might be sufficient in the case of one mine whilst 1,000 cubic feet of air would not be
enough in another;—do you not think it would be better to leave the matter in the hands of an inspector
and let him say how much air shall be supplied ? In mines where there is gas it will be absolutely
necessary for each working place to be bratticed up to within 3 yards of the face. It will he impossible
to work the mine unless this is done.
244. You have no suggestion to make with regard to ventilation except as regards bratticing? No; I
will not insist on the bratticing.
245. Had it not better be left to an inspector to say, if be finds a mine dangerous, I must have a
brattice put here, or have another furnace put in” P Tho Government Inspectors will have that power,
even under this Bill. "We only ask that a minimum quantity of air should be specified. If, in the
opinion of the inspector, more is required, more will have to be supplied.
240. Are you aware of the minimum specified hy the English Act? There is no minimum in the English
Act. It says that an adequate amount of air shall be supplied.
247. You do not think that sufficient? I think we ought to bo assured of at least 150 cubic feet of air
per man. Some people seem to think that we have no danger from gas, but we generally find out, when
lives have been sacrificed that we have gas in the mines. Persons have been severely injured in some of
the mines in tbe northern district, and there was a great loss of life at Bulli some years ago through an
explosion of gas.
248. You are aware that very different opinions are held about the Bulli accident? It is believed that it
was an explosion of gas, from which, I think, there can be no reasonable room for doubt.
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Mr. Alexander Ross, junior, called in, sworn and examined:—■
249. Chairman"What are you? Colliery manager for the Newcastle Wallsend Company.
250. Have you read and considered the Bill which is now before us for tbe regulation of coal-mines ?
251. Will you shortly state what your opinion is with regard to the Bill? I may state at the outset that
I was examined in 1890 on the then Bill brought in by the Government. I still hold the opinion which
I then expressed, that tbe collieries will be far better if we had the English Act in its entirety, with the
exception of a few minor details, to suit the working of ourcoionial collieries. 1 was pleased to see that
the Government, when they introduced their Bill, embodied in it most of the clauses of the English Act,
hut before it left the Assembly clauses were inserted which have destroyed the efficacy of the measure.
252. Have those clauses improved the Bill? No; they have destroyed the efficacy of the Bill generally
in my opinion.
253. Can you particularise those clauses ? I would first refer to clause 2. That has reference to the
hours of employment. I am opposed to making eight hours a day’s labour by law, because in cases of
emergency, which do happen in the best regulated collieries, this compulsion would be found to work very
harshly indeed.
254. Mr. Laidley.1 It is eight hours with twenty minutes off? That stoppage of twenty minutes to the
Wallsend colliery, which is the largest in the Colony and has put out the largest quantity of coal in
the eight hours, would represent an additional expense in getting the coal from 4d. to 6d. a ton.
255. Chairman.'] On the whole output for the year ? On the whole output.
256. What is the average output per day ? About 2,000 tons.
257. Suppose this provision as to the eight hours was in force, would it be beneficial to the workmen
themselves? I do not see that it would. The arrangement existing between the miners and tho mineowners is such that eight hours per day are considered the drawing hours in the northern district.
258. But that is by a voluntary arrangement ? That is an amicable arrangement between tbe two parties.
259. If it were made compulsory, would it be beneficial? No, it would be injurious.
260. Speaking generally, what effect would the introduction of the compulsory eight hours have upon the
working of the mine ? We have sometimes to retain men in tbe collieries, and boys to drive, if we have
great falls. That is to ensure the working of the mine on the following morning. If the Bill is carried
as proposed we shall not be able to keep men to do that. Presh gangs will have to bo employed, and that
would involve additional expense, whereas if we have not a defined rule we could keep our shift men one
or two hours to do what is wanted.
261. Then it would not be beneficial to the miners? No, nor to the mine-owners. The miners could
not go to work the next morning if the mine was not repaired that night.
262. Ifr. Vickery.] It is the usage of the district to work eight hours a day ? Yes.
263. It is only exceptional to deviate from that? Yes. I have heard that it has been said that the
managers in the north keep their hoys at work more than eight hours a day. I have been a manager in
the northern district for a period of sixteen years, and I know that since the arrangement came into force
no manager keeps his boys working in the mine more than eight hours, except under very extraordinary
circumstances.
'
264. Chairman.] So you are of opinion that the clause making eight hours compulsory is unnecessary ?
I think so.
265. Mr, Corniest] You say that it would increase the cost of getting the coal hy 4d. per ton ? Yes ; it
would add 4d. per ton to the 2,600 tons of coal which we draw during the eight hours.
266.
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266. Mr. Kater.] Do you draw 2,600 tons of coal every day? That is tbe average day of eight hours.
Mr.
^ ®°b», junr.
267. Mr. Laidley^] That loss is caused by the twenty minutes being taken off ? Yes,
268. Mr. Kater.] Is that a matter of guess, or of absolute calculation ? A matter of calculation.
i
0T,, ™ '
269. Mr. Vickery.] That is a loss of B43 Gs. per day ? Yes,
270. Chairman.] Have you anything else to say about clause 2 ? Clause 2 says that the men shall work
six hours oil each alternate Saturday. That I eannot understand. I may also say that I have 600 miners,
117 shaftmcn, and fifty odd boys, and I have never heard this compulsory eight-hour system asked for.
271. Have you had any conversation with them about it P Yes, at times,
272. What opinion have they expressed about it? They say, “What is the eight hours needed for ?
We have our understanding with the proprietors, and they have never sought to transgress. We are
rarely asked to work more than eight hours a day.”
273. So, from your conversation with this large body of men, you are of opinion that the workmen do
not desire a compulsory eight-hour system ? 1 would not say that, but .1 have never heard of any complaint,
because the proprietors have never sought to make the men work more than eight hours. Some miners
work six hours, and some work seven ; very rarely do any of them work eight hours. They go into the
mines in the morning, and come out when they like. The latter part of clause 2 says, “ Aud no person
so employed below ground shall draw or hew coal on the pay Saturday.” I think that is a very arbitrary
provision. It might happen that we should want a few tons of coal draivn out. We might want to make
a new flat, and want to draw' coal to make additional places in the mine, hut if this clause were passed we
should be prevented from drawing any coal.
274. Mr. Laidley^] Have you heard any miners express their views upon the eight-hour question ? I
have had private conversations with them.
275. Ho you think they approve of it? They would approve of it as a body.
276. Chairman^] You say that they already have exactly what the Bill proposes to give them ? They have.
277. Have they every alternate Saturday off? Yes; that is pay dav. It is a holiday throughout the
northern district.
278. Every fortnight ? Yes. Our boys do not vvork more than eight hours a day. Some say it is the
boys they wish to protect. The boys are at their places for work in the morning at 7 o’clock ; they have
two half-hours for meals during the day, and they leave off at 4, They aro in the mine more than eight
hours, hut they do not work more than eight hours. There is the time occupied in walking in and walking
out, which, we think, ought not to be calculated in the working hours, ft would not he calculated in the
case of a mechanic going to and from his work in Sydney.
279. Is that calculated nowr ? No ; wre simply ask the boys to work eight hours, wliether they are driving
a horse, pumping, or baling water.
280. Mr. Laidley^ If the Bill becomes law, will it not materially affect the export trade in coal? If
there was a full trade it would affect it materially.
281. Mr. Vickery^ Would it not affect the trade still more if it ivas a small trade ? Tbe trade would
not feel the loss; but if the harbour were full of ships, as I have often seen it, it would then affect
the trade.
282. Mr.
It would detain the vessels ? Yes ; that is what I mean.
283. ft would be detrimental to tbe interests of the coal trade generally? Yes.
284. Chairman.'] What is the next clause which you wish to speak upon ? Clause 3, which refers to the
boys. I wish to refer to the ago at which boys are to be allowed to work. I would say, as I said before
the last Committee, that I do not consider the provisions in the present law very hard. There is no hard
ship in asking a hoy to go to work at 13 years of age. The Enblic Instruction Act says that a boy must
go to school until he is 14, but it would be a hardship upou his struggling parents with large families to
compel the boys to remain out of the mines until they are 14. A boy’s work at 13 in the mines is very
easy. 1 think that the age fixed hy tho present Act—13 years—is the proper age for a boy to commence
work in the mines. In the English Act it is 12 years.
285. Mr. Vickery.] How much a day do you give such boys ? From 2s. to 2s. 6d. It is a very great
help to poor families.
286. Mr. Kater.] Can you say, from your own knowledge, whether tho boys entering the mines at 13 years
of age clashes with the Public Instruction Department ? I have never heard that it does,
287. Have parents been brought up and fined for their boys not being at school ? Not to my knowledge.
When a lad reaches 13 years, and his father wants his assistance in the mine, he simply gets a certificate
of competency from the inspector, and we employ him.
288. Mr. Gombesk] The English Act makes the age twelve years, and you say it should he thirteen ?
Yes; I think it is a fair age.
289. Chairman^] Which is the next clause to which you would refer? Clause 5, which prohibits the
payment of wages at public-houses. The clause says “ or place belonging or contiguous thereto or occupied
therewith.” By an arrangement with the Bank of Australasia, the bank pays the miners in the employ
of the Wallsend Company at the bank, instead of at the colliery. This is a matter of great convenience
to the proprietors and to the men, but if this was passed, though it is in the English Act, the bank might
not be able to pay the men, because the bank is on the sams premises, on which there is a public-house
erected.
290. Mr. Laidley.] Have you heard of any objection to it? None whatever. It may he said that as the
public-house is close by, the men will go there to spend their money, hut that does not happen.
291. Chairman.] Which is the next clause to which you would refer? I would refer to clause 6, which
says that the miners shall be paid, “ according to the actual weight gotten by them of the mineral con
tracted to begotten, and unless otherwise mutually agreed upon, &c.” I think that this provision is really
unnecessary. The present Act works very agreeably indeed. The portion that I have read should stop
at the words, “he paid according to the weight gotten by them.” The present Act contains fewer words.
292. Do you think that the provisions of the present Act would work satisfactorily to all parties ? I do.
I have never heard of any quarrel between the miners and the employers about the matter, except in the
matter of standard weight, which I shall refer to later on.
293. Mr. Katerk] What is your objection to these words;—Is it that they are unnecessary verbiage? I
think so,
294. Have you any other objection to them ? No.
295. Chairman.] What is the practice now;—Is not one skip weighed out of a number, and an average
taken ? Yes.
296.
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296. Under this provision, every slip "would have to be weighed, would it not? I think it would. It
A. Reas, jnnr. woui(:[ mea.n that every skip of coal that came out of the mine must be weighed, if the miners demand it.
15 Nuv IS93
^
practicable? It would not be practicable at "Wallsend, it might be at small collieries, but wo
■’
' could not do it. We have 4,000 skips of coal taken out of the mine every eight hours. That is eight
skips per minute. We could not weigh eight skips, as they came out of the tunnel. It would cause delay,
and the miners would not be able to get their work out.
29S. Mr. Viclcery?^ You weigh as many as two men can weigh, then take the average? We weigh one
ship in every eight, and hy actual calculation at the end of the fortnight, we find that nothing couid be
more fair. Sometimes it comes out a ton over, and sometimes a ton less. But nothing could bo more
fair to the miners than the system of averaging that we have now. I have never heard of any disputes
in the collieries in the Newcastle District, in reference to that system. If the clause is passed as it is,
the miners could insist on every skip being weighed, and that would he a great infliction on both parties.
299. Mr. Laidley.'] Would it not mean great additional cost in the getting of the coal? Yes; not only
in labour, but also in plant,
300. And the detention of the collieries generally? Yes.
301. And the ships in port? Yes.
302. Mr. Kater.] And yon think that the extra labour would be quite useless? Yes; quite useless.
303. Mr. Laidley^] Have you heard complaints of the present mode of weighing? No.
304. The men do not object to it? I have not heard that they do.
305. Mr. Comles.] What is the practice in England under the present Act ? I could only apeak from
hearsay.
306. Mr. Kater.] What is the provision in the English Act? Clause 12 of the English Act is very
nearly the same as clause 6 of this Bill. Our mines having been constructed in accordance with the
requirements of the present Act, I think It would be a very injurious thing to so alter the law as to cause
extra expense all round. The present Act as it is would certainly do so.
307. Mr. Laidley.] If they had to weigh every skip would that mean the employment of more labour at
the pit? Yes.
■
308. That means an extra cost per ton in getting the coal ? Yes.
309. Chairman.] Do you know whether tlio provision in the English Act has been found difficult to work
under ? I could not say.
310. You have no actual knowledge as to bow that clause works ? Only from hearsay. Mr. Boyd, whom
you have summoned to give evidence, and who is in my office, has lately come from England, and he can
explain something about it.
311. Mr. Jacob.] What is tho date of the English Act? 1887. I may say that a largo number of
collieries in England are still weighing as they were weighing before the Act was passed, the Act not
being enforced where the miners and their employers agree.
312. Chairman.] Do you desire to say anything further with regard to clause 6 ? Yes ; sub-clause 3,
which refers to the standard weight is not in the English Act. That was added to the Bill by the
Assembly. It was not introduced by the Government. I think that sub-clause would inflict an arbitrary
rule upon the collieries which have always worked according to tho standard weight. We have not the
standard weight at Wallsend, but I know companies that have.
313. Mr. Yichery.] What do you mean by the standard weight? In this way: The proprietors say that
the miners, in filling their skips, must not put more than a certain quantity of coal into each skip. By
calculation, tbe proprietors know that tho ropes that wind and haul the skips along, the axles, the skip
wheels, and the plant aro not capable of carrying more than the manager says the skip should hold. If
the standard weight is 13 cwt. and the miner puts 13 cwt. 2 qrs. into his skip, he simply loses the 2- qrs.
The miners can gauge their skips so closely, that very few of them fill more than the standard weight.
When I was manager of the Newcastle Colliery I never had more than twenty pairs of men who could
be caught filling more than the standard weight. By a standard gauge, if a miner’s skip comes up filled
too high, and stops ihe work, that coal has to be thrown out and the skip is put to tho accident society,
which receives the benefit of it.
314. Mr. Laidley.] If a miner fills a skip beyond 13 cwt. it will damage the machinery, will it not?
Yes; it is likely to do so, and that Is why the proprietors who have the standard weight agree mutually
with the miners.
315. It has been the enstom for years, has it not ? Yes; at the Co-operative Colliery and others it has
been the custom ever since the colliery started.
316. Chairman.] So you think that this provision would he prejudicial to the interests of both the
masters and the men ? Yes. The large majority of miners take good care not to fill more than the
standard weight. I admit that some of them raise a great objection to it, but there is nothing in the
objection. It is all in his own hands.
317. Mr. Kater.] Is it in favour of the miner or against him, filling the truck too full ? It is in his
, favour, provided it does not exceed the standard.
318. Do you ever find a miner put more coal into the skip than he need put in? At tho last colliery at
which I was manager not more than twenty pairs would be found doing it in a fortnight.
319. Do you find many miners put much less into the skips than they ought to do ? Yes.
320. Then it cuts both ways. If one side is mentioned the other ought to he ? We do not say that they
must not fill less than the standard weight.
321. Is it in favour of the miner if he puts less than the standard weight? No ; the more he can keep
to tho average weight the more he will earn at the end of the fortnight.
322. What I want to get at is whether the miners, for their own benefit, put in less coal than they should
do sometimes ? They please themselves,
323. Chairman.] Which is the next clause to which you would refer? Clause 7, sub-clause 1. That
section says;—
The persons who are employed in a mine, and are paid according to the weight of the material gotten hy them, may,
at their own cost, station a person (in this Act referred to as “a check-weigher ”) at each place appointed for determining
the deductions, in order that he may, on behalf of the persons by whom he is so stationed, take a correct account of the
weight of the mineral, or determine correctly the deductions, as tho case may be.

I should like to see the words, “ who shall he an employee of the colliery ” inserted after the words
“ station a person.”
'
324.
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32 k Wliat is the object of that ? The miners can surely obtain a suitable person among the large ^ p^'. r
number employed in the mine without going outside to choose a stranger, whose interests might be
*
inimical to those of the proprietors. I do not object to any employee out of our 600 hands being chosen, 15$j0Ti 1S93.
but X do waut to say that a person shall not be chosen outside of tho Wallsend Colliery.
325. Mr. Jacob.'] Aro you aware that tbe miners desire to have the right to choose a person outside tho
colliery ? Some, 1 believe, have expressed that wish.
320. You think that should not be ? I think that it is unnecessary.
327. Mr. Laidley.] There has been no complaint up to tbe present time about tbe cheek weighman not
being one of themselves ? Not that I have heard of, I should liko to refer to this line, “ at each place
appointed for determining tho deductions,” 'This gives the check-weigher tho power to say what deduc
tions shall be made in the skip. The miners sometimes fill dirty coal, hut, if the check-weigher has to
delermine what is dirty coal, the whole thing will he in his hands. At present the proprietors’.man
says this is not marketable coal, and we cannot have it.” If the clause remains as it is the. check-weigher
might say that it was marketable coal, and he would have power to determine the deductions. I think
these words would be far better left out. We have no quarrel now with the men about the matter.
328. Chairman.] You say that you have had no trouble with your men upon the subject ? X have not.
329. Do you desire to say anything further about that clause ? Yes; the clause says—
(n) A check-weigher shall have every facility afforded to him for enabling him to fulfil the duties for which he is
stationed, including facilities for examining and testing the weighing machine.

X should like it made to say that he is to see tbe testing of the weighing machine as be does now. Ho
can ask at any time to have the weighing machine tested, and it would he tested at once. The clause also
says, “ and checking tho taring of tubs and trams where necessary.” X should like to erase these words.
They imply that the miner can ask for every skip to be weighed that comes out of the colliery. At
Wallsend that would be impossible.
330. Mr. Laidlci/.] Do you not think it is impossible in other mines? I do; but I speak more
particularly of my own.
331. It would lead to great delay? Yes; and the output of a large colliery would be curtailed to a
wonderful extent.
332. Mr. Combes.] Unless some very expensive machinery were erected for weighing, it would necessitate
the employing of a great number of men ? It would necessitate the employment of more hands as well
as the altering of the machinery. It would be inflicting serious injury upou collieries that have been
opened under tho existing law. I would ask that in sub-clause 3 the words “ or determine such
deduetious,” and that the words “ or the taring of tho tubs” be taken out.
333. Chdrman,] Yon object to the check-weigher having the power to determine the deductions ? Yes.
334. Mr. Laidley.] On what grounds ? lie should not have power to determine the deductions. It is
for the proprietor to say what coal is marketable and what is not.
335. Mr. Vickery.] You are willing that he should see the tubs tested, aud see them tared? There is no
taring at present, and to have it in the Bill means that they will have it in their power to say that every
skip must be weighed.
336. Mr. Combes.] I do not understand that? Tho tubs are skips that go into tho mine. Under the
English Act they do tare the tubs if there is not an agreement on the subject between the masters and
the men. It is a very satisfactory arrangement which now exists, and the miners agreed to it over
twenty-five years ago. When the suggestion came out first to weigh the coal at the bottom of the screen,
that is, when the small coal has passed between tho bars. That practice has remained in existence ever
since, aud to my knowledge has never caused any dissatisfaction.
337. Chairman^] What is the next clause to whicli you object ? I would ask to have the word “tare”
struck out in all the sub-clauses of clause 8. The clause says:—
Where a ehcek-weigher has been appointed by tho majority, ascertained by ballot, of the persons employed in a mine
who are paid according to the weight of the mineral gotten by them, and lias acted as such, he may recover from any person
for tho time being employed at such mine and so paid, his proportion of the cheek-weigher's wages.

This does not refer to coal-mining. It is simply a matter between the miners and their check-weigher.
Tbe question of tho payment of the check-weigher should not ho provided for in the Act. It is giving
power to the check-weigher to recover from every man in the pit. No doubt the check-weigher will take
care that he gets his wages from the men.
338. Mr. Kater.] What objection is there to it;—is it not simply to allow the man to get his wages from
the miners ? They now pay the check-weigher through the lodge, but if eight or nine men left the lodge
they would refuse to pay the check-weigher, and, according to the Bill, the lodge would have power to go
to tho manager aud say, “ You must deduct so much from that miner who will not pay the checkweigher.” 1 do not really think it is necessary to have this iu the Bill.
339. Chairman.] What is your next objection to tbe Bill ? I would now refer to clause 10, sub-clause B,
which says:—
Every mine stall be provided with some automatic contrivance to prevent over-winding.
That is not in the English Act, and I am opposed to it. I think it would lead to more accidents than
happen now. A Commission sat in England not many years ago to ascertain exactly bow the automatic
contrivances were working, and they found that more fatal accidents happened in England where the
automatic contrivances were in operation than in the same proportion of collieries where no such
contrivance was used. If an engine-driver knows there is an appliance at the pulley-heads that will
prevent an accident from over-winding taking place, he becomes careless. Depending on such contrivances
has cost men their lives. If the machinery gets a little coal-dust into it, or gets out of order in any way,
it fails to act when wanted, and accidents happen.
310. Mr. Kater.] Is this contrivance used in England? It is in some of the collieries.
311. In some only? Yos.
342. And do you know that in Ihosc collieries, as anile, the winders have become careless, or is it only an
inlfjroui.'O on your part ? I obtained my information from the report of the Koval Commission.
\The lion. 12. Combes took the Chair.]
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313. Chasrman.~\ "What is the next clause to which you wish to refer ? Clause 13, sub-clauses 1 and 2 of
A. Ross^juar.
c]ause ,lre t]16 aame as the English Act, but sub-clause 3 is as follows :—
16 Not 1893
Withiu six months after the commencement of this Act, every mine, unless worked on the long-wall system, shall
’’
* be divided into districts or splits of not more than sixty men, exclusive of wheelers and horses; and each district shall be
supplied with a separate current of fresh air, which shall bo taken to within 15 yards of each working-face by brattice or
otherwise where gas does not exist, and to within 3 yards of the working-face where gas does exist.

That sub-clause lays down a very hard-and-fast rule, wdiich would not he found to work in tho best
interests of the coal-miners and the coal-owners. 'We all know that to divide air-ways into little splits
really means weakening the current and lessening the ventilation throughout the mine.
3d4-. Do you think it is practically possible to get as much air as that within 15 yards of the workingface? With the present appliances I say no. We should have to get additional appliances to get that
quantity of air to within 1-5 yards of the face. I presented a working sketch to the last Committee,
showing the injurious effect in my opinion of splitting the air too much. It would he much better to
have splits of 100 men instead of sixty men. If all the bords and working-places in the Wallsend
colliery had to be bratticed throughout, I calculate that I should have to getabout 4,000 yards of bratticecloth for the colliery, and from my calculation I have arrived at the conclusion that it would cost fully
5d. to 6d. per ton on the coal for the supply and maintenance of that bratticing. General rule 1 in
clause 42 says:—
An adequate amount of ventilation (not in any ease less than 150 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man and
each boy and 200 cubic feet for each horse employed in the mine) shall he constantly produced in every mine, and shall
sweep undiminished along tho airways and into each working-place.

I maintain that it is practically impossible to force that quantity of air undiminished into each workingface.
345. Without very expensive machinery ? Yes.
346. Jt could not be done with the ordinary furnace? It could be done, but there would have to bo
additional furnaces, and very likely additional air-shafts.
347. These fans and other ventilating machinery are, I believe, very expensive? "Very expensive indeed.
348. I have seen them 30 feet in diameter, and very costly ? I think ve have the largest fan in. tho
Colony at tho Wallsend Colliery; it is 40 feet in diameter.
_
_
349. What, in your opinion, would he the extra cost entailed in getting the coal if such a provision were
carried out? Eor 5d. or 6d. per ton.
350. Mr. Laidley.'] Under that clause only? Under that clause only.
351. Chairman.] You say this after making a minute calculation ? Yes.
352. Mr. Laidley.] And there would be no further benefit to the men ? I do not think so. If the
brattice has to be in every bord to force the air from the first miner to the sixtieth man, the latter aud
large portion would receive all the foul air and smoke from the other men. It is much better to let tho
air pass the working-place. The clause says:—
And no place shall be driven more than 25 yards, exclusive of the cut-throughs, away from the current of the air.

353. Is not the present distance 35 yards? Yes.
354. If they only cut 25 yards, would not that moan more labour ? I do not know that it w-ould mean
more labour, but it ivould mean greater cost in yardage, and certainly more shift-men would he required.
355. If you have to have a cut-through at every 25 yards, instead of every 35 yards, you must employ
more labour ? It would cost at least au additional IJd. per ton for every ton of coal that came out of the
mine, whilst there would ho from 5d. to 6d. extra for the bratticing, and the latter would be ol no boociit
to the miner.
356. That would swell the estimate which you gave previously ? Yes. That would have to be added to
the 4d. a ton which 1 gave for the twenty minutes' loss of haulage or day’s work. There would be that
4d. per ton; there would be from 5d. to (id. for the expense of bratticing, and Hd. a ton for the lessening
of the cut-through. I do not see that there is the slightest necessity for having such hard-and-fast
rules in coal-mining Acts. There is no quantity of air specified in the English Act, only there shall bo an
adequate quantity. That Act does not say that the air shall pass into each working-place. It does not
give the length of the cut-throughs, and it does not say that men arc not to travel by the air-ways. Tho
English Act had three years’ consideration from a li-oval Commission from the most practical and
scientific men, and wc cannot put our experience against the best evidence that they could produce in
the United Kingdom, yet they formulated a rule such as the English Act without specifying details such
as is mentioned m this Bill. These hard-and-fast rules are decidedly more against the best interests of
mining than in its favour.
357. Chairman.] Under the English Act, the mines are placed under inspectors? Yes; and whatever
the inspector thinks right is generally done.
358. There aro mines that are gaseous and mines that are not? Yes. The mines of England aro far
more dangerous than the mines in the Colonies, yet in England they have chosen to omit from the Act tho
hard-and-fast rules which our legislators seek to impose here, and which must mean that the mines are
not so well managed.
359. Mr. Kater^] You say that the extra cost entailed by the bratticing will be from 5d. to Od. per ton ?
Yes ; for the bratticing and the maintenance of it.
360. You say that at present the proposed volume of air could not bo forced round those places by
bratticing? Yes.
...
361. But you do not say whether if you supplied an extra quantity of air it could be forced round ? To
force it round would require more appliances.
362. It could he forced round? Yes.
.
363. You seem to say that it could not be. and then it could if you got air enough ? With the present
appliances it could not be forced round.
364. With present appliances it could not be done ? No.
365. Then your objection is entirely to the cost ? I have also mentioned that it would not be for the
benefit of tho miners.
366. I think your sole objection is as to the matter of cost. You said it would cost au extra 5d. or
6d. a ton to put in the bratticing, supplying additional machinery to force the air round, and having to
got so many yards of coal down ? That is a matter of cost; I have mentioned also that it would be no
benefit to the miners,
367
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Mr.
367. These, the three things which mean an additional cost, you object to ? Yes ; there are other things
A. Boas, junr.
as well.
_ ,
3GS. Chairman.'] That extra cost comes to 5d. or 6d. a ton ? Yes, without adding the cost of additional 15 Nov, 1803.
appliances.
_
_
_ ,
369. Mr. Kaier,] Within how many feet of the -working-face does the air go now by brattice or otherwise:'
By the present Act it goes within 3o yards. That is the maximum. The air does go in and out to a
certain extent of every place now by the movement of horses and skips, and the men also.
370. Mr. Laidley.] You mean that the miners should have sufficient air without regard to the cost ? I do
not mean to say that they should not have sufficient air but let the Act read as the English Act, or
remain as it is, then we must have sufficient ventilation, but we should not he dictated to in detail as to
how it should he supplied.
371. You would not have a hard-and-fast rule? Kb.
_
372. Mr. Kater.] All your objection is based on the matter of the cost to the mine-owners ? That is one
of my objections.
_
373. That is the whole of your objection;—you have mentioned three things which arc all based on one
objection—the additional cost? Yes ; and without benefit to the miners.
37'4. Mr. Laidley.] You think that the miners ought to have a sufficient amount of air? Certainly, hut
allow the English Act or the present Act to remain in force.
375. Suppose the Bill became law to-morrow, would that not mean the employment of more labour ? It
would in some cases ; but if tbe provisions with regard to ventilation were enforced some portions of tbe
collieries would have to discontinue working, and a number of men. would be thrown out of work.
3GG. What do you think would he the effect on the mines generally in the Kewcastle district if the Bill
became law ? The effect would be very injurious.
377. Would it not cost more to produce the coal ? It would certainly cost more throughout the whole of
the Colony.
378. How much do you think ? It would cost 4d. a ton in the lessening of the drawing ; it would cost
from 5d. to6d. for bratticing, and l^d. per ton for the extra yardage—from S-Jd. to.lOachper tonallround.
379. Could the coal be produced under this Bill so as to leave a margin of profit to the owners at the
present price of coal ? Kot at the present price.
380. I want to lay particular emphasis on that question ;—will there be any margin of profit to the owners
if the provisions of this Bill are enforced ? In my opinion there will not.
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present: —

Hon. A. E. JACOB in the Chaib.
Hon. J- HOSKINS,
Hon. H. E KATEE,

I

Hon. W. LAIDLEY,
Hon. E. YICKEEY,

Hon. E. COMBES.
Alexander Eoss, junior, further examined:—
381. Chairman ] Perhaps you will resume your evidence where you left off at the last sitting, that was at
Mr.
clause 13 ? My last examination closed at clause 13.
The next clause to which I wish to refer is A. Bom, junr.
clause 26, sub-clause 2. The words “ on application ” in the fourteenth line should be struck out. I
hold that if it is compulsory for each company to supply returns as stated, the forms should be supplied 2 0T,,
■
by the Lands Department, as is done now.
382. Without their being applied for by every company in tbe trade? They might forget to apply for the
form at the end of the year. I would next refer to clause 27. I should prefer that the word “ six ”
should be substituted for the -word “ three.” In most of our collieries tho scams are high, and the
distance travelled in three months is short, so that surveys made every three months would be found to
be travelling over tbe same ground, and there would be no additional ground shown on the plan. I would
also refer to clause 34, sub-clause 5. This, I may say, is an additional sub-clause. It is not contained
in the English Act. The powers given to inspectors in the clause are sufficient without this new sub
clause. It gives the inspector the power to require tho manager to withdraw the men if he finds inflam
mable gas in the mine, or of any cause whatever. This, in my opinion, is giving too much power to
inspectors, who cannot possibly know as well as tbe manager the true condition of bis mine. Tbe manager
only should have the responsibility of his men.
383. Mr. Hoskins.] Is it not a fact that under the English Act the inspector has this power ? No.
384. Have you read the English Act? I have ; and I have not found anything in the English Act bearing
upon it. The preceding clauses, 1, 2, 3, and 4, give the same powers as the English Act to the inspectors.
385. Mr. Kater.] If the inspector considers the mine dangerous, you would not allow him to withdraw
the men? No ; I think that responsibility should be on tbe shoulders of the manager.
380. Would it be possible for the manager not to know ? I do not think so, if be has able officers under
him. Eule 7 in clause 42 says : “ If at any time it is found by the person for the time being in charge of
the mine or any part thereof, that by reason of inflammable gases prevailing in the mine or the part
thereof, or of any cause whatever, the mine or that part is dangerous, every workman shall be withdrawn
from the mine or part found so dangerous.” The power is given in that rule to the management to which I
do not object at all.
387. Mr. Vickery!] Does not the 4th sub-clause give him almost the same power. It says : “ To exercise
such other powers as may he necessary for carrying this Act into effect ”? I do not think it would reach
that far, but it is a great power.
388. What is the next clause to which you would refer ? Clause 42, rule 1. When dealing in my previous
examination with clause 13, rule 1 of this clause was pretty well gone into. I should only here like
further to say that if rule 1 on the ventilation of the mines in the English Act of 1872 has been found,
after fifteen years’ trial, to be so satisfactory as to be re-enacted, word for word, in tbe Act of 1887, after
exhaustive examination on the subject by a Eoyal Commission, we ought, with every confidence, to adopt
it word for word, and avoid the numerous details proposed in this Act.
389.
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Oomhes.] It was passed again in 1887 ? Yes.
‘ ^ .|I||I ^ ' d90. And was never altered ? Never altered, though a Eoyal Commission sat, and obtained the best
22 Nov 1893 0P™0:ns that could be obtained in the United Kingdom.
’
391. Mr. Vickery^ But they did re-enact it ? Yes.
392. It provides for adequate ventilation ? Yes.
393. Mr. Kater.~\ You wish to get rid of this provision P Yes, and insert the provision from the English
Act.
394. "What clause of the English Act? Clause 49, in the Act of 1887, relating to the ventilation of
mines. It requires that an adequate amount of ventilation shall he constantly supplied in every mine
to dilute and render harmless noxious gases, &c., &c.
39o, Chairman.^ What is the next clause to which you would refer ? I wish to refer to rule 4. .1 advise
that after the word “ lamp,” the following words in the English Act be inserted, except in the case of
any mine where inflammable gas has not been found'within the preceding twelve months.” That simply
relates to the inspection of places each day hy a proper man. The proposed Act requires that the com
petent person shall always have a safety-lamp, whether there is gas or not, but the English Act wisely
provides that if there has been no gas found there for twelve months prior the man shall have power to
inspect the places without a safety-]amp.
393, Mr. Kater.Is that an advantage P It is a great advantage.
397. Chairman.] What objection is there to a safety-lamp ? The safety-lamp is only necessary where
there is ga.s. Without it the deputy has a better light, and gets along quicker, and is able to detect
more readily dangerous places in every part that he visits.
398. fl he safety-lamp is not so convenient ? It does not give such a good light as an ordinary lamp.
399. What is the next point to which you would refer ? Eule 14. I object to manholes being made
6 feet high. It would he very absurd in a seam 4 feet high to make the manhole 2 feet higher, and in
mines where gas existed it would be exceedingly dangerous. Let the height be made according to circum
stances. In the English Act the height is 4 feet. 1 should advise that there should be no fixed height
for the manholes. The manholes should not be higher than the seam.
400. Mr. Vickery.] If it is higher it allows the gas to accumulate in the top ? Yes ; the gas would
naturally accumulate there.
401. Jfr. Eater.] I suppose it might be made in the floor ? Yes ; but 4 feet would be enough for a man
to sd'Oop in. If a man should drop down 2 feet, that would be a nasty drop. When the seam is 0 feet
lugh I have no objection to tbe manhole being 6 feet, but when the seam is less than that, let the man
hole be tho height of the seam.
402. Chairman.] What clause would you refer to next? In rule 15, C feet is again mentioned, and
respecting that I would repeat what I have already said.
403. Mr. Katcrk] Does not the English Act say that 4 feet shall he the minimum ? I do not object to
4 feet.
J
404. Chairman.] What is the next point? Eules 17, 20, and 22, dealing with workings under tidal
waters ought not, in my opinion, to be inserted in the Bill. They are not in the English Act, though in
Great Brit&m they have mines working miles under water,
"
40o. What is the next point to which you would refer ? Eule 24, dealing with pillars not under
the ocean. That rule is not in the English Act. It is a great interference with coal-mining. 'The manager
w0*? v i j
as
_Bizu of Bie pillars left, and when to take them out. When working tho
y e'‘s‘1 herds it specifies that suflicient pack-walls should be built, when reallv good timber chocks, without
the props outside, would be better.
"
’8
uex*; pohE? Eule 29 refers to coal not to be worked under roads. I would advise that
this be struck out altogether. It is unjust and too interfering.
407. Mr. Hoskim] In what way is it unjust ? I would refer you to the Wallsend Colliery, of which I
am the manager. They have held their laud for very many years, but the Government could at any time
make new roads in any part of the estate, aud if this provision is passed the Company could not work the
coal underneath. It would interfere with the whole working of that part of the mine. After we pass
through the roads we should have to start afresh.
40_8 Mr. Kater.] Ym have only to get the sanction in writing of the Minister? Yes; but I do not
think that it is fair, seeing that the Company have had their land prior to the passing of the Act.
409. Chairman.] What is the next point to which you would refer ? Eule 39, with regard to barometers,
&c. _ I should advise that the words 11 where gas exists ” be added to that rule ; and, really, as far as my
0Plm5rel S°esi I would rather say erase the rule altogether. Where gas exists, barometers and thermometers
tell the tale when the mischief has already been done. That is my experience. I would also refer to
nule 44, with regard to the appointment of workmen’s inspectors. The words, or any two persons not
Doing mining engineers I think should be struck out. I would also suggest that the words 4< tho owners,
agent, or manager be struck out. Clause 7 deals with the grant of certificate of service. 1 approve
of the clause, but the marginal note does not appear to be correct. I think it is only fair that longservice managers should have certificates of service tho same as they had under the English Act of 18727
Hoskins.] Are you pretty well acquainted with the provisions of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act
of England ? I have read it through.
411. I suppose you are aware of the number of people who follow the occupation of coal-mining in Great
Britain ? The number is very great.
412. Would you prefer to have the English Act in force here ? I would, with the exception of a few
minor details, which I have enumerated.
413. Will you tell the Committee why you prefer to have the English Act instead of this Bill ? Briefly,
my reason for that is that it does not provide those hard-and-fast rules whicli are, in my opinion, so
inimical to the best interests of mining throughout the Colony. The English Act docs not interfere with
mining as this Bill proposes to interfere.
414. Do you consider that if the Bill became law as it is now, that it would have not only a prejudicial
effect on the working of the coal-mines, but that it would not be so effectual in preventing accidents as its
authors imagine ? Yes ; I quite agree with that.
Ytaidl^.] If this Act were in force, what would be its effect on the miners and mine-owners in
the Newcastle district ? It would deprive a great many men of work, and it would considerably increase
the expense of working the mines, and it would certainly shut some of them up.
41C.
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dl.6. Would it close any of the mines at Newcastle ? Under existing circumstances, it would.
A.
Boss,
jiior.
417. They could not continue to work at the present prices of coal and labour? They could not.
41S. Therefore, it would really recoil on the miners’ wages ? It would, eventually.
419. They would have to pay for it ? I think so.
420. Chairman.'] A Member of the other House lias asked the Committee to summon two gentlemen
from Newcastle, Mr. May and Mr. Green, who, he says, are mining teachers;—do you know them ? Mr.
May is employed by tho 'Technological College to teach mining to young men ; he has classes in various
townships. 1 think he has three classes in the Northern district. Mr. Green I do not know.
421. Mr. Laidley.] Has he any in your district ? He had one, but I think it has failed.
, 422. Mr. Combes.] Ho you know what qualifications these gentlemen have ? .1 do not. I kno w Mr. May
only to speak to.
‘
424. Have they been practical miners ? I could not say ; Mr, May has not been long in the Colony.
424. With reference to your evidence with regard to Kule 1, where jrou state that the Cost of getting the
coal would be increased so much a ton if the bratticing were carried out, I would ask .whether, on
further considering the subject, you have any doubt as to the correctness of the evidence you have given
on that point ? lam quite satisfied that it would cost what I have stated.
425. You did not make an extravagant estimate ? No.

Adam A. Boyd called in, sworn, and examined:—
‘
426. Chairman!] Where do yon reside, and what are you ? I reside at Wallsend, and I am mining
Mr.
surveyor for the Wallsend Company.
A. A. Boyd.
427. This Committee is holding an inquiry concerning the Coal-mines Eegulation Bill, which has heen
sent to the Legislative Council from the Assembly;—have you studied that Bill at all? Yes; I have
written down a statement that 1 have to make. 1 may mention first that T have had eleven years’
experience in coal-mining; threo and a half years in tho Colony, and the rest in Great Britain, and I am
the holder of a first-class certificate of competency from the Home Government as a mining manager. I.
am acquainted with the Coal Mines Eegulation Act at present in operation at Homo. The first part of
tho Bill to which I take objection is clause 2, If this clause is retained, which really means seven hours
and forty minutes work, it will seriously limit tho output of a mine. All well-regulated mines or collieries
work up to their fullest capabilities. That is to say, the machinery is running its utmost, compatible with
safety, so that lost time eannot be overtaken. Twenty minutes’ curtailment in the working time would
mean a proportional decrease in the output. At Wallseud this would mean a loss of, on nn average,
128 tons per day. I think it is unnecessary for me to state that a decrease in the output is accompanied
with a proportional increase in the cost. At Wallsend this would be an additional 4d. per ton on the
output.
429. That would bo tbe result if this clause were passed? Yos; owing to tho deduction of the twenty
minutes. At present wo work eight hours a day.
430. Mr. Vickery.] What is tho whole output of the mine? 2,600 tons a day.
431. And it would add 4d. a ton to the whole of that 2,600 tons? Yes.
432. Chairman!] What is the next matter to whicli you would refer ? I should like to mention the
restriction with regard to the employment of boys in mines. Clause 3 says that the age shall be fourteen
years. The English Act makes it twelve years, and I think it has never been shown that it was any injury
to the health of boys to be employed in mines at the ago of twelve years. To take twelve months off
would be a great hardship to parents, who are very often depending greatly on what their children
can earn.
432. Mr. Vickery!] The present Act says thirteen years ? Yes.
433. And you think that is old enough ? Quite. The next clause to whicli I would refer is clause 6 :—
Tliis clause imposes a very serious drawback to the output of a colliery being maintained. In fact it
would bo impossible in some of our large mines to carry on the work and weigh every skip. In England,
where mining is all conducted by shafts, the output in each is limited, but here we have a mine drawing
as many as 4,000 skips per day of eight hours, or on an average, eight skips perminute. Although this
clause is in the English Act, yet it is not acted up to in its entirety, as I personallyknow a large number
of collieries where occasionally a skip is weighed, and i can also point to others, but small collieries, where
only one skip is drawn at a time, and where every skip is weighed. This, I think, clearly proves that
where the output is large, it is an impossibility, or at least a great hindrance to work to weigh every skip,
434. Sometimes they draw thirty or forty skips at a time? In England, owing to the outcrop
portions of the seams being exhausted, tunnels are quite out of date. There are nothing but shafts.
Somo of the older shafts are only drawing one skip at a time, and then there is plenty of time to weigh
every skip.
435. Mr. Combes.] You weigh one skip in every four? We weigh one in eight,
436. Mr. Laidley.] You think it would be a serious loss of time to weigh every skip ? Yes.
437. It is almost impossible, is it not ? I do not see how it could be possible in a largo mine like the
Wallsend mine.
438. Mr. Hoskins.] Ho you think it is necessary even in the interests of the miners ? No ; averaging is
equally fair to miners and mine-owners.
439. Chairman,] What is the next clause to which you would refer ? Clause 7 :—No check-weigher should
have the power given him to say what he considers should be deductions. He is not in a position to
know what is really marketable coal. The master has the best knowledge of what he can sell.
440. Still this is in tho English Act, which has been in operation for some years ?
Yes.
441. What is the next point to which you would refer ? Clause 13, sub-clause 3, and rule1, which goes
with it. It is a great fallacy to fix any hard and fast rule regulating the size of splits. This should
certainly be left to the judgment of the manager of the mine, who will see that the air is split most
effectively. Splitting of air currents to a certain extent is advantageous to the quantity obtained, but as
soon as a certain limit is reached the current becomes so sluggish that it does not effectively ventilate the
workings. Unless where gas exists, bratticing should not be compulsory. Jt is quite unnecessary.
Bratticing, as proposed in this Bill, would cause an enormous amount of friction to the air current,
owing
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owing to the increased area of rubbing surface offered to the current. Another and very strong objection
A. A. Boyd. is that the powder smoke, fumes, &c., would be conducted round and into every working place, making
22 Not 1893 the atmosphere more vitiated than it otherwise would be. The number of men should not be stated.
.
‘ Allow the manager to manage his mine. I have seen a great many collieries at home, but I never saw
brattice used in one of them unless where they worked with locked safety lamps and foared sudden
outbursts of gas. In rule 1, to which I would like to draw your attention at present, as it goes hand in
hand with the one under discussion, I think the words “adequate amount of ventilation” is quite
sufficient without adding any arbitrary words regarding tbe quantity to be supplied. No fixed quantity
is laid down in the English Act. There it is recognised that varying circumstances alter requirements.
The words “ and shall sweep undiminished along the air-ways and info each working place.” It is
impracticable fo follow out the above clause. According to this it would be necessary to have everything
air-tight, which is impossible underground. At present our mines are fitted with ventilating machines or
furnaces with sufficient power to give 100 feet per man in compliance with the present Act. Then
leaving out of the question the extra power it would take if brattice was employed, with this increase of
air from 100 to 150 would mean an increase in the power of three and a half times—that is to say, where
two'boilers do the work it would take seven. No distance is specified in the English Act about cutthroughs, and yet I never heard a miner complain that it was too far behind him. It is absurd to think
that a return air-way cannot be used as a travelling road. It is very unfair to many colliery proprietors
who have gone fo tho expense of preparing a good travelling road, in which the return air courses. It is
very unfair. Perhaps the whole system of ventilation might have to be changed, &c.
442. Mr. VickeryThe cnt-throughs, according to the Bill, are to be 25 yards apart? Yes.
_
_
443. In tbe present Act tbe distance is 35 yards, do you think there is auy reason for reducing it ?
There is no reason at all. I do not think that the length of tbe cut-throughs ought to he stated iu the
Bill.
. .
.
444. Mr. Laidley.'] Does it not mean more labour if this is to bo done and tbe bratticing carried out? I
do not know that it moans tbe employment of more labour.
445. Will there not bo extra work in cutting 25 yards ? There will be more labour.
446. Mr. Combes] The question is whether doing this extra work would not involve more labour?
Certainly it would.
447. Mr. Kaier.] Supposing the extra work were done, would the miners themselves be benefited hy
having a greater quantity of air and better air? I think not. If the bratticing wore carried out as
proposed in the Bill the miners would receive all the powder smoke, and some of them would be nearly
suffocated. At present the current sweeps past the bords and they get sufficient fresh air.
448. Mr. Laidley.] It would he injurious to them? Certainly.
449. Mr. Kaier.] Surely those nearest the air current would be beuefiied ? Yes; those in the first part
of the split, but it would make it all the worse for those at the other end.
450. You just said that all would suffer; you said it would he worse for them all;—do youmean that?
All would suffer except tho first two or three. It would not be any better for them, and it would be
worse for the other twenty-seven herds.
451. Chairman^] Then it would do more harm than good? Yes.
452. Mr. Combes.] Would that apply to the Welsh bords ? Yes; of course it would not apply to a long
wall.
_
453. Chairman.] What is the next point fo which yon wish to refer ? Clause 27, which provides for tho
surveying of the mine every three months. I think that every six months is as often as is necessary. In
these high seams which we are working here the face does not advance a pillar’s length in the six months,
so that to make it three months would simply mean that there would he nothing additional to put on the
plan.
454. Mr. Vickery.] What you mean is that the mine plan should be completed every six months? Yea.
455. Mr. Laidley.] There is nothing to be gained by surveying the mine every three months ? Nothing.
456. Chairman.] What is the next clause to which you would refer? Clause 34. I should like to men
tion sub-clause 5, about the inspector having power to withdraw the miners. 1 strongly object to the
inspector possessing this power. The manager is responsible for the management of his mine, and he is
the person who is best able to judge of its safety. The manager should be as little hampered as possible.
He should be given full scope to use his judgment and experience. This clause is not iu the English Act.
457. You consider the sub-clause wholly unnecessary ? Yes. Buie 15, with regard to the height of the
manhole, is altogether wrong. We might have a 4-foot seam or a 5-foot seam, and suppose the manhole
is 6 feet high, and there is gas in the mine, the gas would lodge iu the cavity, and if a man went into it
with a light on his head, it would explode. The manhole ought not to be higher than the ordinary roof.
458. Mr. Kateri] I suppose you have compared notes with Mr. Boss about the clauses of this Bill ? Not
all the clauses.
459. You compared notes as to the Bill as fo what you would object to ? No.
_
460. Ghairmani] You have simply expressed your own views ? Yes. I did not compare notes with Mr.
Boss on the Bill.
_
_
461. Mr. Laidley.] Prom your .experience as a mining manager, what would be the effect of this Bill if
passed? It would involve extra cost in getting coal.
462. Would it be much more ? 1 should say from lOd. to Is. a ton more.
463. Mr. Kater.] Is that a guess ? No ; I have gone info it.
464. Yon thought of that beforehand, and worked it out, did you ? Yes.
465. Is that your own calculation, or did anyone else work it? It is taken from tho clerk in the office.
466. Mr. Laidley^] Is anything fo he gained by the men or anyone else hy the passing of this Bill ? No ;
nothing.
467. Chairman^] Have you a pretty good knowledge of the working of the English Act ? Yes.
468. Would you prefer to have that Act in operation here or this Bill ? With a few exceptions, I should
prefer the English Act, though I do not consider that it is perfect.
469. But you would prefer it to this Bill ? Oh, certainly.
470. Do you consider the existing Act in this Colony preferable to this Bill ? Yes.
471. Mr. Vickery.] Is there really any need for a new Act in this Colony ? I think not.
472. Chairman.] The present Act works well ? Yes,
473.
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473. Mr. Eater.'] It is quite suflicient? I think so.
A_ A_
d>
474. It does not want mending, in your opinion ? Xo.
475. Mr. Laidley.] "\\rould it he possible tor some of the mines at Newcastle to work at any profit at all 22 jf0Ti 1993,
under the Bill with the present price of coal? No; it would close up several mines iu the IS ewcastle
’
■
district.
_
476. Mr. Eater.] Have you ever heard of any agitation for the present Act to he amended, or for a new
Act to be passed ? No.
___________________ _________
Joseph Croft called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr.
"Where do you live? At Newcastle.
J. Croft.
What arc you ? Manager of the IS ewcastle collieries.
Have you prepared written evidence on the Coal Mines It eg illation. Bill ? I have.
22Nowjl893.
Does that contain all your views on the subject ? Yes.
Will von hand in that evidence on oath ? Yes.
Fart. I clausa 2—Employment of male persons.—I think that the provisions regarding eight hours
should he more definitely stated. The clause reads, “Work below ground in any,mine more than eight
hours inclusive of one break of twenty minutes for the purpose of obtaining food,” on the days named,
I should like it to say exclusive of one hour for meals aud the time occupied travelling iu and out of
the mine. I do not wish in any way to increase the hours of employment beyond eight, but wish it to be
distinctly stated that tho eight hours should not include travelling in and travelling out, it simply means
that as in every other occupation he is going to his work,
_
Eaqe 2, clause 6, sub-section (n).—The system provided for in this clause could not be satisfactorily
carried out in the working of a mine, it would very seriously interfere with the out-put, and the cost of the
coal would be increased. From one of our mines we take out and tip live skips of coal per minute. How is
it possible to weigh them. I would ask that the word “ actual ” iu line 53 be omitted, and that in line 54
after the word “ gotten ” the words “ as ascertained at the weigh-scrcen ” be inserted.
Eaqe 3, clause 6, sub-section (111)—Standard weight.—Erase this clause. You could not work your
mine with such a provision in the law. There are many reasons for that. The manager is the best judge
of what weight of skips his machinery will carry. He is the best judge as to what is sale, and the height
to which the skips should be loaded. When a train of skips is coming along at the rate of 12 to 14 miles
nn hour with coal piled to high above the skips, it will simply knock everything to destruction. Y"ou put
up appliances to carry a certain working-load, and if you allow the men to overload the skips you disarrange
everything. The manager must have the power to enforce discipline.
_
Eaqe 3, clause 7, sub-section (1).—Appointment on part of men, and removal of check-weigher.—
Line 39, after “ person” add “who shall be an employee of the Company.” Line 42, after the word “ or’
omit “ determine correctly” insert “ of.” The check-weigher should not have tho power to determine
deduction, as it would lead up to no end of argument, confusion, and probable stoppage when refuse is
sent out. A check-weigher should bo an employee of the Company. They might appoint somebody who
would be very offensive to the manager. They might appoint a man who had been dismissed for insulting
conduct. Wc wish to prevent this possibility by making it imperative that tho check-weighor should he
au employee of the Company.
_
_
,
.
Suh-scciion (n), lino 46, after “ and ” insert “ seeing” ; line 47, omit “ and cheeking the taring of
tubs and trams where necessary.”
_
_
,
Sub-section (in), line 56 and 57, omit “ or determine such deductions”; also, in line 8, omit same
words.
_ _
.
Sub-section (iv), line 17, omit “such’’; same line, omit “determining”; lino 18, omit
such
deductions.” The check-weigher in present Act was not allowed to interfere with the weighing authorised
only to take such account.
_
....
Eage tj, clause Id, section (d).—Automatic contrivance.—Lines 55 aud 56 to be omitted. This is
not in English Act. I would rather leave the responsibility upon a competent engine-driver, and let him
have no excuse for neglecting his work. The appliances get rusty, or something goes wrong with them.
If you allow au engine-man to suppose that you have provided something to take away the danger, it
will make him careless.
. .
Eaqe 7, clause 13, sub-clause (in).—Division of Mines into Splits.—I am opposed to the minimum
size of splits. I take it that only a given quantity of air for ventilation can enter a shaft in a given
period, and if this is divided up into a number of splits the current would he weakened, and a less
quantity of air per minute is supplied than would be the case if there were fewer splits. Could work the
mine better if I had 100 men in a split, and it would he better for tho health of the miners, because it
would give in moietv 4 feet of air every second instead of 2J- feet. Ask to have seventy men, exclusive
of wheelers and horses, in each district, not sixty, as provided in clause. Object to brattice where gas
does not exist, and ask that after l’ air,” in line 30, the remainder of clause be omitted.
Eaqe 11, clause 26, sub-section (n), line 14, omit “ on application.”
Eage 11, clause 27, line 32, omit l- three,” insert “ six.”
_
Eaqe 14, clause
—Miners may be withdrawnif inspector finds cause of danger.—Erase sub-section
(v). I do not think tho inspector should have the power to withdraw the men from a mine unless tbe
Government became responsible for any loss that may arise. Manager should be competent to judge as
to the safety of his mine. An inspector cannot be expected to be so thoroughly acquainted with the
conditions of a mine as the manager and overman who are in daily touch with the mine. I think that
where the inspector is of opinion that danger exists he should have the power to call the attention of the
manager or sub-manager to the matter, and if they disagree in opinion with the inspector, the aid of a
third person might be called in.
_ _
_ '
_
Eaqe 19, part (11), rule (I).— General rules. I look upon the provision as it stands in the Bill as
impracticable and unnecessary, because a door would have to be erected opposite every place, and as there
would be thirty places by the time the air would reach the lastbor-ds, the accumulation of impure air which
would come from the other bords would be carried into the last bords, and have a very in jurions effect on the
miners working there. Ask for 100 instead of 50, as in line 25, cubic feet of pure air per minute for each
man and boy; object to line-29, which says “ and into each working place.” 1 would be satisfied if,
instead of into each working place the rule were to read, past each working place; I would ask for the same
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Mr'. JyC^0ft' cut through distances, as we have at present1135 yards, exclusive of the cut-through,” not 25 yards. Line
22Nvl893
after " ^rouS^>” om^ down to “ travelling roads’’ inclusive. Line 40 goes on to say, “ and no return
ov‘’
1 air-way shall bo used as a travelling road”—that is wrong; there should be no such words in the rule; 1
have cleared out return air-ways for the purpose of malting it a safe road for the men going in and out, in
place of using the engine road.; men can go in and out with perfect safety, and it is perfectly pure.
Page 20, rule 4, mb-sccHon (r). Object to the books being open to the inspection of the work
men, as they may bo made a lever for vexatious complaints ; should be open onlv to the inspectors.
,
-fh/yc 23, rule 17.—Width of pillars and position under ocean.—I think these provisions are an
interference with the ordinary management. One part goes on to say, “ and the size of the pillars shall
,
be such as will afford ample support after exposure to the crumbling effect of the air over many years.”
No man could say what would be a.proper size for the crumbling effect; ask that tho minimum width of
the pillars of coal shall be six yards. The thickness of pillar must be decided by the circumstances, the
depth, thickness, and character of the coal.
Page 24, rule 20, line 17. After “ every ” omit “bord” insert “winning headings, narrow bords,
or leading levels.”
Page 25, mle 29. "Would ask to erase tho whole of the clause. I think that withoutany reference
to the Minister or any interference of the inspector we ought to he allowed to continue our working in
the ordinary course if tho cover was sufficient to protect the road, say, anything like 100 feet.
Page 26, rule 39. Ask to add at end of this rule “ where gas exists ”
Page 26, rule 43. I object to the inspector giving any person a written authority to take copies
of the extracts, object to any person employed in the mine being allowed to inspect and take extracts
from the books. He should make the inspection himself, and quite independently. These independent
reports should then go to the Chief Inspector, who would deal with them without any prejudice. Books
should only be accessible to an inspector.
Page 2 f rule Hk ] think the miners inspectors should forward their own complaints, and not
make the Mining Manager the vehicle for conveying tho complaints of the men to the inspectors.
4S2. Chairman.'] What is your opinion as to the result, if the Bill becomes law, to the interests of coal
miners, coal-owners, and others ? It would make a loss, taking the three items into consideration, the
bratticing, the extra yardage, and the loss of twenty minutes per day, Is. a ton.
,
483. You have worked that out ? Yes.
484. Mr. Kater.] What is your output? About 1,500 tons a day.
485. Would the Bill, if in force, leave any profit to the proprietors of the collieries? I am positive
that it would be the means of closing several mines in the north. At our own colliery, it would mean
the putting off of a great number of our hands, if we were to act up to the conditions imposed iu
the Bill.
486. Mr. Hoskins.] Would it also, if brought into operation, compel the mine-owners, if they wished to
have any profit at all, or to keep the mines going to reduce the miner's wages? Decidedly the wages
would have to he reduced the moment the now Act came into operation,
487. To what extent? I could not answer that at the moment.
488. Chairman.] Would you prefer the existing Act to this Bill? I should certainly prefer the A.ct
which we are now working under.
489. Mr. Vickerg.] Is there any great complaint by miners and others against the provisions of the
existing Act ? I have never heard anyone complain about the hours of labour.
490. Mr. Kater.] Has there been any complaint with regard to any other parts of the present Act ? No.
491. Do you consider that the Act wants amending? A few clauses which I have referred to.
492. You are perfectly satisfied with it? 1 am satisfied, with the exception of clauses mentioned in my
evidence. I have worked under it for fourteen years.
493. Are the miners satisfied with the present Act ? Yes.
494. You have never heard anything to the contrary ? No.
495. Are you conversant with the English Act ? I have been through it several times.
496. Would you prefer it to the present Bill? With some modifications.
497. You prefer the present Actto this Bill ? ] do.
498. Mr. Combes.] irou think that the powers given to the inspectors under tho present Act are quite
sufficient to ensure the safety and the proper working of the mine ? Yes ; I am against the inspectors
having certain powers.
499. Mr. Kater.] Are you satisfied with the powers that the inspectors have under the present Act ?
Yes; with certain modifications, as stated.
500. You think they are sufficient for the safety of the mine ? Yes.
501. You would not curtail them? Only in the way T have mentioned.
502. Are the inspectors under the present Act clothed with too much or too little power? I think they
have too much power with reference to the stoppage of mines.
503. Chairman.] Is that power provided in this Bill? Yes.
504. Mr. Laidley.] Is it the English Act ? No.
505. Chairman.] Would you like to say anything more? I should like to draw attention to the clause
with reference to certificates of service. Ina marginal note it says, “ under managers ” ; it should bo
“ under manages.” The clause should read in the same way as that of the English Act of 1872,
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Mr. George Henry Green called in, sworn, and crammed:—
506. Chairman.] What are you P A mining engineer by profession and a certificated colliery manager.
507. What are you doing at present ? X am working as a shiftman below ground.
508. What experience have you had in mining ? I have had seventeen years experience here and in the
old country together P I commenced as a mining pupil,
509. What is a mining pupil ? A mining pupil is one who is apprenticed under a mining engineer to
serve his time according to the custom in the old country. They aro called mining pupils in the old
Ton must serve five years according to the English Act. Then you must sit for examination,
which 1 did. In 1879 I received my certificate of competency as a colliery manager. Also J was teacher
of the coal-mining classes connected with the Newcastle (New South Wales) Technical School for two
years.
510. What experience have you had as a practical miner ? I do not quite understand what yon mean.
511. You are now working as shiftman in the mine ? Yes.
Jou know anything about the getting out of coal P Yes ; I know all the operations in connection
with mines. I have served as overman ; I have got coal for a short time ; .1 have worked as repairer in
the old country, and been overman, under manager, and manager.
513. You are acquainted with the Bill wc are dealing with ? ‘Yes.
Sid. Have yon gone through it ? I have gone through a portion of it.
515. What portion ? I looked at the general rules, principally in clause 42.
516. Have you confined your attention to those rules ? No ; I have not. But owing to circumstances
over which I had no control 1 have not been able to give that amount of time to the measure which I
intended to give to it.
517. Will you state what you approve of and what you object to in tbe Bill ? In tlio first place, as
regards ventilation, the first rule provides that there shall be a certain amount of ventilation.
518. It provides for an adequate amount P Yes ; it specifies a minimum.
519. Have you any objection to that? I have no objection to the quantity as a minimum. My own
opinion is that if it is supplemented by canvassing or bratticing iu tbe working places a minimum of 125
cubic feet per minute would be sufficient.
520. Have you anything to say further with regard to the rules? I thought that when I came here some
information would bo asked for.
521. lou have come to give us some information about the Bill;—we want to know what you have to say
about it P I ha ve not made any special preparation ; I want to say something with reference to splitting
the air. Sub-clause 3 of clause 13 says ;—
a*i:. months after the commencement of this Act, every mine, unless worked on the long-wall system, shall
he clmdcd into districts or splits of not more than sixty men, exclusive of wheelers and horses ; and each district shall be
supplied with a separate current of fresh air, which shall ho taken to within fifteen yards of each working face by brattice
or otherwise where gas does not exist, and to within three yards of the working face where gas docs exist

First of all, 1 wish to apeak with regard to splitting : As a professional man, who has had a lot of experi
ence, and has had a good deal to do with the ventilation of mines, and who has made a good deal of
experiments with regard to splitting and otherwise, that a general system of splitting is very desirable.
Also, that up to a certain point it will always benefit the ventilation of a mine. I have found in tho old
country that you can divicle your ventilation into a certain number of splits, but you must not go beyond
that number, or certain disadvantages will attach to it. I find the usual number is from ten to a dozen
splits in large collieries. In large collieries you can have that number without diminishing the efficiency
ot the ventilation. Of course, as a matter of fact, the limit to which you can carry your splitting
depends on the size of your shafts, and in the case of gaseous mines the velocity of the air current which
you get m the working faces. I find when the splits are carried out to ten or a dozen that then the
limit is not reached, that is to say, that up to that point the velocity was uot reduced below an effective
one in tbe face of the workings, nor was the quantity of air so much increased as to require any enormous
power to get it through the shafts. As regards the number of men in the splits, there is no provision
liere for splitting in long wall working. I do not suggest that any should be made, although I think it
would be advantageous to do so, but I wish to say that if you have sixty men in a split you ought to be
able to provide places for any number of men to get an output equal to that of tbe largest mines we have
in existence at tbe present rime._ As regards the bratticing, 1 hold that the air which is taken into a
Vi orking mine unless it is taken into the face where the miners are working is 'only half effective ; in fact,
not that I know from experience, that if you are working in the face of the working-places and have no
air carried in, it may be 25 or 35 yards from the current, tbe men must be working in an unhealthy
atmosphere. If you have a dip working-])],rco it will ventilate itself to some extent, but where you have
rise-places and working-places at which the roof is higher than the hole through which tbe air passes, in
such a case you cannot possibly expect to get more than a very moderate amount of air passing to tho
miners working-places. And, as a rule, in this district most of the very bad atmospnere is in the
working-face. I know that it is so, aud I think that bratticing ought to be carried out to some extent in
those working-places. I believe tbe Bill provides that the brattice shall be taken to within 15 yards of
each working-face. I believe that the matter of a yard or two is not of so much importance as that the
air shall really be turned into those working-places.
o22. Mr. Jacob.] There is a distinction made with regard to gas or no gas ? I am referring particularlv
to places where there is no gas. No ono requires information as to a place where there is gas. Anyone
with any practical acquaintance with the subject would admit that a place must be bratticed if there is
fire-damp. There are mines in the Newcastle district which are bratticed now. 1 have often beard it
remarked by miners that they prefer to work in a mine in which there is a certain amount of gas, just
sufficient to require a brattice to keep it away from the working face, the reason being that in such
cases
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Mr.
cases they get good air carried up to the place where they are working. 1 am informed that tliere is an
G. H. Green, objection to bratticing. as the cost of it is very high on the one hand, and, secondly, that the additional
reB’stance offered to the ventilation will make it impossible to ventilate a mine. As regards both these points
ov‘’
' 1 am iu a position to give a little information. As a matter of fact, every mine in which 1 have worked
in the old country, and I have heen in a score of the largest mines, canvassing is used. 'Where there is
gas there must be brattice. It is a matter of necessity then, and no difficulty is found about it. I have
been employed in mines where they have heen raising 1,.'jOO tons of coal a day. L was under manager at
one such mine, and throughout the mine in what wore called the whole ” workings, canvas was made
use of to ventilate the working faces. It was carried up according to special rules, and kept within 4
yards of the working face. It was a deep and very liei-y inme, and proper ventilation was provided by
means of a large fan. I have been employed in a mine in the Kewcastle district, in which a certain
amount of gas is found, and of course it is found necessary there to do tho same thing, to brattice the
working-places, but not to such an extent as was necessary in the Korth of England ; not to keep the
brattice within 4 yards of the working face, but generally to brattice so far as was necessary to keep
the places clear of gas. My occupation for a time cousisted in canvassing faces and conducting the air
into them, and I found it absolutely necessary to canvas cverv place that was either flat or rise.
523. Mr. Combes^ Kot in the dip ? It is not necessary in the dip places. That is not necessary unless
you have much black damp, or holes in the roof, &c. As a matter of fact there are no diflicuhies that
cannot be overcome in regard to tbe ventilation by canvassing the places. As a student of mining and
the laws which govern the ventilation of mines, I can calculate closely what would be the result of
putting canvas in certain districts ; canvassing the stalls aud bords. According to the accepted rules as
regard ventilation. I can calculate what you might expect would bo the increase of power in such a case.
It would be as well for me to mention the figures. 1 assume the intake into a bord or working face to be
8 feet by 6 feet where the main intake is 10 feet by 7 feet. I assume that the 8 feet by (1 feet is divided
off by the canvas bratticing; taking an ordinary split with sixty men in it, you have thirty bords, and the
average amount of canvas you will have in them will bo about 10 yards if you are going to brattice up
20 yards as a maximum ; so that on an average you would have about 300 yards of canvas bratticing in
the bords. G-enerally speaking, 1 do not think that the increase of power in any case would be more
than 10 or 15 per cent. Of course the power varies exactly in proportion to the quantity of coal con
sumed. It means that you would have to use from 10 to lo per cent, more coal. As to the cost of
bratticing, I do not think that that is such a great item as some people may imagine it to be. "When I
was doing this work 1 had to brattice the places up every day of working, and the output of that district
would be about 200 tons a day. If you take os. for a half-day and the output is 200 tons—a man could
easily follow up 1.50 tons in that way—I was following up 200 tons a day. Take 150 tons as a fair out
put for half a shift, and say that a man is doing nothing hut attending to the canvas, and say that the charge
is 5s. for that class of work, it is lower now. That gives you something between 3d. and 4d. as the cost of
the labour for the canvassing. That is what it actually cost in cases where I was employed. 1 know
from my experience in English mining that in no caso has it cost much more than that. I had a place
out of xvhich 200 tons a day xvere coming. I kept it all ventilated, I hung the sheeting, took doxvn all
the old canvas, and rehung it xvliere it- xx'a-s required, and kept the ventilation going in all the places, the
whole of which were canvassed, except two dip places.
524. Mr. Combes.~\ And you ventilated by the ordinary furnace ? Xo—by a fan, 30 feet in diameter.
525. Was that in England ? Ko; that is in the northern district of this Colony. The cost comes out
much the same in the old country, xvhere you have a deputy attending to the work. He attends to the
timbering and to the laying of turns, and also does the brattice xvork. Tie generally has an output of GO
to 80 tons a day to deal with. Where the output is from 60 to SO tons a day the amount of canvassing
is very small. It does not mean much more than a dozen places (sometimes I have known eighteen), and
the man has to put the cogs into their places. Part of his work consists in doing that in timbering
and laying the road turns, and only a small proportion ot his time is taken np with canvassing. That
means that certainly not more than a quarter or a sixth of his time is taken up with this canvassing
work.
...
.
.
526. Tour fan was used as an exhaust fan? Tes. What I have said xvill give some idea of the actual
cost of bratticing in some cases in this country.
_
527. Chairman.'] Have you finished with that clause ? I have to refer to the cost of the material. In
the north of England the cost of brattice cloth is GId. or 7d. per square yard, the same as it is here. I
have known a gaseous mine xvith a large output, in xxiiich every place in the “ xvholc ” xvas canvassed, and
the cost of the “ xvhole output (that is, not including the output of the pillar workings) xvas about Tfi
of a penny per ton of the coal got—about one-sixth of a penny. Of course the cost of bratticing would
vary slightly with the conditions. If you have a wet mine, or one which works only one day a xveek, the
canvassing xvill not be so cheap an item as it is in a mine working six days a week. Tho canvas rots
xvhether you are xvorking every day or only one day in six. The sum of my experience is that canvassing
can be carried out in favourable cases at a half-penny a ton in this Colony. I like to substantiate a
statement like that, because I knoxv that most people are under the impression that it costs a great deal
more, and it is necessary to get actual facts to oppose to xvholesale assertion.
528. Mr. Combes.] With regard to the ordinary price of bratticing. what would the increase of cost per
ton be ? In certain mines, where they have a little gas, there xvould be no increase at all. I never had
to do with mines until recently that xvere not canvassed. All my experience has been in mines that xvere
canvassed.
529. I suppose all mines are more or leas canvassed ? In some mines there are a few sheets, but they
add nothing to the total cost. Even in long xvall collieries, fiery mines, the cost of canvassing has been
x'ery small. I worked one out to satisfy myself, and it came to some few hundredths of a penny per ton.
530. You are not prepared to say xvhat tho increased cost per ton would be ? No ; I have stated xxrhat I
have known to be the total cost in some instances, and that was a halfpenny per ton.
531. Mr. Soskins.] I understand you to say that you have heen assistant manager in some mine ? Tes,
assistant manager, and also manager, both in this country and in England.
532. Are you pretty well acquainted xvith the Bill generally ? I have not read it through ; J have only
glanced at it. I received an invitation to come and give evidence.
533. Could you say whether if the provisions of the Bill xvere strictly enforced it would or xvould not
increase the cost of getting coal s' It xvould undoubtedly increase the cost somewhat.
534.
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534. Can you give an approximate idea as to what amount? There is tho question of the eight hours
involved in that. The eight hours might cause a diminution in the output, and the increased cost would
depend on the extent of that diminution, I know as a matter of fact that the limitation of the hours of
boys in the North of England did not increase the cost of the coal to any great extent, .1 think that in
the case of the reduction of the hours of tho hoys, with sundry other alterations, the cost of tho coal was
increased by something approaching Id. a ton. '
535. "What do you consider would be the increased cost of getting the coal if this Bill were rigidly
enforced ? 1 cannot answer for the result of ttie eight hours. If the eight hours is passed, and the men
are simply paid by tho hour, the increase of coal would be very slight from that source; the improvement
in the ventilation would probably amount altogether, including bratticing, to f-d. 1 think, as a matter of
tact, that there would be no great increase in the cost.
'
<>BG. I understood you to say that if'the Bill became law, and were strictly enforced, it would increase
the cost of getting coal ? Yes.
537. Are you in favour of enforcing the eight-hour system by law? 1 cannot say I am in favour of
legalising or enforcing it.
‘
538. Will you give us your objections to it ? A reduction in the hours would always mean in the case of
a colliery manager a certain amount of high-pressnre work. I do not think that any colliery manager
wishes to have any higher pressure than, he has at present. A man does not want to be forced iuto
matters ot that sort. I think that haste and hurry in mining has a tendency to increase the number of
accidents. Perhaps this tendency has not come out as strongly as it might have done if there had not
been a good many improvements of various kinds introduced along with the reduction of hours.
539. Have you any -further objection to the eighr hours being legalised? No. I think when a big
majority aro in favour of a certain kind of legislation I should be inclined to sacrifice my own opinion.
540. Mr. Jacob.] Arc you aware that a majority are in favour of it? X believe that the majority of the
miners desire the legalisation of the eight hours system,
541. Arc they in favour of this eight hours provision in the Bill ? I think they are in the Northern district.
542. Mr. Hoskim.] Docs that mean eight; hours from the top of the shaft until they come out again, or
eight hours at the face ? Eight hours on tho top of the shaft.
•>13. That might be only seven hours working ? It might be less. In the county of Durham, in England,
it takes an hour and a half to get in and out of the mine.
*
544. As regards the men who are not paid for getting coal—the wheelers and others—they are paid by
tho day, are they not? Tes.
54.J. Supposing it were enacted that eight hours was a day’s work, how would it be arranged with regard
to those men ? I suppose they would be ])aid in proportion to the hours they worked.
540. Would it not, in your opinion, result in a diminished output of coal ? ‘That does not follow, not if
you have a sufficient number of miners and wheelers and others engaged in getting the coal. There are
very few pits which are engaged in raising coal tho whole of the day. The majority of them have a
considerable amount of spare time both for hauling and winding. I think that with a little contrivance
in the majority of eases the output need not be materially reduced ; that is, if a sufficient number of men
are placed in the mine to get the quantity of coal.
.>47. io get the same quantity of coal they are getting now ; if a day’s work is to be eight hours would
it be necessary to employ a larger number of men ? Yes.
"
o48. Would not that tend to diminish the earnings of the miner? Not if the actual coal-getters can
get their usual quantity. My experience is that a man would get as much coal in seven hours as he will
m a longer time. As regards the daymen, I consider that they would have to suffer a reduction of their
wages.
frill. Are yon acquainted with the provisions of the English Act regulating coal-mioes in Great Britain ?
I have managed collieries under them.
550. Were you satisfied with the English Act ? Yes ; I was fairly well satisfied with it taking Stall round.
551. I suppose you have some knowledge of the number of persons engaged in coal-mining in Great
Britain? About 000,000.
552. Are you not of opinion that if the English Act wore embodied in our legislation it ought to suffice to
regulate the working of tbe mines here ? .1. think the English Mines Eegulation Act is a very good Act.
■>53. I suppose you are aware that the English Act provides that the. English inspectors of mines shall be
certificated men? Yes.
6.>4. Is it not a fact that under the English Act it is in the discretion of tho inspectors to decide when a
portion of a coal-mine is unsafe, and that they are empowered to stop the working of the mine ;—is not
that discretion left with the inspector? Noj the Act distinctly states that in case of a difference of
opinion as to the necessity of stopping a mine the matter must be referred to arbitration,
ooo,. It must be referred to arbitration if the proprietors of the colliery are not satisfied with tho inspector’s
decision ? Yes.
5o0. I suppose, as a matter of fact, that seldom occurs ? It seldom occurs. I have not known many cases
where the inspectors have acted on their own responsibility. Arbitration would be resorted to in a case
where a manager thought the inspector wrong in his judgment.
507. Has that often occurred ? Very rarely.
'
558. Prom your experience do you think those men are qualified for their position ? Undoubtedly.
o59. Do you or do you uot think that the coal-mines inspectors here are equally qualified ? I know only
ono of them, and I believe him to be thoroughly qualified.
J
5G0. Mr Combes.] Do you not think that if" the inspectors here are equally well-qualified men, as
compared with those in England, the mines could be safely worked here if the matter was left to the
decision oi the inspectors, without having the mode of procedure indicated bv hard-and-fast lines as it is
m this Bill? I am not prepared to say what would be case in this Colony, but my experience is as
regards ventilation, that it is not satisfactory.
5G1. Have the inspectors been applied to by the miners ? I cannot say. 1 have not been mixed up with
miners unions.
r
5G2. Being connected with the mines you should know ? 1 have known the inspector’s attention to be
drawn to ihe fact that the minimum quantity of air was not being supplied. In most places where it has
got below the minimum I think the manager has done his best to bring it up to the minimum.
'
6G3. That would be the case in England? Yes.
564.
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564. I presume you are aware that the Coal Mines Eegulation Act in England has none of the strict
G. H. reen.
hard-and-fast rules for the wording of coal-mines which are embodied in this Bill—more is left
29Noy 1893.
^ie inspectors of mines P More is left to the discretion of the inspectors of mines; but similar provi■’
' sions to that in this Bill are contained in the special rules. As regards bratticing, in the Durham district
the rule is that every place should be canvassed to within 4 yards of the face.
565. From your experience, with such a measure as this in force, where everything to be done is
prescribed by rule, would it not be possible to greatly thwart mining enterprise by causing trouble in
respect to alleged non-compliance with these strictly technical rules, and would it not be better to leave
it more to the coal-mines inspector, as is done by the English Act? H there is any one particular item
that yon would mention I would gi\e my opinion. As regards the ventilation the amount stated in the
present Act is the minimum which ought to be supplied.
666. Are you aware that tbe minimum provided in the English Act is not the same as the minimum in this
Bill ? There is no minimum provided in the English Act. It says that an adequate amount of air shall
be provided.
567. Mr. Hoskins^ Is not that sufficient ? My experience is that the minimum amount is generally from
200 to 300 cubic feet of air per man.
'
568. Mr. CWJcs.] Suppose you go up to 200 cubic feet of air per man, and you have a dozen splits, and
sixty men in a split, will not an enormous quantity of air be required ? The quantity required would be
144,000 cubic feet.
560. Do you think you could possibly get that amount of air into a mine by ordinary draft ventilation?
Yes. I have known cases in which much larger quantities of air have been circulated in a mine. I have
known 180,000 cubic feet of air to be circulated.
570. With the lire ? Yes ; at the Hetton colliery they circulate over 200,000 cubic feet of air.
571. With regard to the eight hours, you stated that you did not think the time would make any difference
in the cost of tlio coal, although in some cases the time occupied in going in and out of the colliery was
an hour and a half ? That was in England. I know that a man can go and earn what he is aliowed to
earn per day often in much less time than lie usually takes.
(
572. I am referring to tho men who are working at roads, at brattices, and other things—men who are not
miners;—in your opinion, should not that twenty minutes be taken into consideration ; should not eight
hours be eight hours work at the face ? I have already stated that as a colliery manager 1 should not
advocate the eight hours, I should prefer longer hours for the purpose of getting the coal out.
573. What is your opinion about the twenty minutes? If the twenty minutes is taken off for travelling
the remaining time should be quite sufficient for the men to do their work.
574. Is it not impossible that so much work can bo done in tbe mine if ibis twenty minutes is deducted
from the eight hours ?
a matter of fact, in the Korth of Emjiaud wt. found that the miners increased
the work per hour as the liours ivere reduced, 1 believe that hero the output per man would not be
reduced, but even if it wTere there would not be any great difficulty in putting more men into the mine to
make up the amount.
*
*
575. Chairman.] Have you anything further to say on the subject ? Iu rule 34 I would suggest that the
word 11 necessarybe substituted for the word " sufficient,” in line 13. That is a rule talcen from tho
English Act. It is intended to provide against a danger where the drums aro made too conical. Up to a
certain point a drum may be coned, and it is quite safe. After that a grove of some kind is provided, and
wc generally call these spiral drums. The word “ sufficient” would cover all conical drums. In the caso
of an ordinary conical drum you can get any amount of arrangements that would be sufficient, but they
might not be necessary. If a drum is not coned too much you can have a conical drum without any
spirals or grooves to it. I may add that I am in favour of the manager and the under manager being
certificated ; and, further, that mines inspectors should pass an examination at least up to the standard of
that passed by colliery managers in the old country, and should have a minimum of ten years’ experience.

Mr. Jonathan May called in, sworn, and examined:—
Mr, J, May, 576. Chairman.] What are you ? A mining engineer and colliery manager. I hold a first-class
certificate of competency under the English Act—being the highest diploma in coal-mining. I have
29Nov.,1893 been two years in present appointment—teacher of coal-mining, Government Technical Education
Department, New South Wales.
577. What experience have you had ? About twenty years’ experience.
578. Continuous experience ? Yes.
579. Have you gone through the Bill ? Yes.
58p. Do you approve generally of the principles of the Bill? I approve of the Bill generally. I think
it is based very largely on the English Act, and I consider that the general framing of the Bill is intended
to give us a very fair working measure.
581. Do you know the English Act pretty well ? Yery well indeed.
582. Do you know in what respects this Bill differs from the English Act? I notice that this Bill
provides for a minimum quantity of air ; that is one of the points in which it differs from the English Act.
583. Where it differs from the English Act do you approve of those differences? Yes; I approve of
the three or four deviations that are made.
584. Do you approve of the eight hours ? That is a matter which mining engineers do not have much to
do with.
585. Taking the matter from a general point of view as regards the getting of coal and the working of
the mine, will the introduction of the compulsory eight hours he beneficial or otherwise to the industry ?
In the North of England, where my experience was obtained, the men do not work very long hours. They
object in the North of England to the eight hours, but it is because the men work only about seven hours.
For ten years the two shifts of my men averaged about thirteen hours a day.
'
586. You do not approve of the eight hours ? For that reason only I should not. The miners in the
North of England say if men are so foolish as to work nine or ten hours, if they have not intelligence enough
to get the eight hours for themselves, wc will not lengthen our hours to suit them. Mr. Burt and other
gentlemen have been used to seven hours and six and a half hours. I have before me the evidence of one
of
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of the largest coal-owners in England, Sir Joseph Peas, and he gives the number of hours which the ^r'
miners work in Great Britain as seven hours and twenty minutes. The longest hours are at Nottingham,
where the men work eight hours and twenty-three minutes, and the shortest in Durham, where in one
case it is five hours and thirty-seven minutes.
587. Is it your opinion that this second clause - would not work beneficially either to the owners or the
men? It would not work detrimentally, and considering the very great preponderance of opinion—in all
mining communities--in favour of the eight hours principle, I think it would be a judicious settlement of
the question.
688. If the hours are thus limited by law would it not have the effect of reducing the quantity of coal
hewn ? Most certainly not,
.
589. Then, with regard to the ventilation of the mine, the English Act provides simply that there should
be an adequate amount ? Yes. ,
590. This Bill provides a minimum ? Yes.
■
591. Do you think that is a good thing ? I think that providing a minimum quantity is a distinct improve
ment on the English Act. There is one matter which I would mention, and that is, that there would he
some difficulty about defining the minimum. Suppose that the manager supplies 100 cubic feet of air and
something took place, there is an idea that if 100 cubic feet of air per man is supplied, that exonerates
him, but where the minimum is mentioned in the Act it would be very wise to have a distinct under
standing that it shall by no means exonerate the management if there is not sufficient air. One hundred
and fifty cubic feet of air is a fair and reasonable thing in a non-gaseous mine, but the mines which 1
have been used to had 400 and 500 cubic feet per man.
'
592. Mr. Moshin&l] Y7as that in this Colony ? No; but you will find that in this Colony modem
engineers, capable managers, are laying out their mines so as to get much larger quantities of air.
Certainly 150 cubic feet of air is not an extra large quantity per man.
593. Chairman.'] Is there auy particular clause to which you desire to refer ? At one time the mines
used to work ten or eleven hours in England, but the boys were not permitted to work so long as that, the
consequence being that we had to supply fresh boys at a certain time. Erom the experience which I
have had I do not think it would be at all difficult for the men and boys to work eight hours, and to
make arrangements for the mine to work ten or twelve hours, if required.
594. Mr. Haskins^] I will refer yon to the wheelers ? The wheelers are working nine or ten hours at
present. If the Bill came into force the wheelers would have to work only eight hours, but if the mine
was to run for ten hours the manager would have to provide for men or boys to fill up the extra time.
595. Mr. Combes^ That would make it more expensive ? Not if the daymen are paid so much per hour.
596. A lot of the men are paid by the day ? I am speaking of the practicability of the thing.
597. Mr. Hoskins.] You have read the Bill through? Yes.
598. If it came into force would it not increase the cost of getting coal ? It will increase the cost of day
labour if the wages remain the same, but as far as any trouble or difficulty in introducing the eight hours
it would not increase the cost of the coal by a penny a ton.
599. Mr. Combes.] The hewers of coal get so much per ton, and it does not matter to the proprietors
how many hours they work;—it is the men who are paid by the day, and the cost of keeping the machinery
going? The men work nine hours for 9s. Eight hours would probably mean 8s., or an equal ratio.
GOO. ilfr. Hoskins^] It has been stated by a gentleman of great experience in coal-mining that if the Bill
becomes law without material alteration it will increase the cost of getting coal at least Is, a ton ? That
is really a marvellous statement, to say the least of it.
601. Mr. Combes^] There is the extra cost of bratticing 25 yards instead of 35 yards ; that causes more
labour, and the more labour there is the greater the cost? I have had an extensive experience with
regard to bratticing, and my experience was that one deputy looked after the men, and did all the
timbering. The men did their own timbering if the deputy was not there. The deputy supervised the
men, laid the road, and put in what is called the bearing-up “ stoppings,” and bratticed every bord and
cut-through. The total cost of the deputy work in this case was about Id. per ton. The proportion of his
labour devoted to bratticing would be barely one-fifth of the total = one-fifth pence per ton. In the
North of England, at those collieries, and they are a large proportion, where every bord and cut-through
is bratticed, the cost of brattice per ton raised will be about one-eighth pence, or half a farthing, per ton.
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Mr. Jonathan May, colliery manager, further examined
602, Chairman.] Are you a “ certificated colliery manager ”? Yes.
Mr. J. May
603, Under the Government? Yes; I am a teacher of mining under the Technical Education /——-Department.
G Dee., 1893
604, Have you anything further to say in reference to this Bill ? I was asked at the last meeting what
would be the cost of bratticing. I have had a good deal of experience in bratticing. Bratticing was a
general thing in the mines which I was used to. A deputy attended to the meu, and to the timbering,
if it was not put in when he reached the place. He supervised the men, and kept what is called the
bearing-up stoppings in repair, and bratticed every place,—every cut-through and every herd,—and the
cost of that was something like a penny a ton. The amount of labour devoted to the work of bratticing
would probably be about one-fifth of his total labour, which would make the cost of labour for bratticing
about one-fifth of a penny per ton.
.
’605. Mr. Combes.] And there is the cost of the cloth ? In the north of England that would average
about one-fifth of a penny per ton of the coal raised. I might add, that bratticing is the rule in. the
north of England, that is the bratticing of every bord and every cut-through, in gaseous mines. I have
here a plan of bord and pillar workings. In this case every district gets its own quantity of air. The
air
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Mivf. air is conducted round the face by what are called bearing-up or face stoppings. Where 1 was for some
years the deputy used to sign his name that he would keep the bralhce within three yards of the faco,
■ but that became n dead letter, simply because the men used to say, “ For heavens’ sake take that brattice
down ” There was too much air for them.
606. Jjfr. Fldtery.] The Bill says the brattice must be taken to within three yards of the faco? That is
, where gas exists. If provision were made for that in the Bill, it would not be done, because it would not,
be necessary. In the case 1 refer to, the brattice was seldom taken more than half way along the bord.
607. Chairman.'] It would not be necessary to carry out that provision of the Bill ? iXot in that respect,
There is no doubt that bratticing the air within three yards of ilie taco has arisen out of accidents which
would probably have been prevented if that had been carried out in the winning places, which in gaseous
mines are bratticed as close up as is practicable.
60S. ilfr. Vickery.] In your estimate of the cost of bratticing, did you include the taking of the air to
within three yards of the face? 1 know that, in extraordinary cases, you might take it to within three
yards of the face, but not as a general rule.
609. Mr. Comles.] Under the present Act they can call the inspector’s attention to these matters ?
Yes. The plan which I have produced shows the general system adopted. Under the present arrange
ments, there must be a cut-through at every thirty-five yards. Then, if there is no gas there, they are
not compelled to brattice; if there is gas there, they are compelled to brattice. There may be carbonic
acid gas, which is very injurious to a miner's health, but a man could not ask for bratticing for that.
610. Chairman.] Why could he not ? Because it is not customary to do it, at present.
61], Mr. CTunJes,] He would only have to speak to the inspector? The inspector could not order it,—
except where the air was extremely unsanitary,—owing to the difficulty of defining the phrase “ adequate
ventilation.”
612. Chairman^] You are stating Ihat of your own knowledge? Yes.
613. What is the next point to which you would refer ? There is this point with regard to what is called
adequate ventilation. It is difficult to define without some stated minimum.
614. That is provided for in the existing Act? Yes, and wisely so; it being so difficult to say what is
adequate ventilation. Dr. Foster, in his evidence before the Jlines Commission in Great Britain, said :
“ There is a difficulty. I find, in the wording of the Act. I mean in this respect. If you have to bring
a charge of bad ventilation against the manager of a mine, you have to prove to the bench of magistrates
(who don’t understand the thing \ cry often) that the ventilation was inadequate. The words are, ‘ an
adequate amount of ventilation.’ A ow, you have to prove that it is in an unfit state for ‘working and
passing therein.’ If you go before them, and they find that a candle will burn well and tho manager says
that the ventilation is perfectly good, and the candle burns perfectly upright—though yon may fed
convinced that the ventilation is not good by the smell of humanity and the smoke lying about,—then you
would have a difficulty in proving your ease."
615. Mr. Combes.] The ventilation, in my opinion, consists in changing the air? Yes; that is a verygood definition,
,
616. Have you had any experience in the southern coal-fields of -Sew South Wales, and in the western?
I have been in the coal-fields in the Lithgow district, and I have been in the Ulawarra district, and
thoroughly understand their modes of working and mining conditions.
617. You know that there is no gas in the western district ? Yon mean no carhuretted hydrogen or “ fire
damp ?"
618. Where the conditions are entirely different, 1 suppose yon would not advise the adoption of a hardand-fast rule with reference to ventilation ? A'ot where the conditions do not require it.
619. Yon would not enforce one rule in several places ? Where there are different conditions, should not
there be different regulations ? Yes.
620. And they could be set forth in any legislation that might take place ? In the cases to which yon
refer I presume there is no gas.
621. If there is gas, more air will be required than where there is no gas ? We say gas with regard to
earburetted hydrogen or fire damp; but if there is carbonic acid gas or “ choke damp,” though a man’s
light will burn, it is very injurious to his health.
622. Chairman.] Which is the next point to which you desire to refer ? I wish to refer to one of the
schedules. It refers to the number of days in each month during which coal or shale has been drawn, a
return of which has to be supplied. I should like to suggestthat there be added to the annual report of the
Mines Department the average number of days per week worked by the whole of the mines. At present
we have a return from the report of that department specifying the quantify of coal sent away. I think
it would be highly beneficial for the coal trade if the number of the working days of each mine were
stated.
623. Mr. Vickery.] 'What would be the benefit of that ? I think if that were done it would be a great
protection to the capital employed in the coal-mining. From Newcastle there is about two and a half
million tons of coal sent away annually. Now, ten of the mines in the Newcastle district could supply
the whole of that by working three and a half days a week each, and all the other mines (fifteen or
twenty more) are practically doing nothing. For example, the Greta Colliery has a capital of £150,000,
but like that of other mines—it is practically destroyed. If what I suggestwas published in the report
of the Department of Mines, when tho pmlilic ucro being approached by the syndicate and their satclites,
philosophers, and friends re the starting of new mines, they would say, “ Here are mines doing nothing.”
Two mines out of three in the Newcastle district are doing nothing practically, and the consequences are
most serious, not only to those who invest their money in mines, but to others. Those mines which got
started, and which used to make good profits, are going down in value owing to the flotation dexterity of
the syndicates. It was on the strength of those profits that the new mines were “ successfully floated,”
and it is the “ successful floaters ” who are responsible for the commercially disastrous conflict between
the workmen and the owners, interest in the district. It’s a monstrous thing that legitimate mining
companies like the Minmi, of Messrs. Brown, the A. A. Co., or the Lambton Colliery’s should have their
capital at the mercy of conscienceless syndicates, 1 believe that no country in the world is more
efficiently supplied with thoroughly reliable scientific data as to its geological formation and mineral
resources than New South "Wales through its Mines Department. The mnnes of Clarke, Wilkinson,
David Pitman, and M'Xenxie are not more remarkable for scientific ability than personal probity. I am
•
certain.
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rcHnm, if tlie above auggoslion wore pointed out, they would readily adopt it in the Mines Department Mr. S. May*
for the protection of honil Jldo mining capital from the syndicate-mongers and their unprincipled eatelites. fi Pec., ISM.
To hour the latter blaming the muons for destroying the British capitalists' confidence "would be infinitely
amusing were it not so immeasurably wicked.
G2d. Chairman^] What other point do yon wish to refer to ? I should like to make a remark about
detaching hooks. Sub-clause D of clause 10 provides that everv mine shall be provided with some auto
matic contrivance to prevent overwinding. 'Iriere is beginning to be a great consensus of opinion that
something should be done to provide a detaching hook for the cage. There has also been some misappre
hension on the part of those who oppose this idea. There are three ideas connected with it. The first
is to detach tho cage, the next is to prevent the cage from jerking back. It has a catch-plate to hold the
cage up. Unless some provision is made for the height of fall due to the kinetic energy of the cage it
would drop back with a jerk. There are four principal ideas in overwihding: let. an automatic steam
brake ; 2nd, detaching book ; 3rd, hops ; 4th, springs—to prevent headgear injury.
(525. Chairman^ Would that not. come under the provision as to the supplying of proper apparatus for
raising and lowering persons ? I thoroughly approve of the detaching hook, but some additional provision
must be made in the shape of keps to prevent the cage from falling back and the other ideas suggested.
G2G. Mr. Combes.'] Something to come out and bite it ? That is one idea ; another is to have some auto
matic arrangement to cut the steam off. 1 have known eases where the shock of the cage in coming back
has torn away the support of the catch-plate for bolding the cage.
627. Chairman.] Do you think it necessary to enter into all these details in the bill;—you see that the bill
provides that all these apparatus shall be provided under a penalty ? Yes; I approve of that.
628. Mr. Vickery.] You say that the apparatus provided for in the bill should be a detaching liook ?< Yes ;
and, in addition to that, there should be something to prevent the cage from flying against and damaging
tho headgear, also to counteract the jerk due to the slack chain, and keps to catch the cage.
629. What is the nest point ? 1 would now refer to the subject of splits. Sub-clause 3 of clause 13 says :—
Within six mouths after the commencement of this Act, every mine, unless worked on the long-wall system, shall ho
divided into districts or splits of not more than sixty men, exclusive of wheelers and horses ; and each district shall be
supplied with a separate current of fresh air, which shall be taken to within fifteen yards of each working face by brattice
or otherwise where gas does not exist, and to within three yards of tho working face where gits does exist.

I have here a plan showing a mine split up into districts with each district receiving fresh air. From my
past experience I am sure that this will not trouble the managers. J n the past 1 here have been old mines
winch have been opened out by rule of thumb, and I have been verv sorry for competent managers who
took charge of such mines, because his conditions have been made for him, but where a- compcfcnfc mining
manager lias to make bis own conditions the splits will not be any trouble to him. The splitting the air
is a thoroughly established principle. A competent manager splits the air right off. Then each district is
ventilated with pure air, ami it is very much pleasanter for the manager, the workmen, and everybody else
concerned, and i(o economy is beyond question.
ii'iQ. Chairman.] Then you approve of the provisions in that clause? Y’es: I thoroughly approve of that
provision. That clause must have been introduced for this reason that an experienced colliery manager
has no trouble in carrying out a thing like that. But in the cases of had ventilating practice the air has
gone round the mine in one unbroken volume, and the men have felt the bad effects of it and have
objected to it. I have always had an idea that workmen who have worked in a mine which has been well
laid out where the ventilation has been in separate splits will always ask to have ibis practice introduced.
631. Mr. Pickery.] Can you tell us why that idea was not introducedin the recent English Act ? Probably
for one of the best of reasons, namely, that it is the rule in the English mines. Splitting the air is the
English mining practice. There arc mines in the North of England where you would have an explosion
every week if the air was not split. The home of good and efficient ventilation is the North of England,
because that is where they first got large quantities of gas in coal-mining. The circumstances made such
men as Nicholas Wood, John Wales, J. J. Atkinson, and W. Hopton. Their principle of ventilation is
essentially separate splits—pure air.
G32. What is tho next thing to which you propose lo refer? The next thing is the eerlificates of tho
managers. That is really the most important matter connected with the Bill. To have some guarantee
that the manager is a thoroughly competent man is to have tho best guarantee that the mine will bo
worked under good sanitary and safe conditions, and also economically.
633. Chairman.] You approve of that clause? Yes; but it is very singular that tho agent is not
mentioned here. I am referring to clause 14, which says :—
After one your from the passing of this Act, every mine shall he under a manager, who shall he responsible for tho
cont rol, management, and direction of the mine, and the owner or agent of every such mine shall nominate himself or some
other person to he the manager of such mine, and shall send written notice to the inspector of the district of the manager’s
name and address.

One of the weaknesses of the English Act was that the agent, who is not responsible under the Act, enn
interfere with the managers. It was felt to be a very great hardship that the manager, who was responsible
to the Government, and responsible to public opinion as well as to bis directors, should be subject to an
agent going to give him instructions, whilst occasionally there might bo a conflict of opinion,
63 k Mr. Vickery.] Yon agree with this clause, do you not ? 1 agree with it except that no irresponsible
person should he allowed to give directions to the manager.
635. Under this clause the agent cannot interfere ? We had some trouble about that in Great Britain.
636. Chairman.] Under a similar provision? Yes; that was one of the weaknesses of the Act. One
agent might have throe or four mines, and at each mine there would be a certificated manager, and that
agent would give instructions to the managers of four or five mines. The inspectors set their faces
strongly against it. They said, “ Let us know who is really the manager, and do not make him responsible
for somebody olse’s instructions.”
.
637. Did that occur under the specific wording of this clause? Yes, it was a grievance which was felt at
home very considerably.
OSS. Dow do you suggest wc should get over it? I suggest that where any irresponsible person gives
instructions Ihose ins!ructions should be made a note of. Just the same as when an inspector goes to a
school and makes suggestions, which arc entered in a book ; so that if a certain mode of working has been
adopted in obedience to an ngeijl, the agent shall be responsible if an accident occurs, At present the
manager is responsible and the agent goes scotfree.
.
639.
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Mr. J. May. 639. Mr. Comles.]
The clause under consideration is almost word for word the same as the provision in

the English Act ?
6 Dec., 1893. do the hard work. Yes ; it was felt to he a defect among mining managers, who were the men who had to
I would also refer to clause 15, which says:—
■
In every mine required by this Aot to be under the control of a certificated manager, daily personal supervision
shall be exercised cither by the manager or by a duly qualified under-manager, in accordanoec with the provisions of this
Act, nominated in writing by the owner or agent of the mine.

X would suggest that it be provided that daily supervision shall be exercised by either the manager or a
duly qualified under-manager; that is, an under-manager who holds a second-class certificate.
640. Chairman.] Those are the words in the Bill? I would also refer to clause 17, which provides for
the constitution of a hoard appointing examiners for granting certificates of competency to managers and
under-managers.
641. Do you approve of that clause ? Yes, I approve of that for the purpose of granting eerlificates. I
might say about the English examining board that the members are selected as being practical miners and
practical mining engineers and mine owners. Those gentlemen, with the inspector for the district, and
very often his assistant, constitute the board, and they conduct the oral examinations. I should just like
to suggest that there should be an oral examination in conjunction with the other examination. Clause 27
makes provision with regard to the plan of the mine. 1 would strongly recommend that the provision
with regard'to the three months be retained, and that the mode of ventilation should be clearly and
distinctly shown in the working plan of the mine up to date, so that an inspector could at once see the
system practiced. Clause 33 makes provision for the disqualification of persons appointed as inspectors.
I strongly recommend that that clause be retained as it has an important bearing on the welfare of the
mining population. Clause 32 deals with the appointment of inspectors. I presume that the inspectors
will have to get certificates under the Act the same as the managers. I should like to say that the
granting of a certificate of service is in accordance with the spirit of the English Act. We had an
inspector in England, Mr. Dickenson, who was regarded as the father of the inspectors at that time, and
who knew more about coalmining than any fifty of the younger men, but it would have been absurd to
ask him to pass an examination—it would be like comparing Count Yon Moltke with some self-assured
stuffed goose from some military school.
642. Mr. Vickei'y.] You approve of this clause ? Yes ; for nothing would be more supremely ridiculous
than to ask. that an inspector of such great natural ability, extensive experience, tact and judgment as
Mr. Dixon, for example, should bo placed on the same footing with some young gentleman who has “got
a certificate.11 In the early days of inspection a great disparity existed betwixt the class of man acceptable
to the owners, who objected to inspection, and the workmen who wanted it. The latter were most anxious
to have men of practical experience, familiar with the minutest detail of underground operations. The
spirit in which modern appointments are made is—given equality of theoretical knowledge—tho preference
is distinctly in favour of men with practical experience. That Ibis is the practice in New South "Wales
is, I believe, principally due to the senior Mines Inspector, Mr. Dixon, who, to unimpeachable integrity as
a man, adds tho universal reputation of being ono of the best practical mining engineers in Australia, and
I believe Australia holds men.who, in the science and practice of mining, equal any men in the world.
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(2.) Coal Mines Regulation Bill:—
Mr. President,—
The Legislative Assembly having had under consideration the Legislative Council’s Message, dated
Gth December, 189-1', requesting its concurrence in certain amendments made by the Council in the Coal
Mines Regulation Bill,—
Agrees to the amendments in clause 1, but proposes to substitute the word “July” for the word
“March” proposed to be inserted,—because the Bill is not likely to be passed muSh before the 1st July.
Agrees to the amendments in clause 2, page 2, lines 3 to 12 inclusive.
Agrees to that part of the amendment in clause 2, page 2, line 20, which omits the word “ ten,” but
proposes to substitute the word “twenty” for the word “ thirty” proposed to be inserted,—because it is
considered that a mine employing more than twenty men should be under the control of a properly
qualified manager.
Agrees to the amendments in clauses 3 and 4. and to those in clause 5, page 2, down to and
including that in line 57.
Disagrees to the insertion in clause 5, page 2, after line 57, of the following words:—“(a) Three
“ persons being owners or agents of mines in the Colony of New South Wales,” but proposes to further
amend the clause by inserting after the word “ persons,” in line 1, page 3, the words “ being owners or
“ agents of mines, or persons,”—because the three persons mentioned in subclauses («) and (c) respectively
represent in this Colony practically the same interest; and because, by this alteration, equal representation
will bo secured on the Board for the classes mainly interested in securing the services of capable examiners.
Agrees to the amendment in clause 5, page 2, Hue 59, to the omission of clause G and the insertion
of a new clause instead thereof, and to the amendments in clause 7.
Disagrees to the omission of clauses 8 and 9,—because it is of the higest importance that a person
on whose skill and care the lives of a number of persons and the safety of the owner's property depend,
should he qualified to perform the work entrusted to him, and the qualification of such person can be best
ascertained by examination as to competency or by evidence of service. General Rule 24 requires such
person to be a competent person, but does not define how his competency is to he ascertained; and it
would be a protection to the owner if such person were certificated.
Agrees to the iusertion of a new clause to folloiv clause 8,
Agrees to the amendments in clauses 11 and 13.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 15, which inserts the words “ or for registration of,”—
because no fee for registration has been named in the Schedule.
Disagrees to the omission of clause 17,—because it seems scarcely fair to Ihe manager that he
should be required to carry out instructions in which be may not concur but which he is compelled to
obey, and without any record to show who gave such instruetious.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 19,—because any existing inspector who has no certificate
should have an opportunity of getting one, and because the clause as amended reads as though an
inspector can be appointed under the Act before its commencement.
Disagrees to the omission of clause 21 and the insertion of a new clause instead thereof,—because
in the new clause the words “ when absolutely necessary'’ are omitted, and it would be impossible for an
inspector to make a proper inspection without impeding the work to some extent, however slight. And
because it does not provide for the inspector to enter in a book the result of his inspection. And further,
because it does not give the inspector power to require the manager to withdraw the men in case of
danger.
*
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 22, which omits the words “ and enter such report in a book
" at the mine,”—because such provision is considered desirable.
Agrees to the amendments in clause 27, but proposes to amend that on page 11, line 1, by omitting
therefrom the words “a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-law,” and inserting the words
“ or other person agreed to by the arbitrators” instead, thereof,
Agrees to the amendment in clause 29.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 30, page 12, line 32, which omits the word “ three” and
inserts the word “ six” instead thereof,—because six months is too long a period for the plotting of the
workings to be in arrears.
Disagrees to tbe remaining amendments in clause 30,—because the want of the information pro
vided for has on several occasions led to the working of coal outside the boundaries of the mine and the
owners have been fined in consequence, and the Crown has lost revenue through owners having extracted
coal outside their boundary.
Disagrees to tbe amendments in clause 31,—because the insertion of the word “ serious” leaves it
to the discretion of the manager what accidents shall and what shall not be reported. If proceedings are
taken against a manager for not reporting an accident, he simply says he did not consider it serious.
And with regard to the alteration as to the period within which the report shall be made, the original
words of tho clause are considered preferable.
Disagrees to tho amendment in clause 32, which omits the word “forthwith” and inserts tho words
“ within one month” instead thereof,—because there is no valid reason for delay.
Agrees to tho amendments in clause 34, but proposes to further amend that clause by inserting in
line 4G, page 14, after the word “ boundaries” the word “ of.”
Agrees to the amendment in clause 35.
Disagrees to the omission of clause 36.—because tbe limitation of a day’s labour to eight hours is
desirable and is not a new provision. It is to be found in the Victorian Act, sections 353, 354, and 355,
and also in our regulations relating to tho inspection of metalliferous mines as to engine-men ; so that it
has been recognised in this Colony for nearly twenty years, and the provision is not contrary to the general
practice in the mines.
Agrees to the amendment in clause 37, line 39.
Agrees
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Agrees to the amendment in clause 37, line 41, which inserts after the word “mine” the words
" And no bo vs between the age of fourteen years and eighteen years shall he employed in or allowed to
“ he, for the purpose of employment, in any mine below ground for more than ‘ ten’ hours on Monday,
“ Tuesday. "Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and six hours pu ‘ one’ Saturday, ‘ and eight hours on the next
‘“Saturday.”’
'
'
'
*
“ For tho purpose of this Act. with respect to*the employment of such boys in amine below
“ ground, the followingVegulutions shall have effect, that is to say :—
“ (i) There shall he allowed an interval of not less than twelve hours between each period of
“employment,
11 ‘ (n) Each period of employment shall be inclusive of one hour for meals.’
“ (in) A week shall be deemed to begin at midnight on Saturday night, and to end at midnight
“ on the succeeding Saturday night,”—
but proposes to amend such amendment by omitting the word “ ten” and inserting tbe word “ eight”
instead thereof; by omitting the word “ one” ; by omitting the words “ and eight hours on tbe next
“ Saturday" ; and by omitting the words “ (it) Each period of employment shall bo inclusive of ono hour
“for meals,”—because ten hours per day is too long for the employment of boys in a mine.
Agrees to the remaining amendments in clause 37, ami to those in clauses 38 and 40.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 41,—because as this clause has been altered, payment by
weight only applies to miners who are paid for “ large coal.” It may be true that under existing agree
ments the miners, as a rule, are paid only for large coal, but there nrc at least two coal mines in the
Colony where the miners are paid for all the coal sent up, and their right to be so paid should not be
taken from them, but they should he left free to make any contract that they and the owners think fit, and
yet be entitled to be paid by weight. It does not follow that tbe present practice, viz., to pay for large
coal only will not be altered iu tbe near future, seeing the demand for and the price of small coal is
increasing, unless as proposed by the Council, the right to alter be taken away by Act of Parliament; and
because the addition to subclausc (m) of clause 3S is unnecessary, as miners are not paid “by the method
“ known as the standard-bar system” ; the standard-bar is simply used to prevent skips being overfilled,
and usually skips that are overfilled are not paid for.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 43, down to and including that in line 25, page 18, which
omits tbe word “ he” and inserts the words “ the owner, agent, or manager,”—because even when the
miners are to he paid by “ measure or gauge” they are only to be paid for “ largo coal” ; and the checkweigher is not allowed to check the tareing of tubs and trams, and the person appointed by the owner is
not to be punished for improperly interfering with or altering the tare.
Agrees to tho amendment in clause 43, page 18, line 2G.
Disagrees to tho remaining amendments in clause 43, for the reasons given for previous disagree
ments in this clause.
Disagrees to ihe amendment in clause 41', —because the men who are getting the mineral are those
who should have the right to appoint the check-weigher, not merely those who are getting large coal.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 43,—because, under this clause as amended, tbe 11 Weights
“ and Measures Act” will only apply to weights, <tc., used for weighing “ largo coal.”
Agrees to the amendment iu clause 40, line 54, which omirs the word “ tifty” but proposes to
substitute the word “ thirty” for the word “ fifteen” proposed to be inserted.
Agrees to the remaining amendment iu clause46.
Agrees to the amendments in clause 48, but proposes to amend those in lines 2 and 7 by substi
tuting the word “ thirty” for the word “fifteen” proposed to be inserted in each case.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 40, which omits subsection (in),—because if the provision
as to splits be omitted there may he some difficulty about enforcing a separate current of air for each
district.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 50, page 21. lines 43 to 50,—because tho omission of the
minimum quantity of air will seriously increase the difficulties to be encountered by the inspectors, and
will possibly lead to frequent and serious coutticls with the managers, and frequent references to arbitration
or prosecution for offences against the Act, and may in some cases result in the cancellation or suspension
of a manager’s certificate, and in the interest of both owners and miners it would be expedient to have
a minimum.
Agrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 21, line 55.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 22, lines 2 to 6,—because without, the use of brattice
it is not clear how, if the rules as amended by tbe Council became law, a single heading could bo driven
more than 35 yards.
'
Agrees to tbe amendment in clause 50, page 22, line 12.
Disagrees to tbe amendments in clause 50, page 22, lines 23 to 56,—because it is important that inex
perienced men should not be employed to make such inspections, as the lives of a number of men may
depend upon the skill and care with which this duty is performed ; if the place has to be marked tbe men
can see for themselves that it has been visited before going into work ; the extra cost is trilling, and the
life of the man making the inspection might he endangered by using a naked light; and if danger exists
it should be recorded in the book so that persons likely to be affected by such dauger may know of its
existence.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 23, line 22, which omits tbe words “by such person,”—
because it is important that there shall be no question as to the person on whom this important duty
devolves.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 24, line 14, which inserts tbe words “except within
“ a completely-closed chamber attached to the fuse of tbe shot,”—because such words appear lo be quite
unnecessary.
Agrees to the amendments in clause 50, page 24, linos 21 and 22, and to that in clause 50, page
24, line 27, which inserts the words “nor 1 shall’ coal or coal-dust he used for tamping," but proposes to
amend such amendment by inserting after the word “ shall” the word “ dry."
Disagrees
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Disagrees lo the amendment in clause 50, page 24, lines 32 to 35, which omits the words “ Provided
“ that no person shall return to a place whore such charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours has
“ elapsed from the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge,”—because it is very desirable that some
period of time should elapse after a charge has missed fire before the men are allowed to return to
the place.
■^■Brees l'0 the amendment in clause 50, page 26, lines 5 and 6, which omits the words “ six feet
“ high, three feet wide, and four feet deep,” and inserts the words “ of sufficient ‘ length,’ and at least
three ^feet in width, ’ but proposes to amend the words proposed to he inserted by omitting tho word
“ length ’ and inserting the word “ height” ; by omiltingthe word “ three” and inserting the word “ four”;
ami by inserting after the word "in” the words “ depth and three feet iu.”
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 26, which omits Jiule 19,—because the object of
this rule being to prevent accidents it is thought it should be allowed to remain.
« i e ■I?iBaSrceH t0 the amendment in clause 50, page 26, lines 32 and 33, which omits the tvords “ Every
"shaft in course of sinking shall he kept clear of all noxious gases by a fan or some other appliance,”—
because there can be no good reason why, if gas in a dangerous quantity exists iu any shaft or pit, its
removal should not be made compulsory. The need for this has been proved by experience.
Disagrees to tho amendment in clause 50, page 26, which omits Ji/i/e 25,—because the removal of
coal from under a road where the cover is thin and weak may endanger tho lives not only of the men
employed in the mine, but also of the travelling public.
”
i(
Disagrees to, the insertion of new Itiele 24,—because it does not define what constitutes a
“ competent person.” The responsibility rests upon the owner or manager, and in their own interest one
would suppose they would wish the term to be defined.
.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 27, which omits Tiulc 34,—because it is most
important, in the interest of both owners and men, that every precaution should bo taken to prevent
explosions by reason of defects in boilers.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 28, lines 12 and 13, which omits the words “ or any
one having the written authority of any inspector or person so employed,”—because these words appear
necessary, and they occur in the English Act, and no doubt they have been inserted in that Act as the
result of experience.
. , Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, page 28, line 22, which inserts the words “ not being
mining engineers who are practical working miners,”—because the choice should not be restricted.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 50, pages 28 and 29, which omits Rules 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
and 46 ; to the omission of clause 51; and to the omission of proviso to clause 52,—because it is necessarv
that none but experienced coal-miners should work alone. This provision is also in -the English Act.
Even though it be admitted that these rules, or some of them, may be unsuitable to some collieries, it
will be conceded that they make for safety, and may he beneficial in some cases; and as ample provision
is made in clause 51 for exempting a colliery to whieli they are not applicable, there should be no objection
to embodying them in the Bill.
Agrees to tlie amendments in clause 54.
Disagrees to the amendment which omits clause 59,—because in the interest of both the owners
and the miners it would be wise not to strike out this clause, as there may occur a period during which
no special rules made by tlie owner can be in force when the special rules made by the Governor would
supply the deficiency.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause 62, line 39, which omits the word “wilfully,”—because a
person should not ho liable to be punished for pulling down a notice, &c., accidentally.
Disagrees to tho amendment in clause 63, line 6, which omits the words “five pounds” and inserts
the words “ one pound” instead thereof,—because the fine of one pound might not be effective. It rests
with the Justices to fix the amount to suit the circumstances of each case.
Disagrees to the amendments in clause 69,—because it leaves a workman to be prosecuted by any
body, whereas the owner, agent, manager, or under manager, can be prosecuted only by an inspector.
Disagrees to the amendment in clause /2,—because under no circumstances should such persons
be allowed lo adjudicate.
Agrees to the omission of clause 76 and to the amendments in clause 77.
Disagees to the amendment in clause 78, page 35, which inserts the words “ Large coal means all
coal passing over a three-quarter-inch screen,”—because too much of the coal raised will.pass through
the screen.
•
°
Agrees to the amendment in clause 78, page 36, line 6. which omits the words “ section four
hereof, and inserts the words “ Part It of this Act,” but proposes to amend tho words proposed to bo
inserted by omitting the words “ Part II of.”
Agrees to tho remaining amendments in clause 78, and to the insertion of new Schedule L
Disagrees to the amendments in Schedule II, lines 40 and 41, which omit the word “ (round)” and
insert the word "(large)” instead thereof, and which omit tho words “coal (small)”,—because for
statistical purposes it is necessary that the quantity of small coal raised should be known, especially as
small coal is a saleable commodity.
Agrees to the remaining amendment in Schedule II.
And the Legislative Assembly requests the concurrence of the Legislative Council in the amendmeniB upon the Councirs amendments in the Bill*
Legislative Assembly Chamber,
Sydney, 30th April, 1895.

J. P. ABBOTT,
Speaker.

Ordered, on motion of Mr. Want, That the consideration of this Message in Committee stand an
Order of the Day for this day fortnight.
92—n
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The President took the Chair at half-pant lour o clock.
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4,Co.vn Mixes Reoucatios Brim:—Mr. Brown, as Chairman, having brought up the Report from the

Select Committee appointed to draw up reasons for disagreeing to certain of the Assembly’s
amendments upon the Council’s amendments, and lor insisting upon certain of the Council’s
amendments disagreed to bv the Assembly,—
The same was, on, motion of Mr. Brown, read by tho Clerk, viz.:—
The Select Comiiutee of the Legislative Council, to whom it was referred, on the Gth instant,
to draw up reasons for disagreeing to certain of the Assembly’s amendments upon tbe Council’s
amendments, and for insisting upon certain of tbe Council’s amendments disagreed to by the
Assembly, beg to recommend to your Honorable House,—
That the Council agrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 1,
which substitutes ihe word'1 July ” for the word “March.”—
Disagrees to the Assembly's amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 2, page 2, line 2G,
■which proposes to substitute the word “twenty” for tho word “thirty,”—because it is not considered
necessary that a mine employing less than thirty men should be under the control of a certificated manager, ■
and be subject to all the restrictions and responsibilities which would attach to a large mine, and it would
mean considerably increased expenditure to a number of hard working and industrious men who are en
gaged now in developing small properties, which, if trammelled with the conditions under which large coal
mining properties ought to bo worked, would be closed up.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 6, page 2, after line G7, which inserts tlie words “ (a) Three
persons being owners or agents of mines in the Colony of New South Wales,” and disagrees to the A ssembly’s amendment in the same clause, page 3. line 1, which inserts the words “ being owners or agents of
mines or persons,”—because inasmuch as all parties should be represented on a Board of this kind, and it
docs not necessarily follow that the composition of the Board would be one-sided. The amendment follows
closely the words of the English Act, which provides for representation on a similar Board of an exactly
similar character. The Minister has the power to appoint and remove this Board, and they only hold
office during his pleasure. The field outside is large enough to make a selection of a very capable and
disinterested Board.
Insists upon its omission of clauses 8 and 9,—because it is not considered necessary cither in the
interests of the owners, nor is it any advantage to the workmen that tlie meu in charge of machinery
should have certificates of competency. For their own protection a qualified man is always provided by
tbe owners, and great care is exercised in tbe selection of a sober, trustworthy person. It has not been
found necessarv with the large mining operations in the United Kingdom to have any such provision as
this, and new clause 8 is a copy of the section of the English Mining Act, which deals with this question.
Rule 24, tho subsequent part of the Bill, makes the further necessary provision in connection with these
sections.
■
Insists upon its amendment in clause 15, which inserts the words “or for registration of,”—because
provision should be made for the payment of some fee by applicants for a certificate who have undergone
examination in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, and who possess the necessary qualifications, and desire
only to register in this Colony.
Insists
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Insists upon llic admission of clause IT,—because of its apparently far-rcacbinp; and unnecessary
operations. Apart from its impossibilities, some of tho Companies’ consulting engineers aro not resident
in tho Colony, and whilst possessing an exceedingly competent manager at: a high salary here questions
connected with the general character of operations at the mine are submitted for the consulting engineer’s
judgment, though he is resident in England, and it would be impossible for such a person to conform to
this section. The same contention may he raised regarding a managing director or the Board governing
a company ; besides, no good object could possibly be obtained by such a record. If orders were given to
the manager, his proper business, provided he did not agree with the instructions given him, would be to at
onco record in writing, for conveyance to the authorities above him, his objections.
Does not insist upon its amendments in clause 19.
Insists upon its omission of clause 21 and the insertion of a new clause iu lieu thereof,—because the
new clause, which is an exact copy of section 41 of the English Act of 1S37, provides all that is necessary
lo enable an Inspector to do his duty if he understands bis work, whilst, on the contrary, if clause 21 was
retained, it would band over in an arbitrary way the whole of the mining operations of this Colony to the
whim and caprice of, it might be, an incompetent inspector, and would give him too absolute a power,
which is undesirable. The power bo possesses now under tho present Coal-fields Regulation Act is quite
sufficient, if not too extensivo as it is, whilst ihe substitution of section 21 in lieu of tho Jaw as it now
utauds would endow the Inspector with such substantial power that, at his will, he could ruin any mining
company if he thought fit. All he would require lo do, without rhyme or reason, would ho to announce
to the colliery manager that it was his wish the men should be withdrawn from the mine, in which case
400 or 500 men would be thrown out of employment, and a repetition of what occurred at tbe Stockton
mine possibly be the result. In that case the mming authorities declared the pit unsafe, ordered the men
to bo withdrawn, and the men themselves, after some enforced idleness, petitioned the manager to bo
allowed to go ba'ck to work as the mine was safe, notwithstanding the opinion expressed to the contrary
by tbe mining authorities. The men went back to work, and have been at work for the last two years, in
the face of the order that they should bo withdrawn, and the fact that a prosecution was instituted against
the manager for not complying with the mining authorities, orders, the manager being fined for working,
what was then alleged, a property which was unsafe, but which, as lias already been stated, has been at
work for two years since, and is at the present moment in operation.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 22, which omits the words li and enter such report in a book
at the mine,”—because the provision is entirely unnecessary, and not in conformity with the English
Act.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 27, page 11, line
], which proposes to substitute the words il or other person agreed to by the arbitrators,” for the words
“ a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-Law,”—because in matters of this kind it is necessary
that all adjudications should be before some independent person, and it is thought that this can best be
obtained by the retention of the officials designated as above.
'
Insists upon its amendment in clause 30, page 12, line 23, winch omits the word ‘‘ three” and inserts
the word “six,”—because six months is not too long a period for the plotting of tbe workings to be in
arrears, and it is the law now, and has been for years past, without causing any inconvenience, nor has it
been a disadvantage to those concerned—employer or employed.
Insists upon its remaining amendments in clause 30,—because the words proposed to bo omitted
are unnecessary, ample provision being made in the Bill by re-enacting clause 38 of the present Coal
Mines Regulation Act, which serves all the purposes for ascertaining the working of coni outside the
boundaries of mines, and if the Crown have lost revenue,-as alleged, through owners having taken coal
outside their boundary, the fault lies in not malting use of the provisions of the law as it now stands in
section 38 referred to.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 31,—because it copies, word for word, section 35 of tho
English Act, and to refuse to insert tho word “ serious” would render the work of those called upon to
supervise mining operations, a grave burden to them, and make, them liable to be penalised for the most
trifling accidents which are bound to occur in any large operations where hundreds of men are employed,
and as a matter of fact, all serious injuries arc always reported.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 32, which omits the word “ forthwith” and inserts the words
“ within one month,”—because there is no valid reason for having it done immediately.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 34, page 14, line
46, which proposes to insert after the word “ boundaries” the word “ of,”—because it is as well that any
plan should show the surface boundaries as well as the workings underground.
Insists upon its omission of clause 3G,—because it is not desirable to limit by legislation the hours
of labour, yud penalise any man for working beyond eight hours, or have any time stipulated by legis
lation, apart from the fact that tho application of what is commonly known as the eight-hours system to
coal-miners is unnecessary, inasmuch as, by voluntary combinations and regulations, they have now eight
hours, with an idle Saturday every fortnight; besides, being contractors at so much per ton, they can go
to work and leave off practically when they please,
'
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendments upon tbe Council's amendment in clause 37, line 41,
which propose to substitute tbe word “ eight” for the word “ ten
to omit the word “ one;” to omit tho
words “ and eight hours on the next Saturday;’’ and to omit the words “ (n) Each period of employment
“ shall be inclusive of one hour for meals,”—because this being the law now under the present Coal Mines
Regulation Act, sections 8 and 9, any alterations in tbe present hours of working would curtail the output
of the various mines, and lessen tho wages earned by the workmen. The boys referred to in this section
are not necessarily employed under ground for ten hours. Under present arrangements they work now
only eight hours, but it is necessary for them, as part of their employment, to travel in and out of the
mine either with their horses, for gatekeeping or other purposes for which they may be employed under
ground, and the time for this varies according to the length of timo the colliery has been opened. In
some places it might occupy them altogether an hour—in others probably not ton minutes, and it must be
borne iu mind that one hour of the ten mentioned in the Statute is occupied exclusively for meals. It is
necessary, in order to maintain the proper output of tbe mine, that these lads should be in attendance,
and it is the training ground which all colliers like to give their sons before putting them to work on the
coal.
Insists
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Insists upon its amendments in clause 41:—because it is an honest attempt to settle by legislation
for what the miners are paid, and if it is not ascertained by the provisions of this section, and any demand
was made for payment for what is commonly known as “ small coal,” it'would involve an immediate
reduction of the hewing rate now paid to tho miner. His contract is to fill clean, round coal only, and
he is paid an additional rate, which is taken into consideration, for the small coal that is unavoidably sent
up and passes through the screens when the coal is being made marketable. Miners are not ordinarily
employed to get small coal—if small coal is filled it is paid for; besides, the retention of the section will
conform with the judgment of the House of Lords in several recent cases where a demand had been made
to secure payment for small coal under the title of “mineral,” and it would set at rest any little uneasiness
that may be felt upon this question. The law as it stands under the English Act and in our present
Colonial Act, according to the judgment of the House of Lords, entitles the miner to be paid for small
coal ; but, with the exception of three or four demands in England, the law has not been invoked by the
parties interested, they, no doubt, feeling that when payment was made for hewing large coal it also
included small as above referred to, and it was only to harmonise the present legislation with the English
Act, making the question more definite, that the clause was inserted, and which, in the interest of all
parties, the Council desires now to insist upon. If this position be conceded then the insistence on sub
section 3 is necessary.
•
Insists upon its amendments in clause 43 down to and including that in line 25, page 18, which
omits tho word “ he” and inserts the words “the owner, agent, or manager,”—because it concedes ample
provision for the protection of the wage-earner, and is the same provision as in the English law as at
present, with the exception that it provides that the check-weigher shall be an employee of the colliery.
This is the colonial law, and its operation has not been conducted with any disadvantages. It is often
very desirable that persons who are not connected with the mine should not be allowed to act as checkweighers, and that the person filling this office should be an employee of tho company.
Insists upon its remaining amendments in clause 43 disagreed to by the Assembly,—because it
brings its provisions in conformity with the English Act.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 44,—because it is desirable that it may be brought within
the provisions of clause 41.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 45,—because the miner is only to be paid for hewing large
coal or shale.
_
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s'amendments in clause 46, lino 54,
which proposes to substitute the word “thirty” for the word “ fifteen,” because this is in accordance with
the English Act.
Disagrees with tbe Assembly’s amendments upon the Council's amendments in clause 48, lines 2
and 7, which propose to substitute the word “ thirty” for the word “ fifteen” in each ease,—because it
forms part of the English Act.
_ Insists upon its amendment in clause 49, which omits subsection (in),—because this provision of
tho Dill refers only to the division of mine into parts, and it has been erroneously classed under the title
of “Division of mine into splits,” and represents clauses 19 and 20 of the English Act, which describes it
under the heading of “ Division of mine into parts,” and not “ Division of mine into splits,” and iu tho
English Act the legislation is permissive, and not compulsory, the word “ may” occurring in the English
Act, but in this section it has been converted into “ shall.”
Insists upon its amendments in clause 50, page 21, lines 45 to 50,—because the term “ adequate”
will be quite sufficient for every purpose connected with mining operations. It is sufficient for all the
legislation on this class of mining in the United .Kingdom, and gives rise to no difficulty there, and if
administered here by competent people, the same results will follow. The present law provides for a
minimum quantity of air, and if this is to he amended by the addition of any further prescribed figures, it
is thought better to follow out the English practice, as our deep sinkings are producing fiery mines, where
it is notorious that 100 feet (cubic) of air would be absolutely insufficient, As the law stands now, in ono
of the mines of this Colony, the quantity.of air circulated as a matter of necessit}r is three times more ihan
that required by law, and it is thought that the retention of the word “adequate” will be more than
sufficiently satisfactory to determine special application to each mine where either less or more ventilution
may he required. The quantity now in some places as fixed by law is very much too large, whilst in the
case cited above it is very much too little.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 22, linos 2 to 0,—because it is not necessary to have
bratticing as well as cut-throughs. One or other of these provisions is all that is necessary.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 50, page 22, lines 23 to 56, because this portion of tho Act
has only been brought into accordance with the exact wording of tho English Act.
Insists upon its amendmentin clause 50, page 23, line 22, which omits the words “ by such person,”—
because the words “ by such person” do not appear in the English Act.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 24, line 14, which inserts the words “ except within
‘ a completely-closed chamber attached to the fuse of the shot,”—because this is in accordance with the
English Act, and is absolutely necessary in every fiery mine.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council's amendment in clause 50, page 2 t, line
27, which proposes to insert after the word “ shall” the word “ dry,”—because this is not in accordance
with the English Act, the word “ dry” not being made use of, and it appears to the Council that the term
“ coal and coal-dust” would be quite sufficient to embrace coal of any character, whether dry or wet.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 24, lines 32 to 35, which omits the words “ JJro\ ided
“that no person shall return to a place where such charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours has
( elapsed from the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge,”—because it does not appear to he part of
English legislation, and it is unnecessary to make it part of statute law, and precautions are taken bv the
men themselves, by voluntary action on their part, of absenting themselves for a reasonable period where
the shot misses fire.
Disagrees to the Assembly's amendments upon the Council’s amendment in clause 50, page 26, lines
5 and 6, which propose to substitute the word “ height” for the word “length” and the word “ four” for
tho word “three ’ and to insert after the word “iu” the words “depth and three feet in,”—because the
provision to the extent of sufficient height and 3 feet in width is that provided for in the English Act, and
should be sufficient for all purposes.
Insists
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Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, which omits Rule 19,—because such a provision
is unnecessary, and is really the course pursued as a matter of practice.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, lines 32 and 33, which omits the words “ every
“shaft in course of sinking shall be kept clear of all noxious gases by a fan or some other appliance,”—
because it is an addition to the English legislation on this subject which is considered to be unnecessary.
The words “ or otherwise made secure” in the rule itself is capable of a much larger construction than
limiting an expression regarding it as it is proposed to do by the addition of the words “ every shaft in
“course of sinking shall he kept clear, &c.”
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, which omits Rule 25,—because it is the business
of tho Crown when leasing coal to see that sufRcient provision is made for protecting the surface, and that
owners of the mineral long before any improvements in the shape of roads or townships were in existence
ought not to be punished now by losing their coal, as it is by no action of theirs that circumstances have
produced an apparent necessity for not mining the coal which they are entitled to. Practically in nearly
all mining townships the large companies make provision—even at the proprietor’s expense—for tho
maintenance of the surface where the safety of the travelling public has to be considered. It is notorious
that roads have been made long after the coal has been taken out, and the authorities ought to have known
this would one day result in a settlement of the surface before they made the roads.
Insists upon the insertion of new Rule 24,—because it is in conformity with the provisions of the
English Act, and necessary to be placed here if the Council’s omission of section 8 is maintained.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 27, which omits Rule 34,—because it forms no part
of English legislation, nor of any legislation in this Colony, and it appears to he unnecessary.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 28, lines 12 and 13, which omits the words “ or any
“ one having the written authority of any inspector or person so employed,”—because they appear to be
superfluous; besides, it is doubtful if tbe power of an inspector or employee should he delegated in this
way, as such a power might be given for improper purposes.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 28, line 22,—which inserts the words “not being
“mining engineers who are practical working miners,”—because the retention of such authority as this
wrould leave it open to the persons employed at the mine obtaining an inspection of a valuable mining
property possibly for sinister purposes, and all that is required in an inspection of this kind can always be
accomplished by two working miners.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 50, pages 28 and 29, which omit Rules 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,
and 46; which omit clause 51, and the proviso to clause 52,—because legislation of this character would
simply destroy tho coal-mining industry of the Colony, and particularly that of the Newcastle District.
Insists upon its amendment which omits clause 59,—because it would be undesirable that there
should be any set of special rules established by the Executive, whilst ample provision is made for all the
prelimioary mining operations under the Bill, and it would be tbe business of the authorities and everyone
interested in the colliery operations to frame a set of special rules in accordance with the Act as speedily
as possible, so as to govern the mining property for the interest of all concerned.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 62, line 39, which omits the word “ wilfully,”—because any
one pulling down notices should be punished. If it could be shown to the Court that it was the result
of an accident, the offender could not he punished. In any case it would be difficult to obtain a convic
tion with the word “ wilfully” retained in the section.
.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 63, line 6, which omits the words “ five pounds” and inserts
the words “ one pound,”—because the section itself differentiates now to a serious extent between the
manager and the workman. It provides a punishment not exceeding £20 as against tho manager, and to
anybody else, for a similar offence, a' fine of £2. Besides, it assimilates the punishment of £1 to that
provided for in the English Act.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 69,—because it is only right that offences committed by
owners, agents, managers, or under managers should be prosecuted for by a specially constituted authority
in tho shape of an inspector under the Act, otherwise it would be competent for outsiders and employees
to be constantly annoying those concerned in the administration of the mine by projecting charges of
offences under the Act, which were frivolous and untenable, and the section as amended makes it an exact
copy of clause 65 of tho English Act of 1887.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 72,—because it leaves it optional to the parties interested to
make tho agreement, and, unless both parties are agreed, the adjudication could not take place, and it is
part of the English Act, clause 69.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 78, page 35, which inserts the words “ Large coal means all
“ coal passing over a thrce-quarter-inch screen,”—because it is a consequential amendment to the defini
tion of the term “ mineral,” which must be defined as in manner stated.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 78, page 36, lino
6, which proposes to omit the words “Part II of,”—because the duties and powers of an Inspector are
defined under Part II.
Insists upon its amendments in Schedule II, lines 40 and 41, which omit the word “ (round)’’ and
insert the word “ (large),” and which omit tho words “ coal (small),”—because they are consequential
upon those already made, and it is unnecessary for sfafcistical or any other purpose to have legislation in a
Coal Mining Bill of this character, inasmuch as the information is always available from the Coal-mining
Offices of the various collieries, and it is not in accordance with tho returns asked for under Schedule 3
of tho English Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1887.
Committee Room, No. 2,
ALEXA.NDER BROWN,
Sydney, Ylth June, 1895.
Chairman.
Mr. Brown moved, That the report he now adopted.
Question put and passed.
Mr. Brown then moved,That the following Message be carried to the Legislative Assembly:—
Mn. Speaker,
The Legislative Council having had under consideration the Legislative Assembly’s Message, dated
30th April, 1895, iu reference to the Coal Mines Regulation Bill:—
Agrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 1, which substitutes
the word “ July” for the word “ March.”
Disagrees
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Disagrees to tlie Assembly's amendment upon the Council's amendment in clause 2. page 2,line 26,
which proposes to substitute tlie word “ twenty'1 for tbe word 11 thirty,”—because it is not considered
necessary that a mine employing less than thirty men should be under the control of a certificated
manager, and be subject to all the restrictions and responsibilities which would attach to a large mine;
and it would mean considerably increased expenditure to a number of hard-working and industrious men
who are engaged now in developing small properties, which, if trammelled with the conditions under
which large coal-mining properties ought to be worked, would be closed up.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 5, page 2, after line 57, which inserts the words “ (a) Three
persons being owners or agents of mines in the Colony of New South Wales,” and disagrees to tho
Assembly’s amendment in the same clause, page 3, lino 1, which inserts tho words “ being owners or agents
of mines or persons,”—because inasmuch as all parties should be represented on a Hoard of this kind,
and it does not necessarily follow that the composition of the Board would be one sided. The amendment
follows closely the words of the English Act, which provides for representation on a similar Board of an
exactly similar character. The Minister has the power to appoint and remove this Board, and they only
hold office during his pleasure. The field outside is large enough to make a selection of a very capable
and disinterested Board.
Insists upon its omission of clauses S and 0,—because it is not considered necessary either in the
interests of the owners, nor is it any advantage to the workmen that the men in charge of machinery should
have certificates of competency. E0r their own protection a qualified man is always provided by the owners,
and great care is exercised in the selection of a sober, trustworthy person. It has not been found
necessary with the large mining operations in the United Kingdom to have any such provision as this, and
new clause 8 is a copy of the section of the English Mining Act, which deals with this question. Jlulo
24, the subsequent part of the Bill, makes the further necessary provision in connection with these
sections.
Insists upon its amendment in clause lo, which inserts the words “or for registration of,”—because
provision should be made for the payment of some fee by applicants for a certificate who have undergone
examination in the United Kingdom or elsewhere, and who possess the necessary qualifications, and desire
only to register in this Colony.
* '
Insists upon the omission of clause 17,—because of its apparently far-reaching and unnecessary
operations. Apart from its impossibilities, some of the Companies’ consulting engineers are not resident
in the Colony, and whilst possessing an exceedingly competent manager at a high salary here questions
connected with the general character of operations at the mine are submitted for the consulting engineer's
judgment, though he is resident in England, and it would be impossible for such aperson to conform to this
section. The same contention may he raised regarding a managing director or the Board governing a
company ; besides, no good object could possibly be obtained by such a record. If orders were given to
the manager, his proper business, provided he did not agree with the instructions given him, would be to
at once record in writing, for conveyance to tho authorities above him, his objections.
Does not insist upon its amendments in clause 19.
Insists upon its omission of clause 21 and tbe insertion of a new clause in lieu thereof,—becauso
the new clause, which is an exact copy of section 41 of the English Act of 1887, provides all that is
necessary to enable an inspector to do bis duty if he understands his work, whilst, on the contrary, if
clause 21 was retained, it would hand over in an arbitrary wav the whole of the mining operations of this
Colony to the whim and caprice of, it might be, an incompetent inspector, and would give him too absolute
a power, which is undesirable. The power he possesses now under the present Coal-fields Kcgulation A ct is
quite sufficient, if not too extensive as it is, whilst the substitution of section 21 in lieu of the law as it now
stands would endow the inspector with such substantial power that, at his will, he could ruin any mining
company il he thought fit. All he would require to do, without rhyme or reason, would he to announce
to the colliery manager that it was his wish the men should be withdrawn from tho mine, in which case
400 or 500 men would be thrown out of employment, and a repetition of what occurred at the Stockton
mine possibly be the result. In that case the mining authorities declared the pit unsafe, ordered the
men to be withdrawn, and the men themselves, after some enforced idleness, petitioned the manager to be
allowed to go back to work, as the mine was safe, notwithstanding the opinion expressed to the contrary
by tbe mining authorities. The men went back to work, and have been at work for the last two years
in the face of the order that they should be withdrawn, and the fact that a prosecution was instituted
against the manager for not complying with the mining authorities orders, the manasier being fined for
working, what was then alleged, a property which was unsafe, but wbieb, as lias already been stated, bae
been at work for two years since, and is at the present moment in operation.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 22, which omits the words “and enter such report in a book
at the mine,”—because the provision is entirely unnecessary, and not in conformity with the English Act.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council's amendmentin clause 27, page 11,
line 1, which proposes to substitute the words “ or other person agreed to by tho arbitrators," for tho
words “a Police or Stipendiary Magistrate, or a Barrister-at-Law,"—because in matters of this kind it is
necessary that all adjudications should be before some independent person, and it is thought that this
can best be obtained by the retention of the officials designated as above.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 80, page 12, line 23, which omits the word “ three” and
inserts the word “ six,”—because six months is not too long a period for the plotting of the workings to
be in arrears, and it is the law now, and has been for years past, without causing any inconvenience, nor
has it been a disadvantage to those concerned—employer or employed.
Insists upon its remaining amendments in clause 30,—because the words proposed to be omitted
arc unnecessary, ample provision being made in tho Bill by re-enacting clause 38 of the present Coal Mines
Kcgulation Act, which serves all the purposes for ascertaining the working of coal outside tho boundaries
of mines, and if the Crown have lost revenue, as alleged, through owners having taken coal outside their
boundary, the fault lies in not making use of the provisions' of fhe law as it now stands in section 38
referred to.
_ Insists upon its amendments in clause 31,—because it copies, word for word, section 30 of the
English Act, and to refuse to insert tho word “ serious” would render tlie work of those called upon to
supervise mining operations, a grave burden to them, and make them liable to bo penalised for the most
trifling accidents which are bound to occur in any largo operations where hundreds of men aro employed,
and as a matter of fact, all serious injuries are always reported.
Insists
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_ Insists upon its amendment in clause 32, which omits the word “ forthwith” and inserts the words
“ within one month,”—becauso there is no valid reason for havin'' it done immediately.
disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council's amendment iu clause 34, page 14-, lino
40, which proposes to insert after the word •' boundaries” the word “ of,”—because it is as well that any
plan should show the surface boundaries as well as the workings underground.
'
Insists upon its omission of clause 30,—because it is not desirable to limit by legislation the hours of
labour, and penalise any man for working beyond eight hours, or have any timo stipulated by legislation,
apart from the fact that the application of what is commonly known as the eight hours system to coal
miners is unnecessary, inasmuch as, by voluntary combinations and regulations, they have now eight hours,
with an idle Saturday every fortnight, besides, being contractors at so much per ton, they can go to work,
and leave off practically when they please.
_
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendments upon the Council’s amendment in clause 37, lino 41,
which propose to substitue the word “eight” for the word “ten;” to omit the word “one;” to omit
tho words “and eight hours on the next Saturday;” and to omit the words “ (rt) Each period of
“employment shall be inclusive of one hour for meals,”—because this being the law now under the
presept Coal Mines 11 egulation Act, sections 8 and S), any alterations in the present hours of
working would curtail the output of the various mines, and lessen tho wages earned by the work
men. The boys referred to in this section are not necessarily employed under ground for ton
hours. Under present arrangements they work now only eight hours, hut it is necessary for them,
as part of their employment, to travel in and out of the mine, either with their horses, for gatekeeping,
or other purposes for which they may be employed underground, and the time for this varies according
to the length of time the colliery has been opened. In some places it might occupy them altogether an
hour—in others probably uot ten minutes, and it must be borne in mind that ono hour of the ten
mentioned in the Statute is occupied exclusively for meals. It is necessary in order to maintain tho
proper output of the mine that these lads should be in attendance, and it is the training ground which
all colliers like to give their sons before putting them to work on the coal.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 41,—because it is an honest attempt to settle by legislation
for what the miners are paid, and if it is not ascertained by the provisions of this section, and any
demand was made for payment for what is commonly known as “ small coal ” it would involve an
immediate reduction of the hewing rate now paid to the miner. His contract is tc fill clean round coal
only, and he is paid an additional rate, which is taken, into consideration, for the small coal that is
unavoidably sent up and passes through the screens when the coal is being made marketable. Miners
are not ordinarily employed to get small coal—if small coal is filled it is paid for ; besides, the retention of
the section will conform with the judgment of the House of Lords in several recent cases where a
demand had been made to secure payment for small coal under the title of “ mineral,” and it would set at
rest any little uneasiness that may be felt upon this question. Tlie law as-it stands under the English
Act and in our present Colonial Act, according to the judgment of tho House of Lords, entitles the miner
to he paid for small coal; but, with the exception of three or four demands in England, the law has not
been invoked by tbe parties interested, they, no doubt, feeling that when payment was made for hewing
large coal it also included small as above referred to, and it was only to harmonise the present legislation
with the English Act, making the question more definite, that the clause was inserted, and which, in tho
interest of all parties, tho Council desires now to insist upon. If this position be conceded then the
insistence on subsection 3 is necessary.
■
Insists upon its amendments in clause 43 down to and including that in line 25, page 18, which
omits the word “ he ” and inserts the words, “ the owner, agent or manager,—because it concedes ample
provision tor tlie protection of tho wage-earner, and is the same provision as in tlie English law as at
present, with the exception that it provides that tho check-weigher shall be an employee of the colliery.
This is the colonial law, and its operation 1ms not been conducted with any disadvantages. It is often
very desirable that persons who arc not connected with the mine should not be allowed to Act as checkweighers, and that tlie person filling this ollicc should be an employee of the company.
_
Insists upon its remaining amendments in clause 43 disagreed to by the Assembly,—because it
brings its provisions in conformity with the English Act.
J
_ _ Insists upon its amendment in clause 41,—because it is desirable that it may be brought within the
provisions of clause 41.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 45,—becauso the miner is only to be paid for hewing largo
coal or shale.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 46, line 54,
which proposes to substitute the word “ thirty ” for the word “ fifteen ”,—because this is in accordance
with the English Act.
_ Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendments upon the Council’s amendments in clause 48, lines 2 and
7, which propose to substitute the word “ thirty ” for the word “fifteen” in each case,—because it forms
part of the English Act.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 49, which omits subsection (nr),—because this provision of
the Bill refers only to the division of mine into parts, and it has been erroneously classed under tho title
of “Division of mine into spliis,” and represents clauses 19 and 20 of tho English Act, which describes it
under the heading of “ Division of mine into parts,” and not “ Division of mine into splits,” and in the
English Act the legislation is permissive, and not compulsory, the word “ may ” occurring in the English
Act, but in this section it has been converted into “ shall.”
Insists upon its amendments in clause 50, page 21, lines 45 to 50,—because tho term " adequate ”
will be quite sulficient for every purpose connected with mining operations. It is sufficient for all the
legislation on this class of mining in the United Kingdom, and gives rise to no difficulty there, and if
administered here by competent people, tbe same results will follow. The present law provides for a
minimum quantity of air, and if this is to be amended by the addition of any further prescribed figures, it is
thought better to follow out the English practice, as our deep sinkings arc producing fiery mines, where
it is notorious that 100 feet (cubic) of air would be absolutely insufficient. As the law stands now, in one
of the mines of this Colony, the quantity of air circulated as a matter of necessity is three times more
than that required by law, and it is thought that the retention of the word “ adequate ” will be more than
sufficiently satisfactory to determine special application to each mine where either less or more ventilation
may be required. The quantity now in some places as fixed by law is very much too large, whilst in the
case cited above it is very much too little.
Insists
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Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 22, lines 2 to 0,—because it is not necessary to have
bratticing as well as cut-throughs. One or other ot‘these provisions is all that is necessary.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 50, page 22, lines 23 to 56,—because this portion of the Act
has only been brought into accordance with the exact wording of the English Act.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 23, lino 22, which omits tho words “by such
"person,”—because the words “by such person” do not appear in the English Act.
Insists upon it amendment in clause 50, page 24, line 14, which inserts the words “ except within
“ a completely closed chamber attached to the fuse of the shot,”—becanse this is in accordance with the
English Act, and is absolutely necessary in every fiery mine.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon tbe Council’s amendment in clause 50, page 24, line
27, which proposes to insert after the word “ shall ” the word " dry,”—because this is not in accordance
with tho English Act, the word " dry ” not being made use of, and it appears to the Council that the term
“coal and coal-dust ” would he quite sufficient to embrace coal of any character, whether dry or wet.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 24, lines 32 to 35, which omits the words “ Provided
“ that no person shall return to a place where such charge has missed fire until a period of eight hours has
“ elapsed from the lighting of the fuse attached to such charge,”—because it does not appear to be part of
English legislation, and it is unnecessary to make it part of statute law, and precautions are taken by the
men themselves, by voluntary action on their part, of absenting themselves for a reasonable period where
the shot misses fire.
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendments upon the Council's amendment in clause 50, page 26,
lines 5 and 6, which propose to substitute the word “ height” for the word “length ” and the word “four "
for the word “ three ” and to insert after the word “ in ” the words “ depth and three feet in,”—because
the provision to the extent of sufficient height and 3 feet in width is that provided for in the English Act,
and should be sufficient for all purposes.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, which omits Mule 19,—because such a provision
is unnecessary, and is really the course pursued as a matter of practice.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, lines 32 and 33, which omits the words “ every
“ shaft in course of sinking shall be kept clear of all noxious gases by a fan or some other appliance,”—
because it is an addition to the English legislation on this subject which is considered to be unnecessary.
The words “ or otherwise made secure ” in the rule itself is capable of a much larger construction than
limiting an expression regarding it as it is proposed to do by the addition of tho words “ every shaft in
“ course of sinking shall be kept clear, &c.”
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 26, -which omits Rule 25,—because it is the business
of the Crown -when leasing coal to see that sufficient provision is made for protecting ihe surface, and
that owners of the mineral long before any improvements in the shape of roads or townships were in
existence ought not to be punished now by losing their coal, as it is by no action of theirs that circum
stances have produced an apparent necessity for not mining the coal which they arc entitled to. Practically
in nearly all mining townships the large companies make provision—even at the proprietor’s expense—
for the maintenance of the surface where the safety of the travelling public has to he considered. It is
notorious that roads have been made long after the coal has been taken out, and the authorities ought to
have known this would one day result in a settlement of the surface before they made the roads.
_ Insists upon the insertion of new Ride 24,—because it is in conformity with the provisions of the
English Act, and necessary to be placed here if the Conncil’s omission of section 8 is maintained.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 27, which omits Rule 34,—because it forms no part
of English legislation, nor of any legislation in this Colony, and it appears to be unnecessary.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 28, lines 12 and 13, which omits the words “ or any
“ one having tho written authority of any inspector or person so employed,”—because they appear to be
superfluous; besides, it is doubtful if the power of an inspector or employee should be delegated in this
way, as such a power might be given for improper purposes.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 50, page 28, line 22, which inserts the words “ not being
“ mining engineers who are practical working miners,”—because the retention of such authority as this
would leave it open to the persons employed at the mine oblaining an inspection of a valuable mining
property possibly for sinister purposes, and all that is required in an inspection of this kind can always
be accomplished by two working miners.
Insists iipon its amendments in clause 50, pages 28 and 29, which omit Rules 41,42, 43,44, 45, and
46 ; which omit clause 51, and the proviso to clause 52,—because legislation of this character would simply
destroy the coal-mining industry of the Colony, and particularly that of the Newcastle District.
Insists upon its amendment which omits clause 59,—becanse it would be undesirable that there
should be any set of special rules established by the Executive, whilst ample provision is made for all the
preliminary mining operations under the Bill, and it would be the business of the authorities and every
one interested in the colliery operations to frame a set of special rules in accordance with the Act as
speedily as possible, so as to govern the mining property for the interest of all concerned.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 62, line 39, which omits the word “wilfully,”—because
anyone pulling down notices should be punished. If it could be shown to the Court that it was the result
of an accident, the offender could not be punished. In any ease it would be difficult to obtain a conviction
with the word “ wilfully” retained in the section.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 63, line 6, which omits the words “ five pounds” and inserts
the words “ one pound,”—because the section itself differentiates now to a serious extent between the
manager and the workman. It provides a punishment not exceeding £20 as against the manager, and to
anybody else, for a similar offence, a fine of £2. Besides, it assimilates the punishment of £1 to that
provided for in the English Act.
Insists upon its amendments in clause 69,—because it is only right that offences committed by
owners, agents, managers, or under managers should he prosecuted for by a specially constituted authorityin the shape of an inspector under the Act, otherwise it would be competent for outsiders and employees
to be constantly annoying those concerned in the administration of the mine by projecting charges of
offences under the Act, which wore frivolous and untenable, and the section as amended makes it an exact
copy of clause 65 of the English Act of 1887.
Insists
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] Qsists upon its amendment in clause 72,—because it leaves it optional to tlie parties interested to
inal;e the agreement, and, unless both parties are agreed, tho adjudication could not take place, and it is
part or the English Act, clause G9.
Insists upon its amendment in clause 78, page 35, which inserts the words “ Large coal means all
coal passing oyer a three-quarter-inch screen,”—because it is a consequential amendment to the definition
of the term “ mineral ” which must bo defined as in manner stated.
■
Disagrees to the Assembly’s amendment upon the Council’s amendment in clause 78, page 3(i,
line G, which proposes to omit the words “ Part II of,”—because the duties and powers of an Inspector
arc defined under Part II.
Insists upon its amendments in Schedule II, lines 40 and 41, which omit the word “ (round) ” and
insert the word (large) and which omit the words “ coal (small),’’—because they are consequential
upon those already made, and it is unnecessary for statistical or any other purpose to have legislation in
a Coal Milling Bill of this character, inasmuch as the information is always available from the Coal
Mining Offices of the yarious collieries, and it is not in accordance with the returns asked for under
schedule 3 of the English Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1887.

B.
Sections

in

Coal Mines Regulation Act, New South Wales,

11th May, 187G,

referred to in

EVIDENCE.

Section 12.
(2) An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and ceiierM Rules
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working places of the shafts levels
stables and workings of such mine and the travelling roads to and from such working places
shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
°
(3) An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less (as a minimum) than one hundred cubic
feet ot pure air per minute for each man boy and .horse which shall sweep undim ini shed alonn
the airway past each working place.
(4) Within six months after the commencement of this Act every mine shall be divided into districts
or splits of not more than seventy men and each district shall be supplied with a separate
current of fresh air All intake air, shall travel free from all stagnant water stables and old
workings and no place shall be driven more than thirty-five yards before the current of air
without a cut through put through or bratticed up within three yards of tlie face of such
working place,
(o) If at any time it is found by the person in charge of a mine or any part thereof or by the
examiner or inspector that by reason of noxious gases prevailing in such mine or such part
thereot or of any cause whatever the mine or the said part is dangerous every workman shall
be withdrawn therefrom and the examiner or inspector shall inspect the same (and if the
danger arises from inflammable gas shall make such inspection with a locked safety-lamp) and
in every ease shall make a true report of tho condition of such mine or part thereof and no
workman shall except in so far as is necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger or for the
removal thereof or for exploration be readmitted into the mine or such part thereof as was so
found dangerous until the same is staled by the examiner or inspector to be safe Every such
report shall be recorded in a book which shall be kept at the mine for the purpose and shall be
signed by tlie person reporting.
.
Section 19, Where the amount of wages payable to any of the persons employed in a mine depends Ab t0 payment
on the amount of mineral gotten by them such person shall after the first day of Eebruary one thousand fSSto&T
eight hundred and sevenly-six be paid according to tho weight of the mineral gotten by them Provided in 1“illL'a■
abvays that nothing herein contained shall preclude the owner or agent of tho mine from agreeing with
Ihe persons employed in such mine that deductions shall be made in respect of stones or materials other
than mineral contracted to be gotten which shall he sent out of tlie mine with such mineral or in respect
of any tubs baskets or hutches being improperly filled in those cases where they are filled bv the getter
of the mineral or his drawer or by the persons immediately employed by him such deduetious'being deter
mined by the banksman or weigher and check-weigher (if there be one) or in case of difference by a third
party to bo mutually agreed on by the owner agent or manager of the mine on the one hand and the
persons employed in tlie mine on the other Where it is proved to the satisfaction of the Minister that
by reason of any exigencies existing iu the case of any mine or class of mines to which the foregoing
provisions ^ this section applies it is requisite or expedient that the persons employed in such mine or
class of mines should not be paid by tlie weight of the mineral gotten by them or that the beginning of
such payment by weight should be postponed such Minister may if he think fit by order exempt such mine
or class of mines from the provisions of this section either without condition or during the time and upon
tlie conditions specified in the order or postpone iu such mine or class of mines the beginning of such
payment by weight and may from time to time revoke or alter any such order If any person contravenes
or fads to comply with or permits any person to contravene or fail to comply with this section he shall
be guilty of an offence against this Act and in the event of any contravention of or non-compliance with
thw section by any person whomsoever the owner agent and manager shall each be guilty of an offence
against this Act unless he prove that he had taken all reasonable means by publishing and to the best of
his poumr enforcing the provisions of this section to prevent such contravention and non-compliance.
Section 2:1. If in any respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this Act Notice by inupcror by any special rule) any inspector find any mine or any part thereof or any matter thing or practice in
C3U8K10f
or connected with any such mine to be dangerous or defective so as in his opinion .to threaten or tend to 'ided foHV’tibo
tho bodily injury of any person such inspector may give notice in writing thereof to the owner or a went ',ules'
ot tho mine and snail state in such notice the particulars in which he considers such mine or any part
thereof or any matter thing or practice to he dangerous or defective and require the same to be remedied
and unless the same be forthwith remedied the inspector shall also report the same to the Minister. If
tho owner or agent of the mine objects to remedy the matter complained of in the notice ho may within
seven days after the receipt of such notice send his objection in writing stating the grounds thereof to
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the Minister and thereupon the matter shall be determined by arbitration in manner provided by this
Act in relation to the special rules and the date of the receipt of such objection shall be deemed to bo
the date of tho reference If the owner or agent fail to comply either with the requisition of the notice
given by the inspector when no objection is sent within the time aforesaid or with award made on
arbitration within twenty days after the receipt of such notice or the making of the award (as the case
may be) he shall be guilty of an offence against this Act and the notice and award shall respectively be
deemed to be written notice of such offence Provided that the Court if satisfied Ihat the owner or agent
has taken active measures for complying with the notice or award but has not with reasonable diligence
been able to complete the works may adjourn any proceedings taken before them for punishing such
offence and if the works are completed within a reasonable time no penalty shall he inflicted. No person
shall be precluded by any agreement from doing such acts as may be necessary to comply with the provi
sions of tins section or be liable under any contract to any penalty or forfeiture for doing such acts.
Nbw Zeaiand Coax, Mixes

Act, 1891.

General Rules.

Section 33—
Rule 1,—An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to such an
extent that the shafts, winzes, sumps, levels, underground stables, and working-places of such
mine, and the travelling roads to and from such working-places, shall be in a fit state for working
and passing therein.
An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less than one hundred cubic feet of pure
air per minute for each man and youth, and horse, pony, donkey, or mule, which shall sweep
undiminisbed along the airway through each working place.

Ventilation,

51 Vic., c. 8-1.
II.—Rules.
Rule 1.—An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of tho shafts, levels,
stables, and workings of such mine, and the travelling roads to and from such working-places,
shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.
Rule 2.—An adequate amount of ventilation shall mean not less than one hundred cubic feet of pure
air per minute for each man, boy, horse, and mule employed in a mine, and as much more as the
inspector may direct, which shall sweep the face of each working-place. Every mine shall he
divided into districts or splits of not more than seventy meu in each district, and each district
shall be supplied with a separate current of fresh air. All intake air shall travel free from all
stagnant water, stables, and old workings, and every place shall be bratticed up within four
yards of the face. On all main roads 'where a door is required, the inspector of mines may order
that two doors shall be placed so that while boxes are being taken through the one the other
shall remain closed and no air shall be lost.
Statutes

op

Beitibh Columbia,
Pabt

YonUlutton.

ventilation to
bo provided.

Revised Statutes op the United States.—Vol. 1, 2nd Edition, 1874-1891.
Chap. 564, March 3,1891—An Act for the protection of the lives of miners in the Territories.
Section 6. That the owners or managers of every coal mine at a depth of ono hundred feet or more
s{ulu provide an adequate amount of ventilation of notless than fifty-five cubic feet of pure air per second,
or thirty-three hundred cubic feet per minute, for every fifty men at work in said mine, and in like pro
portion for a greater number—which air shall, by proper appliances or machinery, he forced through
such mine to the face of each and every working place, so as to dilute and render harmless and expel
therefrom the noxious or poisonous gases; and all workings shall be kept clear of standing gas.
Revised Statutes

oi?

Nova Scotia.—Fifth

series.

General Rules.

Section 25—
Rule 1.—An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels,
stables, winzes, sumps, and workings of- such mine, and the travelling roads to and from such
working-places, shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.

Ventilation.

C.
Sections

in

English Coal-mines Regulation Act,

1887,

bepeheed to in evidence.

Engtiehamiss?.
Any person who practises or acts as or is a partner of any person who practises or acts as a land
S'^eretma’as0'1 agent or mining engineer, or as a manager, viewer, agent, or valuer of mines, or arbitrator in any differirinpoctors.
ence arising between owners, agents, or managers of mines, or is otherwise 'employed in or about any
^<0'
mine, or is a miner’s agent or a mine-owner (whether the mine is one to which this Act applies or not),
shall not act as an inspector of mines under this Act, and no inspector shall be a partner or have any
interest direct or indirect in any mine in the district under his charge.
Aetof 1870.
Section 27. AT) examiner or inspector shall act or practise as a land agent or as a manager viewer or
agent or mining engineer or a valuer of land or arbitrator in any matter of dispute arising between owners oj
mines or be otherwise employed or interested in any way m any mine.

iss?.

If in any respect (which is not provided against by any express provision of this Act, or by any
special rule) an inspector finds auy mine, or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or practice in or
oMiwgcr mt505 connected with any such mine, or with the control, management, or direction thereof by the manager to
expressly pro- he dangerous or defective, so as, in his opinion, to thre-aten or tend to the bodily injury of any person, he
SctiA^sXseo. may give notice in writing thereof to the owner, agent, or manager of the mine, and shall state in the
1.
notice the particulars in which he'considers the mine or any part thereof, or any matter, thing, or
practice, to be dangerous or defective, and require the same to be remedied; and unless the same be
forthwith remedied shall also report the same to a Secretary of State.
'Where

English Act

Notice by in-
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1'WTiero in or about any mine, whether above or below grouml, either—

(i) loss of life or any personal injury whatever to any person employed in or about the mine occurs
_ by reason of any explosion of gas, or of any explosive,2 or of auy steam boiler; or
(ii) loss of life or any serious personal injury to any person employed in or about the mine occurs
by reason of any accident whatever,

Notice to be
given ol
accidents in
mines1. Sec. 15
Sub-600.1.

the owner, agent, or manager of the mine shall, within twenty-four hours next after the explosion or acci
dent, send notice in writing of the explosion or accident and of the loss of life or personal injury occasioned
thereby to tho inspector ot the district on behalf of a Secretary of State, and shall specify in the notice
the character of the explosion or accident, and the number of persons killed or injured respectively,
1 The whole of this section in the Mnglish Act 1S87 re-enacts, with considerable variations, section 39
of the Act of 1^72.
1 “ Powder” in- the repealed section.

Tho following general rules1 shall be observed, so far as is reasonably practicable,2 in every mine:

Part II.
Rules.

Ventilation of Mine.3

1. An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly produced in every mine to dilute and
render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working-places of the shafts, levels,
stables, and workings of the mine, and the travelling roads to and from those working-places
shall bo in a fit state for working and passing therein,1

Pule

General Rule*.
Sec. 49.

In the ease of mines required by this Act to be under the control of a certificated
manager, the quantity of sir in the respective splits or currents shall, at least once in every
month ho measured and entered in a book to be kept for the purpose at the mine.
Buie 2. Where a fire is used for ventilation in any mine newly opened after the passing of this Act,
the return air, unless it be so diluted as not to be inflammable, shall be carried oft'clear of the
fire by means of a dumb drift or air-way.5

3. Where a mechanical contrivance for ventilation is introduced into any mine after the com
mencement of this Act, jt shat! bo in such position and placed under such conditions as will tend
to insure its being uninjured by an explosion.5

Buie

* Any breach of these rules, by whomsoecer committed, may be an offence on the part of the owner,
agent, and manager.
'
'

reference

The words
reasonably practicable are not to bo construed with
to what is practicable
for the carrying on of the mine as a profitable business concern, but with reference merely to physical or
engineering difficulties. (IVales v. Thomas, Kj Q.J3.D. 310, a decision under the Act 0/1872.) The words
seem to apply to affirmative provisions only. Negative provisions are always practicable, because it is always
possible to do nothing.
'
3 The first clause of this rule is a re-enactment of rule 1, of section 51 of the Act 0/1782.
To comply with this provision ventilation must he produced even during the temporary suspension
of actual work, as on Sundays, and it is necessary not only that the actual working-places and travelling
roads should be ventilated, bat also that the ventilation should pass through the contiguous parts although
not actually in use; for so much of the mine must be kept so ventilated as to render the working-places and
travelling roads safe, (A decision under a former Act which contained similar provisions.)
5 This Buie is new.
.
9 This Buie is new.

D.
A. Bill to Amend the Imglish Coal Mines ^Regulation Act, 1SS7 (prepared and brought in by Mr. Secretary
Asquith and Mr. George Russell).
[Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed, 4 April, 1395.]
■

cinuse.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coal Minus Regulation Bill,

All HAN OEM ICN'T OF CLAUSES.
__ _
Dangerous Mines.
Kotiec that a mine is a, dangerous mine.
Constitution of Coal Mines Board,
Appeal to board against notice.
Powers and proceedings of board.
.
Special rules as to dangerous mines.
Shot-firing in dangerous mines.
Miscellaneous Amendments.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.'

Representation of workmen on arbitration or appeal.
Deductions by agreement.
Amendment of 60 and 51 Viet. c. 58. s. 13, as to check-weigher.
Particulars to be shown by returns from mines.
Plan of abandoned mine.
Amendment of general rules as to inspection, trimming of lamps, and tamping.
Provision as to explosives.
Qualification and examination for certificates.

__
_
15. Short title.

Short Title.

■
A Bill to Amend the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1887.
Bk it enacted by tho Queen’s most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:—
Dangerous

AIL 1895.
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Dangerous Mines.

Notice that a
mine is a dan
gerous mine,
60 & 51 Viet

il

58,

Constitution ot
Coal Mines
Board.

'

_
1.—(1.) Where it appears to any inspector appointed under the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1887
(in this Act referred to as the principal Act), that any mine, or seam, or part of a mine is dangerous, as
being either fiery, or dry and dusty, or both, he shall serve a notification to that effect on the owner,
agent, or manager of that mine, and from and after the expiration of one month after the service of the
notification, or if the notification is confirmed on appeal under this Act, one month after such eonfinnation, the mine, or seam, or part of the mine mentioned in the notification shall ho subject to the provisions
of this Act with respect to dangerous mines.
(2.) Por the purposes of this Act—■
•
The expression “ fiery mine” means a mine, or seam, or part of a mine, in the return air of which a
.
dangerous per-centage of fire-damp is found.
The expression “ dry and dusty mine” means a mine, or seam, or part of a mine in which a dangerous
amount of dry coal-dust is found.
The expression “ dangerous mine” means a mine or seam or part of a mine which is dangerous.
2.—(1.) Por the purposes of this Act there shall be a board of three persons, to be called “ The
Coal Mines Board” (in this Act referred to as the board), of whom the chairman shall be a person who
is not a mine owner or a miner’s agent or employed iu or about a mine, one other member shall be a
person who is or has been an owner or manager of a mine, and the third shall be a person who is or has
been employed iu or about a mine and is not and has not been an owner or manager of a mine.
(2.) The powers of tlie board shall continue until the end of the year one thousand eight hundred
and ninety-eight, and no longer, unless Parliament otherwise determines.
'
(3.) Each member of the board shall be appointed and may be removed by a Secretary of State.
(4.) On tbe occurrence of any vacancy in the board, or during the temporary absence of any member
thereof through illness or other unavoidable cause, a Secretary of State may appoint a fit person to be a
member, or to act temporarily as a member, as the case may be, in lieu of tho member whose place is
vacated, or who is temporarily absent as aforesaid.
*
(5.) Each member of tbe board shall be entitled to such remuneration as the Treasury may direct.
(6.) The board may, with tho consent of a Secretary of State, and the consent of the Treasury as to
number and remuneration, appointor employ and remove such officers and persons, with such remuneratioijj as may appear necessary for enabling the board to perform their duties under this Act.
(7.) The remuneration aforesaid,and all incidental expenses sanctioned, by the. Treasury of the per
formance of the duties of the board, shall be paid out of moneys provided by Parliament.

8.—Any owner, agent, or manager of a mine on whom a notification has been served under tin's Act
by an inspector may appeal to the board, and may show cause against the notification, and the board shall
either confirm the notification, or. if they aro satisfied that the mine is not dangerous within tho meaning
of this Act, make an order annulling the nol ideation, and tho same shall ho annulled accordingly, without
prejudice to any power of issuing a fresh notification if circumstances should make if expedient so to do.
4.—(1.) Por tho purposes of and incidental to tho hearing and determination of any appeal the
Powers and pro
ceedings of
board
shall,
subject to any rules of procedure made under this section, have all the powers of a court of
board.
summary jurisdiction when acting as a court in its ordinar}1, jurisdiction, and all the powers of an inspector
under the principal Act, and, in addition, the following powers, namely:—
(a) power to enter and inspect, or to authorise any person to enter and inspect, any mine or premises
tho entry or inspection whereof appears to the board requisite for the said purposes :
(i>) power by summons, signed by the chairman of the board, to require the attendance of all such
persons as they think fit to call before them and examine for the said purposes, and to require
answers or returns to such inquiries as they think fit to make:
(tr) power to require the production of all hooks, papers, and documents which they consider im
portant for the said purposes:
'
00 power to administer an oath and require any person to make and sign a declaration of tlie truth
of the statements made by him in his examination.
(2.) every person attending ns a witness before the board shall be allowed such expenses as would be
allowed to a witness attending before a court of record.
(3.) The board may order any costs and expenses incurred in and about any appeal to be paid either
by the appellant or by any person summoned before it or partly by the appellant and partly by any such
person, as they may direct, and any such order shall, on the application of any person entitled to the
benefit thereof, be enforced by any court of summary jurisdiction as if the costs and expenses were a
penalty imposed by that court; but subject to any such order, such costs and expenses shall be deemed to
be expenses of the board in the execution of this Act.
(4.) In case of dispute as to the amount to he allowed under this section for any costs or expenses, the
board may, if they think lit, refer the matter to a master of the Supreme Court, who, on request signed by
the chairman of the board, shall ascertain and certify the proper amount of the costs or expenses.
(5.) If any person without reasonable excuse (proof whereof shall lie on him) either fail, after he has
J2 & 43 Viet
c. 68.
had the expenses (if any) to which he is entitled tendered to him, to comply with any summons or requisi
Special rules as
to dangerous
tion of the board under this section, or prevents or impedes tlie board in the execution of their duty, he
mines..
shall for every such offence be liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding ten grounds, and in
ease of failure to comply with any requisition for making any return or producing any document, shall be
liable on summary conviction to a fine not exceeding ten pounds for every day that such failure continues.
(6.) The board may, with approval of the Secretary of State, make rules as to the procedure to fco
followed in cases of appeal to the board, including the time and noliecof appeal, and as to fees to be paid
by appellants and other parties.
(7.) The Public Offices Pees Act, lS7fi, shall apply to fees payable under tin's Act.
'
_
5.—(I.) A Secretary of State may make special rules for the conduct and guidance of tho persons
acting in the management of any dangerous mine or employed in or about tlie mine with respect to any of
the following matters :—
‘
(a) the lights to be used iu the mine; and
(b) the explosives to be used in the mine, the mode of using and storing such explosives, and of
.
making and stemming holes, and tlie times at which apd the miuiupr iu which shots are to be
fired iu the mine : and
(c)
Appeal to board
against notice.
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(c) the watering of the mine or any ways or places therein ; and
generally the precautions to bo adopted for the preventioa of accidents from fire-damp and coaldust.

(d)

(2.) Any special rules made under this section shall be served on the owner, agent, or manager of the
mine to which they are to apply, and if the owner, agent, or manager does not within twenty days after the
special rules are received by him object in writing to them, the proposed special rules shall be estab
lished.
'
(3.) If tho owner, agent, or manager sends his objection in writing within the said twenty days to tlie
Secretary of State the matter shall be referred to arbitration under tbe principal Act, and the date of tho
receipt of the objection by tho Secretary of State shall be deemed to be the date of the reference, and the
rules shall be established as settled by an award on arbitration.
(d.) While any such special rules are in force in any dangerous mine,any general rule contained in
section forty-nine of the principal Act, and any special rule established under the principal Act, which maybe
inconsistent with any special rules made under this section shall, to tho extent of such inconsistency, be
suspended in relation to that mine,
(5.) Any special rules made under tins section shall come into force on such date or dates as may
be therein appointed, and from and after tho date on which any such rule comes into force it shall be
observed in and about tho mine to which it applies in like manner as if it were enacted in the principal Act.
(G.) Sections fifty-seven and fifty-eight of the priocipal Aet shall apply to the publication of special
rules made under this section in like manner as to the publication of special rules established under that
Act.
_ 6.—Iu any dangerous mine no shot shall be fired unless all the workmen employed therein are for shot-firing in
the time being out of the mine, except those firing the shot and others necessarily present, not exceeding
ten persons, or such greater number as may be allowed in the case of tho mine by special permission of a
Secretary of State.
Miscellaneous Amendments.

—Where any matter in difference is referred to arbitration under tbe principal Aet, and where RepMsmtation
any appeal against any notification is brought before the board under this Act, the arbitrators or umpire, orbitranon'or'1
or the board, as tho case may be, may, on tbo application of any of the workmen employed in the mine to »ppc*iwhich the arbitration or notification relates, and on such security, if any, as may appear to the arbitrators
or umpire or board sufficient to provide for the costs of and consequential on the application, appoint any
person to represent the workmen, or any class of them, on the arbitration or appeal, and any person so
appointed shall be entitled to attend and take part in tlie proceedings of tbe arbitration or appeal to such
extent and in such manner as the board may direct, and bo subject to the same liability with respect to
costs as if ho were a party to the arbitration or appeal.
8. —(1.) Any agreement fo vary wages in accordance with the amount of stones or substances Deductionstiy
other than the mineral contracted to be gotten, or in accordance with tlie mode of filling any tubs, baskets, n,'r^cemcn,-■
or hutches, shall be treated as an agreement for deductions under section twelve of tbe principal Act.
(2.) In estimatingany deduction under that section, regard may be had not only to the amount of tho
stones or substances aforesaid, or to tbo nature or extent of the improper filling, butalsotothe diminution
in the value of the coal or to any additional expense caused thereby.
,
(3.) Any such agreement for deductions, and any deduction made iu pursuance thereof, shall bo
illegal, null, and void unless—
(a) tbe agreement is evidenced by a memorandum in writing signed by the workman; and
{!>) the deduction authorised by the agreement is reasonable, having regard to all the circumstances
of the ease.
.
(-f-) Any deduction made iu pursuance of any such agreement shall not be lawful unless particulars
in writing, showing the nature and items of the deduction, are supplied to the workman on each occasion
when the deduction is made.
•
9. —-(1.) A statutory declaration made by any person acting or claiming to act as a check-weigher Amendment of
under section thirteen of the principal Act, or by any other person entitled to bo represented by such a “]3^Schc‘k*
check-weigher, to the effect that he was present at a meeting for the purpose of appointing a cheek-weight. K ‘
weigher, and that the person named in the declaration was duly appointed check-weigher by that meeting,
shall be prima facie evidence of that appointment.
(2.) W'here the check-weigher was appointed by a majority ascertained by ballot of tbe persons
employed in the mine, and paid according to the mineral gotten by them, the declaration shall so state,
and if it does not so state, then it shall state the names of tbe persons by whom or on whose behalf the
check-weigher was appointed. ’Where a check-weigher is appointed by such a majority as aforesaid ho
shall bo deemed to be appointed on behalf of all the persons employed in the mine who are entitled to
appoint him.
(3.) The facilities to be afforded to a check-weigher under section thirteen of the principal Act shall
include a shelter from the weather and a desk or table at which the check-weigher may write.
10. The annual return under section thirty-three of the principal Act shall, with respect to the year parii0U|ari
mentioned in that section, show for each mine, in such form as the Secretary of State may prescribe,__ showniiyreturns
(1) to the best of the information and belief of the person making the return, the distribution of the[i0 & 51 vict'
coal gotten at the mine, specifying whether it is supplied for colliery consumption, for domestic C‘5S’ ^ 33‘1
consumption, for the manufacture of coke, for the manufacture of gas, for other manufacturing
purposes, or for export; and
(2) the quantity and value of coke produced at the mine ; and
(3) the rates of and total amount paid for royalties, rents, and wayleaves,in
fireclay, oil shale, and other minerals respectively ; and
(4) the average pricp of coal at the pit’s mouth,

respect of coal, ironstone,
11,
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11. Section thirty-eight of the principal Act shall be amended as follows:—
(1.) The following subsection shall he substituted for subsection one:—
“ (1.) Where any mine or seam is abandoned, the person who is owner of the mine or seam at tlie
time of its abandonment shall, within three month.s after the abandonment, send to a Secretary of
State :
(i.) An accurate plan of the mine or seam, being either tho original working plan or an accurate
copy thereof made by a competent draftsman, and showing—
(a) the boundaries of tho workings of tlie mine or seam, including not only the working faces
but also all headings in advance thereof, up to the time of the abandonment;
(S) tbe pillars of coal or other mineral remaining unworked;
(c) the position, direction, and extent of every known fault or dislocation of the seam with its
vertical throw;
(d) the position of the workings with regard to the surface;
(e) the general direction and rate of dip of the strata; and
'
(f) a statement of the depth of the shaft from the surface to the seam abandoned; and
(ii.) A section of the strata sunk through, or if that is not reasonably practicable, a statement of
the depth of the shaft with a section of the seam.
‘‘Every such plan must be on a scale of not less than that of the ordnance survey of twenty-five
inches to the mile, or on the same scale as the plan used at the mine at the time of its abandonment.”
(2.) In sub-section two, after the words " without the consent of the owner of the mine or seam ”
shall he inserted the words “ or the licence of a Secretary of State.”
(3.) The following sub-sections shall be added to the said section :—
“ (6.) At any time after tbe expiration of ten years from the time of tbe abandonment, tbe
Secretary of State may, with the consent of any local authority, deposit with that authority
the said plan and section, or may authorise the local authority to deposit the same in any
public library or other public building, and may make rules for the safe custody, inspection,
and copying of the same, and as to the fees (if any) to be taken in respect thereof. Every plan
and section so deposited shall be delivered up to the Secreiary of State on demand.”
“ (7.) The High Court, or in Scotland the Court of Session, may, on application, by or on behalf
of the Secretary of State, make an order requiring any person who has for the time being the
custody or possession of any plan or section of an abandoned mine or seam to produce the
same to the Secretary of State for the purpose of inspecting or copying the same.”
Amendment of
12.—(1.) The inspection before the commencement of work required by Jiule 4 (i.) contained in
general rules as
section forty-nine of the principal Act shall extend to the roadways and to all parts of the mine
to insijectfon,
trimming’ of
the condition of which may affect the safety of the mine.
lumps, And
(2.) Rule 10 of the general rules contained iu section forty-nine of tbe principal Act shall apply to
tamping.
the trimming of safety lamps in like manner as to the examining thereof, and shall be read as if the words
“ and trim,” “ and trimmed.” and “ and trimming " were respectively used after the words “ examine,”
“ examined," and “ examining ” wherever those words respectively occur.
(3.) A safety lamp shall not he used in any mine or part of a mine unless it is the property of
tho owner of the mine, and no portion of any safety lamp shall be removed by any person from the mine
while the lamp is in ordinary use.
(4.) In Rule 12 of the said general rules, for the words “ nor shall coal or coal dust he used for
tamping " shall be substituted the words “ and only clay or other non-inflammable substances shall bo
used for tamping.”
Provision as to
13.—An explosive shall not be used in any mine unless it is of a kind for the time being certified by
explosives.
a Secretary of State as fit to be used in that mine or in any designated class of mines including that mine,
and the Secretary of State may grant certificates for the purpose of this section in such form, on
such terms, and subject to such conditions as ho thinks fit.
Qualification and
14.—(1.) To sub-section one of section twenty-three of the principal Act shall be added the
examination for
following words “ or such experience or other training as the board to which he applies may consider
certificates.
equivalent to such five years’ experience.”
(2.) The examinations for certificates of competency under the principal A ct shall be partly by
examination papers and partly by oral examination.
(3.) The examination by examination papers shall be conducted by examiners to be appointed by a
Secretary of State, and any rules made by any board under section twenty-four of the principal Act, so
far as relates to tbe examiners appointed under this section, shall not have effect until approved by the
Secretary of State ; but save as aforesaid section twenty-four of the principal Act shall apply to all
examinations conducted under the provisions of the principal Act as amended by this Act,
Short Title.
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15.—This Act may be cited as the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1895, and the principal Actandthe
Coal Mines (Check Weighers) Act, 1894, and this Act may he cited collectively as the Coal Mines
Regulation Acte 1887 to 1895.

'

E.

Chapter 52.
An Act to amend the provisions of the English Coal-mines Regulation Aet, 1887, with respect to Check
.
weighers. [25th August, 1894.]
Be it enacted'by the Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual'and'Temporal, and Commons in this present Parliament assembled, and by tlie authority of the
same, as follows:—
Penalty (or
1. If the owner, agent, or manager of any mine, or any person employed by or acting under tlie
w/thofflceof instructions of any such owner, agent, or manager, interferes with the appointment of a check-weigher,
check-weigher, or refuses to afford proper facilities for the holding of auy meeting for the purpose of making such
appointment, in any case in which the persons entitled to make the appointment do not possess or are
unable
•
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unable to obtain a suitable meeting place, or attempts, whether by threats, bribes, promises, notice of
dismissal, or otherwise howsoever to exercise improper influence in respect of such appointment, or to
induce tho persons entitled to appoint a check-weigher or any of them, not to re-appoint a check-weigher,
or to vote for or against any particular person, or class of persons, in the appointment of a check-weigher, s® »nd rn vie.,
such owner, agent, or manager shall be guilty of an offence against tbe Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1887, c‘ '
2. This Aet may bo cited as tbe Coal-mines (Check-weigher) Act, 1894.

El.
Ciieck-weiojibes’ Statements,

Southern District Collieries; Minutes of Evidence, Questions 1G19-1805.
Mount Pleasant Collieht.

Question 1. Dave you a standard weight P Yes, a standard weight fixed at 20 cwt.
,
„
2. How many skips have been weighed per 1,000 filled for the past three months ? Dor the
past three months, dating up to September 7th, 1895,13,081 skips of coal have been booked
to the miners’ account; out of that amount 30G skips have been weighed; taking tbe amount
per 1,000, we have weighed 23 and iV skips per 1,000.
,,
3. How many men are there who have not been weighed for the past month, two months, or
three months ? Fourteen numbers have not been weighed for a fortnight, or twenty-seven
men in all, dating from August 23rd to September 7th. Two numbers have not been
weighed for a period of three week's, or four men in all, from August 13th to September 7th,
One number has not been weighed for a period of eight weeks, or two men in all, from July
IGtb to September 7th. One number has not been weighed for a period of nine and a half
weeks, or one man in all, from July 4th to September 7th.
H. R. MURDOCH,
Check-weighman,
CoALCLTFF Coi.LIEUT.
June 17f/i to September 7th,

1895.

This list comprises the number of times each miner was weighed during the last twelve weeks.
Minors'

No. of times

Nos.
1
2
3
4
5
G
7
8
9
10
11
12

weighed.
...
3
...
1
1
1
...
1
...
1
...
...

Left the colliery June 24th.
Once June 24th, and twice on September 3rd.
Left the colliery July 9th.
On June 24th.
On September 3rd.
On
„
„
Hot weighed during past three months.
On Juno 24th.
Hot weighed during past three months.
On September 3rd.
Hot weighed.
,,
paid by the average of the mine, and has not been weighed up to
September 9th.
13
1
On June 24th.
14
...
Employed at the colliery from July 22nd, and paid by average, and not weighed
up to September 9th.
IG
1
On June 24th.
22
3
Once on June 24th, and twice on September 3rd.
G3
...
An old miner named Win. Walker, principally sending out slack.
It will bo seen by the above list that there have been only two weighings during this period, and
tbe number of days worked is thirty-eight.
■
Miners’

Nob.
1

Weighed, September 3rd, 1895.

cwt. qr. lb.

ewt. qr. ib.

September 4th. Objected to this weigh, because he did not call on
the weigh until the set was out at the tunnel month, and got
them removed from the sheet.
2
13 2 0
13 2 0
This average went upj 1 qr.; ought to he 14' cwt. 1 qr. 7 lb. if the
standard weight was removed.
5
13 1 14
13 2 0
Ho. 5 went up from 12 cwt. 3 qr. to 13 ewt. 1 qr. 14 lb.
13 2 0
G
11 1 0
This number lost 2 qr. 14 lb. He did not want him.
13 2 0 This number lost 2 qr. 14 lb. He did not want him.
10
12 1 0
22
12 3 0
12 1 14
This number went up 3 qr. 7 lb.
Tho above is what they call weighing by average at the Coalcliff Colliery.
Wo used to get 3d. a cask for bailing water, but that is done away with. If you do not bail it you
can sit there until somebody comes to do it—that is, there is no other place for you ; this has happened
with several men, now and again. We have also to pay Is. per fortnight for house coal, but had not to do
it before. As regards the eight hours, I should like to see it become an established fact. There ai-e men
in the Coalcliff Colliery who go in at 12 o’clock at night aud are uot out until 5 30 p.m. the next night,
and they have often had to go in and work from 3 and 4 o’clock in the morning until 5 p.m. at night. At
one time if they wished an early start the manager would ask if we would oblige him, but he does not do it
now ; he simply sends round some one between 8 and 9 o'clock to tell us that he wants us to start at a
certain hour inthe morning, and there is no more about it;yet people will say wc have tlie eighthours.
I have known him repeatedly chastise men for coming out of the colliery after being in nine and ten
hours, just because it was uot 5 o’clock ; and yet, in the face of all this, it is said we do not want the eighthour clause because we have it already. I would like to know where we have it. Both men generally go
in
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iii together now ; it id not as it used to be, a trout and back shift, and I have beard tlie manager tell men
that were on the back shift that it was time they were in, and then it was not much after 7 o’clock; their
reason could not be because they got more coal out, because they do not average any more now than they
did when they were working the eight hours, front and back shift.
A. mCOL,
Coalcliff Colliery, September 9th, 1895.
Check-weighm an.
Metrotolitapt Cot.t.tep.t, Helensburgh.
Miners skips drawn from the Metropolitan Mine from the 8th July until the 31st August, 1S95,
were 31,549; number weighed, 477; average, 1 in 66.
THOS. HALL, Check-weighman,
South Clifton Colliery, 10th September, 1895.
1. Number of skips weighed per 1,000,1 to each 255.
2. Number of men not weighed for three months, 12.
3. Number of men not weighed for two months, 32.
4. Number of men not weighed for one month, 58.
5. Number of men getting coal, 70.
6. Total number of skips weighed for three months, 53.
The above is for six pays, and is a fairly representative account.
JAMES MAG-HIKE,
South Clifton.
‘ Miners’ Check-woighman.

Note.—See Gao. Henderson's evidence. Questions IGGS-IG74.
Corrimal Colliery.
No. 0 token : On vth August, 1894, had a Tommy weighed 8 cwt. 2 qr.; also a Kembla skip weighed
on 29th August, 1894, 8 ewt. 1 qr. This number was no more weighed till 21st December. 1894, a
Kembla skip ; a Tommy not being weighed till 31st January, 1895.
'
Period—Kembla, four months; Tommy, nearly six months.
No. 11 token: Tommy, 5th November, 1894; Kembla, 29th November, 1894: Tommy, 29th
March, 1895 ; Kembla, 19th April, 1895.
‘
Period—Over four mouths in both skips.
No. 55 token: A tommy skip weighed on 13th March, 1894 ; weighed no more till 13th November,
1891—this is a period of eight months; and then on the 13th November the overman chalked the skip
that was weighed.
, It is a common occurrence for men to run over a month, and upwards of two months, without
having a skip weighed.
On Saturday, 6th July, 1895, whilst the Company’s weighman was busy up the yard helping to
unload some trucks, he noticed a small skip coining down the incline, when all of a sudden he jumped
down from that work and ran down the yard up to the weigh-screen and called it in to be weighed. These
men were in a deficient place, and made an agreement with the overman that they should have (5 cwt. per
skip to fill all away together, but after having been weighed only 4 cwt. per skip fhe manager vetoed the
arrangement made by the overman, to the men’s loss.
_
On Sunday night, the 4th August, 1895, two men were brought out of their own place and put into
a pillar to oblige the Company, by filling all the empty skips, and when the pay came they were deficient
2d. per ton for that night’s work, whilst they were weighed in that coal which caused them to lose a quarter
of a hundredweight off every skip filled during that fortnight.
^ Hor the two weeks ending 31st August, 1895, the pit worked seven days on coal; during that time
4,287 skips of best coal and 489 skips of slack passed over the screens. Out of this number twentyfour skips were only weighed—an average of three skips per day. Two days on weighing.
"
From Friday, 30th August, 1895, till 14th September, 1895, the pit worked fourteen full days and
twelve nights of from four to five hours’ duration, when the miners were requested to run shifts to supply
them with coal.
_ One young man (a day-man) after running one extra shift at night-time refused to do auy move
overtime,for which action he has received fourteen days’ notice to quit the Company’s service. For twelve
full days and eleven nights during this time 7,396 skips of best coal aud 1,056 skips of slack passed over
the'sereens, and only 109 skips were weighed. Twenty-nine of this number were weighed during ono
midnight, leaving the balance of eighty skips weighed for twelve full days of ten hours each.
Twenty-two men out of a total of 122 have not had one skip weighed this fortnight.

F.

_

Pair nets from Piflk and Final Ueport of Papal Commission on Labour in England,

.
1894.

Eight Hours.

Arguments in
SlSrirttonT1
hours ot miners.

Page 70, paragraph 198.—Mining is confessedly an occupation exceptionally dangerous, disagreeable, and laborious ; it is also alleged that the hours now worked make it exceptionally unhealthy,
It was not contended by witnesses before the Commission that the hours of labour in mines are long as
compared with those of other industries,* but only that they are unduly long, having regard to the
■ • Mr, Pickard, iioicmer, elated at ihe Conference rtf the Wednxmisler Palace Hold (ISfll) bet,ween coal-owner* and,
minere that the “ hours which miners hare to put in from the time then
their homes to engage, njmn their work in any shift
are, on the average, longer than in any other trade or occupation in thccountry” (See minutes of evidence. Group A., Vot, 1.,
Appendix X VI., page 485). .For the actual average hours worked by ihe hewers in the different districts from hank to hank
(in -no case more, than 9$), or at the face, exchmim of nimt- times {in. no case more than 8J), see the table given in Ihe summitries
of eridonce, Group A., Part l., paragraph 10 (a). It must be remembered that the hewers do not, as a ride, work the six days
of the week.
'
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character of the work, and that eight hours a day of labour underground in an impure atmosphere, with
the risk to which miners are exposed of catching chills in changing from the hot air of the mines to the
cold and damp above, is as much as it is right to ask any man to work. Longer hours are (it is main
tained) most injurious to health, they also increase the danger of a calling already dangerous enough.
More accidents occur towards the end of shift than at the beginning, simply in consequence of the
hewers becoming over-tired.
In further justification of the demand for special treatmeut for workers underground, it is asserted
that the miners have, by an unmistakable majority, declared themselves in favour of an eight-hours’ day
by legal enactment, and in this respect stand or (if an exception is to be made with regard to the cotton
operatives of Lancashire) stood, till lately, alone among the the great industrial bodies of tho kingdom.
_ Paragraph 199.—These are the main reasons of a positive kind advanced in favour of statutory
restrictions of the hours of labour in mines to a maximum of eight from bank to hank. The economical
arguments put forward by most advocates of the measure are only ancillary to these, and are not so much
reasons in favour of restrictive legislation as answers lo economic objections urged on the other side.
Paragraph 200.—It is, however, worthy of note that the representatives of the Lanarkshire and Argument as to
Ayrshire miners openly advocated an eight-hour day on tho express ground that it would have the effect
of reducing output, and thereby give “better wages, a better price, and bigger profits,” as well as provide output,
work for the unemployed. This appeared to be with them a principal consideration, at least as important
as any direct benefit to bo derived from a shorter spell of work. There is some ground for suspecting
that the views thus frankly expressed by the "West of Scotland miners have, in reality, not been without
influence on the miners’ leaders in other districts also. For instance, it is often argued on behalf of the
miners, that only legislation can secure a uniform limit of hours throughout the country, and that
uniformity is necessary in order to prevent the unfair competition of long-hour districts with short-hour
districts. This argument assumes that districts continuing to work long hours would have an economic
advantage over the districts which had adopted an eight-hours’ day ; hut it is hardly consistent with the
official view put forward by the Miners’ Federation at the West minster Palace Hotel Conference (1891),
that a reduction of hours would not diminish output, and therefore would not increase the cost of pro
duction. Be that as it may, the evidence given before the Commission by witnesses representing the
miners in districts other than the West of Scotland, and favourable to a legal eight-hours’ day, certainly
indicated that in their belief the output per man would be maintained in spite of reduced hours. The
witness who appeared onbehalf of the Merthyr and Aberdare districts formed, perhaps, a solitary exception.
In his opinion an eight-hours’ day, from bank to bank, would ruin tho industry in those valleys ; he was
therefore in favour of an eight-hours’ working day instead.
Paragraph 201. In support of the view that the output per man would be maintained, it was Arjrumcnts os to
represented—
maintenance of
r

output.

(1) That so much depends in this occupation upon actual physical energy, that a man could probably
hew as much, by more concentrated work in a less time, as he now does in the longer hours.
(2) That under a system of shorter hours a mine would work more regularly through the week,
instead of as is now usual, taking one day or two days off.
(3) That legal reduction of hours, even if for the moment it resulted in diminished output, would
probably lead to better organisation, to the introduction of improved machinery for extracting
the coa], and to greater speed in winding it, so that the deficiency would speedily be made good.
.
Paragraph 202.—The case for limiting the hours of labour in* mines by special enactment may be summary of
summed up thus :—Mining is an occupation exceptionally injurious to health, as well ns dangerous to life
and limb from accidents. Shorter hours would conduce to healthiness and diminish accidents. A legal cgB rc6 rI° lon‘
eight-hours’ day from bank to bank, is asked for by an undoubted majority of those employed in the trade,
and might he established without economic loss to anybody.
_ Paragraph 203.—If it be true that a decided majority of the miners are in favour of statutory Arguments
restriction of hours for underground labour, tho employers, on the other hand, seem almost unanimously nssinstjcgai ■
opposed to it. To the arguments used by the advocates of special legislation they reply, that the case hou™of0mincre
in favour of exceptional treatment for miners breaks down on examination ; that shorter hours are not
required for health, and would not diminish, but rather tend to increase, the dangers of the occupation ;
that the majority of miners (if indeed they aro a majority) who favour an eight-hours’ day from bank
to bank, are mistaken as to its economic consequences ; and that if they realised the true facts of the
case, and the manner in which the proposed measure would affect them individually if strictly enforced,
they would cease to demand legislation and prefer the safer, if slower, methods of claiming through their
union a reduction in the hours of work whenever the conditions of trade in any district was such as to
allow of it. A similar line was also taken by one or two “independent” miners from the Midlands ; and
(speaking especially for their own district) by tbe representatives of the men of Northumberland and
•
Durham.
'
Paragraph 204.—As regards the laborious and disagreeable character of a miner’s work, it was Examination of
urged that this was common to other industries ns well, for which no exceptional treatment was demanded,
10
Considerations of health and safety might no doubt justify a legislative intervention ; but mining was not
’
an unhealthy occupation, and shorter hours would not increase safety. The weight of evidence certainly
seems to be against the idea that coal-mining is an unhealthy occupation, even when allowance is made
■
for the probability that weakly men either avoid entering or soon abandon it. Dr. Ogle, who has given
special attention to this sub ject, staled in his evidence that coal-miners were among the healthiest set of
men in all the trades he had examined, and that tho same thing was found to hold good on the Continent
also. In Fngland and Wales, according to the witness, “ the death rates of coal-miners are sur•
prisingly low. In spite of their terrible liability lo accident, and their constant exposure to an atmos
phere vitiated by coal dust, by foul air, and by an excessively high temperature, the comparative mortality
of these labourers is considerably below that of all trades; nor is this only true of coal-miners in the
aggregate, but it is true, with one single excepiion, of the miners in each great coal area, taken separately.
* # # # q’]le one exception to the rule is furnished by South Wales aud Monmouthshire
* * *
hut even here, if deaths from accidents be left out of account, the rule holds good; the mortality of
miners from all other causes together is below Ihat of the general male population.”
92—x
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Paragraph 205.—Tho contention that, the larger proportion of accidents in mines occur during
the later hours of the shift, and that therefore the increase must he due to the physical and mental
exhaustion of the miner, also seems to fail when brought to the test of figures. The statistics of accidents,
whether arising from explosions or from falls of roof and sides, cannot fairly he interpreted to indicate
a preponderance of accidents during the later portion of the shift, A good many witnesses indeed
went so far as to say that the dangers of mining would be augmented rather than diminished by an eighthours day, because the hewers would ho in such a hurry to get Ihe full tale of coal in order to make up
their usual wages, that they would "be tempted to neglect the necessary repairs, and because tho speed
0f winding was already at the limit of safety, and any increase might itself load to accidents.

ployers as to
Paragraph 206.—As from the economic effects of an eight-hours' day from bank to hank, a very
economic effects, general opinion was expressed on tho part of the employers that the total output would, in most districts,
be greatly reduced, chiefly as a result of the diminished hours for drawing and winding coal. The cost of
production would be doubly increased, because, along with a reduced output, there would have to be an
increase in the permanent repairing staff.
The result would probably be that some of the collieries
which now work under least advantageous circumstances would have to be closed. Even if prices rose in
the first instance, they would eventually fall again, partly iu consequence of the natural re-action of high
prices on the demand for fuel for our home industries, partly because high prices caused by an artificial
increase in the cost of production confined to this country would give advantage to foreign coal-owners,
who compote with us in foreign markets. A large measure of the loss must ultimately fall on tho men’s
earnings, but it was difficult to make them believe this.
Evidence of
_ Paragraph 207.—A point especially insisted on by some witnesses from Bcrhyshire who were
41 independent”
working miners, and two of them members of the union, though they appeared before tho Commission in
witnesses.
an independent capacity, was the ignorance,of the miners as to the hearing of the proposed measure on
their individual comfort and convenience. These witnesses declared that when the ballot was taken in
that district on the question of a legal eight-hours’ day, the men were confused as to tho real issiin, and
did not understand that if the Bill became law they would be prevented from working a minute beyond
the fixed hour, or from working longer for their own suites in busy times in order to make up for slack
times. Men work in different ways and at different rates of speed according to their respective capa
cities and temperaments, and it would he unfair on the slower workman to prevent him by law from
working longer hours in order to make up for lack of speed. 3Ioreover, the conditions of coal-mining do
not allow of stopping work at a given moment, a.g , a hewer at the end of his day may sec some necessary
repair which he could do in 20 minutes, hut winch, if left to tho next day, will take much longer.
Question ot area
Paragraph 205.—Another point remains to be considered. In support of a statutory eight-hours’
of proposed
day for miners, the following argument is often used :—Even the opponents of the movement (it is said)
restrict id Hp

admit that eight hours of labour underground is as much as is desirable in every tsventy-four, amt that an
eight-hour day secured by trade-union effort would he a good thing. If it is a good thing when obtained
by trade-union effort, how can it be a bad thing when secured by legislation ?
This argument raises the important question, Is the proposed measure to be uniform in its opera
tion, and binding on all districts alike throughout tho eomilry, or is room to bo allowed for local exemp
tion ? An eight-hours’ day (it is urged) may be an excellent thing in the abstract, and yet but a doubtful
boon if, in practice, it takes the shape of loss of employment for some and reduced earnings for others.
It is a good thing when secured by combination, partly because it could not be so secured and maintained
unless the state of the trade in the particular district admitted of it. A legal eight-hours’ day is objectionable
just because it allows no latitude and no exceptions. Coal-mining presents a range and variety of con- •
ditions such as can be found in few other industries. One stall difters in facility of working from another
stall, one soam from another seam, one colliery from another colliery. To apjily one same hard-and-fast
rule to the very different conditions which obtain, even within the same district, would give rise to anom
alies and hardships ; but if it is proposed to force a fixed limit of working hours on all districts alike, tho
difficulties become still more serious. At present there is a natural adjustment of hours to different
circumstances in different districts. If the Legislature interferes with the natural adjustment, it wil 1 benefit
some districts at the expense of others.
fnDrfrh0araea]idn
Paragraph 209.—It is iu Burham and Northumberland that this objection finds its strongest
Northumberland expression. These districts carry on the work of coal-mining on a system peculiar to themselves.
The
pinion’10*
hours of the hewers from bank to bank are decidedly less than eight, and shorter than inmost other
districts, but the hours of the hoys and lads amount to ten on a full working day, though iheir work is, as
a rule, comparatively light. The hewers work on a double-shift system, which adjusts itself tom simple
long shift of winders and drawers ; and the representatives of the miners’ unions emphatically assert that,
if the hours of the latter are reduced to eight, it will upset the system with which they are contented, and
that no other system is practicable consistently with maintaining the prosperity of tho industry. This
was denied by one independent witness from Northumberland who placed a scheme of his own before the
Commission.* The coal-owners, however, confirm the view held by the great majority of the men, with the
result that in these two counties employers and employed alike are opposed to a legislative reduction of
hours. Tho men say they would gladly see the hours of the boys further diminished ; hut they maintain
that, inasmuch as a lad working long hours at drawing, subsequently becomes a hewer and works on short
shifts, the general effect of the system, looking at In’s whole career, is more advantageous to him than
would be shorter hours for a few years with the risk of longer hours for the rest of his life, and that, as
regards the workmen generally, an eight-hours’ day by law would produce greater evils than it would
remove.
Paragraph 210.—-Thus, at tho present time, the great body of miners in the country is divided into
two camps on the question of a legal eight-hours’ day ; nor does there seem any immediate prospect of a
reconciliation, even on the basis of district option, seeing tbat tho spokesman of the Minors’ Federation
has declared, on behalf of those whom he represents, that their object is “ a uniform eight-hour
day for the underground toilers in the United Kingdon and that anything less would be entirely
unaeceptablo.
'
* Detailed accouiits of thi*,
well m other se/uurter considered, but rejected by the majority of the mta, will be J'omul in
the smmnaries of evidence, Grow/) A.,'Part 1,, paragi aph 31.
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_ I’age 104, paragraph 320.—To establish by law a maximum working day of a fixed number of hours
applicable lo all trades and occupations alike does not appear to us to be a proposal which bears serious
examination.
Paragraph 321.—The proposal that any trade should be enabled to decide by vote its own maximum
hours of labour, and obtain legal sanction to that decision appears to us to be more worthy of considera
tion. ]STo schemes, however, hare been produced which solve the practical difficulties of defining in all
eases a trade, and of ascertaining its collective decision, especially in the case of the less well-organised
industries. Even if these difficulties could be overcome, we do not see how the proposal could be adopted
without danger of injustice to employers and to minorities of workmen, or without risk of economic
injury in some cases to tho country at large, in others to districts which have less natural advantages in
competing with rival districts.
Paragraph 322.—A further proposal is that special Acts of Parliament shall be passed with regard
to special trades, either directly fixing the maximum hours of labour in such trades, or giving power to
special Boards or to Public Departments to regulate the hours in them. "We have had to consider the
first of these alternatives chiefly with reference to the coal-mining industry.
'
Paragraph 823.—The Miners’ Federation, which covers the larger part of the English coal-mining
districts, having refused to send any representatives to give evidence, we have only heard one side of the
question so far as relates to tho districts so controlled. We have, however, received evidence from both
coal-owners and miners in Northumberland, Durham, Scotland, and Wales. Upon tbe evidence before us,
wo arc not prepared to advise that a general rule fixing a maximum of eight hours “ from bank to
bank ” of all persons employed underground in mines should be laid down by the Legislature for a number
of districts varying so much in circumstances.
,
Paragraph 324.—We are decidedly of opinion that no sufficient ground exists for Legislative
interference with the present arrangements as to hours of work in the districts of Durham and
Northumberland w'hcrc, as the evidence shows, these arrangements are approved of by the great majority
of those employed.
Paragraph 325.—With regard to mines in other districts wo do not think that a special case has, so
far as the evidence in our possession goes, been made out for exceptional legislation upon the ground that
the length of the hours now worked leads to an increase of accidents or to injury to health. The miners
are moreover in almost every district a very powerful and highly organised body of workmen, and we do
not think that it has yet been proved thet they arc unable to obtain by voluntary agreement with
employers tlie hours which are best suited to tlie circumstances and interest of the industry in each
district.
J

PI.
Extract from “ Coal Pits and Pitmen,-’ by Nelson Boyd, M. Inst. C.E., 1892.
The limitation of hours of labour, or the eight hours’ movement as it is called, is reasonable enough if
agreed on by a general concensus of opinion in different trades, but it is open to grave doubt whether
Parliament should be appealed fo in order to fix the exact time a man ought to work at a certain
occupation. One objection tbe men bad to the education clauses was, that if the boys onlv worked eight
hours a day the pit would be laid idle, and tho industrious collier who wanted lo make wages would be
debarred from doing so by a clause in an Act of Parliament. This is nor so long ago, and it is not easy
to understand how it now comes to pass that the meu wish to see tho hours of work fixed and limited by
an Act of Parliament. The matter is under consideration by tho loading statesmen of the day, and
belongs to the future. It is only alluded to here as a subject which for some years has been publicly
advocated by a section of the workmen. It may, however, not be out of place to state as an opinion
that Parliament is not exactly the fit tribunal to judge as to ihe precise time a man ought to continue at
any particular kind of work, and draw a hard and fast line which takes from tho workman all possibility
of betterment of earnings if he felt able and inclined to extend his hours of labour.
It would appear more practical to refer tho fixing of tho hours of labour to a Board or Commission,
who could appoint assessors possessing a practicable knowledge of the colliery or trade under consideraf ion,
and take evidence as to the limit of the hours of labour which ought to bo determined on. As far as
miners are concerned, there is an almost general opinion tbat eight hours’ work underground is a
sufficient strain on the physical powers of human beings.
If we turn from the colliers to the collieries we find a marked improvement in tho safety of the
underground workings.
Tlie following table shows the number of lives lost per million tons of coal raised, and averaged by
decades:—
10 years ending
10
„
10
„
0
„

JfiGO, average 13'90 deaths per million tons raised.
1870
10-70
it
1880
S-70
1889
5-80

According to the Parliamentary summaries, tlie death-rate per 1,000 persons employed have been
as follows;—
1851 death-rate per 1,000 persons employed
1861
tv
3)
1871

1SSL
1889

Ji

= 4-56

it

3-38
- 2-S9
= 1-92

‘V

= 1-8.7

These figures show a gradual diminution of the loss of life underground, but this improvement has
not been realised at the expense of an increase of labour, for, if we take into consideration the mineral
produced per person employed, wc find that tho productive power of the miner has not decreased.
Table
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Table showing the number of tons of coal raised per man employed:—

■

1S51
JS61
1871
1881

to I860 average.............................................................................................. = 280 tons
„ 1870 „
„ 1880
„ 1890 „
.................................... ....................................................... = 380 „

=808„
=3(W„

These figures are not absolutely correct, because the Parliamentary summaries under the later
Acts comprise all mines classed under the Coal Mines Acts, such as iron-ore, fireclay, and shale,‘but they
are sufficiently so to show that the productive power of the collier has not diminished.
In confirmation of the last table, the figures of Mr. G-reenwell, in a paper read at the North of
England Institution of Mining Engineers, can be quoted, He there states that in the year 1873 the
production of coat per man amounted to 332^ tons, and in 1881 to 40G-1 tons.
The following table, taken from the Parliamentary summaries, shows that by far the greater number
of deaths are caused by the falling of roof and sides. This table is divided into periods corresponding
with the passing of the Acts of Parliament. Prom 1851 to 1855 and from 1856 to 1860 only coal-mines
are included ; but from 1861 to 1872 ironstone mines worked in connection with coal are comprised, and
from 1878 to 1887 stratified ironstones, hematites, and all ores worked in connection with coal, as well as
the mines in Ireland. The Act of 1887 includes mines of stratified ironstone, mines of shale, and mines of
fireclay, but as the output of coal is greatly preponderating, the result may be expected as sufficiently
approximate to accuracy.
Avkragk Numuku os Livj'.s Lost,
1S51 to ]S55.
Per annum.

Explosions....................................................................
Falls of roof and sides .............................................
In shafts .....................................................................
^Miscellaneous underground .....................................
,,
surface...................................................

Per cent

231
ses
230
102
48

23-40
37'40
23-80
10'30
0-10

Total.....................

98,7

100 00

1S5G to 1800.
Explosions....................................................................
Falls of roof and sides ............................................
Li shafts ....................................................................
Miscellaneous underground .....................................
,,
surface..................................................

380
187
130
53

2ij-25
37-80
18-30
13-33
5'30

1,018

100-00

surface..........................................

224
421
140
192
77

21-00
39-00
1410
18-10
7-20

Total..................

1,063

100-00

Falls of roof and sides .............................................
In shafts ......................................................................
Miscellaneous underground .....................................
,,
surface................................................

230
457
115
199
91

21-00
41-85
10-55
18-30
8-30

Total......................

1,092

100-00

Total .............
1S61 to 1872.

Explosions .......................................................
Falls of roof and sides .............................................
In shafts ..................................................................
Miscellaneous underground .....................................

„

1873 to 1887.

Explosions..........................................................

1888 to 1891.*
1SSS

1889

1890

1891

Explosions....................................................................................
Falls of roof and sides .............................................................
„ in shafts...........................................................................
Miscellaneous underground .....................................................
,,
surface.................................................................

40
471
75
209
84

138
465
74
292
95

290
434
88
245
J03

51
476
119
'236
97

Totals,,,................................... ......

888

1,064

1,160

979

Total employed .........................................................

534,945

563,735

613,233

048,450

Katio of employed to deaths......................................

602

530

528

622

* The returns aince 1SS7 are not Eivcrnsred, Thi: previous years were avemycrl in periods of 10 or It years.
headed as being- “ Under the Coal Mines Kegulatiou Act, ISSJ, BO and 61 Viet. cap. 68.”

The returns from 18S8 inclusive arc

These
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Those figures show most satisfactory results as far as deaths from explosions, and abundantly prove
that the greatest danger in mining lies in the fall of roof and sides. The miscellaneous accidents under
ground arc remarkable, and are caused in great part by the machinery now so extensively used for hauling.
It would be futile to hope for anything like a complete immunity from accident in a dangerous
calling like coal-mining. "Work has to be carried on under difficulties such as are not to he found in any
avocation on the surface. The want of light, the confined space, the insecurity of the walls and roof of
the working chamber, and the presence of an explosive gas in the air, are sufficient to account for a
considerable loss of life, and the returns which the inspectors are able to make compare favourably, under
the circumstances, with the experience of any other avocation where the element of danger exists, such as
shipping, railways, or ironworks. To assert that this comparative safety is entirely due to the regulations
of the Mining Acts would be going too far. The men themselves have contributed enormously to the safety
of the mines, and this appears to be fully appreciated by all those who have studied the question. Tor
instance, tbe Itoyal Commissioners who reported in 1SSG point to the clause in the Act (1872) giving the
men employed at a colliery power to inspect the workings from time to time as one of the best safeguards
against accidents. With reference to this we have an expression of opinion from Sir George Elliot, M.P.,
who told a deputation of colliers, with reference to accidents, that he attributed tbe improvement in
collieries in part to tbe men, and that “ no technical management or good inspection could operate with
anything like the strength and force w'hich the workmen themselves were able to supply.” This is, of
course, all very well, but the workmen would never, have had an opportunity of doing anything for the
safety of the mines if they had not obtained the encouragement and protection of the legislature.
Certainly no one can take the same interest, or have such a stake in a colliery, as the man who works in
it at the risk of his life.

.
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VENTILATION OE COAL MINES.
(COItRKS UOXDKyCIi AND HE PORTS.)

Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
NO.

.

PAOR.

1. Mr. Janies Curley, Miners Conornl Secretary', to the Examiner of Coal-fiehls, culling attention to number of men
working in one split in Ncwcasilc-Wallseml Colliery. 8 January, 1883 .................................................................. 84
2. The Examiner of Conl-fielda to Mr, James Curley, in reply to No 1, with result of Mr. Diton’s inspection.
16 January, 1883..................................................... )...........
........................................................................ .............. 85
3. Mr. James Curiey to the Honorable tbe Secretary tor Mines, enclosing Nos. 1 and 2, and pointing out defects in
ventilation of Nowcastle-Witllsentl Colliery 31 January, 1883 .................................................................................
4. Minute of the Under Scerefarj’for Mines, with minutes. 2 February, 1883 ..............................................................
5. Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields, in reply to No. 4, with minutes and enclosures. 16 February, 1883 ...........................
6. Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields to Manager, Newcastle-Wnllacnd Colliery, notifying him that provisions of Coal Mines
Jtogulation Act arc not complied with. 8 March, 1883 .............. ............. “..............................................................
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7. The Manager, Newcasllo-Wallsend Colliery, to the Examiner of Coal-fields, in reply to No. 6. 15 March, 1883 ... 87
8. The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J, Y. Neilson, acknowledging receipt of No, 7. 20 March, 1883 ...................... 87
9. Minute of the Honorable the Secretory for Mines, rc ventilation of Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery, with minutes.
26 February, 1883 ......................... 1.................................................................................................................................. 87

No. X.
Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Hamilton, 8 January, 1888.
I have the honor, by direction of the representatives of tho Miners’ Association, to invite your
attention to the number of mou working in one split or current of fresh air in the Lambton headings, at
the AVallsend mine. This question originated at a monthly meeting of the Wallsoud minors some time
ago, concerning which there was much discussion and dissatisfaction expressed. The dissatisfaction
referred to was founded not only upon the check inspectors’ report, but the practical doily experience of
the workmen. The subject was therefore referred to the Delegate Board.
And while admitting that temporary advantages are occasionally secured by calling your attention
to apparent defects and 'want of com pi lance with the Goal Mines ^Regulation Act, the miners regret,
through their representatives, that there is not more permanent and satisfactory ventilation throughout
the mines.
I am, &c.,
JAS, CUELEY,
Miners’ General Secretary.
No. 2.
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So. 2.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Miners’ General Secretary,
Sir,

Sec No. 1.

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, JG .January, 1SS3.
1 fie".to acknowledge ihe receipt of your letter of the Stfi inst., written by direction of tho
Uepresentativea of the Miners' -Association, and inviting my attention to the nurnfior of men working in
one split or current of fresh air in the Lambton headings at the Wallsend mine, a question which you
inform me originated at a monthly meeting of the AVallsend minors some time ago, concerning which
there was some discussion and dissatisfaction expressed.
In reply. I-fieg to state that 1 forwarded your letter to Mr. Inspector Dixon for his report, which
I received yesterday, and from which it appears to me that the 4th General Buie, section 12 of the Coal
Mines Eegulation .Act, 1870. is complied with in the Lambton headings in the Wallsend mine.
2. Mr. Dixon’s report is as follows:—“1 entered the front heading from the main tunnel,
Bossfield’s side of the mine. Here I measured the air, and found it entering the heading at the rate of
7,680 cubic feet per minute. This current of air supplies 6G men, 5 boys, and 3 horses : total, 74—that
is, when the men are all in together ; but as some of the front shift men had gone home, I found only
GO men, 5 boys, and 3 horses ; total, 58. I measured the current of air again at the far end of the front
heading, and found it to be 7,000 cubic feet per minute. This current of air now leaves the front heading
and passes through a stenton, where it is met in the middle heading by a current of fresh air, about 8,000
cubic feet per minute, coming along the middle heading from the main engine hank. Tho two currents
—that is, the 7,000 cubic feet of air from the front heading, and the 8,000 cubic feet in the middle
heading—now mingle together and form one current of about 15,000 cubic feet of air per minute. This
current of air passes through another stenion into the back heading workings, where it serves about 45
men, boys, and horses, after which it passes to the furnace.”
3. With respect to the concluding portion of your letter, in which you call my attention to
apparent defects and want of compliance with the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, and say that the miners
regret, through their representatives, that there is not more permanent and satisfactory ventilation
throughout the mines, 1 have to request that you will as early as possible he so good as to specifically mention
the collieries in this district which you refer to.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 3.
Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Hamilton, 31 January, 1883.
T have the honor to respectfully submit the enclosed correspondence for your consideration.
In conjunction with the Chairman and Treasurer of the Coal-miners’Association, I may state that this
course is adopted owing to the expressed opinion of the Government Examiner of Coal-fields regarding
alleged deficient ventilation at the Wallsend Colliery, and more men working in a district or split of air
than what is provided for by the Coal Mines Eegulation Act of 187G. In connection with the corres
pondence, it will he observed that Mr. Inspector Dixon’s report is given, and in reference to which the
Government Examiner of Coal-fields states:—" It appears to me that the 4th general rule, section 12, of
the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, lS7t>, is complied with in the Lambton heading in the Wallsend mine.”
It may be presumed that this opinion is based upon Mr. Inspector Dixon’s report, and if so, we
respectfully submit, that such an opinion is contradictory to the report, and is also at variance with
tho 4th general rule, section 12, of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 187G, to which reference is made.
A brief quotation will at once make this apparent:—“Every mine shall he divided into districts or splits
of not more than seventy men, and each district shal! he supplied with a separate current of fresh air.”
It: will bo observed that the Inspector’s report makes referenco to two separate currents of air, hut
unfortunately the 7,680 cubic feet ” referred to, and thatsupplies 6G men, 5 boys,and 3horses; total, 74.
After it has done its work, instead of being carried by an overcast into the return, continues onward and
“now mingles” with the second current, “ 8,000 cubic feet,” and the two combined, “ 15,000 cubic feet,”
passes into another district'and serves 45 men, boys, and horses, after which it passes to the furnace.
Here, then, it is quite evident that the 8,000 cubic feet of air, or second separate current, is allowed to be
polluted with 7,000 cubic feet of air that serves another district, and which the Inspector in his report
states “ now mingles together ”—that is, the 7,000 and 8,000—“and form one current of about 15,000
cubic feet of air per minute.” This being so, very naturally, there is a bulky, polluted, and most unwhole
some atmosphere for these forty-five men, boys, and horses to work in. The 8,000 cubic feet of itself, if
a separate current at all, is of itself amply sufficient to supply forty-five men, boys, and horses. This
cannot have escaped the notice of either the Inspector or the Examiner of Coal-fields. The cost of an
overcast to the Company to carry off the 7,000 cubic feet appears to he the sequel. And why this was
not directed to he done, instead of the apparent erroneous conclusion arrived at by the Examiner of Coal
fields, wc leave the Honorable Minister to judge.
Mr. Inspector Dixon, in the former part of his report, alludes to the total in one instance as
seventy-four, and then again as fifty-eight, through some of the front-shift men having gone home.
This we contend may possibly give rise to complications, and should, if possible, be avoided. The Inspector
might have said it was owing to the time his inspection was made that it is certainly better 'to confine
himself to the number of men working in a district, without the qualification of either front or back shift.
This can he obviated if the inspections are made when both shifts are in, for it must be well known to the
Inspector that the most of the miners are in the mines during the major part of the day.
In conclusion, having brought these matters under the notice of the Honorable Minister, we arc
confident that he will deem them of sufficient importance as to require immediate attention, and by giving
an early reply will greatly oblige.—
Yours, &c.r
.
'
JAMES OTELEY,
Miners’ General Secretary.
'

No, 4.
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No. 4.
Minute of the Under Seeretarv
v for Clines.
_
Compliiinl re YciUiliition at the 'Walleeud Colliery.
Tin? complaint made by tbe Miners’ General Secretary appears to be not that n sufficient quantity of fresh
air is not brought into the mine, but that one of the currents, sufficient in itself both ns to quantity and
quality, is allowed to be polluted by mingling with contaminated air before it reaches the men for whom
it is intended, and that consequently these men, contrary to the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, are not. supplied with fresh air. The papers may be forwarded to tbe Examiner of Coal-fields for
report; and the Miners’ General Secretary may bo informed that the complaint will receive duo con
sideration.
Il.AV., 2/2/83.
Submitted.

Approved.—J. P. Aiusoxt, 3/2/83.

Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields.—H/Wi, B.C.

6/2/83.

No. 5.
The Examiner of Coal-fields on Minute dated 2 Eebruary, 1883.
To enable tbe Minister to more clearly understand this case, I forward a tracing* showing where tbe men *Sel i Appendix
No. 10.
xvere at work, and a statement of the number and names of tho front and back shift men in the Rmnbton aB
headings on the 10th ultimo, the day Mr. Dixon inspected it, from which it will be perceived that tho
number ot men getting coal was fifty-seven in the front, shift and fifty-seven in the back shift; and each
set ot fifty-seven men were supplied with two currents of air of 7,006 and 8,000 cubic feet per minute,
both of which were fresh intake air currents when they entered ihe Lambton heading district; and that
the 7.000 cubic feet of air per ininuto current was of itself more than was required by the provisions of
the Act for the fifty-seven men.
'
.
hour at which the front and hack shift men enter and leave the mine, and the time they arc
in together, is as follows :—About 2 a.m. sometimes a few of the front-shift men enter the mine ; at about
4 a.m, more than half of the front-shift men are in their working places, and at about 6 a.m, the whole
of them. At 8 to 0 a.m. the back-shift men go in to relieve the front shift, and they work together for
about two and a half hours. The front-shift men are supposed to bo all out by noon, and tho back shift
remain in until 5 p.m. Thus we find that for about ten and a half hours out of thirteen (say from
4 a.m. to 5 p.m.), on the 10th ultimo, only fifty-seven men were in the Lambton heading district, and for
two and a half hours out of thirteen there were 114 men. I do not consider therefore that the spirit of
the Act lias been infringed in this instance ; but if its enforcement to the letter is thought necessary, the
men appear to have a remedy in their own hands when changing shifts, by the “ front-shift men ’’ leaving
off work when the “ back-shift men ” enter.
“
J.M., 16/2/83.

201
202
203
204
205
200
207
203
209
2L0
211
212
213
214
215
21G
217
218
219

IN ames and numbers of miners working Lambton heading on Mr. Inspector Dixon’s last visit
Lciin and 8mith
220 Hughes and Christo
239 Davison and Graves
Muthee and Meridian
22 L Broadhead and Buxton
210 Shaw and Sims
Two Robinsons
222 Hay and Storie
241 Thornton and Davis
Pishcr and Wallace
223 Boyle and Adamson
242 Firth and Davis
224 Rainier and Ouston
Two Eringtons
243 George and Morgan
Maclaughlan and Male
225 Lonsdale
244 .lones and Edwards
Two Youngs
226 Ougtram and Ougton
245 Two Ilornfios
Screen and Hopkins
227 Jones and Howcl
246 Bray and Wilson
Dunstau and Goodwin
228 Lewis and Thomas
247 Two Kelsons
Oswald and Holland
229 Two Conns
248 Conney and Dawson
Two Metcalfs
230 Two Oswalds
249 Hindmarsh and Taylor
Metcalf and Eiplady
231 Two Reels
250 Jones and Williams
Two Dorseficlds
232 Evans and Mediant
25.1 Two Gibsons
Frederic and Evans
233 Two Morgans
252 Tilley and Drummond
’Two Keegans
234 Sherlock and Dunlop
253 Two Masons
’Two Keegans
235 Two Kings
254 Two Hopkins
Two .larretts
236 King and Taylor
235 Two Simpsons
Reece and Davis
237 Two Hamiltons
256 Simpson and Gibbous
Britt and Joyce
238 Two Walkers
237 Two Websters

Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 1G/2/83.
19/2/83.

■

Submitted.

The remedy might inflict loss.—H.W.,

No. G.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Y. Neilson.

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 8 March, 1883.
w
pursuance of the provisions contained in the 31st section of the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, 1876, J hereby give you notice that on tho 13th January last the 4th subsection of the 12th section
of the said Act was not carried out in the Lambton heading districts at the Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery.
1 have, &c.,
"
'
■
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Cotil-ficdds.
No. 7.
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No. 7.
Mr. J. Y. Neilson to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Newcastle-lVallsend Coal Co., "Wallsend, 15 Marcli, 1S83.
Tour favour of the 8th instant only came to hand yesterday. In reply to which ] may state
that although I entirely differ with you in your interpretation of the Coal-fields Kegulation Act, 1 will at
once proceed to make the necessary alterations to comply with your request.
I have, &e.,
.1. T. IS'EILSON.

No. 8.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Y. Neilson.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 20 March, 1883.
1 beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 13th instant, informing me that you
will at once proceed to make the necessary alterations to comply with the request contained in my letter
of the 8th idem.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 9.
Minute of the Honorable The Secretary for Mines.
Ventilation of Wallsend Colliery.
I have read the correspondence in reference to the complaint of the Miner’s General Secretary, and I
am forced to the conclusion that tho 4th subsection of the 12th section of ihe Coal Mines Regulation Act
of 1876 is not carried out in this mine.
The 3rd subsection of this clause of the Act states that “an adequate amount of ventilation shall
mean not loss (as a minimum) than 100 cubic feet of pure air per minute for each man, boy, and horse,
which shall sweep undiminished along the airway past each working place.”
The 4th subsection provides that “each district or split shall have not more than seventy men, and
each district shall be supplied with a separate currctit of fresh air,” I am satisfied that there being for
two and a half hours 114 men in the mine, and during those two and a half hours there being an
insufficient supply of fresh air in the terms of the Act, that there was not a compliance with the Act
even in spirit. The remedy for this state of things is not iu tho hands of tho men, but of tho management,
which is bound to supply the fresh air under the Act, as quoted. Where air which has served a district
is then allowed to mingle with fresh air and serve another district, however great that supply may be, it
is clearly not a compliance wi(h the Act, which speaks of “ pure air.” This can only mean such air as is
sent in fresh without having been used by the men. A copy of this minute may bo sent to Air. Curley,
and the Examiner may be informed of it.
J. I5. ABBOTT.
--------2G/2/S3.
Copy to Mr. Curley, 27 Eebruary, 1883.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.— U.W., B.C., 27/2/83.
I forward for the Minister’s information a copy of notice I have served on Mr. Neilson, and shall be
obliged by your informing me what further action he may desire I should take in the matter.—J.M..
8/3/83.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 8/3/83.
Submitted.-—H. W., 13/3/83.
Tho Examiner of Coal-fields may be asked to report if any further breaches of the law in the
same respect happen, and then steps must be taken to prevent them in the future.—J. E. Amsorr, 17/3/83.
Copy of letter received from Mr. Neilson (the Manager) and my reply thereto forwarded herewith for the
Minister’s information. Will instruct Mr. Inspector Dixon to visit and report on the Lambton heading
district.—J.M., 20/3/83.
The Under Secretary for Minos, B.C., 20/3/83.
Submitted.—H.W.,
28/3/83.
Seen.—J. P. Auhott, 31/3/83.

Co-operative Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
NO,

_

r,U!K.

1. Air. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to the Manager of the Co-operative Colliery, notifying defective state of
ventilation in Co-operative Colliery. 5 November, ISSo ..........................................................................................
2, The same to the Examiner of Coal-fields, reporting inspection of the above eollieiy. 5 November, 1835 .............
,3. The Examiner of Coal-fields to Air. James Fletcher, jnnr., Manager, Co-operative Colliery, notifying that he lias
failed to comply with Coal Mines 'Regulation Act. 2+ November, 1SS5 ................................................................
4. The same to the Under Secretary for Minos, forwarding reports from Mr. Inspector Dixon, re deficiency of venti
lation at above colliery, with minutes. 24 November, JSS5 ....................................................................................
o. Check Inspectors' reports, re ventilation of Co-operative Colliery. 27 November, 1SS5 ..........................................
6. Mr. James Curley, Miners' General Secretary, to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, drawing attention to
interview with Executive of Miners' Association, and enclosing copies of Check Inspectors’ reports.
25 January, 1SS6.................................................................................................................................. .............................
7. The Under Secretary for Alines to Examiner of Coal-fields, to report on complaint. 30 January, 1886 ..............
8. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Alauager of the Co-operative Colliery, calling attention to Air. James Curley’s
statement. 30 January, 1880.................................................................................................................. ......................
9. The Manager, Co-operative Colliery, to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, in reply to No. S. 1 February,
1886 ......................................................................................................'.............................................................................
10. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, re complaint of defective ventilation at Co-operative
Colliery. 3 February, 1SSG...............................................................................................................................-■.........
11. Report of joint inspection of Co-operative Colliery'by the Examiner of Coal-fields, Inspector of Collieries, and
Aliners’ Inspectors, with minutes. 3 February, 1SS6 ............................................................................. .................
12. The Under Secretary for Mines to Air. James Curley, that complaint appears groundless. 25 February, 1SSG ...
13. The same to the Examiner of Coal-fields, that Air. Curley has been informed that your reports have been con
sidered satisfactory. 23 February, 1886 .......................................................................................................................
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No. 1.
Mi*. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr. James l1]etcher, jtrar., Manager,
Co-operative Colliery.
Sir,

Glcbcland, 5 N’overa'brr, 1S85.
T hereby notify you of the very defective state of the ventilation in certain districts in tho
Co-operative Colliery, as found by me on my inspection ofsaid colliery yesterday (Wednesday), 4th
instant, as follows :—
J, In the first split, brattice heading, the total current of air was only about 6,000 cubic feet per
minute, for about 62 men, 3 boys, and 3 borses—total, OR.
2. In the third split, brattice heading, ihe total intake current of air was only 7,-p'0O cubic feet per
minute, for 76 men, 6 hoys, and 6 horses—total, 88. There are too many men on this split, and the
current of air is not well sustained, as in one working heading I only got a result of about 4.200 cubic
feet per minute, and In the return from this split, 12,580 cubic feet per minute.
In No. I district the only available current of air for 56 men, 10 boys, and 7 horses wasabout
4,080 cubic feet per minute.
3, I have therefore to urge that you would give immediate attention to the above matters, with a
view of having them remedied as soon as possible; and in my opinion the only way to effect a proper
remedy would bo to sink a shaft, and erect a furnace inside of the fault, which furnace would avail for
many years to come.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON.
Inspector of Colleries.

No. 2.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Co-operative Colliery Inspection.
Sir,

Gicbelund, 5 November, 1885.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery yesterday, Wednesday, 4th instant,
as follows:—
In the 1st split, brattice heading, the current of air was only about 6,000 cubic feet of air per
minute, for about 62 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses—total, 68.
In the 2nd split the intake current of air was about 7,980 cubic feet per minute, for about 52 men,
5 boys, and 4 horses—total, 61.
In the 3rd split the total intake current of air was only about 7,560 cubic feet per minute, for
about 70 men, 6 boys, and 6 horses—total, 88. There are too many men on this split, and the overman
(Mr. Davidson) informed me that this was caused by recent alterations made to relieve tbe 2nd split,
where the ventilation had been defective. The current of air in this 3rd split was not well sustained in
the working headings, for in one heading it was only about 4,200 cubic feet per minute, and in the return
from this split tho total current of air was about 12,580 cubic feet per minute.
]n No. 4 split, at tho top end of No 3, the total current of intake air was about 7,800 cubic feet
per minute for about 26 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses.
In the No. 1. district the total available current of intake air in the working headings was only
about 4,080 cubic feet per minute, for about 56 men, 10 boys, and 7 horses, and at the same time tho
return current of air at the furnace for this district alone was about 20,000 cubic feet per minute
The overman (Mr. It. Davidson) was with mo the whole of tbe time, and 1 drew his attention to
the above matters in every instance. In addition to this, I have notified the manager, Mr. J. Fletcher,
junior, by registered notification, a copy of which I beg to forward along with this report.
Seeing the slate of the ventilation in the brattice heading section of workings in the Co-operative
Colliery on my inspection yesterday, I am more than ever convinced that the opinion I expressed in my
report on 9th May last was a correct one, via,, that the brattice heading sections would never be properly
ventilated, unless by having an up-cast shaft and furnace inside the fault; and on two occasions during
this year I have urged on the manager the necessity of having this done before the summer months came,
but as far as I know nothing has yet been done in the matter.
The main roads and wheeling roads were in good order, and a good supply of timber at the various
stations ready for use.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries,

_
No. 3.
_
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. James Eletclier, junior, Manager, Co-operative
Colliery.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 24 November, 1885.
In view of a recent report of Mr. Inspector Dixon on the ventilation of the Co-operative
Colliery, and in pursuance of tho provisions contained in the SIsfc section of the Coal Mines Eegulation
Act, 187c, I hereby give you notice that you have faded to comply with subsections 2 and 3, section 12 of
the said Act.
1 have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 4.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Mines Department, Sydney, 24 November, 1885.
I beg to forward reports, received from Mr. Inspector Dixon, respecting a deficiency of venti
lation at the Co-operative Colliery, and copy of a notice I have served upon Mr. James Fletcher, junr.,
and shall feel obliged by your informing me what further action the Minister desires me to take in the
matter.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
92—0
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The Examiner may take the necessary steps to enforce the penalty provided in this case, unless the
, owners comply with the law before such proceedings have been commenced,—H.W., 30/11/S5.
Submitted.
Approved.-yG-.T., 1/12/85.
• The Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W., U.S., B.C.,
2 Dec., 1885.
Mr. Inspector Dixon for report as to whether the law is now complied with.—J.M.,
22/12/85,
Further report forwarded.—J.D., 23/12/85. ,
Mr. Inspector Dixon's report, forwarded herewith, from which it will be seen that the matters
complained of have been remedied, and that there is only a'slight deficiency of the required current of air
in No. 0 split, which, in all probability, will be rectified in the course of a week, as the overman informed
him it was the intention of the manager to have the furuace repaired during the week end, so as to get a
better result throughout the split. Also that there are several shiftsmen constantly employed in this
colliery at present m connection with the ventilation, and tenders have been called for the sinking of
another shaft for the fault section of workings.—J.M., 24/12/85,
Under Secretary for Mines—B.C., 24/12/85.
In view of this report further proceedings do not
appear to be necessary.—H. W., 4/1/86.
Submitted.
Approved.—B.M.V., 9/1/86.
[Enclosure io Eb. 4.]
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Co-operative Colliery Inspection.
Sir,

Qlcbeland, 23 December, 18SE.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery to-day, Wednesday, as follows :—
1st split.—In this split the current of air was about 10,000 cubic feet per minute, for about 62 men, 0 boys, and 3
lioreos—total, 70. The current of air was well sustained throughout the split.
No. 2 split.—The current of air in this split was about 9,200 cubic feet per minute, for about 57 men, 8 boys, and 4
horses. The main current of air in this split was fairly "-ell sustained, being about 8,610 cubic feet per minute at 36 bord,
6.000 cubic feet per minute at 44 bord, 6,975 cubic feet per minute at 63 bord, 8,400 cubic feet per minute at 68 bord.
No. 3 split.—In this split tho current of air at the narrow bord "as about 6,930 cubic feet per minute, for about
42 men, 4_boys, and 2 horses—total, 48, The current of air at 50 bord waa about 4,630 cubic feet per minute at tho stenton,
5,850 cubic feet per minute, and at the last bord about 5,590 cubic feet per minute.
No. 4 split.—The current of air in this split was about 9,000 cubic feet per minute, for about 52 men, 6 boys, and 3
horses—total, 61.
No. 5 split—In the intate near shaft the current of air was about 5,040 cubic feet per minute for about 38 men,
4 boys, and 2 horses—total, about 41. Tbe above current of air was well sustained past tbo first few working places, and I
saw shiftmen at work building stoppings in order to conduct the current of an- throughout the working headings.
No. 6 split.—The intake current of air in this split was about 7,300 cubic feet per minute for about 64 men, C boys
and 4 horses—total, 74. The above result shows a slight deficiency in the total current, but I beg to state that in all
probability tbe current of air for this split will be very much increased in the course of a week, as the overman, Mr.
Davidson, informed me that it was the intention of the management to have the furnace repaired during the week end, so
as to get a better result throughout the split.
There are several shiftmen constantly employed in this colliery at present iu connection with the ventilation, and
tenders have been called for the sinking of another shaft for the fault section of workings.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
----------------Inspector of Collieries,

4.]
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner ot Coal-fields.
[Enclosure to Eb.

S'r>

Glebeland, 21 November, 1885.
For your information, 1 beg to state that on Thursday evening last, 19th instant, I received a telegram from
Mr, H, Winchester, of the Coal-fields Office, informing me that Mr. A. Cook, secretary to the Co-operative miners, had
wired concerning alleged deficient ventilation in that colliery, and that the miners had ceased work in consequence. 1 may
here state that no particular part of the workings was specified as being defective in ventilation, and I did not see the Check
Inspectors’ last rejiort, as I am not aware that it was entered in the book kept at the colliery office for that purpose when
1 was at said colliery yesterday.
^ However, acting on the message from lit. Winchester, I went to the Co-operative Colliery yesterday (Friday), and
judging that the splits complained of would be in the part of the workings known as “over the fault,” I made an
inspection of those splits and beg to report as follows :—
No. 1 split.—The total intake current of air for this split was about 6,620 cubic feet per minute, Tliis current of air
is coursed along the front heading, and at the far stenton between tho two headings. I found it to be about 6,290 cubic
feet per minute, and at No. 24 bord, in the back heading, the current of air was about the same as in the stenton. This
split when at ivork contains about 67 men, 4 boys, and 2 horses—total, about 73,—thus showing a deficiency in the intake
current of air for the above number of men, 4c. (on the minimum quantity of air required by the Act), of about 700 cubic
feet per minute. This is one of the splits complained of by me in my report of 5th instant, and of which I notified the
manager, Mr, J. Fletcher, on the same day.
In No. 2 split the current of air was about 8,010 cubic feet per minute at the intake, and m the cut-through between
Jarvie s bord and the Gannon bord it was about 6,600 cubic feet per minute. I saw men at work in this split erecting
screen, 4c.. and when completed the ventilation will be sustained in the working headings throughout the split- When
at work there arc about 65 men, 7 boys, and o horses—total, 77 in this split.
No, 3 split.—In this split the total intake current of air was about 8,100 cubic feet per minute, but at 53 bord the
current of air was reduced to about 4,320 cubic feet per minute. About 42 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses—total, 50 men, 4c.—
belong to tins split.
In No. 4 split the total intake current of air was about S,250 cubic feet per minute, and at No. 86 bord it was about
8.000 cubic feet per minute, and well sustained throughout the split. There are about 52 men, 4 boys, and 3 horses—total,
59 men, 4c.—in this split when the mine is working.
_ I ^ere
to state that the last-mentioned split has been formed since my inspection on 4th instant, and notification
of 5th instant, in order to relieve the 3rd split, which was then overcrowded.
Concerning the quality of the air supplied in the above splits, I can only say that I have no instrument wherewith to
test it, and may add that each of the above-mentioned splits is supplied with air direct from the surface—in two of them
from air shafts, iu one from a little tunnel, and in another from the main tunnel.
On my inspection yesterday I noticed several men at work in various places erecting stoppings, putting up screens,
4c., and at one place a gang of men were at work making an overcast. All this work was being done to further benefit
the above-mentioned splits.
In conclusion, 1 beg to state that I have notified the manager (Mr. J. Fletcher, junr.) concerning the deficiency iu
No. 1 split, ami also of the loss of air in the 3rd split.
I have, 4c.,
JOHN’DIXON,
_____ _____________________________
Inspector of Collieries.
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No. 5.
Check Inspectors’ Reports.
.
.
'
Plattsburg, 27 November, 1885.
Tiie last three inspections on tbe state of tbe ventilation in the Co-operative Colliery are as follows:—
,

26 June, 1885.
Tliormo meter on top 60°.
*
Intake in tunnel, 17,094 cubic feet. Thermometer 58°.
No. 1 (timber shaft) intake.—No record; shaft in disuse.

■

2Pb. 1 Split.
Intake at shaft, 7,920 cubic feet. Thermometer 64°
At No. 4 bord tbe current was 3,276 cubic feet. Thermometer 64°.
At No. 10 bord the current was 2,600 cubic feet. Thermometer 65°,
At No. 18 bord the current was 2,600 cubic feet. Thermometer 68°.
Return from No. 1 split, 8,015 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
Return from No. 2 split (in the cross-cut), 4,560 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
There are 49 men, 3 horses, and 5 boys working on this split of air.
No. 2 Split.
Back heading intake, 2,600 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
At Stenton, 2,050 cubic feet.
At No. 3 bord the current was 3,465 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
There are 50 men, 8 boys, and 10 horses working on this split of air.

'

No 3 Split.
At No. 45 bord the current was 3,125 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At Forester's narrow board the current was 7,800 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At No. 55 bord (in the back beading) the current was 4,242 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At Stenton the current was 6,240 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
Intake from narrow bord, 3,042 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
There are 66 men, 9 boys, and 5 horses working on this split of air. The return at tho furnace
was 12,163 cubic feet.
No. 4 Split,
Intake from shaft, 10,000 cubic feet. Thermometer 69°.
Intake from No, 3 shaft, 8,244 cubic feet. Thermometer'70°.
At the return the current was 11,700 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
There are 34 men, 6 boys, and 4 borses working on this split.
No. 5 Split.
.
At No. 92 bord the current was 5,720 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°,
From No. 92 to No. 98 bord the anemometer would not work.
At No. 101 bord tbe current was 4,500 cubic feet. Thermometer 75°.
Stoppings badly required in Ibis split.
There are 30 men, 10 hoys, and 8 horses working on this split.
Return at the big furnace was 44,330 cubic feet. Thermometer 76°.
Furnace in good working order.

27 June, 1885 (Second Day).
Henderson's Tunnel—Intake, 11,655 cubic feet. Thermometer 61°.
No. 6 Split.
Intake from fall in, 6,300 cubic feet. Thermometer 60°. Intake from shaft, 6,480 cubic feet.
A door is badly required at the first cut-through.
At No. 112 bord the current was 5,656 cubic feet.
.
At the cut-through from narrow bord the current was 5,376 cubic feet.
At No. 131 bord the current was 5,616 cubic feet.
At No. 136 bord the current was 8,008 cubic feet.
Return from Little Furnace 27,630 cubic feet.
There are 58 men, 12 boys, and 8 horses working on this split.
Furnaco in good working order, and there seemed to be a good supply of timber on the various
fiats.
GEORGE COOPER, | Inspectors.
JOHN HOUSTON,

24 July, 1885.
Thermometer on top 58°.
The tunnel intake, 13,660 cubic feet. Thermometer 59°.
No. 1 Split.
At No. 4 bord tho current was 2,840 cubic feet. Thermometer
At No. 21 bord the current was 2,400 cubic fert. Thermometer
There are 44 men, 5 boys, and 3 horses working on this split.
Return from No. 1 split 8,000 cubic feet. Thermometer 69°.
Cross-cut return, 9,750 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
At No. 23 bord the current was 7,800 cubic feet. Thermometer
At No. 29 bord the current was 3,200 cubic feet. Thermometer

62°.
68°.

72°.
73°.
At.

APPENDIX.
At Wonder's cross-cut the current was 7,280 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At iNo. 34 bord the current was 7,386 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At No. 42 bord the current was 3,930 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°,
At No. 49 bord the current was 6,006 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
At No. 56 bord the current was 2,803 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
There are 84 men, 8 boys, and 10 borses working on tins split.
Intake, 6,760 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
No. 3 split (over the fault) 4,788 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
At No. 65 bord the current was 2,520 cubic f«et. Thermometer 74°.
Cruickshank’s narrow bord intake 9,360 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At No. 74 bord tho current was 3,900 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
At No. 77 bord the current was 2,080 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
At Stenton to back heading the current was 7,200 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
The anemometer would not work in tbe cut-through at Thomas’ bord. Very hot and smoky.
At No. 89 bord the current was 3,120 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°,
At No. 93 bord the current was 5,200 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
There arc 70 men, 7 boys, and 4 horses working on this split.
Itelurn for big furnace was 50,765 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°. Tho furnace was in good
working order.
25 July (Second Day).
Intake from fall in, 3,824 cubic feet. Thermometer 58°.
Intake from air shaft, 4,680 cubic feet. Thermometer 58°.
At No. 136 bord the current was 5.440 cubic feet. Thermometer GS°.
Over the fault, 2,940 cubic feet. Thermometer 71°.
At No. 142 bord tbo current was 6,656 cubic feet. Thermomotor 71°.
At No. 148 bord tho current was 5,766 cubic feet. Thermometer 71°.
There are 44 men, ]0 boys, and 7 horses working on this split.
Little furnace, 25,875 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
Intake at Henderson’s tunnel, 9,688 cubic feet. Thermometer 64°.
Over ihe Fault.

At No. 96 bord the current was 4,075 cubic feet. Thermometer 65°.
At No. 100 bord tbe current was 5,025 cubic feet. Thermometer 65°.
At No. 113 bord the current was 3,9G0 cubic ieet. Thermometer 69°.
At No. 117 bord tbe current was 3,150 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
There are 42 men, 7 boys, and 5 horses working on this split.
Heturn for furnace, 8,970 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°,
Return for No. 3 split, 11,700 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
ATo. 5 Split.
At No. 118 bord the current was 3,936 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°,
At Nos. 122 and 123 and on to tho door the anemometer would not work.
There are 26 men, 8 boys, and 6 horses working on this split.
GEORGE COOPER,)
Inspectors.
JOHN HOUSTON, j
26

1885.
1 Split.
This split is aired from No. 1 timber shaft and main tunnel.
At the time of our inspection there was not sufficient air coming down the main shaft or passing
by the first thirteen (13) bords to work the anemometer, but the working places were cool,
fresh, and clear. Thermometer ranging from 68° to 69°.
At No. 14 bord (over the fault) there was a current of 2,805 cubic feet. Thermometer 69°,
At the Stenton (near the face of the heading) tho current of air was 5,742 cubic feet.
Thermometer 69°.
At No. 24 bord the current was 4,510 cnbic feet. Thermometer 70°.
At tho return for this split at No. 23 bord the current was 5,760 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
The air passing the last six or seven bords in this split was thick and sluggish.
There are 64 men, 4 boys, and 3 horses working on this split.
October,

]STo.

No. 2 Split.
This split is aired from the main tunnel. The intake current at No. 2 Jenny Elat was 7,260
cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
The current at No. 68 bord was 4,000 cubic feet. Thermometer 72°.
At No. 57 bord tbe current was 5,900 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
At No. 53 bord (in the back heading) the current was 5,376 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°.
The current at No. 47 bord was 4,025 cubic feet. Thermometer 73°,
At No, 39 bord the current was 2,310 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°. The air at this place was
very irregular ; we had to wait for some time before we could get the anemometer to work.
The current of air in the return for this split (in the back cross-cut) was8,712 cubic feet.
Thermometer 72°. The air from No. 47 bord back to the return needsimproving very
much. At the time of our inspection it was very hot and smoky; also from No. 63 to 68
bords the air needs improving, "We were shown two doors that had just been fixed for tbe
purpose of splitting ihe air at No. 47 bord. The fixing of these two doors should improve
the air in this split.
There are 78 men, 9 boys, and 4 horses working on this split.
The return at the furnace for Nos. 1 and 2 splits was 33,960 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.

No.
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No, 3 Split.
Tliia split is aired from tho main tunnel and Morgan’s narrow bord ; tlie current of air at the
intake was 7,480 cubic feot. Thermometer 73°,
Prom No. 80 to No. 88 bords the anemometer would not work, ns the current was so slight,
At No. 88 bord the current was 6,860 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
At No. 93 bord, after waiting for a considerable time, we recorded a current of 4,255 cubic feet.
Thermometer 74°.
At No. 96 bord there was a current of 5,550 cubic feet. Thermometer 74°.
At No. 101 bord tbe current was 5,445 cubic feet.
At No. 105 bord (next to tho return for this split) there was a current of 8,897 cubic feet.
Thermometer 74°.
The air all through this split was hot and smoky. The doors in this split require to be well
attended. There are 54 men, 12 boys, and 6 horses working on this split.
No. 4 Split.
This split is aired from No. 2 timber shaft. Current of air at the intake was 5,280 cubic feet.
Thermometer 67°.
Tbo current of air at No. 110 bord was 3,210 cubic feet. Thermometer 67°.
The air in the remaining portion of this split was not confined for us to measure it; but the
working places were cool and clear, tbe thermometer ranging from 67° to 70°.
There arc 40 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses working on this split.
Tho current of air at the return of the furnace was 7,920 cubic feet. Thermometer 71°.
This furnace also draws tbe air from No. 3 split, the return from which near the furnace
was 10,300 cubic feet.
No. 5 Split.
,
This split is aired from No. 3 timber shaft, Henderson’s tunnel, and tho fall-ins. The air not
being confined we could not measure it near the working qilaces till we came to—
No. 133 bord, whore tbe current was 2,587 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
At No. 110 bord the current was 2,100 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°.
The current of air passing by tbe working places in tbe remaining part of this split wras so
slight that it could not turn the anemometer. Thermometer ranging from 70° to 72°’
Tho current of air at the furnace was 19,135 cubic feet. Thermometer 70°. There are 61 men,
6 boys, and 3 horses working on this split.
It is necessary that the air in this split should be confined and conducted by the working places
as the men in the remaining portion of this split are badly off for air. There appeared to
bo a good supply of timber at the various flats 'The travelling roads would be all the better
for a cleaning, as there are some places nearly impassable for water and sludge.
Tbe total currents of air at tbe three (3) furnaces were 71,255 cubic feet per minute,

JOSEPH MIDBLEBY, 7 T
,
AMRAM LEWIS,
j Inspectors.

No. 6.
The Miners’ General Secretary to The Honorable the Secretary for Mines.
Sh,
Hamilton, 25 January, 1886.
_
I have tbo honor to respectfully refer you to the interview which took place on the 15th
instant, by the Executive of tbo Miners’ Associatiou, and the subjects then brought officially under your
notice by communication.
. In furtherance of the object of tbo deputation, I am instructed by the Executive of the Mining
Association to forward copies of check inspectors’ reports made at several collieries for your perusal;
and am requested to add that since the interview |ook place certain of the Co-operative miners have had
to come out of the mine, not being able to work in consequence of alleged defective ventilation. This
occurred on Tuesday, 19th instant.
_ Trusting that tho subjects brought under notice on the 15th instant will receive immediate
attention,—
.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES CURLEY,
Miners’ General Secretary.
[JEii closure to No.

G.]

_
_
Lambton Colliery, 28 and 20 July, 1886.
We, tho undersigned, having examined the workings and travelling roads of the above colliery, report as follows:—
Nmv Tunnel—Tarisk Mat.
There are G2 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat, Intake of air is 10,020 feet per minute; air passing tho ends of 5
bords, from S , 1 to No. G, is 6,840 feet por mimitB; air passing tho ends of 7 horde, from No. 5 to No. 12, is 2,020 feet per
ininuto, thermometer 68°; air passing the ends of 9 bords, from No. 12 to No, 21, is 3,240 feet per minute, thermometer 67°;
air passing the ends of 5 bords, from No. 21 to No. 26, is 6,000 feet per minute, thermometer 67°; air passing tho ends of 6
bords, from No. 26 to No. 31, is 4,290 feet per minute, thermometer 6S°.
Wc also wish to call your attention to the cut-through that the men travel in, which is full of water, and requires
something doing to it.
Far Flat No. 1.
There arc 46 men, 6 boys, 5 horses at this fiat. Intake of air, 7,560 feet per minute ; air passing the ends of bords
from No. 18 to No. 10 so slack that we were unable to test tho quantity, thermometer 75°; air passing the ends of 7 and 8
horde, 2,840 feot per minute ; there, 5 pillars with 20 men in them, we found the air to be very much heated, and were unable
to test tho quantity, thermometer 75°,
1
'
j

o
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Far Flat No. 2,
There MO 42 men, 4 boys, 4 horses at this flat. Intake of air is 5,230 feet per minute ; air passing the ends of 10
places on right hand aide of bank so alack that we were unable to test the quantity, thermometer 70°; air passing tho ends of
10 bords on left-hand side of flat, 2,640 feet per minute, thermometer G9U.
Straight-down Flat.

There are GO men, 7 boys, 6 horsea at this flat. Intake of air, 7,160 feet per minute ; air passing tho ends of 6 horda
oti right-hand aide of flat is 2,400 feet per minute, thermometer 69°; air passing the ends of 4 bords on right-hand side of
narrow bords is 2,400 feet per minute, thermometer 70°; air passing the ends of 5 bords on right-hand side of narrow bord
cut-through higher up, 2,310 feet per minute, thermometer 71°; air passing the ends of 11 horda iu Dent's heading, 3,465
feet per minute, thermometer 74°; air passing tho ends of 6 bords on left-hand side of narrow herd, 2,800 feet por minute,
th ermom eter 7 4°.
South Fit Flat.

There are 34 men, 3 boys, 3 horses at this flat; air passing tho ends of Nos. 1 and 2 bords, 1,960 feet per minute ; air
passing (he ends of 5 bords, from No. 2 to No. 7, bo alack that we were unable to teat the quantity; intake of air on rigbtliaud side of bank, 2,640 feet per minute ; air passing the cuds of 10 bords here, 3,300 feet per minute, thermometer 70°.

Middle Fit Flat.
There are 54 men, 7 boys, 7 horsea at this flat. No. 1 iulake of air at Now Chum, 8,320 feel per minute; air passing
the ends of 4 bords, from No. 2 to No. 5, is 4,320 feet per minute, thermometer 65°; air passing the ends of 9 bords, from
No. 6 to No. 14, ia 4,512 feet per minute; air passing the ends of 4 bords, from No. 14 to No. 18, 2,871 feet per minute,
thermometer 70°.
'

Intakes,

10,920
7,560
5,280
7,160
2,640
8,320

Returns at Furnace.

42,120
32,340
42,840
23,100
Total.................. 140,400

Total.............. 41,880
Travelling roads and furnaces in good order, with the eiception of No. 1 return at furnace, which is partly blocked up.
WALTER KERR, 1 Chock Inspectors.
E. CHARLTON, j
[Enclosure to No.

G.]
Lambton Colliery, 24 and 25 August, 1885.

We, the undersigned, haring examined the workings and travelling roada of the above colliery, report as follows :—
Nets Tunnel—Farish Flat.

There are 62 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. Intake of air, 7,140 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords, from No. 1 to No, 5, is 3,300 feet per minute; thermometer 61".
Air passing the ends of 10.bords, from No. 5 to No. 15, was so slack that wo were unable totest
thermometer 64°.
,
Air passing the ends of 6 bords, from No. 16 to No. 21, is 1,470 feet per minute; thermometer 69°.
Air passing tho ends of 10 bords, from No. 21 to No. 31, is 5,320 feet per minute; thermometer 70°.

thequantity;

Far Flat, No. 1.
There are 46 men, 6 boys, 5 horses at this flat. Intake of air, 5,005 feet por minute.
Air passing tho ends of 5 bords, from No. 18 to No. 14, so slack that we were unable to test thoquantity;
ther
mometer 71°.
Air passing the ends of 7 bords, from No. 14 to No, 7, is 4,800 feot per minute; thermometer, 72°. We found tho air
to he more improved at the Pillars than last time,
‘
Far Flat, No. 2.
There are 44 men, 4 boys, 4 horses at this flat.
Air passing the ends of all the bords on right-hand side of flat was so slack that wc were unable to test the quantity;
thermometer 70°. Intake of air on the bank, 3,960 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 10 bords on left-hand side of flat, 1,800 feot per minute ; thermometer 67°.
Straiffit-doton Flat,

There arc 60 men, 7 hoys, 6 horses at this flat. Intake of air on the bank, 3,960 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords on right-hand side of hank was so slack that we were unable to test the quantity;
thermometer 72°.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords on right-hand side of narrow bord, 1,800 feet per minute ; thermometer 72°.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords in top cut-through, 2,210 feet per minute ; thermometer 72°.
Air passing the ends of 11 bords in Dent’s heading, 4,050 feet por minute ; thermometer 74°.
Air passing (lie ends of 5 bords on left-hand side of narrow bord, 3,300 feet per minute ; thermometer 75°.
South Fit Flat.

There are 35 men, 4 boys, 4 horses at this flat. Intake of air on right hand side of flat, 3,630 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of all the herds on right-hand side of flat, 3,630 feet per minute ; thermometer 69°.
Air passing the ends of all the bords on left-hand side of flat so slack that we were unable to test the quantity ;
thermometer 74°.
We also wish to draw your attention to tho want of timber at the South Pit, and also to the want of manholes in that
portion of the hank from the old flat to tho new one.
Middle Fit Flat.

There are 60 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. No, 1 intake of air, 6,490 feet per minute; No. 2 intake of air, 5,720
feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 7 bords, from No. 1 to No. 7, is 3,360 feet per minute ; thermometer 68°.
Air passing tho ends of 12 bords, from No. 7 to No. 19, is 3,300 feet per minute ; thermometer 69°.
Intakes,
Returns at Furnace.
7,140
41,760
SfOOo
36,770
3,960
33,390
3,960
'
24,360
3,630
6,490
Total..... .135,280
5,720
Total...... 35,005
Travelling roads and furnace in good order.

WALTER KERR, 1

Check Inspectors.
[Enclosure
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,
Lainlitcm Colliery, 23 and 24 September, 1885.
"We, the undersigned, having examined the Tvorkings and travelling roads of tho above colliery, report as follows ;—
New T-tmnel, Farish Flat.

There are 62 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. Intake of air for same, 5,460 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords, from No. 1 to No. 5, is 2,340 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 8 bords, from No. 6 to No. 13, is 2,730 feet per minute ; thermometer 60°.
Air passing the ends of 8 bords, from No. 13 to No. 21, is so slack that we were unable to test the quantity ;
thermometer 70°.
*
Air passing the ends of 10 bords, from No. 21 to No. 31, is 2,400 feet per minute; thermometer 69D.
Far Flat No. 1.
There arc 50 men, 3 boys, 3 horses at this flat. .Intake of air for same, 4,680 feet per minute. We inspected all the
pillars and found the air to he workable ; thermometer 74°,
Far Flat No. 2.
Thera are 64 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. Intake of air for same, 4,800 feet per minute.
Air passing all tho bords on right-hand side of flat so slack that we were unable to test the quantity; thermometer 71°.
Air passing the ends of 10 bords on left-hand side of flat, 1,650 feet per minute ; thermometer 69°.
Air passing the cuds of 5 bords on right-hand side of Straight-down Flat, which is attached lo Far Flat, was so slock
that we were unable to test the quantity j thermometer 70°.
No«iA Fit Flat.
There are 40 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. Intake of air for same, 4,650 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 5 bords, from No. 11 to No. 7, is 4,650 feet per minute ; thermometer 72°.
Air passing the ends of 6 bords, from No, 7 to No. 1, 80 slack that we were unable to test the quantity ;
thermometer 72°,
Intake of air on left-hand side of bank, 2,790 feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 8 bords, from No 19 to No. 10, is 2,790 feet per minute ; thermometer 72°.
Middle Fit Flat.

There are 56 men, 6 boys, 6 horses at this flat. No. 1 intake of air, 4,680 feet per minute; No. 2 intake of air, 5,985
feet per minute.
Air passing the ends of 7 bords, from No, 1 to No. 7, 2,695 feet per minute; thermometer 67°.
Air passing the ends of 12 bords, from No, 7 to No. 19, 2,475 feet per minute ; thermometer 69°.
We once more wish to draw your attention to the want of manholes on tho South Pit Bank from the old flat to the
present flat. Wo further want to draw your attention to the different parts of the roof which want attending to, as we think
they nrc not safe.
Intakes,

5,460
4,680
4,800
4,650
2,790
4,680
5,985

Returns at Furnace.

- 45,360
38,220
34,965
25,200
--------Total.......143,745

Total.......33.045
Travelling roads and furnace in good order, with the exception of the air-course in front of the furnace, which is very
much blocked up with coal and requires clearing away, and that portion of tho South Pit Bank which we drew your atten
tion to.
WALTER KERR, '/
, T
t
ED. CHARLTON,

j Cllock ^P60^.

No. 7.
The Under Secretary* foi’ Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 January, 1886.
1 am directed by tbe Secretary for Mines to inform you that a letter has been received from
Mr. James Curley, Secretary of tbo Miners’ Association, to the effect that the miners at the Co-operative
Colliery had to come out of the mine on. the 19th instant, not being able to work in consequence of
defective ventilation, and I am to request that you will report on the matter without delay.
I have, Ac.,
■
IIAERIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

.
No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Manager, Co-operative Colliery, Wallsend.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 30 January, 1.880.
1 am directed by the Secretary for Mines to call your attention to a statement made by James
Curley, Secretary of the Miners’ Association, in a letter to this Department of the 25fch instant, to tbe
effect that the miners at the Co-operative Colliery, Wallsend, had to come out of the mine on tho 19th
instant, not being able to work in consequence of defective ventilation.
I have, &c.,
HARRIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 9.
Mr. James Eletclier, jun., Manager, Co-operative Colliery, to The Honorable the
Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Wallsend. 1 February, 1886.
Your letter of 30th ultimo, informing me that Mr. Curley, Miners’ G-eneral Secretary, had
written to you on the 25th ultimo, that the miners employed at the Co-operative Colliery, Wallsend, had
to come out of the mine on the 19th instant, not being able to work in consequence of defective ventilation,
is duly to hand, and contents noted.
I
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I do not say that Mr. Curley wrote intentionally to mislead you, but I venture to affirm that tbe
wording of bis letter could have no other effect than to convey the idea that the whole of the miners
employed at this colliery had to leave the pit in consequence of defective ventilation. I am so much
accustomed to hear of late of misleading statements being made that they would have to be extravagant
indeed to surprise me, Mr. Curley, in bis official capacity, could not of bis own knowledge know any
thing but what was communicated by some or other of the miners here employed, and it is but another
proof that men holding important positions should act with tho greatest of caution on cx parte statements
before making such serious charges against this or any other colliery.
It is true that some fourteen or fifteen men left their work in consequence of the air being slack
in that particular part of the pit where they were working. The cause of the deficiency of air was dis
covered by the underground manager by 7 o’clock a.m., the time the drawing of coal commences, and was
remedied in less time than it takes to write this. Briefly stated, the cause was the leaving of an air-door
open which allowed the air to go direct to the furnace without passing over the men in this particular
district, or any part of the pit, as the air passed through the doorway in question and went direct to the
ventilation shaft. I may mention that this door was placed there as a convenience for the men, so that
they might travel to and from their work in a shorter distance than by keeping the main road. It also
served for the colliery officials to pass through when examining the airways.
Every practical coal-miner knows that air-doors are erected to check currents, and that the leaving
of them open disarranges the whole of the ventilation in their locality; but notwithstanding this fact
being universally understood, the minors in passing through this door, instead of closing it behind them,
left it open, which 1 believe was done wilfully and designedly, with a view of creating a misunderstanding
between ns and the men.
"When tlie defective state of the ventilation was detected by the underground manager and other
colliery officials, they immediately examined the airways and ventilating furnace, and finding everything
right with both they were at a loss to account for the slackness of air, never for one moment dreaming
that the door in the travelling road for the men’s convenience had been left open, and it was only by
following up the return column of air that the cause was detected. This was at once explained to the
men, who were about to go home, and they were assured that the air would shortly be all right, and within
half an hour of their leaving and the door being closed the air was as good as it was before and is since.
It was no secret amongst the men that the door being left open caused the defective ventilation,
and I have no hesitation in saying that Mr. Curley’s informant knew it as well as we did.
At every air-door on the main roads of our mine a hoy is kept specially to open and shut it each
time a person or horse passes through, hut the door in question only being there for the convenience of
the men, and not on a main road, no boy was kept to attend it. Whoever loft it open committed a gross
abuse of a privilege established for their convenience; and to prevent a like occurrence it has since been
nailed up.
,
We have several miles of airway in our mine, and no matter how careful we are, falls from the roof
and similar accidents may occur which temporarily interfere with the ventilation, and to provide for this
the airways are examined every day, either by the regular officials, or persons told off' for that particular
duty. If, however, the miners themselves, who are equally interested with the management in keeping
up a proper supply of air, will either negligently or designedly leave air-doors opeu it is a difficulty of far
greater magnitude than keeping the airways in proper order, notwithstanding their great length.
We have 310 io 3.50 miners employed in this colliery, and as only fourteen or fifteen of that
number left their work on the day referred to by Mr. Curley, it is, I think, substantial proof that the
deficient ventilation was confined to the district I refer to, and not the whole of the mine, as must be
inferred by Mr. Curley's letter.
Where the Coal-fields Eegulation Act is not carried out faithfully I do not, for one, complain at
the miners seeking the Minister’s assistance to insist on its being done, but I do complain of statements
being made to tbe Minister calculated to mislead, when the miners themselves knew exactly the cause ;
and, further, that the cause was not brought about by any act or neglect of the management, but by tbe
negligence or design of members of their own body.
I trust the explanation here given will put the matter brought under your notice by Mr, Curley
in its proper light; and to still further prove the statements here made, I shall feel extremely obliged if
yon will instruct Messrs. Mackenzie and Dixon to visit the colliery and ascertain for themselves by actual
experiment whether leaving open the air-door referred to will not bring about the result of which Mr.
Curley complains.
I am, &e.,
JAMES TLETCIIEK, Jraron,
•
Manager.

No, 10.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Examiner of Coal-fields’ Eeport on a complaint made to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines by tbe
Miners’ General Secretary, respecting alleged defective ventilation at the Co-operative Colliery, on
19th January, 1880.
Sir,
Coal-fields Office, Ufcwcastle, 3 Eebruary, 1886.
In compliance with the instructions of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, conveyed to me
in your letter of the 30th ultimo, with respect to a letter he has received from Mr. Curley, Secretary of
the Miners’ Association, to the effect that the miners at the Co-operative Colliery had to come out of
the mine on the 19th ultimo, not being able to work in consequence of defective ventilation, and asking
me to report on tbe matter without delay,—1 have the honor to state that I went to the colliery,
accompanied by Mr. Inspector Dixon, yesterday, and report as follows:—
1. On arriving at the colliery I went in the mine with Mr. Inspector Dixon, Eobert Davidson
(overman), and John Houston (deputy), where I was met by the “ Miners’ Inspectors,” who happened to
be there for tbe purpose of making their monthly inspection, and who came and asked if I had any
objection to their accompanying me, or would I let them check their anemometer with the Government
one.
I
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I replied I was ouly there that day inquiring into and ascertaining the cause of a deficiency of
ventilation on the 19th ultimo, which Mr. Curley had complained of, at the request of tho Executive of
the Miners’ Association. Hut after this was done, having before entering the mine seen tho latest report
made by them iu the “ book ” kept at tho colliery office for that purpose. I and Mr. Dixon, accompanied
by them, would measure the quantity of air at the same places where they had measured it and reported
a deficiency of ventilation.
Inquiry and Report.

1. John Houston (deputy), of the Co-operative Colliery, said as follows:—On the morning in
question I was in Ho. 1 split at about 7 a.m., when some of the men then coming into that split said,
" Houston, what is the matter in the cross-cuts; there are some of the men going away home on account
of the air?” I replied that is the first I have heard of anything the matter with the air this morning, hut
wall make my way there immediately. On going, with a view to making my way to the furnace, thinking
there might be a fall in the return, I entered into it from No. 1 split, and when coming up the return and
arriving at the door that enters into the cross-cut return, I immediately saw wdiat was the matter, as the
door was standing about three-parts open with a stone against it, keeping it open. That the door must
have been opened by some of the men coming into work in No. 2 or 3 splits. Could not say whether
tbe door had been propped open purposely, or a stone had fallen against it as some one had passed
through it.
■
2. Robert Davidson (overman), of the Co-operative Colliery, slated:—When going to the mine
from my breakfast! met Daniel Eees, John Rees, Samuel Rees, Daniel Rees (junior), William Gilpin,
Alfred Upton, Thomas Lewis, Henry Forrester, Ezekiel Williams, and Alfred I’atterson at tho tunnel
mouth, and asked them what was the matter. They replied “ the air was bad.” I told them I would go
down immediately and see what was the matter, and that I could not understand how the air could bo
bad unless a door had been left open. They said they did not know. I then went to tho bord where
they had been at work and found the air as good as usual and nothing possible to complain of. Then I
sent for the deputy (John Houston), who came and told me it was all right, and that he had found out
were tho fault was, “ by a door being propped open by a stone,” and that he believed it had been propped
open on purpose. I then went to other miners who did not leave oft' working, and were still at work, in
the same split, who said i! their air was all right.”
The “ back shift” (second daily set of miners) never came ti work that day, although the air was
as good as ever in half an hour after the “front shift" had left the mine.
3. I got Houston to show me and Mr. Dixon how he found the door, and a "ter taking the stone
away which he put against the door to illustrate it I passed through it to see if it was possible that a stone
could fall down and rest against the door in such a manner, whilst the door, which was a self-acting one,
closed of its own accord. My opinion, and Mr. Dixon’s, is that from the way the stone was placed, as
shown us by Houston, it was most probably put there intentionally.
4. X annex a tracing (see Plan No. 1.1) showing the method adopted for the ventilation of the portion
of tho mine complained of, also the bords (lettered A) where the men left off work and those in which the
men remained at work (lettered B) in the same split of air; and where the door (D in red) was found open in
the stenton between the intake and return air-ways. The arrows shown in blue denote how the intake air
enters the split outside of the said door and circulates through the northern side of the split, crossing the
heading almost opposite the door, near the top of which heading a temporary screen is fixed, from
which it will be seen that when the door referred to (D) was opened the current (—») would sweep through
the screen down tho heading and through the open door into the main return airway, instead of circulating
into the heading and bords where the men left olf work, and that when the door is open the air would
travel through it to the furnace, as it would be the shortest route.
5. In conclusion, X have only to state that the overman says the door was put where it is fur tho
men’s convenience in travelling in and out of this part of the mine, and that each person passing in and
out was supposed to see it was closed, and that if it had been shut on the day in question the alleged
defective ventilation would not have occurred. Also that the defect was rectified within half an hour of
certain miners leaving the mine—they and others having been made acquainted with it immediately after
wards. Notwithstanding this, the complaint was made to the Minister after a lapse of five days, during
which time the same miners had been at work in the places where they left off work. One of tho miners
who left off work with his three sons on the morning in question was Mr. Daniel Rees, of the Minors’
Executive Committee, and District Chairman of the Ilunter River Miners’ Association.
I have. &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
From this report it appears there was no ground for the complaint of defective ventilation on the
19th January.—II.'W., 8/2/Sb.
Submitted.
Approved.—R.N, V., 19/2/SG,
Mr Curley informed
25 February, 1886.

No. 11.
Ueport of a joint Inspection of Nos. 2 and 3 splits in the Co-operative Colliery made
by the Examiner of Coal-fields, Inspector of Collieries, and Mr. Middleby and
Mr. Lewis (Miners’ Inspectors), on Tuesday, 2nd Eebruary, 188G.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 3 February, 1S8G.
The following are the results of measurements taken at the request of the Miners’ Inspectors
for the purpose of ascertaining what quantity of air was circulating in the Nos. 2 and 3 splits in which
they had reported, in the book kept at the colliery office for that purpose, a deficiency of ventilation on
the 6th and 7th of January last.
The measurements were taken at the same time, and the anemometers placed side by side.
No. 2 Si'jur.
At No. 80 bord the result was about 7,716 cubic feet of air per minute, the reading of both
instruments in this instance being nearly the same.
At No. 71 bord the result was about 5,032 cubic feet of air per minute, and by the Miners’
Inspectors’ instrument about 3,880.
At
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-At
41 bord tbe result wn.s 7,049 cubic feet by tbe Government instrument, end 6,829 by tbe
Miners’; and at 38 bord G,G00 by the (government anemometer, and 6,500 cubic feet ner minute bv tbe
Miners’.
*
Tbe largest current of air measured in this No. 2 split was about 7,716 cubic feet per minute for
about 56 miners, 2 wheelers, 2 drivers, 3 trappers, and 2 borses—total Go, giving about 118 cubic feet of
air per minute for each man, boy, and horse.
Tbe Miners’ Inspectors at Co-operative Colliery, however, have lately adopted tbe plan of measuring
tbe current of air in several places in each split, then adding tbe measurements together and striking an
average for tbe result, and even by this method tbe result would be a little over 101 cubic feet of air per
minute for each man, boy, and horse in tbe split.

No. 3 Split.
The greatest current of air was got at the No. 65 bord end, being about 6,840 cubic feet per minute.
The two anemometers registered about tbe same on this occasion, and in tbe far stenton in this split the
current of air was about 5,800 cubic feet per minute, the instruments again giving nearly tbe same reading.
At 52 bord, however, tbe current of air was about 6,435 cubic feet per minute by the Government
anemometer, and about 6,184 by the Miners’.
Tbe largest current of air in this split was about 6,840 cubic feet per minute for about 48 men, 5
boys, and 3 horses—total 56 men, &c,, giving about 122 cubic feet of air per minute for each man, boy, and
horse in this No. 3 split, and by tbe Co-operative Miners’ Inspectors’ method of average would give about
113 cubic feet of air per minute for each man, boy, and horse in tbe split.
It will thus be seen that the provisions of the Coal Mines [Regulation Act are here complied with.
■
1 have, Ac.,

---------

JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

The result of the investigation appears to be satisfactory, and may be communicated io tbe Miners’
Secretary.—1! AV., S/2/8G.
Submitted. Approved—R.N.Y., 19/2/86.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Miners’ General Secretary, Hamilton.
^rj

_
_
Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 February, 1886.
. Deferring to tbo complaint made by you respecting alleged defective venlilation at tbe
Co-operative Colliery on the 19t!i ultimo, I am directed by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that,
from tbo report of tbe Examiner of Coal-fields, there appears no ground for complaint as to tbe
ventilation of the colliery on the day named.
I have, Ac.,
‘
'
HARRIE WOOD,

______________________________ _

Under Secretary.

No. IB.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
^r’

.
Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 February, 1SSG.
Referring to the reports sent in by you—tbe one on a complaint by the Miners’ General
Secretary respecting alleged defective ventilation at the Co-operative Colliery, and the other as to the
quantity of air circulating in Nos. 2 and 3 splits in tbe same colliery,—I have the honor to inform you
that it lias been intimated to Mr. Curley, tbe Miners’ General Secretary, that both reports furnished by
you as to the ventilation of tbo abovenamed colliery are considered satisfactory.
I have, Ac.,
.
HARRIE WOOD.
Under Secretary.

Maryville Colliery.
m
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No. 1.
Mr. John Wright to Mr. J. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries.
S*1')

,

Wickham, 9 November, 1885,

I am instructed by the Committee of our body to write to you caliiug your attention to the
air in the Maryville Colliery, as there have been a great many complaints.
I bare, &c.,
■

___________________________

JOHN WEIGHT,

Secretary.

No. 2.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr. H. Harper, Colliery Manager,
Newcastle.
Si1-,

_
Glebeland, 25 January, 1880.
I hereby have to notify you of the very defective state of the ventilation in the Maryville
Colliery, as found by me on my inspection of said colliery to-day (Monday), inasmuch as tho total
current of air in the main return air-way near pit bottom was only'about 1,885 cubic foot per minute,
being over 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute short of the quantity required by sub-section 3, section 12,
of tbe Coal Mines Regulation Act, 187G, for thennmber of men, &c., at work in tbe Maryville Colliery
at tbo time of iny inspection,
2 On my inspection this morning I noticed that tho top coal had been cut up and, to some extent,
worked in three bords. Therefore, in pursuance of tbo provisions contained in tbe 25th section of the
Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1870,1 hereby notify you that, in my opinion, owing to tho soft nature of
tbe si,rata above tho seam at the Maryville Colliery, it is a dangerous practice to work the top coal at the
present time, more especially as there is only one shaft, and consequently only one way of escape for the
persons employed below in the event of a sudden inrush of water, sand, and gravel, which, in my opinion,
may be liable to lake place at any time after the removal of the top coal.
”
_
3, T have, therefore, to urge that the above matter may have your serious attention at once, with
a view to the well-being and safety of all persons employed in the Maryville Colliery.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,

Inspector of Collieries.

No. 3.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
_
®*r,

Maryville Colliery Inspection.

Glebeland, 1 Pobruary, 1880.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Monday (25th January ultimo),
as fellow’s :—
'
At the time of my inspection there were about 37 miners. 1 small-coal filler, 1 deputy, 5 wheelers,
2 water-balers, 1 onsetter, and 2 horses ; total, about 49 men, Ac., employed below.
The total current of air for the above number of men. &e., was only about 1.885 cubic feet per
minute, This result was got in the main return air-way near the shaft bottom immediately after
descending the shaft on the day of inspection. .After going through the workings (where I could not got
a result with the anemomeler), I came back to tbe bottom of tbe shaft again, and got exactly the same
result as before. Although none of the workings are a very great distance from the pit bottom, yet,
owing to the very limited quantity of air descending the shaft, the ventilation throughout the working
headings was sadly defective, as the total quantity of air was over 3,000 cubic feet per minute below the
requirements of the Coal Mines Regulation Act for tbe number of men, &c., employed below.
At the time of my inspection there was a good fire in tbe furnaco at tbe surface, but it seemed to
have little or no power over tbe up-cast column of air behind the brattice in the shaft. I here beg to
remark that on the 12th December last the manager (Mr. Harper) promised me that he would raise the
up-cast portion of the shaft above tbe level of the landing-stage. This promise he (Mr. Harper) fulfilled
by raising the furnace stack some 1G foot higher, hut without any apparent beneficial results to the
ventilation of the mine.
2. On my inspection of tho Maryville Colliery on Monday last I also noticed that three bords
had been cut up, and part of the top coal worked in each of tho three. In the No. 2 heading there were
twm men cutting a herd up ; they had reached the roof at about 5 feet, but bad not got tbe bord cut all
across when I saw it; this bord was about 6 yards wide. In No. 3 beading I saw two men working top
coal in a bord about 7 yards wide; the tops in this bord were also about 5 feet in thickness, and had been
worked for about 10 yards iu length down tbo bord. In the adjoining bord, being No. G bord, No. 3
heading, I also saw two men at work in the tops ; this bord was about 7£ yards wide, and the tops had
been worked for a distance of about 11 yards. Tho roof in this bord was wet, as water wras coming
through in several places.
3. Kcoing that as yet there is only one shaft in connection with the Maryville Colliery, and that
the strata overlying the seam of coal is of an extremely soft nature throughout, 1 am of opinion that it is'r
a highly dangerous practice to work the top portion of the seam in the Maryville Colliery until the dipcoal is wmrked, and a second shaft sunk to afford another means of escape for the persons employed below,
4. In conclusion, I beg to state that on Monday last, the day of inspection, I notified the manager
(Mr. Harper), by registered notification, concerning tho defective ventilation, and tho top coal workings
in the Maryville Colliery, a copy of which notification 1 herewith beg to forward.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
________________________________
Inspector of Collieries.
No.
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No. 4.
Tho Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Deficiency of Ventilation, etc,, at the Maryville Colliery.
Sir,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 5 February, 1886.
I have the honor to forward, for the information of the Honorable tho Secretary for Mines,
a report I have received from Mr. Inspector Dixon, dated tbe 1st instant, with respect to a deficiency of
ventilation at the Maryville Colliery, tho ventilation of which had been previously complained of by the
Inspector to the manager on 12th December hist, when the latter promised to raiso the up-cast portion of
the shaft above the level of the landing-stage. This promise was fulfilled by raising the furnace stack 16
feot higher, but without any beneficial results to the ventilation of the mine, there being a deficiency
on 25th ultimo of o\er 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute for the number of men, &c., employed
underground.
2, Mr. Dixon also reports that three 0-yard herds had been cut up and part of tbe top coal
worked in each of them. Iu No. 3 heading two men working top coal in a bord about 7 yards wide, and
in another 71-yard bord, the top coal had been worked for a length of about If yards where tho roof
was wet, and water was coming through it in several places; and that, seeing there is only one shaft in
connection with the colliery, and that the strata overlying the coal-seam is of an extremely soft nature
throughout, he is of opinion that it is a highly dangerous practice to work the top portion of the seam in
the Maryville Colliery until the dio coal is worked, and a second shaft sunk to afford another means of
escape for the persons employed below, in which 1 fully agree, and forward for tbe Minister’s information
a letter I wrote to Mr. Dixon on the subject, on the 2tst October last, and a copy of a letter to Mr. Dixon,
dated 2Sth October, from the manager, saying he was putting down a borehole, in view of ascertaining
the most suitable position for putting down a shaft. The bore was completed a short time afterwards,
and nothing further has been done with a commencement of the second shaft, w'hich Mr. Dixon and
myself hare told him we considered absolutely necessary, taking nito consideration the extremely soft
nature of tho strata overlying the coal-seam, and the probability of a much larger influx of water flowing
into the mine than has occurred on three previous occasions. 1 also enclose copy of notice M'r. Dixon
has served on the manager,
3. I shall be obliged by your informing me. as early as practicable, what further steps the Minister
desires me to take in the matter.
I have, &e.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
Unless the defects be at once remedied the Examiner may take proceedings to enforce the
observance of tho provisions of the Act.—HAV, 11/2/80.
Submitted. Approved,—E.N.V., 12/2/86.
The Examiner of Coal-fields,—G.E H., E.C., 13/2/86.
‘
In regard to the matter of the second opening 5'cferred to in the within report, the Examiner
should instruct the Inspector to serve notice, in terms of section 25 of the Coal Mines Act, upon tho
owners of the Maryville Colliery.—HAV.. 4/3/86.
Submitted. The Inspector served notice upon the manager on 25th January last.—J.M., 8/3/SG.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 8/3/86.
From the fact that the owner has not complied with the notice it may be inferred that he objects,
in which ease the matter will have to be referred to arbitration ; but the Minister might perhaps desire
that tho owner’s attention be called to the notice before taking further proceedings.—HAVI, 8/3/86.
Submitted. Approved.—J.F., 10/3/86.

[Enclosures lo No. 4.]

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries.
Sir,

...
.
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 21 October, ISSfi.
Since my inspection and examination with yon of the heading and bord which caved in a short time since, where
two men were at work at the Maryville Colliery, the caving in having taken place immediately after the heading and bord,
being driven by the two men, reached a face of sand and gravel, when a tremendous rush of water and sand ran therefrom
into the workings, which wash-out, consisting of sand and gravel, is now barred back by a barrier reaching to the roof of
the coal-seam.
In consequence of tho disturbed natnre of the country at this colliery, and others in the neighbourhood, and the
liability at any time of similar washes of sand and gravel, I have thought seriously as to the necessity of the owners of the
Maryville, Wickham, and Bullock Island, and Stockton Coal Companies being compelled to keep boreholes at least 10 feet
ahead in all exploring headings driven north, east, south, or west of their working shaft.
3. Do you not think it is a dangerous practice, knowing the disturbed nature of the country in which tbe Maryville
and Stockton Collieries are, for them to be worked as they now are by one shaft, and consequently only one means of escape
for the men, boys, ie., working therein, and that a second shaft should be commenced at once ; if so, you had better serve
the colliery managers with registered notices to that effect under section 23 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876 ?
1 have, &e.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
----------------------Examiner of Coal-fields.

Mr, John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr. H. Harper, Colliery Manager, Newcastle.
Sir,

_
Glebeland, 24 October, 1885.
_ _ Knowing the disturbed nature of the ground in connection with the Maryville Colliery, I have, in pursuance of
the provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, to notify you that 1 consider the practice
of only having one shaft (and consequently only one means of escape) to be dangerous ; and therefore have to urge that a
second shaft in connection with the Maryville Colliery he commenced at once, and curried on without delay, so that a
second opening from the surface to the present workings may he completed as soon as possible.
2. Seeing that in the Maryville Colliery there exists a danger of tapping, at any time, loose ground liable to contain
a heavy feeder of water, I am directed to draw your attention to the necessity of keeping a borehole at least 10 feet ahead
of the working face in every exploring place or heading driven north, south, east, or west.
_ 3. I have, therefore, to urge that you would give your serious attention to tho above matters at once, with a view of
having them carried out without delay,
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
_ _
r.—a.
~
Inspector of Collieries.

Mr.
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Mr, Henry Harper to Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieriea.
Sir,

Maryville Colliery, 28 October, 1SS5.
Your f.ivour of tbe 24th instant came duly to hand, and your request I have carefully thought over.
With regard to the second shaft, I have already put down one bore to the westward of our pit, with a view of
ascertaining the most suitable position for putting down a shaft. 1 am also putting in a boro ahead of some of my headings,
wherever I think there is the slightest necessity of doing so. As far as we can ascertain there are other collieries adjacent
who are worse off in this respect than we are; but we will endeavour to comply with the various suggestions as far as
practicable.
I have, &c.,
----------------------HENRY HARPER.

Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Glebeland, 29 October, 1885.
I have tho honor to acknowledge receipt of your communication of 21st instant, concerning the disturbed state
of tho country in connection with the Maryville, Stockton, and Builock Island Collieries, and the necessity for tho second
shaft at Maryville and Stockton, &c.
In reply, I bog to state that I most fully endorse your views respecting the above-named collieries, and, according
to your instructions, have notified the managers, under the 25th section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, to com
mence at once tho second shaft at Maryville and Stockton, and to keep a borehole at least 10 feet ahead of the face in every
bord or heading driven north, east, south, or west, iu the Maryville, Stockton, and Bullock Island Collieries, copies of
which notifications I herewith beg to forward.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN DIXON,
__________________________ ________
Inspector of Collieries,

No. 5.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Special inspection of the Maryville Colliery to see if the ventilation had been improved since my inspection
of that colliery on 25th January, last month.
Sir,
_
Glebeland, 26 February, 1385.
I have the honor to report inspection of tho above-named colliery on Wednesday last, 24th
instant, as follows :—
Since my inspection on 25th ultimo, the manager (Mr. Harper) had caused a “ firc-Iamp” to be
erected in the return air-way at the shaft bottom, in order to improve the ventilation of the mine ; and
although a slight increase in the main current of air had been effected by the fire-lamp, yet I regret to
say that on tho 24th instant the ventilation in the Maryville Colliery was not by any means up to the
requirements of the Coal Mines Kegulation Act, 1876, as the following results will show. At the time
of my inspection there were about fifty men and boys and two horses at work in the mine. Tbe first
measurement of the air current was taken in the main return air-way, near the shaft bottom, at about
0'20 a.m., tho total result being about 2,940 cubic feet of air per minute. After going through a portion
of tbe workings, I again returned to the shaft bottom and measured the current of air at the same place
as before. This was about 10‘30 a.m., and the result was an improvement on the first measurement, being
about 3,360 cubic feet of air per minute. The first and second measurements, as given above, were taken
when the pump was working and exhausting into the up-cast behind the brattice in the shaft. The third
measurement was taken about 11‘30 a.m., when the pump was stopped, and the result was about 2,870
cubic feet of air per minute. For the fifty-two men, Ac., employed in this colliery, on the day of inspec
tion, the minimum quantity of air to comply with the Act ought to have been 5,200 cubic feet per minute.
Tho first measurement, however, as taken by me shows a deficiency of about2,260 cubic feet per minute;
the second a deficiency of 1,840 cubic feet per minute ; and the third a deficiency of about 2,330 cubic
feet per minute.
In my previous report on this colliery I mentioned that top coal was being taken out in various
places. I here beg to state that the same work is still being carried on ; and since my inspection of 25th
last month a top coal bord has given way, and tbe fall has extended to the surface. This is the bord I
mentioned as having a wet roof.
On coming out of the mine on Wednesday last I saw Mr. Harper, and told him about the state of
the ventilation in the Maryville Colliery, and he informed me that he was having a bore put down to test
the ground with a view of commencing the second shaft as soon as possible.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
■Inspector of Collieries.

No. 6.
Mr. Jolin Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Glebeland, 27 February, 1886.
For your information I beg to forward a letter which I received from Mr. Harper, manager,
Maryville Colliery, this (Saturday) morning, by which is inferred that the ventilation at said colliery has
been made considerably bettor since my inspection on Wednesday last.
I shall be obliged for instructions on this matter, as to whether I am to make another inspection
of the Maryville Colliery prior to taking action in Court,
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
—------ Inspector of Collieries.
Submitted for further instructions.—J.M., 4/3/86.
The Under Secretary for Minos, B.C., 4/3/8G.
A further inspection should be made, and if the ventilation is not in accordance with the provisions
of the Act, tho Inspector should at once take the necessary jjroceedings. Authority to take proceedings,
under the Coal Mines Kegulation Act, may be issued to Mr. Inspector Dixon.—H.W., 4/3/86.
Submitted. Approved.—J.F., 4/3/86.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W., 4/3/86.
Mr,
Dixon instructed.—J.M., 4/3/86.
Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 4/3/36.
Proceedings taken
on 6th April, 1886, and a verdict obtained.—J.D., 16/4/86.
The Crown Solicitor may be asked to
prepare a form of authority to enforce the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, and to recover
any penalties under tho said Act.—H.W., 4/3/86.
Submitted. Approved.—J.F,, 10/3/86.
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No. 7.
The Tinder Secretary for Mines to The Crown Solicitor.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, G Marcli, 18SG.
I have tho honor, by direction of tho Secretary for Mines, to request that you will lie so good
as to prepare a form of authority to enforce the provisions of the Coal Mines Kegulation Act, and lo
recover any penalties under the said Act.
I have, &e.,
HAKKIE WOOD,
.
________________________
Under Secretary.

,

No. 8.
Authority to prosecute for the recovery of penalties under the Coal Mines
■
Regulation Act, 1876.

To all to whom these Presents shall come.—
Sheeting :
Whereas by the Coal Mines Eegulation Act 1876 it is provided that all penalties imposed
by the said Act may bo recovered summarily before two or more Tusticcs of the Peace at the suit of the
Examiner Inspector or other officer authorised in that behalf by the Minister ' Now know ye that 1 the
Honorable
the Secretary for Mines for the Colony of New South Wales do by
this writing under my hand in pursuance of the power and authority given to me iu this behalf by the
of
in tho said Colony
said Act authorize and empower
to sue for and recover alt every and any penalties and penalty imposed by the said
Act And for that purpose to make and exhibit before any two or more Justices of the Peace for the
said Colony all and every such informations or information charging any person or persons with a breach
or breaches of the provisions of the said Act in respect of which breach or breaches a penalty or
penalties is or are imposed by the said Act as the said
may think fit And to
proceed to judgment upon such information or informations or the same to withdraw and discontinue
And for the purposes of suing for such penalties to employ any counsel solicitor or attorney And to
take all proceedings necessary to recover, and obtain payment of the said penalties And J. declare that
this authority shall continue in force until a revocation hereof in writing under the hand of the Minister
for Mines for the said Colony for the time being shall be received by the said
And that same shall not be deomed or taken to be revoked by the appointment of another person or other
persons to prosecute for the recovery of penalties under the said A.ct.
In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand at Sydney in the said Colony this
day of
in the year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
eighty.

No. 9.
‘
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. Jolm Dixon, Inspector of
Collieries.
,
Sydney Club, Sydney, 6 March, 1SS6.
When you were down Maryville Colliery yesterday were they working the top coal, or have they
discontinued working it since you served notice on manager on 25th January?
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-lieJds.

No. 10.
■Telegram from Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of
Coal-fields.
Hamilton, 8 March, 1886.
Were working top coal in Maryville Colliery on my inspection in February. Pit not at work on Friday
last; have forwarded last two reports on this collierv to Coal-fields Office, Newcastle.
"
JOHN DIXON,
.
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 11.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Manager of the Maryville Colliery.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 18 March, 1886.
I have the honor, by direction of ihe Secretary for Minos, to invite your attention to the
notice which was served on you in terms of section 25 of the Coal Mines Act, in respect to the ventilation
of the Maryville Colliery.
I have, Ac.,
.
HAKE IE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 12.
The Manager, Maryville Colliery Company (Limited), to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Newcastle, 10 March, 1886.
Referring to yours of the 13th instant, I am doing all that possibly can be done to carry out
the provisions of the Coal-fields Act in the face of tho most trying circumstances, to which, if it becomes
necessary, I can refer you in detail.
So far I have had no complaint from the men under my charge.
I
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^
] am glad to notice through the Press that you contemplate ordering a first-class anemometer from
England, as such an instrument will enable the Inspectors to do justice to the masters as well as the men.
1 have, &c.,
--------HENRY HARPER.
Submitted.—H.W., 20/3/86.
The report of the olllcers must be acted upon.—J.E 20/3/86.
The Examiner of Coal-fields, Newcastle.—G-.E.H.,_pro IT.S.. B.C., 22/3/86.

No. 13.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
®'1’’

TJ
Glebeland, 16 April, 1886.
1 do myself Ihe honor to herewith return tho papers in connection with the Maryville and
Bullock island Colliery cases, and at the same time to report that said cases came on for hearing at the
Newcastle Court, before Mr. Mair, P.M., on Tuesday, 6th instant, and occupied the Bench nearly the
whole of the day.
J
Messrs. "Wallace and Sparke appeared for the prosecution, and Messrs. Thompson and Windeyer
ior the defence.
J
Much of the time during the day was taken up by Mr, Thompson's objections to the way in which
the information had been laid ; also to_ my authority to prosecute. On these points the arguments on
botli sides appeared most forcible, and, in my opinion, Mr. "Wallace is deserving of great praise for the able
manner in which he conducted both cases, For of one thing I am pretty certain, namely, had not Mr.
Wallace been well posted up in the many objections which he no doubt anticipated could be taken to
certain clauses in the Coal Mines Regulation Act. 1876, both eases would bavefallen through Iu the Mary
ville case I gave evidence ns to the state of ventilation in that colliery on 24th February and 5th March
last, and was cross-examined by Mr. Thompson at some length with a' view of testing my knowledge of
ventilation and the use of the anemometer, &c. The manager (Mr. Harper) was called for the defence
but failed to make a case, the consequence being that he (Mr. Harper) was fined the sum of £5 with costs
of Court, and £2 2s., professional costs.
In the Wickham and Bullock Island case the information was laid against the owners, some of
whom were present to answer the charge of neglecting to observe the provisions of sub-section 1, section
12, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, which sub-section provides for the completion of at least
two distinct openings to the day or surface intcreommuuicating with each other, by means of either of
nhich openings all persons employed iu the colliery might at all times pass in or out, &c.
On the reading of the information, Mr. Thompson raised a primary objection that action had not
been taken within the eighteen months prescribed by the Act, and that the incorporation of the Company
had not been proved. His Worship said he would reserve his decision on these points till after the hearing
of the evidence. I was then called upon to give evidence as to the time when bords were first turned
away in the Wickham workings, &c., after which, the manager, Mr. Gardiner, was called for the defence,
this defence was that there were the usual means of getting in and out of the colliery—an engine and
wire ropes. In cross-examination, however, the manager admitted that the slides were being taken out
ot the pit, and that the steam was not kept up at the Wickham shaft, and that it would take three or
lour hours to get steam up, <fcc.
*
,This whence closed the case, and the Magistrate in summing up remarked that there were some
difficult points lo decide, but on the whole he felt justified iu finding defendant guilty. He thought,
however, that a moderate fine would meet the case, and returned a verdict against defendants for £10
Court costs, and £2 2s, professional costs.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
--------Inspector of Collieries.
Forwarded for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines—JM G/5/86 Tho
Under Secretary for Mines..—B.C., 6/5/86. Submitted.—H.W., 10/5/86. Seen.—J.F.114/5/86, '

Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery.
>.

•

SCHEDULE.

1. 1 lie Kxaminer of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Minos with reference to defective ventilation at the
\\ ickliam and Bullock Island Colliery, with minutes and enclosures. 9 March, 188G.................................

No. 1.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines.
®'r’
Mining Department, Sydney, 9 March, 1886.
.
the honor to forward a report received from Mr. Inftpcctor Dixon with respect to sub
section 1, section 12, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, not being complied with at the Wickham
and 'Bullock Island Colliery; also copy of a notice served on the manager, and shall be obliged by your
informing me what further action the Minister desires me to take.
°
I have, &c.
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
Has
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Has the working of bords, stalls, or longwall workings been commenced more than, one year and six
months since?—H.W., 9/3/86. Yes.—J.M., 9/3/86. Unless within one week steps are taken to remedy
the defect, proceedings may be taken to enforce the fine—HYV., 9/3/86. Submitted. Approved,—J.P.,
9/3/86, Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W., B.C., 9/3/86. Mr. Inspector Dixon to take the necessary
proceedings if matter complained of is not remedied within one week.—J.M., 10/3/86. Proceedings taken
6th April, 1886, and verdict obtained.—J.D., 16/4/86.
[Enclosure io Efo, 1.]
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields.

VTickham and Bullock Island Colliery Inspection.
Sir,

Glebeland, G March, 1SSG.
I have the honor to report inspection of the abovenamed colliery yesterday, oth instant, as follows :—
The number of men, Ac,, employed below on the day shift is about eighty-two, being about siity miners, eight
wheelers, four horses, ten shiftsmen, and water balers. The total quantity of intake air from the Wickham shaft at the
time of inspection was about an average current of 8,500 cubic feet per minute, The majority of tho working places were
well ventilated, hut in Bunn's heading, where there were six men at work, the air was very slock. I noticed, however,
that euts-through were being driven from bord to bord, and, when holed, the matter of complaint would be remedied.
A good road has now been made between the two shafts, and an incline plane is being formed, in order to run tho
coal down from the workings on the Wickham side of the colliery. I went to the bottom of the Wickham shaft and looked
up, and from the appearance of the shaft I arrived at the conclusion that a considerable amount of work would have to bo
done in it before it could be rendered safe for men to pass in or out, according to the requirements of the Coal Mines
Regulation Act, 187G.
■
Seeing that sub-section 1 section 12 of said Act was not complied with at the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery,
I notified the manager (Mr. Gardiner) to that effect yesterday, a copy of which notification I beg herewith to forward, and
shall be obliged for further instructions on this matter.
Throughout the workings there seemed to be a good supply of timber on baud ready for use.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
----------------Inspector of Collieries,

1.]
Mr. Jolin Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr. A. Gardiner, Colliery Manager, Wickham.
[Enclosure io Wo.

Sir,

Glebeland, 5 March, 188fi,
During my inspection of the Wickham and Bullock Island Colliery this day (Friday) I noticed that although there
were two separate and distinct openings to the day or surface from such mine, intercommunicating with each other, yet there
was only one opening available for the persons employed in the colliery to pass in or out. I therefore hereby notify you that
sub-section 1 section 12 of the Coal .Mines Regulation Act, 137G, is not complied with at the Wickham and Bullock Island
Colliery, inasmuch as said sub-section provides for two separate and- distinct openings to the day or surface, by means of cither
of which openings all persons employed in the colliery may at all times whatsoever pass in or out."
2. I have therefore to urge that you would attend to the above matter at once, with a view to having it remedied as
soon as possible.
I have, Ac.,
JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

Burwood Colliery.
.

.

SCHEDULE.

NO.

PACK.

1, The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, enclosing reports from Mr. Inspector Dixon,
respecting a deficiency of ventilation at tho Burwood Colliery ; also copy of notice served on the manager, with
minutes. 14 January, 1886....................................................................................................................................... .
UG
2, Mr. Samuel Birrell, Manager, Burwood Colliery, to the Examiner of Coal-fields, that he had red need the number of
men in mine, witli minutes. 19 January, 1886............................................................................................................ 117
3, Tho Under Secretary for Mines to the same, in reply to No. 1. 25 February, 1S86............................................ .
1)8

No. 1.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines.

.

Sir,

Coal-fields Ofliee, Newcastle, 14 January, 1SS6.
1 have the honor to forward reports I have received from Mr. Inspector Dixon respecting a
deficiency of ventilation at the "Burwood Colliery, and copy of a notice I have served upon Mr, Samuel
Birrell, and shall be obliged by your informing me what further action the Minister desires me to take
in the matter.
'
2. Mr. Dixon informs me to-day that Mr. Birrell has made a commencement with building up tho
top of the furnace shaft.
I have, &c,,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
Proceedings should be taken to enforce the provisions of the Act, unless the defects be remedied
before such proceedings can be taken.—H.W., 21/1/86.
Submitted. Approved.—R.N.V., 25/1/86.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—HAY., U.S., B.C., 30 January, 1886.
Mr. Inspector Dixon for report
as to whether the defects are remedied.—J.M., 1/2/86.
1 inspected the Burwood new tunnel to-day, Monday. The stalk on the furnace shaft has not yet
been made higher, the bricks and mortar are on the ground, but the manager, Mr. Birrell, informed me
that he could not get a bricklayer, although ofiering a great price for the work. However, the current of
air to-day was about 5,580 cubic feet per minute for forty-two men, six boys, and three horses; total,
fifty-one men, &c. The current of air in the new pit was about 7,200 cubic feet per minute for a total of
sixty-two men, &c.—J.D., 1/2/86.
The Act is now complied with.—J.M., 2/2/86.. The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 2/2/86.
Under tbe circumstances now reported no proceedings need be taken.—H.W., 17/2/86.
Submitted,
Approved.—K.N.V., 18/2/80.
Inform Examiner.—H.W., U.S., 18/2/86.
[Enclosure
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[Enclosure to Iso. 1.]
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Burwood New Pit Inspection.
Sir,

Glebeland, 10 December, 1S85.
I have the honor to report inspection of the abovenamed pit workings to day (Thursday) as follows :—
On tbe day shift in the New Pit workings there are about forty men, six wheelers, and two horses employed. About
twenty of the minors arc employed in ordinary 8-yard bords, and the others engaged in narrow work. When I inspected this
place on the 2Sth of October last, there were only about fourteen men employed below, and the ventilation was good ; but on
my inspection to day, I regret to say that I found the ventilation very defective throughout the workings, as the total current
of air was only about 2,750 cubic feet per minute for a total of about forty-eight men, &c., being a deficiency of over 2,000
cubic feet of air per minute.
The shaft is brattieed from the surface to tbo bottom, and from the upcast side of the shaft at the surface there is a
wooden box 16 ioelies by 10 inches, by which a portion of the return air is conducted to the boiler stalk.
In addition to the above there is a small exhaust fan employed at the surface, and connected to the upcast by a box
10 inches square.
The manager (Mr. Birrell) was with me throughout the wholeof the workings. I drew his attention to the defective
ventilation, and he (Mr. Birrell) stated that he intended puttingtho exhaust steam from the pump into the upcast part of the
shaft, and if that did not produce the required (quantity of air he would connect the whole of the upcast with a spare boiler
and stalk, and promised me that he would do his very best to remedy the matter as soon as possible.
I regret to state that slight signs of inflammable gas have been found iu one of the headings in this pit, and two men
were slightly burned by it early on Monday morning last. Tbe manager (Mr. Birrell) reported the matter to tho Coal-fields
Office, and after investigating it to-day 1 found that neither of the men had been laid off work by the accident, and that it
was not at all serious. The underground overman (Mr. Horsefield) was one of the men, and from him I gathered the following
particulars concerning the explosion :—It appears that a shift of men commenced work at about 12 p.m. on Sunday night
last, and about balf-an-bour after one of the men, named Townsend, came to bank and reported to the overman that his
heading had fallen in near the face and for some distance back. Tbe overman went down the pit with tho miner, and botli
went into the heading. The overman (Mr. Horsfield) gave orders for the removal of the fallen stuff, and was about to leave
the heading when a slight explosion of gas took place, which burnt Horsefield a little on the forehead and Townsend very
slightly on tbe hands.
I am informed that this is the first time that gas has been found in this pit workings ; and I tried the same place
to-day with a safety lamp, and could not detect tho slightest tiacc of gas anywhere.
I cautioned the manager (Mr. Birrell) to strictly adhere to the 14th special rule, w'hich provides for the deputy
malting an examination of the working-places before the miners are allowed to start work. This lie (Mr, Birrell) promised
to have carried out in future, and gave orders in my presence to that effect, In my opinion a more vigorous ventilation is
required to ensure safety.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
-------Inspector of Collieries.
Make another inspection early next month, and report whether the matters complained of have been remedied. '
J.M., 12/11/85.

Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Burwood Colliery Inspection.
Sir,

Glebeland, 0 January, 1886.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Thursday last, 7th instant, as follows :—
In the Now Tunnel the total current of air was about 5,600 cubic feet per minute for about sixty-six men, six boys,
and three |K>nios ; total, 75. The above result shows a deficiency of about 1,000 cubic feet of air per minute on the mini
mum quantity required by the Coal-fields Regulation Act, 1376, 1 drew the attention of the manager (Mr. Birrell) to this
matter, and in reply be stated that he had been compelled to stop tbe “ old tunnel” for a short time, and, not washing to
throw any of the men out of work, had to put six pairs, or twelve of the “old tunnel1' miners into the new tunnel, lie
(Mr. Birrell) further stated that he was prepared to do anything to benefit the ventilation, and as I advised him to have
the top of the furnace shaft built about 20 feet higher than at present he promised to have it done as soon ns possible,
which will be about three weeks or so.
JVeio Pit.
In relation to this place, I am pleased to be able to state that since my inspection of 10th December (last month) I
found a marked improvement in the ventilation. The total number of men, &c., employed in the New Bit is about 1 (13.
There are three shifts, and the greatest number employed on one shift is about sixty-four men, &c. This was about the
number at work on the day of inspection, and the total current of air circulating in the mine was about 0,510 cubic feet per
minute.
_
_
'
In both tunnel and pit I found the working places well timbered, and a good supply of timber on hand ready for use.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
-------Inspector of Collieries,
The current of air in this now pit (lately sunk) has been increased from 2,750 cubic feet per minute, on 10th Do
ccmbcr, to 6,510 cubic feet on Oth January, 1886 ; vide Mr. Inspector Dixon's reports of 10th December, 1895, and Oth
January, 1836.—J.M., 16/1/86.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 1G/1/S6.

The Examiner o£ Coal-fielda to Mr. Samuel Birrell, Manager Burwood Colliery.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 14 January, 1880.
In view of a recent report received from Mr. Inspector Dixon on the ventilation of tho Burwood Coal Company's
“ Now Tunnel" workings, and in pursuance of the provisions contained in the 31st Bcetion of tbe Coal Mines Regulation
Act, 1876, 1 hereby give you notice that you have failed to comply with sub-sections 2 and 3, section 12, of the said Act.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 2.
Mi*. Samuel Birrell, Manager, Burwood Colliery, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Kir,

Burwood Colliery, 19 January, 188(3,
1 have reduced the number of men so as to comply with the foal Mines Act of Parliament.
1 have, &c.,
BA MITEL BIRRELL.
.
Colliery Manager.
Mr. Dixon for report as to whether the prowsionn of the .Act are now complied with,—J.M.,
20/1/’SC.
The provisions of the Act are now complied with.—J.D., 1/2/80.
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No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 25 February, 1SS6.
Boferring to your communication of the 2nd instant, to the effect that the provisions of the '
Act were being complied with iu respect of' ventilation at the Burwood Colliery, I am therefore directed
by the Secretary for Mines to inform you that, under the circumstances now reported, no proceedings
need bo taken.
I have, &e.,
HAEBIE WOOD,
■
Under Secretary.

Newcastle Coal-mining Company’s Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
N0-

1.

...

TAOE.

Copy ot Check Inspectors’ Eeport, with respect to ventilation at Newcastle Coal-mining Company’s Collierv, 12

January, 1S8G.................................................................................................................................................................

Hg

No. 1.
Check Inspectors’ Ueport.
_
Newcastle Coal-mining Company’s Colliery, 11 January, 1SSG.
AVe, the undersigned, having examined the workings and part of the travelling roads, &c., of the abovenamed colliery, report as follows :—
AT). 8 Intake.
Amount of air passing in is 0,192 cubic feet per minute; thermometer 08°.
.
No. 8 Heading.
Id men, 2 boys, 1 horse, Air passing 7 bords is 4,896 cubic feet per minute, or 2S7 cubic feet per
minute for each man, boy, and horse; thermometer 75°.
No. 7 Heading.
24 men, 2 boys. 2 horses. Air passing 12 bords is 4,400 cubic feet per minute, or 157 cubic feet
for each man, boy, and horse; thermometer 74°
Non. G and 5 Headings.
57 men, 8 boys, 5 horses. Amount of air passing through these headings is 7,200 cubic feet per
minute, or 102 cubic feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse; thermometer 75°.
No. ]. Heading.
40 men, 0 boys, 3 horses. Air passing 23 bords is 4,320 cubic feet per minute, or 78 cubic feet
per minute for each man, boy, and horse: thermometer 75°.
No. 1 Heturn at Cut-through.
Amount of air passing through is 5,145 cubic feet per minute; thermometer 75°.
No. 2 Heading.
_
28 men, 3 boys, 3 horses. Air passing 14 bords is 3,241 cubic feet por minute, or 95 cubic feet per
minute for each man, boy, and horse ; thermometer 74°.
No. 1 Overcast.
Amountof airpassingoverfrom Eos.Sand 6 headings is 9,635cubic feet per minute; thermometer 73°.
No. 10 Fault.
Amount of air passing is 15,080 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer 70°.
No. 10 Front Heading.
_
19 men, 1 boy, 1 horse. Air passing 9 bords is 3,045 cubic feet per minute, or 152 cubic feet petf
minute for each man, boy and horse ; thermometer 75°.

10 Middle Heading.
_
26 men, l boy, 1 horse. Air passing 13 bords is 2,592 cubic feet per minute, or 92 cubic feet per
minute for each mau, boy and horse ; thermometer 70°.
No.

No. 10 Back and No. 11 Headings.
.
_ 28 men, 2 boys, 2 horses. Air passing 14 bords is 5,768 cubic feet per minute, or 180 cubic feet
por minute for each man, boy, and horse ; thermometer 76°.
■
No. 12 Heading.
20 men, 2 boys, 2 horses. Air passing 10 bords is 5,400 cubic feet per minute, or 225 cubic feet
per minute for each man, boy, and horse ; ihermometer 73°.

At Furnace Shaft.

Total amount of air passing up the shaft is 63,080 cubic feet per minute; thermometer 77°.
Remarks.
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Remarks.

"Wo found tho nir very Black in the first three or four bords in No. 8 fronthonding; hutthe Deputy
was busy putting up a canvas door on the mouth of the back heading which will drive a greater current
of air to the men there. Complaints were being made to us in several fiats with regard to the miners
being unable to get timber brought in to them when required. Also, complaints were made about
the door being left opeu the greater part of tbe day by the wheelers ami drivers, thereby causing the air
to be slack with some of the men. AVo would especially draw the manager’s attention to these matters,
and also to many—but through being left open between the two narrow bords in No. (1 flat, also between
Nos. 10 and 11 headings, as some of the canvas doors were torn to pieces: found a good supply of timber
on each fiat.
.
EDAVAltD BUXTON,
1 « , T
,
Burwood, 12 January, 1880.
AVTLLLAAI B. HABKISON, j tlieek JnsPcetors-

■
J?o.

_

Mount Kembla Colliery.
SCHEDULE.

TAGS.

1. Tho Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines forwarding reports, &c., showing a deficiency of
ventilation at Mount Kemhla Colliery, with minutes. 19 January, 1S86 ............................................................. 119
2. The same to the same re deficient ventilation at Mount Kembla Colliery, with enclosures.21 January, ISSfi..
120
S. (Telegram) Mr. Inspector Kowan to the Examiner of Coal-fields, reporting defective ventilation not remedied, and
asking whether legal proceedings shall be taken at once. 29 January, 1S8G ........................................................ 120
4. (Telegram) The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. inspector Kowan, in reply to No. 15.JO January, 18S6 ................ 120
5. (Telegram) The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, reporting action taken by him with
reference to defective ventilation at Mount Kembla Colliery, with minutes. 30 January, 1880.......................... 120
0. Mr. Inspector Kowan to the Examiner of Coal-fields, reporting result of legal proceedings against the manager of
Mount Kembla Cullieiy, with minutes. 12 February, 188G ................................................................................... 121

No. 1.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 19 January, 188G.
I have the honor to forward reports X have received from Afr. Inspector Kowan, showing a
deficiency of ventilation in the Nos. 1, 2, and 4 divisions, and the Nos. 2 and 3 west headings at tho
Mount Kembla Colliery, near AYollongong.
2. Jt appears that Mr, Green, tho colliery manager, is driving a heading to improve the ventilation,
which ho expected would be completed in ten days from tbe 8th instaut; but the inspector says he is of
opinion it will be of little or no benefit, and that upon his offering suggestions to the colliery manager ho
was told that he could only act through Dr. Bobertson, the directing manager. Such should not be the
case in a matter of this nature.
■
■
3. I have wired Mr. Bowan to make auotber inspection to-morrow' {vide copy of telegram herewith),
and shall be obliged by your informing me wlint further action the Minister desires me to take in tho
matter, besides causing the notice to be served on the manager (copy enclosed).
I. have, &c..
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.
Proceedings must be taken unless the owners remedy the defects before such proceedings can be
commenced.—II.AY., 2L/1/8G.
Submitted. Approved.—B.N.A7., 22/1/86.
The Examiner of
Coal-fields.—H.AA7., TJ.S., B.C., 23/1/8G.
Mr. Inspector Bowan to take proceedings at once, as he
wires me on the 29th that defects are not remedied.—J.M., 30/1/8G. Proceedings wore taken on
3 Hh Eebruary by Mr. Inspector Bowan, and tbo'manage]' fined £5 and professional costs. Deport
herewith.—J.M., 1G/2/SG. Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 15/2/80.
\_Enclosu7'es to No. /.]
Mr. James Bowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir,

,
"Wollongong, 11 January, 1S86.
Eor your information, I have the honor to inform you that on the 8th instant 1 inspected Mount Kembla
Colliery. About 124 men and horses are employed underground, aud supplied with about 9,000 cubic feet of ail per
minute, iu four separate currents. No. 1 east division of workings, 3G men and horses arc employed, and supplied with
2,GOO cubic feet of air per minute. No. 2 east division, IS men and horses are employed, and supplied with 1,GOO cubic
feet of air per minute. No. 4 division, 40 men and horses are employed, and supplied with 3,000 cubic feet of air per
minute. In tho No. 1 east division of workings tho air was very weak as it approached the working faces; also,,in
No. 4 the ventilating current was very weak. In the centre and extreme end of the workings a Might current was going,
but insufficient to put tire air-meter in motion ; tlie bords were also warm and uncomfortable. In the Nos. 2 and 3 wosi
headings, 34 men are employed, and supplied with 2,000 cubic feet of air per minute, by means of two regulating doors
from the main current, besides, a rush of air aids the ventilation, by the doors being opened to allow the full and empty
sets to pass in and out.
I drew the manager's (Mr. Green’s) attention to section 12, subsection 3, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act. Mr.
Green pointed out a heading, which he was driving with three shifts of men, to improve the ventilation of the colliery, ami
which he expected would be finished iu about 30 days from the date of my inspection. This air-course referred to will
come on the mountain side about 300 yards oast of the tunnel.
1 may state I am of opinion that little or no benefit will result from this new air-course, except a furnace be built
in connection with it—that is to say, a furnace built at the mountain side where the heading will be driven through, and to
bring all the ventilating current down the main tunnel.
This new furnace, with the present one, would have the combined power of ventilating the east and west sides of
the colliery ; or otherwise to sink an air-shaft in the interior of the workings, us it is rpiite evident either of these or some
other motive power is required to assist'the present system of ventilation. On putting these suggestions before Mr. Green
he stated ho could only act tlnongh Dr. Robertson, the directing manager.
■
J have, &c ,
JAMES ROM'AN,
Inspector of Collieries.

Telegram
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Telegram from Ihe Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr, James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries,
Newcastle, Kt January, 1S8G.
Thinkisc that little or no benefit will result from Kembla new air-course, why don't you serve Mr. Green with registered
notice for non-compliance with Act, sending me copy of same ?
JOHN MACKENZIE,
----------Examiner of Coal-fields.

Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr, IV . B.‘ Green, Manager, Mount Kembla Colliery.
Sir,

Wollongong, 13 January, 1SSG.
In reference to my inspection, made on the Sth instant, at Mount Kembla Colliery. I beg to inform you that I
found the ventilation to he in a defective condition iji No. 1 cast and No. 4 division of workings. In the centre and
extreme end of these workings I failed to get a register with the air-meter,
2. In accordance with the provisions contained in the 25th section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1S7G, I
hereby give you notice that you have failed to comply with section 12, subsection 3, of the Coal Mines'Regulation Act.
1 have therefore to request von to remedy this matter forthwith.
I have, &c.,
'
JAMES ROWAN,
----------------Inspector of Collieries.

Telegram from tbe Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Colleries.
Newcastle, 1!) January, ISSfi.
Yocr Kembla report says Mr. Green expected heading being driven to improve ventilation would be finished in about ten
days, which would be ISth instant. Make another inspection to-morrow, and wire me if it is finished, and if subsection 2
aud 3 of Act arc now complied with,
JOHN MACKENZIE.
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 2.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Tinder Secretary
for Clines.
v
i?<s Kembla Colliery deficient ventilation.
Coal-fields Office, Kewcaslle, 21. January, IfiSG.
I herewith beg to forward a telegram and letter received from Mr. Inspector Rowan this day,
from which it will bo seen that there was no improvement in the ventilaiion yesterday.
I have, Ac.,
JOHK MACKENZIE,
----------------Examiner of Coal-fields,
[-Enclosures.]
Mr. W. B. Green, Manager, Mount Kembla Colliery, to Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries.
Sir,

Sir,

Mount Kembla Colliery, Ifi January, ISSfi,
I herewith beg to inform yon that we have now got the drive holed outside on the north side of our “ main tunnel,'’
and that we have also shifted our return airway to escape tlie water that you spoke to me about when you last visited tlie
collier}'. Aud I may state that all avill he done that can ha done on my part to improve the ventilation of the colliery in
those places you complain of in your letter to me, date tho 13th January.
I have, Ac..
----------------W. B. GREEN.

Telegram from Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Wollongong, 20 January, 1S8G,
Kembla Colliery.—The new air-course driven through to the mountain side: no improvement in ventilation. Section 12,
subsection 3. of the Act not complied with in the No. 1 and two last, also No. 4 division of workings.
JAMES ROWAN.

He

No. 3.
Telegram from Mr. James Bowan, Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of
Coal-fields.
"Wollongong, 2D January, 1SS6.
Mount Kembla Colliery reinspected; defective ventilation not remedied. Shall legal proceedings bo
taken at once ? Do you advise any solicitor in particular ?
JAMES ROMAN,
Inspector of Collieries.

No. 4.
Telegram from the Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. James Bowan, Inspector of
Collieries.
Newcastle, 30 January, 18SG.
Institute proceedings against Mr. Green for Kembla deficient ventilation at once, and employ whichever
solicitor you think best. Great care is required iu the way the information is drawn out.
‘
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 5.
Telegram from the Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Newcastle, 30 January, 188G.
Inseectob Rowan wired yesterday that defective Kembla ventilation not yet remedied, shall he take pro
ceedings at once, and what solicitor do I advise? Have replied that he must fake proceedings at once,
and the solicitor he thinks best.
■
J. MACKENZIE,
■
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.
The Examiners action may ho approved.—G.E.H. (for the U.S.), 30/1/SG.
Submitted.
Approved.—R.N.Y., I/2/8G.
*
No.
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No. 6.
Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Wollongong, 12 February, IfiSG.
Tn accordance with your instructions of the 30th ultimo, I have the honor to inform you
that legal proceedings have been instituted against AV. B. Green, manager of the Mount Kombla Colliery,
for neglecting to have an adequate amount of ventilation sent into the mine.
The case was tried at Wollongong Petty Sessions on the 11th instant, before A. A. Turner P.M.,
and a Justice of the Peace; C. Bussell, solicitor, for the defence, and F. Woodward for the prosecution,
AV\ B. Green, manager of the Mount Kembla Colliery, was charged, under section 31 of the Coal Mines
A ct, for a breach of section 12, subsections 2 and 3.
AAr. B. Green in answer to the charge pleaded
“ guilty in part.”
_
_
_
In leading the prosecution I produced a sheteh of the Mount Kembla Colliery showing the various
districts where the ventilation was defective, giving dates and the result of each day’s inspection, viz., the
8th, 20th, and 29th ultimo ; also showed the air-meter by which the air currents were tested. Also three
miners gave evidence as to the defective state of the ventilation, and that no improvement had taken place
up to the 10th instant.
Defendant’s counsel urged, much upon my assent, to the bad ventilation being caused by the
condition of weather outside, also the blasting had increased through the workings of late on account of
extra hard coal, &c., &c.
_
These arguments being reviewed before His AVorship for the prosecution, showed the more need
of a strict adherence to sections 2 and 3 of the Act.
The defendants counsel, in summing up for his client, pleaded guilty to the whole charge, and
strongly begged tor a mitigation of the penalty on account that the manager had made strenuous efforts
to improve tho ventilation by the new air-course, although it had failed to produce the desired effect.
Also produced a letter from Dr. Bobertson, the directing manager for the Company, that a furnace
would be built at the mountain side of the new air-course, and a fan also erected if necessary; and W.
B. Green pledged himself to have the colliery as well ventilated in a few weeks as any other colliery in
the district.
After a patient hearing of the case His AVorship imposed a tine of £5 with all professional costs,
I have, &c.:
JAMES BO WAN,
--------Inspector of Collieries.
Forwarded for the information of the Hon. the Secretary for Mines.—J.M., 15/2/86.
The
Under Secretary for Mines,—B.C., 15/2|86.
Submitted for the information of the Minister.—H.AV.
17/2/8C.
Seen.—B.N.V., 1S/2/8G. '
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No. 1.
Twenty-fourth Check Inspectors’ Report of the A.A. Co.’s Collieries, at
Newcastle, N.S.W.
Cojimeitced this inspection of the above collieries on Monday, 1st December, 1884, starting at the
Hamilton pit.
Measured the air passing into Cope’s heading, and found by the anemometer 7,980 cubic feet per
minute passing. The most of this air returns on to the main column by way of the Church heading.
Measured the air passing along the engine plane, with the result of 26,970 cubic feet per minute,
which, added to tho quantity passing into Cope’s heading, makes a total of SI,950 cubic feet per minute
passing into the workings of this pit.
_
AVc also measured the air passing into Bullerwell’s beading at the bottom end of intake, and
got for result 1,700 cubic feet per minute. There are 20 men, 2 wheelers, and 2 horses in this
heading : 70 cubie feet per minute for each man, horse, and wheeler. Between the top end and bottom
of this intake a deal of air escapes through the stoppings. Visited Gardiner’s heading, and measured
intake with result 5,544 cubic feet per minute. Cut-throughs want stopping in Collins's bord and also in
No. 1 bord : 23 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse.
•
_
Stark’s heading, 15”men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The air coming into G-ardiner's heading supplies
it and also Stark's, thus giving to each man, horse, and boy, 132 cubic feet per minute.
Grant's heading, 4 men ; Taylor’s heading 12 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; Donnison’s heading, 22 men,
2 boys, and 2 horses ; Sindle’s heading, 6 men; Bobinson’s heading, on No. 1 bord the sheet is badly
broken, and also the third bord wants a canvas hung: 12 men, 1 boy, 1 horse. In Tracey’s heading
there are 24 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses. The air in the five last-mentioned headings is very good.
Men about the flats and pit bottom, 11.
Total quantity of air passing into this pit, 34,950. Total number of men, wheelers, and horses,
156, 11, and 11 respectively, thus giving to each 196 cubic feet per minute.
The
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The several flats were well supplied with timber and travelling roads in good condition.
Having completed our inspection of this pit we returned by way of the Old Gallev horse-road to
pit bottom. Thermometer ranged from 79° to 71° Fahrenheit.
'

M 2 Pit.
.

Measured the air at measuring place on engine plane, and found 137,170 cubie feet per minute passing.
Air passing into Ho. 1 district from the above column, 24,500 cubic feet per minute. Visited the
whole of the workings in this district. In the elbow there are 6 men, 1 boy, and .1. horse. In the second
left-haud there are 40 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses. Sheet wanted on Wilson’s bord ; also on Hiley’s bord.
Sheet wants repairing on Pascoe's bord. In the third left-hand there arc 17 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses.
There wore complaints in this heading for want of timber. In fourth left-hand there are 2S men, 3 boys,
and 3 horses Sheet and stopping want attending to. In fifth left-hand, 12 men. 1 boy, and 1 horse.
In sixth left-hand, 8 men ; and in cross-cut and horse-road, 10 men, 1 boy, and L horse. In the sixth
right-hand, 2 men. In fifth right-hand, 17 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; and in fourth right-hand, 2S men,
- boys, and 2 horses. The air in this heading is very dull. Sheet on Griffiths’ bord wants attending to.
\\ e tried to measure the air in this heading in an area of 2S square foet, but got no result. In third
right-hand there are 16 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; in second right-hand, 9 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses - and
m first right-hand, 2 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse.
The number of men, boys, and horses in this district is 195, 21, and 21 respectively.
Quantity of air, 104 cubic feet per minute.
We directed the overman’s and other officials’ attention to the several deficiencies, which they
promised to rectify as speedily as possible.
,
-District- Measured tho air coming from Hamilton pit, by way of Griffith's narrow- bord,
with a result of 12,948 cubic feet per minute.
Quantity of air passing into bio. 5 district, 18,972 cubic feet per minute.
In the first left-hand back horse-road there are 10 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses ; second left-hand,
8 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; first right-hand, 13 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; back cross-cut, 6 men, 1 boy.
and 1 horse ; front cross-cut, 6 men. In the fourth right-hand, 14 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses; and in
third right-hand, 21 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses. The air, at the time of our visit, was in a very bad slate
mthe two last-mentioned headings, which wc drew the attention of the deputy to. He promised to try
and better it at once. In second right-hand there are 16 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; in first right-hand,
20 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses. Canvas wants attending to. Men about the flats, 12.
Grand total in this district, 132 men, 15 boys, and 15 horses. Total quantity of air, 18,972 w-hieli
gives to each 125 cubie feet per minute.
Visited Ho. 6 district. Measured the air passing, with result of 6,118 cubic feet per minute.
There are 7 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse.
Visited fan shaft, the travelling road to which we found in very good condition.
Various fiats throughout the pit we found well supplied with timber. Travelling roads in very
good condition.
■'
GEO. JOHES,
) rm i t
,
-TAMES THOMPSON, j Check InsPectora
9th December, 1884.

No. 2.
Twenty-fifth Check Inspectors’ Report of the A.A. Co.’s Collieries at Newcastle,
New South Wales.
Tins inspection was commenced on 20th April, 1885.
Hamilton Bit.

. Air passing into Cope’s heading, 7,059 cubic feet per minute. Measured the air passingaloii"engine plane with following result, viz., 34,914 cubic foet per minute, which, supplemented by the air
passing into Cope sheading, makes a grand total of 42,000 cubic feet per minute passing into the workings
of this pit.
°
b
. ,, . Ah passing into Bullerwell’s heading, 11,000cubie feet per minute; 22 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses
in this beading. Canvas required on Cbristienscu’s bord, and also the canvas on Collins’s bord wants
repairing. We also visited Turnbull’s heading, in which there are 14 men. In Gardiner’s heading there
are 30 men, 2 boys, and2horses. Canvas and stopping want attending to in Firth’s bord, In M'AulifEc’s
and Stark a headings there are 6 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse collectively.
Visited the workings on the right-hand side of the horse-road, and found in Donnison’s heading
10 men, 1 boy and 1 horse ; in Harding's heading, 14 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; and in Murphy’s heading,
6 men ; m Hobson s heading there arc 23 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; in Tracey’s heading, 32 men, 2 bovn,
and 2 horses ; and m Thomas’s heading, 2 men.
^
The powder smoke in most of these headings hangs very bad, but at tho time of our visit a number
ot men were employed making an overcast which when finisbeii will divide these workings into two splits.
' -tor i • n?mber °,f meD’ boJrS) and horsea in tllis P^’ 100> 12: and 12 respectively. Total quantity of
air, xji) ciityic i06t/ each.
*
There were no complaints, for timber and travelling roads were in good condition.
Ad. 2 Pit.
Commenced an inspection of this pit on Tuesday, 21st April, 1885.
Measured the air passing below engine bank, add got for result 43,360 cubic feet per minute
.i •
”t,r Pas3lnS ,T1> Sl>92° cubic f™t per minute. We tried to get a measurement, at
the intake to No. 3 flat, but the area being so large the instrument would not revolve. In this flat, there
t4 ™en’ 7 boys, and 7 horses. In the fourth left-hand heading there are 20 men. 2 boys, and 2 horses
A.t the top end of the heading the air was very slack. The canvas on Walker’s and Dawes’ bords wants
repairing, as in their present state they allow a large quantity of air to escape that should go round the
heading. In the split heading there arc 12 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; in the fifth left-hand there arc 14
men.
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men, 1 boy, and 1 borse. Tbe air returning from the tvo latter headings mixes with the air coming into
No, 3 flat, but the overman informed us that he inteuded having an overcast put in across the No. 3
road, so that the air returning from the fourth and fifth left-hands will pass into the main return without
interfering with any other. In tho sixth left-hand, 11 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; in cross-cut, G men"; and
in seventh right-hand, 6 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The air was very dull at the time of our visit in this
latter heading. In the sixth right-hand, 10 men, 1 hoy, and 1 horse; failed to get a measurement in the
ref urn fi‘om this heading. In the fifth right-hand, 16 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; could get no result in
this heading. In the fourth right-hand, 34 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; this heading is supplied with air
from its entrance, and also by the fifth right-hand. AVre tried to measure the air passing down this
heading, but got no result.
Taking into consideration measurements taken in similar areas to those obtainable in this heading,
and the number of men, we are of the opinion that there is a great deficiency of air. A narrow" bord has
been driven down from tho third right-hand, a^istance of about IM yards, for the purpose of easing the
friction on the air, but the heading is not down far enough to meet it. "We would respectfully urge on the
management to push on this heading with all possible despatch, as the men complain bitterly of the bad air.
In the third right-hand there are 14 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses. In tbe second right-hand, 5 men;
and first right-hand, 2 men. These three headings are aired from No. 5 district.
Total number of men, boys, and horses in this district is 193 men, 18 boys, and 18 horses. Total
quantity of air, 31,920, equal to 140 cubic feet each.
Ho. 5 District.—Measured the air coming from Hamilton pit by way of Griffith’s narrow bord,
with tho following result—13,552 cubic feet per minute. Measured the air passing into this district, and
found 18,650 cubic feet per minute.
'
Back Horse-road.—First left-hand, 4 men : second left-hand, 8 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; third lefthand, 4 men ; third right-hand, 2 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. In first right-hand, 16 men, 2 boys, and 2
horses ; and in second right-hand, 2 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The air in most of these headings was very
dull.
Back Gross-cut.—First left-hand, G men; and 10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse in cross-cuts. In tho fifth
right-hand there aro 14 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses; in fourth right-hand, 20 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses.
This heading is one of the main intakes for the No. 5 district, but the current being so slow we failed to
gel a measurement. In tbe third right-hand there are 24 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses, This heading with
the fourth arc the only two splits in this district, hut we failed to get a measurement in either of them.
Failing to get a result at the intakes, we tried the return from the third right-hand in a 19-feet area, and
got for a result 2,503 cubic feet per minute. In the second right-hand there are 16 men, 2 boys, and 2
horses ; and in the first right-hand, 14 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. These headings are aired from the third
right-hand, consequently the air is very bad. There were no complaints for want of timber, and tbe travel
ling roads were in very good order. Number of men, boys, and horses aired from this district, 171, 19,
and 19 respectively ; quantity of air for each, 89 cubic feet per minute.
No. 6 District.—10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; quantity of air passing in, 6,000 cubic feet per minute ;
grand total quantity of air passing into workings of this pit, inclusive of air coming from Hamilton pit,
56 01.2 cubic feet per minute. Total men, boys, and horses, 448, 32, and 32 respectively ; quantity of air
for each, 127 cubic feet per minute.
We would most respectfully request men to refrain from committing nuisances in the airways, as
it hai a great tendency to render the air impure.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that the foregoing is correct.
GEO. JONES,
)
T
24th April, 1885.
JAS. THOMSON, j Check TllsPectors-

No. 3.
Twenty-sixth Report of the ventilation of the A.A. Co’s Collieries at Newcastle,
'
New South Wales.
We commenced an inspection of Hamilton pit on 30th July, 1885.
Measured the air passing into Cope’s heading with following result, 8,190 cubic feet per minute;
most of this air returns again on to the main column by way of Church heading. Measured the air
passing along engine plane, at measuring place below engine bank, and found 29,148 cubic feet per minute
passing.
Bulleneell's Heading,—Quantity of air passing, 8,400 cubic feet per minute. There are 20 men, 1
boy, and 1 horse in this heading; in Turnbull’s heading, 12 men; in Sneddon’s heading, 4 men, 1 boy,
1 horse; visited Gardiner’s heading; there are 30 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses; in Stark’s and M’Auliffe’s
there are 4men, 1 boy, and 1 horse, collectively; in Harding’s heading there are 6 men; in Donnison’s,
12 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; in Johnston’s, 12 men, 1 boy, aod 1 horse ; in cross-cut, 14 men, 1 boy, and
1 horse; and in Murphy’s heading, 10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; canvas wants replacing on Dixon’s bord;
the air at the time of our visit in the latter heading and the cross-cut was very bad ; visited Robson’s
heading, where there were 20 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; also Tracey's heading, where there were 36 men,
2 boys, and 2 horses ; these two headings are aired from one intake; we measured the air passing along
Tracey’s beading and found 11,000 cubic feet per minute.
There are 15 men about the roads and flats ; total quantity of air passing in this pit, 37,330 cubic
feet per minute, which, divided amongst 190 men, 19 boys, and 19 horses, gives a result of 164 cubic feet
per minute.
Travelling roads in very good order and no complaints for timber.
’
Wo saw very little to complain of in the ventilation of this pit, with the exception of those places
mentioned.
No. 2 Bit.
Quantity of air passing at measuring place, 47,250 cubie feet per minute; air passing into No. 1
district, 25,000 cubic feet per minute ; visited the various headings in No. 3 district; wo tried to measure
tho air passing into this district, but could get no result; there are 59 men, 7 boys, and 7 horses in this
split; although getting no result in this split, still we arc of the opinion that there is a great deficiency,
'
.
in
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in. fact less tlian one-half of the minimum quantity required; in the higher portions of this split the heat
was intense, the thermometer ranging from 79° to 84° Fahrenheit; in the 4th left-hand there are 30 men,
3 hoys, and 3 horses ; canvas wants repairing on the 1st bord; in the 5th left-hand, 10 men, 2 boys, and 2
horses ; canvas wants hanging on#Oswald’s bord ; measured the air coming in this heading and found
2,312 cubic feet per minute, which, divided between these two headings, falls far short of the required
quantity ; in the 6th left-hand there are 16 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses ; thermometer, 81° Fahrenheit at
face of the heading ; in cross-cut, including horse-road, 10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. This side being con
cluded, we visited the several headings on the right-hand side, where, in the 7th heading, there were 6 men;
in the 6th, 16 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; canvas was required on Reid’s bord ; in the 5th right-hand there
were 22 men, 1 boy, 1 horse; and in the 4th right-hand, 32 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses; canvas wants
attending to on John Dube's bord ; we found little improvement in this heading to that we reported on
our last visit, and our opinion is that it will never be any better so long as skips are allowed to block up
the entrance. Our reason for aifirming this is from experiments made on the main road opposite. We
tested the instrument at 5 feet from the floor, and the air passing there was not sufficient to work the
fan, but on testing it at 1 foot from the floor the air passing there caused it to revolve very rapidly.
In the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd right-hand headings there are 18 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses, collectively ;
these headings are ventilated from No. 5 district; there are 221 men, 20 wheelers, and 20 horses, inclusive
of those about the roads, flats, &c.; total quantity of air, 25,000 cubic feet per minute, which, divided
amongst the above, gives 95 cubie feet each; travelling roads in very good order, and no complaints for
timber.
'
■No. 5 District.—Measured the air at intake, with following result:—20,100 cubic feet per minute,
but upon again measuring it in the drift we only got 14,500 cubie feet per minute, so that the difference
must be allowed to leak between the two places into the returns. We visited the first split in this district,
which comprises the first, second, and third right-hand headings. The air in the first right-hand was very
bad, but in the other headings mentioned it was very fair, especially in the third. We failed to get a
result in this split, but that was owing to the area being so large. There are 58 men, 5 boys, and 5 horses
in this split. In the fourth right-hand the canvasses on the first and second bords want replacing with
stoppings. There are 20 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses in this heading. Tho air at the far end was very bad.
In the fifth right-hand there are 18 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses; and in the sixth right-hand, 10 men, 1
boy, and 1 horse.
.
Front cross-cut, 4 men; third left-hand, 4 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse ; second left-hand, 10 men,
1 boy, and 1 horse. Canvas required on Davis’s bord.
Dac/c Dorse-road.—Third right-hand, 8 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. Canvas wanted on the heading.
Second left-hand, 10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. Second bord wants canvas hung. Second right-hand, 4
men ; first left-hand, 6 men ; and in first right-band,' 10 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. Total number of men,
inclusive of those about the roads and flats, 177 ; boys, 19 ; and horses, 19. Total quantity of air passing
in being 20,100, gives to each 93 cubic feet per minute.
Visited No. G district, where there are 9 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse; quantity of air passing in,
4,000 cubic feet per minute. On the whole, we found a marked improvement, but wc saw room for still
greater improvement, especially in the first and fourth right-hand headings.
Total quantity of air passing into the workings of this pit, 58,000 cubic feet per minute, which,
divided amongst 412 men, 40 boys, and 40 horses, gives to each 118 cubic feet per minute.
We found the travelling roads in good order, except one place in Griffiths’ narrow bord, to which
we would direct the overman's attention. The place in question was in the roof, a short distance from tho
entrance to No. 5.
.
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that the foregoing is a true report.
GEO. JONES,
l Check Inspectorai
8th August, 1885,
JAS. THOMSON, j

.
No. 4.
Twenty-seventh Check Inspectors’ Report of the Australian Agricultural Collieries,
at Newcastle, N.S.W.
We commenced this inspection on Monday, January 4th, 1886, starting at the Hamilton Pit. Measured
the air passing into Cope’s heading, and got for result 10,760 cubic feet per minute. Measured the air .
passing along the engine plane, below engine bank, and got for result 31,500 cubic feet per minute.
Measured the air passing into BullerweH’s heading, with result of 10,475 cubic feet per minute.
There are 4 men in this heading, 4 men in Wilson’s heading, and 2 men working in the cross-cut. There are
12 men, 1 boy, aud 1 horse in Sneddon’s heading, and 18 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse in Turnbull's heading.
The air in this latter heading was very slack. In Gardiner’s heading there are 22 men, 4 boys, and 4
horses. Visited Harding's heading, where there are IS men, 2 boys, and 2 horses. In Bishop’a'headmg,
4 men, and in the cross-cut, 18 men, 2 hoys, and 2 horses. The canvas on the first bord was so badly
torn that wo found by the air-meter that about 1,000 cubie feet per minute was escaping that should travel
around the face of the cross-cut. In Johnson’s heading there are 6 men. The air in this heading was
very bad at the time of our visit. With reference to the lorn canvas in the cross-cut, wo directed the
deputy’s attention to it, and he promised us he would attend to it as early as possible. In Murphy’s
heading there are 14 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. Visited Robson's heading, in which there are 26 men, 2
hoys, and 2 horses ; and also Tracey's heading, where there are 30 men, 2 boys, aud 2 horses—making a
total of 56 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses. Tho air in this split was very good. YVe were pleased to notice
in travelling along the engine plane in this pit that the greater part of the old stoppings had been replaced
by brick stoppings.
The total number of men, boys, aud horses in this pit is 192, 26, and 20 respectively. Total
quantity of air, inclusive of air passing into Cope's heading, which returns on to the main column, is
42,200 cubic feet per minute.
'
There were no complaints for timber, and the travelling roads were in very good condition.
.
'
No.
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No. 2 Pit.
Measured the air coming down this pit, and got for result 40,000 cubic feet per minute. Quantity
of air passing into No. 1 district from this column is 31,000 feet per minute. Visited various headings in
No. 3 flat of this district. Measured the air coming in, and found bv the air-meter 7,500 cubic feet per
minute. In this flat there are 82 men, 14 boys, and 14 horses. The quantity of air is only (58 cubic feet
per minute each. In the fourth and fifth left-hand headings in this district there are 20 men, 2 boys, aud
2 horses. Quantity of air, 2,200 cubic feet per minute. In the sixth left-hand, 10 men, 1 boy, and 1
horse. In the sixth right-hand there are 1(5 men, 1 hoy, and 1 horse. The air in this heading was very
slack. . Quantity of air, 1,400 cubic feet, thus giving to each 78 cubic feet per minute. In the horseroad, eighth right-hand, and seventh there are 34 men, 3 boys, and 3 horses. Quantity of air, 4,300 cubic
feet per minute, which gives to each man, horse, and boy 107 cubic feet per minute. In the fifth rightliand, 20 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The air was very dull in this heading. In the fourth right-hand 18
men, 3 boys, and 3 horses ; and in the second right-hand, 2 men ; about the roads, 10 ; making a total of
212 men, 25 boys, and 25 horses. Quantity of air, 31,000 cubic feet, giving to each of the above 118
cubic feet per minute.
No. 5 District.—Quantity of air passing into this district, 23,780 cubic feet per minute.
Hack Horse-road.—First left-hand, 18 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. There arc 22 men, 1 boy, and 1
horse in the fourth right-hand heading of No. 1 district which are aired from this district. In the horseroads there are 4 men, and 2 men lifting bottoms; and in tho first right-hand there are 6 men, 1 boy, and
1 horse.
Sack Cross-cut. Hirst left-hand, 10 men, .1 boy, and 1 horse. Second left-hand, 6 men ; cutthrough ivants cleaning out. In third left-haud, 4 men, and G men in the cross-cuts. In tho seventh righthand there are 6 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The air is very dull in this heading. In the sixth right-hand
there are 14 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. In the fifth right-hand there were two of the canvasses badly torn,
which we called the attention of the deputy to. There are 22 men, 1 hoy, and 1 horse in this heading.
In the fourth right-hand there are 20 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. These three headings comprise one split.
Measured the mr returning from these headings, over overcast, 8,250 cubic feet per minute. Several of
the canvasses in these headings were allowing a considerable quantity of air to escape which should travel
around the top end of the heading; but the system now being pursued by the management will prevent
a recurrence of this, os they aro substituting stoppings for the canvas, wdiich is the only effectual remedy.
In the first, second, and third right-hand headings there are 62 men, 6 boys, and 6 horses. The air in the
upper parts of this split was very hot.
__
Total number of men, boys, and horses, inclusive of those about the roads and flats, is 215, 15, and
15 respectively. Total quantity of air, 23,780 cubic feet per minute, which gives to each 97 cubic feet
per minute. In No. 6 district there are 12 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse.
,
travelled the returns from No. 5, which uTe found in splendid condition, the management
having of late expended a considerable sum in improving them. Total number of men, boys, and horses
in the whole of this pit is 453, 41, and 41 respectively. Total quantity of air, inclusive of 14,700 cubic
feet per minute coming from Hamilton pit by way of Griffiths’ narrow bord, is 54,700 cubic feet per
minute, giving to each man, horse, aud hoy 102 cubie feet per minute.
There were no complaints for timber, and the travelling roads wore in very good condition.
_ Before concluding this report wo wish to thank tho oflicials for their courtesy, and also their
readiness in supplying any information that we required during this inspection.
GEO. JONES,
1 ™ , T
,
12th January, 1886.
WM. A1TCHES0N, j Check In3Pectors.

Ferndale Colliery.

■

SCHEDULE,

rAtn:.

Nil.

J, Copies of Chock Inspectors' Reports on Ventilation of Ferndale Colliery.

1 December, 1885

.

m

No. 1.

Copies of the three last Check Inspectors’ Iteports.
Eerndale Lodge, 1 December, 1885.
No. 1 Eeport.
,
10 April, 1885.
We, the undersigned, having examined the several workings and airways, &c„ of the Eerndale Colliery,
report as follows :—
Intake of air on engine bank, 9,250 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 68°, Intake from the old
furnace shaft, 1,800 cubic leet per minufo ; thermometer, 68°. Air passing from old furnace shaft to
No. 1 heading, 1,800 cubic feet. Air passing from engine bank to No. 1 heading, 4,600 cubic feet. The
top part of No. 1 heading the anemometer gave 2.550 cubic feet of air per minute for 19 men, 4 boys,
and 2 horses, being 102 cubic feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse ; thermometer, 71°. Middle
part of No. 1 heading : Air passing from narrow bord at cut-through, 4,138 cubic feet per minute for 29
men, 4 boys, and 2 horses, being a iracliou over 118 cubic feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse;
thermometer, 71°, Lower part No. 1 heading, at cut-through from narrow bord, the anemometer gave
2,844 cubic feet of air per minute; thermometer registering 74°. After passing seven bords, anemometer
gave 4,260 cubic feet of air per minute. There are 22 men, 5 boys, and 2 horses employed here. There
is a vast improvement in this part since our last inspection. Wc never visited No. 3 heading, but at the
cut-through from No. 8 narrow bord the area was so large that there was not sufficient air to move the
anemometer. The cut-throughs have been cleared, and there were no complaints about the air; there
were 8 men, 2 boys, and 1 horse working there; thermometer, 74°, No. 4 heading; 2 men, with a fair
92—it
supply
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BUpp]y pf air. Wo. 5 lieading; Tninlco from engine brow-, 575 cubic feet of air per minuto. There were
6 men, 2 boys, and 1 borse employed here, giving each 6-1 cubic feet of air per minute ; thermometer,
72°. ^Returns from No. 4> heading gave 3,032 cubic feet per minute. Eeturns from main flat, 5,402
cubic feet per minute, but all the returns cannot be taken here. Each was well supplied with timber.
■
JOSErn
BOWDtTCU,
lr TnartD^a
"WILLIAM
LLOYD,
j Check
Iu9PectoNo. 2 Repoet.
Eerndale Colliery, 2 July, 1S85.
We, the undersigned, having examined the several workings, airways, &c., report as follows;—
Intake of air on the engine bank, 14,450 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 61°. Intake from
old furnace shaft, 1,800 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 61°. Air passing from engine bank into
No. 1 heading, 0,346 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 6S°. At tho top part of No. 1 heading the
anentometer registered 4,070 cubic feet per minute; thermometer, 72°. This gives 185 cubic feet of
air per minute to each man, boy, and horse,—15 men, 5 boys, and 2 horses. At the cut-throughs from
No. 27 narrow bord, the anemometer registered 5,730 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 71°. At the
two cut-throughs from No. 13 narrow bord, the current of air had increased to 0,320 cubicfeot pet minute.
This current of air has to supply 59 meu, 13 boys, and 6 horses, giving a fraction over 83 cubic feet per
minute for each. There were 29 men, S boys, and 4 horses, from No. 27 to No. 13 bords inclusive, and
23 men, 5 boys, and 2 horses, from No. 12 to No. 1 bords, both inclusive, and 4 men in two bords in No.
3 and No. 4 headings, and 1 man pumping, making in all 57 men, 13 boys, and 6 borses supplied from the
above current. In Nos. 1 and 2 bords tbe air was very slack ; the thermometer registered 78°. The
bord in No. 3 heading is in before the air nearly 60 yards without a eut-through ; thermometer regis
tered 76°. Our attention was called to the road in No. 19 bord being dangerous for tho boys wheeling
there, but a cut-through being nearly holed through will remedy that in a day or two. At No. 5 heading
the air passing through cut-through showed 744 cubic feet per minute. We were told that the other eutthrough w-as closed, but on passing next morning 1 found a large current of air passing through ; 9 men,
1 boy, and 1 horse are employed here, Returns from No. 4 heading, 3,485 cubic feet per minute;
returns from furnace shaft, 10,930 cubie feet per minute; total returns, 13,515 cubic feet per minute,
but in consequence of the manner it splits up here we were unable to get all the returns correctly.
There was a plentiful supply of timber in the headings.
JOSEPH ROWDITCII,J ^ Impcctorai
CHARLES WILLIAMS,
No. 3 Repost.
Eerndale Colliery, 28 October, 1885.
We, the undersigned, having examined the several workings, airways, &c., of the above colliery, report
as follows:—
Intake at engine bank, 12,960 cubie feet per minute; thermometer, 68°. Intake from old furnace
shaft, 2,812 cubic feet per minute. Erom engine bank to No. 1 heading, 5,964 cubic foet per minute.
Top part of No. .1 heading, anemometer registered 4,890 cubic fe^t per minute for 27 men, 6 boys, and 4
horses, being a fraction over 132 cubie feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse : thermometer, 72°.
At the cut-through at the top, Gannon bord, the anemometer registered 4,050 cubic feet per minute for 18
men, 4 boys, and 2 horses, being IGSf cubic feet for each man, boy, and horse; thermometer, 75°. At the
eut-through in No. 17 bord the anemometer registered 2,450 cubic feet per minute for 15 men, 4 boys,
and 2 horses, being 116! cubic feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse; thermometer, 78°. At
the cut-through at the lower Gannon bord the anemometer registered 3,870 cubic feet per minute for 22
men, 6 boys, and 3 horses, a fraction over 124f cubic feet per minute for each man, boy, and horse ; ther
mometer, 75°. There were two men working off the right-hand of No. 8 heading, but the area being so
large there was not sufficient air to move the anemometer. No. 5 heading, intake from engine bank,
1,633 cubic feet per minute for S men, 2 boys, and 1 horse, giving a fraction over 14S£ cubic feet per
minute for each man, boy, and horse ; thermometer, 72°. Return from No. 4 heading, 2,940 cubic feet
per minute. At the main flat, 8,525 cubic feet per minute, but all the returns cannot be taken hre.
Each place was well supplied with timber.
WILLIAM LLOYD, 1 ™ , T
,
DAVID HOPKINS, j Check InsPect01’s-

Lambton Colliery.
No.
SCHEDULE.
]. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, enclosing Report from Mr. Inspector Uixon, and
copy Of notice served upon the Manager of Lambton Colliery, with minutes. 6 October, 18S5 .................
2. Mr. T. Croudace, Manager, Lambton Colliery, to the Examinerof Coal-fields, admittingMr. Inspector Dixon’s
complaint as justifiable, and promising improvements as to ventilation, with minutes. 7 October, 18S5.......
3. Mr. Inspector Dixon to the Examiner of Coal-fields, enclosing letter from Mr. Croudace, re ventilation in
'
Lambton Colliery. 8 October, 18S5........................................................ t.........................................................
4. Tho Examiner of Coal-fiSlds to Mr. Croudace, in reply to No. 2. S October, 1SS5 ............................................
5. Mr. Melville, M.P., to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, asking questions re Lambton Colliery, with
Minister's replies thereto. 4 February, 18S6......................................................................................................
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No. 1.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 6 October, 1883.
I have the honor to forward for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines a
report from Mr. Inspector Dixon and copy of a notice I have served upon Mr. Croudace, the Manager of
the Lambton Colliery, for failing to comply with sub-acctions 2 and 3, section 12, of the Coal Alines
Regulation Act, 1876.
1 have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE.
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.
Unless

127

Arr.KTvmx.

Unless within fourteen days from the date of the notice sent t-o the manager some effective steps
are talcen to remedy tbe matter complained of, steps maybe ta.ken to recover the penalty.—11.W., 9/10/85.
Submitted. Approved.—F.A.'W., 12/10/85.
Tbe Examiner of €oal-fields.—G-.E-M. (for the US.),
E.C., 14/10/85.
Mr. Uixon, for a further report to be made, 24-th October, as to whether the matters
complained of aro remedied.—J.M., 10/10/85.
The Lambton miners being now on strike, further
inspection is useless until work is resumed.—J.U., 23/10/85.
The men are still out on strike, therefore
nothing further has been done in the matter,—J.M., 30/1/86.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C.,
30/1/80.
Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.—U.E.H. (for the U.S.), B.C., 8/2/80.

1.]
Mr. John Uixon, Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields,
[Enclosure to No.

Sir,

Glcbcknd, 5 October, 1885.
I have the honor to draw your attention to the defective ventilation in that portion of the workings in the
Lambton Colliery known as the right-hand side of the No. 2 far flat main tunnel. In this part of the mine there are eight
working bords, two men in each, and two working headings with three meu in each, making a total of twenty-two men,
besides two wheelers and two borses.
_ _

When on the 15tb August last I reported tins same place, there were about twenty men employed in it. At that
time I found the ventilation defective, and drew Mr. Cromlaee’s attention to the matter, and ho (Mr. Croudace) at once
promised to have it remedied. However, on the 2Sth ultimo (Monday last) I again made an inspection of the place com
plained of, and regret to report that I found matters in a similar position to that reported by me on 15th August. But as
the ventilation in tbe whole of tho far fiat section was a little deranged on Monday last, owing to a very large fall of roof
in the pillar workings in No. 1 far flat, I thought it best to go back again at the end of the week, when the No. 1 part of
the workings would be properly settled. Consequently, on Saturday last, 3rd instant, 1 made another inspection, and
found that the No. I far flat was in no way interfering with the intake at No. 2 far flat, but the same state of affairs pre
vailed in the split complained of, and I could not detect the slightest difference from what I found on the Monday. The
only time when I could find trace of an intake current of air was when the empty train was running into the flat; then, on
the loaded train going out, the current of air would rush hack—then, to all appearances,-come to a standstill. In every
working place the powder smoke was hanging thick, owing to there being no current of air to carry it away. I may here
remark that a new overcast was being built, which, when completed, would connect the part complained of with another
return, and may possibly be of benefit. I notified the Manager (Mr. Croudace) by registered letter on Saturday last, a
copy of which 1 herewith beg to forward, and desire to he instructed as to further proceedings in relation to the matter
complained of.
I have, &c.,
JOHN UIXON,

_

Inspector of Collieries.

Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Mr. Thomas Croudace, Colliery Manager, Lambton.
Sirj

Glebeland, 3 October, 1885.
Referring to our several conversations concerning the deficient ventilation in the workings at the right-hand
side of No. 2 far flat in the Lambton Colliery, and your repeated promises to have the matter remedied, and notwithstand
ing the fact that sufficient time has elapsed to have had the matter put right since yon were first notified, I regret to state
that on Monday last, 28th ultimo, and to-day (Saturday), I found the abovenamed split in a deplorable state.
In this split there are eight working fjords, besides the two headings, two wheelei'.s, and two horses, making a total
of twenty-six men, &c. For this number (at the time of my inspection) there was no perceptible steady current of air, and
as a consequence, the powder smoke was hanging in dense clouds in every working place. The only time that there
appeared to Ire any air entering tho split was when the empty train was running into the flat; hut the loaded train going
out overcame this to such an extent that the current of air would return with the same velocity as it entered the split. >
2. I have therefore to request that you would give attention to this matter atonco, with a view of having it remedied
as speedily as possible.
1 have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
_ _
Inspector of Collieries.

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. T. Croudace, Manager, Lambton Colliery.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, f! October, 1885.

In view of a recent report of Inspector Dixon’s on the ventilation of the Lambton Colliery (No. 2 far flat), and
in pursuance of tho prolusions contained in the 31st section of the Coal Minos Regulation Act, 1370,1 hereby give you
notice that you have failed to comply with sub-sections 2 and 3, section 12. of the said Act.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKRNaiK,

_

Kxaminer of Coal-fields

No. 2.
Mr. T. Croudace, Manager, Lambton Colliery, to Tlie Examiner of Coabfields.
Sir,

Lambton Colliery, Lambton, 7 October, 1885.
In reply to yours of yesterday, I can only say that Mr. Dixon’s complaint is quite justifiable,
and that he has complained two or three times about the same place.
_
I am making alterations to-day, which I will not be able to complete for a fortnight, but I hope
even by Friday to have it materially improved.
I have, &c.,
THOMAS CROUDACE.
The above communication, re Lambton Colliery deficient ventilation, has been received by me
to-day, and I enclose you copy of my reply for tbe information of the Honorable tho Secretary for
Mines.—J.M., 8/10/85.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 8/10/85. ^
_
Under the circumstances, proceedings may be stayed till the expiration of the fortnight.—Il. Wt,
22/10/85.
Submitted, Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 31/10/85.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W.,
B.C., 3/11/85.
Seen and noted.—J.M., 3/11/85.
No.
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No. 3.
Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

GHebeiand, 8 October, 1885.
For your information, I beg to forward enclosed letter, received this morning from Mr.
Croudace, re ISfo. 2 far flat, &c.
I also beg to state that I have been notified to-day concerning the accident to John Hinds in
Miami on Monday last, also an accident to a boy in Brown’s Colliery yesterday, and in consequence of
such notification I intend going to Minmi to-morrow (Friday).
I have, &c..
JOHN DIXON,
----------------Inspector of Collieries.
[Enclosure to Wo. S.]
Mr, Thomas Croudace, Manager, Lnmhton Colliery, to Mr. John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries.

Sir*

Lambton Collierv, Lambton, V October, 1885.
I bare to acknowledge receipt of yours of 3rd, complaining of deficient ventilation at No. 2 far flat. In justice to
you, and not wishing in the least to shield myself, I must admit that this is neither the first nor the second time that you
have complained, and that I have promised to have it put right; but. as you know, there have been many other matters to
attend to. I inspected the district complained of yesterday, and found it very bad—worse than I have ever seen it; but, upon
closer inspection, I found two or three important in-bye stoppings completely blonn down by the recent heavy fall from the
pillars which occurred when you were there one day lust'week. I am now pushing ahead such alterations as I hope will
improve it by Friday, and very materially improve it in about a fortnight, when wc get a long wall holed over into back cross*cut,
J am so confident of having it improved by Friday that I x\ouid ask you to come up and inspect it.
I have to thank you for the tolerant manner in which you have dealt with this complaint, and trust you will not
consider my neglect in any wav intentional,
I have, &c,,
‘
*
THOMAS CROUDACE.

No. 4.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. T. Croudace, Manager, Lambton Colliery.
Sir,

See No, 2.

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 8 October, 1885.
I beg to acknowledge tbe receipt of yours of the 7th instant, informing me that Mr. Inspector
Dixon’s complaint is quite justifiable, &e., and that you are making alterations, which will not be completed
for a fortnight, but hope by Friday next to ha\c matters materially improved.
'
Trusting such will lie the case,—
I have. &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 5.
Mr. Melville, M.P., to The Secretary for Mines.
Department of Mines.
Question for this day.

Legislative Assembly.

Proof, No. 19.

Thursday, 4 February, 1886.

Question No. 4>:—
Me. Melville to ask The Secreiaey foe Mines,—

(1.) Has Mr. Mackenzie at any time made any complaints concerning the ventilation of the Lambton
mine, of which Mr. Croudace is manager?
(2.) Were such complaints, if any, made during Mr. Croudaco’s management ?
(3.) If such complaints were made, what steps were taken to remedy them, and what time elapsed
between the making of complaints and the remedying of them ?
(4i.) Has Mr. Mackenzie at any time called the Minister’s attention to the extensive falling in of the
surface of the Newcastle Pasturage Eeserve, under which the Lambton Company, of which Mr.
Croudace is manager, are mining for coal ?
(5.) When and on what dates did Mr. Mackenzie report that the main Northern Hoad, near Tighe’s
Hill was being undermined ?
(6.) How long afterwards was such undermining stopped?
(7.) Who was the owner of the coal so taken ?
_
(8.) Was any sum of money placed upon the Estimates for fhe repair of such road by the Minister
for Mines, and what amount?
Answers :—

■

(1.) Yes.
(2.) Yes.
(3.) Immediate steps.
(4.) No.
(5.) The information asked for was fully dealt with in Mr. Mackenzie’s report to Mr, Secretary
Abbott, dated 12th June, 1884.
(6.) No coal was got after June, 1884,
(7.) The Crown.
(8.) No.
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Wallsend Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
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1. Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to the Honorahle the Secretary for Mines, invitiug attention to
copy of Cheek Inspectors Report re defective ventilation at Wallsend Colliery, with minutes. 1 December,
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2. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Miners’ General Secretary, in reply to No. 1. 11 December, 18S3 ...........
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No. 1.
Mr. James Curley, Miners General Secretary, to The Secretary for Mines.
®‘r:i

T,
, ,
,
.
Hamilton, 1 December, 18S3.
I have the honor, by direction of tho Execulive Committee of the Miners’ Association, to invite
your attention to copy of Cheek Inspectors’ report, made at Wallsend Colliery, on November 5th, 6th,
and /th respectively, and which was forwarded to you on the 27t.li November. This report, in connectmn with previous ones, goes to show that the provisions of the Act are not complied with in matters of
detail. The proper conducting of the air and its necessary distribution will at once appear evident to tbe
most casual observation ; for instance, in some parts of the mine there is over double the quantity of air
required by the Act, and in other districts no record can be obtained, as there is not suflicient air to work
the anemometer, while m others GO or 60 cubic feet per minute is all that is passing. This is most
unsatisfactory, and it is to be regretted that a remedy is not urged by either tho Inspector for Collieries
or the Examiner for Coal-fields. And it is further to be regretted that more uniformitv is not obtained
m establishing a systematic method of ventilation in the several mines throughout the district. The health
of miners is far too often impaired and seriously injured owing to such a cause, all because there is a
manifest indifference regarding the carrying out ot some simple detail, such as the erection of stoppings '
at old bord ends, the erection of a door, or it maybe that an engine-rope works through a wood stonpin^
and it is splintered for want of a small pipe to confine the action of the rope, and thousands of feet of a?r
lost to the miners, and otherwise by not erecting an air-crossing where required.
Having again brought this subject under the Honorable Minister’s attention, the miners trust he
wdl urge a more uniform compliance with the provisions of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1376, not
only at the Wallsend Colliery, but the Newcastle Company’s Colliery as well, where recent complaints
have been made.
T have, &c„
-TAMES CURLEY,
^liners urenerai secretary.
May be referred to the Examiner for report.-H.W, 6/12/83.
Submitted. Approved.
Acknowledge,—J, P. A
, //12/S3.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—II.W B C 11/12/83
Mr
Inspector Dixon for report.—J.M , 21/12/83.
Ecturned. The Examiner of Coal-fields.—.1 .D., 27/12/83!
iiiioit

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
Sir’ T
. Department of Mines, Sydney, 11 December, 1883.
■ - .
iiam c*ircc’:o'f by the Secretary for Mines to acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 1st
instant on the matter of enforcing a more uniform compliance with tbe provisions of the CoaPMines
.Regulation Act, 1876, and to inform you that a report will be obtained upon the subject without delay
T have, Ac.,

HABBIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
JNO.

6.

Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Secretary for Mines.
^,r’

t n
t
•
•
Hamilton, 22 November, 1883.
. ..
1 J“ave ,th0 honor, m conjunction with the Chairman and Treasurer of the Miners’ Union to
invite your attention to the undermentioned subjects, which are deemed of sufficient importance for
interview, and which has been asked for in a letter to Messrs, Jf. Melville and A, A. I3, Ti^he Ms F *_
1st. Recent Check inspectors report at "Wallsend Colliery, showing very defective ventilation
2nd. Correspondence from Examiner of Coal-fields, dated October 18th, 1883
3rd. A means of egress from mines other than the furnace shaft in case of accident to the main
down-east shaft.
I have, &e.,
TAMES CURLEY,
.
Miners’ General Secretary,
communi^mn —H^^^lS/sf0 deputation rcceu% received by the Minister.—Noted to await further

[Enclosures
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[Enclogm'es to J?o, 3.]
Special Inspection—Check Inspectors’ Report.

Mr. T. Bonsfietd's District.
Engine Bank, intake air-current
...
...
...
...
Swamp Oak
,,
„
...
.........................
Chinaman’s Shaft, Chinaman’s Split intake air-current ...
,,
Magpie and Donnelly's intake air-cnrrent
B Pit, intake air-current
.................................................

Wallsend Collier;-, 5 and 0 November, 1SS3.
SI,+90 cubic feet per minute,

...
■ •

11,000
5,520

„
,,

„
„

...
...

9,600
0,500

„
„

,,
„

07,700
B Pit, Chinaman’s Flat, Nos. Ill to 116.—The air is very slack, and with 9,500 cubic feet registered at the intake
we could only find 585 cubic feet per minute near the faces for the supply of 8 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse, giving each 53
cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 78°.
Chinaman’s Flat, from No. 117 to 130.—Air-cnrrent, 5,520 cubic feet per minuto for 22 men, 1 boy, 1 borse, giving
each 230 cubic feet per minute ; thermometer, 6S''.
Magpie and Donnolly’s Flats, from Nos. 130 to 176.—The air-current is 9,690 cubic feet per minute for 62 men,
5 boys, 4 horses at Magpie, and 24 men, 2 boys, I horse at Donnolly’s, giving each a fraction over 93 cubic feet per minute,
the last numbers at Donnolly’s ranging from 70° to 76°.
Lambton back and part of front headings, from Nos. 177 to 215.—Air-currcnt, 11,040 cubic feet per minute. This
split includes Nos. 265 and 206, making SO men, 10 hoys, 5 horses, the air-current giving each a fraction over 116 cubic
feet per minute ; thermometer, 76°. The air from No. 171 to 1S9 would not register, as the anemometer would not work
on the heading.
Lambton front heading, from No. 216 to 255.—Air-current, 6,000 cubic feet per minute for 7S men, S boys, 4 horses
* giving eacli GCJ cubic feet per minute; thermometer 72'.
Up-casts, Main Furnace
48,384 cubic foot per minuto,
,,
No. 1 Split ..
16,020
„
„
No. 2
19,080
,,
,,
>>
Total Up-cast

..........................

83,484

„

„

Mr. W, Willis's District.
7 November, 1883.
No. 2 Tunnel, from No. 1 to 34.—The air-current is too unsteady to work the anemometer; thermometer, 72°.
There wore some complaints about short supply of timber.
Front heading intake.—Air-current, 15,750 cubic feet per minute for No0. 59 to 85, making 54 men, 8 boys, 6 horses,
giving each a fraction over 231 cubic feet. From 75 to 85 the air is very slack, but the management is busy sinking a
shaft, which will give the required ventilation ; thermometer, 74° to 76°.
Cemetery Fiat, from No. 86 to 104.—The air-cnrrent is 2,975 cubic feet per minute for 38 men, 4 boys, 2 horses,
giving each 67^ cubic feet per minute ; thermometer 73s. We suggest a stopping be put in the atenton opposite No. 104
bord end.
Old water pit, Nob. 105, 106, and 107.—There was no regular air-current, and old water pit Nos, 108, 109, and 110
there was no regular air-current.
Travelling road intake.—The air-currcnt is 8,2S0 cubic feet per minute for Nos. 35 to 38, making 48 men, 4 boys,
2 horses, giving to each 153£ cubic feet per minute.
Up-cast tunnel furnace, 33,620 cubic feet per minute. A good supply of timber on all stations excepting Little
tunnel, previously referred to, and the travelling road is very dangerous between the door and the main horse-road in Mr.
\\ illts's district.
J. SUMMEKS, lr. . T
*
T LEVER
J"
Inspectors.

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. .James Curley, Minora’ General Secretary.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, IS October, 1883.
In roply to your telegram of this morning, asking if I consider Duckenfield Colliery ventilation is now in
compliance with the Coal Mines Regulation Act, I beg to inform you, from a report T have received from Mr. Inspector
Dixon, dated 16th instant, and a telegram from Mr. Croft, in reply to one from me asking how many men, hoys, and horses
were at work in the mine to-day, that I am of opinion there must he more than an adequate amount of ventilation for tho
men, boys, aud horses now at work there.
I have, &c.,

"

■ JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 4.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
I forward for the Minister’s information a report 1 have received from Mr. Inspector Dixon with
reference to the Miners’ Executive and Mr. Curley’s complaint, that the provisions of the Coal Mines
Regulation Act are not complied with in matters of detail at tho Wallsend Colliery, Newcastle Co., and
others, where -recent complaints have been made, I beg to state that nothing more can be done than has been
done by myself and Mr. Dixon, and that it should not be expected that extensive mines like the Wallsend
Colliery and others can daily comply in detail with the provisions of the Act, which require the erection of
stoppings, doors, Ac,, to ensure an adequate amount of ventilation.
2. With regard to the charges made, of Mr. Inspector Dixon’s neglect of duty in not urging
remedies when he sees that the provisions of tho Act are not complied with, i beg to say that I believe
they oannot be substantiated, that the statement made is incorrect, and very great improvements have
been made in the ventilation of tbe northern collieries since he received the appointment of Inspector of
Collieries.
-------J.M., 15/1/84.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 15/1/84.
4.]
Mr, John Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
[^Enclosure to No,

Sir,

Gleljelund, 24 December, 1833.
T beg to acknowledge receipt of correspondence forwarded by the Miners’ General Secretary to the Honorable
tho Secretary for Mines, re the ventilation in the Wallsend and Newcastle Co.'s Collieries, &c.
In reply thereto, in reference to Wallsend Colliery, I have tho honor to state that I made an inspection of that colliery
during last month, and, with the exception of a few matters of detail, I found the ventilation good. A few days after the
inspection I saw Mr. Neilsou, manager, and drew his attention to those matters. I also notified him (Mr. Neilson) by letter
and
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anrl in reply lie wrote me expressing surprise that I should deem such matters worthy of official complaint, and desires that
at an early date an inspection of the whole of Wallsend Colliery Ire made hy the.Mxaminer, Inspector, Check Inspectors, and
^Manager, so that the exact state of the mine maybe ascertained for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines
and the minors of Wailsend Colliery. I beg to state that I quite agree with the suggestion as being the only means to
thoroughly sift the matter, and put an end to the complaints concerning fhe ventilation at that colliery. It is clear to anyone
in the least degree acquainted with the working of a colliery, that in an extensive mine like Wallsend, with such an extra
ordinary output, and with such a length of air-ways, there will occasionally be a derangement of the ventilation, caused by
circumstances over which there is no control; for instance, a heavy fall of roof, such as 1 saw in ono part of tho Wallsend
workings on my hist inspection ; but as soon as I called the attention of the Manager to the matter, he caused a small shaft
to bo sunk, which at once effected a remedy. Seeing that such things do occur, it is highly necessary to inquire into the
cause and extent of any defective ventilation before sweeping assertions are made concerning any colliery.
2. Newcastle Co.’s Colliery.—The place complained of in this colliery is, I suppose, the No. 6 district, where tho
ventilation was completely deranged by a heavy crush which took place a considerable time since. This No. fi heading has
hud to be fore won in order to reach tho No. 0 narrow bord. Lately there have been about 33 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses in this
split.
It has been a most difficult place to ventilate, as a door had to be hung on the No, 1 main road, and one on the main
road in No. 6, so that all possible pressure might be brought to bear ou this split to ensure a sufficient quantity of air. On my
several inspections of this district i have found a variation in the current, as the following results will show :—1st, 4,720
cubic feet per minute ; 2nd, 4,130 cubic feet per minute ; 3rd, 3,0G0 cubic feet per minute ; and the last result obtained was
during last month, 4,000 cubic feet per minute. But I observe by the report of the Cheek Inspectors for this month that
they got a result of 5,070 cubic feet of air per minute, or 134 cubic feet per minute for every man, l>oy, and horse in the split.
It is expected that the No. G heading will be holed through into No. 5 harrow'bord during this week; then the ventilation
will be even better than it is at present.
Taking the Newcastle Co.’s Miuo throughout, I am of opinion that the ventilation is first-class.
Regret is expressed by the Executive Committee that a remedy is not urged by me in cases of non-compliance with
the Act.
In reply, I fearlessly state that during the time I have had the lienor to hold the position of Inspector of Collieries,
when ever I have seen anything wrong in any mine I have drawn immediate attention to the matter with a view to having it
remedied at once, and have never passed by anything, oven down to the smallest detail, in a mine winch I thought likely to
militate against the health or safety of anyone employed in the mine.
Standing as I do, with employers mi one hand and the employed on the other, my study hitherto has been to steer a
steady course in my official capacity, Unoivingncitiier master nor man, but honestly and conscientiously giving a report of each
mine as I have found it on my several inspections.
.
In conclusion, I desire to say that not withstanding the enormous output of coal from the collieries in this district, and
the continual changes winch are taking place owing to the large output, in my opinion the present state of said collieries will
bear favourable comparison with any part of their past history, both regarding the quantity of air circulating and its distri
bution in the various parts of the workings.
I have &c
JOHN DIXON,
----------'
Inspector of Collieries.

Submitted.—II.AV 18/1 /81.
If it is tho practice to do so, a copy of this report may ho sent to
Sir. Curley.—J. P. ■AmioaT, 19/1/84.
In view of the precedent on 82-7,580, the copy may he
supplied.—I I.W., 22/1/84.

Js’o. 5.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr, James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
Kir,

_
Department of Mines, Sydney, 28 January, 1884.
I have the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to forward a copy of the report See No. i.
furnished by Mr. John Dixon, one of the Inspectors of Collieries, ujjoii the ventilation at the Wallsend
and Newcastle Company’s Collieries.
I have, <Ste..
'
HAH DIE WOOD,
Under Secretary,

Duckenfield Colliery.
SO.

SCHEDULE.

jure

1. Copies of Check Inspectors' Report in connection with ventilation of Duckenfield Colliery. 20 October, 1SS5...... 131

Keport of the Duckenfield Tunnel, taken on 20 October, 1885.
We, the undersigned, have examined the air-ways and workings of the Duckenfield Colliery, and certify
our report as follows:—
Intake of air taken in the engine brow below first fiat, 12,210 cubic feet of air per minute ; intake
of air from Fault heading shaft, 6,565 cubic feet of air per minute ; 7 men in the Fault heading. West
heading, No. 7 cut-through, 3,520 cubic feet of air per minute ; C men in this cut-through. No. 2 cut-,
through, 4,480 cubic feet of air per minute ; 4 men in this cut-through. No. 3 cut-through, 4,620 cubic
feet of air per minute : 3 men in this cut-through. There are 4 wheelers, 2 horses, and 20 men in tho
West heading cut-throughs and Fault heading. Average heat in the bords in West heading district—
Thermometer registered 71°. Ileturn air from Fault heading and West heading to Furnace shaft, 23,760
cubic feet of air per minute. Dip Workings.'—Split of air from the shaft at the foot of the engine brow
to tho U aud D heading district: Hesult taken in B heading, 7,315 cubic feet of air per minute ; 10 men
in this heading. D heading, 5,940 cubic feet of air per minute; 10 men in this heading. D heading,
No. 1 cut-through, 4,437 cubic feet of air per minute ; 10 men in this cut-through. No, 2 cut-through,
3,8.12 cubic feet of air per minute 5 7 men in this eut-through. No. 3 eut-through, 3,948 cubic feet of
air per minute; 8 men in this cut-through. No. 4 cut-through, 4,770 cubic foot of air per minute ; 4
men in this cut-through. No. 5 cut-through, 4,617 cubic feel, of air per minute; 10 men in this cutthrough. No. 6 cut-through, not sufficient air to take any result with anemometer (INS.—The overseer
informed us that he would put a door ou No. 5 cut-through to remedy Ihe air iu this cut-through) ; 19
men in this cut-through. There aro 69 miners, 12 wheelers, and 6 horses in tho B and D heading district.
Bet urn air from this dial riot, 15,105 cubic feet of air per minuto.
Intake
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Intake of air from engine brow shaft to the E heading district, 4,235 cubic feet of air per minute.
No. 7 cut-through, not sufficient air to take any result with anemometer (P.S.—The overseer said iu a
few days he would put a door on Xo. 6 cut-through to remedy the air) ; 15 men in this cut-through.
No. 6 cut-through, 3,780 cubic feet of air per minute ; 17 men in this cut-through. N-o, 5 cut-through,
4,307 cubic feet of air per minute ; 8 men in this cut-through. No. 4 cut-through ; 2 men in ihis cutthrongh. Eeturn air from E heading, 8,325 cubic feet of air per minute. There are 42 miners, (5 wheelers,
aud 3 horses in this heading.
M heading is supplied with the return air from E heading—2,827 cubic feet of air per miiiule;
12 miners, 1 wheeler, and 1 horse for this heading. Eeturn air from dip workings to West heading
furnace, 19,125 cubic feet of air per minute. Eeturn from West heading district and dip workings at
furnace, 53,5G0 cubic feet of air per minute.
We also find that there is a good supply of timber on tho flats for the various sections.
JAMES SNEDDEN, 1 Check
G-EOEGE XIX,
j Inspectors.

Beport of the Back Creek Tunnel on 21 October, 1885.
We, the undersigned, have examined the air-ways and workings of the Back Creek Colliery, as certify our
report, as follows:—
”
Cross-cut pillars.—We find a sufficient supply of air travelling in this district. There are 10
miners, 2 wheelers, and L horse. Thermometer registered 0S°. Intake of air in engine brow below turn
for the Xo. 10 heading district, 24,890 cubic feet of air per minute.
_ Eirst section in Xo. 10 heading.—Intake for Xo. 11 cut-through, G,037 cubic feet of air per minute ;
14 miners, 2 wheelers, and 1 horse in this cut-through. Xo. 8 cut-through, 5,759 cubic feet of air per
minute; 20 miners, 2 wheelers, and 1 horse. Xo. 7 cut-through, 7,6S4 cubic feet of air per minute ;
12 miners, 2 wheelers, and L horse. Eeturn air from first section in Xo. 10 heading, 1G,G32 cubic feet
of air per minute.
_
Second section in Xo. 10 beading.—Xo. 4 cut-through, G,578 cubic feet of air per minufe; 30
miners, 4 wheelers, and 2 horses in this cut-through. Xo. 3 cut-through, 12,358 cubic feet of air per
minute; 20 miners, 2 wheelers, and 1 horse iu this cut-through. Neturn air from No, 10 heading
sections, result taken at furnace, 30,485 cubie feet of air per minute.
Intake.—Eirst split of air from Xo. 12 shaft to A heading, 5,445 cubic feet of air per minute ; 22
miners, 3 wheelers, aud 1 horse in this district, Eeturn air from A heading, 4,102 cubic feet of cir per
miuute.
Engine brow, 3,4G5 cubie feet of air per minute : 3 miners, 1 wheeler, and 1 borse.
Second split of air from Xo. 12 shaft to Xo 12 heading district—Eesult taken in X’o. 4 eutthrough, 4,312 cubic feet of air per minute ; 32 miners, 5 uheelers, and 2 horses for this current of air.
Eeturn air from X~o. 12 heading district, G,138 cubic feet of air per minute. Eeturn air from engine
brow, A heading, and Xo. 12 heading, result taken at Xo.' 4 furnace, 19,720 cubic feet of air per minute.
We also find a good supply of timber on tbe flats for the various sections.
JAS. SNEDDEN, } Check
GEOEGE XIX,
j Inspectors.

Australian Agricultural Company’s Colliery.
N0-

SCHEDULE.

rAGK.

1. Minute of the Honorable thoSecretary for Mines that Messrs. Melville ami light, Ms.P., should be informed of Ins
decisions on matters considered at a Deputation of Miners at iNcwcastle. 20 February, JSS3
..........................
2. Minute of same that the Examiner of Coal-fields should institute an iiifjuiry as to supply of timber at the A.A.
Company's Mine, with inmates. 20' February, 1SS3.....................................................................................................
3. The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. Melville and Tighu, Ms.P., in conformity with No. 1. 1 March, 1S83...
4. The same to the same, that in reference to No. 2 the Examiner of Coal-fields reports an adequate supply of timber
at the A.A. Company’s Mine. 12 March, 1SS3 ..............................................................................................................
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No. 1.
Minute of The Secretary for Mines.
lie Deputation of Miners at Newcastle.
A ueputatioi.- of miners introduced by Messrs. Melville and Tighe, Ms.?., waited ou meat Newcastle on
Saturday, the 24th Eehruary, 1883, in reference to tho matters mentioned in tho annexed letter, and I
desire that Messrs. Tighe and Melville should be informed of my decision in the several matters therein
mentioned.
1st. Send them copy of my minute on the Wallsend Colliery.
2nd. The number of men allowed in a district to my mind is very clearly defined as being not
more than seventy men.
3rd. Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields will at once bo asked to report upon the charge of tho air being
bad in tbe Lambton Commonage Coal Tunnel.
4th. The same as to scarcity of timber at tbe A.A. Company’s Mine.
5th. The Examiner has also been asked to report as to two shafts at the Newcastle Coal-mining
Company’s Mine,
'
J. P. ABBOTT.
----------------r2G/2/83.
,
[Enclosure
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[Enclosure to No. L]
Mr. J. Curley and others to The Secretary for Mines.

The umlorsignod deputation desire respectively, on behalf of the Coal Miners’Association, to bring under your notice for

consideration tho following subjects;—
1st. The apparent erroneous opinion of the Ifiamincrof Coai-lields rcgaiding the Act of J876, and a recont inspection
at the Wallsend Colliery.
2nd. The advisability of a definition ns to the computed number of men in a district,
3rd. Report of Lambton miners’ meeting which appeared in last Saturday's lleraM and Advocate.
dth. Scarcity of timber at tho A.A. Company's Mine and timber of proper lengths,
Gth, Last year’s Annual Mining Report disclosing great indifference both on the part of colliery management and
Inspector.
Gth. The question of two shafts at the Newcastle Coal-mining Company’s Mino.
'
DAVID MITCHELL,
JOHN McFADYEN.
JAMES CURLEY.

No. 2.
Minute of The Secretary for Mines.
The Deputation of Coal-miners at Newcastle.
The Examiner of Coal-fields will cause an inquiry to be made whether there is at all times a sufficient

supply of timber kept at the A.A. Company’s Mine, and of proper lengths.—J. P. Aishott, 2G/2/83.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—Q-.E.H. (for the U.S.), B.C., 28/2/83.
Mr, Inspector Dixon for
report.—J.M., 1/3/83.
The deficiency of timber in the A.A. Company’s Mine was only in one district, viz.:—No. 1 in No. 2
pit, where very long props are required. Owing to the heavy rains up the river, this particular class of
timber was rather scarce for about three weeks. However, there is now a good supply, for I was in
No. 1 district on Tuesday last, and saw a good supply on the engine flat ready for the miners’ use. I
cannot hear of any complaint concerning the timber from any other part of tho A.A. Company’s Mine.
J.D., 2/8/83.
_ Examiner of Coal-fields.—B.C., 2/3/83.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.M., B.C., 3/3/83.
Submitted,—H-W,, 5/3/S3.
Approved.
Inform Messrs. Melville and Tighe, Ms.P.—J. P. Ahuott,
10/3/83.

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. N. Melville and A. A. P. Tighe, Ms.P.
Gentlemen, _
*
Department of Mines, Sydney, 1 March, 1883.
Keferring to the several matters brought forward by the deputation introduced by you to the
Secretary for Mines, ou the 24th ultimo, I am directed to forward a copy of Mr. Abbott’s decision in the
matter of the ventilation of the Wallsend Colliery.
2. I am directed to state that in Mr, Abbott’s opinion the number of men allowed in a district is
very clearly defined as being not more than seventy (70) men.
3. The Examiner has been asked to report upon tho charge of the air being bad in the Lambton
Commonage tunnel; also,
.
4. As to the scarcity of timber at the Australasian Agricultural Company’s Mine; aud
5. As to two (2) shafts at the Newcastle Coal Company’s Mine.
X have, &c.,’
HABBIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 4.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. N. Melville and A. A. P. Tighe, Ms.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 March, 1883.
Beferring to my letter of iho 1st instant, I have the honor to inform you that it appears, from
the report forwarded by the Examiner of Coal-fields, that the deficiency of timber in the Australian
Agricultural Company’s Mine occurred in No. 1 district, pit No. 2, where very long props are required,
but that there is now a good supply, and there was no complaint as to the deficiency of timber from any
other part of the mine when the Inspector visited it.
I have, &c.,
HABBIE WOOD,
.
Under Secretary,

92—s

Messrs.
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Messrs. Browns' Colliery, Minmi.
SCHEDULE.
HO.

....

1. Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, complaining of defective
ventilation in the Messrs. Browns' Colliery, Minmi, with minutes and enclosure, lit October, 1881........;........
2. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, in reference to above complaint, with minutes
and enclosures. 22 October, 1SS1 .......................................................................................... -......................................
3. The Under Secretary' for Mines to Mr. James Curley, in reply to No, 1. 28 October, 1881 ..... ........... ........ .......
4. Mr. James Curley to the Examiner of Coal-fields, complaining of the manner m which the inspection of the
Minmi mine was made, with minutes and enclosures. 7 November, 1881.....................:..........................................
5. Mr. James Curley to the Hon. the Secretary for Mines, that a further communication has been sent to the
Kxaminer of Coal-fields re defective working of tho Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876 in Minmi Collieiy, with
minute. S November, 1881 ......................................................................................... _.................................... .
G. Mr. James Curley to the Examiner of Coal-fields, calling attention to the defective state of the ventilation in
Raspberry Gully drive. 28 November, 1881..................................................................................... .............................
7. The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. James Curley, in reply to No. 6. 1 December, 1881..................................... ....
8. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Examiner of Coal-fields, asking what action had been taken re defective
working of Coal Minos Regulation Act of 187G in Minmi Colliery, with minute. 8 December, 1881 ..................
9. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, with copy of reply to Mr. James Curley, minutes
and enclosures. 14 December, 1881 ..............................................................................................................................
10. Mr, H. Winchester to Mr. J. T, Neilson, Manager, Wallsend Colliery, enclosing copy of Examiner of Coal-fields’
report. 20 December, 1881 ................................................................................................... ...................................
11. Messrs. J. & A. Brown to Mr. James Curley, with reference to his having drawm the attention of the Examiner
of Coal-fields to an inundated mine in close proximity to theirs. 23 December, 1881......... ....................;............
12. Telegram from Mr. James Curley to Mr. N. Melville, M.B., asking if Minister can receive deputation from
Miners’ Association, with minutes. 28 December, 1881...............................................................................................
13. Minute of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, re deputation from Miners’ Association. 4 January, 1882 ...
14. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines, re having forwarded extract from Mr. James
Curley’s complaint to the Messrs. Brown, about defective working of Coal Mines Regulation Act, 187G, in
their colliery, minutes and enclosures. 11 January, 1882 ............................................................................. .............
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No. 1.
The Miners’ General Secretary to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Hamilton, 19 October, 1881.
I have the honor to bring under your notice the enclosed letter, which was delivered to the
G-overnment Examiner of Coal-fields on the 1st October, XSSI, regarding the defective working of tho
Coal Mines Regulation Act of 187G, and referring to a number of accidents caused by explosions of gas at
the Messrs. Browns’ Colliery, Minmi. That there are just grounds for complaint will be admitted when
I state that since the delivery of the letter herein mentioned another accident of a similar character has
occurred at the same place, and in this instance has been officially reported, which, for some unexplained
reason, has not been done in other cases equally serious.
There is, I may add, general complaint regarding defective ventilation at the principal mines in
the district, not of the ventilation as a whole, hut that in certain portions of the mines the ventilation is
exceedingly bad, and believing it to be within the province of the Inspector of Collieries to effect some
remedy in this direction, ] would respectfully invite you to draw his attention to this very important
subject, also the Examiner of Coal-fields.
Should you desire to have further information respecting this matter by deputation I shall be most
happy to wait upon the Honorable Mimstcr.
I have, Ac.,
JAMES CURLEY,
------- —
Miners’ G-eneral Secretary.
The Examiner of Coal-fields for explanation.—H.'W’., B.C., 22/10/81.
The Under Secretary for
Mines,—The correspondence with reference to this case was forwarded for the information of the
Honorable the Secretary for Mines with my communication of the 22nd inst.—J.M., B.C., 24/10/81.

"

[Enclosure to No. 1.]
’ Messrs. J. Curley and others to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir,

Hamilton, 30 September, 1881.
I bog respectfully to bring under your notice tbe defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876,
and the apparent indifference of your Department in endeavouring to seo that the provisions of the Bill are carried out.
That the subject has assumed an important aspect you may infer when I state the miners of the district have placed myself
and colleagues in u position to take all necessary steps towards a remedy. A series of questions have therefore been drafted
to be placed in the hands of tbe Members for tbe county, .upon which subject also the co-operation of the city Members
will be invited, and an inquiry the most searching will thus be opened tip, and will tend to show that on the part of the
Inspector of Collieries there is a great indifference.
_
I have before me the Mines Report of 1880, wherein the admission is made that 1 have made previous complaints,
with the assertion that they have been immediately remedied. What is the answer to this ? Three miners have been
burnt in the Minmi mine recently by explosions of gas. Two of these accidents were only three weeks or one month apart
from each other, and at a time when no night furnacemcn were employed. If atmospheric pressure has any influence
(which yon will admit) in generating gas and its accumulation in mines, surely in a climate like ours, of sudden atmospheric
change, it is a first condition in ventilation that the apparatus be kept in motion. Minmi is not the only place where false
economy requires your immediate attention, and, wiiat is more, constant attention.
I will put the question thus, with your permission:—“It is better that accidents should be prevented by inspection,
than that it should he said accidents, in the cases cited, are the inspectors,”
The report of Inspector for Collieries requires attention, and, to those unacquainted with the Act, is very misleading.
For instance, it is said of such a mine there are “ 280 men and horses, &c., in the mine, for whom 35,000 cubic feet of air
per minute is introduced, which is in excess of the minimum quantity required by the Act. ”
_
The Inspector does not state whether tho main current is divided into the requisite number of splits, and fresh air
supplied to every section of seventy men, and it is certainly impossible to be so where the anemometer will not turn, which
is recorded by the local inspectors in several recent examinations, some of which are in my possession.
In conclusion, we, the undersigned, request yonr immediate attention towards remedying the cause of complaintdefective ventilation—in some parts of the collieries in the district.
DAVID MITCHELL, Chairman.
J. M TAD YEN, Treasurer.
JAMES CURLEY, Secretary.

No.
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No. 2.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
_
Coal-Ccldg OflBce, Newcastle, 22 October, 1881.
. ^j 8
forward herewitb, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a
letter received from the Chairman, Treasurer, aud Secretary of the Hunter Ifciver District Coahminers'
Association, bringmg^under notice an alleged defective working of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1S76,
and the apparent indifference of this Department in endeavouring to see that the provisions of the Bill are
carried out, with the Inspector's report thereon and a copy of my reply*
See Enclosures,
1 have, &e.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-------Examiner of Coal-fiolds.
The Miners G-eueral Secretary may be informed that the Examiner of Coal-fields having replied to
the only specific charge made, and having asked for further information respecting the charges made in
general terms, there does not appear to be any action for this Department to take until such information
has been supplied.—H.'W,, 25/10/81.
Submitted.—To bo informed accordingly.—A.E., 2G/10/81.
[Eiiclositres to No. 2,]
Messrs. Curley and others to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

n’

T,
ic ii i , •
Harnilton, 30 September, 1881.
1 beg respectfully to brmg under your notice the defective working of the Coat Mines Regulation Act of 1876, and
tlio apparent indifference of your Department in endeavouring to sue that the provisions of the Hill arc carried out. That the
subject has assumed an important aspect you may infer when I state fhe miners of the district have placed myself and
eo eagues in a position to take all necessary stops towards a remedy, A series of questions have therefore been drafted to be
placed in the hands of the Members for tho county, upon which subject also the co-operation of tho city Members will bo
mvitca, and an inquiry the most searching will thus be opened up, and will tend to show that on the part of the Inspector for
Collieries there is great indifference.
- i. ji^ ''aT0 ^e^01'b mo the Mines Report of 1880, wherein the admission is made that I have made previous “ complaints ”
with tho assertion that they have been immediately remedied. What is the answer to this ? Three miners have been burnt
m llio ftlmtm nune recently by explosions of gas. Two of these accidents wore only three weeks or one month apartfrom each
other and at a time when no night fumaceinnn was employed. If atmospheric pressure lias anv influence (which you will
admit) in goncrating gas and its accumulation in mines, surely in a climate like ours, of sudden atmospheric change, it is a
hrst condition m ventilation that the apparatus be kept in motion. Minmi is not the onlv place where false economy requires
your immediate attention, and, what is more, constant attention. I will put the question thus, with your permission —“ It is
better that aeeidonts should be prevented by inspection, than that it should be said accidents in the cases cited are tho
inspector. The re^iort of the Inspector for Collieries requires attention, and to those unacquainted with the Act is very mis
leading, tor instance, it is said of such a mule, there are “ 280 men and horses, &c., in tho mine, for whom 35,000 cubic feet
of air per minute is introduced, which is in excess of the minimum quantity required by the Act." The Inspector docs not
state whether the mam current is divided into the requisite number of splits, and fresh air supplied to every section of seventy
mon ; and ifc is certainly impossible to be so where the anemometer will not turn, which is recorded by bho^looal Inspectors in
several recent examinations, some of winch aro in my possession, In conclusion, wc, the undersigned, request your immediate
attention towards remedying the cause of complaint-defective ventilation—in some parts of the collieries in the district.
DAVID MITCHELL, Chairman.
JOHN M'FADYEN, Treasurer.
-------JAMES CURLEY, Secretary.
Urgent, The Inspector of Collieries for report. To be returned.—J.M., 4/10/S1.
Being unable to understand tho exact meaning of tho statement in tho letter, 11 The Inspector is indifferent, &c.,” I
can scarcely be expected to furnish a reply to it. As to the statement “ That tho Inspector’s report does not state whether the
mam current is divided into tho requisite number of splits, Ac.,” I reply that, although not so stated in the report, nevertheless
such currents ore divided into district currents; and the omission shall bo made good in future —T L 5/10/81

The Examiner o£ Coal-fields to Mr. .Tames Curley and others.
Gentlemen,
,
, ,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 22 October, 1881.
, - ,.
1 have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the liOth ultimo, bringing under notice an alleged
defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation Act of 1876, and the apparent inditference of this Department in endeavouring
to see that the provisions of the Rill are carried out.
— . .^n
I
to inform you that as the only specific complaint brought forward in your letter had reference to tho
Minim mine, 1. recently made it my business to make a thorough examination of Brown’s colliery, by inspecting all the places
where the men were at work, measuring the quantity of air circulating through the different districts or splits and the men’s
working places, as well ns the quantity of intake and return air travelling through the mine, and found that the main current
was d'videtl into the required number of splits, and not only was there a for larger quantity of air passing through the mine
than the Coal Mines Regulation Act requires, but it was properly circulated, and tho mine well ventilated.
, .. l ‘“hed each miner at work, amongst other questions, whether he considered the air lie was working in was good or bad,
and if he had been working in any badly ventilated places during the year, and they said they had no reason to complain of
tlieairlhey vvore then or previously w-orking in; that they had worked where Ihe'air was slack and deficient, when their
bords, A;e,, had been driven past where a “ eut-through” was about being “put through.”
1 also inspected the bords and headings where Hunter, Gilder, Hull, Davies, Bothwell, Duggan, and Andrews were
burnt by explosive gas and made inquiries as to their injuries. Hunter, Gilder, Davies, and Bothwell being only slightly
burnt, it was not considered necessary by the manager to report their accidents, and the men themselves did not consider they
received serious personal injury,” or that, it was necessary for the manager to have reported their injuries.
Ihe manager informed the Inspector that Duggun and Andrews had been burnt bv explosive gas, and that officer
reports to me that upon visiting Duggan ho foundhe was apparently only very slightly burnt, and did not consider he had
received serious personal injury.
^
^
.
. , , ^,l f'*lc ^ 'bstant I want to the Newcastle Hospital to see Duggan, and found that his back, arms, face, and one Land
had been severely scorched; and although the Inspector, when visiting him, formed the impression that no serious personal
injury had been received, the ease has, in my opinion, jiroved to bo one of that character.
Dr. Harris says, whilst nt the hospital, his life was for some days in danger, and Duggan says for over two weeks he was
in such pain that he could not ho on his back to sleep ; but, from his own account of tho occurrence, I conclude that had he
exercised ordinary caution tho accident would not have happened.

4. lii the No 10 heading, where the seam of coal generates tho most gas, and there were 42 men, boys, and horses
a wor (m tho tw o shafts), I Lound there were 10,080 cubic feet of air per minute circulating through tho working-places,
and was iiiformed that there was seldom a lessquantity travelling through tills part of the mine.
I saw Davic^ who
was alightly scorched by an explosion of gas abouteighteen mouths since, aud he told mo he did not consider his was a ease
u meh it was necessary to report; that, he was working in aG-foot heading at the time, and about 30 yards before the current
Ot air. Jn Ao. 12 Loading, where Andrew's was burnt, there were 4,950 enhio feel, of air per minute circulating through it,
and bblv two men workmg in it. Mr. Brown has since my Erst visit appointed a fireman, whose special duty it will bo to go
round all the places known to contain explosive gas before the men go to work.
Previously
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PrcTiouelj- it was John Morgnn’e (tlie deputy’s) duty to go round the dip workings, whcreTcr fire-damp was likely to
exist. And as the quantity of gas generated by the scam of coal is at present small in quantity, nnd there is a good current of
air circulating, it appears to be unnecessary for the manager to do more than he has promised for the prevention of accident
from such a source—a view supported by the miners themselves, of whom inquiry was made on tho spot.
_ _
5. In conclusion, I may observe, that if you will be eo good as to mention spocificilty the other collieries in this district
to which you refer, as not carrying out the provisions of the Act,I shall take effective steps for ascertaining whether the law is
complied with in each case, for the reports received from the Inspector of Collieries for some time have led me to suppose
that there were no causes for complaint.
I have,
m acKTHN/IE
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
Ste No

l.

Sir,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 28 October, 1SSL
’ Referring to your letter of the 19th instant, in which you bring under notice a communication
made to the Examiner of Coal-fields, touching the alleged defective working of the Coal Mines Regulation
Act, 1876, and the accidents caused by explosions of gas at Messrs, Browns’ Minmi Colliery, I nave the
honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to inform you, that as the Examiner has replied to the
only specific charge made and has asked for further information respecting such charges as have been,
made in general terms, there does not appear to be any action for this Department to take until such
information has been supplied.
I ^^ HARRIF WOOD
Under Secretary.

No. 4
Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-Pields.
See No. 2

gjr
Hamilton, 7 November, 1881.
’
T have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication dated 22ud October, and
referring to the second clause therein, as to the answers given by the miners respecting the ventilation being
of a generally satisfactory character; this was, as I am given to understand, when you were accompanied
by Messrs. J. Brown, J, 'Croft, and &. Durie, all representing the management, while the miners wore
unrepresented by any of their number, exception being taken to Mr. J. Patrick, an experienced practical
miner, now in the employ of the men as check-weigher, going down the mine in company with you, so
that it is nothing unreasonable to conclude the inquiry and examination partook of a partial, one-sided,
and unsatisfactory character, inasmuch that a sense of intimidation would under such circumstances be at
once produced. This view of the case is supported by the fact that the delegate’s two sons had been some
days previous to this peremptorily discharged from their work in the fitting shops adjacent to and m
connection with the colliery. Mr. W. M. Williams, the delegate, I know to be a man of exemplary
character, while his sons had, by their industry, won the respect and esteem of the overseers m their
department.
.
.
This is most inconsistent with the courtesy uniformly observed by tbe gentlemen representing tho
firm, whom I have met on several occasions at meetings between masters and men.
_
Admitting, however, the answers to have been given as stated, the evidence, judging from the
number of accidents by explosions of gas and the time at'which they occurred, it is quite evident that
there has been grave "indifference on tho part of the management, and still more on the part of the
Inspector for Collieries.
,
-n .,1 n n
In clause 3 of your communication you state, “ Hunter, G-ilder, Hull, Davies, Bothwell, Duggan,
and Andrews were burnt by explosive gas,”—“ Hunter, Gilder, Davies, and Bothwell being only slightly
burnt, it was not considered necessary by the manager to report their accidents, and the men themselves
did not consider they received serious personal injury or that it was necessary for the manager to have
reported their injuries.” The opinion of both manager and men in reference to a report is perverse in
the extreme, and probably was quite different on the dates when the accidents took place, and confirms
what has been said regarding indifference. If the Inspector committed a mistake in the case of Duggan s
accident, which you admit, neither the management nor men are more judicious (but the latter are not
requested to report, and why you include them with the management I fail to understand). What is
serious personal injury ? When miners are knocked down and severely burnt by gas explosions, and
incapacitated from following their employment for two or three weeks together. It must be serious
personal injury when these accidents are concurrent and take place at intervals of a few weeks together.
It is not the slight trifling matter represented. And more especially when you consider the time at which
the accidents took place, when the men had been some hours at work, the air would then be in motion,
however defective, and forced about by the skips in motion, and yet gas collected in sufficient quantity to
explode, which explains two important facts—
_
,
1. That there was very defective ventilation at the time of these gas explosions, or
2. That there was that amount of gas collecting in the mine requiring vigilant attention, and, m
case of an accident, rendering a report imperatively necessary.
The Colliery Inspector in Duggan’s case showed not only indifference and a want of judgment,
but is culpably negligent for not making an examination on the spot; and in reference to such examina
tions it would he more satisfactory if tho miners were represented, and the press admitted. This would
constitute something like an impartial Board of Inquiry. I cannot refrain from dissent regarding
Duggan’s want of caution as expressed by you. Did anyone warn him against going into his workingplace on the morning of the explosion ?
; and as he advanced into it the gas exploded about Xo yards
from the working face. This was shortly after Hunter’s accident. Duggan not only suffered serious
personal injury,but, as you state, Doctor Harris considered his life was endangered ; and yet the Colliery
Inspector deemed this most serious case of such trifling importance that neither an inquiry was held nor
an examination made. Is this in conformity with the Act? In attributing the accident to a want of
ordinary caution there appears to be something strangely inconsistent, especially when you consider
Hunter’s, Gilder’s, and other accidents in connection with it. Why not attribute it to careless manage
ment and indifferent inspection ? The evidence in favour of this latter conclusion is ovcnvhelmimr-
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Both Duggan's auid Andrew’s accidents were occasioned by gas explosions as they were advancing to
the working face in tbe morning, which goes to show that no fireman had been in these places on the morning
of the accidents, or he would have noticed the gas, and warned tho miners against entering them, and thus
have prevented all approach to danger.
_
_
Whatever may have been the state of the ventilation when tho examination was made, or the
quantity of air passing in the mine,—at the time of the whole of these seven accidents by gas explosions,
the whole of which were more or less serious, there was not that quantity of air passing in the mine
stipulated by the Act, wherein it is stated—(2) “ An adequate amount of ventilation shall be constantly
produced in every mine, to dilute and render harmless noxious gases to such an extent that the working
places of the shafts, levels, stables, and workings of such mine and the travelling roads to and from such
places shall be in a fit state for working and passing therein.”
I enclose you a copy of statement which I have taken from William Hunter, in the presence of
Mr. Patrick, which confirms what I have stated relative to the whole question :—
1. Indifference on the part of the management regarding the ventilation of the mine.
2. Negligence in not using more precaution to prevent accidents by gas explosions, and when
such accidents did occur, in not reporting the same to the Examiner for Coal-fields.
3. Indifference on the part of the Colliery Inspector, who must have seen from the local press, that
miners were burnt by gas explosions at Messrs. Browns’ Colliery, Minmi, and when informed
of the same by report from the management to apparently treat the matter with contempt,
as in Duggan’s case.
4. The incorrectness of the Inspector’s reports, in the face of the facts brought under notice.
3. That there is room for improvement regarding the way in which the inquiries and examinations
are made.
With regard to clause 5 of your communication, before I refer to it, 1 would draw your attention
to a mine abandoned, but inundated by water, in close proximity to the Messrs. Browns’ Collieries now in
work, and would ask you respectfully whether the Inspector has reported this matter to you, and whether
any steps aro taken as a safeguard in tho event of the old tunnel workings piercing the abandoned work
ings of the inundated mine, and if there are efficient appliances in case of escape on account of any
unexpected accident arising from such a source of danger.
In conclusion, respecting clause 5, and tho specific naming of the other collieries in this district,
I would mention Wallsend, Borehole, and Lambton, and for any reference to the state of ventilation being
defective in these mines in any particular portions thereof, would refer you to the recent local Inspectors
reports as entered in the book at the respective Colliery Offices named.
I am, &c.,
JAMES CUBLEY,
-------Miners' General Secretary.
We the undersigned concur in the above statement.
DAVID MITCHELE, Chairman.
------------------.). M'EADYEN, Treasurer,
[Enclosure io No. 4.]
William Hunkr states as follows :—On tho morning when 1 was burnt by an explosion of gas, I working in Kb. 14
front heading. The heading was about 27 yards in past the cut-through ; my mate was working in back heading, which
was about 6 yards past the cut-through ; we had been working in these places about three weeks. Before commencing to
work in them, we heard from report by tbe men there was fire-damp in these places ; my mate, Alfred Conway, went to
Mr. Thomas, the manager, aud told him that we knew nothing about fire, and what the men had told ns concerning these
places. Tins was on the Monday morning before oommencing to work them. Thomas, in reply, said there was no fire in
tho place, and if there was Durie would tell them. Durie at no time warned us about fire-damp. He said if wo brushed
the place with our shirts we would take no hurt. On the morning on which the accident occurred I brushed the place as
usual, and had been working about two hours and a half—from half-past 6 to 9 o’clock. I had been back from the face
of the heading about 25 yards, for breakfast, only a few minutes, and on returning to tbe face 1 was brushing the place,
and, when about 5 yards from the face, an explosion of gas took place. I was struck on tho breast, and knocked down by
the force of the explosion, and fell on my breast.
1 thought it was a serious matter at tbe time, and was unable to follow my work for two weeks after.
I think the accident should either have been reported or steps takeu to clear the gas from the places.
Mr. Durie came to see me and offered me a place to work elsewhere in tho mine, and said I would go back there no
more. Neither Mr. Lewis, the Colliery Inspector, nor Mr. Mackenzie visited me at the time I was off work. When I
answered Mr. Mackenzie's questions Mr, J, Brown, J. Croft, and f!. Durie were present, and I felt somewhat intimidated
by their presence, and did not care to say anything reflecting on the management, for fear 1 should be dismissed.
I am a practical miner, having worked in mines for eight years, The day on which Mr. Mackenzie visited us in ono
of the No. 6 headiuga and said the air was good enough, there were very few men in that part of the mine, as the pit was
filling slack and nearly all the men were cleared out.
WILLIAM HUNTF.lt.
JOHN PATRICK.
JAMES GUR.LEV, Miners' General Secretary.
“Burley's Hotel," Minmi, 3L October 1SS1.

The Inspector of Colleries for explanation. Copy of my letter referred to in this communication forwarded herewith—
J.M., B.C., 14/11/81.
----------------.
hi this statement I am blamed for indifference, but not knowing the meaning of the same as used herein, I am
therefore unable to reply.
i
2. For tho incorrectness of my report, to which I think that the result of the examination by the Examiner of Coal
fields is a sufficient answer.
3. For neglecting the accidents by explosions of fire-damp, to which I answer that I investigated each case brought
under my notice.—T.L., ln/11/81.

No. 5.
'
The Miners’ General Secretary to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Hamilton, 8 November, 1881.
I have the honor to stale that a further communication on the defective working of the Coal
Mines Eegulation Act, 1870, and recent accidents by explosions of gas at the Messrs. Browns’ Colliery,
Minmi, has been forwarded to the Examiner of Coal-fields.
_
A statement win eh I have taken from one of tho miners burnt by explosive gas has also been
forwarded, which confirms the allegations made respecting this important subject.
I have, &c.,
JAMES CUBLEY,
'
--------Miners’ General Secretary.
Ask the Examiner what has been done in this matter.—H.W., 2/12/81.
No.
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No. 6.
Mr.' James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Hamilton, 28 November, 1881.
I have the honor to respectfully call your attention to the defective state of ventilation in
connection with the drive at Easpborry Gully, South Waratah. The drive is in 500 yards, more or loss.
Air is conveyed to the workmen by means of troughs laid on tho floor of the drive, and when a change of
shifts takes place water sometimes accumulates in certain places of tho drive, so as lo almost overflow
the pipes and air current within. Gas is occasionally visible, so that the danger to the life of the workmen
must be very great at times. At tbe time when the inspector visited the drive recently, the workmen
had been withdrawn a half shift the day previous,
I have, &c.,
.TAMES CTt.RLEY,
Miners1 General Secretary.

No 7.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
Sir,

Sec No. 6.

'
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 1 December, 1881.
With reference to your letter of the 28th ultimo, calling my attention to the defective state
of ventilation in connection with the drive at Easpberry Gully, South Waratah Colliery, I beg to inform
you that, upon going to the colliery on the 29th ultimo, I found that Mr, Green (the colliery manager)
was connecting the trough with the Charles pit down-cast shaft, for the purpose of ascertaining whether
tho furnace would ventilate the drive better than the fan has lately done, and, as tho met had not been
at work the previous day, I arranged to go on the 30th idem, and see how the new method answered.
Upon arriving there on the 30th ultimo, 1 found that the shaft which the men had to go down was full of
smoke from the furnace. I then discussed with Mr. Green the advisability of remedying this, either by
making Charles pit the up-cast or putting a landing at the 6-feet seam, in the present up-cast or furnace
shaft, so that the men could go to their work down Charles pit and from thence to the bottom of the
furnace shaft free of smoke, &c. This Mr. Green will do immediately, and, when completed, inform me
of, and whether tbe ventilation is improved.
2. With respect to tbe gas, Mr. Green informs me that the overman is instructed, whenever the
men leave the face of the drive, to examine the tunnel and see that it is free from gas, and safe to work
iu, before tbe men resume their work'; and that whenever gas has been seen it has accumulated during
the stopping of the “ fan,” from 2 o’clock on Saturday night to 6 o’clock on Sunday morning.
I have, Ac.,
.IOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fiolds.

No. 8.
The Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 8 December, 1881.
I have the honor to inform you that a letter has been received from Mr. Tames Curley, the
Miners’ General Secretary, to the effect that a further communication has been made to you respecting
the alleged defective working of tbe Coal Mines Eegulation Act of 1876, and the recent accidents by
explosions of gas at the Messrs. Browns’ Colliery, Minmi, and T accordingly request that you will be so
good as to state what has been done in the matter.
I have, &e.,
HARE] E WOOD,
-------Under Secretary.
Copy of Mr. Curley’s letter, &c., forwarded herewith. Have visited the collieries complained of,
and shall reply to his letter early next week. I also forward copies of letters respecting the Easpborry
Gully drive.—T.M., 10/12/81. The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., IQ/12/81.

No. 9.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Seo No, 6.

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 14 December, 1881.
Adverting to your letter of tbe Sth instant, with reference to a letter received from Mr.
James Curley, tbe Miners’ General Secretary, and my blank cover communication of the lOtb idem, I
have the honor to forward you, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a copy of
my reply to Mr. Curley and others’ letter.
I have, &c,,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.
It does not seem necessary for the Department to lake 'any further steps in this matter, unless
further moved by tbe Miners’ General Secretary, who is in possession of Mr. Mackenzie’s report, copy
of which is herewith.—H.AV’., U.S., 19/12/81. Await further communication.—A.R., 20/12/81.
\_lSnclosure to No. 9.]
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Curley and others.

Sir,
Ooal-fielrls Office, Newcastle, 13 December, 1831.
In aeknovleclning the receipt of yonr letter of the 7th ultimo, referring to the second paragraph of my communication
of the 22nd October last, with regard to the answers given tome by the miners at the klinmi Colliery, respecting tlie venti
lation, and complaining that the inquiry and examination held on the occasion was of a partial, onc-sidcd, and unsatisfactory
character, owing to the men having been unrepresented, I beg to inform you that Mr. John Brown, the colliery manager,
having objected to allow Mr. J, Patrick (who, I was informed, was the only person paid by the men at that colliery), to
accompany
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accompany me during my visit, I had no alternative but to make tbe examination without him, although I may state that the
colliery manager was entitled, if he thought fit, to prevent Mr. Patrick from entering the mine. As stated in my letter of
22nd October last, tho mine was, at the different days I examined it, well ventilated, whatever it may have been previously;
and, as 1 also informed you, the reports from the Inspector of Collieries had for some time led mo to suppose there were no
causes of complaint.
2. With respect to your remarks about persons injured by explosive gas at the same colliery, I am of opinion that it
would be better and more satisfactory if all such injuries, whether serious or not, were reported to the Examiner of Coal
fields by the owner or manager of the mine, although the Act docs not make it imperative that such should be done.
_
I a™ also inclined to think that the presence of explosive gas, and the injuries received therefrom, were treated too
lightly by the manager previous to my visiting the colliery on 4th October last, since which time a “ fireman” has been
appointed, whose special duty is to go around all the places known to contain explosive gas, before the men go to work.
Duggan told me lie was about 30 yards in his bord, past the district air current, and about S yards from the face, not
15 yards, when the gas fired, and where I was shown his lamp was found was about the distance stated by him to me,
3. Upon making inquiries at tho mine, and examining Messrs. Browns colliery plans, I find that the nearest drives
going towards the Mmmi old abandoned workings inundated with water, are 35 chains, at least, distant from them, and
consequently oannot be in close proximity thereto.
4. The proposal in the fourth paragraph of your letter, that the miners should be represented and the Press
admitted at official examinations of collieries, is not provided for in the Act, aud cannot, therefore, be complied with.
5. Adverting to the reference mode in the concluding paragraph of your letter to the Wallsend, Borehole, and Lambton
Collieries, I beg to inform you that I have recently made it my business to make a thorough examination of the Newcastle
Wallsend Colliery, by inspecting nearly all the places where the men were at work, measuring the quantity of air circulating
through the different districts (or splits) and the men’s working places, as well as the quantity of intake and return air
travelling through the mine.
(i. On the first day, I was accompanied by William Willis (overseer), aud John Naismith and David Beveridge (the men’s
cheek inspectors), whom the colliery manager permitted to accompany me through Mr. Willis’ district
In the engine hank road there were 21,600 cubic feet per minute of intake air travelling down it, and 13,860 cubicfoet
per minuto of intake air circulating along the travelling road.
In the No. 1 district (or split) where the air enters it, near the travelling road heading, there were 5,010 cubic feet per
minute of intake air for the supply of 70 men, boys, and horses at work; between Nos. 15 and 16 bords it measured 6,000,
nnd between 18 and 19 bords 4,940 cubic feet per minute, thus showing the irregularity of the current of air circulating
through this split, and that there is not the quantity of air circulating through it which the Coal Minos Regulation Act
provides for, but Mr. Neilson expects that when the water shaft, now in course of being connected with the workings in this
district is completed, the ventilation will be improved and exceed the requirements of the Act.
In the No. 2 district (split) there were only 11,040 cubic feet of intake air per minute coming down the “air shaft,”
for 133 men, boys, and horses at work there, and only 5,670 cubie feet per minute travelling along the air-way past the last
working place in the split, which is far less than the Act requires. Mr. Neilson (tho manager) informed me that there was
and had been for some time cause for complaint witlirespect to a deficiency of air in this split, but anticipated that when the new
“water shaft” in course of sinking is in afew days completed, it will add to the quantity of air at present supplied to men in
this part of the mine. On the second day I was accompanied by Mr. Neilson (the manager), Thos. Boasfield (overseer), and
John Naismith and David Beveridge (the men’s check inspectors), who Mr. Neilson again permitted to accompany mo
through Mr. Boasfield’s district, where 1 found there was the requisite quantity of air circulating through the different
“ splits,” and the provisions of the Act -complied with. The Lambton heading (or No. 1 district) having 6,03), 1,377 and
9,800, equal to 17,208 cubic feet of air per minute (by three intakes) for 141 men, boys, and horses working therein, and with
respect to a complaint the men’s check inspectors drew my attention to, which I examined, where six miners were working in
Ixjrds where tho air was supposed to have passed over “ stagnant water,” I am of opinion that as the manager is daily
drawing large quantities of water away from it, and it is continually receiving fresh supplies, that the 4th general rule in
section 12 of the Act, does not apply to it, and I would further add that I could not perceive any had smells coining from it or
the air passing over it. The quantity of return air passing through the furnace shaft was—
No. 1 Split ...........................................
30,564 cubic feet per minute.
No. 2 Split ................................................................................ 12,960
„
„
No. 3 Split ................................................................................ 34,280
„
„
Total............................................................. 77,804
7. On my visit to the Borehole Colliery, where I met hyvippointmentthe colliery manager (Mr, Turnbull), and William
Lee, and Samuel Selby (the men’s check inspectors), and looked over thoir last reports. I found that the only places they had
to complain of were in the south-east side of the south-east headings, and that since the Report dated27th June last, W. II.
Britton and Henry Turner had been appointed check inspectors in tlie place of Lee and Selby. The day previous to my visit
Britton and Turner hail come out of the mine and asked the manager if he would go down the pit and see if something could
not be done to improve the ventilation where men were working in the south-east side of tlie south-east headings, as the air
was heavily charged with “black-damp,” so much so that in many places the men could not keep their lights burning. Mr.
Turnbull immediately accompanied Britton aud Turner to the places complained of, and after discussing the matter, he made
auch alterations, as not only gave the men a larger quantity of air, but also that of a better quality. Owing to the large
quantity of “ black-damp ” which is given off and accumulates in this part of the A. A. Company’s workings, when a hot north
or north-west wind is blowing it makes it very difficult for the manager to always keep the ventilation in this district up to
the requirements of the Act. When I examined this district with Mr. Turnbull and the check inspectors (Lee and Selby)
tlie day after the alteration had been made, I found that the men were quite satisfied, and the places well ventilated,
8. I have been to the Lambton Colliery, and Mr. Croudace has marked for my guidance, &c., on the coal-fields record
tracings, tlie different splits, doors, &c., and the way tho air travels through and ventilates the mine, and also informed me
that he was then busy making alterations and improvements in the ventilation. The check inspectors reports were lent me
for my perusal, and to take copies of them if 1 wished to do so, and Mr. Croudace told me that ho should have no objection to
allow the check inspectors to accompany me in my examinations.
Upon seeingMr. Jackson, on Saturday last, I find that the Lambton Colliery is not likely to be working this week, and
I must therefore leave my examinations of it until my return from the western and southern districts, and completion of my
1881 yearly report.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 10.
Mr. H. Winchester to Mr. J. Y. Neilson, Manager, Wallsend Collieries.
Sir,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 20 December, 1881.
_
"With reference to your communication of the 19th instant, I beg to inform you that the
Examiner of Coal-fields, who is now absent from Newcastle, anticipating your request, instructed me to
furnish you with a copy of his report, if applied for, and accordingly have the honor to enclose the same
herewith.
I will forward your letter to Mr. Mackenzie without delay.
I have, &c.,
HERBERT WINCHESTER.
No
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No. 11.

Messrs. J. and A. Brown to Mr. James Curley, Secretary, Miners’ Association.
Sir,

Newcastle, 23 December, 1S81.
We are much astonished to find that you have written to the Examiner of Coal-fields in the
following terms:—“ I would draw your attention to a mine abandoned but inundated by water in close
proximity to tbe Messrs. Brown’s Collieries now in work, and would ask you respectfully whether tlie
inspector has reported this matter to you, and whether any steps arc taken as a safeguard in the event of
the old tunnel workings piercing the abandoned workings of the inundated mine, and if there are
appliances in case of escape on account of any unexpected accident arising from such a source of danger.”
As the above statement is both malicious and untrue we would ask you to immediately furnish us
with an explanation with respect to the same, and a withdrawal of the statement to the Examiner of
Coal-fields.
In the event of this not being done wc shall deal with the matter in whatever summary manner
we may be advised.
We have, &c.,
■T. & A. BROWN.
No. 12.

Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to N. Melville,- Esq., M.P.
Can Minister Mines meet deputation Miners’ Association on Friday.

Hamilton, 28 December, 1881,
Arrange same and meet in Mines

Office; reply paid.
-------JAMES CURLEY.
In the absence of the Secretary for Mines I informed Mr. Melville
that the deputation would be received on Friday at ll'SO a.m,—G-.E.II. (for the U.S.), 29/12/81,
Submitted.—G.E.H. (for the U.S.), 31/12/81.
Presented by Mr. Melville, M.P.

No. 13.
Minute of tlie Hon. The Secretary for Mines.
Deputation from Miners’ Association, Hamilton and Newcastle.
Inform: tho Examiner of Coal-fields that it is reported that a letter having been forwarded to him by the
Secretary of the Miners’ Association, he forwarded an extract from the letter to the proprietors of the
coal mine (Messrs. Brown), regarding which the complaint was made. Inform further that in con
sequence of this action on the part of the Examiner tho proprietors have threatened to take summary
action against the Secretary of the Miners’ Association.
The Minister requires a report from the Examiner on the subject.
A.R., 4/1/82.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—B.C., 4/1/82., H.W.
He

No. -14.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Messrs. J. and A. Brown’s letter to me and my reply forwarded herewith, also letter from ,T. Y. Neilson

and my answer thereto.—J.M,, 11/1/82.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 11/1/82.
mitted.—H.W., 16/1/82.
Read.—A.R., 16/1/82.

Sub

14.]
Messrs. J. and A. Brown to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
[Enclosure to No.

Str,

_
Newcastle, SO November, 1881.
Referring to your senii-ofllclal conversation with our Mr. Alexander Brown, relative to the near approach of our
present workings at Brown’s Colliery lo some of the old Miami pit workings, and the probable consequences which mightarisc
owing to any careless working, and of which careless working you had been informed by some person in authority, we should
be very glad to know the name of yonr informant, as Mr. Brown when at the mines, made it his special business to inquire into
, the truthfulness or otherwise of the assertion, and we are glad to say, found it as uncalled for as it was untrue.
Wo have, Ac.,
-------J. & A. BROWN.

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Messrs. J. and A. Brown.
Gentlemen,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 7 December, 1881.
Referring to your letter of the 29th ultimo, asking me if 1 would toll you who it was informed mo of the near
approach of Brown’s Colliery workings lo some abandoned workings full of water in that neighbourhood, 1 beg to sny that,in
a communication received from Mr. Curley, the Miners' General Secretary, ho states as follows ;—“I would draw your attention
to a mine abandoned hut inundated by water in close proximity to tho Messrs. Brown’s Collieries now in work, and would ask
you respectfully whether the inspector has reported this matter to you, and whether any steps are taken us a safeguard in the
event ot the old tunnel workings piercing the'abandoned workings of the inundated mine, and if there aro efficient appliances
in case of escape on account of any unexpected accidents arising from such a source of danger.”
I have, &c.,
1
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.

Mr. J. Y. Neilaon, Manager, Wallsend Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

^
Wallsend, 19 December, 1891.
1 notice in to-day’s issue of the Newcastle Chronicle a report of a Wallsend miners’ meeting, wherein it is
reported as follows:—
” Mr. Curley stated he had received a very lengthy report from Mr. Mackenzie, Examiner of Coal-fields, respecting
the ventilation and stagnant water in the Wallsend workings, and on many things, &c.; nnd he, Mr. Curley, concludes by
stating, if the meeting desired it, he would bring the report, and read it to the Committee.”
In
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In reference to the above, I think yon will have a perfect recollection of. the Wallsend check inspectors asking to
make a special report, you stating that it was a special report, and you could only report to yonr superior officer or head of
your Department; and they, the check inspectors, had only been allowed to accompany you round the works by the
courtesy of the manager, who wished to give yon (the Examiner} every information. You then asked me if I was going to
make any special report. I at once replied, '‘Not until 1 see your official report.”
Assuming the report in paper is correct, Ido think that you have not acted in strict good faith, inasmuch ns you have
favoured the accuser with a report, and left the accused in ignorance of your conclusions ; and to say the least, it is a most
unfair and inequitable arrangement, and a position which you have taken without mature thought; and I shall be glad if
you will give me the same copy of your report as you have given Mr. Curley, as I must now report this matter in full to
my directors on the 21st inst., when I have no doubt but that they will he as much surprised as I have been to find that
their Miners’ Secretary has been furnished with information that has been withheld from the masters, the latter being
equally interested and more responsible.
I am, &c.,
J. Y. NEILSON,
Colliery Manager.

The Examiner o£ Coal-fields to Mr. J. Y. Neilson, Manager 'Wallsend Collieries.
Sir,

Lidsdale, 31 December, 1881.
I am very much surprised at your letter forwarded to me here, and in reply thereto, beg to state that I did i
exactly whatl told you I should do, viz., reply to Mr. Curley’s letter, and send you a copy of it (if you wrote for one), '
which I left instructions with Mr. Winchester to do in my absence ; also, send a copy to the Honorable the Secretary for
Mines.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

Stockton Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
NO.

t
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The Examiner of Coal-fields to The "Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 11 September, 1885.
I have the honor to forward for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a
letter received from the Miners’ General Secretary, and a report from Mr. Inspector Uixon, with respect
to defective ventilation in the workings of the Stockton Colliery; also, copy of a notice 1 served upon
the colliery manager, after having made an examination of the mine with Mr, Uixon, on the 9th instant,
2. I shall ho obliged by you informing mo what further action tbo Minister desires me to take in
the matter. Whilst I was at the colliery on tho 9th instant, a man came to make a commencement at
putting a brattice down side of shaft, for the purpose of improving the ventilation, and complying withthe requirements of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1876.
I have. &c.
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.
Unless effective measures be adopted for improving the ventilation before he has time to initiate
proceedings, he should proceed in terms of the Act to enforce compliance with its provisions.—H.W.,
22/9/85.
Submitted Approved—J. P. Abbott, 25/9/85.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—G.E.H.
(for the U.S,), B.C., 28/9/85.
The bratticing down the side of shaft is now completed, and subsection
3, section 12, of tho Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1876, is now complied with,—J.M., 30/9/85,
The
Under Secretary for Mines.—B.C., 30/9/85. No further action appears to be necessary.—H.W., 3/10/85.
[Enclosures]

Mr. James Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Hamilton, 7 September, 1885.
I am instructed by the minors working at the Stockton Colliery, to respectfully draw your attention to the state
of the ventilation, with a view that some improvement he effected.
I may add that the miners refused to enter the mine to-day, owing to alleged defective ventilation,
1 have, &.C.,
'
JAMES CUKLEY,
Miners’ General Secretary.

Mr. Inspector Uixon for report as early as possible.—J.M., 8/9/85, • Seen and reported on.—J.D., 8/9/85.
-----------Mr. John Uixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

,
Glebeland, 8 September, 1885.
According to your instructions sent by telegram, and also your verbal instructions when I saw you this afternoon,
I went to the Stockton Colliery and made an inspection of the workings, and beg to report ns follows :—
2. I got down into the workings a little before 4 o’clock p.in., and just at the time the miners were knocking off.
There had been several shots fired prior to the men leaving their working places, and as a consequence I found the various
headings almost filled with powder-smoke, and seemingly no corrent of air to clear the workings of said powder-smoke. I
went through the various headings and bords and also into the return airway which has been holed into the shaft, hut
could nowhere find the current or air according to the Act, even for the twenty men employed below.
3. The cause of the above state of things is to be found in the fact that a tangye pump has been placed in the lower
seam to force the water up tho pit. It was found that owing to the steam having to bo brought from the surface, tlie power
was almost lost before reaching the pump, consequently tho pump was not doing the work required, and tho compressed air
which had been used to ventilate t^ie workings had to be used to work the pumps. Wfietj the the manager took the compressed
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nir from the workings and connected it to the pump, he endeavoured to make a provision for a supply of fresh air into the
workings by connecting the back return airway with an 8-inch column of pipes into the shaft, and also connecting the pipes
at the surface with the boiler stack. Tins arrangement, however, does not seem to act, and in my opinion is dne partly to it)be
contracted area of the pipes and partly to a portion of the surface connection being formed of canvas.
4*. I saw the manager (Mr. Hardy), and urged on him the necessity of at once putting a quarter brattice in tlie shaft,
which, in my opinion, would result in proper ventilation for the limited number of men employed. Ho (Mr. Hardy) informed
me that it was his intention to put a brattice in. and that the timber for that purpose had been ordered several days since,
' but had not yet come to hand, and further added that to-morrow (Wednesday) morning, he would send a man on purpose and
get the timber across if possible.
’
5. In conclusion, I beg to state, that it is about a week since the compressed air was put on the pump, but for the most
part of last week the men wore employed on the surface and there was very little work done below. The present arrangement
to return the air was completed during yesterday (Monday) morning. I further beg to state that it is my intention to visit
Stockton Colliery again to-morrow (Wednesday) morning, and I should very much like if you could make it convenient to
accompany me and sec the workings for yourself.
1 have, &c.,
‘
JOHN DIXON,
----------------Inspector of Collieries,

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. Joseph Hardy, Colliery Manager, Stock'ton Colliery.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 10 September, 1885.
Beferring to the inspection made by Mr. Inspector Dixon, on tho Sth instant, and that made by Mr. Dixon and
mysdf on the 9th instant, 1 hereby give you notice that you have neglected to comply with eub-Bcetion 3, section 13, of tho
Coal Mines Regulation Act, 187G.
I have &e.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-ilelds.

Great Western Zigzag Colliery.
SCHEDULE,

HO.
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No. 1.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Stines
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 8 April, 1884.
I beg to forward for the information of the' Honorable the Secretary for Mines, correspondence,
Ac., and copy of a notice I have served on Mr. 'Wilson, of the Great Western Zigzag Colliery, Eskbatik,
for non-compliance with sub-sections 2 and 4, section 12, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876.
2. Mr. "Wilson I have found to be an excellent promiser but a very bad performer in remedying
any matters complained of when he was Manager of the Yale of Clwydd Colliery, and I shall be obliged
by your informing me what further action the Minister desires me to take in the matter.
I have, Ac,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-----------------Examiner of Coal-fields.
[Enclosures to No. 1.]
Mr, James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir,

Eskbank, 0 Ecbrufiry, 1S&4.
I have t-he honor to report for your information that 1 have inspected the Zigzag Colliery, and regret to state I
found the ventilation not in a satisfactory condition.
I tested the ventilation in several parts of the mine, but did not get a register with tlie anemometer; there ivcrc slight
currents of air passing at intervals caused by the aetkm of the ascending and decending cages, but no proper method of
ensuring a constant current of air through the workings, I culled the manager’s (Mr. Wilson’s) attention to tbo upcast fnde
of the shaft, where a small pumping engine and water tank are placed, not giving sufficient' space for the ventilation to pass.
I requested Mr. Wilson to remove tlie abovenamed tank and engine t-o the bottom of the shaft, or otherwise place them so as
to allow a sufficient space for the ventilation to pass. Tins he promised to do.
I may state the above is a new colliery, commenced about two months ago, so the levels, and headings, &c., are not a
great distance from the bottom of the shaft. Mr. Wilson desires a little time granted to enable him to make the necessary
improvements In connection with the ventilation. He eaid in four weeks from date of inspection lie would have tlie tank and
engine removed from the upcast side of the shaft, and the ventilation made all right.
In conclusion, I beg to state, if the tank and engine referred to be removed, and a furnace or steam jet be placed at
the'bottom of the upcast, it will produce a plentiful supply of ventilation. About 30 men employed underground j distance
from the bottom of tho shaft to tho working faces, about 00 yards,
I received no complaints from workmen,
I have, etc.,
JAMES ROWAN,
'
Inspector of Collieries.
Seen, and Mr. Wil&on written to, JA Eehruary, 1KS4 —J.M., 14/2/84.

The Examiner oil Coal-fields io Mr. W. "Wilson.
Sir,

Coal-fielde Office, Newcastle, 14 February, 1884.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of yours of tbe 12th instant, and forward you three copies of special rules.
2. In reply to paragraph 2,1 have to request that you will have the matters complained of remedied in four weeks from
the time of Mr. Inspector Rowan’s inspection, in accordance with the promise you made him.
3. Have you removed iho tank and engine to tho bottom of the shaft or placed them so as to allow' a sufficient space
for ventilation to pass according to promise.
jave, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
■
■ — ■—~
.
Examiner of Coal-fields.
Mr.
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Mr, W. 'Wilson to The Examiner of CoaUfields.
Sir,

Zigxag Colliery, 12 February, 1SS4.
T expected you to seed me, according to promise, the colliery rules ; kindly forward as soon as possible, as I am
now in fairly working order : got about thirty miners employed.
I have not got the air return rpiite up to tlie Act, as alt the places are close to the shaft, but will have everything
completed one month from date.
I have, Ac.,
----------------WM, WILSON.

Mr. James Eowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Eskbank, 3 April, 1884.
According to instructions received I have inspected the Zigzag Colliery, and regret to state I found tho
ventilation not satisfactory.
fhe small engine and water tank referred to in my last report are removed a small distance back in the shaft where
they were stationery, making a space about 9 square feet for the upcast ventilation to pass; also a small furnace has been
built at tho bottom of tlie shaft. I tested the air current in four different places in the main airway, but there was not a
sufficient current going to work the anemometer ; the only place I got a register was iu tlie return airway immediately
before the air current passed through the furnace ; I got a register of 5,400 cubic feet of air per minute.
I showed Mr. Wilson (manager) that nearly all tlie current was passing round the bottom of the shaft without
going into the workings. On examining tlie working faces I found a large percentage of furnace smoko diffused through
tlie workings caused by the mid-wall on the fnrnace side of tlie shaft being defective. I also examined the air stoppings,
whieli consist of a mass of loose rubbish not sufficient to guide the ventilation into the working faces.
In conclusion, I beg to state the mid-wall on the fnrnace side of the shaft is defective, and ought to be thoroughly
repaired to prevent the furnace smoke from mixing with tlie downcast current of air, also that proper stoppings should be
put in and the air current brought forward to the working faces. I am further of opinion that 9 square feet is not a
sufficient space for the ventilation of tho colliery to pass through. Nevertheless, if the mid-wall and stoppings are
thoroughly repaired, this space may do in the meantime, seeing a now shaft has to be enuk to meet the requirements of
section 12, sub-aection 1, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act.
I have, &c.,
JAMES ROWAN,
----------------Inspector of Collieries.

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. 'W. "Wilson, Great Western Zigzag Colliery, Eskbank,
Kir,

■
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 8 April, 1884.
In view of a recent report I have received from Mr. Inspector Rowan ou tho Great Western Zigzag Colliery,
and in accordance with the provisions contained in the 31st section of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, I hereby give
you notice that you have failed to comply with sub-sections 2 and 4, section 12, of the said Act.
I have, itc.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
----------------Examiner of Coal-fields.
\_Minuins on above.-]

•

Tjie Examiner should give tho manager notice that he will, on a certain day to be fixed in the notice,
visit the Colliery, and. if he finds that the rules have not been complied with, he will at once proceed to
enforce the penalty.—Ml.W., 10/4/St.
Submitted. Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 17/-1/S4. The Examiner of Coal-fields.—T.C.B. (for
TT.S.), B.C., 18/4/81.
,

No. 2.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 7 May, 1884.
In compliance with the instructions of tho Honorable the Secretary for Mines on my letter of
8th ultimo, conveyed to me under your blank cover of the 18th idem, 1 beg to enclose copy of a letter I
wrote Mr. Wilson on 27th April last, nnd to state that Mr. Inspector Kowan having to visit the Colliery
re hanging up of special rules, I instructed him to make a further report on the state of the ventilation.
2, I beg to forward Sir. Inspector Ilowan’s report, from which it appears that the provisions of
the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 18713, are now complied with nt that Colliery.
I have. &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Seen.—H.W., 12/5/81.
-----------------Examiner of Coal-fields.
[Enclosures to No. 2.]
The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. W. Wilson, Groat Western Zigzag Colliery, Eskbank.
Sir,

•
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 27 April, 1884.
_ I hereby give you notice that, on or about the 10th proximo, I shall visit the Zigzag Colliery, and if I find that
the provisions of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, referred to in my letter of tlie Sth instant, are not then complied
witli at that colliery I shall at once proceed to enforce tho penalty.
2. I have also instructed Mr. Inspector Rowan, who Is now in the West, to make another early inspection and
report thereon.
Ihave, &c.,
"
,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields,
P.S.—Have received no reply from you to my letter of 9th April re hanging up of special rules.

Mr. W. AYilson to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Zigzag Colliery, 30 April, 1884,
_
Yours of 28th to hand and contents noted. I have had copy of special rules hung up at the colliery and the
miners’ attention drawn thereto. Tho rules have been hung up over three weeks.
Hope to seo you next month.
I hove, (to.,
----------------W. WILSON.

Mr. James Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,
Eskbank, 2 May, 1884.
>
For your information, I have the honor to inform you that I have this day inspected the Zigzag Colliery re
defective ventilation.
2. Since my last inspection, on April 2nd, an improvement has been made in the ventilation, viz., several air
stoppings are put in, the mid-wall overhauled, and the air current brought forward to the working faces.
3.
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3. I tested the air-current and got a register with the anemometer of 2,310 cubic feet of air per minute in one
current. About eighteen men employed underground.
_
4. I may also state, a copy of the special rules are hung up in a conspicuous place at the mine, and the attention of
the miners called thereto.
5. In conclusion, I beg to state, the spirit of the Coal Mines Regulation Act in the abovenamed colliery has been
complied with.
I have, &c,,
JAMKS ROWAN,
----------------Inspector of Collieries.

Telegram from Mr. James Rowan; Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields.
Wollongong, 7 May, 1834.
Zigzag

Colliery.

The provisions of tho Coal Mines Regulation Act complied with.
JAMES ROWAN.

Katoomba Colliery.
SCHEDULE.

NO.
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Xo. 1.
Mr. G. Clark to The Secretary for Mines.

■
Sir,

Katoomba, 0 December, 1S83.
Would you kindly inform the Chief Inspector of Mines to pay a visit to the mine of Katoomba,
in regard to the air, as the place is in that sort of state that there is no air in it.
■ J have, Ac.
GEORGE CLARK.
P.S.—I hope you will not let it be known as to who was the informer.—G.C.
The Chief Inspector for the Western District. Mr. Inspector Rowan’s report hereon forwarded
for the Minister’s information.—J.M., 11/1/84.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 11/1/84.
Erom tho Inspector’s report it appears the proper quantity of air is sent into the mine, and that
steps were being taken to perfect the distribution. The Examiner should see that tlie work is carried on
with proper expedition.—II. W., 17/1/84.
Submitted.
Approved.—J. P. Abbott, 18/1/84. The Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 19/1/84.—
H.W.
■
'
The work has been completed, and the defective ventilation remedied. Fide Mr. Inspector Rowan’s
report herewith.—J,M.,4/2/S4.
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 4/2/84.
Seen.—H.W., 6/2/84.

2.
Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Rowao, Inspector of Collieries.
No.

Haviso got telegram at ‘ Imperial,” dated 7th instant, from Mines, saying that complaint has reached that

office that supply of air in Katoomba Colliery is insufficient, come and see me “Hayles’ Hotel,” Blackheath,
six train to-morrow morning. Bring anemometer and your last report, so that you may inspect it that
day, and see me Saturday after inspection.
JOHN MACKENZIE.

No. 3.
Telegram from the Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Blackheath, 14 December, 1883.
Your letters, dated 6th, re Usher’s appointment, and telegram of 7th, re Katoomba ventilation, only
received by me when happening to be at Mount "Victoria yesterday. Please forward me copy of
Katoomba complaint and Mr. Usher’s address, so that I may -write him and appoint some day next
week.
-------J. MACKENZIE.
Forward information asked for.—H.W., 14/12/83.
,

.
.No. 4.
Mr. J. Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Eskbank, Lithgow, 15 December, 1883.
By your instruction. I have carefully inspected Katoomba Colliery. I tested tbe air-current.
Got a register of 3,000 cubic feet of air per minute in one current. This 3,000 cubic feet of air was well
maintained through the workings, with the exception of two bords in the main cross-cut. Ventilation
notvery good.
'
Mr.
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Mr. Hepburn, manager, showed me an air-passage lie was driving and would be completed in about
three days from date of inspection. This connection will bring the air-current up to the two bords above
referred to. I wont round every worhing face and inquired of every miner if he had any complaint to
make about the ventilation. I received no complaint. About thirty men are employed in this colliery.
I have, &o,
JAMES EOWATv,
Inspector of Collieries.

.

No. 5.
Mr. J. Rowan, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Katoomba, 1 February, 1884,
By your instruction I have re-examined Katoomba Colliery.
I may state, the manager has carried into effect the improvements promised on my last inspection,
namely, the main cross-cut and heading are connected, and the air-current brought up to the two bords
that were defective in ventilation.
1 have, &c.,
JAMES BOW AN,
Inspector of Collieries.

Lambton Commonage Coal-mine.
SCHEDULE.

3.
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No. 1.
Minute by The Secretary for Mines.
lie

Deputation of Coal-miners at Newcastle.
26th February, 1883.

The Examiner of Coal-fields should be asked to report whether the ventilation in the Lambton Commonage

Coal-mine is sufficient, and whether men have to come out of tlie mine owing to tbe impure air.
.1. P. ABBOTT.
The Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 28/2/83.—G.E.H. (for the U.S.) The Inspector of Collieries
is requested to ascertain whether the ventilation in the Lambton Commonage Coal-mine is now sufficient,
and say if men have had to come out of the mine owing to the impure air. Also -whether the defects com
plained of in his report to me of 24th January last, and which I wrote to the manager about on the 20th
ultimo, have been remedied.—J.M., 1/3/83.
The Inspector of Collieries.—B.C., 1/3/83.
On the 21st ultimo fourteen miners came out of straight heading, Lambton Commonage Tunnel,
on account of the air being impure in that heading. On the same day an air-shaft was started and is now
down about 50 feet. Men have been employed at it day and night. The ground gone through has been
hard—nearly tho whole of it has had to be blasted. It is expected that the shaft will be through into the
workings to-morrow (Saturday), when the defect will be remedied. The ventilation was much improved
to-day, owing to a good breeze on the surface blowing directly into the mouth of main tunnel.—J.D.,
2/3/83, The Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 2/3/83.
The Under Secretary for Mines.—J.M., B.C., 3/3/83. Submitted.—H.W., 5/3/83. Approved.—■
J. P, Abbott, 10/3/83.

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. N. Melville and A. A. P. Tighe, Ms.P.
Gentlemen,
Department of Mines, Sydney, 1 March, 1883.
Keferring to the several matters brought forward by the deputation introduced by you to the
Secretary for Mines on the 24th ultimo, I am directed to forward a copy of Mr. Abbott’s decision in the
matter of the ventilation of the Wallsend Colliery.
_ _
I am also directed to state that in Mr. Abbott’s opinion the number of men allowed in a district is
very clearly defined as being not more than seventy (70) men.
Tho Examiner has been asked io report upon the charge of the air being bad in tho Lambton
Commonage Tunnel.
I have, &c.,
HAKKIE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
No.
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No. 3.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Messrs. N. Melville and A. A. P. Tighe, Ms.P.
Gentlemen, _
Department of Mines, Sydney, 12 March, 18S3.
lleferring to my letter of the 1st instant, I have the honor to inform you that it appears from
the report forwarded by the Examiner of Coal-fields, that as regards the Lambton Commonage Tunnel
some of the miners did, on the 21st ultimo, come out of the straight heading on account of the impure
air in that heading.
That on the same day an air-shaft was commenced, which it was expected would reach the workings
on Saturday last.
I l:aTe, ^
b
■
HABEIE WOOD,
.
,
Under Secretary.

Wallsend Colliery.
SCHEDULE.
1. Mr. James Curley, Minors' General Secretary, to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, calling attention to the
, defective state of ventilation at the Wallsend Colliery, with ininntes and enclosures. 25 January, 1884 .......
2. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. James Curley, in reply to No. 1. 5 February, 1SS4 ..........................
3. Telegram from the Examiner of Coal-fields to the Undersecretary for Mines, for correspondence respecting
complaint of ventilation at Wallsend Colliery, with minutes. 11 February, 1884 ............................................
4. Mr, James Curley to the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, n Mr. Inspector Dixon's report, with minutes. 13
February, 1884 .
....................................................................................................... .................................
5. Mr. Inspector Dixon to the Examiner of Coal-fields, re Check Inspectors’ reports, with minutes. 12 March, 1884
fi, Tiie Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. James Curley, that all complaints should, in the first instance, be made to
the Inspector. 20 March, 1884 ......................................................................................................................................
7. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Alines, enclosing copy of Mr. Inspector Dixon’s report;
^ ^ also copy of notice served on Air. J. Y, Neilaon, Colliery Manager, with minutes. IS April, 1884..................
8. The same to the same, forwarding letter and telegram from Mr. J. Y, Neilson, in reply to notice served on him
22 April, 18S4.....................................................................................................................................................................
9. The Under Secretary for Mines to the Examiner of Coal-fields, in reply to No. 7. 26 April, 1884 ..............
10. The Examiner of Coal-fields to the Undersecretary for Mines, enclosing a further report from Mr. Inspector
Dixon, also authority for inspection, with minutes. 8 May, 1884............................................................................
11. The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr, James Curley, that the Examiner of Coal-fields reports defects complained
of have been remedied. 15 May, 1884.................. ........................................................................
12. The same to the Examiner of Coal-fields, that the Honorable the Secretary for Mines approves of Mr. Inspector
Dixon’s report, o August, 1SS4......................................................................................................................................
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No. 1.
■
Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sh,

.
.
_
Hamilton, 25 January, 1884,
I have the honor, by direction of the Executive Committee of the Miners’ Association, and at
the special request of the Wallsend miners, to aeain respectfully invite your attention to the defective
state of the ventilation at Wallsend Colliery, This subject was brought under notice by deputation on
November 27th of last year, and again by letter on December 1st. Upon the 11th December a report
was promised on the subject, but up to the present date no further allusion has been made to the question,
other than a reference to the Glebe Colliery.
The Honorable Minister's attention is again drawn to the enclosed Check Inspectors’ reports,
numbered 1 and 2 respectively, and which are forwarded at the request of the miners concerned, who have
expressed themselves with much surprise that no apparent action has heen taken with a view to improve
the ventilation of the mine. Trusting immediate attention will be given to the subject-matter of complaint.
I have, &c.,
JAMES CUELEY,
Miners’ General Secretary.
I wish to know what has been done.—J. P. Abbott, 28/1/84.
Curley.—J. P, Abbott, 31/1/84.----------------- [Enclosure Ko. 1.]
Check Inspectors’ Keporls.

Acknowledge and inform Mr.

Wallsend Colliery, 5 December, 1883.
hlr. T. Bonsfield’s .District.
Intake Engine-bank................
,, Magpie and Donnolly’s
,, B Pit Travelling Road
Swamp Oak .................

Clitic feet
per min.

......................... 26,790
........................... 8,360
........................ 12,880
........................... 9,500

57,530
figures following represent the velocity of air in cubic feet per minute, unless specified differently.
B. Pit, Chinaman’s Flat, Nos. Ill to 117.—With 0 men extra, the air-current registered 540 in the same place
where we got 5S5 last month, but we found a current, two ent-throughs from this, registering 1,984, making a total of 2,524
for 14 men, 1 boy, 1 horse, giving each 157J. Thermometer, 76“.
Chinaman’s Shaft, from Nos. J17 to 130.—The air-current is very unsteady, and the anemometer would not work on
account of improvements at present going on at the bottom of the shaft, and a door is required to convey the air to first
numbers on this split, and this will account for about 5,000 cubic feet per man, regularly registered, not appearing among
the intakes. There ate 24 men, 1 boy, and 1 horse on-this split. Thermometer, 71'.
Magpie
Notb.—The
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Magpie ami Donnelly's Flat, from Nos. 13(J to 17(i.—Tlio air-current is 8,3G0 for 70 men, -I boys, 4 horsesat Magpie,
and 22 men, 1 boy. 1 borsc at Donnelly's, giving each 81 J-; but the men at Donnolly's receive only a small quantity of,this
air, as there arc too many men on this split. Thermometer, 71’ to To".
^
Lambton back and part of front hcadines, Nos. 170 to 215.—With 4 men extra, the air-current is 10,560 for 80 men,
7 boys, + horses, giving each HG^j. Thermometer, 7(i“.
Note.—There are too many men on tins split, and we suggest a door be placed a.t the bottom of first heading, as the
air is very bad from Nos. 180 to 190, and we thiuk a general system of stoppering is necessary.
_
Lambton front heading, Nos. 216 to 256.—The air-enrrent at main intake, off bank, is 0,240, winch m supplemented
with 520 at 246 cut-through, making 6,760 for 78 men, 7 boys, 4 horses, giving each 7GJ. Thermometer, 74° to 78 .
Noth.—There are too many men on this split.
Cubic feet.

Upcast Main Furnace......................................................................................................
„ Left-hand split ...................................................................................................
,, Right-hand split ...............................................................................................

34,560
14,400
10,080

Total..................................................................................................

68,040

Mr. W. Willis’s District.

Wallsend Colliery, 6 December, 1883.
Little Tunnel, Nos. 1 to 35.—The air is very unsteady, and the air-meter would not work. There are complaints
about the air supplying Nos. 1 to 16. Other parts of this station there was a fairly good current. Thermometer, 74* to^76 .
No. 1 Tunnel, Nos. 59 to 76.—The intake registers 11,340 for 38 men, 3 boys, 3 horses, giving each 257i. Ther
mometer, 74°,
. .
Brookstown Shaft, intake Nos. 77 to 90.—The air-current registered 12,250 for 30 men, 4 boys, 2 horses, giving each
a fraction over 340. Thermometer, 76°.
_
Cemetery Shaft, Nos. 91 to 104.—The air-current is very unsteady, and after various tests we found 2,040 for 29 men,
3 boys, 2 horses, giving each 60 cubic feet per minute. Thermometer, 75°.
Old water pit, Nos. 105 to 110.—Anemometer would not work. Thermometer, 76°.
Furnace upcast, 33,210 cubic feet per minute." Travellmg road intake, 3,220 for Nos. 35 to 59, making 48 men, 4
boys, 3 horses, and giving each nearly 95 cubic feet per minute. This is supplemented with two small shafts, which will
no doubt give the requisite quantity. Thermometer, 70° to 74°.
_
The travelling road is in fair order, and a stopping has been putin the stenton opposite No. 104 bord end, and there
arc no complaints about the timber supply.
,
■
JOHN SUMMERS, ; c, k InB„ectors
■
JAMES LEVER, ) ^n0CK lnBPecTOrsMr. W. Willis's Distinct.

Wallsend Colliery, 9 January, 1884.
Little Tunnel, Nos. 1 to 24.—The air-current would not work the anemometer in any part of this branch of the works,
_ _
and in the faces of Nos. 17 to 22 inclusive, the air is very light. Thermometer, 72° to 76°.
No. 1 Tunnel, Nos. 42 to 62.—The intake registered 10,880 cubic feet per minute for 40 men, 3 boys, 3horses, giving
each 23GJr.
Thermometer, 72’ to 76°. And we would urge upon the miners to in no case interfere with the stoppings, as
there is one between Nos. 48 and 49 broken through, simply to save a little travelling, at the expense of health ; and we
suggest any miner seeing another commit such acts to immediately report oflender to Manager.
Brookstown Shaft, supplying Nos. 63 to 7).—The air-current is 9,500 cubic feet per minute for 22 men, 3 boys, 3
horses, giving each 351J cubic feet i>er minute. Thermometer, 73J.
_
Sneddon’s Dog and Rat intake for Cemetery Flat, Nos. 72 to 90 inclusive.—The air-current is 3,740 cubic feet per
minute for 36 men, 2 boys, 2 horses, giving each 93i- Thermometer, 75°.
.
A trapper is needed at the far indoor, as the men in Nos. S3 to 90 inclusive, complain, with reason, about the air.
Old water pit, Nos. 91 and 92.—There is no air travelling near the men. Thermometer, 76°.
Travelling read intake for Nos. 25 to 42.—The air-current registered 9,000 cubic feet per minute for 32 men, 3 hoys,
3 horses, giving each over 236 cubic feet per minute. Thermometer, 75°.
Furnace upcast, 30,900 cubic feet per minute. Total intakes, 33,120 cubic feet per minute.
Mr. T. Bonsfield’s District.

11 January, 1884.
Engine-bank intake.—25,380 cubic feet per minute.
_
Lambton front heading, Nos. 193 to 23S included.—The air-current is 6,120 cubic feet per minute, and at No. 227
bore end this is supplemented with 1,160 cubic feet per minute for S3 men, 7 hoys, 5 horses, giving each 72 cubic feet per
minute. Thermometer, 73“ to 77°.
Note.—We again refer to too many men being on this split.
Lambton back and part of front headings, Nos. 157 to 194.—The air-current registered 10,560 cubic feet per minute,
for 74 men, 6 boys, 4 horses, giving each a fraction over 125 cubic feet per minute. Thermometer, 76° to 77“Swamp flak intake, 9,250 cubic feet per minute.
Furnace Upcasts—
Cubic feet per minute.
Main Furnace .................................................................................................................. 38,880
Left-hand Furnace.......................................................................................................... 18,000
Right-hand „

19,800

Total...................................................................................................... 76,080
_
Magpie and Donnolly's, Nos. 114 to 150 at Magpie, and Nos. 151 to 156 at Donnolly’s.—The intake was 13,080 cubic
feet per minute, giving each 138jr cubic feet per minute for 84 men, 9 boys, 6 horses. Thermometer, 74° to 75°,
Note.—There arc still too mauy men on this split.
_
Chinaman s Flat, Nos. 99 to 112.—The air-registered 3,780 cubic feet per minute for 28 men, 2 boys, 1 horse, giving
each 122 cubic feet per minute. Thermometer, 72s to 74°.
Chinaman’s 11 Bit Flat, Nos. 95, 96, 97, and 98.—The air-meter would not work, and after many attempts to find air
supply we could not get anemometer to work, and the air at present is very bad, and requires immediate improvement.
Thermometer, 77°.
B Pit, travelling road intake.—7,840 cubic feet per minute.
JOHN SUMMERS, j „ , .
tore
JAMES LEVER, f Uicck

No. 2.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Curley.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, o February, 1884.
I Imvo the honor, by direction of the Secretary for Mines, to acknowledge receipt of yourgeeKo l_
letter of the 2oth ultimo, in which attention is again invited to the alleged defects in the ventilation of
the Wallsend Colliery, and in reply thereto to invite your attention to my letter of tho 2Sth ultimo,
covering a report by Mr. Inspector Dixon on tho matter.
I have, &c.,
IIARBJE WOOD,
■
Under Secretary.
:
No.
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No. 3.
Telegram, from The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
Newcastle, 11 February, 1884.
Peeabe forward me to-night all the eorreapondence with respect to Miners’Secretary's complaint, re

Wallsend ventilation, with Inspector Dixon’s report thereon.
JOHN MACKENZIE,
-------Examiner of Coal-fields.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—(x.E.H. (for the TT.S.), B.C., 11/2/84.
Correspondence received
to-day, and returned herewith.—J.M., 11/2/84,
The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 12/2/S4.

No. 4.
Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ General Secretary, to The Secretary for Mines.
Sir,

s*e No. 2.

Hamilton, 13 February, 1884.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of letter, dated 5th February, referring to ventilation
of Wallsend Colliery, and drawing attention to a report from Mr. Inspector Dixon on "the subject. The
Executive Committee cannot regard the report of the Inspector as being anything like satisfactory. It is
alleged that the ventilation was good in November, with the exception of a few matters of detail. The
Inspector has not specified what he refers to as details ; and if too many men and deficient quantity of
air in various splits are to be considered as such, the Committee are of opinion the official interference of
the Mines Department is required in a different manner to the present report.
The Inspector places great stress upon the large out-put, length of airways, falls, <fce., but these
are surely no reason why the management are justified hi being behind the requirements of the Act.
They are only so many proofs why uniformity should be maintained. If the Wallsend Colliery out-put
is enormous, the Company have ample means at command. There are also natural facilities in connection
with the mine that make it comparatively easy to remedy defects caused by falls. The shaft specially
mentioned by the Inspector in his report would probably be sunk in three days by two men. The
Committee drew attention to the Check Inspectors’ report, and what it revealed concerning the ventilation
of Wallsend Colliery. Subsequent to this report by the Inspector, other reports have been referred to
by the Committee, all supporting, in the most substantial manner, the allegations made by them in the
presence of the Minister. The Committee are not open to the charge of making “ sweeping assertions”
without inquiry, and as no reference is made by the Inspector in his report to the Wallsend Check
Inspectors’ report it must ho evident it stands without any attempt having been made on his part to
impugn it. The Check Inspectors’ reports do not deal with occasional derangements of the ventilation,'1
but the permanent standing violation of the Act. The Committee desire to state that it is their wish to
see the suggestion of the Wallsend Manager, “with which Mr. Inspector Dixon quite agrees,'’carried
into effect as early as possible, regarding a joint inspection of the Wallsend Colliery, to consist of the
Examiner of Coal-fields, Inspector, Manager of Wallsend Colliery, and Check Inspectors of Wallsend,
and of which they will expect notification.
It must, however, appear to the Minister that arranged inspections of this character arc not likely
to give satisfaction, and cannot take the place of ordinary inspections.
Wallsend miners, quite recently, have come out of the mine because there was not sufficient air
for them to work in.
.
Reference is made to the Newcastle Company’s Colliery, and the ventilation is described as being
‘‘ first-class.’’ A partial report of this mine was made by the Check Inspector on 30th January, 1884.
This report has been forwarded to the Committee for consideration, and they observe that in No. 7
heading the anemometer would not register, although tried in three or four different places.
In a part of No. 6 district the air-meter would not work, owing to insufficiency of air. This
district the Inspector speaks of as being difficult to ventilate, and if difficult to ventilate, and is not
properly ventilated, yet it must also he very difficult for miners to follow their employment, and the
sooner some permanent remedy is effected the better.
Mr. Inspector Dixon alludes to the past and present history of the mines in this district, and states
“ their present state will bear favourable comparison with any part of their past history, both regarding
the quantity of air circulating and its distribution in the various parts of the workings.” The Committee
can only state that, judging of the present state from reports which have been brought under their notice,
they cannot do other than express their disappointment and dissatisfaction that the provisions of tho
Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, are not more faithfully enforced.
Trusting the Honorable Minister will deem this subject worthy of consideration,—
I have, Ac.,
JAMES CURLEY,
-------Miners’ General Secretary.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—H.W., B.C., 3/3/84. Mr. Inspector Dixon for further report.—
J.M., 8/3/84.

No. 5.
Mr. J. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Gleheland, 12 March, 1884.
I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of papers rc the ventilation in the Wallsend and
Newcastle Companies’ Collieries. 1
'
In reply thereto, I beg to state that the matters complained of in the Wallsend Check Inspector’s
reports of November 5th and 6th, 1883, on Willis’ aide of the workings have since heen remedied. In
looking over the same report, on Bonsfield’s side, 1 notice they (the Check Inspectors) give a result of
6,000 cubic feet of air per minute, for a total of 00 meu, boys, and horses. On the 28th November, same
month, I got a result of 0,240 cubic feet of air per minute for a total of 89 men, &c.
In
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.llJ tllc Check Inspection for 90th January, the result for the same split is given at 7,020 cubic feet
per minute for a total of 102 men, <fcc., and in the second split in Lambton headings, 8,040 cubic feet per
minute for 115 men, &c.
> >
i
On the 1st February, I got a result of 9,000 cubic feet of air per minute in tbe first split for a
total of 100 mon, &c., or about 0b cubic feet of air per minute for eacli man, boy, and horse. On tho
same day, in tho second split, Lambton headings, the result was about 11,550 cubic feet of air per minute
for a total of about 115 men, &c.
On the 18th February, I again inspected tbe above-mentioned splits, and in the first split the result
was about 10,800 cubic feet of air per minute for a total of 77 men, &c., and in the second split about
10,8o0 cubic feet of air per minute for about 110 men, &c., being over 98 cubic feet per minute for each
man, boy, and horse.
On the 4th December last I wrote to Mr, Neilson about tbe extra meu iu the Lambton heading
splits, and urging him to have another split made at once. This work was completed, and another split
macle on the 20tb_°f last month, and, also at my request, preparations are being made to form another
split m the Magpie district, which, at the present time, has more men in one split than the Act allows;
at the same time 1 beg to state that tbe last two results got by me in tbe Magpie and Donnolly’s split
showed tbe quantity of air to bo more than tbe Act requires for every man, boy, and horse.
Itegarding the statement made by Mr. Curley that “Wallsend miners quite recently have come
out of tho mine becuuse there ivas not sufliuient air for theui to work in,” X know nothing about this
matter, as no complaint lias been made to me ofhcially or otherwise concerning it.
2, Newcastle Company's Colliery.—This colliery has again been referred to, and I again repeat my
statement that according to the showing of the Cheek Inspectors in December last, the ventilation was
first-class. I also made an inspection of the same colliery on the 22nd January last, and found the
ventilation according to the Act in every working lieading in the pit, I am therefore at a loss to account
for the statements given by the Check Inspectors to Mr. Curloy, as I believe the said inspection was
made only about one week after mine.
In conclusion, I beg to state that in my opinion this method of doing business is not tbe correct
ono. M hat I mean is simply this, if the miners at any of the collieries have complaints to make concerning
anything with which I na\e to do, 1 think it would be only common justice to me if they would com
municate with me at once, either through the Lodge Secretary, General Secretary, or Executive Com
mittee, which is composed of the three district officers. Then, if I failed to attend to tbe matter, the
Honorable the Minister for Mines could be appealed to. J. feel strongly on this point, and fail to see why
I should not have the same fair play as an English Inspector, who, in every instance, is first appealed to
in any matter concerning the health and safety of the minors, and, from my knowledge of tho miners in
this district, I believe they would endorse my views on this subject by a large majority.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
—----Inspector of Collieries.
■ i
ordy lately returned from Wollongong to attend to matters requiring immediate attention,
including my annual report, I shall not be able to visit the Wallsend Mine at present. 1 therefore send
the Inspectors further report in reply to Mr. Curley’s letter of the 13th ultimo, and I cannot help
observing that if these complaints were made in the first instance to the Inspector, as suggested bv Mr.
Dixon, a great deal of time and trouble would be saved to all parties.—J.M., 13/3/84. ° The Under
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 13/3/84.
'
,
1 he attention of the Miners’ G-eneral Secretary may be invited to the suggestion that all com
plaints on the part of the miners be made in the first instance to the Inspector, and if not attended to by
him they should then be forwarded to the Minister.—II.W., 17/3/84. Submitted. Approved—J b>

Abbott, 18/3/84.
No. 6.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
^r>

_
Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 March, 1884.
\v ith reference to complaints as to alleged failure on the part of colliery owners in the
Newcastle district to comply with any of the requirements of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1870,
1 have the honor to inform you that tho Secretary for Mines is of opinion that in all such cases any
complaints on the part of miners should, in the first instance, be made to the Inspector of Collieries, and
that if such complaints be not attended to by that officer they should then be forwarded direct to this
of,ieeI have, &c„
HAKBIE WOOD,
__________________Under Secretary.

No. 7.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
_
_
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 18 April, 1SS4.
I bog to forward, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a recent
report of Mr. Inspector Dixon’s on the Newcastle Wallsend Colliery, and copy of a registered notice I
have served on Mr. J. Y. Neilson, the Colliery Manager, for non-compliance with sub-sections 3 and 4,
section 12, of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1876, and shall be obliged by your informing me what
further action tho Minister desires mo to take in matter.
1 have, <fcc.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
--------Examiner of Coal-fields.
At the end of fourteen days from the date of his letter to the Manager, the Examiner should make
another inspection, and if the defects have rot been remedied ho should take the necessary nroceediims.—
II.W, 22/4/84.
Approved—J. V. Abbott, 24/4/84.
°
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Mr. J. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to the Examiner of Coal-fields.

Sir,

Glcbeland, 15 April, 1SS4.
I have the honor to report inspection of the Wallsend Colliery, as follows :—

Please note.

1. Willis's District,
instant.
In the little tunnel I found the air good ; there are about 32 men employed iu this place. Front heading, from 1!) to
24, there are 10 men, supplied with a current of air of about 3,500 cubic feet per minute from the small shaft.
From 24 bord to 32 the current of air was about d;t500 cubic feet per minute for 2G men, 2 boys, and 2 horses total,
30. In the Brookstown shaft split there arc about 28 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses—total, 32. For this number I got a result
of about 3,150 cubic feet of air per minute, but at the same time found the current to be fluctuating, as there were times when
the instrument would not work. There is, as a rule, a good result from this shaft, but at the time of my inspection the current
of air seemed to be baffled.
‘
Cemetery Split.

Please note.

In this split there are alwut G2 men. At the far end of the split a new shaft has been sunk, which is known as the
Foundry Shaft. At the time of my inspection the current of air from this shaft was almost nil. Hence the major portion of
the split was being ventilated from Sneddon’s tunnel, at the rate of about 7,800 cubic feet per minute, ft will be seen by
tiie above that the current entering this split is more than the minimum quantity for the 62 men, yei I am strongly of opinio"
that it has too much to do in this split after serving upwards of 20 men, &c., in Sneddon’s workings, and certainly think it
would be better to shut the air off from Sneddon s and get a current from the Foundry Shaft for the whole of the Cemetery
Spilt
...
Donsfield's District, April 10/A.—Lambton Front Heading, First Split.
In this split there are about 72 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses—total, 80, supplied with a current of air of about 10,000
cub feet per minute.
'
Lambton Headings, Second. Split.
In this split there are about 31 men, 2 boys, and 2 horses—total, 38 ; supplied witli a current of about 4,000 cubic feet
of air per minute. This air was not well conducted into the top heading, as a screen on one of the headings had been knocked
down by a train of skips on the previous evening, and had only been put up temporarily, but the overman promised to have it
put right at once.
Third Split, Lambton Headings.

Please note.

The current of air in this split was about 10,710 cubic feet per minute for about 80 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses—total,
88. It will be seen that the current of air in this split is above the minimum quantity required by tbe Act, yet I would
especially draw your attention to the fact that, although the men on this split were reduced to about 6G after the second or
middle split was formed, yeti find that tbe manager has put more men in and brought tho number up to 80. I certainly fail
to understand this sort of work, in the face of all the vexation we have lately had in connection with tiie overcrowding of the
splits in the Wallsend Colliery.
Magpie Split.

Please note

In this split there are about 42 men, but the current of air was only about 3,000 cubic feet per minute.

Please note.

In this split there are about 70 men, supplied with a current of air of about 6,300 cubic feet per minute.

Donnolly's Split.

Please note.

Ho. 1 Split, Chinaman's District.
In this district there are about 32 men, supplied with a current of air of about 10,800 cubic feet per minute. The
three splits, as given above, arc all ventilated from what is known as the Chinaman’s Shaft, and, as a rule, there is aplentiful
supply for every man, &c., employed in that part of the mine.
_
Yet it will he seen that there is not an equal distribution of the air got from said shaft, as I found both Magpie and
Donnolly’s short, whilca current of about 16,800 cubic feet per minute was going into Chinaman's, for 32 men. The overman
was with me when I got the above results, and I requested him (Mr. Maddison^to sec Mr. Neilson that evening if possible,
and draw his attention to the state of things as I found them.
..........................
In the second split, Chinaman s or Cockroach, there are S men, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The current of air in this split is
about 1,760 cubic feet per minute, which, iu my opinion, is not an adequate amount to keep tlie workmg places sweet, as the
current has a great distance to travel before it reaches the workinir places, and for part of the distance travels over water.
The travelling roads are iu good order, and a good supply of limber at the various stations ready for use. _
In concluding this report, I desire to state that I did nut see Mr. Neilson eoneorniiig the above matters, neither have
I written to him, but leave the matter entirely with you to acton this report as you may think best. At the same time, I am of
opinion that a letter from you to tiie Manager w ould cause matters to be rectified at once, for most of the things complained
of by me in the above report can be remedied in a few days.
I have, &c.,

JOHN DIXON,

___________

Juspcctor of Collieries.

The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Y. Neilson.
Sir,

Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 13 April, 1884.
In view of a recent report I have received from Mr. Inspector Dixon on the Newcastle-Wallsend Colliery, and in
accordance with the provisions contained in tiie 31st section of the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1876, I hereby give you notice
that you have failed to comply with sub-sections 3 and 4, sections 12. of the said Act, in th e thi rd split, Lambton headings, and
in Magpie and Donnolly’s splits.
Mr, Dixon’s report on them being as follows :—
_
“ Third Split, Lambton headings.—The current of air in this split was about 10,710 cubic feet per minute for about
80 men, 4 boys, and 4 horses—total, 88. It will be seen that tbe current of air in this split is above the minimum
quantity requii ed by the Act; yet I would especially draw your attention to the fact that, although the men on
tins split were reduced to about GG after the second or middle split was formed, yet I find that the Manager has
put more men in, and brought the number up to SO. 1 certainly fail to understand this sort of worlc, in the face
of all the vexation we have lately had in connection with the overcrowding of the splits in tho Wallsend Colliery.
Magpie split.—In this split there are about 42 men, but tbe current of air was only about 3,000 cubic feet per minute.
Donnolly's split.—ln this split there are about 70 men, and supplied with a current of air of about 6,300 cubic
feet per minute.’'
...
.
2. Mr. Dixon also informs me that ho got unsatisfactory results in the ventilation in the Brookstown Shaft split, m
which, as a rule, he had previously got good results.
_ ,
3. That m the Cemetery split there are about 62 men. At tiie far end of the split a new shaft has been sunk, which is
known as tbe Foundry Shaft, and that, at the time of his inspection, the current of air from the shaft was nil; hence the
major portion of the split was being ventilated from Sneddon’s tunnel, at the rate of about 7,880 cubic feet per minute.
That it will be seen by tbe above that the current entering tbe split is more than the minimum quantity for the G2
men, huthe was strongly of opinion that rt has too much to do in this split, after serving upwards of 20 men, &c., in
Sneddon’s workings, and thinks it would be better to shut tiie air off from Sneddon s, and get a currant from the Foundry
shaft for tiie whole of tho Cemetery split.
_ _
4. That on the second split (Chinaman’s, or Cockroach) there are 8 meu, 1 boy, and 1 horse. The current of air in
the split being about 1,760 cubic feet per minute, which, in his opinion, is notan adequate amount to keep the workings
sweet, as the current lias a great distance to travel before it reaches the working places, and for part of the distance travels
over water.
1 have, Ac..
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.

'

No,
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No. 8.
Tiie Examiner of Coal-fields to Tiie Under Secretary for Mines.
_
_ Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 22 April, 1884.
I beg to forward, for the information of the Honorable the Secretary for Mines, a letter and
telegram I have this day received from J. Y. Neilson, list]., with respect to the notice I served upon him
on the 18th instant, referred to in my letter to you of the 18th idem, with respect to his non-compliance
with sub-sections 3 and 4, section 12, of the Coal-mines Keguiation Act, 1870, at the Newcastlc-Wallsend
Colliery, and asking to be informed what further action the Minister desired me to take in the matter.
1 have, Ac.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
.------------------Examiner of Coal-fields.
[Enclosures to No. 8.]
Mr. J. Y. Neilson to The Examiner of Coal-fields.

Soc7,

S'r*

.
•
Wallsend, 21 April, 1884.
lour favour of the 18th instant to hand, and contents duly noted.
.
fn reference to your several queries, 1 shall reply at length in a few days, as your letter is so very strong, and your
interpretation of the Act requires some consideration ; and as I have a strong opinion of the justice of my position, and as
the matter is likely to receive the serious consideration of other parties concerned, 1 will civc you a detailed reply in a few
days.
If you refer to the last Check Inspectors’ Report on the mine you will find all things satisfsetory, even to the miners.
I have, &.C.,

J. Y. NEILSON.
Tclogiiun from Mr. J. Y. Neilson to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
.
■
.
,
Wallsend, 22 April, 1884.
ixii.s morning 1 have made a thorough examination of Lambton headings, and find that my orders have been entirely disre
garded in respect to No, 3 split. 1 promise you liie matter will he all put right in seven days. I leave for Sydney to
night, and wilt lie at the *' Great Northern Hotel ” at 10 p.m,, and would like to see you,
J. Y. NEILSON.

Telegram from The Examiner of Coal-fields to Mr. J. Y. Neilson.
v
. ,
. ,
.
Newcastle, 22 April, 1884.
youii telegram received respecting INo. 3 split, and promise to have it put right in seven days. Regret that I am unable to
comply with your desire to «ee you at “ Great Northern " 10 to-night.
J. MACKENZIE,
_________
Examiner of Coal-fields.

No. 9.
'Ihe Under Secretary for Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
, .
Department of Mines, Sydney, 26 April, 1884.
_
Deferring to your letter of the 18th instant, forwarding Mr. Inspector Dixon’s report on the
Wallsend Colliery, and copy of your loiter to Mr. Neilson, the Manager of that Colliery, pointing out the
defects in tho 3rd split, Lambton headings, and in Magpie and Donnolly's splits, and I um directed to
request you to be good enough, at the expiration of fourteen (14) days from the date of your letter to
Mr. Neilson, to cause another inspection of the Colliery to be made, and if the defects referred to have
not heen remedied, you should take the necessary proceedings,
I have, Ac.,
HAERIE WOOD,
_________________
Under Secretary,

No. 10.
.
The Examiner of Coal-fields to The Under Secretary for Mines.
^’r>

.
_
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 8 May, 1884.
Referring to your letter of the 20th ultimo, informing me that you were directed to request
me, at the expiration of fourteen days from the date of my letter of the 18th ultimo, to cause another
inspection to be made of the Newcastle-Walleend Collieries, I have now the honor to forward, for
the Minister’s information, a further report from Mr. Inspector Dixon, dated the 5th instant, from which
it will ho seen that Mr. Neilson has remedied the defects complained of, and that the provisions of the
Coal-mines Regulation Act are now complied with.
I have, Ac.,
'
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.
■

[Enclosure to No. 10.]
Mr. J. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries, to Tbe Examiner of Coal-fields.

.
Glcbeland, 5 May, 1884.
According to instructions from you, I proceeded to Wallsend Colliery on Saturday last, 3rd instant, and made
another inspection of the places complained of by me in my report dated loth April last, and am pleased to be able to report
that, for the most part, the matters complained of have been remedied, as the following will show ;_
Willis's District.

*',^u 910 J^oohskow11 shaft split a steady current of air, of above the minimum quantity, is now supplied for the
32 men, kc., from a new shaft lately sunk to ventilate this split.
Cemetery Split.

■

The ton end of this split is now ventilated from the Brookstown Shaft instead of from Sneddon’s Tunnel. There
are now only about 24 men on this split, part of which is ventilated from Sneddon’s and part from the Foundry
Shaft. 1 may here state that preparations are being made to shut the whole of Sneddon’s air oil and ventilate the whole
of this split from the foundry Shaft, as suggested by me, mid I expect the arraugehiciita to be completed this week. How
ever, as it is, the matter complained of by mo lias been remedied, iimsmuuh as the air from iSnetldou’s tunnel is only
supplying about 24 men in Cemetery split, instead of about 62, as before.
2.

Bonsfield’s

See No. 9,
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/JonS/IeWV District,
3. Lambton lieailijig, 3rd split.—The number of men on this split have now been reduced to 08 instead of 80 men
as reported by me on loth April last.
4. Magpie back heading.—In this split the current of air was about 6,000 cubic feet per minute for about 42 men,
being about 3,000 cubic feet more than I got on my previous inspection.
5. ilagpie front heading and Donnolly’s cross-cut.—As there has been some alteration made at tho entrance to this
split since my previous inspection, I could not got the whole of the intake air in one volume. But, judging from the result
winch 1 got on the front heading (about 5,000 cubic feet of air per minute), and from the amount of scaling through the
frame-work of one of the bcaring-up doors, T am of opinion that the total quantity of air going into this split was over 7,000
cubic feet per minute, for about CS men. The air scaling through the door would go on to 12 meu. 1 expect that the
frame-work of this door will be plastered to-day, and the whole of the current sent down the front heading then away
through the whole of the split.
Cockroach District,

G. I found the current of air in this split to be about J,!120 cubic feet per minute for a total of 10 men, &c., being
about 160 cubic feet per minute more than the quantity given in my previous report. Regarding this place, Mr. Neilson
has decided to take the air from Chinaman’s split to ventilate it, and shut the air off from the Ballarat Shaft, which air has
hitherto boon supplying the Cockroach split.
This decision is heartily approved of by tho men working in the above split, and Mr. Neilson gave me hia promise
that this should be done in a week, or less, if possible.
I have, &.c.,
JOHN DIXON,
_
----------------Inspector of Collieries.

The Under Secretary of Mines to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 20 April, 1884,
Referring to your letter of tho IStii instant, forwarding Mr. Inspector Dixon's report on the Wallsend Colliery,
and copy of your letter to Mr. Neilson, the Manager of that Colliery, pointing out the defects in the third split, Lambton
headings, and in Magpie and Donnolly’s splits, I am directed to request you to be good enough, at the expiration of fourteen
days from the date of your letter to Mr. Neilson, to cause another inspection of the Colliery to be made, and if the defects
referred to have not been remedied, you should take the necessary proceedings.
I have, See.,
■
HARRIE WOOD,
------ —
Under Secretary.
Mr. Inspector Dixon to make another inspection on May 3rd, and report whether tho defects complained of have
been remedied.—J.M., 2S/4/S4.
Seen.—J.D., 20/4/84,
Will make another inspection on May 3rd, ami report whether the defects complained of have been remedied.—J.D.,
20/4/S4.
Thu Examiner of Coal-fields, 20,4/84.

I<0. 11.

The Under Secretary for Mines to Mr. J. Curley, Miners’ General Secretary.
Sir,

sec No. 4,

Department of Mines, Sydney, 15 May, 1SS.1.
"With reference to your loiter of the 13th I’ebrunry last, respecting the defective ventilation
in tho Newcnsile-AVallsend Colliery, I have the honor to inform you that the Examiner of Coal-fields haw
reported that the defects complained of have been remedied, and the provisions of the Coal Mines
Itegulation Act arc now being complied with.
I have, <fcc.,
HAKBIE "WOOD,
Under Secretary.

No. 12.
The Under Secretary for Mines to Tiie Examiner of Coal-fields.
Sir,

Sec No. 10.

Department of Alines, Sydney, 5 August, 1SS1.
Beferring to your letter of the Sth May last, covering a report from Mr. Dixon, an Inspector
of Collieries, to tho effect that the defects complained of in the ease of the INewcustle-Wnllsend Colliery
have been remedied, 1 have the honor to inform you that the Secretary for Alines has approved of that
report.
I have. <te.,
'llABEfE WOOD,
Under Secretary.
[Two plans, Nos. 10 and 11.]

H.
The Newcastle Agreement.

Memobasdum of Agreement made the

day of
, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-eight, between the Australian Agricullural Company, the Afewcastle-AVAllsend Coal
Company, the Scottish-Australian Alining Company, Alessicurs James and Alexander Brown (of
Newcastle), William Laidley, Esq. (of Sydney), the Afewcasltc Coal-mining Company (Limited), the
New Lambton Colliery, the Eerndale Colliery, the Burwood Coal-mining Company, the Stockton
Coal Company, the fiction Coal-mining Company', hereinafter called the Associated Masters of the
one part, and tho District Officers of the Aliners’ Association of the blunter Kiver District and the
Delegates employed at tho various collieries whose proprietors are parties to this agreement, of the
other part.
Whereas it is considered expedient to cuter into an agreement for the purpose of regulating the rate
of wages to be paid at the collieries belonging to the abovenained parties of the first part, for hewing coal
and for other work usually done ami performed by tbe miners, the hours of labour to be observed at ibe
said collieries, and the mode of settling any dispute that may arise in reference thereto : Now, therefore,
it is mutually agreed and declared by the Associated blasters of the one part, and (he officers and dele
gates representing the miners working at the collieries comprised in the Associated Northern Collieries of
the other part—
1. Subject to the provisions herein contained, the wages paid at the said collieries shall he regulated
hy the selling price of coal, and shall rise and fall with it; provided that the selling price shall be fixed
from time to time by tho Associated Masters.
'J.
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2. The standard hewing price shall be 4s. 2d, per ton of clean round coal when the selling price of
round coal is 11s. per ton ; and the standard price for yard work shall he that paid at the various collieries
abovenamed prior to 1st August, 1S8S, when the selling price of round coal was 11s. per ton—excepting
in tho case of 6-yard bords, the basis of payment for which is hereinafter specially provided for ; and the
standard price for filling small coal by the miners shall be that paid at the said various collieries prior to
tho said 1st August, 188S, when the selling price of small coal was 5s. 6d. per ton.
3. "Wages shall rise and fall upon the scale horcinafter mentioned—provided that the said scale
shall not operate below the point at which the several rates shall stand when the selling price of round
coal is 9s. per ton, and of small coal 4s. 6d. per ton, which rates shall be tbe minimum wages paid for
working what is hereinafter defined to bo the standard seam.
(u) Hewing by the ton—Id. for every 3d. in the selling price of round coal.
(&) Yard work—Id. per yard for every 3d, in the selling price of round coal, in the case of the maxi
mum rates paid for headings, and a proportionate rate in the case of other yard work for which
lower rates arc paid.
■
(c) Filling small coal, either in places wrought by the yard or in wide places 1 Id. per ton. for every
Is. in the selling price of small coal,
4. The standard seam to be worked for the standard hewing price hereinbefore provided in clause 2
of this agreement shall be defined as follows, viz.:—
Five feet of coal, including what are known as penny bands, shall be tbe minimum standard height;
and in cases where the seam is less than the said minimum standard height, Id, per ton for every
inch by which the seam is less than the said minimum shall be paid in addition to the said standard
hewing price—provided always that when refuse, commonly known as jerry, morgan, or myrtle, shall
he met with, the same shall be separated from the coal, and thrown aside by the miners ; and for
the additional work so entailed, payment shall be made on the following scale, that is to say:—
Where the seam (including the ordinary penny bands) is less than 0 feet in height, any thickness
of the said refuse up to 4 inches shall be worked and thrown aside free of charge ; above 4 inches
and up to 9 inches in thickness, |d. per ton for each inch in excess of 4 inches shall bo paid in
addition to tho, liewing price of coal: above 9 inches in thickness, -Id. per ton for each inch iu
excess of 0 iuchcs shall be paid in addition to the said hewing price.
Where the seam (including the ordinary penny bands) is from 5 feet to-G feet in height, any
thickness of the said refuse up to 5 inches shall be worked and thrown aside freo of charge;
above 5 inches and up to 9 inches in thickness, {d. per ton for each inch in excess of 5 inches
shall be paid in addition to the hewing price of coal; above 9 inches in thickness, id. per ton
for each inch in excess of 9 inches shall be paid in addition to tbe said hewing price.
Where the scam (including tho ordinary penny bauds) is G feet and upwards in height, any
thickness of the said refuse up to G inches shall be worked and thrown aside freo of charge;
above G Indies and up to 9 inches in thickness, -Jd. per ton for each inch in excess of G inches
shall be paid in addition to tbe hewing price of coal; above 9 inches and up to 18 inches iu
thickness, £d, per ton for each inch in excess of 9 inches shall be paid in addition to the said
hewing price; above IS inches in thickness, -jd. per ton for each inch iu excess of 18 inches shall
he paid in addition to the said hewing price.
5. The hewing wages, fixed and provided by any part of this agreement, shall include tho cutting
up on one rib of so much of the coal seam as lies above the morgan band, such cutting to be done after tbe
most approved method of mining in tbe district; and iu tbe ease of any colliery at which such cutting has
not heretofore been a practice, or has not been provided for by the special or local rules, no extra payment
shall be due to the miners for cutting; but the same shall be done, notwithstanding, on its being required
bv tbe manager, overman, or deputy, unless brass occurs in the line of cutting to a total thickness (not
including bands) of II inch.
G. The hewing price for taking down tops shall be 3d. per ton less than the current standard
hewing price.
F'or lifting bottoms the price shall be 2d. per ton less than the current standard hewing price,
where tho bottoms are 3 feet and upwards in thickness; and where the bottoms are less than 8 feet in
thickness, the price shall be tho current standard hewing price.
The hewing p*rice for drawing pillars shall be 2d. per ton less than the price payable for hewing
coal in the adjacent bords.
■
Yardage shall be paid for driving 6-yard bords at the rate of 2s. Gd. per linoal yard in a clean seam.
7. The daily hours to be observed at tbe said collieries for drawing coal, exclusive of tho time
required for men riding in tbe shaft, shall be eight,
8. All disputes which may arise between the parties hereto, whether concerning one individual
colliery or more, shall be submitted for settlement to a referee, to be appointed as hereinafter provided,
whose decision shall in nil cases be final.
It is mutually agreed that no person having direct personal interest in the coal trade shall be
eligible for such appointment.
9. For the purpose of carrying out the foregoing method of settlement of disputes, a referee shall
be appointed by tho favour of His Honor tho Chief Judge iu Equity. The referee shall hold office for
a period of twelve months, but shall ho eligible for re-appointment; and in the event of his death, or
inability, or unwillingness to discharge the duties of his office, as well as upon expiry of his term of office,
a successor shall be appointed in similar manner to that above provided for the first appointment, Tbe
referee shall appoint times and places for hearing and inquiring into disputes. He shall have power
to call for any evidence, whether oral or documentary, as may appear to him to be necessary, or to reject
evidence which may appear to him to he immaterial or superfluous. His rule shall decide tiie order of
procedure, and generally ho shall have all powers requisite for full inquiry and prompt settlement of all
disputes arising between the parties hereto, and his award in regard to the subject matter of the dispute
shall be observed by both of the disputing parties. Each party shall pay his own costs. The referee’s
salary shall not exceed forty guineas for each day of sitting in the lleferee’s Court. The amount of such
salary shall be fixed by the said Chief Judge in Equity, and shall bo contributed by both of the parties
hereto in equal proportions, to he paid iu advance or not, or partly in advance or not, and in such
manner and with such directions as may be required by the referee. The failure to contribute to this
salary
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salary as required, or to observe the awards, orders, or directions of the referee, shall have the effect of
enabling either party to thereupon put an end to this agreement. Each party to any matter of dispute
brought before the referee for examination and decision shall have the right to nominate an assessor (no
member of Parliament shall be eligible for nomination) to sit with the referee at any inquiry, for the
purpose of affording him assistance upon any technicalities which may require the knowledge of experts ;
but it shall be clearly understood that the assessors’ duty shall be simply that of advisers to the Court.
It is expressly declared that they shall take no part in, or have power to interfere in any respect with,
the conduct of the busiuess before the Court, or with the control of its proceedings hereinbefore given to
■ the referee.
It shall be optional with each party to a dispute to be represented before the referee by not
exceeding four persons as managers of their case.
All inquiries under this clause shall be made, as far as practicable, in conformity with the provi
sions of the Act to make arbitrations more effectual (31 Vic. No. 15).
10. Consideration shall be paid only for the following services or deficiences in the workings:—
(a) Stone or roof coming down extraordinary.
(b) Crossing faults.
(c) Taking out water, as provided by tbe local rules at each colliery.
(d) For an unusual quantity of water coming from the roof.
■
(c) Cutting sumphs, if ordered by the manager, overman, or deputy.
(/) Soft or tender coal in close proximity to faults, and tender coal extraordinary in other places.
(y) For sets of timber, where slabs are used as caps, the consideration shall be Is. per set.
(A) For filling dirt, Gd. per skip; and for removing dirt from pillar sides where necessary.
In the event of disputes arising as to the value of any of the services or deficienoes mentioned in tho
foregoing part of this clause, such dispute shall be settled by local arbitration ; the arbitrators for such
purpose being two persons, employds of the colliery, respectively appointed, one each tby the owner or
manager and the miners at the colliery where such dispute may occur, and in the event of the arbitrators
not agreeing they shall appoint an umpire, whose decision shall be final; but failing an appointment of
an umpire by the arbitrators for seven days, ho shall be appointed by the referee, whose fee for such
appointment shall be £1 Is.
'
_
11. All established customs of the district, except such as are inconsistent with the provisions of
this agreement, shall continue to be observed until altered by mutual consent of the parties hereto.
This clause shall not be construed as prohibiting, at any of the said collieries, tbe establishment of the
practice of cutting the coal above the morgan.
It shall not be permissible, on tbe grounds of custom, to lay a colliery idle on two days’ notice
on any but public holidays.
12. Local agreements shall be entered into at the various collieries between tho manager and
miners employed thereat, in accordance with this general agreement, for their mutual guidance.
13. In the event of any colliery commencing to work the coal by the long wall or any other system
not generally adopted in the district, the rates to be paid for hewing coal, driving levels, packing, and all
other work incidental to such system, in default of agreement between the manager and miners, may be
fixed by local arbitration as provided in clause 10; or, failing settlement by that method, tho said rates
shall be fixed by the Iteferee’s Court provided by clauses 8 and 9.
14. One ton of fire coal shall be supplied each month to each householder amongst the miners, but
no ticket for fire coal shall have currency for longer than two months.
15. This agreement shall be terminable on infraction of its conditions by fourteen days’ notice
‘from either of the parties to the other, but otherwise shall continue in force until the 31st December,
1889; and thereafter it shall continue in force from year to year, unless on or before the 30th September,
'1889, or any subsequent 30th September, notice shall have been given, in writing, of its discontinuance
on the 31st December then next ensuing.
As witness the hands of the parties,—
Australian Agricultural Company (by their Agent and Attorney), Jesse G-rcgson, General
, Superintendent A.A.Co.
For the Newcastle-"Wallsend Coal Company, F. W. Binney, Secretary.
.
For the Scottish-Australian Mining Company (Limited), A. Shannon, Manager.
■
James and Alexander Brown, for Duckenneld and Brown's Collieries.
For W. Laidley, James Fletcher, Co-operative Company,
j- t ■
Newcastle Coal-mining Company (Limited), Stewart Keightloy, Manager.
.
New Lambton Colliery, Alexander Brown,
For Ferndale Colliery Company, George Hewisou, Secretary,
cd
For tbe Burwood Coal Company (Limited), Henry Stokes, Director.
For the Hetton Coal-mining Company (Limited), W. A. Steel, Managing Director.
Joseph Middleby, Co-operative Lodge.
Alfred George Hamilton. Wallsend Lodge.
■
■
Henry Hanlon, Lambton Lodge.
James Errington, Stockton Lodge.
John A. Davidson, Borehole Lodge.
Albert D. Jones, Glebe Lodge.
•
John Thwaitos, Burwood Lodge.
William Hidings, Lambton C Pit Lodge.
■
John Jack, Hetton Lodge.
David Durie, Back Creek and Duckenfield Lodge.
Thomas Thomas, Ferndale Lodge.
■

■ ■;
:

■

Bftlph Goundry, District Chairman.

William Hunter, District Treasurer,
'

James Curlev, General Secretary.
X.
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I.
Reports of Examiner of Coal-fields and Inspectors of Collieries on the Stockton Colliery.

Stockton Colliery Inspection, Stockton.
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 15 December, 1893.
We have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Wednesday and Thursday, the
13th and 14th inslant.
]. On the first day the mine was at work, and we commenced our inspection by visiting the forty-two
men, four boys, and four horses at -work in the Gardiner’s heading district.
The quantity of air was 6,480 cubic feet per minute, which gave an average of 129 cubic feet each.
We noticed that a few bords in the south-west corner of this district, some of which are now being
driven westward towards the Hunter Kiver, have crossed a north and south fault with an upthrow of from
6 to 9 feet, going west.
_
The inclination of the seam adjacent to this fault is very irregular, and the roof is very soft, and
in two of the bords recently abandoned very wet. All these places are well timbered with strong and
substantial props and slabs.
2. We next visited the three brick and cement dams, which we found in apparently good condition.
The feeder of water coming through the pipe in each dam is about the same as when the dams were built
in Kebruary last, totalling upwards of 150 gallons per minute.
‘
_ "heaving there we travelled through the remainder of this district. The bords and headings driven
heroin since work was resumed in March last have from 18 inches to 2 feet of the upper part of tho seam
left as a roof, and in spite of this a fall of sand roof (containing water) took place where one of the bords
exposed one of the two dykes passed through by the main headings. This fall is now barricaded with
props and slabs.
'
Proceeding along the main headings we found that more workings had been opened out beyond,
and on the in-bye side of the dykes. All are now abandoned, and thickly studded with timber.
The immediate roof here is the 18 inches or 2 feet of coal previously referred to, and it is extremely
soft and wet.
'
3. The whole of the seam here has a very dirty and inferior appearance, and looks like as if nearing
the outcrop.
'
_
*
4. On the following day we continued our inspection from this pqint right along the face of the
eastern workings, known as ICelly’s heading district. About a dozen bords nearest to the main headings
and Gardiner’s heading district are now abandoned, and, like the other abandoned places, very thickly
timbered.
The inclination is very irregular, the roof wot, soli., and traversed by faults and dykes.
5. With regard to the workings in the company s M.P. 130, under the ocean, the method of
working is the same as in other parts of the mine, viz., (i-yard bords ami 6-yard pillars, which, as regards
pillars, is in contravention to the conditions of the permit, which are as follows :—“ The minimum width of
pillars to be 8 yards,” and left unwrought.
Tho permit also provides that “ In one road of every pair of winning off or leading headings a bore
shall he kept going 10 feet in advance, &c.”
,
Of tke two pairs of winning places driven under the ocean one pair had a borehole, but the other
pair, winch were stopped at a dyke, and very wet, had none.
.
Tho permit also provides that 11 the strata overlying the coal-seam shall he bored through, and
proved a minimum thickness of 30 feet at the face of the leading headings or levels so soon as they have
been driven 100 yards in advance of the working bords," but no hole of the kind has been put in to jtrove
the thickness of the overlying strata.
_ The whole length of main engine plane and cross-cuts were in good condition, and there was a
plentiful supply of timber on hand ready for use.
_ 6- In conclusion, we beg to state that after most careful inspection and due consideration of all the.
conditions in connection with the underground workings of this colliery, we find nothing that would justify
us in altering the opinion expressed hy us and recorded in tbe book at the company’s office on the 18th
1:cbruiiry last, and before leaving the office on the 14th inslant we recorded the following report in a bookkept for that purpose :—
Sir,

.
.
,
Stockton Colliery, 14 December, 1893.
.
tJur inspection of the alwve colliery yesterday and to-day has revealed nothing that would justify us in altering the
opinion expressed hy us, and recorded in this hook, on the 18th February, 1893.
John Dixon,

Wm. Homsle,

'

'

1

,

Inspectors of Collieries,

We have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
Inspectors of Collieries.

Stockton Colliery Inspection.
'
Coal-fields Office, X ewcastle, 9 January, 1893.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on the 5th and 6th instant.
The quantity of air in each split was as follows;—
"
Aro. 1 Spht (Gardiner’s heading district).—Fifty men, three hoys, and three horses employed, and
supplied with 6,200 cubic feet per minute, being an average of 110 cubic feet each.
_ d*'0- p Split (Kelly’s heading district).—Fifty-four men, four boys, and four horses employed, and
supplied with 6,460 cubic feet per minute, being an average of 104 cubic feet each. This current of air
was not sustained for more than about, half the distance of the split, the latter half of the men being,
without any perceptible current. In consequence of this, I have served the manager with notice to have a remedy effected without delay. [Copy of notice annexed.]
Ho. 3 Split.—Sixty-four men, three boys, and three horses employed, and supplied with 7,140 cubic
feet per minute, being an average of 102 cubic feet each.
'
Ko.
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So. 4' Split.—Twenty men. two boys, and two horses employed, and supplied with 3,GOO cubic feet
per minute, being an average of 150 cubic feet each.
3. On the first day of inspection I travelled the branch engine-plane leading up to the Ufo. 45 topdrive district that collapsed some few months ago. I found it quite quiet, and in much the same condition
as when I saw it last.
4. The district known as Gardiner’s heading (No. 1 Split) is very wet, the roof of almost all the
bords and headings “shedding” water freely. In several of the old bords a thickness of about 12 feet of
roof-stone has fallen. Water is dropping heavily from the top of each cavity thus produced, but not more
so than was tbe case when the falls took place almost a year ago.
5. On both days of inspection I noticed in the districts now at work several recently formed pillars
that were only 4 yards in width instead of at least G yards, and that several bords were from 6) to 7 yards
wide. This mode of working where the overlying strata is upwards of 300 feet thick does not, in my
opinion, leave sufficient coal in the pillars to permanently secure the roof, and if such mode is continued
it may create another crush that might be speedily followed with disastrous consequences to all persons
employed in the mine, I have, therefore, forwarded a letter to the manager, drawing his attention to the
matter, and urging him to take steps without delay to prevent a recurrence of the same.
6. I also forwarded notifications to him concerning the insufficient number of refuge-holes, and
the dirty condition of those now in existence by the sides of the new cross-cut engine-plane, and I he
absence of fencing to the fly-wheel of the Priestman’s oil-engine, that is now pumping water from the
No. 42 district, and copies of such are herewith annexed.
7. On the second day I travelled the abandoned workings of the No. 3 district near to the shaft.
I found everything in fair order and condition.
8. Water to depth of about 12 inches is still on the engine-plane, about 450 yards from the shaft.
A new pump is now being placed at the bottom of the upcast shaft, which is expected to he ready for
work in a short time and to deal effectually with this and other waters that have been troublesome for a
long time.
I have, Ac.,
_
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
Inspecfor of Collieries.

Sir,
_
Wickham, Newcastle, 6 January, 1803.
_
On my inspection of the Stockton Colliery, to-day I found that a portion of the engine-plane
(which is also a travelling road) situated between the junction formed by the straight up and the new
cross-cut main roads, and the No. 42 flat was not provided “ with sufficient places of refuge at the sides
of such planes at intervals of not more than 20 yards, and such places of refuge shall bo at all times kept
clear,” in accordance with the provisions contained in section 12, sub-section 2, of the Coal Mines
Jtegulation Act, 1876.
2. In addition to the above, several places of refuge that are in existence were not “kept clear,”
but were partly blocked up with loose timber, stone, rubbish, &c.
3. This, you will observe, is a contravention of the above-quoted sections of the Act, (o which I
now draw your attention, and request you to effect a remedy without delay.
■
I have, <Stc.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
D, McAuliffe, Esq., Manager, Stockton Colliery, Stockton.
Inspector of Collieries.
Sir,

Wickham, Newcastle, G January, 1803.
On niy inspection of the Stockton Colliery to-day, I found that the fly-wheel of tho
“ Priestman’s oil-engine,” which is pumping water from the No. 42 district, was not, fenced in accordance
with the provisions of section 12, sub-section 17, of the Coal Mines Regulation Act, 187().
2. This, you will observe, is a contravention of the above-quoted sections of tho Act, to which I
now draw your attention, and request you to effect a remedy without delay,
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
D. McAuliffe, Esq., Manager, Stockton Colliery, Stockton.
Inspector of Collieries.
Sir,
.
Wickham, Newcastle, 6 January, 1893.
_
On my inspection of the Stockton Colliery yesterday, I found that the district known as Kelly's
heading was not adequately ventilated.
2. The intake current of air measured 6,469 cubic feet per minute, for fifty-four men, four hoys,
and four horses, hut this current of air did not “sweep undiminished along tho air-way past each workingplace,” as provided for by section 12, sub-section 3, of the Coal Mines Eegulation Act of 1876.
3. The current of air was fairly well sustained until about tho middle of the district was reached,
but from this point to the last working-place, adjacent to the return, there was no observable velocity of
air-current, certainly not one that could be measured hy the anemometer.
4. This, you will observe, is not in accordance with the provisions of the above-quoted sections of
the Act, to which I hereby draw your attention, and request you to effect a remedy without delay.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
D. McAuliffe, Esq., Manager, Stockton Colliery, Stockton.
Inspector of Collieries.
Wickham, Newcastle, 7 Januarv, 1;93.
. On my inspection of the Stockton Colliery, on the 5th and Gth instant, I found that "in each of
the working districts there were several recently formed pillars only 4 yards instead of at least G yards in
width, whilst many of the bords were from 6.) to 7 yards wide.
'
.
2. This irregular method of working (which leaves considerably less than 50 per cent, of coal as
pillars) does not, in my opinion, provide sufficient and secure support for the roof, for you must hear in
mind that during the last four tears three distinct and separate parts of this same mine have collapsed
from the same cause.
o
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3. Taking into account the fact that in the districts now at work the overlying strata is upwards
of 300 feet in thickness, some of which is known to be sand and other alluvial deposits saturated with the
tiie tidal waters of the ocean and tho Hunter Kiver, I consider that a continuance of this practice tends
greatly to create another crush that might be followed by disastrous consequences to all persons employed
in tho mine.
4. Having thus drawn your attention to this very grave matter, I trust you will take immediate
steps to prevent a recurrence of the same.
1 have, &c.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
D. McAuliffe, Esq., Manager, Stockton Colliery, Stockton.
Inspector of Collieries.
Mr. Inspector Humble will please make another inspection of this colliery to see whether the matters
complained of have heen remedied.—J.l}., 13/1/93. Mr. Inspector Humble, B.O.
On further inspecting this colliery to-day, 1 found that the matters complained of in paragraphs 2
and C, viz.: Inadequate ventilation, an insufficient number of refuge holes on the engine-plane, and the
absence of fencing to the fly-wheel of the “oil engine” had been remedied. With regard to the first,
several additional stoppings and doors have been fixed, which carry the current of air along the innermost
euLthrough past each working.placc. The volume of air passing the last pair of men on this split lo-day
was equal to the volume entering, and on the middle of the split. 2nd. Places of refuge are now to he
found at less 20 yards apart, several new ones having been made since the notice was served. All
are now clear and in good order. 3rd. The fly-wheel of the “oil-engine” is now fenced with wood
framing.—W.H., 1G/1/P3. Mr. Inspector Dixon.
The Examiner of Coal-fields.—J.D., L7/I/93. Mr. Inspector Dixon (for Mr. Humble, to state on
his next inspection whether tho matter complained of iu paragraph 5 has heen attended to hy the
Manager.—J.M., B.C., 18/1/93. Mr. Inspector Humble.—J.D., 19/1/93. J have not found any more
pillars or bords simitar to those complained of in paragraph 5 of this report,—W.H20/2/93. Mr.
Inspector Dixon. The Examiner of Coal-fields —J.D., 21/2/93.
Stockton Colliery Inspection
/Report on outburst of Water and Gas from the Koof of tho Bottom Seam.
Sir,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 21. February, 1893.
In consequence of receiving the following telegram—“ Come over to Stockton Mine at once
Mr, Dixon is here.—D, McAuliffe, Stockton”—on Friday evening, the 17 th instant, 1 at once wont to
Stockton Colliery office, and there met Mr, Inspector Dixon, who had also been called there by a similar
telegram a couple of hours previous to my arrival.
2. Mr. D. McAuliffe, the manager, then informed mo that between 0 and S o’clock that morning
a large feeder of water was observed coming on to the main flat of Gardiner’s heading district from some
part of the same district.
Search being made, it was soon found that this water and a considerable quantity of sand and clay
were coming off at a fall of roof in one of the abandoned bords.
The flow continuing, without any perceptible diminution, tho manager, about 2 o’clock in the
afternoon, withdrew all workmen from the mine, except a few needed for “inquiry into the cause of
danger and the removal thereof.”
3. Shortly after this was done, dames Leitch, the overman, approached tho fall with his naked
light, and was burnt on the face and arms by explosive gas. He is not, I understand, seriously burnt,
and will, I hope, be alright again in a short time.
4. About 0 o’clock in the evening Mr. Inspector Dixon and myself, accompanied by Messrs,
McAuliffe and McDonald, the manager and night-shift overman, descended the shaft with locked safetylamps, and inspected the district. We found no gas of any kind, but a large volume of water (difficult
to measure, or even estimate, but certainly not less than 150 gallons per minute) was siill issuing from
the top of tho fall, bringing with it large quantities of sand and clay, that were rapidly silting up the
adjacent bords and eut-throughs.
5. The explosive gas that burnt Lcitcli probably came off from the same orifice as the water, and
imtnedialely after the latter had made its first outburst.
.It may have had its origin in the black-shalc bed overlying the seam, where it was probably stored
under great pressure, which would be instantly reduced when the water commenced to flow, thus allowing
the gas by its expansion to exude and enter the workings ; or, what is still more probable, the gas may
have been held in solution by the water whilst under great .pressure, and given off when such pressure
was reduced.
6. On the following morning (Saturday) we again visited the colliery, and before descending tho
shaft entered the following report in a book kept in the office for that purpose:—
Stockton Colliery, IS February, 1S03.
We hereby certify that last night, the 17th of February, we carefully inspected with locked safety-lamps a portion
of the Gardiner's heading district of tho Stockton Colliery,
2. We found no explosive gas, hut a largo volume, together with sand and clay, was coming oil' at a fail of roof in
one of tiie abandoned bords in that district.
3. The manager (Mr. IX McAuliffe) informed us that a few hours after the issue of water was first observed
yesterday, he withdrew all workmen from the mine, except a few for tho purpose of exploration, one of whom, James
1/eitch, tiie overman, was burnt by explosive gas when in the immediate vicinity of the fail.
4. We are, therefore, of opinion that, in accordance with the provisions of section 12 (sub-section 5) of the Coal
Mines Keguiation Act, ISTU, no 11 workman shall, except in so far us is necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger, or
for the removal thereof, or for exploration, he readmitted into tho mine, or such part thereof, until the same is stated by
the Examiner or Inspector to be safe.

7. Accompanied by Mr. /McAuliffe wo then descended the shaft and made another inspection of
the district with locked safety-lamps. We found nine or ten men at work with safety-lamps, putting in
dams, composed of slabs and sandbags, on each side of the fall, with a view of preventing the flow of
detritus which, it was hoped by the manager, would ultimately choke the orifice, and probably stop the flow of
water. Five or six more men were employed in the adjacent bords putting tn extra timber to secure the roof.
AFe found no gas or sign of any, and very little change in the quantity of water flowing ; if anything
there was a decrease, but nothing to speak of.
The
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The sand-hags had stopped to some extent, the flow of sediment, but a deal was still being brought
away with the ivater.
It is the intention of the manager to continue putting in those dams, one in front of the other,
until the flow of sediment is stopped, and then build brick dams in front of all.
S. Tbe roof of almost all tbe workings iu this district is very wet and soft. Several falls of black
shale roof, from 8 to 12 feet in thickness, are to be found in the abandoned bords. From the (op of these
falls water, highly charged with oxide of iron, is dropping heavily. Several of my previous reports refer
to them, and the workings of this and other districts then at work formed the subject of a letter dated 7th
of January, 1893, that 1 addressed to the manager drawing his attention to tho fact that several of the
recently formed pillars were only 4i yards in width, instead of at least 6, and many of the bords from 61
to 7 yards wide.
My report on my last ordinary inspection with copies of this and three more letters sent to tho
manager, I herewith forward to you with the present report.
9. The point of issue of the water now' flowing is situated about 86 chains north of tho present
downcast and upcast shafts, and about 29 chains south-ivestof the sinking shaft now down about 130 foet.
The flow of water is undoubtedly coming from the thick alluvial deposits, consisting of water
hearing beds of sand and gravel, interstratified with beds of clay, which almost immediately overlie the
coal-seam at this point.
10. The whole of this Gfardiner’s heading district is upwards of 100 feet above the level of the
downcast shaft bottom, and the present feeders of water are therefore all flowing out-bye to the lodgment
some 400 or 500 yards from the shaft, where the large pump recently placed at the bottom of the upcast
receives and forces it to tbe surface. The pumping-power appears to he capable of pumping the ordinary
feeders and the extra water now coming off.
11. Iu conclusion, I beg to state that my opinion is that under the present condition of the mine
it is not safe for work to be resumed.
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
I have, &c.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
——Inspector of Collieries.
1 accompanied Mr. Lispector Humble during those inspections, and fully agree with this report.—
J.E. Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.
'
Eeport on Stockton Colliery inrush of xvater on 17th Eebruary, 1893.
Coal-fields Ofliee, Department of Mines, Newcastle. 21 February, 1893.
I have tho honor to inform you that 1 went to the Stockton Mine yesterday, and accompanied
by Messrs. Dixon and Humble, Inspectors of Collieries, and Mr. McAuliffe, the Company’s collierv
manager, proceeded to Gardiner’s heading district, where the inrush of water took place near the face of
a G-yard bord, on Friday last, the 17th instant, and found about twenty workmen engaged in an attempt
to stop the flow of sand, pebbles, &e., which was being carried down hy the current of water from the fall,
2. The means being adopted to stop it were harriers of strong slabs supported by upright timber
from roof to floor, filled in behind with largo hags of sand, which sand came from the fall.
3. The barriers have been erected in three different places as near the fall as it was possible to get,
and were then about 15 yards iu length back from the fall. The work was still being carried on by the
erection of slabs and filling in behind with bags of sand with a view to giving additional strength to the
first barriers.
4. We next examined several old bords adjacent to the last fall and saw four other falls [vide
Sir,
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section of roof] 10 to 12 feet in height of soft shale, &e. The roof of these bords show signs of Inning
been heavily watered, and some are now shedding water. The timber in some of them is giving way, and a
large percentage of broken props is to he seen both on the road side and near the rib side, and consequently
the roof is bending. Men are at work renewing the timber in the old bords in this district.
5. Messrs. Dixon and Humble are of opinion that the decrease in the flow of water is very slight,
if any, since they saw it on the 18th instant (Saturday), viz., about 150 to 200 gallons per minute.
6. I and the Inspectors arc of opinion from the shale conglomerate (10 inches in thickness) sand
which we saw had been washed down into the bords and cuFthrough, that the water is probably coming
from the large alluvial deposits on tho Company’s M.L. and the Hunter Kiver adjacent thereto, which
deposit (possibly thicker than what is usually supposed to overlie the Stockton coal seam) overlies the
top of the,10-inch conglomerate restiug on 10 to 12 feet of soft shale, &c., which is the roof of the coal
seam worked.
7.
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7. Id conclusion, T beg to state that I have seen Messrs. Dixon and Humble’s report o£ 18th instant
on the inrush of water, &c., which I fully agree with and forward you herewith. The men having been
withdrawn by the manager, work cannot be lawfully resumed until I or an Inspector state that tbe mine
is safe, which we cannot at present say.
I have, <fcc.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
Examiner of Coal-fields.
P.S.—Annexed plan No. 12 denotes the place where the fall occurred, viz., at the western
boundary of mineral lease No. 38 (Crown lease), which is the Hunter Kiver high-water mark.—.T.M.

Stockton Colliery Inspection,
Kcporfc on the influx of water, &c., and other matters in connection therewith.
Sir,
Wickham, Newcastle, 22 Eebruary, 1893.
I have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery yesterday and to-day.
2. Yesterday I visited the mine in the afternoon, and inspected the workings adjacent to tho fall
in Gardiner’s heading district, from which the water is now flowing.
1 found about, twenty men employed putting in dams to stop or regulate the flow of water, and in
putting extra timber into the adjacent bords and headings to secure the roof.
The quantity of water coining off was about the same as when I saw it on the day of the outburst,
viz., about ] 50 gallons per minute, but the flow' of sand and clay bas been stopped by the sand-bag
dams. I did not see the least sign of gas, but all the men employed at the dams were still working with
safety-lamps.
3. To-day. in company with Mr. Dixon, I made further inspection, and found the amount of water
about the same as yesterday.
About twenty-six men were engaged in connection with the timbering and dam-building, three of
whom were bricklayers, who started this morning to build one of the three brick dams considered neces
sary by the management.
J found no sign of gas, but the men working at the dams adjacent thereto were still working with
safety-lamps.
-1, In the same district I found a large number of broken props in several old bords, situated about
4 chains northward of the fall from which the water is now flowing, and am of the opinion that, unless
the roof is speedily secured, further falls will occur, which might liberate other large volumes of water.
I drew' tbe attention of the manager and Mr. Scott, tbe company’s surveyor, who had charge of
the work this morning, to this grave matter, and they both stated that extra timber would be put in as
soon as possible,
5. I was greatly surprised to find that, notwithstanding the withdrawal of tbe workmen by the
manager on Friday last (17lh instant), and the report entered by Mr. Inspector Dixon and myself iu a
book at the mine on the following day, wherein we stated that “in our opinion no workman shall, except
in so far as is necessary for inquiry into the cause of danger, or for the removal thereof, or for explora
tion, be readmitted into the mine or such part thereof as was so found to be dangerous until the same is
stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe,” the manager had either ordered or permitted the
readmission of five small-coal fillers and two wheelers into the mine, all of whom I found filling and
wheeling small coal in this Gardiner’s heading district to-day.
G. The manager stated that this small coal was necessary as fuel for the boilers on the surface
which supply steam to the pumps and winding engine, and, therefore, m his opinion, it was part of tho
work necessary “for inquiry into the cause of danger and the removal thereof.”
7. I am of the opinion that this small-coal filling is certainly not at present necessary work in this
sense, because the company has some hundreds of tons of small coal stored in their box on tbe surface in
close proximity to tbe boilers that could have been used for steaming and furnace purposes.
8. Therefore, I think that the management has commit ted a breach of section 12 (sub-section v) of
the t’oal-inines Keguiation Act, 1S7G, by readmitting these five small coal-fillcrs and two wheelers into
the mine that was found dangerous, and before it had been “ stated by tbe Examiner or Inspector to bo
safe,” but I should like to have your advice on the matter as soon as possible.
I have, &c.,
_
_
,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
_
The Examiner of Coal-fields.
——-----Inspector of Collieries.
I accompanied Mr. Inspector Humble during the second day of inspection, and fully agree with
this report.—J.D., 23/2/93. The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Stockton Colliery Inspection.
Keport on the influx of water, &c., in Gardiner’s heading district.
Sir,
Wickham, Newcastle, 25 Eebruary, 1893.
1 have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Thursday, Friday, and to-day,
the 23rd, 24th, and 25th instant.
2. On the first day I found about thirty men employed, five of whom were bricklayers building two
brick dams, the remainder being shiftmen and deputies at work putting extra timber into some adjacent
old bords and building sand-bag dams near to tho point of issue of tbe water.
3. The quantity of water flowing appeared to be slightly less than, formerly. The two dams now
in course of construction arc provided with pipes which are built into them for the purpose of allowing
the water and any gases present to issue therefrom.
It is proposed to affix taps to the water-pipes, so that the flow of water can he regulated or even
stopped altogether if circumstances require it.
The dams arc built with brick and cement, one in a G-yard bord and the other in a 2-yard cuttbroiigb, the former being about S feet high and 10 feet thick, and the latter about 10 feet high and 4J feet
thick, secured in front by a few feet of arching.
4.
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4. Safety-lamps arc still being used by tbe men at tbe dams, but I found no sign of gas.
1 found no small coal-fillers at work as I did on tbe previous day.
5. On the second day, in company with Mr. Inspector Dixon, I made further inspection.
Pound water slightly diminished, and the dam building making very fair progress.
Pound a gang of men stowing debris in and around several of the falls of roof in adjacent Lords
with the view of preventing such from further collapse.
Safety-lamps still in use, but found no sign of gas. neither did I find any small-coal fillers at work.
6. To-day, in company with Mr. Inspector Dixon, I made another inspection and found things
pretty much the same as yesterday.
7. The number of men timbering the old bords has been augmented, as it bas now been seen by
the management that every old bord needs more or less new timber to secure the roof. The two brick dams
were not quite finished this morning, as some trouble had been experienced in making them tight next the
roof, especially tbe dams in the cut-through where the closing point is about 10 feet high and very soft
roof. Unless something unforeseen comes in the way both dams will be finished either to-night or to
morrow, and a start made with the third one.
8. Pound no gas of any kind—safety-lamps still in use.
No smali-coat fillers at work to-day. The last I saw of tins kind of work being on "Wednesday, the
22nd instant,
] have, &c.,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
Inspector of Collieries.
I fully agree with this report.—J-.D., 21/2/03.

Tho Examiner of Coal-fields.

Stockton (No. 3) Sinking Shaft Inspection.
Sir,
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 23rd March, 1893.
I have the honor to report inspection of tho above shaft on Tuesday, the 21st instant,
2. On my arrival at the shaft 1 found nine men employed in connection with the work, and the
winding-engine busy taking out tbe water.
3. Mr. George Bell, the ebargeman, informed me that up to the time of my visit they bad sunk
about 127 feet 4i inches of cylindrical tubbing, 10 feet in diameter, the strata passed through being 120
feet of sand, ‘61 feet of clay, and l.j feet of sand, the bottom of tho tubbing then being some feet into a
dark blue stiff clay.
The cylinders are forced down by a lop weight of from 900 to 1,000 tons composed of sand-hags
and other heavy materials.
Since the cutting tool in the bottom of the cylinders entered this stratum of stiff clay two divers
have been employed to cut away the clay around the bottom of the shaft, and thereby help tho descent
of the tubbing. These two men work two hours at a time and whenever their services are required.
As the top length of cylinders is about 4 feet
inches below the level of the surface the total
depth sunk in this shaft is 131 feet 10 inches.
Some of the water is now being taken out of the shaft, and when it is thought that a water-tight
connection is effected between the bottom of the cylinders and the bed of the clay the shaft will be
entirely unwatered and a borehole put down a short distance, to prove fhe character of the deposits next
to be sunk through.
4. The ropes, machinery, &c., appeared to be in good order and'eondition.
I have, &c.,
,
WM. HUMBLE,
Inspector of Collieries.
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
.
Purther Eeport on the condition of Stockton Colliery.
Sir,
CoaLfields Office, Newcastle, 2 March, 1893.
We have the honor to report that we, yesterday,.made an inspection of that portion of the
Stockton Colliery workings, of Gardiner’s heading district, where a fall of roof occurred on the 17th
ultimo and liberated a large quantity of water, sand, pebbles, clay, and shingle, and find that although
water is still to some extent flowing from the fallen ground, the inrush of sand, &c., has been stopped by
the close packing of bags of sand behind barricades of slabs and upright props, and tho erection of brick
dams, one of which is 13 feet in thickness, and the others 10 feet and 4 ft. 6 in. in thickness, respectively,
the latter being strengthened by a few feet of arching.
These dams are built from floor to roof, and set in cement, and each is provided with a G-inch iron
pipe to allow the water to Sow. Thus, in our opinion, the danger arising from this source has been
removed.
'
But there are other circumstances in connection with this colliery, which, in our opinion, preclude
us from stating that the mine is safe, which we beg to give as follows :—
1. Throughout tbe whole of the Gardiner’s heading district, and the districts adjoining, comprising
the innermost northern workings, water is freely shedding from the roof in nearly all the bords and
headings, or eut-throughs.
This, to us, is an evidence that the rock cover, between tbe top of tbe coal seam and alluvial
deposits, is thin, and not only thin but very much broken by the cleavage at right angles to the horizontal
bedding, and by igneous dykes, which, in the main headings, have given, and are now giving off regular
quantities of water.
This rock appears to us to be of a texture unable to resist any great pressure from tbe overlying
alluvial deposits ot sand, clay, gravel, &c., but would rather of itself add to the dead load over every
excavation, whether bord or heading,
2. During our inspection yesterday of tbe old bords, in the workings above nanjed, wc noticed
much of the timber, which had been set to support the roof, broken, and men wore engaged renewing
some of the broken timber in bords adjacent te the late fall.
In
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In very many places the roof shows signs of weakness, and several falls of roof have already
taken place, some of which have been secured.
’
Under such conditions further falls of roof in other bords and headings may at any time take
place, which, iu every instance, might be expected to liberate considerable quantities of water, &c., similar
to the late fall.
:t. Should any further fall of roof take place, and cause a large opening or cavitv, *the inrush of
water might be so great as to almost at once find its way on to the main road ; and seeing that at one
portion of the main road, about 22 chains from the bottom of the shaft, there is a swelly or depression of
about 5 feet below the level of the shaft bottom, this portion of the road would in all probability bo
speedily blocked by the volume of water, and all egress to tbe shafts cut off.
4. In addition to the above, we may here point out that another source of danger arises from the
fact that the bottoms of the main and upcast shafts are both about 100 foet below tbe level of the inner
most working, districts, and consequently the approaches to both shafts (as they are not far apart} could
bo flooded before the innermost workings would fill with water.
This, in our opinion, is a matter for serious consideration in the absence of an opening to the day
or surface in the immediate vicinity of the present rise workings, whereby the persons employed in the
mine could find a ready means of exit in case of a panic caused by.a largo How of water into tho mine.
5. IVe further beg to state that, according to provings by boring on tbe Stockton peninsular,
there cannot be a doubt of tbe existence of thick alluvial deposits all over the present workings of the
Stockton Colliery, and as in our opinion such deposits are to a great extent water-logged, we consider
this to bo a continual menace to the safe working of the colliery.
6. In conclusion, we have also to inform you that before leaving the colliery the manager (Mr.
McAuliffe) asked ns whether the water-bailers could, on the following day, commence drawing the water
out of the men’s places, so that the men could commence getting coal. We replied that wo could not
write a report in the book at the colliery stating that the mine was safe. Also, that our report of that
day’s inspection would be made and forwarded to you next day.
We have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
Examiner of Coal-fields.
JOHN DIXON, and
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
The Under Secretary for Mines-and Agriculture,
Inspectors of Collieries.
Department of Mines, Sydney.
.
_
Sir,

Stockton Colliery Inspection—Special Inspection to see if the Mine was at work.
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle, 18 March, 1893.
We have the honor to report inspection of the districts known as Gardiner’s and Kelly's
headings yesterday.
Arriving at the colliery about II a.m., we found the mine at work drawing coal. Accompanied by
the manager, we descended the shaft about 11'30 a.m., and found that, notwithstanding the fact of no
report having been entered in a book at the mine “by the Examiner or Inspector stating it to be safe,”
the bulk of the miners had been readmitted into tho mine for the purpose of gottiog coal.
Wc counted forty-seven men and boys coming out from the workings to the shaft, and found
thirty-eight miners and water-bailers at work in the Gardiner's and Kelly’s heading districts, all such
being engaged in their ordinary employment.
.
We noticed that since the miners commenced work a few days ago some of the working places
situated in the north-east corner of Gardiner’s heading district are"now confined to the bottom coal
between 5 and 6 feet thick, tbe top coal, of about 2 feet in thickness, being left unwrought to form a roof,
Tins is, we understand, a precaution adopted by the management to avoid further falls of roof similar to
the one that took place on tbe 17th ultimo, which released large volumes of water, sand, clay, pebbles, Ac.
The volume of water now issuing through the pipes built into the brick dams is about the same as
when last wo saw it, and the dams are iu good condition.
Since our last inspection, made on the 1st instant, a deal of additional timber has been put into the
abandoned bords adjacent to the fall of roof from which the water is issuing, and several of the smaller
falls of roof have apparently been secured by barricades of timber and sand-bags.
We have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
'
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Newcastle.
Inspectors of Collieries.
Stockton Colliery Inspection, Stockton,
Coal-fields Office, N ewcastle, 8 Eebruary, 1894,
Wo have tho honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Tuesday and Wednesday,
the 0th and 7th instant. Iu tbe No. 22 going bord district we found eighteen men getting coni and eight
deputies, shiftmen, stonemou, &c., employed on,other work. These, together with two bovs and two
horses, making a total of thirty, were supplied with 3,360 cubic feet of air per minute, "in Kelly's
heading district we found thirty men getting coal, and two deputies in attendance. These, together with
two boys and two horses, making a total of thirty-six, were supplied with 6,720 cubic feet of air per
minute.
Each working-place was well supplied with timber, and the roadways were in fair condition.
In a cut-through off the No. 22 going bord, and about 10 chains beyond high-water mark of the
ocean, there is a vertical borehole, which James Leitch, the overman, informed us was 33 feet in height,
passing through, in ascending order, 17 feet of shale, 10 feet of coal, and 6 feet of coaly bands and shale!'
This 10 feet of coal is probably the upper of the two sections of coal usually wrought at this colliery.
About 25 yards further in the same bord another vertical hole was being bored, It was then (the
first day of inspection) up 23 feet in shale, and boring still progressing.
The face of this same going bord was being driven in cinder and igneous rook. An advance bore
hole was in the face.
Sir,
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No place at present is being driren in the barrier adjacaut to and on the west side of M.P. 130,
and all the workings beyond, i.e., advancing seaward, are laid out on 8-yard pillars and 6-yard bords.
In addition to the districts at work, we also inspected the old workings at Kelly’s, Wilson’s, and
Gardiner's heading districts, and that portion of the latter district in which men were recently employed,
but in which no work was being done on the day of inspection.
We found the old workings practically unchanged since our inspection in December last.
There appears to be about the same quantity of water flowing from the pipes through the three
brick dams, and the quantity of water shedding from the roof in those districts is much the same as on
prior inspections.
.
Since our previous inspection a portion of the old workings in the No. 3 District, amounting to
an area of about 7 acres, has fallen and caused a subsidence of the surface at the junction of IVfaitlftudstreet and Fullerton Cove Road.
We travelled the outskirts of a eonsiderahle portion of this fallen ground, and did not hear anything
indicative of further disturbance, neither did we see any sign of water coming from the fallen ground.
To-day we walked over the surface where the subsidence has taken place. The greatest depression
appears to be at the junction of the two streets, many of the kerbstones being split and disjointed, and iu
several places the asphalt guttering was fractured. The retaining-walls. stone steps, and fences of several
houses iu both streets bore evidence of disarrangement, the two former being fractured, and the latter
thrown from their original upright position.
.
Before leaving the colliery to-day, we entered the following reporl: in a book at the Colliery:—
Stocktoa Colliery, S February, 1894.
Our inspection of tbe above colliery on Tuesday and Wednesday, the 6th and 7th instant, has revealed nothing that
■would justify us in altering tho opinion expressed by us, and entered in this book on the ISth February, 1893, and referred
to by us on the 14th December, 1893.
John Dixon,
William Humble,
Inspectors of Collieries.

John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney,

We have, ifcc.,
JOHN DIXON,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
Inspeelors of Collieries.

Stockton Colliery Inspection, Stockton.
Coal-fiolds Office, Newcastle, 6 April, 189I.
We have the honor to report inspection of the above colliery on Monday and Wednesday, the
2nd and 4th instant.
The quantity of air in each split was as follows :—
No. I split.—Thirty-two men, three boys, and three horses employed, and supplied with 4,800
cubic feet per minute, being an average of 126 cubic feet each.
'
No. 2 split.—Thirty-two meu, two boys, and two horses employed, and supplied with 3,760 cubic
feet per minute, being an average of 104 cubic feet each.
. No. 3 split.—Forty men, three boys, and three horses employed, and supplied with 5,100 cubic
feet per minute, being an average of 110 cubic feet each.
The wheeling-roads and working-places were in fair condition, and a good supply of timber was on
hand ready for use,
On the first day of inspection, we travelled the working-places of the No. 2 and No. 3 splits known
as Kelly’s heading, and No. 22 going bord districts. About onc-third of the working-places in these two
districts have now crossed the high-water mark, and are being driven under the ocean in an eastward
direction. The bords are 6 yards wide, and the pillars 8 yards wide, On our last inspection the No. 22
going bord was being driven in troubled aud cindered ground of the lower seam.
Since then this work has been abandoned, and about 60 yards back from the face a sloping drive
has been driven through about 21 feet of strata to open out the upper seam. Just as this seam was
reached an igneous dyke was met with, and at tho time of our inspection two headings were starting
about parallel with the dyke, to prove the coal on each side of the drive. From the lower seam in these
two districts the manager and overman informed us that nine vertical boreholes have been put up into
the roof to heights from 30 to 44 feet. In seven of these the upper was found, but in almost every ease
it was more or less cindered aud interfered with by igneous dykes. In the No. 43 going bord driven in
the lower seam we found three men employed boring a vertical hole in the roof close to the face, which
was then idle and standing at an igneous dyke. The men informed us that they had bored this hole up
30 feet through shale-rock, without, however, finding any upper seam.
The innermost 15 yards or so of this bord is very very wet, the water “ raining” from the roof heavily,
resembling very much a tropical shower on the surface.
The yield of water from this small area of roof is not less than 15 gallons per minute.
On the second day of inspection, we visited the thirty-two men working in the south-east corner of
G-ardiner’s heading district, and travelled the old workings of ibis, Kelly's, and Wilson’s heading district.
The amount of water coming from the pipes inserted in the three dams is unchanged, and with the
exception oE several broken props m Ihe abandoned bords of each district things are much the same as
when we saw them in February last. But this exception, in our opinion, is an important one, as the roof
of every bord and beading appears to he resting almost entirely on the timber, which is constantly exposed
to the deteriorating influence of moisture, vitiated air corrosion, and great weight.
The probable rapid decay of this timber, followed by large falls of roof, was an important element
that influenced our opinion in February, 1893, because, judging from the dimensions of the fall that took
place at, that time and admitted large volumes of sand and water, we believe that all Ihe abandoned portions
of Gardiner’s and Wilson’s heading districts have not more than about 20 or 25 feet of soft porous shale
between tbe roof of the seam and the overlying water-logged sand-beds.
Messrs. Leitch aud Scott, the overman and surveyor, accompanied us aud saw this broken timber,
who will no doubt take steps te renew the same.
Before
Sir,
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Before leaving the colliery on the second day we entered the following report in the book kept at
the colliery office :—
Stockton Colliery, 4 April, 1804.
Our inspection of tlio above colliery on Monday and Wednesday, l,be 2nd and 4tb instant, lias revealed nothing that
would justify us in altering tbe opinion expressed by us ami entered in tbia book on the 18th February, 181)3, and referred to
by ns on the 14th December, 1893, and the Sth February, 1894.
John Dixon,
Wh. Humble,
Inspectors of Collieries.

Since our last inspection the large pump that was then being fixed at the shaft bottom has been
started.
It has been supplied by Evans and Co., of Wolverhampton, and has two 28-inch steam cylinders,
two lO-inch water rams and 4-foot stroke.
Tho suction and rising main columns of pipes are each 12 inches in diameter, through which the
water is brought from the lodgment in C heading district and forced to the surface. The manager expects
that when it has got fairly to work it will deliver 45,000 gallons per hour, or 750 gallons per minute.
We have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields, Sydney.
Inspectors of Collieries.

Copy ofparticulars entered in a hook at the Stockton Colliery Office by the Inspectors.

Stockton Colliery, 18 Eebruary, 1893.
We hereby certify that last night we carefully inspected, with locked safety-lamps, a portion of the
Gardiner’s heading district, of Stockton Colliery.
2. We found no explosive gas, but a large volume of water, together with sand and clay, was coming
off at a fall of roof in one of the abandoned bords in that district.
3. The manager (Mr. D. McAuliffe) informed us that a few hours after the issue of water was first
observed yesterday, he withdrew all workmen from the mine, except a few for the purpose of exploration,
one of whom, James Leitch, the overman, was burnt by explosive gas when in the immediate vicinity of
1 be fall.
j
*
o
j
4. Wo are, therefore, of opinion that in accordance with the provisions of section 12 (subsection 5) of
tbe Coal Mines Regulation Act, 1876, no “ workman shall, except in so far as is necessary for inquiry into
ibe cause of danger or for tho removal thereof or for exploration, be readmitted into tho mine or such part
thereof as was found to be dangerous until the same is stated by the Examiner or Inspector to be safe.”

______________________ _

JOHN DIXON,
WILLIAM. HUMBLE,
Inspectors of Collieries.

J.
Exthact from letter to tho Registrar-General of Births, Deaths, and Marriages in England on the
mortality in the registration districts of England and Wales during the ten years 1871-80: by
WiniiAM Ogle, Esq., M.D.:—

General Eegister Office,.Somerset House,
28 Eebruary, 1895,
MoRTAUITr OE MALES ENGAGED IN .DIEPEnENT OCCUDAIIONS.

each of the two former decennial supplements an attempt was made to estimate the comparative
mortality of males engaged in different professions and trades, The numbers of males engaged in each
occupation and their ages were taken from the Census returns; while the numbers of deaths at each ageperiod were abstracted from the death-registers. The calculations in the supplement for 1851-60 were
based upon tbe Census numbers for 1861, and the deaths in 1860 and 1861; in the supplement for 1S6L70, upon the Census numbers for 1871, and the deaths in the same year. The attempt has been renewed on
fhe present occasion, and on a larger scale, tbe deaths in combination with ages and occupations having
been abstracted for three entire consecutive years, namely, 1880, 1SS1, and 1882. In order to ensure as
great accuracy ns was possible, the deaths in those throe years were abstracted by the same clerks, and on
occupation sheets of the same form, as had served for the abstraction of the living in the Census of 1881,
and tho same rules as to the details of tho process were observed in each case.
The inquiry was limited, as on the previous occasions, to males, and for the same reason ; namely,
that the uncertainty attaching to the statement both of occupation and of age is very much greater in the
case of women than of men. Males under 15 years of age were also excluded; inasmuch as tho influence
of occupation, which was the object of inquiry, is practically inappreciable at that early period of life.
The total number of males, 15 years ox age or upwards, living in England and Wales at tbe date of
the Census was 7,911,436, and the total number of deaths of males at those ages abstracted from the
registers of the three years, of which the Census year was the centre, was 418,214. With so wide a basis
of observation as this, and with the precautions that wore taken to ensure, as far as possible, uniformity
in the abstraction of the living and the dead, a very high degree of trustworthiness may fairly be claimed
for the results. There are, however, numerous difficulties and causes of error that practically interfere
with what might at first sight appear to be a simple though highly laborious process ; and some of these
difficulties and causes of error it is impoHaut to set forth, so that each person who interests himself in the
results may bo able to form an estimate as to tbe amount of confidence he should place in them.
In the first place ihen, although the aggregate numbers, both of the living and the dead, that were
abstracted were, as we have seen, very great, yet tbe numbers of persons in many of the individual trades,
and still more the numbers at oacb age-period in such trades, were but small.
The amount of confidence in the results is, of course, cait-nris paribus, proportionate to the number
of observations, which depends on the number of persons engaged in the occupation. The figures there
fore which relate to small trades, or to age-periods where the numbers are few, should be received with
duo hesitation.
^
In
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A second and sLill more serious difficulty and cause of error is duo to tiie vagueness witli winch the
occupation is oftentimes stated both in the returns made for the Census aud in the death-registers, and
especially in the latter. As the same rules for dealing with doubtful cases wore adopted, as already
mentioned, in abstracting the living from the Census returns aud the dead from the death-registers, it
might be supposed that this cause of error would be practically immaterial, as indeed it would be, were the
vagueness of statement similar in amount and character in the twro cases. But there is reason to believe
that the vagueness of statement as to occupation was much more considerable in tho death-registers than
in the Census returns, inasmuch as special precautions had been taken in the case of the Census to ensure
great precision in the statement of trade or profession, while no such special precautions had been taken
in the case of the death-registers.
In order to obviate to some extent the evils arising from this vagueness, and also at the same time
to increase the numerical basis of the calculation, occupations that aro likely to be confounded with each
other to any considerable extent have been grouped together, and in some cases it has been found necessary
to do this, even when an occupation is of such a definite character that apparently it is not likely to be
confounded with another. Por instance, no occupation would seem at first to be more definite than that
of a coal-miner; and as there were at the date of the Census no fewer than 355,363 male coal-miners over
15 years of age, it might naturally be supposed that here at any rate was an industry in which the deathrate could be calculated with much certainty. But it was soon discovered that a very eonsiderahle number
of coal-miners who die are simply described in the death-registers as miners without further specification ;
aud consequently it became necessary to group all miners together; or rather to divide them, as will he
explained further on, geographically, and not directly by the character of the minerals. Again, in the
death-registers there is often a confusion between general and agricultural labourer, and in consequence
it was found necessary to group these together ; while, iu order to diminish the disturbing influence of tho
intermixture of general with agricultural labour, the calculation was based on the returns and registers
for ten* selected counties, in which the great mass of labour was agricultural.
Similarly, hosiery-mauufacture and hosiery-selling were found to be practically indistinguishable
in the death-registers, and have been therefore grouped together, the effect of the intermixture being
reduced, so far as possible, to a minimum, by basing the calculation on the returns and registers for the
counties of Leicester and Xottiugham, which are the main seats of the hosiery manufacture.
A similar process of grouping, with or without limitation to a special selected area, has been
adopted in several other cases, as will be seen hereafter; while in those cases, where it was thought
probable that the vagueness of statement as to occupation had seriously affected the results, these have
been entirely discarded, aud no statements as to the death-rates in such industries arc given in the tables.
Wo come now to a difficulty of a different kind, and of a still more serious character, inasmuch as
it appears to be one for which there is no remedy, and which must always occasion a great flaw in all
calculations of the death-rates in different industries. There arc many trades and occupations which
require a considerable standard of muscular strength and vigour to be maintained by those who follow
them ; such occupations, for instance, as those of a blacksmith, of a miner, and the like ; and, so soon as
from any cause the heal tli and strength of a man fail below this standard, ho ifmst of necessity give up tho
occupation and either take to some lighter Srind of labour or, if his health be too much impaired for this,
retire altogether from work. And even in those industries, where no excessive amount of muscular
strength is required, there must nevertheless he always a certain line below which continuance in the
business becomes an impossibility.
The weaker individuals, and those whose health is failing them, are thus being constantly drafted
out of each industrial occupation, and especially out of those which require much vigour; and the
consequence is that the death-rates iu these latter occupations are unfairly lowered, as compared with the
death-rates iu occupations of an easier character, and still more as compared with the death-rates among
those persons who are returned as having no occupation at all. A very considerable proportion of those
who are forced to give up harder labour take to odd jobs of a more or less indefinite character, and arc
returned both on the Census schedule, and eventually in the death-registers, as general labourers, as
messengers, or as costermongers, sircct-sellers, &c.; and thus it comes about that the death-rates of
general labourers, of messengers, and of street-sellers, as shown in the tabic, appear to be of appalling
magnitude, as also do those of persons returned as having no occupation. Under these headings, however,
are comprised the broken down aud the crippled who have fallen out of the ranks from all the various
industries, as well as those who have been throughout life debarred by natural infirmities or other causes
from following any definite occupation.
Another very serious flaw in these death-rates, when taken as measures of the relative healthiness
of different industries, is due to the fact that these several industries do not start on equal terms as
regards the vitality of those who follow them. A weakling will hardly adopt the trade of a blacksmith, a
miner, or a railway navvy, but will preferentially take to some lighter occupation, such as that of a tailor,
a weaver, or a shopman. This defect in the death-rates, as measures of comparative healthiness of
occupations, tells in the same direction as the defect previously noticed it gives an unfair advantage to
such industries a-s demand much strength or activity in those that follow them. Such industries are in
fact carried on by a body of comparatively picked men; stronger in tbe beginning, and maintained at a
high level by the continual drafting out of those whose strength falls below the mark.
It is plain, then, that much caution must be used in drawing inferences from the death-rates in
different industries. The data are sometimes scarcely sufficient in amount or precise enough in character
for full confidence to be placed iu the rigid accuracy of the rates based upon them ; and, secondly, the
differences presented by the rates, even when the occuracy of these is indisputable, are not invariably due
to differences in the comparative healthiness of tho occupations, hut, often at any rate, to differences in
the constitution of the groups of workmen severally engaged in them.
Still, after the fullest weight has been allowed to all the defects which have now been mentioned,
there can be no reasonable doubt but that the death-rates do in reality furnish valuable indications of tho
comparative salubrity of different industrial occupations. Small differences between them must, it is true,
be ignored, as falling within the limits of possible'disturbing influences ; but large differences, such as arc
presented in numerous cases, must be accepted as betokening real and substantial differences of healthiness.
Tn
* These counties urc Hertfordshire, Oxfordshire, Bedfordshire, Caiuluidirushitej Suffolk, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire, Devonshire, Herefordshire,
ond Lincolnshire.
^
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In the following table (Table.!.) tbe third and fourth columns of figures give the mean annual
death-rates for two age-periods for 1880-1-2. The first and second columns give for comparison the
corresponding death-rates, as calculated from the data in tbe two previous decennial supplements,
Tbe fifth column of figures, which is headed Comparative Mortality Piguro, requires some little
explanation. There was in 1880-1-2 an annual mortality in England and Wales of 1,000 deaths per
64,641 males between 2G and 65 years of age; and of such 64,641 males, 41,920 were under, and 22,721
were over, 45 years of ago. The figures in column five are the numbers of deaths that would have
occurred in the several occupations out of 64,041 males, of whom 41,920 were under, and 22,721 wore
over, 45 years of age. Por instance, 41,920 barristers and solictors in the earlier age-period, and 22,721
in the latter period would, with death-rates respectively of 7'61 and 2313 per 1,000, give 842 deaths.
This figure is therefore set in the fifth column against the heading “Barrister, Solicitor,” and represents
tho mean mortality of males in that profession between 25 and 65 years of age, as compared with the
mortality of all males of similar ages in England and Wales, this latter being taken as 1,000.
Table

J.—Death-rates of males, 25-65 years of age, in different occupations, in 1860-1-1871 and in.
1880-2 ; and their comparative mortality figures in 1880-2.

1800-1-1871.

ISS 0-1-2,

Comparative
mortality
figure,
2830-1-2.

Years of age.

Years of age.

Yeats of agu

J

45-05

2j-GS

10-lfi
fl'7l
39'4£
S-47

25-27
24-63

1,000
967
2,182
804

4-64
7-54
11-57
6-41
S-39
13-78
6-09
7'1ft
5-52
S-32
15-39
14-25
12-52
ft’.Oft
9-04
13-90
18-02
22-63
7'2S
10-77
10-48
8-53
10-58
11-14
s-oo
9-70
8'42
6-90
9-12
9-48
10-04
10-53
9-04
12-16
8-70
S-40
10-78
13-64
10-73
9-31
7-97
$‘56
9-10
7-74
7-31
11-12
11 -73
9-26
9-22
6-48
11-21
13-70

15-93
. 2313
28-03
10-84
25-07
32-39
16 '53

ileon annual death- •ates per 1,000 living.

Li
.u&>
3
a
oo
c<D

Occupation.

Of

£

£5-45

45-05

25-45

i
All males.............................................................................
Occupied males .................................................................

11-27

23-98
-

Males in selected healthy districts* ..............................
i
Clergyman, priest, minister............................................
Barrister, solicitor.............................................................
2
Physician, surgeon, general practitioner ......................
3
4
Schoolmaster, teacher ....................................................
Artist, engraver, sculptor, architect..............................
5
Musician, music-master .................................................
G
7 1 Farmer, grazier .......................................................... .
ft
Gardener, nurseryman.....................................................
9
Fisherman ........................... .............................................
10
Cab, omnibus, service .....................................................
11
Bargeman, lighterman, waterman ..................................
12
Carter, carrier, haulier.....................................................
IS
14
Commercial traveller.........................................................
15
iG
Brewer................................................................................
Innkeeper, publican, spirit, wine, beer-dealer.............
17
Inn, hotel, servant.............................................................
18
Maltster ............................................................................
19
Law clerk.......... ",.................................. .............................
20
21
Commercial clerk and insurance service ......................
Bookseller, stationer.........................................................
22
Chemist, druggist .............................................................
23
Tobacconist...................................!....................................
24
25
Grocer ...... ........................................................................
Draper and Manchester warehouseman..........................
26
Ironmonger........................................................................
27
Coal merchant....................................................................
28
29
General shopkeeper .........................................................
30
Greengrocer, fruiterer ....................................................
31
32
Fishmonger, poulterer .....................................................
.Shopkeepers, as represented by the above eleven (22-32)
33
Butcher ...........................................................................
34
Baker, confectioner .........................................................
35
36
Corn miller ........................................................................
Hatter ................................................................................
37
Hairfiresser................................................................................
38
Tailor ................................................................................
39
Shoemaker .........................................................................
40
41
Tanner, follmonger .........................................................1
Currier ............................................................................... 1
42
43
Saddler, harness-maker....................................................
44
Tallow chandler, soap-boiler .........................................
Tallow, soap, glue, manure manufacture............. ........
45
Printer............................................................................................
46
Bookbinder............................... ...................................................
47
Watch and clock maker ................................................
48
Watch, clock, phil. instrument maker, and jeweller..
49
50
Taper manufacture ................................................................
Glass manufacture......................................................................
51
52
Earthenware manufacture ........... ....................................
Cotton, linen, manufacture (Lancashire) ......................
53
Silk manufacture .............................................................1
54
Wool, worsted, manufacture (West Riding) ............. '
t»5

5-00
9-S7
13-81
9 82
11-73
18-94
7 66

17-31
22-97
24-55
23-56
22-91
34-76
17-32

6-74
11-26
15-94
14-99

17'54
15-84
35-28
30-78

12-28
19-26
18-01
21-91
7'04
18-75
14-28
10-84
13-92
13-19
9-49
14-34
10 38
S-S3

29-00
36-80
34 14
42-19
22-26
37-05
28 88
21-36
23-56
21-76
17-15
26-33
22-95
22-59

11-41
15-62

24-51
29-21

13'19
10-72
9-32
12-81
15-11
12-92
10-39
10-43
11 -32
12-29
11-75

28-37
26-39
26-65
31-76
30-10
24-79
22-30
26 '57
25-09
25-21
27-24

1302
12-76
10-78

20-33
31-56
24-90

10-33
1319 1
12 59
10 65t
0-89
9-35f

20-19
20-32
41 -75
27-90:.
20-08
23-2611

9-99

7-81
9 71

19-74

1619
19-74
36 83
31-13
33-00
23-28
25-03
34-25
33-68
55-30
23-11
30-79
24-49
20-57
25-16
23-46
1916
20-96
23-87
20-62
21-23
26-90
26-57
23-45
21-00
20-08
26-12
26-62
26-95
33 25
26-47
23-36
25-37
21-07
26-49
26-197
27'57
26-60
29-72:
22-64
23-90
19-62
SI-71
51 -39
29-44
22-70
27-50

556
842
1,122
710
921
1,314
631
70 L
599
797
1,482
1,305
1,275
887
948
1,361
1,521
2,205
830
1,151
996
825
1,015
1,000
771
883
895
758
865
1,009
i;025
974
877
1,170
958
957
1,064
1,327
1,051
921
911
906
987
920
933
1,071
1,367
903
932
717
1,190
1,742
1,088
845
1,032

i

* Tho acln'ted hutll.hy diHtrii'ta arc nil those lictfiNl-ratloT) Di^lrict^ in which fhe menu annual doiitlw-iitiB for personh (innlos and feiurdi-*
together) wah under 17‘00 jicr l,fHJ0 in tb71*S0.
t Labourer m ten agriculturnl counties
> Hertfordshire, Oxfordshire* Bedfordshire, C&inbriri'resfiire, Suffolk, Wiltshire, Dorsetshire
Devonshire, Herefordshire, and Lincolnshire.
J This rate is based on less than 5,000 >ea.rs of life.
I Thtbc fissures relate to England and Wales, nnd not onlv to Lancashire and the West Biding respectively as do the figures for 1SBQ-1-2,
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Mean an mm] death-rates por 1,000 Uvinp.

C
£

1800-1 -1871.

1SS0-1-2.

Veal’S of ngre.

Years of aur.

Occupation,
o
}-r

25-15.
56
57
58
59
60
61
G2
63
64
65
66
07
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
/S
79
SO
SI
S2
S3
84
85
S6
S7
88
S9
90
01
92
93
94
95
96
97
9S
90
100

Carpet, rue manufacture.................................
Lace nianuTacture ....................
Hosiery manufacture (Leicestershire, Notts).........
Dyer, bleacher, printer, &e,, of textile fabrics ...... ,,
Rope, twine, cord maker..............................
Builder, mason, bricklayer..............
Slater, tiler.......................... 1
Plasterer, whitewaaher..............
Plumber, painter, elazier..............
Upholsterer, cabinet maker, french polisher
Carpenter, ioiner ..............................
Sawyer.............................................
Wood turner, box maker, cooper ................
Coach builder........................... ...........
Wheelwright ...........................
Shipbuilder, shipwright ..............
Locksmith, bcllh&mrer. ^asfittor......
Gunsmith...............................
Cutler, scissors maker .................................
File maker ................................
Cutler, scissors, file, needle, saw, tool-maker
Engine, machine-maker, fitter, millwright
Boiler maker .................................
Last two together (Nos. 77. 781 ..................
Blacksmith .......................... .
Other iron and steel workers ..................
Tin workers.......................
.
Copper, leadf zinc, brass, &c., workers..........
Metal workers (Nos. 72-831......
Miner—
Durham, Northumberland..................
Lancashire ................................
West Riding ...............................
Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire ..........
Staffordshire..............................
South Wales, Monmouthshire .,
Coal miners, as represented by the above six (Nos
S5-90).
'
Miner (North Riding and other ironstone districts) ...
Miner, Cornwall.....................
Stone, slate n uarrier.....................
Railway, road, clay, sand, &e.. labourer..........
Coaiheaver ....................
Chimney sweep ..................
Messenger, porter, watchman (not Government)
Costermonger, hawker, street seller
General labourer (Londonl .

45-fi5

2,^45

45-fi5

9-92
11-19
9-19
11-43
10-66
9-50
12-48
IT 09
9-44

2o-99

6'78
6'69
9-46

27-16

9-25

11-80
10-43
S'4n
10-6S
11-04
inoo

26 13

t

24-09
21 -30

/y

9-55
7-77

10-61
10 07

23'SI

12-30
15-29
11-71
7-97

8-36

i
H-72*

11-94*
10-SS

21-74
23-74
IK.)

2(y it*

42-30
32-74+

11-30*

25*59
^4*95
25*0/

21-17

16-27
n-sst

10-74

20*71
1<P22
97’0(1

26-17
22-01*

-JO
29-66*

,-n *rQ+

iusa

42-S7

20-09
1S-35

37-S2
40-64

9-15
s-so
7-79
7-91
U ifif
6'54

34-94
45 14*
34-42
23-27
26 65
j(,ir oj
u/
22-S4
24*) 7
XU /
25-03

Comparathc
mortality
fiiruru,
1839-1-2.
Years of
26-(in
945
755
717
1,012
S3!)
969
942
S96
1,202
963
S20
852
1,091
944
723
* 775
967
1,031
1,309
1,967
1,273
863
994
SSS
973
869
SS5
938

26-30

0/0
929

20*23

734

9-0,>
7-64

25-11

1,081
S91

S-05

21-S5

11-01
10 ^
13-73
17'07
20-26
20-62

24 -SO
23-77
41-54*
37 ‘37
45-33

i7i2

834
1,839
1,122
1,025
968
1,519
1,563
1,879
2,020

t In 1S71 only.'
. lS!!se_:i?l1'ri!lrt!bas<:<1.nL1J*.
♦
dm tt rci.niil
IIIHUC LU0 tnc
r<!f’'l™lllM,l;t.
thi1 (’ommis-iioiiers appointed to hupiirc into tho condition of all mind's in Croat. Britain, of Ihe
mnici-s livingnt the census of 38G1, and of thedeaths
iths j'ep^tered in the three years, 1860*2, in certain mining1 districts in the respective counties,
See aivpendix B, to report of Cotinnissioiicrs, ]>. IGd.

1 he dcath-Tates in the several industries will come under special consideration later on ; tut there pro
certain general remarks to be made as to the preceding Table which it will be convenient to introduce here.
-‘■k ill, be seen that there are vast differences as regards mortality between the several industries
the comparative mortality figure being three or four times as high in some industries as in others ; aud it
wiff also be noticed that those industries in which the death-rates were exceptionally high or exeeptioualy
low m the three years 1880-1-2 showed, as a rule, similarly exceptional rates in the earlier experience.
Again, it will be noted that the death-rate at the first of the two age-periods, 25-45 years, has in
almost every case decliued. There are in the Table altogether 73 industries, for which rates arc given
both tor lbS0-2 and also for earlier experience. In 65 of these 73 industries the death-rate in the 25-45
age-period 1ms fallen, m one it has remained stationary, and in only 7 has it gone up. In the second
age-period. 45-65 years of age, the ease is very different. Only in 35 industries has there been a fall,
while in the remaining 38 the rate has risen. That some such difference as this should be found to exist
between the two age-periods might have been anticipated, for it is in strict accordance with the fact
already discussed, and shown, moreover, in the first lino of figures in Table J, namely, that there has
peon a tall m the death-rate of all males independently of occupation in the earlier age-period, and a not
inconsiderable me m the later.
, -pother feature in the Table that requires notice is the fact that in more than three-fifths of the
industries to which it relates, fhe death-rates are below those of “Ail Males’—that is to say the
comparative mortality figure is below 1,000. The comparative mortality figure of “All Male's” is
however, a very unsatisfactory standard by which to estimate healthiness, for among “All Males" is of
course included an enormous number of persons who are permanently enfeebled in health and unfit for
work ot any kind. Even, however, if we exclude all such persons as are unemployed, and take the deathrates ot those persons only who were returned at the Census as following some occupation, wo still have a
comparative mortality figure (007), which is higher than the figure in more than half the industries. It
appears, therefore that the comparative mortality figure of “ Occupied Males” is very considerably raised
by the inclusion ot a minority of occupations with excessively high rates. Thus neither “ All Males,” nor
■
“ Occupied
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11 Occupied Males ” furnish a good basis for comparison. The standard for comparison should be one of
excellence; it should be taken either from the healthiest occupation, or, if a geographical basis be
preferred, from the healthiest districts. If the former be preferred, as I think it should, wc may take as
our standard the moan of the mortality figures for farmers, agricultural labourers, and gardeners, which
would be 614 ; if the latter be selected, wc may take the figure for males in all those districts in which
the moan annual death-rate for persons (males and females) of all ages in 1871-SO was under 17 00,
which we call the “Selected Healthy Districts.” These give a comparative mortality figure of 804 ; but
it must be remembered that in this aro included the deaths of those sick and unoccupied males who live
iu the selected districts. The excess of the comparative mortality figure of an industry above these
standards measures its departure from the healthiness attainable, under present conditions, iu this country.
Having ascertained and set forth in Table .) what is the comparative mortality from all causes in
Ihe various industries, the next step is to distribute this mortality to the registered diseases or causes by
which it was occasioned—that is to say, to ascertain what is the comparative mortality in the several
industries from each separate disease or group of diseases.
To do this thoroughly it would be necessary to go through the death-registers for the three years
1880-2, and abstract all the deaths of males by ages, occupations, and causes of death in combination, a
task of such complexity and magnitude as to be practically impossible, and which, therefore, has not been
attempted. It appeared possible, however, to obtain adequate data hy a shorter plan, laborious enough,
but still practicable, namely, by abstracting from the registers a considerable sample of the causes of
deaths in each industry, and dividing out the total mortality in the industry to the several causes by the
proportions existing in the sample. Por, supposing the sample to he of sufficient size and to be fairly
taken, there seemed no reason why it should not be considered truly representative of tbe bulk. This
plan, therefore, was adopted,
Tho first question in regard to the sample is how large it should bo. To this question no more
definite answrer can be given than that the larger the sample the better. It was, however, determined
that 500 deaths with causes should he considered a minimum, and that when the number of deaths
abstracted in any one industry fell short of this they should not be used as a basis for calculation. It
will be seen in Table K [see page 173], which gives the result of the abstraction, that in most
cases this minimum was not only reached but considerably exceeded. In some industries, however, it
was found impossible to get 500 recorded deaths of males between 25 and 65 years of age, without running
through the registers for more than three years ; in these cases, therefore, either the minimum was not
reached and rates were not calculated, or the search was extended to the registers of additional years.*
More important than the mere si/o of the sample is its freedom from local peculiarities, which
might detract from its representative value. It is very possible, for instance, that if 1,000 deaths, say of
tailors, were abstracted with the registered causes in the North of England, and a second 1,000 similarly
abstracted in the South, tho distribution of the two samples by causes might be very different—there
might, for instance, be a much larger proportion of diseases of the respiratory system in the Northern
than in the Southern sample; and such differences would most certainly be found to exist, if one sample
were taken from large towns and a second from rural districts. It was necessary, therefore, in order to
ensure the sample being a fair one, that it should be taken from a considerable number of districts in.
different parts of the country, and especially necessary that town and country should in each case be
represented in the sample iu proper proportions, which proportions had first to he ascertained separately
for each industry.
There are some industries, of course, from which the element of locality is inseparable, as they arc
only carried on in more or less circumscribed areas. Such for instance is the cotton industry of Lancashire,
the hosiery manufacture of Leicestershire and Nottinghamshire, the manufacture of cutlery and files,
practically confined to the "West Hiding, and other similar local industries. It is conceivable that if the
cotton manufacture were carried on in some other totally different part of England, tbe mortality from
all and several causes in that industry might be different from what it is at present; but, as things stand,
whatever influence on mortality may belong to the geographical position of Lancashire attaches inseparably
to the cotton industry. To meet this, as far as possible, the mortality figures for Lancashire are given in
the same Table as contains the mortality figures for the cotton industry, and similarly with the other chief
local industries, so that instead of comparing the mortality of such an industry with that of All England,
it maybe compared, if such be desired, with that of the county in which it is carried on.
■
Another disturbing element which might interfere with the value of the sample for comparative
purposes, and which it was therefore necessary to exclude, was seasonal influence. The causes of 500
deaths in any industry in winter would doubtless he different from those of 500 deaths taken in summer.
This possible source of error, however, was easily guarded against. "Whatever districts were chosen ns
suitable areas for examination, their death-registers were invariably gone through for the three complete
years 18S0-1-2, so that the, seasons of tbe year were all equally represented, aud the samples in all the
industries were so far strictly on an equality. In the few cases where the registers for more than three
years bad to be searched, as before mentioned, tbe additional registers used were also registers for
complete years, tbe years taken being 1879 and 1883.
The number of minute precautions that it was found necessary to observe in order to secure the
fair character of the samples added very considerably to the difficulty of the task. It is believed, however,
that their adoption has made the samples truly representative of tho hulk. The samples themselves arc
given in Tabic 1C while in Table L the comparative rates of mortality based on these samples arc given,
[See tables, pages 173 and 174.]
Miners (No. 85-93).—Mining constitutes so.important an industry in this country, one in every
19 males between 25 and 65 years of age being a miner, that the mortality under this heading requires
special attention. At the Census of 1881, great pains were taken to secure accurate returns of miners,
distinguished from each other by the character of the minerals or metals with which they were engaged,
and it was hoped that it would thus be possible to estimate the death-rate of each group of miners more
closely than could he done with the vaguer data of former Censuses—that is to say, to estimate the deathrates of coal-miners, tin-miners, ironstone-miners, coppcr-miners, &c., separately ; but, after nil, it was
unfortunately found that this was impossible, owing to the very imperfect manner in which the speciality
of occupation of deceased miners is stated in the death registers. This was found to be especially tho
1
case
* This was done in the cast1 of fisliurmoii, file iiiftkors, hosiery iim.irnfaclnvo, ironstone mini?re, and mind's in Cornwall.
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case with those deaths which are caused by accident, and on which inquests are held. The coroners in
their certificates very com in only neglect to distinguish one kind of miner from another and simply describe
the deceased as “ miner ” without further specification. As at least a fifth of tho deaths of miners are due
to accident of one kind or another, it is plain that this negligence on the part of coroners renders the
separate estimation of the mortality of the several kinds of miners an impossibility,*
The best practicable substitute that offered itself was to divide out the miners geographically, and
estimate their death-rates by counties or other convenient areas ; and this may be accepted as a rough
approximation to a division of the miners by tbe nature of the material in which they work ; for in the
IVest Kidiug, in Durham with ]STorthumherland, in Derbyshire with ^Nottinghamshire, in Monmouthshire
with South Wales, in Lancashire, and in Staffordshire respectively, more than 90 per cent, of the miners
are eoal-miners ; in the North Hiding and in the districtsf that have been grouped with it, 90 percent,
are ironstone-miners ; while in Cornwall, 79 per cent, are tin-miners, the remainder being almost all lead
and copper-miners. The first group of counties, therefore, may be taken to represent coal-miners ; tho
North Hiding, with the associated districts, to represent ironstone-miners; while Cornwall will represent
tin-miners. The lead-miners aud the copper-miners must be left without estimated death-rates.
Coal-miners (No. S5-90).—The death-rates of coal-miners are surprisingly low. In spite of their
terrible liability to accident, and their constant exposure to an atmosphere vitiated by coal-dust, by foul
air, and by an excessively high temperature, the comparative mortality figure of these labourers is
considerably below that of all males ; nor is this only true of coal-miners in the aggregate, but it is true,
with one single exception, for the miners in each great coal area taken separately. It holds good for
Durham with Northumberland, for Lancashire, for Derbyshire with Nottinghamshire, for tho West
Hiding, and for Staffordshire. In each of these areas, as is shown in Table L [see table, page 174], the
comparative mortality figure of all males within the area is higher than that of the miners. The one
exception to the rule is furnished by South Wales with Monmouthshire; here the mortality figure for
the miners is slightly higher than that of all males within the same area; but even here, if deaths from
accident be left out of account, tbe rule holds good; tho mortality of tho miners from all other causes
together Is below that of the general male population.
.
Again, if in each case we exclude accidents, it will be found that the mortality of the coal-miners only
slightly exceeds that of the most healthy class of men in onr table, viz., the agriculturists—that is to say,
farmers, the agricultural labourers, and the gardeners.
This low' mortality of coal-miners is not now noted for the first time. “ Whilst lead and copper
and tin-mining,” wrote Dr, GrecnhowJ in 1858, “ are certainly dangerous to health, coal-mining appears
to be at least not unhealthy.”
It has of course to be borne in mind that miners are a body of picked men. No very weakly man
is likely to take to the occupation, and moreover, as much strength is necessary, many men who become
weakly must abandon this form of labour for lighter work. On the other hand, the general male
population, with which miners have just been put in comparison, comprises tbe sick and weakly of all
sorts, and the men who have fallen out of the ranks of all industries. This objection, however, ceases to
be of much weight if we compare coal-miuers with such other labourers as quarrymen or blacksmiths,
who also require to maintain a high standard of. vigour; and a glance at the table shows that, again
excluding accidents, the mortality of the coal-miners is considerably below that of these two groups of
workers. Making, then, all due allowance for the picked character of coal-miners, their extremely low
mortality figure cannot but remain a matter of surprise.
Turning to Table L [see table, page 174], which gives the comparative mortality figures for the
several causes, it will be seen that under the lieading “Accident” the mortality of the coal-miners is of
appalling magnitude, there being no other industries in the table at all comparable to coal-mining in this
respect, excepting other forms of mining, stone and slate quarrying, and fishing.
'
Under all the other headings, however, the mortality figure for coal-miners, taking the mean of the
figures for the six great coal areas (No. 85 to 90), is far below the average with one important exception;
viz., “Diseases of the Hespiratory Organs.” The mean mortality of coal-miners under this heading is 202,
while the figure for all males in England and Wales is 182. Moreover, there can be no doubt that tbe
mortality of coal-miners under this heading is considerably understated, owing to a number of deaths
which are not of veritably tubercular character being designated by the popular term “ miners’phthisis,”
and so being transferred from the heading “ Diseases of theHespiratory Organs'To the heading “Phthisis.”
It must, therefore, be admitted that coal-miners,- in spite of their being picked men, and in contrast with
their low mortality from other diseases, suffer from diseases of the respiratory organs to a greater extent
than those engaged in most other industries. What is the precise excess above tho average cannot be
stated, because of the confusion already noticed between phthisis and diseases of the respiratory organs ;
but it is plain that the excess is but small as compared with that which occurs in occupations where the
workmen arc exposed to the inhalation of other kinds of dust than that of coal; for instance, in the
quarrying of slate and stone, in the manufacture of pottery, or in the making of cutlery and files.
This comparative innocuity of coal-dust, as compared with stone-dust or with metallic-dust, is probably
to be explained by the microscopical character of its particles, which are comparatively free from sharp
points and corners,|| and therefore do not cause such acute irritation to the lungs when inhaled.
The understatement of the mortality of miners from diseases of the respiratory organs implies, of
course, a corresponding overstatement of their mortality from phthisis ; but the mortality figure under
this heading is already extremely low, the mean figure for the miners in the six coal areas being only 126,
and being only raised even so high as this by the inclusion of South Wales and Monmouthshire, where the
miners, for some local’reason, have a higher mortality generally than the miners in the remaining coal
districts. To what extent this figure of 126 should be still further reduced, on account of tbe inclusion
of non-tuboreular cases of miners’ phthisis, it is impossible to say, but in all probability the reduction
would bring the figure down at least to the level of the figures for farmers and for fishermen, which are
the lowest in the table.
It* i
* Complaint as to the unsatisfactory certificates given by coroners in mining districts was also made by the CoinmiKSloners on Condition of
Miners (15>G4) in their Report (p, xxi). The complaint then mode was that the nature of the accident which caused death was not stated in the
verdict, hut merely M accidental death.'’
t Namely, the districts of Ulverston and Harrow, with the sub-districts of Harrington and Egremont in Whitehaven,
i “Papers relating to the Sanitary State of the People of England." Board of Health, 1B5S, i>. (15.
II Hirt., i, 144.
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It is much to bo regretted that there should be this confusion in the ease of miners between phthisis
and other affections of tho respiratory organs, because it prevents a definite answer being given to the
question whether coal-miners enjoy any special immunity from tubercular disease. If the figures as they
stand in the table were correct—if, that is to say, no transference had to be made from the heading
“ Phthisis” to the heading "Diseases of the Respiratory System”—then, low as the mortality from the former
would be, it would not bo much lower in proportion to the average for all males than the mortality under
other headings. Dor instance, the mortality figure of coal-miners from phthisis in the table is some
43 per cent, below the average for all males, hut so also, or nearly so, is their mortality from diseases of
the nervous system. The conclusion, therefore, as to phthisis would simply be that the low mortality of
coal-miners from this malady is part and parcel of their general healthiness and exemption from disease
of alt kinds. But if, as is most probable, a large transference should be made from the beading phthisis
to the heading diseases of the respiratory system, then the inference from the figures would ho quite
different. We should have to conclude that eoal-miners add to their low mortality from all diseases a
special immunity from phthisical affections; and that there is some condition or other in their life,
possibly the inhalation of coal-dust, that renders them comparatively proof against tuberculosis.
At any rate, he the explanation what it may, there can be no possible doubt that the mortality of
coal-miners from phthisis is remarkably low, especially when their liability to irritation of the lungs from
dust, and the alternations of temperature aud other conditions to which their work subjects them, are
taken into account.
And this statement is in strict harmony with the observations of those medical practitioners who
in this and iu other countries have had opportunity of studying the ailments to which coal-miners are
subject, “The miners of Durham and Northumberland,” says Dr. R. Wilson, “are not prone to
phthisis.’ * “ II est incontestable," says Dr. Boens Boisseau, f “ que la phthisis pulmonaire est moins
frequente dans la class© des charbonniers que dans la plupart des autres classes laborieuses” ; and Dr.
Schoenfeld, who, like Dr. Boisseau, practised in the Belgian colliery districts, speaks of this immunity of
coal-miners in even stronger terms. Similar conclusions have been arrived at in Germany J from the
data furnished by the coalfields of Upper Silesia.
This general concurrence|| of evidence, English, Belgian, and German, leaves no room for doubt,
but that for some reason or other the mortality of coal-miners from phthisical disease is excessively low
as compared with that of other workers. But the question can scarcely be said to be as yet answered
beyond all cavil or doubt, whether the reason for this apparent comparative immunity consists merely in
the picked character of the men engaged in coal-mining or in some special preservative condition attaching
to their industry. The latter is the view adopted by foreign writers, such as Hirt; and, inasmuch as the
most notable of the special conditions under which coal-miners work is the inhalation of coal-dust, their
apparent immunity has been usually attributed to this cause, though some writers have exceptionally
sought an explanation in other conditions of the miner's life, such as the warmth and moisture of the
atmosphere in which he works. “ It is in the highest degree probable,” says Dr. Hirt, “that coal dust
possesses the property of hindering the development of tuberculosis, and of arresting its progress.”
Hot impossibly it may eventually turn out that this is really the case ; but it must be admitted
that the data at present forthcoming are hardly sufficient to establish the conclusion beyond all possibility
of fair doubt, and there arc certainly some facts which must make us at any rate for the present hold onr
judgment in suspense. In the first place there is the uncertainly, already expressed, whether the immunity
of coal-miners from phthisis is really greater than their immunity from other disease, and not merely apart of
their general healthiness. Secondly, the figures in Table L (see p. 174), which relate to the Horth Riding
miners are hardly consistent with the view that the supposed immunity of coal-miners is due to coaldust. Eor the miners in the North Riding, and in the other districts that have heen grouped with it,
work almost exclusively in ironstone, and are in no wise exposed to the inhalation of coal-dust or coal-gas
or other product of coal mines. Yet' their mortality from tubercular disease is also extremely low, and
though somewhat higher than that of most coal-miners, is actually lower than that of the eoal-miners
iu South Wales and Monmouthshire. The low mortality of these ironstone miners, which is not limited
to phthisis but extends to the other headings in the Table, can hardly bo referable to any other cause
than the picked character of these miners ; and the natural inference certainly would he that the similarly
low mortality of the coal-miners was due to a similar cause. Again, if coal-dust really possess the
supposed preservative influence, we should expect that coal-heavers, who, though in a less degree than
coal-miners, are also exposed to the inhalation of such dust, would also present an exceptionally low
mortality from phthisis, but the figures in Table K. (No. DC) (see pago 173), scarcely answer to this
expectation. The comparative mortality figure for coal-heavers (see Table J.) is 968, and, judging from the
230 deaths of which the causes were abstracted, the mortality of this group of coal workers from phthisis
was very little below the average of all males. Departing for once from the general rule laid down preiously, that norates for individual diseases should bo calculated on less than 500 deaths with known causes,
the phthisis rate for coal-heavers would be 210, while the rate for all males is 220, and the mean of the six
figures for coal-miners is 126.
Another element in the question must not be altogether neglected. Whenever the mortality from
any one cause in any industry is in abnormally great excess, the mortality from other causes must be to
a certain extent thereby reduced. A man who is killed by an accident cannot also die of phthisis or
other disease. Now, among miners tho mortality from accident is appallingly high; and the mortality
from all other causes must be by that fact more or less reduced.
On tho whole, then, we must be content to leave the question of the supposed protective action of
coal-dust undecided. The most that we can say with certainty is that the inhalation of coal-dust does
not seem to increase the liability to phthisis, and that both in this respect and in respect to its effect in
producing disease of the respiratory organs it contrasts favourably with many other kinds of dust.
Tho mortality of coal-miners from alcoholism, or from the diseases which are specially connected
with habitual alcoholic excess, is low. This is in accordance with the description of their habits given by
various
* Report of the Hritish Association for the Advancement of Science, 1S63, p, 12<k
t Maladies des Houllleurs, Bruxelles, 1802, p. 110,
1 Hirt, Dio St&ubintialaf.ioTiS Krankheiten. Brebl&u, 3871, p. 160,
k To the authorities already cited may he added the followinic: Levy {Traitd d'Hvgiene, iit
who says that n la phthisie pulmonaire est
rare ehez les mincurs,” and who cites to that effect Harrier, Goa M&l. de Lyon, ISfifl, iti, 616; Francois, Bulletins de TAcad. de Beljfiquc, 1857, e.
xvi; and Rlcmbault, Hygiene des Ouvriers Mineure dans les exploitations houilliires. Paris, 180J p. 20S).
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various observers; for though " many of them indulge periodically in great excesses,’’ says Dr. Wilson,*
“ the regime of a colliery is so strict that, however much they may exceed on receipt of their wages, they
must resume work at the proper time, and thus habitual drunkenness is prevented, and consequently the
specific diseases induced by alcohol arc extremely rare.”
The mortality of the eoal-miners differs considerably in different areas, and arranging these in the
order of mortality, beginning with the lowest, the sequence is as follows: .Derbyshire with Nottingham
shire, 731; tho West Biding, 772 ; Durham with Northumberland, 873; Lancashire, 929; Staffordshire,
929; South Wales with Monmouthshire, 1,081. Possibly some of these differences might vanish if a
larger basis were taken than the mortality of only three years ; hut, as regards the three areas concerning
which alone we have previous experience, the order remains unchanged from the previous record, for in
18(50-2 the mortality of miners was higher in South Wales and Monmouthshire than in Staffordshire,
and in Staffordshire than iu Durham and Northumberland. In each of these three areas tbe mortality
of the miners decreased very considerably in the interval between 1860-2 and 1880-2 in the earlier ageperiod, 25^5 years, but in the second age-period, 45-65 years, it rose both iu Durham with Northumber
land and in South Wales with Monmouthshire, while it fell only in Staffordshire.
So large a share of the mortality of coal-miners is attributable to accident that it may be well to
give a summary view of thedeaths thus occasioned. In the ten years 1871-80 the total number of deaths
ascribed to accidents in coal-mines was 9,678, and these deaths were distributed by ages and causes in the
manner shown in the following table.
Table

M.—Deaths from Accidents in Coal-mines 1871-80.
Under 15

15-

25—

20-

35—

45—

05 and
over.

55—

Ter 1,000
AllagcS' aecidcnta
deaths

Crushing, fall of coal, stone, &c.............

291

605

OSS

1,120

871

667

344

102

4,688

485

Fall in shaft, pit .....................................

53

S3

91

211

152

100

67

27

784

SI

Machinery, explosion of boiler..............

23

31

13

23

21

16

9

4

140

14

Waggon, tram, tub...............................

413

307

120

151

117

114

So

43

1,350

139

Drowning .................................................

S

13

11

28

13

14

3

2

92

10

Blasting.....................................................

4

15

27

66

41

15

10

2

180

10

Fire-damp.................................................

128

331

336

606

358

221

82

22

2,084

215

19

50

45

88

49

29

11

3

294

30

13

13

G

7

16

2

0

3

66

7

952

1,448

1,337

2,300

1,038

1,178

617

208

9,078

1,000

Choke-damp, suffocation

.....................

Otherwise, or not stated..........................

Nearly half the deaths, it will be seen, are caused by falling in of the sides or roofs, and a quarter
by fire-damp or by choke-damp. After these forms of accident, which are shared equally by miners of all
ages, that is to say, shared pretty nearly in proportion to tbe numbers employed at the several ages, come
accidents from the waggons and tubs in which the coals are carried from the underground workings to the
shaft; this form of accident falls especially on the young lads who are engaged in “tramming and
hurrying ” the coals. The remaining and less common forms of accident, viz., falls in the shaft, accidents
with machinery and boilers, explosions of blasting powder, and drowning from the irruption of water into
the mine, affect miners of all ages alike. Putting, however, all causes together, it is plain that the lads
and younger miners suffer considerably more from accident than do the elder workmen, and consequently
that tbe figures in Table L. (see page 174), which are based on tbe mortality of males between 25 and 65
years of age, understate theliabilty to fatal accident of coal-miners in the aggregate and independently
of age.
. ,
Ironstone Miners (No. 92).—The miners in the North Biding and in certain selected districts have
boeii grouped Together to represent ironstone-miners, being almost exclusively engaged in that form of
mining. Their mortality is very much the-same in its general features as that of coal-miners. Tor in
both groups of miners the mortality is somewhat in excess under the heading Diseases of the Hespiratory
Organs, while it is considerably below the average under all the other main headings, with, of course, the
exception of Accident. Here the mortality figure for ironstone-miners is even higher than that for coal
miners. This seems strange, inasmuch as there is neither fire-damp nor choke-damp in the iron-mines.
Possibly tbe apparent anomaly would disappear if a larger basis were taken, for accident is, of course, a
very fluctuating element in the death-rate ; but it must not be forgotten that the main cause of mining
accidents, namely, tbe falling-in of roofs and walls, is shared alike by iron-miners and coal-miners. ^ 'The
low mortality of ironstone-miners from disease can scarcely be attributed to other causes than the picked
character of the men who alone are able to undertake such hard labour.
Cornish Miners (No. 93).—The mortality of the Cornish miners, who may practically be considered
to be tin-miners, for tbe. proportion of lead and copper miners to the whole is but small, contrasts in a
most extraordinary degree with that of eoal-miners or of ironstone-miners. So strange indeed seemed the
contrast, that it was thought expedient to go a second time through both the Census returns and the death
registers to see whether some great error had not been made in the abstraction. It was found, however,
that the figures had been correctly given. While the mortality of the other miners is, as has been shown,
lower than that of males generally in the corresponding areas, the mortality of the Cornish miners is more
than
* On tiie Coal-miners of Durham ami Northumberland, Report of ISritish Association, 1S03, y>. 1'2G.
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tlian double that of Cornish males in the aggregate. For while the comparative mortality figure for all
Cornish males is 887, that for Cornish miners is no less than 1,839, and is almost the highest in the Tabic.
Moreover the death-rates have risen very considerably since the previous record, and at each of the two
age-periods. This exceptional rise may very probably be explained in the following maimer. In the
decennium, 1S71-80, the mining industry in Cornwall was in a state of decadence ; and the miners in that
county at the Census of 1881. were 44 per cent, fewer than they had been in 1871. A. similar falling off,
moreover, but on a smaller scale, had also occurred in the previous decennium, the miners in 1871 being
27 per cent, fewer than in 1861. These successive decreases in the number of the miners in Cornwall
were due to thoir emigration into countries where mining was more prosperous, and offered better chances
of employment; and it is only reasonable to suppose that the miners who had the energy to emigrate
would be the more vigorous and healthy, while those who remained behind would be the comparative
weaklings.
Thus the very opposite process has been going on among the Cornish miners to that which has
been going on among coal-miners. The latter, as before explained, have been kept at a high standard of
healthiness by the constant elimination of the least vigorous ; the former have been undergoing deterior
ation by the constant emigration of the strongest.
The notable increase of the death-rates of Cornish miners in the interval between 1860-2 and
1880-2 may be explained with much probability by the foregoing hypothesis ; but, after allowing all due
weight to these considerations, it is still unquestionable that mining in Cornwall is for some reason or other
very considerably more unhealthy than mining in other parts; for the death-rates of the Cornish miners
in 1860-2 (which rates it may be noted were almost identically the same as those of 1849-53, though
mueli lower than those of 1880-2) were vastly in excess of the death-rates of the coal-miners ; and yet
these rates apply to a period when the decadence had not yet set in. Allowiug all the increase in the
mortality since 1860-2 to be explained by emigration of the strongest, and taking the death-rates at that
date to be the normal rates for Cornish miners, their comparative mortality figure would still be 1,449,
while that of the miners in the six colliery areas is only S86.
_ The great bulk of the excess of mortality among the Cornish miners comes under the headings
phthisis and diseases of the respiratory organs. The mortality figures from these two causes amount
together to no less than 1,148, while the figure for all males in Cornwall is only 368, and the figure for the
least healthy group of miners outside Cornwall, namely, the miners of South Wales and Monmouthshire,
is only 459. The Cornish miners suffer therefore from these diseases more than three times as much as
Cornish males in the aggregate, and more than twice as much as the miners in any other great mining
area. In the whole list of industries in Table L. {sea page 174) there is only one that at all approximates
to these Cornish miners in this respect, namely, the earthenware and china manufacture. Here the mortality
figure from the two causes is 1,118, while that of the Cornish miners, as already stated, is 1,148. It is
under the heading Phthisis that the mortality of these Cornish miners is most appallingly in excess;
the mortality attributed to this one,cause alone is actually greater than the mortality of either farmers
or gardeners from all causes together. In the case of miners, however, as also in the case of earthonware makers, the -word phthisis has to be looked on with suspicion, owing to the unfortunate use of the
terms “ miner's phthisis ” and potter’s phthisis ” for non-tubercular affections, so that it is safer in
these industries not to separate phthisis from diseases of the respiratory organs. Still, it is curious to
note that, if we compare the figure for the potters with those for tfie Cornish miners, the relative
proportions of the phthisis and the respiratory mortalities are almost exactly inverted, while the sum of
the two is practically the same in each ease. The Cornish miners, therefore, are more liable than the
pottery makers to tubercular disease, or to diseases likely to be confounded with tubercular disease of
the lungs, while they are less liable to other affections of the respiratory organs.
Of the total mortality of the Cornish miners nearly two-thirds is attributed to phthisis and
respiratory diseases ; and practically the same proportion marked their mortality * both in 1849-53, and
in 1300-62, Under the headings Diseases of the Nervous System and Diseases of the Organs of
Circulation their mortality, though higher than that of .other miners, and also higher than that of all
males in Cornwall, shows no such enormous excess as that under the two headings already considered,
and is less than the mean mortality for England and Wales. Neither do these Cornish miners show
any excess of _ mortality from alcoholism or its ‘Consequences; a fact which tallies with the account of
their habits given long since by the Poyal Commissioners,' who stated that “ as a class they are well
conducted and temperate ; large numbers have taken the pledge and kept it, and whatever may be the
causes of the diseases to which they are liable, the habit of intoxication cannot bo assigned as one of
(hein.”t Under the heading Diseases of the Digestive Organs the mortality figure is unusually high ;
possibly this may be connected with the nature of their diet, which according to the Keport of the Royal
Commissioners was considered by the doctors to be unwholesome for men, whose digestions are already
weakened by working in foul air and in high temperature.
The mortality from accident tails far short of that of other miners, and even than that of
quarrymen or of fishermen. As compared with all other occupations, however, it is very high, the figure
being 117, while that for cab-drivers, which comes next highest, is only 81.
Influence, of Fresh or Foul Air.—The difference between an out-of-door life in fresh country air and an
indoor life io a town is readily shown by comparing the mortality of agriculturists or fishermen with that
of shopkeepers, or, going a step further in the scale of vitiated atmosphere, with the mortality of tailors,
hatters, printers, and bookbinders. The agriculturists on the average have a comparative mortality figure,
of 6-44, the shopkeepers of 877, and the tailors, hatters, printers, and bookbinders of 1,088. The damage
done by living in the vitiated atmosphere, though it is not confined to any one set of organs, nevertheless
specially affects the organs of respiration. The mortality from diseases of these organs and trom phthisis,
taken together, is 198 for the fishermen and averages 237 for the agriculturists, while for drapers and
grocers it averages 357, ami for tailors and printers 549. Moreover, drapers live habitually in a more
\itiatcd air than do grocers, and printers in a more vitiated air than do tailors, and the mortality in these,
several trades corresponds in each ease to these differences. If we arrange the several industries in the
order of purity of air, the order will also be that of mortality from phthisis together with diseases of
respiratory organs, beginning with the lowest.
Table
* S.'c HL'jK.rt ot Uoya] Commission on Condition of Minoru, ISM, p. xiv,

f Seo Report of Koydl Commission On Condition Of Miners, ISM, p. xxv
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Table N.—Comparative Mortality of Males working in Air of Different Degrees of Purity, from
Phthisis and Diseases of the Respiratory Organs.
Phthisis.

Diseases of
RcsiMrntory
System.

The two
together.

Fishermen............................................

108

30

C
O

Agriculturists ......................................

115

122

237

Grocers .................................................

167

116

283

Drapers .................................................

301

129

430

Tailors .................................................

285

186

471

Printers.................................................

461

166

627

_
Influence of I)ust.—The effect of exposure to inhalation of dust, speaking generally, is of course
to increase the mortality from diseases of the respiratory organs and phthisis, but the effect differs very
greatly, not only according to the amount but according also to the character of the dust, that which
consists of hard and of sharp-poiuted particles naturally doing more mischief to the air-passages than that
of which the particles are soft or rounded. It is, however, unfortunately impossible to estimate accurately
the comparative effects of different kinds of dust, independently of all other conditions, because the several
industries concerned differ from each other materially in many other important respects besides the nature
of the dust to which those who are engaged in them are exposed ; some, for instance, being carried on in
tlic country, others in towns, some in the open-air, others in the close and heated atmosphere of factories
or in underground passages and the like. .Nevertheless, if we arrange those dust-inhaling occupations,
for which Table L. (see page 174) gives the necessary data, in the order of their mortalities from
phthisis and diseases of the lungs, we have some valuable indications of the differences between different
dusts in the production of such diseases. Of all occupations the one which is most completely free from
exposure to dust is that of fishermen, and consequently the mortality figures for this industry have been
added to the Table as a standard for comparison.
Table 0.—Comparative Mortality of Males in certain Dust-Inhaling Occupations from Phthisis

and Diseases of the Respiratory Organs.

Phthisis.

Diseases of
Eespisatory
Organs.

Phthisis and
Diseases of the
Kcspiratory
Orguns.

Coal-miner............................

126

202

328

Carpenter, Joiner.................

204

133

337

Baker, Confectioner.............

212

186

398

Mason; Builder, Bricklayer

252

201

453

Wool Manufacture .............

257

205

4G2

Cotton Manufacture .........

,272

271

........................

308

274

582

Cutler....................................

371

389

760

Bile-maker.............................

433

350

783

Earthenware Manufacture..

473

045

1,118

Cornish Miner.....................

600

458

1,148

Fisherman............................

103

90

19S

Quarryman

<

543

It will bo noted that in every one of these dust-inhaling occupations, the mortality from phthisis
.and from diseases of the respiratory organs is higher than among fishermen. Of the various dusts the
least injurious, to judge from the Table, is coal-dust; for, though the mortality of coal-mincrs from diseases
of the respiratory organs is higher than that of several other industries in the list, their registered mortality
from phthisis is by far the lowest, and indeed not so very much higher than that of fishermen; and,
therefore, as has been explained at length in a previous page, it is believed by many that coal-dust acts as
a preservative from this ibrni of disease.
The dust of ordinary wood does not appear to be very baneful, for carpenters and joiners stand
nearly on a level with coal-miners as regards the mortality from the two causes taken together; the
mortality figures, however, for the two causes when taken separately are almost exactly inverted, the
carpenters having a higher rate than the coal miners from phthisis and a considerably lower rate from
diseases of the respiratory organs. Carpenters and joiners, however, work to a great extent in the open
air, and very possibly the mortality figures for cabinet-makers, or for wood turners, who work indoors in
a much thicker atmosphere of wood-dust, might tell a different talc ; nor is this improbable, seeing that
their comparative mortality figure from all causes together is considerably higher than that of carpenters
{see Table .1). Moreover, many of the harder woods which aro used by cabinet-makers are said to give
off a much more injurious dust than the ordinary timber used by carpenters and joiners.
Bakers
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Bakers and coufectioncrs, who inhale the dust of flour, have a considerably higher mortality from
diseases of the respiratory organs than carpenters, but it may bo doubted whet her/his is due to the flourdust so much as to the heated atmosphere of the bakehouse. For, though much flour-dust may be inspired
into the mouth of the baker, it is extremely doubtful whether much or any of it would get as far as the
air passages and not be arrested on the way by inter-mixture with the saliva and adherence to the wet
surface of the tongue and pharynx. The mortality of bakers from phthisis is scarcely higher than that
of carpenters, w'hich accords with the observation of Hirt* that the inhalation of flour-dust rarely conduces
to that disease.
More injurious than either coal-dust, wood-dust, or the dust of flour, appear to be the filaments
and fluff and other dusts that are given off in textile factories ; the mortality both from phthisis and from
diseases of the respiratory organs being bigber among workers in cotton and workers in wool than among
persons exposed to cither of the previously mentioned kinds of dust. The workers in cotton factories
faro worse than the workers in wool; the comparative mortality from the diseases in question being 543
for the former, and 462 for the latter. It must bo remembered, however, that the air in tho weaving
sheds of cotton factories contains not only fiocculent matter, but also a large amount of dust from mineral
substances of various kinds used in sizing, and that the inhalation of mineral substances, judging from
industries presently to be considered, is much more injurious than the inhalation of textile filaments.
The deleterious effects of dust upon the air-passages is increased both in the cotton and in the
wool factories, and especially in tho former, by the nigh temperature in which tho work is carried on,
and it is impossible to say how much of the lung mortality is due to the latter cause and how much to
tho dust.
_
But all tho dusts as yet mentioned seem to be insignificant in their injurious action when compared
with the dust of stone and the dust of metal. There are two industries in the Table, those of cutlers and
file-makers, in which the workman is exposed to metallic dust. In the former the comparative mortality
from the diseases in question is 760, aud in tho latter it is 783 ; and, doubtlessly, bad not the subsidiary
operations, such as hafting, been included in the cutlery manufacture, the mortality figure for cutlers
ivould have been still higher. Even as it is, it is almost four times as high as that of fishermen.
,
Still more appalling seems the effect on the air-passages of stone-dust. There are four industries
in the liable that arc exposed more or less to this source of disease. Two of the four, namely, masons
with builders and bricklayers, and quarrymen, work mainly in the open air, and though their mortality
from lung diseases is very high, being between two and three times as high ns that of fishermen, yet it is
nothing as compared with that of Cornish miners and pottery-makers, who work in more confined space,
and consequent ly inhale the stone-dust in much larger amount. For these workers the lung mortality is
from five to six times as high as that of fishermen.
*

Op cit., pjh 142 Mid 214.
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Iabor K.—Crtusca of Deaths of males, aged 25-65 years, in different industries ; being samples abstracted from the
Death Kcgiatera of lSSO^l-2.
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* The deaths from suicide were in this case not separated from the deaths from nervous diseases.
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Total.

131
101

003
774
553

■>27
1,124
2 .in
2-12

680

1130
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Tabu; L.—Comparative mortality of males, 25-65 years of age, in different industries; from all and several clauses*.
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94S
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2
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100
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771
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5

36
21
IS
17

1,17U
958
1,051.
921
1,071
1,712
1,088
1,032
717

10

3

Funner, Grazier......................
Labourer in ten Agricultural
Counties.
Gardener, Nnrservman .........
Fisherman .............................
Cab, Omnibus, Service.........
Commercial Traveller __
iirewer....................................
Innkeeper, Publican, Spirit,
Wine, Bccr*Dealcr.
Grocer.................................
Umper, Manclicstor Warehouseman.
Butcher..................................
Baker, Confectioner............
Tailor.......................................
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30

17
9

S4
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31
22
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0
1

2
1
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S
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t
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1
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m
m
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S3
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S8

17
14
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m

Builder, Mason,'■Bncfclover....
Plumber, Painter. Glazier ....
Canxsnter, Joiner..................

34

5

48
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39
41
31
38

:js

12
4
3
3
S

File Maker.............................
Blacksmith...........................
Miner (Durham and Northumberland).
All Males
da
.........
Miner (Lancashire)...................
All Male*
do
.......
do
.........
Miner (Derbyshire and Nettingha main re).

do
....
Miner (South Wales and MonmoulnsJiirc).
A U ilf o-fes
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m
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S8

o
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M

3
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a
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g
ngV
Phthisis I’al
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(j <u cn
U>
Q
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All Males (England and
Wales).

All Males
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(»4
GG

° a> .
Ill

1

i

123

130

l.vno

200

00

884

117

200

1,839

50

m

88?

148
5$

115
249

1,122
1,879

* Thu figures in thisi TaUc arc the numbers of deaths that ■would occur annually in each industry out of 64,Gil males from 25 to G6 years
of age; of whom ■11,020 were under and 22,7'2l were over 45 years of ace.
f The deaths from suicide were not separated in this cube from the deaths from nervous diseases.

K.
Statement

of accidents, Kew Soulli Wales, (fatal and non-fatal) for decennial periods years 1875-1884
and 1885-1894.
Fatal Accidents.
Number
of accidents.

of men employed.

Number
of tons raised.

Number of men
employed per accident.

Number of tons
raised per accident.

lS7.r) to LSS4..............................

S3

4G,S4o

17,863,421

564

215,2S2

1S83 to 18n4..............................

252

93,260

33,320,785

370

132,225

Non-fatal Accidents.
Number of
men injured.

Number
of men employed.

Number
of tons raised

;

Number of
men pcraccidcni

Number of tons
raised per accident.

1875 to 1884..............................

226

46,845

17,868,421

207

70,063

1885 to 1804.............................

480

93,266

33,320,785

194

60,418

Ketubn

175

AIMiUMK.

EiEturn allowing the number of fatal and non-fatal accidents; those caused by “falls of coal,” stone
“roof”; and lithgow, Ferndale, Bulli, A. A. Co.’s Hamilton Pit, and South Bnrwood Sinking Pit
disasters, 1S73 to L894 inclusive.
■2 «
rtls

Year,

Rutimiks on Tivtal accidoiitii.

Rouiftrkh on iign-futftl accidents.

*3
1873 .. 13
1874...
5
1875...
S
1870 ..
4
1877...
7
1878...
s
1879. .
5
1880
8
1SS1... 2
1882 .
12
1883... 15
1884... 14
1885... 11
1SSG. , 29

94

1887..

1888.. 15
1889... 41

i
1890... 13
1891... 1 21
1892.. 1 8
1893..
1894.. 1 7

9 by falls of coal ................................
3 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof ...... ■
4 by falls of coal, 3 by stone roof.... '
2 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof..... |
4 by falls of coal, I by stone roof ...... ,
2 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof....
2 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof .... '
4 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ...... |
2 by falls of coal ................................
10 by falls of coal ...................................
5 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof ......
C by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof .....
7 by falls of coal, 2 by stone roof .....
10 by falls of coal, ] by stone roof, S by
Lithgow disaster, 1 by b’erndalc
flooding.
81 killed by Bulli catastrophe, 5 by falls
of coal, 2 by falls of stone roof,
fl by falls of roof ................................
11 by crush at Hamilton Pit, 11 by falls
of coal, 4 by over-winding at South
Burwood.
4 by falls of coal,1 by fall of roof.......
7 by falls of coal,3 by fall of roof...
4 by falls of coal,3 by fall of roof.......
10 by falls of coal,1 by fall of stone . .
2 by falls of coal,2 by fall of stone ...

Men
Tons of
above and Toils of coal coal r&ibcct
rawed*
per
ground.
life lost.

*
10
4 by falls of coal, 1 by
stoneroof
1,192,862
13 I 6 by falls of coal, 4 by stone roof *■
1,304,612
10 • 6 by falls of coal ..........................
3,308 1,329,729
Si 4 by falls of coal ..........................
4,084 1,319,918
21 Ifi by falls of coal ..........................
4,657 1,444,271
In 12 by falls of coal, 1 by stone roof 4,792 1,575,497
19 10 by falls of coal ..........................
5,035 1,583,381
If) ) 8 by falls of coal ......................
4,676 1,466,180
33 25 by falls of coal ..........................
4,098 1,769,597
33 I 23 by falls of coal ..........................
4,487 2,109,282
31 | 15 by falls of coal, 4 by stone roof 5,481 2,521,457
34 | 14 by falls of coal, 6 by stone roof 6,227 2,749,109
40 | 13 by falls of coal ........................
7,097 2,878,863
43 I ] 5 by falls of coal, 2 by fall of roof 7,847 2,830,175

45

22 by falls of coal, 5 by fall of 7,998
J
stone roof.
43 | 12 by falls of coal, 4 by stone roof 9,301
57 24 by falls of coal ..... !................. 10,277
3G i 17 by falls of
54 27 by falls of
77 3S by falls of
45 22 by falls of
40 28 by falls of

91,758
260,922
166,216
329,979
206,324
196,937
.810,676
183,272
884,798
175,773
168,096
196,364
261,714
97,592

2,922,497

31,090

3,203,443
3,655,632

213,562
89,161

eoal, 3 by stone roof 10,315 3,060,876
coal, 6 by stone roof 10,820 4,037,929
coal, 10 by stoic roof 10,514 3,780,967
coal, 5 by fall stone 9,971 3,278,327
coal, 1 by fall stone 9,126 3,072,076

230,145
192.282
472,020
252,179
524,582

* Figures nol, avrulnlilc.

L,
Inspector Kowan’s Reports in reference to the Bulli Colliery.
i5ir'

.
.
Wollongong, 2 September, 1S8C.
Por your information, I have the honor to inform you that I have inspected the Bulli Colliery
on August 5th and 9th instant:—
"
.
Bulli old 2'«nne2.—About 130 men and horses are employed, and served with 12,500 cubic feet of
air per minute in three different splits.
,
End disfricL—Thirty-six men and horses employed, and supplied with 3,G00 cubic feet of air
por minute. The miners in this division are working with safety-lamps, as the coal gives off a small
portion of fire-damp. Strict discipline is exorcised by the management to ensure safety, viz., the bords
arc examined every morning by a competent person, and the same reported to bo safe before the miners
commence work, lour danger signals arc placed at a respectable distance from iho working faces,
cauiioning persons not to pass said boundaries with a naked light. 1 carefully examined every bord with
a safety-lamp, but in no ease did the fire explode in the lamp. I also asked the miners if thev considered
every care was taken; they said they believed so, and that the deputy made several inspections during the day,
,
mil Mnd, West.—About forty-six men and horses employed, and served with 5,500 cubic feet of
air per minute.
Slach/ heading.—About thirty men and horses employed, and served with about 3,100 cubic feet of
air per minute. I went through a large portion of the waste workings, which from the return air-course,
for the Hill End district, heavy falls of roof have taken place. I pointed out the defective condition of
this return air-way. The manager showed me a new return air-way he was making through a portion of
the waste workings and solid eoal, which is expected to be finished in a few weeks, as he was driving it
from each side, with two shifts of men. This air-course will come along all the working-faces, and will
be the future permanent air-course for the eoliiory.
I have, &e,,
-TAMES ROWAN,
The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Inspector of Collieries.
^lr’

,
,
Wollongong, 25 October, 188G.
. Tor your information, I herewith forward report of my inspection made at Bulli Colliery on
the 20th instant.
'
On making my inspection pf the workings I found that heavy falls of roof had taken place in the
return air-vays, also in Harris’s heading. In this heading, where about forty men were employed, the
manager has lifted all the plant, as there was no possible way of keeping the roads in order.
. I his. Harris s heading, has a very bad class of roof, and requires a constant staff of way-men to
keep it in order. The manager informed me at the commencement all the day-men and deputies struck
work with the miners, leaving him without a man ; even the underground furnace-man left, and it was
with difficulty he could find another to fill his place. I mentioned in my last report that a new air-course
was in course of construction, which by this time would have been finished, but that also was at a standstill
for want of workmen.
'
. , r^,e .ne'v fumucc which is being built about 43 chains from (lie entrance of the tunnel is almost
finished, which will bo a great boon for the ventilation of the colliery.
I have, Ac..
„„ -r,
.
JAMES ROWAN,
Iho Examiner of Coal-fields.
Inspector of Collieries.
-----------8i r.

ire

•

appendix,

Sir,

‘Wollongong, 22 December, 1886.
I beg to state that I have inspected Bulli Colliery on the 20th instant.
The miners are still on strike. Five men employed underground doing general repairs. 1 examined
the Hill End division of workings. This is the division of workings that used to generate fire-damp, and
where the men when working had locked safet)r-]amps. I examined this portion with a safety-lamp, and
found the same clear from fire-damp or any other foul gases, i could not pass through the other two
divisions of workings on account of heavy falls of roof, especially in the return air-ways. 1 drew Mr.
Itoss, the manager's attention to the condition of the return air-ways. He stated he could not get men lo
work to keep the air-ways in order, and they were constantly falling. (See October report on the Bulli
Colliery.) But it would bo his first business to put the air-ways in order, when the strike was settled.
The new ventilating furnace is now finished, and in working order.
I have, &c,
JAMES HOW AH,
The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Inspector of Collieries.
Sir,

Wollongong, 2 March, 1SS7.
For your information, I have the honor to inform you that I inspected Bulli Colliery, on the
17th instant.
JSll End District:—Fifty men employed, four of them working in narrow headings with safetylamps, owing to the coal giving off a small per cent, of fire-damp. I carefully examined this division of
workings and found the ventilation good in every bord, 12,000 cubic feet of air being brought up to within
20 yards of the furthest in working-face. On examining the return air-way I found that heavy falls of roof
had taken place. The falls were so heavy ] could not make a passage through. I drew the manager’s
attention to this matter, He stated that he had three shifts of men working, making a new air-course,
and the same would be kept working until a proper recognized air-way was made from the working-faces
to the ventilating furnace. As X have formerly reported, a number of these falls took place during the
recent strike.
Harris’s heading, where forty men were employed previous to the strike, is so completely crushed,
caused by the bottoms heaving in this district. The bords will require to be cut out anew with a pair of
headings.
1 have, &c.,
'
JAMES HO WAN, _ _
The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Inspector of Collieries.
Non-fatal Accidents in the Southern and Western Districts of New South Wales
Collieries investigated by the Inspector of Collieries during the half-year ending 30th June, ISOX :—

Tabulated List of

Kate.

Col lienr.

1.2

Remarks, &c., on the Nature ami Extent of
Injuries.

Sufferer.

I- IFeb. 19 Corrinaal ......... Bicburd Smith
„ 27 Osborne Wallsenil Jns. O’Brien ...

Mar. 1
April G
„ 16

» 26
Juno 22

22

South Bulli ......
Osborne Wnllsend
Metropolitan......
Belhunbi ...........
Corrimnl ..... .

George Clark
George Pratt ,
George Kentonly..
Milles Richardson
Wm. Johnslone...
A. Demonehie ...

Miner Hurt about the back and arms by a fall of coal.
Hurt about the back by a fall of coal.............
Leg fractured by a fall of eoal.........................
Internal injuries by a fall of coal......................
Leg fractured by a fall of eoal..........................
Bruised about the chest by skips......................
Burns on amis and chest by loose powder.....
Burnt on the arm by ignition of powder ......

H.
SELECT COMMITTEE ON WORKING 0E COLLIERIES.
BEPORT.
The Select Coioeittee of the Legislative Assembly, appointed on the 13th March, 1804.—^ ivith power
to send for persons and papers to inquire into and report on the Working of Collieries,”—have agreed
to the following Report:—
Tour Committee having examined the witnesses named in the List,* and carefully considered
the evidence given before the Committee, find the following:—>
1. That it is absolutely necessary that an amended Act regulating the working of collieries should be
passed without delay, and, amongst others, containing the following provimons:—
2. That a fixed minimum quantity of air—-not less than. 150 cubic feet of air per man, boy, and
horse per minute—should be provided, for the following reason i That in the majority of
collieries working at the present time, where there is little or no inflammable gas met with, the
absence of a fixed minimum quantity of air would leave the matter at the discretion of the
manager, which would lead to disputes, and, perhaps, subsequently to strikes.
3. That provision should be made for conducting the air to the working-face, so that the men working
there may be kept safe from the different gases with which they have to contend, and which
prove so detrimental to health.
4.
* List of witnesses: It. Baxter, J. Campbell, H. O. MncCnbc, J. Owens, W. Thomas, J. Thornton, J. WetforJ, II. Wood.
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4. That a difference of opinion exists among the witnesses as to the belter methods for conducting
the air, viz., by lessening the distance between the cut-throughs or by brattice. But your
Committee consider that the better way to conduct the air to the working-faces is by means of
brattice, which is the cheapest and most approved scientific method.
5. That your Committee consider that the number of men in a split should not exceed sixty, as such
provision is highly essential for the health of the W'orkmen.
G. That the majority of witnesses were in favour of legalising eight hours per day for men working
underground ; and so far as hewers are concerned, the evidence goes to show that eight hours is
the time worked at present in the great majority of mines. Tour Committee therefore believe
that it would be no great hardship to embody an “ eight-hours ’’ clause in any Bill for the better
regulation of coal-mines and collieries.
7. That your Committee are of opinion that the system known as the “ Standard Weight System ”
is unjust, and ought to be abolished, and that the miners should be paid for the total weight of
coal obtained by them.
'
S, That your Committee consider it necessary that managers, under-managers, and engine-winders
should be required to pass an examination to qualify them for “ certificates of competency ”
before they arc appointed to any of the before-mentioned positions; but provision should be
made to allow those who have served as managers, under-managers, and engine-winders,
respectively, “certificates of service” as provided for in the English Coal-mines Acts of 1872
and 1887.
0. That a uniform code of signals should be used at all collieries.
In conclusion, your Committee beg to recommend the adoption of the English Coal-mines
Itegulation Act of 1887 (50 and 51 Vic., chap. 58), with the amendments suggested in this Eeport,
believing it to be for the better protection of the minor’s health and life, the owner’s property, and the
welfare of the community in general.
M.

3 Committee Room,
Sydney, Sth May,

JOHN L. FEGAN,
Chairman.

1894.

N,
Tadli: showing quantities of Mineral wrought under the English Coal Mines Regulation Acts of 1872 and
1887, number of Fatal Accidents and Heaths. Tons of Mineral wrought per Fatal Accident and per
Death, Number of Mines at Work, and Number of Persons Employed above and below ground.

1

Tons of Mineral Wrought
Vnai-.
Coal.
1A79 128,030,131
1S74 120,500,108
tarri 13:1,30(1,485
134,125,100
187" 134,179,908
187S 132,012,003
1870 133,720,303
1880 340,1)00,400
1881 154,184,300
1SS2 150,400,077
l&ta 303,787,327
1884 160,757,770
1S85 1150,331,418
ISSti 157,518,482
]SS7 162,110,812
isss 109,935,210
1SS9 176,910,724
ItSflO 181,014,258
IbSl 185,^70,120

I’ircclfty.
1,7-12,103
2,007,791
1,032,204
2,071,083
1,813,541
1,025,588
1,455,003
1,038,6:10
1,898,007
2,209,036
2,180,452
2,053,027
1,873,614
1,782,064
1,819,400
3,370,273
2,192.848
2.-I05.727
2,301,005

Ironstone, Shale,
12,094,827
11 >603,130
12,018,594
12,169,580
12,014,350
10,747,227
0,3S7,7O8
11,604,726
11,853.760
11,505,447
11,405,401
10,412,443
10,108,0(2
8,862,643
7,669,918
8,685,032
8.270.542
8,117,178
7,229,150

ka.

524,095
832,747
442,940
032,060
S38,!)95
813,262
808,207
894,1)9
1,019,953
1,319,572
1,341,210
1,043,610
1,835,416
1,8*13,775
1,549,575
2,210,039
2,254,044
2,408,390
2,001,251

Total.
143,041,240
140,713,832
147,700,313
14S,039,355
143,840,260
146,793,133
145,360,309
163,460,793
IBS,959,031
171,3:14,032
178,763,390
174,372,769
173.223,966
170,006,050
173,040,706
182,600,163
189,033,056
194,005,387
197,093,1192

■2-2 1
a
«iS
V
CIS 1i ”1
cn
5
4> fl
Sg
1i .C
o
1 J.C
M -t3
973
805
!)27
839
864
811

782
815
844
876
921
863
807
S07
830

$‘21

848
861
911

1,069
1,9.50
1,244
933
1,20S
3,413
973
1,318
964

1,120

1,054
942
1,160
953
996
sss
1,064
1,160
970

Tons of Mineral
Wrought *
l
Per fatal | Per
accident, lives lost

1

146,807
157,222
177,r,go
172,270
170,777
185,890
19S, H!)
20.1,18!)
195,580
194,097
202,033
214,051
210,665
208,494
222,485
223,024
226,023
217,007

N 1.

133,677
133,251
113,7:11)
159,688
123,217
103,183
149,400
122,509
177,100
162,101
109,605
185,639
150,620
178,301
173,019
205,698
175,227
167,763
201,034

i

Persons employed.

1
&

3,OSS
4,332
4,501
4,335
4,231
8,063
3,056
3,904
3,847
8,814
3,707
3,654
8,433
3,301
3,382
3,354
3,389
3,409
3,439

Under
ground.
Maley.

Above ground.

423,611
427,017
409,229
305,02.7
382,979
385,179
391,381
309,387
406,192
416,696
422,233
424,101
42:1,862
428,540
438,902
463,606
606,812
536,091

103,319
102,324
09,243
93,983
S7,39i
80,789
88,912
91,375
93,143
03,758
SB.0S5
92,138
91,977
03,554
92,108
00,103
102,215
107,903

Males. Female
0,809
0,504
6,055
5,378
4,060
4,842
4,640
4,715
4,652
4,470
4,458
4,303
4,131
4,183
3,935
4,027
4.20C
4,450

go
ZM

c
H

a
*

r.ss.sco
635,845
514,532
404,391
476,329
476,810
484,933
495,477
503,987
514,9:13
529,376
520,632
610,970
526,277
534,045
563,735
613,233
648,450

.

WEALTH AND PROCURESS OF NEW SOUTH WALES, 1893 (COGHLAN).
(Extract, page

77.)

Accidents in Coal-xiines.

There were 7 persons killed and 76 persons injnrcd in New South Wales coal-mines during 1892,
making a total of 83 accidents—the number of fatal accidents being smaller and that of non-fatal accidents
larger than in any of the previous ten years. For the ten years ending with 1892, the average annual loss
of life in the British coal-mines was 1’S per thousand, or at the rate of 179,090 tons of coal raised for every
fatal accident. In the New South Wales collieries, for the same period, the rate was 3‘0 fatal accidents
per thousand miners employed, and only 121,057 tons of coal were raised for every life lost. .This very
high average of fatal accidents in this Colony results from the Bulli disaster in 1887, when 81 miners lost
their lives. The circumstances surrounding the mining industry in. New South Wales would warrant the
expectation of a much lighter average.

O.
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0.
JTew Zealand Labour Laws—Pages 274-5.
Owner to make. Quartrhf Contribution to Coal-mimrsl Melief Fund.

60. The owner of every coal-mine, whether situate on private lands or on Crown lands, in addition
to the conditions for the payment of any royalty, shall contribute to a fund for the necessary relief of
coal-miners who may be injured whilst working in coal-mines, and for the relief of tho families of coal
miners who may be killed or injured whilst so working, and for the purpose of such fund shall, in tho
months of January, April, July, and October in every year, pay a sum equivalent to one half-penny per
ton on the output of the bituminous coal and one farthing per ton on lignite in any coal-mine sold during
the preceding three months respectively ending on the last day of the previous' months of December,
March, June, and September, into tbe Post Office Savings Bank which is nearest to the said mine, to tho
credit of an account called “ The Sick and Accident Fund ” in connection with (he Miners’ Association
of the district where such mine is situated. In case there is no Miners’ Association, the same shall be
paid into the Post Office Savings Bank which is nearest to the said mine to the credit of the Minister of
Mines and the Public Trustee, in an account to be called li The Coal-rainera’ Belief Fund.’1
All moneys so paid into tbe said Sick and Accident Fund sball be operated upon only by tbe
persons appointed in that behalf by the Miners’ Association of the district, in accordance wit'll regulations
to be from time to time made by the Governor, and all moneys so paid into tbe Post Office Savings Bank
shall be operated on only by tbe aforesaid Minister and Public Trustee jointly for the purposes of the
said relief.
'
Any inspector of mines is hereby authorised aud empowered, at any reasonable time, to examine
from time to time tbe books of any owner of a coal-mine for the purpose of ascertaining the quantity of
coal raised from such mine during any period or periods, and also to ascertain from the proper officer
having control of the Sick and Accident Fund of the Minors’Association of the district, and from the
proper officer at any Post Office Savings Bank as aforesaid, the amount paid to the credit of the aforesaid
fund by any owner of a coal-mine from time to time, and to compare the amount so paid by any such
owner in respect of any quarter of a year with the quantity of coal sold during such quarter as appearing
in the books of such mine.
If on such comparison it shall appear that any such owner has not paid into the aforesaid Sick and
Accident Fund or Belief Fund any amount as hereby prescribed, or only a part thereof, such owner shall
be deemed guilty of an offence against this Act, and shall be liable to a penalty of two pounds sterling in
respect of each and every pound sterling or fraction of a pound sterling which he should have paid into
the said Sick and Accident or Belief Fund respectively, and all penalties recovered under this section, less
the expenses incident to the recovery of the same, shall be paid by the inspector of mines into the afore
said Sick and Accident or Belief Fund respectively, and shall form part thereof.
Every owner of a coal-mine who refuses, obstructs, or prevents, or causes the refusal, obstruction,
or prevention of the production of the books of the mine, aud tbe free examination of such books for tbe
aforesaid purpose by any inspector of mines, on his request for such production, shall be deemed guilty of
an offence against this Act, and' shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding fifty pounds for everyday
during which such refusal, obstruction, or prevention continues.
In any action brought by a workman against the owner for injuries, tho amount to which such
workman may be entitled from the said fund shall be taken into consideration in assessing the damages.
“ Owner ” in this section includes any one or more owners and any company whether incorporated
or not.

01.
Bhatticing.
cost of Bratticing to a point 15 yards from the face. The bord is assumed to be ns now—that
is, 8 yards wide and 35 yards long between headings.
1 square yard of brattice costs 7-Jd.
(1) Cubic yards of coal in a bord, 4 feet high = 373.
Allowing one-quarter for small coal, dirt, <fcc., leaves 280 cubic yards of large coal.
Taking IS cwt. as the weight of 1 cubic yard of coal, we get= 252 tons of large coal.
The brattice (inclusive of door at bord end), to be 15 yards fromthe face, will require (say) 24 lineal
yards of canvas, 4 feet deep—
AiAi.4 = 32- square yards.
_
_
32 x 7|d. = 240d.
Therefore the cost of brattice, per ton — -?•) J = ASd.
The cost of fixing will be very small, because the timber now used by the miner to support (lie roof
will be utilised for brattice supports. Therefore, this cost will scarcely ever exceed '4d. or '5d.
per ton. (In one mine where brattice is now used the cost of fixing is ‘3d. per ton.)
Assuming it, however, to be '5d.
•ns
Then, total cost for bord, 4 feet high = A. pence per ton.
Estimated

(2) Cubic yards of coal in a bord 5 feet high = 467.
Allowing one-quarter for small coal, dirt, &c., leaves 350 cubic yards of large coal.
1 cubic yard of coal = 18 cwt. and gives 35".‘1,1 = 315 tons of large coal.
24 lineal yards of brattice, 5 feet deep, = 40 square yards, @ 7 rib, amounts to 300d.
Then cost of brattice = Iflf = A5d. per ton.
Cost of fixing
...
... — '50d.
,,
,
.
Total cost

= IAS pence per ton.

(3)
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(3) Cubits yards-of coal in a bord 6 feot high = 5(50.
Allowing one-quarter for small coal, dirt, &c,. leaves 420 cubic yards of large coal.
18 cwt, = 1 cubic yard, which gives
= 378 tons of large coal,
24 lineal yards of brattice, G feet deep, = 48 square yards, @ 7£d. = 360d.
Then cost of brattice = -if';- = "Obd. per ton.
and cost of fixing
... = ‘50d,
„

■

Total cost ...
...
1'45 pence per ton.
(4) Cubic yards of coal in bord, 7 feot high = 653.
Allowing one-quarter for small, &c., leaves 490 cubic yards of large coal.
I cubic yard == 18 cwt. which gives
= 441. tons of large coal.
If canvas is not, at present, made deeper than 6 feet, it soon would be if there was a demand for it,
but assuming, tor the present, the maximum depth to be 0 feet, then to brattice a bord 7 feet
high, use 4 feet canvas, one depth above another. This w'ould give 48 lineal yards of canvas, ■
4 feet deep = G4 square yards, @ 7id. = 480d.
Then cost of brattice — Hi1 = l'09d. per ton.
aud cost of fixing
... = 'oOd.
„
Total...
... = 1'59 pence per ton.
(5) Cubic yards of coal in a bord 8 feet high = 747.
'
Allowing one-quarter for small, &c., leaves 560 cubic yards of large coal.
1 cubic yard = 18 cwt. and gives 5A!3_Lf — 504 tons of large coal.
Two depths of 4 feet canvas, 24 yards long, gives 64 square yards, @ 71 d. = 480d.
Then cost of brattice = -* !Hr = 'Obd. per ton.
*
and cost of fixing
... = '50d.
,,
Total..,
...
... = 1‘45 pence per ton.
(G) Cubic yards of coal in a bord 9 feet high = 840.
Allowing one-quarter for small, &c., leaves 630 cubic yards of large coal.
1 cubic yard = 18 cwt. and gives
= 567 tons of large coal.
24 lineal yards of 4 feet canvas = 32 square yards, @ 7id. — 240d.
24
„
5
„
=40
„
„
=300d.
540d.
Then cost of brattice = f M- = -95d. per ton.
and cost of fixing
... = -50d.
„
Total............................ = 1-45 pence per ton.
Average cost of tho six cases cited = 147 pence per ton.
_ It must be remembered that about one-half of tho allowance made (one-quarter) for small coal, dirt,
&c., is—marketable small coal, which, when sold, will slightly reduce tbe above calculations based on
large coal only.
, The cost will also depend on the regularity of working. The brattice will be fixed, a few yards
at a time, as the working face advances and even under tbe most adverse conditions, such as wet, moist,
and vitiated atmospheres which tend to destroy the canvas, tbe last few yards of it used in one bord will
always bo available for use in another bord, and under favourable conditions, all the brattice used in one
bord will serve a second bord without extra cost, except that of fixing,
Tbe above calculations are based on bords being 8 yards wide. In tbe few cases where 6-yard
bords are driven in the thick coal under tidal waters the cost per ton for brattice will he much less,
inasmuch as the coal is wrought in two or three sections, tbe first or lowest one (generally) only needing
brattice; tbe remaining sections being taken out after the bords are connected at each end with headings,
thereby affording facilities for coursing the air up one bord and down the next by the aid of doors and
stoppings only.
Headings also are not included in the calculations. These, being only two or three yards wide,
yield less coal, per lineal yard driven, than the bords, and therefore the cost per ton for brattice which
they require is higher, but this is more than compensated for by all tbe coal in the ordinary cut-lhroughs
between bords being got without the use of brattice. The cost, as will be observed, has been confined to
the “ whole ’’ or solid working ; that is to say, driving bords and headings. Tbe extraction of pillars need
no brattice, because the air current can be coursed and kept up to within a'reasonable distance of the
working place by stoppings m a similar way to tbe method alluded to where top coal is wrought.
It may perhaps, with some reason, be urged that the cost per ton for brattice should be borne by
tbe total output if so a still further reduction must be made, because, at some collieries, at some period
of their existence, half the output may come regularly from pillar extraction.
In collieries where the output is entirely derived from the pillars, or where longwall method of
working has been adopted, the cost for brattice will bo almost nil, only'a small quantity being required
for doors and stoppings.
'
The first cost of putting a mine under the bratticing clause of the Bill introduced into the
Assembly on 5th September, 1894, is not taken into account. It may be looked upon as money expended
on new plant in the same way as the money for a new ventilating fan, the cost of which is borne by the
output of a long period. Both are necessary to provide adequate ventilation where gases are met with or
the workings rising.
mi. HUMBLE,
9th September, 1895.
Inspector of Collieries.
P.
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CflECK-INSPECTOlts’ RePOBT.
(Newcastle Paper.')

Mr. JP. Miles read the check-inspectors’ report. In the Jubilee part of the colliery, No. 3 split,
the report stated that the amount of air travelling only gave an average of 35 cubic feet per minute,
The reading of this statement caused considerable surprise, aud at first it was thought a mistake
hadbeenmade. It was explained that the air current had since been improved. The report also dealt with
several other places where no register could be obtained. With reference to the air current in the littlo
tunnel, the overman says that lie could not do anything. They (the inspectors) could do no more, and it
was seif-evident that the Government inspectors would do nothing. Tho report was adopted.

Extract from Report of Royal Commission on Collieries adjacent to.Ecrndale.
Tu e width of the bords and the area and arrangement of pillars, while they ought in all cases to be
graduated to suit circumstances, such as depth, character of roof, floor, or particular conditions overhead—
in the case of collieries working under the ocean at tbelimited depths referred to (and without reference to
the ordinary circumstances that should regulate the width and thickness or area of bords a.nd pillars),
may fairly *be considered in a special light. Tho impossibility of calculating the conditions of the
superincumbent strata and the forces that repose in the ocean, makes it necessary, in tbe opinion of the
Commission, to increase the ordinary margin considered sufficient for the safety of a mine. As no
attempt, under these circumstances, could be made to work out or recover pillars, it becomes necessary to
consider the coal pillars as so much mineral won, or impossible to recover for this reason. The size of
pillars must be such as to afford ample support after exposure to tho crumbling effect of the air over
many years.
The Commission are therefore of opinion that the thickness of pillars should be materially increased
beyond that generally considered necessary in the district. The strength of these pillars may be increased
by a judicious arrangement of cut-throughs and roads, so as to have as few roads intersecting or branching
from a main road at one place as possible. Zig-zagging pillars, with respect to cut-throughs, may bo
advisable. Tbe width of bords in the district is 8 yards. In the case of collieries working under the
above conditions, this width would, iu the opinion of the Commission, court disaster. The width of bords
should be materially reduced, and the greatest care taken to secure the roof with timber, .In these
general opinions the Commission are supported by almost every witness who submitted himself for
examination. While many of these gentlemen condescended upon specific widths of bords and thickness
of pillars, the Commission prefer, in the absence of particular and detailed information, to enunciate
general opinion only, and to repeat that while these should be graduated or fixed by a knowledge of all
tbe circumstances, yet it might be advisable to state that in tbe case of ocean leaseholds a minimum
thickness of (say) S yards for pillars, or maximum width of (5 yards for bords, might be-insisted upon,
leaving the management free to exercise their discretion in altering these (by increasing the maximum
thickness or decreasing the minimum width) so as to increase the general safety.
Knowing the tendency that “faults ” possess of weakening the roof, and of permitting the passage
of water through the broken material that is frequently found along their line, or through open joints in
their substance, it would be well in discovering a fault or fissure in a bore to take precautions against
possible danger from this source before opening it up by the drive.
In the case of some of these ocean leaseholds it may be impossible ; but when possible,, the coal
underlying the ocean should be attacked only after a large “ goaf ” has been made by extensive coalworkings under the main land. This, in addition to special and unusual facilities being provided for tho
escape of men by tbe shafts, would afford a measure of security difficult to over-estimate.
Tbe Commission, aware of the impossibility of preventing accidents by Act of Parliament, and the
danger of absolute rules, are confident, in pointing out some of the general lines in which protection to
life and property can best be secured, and allowing ample scope for skilful management, that greater
benefits will probably result than by recommending regulations of a hard and fast and unbending nature,
that would be found'm practice to be unworkable, to bear with especial severity on individuals, and to
induce results detrimental to an important industry.
'
It is obvious that if coal-mining is to be conducted under the precarious conditions narrated, it
must of necessity be guided by managers thoughtful, experienced, and skilful, and under regulations and
discipline that will eventually, by appealing to tho reflective faculties of the workmen, impress and
identify them with a sense of their individual and collective responsibility. It is possible that the chief
security may be found to rest in the skill and thoughtful care of those engaged in these avocations.

ai.
Letters from Examiner of Coal-fields to the Under Secretary for Mines upon tidal and ocean leaseholds.
Leases to mine under tho ocean or tidal waters,
The Examiner of Coal-fields may be asked to say whether tho conditions as to 6-yard bords and
6-yard pillars should be inserted in all leases under the ocean or tidal waters, and whether any general
rule should be laid down in regard to tbe thickness of coal to be taken out or to bo left in overhead.—
H.W., 3/1/S7. Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 5/1/87.
My recommendations for special conditions to be inserted in ocean aud tidal water leaseholds in the
county of Northumberland are forwarded herewith.—J.M., 7/1/88. Under Secretary for Mines, B.C.,
7/1/88.
Tidal
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Tidal Leaseholds.
Sir,

-r
. ,
...
Coiil-fielda Office, Newcnstlo, 7 .ramiary, 1S88.
. ,^'omnffto your blaulv-cover cominuuication of tbe 5 th instant (231), 1 beg to recommend
that in tidal leaseholds a minimum thickness of {5-yard pillars and ma.\imuin width of G-vard bords or any
other pscayahons or mmo works, should be insisted on, leaving the management free‘to exorcise their
discretion m altering these (by increasing the maximum thickness or decreasing the minimum width) so
as to increase the general safety ; and also,—
■
2, That; the G-yard pillars be left unwrought.
.
.,
thic1«ness of coal to be wrought out not to exceed 7 feet, without the Minister's permission
be obtainedfor working or excavating any greater thickness of the coal-seam, after it has been opened
out and tho character of the overlying strata proved by the lessee.
4. All headings and bords to bo driven by plumb-lines.
5. All coal-workings to be accurately surveyed every three months, and the coal taken out during
the previous three months to have the dates of such surveys affixed on the plan iu ink, and every year’s
workings to be represented on the plan by some conspicuous colour.
0. The colliery plans to contain a faithful and honest record of all faults, dvkes, fissures, and
occurrences that are met with m the mine, and the workings delineated thereon as they arc, and not as
they are intended to he.
•
mr
InJ°ne r0rd of1cvery Pait of winning-off or leading headings, or levels, a bore to be kept goin10 feet in advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any fissure, washout, open ioint fault
dyke, or otherwise; and all wmmng-off headings shall be driven at least 50 yards in advance of the
working oorda.
°rs
^ie pudency that faults, dykes, washouts, &c., possess of weakening the roof, and of
permitting tho passage of water through the broken material that is frequently found along their lines,
or through open fissures or joints, the lessee must, on discovering a fault, washout, dvkc. or fissure in a
bore at tho face or side of leading headings or levels, take all necessary precautions against possible
danger before opening it up by the drive.
1
&
i
0. That the most accurate and trustworthy information he obtained bv the lessees as to the
Juckness and character of the strata and estuary deposits overlying the coal-seam before eommenciim
to work it,
n
In conclusion, I have the honor to si ate that the above conditions embody the Royal Commission
on Collieries recommendations for tidal water leaseholds.
I have, &c.,
JOHN MACKENZIE,
The Under Secretarv for Mines.
Examiner of Coal-fields,
Ocean Leaseholds.
Sir,
-r, . .
Coal-fields Office, Newcastle. 7 Januarv, 18SS.
Referring to your blank-cover communication of the 5th instant (No. 234), I beg to recommend
that in ocean leaseholds a minimum thickness of 8-yard pillars and maximum width of G-vard bords, or
any other excavations or mine works, should be insisted on, leaving the management free to exercise their
discretion in altering these (by increasing the maximum thickness or decreasing the minimum width) so
as to increase the general safety; and also,—
2. Tho 3-yard pillars to be left unwrought;
3. The thickness of coal to he wrought out not to exceed G feet.
4. All headings and bords to be set out and driven by plumb-lines.
5. All coal-workings to bo accurately surveyed every'three months, and the coal taken out durum
the previous three months to have the dates of such surveys affixed on the plan in ink, aud every year's
workings to be represented on the plan by some conspicuous colour.
*
6. The colliery plans must contain a faithful and honest record of all faults, dykes, fissures, and
occurrences that are met with m the mine, and the workings delineated tiereon as they are, and not as
they are intended to he.
J
°nc r°rd
every Pa'r
winning-olf or leading headings or levels a bore to bo kept goiim
10 feet m advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any fissure, washout, open ioint, fault"
dyke, or otherwise, and all wmnnis-off headings shall he driven at least 100 yards in advance of the
working bords.
.
J
■ittendency that faults, dykes, washouts, &c., possess of weakening tho roof, and of
permitting the passage of water through the broken material that is frequeutlv found along their lines or
through open fissures or joints, the lessee must, on discovering a fault, dyke, or fissure in a bore at the
taco or side ot leading headings or levels, take all necessary precautions against possible danger before
opening it up by the drive.
or
o
When possible, the coal under the ocean should be attacked only after a large “gap” has been
made by extensive coal-workings under tho mainland. This is to be in addition to special and unusual
facilities being provided for the escape of men by the shafts, will afford a measure of security difficult to
■

,, , I®- T^at t,ie most accurate and trustworthy information he obtained by the lessees, not only of
the depth and character of the sea bottom, but also of the strata overlying the coal-seam, which strata shall
be bored through, and proved a minimum thickness of 30 feet, at the face of the leading headings or leve's
so soon as they have been driven 100 yards in advance of the working bords, and after the first borehole
has been completed, other boreholes to be so put up in advance of it at the face of the headings or levels at
distances not to exceed 20 yards.
,In conclusion 1 have the honor to state that tho above conditions embody the Eoval Commission on
I have, &c.,
"
Collieries recommendations for ocean leaseholds.
m

it

i

o

,

,

i°H^ MACKENZIE,

The Under Secretary for Mines.
.
Examiner of Coal-fields.
^omm’ss'ori 0,1 Collieries ]lave expressed, as their opinion, that they do not see
any practicable method where mining operations can, with safetv, be conducted under some of the ocean
leaseholds, winch it may perhaps be as well to remind you of —J M
92—2 a
—
Tll°
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Tho conditions recommended by the Examiner may be embodied in leases of land under the ocean
or under tidal -waters, as the case may bo. The Examiner may be ashed which leaseholds are referred to
by the Commission as unsafe to work.—H.V., 10/1/88.
Submitted.
Approved. h.A, 12/1/88.
Examiner of Coal-fields, B.C., 17/1/SS.
^
r
,
Stockton Ocean Lease of 080 acres (vide pages 58,50, and 07 of Eoval Commissioners on Collieries
Third Ecport) istlie one referred to as impracticable to work, deferring to Prank and Garrett s leasehold
ot 2,510 acres (vide, page 63) they say nothing short of boring to the actual coal-seams will airord the
necessary information with accuracy required. “ Betton Lease,—That the most accurate information ot
the deposits overlying the coal should be ascertained at several points over this leasehold betore any
scheme of winning a thick coal-seam is elaborated or begun.” This has not been done, although tlie coalseam is being opened out and won. “Mere-wether’s Ocean Leasehold.” That (ctrfepage 67) referring to
the contemplated winning of a thick coal-seam under all tidal waters or the ocean, they desire m concluding
their report on the condition of collieries adjacent to Perndale, to summarise briefly the points, that they
as practical men, connected in their various capacities with mining pursuits, believe should be observed,
viz.:—1 That the most accurate and trustworthy information should be obtained, not only of the depth ot
water and character of tbe sea bottom, but (in collieries mining under the Delta) of the thickness and
character of the deposits that overlie the rock; some of which, such as clay, it has been seen add so
materially to the security and safety of the mines. Prom a sincere desire to ensure safety and security to
mining works, the Commission, looking to the thickness of tbe strata overlying the coal-scum in the case
of these leaseholds (ocean), where, it is probable, no surface deposits exist, and tbe rock itself may form
the bed of the ocean, consider that, as the workings would be extended, so to speak, towards the unknown
(although it may appear arbitrary, and to some extent may restrict operations),^ a minimum thickness ot
strata should, indeed must, intervene between the top of the coal and the bed of the ocean. In tho case
of the undoubted proof of plastic clay overlying the rock bead due consideration should be given to that
circumstance. To tbe north of Stockton the surface deposits arc, so far as proven, oi bo ominous a nature
that, unless carefully conducted operations reveal improved conditions, the Commission do not at present
see any practicable method whereby mining operations can with safety be conducted under the ocSiiii a
that part of the district.’ “The Commission arc fully aware that, sm far as they know, no restrictions such
as these indicated have been as yet considered necessary in Great Britain or her Colonies, but they are like
wise unaware of coal-mining being prosecuted under similar circumstances^ J he peculiar conditions of the
coal-fields under consideration is, in their opinion, a justification for calling attention thus early to the
sources from whence danger may be apprehended. The Coal Mines Eeguiation Act enforces certain precau
tions being observed approaching suspected danger. The Commission cannot distinguish any reason why
these precautionary measures should not be extended with a view to avert danger from a source novel to
Colonial coal-mining, and not contemplated when tbe Act of 1376 was passed.”—J.M., 19/1/S8.
under
Secretary for Mines, B.C,, 19/1/88.
,
..
«
The attention oi the owners of the collieries or lands referred to may be invited fo the portions ot
tho report referred to, and they may be invited to show' that the coal-seam proposed to be worked can bo
worked without danger.—H.W., 20/1/88.
.in
Submitted. Approved. Nothing further should be done towards granting tho leases until all
the precautions recommended by the Commission aud approved by the Examiner of Coal-fields have been
attended to.—E.A., 23/1/83,
_______________ ______________
Q 2.
Eeport of Members of the Eoyal Commission on Collieries Adjacent to Eerndale re Wickham and
"
Bullock Island Colliery Shaft.
To the Chairman and Members of Eoyal Commission,—
Newcastle, 12 August, 1886.
We, the undersigned, chosen by you to examine the Bullock Island Colliery shaft, beg to state
that we did so on the 11th instant.
We measured the seam at tbe bottom of this shaft, and found it to be (including coal and bands)
IS feet 9 inches in thickness, and the rock immediately above this seam, which Mr. Menekm said was
25 feet thick, wc found to be 27 feet 6 inches.
,
The manager informed us that the cast-iron cylinders were set into tins rock, but he could not say
how far.
,
.
We examined each of the cylinders in this shaft, and found that the thirty-first cylinder irom the
surface was split longitudinally, crossing all the joints, and extending all round the shaft m^this particular
ci Under. This break was wedged up some of the way, and made water-tight with wedges g of an inch m
thickness at the head.
.
. ,
We also found that the thirty-fifth cylinder was split m a longitudinal direction,^aud extended
about two-lhirds of the way round tbe shaft and crossing the joints of the segments. This break was
also wedged up with wedges £ of an inch in thickness at the head, and made almost water-tight.
These broken cylinders are situated in the clay stratum, there being about 29 led of clay above
first broken cylinder, and about 41 feet abo\e the second broken cylinder.
We have, &c.,
WILLIAM TURNBULL,
.TAMES CURLEY,
Members of Eoyal Commission.
as.
H.—MrsTiitAi, Lease.

Appn. No.
at
.
This lyniuvn-HE, made the
day of
, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred
aud
, between Her Most Gracious Majesty Queen Victoria, of the one part, and
(hereinafter called the lessee), of the other part, witnesseth —That in consideration of the sum of
paid by the said lessee on tbe
day of
18 . and of the rents and royalties hereinafter
reserved, aiid of the covenants and provisoes hereinafter contained, Her Majesty doth by these presents
grant
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grani; aud demise unto the lessee , h executors, administrators, aud transferees, all that piece or parcel
of land, containing by admeasurement
and more particularly described and delineated iu the
Schedule hereto or in the plan hereunto annexed, and numbered
, and all those mines, veins,
seams, or deposits of
, in and under the said land (hereinafter called the said mine), together
with all and singular the shafts, levels, drifts, works, ways, fixtures, erections, liberties, easements, advan
tages, and appurtenances which are now or at any time during the term hereby granted may be held,
occupied, or enjoyed therewith, for the purpose of mining under the said land for
, and also with
full power for tbe said lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, and h and their agents
and workmen (including confractors, tributors, and so forth), to dig, sink, drive, make, and use exca
vations, pits, shafts levels, tunnels, watercourses, and other works necessary for winning and raising the
in or under the said land, and to take and appropriate the same during the term hereby granted,
for effectually carrying on the works of the said mine: To hold the said land, mine, and premises, with
the appurtenances (subject nevertheless to such rights aud interests as may be lawfully subsisting therein
at the date of these presents), unto the said lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, from
the date hereof, for the term of
years, for the purpose of mining therein, for working or winning
the said
, and for no other purpose,—yielding and paying therefor unto Her Majesty, Her Heirs
and successors, yearly and every year during the said term, the yearly rent of
in advance, or in
lieu thereof a royalty equal to sixpence per ton on all
raised during the year, the first year’s rent
having been paid as aforesaid on tbe
day of
the next payment, being the rent of the said
land at the rate of
per acre per annum to the
day of
18 , shall be made to the
Colonial Treasurer in Sydney, on or before the
day of
18 , and thereafter on or before
the
day of
in each and every year, the yearly rent aforesaid shall be paid to the Colonial
Treasurer aforesaid, clear of all rates, taxes, and assessments to which the said laud, mine, and premises
are now, or at any time during the said term may be, subject or liable: Provided that if tho royalty upon
the
raised during any year of tho said term, computed at the rate aforesaid, shall exceed the rentpaid for such year, such royalty, after deducting therefrom the rent paid for such year, shall be paid to
tho Colonial Treasurer at the expiration of the year or within one month thereafter; but if such royaltyin any year amount to less than tho rent paid for such year no royalty shall be demanded in respect of
the
raised during that year: Provided always, aud it is hereby agreed, that if tho said yearly rent
or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after tho same shall have become payable, whether such rent
or royalty shall have been legally demanded or not, any officer appointed or authorised thereto by tbe
Secretary for Mines may, by himself or his agent, enter upon the said land, and seize and distrain all
minerals, metals, and ores actually got and raised from tho said mine; and all machinery, apparatus,
tools, waggons, carts, carriages, engines, plant, aud all other goods, chattels, and effects whatsoever, in
and about the said land and premises, and in every distress thus made may take away, sell, and dispose of
as in cases of distress for rent reserved in common leases ; and out of the moneys arising thereby retain
so much as shall be sufficient to satisfy tbe said arrears, and which shall at the time of such sale bo
unpaid, and all expenses incurred by him or them in or in respect of such seizure, distraint, removal, and
sale; and if there be any surplus such officer shall pay the same to the said lessee , h executors,
administrators, or transferees; and the acceptance or receipt of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her
Majesty, after breach of any covenant hereinafter contained, shall not be or be deemed a waiver of the right
of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of Her Majesty, to enforce
observance of such covenant. And if the said lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees,
shall mine for or win from the said land, mine, and premises any gold, or any earth, rock, stone, quartz,
clay, saud, gravel, or soil containing gold, or any mineral or metal with which gold is associated or
combined, without the express sanction first had and obtained of the Secretary for Mines for the time
being, the G-overnor, with the advice of the Executive Council, may declare these presents void, aud there
upon all the right, title, and interest of the lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees
under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and in equity. And the said lessee do
hereby, for h sol , h heirs, executors, administrators, and transferees, covenant with Her Majesty,
her heirs and successors, in manner following, that is to say :—
1. That the said lessee , h executors, administrators, and transferees, shall and will during
the said term pay unto Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, the rent or royalty hereby reserved, at the
times and places hereinbefore appointed for payment thereof, clear of all deductions.
2, And shall and will, after the expiration of
from the date of delivery hereof, upon and,
during all lawful working days, except when prevented by inevitable accident, or during the execution of
repairs, work the said land, mine, and premises, or the land, mine, and premises adjoining thereto and
proposed to he worked in connection therewith, in the best and most effectual manner, and to the best
advantage, without interruption; and shall and will with reasonable expedition make and construct all
necessary works with a view to diligently explore and search for
in and under the said land, mine,
or premises, in accordance with the special conditions following, that is to say;—
а. The minimum width of pillars to be left shall be six yards, and the maximum width of bords or
other excavations shall be six yards; but the lessee or the manager of the colliery is free to
exercise his discretion in altering the above by increasing the minimum width of the pillars or
decreasing the maximum width of the bords or other excavations so as to increase tho general
safety.
'
б. That the six-yard pillars shall be left unwrought.
c. All headings and bords to be driven by plumb lines.
d. All coal, workings to be accurately surveyed every three months, the plan thereof to show the
area worked out during the previous three months, and every year's workings must be indicated
thereon by some distinctive colour. The dates of each survey must be noted on the plan.
e. The colliery plans to contain a faithful and honest record of all dykes, fissures, and occurrences
that are mot with in tho mine, and tho workings delineated thereon as they are, and not as they
are intended to be.
f. In one road of every pair of winning-off or leading headings a bore shall be kept going ten feet
in advance, for the purpose of foretelling the presence of any fissure, wash-out, open joint, fault
dyke, or otherwise, and all winning-off headings shall be driven at least fifty yards in advance of
the working herds.
’ ‘
9-
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q. Owing to the tendency that faults, dykes, wash-outs, ami such like possess of weakening the roof
and of permitting the passage of water through the broken material that is frequently found
along their lines or through open fissures, or joints, the lessee, or his mining manager, must, on
discovering a fault, wash-out, dyke, or fissure in a bore at the face orsideof the leading headings
or levels, take all necessary precautions against possible danger before opening it up by the drive.
7i. In addition to the special facilities which shall have been provided for the escape of the men by
the shafts, the coal under the
should not be attacked until after a large goaf has, if
possible, been made by extensive coal workings under the mainland.
i. That the most accurate and trustworthy information be obtained by the lessee or his mining
manager, as to the thickness and character of the strata and estuary deposits overlying the coal
seam before commencing to work it. '
3. And shall and will, after the expiration of the said
, or after the underground works
shall have reached the said laud, employ in the construction of the works, or in mining operations under
the said land, during the first
of the said term, and during the usual hours of labour,
able and competent workmen and miners at tlie least; and during the remainder of the said term, and
during the usual hours of labour, shall and will employ as aforesaid not less than
such workmen
and miners, unless prevented by inevitable accident, or during the execution of repairs : Provided that
the lessee, or if there be more than one lessee, each lessee who shall work as aforesaid, sball count as and
be deemed for the purposes of these presents to be a workman or miner employed as aforesaid.
4. And shall and will during the said term effectually drain the said mine, and pump all water
likely to cause injury thereto, or which would prevent or interfere with the working thereof ; and if the
said mine shall be affected, or be liable to be affected, by the same flow or body of water as any other mine
or mines contiguous thereto, shall and will, if and whenever requested so to do, contribute with the lessee
or lessees or owner or owners of such other mines, a reasonable proportion of the machinery and labour
necessary to free and keep such mine or mines free from water to a workable extent; or if the said, mine
shall bo kept free from water to a workable extent either wholly or partially by means of the machinery
and labour of a contiguous mine or mines, or by reason of any works constructed or money expended bv
the lessee or lessees, owner or owners, of such contiguous mine or mines,—then shall and will pay to such
lessee or lessees, owner or owners, as aforesaid, a reasonable proportion of the cost of such machinery,
labour, or works, or a reasonable proportion of ihe money so expended ; and the Secretary for Mines for
the time being may, if and whenever he shall think lit, depute some effleient person who shall have access
to and inspection of all such mines, to determine when the said mine is so freed or kept wholly or par
tially free from water, and what are the reasonable proportions of such expenses aforesaid, and to whom
and when the same arc to be paid—such dec-ision to be final and conclusive on all parties.
5. And shall and will make such provision for the disposal of the detritus, dirt, waste, or refuse of
the said mine that the same shall not be an inconvenience, nuisance, or obstruction to any roadway, river,
creek, or private or Crown lands, or shall not in any manner occasion any public or private damage or
inconvenience.
6. And shall and will erect, and keep erected, during the said term, a post, painted white, at such
angles of the said land, and at such points along the boundary-lines as shall be necessary and practicable,
so as plainly and accurately to define the boundary-lines and angles of the said land; and each such
post shall be fixed firmly in tbe ground, and shall project above the surface thereof not less than three.feet.
7. And shall and will keep proper books, or a book, in which shall bo entered the quantity of
raised each day from the land hereby demised, and shall enter therein as soon as known the value of such
and permit any officer of the Department of Mines at all times to inspect the same, and as often
as required so to do during the term make and deliver to the Secretary for Mines for the limo being, or
any officer appointed or instructed to collect, obtain, or receive the same, all such true and proper plans,
sections, returns, statements, and statistics of tho workings and operations of tho said mine, made up to
the last day of the preceding month (the truth and accuracy of which shall be verified by tho statutory
declaration of the lessee for the time being, or the manager or other officer having the charge, control,
and direction of the works of tho said mine), as tbe Secretary for Mines shall from time to time direct, or
as shall be required by any regulation, and shall and will whenever required by the Secretary for Minos
so to do, deliver to any officer appointed or instructed as aforesaid samples of the minerals, metals, and
ores, or any of them, found in or upon such mine and lands.
_
_ 8. And shall and will during tho said term, make proper and reasonable compensation to the
occupier or occupiers, lessee or lessees from the Crown, of any adjoining land in respect of any damage
which may be sustained by him or them, by reason of the working of the said mine, or the carrying on of
the works thereof or connected therewith, such compensation to be determined by the Secretary for
Mines, or by some person authorised by him so to do.
_
9- And shall and will permit any mining surveyor, or other person duly authorised in that behalf,
with all proper or necessary assistants, at all reasonable times, during the said term, quietly to enter into
and upon the said land, mine and premises, to survey and examine the state and condition thereof, and for
the purposes aforesaid, to descend all pits and shafts, and to enter into and use all adits, levels, galleries,
drives, and excavations, and to use all roads, ways, engines, ropes, machinery, gear, appliances, materials,
labour, and other things in or on the said land and mine, which shall be by him deemed necessary, without
making any compensation for the same, so nevertheless that in so doing no unnecessary interference
is caused with tho carrying on of the said mining works.
10. And further, shall and will at all times during the said term keep and preserve the said mine
and premises from all avoidable injury or damage, and also the levels, drifts, shafts, watercourses, roads,
' ways, works, erections, and fixtures therein, in good repair and condition, except such of the matters and
things last aforesaid as shall from time to time be considered by a mining surveyor or other proper officer
authorised by the Secretary for Mines to inspect and report upon such matters and things to be
unnecessary for the proper working of the said mine or any contiguous mine, and in such stale
and condition shall and will at the end or sooner determination of the said term deliver peaceable
possession thereof, and of all and singular the premises hereby demised to her Majestv, Her Heirs and
Successors, or to the Warden or other officer authorised to receive possession thereof. * Nevertheless tho
Secretary for Mines may, if he think fit, permit tho lessee , h executors, adminisf rators, and
transferees, within six months after possession shall have been received as aforesaid, to enter upon the said
land,
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kncl, and to remove tliercfrom such machinery, plant, aud apparatus as shall have been erected and fixed
upon such land, and such earth, rock, ore, mineral, or metal as shall have been won from and raised to the
surface of such mine.
'
11. And shall not nor will use or occupy, or permit to be used or occupied, tbe said land, or
any part thereof, for other than mining purposes.
12. And shall not nor will mine in the said mine, laud, and premises, for any mineral, metal, or ore
other than
without the express sanction of the Secretary for Mines.
13. And shall not nor wilt transfer, underlet, or part with possession of the said land, mine, and
premises, or any part thereof, or mortgage, charge, or encumber tho same, without the license first had and
obtained of the Secretary for Mines for ihe time being : Provided always that no such license shall be
necessary in eases where, by operation of law or otherwise, a sale of tbe said land, mine, and premises, or
any part or parts thereof, is made by any person or persons entitled to sell the same for the benefit of the
creditors or a creditor of the lessee or n transferees, or in cases where the lessee or h transferees
desire to let the said mine and premises, or any part thereof, to be worked on tribute.
14. And shall not nor will close up or obstruct any adit or adits to or from any contiguous mine or
mines, whereby fresh air is admitted or ventilation promoted.
15. And sball not nor will plead acceptance of rent or royalty by or on behalf of Her Majesty as
a waiver of the right of Her Majesty, or of the Secretary for Mines, or other officer on behalf of
Her Majesty, to enforce observance of the covenants herein contained, or of the right of tbe G-overnor,
with the advice of the Executive Council, to declare these presents void for breach of any such covenant:
Provided always aud it is hereby agreed and declared in manner following :—
1G. That it shall he lawful for Her Majesty, Her Heirs, Successors, and Assigns, to mate and use
in, on, or under the said land, any levels, drifts, leads, shafts, watercourses, adits, roads, ways, and
passages for freeing and keeping free any other lands or mines from water, or fur conveying water to any
other lands or mines for mining purposes, or for supplying any other mines with fresh air, or for
effectually working any other mines, or for any public purpose whatsoever, causing as little damage,
obstruction, or interference as possible to or with the said mine and the works thereof. And if, at
.■my time during tho term hereby created, any part or parts of the land hereby demised, shall be required
for any public purpose, it shall bo lawful for the Governor for Ihe time being, with tho advice of
the Executive Council, on giving three months’ notice of his intention so to do, to cause to bo set out the
part or parts of the said land which shall be so required ; aud as soon as the same shall be so set out, such
part or parts of tho said land shall cease to be included in the land hereby demised, and the lessee , h
executors, administrators, or transferees shall not be entitled to any abatement of rent or royalty, or any
compensation whatever in respect thereof.
17. And if the said lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees shall prove to the
satisfaction of the Secretary for Mines for the lime being that the said mine is unworkable or cannot be
profitably worked, from any cause whatsoever, or that the lessee , h executors, administrators, or
transferees is or are unable, by reason of sickness or other sufficient cause, to work in such land or mine,
or that the supply of water is insullicient to allow the working of the said land, mine, and premises to ho
profitably carried on, tho said Secretary for Mines may grant permission to suspend work therein, for
any period not exceeding six months without the lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees
incurring in respect thereto any forfeiture or penalty for breach of any covenant herein contained.
18. And, lastly, that if the lessee , h executors, administrators, or transferees shall at any time
during the said term fail to use such land bond jide for the purpose for which it has been demised, or if
and whenever the said rent or royalty shall be in arrear for thirty days after the time appointed for payment
thereof, whether the same shall have been legally demanded or not, or if and whenever there shall ho a
breach of or non-compliance with tbe covenants and provisoes herein contained by the lessee , h
executors, administrators, or transferees, and the lessee , h executors,administrators, or transferees
shall not have obtained from the Secretary for Mines for the time being permission to suspend work as
aforesaid, in case the breach shall have been for non-compliance with the covenants for the employment
of workmen or miners, or for the working of the mine, the Governor, with the advice of the Executive
Council, who alone and finally shall judge and determine the matter upon the evidence or reports submitted
by the Secretary for Mines for the time being, may declare these presents void ; and upon publication in
the Government Gazette of notice of such declaration, all the right, title, and interest of the lessee , h
executors, administrators, and transferees under these presents shall cease and determine both at law and in
equity ; and the production of a copy of the Government Gazette containing a notice, purporting to bo
signed by the Secretary for Alines, declaring the lease void, shall be conclusive evidence in all Courts
whatsoever in the Colony of Hew South Wales or a breach of or non-compliance with tho covenants and
provisoes herein contained sufficient to authorise and sustain such declaration having been, lawfully made,
and that the interest created hereunder has been lawfully determined ; and thereupon it shall be lawful
for Her Majesty, Her Heirs and Successors, or Her or their agents or officers, or for any bailiff or other
person duly authorised thereto, or for any holder of a mineral license who has the permission of the
Secretary for Mines for the time being, without any previous demand whatsoever, to enter forthwith into
and upon the said land and premises hereby granted, and the same to repossess and enjoy as fully and
effectually to all intents and purposes as if these premises had not been made, and the said lessee , h
executors, administrators, and transferees to expel and remove, without any legal process, and as effectually
as the Sheriff might do iu case judgment iu ejectment had been obtained and a writ of habere facias
possessionem had been issued on such judgment; and in case of sneb entry and any legal proceeding taken
in respect thereof, tho defendant or defendants in any such proceeding may plead leave and license in
bar thereof ; and these presents shall be conclusive evidence of such leave and license by the lessee ,
h executors, administrators, and transferees, or other the person or persons, plaintiff or plaintiffs in
such proceedings, for such entry or other matters complained of in such proceedings.
In Witness Whereof, llis Excellency the Honourable Sir Frederick Matthew Bareev,
Knight, Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of Now South Wales and its Bependencies,
hath, on behalf of Her Majesty tbe Queen, caused the Seal of the said Colony to he affixed
to this Grant, and also set his Hand, at G-overmnenfc House, Sydney, in tho said Colony,
the day and year first above written, and the lessee
ha
also set h hand and seal
the
day of
189 .
.
Signed, sealed, and delivered by the within named
in the presence of
Extract
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Extract from the evidence of John Lionel Eegan, Esq., M.L.A., given before the Select Committee of the
Legislative Council, 16th May, 1893 ; Hon, W. K. Pioott, Esq., M.L.C. Chairman. ■
173. Chairman.\ Is there anything further that you wish to say about the Bill ? h'.es; I wish to refer
to sub-clause 1 of clause 6, in reference to the standard weight. There has been a great deal of friction
in some places in reference to this matter. All that we ask in this clause is that the miner shall getpaid for the coal that he hews, and as far as weighing is concerned, that would be a- matter between the
employers and the employees. That is what this clause means.
174. Mr. Oombesh] In your opinion weighing the coal should be a matter between employer and
employees ? I believe that as under the British Act all coal should be weighed, but nevertheless as wo
have an agreement in the northern district between the employers and the employees it should be left in
their hands. This clause gives that power.
_
...
.
175. Mr. VickeryWhat do you mean by standard weight? In certain collieries if a skip goes over a
certain weight the miner does not get paid for that skip. In other collieries the men are fined for filling
skips to more than the standard weight fixed by the employers.
_ _
176. Mr. Qombesh] Ton say that the whole skip is taken from them ? Yes; the whole skip is taken.
They put up a bar near the weigh-hridge, and if the skip gets caught under that bar the coal tumbles off
the top, and the miner loses that skip. That is done in some collieries.
_
...
177. Chairmari,'] Can you name the collieries in which that practice prevails? I do not think it fair to
name them.
_
178. It is a verv serious allegation? Nevertheless it is so.
179. Mr. Vickery.'] Seeing that the Committee know of no colliery at which there is a rule of that sort,
do not you think we ought to have the same? I have been informed that at tho Newcastle Wall send
Colliery this practice has been in vogue, and I remember that some time since we had almost a strike at
tbe GHebe Colliery on the same question. The men. rather than give in, commenced to fill their skips level
with the top board of the skip, but that did not satisfy the managers who at once demanded that the
skips should he filled. The men have no voice in fixing the height of the bar—it is entirely in the employers’
hands, and consequently the men lose many cwt. of coal.
_ _ _
ISO, Mr. Combes.] Do you say from your own knowledge that the men have no voice iu it ? Yes. ^
181. It may be usual in the district that a bar should be fixed 2, 3, or 4 inches above the skip ? Ihe
employers fix it—the men have no say in the matter.
j
_
182. Mr. Vicliery,] Are not the skips built to carry a certain average weight of coal ? Certainly.
183. Do you think it is right for the miners, for some purpose of their own, to pile up the skip beyond the
average weight ? No ; I do not think it right.
_
_
184. Do you think that some fine ought not to be imposed for it ? Certainly not.
185. Their object is to gain an unfair average of weight by piling, perhaps, a ton into a skip that was built
to carry 15 cwt. Then'all the rest are paid according to that average, and there is danger in some mines,
where the ceiling is not high, from the skips piled up having coal knocked. off and blocking the road,
causing other skips to run off the road ;—is it not right, therefore, that some punishment should be imposed
upon a man who piles up the skip ? If your atatemeut of the case were correct it ought to be ; but it is
not correct. A pair of men send from ten to twelve skips a day, or (say) from six to ten skips a day, and
perhaps they get weighed for three or four days running. Therefore, it gives the employer an advantage,
seeing that it is entirely in the employer’s hands to call for a skip to he weighed. 'The employee has not the
same opportunity that the employer has, because the check-weigher has no right to call for the weighing
of a skip before it is on the weigh-bridge. [At this stage Mr. Hoskins vacated the chair, which icas taken
by Mr. Fiqott.]
.
.186. Mr. Vickeryh] Do you say that tho miners’ check-weigher never calls for a skip to be weighed ?
He does not, I do not think he has power.
_
.
187. As far as I know, he does ? As far as I have been informed, and I have worked in the mines, they
do not. It is the owner’s weigher who calls for a skip to he weighed,
188. Mr. Jacob.] Do you say that this clause will prevent that grievance? This clause will prevent that
grievance. I may say that I have worked in the Bullock Island Colliery where (hey have nothing of the
sort, and everything has gone on satisfactorily as the employers and employees would like.
189. Mr. Vickery.] Of course, the miner has to be paid according to the weight of the coal got ? Yes.
190. And if he’ fills in a lot of small coal he has no right to bo paid? He will not get paid, it goes
through the screen.
.
191. Mr. Jloskim.] Is Ibis clause to enable tho miners to have the coal weighed at the demand of the
check-weigher ? It is impossible otherwise to kill the system in existence in a small minority of collieries.
192. In what way will it kill that system? Clause 6 says: All tho mineral gotfen by them shall he
truly weighed at a place as near to the pit’s mouth as is reasonably practicable: Provided that nothing
in this section shall preclude the owner, agent, or manager of the mine from agreeing with the persons
employed in the mine that deduction shall be made in respect of stoues or substances other than the
mineral contracted to be gotten.’’ That makes provision for stone aud any refuse of any description.
193. Mr, Jacobh] Might I ask you to refer to the third sub-clause. It is proposed that that should be
struck out—
That nothing in this Act shall ho held to authorise or give any power to any owner or manager of a mine to pay
miners by the method known as the standard weight system, and from and after the passing of this Act that system shall
he and is hereby abolished.

It is stated that that is a provision which has been inserted for the first time;—do you think it desirable
to have it iu the Bill ? I believe it is, though it is not in the English Act.
194. But you think it ought to be iu our Act? The standard weight is a thing which never cropped up
anywhere else. Hnder the English Act every skip of coal has to be weighed. I have known a colliery
drawing 2,000 tons of coal a day, of which every skip passed over the machine ; but we are not asking lor
that here.
_
195. Mr. Combos.] If every skip passes over the screen, they get less for the coal, and it all comes to the same
tiring? What we know by the standard weight is this bar. We want to have that knocked off, and a
man to get paid for what he sends up, on the average, What is called the bar is f he standard weight. ^ '
196. Mr. Vickery.] The bar is the standard ? Yes.
19Y
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1f»7. Mr. Jacobi] And this sub-clause is to prevent that ? Yes.
108. Chairman.'] Do I understand you correctly to say that every ship should be weighed ? Yes, if no
agreement exists.
100. What is the meaning of these words, “ unless otherwise mutually agreed upon, all tho minerals got
by them shall he truly weighed ”? It says uuless otherwise mutuahy agreed upon.
200. Assuming that there has hecn no mutual agreement, is it desirable that every skip should be weighed ?
Certainly.
201. Do you not think that in the working of a mine where a very largo number of skips arc sent out every
few minutes, the weighing of each skip would be impossible ? No, certainly not; because the working of the
mines in England goes to prove that such is not the case—that is, in mines where they send up more coal
than is sent up by any mines here, and the skip is weighed.
202. Do you know what has been the practice in the Wallsend Mine for the last thirty years ? Yes ; I
know what has been the practice, though I cannot go back thirty years. From what I have heard, the
practice has been to weigh one skip out of a certain number. Each pair of men have a number from No. 1
up to as many as there are in the mine. After No. 1 is weighed, perhaps a skip belonging to that
number does not get weighed again for a week or a fortnight, and the weight of that skip is the weight
paid for,
208. Is not this the practice at most, if not all, the mines, assuming that forty skips have been run out,
that one out of e.very eight skips is weighed as it comes to the screen, and that that is taken as the weight
of each skip ?■ It ia taken as the weight of that number; that is the custom of all the collieries in the
northern district.
'
204. You desire that to be altered by law? Personally, I desire to see every skip weighed, but we have
an agreement, and I am willing to bow to that agreement.
205. Yes; but you arc providing by tbis section that, where there is no agreement, the mine-owner
shall he compelled, if the men desire it, to weigh every skip of coal? Certainly; according to law, the
same as you get your groceries weighed pound by pound, so that every skip should be weighed,
20G. Assuming that forty skips are taken out of the‘mine every seven minutes during the day, do you
think it possible to weigh every skip and still continue to work the mine? I know very well that it can
he done, and iu England every skip is weighed.
207. Mr. Combes.'] I know, and you know, that it cannot be done except at very considerable expense ? I
admit that it is expensive at first, but I believe that afterwards it pays. At the same time we have an
agreement in the northern district, and wc are willing to abide by that agreement; hut if there is no
agreement between the employers and the employees you are surely not going to hand over one class to
the other.
20S. Chairman.] I am not asking you what may be done in the event of an agreement, but if they do not
agree, are we to understand that what you desire is that whereas one skip in eight is weighed, in future
every skip shall bo weighed as it comes to the screen ? My answer is that if there is no agreement
between the parties the law should see justice done between them.
20(1. What you mean by justice done is that every skip shall be weighed ? Yes; whilst the men are
paid by the ton every skip should be weighed,
210. Mr. Combes.] What I understand is that if the employers and the employees agree as to the weight
of the skip, you are in favour of that arrangement? Yes.
211. Chairman.] I would ask whether you are aware that the system to which I have referred has been
iu operation for nearly thirty years, and no difficulty has arisen ? I cannot say more than I know.
212. A.re you aware of any difficulty having arisen in weighing the skips as heretofore carried out by
the Wallsend Colliery? I have not come here to represent the Wallsend Colliery. I speak of collieries
that 1 know, and I say that there has been friction between the employers and the employees as to the
weighing.
218. Can you say which mine? I can remind you of Catherine Hill Bay Mine. We had a strike there
i n reference to the weight.
.
214. What is the system there ? The system there was day-shift work. A number of men were brought
out from England to do the work, and when their time expired they wanted to work cither on piece or
contract, and they wanted the skips filled altogether and weighed altogether. There was friction at that
colliery. On the other hand, there were some collieries working on what is termed tribute shift work.
When there are a certain number the Act requires that the skips shall be weighed if so demanded by the
employees. We have had friction time after time about the weighing of coal.
215. Mr. Vickery,] You object to tiie arrangement made that the men should be paid by the skip and
not by weight; you insist on every skip being weighed? Unless the employers aud the employees agree
to something definite.
.
'
2Lb. You know that when they are opening up a mine they have not got weighing machines ? The Bill
provides for that.
217. You know that in new mines they have not got weighing machines, and therefore they have to pay
by the skip-full? Yes.
21S. Aud you object to that? No ; there is this provision in the clause-—
Whore jt, is proved to tho satisfaction of tho Mimstorj in the ease of tiny mine or class of mines employing nob more
than twenty persons underground, to be expedient that the persons employed therein should, upon the joint representation
uf this owner or owners of any such mine or class of mines and the said persons, be paid by any method other than that
provided by this Aetj suoh Minister may, if he think fit, by'ordcr allow the same either without conditions or during tho
time and on tho conditions soer-ified in tho order.

El
Woiik : nv 11. Lawton. Eobehts, M.D.
Ambulance Lectures—Introductory.
Pages 4 and 5.—I have told you what medical men think about the Ambulance Association ; but
you have only to consider the events of everyday life, and the risks attending tho various occupations by
which men earn their daily bread, in order to understand for yourselves the necessity that exists for every
one to be able to give aid in cases of serious injury or sudden aud alarming illness. In military campaigns
enormous numbers of sick and wounded troops are constantly demanding immediate attention and proper
conveyance
Ambulance
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conveyance from the scene of action to places where they will be subjected to shilled treatment; and it is
perfectly impossible for the medical men present to give succour to all requiring it, when there are perhaps
several thousands requiring their services at the same instant. Turning to civil life, it is stated that in the
year 1883 no less than 1,230 persons were hilled and 8,123 injured by accidents on the different railways
of the United Kingdom ; that “ during ten years the fatal accidents in London streets from vehicles
amounted to 2,195, while the injuries were 28.071”; that “ in collieries and mines the annual loss of life
is at least 1,000”; that “ no less than 100,000 accidents, large and small, occur in the mines in. this
country in one year” ; that about 3,000 people are drowned annually in our rivers, lakes, canals, and other
inland waters alone—not counting similar losses at the seaside and the mouths of rivers ; and that in the
twelve months ending October, 188-1, in factories alone 8,501 various bodily injuries, not fatal, were
caused by machinery.
But 1 need net dwell longer on statistics, you have only to consider your own experiences.
There are some among you who work in coal-pits, and others in brickworks, ironworks, and
chemical works ; and you know how, in spite of the utmost care, accidents will every now and then occur.
One man gets burnt, it may be by hot metal, an explosion of gas, or some powerful chemical agent, as oil
of vitriol or carbolic acid; another gets scalded by hot-water or steam; another falls suffocated by some
poisonous gas; and another gets badly hurt, a large blood-vessel being opened, perhaps, or a bone
fractured. You know- also that it is impossible always to obtain at once skilled assistance in cases of
emergency. A medical man in active practice is a very busy and hard-worked individual, and he can seldom
be got hold of at a minute’s notice.
I say that yon are, from your experience, perfectly aware oE all this, and therefore, you are in a
position to appreciate fully the desirability of becoming acquainted noth the readiest methods of giving
help to a suffering comrade until the arrival of your doctor; and also of carrying him, if
necessary, to his home or the nearest hospital in such a way that his suffering will not be rendered more
acute nor his injury aggravated by the process of removal.
S,
Hamilton Pit Disasteb, 1889.
Notification from Colliery Manager to Examiner of Coal-fields.
John Mackenzie, Esq., Examiner of Coal-fields,—
Sir,
'
A,A. Company, Hamilton, 22 June, 1889.
Mr. Turnbull desires me to inform yon that a heavy fall of roof has occurred in Hamilton pit
Cross-cut. There are about fourteen men entombed, and no likelihood of getting them out at present.
HY. COS,
-------Clerk.
Mr. Inspector Dixon for the usual report in compliance with sections 28 and 29 of Coal Mines
Eeguiation A.ct (187G), as soon as th'e circumstances in connection with this sad accident will admit of
its being made.—J.M., 24/6/89.
Mr. Dixon, Inspector of Collieries. B.C., 24/6/89. Eeturned with
report—J.D., G/8/S9.
S 1.
Eindino

Juki, Hamilton Pit Disaster, 1889.
Department of Justice,
Inquest No. 817, Sydney, New South AValos, 31/7/E9.
Nen ®^1^^rales | Qourijy 0£ jq-or(.qlumpierjaniji
■
and

Eideu

of

Inquisition held at the dwelling-house of William Taylor, known as the sign of the “ Glebe Hotel,” at
Merowether, in the district of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, this 2nd day of July, and
adjourned to the Council Chambers, Watt-street, Newcastle, on tbe 9th, 10th, 12th, 15th, 17th, 18th, 23rd,
and 25th July, 1889, and concluded on the 2Gtb day of July, 1889, before mo, George Cannon Martin,
one of the Coroners of our Sovereign Lady the Queen, for the Colony aforesaid, on view of the body of
Herbert Pettit, then and there lying dead.
Upon the oaths of Frederick Alcock, John Ash, William Thomas Brain, Michael Joseph Moroney,
Henry Cree, Edward Stallard, George Hale, William Powell, Samuel Hughes, Joseph Bowtell, Joseph
Britton, James Bobinson, twelve good and lawful men, of the district of Newcastle aforesaid, who having
been sworn and charged to inquire (on the part of our said Lady the Queen) when, where, how, and by
what means the said Herbert Pettit came to his death, do, upon their oaths, say that—We find that the
said Herbert Pettit was found dead in the Hamilton pit, owned by the Australian Agricultural Company,
at the Glebe, in the district of Newcastle, in the Colony of New South Wales, on the 2nd day of July,
1889; we further find that his death was caused by a fall of stone and coal in the aforesaid pit, which
said fall occurred on the morning of the 22nd day of June, 1889, This fall entirely covered the said
Herbert Pettit, whilst be was at his duties in the said pit, and though great exertions were made by
Edward Blackburn to rescue the said Herbert Pettit, they were without avail, and the said Edivard
Blackburn had to leave the said Herbert Pettit to preserve his own life. For this action of Edward
Blackburn the jury desire to record their highest praise aud commendation.
'
Rider.
From the evidence we are of opinion that the late terrible accident was caused through the
weakness of the pillars. We recommend, for the sake of life and property, that a clause should be
inserted in the new Mining Bill to the effect that in future all pillars on each side of all main ways be of
10 yards, and that the pillars in the headings bo 8 yards wide, and that the bords be turned away 6 yards
wide, and drove in 6 yards before opening out to 8 yards wide.
We further recommend that more Government Inspectors with greater powrer be appointed, as wc
are of opinion that twfo inspectors are totally inadequate for the proper supervision of the large number
of coal-mines now opened or being opened in this district.
We
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We consider that-------- the overman neglected his duty in not calling the men out when it was
reported to him that the pit was working so badly.
In witness whereof, as well the said Coroner as the jurors aforesaid, have to this Inquisition set
their hands and seals, this day and year aforesaid.
.
GEORGE C. MARTIN, Coroner.
EREDK. ALCOCK, Eoreman,
MICHAEL JOSEPH MORONEY,
JOSEPH BRITTON,
\
HENRY CREE,
JAMES ROBINSON,
JOHN ASH,
WILLIAM THOMAS BRAIN,
SAMUEL HUGHES,
his
>Jurors.
GEORGE HALE,
WILLIAM + POWELL,
|
ED WARD STALLARD,
mark
f
JOSEPH BOWTELL,
Witness to mark—Geo. C. Maetin1,/
With the view of giving effect to the opinion of the Jury, the depositions and other papers in this
case might be forwarded to the Under Secretary for Mines for his information, and for such further
action as may be deemed to be necessary. Papers to be returned.
Submitted.—H.P.. 31/7/89.
Approved.—A.G., 1/8/89. The Under Secretary for Mines, B.C., 2/8/89.

S 2.
_
Department of Mines, New South Wales, 8 August, 1889.
Repoet upon a “ crush” which took place in the A. A. Company’s Hamilton pit on the morning of
Saturday 22nd day of June last, extending over an area of about 50 acres of coal-land, and in consequence
ot which five miners, one deputy, four shiftmen, and one wheelor lost their lives. The body of H. Pettit,
one of tho shiftmen, was recovered on 2nd July, last month, and the bodies of J. Peate, junr. (miner),and
1. Banneld (wheeler) were discovered yesterday (Friday), 2nd instant, the others are still entombed in
the mine.
bir’

Merewether, 3 August, 1889.
It is with regret I have to report a very serious loss of life, caused by a “ crush” which took
place in the A. A. Company’s Hamilton pit on the morning of Saturday, 22nd June last. On that morn
ing about 9 a.m I was informed by a person passing my residence that the roof had fallen in the crosseut district in the Hamilton pit, and that all the workmen were shut in. Being within a short distance
of the Hamilton pit, I immediately descended the shaft, and without delay made my way into the cross-cut
district, where I found a deputy from tbe No. 2 pit (George Euibleton, senr.) at work putting up limber
at a point between Robson’s and Murphy’s headings on the main eross-cut road, about 13 chains beyond
the entrance to the cross-cut. At this point the roof was not much fallen, but was literally moving over
head. Seeing a large fall of roof in front of us, the deputy and I twice endeavoured to reach it, in the
hope that wo might find an opening to enable us to pass through in search of the persons entombed
beyond; but on each occasion wc were driven back, and found that it was futile to attempt to get over
the fall, and I advised Mr. Embleton to come a certain distance down the cross-cut, and with his men
commence to timber in over, so as to work in as much safety as possible.
,,
. In the course of a few minutes several shiftmen arrived from the No. 2 pit, and work in the
direction of the largo fall was begun. Search parties were also organised to travel all the available old
workings adjacent to the cross-cut headings, in order to rescue any person who might have escaped from
the vicinity of the fall in the cross cut workings. Such search was kept up for several days after tho
disaster occurred, until it was placed beyond all doubt that no person had wandered into the old workings.
2. The Hamilton pit is situated near the Glebe, and is about
miles south-west of Newcastle,
and about 45 chains south-east of the A. A. Co.’s No. 2 pit. There are several connections between the
workings of the No. 2 and Hamilton pits, and one main road, known as the old galley horse-road, extends
from the bottom of ttm No. 2 pit to the Hamilton pit cross-cut workings, a distance of about 87 chains in
a south-westerly direction. The Hamilton pit is about 190 tect deep, and the main engine road into the
workings is about 47 chains in length from the pit bottom to the entrance to the cross-cut in a south
westerly direction. The cross-cut where the “ crush” took place was commenced about six years ago, and
dnyen at a bearing of south 88° west, for a distance of about 40^- chains. On the right of the cross-cut
main road, headings were from time to time turned away and driven in the direction of the old galley
horse-road, four of which headings, viz., Thomas’s, Tracy’s, Robson’s, and Murphy’s, penetrated the
galley horse-road : Thomas’s at about 30 chains from cross-cut, Tracy’s at about 2<H chains, Robson’s about
23j chains, and Murphy s at about 20)- chains. Johnson's heading was driven to the right of main cross
cut to within about a chain of the galley horse-road, and Hayes's heading on the same side of cross-cut
was stopped at a point about 5 chains short of the galley horse-road. On the left of the main cross-cut,
bords were turned away narrow for a few yards and afterwards widened out to the ordinary width (about
8 yards), and brought into Deakin’s, Dennison’s, and Harding’s headings, towards the boundary of the
Newcastle Coal Mining Co.’s Colliery. Imcourse of time, as the cross-cut workings extended, other
headings were formed on the loft jside, viz., Bishop’s, Martin’s, and Burt’s, and from these headings
bords were also driven towards the Newcastle Co.’s boundary. The system of working the coal in tho
cross-cut district is known as the bord and pillar system, 'with 8-yard bords and 4-yard pillars, and
the full height of coal wrought was from 7 feet to 9 feet. About sixteen months ago the work of
extracting pillars was commenced at a point about 10^- chains back from the face of the cross-cut, In this
10) chains the coal was found to be rather impure, and much thinner than the general run of the seam
in the other portions of this district, and with the exception of the back and front cross-cuts only two
bords were turned away and driven for a short distance in this area, and the work of extracting pillars
only commenced where the coal was deemed marketable.
92—2 b
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In coui’se of time the work of extracting pillars was also begun in Hayes’s, Johnson's, Murphy’s,
and Eobson’s Leadings on the right of crosa-cufc, also to some extent in Eishop’s, Martin’s, and Burt's
headings on the left of the cross-out. For some time prior to, and at the lime the “ crush ” took place
there were only about eleven working-places in the cross-cut pillars. On the day of the disaster (being
thelastday in the cavil, or what is known as “shifting tool day”) some of the miners stayed at borne; eighteen
however, went into work in the cross-cut district on that morning. Of this number, six returned on hearing
the disturbance in the roof in their working-places, seven were afterwards rescued, and live were entombed
with the fall. The names of the miners who would not remain at work are 1). Inglis, J. Chappel, 11, Bell,
E. Pringle, J. Acton, and W. Thomas, aud of those who came out alive after the crush took place arc E.
McDougnll, D. Moore, F. Ford, E. (Sullivan, Wm. OMloway, E. Thompson, and G\ Duncan. The names
of the miners who lost their lives are dabcz Eoberts, D. Procter, D. Masson, J. Peate, senior, and L.
Peate, junior (father and son). The body of the younger Peate has since been recovered. These two
latter had cavilled into this district and took their tools in and commenced to work their new place on
that fatal morning, iusteaE of the following Monday, which would have been (according to custom) the
proper day to commence the new cavil. In addition to the miners who went to work in the cross-cut
district on that morning, there were three wheelers, D. Eegan, M, Eyan, and T. Banfield. The two former
escaped, but the latter was caught in the “ crush " on the cross-cut flat, jammed between the skips, and his
body was not recovered until Friday, 2nd instant. The body of L. Peate, junior, was also discovered on
the same flat, and jammed between a loaded timber trolly and a full skip, and strange to say, the two young
men (Banfield and! Peate) who had been comrades in life were found lying close together feet to feet in
death. On the rooming of the disaster there were also in the cross-cut district one deputy (James
Hodson) and seven shiftmen, viz., J. Beaumont. .1. Meadows, B. Boarty, A. Grant, R. Bourkc, G.
Dudley, and J. Blackburn. These shiftmen belonged to the cross-cut district, but just prior to the fall taking
place, some shiftmen from tho Church beading district went into the cross-cut district, and were at the out
end of the cross-cut main flat near the entrance to Murphy's heading when tho disaster happened. These
were G. Turnbull, J. Blakemore, W. Wilson, H. Pettit, and G. Jackson. These latter, along with Eoariy,
Dudley, Blackburn, Eyan, Eegan, and Bourke, made' their escape, but the deputy (Hodson) who along
with Beaumont, Grant, and Meadows were on Murphy’s heading flat, endeavouring 1o get the rails and
Tangye pump out, were caught in the fall and are at the present time entombed in the mine. One of flic
shiftmen from the Church heading (H. Pettit) was buried by a fall of coal whilst sitting at breakfast wilh
some of the other shiftmen on the main cross-cut near the entrance to Murphy’s heading, and his body
was not recovered until the 2nd July, last month, ten days after the “ crush ” took place. From the time
abovementioned, when 1 saw Deputy Embleton at work timbering the main cross-cut on tbe morning of
tbe 22nd June (the day of the disaster), rescue work was carried on continuously along the cross-cut, in the
direction of the flat. The brave men who formed this party in tbe several shifts faced untold dangers
every hour, but with unflagging energy ihey persevered until the body of poor Pettit was discovered on
the2nd July. After the finding of this body all work was suspended until 4th July, same month, when a party
of six men again resumed work and passed through the in-end of the large fall, where, in a comparatively
open space on the cross-cut fiat, the pony “ Sharpo” was found alive. When the flat was reached on this
occasion, a thorough search was made in every direction where it fvas possible to gain an entrance; but
no sign was found of any body except that of the pony. This search was made more especially in tbe
hope of finding the body of J. Peate, junior, as it was about tbis part of the flat where he was last seen
alive by B. Eoarty and others. Hot being able, however, to find the body at the spot indicated by
Eoarty, it was then surmised that the poor young fellow had run in over along the flat towards where he
had left his father at work early in the morning. Subsequent events have proved the truth of this
surmise, as his body was found at a spot nearly 40 yards further along the cross-cut flat than where it
was at first expected he would be discovered.
3. The escape of tbe seven miners, M'Dougall, Moore, Ford, Sullivan, Galloway, Thompson, and
Duncan, several hours after the “crush” took place certainly amounts to the “ marvellous,” as at the
time of the fall they were all in beyond the main cross-cut flat, aud by the extreme force of the wind
caused by the fall they were left in darkness, as their lights were extinguished Hone of this parly
appear to be able to state the exact route taken by them during their attempt to escape (and this is not
to be wondered at as the physical aspect of the whole section of cross-cut workings would at that time
be changed). But by statements made by the survivors, it would appear that the route in the first
instance was along the cross-cut flat out overto the place near the entrance to Murphy’s heading, where ihe
pony “Sharpo” was found alive, for some of the members of this party built a chock with round timber
on the top of an empty skip, and it was alongside of this chock that tho pony was found by the rescue
party. From this point it is evident that Ford and the others found their way into Murphy’s heading
around the then fallen coal and stone on the cross-cut at the entrance to this heading. Travelling this
heading for some distance (for they had at this time obtained a light) they evidently found entrance to
an old bord on the right of Murphy’s heading, and thus keeping as near as possible on the line of bords
they would of necessity cross Eobson’s, Tracy’s, Thomas’s, and Hodson’s headings, into what is known as
the Fault or Long beading. When the party reached Hodson’s heading they knew it by the rope, as this
beading was the engine plane into the galley workings. This heading, however, appears to have been
fallen on right and left of where they entered, and as no egress could be found from this heading except
by following down an old bord into the long heading, this was done, and on reaching this (long heading)
one of the number (Ford) knew it by certain work he bad performed in it some years ago, and lie told
bis comrades that they were now near the main road in the Hamilton pit. Soon after this they came to
a stopping built of refuse, and whilst endeavouring to pull this stopping down (which was inside of a
brick stopping) they were heard by a person named Wm. Grant, who was in the main road at the time.
He (Grant) and one of the rescue party, named Ealph Paul, at once knocked a hole through the brick
stopping, and a few minutes later, to the great joy of both rescued and rescuers, the poor fellows were
got through the opening in tho stopping, and found themselves once more in safety, after having battled
for hours with what must have appeared to them at times as almost certain death.
4. The shiftmen, A. Turnbull, Dudley, Blackburn, Milson and others, who were with H. Pci lit on
the eross-cut, near Murphy’s heading end at the time the “ crush” took place, had also a narrow escape,
for when a portion of the roof fell in tho vicinity of Murphy’s heading end, these men were to all
appearance shut in. But fortunately a small openiug over the then fallen roof was discovered, and they
were
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wore thus enabled to make good their escape. One of this party (Blackburn), under most trying circum
stances, made a gallant effort to rescue Pettit, but eventually was compelled to desist, and rush out in
order to save his own life.
5. On the afternoon of the day on which the body of Herbert Pettit was brought to tho surface,
Tuesday, July 2nd, 1889, an inquest on said body was commenced before the District Coroner, Mr. Gr. C.
Martin, J.P., and a jury of twelve, at “Taylor’s Hotel,” Glebe. The gentlemen who formed the jury
were Messrs. Ercderick Alcock, John Ash, Michael Moroney, "W. T. Brain, of Newcastle; Messrs. J.
Bowtell, S. Hughes, Joseph Britton, William Powell, James Ho bin sou, Edward Stallard, S. Cree, and
George Hale, of Merewether.
Only two witnesses were examined on the first day, and at this stage the inquest was adjourned
for a week.
The adjourned inquest was held in the Council Chambers, Newcastle, on Tuesday, 9th July, 1889,
and continued on 10th, 12th, 15th, 17th, 18th, 23rd, 25th, and concluded on 2Gth July, same month.
After the first day, Mr. William Sparke, solicitor, watched the proceedings on behalf of the Govern
ment, Mr. H. J. Brown, solicitor, on behalf of the A. A. Company, and Mr, James Curley (Miners' General
Secretary) attended each sitting except one, on behalf of the Miners' Association, and during his absence,
on one occasion, Mr. James Thompson (District Chairman) acted in his stead. After the first day 1
attended nearly the whole of the lime, and heard nearly all the evidence that was given.
G. ITom the evidence adduced at the inquiry, it would appear that there was no very great extent
of goaf where pillars had been extracted in the cross-cut district, and that uo great fall of roof had taken
place in any part of the goaf prior to the final crush on 22nd June ; neither does there appear to have been
any serious apprehension of a large fall up till that morning. From evidence of survivors it would appear
that Deputy Hodson had visited the working-places prior to the men going to work, and ns he marked the
date on the working faces it appears to have been taken as conclusive evidence by some that tbe pillarworkings were safe. Notwithstanding this, however, wc find that when some of the miners went into the
cross-cut workings, especially into Murphy’s and Johnson’s headings, between G and 7 a.m., they discovered
most unmistakable signs of a serious disturbance in the roof.
Joseph Acton states:—He went down tbe pit at about G 30 a.m. on the morning of the disaster,
and went into Murphy's heading with a miner named Chappie, aud wrhen on Murphy’s heading flat he
heard the roof working. Ho (Acton) did not stay to work, but returned towards the pit bottom between
7 and 8 a.m., and on the road out he saw Hodson and J. 8harp (overman), and informed them of what ho
had heard in the vicinity of Johnson's and Murphy’s headings. At and during this interview he stated to
the overman “ that she would ease herself in Murphy's heading,” and with this view he (Sharp) appeared
to coincide. Acton appeared to bo so convinced lliat a large fall was about !o take place that, besides
speaking to fbe overman and deputy eoncerniug the matter, he warned some of the miners whom he met
going in to work in the cross-cut district, as ho was coming out.
David Inglis, a miner employed in Murphy’s heading, states that ho passed along Murphy's heading
about 7 a.m. on the morning of the “crush,” and at that; time the roof was thundering most awlully in
tho direction of Johnson’s heading, and coal was being crushed from tho pillar ends in Murphy’s heading
to such an extent as to make it necessary to clear the road on the flar, so that the wheeler might take the
loaded skips out to the cross-cut. He (Inglis) distinctly says that at about 715 a.m. the roof was
working badly in Murphy's heading aud was starting to boom at the pillars, and whilst helping the
wheeler to get some skips off the flat in this heading he (Inglis) says that he saw the overman and the
deputy (Hodson), with Meadows, Beaumont, and Grant (shiftmen) come into the flat, and adds that they
went straight up past and never spoke. About this time a wheeler named Ryan ran down to the
Murphy’s beading flat and told Inglis that the roof was working badly up towards the cross-cut. He
(inglis) then began to look for bis tools with a view to getting out as quickly as possible, and just at this
time, he adds that, the overman and deputy passed out over along Murphy’s heading towards the cross
cut, From the whole tenor of the statement made by Inglis, it would appear that from tbe time lie
entered Murphy’s heading on that particular morning, ho seemed to think that a very large fall of roof
was near at hand, but although be noticed signs of crushing on some of tbe pillar ends along Murphy’s
heading fiat on the Thursday before tbe final “crush” took place, be docs not appear to have apprehended
danger until the Saturday morning. He (Inglis) further states that, in his opinion, the roof on this
occasion gave five or six hours warning, and even after ha first heard it on that morning, there was ample
time to warn all the men and get both man and beast out safely.
Another miner named Robert Pringle, who uas working a pillar in Robson’s heading, went down
Ihe Hamilton Pit about G'20 a.m. on tbe morning of the disaster, and lost no time in getting into the
cross-cut district. When going through the fault on the main road he saw the deputy, Mr. Hodson, who
informed him “ that his working-place was quite safe.” lie (Pringle) found everything quiet until he
got to the far end of Murphy’s flat, where he saw that one of the pillars was nipping. He stopped to
examine it, and thought the roof was quiet, and then went on into his working-place, where he worked
for some time preparing a shot in order to blast some coal down. Ho (Pringle) was warned by Chappie
and Thomas, who visited him in his working-place, and told him that their place was working in Johnson's
heading, and that he (Pringle) had better come away as there would be no skips for him that day. He,
however, still went on with his work, and was in the'act of fixing the fuse to fire his shot when he beard
the roof give three heavy bumps above his head, and then he retreated as quickly as possible. He
(Pringle) took some of his tools on to Murphy's heading fiat, and just as he got there he passed James
(Sharp (overman) and some shiftmen; at this time ho remarked to Sharp, “My God, Jimmie, did you
hoar those thuds
meaning bumps in the roof, and Sharp replied, “ 01), yes, I hear it.” He (Pringle)
did not leave the fiat for a few minutes, but sat down to have some breakfast, and one of the shiftmen
passed out at the time (this was Beaumont). Pringle spoke to him, and just then the roof gave three
more very loud bumps, and Pringle remarked,<r My word, George, these are loud enough,” and Beaumont '
replied, “ Yes.” The shiftmen were at this time taking rails out in a trolly, and Pringle advised Beaumont
to clear away out of danger. He (Pringle) then left Murphy’s heading fiat,- aud proceeded towards the
cross-cut, but before leaving he cried out to Beaumont, “Take care of yourself, George, she'll soon come.”
Robert McDougall went down the Hamilton Pit about G'20 a.m. on tho morning of the “ crush,”
and into his working-place (a pillar) in Hayes’s heading on the right side of the cross-cut. He and his
mato tilled two skips, and then they heard the roof above them working to such an extent that they ran
away towards the fiat qn the cross-cqt jts quickly as possible, but found that the flat was falling before
them.
D, Moore,
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D. Moore, another miner, reached the cross-cut flat at about 0'30 a.m. on the morning of the
disaster, and heard a very heavy “ bump” in the roof in the direction of Johnson’s heading at the far end
of the cross-cut flat on the right; he stood and listened, but heard no more at that time. He then went on
to Hayes’s heading, where he heard the roof working ; but the rock was not making much noise, the pillars
appeared to be squeezing. He (Moore) and his mate (Proctor) then cleared some stone off the coal in
their working-place. This stone had fallen during the night. At this time Moore heard the roof working
farther along Hayes’s heading, and bits of shaly rock were falling. Shortly after this Moore told his
mate (Proctor) that he would go out, as he did not think it good enough, and that he would not do any
more. He (Moore) then gathered up Ms tools and came away ; but his mate did not appear to take much
notice of the disturbance in the roof, and remarked, “ It will settle, I will have my breakfast,—let her
come!”
F. Ford, another miner, who was working in a pillar upthe cross-cut, and a little to the left of main
cross-cut road beyond the flat, states that he went down the Hamilton Pit a little after 6 a.m. on the day
of the “crush,” and everything seemed quiet in the vicinity of his working-place; but a little after 8 a.m.
the roof began to rattle like thunder, and he eventually had to run for his life. Wm. Q-alloway went into
Martin’s heading on the morning of the disaster about G'25 a.m., and found the roof iu that heading in a
disturbed state, and thought there was danger. He (Galloway) went to look for the overman (Mr. Sharp),
and found him on the cross-cut flat, and told him the place was working. Sharp replied, “Let her come
in, I cannot help it.” This is denied by the overman (Sharp), but corroborated by a miner named John
Steavonson, who was in the cross-cut flat at the time.
The overman (James Sharp) states that he did not notice anything amiss in the mine on the day
before the disaster, and went round the cross-cut district early on the Saturday morning; he was in
Murphy’s heading, and heard one bump only; it was in the coal, aud did not sound in any way alarming.
He (Mr. Sharp) further states that on that morning he neither saw nor heard anything to make him
uneasy, and saw no reason to withdraw any man from the mine that morning except perhaps from that
part near Murphy’s and Johnson’s headings.
After hearing Acton state that his place was working, he (Mr. Sharp) told the deputy (Mr. Hodson)
that he believed she was going to come, but gave no instructions to have the rails and other properly
brought out; but ordered preparations to he made as he thought the roof iniqltt come in ; hut he adds
that he gave uo orders to the under officials to warn the men in fhe disfrict where he feared a " creep ”
There is no direct evidence to show the state of Bishop’s heading on the morning of the disaster ; but
B. Eoarty states that J. Peate, jun., told him that ho had left his father in this heading, and had informed
him (J. Peate, sen.) that he would not work in that place any more. Several other witnesses were
examined at the inquest, aud nearly all of the miners who had been in the various bead bigs boro testimony
to the disturbed condition of the roof from about.G'30 a.m. to about SA5 a.m., the supposed time of tbe
final crush on the morning of Saturday, 22nd June, 1889.
7. After all the evidence had been taken during the several sittings of the Curouer’s Court, the
Coroner (Mr. G. C. Martin, J. P.) addressed the jury, aud reviewed the evidence at some length.
The jury was locked up at twenty minutes to 11 o’clock, and at about a quarter-past one the
following verdict was agreed to:—
.
•
The Verdict.
“ We find that the said Herbert Pettit was found dead in the Hamilton Pit, owned by the A. A.
Company, at the Glebe, in the district of Newcastle, iu the Colony of Hew South Wales, on tho 2nd day
of July. We further find that his death was caused by a fall of stone and coal in the aforesaid pit,
which said fall occurred on the morning of the 22nd day of June, 1889. This fall entirely covered the
said Herbert Pettit whilst he was at his duties in the said pit, aud though great exertions were made
by Edward Blackburn to rescue the said Herbert Pettit, they were without avail, and the said Edward
Blackburn had to leave the said Herbert Pettit, to preserve his own life. For this action of Edward
Blackburn the jury desire to record the highest praise and commendation.”
The following rider was also added:—“From the evidence, wo are of opinion that the late terrible
accident was caused by the weakness of the pillars. We recommend, for the safety of life and property,
that a clause he inserted in the new Mining Bill to this effect—that in future all pillars on each side of
all main ways be 16 yards, and the pillars in the headings be 8 yards wide, and that tho bords be turned
away 6 yards wide and driven in 6 yards before opening out to 8 yards wide. We further recommend
that more Government inspectors, with greater power, ho appointed, as we are of opinion that two
inspectors are totally inadequate for the proper supervision of the large number of coal-mines now opened
or being opened in tbis district. We consider that-------- (the overman) neglected his duty in not
calling the men out when it was reported to him that the pit was working so badly.”
8. With the “ verdict,” as returned by the jury on this occasion, I most fully agree, and also agree
with the recommendations contained in the “ rider.” for the safety of life and property.
9. In conclusion, I beg to state that, in my opinion, the overman (-------- ) who was in charge
of the Hamilton Pit (and in the absence of the manager was the agent for the A.A. Company at the time
of the disaster) ought to have warned the miners and wheelers to cease work and go out of the pit, after
it was reported to him that the roof was working in the headings on both sides of tho cross-cut. A ccording
to the evidence, such report was made to Mr.-------- . and as this was what is generally known as the
“ first fall” after pillar extraction, and as no person can tell where a fall of this description will make a
break, the calling out of the men and boys was rendered all the more imperative. 1 am also of opinion
that (according to what I have seen since the disaster occurred) the standing pillars were too weak
to withstand the pressure brought to bear upon them by the enormous weight of the superincumbent strata.
I herewith beg to forward a sketch of the Hamilton Pit cross-cut district, showing the position of
the various headings, &c. (See Plan No. 5.)
1 have, Ac..
John Mackenzie, Esq.,
JOHN DIXON,
Examiner of Coal-fields.
Inspector of Collieries.
I fully concur with tho verdict and rider of the Jury ; also with the conclusions arrived at by Mr.
Dixon from evidence given at the inquiry, Ac., that the overman (-------- ) is to blame for not having
warned the miners and wheelers to cease work and go out of the pit after it had been reported to him by
several persons at work in the cross-cut district that the roof was working in the headings on both sides
of the cross-cut1
I
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I am also of opinion that the standing pillars wpro I no weak to withstand the pressure brought to
bear upon them by the weight of tbe superincumbem Mr at,a; and that if tho pillars had originally been
left of a larger area than the so-ealled 4-yard pillars common to the system usually adopted in working
tho Borehole coal-seam in tho IVowcastle District;, or a modification of tho district custom had been intro
duced whereby almost all of the pillars could be extracted as soon alter they are formed as possible, it
might have prevented extra deterioration and loss of coal from a “ crush” such as that which has so
recently taken place at rhe A. A. Company’s Colliery, and on previous occasions at the A. A. Company’s,
Newcastle-Wallsend, Co-operative, Lambtou aud Newcastle Coal Companies, Ac,—J.M., 7/8/89. Under
Secretary for Mines, B.C., 7/8/89.
Submitted.—11, W., 9/8/89.

T.
Section showing the thickness and character of the Borehole Coal-seam sunk through and worked at

tho Monk-Wearmouth Colliery (now Seaham Colliery), situated 1 mile from the West Wallsend
Colliery, near Minmi, in the county of Northumberland, taken by the Examiner of Coal-fields and
Mr, Inspector Dixon, The colliery is recently opened out, and is situated about 6 miles from the
Homehush and Waratah Bailway, near Cockle Creek, 1,227 tons of coal, valued at £593, were raised
in the year under notice.
(Annual Report of the Department of Mines for tho year 1889.)
! Bine shale.
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[See Blau No. 7 for map of the town of Stockton, parish of Stockton, county of Gloucester, showing
positions of old and new shafts (Stockton Colliery), streets where subsidences have taken place, and
Government laud.]
1

V.
Messks. Sparke and Millard’s (solicitors) opinion as to the Liability of tho Stockton Coal Company, or the

Stockton Eslnlc, for damage done to the streets under the control of tho Council by Subsidences.
The Council Clerk, the Borough of Stockton, Stockton,—
Dear Sir,
Newcastle, N.S.W., 9 August, 1894.
We have been considering the questions submitted by you as to the liability of the Stockton
Coal Company, or the Stockton Estate, for damage done to the Streets under the control of the Council by
subsidences.
We must apologise for not answering before, hut we wore in hopes of discussing the matter with
the Mayor.
It has generally been accepted in this Colony that no action lies on the part of a Municipal Council
for damage done to streets by subsidences caused by undermining, but that action can be taken by the
Attorney-General if the subsidence amounts to a nuisance.
Wo do not entirely agree witli this view, andwefind a case in the reports (Bfivjieldside Local Board
v. Consctt Iron Company, 3 Ex. D. 54. 47 L.T, ex 491) in which an action for damage caused by under
mining was brought by a Local Board in whom the control of roads was vested.
But as it seems probable that the undermining by which the damage was eventually caused was
performed before the incorporation of the Borough, and the Borough took over the streets in their under
mined condition, we do not think that it would bo advisable for the Council to take the responsibility of
bringing an action.
If the subsidences amount to a nuisance or nuisances the Attorney-General should bo applied to
to take action.
*
We notice that you mention that damage has been caused to private property as well as to the
public streets.
Though we presume you are not specially interested in this question, we may remark that an action
could probably he at the suit of a private individual for damage done to his property by reason of sub
sidence from undermining.
Tours, Ac.,

SPARKE am MILLARD.
W.
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W.
[See Plan Ko. S showing the Hctton Coal Company’s leases, position of the two shafts, and
main winning places.]

X.
[See Plan No. 9 showing position of bores, loading places, creep, and dams, "Wickham and Bullock
Island Colliery, and illustrating the evidence ef James Fletcher, jun., Colliery Manager.]

Y.
Copy of notice posted at the Mount Kemhla Colliery, Wollongong.
15 June, 1895.
Poueteek days from this date miners and other workmen employed at this colliery will he required
to work on Pay Saturdays for such number of hours as the exigencies of trade demand, and to start work
at any time up to 9 a.m. as on other days, when required, and employment will be subject to acquiescence
in this rule.
J. H. RONA.LDSON,
i
'
Manager.
Z.
Inspection—Stockton Colliery.
Department of Mines, New South Wales.
Sydney, 5lh October, 1893.
On the 17th February last the Manager of the Stockton Colliery withdrew the men from the mine,
'csumably in terms of General Rule 5, and on the following day an inspection was made by Inspectors
ixon and Humble, who were unable to report tho mine safe. Nevertheless, the Manager subsequently
set the men to work again in the mine, and it is thought they have continued since to work therein ; but
as proceedings have on two separate occasions been taken against the Manager, and on each occasion a
penalty was recovered, it is submitted that the law has hecn thereby sufficiently vindicated, and that no
further action need be taken in regard to that offence.
Section 24 of the Coal Mines Regulation Act provides that the Examiner or an .Inspector shall
have power, at least once in eight weeks, to make an examination and inquiry respecting the stale and
condition of any mine. Prom this it, is presumed that the Act does not make it. compulsory upon the
Examiner or Inspector to make an inspection within a given period, but it is felt that if an accident
involving loss of life should occur in any mine which has not been inspected at least once in eight wee.ks,
the Examiner or Inspectors would be blamed, and, therefore, as norecentiuspection of the Stockton Mine
has been made, it may be proper that it should now be inspected, if it is possible to do so without incur
ring the risk of having to withdraw the workmen.
.
Before making such inspection it is desirable, in order to avoid incurring the risk aforesaid, that
the following questions be settled :—
■
(1.) If a mine, or any part of a mine, is found by the Examiner or Inspector to be dangerous, docs
(under General Rule 5) the obligation to withdraw the workmen from the mine rest upon tho
Examiner or Inspector, or have those officers simply to report tho condition of the mino, and
record such report iu a hook to be kept at the mine for that purpose, leaving tho Manager to
withdraw the workmen ?
(2.) Is the Examiner or Inspector required, under General Rule 5, or Section 25, to anticipate
danger ? In other words, is ho required to take notice of any matter or thing which does nut
threaten immediate danger, hut which tends to danger in tho more or less remote future?
HARRIE AYOOD.
Attorney-General's Department, N.S.W.

S

Department of Mines, New South Wales, 14,850,5/19/93. 93. 10,876. Crown Solicitor, 26/7/93,
Submitted—W.S,, 4/10/93,
I should be glad if iny honorable colleague, tho Attorney-General, would
be good enough to favour me with his opinion on the two questions.—W.W.S., 4/10/93.
The Crown
Solicitor—HAY., B.C., 5/10/93.
Subject: Inspection—Stockton Colliery.
Crown Solicitor’s Office, Sydney, 4 December, 1893.
(1.) If a mine or any part of a mine is found by the Examiner or Inspector to be dangerous, does (under
General Rule 5) the obligation to withdraw the workmen from the mine rest upon the Examiner or
Inspector, or &e., &e. ?
(2.) Is the Examiner or Inspector required under General Rule 5 of Section 25 to anticipate danger?
Sir,
I have the honor to return herewith the papers relating to the above matter which were for
warded to me from your Department on the 5th day of October, 1893, and to state that I have submitted
them to Mr. Attorney-Gen oral Barton, a copy of whose advising thereon will be found upon the other side
of this letter.
1 have, Ac.,
ERNEST A. SMITH,
Tho Under Secretary, Department of Mines.
Crown Solicitor.

SttVtc. No.

si,

Copy Opinion of the Honorable the Attorney-General.
1. Although the Coal Mines Regulation Act does not expressly mark out the person on whom the
obligation rests of withdrawing the workmen when the mine becomes dangerous, there is scarcely room
for tloubt that the person intended js the person ip charge of the mine, or tho particular part. By General
'
.
Rule
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llule 5, what the Examiner or Inspector is to do is clearly defined, and what is to he done by some other s. is, subs. (6)
person—namely to withdraw the workmen from the mine or part where the mine or such part is found
lo be dangerous—is indicated with equal clearness. As the Statute confers no express power on the
Examiner or Inspector to withdraw the men, and as the men are to be withdrawn, the necessary presump
tion is that this act is to be done by the person who, ordinarily, has alone the power to do it. If the
“owner” or “ agent," being in charge, does not in such circumstances withdraw the men, he ought to he
prosecuted under section 31. If the oflence is committed by the person in charge, not being the “ owner'*
or “agent,” it is within section 3d.
'
2. The second question involves a matter of degree rather than of principle, and is therefore not
an easy one to answer satisfactorily. I am not clear that it is a question of law at all. It would be hard
to enlarge tho scope of the 5th General Rule. If the Examiner or Inspector finds the mine to be dan
gerous, every workman is to he withdrawn. Section 25 in no way limits the operation of this Rule. It
provides a course of procedure by way of remedy if in any respect any mino or any part thereof is
dangerous or defective. If danger is imjyendinq it is futile to say the mine is not dangerous, and therefore
I thiuk that the Examiner or Inspector is required to act in anticipation of an impending danger. But
the danger must not be too remote. In a sense, every mine is dangerous; but the danger here aimed at
is a danger of injury sensibly within reasonable probability.
EDMUND BARTON, A.G., 28/11/93.

No. 93/632,
Department of Mines, N.S.W., 18/411, 5/12/93.
See also 93/18,412 herewith*
Mr. Burcher to enter in Opinion Book—"W’.H.T., 5/12/93.
Entered—S.B.,G/12/93. D.E.M.G.
Tlie
Examiner of Coal-fields may be informed of the Attorney-General's advising—H.W., 6/12/93.
Submitted.
In view of the opinions herein, and the prosecutions that have taken place, the inspection of the Stockton
Mine may be made in the ordinary course—n."W., 11/12/93.
Submitted. Approved—W. W.S.,
11/12/93.
Messrs. Dixon and Humble for an early inspection and report—J.M., 11/12/93.
Mr.
Inspector Dixon, B.C. Seen—.T.D., 12/12/93.

Sydney : (Jlifirlcs I'oiter, (Joverrmifrit IVinler.—13%
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Legislative Assembly.

NEW

SOUTH

WALES.

liOTAL COMMISSION ON COAL MINES REGULATION BILL.
(STATEMENT OF PRESIDENT REGARDING SITTINGS, FEES, &c.)

Printed-under No. 10 Report from Print imj Committee, 2.1 Jv.lif, 1S9G.

[Laid upon the Table of this LTouse in answer to Question No. 2 of 16th July, 1806.]

Question.
10
Mr.

Utapmav asked

the

0F T1IK Kotal Commission
Colonial Secretahi-,—

on

Coal Mixes Eiglm.atiox Bill:—

(1.) What fees were paid to the members of tho Eoyal Commission on the Coal Mines Regulation
Bill at per sitting, and total amount ?
b
(2.) Is it a fact that at the first meeting a resolution was carried defining the hours of eacli sitting ?
i-i.) Jt so, is it a fact that in a number of instances the Commissioners charged and were paid for
two sittings which were held within the hours fixed by the resolution definin| the hours of sitting?
(4.) It so, will he take steps to obtain a refund of these overcharges p

Answer.
P. K Rogers, Q.C., President, 54 sittings, at £12 12s.
James Curley, member, 14 sittings, at £7 7s.
...
Jesse Gregson, member, 11 sittings, at £7 7s.

£GS0 8s.
£39G 18s.
£396 18s.

The President, Royal Commission on Coal Mines Regulation Rill, to The Chief
Secretary.
.,

T

°ar' In nnqwfl,.
• i ■ 1 alktter

i i<.
j.,,
.
.
Wigram Chambers, 20 July, 1896.
your letter of the 1/th instant, enclosing a copy of certain Questions asked In
c°~ - «. c«i

Mon'Lrfrom
mdt Y-edneSdayT + U w^iherefore :lrrallgcd that the Commission should sit on
s^t from 10 a m to ll n m
.°%kter-a,ld thf on Tuesdays and Wednesdays the Commission should
the
best
of
’
a3mn
from 2 ^ to1,5 sat
P'm'till
> orconsiderably
]ater> on Tuesdays,
if necessary;
and,and
to
Tuesdays Hu/otiTv Si ^ ’ 10 Lotn,rn;]1011/^ler'ally
after 5 p.m.
on Mondays
Tuesdays, but onlj till 5 p.m., or a little after, on Wednesdays, as the Commissioners from Newcastle
desired to return to that city by the evening train.'
Newcastle
,,
, Aft?r ab”ut five week® the Commission found it possible to meet on Mondays also at 10 a m and

i

“ “doddS to ',*™

“ 4S SCiS

sittins? 'of
heretofore, as ^r.as b a™ -ware, three liours have been the ordinary duration of a
sitting o± a Royal Commission, and it will be seen that each of the morning and afternoon sittings of
mi?J?0in™1BS10n on.the ,Coal Mnies Bill extended to at least that average duration. It would have lieen
much more convenient for me if only one sitting had been held on each day : but, if this course had been
offlroll’ *+h dray m T1,esentinS tbe ^P01'* would necessarily have been considerable. The remuneration
offered by the Government was calculated at so much for each sitting, and this could only he regSed as
by - iidj~ ^
^

I am, <fec.,

_________________________
CM.]
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COAL MINES REGULATION BILL.
(PETITION FROII ANDREW DRU-IIMOND, MAYOR OF WALLSEND, .ANil ADAM COOK, MAYOR OF
PLATTSBGRG, IN FAVOUR OF AN AMENDMENT IN)

linceived ly the Legislative Assembly, 3 September, I89G.

To tho Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New South Wales, in Parliament assembled.
The Petition of the Municipal Councils of Wallsend ami Plattsbnrg,—
Humuty Seiowjeth ;—
1for many years mining under roads, streets, and property has been carried on within
me boroughs or Wallsend and Plattsburg and the district of Newcastle, causing considerable damage to
the public roads and streets, depreciating the value of proper),v, and endangering the lives of the colonists
°
and citizens.
su^at ^ur'nS
y^rs ISSd-d-o the Borough Council of Wallsend. at the instigation of the
Attorney-General, took legal proceedings in the Supreme Court of New South Wales to obtain an
mjuiiction to prevent Messrs. Andrew and Alexander Sneddon from mining under certain streets in
Brookstowu, borough of Wallsend. The cost of this equity suit amounted to £1,075 10s. 2d., with the
unsatisfactory result that mining under these streets was to be carried out under the supervision of Mr.
Thomas Croudace, manager, Scottish Australian Coal-mining Company, Jjambtou, with the view to the
permanent safety of the surface of these streets. This supervision, however, was not strictly carried out,
as .subsequent pitfaLs took place, and the Council were not in a position to enter into further costly
3- Mosii extensive mining operations under the roads, streets, and property of the borough of
Jlattsburg are now' being carried on by Mr. Andrew' Sneddon, and in fact this applies throughout the
l eweastle district, as proved by the extensive pitfalls and subsidence of the streets and propertv, as
published in the JSeiccastl-e Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate, Monday, 31st August, 1896.
'
4'. That with a view to prevent expensive and fruitless litigation, and to conserve the interests of
1,., ’ thc
of lllc public roads and streets, the Municipal Councils of Wallsend and
tlattsbnrg humbly pray that your Honorable Assembly will be pleased to cause the following provision,
winch has been approved of by the Municipal Association of New South Wales, to be inserted in the Coal
Mines Jiiil now under consideration by your Honorable Assembly : —
“That in order to permanently secure the safety of all public roads, streets, lanes, or buildings
adjacent thereto, within the boundaries of any municipality, it, shall be the duty of the Minister
for Mines, bis examiner, or inspectors, to at least once in every six months inspect all mining
under such roads, streets, lanes, or buildings, and to take such steps as the Minister or his officers
may deem necessary to ensure the permanent safety of such roads, streets, lanes, or buildings.”
And your Petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
Given under the Corporate Seal of the said petitioning Corporations this 3rd day of September, 189G,_
ANDREW DRUMMOND,
Mayor of Wallsend.
ADAM COOK,
Mayor of Plattsburg.

[3d }
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MINING ON PEIYATE LANDS ACT.
(APPLICATION BY JOSEPH DEMPSEY FOR MINING LEASE AT BYNG.)

Printed wnder iYA 27 Report from Printing Committee, 13 November, 1896, a.m.

Application of Joseph Dempsey, “ Mining on Private Lands Act.”
Precis.
On 20th August, 1894, tho executors of late T. G. Wobb applied for lease of 875 acres, including 10
acres which was being worked by one Bennett Treloar and H. C. Webb under agreement with tho
executors.
On 19th October, 1895, Dempsey applied for 20 acres, including the above 10 acres.
" On 21st October, 1895, the Warden reported us follows : —
] have the honor to state, for the information of the Minister, that immediately Dempsey lodged
tho accompanying application with the Registrar he came to me and applied for an injunction
sumending the mining operations on the 10-acre portion, held and worked by Treloar and party,
as no had included it in the 20-nerc piece ho had pegged out and applied for to leaso. I refused
Ins request, adding that he had no right to interfere with any holding that was being worked.
It was not for him to say whether the occupier’s title was good or had. The Minister would
have to determine that ere he would have any right on the ground at all. ‘Jumping’ is not
permitted by the present Act.”
“
9n
^ September, 1895, Treloar wrote to tbe department asking for the lease to be granted
to Webb, and thus secure tho ground for himself and mates.
(i iRn
IS95, the Warden’s Clerk reported as follows:—
^ i Xr"le ^0Iltir ’nforin y0l|i rc tbe annexed application No. 33, for lease of 20 acres under tho
Mining on Private Lands Act.’ applied for by C. Dempsey, at' Byng, being portion 2, parish
or Byng, county of Bathurst, which overlaps tbe whole of the 10 acres mined by Treloar and
party, now on good gold, and who were in occupation of this land long before this Act came in
force ; that Dempsey, when making his application, did not tell me that such was the case. Mr.
Warden Lane was the first to draw my attention to the fact, as Dempsey had so informed him,
nor does the plan show anyone in occupation of this land, therefore 1 consider it my duty as
Warden s Clerk to give yon this information that you mav take such action as you may deem
necessary.”
•
"
On ibe 21st of October, 1895, the executors again applied, but for 10 acres only, being the area
worked by Treloar and party. This application was made as the executors thought the first application
was informal.
On the 11th November, 1895, tho papers wore referred to the Crown Solicitor for advice as to the
course or procedure that should be adopted in view of the conflicting applications.
..
, . , ”r<^ February, ] 8fKi, the Crown Solicitor advised the department. The following is an extract
from Ins letter:—
Section 22, however, provides that ‘ nothing herein contained shall bo construed aa rendering it
obligatory on the Governor to grant a lease to any person applying for the same, notwithstand
ing that he may have complied with the provisions of this Act and the regulations thereunder,
but m case his application shall be refused, he shall be informed of the reason for such refusal.’
In the present case there are some very strong equitable reasons for refusing Dempsey’s
application, the principal being that ho is practically trying to ‘ jump ’ a mine, and in my opinion
his application should bo refused. The state of things that would be brought about by granting
Dempsey s application would, in my opinion, be contrary to tbe whole spirit of the Act, and
where it is seen that a person by reason of his ignorance of the law is in danger of losing his
mine by reason of some other person trying to take advantage of such ignorance, I think it only
right that the Governor should step in and see that the Act is administered in an equitable
sPjrif"
“ I have, &c„
“ GEO. COLQUHOON,
“ Crown Solicitor.”
528—
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On the advising the Crown Solicitor the Minister decided in the following terms :—“ Action may
be taken in accordance with the Crown Solicitor's opinion.”—S. Sjhtk, 7/2/96.
Up to this time no notice of any proceedings being brought by Dempsey in the Warden’s Court
was received by the department.
On the 6th June, 1896, Dempsey’s application was submitted to the Executive Council for refusal,
the grounds for refusal being that the land applied for was occupied under agreement. Notice was sent
to Dempsey on the 3rd July, 1S96, of the refusal of the application, setting out the reason therefor,
namely, that portion of the land applied for was occupied under agreement by other persons.
On 12th June, 1896, the Warden wrote to the department asking for authority to hold inquiries
as to certain matters then in dispute, amongst them being Webb v. Dempsey, and be mentioned that Mr.
Kearney, solicitor for Dempsey, had applied for a summons against Webb and others for trespass.
The Warden was informed on 17th June of the position of the different cases, and as to Dempsey’s
application, that it was in course of refusal.
The Warden’s letter was the first intimation of any trespass case being brought by Dempsey ; and
it will he seen that the Minister decided to refuse Dempsey’s application some four months before tho
trespass case was brought under his notice.
On 22nd June, 1896, the papers were sent to the Warden, with instructions to return them when
the case was over.
The case of Dempsey v. Webb was called on before the Warden, but he adjourned it sine die.
No instructions were given to the Warden to adjourn the case.
On 25th June, 1896, Dempsey’s solicitor notified the department that he intended, to apply for a
mandamus to compel the Warden to hear the case.
The mandamus was subsequently obtained.
The question as to whether the lease should be issued to the original applicants, pending tho
hearing of Dempsey’s case against Webb, was referred by the Minister to the Attorney-General.
On 10th November instant the Attorney-Gen oral advised as fellow's:—
“The fact of there being a trespass ease pending cannot in any way affect the right of the
department to issue a lease, and tho Minister can do this, of course leaving tho parties to settle
their rights in the Civil Courts.—J.H.W., 10th Novr., 1898.”

[3d]

Sydney: William Applegate GullicX, Government Printer—1S9G.
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PITFALL AT MEREWETHER, NEWCASTLE.
(RETURN RESPECTING.)

Printed under Po. 9 Report from Printing Committee, 1G JWy, 1890.

EETUEN to aii Order made by tbe Honorable the Legislative Assembly of New
South Wales, dated 25th June, 1890, That there bo laid upon the Table of this
House,—
tr Copies of all papers and reports concerning the pitfall that took place at
<c Merewether, Newcastle, in February last.”
{Mr. Hidden.)

.

Mr. Colliery-Inspector Dixon to The Examiner of Coal-fields.
Report on fall of roof and subsidonce of surface in connection with tbe extraction of pillar coal in the
No. 3 District of the A. A.. Company’s No, 2 Colliery.
®’r’
Merewether, 29 February, 1896.
I have the honor to report that on Tuesday, the 18th instant, a fall of roof took place in tho
goaf in connection with the pillar workings in the No. 8 District, A. A. Company’s No. 2 Colliery.
2. I inspected the scene of the fall in the No. 3 District on the following morning, and found that
it had crossed the horse-road in the goaf, and extended to the left side, and evidently following the line
of extracted pillars, in the direction of the A, A. Company’s southern boundary.
3. Tho No. 3 horse-road branches from the main south-east engine plane at a point about 7 chains
from the No. 2 pit bottom, and continues in the direction of a little to tho west of south. The greater
portion of this road was driven over twenty-three years ago, and it is fully that time since headings and
bords were wrought to right and left of said road. The work of pillar extraction has been carried on in this
district since 1891, and was commenced in a portion of the 400-acre block leased from Mr. Morewether's
Burwood estate. On 20th J une, 1892, a heavy fall of roof took place within the area of this block, and
caused a subsidence of tbe surface ; but the recent fall took place within tho A. A. Company’s boundary
of their own land. The scene of fall is about 45 chains from bottom of pit, and about 38 chains from
main south-east engine plane.
4. Only about twelve miners were employed in this section on one shift, and on the morning of
tho day on which the fall occurred the roof was found to he in a disturbed condition, and all the men
were at once withdrawn. This was about 10 a.m., and as the principal fall did not take place till about
4 p.m., there was no risk incurred by any person, and the men were at work as usual on the following day.
5. No pillar extraction has been carried on nearer than about 2 chains to the southern boundary,
l am only able to give an approximation of tbe fallen area, as I could not get round the fall on every
side. But from observations below and on the surface, 1 am of opinion that tbe fall in tho old workings
is not of much greater extent than about aero. A much greater area, however, is shown on the surface,
on what is known as the “ Wallaby Flat,’ owing, no doubt, to the fact that for a considerable depth the
deposit is quicksand, and at the time of tho fall this sand would naturally gravitate towards tbe lowest
level, and show1 cracks and erevicos for a considerable distance. About 2 chains to the north of the
“ south boundary ” tho Crlcbe Hill, which is composed of sandstone and conglomerate rock, rises almost
abruptly, and from the Hat lo top of hill is about 100 feet of rise in about 10 chains. The total thick
ness of cover over the coal-seam’on the flat is about 180 feet, and the total thickness of cover over the
■^2—
coa^
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coal at G-lobe TTill ia about 280 feet. From the fall on the flat distinct cracks and crevices can be plainly
traced across the Adamstown to Merewether Hoad, and within a few .feet of the north-side fence of
public school; thence through several allotments and under dwelling-houses, and through Macquariestreet, which runs along the ridge. The most clearly defined fissure is on the flat, and runs almost due
east and west through the bottom of an old clay-hole, and from 2 to 2^ chains to the north of the
Adamstown Road.
6. The public school is on the hill, on the west side of Henry-street, and, although the ground is
cracked to north and east of school, no damage has been done to the building or teacher’s residence.
Watysr-main.—A 13-inch diameter main, belonging to the Hunter Hirer Water Board, is laid in
Henry-street; and it would appear that several of the pipe-joints have been strained and caused to leak
for a distance of about 3 chains, from the flat across the main road and into Henry-street.
A bakehouse on the cornel' of Adamstown Hoad and Henry-street is cracked in several places, and
the oven (brick) has been damaged on sides and floor.
At the top end of Henry-street, opposite tbe public school, a dwelling-house (weatherboard), the
property of B. Barkwell, has been damaged to some extent by the brick chimney being riven from tbe
house a few inches and tho hearthstone dislocated, besides damage lo brickwork under the front verandah.
From this property to Hughes-strect, which intersects Macquarie-street, surface cracks are plainly
seen; and at the function of Hughes and Macquarie Streets the troubled ground is seen, and an under
ground tanlt on the allotment, owned by a person named Mr. Charles Dickinson, has been fractured and
the water lot off.
_
A four-roomed weatherboard house and kitchen, owned by Mr. John G-ray, is strained to some
extent, and a splendid underground tank fractured and the whole of the water wasted.
Through Mr, Wilks’ ground the cracks in rock are most distinct, and a spacious underground tank
was rent and the whole of the water wasted.
In the allotments owned by Mr. John Berry tho underground tank is split, and the whole of the
water lost.
The same feature is seen in two allotments owned by Mr. G. Jones, where on each allotment the
underground tank is rent; and water lost.
The four-roomed house (weatherboard) and kitchen owned by Mr. John Wood is considerably out
of plumb, by the surface having rent near the back of the house, and tho small pipe leading from tho
water-main to house was broken and water supply cut off.
In Mr. Tom Harvey’s yard tbe surface rock was very much split, but the only damage done to tho
house (six-roomed weatherboard) was to loosen some of tbe upright stone pillar supports.
Mrs. Palmer’s allotment—the four-roomed weatherboard house on this land has sustained some
damage, as the brick cbimney is much disturbed and the whole house has a distinct lean towards the west.
A nice new weatherboard house, owned by Mr. James Blakomore, had a shock which wrenched tho
verandah from the front of house.'
_
Mr. M. Watson’s four-roomed weatherboard house is also damaged, as the chimney is fractured
and metal oven injured ; the underground tank is split, and all the water lost.
In the allotment owned by Mr. J. Higgins the rock is very much rent. The house is four-roomed
weatherboard, and appears to have been listed towards the west. The brick chimney was set away in
the top from the house, aud the connecting pipe with the water-main broken.
_
7. In conclusion, I beg to state that the pillars of coal left under the public school and grounds
arc supposed to be at least 8 yards in width, and, in my opinion, the recent subsidence on the flat has
dragged a portion of the “ Glebe Hill’' in the form of a landslip. As more pillar coal is extracted the
surface will doubtless subside on the flat, but in all probability the next fall will be at a point too far
removed from the “ hill” to do any further damage.
.
I have, &c.,
JOHN DIXON,
Inspector of Collieries.

Sydney : Chailes PoUer, Govumment Printer.—1S0C.
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HETTON COLLIERY, NEWCASTLE.
(REPORTS OX SOME EALLEN BORDS IN.)

Printed under No. 13 Report from Printing Committee, IS August, 1896.

[Laid upon the Table of the House in answer to Question, without notice, of oth August, 1896.]

Question.
Cheep .it Hetton Coli.ieht :

Mr. Edden ashed “ Has the Secretary for Mines and Agriculture any
o_biecti°!i to lay on the Table of the House a copy ot any official report lie has received relating to
the alleged creep m the Hetton Colliery ?”
b

Answer.
Xr. Colliery-Inspector Humble to The Examiner of Coal Eields.
T,
...
Coal Eields Office, Newcastle, 23 .TuIy, 1S9G.
r n , ^ 111 j7? thf. honor ^ reP.ort 1nsPectio]i of a portion of the above colliery yesterday,"viz, some
talien Lords and headings, m the district known as M'Crae’s, on the dip side of the shafts.
With the exception of a very small portion, tho whole of the available coal (bottoms 5^ feet, hitops, and top band 8? feet), has been taken from each bord in this district, the top band coal being
however, left in m each heading and cut throu-h
y
The system of working is 6-yard bord aud 6-yard pillar. This width of herd is in the bottom coal
only contracting m subsequent working until, when tbe top band coal is extracted, the bord is not more
than 5 yards width at the roof.
Between tho bottom and top coal is a band of “Morgan” stone 51 feet thick, which after the
bottom coal is wrought, is allowed to fall on the floor, there to be used as a floor in the subsequent
working ot the top coal.
n
,,
, T.his eto?c’ ^gether with other refuse, completely covers up tho bottom coal portion of each pillar,
thereby increasing its strength and resistance to subsequent pressure and crushing,
appears that during the recent stoppage of work here due to the strike, the management decided
to draw out the rails and what timber remained in each bord of this district, as it was thought the
remaining coal could bo more economically got by another shorter route. This was done and the Lords
abiradoned.
.
thickness of a few feet of roof usually falls behind, as the top hand coal is being extracted, the
miners being protected by limber regularly set, drawn, and reset as the working face moves back towards
the heading.
°
Almost every bord was in this condition when the decision was come to to abandon the district.
At
of t1”8 abandonment (so the manager and overman inform me), further falls of roof
took place. Ihe area affected is approximately 6 acres ; but so far as 1 eonld see the pillars showed very
little sign of extra weight.
J
. Accompanied by the manager and overman, I travelled through several of these bords, walking and
creeping over the fallen roof, which consists of 4 feet of coal and clay bands, and 9 or 10 feet of hard
shale. In no case did I see more than about 13 or 14 feet of roof down, and this thickness not only
buries the adjacent pillars, but almost fills up the whole space in each bord.
333—
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■ As the volume of rock when broken is about twice that of the rock in situ, I do not think it
possible for much further falling to take place in any of these bords ; certainly not more than a few feet
before the whole available space is filled, as there is only “ creeping room ” now in many of them.
Before ^oing further you will perhaps permit me to say here' that the drawing of the. timber,
which ia only intended to protect the men whilst working, and not to keep up the roof for all time, had
little or no effect on the ultimate falling of roof in those bords. If the timber bad. been left undrawn,
the roof would scon have broken' over or around it, or have fallen directly the timber decayed, nhis
being so, the props, or as ninny as can be safely drawn, are taken from each bord directly work finishes
therein.
This portion of the colliery is under the Hunter River and Harbour of Newcastle.
According to Mr. Mining-Surveyor Thomas' levels of this colliery, taken, I believe, in 1S92, the
depth from high-water mark to the floor of this coal scam at this point is 280 feet.
Allowin'* 30 feet for depth of water in the harbour, and 20 feet thickness of workable coal and
“Morgan’s” stone, we have 230 feet of strata overlying the coal seam at this point, a thickness amply
sufficient, in my opinion, to allay any fear of water in dangerous quantities from the harbour finding its
way into the mine.
_
During my travel round and through these fallen bords yesterday I. saw no sign of water, nor did
I hear any working of the roof indicative of further falls.
Although I do not apprehend danger from this fall, I was very glad to hear Mr. Mathieson, the
manager say he had quite recently taken steps to make the pillars 71- yards instead of 6 yards wide m
the adjoinin'* and more northerlv district, where we know the seam is nearer the surface, the strata not
so thick, and in all probability not so good and substantial a covering to the coal seam as it is where the
fall has taken place.
1 ^ave' ^c,>
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
____,—
Inspector of Collieries.
Forwarded for the information of the Minister,—,!. Mackenzie, 27/7/96.
Mines and Agriculture.—H.B.S., for U.S., 29/7/96.
Secu. S. Smith, 30.

Under Secretary for

Mr. Colliery-Inspector Humble to The Examiner of Coal Helds.
Further Report on some Fallen Bords in Hotton Colliery.
Sir

Coal Fields Office, Hamilton, Newcastle, 5 August, 1896.
’
Supplementary to mv report of the 23rd ultimo on a fall of roof in some abandoned bords
and headings in MDrae’s district, Hetton Colliery, I have the honor to report further inspection of the
said workings to-day.
Accompanied bv myself and'- Messrs. Mathieson and Welford, tho manager and overman, 1
travelled through and all round this area of fallen ground. In one place only did 1 sen a fall I could not
**et over, and this was because the bulk of the debris was top band coal, which had not been extracted
from one of the headings. In every other place I saw there was at least sufficient space above the fallen
rock to creep through, thus proving that there has been no general movement of the overlying strata as
usually occurs when a “ crush ” or “ creep ” takes place, breaking down pillars and other supports.
"it simplv a series of local falls in each herd, without materially affecting the intervening pillars.
Those pillars exhibit very little siga of unusual weight, and this only on the outskirts of the fallen area.
The majority of them are completely covered and immensely slrengthcned by the fallen roof in
each bord, which acts as a stay or buttress to prevent lateral movement or crushing of the same. I saw
no sign of water, and beard nothing indicative of further movement in the roof. Every place was quite
dry and perfectly quiet.
As stated in my report of the 23rd ultimo, this fall took place during the stoppage of work
caused by the last strike of miners in the Newcastle district. Subsequently a rumour spread amongst the
men that the mine was “ on the creep,” and attained such magnitude as threatened to deprive the mine of
its full complement of men, many of them leaving and going to work elsewhere.
In order to stop this exodus, which would probably have ended in a panic, Mr. Mathieson wrote to
the Miners’ Lodge officials, requesting tho appointment of some of their number to inspect the mine, and
see things for themselves.
The outcome of this was the appointment of three members of the lodge, namely, Messrs. Sami
Ingram, John Mackav Gray, and Benjamin Davis, who inspected the mine on the 29th, uOth, and 31st
ultimo, and entered the result of their inspection in a book in the colliery office.
The following is a copy of such report, which speaks for itself, and fully confirms the substance of
my report of the 23rd ultimo on the same matter.
[Extract from the

Newcastle Morniivj Herald,

Hetton Collieev.—Condition

of the

Tuesday, 4th August, 3896.]

Workings.—Report

by

Winers' Committee.

following report by Messrs. Samuel Ingmm, John Maelmy Gray, and Benjamin Davis, miners, has been furnished to
the miners of the Hetton Lodge,
Gentlemen,—We, the undersigned, appointed by your lodge, have made the following inspection of the workings of
the Hqtton Colliery :—
_
On Wednesday, July 29, wo visited the fall which took place in the workings in Trouton's No. 1 heading, behind
Gnundry’s Flat. We went in on the old fifth left-hand, and went down to the furthest bord, where the top band was not
taken out. From there we went right through the cut-throughs to the pillar alongside the horse-road. Going down to
Goundry’s Flat, we went down to Trouton’s No. 1 heading in No. 3 bord. Wc could get no further, owing to the stones
being blocked up to the roof. We then went back to Jl’Eaes heading, where the ent-throngh was stopped up Wc
opened the stopping, and went into No. 9 bord. From Goundrys Flat up irouton s heading we found a facing
about 4 feet thick, standing with two props under it. At the back side of this was blocked up. On the right side wo went
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to the face of the working bord, which was standing at both sides of the stone dyke. Wc crossed the pillar in the heading,
and went into the next bord, which was standing, with the exception of about 18 inches of dirt that had fallen between the
props. AH the props were standing. We crossed about halfway over tho next or third pillar, and then knocked off.
On Thursday, July 30, wo commenced where we had left off the previous day. We worked along for about 4 yards
further, when wc came to where the fall had broken off, so that we could get no further without sinking down for a dis
tance of about 4 feet, to enable us to get under the standing roof. In the meantime the management had caused a road to
be made through the stopping put in in Trouton's No. 1 heading, and a road cleaned over the dirt that had been stowed
in that enabled them to come to within 2 or 3 yards from nhere we were working, where the fall had broken itself off. We
then went again into tho old fifth left-hand down the furthest bord, where the top baud was not taken out through the
eut-througlis until we came to No. 7 bord. We went down that bord to Trouton's No. I heading to the very point where
we had found that tho foil was broken off in the rock. Wo went down Trouton's No. I heading through the hole made in
the stopping on to Gonndry's Flat. So that enabled us to go all round the fall right through it, in No. 3 bord, also right
through it in No. 7 bord, and about half-way through it in No. 9 bord, when we were blocked by tbo dirt being too near
the roof, and we could not get through.
.
.
On the ton of tho coal in the Hetton Colliery the roof consists of bands of splint with clay partings varying in
thickness from about 2 ft. G in. to a thickness of about 4 feet, thatis, between the top of the coal and the rock. The highest
point we found in tiie fall is not more than S feet from the top of the coal, fhat is to say, about 4 feet of the rock broke
dorm, and only that in isolated places. The greatest fall that wo found was leading from M’Rao’s heading to Trouton’s No.
1 heading. That was from No. 9 bord to where wo found that the fall was broken off. That was a distance of about 22
yards long on the heading, and about 4 feet of the rook broke down for this distance, or a fall of about 8 feet high from the
top of the coal. The general height of the fall is from 5 to 6 feet from the top of the coal, or to a parting about 20 inches
or 2 feet in the rook.
We wish to report in travelling through the fall that we found the whole of the pillars standing intact, and no place
more than 6 yards wide. The distance from this fall to high-water mark varies from 51 ft. G in. to 59 ft. G in. deeper than
tho top of the coal at tho bottom of tho shaft. That is to say, from higls-water mark to shaft bottom is 230 feet. The
nearest portion of the fall to the pit bottom is 2S1 ft. G in. from high-water mark, and the furthest point 289 ft. G in,,
according to the level plan shown us by the management. This includes the second day’s inspection.
At the request of tho management on Ftiday. July 31, we made an inspection of tiie whole of the old workings of the
colliery. We commenced in the second left-hand heading, and travelled to the furthest point of the old workings. In this
heading we found in tho bords where the band had been taken out little or no rook bad fallen, and all the pillars were standing
intact. From there, we went to the return air-way from ICldsdon’s narrow bords. Wo then went to the top end of the
fifth left-hand. We found in the bords where the hands had been taken out rock down in isolated places to a distance in
tho highest point of not more than 3 ft. G in. All the pillars were standing intact. We then travelled to Steele’s No. 1
heading, through the bords where the band had been taken out. The highest point where tho rock had fallen in these bords
was about 2 ft. 6 in., and only this in isolated places. All the pillars were standing intact. We then went to Trouton’s No. 4
heading, where nothing but bottom coal is worked. We then u ent to M'Kae’s beading. "W e found m the bords where the
band hud been taken out that little or no rook had fallen, the highest point being jabout jlS inches of rock. The pillars
wore all standing intact. We then went to Nos. 11 and 10 headings, wheretheseamisworkedontopof “Morgan.” Topall
standing with very little falls, and all tiie pillars standing intact. From there through the old workings of Nos. 9 and 8
headings little or no rock down and all the pillars standing intact. We then went to Nos. G and o headings ; little or no
rock down and all the pillars standing intact. We then came to the engine bank and entered No. 1 right-hand heading and
travelled the old workings into Hutchinson's No. 1 heading. The highest part of the fall in No. 1 right was about 6 feet
of rock, and for a distance of about 4 yards other parts varying from 1 ft. to 2 ft. 6 in. ; all the pillars standing intact. We
then travelled from Hutchinson’s No. 1 to Tigbe's headings. We found one fall np to a height of about G feet in the rock
up to a sharp point (or what is generally known as a horse back) for a distance of about 10 yards long ; also, for a distance
of about 20 yards the rock was down to a height of about 4 feet. Other parts nothing unusual; all the pillars standing
intact. From there to Hutchinson's No 2 heading, several falls isolated, in some cases 5 feet or 6 feet high, also along to
the dyke at the extreme end of Hutchinson's No. 2; little or no rock down in this part and all the pillars standing intact.
From there we travelled into the fourth right-hand heading. We found little or no rock down, and all tho pillars standing
intact. Wo then travelled the old workings on the right-hand back of shaft; very few bords of band worked ; little or no
rock down and a!) the pillars standing intact. We thou travelled the workings on left side back of shaft; no baud taken
out, and all the pillars standing intact.
_
Wo wish to report, in travelling through tho old workings, that we found the whole of the pillars standing solid, and
apparently no weight on them. We wish to further report that during the 3 days of our inspection we have received very
great assistance from the manager and his overman,—not to lead us to whore they wanted us to go, hut to guide us to tho
several places where we wanted to go. We hereby certify that the above is a correct report of our inspection of the
workings of Hetton Collieiy.

As stated in my report of that date {23rd ultimo) these fallen bords, &c., are under the harbour of
Newcastle, and according to levels made by Mr. Mining-Surveyor Thomas in 1S92-93, the thickness of
strata overlying the coal seam at this point is about 230 feet, not more than 13 or l-l feet of which has
fallen and almost blocked up the entire space in each bord—so much so indeed, that, in my opinion, not
more than 3 or 4 feet more can possibly fall before the bords and headings arc completely choked up, when
of course, no further fall can take place. I do not apprehend any danger from this fall to the men
employed in the mine.
With reference .to Mr. Curley’s letter you sent me (and which is annexed hereto) there appears to
be two points only requiring consideration :—
(1.) The suggested examination to see how far pillars may have been encroached upon, and
(2.) Tiie suggested additional safeguard of having the width of herds at each end reduced to G
or 8 feet.
_
_
My answer to the first is : that while no one acquainted with practical work in coal mines would
venture to say, that pillars of 30 or 35 yards in length can be formed of uniform width throughout to vie
with the proverbial “ mathematical straight lino,’’ a reference to the plan of Hetton Colliery workings
made in 1802-3, and since then added to, by Mr. Mining-Surveyor Thomas, who made exhaustive and
thorough surveys of the whole of the mine (of which the herds and headings in M Crae’s district form a
part and were included in his first survey) to ascertain the boundaries and especially the width of bords
and pillars, it will be seen that the conditions of the Company’s lease from the Crown, stipulating that
tho herds shall not exceed 6 yards in width, and pillars shall not he less than C yards wide, have been so
closely adhered to as can reasonably bo expected in practical work.
The bords are driven by line, and with ordinary care can never go far wrong, but even if a bord should
deviate and encroach, say, on the right-hand side pillar, the adjacent pillar on the left is thereby added to
to the extent of the encroachment. Thus the total strength of a series of pillars in a district, as a support
to the roof, is unaltered.
(2.) Nothing has transpired at this colliery that, in my opinion, warrants us in calling upon the
Company to modify the system of working.
The holds are now G yards wide throughout and while there can be no doubt; that if such were
started and terminated G or 8 feet wide, it would be an additional source of strength,but, in this mine the
benefits would not bo so large as appears probable to many.
With
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. "Witf1 a hard coal free from joints, cutters, &e., it undoubtedly would be so, but this Hetton coal
(particularly the top coal) is traversed by these lines of fracture to such an extent that the coal proposed
to be left at each end of the bord (vide A. on sketch)—projecting as it does from the corner of each pillar—

woiild be subject to the deteriorating influences prevailing more or less in all mines, which tend to the
rapid weathering and crumbling of all exposed surfaces, particularly angular pieces, such as these would be.
Thus the benefit to be derived from this practice in hard strong coal free from joints, &c., would
not, in my opinion, amoi nt to much in this mine. Further, I do not consider the stability of its roadways_
and therefore the safety of the workmen—depends upon such a comparatively small matter.
Another point to be considered is the ventilation of the bord while being driven.
Eeducing the width of entrance from 18 feet to G or 8 feet would materially retard the flow of air
by diffusion or otherwise, into where the men require it.
'
It is well known that air flowing along a heading does more benefit to a bord with a wide entrance
than with a narrow one. A reference to bord C on sketch will lend colour to the saying that to ventilate
a wide bord with a narrow entrance is like “.trying to ventilate a bottle,” the wide 'part of the bord and
a narrow entrance resembling a bottle laid on its side.
Again,it were .ompulsory for the air current to be carried to the working face, this width of G
or 8 feet would have to provide space for the skip road and air current, and as the skip must have a
definite width to turn gradually from the heading into the bord, amounting in some cases to 7 or 8 feet,
the result would be that the airway behind the brattice would he contracted to such an extent as to
interfere with tho satisfactory ventilation of each bord.
I have, Ac,,
WILLIAM HUMBLE,
■-------- Inspector of Collieries.
I accompanied Mr. Inspector Humble during the whole of this inspection, and I fully agree with
this report in every particular,—J. Dreox, S/S/9G. The Under Secretary for Mines and Agriculture.
lEnclosure.]
Trades Hall, Newcastle, 29 July, 1S9G.
Dear Sir,
May I draw your attention to current rumours respecting an alleged creep at the Hetton Colliery, upon which
1 have been questioned more than once, and to which I drew Mr. Inspector Humble’s attention in conversation with him ou
Saturday night, the 18th instant, while on the Newcastle Station platform.
These rumours are gaining publicity and are alleged to have some foundation as you will notice from a narasraph
appearing iu the Press to-day.
B A
^ on “ro fully cognisant of the situation of this colliery, and the need of careful exact mining conditions. The top
cl j understand Is worked to the rock. How far there may or may not he encroachments on pillars at the terminations
of bords, I would suggest should he a matter for examination. What has also occurred to me as an additional safeguard with
tins and other collieries so s-tuated, is the width at which bords should be commenced and terminated. A width of 6 or 8
feet would better define locally any fall which might take place.
This view of the question is suggested frum what I have noticed when working as a practical minor, when a fall in
a bord travelled over the heading, ftc,
I mention the matter as a subject worthy of your consideration.
May I ask in conclusion that this alleged creep at the Hetton Colliery receive your immediate attention.
I have, &c.,
mu w
•
,« , ~ ,
JAMES CURLEY,
The Examiner of Coal Fields.
General Seerctaiy.
Sydney ; Charles Potter, Government Printer.—18^6.
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